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TILIRD SESSION, SIXTH PARLIAMENT-52 VIC.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
TussDAY, 26th March, 1889.

The SP»Arma took the Chair at Three o'clock.

?Ersze.

FIRST READINGS.

Bill (No. 121) to amend the Summary Trials Act (from
the Senate).-(Sir John Thompson.)

Bill (No. 122) respecting collection of certain tolls and
dues mentioned therein (from the Senate).-(Sir John
Thompson.)

THE .MOD US VIVEI.DL

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Before the Orders of the Day
are called, I would like to ask the leader of the Government
whether the report is true which we see in the newspapers,
that the Government have agreed to the modua vivendi for
the coming year; and, if seo, whether the Orders in Council
and further instructions relating thereto will be laid on the
Table of the House ? This is a very important question,
and one in which the people take so much interest that I
think the decision arrived at by the Government should be
given in a formal way to this House.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I can answer the hon.
gentleman, "Yes." We have been in communication with
the Government of Newfoundland on this matter with a
view to have joint action, as I have mentioned before. On
Priday or Saturday, I forget which, but I think it was
Saturday last, we received a communication from the Gov.
ernment of Newfoundland to the effect that they decided
to allow the modus vivendi to go into operation for the
coming season, and this Government acted accordingly.
The papers will be brought down.

BEHRING'S SEA FISHERIES.

Mr. MITCHELL. Before the Orders of the Day are
called, I would like to ask the right hon. gentleman if he
has noticed the published report, or departmental order of
the American Government, in relation to the Behring's Sea,
and whether any correspondence has taken place in relation
to that question which is likely to create so much dispute.
I may state that I have heard a very great many opinions
as to what the efect of that order of the American Govern-
ment is, but my own impression is that the order is much
more limited in extent than the general publi3 seem to
believe it is. I think it would be well if the Government
should make some explanation on the subject so as to ease
the public mind.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There has been no cor.
respondence with the American Government on this sub-
jeete I ean quite understand the hon.gentleman asking the
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question, because there is a groat deal of misapprehension
existing with regard to the matter. An Act was passed by
Congress sone years ago respecting the Behring's Se, and
it is a clause or provision of that Act of Congross that every
year there shall bc a proclamation issued warning the
people as to the provisions of that statute. The present is
only the ordinary proclamation which was issued last year,
and probably the year before and for some years past.
There is nothing in it to cause any alarm.

Mr. MITCHELL. Io there any new feature in it?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is no new feature.

SUPPLY-THE JESUITS' ESTATES ACT.

Mr. FOSTER moved that the House again resolve itself
into Committee of Supply.

Mr. O'BRIEN. I beg, Sir, to move in amondment:

That all after the word "That " be left out, and the following inserted
in lieu thereof: Mr. Speaker do not now leave the Chair, but
that it be resolved, that an humble Address be presented to fis Excel-
lency the Governor General, setting forth : 1. That this flouse regarde
the power of disallowing the Acts of the Legislative Assemblies of the
Provinces, vested in His Excellency in Council, as a prerogative essen-
tial to the national existence of th Dominion; 2. That this great
power, while it should never be wantonly exercised, should be fearlessly
used for the protection of the rights of a minority, for the preser-
vation of the fundamental principles of the Constitution, and for safe-
guarding the general intereste of the people; 3. That In the opinion of
this Bouse, the passage by the Legislature of the Province of Quebec of
the Act intituled "An Act respecting the settlemeut of the Jesuits' Es.-
tates" is beyond the power of that Legilature. Firstly, because it endows
from public funds a religious organisation,thereby violating the undoubt-
ed constitutional principle of the complete separation of Church and
State and of the absolute equality of al denominations betore the law.
Secondly, because it recognises the usurpation of a right by a foreign
authority, namely, His Holiness the Pope of Rome, to claim that his
consent was necesaary to empower the Provincial Legialature to dispose
of a portion of the public domain, and also because the Act Io made to
depend upon the will, and the appropriation of the grant thereby made
as subject to the control of the same au thority. And, thirdly, because
the endowment of the Society of Jes, an alien, secret and politico-
religions body, the expulsion of which from every Ohristian community
wherein it haz had a footing bas been ren lered necessary by its in-
tolerant and mischievous intermeddling with the functions of civil gov.
ernment, is fraught with danger to the civil and religlous liberties of the
people of Canada. And this Bouse, therefore, prays that Bis Excellency
wlU be graciously pleased to disallow the said Act.

I should like to say, in the firet place, that, in addressing the
Housea upon this question, which I shall do as briefly as pos-
sible, I desire to avoid as far as may be what may be called
its religious aide, and to confine myself to its constitutional
and political aspoct. I would further say that I would
not have undertaken the serious responsibility of bringing
before the House a subject of so delicate a nature, attended
with so many difficulties, and so likely to give rise to angry
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feelings, and poesibly to acrimonious discussion, were it not
for the very strong sense which I have of what is due to
My own convictions on the subject, as well as to the convic-
tions of those whom I represent in this liouse, and, I will
venture to say, to the convictions of the majority of the
people of Canada. Now, Sir, one word with regard to my
own position in the matter. Had the resolution or any
resolutions by my hon. friend the member for North
Victoria (Mr. Barron) come before this House in such a
shape as to meet the wishes of those who think as I do on
this subject, or had they come at such a period in the
Session as to have given reason for the probability of a dis-
cussion, I should not have interfered, I wish to say further,
Sir, that though I was elected as a supporter of the
present Administration, and a supporter of their policy
so far as that policy could be known, yet, at the same time,
during my election contest, and on several subsequent oc-
casions, I said, with the full approbation of my supporters,
and I think with the approbation of a great many who did
not support me as well, speaking in anticipation of such an
Act as that now under review, and speaking in anticipation
-bec*ase, as we know, coming events cast their shadows
before, and we had had on many occasions indica.
tions from various sources and in various quarters, of an
attempt to do what I think is inconsistent with the rights
and prfvileges of the people of this country-I said that in
my place in Parliament I should, regardless of consequences,
and regardless of whom it might make or whom it might
mar, I should oppose any attempt on the part of any nation.
ality, or any party, or any race, or any religion, to exercise
powers, or claim privileges, not guaranteed by treaty, or
not secured by subsequent legislation. I am, there-
fore, acting perfectly consistently in moving this resolu-
tion and in taking this step, and not only so, but
I would be recreant to my own principles, and re.
creant to the pledge I gave to those who sent
me here, were I to fil in doing so. This rose-
lution which I am about to place in your hands,
Mr. Speaker, is, I think, sufficiently explicit, and suf.
ficiently comprehensive, to leave no doubts in the minds
of everyone as te what it means. It declares in, I think,
reasonable terms, the limit to which the power of dis-
allowance on the part of the Dominion Government should
go, and I think, in view of the history of the last twenty
years, it ought to meet the approbation of the louse by the
declaration that without a full and fearless exercise of the
prerogative vested in His Excellency the Governor General,
by the British North America Act, it is impossible that this
country can maintain anything like a national existence.
I contend, Sir, that while it may be possibly true that
an Act may even be within the four corners of the
British North America Act, and although it may be
within the literal interpretation of that Act, yet, that if it
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violates a fundamental principle of the Constitution-a sup-
position which is quite possible-or if it in any way
interferes with the general interests of the Dominion,
if it brings a principle to bear upon the public welfare
which the majority of the people consider to be
detrimental, even though the Act may originate within
that Province, then, Sir, I say this Government has
a right and ought to interfere. I say that this House
has the right, as the grand inquest of the nation, to discuss
any question of great, national importance, and especially
a question like this which has created a degree of attention
on the part of the people of this country, which certainly
calls for legislative notice. In the resolution, Sir, I have
endeavored, in brief terme, to point out how we con-
sider that Act violates the Constitution, how it interferes
with the rights and privileges of the people, and why it
justifies interference as being an Act prejudicial to the
general interests of the people. Were I not to say a single
word in support of the resolution, I think it would stand
before the House as a sufficient manifesto of the
sentiment which I and others in this House entertain in
regard to the Bill which we are now about te diseuse.
Now, Sir, we shall, of course, be met with the contention
that the Act passed by the Legislature of Quebec is one
entirely within the purview of that Assembly-one with
which neither this Parliament nor the Government of the
Dominion has anything to do. Before entering into a con-
sideration of that question, it would be well briefly to review
the history of the subject. We find, then, at the time of the
Conquest the Society of Jesuits established and carrying
on active operations in all that part of the American conti-
nent which was under the jurisdiction of His Most Christian
Majesty the King of France; and far be it from me to say
one word derogatory to the manner in which that society
performed those great functions. We found them here in.
possession of estates derived from three sources-chiefly
from.grants direct from the Crown, from private individuals,
and from purchases by funds out of their own resources;
but all were held by them, and necessarily held by them,
according to the constitution of the society, for the promo.
tion of the objects Lhey had in hand-these two, I think,
mainly: the conversion of the heathen Indians, and
the education of the people of New France. Far be
it from me, Sir, to say anything derogatory to the manner
in which the first, at any rate, of those works were
carried on by the Jesuit missionaries; and I pity the
man who eau read without emotion of the hardships,
the trials and the sufferings endured by the Jesuit mis-
sionaries in their efforts to Christianise the heathen. It is
bard for us in these days of luxury and comfort to realise
what hardships and sufferings those men went through-
sufferings which toc often met their only reward in a orown
of martyrdom, and which would only be endured from the
highest and noblest sense of duty. After the Conquest, the
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1889. COMMONS DEBATES. 818
large estates which were possessed by the Jesuit Societies, no possible doubt as to bis intention to do away with and
as well as those possessed by other religions societies, were abolish the society entirely. I say, considering all these
referred to in the Act of Capitulation; and Fo far as the things, considering the odor in which the society stood with
terms of that Act go, that property was secured to them. regard to the Church of Rome itself, considering its actions
But, Sir, when the Treaty of Paris came to be made, we find with regard to the realm of England in times past, it is not
that the reservation made by the Act of Capitulation was surprising that the British Government felt mistrust to-
not carried out. We find, on the contrary, that while all wards the body they found established in their own country,
the rights of property of private individuals were reserved and hesitated in giving them the means to carry on opera.
and maintained, those of the varions religious communities tions which they would be censurable if they had not re-
were expressly exempted, and it was held that those proper- garded as dangerous to the state. Because, why should
ties had by operation of the law passed into the posses- they suppose that a Jesuit in Canada would act from differ-
sion of the Crown. We need not pursue further the ont principles or motives from what the same men did when
history of the estates of the other religious bodies, they had access to the shores of England ? But they did
because we know, as a matter of fact, upon not confiscate the estates, and the term used in the Act is
enquiry into the character and operations of these vari- an improper one. They took the opi nion of the law offleers
ous societies-the Sulpicians and others-that their estates of the Crown, as to the title of these estates, and that opin-
were handed beck to them, and have remained in their ion clearly established that the estates had lapsed to the
undisturbed possession ever since. But with régard to Crown, and that the Crown of England had a right to do
the Jesuits a different view was taken; and is it sfurprising with them as it pleased. In 1865, the question of the title
that a different view should be taken when we consider to these estates was referred to Sir James Marriot, Judge
who and what the Jesuits of that day were ? Although we Advocate General, and in giving his opinion, he said:
can only speak in terms of admiration of the operations of "That the order never had in France any legal establishment as part
those who were carrying on their work in New France; yet of the civil,and ecclesiastical constitution of the realm, having refused
the society at large occupied a very different position, and, the conditions on which it was admitted, because those terms were
Mr. Speaker, had the heads 'f the society, elsewhere than radically subvertive of the whole order. Their title, therefore, to

in pCanad, baen ingeh edsudthe soieyelsewheea estates 'n Canada had no better qualification than those tities had by
in Canada, beaun ngle.minded and single-hearted, devoted the laws and constitution of the realm of France previous to the Con-
men like Bréboeuf and L'Allemand, the history of the last quest. This society differed from other societies in that it had nowbere
century would have been differentiy written; the name of ay corporate existence. Ail its e F roertywasvestediitsGtneralliviing

Jeui wnl nt av bcoe c rpryc at Rome, who was neither a Fr nch nor a British sb*ect, and could net
Jesuit would not have become a bye-wordof reproach be either, and, therefore, could not avail himsef of the 4th article of
throughout all the nations of Europe, and the great Galli- the Treaty, being neither an inhabitant of Canada nor a subject of the
can Church, once the bulwark of the French nation, re- King of France."
nowned for its independence as weIl as its piety and Matters appear to have remained in statu quo until 1775,
learning, would not be dependent on the huge pretensions of the year alter the suppression of the society by the Pope,
ultramontane Rome. That sentiment, I dare say, will not when, in the instructions to the Governor General, Sir Guy
meet with approval on the part of many members Carleton, it was ordered :
of this fHoue. But those who have studied with IlThat the society be suppressed and dissolved, and no longer con-
care the history of Europe during the past three tinued as a body corporate or politic, and ail their righte, possessions,
centuries, know that what I have stated is the truth and property shall be vested in us for suoh purposes as we may here-

know that no one has ever more violently opposed the after think fit to direct or appropriate.'

pretensions of the Jesuits than writers of the Roman Well, at the same time, all the other religions societies were
Catholie Church itself ; and in reference to that, I would permitted to retain possession of their property, and anyone
say that one of the original grounds on which the society will easily understand from what I have said the distinction
was subsequently suppressed was the fact of its interfer- the Government made between these varions bodies. They
ence with various other religions communities belonging judged the one by its historical record, and they judged, I
to the Catholic Church. Well, Sir, we find that the Jesuits' think the people will say rightly,in assuming that it was not
Estates were not restored ; and it is not surprising when a society to which they could give encouragement or which
we consider the position of the society. From the time of they could permit to carry on operations such as the society
Queen Elizabeth downwards the Jesuits had been pros. had been carrying on previously. A similar statement
cribed in the British realm, and why ? Becanse it was was given later on by the Attorney General and the As.
found that they were enemies of the publie peace, that they siastant Attorney General of Lower Canada, in which they
were determined by every possible means-means which I said:
will not characterise here, because it is not essential to the 1'The nature of their institutien prevented them, individually, frem
argument to do so-to overthrow the Protestant succession taking anyting under thtcapitulationt ef al Canada, yd t, their
as established in England ; that they would lose no oppor- society under one head and domiciled at Rome, nothing was granted
tunity and hesitate at no means to accomplish that or could be legally or reasonably be supposed to be conveyed, but even
object. Fortunatel for the liberties of Europe and that hea, and with it the whole society, wheresoever dispersed, was

t pfinally dissolved and suppressed in 1773, so that the existence of the very
the peace of the world their efforts were unsuccessful. few members of the order in this Province can in no shape be construed
At the same moment, if they had not been actually as forming a body, corporate or politic, capable of any of the powers
expelled, they were on the point of being expelled from inherent and enjoyed by communities. • • As a derelict or vacant

estate, His Mjesty became vested in it by the clearest of tities, if the
every country in Europe, just at the time when the que-right of conquest alone was not sufficient, but even upon the footing of
tion of the legality of their estates came before the law the proceedhngs in France and the judicial acts of the Soyereign
officers of the Crown ;-from Spain, the country where they Tribunats of that country, the estates in this Province would naturally

fall to His Majesty and be subjected to bis unlimited disposal, for, byhad their origin, by the Government of fis Miost Catholic those decisions, it was established, upon gco, legal and constitutional
Majesty, the King of Spain ; from Naples, under the very grounds, that from the nature of tue first establishment, or admission, of
shadow of the Pontifical chair, lu France,they were brought the socie! into France, being cnditional, temporary and probational,

. they would, at all times, be liable to expulsion, and having never com-
before the Hâigh Court of Paris, the highest tribunal in plied with, but rejected the terme of their admission, they were not even
France, one might almost say in Europe, and there their entitied to the name of a society; wherefore, and by reason of the abuses
transactions were a matter ofjudicial investigation, and the and destructive principles o their institution they were stripped of their
result of that investigation was, that they were suppressed property and possessions.'

and expelled from France; and, only a few years later, as However, although the legal title was in His Majesty, as
everyone knows, in 1773, Pope Clement XIV, pronounced representing the Crown of Great Britain, according to this
their supppression and abolition in termas which can leave opinion, the Jesuits certainly had no reason to complain of

les
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hareh treatment, for they were allowed to remain in pos-
session of their estates until 1800, when the last survivor
of the Order in Canad a died. It was not until after that,
the Crown took possession of the property, and when they
did take possession of the property, the Crown did not
confiscate it for any purpose of their own, but, as far as
they could, having the legal title, executed the equitable
trusts attached to the title ; and after much negotiation and
a good deal of dispute, conveyed the title to the Province of
Quebec, in trust for educational purposes. In thst position
the property remained until the passage of the Act we are
now discussing. Now, I have rather gone out of the way
in referring to the legal title of these estates, because in
his correspondence Mr. Mercier expressly admits that the
Jesuits have no legal titie, that their claim was only a
moral one; but I have referred to the legal question and to
the action of the Government to show upon what very
flimsy foundation even this moral claim rests. I contend
there was no claim moral, legal, or equitable, on the
part of the Jesuits; I contend that the property had
absolutely passed into the possession of the Crown and
that the Crown had the power to deal with it as they
chose, an dthe disposition made of the property was one
eminently consistent with the objects for *bich the
property had been given to the society. Instead of making
the property a present to Lord Amherst, as they had been
pressed to do, they handed it over to the Provinco of
Quebec for educational purposes, and thus, as far as possi-
ble, carried ont the trusts which were attacbed to the title
in this property. Having done so, the Crown parted with
the interest they had in it, and the property became that
of the Province, but only upon trust for educational pur-
poses. That trust the Province accepted in 1831 by its
own legislation, and I contend that having taken that trust,
the Province have now no right or power to dispose of the
property in the way suggested. Now, among the first of
the grounds upon which we claim this Act should be dis.
allowed is the ground that it violates a fundamental prin.
ciple of the Constitution by endowing a religious society.
It matters not by what means that endowment is made or
how the money is to be divided, the fact remains that,
even after the disposition which has been suggested as like.
ly to take place, a portion of this money, at any rate, goes
direct to the Jesuits, and forms a practical, distinct, and
direct endowment of a religious society. That, I contend,
violates a fundamental principle of our constitution, es.
tablished in this country for years, namely, that all
denominations shall be equal before the law, and that there
shall be no vestige of a state church in any part of the
Dominion. That principle was laid down in numistakable
terms when the Clorgy Reserves of Upper Canada were
secularized. Not merelv did the secularization of the re-
serves establish that principle, but the Act by which that
secularization was accomplished laid down the principle as
well. That Act recites the necessity of:

" Removing all semblance of connection between Church and State."
The Rectory Act of 1850 says:

"Whereas the recognition of legal authority among aIl religious de-
nominations is an admitted prineiple of colonial legislation, and where-
as, in the state and condition of this Province, to which such a principle
is peculiarly applicable, it is desirable that the same should receive the
sanction of direct legislative authority, recognising and declaring thesame as a fundamental principle of our civil policy."
It may be contended that was not an Act binding upon the
Dominion, but it was an Act to which Upper and Lower
Canada united gave their assent, and those who sat in Par-
liament then, the predecessors of hon. gentlemen now
sitting here, representing the same constituencies, gave
their assent to the principle, by their votes upon the Clergy
Reserve Bill, that all religious denominations should here-
after cese to be state-supported. Is it a proposition tobe tulerated, that while the right to the Clergy Reserves

Mr. 0'BEitimi.

was thus set aside for the sake of an abstract principle,
this sooiety sbould be allowed to stand in a totally differ-
ent position, and that they should receive compensation for

7 estates to which they have no title, while similar rights
are to be denied the other bodies to which I have alluded ?

9 Is it to be tolerated that the grants made by George III to
the people of the Protestant faith in the Province are to be

i set aside as contrary to a principle, and yet the grants made
to the Jesuits by the King of France are to be held sacred
so as to allow compensation to be made to them ? I do not
think the people of this country will agree to that conten-
tion ; but that is practically the conclusion-to which we are
asked to come in regard to this Bill. Another strong point
in relation to this Bill is a matter peculiarly affecting the
Province of Quebec. I have said that these lands were
given to Canada in trust for educational purposes. That
trust was accepted and recognised in 1831. The grant ws
accepted and confirmed by the Legislature at that time,
and it was re-affirmed by the United Parliament of Canada
in 1856, and again at a later period. The fund was
specially set apart for superior education, and the refer-
ence which is made to that in the British North America
Act clearly establishes that the Province of Ontario bas
an interest in that fund, and therefore that Province bas
something to say in regard to the disposition of it, be-
cause it is the same estate which is dealt with, and that
estate bas never been parted with, but has been kept as a
separate trust for special purposes; and, by the British
North America Act, that trust is accepted and is made
a part of the Dominion. The Piovnce of Ontario bas
a direct interest in that fund, and, therefore, that trust
is not one which the Province of Quebec bas a right
to deal with in any way whatever. It is a direct breach of
trust, and a breach of a contract which was entered into by
themselves, and was broken without any reason being
adduced, any proposition being made, or any ground being
shown. On that ground it is claimed that the power of
disallowance should be exercised on behalf of the minority,
because this grant of $400,000 is taken directly from the
funds of the Province to which all contribute alike ; and to
say that 860,000 is voted as a sort of compromise, or as a
bribe to the Educational Board of the Protestants of
the Province, does not affect it. They are bribed with
their own money to agree to a grant to a religions
institution, and, if it is a compromise, it is a com, ro-
mise of truth and a compromise of principle. One
other ground of objection, and a very strong ground
of objection, arises from the terms of the Act, in which
the leave of His Holiness the Pope of Rome is asked
to dispose of the estate which the Province had no right
to dispose of. Can they think they could botter their
right to dispose of that estate by asking the consent of the
Pope ? Can they imagine, when they have no right to dis-
pose of it, that they can supply the defect in their title by
asking the Pope of Rome to make it good? Mr. Mercier
esays, in his correspondence:

"Under these circumstances, I deem it my duty to ask Your Eminence
if you ee any serious objeciion te the Government's selling the
property, pending a final settlement of the question of the Jesuits'
Estatea."

I must say that is a very remarkable sentence to be found
coming from the representative of a Government in a
British Legislature -

"The Government would look on the proceeds of the ale as a
special deposit te be disposed of hereafter,,in accordance with the agree-
ments to be entered into between the parties interested, with the sanc-
tion of the floly See.'
And this is a sentence which shows that Mr. Mercier was
so affected by the atmosphere of Rome, %where h. was at
that time, as absolutely to have lost his head-

" As it will perhaps be necessary upon this matter te consult the Legis-
lature et ouatProvince, whichi 't be convened very shortly, I respect-
fully solicit ant immediate reply.'
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It was perhaps necessary to consult the Provincial Legisla.1
ture, but it was absolutely necessary to consult the Pope of'
Rome; and this is the answer which is made:

" The Pope allows the Goverument to retain the proceeds of the sale
of the Jesuit Estates as a special deposit to be disposed of hereafter with
the sanction of the Holy See."
It is contended, and very likely it will be contended in
this House, that the grant offree religions liberty to the
Roman Catholics of Quebec at the time of the Conquest
carried with it the right of appeal to the Pope, that this is
incidental to the right which was granted to them. I say
that is untenable, and the British Government took very
good care that no such ideas should enter into the minds of
the people; because they took such good care to avoid that,
that when the Quebec Act was passed in 1791, they made
a distinct provision in regard to it. That Act is the charter
of the religious as well as the civil liberties of the Roman
Catholies of Quebec, and there we find the following
words:-

" It is declared that His Majesty's subjects professing the religion of
the Church of Rome, of and in the said Province of Quebec, may have,
hold and enjoy the free exercise of the religion of the Uhurch of Rome,
subject to the King's supremacy declared and established by an Act
made in the first year ot the reign of Queen Elizabeth, over ail the
dominion and countries which then did or thereafter should belong toe
the Imperial Orown of this Realm."

It is more child's play to pretend, in the face of this Act
under which the religious liberties of these people are
granted, which would not otherwise have existed, this Act
which set aside in their favor a great part of the Statute
law of England, that they have arny right to appeal to the
Pope or to pretend that the Queen's supremacy does not ex.
ist, or that they have any privilege or any right in this
country which is not controlled by the Act of Supremacy.
In order still further to render it impossible that these
people should entertain any idea that they we^re not subject
to the control of England in regard to these matters, and to
prevent any idea that they could appeal to the Pope of
Rome in the past, or that they might take any such position
at any time, I will quote the instructions given to Governor
Murray in 1762, when ho roceived the following admoni-
tion:-

" You are not to admit of any ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the See of
Rome, or of any other foreign ecclesiastical jurisdiction in the Province
under your jtiriodîct'o."

And again, in 1775, Governor Carleton is reminded:
" That ail appeals to or correspondence with any foreign ecclesiasti-

cal jurisdiction of what nature or kind boever, be absolutely forbidden
under very severe penalties."

There can, therefore, be no doubt that the Act of Supre-
macy was in force, and that the rights and privileges
guaranteed were controlled by the Act, and that for soma
years they were so controlled ; because, if I am not mistaken,
no appointments were made by the Pope for many years
subsequent to the Conquest. Of course, as time went on,
the restrictions were relaxed and many thinga were allowed
toÎbe done which were contrary to the Act of Supremacy,
but it is quite evident that that was toleration and not a
grant. It is quite ovident, I think, from these facts, that
it cannot be consonant with the religious liberty guaranteed
by the Quebec Act, to allow an appeal to the Pope,
or to recognise his jurisdiction as being of any authority
in the affaira of the Provinces. I think, Mr. Speaker,
it is a contention which hardly needs to be made
in this House, it is a contention which need hardly
more than be stated, that to pass an Act of Parliament by
the Lieutenant Governor, the Asserbly and the Legislative
Counnil of a Province, and so expressed that the validity of
that Act sha obe dependent upon any foreign jurisdiction
whatever-I say it is almost childish to contend that suh
an Act can be constitutional. I have hoard it sid that this
correspondence forme no part of the Act, Wel, if it is not

intended to form part of the Act, what is it put thero for?
A clause of the Act expressly makes it a part of the Act;
it would be a mere legal quibble to contend that it is no
part of the Act, because without it the Act would be mean-
ingless and would have no force at all. The agreement set
forth in the correspondence is the very essence of the Act.
It may be contended as a legal proposition that it is not
part of the Act, but that is a proposition which will never
commend itself to the common sense of the people at large.
I say it is bardly worth while to argue that no Province,
no Assembly, no Parliament under the British Crown,
much less a Provincial Parliament, which has only a dele-
gatcd power, can make an Act which is valid by the assent
of any other power; bocause the affirmative implies also the
negative, and if assent is necessary to make an Act valid,
clearly inaction on the part of the referee would condemn
the Act. The Act is made atlsolutely dependent upon the
will of a foreign power. It matters not whother it is Pope
or President, Kaiser or King, it does not matter who the
authority is, it cannot be constitutional for the Parliament
of this counatry to pass an Act which depends for its validity
upon any foreign jurisdiction whatever. I have beard it
contended that it would be a precisely analogous case were
the Province of Ontario to make a grant to the Synod of
the Diocese of Toronto, and that the distiibution of the
grant was made subject to the control of the Archbishop of
Canterbury. Well, I think that such an Act would be
absolutely invalid for the same reason, because the Provin-
cial Legislature has no right to dolegato its power to a
foreign power, or to do anything that would diminish its
own power, or the power of the Crown, But, moreover,
there is no analogy between the two cases, because the
Archbishop of Canterb-iry would still be a subject of the
British Crown, whereas, in other cases, the foreign power
is not so. But I do not think that the analogy is
needed, because it cannot be contended that an Act
is constitutional which depends for its validity upon
the exercise of any foreign jurisdiction. But I
will leave the constitutional question to be argued by the
lawyers, if they think it worth while to spend their time
in doing so; but I am very sure of this, that whatever the
lawyers may say, the people of this country will be satisfied
with the proposition that it is unconstitutional, and that it
ought to be unconstitutional, for any Parliament in this
country to pass an Act whose validity is made to depend
upon the affirmation or the negation of any ioreign jurisdic-
tion, no matter what that jurisdiction may bo. Now, Sir,
in the resolution which I have read, we taku another ground
as one upon which this Act should be di.silowed. We say
it should be dipallowed, because we conteud thatthe endow.
mont of the Society of Jesus, an alien, secret and politico-
religious body, is fraugbt with danger to the civil and reli-
gious liberties of the people of Canada. Why do we say
that? Because we find from the history of that society
during the last 300 years, that wherover its operations have
been known tbey have in varions ways interfered with the
functions of civil government, they have interfered with the
independence of other religious bodies, and they ha% e taught
a system of morality which cannot bc inculcated generally
without destroying, not only the independence, but aiso the
morality of the people. It may be said, porhaps it will be
said, that all these are idie tales. It may be said that the

principles and practices of this society are so altered, in
conformity with modern usages and modern views, that
the ideas which formerly prevailed, no longer have exist-
ence. But, unfortunately, there are too many modern writ-
ings, too many modern records, which contradict that view
of the case, and make it impossible for us to believe that
this society has so altered its principles, so daparted from
its previous practices, that it eau now b recognised as a
society which can be established and encouraged in this
Dominion, or in any other oountry inhabited by ler
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Majesty's subjects. The weapoinf used by this society may
possibly have changed. There may be the same difference
between what the society was at the time of the Conquest,
at the time when it was in its very worst position, at the
time when the English Government were called upon to
deal with it, and when the European Governments of Catho-
lic countries, and also the Roman Catholic Church itself,
were obliged to suppress it-I say, there is the same differ-
ence between the society in those days and the society as
it manifests itself to-day, that there is between the muskets
used by Wolfe on the Plains of Abraham ard the rifles that
were used by General Wolseley in Egypt; the weapons may
be different, but the power behind them remains the same.
If we may contrastthe documents that we find in our library,
if we may read the statements published within the last fifteen
or twenty years, we find the same doctrines inculcated, we
find there is no change such as would justify us in giving
our assent to the establishment of this order in our country.
Sir, a Jesuit is a being abnormal in his conditions; he bas
no family ties, no home nor country. He is subject abso-
lately to the will of his superior. I ay that such a system,
that such an order, being subject to an irresponsible power,
must be dangerous, as it always bas been dangerous, to
every community in which it bas existed. I admit there
have been in this society men of high attainments, men of
high moral worth, but that does rot render the society less
dangerous. lt has not rendered it less dargerous in the
past, that wherever that there was work to be done,
whetber the woik was good or bad, there were always the
right men to do it. It is because we know from their own
writings, from their practice, from their bistory in times
past, that such is the caqe, that we say that in this
free .country it is not desirable to allow the existence
of a society which inculcates principlos more or les
repugnar t, not only to our civilisation, but to every
principle that unites communities in every condition of life.
For these reasons, Mr. Speaker,and for mang others which
might be adduced in respect to the constitutionality of the
Act, we say it should be repealed; we say the Governnent
should exercise with discrotion this power f disallowance,
but that it should disallow this Act; we say that the major-
ity of the people of the Dominion desire that this should be
done. I know that the vote on my resolution this evening,
or to night, or to-morrow, or whenever it may be taken, will
imply a very strong contradiction to this statement; but,
nevertheless, I am quite willing that the decision of this
question should go from the jury of this House to the jury
of the pcople, and I venture to say that the time bas come
judging not only by the passage of this Act, which is but
one among a number of incidents, but by o'her events, when
we have a right to say to hon. gentlemen in this Houseand
to the people of this country, just as we said to our Ameri.
can cousins with respect to commercial affair8: I Canada is
not for sale." So we say to them here, and we will say it else.
whereI: "This Dominion must remain British and nothing
else, and no power or authority, no jurisdiction, foreign,
civil, religions or otherwise, shall be allowed to exercise
power which will interfere with its affaira." Mr. Speaker,
the resolution is in itself, I think, o comprehensive that it
is not necessary I should further occupy the time of the
House in enlarging upon it, As I said at the beginning, it
is so clear and comprehensive that the country will under-
stand what it means, and members of this House will under-
stand what they are voting for; and such being the case,
not desiring to prolong the discussion, not desiring to say
one word more than is absolutely necessary toe sustain the
position I take in reference to this question, I beg to place
this motion, Mr. Speaker, in your hande.

Mr. RYKERT. I think, Mr. Speaker, that if the predie-
tions Of the hon. gentleman are correct as regards the feel-
ings of the country upon this question, theà it is abeolutely

Mr. O'Bam.i,

useless for me to say one word to this House. I entirely
dissent frbm the proposition, or from the assertion of the
hon. gentleman, that the great majority of the people of this
country are in favor of the disallowance of this Act in ques-
tion, and I unhesitatingly assert that the majority of the
people of this Dominion are not in favor of its disallowance.
The hon. gentleman has taken that ground; I cannot tell
from what source he gets his information, except from the
publie press, but I venture to say that if the Province of
Ontario were canvassed to-day, without prejudice, without
religions bigotry, the people fully understanding the
question, the vast majority of the people would dis.
sent from the proposition of the hon. gentleman. We
are told outeide of this House, and inside of this House,
that certain religious bodies and certtin bodies in this
country are in favor of disallowance. We are threat.
ened, Sir, by the public papers and the public organs
throughout this country with decapitation, and with
being driven from Parliament if we dare, upon the
floor of Parliament, to assert our right to declare that this
Act is constitutional. I am told, Sir, and the publie press
repeats it day after day, that no Orangeman dare stand upon
the floor of Parliament and speak in favor of allowing this
Bill to go into operation. I, Sir, am an Orangeman, and I
will dare so to speak. I speak as an Orangeman and I say:
that I fulfil all the tenets of my order, and that I am just
and right in supporting the Government in the course it
has taken. I speak upon this question because we are
told and threatened by papers that if we favor allowance
we will be exterminated from the order. Sir, it is one of
the first principles of the Orange Order that there should
be civil and religious liberty for all. Allow me to quote
one portion of the constitution of that order, and, when I
do so, I do not think that any person will say that I am not
justified in taking the stand I am taking here to-day. It
says:

" Disclaiming an intolerant spirit, the Assocation demande as an in-
dispensable qu:i fication, without which the greatest and the wealthiest
miay seek admission in vain, that the candidate shall be deemed incap-
able of persecuting or injuring tnyone on account of his religious
Epeeches ; the duty of every Orangenan being to ail and defend ail
loyal subjects of every religious persuasion in the enj)yment of their
constitutional rights."

I say, Sir, that I fulfi the precepts of the order,
in standing up to defend the action of the Government
in refusiLg to disailow this Bill. I woili be sorry
to incur the hostility of a large portion of the peo-
ple of the Province, as my hon. friend (Mr. O'Brien)
says, but, Sir, i have upon anothor occasion had an oppor-
tunity o facing publie opinion on a similar question, and I
am prepared to go back to my nonstituents on this issue,
and when I put the question fairly before them, and when
tbey fally understand it, I have no doubt they will say I
w.as right in supporting the Government, and that the Gov-
ernment was right in pursuing the course it did. I am
not prel ared to join this crusade, or this unholy alliance
against myRoman Catholie fellow-countrymen; 1 am net pre-
pared, Sir, as one professing strong Protestant views and
professing the princi ples of the Protestant religion, to join in
this crusade, and, as i said before, this unholy alliance against
my Roman Catholic fellow-countrymen. Day after day we
see the press enideavùring to inflame the public mind on
this question; we see them day after day trying to stir up
religious animosity and strife in every portion of this com-
munity, but that unfortunate spirit I am glad te say, bas
not yet reached the Orange Order. It has reached the
public through a certain class of ministers in this country,
who seem determined, at whatever cost, te drive Pope and
Popety from this country. That seemi to be the ground.
work of the whole opposition of this class to which I refer,
aud I think I will be able to show, before I sit down, that
that is their whole aim. I am familiar with the history of the
past in thi Quntry, I am familiar with what took placo
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prior to Confederation, when, Sir, in the old Parliament of
Canada the great fight was againet Lower Canadian domina.
tion. What was the cry then ? It was: "We are trampled
upon by our Roman Catholia fellow-countrymen." Fortu-:
nately for this country, our people united at the
time of Confoderation, they threw aside their religious
differences and joined together for the common good of
their common country. Is it to be said that after twenty-
one years of our existence, one section of the people of this
country is to be found fighting against a large body of their
Roman Catholie fellow-citizens and urging us to throw a
stumbling block in the way of the progrees of the Con-
federation. We must remember that in this country we
have made great national progress by joining together and
throwing aside those religions cries. We have done all
that we could do to perpetuate a good feeling upon this
continent, and I am happy to say, Sir, that the united
action of Catholics and Protestants of Canada bas led us to
day to a prosperous and progressing condition. I would
like to know if we ought to accept the advice of my hon.
friend from Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) and eend the firebrands
throughout this country to array one religion against
another. What muet b. the inevitablo result of that ?
The result will be that it will drive every Protestant
member of Parliament from the Province of Quebec, and I
would not blame the Roman Catholics for that; I think they
would be justified in doing so, if the Protestants of Ontario
would adopt the same course in that Province and drive
out every Roman Catholie member. But I believe that
any person who takes a fair view of the question will not
say that it is a right course to pursue 1 say, Sir, that
this agitation is an attempt upon the part of a certin por-
tion of the Protestants of Ontario, not to stand by tho
minority in Lower Canada, but over the heads of the
Jesuits to attack the Roman Calholic faith. I am not here
to day to defend the Jesuits, nor am I here to speak of
their past history, but I may be permitted, before I sit
down, to quote one or two observations in connection with
thcir past history from competent authorities, in opposition
to woat my hon. friend says. I did hope that upon the diE-
cassion of this question nothing of the history of the past
would be imported, but that we might be allwed to con- :
eider it on its merits, as to whether the Government were
right or wrong in refusing to disallow this Bill. The
people of the Province of Ontario have been inflamed
and fired, as I said before, by enthusiasts and
fanatics upon this question. I will take the ground
in opposition to them, an. I think I wili be able to show to
the louse and to the people of this country the position
which those I have referred to occupy on this question.
The first paper which seems to have taken up the crusade is
the Mail. It was said a few days ago that the Globe had
made a wonderful somersault, but I venture to assert that
the Mail tock a greater somersault on this question than
the Globe. The Mail has occupied several different positions
in the matter, and we find that in the wind-up it calls on
the people of this country to "prevent the encroachment of
the French into the Province of Ontario." Some time ago
the Mail said, referring to the Provincial Legislature on the
Jesuit question:

"They have exceeded their powers."

And it goes on to say-
"We are ready, however, to argue the question on the narrowerj

ground and to maàintaîn that in endowing religions propa gandium eutf
of uthepublie taxes, the Legisiature o Quebecbas exceeded its powers.", 1

Mark you, Sir, the Mail says that "the Legislature has(
exceeded ita powers ;" and what are we to do then, areM
we to diaallow this Bill ? No; you muet not disallow it, ,
but you must go to the oourta to seek for a remedy, The
Al further asys:.

"Acts done in exceSs cf legal powers <fo Dot call tor the nse of a veto;
they are void, and wili be declared void by the courts of law. A veto
is a political, not ajudicial power, and is given as a politcal safeguard.
It is given t o the national Government of Canada to guard the nation
against action, on the part of any of its members, injurious to its interest
as a whole, to its honor, or to its uuity."

In this extract this paper takes the ground that the Act is
ultra vires, that it is beyond the power of the Local Legis-
lature, and as such it should be fought in the courts. Then
the Mail takes another stand, and on the 23nd of March it
8ays :

" A French Canadian contemporary says: 'The Mail rests its whole
case against the Jesuits upon the alleged unconstitutionality of the
Estates Act.' This is a mistake. The strongest objection to both Aets
is that they are contrary to the public Interest The rerogative of dis.
allowance is frequently exercised on this high ground against measures
that areperfectly constitutional and intra vires of the Provincial Legis-
latures.'

Sir, if that be the case I will be prepared to show that it is
not in accord with the views taken by those celebrated law
journals of the Province of Ontario, which took altogether
another ground, and which grouind has convinced the Globe
newspaper that it was wrong in prinouncing in favor of
the allowance of the Act. You will see from this that the
Mail commences by declaring the Act ultra vires and un-
constitutional, and, in the end, that it demands the disallow-
ance of the Bill upon the ground that it is against publie
policy. It is hard to tell upon what ground that paper
chooses to take its stand upon this question. Day after day
we have beon favored with the history of the Jesuits and
their rascalities and misdeeds in days gone by, of which
my hon. friend speaks so focliungly; and the Mail newspaper
usually winds up by calling on the Protestants of Ontario
to put an end to the encroachment of Popery in this coun-
try. On the 14th of March, we find this language, which
I commend to my friends from Lower Canada:

" If the British and Protestant element in Quebec will not save itself,
we must try to save it for our own sakes. That the abandonnent of
Quebec to the Ultrammntane and the Jesuit will be the death of
Canadian nationality la clear enough. But Ontario will not be safe.
Our eastern gate has aiready been opened by the perfidious hand of the
vote-hunting politician, and French and Roman Catholic invasion is
streaming tbrougb. 'the French priest, it ie true, cannot formally

ort into Ontario his Church establishment and bis system cftithes.
But this matters little if he can thrust out the Briti[h population and
plant in its room a population which will be under his sway, and from
which he can wring practically any paymente which be thinks fit. The
assessor, moreove-, wilI be bis creature, and he will be able to distri-
bute the burden of local taxqtion between 1he faithful and the heretic
pretty much at his pleasure. He will, to all intenta and purposes, detach
eastern Ontario from th, British and Prot?etant civilisation, of which it
now forme a part, and annex it to the territory of the erench race,
which is also the dominion of th3 priest. No distortiun of tacts by
sophistical rbetorie, no hypocritical protests against race feeling, will
hide from us either the gravity or the imminence of this resuit."
After its long labor of the last three or four months in
portra3 ing the history and misdeeds of the Jesuits, this
paper holdo this question up as a sort of bugbear to frighten
the people of Ontario intO opposition to the Government,
and ftinally winds up by coming out in its true colore and
anying that they must prevent the encroachment of the
Luman Catholic Church and the French Canadians in
Ontario. Now, we find that for a long time the late organ
of some hon. gentlemen opposite was very strong on this
question. It discussed it from ail points of view, both on
its merits and on its constitutional aspects, and on several
occasions it bas taken a very strong stand in favor of the
Bill being allowed, and in support of the contention of the
present Government. But while this strain rune through
all the editorials, yon will find in them a strong feeling
against the Dominion Government, and a desire to excite
against that Government not only the Protestants of Ontario,
but the Orangemen as a body. With that object in view it
calls attention to the fact that on the 12th of July, which is
a famous day in the history of Orangemen, the Tory Lieut.
Governor ot Quebec allowed the Jesuit Bill. That was done
to infiame Orange feeling againht thia Goverament. It
went on to bay
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i These citations clearly show that the Liberals, if they were in office

at Ottawa now, could not disallow the Jesuits' Estates Act without
enormous inconsistency. With equal clearness these citations show
that the Conservatives are not only free to disallow the Act, but are
bound in consistency to disallow it if they believe it to be wrong in
principle and unjust to the Protestant minority."
Then, on the 4th of March, it pinted out the danger thut
this country was running into, and that the result must be
the breaking up of Confederation. It says:

"A gain we ask, Should the Bill be allowed or disallowed ? A Protes-
tant tf a practical tura of mind may well answer:, 'I can't tell-it's six
of one and half-a.dozen of the other.' The truth i that the people of
Ontario are at the cross-roads where they must decide eitherto continue
with or separate from a Quebec that. is ever bccoming more thoroughly
Roman Catholic. If Ontarians wish to perpetuate the Confederation
they will quietly accept Sir John's allo% ance of the Jesuits' Bill. If
they can't ttomach that allcwance they mmy as well face the truth like
honest men aid acknowledge that they re>dy do not think the Oonfed-
eration woî th preserving 'Ihe course of the Globe bas been, and will
be, perfectly straightforward. We do not mean to blame Bir John
Mcdonald "

Do you believe that ? I do not, for one,-

"We do not meen to blame Sir John Macdonald if he stands by bis
disallowance theoiies and vetoes the Bill. We will not in any way aid
any persons who may endeavor to excite race and creed passions over
the affair. If the peuple of Onta io hold great meetings to press for dii-
allowance, and if they otherwise signify that they are sincerely desirous
to enter upon a eerious strugizl* with Quebec, we w1ll advise them that
the end can a enohing else than the destruction of thedonfederation,
and that it would be incomparably better for all concerned that the
Federal compact should be quietly dissolved now than dissolvel after
and in consquence of a long, bitter couflict that would be, at best, a
savage ve bal struggle, and at worst one marked by riot, bloodshed and
civil war."

TheE were tho predictions of the late organ of the party
of hon. gentlemen opposite, and, if the consequences
were to be such as the Globe newspaper predicted, one
would suppose that the Government of the country were
juetifled in allowing that Bill. But, Sir, on the 16th of
March, a day, I suppose, ever memorable in Room Nn 6 in
this House, we find that the Globe newspaper made the
simersault, and I venture to assert that no public paper in
this cou rtry ever made such a somersault. We have aliso the
opinions of other papers. I will only read a few, and I do
tbis, not with the view alone of being heard in this fouse,
but I have to answer to my constituents, and I want to
place my case before them should I ever ask them for ther
suffrages again. The London Advertiser of March 14, says:

C,>
I From the quotation given by Dr. Grant from Mr. Mercier' aspeech

l moving 1he Quebec Legislature into Uommitt'e on the resolutions, it
is clear that the purpose was not to acknowledge any authority in
the Pope in the legisiative affairs of the Province, but to semure finality
in a dispute long pending."

The Hamilton limes of October 19, after wakini up to the
sudden conversion of tho Globe, deals with tho question from
the constitutional point of view, and I commend its iguage
to my hon friend from Muskoka:.

" By some it is claimed that the mention of the Pope's name sea
party to the Bill renders it unconstitutional. We cannot deocide so
intricate a question as tht, though it appeara to us that the Pope stands
in the sane relation that contracter Ouderdonk or any other foreigner
would occupy with respect te the payient of public funds. So far as
eur light goes we should oppose the disallowance of the Bill, though we
reserve the right to hear and consider evidenseon the point that the
Bill is unconstitutional. The idea that Ontario and the rest of the
Dominion will have to supply tie money to pay the Jesuits should not
have weight in the discussion."

I may quoto from another organ of hon. gentlemen opposite,
the Belleville Ontario, of the 19th of March, wbich gives
the Globe a certificale of character :

" The vacillating policy of the Toronto Globe of late years oi almost
every public question is wi'hout precedent in Canadian journalism.
Its latest si.mereault on the Jetuit bill is enough to restore the founder
of thit ever-powerful paper to life again. The Globe's flop over has
caused a feeling among the Liberals at Vttawa little short of disguet for
the men who at present are responsible for its policy, if suchit can be
called."

Now, Sir, I propose briefly to show-and this s a point my
hon, friend has avoided-the fooling in lte Provinie Of

Mr. Yz T.

Quebec on this important question ; because, while I
appreciate the eff :rt of my hon. friend to defend the rights
of the people of Ontario, I think also he might have had
somethirg to say with regard to the opinion of the minority
in the Province of Quebec. We heard nothing from the
bon. gentleman concerning the Bill of 1887. He steadily
avoided that question, and confined his argument wholly to
the Bill now under consideratioa. We are here to-day for the
purposo cf considering whether or not this Bill should be
allowed or disallowed; but behind that question is another
one. Should the Billof 1881, incorporating this society, have
been allowcd or disallowed? The hon. gentleman said noth-
ing about that. No one bas spoken about it in Parliament or
out of Parliament. It was allowed to pass, and thus we
recogrised, in not disallowing that measure, the right of
the Province of Quebec to inoorporate the Jesuits. Having
.done so, the question arises, is it just au right to go
further, and supplement that measure by giving money to
this order ? What is the opinion of the people of the Pro-
vince of Quebec on that subject ? I eau appeal to the leader
of the Taird party for bis views. I find throughout the
whole of this controversy on this question, that the news-
paper controlled by my hon. friend (Mr. Mitchell), sup-
ported the Mercier Government. Although ho pointed out
that such an Act was inexpedient, ho always took the
ground that the Bill was a fair one in the interests of the
country.

Mr. MITCRIELL. That is good authority.
Mr. RYKERT. Very good, but I want to give a botter

one'

Mr. MITCHELL. Question.
Mr. RYKE RT. I will give the authority of the Montreal

Gazette, which I look upon as a good authority, expressing
the opinion of the English-speaking people of the Province
of Quebcc very fairly. The Gazette bas bad several edi-
torials on tho question, from one of which I propose to
quo:e a few o ber vations, in order to satisfy, at any rate,
the people of the Province of Ontario, that while they are
so exercised about the rights of the minority in Quebec, the
minority in that Province, which is well able to take care
of itself, las taken no exception to the legislation passed :

"Excepticg the Huntingdon Gleaner, we are not aware that any news.
paper in ibis or any other Province of the Dominion interested itself in
the matter. The Protestant Committce of theouncil of Public Instruc-
tion silently acquiesced on securing its sixty thousand dollars. There
was a slight ruffle as to how to apply the mouney, but that was all. The
Protestant members of the Legislature did not take the trouble to di-
vide the House upon it; the leading spirite of Mr. Mercier's Protestant
foltowing thought it a very reasonable measure, and not one word of
disFent was heard from anybody, clerical or otherwise. The Bill in its
various stages appeared in the telegraphic eum'naries of the news-
papers of the Dominion, with no more emph isis than any Dill to incor.
porate a trading company."

So that you see while this matter was being discussed in
the Quebec Legislature, and whil3 tho people were made
aware of wbat was going on from day to day, and the
mino. ity o Q jebec bad every opportunity of expressing
tl' ir dissent and making known their opposition, if there
waa any thing wrong in the Bil, no exception was taken by
them either on constitutional grounds or on grounds of
public policy. The Gazette goes on further to say that :

" Tbey felt that the true claimant fr his property was the Roman
Catholic Church in general, and tuat church was reoresented by its
ecclesiastical head, and not by a recently incorporated 'body (f ecci si-
astics governed by a foreiga general, no matter how estimable theymight be."

I commend this to the attention of the hon. member for
Muskoka (3'r. O'Brien)-

" Now, in the face of tsae threats of extra provincial intervention,Roman Catholic, no matter what they think, must, in self-respect, close
their ranks."
That is the opinion of a Protfefint paper in the Province of
Qneboo.-
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" If there be one principle clear ln a Parliamentary Government, it i

the right of the renresentatives of the people te dispose of the money of
the p!ople. It le one of thes eelf-evident principles which, if men'î
minds were not heatel by religions and political passion, no one would
dreamef disputing."

Bat there is another authority which I will cite, because I
find that persons bolonging to the saine church are trying
to foment discord and religious disturbance in Ontario on
this question. I will cite the opinion of the Rev. Dr.
Campbell, of the city of Montreal, Presbyterian clergyman,
who discussed the question in all its morits. In a letter
-publiËbed some time ago he says:

"That is reason iuificient why we in Canada, Protestants and Roman
Caibolics alike, should be very slow te afford them any encouragement
in our country. But we failed-we who should have vigorousty pro.
tested against their establishm'nt and endowment-to mike our voices
heard at the moment when our views might have influenced the situa-
tion. The Protestant representatives in the Bouse of Assembly did net
oppose the two measures as stoutly as they ought te have done, and the
people failed to pet-tion the Legislature against the Bills. Net having
availed themselves cf their constitutional rights while the measures were
under dihcussion, they virtually put themselves out of court. It is net
fair either to the local authorities or te those at Ottawa for us now te
make an outcry. Mr. Mercier was justified in concluding, wbile the Bills
were before the Assembly, that there was no very strong sentiment
against them in the trovince, or else the Legislature would have been
flooded with petitions against them, as it always is when there are
proposals before it directly affecting the people's pockets. Nr have we
any right to feel greatly disappointed that the Federal auih ,rities did
not put themselves i an embarrassing position to shield us from the
consequences of our own neglect oi our interest, when they could urge
a constitutional plea te rid themselves of responsibiiity in the matter >

That is the opinion of a gentleman whose opinion is worth
having, and who addressed a letter some time ago to the
Montreal Witness in which he expresses those views. But
lut us look at 'what was done in the Legislature. We find
that in the Legislature, when the matter was uhnder discus.
sion, ditferent members spoke upon the question. We find
that lion. Mr. Lynch, a Protestant member, spoke, and I
have taken this extract from the paper to show that ho who
represented the interests of Protestants was fully alive to
the importance of the question under discussion and ex-
pressed his opinion at the time :

"Notwithstanding what may be thought in some quarters, there is
nothing in the Bill alarminoe in its character. We are living in an uage
where wisdcm prevails, living in au age in which freedoin le supposed
te exist ihe world over, and nowhere in the dominions of Her M jsty
does liberty prevail more than in the Province of Quebec. *l* 18it
possible that the intelligent public opinion of the Province of Quebec
sheuld deny those Jesuit Fathere the civil righte we have grazited to
every cee else?"I

Then we have the opinion of several gentlemen in the
Upper louse. Among them, Mr. Starnes, who said:

''I approve of the Bill as it is, for that question should have been
settled long ago. Protestants and Catholics ought te be satisfied with
the manner la which the question is now settled."

The Hon. David Ross aliso said:
"Some newspapers have shown me up as the friend of the Jesuits

and as a bad Protestant, because I lent my assistance te the settlement
of this question. I will answer it by saying that I am neitber a friend
nor an enemy of the Jesuits. We had te deal with a question of justice,
and I gave it my support. The Protestants themelres entertain the
belief that the Jesuite deserve some compensation for the estates taken
away frem them. Moreover, the Protestants whom I represe nt in the
Cabinet, are we.1 satisfied with the settlement of this question, as you
have heard the hon ocuncillor for Wellington express it, and with the
indemnity whichifalistotheir lot."

So that you will see Protestant public opinion to day in
Quebec is strongly in favor of the Bill and the seuttlement
made, and agai'nst disallowance. I am glad to sec also that
while the Orange bcdy has seen fit to pass resolutions as a
body in favor of dieallowance, there are some Lodges in the
Province which have had the courage of their coî.vietions,
which have stated the question bi oad ly and have not scen
fit to endorse the action of the Grand Ludge. I find
at a meeting of L.O.L 152, Dorchester township, a strong
resolution was passed condemning the Quebec Government
for passing the Tesuits' Estates Bill, and expressing the

opinion that a number of the Orange lodges had acted un.
wisely in condemning the Dominion Governnent for not
disallowing the measuro, as tbey firmly believed that if an
injustice had been donc, redress would be better secured by
the various Pro-estant denominations taking united action
in pressing the claims of the Protestant body. The reso-
lution goes on furtber to express the hopa that that course
will be followed, so that the legal opinion may be tested.
As I said a few minutes ago, an effort bas been made to fire
the public mind in the Province of Ontario by calling on
the people to form organisations with a view of putting
down the Roman Catholic religion in that Province and
also throughout this country. We find that Mr. Hughes
has taken a very active part in this matter. I m3ntion him
because, day after daky, his name is cited as an authority on
the subject, and only last night I find it reported that he
addressed a meeting in the Pavilion in Toronto upon this
important question. But, after reciting, as my bon. friend
from Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) bas done, all the misdeeda of
the Jesuits, ho winds up by asking the people of this coun-
try to establish an organisation similar to one existing in
Scotland, and proposes the following as the objects

" The objecte of the Alliance are :-(a) The defence of our common
Christianity ; (b) the exposure of the errors of Popery and Infidelity ;
(c) the instruction of Roman Catholios in Bible truth ; and (d) the
maintenance and promotion of the great Scriptural principles of the
Scottish Reformation.

r The membership of the Alliance is composed of persons ofall the Pro-
testant denominations, and various political opinions,who are thoroughly
agreeti that the Papacy ie au enemy to national and social prosperity,
and to personal freedum, and who are resolved to resist the aggressioas
in the Empire by every possible means."

So you wilL ses that the sur and substance of the argu-
ments of those people in the Province of Ontario is, first,
to inflame the public mind by reciting historical reminis-
cences, and thon to arouse a certain feeling in favor of the
Protestant religion. I find, also, that the Rev. Mr. Rose
says :

" The Ohurch of Rome in the Province of Quebec f. establishel and
endowed in violation of the said principle. We hereby request the
Dominion Government to take steps to seeure the rerielon of th) British
North America Act, so as to lead to the disestablishment and disendow-
ment of said church in said Province."

It is thuas evidont that nearly all these gentlemen run in
iho same direction. I am glad, howuver, to fin:i th'tt, con-
spicuous among many people in the Provinco of Oatario,
are men of larger minds, men such as tho Rov. Principd
Grant, who bas expressed himself on several occasions in
regard to this matter, and bas published a letter in the
public press wbich I will do him the justice of quoting. He
is as much interested in the we!fare of Protestantism as
anyone in the Province of Ontario, and be has seen fit to
discuss this question on its merits and to pblish his views
in the press. He says:

" If th, imatter was to be settled at all, and before giving anlopinion
on that point, let us remember that the great majority of the people of
Quebec are Roman Catholies. I do not see what else Mr. Mercier could
have doue than require the sanction of the Pope to the bargain. It
may seem astoniLhing te Protestants that Roman Oatholics should
acknowledge a man living in Rome as the huad of their charch. But
they do. Protestants muet accept that fact in the same spirit in which
all facto ehould be accepted."

So it is clear that he bas not the same dread of the Pope
exercising bis clerical powers, as far as this Act is con-
cernAd, as some gentlemen bave. He goos on :

" The grant of money to the Jesuits. But the money was not awarded,
and bas not been given to the Jeuits. It has been given to the Roman
Oahtlic Church Doubtless the Jesuits wili get some of it. Mr.
Mercier, in hie speech, quotes a letter, dated Ilth October, 1881, from
the Secretiry of the Propaganda to the General of the Jesuits, promising
oa the part of the Pope that when the matter was eettled they would
get a share, the proportion to be snbsequently dotermined."

The Honse will thus see that there are persons who regard
this question from a different standpoint ; as also, in this
city of Ottawa, the Rev. Mr. lerridge, speaking on the
question, stated that it was purely a question of money, and
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that he could see no reason why there should be any inter.
ference on the part of the Government with a Bill which
was not, in his opinion, detrimental to the interests of the
country or to the policy of the country, The fact is that
the people are not thoroughly informed on this question,
and in the papera from day to day the historical references
are not correct. In fact, they are just as incorrect as some
of those which my hon. friend (Mr. O'Brien) made to-day,
as I shall point ont later. The Ministerial Association in
Toronto is composed of a number of men of all denomina-
tions, and they could not find out whether the Jesuit Order
had ever been suppressed in this country or not, and, after
searching for a week, they couId not corne to a conclusion.
And yet these are the mon who pretend to guide public
opinion. I deny their riglht to do so, or i say, at ail events,
that, before they do so, they should first inform themselvos
ai to the facts. Then I find that a resolution was moved
by Dr. McVicar and seconded by Dr. Campbell, and what
is asked by that resolution is to have a certified copy of the
Bill sent to the Queen, and thon they say she will disailow
it. Why, they do not seem to understand the constitution of
this country, when they think that an Act of the Province
of Quebec can be sent to tho Queen for disallowance,
whereas it is only the Acts of this Parliament which are
subject to disallowance by the Queen. They are in absolute
ignoranece of the provisions of the British North America
Act. Now, I do not intend to defend the Jesuits, but I am
going to quoto a few authorities to show that, in this
couitry, at ail events, they are not aa bad as my hon. friend
(Mr. O'Brior) makes them out to be. In bis speech, he
said he did not propose to discuss the course of the Jesuits
in this country, but only to refer to their misdeeds in the
past. I will quote from one or two articles on that subject,
because it is just as weil to understand what Protestants
think in regard to the Jesuits. As I said, I do not pretend
to make any elaborate argument on the subject, or to defend
the Jesuits or their acts, but I find that publie men in this
country, persons who have written on this question here
and in England, are of one accord thit the Jesuits of to-day
are not the Jesuits of 100 years ago. That is whero my
hon. friend goces astray. He refera to their intriguing in
Europe, and to their determination to upset every State in
Europe, and to vai ious acts of theirs which will not commend
themselves to anyone, but he should have aliso referred to
those authorities who took au entirely different view of the
subject. In Parkman's work I find this testimony given to

without the risk of intellectual emancipation. Enmity itself was com-
pelled to own that, in the art of managing and forming the tender mind,
they had no equals."
That seems to be entirely in opposition to the views
which have been expressed by my hon. friend, and the
various assertions as to their practices in the mother coun-
try. But we have an authority in this country which I
think will also be received in this House. I refer not to
the organ of the Third party, but to the Montreal Gazette,
which, on the 25th June last, speaking of the Jesuits, and
knowing well what they are in the Province of Quebec, says;

" There le probably no country l the world la which the Society of
Jesus has enjoyed so fair a reputation and sa large a share of goodwill
from the people generally, without distinction of creed, as have fallen
to their lot in Canada. Their piety, humanity and courage are asso-
ciated with the most heroic and romantic periods in our annals. 'The
story of their trials and triumphs on this continent, and especially
within the limite of our own land, is one of the most interesting and
instructive in the records of misuionary labor.' If we except certain
works and ambitions which marked some passages in their career, the
members of the order in Canada have never forfeited that respect
which is due to the taitbful prosecution of noble aima."
So you see that we have testimony from the Province of
Quebec that at least they have some friends in this country,
and that they are net looked upon in the same light as
they were in the mother country and on the continent 4
Now, Sir, one of the arguments of my hon. friend was that
the Jesuits are hostile to the Roman Catholic Church.
Well, I have read different sermons, that of Father Hand in
Toronto and Father Whelan in Ottawa, and I find that they
take the view that theJesnits are in accord with theChurch
of Rome, as is evidenced by the telegram sent some time
ago to Mr. Mercier. He read this telegram ut Laprairie, on
July 22, from Rome:

" You canrot be called a rebel against the Bishops of the Province of
Quebec for having incorporated tbe Society ofTeJsus, when the Holy
Father allowed its members to seek incorporation."
So you see that is evidence that they are entirely in accord
with the Church of Rome, and are not in the same position
as they were in 1773 when they were suppressed by the
Pope. But there is another evidence which my hon. friend
did not refer to. When they were restored in 1814 we find
in the Pope's Bull that he does not refer to them in the
same terms as my hon. friend. There we read:

" The Catholic world unanimously demanda the restoration of the
Society of Jsus. We daily receive the most earnest petitions te this
effect from our venerable brethren the Archbishops and Bishops, and from
other earnest persons."

ChDJ-s-_t-_ This shows conclusively that they are in accord with thethe Jes-uits:
"The9 lives of these early Canadian Jesuits attest.the earnestuess of Rman Catholie Church, they are Pubservient te it, they

their faith and the intensity of their zeal; but it was a zeal bridled,
curbed, and ruled by a guiding hand. Their marvellous training inu my hon. friend, in speaking of the Jesuits in England, bas
equal measure kindled enttusiasm and controlled it, roused into action net told ail that ho might have tolci, Lt je truc that by
a mighty power, and made it as subservient as those great material the Act of Snpremacy, (I Elizabeth) pains and penalties
forces which modern science bas learned to awaken and to govern.
They were drilled to a factitious humility, proue to find utterance in wcrc piaced upon them, but il might be a question whether
expressions of self-depreciation and selt-scorn, which one may otten that Act thon applied te this country wben it was net a
judge unwisely when he condemis them as insincere. Theybwere
devoted believers, not only in the fuadameutal dogmas of Rome, but inhpoQto ct of 1774. Thmp e twehar of teste
those lesser matters of faith which heresy despises as idie and pueriletI
superstitions. One great aim engrossed their lives. For the greater in England k the Act 10, George IV, te which my hou.
glory of God they would act or wait, dare, suffer or die,.yet all inU n- frind did net refer. That Act was paeeed for thc purpose
questioning subjection to the authority of the Superiors, iu whom they ofsnppressing thcm gradually. I viii presently show how
recoguised the agents of divine authority itself."thy have been supprcsed in England, nd whcther they
Thon I find that Macaulay-and I do not suppose many inas
this House wili question his authority-in his "lHistory of frenderecite Tat At jesentitedan asfo ton.
England," spoke of these men as follows:- hief ut BiseMjsty'sm ntitho1 anbActafoandevre

"No religious community could produce a list of men seo variously passed on flic lth of April, 1829 The etatute ays:
distinguished ; noue had extended its operations over Bo vast a space;
yet in none had there been such perfect unity of feeling and action. Whereas by varions Acte cf Parliament certain restraints and d-
There was no region of the globe, no walk of speculative or active life abilities are imposel on the Roman Caih.alic subjeeta of His Majesty, te
in whieh Jesuits were not to be found. They guided the councils of which other Bubjects ef Ris Majesiy are net hable; and whereaa it h
Kings. They deciphered Latin inscriptiona. They observed the expedient tlat éuch restraints and disabilities ah be from heuoeforth
motions of Jupiter's satellites. They published whole libraries, con- dlscontinued;
troverpy, casuustry, history, treatises on optice, alcaic odes, editions of And wh2reis Jesuits and members ot other religions orders, cern
the fathers, maltigals, catechisms and lampoons The liberal educa- munities, or societies cf the Ohurch of Rome, bouud by monastie or
tion of youth passed almost entirely into their handa, and was con- religious vews, are resident vîthin thetUted Kingdom, and it ia expe-
ducted by them with conspicuous ability. They appear to have dient te make provision for the graduai suppression an 1 final prohibition
discovered the precise point to which intellectual culture anu be carried ut the@me thereu,;b. it theretore .naowd.

Mir. .RYKE.T
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Now, mark you, Ur, Speaker, at that very time, long
after the passage of the QaebeO Act, we find an English
Parhamernt deulating that it was wise to pas an Act for
their gridual suppression. It goes on to say:

" That every Jesuit and every member of any other religious order,
community, or bociety of the uhurch of Rome, bound lby monastic or
religions vows, who, at the time of the commencement of this Act, shall
be within the United Kingdom, shtll within six calendar months after
the commencement of this Act, deliver to the Olerk cf the'Peace of the
county or place where such person shall reside, or to his deputy, a
notice or statement in ths form, and containing the particulars required
to be set forth in the ache Iule to this Act annexed ;I' And be it further enacted : That if any Jesuit or member of any such
religious order, community, or society as aforesaid, shall, after the com-
mencement of tiis Act, ccme into this realm, he halit be deemed and
taken to be guilty of misdemeanor, and, being there lawfully con-
victed, shall be sentenced and ordered to be banished from the Unied
Kingdom fir the terni of his'natural life.

- erovided always, and be it further enacted : That in case any
natural-born subject of this realm, being at the time of the commence-
mek.t of ibis Act, a Jeanit, or other member of such religions order,
commuîity, or society as aforesaid, shall, after the commencement of
this Act, t>e out of tue realm, it shal be lawtul for such person to retura
or come into this realm ; and upon such his return or coming into the
realm he is hereby required, within the space of six calendar months after
hie first returning or coming into the United Kiagdom, to deliver such
notice or statement to the (Olerk of the Peace of the county or place
where ho shall reside;

" Provided also, and be it further enacted : That, notwithstanding
anything hereinbefore contained, it shall be lawful for any one of ais
Majesty'd principal Secretaries of 8tate, being a Protestant, by a license
in writing, eigned by him, to grant permission to any Jesuit, or member
of any such religions order, community, or societv, as aforesaid, to come
into the Unitei Kingdom and to remain therein for such period as the
sai Secretary of State chal think proper, not exoeeding in any case
the space of six calendar month3."

Now, Sir, that Act wias passed to show that there was a
desire on the part of the English Government to suppress
the Jesuits. At this very time there were hundreds of Jesuits
in England, and surely the Englis.h Parliament is as desirous
of protecting the great Protestant religion, surely the
Archbishop of Canterbury and the other Bishops of the
Church of England are as desirous as my hon. friend, to
protect the Protestant religion ; and if the Jesuits are as
obnoxious as tiey were a hundred years ago, if their
precepts and doctrines are as antagonistic to the best
interests of the country as my hon. friend pretends, surely
the Englith Governmont would say : We will put an end to
them, and drive them out of the country. Now, Sir, what
do wo find ? We find that a notorions gentleman who las
figured in English parliamentary life, Mr. Whîadey, in 1875,
in the English House of Commons, brought up the question
of suppression of the Jesuits. After they had been barely
fifty years in the mother country, after a penal clause had
been passed making it a crime for them to remain in the
country more than six months, this gentleman deelared, on
the floor of Parliament, that the Jesaits had increased in
number from 447 to 1,967. He called npon the Enîglish Par.
liament to drive them ont of the country. And what did
members say ? They counted ont the House, they laughed
at him, and they left him there making a speech upon thi,
questioni Then, in order not to be outwitted, ho placed a
notice in the paper asking Mr. Disraeli, at that Cime at the
head of the Government, what he intended to do ? Mr.
1)israeli said

"There is no doubt that ther are in this country members of the So-
ciety of Jesus, commonly called Jesuits, and there is also no doubt that
their presence in this evntry is, under 10 Geo. IV., known as the
Rman Catholic Emancipation Act, a miedemeanor. During, however
the period which bas elapsed since the paasing of that àct, now nearly
halt a century, the Guvernment of tihis country has, I beileve, in no in-
stance-none, at leat, known to myself-proceeded against ay Jesutt
tor committing a misdemeanor under ita provisions, and, so far as Her
Majesty's present advisers are influenced by the circumstances with
which they are acquainted, the same policy will continue to pevail. At
the same time, I beg it to be understood that the provisions of the Act
are not looked upon by Her Majesty's Government as beiag obsolete,
but, on the contrary, are reserved provisions of law which they are pze-
pared tu avail tthenselves of if necessary."
Now, that does not look like the English people being op-
posed to the Jesuits; it does not look as if they were under-
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mining the State nd the Protestant religion in England;
on the contrary, they are performing a gooi work, and they
are not the misohievous people that my hon . friend says
they are now, But Mr. Whalley was Dot going to be ont-
generalled again. He moved again on July 13, 1875, a mo-
tion for a committee, as follows

" To enquire into and report to this House as to the residence in tihis
country, in contravention of the Act 10 Geo IV, of any persons being
members of the Order of Jesus, commonly called Jesiti, and as to the
names, present residence, and ostensible occupation of such persons;
also, as to the amount and nature of any property vested in, or at the
disposal of such persons for the purpose of promoting the objects of such
society or order, and, so far as may be practicable, to enquire into and
report, as to the doctrine, discipline, canons, laws or usages under
which sncb order ia constituted, and by which it je directed and
controlled"

What was the result of thit motion ? It was that ho could
not get a seconder for it. After making a speech and
showing that the number ofpriests had increased from 447
in 1829 to 1,967 in 1875-Lhesq are exactly the figures he
used at that time-notwithstanding the violent speech ho
made on that occasion, the people of England said: We
have no fear of the Jesuits. To-day I venture to assert that
if anyone will consuit hisrory, will look at the Order in
England, will visit their colleges at Stoneyhurst and other
places, thpy will find evidence of the fact that the greatest
men to-day have been edu ated there, including Protestants,
and men who are as strong in their Protestant faith as is
the hon. member for Muskoka (fir. O'Brien). That is all
I intend to say with respect to the Jesaîts B E angland. I
do not justify the acta of the Jesuits, but I do say that the
men to-day are not the men of 100 years ago, that they do
not possess the same feelings and intentions in regard to
destruction of British power as they did in those days.
To-day you will find those men are desirous of pursuing
their holy work without the interference of politicians.
The hon. gentleman bas referred to the history of Canada.
He has not, howe ver, placed altogether a proper conatruo-
tion on the Act of 1774, 14 Liedrge III, c. 83. The hon.
gentleman read section 5, but he might also have read
section 8. Section 5, as state1 by the hon. gentleman, goes
on to say :

" Sec. 5 And for the more perfect security and ease of the miade of
the inhabitants of the said Province, it is hereby declarel that His

tajesty's subjects, pre ferring the religion of the Ohurch of gome, of and
in the said Province o Qaeuec, may have, hold and enjoy the full exer-
cise of the religion of the Churcb of Rome, subject to the King's
supremacy declared and established by an Act made in the lat year of
the reign of Queen Elizabeth, over all the dominions and countries which
then did, or thereafter should betong to the imperial Orown of the
realm; and that the clergy of the said church may hold, receive and
enjoy tht accustomed dues and righbs, with respect to such persons
only as shail profese the said religion."
Even taking that language as it stands, it appears that the
Roman Catholics have a right to carry on their church
affairs in the same manner as they had hitherto done, so
long as they did nothing eontrary to the laws of England.
But section 8 goes on to say,

"Sec. 8 That His Majesty's Canadian subjects, withifn the Province
of. Quebeo, the religions orders and commuities only excepted, may
also hold aid enjoy their property and p».gesions, together rtth ail
cu-tomi and upLges relative ther,èto, qnd',asl othir cini rights, in as
lage, emple and bedi1cial mauur as if rite sad proclamation hd not
been made an4 as iay consiet with theirai1egiancs t. ais Majesty."
So while the Imperial Government would not recognise the
supremacy of the Pope in Engtànd, yet at the same time
they gave the Roman CathQ.ics eower to carry on the affaira
of the chareh so long as they did not eonfhit wih the laws of
Enzlanîd. The boa. gentteinau las referred to 1ie getition
of L ,rd Amheret. i am glad ho has refrred to that pepi.
tion, because I think if the hon. gentleman had read the
whole history of the o ueetion, and read the opinions of the
law otiiere of the GFQIwn he wotld have orme to the con-
culsion that the Government were right in passing th law
giving an annuity instead of land, bocause t» plicias of t
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Crown were not quite certain in regard to the title. It is
true that Lord Amherst in 1770, after havinr performed
signal services for England, petitioned the King te have the
Jesuits' Estates transferred to him. The petition was re-
ferred to the Oommittee of the Lords of the Privy Council;
they reported in favor of it, and it was referred to Lords
Gray and Williams, who reported on May 18, 1790. If anyone
will take the trouble to follow their report, he will see that, in
their opinion, the subject was surrounded with grave doubte.
It discussed the whole question in regard to the tenure of
the Jesuits, it discussed the whole question as to where the
land came fron, and under what power the Jesuits held it ;
and we have the fact that at the close of their labors the con-
missioners appointed to investigate the title stood 6 to 2 on
the question. But they recommended the Government to
take possession.of the land. The Government did so. In
1800 they took possession of the land in this country, they
placed the sheriff in possession of it, but they would not
give it to Lord Amherst's heirs, and they passed an Act in
1803 giving an annuity of £3,000 sterling a year instead of
the lands asked for, which the law officers of the Crown re-
oommended should be granted. If hon. members will lcok
at the recital of the Act, they will observe that the words
are very significant, and those words are such as to justify
me in stating that the law officers of the Crown were not dis-
tinctly in favor of the validity of the Crown's title, but had
grave doubts in regard to it. The recital goes on to say
that:

'In consequence of difficulties arising from local circumetances His
Mjesty's Intentions were not carried into effect."
So hon. gentlemen will see that while these lands were
requested to be granted to Lord Amherst, yet when the
subject was discussed by the law officers of the Crown such
grave doubts surrounded the question that the Government
would not grant the lands but granted a money allowance.
The next we hear of the Jesuits was on the 17th September,
1791, when they were suppressed in Canada under Royal
instructions. Those instructions we find in the Chisholm
Papers, page 252. In 1791 we find these instructions:

" It la our will and pleasure-that the Soeiety of Jesuits be suppressed
and dissol«vd, and no longer continued as a body corporate or politic,
and aIl their possessions and property shall be vested in us for such
purposes as we may hereafter think fit to direct and appoint ; but we
think fit to declare our Royal intention to be that the present members
of the said society as established at Quebe shall be allowed sufficient
stipends and provisions during their natural lives."1

But we have the very significant fact that after that procla-
mation was issued in 1791, they remained in possession of
the estates ten or eleven years, during which they had
control over them. We find in the report of the Attorney
General and Solioitor.General of England they referred to
the fact that Lord Haldimand allowed the Jesuits to
remain in possession of the lands for that period. I am not
surprised that Mr. Mercier said they had a moral claim,
because they a ear to have a moral, if not a legal, claim
to the estates. Lord Goderich, in a despatch in 1831, sent
to the Legislature in that year this question for their dis-
position. He says:

"The only practical question which remains for consideration is,
whether the appropriation of these funds for the purpose of education
should b directed bHis Majesty or by the Provincial Legislature?

" The King cheerfnly, and without reserve, confides that duty to the
Legislature, in the full persuasion that they will make such a selection
amongst the different plans for this purpose which may be presented to
their notice, as may most effectually advance the interests cf religion
and sound learning amonget his subjects; and I cannot doubt that the
Assembly will see the justice of continuing to maintain under the new
distribution of these funds those scholastic establishments to which they
are now applied."

We find following that, the Act 2nd William IV, cap 41,
goes on to say :

" An Act to make provision for the appropriation of certains moneys
ariuing out of the Estates of the late rder of Jesuits, and for other
purposes."

>fr. Efraar.

" Reciting that His ajesty had been gracionsly pleased to confide
withont reserve to the Provincial Legilature the apportioning of the
funds arising from the Estates of the late Order of Jesuits to the pur-
poses of education exclusively. Enacted that ail moneys arisir g out of
the Estates of the late Order of Jesuits sball be placed in a separate chet
in the vault wherein the public moneys of the Province are kept, and
shall be applied to the purpose of education exclusively, in the manner
provided by this Act, or by any Act or Acts which may hereafter be
passed by the Provincial Legislature in that behalf, and not other-
Wise."

If my hon.friend will only consult this Act he wilffind that
it was given exclusively to the Province of Quebec for
educa:ional purposes. bubs&quent te this we find, and that
my hon. friend has also admitted, that the incorporation of
St. Mary's College was passed in 1>52 by the old Parlia-
ment of Canada and that the Jesuit College which this Act
incorporated still remains in existence, and is still doing its
good work throughout the country, and no fault bas been
found with it. ln 1856 we find that the Act 14-15
Victoria, chapter 54, says:

"1. The estates and property of the late Order cf Jesuits whether in
possession or reversive, including all sumo funded or invested, is to be
funded and invested as forming part thereof and the principal of all
moneys which have arisen or shall arise from the sale or commutation of
any part of said estate or property, are hereby appropriated to the pur-
pose of this A4et, and shall form a fund to be called ' The Lcwer Canada
Superior Education Investment Fund' and shall b under the control
and management of the Governor in Council for the purposes of this
Act.'

"A pportionment of fund among universities, c lleges, seminaries,
academies, high and superior schools, and as the Governor in Jouncil
shall approve."

So that my hon. friend will see that it woul i b. utterly
impossible to claim a portion for the Pr vi r c> of Ontario,
because this Parliament bas declared that the fund should
be known as the "Lower Canada Superior Education
Investment Puni." Section ô of that Act says that the
apportionment of the fund shahl be amongst "universities,
colleges, seminaries, academies, high and superior schools,
and as the Governor in Council shall approve." But my
hon. friend says they have no power to vote the money for
ecclesiastical institutions. In this he would appear to be
at variance with the Law Times and LaiW Journal. Now,
Mr. Speaker, I bave deait, thus far with the history of the
question of the Jesuits, and pointed out to this House the
different Acts bearing on the question in England and alo
in Canada. I wish now to turn my attention to another
branch of the subject, and to sec in what position we stand
when we ask the Government to disallow this Bill. I hold
that we have established a constitutional practice in thiis
country, and that the records of Parliament are full of this
practice. We have Mr. Todd and other eminent authorities
writing on this subject, and I shall briefiy allude to them in
order that the people of the country may know, as we
know in this f.ouse, that we have rles and constitutional
government by which this Act must be construed, and by
which tis House must decide whether or not the Govern-
ment was right or wrong in the course it pursued. At page
358, Todd says:

" The redress of grievances arising out of the operation of provincial
laws, can only be constitutionally afforded by the t'rovincial Legislature
by which sch laws have been enacted: except in cases wherein the
Acte complained of have been unlawfully passed, or are open tu objection
upon grounds that would justify the interference of the Goveror
General in Ocuncil, or the Dominion Parliament, with the law."

And at page 359 he continues:
" But in all such cases (appeals by petition4o the Queen &c ) the

principle is affirmed that no interposition to the detriment, in any
degree, of the established principle of self-government, in matters
of local concern, would be permitted or approved, wheiher on
the part of the Imperial or Dominion Government, in their several and
appropriate spheres of action, or matters within the acknowledged
competency of either tribunal."

You will see that Todd lays down the very sound principle
that all matters of provincial concerna come within the
juriediction of the Legislature and shall not be e ontrolled by
this Parliament. Again at page 343 Todd says:
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" The British North America Act recognises and guarantees to every

Province in the Confederation the right of local self-government, in
aIl cases within the competency of the provincial authorities, and it does
not contemplate or justify any interference with the exclusive powers
which it entrusta to the Legislatures of the several Provinces; except
in regard to Acte which transcend the lawfal bounda .of provincial
juriediction or which assert a principle, or prefer a claim that might
injuriously affect the interests of any other portions of the Dominion, as
in the case of Acts which diminish rights of minorities in the particular
Province in relation to education, that has been conferred by law in
any Province prior to Confederation."
Now, I think the member for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) has
failed to point out that this Act asserts a principle in vio-
lation of the interest of the Dominion, or which affects the
rights Of the minority within the particular Provinces,
because if we understand aright the minority of the
Province of Quebec, who thoroughly understand their posi-
tion and who thoroughly understand what the law was, are
themselves prepared to accept al the hands of the Local
Government the sum of 860,006 as full and just com-
pensation to them for the amounts they were entitled to
for their superior education fund, and that while
we are so anxions to protect the minority in the
Province of Quebec that minority, knowiDg more than
we do, are pertectly satisfied. Todd again says:

" It was manifest that it was the intention of the Imperial Parliament
to guard from invasion aIl rigbts and powers exclusively conferred up-
on the provincial authorities, and to provide uhat the reserved right of
interference therewith by the Dominion Executive or Parliament should
not be exercised in the interest of any political party or so as to impair
the principle of local self-government.>
And at page 363 in his work, he continues:

"It bas been sometimes worked in repeal of Aes which contained
provisions that were deemed to be contrary to sound principle of legis-
lation, and, therefore, likely to prove injurious to the interests or w el-
fare of the Dominion."

You will, therefore, find we have high constitutional auth-
orities on this subject, and authorities which satisfy me
that the Government were perfectly right in acting as it
has done. We have also the opinions of eminent judges
in this country, and my hon. friend has pointed out to
judicial authorities in England, in support of his argument.
I think that we should quote some of our own eminent auth-
orities, in order to guide the iouse to a just conclusion on
this matter. In the case of Severn against the Queen,
Supreme Court Reports, volume 2, page 96, Chief Justice
Richards says:

" Under our systtm of Government, the disallowing of statutes
passed by a Local Legislature after due deliberation, asserting a right
to exercise powers which they claim to possess under the British North
America Act will aiways be considered a harsh exercise of power
unless in cases of great and manifest necessity, or where the Act is Bo
clearly beyond the power of the Legislature that the propriety of
interfering could be ait once recognised.'

And Justice Taschereau said :
" There is no doubt of the prerogative right of the Crown to veto any

Provincial Act, and that could even be applied to a law over which the
Provincial Legislature had complete jurisdiction. But it is precisely on
account of its extraordinary and exceptional character that the exercise
of this prorogative will always b. a delicate matter. It will be always
very difficult for the Federal Government to substitute its opinion
instead of the Legislative Assembly, in regard to matters within those
Provinces, without exposing themselves to be reproach-3d with check-
ing the independence of Parliament in the Provinces. What wonld b.
the result if the Province chose to re-enact a law which had been
disallowed? 'ilhe cure might be worse than the disease and fully as grave
complications might follow.

"l ît cannot, therefore, be argued that, because this right existe, we must
adopt an interpretation which could lead to the necessity by having
recourse by it.''

Now, Mr. Speaker, that points out the fact that while this
Government has the power to disallow Acts which are
strictly within the power of the Local Legislature, yet
that veryjudge declares that it is inexpedient and impolitic
in this Government to set its opinion against that of the
Local Legislature, because if it did so the Legislature
would turn around and reenact the Bill, and the result
would be a conflicit between the Provincial Government
and the General Government, which all must deplore, We

have also certain principles laid down by the right hon.
leader of the Government, whom I look upon as a
very high constitutional authority, and I think both
this Hou8e and the country recognise him as such. At any
rate, we know that the rules laid down by him in the year
1868 for the guidance of the Government on such questions,
have been approved of by Mr. Mowat, the Premier of
Ontario, a high legal authority, by the learned gentleman
who sits opposite, the hon. member for West Durham (Mr.
Blake), by the hon member for East York (Mr. Mackenzie),
and by other hon. gentlemen in this House. Those rules
were as follows:-

" In deciding whether any Act of a Provincial Legislature should be
disallowed, or sanctioned, the Government muet not only consider
whether it affecta the interest of the whole Dominion or not, but also
whether it be unconstitutional ; whether it exceeds the jurisdiction con-
ferred on the Local Legislature, and, in cases where the jurisdiction la
concurrent, whether is clashes with the legislation of the General
Parliament."

"lAs it is of importance that the course of local legislation should be
interfered with as little as possible, and the power of disallowance exer-
cised with as great caution, and only in cases where the law of general
interests of the Dominon~ imperatively demand it, the undersigned
recommends that the following course be puirsued :-

" That on the receipt by rour Excellency of the Acte passed in any
Province, they be referred to the Minister of Justice for report, and that
be with all convenient speed, do report as to those Acta which he con.
siders free from objection of any kind, and if such report be approved
by Your Excellency in Council, that snch approval be forthwith con-
municated to the Provincial Government.

" That he make a separate report, or separate reports, on those Acta
which he may consider-

"1. As being altogether illegal or unconstitutional.
"2. As illegal or unconstitutional in part.
"3. Ia cases of concurrent jurisdiction as clashing with the legialation

of the General Parliament
" 4 As affecting the interesta of the Dominion generally. And that

in such report or reports he gives hia reasons for his opinions."

These rules have been endorsed by all legal gentlemen in
this House, and I think no person can deny that they
embody the true and correct principle. We also find, by
the Sessional Papers of 1877, page 102, tbat the hon.
member for West Durham recommended that the question
as to ultra vires, with reference to the Escheats Bill, should
be referred to the Supreme Court. Again, in 1876, the
hon. gentleman, in regard to an Act respecting the Legis-
lative Assembly, said :

" It appears to the undersigned that several of the provisions are
open to very serious questions as being ultra vires of a Local Legislature,
but almost all of them are contained in an Act of the Legislature of
Quebec, upon the same subject which was left In its operation. There
are indeed some new provisions, but it could no, be advisable upon the
principle upon which the Quebec Act was allowed to advise the dis-
allowance of the Act by reason of the insertion of these provisions, and
the undtraigned feels bound to recommend, that following the precedent
referred to, the Act should be left in its operation ; it being quite pos-
sible for those who maX object to its conatitutionality to raise their
objections in the courts.'

There we have two of the highest legal authorities in this
country, as bigh almost as can be found in any country, the
hon. First Minister and the hon. member for West Durham,
laying down the principle that upon the question of the
corstitutionality of an Act the decision ot the courts ought
to be invoked. We Ond the Mail of bth February endorsing
that view in the following words:-

" There Is nothing in the British North America Act to limit the
exercise of the veto power. That it shall not be exercised merely on
grounds of ordinary policy, unless the Provincial Legislature bas
exceeded its jurisdiction, is a good general rule, wbich once more we
commend the Government for observing The authority given to the
Provincial Legislature in certain classes of subjects, carries with it,
like all authority, a liberty of error whieh muat be respected, so long as
the legal power is not exceeded and the error la not manifestly subver-
sive legally or morally of the principle of the constitution or ot the great
objecta of the State."

I have pointed out that the Mail in a former article con.
tended that this Act was ultra vires, and, therefore, the
courts should be invoked to decide upon its constitu-
tionality ; and we have affirmed that principle in this
Rouse over and over again. It was affirmed in regard to
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the Streams Bill, the consensus of opinion being that in
regard to legislation which was claimed to be unconstitu-
tional, the proper course for the Government to adopt was
to let the measure go into operation, and leave those
affected by il toe contest its constitutionalily before the
courts. 1 commend to this House the opinion expressed
1y the hon. member for West Durham upon that question,
and I think hon. gentlemen opposite will hardly dissent
from it. It is a proposition which, I think, was well con-
ceived, ard which, though perhaps not accepted by the
Flouse at the time, was in entire accord with the views
laid down in 1868 by the right hon leader of the Govern-
ment. The hon. member for West Durham said :

" Can any member of this House, who is a real, live Icver of the
Federal system, find any possible objection to this proposition ? Where
the law and the general intereste of the Dominion imperatively demand
it, then and then only shall the power of disallowance be exÀrcised ;
but it would impair the Federal principle and injuriously affect the
autonomiy if the institutions of our several Provinces were this power
to be exercised on subjects which are within the exclusive control of
the Local lbtgislatures on the ground that in the opinion of Bis Excel-
lency's advisers, or of the (Canaditn Parliamen-, sny such legislalon is
wrong. * * 1 admit that, under the constitution of Canada and the
Provinces, the Local Legislatures have the power to deprive the subject
of bis property under these conditiont, but I say that if we import into
the Constitution of the Confederation a restriction upon that power and
declare it, as a majority in tbis Bouse propose this night to declare, we
widl declare it to be the right an 1 duty of the Government, whenever
the power is to be exercised, to nullhfy its exercise by diallowing such
Acts.''

On that occasion the Government declared that the Act
should be disallowed, on the ground that it interfered with
private righ's; but the general principle laid down was
that in ail matters of unconstitutionality, the courts should
be invoked aid nobody else. Ve bave also a case almost
in point in this courtry, the case of the New Brunswick
School Law. When that case arose, members of Parlia-
ment who were versed in constitutional law expressed
opinions whicn wou:d be entirely in accord with the action
taken by the Government of te day. That school lawV
was one to compel the Roman Catbolics of New Brunswick
to eontri bute to a system of education which they could not
conscientiously avail themselves of. It was a law which
affected a large class of the community, and which that
class contended interfered with its rights. That Bill was
allowed to go into operation, and was not interfered with
by the Dominion Government for reasons given by the
First Minister, who says:

" The Provincial Legislature bas exclusive powers to make laws in
relation to education. It may be that the Act in question may act un-
favorably on the Catholics or other religions denominations, and if so
it ls for such religious bodies to appeal to the Provincial Legislature
wbich lias the scle power to grant redres.

" Tbe assump ion by the Provincial Loegislature and Government of
Canada of th right te seek the imposition ot further limitations of the
powers cf the Provincial Parliaments is subversive of the Federal charac-
ter of the Union, tending to the destruction of the powers and inde-
pendence of the provincial law to the centralisation of ail power in the
Parliament of Canada.

"The people of New BrnnEwick cannot, and will not, surren'1er their
rights of self-goverament within the limits of the constitution."

lie went on further to say :
" lu the case of measures not coming within either of these categories

the Governuent would be unwarranted in intertering with local legis-
lation.

" In the present case there was not a doubt that the New Brunswick
Legislature had acted within its jurisdiction, and that the Act was con-
stitutionally legal and could not be impugned on that ground.

" On the second ground which he had mentioned in which he con-
sidered the Dominion Giovernmeut could interfere, it could not be held
that the Act in any way prejudicially affected the whole Dominion,
b cause it was a law sttlhng the Commun School system of the t'rovince
of New Bruakwick alune

" The Government of the Dominion could not act and they would
have been guilty of a violent b each of the c)uzttution if, becau e they
bold a different opinion, they should set up their judgments ag&inst the
solemn decision of a Province in a manner entirely within the control
of that Province."

There is thedecision of the First Miîister, entirely in accord
with that of Mr. Justice Ta:cher-eau. Judge Taschereau

Mr. RrisT.

adopts almost the very language of the First Minister in the
case I have reterred to, the Qaeon vs. Severn. It seems
to me that, that case is on al fours with the case before
the House. The hon. the Minister of Inland Revenue
(Ur. Costigan) moved the following resolution in this
douse in 1872:-

"That the Local Legislature of New Brunswick in its last Session, ln
1871, adopted a law respecting Common Schools forbidding of any
religions education to pugils, and that that prohibition is opposed to the
sentiments of the entire population of the >ominion in general and to
the religions convictions of the Roman Catholic population in parti-
cular ;-That the Roman Catholies of New Brunswick cannot, without
acting uc conscientiously, send their children to schools established
under the law in question and are yet compelled like the remainder of
the population, to pay taxes to be devoted to the maintenance of those
scBho s ;-That the said law is unjust, and causes much uneasiness
among the Roman Catholic population in general disseminated through-
out the whole Dominion of Canada, and that suca a state of affairs
nay prove the cause of disastrous results to all the Confederated Pro-
vinces ;-and praying lis Excejency in consequence at the earliest
possible period to disallow the said New Brunswick School Law ;
In that debate the whole question was thoroughly dis-
cussed The Globe thus commented on it:

" The question so far was exclusively a local one, and it would have
been well if it could have been fought out and settled in New Brunswick,
as it was in past years in Ontario and Quebec. But the Cathâlic
miiority determined to make an appeal to the Dominion Parliament, on
the ground that by the Confederation Act they were secured in the
rights which they allege have now been taken away.''
The hon. member for West Darham (Ur. Blake) moved in
amendment to that resolation of 'fr. Comtigan, declaring
that it was expedient that the opinion of the law officers
of the Crown should be taken :

" That this House regrets that the School Act recently passed in New
Brunswick isuneatisfactor* to a portion of tht intiabitants of that Pro-
vince, and hopes that it may be so modified during the next Session of
the . gislature of New Brunswick, as to remove anv jiet grounds of
discontent ttiat now exist; and this Eloase deems it expedient that the
opinion of the law officers of the Crowu in England, an leif possible, the
opinion of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, should be ob-
tained as to the right of the N-w Brunswick Legislature to make such
changes in the School Law, as deprived the Roman Catholics of the
priviieges they eujoyed at the time of the Union in respect of religious
education in the Common Schools with the view of ascertaining
whether the case comes wîthin the terms of the 4th sub-section of the
95rd clause of the British North America Act, 1867, whicb authorises
the Parliament of Canada to enact remedial laws ftr the due execution
of the provisions respecting education in the said Act."

You set, therefore, the opinion of the hon. member for West
Daiham (Mr. Blake) was that it was not expedient for the
House to pass censure upon the Government and disallow
that Bih, but on the contraiy left the decision with the
officers of the Crown. On 29th November, 1872, the law
officers of the Crown reported as follows : -

" That we agree substantially with the opinion of the Minister of
Justice of the Dominion, so far as appears froin the papers before us."
Sir J. D. Coleridge and Sir G. Jessell said of it :

" Of course, it is quite possible that the new Statute of the Province
may work in practice unfavorably to this or thit denomination therein,
and therefore to the Roman Catholies; but we did mnot think that such a
state of things is euough to bring into operation the restricting powers
of appeat to the Govertor in ouncil "

It seems to me that tbis New Brunswick cabe is much
ntronger than the one now bore us. We had a minority
in the Province of New Brunswick of Roman Catholies,
who contended that the law pussed was a gieat injustice to
them. The First Minister said he rccognised the injustice.
The law officers of the Crown said the same thing when
their opinion Vas taken in 1t75, but they all agreed that
the matter was of purely local concern. I would like to
ask the hon. member for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) if the
views of the Catholie minority in the Province of New
Brunswick should not be respected as well as those of the
Protestant minority in Quebec, which is entirely satisfied
with the action of the Government. In New Brunswick
the Catholies feilt hat their rights were unjustly deait with,
the Government law officers of the Crown were of the same
opinion, and the Government here were of the same opinion,
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but in spite of all that, they all agreed that it was a matter
of purely local concern, with which we had nothing to do.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

Mr. RYKERT. When the House rose at six o'clock, I
was endeavoring to show that in the question of the New
Brunswick School Law, the Catholic minority in that Pro.
vince, had made complaint, in reference to the legislation
of that Province, that their rights had been seriously in-
fringed upon. I endeavored to show that the Minister of
Justice of that day, the right hon. the Premier of this
country, had expressed his opinion upon that law, and had
stated distinctly that while ho sympathised with the Roman
Catholics in that Province, yet that the action of the New
Brunswick Legislature was entirely within its juriediction.
I quoted also the authority of several gentlemen, among
them the hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake). I
showed that he moved in amendment to have the matter
referred to the law officers of the Crawn and aiso expressed
his opinion of the Act. I find that opinion reported in the
Globe of May 19th, 1872:

" Mr. BLAKE said he had from time te time considered the constitu-
tion with reference tethe state of the law in New Brunswick on the
subject of schools, and he was free te confues that his opinion had
fluetuated, and any expression he might now give was given with great
doubt and hesitation. le was free to admit that there was much te
support the view that had beeh put forward in th4î report of the Miniter
of justice on the subject, and that the conclusion of that gentleman
might have been fairly reached and might very possibly be correct; but
he desired te point out te the louse those circumstances with reference
te the Act which led his mind very stroogly-he would net say conclu-
sively-to a different conclusion."

He moved in amend ment that the question be referred to
the law offlcers of the Crown, and they expressed their
opinion that the legislation of New Brunswick was entirely
within the jurisdiction of that Legislature. 'hen we have
Mr. McDougall, who poses sometimes as a constitutional
lawyer, who, upon that occasion, gave expression to his
opinion as follo*s:-

" I agree that any interference with the powiers that are given te the
Local Legislature in the framing of laws unnecessarily ttrough political
or national, religions or other motive, exe pt on the broadest public
grounda, would be injudicious and improper."

In 1875, the question of the New Brunswick scheol law was
again brought to the notice of this House. A resolution
was noved by hir. Cauchon, seconded by the hon. member
for West Durham (Mr. Blake), in which they recited the
resolution of the previoue year, and asked the intervention
of the opinion of the law l cerà of the Crown. The reso.
lution was as follows:-

' "The Bouse regrets that the School Act passed in New Brunswick is
unsansfactory te a portion of the inhabitants of that Province, and
hopes tbt it may be to modified during the next session of the Legisla-
ture cf New Brunswick as te remove any just ground t of dosatiefaction
that ibo* exist. Thiat the Bouse regrets that the hope expressed in the
said resolution has net been realised and that an humble address be
presented te Ber Majesty embodying the resolution and praying that
Her Msj -sty will be graciously pleaued te use ber influence with the
Legiilaure of New Brunswick to procure such a modification of the said
Act as ebali retmove àilh groünds of discontent."

That matter was referred to the law offleers of the Crown,
and upon the 18th October, 1815, there was a despatch
from Lord Carnarvon, in which he stated:

" That he laid it at the foot of the Throue, but that he could net advise
Ber Majesty te take any action in respect of it; that he could not advise
the Queen te advise the Legislature of New Brunswick te leg:alate in
any particular direction as that would be undue interference"

Further on ho says:

" Holding, as I have already explained, that the constitution of Canada
does net contemplate any interterence with the provincial legislation,
on a subject within the competence of the Local Legislature by the
Dominion Parliament, or n a oonsequenoe by t.he Dominion Ministers."

So even the law offeoors of the Crown were of the opinion
that, though sympathising with the minority in New
Brunswick, they could not advise interference with that law
or advise the Crown to disallow the Bill. Oa that occasion,
the hon. member for East York (Mr. Mackenzie), who
sympathised very strongly with the minority in the Pro-
vince of New Brunswick and felt that they had been
unfairly dealt with, said :

" But there is a higher principle still which we have to adhere to, and
that is to preserve in their integrity the principles of the constitution
under which we live. If any personal act of mine, if anything I could
do would assist te relieve those who believe they are living under a
grievance in the Province of New Brunswick, that act would be gladly
undertaken and zealously performed; but I have no right, and the
House has no right to interfere with the legisiation of a Province when
that legislation is secured by an Imperial compact to which ail the par-
ties submitted in the Act of Confederation."•»•0• I have merely to
say this, whatever may be our religions proelivities or feelings, whatever
may be the feelings that actuate Us in relation to local grievances, it is
not well that we should endanger the safety of any one of the Provinces
in relation te matters provided for in the Britisfi North America lct,
which is our written Constitution. * * Itis not desirable that we
should make the way open or that anything should be doue which
would excite religions discussions and permeate religions animosities.''

That was good advice, and that advice was followed by the
House. Now, I come to consider a question which seemE
to have exercised the mind of the Globe newepaper, and that
is the articles in the Law Journal and the Law Tmes. I have
shown, I think, by constitutional authority, that the Act, if
i t be unconstitutional or ultra vires, should be allowed by the
Government to take its course, and those who are injured by
its operation or aggrieved by it should at once apply to the
law courts for redroes. The Law Journal has declared
beyond all qui stion that the Act i8 ultra vires, and, if that
be se, according to the practice we have always adopted,
the parties should apply to the courts for redress. The
Law Journal says:

''It will, we think, be conceded, apart from any provisions in Im-
perial statutes, that it is ultra vires the constitutional power of a Oola
enial Legislature te confer on or delegate te any forei g a sovereign,
potentate, or tribunal, lawful jurisdiction or authority todetermine, or
ratify, the disttibution of the moneys or properties of the Orown, or how
money grants to the subjects of the Orown, within its colonial juriedie-
tien, are te be distributed. The Imperial Orown may in any proper
rase agree with another crown or nation te refer te a soverdign, or to
arbitrators mutially agreed upon questions aftecting its belligerent or
territorial rights or claims ; but this regality of the Imrerial Urown is
not possessed, nor can it be exercis~d, by a Colonial Government or
Legislature. Il it would be uhra pires of the Legislature of Oatario to
delegate authority te a foreign power-say te the President et the
United States-to distribute, or tu rat fy the distribution of, public
moneys legally voted (the Clergy Re erve moneys, for instance), it fol-
lows that this d-legation of authurity to the Pope by the Legislature of
Quebec must also be ultra vires. Wt at would be unconstitutional in
Ontario must be equally unconetitutional in QuebecI"

The Law Journal lays down the proposition that the Act
is ultra vires. If that be so, the authorities show clearly
that they must go for redri ss to the courts; but what
evidet ce bave we in this iastance that the Pope is, as they
say. a fojrt-irn po, entate ? The Law Journal does not pre.
tend to say how it is, except that, under the Statute of
Elizabeth, there were certain documentQ, or mandates, or
judgments issued or sent forth by the Pope, and that those
should not be recognised by the authorities in England.
But the Statute of Elizabeth was passed under different
circumstances from those which exist now, and the position
of the Pope to-day, beref t of his temporal power, is entirely
different îrom what it was years ago. Instead of being a
foreign power, he is in this case simply an arbiter between
two parties in the Province of Quebec. At the time to
which my hon. friend from &iuskoka alludes, no doubt the
Pope did exercise a controlling il flaence in Europe and
over many nations, but now he l3 bereft of that power and
is in a totally different position. Tne Law Journal says this
matter is not yet settled, and should be relegated to the

'courts. That is the position which this Government and
ail preceding Governments have taken in regard to euch a
question. Thon, as to the Law Tunes. l my jidgment,
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the Law Times shows conclusively that it is quite constitu-
tional for the Province to vote money in the way it bas.
The hon. member for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) is entirely at
issue with the Law Times on that point. If he had read the
article in the Law Times, he would have found that it holds
that the voting of money to ecclesiastical institutions or
powers is regarded by that newspaper in an entirely differ-
ent way from that in which he regards it. I cannot under-
stand, therefore, on what ground the Globe made its sudden
summersault. The Law Times says it is constitutional
to vote money for this purpose. 0f course, the Law Times
is in conflict with Mr. Wm. McDougall on that point, but I
will refer to him later. The Law Times says :

" The constitutional question that arises is not the voting away of
public money, be the preiext ne7er so shallow, but the subordination
of the sovereign to a foreign authority, and the placing ot Her Majesty's
public funds at the disposal of the same foreign authority. It is of
course an unquestionable and fundamental proposition of law that the
Legislature cannot deicy the sovereignty of Her Majesty or acknwledge
the sovereignty of any other peraon, espec ally as under the onstitu-
tion it derives its soie authority from au Act pased by the Imperial
Parliament. But there is authority for saying that such a proceeding
would be unconstitutional."

Then it goes on to refer to the case of the International
Bridge Company and the Canada Southern Railway Comi-
pany, reported in 28 Grant, page 14, showing that the
action of Parliament would be unconstitutional in declaring
that an Act of that kind could go into operation without
the consent of a foreign power. It quotes the decision of
Vice-Chancellor Proudfoot as follows:-

" If Canada has chosen to paso au Aet in terms similar to the New
York Act, it derives its validity from the Canadian Legielature, not
from the Legislature that originally created it. No express clause was
required to exclude the laws of one from operating in ih territory of the
other ; the exclusion arose from the countries forming part of different
nationalities with different sovereign powers. Each country has
assented to the corporation created by it uniting with the corporation
created by the other, and bringing into the union the rights and liabili-
ties conferred or imposed upon it, and certainly Canada bas not intro-
duced the provisions of any Act nf Congress passed subsequent to the
union applying to the united company. Were the Canadian Parliament
to endeavor to do so-to say that Canadian subjects and Canadian cor-
porations are to be subject to legislation that might be passed by Con-
gress-it would, I apprehend, be unconstitutional."

And upon that ground the Law Times argues that it is uncon-
stitutional iin having, as it says, delegated the power to the
Pope to say whether the law shall go into operation or not.
We have seen that the Act does notdepend upon the action
of the Pope at all, but the money voted by this Act for a
particular purpose is left for the Pope tosay how much shall
g o to one church or another, or to one university or another.
Now, we have in our Canadian Parliament enactments
which are somewhat at variance with the law as laid down
by Mr. Justice Proudfoot. In the Niagara Frontier Bridge
Company Act we have a clause to this effect:

" The said company shall not commence the actual erection of the
said bridge until au Act of the Congress of the United States of America
bas been passed consenting to or approving the bridging of the said
river, or until the executive of the U nited States of Amerios has con-
sented to sud approved thereof."

We have enacted the same thing in the Niagara Frontier
Bridge Company Act. I think I can safely Lay that the
constitutional authorities of this country, who have ex-
pressed their opinion upon it, are as reliable and as
deserving cf our confidence as the expression- of the
opinion in the Law Times or other papers of the same
kind. It seems to me that the Law Times could not
have carefully considered the question, otherwise it would
not have arrivcd at the conclusion I intend to point out.
The hon. member for Muskoka states in bis resolution that
the Act Je not legal, firstly :

" Because it endows from the public funds a religious organisation,
thereby violating the unwritten but understood constitutional principle
of a complete separation of church and state, and the absolutely equahty
of ail denominations before the law."

We have an answer to that in the Law Time, which says:
Mr, ur.

" The poliey of disallowing a Provincial Act muet be determined by
responsible Ministers of the Dominion. They are constitutionally an-
swerable to Parliament and the people, and as has frequently been
shown, the right to disallow Acts was not granted in order that uncon-
stitutional or invalid legislation might be got rid of, but in order that
the more important policy of the Dominion should not be interfered
with by the Provinces. The whole course of English history shows a
struggle with the ecclesiastical bouses to prevent property from falling
into their hande. The policy both in England and her colonies has
been the same-to prevent the property of the nation from falling into
mortmain. But it is a question, not of legality, but of policy, and with
the policy of the Governments of the day we have nothing to do."

Whereas, on the other hand, the Mail says it is entirely a
question of policy with which we have to do, yet the Law
Times is of a contrary opinion:

" If a particular Province choose to depart from this policy sud per-
mit the absorption of property by ecclesiastical orders, it is undoubtedly
acting within its constitutional rights. The Governor in Council would
also be acting within his constitutional rights in opposing such a policy
by disallowing al Acte tending thereto; but it is a question of policy
as we have said, and not of law. The Act then must be looked at witn
regard only to its contents."

So that while the hon. member for Muskoka takes strong
ground that no Legislature has a right to vote money for
ecclesiastical purposes to seminaries or churches, or any-
thing of the kind in the Province of Quebec, yet the Law
Times says that they have got absolute power. Now,
which authority are we to take? Are we to take that of
the l;aw Times, or that of the hon. member for Muskoka, or
are we to say that the Government acted strictly within its
constitutional rights and privileges by saying : We will
not interfere, because they had a pertect right to vote their
money; at any rate it is a matter of purely local concern.
Now, it is stated that the Pope is an alien, and-as such has
no right whatever to express an opinion upon this question.
If we look at the Treaty of Paris we find that, to a large
extent, his authority is recognised so far as is necessary for
church purposes. The clause says:

" For her part, Her British Majesty agrees to grant to the inhabitants
Cf aanada the liberty of the Oatholic religion. Oonsequently she will

give most precise and effective orders, so that her new Roman Catholie
subjects may profees and practise their religion, according to the rites
of the Roman Church, in se far as the lawa of Great Britain permit."

Now, th'e law of Great Britain permits the Catholics to carry
on the affairs of their church just as they please, so long as
they do nothing in conflict with the laws of England. It
seems to me, looking at the Law Times and Law Journal,
that they agree with the proposition I laid down, that if an
Act be ultra vires or unconstitutional, it should not be a
subject of discussion, but one which the Government
should leave entirely to the jurisdiction of the courts.
Now, we have another authority in this louse-Mr.
Wicketeed, who bas been for years-the law officer for this
House. He has expressed his opinion upon it, and I find in
a communicated article this language :

" And au respects the article questioning the constitutionality of the
said Act,-it does not seem te me that the Englieh Acts cited in it can
apply to Canada, which, when they were passed, was no part of the
realm of England, and the inhabitants of which are by subsequent Acte
ef the Imperial Parliament, guaranteed the free exercise of the Roman
aatholic religion, of which the Pope is the head, and his supremacy as
such is part of its very essence. Thelater law derogates from and virtu-
ally repeals any former provision contrary to it. The English laws dis-
qualifying Roman Catholies from holding certain offices were never in
force in Canada The money appropriated belonged to the Province,
and is granted by ii Legislature for the purposes for which the pro-
perty from which it arises was given by the French King, and the Act
of Appropriation is sanctioned by the assent of the Queen, who may,
without impropriety, avail herself, in dealing with it, of the advice and
assistance of thi head of the charch ani of an ecclesiastical and educa-
tional corporation, which, if not legally the same, is morally the repre-
sentative and successor of that to which the original grant was made,
and which, with the Pope, wiil be bound to use the money in accord-
ance with and solely by virtue of the powers given them by the Act."

So we find that nearly every authority learned in the law
who has expressed an opinion, pointe clearly to the fact
that the Government acted entirely within the constitution.
But, Sir, these gentlemen who are so terribly annoyOd be.
cause the Pope has been called in, and bas chosen to say
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how that money belonging to the church shall be dis-
tributed, were not so particular a short time ago when the
Pope's opinion was asked upon a more important question.
In Ireland, not very long ago, when, as we know, disson-
sions were rampant, when the people of E agland were look-
ing to Ireland with dismay, were not the people of Eng
land glad to have the Pope act as arbitrator ? We have
here a very important question, and I see nothing in the
English courts, in the English Parliament, or in the English
Government, protesting against this. On the contrary, they
were glad to see the Pope give his opinion on that question.
Also, when the question arose upon boycotting and paying
rents, the matter was referred to the Pope, and the Pope is-
sued-I do not know what you would call it-a pronuncia.
mento, or whatever it may be, and sent that to Ireland. No
fault was found with that. I wonder the hon. member for Mus-
koka did not find fault with that. He is opposed to Home
Rule, as I am myself, but at the same time, he found no fault
with the Pope being called in as arbiter to settle this most
important of all questions. Now, let us see what the Pope
says:

" On several occasions the Apostolic See has given to the people of
Ireland (whom it bas always regarded with special benevolence) suit-
able admonitions and advice, when circimstances required, as to how
they might defend their rights without injury to justice or the publie
peace. Our Holy Father Leo XIII, fearing lest in that species of war-
fare that bas been introduced amor get the Irieh peeple into the contest
between landloids and tenante, which is ccmmonly called the Plan
of Campaign, and in that kind of social interdict, called boycotting
ariaing from the same contest, true sense of justice and charity might
be perverted, ordered the Supreme Congregation of the Inquisition to
subject the matter to serions and careful examination.
• "Hence the following questions were proposel to their Eminences iho
Cardinale of the Congregation : is it permissi.ble, in the disputes be-
tween landowners and tenants in Ireland to use the means known as
the Plan of Oampaign and boycotting ?"

" After long and mature deliberation their Eminences unanimcusly
answered in the negative, and the decision was confirmed by the Holy
Father on Wednesday, the 1sth of the present month.

" The 4ustice of this decision will be readily seen by any one who
appies his mind to consider that a rent agreed on by mutual consent can.
not, without violation of a contract, be diminished at the mere will of
tenant, especially when there are tribunals appointed for settling such
controversies and reducing unjust rent witbin the bounds of equity,
after taking into account the causes which diminieh the value of the
land.."

No objection was taken to that. The Pope took steps in
these matters as between landlord and tenant, he de-
nouneced the plan of campaign, and declared that in his
judgment the course taken by supporters and others in the
Catholie Church was improper, and he advised them to
take a different course. It seems to me that, looking at
this question in all its lights, this House is justified in de
claring that the Government have acted fairly with the
Province of Quebec. Let me briefly refer to the amend-
ment moved by theb hon. member for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien).
It states:

" Pirstly, because it endows from public funds a religions organisation,
thereby violating the unwritten but undoubted constitutional principle
of the complete separation of church and state and of the absolute
equality of all denominations before the law."

I think I have met that objection, and I have read the
opinion of the Law Times, an authority which the hon.
gentleman will not endeavor to controvert. The amend-
ment further states:

" Secondly, because it recognises the usurpation of a right by a foreign
authority, namely: Ris Holiness the Pope of Rome, to claim that bis
consent was necessary to empower the Provincial Legislature to dispose
of a portion of the public domain, and" as because the Act is made te
depend upon the will, and the appropriation of the grant thereby made
ia subject to the control of the esme authority."
Let anyone look at the Act and he will see that it says
nothing with respect to the benefit of the Jesuits. The
preamble of the Act shows there was a controversy going
on between the church and the Province of Quebec in
regard to claims respecting the Jesuits' estates, and with a
view to settling that question negotiations were opened
with the Pope in order tg ascertain how it oould be settled

amicably. There is not a word in the whole of the eorres-
pondence or in the whole of the Act to show that it was a
settlement with the Jesuits themselves, but only with
regard to the Jesuits' estates. The hon. gentleman has~for.
gotten that point. The hon, member for Muskoka (Mr.
O'Brien) entirely fails to point out that there is one word
in the Act respecting a settlement with the Jesuits, but
that it is for a settlement in regard to the Jesuits' estates,
which the Act says were confiscated by Imperial authority;
and I have endeavored to show from history that there is
considera ble dou bt with respect to the confiscation and as
to whether the estates really were within the possession of
the Crown. The Act itself says:

" Whereas It il expedient to put au end to the uneasiness wich ex-
iste in this Province, In connection with the question of the Jesuits'
estates, by settling it in a definite manner : Therefore Her Majesty, by
and with the advice and consent of the Legialature of Quebec, enacts as
follows."

It is true that the head of the Jesuits was authorised by
the Pope to enter into negotiations, but these negotiations
were not with the Jesuits at all, and there is not one word
in the Act to show it; it was for the purpose of settling a
long standing question as to whether these estates belonged
to the chnrch or not. The hon. gentleman says that the
Quebec Go% ernment are taking out of the Jesuits' estates
money and handing it over to the church authorities, that
8400,000 is to be placed at the disposal of the Pope and
860,000 at the disposai of the Protestant clorgy. Such is
not the fact, for there is not a word said about the Jesuits'
estates. Tho Quebec Goverinment bas to take the money
out of the consolidated revenue, and power is given them
by the Legislature, in section 6 of the Act, to sell the
estates and apply the money in any way it may think
proper. Section 6 says:

" The Lieutenant Governor in Council le hereby authorised to dispose,
in the mianner he deems most advantageous to the Province, of the whole
property, movable and immovable, interests and rights, generally what-
soever of the Province upon the said property known as the Jesuit&'
estate.'*

It, therefore, appears that the Lieutenant Governor in
Council is authorised to pay out of any public moneys at his
disposal, 8400,000 under the conditions named, and may
make any deed necessary for the full and entire execution
of such agreement. The money, therefore, is taken out of
the consolidated fund, and authority is taken to sell the Je-
suits' estates and apply the proceeds as the Lieutenant
Governor in Council may see fit. It appears to me that upon
every ground advanced by the hon. member for Muskoka
(Mr. O'Brien), this House is bound to answer his interroga-
tions in the negative and to vote that the propositions made
by the hon. gentleman are not in accord either with facto,
or with history, or with constitutional law. Re says further :

" Thirdly, because the endowment of the Society of Jesun, an allen,
secret and politico-religious body, the expulsion of which from every
Chriétian community wherein it had a footing, has been rendered neces-
sary by its intolerant and unchristian intermeddling with the functions
of civil government, ie fraught with danger to the civil and religious
liberties of the people of Canada.'

The hon, gentleman forgot to say that there was St. Mary's
College, which was a recognised corporation in the Pro-
vince of Quebec. let he deliberately declares they are an
alien corporation. What does the Act of 1887 say? lIt
states distinctly that they were incorporated as a body
and were recognised as a corporation by the Province
of Quebec. Those are the facts, and I leave the House
to judge as to their application. I have endeavored to
show as briefiy as possible, aithough I have necessarily
occupied considerable time in doing so, that the rights
of the minority are not interfcred witb, and I think I
have shown that successfully; that the people have ac-
quiesced in and approved both Acts, which is a fact beyond
ail question; that the feeling raised in Ontario is entirely
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unealled for, the minority in Quebec asking for no such
support for them. I have pointed out to the satisfaction of
this House, I think, that a large amonnt of ignorance has
been displayed by public men in Ontario in discussing this
question, and that the hon. member for Muskoka (Mr.
O'Brien) was somewhat at fault in bis history of the mat-
ter. I have also shown that the attacks on the Jesuits, that
the historical references made to the past are not with a view
o much to cond emn the Jesuits as to stab the Roman Catho,
lie Church. That is, at all events, my judgment, I gather
that from the resolution passed at the different meetings
and the course adopted, a course which in my judgment is
not justifiable. I have pointed ont that the Jesuits of to-day
are not the Jesuits of 100 years ago, that the Province of
Quebec are in sympathy with the Jesuits, and I have shown
that they are not an alien corporation, and that they are not
such people as they are sometimes considered to be in
Canada. It is true tbey were suppressed in 1773, but they
were restored in 1814, because the Roman Catholie Church
felt that the Jesuits were not at that time the same class of
men as they were before ; that they did not act as others
had acted according to history, but were influenced in their
action simply by a desire to promote the best interests of
the church. I have shown conclusively that they are
eritirely in accord with the Roman Catholic Church. 1 have
also shown conclusively that according to our constitution
the course taken by the Government was the only proper
one, and in support of my statement I have the authority
of the Law Tines and the Law Journal. I have aiso shown
conclusively that the Government was justified in voting
money for ecclesiastical purposes, and had a perfectright to
vote money for Laval University or any other seminary or
similar institut'on, and that if they acted harshly towards
any portion of the community it became a question of
policy. I have aiso shown that the Province of Quebec
were not bound to give $60,000 to the Protestants which
was more than their proportion of the money. It does
sem to me, Sir, that it is unwise and inexpedient that this
louse should discuss a question such as this from the stand.
point of my hon. friend from Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien). I
think that I have shown that from every point of view the
Government was justified in taking the course they have
done: that is to leave the matter to the courts to settle,
whether or not it is ultra vires or unconstitutional. 1, Sir,
am going to be the iast one to join in an unholy crusade
against auny portion of my fellow-countrymen. To-day, we
are joined together for the purpose of building up this great
Confederation into a magnificernt nation. Is all that we have
accomplished for the last twenty-one years to be set at
naught ? 1, Sir, shall not be a party to such a course. While
I feel as strong in my Protestant views a any man in this
House, I recognise the foundation of Protestant principles:
civil and religious liberty. As long as I occupy a seat in
this liouse, even though I be threatened with extermina-
tion from my constituency, I shall endeavor to deal out
equal justice to ail my fellow-countrymen,

Mr. BARRON. Mr. Speaker, I wish I could content my-
self with simply giving an affirmative vote to the amendment
of my hon. friend from Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien); but, Sir, that
has become impossible. Fortunately or unfortunately I do
not know which, my name bas been more or less intimately
associated with the subject-matter of the hon. gentleman's
amendment ever since the beginning of this Session, and I
feel compelled to supplement the vote that I shahl give with
some explanation. 1 do that, Sir, even thongh my duty is
a moet unpleasant one and a most painful one ndeed, especi-j
ally so when I remember and am conscious of the fact thati
in voting and in speaking as I do I am weaning myself fori
the time being-and only for the time being I hope-
from few or many, I don't say which, of the hon. gen-q
tiemen around me with whom I have been in suchf

Mr. RYERaT.

happy accord ever since I have had the honor of a
seat in this iouse. Still more especially is it painful to
me, Mr. Speaker, to speak as I do and to vote as I do,
when I am conscious of.the fact that I am separating
myself from the hon. gentleman on this side of the House
who leads me and who leads ns, and for whom I, in com-
mon with hon. gentlemen on this side of the House as well
as with many hon, gentlemen on that side of the House,
have feelings not ouly of respect but of the deepest p ssible
affection. But, Sir, even under those circumstances I eujoy
the comfort which is that I know that hon. gentlemen on
both sides of this House will, at least, give me credit for
acting from sincere and honest conviction. Believing
that I am in the right, I hope hon. gentlemen will
give me their sympathetic attention while I speak to the
amendment of the bon. member for Muskoka. I may be
permitted in passing to make a few references to the re.
marks of the hon, member for Muskoka, after which I will
corne to the speech of the hon. member for Lincoln (Mr.
Rykert). I do not refer so much to the remarks that the
hon. gentleman from Muskoka made this afternoon
as I do to hie remarks of a day or two ago,
upon the occasion when he gave notice to this House
of his intention to introduce the amendment which he
bas placed, Mr. Speaker, in your hands to-day. I do not
wish teobe understood even inside or outside of the House
as complaining at all of the course of the hon. member for
M uskoka. It has been suggested to me that that bon. gen.
tleman's course was in fact forestalling me and taking from
me that course which I intended to pursue; but, Sir, I cas
tell this House that I was gratified beyond measure when
the hon, gentleman rose in hie seat a day or two ago and
announced his intention of doing what he has done to day.
I recognise, and no one in this House can recognise more
than I do, how grave and serious this question is, not only
in the presont but grave and serions in its consequences in
future, and I would ho foolish indeed if I presumed to think
that I could give the question the weight and the importance
of other hon. gentlemen in this.fouse, I, wh am compara.
tively young and especially se in comparisou with the hon.
member for Muskoka. I recognise, Sir, that someone
older in years, older in experience, and older in position
than I am should have taken this matter up, and I, therefore,
say again, and [1hope hon. gentlemen will believe me, that
I was pleased and gratified when the hon, gentleman from
Muskoka notified the House a day or two ago of hLis inten.
tion to move bis amendment, I do not complain even of
bis words when ho spoke, but I may be permitted to make
some reference so as to explain away the inference that bis
words bore. He gave as hie reasons for taking the course
which ho did, that, inasmuch as my resolution appeared
so far down on the Order Paper that likely it would not be
reached this Session, ho thought it was hie duty, under
these circumstances. to move in the matter. The very
best answer to the statement of the hou. gentleman is that
my motion was reached, my motion was made and the
papers have since been brought down so that it will be under-
stood. I think that the course I took was right, rot as has
been suggested hy people outside of this flouse, te evade
the matter altogether. In speaking on this question
I must ho understood as baving no feelings what-
ever against the Je-uit body or even against the
Roman Catholics, amongst whom I am happy to say I
number many, many friends. I have no sympathy with
the clamor which is being made outside of this flouse,
clamor, I may say, without reason. The Jesuits have been
in some quarters assailed without argument, and 1 have no
sympathy whatever with the course pursued in those
quarters against the Jesuite and against the Roman Catho-
lie body. Ail that has been said may be true or false; I
care not. As far as my investigation and my reading has
gone, I confas. t. beliving that Such that has been said is
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false. Even, Sir, taking the maxim, Fina determinat pro-
bitatem acids, I believe that it bears no construction such as
bas been put upon it in certain quarters that "the end jus-
tifies the means." But, on the contrary, my reading and
education has been such as to inspire me with admira-
tion for the early Jesuit fathers. We need only re.
call Parkman's account (and he is by no menus a
very favorable historian toward Roman Catholicism) of the
early Jusuit fathers, and we must be inspired and imbued
with enthusiasm in our recollection of the work they
accomplishod in this country. We can recall, all of
us, from history, the arrival, in this country, of the unfor-
tunate Father Jogues, his capture by the Iroquois, his cruel
and unheard of tortures, hie determination to regenerate by
baptism, notwithstanding his intense sueferings, his subse.-
quent escape to France, his performing the sacred rites of
the mass in his mutilated condition, bis return to this coun-
try, his recapture and his fearful death at the hands of the
father whoee child ho wae trying to save by baptiem. The
only effect of that will be, the only result eau be to inspire
us with enthusiasm that such missionaries have lived in years
gone by. I approach this grave and serious question entirely
relieved from any bias whatever against the Jesuit fathers or
against the Roman Catholie Church. Our admiration for
them is one thing, our judgment regarding the constitution-
ality of this Act under discussion is another thing. Now, my
first serions objection to the Act is that which bas been
mentioned by the hou. member for Muskoka. I claim,
Sir, that the introduction into the Act of the mention
of the Pope is such a serious encroachment upon the
prerogative of the Crown, as to call for its disallow-
ande at the hands of the Government. The sovereign
is the caput principium et finis of all legislation; but in
this particular case the Legislature of Quebec makes the
Pope the end of its legislation. The Pope is given the right,
notwithstanding what bon. gentlemen say, to negative this
legislation entirely. Suppose the Pope did nothing, the Act
would be a dead letter. It cannot be denied that the effect
is to give a foreign potentate-and I shall show that the
Pope is a foreign potentate--the right to disallow or nega-
tive this legialation; and if that i true, the, converse must
be true: if he has power to negative legislation, power to
make an Act of Parliament a dead letter, it must follow
logically that ho bas alo the right to affirm legislation.
And here we bave introduce:i into a British Act of
Parliament the power given to a foreign potentate, to
negative or affirm, legislation. "Now, we are taught
again and again that the right of assenting to or dis-
senting from an Act of Parliament je a right so peculiar
to the prerogative of the Crown that the sovereign herself
cannot delegate it. It is quite true that the Governor Gen-
oral is given the right to assent to or dissent from Acta of
Parliament; so are the Lieutenant Governore of the different
Provinces; but they have not the right to delegate that
power to anybody else. Delegata est non potest delegare, is a
maxim especially applicable to the Lieutenant Governors
of the Provinces in cases of this kind. Now, to show that my
contention is well founded, I want to refer to the Statutes.
First, I will refer to the Statute of 1 Elizabeth, chapter
1, which bas already been referred to, and clause 16 of which
reads as follows:-

" That no foreign prince, person, prelate, state or potentate, spiritual
or temporal, shall at any time afer the last day of thisSession ofParlia-
mennt, use, enjoy or exercise any manner of power,.jurisdiction, super-
iority, authority, pre-eminence, or privilege spiritual or ecclesiastioal
withn this realm or within.any other of your Majesty's dominions or coun-
tries that nov ho, or herafershall b., but trom thenoeforth the unie
sha b. cl.arly abolished out of thi realn, ad aIl otherYour heighnesa
dominions forever. any statute, ordinance, custom, constitution or any
other matter or cause whatsoever t the. contrary in au wise notwith-
standing.

The hou. member for Lincoln (Kr. Jtykert), althoug ho
referred to that statute, did not for one moment contend
that it was not in force in this country ; but it has been said
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that because it is an od1 statute, therefore it il not appli-
cable. Well, I1want to read from the Treatyof Paris, and i
will read only those portions whiihc bear on my argument.
His Britannio Majesty engaged :

" To grant the liberty of the Catholie religion to the inhabitants of
Canada; and to give precise and' effectual orders that his new Roman
Catholie subjects might profeus the worship of thefr religion according
to the rites ofthe Româah Ohureh, as fr as the laws of Great Britain
permitted."

I want te emphastse thesê-lest words, " as far as the laws of
Great Britain pernitted," becaus at the time of the making
of that Treaty of Paris th Statute of Elizabeth was in
force, so that the treaty did not negative the existence of
that statute in this country, but, on the contrary, perpetu-
ated it, Now, the hon. member for Limooln said that there
was a distinction between His Holinoss the Pope as a
foreign potentate, and as the head of the church. I grant
you that; but does anyone mean to say that the Statute of
llizabetfr is net direeted, a al the statutes of Elizabeth
were, to His Holinese the Pope ? No one eau argue to the
contrary, if h. is possessed, of the least atom of historical
knowledge. Everyone of the« penal Statut-. of Elizabeth
was pointedly directed to His Holinees the Pope, and, there-
fore, the Treaty of Paris did not discontinue the Statute of
Elizabeth or prevent its application to this country. If we
want any further legislative authority, let us look at the
Quebec Act of 1 4 , the 5th- sotion of which reads as
follows:-

" And for the more perfect security sin«mese of the minds of the in-
habitants of the said Province, it is hereby declared that His Majesty'a
subjects professing the religion of the Ohurch of Rome at and in the
sald Province of Qebec may have, hold and enjoy the free exercise of
the religion of the Ohurch of Rome, subject to the King's supremacy,
declared and established by an Act, made In the firest year of the reign
of Queen Elizabeth over all the dominions ani countries which then did
or hereafter should belong to thé Imperial Crown of the realm, and that
the clergy of the said churoh my holdi receive and enjoy their accus-
tomed dues and rights with respeot to such prsons only as shall profess
the said religion."

There we have, first of all, the Statute of 1 Elizabeth posit-
ively, in a legislatisve wae, disapproving of the Pope in any
way erercising a jnrisdidtli; then #e have the Treaty
of Paria coming after that, not preventing the operation of
that statute; and thon, w. have the Quebec Act of 1774,
specially porpetuating that statute in the Province of Que.
bec. Now, Sir, lot me refer to the opinion of a great judge
to show that what I say is correct. Mr. Justice Smith, in
the case of Corse v&k Corse, reported in the Lower Canada
Reports, page 314, said:

" As soon as Canada oessed to belong to Frsc, the public law of
France eeased to exist, and the public lawr of iagiand came in."

Now, it may be said that my construction of that statute is
a forced one, is not a fairOde, is not consistent with the
time in which we areliving, in 1889, when it was passed in
1554; but I will read frti an authority whose nane is a
household word, well known to every gentleman in this
House I refer to MNr. Todd, who was cited by the hon.
member fer Lincoln i his attetmptw to demonstrate the
truth of some of his statementa. Hoesays :

" The Statute of 1 EIlIabeth, chapter 1, known as the Act of Su-
premacy, declare that n. foiil prile., persoa, prelate, or potentate,
spirituai or temporal shall orthise, enjoy or exerais._any power,
juridiction- "

Now, Sir, I want to ask hon. members of this House,
how it i.possible, if that construction be a correct construc-
tion of the Statute of Elizabeth, and I challenge assertion
to the contrary, to contend that that construction is not
infringed upon by the. Act passd in the Province of Quebec
last Session ? At the very least by it the Pope i. exercis-
ing the jurisdietion- of distributing moneys, -if nothing else,
which I eay is a violation of the statute according to the
universal construction thoreof. Mr. Todd go.s on to say:
" -or authority wihint th relm,e ertwithin umy par of the Queen's
Dominions: and that aIl auch power or mthority heretofore*exertised
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shall be forever united and annexed to the Imperial Crown of this realm.
This declaration remains in force to the present day, and it is the statu-
tory warrant for the supremacy of the Crown, in all matters and causes
civil or eccleuiastical, throughout the British Empire, as well as for the
renunciation of the papal claims therein."

Now, it has been said in this louse, and has been written
to the press by the hon. member for Bellechasse (Mr.
Amyot) that there is a distinction between the Pope in his
spiritual capacity, as the head of the church, and the way
ho has been brought into this statute; but here we have
the opinion of Mr. Todd that his right to exercise papal
claims in this country ought not to and does not exist.
But, Sir, I shall cite earlier authorities. I understand that
some of the gentlemen who are opposed to this resolution
rely upon the authority of Lord Thurlow. Now, I ask the
attention of this House for a few minutes until I read his
opinion regarding the statute:

B By the lt of Elizabeth, I take it that there is no reason whatever,
why the Roman Catholic religion should not have been exercised in this
country as well as in that; confining it entirely to that Act, I know no
reason to the contrary ' 0 * a for the language of the
Act is only this, that no foreiger whatever should have any jurisdic-
tion, power or authority within the realm."

Then I will refer to the language of the celebrated Wedder.
barn:

"II can see, by the article of this bill, no more than a toleration. The
toleration, such as it is, is subject to the King's supremacy, as declared
and established by the Act of the lt of Queen Elizabeth. Whatever
necessity there be for the establishment of ecclesiastical persons, it is
certain they can derive no authority from the See of Rome, without
directly offending against this Act."

Then it may be argued that this statute is not in force now,
by reason of some Provincial or Federal legislation which
prevents its application in this country. No one who makes
that contention could have read the British North America
Act, because Imperial legislation, which was in force at the
time of Confederation, could not since be repealed or de-
stroyed by any Dominion or Provincial legislation. The
129th section of the British North America Act reads as
follows:-

"Except as eotherwise provided by this Act, all laws in force in Can-
ada, Nova Scotia or New Brunswick at the Union, and all courts of
civil and criminal jurisdiction, and all legal commissions, powers
and authorities, and ail officers, judicial, administrative, and minis-
terial, existing therein at the Union, shall continue in Ontario, Quebec,
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick respectively, as if the Union had not
been made; subject nevertheless (except with respect to such as are
enacted by or exist under Acts of the Parliament of Great Britain or of
the Parliament of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland) to
be repealed, abolished, or altered by the Parliament of Canada, or by
the Legielature of the respective Provinces, according to the authority
of the Parliament or of that Legislature under this Act."
Even if there had been legislation in any way detracting
from the Statute lst Elizabeth, which was undoubtedly in
force at the time of Confederation, no legislation, either in
this flouse or in the Province of Quebec, could in any way
legally detract from or diminish the extent of the applica-
tion of that statute. I think I have shown conclusively
what is now the statute law of the land, namely, that re-
sulting from the enactments of 1 Elizabeth. But I main-
tain that the common law, altogether apart from the statute,
is such as to prevent the introduction of His Holiness the
Pope into this legislation. Some of us can recollect
the fact-I only from my roading-that, prior to 1850, the
Pope attempted to divide England into different dioceses
or divisions, but a statute was passed in 1850 to prevent
him from doing so. This statute was theo Ecclesiasticals
Act of that year. Now, I want to refer to Mr. Todd
again, who says, on page 313, that that statute passed
in 1850 declaring that the Pope had no power as a foreign
potentate, either in bis individual capacity as head of the
church or as a foreign potentate, to divide Eogland into
dioceses, had always been the common law of England.
Mr. Todd says:

" The Ecclesiastical Titles Act waf in substance a declaration of the
common law, which was affirmed before the Reformation, and ratified
by Parliament some five hundred years ago."

Yr. BARRON.

If it was always the common law of the land, Sir, that the
Pope could not divide England into dioceses, surely it must
have been the common law of the land that he had not the
right to distribute money, and that money the money
of the State. I would like to know which is the most
important-dividing a country into difforent parcels
or dioceses with the view of placing church authorities
over each, or distributing certain moneys ? If it was the
common law of the land that His Holiness the Pope could
not divide England into dioceses, it must have been also the
common law that he could not distribute moneys in the way
provided by the statute aimed at by the amendment now
before the Chair. That common law of England became
the common law of Canada. On this point Sir Richard
West gives his opinion, on the 20th June, 1720 (see Chal-
mer's Colonial Opinions, page 510):

" The common law of England is the common law of the plantations,
and all statutes in affirmance of the common law passed in England,
antecedent to the settlement of any colony, are in force in that colony,
unless there is some private act to the contrary, though no statutes,
made since these settlements, are there in force, unless the colonies are
particularly mentioned."

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). That is a settlement not a con-
quest.

Mr. BARRON. No, but it matters not. I maintain
on that authority that the common law of England was
such at that time that no distribution of moneys could be
made by the Pope in England, and that common law became
part and parcel of the common law of this country. Some re-
ference has been made to correspondence from officers of the
Crown in England, or others in high authority regarding the
right of His Holiness the Pope to exercise any jarisdiction in
this country. I refer, in support of my view, to the Royal
Instructions to the Duke of Richmond, on his appointment
in 1818 as Governor in Chief of Upper and Lower Canada,
with reference to the inhabitants of Lower Canada:

" That it is a toleration of the free exercise of the religion of the
Church of Rome only to which they are entitled, but not to the powere
and privileges of it as an established church. *** * It is ourwill
and pleamure that al appeals to a correspondence with any foreign
ecclesiastical juriadiction, of what nature or kind soever be absolutely
forbidden under very severe penalties."

Then as to the royal supremacy, which cannot exist if this
Statute is to become law, I will refer also to Mr. Todd who
says at page 313:

" The source of the authority of the Crown in ecclesiastical matters
and of its jurisdiction in the las resort all over ecclesiastical causes is
to be found in the doctrine of tHe Royal Supremacy. This doctrine is a
fundamental principle of the British constitution. itwas authoritatively
asserted by Parliament at the era of the Reformation, and it is inter-
woven with the very essence of the monarchy itself."
Further on ho says:

" While by previous enactment, ecclesiastical eupremacy had been
conferred upon the Orown, as a perpetual protest against the assumptions,
by any foreign priest or potentate, of a right to exercise coercive power
or pre-eminent jurisdiction of British subjects."
Now, I think I have fairly shown that, at all events, the
statute law is against the introduction of the Pope into any
matters in this country in the way this statute provides.
I will refer now to what I believe to be the objectionable
clauses, and I will ask how it is possible for anyone not to
admit, in the face of the statute, that these clauses to which
I refer certainly make this law an infringement of the law
as it is defined by the Statute of Elizabeth. In reply to a
letter of Mr. Mercier, Cardinal Simeoni says:

"I I hasten to notify you that, having laid your request before the
Holy Father at the audience yesterday, His Holiness was pleased to
grant permission to sell the property which belonged to the Jesuit
Fathers before they were suppressed, upon the express condition, how-
ever, that the sum to be received be deposited and left at the free dis-
posal of the Holy See."
Then, in another place, Cardinal Simeoni replies to Mr.
Mercier:

" The Pope allows the Government to retain the proceeds of the sale
of the Jesuits' estates as a special deposit to be diaposed of hereafter
with the sanction of the Holy See."
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Is it to be said in this British country that we are to ho
told by a foreign potentate that ho allows the Government
of this country-a British Government-to "retain the
proceeds of the sale of the Jesuit estates as a special deposit
to be disposed of hereafter with the sanction of the Holy
See ?" Yet, allowing this Act is tantamount to saying that
we allow the Pope to assume this important position. In
another place, Cardinal Simeoni, replying to the question:

"9hould authority be given to any one to claim from the Government
of the Province of Quebec the property which belonged to the Jesait
Fathers before the suppression of the society, and to whom and how
should it be given ?''

Says as follows :-
"t Affirmatively in favor of the Fathers of the Society of Jesus and in

accordance with the method prescribed in other places, that is to say,
that the Fathers of the Society of Jesus treat in their own name with the
civil government, in such a manner, however, as to leave full liberty to
the Holy See to dispose of the property as it deems advisable, and, con-
sequently, that they should be very careful that no condition or clause
should be inserted in the official deed of the concession of such property
which could in any manner affect the liberty of the Holy See."

Thon in another place Mr Mercier appears to acknowledge
all that the Pope, through bis secretary, demands. fie
Bays :

" That the amount of the compensation fixed shall remain in the pos-
session of the Government of the Province as a special deposit until the
Pope has ratified the said settlement, and made known his wisbes re-
specting the distribution of such amount in this country."

Now, the letters containing these sentences are a preamble
to this statute. They are refer red to by a section of this
statute and are made part and parcel of the law of Que bec-
a Britieh Province-and that law is that nothing is to be
done until the Pope has ratified the setlement and made
known his wishes as to the distribution of the property.
There is an admission on the part ot a Premier of a British
Province that a for eign potentate-for such I claim he is-
has the power to ratify British legislation. If ho bas the
power to ratify it, ho las the power to nullify it, and that
is a power which noone, whether hobe the head of a church
or not, should possess Thon the statute goes on, in order
to give it a sort of meritorious effect, to talk about restitu-
tion. In the very front of the statute, it speaks of restitu.
tion being necessary to be made to the Jesuit Society. What
is restitution ? You cannot restore anything to a person
who was not at one time or other entitled to it, or to some
one who is entitled to claim it on his behalf. I contend
that the Jesuit Society, which was incorporated in 1887, bas
nothing whatever to do with the original Jesuit Society.
Suppose a society id incorporated by charter in this Parlia-
ment, and for some' reason or other it becomes extinct, and
fifty years afterwards another sociefy is formed under the
same name, can anyone say, will anyone argue, that the
society so formed can have any claim to the estates of the
former society which las become extinct? Certainly not ;
and the same state of things existe bore, and there can be
no principle whatever of restitution involved. Sir, to con-
tend the affirmative is to contend, not for the principle, but
for the irony of restitution. I find that the Jesuit Society was
incorporated in the year 1678 in France. I shall not trouble
the flouse by reading at length the diploma or letters patent
incorporating that society, but, with your consent and the
consent of the House, 1 shall ask permission to hand it in.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.
Some hon. MEMBERS. Read.
Mr. BARBON. On the 2nd August, 1701, that Society

was dissoived in France, and, if the House is determined to
have lengthy words read, I shall read the decrees of disso-
lution, contenting myself with the bold statement that the
Society was incorporated as I have said. The Society was
dissolved by the seif-same Parliament which originally in-
corporated it, and the declaration of the King of France at
Versailles was:

"Moreover, we ordain, that during one year from the date of the
enrolnent hereof, nothing shall be ordered, either definitely or pro-
visionially upon what may relate to the aaid institutes, constitutions
and establishments of the houses of the said society, uniess we shall
otherwise so ordain."

Thon on the 6th August 1761, by another sentence, the
Parliament of France, with reference to the report to them
made of the doctrine of the Jesuits, made the following
provisions:-

I In like manner it is provisionally inhibited and forbidden unto the
said priests, and others of the said society, to continue any lessons,
either public or private, of theology, philosophy or of the humanities in
the schools, colleges and seminaries within the jurisdiction of the court,
under penalty of seisure of their temporalities, and under sucb other
penalty as te right and justice shall appertain ; and this, from and after
the fdrt day of October next, as well with res pect te the bouses of the
said society which are situated ait Paris as to those which are situated
in the other towns, within the juriadiction of the court, having within
their limita schools or colleges other than those of the said society ; and
from the firet day of April next, only with respect to those which are
situated in towns within the jurisdiction of the court, where there are
no other schools or colleges than those of the said society, or in which
those of the said society shall be found to occupy any of the faculties of
the arts or of theology in the university there established, and, never-
theless, in case the said priests, scholars, or others of the said seociety,
shall claim te bave obtained any letters patent duly verified in the
court, to the effect of performing the said scholastic functions, the court
permit. the said priests, scholars, and otherseof the said society, to pro-
duce them before the court, al the chambers assembled, within the
delays above prescribed, suob order, upon view of the same, and upon
the conclusion of the King's Attorney General, te be made by the court
as to right shail appertain.

" The court most expressly inhibits and forbidi all subjects of the King
from frequenting, after the expiration of the said delays, the schools,
boarding schools, seminaries, noviciates and missions eof the saidpersons
stying themselves Jesuits, and enjoins ail students, boarders, semi-
narist n and novices to quit the colleges, boarding houses, seminaries
an noviciates cf tbe said society, within the delays above fixed; and
ail fathers, mothers, butors, curators or others having charge cf the
education of the said scholars, to withdraw them or te cause them to be
withdrawn therefrom, and to concur, each in respect to himself, in
carry ing into effect this present decree, as good and faithful subjects of
the King, zealons for his preservation. The court in like manner pro-
hibits them from sending the said children to any colleges or schools of
the said society, held without the limita of the jurisdiction of the court,
or out of the kingdom. And as for the said scholars, the court declares
all those who shall continue after the expiration of the said delays te
frequent the said achools, boarding bouses, colleges, seminaries, novici-
ates and instructions of the said persons styling themselves Jesuits, in
whatever place they may be, incapable of taking or receiving any de-
grees in the universities, or any civil or municipal offices, or of discharg-
ing any such public faunctions. The said court reserving to itself to
deliberate on Friday, the 8th day of January next, upon the precautions
which it shall judge necessary te take upon the subject of the offenders,
if any there be."

Then the society, having been dissolved by the same Par-
liament that brought it into existence, appears to have got
a respite for a short time. But the letters patent were
enregistered, and provided:

"i Subject nevertheless to this: That the rempite coutained in the said
letters patent shall take place only to the first of April next, upon which
day the provisional decree of the court of the sixth August last shall be
executed ipso jure, and aise without that the necessary proceedings te
enable the court to render judgment on the appel comme d'abus, institu-
ted by His Maesty's Attorney General, prove the bulle, briefs, constitu-
tions, forms ofhvows, and other regulations relating te the said society,
can be suspended, and in like manner without prejudice te the provis-
ional execution of the said appel comme d'abus.

" And also subject to this : That the public or private lectures on theo-
logy, philosophy or the humanities, beld and jiven by the priests or
scholars in all the towns or places within the jurisdiction of the court,
without distinction, cannot be provisionally continued after the expira-
tion of the said respite, the whole under the pains contained in the pro-
visional decree of the sixth August last."

Thus I maintain that the same Parliament which brought
the Jesuit Society, as a corporate society, into existence, by
its decree, dissolved the society. Then, w-e fnd that His
Holiness the Pope, on the 20th July, 1773, dissolved the
society by his celebrated brief Dominus ac edeamptor. I
shall not ask the fouse to listen to the reading of that
brief, which is not necessary for my purpose, and in any
event it ie familiar to the ear of most hon. gentlemen in
this House. A year later, this society was suppressed by
royal instructions to the Governor General as follows:-
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That the Society of«Jesuit ahbosdd be anpps d ddissolved, ad 1

no longer continue a body t9 lforandsthata ctheir
rights, pnvileges and hproperty,dQ be td haain4WCrow aflortu he
purposes as the Orown nght hereatter think st te direot,and appoint,
and the Royal intention was turther declared to be that the présent
members of the said society as established at Quebec, should be allowed
sufficient stipends and provisions during their natural lives."

In 1791 there are Royal Instructions to the same effect.
The lat Jesuit died in 1800; the present society came into
corporate existence in 1887, so I maintain that the present
society is not in any way connected with the former
society; and the principle of restitution does not and can
not apply. This Government, at least, should have returned
the Bill, suggesting that it should be altered in some
respects, and amonget others, the one to which I referred
a few moments ago. Even the Biahops of Quebec, or
some of thom, admitted that the Jesuits were no longer in
existence, and they, at the request of the Jesuite, made a
claim to the property. I gnd the following lu a petition
over the signatures ot Joseph, Bishop of Quebec, P. T.
Turgeon, Coadjutor ofQuebec, and J. S. Lartigue, Bishop of
Montreal:

"Your petitioners humbly reprebent that the Order of Jesuits being
extinct in this country, their natural sucqéesors are the Roman Catho-
lic biehops of the diocese."

Then the very Act itself incorporatiag the 8eiety of Jesuits
in 1887, makes no claim whatsoever to their rights as owners
of this particular property, eo I think it anaot be main.
tained, on the merits, that they are entitled on any prin-
ciple of restitution to this property. But it has been said
that this property was taken from the Jésuits at the time
of the Conquest. I deny that, because at the time of the
Conquest it did not belong to the Jesita. It had become
Crown property, like any other Crown lands; therefore,
when the statute now objcted to says that the property
was confiscated, it states that which is not the casé, and the
Federal Government should not have sanctioned that mis-
statement, but they should, eat least, have returned the Act
to the Government of Quebec to have it amended in the
particular. Now, in some pbmphlets isuaed by gentlemen
who support the Jesuit Soci.ty, I fad Twise referred to as
an authority on the law of nation. A gentleman who
writes a very able argument in support of the Jesuit cause,
has quoted from thie authority as folloms:-

" Avictorious nation in acquiring the sovereigaty de faco over g
country, from whicb it has expéiled its adversary, does not acquire suy
other rights than those which belonged to the e;rpelled sovereign; and
to those such as they are with aIl their limiâstions and modifications, hé
succeeds by right of war."

They also refer to De Wattell on the Law of Nations:
" The conqueror, who takes a town or province from his enemy cannot

justly acquire over il any ot4er lgh tt4 aah as belege4 to the
sovereigu against whom he bs t4ken np ras. 'ar siathoris hi to
possesarhimself of what belofgs tg hi# amy W; if ho depriy£s him of the
sovereignty of that toworpr he ae t snb s it is, with all
its limitations &Ad mod-sins

"One sovereigu makep war upo rvaeign and not against
unarmed citizens. oThfconquoroE Saso oé-o< the state,
the public property1 while pintejndivdqwoareawe, to retain theirs
They suffer but indireetly thé ar 4 $ soqnues only subjects
them to a new mater."

Now, I agree with overy word of tba. Suppose the
United States and Great Britain were to go to war-and I
think hon. gentlemen in tis House on both sides would
have but very little doubt as to the result-it would not
be said for one moment that Great flritain obtained any
rights whatsoever over private property, but she would ob-
tain just the same rights as th Excutive of the United
States have over private property. Now, at the time of the
Conquest thie property did not vest in the Jésuite at all; it
had become extinct, i hiad become vacant property ;
therefore, when it isasid outside the. House, as it hasbeen
eaid inside, that for meritoriows reasona, anbeuo the pro-
perty was taken by s method of annm sa&n, therefore it
should be returned to them-I a it was not taken by con.

Mr. BAnOr,

fi scation, becauee at the time that Canada was conquered
by England this property was not the property of the Je-
suits, but was the property of France, having become ex-
tinct. We find the opinions of Her Majesty's Attorney
General and Solicitor General for the Orown, dated 1gth
X1ay 17 19, stating in regard to this property :

I As a derelict or vacant estate, His Majesty became vested In it by
the clearest of titles, if the right of Conquest sione was not sufficient,
but even upon the tooting of the procedings in France and the judieiai
acts of the sovereign tribunals in that country. The estates in this
Province would naturally fail to His.Majesty, and be subjected to his
unliiited disposal, for by those decisions it was established upon good,
legal and constitational grounds, that from the nature of the first estab-
lishment or admission of the society Into France, being conditional,
temporary sud probational, they were at all times liable to expulsion,
and having never complied with, but rejected the terme of their admis-
sion, they were not even entitled to the name of a society; therefore,
they were stript of their property and possessions, which they were
ordered to quit upon ton days' notice, after having been compelled to
give in a full statement of aIl they had, with the several title deeds, and
documents or proofs in support of it. Sequestrators or guardians were
appointed to the management of their estates, sud in course of time and
with a regularity proportioned to their importance, provision was made
for the application of them in the various ways that law, reason, justice
and policy dictated ; and all this was don at the suit of the Orown."

Now, to show further that at the time of the conquest this
was vacant property, I refer to Marriott's opinion, 12th Kay,
1765. He says:

"From al these prenises, it seems conclusive that the titles of the
society passed together with the dominions ceded to Great Britain (in
which dominions those possessions were situated) attended with no
better qualifications than those titles, had by the laws and constitution
of the realm of France, previous to the conquest and cession of those
countries."

I mention that this Quebec Act is objectionable in many
important particulars, and is aleo objectionable in declaring
that those estates wore confiscated by the British Crown.
I say such was not the fact, and is not borne ont by the
history of the estates. This property has always been
treated as having escheated to the Crown, not as having
been confiscated by reason of the Conquest. I find Lord
Goderich on 7th July, 1831, spoke to this effoct:

" His Majesty' s Government do not deny that the Jesuits' estates were,
on the dissolution of that order, appropriated to the education of the
people, and readily admit that the revenue which may result from that
property, should be regarded as inviolably sud excluuively applicable to
that object."

And the Statute of William IV, chapter 41, states to same
effect as follows :-

" And it is hereby eaacted by the authority of the same, that from and
afier the passing of this Act, aulmoneys arising out of the estates of the
late order of Jesuits which now are in or may hereafter come into the
hands of the Receiver General of this Province shall be placed in a sepa-
rata chest in the vaults whOlein the public moneys of .the Province are
kept, and shall b applied to the purposes of education exclusively, in a
manner provided by this Act, or by any Act or A cta which may here-
atter be pssed by the Provincial Legislature in that behalf and not
otherwise."

Then we have the pethtion of the bishops, to which I have
already referred. Does anyone mean to say that if the Pro.
vince became owners of this property by reason of confis-
cation, the bishope would say the Jesuits were no longer
entitled to it, as they did ay in their petition ? It is quite
clear, therefore, that the statute is incorrect in that particu-
lar, when it states that the property was acquired by
confiscation. Then there is another point to which I desire
to refer, and it is one which has not yet been touched upon,
and it is this : It is the case that two or more of the
properties were acquired by the Jesuits, not from the King
of France and not by grants of the Parliament of France,
but from private individuals. I do not think anyone will
deny that within strict law, and I may say I am speaking
from a legal standpoint altogether-and I do not
desire to go into the merits or demerits of the Jesuit claim,
but to speak of the question from a legal standpoint only,
-no one, I think, wili deny that it is good and proper law
that when property is given to a corporation or society or
body of men or to one or more men upon a certain and
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specie ftruat, the very moment that the trust is no longer
capable of performance the property reverts to the heirs of
the party from which the property originally came. That
this trust was destroyed no one will question. It was de-
stroyed by the Parliament of France. Then, if such be the
case, the heirs of the donors are now entitled to the pro-
perty, whoever they may be. But it may be said that I am
building up a fictitious case, and, therefore, I will quote the
language of the Rev. Father Flannery of St. Michael'@
Cathedral, of Toronto, on l7th February, 1889. He said:

" These lands were neyer given to them by the French Government or
by any Government, but were the donations of private members of the
church who left the lands in posoUn of the order for religious and
educational purposes."
That trust having been destroyed, it ul not he denied by
any iegal gentieman that the property reverts to the
original donors. Wby, we see ouly lately that the Seignory
of Sillery was given to a certain body of Indians, and that
the property bas been taken away from them by this objec.
tionable statute. We remember in 1882 in this House the
First Minister, waxing eloquent over the contention that the
Rivers and Streama Bill took away one pereon's property
and gave it to another, ho contended that the publie in-
terests were greatly affected, and that it was his duty for
that reason to disallow that Bill. The promises he built did
not exist ; but if ho was right in that action, ho should
have enquired more closely into the facts regarding this
question to ascertain whether the rules lie laid down for bis
own Government, and for succeeding Governments, did not
apply te this particular case. If he was right in disallowing
the Ontario Riverasand Streams Bill because, as ho said, it
took away the property of one man and gave it to another,
a fortiori, he should have disapproved of this legislation be-
cause the trusts created by private donors have been de-
stroyed from and lande have been taken away by the Par-
hiament of Quebec, and handed over toe other parties that
have nothing more to do with them than the man in the
moon. In order to show that I am not wrong in my view
of this question, I quote a letter dated 20th June, 1879,
over the signature of Mr. James McGill:

"It seeme to un that it would have been proper by an advertisement
ta cal upon the public for any dormant claims there may be on the
Jeauit.' estâtes.'

I maintain, moreover, that under the British North Ame-
rica Act this Act is entirely unconstitutional. If I remem-
ber rightly (I will not read the particalar section) it statet;
that each Province of the Dominion shall have the right to
deal with educational matters, reserving the rights of the
minority in Quebec, and the minority in the Province of
Ontario. No one bas ever maintained that that Act gave
to the different Provinces of the Dominion the right to
make denominational grants, as has been done. There eau
be no doubt that the Jesuits are a religions institution ; and
are we to understand that the different Provinces have the
right to make religions grants to the different religious
bodies? I think not. I assert that if the leader of the
Government had the very leat respect for hie own past
record and his own past utterances, ho would have dis-
allowed this legislation just as quickly as ho allowed it.
Why, we have only to recall the case of the
]Rivers and Streame Billof Ontario. ID that case ho built
up the premisei which did not exist. He claimed that it
gave the right to take away theproperty of one man and
give it toe another; and that te general effect upon the
whole country would be suclh that ho had a right to dis-
allW the Bill. I 0ay that, applying that prinOCiple, ho
should bave disallowed this BUI, and for the ressons given.
If it is true that a portion of the property was given origi-
nally to the Indiams of the Seignery of Sillery, then I say
there are good easons for diemllowing this Bil, as, on the Pe.
muer's contention, there was for diaWowing the Rivera and
Streams Bill of Ontario; ther. was good reason to disallow

this legislation, if for no other reson than that it took
f away trom the Indians land given tu them, as it is said, by

France originally. I desire to refer to the remarks of the
right hon. leader of the Goverament on the Rivers and
Streams Bill disallowance; and I my mention that his
remarks were eoincided in byseeOl lon. gentlemen. nd
especially by the present Postmaster General sud thechon.
member for North or South Simco. On that occasion the
First Minister spoke as follows :-

"I declare that, la my epinion, alBillBs should be disallowed if they
afected general interest, Sir, we are not half a dozen Provinces. We
are one great Dominion. If we ocmmit an offence against the laws of
property or any other atrocity in legiulation, it will be widely knowf."

Gan any subject be thought of that affects the people more
generally than that of religion ? Can any subject be thought
of that will affect the people more generally than one
reepecting the Jesuitb' Sooiety. Without reflecting for one
moment upen the society, let me point out that this Society
of Jesus liasbeen legislated against by the countries of
Saragossa, La Palantine, Venice, Avignon, Portugal and
Segovia, England, Japan, Bungary and Transylvania, Bor-
deaux, France, Holland, Tournon and Berne, Denmark,
Bohemia, Russia, Naples, and in ail Christendom by the
Bull of Pope Clement XIV. I maintain that it cannot be
said that a society legislated against in ail these countries
is not of general interest, but it might be said that "this was
many years ago and that we are not now in the dark ages."
I am quite willing to admit that, but I find that even since
that society was restored by Pope Pius VII, in 1814, it has
been legislated agaiust by, and expelled from, Belgium, Rus-
sia, France, Portugal, Spain, Swiizerland, Bavaria and the
Italian towns. I refer to that not because I have the least
unkind feeling against the Jesuit Society, but I maintain
that it cannot be said that that society is not of gencral
interest when we find it has been legislated against in ail
these different countries. Can it be said that the question is
of the deepest possible interestright up to the imaginary line
which divides the Province of Quebec from the Province of
Ontario, and that the moment you step across to the Province
of Ontario it has no interest at aill? I certainly say no.
Can it be said that anything which will be injurious to the
Methodist body in Ontario, that the same body is not more
or less affected by it in the Piovince of Prince Edward
Island ? No. The Baptist community, the Congregatonal
community, and ail other denominations, have a touch of
sympathy throughout the whole Dominion. Therefore, I say
that the words of the right lon, gentleman spoken in 1882
in this House in reference, to the River and Streams Bill,
apply to this case. By the authority of the words tbat ho
used then, I hold it is a strong argument for this Bill
being disallowed to-day. I do not like to charge
the hon. 'Premier with making fish of one and fowl
of the other in this matter, but his treatment of the
Orange Incorporation Bill in this House cannot be for-
gotten. ie takes only three days to intimate to the
Lieutenant Governor of Quebec that ho assents to and ap-
proves of this Bill, but he is dumb to the enquiry of the
Lieutenant Governor of Ontario, to know if he would
assent to and approve of the Orange Incorporation Bill,
when one word from him, similar to that ho gave Quebec,
would have incorporated th6 Orange Society. If he asSente
and approves of this legislation it follows as a most positive
sequitur that when ho disallowed legiblation in the Province
of Ontario, and when he diMallowed legislation in the Pro-
vince of Manitoba, because he disapproved thereof, it must
follow that by allowing this Statute to becone law he does
so because he approves of the same. I would like to give
the bon. the Premier an opportunity, but I see hoe is not in
the House just now, of denying what ho is credited with
baving said at a certain meeting on the 20th June, 1886.
On that occasion ho is credited by his eorgan, La Afinerve,
with saying as follows :-
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" To the calumnious hypocrites who represent him as the personifi-

cation of relgious fanaticism."
Sir John replied by saying:

" That he had never in his life set foot in an Orange lodge. O •
I am accused, said Sir John, of being a Protestant, and even of being a
had Protestant. In like manner I have been accused of being an
Orangeman, although I have never set foot in a lodge.

I do not know whother to believe that or to believe the
statement of one of his protégés regarding our Roman,
Catholic fellow-eitizens, that he, or a member of his Gov-
ernment "bad no confidence whatever in the breed." I
have satisfied myself, at ail events, that my conclusions are
correct, that this Bil should have been disallowed, and, if
possible, that it should be still disallowed, for the reason
that it is strictly unconstitutional. Now that I see the
Minister of Customs in his seat, I hope that ho, occupying
the prominent position he does in a certain order which has
been mentioned by the hon. member for Lincoln (Mr.
Rykert), will not allow this opportunity to pass without
giving to some hon. members on this side of the House
who think as I do, the benefit of his vievws. I hope, Sir,
they will be in accord with many of those who belong to
the society of which I believe ho is such-

Mr. BOWELL. An ornament.
Mr. BARRON. Yes; such a great ornament.

Mr. WALLACE. I am sure, Sir, that every member in
this House must sympathise with the hon. member for
North Victoria (Mr. Barron) when ho declared how ex-
ceedingly painful it was for him to separate himself even
for a few moments only from bis beloved colleagues, and
still more beloved leader. We can all sympathise with the
hon. gentleman, and we can all sympathise with the party
that is so painfully distracted at the present moment. I
want to refer at the outeot to a remark made by the hon.
member for Lincoln (Mr. Rykert) in the opening of his
speech. H1e stated that a newspaper published in the in-
terests of the Orange O1der threatened any member of that
order who will dare çote for the allowance of this Bill. I
would say to the member for Lincoln, what perbaps he
knows himself, that the Orange Order bas only one organ in
the Dominion, and, Sir, I defy him, and 1 defy any hon.
member of this H1ouse to point to any such article in that
organ of the Orange Association in Canada. I say, Sir,
that that organ bas, during this discussion which bas
agitated the public, the pross and public meetings, aud
which agitation bas assumed a pretty violent form in many
places-I say that that organ of the Orange Association has
set an example of moderation that might well be emulated
by other organs, and also by some of the members
of the sacred profession in their pulpits. I fancy, Sir,
that the hon. gentleman instead of roading an article from
the Sentinel was reading the Globe when it was thundering
out its anathemas against the hon. gentlemen opposite if
they dared to vote againstdisallowance. For myself, I pro-
pose to be able to discuss the very important amendment'
moved by the member for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) without
any race or religious prejudices or feelings, and purely from
a Canadian standpoint. As a Canadian who has the strongest
faith in the future of our country and who bas watched with
pride its rapid march in material progress-the united work
of all races and of all religions-I hope that this question
may be investigated on its merits and entirely apart from
any religious feeling. We came to Canada from different
countries, or we are the descendants of those who have come
here te enjoy and exorcise tally our religious convictions.
We have flourished under our free institutions in Canada,
and in order to do so we must be prepared to respect Lot
only the rights of others, but also their feelings and, to a
certain extent, their prejudices as well. Now, Mr. Speaker,
two very important Acts have recently been passed by the
Quebec Legislature. The firet was the incorporation of the

Mr. BARRoN.

Society of Jesus in the year 1887, and in the following year
the " Act respecting the Settlement of the Jesuits' Hstatei."
These two Acte bring up the whole question of the Jesuit
Order in Canada, as well, perhaps, as the Jesuit Order in
other countries. Previous to the Conquest, in 1759, the
Jesuits held property which they had received from varions
sources in trust, f.r two purposes: for the training and
education of the French youth of the country, and also of
the aboriginal inhabitants. Now, Sir, their position under
the English régime depended upon the terms, first, of the
capitulation to Lord Amherst in 1760, and, secondly, upon
the terme of the cession to the English Crown by the Treaty
of Paris in 1763. Article 32 of the Capitulation reads as
fllows

" The communities of nuns shall be preserved in their constitutions
and privileges. They shall continue to observe their rules. They shall
be exempted from lodring any military, and it shall be forbidden to
trouble them in their religions exercises.'l
The reply of General Amherst to this request was
" Granted." Then, article 33, of the Terme of Capitulation,
was as follows:-

'' The preceding article shall likewise be executed with regard to the
communities of Jesuits and Recollets and of the Bouse of St. sulpice
at Montreal. This last and the Jesuits shail preserve their right to
nominate te certain curacies and missions as heretofore."

The answer of General Amherst was:
" Refused till the King's pleasure be known."

Now, it will be observed from these facts that the Recollets
and the Jesuits received no particular or special rights
under the Terms of Capitulation of 1760. The next place
where these matters were negotiated and regulated was in
the Treaty of Paris in 1763. The only stipulation in that
treaty bearing on this question was as follows:-

" Bis Britannic Majesty agrees to grant the liberty of the Catholic
religion to the inhabitants of Canada; he will consequently give the
most effectual orders that his new Roman Catholic subjects may profess
the worship of their religion according to the rites of the Roman
Church, as far as the laws of Great Britain permit. Ris Britannic Ma.
jesty alo agrees thrt the French inhabitants, or others who had been
the subjects of the most Christian King in Canada, may retire with all
safety and freedom whenever they think proper, and may selo their
estates, provided it be to subjects of His Britannie MIajesty, and bring
away their effects as well as their persons, without being restrained in
their emigration under any pretence whatever, except that of debts or
of criminal prosecutions; the term limited for this emigration shall be
fired for the space of eighteen months, to be computed from the day of
the exchange of the ratifications of the present treaty."

Therefore, it is plain that the right securel by the Treaty
of Paris to the French Canadians was the liberty to worship
acoerding to the rites of the Roman Catholic Church, and
the limit of the English law as it then stood. They received
no further righte under that treaty. Then, Mr. Speaker,
there is a great and important distinction between the Jesuits
and the Recollets, Sulpicians and other orders established
in Canada. The Recollets and Sulpicians were organised
by French subjects in France. The Jesuit Order originated
in Spain; it is of no nationality, and it bas no law but the
will of its General. The next change that took place with
reforence to the Order of Jesuits was under the Quebec Act
of 1774, the result of which was given in the royal instrue-
tions to the Governor of Quebec in the year 1775. This
made a new departure in the rules governing the Jesuits,
and made a very wide distinction between the Recollets and
the Sulpicians on the oue hand and the Jesuits on the other.
For instance, the orders to the Governor in 1775 stated :

" That the society of Romish priesta, called the Seminaries of Quebec
and Montreal, shahl continue te possess and occapy their houses of
residence and all other houses and lands te which they were lawfully
entitled on the 31st September, 1759, and it shall be lawfnl ter those
societies to fill up vacancies and admit new members according to the
rules of their foundation?'

That was the regulation with regard to the other orders of
the Roman Catholic Chureh. But, Sir, what do we find in
reference to the Jesuit Order ? An entirely different re-
gulation was meted out to them, and it was as follows:-
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" That the Society of the Jesuits be suppressed and dissolved and no

longer continue as a body corporate and politic, and all their rights,
possesions and property shall be vested in us, for such purposes as we
may hereafter think fit to direct or appoint; but we think fit to declare
aur royal intention to be that the present members of the society, as
established at Quebec, shall be allowed sufcient stipends and provisions
during their natural lives."

Now, Sir, by order of the British Parliament, in the Royal
Instructions given to the Governor of Canada in 1775,
while the other orders of the Roman Catholic Church were
permitted to remain in Canada, enjoy their property, and
continue their work, the Jesuits were suppressed. This
took place not only in Canada, but in various countries in
Europe. We find that in 1759 the order was suppressed in
Portugal; in 1764 it was suppressed in France; and in 1767
it was suppressed in that country where it first had its
birth, in Spain; and not only was it suppressed in those
countries of Europe, but in all the colonies and possessions
ot those countries throughout the entire world. Following
those events, Pope Ciement XLV, the head of the Roman
Catholic Church, found that order to be so intolerant, so
mischievous in its workings, so inimical to the peace not
only of several Governments, but of the church itself, that
he determined to suppress and abolish the order. We, there-
fore find in 1773 a brief from the Pope of Rome, and I will
trouble the House while I read a few extracts from that
brief. It is addressed to the Catholic Church throughout
the world. His Holiness cites many instances of the sup-
pression of religious orders by the floly See ; ho recites
the many favors and privileges conceded to the Jesuits, and
thon he says:

" There arose in the bosom of the society divers seeds of discord and
dissension, not only among the companions but with other regular
orders, the secular clergy, the academies, the universities, the public
schools and lastly even with the Princes of the states in which the
society was received."

The Pope thon recites at some length these quarrels; the
accusations, ho says:
"multiplied without number, especially with regard to that insatiable
avidity of temporal possessions with which it was reproached."

Thon ho gives an account of some unavailing efforts to re-
form the society, and adds :

"In vain did these Pontiffs endeavor by salutary constitutions to re-
store peace to the church, as well as with respect to secular affaire with
which the company ought not to have interfered."

After reciting sone further efforts ho proceeds:
" After Bo many storms, tempests, and divisions, every good man

looked forward with impatience to the happy day which was to restore
peace and tranquility ; but, under the reign of this same Clement XIII,
complaints and quarrels were multiplied on every side, in some places
dangerous seditions rose, tumuits, d. cords, dissensions, scandals,
which, weakening or entirely breakingisthe bonds of Christian charity,
excited the faithful to aIl the rage of party hatreds and enmities"

Thon ho says:
" After a mature deliberation, we do, of our certain knowledge and

the fullness ofour apostolical power, 'suppress and abolish the said
camRanv. a0

"4 unrwill and meaning is that the suppression and destruction of the
said society and ot all its parts shall have an immediate and instantan-
eous effect."

Previous to 1173, the society had been abolished by almost
every Roman Catholic country in Europe, and, finally, that
year it was suppressed in every part of the world by the
head of the Roman Catholic Church itself. [ think no
stronger evidence could ho given of the character.of that
order than the character given to it by Pope Clement XIV.
Pope Clement would not have uttered a harsh word against
the society if he could have avoided it. He knew the
machinations of the order, and in this brief ho states what
ho was compQlled, though roluctantly, to do in the interests
of the church and of society and of civil government. We
are told, however, that the society was restored. True, it
was restored ; and I will refer briefiy to one or two f acts in
connection with the society after its suppression. In
Canada they were allowed, what they were not allowed in

any country in Europe, to enjoy in peace and quietnessthe
property they had acquired or which they had received in
trust. In the countries of Europe, they were not only
banished, but were deprived of all their properties of every
kind whatsoever. Now, the British Government, after the
death of the last member of the order in Canada, in 1800,
took possession of the whole Jesuits' estates. The Crown
held these properties until 1831, when, after some nego.
tiations, they were handed over to the Government of the
Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada, with the stipula-
tion that the revenues therefrom should be devoted exclu-
sively to the higher education of the young. That stipula-
tion has been carried out up to the present day. But now
we find a different state of affairs. We find an Act of
Parliament passed in 1887 incarporating this society, and
in 1888 an Act giving them $400,000, also giving the
Government of the Province of Quebec power to soli this
proporty, which bas been estimated and valued at $2,000,000,
and to devote the proceeds to any purpose they may think
proper :-not to the purposes of education, but to any pur.
pose wha'ever. Another important feature in this mat-
ter is this ? $60,000 are voted for the superior education
of the Protestants in the Province of Quebec and 8400,000
are voted to the Jesuits. A good deal has been said
about the Pope's extraordinary powers in connection
with the latter vote. The first point that I would call
your attention to is this: That $400,000 is voted, not
for the purposes of education, not for the purposes for
which the British Government held the property, not
for the purpose for which the property was handed,
in the first place, in trust, but for any purpose the
Quebec Legislature may choose. Not only 8400,000, but the
entire proceeds of the estates. While from j ear to year
until rIow the revenues derived from tbem were devoted to
superior education, now power is taken to soli the property
and devote the proceeds for other secular purposes, and the
8400,000 are to be divided as the Pope may determine. That
money is rot required in the Act to be devoted at all to the
education of the young, but it may be devoted to any pur-
pose. It may be devoted to the propagation of the Roman
Catholic religion, or to any other purpose they may think
fit. I have carefully looked over the British North Amorica
Act, under which the Dominion Parliament and the various
Legirlatures of this country carry on their operations, and
I am unable to see one lino of that Act in which power ls
given to a Local Legislature to vote money for the purposes
of any church. Many years ago, when severe and bitter con-
tests were going on in this country for the complote separa-
tion of the Chui eh from the State, we thought in Canada
that we had obtained that complete separation, and that
ail the churches stood on the same plane in the eye of
the law; but if this Act is allowed to go in force, an
end is put to that equality, and I think it would be a
lamentable thing if a law should be passed in any Province
giving greater power to one religions denomination than is
given another. There are one or two features of this Act
of incorporation and the moneye voted which, I think, are
deserving of a little attention. We know there is no love
between the Jesuit Order and certain other orders in the
Roman Catholie Church, and we know through the legisla.
tion by which the Jesuits are incorporated, t1hey are given
only the right to exorcise certain rights, not in the whole
Province of Quebec, but only in certain portions. The
second clause says:

" The corporation shall not have the right under this Act to possess
educational establishments elsewhere than in the Archdioceses of Mon-
treal and Ottawa, and in the Diocese of Three Rivers."

Still further on it says;
" The corporate seat of the corporation shall be in the city of Montreal

and another place in this Province, within the present limits of the
Archdiocees of Montreal and Ottawa, and of the Diocese of Three
Rivera, which may be selected later on by a by-law of the corporation."
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That means that in the archdiocese of Quebec, that
diocése over which the Cardinal bas control, the Jesuits
are not allowed any privileges, Tb'ey are not allowed
to establieh their headquarters or schools there. As a
matter of fact, they are inoorporated only in a part of
the Province of Quebeo. What is a still stranger feature is
the fact that they are incorperated in the Archdiooese of
Ottawa. I do not know much about the divisions and boun-
daries of the dioceses of the Roman Catholic Church, but I
am informed that the Archdiocese of Ottawa includes three
counties in the Province of Ontario. That it includes the
city of Ottawa, and, therefore, the society which was incor-
porated by the Province of Quebec would be incorporated
only in portions of the Province of Quebec and also in
portions of the Province of Ontario. That would be one reason
fordisallowing the Act, that it incorporates asociety not only
in the Province of Quebec but also in portions of the Pro.
vince of Ontario. It appears to me, from the reasons I have
already adduced, from the reasons recorded in the resolution
in your hand, and from other reasons, that it would
have been better for the peace and happiness of the varions
portions of this community if this society had not been incor-
porated and bad not received this endowment. In the first
place, it diverts money from itslawful object. That money,
has been, I belive, faithfully administered for the purpose
of superior education since the. Quebec Government got it
in 1831. This Act also recognises the supremacy of the
Pope over the Queen and over the Quebec Government;
and it is also bringing into life-illegally, as I believe-a
society which was legally suppressed by the British Gov-
ernment in 1775. As there was no Legislature in Canada
until 1791, 1 believe that Act, not having been repealed, is
still law in Canada to-day. I am against this Aet for
another reason, as I have already said, that I do not believe
the Confederation Act gives any such power to vote any
such money for any sncb purpose, and, therefore, though
agreeing with the Government in its great policy, which
has been so successful in this country, and bas made this
Canada of ours a groat and prosperous Dominion, I shall
be compelled to vote for the amend ment of the hon. mem ber
for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien).

Mr. COLBY. In addressing the House I shall endeavor
to confine my remarks veiy closely to the question now
before the Chair. I do not find it necessary, in the discus-
sion of that question, from my standpoint at least, to go into
the record, as other speakers have done, of that remarkable
order of men, the Society of theJ Jesuit Fathers, of their
beliefs or of their conduct a century or more ago. 1 do not
think that necessary to a proper determination of the ques-
tion now before theR ouse. Nor shall I go into any close
legal consideration of the case, as did the hon. member
for North Victoria (Mr. Barron), because I think it
must be decided upon other, and broader, and more liberal
ideas than eau be drawn from nice legal, fine-drawn, hair-
spun distinctions; and I think such remarks would have
been more applicable in the Quebec Legislature at the time
when the Bill referred to was under discussion, than they
are in this Parliament at this time. The proposition now
before the House, as I understand it, carries an implied cen-
sure of the Government for not having disallowed the
Act of the Quebec Legielature for the settlement of the
Je5uits' estates, and a pobitive instruction to the Gov-
ernment to disallow it. I think we will all agree
that the power of disallowance, which, by the Constitu-
tion is vested in the Governor General and Bis advisers,
is a power which should be exeroised with the greatest
discretion; that, in the first place, it sbould appear,
before an attempt is made to exeroise that power, that
the Government bas theo clearestpossible right to exercise
it; and then it should appearthat there was an obvions ueo.-
sity for its exercise. It is a serions matter iu interfere,

Mr. WALLAcI.

L with the delbierate wil of aLocal Legimlatare -uder any
circumistances whateesâ-4he etr and deliberate will

1 of a Local Legislature. ]t is a more serions mtter-
for the gravity in vaatly magnided-wheu the quuatios
upon which it is ae ep te eStermet their wig and to
nullify their legislation is one which touches the most
sensitive feelings, the religions symp.tbies and convietions
of the majority of the people in the Province whih is
te be affected. Now, there are certain things which we
must recognise as existing facts. Ilt is trie that this order
of the Jesuits was at one time suppresed; that is a his-
torical fact. It is equally true-and that is a present and
pregnant fact whieh we muet recognise-that this order of
the Jesuits has to-day, in the Province of Quebee, legal
status, a status whieh is assured by the strongest legal
sanctions of the Legislature, and which is assured by
the highest sanction of the church and reeognised by
the whole body of the Roman Catholie Church. So- that,
an attack upon the order of the Jesuits in the Pro-
vince of Quebec is an attack upon the Roman Catholie
Church, upon the entire body of the Roman Catholic Church,
and there should be no misapprehension upon that point.
We must not delude ourselves into tbe belief that we are
assaulting an obnoxious and a friendlese power or entity
that is entitled to the execration of all mankind. We must
recognise the fact-and I do net know how it has come
about, whether by a change in their practices or a change
in their beliefs or otherwise; I have not gone into an
enquiry into that point-but we must recognise it as a
postiive fact that they are to-day under the gis of the
Supreme Pontiff and of the church, and are fraternally
recognised to-day by the entire body of the church. Con-
sequently, we must realise that if we nullify this Act of
the Provincial Legislature as is proposed, we havenoet only
to override a sentiment in Quebec, which is stronger in
that Province than in any other in this Dominioni in favor
of the maintenance of provincial rights, but we have te
make up our minds te attack the solid sentinents of the
majority of the people of that Province in their religious
convictions, and in regard te that legislation which the ma-
jority believe te be their right and duty within the lines of
the Constitution. I say, thon, that we must carefully
revise our position and see-that we make no mistake. We
must see that we have a clear, and positive, and undoubted
right to do this thing ; thon we must see that there is an
obvions necessity for doing this thing, and then we must
coneider, in view of the integrity of our country, in view
of the peace, the prosperity, the harmony and the content.
ment of our people, the foli, thei possible, the certain con-
sequences of adepting the course, which is now proposed.
We have a Constitution, it is true, which binds our Provinces
together in a Confederation, but that is a paper bond. The
moment you destroy mutual good-wil b.etween the people
of this contry, the moment yOu array .th people of this
country in hostility-personal and religions hostility-one
against another, you have destroyed the only bond which
can permanently hold us happily together. Now, I am
going te limit my argument within very narrow fines, and
I maintain that if this House agrees with me in these pre.
mises, the right te disallow must be very clear and the
duty obvions, belore we undertake this serious responsi-
bility, before this House go.. on a step further in the
direction proposed. We had the. deliberately and care-
fully considered opinions of the Minister of Justice, and
aIl his colleagues in the Government, that the Act of
the Quebec Legislature was wholly intra vire#, and that
there is no legal or constitutionai power in the Dominion
Government te disallow it. Dos not that of itelf
create a doubt ? Have we net aisothe opinion of men of
eminent ability in this House and in this country, of
high authority on conatitutionalquestion, differing from the

[Government in politios, differing from them- on mostevey
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point, yet who are in agreement with them on this point, that
we have no right to disallow this Act ? Thon, I say, is
there not sufficient ground to establish the only proposition
I care to establish, that there is some donbt about it ? Thon,
I say, if it is a doubtful right, we should not face the certain
consequences, the disastrous consequences of disallowance.
Now, Mr. Speaker, we have in the records in this Parlia-
ment a closely parallel case to this, and in many respects
a stronger case than this, in which Parliament has re-
corded its deliberate opinion ; I refer to the New Brunswick
school question, which was precipitated upon Parliament
within the memory of those of us who were members of
the first Parliament of Canada, precipitated upon us
at a very inconvenient period, just on the eve of the gen-
oral elections of 1872, a question which raised discussions
of a most alarming character, and which created a degree of
anxiety in the minds of every member of the House, which
bas never been equafled in the 2t years of my experience
in Parliament. At that time a Catholie minority of one of
the Provinces of this Dominion came before Parliament, not
with any abstract proposition, but with a clear and positive
grievance. They made out a case which aroused the
sympathies of Parliament to an extent that I bave never
seen them aroused before. There was not in Parliament, as
the records will show, an individuil member of this louse,
on either side, Protestant or Catholic, or of any nationality,
or from any Province, who did not record his vote of cen-
sure against the authorities of New Brunswick by an expres-
sion of regret and a hope that the causes of discontent would
be removed-I say not a single member of the louse who
did not record his vote in that sense except those who wanted
to go further and give a positive remedy. The Catholic
minority of New Brunswick came to us and said: "IBefore
Confederation we had the right of erjoying our own separ.
ate schools; we were receiving Government assistance in
support of our own schools; we were not compelled to send
our children to the schools or to assist in maintaining the
schools, which we thought dangerous to the morality and
the religion of our pupils; we enjoyed that right long before
Confederation; Government assisted those schools; we built
the schoolhouses at our own expense, the Government madej
appropriations for the support of those schools; we had, inj
fact enjoyed a sytem of separate schools for many years be-i
fore Confederation, and from Confederation up the year 1871,1
when, contrary to the determined opposition of the Catholici
minority, composing two-fifths of the population of New
Brunswick, contrary to their protestations, the Legislature
of New Brunswick, by a vote which was carried in the Upper1
Chamber by a majority of one, reversed that system, andJ
compelled us to support schools to which we could not send1
our children, they withdrew all support from the schoolsi
which we must sustain as conscientious mon ;" and theyê
came to this Parliament and asked a remedy. They saidt
to us: "We think this is a case clearly within the 93rdF
section of the Constitutional Act, and we ask for remediali
legislation under the 4th sub-section or for disallowance;r
but if you are unwilling to apply either of these remedies,e
then we ask that you will memorialise tthe Imperial Parlia.-
ment to revise the Constitution and place us where we oughtt C
to have been, place us where we supposed we were at thec
time of Confederation, place us as the minorities in Ontariou
and Quebec are placed in respect to separate schools, we i
care not what remedy you apply, but relieve us from the
situation. Those different propositions were brought beforet
the Hlouse, and every one of them was refused. We refused d
to dieallow the Act. Why ? Not because we did not believev
that if fairness and equity alone were to prevail it ought to
be disallowed; but because we had a doubt as to the rigbt J
to exorcise that veto. The Minister of Justice of the day t
expre4sed the opinion that we had no right to disallow it ;v
and an hon. learned gentleman of highest authority in thisv
-Rouse at that time, and of highest authority in this House a
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and in this country on those matters at the present time-
I allude to the hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake)
-expressed himself as having doubt on that question. On
the other band Hon. Mr. Dorion, now Chief Justice of
Quebec, Hon. Mr. Fournier fnow a jdge of the Supreme
Court, Hon. Mr. Holton, a high authority on constitutional
law, and Hon. Mr. Joly, with thirty-four, voted to censure
the Govern ment for not having disallowed the Act. Parlia-
ment deliberately recorded its doubts by adopting the Mac-
kenzie amendment, which asked the advice of the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council on that question. We felt
it was a case where a remedy should be applied Vo remove an
existing griovance, but we doubted our right to apply that
remedy, and we expressed our doubt by adoptiug the
Mackenzie amendment, and proposing a reference to the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Oouncil. We acknowledged
the justice of their cause, they wore coming to us for relief,
the whole of the Catholie portion of the Province was
aroused on that question, their clergy and leading mon came
to us, bringing every influence they could to bear, and yet
we refused that remedy to the Catholic minority of the
Province of New Brunswick. To-day we are asked, in
a case of doubtful authority, to do for the Protestant
minority of the Province of Quebec that which we refused
to do in a similarly doubtful case for the Cathoic minority
of New Brunswick. So this louse is askod in reg tr to the
Protestant minority in Quebec, which rnade no strenuous
resistance to the passing of the obnoxious Act by the
Legisiature of that Province, to intervene upon doubtful
grounds, while we refused to intervene in behalf of a Catho-
lie minority whose claims we acknowledgedl to be just
claims, who used every influence and power they possessed,
who fought the quetion in the Local Legislature inch by
inch and thon came bore resting on their rights and claim-
ing them and urging them in the most emphatic manner
upon us. Now, I think we can hardly be expected to do
that. If the former course was the right course, the
course now proposed would be a glaringly wrong course.
If we will not relieve actual grievances of the most serious
character to persons aggrieved and who claimed they were
aggrieved, and who begged our intervention, shIll we
intervene in behalf of those who do not claim, who do not
state they have any grievances; shall we stop out of our
way to do this, to voluntarily do it when our right to do so
is doubtful ? I do not think, Mr. Speaker, that this Flouse
can deliberately come to any conclusion of that kind.
When we remember the keen resentment which was ex-
pressed by all the organs of Protestant sentiment in New
Brunswick because this Parliament had presumed to ex-
press regret that discontent existed there, and a hope that
the School Act might be so amended as to give reasonable
satisfaetion to the Catholios of New Brunswik, which was
the substance of the amendment which I hai ithe honor to
propose at that time, and which Parliament thon adopted
in order to alleviate the situation; when I say we aul to
mind the keen resentment with which this mi d interfer-
ence was rectived by the Protestants of New Brunswick,
we may well imagine what an outbreak would occur in
Quebec were the Protestant majority in this Parliament to
cause the disallowance of an Act which was passed by the
uhanimous vote of the Legitlature of Quebec; that Legiela-
ture baving acted, as is believed by a majority of the people,
within the line of their strict rights. I believe, Sir, that
the paramount duty of whatever Government controts the
destiny of Canada is to preserve the integrity of the Union
wiithin the lines of the Constitution. 1 believe it is thoir
duty to avoid, so far as ithey can do it, keepirg within the
Lines of their constitutional duty, every cause of offence to
the varions Provinces, because any confliet between pro-
vincial authority and the central power is pregnant
with danger. The Constitution bas already stood several
severe strains. We have seen, I will not say by whose
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fault, in one Province of the Dominion, that Province
Swept by a sentiment favorable to an entire separation
from this Dominion. We have seen in another Province
the Government of the day and all existing things swept
away by a spirit of nationalis,-, that felt in some way in-
jured by the action ofethe central Government. We have
seen the Province of Ontario agitated on account of an
alleged infringement of provincial rights, and so also the
Province of Manitoba.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). A real infringement.
Mr. COLBY. A real or fancied-I am not discussing

that question now. All these were serious blows and in-
jurious to the Constitution and to the country, and are to
be deeply regretted. Those who desire the perpetuity of
our system of Confederation should never make use of such
questions for party purposes, except constrained by noces-
sity, because they are not fair party weapons, and they tend
to disorganise the country. I say the constitution has stood
several strains of a serions kind; but there is one strain it
has not been subjected to, and I hope it may never be sub-
jected to it, and it is that where religions strife and alter-
cation, where animosities and feelings of the kind which
grow out of exasperated religious sentiment are evoked.
We know, and I will not comment upon it, and people out-
side of this louse must realise, that if we pass the resolu-
tion proposed it will precipitate a crisis the most dangerous
that ever occurred in the history of this country, and the
most dangerous that could possibly be imagined. I have
no doubt, Mr. Speaker, from the manifestations of feeling
which are being expressed in certain parts of the Dominion,
that the very zelous Protestants of some sections must have
felt that the Protestant minority in the Province of Que-
bec have been very apathetic in the matter of the passage
of this Jesuit Settlement Act. I believe there is nowhere
in this Dominion a body of Protestants more willing to vin-
dicate their rights, more willing to make sacrifices for the
preservation of their rights than are the Protestants of the
Province of Quebec. 1 do not believe they are disloyal to
Protestant ideas. But the Protestants of the Province of
Quebec have lived for many years in close relation and in
close contact with thoir fellow-citizons of a different reli-
gion, and many prejudices which the one might otherwise
feel against the other have been worn away by contact.
The Protestants and the Catholics of the Province of Que.
bec, so far as I know their relations, live together happily
upon mutually respecting terms, each respecting the
other's rights, each respecting even the other's sensibili-
ties and prejudices, and co-operating together, working
together, for what they believe to be for the common inter-
ests, without jealousy, without friction, withont over-sensi-
tiveness, recognising the good things in each other; if they
differ, quietly differing, and not making themselves ob
noxious to each other. These are the relations which have
grown out of long years of personal contact, living
together side by side, meeting and knowing each other.
That is a happy condition of affairs, but it is an actual
condition of affairs in those parts of the Province
with which I am personally acquainted. That is not a con-
dition of affairs that the Protestants of Quebec desire to
have disturbed. The Protestants of Quebec, and I think I
fairly voice their sentiments, acknowledge the fact-if they
do not acknowledge it to be so, it is a fact-that there
never was a minority in any country treated with more
justice, with more liberality, with more generosity than the
Protestant minority of the Province of Quebec have been
treated, irrespective of political parties. They have always
had the control of affairs that most concerned them, those
matters connected with education and other matters concern-
ing which the Protestants were most interested aa Protest-
ants, and they have had as much control over such questions
as if they had had an entire Legislature of Protestants; they
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have not been meddled with, they have simply been per-
mitted to manage their own affairs and they have not felt
that they were in a minority in any instance that I recol-
lect. Look at the political sentiment also. The Liberal
party of Quebec elected as its leader for many years
that noble man whom we all respect, Mr. Joly, a Protestant.
They were not jealous, they had no objection on account of
his Protestantism to serving under a leader whom they re-
cognised as an able man whose views were in political ac-
cord with their own. The Conservative Government were
equally liberal. Why, during the Conservative régime in
Quebec, perhaps the most important office in the Cabinet
had all along been held by a good old orthodox Presbyterian
Treasurer, Mr. Robertson, and we were allowed during that
régime, perhaps, an undue representation in the Government
of the Province. We had two members, able and influential
mon, in a Cabinet of seven, which is certainly an undue
proportion, and they were men of influence and men of
character and ability. So that in all these respecta we have
nothing to complain of, and, perhaps, it is for that reason
that we do not wish unnecessarily to provoke an issue which
would result in the disturbance of those kindly relations.
Thon, again-and I know it influenced some mon of high
standing among the Protestants of that Province-we are
finding Protestants and Catholies alike, Protestant and
Catholie clergymen, standing on a common platform in the
advocacy of matters which both think concern the well-
being of the people. It is not very long ago, if I re-
collect aright, when fis Eminence cardinal Taschereau
presided over a meeting held by Catholics and Protestants
to consult with regard to the best legislation to be had on
the subject of temperance. Leading men of both chai c&es
are working together to promote the best ends of the com-
munity as viewed from their common standpoint. That is
a condition of allairs which had been recognised by many
Protestants who are interested in the cause of temperance as
one which should be porpetuated. I simply instance these
things to illustrate the friendly sentiment, and to show the
cordial relations existing between Protestants and Catholics
in the Province of Quebec and the desirability from the
point of view of either that those relations, friendly co-
operative relations as they are, should not be disturbed.
Again, let as consider what would have been the result if we
had precipitated an agitation, if we had made the attack, or
if we had raised this issue in which we were sure to be de-
feated. I may say bore, which is a fact, that there is hardly
a constituency in the Province of Quebec in which either
the Roman Catholic electors are not in an actual majority,
or in which they do not hold the balance of power. It ia
attributed to au hon. mem ber of this louse-I do not know
how truly-that he said the other day with regard to the
French Roman Catholics that they considered first their
religion, second their nationality, and third their party, and
I believe that this is truly said of them. We saw
in the great change that was made at the last elections in
the Province of Quebec what the national feeling when
appealed to would exhibit. I think it is true that the
religious sentiment is the highest with the French Canadian
people, and if it is above nationality, if it is above party, if
that sentiment is prepared to ally itself with one party or
another party and that the question of party is a minor con-
sideration, then in almost every constituency of the Prov-
ince of Quebec the Protestants would be deprived of their
just representation in the Legislature of the Province,
There was nothing to be gained by raising an issue in which
the resuit was a foregone conclusion and which issue could
not by any possibility have resulted favorably to the Pro-
testants. For these reasons what course was pursued? The
Protestants of Quebec have never acknowledged that the
Jesuit body had a legal claim to the restoration of those
estates. The press las never acknowledged it, the publio
men have never acknowledged it, the pulpit has never
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acknowledged it. Further than that the Protestants of
Quebec have never acknowledged that the Jesuits had a
moral claim to the restoration of those estates, and they
placed themselves deliberately on record by their speeches
in the Legislature on that point. It was a most bitter and
nauseous pill they had to swallow when the name of the
Pope was foisted into that Act. But that objection was
more a matter of sentiment than otherwise. Assuming that
the thing was to be done, assuming that $400,000 was to
be divided among certain Roman Catholic institutions, it
certainly was desirable, from every standpoint, that that
distribution should be final ; that it should not be an ever-
recurring question and a reference to the highest authority
of the church, the only one power which could make thati
a final settlement had its advantages. There is no doubt
about that. If it was acknowledged that a sum of money
should be distributed among the Catholic institutions it was
desirable that it should be so distributed as to satisfy those
who would receive it, and it was desirable that it should be
recognised as a final settlement, so that, from a practical
standpoint, it might have been attended with certain wise
and practical advantages if this reference were made; but I
say that, as a matter of sentiment, it was not a pleasant thing
to Protestants that the Pope should be consulted. Yet the
Protestant press did nothing more than to record their pro-
tests against it. I do not think that any one who knows1
the editor of the Montreal Witness will suspect him to be aq
man who would not proclaim bis Protestant principles if1
assailed, or who would truckle to Roman Catholics; andi
yet, if I recollect aright, the Montreal Witness, which is thei
most outspoken and the most advanced Protestant news-i
paper in the Province of Quebec, had but two mild edi-1
torials while this thing was going on. It published the«
reports of proceedings as news items, but it simply quietly
objected to the proposition that the Jesuits had either
a moral or a legal right to what they asked. It did
not say to its readers: "Your rights have been assailed
-agitato I agitate! arouse yourselves !" It said nothingi
of the kind. The pulpit is usually outspoken when the(
pulpit feels that rights dear to it are invaded; yet no
man that I have heard of from the pulpit ever called(
upon his congregation or upon the people to agitate on thisi
question. He expressed his views upon it; and there is no
doubt as to the Protestant view on the subj 3ct; it is noti
the Catholic view of the question ; and while the Protest-
ants have never surrendered their views, they have
placed them quietly on record, and they have con-f
tented themselves with that. I do not read all the
newspapers of the country, but I do read that great1
organ of public opinion, the Montreal Herald, and I do noti
recollect that the Montreal Herald ever put in anything1
more than a mild protest. It did not call on the people tot
"agitate Iagitate!" The Montreal Gazette was, perhaps, thet
most pronounced in its utterances on the question, but itt
merely expressed its views, and did not call upon the peoplet
to agitate the question. There were no petitions that I knowt
of going up to the Legislature from any porti>n of the s
Protestant community, asking it not to pass that Bill. So,f
if the Protestants of Quebec naay be fairly credited by thei
Protestants of Ontario and other Provinces as being mn of t
equal ability with themselves, of equal fidelity to the prin-c
ciples of Christianity, of equal capacity to judge with
regard te the fitness of things and what was right or wrong,
what was opportune or inopportune, if they may be fairlyF
credited with equal opportunities of judging, I think theyF
should be sparecd the animadvertions which some are in-v
clined to cast on them. I think thoy understood the situa-o
tion botter, and I think they were as true to the princi ples of
Christianity as the blatant men are now who are trying to I
agitato the country after the thing is done, and when there is2
no good object to be served. I think they are equally true,b
equally intelligent, equally devoted te the cause of Protes. a

tantism, and I think they are in a botter position to know
what is best for them, from their individual standpoint. At
all events, if the Government are censurable for not having
disallowed this Act, what opprobrium should not be cast on
the Protestant minority of Quebec for not having protested
against it, as the minority of New Brunswick did against
the school law in that Province. It was because they felt and
realised no actual grievance, and because they did not want,
for a sentimental grievance, to fight in a hopeless cause, to
arouse animosity, to disturb the relations which are bene-
ficial and in the interest of the who!e community. Now,
Mr. Speaker, I do not care to protract my remarks longer.
I am a Protestant. The Roman Catholic Church-I will not
speak of it as a religious body-I look upon to-day, speaking
of it from a political standpoint and a political standpoint
only-as one of the strongost if not the strongest
bulwark we have in our country against what I
conceive te be the most dangerous element abroad
in the earth to-day. The Roman Catholic Church recognises
the supremacy of authority; it teaches observance to law;
it teaches respect for the good order and constituted author-
ities of society. It does that and there is need of such
teaching ; for the most dangerous enemy abroad to-day in
this land and on this continent is a spirit of infidelity;
is a spirit of anarchy, which has no respect for any insti-
tution, human or divine ; which seeks to drag down all
constituted authorities; emperors, kings, presidents from
their seats; the Almighty from the throne of the universe,
and lif t up the goddess of Roason to the place of highest
authority. This dangerous onemy, this insidious enemy, is
infocting the popular mind, not so much in Canada-thanks,
largely to the safeguards thrown about its people by the
Roman Catholic Charch-as in the neighboring Republic.
If there is a danger in that country and in this more to be
dreaded than all others it is to my mind that spirit of infi-
delity and anarchy, that destructive insidious spirit, and it
can be best combated by that great spiritual power which
upholds authority and law, whose very existence is depen-
dent on the idea of authority, which cannot exist as a
church or an institution of influence except upon the idea
of authority and the observance of law, whose teachings
are all in that direction. I do not believe it is in the interest
of this Dominion to alienate, by any undue or unnecessary
attacks, any one of the great poweri upon which we must
depend for the maintenance of our most cherished principles
and institutions. I believe, Sir, that we have a duty to per.
form to each other, and that duty I have indicated. I did
not intend to trespass on the louse so long as I have done,
but I thought it was proper that someone should represent
what ho conceives, at all ovents, to be the sentiment of the
Protestant community in the Province of Quebec. I think
the ti me is near at hand when it will be recognised by the
two great religions of this country, the Protestant and
the Roman Catholic, that the time for bickering has pased,
that they have a common interest, and that for the promo-
tion of that common interest they should stand shoulder to
shoulder, work confidingly and in a friendly way together
for the preservation of a common Christianity and all that
is most dear and sacred to both, and thus, 1 conceive, will
the best interests of this Dominion, and the best interests of
civilisation on this continent, be promoted.

Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. Speaker, I do not rise for the pur-
pose of making a speech on this question, I rise for the
purpose of simply giving a few brief explanations for the
vote that I shall give. I may say at the outset that for
once during the prosent Session and the last preceding one
or two Sessions, am going to support the Administration.
I do not do it because of any particular virtue in that
Administration; nobody would believe me if I said I did;
but I do it because I feel it to be to the interest of the
smaller Provinces, a county in one of which I have the honor
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to represent. Sir, I am not going to enter into the merits of
the question as to the whether the course Mr. Mercier pur-
sued in dealing with the Jesuits' estates was a prudent
course or not. Perbaps, if I had been a member of the
Legilature of Quebec, representing a Protestant element
in that Province, I migt have doubted the propriety of
that measure, and, perhaps, have voted against its passage.
I have heard it stated to-night by sume gentlemen that it
was an improper thing to first charter the Jesuit Society.
I have heard it next stated that it was an improper
thing to pass the Bill voting the money, and that
it was giving to a foreign power the right to dictate
how the money of the people of the Province of Quebec
was to be administered. These questions, I take it, are
within the province of the Legislature of Quebec, and dur.
ing the passage of that Jesuit Bill, occupying a public posi-
tion as connected with a leading journal-I am proud to
say it is recognised on the other side-I have taken some-
what of an interest in observirg the eflect it had amongst
the Protestant element in that Province who are paying the
money. Now, Sir, I may say this, and I think i will say it
without fear of contradiction, that during the passage of
the Bill incorporating the Jesuits' Society, there was
scarcely a Protestant paper throughout the whole of the
Province that raised one single objection against it. I will
next say, when dealing with the financial feature of the
question, that with the exception, so far as I can recollect,
of two members ou+ of the fifteen Protestant members in
the Legislature of Quebec, not one of them raised their
voices against the passage of the Bill, and those two
did raise them in very moderate tories. And when
it came to the question of dividing the louse upon
the point, these gentlemen called out, "carried on
division." The Premier said: No, I wilt take the names
upon it; and when they found that the names were to be
taken, if I recollect the facts aright, they said "unanimous,"
and it was .carried unanimously. Was there any excite
ment or any agitation on the part of the Protestant element
of the Province of Quebec during that time ? No. Months
have elapsed, and it is only when some of the-shall I call
them fanatics ?-I think it would be a good name to give
them--in the Province of Ontario raised, for what purpose
I do not know, this agitation, that this question comes up
A good many of them are friends of the right hon. the First
Minister, and I fear he has olten expressed the wish: "Save
me from my friends." But whatever may have been their
motive, it could have been no very good one, for there is no
object to be gained by the agitation of this question, but to
create trouble, disse'.sion and bad feeling throughout the
community. I re echo the sentiments of the bon. gentleman
who last spoke, that Christian charity should prevail, and
that in place of sowing dissension broadcast throughout
this land, we ought to endcavor to harmonise in a community,
so mixed as this, the differeit religious elements, in place
of sowing discord among them and creating feelings such
as bave been created by these men to-day. If there are any
people aggrieved in relation to this matter, who are
they? Are they the Protestants of Ontario ? What
right have they to dictate to us, the Protestants
of the Province of Queoec, as to how we shall dis-
pose of our own money? I have heard the arguments
they have used by those who sustained this motion, that this
property was given for a special purpose. But how is this
money voted ? For what purpose is it given ? Is it not
given for the purposes of education, for that is the object
fer which those who receive it intend to appropriate it ?
Let any one come and reside in the Province of Quebec and
become acquainted with the institutions which are to get
this money, and he will find that they are promoting
education among a large and the most numerous class of
the people in the Province of Quebec in a manner that
reflects credit upon their institutions. I am not a Roman
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Catholie, but I respect the Roman Catholics of the country.
It will ever be my wish to live in harmony and peace with
them, and wherever I can promote their interests fairly,
giving due consideration to the interests of the Protestant
community, they will always find, as they always have found
during my past career, that I will do it. Our Provincial
Legislature voted this money-and I will not say it was a
wise thing to do, because it has raised a feeling which I re-
gret has been raised, and which I will say now never
ought to have been raised by the people of Ontario.
It has raised that feeling, but as the money has been voted,
I say it is the rmoney of the people of the Province of Que-
bec, and the Protestants of the Province of Ontario have no
excuse for their agitation. Years after the incorporation
took place,-and many months after the money was voted,
they have no right to create that agitation, whatever may
have been the motive for it. They have no right to inter-
fere with the manner in which we, in the Province of Quebec,
shall dispose of our own money. I represent and have some
control over a leading organ of the press in that Province. I
have taken very little part, through that paper, in this dis-
cussion, but throughout the whole of it, while I did not ap-
prove of Mr. Mercier's course in voting the money, I justi-
fied the action of this Government to-day in refusing to
veto this Bill. When one of these Provinces, comingwithin
the limits of the power given them by the British North
America Act, chooses to dispose of its money in the way
this money has been disposed of, I justify this Government
in not interfering with the operation of the Act; and if
they had interfered, they would have met with any censure
which I, in my place here and through the newspaper
which I control, could have passed on them. I am glad to
say the Government have pursued the course they have.
I am glad to say they have done the right thing. From
the standpoint of a Maritime Province man, coming
from one of the two or tbree smallest Provinces of this
Dominion, it would be a sacrifice of the dearest interests
and the greatest security which the British North America
Act gives to the smaller Provinces if the Government had
been allowed to interfere within the limits of the powers of
the Legislatures of these Provinces in the way some lon.
gentlemen desire they should. I have simply rison to state
these few facts, in order to jastify by this explanation the
vote which I shall give. I feel that outside of everything
else, I am a protectionist of my own Province. I desire to
protect the rights of the smaller Pi ovinces of this Dominion
against the superior ones, and I think that the people of
the Province of Ontario, where this agitation has entirely
arisen, have gone beyond their limits in this matter. The
agitation bas been created in the Province of Ontario; it
has been swelled into importance by the agitation, the
ministerial agitation-I do not mean governmental; I mean
ministerial in another sense. And for what parpose? Onght
it to be the desire of any man who seeks to secure the future
peace, harmony and Drosperity of this country, to create
dissensions between the Roman Catholics and Protestants,
between the French Canadians and Ontarians? No, Sir.
We ought to promote harmony if we can; we ought to en-
deavor to remove religions dissensions ; we ought to en-
deavor to keep within the bounds of the political rights
which the British North America Act has established for the
different Provinces of the Dominion, and we ought to be espe-
cially careful that the larger Provinces, or the Dominion,
should not attempt to assume a jurisdiction they have no
right to exercise, and to infringe upon the privileges and
rights of the smaller Provinces. With these few remarks,
I shahl endeavor to bring to a conclusion anything I have
to say upon this matter, and I should not have spoken upon
it were it not that I did not wish to give a silent vote on an
important motion like this. I wish to say one thing more,
and I hope the right lon. the First Minister will receive it
in the spirit in which I give it. I do fot think it is good-
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policy for my right hon. friend to put up his followers
behind him to defend the course the Administration will
pursue in relation to this matter ; and in place of pro-
tracting a discussion such as this, the right hon. gen-
tleman or the gentleman in his Cabinet who occupies
a prominent position in the Orange Association, which
is largely at the bottom of this matter, or my respected
friend the Minister of Justice, who is so able to do
it, should rise and state the policy of the Government. I
now call upon one or other of them, I do not care which
-and I believe I have the right to do so, under the practice
of the Imperial Parliament on such an occasion-to state
what is the policy of the Administration on this matter.
Let them come out frankly and state if they are prepared
to stand by the course they have pursued of not touching
the Bill, of not attempting to disallow it, but of letting it
take its operation, emariating as it does from the power
which had the constitutional right to pass it. I say, if one
or other of those gentlemen will get up and make a declara.
tion on this point, I believe they will squelch out the efforts
which are being made to sow dissension Lhroughout this land,
and will put an end tp this senseless debate which has been
brought before this Parliement.

Mr. MOCARTHY moved the adjournment of the debate.
Mr. MITCHELL. I think Sir John A. Macdonald will

agree with me that we should go on and finish this to-night.
Sir JOHIN A. MACDONALD. I do not think there is

any chance of finishing the debate to-night. I know there
are a great many gentlemen who intend to speak, and that
being the case, and as it is must stand over for another day
1 think it would be well to agree to the motion of my hon.
friend.

Mr. LAURIER. Though it is rather early, still, as an
important member like the hon. gentleman (Mr. McCarthy)
is to speak next, I think it is only right, in courtesy to hiim,
that we should adjourn.

Motion agreed to, and debate adjourned.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of

the House.
Mr. LAURIER. Will this debate go on to-morrow ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Mr. MITCHELL. Has the hon. gentleman the hardihood

to take away from private members the only day we have
this week, yesterday being a holiday ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD.
quest of the hon. gentleman that
nesday for Government business
insisted upon it, and I gracefully

It was at the special re-
instead of taking last Wed-
we took to-morrow. fie
yielded to his pressure.

Mr. MITCHELL. I asked that you should not take last
Wednesday, but I did not agree that you should take this
Wednesday away.

Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 11:20 p.m.

HIOUSE OF COMMONS.

WEDNEsDAY, 27th Maroh, 1889.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRIVATE BILLS-EXTENSION OF TIME.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved:

Tenth Report of the Select Standing Committee on Railways, anals
and Telegraph lines.

Motion agreed to.

INDIAN TREATIES.

Sir ]RIOHARD CA RTWRIGHT asked, Whether any new
Indian Treaties have been concluded since the lst day of
July, 1888 ? 2. If so, what extent of land, in square miles,
has been assigned in each case as a Reservation for the
Indiane included in such treaty ? 3. How many Indians
came under the operation of said treaty, or treaties, in each
case ? 4. What are the terms of said treaty, or treaties ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. A treaty was made on the I1th of
February of this year with two bands of Wood Cree
Irdians. About 11,000 square miles were surrendered, and
-77 Indians were treated with. The number of acres to
each family of five is the same as in Treaty No. 6, namely,
640 acres. The tcrms are similar to those of Treaty No. 6.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY-MORTGAGE
BONDS.

Mr. STE. MARIE asked, When will the Government
produce the report ordered on the 4th March instant by
this honorable House, on the motion of Mr. Ste. Marie,
concerning the sale of fifteen million dollars of mortgage
bonds by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The information asked for
has not yet been received, but as soon as we have it the
same will be laid on the table.

CAPE ENRAGE LIGHTHOUSE KEEPER.

Mr. WELDON (St. John) asked, Has there been any
change of the lighthouse keeper of the Cape Enrage Light ?
If so, when was it made, and for what reason, and who is
the present keeper? fias there been any investigation or
enquiry as to the cause of the late fire which destroyed the
engine house; when was such enquiry made, and what was
the resuit of the enquiry ?

Mr. TUPPER. By Order in Council of 29th March,
1888, Mr. W. J. Starratt was dismissed from the service, it
appearing on an investigation held by the agent at St.
John, that he had not given proper care and attention to
the duties required; that on certain occasions the fog.alarm
was not sounded during thick weather as required by the
regulations, and that he had absented himself from his sta-
tion without leave. Mr. James G. Barbour, of Waterside,
Albert County, was appointed lighthouse keeper by Order
in Council of 1 Ith May, 1888 The old engine house
was destroyed by fire on the 19th of December last, and
the agent of the Department at St. John was instructed on
the 22nd of December, to make enquiries and report fully
as to the cause of the fire, and o on. A report was received
on the 29th of December from the agent, stating that h. did
not consider that suspicion rested upon anyone, that the fire
was accidental, having taken inside near the roof, and made
strong headway before it was discovered. The engineer
stated that he had incurred a personal lous of $100.

ARICHAT WEST BREAKWATER.

Mr. MACDOWALL (for Gen. LAtrE) asked, Whether
the Department of Publie Works has received any claim
for compensation on account of property expropriated at
the breakwater at Arichat West, in the county of Rich-
mond, Cape Breton, for Miss Annabella Hubert; and if so,
whether the claim can be favorably considered ?

That as the time for the reception of reports from the Committee on
Private Bils expires to-morrow, the sme be extended to the 4th of ; Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. A claim was received, and
Aprilnext, in accordance with the recommendation'contained in the i on enquiry it was ascertained that Miss Hubert was not
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the owner of the property in question ; the agent of the
Department of Justice, who examined the title, stating:

"l It is plain that Misi Hubert has no title to the property in question;
and as the works do not extend above the Une of high water mark, no
grant of a water lot for that spot having ever issued, and no damage
being done to the premises, it is evident the parties actually owning
those lands have likewise no right to claim damages."l

This opinion was conveyed to Miss Hubert under date 8th
November, 1886.

CORRECTION.

Mr. COOK. I notice in the Toronto World of the 22nd
of March the following statement:-

" Mr. Cook's Bill to compel owners of elevators to provide proper pre-
cautions to prevent accidents, came to grief to-day in the 8elect Com-
mittee to which it had been referred. They came to the conclusion
that the subject was one for provincial legislation."

I am not the author of the Bill. It was introduced by the
member for North Ontario (Mr. Edgar).

Mr. MADILL. The Bill got the six months' hoist.

• SUPPLY-JESUITS' ESTATES ACT.

House resumed adjourned debate on the proposed motion
of Mr. Foster: "That Mr. Speaker do now leave the Chair
for the House to go again into Committee of Supply ;" and
the motion df Mr. O'Brien in amendment thereto.

Mr. MOCARTHY. At the close of the sitting last even-
ing I rose somewhat reluctantly, and only because I thought
if i did not seize that opportunity, you, Sir, wonld call in
the members, and the opportunity of addressing the House
would be lost. I thought thon, and I think now, that con-
sidering the nature of the motion wàich is before the House,
it would not have been unreasonable for the Government,1
or some member of the Govern ment, to have defended their
action in the past in allowing the Bill under discussion,
and to have given those reasons to us which, perhaps,
would have justified their course, and, at all events, would
have enabled those who differ from them to show wherein
that difference lies. My hon. friend from Muskoka (Mr.
O'Brien) is entitled to the thanks of this House and country
for bringing this matter before Parliament. It would have
been, I think, an everlastrng disgrace to us if, in this, a free
Parliament and fro country, there would be no member
found ont of the 200 odd who compose this House, to give
voice to the opinions of a very large body of the people
who have been aroused with regard to this measure. I say
when my hon. friend from Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) gave
reasons why he thought this Bill should still be disallowed,
notwithstanding the action of the Government, when he as-
sailed the action of the Government upon constitutional
grounds, and when to that was added the attack made by
my hon. friend from West York (Mr. Wallace), and the
more elaborate attack, upon legal grounds, made by the
hon. member for North Victoria (Mr. Barron), it does ap.
pear to me that it would have been ordinary courtesy to
those hon. gentlemen, and to the -House itself, that some
defence should have been made from the Treasury benches.
I hardly think that we can take seriously the deoence which
has been offered by the hon. member for Lincoln (Mr.
Rykert). I do not for myself take it soriously. With regard
to the hon. member for Stanstead (Mr. Colby), the case is
different. His remarks require attention, and from me they
shall receive serious consideration. But, although my hon.
friend from Lincoln (Mr. Rykert) is a gentleman ot long
standing in the House, ho frankly told us that he prayed,
as I understood him, that he never again would have to
present himself before his constituents to ask for a renewal
of their confidence.

Mr. RYKERT. 1 did not say so.
Sir HERTeR LANGEVIN.

Mr. McCARTHY. I must have misunderstood the hon.
gentleman, and, of course, take that back. Then my hon.
friend, the other gentleman to whom I have referred (Mr.
Colby), who spoke so feelingly and so ably, whose voice we
are always glad to listen to, whose wisdom we all recognise,
is possibly a prospective Minister; but, although that be
so, I think it would still have been perhaps botter if we
had heard from an actual Minister, and not a prospective
Minister, on a question of this importance. It may be that
before this debate closes the flouse will hear from the
Treasury benches upon this subject. Their silence so far
in the discussion is, I consider, hardly giving us fair play.
Fortified by the leaders opposite, fortified by the great
number of hon. gentlemen who are going to support them
in this Rouse, I do think they should have allowed the
small band here who are opposed to their action any possi-
ble advantage that could be given by the debate, and not
have remained silent, but have given the reasons why the
course of the Government should be sustained. However
that may be, we must take the situation just as we find it,
and I was not willing the discussion should close without
giving the reasons why I am takit the course which I
propose taking on this important matter, and in which I
will have to separate mysolf from my political friends with
whom it las been my pride and pleasure to act up to this
time. The question must be considered in a two:fold aspect.
It has to be considored as to its constitutionality in the
narrower sonse of the term, and as to its constitutionality
in the wider sense of the term. If it is ultra vires the
Legislature of Quebec, it ought to have been disallowed.
If it is intra vires, if it is within the powers of the Logis-
lature of that Province, then I still say it ought to have
been disallowed. But the matters are so entirely separate
and distinct-the one resting upon legal constitutional
principles of one description, and the other depending upon
considerations of a widely different character, that I have
to ask the permission of the ouse to deal with these
matters separately and distinctly. First, it is well we
should clearly understand the character of the legislation
which is assailed. It will not do to ignore the past; it will
not do, as the hon. member for Stanstead (Mr. Colby) did,
to say it is not necessary to consider fine spun legal argu.
ments, or to deal with the question in that way. All
these questions have first to be considered from the legal
point of view. We have a very large volume, not down to the
present time, of the cases which have been disallowed, most
of them becanse they were beyond the power of the Pro-
vincial Legislatures to enact. Therefore, the first question
which the Minister of Justice had to report upon was
whether this Act was constitutional in that sense of the
term. The first question was whether it was within the
powers of the Legislature of the Province. Then the other
question came before himself and colleagues-a matter
more of great public policy than of law-as to whether on
these grounds the measure ought to have been disallowed.
It is well to look at the Act, aud although I have no doub&
that all of us have read the Act and pretty well understand
it, yet I will ask the House to bear with me while I give
shortly a summary of what I consider to be the sahient
features of this most extraordinary piece of logislation. It
commenced by a letter from the Premier of Queboc, in
which ho addressed His Eminence the Cardinal, who, I
suppose, occupies somewhat the posi.tion of the Prime
Minister of His loliness the Pope. In that letter Mr.
Mercier, having recited the history of the case, says:

"I Under these circumstances, I deem it my duty to ask Your Emin-
ence if you see any serious objection to the Government selling the
property, pending a final settiement of the question of the Jesuits'
Estates."

ere we have the Premier of one of our Provinces asking
of His Holiness, or of the Secretary of the Propaganda,
occupying thé position to which I have referred, for per-
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mission, it being his duty, as he says, so to do, to sell the
property-asking him to see if there is any serious objec-
tion in the way of the Government selling the property,
pending the final settlement of the Jesuits' Estates. It is
sufficiently startling to find such a recital in a British Act
of Parliament, and I venture to say it is unheard of, I
venture to say that, in all the legislation passed by the
Parliaments of Great Britain or the Legislatures of any of
the Colonies, you will search in vain to find any so humili.
ating a statement as this very first paragraph of the Bill
presents to you. But that does not seem to excite surprise
in the power to which it was addressed, because the answer
is in this form:

"I hasten to notify yo that, having laid your request before the
Holy Father at the audience yesterday, Hie Holiness was pleased to
grant permission to sell the property which belonged to the Jesuit
Fathers before they were suppressed,--

So the permission is given-
"-upon the express condition, however,-"

So the condition is annexed-
"-that the sum to be received be deposited and left at the free dis-
posal of the Holy See.»

Thus the Province of Quebecis permitted to legislate. The
first step bas been gained in the settlement of this important
question. The free Parliament of Quebec, entrusted under
the British North America Act with important powers,
and representing a mixed community, a community with
which the Supreme Pontiff of Rome has no power to inter-
fere as a temporal power, asks, and the Supreme Pontiff
graciously grants permission to that Legislature, to deal
with what, I think I will show to the satisfaction of every
member of this House before I close, was recognised as a
portion of the public domain. Mr. Mercier did not see his
way to allow this condition to be imposed. It could not be
at the disposal of the Holy See, but-and to my mind it is
a distinction without a difference-it was to be retained as
a apecial deposit to be disposed ofhereafter with the sanction
of the Holy See. I do not know whether there is very
much difference between these two provisions. It is a dift
ference in words, but not a difference in fact or in substance,
as the sequel has shown. Practically, it bas been a gift to
the Holy Sec, and has been distributed as to His Holinces
the Pope seemed best. Then, having obtained this consent,
as a condition precedent to the legislation, we find that
negotiations were entered upon, and the result of these
negotiations is that the lands of the Jesuits' Estates are to
be left intact. That is another concession granted by the
representative of the Holy See; and, instead of that, com-
pensation in money is to be made, and the claim is
presented, which we find amounts to $2,000,000. As $1,000,-
000 of that is the property of this Dominion, I do not think
we have got rid of that claim yet. I do not suppose that
the Province of Quebec could do more than make an arrange.
ment in regard to that property which belonged to that
Province; but, in regard to that which belongs to this
Parliament or to this Dominion, I suppose, by-and-bye, we
will have our First Minister asking leave-because what
can be assented to by the authorities here as right in the
Province of Quebec would not be wrong in regard to the
property belonging to the Dominion-we may have the
First Minister here asking that the portion of that property
belonging to the Dominion shall be dealt with by permission
of his fHliness at ]Rome. I find further in these documents
the following:-

"I deem it my duty to ask your Eminence if you see any serious
objection to the Government's selling the property, pending a final
seulement of the question of the Jesuits' Estates.Y

There is no doubt at all about the meaning of this. There
is no doubt about the understanding which is arrived at.
Before the Government are put in full possession, and in
order that they may be put in full possession of these

estates, there is to be a compensation made, and, finally, the
bargain is worked out, and the conditions of the bargain
are, what ? The conditions are that this arrangement is to
be non-effective until it receives the sanction of His Holi-
ness of Rome. It is to be ratified-that is the term used-
but it means practically that it might be vetoed, and to
make, no doubt, that there was no attempt at conciliation
or at sparing the feelings of those who are known to enter-
tain strong feelings on this subject, this matter was not
submitted to His Holiness of Rome until it was brought be-
fore the Legislature of that Province. Whether that was
by arrangement or not, I do not know. Whether it was
paying proper respect or not to the Sovereign Pontiff to ask
him to express his approval or disapproval, I do not pretend
to judge, but the legislation of the Province is clearly made
dependent upon the act of His Holiness the Pope of Rome.
Not only so-and then I have finished my summary of the
Act-but the sum of money which is granted, the $400,000
granted which is payable out of any money of the publie
revenue is to be distributed, in effect, though perhaps not in
the terms of the contract, under and with the sanction of
lis Holiness of Rome. Now, that is shortly the mean-
ing of this legislation. I will have finished with the
Act when I make a further observation, and I make it
now, perhaps, a little out of place, but it must not be alto-
gether lost sight of. This Act in effect does away with the
purposes for which the Jesuits' Estates were appropriated,
and I think that is a matter of such great importance that
I can only feel astonished at the calmness with which my
hon. friend frorn Stanstead (Mr. Colby) regards it, and the
indifference with which it bas been received among the
Protestant portion of the Province of Quebec, as my bon.
friend has stated. This Bill puts into the general fund the
money which was granted for educational purposes. It
misappropriates-I do not use the term in its technical
sense, for I quite recognise the right of the Province to use
the fund-but from a general standpoint it misappropriates
this fund by providing that $400,000 may be paid thereout
to a certain institution. Now, having said so mach as to
the Act, let me say a word or two as to the property, and
that brings me to what might be a long history and a long
statement, and I hope the House will not be impatient with
me when I deal with this somewhat complicated matter,
which I will endeavor to make as plain as I eau. I do not
accept the theory which I have seen put forward in some
quarters, that the Jesuits held their estates in trust for educa-
tional purposes. As far as I have been able to examine the
deeds-and I have examined the report made in the year
1824 -these estates were given to them in fee simple for ail
time. ço far as I can judge from the history of the body at that
time, it was not an uncommon thing for the Jesuit Fathers
to accumulate both lands and goods in very considerable
quantities. I find that one of the accusations made against
them was avarice; one of the causes of the suppression of
their order shortly after that, was the complaint made by
the other orders of the Church, that they were avaricious,
and that they accumulated wealth unduly in their order,
notwithstandirg the vow of poverty which they had taken.
But however that may be, I think it is quite plain that
they did hold these estates for thomselves. Now, then,
just let me trace the story of events by which this country
became subject to the British Crown. We must never forget
-I am afraid that sone of my friands from the Province of'
Quebec do sometimes forget-that this is a British country,
that by the fortunes of war that event was decided
and the greater half of North America passed under
the British Crown ; and that being so, effect had to be
given to the laws to which the country then became
subject. Now, what were those laws ? Granting, Sir,
-which is not quite accurate-that the Jesuits held
these estates at the time of the Conquest-I spoke before
of the manner in which they held them originally-but
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granting they held them at that date-which would not be Âct of Snpremacy means anything, if we are not subjeot ta
accurate-when we have before us the decree of the Parlia- bis Holines cf Rome in temporal matters-I amnnot
ment of Paris, suppressing the Jesuit Order in the year speaking of spiritual matters, I ar speaking of the publie
1762, taking from them their land; when we have that, it domain of this country, I ar talking about the temporal
would not, I say, be strictly accurate to affirm, that at the power, it was of that power that consent wasasked to dis-
time of the Definitive Treaty in 1763, these Jesuit Fathers pose ofthe estates-and so 1 say it is a humiliation to us as
held their estates as they certainly did aforetime. But even a free people to flnd that one of the Premiers of this Dom-
if they did, while admitting freely that this country, New inion has thought it necessary to obtain the sanction of any
-France, having thon a settled law, and passing under the foreign aithority to dispose of this preperty. Lt is argued
British Crown as a conquered country, while I admit freely, that the Pope is no longer a forcign potentate ; 1 thînk be is.
that the British law did not, by virtue of the conquest, be- fis temporal power was neyer feared, it was the spiritual
come the law of New France, I do say, it is beyond ail power which was struck at by the Act ofSpremacy, not the
doubt, that it was in the power of the conquering State to temporal power of the Pope. It was the power thatheclaimed
enact such laws as to the conquering State seemed proper, to oxcomnunicate Soveroigns, te absolve thoir subjecte
to change the civil law which then prevailed, and to intro- from their allegiance--these were what was struck at by the
duce the common law of England. It is beyond all contro- Acf Suprcmacynot bis guns or bis men, for gans and mon
versy that, the treaty having been agreed to on the 10th ho nover had in numbors to alarm or affect any of the great
February, 1763, in the October following, the King did powcrs of Europe. Now, Sir, am I right or ar I wrang, in
issue a proclamation that introduced at once into this coun- wbat I have statod ?-bccause 1 desire to make ne misstate-
try, the laws of Great Britain, and that those laws con- ment of this question. Lot us sec just wbat the law officers
tinued to be the laws of this country until, in 1714, the of the Crown statod at that ture. Wo know how it was
Quebec Act was passed, which restored to the French donc. The law officers, I believe, at that time, wore Mr.
Canadian inhabitants, the civil law which they liked best, Thurlow, tbe Attorney General, and Mr. Wcddcrburn, Soli.
to which they were accustomed, and for which they ter Gencral, both distinguished lawycrs, but noither of thcm
had petitioned to the King and to the British Par- perhaps, competent te give an opinion in matters of civil
liament. The constitutionality of the proclamation, the law. Sir James Marriott was skilled in civil law and in
power of the King to introduce English law, is not now ecclesiastical law, and hc was called upon for a report
open to controversy, because the very self-same treaty un- -mcrely for a report, becanse the responsibility stili rested
derwent consideration in the celebrated case with which ail with the law ofcers cf the Crown. Extracts cf bis report
lawyers who have made any attempt to master this sub- have boon published, and we are more or less familiar with
ject are perfectly familiar; and it was upheld as constitu- them, and bis report cstablishod, and the law officers
tional, as a proper exorcise of the prerogative power, and adopted bis conclusion, that tho Jesuit estates were at once
as being binding and efficacious to the full extent and limit torfeited te the Crown. That under the treaty there was
of the command contained therein. Now, Sir, what was the ne daim for cither the Jesuits or fer other religions cor-
effect of that ? It will not ho denied that at that time the munities; but, anxious as the Sovereign was-and, I say,
Jesuits were an organisation which could not be tolerated, if you will look back at the history cf that period, ne mar
and weronet tolcrîated, by the laws cf England. I amrnnet wih Britimh blood will have cause te regret the csnduct of
going now into any argument, any citation, ta establish the British authorities in those davsor the manner f their
that point; iL is beyond contreversy. It was laid down by disposition-t o Sovereig said : The Jesuits are beyond the
the law officers cf the day-.[have their citations hore to pale. We cannot listen, for ne moment, teo thoir holding
establish it-it was laid down by Blackstone in bis Crn- thoeir estates, but the other religis communities are teo
inentaries, the firat editien cf which was publisbod short pormitted te romain in possession cf their states,ond th y
before that period, that the Jesuit organisation was an il- arete roemain thero for the purposofe nabling us to judge
legal one, and thon the moment British laws were intro- wether it is necessary under the treaty (afterwards, under
ducod into this country, ipso facto the Jesuits' ostates ho- ho Stauteorf 1774, thoy were continued in their possession),
came forfoited te the Crown, and the titi. cf the Crown te in order that effot might be givn te that portion cf the
theeo estates bas always been reocguised from that period treaty, and that portion cf the A.ct of Parliament, which gua-
up, bas always been considered as indefeasible. If sanction ranteed to the inhabitants cf the conquered cuntry thir
was wanted for iL, we could find it by the action cf the Par- rights. 1shaph have te trouble the flouse with rfrernce to the
liaments of ths country, upon petition cf the French Cana. fats wich gover-n the whole subsequent precaedtng , and
dian people cf the country, who desired that the lands lt me commence with the earliest date. On 3th August,
should ho kopt for educational purposes when it was pro- 1763, in the instructions which were given by .t earl f
posed te give eut of these lands, and pcraps the lands Eremont temGovernor Miurray, we find these wmrds:

b vg lThoughthe ing has, in the 4th article of the Defigitive Tresty,
in commnand at the tine cf the cess;ion. Senet cnly have we, agreed to gran t the Liberty of the Catholie religion to the inhabitant
as 1 will prove, hy the law that was ennnciated by the law of hanada; and thugh -iMaje6ty is far frei entertaining the mst

distant thiughts of restraining hies new Roman Catholie subject frombut w. hav thecto f cnr cwhe n P a orliametso the Paru- professin the worsaip of their religion accrding to the rtes f the
Romish Church, yet the condition expressed in the mare article muet

ment cf the Province cf QuebeT before the Union, the Par- always be reetberedy Giz- As far as the laws ef Great Britain per-
liament cf Uitedt Canada after the Union; and yet, Sir mit.'twhicr laws prohibit absluely ail popi h hierarchy in any of the

y )dominions belonging te the (Jrowei of Great Britain, and eau onlyer., 100 years afterwards, wo find the Premier of the Pro- admit f a toleration of the exercise of that religion. This matter was
vince suing huinbly te the Pope cf Rome for liberty toesicleary Sinderstood in the negotiation et the uefinitive Treaty. Ti
the Jesuits' estates. Can umiIiation go rnuch fnrthcr, if French Ministera proposed t insert the words comme c-devat in order

rthat the Rmish religion shu d continue tebe exercised in t arne
w hmanner as under their Governent; and they did net give up t epoint
tili they were plainly told that it would h deceiving them to admit

dthose wrds, for thcuing had not the power te telerate tteligioncen
Cyother mainer than 'as far as the laws tf Great Britain permt,
Theelaws muet be your guide in any disputes that May arise on tusnet sec any Iaughirig matter in it, I cannot se. why thmy subje; but at the saSe tirn< that 1 point eut tye n the neceuity f

saould langh about it. If the property is in the condition adhering tethem, and cf attending with the utmost vigilance to the
that I have provei it t abe, I think t h conlusion that I have behaviur afthe Priesta, the King relies cm ynr acting with ailproper
tat poit;its beonds is l ifw be caution and prudence inregard te a matter cf sJ delicate ynature
be-fe that oerott ; and i ow are a tna n -people, r thisofreligin;and that ye will, s fr as yen ealconsistently with

-egal one,&thnthemmn rts aswr nr-wehri s eesr ne h ray(fewrsne
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your duty in the execution of the laws and with the afety of the
country, avoid everything that can give the least unnecessary alarm or
disgust to His Majesty's new subjects."

That is the foundation of all the subsequent proceedings.
We find in 1765 these instructions further given, and they
are found in the commission to the King's Receiver General,
and read as follows:-

"And whereas the lands of several religions societies in the said
Province, particularly those of the Society of the Jesuits, are, or will
become, part of His Majesty's revenue, you are therefore to endeavor, by
agreements to be made with the persona in terested for the present in any
ofthe said estates, to take the said estates into your charge, giving unto
them respectively such competent allowance thereon for their lives, as
you may judge proper, taking care that these lands may not be seques-
tered or alienated from His Majesty."

Again, in a letter from Lord Shelburne to Governor Carleton,
November 14, 1767, we read:

" It ha. been represented te His Majesty that the Jesuits of Canada
make large remittances to Italy, and that they imperceptibly diminish
their effects for that purpose * * * Too much care cannot be taken
that they do not embezzle an estate of which they enjoy only the life-
rent and which must become on their demise a very considerable
resource to the Province, in case Hie Majesty should be pleased to cede
it for that purpose."

As to the effect which is to be given to the treaty, although
perhaps I have said enough on that point, I want to fortify
my position. I do not expect hon. gentlemen will be
willing to take my ipse dixit in a matter of this kind, and I
desire to establish from the publie records the doctrines
which were held by the law offieers at the time, in order to
make good my point. Sir James Marriott reported at
great length, and the book is accessible to all, and no doubt
many hon. members have taken advantage of it. He
reports on this particular question, which hon. members
can easily understand when we look at the terms of the
treaty. Let me read from it:

" Hie Britannic Majesty agrees to grant the liberty of the Catholic
religion to the inhabitants of Canada ; he will consequently give the
most effectuai orders that his new Roman Catholic subjects may profess
the worship of their religion according to the rites of the Roman Church
as far as the law of Great Britain permit."
Now, we all see the difficulty that at once arose. The laws
of Great Britain at that time hardly permitted the exercise
of the Roman Catholic religion. The law officers of the
Crown, however, decided that this was not to be treated as
a dead letter, but that full effect in every way must be
given to the treaty. The difficulty was in reconciling the
profession of tho Roman Catholic religion with the laws of
Great Britain, which practically forbid the practice of that
religion, and so the proposition is worked out. And how
is it worked ont ? Sir James Marriott gave an opinion on
this point as follows :-

" Now, I consider that the laws and constitution of this Kingdom,
permit perfect freedom of the exercise of any religions worehip in the
colonies, but not of al] sorts of doctrines, nor the maintenance of any
foreign authority, civil or ecclesiastical, which doctrines and authority
may affect the supremacy of the Crown or safety of Your Majesty and
the realm; for a very great and necessary distinction, as it appears to
me, muet be taken between the profession of the worship of the Romish
religion, according to the rites of it, and its principles of church govern-
ment. To use the French word, the culte, or forme of worship or ritual
are totally distinct from some of its doctrines The firet can, may and
ought, in my opinion, in good polic' and justice to be tolerated,
though the second cannot be tolerated.'

Mr. Wedderburn, afterwards Lord Loughborough, gave an
opinion on the same subject. Speaking more especially in
regard to the Jesuits, he said:

"The establishment of the first (the .iesuits) is not only incompatible
with the constitution of an English province, but with every other pos-
sible form of civil society. By the rule of their order the Jesuite are
aliens in every government. They are not ownere of their estates but
trustes for purposes dependent upon the pleasure of a foreigner, the
General of their order. Three great Catholic states have, upon grounds
of policy, expelled them. It would be singular if the firet Protestant
state in Europe should protect as establishmen that ere now must have
eeased in Canada had the French Government continued.0*** It is
therefore, equally Just and expedient, in this instance, to assert the
sovereignty of the K g and te declare the lands of the Jesuits are vested
in His Majesty, allowing at the same time te the Jesuits now residing in
Canada liberal pensions out of the incomes of their estates."
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This opinion was reported by him to the law officers of
the Crown, and the opinion of the law officers of the Crown
framed upon it is the foundation of what was afterwards
embodied in regard to this subject in the Quebec Act. Then
we flnd in the Quebec Act that while the religion of the
inhabitants of the country was specially protected, that
the religions communities were excepted therefrom
and that they were left to be dealt with by the Crown,
thereby leaving those matters just as they stood,-owing to
the conquest, by virtue of that conquest and by virtue of
that proclamation-leaving matters exactly as they stood
with regard to the religions communities, and dealt with
the people of the cour try as distinct and separable from
their religions communities. Then lot me read what was
the outcome of the Quebec Act. It was passedin 1774, and
in 1775 express instructions are given to Guy Carleton, the
Captain General and the Governor in Chief of the Province
of Canada, and these are the instructions :

"That the Society of Jesus be suppressed and dissolved, and no
longer continued as a body corporate and politic, and all their rights,
possessions, and property shall be vested in Us, for such purposes as
we may hereafter think fit to direct or appoint; but we think fit to
declare Our Royal intention to be, that the present members of the
said Society as established at Quebec, shall be allowed sufBoient
stipends and provisions during their natural lives."

Now, can it be reasonably argued, that this estate of the
Jesuits did not vest and pass to the Crown, and were not
held by the Crown ? I have spoken of this simply as a
lawyer, I have spoken of it simply upon the grounds and
with reference to the authoritios which I find I offer no
opinion of my own about it, and I simply state facts as I
find them. Let me follow up a little farther to see what
becomes of these matters. Sir James Marriott's opinion is
again invoked, but I will not trouble the House with this
long extract. Sufficient to say that it substantially agrees
with his former opinion. in a few words, just to summarise
what he states, he says :

" In a few words the Society of Jesus had not and cannot have any
estate in Canada legally and completely vested in them at any time,
and therefore could not and cannot transfer the same before nor after
the term of eighteen months so as to make a good titie to purchasers.
either with or without the powers or ratification of the Father General
who, as he could not retire, so be cannot retain any possessions in
Canada, since the time limited for the sales of estates tnere agreeably to
the terme of the treaty; because he is as incapable of becoming a British
subject, as he was of being a French subject; nor can the individuals of
the communities of the Jesuits in Canada, take or transfer what the
Father General cannot take or transfer; nor can they, having but one
common stock with all to other communities of their order in every part
of the globe, hold immoveable possessions, to be applied for the joint
benefit of those communities which are resident in toreign states; and
which may become the enemies of His Majesty and his Government."

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). That is the third opinion as to
how the estates are confiscated.

Mr. McCARTHY. It is the third opinion. It is in the
same report to which I have referred, or rather it is the
second opinion on this special question submitted to Sir
James Marriott with regard to the Jesuits' properties. Now,
in 1770, General Amherst, then Lord Amherst, I believe,
petitioned the Crown to be compensated for the services
which he had rendered the country in the conquest of
Canada out of these estates; on rather he made a petition
generally, and the King ordered and directed that the
General should bi compensated, and compensated out of the
Jesuits' estates. I only state that to show that these estates
were dealt with at that time beyond all peradventure as a
part of the Crown lands. Now I would read one extract
which shows the different manner in which the Jesuits were
treated from the other religious communities; by-and-bye,
perhapp, it may be my duty to point out why il was so. for
I cannot very well, however much I would wish to avoid it,
however much I would wish to do as my hon. friend behind
me (Mr. Colby) did, ignore the past. I am afraid it will be
impossible to treat this subject properly without some little
reference to the historical facts we have relating to the
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Jesuit Order. But however that may be, we find that the to whom rny friend behind me pays such humble courtbut
Royal Instructions in 1772 were conveyed in this way: ail the people of the Province of Quebeci the minority as

"It was declared that for the present and until we can be fuly well as the majority-has been swept away by this naet-
informed of the true state of the religions communities, and how far they ment; although, when the Premier was taxed in Quebec
are or are not essential to the exercise of the religion of the Church of the other day with the question, his answer was by no
Rome as allowed in the said province, to permit those religions commu- means such as might have been expected, but was evaive,
nities to remain in possession of their estates."and not, I amnafraid, aitogether according to the recrd.
There, was a clear line of demarcation in dealing with the fed
ordinary religious communities. I, perhaps, am not familiarIth o rouns, itis t hi -woorty intby &he
enough with the language to state what that difference was, Oron
but there was a clear distinction drawn between the ordi- n, for the express parpose of the education of the
nary religious communities, if I may so express it, and the people of the Province; property which remained-for tlat
particular body which is now more especially under dis- purpose fror the year 1831, to lhe year 1888; propody
cassion. Now we have come down very nearly to 1791 orwhch a Parliament, elected undor an excitement of rae
1792. We have got things down to the period in which as welIbas th e ant
the Province was granted a species of representative minorityamsjority,a dedieated te other
government which continued up to the Union of 1840 or prpos itian-if I hvesaS isylosethattI
1841; and we find, if we consult history, that there was a proptioasfpu baic dom iadi nobe toatiafy
lond protest against the King appropriating this property. thofousothti ainaalif1ming abe stimy
It was no denial of his right, but it was against the wisdom
and fairness and justice of his handing over this property that this Act uses ier Most Gracions Majesty's name as
to the General who had conquered the country; the allega-enacti
tion being put up thon, and then, so far as I know, for the ng therovnc ee, or the states o ad-
first time, that this property had been really given to thecaenere t the Provincecfr epr sso -
Jesuits for the purpose, and in trust, for education. I think, cation wero netor , otteo ince Althistoly
Sir, that if you will consult Mr. Garneau's history, which I1the Crown is toebote onit let etlhel'sply
believe is the history most acceptable to my hon. friends did not take, the Orown did not grant a rod, but went
from the Province of Quebec, that it will be found as early through à farce, when it dedicated the property for educa-
as 1800 that that matter was brought prominently before tionai purposcP, at first to the Province of Quebec, and
the Legislature, and from that time ont the agitation in that
view was kept up so briskly and so successfully, that in ada;n, toth ted Provinsf per a l e
1830 or in 1831 the Crown ceded and granted to the Pro-. Ai th was h mbgnsense thed'splayith
vince all these Jesuits' estates for the express purpose for popor ai the tie ocsuithe r the
which it lad been asked, and that was for the purpose of Pone ff, or i tOrdsr of esut n a ih e
education. The Province accepted the trust, the Province Po iseapled toasotic oly oyhi ch pople
dealt with it on that footing; and if I may read the first
section of the Act, chapter 4 1, William IV, passed in 1832, had thongt, belongod to the Crown, for permission to dis.
we find that by an Act of that Province it was stated pose o it. Let me do no injustice; lt me read the words

"That aIl moneys arising out of the estates of the late Order of Jesuits
which now are in, or may hereafter come in the han ds of the Receiver
General, shall be applied to the purposes of education exclusively." nence if you see any serious objection to the Government' selling the

property, peuding a final settiement of the question of the Jesits'
Again, in 1846, 9 Victoria, chapter 59, another legislative estates."
declaration, this time by the united Provinces, says: [f the Snpremacy Act is in force, and whether it is in force

" That the revenue and interests arising from the real or funded or not, I hold it to be, and I believe it can be estabiished to
property forming part of the estates of the late Order of the Jesuits and bc a well settied principie of international lnw, that no
now at the disposal of the Legislature for educational purposes in Lower
Oanada, shall be, and are hereby declared to be applicable to such pur- foreign atuory or power-
poses, and to no other." poral or spirituni-can le allowed to interfere in the affairs
And, finally, in 1856, 19-20 Victoria, chapter 51, the legis- of another country or another state;and if tît be e
lation on the matter says: gis- of international law-ns I think my hon. friends, if

"The estates and property of the late order of the Jesuits, whether inL
possession or reversive, including all sums funded or invested, or to be ow mach more does that principle npply te the municipal
funded or invested as forming part thereof are hereby appropriated for the iaW Of the country, and to the law of Elizabeth, whieh bas
purposes of this Act and shahl form a fund to be called the Lower Canada been handed down and made specialiy applicable te tusSuperior Education Investment Fund." country by the Queic Act of N74. How was it possible,
1 think, if there ever was a title to an estate or property I sny, to tell that an Act of Parliament would le submitted
recognised by legislative action, clear in its origin, made to Ris Exceliency the Governor Genemal, tînt ho wu te
more certain and more definite at every stage in which we pase upon it by the ndvice of lis Ninister of Justice, and
find it cropping up from time to time, it is the title to the thnt the Minister of Justice should send it back-hoW?
Jesuits' estates. When we are asking His Excellency theWly, Sir, with a dozen otier Bills of ne more consequence
Governor General to disallow this Act, when we are taking tban an Act incorporating a joint stock company or a rail-
upon ourselves the responsibility of saying yea or nay on wny company-no explanation, ne justification, no ros
that question, it is impossible that we can deny to ourselves given. I regret tint I hate fot heard the argument of the
the opportunity of scrutinising every syllable and overy hon. Minister of Justice. I may do him an injustice; but
letter in it; and I find here: I rend lere, that when an apeal wns mace from the Evan-

"The Act of the Legislature, 48 Victoria, chapter 10, notwithstanding geli eoAle ohomehor dyain Lwer ansestion 5 of the said Act, and notwithstanding any other Act to the
contrary, shall apply to the said estates, the proceeds whereof may belegîsiation sheuld stand-the hon. MinÎster of Justice
applied also, notwithstanding any Act to the contrary, for the above reported tînt this was a fiscal matter. Sir, I do mot imder-
mentioned.purposes, or for any other purposes approved by the Legie- stand thc Queens English if ihis eau properly 1e des-lature.. cribed as a fiscal matter. But se it pased before His

So that this special property, set apart for education in1Excellcncy, and upon thnt Ris Excellency las aotad;
the Province of Quebec-not the education of the majority, and I trust the opportunity - hoeaffRdadte J1ie

Mr. MoCAaTuy.
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Excellency to reconsider that question, and see whether
Her Majesty's name is thus to be trailed in the dust,
is thus to be dishonored, and whether this legislation
should not disappear from our Statute-books, whether
it be provincial or federal. Well, I assail this, not
merely upon that ground. I assail it upon other grounds.
I say that either this Act is unconstitutional, that it is ultra
vires of a Province, that it ought to have been disallowed
upon that ground, because it violates a fundamental prin-
ciple of this country, that all religions are free and equal
before the law ; or, if that be not so as a legal proposition,
thon, Sir, I claim that there should have been exercised that
judgment, that discretion, that policy, which would at once
statnp out in whatever Province it reared its head, the
attemnpt which lias been made here to establish a kind of
State Charch amongst us. Sir, is that law or is it not ? We
find that in the good old days a 'Protestant Church had to
be despoiled; and for my part, Sir, I have never regretted
that the Clergy Reserves were secularised, and I do not
believe that anyone who belongs to that church can say
that that measure lias proved injurions to it. It placed it
on a footing of equality with the other religious bodies
throughout the Provinces; and I believe that church has
grown and prospered far more as a church, holding no
legal pretence of superiority over other religious bodies,
than it would have done if it had continued to hold the
Clergy Reserves, no matter how much wealth they might
have added to its coffers. Now, what do we find in this Bill,
enacted by the United Parliament of Canada-an Act refer-
ring to Upper Canada and to Lower Canada, and, so far as
I know, to this very moment, the law of the Province of
Quebec? First, we do know that the laws of the Provinces
which were in force at the time of the British North America
Act, remained in force until repealed. And what do we find ?

" Whereas the recognition of legal equality among ail religions de-
nominations is an admitted principle of colonial legislation; and where-
as, in the state and condition of this Province, to which such a prin-
ciple is peculiarly applicable, it is desirable the same should receive
the sanction of the direct legislative authority, recognising snd declar-
ing the same as a fandamental principle of civil policy."

Therefore the free exercise and enjoyment of religions pro-
fession, without discrimination or preference, so long as
the same be not made an excuse for acte of maliciousness,
or a justification of practices inconsistent with the peace
and safety of the Provinces, is, by the constitution and laws
of these Provinces, allowed to all fHer Majesty's subjects
therein. There is a legislative declaration of what every
man who lives in this country has always understood to be
the law. Does this enactment of the Province of Quebec
violate that principle ? Is the grant of 8400,000, to be dis-
tributed under the sanction of Iis fHoliness of Rome, not a
grant of public money to a particular church ? I am not
saying whether the church may or may not be the correct
church; I am simply speaking of the legal principle. I
ask, how is that ? Lot me give you an answer from the
books of the Legislature when the Clergy Reserves were
secularised. What were those reserves ? They were lands
belonging to the Crown, held in trust for the support and
naintenance of the Protestant faith, and jheld to apply to
the Church of England and the Presbyterian Church of
Seotland. When these lands were secularised, it was de-
clared that the Act was for the purpose of sweeping away
the last vestige of connection between Church and State.
The holding of these lands by the Crown for this purpose
formed a connecting link between Church and State, which
Parliament stated should be swept away, which the repre-
sentâtives of the Province of Quebec joined with those from
the other Province in saying sheuld be swept away. Will
any man of common sense tell me that this grant of 8400,-
000, given as it is given, is not a recognition of Church and
StateI How isitwizven ?

" The aforesaid arrangements, entered into between the Premier and
the Very Reverend Father Turgeon, are hereby ratified, and the
Lieutenant Governor in Couneil is authorised to carry them out accord-
ing to their form and tenor.

"The Lieutenant Governor in Council is authorised to pay, out of
any public money at his disposal, the sum of four hundred thousand
dollars, in the manner and under the conditions mentioned in the docu-
ments above cited, and to make any deed that ho may deem necessary
for the full and entire execution of much agreement."

Then the document I havejust cited declaresthatthis $400,000
is to be distributed under the sanction of His Holiness the
Pope of Rome. Now, I have heard it said-I rather think
I heard the First Minister applauding the sentence-that
this was given for the purposes of education. Surely the
First Minister has not read the Act, or he wuld never as-
sont to a statement of that kind. Education-why, if it is
possible to draw a distinction in an Act of Parliament, it is
drawn here. While the $60,000, which is the supposed
compensation to the minority, is expressly given for
education-expressly tied up, and is not to go to any sec-
tarian purposes-the other is left subject to the disposition
of His Holiness of Rome. There is but one condition an-
nexed, and that is that this money is to be spent within the
Province of Quobec. That is the sole condition. We have
had an indication in the pr ss this morning that a
ball or a brief, whatever be the correct ecclesiastical term,
either has been or is to be issued, disposing of this
money. Do you want any further evidence that
the grant was made absolutely subject to the disposition
of a particular religions body ? If so, on what
pretence, on what ground was it made. Was there a legal
claim? Mr. Mercier says no. Was there a moral claim?
I would like to know who will answer yes to this. Even
my hon. friend behind me will not say that. He and hie
Protestant friends have always repudiated the idea of a
moral claim. What pretence of a moral claim is there ?
Where is it? In whom is it? Why, the Jesuits of those
days, if they held it individually, are extinct. They left
no heirs. If they held it as a community, and undoubtedly
that was the opinion of the law officers of the Crown-
an opinion which I humbly venture to think was right-it
belonged to the whole body. That was held by the Parlia-
ment of Paris in the great Trading Case, where the Gen-
oral Superior of the Order repudiated the liability contract-
cd by one of the communitios or one of the Jesuits. After
fuil investigation, after an appeal to the highest tribunal,
the tribunal of the Parliament of Paris-and hon, gentle-
men, I am sure, from the Province of Quebec willinot object
to that-my hon. friend from Montreal (Mr. Curran) laughs.
He is an Irishman and perhaps despises the Parliament of
Paris. I confess I do not join with him, although I am an
Irishman also. I rather think that must have been a very
important appelate tribunal. At all events, if yon will read
the report of the Attorney General with regard to that, if
you will read the proceedings, if you will remember that
all the books of the order were for the first time brought
into court in order that the order might escape liability,
and repudiate responsibility, and make it appear that they
were not bound to these merchants for the money that
Father Lavalette owed-if you will look at all that, yon
will see the result was the court determined there was a
solidarity amongst all the communities, and that the Jesuit
property belonged to, and was at the disposal of, the General
of the Order and was vested in him alone. I have taken
the trouble to examine into the authority of the General of
the Order, and if it were not too tedious, 1 would give some
extracts which would abundantly establish that. I, there-
fore, cortend there can be no pretence of a moral claim. Is
the incorporated body of the other day the successors of
these men of 1763 ? On what pretence ? If I read the
Act of Incorporation aright, I understand it to mean that
the whole body of Jesuits throughout the world are incor-
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porated by the Province of Quebec. The first clause of the
Act is as follows:-

RThe 'Society of Jesus onha, be a corporation, conposed of the
Reverend Fathers Henri EHudon, Adrien Turgeon, Léonard Lemire,
George Kenny, Arthur Joues, and all persons who now or may here-
atter form part of the said Society, in accordance with its rules, by-laws
and regulations. Under the above name it shall have perpetual sue-
cession."

So that the Act of Incorporation, which I venture to think
is not worth the paper it is written upon-and I trust it
may be found so-actually incorporates the whole body of
Jesuits, and only in that sense. They pretend to represent
the body of 1763 which was suppressed in 1774, but I place
no reliance on that suppression. I admit we cannot take
notice, standing in an English country, governed by
English laws, paying regard, as we are bound, to the Act
of Supremacy, of that suppression. The English law offi-
cers cf the Crown could not notice the suppression by the
Pope of the Order of the Jesuits. I affirm that beyond all
fear of cobtradiction. I say it is impossible, in an English
community, to eay that the Pope's bull or the Pope's brief
dissolving a corporation could have the slightest possible
effect. So that the matter stands in the way Ihave endeavored
to point out, and I say, without fear of contradiction, that my
hon. friend from Stanstead (Mr. Colby) was right, when he
said, there was not the shadow of foundation, or even the
pretence of a moral claim. Under these circumstances, is
there any possible standing ground for this Act ? Does it
not violate the rule of the separation of Church and State
in this country, and the equality of all religions ? I need
not go through the second ground of this resolution, because
I have sufficiently dealt with it; so I have now come, and
I trust without undue delay, to the other branch of the
argument which I dosire to present. In all fairness to my
hon. friends, I must say that, if there is, in the legal propo.
sitions which I have endeavored faintly to put forward, a
reasonable doubt, I do not think that, standing alone, it
would be becoming on the part of a Minister of the Crown,
to disallow the measure, because that would place it, as you
will see, in the hands of the Government here, to disallow,
on pretence of ultra vires of the Local Legislature, enact-
ments which might be open to question, and which the par.-
ties ought to have the benefit of the ruling of a court upon.
But I have endeavored to point out, upon the grounds I have
already stated, that this Act ought to have been disallowed
as being beyond the power of a Local Legislature. I do
not desire to be at all misunderstood. I do not pretend
that the Crown of England, or the Crown of any other
country, cannot submit matters to a foreign Power. We
know it is done continually. We know that matters are
settled by arbitration, and that generally, and almost always,
it is done by calling in the arbitrament of a foreign Power;
but I contend that, while the Sovereign Power can do that,
the private subject cannot. There is a broad distinction.
If I have a dispute with my hon. friend, I cannot submit
that to the President of the United States, because the dis-
pute would be between British subjects. And 1 say that a
Province cannot do that, because it does not represent the
plenary power of the Crown; and I say that even this
arliament cannot do it, and, of course, it does not stand in

the sane position as the Parliament of Great Britain and
Ireland. But on the grounds of policy, surely I am right.
Surely there are not men enough in this House who will
cast any doubt upon the clause of this resolution which
declares that there should be a separation of Church and
State, and absolute equality of all religions before the law.
Surely, in this part of the nineteenth century, and in free
Canada, we will not have to fight for a principle which we
thought was determined for all time when the secularisation
of the Clergy Reserves took place. la it because this is a
particular church ? If it is right in the Province of Quebec
to grant money to the Church of Rome, it would be equally

Mr. MOCARTHY.

right in the Province of Ontario to grant money for the
maintenance of the Methodists or the Episcopalian body or
Scotch Church; and, if we did that, there would be no hesita-
tion-and properly so-in bringing before the House the
complaint of the minority whose money would be spent lu
that way and for that purpose. We never find that, when
the body to which I refer feels that its interests are at
stake, and that injustice is being done, it has any hesitation
or makes any delay at all in coming at once before Parlia-
ment and proclaiming its grievances. These people never
say: We are afraid wo will be stirring up religious strife,
causing hard feelings, or patting race against race and
Catholic against Protestant. No, they come here-as they
have a right to do-and boldly put their case before Parlia-
ment, no matter what it may be; and they always
manage to get justice, at all events. If Parliament
think any doubt is to be cast upon this measure, if
they find that this money is dedicated for educational
purposes, I think in that case the point I am attempt-
ing to make would failt; but when I observe the
definiteness of the provision under which the $60,000 is
granted, I cannot see that any such purpose is intended with
regard to the $400,000. 1, therefore, say that that part of
the case is made out. Lot me now come to a question which
I would have willingly avoided. Lot me invite the atten-
tion of the House to the greater question which is before it.
These are technical malters that I have dealt with so far-
matters perhaps of moment, matters of great importance,
but still, after all, they are more or loss purely legal in tho
narrow sense of the word, or purely constitutional in the
same narrow sense of the word. But I assail this legis-
lation upon broader and higher grounds. I say that the
incorporation of, and the grant of money to, the Jesuit
body under any pretext or for any purpose, was an Act
which should have at once been disallowed if it were passed
by a Provincial Legislature. I put that upon the highest
possible grounds. I think I have a right, and it is a right
which I propose to exorcise, to speak with freedom on this
subject. I will assail no man's religion. I will not utter a
word, which, properly understood, will give offence
to the most sensitive on this subject; but I dony the
right of my hon. friend behind me or any one else to
gag me, and to say, You must remembor that the Jesuit
body is under the protecting ueæis of His Holiness of Rome,
and you must not speak of it excopt with bated breath. I
deny that any such rule can apply to this free Parliament.
It is not a question of religion. It is not a question whether
the religion of the Church of Rome is better than the
religion which I was brought up in, and which I profess. I
am not to sit in judgment on my fellow members. They
-are quite right to worship their God in the manner they
choose, as I am right in worshipping Him in the manner I
choose, but I contend that the Church of Rome needs not
the Jesuit body for its organisation or its support. It is
true that, during the reign of certain Pontiff,'that order
has received the support of the church. It is also true that,
during the reign of other Pontiffs, it las been banned and
sometimes dissolved. One case has been mentioned, and
it was once before, if my hon. friend will go so far back,
though it is perhaps unfair te bring it up here in judgment
against them. The fact, however, proves that the order, or
company, or society of which we are speaking, is not in any
sense essential to the free, perfect and full enjoyment of
the Roman Catholic religion. And what is the society,
what is the object of its founder ? I will quote from what
appears to be a very fair statement in the Quarterly
Review of 1874, containing a summary of what appears
to have been the object of the founder. It was :

" To effect an organisation which would resuit in a thoronghly disci-
plined and mobilised body of men, moving like a highly trained military
unit at the word of command, and standing ever ready under the pro-
claimed chieftainship of Jsus, to war against and imite by superior
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dexterity in arme, the foes adverse to the absolute ascendancy of the entitled to diseuse ailsubjeeta that are presentod hore, and
Papal system." without offenae, as I trust I ar doing on Ibis occasion, to
Let any person who knows anything about their history the feelings of any hon. member of this fouse. Now, lot
quarrel with that definition of the Order of Jesus. I should me give a sligbt idea of their organisation, of the vows
be glad to know wherein that definition is incorrect. They which they take, of the obedience which their constitution
take a vow of implicit obedience to their chief. He says inculcates, and which thoy are always willing to render. I
go, and they go; come, and they come. They are educated will show what is said of them in modernlimes, because I
so as to have no will, and, to use the language of the have been told, and I admit the fact, that it is not fair to
Spiritual Exercises of the founder of the order himself, judge any order or body of men by their history of two or
they ought to be: three hundred years ago. But 1 think I will be able to

" Like a corpse who has neither will nor understanding, or like a show that, down to a very recent period, there 18 in Ibis
small crucifix which is turned about at the wilI of him who holds it, or body no change nor shadow of tnmning, that it is thoir
like a staff in the hande of an old man, who uses it as may best assist or boast that thoy are, and will continue, as long as tbey exiet,
please him."'' tounder the sarne mies that the fouder-of the order,
I believe I am citing nothing which is not reliable. I take new the sainted Ignatius, established for thor. Now, lot
this from the authorised version of the consitutions, as us se what is said of thom by comparatively recent writers.
they are called, and it is to be found among the Spiritual I regret that our i brary doos not afford a very full catalogue
Exorcises determined by the founder. Lot me give On2ef worka in regard te Ibis subjeet, and I have been cern-
extract upon thiis subject: pelled te rely upon authorities written 20 or 25 ycars age.

" It is so complete and entire that while every member of the society is I will reàd sncb as I bave, and the liuse wilI be able te
obliged to obey the General as implicitly and blindly as if he were judgof their pertinence te the order aI prescnt. Garnier-
Jesus Christ, in ail things whatsoever, without reserve, without excep-
tion, without question or examination, or even mental hesitation, to age says.
carry'into.execution anything he may prescribe with the same fullness of IlThey know but one law, one faith, and eue morality. That law,
consent and submission that they feel in the belief of the dogmas of the faith, and morality, they cau authority. To a superior they subnit life
Catholic faith itself, to be in his hands as passive as a corpse, or as a and conscience. To their order they sacrifice individuallty. They are
staff in the bande of an old man, or as Abraham when under the com- neither Frenchmen, Italians, Qermans nor Spaniards. They are fot
mand of God, he was ordered to sacrifice his son, he must persuade citizens of any country. They are Jesuite ouly. They have but one
himself on principle that ail that he has ordered to do is right, and family, one fortune and eesd; and ail these are included in the word
above ail personal feeling and volition." coinmunity.",

I arn quoting from the docreocf the larliament ef Paris. Mr. LANDERKIN. A regular Tory Order.
Much more might be adduced te te seane effect. Thase Mr. MeCARTIY. Very much liko that: that i te
who have thought cf thiasubjoct, those who have given it only roason yu dea net blong tethoran, I am afrad.e Iaw
any conideration, have, ne deubt, made up tbeir mind one new quoting fro the Quarerly Review, and if hon. gentie-
way or the ether on il, Nothing, perbaps, ii more truc mon wil take the trouble y read tbat article, and i is a
than the statement that ia made in the report cfthse fair criicis , s far as I arm capable of judging, of the works
Attorney General of Paris, we was called upon te inv sti- of tshe Jesuits and tbe Jesuit writings whicb were under
gale the position cf Ibis bedy. Looking at thora as onereview, I think tikey wil be satisfied. l l the Quarterly
set of people are anxions te do, and they appoar te bo ail Review of 1874 was very glad tpeind that te ppular
right; look aI them from the othor aide, and tbcy hardly deluion as hange poioning of t rie Pope who dissolvd the
appear b the same advantage. I tbink il is only fair teoardsr, was exploded by te writer. Down a very
say-J do net desire at aIl te be misunderstood-tbat tho recent peried, indeed, birs had ben boulived on the auLior-
individual mon are, porhaps, the élite of tiseir ordor, higbly 11y of a bigb and distinguished Gorman doctor, wbe wrote
educated, botter educatod, botter mon upon tise wbolofer in 1872 and statid on undoubted authority taI lPope
their aysto cf drill. The long probaîionary psriod they Clement thise Tirteenthehad beu poisonod by tsat ordier.
have I h undergortncetrarily woedsusur the wbakrynes and
eaves only thestrong and robust-intelleftually as we oarSomo hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh.

physically-and, I suppose, bat amongst ne equal numbor Mr. MoCARTHY. I say tisa a Gor man doctor said so;
cf mon will the compeeracf the Jesuits bo found. I will and tbatd bis Englih autherity in 1874 exploded
read a note showing the view cf the Attomney Ganeral ef tiaI doctrine and sbowed that irdidenot r eson

the Parliament cf Paria, in his report: any solid foundation. 1 was vory glad, and I arn
'The constitutions have two face-T sure any bon, gentleman will n oglad o find tTht that

sie jase Butyte author whodeit with tho Jeosuits in that
onoaeid fewhic hpe senote on.hi gieteangland teaimpartial apirit rnay ho perhaps ontitlod te some credenco
oneaoubodadtsote aide cf wisici ho shsne n i ii o s ndt o who'n ho depicts, as ho dees in lise folio wing yoar, somewhen oaonsnakh odoctrines hold by the order. H fie ndeavodate establiah,

and, in my humblejdgment, ho des establis, ta The atreno
Sir RICHARD CAIRTWILGHT. Both aides were per- principles upon wisich the order is established are jnstified, a

fectly correct. Probabalism, Mental reservation, and tisalisthey nd justifies

Mr. MOCARTH1Y. I accept tiaf illustration also; that tmie moan. To argue taI, would involve an enquiry foreigd

applieesatill more forcibly te what I amn going to road- porbaps 10 Ibis discusion Ianmreyaig iecn
both aidesonre appear abn pefectly correct also clusion aI.whi'h the writer arrived, and every hon.t.ember

"The constitutions have two faces, because they were forsned into two can lfom his oButopinon as 10 wiseterstis upiio sweIl
intentionsg-on the ee aide, for the glory of God and the salvation of or.fLNDE BKIN A regclaTr oer.

Mouls; and n the mther ide, for the glory of the society and ithsfuture thiMord layadown Vrmut, lttise tisaof atdg, the

extension. This causes the difference f opinion concerning them. Their writer sayo
admirers look ealy aItishe furs aspect, and their detractors ses oniy the I"We are told, aise, it is by no means decided that a jndge is bouud
anyecond e i hneer to accepti money gifts trom a party to a n sit before him. If the

Now, I think that tatement was mae tha I was bound te giftwere proffrsd wh the view of influencing a prospective judgment,
Antofthe y to justice, the j ndge should, indeed sternly refuse acueptancer

make, becaueiiaon onot aai l ho e as a Protestant bigot. revietence theywl bee a rouced. th Quiamatterly
do ot pretend 10 make any tatement bore as a Protestant. controvery' whether he may net retain what might then seem a mere

I wapastonihed samheartisehon. member f r Stanstead offring of gratitude frodr wae ebenefited by the delivered sentence, even

s Oolb n e sires a aProtestant erdosnot a t ha rent iis had been contrary tijustice. e bec iese O nthis charact or u-
indi ual n a, phap, teritfndamnta notions astergisheand wrong. Lot us takeh case of

educated, be r e d atrepresentative of m y constituency, o pers n 872, a sa t on undoubted t h ori y tha tP e

rea t a noteksowing thaiwo h tony eea fta ot i aandt hed tat ig didhne rst one
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guilty arty. According to received ideas, the compact would be
crimina. ather Gary, however, decides that, provided the person
biibed be not ez-oficio bound to give information, the bargain would be
quite lawful, 'as without injustice ho might keep silence about the
thief, in deference to his entreaties * *6 therefore, e8pari, with-
out injustice, silence might be observed in deference to gifts given or
promised.'1
I need not tell hon. gentlemen who have paid any atten-
tion to the subject, that Father Gary is a comparatively
modern writer, that his works were published under the
Propaganda, and therefore under the highest authority, and
his works are for morals, for teaching in the schools, and
for the guidance of those who desire instruction of this
kind. So far in regard to the judge. But there is also a
law for witnesses, and the law for witnesses is even more
dangerous than the law laid down for the judges. The
writer says:

" The first point laid down il, that no obligation to make reparation
eau attach to any one who bas given false witness from invincible ig-
norance, inadvertence, or delusion, a proposition which, though not
wholly free from objections, we will not canvass. But Father Gary
proceeds to consider the case of one who, with the view of supplying
deeds that have been lost, and of promoting the succese of indisputable
right (the indisputableness of such right being left to the subjective
test of individual appreciation), either reproduces, that is, forges, or
tampers with a writing, a chirograph, or a deed of acknowledgment;
and he concludes that, though a person acting thus 'would, indeed,
sin venially on the score of a lie, the document produced not being the
authentic one, on the strength of which judgement sbhould rest; and
though he might possibly incur a grave sin against charity teward him-
self by exposing his person to imminent peril ot very severe penalties in
the likely event of detection; nevertheless, he would be wholly free
from alil sin against mutual justice, and would consequently stand ab-
solved from all obligations to make restitution.'"

Mr. CURRAN. Will the hon. gentleman give the
authority ?

Mr. McCARTHY. I am quoting from the Quarterly
Review of 1875.

Mr. DESJARDINS. Who is the writer ?
Mr. McCARTHY. I cannot tell.
Mr. CURRAN. Has the hon. gentleman consulted Father

Gury in the original?
Mr. McCARTHY. I leave that for the hon. gentleman

to do. I do not suppose a writer in a great magazine like
the Quarterly Review misrepresents Father Gury; if the
hon. gentleman thinks so, I rather imagine he will find
himseif mistaken. If he will take the trouble to read the
article, which was not written in a spirit of hostility but
rather of enquiry for the trutb, I shall be glad. I have now
done with that part of the subject. But I think there are
people in this country, the fair sex, who ought to be pro-
tected. It seems there is a rule, a law for thern also, and
that breach of promise is not an improper act in certain
events and in certain cases. The writer says :

" In the matter ofplighted troth we learn from Gary, 'that he who has
sworn it to a girl, rich and healthy * * is not bound by his oath should
she happen to have become poor or fallen into bad health.' Again we

are informed that a probable opinion, countenanced by St. Liguori,
would allow an engagement to be broken off if a 'fat inheritance'
should accrue, seriously modifying the statue as to fortune of either
party, and the case is &hus illustrated.: ' Edmund had betrothed
himself to Helen, a girl of the same station and fortune as his own. As
he was on the very point of celebrating his wedding, he acquired a fat
inheritance from a deceased uncle. Wherefore, he repudiates Helen,
that he may marry another with a fortune to match. It seems that Edmund
should not be disturbed for this. Jilting is no unfrequent practice, but
it is striking to find it justified in a handbook of morais, whenever
' faith could be kept only by the surrender of a big advantage which
would be tantamount to great loss.' "

That is a comfortable doctrine for one side, but rather un-
comfortable for the other.

Mr. MITCHELL. It is hard on the girls.

Mr. MoCARTHY. Yes, as my hon. friend says, it is
bard on the girls. I will pass over the next extract in
eonsideration lor the galleries. If this is anything like a
propér sttemett of the m'ral teaching of the order, I

Mr. M6oAhrur.

hardly think it is one that ought not to be bonussed, to use
a familiar term, by any of our Local Legislatures. But
what as regards the history of this order ? Io it disputed
as an historical fact that they are responsible for the ex-
pulsion of the Huguenots ? I trow not.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec), It is disputed.
Mr. McCART HY. I am astonished to learn it; I thought

it would not be disputed. Is it doubted that they
brought about the revocation of the Edict of Nantes?
Is it doubted that they were responsible for the causing the
Thirty Years' War ? Is it seriouely open to question that
they had much to do with precipitating the Franco-German
war ? Of course, those hon. gentlemen who will not believe
anything against the Jesuits will not believe that, but there
is weighty evidence to show that they were concerned in
precipitating that war, which, as we all know, occurred in
comparatively modern times.

Mr. BERGERON. In whose interest ?

Mr. MoCARTIIY. In the interest of the order and body
to which they belong, in the interest of the church, of
which they are the light horse-the Cossacks, the advanced
guard. Now, I suppose Cardinal Manning's statement with
regard to thcm will not be denied to be, at all events, an au-
thentic statement; and Cardinal Manning, in his book of ser-
mons published by Duffy of Paternoster:Row, at page 187,
says writing of the Jesuit Order:

" That it embodies the character of its founder, the same energy,
perseverance and endurance, it la his own presence still prolonged, the
same perpetuated order, even in the spirit and manner of its working,
fixed, uniform and changeless."

That is within the life of the distinguished prelate who
speaks of them as being the same as they were 300 years
ago.

Mr. BERGERON. We do not deny that.
Mr. McCARTIIY. No person will deny that. Thon, it

is useless to continue the argument, it is useless to make
citations; but I do think that their expulsion from France
in 1880 would be of interest to my hon. friends, and that it
would not have been altogether treated as of no conse-
quence. It is strictly true that France is now a Republic,
enjoying a free Government, but it is perfectly clear that
the Jesuits were expelled, and the gentleman who had
charge of the educational department in France put for-
ward those grounds for the reason for their expulsion. If I
cite from past history I will be told: "Oh, the order may
have changed ;" and if I cite from modern days I dare say
that there will be some other answer, but I do say this,and
I think we ought all to be willing to accept it, that everybody
elise cannot always have been in the wrong, and the Jesuits
always in the right. They have been expelled from overy
country time and time again.

Mr. BERGERON. But they are back again.
Mr. MoCARTHY. Yes, they are back again.
Mr. AMYOT. They were not thon expelled from Russia.
Mr. McCARTHY. They were, and I will give the hon.

gentleman the date of their expulsion. Having been
expelled from the Catholic countries, they found a harbor of
refuge in Russia and Prussia, after being suppressed by the
Sovereign Pontiff, and, having lived there under the protec-
tion of that Government, their education and trainiog of
those whom they brought up were found incompatible, as
they were found elsewhere, and must always be found,
according to their teachings, incompatible to any State
Government or to any organised condition of society.
These are the reasons which made not only the expulsion
of the Jesuits from Russia necessary, but also brought
about, as we find, the putting an end to '!lthe concordat "
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which, up to a certain time, had existed between the Court
of St. Petersburg and the Sovereign Pontiff at Rome. I
will refer to what Mr. Ferry said, in introdacing this mea.
sure in France for the expulsion of the Josuits, and I am
not going to read it all but just one or two particulars,
becauso I do not care to deal with what may be termed
even remotely the religious aspect of the question. I want
to treat this simply from the position of State: whether as a
matter of statesmanship, as a matter of policy it was proper
to have admitted this Act to remain in force, or whether it
is not proper and right that this Act should still be vetoed
The measure in the French Chamber, as explained, is chiefly
directed against the Jesuits on the ground that " they are
the enemies of the state, that their teachings are in opposi-
tion to the principles of government, and would suppress all
freedom of education." Many other reasons were given
against the Jesuits by Mr. Ferry, and the following among
the rest. Ie quoted the decree of the Parliament of 1826
which recites:

" That the edicts by which Jesuits had been banished and dissolved,
were founded upon the recognised inoompatibility of their principles
with the independence of every Government."

Mr. BERGERON. What are you reading from ?
Mr. MoCARTHY. I am reading from the publishod re-

port of the debates that took place in Paris at the time of
the expulsion of the Jesuits.

Mr. MULOCK. - What report is it?
Mr MoCARTHY. It is a condensation of the report of

the debates. Mr. Ferry thon goes on to say, from the state-
ment of the Archbishop of Paris, Mgr. Darboy:

" That the Jesuits were neither subject to the jurisdiction of the
diocesans, nor obedient to the laws of the State."

And further :
" That the State is, in temporal matters, subordinate to the church,

and has only the authority which an inferior tribunal possesses, for con-
firming the sentence of the superior; that in questions of marriage,
burial, institutions for charitable purposes, liberty of conscience, and
questions of the moral law, the spiritual power may intervene to cor-
rect or annul the civil laws."

Further, Mr. Ferry quoted from some passages from public
works, showing:

" A detestable hostility to all the laws and institutions of modern
society. These works distinctly taught the divine right of kings, and
advocated the carrying on of religions wars. They attacked the revo-
lution, and glorified the revocation of the Edict of Nantes; they calum-
niated Nicker and Turgot; they rejected the principle of the national
sovereignty, and they taught that france was beaten in the late war
because she had deserted the Pope. In these books universal suffrage
and trial byjury were denounced as vexatious institutions, liberty ofconscience and of worshipwere condemned, and the liberty of the press
was asserted to be a principle that has never been admitted by a wise
Government."

Whether those are principles which ought to be endorsed
by this Parliament it will be for the fouse to judge.

Mr. BERGERON. Were they expelled thon ?
Mr. McCARTHY. Yes.

Mr. BERGERON. But they are there now.

Mr. MoCARTHY. The hon. gentleman has perhaps more
information than I have on that subject, but that they were
expelled is beyond question. I told the hon. member for
Bellechasse (Mr. Amyot) that they were expelled more
than once from France. They were expelled from France
im 1595, at the close of the War of the League. Now, I do
think that in the stage of the debate it is not necessary to
trouble the House by reading the decree of suppression of
the Pope in 1773; but surely if the order has not changed,
surely if they have remained as they were, there is ground
for interference. I think that it was about the time of their
expulsion from France, in 1762, when it was asked of them
to change their mode of carrying on operations, and when
the answer was: " We muet continue to be as we are or cease

to exist." I say that when those things are oonsidered ; this
evidence of a statement made by the Pontiff with full know-
ledge of all the circumstances it in impossible to displace;
there is no way ot getting rid of thst evidence. It cannot be
impugned by the members of the church of which the PQn-
tiff referred to was a distinguished ornament. It cannot be
impugned by any candid person, because the character of
Pope Clement was of the very highest order, and hoestood
conspicuously above bis compeers. Now, a liât was given-
and, therefore, I noed not repeat it-of the expulsion of the
Jesuits from various countries. It is not to be lest sight of
that they wore expelled from Germany in 1872. Tbey had
been admitted into Prussia by Frederick II, and why were
they expelled ! It seems to me that the reason for their
expulsion is particularly applicable to our position here, for
there was in that country a mixed community of Protes-
tants and Catholics. The Jesuits were admitted to this
country, the corporation having been dissolved and their
having been sent about their business by a decree to which
I have referred. And having obtained a foothold in Prussia,
what was tho result ? Lot me read :

"lBut in North Germany they became very powerfal, owing to the
footing Frederick II had 'iven theminl Prussia, especi ally in t Rhine
Provinces: and, gradually moulding the younger generation of clergy
after the War of Liberation, succeeded in s preading ultramontane views
amongst them, and so leading up to the di ffeulties of the civil govern-
ment which issued in the Falk lawsand their own expulsion."

Now, Sir, I have done with the extracts which I propose to
make upon that subject, end I come to the more important
part of the subject under consideration. It may be that all I
have said is true, and that yet if this matter-I am arguing
it now, of course, upon that theory-was in the legislative
competence of the Province, it ought stili to romain as law.
I venture, Sir, to ask the flouse seriously to consider the
position in which we stand. The worship of what is called
local autonomy, which some gentlemen have become ad-
dicted to, is fraught, I venture to say, with groat ovil to
this Dominion. Our allegiance is due to the Dominion
of Canada. The separation into Provinces, the
right of local s-elf-governmont which we possess, is
not to make us les citizens of the Dominion, is not
to mako us less anxious for the promotion of the
welfare of the Dominion; and it is no argument to say that
because a certain piece of legislation is within the power of
a local Parliament, therefore that legislation is not te be
disturbed. By the same Act of Parlianent, by which power
is conferred upon the Local Legislature, the duty and power
-because where thore is power there is a corresponding
duty-are cast upon the Governor in Council to revise and
review the acts of the legislative bodies. The Legislatures
are not to be at liberty to run in different directions, to
promote in one Province one nationality and one church,
and in another Province another nationality and another
church, or in any other way te run counter, bocause such
courses must inevitably bring about the dissolution of Con-
federation. It is not because a Province is kept in check,
it is not because its legislation is vetoed, that thore is danger
te our system. We can impose no law upon a Province; it
is merely a negative power which the central Government
possesses-a power te prevent evil laws, in the sense which
I speak, in the wider efild of the Dominion, viewed here
from the centre-and this power ought to be, of course,
prudently, wisely, but duly exercised when occasion may
require. It must be exercised by Ministers who are respon-
sible to this House. To my hon. friend from West Durham
(Mr. Blake), we are indebted for the clear recognition of
the principle that His Excellency the Governor General,
in every act of allowance or disallowance, must find
Ministers in this Parliament who have the confidence of
this Parliament, and who are willing to accept the responsi-
bility for that act. And that is the safeguard to the Consti-
tution; that is theo safeguard which will always make it
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impossible for any Minister here to advise His Excellency
to disallow measures which ought to be permitted to go
into operation. But if the other system is set up, if the
alternative presented by my hon. friend from Stanstead
(Mr. Colby), is to be adopted; if you are to say that
becanse a law has been passed within the legisiative
authority of the Province, therefore it must remain; we
can easily see, Sir, that before long these Provinces, instead
of coming nearer togother, will go further and further
apart. We cani see that the only way of making a united
Canada, and building up a national life and national senti-
ment in the Dominion, is by seeing that the laws of one
Province are not offensive to the laws and institutions, and,
it may be, to the feelings of another-1 will go so far as to
say that they must be to some extent taken into
consideration. Not, by any means, that those con-
siderations are always to govern, but they are
matters worthy of the consideration of statesmen.
If the Provinces were foreign powers, if they owed
no local allegiance, if they were not subjeut to
the control of a Governor who enjoyed the confidence
of this House, the hostile legislation of one Province
would be a fit subject of remonstrance from a friendly
power. It may not be a very apt illustration, but
at the moment it occurs to me that Napoleon III remons-
trated during the time of Lord Palmerston, because he said
that under the law of England persons who were known to
intend his assassination wereharbored in England. We
know what the result of that was, that the English people
rebelled against the interference of a foreign power. I do not
know whether the same spirit dwells in their descendants
here or not. This illustration shows what I mean. Under
our system, no matter what the law may be, no matter how
hostile the people of the adjoining Province of Ontario may
consider this law to be, the answer which is given as the
final and conclusive answer, without appeal or resort,
is that it is passed by the Province of Quebec in the legis-
lative power of that Province, and therefore it muet go
into operation. Now, take this particular Bill. If the
view which I venture to hold is correct-and, Sir, I hold it
after careful consideration-the view which is held by a
large body of the people of the Province, men distinguished
for learning, men distinguished for piety, men distinguished
in all the walks of life, as to the character of this
order; the view which is held, with the record before us of
the expulsion of the order from every Christian state in
Europe; I say, is it possible to imagine that the establish-
ment of such an order as that is not a matter of concern to
the people of the Province of Ontario and the rest of the
Dominion ? Putting the question on the lowest ground, is
this order, thus subsidised, going to confine its operations
within the limits of the Province of Quebec ? True, the
money is to be spent there, although I do not know how that
is to be guaranteed. I find no machinery for ascertaining
how the money is to be expended; but, assuming that the
money is to be spent there ingood faith,it only strengthens
the order for incursions beyond the border. We know that
some of its members-some of the very same gentlemen, 1
believe, who have been incorporated-do sometimes visit
the Province of Ontario. It is idle, therefore, to say that
you can establish such an order as that, and claim it is not
a matter of common concern to the rest of the Dominion.

Mr. AMYOT. Do you object to that?
Mr. MoCARTHlY. I decidedly object to them, or I would

not be standing here.
Mr. BERGERON. They are British subjects.

Mr. McCARTJHY. YOs, I believe those at present in this
country are; but, as I have already pointed ont, the whole
body, numbering perhaps 20,000 mon, is incorporated by this
1 ittle Bill of the Province of Quebec. The very words of

Mr. MOCanT1w.

the Bill are: "All who now are or may be of that order."
I have heard it said: Oh, you are too late. Where were you
when the incorporation Act was under consideration ?
Why did you not raise your voice thon? Why did not the
Protestants thon etrike at the root of the evil ? I do not
know, though I am pretty familiar with what is called
the doctrine of estoppel, that any such doctrine eau be
applied to a people. I am not aware that the laches of a
Government I have supported, or that the laches of hon.
gentlemen on either side, are going to prevent the people
from objecting, even if it be too late to object to the Act of
Incorporation, to the Act of Endowment, honored by the
official seal of the Legislature of the Province of Quebec.
ln my jndgment the Act of Incorporation amounted to
very little. The Jesuit body claimed to be incorporated
before, and they did not care for incorporatior, except
for the purpose of holding lands in the Province. They
claimed to be incorporated under the revival of the order
by the Pope in 1814, and the only object of their incor-
ration by the Act was to enable them to hold real estate,
which is a matter not particularly concerning the rest of
the Dominion. What does strike me, what has roused the
people of the Province from which I have the honor to come,
as they have never been aroused in my time, is that one of
the Provinces has thought fit to recognise by its legislation,
and its grant of public money, the order which they have
been brought up to oppose, their reading as to which in
later years has strengthened their early training in that
respect. Is it the work of politicians ? I think in that it
is unique in its character. I believe on no platform, in no
place has the voice of any public man in the Province been
raised in promoting this agitation. It has corme from the
people. It is promoted, not by the so-called professional
politician or any politician, but by the people. By the
people it is supported, by the people it je maintained, and
by the people it is bound to succeed, be it sooner or later.
This is not going to end the controversy. The controversy,
as it is said, has come to stay. The principle which
this Bill involves and which this moasure has drawn atten-
tion to, is perhaps the one which excites naturally the
greatest indignation, and bas called forth the greatest agita-
tion. It is impossible to believe that the men who are at
the bottom of this agitation are moved by any particular
purpose, or particular view, or desiring aggrandisement.
I was astonished to hear the hon. member for Lincoln (Mr.
Rykert) denounce these men. They were, hoesaid, mere
ministers. Principal Cavan, a teacher of the Presbyterian
body, a man with whom I have not the honor of
personal acquaintance, a man who, so far as I
know, in politics differs from me, but a man
who, so far as I have heard, is entitled to the
respect of every citizen where ho lives and is known. Dr.
Stafford, who ministered in this city for many years-men
of that description are not thus lightly to be spoken of and
to be sneered at because they have stepped out from the
ordinary walk of their calling, and gone on the platforrn to
uphold what they believe to be the rights of the citizens.
I submit instead of that being a subject for sneering, in-
stead of its being a subject which would call for the con-
demnation of my hon. friend from Lincoln (Mr. Rykert),
it is the best tribute to their sincerity. This spontaneous
exhibition on the part of the people is genuine and heart-
felt, because it is really intended and really meant. Now,
tbese are the reasons why the Government should disallow
this measure. I have but one other, which I spoke of be-
fore, and it is the question of religions equality. I listened
with rapt attention to the-will I call it plaintive--appeal
made by my hon. friend behind me. Thore is no censure,
ho said, which you can make upon this occasion, which will
not fall with ten-fold force upon the Protestant minority
of the Province of Quebec. Nothing that you can
say here can remedy the laches which the Protestant min-
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ority displayed in not opposing the majority. I am not Mr.. Mo "ARTHY. In the latter part of the Act, if the
bore to explain the cause of those laches. I do think we hon, gentleman will rend it4
need not go very far for the reason, and I dare say before
this debate closes we will learn it; and I call upon hon. Mr. LANG ELIER'(Quebec). I bave not seen it.
members who represent the Protestant nonstituencies in Mr. MoCARTHY. I cannot make the bon. gentleman
Quebec, to tell us whether they accept the doctrine of read it. And there is not one word from the Protestant
my hon. friend behind me. I ask the hon. mem ber for minority. It is easy to understand how they get on, as
Huntingdon (Mr. Scriver), I call on the hon. member for he says, if they submit to all that injustice without a word
Brome (Mr. Fisher), I call on the hon. member for Argen- of remonstrance. It is easy to understand how happy they
teuil (Mr. Wilson) to let us in Ontario understand whether can be if the Protestant minority are willing simply to
there is the turtle dove, peacefulness, existing between the take what they can get. a seat hore occupied by my hon.
Protestant minority and the Catholie majority in the Pro- Iriend from Stanstead (Mr. Colby), with a seat in the other
vince of Quebec which the hon. member for Stanstead (Mr. House given to the representative of the majority. MyColby) depicted last night. I call on them to state here hon. friend tells us that no Protestant can bo elected in the
whether there is nothing but biling and cooing between Province if the majority chose. If the Protestants come
these separate and distinctive parts into which that Pro- bore from that Province enly to carry ont the behests of
vince is divided. My hon. friend's language would seem to the other side, they are a deception. We do not realise
imply that. The Protestants enjoyed every Protestant their position, because we understand that they are repre-
liberty-really, they were allowed to manage their own senting the minority, but it appears that they are truly
little Protestant affairs as if there was no majority at the representatives of the majority, and we are told that, if
all. They were in no way thwarted, interfered with, or this cry is raised, if this body is assailed, if we venture to
troubled by this majority, and the instances ho cited to us raise our voices in this Parliament, we are going to
of this spirit of toleration on the part of the majority were, raise snob a cry that the Protestant representatives from
to my mind, unfortunate and unhappy. Mr. Joly was one. the Province of Qnebec will lose their seats. I cannot
Ho was, I believe, the leader of the Liberal party, as my believe that that is ossible. I cannot believe that my
hon. friend bas stated, but has my hon. friend forgotten hon. friend is rig t in thinking so; but even at
modern history? fHas ho forgotten that Mr. Joly was that expense, even at the expense of the logs of
deposed from his position, or resigned, because of the im- my hon. friend from this House, which, together with that
possibility of acting? fHas ho forgotten that Mr. Joly of other members, would be a calamity to the country,
actually resigned his seat, and that practically ho was though I cannot believe that that would ho the result of a
driven out of public life? fair, full, frank and calm discussion of this subject, although

Mr. LAURIER. He was always opposed by the it is one which tronches upon feelings which are guarded
.i y .most sensitively, still that would have to ho borne. Forminority. these reasons, I venture to think, it will not ho found that
Mr. MoCARTHY. Well, so much the worse for that my hon. friend's statements are correct. As ho made the

minority. I say that minority has no reason to plume statement, my eye caught th.e report in a newspaper that
itself upon Mr. Joly's successor. Those who opposed him petitions were being signed in the city of Montreal, that
in former times must certainly now look back with regret. already 3,000 names had been obtained to those petitions,

and that more were coming in-petitions to the Governor
Mr. MITCHELL. YIou mean Chapleau, Ross and the General, calling upon him to disallow this measure. Daes

others. You cannot mean Mercier also. this look as if the Protestants of the Province of Quebec
| were desirous, and willing, and anxious that this legislation

Mr. McCARTRY. I do not mean you, and tbat ongbt to should romain unchangod, or doos it not look as if the
be quite sufficient for my bon. friend from Northumberland Protestant minority in that Province were given reasonable
(Mr. Mitchell), nor do I even mean his organ, the /ierald. encouragement, that they would get justice-and no more
Another example cited was the Protestant paper, the than justice are they entitled to, and no more than justice I
Witness. The Witness had never said anything. I do not hope they will ever ask for-from the Parliament of this coun-
know how that may ho. But is it true that the Witness try ? Thon they will houp and doing, to do their share of this
was excommunicated, and romains still under the ban of legislation. But in the Legislature of that Province, compos-
the Church ? Is it not true that the people of a certain ed as it is now, they cannot eapect it. There waa
religion cannot buy the Witness newspaper, under the pains no Protestant representative in the Cabinet of
and penalties that may follow thereon ? That did not seem that Province until recently, and, when one was
a very happy way of manifesting the toleration of the chosen, ho had to be elected in spite of the
majority of the Province of Quebec. At last my hon. vote of the Protestant minority. I can understand that, if
friend's argument culminated-will ho pardon the world- there were a fighting man in that House like the hon.
in what appeared to me the acme of absurdity, when ho said member who leads the Third party hore, there might be a
the Protestants recognised no right in the Jesuits of a chance of obtaining sometbing like justice, but mon with
legal kind. The Protestants disclaimed that there is any that skill and ability, with parliamentary knowledge to
moral claim. The Protestants wore opposed to the intro- back it, are not to be found every day, and we are not to
duction of the name of is ioliness the Pope as-did ho judge the Protestant representatives of the Province of
use the word pestiferous? or what was the word almost as Qiiebec on that high standard. We were told that the
strong-a bitter pill for them to swallow. But they did ferald had not said anything about this iniquitous acheme,
not do anything. The Act took away from them their though the hon. gentleman (Mr. Mitchell) said that. if ho
education fand. By one short clause it is deolared that the had been there, ho would not have approved of it. I have
education fund hitherto belonging to Protestante and not heard anyone approve of it. It bas gone without de-
Catholics alike shall become a part of the general revenue fonce. The hon. member for Stanstead (Mr. Colby) does
Of the country, and that out of the general revenue of the not approve of it. Perhaps my hon. friend from Lincoln
country 460,000 might ho paid to the Protestant minority (Mr. Rykert) does approve of it, in bis great desire to have
Of the Province of Quebec; and not one word was raised perfect religions liberty, and not to drive the French out
against thia Act of spoliation. of Ontario. My hon. friend candidly told us that he would

not have approved of it. Then, what muzzled the great
Mr L ANGELIER (Quebec). Where is that to be found ? organ of public opinion ? Was it because it was the organ
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of the Government ? At one time that was the organ of
the Protestants of the Province of Quebec.

Mr. MITCHELL. I will tell the hon. gentleman, if he
wishes to know.

Mr. McCARITHY. I will let the hon. gentleman tell me
when I get through. Perhaps thon you will allow me to
ask you a question or two.

Mr. MITCHELL. I will give you perfect liberty.
Mr. McCARTHY. I think we are encouraged to perse.

vere in the course we bave pursued, and the course we have
taken, by the ebullition of popular feeling which we now see
is aroused and is manifesting itself in the Province (f
Quebec. It cannot now be said that it is only the members
from Ontario who have raised this cry and who are seeking
for this disallowance.

Mr. MITCHELL. That is all it is.
Mr. MoCART1HY. Then the petitions are very extraor-

dinary, and I can hardly accept the contradiction of my
hon. friend in the face of those petitions. I cannot do
better than close in the language of Principal Cavan. I
adopt every word which that distinguished gentleman
uttered the other evening in reference to the question of
disallowance. Speaking on this question, hoesays:

"I e was quite willicg to admit that within their own distinct limita
the autonomy of the Provinces ought to be respected. Under the Act of
Federation certain subjects were designated as belonging to the Domin-
ion, and certain subjects were named as within the jurisdiction of the
several Provinces, and while he had neyer committed himself te the
principle, as a universal principle, that the central authority could not
revise the Acta of the Provinces that were within their own limita; while
he distinctly desired not to be committed to that principle ; while he
did hold that as a general thing it was a safe and wise principle,
as long as the Proinee has kept fairly and definitely within its
own limits, even though its action is not the wisest action, that the
central authority should b. very careful about revising it-he believed
that occasions did arise when it was not simply permitted to the central
authority, but that it was the bounden duty of the central authority te
revise provincial legislation, legislation lying distinctly within the
limita of the Provinces. Ie supposed on most subjects he would be re-
garded as thinking with the Liberal party, but if the Liberal party had
even taken ground in opposition to that he must beg to be excused from
following the Liberal party. He supposed that was a bold thing for a
man Who was neither lawyer nor politician to say, but was preparel te
take the ground that the Jesuits' Estates Act was not within the limits
of the Province of Quebec. Se far as it dealt with education it was
within those limits, so far as it dealt with money it was within those
limite, but he thought he could show that it was marked by features
which took it out of those limita, and making it a matter that the Do-
minion ought to deal with."

DERBY BRANCH RAILWAY.

Air. MITCHELL asked, 1. Io the section of railway
subsidised by Parliament completed, extending from the
western end of the Derb Branch Railway to a connection
with the Northern and Western Railway at Blackville, in
the county of Northumberland ? 2. If so, when was its
completion accepted or recognised by the Government ? 3.
I the said section of railway now in operation ? If not,
why notl? 4. Has the Government taken any steps to have
the said railway put in operation, and if so, what were
they ? 5. Ras the Govern ment had any negotiations or cor.
respondence with the proprietors of the said railway, for
the purpose of extending the traffie on the Derby Branch
and securing for the public the advantages which the public
were expected to receive when Parliament subsidised said
line ; and if so, what were they, and with what result ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. 1. Accepted as completed,1
the company having given a bond to replace the cedar crib-t
work with msonry when called upon by the Government1
to do so. 2. On the 26th October, 1887. 3. Have noi
knowledge se to the cause. 4. No. 5. Yes ; they were in1
the nature of a proposition of leasing the Indiantown Branchs
to the company, it reeulted in the Government preparing af
ease for the oxecution, after which the company refused to

Mr. MOOAZTrT.

execute, since which the Government have operated the
Indiantown Branch.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.
UNION R&IL WAY COMPANY.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew) moved second reading of Bill
(No. 79) te ineorporate the Union Railway Company.

Mr. BRYSON. Before this Bill is read the third time I
desire te make one or two observations in reference to it.
It will be within the recollection of hon. gentlemen in this
House that on the 17th of June, 1887, a Bill in favor of the
Pontiac Railway Company, asking for an extension of time
for the completion of that road to the town of Pembroke,
was passed by this House. To my mind, if this Bill now
before the House comes into operation, it may seriously
interfere with the completion of the line of the Pontiac
Railway. I may say at the outset that the line of the
Pontiac Railway is now within a very short distance of the
town of Pembroke, that the iron upon that road has been
laid te within 14 miles of that town; and the difficulty
which now exists with respect to the completion of that
road is simply a matter of negotiation for a financial arrange-
ment te raise money to build this bridge. That bridge,
as the House is aware, received a consideration at the
hands of this louse last year of 15 per cent, of the actual
cost, which was then estimated te be about $225,000.
I contend that if this Bill be allowed te pass as it is
at present drawn, and as the railway will touch
certain villages in the county of North Renfrew, te a very
great extent it will be a rival line te the Pontiac
Railway. The greatest distance at any point between
the Pontiac Railway and the Can adian Pacifie Railway
does net exceed 17 miles; and I contend that the farmers of
the townships of Westmeath and Ross cannot in any way
be considered as suffering for the want of railway facilities.
When people are living within 8 miles of a line of railway,
with good roads, I consider there can be ne hardship
endured by them, and c.nsequently this Bill ought te stand
over for a time. In looking at the names of the petitioners
foNr this Bill, I find that the gentlemen who are asking for
the incorporation of this company reside in the town of
Pembroke. If I were convinced that the promoters of this
Bill were residents of these townships, I would look upon it
differently. I may be permitted te refer te an argument
used by the hon. member for North Renfrew in the Railway
Committee-he contended that we would be depriving these
people of a railway. Well, in looking over these names I
find that net one of the gentlemen who are asking for incor-
poration, are residents of this portion of the country through
which this lin of railway would run. Therefore, I corne
te the conclusion that the promoters of this scheme are
in a measure , promoting a lino of railway which
will be a rival lin. te the Pontiae Railway, and
may result disastrously to that line. Irrespective of the
intereste of the county which I have the honor te represent,
a very large portion of the community in the county of
Pontiac might for all time te come be deprived of a line of
railway. It is contended with some force that the Ottawa
River, lyîng between these two lines of railway, is a very
serious embarrassment te the people of lthese townships tlat
I have just named ; but when yontake into consideration
that at the village of P )rtage du Fort we have a bridge for
highway traffil, and two very good ferries at Lapasse and
at the mouth of the Black River, which is immediately op.
posite the end of the iron on the Pontiac Railway, it wili be
seen that the people of the township of Westmeath, who are
furthest from the lin. of railway, eau suffer no serions
injury by delay in building hie rosd. I, therefore, move;
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That the said Bill be not now rear the third time, but that it be re- being not yet completed, the proposed road migit interfere

ferred back to Oommittee of the Whole, in order to insert a clause t
proilig hatth Ac BailRO eoe itOOpeatOD Rti 1 auary, with tbe crossliag of the river. 1 think the hou. saember

19.i tfor Pontiac (Mr. Bryson) doos not give suffioient weight to
Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I hope the louse will not the strength of his own road, and that he minimises the

agree to the motion of my hon. friend. The matter was ability of its promoters to complete its lino, and cross the
discussed in the Railway Committee the other day, and if Ottawa to Pembroke, even although the hou. member for
Buch an amendment should be inserted the Railway Com- Renfrew (MLr. White) may obtain a charter for the road
mittee was the proper place to make it. The people who from Pembroke to Portage du Fort. I think, therefore,
promote this Biil prefer withdrawing the Bill altogether, to that the hon. member for Pontiac (Mr. Bryson) would act
having the þroposed condition imposed. I cannot under- wisely not to oppose the Bill, and postpone the operation
stand upon what grounds my hon. friend from Pontiac (Mr. of its Act until lst January, 1891. A year would certainly
Bry son) proposes that this provision should be incorporated be occupied in organising, before contracte ,cold be given
in the Bill. The railway, the construction of which is pro- out, and during that time, with the assistance of the bon.
posed to be authorised by this Bill, will go through the town- member for Pootiac (M.r. Bryson), bis railway will have
shipa of Westmeath and Ross, in the county of Renfrew. crossed the Ottawa, and have reached Pembroke. I think,
[t does not touch the county of Pontiac until it reaches Port- therefore, that my hon. friend would do botter uot to insist
age du Fort, bO miles from Pembroke, and there it crosses on bis amendment.
the Ottawa, but does not come into contact with the Pontiac Amendment negatived on a division, Bill read the third
Railway, and it is not, so far as I am able to judge, time and passed.
going to be a competing lino to the detriment of
the county of Pontiac with the Pontiac Railway. If QUEEN'S COLLEGE KINGSTON.
anybody had any reason to complain of the road pre-
venting the construction of the Pontiac Railway it would flouse proceeded to consideration of amendments made bybe the very people who are applying for this Act of in- Senate to Bill (No. 4ý) to amend the Act respecting thecorporation, because if the Pontiac Railway is prevented Queen's College of Kingston.from coming to Pembroke it would, of course, be disadvant-
ageous to that town. There is nothing, however, in this Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). What are these a:nendments ?
.Bil or in the scheme promoted by this Bill either to Mr. KIRKPATRICK. The only amendîmont made is to
interfere with the people of Pontiac or that will the clause allowing the corporation to hold real estate in the
prevent the Pontiac Rilway roaching its terminal point Province, subject, however, to the laws of any Province in
of Pembroke. Lt is not proposed under the provisions of which any real estate was acquired.
the Bill, to draw away from the Pontiac Radway one dollar
of the subsidy that has been granted by Parliament to that Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Has that been asked for ?
road, and it is not going to interfere with the construction
of the Pontiac Railway to its terminal point. Under these Mr. KIRKPATRICK. No; the Sonate put it in of their
circumstances 1 hope the Hlouse will not consider for a own motion.
moment the proposition of my hon. triend. I may say that Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Why?
these two townships to which I have roerred are now with- Mr. KIRKPATRICK. To make the holding of the landsout railway communication because they happen to lie
alorg a tract which has on one side the Ottawa River subject te provincial laws,
and on the other Muskrat Lake, the latter being in some Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I would ask as towbether that
parts from one to two miles wide and ten to twelve miles is not done to give this House jurisdiction over the subject?
long. So these two townships are wedged in between thei Mr. KIRKPATRICK. It was not asked; as to the juris.
lake and the river, with the Pontiac Railway lying to the diction of this House 1 would refer the bon. gentleman to the
north of the Ottawa River and the Canadian Pacifie Rail- opinion in this morning's paper of the Ion. Mr. ieDougall
way to the south of the lake to which I have referred. showing that we have jurisdiction in this matter.
What is propoed by the Bill is to give communication
between Pembroke and Portage du Fort through the rich Amendments concurred to.
townships which I have mentioned. I repeat, that I hope
the House will not entertain the proposition which my bon. IN COMMITTEE-THIRD READINGS.
friend has submitted. Bill (No. 37) to amend the Act incorporating the Massa.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This subject was discussed wippi Junction Railway Company.-(Mr. Colby.)
in the Railway Committee the other day, before it was Bill (No. 63) to enable the City of Winni og to utilisedecided to report the Bill to the liouse. The hon. member the Assiniboine River water power.- (Mr. watson.)for Pontiac (Mr. Bryson) made a strong appeal to the pro.
moter of the Bill for the purpose of having the Bill delayed. Bill (No 62) to incorporate the Lake Manitoba Railway
The reason given was that the new railway in the county and Canal Company.-(Mr. Watson.)
of Renfrew would be a competing lino to the Pontiac road. Bill (No. 99) to incorporate the Three Rivers and West.
The Pontiac Railway is on one side of the River Ottawa, ern Railway Company.-(Mr. Riopel.)
and the proposed railway, in the county of Renfrew, is on
the other side of the river. I understand the hon. member CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
for Pontiac (Mr. Bryson) fears that if the proposed road
is built in the county of Renfrew, starting at Pembroke Mr. KIRKPATRICK moved, that the House resolve
and going to Portage du Fort, it will delay the building of itself into Committee on Bill (No. 68) respecting the Cana-
the Pontiac road, and, perhaps, prevent its crossing the dian Pacifie Railway Company.
river at Pembroke. I must say that the distance between Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There are onty a few
the two lines is from 18 to 20 miles, and there is a river be- minutes left of the hour for Private Bills, and as I am aware
tween the two roads, and, therefore, I do not think the con- this Bill will be considerably discussed and amendments to
petition will be very great, because the people on one side it proposed, I do net see any object in going into committee
of the river will not cross it to take the railway on the on it now. I would ask my hon. friend to withdraw hie
other. The only objection could be that the Pontiae road, motion.
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Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I accede to the request of the right

hon. gentleman, but as the time for Private Bills is coming
to a close, I hope the Government will give us an oppor-
tunity to have the Bill discussed and not confine us to the
hour on Friday night.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD>. I do not know that I can
do that. It will be the very first Bill on Friday and
Monday as well, and there is no chance of its being thrown
over.

Motion withdrawn.

SUPPLY-THE JESUITS' ESTATES AT.

Sir JOHN TEHOMPSON. I feel that in addressing the
louse upon this question and in presenting to it, at this

stage of the debate, the reasons which, I believe, justified
the Government in advising His Excellency not to exorcise
the power of disallowhnce as to the Jesuits' Estate Act of
Quebec, I must ask more than the usual indulgence of the
House. I shall be compelled, in the first place, to dwell at
considerable lergth, on details which the House has already
heard discussed; and I shall have to speak under a sense of
the fact that with one large portion of the people of Canada
nothing that I can say will be satisfactory, and that with
another, and I hope the greater portion of the people of
Canada, no defence of the Government is necessary. Never-
theless, considering ihe arraignment which the.policy of
the Governiment on this question has had, considering
the interest which the measure has excited in all quarters
of Canada, it is only becoming that I sbould ask the indul-
gence of the House in order that I may make a plain
statement of the reasons which have induced us to
give to His Excellency the advice for which we are
to be hbeld responsible to-night. I desire, before begin-
ning a statement of thee reasons, to take exception to
a remark which was made by the bon. member for Simcoe
(Mr. .McCarthy), atthe outset of his address, with reference
te the position which members of the Government occupy
in this debate. The hn. gentleman, in complaining that no
member on the Treasury benches had risen to take part in
the debate down to this stage, spoke of it almost as an act
ofdiscourtesy. He seemed to think that the mode in wkich
the discussion should be carried on was a mere matter of
politeness and a mere matter of fonce. I do not so regard it
1 undeistand the position of the Goveinment to be this : The
case on behalf of the amendment was first presented forcibly
and ably last night by the hon. member for Muskoka (Mr.
O'Brien), sustained by an hon. gentleman on the opposite
side of the flouse (Mr. Barron) ; but I leave it to the sense
of the House, whether, when the debate was adjourned at
near midnight, any argument remained unanwered which
called for an answer from the Treasury benches. But with
regard to the hon. member's complant on the ground of
discourtesy, I have to appeal to the sense of fairness of the
flouse in this pariieular. No mmber on either side of the
Huse was unaware from the commencement of this de bate,
that the main argument on which the conduct of the Gov-
ernment would be assailed, would be p esented by the bon.
inember for Simcoe (Mr. McCartby). I was the Minister,
who, il thei e be a difference between colleagues as to the
extent to which responsibility is shared, was primarily res-
porniible, and 1 submit it to the sense of fairness of every
member whethr, belore giving the ressons upon which I
must staLd or ll as regards the correctness of the advice
which I1gave to His Excellency it was not my right to bear
my accuser?- The hon. gentleman thinks otherwise, and the
poitiun he takes i bthis: That courtesy to him and to the
genlkmen who wilt divide with him on this question to-

ight require that his arraignment of my report, hie
arraignment of the Government with regard to every sub-
ject ot this discussion, bhould have been made after my
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mouth had been closed, and I had ceased to have a right to
defend myself. If there is any fairness or courtesy in that
position, I am willing to submit that I was wrong in reserv-
ing the remarks which I have to make until the hon. mem-
ber for Simcoe had been heard. Now, in presenting the case
which I have to present on behalf of the Govern ment, I muet
ask your attention for a few moments again to the weari-
some narration of the position which these lands occupied
in the Province of Quebec. Not that that matter has not been
discussed in every detail, but because in almost every detait
I have essentially different opinions from those of my
hon. friend from Simooe (Mr. McCarthy), and because, in
some respects, the points upon which the merits of this case
depend were lost sight of by the hon. member in the admir-
able address he made this afternoon. Why, I venture to
say, without the slightest disrespect for the hon. member,
for whose talents no one in this House has a higher respect
than I, and I would be the last person to disparage any ob-
servations which he might address to us-I venture to say
that the reason why this flouse ought not to ask His Excel.
lency now to disallow that Act, if we had no botter
reason, is that the hon. member for Simcoe (Mr. McCar-
thy)-a master of legal argument-addressed the House for
nearly three hours this afternoon, and presented a case in
which, to say the least of it, the greatest doubt must
exist-presented a case in which, for one whole hour,
the hon. gentleman went from detail to detail, from
step to stop, for the purpose of proving-what ?
for the pur ose of proving that the Jesuits of Quebec
lost their legal title to the estates in question-a fact
which is admitted in the preamble to the Act. He
spent an hour more in discussing theological questions,
and questions connected wit h the ecclesiastical history of
England, which, in England itself and in every one of her
colonies, have been kept asleep for the last two hundred
years by the spirit of toleration on which alone a British
country can be governed. Now, let me call the attention
of the flouse to a brief statement with -regard to the posi-
tion of these estates, not for the purpose of showing that
this society in the Province of Quebec, whatever its character
and merits may have been, had a legal title to the property,
but for the puipose of show ng that this is not a question
which we can decide, but is one which mumt and ought to
have been le teto that authority which the Constitution
makes not only competent to deal with suoh questions
but omnipotent in dealing with them, subject only to
control in so far as the rights of the wnole D>minion
or the policy of the Empire may be involved. Now,
Sir, the flouse will remember that, long before the
cession of Canada to the Crown of Gr eat Britain, the Jesuits
had labored ih the wilderness, and in the schools of Canada,
and in the churches ef Canada, and that, as a rewaid for
their mismionary zeal, foC their talent as teachers, and for
their services to this, one of the great colonies of France,
that order. had been erected into an incorporated tody,
under the most solemn acte which the King of France
could pass under his band, had been endowed with these
estates by the King of France, anud by pri% ate donors, who
wished to place in their hands the means by whichi the
work o Christianity and civilitation amoîgLt the savagts
could be carried on, and by which the work of education
amongst the youth of the Province of Quebec could be
carried on. These were the terme on which they held their
lands when the battle was fought on the Plains of Abraham,
and the conqueror took possession of Canada under
terms which are in the first place set forth in the
capitulation of the city of Quebec, and afterwards
in the capitulation of the city of Montreal, and urder
terms which are plainly defined by the law of nations,
recognised by every civilised country in the world.
What were these terms?. By the law of nations,
recognised, as I have said, in overy civilised country in the
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world, the conquering power took possesion of ail the
rights, privileges and property of the conquered monarch in
the country, but ho took no more. He took the sovereignty
of the country, ho took the King's fortifioations in the coun.
try, he took the King's stores of arme and ammunition in
the country, ho took the King's lands in the country, ho
took the King's treasures in the country, but ho had no right
by the law of nations to lay his hand on the property,
movable or immovable, of the humblest subject in the
country. If ho had despoiled private property it would
have been an outrage which would have disgraced
the British arma, and ho would have committed an
act, let me tell the louse, which, irrespective of the law of
nations, the conquering Generai stated in the Terms ofCapi-
tulation, begun at Quebec, repeated at Montreal, ho would
not do. It has been said in this debate that, by the Terms
of Capitulation, the Jesuits of the Province of Quebee, and
all their property, were placed at the mercy of the conquer-
or. I do not so read the Terms of Capitulation. Let me
see article 31 of the Terms of Capitulation of Montreal:

"AU the communities-"

And at that time the Jesuits were in community in the
Province of Quebec-

"-and aIl the priests shall preserve their movables, the property and
revenues of the seignories and other estates which they poseus in the
colony, of what.nature soever they be, and the same estates shall be
preserved in their privileges, rights, honoresand exemptions."

Tbat was the request made, and the answer given to that
request was unequivocal-" Granted." And yet we are told
that these estates, which came within the exact words of
that provision as to the seignories and property, movable
and immovable, of the priests and religious orders in the
Province of Quebec, were reserved to the King's mercy. It
is true that the preceding section 33 was refused until the
King's pleasure should be known, and in that there was a
distinct reference to the Jesuits, but that article referred,
not to the property only of the Jesuits, but asked in addi-
tion to the provisions as to their property in section 34, that
they should have all their constitutions and privileges, that
their monasteries should not be entered by troops, and that
safeguards should be given to them from military intrusion,
and that they should preserve their rights to nominate to
certain curacies and mis-ions as theretofore. Those privi-
loges, vague and undefined by the terms of the article, were
met by the words: "Reeerved until the King's pleasure be
known," although the response to the article, dealing with
the properties of these people, was the unequivocal one-
" Granted." The conquering arma of England were used
against the soldiers of France, but not against individuals,
either religious or secular, either in France or in Canada.
Now, we go a step further, and we read the Treaty of
Peace. The war had gone on, and the treaty was not made
until 1763, and let me read to the House a passage from the
treaty, because the Terms of Capitulation are liable to be
qualbfied by the final and definitive treaty at the close of the
war. This provision was made by the treaty :

" His Most Christian Majesty oedes and guerantees to His Britane
Majesty in full right, Canada with aIl its ependencies, as well as the
Island of Cape Breton, and aIl the other islands and cosets in the Gulf
and River St. Lawrence, and, lu general, everything that depends on
the said countries, lande, Isands, and costs, vith the sovereignty, pro-
perty, possesion, and ail rHight acquired by tresty or otherwise, which
the Most Christian King and the Urown of France have had till now
over the said conatries, islands, lands, places, coasts, and their inhabi-
tante, so that the Mont Ohristian King cedes and makes over the whole
to the said King and to the Crown of Great Britain, and that in the
mout ample manner and formi, without restriction, and without any
liberty to depart from the said oession and guaranty under any pretence,
or to disturb Great Britain in the possessions above mentioned.'

Now, in return for that cession of Canada and Cape Bre-
ton and all the islands of the St. Lawrence, this solemn
compact was made by Hi BritannioMajety;

" Hia Britannic Kajesty on hie Bide agrees ta grant the liberty of the
Catholie religion te tiie inhabitants of Osaa. Ble will con.equeutly
t Ve the mos precine sud moat effectuai orders that hie new Roman
iathalic subjects may profess the worship of their religion, accord-

ing ta the rites of the Romish Ohnrch, as far as the laws of Great
iain perm-t. Bis Britannic Majest further agrees that the French

inhabitants, or othere who had been tsjects of theMoet Christain Kin
in Oanada, may retire with all eafety and freedom wherever tii.7 shah
think proper, and may sell their estates, provided it be to subjects of
His Britanaic Majesty."

This House bas been told that the essence of the whole
clause is in the qualification, "as far as the laws of
Great Britain permit," and we are told that that of itself in-
troduced ail the laws of England relating to public worship,
the Supremacy Act, and everything of that kind which
could be invoked.

Mr. MoCARTHY. Not by me.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The hon. member for Simooe
did not assert that it introduced the Supremacy Act,
but the argument was made before hoe spoke in the de-
bate, that that introduced all the restrictions on the ex-
orcise of religion; and we were told that it even in.
troduced tle Supremacy Act, under which, let me
tell the House plainly, if it had been introduced in the
Province of Quebec, no man could have exercised the
Catholic religion at ail. The very essence of the Suprem-
acy Act is that no person-1 am stripping the Act of al its
verbiage, [am giving its essence, and et the same time
quoting its exact words when i say, that the gist of the
wbole Act is this: That no person outside the realm of
England shall have or exorcise within the Queen's do-
minions-even spiritual superiority. If no spiritual supe-
riority in Rome then no bishop in Canada; if no bishop in
Canada, no priest in Canada; if no priest in Canada thon no
sacrement for the living or the dying in Canada. Every
altar in Canada would have been thrown down by the very
terms of a treaty in which His Britannic Majesty, in return
for the cession of half the continent, solemnly promised
not only that the people should have the right to exorcise
their religion, as they had been accustomed to do, but that
ho would give the most precise orders that freedom of wor-
ship should be carried out in every particular. Now, Sir,
obvionsly the treaty meant no such thing ; obviously His
Britannie Majesty did not take with ono hand the cession of
this country, and hold out a false promise with the other.
Obviously ho meant that there should be perfect freedom
of worship in Canada, the newly ceded country, subject ouly
to the legislation which might be made upon this subject
from time to time by the Parliament of Great Britain, cor-
tainly not that it was subject thon to the laws as regards
freedom of worship in Great Britain; for, let me remind the
House, that instead of there being any freedom of worship
in Great Britain et that time, the exerci6e of the Roman
Catholie religion thenamounted to the crime of high trea-
son; and no dissenter, under the risk of long imprison.
ment, could enter a conventicle or a meeting-bouse; so
that obviously it did not mean to introduce into the country
ceded, the laws of Great Britain with regard to public
worship or even with regard to supremacy et that time. But
let me sugest to the House what the obvious meaning was,
as quoted from the words of the Attorney General and the
Solicitor General of England, and of the Prime Minister
of England, in discussing this treaty stipalation, and
what, upon its face, every sensible and unprejudiced man
will say its meaning was; and that was this: " sIn o far
as the laws of Great Britain permit freedom of worship in
her colonies "--ad the laws of Great Britain t that time
did permit freedom of worship in her colonies-and like-
wise "lin so fer as the laws of Great Britain passed in future
years might permit." Well, Sir, we pass on to the Quebec
Act of a few years later, in 1774, and I come now certainly
to a branch of the argument against us which my hon.
friend from Simooe did prose upon us this afternoon, namely,
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that by the express term of that statute, the provisions of that by a royal proclamation all the common law of
the Statute of Elizaibeth with regard to the supremacy cf England was introduced into Canada. I doubt that that
the Queen, was enacted with regard to the Province of could be done. By the law of nations, recognised at every
Quebe. Now, let me ask the House, for the purpose of stage and period of English law, the laws of a conquered
considering how far passion bas guided and swerved the country prevail until the paramount authority of the
reason of some of those who have spoken upon this question,, conquering country imposes new laws upon it. But the
to look at that statute, and they will find that the rights of monarch of -a eonquering country probably cannot of
the people of Canada and their freedom of religions war himself change those laws, cannot of himself do it under
ship are as fully guaranteed by the terms of the Quebec, the constitution of Great Britain. But if there is a doubt
Act as they were by the terms of the Treaty of Paris itself.. upon that subject as to the generalraie, I say this, that the
While it is true that one of the provisions of that Act de- King of England could not introduce the common law
clares that the statute made in the first year of the reign of by his proclamation in violation of the treaty which lie had
Queen Elizabeth should apply over ail the countries which, made in 1763, and by the terms of the treaty he had
then did, or thereafter should belong to the Imperial Crown reserved all those rights which touch this question, even in
of this 1ealm, and should apply to the Province of Quebec, the remotest degree. Therefore, it is idle for us to discuss
this is subject to a limited construction, because if it is how far he might have made other branches of the common
to be read in its literal sense, it was un absolute pro.. law applicable to this country. In the year 1800 the last
hibition of the practice of the Roman Catholie religion in4 Jesait died, and I think that by the law of England, appli-
the Province, an absolute prohibition under the penal, cable, perhaps, at that time to this property in Canada,
ties of high treason itself. But the Act left no such on the death of the last surviving member of the corpora-
ambiguity to be dealt with by mere construction, be- tion the property escheated to the Urown, and the Crown
cause it goes on to limit the operation of the Statute relat- could have taken possession of it as escheated lands. Steps
ing to Royal Supremacy, by declaring that instead of the were taken to assert this right on the part of the Crown;
oath of abjuration which, by the terms of the statute of but the question had been complicated in the meantime by
Elizabeth, ail people professing the Catholic religion were the fact that the Pope had suppressed the Company of Jesus
to take, not only to abjure all foreign juriediction in relation nearly all over the world. By the terms of that suppression
to temporal matters, but ail foreign jurisdiction in relation and by the terms of the civil law, which, it is contended
to spiritual matters as well: there is to be a new form of still prevailed in the Province of Quebec, the properties,
oath and a new statutory provision for the people of the instead of reverting to the Crown, passed to the ordinaries
Province, whereby they shall no longer be bound to abjure of the dioceses in which they were situated. I do not
foreign jurisdiction in matters spiritual, and shall be mean to say that that is so: 1 present that to the House as
entitled to ail the privileges of British subjects, and ail one of the questions which has been raised, and which tends
privileges of worship on taking an oath of allegiance to make this case anything but a plain one. I will do more.
merely, which applies only to the temporal affairs of the I will admit the hon. member for Simcoe's contention, that
reigning sovereign. Therefore, instead of its being in any the common law had in the meartime been introduced, that
sense true that by the termas of the Quebec Act the restric- the civil law had been superseded, and that by the terms of
tions of the Supremacy Act were imposed upon the Prov- the common law these estates had become escheated to the
ince by the express terms of that statute, the people Crown. One of the questions, however, which las been
ofQuebec were relieved from the most odious provision of the constantly agitated ever since in the Province of Quebee
Supremacy Act-the provision by which they were bound is this-that if yon are to subject this property to the rigor
to swear against conscience, and in abnegation of their of the common law, you at least ought to give the benefit of
faith, that they would recognise the power of no foreign that principle of the common law, which declares that
priest, even in spiritual matters. So much then for the whenever property of any kind bas been escheated to the
Quebec Act of 1774, by which, I think, I have showa that Crown some consideration should be shown to the persons
there was a toleration extended in regard to the Province who are morally entitled to it, and regard should be ha I to
of Quebec which did not exist in the mother country, and the use to which it was intended to be applied. By this rule
whicli was utterly inconsistent with these old statutes, of practice the escheat does not wholly result as an emolu-
which, forsooth, 115 years afterwards, we are asked to ment to the Crown or as an augmentation of the revenue,
advise Ris Excellency to apply to the Pravince of Quebec. but a liberal proportion is appropriated to the intention of
Now, Sir, in 1791, 30 years after the conquest of Canada, the donors or to those who morally may be considered
the King of Great Britain issued a proclamation suppressing entitled to it. If that consideration were to prevail to any
the Order of Jesuits in the colony. As history has told us, extent, the clergy, and it may be the Jesuite, on the
the estates which are even now in question, were looked reinstatement of the order, would have some kind of moral
upon with a covetous eye by Lord Amherst who had taken right to compensation respecting these estates. But let me
an active part in directing the armies of Gireat Britain. call the attention of the House to this fact, which I think
On this subjeot I need not go into details. This covetous has been kept out of view, and which certainly the bon.
attempt was frustrated, but suffice it to say, at this stage of member for Victoria (Mr. Barron) who addressed the House
the controversy, that the King of England, and I submit it last night, overlooked in his argument, that the very
to the legal sense of the House, the King of England ba brief by which these properties were taken possession of
no power to revoke the terms of the charter of incorpo- on the part of the Crown, when they were eventually
ration which the Jesuits of Canada had received from the seized, does not allege the right of escheat, but declares the
King of France. I admit that the Parliament of Great right by which the Crown intended to claim the properties
Britain could have brought in the whole bady of the to be the right of conquest-a right which, as I have said, is
common law, and could have applied to the colony ail the repudiated by the law of nations, was repudiated by the
penal statutes which the bigotry of that age might choose Crown officers of Great Britain at the time, and which,
to invoke. But the King of England had probably no after ali that has been said in this debate, has not had
sncb prerogative. If the Kong grants a charter, the King one word said in favor of it. That was the only title
himself, with all his power, cannot revoke it. It is only by which Great Britain claimed she had a right to these
Parliament who can do that, and, in this instance, by the estates. Now, it is true likewise that subsequent statutes
attempt, I venture to think, of the King te suppress vested the title in the Province of Canada, and ultimatoly
that order, and to revoke that charter, ho exceeded the in due course of law, and as the result of statites, the title
authority which he possessed. But, Sir, we were told to those land beame vested in the Province of QuebeO,
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As to the conclusion which the hon. member for Simoo mous vote, as was pointed out by theb on. member for
drew, that the Province had a gond title to them, a perfet Northumberland (lr. Mitchell) last night declared that
title under the law, I have not one word te say; and if this this was the true and proper solution of the question.
Act had come before us as legislation in recognition tUnder thoe circumstances have I any right to exercise a
of a legal title, I would have felt bound te call the attention superior and overruling judgment over tho Province ? Is
of my colleagues te the fact that a very great mistake had that the theory upon which our constitution is to be
been committed, on which, perhaps, it might bave been worked ont ? This moral claim, as they choose to eall it,
necessary to have advised the Provincial Legisisture to may have been as weak as air, but it was considered
reconsider its conclusions. But it is admitted by the Leg- weighty by the conscience and the judgment of those
islature of Quebec that a good title existed in the Province, whom the constitution solemnly appointed te decide and
and all that is said on the face of this Act or in the argu- after that it is net for us to say : "The Legislature
ments in support of it, is this: That there existed a moral arrived at a wrong conclusion." I can state the matter no
claim te some degree of compensation, little or much, which, more forcibly than in the very words of one of our oppo-
te a greater or less extent, was binding upon the conscience nents on this question, who declares that the authority
of the Legislature of that Province. Now, Sir, the result of given to the Provincial Legislatures over certain classes of
the existence of that claim-the result of the assertion of that subjects carries with it, like all authority, a liberty te
moral right, whatever it may have been worth, was that, errer which must be respected so long as the legal power
from year to year, when the Province went on te assert its is net exceeded, and the error is iot manifestly subversive
right to those estates, and as the Province ventured to place legally or morally of the principles of the constitution or
pece after piece of the property on the market, it was met of the great objects of the state. As far, therefore, as we
by a protest from the united hierarchy of Quebec, demand- have to consider the power of the Legislature te recognise
ing that such properties should not be sold, should not a moral obligation-leaving out of sight for a moment the
be diverted from the original charitable and religions pur- theological questions which my hon. friend from Simcoe
poses for which they were intended, and to every step by (hir. MoCarthy) and I are te join issue on, with a view te
which those estates were ,ought teobe made useful te the the House passing judgment, as to which is the better
revenues of the Province was contested in the most formal theologian forsooth, and as te whose advice on the question
and solemn manner. It is recited in part of the preamble of theology Ris Excellency the Governor General as the
ef this Act, that not many years ago, one of the most supreme theologian is te act-I contend that the Legislature
valuable parts of the property, being situate opposite the had supreme autbority te decide, and had a pefect right
Basilica in the city of Quiebec, was brought to market, ard to decide, withont veto or controlling authority at Ottawa,
there was met by the solemn protest of all the hierarchIy o>f Àevon though we thought they decided erroneously. Now,
the Province. In face of that protest, casting as it did, a Sir, having asked the House te bear in mind the situation
cloud upon the title of the Province, involving as it seemed in which these properties stood in the Province of Qaebe,
te do a dispute as te the right of the Government, and as the way in which an attempted sale was met by a protest
te the title of the purchaser, that property had te be with- which completely frustrated the sale, let me call the atten-
drawn from sale. Let me assure this House again that in tion of the louse te another state of facts as regards the
presenting our care I am endeavoring te do se, net from varions claimants upon this property. There were the
my individual point of view at ail, but simply from the Bishope of the Province who saidI: "As a result of the sup.
peint of' view in which we may be asked te withhold or te pression of the Society of Jesus in this Province we were
give advice with respect te the great power of disallowing vested with all the estates as the ordinaries of the varions
a provincial statute. Let me cali attention then te aIl dioc:ses in which these properties were situated." Nay,
these details, and let me ask the House te keep in mind more, they said: "We have inherited their moral claim
that state of affairs with respect te the property itself, with too, because when the means were striken from their hande
respect te the assertion of this claim, good or bad; with of carrying on the missionary work and the work of educa-
respect te the assertion of this moral right, worth little or tion, we took it up and, by the sacrifice of our people's
much, and te remember the difficulty of marketing the labors and treasures, we built np institutions of oducation
property in the Province of Quebec under these circum- all over this country." The Society of the Jesuits had in
stances. If the House will bear all this in mind, and then the meantime been re-instated and re-organised in the Pro-
wili read with me the statute which we are asked te disal- vince, and upon this point lot me call the attention of the
low, I say that the provisions of that statute will cease te House te the argument of my hon. friend from Simcoe (Mr.
be obnoxious te any reasonable man, that they cannot bu MloCarthy) whioh was that by the decree of suppression in
misnderstood and that they can hardly be misrepresented France the order became extinct in Canada. He cited to
even by the most violent prejudice. The sale, as I have prove that the decision of the Parliament of Paris, which
said, was forbidden. I am net driven at all te defend the merely decided that the Jesuits in France were liable for
policy of the Government of the Province, as te the pro- the debts of the Jesaits in Paraguay, because the properties
priety of opening up that question; as te the propriety of of the two sets of men were held in solidarity. That deci.
net insisting that these properties should be sold even if sion has net the remotest effect upon the status of the
they should be sacrificed in the face of that formidable pro- Jesuits in Canada, who, themselves, were a body corporate
test. That was for the Legislature of Quebec to say. The under the most solemn instrument which the King of
constitution has charged me with no duties and with no France could give thom te indicate hie will in that regard.
responsibilities, as te the weight of any legal or of any I have mentioned that the bishops claimed that they repre-
moral claim which the Legislature has thought proper te ,ented the moral right, which, ai L have said, the Legisla-
recognise. I may concur with gentlemen who have spoken ture thought was worthy of compensation, and the Jesuits
this afternoon that it was unwise net te insist on the strict claimed it likewise. Look at this as a business matter.
statutory title based on confiscation, severe though it may Look at this matter simply as relating te a piece of lanI
have been, but in this case the constitution has net made in the city of Quebeo, and tell me how, under these circum-
me the judge. It has not made me or my olleagues the stances, the title was ever te be cleared of this dispute.
arbiters between the two sets of opinions in the Province Obviously not by compensating first one party and then
Of Quebec; il has net olothed His Excellency with the the other, bcause under those circumstances the Legisla-
power te step in and consider every question which arises teo would have had to pay twice the value of the claim.
among the people of the Province: it has vested that It oonid be only sled by getting the two parties te arbi-
puthority in the Provincial Legislature, which by a unani- trate and to leave it to some person to setul. their mutta
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dispute, or by saying: "You must conform to the decision
of some person who has authority over you both." Let me
argue this question throughout, if we can, without feeling
that we belong to different religious p rsuasions, without
feeling that a religions question is mixed up with it at ail;
and, therefore, let us leave out for the moment any name
which might excite the prejudices of some portions of the
community. The Bishop of Quebec and the other con-
testing parties who struggled for compensation for this
moral claim were ail members of the same church, and
by their membership recognised supreme authority in the
head of that church to settie their disputes, even though the
settlement should be against their will. The head of their
church had that authority-not by any provision of the
law of Quebec mind, not by any provision recognised by
English law mind, but by the consent of the parties who
were free to belong-to that church and free to leave it, and
while they did beloug to it were subject to a spiritual
superior. le had that power by their choice; he had the
right to say to one or the other, no matter how small or
how gieat the proportion might be that was divided between
them: "You must submit; it is a fair settlement between
you, and 1, as your supireme arbiter bind you by my deci.
sion." The Goveinmient of Quebec, therefore, having made
up its mind to recoginise the moral claim, if for no other
purpose, for pur poses of public policy, found that they could
not arrive at a solution of the question without some person
to act between the claimants aud to bind them both. It
was only by a method like that that they could reach a
solution-paying once, and once only, the value of this
moral claim. Now, that being so, let me see wbat was
done in pursuance of that method of settlement. The head
of that church, so possessed with power to preclude the
Josuits from making any further claim, so possessed with
power to preclude ihe bishops from making any further
claim, authorised, in 1884-and this is an important fact, as
the Bouse will see when I proceed a little with the argu-
ment-authorised the Archbishop of Quebec to act as bis
attorney in the negotiations for the settlement. On the 7th
of May, 1887, a document appears which has been one of
the means of exciting hostility to this Act. On the 7th of
May, 1887, tbe head of the church reserved to himself the
right to settle the question with regard to the value of that
moral claim and the division of the proceeds-reserved it to
himself in virtue of his prerogatives as a potentate? Not
at ail. iReserved it to himself simply in the withdrawal of
the authority which he ad given to the Archbishop of
Quebec, and left himself unrepresented in the Province by
any attorney whomsoever. And, therefore, when it is said
that the Pope reserved to himself the right to settle the
question, he was fnot by any means claiming to reserve
any right in the public domain in the Province, or any
right to the appropriation of money of the Province.
He was simply withdrawing the power which he had given
to another person to settle the question, and saying :
" Until a new authority is given, you will negotiate with
me." The next step, Sir, was on the 17th of May, 1888,
and that was in a letter which was written by Mr. Mercier,
the First Minister of Quebec, and which, without an undue
desire to deferd the propriety of these negotiations, the
policy of the Act, or any other step of the transaction, I
think has been very much misunderstood in this discussion.
That letter recites, among other things, that the HEoly
Father, by reserving to himself the settlement ot that ques.
tion, virtually bad cancelled the authority, the only author-
ity, which existed in the Province of Qaebec, to negotiate
with the Government. The First Minister said:

" My predecessors in the Government deemed it their duty, in 1876,
Alieve, to order the demolition of the college and the division of the

,property into building lots, in view of an immediate sale, which, how-
ever, did not take place, owing to certain representations from exalted
personages at the time.
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" To avoid further dimculties, as I supposed, my predecessors let the
matter lie and allowed the property to b. so neglected that it has be-
come a grazing ground and a receptacle for filth, so much so that it in
openly said in Quebeo'that the matter has become a public scandal.

" Under these circumstances, I deem it my duty to ask Your Emi-
nence if you see any serions objection to the Government's selling the
property, pending a final settlement of the question of the Jesuits'
estates."

My hon. friends so far misconceived that request as to re-
present it to be a petition on the part of the Government of
the Province to a foreign potentate for permission to sell
the property-a permission which they did not need, be-
cause by the law of the Province they had the power to sell
it, and they had from year to year sold portions of it,
and put the proceeds in the public Treasury. But in ask-
ing his consent to the sale of the property, they were
asking that, when they brought it to the market again, they
should not be met by the protests of the bishops whom
he had the power to control; and, thorefore, when the
First Minister said: "Will you permit this property to be
sold, pending a final settlement of the Jesuits' estates ?"-
he was simply asking that that protest should no longer be
made, and that thera should be a consent to the sale on
the part of all who asserted any claim whatever, even
though it were only the shadow of a moral claim. He
said : "This is a receptacle for filth, so much so that it las
become a public scandal ; let us all agree that it shall be sold,
pending a settlement of the Jesuits' estates." Surely that
is only the ordinary transaction of everyday life, when a
man has possession of real estate to which another sots up
even an unfounded claim. He will sayI: "Rather than that
this property should go to waste and be a public nuisance,
better that we should all consent to sell it." Yet we are told
that the First Minister went to the feet of a foreign potentate
to enable him to exercise power which he ought to have found
in the statutes of bis own Province. He was not denying
his legal title or power; but he was simply saying : "Give
me your consent, so that this claim, whether little or much,
shall no longer stand in the way of a sale for the benefit of
all concerned." Hie said :

" The Government would look on the proceeds of the sale as a special
deposit to be disposed of hereafter, in accordance with the agreements
to be entered into between the parties interested, with the sanction-of
the Holy Ses."

Simply this, that all parties claiming the property, or any
rights in respect of it, shall agree that the property shall
be sold and the proceeds shall be kept inviolate, so that
anybody having any claim against the property shall not
-bo prejudiced, but shall have the same claim as before-pre-
cisely the same arrangement as any business man having
property to sell would make with his adversary. The letter
goes on to say:

" As it will perhaps be necessary, upon this matter, to consult the
Legislature of our Province, which is to be convened very shortly, I re-
spectfully solicit an immediate reply."

We were told in sarcastic tones to-day that it was absolu-
tely necessary to go to the feet of the Sovereign Pontiff, but
it might only perhaps bo necessary to consult the Logis-
lature of the Province of Quebec. I say when we know
the facts with regard to that property, the criticism
becomes unfair. The Government of the Province had
already power to sell the estates by law, and, therefore,
unless it were agreed upon with the head of the church
that the property should be sold under these conditions,
and an agreement were made to value this very claim, and
to put aside the funds to meet it, Lhere was no necessity to
consult the Legislature at all. If the personage to whom
that letter was addressed had declined the negotiations, it
would not have been necessary to consult the Legislature,
because the Provincial Governament had all the legal author-
ity the Legislature could give them. It was only in the
event of a compromise being arrived at and the payment of
money being involved, that it was necesaary to consult the
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Legislature. And yet this letter has been put to the House,
as if, forsooth, the fair and true meaning of it was that it
was only perhaps necessary to consult the Legislature, but
at all events it was necessary to consult the Holy See. Now,
the answer to that letter was in these words:

"I hasten to notify vou that, having laid your request before the
Boly Father at the audience yesterday, His Holiness was pleased to
grant permission to sell the property whicb belonged to the Jesuit Pathers
before they were suppressel, upon the exoress condition. however, that
the sum to be received be deposited and left at the free disposal of the
Holy See."

The claimant representing this moral claim says: "JI agree
that you shall sell that lot in the city of Quebec, but if you
sell it, place the fund to my credit in order that we may
know where it is, when we arrive at a satisfactory conclu.
pion as to what shall be done with it." The answer of the
First Minister was that he declined to accede to that, but ho
proposed a reasonable alternative, that the Government
retain the proceeds until this dispute should be settled.
Thus what is declared to be an assumption of authority
on the part of the Pope, actually in contravention of
the Supremacy Act, and what we are told actually
trails the Queen's honor in the dust, is that the Pope
consents to the Quebec Government retaining the pro.
ceeds of the sale of the Jesuits' estates, subject to a
future settlement of the dispute. The Government of
Quebec, pending the settlement of the claims of these
two litigants. which were to be held in suspense to be
settled, not before the sale of the property but after-
wards, retained custody of this fund; and when the
authority representing these rival claimants agrees to
this proposition, it is asseited, forsooth, that becanse
he uses the word " allows," meaning evidently " consents,"
he has encroached oi the prerogative of the Queen. In
agreeing to the Governmeut retaining the proceeds of the
sale of the Jesuits' esta-es, he acted simply as the arbiter
between the two contesting claimants. Ho allows this
simply as the person who, as the head of the church to
which the claimants belong, has, by their own choice, a
right to give this consent; and yet when ho consents to
that, it is actually declared that ho is asserting the prerog-c
ative of a foreign potentate in derogation of the prerogativer
of the Queen. I repeat that when we know the facts(
with regard to the situation of this property,and with regardV
to the position of the two rival claimants, it is impossiblei
to misunderstand, and almost impossible for ingenuity tob
misrepresent, the preamble of this Act, as unfortunately it
has been misrepresented during the long discussion whicht
bas taken place, since the Act was passed, in various parts h
of the country. The letter of Cardinal Simeoni, of the 27th i
March, 1888, contains this passage with regard to the con-c
clusion arrived at: 1

" Affirmatively in favor of the Fathers of the Society of Jesus and in <
accordance with the method prescribed in other places, that is to say, t
that the Fathers of theSociety of Jeans treat in their own name with f
the Civil Government, in such a manner, howe ver, as to leave full liberty
to the Holy See to dispose of the property as it deems advisable, and
consequently that they should be very careful that no condition or w
clause should be inserted in the official deed of the concession of such ,
property which could in any manner affect the liberty of the Holy See." ddi
As I have said, down to that time, the power of attorney c
which enabled any one to negotiate with regard to this e
question had been withdrawn, and thon there was a
simply a new authority given to a new attorney, namely, y
the fathers of the society, to treat with the Government of Q
Quebec, and the stipulation, not that the property a
of the Province should be subject to any conditions, s
but that if there should bo a convayance made of it to any e
parties -to the Jesuits on the onea ide or the hierarchy on h
the other-in settlement of the claim, these parties should s]
not take a deed whieh would preclude the Pope from giving p
a final decision as to the way in which the proceeda should v
be divided between them. Then, in his letter dated lst May, th
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1888, the First Minister of the Province of Qaebec distinctly
stipulates that he is not recognising any civil or, as we
would call it, any legal obligation, but merely the moral
obligation in this respect. He says:

"6 That you will grant te the Government of the Province mf Quebec
a full, complete and perpetual concession of all the property which may
have belonged in Canada, under whatever title, te the Fathers of the
old society, and that you will renounce to ail rights generally whatso.
ever upon such property and the revenues therefrom in favor of our
Province, the whole, as well as in the name of the nld Order of Jesuits,
and of your present corporation as the nami of the Pope, of the Sacred
College of the Propaganda and of the Riman Catholic Ohurch in
general."

Thon follows the clause to which above al others, exception
is taken, and to which I shal ask the special attention of
the Huse :

"7. That any agreement made between you and the Government
of the Province will be binding only in so far as it shall ho ratified by
the Pope and the Legislature of this Province."

Now, when we look at the Act itself, when we see what
the Government of Quebec asked the Legislature to do, when
we see them ask the Legislature to vote, in extinction of this
moral claim, whatever it was worth, the sum of 8400,000
we cesse to be surprised and to be deceived as regards the
effectof that provision of the statute. The Ministry of Que.
bec were dealing with two rival claimants-the hierarchy
and the Jeuit Society. Thev were dealing also with a third
party, the Pope, who occupied the position of modiator by
consent between tbese two. and the First finister of Quebec
stipulated that before the Province should be asked to pay
one dollar of the money, it should have a conveyance, in the
first place, from the fathers of the society, in the second
place from the Pope himself, and, in the thiril place, from
the Sacred College of the Propaganda and the Roman
Catholic Church in general. He stipulated that before ha
should be bound to pay a dollar of that money, nay, even
before he should ask the Legislature of Quobec to authorise
him to pay a dollar, ho should bu in a position to say: "I
have obtained a complute release from all the parties
who forever after can assert the slightest right
or title or the slightest claim, legally or morally, in
regard to these estates." Why could hu not do this?
Could ho have said: "I ask the Legislature of the Pro.
vince of Quebec for authority to pay this money on obtain-
ing a convoyance from the fathers of the society ?" Would
ha not hava left outstanding the rights of the hierarchy, who
contested, every inch of the way, the rights of the fathers of
the society to the proceeds of the settlement ? Would bu not
have left outstanding still the possible claim of the author-
ty superior to them all? I assert it, withont fear, that the
contention will not commend iteelf to the good sense of the
House, that that provision No. 7, which is taken such great
exception to, is a distinct provieion against the anthority of
he Pope and not in favor of the authority of the Pope. In
fact by that provision, the substance of the agreement was
his: "While I am willing to ofterto you 8400,000, I am not
willing to be bound by my offer until your master ratifies
your agreement to accept it. I will not only not pay you a
ollar of that 8400,000 until every one of you gives me your
onveyance, but until the greatest superior yo have on
arth gives me his deed; and until I get all that, I will not
s%: the Legislature of Quebec to give me authority to pay
ou a single dollar." And yet, because the Legislature of
ýuebec demanded, before it should put that money even
t the disposition of the Governor in Council, that they
hould have everybody's rights foreclosed, and that the high.
st authority the claimants recognised on earth should give
il deed also, and more, that the College of the Propaganda
hould aiso give its release, and that every step down to that
oint should be without prejudice to the rights of the Pro.
ince of Quebc, we are told that this is an assertion of
,he prerogative of a foreign potentate. I am dealing with
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no merely legal theory upon this question. I am not devis-1
ing any excuse for the legislation of Quebec. I say that the(
Legialature of Quebec so understood it. It was so ex.
; lained to them. I hold before me a statement which the

irst Minister who introduced that Bill into the Legislature
made to that Legislature, and upon which they passed theg
Bill. He says:1

"In the first place we muet not mistake the bearing of this declaration1
nor forget that it was inserted as a protection."
The Legislature of Quebec passed it as a protection on the
statement of their First Minister. They passed that pro-
vision unanimously as such protection, and yet months
after we are to put a different interpretation upon what
their intention was, and to ask that His Excellency, a
stranger to that Legislature, a stranger to their motives,
should decide that that was not their true motive at all,
that it was not a protection but a distinct challenge of the
supremacy of Her Majesty Queen Victoria. Mr. Mercier said:

" Any serious objection to it, however slight, may disappear, for it
is we, the Ministere, who insisted on it, in order not to give effect
to the transaction, unleus it was sanctioned by the religious authority,
in the person of the Pope. And it is easy to understand why. In all
important treaties made by mandatories (agents as we understand) rati-
fication muet be made by the principal, .e., the mandator. Thus, for
example, take what concerns me personally, what concerne Ministers,-
what is it usual to state in resolutions and letters ?-that the transaction
will not avail unlese sanctioned by the Legislature. Well, the Rev.
Father Turgeon,who was charged by the Holy See to settle this question
with us, is only an agent, a mandatory, an attorney. And so that there
may be no misunderstanding,so that the transaction may be final,so that«
the settlement may no longer be open to discussion by the religious au-
thorities, we insist that the Pope shall ratify the arrangement. There is
no question of having the law sanctioned by Ihe Pope. Let us not play
upon words. The law will be sanctioned by the Lieutenant Governor,
and it will take effect in the terms of tbe agreement. That is tosay, Sir,
that if the Pope does not ratify the arrangement there will be nenther
interest nor principal paid, but we shall then say to the religions au-
thorities: 'You appointed an agent to settle this question; we came to
an understanding, and if you do not ratify the act of your maniatory it
is your own fault, for we, the inhabitants of the Province of Quebec,
through the constituted authorities, have done our part, have kept our
promise.' I am pleased to believe that the importance of the precaution
taken by us will be understood. But once more, if there is any serions
objection to that part (of the matter) it is very easy to come to an un-
derstandin g. But in that case we must substitute something equivalent.
What shall we put ? We muet, after aIl, put something to express that1
the transaction will not avail till the Pope ratifies it. Well, Sir, we
said '1the Pope' intentionally. We did not say the Congregation of the
Propaganda. We did not say the Secretary of State. We said the Pope.
We desire that the ratification be given by the head of the church, in1
order that all those interested may be bound."1

When we know that that was the intention of the Legisla-j
ture of the Province, when we know it from the statutes,1
from the correspondence, and from all that-we know of the4
facto regarding these estates, and when we know it also
frorm the declaration of the First Minister of the Province4
in which the Act was passed-an explanation which was ac-e
cepted by both sides of the House, for be it remembered, as4
the hon. member for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) said last1
night, the Act was afterwards passed unanimously, and the1
First Minister was not asked, after bis explanation, to sub-
stitute anything for that provision-we are now actuallyi
asked to advise His Excellency that all this had a different
and an occult meaning, and that the Legislature of Quebec
did not mean what the First Minister of that Province said
it did in passing this Act. Then, in the letter of the lst
May, 1888, he goes on to say:

" That the amount of the compensation fixed shall remain in the
possession o the Government of the Province as a special deposit until
the Pope has ratified the said settlement, and made known his wishes1
reapecting the distribution of such amount in this country."
Before I leave this stage of the transaction, I repeat thati
this was distinct legislation against any possible rights ori
claims on the part of the Pope, and that any Protestantf
Legislature in this country-I eay more--the Parliament of]
tii United Kingdom, if it had been called upon to pass ak
statute affecting property in regard to which there were1
foreign siaimante, high or low, would have passed a pro-c
vision to that effeot, and achieving that result. I admitr
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that the words which give offence to persons of varions
other persuasions throughout Canada and make distinct
reference to the Pope, might not have appeared in the
preamble to an Act of the United Kingdom. I admit that it
would have been in better taste, in view of the great differ-
once of opinion which exista in this country on matters of
that kind, if that language had not appeared in -the Act,
and if the, same resuit had been obtained, as the First Min-
ister of Quebec says it might have been, in a different way;
but the result, whatever may be the form of words used, ls
a proper result, guarding all the rights of the Province until
everyone else had given up his claim. And, when it comes
to a question of disallowance, we are here to advise dis-
allowance or allowance, not upon the form of words, not
upon the question of the draftsman's taste, but according to
what we believe was the true meaning and intent of the Act
itself. Now, let me again, before I leave the subject
of the Act, call the attention of the House to the
fact that all the argument which has been made with
regard to the necessity for disallowance is based on objec-
tions to the preamble of the Act. In the history of dis-
allowance in this country, in the history of the disallowanoe
of our own statutes in the mother country--and we know
that scores of them were disallowed-the records will be
searched in vain to find one which was disallowed because
the preanble was not agreeable to anybody. I do not pre-
tend to dispute the statement of my hon. friend from
Muskoka, (Ur. O'Brien), that the preamble is a part of the
Act, So is the title a part of the Act, and so are the head-
notes of sections; but has anyone ever heard of a (rovern-
ment being asked to disallow an Act becauwe they did not
like the wording of the title or of the head notes ? The
preamble is understood to be a part of the Act, for the pur-
pose of interpreting the Act, but there is nothing in this Act
for which interpretation is needed, and 1 distinguish, in
referring to this, the most trivial and technical objection
which could be taken to a statute, between those parts of
the preamble which assert that certain correspondence kas
passed, such as this between the Premier and the Cardinal
at Rome, and those preambles which recite certain agree-
ments which the statute validates. Who can doubt that
nine tenths o the agitation, and nine-ten ths of the
trouble, in reference to thtis measure have arisen from
the fact that in March, 1888, there came from Rome
a telegram stating that the Pope allowed the Govern-
ment to retain the proceeds of the sale of the Jesuits'
estates as a special deposit, forgetting that this was
a part of other negotiations, which gave it an in-
offensive meaning. Yes, nine-tenths of the agitation for
disallowance bas arisen from the fact that that telegram
came from Ronie and that this Act asseits that such a
telegram did come, although within the four corners of
the Act there is not a word based upon that telegram;
and although all the statute does is to ratify and conibrm an
agreement between Father Turgeon and the Governmentof
Quebec--the terms of which were that$400,00 should be
paid as bet ween the two litigants, and that, before any
money should be within the power of the Lieutenant
Governor of Quebec to dispose of, -the two litigants
should give up any claim whatsoever on the estates-I
assert, without fear of contradiction among people who
will consider this matter in a calma and busness-like way,
that that part of the preamble, which is tbe only part re-
levant to the purposes of the Act itself, is utterly harmless,
entirely businees-like, free from the elightest suspicion of
derogating from any right of Hier Majesty, and from the
slightest suspicion of infringement of the Constitution.
Now, it is said, and the House will remember with what
gravity, and force, and eloquence it was urged upon the
louse this afternoon, that thisstatute denies the supremacy

of the Queen. I have read to you all the passages which
refer in the lightest<legree to any person outside of Ier -
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Majesty's dominions. I have stated the facts, in regard tc
the position of this property, the negotiations which wert
had in regard to it, and I will leave it to the dispassionati
judgment of the House, or of any man, Catholic or Protest
ant, in this country, whether the Act in the slightes
degree, considered in the light of the surrounding circum
stances, affects in any way the authority or the supremacy
of Her Majesty, spiritual or temporal. Let me ask.
What rights Her Majesty had in this property-as the
spiritual or as the temporal sovereign ? Absolutely
none whatever-absolutely none whatever, excepting
that she stood as the trustee for the Province of Quebec.
lier own personal rights were not affected, ber
sovereign rights were not affected. These were no
part of fer Majesty's domain, they were no part
of Her Majesty's revenue. If they were, under this Act, all
sold and turned into money to-morrow, not one dollar will
ever pass into Her Majesty's Treasury, public or private,
not one dollar will ever be disposed of under the advice of
Her Majesty's Ministers. fier Msjesty, with regard to
those lands, had no interest, either as the spiritual or the
temporal sovereign. Let me ask then in what particular that
Act derogates from the authority of Her Majesty as bead of
ber church, or as head of any religion in the British
Empire ? None whatever. It is purely a question of tem.
poral concern, purely of the public domain of the Province
of Quebec. My hon. friend from Victoria (Mr. Barron)
said last night that it derogated from her authority, inas.
much as it placed a portion of the public money in Quebec
at the disposal of a foreigner. It does not, I submit, place
the public money of the Province of Quebec at the disposal
of a foreigner; it sets aside a sum of money for the extin.
guishment of a claim upon the public property of Quebec,
and then calls upon those which are litigants in regard to
it, to abide bythe decision of their arbitrator in the matter.
When that $400,000 shall have been paid from the Treasury
of the Province of Quebec, Her Majesty has not the slightest
right or interest with regard to the distribution of it.
In the ordinary course it would be paid to one of the
claimants on the property; but as there happen to be two,
it is paid into theb ands, or held subject to the order, of
the person who bas to settle the disputes between tbem.
By what right can it be claimed that fier Majesty, or
that ber Govern ment, either in aEngland or the Province of
Quebec, bas a right to distribute a single dollar of that
money ? Surely the rights of the Crown and of the Province
end when the Goverument there is able to say: "We have
received the deed of aH these outstanding claims for which
we consent to pay the money ;" and to contend after that that
there is any royal or legislative right to control the sub-
division of the money, would be like saying that after a
grant of public lands had passed under the great seal, the
Province had a right to say who sbould have interest in
the land for all time to come. Now, I would be content if so
much had not been said upon this subject as to mislead the
judgment of hundreds of persons in this country, whose
judgment upon any public question is well. worth having
-I would be content to rest the case there, and
to say that no right of Her Majesty either as a
temporal or a spiritual power, is in the least degree in-
volved; but when we are taken so far afield upon the ques-
tion as to go back into the legislation of 300 years ago,
when we are asked to apply to this question the Supremacy
Act, which could not bave the slightest bearing upon it,
even if it be in force in the Province of Quebec, I feel
bound to follow eut that argument to some extent for the
purpose of showing how unreasonable the demand is that,
under the British North America Act, and in this day of
colonial rights and of self government, the federal authority
in Canada, should undertake to control the legisla-
tion of one of its Provinces, according to the coercive legis-
lation whiolh used to exitin the mother ooantry 300 years

o ago. I have reminded the House what privileges were,
e even as regards the Act of Supremacy, ceded ta the people
e of Quebec by the Termas of Capitulation, by the terms of the
- treaty and by the terms of the Quebeo Act. I have shown
t that absolute freedom of worship was extended by the
- Treaty of Paris and by the Qaebec Act ; I have shown the
y House, I think, what is the meaning of the reservation as to
: the laws of Great Britain as regards religion. Sir, in the
e year 1765, the law officers of the Crown made thie state-

ment on their responsibility to the Government:
Her Majesty's Roman Catholie subjects residing in the countries in

. America ceded to Her Majesîy by the Treaty of Paris are not subject, in
r the colonies, to-the incapacities, deprivation of rights and penalties to

which the Roman Oatholic subjects in the Kingdom are subject."

The First Minister of that country, Lord North, then said
the same thing in debate, a brief extract of which I will
road to you:

" It has been the opinion of very many able lawyers that the best way
te establish the happiness of the inhabitants is to give themn their own
laws, as far as relates to their own possession3. Their possessions were
marked out to them at the time of the treaty; to give them those pos-
sessions without giving them lawa to maintain those possessions would
not be very wise. As to the tree exorcise of their religion, it likewise is
no mure than what is confirmed to them by treaty, as far as the laws of
Great Britain cau confirm it. Now, there is no doubt that the laws of
Great Britain do permit the very full and free exercise of any religion
different from that of the Charch ot England, in any of the colonies;
therefore, I apprehend that we ought not to extend them to Oanada."

Well, Sir, let us not, in dealing with this question of supre-
macy, be more restrictive on the people of our own country
in favor of the authority of the sovereign, whom wo all
revere and whose powers and prerogatives we ail wish to
maintain, than the sovereigns of Great Britain have been
themselves. What has beon their action in respect to this
question of the supremacy ? Lot me read to you a passage
in Lord Thurlow's statement in the debates of 1774:

"I stated in the beginning that it did not affect to relate to Canada-
but I said that the capitulation did reserve all theireffects, movable ana
immovable. But even if it were otherwise, is it to be supposed that the
tithes would accrue to the King? The tithe is collateral to the land,
not sunk in it. To give the right to it is giving to the secular body as
well as the regular clergy all they were in possession of before. It was
always in my opinion an established fact, that the clergy (in Qanada)
were entitled to tithes though they might not have use for them.'
(Debates, 1774, page 71).

Se that the people in the Province of Quebec, who are
said to-day to be under the provisions of a Supremacy Act
so severe, that they cannot recognise the superiority of a
foreign bishop, were, in 1774, by Her Majesty's. Attorney
General, declared to be subject to their own laws
so far that their clergy were entitled to collect
tithes from the people, although perhape not by
authority of law. Well, seventy-six years ago, by a
solemn Act of State, the Roman Catholic Bishop of
Quebc was recognised by the Giovernor of the Province
under royal instructions. We are told that the Act of
Supremacy was in force; and yet that man was a bishop
simply by the superiority of the first bishop of bis church.
He was a bishop because he had received from Rome
the bulls which, under the statutes of Queen Elizabeth,
it wae high treason to bring into the country at all. That
was the way in which the religious restrictions of the
people of this country were treated upwards of seventy-five
years ago by the Imperial authorities ; but after the lapse
of threequarters of a century we are to be wiser and we are
to enforce against a great section of our free people legisla.
tion reserving rights to the Crown which the Crown de-
liberately chose to ignore seventy-six years ago. In
1817 the Roman Catholic Bishop of Quebec received
a mandamus, calling him as a bishop to the Legislative
Council of the Province. He held his sec by the will
and under the bull of bis superior bishop, and he was calied
by virtue of bis office to be one of the rulers of the
Province of Quebec. In 1839 Governor Colborne issued
lettera patent to inoorporate the Roman Catholic Bishtop of
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Quebec and all bis successors, whomsoever they might be,
appointed by the foreign superior and under bulls, which,
according to the legislation that these hon, gentleman ask
us to apply to Quebec to-day, it would be high treason to in-
troduce into the country. In 1838 a Roman Catholie
college was incorporated in the Province of Prince
Edward Island, and the question was submitted to the law
officers of the Crown tifty years ago, whether it was
a violation of the supremacy of the Crown. It was
a violation of the supremacy of the Crown fifty times
over if anything within this Act of Quebec is a viola-
tion of that supremacy. But the law officers of the
Crown advised that it was within the competency of the
local powers as they then existed, and that it was no dero-
gation of the Act of Supremacy, if that Act could be held
to apply to that Province. But since that period, since the
period when the officers in this country charged with the
maintenance of the rights of the Crown began to be infin-
itely less restrictive than we are asked to be to-day, three-
quarters cf a century later, what a change has taken place
in the colonies of British North America. We have been
placed upon a different footing. We have received free
institutions, we have received legislative powers, and by
the voice of our Sovereign, by the voice of Her Parliament,
by the policy of Her Ministers. as expressed in every act
of State, it has been declared that, subject only to ihose
mattors which are of Imperial concern, we shall be as
fully clothed with the rights of self-governing freemen in
every part of Canada as are the subjects in the heart
of England. Yet we are told now that we are under,
not only the restrictive legislation of 300 years ago, but
that no Legislature of Canada has power to repeal any such
restrictive legislation, and that any restrictive legislation of
that kind is beyond the competency of a Provincial Legis-
lature. Why, we heard last night the singular statement
that a Provincial Legislature bas only a derived or dele-
gated authority. 1 deny that statement as explicitly as it
is courteous to deny any statement made by any hon. mem-
ber of this House. I go further and I say that, within the
limits of its authority and subject only to the power of dis-
allowance, a Provincial Legislature is as absolute as is the
Imperial Parliament itself. The Imperial Parliament isnot
restricted as to the subjects over which it can legislate, the
Provincial Legislatures are restricted in regard to the sub-
jects on which they can legislate, but in legislating upon
these subjects a Provincial Legislature has all the rights
which it is possible for the Imperial Parliament to confer.
I say more: I say that a Provincial Legislature, legislat-
ing upon subjects which are given to it by the British
North America Act, has the power to repeal an Imperial
statute prior to the British North America Act affecting
those subjects. It bas been urged upon the Hoose these
two days that we had ne power, and that the Act of 28 and
29 Victoria, called the Colonial Enactments Act, provided
that no statute of a colony should have force as against an;
Imperial statute. But after the statute of 28 and 29
Victoria, the British North America Act was passed, and
it gives us, as I have said, a division of powers between
the two bodies, but it gives the two bodies in legislating in
their respective spheres all the powers that the Imperial
Legislature possessed. The hon. member for Victoria (Mr.
Barron) was misied, I think, laet night in his reference to
the British North America Act. It is true that the British
North America Act seems to contain in the 129th section
a reservation in that behalf ; it reads :

" Except as otherwise provided by this Act aIl laws in force in
Canada, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick at the union and ail courts
of civil and criminai jurisdiction and all legal commissions, powers and
authorities and ail officers, judicial, administratire and ministerial ex-
isting therein at the Union, khall continue in Ontario, Quebec, Nova
Sootia and New Brunswick respectively, as if tie Union had not been
made; subject nevertheless (except with respect to uch as are enacted
by or exist under Acta of the Parliament of Ur.at itaia or of the P'
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liament of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland) to be re-
pealel, abolished or altered by the Parliament of Canada or by the
Legislature of the respective Provinces according to the authority of
the Parliament or of that Legislature under this Act."

The hon. gentleman read' it as being a restriction by
the British North America Act against our repealing or
modifying an Imperial statute relating to any subject under
our control. I do not so regard it. I regard it as contain-
ing neither a grant of powcr nor a restriction as to our
legislating upon Imperial statutes. But since that Act was
passed, in which the Imperial Parliament virtually said:
" We say nothing as to Imperial statutes;" we have had
three distinct decisions of the Judicial Committee of the
Privy Council in regard to legislation by a Province upon a
subject within its control, and declaring that the Provincial
Legislature has power to repeal a statute of the Imperial
Parliament. The first is the case of Harris against Davies,
page 279, which was an appeal from New South Wales, and
in which this was held with reference to a statute of James
1, which had distinct force in that colony :

" Held that the Legislature of New South Wales lad power to repeal
the statute of James I, which according to its true construction placed
an action for slanderfor words spoken, upon the same footing, as regards
costs and other matters, as an action for written elander."

The statute of James I made distinct provision as to the
amount of costs which the litigant could recover when ho
only obtained a verdict for a certain amount for slander;
the Legislature passed an Act repugnant to that and the pro-
visions of the Colonial Enactment Act were cited. The
judgment of their Lordships was delivered by Sir Barnes
Peacock, who said :

" Their Lordships are of opinion that there are n'o sufficient grounds
for reversing the judgment of the court below. Their Lordships are of
opinion that the Uolonial Legislature had the power to repeal the statute
of James 1 if they thought fit, and they are also of opinion that looking
at the first section of i Victoria, No. 13, it was the intention of the Leg-
islature to place an action for words spoken, upon the same footing as
regards costs and other matters as an action for written siander."

Mr. BARBPON Have they a statute in that colony cor-
responding with the British North Amorica Act ?

Sir JOHN TUHOMPSON. Yes. I have examined that,
and it conveys no larger grant of legislative powers than the
British North America Act does to us. If the hon. gentleman
will look in the same volume to the case of Powell vs. Apollo
Candle Company, Limited, in which the law of New South
Wales came up likewise, he will find that the conclusion
which lie urged as to the Colonial Legislature being a more
delegate of the Imperial Parliament was fully considered und
discussed, and principally on reference to the case from
Canada of liodge vs. The Queen. The Judicial Committee
said :

" Two cases have come before this board in which the powers of Colo-
nial Legislatures have been a good deal considered, but these cases are
of too late a date to have been known to the Supreme Court when their
judgment was delivere 1. The first was the case of Regina vs. Burah (1),
in which the question was whether a section of an Indian Act conferring
upon the Lieutenant Governor of Bengal tie power to determine whether
the Act, or any part of it, should be applied to a certain district, was or
was not ultra vsrea. In the judgment of this board, given by the Lord
Chancellor, the legislation is declared to be intra vires, and the Lord
Chancelier lays down the general law in these terms: 'The Indian
Legislature has powers expressly limited by the Act of the Imperial
Parliament which created i, and it can of course do nothing beyond the
limits which cirumascribe these powers. But when acting within those
limits it is not in any sense an agent or delegate of the Imperial Parlia-
ment, but has, and was intended to have, plenary powers of legisiation
as large, and of the same nature, as those of Parliament itself.' The same
doctrine has been laid down in a later case of Hodge vs. The Queen (2),
where the question arose whether the Legislature of Ontario had or h.id
not the power of entrusting to a local authority-a board of commis-
sioners-the power of enacting regulations with respect to their Liquor
License Act of 1877, cf creating offences for the breach of those regula-
tions, and annexing penalties thereto Their lordships held that they
had tbat power. It was argued then, as it has been argued to-day, that
the Local Legislature is in the nature of an agent or delegate, and, on
the principie delegatas noa potest delegare, the Local Legislature muet
exercise ail its functions itself, and can delegate or entrust none of them
to other persons or parties. But the judgment, after reciting that such
had boen the oonteîtion, goes on to say.3 't appears to their lordships,
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however, that the objection thus raised by the.appellants is founded on
an entire misconception of the true charactepand position of the Provin-
cial Legislatures. Tbey are in no sense delegates of or acting under any
mandate from the Imperial Parliament. When the British North America
Act enacted that there sbouid be a Legislatur- for Ontario, and that itî
Legislative Assembly should have exclusive authority to make laws far
the Province and for provincial purposes in relation to the matters enn-
merated in section 92, it conferred powers, not in any sense to be ex.r-
cised by delegation from or as agents of the Imperial Parliament, but
authority as plenary and as ample within the limits prescribed by sec-
tion 92, as the Imperial Parliament in the plenitude of its power pos-
sessed or could bestow. 'ithin these limite of subjecte and areas the
Local Legislature is supreme and has the sarne authority as the Imperial
Parliament."

(1) 3 App. Oas., 889. (2) 9 App. Cases, 117.
Well, Sir, later on we had the not forgotten case of the
Queen against Riel before the Privy Council in which this
state of affairs was shown. There had been three Impérial
statutes passed expresely for the regulation of the trial of
offences in Rupert's Land, now known as the North-West
Territories. The statutes of Canada contained provisions
repugnant to those, and on the appeal to the Privy Council
it was decided that the Parliament of Canada had the
power to pass legislation changing those statutes and re-
pealing them if necessary. I infer from this that in touoh-
ing on a question of religious liberty, which is surely a
civil right of the people of the Province, the Provincial
Legislature is untrammelled in the exercise of its power by
the Imperial legislation of centuries ago, I say, therefore,
that, even though it can be contended that this statute
was in any degree a aerogation from the restrictions of the
Supremacy Act -from the oppressive restrictions of the
Supremacy Act-and if it shouild be serionsly decided that
the Supremacy Act prevails in British North America,
that we have no freedom of religion, that no man has a right
to dissent from the Church of England, that no man has a
right to exorcise the Catholic religion, that no man bas
a right to exercise submission to a superior, whether
that superior be the president of a conference, the moderator
of an assembly, or the first bishop of his church, thon, I
say, the first duty of this House, the first duty of every
Legislature in the Provinces of Canada, would be to declare
that we have in thiN 19th century the rights of freemen
and the righ-1 of religions liberty according to our con.
sciences, and to say that that Act, 300 years old, and
for 200 years and upwards ignored in the United King.
dom, shall not restrict the people of these Provinces in
their right of belief, and freedom of worship and their
right under the British North America Act to have a con-
stitution similar in form to that which our fellow subjects
in the United Kingdom enjoy. Let me see how far the
Provinces, from time to time, in the exercise of their right
of self-government conferred upon tbem, have insisted on
that policy, and have insisted upon that right with the full
recognition of the Imperial authorities, for let it be remem-
bered that before 1867 our statutes had to go home and be
revised by the Colonial Office under the advice of the
Crown officers. Why, Sir, in the year 1850 the Roman
Catholic bishops in the Province of Upper Canada were in-
corporated, and their successors from time to time canonic-
ally appointed. "Their successors," our friend from Simcoe
will tell us, "oh, yes, but not successors recognising any
authority from a foreign superior." Read the statute, and
I will give up the argument if it does not say:

"In communion with the Church of Rome."
Therefore, in 1850, the Legislature of Upper Canada incor-
porated those bishops and gave thema corporate powers,
on the one condition whiob, according to the han. member
for Simcoe, it is unconstitutional we should allow in this
country at all, namely, that they should be in com-
munion with the Seo of Rome. In 1854, Sir, the same thing
was done for all the bishops for all time to come in
Lower Canada; and an Act for the division of the parishes
of that Province for the purposes of publie worship, under
the supervision of those bshops, was authorieod by the
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Province. In 1862 ail the bishop8 of the Province of New
Brunswick for ail time to come were incorporated. You
cau look at the statutes of every Parliament in British
America, and you will find precisoly the same législation;
and the main of those corporate powars ii that those who
are to exerciie them shall be bishops in communion with the
Church of Rome. Wo have heard to-night, and we heard
Net night, about thé laches of the people, who, we are told,
were not to b precluded, not having obj ieted to the
Jesuits' Incorporation Act of 1887, fron objecting to it
now. Perhaps not. We were told that a great evil had
been done, that a great clasm of public sinners in this country
had been given powers of incorporation in 1887, and
that it was not too late to rise in indignant protest.
We were told that a people does not lose iti right to object
to provisions which are repugnant to an Enghsh statute of
300 years ago,,which they contend and we deny, has any
force, or ought to have any force, in this country, in regard
to people of other religions belief at any rate. It is perhaps
not too late. But they are not only a year behind the
time; they are 17 years bebind the time, because 37 years
ago the Parliament of Canada inoorporated a body of these
Jesuits, for the"actual purpose of teaching what the
hon. member for North Simcoe calls their wicked tenets,
in the Province of Quebec. In 1853, Sir, St. Mary's College,
in the city of Miontreal, to be taught by Jesuits, and the
corporators of which were Jesuits, was iacorporated by the
Legidiature of Canada; and in turning to the division list
on that Act, as one of my hon. colleages did last night,
he showed me that 29 Protestants and Z7 Catholies voted
for it, and only 7 voted against it altogether in that whole
Legislature. We had, Sir, 37 years ago religious tolerat ion
which wauld have frowned dowa the argument which was
presented to this House this afternoon, if it had been clothed
in ten times the ability and force with which we saw it
paraded before the Hlouse to-day. Then, in 1868, a college
for the same purpose at Sault au Reoollet, in the Province of
Quebec, was incorporated; and I ask members on both sides
of this question, whether, down to a few weeks ago we
have ever heard any remonstrance against the powers
which were conferred on those bodies, or whether any
section of the people of this country, or any one, high or
low, of one denomination or another-and I speak of
those who have been appealing to public opinion on this
question from the pulpits with the profoundest respect-bas
ever objected to the teachings of those institutions, or
uttered any reproach with regard to their conduct in this
country, with regard to their loyalty, or with regard to the
effects of their instruction or example on the youth of
this country. Again addressming myself to the argument
that it is not necessary for us in British North America to
be more restrictive as regards the rights and powers of the
Crown than the Crown has been in England, let me call
the attention of the House to the fact that 80 years
sgo, in the heart of England, a magnificent institution
ot learning was placed under the control of this same
order, in which they have been carrying on, everyyear since,
the education of hundreds of English youths, and that that
institution at Stoneyhurst bas had added to it other like
institutions all over England. Are we to -say that the Act
of Supremacy, the keen edge of which is not to be applied
in Great Britain, or that the prohibitory legislation with
regard to the Jesuit Order, which is not, to be applied in
Great Britain, must be applied to one section of the people
in British North America, and applied under our féderal
system by the arbitrary power of disallowance with which
His Excellency is entrusted ? I might well reiterate,
but I wili not do further than refer to the eloquent and
forcible argument which you, Sir (Mr. Colby) addressed
to the flouse last ùight, in which you pointed ont that we
Lad lived to too late an age for any section of the people of
this ountry to be willing to live under a government by
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which that kind of legislation would be applied. In the
exorcise of the immense powers, limited though the range
of subjects may be, whioh are given to the Provincial
Logislatures, there is no Provincial Legislature in Canada,
whicb, lcgislating upan the subject of the civil and
religious liberties of its people, would consent to have
its powers curtailed by the Federal Government tak-
ing from the wail a rusty weapon which bad hung idly
there for 200 years. I will spare the patience of the
House and not do what I intended to do, namely,
quote legislation still in force with regard to allHer
Majesty's domain, but a dead letter for scores of years-
legislation which, if it were in force would put one-third of
the people of this city into prison to-morrow, for the offence
of heresy, the offence of non-conformity, the offence of not
taking the sacrament, or for daring to profess the belief tof
Unitarians, some of these statutes being still actually unre.
pealed. But what is the use? The greatest writer on the
subject of criminal law which the century bas produced, Sir
Fitzjames Stephers, bas put the story well in two para.
graphs, and his euthority upon it wiil not bo denied ; the
acceptability of bis sentiments with iegard to the United
Kingdom will not be questioned ; and ho says this:

" For 200 years Government has been carried on -"1
And heis speaking of government in the United Kingdom-
- "without prejdiee to differen ces of opinion which in previons times
were regarded asaitogether fundamental."

For the last 200 years in England, I venturetto say,
government could not have been carried on if it hd
not been hy practically ignoring legislation which pre-
vionsly was levelled at differences of opinion which were
conbidered altogether fundamental. At that time a man
who did not conforn to the religion of bis neighbors and
the religion of the law was put out of the pale of the law
altogether and treated as a public criminal. A great body
of that legisiation has never been repealed to this day; a
great body of it is just as much in force in the Dminion of
Canada against our freedomn of opinion, against our freedom
of worship, as the statutes which have been invoked yes-
terday and to-day; and yet when we read this lesson
that for 200 years it bas only been possible to carry on
government in England by ignoring thoso differences of
opinion which used to be aimed at by the criminal law and
were considered as fundamental, we are, in this country,
to look still at the old fundamental differences and curtail
our liberties by thestrong arm of thefederal authority; and,
in the exorcise of federal power, we are to eurtail the rights
of our Legisiatures to infringe upon, impugn, or make
any enactment repugnant to this legisition which
has been buried under the weight of public opi-
nion for upwards of two conturie. Well, I forget to
say, and I will digress from my argument for a moment to
mention it, that, in 1811, by a statute of the Province of
Quebec, there was an Act passed iacorporating tVe whole
Society of Jeaus in the Province. The order was precisely
the same society which was inoorporated by thu Act of 1887;
and the only difference is the difference of iegislative provi-
sions as to the method of working their incorporation. Prom
1871 to 1887, no word of objection va-raised in any part of
the country to that incorporation, as to its constitutionality
or effect, but because in 18&9 we did not advise disallowanoe
of an Act of preoiselyhtbe same kind, we are to fali under
the cer sure of this Ltouïe. I have referred to the statement
of Sir Fitzjames Stephens as Io the value of this legislation
to England, and I will cite another passage which, for its
tersoness and its force, is worthy the attention of hon.
gentlemen. He says, referring to the legislation against
the Jetuits in the year of George IV:

" These powers, I believe, have been consilered, ever since they were
paused, asan absolutely dead letter."
Later on, ho says, as to eceleiastical legiatiuon
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"Our ancestors walked in darkness, and we have solved the probiem,
which was too hard for them, by recogniing liberty of conscience as a
princple of universal application."

Before I close my argument, I mut address myself for a
moment to a view which was put forwad by the hon.
member for Simcee (Mr. McCarthy) as regards the effect
of the statute on the fnnd fir bigher edudation in the Pro-
vince of Quebec. Re put forward as a reason why this Act
should be disallowed, if no other reason existed, that it was
a breach of trust, and that it misapplied, or, to use bis
own words, misappropriated the property which it
related to. I think the hon. member for Quebec (Mr.
Langelier) was quite right in challenging him te read
any part of the Act which sustained bis argument, and
the House observed that he did not respond to the-challenge.
Let me remind the House at the outeot that, in regard to
the sale of the property, the statute gives the Province no
greater power than it had before. It is a statute as its title
implies, for the-Bsettlement of the Jesuit claims. But the Pro-
vince of Qaebec before that, had, under its existing legisla.
tion, ample power of sale, and the Act mako no provision
different from that which did exist as to what is to be
doue with the property or the money. One would suppose,
listening te the argument of the hon. member for Simcoe
(Mr. McCaithy) although he did not state it in so
many words, there was a provision in the Act which
declared that that trust should no longer apply to
the property, that it might go into the consolidated
revenua and be disposed of as the Government pleased. Not
so. The last clause of the Act provides that when these
prope, ties are -sold, they are to be subject to the disposition
of the Legislature. Are we to infer and to advise disallow-
ance on the ground of that inference, that the Legislature of
the Province is going to betray ite trust with regard to any
property, when it las nover made that declaration or never
sought power to desert the trust ? I will tell the House
w bat is the absolute fact on this point: That the minority
in the Province of Quebec, that those interested in higher
education, that those interested in any way in the execu tion
of the trust, have not suffered one whit or jot by the passage
of the Act. The fact bas been that the revenue from those
estates bas been paid from year toyear intotheconsolidated
revenue fund an not into the fund for higher education.
The fact is likewise that the proceeds of large portions of
that property which have already been sold have, from
year to year, been placed to the credit of the consolidated
revenue, and spent or the generalpurposes of the Province.
From year to year, the Provincial Legislature, net eut of
the revenues of the Jesuits' estates or the prooeeds of the
Jesuits' estates, whieh were too smalil for that urpose, but
out of its oonsolidated revenue, bas made ample provision
for the higher education of the Province; and after
the argument made this afternoon about the way in which
the minority would be prejudiced, and the supineness of the
minority in submitting, as it wa said they would be willing
to submait, to this legislation, and the breach of trust, which
wa- apparent on the Act itself, in the diversion of the only
fund that exists for the higher education of the Province,
the House will be surprised to leara that from year to
year-I speak in general terms-the allowance in the
Province of Qaebec for the bigher education made out f
the censolidated revenue fund has been, on an average, more
than three times the annual proceeds of the Jesuits' estates.
Not a single school, bigh or low, in the Piovince of Quebec
bas been austained from those estates so far, because the
fund was utterly insufficient. Ample provision was made
out of the consolidatad revenue fund, and yet we are told
that when these estates disappear and go into the market,
they go free from any trust, and that neither the majority
nor the minority will have any security lor higher educa-
tion in the Province. It i sufmoient for me to have shown
the HÎouse that the lot purportoU do nothibg of the kindy
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that itýanotinthng-ofthekind; but I think-the-argu-
ment hu irPesistible force when I show that these properties
have not been considered-a securityfor these purposes at ail.
The hon. member for Simeoe (Mr. McCartby) challenged
the propriety of my report upon this Act, whon, atter
favoring the Route with his long and Interesting
theological discourse, and after having excited to some
extert the -feelings and sympathy of the House, he de-
clared that I had presented that statute to His Excellency
as of no more impoitance than the eleven others accam-
panying it, which i had recommended should be left to
their operation. Now, upon the importance or unimpor-
tance of thestatutes it is not necessary for me to advise
His Excellency, but I take tho responsibility of having
adviscd Bis Excellency that that Kct was no lese within
the poweks of the Legislature of Quebec than the other
eleven which accompanied it. And when I have reminded
the hon. gentlemen that it is not a question of trust, that
there is no diversion of trust by the authority of that Act,
and that these estates have not been the source from
which higher education has been supported, I thitk he will
be almost inclined to-agree with me that I was right after
ail in saying this was a fiscal matter within the control of
the Province. But this is not the first time, although iL
is the first time this excitement has been raised with regard
to it, that this society, who have been spoken cf so severely
in this debate, have been dealt with by the Province of Que-
bec. I have in my possession a liet extending back over
filteen years of appropriations in the Supply Bille made
by the Legislature of Quebec tosupport the higber education
carried on by this society within that Province, and,
according to the statement we have heard this afternoon, ail
that has been unconstitutional, and every one of these Supply
Bille ought to have been disallowed, because, forsooth, they
were ignoring the distinction between Church and State.
I think it is rather late to treat this question as anything
other than a fiscal question, and that the difference between
the Supply Bille in ail those fifteen years, and the Act
which ie now being discussed is simpIy a question of de-
gree and of amount. The principle of supporting the higher
education carried on by that society in that Province bas
been recognised, as I have said, every year in the Supply
Bill, and, yet, for the first time, because this is a larger sum
which is being dealt with, and larger because it deals with
the rights or claims of that society to lands, we are asked to
assert a principle which we were never asked before to assert
in regard to them. Now, I desire to call the attention of the
louse for a moment to two other branches of the argument

which were presented to it this afternoon. We were told
that there was a restriction in the Act as regards the
expenditure of the 860,000, but that there was no restrie-
tion as regards the expenditure of the $400,000. The 860,-
000 hae been appropriated to a body whioh had no claim,
legally or morally, and had never asserted any as regards
the title to the Jesuits' estates. They have claimed to be
interested in the appropriations which are made from time
to time for higher education, and rightly so, and those
claims have always been ooneidered. I am not pre-
pareo to say, whether the proportion allotted to theinin
this Act is right or mot. That is a question upon which
the hon. member for North Simcoe (Mr. McOarthy), if he
had a seat in the Legislature of the Province of Quebec,
might have addreseud the Hlouse with great force, but for
us here to diseuss the apprcpriation of money, and the pro-
portions in which it is appropriated by a Province would be
as absurd as for us to take the Supply Bill of the Province
every year, and enter into a discussion of its different ap-
propriations. The reason why, as I presume, the restric-
tion has been imposed in regard to the $60,000, and not in
regard to the $400,000, is that the $60,000 is voted for
educational parposes parely and simply, and, while the
4400,000 has every prospect of being so applied, because it

is voted to a body whose business it-is to teach, -still it is
paid to them in extinction of a claim which they hsd made
to a part of the public domain of the Province. But we were
told, and this is almost the last argument used by my hon,
friend from North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy),but one to which I
muet advert, that the grant of money to this corporation
was a church endowment which violated the principles of
the separation of Church and State in this country. I pass
by at this moment the pasition which any church occupies
in this country. I do not intend to discuss how far, in any
portion of the country, any church may be considered as
now establisheJ; but I do say that it pauses the power of
ingenuity to show that the grantof money to a corporation
of teachers and preachers is the enduwment of a church in
Canada. It ie true that a church may be in part a society of
preachers and teachere, but this society is not a church,
and in the most illogical way in which a fallacy could bo
put on paper, this resolution asks the flouse to come to the
conclusion that, becauso a society incorporated under a
statute of the Province and employed in preaching and
teaching the tenets of a certain religion receives a grant of
money, that is the endowment of a charch within the Pro-
vince. I venture to say that there is no one in this country,
who knows the facts upon wbich that resolution is based,
and who rends that resolution, but muet be surprised that it
should receive the support, as it bas done, of able and
intelligent mon in this flouse. Lot me say to my hon.
friend from Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) that this i no more the
endowment of a church, and that it is no more au inter-
ferenoe with the separation of Cburoh and State in this
country than would be the endowment of a hospital or an
orphanage or an' asylum which was undor the care of a
religions organisation. We ail cherish the principle that
there should be no Church control over the State in any
part ofthis country, but my hon. friend proposes something
worse than that control. He proposes that we shall step into
the domain of a Provincial Legislature, and shall say that no
Provincial Legislature shaIl have the power to vote any
money to any institution if it partakes of a religious
character. IL may profess any other kind of principle. It
may profess any objectiouable principle, and it is lawful to
endow it, but, if it professes the Christian character, it is,
forsooth, unconstitutional to allow such aun Act to go into
operation. 1 listened to the remarks which the hon.
member for Simcoe (Mr. MoCarthy) addressed to the flouse
on the third branch of his argument, as to the objectionable
teachings of this society with somo surprise, though I do
not intend to-night to challenge his ample liberty to differ
from me as to the correctnessuand propriety of those
observations. I hopýd that, in this discussion, ho and
those who will vobe with him will not prove them-
selves any lees friende of religions liberty than they
have professed to be in the past, but I assume-I
think I have a right to assume-that, when the case of the
gentlemen who are opposed Vo the allowance of this Act is
placed in the hande of an hon. member who is se able and
so skilled in argument as ho, we are not to be condemned
for not asking His Excellency to disallow this Act, unles
the rosons which ho urged with such great force this
afternoon are reaons which I could use in addressing His
Excellency on the subject. Surely I bave a right to assume
tbat the hon. gentleman has put forward the best case ho
could, and I am not to be condemned unless I could avail
myself of his reasons in asking His eExcellency to disallow
the Act. If I could picture myself going to His dExcellency
and asking for the disallowance of this Act, for the rossons
which the hon. gentieman (hir. McCarthy) prosented in the
latter part of hie address, I would imagine myseif just fit
to be expelled from fHis ExCelleLcy's presence as quickly
as possible. What would ba the rosons which I should
urge ? I am not finding fault now with the strictures that
the hon. gentleman made in regard to the society, but,
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forsooth, I am to go to His Excellency and ak him the sin, which the confessor has to deal with, and that which,
to disallow this Act because, in the year 1P74, a Quarterly though against publie moralà or public propriety, the con-
Review published an article denouncirg the Jesuit Society and fessor has not to deal with, In dealing with casuistry, and
its teachings. Arn I not right in taking the argument and when dealing with moral theology, some of the old writers
the evidence which ho produces to-day as the argument quoted have suggested difficulties, and problems, and
and the evidence wbic-h I should prod uce to His Excellency ? questions, and have given advice to confessors upon
If I were to go to H:s Exceillncy and say that the Quarttrly such subjects; but they have not put forward the tenets
Review, pubbshed in 174, denounced in language as strong as to be taught to the youth of the country. I might be
as could be the tenets and teachings of these people, His told by His Excellency that I might find in the studios of
Excelleney might ask me a number ot perplexing questions, my own profession a similar case; that I might find the
one of which was levelled at the hon. member for North leading writers in my own profession, eminent mon, stating
Simcoe this afternoon witbout much profit to him. Lot me that things which we recognise f rom day to day as hideons
suppose that His Excellency asked me: "Mr. Minister of Jus- wrongs, are not offences against the criminal law of the
tice, who is the author? " My answer would have to be country-some of them I ocould name, but which it would
-surely I cannot do botter than take the answer of the hon. be almost indecent to name in a mixed assembly. And, Sir,
member for Simcoe-my answer would have to be: ' I really could it be said of these writers who declared that such was
do not krow who is the auther; but, your Excellency, I am the law, that these things, however abominable they may
sure that notbing would be publirhed in the Review be, however contrary to public morals, are not against the
which would not stand criticism." I am afraid that His Ex- law-could it be said that these eminent writers like Sir
cellency might not bo satisfied with that answer, and that Fitzjames Stephen and others are teaching that such
ho might put me another rather more puzzling question : thitigs are lawful and ought te be done in the country, and
"Mr. Minister of Judice, are you aware that theise able and are putting them before the youth of the country as things
eloquent, but anony mous, publications in that Review th at are right ? Is there not a broad distinction between the
have been refuted time aLd again until the slanders have two ideas ? If the bon. member for North Simcoe had read
been worn th readbare ? " I would ask my hon. friend lrom the answers which have been made to the publications, which
Simcoe what I should answer to that question ? ho quoted he would not have dared, as ho is an honorable

Mr. McCARTHY Refuted where? man, to have presented to the louse the argument that
ho made this afternoon, without, at least, presenting the

Sir JOHN TIOMPSON. I would like to ask him, has other side of it. If I were to advise fis Excellency
ho ever ivad the answers to them ? I would like to ask to disallow this Bill because of the objectionable teachings
him, has be ever sougbt tbe answcrs to them ? Because those of this body, fis Lxcellency might fairly say to me: "The
are questions which His Excellency may ask me when Igo Legislature of the united Provinces of Cinada, 37 years
to him with this adviic. The hon. momberasks me, where? ago, erected the society into a corporation to hold lande
Weil, I tell him, in the first place, in publications so volumi- and to teach the youth of the country. Now, in looking
nous that I hall have to give him a catalogue of them; but over that 37 years of record, can you point me Io one
in order teobe precise, and not to be supected of evading of the teachers or one of the taught who has been
the question, I will tell him that in au Engilish publication disloyal to his country ? Has anyone been able to
called the Month, stop by stop, as every onie of these articles say: " This or that father has taught me immorality,
came out, the answer and the refuation came out, aUd that this or that man is guilty of immorality in his teaching,
in the opinion of a great many people, these mon were this or that tenet was objectionable ? " What reply should
able to refute the articles triumpbantly. I am not te pass I have to give him ? Well, Sir, if His Excellency wont on
judgment as to whether they were successful or otherwise, and reminded me that t;e raies and constitutions of that
I have no right to speak my own opinions here, I am order have been publisbed for 45 years, and that before
speaking for those with whom I am acting in concert. His giving him advice of that kind I ought to be able to put my
Excellency might ask me whethor having read these articles iand upon the passages of the rules and constitutions of
what conclusion I had come to as to the balance of ihat order which are objectionable on the grounds of public
arguments pro and con. If ho did so, I should be unable to policy, I am afraid I should be unable te do so to an extent
find, in the course of that admirable three hours interesting to justify the disallowance of this Act, and I am afraid I
theological discussion which we had to day, a single hint as should not find in the speechof the on. member for Simcoe
to my reply, and having read the attack i the Review, and much comfort in that respect. If I were to advise His
the replies which were made, answer as 1 have done. Excellency to disallow the Act on the ground of the expul-
I should have to tell His Excellency that unless ho were sion of the Hluguenots, the Rovocation of the Edict of
to be guided by the opinion of a partisan on one side or the Nantes, the Franco-German war, the expulsion from France
other, the best thing ho could do would be to louve it either in 181b, the expulsion from other countries, I am afraid
to bis own conscience or to that conscience which the Consti- His Excellency might tell me that all the statements of fact
tution bas provided for dealing with the subject-the con- were disputed, and that ho might read me a lesson in
science of the Legislature of the Province which had to deal ancient and modern history of which one of the deductions
with it. If His Excellency were to ask me: "Sir, in aivising could b that in some of these countries, to say that
disallowance on the authority of the Quarterly Review,"- the court was opposed to the Jesuits, or to say
which I am afraid to the Colonial Office would not b a that the court was opposed to the Protestant reformers, was
sound authority, would not be a satiLfactory constitutional no discredit to either the Protestant reformera or to the
authority-" have you verified the quotations for your- Jesuits. I do not think, Sir, that I need dwel on that branch
self ?" I ask the hon. member for Simcoe what I should of the subjet any longer. I think that whenever
answer then ? What answer could ho give to the House we touch those delicate and difficult queîtions which
if 1 asked him now, whet her ho bas verfiied a singlo one of are in any way connected with the sentiments of
those quotations-and I tell him that on the verity of the religion, or of race, or of education, there are two
quotations half the controversy bas turned. I tell him principles which it is absolutely necessary to maintain, for
that it is claimed by those who have undertaken-I do not the sake of the living together of the different members of
say they have succeeded-to refute them, that tho tenets this Confederation, for the sake of the preservation of the
which they are accused of teaching, they have not taught; federal power, for the sake of the good-will, and kindly
that the passages put forward as proofs were problems- charity of all our people towards each other, and for the
doubtful cases, cases to distinguish between that which is sake of the prospects of making a nation, as we can only do

Sir JOHN THOmPsoN.
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by living in harmony and ignoring those differences which
used to be considered fundamental-these two principles
surely must prevail, that as regards theological questions
the State must have nothing to do with thom, and that as
regards the control which the federal power eau exorcise
over Provincial Legislatures in matters touching the free-
dom of its people, the religion of its people, the appropria.
tions of its people or the sentiments of its people, no section
of this country, whether it be the great Province of Quebec
or the humblest and smallest Province of this country, can
be governed on the fashion of 300 years ago.

Mr. McNEILL. I am very reluctant to prolong this
debate, but I feel that it would not be right if I did not say
a word in explanation of the vote which I shall give. I
repeat that I do not wish to prolong this debate, and have
but a very few words to say, and in what I do say I hope
I shall endeavor to say not one word that can add bitter-
neqs to the debate. We are here differing in race and
differing in religion. We cannot see eye to eye in all
things; we must differ and differ widely in our views upon
many subjects: that is inevitable. But if we mean to do
our duty bv our country, if we mean to make this country,
this Canada of ours, a great and prosperous nation we must
first endeavor as far as in us lies to bear and forbear with
one another and endeavor to act together as an united
people. And, therefore, it was that I listened with a great
deal of gratification to the speech of the hon. member for
Stanstead (Mr. Colby) last night when he assured us of the
kindly consideration with which our Roman Catholic
friends, in the Province of Quebec, treated our Protestant
friends there. I believe that speech going abroad in this
country will do an immense amount of good. I believe it
will remove a great many misconceptions, I believe it will
cause a warmer feeling of friendship to exist between our
Protestant friends and our Roman Catholic friends through.
out this Dominion, and that, I think, will be a matter of
incalculable benefit to this Dominion. We have no quarrel
with our Roman Catholic friends, and, therefore, I was, I
must say, surprised at the extraordinary statement made by
the hon. member for Lincoln (Mr. Rykert) last night when
he said that those members who were discharging in this
House a very onerous and painful duty desired to prevent
their Roman Catholic fellow-countymen exercising thoir
religion in this country, and in point of faut that they
almost desired to drive them out of the land. That staLe-
ment was not altogether what I would have expected from
my hon. friend, and I think it was a statement hardly
worthy of him.

Mr. RYKERT. I made no such statement, you cannot
show it

Mr. MoNEILL. I am glad to find from what the hon.
gentleman says that I misconceivei him. I listened with
a great deal of attention and I understood that was what he
said, but I am only too glad to learn that that is not what
he intended to say.

Mr. RYKERT. I did not say it.
Mr. MoNEILL. If the opposition on our part to the

endowment of the Jesuit Order be of any such character, if
it be an attack upon the Roman Catholie faith and an attack
upon our Roman Catholic friends in any shape and form, as
I certainly think my hon. friend will admit ho said it was,
I would suppose that opposition to the incorporation of that
body would ho equally an attack upon the Roman Catholie
religion and upon our Roman Catholie friends. But if that
be the case, what are we to esay of the conduct of His Emi-
nonce Cardinal Tasehereau and the six bishops and arch-
bishops of the Province of Quebec, who joined with him only
the other day so to speak, in 1887, in petitioning the
Legialature against the incorporation of this body. They,
surely, are not to be looked upon as enemies of the Romanl
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Catholie reliRion; they, surely, are not to be looked upon as
persons outside of the pale of the Church and as persons
who desired to prevent the Roman Catholie people of this
country from the due exorcise of their rights and privileges.
But we find that Cardinal Taschereau and six bishops and
archbishops of the Roman Catholie Church did petition the
Legislature of Quebec not to incorporate the Jesuit Order.
If that be the case, and it is a faot which cannot be gain.
said, I think these statements which have been made with
respect to the course of my hon. friends who have felt it
nocessary to support the amendment, these accusations of
intolerance against them, because they object to the further
strengtheni ng of the power of that body in this country, are
somewhat far fetched. I do think that when the Minister
of Justice, in the very able, the magnificent speech which
ho bas just addressed to the flouse was deahing with this
question, it would have been a little more seemly had he
refrained from the statements in which ho indulged in the
latter part of his speech, and in which ho soemed
to assert that those who objected to the endowment of tthe
Jesuit Order dosired to have recourse to the prosecutions of
the middle ages. The argument which my hon. friend the
member for North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy), addressed with
regard to the propriety of disallowing this Act, I do not
speak of the l.'gal argument, but I rofer to the arguments
which ho presonted in reference to the effect which the on-
dowment of this body inflicted on the Dominion, and which
were not founded on a reference to an article in the Quar-
terly Review, but included the statement that this was a
society which had been found by almost every civilised
state to be incompatible with the proper govern ment of the
country in which it existed-I think that this argument is
one which should be met seriously, and not merely by the
assertion or the implication that in every case in which
those governments, Roman Catholie as well as Protestant,
had found it necessary to suppress this socioty, the
society was right and the governmont was wrong. I
think the argument requires to be mot more seriously.
Now, Sir, the agitation and the excitement which has
arisen in the Province of Ontario in reference to this mtter
is very natural. The people of Ontario have begun to ol in
that Province of late years the ever increasing power of
Jesuit pressure and influence. We have bogun to expori-
once in that Province tome effects of the uncoasing aggrei
sion which history shows to be one of'the leading character-
istics of those trained spiritual warriors of which we have
heard so much during this debate. I give them ail credit
for their ability, I give them ail credit for their many deeds
of self sacrifice and heroism and for their learning and cul-
ture, but I beg to say that the Dominion of Canada is a
Protestant country, and I tbink that while we give to all
and desire to give to all who differ from us, the fullest rights
and liberty for the exorcise of their religions opinions,
we have a right to remember that the Protestant majority
in this country have some few rights and privileges also.
I think that we have a right to expect that if the Jesuit
Order find an asylumn here in Canada which has been
denied to them in many Catholic States, they should
have at least some consideration for the religious
sentiments of those who have extended this kind-
ness towards them. But, Sir, I wish to ask what bas
been our experience in reference to this matter in the Pro
vince of Ontario. You cannot deal with this as a purely
local question, for it is not a local question. The Jesuit
Order is not confined to the Province of Quebec and bocause
you endow the headquarters of the order there that does not
make it a local matter. You cannot limit the operations
of this ordor to tho Province of Quebec, there l nothing
local about it. What has been our experience in the Pro-
vince of Ontario, which is not the Province of Quebec.
What has been the conduct of this order of Jesuite in that
Province? We have every reason to believe that they have
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not scrupuled in that Province to attack our Protestant already expeienced in the Province of Ontario, is prepared
institutions and to dictate as to the education of our Protes- to pursue here in Canada those self-same tactics which ren,
tant children. Only a few years ago we were startled to dered necessary its suppression in almost every Earopean
learn that a work which is one of the best known, one of the state.
most generally admired, and one of the most beautiful com- Mr. MIùLS (Bothwell). I beg to move theadjournment
positions in the English language, a work, too, by an author of the debate. There are many gentlemen on this side yet
who is preeminent for the purity and morality of his writ- ta speak on the subjeet.
ings-had been, as we believe at least, at their instance,
struck from the curriculum of our high schools. Only so
recently as the year 1886 we find that the same Mr. LAURIER. I hope hon. gentlemen will not have
influence was at work in our common public schools and that any objection to this motion. We adjourned rather early
an attempt was being made and successfully made to banish yesterday, and I think we ean agree that the debate will be
from those schools thut which is the very sign and symbol ended to-morrow.
of the Protestant faith, the Protestant bible ; and to substi-
tute for the book itself a collection of attenuated and uti- . e an me
lated extra.cts frein it. We flnd, in fact, that an astute Mr. LAURIER. We caunnt promise, but I think we
and subtie attack was being made againtt the very char- can do our best.
acter of that book and that an attempt was being made te Sir JO IE . IhopACDONALD. The honi gentleman
poison the minds of our chiidren againat it, aud to repre. knew that the hon. member for North Simce was going te
sent t as a bok unftted t be placed theirand.Now k a couple h wc r athedebate e
Mr. Speaker, I would ask my Roman fatholie friands st spean heurhaold m ntodeaevey

ands slouse andtackhis ceintgymae pagaes theevery~ char- u hr ol aebenn pot~iye e

trour by the Minister at two oclok in the mrning. That was
position and to ask themselves whether they would not the reason of adjourning yesterday. Surely we can go on
have resented such an attempt to interfere with the educa- to-night.
tional system in the Province of Quebec, and whether they
would not have resented such an insidious attack upon their ry
own religion? I would ask thema to put themselves in the Io»gth aise, aud it cannot be hoped that we shal reach a
place of the Protestants of Ontario, and to tell me if they conclusion this evening.
would not have viewed with alarm any action on the part Mr, MULOCK. I am sure the hon. Firat Minister will
of the state which was calculated to strengthen the hands be consultiug the wishes of a great many meibers if be
of a society which they believed had been in this will yield to the request 0fthe hon. member for Bothwell.
way interfering with the oducation of their child- 1 doubt if persistence iu the debate at thishoumofthe night
ere and endeavoring to subverb their religions will accomplish what he appears te desire te accompliab, a
faith. Now, Mr. Speaker, 1 do not wish to take speedy termination of the debate. We are engaged now,
up the time of the flouse longer. I will only say that I irrespective of ai party consideration, in dealing with a
intend to record my vote in favor of the resolution of the question of vast importance. Parliament bas been spoken
hon. member f£r Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien), and I will do so te by the country on the subject, and it is the dnty of Par-
not se much as an expression of censure upon the conduct liament te give, aud the countrydemands frein Parliameut,
of the Government wbose general policy 1 support with se a fuit expression of opinion upon it; ad at a quarter te
much pleasure, and whose conduct in referance to this par- twelve to-nigbt, baîf an heur later than the heur ist night,
ticular matter bas been circumscribed by conditions of such at which the First Minister said it was ture te adjourn, is
deep importance to the Dominion; but rather because I disap- surely lute enougl. I, therefore, hope he will show the de-
prove altogether of the kind of legiïlation which we have bate te be adjourned.
had under our consideration. I believe it to be improper andSir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I tbiuk as a matter of
dangerous legislation. I believe, in the first place-and as fair play the equest made by my hon. friend frein Both-
this debate has proceeded my opinion in that regard has well ought te be granted. We maïsed ne objection te the
been strengthbned-that there has been a deliberate setting request of the heu. Minister Ist night that the luse
aside, with pomp and parade, of the principle that fis Holi bould adjourn at an nnusually early heur, lu order te
ness the Pope of Rome should not interfere in our affairs ofaacommedate the hon. member for North Simcoe, sud the
state. I think this is dangerous legislation for another reason. saie courtesy should bc exteuded te a gentleman occupying
I think that in these days of party Government vo more dan- the position in tbe flouse of the hon. member for Bothwell.
gerous precedent could very well be laid down than that a
political party should be enabled-it may be for purely Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I thitk under the cir-
party reasons-to endow a religious body with large suis cumatances, sud nder the pressure of the hon, gentleman
of public money. It seems to me that if we admit suc a who bas moved tho sdjournment aud of the hon, gentleman
principle as that, we open a door which it will be difficult who bas just spokon, if it k nndorstood that we will ait it
te close; and it seems to me that the dangers against which ont te morrow night
the Act of Mortmain was levelled were insignificant as Mr. LAURIER. We will oit as late as possible.
compared with the dangers which may be incurred if iAAu
we admit such a principle as that-the principle that atemrrwht
political party shall ba permitted at auy moment that it
pleases te endeavor te secure the assistance of a religions Mm. MULOCK. We must net gag the Hanse.
body by conferring upon it large sums of public money.
I say that is a dangerous principle, and that is a principle Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Ihen we must go on, or
which is involved in the legislation we are discuassing. Imake au arrangement of that kind.
shall support this resolution also as a solemn protest by a Mr. LAURIER. The hon. gentleman, I amnsure, je quitehumble member of this louse against consolidating the
power i this Dominion of a society which, however able We will do everythiug possible on car aide to meet his viewa,
and however devoted its members may be, is yet a society
Whiçh throughout all Christendom bas proved to be unsor-
pulous and aggressive, a fomentor of discord, and a stirrer Sir JORN A. MACDONALD. Under these eircum.
up of strife, 'nd which i am afraid, from what we have stances, the honi gentleman will feel that we intend ne di-
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courtesy if we ask the louse to sit to-morrow night until the
debate is concluded.

Mr. MU LOCK. I do not wish to have the debate pro-
tracted any longer than necessary, but if it should
happen to-morrow night that any hon. gentlemen desire to
speak, I think they should have that privilege, and no
arrangement should be made which will deprive them of
the opportunity of doing so. No arrangements should be
nmade which would have the effect of preventing them hav
ing an opportunity to do so. It is my intention, irrespect-
ive of any arrangement, to speak to the question briefly.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We will be very glad
to hear the hon. gentleman now.

Mr. MULOCK. I have no doubt. But it seems to me
on a question of this importance every opportunity should
b3 given to hon. members to give their views before the
vote is taken.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I shall ask the House to
ait to.morrow night until a vote is taken.

Mr. MITCBELL. 1 think we had botter go on to.night.
If the hon, gentleman had taken my suggestion last night
and had one of his Cabinet make a bold statement of their
policy and the reasons for it, the debate would have been
closed last night.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment

of the House.
Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 11:55 p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

TtURSDAY, 28th March, 1889.

The SPEAER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYZRs.

FIRST READINGS.

Bill (No. 119) for the relief of William Gordon Lowry
(from the Senate).-(Mr. Small.)

Bill (No. 123) for the relief of George McDonald Bagwell
(from the Senate).-(Mr. Brown.)

Bill (No. 124) for the relief of Arthur Wand (from the
Senate).-(Mr. Small.)

Bill (No. 125) for the relief of William Henry Middleton
(from the Senate).-(Mr. Small.)

OFFICIAL DE BATES COMMITTEE.

Mr. DESJARDINS moved that the second report of the
Special Committee of the Official Debates be concurred in.
lie said: The report is to recommend to the House that
the prices charged to members for extra copies of Bansard
be not the same prices as were charged under the contract
by Messrs. MacLean, Roger & Co., but that the extra copies
be furnished at coSt price.

Mr. LAURIER. Will the hon, gentleman let this stand
until to-morrow? There may be some discussion on it.

Mr DESJARDINS. Very well.

WESTERN COUNTIES RAILWAY.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON moved for leave to introduce
Bill (No. 127) in reference to the Western Counties Railway.
He said; The Minister of Railways je authorised by agre.-

ment with the company, which was confirmed in 1887 by
statute, to construct the 20 miles between Annapolis and
Pictou, if the company fait to construct it in the meantime.
That authority is, no doubt, amply sufflcient, as far as the
company is concerned. This Bill is to make applicable the
Expropriation Act and the other Railway Acts to that
work. By the surveys which have been recently made,
some slight diversion is made at two or three points, in
order to straighten the line and make it more safe, and it
may ba necessary at certain points to expropriate property.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). It has been a subject of general
comment that with regard to the extension of the road,
only eleven days have been given to parties to appear
here, and to enter their contracts. Eleven days is too
short a time for such an important contract.

Motion agreed to and Bill read the first time.

LABORERS ON THE CAPE BRETON RAILWAY.
Mr. McDONALD (Victoria, N.S.) asked, Io it the inten-

tion of the Guvernment to puy the laborers who worked on
the Dape Breton Railway for Simms & Slater and their sub.
contractors ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. lt is not. The surety
upon rcceiving the deposit, gave bonds to pay all legal
claims for wages.

BEHIIRING'S SEA.
Mr. PRIOR asked, 1. Whether the Government has re-

ceived any ofFiLial notification from tho Govcrnment of the
United States in regard to the proclamation alleged by the
public press to have been issued by the President of the
United States, elosing Behring's Sea to all but Americane?
2. If so, whether the Government has entered its earnest
protest against such action on the part of the United
States ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Govornment have
received no official notification from the Government of the
United States in regard to this proclamation. The Govern-
ment have not entered a protest against such action on the
part of the United States, as they do not think that the
question affecting the navigation of Behring's Sea is involved
in the proclamation. On that point, I must correct an error
which I made yesterday in answering the senior member
for Halifax (Mr. Jonces). I tatcd thon that the proclama-
tion which was issued was morely a repetition of the procla-
mation required by law. I was at that time under the
impression that the Act had been passed some years ago,
and that it was an annual proclamation issued by tue Unitel
States. I find on enquiry that the proclamation bas been
issued under the Act approved on March 2nd, 1889, which
requires annual proclamation hereafter, and is merely to
warn their own fishermen as well as others.

DE RBY BRANC, INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY.
Mr. MITCHELL. Before the Orders of the Day are

called, I would like to callîthe attention of the First Minister
to the fact that, in pursuance of the answers ho gave to the
questions I asked yesterday, in relation to the extension on
the western end of the Derby Branch to the Northern and
W estern Railway-a distance of about eight miles-I am
very anxious that the hon. gentleman should bring down the
papers, so as to enable me to get at the real merits of the
transaction and discuss the matter intelligently when the
estimates relating to railways are up. My hon. friend
will observe that since the 20th of February, I have had a
notice on the Notice Paper for these papers. We are not
likely to reaah it in time to have any such discussion as I
desire upon it, and I trust the right hon. gentleman will
order the papers to be brought down. They are very brief,
and their production will facilitate matters very much,
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Had the hon, gentleman,

when he brought up the question the other day, moved for
these papors, bis motion would bave been granted, The
answer froi the department is that this section o the road
was, at the time the last inspection was made, in good run-
ning condition, and that the Intercolonial Railway officials
had many times informed the company that tbey are pre-
pared to exchange trafloi within convenient time. There is
very little, if any, correspondence on the subject, as the
mat ter bas been discussed by personal interviews, but I will
bring down what papers there are,

Mr. MITCHELL. The hon. gentleman will see how
important it is that I should be able, as representing that
county, to give an intelligentaccount of how the thing is
being done.

TRENT VALLEY COMMISSIONERS.

Mr. BARRON. Will the right hon. gentleman inform
the flouse if the Trent Valley Canal Commissioners have
yet reported, and if they have not, when they are likoly to
report? Will be also state whetber he is aware that one
of these comrnmissioners bas left this country on a long visit
to the old country, notwithstanding the fact that the work
was finitshed some time ago ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No report bas yet been
received. I do not think there is any chance of a report
being transmitted to the department this Session. Hiow
long after that it will be presented, I am not able to say.
I am aware that one of the commissioners is now on the
other side of the water, and how long ho will be there I
cannot tell.

SUPPLY-TIIE JESUITS' ESI'ATES ACT.

liouse resumed adjourned debate on the proposed motion
of Mr. Foster: That Mr. Speaker do now leave the Chair
for the louse to go again into Committee of Supply; and
the motion of Mr. O'Brien in amendment.

his own division of the grand Conservative army, and I have
no doubt that these two hon. gentlemen have, in the esti-
mation of their friends, discharged the duties assigned to
them by their chief with a great deal of ability and a great
deal of skill; and I am sure that the hon. gentleman must
feel equally grateful to bis colleague, the Minister of Justice,
and to his supporter, the hon. member for North Simcoe.
[his is not the only feature of this discussion worthy of no-
tice. There is the bon. member for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien),
who moves this resolution, and makes a very ardent and
somewhat unreasonable Protestant speech, and there is
another hon. gentleman, who, so far as I know since Ihave
been in Parliament, has never been found voting against
the Administration, the hon. member for Lincoln (Mr.
Rykert), who is put up to answer the other ardent
supporter of the Government, the bon. member for
Muskoka. Then, the hon. member for North Simcoe
(Mr. McOarthy), speaking after these hon. gentlemen,
and after the hon. the Deputy Speaker (Mr. Colby), tells
the House that he will not take the trouble to answer the
arguments which were addressed to the House by the hon.
member for Lincoln (Mr. Rykert). Ie tells us that that
hon. member does not fear bis constituents, because he
never expects to return to them, that he is soon to go to
his reward, that he bas in this House no abiding-place, that
hislabors as a supporter of the Administration, in this
Rouse, are drawing to a close, and that every day he is
pitching his tent a day's march nearer the place where he
expects to he. The hon. gentleman expect,, accordirg to
the information ifforded to the House by the hon member
for North Simcoe, soon to be gathered, not to his fathers,
but to the fathers, where scrap books will be no longer
required, and where ail anxiety, as to the future of an
election, will be dispensed with. That is the position pre-
sentcd to the House by the hon. member for North Simcoe
(Mr. McCaithy) in regard to the bon. member for Lincoln.
Thon the lon. member for North Simcoe told us of the
positioa of anotber supporter of the Government, the
Deputy Speaker of this House (Mr. Colby). lie told us
that the roseate speech of the Deputy Speaker, in regard

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I have watched with attention to the per feet harmony existing between the two sections
the proceedings in this debate, not with more attention to of the population in the Province of Quebec, was due to
what bas been said by bon. gentlemen who have taken part thankfulness either for favors received or for thoso which
in the debate than to the manner in which it bas so far were to come. The hon. member said the Deputy Speaker
been conducted. Since I have had a seat in Parliament, was expectant of future promotion, bat the hon. gentleman
I do not remember any subject which bas come before did not wish to hear from a Minister in futuro, but from
the House that has exhibited the tactical skill of the lon. one who was actually in possession of the Treasury
the First Minister to greater advantage than this discussion. bonches.
The hon. gentleman finde himself face to facs with what
may become a dangerous agitation, involving the Adminis-
tration of which he is the head. That agitation was begun Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). In fact, the hon. member for
by a journal conducted with more than ordinary ability, North Simcoe (Mir. McCarthy) gives a representation of the
and characterised by what may be called a spirit of aggres- Deputy Speaker which reminds me of a statement in Lard
sive Protestantism; and it has gradually drawn to its aide Beaoconfield's "Endymion." In describing one of the char-
a large portion of the press of this country, and a very acters in that book, the author says he had a feeling in his
great deal of discussion adverse to the conduct of the bosom which he was not very surewhether it was gratitude
Government bas taken place in public meetings at several or indigestion; and so the hon. member for North Simcoe
places in the Province of Ontario. Well, the hon. gintie- says that the able speech made by the Deputy Speaker was
man, in order to meet the dangers of the position, beems the outcome of some motive, either of favor already received
to have divided bis forces that he may be in a posi- or of favor to be received from the Government, but ho was
tion to control both sides. He bas appointed his not very sure which. Now, the hon. member for North
lieutenants-the hon. the Minister of Justice to lead one Simcoe, while ho described the motives which actuated those
section of. the hon. gentleman's forces, and the hon. with whom he is associated on that side, and the feeling
member for North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) to lead another which induced them to speak in support of the position of
section of those forces. So the hon. gentleman bas made the Government, failed to give us any information as to the
such arrangements as to bring back to the support of the motives by which ho was actuated himself. I do not say
Government any that might be inclined to go astray. If that the hon. gentleman was looking forward to a seat upon
they are dissatisfied with the conduct of the First Minister, the Treasury benches. I do not know that such a position
they are at ali events not dissatisfied with the position taken would have any attractions for him. It is quite possible
by bis ardent and faithful supporter, the lon. momber for that it might not have; but 1 remember very well the sup.
North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy). Now, the business of each of port whioh that hon, gentleman has given the Government

those two distinguished lieutenant. is to lookcarefully after in past Sessions. I remember that Railway Commission
Mr, MToazLo,
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Bill which was introduced and supported by one who stood
so near the Prime Minister, year by year, by which
the Grand Trunk was paralysed and the interests of
the Canadian Pacific Railway were promoted, and
I cannot bring myself to believe that the hon, gentleman
would have taken the position ho has in support of
the amendment of the hon. member for Muskoka (Mr.
O'Brien) if ho thought the Government had any sori-
ous objection to the amendment. The hon. gentleman
not only failed to give us any informatir-n with regard to
his own motives of action, but he failed to make any
allusion to the speech of an hon. gentleman who supported
the amendment-the hon. member for West York (Mr.
Wallace). Now, that hon. gentleman bas been in this
HUouse a very ardent supporter of the Administration. Hlow
is it that the hon. gentleman on this question arrays him.
self, along with the hon. member for Muskoka (Mr.
O'Brien) and the hon. member for North Simcoe (Mr.
McCarthy), in opposition to the course that the Govern.
ment has seen proper to pursue upon this Bill? Sir, rumor
has gone abroad that the hon. gentleman is not without
aspirations for a seat upon the Treasury benches; rumor has
gone abroad that a round robin has been sent along the
back benches, on that side of the House, in the hon. gentle-
man's intereste, asking the Governmont to find a place for
him upon the Treasury benches. It is said that the scarlet
robe of the Minister of Customs bas become somewhat
faded by his long sitting upon the Treasury bonches, and
that hoeis no longer a fitting zepresentative of a very large
section of the Protestant population of the Province of On-
tario; and so it is proposed-at all events, such is the
rumor-to recuperate that section of the Govern ment by
adding the hon. member for West York (Mr. Wallace).
Well, Sir, the hon. member for West York is opposiug the
Administration of which so many of his friends desire that
ho should become a member. The hon. member shakes
his head. I have no doubt that hoeis sincere
in that shako. I do not think the hon. gentleman
feels that ho is opposing the Administration; I do not
think ho feels that by giving the vote ho intends to give in
support of the motion of the hon. member for Muskoka, ho
is doing any detriment to the Government of which he
wishes to become an important member. The hon. gentle-
mar, no doubt, feels that, as it is said all roads lead C'o Rome,
so ail lines of action upon this motion, on that side
of the House, will lead towards the Treasury benches,
because they are aliks intended to protect and strengthen
the right hon. gentleman and those associated with him in
the Government of this country. I think the hon. member
for West York is quite right, and perhaps quite consistent,
in his support ot the Administration by supporting the
motion of the hon. member for Muskoka rather than the
motion of the Minister of Finance. We have had the two
sides of the Government prosented on this question. The
hon. member for North Simoo talked of the two sides c f
the shield, and I nover eaw an instance in which there werc
two sides to a political shield more manifest, and, I may say,
more admirably presonted, than they have been on this
occasion. Aithough we may admire the hon. Minister of
Justice for the very able speech ho made on one side, and
the hon. member for North Simcoe, for the very ardent
speech he made on the other, 1 think we must after ail give
credit to the skill and generalship 'of the Von Moltke who
leade the Government, and who leads this House. This,
Mr. Speaker, is a sort of introduction to the new plai of
campaign-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The preamble is not part
Of'the Bill.

Mr. MILLS-whieh the Governument have presented.
The introduction is not without interest. 0f course when,
in a novel play, the, actor is introduced to n audience, i

is always interesting to those who understand it, and who
are looking on, and who are anxious to see how it will
end. Sir, the Minister of Justice last night made a very ex-
haustive speech in defence of the action of the Government,
a speech in almost every word of which I cordially concur.
When the hon. gentleman bad completed that speech the
hon. Premier was ready for a division. He did not see any
necessity for any further discussion upon the subject. It
had been fully and exhaustively discussed. Both sides of
the Govornment shield had been presented to the louse.
The Governumen t had made their defence before the country,
and they say to the electors, You can follow the Minister of
Justice and support the Government, or yo can take the
other side, and follow the hon. member for North Simcoe,
and support the Government; and so, whichever way the
matter may bo arranged, it comes to supportng the
Government after all. It is like the trade between the
hunter and the Indian. It is: yon take the owl and I will
take the turkey; or, I will1 take the turkey and you take the
owl. It goes to the Government, no matter what the choice
may be. Well, Sir, the Prime Minister was no doubt
ready for a division, but we were not, and is it to be won-
dered at ? I expect, at ail events, and no doubt the vast
majority on this side of the House expect, to support the
Government. But when oe is in questionable company
ho always feels obliged to make some defence or expiana-
tion of his conduct; and I feel it necessary, in view of the
political character of the gentlemen with whom I am to
be associated in this vote, to give some account and some
justification to the public for the course 1 intend to pursue.
Now, we, on this sidetof the louse, feel that this is a very
important question. It is one whieh is calculated to arouse
religions feeling, and religions prejudice; it is one in
respect of which men, if they once become permeated with
it, are likely to throw reason to the winds; and, therefore, in
this incipient stage-if the incipient stage of the excitement
and controversy is not passed-it is important that the
Opposition, as well as the mombers and supporters of
the Government, should have an opportunity of assigning to
the public what is a sufficient reasou for their own justifica-
tion, and which I think will bo regarded as a sufficient
reason by the great mass of those who support them, for the
course which they intend to adopt on this occasion. We
bave had most of the speaking so far done on one side.
Our business in this discussion, Mr. Speaker, is to stand up
for the right, to allay, so far as we can, the popular
excitement, to correct the popular misapprehension as to
the nature of the question put in issue by thia Bill-
not to become more weathercocks wbich wili indicate the
strength of the gale which may be blowing from this or that
parLicular direction. I have, and I have no doubt that
every gentleman on this side of the House has, too much
respect for the good sense and the good intentions of the
people to undertake to convert this Jesuitâ' Etates Bill into
a sort of "Ginx's Baby " for the purpose of creating religious
excitement and for arousing religious animosities throughout
the coauntry. So, for these reasons, we propose fully to dis-
cuss this question, and I think the time occupied in such a
discussion is not wasted. There is one advantage, amogst
the many disadvantages of popular excitement, that under it
people are more likely to listen, with attention to what is
said, and yon have an opportunity of imparting to them in-
formation upon a subject which they would not be likely to
receive under other circumstances. That being the case, I
think we are just ified, notwithstanding our anxiety to bring
this Session to % close, mn taking whatever time may be ne-
cessary, to enter fully into the discussion of this subject, and
to give to the people who sent as here ail the information
necessary to enable them to form an intelligent conclusion
on the merits of the question in issue. Sir, thisis a most im-
Dortant question. The motion that has been placod in your
hands by te hon. membor for Muskoka (1fr. O'Brien) ls, in
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some respects, one of the most important that bas ever been
brought before Parliament. We have in this motion, in the
name of toleration, a demand for intolerance, and we have,
under the pretext of resisting encroachments upon con-
stituted authority and the maintaining of the supremacy of
the Crown, a motion asking for a violation of the Consti-
tution. This motion is, in my opinion, laden with mischief,
because it mingles religions prejudices and religious ani-
mosities with the consideration of the question. It mingles
up stories of wrongs done and wrongs endured, as narrated
in bistory, with fables and romances. I did not know when
I heard the speech, especially the latter portion of the
speech of the bon. member for North Simeoa (Mr. McCar-
thy) and the speech of the boa. memb3r for Muskoka (Mr.
O'Brien), whether they had derived their information f'rom
history or romance. i thought that the hon. gentleman who
moved the amendment had studied the "Wandering Jew "
more carefully than anything else, and that in all probabil-
itv the political portion of bis speech was derived from
"sHenry Esmond." In a country where you have 2,000,000 of
Roman Catholies, and something less than 3,000,000 of Pro.
testants, it is in the last degree mitchievous to invade the
political arena with religions discussions, and to endeavor

40 convert Parliament itself into an ecclesiastical c>uncil for
the purpose of deciding what religions opinions ought to be
encouraged, and what religions opinions ought to be sup-
pressed. We must continue to be one people, or at all events
a people of one country, and it is not desirable to make the
people ofOCanada, like the Jews and Samaritans, the two sec-
tions of which wouM have no dealing with each other. There
may be questions involving principles so vital to human pro-
gress, that the evils arising from.undertaking to evade the
question, the evils arising from acquiescence, would be
greater than those which would flow from converting the
country into two hostile camps; but it seema to me, Mr.
Speaker, that this is not one of those occasions. In this
case no such disagreable choice is forced upon us. We
have in this motion simply the question of the right of
local self-government on the one side, and the assertion of a
meddlesome interference and oversight on the other. We
have in this motion, a proposition to set aside the judg-
ment of a Province upon a question within its
own jurisdiction, and to replace that judgment with
that of a majority of the people, or a section of the people,
in another Province. I do not think we can permit any
sncb course to be adopted. If we were to do se, it would
be practically an end to the system of feleral goverrment
The hon. member for Muskoka and the hon. member for
North Simcoe have quoted history upon this question. But
the bistory or the controversial papors writteni by men of
strong polemical tendencies, the more they are studied the
more the readers are' likely to b led atray, and especially
is history misleading when it relates to a remote period and
when the surrounding circumstances and the environiig in-
fluences of our own day aie altogether different from that
of the age about which they were wiiting. The past never
repeats itself. The hon.gentleman assumes that it does; ihis
speech was based on that assumption. I saythe prese a is
atways being taken up into the past in the form of permanent
results, and the futu a will differ from the presint by all
the influences that are to be found in the events of the age
immediately preceding. Were it not so you might tako a
thonsand years out of the history of a people, without any
change in its subsequent history. The thousand years bc-
fore and a thousand years ailtei wards would fit together, for
the intervening periol would be of no acc>unt. That ia
not the course of historical events, and when an hon. gen-
tieman undertakes to tell us what this and that party
believed or did 100 years or 500 years ago, without taking
into consideration the circumstances under which those
doctrines were laid down. or those principles enunciated
or undertaken to be applied, he is giving information whioh

Ir, M iLs (Bothwell),

is calculated to mislead rather than to enlighten the people
of the present day. I have no doubt that this question also
is dangerous to publie tranquility, from the consideration
that it is a religions question. Men always feel they can go
a long way when they think they are supporting their
religious dogmas, or the religions dogrmas of somebody else,
and they will employ in the defence and in the promotion of
those views, and those religious opinions and preferences,
means which they would altogether set aside in the affairs of
civil life. In order to consider with profit some of the legal
and constitutionl features of this question, and some of the
legislation to which the hon. member for North Simeoo
(Mr. McCarthy) bas referred, we have to take into account
the limits of government in former perioda. We must re-
mem ber we bave largely circumscribed thefield of govern-
ment. There was an age when the Government undertook
to control the whole domain of human action, when private
domestie relations, the religions and political affairs, were ait
brought under the control of Government, and when the
affairs of life, whether private or public, were regulated by
the united authority of Church and State. Sir, in order to
fully understand the legislation to which the hon. member
for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) referred, we must remenmber
that in the rise of the Teutonie kingdoms on the ruins of the
Roman Empire, provincial chnrches were superseded by
national churche, eecclesiastical persons were included in
the government, and while men came there with spears and
sbields, there came also bishops and leading mon of the
church, and they sat in council together, and legislated toge-
ther, and deait with ecclesiastical and religions, as well as
with civil matters; and so the legislation in a large degree
coverei everything relating to questions ofreligion and con-
science, as well as to political affairs. Under the circumstances
it was as much an act of wrong-doing and as much a viola-
tion of the law of the land to dissent from the rites sud the
polity, the doctrine and the discipline, established by the
laws relating to the church, as it was to disregard mat-
ters of civil authority. And so every case of dissent
was regarded as a case of sodition. Mon and churches,
whether they were Protestants or whether they were Roman
Catholics, under those circumstances, were intolerant. It
was a necessary condition of the state of society then ; they
could not well be otherwise. If a man sought to set up a
separate church establishment, it was as much against the
law as if ho had undertaken to set up a separate political
tribunal, or a separate judicial institution; and so, as I have
said already, the domain of government was extended over
almost the entire field of political and religions opinion and
action. This was the condition of things duting the Tudor
period in England, and it was the conditionof thinga, in a large
degree, though not to so great an extent, in the period of the
Stuarts. Now, lot me call the attention of hon. gentlemen
on the opposite aide, who have dealt with this Jesuit ques-
tion to some facts of history--and I am not going to say
anything in defence of this order, I am not going to enter
upont any such discussion, but I wish to call the attention
of the hon. gentlemen to the past, and I would like to ask
tbem, would they be willing that their rights should be gov-
erned, and their action controlled and circumscribed, by the
intolerant acte of the church or of a religicus society of that
day, with which they are now conneatod. Take the reiga
ef Queen Elizabeth, and in her reign thera were upwards
of k-00 Roman Catholics executed for sedition or treason.
Tne charges against them were political chargas. I am
speaking now of those who were put upon trial, and the
records of whose trials exist, and we find that fifteen were
executed for denying the Queen's supremacy in ecclesias.
tical matters, that one hundred and twenty-six of those
were executed for undertaking to exercise priestly functions,
and that eleven were put to death for the pretended plot of
Rheims. Every one of those partie! were tried, as Sydney
Smith points out, for a political offeace; but what was the
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political offence? There was the establisbed church ; the
Queen's adviscrs had stated what the doctrines and discipline
of that chaieh onght to be, and thoso mon, by remaining
members of another communion. set the law in regard to
that establishment at deflance. But they were not the only
ones wh) acted in this way. We find that the Nonconform-
iats, Joan of Kent, and Peterson, and Tui wart and others,
were executed on precisely the same principle, for holding
opinions different from Elizabeth and ber advisers. If hon
gentlemen will refer to some of the histories of that period
they find these parties arc spoken of as conspiring against
the Government, and as parties guilty of treasorn; both Non-
conformists and Roman Catholics. But what was tbat
offence ? It was that they declined to accept the rites and
discipline of the establishment that bad been c-reated by law.
Cambden, in bis Annals, mentions that, in bis day, there
were fifty gentlemen imprisoned in the Castle of York, the
most of whom died of ver min, famine, hunger, thirmt, dirt,damp, fever, whipping, and broken hearts, and that the only
offence of those victims was, that they dissented from tho
religion of the Statute-book, and that of Her Majesty's
spiritual advhers. Now, hon. gentlemen would not like to
have the intolerance of that ago quoted as a reason why
they should not now ho granted the rights of ordinary
citizens. They would not like to bave the religion of that
period, and its enforcement by those who were of the same
relig-ous persuasion as they are, quoted, as an evidence of
their intolerance. It was the necessary outcome of the ago
in which those people lived, for when you undertake to ex.
tend the authority of government over the religious and
ecclesiastical, as well as over the civil affairs of life, when
you insist upon conformity to the one, as well as the
other, it was a necessary consequence, that those who dis.
sented in their views from the establishment, should be in
a very uncomfortable position. Now, one of those who
was executed at that period for opposition, was the Jusuit
Campion, and he, at his trial, said, that his only offence
against the Government was that ho had been guilty of
holding a faith different from that held by the State. Wo
would, no doubt, be ignoring history altogether it we didi
not see that many membets of the Jesuit Order took an
active part in the restoration of the Stuart@, and why was
that ? Because the Stuarts favored their religion, and the
Stuarts would establish it. The universal opinion was tbat
some religion or other must be establisbed, and they did
what was perfectly natural for anybody to do-they sougbt
to establish their own religion. Whon James Il became an
avowed Roman Catholic, and when ho was using his
sovereign position for the purpose of the restoration cf the
Roman Catholic faith and for overturning that of the great
majority of the nation, there were Protetants who were
then as active as ever the Jesuits were in endeavoring to
bring in King William and in effecting a change of govern-
ment, giving to the country a parliamentary sovereignty
instead of one based on the notion of Divine Right. So
you find the Jesuits weré in treaty again on the death of
Qacen Anne, or in the closing years of ber life, to bring
back the Pretender, because the dynasty was at an end, a
new family was to be established on the throne, and the
question was as to whether it was to be the Pretender or
some member of the louse of flanover. If you take the
history of the Stuart period in Scotland, and if you con-
aider the relations of Mary, Queen of Scots with Knox,
or of James VI with Knox, you will see that that great
Reformer's opinion of duty of the sovereign and of the con-
nection between the Church and State are wholly different
to anything what we entertain to day. Ni Presby terian
to-day would care to have bis political views measuicd by
the political standard of John Knox. He knows that the
world has been changed since that date. He knows that
society has undergone great changes, and that what was re-
garded as right and proper at that period would be a wholly

improper tbing to-day. Toleration is of later growtb
toleration grew as the state authority was contracted.
There is no place where we hear so little with regard to
religious interference in the affairs of state as in the repub-
lic beside us. Why is that ? It is because the Government
is extrenely limited, and becanse every subject of that sort
is excluded from the domain of political authority. So,
to-day, we have a far greater amount of religious toleration,
we have a more tolerant spirit abroad amongst every
religions community, than existed in the former period,
simply because we more fully appreciate the importance
of confining the sphere of Governement operation within
narrower limits than did our forefathers. Now lot us lonk
at some of the political views of that question. I regard
it as extremely dangerous to our constitutional system.
The hon. gentleman has put forward, as the first branch of
this amendment, a proposition which I do not see how
any hon. gentleman who favors a Federal Government
can uphold. Hie says that this House regards the power
of disallowing the Acts of the Legislative Assemblies of
the Provinces, vested in His Excellency in Couneil, as
a prerogative essential to the national existence of the
Dominion. Why, Sir, the United States bas a national
existence; it bas lived for the past 113 years, and the
President has no power of disallowing a State law, or in
any way interfering with the authority of a State Legisla.
ture. Every measure is left to its operation. If it is
ultra vires, the courts, and the cou tVs only, can say so.
But the hon. gentleman asks this Hou-e to declare that
the whole machine of governmerat in Canada would go Lo
pieces unless the Government exercised this veto. But,
Sir, there is no doubt whatever that it would be a grois
abuse of the trust committed to them by our Constitution if
they were to exorcise it on the present occasion. Our con-
stitutional system is similar in principle to that of the
United Kingdom. What is the meaning of that ? The
United Kingdom bas no foderal organisatin Why, Sir,
tho-o words rofer to the reiation between the Executive
and the Legislature. Our Constitution is similar in prin.
ciple to that of the United Kingdom, in giving us respon.
sible government; it gives us a Cabinet contolled by a
majority of tho House; and it gives us a tiouso subject to
an appeal to the country at any moment that tho Crown
thinks neoessary. There is a certain sphere of exclusive
action assigned to the Local Legislatures, and a certain
sphere assigned to this Parliament. Lot us suppose that
a Local Legislature, within its own sphere, had certain
important questions coming before it ; suppo-e this ques-
tion were one; suppose Mr. Mercier had maid the Jesuits
have a moral clairn upon the Jesuits' estates, and that he
had been beaten in the Local Legislature; that he had
gone to the country on the question, and that a majority
had been returned with him to the Legislature to carry
out that particular measure; how long would your sys-
tem of parliamentary government endure, if the G>ivern-
ment bore sbould, atter that measure was carried, take
sides with the minority and disallow it? Sir, the Local
Government have a right to go to the country upon a
public question, if the country is the proper tribunal
to decide whether they are right or wrong, it ie per-
fectly clear that it cannot be the constitutional rule that
this House is the proper tribunal to decide. JI>w
long could parliamentary government endure if the
Administration here were to exercise that species of
supervision over the Legislatures upon whom responsible
Government has been conferred. If we ..hould actthe partof
at oient Downing street, and undertake to decide what is
wise or na wise, why, Sir, your Governmeit would be at
an end If you have local self-government corferred upon
the pe ple of the diff.rent Piovirnees, it is clear ihat the
electors of those Provinces, within their constitutional
authority, are the ultimate court of appeal for the purpose
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of deciding whether the political course of their Govern-
ment is what it should be. They are the proper parties, and
they alone. It is not to the hon. gentlemen on the Trea.
sury benches, but it is to tthe electori that the L>cal Logis
latures are responsiblo for their acts within constitutional
limits ; and while they keep themselves within those con-
stitutional limits, I hold that we have not, a'cording to the
spirit of our Constitution, a whit more right to interfere-
to use this prerogative for the purpose of dis-allowing their
acts-than we would have to interfere with the acts of the
Legislature of the State of New York. They are a distinct
political entity for all the purposes for wnich exclusive
power is given to them ; they are constitutionally beyond
the control of this Government and this Parliament ;
if they have acted wisely, their own electors will
sustain them; if, in the judgment of the electors, they
have actcd unwisely, they will condemn them, anI
will send to Parliament representatives who will repeal
the law. By the judzment of their own masters they mast
stand or fall. Bat, Sir, it was hinted by the hon. momber
for North Simcoo, that these people wera not fit to be
trusted fully, and, th-erefore, this meddlesome oversight
is necessary. If you tako that position, your whole
system of government is at an end. That system is baed
on the theory that the people of ea -h Province are fit
to bo trusted, that they are competent, and that if the Gov-
ernment do wrong. the people will set them right. I sce
stateme' ts in the press and el-ewhre, that this Govern-
ment onght to exer-se this power of disallowance. Have
we a beneficert power given to the Government bore,
by which they may act absolutely ani upn the theory
that they never err, that the Local Legislatures are
not to be trusted, and that this power is to be frequently
exercised, in order te keep them right? What would we
say in this House, if ths Imperial Government were to in.
terfere on any question wholly within tho purview of our
authority ? Woul I we submit to that interference? You
would have the whole country aroused; you would have it
declared, that we would not su bmit to the mneddlesome inter-
ference of Downing street; you would have theoldi question
about parliamentary governmon- revived agin. I say, that
what would be improper to be done by the Imperial Parlia.
ment against us would be imeproper to be done by us against
the Local Logi4latures. Now, we never can proceed upon the
assumption that this Par liament is wiser, in matters within
the purview of the Local Legislatures, than the Looal
Legislature or the Local Governmnent are. The assumption
in our Constitution is that authority is vestel in those who
are most competent te exercise it. Certain general matters
are entrusted to us, because it was believed--in the public
interest-that wo could do botter for the whole community
than each section of the commnwity could do for itsolf. It
is upon that ground that the Union is established ; but it is
also assumed, in the reservation of certain powers to the
Local Legislatures, that they are the most competent to
discharge the duties connected with those powers. If they
are the most competent, upon what ground can we inter-
fere? What right would we have to interfère? Why, the
very ground on which interferenco is asked in this case
would, if it had been put for ward when the Constitu-
tion was framed, have been sufficient to have kept the
Province of Qaebec out of the Union. Are you going to
entrap them into a union by a formi of constitution which
seemingly gives thei excl usive control over eer-tain su, jects,
and thon, alter they have b 'coma members of the union,
exercise a meddlesomie overight over tieir domestie affairs ?
That is what is proposed. I say that is an improper thmng,
and I repeat that you never can safely uniertake, even
where a Local Legislatura goes wrong, to correct thoir
errors, insteai of leaving the correction of those nistakes

When this question was raised in connection with the New
Brunswick School Bill, Lord Carnarvon said :

" Thit the Constitution of Canada does not contemlate any inter-
ference with povincial legiulation, on a subject within tfie competence of
the Local Legislature, by the Dominion Parliament, or, as a consequence,
by the Dominion Government."
There is the limit Lord Carnarvon sets for that authority to
disallow. He asks : Is the question one competent for
the Local Legislature to deal with ? If it ie, your jurisdiction
is excluded, your right to interfere is excluded. The Act
may be unwise, but that is for them to judge, and not for
you. You are not made a sort of second body to represent
the people of a particular Province in provincial matters.
In that same case, the law officers of the Crown, Sir J. D.
Coleridge. the present Lord Chief Justice, and Sir George
Jessell, afterwards the Master of the Rolis, one of the most
distinguished judges of this century, said:

"Of curse it is quite possible that the new statuts of the Province
mçiy work in practice untav-ably to this or that denomination, and,
therefore. to the Roman Oathlici but we did fnot think that such a
state of things is enough to bring into operation or restrict the powor of
appeal to the Governor General."

Now, here was an Act which, he said, might work un-
fairly and injiare a particular class of the people who were
complaining, but with which, as it was within the exclusive
jurisdiction of the Province, although injustice might be
worked, it was not the business of the federal authority to
interfere. That is the doctrine clearly laid down in this
cas, In 1875, when the thon hon. momber for Terrebonne
(Ur. Masson) trnaght this matter before the Hlouse, we re-
iuýed to comply with his wishes, we refused to seek to set
aside the provincial legislation upon the subject; and when
Bishop MacIntyre, of Prince Edward Island, asked the Gov-
ernmerit of my hon. friend from East York (Mr. Mackenzie)
to disallow the School Bill of that Province, which, ho
complained, was unfair to his people, we refused to in-
terfere bocause we believed the matter to h wholly with-
in the jurisdiction of the Ligislature and Govern ment of
Prince Edward Island. What we thon declined to do for the
Roman Catholies wo now decline to do against them. We
are acting cânsistently; we are seeking to uphold on this,
as on that occasioa, the principle of provincial rights,
The First Minister, in discussing the report on the School
Bill of New Brunswick, laid down this proposition, that
there were only two cases, in bis opinion, in which the Gov-
ernment of the Dominion was justified in advising the
disailowance of a local Act. The first was that the Act
was unconstitutional and ultra vires, and the second, that it
was injurious to the interests of the whole Dominion. Now,
there is no doubt whatever about the soundness of the hon.
gentleman's first proposition, and there is no doubt about
the 8oundness of the second proposition, if there is no pos.
sibility of disputing the facts. The Government of the
Dominion could not act, and they would have been gnilty
of a violent breach of the constitution if, because they held
a different opinion from the Local Legislature,theyshould set
up theirjadgment against the solemn decision of the Province
in a matter entirely within the control of that Province.
That was the position (f the hon. gentleman on that im-
portant question, and with that position we never quarrelled;
to the principle laid down on that occasion we unre-
servedly subscribed, and to that we have ever eince adhered.
Let us look for a moment at tbe federal principle. If the Gov-
ernment were completely fedoral, thore would be no power of
disailowance, and I have always biea f opinion that the
power to disallow was an unfortunate provision of our
Uoustitution. I have ahways been of opinion that it
would have been, on the whole, very much better to have
loft the question, as in the neighboring republic, entirely
to the courts, rather than take the risk of the pressure

to, tne electors wnero iL constitutbonally bolonge. Now letwhich may be brought on an Administration, from tme te
me cai your attention te a preoedent or two on this saubjeet.'time, to interfere in a way detrimental to the rights of

Mr. MILLs (Bothwell).
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the Provinces. The first question to be asked is: Is the
Act in controversy within the exclusive jurisdiction of the
Province ? If it is, upon what grounds can its disallowance
be called for ? Where the Minister 0f Justice thinks an
Act is ultra vires, and that serions wrong might be done by
allowing it to come into operation, he may make it a sub-
ject of correspondence with the law officer of the Province,
and if, after full discussion with that law officer, he is still
of opinion that the Act is ultra vires, ho may disallow the
Act, instead of leaving it go into operation until pronounced
void by the courts. Now, what the hon. gentleman who
has made this motion proposes is to convert Parliament into
a Court of Appeal. He proposes to make this House a court
for the purposes of deciding the limits of local and federal
jurisdiction. Well, this Parliament may have a question
of that sort, when it undertakes itself to legislate, forced
upon it, and it must, for its own purpose, decide whether the
question is ultra vires or intra vires. The Hlouse, it seems to
me, is a body ill suited to exorcise judicial functions, and
to undertake to say, in any question or proposition of this
sort, what is the exclusive jurisdiction of the Province, and
the exclusive jurisdiction of the Dominion. Now, when
we look at the Constitution, we find that everything relat-
ing to property and civil rights is under the control of
the Local Legislature, except in so far as the control of pro-
perty and civil rights is specifically given to the Dominion
in the provisions of section 91. I am inclined to think that
we often forget how comprehensive those words are: "pro-
perty and civil rights." Civil rights, barbarians o'
course have none. The civil right is a right regulated
by the State. It is the exercise of a right, that
belongs to the individual, in a way consistent with the
rights and liberties of another individual. It may embrace
religious as well as political creeds. The relations between
parent and child, between guardian and ward, between
master and servant, are all civil rights. The relations
between the Churches and the State are civil rights. It is
possible for a Local Legislature to say this religions body
may be endowed by the State, and another shall not be
endowed. Thore is nothing in the Constitution to prevent
a Local Legitlature endowing a church, if it secs proper to
do so ln the exorcise of those powers over prooerty and
civil r ghts, it may do so. It may regulate the observance
of the Sabbath and the observance of holidays. It may make
our school system secular or denominational, in so far as it
is not prevented by s specific provision of the Constitution.
It may make the school system wholly religions The Pro-
vince of Ontario to-morrow might make a provision doing
away with public schools and adopting a system of denomi-
national schools in its stead. I do not know any ground
upon which we could interfere on the subject of the relations
between Church and State in a Province, except it would
be in saying that a person belonging to one denomination
may have the elective franchise and-another not. The hon.
gentleman told us yesterday that the connection between
Church and State was entirely abolished by the Act of 1854.
The hon. gentleman sought to leave the impression on the
louse that that Act was a finality, that the Provinces were

restrained in some way by that Act. Why, the Province
of old Canada, which passed that Act, might the next year
have repealed it, and have established the old Church of
Scotland as the Established Church of Canada, or the
Church of England, or the Methodiste, or some other body.
Of course, in my opinion, as an opponent of the connection
of Church and 8tate, it would be unfortunate to do any one
of these things, but the power is not taken away simply be-
cause it would be unwise, or inexpedient to use it. Now,
the Local Legislature in any Province may very widely
depart from the order of things which existed at Confedera-
tion. Everyone who knows the history of this Union
knows right well that, at the period of Confederation, there
was a disposition on the part of Ontario to take one view
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of publie policy, and on the part of Quebec to take
another view. There were a number of questions upon
which there was friction ; and what was one of the
objects of the dissolution of the old Legislative Union,
and the establishment of the Federal Union in its place?
It was to get rid of those difficulties, by allowing each
Province to take its own course. Whether that was
wise or unwise, whether it was the best in the interests
of civilisation, or whother it would lead to a difforent result,
each Logielature was free to decide for itself, within the
limits fixed by the Constitution, what course it would
adopt. The hou. member for North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy)
yesterday concluded his speech by a quotation from a
speech of Prof. Caven. I have not the pleasure of knowing
Prof. Caven personally, but everything I have hoard in re-
gard to him has led me to the conclusion that ho is one of
the ablest thinkers in the Dominion, and that ho is not a
gentleman likely to form an erroneous conclusion when
all facts are properly before him; but ho lays down in that
speech three propositions. One was that the appropria-
tion of those funds in the Province of Quebec was a malver-
sation of public funds. Now, that is not so. That is a
total misapprehonsion of the state of the question. Qiebeo
may have acted very unwisely in dealing with the funds as
she did, but the Logislature of Quobec was as free to deal
with the funds under the control of that Province as this
Legislature is, or as a private party is to deal with the
moneys and property belonging to him. Whethor Quebec
has used the moneys wisely or unwiscly it is not
necessary here to discuss. Tho fact is that the money
was her own to do as she pleased with. It was under
her sovereign control-for, for this purpose, she is sover-
eign-and it was no more a misappropriation of her
money than it would be if we wore to take moneys
which we have been in the habit of devoting to one
purpose, and were to withdraw them from that purpose,
and to use them for some other and diffirent purpose. We
have had discussed here these three questions: To whom
did this property belong ? how was it acquired? how was
the ownership lost? in part it is said to have been granted
by the King of France, in part it consistel 6f private bene-
factions, and in part it was pro»erty purchased by the
society with its own money. Now, as to the first two
classes of property, they wore given to the society to
propagate the Roman Catholie religion. The society itself
was not an end. It was not for the advantage of the
society, as a society, that it was given, but it was given to
the society as a means to an end, and that end was the
propagation of the Roman Catholie faith, the society form-
ing a part of that church. If the views of that society
were in any respect at variance with the views of the
church, thon the property was not given for the promotion of
those views. The hon. momber for Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy)
said that the church to which he belonged had been de-
epoiled of its estates when the Clergy Reserves were secular-
ised, Why, the Clergy Reserves never belonged to the
church They were reserves, not grants. They belonged
to the State. The State held them during its pleasure for a
particular purpose, and, while that pleasure continued,
the State applied the proceeds to that purpose. But
there were 57 rectories, and those were grants, and, when
the connection between Ohurch and State by the Act
of 1854 was deolared teobe abolished, those 57 rectories
were not taken from the church. The church retained
those rectories because they were its private property at
the time this Act of 1851 was passed. Let me state some
of the analogies which I think may be fairly used to illus-
trate the position of this Jesuit Society. That society had
very much the same relation to the Roman Catholie Church
in New France as the trustees of Queen's College have tg
the Presbyterian Church, or Victoria College to the Metho-
dists, or the trustees of McMaster Hall to the Baptists.
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Now, if any of these corporations failed, and the Crown took
possession of the property which belonged to the extinct cor-
poration, would any one of these denominations be quite
satisfied with the result ? For instance, if Queen's Col-
loge was taken possession of by the Crown and its property
sold, and the moneys put into the Consolidated Revenues of
Ontario, would not the Presbyterian body assert a moral
claim, in spite of the legal right wbich might belong to the
Crown in respect of those properties? Tbat is very much
the position which the Jesuits and the Roman Catholic
Church in Lower Canada took towards the Crown when the
Crown appropriated these estates. It is said by the hon.
gentleman that these are very improper people, that they
have been intriguera, political intriguera, in every country in
Europe, and that they are not to be trusted. Well, speak.
ing from the ethical point of view, that reminds me very
much of the position of a man who owes another and does
not want to pay what he owes, and he says: I will not pay
the man I owe because ho is a drunken rascal and beats his
wife, and, if I paid him the money, he would get drunk and
would beat ber again, and, as I am a moral man, I prefer to
keep the money. The hon. member for North Simcoe (Mr.
McCarthy) yesterday went on to state the or ign of the
title of the Crown to this property. I do not attach any im-
portance to this,for this reason,that the legal title of the Crown
is not disputed by the Prime Minister of Quebec, although,
historically, it is an interestinrg question as to how the Crown
came into possession of these estates. The hon. gentleman
yesterday stated four theories, three of which must be erron-
eous, as to the way in which the Crown aequired possession.
He cites two of these from two separate reports of the
Judge Advocate General, Marriott. The one was tbat the
proper'y bad been corficated by the King of France
before te C nquest, aLd was part of the public domain
belongir g iol he King of France at the time of the Corquest.
The law officers of the Crown, the Attorney and Solicitor
Generals, did not concur in that opinion, and did not actupon
it. Then Mr. Marriott gave another opinion that these
estates belonged to the General of the Order, and that as
proprietor there was no provision made for bis selling or
disposing of them, that the only parties who had a right to
hold estates in Canada were those who were British subjects,
that the General of the Order was not a British subject,
that no provision was made for selling except by those who
wishod to leave the country, and as the General of the
Order had never been in the country, he could net sell, and
so the property necessarily belonged to the Crown. This
may be ingenious but it is not sound. Then there was
also the titie set up based on the Conquest, and there
is the title set up by the extinguishment of the corporation
by the Pope's bull. When we look at the papers we find a
proclamation, dated in 1774, in which the Crown doclares its
intention to take possession of those estates in consequence
of the dissolution of the order, and the proclamation seems
to have been repeated again in the Royal Instructions given
in 1791. It is said in the Royal Instructions:

" It is our will and pleasure that the Society of Jesus be suppressed
and dissolved, and no longer continued as a body corporate or politic,
and all their possessions and property shal be vested in us for such
purposes as we may hereafter think fit to appoint, and direct and
appoint."
That was in 1791, 30 years or more after the conquest.
Now, I do not see myself on what legal principle the King
could, at that time, or at any time after ho had established
a government in the country, assert any such title as that
to the estates. He did not assert it at the Conquest.
There was no formal possession claimed or taken. I
find at a stili later period, the next year, another and
different ground is put forward as the ground of the King's
title. It is in the fiat issued by the Governor of that day,
and he says :

" Whereas aIl and every of the estates and property, movable or im-
movable, situated in Canada, which did heretofore belon g to the late

Mr. MILLS (BOthwell).

Order of Jesuits, have, since the year of our Lord 1760, been sud are now
by law vested in us."

Se we find in that flat the title is dated back te 1760, although
in the Royal Instructions it is dated in 1791. But there is
no doubt that the Crown went into possession in some way
or other, and if the title was net a legal title, it in the first
instance became a title by prescription against the order.
I don't see any ground for asserting a title in the Crown,
except by preecription. Mr. Mercier does net admit any
legal title in the Order of Jesuits, but their moral claim he
admits te exist. Now, let me call the attention of hon. gen-
tlemen te certain articles in the capitulation of Montrel.
I think it is clear, from these Articles of Capitulation, that
the King was precluded from asserting any legal title as
conqueror :

Il Art. XXXII. The communities of Nuns shall be preserved in their

constitution and privileges. They shall be exempted from lodging any
military, and it shall be forbidden to trouble them in their religions exer-
ciss, or to enter their monasteries; safeguard shall even be given them
if they desire them.

"Answer -Granted.

"Art. XXXIII. The preceding article shall likewise be executed
with regard to the communities of Jesuits and Recollets, and to the
house of the priests of St. SulDice at Montreal. This last, and the
Jesuits, shall preserve their rights to nominate to certain curacies and
missions as heretofore.

"Answer.-Refused till the King's pleasure be known. •

"Art. XXXIV. All the communities, and all the priesta shall pre-
serve their movables, the property and revenues of the seignories and
other estates which they possess in the coiony of what nature soever
thev be, and the same estates shall be presarved in their privileges,
rights, honora and exemptions.

" Answer.-Grantedl."
Now, I ask the attention of hon. gentleman te this, that all
the communities spoken of are the Nuns, the Jesuits, the
Recollets, and the priests of St. Sulpice. These are the
four orders, and it is said in this article that all the com-
munities and all the priests shall preserve their movable
properties and revenues, seignories, &c., on this ground.

'hen this construction of this article is further confirmed
by article 35:

" Art. XXXV. If the canons, priests, missionaries, the priests of the
Seminary of the Foreign Mission, and of St. Sulpice, as well as the
Jesuits and the Recollets, choose to go to France, passage shall be
granted them in Hies Britannic Majesty's ships, and they shall all have
leave to sell, in whole or in part, the estates and the movables which
they possess in the colonies."

Now, there were two things allowed te these orders: Te
remain in the country and te remain in possession of the
property under the 3ith article, or te leave the country and
sell the property before they left under article 35. If the
property had been confiscated te the Crown, or had been
taken possession of by the Crown, by the virtue of the
Conquest, no such article as this would have been granted.
But in both these cases there is a provision in the Articlesof
Capitulation preserving te these parties their rights, which
made it impossible for the Crown te acquire a legal title
te their estates any more than te the estates of any other
portion of the community ef the Province of Quebec. It
is true the Crown did come into possession. That was
largely due to the undue influence of General Amherst, who
desired to get possession of these estates as a porsonal en-
dowment for his services during the war. Now, it may be
the Crown acquired a legal title te these estates
by holding them, and if it did se, and the right of the
Jesuits te assert their title was gone, then there romains
only, as Mr. Mercier bas spoken, a moral right te any
interest in the property. I think that is a very proper
question te consider in the Legislature of Quebec, it is net
a question, it seems te me, with which we are called upon
to deal, and I would net have referred te it if the hon.
member for North Simcoe had net denied altogether any
moral right in the matter, and treated this as an act of
spoliation which justified our interference. Sir, if it were
an act of spoliation, still I do not think that we have any-
thing te do with it. From my point of view, from my in-
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terpretation of constitutional rights, from my notion of the
use of this prerogative, it does seem to me that if it were a
Protestant community, if it were au English Church, or a
Presbyterian, or a MeLhoJist, or a Baptist (h urch, that was
in exactly in the same position, 1 do not think any Protest-
ant member of this louse would bo disposed to dony that
there was a moral right to some compensation for poperty
which had been once owned and which had thus been taken
away. The hon. gentleman bas also pointed out that,
we, ho says, declared in favor of the absolute sopara-
tion of Church and State. And if you pay a church any.
thirg, no matter if it is only a claim rightfully due, you
have connection between Church and State. It tho hon.
gentleman will look at the Act of 1854, ho will sce
that if that rule were admitted, the very Act which de.
clares that it is desirable to disestablish or put an end to
the connection between Church and State does the very
thing he says should not be done. There was provision
made for existing life interests of parties in the fund, and
the present First Minister was the member of the Govern-
ment who introduced that Bill and carried it through the
Legislature. There was a proposition at that time that, in
order to secure the immediate separation of Church and
State so far as that question was concerned, there should be
a commutation of the salaries or compensation due to the
different parties, and this proposition was submitted; and
the right hon. gentleman, se far as I can recollect, in the
discussion said this in reply: If you pay those Ministers
the amount to which they arc entitled, computed upon their
probability of life, they might take tho money and go to
Australia and South Africa, and might coase to perform
those duties wbich entitle thom to rceive this monoy,
and you pay over the money upon which the church
has a moral claim by its claim to their services. You
must take some means of securing the performance of
those duties in behalf of which the money is voted.
That was the position taken by the right hon. gentleman,
and, I think, ho entered into a correspondenco-he will re
member the matter better than I do, as he was the active
party in the case-with the bishop of the Church of Eng-
land, and with the moderator, or somebody else, on behalf
of the Presbyterians, and arranged the commutation of those
sums due to the clergy, and paid the money over to the
church and not to the individuals.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, that is so.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I think the sum was 8400,000

or more.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. More.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Very much more, I think
And that very Act, under which the money was paid and
which was declared to be for the purpose ot putting an end
to the connection between Church and State, upon the
theory of the member for North Simcoe, actually estab-
lished connection between Church and State. Then there is
another consideration. So far as Iremember the provisions
of that Act, the right hon. gentleman made its provisions
depend upon the successful carrying out of the arrangement
by those parties who were interested in the matter. If it
was treason for Mr. Mercier, and contrary to the Act of
Supremacy, to enter into discussions with any outside per-
Bon as to the settlement of the disputes in regard to the
Jesuit matter, was it not equally improper to enter into a
commutation arrangement with a party who was not a
member of Parliament, who had not a seat in Parliament,
and was not in any sense a representative? The right bon.
gentleman entered into correspondence with the bishop
and with other parties, and it was for the purpose of decid-
ing-what ? It waa for the purpose of deciding whether
commutation should be had with the church or not. The
Legia1iture confirmed in advance what was done, Now, so

far as this cae is concerned, my point is this: No one pre-
tends that tho hishop or any other church dignitary was
ruade a party to the enactmuent becauso ho was a party to
the terrms. ot settlenent. No more is the Pope a party in
this Bil, but a party to a c 'ntract, which this Act subse-
quently brought fowward ws intended to carry out. Let me
take another case. Supposing, i the caso of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, the Gavorunient had entered into a con-
tract with Sir George Stephon, Sir Donald Smith, Mr. Mc
Intyre, and Mr. Kennedy of Now York, and certain parties
in Par s. Thl right hon. gentleman might have soieout
the correspondence in the Bill, and thon wo would have a
Bill in exactly similar termis to the provincial Act respect-
in- the Jesuits' estates, and the rigit lion. gentleman
would have had in that contract and Act the nam"s of par-
ties who were non-residents of this country. He might
have had in it the name of some party at Frankfort.

Sir JOHT A. MACDONALD. Mr. Reinhardt.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwcll). Yes, and the parties in Paris.
The right hon, gentleman might have had all those names
in the Act, and according to the view ot' the hon. member
for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien), if it had not been a violation of
the Act of Supremacy to have dealt with foroign parties
who might be regarded as capitalists, the right ho. gentle-
man might have been open to the suspicion of legislating
for Canada not simply by the Queen and the two flouses,
but by the aid of German, Fench and New York bankers.
It is said by a writer in tho Law Journal that this Act is
ultra vires. The writer says:

I It is ultra vires tht constitutional power o a Colonial Legislature
to confer on or delegate to awny foreign Soveroigu, Poentate or Tribunal
lawfui juristiction or authority to determine or ratify the distribution
of the moneys or properties of the (irown, or how money grants to the

I ubject of the Crown within its Colonial jurisdiction are to be dis-
tribnted."

This, I have no doubt, is intended as a legal proposition,
embracing this particular case or Act before us. Lot me
say that it is wholly boside it. There is hore no foreign
potentate; there is a foreign party interested. The foreiga
party is claiming a property, and that foreign party nogo-
tiated with Mr. Mercier prior to legislative action. Those
negotiations were simply a contract with the Crown, prior
to any legislation, and prior to the meeting of the Legisia-
ture. lie did jut what the bankers in Paris did in regard
to the Canadian Pacifie Railway, with this differenco, that
the Pope, as tho head of the chur'oh, acting not personally,
claimed the right, the moral right at all events, to this
property. Mr. Mercier said: You have no legal right; I
can only recognise a moral right. Sa thera was no
question of sovereign right, anid there was in no way a
violation of the Qieen's supremacy by Mr. Mercier, who
entered into negotiations and dealt with the Pope in the
same way as he would deal with any other party having a
claim against the G>vernment, whether f'oreign or native,
and Mr. Mercier, after an agreemont was arrived at, went
to the Legislature and sought to give effect to it. The
Legislature, with its sovereign authority over the question,
confirmed the agreement which thus had been entered into.
Let me call the attention of the louse to an opinion given
by Lord Slborne on this point. In the case of Brown vs.
Curé, &c., de Montreal, 6, Privy Council Appeals, 173,
counsel said appeals to the Pope were in contravention of
1 Elizabeth. Lord Selborne observed:

" That statute is not unlerstood to make it an offence at law for
Roman COtholic, in this country or in Ireland, te carry appeals te the
Pope. The Pope is a sort of arbitrator, taking a legal vew of their
position, whom they may consult upon the question.I

That is the position, and the Roman Catholies in Canada do
not violate the Supremacy Act in appealing to the Pope
for the purpose of settling any ecclesiastical or spiritual
question in which they are interested. i will place the
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dictum of Lord Selborne against the authority of the
Toronto Law Journal, and I think those hon. gentlemen
who were converted to that side by the powerful argument
of the Toronto Law Journal, may be converted back again
by the stîli higher authority of Lord Solborne. The Law
Journal says:

"But the statutes of Elizabeth, the express words, abolish the
usurped jurisdiction of the Bisbop of Rome, heretofore unlawfully
claimed and usurped within the realm and other the dominions to the
Queen belongiug."

I ask the indulgence of the House for a moment while I
call its sitention to the position of this question. It is
necessary to look to some extont to the history of the ques-
tion in order thoroughly to understand the pretensions of
the Pope, and his relation to the cburch in questions of
this sort. I will refer to the views that are expressed by
Lird Selborne in his book on the English Establishment.
He says it was the practice in various times, in order to
maintain the ancient privileges of the church, not to permit
of appeals to Rome, that it is shown by the constitution of
Clarendon, and by earlier provisions of the law, that this
was then the practice; but that whon Stephen came to the
Throne, and his brother, who was the Pope's Legato, was
also the Bishop of Winchester, he introduced another prac-
tice and they permitted, and in fact authorised appeals to
Rome, which wore atfitfal intervals continued down to the
tirr e of Henry VIIL The statutes that are found in the
periol of lenry VIII (and which were repealed under
Mary), which put an end to the appeals to Rome,
were re-enacted by this statute of Elizabeth. Let
me call your attention just for a moment to in-1
dicare in a brief summary the provisions cf these
Acts. Henry the Eighth legislated in favor of ecclesiastical
emancipation in this particular. Before his day, and up to
the middle of his reign, appeals were taken to the Pope in
testamentary acts, and on the questions of matrimony,
divorce, tithes and oblations, and by the statute of the 24th
year of Henry VIII, chap. 12, thoso appeals were abol.
isheJ, and it was deulared that hereafter they were all
to be adjudicated by tho King's temporal and spiritual
courts. It will be seen that in every ona of these cases
there was involved some material interest. They wore
not purely spiritual cases, they grow up bocause the
ecclesiastical law was applied to parties who made their
wills, and so on, at the period of their deaths ; and as the
ecclesiastical law was not understood by the English
lawyers, appeals were frequently taken on civil cases from
England to Rome. By an Act of the 25th year of Henry
VIii, cap. 19, it provided for the sottlement of all those
cases by the King's Majosty. It forbade the clergy, under
penalty of fine and imprisonment, to make a constitution
without the King's assent, and it forbade appeals to Rome
other than thoe that were pormitted by cap. 12 of au
Act passed in the 24th year of Henry VIII. By an Act
passed in the 25th year of his reign, cap. 2Q, ho prevented
the payment of annates, and the first fruits that were
allowed still to continue alter the former statute ; that is,
that the persons entering into an ecclesiastical office, to
which a salary was attached, were obliged to pay the
first year's salary to the Pope as apart of his revenue. After
that it was declared that the archbishops and bishops were
to ho elected, presented, and consecrated within the realm
of England. In the 25th of Henry VIII, cap. 21, exonera.
tion from exactions by the Seo of Rome was secured, and
they were declared to be independent of all foreign inter-
ference. The sane statute forbade the payment o Peter's
pence, and declared that neither the King, nor his subjects,
shall sue to Rome for any dispensation or license. The
Archbishop of Canterbury was to grant such in fture, but
ho was never to do so unless he obtained the approval of
the King in Council. The 5th and 6th of Edward VI, cap. 1,
enacted the principle of uniformity, the use of the Book of1

Mr. MILLs (Bothwell).

Common Prayer, and enforced attendance at church on Sun.
days. All these statutes were repealed in the reign of
Mîry, and they were ail re-enacted by this Act. The lst of
Elizabeth, cap. 1, declared that "Ail foreign jurisdiction is
aboiished, and ail spiritual jurisdiction united to the
Crown." All these meaFsures amount simply to this, that as
the Church was connected with the State, the administration
of the affairs of the State, executive and judicial, were de-
clared to belong to the Sovereign. They were vested in the
Sovereign, and not one of them was to be invested in any
other tribunal. As long as the power of the Sovereign ex-
terded over the religious community, and as long as strict
observance of the laws of the estabîshment.were enforced,
those Acts of Supremacy, and ail thoso ether Acts, were
rigidly enforced against the Roman Catholies. But, when
it was once admitted, that aissent might ho recognised as
possible, without treason, sedition, revolution or disloyal
intent, variation in divine services, in church polity, and in
church rites, were overlooked, and were ultimately toler-
ated, and they were admitted not to fall within the penal
provision of this statute of Elizabeth. It was so held by
Lord Selborne, in the case I have mentioned. Lt is true,
that the judgment of the Pope bas not, in England, nor in
Irelanid to-day, so far as the Roman Catholics are concerned,
the force of a judgment of an ordinary civil tribunal. There
are no means, except those which belong to him, as the
moral head, to entorce bis conclusion ; there are no means
of enforcing obedience to bis judgments, except excommuni-
cation or exclusion froi the church's privileges, but that
he may (as Lord Selborno said) be appealed to, and triat ho
sa a moral arbitrator, acting according to certain judicial

prirnciples. and that he h s the right so to act, and that the
Roman Catholics of the United Kingdom have a right so to
appeal to him, is beyond all question. We have here
submitted to us in this amendment, and in the
speeches which have been delivered in its defence,
a proposition as to whether the law is in that
respect th. same in this country, or whether the Roman
Catholics of the Province of Quebec are more restricted in
their righta than the Roman Gatholies in the United Kirg-
dom. Let me say, Mr. Speaker, that the rule which 1 have
quoted from Lord Seiborne came into being after the
statute of Elizabeth was relaxed, when the dissent from the
Establishment was permitted, and when a large portion of
the population of the United Kingdom v:ere. privileged to
worship in some other form or way than according to the
Establishment without having their civil rights impaired or
their liberties interlered with. Now, Quebeo received its
law from the King, subject to the terms granted in the
capitulation. There wus no statute of Elizabeth in force and
that statute was not carried to any one of the colonies. I
might quote the view of Lord Mansfield, whose authority
is unquestioned both in judicial decisions and in a letter
addressed to Mr. Granville, the Prime Minister, in 1764, in
which he says that the penal laws of the United Kingdom
are never carried to a colony as part of the common law
they take with thom. If that is so in a colony settled by
the people of England, it is much more so in the case of
a colony that is secured by conquest. Such a law cannot
oporato, as the hon. the binister of Justice pointed ont last
evening, unless it would be by the abrogation of all those
rights that were ceded by capitulation and contained in the
Treaty of 1763. Now, we have in the Act 14 George III,
chapter 83, this provision :

" For the more perfect security and ease of the minds of the in-
habitants of the said Province, it is hereby declared, that His Majesty's
subjects professing the religion of the Church of Rome, of and in the
saci Province of Quebec, may have, hold, and eLjoy the free exercise of
the religion of the Church of Rome, subject to the King's supremacy,
declareu and establiabed by an Act made in tha first year of the reigu
of Queen Elizabeth, over ail the dominions and countries which then
did, or thereafter sbould belong to the Imperial (rown of this realm;
and ha the olergy of the said ehuroh may hold, rnoeive and ejor
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their accustomed dues and rights with respect to such persons only1
shall profess the said religion.'y

The whole Act of Elizabeth is not introduced by this, b
only those provisions, I think secti'ois 7 and 8, whic
relate solely to the question of the Sovereign's eupremac
and that supremaoy i not affected, as Lord Selborýe poin
out, by an appeal to the Pope as the spiri ual head of th
Roman Catholie Church, who, in deciding questions relatii
to the church over which ho bas jurisdiction not incon
patible with the civil law, acts as a moral arbitrator. (
course, the position of the Roman Catholic Chure
in the Piovince of Quebec is not altogether that o
a voluntary association ; it bas certain connection
with the State. It is not true that we have an entir
separation between Church and State in aH th
Provinces of this Dominion. The Roman Catholie Churc
in the Province of Quebec occupies a somewhat anomalou
position. Under the Quebec Act and ever since, tha
church has been allowed to collect tithes from its memberî
but not from members of other religions persuasions. Th
collection of those tithes, for the purposes mentioned, im
poses on the church certain obligatiofŽs. For instanee,i
case has been decided in the Quebec courts in which a rosi
dent of a parish who had paid bis church rates, insisted on th
curé, with whom he had some difference, baptising his ehild
and the curé refused; and a judgment was given enforcing th
rights of the parishioner as against bis ecclesiastica
superior. And so with regard to other matters, in so fa
as the church enjoys certain special advantages, the civi
authorities have a right to see that the corresponding obi
gations are properly enforced whenever the question h
raised. It was on this ground that judgmnent was give
for the burying of Guibord within tho ground uu.dly
regarded as consecrated. In discussing this question th(
court said:

"Nor do their Lordships think it necessary to pronounce any opinion
upon the ditficult questions which were raised in the argument tbetorE
them touching tue precise status at the present time of the Roman
Catholie hurch in Canada. It bas, on the one hand, undoubtedly
since ihe cension, wantecd some of the characteristics of an establishi-
church ; whilet, on the other hand, it differs materially in st-veraL im
portant particulars from such voluntary religious socieiies as the Angli
can Uharch in the Colonies or the Roman jatholic Ch'.rchin England
The payment of aî'nes to the clergy of the Rtoman Cath >lic Church by iLq
lay members, and the ratability of the latter to the maintenance o
parochial cemeteries, are secured by law and statutes. These rights o
the church must beget corresponding obligations, and it is oovious tha
ibis state of thingi may give rise to questions between the laity and the
clergy which can only be determined by the municipal courts. It
seems, however, to their Lordships to be unnecessary to pursue this
question, because, even if this church were to be regarded merely as a
private and voluntary religions society, resting only upon a concensical
basis, Courts of Justice are still bound, when due complaint is made
that a member of the society bas been injured as to bis rights,, in any
matter of a mixed spiritual and temporal character, to enquire into the
laws or riles of the tribunal or authority which bas inflicted the alleged
inJury.-207-208. Their Lordships conceire thatif the Act be questioned
in a Uourt of Justice, that Court has a right to enquire, and is bound to
enquire, whether that Act was in accordance with the law and rules of
discipline of the Roman Catholic Charch which ootain in Lower
Canada, and whether ths sentence, if any, by which it is sought to be
justified was regularly pronounced by any authority competent to pro-
flounce it."1

And so far, on account of its special rights, making it to a
limited extent a State Church, it has imposed upon it
certain obligations, and so far these may be brought before
the ordinary civil tribunals for the purpose of their enforce-
ment. But, beyond this, there is no connection ;beyond
this, it is purely a voluntary association, and it bas
the same right of appeal to the Pope as the spiritual
head of the church that any other church would have to
appeal to the constitutel authority of that church. It is not
a national, it is a Cathohie Church, that is, its authority
extends, regardless of political boundaries, over all those
who profess its faith. Now, to deny that right, se far as
Lord Selborne lays it down-and that is as far as it is
asserted in this particular case-would ba to say. to those of
tho Roman Cathoho persuasion; Ahhough yoU may have
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as your notions of church polity, which are not the same a
ours, yet you are not at lbatrty to aqert them; be-

it caue you bilieve that a chu'ch may have boundaries
hvei lor than those of other churches, you are to be

Y, inited by p)liLical considerations to the limits of a
1 s :ar ticulîer state. I -aç that would be an iitolerable rule.
te It tho Presbyterian Church of Canada to.ay chose to con.
g net itsof with that of the Unitod States, I (o not know
- any law that would prevent it establishing its occlesiastical
f courts to which both bodies would ho subject; and, in so

h far as the civil tribunal might ho called on to adjudicate on
f questions relating to those courts, those questions might be
s di;posed of in so far as they might bc connected with the
e material affairs of cither country. Now, lot me call the
e attention of the hon. member for North Simcoe to this.
h ['he Government of Englani bas legislated upon this sub-
s ject. At the time of the Amnerican Revolution there

was no Episcopal bishop in tho colonies now the
s, United States. After the revolution, the Episoopal
e churches of the independont colonies required spiritual
t- Lead; they required bishops in the Episcopal churohes of

a the United mates. Hlow were they to get them? They
i- wero separated from England, and the E iglish Parliament
e had no longer any jirisdiclion over therm. The rosult was
, that, after a good deal of hositation, ParliamerAt legilated,
e and passed the Act 2 Georg III, chapter 84, authorising
l the Archbishop of Canterbury to ordain bishops for the
r Eisc pal (hurches within the Independent Republic of
l the United Sates. Tnere was ParIarnont itself, on
- account of the connection betwoen Church and State,
s urdertaking to exorcise what miglht bo regarded as a
n legislative and spiritual jurisdict on in a foreign country
r and they bes'tated tso long, if I recollect rightly, that the
e Scotch bishops ordained ithe first bishopi botore the Act of

Parliament came into operation. The Unite i States never
i took any ffref, o far as I know, at that Act, and never
e c.airned thiat k was a usurpation of supremacy or an inter-
, férence with their sovereignty. The Archbishop of Canter.
d bury, in Ibis resnect, did everything that the Pope bas doue
- throughout Christendom in tho ordination of bishops in the
. Roman Catholic Church. Now lot me take another

c.aso. There vas the appointment of a bishop at Jorusa-
lem, foir Syria and the countries ofthe east, by the English

t Church. Paralimernt authorisei that appointment. It
was the exercise, according to the hon. gentleman's view,

t of sovri n anthoiity within the dominion of the -Sultan of
Turkey ; and the onlv ground of embarrassmem with thom
1was wh ther the Groek Church, as well as the Church of
gngland, being part of the general Catholio Church, would
be offended and think that the English Church wore inter.
fering with their jurisdiction ; and so the Arohbishop of
Canterbury addressed a latter to the Bishop of Jerasalem,
warning him that ho was to cultivate a spirit of Ctiristian
charity and of good understanding with the authorities of
'he Greek Church in that particular section of the country.But to set up the doctrine laid down by the hon. gentleman
bore, based on the Act of the Queen's supremacy, would be
to deny to ail churches having a particular form of church
polity, the privilege of extending their views of Christianity
over the habitable world. I would like to know, accord.
ing to his view, how it would be possible to obey the Divine
command to go into ail the world and preach the gospel to
every creature. The hon. gentleman would arrest every
minister of the Gospel under that theory, who would under.
take to preach beyond the limits of the country to which ho
belonged. I dare say some bon. gentleman will remember
when the Mhtodist Episcopal body in this country formed
a part of the MIethodist body of the United States, when they
had no bishop in Canada, when their conference was held
in the State of New York-

Sir JORN A, MCDONALD, I remember that well.
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Mr. MILLS (3othwell)-when their ministers were sent

to the Province of Ontario, and when, on account of the
sympathies of those ministers with liberal views and their
opposition to tho connection between Church and State,
they were charged with being American emissarios in
this country. But I never knew any one who protended
t9 say it was an act of sedition on thoir part to come
into this country for the purpose of preaching the
Gospel. If thora bad been a State Church in the United
StaCs, and had they been sent here by the President,
the hon. gentleman might, perhaps, argue as ho bas on this
question, but where are the estates of the church? Where
are the possessions of the Pope that give him anything like
temporal dominion ? His authority rests solely upon the
implicit acceptance of bis teaching and bis views by those
who profess to be members of the society of which ho is the
head, and to say that ho shail not ordain.a minister or send
him to this country, to say that the Roman Catholics in this
country may not make hini their arbitrator to decide ques-
tions of difference, to decide how property, which the only
party cor petent to decide says rightly belongs Io them,
shall b cdistributed, would be to place Roman Catholios,
not on a footing of quality, but on a footing of inferi-
ority to those who are members of other churches. The
hon. gentleman argued, from opinions expressed by a
writer in the Quarterly, that the views entertained by
the Jesuit Order were such as they are represented to
be. Now, I do not know what their views may be
I do not care. 1 am not a keeper of their consciences, and
so I do not interest myself in them, but I dony altogether
that this Parliament has a right to constitute itself an
euclesiastical tribunal or council for the purpose of seeing
whether their views are right or wrong. Wo may decide
for ourkelves in our individual capacities, but we are not
endowed with any power of that sort, and I do not think
any Protestant would care to bejudged by any such ruie.
I was interested, in looking over the speeches made many
years ago in the louse of Common (England), when it was
said that certain members of the Church of Enugland were
adopting Armenian views, and one speaker, Mr. Rouse,
declared that these persons were emissaries of the Church
of Rome. He said :

"I desire it may be considered how the See of Rome doth eat into
our religion, and fret into the very banks and walls of it, the laws and
statutes of this realm. I desire we rnay con-ider the increase of Arme-
nianism, an error ihat makes the grace of God 1sckey after the will of
man. I desiîe that we may louk into the belly and bowels of this
Trtjan horse, te see if there be no men in it ready to open the gates to
Romith tyranny, for an Armenian is the spawn of a papist, and if the
warmth of favor corne upon bim, you bsll see him turn into one of
those frogi, thst rose out of the bot omless pit: these men having
kindied a tire in oar neighbor country are now endeavoring to set tbis
kingdom in a flame."

Now, we know that a large portion of the Protestant com-
muumty in this country are Armenians; and if we are to
judge by the public meetings aLd the discussions which
have taken place on this question, they are as far from
Roman Catholicism as any other section of 1be community.
Anyone who remembers something of the history oi

liland, will remember how Grotius, because ho was an
Armenian, was carried out of the country in a cask; and
how John Barnaveldt was cariicd into another worla on
a scaflold bccause ho was an Armenian, and for the very
reasons given by Mr. FRouse that the doctrines they were
teaching would necetsarily b id to the restoration of Roman
Cathoheism. There is uotbig, in my judgment, more
mitchievous than to urdertake to pass judgment upon the
re.ligious opinions of any portion of the community in a
popular asstmbly and make those opinions the pretext for
withhlding rights ani for imposing disabilities. We have,
irespective of religious opinion in this louse, occasionally
given aid to Mission Schcols. We have aided the Presby-
verian Mission Schools, the Mothodist Mission School., the

Mr. MILLe (Bothwell).

English Church Mission Schools, the Roman Catholic Mis-
sion Schools, and I have never heard any one say that be-
cause we did so, as a matter of expediency for the presont,
and becausoit was botter to establish these schools among
the Indians, for the time being, than publie schools, that
this Government was connected with a church or in favor
of any particular church on that account. I am not the
least afraid that, if we have an open field and fair play,
Protestantism is likoly to suffer in this country, in conse-
quence of the aggressions, or attributed aggressions of the
Roman Catholic Church. I have no doubt whatever, that in
a fair field Protestantism will bo able to hold its own, and
it will succeed just in proportion ai it is actuated by the
spirit of toleration and fairness, which will serve rather
to draw men towards it and secure a favorable c>nsidera-
tion for those religious views that it seeks to enunciate,
rather than the spirit of intolerance which will repel men
from it. How can we-socure a fair hearing for our dogmas
from our Roman Catholic friends if we do that which
they think is unfair to them, and if we undortake to
deny to them privileges that we maintain for ourselves ?
I am not disposed to confer upon any Roman Catholic
institution in this country privileges that I would with-
hold from any Protestant institution of a similar character.
I believe that the more clearly the line of separation is
drawn between Church and State, the botter it will be for
all classes in this country, but I admit that I am unable to
interfere or to assist in drawing that line in any •Province

except in the Province of which I am a member. I have
tbe right to exorcise my privileges as an elactor, and if the
policy that has been carried out is one that I think detri-
men'tal to the public interest I may, in that capacity, oppose
it ; but I have no right, from my place in this Honso, to
undertake to do for the people of another Province'what I
can only do legitimately in my own Province, as an elector
of that Province. And so, the more clearly we have im-
pressed upon our minds the fact that each Province must
take care of itself, that it must entirely separate the
Church from the State for itself, that with that we have
nothing to do, that, except by usurpation, we cannot inter-
fore, the sooner we can have clearly impressed upon our
minds this line of action, and the more steadily we adhere
to it the botter it will be for all parties concerned. The early
founders of our Christian religion were mon in rather poor
circumstances, and occupying very humble social positions.
Their influence, at the beginning, was with the humbler
classes, with Jewish hucksters and with slaves of the Roman
Empire, They gradually, in the course of three centuries,
wo) ke ibthoir way up through every grade of society until
the Emporer himself became a convert to the Christian sys-
tem. At first they had the best organised Government the
world bas ever son, hostile to them. If they wereable, by
their industry, their zeal, their self-denial and their devotion,
to what they believed ta be the cause of religious truth,
to overcome such obstacles and conquer such difficulties,
there is no danger that Protestantism in this country,
if its ministers are true to the profession of their faith
-and, remember, th at they are to know nothing else except

Christ, and Him crucified-if they are true to their
faith and their high calling, and preach the Gospel instead
of politics, I am perfectly satisfied that Protestantism widl
bave nothing to fear. I am as roady as any member of this
fIouse to resist encroachment. Why should it botherwiso?
If 1, as many others here are doing at this moment, take a
position which many of our friends may not concur in,
because they have been misinformed, if I would not be dis-
posed to do wrong to serve the interests of my own friends,
aud those with whom I sympathise, why should I endanger
my political position to promote the religion of a portion
of the community which I believe to be, in many respects,
erroneous ? Let those answer who accuse as of pandering
to the Roman Catholis, I do not pretend to judge for thom,
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I indge for myself. I accord to them the same freedorn I
claim for myself, and I would rather, a hundred-fold, be the
victim of the wrongful judgment of others. than myself be.
come the instrument of wrong to any portion cf my fellow.
countrymen.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.
Mr. CHARLTON. I feel called upon, before recording

the vote I shahl give upon the motion now in your bands,
to explain the reasons that will actuate me in votirg for
that motion. I feel that, in doing this, I am separating
myself from the majority of my friends in this House, that
I am acting with a minority, and probably with a very
smail minority, of its members; and, werc I to look at
this question purely from the standpoint of iis value in
votes, I should no doubt feel perfectly content to give a
silent vote, and a vote with the majority. My convictions,
however, forbid my voting in this way. I realise that the
posi tion I take is an unpopular one in tbis House. I realise,
aiso, that the position 1 take will quite nossibly send me to
private life alter the expiration of this Parliament but I feel
bound from conviction of duty to take the course I propose
to take in reference to this matter. Many of the gentlemen
who have addressed the Bouse upon this question have
professed to be able to do so entirely independent of all
feeling of a religions character. Thy have professed to bec
able to divest themselves of all prejudices of bias resulting
from their religious belief. I do not know that I will claim
to be able to do this. I presurne that I am swayed and
influenced in the course I take in this matter by
my education, by my religious belief, and I ap-
proach the consideration of this question, I am free to
admit, from the standpoint and influenced by the belief of a
Protestant; and, although I shall endeavor to be, and I
believe I shall succeed in beine, impartial in this matter, I
do not, I repeat, believe I shall be able to divest myself en
tirely of all influences that religions training and religious
belief may be calculated to exert in reforence to it. I
feel that this is a question of very groat importance,
and one of far-reaching consequence, and I feel that it is
a question upon which men should act from conviction, up-
on which men should act in the way tbey believe they are re-
quired to act in the best interesta of thoir country and for
the purpose of securing the best results as to the future wel-
fare ar.d the future well-being of that country. This ques-
tion bas been discussed from a legal standpoint fully and
ably. The views of those who are opposed to the action of
the Government in this matter, the views of those who will
support the motion of my hon. friend from Muskoka (Mr.
O'Brien), were most ably presented to the House and
to the country by the lon. member for North Sim-
coe (Mr. McCarthy). The defence of the Government
was made in a brilliant and able effort by the Minister of
Justice, and the effort of the Minister of Justice was ably
seconded by the scholarly and profound argument of the
hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills). I shall not attempt
to traverse the ground traversed by these gentlemen.
My oducation perhaps does not fit me for an exhaustive
disquisition upon the character of this measure from a legal
staudpoint, and I shall endeavor to present the case from a
layman's standpoint, and to present the reasons which influ-
ence me in the course which I shall take upon this great
question.

There is one feature of this case that lias not yet been
dwelt upon, at least, to any considerable extent-I refer
to the peculiar ethnologic conditions of this Dominion.
When the younger Pitt, in 1791, erected the two Provinces
in Canada, granting to one Provinýce the use of the Freneh
language, French laws, French customs and institutions,
giving to the other Province the English language, English

laws, ard English institutions, avowedly for the purpose of
creating two rival, jealous, and, in a sense, hostile Pro-
vinces, that the catastrophe that had occurred a few years
before, when the thrteen colonies revolted from the British
Crown, might not recur again ; when, I say, that he erected
these two Provinces upon these divergent lines for this
avowed purpose, ho certainly succeeded most admirably in
creating two Provinces with mutual contraste in language
and in the essential characteristics of nationality. These
Provinces are not only diverse in race ard in longuage, but
also in religion, and the dominant church in the Province
of Quebec is a political factor of the very higohst importance
in ibis Dominion. It naturallv exorcises its power and its
great influencefor the purposeof fo-warding itsown interests
aid designs. It does this, Sir, with sleepless vigilance, it
does it with consummate ability, and it has been enabled to
exercise a most powerful it fluence upon the destinies and
upon the polities of the Dominion of Canada. Now, Sir, as
I sav, thi-i power is exerted for the furtherance of ils pur-
poses, as is most natural. I do not complain of this, Ido
not say that it is to be expected that ariy other course would
be taken by the French Catholic Church of Canada, I would
not say that it was inI the interest of Canada, but it is not
unnatural that the church should do this. Tho Minister
of Justice last night, in the course of bis speech on this
question, in defending Mr. Mercier in the course ho has
taken in regard to the Jesuit estates, alluded to one fact
which exempli6es, in the most vivid light imaginable, the
great influence and power of that church in tho Province
of Quebec. lie told us that the Jesuit es4ates hold by the
Government of Quebec to be Governiment property, beld by
then to be a property in which the Jesuits' fraternity had
no legal right, to which they had no legal claim, notwith-
standing the position of the Goverrnment in regard to these
estates, the Government was unable to sell this property,
that it had been offored for sale and no purchasers could
be procured. Why, Sir? Bocause the power of this church
was so groat that men did not dare, or would not, as they
were deterrod by the irflucnce of the church, purchase
this property; the power of this church was so great that
estates hold by the Government to btho eroperty of the
Crown, to be a property to which the church and the
Jesuit fraternity had no legal claims, could not be sold in
consequence of' the opposition (f the church to their sale.
Well, nothing could exempliîy more vividly the groat influ.
ence of this society than this fact roferred to by the Min.
ister of Justice.

Sir, I referred, a moment ago, to the peculiar ethnologie
conditions of this Dominion. Now, no man, I presume, in
this House or in this country, would for a mcment assert
that it was not in the interest of the country that homo-
geneity, that assimilation, should be promoted. But the
question is, bow can this result be obtained ? How can the
diverse races of this Dominion be made homogeneous, how
can they be made to assimilate? It is desirable that such
should be done. Every man who wishes to see the Dominion
of Canada become a great nation, must desire to sec the
races occupy ing this country acting in concert, acting in
harmony, and to a much greater extent than at present
made homogeneous. I hold, Mi. Speaker, that any measure
that wiil retard the realisation of this desire for the
assimilation of these races, that any measure that will,
on the contrary, have a terndency to set them wider asunder,
that will have a tendency to croate and foster animosi.
t-es and the jealousies that are riatural to the existence of
two such races, is a measure that should be deprecated, is a
measure that should beopposed by every lover of his
country in this Dominion. Now, events as they are
developed have bitherto hud a tendercy, in some repects,
to put these two races wider apart, and this very tendency,
in face of the desire of those who wish to see a homogeneous
people and a great nation, this very tendency to drive
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these two races apart, awakens alarm in the breasts of tens
of thousands of people in this country ; and the desire to
avert this tendency, the desire to bring the races nearer
together, to secure greater harmony and action between
them, is a patriotic desire, by whomsoever it may be enter-
tained.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). As in Ireland.

Mr. CHARLTON. Not as in Iroland, but as in Canada,
with the hopes of the future before us, with the desire to
create a great nation, with a desire to have a nation, not
inhabited by two races pulling in aifferent directions, jealous
of each other, and seeking, the one to crowd the other
out of the race, not as in Ireland, but as we hope to see it in
Canada, with every influence set aside that would work
against the realisation of this dream. Now, Sir, there are
in the agilation tbat exists to day, great forces beneath the
surface; there are undercurrents that we do not see, the
power of whih, perhaps, we do not realiýe; there is an under.
current that is proceeding from this very desire that th;is
should be a homogeneous people, a desire to lift this nation
up to a bigher plane with a common purpose, to create a
great free state. The question that agitates the mirnd of
the people, that creates the interest ii this matter which
we are discussing here to-day, ls, shall the Dominion of
Canada be Sixon or shall it be Celtie? Or shall it be both
Saxon and Cel ic for all time to come? Shlll the two races
live together in harmony, or shall they live apart ? Shail
this [e one country, or shall there he a disrupin? The
question is one ot great magnitude, iii quesiion is one the
importance of which cannot be over estimated, an d the
issue, Sir, is one that cannot be cbirked. Now, these are
British Provmnces, The design was that these should be
Anglo-Saxon commonwealths and the tendency to fo4ter an
intense spirit of French nationality, a terdency made more
pronouneed by the tact that that nationhlity hbas a national
church which naturally fosteis that feeling in the promo.
tion of its own intel ests, is a tendency that we must ail
deprecate, is a tendency that we do not wish to sec aggra-
vated, is a tendenvy that those who have the good of their
country at beart would rather sec mitigated il not removed.

Mr. AMYOT. Ohl1ob!

Mr. CHARLTON. My bon. friend on my left Laughs.
WelI, perhaps he would not wish to see it removed, perhars
ho would rather see the difficulties intensified. I would
rather soe them removed; I would rather sec these two races
live in harmony, I would rather see them drawing closer
together. I have every respect for the institutions of
Quebec ; I realise that the character of its institutions, the
nature of its laws, and the cast of its society is, in some
respects, medioeval rather than modern, but I have every
sympathy for Quebec, and I have no desire to interfere
with that Province in the lea t.

Mr. CURRAN. You do it all tho same.

Mr. CH ARLTON. Sir, I do not propose to do it ail the
same. I feel that if we desire to promote harmony between
these races, the introduction of a society that sedulously
fosters the seeds of discord, the history of which in every
state of Christendom bas shown that it is in its nature an
organisation against constituted authority is a great mis-
fortune- Sir, as a lover of this country, as a man desiring
to see harmony in this cou ntry, I deprecate the introduction
of that society into the political circles of Canada. It is
for that reason that I, and thousands in this Dominion,
deprecate the introduction of that society, deprecate the
action of the Government in rermitting the incor.oration
of that society and in permitting its endowment, foreseeing,
as they bolieve they do foresse, in those actions future mis-
chief and future disaster to this country. Thisis my belief,

Mr. CHARL TON.

DEBÂTEM LacR 28,
Now, Sir, it is true that the Protestants of this country

have been supine and nerveless for many years past as
regards public questiors. They have been for many years
past without organisation to guard their own interests and
liberties, and until quite recently there bas been no dis-
tinctive and pronounced Protestant organ. Both the great
political parties in tbis country bave sought to obtain French
Catholic support. The solidarity of the Catholic French
party has enabled them to bold the balance of power; they
bave held it, they bave exercised it for the advantage of
their race and for the advauntage of their religion, to some
extent at least; and in the manipulation of this element,
and in the influence wielded by this element, it reminds me
at every turn of the history of the United States when the
slave power-I make the comparison in no other sense
except that they were a minority, and acted for their
common irterest--controlled the United States for 40 years,
altboagh they possessed only about one-third of the votes in
the House of Representatives, controlled the United States
because they acted in their own interests at every turr, and
supported first one party and then the other as circum-
stances incident to their own requirement made it neces-
sary ta do. We have had the Protestants, as I have said,
without an organ, without an organisation, and not awake
to their interests, and it is only of recent days that the
people are awatkening to the danger which, in the estima-
tion of many Protestants, threaten them in this country.

I make no apo'ogy for being an Anglo-Saxon. I do
not consider it a disgrace, I d- not consider it even a
disadvant age. I In ,k b tck to the history of the race with
pride, I look back to the history of that mother of nations
-England-and I think it is a glorious history. I think
ber institutions are good institutions and that she bas
been a blesing to the world, and I have no apology to make
for saying that I believe it. I make no apology for saying
that, so far as my own Province is concerned, I would resist
the introduction of that system which is peculiar to your
Province, Mr. Speaker. I make no apology for saying that,
in my belitf, civil and religious liberty should be carefully
guarded, and any encroachment upon that civil and reli-
gious liberty should be resisted, resisted strongly, resisted
vigorously, resisted with courage and resisted without com-
promise As regards Qaebec, of course there are certain
things there that I would not select as a matter of ehoice.
1 do not, for instance, think it a very great advantage to
pay tithes; I am unable to see any advantage in fabrique
asmessments, in a church absorbing the wealth of the country
and in its property being exempted from taxation; but it
is none of my business. I do not propose to interfere with
it.

An hon. MEMBER. Hear, hear.

Mr. CHARLTON. If the hon. gentleman can see any
blessing in that, b is at liberty to enjoy it. But I would
interfere and resist any attempt to impose iL upon a coun-
try where it was not in existence at the time; I would feel
that to be my duty. Now, Mr. Speaker, I do not say this
in any offensive sense. Men disagree, mon have different
opinions, mon differ in politics, and in religion, and in what
they believe to be for the public interest, and they have a
righit to do so, and they will continue to do so untit the end
of time.

TheMinister of Justice, last night, in referring to old
English law, dwelt at very great length on the subject
of obsolete laws. I almost imagined belore hs bad con-
cluded that there was scarcely a law in existence that was
not obsolete, and that we were scarcely bound by anything
on the Statute-book of England. But I think the Great
Charter is not obsolete, that charter upon which we bave
built our liberties, upon which we bave constructed British
institutions, that charter under which we have responsible
government and parliamentary representation, with the
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people, through their repre4entatives, controlling the
expenditure of the country. The Bill of Rights is not
ob4olete; it is in force yet. The supremacy of the Crown,aq the embodiment of the power and majety of the people,
is not obqolete. The safeguards of liberty designed by our
forefathers to preserve as from encroachments are niot
obsolete, and the spirit of liberty is not obsolete among the
English-speaking race. And it is for this reason, that the
spirit of liberty exists, that the safeguards of liberty are in
force, that tens of thousands of men have risen in Canada
within the last two months to oppose the endowment of
that order, whose interests and character we are discusing
in this debate, and whose character and record I hold it
proper and necessary to discuss and examine in the broadest
sense possible. I hold that the incorporation of this
order lies at the rot of all this trouble. And it is owing
to the fact to which I called attention a few moments ago,
th t here exi4ed among the Protestants a great degree of
supimeness, and nervelessness, and of blindness to their
own interests and the interests of thoir cuntry, that the
incorporation of that order was not resented at the time and
was not prevented. Why, a few years ago, in 73, the
Orange Order was incorporated by the Legislature of
Ontario. The Lieuterant Governor of that Province, who
was appointed by the right hon. gentleman opposite,
withheld that Bill from as-ent ; I arn unable to
say whether by private advices ho was in
structed to do so or not, but he withheld it. But we
bad bere the ihcorporation of the Order of Jesuits two
yea's ago wi bout any withholding of the Bill from assent,
without any interfererce on the part of the Government,
and it seems to me a monstrous thing that so loyal an
order as the Orange Order, for it is unquestiorably loyal,
should be denied incorporation and the Jesuits should be
permitted incorporation. It reminds me of a story, to the
effet that an Irishman, on landing in New York, was
attacked by a dog, and endeavored to pick up one of the
paving stones, whereupon, on failing to do so, ho said : It is a
queer free country this, bore the dogs are let loose and the
stones are chained down. This is a queer sort of justice that
incorporates the Jesuit Order and denies incorporation to
the Orangemen ; and I think, while I opposed at the time
the incorporation of the Orangemen, on the ground that it
would produce dissensions and troubles, the same reasons
should have held good in the case of the Jesuit Order as well.
The Minister of Justice, last night, held that the Jesait
Order had, in effect, already been incorporated. He
instanced the case of the incorporation of the St.
Mary's College, wbich had Jesuit professors, and
ho coutended that because the clergy, forsooth, were
Jesuits, this was incorporation, in point of fact, of
the Jesuit Order. If a college happened to have
three or four infidel professors, would it be the incorporation
cf the infidel order, or if the college had a few Presbyterian
professors, would it be the incorporation of the Presby-
terian order ? The assumption was preposi erous. The
Minister of Justice also said that the order had previously
been incorporated. If the society was incorporated in af
surreptitious manner it affords me reason for saying that it(
should not have been done, whether it was done or not. •

Now, Mr. Speaker, the character of the Jesuit Order is ai
matter, in my opinion, which should receive the attention
of this House, and the attention of this country. My hon.
friend, the Minister of Justice, last night spoke somewhat
sneeringly ot Parliament resolving itself into a committeee
for the examination of theological questions, and my hon.f
friend, the member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills), asserted thatt
Parliament hbad net the right to constitute itself an ecclesi-
astical conucil, tojudge the Jesuits. Well, Sir, Parliament, in1
this matter, is neither constituting itself into a committee for
the trial of a theological question, nor into an ecclesiastical
council for the trial of the Jesuit Order, but Parliament isl
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called upon, under the circumstances, te examine into the
moral and the political tendencies of the order that is on
trial before the people of this country. It bas the right to
do so, it has more than the right te do it; it is the bounden
duty of Parliament te enquire as te the character of
this organisation, te enquire as to whether those
various charges made against this organisation in history
for more than 300 years are true, or if any of these
charges are true, whether it has proved teobe an or-
ganisation detrimental te the intereste of liberty, in
every generation and in every age, or not, and if its
antecedents are such as they are represented teobe, it
should be the duty of Parliament te examine thoroughly
the question of whether that order is now what it was
befire. It is a question of the utmost importance; it is not
a theological question ; it is net an eoclesiastioal question,
but it is a question of the highest moment to the State. It
is a question which should engage the attention of every
statesrnan in the country; it is a question that has an inti-
mate bearing upon the welf'ire of this country, and I pro-
pose, Sir, to examine that question. I propose to examine
it, net that I think I ar makingr mvself a member of a
committee to examine into theological tenets, not that I
propose te make mvself a menber of an ecclesiastical corn-
mittee to try a religious order, but I propose te look into
the antecedents and character of this order, in order to see
whether I beliee that their establishment in Canada would
be detrimental to the political interests of this country. I
propose to examine the question in its political bearing, and
in its political bearing alone. Now, Sir, this order had
been in existence for nearly 250 years, wh'n it was sup-
pressed by the authority to which it professe1 to owe
allegiance. I spnonnse the Pope was infallible thon, sud if
Pope Clement XLV was infallible and if ha suppressed the
order of the Jesuits he probably bad good reasons for doing
sr, and I think he had. I do net propose to call into
question his infallibility. I do not propose te look into the
question of the propriety of the stop he took in dissolving
that order, but I do propose to ask the attention of this
House to some portions of the celebrated brief whieh Pope
Clement XIV issued, and by which this order was dis-
banded. After declaring in his brief the purposes for which
the order was instituted, and the various privileges granted
by Paul III, and subsequent Popes, the brief of fsuppression
goes on te say :

" Notwithstanding se many and so great favors, It appears from the
Apostolical Constitutions thtt almost at the very moment of its institu-
tion there arose in the bosom of this society, divers seeds of discord and
dissention, not only amon g the companions themselves, but with other
irregular orders, the secular clergy, the acalemies, the universities, the
public schools, and lastly, even with the princes of the states in which
the society was received. These dissensions and disputes arose some-
times concerning the nature of their views, the time of admission Co
them, the power of expulsion, the right of admission to holy orders
without a title, and without having taken the solemu vows, contrary te
the tenor of the decrees of the Council ot Trent, and of Pius V, our pre-
decessor ; sometimes concerning the absolute authority ausumed by the
General of the said order, sud about matters relating te the good gav-
ernmen and discipline of the rderc;hoometimes concerning different
points ef doctrine, concerning their sohools, or concerning such'of their
exemption privileges, as the ordinaries and other ecolesiastical or civil
officers declared to be contrary te their rights and jurisdictions Ia
short, accusations of the gravest nature, and very detrnmental te the
peace and tranquility of a Christian commonwealth have been continu-
ally brought against the said order. Hence arose that infinity of ap-
peals and protesta against this society, which so many sovereigns have
aid at the foot of the Throne of our predeceusors, Paul IV, Pins V, ad

Six tus V. '

Il After so many storme, troubles and divisions, every good mai look-
ed forward with impatience to the happy day which was to restore
peace an d tranquility. But under the reign of this sane Olement Xrti, the
times beesme more full of difficulty sud storm - complaints and quarrels
were multiplied on every aide; in sone places Laugerouseseditions arose,
tumuits, discorde, scandale which, weakening or entirely breaking the
bounds of Christian eharity, excited the faithful te ail the rage of party
hatred and enmities. Desolation and danger grew te such a height, thatthe
very sovereigns, whose piety and liberality towards the society were se
well known as to be looked upon as hereditary in their families-we
meaa our dearly beloved sons in Christ, the King@ of France, Spain,
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Portugal and Sicily-found themselves redueed to the necessity of ex-
pelling, and driving from their states, kingdoms, and provinces, these
very companions of Jeaus ; persuaded that there remained no other
remedy to so great evils; and, that this step was necessary, in order to
prevent Obristians from rising one against another, and from massa-
creing each other in the very bosom of our common mother, the Holy
Obureh. They said, our dear sons in Jesus Christ having since consid-
ered, that even this remedy was not sufficient for reconciling the whole
Christian world, unlese that society was absolutely abolished and sup-
pressed, made known their demande and wishes in this matter to our
raid predecessor, Clement XIII. They united their common prayers
and authority, to obtain that this last method might be put in practice,
se the only one capable of assuring the constant repose of their subjects,
and the good of the Catholic Ohurch in general. But the unexpected
death of the aforesaid Pontiff, rendered this project abortive.

" As soon as by the Divine mercy and Providence we were raised to
the chair of St. Peter, the same prayers, demands, and wishes were laid
before us, and strengthened by the pressing solicitations of many
bishope, and other persons of distinguished rank, learning, and piety.
But, that we might choose the wisest course in a matter of seo much
moment we dei ermined not to be so precipitate, but to take due time;
not only to examine attentively, weigh carefully, and take counsel
wisely, but also by unceasing prayers to ask of the Farther of lights
Hie particular assistance ; exhorting the faithful to co-operate with us
by their prayers and good works in obtaining this needful succor."

After remarking on what the Council of Trent had de-
cided, with respect to the clergy who were members of this
society, the brief proceeds:

" Actuated by so many and important considerations, and, as we hove,
sided by the presence and inspiration of the Holy Spirit; compelled also
by the necessity of our office,'which strictly obliges us to conciliate,
maintain and confirm the peace and tranquility of the Christian Com-
monwealth, and remove every obstacle which may tend to trouble it;
having further considered that the said Society of Jesus can no longer
produce these abundant fruits and those great advantages, with a view
to which it was instituted, approved by so many of our predecessors,
and endowed with so many and extensive privileges : that, on the con-
trary, it was difficult, or to say impossible, thst the church could re-
cover a firm and lasting pesce so long as the ssid society subsisted;
In consequence hereof, and determined by the particular ressons we have
alleged, and forced by other motives which prudence and the good
government of the church have dictated it, the knowledge of which
we keep to ourselves, conforming ourselves to the example of our
predecessorp, and particularly to that of Gregory X, in the General
Uouncil of Lyons; the rather as in the present case we are
determining upon the fate of a society classed among the mendicant
orders, both its constitution and prîvileges ; after a mature deliberation,
we do, out of our certain knowledge and the fulness of our apostolical
power, suppress and abolish the said society . we deprive it of aIl power
of action whatever, of its houses, schools, colleges, hospitals, lands, and
in short, every other place whatever, in whatever kingdom or Province
they may be situated; we abrogate and annal its statutes, rules,
customs, decrees and constitutions, even though confirmed by oath and
approved by the Holy See, or otherwise; in like manner we annul all
sUd every its privileges, favors general or particular, the tenor whereof
is, and is taken to be as fully and as amply expressed in this present
brief, as if the same were inserted, word for word, in whatever clauses,
form or decree, or under whatever sanction, their privileges may have
been conceived. We declare every authority of aIl kinds, the General,
the Provincials, and Visitors and other superiors of the said society, to
he forever annulled and extinguished, of what nature soever the said
authority may be, whether relating to things spiritual or temporal."

This, Sir, is a portion of the brief of Pope Clement XIV
suppressing this order. Now, Sir, I want to enquire whether
it will be asserted that His Holiness the Pope of Rome, in
thus suppressing this order, and Jn using the language ho
did with regard to it, was acting in ignorance-whether in
hie infallibility ho was mistaken as to the character of this
order.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh.

Mr. CHARLTON. Well, I am not very well posted as
to the tenets of the church, if the Pope is not held to be
infallible there is a popular misapprehension upon that
point. If any one in this House wishes to cast discredit
on hie judgment or on the motives which actuated him in
issuing this brief, I have nthing to say; but I believe the
Pope, in suppressing this order, acted fi om reason and
knowledge in saying what he did in this brief, and that, in
issuing it, he acted in accordance with the desire of every
king and every statesman in Europe. This order has
been arraigned at the bar of history, and has been con-
demned; I believe it deserved suppression; and I be-
lieve that Pope Clement XIlV, acting at the solicita-
lion of the various kings of Europe, suppresaed it for

jr. CUALTON.

good and sufficient reasons. Now, my hon. friend from
Lincoln (Mr. Rykert), the other night, read an extract from
Macaulay regarding this order, and, as in the case of a good
many other extracts, stopped just where he hould have
gone on. I will take up the thread of the hon. gentleman's
discourse, and proceed from where he left off. At that point
Lord Macaulay proceeded to say:

" But with the admirable energy, disinterestedness, and self devotion,
which were characteristic of the society, great vices were mingled. It
was alleged, and not without foundation, that the ardent publicespirit,
which made the Jesuit regardless of hie ease, of hie liberty and of hie
life, made him also regardless of truth and of mercy; that no means
which could promote the interest of hie religion seemed to him unlawful,
and that by the interest of hie religion he too often meant the interest
of his society. It was alleged thét, in the most atrocious plots recorded
in history, hie agency could be distinctly traced ; that, constant only in
attachment to the fraternity to which he belonged, he was in some
rountries the most dangerous enemy of freedom, and in others the nost
dangerous enemy of order. The mighty victories whichli e boasted
that he had achieved in the cause of the churchlwere, in the judgment
of many illustrions members of that church, rather apparent than real.
Re had indeed labored with a won dei ful show of success to reduce 1h.
world under her laws; but he had done so by relaxing her laws
to suit the temper of the world. Instead of toiling to elevate
human nature to the noble standard fixed by Divine precept and
example, he had lowered the standard till it was beneath the
average level of haman nature. He gloried in multitude of converts
who had been baptised in the remote regions of the East ; but it was
reported that from some of those converts, the facts on which the whole
theology of the Gospel depends had been cunningly concealed, and that
others were permitted to avoid persecution by bowing down before the
images of false gode, while internally repeating paters and aves. Nor
was it only in heathen countries that such arts were said to be prac-
ticed. It was not strange that people of all ranks, and especially of the
highest ranks, crowded to the confessionals in the Jesuit temples ; for
fron these confessionals none went discontented away. There the

priest was all things to aIl men. He showed just so much rigor ai
mig t not drive those who knelt at hie spiritual tribunal to the Domini-
can or the Franciscan Church. If he had to deal with a mind trnly
devout, he spoke in the saintly toues of the primitive Fatherse; but with
that very large part of mankind who have religion enough to make
them uneasy when they do wrong, and not religion enough to keep
them from doing wrong, he followed a very different system. Since lie
could not reclaim them from guilt, it was hie business to save them
from remorse. Be had at hie command an immense dispensary of
anodynes for wounded consciences. In the books of casuistry which
had been written by hie brethren, and printed with the approbation
of hie superiors, were to be found doctrines consolatory to transgressors
of every clase. 1 here the bankrupt was taught how lie might, without
sin, secrete hie goods from his creditors. The servant was taught how
ho might, without sin, run off with his master's plate The pander was
assured that a Christian man might innocently earn hie living by carry-
ing letters and messages between married women and their gallants.
The high-spirited and punctilions gentlemen of France were gratified by
a decision in favor of duelling. The Italians, accustomed to darker and
baser modes of vengeance, were glad to learn that they might, without
any crime, shoot at their enemies from behind hedges. To deceit was

given a license sufficient to destroy the whole value of human contracte
and of human testimony. In truth, if society continued to hold together,
if life and property enjoyed any security, it was because common sense
and common humanity restrained men from doing what the Society of
Jesus assured them that they might with a safe conscience do, so
strangely were good and evil intermixed in the character of these cele-
brated brethren; and the intermixture was the secret of their gigantie
power. That power could never have belongad to mere hypocrites. It
could never have belonged to rigid moraliste. It was to ho attained only
by men sincerely enthusiastic in the pursuit cf a great end, and, at the
same time, unscrupulous as to the choice of means."

Now, Sir, I spoke of this order having been banished from
various countries. It was banished from EnglaLd in 1579,
again in 15S1, again in 1586, again in 1601, again in 1604,
and again in f191; and, Sir, in view of the character of
British legislation with regard to the Society of Jesuits,
iLs existence and its presence in any part of the British
realm is a contempt of law. By the Catholie Emanci-
pation Act, 10 George IV, chapter 7, certain political dis-
abilities were removed from the Catholices of Great Britain.
The Act recites the oath which Catholis were required to
take before being invested with the rights of citizenship
and the right to hold office; and this Act of 1829, which is
not an obsolete law, but a law still in force, which is a law
paramount over all colonial laws, contains an enactment
with regard to the Jesuit; and I shall take the liberty of
reading sections 28, 29, 30, 31, 33 and 34. I shall read
them bocause they have an important bearing upon tho
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case under discussion, because these articles, of this aman-
cipation Act, clearfy prove that the incorporation of the
Society oi Jesuits is an unconstitutional Act in this country
or in any other part of the British realm:

" Section 28. And whereas Jesuits and members of other religions
orders, communities or societies of the Uhurch of Rome bound by
monastic or religious vowu, are resident within the United Kingdom,
and it is expedient to make provision for the gradual suppression and
final prohibition of the sane, therein, therefore be it enacted ihat evry
Jesuit and every member of any other religions order, comuanity, or
society of the Ohurci of Rome, bound by monastic or religions vuws,
who, at the time of the commencement of thiis Act shall be within the
United Kingdom shall, within six calendar montas after the commence-
ment of this act, deliver t th e clerk of peace of the county or place
where such person shall reside or to his deputy, a notice or statement
in the forn and containing the particulars required to be set forth in the
schedule to this Act annexed ; which notice or statement such clerk
of the peace, or bis deputy, shall preserve and register amongst the
records of sunob coat or place vitbout au> fée, aud @hall fortlawaîh
transmt a copy uf sucho notice or statement to the Ufief tecretary of
the Lord Lieutenant or other Oniet (iovernor or Governors of relande
it such person shail reside in Ireland, or if, in Great Britain, to one of
Ris Majesty's Principal decretaries of otate, and in case any persou
shall offena in the premises, h. shall foreit and pay to Hs Majesît, for
every calendar month during which hi shah remain in tae United
Kingdom, without harinrg delivered much notice or statement as is
hereinbefore required, the @auoof fifty pounds.

" bection 29. And be it further enacted, that if any Jesuit, or member
of any such religions order, communaty or society as aforesaid, shall,
after the commencement of this Act, come into this reasm, le shal1 be
deemed and taken to be guilty of a mislemeanor and being thereot law-
fully convicted shall be sentenced and ordered to be banished ftrom the
United Kangdom for the terni of his naturai lfe.

, Section 60. krovided always, and be il further enacted, that in case
any natural born subject of this realm, being at the uime of the com-
mencement of this Aot a Jeuait, or other member of any such relgious
order, community or society as atoresaid, shal, at the time of the coi-
mencement of tis Act be out of the realm, ai shali be lawful for snch
person to return or come into this realm ; and upon his return or comng
into the realm, he is hereby required, within ie space o six calenaar
months, to deliver such notice or statement to the clerk of the peace of
the county or place where he shail reside, or his deputy, for the purpose
of being su registered and traemitted, as hereinbefore directed ; and in
case any such person sha neglect or refuse so to do, he shali for such1
offence forfeit and pay to his dMajesty for every caleadar month durag
which he shall remain in the Uintd Kngdom without having deliverea
such notice or statement, the sumi ut fitty pounas.

"becion $1. Provided almo, and oe it further enacted, that not-
withstanding anything hereinbefore contained, it shat be lawfui for
any one of kiis Majesty's Principal Secretaries ot state, beang a Protestant,
by a luense in wriaing, signe* by him, to grant permission ta any
Jesuit or member t an nsuchi religions order, communayu, or mciey as
atoresaiu, t come tuo (hc nUlineul aagduom, and tu remain thoren for
such periou as be-said decretary ut State tiai tmant proper, not exceed-
ing in any case, the space of six calendar montis, an it s ai aise De iaw-
fut for ay onu ut iiin Majesty's i'rincipaic ecretaries oa state to revote any
licenme granted beture tue expirauon ut the time meiitaunad mirean, u
he sha so tha t fit; and if any such person tuwhmu ucai license sauit
have been grantd shail nmot depart frum the Unaeti gaum Wiunt
twenty days ater the expirauonu of the tune menunied. ain suon
license, or if such liee shahl have been revuned, thn wathin twenty
days after notice of such revuaiun shalh have bei giron lt hi, every
person mu offeniaing ihani be deemed guaity ot a mwiaemeaaor, and bong
thereuf lawfully cunVicted, shaOl be sentence and ordered te bu banasheta
from the Uni ed Kingdom for the term ut is natura taie.

" *ecuon â3. And be ia further enactea that, in case any Jesuit, or
member ut any such religions order, commutayit or socity, as atoreaai,
shal, after tie cumacement of this Ac& Wathaia anypait ut taie
Unried Kmngdom, aumai any person tu becume a regutar eccesiauc, or
brother, or member ut any suun reagiuns orier, comanuuaty, or mioty',
or be ading or concenung thereto, nor hait admaiaster,or cause o uDe
administered, or be'aiing or asasing i hei aduistering or tamâg
auy oath, vow, or engagomeat, purpurung, or intendetu bita me
person taking the sane to thie rutes, oramanceo, or ceremounies uf aucn
retagiousoruer, commuity, or socetyp, every person uoltutitng lin te
premises in England, or ireand, snah b uemod guilty ut a maiae-
meanor, andin ocotand shanl be punibhed b> fine antunprisoument.

"I ection 4. and be i farther enacted taat, il case any persuoa 0hall,
after the commencement of this Ac U wUin an> part ou this United
Kangdom, be admitted, or become a Jesuit, or bruther, or mumuer ut
any other such religious ordier, communay, un society, as aforesaitid, ic
person shahl be aienmed and taxen tu bu guiy o. a muidemeanor, anta
beiug thereut Awtuty convicted, shahi bu senteaced anti oracredi to bu
banishieh frum the Uited Kmgdom or tre terni o his natura ite.''

Now, that is the statute which imposes penalties and a fine

upon any foreigner who is a Jesuit lor cuming ,into the
United Kingdon, and which impoces penalties andl a fine
upon any person who an cie a perbon into the order, anu
upon any person Who becomed a member o ithe order.
That i taken from the Calic .mancipatlon Act of r ic

.Now, 1 am unable to see, uin te face of the provisions of
that Act, how the incorporation of this order can be legal
or constitutional either in Canada or in any other part of
Her Majesty's realm. This case was referred to, some years
ago, in a uebate in the House of Commons. Mr. Disraeli
who was then the First Minister of the Crown, stated, on
the lth of July, 1875, that:

" Although no proceedings had been taken against the Jesaits under
the &t of 1519, he begged it to be uaderstood t the provisions under
the Act are not obsolee, but on the contrary ari reserving powers of the
law of which the government wili be prepared to avail themaelves if
ne000515.17.,

And Mr. Gladstone, who was asked his opinion upon this
matter, as to Lhe legaliby of the residence of the Jesuits ain
England, referred his correspondents to this Act of Parlia.
ment, the provisions of which withî egard to the Jesuit I
have read. And the Law Journat of ngland, which con-
tains an account 0 thio matter, then addra:

IThis At, while it carried out the well known reform commemorated
by its name, imposes restrictiona on 'Jesuit aua menoer uof other
rougious orders, Communities or societies o ithe Uarch ut Rome bound
oy monastie or religions vuws,' of which it reites it is 'expedient to
provide for the graamai suppression anl final prohibition.' Any of
these persous, nt aincluindng nus, coming into Uic reaim witnout a
lacense which can ist onty six monthà, are, 0 section su , aeclared
giuity of a misdemeanor and may be sentenced tu be banished fur ie.
oamitarly, any persons acaitted wittun the kingtdum l memberahup la
any ut ie order ain queuuolnMay, by secuon 4, De sentnced tu baish-
meut for tle. li, aalougi bauisnaea they du nut go out of the country,
the boverigal an Uonaca imay have them conveyea tu mone piace aruad.
Moreover, alithey are fonna in te conuntry ai ie end o Intare montas
ney iay be convicte again aud transpurne. kenal servitude as nuw

substatued for transpuration. Waaa tais iaw be nuw eanaured ? Or
wai a charitale ruenrve be showa, entailng, as it naturally wilL do,
lurther l wktsnesa. "

Now, the treaty ceding Canada in 1763,.provided for the
freeuom of the (jathoho reiigion in this couuary, so far as
Lue laws of Uiest britln permitted tue exwerie of tuat
religion, and the Act 14 Ucurge 111, ciapter oâ, providced
Lit tre French Jatholaca in ti s counlry may exeruiuci be
religion 0 ef Li Uihurcih ol munie eijeut to au King's sup.
remacy. The right to exercise tLis pruvion oas Luis
subject to the provisions oft e law, ani one 0K Lne pro vi-
loS fut that law 1 have calud lmo attention uthme ,iougO
o with regard to the Jean0i orgamatîion, conai4unedI in tao

Emaucipaun Act U0 1bM. L Was ciamedi l i JaîguG
Dy Lue imatwter 01 J u Licue tat, at tue Lime L Lue uuuti4u.;L,
La projper y uf ilividuali Wn not Lurleited Ir Conufnsumud.
IL wa caUinud LIat Lue Prupert y ut te Jusiio Wa MiUL

oIDju to Ioriciiture or coannuaLiu aundr La tearis L otue
£reaLy 01 'arlo 0eling Gauada tu t:irea& .diitiu. UuuI .i
LLaiul iL mueW b heui LuaatLne Jstui OrguaUnaIun WoUId nu&
Du treaed upon tue Daid ut iaiviateii, Dut a a ourpur.
aiol, and 1 nad iat tAe AuL aiys :

«And be i& further enacted, by the authority aforusaid, that aU li
Majesty's Uanaua.a subjeuits Waiu me trovinc uof Quebtc, ue relt-
gious urdorr ana conmun teics uuiy excepea-'

Are to have these privileges. So that the religious orders
and commInuiles were, y te terms 1ut te iesaiu», ex-
pretisly excuepteu ro n.Lte priviletgen granted L une alaaDi
tante o u, .Lrovîinue Ql Q4uaeDec, or Ule ruvine u1 JnaU is

htr. MiLLLd 3 Bthweil). What are you reading irom?
Mr. CJARL20N. I am reading from 14 Ucorge 11I

chapter de, Le Quebe0 Act. AL&h Lite rigtls poeanet y
Le catizeis 0f te rovinue of Quebet or ut Od G>atundd5
were righits delegatedi Dy Lhie briLian ruwn, righie ex-
proseiy grante, righlaitricyrltuyned, andi rignL, iAn every
oe, buturdianate tu te biremay u Lie Cruwau, tanti suD-

orainateto te suprumacy 0f imperial aw; andi, it mat
Uahuolic Emancipatiaon Act ot leA contaiis, na iave
showna, express provisions, making it a mtinemeanor lur a
fureigi Jesuit l come into anguind, making it a miode-
meatnur to andluce a .Britih dutijeci nLo Lite Jeutit Ord.r,
maka.g Ita laàunemeanor Oi I to par 01l à@e person W Ao
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inducts him and on the part of the person who is inducted,
in face of the provisions of that law, I hold that it is
sinply preposterous to say that the incorporation of the
Order ot Jesuits in British America, is a constitutional Act.
If the incorporation of this order is unconstitutional, it fol-
lows, aï a matter of course, that al[ the Acts based upon
that incorporation, are unconstitutional. If the incorpora-
tion is unconstitutional, the endowment is unconstitutional,
and the Jesuits' Estates Act is an anconstitutional Act, if
the Incorporation Act is so.

It bas been made by British law, upon more occasions
than one, an unconstitutional Act to procure juigments
or determinations, &o., from the See of Rome, or any
foreign potentate. This legislation was fir-t initiated
under Bdward 111, it was continued under Richard Il,
again unoer Henry VIII. By 24 H enry VIII, chapter
21, penalties are imposed for procuring inhibition-, judg-
ments aid oher processes from the See of Rome within the
King's dominiens-not alone in England Ireland and
Scottand, but in any part of the King's dominions The
24 Henry ViII, chapter 21, prohibits the King, bis heirs and
successors, kings of the realm, and all subjcts of the realm
or of the dominions of the Crown, for suing for licenses,
dispensations, compositions, faculties, grants, rescripts,
delegations, or any other instruments in writing from the
Bisbop of Rome, called the Pope, or from any person or
persons having or pretending to bave any authority by the
sane. "The King, bis beirsand successors," beirgexpte-s-
]y named in the Act, the reigning sovereign is bournd by
the prohibition; and it is not within the constitutional
power of a Colonial Legislature or Governor to absolve the
Crown from its provisions, or to enact or assent to any Bill
violating this or any other Imperial statute in force in the
colony. The Crown can only be relieved from the prohi-
bitions of the Act by the power that imposed them, namely,
the Imperial Parliament. And in 13 Elizabeth, chapter
2, and 1 Elizabeth, chapter 1, it is provided in more express
terms that:

" The usurped power and jurisdiction of the Bishop of Rome, hereto-
fore unlawfully claimed and usurped within this realm, and other the
dominions to the Queen's Majdsty belonging,"

Shall not be exercised. Neitber the Treaty of Surrender,
nor the Act of 1774 did more than to grant the free exer-
cie of the Catholie religion in Canada, so far as the laws of
Great Britain permit. But we aie told by the Minister of
Justice that a Provinvial Parliament can repeal Imperial
statutes as coýncerns itself, if I understood him aright. I
do not accept this definition of the law. i do not hold that
the thing formed can say to that which formed it: what
doest thou? and can set aside the mandate of the power
which formed it. I find in t+he British North America Act
a provision whieh is antagonistic to the statement of my
hon. friend the Minister of Justice. The 129th section of
that Act contains the following:-

" Bxcept as otherwise provided by this Act, ail laws in force in
Canada, Nova Scotia or New Brunswick at the Union, and alh courts
of civil and criminal jurisdiction, aod ail legal commissions, powers
and authorities, and al officers judicial, administrative and minister-
ial, existing therein at the Union, shall continue in Ontario, Quebec,
INova Scotia and NKew Brunswick respectively, as if the Union had not
been maie; Iuibject, neverthele s (except with respect to such as are
enaeted by or exist under Acts of the Parliament of Great Britain, or
of the Parliament of the United Kingdom of Great itain and Ireland)
to be repealed, abolished or altered by the Parliament of Canada; or by
the Legislature of the rspective Provinces, according to the authornty
of the Pabrliament or of that Legisiature under this Act."
So that, by ths Constitution of British North America, by
section 129, special exception is made as to this power iii
regard to such Acts as existed by the authority of the

Paritoment f Great Britain or the Pailiament of Great
Brtatain and Ireland. I have here a case, if it is necessary
to quo e it, ex parte Reiîaud, which bears out this view.
The judgment i. too long to read uioless it is desired, but i
can send it to the Minister of Justioe il ho demires. 1 have

Mr. CAairoi.

laid down the premises, and I think they cannot be contro-
verted that the recognition of any foreign potentate,
prince or ecclesiastical, in any statute enacted within the
dominions of the Crown of Great Britain, which recognises
that power or its inhibitions, decress or processes, is an
unconstitutional act. Now, the Estates Bill which we have
under consideration does recognise is Holiness the Pope
as a potentate. It treats with that potentate as to the
termi of the settlement of a domestic matter in a Province
of this Dominion. The Bill is passed subject to the ap.
proval of that potentate, as is shown by the language in this
return of corresponlence in connection with this matter.
I find in the letter of Mr Mercier to Father Turgzeon, datcd
the lst May. 18,ý8, in the seventh paragraph, the following
anguage used:-

" That any agreement made between you and the Government of the
Prov'nce wîl be binding onlv in s far as it shall be ratified by the Pope
and the Legislature of this Province "

" By the Pope and L-gislature of this Province ". Sir, the
L gislature not only passes a Bill subject to the Pope's
approval, but this Act places pub ic money at the disposal
ot His Holiress the Pope, as is hown in the same letter, in
paragraph 8, which reads as follows:-

" That the amount of the cnmpensation fixed shall remain in possee-
sion of the Goverrim-nt of the Province as a special deposit until the
Pope ba ratified said settlemi-nt, and made kn wn hie wishes respecting
the distribution of such amount in this ciuntry."

Nw, Sir, tbe hon. mem ber for Stanstead (Mr. Colby)
told us the other night that this provision was a very bitter
pill for the Protestants ot Quebec 1 do not wonder that is
the case. A pill that treats with His Holiness as to the
terms of a domestic matter, that passes a Bill t-utject to the
approval of Bis Holiness, that places public monîey at the
disposal of Ris Holiness, must have been a bitter pill, as
the hon. gentleman expressed it, for the Protestants of
Quebec to swallow. But not only is the Bill open to these
objections, but it distinctly submits the legislation of the
Province of Quebec to the ratification of the Pope, as is
shown by this return on page 13 :

" It is also one way of commemorating, in the political history of the
country, that glorious concordat, the efficting whereof would be
associated with the name of your Government, as soon as the Holy
Father has ratified it; that is, that the establishi ents of the Jesuit
Fathers in this Province are always allowed, in accordance with their
deserts, and if they ask for it, to participate in the g-ants wbich the
Governmen t of this Province allows to other institutions to encourage
teaching, education, industries, arts and colonisation."

Now, Mr. Speaker, any law which is open to these objec-
tions, any law which calls in a foreign potentate to dictate
with reference of the settlement of a domestic matter, which
places moneys at his disposal, which submits legislation to
his ratification, leaving him to accept or reject it-any Bill,
I say, subject to these conditions, liable to these objections,
is a Bill which, under the law I have quoted bearing upon
the question of the Queen's supremacy in the British realme,
is clearly unconstitutional and clearly contrary to the
spirit and to the letter of the English law. lhe Minister of
Justice told us last night that the only objections to this
Bill were co>ntained in the preamble. lie did not deny that
there were some objectionable features in the preamble
of this Bill, but the preamble, he said, was not really a
portion of the Bill, and consequently the Bill was not subject
to that objection. Bt I find, Sir, that the Bill itself refers
to this preamble, and if the tion. gentleman will turn to
sections 1 and 2 of that Bill, he will find that those sections
read as followd:-

"l 1. The aforesaid arrangements entered into between the Premier and
the Reverend Father Turgeon are hereby ratified, and the Lieutenant
Governor in Council is authorised to carry them out according to their
forms and tenor."

Section 2 says:
«'2. The Lieutenant Governor in Council is autiorised to ipay out of

any public moneys at his disposal, the sum of $400 000 in the manner
and under the conditiona mensioaed in the documents above çited, ad
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ta make any deede that ho ma~ deem necessary for the fnl! md ent.ire
to make any deeds that he ma deem necessary for the full and entire
execution of such agreement.'
8o the objectionable features contained in the preamble are
embodied in the Bill, specially referred to in the Bill, con-
firmed in the Bitl, and form in point of fact a portion of the
Bill itself. Now, Mr. Speaker, it is asserted by Mr. Mercier,
it is admitted, I believe, by my hon. friend the Minister of
Justice, it is not disputed, so far as I am aware, by anyone,
that the Jesuits had no legal right to these estates. My hon
friend the member for Bothwell sought to break the force
of the arguments with reference to the want of any legal
claim on the part of the Jesuit Society, sought to break
the force of the payment of money to the order of
the Pope, by referring to the Clergy Reserve case, by
speaking of the commutation of the Clergy Reserves having
been paid by the Government of Canada to certain
ecclesiastical bodies. Well, Sir, the cases are not
parallel. No claim was set up in that instance that
these ecclesiastical bodies had not a legal claim.
On the contrary that claim was admitted, there was a com-
mutation of this claim, and the money was paid to them
under that commutation. But that is not a parallel claim
to this present case, where there was no legal claim, where
no legal demand could possi bly be made on the part of the
Jesuit organisation for the payment of money. Now, I
have referred before to the faut of these estates being tho
property of the Crown. I have referred to the Act of 1774,
which specially exempted the ecclesiastical corporations
from participation in the rights and annuities that per.
tained to individuals, and the property of the corpo-
rations was undoubýedly the property of the Crown.
Foreign corporations could not hold property in Canada;
they could not hold property then, they could not hold
property in Canada till a very recent period. The fact
that this was a religious order that had been endowed with
its lands by the King of France, places this corporation in
such a position that its rights were forfeited when the con-
quest took place, and the forfeiture was completed when
the order was expelled. We have an instance recorded, a
case brought to trial within recent years, where it was
decided that a foreign corporation could not hold property
in the Province of Quebec except by viitue of special legis-
lative action, the case of the Chaudière Gold Mining Co. vs.
George Desbarats which was before the Privy Council in
1873. It was held:

" That, by the law of the Province of Quebec, corporations are under
a disability to acquire lands without the permission of the Crown or the
authority of the Legislature, that a foreln corporation could not pur-
chase lands in said Province without such permission or authority, and
had no action for damages against the vendor."

There can be no question about the loss of title by the Jesuit
Order. In 1841, when this property was deait with, it was
the property of the Crown, and there can be no doubt that
between 1841 and 1867, when the Provinces entered into
Confederation, this particular property was appropriated to
the schools of the Province of Quebec, and there can be no
doubt that this property having been appropriated to the
school funds of the Province, it was unconstitutional to
divert it to oLher sources and use it fùr other purposes.

Now, there is another objection to this settlement which
leads me to believe that it cannot be a final settlement.
Other demands may be made. Subsequent events may
show that the lands were sold for more than was anticipated
The Jesuits may fall back on the estimation of the value
made at one time which was about $400,000, and may
clai more if the property sells for more. The cor-
respondence, if carefully scrutinised, will lead one to the
conclusion that we are net by any means in a position
where we can be sure that this case is finally closed. There
is one piece of property which is considered as part of the
Jesuits' estates, the Champ de Mars, which is Dominion
property. There is Laprairie Oommon, which has been

passed over to the Jesuits but held to be Dominion property.
It bas been occupied by the Dominion Government as a
parade ground for many years, and they have the right of
possession at least. I assert my belief that the common of
Laprairie is Dominion property, which has been granted
to the Order of the Jesuits by the Province of Quebec.
The correspondence with regard to this matter, if it is
carefully scrutinised, will lead us to the opinion that it is
far from being settled. I find in the letter from the Pre-
mier of Quebec to Father Turgeon, dated lst May, the
following clause:-

" That you will grant to the Government of the Province of Quebec
in full, complete and perpetual concession of all the property which may
have belonged in Canada, under whatever titie, to the fathers of the
old society, and that you will renounce to all rights generally
whatsoever upon such property and the revenues therefrom in
favor of our Province, the whole, as well in the name of the old Order
of Jesuits, and of your present corporation as in the name of the Pope,
of the Sacred 1lollege of the Propaganda and of the Roman Catholic
Church in general.'

To this letter the Rev. Father replied on 8th of May as
follows:-

" The Government of the Province of Quebec will receive a full,
complete and perpetual concession of all the property which may have
belongred in Canada, by whatever title, to the fathers of the old society,
and the Jesuit fathers will renounce all rights generally whatsoever
upon snca property and the revenues theretrom in favor of the Province,
the whole, in the name of the Pope, of the Sacred College of the Propa-
ganda and of the Roman Catholic Church in general."

What does that amount to? The Society of Jesus gives a
quit claim for all its property to the Province of Quebec.
Part of that property, the Champ de MarH, valued ut $81,024,-
000 is the property of the Dominion; and wo shall have in
due time, perhaps, Mr. Mercier coming to Ottawa with a
demand for the settlement of his clair. against the Dominion
Government for the value of the Champ do Mars because of
ihis transaction, and because a quit claim was given by
His Holiness the Pope in behalf of the Jesuits. If the ar-
gument of the Minister of Justice is correct, if the Jesuits
have a titie to this property that claim would be good; and
if this Bill becomes law we are exposing ourselves to the pos.
sible contingency of having the Province of Quebec make a
claim on the Dominion for the value of that portion of the
Jesuits'estatos knowni as the Champ de Murs. And thon we
have the other possibility of the Society of Jess coring to
the Dominion a-Rd demanding the value of the Laprairie
Common, which bas been granted it by the Province of Que-
bec, but which is probably the actual property of the Domin-
ion of Canada. We are leavirg ourselves open to further de.
manda with respect to this matter; and I believe for this
conideration, if there wero no others, it would be proper
and prudent to disallow this Bill. The other objection I
have to this Bill is, that I hold it to be in the highest
degree dangeroue and improper to make grants to religious
bodies. If you once open the door, if once yon permit that
species of operation to bc commencel in this country, there
is no human wisdom that can tell where it eventually will
end. Can any one believe that this grant made to the
Society of the Jesuits by the Province of Quebec has no
connection whatever with political exigencies ? Can any-
one donbt that seeking political influence has something to
do with this mattor, and if it has been the motive in one
case, may it not be the motive in another ? Are we not
opening the door to great evils that will be introduced if
we permit this sort of influence to be inaugurated, if we
permit an arrangernent made between the Premier of the
Province of Quebec and the Society of Jesus, by which
the Jesuits are endowcd with 8400,000 upon a most
doubtful claim-what may be the next thing ? I believe
upon the ground that this Bill paves the way to further de-
mands for religious grants that may be successfully pressed
when votes and influence are bally needed by some political
party that it endangers the interests of this country, and for
this, if for no other reason, this lot should be dis@lowed.
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I have now concluded with the constitutional aspect power of disallowance or Dot, this Governmont ean ex-

of this case. I hold that the incorporation of the Society of ercise the power, it bas exercised the power, and it has in
Jesus is unconstitutional because the existence of that so- repeated instances put that power into operation. It bas
ciety is probibited by English law. In England the Jesuits' done it in the case of railway legisiation ln Manitoba, and
society is an illegal body; the initiation into the Society it bas done it in the case othe tweams Bil, and numerous
of Jesus of a member is illegal, it is illegal on the part of other es. I am willing to admit that this power should
the man who does it, and it is illegal for the one initiated. be exercised with the utmost caution; 1 amnwilling to admit
They are under pains and penalties, it ie an unconstitutional that the plainest and moat palpable resons should exist for
society, it is under the ban of English law; and that being the exorcise of'this power, but 1 am ready to assert, Sir, that
the case, it is not an order that can be constitutionally there bas neyer been a case in the history of the Dominion
incorporated in any part of the British realm. Then I of Canada where, upon broad constitutional grounds, and
hold that the Jesuits' Estates Act, being predicated upon, having due regard W the genural interests of the great
that Act, is itself necesarily unconstitutional. It is mass otthe people of this country, it was more proper
unconstitutional further in the fact that it calis in a foreign w disallow a Bill; than in this particular instance;
potentate, recognises him, places money at bis disposai, and that the settiement 0f the Jesuits' Iàstates Act wu,
places a piece of legislation at his disposai to ratify or to set above ail other masures that have ever core under the
aside, and in that respect it is clear that it is in contraven- cognisauce of this Government, a neasure that should b.
tion of British law and British supremacy. For these rea- disallowed. My hon. friend the member for Bothwell
sons I hold that the measure is clearly unconstitutional, (Mr. Milis) says that there are two classes of cases
and as such should be without delay disallowed by the where disallowance is warrantable, and one la the cas
Government of this Dominion. where the Bill18 clearly unconstitutionai. ihis la aacase of

But even if it was constitutional, even if the whole that kind; this Bili8 clearly unconstitutioual in my opin-
argument I have constructed so far was baseless and ion. lie says the other case is where a Bill1 1 not in the
was swept away, and if this measure was shown to intereat of the entire Dominion. Woll, this case covera thia
be constitutional, constitutional as regards te Bill, con- Billalso. £te Bilié clearly unconstitutional and it lu
stitutional in being founded on a constitutional Act, cleariy not ln the interest of the Dominion, and 50, by the
permitting the incorporation of the Society of Jesus, hon. gentlemans own logic, this Bil sbould be disallowed.
yet I hold that, as a question of public policy, the measure This power of veto la clearly a constitutionai power which
should be disallowed. The position which the Liberals of may be exercised by tbe Governmeat, wbîch the Government
this country occupy in this case is briefly this : They take bas the right to exercise, whicb the Government has ex-
high ground in defence of provincial rights; they take ercised in former cases, and whicb, in my opinion, in view
high ground upon the question of the Dominion Govern. of the character of this Bil, ani of the probable future con-
ment interfering with provincial legislation. And I sup- sequences of allowing thia Bilw become law, the Goveru-
pose, with their views upon this case, with their record, ment oughte upon the higbest ground of public interest, to
even though they did not approve of this Bill, even if they disallow.
considered it was an improper Bill, they would not counsel Now, as I said sone time ago iu conèidering this question
and support the proposition to disallow the Bill, on the of disallowance, lu considering as 10 whether it la proper to
ground that it was interfering with provincial rights. But do so or note the Government were warrnnted lu investigat.
whether it is desirable that the Government should be de- ing the character of the Jesuits, 1 have a list here 0f the
barred from the exercise of the prerogative of this disallow- countries from which tbis order had been expeled before
ance, is an abstract question; whether it would be a good thing iLs suppression by Clement XLV. They were expelled
to reconstruct our constitution and to bar the Government from the following countries at the dates mentioned
Irom the exercise of that privilege or not, I do not venture
to say, but I do say that the right exists and is cleariy con-aramtine....... ...... ît3 Naples and Netherland8. 1622
ferred on the Government. And further, the right bas been venice.............. China and Idia..........1623
repeatedly exercised. The hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. ...... . . .. 100. ................ 1634
Millo), in the course of his argument said that the preroga-Pougal and Segovia.. 1o78 Uusâia..... . .......... 1723S16Egad .. .... .. .... i79 ibavoy.......«, . . .......... 1729
tive of disallowance was not essential to the maintenance Eagiand, .... 1581 Paraguay ............... 1733
of our constitution, and he said that in the United States Bngland.. -.... 1586 Portugal. . .1.69

no such prerogative of disallowance was permitted on the J &.lOb France.................... 1764
part of the Central Government, that the remedy there lay 6 tdeauxa..a......1158 ài ..... 1767
in an appeal to the Supreme Court of the United States. France............. 159 4 l'arma and Mata.........1768
That is perfectly true. But the hon, gentleman is aware .O.I.....-..... 1596 AilUbrîetendom by the Bull

Tournon and Borne ...... 1..097 of (Jiement XI y... ........-
that there is a vast difference between the structure of the England.. ............ ThOl Rusa. ........... ..... 1776
Dominion constitution and that of the United States. The Bngland. ....... 1601 France.................... 1804
principle of the United States Government I believe is that Uenmark........... ...... 1606 (*riaonm, Swieu Canton.....1804

1 lVenice.................11 N pe..............-..80the State is sovereign, within its own proper sphere, and alJapan....... . ......... 1616 France........... . .... 180
the powers exerciked by the Government of the United Bohemia. .... 1618
States are powefs delegated by the States, which in their
individual capacity as States ratified the original consti. fhe order was restored by Pius VIIon lth August, 1814,
tution, and must ratify all amendments to the same, and and since that date thiâ self ame order has been expelled
every power not thus specially delegated to the Centralfron the foiowing couatries
Government by the constitution is reserved to the States. i...... 1816 Switzerland.............1847
What is the case in the Dominion of Canada? Ail powers French towna............1819 bayarts.......... ...... 1848
not specially granted to the several Provinces by the iussia....................1810 apies and Papal States,
British Noith Ameiican Act are reserved to the ominion FranFe.. .............. 1838 ua, .sisbuuiiaof'

8 4 8

and any Act passed by a Provincial Legislature may bePortugal...... ...... 1834 hiciy............
disallowed by the Privy Council. That is the difference SPain......... ........ 1836 s1858
between the two. We had in this country a Legislative France........... . 6 Italian towns.........169
Union and we parted with that and entered into Con- Now, w. are Lold that the character of thia order bas
federation, and whether it was wise or whether it was changed, forsooth; that it is fotte order it was when
unwise to invest the Government at Ottawa with the Cement XIV suppremed iL; that is flot the ordor it wa

XIr. (.,,SL2u'oo.
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when nearly all the potentates of Europe agreed in de-
manding that it should abe suppressed. "Oh, no," they say,
"it is not the same order." How is it, then, that the States
I have mentioned have expelled this order since it was re-
stored in 1814 ? and be it remembered that fifteen of these
States were Catholic States or communities. I think that is
a significant fact. I doubt very much, whether, in view of
that fact the argument can be made successfully, that the
character of this order bas been changed. What was the
opinion of Cardinal Taschtreau with regard to this order,
when it was proposed to incorporate it two years ago ?
What was the opinion of Mr. Gladstone in regard to this
order, so late as 1876 ? I find in the Contemporary Review,
of June,*1876, that Mr. Gladstone bas indicted the princi
pies cf which they are the professional exponents on these
counts:

" (1) It lhostility to mental freedom at large ; (2) ita incompatibility
with the thought and movement of modern civilisation; (3) its preten-
sions against the State ; (4) its pretensions against parental and con-
jugal rights ; (5) its jealousy, abated in some quarters, of the free
circulation and use of the Holy Scripture ; (6) the de facto alienation
of the educated mind ot the country in which it prevails ; (7) its detri-
mental effects on the ccmparative ktrength and morality of the States in
which it has sway; (8) its tendency to sap veracity in the individual
mind. "

Now, that is an arraignment by Mr. Gladstone of this oi der,
the character of which we are considering to-day. In 1879
a discussion took place upon the character of this order in
the French Chamber, and that discussion was referred to
by my bon. friend from North Simcoe (Mr. MeCrthy)
last night. Now, Sir, I do not intend to detain the
House with the specch of M. Ferry and M. Bert (since
Minister of Education), M. du Bodan, M. Le Prevost
and others, but the substance of it amounted to this:
that the Minister of Education sent and had examined
the character of the Jesuits' text books, and the character of
their teachings in their schools and colleges, and the inves-
tigation made in regard to the character of that order was
such as to satisfy the French Assembly, and the Depart-
ment of Education in France, that the Jesuits were an order
that ought not to be allowed to have anything whatever to
do with education in that republic. Their principles were
recognised to be incompatible with the independence of
every government. Tiey were proved to hold the same
doctrines that they bad held during the last 300 yars.
They taught the Divine right of Kings; they taught that
the liberty of the press was a dangerous thing; they advo.
cated religions wars; they attacked the Revolution and glo-
rified the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes; they calumni-
ated Necker and Burgot ; they rejected the.principles of
national sovereignty; trial by jury .was denounced, and
liberty of conscience and worship was condemned. In one
of these works, by Charles Barthelemy, the following pas-
sage, in the chapter dealing with Protestant people, dis-
poses of English morality :-

" In London and ail over England, the holiness of marriage ia des-
,royed, bigamy is frequent, the wife is not the companion but the slave

of her husband; the coujugal tie is dissolved ; the children are poisoned
or sold."

The subjects treated in Father Humbert's work, published
in 1840, "Instructions chrétiennes pour les jeunes gens et
les jeunes filles," were found to be so monstrous and filthy,
according to Mr. Bert, that though the work was put into
the hands of young girls-objectionable passages could
not be read in the French Assembly with ladies in the
gallery. Without detaining the House with the evidence
placed before the Legislative Assembly in France, by
the Minister of Education and others, suffice it to say
that upon that evidence the Jesuits were expelled from the
educational institutions of that republic. I think, Sir, I
am waranted in saying that we will consuit the interests
of this country, present and future, if we do not permit to
be stablished in this Dominion that organisation whose

whole history is a history of turmoil, of intrigue, of miachief
and of attempts to pull down and destroy constitutional
authority wherever they have been placed. Sir, we do not
want an organisation in this country that will widen the
breach that existe between the two great races in Canada;
we do not want an organisation in this country, the influence
exei-ted by which will be so detrimental to the best interestis
of this country present and future.

I have been requested, Mr. Speaker, before closing to read
this reFolution placed in my hands; a resoltion adoptel at
a special meeting of the Protestant Ministerial Association
in Montreal held this morning, it says:

At a special meeting of the Protestant Miristerlal Assoriation of
Montreal, heli this morning, attention was drawn to certain statements
made on the floor of the House of Common, during the dt bate on the
Jes'xita' Estates Act, by the hon member for Stanstead (O. 0. Colby),
who is reported to have stated that he represents the feelings of the
Protestants of Queber; that they have made no complaint; presented
no petition and sought no redress from supposed wronge. that, in fact,
the Pronestants have no grievances, but are treated with more justice,
liberality and generosity than any minority in the world.

Therefore be it resolved-
"That the Ministerial Association repudiate the bon memher's claim

to represent th, feelings of the Protestant community of the Province of
Quebec. That it is entirely incorrect to say that no p'titions have been
presented against the measure in favor of the Jesuita, inasmuch as this
Ase ciation presented a petition against the incorporation of the Jesuits
in 1887, to the Legilature of Quebec, and petitions to the Governor
General in Council for the dioallowance of the Jesuits' Eqtates Aet, have
been presented from this Association, from the Rev. the Presbytery of
Montreal, fronm the Dominion Evangelical Allianoe, and by sorne 6,000
citizens froin the ctty of Montreal and other parts of the Province of
Quebe. The matter also engaging the earnest attention of the Evan-
gelical Alliance at its Conference in Montreal in October last, and
strong resolutions iu protest were adopted.

"i And so far frcm having no gr*ev ances, the Protestant minority bai
serious cause ot complaint in relation to many matters, among which
the foilowing are specified : The division of taxes for educational pur-
poses ; the recent unsettling of the foundation of the Superior Educa-
tion Fund ; in 1h3 degradation of degrees ennferred by Protestant Uni-
versities; in the matter of the marriage laws ; in the law uf com-
pulsory tithing, and the erection of parishes for civil purposes, both
creating motives for the removal of Protestants, and generallyI in the
virtul establishment of one church to the disadvantage of all other
churches.

" Furthermore, we declare that the Protestant community ot the Pro-
vince of Quebec are unwilling Io be indebted to the generosity or liber-
ality of their Roman Catholie fellow-countrymen, but demand simple
justice and their equal rights as subjects of the Queen.

" It was resolved to transmit the foregoing statement to the hon.
member for North Simcoe (Col. O'Bri-in), with the request that it b.
read to the House of Commons by himself, or some other member ho
mnay select. "J. COOPRR ANTLIFF, D D.,

" P.e ident of ihe Monltreal Protestant Association,
"WM. SMYTH,

"Secretary-Treasurer."
This is the communication, Sir, of the Protestant Minis.
terial Association of Montreal. duly signed by its officers.

Now, Mr. Speaker, I have but few words to say in con-
clusion. I wish, Sir, to refer to a statement made I y my
hon. friend the member for Bothwell (Mr. Mille), that if
ministers would preach the gospel instead of preachirg
politics, it would be very much more in the lino cf their
duty, and more conducive to the public interests. I have
heard ibis charge brought against ministors before-the
charge of preaching polities. I remoombor, Sir, ia the
great struggle in the United Sta:e, when the life of
the nation was at stake, and when the xlave power
was making gigantic efforts to strangle liberty in that
country, that the ministers of the country who stood up in
defence of rightecusness and right, were accused of preach-
ing politics, one of the charges brought againast themn was
that tbey were steppirg outside of thei r legitirr ate province.
When they wero p eaching opposition to slavery arnd exhort-
ing mon to patriotism, whether they were preaching politics
or not, they were performing a good work, I bold that, in
every èmergency, when the liberties of a country are at
stake, the minister is a dumb dog who does not raise his
voice, warning his fellow citizens, and seeking by every
influence he posseses to promote the right and combat the
wrong ; and if ministers In this oountry to.day see it to b.
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their duty to warn the country of dangers impending, to
warn it of the crisis threatened to be precipitated upon it,
I say let them do so; if they do not do so, they are recreant
to their trust and duty.

Sir, I conclude what I bave to say to-night by a'serting
that I believe this Jesrits' Estates Act is an unconstitutional
Act, because the society is under the ban of British law ; I
believe further that it is an unconstitutional Act by reason
of the roference contained in the Bill to His Hloliness the
Pope; I believe further that it is unconstitutional by reas n
of the diversion of school funds in the Province of Quebec
from their legitimate and proper purpose. And in addition
to ibese tbree counts of unconsttutionality, I believe that
upon the highest grounds of public interest and public good,
upon the ground of due consideration of the public weal,
prosent and future, in this Do)minion, that this Act should

ave been disallowed in conformity with the power pos-
sessed by the Govern ment of this country.

Mr. MULOCK. I admit, Mr. Speaker, that it is with
some hesitation that I venture to aidress this House, as I
will but very bricfly,.upon a subject so grave and important
as that now receiving our attention. 1 cannot conceive of
any question that might be fraught with more serious con-
sequences to the welfare of Canada than the question which
is now agitating the country, and which ought to receive
the best consideration of the people's repreqentatives.
When I think that tbe solution of this problem may,
according to the determination of tis fHouse, have such
different results, I have been amazed to find that bon. gentle-
mon, who I believe in their calmer moments are as truc
patriots as are to be found, should for the moment allow
themselves to be carried sway by bigotry or fanatical zeal
and should suggest to this Parliament the adoption of a
course that would in my judgment destroy the Union of the
Provinces that now constitute Canada. What proposition
has the hon. member for Muskoka laid before this House,
and with what arguments and with what evidence has ho
sustained that proposition ? Have his arguments and those
of his friends justified them, and would tbey justify this
House, in aiopting the conclusion which he asks by this
motion to adoptf? Sir, the motion that bas been placed in
your hards by the hon. member for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien)
alleges that the Bill under discussion for the sr ttlemrt of
the Jesuits' estates, passed by the Legislature of Quebec, was
beyond the jurisdiction of that Legislature, and the motion
goes on to give reasons in support of that proposition of law.
So we have the hon. member a!egling, and undertaking to
prove conclusively to the House and the country, that this
Bihl isultra vires, and on that ground ho asks us to recom-
mend to is Excellency the Governor General to wipe it
off the Statute-book. Now, Sir, bas ho proved beyond al]
reasonable doubt the premises on the truth of which, and
only upon the establishment of the truth of whicb, Parlia-
ment would b justified in coming to the conclusion which
ho asks? His able chieftain, the hon. member for North
Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) laid down this doctrine for our
guidance. He said: I admit that Parliament should not
on this occasion ask the Governor to disallow this Bill if
there is a shadow of a doubt tht it is not ultra vires. The
hon. member for Muskoka says it is ultra vires. Now, I
ask hon. gentlemen who cali on Parliament to adopt this
resolution, is it admitted beyond doubt that the Act is ultra
vires? We listened last night to the able address of the
Minister of Justice. Will anyone say that ho did not do
more than establish a doubt ? Will anyone say that ho did
not cite authorities which convinced the vast majority of this
House that the position taken by the hon. member for Mus-
koka snd the hon. member for North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy)
is an untenable one, both in regard to the law of the case
and in regard to the alleged facts on which they founded
their charges. Taking the advice of the hon. member for
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North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy), and applying it to what we
have heard in this House, and without, and to what we
know, of our own knowledge, of the law as well, 1 think we
can fairly conclude that it has not been established beyond
all doubt that the Bill is ultra vires. Even if it had been
established beyond doubt that the Bill is ultra vires, there
would, in this particular case, have been the very strongest
possible reason why Parliament should not intervene and
take the case out of the proper tribunals of the land. Io
Parliament, a body of 215 mon, representing widely differ-
ent views, depending more or less upon the fickle populace;
îs this Parliament, composed of persons more or less preju-
diced upon a question of this kind-and no 215 men could
be gathered together in any country in the world among
whom there would not be fonnd prejudiced mon when a
question of religion is concerned -is this Parliament, I say, a
fit tribunal to find on the law and the facts clearly and un-
mistakably in order to arrive at an absolute conclusion
on a question such as this ? Is there a man in Canada
who would asaert that it woild ho fair and just to submit
such a question as this to the arbitrament of oven my hon.
friend from Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien), for whose honesty of
purpose no one has a bigher opinion than I? I might say,
also, that the bon. member for North Simcoe (NIr. McCar-
thy) indicated a bias which would bardly qualify him
to be selected as an independent juryman to deal with this
question. I might run over the list and point out many of
the members who have expressed a strong bias on this
question, and, therefore, I doubt whether Parliament would
ho safe in following thoir views and in determining how it
should find on questions of fact and law. For these rea-
sons I am of opinion that under no circumstances should
Parliament determine this question, unless there is no other
tribunal in the land that can deal with it. Could there be
a tribunal more unfit to deal with sncb a question than an
assernbly sueh as this? I would ask the hon. member for
Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) if he bas thought of the conso-
quences which would follow the adoption of this motion
should it be carried. Suppose to-night the majority of the
flouse should decide to carry this motion, that would be a
withdrawal of the confidence of the country from the Gov-
ernment. What would then have to be the next steî,?
The Government have taken a certain positioi nonn this
question, which I am glad to be able to enhre. Uney
sould have to tender their resignations to fis Excellency,
and either they would go to the country or the hon. mem-
ber for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) would be called upon to
form a Cabint. In either case there would have to bo an
appeal to the country upon the new issue. Ias the hon.
gentleman thought of what the issue would be which
would be presonted to the country on that occasion ?
Is any man in this fouse prepared to present to the
people such an issue, and to say that it is in the
interests of the people that there should be an issue raised
of race and religion to determine who shall and who shall
not prevail in this House ? It cannot be denied that that
would ho the very next stop if this motion were carried,
and that stop would mean the dividing of this country into
two great camps. Who would be found in those camps?
Our Roman Catholic brethren, as a whole, would take ýheir
place in one camp, and our Protestant friends in another.
This is the inevitable issue if this proposition be carriod.
My hon. friend may pretend that he is but attacking a
community of the Roman Catholic Church; but if ho appre-
ciates the true sentiment of the people of Canada to-day, ho
will find that it is not a question of the hon. member for
Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) and his little band against the
Order of Jesuits, who perhaps may enjoy some degree of
unpopularity, but it will be a question of Roman Catholics
against Protestants. Could any one conceive an issue more
disastrous to the country than that? I cannot. It would
destroy Canada. And are we to precipitate such a condi-
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tion of affairs when there is relief at our bande, when ther
i a fit tribunal to deal with this case whose judgment wil
be aecepted loyally by ail classes and creede. Doeu
the hon. member for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) suppose
that by the carryingr of this motion ho would accomplish the
suppression of the Jesuits, if that is what he seeks ? I
would mean the defeat of this particular Bill, but what would
follow? Do you not think, Sir, that the Legislature of th
Province of Quebec, which enacted that measure nine monthï
ago, if it were disallowed under the circumstances, would
not be called together again, under the inspiring inflaenre
of this racial and religious war or at least religious war?
Woul i they not, the Quebec Legislature, be assembled to
gether again as quickly as the constitution admitted, and
would not the first Act they would pass be a re-enactment
of the Jeiuit Bill? Then the hon. member for Muskoka
(Mr. O'Brien), if ho carried the country, would rally bi
forces here, and would not his first duty, in obedience to thb
mandate of the majority of the people, be to call upon th
Governor General to disallow the Bill again. So th
repetition would go on, the publie mind being more and
more inflamed, and what the end would be no one can
tell. Is that statesmanship ? Is that patriotism ? Is thal
in the interest of British institutions in Canada, or in any
country on God's earth ? I have heard the hon. gentle-
man speak of his love for the British flag and institu-
tions. I know he is honest in every sentiment he
expresses in that regard, but I grieve to think that
he bas forgotten ho is living in the 19th century.
He bas forgotten that h bas come to free Canada, he ba
forgotten that the greater lreland is on this side of the
water, and ho thinks ho still lives in old Ireland, where a
minority wielded the power and where a minority wa- able
to exercise its sway. Could he not have been generous
enough to have told us at least on Hittle consoling feature
in connection with Roman Cathol nstitutions ? Sir, I am
no Roman Catholic, but I think the truth should be told, I
think the whole truth should be told in discussing a ques-
tion like this, and yet it did not occur to him to utter one
word of justification on behalf of any of the Catholic
Church, but ho, and those who are with him, declared in ali
their arguments that the Catholie Church endangered every
representative institution.

Mr. O'BRIEN. If the hon. gentleman will allow me for
a moment, I defy him, from any word which I have uttered
in this debate, to justify the statement ho bas just made.

Mr. MULOCK. I am only too glad to think that I mir-
understood the hon gentleman. If I have not correctly
interpreted his arguments, I would be only too glad hum bly
to apologise to him. and I wish I could say of all who have
discussed this question that they have shown the same
liberality as, in intent at ail events, existed in the mind of
my bon. friend from Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien); but I think
we must ail admit that those who have advocated the mea
sure ho asks us to adopt, and even the last bon. mem ber
who spoke, my bon. friend from North Norfolk (Mr. Charl-
ton), asserted that the Roman Catholic Chur ch enidangered
civil liberty. If that is the case, could not one man
among them ail bave given credit to the church for
having at times betn, as I submit, perhaps even too
loyal to institutions, the de facto governiments of the
day, in times gone by ? We bave only to I ok back to
the bimtory of England in the last few months, ard
We find that fis Boliness the P,,pe, wbo has no friend
amongst them to day hore, found the Marquis of Salisbury,
or the Conservative Administration, only too glad to receive
assistance from him in the form of the rescript ho issued to
the people of Irelard in order to induce them to submit to
the constituted authority of the ]and. When Ris IIoIi-
lness did that, ho did an act which did not conimend itself
to bis own ciergy and bis own fluck in Ireland. lie did it
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fatrainst the interea of the church itaelf in Irelsnd, Re
Il weakened bisi influence jn that island, but ho diâ jt, as 1
ýunderstan<i, a<cording ta the well understo>d doctrine of
ýthe Roman Catholie Church, to be true and loyal in the
esupport of the de farto Govornment of the da.y. I amrno
1apologist for the Roman Catholic Church, but, wbon 1 bear

d a charge like this made, some littie oircnmstanoe carnes te
crny mid, and as a matter of justice 1 talco tho libertv of
ýreminding those bon. gentlemen of donbtful memorios of

d snh1 a redeeming feature. Would our loyal friends who
epropose te sot the heather on fire, to add to the inflamma.
?torv condition of the, public mind to.day. whn instead of
).meeting bore in a judieial frame of mind and ternperately

d telling the people what is best, bo goad enough for one
it moment to think of the grave trust cabt upon them when
a Her &Iajesty plaeed in the banda of the people of Canada
ýthe British North America Act. iDoos rot that Act may-I
eignore clauses and technicalities-does uPot a broad minded,
ea liberal and a f air interpretation of that Act Puy that,
ewhatever we do and whatevor we legisiate, we shahl do ail

d things te promote the peace, the order and the gond goveru.
n ment ef the peopie et Canada ? When fier MaJesty gave
Et us that constitution, she expected us to wotk ont that con-
*stitution, and not to exercise our majerity powers on the
lbr of Parliament to destrey peace, te destroy order, te de-

*stroy good goverriment in Canada, and te destroy Canada.
Under these eircumstances, I say in conclusion what 1 said

tin the beginning, that I arn amitzed that, whon there la oe
simplepossible Folution of this question, an appeal to the pro.

*per eourts of the land, anyone should seek te solve it in this
unfortunate way, in a way that would net ho a solution but
only an aggravation of the evil complained. of. For a moment

elook at the consequences of the other course. An appeai
sto the courts takes place, and, if atiyone is diss;atisfled witli

e the resuit of that appeal, ho can carry that appeal te the
ýfoot ef the Throeo, and there get the advice of fier Majesty,
1the feunitain of wisdom, of justice and of truth. A judg-

ment is then delivered which will bo acceptod with satis-
faction and reaignation by ai classes and ail creods, a finality
wilI be given te this question, and thon peace, erder and
good government will prevail in the land. Therefore my
VOicO and my vote are in that direction. Wîthout sacrifi-
cing a bit of my Protestant sentiment, without sacrifioing
fieace, order or good goverriment in Canada, but assiNting
to place Canada on a sure, stable and @ound feundation, I
shait vote againat the motion of my hon. friend from Mus.
koka (Mr O'Brien), and I ask him and ail those whodeý4ire
the permanent pouce of the conntry te tranwfor this case te
the proper tribunala, the duly constituted courts of the.
land.

Mr. SCRIVER. After the very able and exhaustive
discussion wbich bas taken place in the Houe upon this
very important question, and feeling my own unfibuems te
deat with it from, a censtitutional or louai point of view, I
should flot bave presumneà to say ene word upon the sub.
jý,ct, but for one fact. 1 shonld bave contentied, mysoîf
witb giving a sulent vote, but for the fact that the, evening
before Iast my bon. friend from Stanst.ad (Wr. Colby), ini
tbe very admirable and oloquent speech ho made te this
Bouse, gave utterance te some sentiments with whieh I
vould net altogether agree, and whieh I conotider it uny
hounden duty, as oeeoe the represfentatives ef the minority,
whie ho aie bus the bener te ropresent, te controvert or
to attempt te controvert. Trhat bon. gentleman, not ýwlth.
outdue reasen, gpeke for the Protestant miaorityofthe
Province ef Quebec- I say met witbcnt due reaRon, oe»nuurl.
ering the distingnusbed position whioh ho occupies8 in this
flouse, considering the fact that ho haî long and bonaorably
repretionted the County of Stanstead, considering hi8 higb
character for eandor, for bontesty, for intogrity, tor intelli-
gence, and the oppertanity ho bas had te acquaint himiueif,
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not only with the minds of his constituents upon public
questions generally, but with the minds of the people in
that part of the Province-I say considering these thingas,
the bon. gentleman spoke with an assumed authority, and
an authority which he had a right to assume. More than
that, his words were clothed in such beautiful language, and
the sentiments wbich ho uttered were so admirable, that I
bave no doubt they carried weight with them in this
House, as they would in the country at large. With some
things with wbich the member for Stanstead said the night
before last, I can cordially agree. I agree with him in bis
statement that the relations between the two elements of
population in the Province of Quebec, have been very cor-
dial and pleasant. 'Ibey are so btill, and I would fain wish
them to continue so. I think, perhaps, he painted the
picture in somewhat roseate hues ; the entire ordiality of
which he spoke may not prevail in all parts of the Province,
but certainly in the constituency which I have the honor to
represent, and I believe in the constituencies known as the
Eastern Townships, this cordial and friendly state of feeling
prevails. I have the honor to represent a constituency
divided almost equally between Protestants and Catholics,
and they do not live in separate communities, Protestants
in one section and Catholics in another, but with the excep.
tion of the western part of the county, they are very largely
intermingled and in cloe neighborhood, and they are able
to live in the friendly and cordial relations of which my
hon. friend so eloquently spoke. If I might be permitted
to say one word of a personal character, I would refer to
the fact that although I am known, .1 think, as a good
Protestant, I bave had the honor to represent that con.
stituency without interruption almost since Confederation,
and I have enjoyed the almost unique honor, during
that time, of having been elected five times by accla.
mation, which fact, I think, is a good evidence that the
Catholics in my constituency are not governed by sectarian
prejudices. i would agree further with my hon. friend from
Stanstead that upon the whole the Protestant minority in
the Province of Quebec bave no reason to complain of their
rights being invaded by any legislation resulting from the
action of the majority in that Province. During two yeurs
from 1867 to 1869 Ihad the bonor of representing the county
which I now represent, in the Legislature of the Province
of Quebec. Certainly during that time nothing transpired,
either in the character of legislation or in the utterances of
the members of that body, of which the most rigid and sin.
core Protestant could complain. Since that time until at
least very recently, the same state of affairs has continued.
But I regret to say that during the last two years events
have transpired in the Province, perhaps not so much actual
legislation on the part of the governing body, but at all
events there have been utterances by representative mon in
that Province, disquieting to Protestants, and a disposi-
tion, as Protestants think, to give to the clerical authority
an induence and almost a direction in the legislation of
that Province, which bas led to an uuneasy feeling on the
p art of the Protestants generally, and a feeling that if they
had not already been exposed to some trespass on their
rig hts, there was danger in the future of a violation of
some of the principles which they hold dear. They think
they have seen in the character of some of the legislation,
of some of the proceedings of the leading men of the
Province of Quebec, a disposition, as I said, to give to the
clerical power an influence which could only lead to one
result and that is a closer union between Church and State
than has hitherto existed or ought to exist in a colony of
the British Empire. This feeling, I may say, bas been
intensified by something which bas transpired in my own
county. Municipal government has been interfered with
in the county in which I live, in a manner which gives not
only offence to the Protestants residing in that county, but
causes them to fear that their rightw of municipal self-
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government are in danger of being seriously interfered with.
Under the law of the Province of Quebec (at all events in
the French speaking counties of the Province) a Roman
Catholic bishop bas the right to erect territory into
a parish in coutradistinction from townships, and in
consequence of that action, municipal division follows.
This right was never attempted to be exercised in
English speaking Protestant counties until very recently.
But not very long ago this power was exercised in the
county which I represent. The parish of St. Anicet was a
part, originally, of the township of Godmanchester; it was
erected, by ecclesiastical authority, into a parish, and, fol-
lowing that, it was constituted a parish by the Legislature
of the Province of Quebec. Until that time, at all events,
this clerical authority that I speak of had not been exer-
cised in the Townships with the result that followed, in that
particular instance. But more recently a portion of this parish
of St. Anicet was erected into a parish and the electors of that
parish, called St. Barbe, proceeded upon the supposition that
it had, by that Act, been constituted a separate municipal
organisation. They elected their mayor. Their mayor was
refused a seat in the county council of the Provinces He
appealed to the courts, and bis right to sit in that council
as the representative of this new constituency was sustained
by the courts. This fact has given rise to a great deal of
dissatisfaction and uneasiness among my constituents at all
events. So far as I can learn, that power has not
been exercised in the Eastern Township counties proper,
but, in every instance where an ecclesiastical parish
las been erected in a township an Act ot the
Legislature of Quebec bas been secured to constitute
it into a municipal parish. And then we cannot conceal
from ourselves that, during the past two or three years, there
have been utterances on the part of some of the public men
in the Province of Quebec, which were not in the direction
of supporting the righ«of the minority, and which were
of a character to lead them to feel a great deal of uneasiness;
utterances of this kind bave been made over and over again
which have led the Protestants of these counties, at all
events of my county (and I think the same is true, though
not to so great an extent, perhaps, of the otber townsbips
and courties), to entertain feelings of uneasiness and disquiet.
And following upon this bas been the legislation which we
have been considering during two or three days past.
There is a general feeling, an almost universal feeling,
on the part of the Protestants I represent, that this
legislation is not only unwise, not only in some of
its features exceedingly offensive to their feelings as
Protestants, but that it is for several causes, which
have been set forth by those who bave discussed the
question and which I need not therefore repeat, unconstitu-
tional. It is true, as the hon. member for 8tanstead (lir.
Col by) said, that remonstrances against this legislation were
not sent to the Legislature of Quebec at the time the Bil
was under discussion. But it is to be remembered, that large
bodies proverbially move slowly. The Bill was introduced
rather suddenly and carried through the Honee veryquick-
ly, and there was bardly time for anything like united
action. Indeed the people seemed not to have awakened to
the character and possible results of the legislation until
some-time after it became law. But my hon. friend was
mistaken in saying that no remonstrance against this legis-
lation had been made to the authorities here or to the
authorities of the Province of Quebec.

Mr. COLBY. I did not say that; I think I did not
intend to say that. My statement was simply this,
and if you will allow me I will take this opportunity to
interject a remark. The resolution which was read by
the hon. gentleman just iiw from the Ministerial Associa.
tien of Montreal put into my mouth words I never said, and
passes strictures upon some sayings which they suppose .
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uttered. I made no statement with respect to representa-
tions being made or not being made to any Legislature at
any time except during the pendency of the discussion of
this Settlement Act in the Province of Quebec. I did not
state, as they said I stated, that no representations were
made against the Jesuits' Incorporation Bill. I did not state
as those Ministers say I stated, that no representations had
been made to this House in favor of disallo'wance. I simply
did state that no representations that I was aware of, that
no petitions and no representations had gone to the Legis-
lature against the particular act of legislation which we
are now here considering.

Mr. SCRIVE R. I think in that statement the hon. gen-
tleman was perfectly correct. S:) far as I know, no petitions
or remonstrances were sent to the Legislature of Quebec
when the Act was under discussion. The hon. member for
Stanstead (Mr. Colby), alluded as a proof of the disposition
of the Protestant minority to accept this legislation, which
he himself has characterised as a very bitter pilt for them
to swallow, and with that statement I fully agree, and I
am afraid the bitterness will stay there for some time-
that there was no general disposition on the part of the
Protestant minority of the Province of Quebec not to
accept this legislation, as at ail events something not to be
prevented or helped, to the tact that no vote was taken in
the Legislature when the Bill was under discussion, that
not a voice was raised against it, except the voices of two
members of the House who spoke briefly on the question
from the constitutional and legal point. Weil, Mr. Speaker,
I do not consider it my place to criticise the conduct of
those members of the Legislature of the Province of
Quebec representing the sarne class of people as I
represent with respect to that Bill or any other
Bill, and whatever their motives were and whatever their
views were, it is not my place hëre to pronounce any
opinion with respect to them further than to say this : that 1
think they would have much better expressed the senti-
ments of the people who sent them there as their represen-
tatives if they had at ail events raised their voices in re-
monstrance against the passage of such a law. But I do
not propose to prolong my remarks on this occasion. I
rose mainly, as I said at the outset, because I thought it
my duty to state what is the fact, in opposition to what
might have been inferred froin the statement of the hon.
member for Stanstead (Mr. Colby), that there is not a dis.
position on the part of the Protestants of the Province of
Quebec generally-I think I may say that much-to accept
thiis legislatioi as satisfactory or as a finality. I thiik
there is a general disposition to consider it not only unwise
but wrong, as in some sense an invasion of their rights,
and as fraught with danger to their position as a minority
in the Province. But 1 am quite sure of one thing, that
they will not agitate the question of disallowing
or nullifying this law in any other way than in
a strictly constitutional manner, and if it does become
a finality by reason of the failure of the Federal
Government to disallow the Act, or by a decision of the
highest legal tribanals of the land, should they be ap-
peaied to, as I trust they wili be, to test its constitutional.
ity, I say I have no doubt they will as good, loyal, peaceful
subjects accept the law, and make the best of the situation.
I would have preferred, had I had my choice in the matter,
that the motion of the hon. momber for Muskoka (Mr.
O'Brien) had been couched in somewhat different language:
indeed, I would have preferred that such a motion as he
has made should not have been made at ail. I would have
greatly preferred tiat the motion should have assumed the
character of advising this House, or moving that this House
should express the opinion that the' question should be sub-
mnitted to the proper legal tribunal to decide as to its con-
stitutionality or otherwise. I should have preferred voting

for sncb a motion to voting for the motion which the hon'
gentleman hats submittei, not that I do not agree mainly
with its provisions, but because I think it was inexpedient,
and that it cannot postibly resuit in anything practical,
fated, as I beliove it to be, to defeat in this House by a large
majority. But holding the view whioh I do witb regard
to the legislation aimed at by the motion, I cannot see it
to be anything else than my duty to vote for the resolution
of the hon. member for Muskoka (MIr. O'Brien).

Mr. SUTHERL.AND. [t is not my intention to detain
the louse longer than a fow moments with an explanation
of the vote which I intend to give on this question. With
the member for luntingdon (Mr. Scriver) I regret the
manner in which this question bas been brought before the
House, and I woul i muoh rather that it had come in the
shape in which that member has stated ho would like to
haye scen it brouglht up. White I may say that I do not
agree with portions of the resolution. t do not believe that
differing froin some of the recitals in it, is any reason why
I should not vote for the main portion. I also regret the
manner in which it hais been brought before the House, be-
cause I cannot see that possibly any good effect or result
can come of it, and if the suggestion made by the member
for Huntingdon had been the substance ofthis resolution or
if the subjeut had been treated in the manner he indicated,
I think that the unfortunate turn of religious discussion
which has apparently been brought around in this liouse
and in the country by this question buing brought up as it
is at the present moment, would have been avoided. Now,
Sir, I do not intend as I said to disuase this question at any
length. We have heard the ablest legal minds in the House
speak as to the constitutionality of the Act, and we ait must
sec from the different opinions laid before the louse by those
able legal gentlemen that there is room for a layman to doubt
whether or not this is a constitutional Act on the part of the
Quebec Legislature. While I agree personally with the
substance of most of the remarks made by the Minister of
Justice, with regard to the treatment of Acts passed by the
Provincial Legislatures, in the able speech that ho deliv-
ered to this House last evening, there is one very material
point to my mind, on which L do not agree with him and
tbat is with reference to that portion of this Act appropri.
ating the money, as he says, for educational purposes.
That portion of his statement and argument Ido not
agree with. It does appear to my mind, from reading
the Act and from the explanations that have been givin,
that this money bas been given to a religions body and
it is not stated in the Act to be for oducationail purposes.
Then, as I understand it, the main portion of the resolu-
tion brought before the House is announcing the principle
of religions equality and the complote separation ef Chareh
and State. That is a principle that I feel is necessary
to be carried out to the fullest extent in this country
for the material welfare and beat interests of the people.
Settled as it is by people of ail nationalities and religions
denominations of ail kinde, I think it is very desirable that
this principle should be carefully adhered to. As I can-
not agree with the Minister of Justice in his statement with
regard to that, I certainly feel calied upon to vote for the mo-
tion now before the flouse. I regret, as I say, the religions
aspect that this discussion has taken. Ifeel that it is unfor-
tunate because throughout this country, for many years
at least, we have had very littie experience of religions cries
or differences. In the section of the country in which I
live, the Roman Catholics, Presbyterians, Episcopalians,
and members of ail religious denominations, live toge-
ther in the greatest harmony. I do not see why this
aspect of the question should be introduced hore. It would
make no difference to me, if this grant of money had
been to an Episcopalian, Presbyterian, Methodist or Baptist
body, I would feel compelled to take the same position
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on it if it was brought before the House. It is not
because the money is granted by the Local G>vern-
ment to the Catholic Church that I object, but it is against
the principle of granting money for any sectarian purposes
that I wish to protest. That is the chief and almost
the only reason why I cannot support the Government, but
have to, support the resolution of the hon. member for Mus-
koka (Mr. O'Brien).

Mr. MOMULLEN. It was not my intention to address
the House, but I have listened with a great deal of interest
to the discussion so far as it has gone, and I may say that I
fully endorse the remarks of the hon. member from North
York (Mr. Mulock). I regret exceedingly thatthe discussion
has partaken of a character which is likely to cause very
serious division between two great classes in this Dominion.
Had the motion of the hon. member for Muskoka (Mr.
O'Brien) been one that did not embody objectionab'e
features from a Reform stanclpoint, I would have much
preferred it. In the shape it is in now it is undoubtedly
objectionable to those who sit upon this side of the House.
As far as I am personally concerned I am just as strongly
opposed to some of the doctrinal views of the Jesuit
Oruer as any man that sits withn this Chamber. I have no
sympathy for them owing to their traditional record, which
I believe is not very good. At the same time, Mr. Speaker,
we live under a written constitution in this Dominion, and
while I have sat and listened with a good deal of attention
to the arguments that have been presented on both sides, i
have failed to see that it bas been clearly proved to
the satiflaction of my mind that the Bill which we have
under consideration is unconstitutional. Of couise I am
not a lawyer, I am but a layman ; but when I consi.
der that 1 have on one side the hon. the First Minis-
ter who, I have reason to believe, says that this Act is con.
stitutional, tbat we have the Minimter of Justice who de.
clares that it is constitutional, and that we have also other
legal gentlemen supporting the Government who have de-
clared that it is coistitutional ;-I come to my own side of
the louse, and I find that I bave the bhin. the leader of the
Opposition who, i believe, says that the Bill is a constitutional
Bi1, and withiu the power of, the Province of Quebec to
pass, I also bave the ex-leader of the Reaorm Party who
says ho believes it is a constitutional Biil (L believe ho is of
tiatopinion), and I think I am correct in say ing that th hon.
the le dr ot the former Government, toe member for E ýit
Yoxk (Mr. Ma kenzit), is prepared to say it is a consti-
tutional Bll. I aiso have the atateinent of the hon. memnber
for B>thw11 (Ar. Mills) wno eocl.res that the Bill is a
contitutional Bill and within the powerd of the Provincial
Government to pats; I have the opinion of the hon.
memuer for St. Joun (tr. Weldonb) a man of extended
experience and a cultured legal mind who says the Bill is
constitutional, and I think that I am also correct in stating
that the hon. member for Queen's (M.r. Davies)
considers it a constitutional Bill. I find alil the-e legal
gentlemen who have seats in this House, some of the best
kgal minds thiS Dominion cotains, sayiig on the one
hand that this is a conîtitutional Bill, witbin the powers
et the Legislatui eof Quebec, and, on the other band, I finUd
the bon. member for North Simcoe (Mr. RcCarthy) bay-
ing that it is not a constitutional Bill. But when I look
over the legal history of that bon, gentleman I find that in
almost every case in which he bas argued upon constitu-
tionai princi pies he bas failed, and I am bound to accept the
opinions of the men who say that it is within the powers of
the Legislature of Quebec to pass that Act. Now, as i said,
I have no sympathy with the Jesuits, but at the same time,
if the Legiilature of Quebec bas the right and the power to
pass that Bill, I claim to be a loyal British subject, I claim
to live under the written constitution that we have got,|
which permits the passage of an Act by the Local Legisla-
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ture, even if it is an objectionable Act. I am perfectly
willing to agitate for a revision of our Constitution, so that
it wuld not permit the passage of Acts of that kind, but
that is the only constitutional way to go to work. With
regard to the effects of disallowance I agree heartily with
the hon. member for North York (Mr. Muloek). I can
easily see that if the Government were foroed to re-
consider thoir Order in Council allowing the Bill we
would not then reach the end of the trouble. The pro-
babilities are that the Legislature of*Quebec, if they are
acting within thoir constitutional rights, would re-enact
the Bill next year. Are we to have all this agitation
again next year ? Are we to mèet and have the impor-
tant time of this House spent in discussing whether the
next Bill is within the power of the Quebec Legislature, or
whether we should disallow it or not ? I think it is botter,
under the circumstances, that we should settle this question
as quickly as possible, and I believe the best and the con-
stitutional way of settling it is to relegate the whole ques-
tion to the courts, and lot them decide whether the Act is
constitutional or not. Some say there may be a difficulty
in getting it befoe the courts I can see no difficulty what-
ever in doing so. I understand that the Mail new-paper of
Toronto has had an uction brought against it by the Jeuit
Order for certain siatements which it bas made with regard
to that order. The Mail niewspaper, if it chooses, can carry
that action to the Privy Council in England; it can force
the Jesuit Order there and test the whole question in that
very action. i must say I sympathise a great deal with its
course myself ; 1 amn just as strong au advocate of religious
liberty as any other member in this House ; and if it is
found that the Act is unconstitutional, that is au end of the
whoie difficulty. If the hon. member for North Simcoe,
who is a man of extended legal knowledge, wili show me
that we can reach the object of our ambition in disallowing
this Bill by the course he proposes to take in this louse, I
would not besitate a moment to supp)rt him ; but I cannot
see that we can reach that point, because disalowance now
means re-enacting in the Province of uebec, which would
bring disallowanoe again, and wheie would that stop ? Are
we to go on with this, like the Streams Bill, which was
enîacted and disallowed, enacted and disallowed, enacted
and disallowed, three times. I h resuit was that it had
to go to tbe Sup eme Court belore it was settled after
aIl. This is a queution whico would cause a tremendous
aUmunt of trouble in th s country if it were carried on in
hut way. I must say, ai hough I have no confidence

in the Govenment-I say, in the intere-t of t he coutitry,
not in the interest of the Governiment at ail-the best
course is to senîd ibis Bill where it wiil recoive judicious
handling at the hands of the Privy Council, wbich will
esettle the wiole question at oece, anid relieve ibis i use
year afLer year f rom the dicussion of a question, whiîch
is certainly a very awkward one for the House to deal with,
and which we should not be called on to deal with. We
make laws in this ilouse; we do not adminirter them. This
law tas been made in the Province of Quebee; and if i is
within the conutitutonal rights ot that Province, much as
we may deplowe its result, and lts peculiar characteristics,
it is not for us to say that the Province shall not have it. If
it improporly importa the name of the Pope into this pro-
vincial enacnent, or if anyt*ting else in it makes it uncon-
stitutional, the courts will decide, and wilil rid the House of
the quebtion, and settle ail the diffioulty in the country.
Under these circumustancea, i shall net vote for tire amnend-
ment of the hon. member for Muskoka unless before this
debate is closed I eau ho convinced that by paseing that
motion we will be settling the whole difficulty. If I cannot
be convinced of that, I cannot take the responsibihhty of
what I see will inevitably follow, a c)ndition of things such
as bas been pointed out by the hon. member for North
York, and also by myself.
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IR. LAURIEIL Mr. Speaker, it is not oftep that we on

this side of the House can have the privilege of supporting
the policy of the Government. In this instance, when the
action of the Government is assailcd by a number of their
supporters, when their action has already caused an agita.
tion which unfortunately is not unmixed with religions
bitterness, not one word certainly•will fall from my lips
which would tend to fan those religious flames; and I may
say at once, repeating what was said this afternoon by my
hon. friend from Bothwell (Mr. Mills), in the admirable
speech he delivered, that the course of the Government
receives, with a few exceptions whici I respect, the entire
support of the Liberal party. No otber course, Mr. Speaker,
than the course which we intend to take on this side of the
House, would be consistent with the policy which we have
been advocating for the last fifteen or twenty years-nay,
ever since Confederation bas been in existence. And, Sir,
I hasten at once to congratulate the Government upon
the tact that at last they have come to the true policy
which they have often fought against, that the only
basis upon which we can successfully carry on this Con.
federation is to recognise the principloeof provincial rights.
And I cannot but sny alo that if the Government to-day
have to face this troubli in their own camp, if they have to
meet this agitation wh ich is now going on in the Province of
Ontario, and of which the hon. momber for North Simeoe
(Nàr. McCarthy) said yesterday, we have not seen the last, it
is due altogether to the vicious policy which has been fol-
lowed by the Administration, and before the consequences
of which they have at lrst to recede; it is due altogether
to the manner in which they have governed this country,
and to the means they have used to obtain a majority to sup-
port them. Sir, this is not a party question; it is at most
a family quarrel; it is simply a domestic disturbance in the
ranks of the Conservative party. A section of the Conser-
vative party now require the Government to stand up or
to stand down, whichever it may be, to the exigencies of
the doctrine of disallowance, such as the Government has
taught it, and such as the Government more than once
called upon them to act upon. Well, there must always be
a day of retribution, and that day I think is coming for the
Government. The two chief Provinces of which this Con-
federation is composed are vastly dissinilar. One is French
in origin; the other British. Oneeis Catholie in religion;
the other is Protcstant. And in each are to be found the
prejudices peculiar to the creed and race of each I say
prejudices, and I use the word advisedly, nor do I use it in any
contemptuous sense, for everybody must recognise the fact
that wherever you find strong convictions, you generally
flnd an exaggeration of feeling very apt to carry men be.
yond the legitimate consequence of their convictions. Now,
ever since the year 1854, I charge against the Government
and against the Conservative party that they have been
able to retain power, almost without interruption, largely
by pandering to the prejudices of the one Province and the
prejudices of the other Province. In the good Catholie
Province of Quebec, to which I belong, the party support-
ing the Administration have alwaysrepresented themselves
as the champions of the Roman Catholic cause. They have
always denounced their oppontnte, the Liberals of french
origin like myself, as men of dangerous doctrine and ton-
dencies. They have always represented the Liberals of
Ontario as men actuated in al their actions and inspira-
tions by a hatred of everything French and Catholic. At
the same time, in the good Protestant Province of Ontario,
the same party has always been held up to the front as the
party of unbending and uncompromising Protestantism,
and the Conservative press to-day, ,represent hon.
gentlemen on this side as basely pandering to the
influence of the French people and of the Catholie per-
suaion. Now this game has been for a long time
uuadl, but, poerhaps, bfore going fanther, L may

recall this fact, known by al those who are
now listening to me, that the attitude of the Conservative
party of Ontario has always been just what I represent it
to be. It may not be so well knownthat, at the same time,
the Liberals of Ontario are charged by the Conservatives of
the Province of Quebec, notwith pandering to the Catholie
influence but with being hostile to Catholie influenoe--and
so the charges work both ways. In one Province the
Liberals are charged with one offence, and in the other with
another. I could quote columns upon tolumns of the prees
which su pports the right hon. gentleman to prove what I say,
but I shall limit myseli to one short paragraph. The school
question in Ontariois a burning question. The bon. member
for Bruce (Mr. McNeili) yesterday spoke almost of nothing
else. A few days ago there was in the Legislature of
Ontario a debate upon this very question. The Government
of fMr. Mowat were charged by the Conservative party with
unduly favoring the teaching of the French language in the
schools of Ontario. The debate was commented upon in
the Province of Quebec, La Minerve, one of the papers
which support the Administration, an organ of the Con-
servative party, referred as follows to this very debate:-

" The motion of the hon. member far East Durham (Mr. Oraig) was
followed by a most brilliant reply strongly conceived, broad ln view
and coniclu-ive froin the Hon. G. W. Rosa, Minister of Pûblic Instrue-
tion. Mr. Rose is a Grit of the clearest water, but we are too much
accustoned to the gallopbobic denunciation cf that party and to the
intemperance of their language, when the Province of Quebec ie in
question, not to rejoice at anything which remoteJy or approximately
can look like a conversion."

You see the gist of this statement. It was ch- rged that the
language of Mr. Ross was an exception, wbereas the charge
made by the Conservative party in Ontario against the Ad.
ministration for which Mr. Rose spoke, was the vory thing
which is given him bore as an exception. So it bas alwaya
been. The party bas always had two fuces-a rigid Protes.
tant face turning towards the west, and a devout Catholie
face turning towards the east. In the Province of Ontario,
the rallying cry of the party has always been : "Protes.
tants, beware!1 thoe Grite are weak Protestants!"

Some hon. MEMBERS. No, never.

Mr. LAURIER. Anong the Protestants of Quebec,
their cry has always been: "Catholies, beware I the Liberals
are weak and bad Catholics!" This gamehas been succese-
ful for a long time, but it cannot always be successful, and
I say the day of retribution is Low coming. I say that
thim motion which we now have is in many. senses much to
be deprecated, and I endorse every word whieh fell the
other day from the hon. member for Northumberland (Mfr.
Mitchell). lt scee teo me that all be said then were words
of wisdom, but at the same Lime I cannot rosist the convic
tion that the Government of to-day are only reaping what
they have been sowing. They have allowod a lai-go class
ot the Protestant population of Oîîtario to look upon them
as the champions of Protestantism. They bave affirmed the
doctrine of disallowance among that section of the party
and now that section cries out: We have always looked
upon yon as the champions of' Protestantism-; bore is log-
islation which we deem odfensive to the Protestant intereste
and to the interests of the country at large. and we call
upon you to exercise those powers of d,§sllowance wbiuh
you have îo often exercised in the pabt. Well, as far as
thte Liberal party is concorned, their attitude upon this ques-
tion was knr.wn before it was explnined in this debate. The
Liberal party always endeavors to meet those questions,
not from the point tof view of' Catholicism or Protes-
tantism, but from a point of view that could include all
different religions interest. Among the many ques-
tions which divided the two parties, there is no one
upon which the policy of the two parties has been se
clearly cut as upon this. The Conservative party, led
by the right hon, get4eman, have always held the dooWtne
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that they have the right to review the legislation of any
Local Legislature. We, on the other hand, have always
pretended that the only way to carry out this Confederation
is to admit the principle that within its sphere, within
the sphere allbtted to it by the Constitution, each Pro-
vince is quite as independent of the control of the Dominion
Parliament, as the Dominion Parliament is independent of
the control of the Local Legislatures. On the contrary, the
hon. gentleman has maintained again and again upon the
floor of this House and by ad ministrative acts that he claimed
the power to review local legislation, to see whether it was
right or wrong, and, if he found it clashing with bis ideas of
right, to set it aside. We all remember the famous Streams
Bill. What was the language used on that occasion by the
bon. gentleman ? He claimed that it was a question of purely
provincial character, that it was one which was clearly
within the competence of the Legislature of Ontario, and
yet the hon. gentleman took it upon himself to disallow it,
and for what reasoni For no other reason than that the
Act clashed with bis own opinions of what was right and
what was wrong. He spoke as follows in regard to it:-

" But here, where we are one country and aIl together, and we go
from one Province to another as we do from one county to another and
from one town to another, is it to be borne that laws which bind civilised
society together, which distinguish civilisation from barbarism, which
protect life, reputation and property, should be dissimilar; that what
should be a merit in one Province should be a crime in another, and that
different laws should prevail."
Upon that occasion the hon. gentleman took upon himselt
to review the law of the Province, and, finding it was
not consistent with what he believed to be right, he
disallowed it. It shocked the tenderness of the right
bon. gentleman's conscience that the Legisiature of
Ontario provided that Mr. Caldwell could not pass
his logs through Mr. McLaren's improvements with-
out paying toll, though the Privy Council after-
wards decided that, without the law, Mr. Caldwell eould
have used those improvements without paying any tolls at
all. The hon. gentleman now comes to the doctrine which
has been very many times advocated on this side of the
Bouse, that he has not to consider whether this provincial
legislation is good, bad or indifferent; it is altogether within
thu competerce of the- Local Legislature of Quebve, and
therefore, says he, let it pass. Let us read the report of the
Minister of Justice of the day on the Streams Bill and com-
pare it with the report of the Minister of Justice upon the
present occasion. The Minister of Justice then said :

"I think the power of the Local Legislature to take away the rights
of one man and vest them in another, as is done by this Act, is exceed-
ingly doubtful, but, assuming that such right does, in strictness, exist,
I think it devolves upon this Government to see that such power is not
exercised, in flagrant violation of private rights and natural justice,
especially when, as in this case, in addition to interfering with private
rights in the way alluded to, the Act overrides a decision of a court of
competent jurisdiction, by declarimg retrospectively that the law always.
was, and le, different from that laid down by the court.»

Now, let us look at the report of the Minister of Justice in
this present case. It is extremely short and sweet. The
Minister of Justice simply sa>s, referring to some petitions
asking for disallowance :

'' Before the petitions in question came before him for his considera-
tien the uudersigzned had already recommende(1 te Your Excellency,
that the Act in question hould be left to its operation. The nemorials
referred to have not convinced the undersigned that that recommenda-
tion should be changed. The subjeet-matter of the Act is one of provia-
cial concern only, having relation to a fiscal matter eatirely within the
control of the Legislature of Quebec."

Well, Mr, Speaker, th s is sound Liberal doctrine. This is
the very doctrine which hai been always maintained and
supported on this side of the louse, and once more I beg
to tendur my thanks and my congratulations to the hon.
gentleman on having at last come to the true and only
basis upon which this constitution of ours can be satisfae.
torily maintained and supported. It takes a long time,
however, for a true principle to penetrate the perverted

Mr. LAUBM,

minds, as I might say, of the hon. gentlemen opposite. No'
I beg their pa.rdon, it does not always take se long a time;
sometimes the operation is as fast as at others it is slow.
Only three weeks ago, we tendered advice to the Adminis-
tration as to the manner in which they should treat our
friends te the South in reference to the modus vivendi. Our
advice was treated with cntempt, and it was stated by
hon. gentlemen opposite that the proposal would be
received with scorn by the people of this country ; and yet,
within three weeks, they have changed their minds and
accepted the policy which we suggested. I can only say
that, as long as the Administration continue to act in that
way, first to reject the policsof the Opposition and then te
steal our clothes and dress themselves in them, the country
will not be the loser. I had hesitated, before I resolved to
speak on his question, whether I shonld confine myself to
this statement and then sit down, but I cannot ignore, no one
who bas at heart the interests of this country, the peace
and harmony of this count.iy, can ignore the agitation
which is now going on in the Province of Ontario. Coming
as I do, from the Province of Quebec, being a member of
the Catholic persuasion and a supporter of the Government
which passed this legislation, I cannot but view with deep
concern the attempt which is now being made to arouse
our Protestant fellow-citizens in the Province of Ontario
against that legislation. Let me say this, which must be
obvious to every hon. member, that, if we approach this
question, or any question, from the point of view of the
religious opinions which any of us profess, we are apt te
stand upon very narrow, very unsafe, and very dangerous
ground. I say dangerous ground because it is a matter of
history, that it is always in the sacred name of religion
that the most savage passions of mankind have been excited
and some of the most shocking crimes have been com-
mitted. In this matter, I cannot forget the fact, as I have
stated, that an attempt has been made toarouse the feelings
of the Province of Ontario, but I hope that that attempt will
not carry, and that a better sentiment will prevail; I hope
that the temperate language of reason which we have heard
to-day will be understood, and, though this legislation may
be objectionable te some people, yet that everyone
will understand that in these subjects we must make allow-
ance for the feelings of others. What is the cause of the
agitation which is now going on ? What is the cause of
this legislation which has been the source of se much
turmoil ? Sir, it is simply this: It is a matter of regret
that the European nations, France and England, when they
came to this continent brought with them net only their
laws and institutions, not only their civilisation, but brought
also their hatreds. At this moment, and for more than
seventy years past, France and gngland have bcen at peace,
and it was given te our generation to witnesi a spectacle
whi -h would have seemtd almost improbable, net to say
impossible, a few years before. We have setn France and
England arrayed together against a common foe; and te us
British subjects of French origin, British subjects who
have learned te love England, who appreciate her benevo-
lent rule, who would not go back to the allegiance of
France, but who still ever cherish in our hearts the love
of the land of our ancestors, no spectaclo could be more
consoling than to see the banners of . France and England
waving together on the banks of the Alma, on the
heights of Inkermann and amid the ashes of Sebastopool.
Such is the case te day. Such was not the case, how-
ever, at the time of the discovery of America, at the time,
of the establishment of Engielih and French pots upon this
continent. On the contrary, at that time French and Eng-
lish had been arrayed for generations and centuries in
deadly feuds. They brought over these fends with them,
they brought over with them the enmity which bad divided
them in Europe, and here on this continent they sought
each othQr acroes lakes and rivera, mountains and foresta,
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and endeavored to inflict upon eaoh other all the injury
they poasibly could. They had before thema the boundless
space of this virgin continent, but they entered into a
deadly war for the posseesion of the miserable huts which
constituted their first establishments. Well, the long duel,
as we know, was settled on the Plains of Abraham. The
war, however, was carried on for a year longer by the
Chevalier de Lévis, and this continuation of the war had no
material effect except to extract from the victor most
generous terms of capitulation. These terms have been re-
ferred to, I fieed not refer to them again. The religions
communities were granted all their possessions as freely as
if they had remained under the domain of the French King.
It was stated by the hon. member for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien)
when he opened this debate, that the Terms of Capitulation
had been modified by the Treaty of Paris. For my part I
am not able to see the difference, but if difference there be, I
am quite williDg to admit the interpretation of it which
was given by the British Government itself. Respecting
the treatment by the British Government of those comn.
munities which were promised special immunity, I can see
no difference between their position under the French
régime and their condition under the English régime. The
Britieh Government treated those comnmunities and the
whole population, for that matter, in religions concerns with
the greatest generosity. All the religious communities,
with the single exception of the Jesuits, were maintained in
possession of their estates. There was an exception made
of the Jesuits. What was the cause of it? Was it by the
right of Conquest as asserted by the hon. member for
Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) ?

Mr. McCARTHY. Will the hou. gentleman excuse me.
I did not make that assertion. It was by the introduction of
the law at the Conquest, not by virtue of the Conquest at all
-the introduction of the English law wlereby the estates
became forfeited to the Crown.

Mr. LAURIER. So be it; I accept the correction. I do
not intend to discuss the legal aspects of this question, be.
cause, in my judgment, the legal aspect does not come in
here. But even if, as stated by the hon. gentleman, the
British Government took possession of these estates by vir-
tue of the introduction of the English law into this country,
still that might have applied as well to the other communi-
ties as to the Jesuit e8tates. Why was that exception
made? Why were these other religions communities
maintained in possession of their estates, and the Jesuits
excepted ? I think that the Minister of Justice yes-
terday gave the real key of the difficulty when he stated
that it was the covetousness of Lord Amherst, who, in
1770, obtained from the King an actual promise of the
grant of these estates. lIad it not been afterwards for
the abolition of the order by the Pope, I firmly believe the
Jesuits would have continued in the enjoyment of their es
tates in the same manner as the other religions communi-
ties. But the order was abolished, and after the last Jesuit
had departed this life. the British Governament took posses-
sion of the estates. Then, as we know, the heirs of Lord
Amherst claimed these estates in virtue of the promise
which had been made in 1770 by the King. But the pro.
tests were so strong, not only from the old inhabitants but
from the new inhabitants as well, not only from the old
subjects of the King, but from the new subjects
of the King, that the Government could not carry
out its intentions of making a grant of these estates to
the heir of Lord Amherst. On the other hand, though the
Government had taken possession of these estates, and
though they were promised to General Amherst, the Govern-
ment could not put them into the general fund, and they
erected into a special fund. Bat there is this to be remem-
bered, whether the laws of England were introduced into
the colony or not, whother the old laws continued to be in

force or not, the old French laws continued to prevail in the
country just as before. And there i- thie also to be remem-
bered, that under the laws of Quebec as they existed under
the French régime, property of the nature of the Jesuits
estates, when the order had been abolished, would have re-
verted to the Ordinary of the Diocese, property of that kind
would have gone to the Bishop of Quebec or to the Bishop
of Montreal. Such was the contention of the church et that
time,and from that day up to this, the ecclesiastical author-
ities of the Provinre of Qnbec have r.ove- ceased to nlaim
that property as righLly belonging to them. There bas been
a continuation of the protests from that moment to the
present. Protests were made in these dates :

" 1. 4th February, 1793. by the citizens of Quebec. 2. lth November,
1799, by Hie Grace Jean François Hubert, Rishop of Quebee. 3. About
the year 1835, by Hie Grace Joseph 8iinaï (?), Bishop of Quebec; His
Grace Pierre Flavien Turgeon, Bishon of Sydimo, Coadjutor of Quebee;
His Grace Jean Jacques Lartigue, Bishop 'relmasse, Grand Vicar of the
district of Montroal. 4. January, 1845, by Bis Grace Joseph Signai (?),
Archbishop of Quebec, and by the Bishops of Montreal, Kingston and
Toronto. 5. June, 1847, by the clergy of the dioceses of Montreal and
Quebec. 6. January, 1874, by the Rev. Father Théophile Chavaux,
Superior General of the Jesuits' Mission in Canada. 7. 91h October,
1878, by the Archbishop of Quebec and Bishcps of Three Hivers,
Rimouski, Montreal, Sherbrooke, Ottawa. St. Hvacinthi and Chicoutimi.
8. 2nd January, 1885, by the Archbishop of Quebge."

So you see that from the moment the British Governmeit
took possession of these estates, the church authorities of
the Province of Queben never ceased to claim them as their
own. Now, could that matter have remained in that con-
dition ? Could it be said in a Catholic country liko the Pro-
vince cf Qucbce, that such protests would remain un-
heeded? Time and again, as you are aware, the Govern-
ment of Quebec attempted to dispose of these estates and to
settle the question. Mr. Mercier is not the first man in office
who attempted to deal with this question. Time and again
bis 1 redecessors attempted to do the same thing. There was
a reason for that. Those estates are valued to-day by Mr.
Rivard, superintendent of the estates, at the sum of 81,-
200,000. They yield a revenue of only $22,000, less than
2 per cent. Some of the property is without any annual
value. Take for instance, the old college of the Jesuits in
Quebec, right in the centre of the city, opposite the Basilica.
That property to-day does not give one cent of revenue, on
the contrary it is a burden upon the Exchequer of the Pro-
vince, whereas, were the property disposed of it would sell
to advantage. Time and time again, the Governmentof Que.
bec have attempted to dispose of it, but every time the
Government placed it in the market, the religious au-
thorities came forward and claimed the property as
their own, and rendered the attempts at sale abor-
tive. Was that forever to remain thus? The ques-
tion was opened more than once. Mr. DeBoucherville,
in 1876, endeavored to enter into negotiations to settie the
case with the religious authorities of the Province. He did
not succeed. It has been asserted many times in the
press, though the fact has nover been stated officially, that
Mr. Chapleau, when in office, entered into negotiations
with the religious authorities, and went so far as to offer
$500,000 for the removal of the claims of the religious
authorities on these estates. Of this 1 do not know the
exact truth. I can only speak from the rumors published
in the prees. But it is quite certain that Mr. Ross, who
succeeded him as Premier a few years afterwards, entered
into negotiations for the seltlement of the estates. Nothing
came of the negotiations, and why ? Because it required
some courage to deal with the question and to settle it, be-
cause it was certain that whoever dealt with it, would
have to face much prejudice, as thses events have proved.
Mr. Mercier had the courage to grapple with this question
and to settle it, and if nothing else in the career of Mr.
Mercier remained toe stamp him as a etatesman, there would
be this, that he had the courge to deal with this ques-
tion, and this would give hlm at titie. Th. question,
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:I 'think, had to be settled. In what manner was it
-settled ? It was settled just in the manner which was most
fair to all: it was settled by compromise. Mr. Mercier
in effect said to the religions anthorities: I hold these

-estates as the represent'ative of the Crown ; the right
belong to the Province of Quebecc; our title to them
is legal; I do not admit that you have a legal tit$e to
them, while on the other hand you pretend you have a legal
title. Beohat ait may, h- said, let us make a sacrifice
each of our pretensions; I hold the property and the whole
of the etates, and you claim the whole of them; lot us
compromise, and let us settle the question forever. Now,
I ask every man in this House, no matter what his prejudice
may be, I ask the bon. member for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien)
himself, in whose fairness I have the greatest confidence,
was there ever a more fair method adopted of disposing of
a publie question than that which was adopted in this case ?
Of course, it is quite easy for the editor in bis easy chair, it
iî quite easy for the publisher in bis office, it i- quite easy
for the clergyman in bis study to ettle questions accord-
ing to fixed theoriem; bot the public man in oiie
or in opposition cannot settle a quetion according to
fixed theories, but ho bas to consult the wishes, not only the
wishes, aye, but the passions and the prejudices of the people
twith whom he has to deal. And, in a country like the Pro-
vinee of Quebec where thero are more than 1,000,000 of
Catholie inhabitants, with a regularly constituted hierarchy,
with such a dlaim as the CathoIic ecclesiastical authorities

-could present, was it to bo said that this question should
ever romain open and theso lanids never be disposed of for
the advantage of the exchequer of the Province ? It seems
to me that upon that quettion I can appeal again with con-
fidence to the testimony of all those who will approach the
question with an unbiassed mind. After all, Mr. Speaker,
there is but one way which has been invented yet to
govern men satisfactorily, and it is to govern them ac-
cording to the wishes which are expressed by public opinion.
I do not mean to say that publie opinion is always right,
that public opinion always comnes up to the standard
of eternal jistice or truth ;I do not mean to say
that public opinion always comes up to the stan-
dard of wordly wisdoni, but if you govern the people
according to public opinion you are sure to have peace and
barmony li the land and when this question was set led it
was setiled according to the wishes of public opinion in thb,
Province of Quebec and by so doing you have peace and
harmony in the land. Now, if yon are to attempt to over--
ride the well known wishes cf the population of the Pro
vince or Quebec, instead of harmony and peace, you will
have probably discord, the consequences of which I would

-fear to look at. Such ie the reason why this question bas
been settled in the manner in which it has been settled.
But it bas been insisted by the hon. member for Simucoe
(Mr. MoCarthy) and by some other hon. members also that
thisIegisiation was offensive from a Protestant point of
view. Well, strange to say, the Protestant minority is repre-
s-eted in the Legislature of the Province of Quebec. They
have, if I remember rightly, some 12 members of the Protest-
ant rerauasion in the Provincial Legislature. When this ques-
tion came to be discussed two mem bers only protested, and
they protested verymildly. And thev protested against
what? Only against one single feature of the Act, against
the fact that the name of Ris Holiness the Pope appeared
in the preamble of 'the Act. Mr. Mercier gave them at
that moment the very answer quoted yesterday by the
Minister of Justice, and he told them: If you do not want
the name of the Pope in this matter, will you suggest the
mame of any one to put in bis place. It was a compromise
with the religious authorities of the Province of Quebec,
and I think Mr. Mercier acted fairly and prudently in deal-
iug dimset with the head of the Roman Catholic church.

is srguments were so convincing that those objections
Mr. L uma.

were not pressed, the Act passed ýunanimously, and Mr.
Mercier was enabled -to speak in the following terme of the
attitude of his Protestant colleagues:-

"I thank the Protestant members for the moderation with which they
have discugsed this question. It is a good omen. The unanimity which
now prevails is a proof tbat the different races of whieh our population
is composed, bas lived in peace and harmony and approaches the mest
delicate question with that spirit of conciliation which accomplished
wonders when it is properly *directed."
Well, this legislation is not satisfactory to our Protestant
friends, or to some of thom at least from Ontario. Still if
the Protestants of Quebec are satisfiedl, who can object? I
understood that it was said a moment ago by the hon. mem-
ber for Huntingdon (Ur. Scriver),that the Protestants of Que-
bec are not all satisfied. They may not all be satisfied in-
deed. it is very seldom that upon any question that may
corne un men of the same creed. of the same race, will be
entirely satisfied; but if anybody bas a right to speak for
the Protestart minority of the Province of Quebec, are they
not those who are elected by the people of that Province
to represent them in the Legislature. and if these do not
choose to make any representation, if those on the contrary
say that after all this question bas been settled and approved,
no one else bas the right to complain. But theb hon. mem-
ber for Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy), it appears bas no confidence
in those who represent his fellow countrymen in the Pro-
vince of Qnebec. If I am to believe what ho said yesterday.
ho bas but a poor opinion of those who have been entrusted
by his fellow religionists in the Province to take charge of
their interests in the legislature. Theso were his words
yesterday :

" Does this look as if the Protestants of the Province of Quebec were
desirous, and willing, and anxious thatIthis legislation should remain un-
changed,or does it not look as fiftheProtestant minority in that Province
were given reasonable encouragement, they would get justice-and no
more than justice are they entitled to, and no more than justice i hc pe
they will ever ask for-from the Parliament of this country. Then they
will be up and doing, to get their share of this legislation, but in the
Legislature of that Province, composed as it is now, they eanaot expect
it. There was no Protestant representative in the Cabinet oftbat Pro-
vince until recently, and, when one was chosen, he had te be elected in
spite of the vote of the Protestant minority."

Now, without going any further, I wish to take issue uson
this point with the hon. gentleman from North Simece (Mr.
NlcCarthy), when ho says bore that Col. Rhodes was not
elected in Mogantic by the Protestant minority. The
County of Megantic is a mixed county. Col. Rhodes, the
Minister of Agriculture, was elected two or three months
after this Act had been passed, and it was an issue upon which
the electors had to pass. Col. Rhode3 polled the majority
of the French and Catholie votes, but I say that Col. Rhodes
also polled the majority of the Protestant votes. As to this
I do not give my own testimony. I have not yet had an
occasion to look at the figures. But 1 give the testimony
of Col. Rhodes himself, who, on the day of the election, tele.
graphed that ho lad been upheld by the majority of the
Protestant electors of the County of Megantie. Then the
hon. member for North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) goes on to
say :

"I can understand that, if there were a fighting man in that House
like the hon. member who leads the third party here, there might be>a
chance of obtaining something like justice, but men with that skill and
ability, with parliamentary knowledge to back it, are net te bq found
every day, and we are net to judge the Protestant representatives of
the Province of Quebec on that high standard."

And why not, Mr. Speaker, "of that high standard ? " Can
it ho that the Protestants of the Province of Quebec, wbo
have placed themselves at the head of the trade of the
country, still are so backward in this respect that they
cannot send to the Legislatire a man of standing to repre-
sent tbem ? Can it be that the Protestants of the Province
of Quebec have to be taken under the fostering care of my
hon. friend from Simcoe ? Can it be that they cannot
manage their own affairs? Gan it be that they cannot look
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ai ter their own interests ? I bave more contidence than
my hon. friend in the ability of the Protestant representa.
ti es in the Province of Quebec, because I happen to kn-w
them personally, and I know they are men of merit, men
of ability, and same of the greatest ability. But, Mr. Speaker,
if that is the opinion which the hon. gentleman entertains
of his own countryrpen and co-religionists in the Province
of Quebec; if ho believes that they are not able to take care
of their own interests, but that the Protestants of other
Provinces must come to their rescue, perhaps ho would bu
interested to know what is the opinion which is entertained
by some of the Protestants of Quebec of those too zealous
Protestants of the Province of Ontario who want to take up
the cudgels on their behalf. i bold in my hand an extract fron
a paper published in the Eastern Townships, the Waterloo
Advertiser, edi-,ed by a disciple and a life-long friend of the
late Mr. Huintington, as good and as strong a Protestant as
ever lived. This is how the paper speaks:

" Every patriotic Canadian must deplore the intemperate diEcussion
that has been provoked by the Jesuits' Bill The measure bas become
law, and no amount of controversy can alter the fact It is altogether
the domestic concern of the Province of Quebec, and any outuide inter-
ference is simply meddlesome and impertinent. The parsons and the
Orangenien of Ontario have joined bands to make war on the Catholics
of Quebec. The Legislature has settled the old dispute over the Jesuits'
estates in a manner eatifactory to the people. A source of irritation
and discontent bas been removed once for aIl. The Jesuite' Bill rassed
the Legislature, practically, without a dissenting voice. The choseu
representatives of the Protestant minority accepted it as a fair settle-
ment of a vexed question. The basis of settlement called for antexpendi-
ture of public funds, and to obviate any possibilhty of jealousy on the
part of the Protestant miuority a proportionats sum wan at the aime
time voted f r rotestant education. That was fair and just atdit was
so understood by the minority. The Protestant minority in tbis
Province is quite able to ti.ke care of itself. In the purely domestic
concerns of the Province it asks no assistance and expects no sympathy
from outiders. Taking it all in ai, the minority bas been fairly treated
by the majority. There may have been friction at times, but there has
not been in the history of the Province an instance in which the powers
of the majority have been used to crush or injure the minority. If the
Oatholices ana Protestants are able to get along togetherpeaceably, why
should Ontario interfere ? The Protestant minority as a wbole bas not
and does not complain of the Jesuits settlement. It is recognised by
broad-minded and patriotic men as being the best thing that could have
been done under the circumstances." * *

Such, Mr. Speaker, is the opinion entertained in the
Eastern Townships at lcast by one section of the people.
Now, my hon. friond from Hluntingdon (Mr. Scriver) a
moment ago referred to the treatment of the minority iL
the Province of Quebec. I have the greatest respect as my
friend knows for everything which ho utters, and I am suie
ho will agree with me in one thing-if the Protestant mino-
rity in the Province of Quebec have anything to complain
of-and I listened to what might be called the list of griev.
ances which we heard read to-day by the bon. member for
Norfolk (Mr. Cbarlton), but if the Protestant minority have
anything to complain of, I ask : Are they not themselves re-
sponsible for it ? In ail that list of grievances which were
read is there an act of legislation against which they have
ever protested ? Have they not always supported the Con-
servative party which has always been in power, and has
not every one of these items in the iist which we have
heard recited as a grievance, been passed by the Conserva-
tive party which the Protestants of Quebec always sup
ported. Sir, I have simply to say this, speaking as a Canadiag.
of French origin, that if my fellow-countrymen of Britisb
origin have any grievances, real or imaginary, let them come
before the Legisiature of Quebec; and although [ have not
a seat in that Legialature 1 can claim that I bave some in.
fluence there, nay I do not want any influence, I know that
the majority of the members in that House, the Conserva-
tive minority as weil, would b. ever reudy to give them
what remedial legislation they may think for their benefit.
IBut Up to a few days ago, i never heard that the Protestant

minority had anything to complain of in the treatment
wbich they bave received from the maj>rity oft hoProvince
of Quebec, and if they had any serious grievances, can il

lit

bo told upon the floor of this Parliament that these griev'
ances would not have been ventilated bdfore the representa'
tives of the people ? I repeat what I said a moment ago'
It is quite easy for the editor in his chair, or the clergy*
man in bis study, or for any party who bas no repon-
sibility to the public at large-it is quite eary for them to
determine questions by fixed theories, but it is arother
tbing to fix them according to the will of the people, and
I do not admit that there is any serious grievance so long
as these grievances are not vontilated upon the fleor ot the
flouse of the Provincial Parliament. The hon. member f r
Si ncoe (Mr. McCarthy) also said something yesterday
about Mr. Joly. He claimed that Mr. Joly bad been onisted
from public life. I do not know hy whom, but I suppose ho
meant by the Liberal party.

Mr. McCARTHY. Hear, hoar.
Mr. LAURIER. The hn. gentleman says "bear, bear."

Mr. Joly has been uin powor for sone oighton months and
he was ousted from power by the most dishonest warfare
which every pub!ic man hai to suffer in this counitry. Mr.
Joly was ousted from power largely by a violation (f the
Constitution, perpotrated by this Parliament, and in which
tho hon. member for Simcoe was himself instrumental. If
Mr. Joly bad bad ainything liko fair play, I believo that to
this day ho would bave beun in power in the Province of
Quebec. Mr. Jo!y never had anything to suffer at the
handsofthebIfberal party; on thc contrary. Mr.Joly isa man
for whom we have the greateat reipect. W. have diffored
froin bim upon onequestion, and onequestiononlv, the ques.
tion which iroe out of the robllion in the Noith West.
Upon that question Mr. Joly took one course, and we took
a different course. I am not to argue this question ovor a .ain,
but I have simply te say this to the bon. momber for Simcoo,
that in the last election which took place in Megantie,
where a Protestant representative of the Cabinet of Mr.
Mercier was before the people, and when this very ques-
tion was to ho tested at the polis, Mr. Joly came down and
supported the candidate and the policy of the Govern-
ment. It is evident, Mr. Speaker, from the discussion which
we bave had in this Parliament since yesterday, that though
the Act is objectionable to some people-and I find no fault
with the bon. member for Muskoka, I find no fault witb my
hon. friend from Simcoe, for holding the vîews they hold; I
would not attribute to thern other than the motive of con-
science, that they are doing what they think for the best,
they are representing what they deem to be in the interest
of the people at large-but it is manifest to me that their
judgment bas been considerably biassed by the fact that the
name of the Jesuits bas been introduced in that legislation.
it seems to me manifest that the appearance of that name
bas evoked a fresh outburst of hostility which that celo-
brated order bas been subjected to in many lands and in
many ages. Now, it is said that they are dangerous mon.
Suppose all that bas been said were truc, would that ho any
reason to refuse them the justice to which they are entitled ?
Suppose they were dangerous mon, as it is repreoented theî
are; that might perhaps be a reason to refuse them civil
rigbts, to refuse them recognition. But they were incor-
porated by the Province of Quebec two years ago, and the
Act which incorporated themr received the approval of one
of those weak Protestants, according to the member for
Simcoe, who represent the minority in the Legislature of
Quebec. Mr. Lynch, a fellow Conservative of the bon.
member for Simcoe, speaking on that occasion, used this
remarkable language:

" Mr. Lynch, on the Bill to incorporate the Jesuita, said that notwith-
stanuing what might be thougût in some quarters, there wua nothing in
the aili alarming in its character. We were living in an ago wheu wis-
dom prevailecd, living in an age where freedom wa supposed to exist the
woria over, and nowhere in the Dominions of Her Majsty did liberty
prevail more than in the Province et Quebe. In vommittee, with a
eonuldeation of fairnes which characterised members of the Bouse,
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certain portions of the preamble were struck out. Now is it possible
that the intelligent public opinion of the Province of Quebec should
deny those Jesuit Fathers the civil rights which we have granted to
everyone else? If there is any religious aspect to athis question it should
be settled elsewhere than in this flouse. If there is anything in this
Bill againDt civil rights, let us strike it out. Until this is showa I am
prepared to support this Bill."

And supported the Bill was, and became law. Under such
circumstances, it seems to me that the explosion of bitter-
ness vhich we have sten to.day and yesterday comes rather
tardily. But, Sir, any man, be h friend or foe of the
Jesuit Order, must at least give them credit for this, that
they repel and deny ail the charges which are made against
them; they repel and deny the dangerous doctrines which
are attributed to them. Now, I would not enter upon that
question for one moment were it not for the remarks which
fell to-day from my friend the hon. member for North Nor-
folk (Mr. Charlton); but I cannot allow such views as those
which have been expressed to pass without some comment,
though this is not the proper sphere or time either to
defend or attack the Jesuits. Everyone familiar with
French literature knows that Pascal, in his celebrated
" Lettres Provinciales," has quoted several paragraphs,
which ho attributes to Jesuits, tof very objectionable uharac-
ter. I have not been able for my part to discover
those extracts; I have often sought for the text books; but
could not find them, and i cannot say whether they are
right or wrong. But I know this, that writers of as
great eminence as Pascal have asserted over and over
again that ail the statements upon which Pascal based
bis accusations have been refuted, time and again, by
menibers of the Jesuit Order. Now, the Jasuits, it
is admitted, are a body. of able men, and, it must be ad-
mitted aliso, are a body of pure men, and tney are charac-
terised by knowledge and high attainments; but they are
men, they are fallible, andit would be strange indeed if in
such a numerous order some were not found to write objec-
tionable things. Butsuppose one of an order were found to
write-objectionable things, would it lollow that the whole
order ought to be held responsible, as was said by one mem-
ber? So are you to conclude that, because one of the order
happens to write objectionable things, the whole order are
to be condemned? It wouid be juet as it you weie to con-
demn ail the Protestant divines of Ontario because the
1Rev. Dr. Wiîd said, a few days ago, that te oili a Jesut was
no crime. I will not, Mr. Speaker, push this cotroversy
any further. Ths is not the place, I say, to attack the
JesuItS, nor the place to defend them. The pLce to attack
the Jesuits, in so far as this Bill is concerned, was the Le-
gislature of Quebec; but whether a man be a friend or a
foe of the Jesuits, it seems to me that their history in Can-
ada, whatever it may have been in other lands, has been
such as to commend not only admiration, but the greatest
admiration. They have been the pioneer of this coun-
try. In the language of a great historian, not a
cape was turned, not a river was entered, but a
Jesuit led the way. Every inch of the soil of Ontario was
troiden by taeir weary eot at least 150 years beore there
was an Englhsh sottier in that Province. Nay, the very soil
of the Province has been consecrated by their blood, she.i in
their attempts to win over souls to the od cf Protestants
and Catholics alike. O the Jesuits I have nothing mure to
say. The question, as I say, is not one it for this audience ;
if if id to discussed it should be cliscussed elsewhere than
here. But the j esolution asserts that they have been expelled.
The hon. member for Simcoe stated yesterday that they
have been expelled from severai countries; and the hon.
member for .North Norfolk stated to-day that they have been
expelhd from twenty difierent countries. bir, this is true;
but, what is equally true, they have never yet been expelled
from a free country. They have been expeiled from
countries where the true principles (f human freedon

'such as we understand them in British countries, werO
Mir. LàuUM .a

not understood. The hon. gentleman told us yesterday
that they bad been expelled from Germany in 1872.
Why is it, in a British Assembly, that the example of
Germany will be given Io us to imitate ? Does the hon.
gentleman hold that because the Jesuits have been expelled
from Germany-Germany ruled by a man of genius, but a
despot after all-such an example should be followed bore?
We have been told that the Jesuits -were expelled from
France in 1880. Yes, they were; and to the shame of the
French Republic be it said. But they are not the only men
who were expelled by that Government. In 18O six or
seven different religions communities were expelled.
Sisters of Charity were expelled-angels on earth, if there
are any, women who renounce everything that lite can give
in order to give their life up to the daily maintenance
and succor of those who are poor, helpless and sufferingi
Not only those religious communities, but the princes of
the House of Orleans were also expelled fiom France-
men who were the élite of France, men of whom more
than forty years ago, Prince Metternich said, when they
were in their boyhood : "They are young men such as
there are few and princes such as there are none." The
Duc d'Aumale, one of them, was expelled, one of the noblest
soldiers of the French army, a man whose soul is so high that
the only manner in which ho requited the cruel treatment
meted out to him was to make a giftto theungrateful nation
of the Chateau de Chantilly with all its art treasures.
I have only this toe say to an hot. gentleman who brings
such arguments as these : I teel ton thousand times
prouder of my native land, whicb can deal justly and
generously with the Jesuits, than of the land of my
ancestors, which though a repu blic, is today so retrogade
in its constitution and practice of treedom, that it
banishes tho.e who do not come up to the standard of its
own citizenship. In this matter, I am reminded that the
hon, gentleman from Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) yesterday
stated that we of French origin sometimes forget that this
i8 a Bitish country. 1 have bis words here and I want
to quote them:

" We must never forget, said he, I am afraid that some of my friends
from the Province of Quebec do s metimes forget that this is a British
country, that by the fortunes of war that event was decided, and the
greater half of this continent passed over to the Brtish Orown."
Wha.t did the hon. gentleman mean by that ? I wish ho
had said a little more or a little less. I wish ho had not con-
tended himseli with making an insinuation, but that il he
hada charge to make, ho should have had the pluck and the
courage to make it. i tell this to the hon. gentleman. I
am of French origin and 1 am proud of my or gin, and I
know my fellow.countrymen of Anglo-Saxon race too well not
to be aware that it i ha not the pride of my origin in my heart
they would never think of me but with the contempt which i
should deserve. I am of French origin, but i am a British
subject. The hon. memuer for North Norfolk (Mr.
Charlton) said, a moment ago, that there should be but one
race bore.

Mr. McCARTHY. Hear, hear.
Mr. LAURIER. The hon. gentleman says 'lhear, hear."

Well, what would that race be? ls it the British lion that
is to swallow the FreLch lamb, or the French lamb that is
to swallow the British lion ? There can be more than one
race, but there shall be but one nation. Scotland bas not
forgotten her origin, as far as i know, but Scotland is
Briiish. I do not intend to forget my orgin, but I am a
Canadian betre everything. Let me state this further to
my hou. friend, I have the pi-ide of my origin; I feet the
strength of the blood which flows in my veina, bat, in the
language of the Latin poet, I say :

"IHomo sum; humani nihil a me alienum puto."
"I am a man ; nothing that relates to man is foreign to my
sympathy; " but, at the same time, though I would never
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forget the language of my race, the languagre which myi
mother taught me, I say to the hon. gentleman that if I
had my choice to return to French allegiance, never would(
I consent to do so. I do not speak only my own feelingsj
whon I thus speak, but I voice the feelings of every one of1
my countrymen. I do not give utterance merely to the
feelings of those who sit beside me, but I am sure I speak1
the feelings of those French Canadians who sit on the other1
side as well, when 1 say that if to-day a poll was taken in
the Province of Quebec, or all through the Dominion of
Canada, giving a choice botween allegiance to England or
allegiance to France, there would not be one single vote
cast in favor of a re urn to the allegiance to France. We
would romain British subjects ; but because we are British
subjects, is it to be expected that we shall turn traitors to
our origin, traitors to everytbing that makes life valuable ?
What would be life if a man had not in his veins and in his
heart a feeling for the blood of his own country ? The hon.
gentleman told us yesterday that ho was an Irishman. Would
ho deny the land othisancestors? Well, I woulJ pity himfrom
my heart if he would. But, after all, if ever we were to forget
that we are of French origin I am sure we could not forget
it in view of the agitation which is now going on in the
Province of Ontario, because from day to day, from week
to week, in a certain press, we have been appealed to-we
of French origin-as Liberals of French origin-to vote for
disallowance against the Jesuits' Act. From day to day in a
certain press, the Liberals of the Province of Quebec have
been appealed to to vote against the Government on this
question ; and in my hand I hold one of the last issues, in
which after having recited all the villainies of which the
Jesuits are accused, the editor continues as follows :-

"It ie sate to say, therefore, that if the Liberals of England or of
France were in the position of Mr. Laurier and his followers they would
not hesitate a moment in killing this conspiracy in Quebec. Even if
they did not hold the Acte to be absolutely unconstitutionalthey would
certainly vote for their disallowance as being coutrary to the public
intereet."M

Well, as far as reference is made to the Liberals of France,
I have no doubt the editor is quite correct. No doubt, if
the Liberals of France had the power to vote on this ques-
tion, they would certainly disallGw this Act; but I have
this to say, that I am not ani we are not Li berals of the
French school. I have not said it once but ten times and
twenty times in my own Province, that I am a Liberal of
the English school, that I and my friends have nothing in
common with tne Liberals of France. A short time ago, I
was sorry to hear my hon. friend from Norfolk (Mr. Charl-
ton) express regret that there was no Protestant party, as
far as I understood him. There are men in my own Province,
men of my own persuasion, men of my own race, who en-
tertain the same view as the hon. gentleman, and would
desire to have a Catholic party. I have always raised my
voice against that doctrine, and, as far back as 1877, speak-
ing to a French audience in the French language in the
city which I have the honor to represent now, the good old
city of Quebec, I used to those who, like my hon. friend,
would separate men upon the ground of creed, this language:

"You wish to organise aIl the Catholics in one party, without any
other tie, without any other basis than the commanity of religion, but
have you not rtflected that, by that very tact, you will organise the
Protestant population as one party, and that then, instead of the peace
and harmuny which exist to-day between the different elements of the
Canad an populati )n, ïou would bring on war, religious war, the most
disastrous of ail wars. '

Those were my sentiments ton years ago; those are my
sentiments to-day. My hon. friend from Norfolk (Mr.
Charlton) stated that we should not allow this Act because
the Jesuits are inimical to liberty. Such a statement would
not surprise me in the mouth of a Liberal from France, but
it does surprise me to bear it on the floor of this Parliament.
Are we to be told that, because men are inimical to liberty,
they shall not b given liberty ? In our own doctrine and

in our own view, liberty shines not only for the friends of
liberty but aiso for the enemies of liberty. We make no
differonce whatever; and, as far as the.Liberals of England
are concerned, I am sure of one thing, that, if they were
here, they would never vote as the editor of the Mail sup.
posed they would. The Liberals of England have been for
the last century and more the champions of freedom all over
the world, and, if we have freedom to-day, as we understand
it in this country, and in this age, it is largely due to the
(fforts of the Liberal party in England. They understood
long ago that liberty is not only for the friends of liberty
but for all. They understood long ago that the socurity of
the State depends entirely upon the utmost frecdom boing
given to all opinions; that no one is to bo canvassed for his
opinion, right or wrong, but that the utmost fieedom shall
be given to all opinions, and that the popular jadgment will
decide botwen the grain and the chaif, will gel et the one
and reject the other. That is the principle which I have,
in my humble way, endeavored to inculcate for many
years amongst my fellow-countrymen of French origin.
That, with a steadfast adherence to the broadest principles
of constitutional freedom, is the guiding star whicb, in the
station I now occupy and in any station I may have in life,
I shall ever endeavor to follow.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. At this late hour, and
after the subject before us bas boen so fully discussed, I do
not feel myself warranted in addressing the flouse at any
length, and I am too well pleased an 1 satisfied with the
course taken by my hon. friend who bas just spoken in sup-
porting the policy of the Governmont on this occasion to
feel very indignant at the reproofs and reproaches thrown
across the floor in the course of bis speech. In fact it is a
bitter pill for my hon. friend to bc obliged to vote for us.
He is obliged to do it. He dare not do otherwise. il could
not face Quebec if ho did anything elso. So he takes bis re-
venge by pitching into the Government genorally, and that,
I take it, is the moans by which ho reconciles it to bis con-
science to vote in favor of the Government. Like mine An-
cient Pistol, "ho eats bis leek in earnest of revenge," and so
ho strays off to all kinds of irrolevant subjects. He brought
in the Streams Bill, brought in the modus vivendi, ho dis-
cussed the double-faced policy of the Conservative party, as
ho says, since 1851. As to that double-faced policy, i par-
don my bon. friend for his groat mistake in that regard.
le is a young man. I cannot say of him, as the lion. mem-
ber for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) said of my bon.
friend here, that ho is a fledging politician, but ho is a young
man, and be forgets the history of Canada since 1854.
Why, ho said that, while we professed to be the friends of
Lower Canada and the friends of the French race and the
friends of Catholicism in the Province of Quebec, we were
equally strong as the advocates of Protestantism in the
Province of Upper Canada, that we were avowing oursolves
in that Province as Englishmen, as Anglo-Saxons, and as
being opposed to French domination. The bon. gentleman
bas forgotten the history of his country. He bas forgotten
that, for years, I was in a mrinority in my own Province.
The bon. gentleman knows that I was attacked by the
organ of the Liberal party inu pper Canada year after year
as being recreant to Protestantism, as being recreant to
the British race, as succumbing to French influence, as
being the tool and the subservient slave of the French people.
Why, who opposed.the cry of representation by population
but myself and my party; who supported the separate
schools against the whole weight of the Liberal party
of Ontario, headed at that time by the late Hon. George
Brown, but myself and my party ? The opposition to both
those cries was unpopular, especially in regard to repre-
sentation by population, which seomed to be fair. My op-
position to representation by population, in the interests of
Lower Canada, was hold ou as being unjust and unfair to
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my own race and Province. Why did I oppose it ? The
Liberal party and their leader-and he was a real leader
of men-I mean the Hon. George Brown, was supported
by bis party in that policy, and he had at bis command
the able newspaper tçhich he conducted ana owned, the
Globe.-abused and attacked me wiihout stint becanse I
opposed representation by population ; aLd why did I
oppose it ? Because the leader of that pai ty did not
conceal the object for which he desired a majority in the
United Legislature of Canada. He said that the French
language must be put down. fe said that the Anglo-
Saxon race and English law must prevail, and that threat
against our fellow-subj3cts in the Provinceof Lower Canada
was so strongly pressed, and was so imminent, that I did
not hesitate to incur the obloquy which was poured upon
me for years, the result of which was that I was in the
minority in my own Province during most of the time from
1854 to 1866. The hon. gentleman is rather ungrateful for
the years ond years during which I stood as the advocate for
the Province of Lower Canada, of the French race, and of
my Catholic fellow-countrymen. Ave, Sir, and more than
that; although I was in a minority I had avery respectable
Protestant Conservative support, and the main body of the
Conservative support that I received in the Province of On
tario was from the Orange body. The majority of the
Orange body was Conservative, and they stood by me.
In the first place I had the Grand Master of the1
Orange body, the .late George Benjamin, who, chief < f
the Orangemen as he was, never failed in voting
with me for the protection of the Lower Canadians,
their country, their race, and their religion, from the per
sistent and factions attacks that were made upon them by
the Liberal party of Ontario. Well, after a while Mr. George
Benjamin disappeared, I had the support of another Grand
Master of the Orangemen in the present Minister of
Customs. Orangeman as he was, chief of the Orangemen
as he was, he never failed in doing full justice to Lower
Canada, its rights, its religion and its interests. The hon
gentleman then strayed off into the Streams Bill. Well, the
hon. gentleman quoted what was said in the report on the
Streams Bill. fe forgot that the report and the action of
the Government on the Streams Bill were based on the(
auithority of a report of the Minister of Jutice in the Gov-E
ernment of which he was a mem ber, which Government dis-c
allowed a Bill passed by the Legislature of Prince Edwardt
Island on precisely the same grounds as the Streams Billc
rejection was approved by us. Let the hon. gentlemanE
look back, and he will find that the Government of that dayÀ
notwithstanding their strong affection for provincial rights,c
dieallowed a moasure on the sama grounds, first, becausei
it was ex post facto, and, second, because it was lisi
pendens, and the subject already before the courts. Then1
my hon. friend says that although we are veryt
slow in some things, we are very quick in others;
that, for instance, there was the modus vivendi, which
we had to decline to grant, although my hon. friend hadc
moved it, and then a few days afterwards we had agreedà
to continue it, The hon. gentleman must not lay the fiat-
tering unction to his soul that his motion had anything to1
do in the world with the action of tb.e Government on thatt
point. I eau prove it in the easiest and clearest possiblei
way. The hon. gentleman will, perhaps, remember myj
speech on the occasion in answer to that motion. I asked1
the hon. gentleman to allow the matter to stand over, nott
to press that subject while a Government was just going
out in the United States, and to wait and see-I only askedt
for six days-whether the incoming Government were(
going to be friendly or were going to adopt a non-inter-n
course policy. I said-the hon. gentleman must remem- c
ber it-wait until we see if there is any evidence of hos.
tility, if it is not going to be a non-intercourse Govern- i
M60,4 thon it will be time enough to deal with that sabjeot.a

Ths , M.&oboIçda,

I could not tell the hon. gentleman at that time, but I eau
tell him now. His motion was made on the 26th of Febru-
ary. On the 4th of February the first communication to the
co ony of Newfoundland was made. My telegram was:

" Have temporarily suspended granting of licenses under moduw
vivenii until the courée of new preaident known. Wish co-operation.
Am writing.">
So that the subject was under discussion between the Pre.
mier of Newfouridland and the Dominion of Canada long
before we knew that my bon. friend was going to make hie
flourish. The papers I shall lay before the House, as I pro.
mised to do. The hon. gentleman held us responsible for
a debate in the Province of Ontario the other day, when
Mr. Craig made a motion and Mr. Meredith made a speech.
Well, Mr. Speaker, all that I can say is this, those gentle-
men are free agents, they can make speeches as they like.
We are responsible here in the Dominion Parliament for
what we do in the Dominion Parliament. Even hore the
bon. gentleman would not like to be beld responsible
for this resolution, because his great friend and sup.
porter, the hon. member for North Norfolk (Mir. Charlton)
happens to difier from him. These Conservative gentlemen
in Toronto have taken their course. My hon. friend from
North Norfolk is a supporter of the hon. gentleman, is a
strong leader in the Liberal party. He has taken his course;
the hon. gentleman was not bouni by that, he bas ahown
that he is not bound by it; and yet if we applied to him
the same measure that he applies to us, we are to be held
responsible, notwithstanding our own assertion, notwith-
standing our own vote, notwithstanding our course
of action-we are to be held responsible for the
action of Conservatives in another and different sphere.
My hon. friend from Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell)
the other day, in his very effective speech, a very satisfac-
tory speech from my point of view, said that the Govern-
ment ought to have spoken early in this matter. Well,
14r. Speaker, if we had disallowed the Bill, that would bave
been a true remark. If we ha% taken the responsibility of
disallowing the Bill, of interfering with the legisiation of
the Province of Quebec, we ought to be called upon to state
our reasons and to defend our course. But as a matter of
course, the legislation of each Province is independent,
subject to the restrictions in the Constitution It requires no
defence for the Government ot the day to allow au Act of
the Local Legislature to go into operation. That is their
duty as a general rule and there is no defence required. An
attack must be made if they have improperly allowed an
Act to go into operation. Now, in this case I have no
doubt, notwithstanding the able arguments of the hon.
member from North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) that that
measure was within the competence of the Provincial
Legislature. My hon. friend who is a much higher authority
than myself, the Minister of Justice, came to the same con-
clusion. 1 may say that we, laymen and lawyers in the
Cabinet, were unanimous on the point ; and if I had any
douot upon the subject the able and well reasonpd argument
and speech of my hon. friend from Bothwtl (Mr. Mills)
would have removed all doubts from my mind.
Now, Mr. Speaker, the hon. gentleman seemed to intimate
that there bas been a change of front on this subject. He
is wrong. We have carried out fully, in our opinion, the
principles laid down in a report submitted by myself as
Kinister of Justice in 1869. That report was communicated
to all the Governments of the Provinces, and it laid down
what we considered were the principles which should govern
the exercise of the power of disallowance by the Governor
General on the advice of hie Cabinet, and although that was
not formally approved, it bas really been acted upon and
continually quoted by both sides of this Hlouse and by both
parties in the press, as beibg a fair description of the instances
in which the power and right of disallowance shoald be
exercised. Now, this BiH, Mr. Speaker, was either wit*Ùi
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the competence of the Legislature or it was not. If within 1 terian inetitution, so St. Mary's College is a Jesuit teaching
the competence of the Legislature, it must as matter of institution.
course, b. allowed to go intooperation (I know ome hon. Mr. BLAKE. Everybody knew it was a Jemuit colloge.gentlemen will not agree with the exception laid down in
the report of 186% and carried out ever since) unleas in the Mr. BERGERON. It has never been disputed,
opinion of the Government of the Dominion the Act, how. Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Let me call the attention
ever much within the competence of the Province, was of the House to the division on that occasion. Let theb on.
injurious to the Dominion as a whole. Of course, it is a gentleman remember that the majority that voted for the
great responsibilty for any Government to take that course Bill was 54 and only seven members, on the third reading,
and to decide that any provincial measure is against the were opposed to it. There was a larger vote aginot it in
interests of the Dominion. But the provision was put into the second reading, bat, after a full discussion, on the
the British North America Act to meet such cases, so that third reading the division was as I bave stated. Of the
if in any case the Government of the Dominion should 54 who voted for the incorporation of St. Mary's College 29
believe that an Act within the competence of a Province were Protestants and 2i Catholics. I will read to the Hiuse
was injurions to the whole Dominion, it was their duty some of the names to show that, altbough it was known
as well as their right to disallow that measure, and for at the time that it was a Jesuit institution, although the ob.
doing so they are responsible to the Parliament of the jection was 1aken and arguments were used somewhat like
Dominion, in which Parliament every Province bas its the arguments used on th:s occasion, yet there was then no
representatives, who, of course, are prepared, as is their fear of the Jesuit body, no fear of their insidious attempt to
duty, to defend their provincial rights. That is the doc. unsettle the Constitution of Canada, no fear that the crown
trine in pursuance of which we have assumed the respon- of Canada was trembling on the bead of Her Majesty, no fear
sibility of allowing this Bil, not disallowing it, and for tbat this country was going to suffer any injur y ot any kiind,
which we are held responsible. If it is not within the com- and this will be shown when i read to the Bouse some
petence of the Province, it does not at all follow that it is of the names. Judge Badgley, the leading lay ropresen.
the duty of the D)minion Government to interfere. Look tative in the Church of England of Montreal; Hon. M.
at the returns laid before Parliament, amounting now to two C. Cameron, a Pree Church Presbyterian; Mr. Clapham, a
volumes. You see again and again reports in which the Church of England man from Qlîebec; Hon. George Craw.
Ministers of Justice have stated that they believed certain frd, a strong North of Ireland Protestauît, and I beliove an
clauses of different measures were ultra vires, yet as they had Orangema ; Mr. Dawson of London, who everyone re.
a heneficial tendency, or as they did not affect the interests membeis as a s:rong Chhurch of England man; Mlr. Gamable,
of the rest of the Dominion, the attention of the Provincial the special agent of Bishop Strachan in Parliament when
Legislatures and Provincial Goveruments were called to it, the Clergy Reserves question was settled ; Sir Francis
with the suggestion that, if they thought well of it, they Hincks, whom we all know; Mr. Langton, whom the
should amend the Act in those clauses and in those particu- older members of the H>use will remember; mny solf, the
lars where, in the opinion of the Minister of Justice and the member for Kingtton; Mr. McDjugali (not the Honorable
Government bere, they had exceeded their legiti mate powers. William), also a Protestant; Mr. Hamilton Merritt, whom we
It doesnot at all follow that because a Bill is ultra vires and all know as a Liberal in Parliament and afterwards a member
is beyond the competence of the Legislature, it should b. of the Government; Mr. Morrison, I am not sure whether
disallowed. On the contrary, as has been urged by the hon. that is Judge Morrison or his brother, Angus Morrison;
member for North York (Mr. Mulock), and very correctly Mr. Page. a prominent representative from the Province of
urged, it is just in those cases there is no necessity for Queboo; Mr. Patrick, of Prescott, whom we al1 remember
disallowance, because there are the courts of law to appeal as bning a good Liberal; Col Prince, of Essex; Sir William
to. The allowance of a Biit which is ultra vires doi, not Richards, then the Attorney-G-eneral; Mr. Ridout, the Con.
make it law. The courts can at once interfere and it is servative member for Toronto; Hon. William Robinson,
only in those casus whore Acts are ultra vires, and where wbon we ali remember as tbe brother of Sir John Robinson,
leaving them on the Statute-book would cause great inju y the leader of the old family compact party; Dr. Bol ph;
to parties, that the right of disallowance should be exer- Sir John Rose; Mr. Seymour, afterwards a Senator; Hon.
cised. Ron. members will readily understand that the James Shaw, afterwards a Senator; Mr. Stevenson, of Prince
moment an Act is passed by a Provincial Legislature Md w ard; the late Mr.Thomas Street; the late the Hon.George
people interested in the measure assume it is law, act on it, O.Stuart, of Quebec; Mr.C.Wilson,of Middlesex; Mr.Wright,
enter into large enterprises on it, and may be ruined if the of We-t York, a leading Orangeman, and, as my friend from
Government did not immediately, with al convenient speed, London cau vouch, a staunch Protestant; those were the
interfere to protect those people from injury and ruin. In gent!emen whovotedforthis Bill,and themembertswhovoted
this case, as I have already said, we, the Government, against the Bill were all from Ontario. That is a sufficient
including the legal members of it, had no doubt as to the answer to my hon. friend from Huntingdon (Mr. Scriver) that
fact that this Act was within the competence of the in 1852 not one single Protestant representative from the
Local Legislature. And Sir, I think it %vas not left for Province of Lower Canada-the Provinc of Quebec-voted
us, we could not as a Government, against the decisions againstthe Bill, and thatis a full justfication ofthe statement
of the Legislature of Old Canada, and against the of my hon. friend from Stanstead (Mr. C lby) when be
repeated legislation of the Province of Quebec since said that Protestants of the Province of Quebec were not
Confederation, set up our own opinion against the various opposed to the legislation of that subject. We find that so
Acte that have been ptssed. Why, 37 years ago, by long as 37 years ago the Jesuit college "as established in
the Legislature of United Canada, where the major- Montreal. I voted for that, Ur. Speaker, and I never have
ity Of the representatives of the pcople were Protestants, bad cause to regret my vote. That institution bas
the St. Mary's College was incorporated with large powers. gone on in iLs work of usefulness. We do not hear one
Tne hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) say.: single complaint of its teaching, or of any perversion
because there were some few Jesuit professors, that did not of the youth, nor any dieloyal doctrines, or any doctrines
make it a Jesuit college. Now, I tell the hon. gentleman which have brought censure on the college. We hear
that the corporators of the St. Mary's College were the that that institution bas gone on and continues to go
Biabop of Montreal and six Jesuit priests. Jast as Victoi ia on doing its work well and devotedly. Now, Mr. Speaker,
Coll.ge is a Kethodist College and Queen's a Presby. one would suppose from the speeches we bear now, and thq
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articles which we see In the newspapers, that this was al
new invasion of the Jesuits, that they are coming in
like the Huns and the Vandals over this country to sweep
away civilisation. Well, 37 years ago they were in active
and useful operation in Canada, and in 1871, 18 years
ago, the Legislature of the Province of Quebec passod
an Act incorporating the Society of Jesus. This Actof 1887 is
not the first Act of incorporation. It is an Act altering the
provisions of the Act of 1871, and, instead of enlarging their
powers, it diminishes the powirs given them by the Act of
1871. This Act of 1871 passed the Legislature of Quebec,
and we find that there was no protedt from the Protestants
in Parliament or out of Parliament. We do not find or
hear that thtre was any objection to this Act. Now, be-
cause an agitation has grown up in the country-I do not
know how or wby-it is ound that the Act of 1871 ought
never to have been passed, that the Act of 1878 limiting this
Act of 1871 ought not to be passed, and that both those
Acts, aswell as the measure weare now disonsing, is deeply
injurious to the people of ail the Dominion of Canada. Ncw,
Sir, this Act of 1871 provides:

'' Whereas the Rev. Fathers Pierre Point, Superior, Firmin Vignon,
ZéphirIn Resther, and others, priests and religious members of the Com-
pany of Jesus, residing at Quebei, in the building of the 'Congrégation
de Notre Dame,' form a buy whose object is to perform the various
functions of their effice, in ,ities and in country places, such as the
preaching of missions and retr ats, and to assume the direction of re-
ligious congregations, brotherhoods and societies both of men and
women ; cau also, at the requeist or with the permission of their lord-
ships the Roman Catholie Bishops, or of any one of them, to devote
themselves to other works for spiituat or moral purposes, by preazhing,
preceptesand edication; and, whereas, in order to consuoldate their
establishment and to favor its prosperity and progress, they have prayed
for leave to form a corporate body eujoying civil and political rights;
Therefore. Her Majesty by and with the advice and consent of the Legis-
lature of Quebec, enacts as follows :

" 1. The above named petitioners and all other persons who may in
future belegally associated with them in virtue of the present Act, are
hereby constituted a body politic, and shall form a corporation under
the name of 'Les missionnaires de Notre Dame, S. J.'

" 2. The said corporation shall, under the same name, have perpetual
succession, and shall have aIl the rights, powers and privileges of other
corporations, and particularly of tho>e having a religious, spiritual or
moral object. It may at all times admit other members and establieb
them in one or more places. It may also at ail times and places by pur-
chase. gift, devie, assigument, oan or in virtue of this aet, or by any
other lawful means and lezal title,acquire, posses, inherit, take, have,
accep uand rece v, an mo able or immovable property whatever, for the
usats .und purposes of the said corporation, and the sanme may hypothe-
cate, sell, lease, erm out, exchange, alienate, and finally dispose of law-
rully, in whie or in part, for the sanie purposes."

And it goes on to say there must be the limit of $10,000 as
to the extent ofimmovable property they should hold. lHow
could the present Governmennt, in the ace of the seolein
legislation ol United Canada of 1852, and in the face ef the
legislation of the Province of Quebec in 1871-how could
they now set up their own opinion and declare that this
was a body that ought not to have existence in Canada ? But,
Sir, let us look on it as a matter of common sense. What
harm have the Jesuits done, and have they done any ?
In 37 years, if their principles were so void of mor-
ality, if their morality was so doubtful, if thoir ambition
was so inordinate they would have shown some evidence
of it in 37 years or since their incoiporation in 1871.
They have gone on in their humble way acting like other
Catholic orders in the Province of Quebec, doing their duty
according to their lights. When you talk of their doctrines
I have nothing to say about them; ail we know is this,
their doctrines whatever they are are such as to meet
with the approbation of the Head of their Church or
they would soon be informed of it in the authoritative
way which the Head of that Church can govern all such
religious bodies within the Catholic religion. Under thbse
circumstances I say we would have been acting with a
degree of presumption that I do not think any Canadian
Government or any sensible Government in any country
would think of exercising if we vetoed this Bill. We had no
ground for doing se, we had the sanction of United Canada,

Sir JoaU A. MACDONALD.

as I said before for this Act; we had positive legislation
acted upon in the Province of Quebec for eighteen long
years, and that we should set up our own opinion is absurd.
If we did we would have been justly subject to the condem-
nation of every thinking man in Canada. Bat, Sir, we are
told ail about the expulsion of the Jesuits and the Act of
Su premacy, and the unfavorable legislation that took place in
England long long ago. It is too late for us to discuss this
subject to-night, or I would like very much to do so. But
those laws practically have been obsolete in England. Eng.
land is a very Conservative country, and its general policy
bas been, in the change of manners, in the advance of educa-
tion and liberal ideas, not to rub out statute after statute
wbenever it may apparently infringe upon or ho adverse to
the thought of the day, but to allow them quietly to drop;
and what is the consequence: Look at England. Are the
people of England afraid of the insidions attempts of the
Jesuit body to attack the supremacy of England ? Are they
afraid that the Queen's crown would tremble on her head ?
Sir,one of the greatest and finest educational institutions in
the world is that of Stoneyhurst, which is altogether con-
ducted as a Jesuit institution, where ail the English Catho-
lies, from the Duke of Norfolk down, are oducated; and
anybody who knows the situation of parties in England must
know that if there be a loyal b-dyoftnn i the whole world,
if there be a loyal body of mon within the dominions of Eler
Majesty, it is the English Catholics, headed by tha Duke of
Norfolk, their great chief. In England they are not afraid ;
and why should we be afraid ? Why, Mr. Speaker, there
are known to be at least 300 Jesuits iin England, Jesuit
priests teaching. The collateral body, I think, is above
1,000; and there are 180 in Ireland. Besides the College at
Stoneyburst, there is the College of Mount St. Mary, and
Beaumont College; there are Jesuits teaching a collegiate
institute at Canterbury; there is a collegiate school at Liver-
pool ; and there is a Jesuit school in Jersey. The Jesuits
are actively employed in educating the youth of England,
and we do not find that there is a remonstrince anywhere.
We do not find that the Acts which would affect their exist-
once in England have ever been put in force. Why, it would
be absurd. The Prince of Wales, the heir of Her Majety,
upon whose head the Crown of England will some day de-
scend-though we all hope that Her Majesty may long con-
tinue to wear it-does not thiuk his position as a Protestant
sovereign will be affected by the fact that there are Jesuits
in Canada or in England. At the requiem service at a Jesuit
Church the other day, for the Archduke Rudulph, whose
unhappy fate we all know, the Prince of Wales was present,
and, strange to say, was so unconscious of the danger that
ho was running that after the service was over, ho asked
the superior, as a souvenir of the event, to make him a
gift of his missal or mass book. And Canada is the only
country in the world where there are Jesuits, which ia
afraid of their insidious attempts to unsettle the constitu-
tion. There are Jesuits by the thousands in the United
States, and if Canada is in danger, they can overflow into
Canada just as well from the United States as they cai
from England, or ho educated in the country. And, as a
Presbyterian clergyman said in the pulpit bere, tbis, after
ail, is a more matter of money ; and that a religious excite-
ment should be raised on a sum of money, and a smaîl
sum, shows how easily the publie may be excited if only a
cy is got up, especially on religions subjects. We kLow
that public agitation may go on sometimes without reason,
and to a great extent, one cannot but deeply regret that
the hon. member for Muskoka feit it to be his duty
to make this motion, which ought not to have been made
-this motion which will bo the cause of a great dea of
discomfort in Canada. I look back, Mr. Speaker, and I re-
member the great social evils that religious evils have
caused in this country. I remember when the whole
country was roused on the Clergy Reserve question.
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William Lyon Mackenzie said in the Parliament of Canada. Now, only think of it. The Jesuits claim, and
Canada, after ho came came back from his exile, that claimed with an appearance of right, that the effect of their
the proximate cause of the rebellion in Upper Canada restoration shouid be to give them back ail their own pro-
was the Clergy Reserve question and the agitation perty. They contended for that, and they had the right
upon it. One cau also remember how neighbor was set to fight the best battie they could. Look at the papers. They
against neighbor on the separate school question; and, said that the value of the property was 82,000,000, but
therefore, I feel deeply that this country is injured, greatly they came down, ho ever, graciously, and said they would
injured-of course my bon. friend does not think so-by take $1,000,000, or, to be accurate, I think, $900,000. But
the projection of this subject in this popular assembly; and the Government of the Province of Quebec said : No, you
we cannot see what the resuit may be. I hope and believe cannot have that; you can only have $400,000-not a very
it will fade away like other cries, and I am induced to do large sum Why, Mir. Mercier has been granting, in the
so when I look back at the events connected with the interest of his country, sums as big as that for railways
Papal Aggression Bill of 1850. I happened to be in England bore and there through Quehec We do the same thing here.
in 1850. Thei the excitement was tremendous, caused It is no very large sum. But not only did Mr. Mercier con-
chiefly by the letter written by Lord John Russell, the Dur. fine the vote to 400,000 but ho said : You shall have not
ham letter, and by the very unwise conduct of Cardinal the whole of it; perbaps you shall have none of it.
Wiseman in making the announcement in the way ho did. The other ecclesiastic institutions, Catholie colleges, said
I remember the excitement in England. Cardinal Wise, they had a right to their share. Now, it was a family
man, although having an English name, was a foreigner, a matter, it was inforo domestico, and, as the hon. momber for
Spaniard; and when ho fiaunted the Papal decretals from Bothwell (Mr. Mille) traly said, it was their own money, it
over the Flaminian gate with a great deal of pomp and cere- was the property of the Province of Qaebec and they could
mony, it roused the sensibilities of the English people, and do with it as they liked. Thore is almost nosubject to which
Lord John Russell took advantage of the excitement in order the Quebec Government could not apply these moneys under
to make capital for himself. The agitation was so great in the general phrase of " property and civil rights." The
England that there was danger of a recurrence of the Lord lanids themsclves, if they came to the old Province of
George Gordon riots. As in those days, the streets and the Canada by escheat, the moment that Upper and Lower
doors were marked : "no Popery." Whenever I went along Canada were severed, those lands, by the terme of the
the streets I saw chalked on the houses: "No Popery." I British North America Act, became, like any other
think no one went se far as the celebrated clown Grimaldi bablic lands in the Province of Queboo, subject to be sold
in Lord George Gordon's days, whon ho wrote on his door: or kept or retained or applied for any purpose the Govern-
" No Religion." But we all remember the caustie cartoon in ment of that Province chose. You cannot bnd any Pro-
Punch, picturing Lord John Russell as a little boy in but- vince to carry out the original intentions of the donors.
tons, who wrote " No Popery " on the walls, and then ran This land became their property, and the representatives
away, What was the result of that cry ? 1 was a younger of the people, the legislators of the Province, have a
man then than now, and I muet say I was for a time carried right. to apply their own proporty and the proceeds of
away. The excitement was contagions, wherever I went, their property for any purpose they have a right to
at the theatres and elsewhere, the cry was: "God save the deal with under the powers of the Act. How does it turn
Queen, and down with the Pope." You could not go in to out ? It was left to the Pope to settle in what proportion the
a place of public amusement but the crouds would assemble, different collegiate institutions sbould have this $400,000;
and it was found necessary te put guards on the banks and and lis Holiness, instead of being the special supporter of
te protect Roman Catholie chapels. But Mr. Gladstone and the Jesuit Order, instead of pressing their interests on
some cooler heads-- the people of Canada, instead of giving t.hem wealth in

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Sir James Graham. order te advance their insidious designs against the Crown
and dignity of Canada, eut them down te the miserable sum

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes; Mr. Gladstone, Sir of $160,000. He bas given the rest of it te the other
James Graham, and somte otherisopposed the measure, which collegiate institutions and to the bithops for the purposes
had a most igpominious ending. Not one single poeeccution of higher education. I hear the arguaient stated that it jetook place under that Act. Net one single proceeding was not stated, in se many words, that the money going tetaken under it, and a few years afterwards, in 1871, the the Jesuits shall be devoted te educational purposes. Why,Act was repealed in silende. Net a single observation was they are a teaching body in Canada exclusively now. There
made to continue it in its wretched existence. is not a single parish in the whole Province of Quebec

Mr. BLAKE. Everybody was ashamed of it, which bas a Jesuit as its curé; there is neot a single
parish in which the Jesuits have any control. They are a

Sir JOHN A. MACDJNALD. Ëverybody, as the hin. teaching body in the Province of Quebeo. They have a
member for the West Durham (Mr. Blake) says, was mission ini'which education and Christianity go hand in-hand
ashamed of it. The Bill was scouted out of Parliament, among the Indians and the Esquimaux on the Labrador
although the excitement had been originally se enor- coast, where they are doing a great deal of good, where
moues. I cannot convey te yon the excitement that existed they are suffering the hardships and miseries which weread
in England at that time I hope and believe that when in Parkman they were always ready te suffer in the cause
this matter is fully understood in the Province of On- of religion and humanity. And, strange te say, if wo go
tario, when the exhaustive speeches that were made upon west, leaving the Eastern Province of Quebec, te the
it are read and discussed and weigbed, the country will Province of Manitoba, we find there the College of
see that their apprehensions are unfounded, and that the St. Boniface with Archbishop Taché at its head, and
country is safe. Why, there are in ail the Dominion the professors are six .Ieauit priests. We do net hear
of Canada 71 Jesuits. Are they going to conquer the of Manitoba raising up a cry against that institution.
whole of Canada? Is Protestantisrn te be subdued ? Is the We know how easily popular excitement in a young
Dominion te be seduced from its faith by 71 Jesuit priests ? country like that, full of ardent spirits, can be raised.
They are armed with a string of beads, a sasb around their I have occasion to know something about that. Well,
waists and a mass book or missal. What harm can they do ? I they submit te the enormous wrong of having six Jesuit
told my reverend and eloquent friend, Dr. Potts of Toronto, prieste teaching in Manitoba with as much apathy
that I would match him physically and spiritually, against as the Protestants in the Province of Quebea; and more
any follower of Ignatius Loyola in the wholo Dominion of than that, strange tO say, there is the Anglioau oler
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under the charge of the Bishop of the Church of England,
there is the Pre-byterian clergy under the charge of the
Presbyterian body, and they are so recreant to their Pro.
testantism, they are so apathetie, that they have joined
hand-in-hand in forming a common university, that common
university givirg degrees, and the governirg body of that
university is composed of Catholics,Presbyteriaus Angli-
cans. Aid all this cry is for some S160,000, which, at tour
per cent., amounts Io some $6,000 a year. I cannot Lut re-
member the story of the Jew going intoan eating bouse and
being seduced by a slice of ham. When he came out, it so
happened there was a crash of thander, and he said : Good
heavens, what a row about a little bit of pork. It is a little
bit of pork, and as the poor Jew escaped being crushed by
the thunderbolt, I have no doubt Canada will escape from
the enormous sum of 86,000 a year. If this Bill had been
introduced in other terms it would have been fortunate.
I agree with those gentlemen who say that the framers of the
Bill, by the way it is drawn and the insertion of these reci.
tals, almost cour t the opposition of the member for Muskoka.
I agree that that is so, and, if the Bill had not mentioned
the Society of Jesus, it would have passed without any
opposition. If the monxy had been given to the Sulpicians,
the money had been given to the University of L ival, if
if the money had been given to the bishops of the differentj
dioceses for higher education, no one would have .bjectedi
to it, this Bill would not have excited any attention; but,j
it is just because the Jesuits have got historically a badJ
name from Protestant history, and it was simply becausej
their nane was in the Bill that all this agitation has been1
arouscd. This subject is not a new one. Years and years ago,i
long before Corifederation, the subject was discussed in Par-1
liament, and ationg arguments were used against the recog-1
nition of the claim for Jesuits' estates, and the feeling of op-1
position was shown and emphasised in the sentence whichi
was used by a worthy member of Parliament-a good Grit1
he was, by the way, and a very respectable and honest man,1
strange to say-but he exemplified the feeling of the coun-c
try in one sentence. Bis speech was a very effective one. Iti
was this: "Mr. Speaker, I don't like them there Josites."l
That was the feeling. There was a prejudice against thet
Jesuits, and it is from that same prejadice that all this agita-1
tion has been aroused. Now, 1 can only repeat that thet
Government would have performed an aot of tyrainy if theyf
had disallowed the B.11. Believing as we do that it is, per-
Jectly within the competence of that Legisiature, and doesi
not in any way affect any other portion of fier Majesty'su
dominions, there won d be no excuse for our interfering,à
even according to the rigid pricciples which my hon. friend1
opposite thinks govern us. I agree strongly with the lan-
guage used by the hon. member for North York (Mr. Mulack)
Supposing this Bill had been disallowed, Mr. Mercier would
bave gained a gieat objeot. He would bave been the
champion of bis church. The moment it was announcedt
that this Bill was disallowed there would have baen a sum-e
mons for a meeting of the Legielature of Quebec. They
would have paesed that Bill unanimously, and would have
sent it back here, and what would have been the couse-
quence ? No Government can be formed in Canada, either
by myself, or by the hon. member who moves this resolu-
tion (hir. O'Brien), or by my hon. friend who sits opposite
(Mr. Laurier), having in view the disallowance of such a
measure. What would be the consequence of a disallowance?
Agitation, a quarrel- a racial and a religious war would be
aroused. The best interests of the country would be preju-
diced, our creoit would be ruined abroad, and our social
relations destroyed at home. I cannot suffleiently picture,
iD my laint laDguage, the misery and the wretchedness
which would have beeu heaped upon Canada if this question,
having been agitated as it bas been, and would be, had cul-
jminated in a teies of disallowances of this Act.

Some hon. MXEMBiERS. Question,
ir JaN A. M4GmNAMD,

Sir RICEAÂRD CART WRIG iT. I sympathise entirely
with the desires of hon. gentlemen, and I do not propose
to occupy the time of the House at any length, but this is
not a question on which 1[intend to record my vote without
explicitly declaring the reasons which actuate me on
this o3casion. As to the speech which has been made
by the han. the Premier, I think the hon. gentleman
certainly had very little ground for charging my hon.
friend the member for Quebec East (3£r. Laurier) with any
irrelevancy in his remarks, at any rate as compared with
the remarks in which the hon. gentleman himself indulged,
for he most assuredly travelled over a wider range and went
back over a greater number of years than my hon. friend
required to traverse on bis part. There is one remark
which the hon, gentleman made, having refarence to a
gentleman who bas long since departed from amongst
us, which, to the best of my knowledge and to the know-
ledge of other hon. gentlemen here who knew him better
than I did, was not a just or a fair remark for the Premier
to have made. That was the statement that the late Hon.
George Brown had declared-as I took down the hon.
gentleman's words-that it was part of his policy to sup-
press the French language in Canada. If the hon. gentle-
man will show, if he will produce on the floor of this House
any evidence that Mr. Brown did make use of àuch a
statement, we will be willing to accept his assurance, but,
although my acquaintance with Mr. Brown was not as
long as that of the hon. gentleman, I knew him for
a considerable number of years, and I cannot recollect
having seen in his writings or heard from bis lips any state-
ment or any language at all warranting the assurtion which
bas lately been made by the hon gentleman. In reference
to some of the remarks made, and most justly made, by my
bon. friend from Quebec (Mr. Liurier), that the policy of
the present Goverament, in wantonly and needlessly inter.
fering with provincial rights, was largely and principally
responsible for the present agitation which we must all
deplore, the hon. gentleman opposite took refuge in the old
tu quogue argument that, in the time of my hon. friend
beside me (Mr. Mackbnsie), certain Bills had been dis-
allowed ; and he referred especially to one from Prince
Edward Island which ho asserted had been disallowed by
us. My recollection is-and I have consulted my hon
friend the member for West Durham (Mir. Blake) in regard
to it-that it was reserved by the L eatenant Governor of
that Province, and that, as was done by the hon. gentleman
himself, in a certain memoraule instance, it was not dis-
allowed, but was sent back to the Province to be considered
by the Lieutenant Governor. Perhaps the hon. gentleman
recollects that, on a certain occasion, a Bill for the incor-
poration of the Orange Order was sent to him under pre-
cisely similar circumstances, and that he-good Orangeman
as he is-sent back that Bill bocause it had been reserved by
the Lieutenant Governor who, he stated, had no business to
act in that way without instructions.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes; that is the case.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. That was exactly the

case in regard to the Bill from Prince Edward Island.
Sir JOHN A. UACDJNALD. My impression was that

it was the other way.
Mr. BLAKE. It was the case of a reserved Bill.

Sir JO HN A. MACDONALD. The report was made by
Mr. Scott ?

Mr. BLAKE. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CAR WRIGHT. So that we followed

the example of the hon. gentleman in that matter. Now, I
bave no objection whatever to say that I believe the report
which the Ion. gentleman made in 1869 gave a very full
and fair accoant of the lines whioh we ought to have beu
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govemed in dealing with provinciid rights. But since that
time, as we all know, the hin. gentleman fell from grace,
but we are glad to see by the statements made the other
night by the Minister of Justio, that here again the hon.
gentleman is coming back to the identical principles, and
is framing his policy on those identical linos, which were
advocated from this side of the House. As my hon. friend
truly said, we are getting used to these sudden ex traordinary
conversions oncthe part of the hon, gentleman. My hon. friend
pointed out to him that before three weeks have elapsed from
the time when we advised the modus vivendi to be put in force,
we find the hon. gentleman and his colleagues, by their act
in Conncil, giving effect to the proposition made by my hon.
friend. Let me recall to the hon. gentleman's mind the
language with which he received that proposition. Uniess
my recollection is wholly at fault, we were told that it
would be to go down on our knees to the great American
nation, it would disgrace Canada, it was unwortby of a free
people, unworthy of a free Government; yet in three weeks
he accedes to the proposition.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALJ>. No, no. Look at Hansard.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I will not irritate or
aggravate the hon, gentleman by reeiting all the other
summersaults that ha las performed in the last few years.
But that is very far from beirg the only case in which the
hon. gentleman recently has chosen, for reasons of hie own,
to take a leaf out of our books and to put on the Statute-
book the exact policy which we have over and over again
pointed out to him, and pointed out to this country, as the
only one which can be followed in the interests of tha peo-
ple of Canada. As my hon. friend beside me (hir. Mac.
kenzie) reminds me, that is no new thing on the part of
the hon. gentleman. Almost ail hie life his business has
been to make capital by opposing as, long as ha thought it
safe, all the Liberal ideas, all the improvements, ail the
useful suggestions that were made; and then when there
was a chance of obtaining a reasonable amunt of profit,
the hon. gentleman was prepared to adopt them; nor did
ha ever in ail hie life do so more remarkably than in the case
of the adoption of the scheme of Confederation itself, which,
to my certain knowledge-for I was a mem ber of Parliament
then-the hon, gentleman opposed with might and main,
tooth and nail, until ha was confronted with dissolution
from which he knew he had not the ghost of a chance of
emerging successfully. I will not spend any more time
over the bygone proceedings of the hon. gentleman. I wish
to say, however, a few words as to the question now in
hand. I am in part disposed to agree with some of the
hon. gentlemen who have spoken on this question in
believing that this is not a light matter, that this may be
attended with serious resuits indeed. I do not know, and
none of us can tei, to what extent this agitation may ulti
mately spread. The vote that will be given to-night is
a foregone conclusion, but it may well be that the end is not
yet. Therefore, I hold thatitis doubly our duty under these
circumstances, speaking as men with a grave responsibility
upon us,to declare why and wherefore we are not in a position
at this moment to accept the motion recently made by the
hon. member for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien). As I have said, so
far as the Governient of Canada is concerned, this demand
for interference with the legislation of the Province of Quebec
is in a large degree due to the action which the Government
have previously taken by their unjust interference with Acts
passed by other Provincial Legislatures, passed by the Pro-
vincial Legislature of my own Province, passed by the Pro-
vincial Legislature of Manitoba, distinctly within their
rights. The hon, gentlemen for their own reasons, and in
pursuance of their own objActs, chose to disallow these, and,
therefore, they cannot blame their supporters if, under exist-
ing ciroumstanees, they demand that they should put in
force the same rule and law for the Province of Quebec that
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they have put in force for other Provinces of thiS Dominion.
Sir, they chose to constitute themselves a court of appeal as
to those Acts. I hold that the member for North SimOoe
(Mr. McCarthy) was perfectly right in saying that when
two gentlemen holding the position of the First Minister
and the Minister of Customs and affiliating with the society
to which they belong, believe that this Act was a bad one,
if they thought there was anything objectionable in it, then
they were bound by their own previous proceedings to dis-
allow this Act and to take the consequence. Now, Sir, the
position of three parties in this House is tolerably clearly
defined. The position of the member for North Simcoe
and his friends is clear enough. They maintain that we
have a right to interfere and to sit in judgment on provin-
cial legislation. They disapprove of this Act, and they con-
sistently call upon the Government to disallow it. So the
position of hon, gentlemen on this side is clearly defined.
We have always declared that the Provinces had a fuil and
perfect power to legislate on subjeuts which were formally
assigned to them, and that on such subjects we ought not
to interfere with them, even where some of us might be-
lieve that their action was unwise or indiscreet. But as to
the Government, their position is wholly different. We
find them on this occasion, as on almost all others, some-
times assuming one line and pursuing one policy, and
sometimes on grounds, as they allege, of high moral con-
victiin, disallowing an Act like that of the Province of
Manitoba; but in cases like this, where there ai too much
at stake, we do not find the hon. gentlemen are troubled
with any serious moral convictions which would lead them
into collision with a powerful and united Province. Now,
I do not in the least offer any opinion as to the legality of
the proceedings. I am wholly in accord with the hon.
member for West York (Mr. Mulock) and with other hon.
gentlemen who have spoken here, in saying that if there
be a question as to the legality of this Act, the proper place
to settle itis the courts. I do not think this House is in
any way constituted to act as a legal tribunal. I do not
think the country would have confidence in us, acting as a
legal tribunal, I am sure for one I would not. Now, we
have two opinions from men eminent in their profession of
the most possible opposite character on this question. There
is no doubt whatever, I suppose, that there are very few
questions of this nature on which legal gentlemen of the
eminence of the Minister of Justice, or the hon. member for
North Simcoe, or of the constitutional knowledge of my
hon. friend from Bothwell (Mr, Mills), cannot make out at
first sight a very good and a very plausible case, but with
that I have nothing to do. What we are concerned with
bore is the question whether itis advisable for us to make
use of this extreme power which we possess, which the
Government possess, under the British North America Act,
to disallow this legislation. Sir, I have always observed
this plain principle in respect to such proceedings: I say
that the position which the Dominion of Canada and the
Government of Canada occupy with respect to the Pro-
vinces, is identically the same as that which the Par-
liament and the Government of England occupy with res-
pect to this Dominion Parliament, and that we should imitate
the example of the English Government and English Parlia-
ment in abstaining from interfering with the Provinces. They
have scrupulously abstained, in all but a very few cases,
growing yearly less and less-almost none I may say
within the last few years-from interfering with our legis-
lation, and o we ia turn are bound earefully to abetain from
interfering with the legislation of the Provinces. The words
used in the Act, as the hon. gentleman knows right well
and as all hon, gentlemen I suppose know, are precisely
and identically the same, and just the same powers are
given to the English Government to disallow the Acts of
this Parliament as ie given to the Canadian Government to
disallow provincial Acts, and it would be idle, it would be
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needless for me to waste the time of the flouse by remind.
ing hon. members how they would resent any interference
on the part of the British Government in a matter whic
came clearly and distinctly, as these I think come clearly
and distinctly, within the jurisdiction of the Provincial
Legislature. All I desire to say with respect Io the Bill
now in hand is this : With the incorporation of the
Jesuits we have nothing to do. The bon. gentleman was
perfectly right, as other bon. gentlemen were right, in call.
ing the attention of the country and the House to the fact
that over anl over again other Acts of incorporation had
been passed incorporating certain portions of this order.
Alil, I say, wo have to do with in these matters is the ques.
tion, whether we were iustified in interfaring with this par.
ticular Act passed by Mr. Mercier. With respect to that
question, I am bound to say that I myself entertain very
great doubts of the wisdom and propriety of that Act. I
doubt whether if I had lived in the Province of Quebec I
would not have felt it to be my duty to have opposed it ;
but that is not the question, it is not what my opinion is
and whether I approve of it or not, or whether it is justi-
fiable on the whole. The question is this: Whether after the
Legislature of Quebec has undertaken to deal with this sub-
ject, we, the Parliament of Canada, have a right to interfere
with it ? On that point, no more than the hon. gentleman
do I entertain any doubt. I hold that it was fully within
their constitutional rights, and I hold, therefore, that we
have no business whatever to interfere with it or meddle
with the disposal of the money entrusted to their care in
any shape or way. If they have done wrong, let
them answer for it to the people of the Province of
Quebec, whom they specially represent. Let us not bring
their Acts into controversy here, where, for varions reasons,
it is almost utterly impossible that we should come to a
fair and equitable decision on the merits of any case
passed ou by a Provincial Legislature. More than that.
Besides thinking it is beyond our right, I must add this, that
I think it would be in the highest degree impolitic, in the
highest degree contrary to good government, that it would
impair the whole fabrie of our Confederation if we took the
advice of the hon. member for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) and
proceed to disallow this Bill. I have seen, as well as the
hon. gentleman, what the result of these religious feuds
and discords sometimes is; and I say that I believe, if
you were to disallow this Bill, most assuredly two results
would flow from it: one would be that you would have a
solid and united Lower Canada occupying to us approxi.
mately the same position that Ireland unhappily still holds
in the British Parliament; and the other (if the hon. mem.
ber for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) desires especially to achieve
that end) that you would make the Order of Jesuits the
most powerful religions body in Quebec, and probably in
North America. These two results would flow from the
adoption of the idea of the hon. member for Muskoka and
the disallowance of the Act on the grounds set forth in bis
motion. 1, for one, will be no party under any circum-
stances or for any consideration to stirring up religious
strife among my countrymen. So far as my power goes,
so far as my voice and vote can go, I desire to have the
rights of my own Province respected, and I desire to
see the rights of a sister Province respected. I desire
to maintain my own rights, my own religious belief, my
own right to act as a free man in this country, and these
rights which I claim for myself I will also not merely give
to my fellow-oountrymen, but I am ready to champion and
obtain for them in every shape and way that I can possibly
do so. If I had any doubt as to the correctness of my con.
viction I would find it in the fact that we have to-night for
the first time in many years my venerated friend (Ur.
Mackenzie) coming here to record his vote against a propo-
sition which would set man against man and kindle the

Sir R(!uAD CRTWarIKT. 

flames of religions bigotry from one end of this Dominion
to the other.

House divided on amendmnent (Mr. O'Brien):
YÂB:

Barron,
Bell,

ockbnrin,
Denison,

Messieurs
Macdonald (Huron),
McCarthy,

MeNeili
O'Brien'

Meosieurs

Scriver,
Sutherland,

Tyrwhitt and
Wallace,-13

Amyot, Ferguson(Leeds&Gren),Mills (Annapolis),
Armstrong, Ferguson (Renfrew), Mille (Bothwell),
Audet nFerguson (Wellan d), Mitchell,
Bain (Sonlanges), Fiset, Moffat.,
Bain (Wentworth), Fisher, Moncrieff,
Barnard, Flynn, Montplaisir,
Beausoleil, Poster, yok
Béchard, Freeman, Neveu,
Bergeron, Gauthier, Paterson (Brant),
Bergin, Gigault, Paterson (Essex),
Bernier, Gillmor, Perley,
Blake, Girouard, Perry,Boisvert, Godbout, Platt,
Borden, Gordon, Porter,
Bourassa, Grandbois, Préfontaine,
Bowell, Guay, Prior,
Bowman, Guillet, Purcell,
Boyle, Haggart, Putnam,
Brien, Hale, Rinfret,
Brown, Hall, RIal,Byson, Heson,, Ro0bert',son,
Burdett, Hickey, Robillard,
Burns, Halton, Roome,
Cameron, 1Hudspeth, Rose,
Campbell, lunes, Rowand,
Cargill, Ives, Rykert,
Carling, Joncas, Ste. Marie,
Carpenter, Jones (Digby), Scarth,
Caron (Sir Adolphe), Jones (Halitax), Semple,
Cartwright(Sir ftich'd),Kenny, Shanly,
Casey, Kirk, Skinner,
casgrain, Kirkpatrick, Small,
Chieholm, Labelle, Smith (Sir Donald),
Choquette, Labrosse, Smith (Ontario),
Choainard, Landerkin, Somerville,
Cimon, Landry, Sproule,
Cochrane, L"ng, Stevenson,
aolby, Langelier (Quebec), Taylor,
Colter, Langevin (Sir Hector), Temple,
Cook, La Rivière, Thérien,
Corby, Laurier, Thompeon (Sir John),
Coughlin, Lépitie, Tiedale,
Coulombe, Livingston, Trow,
Couture, Lovitt, Tupper,
Curran, Macdonald (Sir John), Turcot,
Daly, Macdowall, Vanaese,
Daoust, Mackenzie, Waldie,
Davies, MoCulla, Ward,
Davin, McDonald (Victoria), Watson,
Davis, McDougall (Pictou), Weldon (Albert),
Dawson, McDougall (Cap Breton), Weldon (St. John),
Desaulniere, McGreevy, Welsh,
Desjardins, MeIntyre, White (Cardwell),
Lieseaint, McKay, White (Renfrew),
Dewdney, McKeen, Wilmot,
Dickey, MoMillan (Huron), Wilson (Argenteuil),
Dickinson, McMillan (Vaudreuil), Wilson (Elgin)
Doyon, MoMullen, Wilýo-' (tennox,Dupont, Madll, Wood i
Edgar, Mara, Wood(Westmoreland),
Edwards, Marshall, Wright, sud
Eisenhauer, Mason, Yeo.-188.
Ellie, Neige,

Amendment negatived.
House again resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)
General repairesand improvements, Maritime Pro-

vinces..................... ... .............. $1,OOO

Resolution reported.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjourument of

the House.
Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 2 a.m. (Friday).
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COMMONS DEBATES.
BOUSE OF COMMONS.

FRIDAY, 29th Marchi, 1889.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

LANDS IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Mr. DEWDNEY moved for leave to introduce Bill (No.
128) respecting the reconveyance of certain lands to the
Government of the Province of British Columbia. He said:
This is a short Act, by which it is proposed to reconvey to
British Cnlumbia 45,000 acres of land, about which there
was some misunderstanding, in the railway belt of British
Columbia. At the time the arrangement was made about
the railway belt, all the lands which had been appropriated
by British Columbia previous to the arrangement were to
be made up in some other way. An arrangement was
made by which 1,300,000 acres of land were given in the
Peace River district for those which had been already ap-
propriated in British Columbia; but with regard to these
45,000 acres there was a misunderstanding. The title of
these lands it was thought remained in the hands of the
Dominion Government. It was subsequently found that
such was not the case, and consequently this Bill is intro-
duced for the purpose of getting over the difficulty.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. Where are the lands ?
Mr. DEWDNEY. They are on the south bank of the

Fraser River, 50 or 60 miles north of New Westminster.
Sir RICHARD CA RTWR IGHT. What is the quality of

the land; is it agricultural land or timber land?

Mr. DEWDNEY. It is part agricultural and part tim-
ber.

Mr. COOK. Is it all in one block ?
Mr. DEWDNEY. No; both Governments were dealing

with a portion of this land, and a greater number of acres
than 45,000 had been dealt with by the British Columbia
Government. Mr. Robson was sent over this summer to
endeavor, amongst other things, to arrange that matter,
and we have agreed to transfer to them the 45,000 acres
which they had already allowed settlement upon.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

FISHERIES ACT.

Mr. TUPPER moved for leave tointroduce Bill (No. 129)
to amend the Fieheries Act. He said: The object of thia
Bill is to amend sub section 5 of section 8 of the Fisheries
Act, and that amendment is introduced in consequence of,
recent litigation, or litigation which has been going on for a
few years past, in which that section has been construed as
excepting the Provinces of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia
fren the power of the fishery officers to prevent the use of
seines in the non-tidal waters of the rivera, so that, in Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick, under the decisions which hav i
been given, we are powerless to protect the spawning
grounds of the salmon. That is the only amendment pro.
posed.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

STEAMBOAT INSPECTION.

Mr. TUPPER moved for leave to introduce Bill (No. 130)
to amend the Steamboat Inspection Act. He said: There
are two or three important provisions in this Bill, In the
present Act we have embodied a formula in connection
with the testing of boilers and engines, which is a peculiar

feature of our legislation to-day, though, when it was
adopted, it was applicable to the case. Under our present
Act, the Inspection Board have no discretion to pass any
boiler or engine that does not come within the coi ners of
that provision. Everyone knows that, in recent years,
great changes have been made in the construction of en-
gines and boilers, but we are in this peculiar position to-day,
because of the inability of our Board of Inspection to take
any other course from time to time as the art of building
these engines and boilers may progress, that vessels built
in Great Britain, having a Board of Trade certificate, and
being registered there, are unable to come under the Cana.
dian flag because they are prohibited by this old rule in the
statute in regard to the formula. The most important
provision of this Bill is to enable the Governor in Council
to make rules and regulations from time to time
in regard tb the inspection of boilers, and to provide that
these shall have effect after publication in the Canada
Gazette. Then it is proposed to repeal the clauses contain-
ing these rules and this formula, and this will place ourAct
in the sanie position as the Act in England, where the rules
and regulations are framed under a general provision of
that kind, and also in the position in which our Act was
after Confederation took place. As regards other pro-
visions of the Bill I may say, that in Halifax-and
this is a case in point which suggested this amend-
ment-we have a very fine steamship which was built in
the old country and runs between Halifax and American
ports in competition with American steamers, and this
steamer is compelled, notwithstanding its possessing the
British certificate, and notwithstanding its compliance with
British laws, to submit to the inspection laws of the United
States, dealing with steamers which are alleged not to be
scaworthy, in the sense of our laws, when they run between
ports in Canada and ports in the United States. I supposed at
first that these foreign steamers could be brought under the
general law, but I found that this was impossible, and there-
fore there is a provision to enable a steamship plying be-
tween ports in Canada and ports in the United States to be
brought under the Steamboat Inspection Act. The other
section is to change slightly the penal clause of one of the
sections of the Steamboat Act, in reference to the carrying
of a larger number of passengers than is allowed by the
law.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). In fact it is intended to make the
Act more elastie.

Mr. TUPPER. Exactly.
Motion agreed to, and Bill resd the first time.

SENATE AND HOUSE OF COXMONS ACT AmEND-
MENTS.

Sir JOHN THIQMPSON moved second reading of Bill
(No. 120) to amend chapter 1lof the Revised Statutes,
intituled: An Act respecting the Senate and House of
Commons.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and louse
resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)
Mr. LAURIER. Although the hon. gentleman explained,

the other day, the nature of this Bill, I would like to hear
again the reasons which induced him to introduce this Bill,
and what effect it is intended to have.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The Bill embodies the reso-
lution which we adopted the other day, and the object of it
is to have two persons to sign every cheque, a signature and
a counter-signature. That rule has been established in all
the departments of the Public Service. It is not sufficient
that the Deputy Minister shall sign a cheque, but some officer
in every departnent has been appointed to countersign.
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The provisions are statutory in regard to the two Houses
of Parliament.

Mr. LAURIER. I suppose the object is to have greater
security. Who is the second person who is to countersign
the cheque ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON, The object of the provision is
to meet the case of sickness or temporary absence of the
clerk, and with regard to all other cheques the appointment
of snob persons is with the Troasury Board.

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

TOLLS ON SLIDES AND BOOMS.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON moved second reading of Bill
(No. 122) respecting the collection of certain tolle and
dues therein mentioned. He said: The control and man-
agement of the booms and slides, and all matters relating
to that service, are vested in the Department of Public
Works, and the collection of tolls, and the management of
thecanais and matters incident thereto, are vested, of course,
in the Department of Railways and Canals. But the col-
lection of the revenue for the booms and slides and for the
canals, is vested by law in the Department of Inland Re-
venue. The result of that is that it necessitates in the De-
partment of Inland Revenue the keeping up of a staff for
that purpose, whereas the collection can be as well made in
the department which has the management of the works.
The object of this is to give the collection of the moneys to
the department that ha control of the works.

Mr. LAURIER. What will you do.with the staff in the
Inland Revenue Department? They will not have any-
thing to do.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. It is not intended, as the hon.
gentleman will see by section 4, that this arrangement
shall affect any appropriation made by Parliament during
the present Session in respect of the service to which this
Act relates, but every such appropriation shall continue in
force and under the con trol of the proper Ministers. When
we come to the item of the appropriation, I think the Min-
ister will be prepared to explain to the House what scheme
he ha. for dispousing with the present staff.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, considered
in Committee and reported.

SUMMARY TRIALS, ACT.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON moved second reading of Bill
(No. 121) to amend the Summary Trials Act (from the
Senate).

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and House
resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)
On section 1,
Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The present section makes

this provision of the law extend to the Province of Prince
Edward Island. I understand that those connected with
the administration of justice there consider that, as regards
the Summary Trials Act, the Province should be placed on
the same footing as other Provinces, and, therefore, we pro.
pose to amend the section, so as to confine the provision
that the jurisdiction shall be absolute and without consent
to British Columbia and District of Keewatin, and Prince
Edward Island shall stand in the same position as other
Provinces.

Mr. LAURIER. I call the attention of the Minister to
the -fact that copies of the Sonate Bills have not been distri.
buted on this side of the House.. t

Sir JoEN Tnomeo.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. As the Bill has not been dis-
tributed, I ask that the Committee rise and report progress.

Committee rose and reported progress.

SUPPLY.

House again resolved itseolf into Committee on Supply.
(In the Committee.)

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG[HT. I should like to enquire
from the Minister of Public Works whether ho has made
any investigation into the matter in dispute betweer him-
self and myself touching East Pictou River ? I have looked
over the various items, and I see no sum for East Pictou
River especially, and, therefore, I presume the sum to which
ho referred must have been taken out of the general vote
for dredging. l that the case ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have given orders te the
accountant of the department to prepare a statement of the
different sums that have been expended, but I havenot yet
obtained the information. No doubt I shall have the details
of the different sumo expended on the river when we next
go into Supply.

Mr. TUPPER. I should like to say, and perhaps it wili
afford information to the hon. member for South Oxford
(Sir Richard Cartwright), that in 1875 there was voted for
East River of Pictou, $10,000; for Fraser River, removal of
rocks, $2,000; for Detroit River, removal of rocks, $5,000;
in 1876, Neebish Rapide, $10;000; 1877, Neebish Rapids,
$8,000. ln 1877 the hon. member for South Oxford (Sir
Richard Cartwright) asked Parliament to vote $1,500 for
the removal of obstructions in Cowichan River, British
Columbia. That river is not a navigable river, but the
expenditure was for the purpose of rafting logs down it.

Mr. JONES, The hon. gentleman should have explained
to the House that the expenditure at New Glasgow was
for dredging the river there and not for any other purpose.

Mr. TUPPER. I did not say that the $10,000 was for
removing rocks. The $10,000 was for the East River of
Pictou, quite near where Mr. Carmichael lives. The dif-
ference being that the 810,000 was for dredging the shallow
portion of the river at New Glasgow town, and the 8500 was
for removing rocks at a portion of the river not navigable,
in order to bring the timbor down to meet the shipping.

Mr . JONES (Halifax). Tihe last appropriation is for e
part of the river not navigable, and the expenditure is re.
presented as to be of no value.

Mr. TUPPER. The only case of a similar expenditure
which I can find from a cursory examination, is in the
Cowichan River, in British Columbia. The hon. gentleman
may distinguish between the propriety of making a river
navigable for the purpose of shipping, and the other case of
removing rocks to bring the timber down to the shipping,
and in that way, assist commerce, but I do not think that
the House will make any distinction.

Mr. KIRK. There is a good deal of difference: one is
to accommodate shipping, and the other is to accommodate
lumbering. It is quite easy to spend a million dollars
cleaning out rivers in this Dominion, to drive loge, but I
think the principle should not be adopted. I know that in
other parts of Nova Scotia those who are interested iin
lumbering clean out the streams -in wbich they drive the
logs, at their own expense. They form themselves into
companies and spend their own money for that purpose.

Mr. TUPPE R. Take the case of slides and booms for
which we spend money.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHRT. In the case of elides
and booms a revenue would be received, and the expendi.
#re, in that event, would be justified. I wouldesay to the
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Minister of Public Works that it appears to me that the
prinoiple of expending money to improve unnavigable
rivers, in order to allow loge te float down, is vicious to the
last degree, and that theF louse should dissent from it by
their vote. I think the hon. gentleman would' do well if
ho would lay down the principle that ho would not be res-
ponsible in improving rivers for such purposes; but we
can consider thet question at another time, as the item is
not before the Houms.

Repairs, Furniture, Hfeating, &c...........$463,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIT. With respect to this
very large charge of $463,000 for publie buildings, which
includes the expenses for the furniture, &c., in this place
and at Rideau Hall,1 dare say it will be in the recollection
of the Minister of Public Works that, a year ago, the prin-
ciple was advocated and partially assented to, at any rate,
by the Prime Minister, that in our future relations we
should endeavor to fix some special sum which should be
assigned for the purpose of maintaining the grounds, &c,
about Rideau Hall, and that probably it would be botter if
tiat were left to the nobleman who might be appointed
Governor General. I desire, in the first place, to enquire
whether any such understanding as was thon hinted at,
has been come to. It is, of course, extremely undesirable
that we should be always criticising bore sums which are
alleged to be expended for the bonefit of His Excellency
and the comfort of bis family, but, on the other hand, it is
our duty as representatives of the people to soe that the
public money is not wasted, and there is no doubt what-
ever that the expenuiture on account of these grounds and
the expenditure about Rideau Hall, both for furniture and
keeping the place in order, has assumed large proportions
which require our serious consideration. i would like to
know from the Minister of Public Works whother any sort
cf understanding such as I speak of has been arrived at, or
whether he thinks it could be arrived at?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. As regards the understand-
ing which the hon. gentleman speaks of, I do not deny that
ho may have made that suggestion, but i must say that
there has been no such understanding with His Excellency
the Governor General. I have no doubt that an under-
standing of that kind could be made, but it will require
some little time for consideration, and I intend, during the
recess, to try to come to some arrangement on that point.
The arrangement existing for some years is that an
officer of my department and an officer of the Governor's
household were to go together every two or throe months
and ascertain what were the wants of the building. If any
repairs were required, or any articles destroyed, necessary
to be replaced, that was examined by those officers, and
then a report was made to my department. On that an
estimate was submitted to me, and whenever something
would creep up that was not considered should be paid by
the department, some understanding was arrived at between
the department and the officer in question and that
item would disappear from the request, so that
the request would be limited to the ordinary repairs,
or Io the ordinary articles that had to be furnished.
i have no doubt that, by comparing the expenses of the last
two or three years, we might come to an understanding, as
the hon. gentleman suggests, that there should be a lump
sum voted, out of which the Governor General might have
any repairs and improvements made. With regard to the
expenditure about the gronds, it bas been limited to as low
a aum as bas been possible under the circumstances. The
hon, gentleman must see that we have asked only a small1
sum for grounds and for public buildings. My intention
is, instead of employing a number of people to look after
the grounds, as we have- done for years past, to try to ge&

the work done by contraot, so that we can bave one party
responsible to my department, who would undertake to keep
these grounds in proper order. In that way, I thinik we
shall be able to save some money. I think that covers the
ground of the hon. gentleman's enquiry.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I do not think it covers the
ground at all, and I regret very much that the suggestion
made in this Bouse last year and the year previous, and, so
far as I eould judge, acquiesced in by the Government, bas
not been acted upon. In the last two years there bas been
a great deal of dissatisf action expressed by members of this
House as to the expenditure in and about Rideau Hall. It
was thought there was a very large leakage there; it was
thought there had been very great extravagance there last
year and the year before. To sncb an extent did the dis-
satisfaction go that the matter was brought before the Pub.
lie Accounts Committee, and the members of that commit-
tee endeavored to ascertain in what way the money was
expended. The committee summoned before them the
gardener, I believe, and a number of other officials about
Rideau l1all, and tried to extract from them evidence to
show what was the eause of these enormous expenditures, in
order to find out whother there was any justification for
them; and I express my own opinion only when I
say that after the examination was at an end
the committee was more in the dark than they
were when it began, but the impression in their minds
that very great extravagance existo was more than
confirmed. Many hon. gentlemen were opp-sed to any
examination at ail; but the prevailing view in the com-
mittee wais that the time had come when the expenditure
should be thoroughly sifted. After tho examination had
taken place in the Public Accounts Committee, the matter
was brought up in this Bouse, and it was suggested to the
Government that, inasmuch as there was about to be a
change in the Governor General, it was a very good time to
introduce a new and economical rystem. That opinion was
very generally expressed on this side of the House, and was
acquiesced in by the Ministers, and I thought it would bave
been carried out; but bere we are entering upon the rule of
a new Governor General, and the old systom is to be con-
tinued, The bon. Minister of Publie Works knows that
this is not a pleasant matter to bring up; and everybody in
the House knows, although the country may not know, that
the Governor General himself is in no sense or way responsi-
ble for this expenditure. The charge was made in the Public
Accounts Committee, that the Public Works Department
made use of Rideau Hall as a cloak under which to bide a
great deal of political expenditure, ud I am bound toexpress
the opinion, after hearirg the witnesses befox e the committee,
that that charge was true -that a large number of useless
i ficials were kept in the employ of the Government for

useless purposes, and their pay improperly charged to
Rideau Hall. The expenditure last year, on Rideau Hall,
amounted to $23.292, and the year before, to a very much
larger sum ; and, in the year preceding the elections, this
expenditure is incurred very largely to further the polhtical
objects of the Government supporters in and about Ottawa.
That was the charge made openly in the Publie Accounts
Committee ; and I must say i feel grievously disappointed
that the promise made by the Minister of Public Works,
that he would see, before the new Governor General came,
that some new and more economical system should be
adopted, bas not been carried out, but we are going on the
samne as before. Are we to go through another examin-
ation in the Public Accounts Committee? That is per-
fectly useless. The responsibility of this matter reste upon
Sthe shoulders of the Govern ment, and, primarily, upon those
of the Minister of Public Works. I very much regret that
he has not carried his promise out, and it seeme to me he
doos not intend to carry it out.
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. Minister

doubted the accuracy of my recollection of what passed last
year. Now, I desire to read to him the express statement
of the Premier made on the 22nd of May, 1888, and found
in Hansard on page 1688. On concurrence I brought this
matter up, expressing the opinion that a fixed vote for this
purpose should be taken, and this is what the Premier re-
plied :

"I go a great way with the hon. gentleman in his statement. I
think the expenses have been increasing year after year. I do think
they cannot do better than adopt the suggestion made by the hon. gen.
tieman, that there shou!d be some fixed sum for such supplies and works
as ought to be defrayed by the Govrnment. If any further sums are
required by the Governor Gereral, we can come down to Parliament."

Now, Sir, I tbink that is about as expressed a pledge as the
Government can possibly make to theM use, and I have a
right to ask whether any steps were taken to fulfil it.

Mr. McMULLEN. I w:sh to draw the attention of the
House to this claim for the last ten years. I remember
the discussion that took place in the Public Accounts
Comrnittee last year. The committee were given to under.
staLd that the Minister of Public Works, or some other me m-
ber of the Government, would give this matter hie serious
attention and see if Fome change could not be made with
regard to supplying Rideau Hail and curtailing the expenses
of that establishment. As the hon member for Queen's says,
it is very unpleasant for the Opposition to be continuously
called upon, in the discharge of their duty, to criticise this
item; but we consider that a large amount of money is
virtually thrown away in this expenditure. In order to place
the Elouse jn possession of the tacts in regard to the expondi-
tu"e connected with that building for the last ten years, I will
give the items commencing with 1879. On fire and light,
including repairs of Ride su Hall, we spent each year as
follows :-

1i79 ........ .......... .................. $ 61,975.32
1880,........................................69,791.91
1881................................................ ......... 24,851.60
1882..... .............. ....... . . ,..... ......... .... , ...... 32,904.52
1883,................. ........ ............ .......... ............. 39,787,86
1884............................................. .. 44,657.31
1885.... ......... ..... .. .............. 39,791.45
1886 ......... ...................... 35,215.40
1887 ............................ ........ ..... ...... 38,260.70
1888........... .............. 31,928.71

Total........ .... ............... $119,164178

Beflore the present Governor General came to Canada, it was
suggested by hon. members on this side that a decided
change should be made in this connection. It was sug-
gested tbat we should put the building in good repair, put
the furniture, if necessary, in good repair, put everything
in proper condition, and that the Governor General should
be expected to keep everything in and around Rideau Hall in
repair at his own expense, with the exception of the build-
ing. i admit that we should keep the building in repair,
but ther e is no excuse for the changes of all kinds,
unnecessary repaire of all kinds, and the number
of hired men kept around there doing nothing.
The evidence produced before the committee last year
showed plainly a system of extravagance carried on in con-
nection with Rideau Hall that is poitively disgraceful. I
press upon the hon. Minister the absolute necessity of
his making some change in the system such as was
suggested last year. With regard to attendance and
servants. A flower gardener and an assistant fiwer
gardecer are kept, a veotable gardener and an as-
sistant vegetable gardener, and any number of other
hards We should not be asked to bear this expense.
If the Governor General wants a gardon, he should engage
his own gardener. It is unfuir that the people should be
taxed to keep a lot of' men standing around there, hardly
doing anything except raising fiowers and fiddle dandles

Air. DAvas (P.EL)

and other nonsensical thingt for the purpose of making
the place look nice and pleasant to the Governor General,
to whom we are paying 850,000 a year, besides 88,000 for
fire and light and 85,000 for travelling expenses. I believe
the Minister of Public Works allows himsolf to be imposed
upon by people who are pressing him to give them some-
thing to do, and Rideau Hall is the old staîl to which they
are ail sent, and there they draw upon the resources of the
country while they are doing some frivolous unnecessary
work which could be very well dispensed with. Last year
we found, on investigating the accounte, that a number of
peopée wore drawing $1.50 a day, and were carried to
Rideau Hall and back on the street cars. They would not
even walk to their wirk, and they were paid $1.50 for
Sundays also. There is a looseness in the way this whole
expenditure is barodled that is po.itively appalling, result-
ing, in ton years, in the expenliture of half a million dollars
to k'eep the place in repair, so that it might be in a condi-
tion fit for the Governor General to live in. The whole
system ought to be changed, and we ought to arrange that
the only expenditure the Government should be called on to
meet would be the repairs of the building itself. We should
employ no gardeners, or other mon, exQept those necessary
to keep the building in repair. If the Governor Goneral
wants vegetables let him pay a man to raise them. We
have as good a right to furnish him with the bread on his
table as with his potatoes. We have as good a right to be
called on to farnish him with his beef as with his vege-
tables. It is absurd that we should be called upon to spend
this enormous amount of money, and I insist that some
change should be intro luced by which a fixed sum annually
would be placed at the credit either of the G >vernor Gen-
oral or s9mebody else who would be responsible, and thue
avo.d this continuous unnecessary drain. The hon. the
Minister of Public Wot ka is not treating the House fairly,
by calling on as this year again to revote this expenditure
and continue the rotten and extravagant system which has
been carried on for a number of years. I do not say that
this system did not exist under the previous G>vernment.
I do not care when it began, but I say it should be put a
stop to without delay. I hope, therefore, the Minister of
Public Works will not come down another year and ask us
again to vote expenditures of this kind.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). It appears to me the mistake
was made in not having considered this matter before Ris
Excellency came bore. That was the time the matter was
referred to in this House. It is a delicate matter, discuss-
ing these expenditures, when there is a party in occupation,
and he bas beon led to believe that the systema whichb has
hitherto prevailed would continue during his occupation. I
think the liouse will generaliy feel a delicacy in that
respect, but if the Government had dealt with this matter
before the presont Governor General came bore, and if the
amount had been agreed upon, as was suggested by
this sido, and apparently concurred in by the Government,
then ail this discussion might very well nave been avoided.
They would have known exactly upon what footing they
stood and how much money they had at their disposai, and
the whole thing would not b required to be brought up
every year. I do not agree with the hon. gentleman alto-
gether in saying that the property should be kept up by
the Governor General himself, but I think th s Parliament
will be unanimously disposed to vote a sufficient sum to
meet reasonable and proper expense in that respect, both
for repairs of the house and incidental expenses.
Now, with regard to the present expenditure there, I do
think that anyone looking ut the returns of the Auditor
General, and seeing that 23 men are put down as working
at Rideau Hall ail the year round, will be forced to the
conclusion that there is something wrong somewhere. It
pppears to me to be utterly ridiculous that 23 mon Cao find
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cor stant employment about Rideau Hall for the whole 12
months. I am afraid that there is a good deal in the con-
tention which has been made on this aide of the House that,
whenever the Minister of Public Works finds himself
pressed to give employment to a desirable supporter, he
sends him in retreat for a while to -Rideau Hall, where ho
can get fresh air and 82 a day as well. In this case, I
think we might utilise the committee wbich the Goveru.
ment have appointed in reference to the more economical
management of affaire in the two branches of the Legislature,
which je composed of members of the Government and two
members of the Opposition. I suggest that that committee
should investigate the matter, present a report to this
Bouse and ascertain what would ho required to bear ail
the proper charges which would fall upon the Governor
General, and recommend a fixed sum which we would vote
every year. I think that would be satisfactory and would
be applicable to the next occupant of that position. At all
events, it would remove this question from the arena of
public discussion here year after year. I suggest to the
hon. gentleman that the Government should take that
course and should consider this whole matter before next
Session.

Sir HEOTOR LANGEVIN. I muet frankly admit that
I do not remember what the hon. gentleman stated the
First Minister said on this subject. if I had heard it, I
would have taken notice of it, but I did not notice it. Of
course, if I had, I would have been bound by it, and, now
that my attention is called to it, I shall certainly give
effect to the promise of the Firat Minister during the recess,
in order to meet the objections which have been made by
the hon. gentleman. Of course, I take what has been said
by the bon. gentleman who has just sat down (Mr. Jones,
Halifax) as being more imaginary than otherwise, when ho
said that, if parties came to me and I could not find any
refuge or any other emplovment for thom, I would send
them to Rideau Hall. That lis very well said, but it is not
se. There may ho there, as in every other work through-
out the Dominion, a leakage, and when that leakage is
found, we try to stop it at once. This year I reduced the
expenses there from 823,000 to $19,000, a reduction of
$4,000, but I will take care to see what arrangements I
may make with His Excellency with a view to his taking
upon himself this expeLditure, on a certain amount of money
being paid to him, as we pay him now a certain amount for
light and water and fuel, the Government, of course, taking
care of the building and such portions of the grounde as we
must take care of. The number of men employed has aso
been reduced, with the view of economising and of reducing
the expenses. As to the large amount of money which has
been expended on these buildings every year, I muet say
that it is owing to the fact that those buildings are old and
require a great deal more expenditure to keep thiemnup than
would be required on a new building. Sometimes it is
found that a portion of the paper, in one of the best rooms,
has been torn or destroyed, and wu have to restore that by
p utting new paper on. It is the same thing with the
furniture. It gets soiled or broken, and new furniture has
to b. provided, or the old furniture, if it is still good, has to
ho repaired. Ail this costs a good deal of money, and,
besides that, we have the water, and the allowance for fuel
and light, whicha is granted to His Excellency. 'lheset
however, are fixed items, and I understand that hon. gentle-.
men would wish that we should mrake arrangements wi hB
His Excellency in such a way that a fixed sum would be
paid for these items, and then, if something unforeseon 9
occurred, we'would come to Parliament for an additional
sum, stating what it was for.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). That would be the btter way. e

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think so. I did not
observe the statement of the First Minister. I am seldom
out of my place, but I did not notice it.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). We do not often find you asleep.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I think, in 1868, there waa a

resolution passed by the flouse of Commons on this subject.
The question was raised, whether the British Government
had t he right to fix the salary of any offi, or whom the Par.
liament of Canada had to pay. A prop'nsi'ion was made to
reduce the salary of the Governur Ueueral to a smaller
amount than that fixed by the British North America Act,
ignoring the right of the Imperial Parliament to fix the
amount of any salary, unless it undertook to pay it. Thon
a resolution was carried to pay the salary which bad been
fixed by that Act, but making a declaration that that salary
should be in full of ail the expenses of is Excellency's
office. It was to ihat deter mination of the flouse at that
time, that the First Minieter referred last year. That is a
standing resolution of this House, which, I suppose, is still
binding on the Public Works Department.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I do not remember the
second part of the resolution to which the hon. gentleman
refers. Of course, I remember the first part, but, if the
bon. gentleman says the other portion was carried, no doubt
ho remembers it.

Mr. DA VIES (P.E.I.) There is no doubt that, whother the
resolution contained those terms or not, the House was in.
duced to grant an increise to the Governor Gcncral's salary
from £7,000 to £O,uo0, on the express pledgc given by the
PrimcMinister that if the louse agreed to the increase thore
would be no et ceteras or extras of any kind. My hon.
friend from Huron read the pledge which the First flinister
gave the House last year. Te First Miuister went on to
say :

I I cannot forget that whin the salary was Ineressed from £7,000 to
£to,oo I myself gave a pledge, in answer o Mr. Holton, thatthe £10,.
000 was to cover evtrything.a
Very well, I am not saying that the £10,000 is or is not
sufficient to cover everything ; I am not in a position to
judge. The bon. gentleman ig, or ought to be, in a position
to say whether it is sufficient. The position I tuke is that if the
sum is sufficient no extras of any description should be ai.
lowe l. I do not think there is a disposition on the part of
anybxdy to Cut he Governor down to a sum below what
ought to be paid him. Let him have everything that is
considored reasonable, and su-h a sum as the Government,
on their responsibility, are prepared to rccommend to the
Houwe, and when he gets that, do not let us have any more
of these extravagant expenses. Now, I want to repeat
here that the Governor General is improperly held respon.
sD le by many people in this country for this ext ruvagance.
The ).eople are not in a position to know that the Governor
Utneral hs not in any way responsible for that. IL is the
Miniter of Public Works, and it is those under him who
use the Governor's office and work upon the grounds
around theie, as excuses for spendsg larger amounts of
money than they have a right to do, [he Firt Minister
went on, lastyear,to supplement the statement I have read
by saying:

1I am not going to look back on who commenced the systrm of ex.
travagance in increasing the supplies, uch as furniture, glasi and platp,
but by degrees aIl those snppliei were furnished, and Ihave heard that
sorne of those supplies mysteriously disappeared on the change of
Governors. Ail that kind of thing bai to be ended. I am sure that
the remarks of the hon. gentleman uf the party oppo'tte will be of very
great assistanee to us when we are making new arrangements in the
manner we contemplate doing."

Now, in the face of the positive assurance given by the
First Minister that a most disgraceful state of matters had
existed heretofore, that there had been a aystem of pilfer.
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ing by which public stores had been abstracted from Rideau
Hall, and that the Government intended at once to carry
out the suggestion made from this side, by which that sys-
tom was to coase, I submit that it is rather cool, at this
time of day, to ask us to allow that system to continue,
The hon. gentleman says that ho never heard that pledge
given. i am surprised that the First Minister should give
that pledge, and make such serious charges against people
stealing property from Rideau Hall, and that the Minister
of Public Works never heard of it. Somebody is seriously
to blame. The First Minister bas deliberately charged that,
on the change of Governors, there bas been property stolen
from the Hall. I do not make the charge at all, I take the
authority of the First Minister for it, and I assume ho did
not make it without good ground. I submit that the
extravagance which has existed there is not on the part of
the Governor General at all. but the responsibility rests on
the Department of Public Works. We have spent nearly
half a million there in the past five years, and I think this
will be startling to the taxpayers when they corne to hear
of it. 1, for one, will protest gainst voting Emall sums for
these purposes, because we are morely perpetuating the
system under which extravagance bas crept in from year
to year. I think that we ought to adopt the suggestion
made last year that a fixed cum should be voted to the
Governor General to include ail expenses. My hon. friend
from Bothwell says that this resolution of the House is
standing to this day, but it bas been broken from year to
year. If the Governrment, on their responsibility, say that
the sum is not sufficienit, let thom propose a larger sum,
and I am sure the louse will vote it if it is required. But
the whole system, as it exists now, is disgraceful.

Sir HEOTOR LANGEVIN. About the pilfering the
hon. gentleman mentioned--

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.)
the First Minister.

I merely quoted the statement of

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. At all events, ho repeats
it. I do not say there was pilfering, I do not know it,
but my attention was called to the necessity of having an
inventory made of the goods and furniture at Rideau Hall
when there was a change of Governor. In the time of
Lord Lorne an inventory was made by one of his officers
and one of ours, ard a copy of that was left with them and
a copy with the department. Thon when Lord Lorne
ceased to be Governor, the inventory was made again, and
what had disappeared was found to be breaksaes during
the time that ho had held office. When Lord LanDdowne
came in, an inventory was also taken ; likowise when tbe
new Governor came in. So I think, if there had been leak-
age, or pilfering, a stop has been put to it. O1 course I
cannot do botter than to say that the inventory was
properly made, and that the amount of the property is now
to be found there. As I stated just now, I think the change
of system is desirable. In the meantime, of course, we
require money to keep up the building until some better
arrangements can be made.

Mr. MoMULLEN. This question has been up now for
several years, ever since I have been in this House. The
Minister of Publie Works is very courteous, and always re-
plies to us, and gives us information in regard to matters in
his departnent. I have always noticed his willingness to give
any information that ho can, and his forbearance in listen-
ing to all that we have to say. But although criticism has
been made every year, we have just the same condition of
things repeated over again. Now, last year the First
Minister gave a solemn pledge to the flouse that some
arrangements should ho made whereby a decided change
should take place in the matter of this expenditure. Now,
here we are face to face with the same item, the same
extravagance, the same thing over again. I would say

Mr. DàYIza (P.E.I.)

that if there is anything more than another that is
adding to the unpopularity of Her Majesty's represen.
tative in this country, it is the enormous extravagance
that is carried on in connection with Rideau Hall.
'he Governor General is not at all responsible. It is un-

fair to think that Her Majesty's representative should be
in the slightest degree held responsible; but, after all, there
is the fact that over and above the salary of $56,000 paid
to the Governor General, with $8,000 for fire and light and
$5,000 for travelling expenses, the expenditure on Rideau
Hall is about $30,000 a year. Every year thera is evidence
of extravagance in connection with this matter, and these
statements being made to the people from every platform
where questions of vital interests are disecussed, questions
with respect to the expenditure of monoy in regard to
which the publie have a right to obtain information, tend
to make Her Majesty's representative unpopular and
unsavory in the eyes of the people. simply because there
appears to be such extravaga, ce. Hon. gentlemen opposite
talk about a change of system and the adoption of a sum,
that would cover all the expenditure, I suppose if the
sums spent during the last ton years were averaged, the
Governor General would be perfectly willing to take that
average and meet the expenditure hi mseif. -That, however,
woald be a very large sum. There was no necessity for
one half of the expenditure to have been made, and to
arrive at an average the annual sums voted during the last
ton years is, I suppose, the basis upon which the calcula-
tion would b made, whereas I say that one-fourth the
amount would have met ail the necessary expenditures in
keeping buildings and furniture in repair, and similar
expenses. Perhaps the Minister of Publie Works would
state how many carpenters there are at present at Rideau
Hall.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I cannot say, but perh#ps
two or three.

Mr. MCMULLEN. I have a note in my hands addressed
to me, because, I suppose, It was thought that I took an
interest in this matter. From this note, it appears that
there are no less than six carpenters employed there at the
preseit moment. I cannot understand what six carpenters
are doing there ail the time. Why, the structure must bo
of basswood or some other rotten material that would not
last a year. I understand there are six carpenters, 14 to
20 laborers, and one inspector at Rideau Hall. What are
these laborers doing? There is no gardening or digging to
bc donc at this season, but still there are from 14 to 16 men
engaged there in laboring work, in addition to six carpen-
ters. We are paying about $80 a week for carpenters alone.
1 consider it to be my duty to call the attention of the
Minister of Public Works to this extravagance. It is a
posiLive disgrace to think that the publie money is squan-
dered in this manner, and that on Rideau Hall thero is, on
an average, 841,000 to $45,000 virtually thrown away. I
sec the First Minister has just come into the House, and I
bope ho will give some explana ion of the promise ho made
a year ago in regard to Rideau Hall. I am sorry the hon.
gentleman was not in when the question was first brought
up, but I hope, before the item iscarried, ho will give some
explanation as to why a change hu not taken place i the
direction indicated in his promise to the House when the
matter was brought up last year.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Perhaps the right hon.
gentleman had firet botter see what ho state4.

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. I will look it up, and
endeavor to keep my promise. 1 may say that, since the
advent of the present Governor General, there have been
communications between the Minister of Public Works and
his department, and the officere onneeted with the Gover-
nor General's establishment, with a view to regulate tlhe
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expenditure. There has been no fixed arrangement made,
but I know there is every disposition on the part of His
Excellency, to aid in preventing the waste that has gone
on, and which has occurred during some changes of the
Governors General, by the disappearance of some of the ap.
pliances about the building, and some of the furniture, and
se on.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The Minister of Public Works
told ns ho knew nothing about it.

Sir HECTOR L RNGEVIN. That is ve-y unfair on the
psrt of the hon. gentleman. I did not say that. The hon.
gentleman is putting words into my mouth that I did not
use. I said, we had taken care, in the time of Lord Lorne,
and during the term of Lord Lansdowne, and on the advent
of bis successor, to have an inventery made of every article
in Rideau Hall, and we thus guaranteed that the articles
would not disappear, and the articles that were missing,
were found either broken, or they had been replaced during
the incumbency of the Governors,

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I would be very sorry to mis
represent the Minister of Publi3 Works. When the ques-
tion was brought up, and the hon. gentleman was remind.
cd of the promise made by the First Minister, I certainly
understood him to say-and I think it was so understood on
this side of the House-that that was the first time ho had
heard of it.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGEIT. I think there was a
promise, and I will point out what passed. I stated that the
only way of avoiding this very disagreeable altercation
coming up from time to time in regard to the expenses
of Rideau Hall, would h forthe Government to bring down
a fixed sum, as they do in the case of charges for lighting
and for travelling, and if anything more was required the
Government, on their responsibility, should ask Parliament
for it. As the First Minister will see if ha reads my re.
marks and then his own answer to that, ha assented. Ho
declared that ho would adopt the suggestion, and it was for
that reason that I sent th Hansard across to him. My
suggestion was that the Government should, at their own
responsibility, fix a sum each year which should ba expend-
ed for those miscellaneous purposes, and if more was re-
quired they could ask it from Parliament from time to time
and give their reasons. To that suggestion the First Min.
ister assented and promised that it should be done, but on
cross-examining the Minister of Public Works we found ho
knew nothing at all about the promise made by the First
Minister, had never heard of it in fact, and that ho under-
stood nothing in the direction we indicated had been done,
although ho explained to us that there were soma pourparlers
going on with officers of the household so as to fix a sum.
Our point was that the Government should take the re-
sponsibility of bringing down a regular annual sum for this
purpose.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). This matter was discussed in
the first Parliament, in 1868. There was a proposition to
fix the salary of the Governor General at 835,000 a year,
and there was an amendment moved that it should be
$32,000. A Bill was passed fixing the salary at $35,000,
and at the end of the Session it was reserved for Imperial
consideration. That Bill was sent home, and the next year
the hon. gentleman, who was then at the head of the Gov-
erninent, proposed:

"That, in the opinion of this House, it is expedient, after the strong
desire expressed by lier Mojesty's Goverument, that the salary of the
Governor General should be maintained at the fixed sum ofO£10,000."
That was the hon. gentleman's proposition, and there was
some amendments to the effect that the salary should ho
fixed at £7,500, or that it should be retained at the Oum
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fixed by the Bill of the previous year. Those two amend.
monts wore voted down, and the proposition of the Firet
Minister was carried, fixing the salary of the Governor
General at £10,000. The First Minister thon said that this
would include all expenses. That is my recollection of bis
statement, but I have not the report here.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman is
quite right.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Thon, when we were discuss-
ing this question last year, I think the hon, gentleman
referred to his report as having given his pledge at that
time that that should be the amount of the expenses con-
nected with the Governor General, and that ho would see
that this suggestion should be carriod out.

Sir JOHN A. MACDON ALD. No doubt the hon, gentle-
man is quite correct. At the lime the sum of£10,000
sterling was fixed, it was understood across the floor, and
stated in Parliament, that the $50,000 which was consid-
ored an equivalont to £10,000, should cover all exponses. I
think that was pretty well carried ont for some years, and
up to the time that the Governor General before the last
came here. With respect to the keeping of the grounds
about Rideau Hall, which arc exponsive, the Governor
General thon said : " I do not want to keep thom up ; if
the Government does not chooqe to keep thom up, let thom
grow wild;" and it was thought hy Parliament that was a
reasonable request, and that the outside work should be
done at the public expense, and not out of the Govornor's
salary. I think, with that exception, they kept protty well
within the limits, but I cannot say positively without lok-
ing back at the accounts. My hon. friend opposite (Mr.
Mackenzie) knows how difficult ha found it to restrain the
esthetic tastes of some of the Govornor Generals.

Mr. MACKENZIE. With reforence to that, I think the
right hon. gentleman will remomber that after a circular
was sent from Lord Carnarvon, furnituro was suppliod for
the Governor Goneral's bouse, at an expenso of some
$ 17,000. This was the commencement of the systom, but I
do riot believe that it was intended to keop it up.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. My friend, the Minister
of Publie Works was not hore last yoar whon we wore dis.
cussing the matter, but now ho will take a note of it, and
endeavor to carry ont the suggestion, which, I think, is a
very proper one.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). That is a promise now.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) It is a renewal.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, a renewed note.
Mr. BLAKE. Da we understand that the right hon,

gentleman has got the Minister of Public Works to endorse
hm now?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Do we understand that it is to

begin next year ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Time is not the essence

of the contract.

Mr. BLAKE. When the Bill on notes comes up, we will
abolish the days of grace for this promissory note.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Does the hon, gentleman give
the House any satisfactory assurance that he will adopt
this policy which will prevent the expenditure of such
enormous sums of public money in connection with Rideau
Hall ? I hold the Public Works Department responsible,
and I wish to be understood as saying that neither the
Governor General nor any of his staff is at all responsible.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. If there is anyone respon-
sible in the matter I am responsible, and there should be
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no responsibility whatever on Ris Excellency about that.
If the request comes from Rideau Hall, an cstimate is made,
and if found correct, the system is that we pay for it. I
intend as soon as Parliament will be over (and I suppose
the hon. gentleman will not begrudge me a little holiday
for a few days' rest) to see about this arrangement which
the hon. gentleman speaks of. I will take up the matter
and see how far we can arrange with Bis Excellency in
the line of the discussion of to-day. It will then have to
be settled by an Order in Council, and that Order in Coun.
cil will be communicated to Parliament next Session.

Grounds, Public Buildings, Ottawa....................... $7,000

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Does that include the expense
for the greenhouse and conservatory ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes, the whole thing. I
reduced the amount, as the hon, gentleman sees, because I
think we will be able to do it by contract at a reduced
expense.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). There was a statement made by
an hon. gentleman last year respecting the use made of the
greenhouse. Perhaps the Minister of Public Works will
bring down a return showing the Ministers who have the
advantages of the greenhouse in getting the plants for their
tables occasionally during the season. It would be interest-
ing to know this, because it appears some of them get ail,
and some, I believe, the Minister of Public Works among
others-get none.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I do not know anything
about that. The flowers are put in the beds in the grounEds,
in the winter they go into the conservatory, and in the
spring they are brought out again and put on the grounds.
That is ail I can say about it.

Mr. McMULLEN. I wish to draw the attention of the
Minister to the expenditure on Major's Hill Park. It is be-
coming very much improved, but it is costing a large
amount of money. I notice that last year $10,50J.32 were
spent upon it, and there are some very peculiar items, such
as black slate, 1,515 loads, at $1.50 a load, $2,272.50. Will
the Minister give us some explanation with regard to that
item ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This was for the i oads and
avenues in the park. The hon, gentleman must remember
that that park was got without improvements, that it was
handed over by the city to the Government, and that the
Government undertook to put it in order. This sum of
$7,000 asked this year is to cover the balance of the im-
provements there, and next year we will only have to ask
what will be absolutely necessary to keep the grounds in
order.

Mr. McMULLEN. I think it is really a very expensive
addition to the grounds which we have already, and one
which we could very well have done without. I find that
for gardeners and laborers $7,40250 were spent last year.
I fancy the expenses in connection with this are somewhat
like the expenses in connection with Rideau Hall; a
number of men must be put there who do virtually littie
or nothing. I have been through that place, and I notice
that there is very good stone there; and if this atone had
been broken up or gravel had been put down, it would have
done as well as black slate. If that park were close to
the grounds here it might be an advantage. I suppose the
next vote the hon. gentleman will want will be for a bridge
over the ravine to connect the park with these grounds. If
we are going to use the Printing Department, we will have
to have a more convenient way to reach it than by going
around by Wellington street, Can the hon. Minister tell
us about that ?

SirHEoToR LANGEVIN.

Sir HECTOR LANG1EVIN. In the plan there was a
wire bridge to be put over the canal to connect Parliament
grounds with Major's Hill; but we did not think the time
had come to a-k for a sum for that purpose. The
intention would be to make it, not a carriage bridge, but
only for foot passengers. It would really increase the value
and the usefulnes of both of these grounds; but we do not
intend asking anyt.hing this year.

Mr. McMULLEN. Who is the person who was in charge
of these laborers ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The officers of my depart.
ment visit these grounds to see if they are in good order,
and if the men are discharging their duty. I think the
man in charge is one Garello.

Mr. McMULLEN. What pay does he get?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. $2.50 or $3 a day.

Mr. MoMULLEN. la he in charge ail the year round ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes. There is a little

conservatory there, and he has to look after the planta
during the winter.

Heating, Public Buildings, Ottawa ........... 1........$6 ,0 .
Mr. JONES (Halifax.) The amount charged for heating

seems large : 900 cords of wood and 1,100 tons of coal, for
these buildings, which only require to be heated about six
months, is a very large amount. A large portion of these
buildings are only heated during the Session.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No doubt that amount is
large, but I have ascertained that this cordwood as well as
coal is ail required. Though Parliament be not sitting,
the furnaces are kept at work, because it would not do to
leave a large portion of the building without heat two or
three months during the winter.

Water, Public Buildings, Ottawa........................ $20,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How is thisinoreased?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This is the water for dif-
ferent buildings in the city. With the new buildings we
require a larger supply.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The increase is 50 per cent.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.
Mr. DAVlES (P.E.I.) Has water gone up so much as

that, or do you intend adding 50 per cent. to the number
of officials in order that the extra supply may ba consumed ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. You do not object to their
drinking water ? The parliamentary and departmental
buildings on Parliament Hill, the Supreme Court, the
Greenhouse, Rideau Hall, Geological Museum, the Post
Offiee, the Custom House, &c., expend 812,000 in water.
The new departmental buildings on Wellington street, Art
Gallery and Fish Hatchery, cost $3,650. The leased build.
ings for the Indian Department, the Interior Department,
Victoria Chambers, branch Post Office Department, Customs
Department, Printing Bureau, -&c., cost 8t,000, making a
total of $19,650.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) How is it that while the parlia.
mentary and departmental buildings, &c., cost $12,000, the
same as last year, in ail the other departments you have
increased the amount from 81,500 to some 86,000 ?

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Do the waterworks belong to
the city of Ottawa?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). I invite attention to the expen..

diture on Major's Hill Park, which I objected to last year.
It seems that the Government spent 810,000 in ornament-
ing Major's Hill Paik fur the benefit of the citizens of Ottawa,
and they are aotually paying the city of Ottawa $199.54
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for watering that place. It seems to me that wben we
spend such a large sum annually for the benefit cf the city,
the least the city could do would be to furnish the water
free.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The charges that were
lately shown to me for certain of these buildings amounted
to $3,500. I had the matter examined by the Chief Mecha-
nical Engineer, who reported that he thought 82,500 would
be sufficient. That was offered to the Water Committee, but
they were not disposed to accept it'. The matter stood there
until they finally sent word that they would agroe to the
amount we offered them. The hon. gentleman knows how
difficult it is to get a water company or a city council to
lower their rates. We are trying the best we can to reduce
the rates, and, if last year we did not expend the whole of
the grant, I do not think that should be brought against us
this year when we are taking enough to meet the require-
ments of the different departments. If, after making the
arrangements with the city, we find that, instead of $20,000,
we can do with $17,000, so far so good ; the money will not
be expended, but we should have this vote at any rate.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The Minister of Public Works
has not answered my objection. I objected to paying the
city for water for the Major's Hill Park, upon which we
are spending a largo amount of money for the benefit cf
the city. I think the Government should not pay $200 a
year to the city of Ottawa for water for that Park, when
they are expending a great deal of money in improving
that Park for the benefit of the c:ty.

Sir HECTOR L&NGEVIN. The arrangement with the
city was, that we were to take back that Park, and other
properties in this town, and that arrangement was brought
before Parliament a few years ago, and agreed to.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). IL was a very improper arrange-
ment.

Sir BECTOR LANGEVIN. We did not think so at the
time, and I think it was a very good arrangement. I am
sure that the city will not give us the water for the Park.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The Minister has not dealt with
the subject which I brought before him. I pointed out to
the Minister that, while the estimato for the main public
buildings in Ottawa-the Departmental Buildings, Supreme
Court, City Post Office, Custom House, Drill Hall, Geolo-
gical Museum, and Rideau Hall-remains as it was lasit
year, the a-rount for the smaller public buildings which are
s attered through the town, the Interior Department, Indian
Affairs, Savings Bank Branch, Examining Warehouse, Fish
Hatchery, and Major's Hill Park, is increased from $1,500
to $8,000, or an increase of $6,500. I think there should
be some explanation of tbis enormous increase for these
smaller buildings, while the larger buildings, containing, I
suppose, nine-tenths of the public employés, romain at the
same cost for water. It cannot be that the price of water
has gone up, because, in that case, the increase would be
apparent in the estimate for the main public buildings.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This is the statement which
is given by my officere, who are responsible to me, as to
what water is required, and what it will cost. If experi.
ence shows us next year that this is too large an amount, Of
course we will have to reduce it.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) The hon, gentleman did not
state what the estimate is for the new building.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We know what the esti-
mate is, but we do not know what the expense will be.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The expenditure last year for
that building was 888. Is the estimate for the new build-
ing $6,000?

Sir 1HECTOR LANGEVIN. No; the estimate for the
new building and the Art Gallery and Fish Hatchery is
$3,650.

Dominion Emigration Buildings-Repairs, Furni-
ture, &e..............................$2,000

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.L) Whoro are theso buildings situ.
ated ? Are they on Wellington strot ?

Sir HECTOR LA.NGENIN. This is not for the build-
ings in Ottawa, but for the buildings ail through the Dom-
inion.

Harbors and Rivers, P. E. L.......... .... ,.......... $1,000

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I do not wish to dotain the com.
mittee, but I would call the attention of the hon. gentleman
to the unsatisfactory condition of the piers in Prince
Edward Island, and it seems to me, from the sum which he
is asking this year, that wo are to go on the same way
during the coming year as we have in the past. I regret
that very much. 1 was in hopes that the hon. gentleman
would have asked a larger sum from Parliament for this
necessary work. I wish to remind the committee that
some years ago the Government of this Dominion took over
from the Government of Prince Edward Island a large
number of wooden piers or structures-wharves, we called
them-and assumed them as Dominion works. I am not
going into the question whether that was a wise or an
unwise policy on the part of the GoverrlnmQnt. The hon.
gentleman thon passed un Order in Council stating that
$75,000 was the amnount which the Governmnent would
allow, and that they woulI require a receipt in full from,
the Government of Prince Edward Island beforo they paid
the money. The Local Government would not give the
receipt, but the Local Government wero in financial diffi-
culties, and theb hon. gentleman, with the commendablo
desire to extract the Local Government from their political
difficulties, revoked the substance of that Minute of Council
which ho had passed, and granted an additional $50,000,
conditionally on the Local Governrment signing a receipt
in full. The Local Government would not sign the receipt
in full, but my hon. friend, in the goodness of his heurt,
paid over the $50,000 at a critical moment, as ho well
knows, in order to get the Local Government out of their
difficulties. So we stand now with 875,000 and $50,000
paid to the Local Government for those wharves. This
settlement is unsatisfactory to ail parties, but especially to
the people of Prince Edward Islanu who use these wharves.
What is the result ? The rosult of the meddlhng and
muddling is that the Local Government refused to acknow-
ledge that the remaining piers which the Dominion Gov-
ernment refused to take over belonged to them, and
that the piers which the Dominion Government have taken
over have been kept in such a bad state of repair that they
are of very little use to the people at ail in seome parts of the
Island. At an early period of the Session, I pointed out to
the hon, gentleman the condition in which these piers were,
I did not go over them separately or in detail, but I have
before me a statement which I will not take up
the time of the committee by reading. The hon.
gentleman does not appear to have any local officer
to look after these piers, twenty.six or twenty-seven
in number, and te keep them in reasonable repair.
Now, whether the hon. gentleman was right or wrong in
taking them over in the first instance, cannot now be ques-
tioned. They have become the property of the Dominion
Government. The Dominion Government has received the
fees charged for the shipping, paid by the people for land-
ing goods on those wharves and shipping from them, which
money goes into the Consolidated Revenue. I maintain it
is simply disgraceful that these wharves, which are abso-
lutely necessary for the exportation of the surplus crop the
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peop!e produce, are not kept in such a state of repair as
enabes the people to use them. The bon. gentleman bas
only put $6,000 this year in the Estimates, the saine as last
year. He knows the sum was insufficient last year. He
canrot expect this kind of a thirg to go on. I may say to
him that the wharves are of that character that unless they
are kept in repair, in a year or two ho will have to rebuild
themr ntirely. It is a very foolish and unwise policy tolet
them get out of repair, for the expenditure of a dollar one
year may save the expenditure of $5 the next year, and if
the hon. gentleman allows this thing to go on ho will
have no wharves at all to repair. I am sure the bon.
gentleman does not desire that tho people should have
no wharves at all, but they will have none unless ho
keeps them in a reasonable state of repuir. I asked him
the other day the name of the officer whose duty it was to
examine and report on those piers. The hon. gentleman
said ho had som ofcer in St, John who took charge of ait
the Island works. I do not know who h ais. fle bas no
office in Charlottetown or Prince Edward Island, that I am
aware of. If ho gocs there at ail, bis going and bis coming
are unknown to me, or to any one off my hon. colleagues.
I would like to know who this person is, so that bis conduct
may be reported and commented upon in this House, as I
would feel it my duty to comment upon it. Ail I can say
now is to tell the hon. gentleman that the state of the
wharves and piers under bis charge, paid for and owned by
the Dominion, is Lot creditablo to bis department. Now, I
am perfectly convinced that if we had the hon. gentleman
down there for one summer-I think it would do bis health
good to come down next summer when ho takes bis bolidays,
where he cari breathe the fresh air, and enjo)y the luxury of
fresh fish- if ho could sec perEonally the condition in which
those wharves are, ho would'inot leave without giving per.
sonal orders to have them put in proper repair at once. I
have any amount of complaints froin people who use these
wharves, I need not read them separately because they
are all to the same tenor, that the wnarves are not kept in
proper repair.

Mr. ROBERTSON. I would like to draw the attention
of the Minister of Public Works to the wbarf at St. Mary's
Bay, a very important wharf, situated in a large agricultural
district. Last year that wharf was in such a state of dis-
repair that the inhabitants bad to get together and repair
it themselves. But the repairs they made were only tom-
porary, and unless the Minister does something this year
the wharf will be unfit for use next season. There are
some very important wharves or piers in the county of
King's that were not taken over by the Dominion Govern-
ment at the saine time that the others were taken. I would
refer the Minister, especially to the one at the head of
Murray River, to another at Aiken's Shore, and the wharf
at the bhead of Grand River, in King's County. Now, at
the time we entered Confederation a solemn, promise was
made us that ail our principal whaives and harbors
would be takon over by the Dominion Government. This
promise was made by the lon. Mr. Pope, who was Minister
of Marine and Fisheries in this Government some years ago.
This gentleman was one of the delegates of Prince Edward
Island to the Conference, and on his return, speaking in
our liouse of Assembly of the terms under which we en-
tered Confederation, ho stated that we were promised
that our piers would be taken over by the Dominion
Government and kept in good repair. Now, I do not
know why these valuable works that I have mon-
tioned, the wharf at Murray River, and the wharf at
Grand River, and that at Aiken's Shore, shall be per-
mitted to run down. I think, if the Minister will refer
to the Public Accounts, he will see that the wharfage col-
lected at those points under his charge, is sufficient to pay
-respectable interest on the money invested, I know that

ir. Divals (P.B.L)

two wharves in the village from whicb I come, must be pay-
ing an annual revenue of $f0 or $300 a year, and that
would pay a fair inteiest on the money that is put in the Es-
timates this year for repairing all the wharves in the Island.
I am confident that if the hon. gentleman will take charge
of the wharves st Murray River and at Grand River, the
wharfage ho will colicet will pay bim a very respectable
intercst on any sum that would be required to put thern
in repair, and unless ho does take charge of them in a short
tirme, they will bo entirely gore. Now, before we entered
Confederation we always had new works built when the
necessity rose for the accommodation of the inhabitants of
that Island. Let me point out to the Minister two new
works in particular which are absolutely required. One is a
work that has been carried on for some time at Bay For-
tune, where a whaif or a breakwater is required. This
place is situated in a large agricultural district, and if a pier
was provided, it would save the farmers from going a long
distance to reach another place where they can ship their
produce. So necessary is that work that they bave
subscribed the sun of $500, which they have
expended on this work, besides doing a great deal
of other work themselves. A thousand dollars, or a couple
of thousand additional spent upon this work, would be a
vast benefit to the people, and I would ask the Minister to
take tbis matter intohis consideration and endeavor to help
the peoplo there in their efforts to get shipping accommo-
dation. The second place to which I would draw his at-
tention is Mount Stuart, at the head of the Hillsboro' River.
A wharf is required at that point. The people bave been
petitioning the Local Government for years to build one
there. The answer they get is that the Local Governmort
have notbing to do with it, that it belorgs to the Dominion
Government. They have petitioned the Dominion Govern-
ment for years, but they get no reply. Now we do not
know which Government to approach. This is evidently a
very unsatisfactory state of things. It is not a very great
matter, ii1 I am sure the two Governments might come to an
arrangement, without any further trouble, and agree to
which Governiment this work belongs, and keep the poople
no longer in suspense. A couple of thousand dollars would
build a good pier there. I would like to see the Minister
of Public Works build that pier this summer, or at least
come to an arrangement with the Local Government so
that the people would know which Government to apply to
in the matter, and the money aliready expended could be re-
funded to the Government which takes charge of the work.

Mr. WELSH. I spoke in regard to this matter the other
night, and I have little more to say. I think the manage-
ment of affairs is disgraceful. The Marine Department
recoives the rents of the warves, and returns are made to
Lhat department. These are pigeon-holed, and after six or
twelve months the reports talt into the bands of the Minis.
ter of Publie Works. I will give an instance. A report
was sent to the Marine Department stating that so much
money had been received from the wharf, and mention-
ing that it was of no further use for shipping purposes, for
iack of repair, and desiiing the order of the department to
have it placed in proper repair. The Marine Department
said: We know nothing about it; it is not true; we will
not expend anythirg. Five or six months afterwards the
report found its way into the Public Works Department,
and of course it took some time for the red-tape to work
before any action was taken; there has to be a great deal
of consideration before any action is taken bore. It is al-
togettier a bad systern. As to the amount I see in the
Estimates, it will not do much more than pay the salaries
of some of the fossils the department have round there
looking after the wharves. I think it is a disgrace to the
Government and the country that our piers and wharves
should be in their present condition. On Wood Island
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breakwater, for 20 years, the Local Government laid out a
large sum of money, and after weentered into Confederation
the Dominion Government undertook that work and built a
large addition to the breakwater; and I must Say they have
done good work there so far asthe breakwater is concerned.
But they have never dredged the harbor. They sent the
dredge there once; but after she had got into a capital posi-
tion, they took her away. I subsequently asked why she
was not sent there, and the Government said there was not
water enough for her. But there is enoughu water; the
dredge has been in the harbor, but she never performed any
work. We might as well have no dredge at aill. In 187
she was brought down to Charlottetown for repairs; she re-
mained there that autumn. There was a slip built for her,
and she was hauled on it. During the winter nothing was
done on her. In 1888 she was repaired; and so she has not
done any work from August, 18n7, to the present time,
The expense of repairing that dredge was 812,600. If you
add incidentals and the wages of the captain, engineers
and hands, the whole cost will be nearly $20,000,
and I understand and believe that the amount of
the contract given for constructing her, in the first place
was 87,000. Had proper judgment been used, the dredge
would have been taken to Pictou, and put on the slip there,
and ail the repairs could have been done in one month, at a
cost of less than 85,000. lowever, coming back to the
piers, I may say that important piers have absolutely fallen
into the rivers, whereas, if $200 or $300 had been expended
a couple of years ago, a very smal sum would have kept
them in repair, while now a large sum will be required, and
some piers will have to be rebuilt. I have very little hopes
of any attention heing paid to these complaints. I had
faith in the Minister of Public Works, but I have been de-
ceived so much by his promises that I have very little faiLh
now. I will give an instanceastothe amount of confilence
to be placed in the hon. gentleman. This happened with
respect to Red Point wharf. I asked, in 1887, as wili be
seen by Ransard, page 7c6, as follows:-

" Mr. WELSH asked, Has any money been expended by the Govern-
ment in the repairs of lied Point waarf, Hillsboro' River, P.E.I., during
the past two years? It so, how much ? Has that whart been tiken over
from the Island Government by the Dominion? If not, how came the
repairs to be made by the Dominion?

" Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. In answer to the hon. gentleman, I may
say that I am informed by the chief engineer that nu money had been
expended by the Government in the repairs of Red Point wharf during
the past Iwo years. 1

and such a thing would be douc, and yet these works are
necglected. What am I to do1 I have asked the Minister
that eertain work shout! be done, and ho hue given me bis
promibe for two years, and ho bas given me his hant-
writing, but ho has fadled to carry out his promise ;I have
asked questions across the floor, but ho hue led me astray.
Whiat am 1to do? I shall movo tor a commission or a
committee to examine into those matters. If 1 had the
hon. gentleman in a house under my command-1 will not
say what I would do with him; if I did my language might
be more forcible than polite. I recommend the Govern-
ment. evon at this eleventh hour, for their own credit, to
place the piers and public works of Prince Edward Island
in a proper state of repair, and see that they are ettended
to properly. Tae hon. gentleman has no difficulty in
bringing down a vote for 830,000 for cutting a few tons of
hay for Government House, and this has to be done, even
though the whole of the Province of Prince Edward Island
has to be starved to do it. I hope the Minister of Publie
Works will reform in regard to the attention paid to the
publie works of Prince Edward Island. He should get rid
of a few of the fossils ho bas around him and put in their
place young and active mon. IL is also high time that we
bad au inspector of wharves rosident in the Island, for we
have as many piers as has New Brunswick.

Sir HECTOR LA.NGEVIN. I may say that I hope
these are not the only sums of money that we shall have to
ask Parliament to vote for Princo Edward Island. We
have the Supplementary Estimates yet, and I trust that the
hon. gentleman may keop hie recommendations for that
time.

Mr. WELSH. Ali right.
Committe rose, and, it being bix o'clock, the Speaker left

the Chair.

After Recess.

IN COMMIT IEE-TIIRD READINGS.

Bill (No. 67) to incorporate the "Assiniboine Water
Power Uonpany. "-(Mr. Ross.)

Bill (No. 107) respecting the Wood Mountain and
Qu'Appelle Railway Company.-(M&r. Macdowall.)

Bill (No. 85) to incorporate ihe Moose Jaw and Edmonton
Railway Company.-(àNr Macdovall.)

1 hunted over the papers because I knew well that some Bxi (No. 60) to incorporate the Dominion Mineral Com
money had been expended on this wharf, and I knew it pany.(N . Kikptick.)
had not been taken over with the rest of the wharves of the any.-(Mr. Kirkpatrick)
Island; but during an election contest, at a meeting which Bil (NO. 81) to incorporate the Canadian Superphosphate
I attended, the Provincial Secretary of the Island produced •Company.-(Mr. Colby )
a telegram from the Minister of Public Works stating that Bill (No. 86) to incorporate the Saskatchewan Railway
the wharf would be repaired. It was not then a Govein- and Mining Company.-(Mir. McCarthy.)
ment pier. I found they bad taken it over-for political
purposes, I suppose; I wish they would take a lot more SUPPLY.
over for any purpose they please, so long as they keep
them in repair. The Minister of Public Works said no House again resolved ittelinto Committee of Supply.
money had been spent on Red Point wharf, but I after-
wards found that during one fiscal year $199.97 was spent (In the Committee.)
011 necessary repairs, and the total sum expended on that Harbors and Rivera, P. E.......... .......... $11,00
pier since it was taken over from the Local Government was
8799.07. Now, how are you to get at the facts relating to Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I wish to call the attention of the
those piers ? I asked the Minister of Public Works whetber hon. Minister to a statement made by my hon. friend from
any menoy had been expended on that wharf, and he gave King's (Ir. Robertson) this afternoon, relative to the con.
me to understand that no money had been expended. struction of the new pier at Mount Stuart. The question
Twelve months af terwards,when certain sessional papers had is important, because it raises the larger question whether
been distributed, I find that there had been 8700 expended. the Dominion should put up piers in places of that kind, or
What confidence can I place in any statement of the hon. the Local Government. A very large and influential publie
gentleman made to me across the floor, or in his promises, meeting was held a year ago at Mount Stuart for the pur-
when he not only gave me the promise that that work pose ef taking steps to memoralise whichever Government
would be done, but ho gave me hi& handwriting that such ought to build the wharf. I wa unable to be pruent my.
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self, but I wrote to the tecretary of the meeting that, in my Mr MoINTYRE. 1 thought it would ba easy for the hon.
opinion, the Local Government was the proper person to gentleman 10 inform us why, on the expenditure of $6,000
build it. Mount Stuart village comprises 1,000 to 1,500 in- for the repair of the breakwater, twoféremen wereemployed,
habitants, and is siLuated at the head of the Hillsborough whon originally in the building of the breakwater only one
]River, about 18 miles from Charlottetown. Of course, the foreman was neoeesary, when an expenditure of $70,000
river is a tidal river. I was not aware that the Dominion was required. I thouglt it was strange that two loremen
Government had at any time, or in any Province, construe- should have been employed for a Emati repair.
ted piers in places like that I shall be very glad to learn Mr. FOSTER. It is a foreman and au assistant.
that I was wrong in my opinion. I think it is very desir-
able that a conclusion should be arrived, at at an ea11y Mr. McINrYRE. There was no necessity for an assistant.
day. The desirability of constructing the wharf is a Mr. FOSTEJ. The assistant was only there twentysix
matter about which there is no dispute. Public men on days.
both sides admit ils necessity. The inhabitants are very
much interested in it and are constantly applying to the Mr. McINrYRE. Perbaps I ean let a littie light in on
local members and the Dominion members to take steps to the iatter. As far as 1 can ascertain, 1 believe it is a
bave it constructed. The impression prevails in Local fact that there was a littie unpleasantness among the
Government circlesthat, owing to the decision given by the paity there at that lime. They ail thought they were
Supreme Court of Canada in the case of Holman & Green, as good engineers as Mr. John Cantwoll, go the two
the Dominion Government have the duty thrust upon them were looking for the job, and there was likely to be a
of constructing all piers and wharves in all tidal rivers. In division in the camp; and, n order 10 compromise altera,
that opinion 1 do not coincide, but as the Local Government they appoinîed Mr. Stewart as an additionaL foreman. I do
hold very strong opinions upon the subject, I want to bring nul oljeet, nor does atiyune that I know, b Mr. Stewart,
the matter to the notice of the department and have a con- because ho is a capable man, but for an expùnditure of
clusion arrived at if possible at once. 86)000 I îhink it is altogether wrong to appoint lwo fore.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Was a petiiion sent? men, when the work was originally constructed, in 1876 or1887, or thereahoutis, at the expenditure of $70,000, with
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Yes, about three or four weeks only one foreman being employed. I think Ihat ail that

before this flouse met. As to the fact that the wharf when ean be granted for these publie works in Prinne Edward
constructed will be a paying wharf, I do not think there la Isla,,d shouid be expendec on the work itseif, instead of on
any room for doubt. The question is what Goverament ann who are required to superintend the work. One fore-
should build it? I hope this debate will not close without man was quite sufficient here, and I trust Ihat no
some expression of opinion, and without our being informed more of this kind ut thing will be doue on Ibis break-
what the piactice of the department has been, whether water, or anywhere else, because it il utterly in-
wharves have been constructed in other parts of the defensible that amounts voted for the maintenance
Dominion in places situated similarly to the one I bave and repairs of this work should be expended for the pur-
mentioned. pose of soothing the feelings of political friends. With

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN, I do not know that river regard lu the pier at Mount Stewart, which las been
well enough to answer the hon. gentleman at once. Is 3i petitioned for, I agree with al Ihat las been said by the
a wide river? hon. mcm ber for Queen's County (Mir. Davies). Therowas

a large meeting held last fail. I was prevenîed from
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) It is about 20 or 23 miles in length. attending it, but I nnderstand there was a large and

The mouthi of the river is at Charlottetown. It is a navigable enthusiastie meeting, at whichrny colleague was present. I
river up to about Mount Stuart, which is about 18 miles understand that thîs la a work which is very mach needed,
from Charlottetown. At Charlottetown the river is a mile because they have neyer had a real wharf ln that section
w:de, and at Mount Stuart, a quarter of a mile wide. It is of the country. They used tu load &Ul heir produce off the
a navigable, tidal river, up to the spot where it is asked bridge. The river is a navigable river, where large shipa
that thewharf should be constructed. The buildings cluster are loaded from thia bridge, and now it cannot accommo-
arGund this bridge, which was built very many years ago date al Ibat is reqnired. T he el another pier, of which I
by the Local Government, and people cannot s-hip above Spoke lasL year, Ihat is at Bay Fortune, in Ring's County.
the bridge. lt is below the bridge, where the river is about The people in thal locality have construoted a large portion
a quaiter of a mile wide, that the inhabitants seek to have of the work on their own responsibility and at Iheir owD
this wharf constructed, It is of great imj ortance, not only expense, and for Iwo yeara they have been asking the
to the inhabitants of that village, but to the people of the Dominion Government for a smal amount of money lu
district surrounding it, that this wharf should be built. complet. the work; but their petitions have nul been

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I will postpone my answer listened 10 at ail. AS far as cuV piers aLd wharves in
to the hon. gentleman, until I have examinod îuto the Prince Edward Island are concerned, they ought 10 b.
matter. Of course we have built wharves on the Saguenay looked afierparicularly, boaueas everyoneknows, Prince
River, but that is a wide and a large river. lowever, 1Eidad Isis purey a fai cnry. Weaae o
willfoundinthe other Provinces W have also in the sur-

Mr. DAVIES (P.E..) Wdl the hon, gentleman be able rounding waters magnifleent fisheries, and il is a matter of
to give me his opinion before concurrence ? the grtatest possible importance to our farmer lu have

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN, Yes, i expect I may. wharves and piers from which to ship Iheir proda, and il
is ais) i equioit. that our tishermen should have thoir huats

Mr. McINTYRE. ~I would ask the Minister a question protecùd hy hreakwaters. It appeara that somo 877,000
in connjection with the Souris breakwater. I would ask have bien paid for the piers wbich were laken over by the
bm why two foremein were employed in 18b7 and 18t8, Dominion Governmeut ssme f.w years ago. As tar as
and who was the timekeeper during the costruction of these piers are concerned, the Dominion Government luok
this work ? over some 24 or --ôand left the reat on lbebanda of the

Local GovernnLent. If îbey took a portion 1 don't se. why
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I cannot answer that now. lhey should nul take the wbole of ibeso pierà. Those

If the hon, gentleman will send me hi& question in writing, which weit laken over are nul looked aller by thia
I will endeavor to answer it wlin we meet again, Coverzm@ztand th. Loal Quverament do iot look fl.r
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those which were left. They claim, eitherjustly or unjust.
ly, that all the piers belong to the Diominin Government,
and between the Iwo of them Lhe piers are falling into ruin.
Those taken over by the Dominion Government are nlot
looked alter much better than tho others. There is a small
expenditure made every few years on them, but really the
total airount expended could be judiciously expended on
one of those piers. As far as the pieie are concerned
it is a matter of ibe greatest possible concern to our
farmers to ascertain whcther ibis Government is going to
take them or not, so that we may know whether tbey are
to be kept up by the Local Government or the Dominion
Liover n ment.

Mr. PERRY. I would like to ascertair from the Micister
of Publie Works il he can give the House any informationu
as to the progress of the work commenced in 18t5,in blasting
icck in the hai bor of Cascumpec, how much money bas been
spent on it, and Ibo good that bas bcen derived from il? I
believe I ar awcll informcd when I staie ibat some time last
year they were obliged to abandon the blasting of the rcck
in which they had been engaged for two years, at an ex-
pense of ten or twelve thousand dollars, and they had to
commence somewhere else. They found that they were
wrong, and all this money was thrown away. There ap-
pears to me to be great neglect on the part of tho depart-
ment in allowing the public money to be squandered in that
way. When I examine the report issued by the depart.
ment of my hon. friend, I find that it gives no information at
all; it e simply trifiing with the publie. Let me read what
tbis report says of Caseumpec:

i Cascampec, in Prince County, is on the north side of Foxley River,
an arm of Oscuunpec Bay, and is about 20 miles south of North Cape.
The formation ot a channel through the rocky bar obstructing the
entrance to the barbor, which was commenced in 1885, was continued
during the year."
It does not say what they have done, how many cubie
yards have been taken out; it does not say whether this
work, after two years experiment on it, at an expense of
thousands of dollars, is likely to do any good or not. It
does not say that they have abandoued the work and gone
somewhere else. This report is trifling with the repre-
sentatives of the people. It ie not worth the paper upon
which it is printed. I suppose my bon. friend does not
know himself how many piers and wharves the Govern.
ment of Canada have taken over from Prince Edwari Is-
land, and which are now the property of Canada. I asked
him last year, and he did not know, and I do not suppose
he knows this year any botter. I find that out of tho 24
wbarves and piers taken over from Prince Edward Ibland,
we have a report of only five or six. What bas become of
the rest? I suppose they are like that of West Point. After
the Government bas spent $5,000 on a public work they
have abandoned it, and the work is broken up Let me
read what Mr. Perley, the Engineer in Chief, says. I do
not suppose that my hon. friend even knows what Mr.
Perley said:

"The wharf at West Point is of general benefit and of importance."

Well I de not see that it je any benefit at all, because it
ie broken up, and the Government are too penurious to re-
build it. [ suppose the Government ie not very well
pleased, because the tight little Province bas sent no one
bore to holp them. I cannot help that; I have no command
over the political franchise ofthe people of Prince Ed w.rd
Island. More than that, I find that my hon. friend the other
day led me astray in this House, actually led me astray.
That is a bard charge to make; but 1 was completcly
led astray by that bon. gentleman. I asked him the other
day, if J. P. Brennan had been appointed assistant with Mr.
Gillis as foreman in this blasting business. àty hou. friend
said no, Mr. Brennan hald not been appointed assistant. I
would like to know who is wrong, whether my hon. friend

or the report of the Auditor General, because bore is wbat
the Auditor General says :

" Achille Jobin, foreman, five months, $450 ; John Gillis, foreman,
one month, $90."
Pretty good pay, too-

" J. P. Brennan, assistant foreman, 15 day, $30.''
Now, who am I to believe-the Departmont of Publie Woi ka,
or the report of the Auditor General? If the Government
have appomited Mr. Brennan as assistant foreman in blast.
ing that rock, they have done wrong, in my opinion, be.
cause Mr. Brennan is already collector of Customs in Cas-
campec. He is also owner and sharebolder in several
trading vesels, and thefDepartment of Marine have thought
proper to do away with the preventive oefficers there. They
have done this, they say, on the score of economy. That is
not the case. The 8100 these two officers were receiving
have been added to the salary of the Customs officer, ana ali
this time there bas been no preventive officer there to wateli
these vessels which this gentleman was trading with. The
Minister of Customs told us the othor day: Wewill re-appoint
these men whenever the Customs Department requires it,
wbenever the safety of the revenue of the country requiresit.
I would like to ask my bon. friend, is it fair to have one of
these deputy officers in that Island receiving the Customs
duos of the Dominion of Canada, while hoeis an importer
himself, while hoeis interested in vessels, and no proventive
officer is there to see that the laws of the country are car.
ried out ? Instead ofesaving that 8100, the money is paid
to Mr. Brennan as deputy Custom house officer in
Casecumpec. Now, we find that ho bas appended to his
other title, that of assistant foreman to Mr. Gillis, at
83 or $4 a day. In looking over this account in the Auditor
General's Report, we find that most of the articles which
have been supplied in blasting this rock were got through
this gentleman himself. No doubt the prices were pretty
well up. He is a strong political partisan of the Govern.
ment, and does a good business for the Goverrnmont in times
of election. Now, I would like my hon. friend to explain
how it is that ho told me the other day on the floor of this
House that Mr. Brennan was not appointed assistant, while
I find by the Auditor General's Report that lie was actually
appointed, was so employed and paid, Sir, my bon. friend's
report in reference to these public works, is worthless. Ie
does not know what position thoy are in; ho cannot tell
whether they require repaire or not; be bas no officer there
to examine and make a report upon them. I am not able
to travel over the whole Lrovince, small as it is, and ascer.
tain l nwhat condition these works are. I expected whn I
came here that documents would be laid upon the Table
which would enable me to judge of the cordition of the
works. The $ 3,000 which ho bas placed in theso Estimates
is not nearly enough. The hon. gentleman knows very
well thatlignish breakwater requires repair; ho knows
that there is a breakwater at Malpeque which requires
repair; that the wharf at West Point, that will cost 66,000
or $7,000, ought to be rebuilt. IIe knows all that,
and, forsooth, to repair 24 wharves, and to build one or
two new ones which the Government have allowed
to go to pieces, ho asks this House to vote $6,000.
I was almost going to say it was actually an insult. We
bave heard a good deal about the dredge. No doubt the
dredge was at Tignish in 1886, and was busy there, it
being the eve of the election ; and it also did a little work
thei e in 1887. However, it was taken away in August and
sent to Charlottetown. It was hauled upon the blocks, and
left there until last December, before it was prepaied suffl-
ciently to go to work. The repaire cost 812,000 while the
original cost was 87,000. I should like to see detailed
accounts, so that bon. members might have an opportunity
of judging as to how much money has been wrung out of
the people in repairing that vesel. It i, however, not
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much use for representatives of the Island to ask for any-
thing. It is very little use to ask the Government to place
sums in the Estimates for the repair of wharves and piers ;
it is no use asking the Government to lay on the Table of
the House proper reports by which hon. members can
judge as to the conditi>n of the piors and public works.
Let me read some extracts from the Minister's report.
Take New London. The report says:

Il New London or Greville Bay, is in Queen's Oonty, about 10 miles
south-east of the entrance into Richm nd Bay. The works in this har.
bour were repaired where necessary."

This is all the information we have with respect to the
works there. We will go a little further, and take Tignish.
I should know something ab)ut that barbor and break-
water, because I was mainly instrumental in commencing
the breakwater there under the very able and patriotic ad-
ministration of my old friend, Ron. Alexander Mackenzie.
The report says:

4 Tignish, Prince County, la at the mouth of the Big Tignish River,
and about 8 miles east of North Point. The dredge Prsnce Elward was
engaged until 27th Augusr, in deepening the channel at this place."

It does not show anything as to the work done, as to
how many square yards of mud and rock wero taken out
of the harbor, or as to whore the stufi was deposited ; but I
can tell the House that it was mainly deposited so near the
entrance of the har bor that the barbor afterwards had 15
inches le-s wuter than it should have. There is no report
of that fact. There is no report with respect to the break-
water, which cost over 820.00,. We have not one lino in
the report. showing its present condition. I say these
books which are brought here, and are called Biae-bookP,
should be known as blanik.book-, for they contain nothirtg
When i had a seat in the Local Legislature of the Island, 1
used to say that those books were composed of a good deal
of "fat," because the blank pages are paid for, as well as
those printed. If the Minister cannot sc bis way cear to
put us right on this matter, to furnish a fair and inelligent
report, and not make such sad mistakes as are made in re-
gard to matters, which statements are actually contradicted
in official reports, and if ho cannot satisfy the people of
Princo Edward Island that hoeis prepared to maintain the
public works in a proper repair, I say tho soner the ties of
Confederation between the Dominion and Prince Edward
Island are broken, and the iight little island is allowed to
go and do for itself, the better. We are told that we pay
nothing to the revenue, or only 8275,000 a year; but I can
tell the hon. gentleman that we pay a million dollars a
year, and receive only $650,000.

Some hon. ME N BERS. Question.
The CHAIRMAN. The hon. gentleman must speak to

the question.
Mr. PERRY. I am only seeking justice for the Island,

and for the fishermen of Gloucester, N.B. À large num-
ber of the fishermen come to fish near the breakwater, and
unless the Government spend 81,000 or $1,500 to place
this work in proper condition, the safety of the fishermen
will be endangered. This work is not merely for the Pro-
vince of Prince Edward Island, but for the benefit also of
fishermen who come from Caraquet, Shippegan, and other
places in New Brunswick. I 'eel very much interested in
the fishermen, who have to endure great hardships to obtain
a living, and enable them to pay the high duties imposed
on their goods. I hope the Minister will be able to explain
all these matters, and will place in the Supplementary
Estimates a sufficient sum to place ail these works in a
proper condition. Let me hear no more of our breakwater s
being allowed to float across the strait. The people of New
Brunswick warmed their bouses for months out of stuff for
which the Government of Canada had paid, and which
drifted over from the Island, and the Government wore
absolutely too penurious and negligent to put oven a chain to

Mr. PzRy.

prevent the stuff floating away, but they allowed thousands
of dollars worth of it to drift away across the strait.

Mr. WELSII. I would suggest to the Minister of Publio
Works the necessity of appointing a resident engineer on
the Island to look after the works. It would be a saving of
public money, instead of appointing overseers to the various
public works. Besides, I would recommend the Minister to
give out the repairs to piers by public tender and to the
lowest bidder, and that the work be carried out under the
inspection of a resident engineer. Every member of the
Governmenit will, no doubt, see that this would be a desir-
able change, and that it would save an immense amount of
publie money which is now thrown away in repairs to
piers.

Harbors and Rivers, N. B.. ... ................. $24,500

Mr. WELDON (St. John). What is done with this
money.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is used for the removing
of snaga and for the keeping in good order of towpaths.
The tow-path was repaired, the obstructions were removed
between Eel River and Tobique, between Woodstock and
Salmon River, and between Salmon River and Grand Falls.
Obstructions were removed on the Girdon and the east side
of the river was repaired. At Grand Falls the channel
was cleared of boulders and sand bars, and the break-
water was planked. At the river below the Grand Forks
tho towpath was repaired and other obstructions were
removed.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). It seems to me that there
are enormous sums expended in this work. Is it done
by tender or how ?

Sir IIECTOR LA NGEVIN. Yes. The removal of the
snags is done by the steamer that plies between St. John
and Fredericton and where tho steamer does not run it was
done by days' work, and we appointed foremen to look
alter that and to do the work.

Mr. WEL DON (St. John). I would like to know how
this money was expended. I have been up there and i
only saw a little blasting near the Grand Fialls; that is the
only work I bave seen done there at ail. I find that
between Grand Falls and Tobique $8,050 were expended
for work and only $10 for powder.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have no further details
than those I have given to the hon. gentleman.

Mr. GILLMOR. I hardly think that the Minister of
Public Works understands the particulars of those appro-
priations. It just amounts to an expediture of the publie
moneys to clear out impediments in the river for people to
drive their logs, and that has been going on from year to
year. Thé principle of this expenditure caunot be made
general all over the whole Dominion, because if it were the
Government would have too much to do. This keeping up
of tow-paths, blasting rocks, and building those side-booms
is doing for those people on the St. John River what the
people in the other parts of New Brunswick have to do for
themselves. It is quite impossible to deal with all those
rivers and spend the public money in that way. I am sure
that if the Government understood the matter as well as
those who live in that locality do, they will see that this is
just an appropriation to help some private parties engaged
in lumbering in those localities. There are other rivera %l
over tha Provinces where those works have been con-
structed by the persons operating on the river. If the rule
cannot be made general I think it would be well for the
Government to withhold such appropriations as that, for if
the expenditure is not made general it is unjust to other
parties. It is unjust and unfair to tax lumbermen in other
rivera and thon have the taxes given to other localities for
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the purpose of aiding private enterprise. I am satisfie
that if the Government understood this they would not con
tinue that sort of thing.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I have been told, but o
course I speak subject to correction, that some of thes
works are more injurious than otherwise. I see here a
item for Missonnette. It is not a navigable river at all.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That is to provide for th
completion of the works in connection with the whar
which is being constructed under contract for general lan
ing and shipping purposes opposite the southern end of th
highway bridge on the Kouchibougacis.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). It is a river that I neve
heard of being navigated. I would like to know what ship
ping is done there ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The note I have is tha
this wharf is to be 120 feet long and 30 feet wide.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Is it to be near the highwa
bridge ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). You would have to dredg
the channel to enable the smallest schooner to get up there
A vessel could not go up that river under any circumatance
as it is at present. What is to be the cost of the whol
structure ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Nearly 85,000.

Mr. BLAKE. I hope there will be a vote in the Supple
mentary Estimates for dredging the channel to make the
wharf useful.

Sir R[CHARD CARTWRIGHT. My hon. friend from
St. John says that vessels cannot navigate that river, and
yet the Minister proposes to spend $5,000 in building a
wharf which no vessels can approach. Really we ought to
have some more explanation.

Sir H ECTOR LANGEVIN. The wharf has nine or ten
feet of water at the end; that is all I can say.

Mr. WELDON (St, John). This river is about six miles
from Richibucto Harbor. There are mills on this river,
and unless it bas changed very much since I lived in that
county, the logs coming down that river have to be brought
to Richibucto Harbor to be loaded on vessels. I never heard
of any vessel being in that river, and my own impression is
that it is practically unnavigable owing to the lagoons at
the mouth of the river. The people there are not a fishing
people; they are farmers. I cannot, for the life of me, see
what is the object of a wharf at that place.

Mr. ELLIS. What is the Miniater going to do at the
Negro Point breakwater in St. John Harbor ? Was any
money spent there last year ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The present vote of 85,000
is a revote out of the $10,000 voted last year. It is to com-
plete the work of depositing large stones around the outer
end of the breakwater, recommended by the chief engi-
neer, to replace stones which were washed away by heavy
seas during the winter of 1886-87, with the view of pre-
venting further damage.

Mr. ELLIS. I asked the Minister in 1887 whether ho
thought that work was completed, and he said he thought
it was. Will this complete it ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The atone at that period
was washed away, and, of course, we had to ask more
money, in order to prevent the damage baing repeated. I
may have said that it was completed then, but damage
having occurred since, it was ncesasary to repair it.
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M 1r. WELDON (St. John). I see the hon. member for
1-Kent (Mir. Landry) here, and I would 11k. to know if ho

can explain this vote for the wharf ln the Kouchibougacis
)f River ?
ea Mr. LAN.DRY, I am not prepared to atato what eizo of

nvessels can go up that atream; but 1 know that within the
last year or two a company hba bon formed there and bas

le buiit a miii in the vicinity oi where the wharf ie, and that
rf compainy requires the accommodation of this wharf for the
j. purpose of shippilig its lumber, and it expeota to ship it
le away by vesseis that corne in there.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Thero, are two mills on
r that river somo distance above-water miiia-and ail the
Sdeula from these mills have to be floatcd down through the

lagoona to the Richibucto Harbor. What miii is this ?
it Mr. LANDRY. 1V is a miii built below the bridge.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). It cannot ho a water miii,
'ybecause there is no water power there.

Mr. LANDRY. I think i hba water power,-but I know
it ha beau. constrncted because it lu lu operation.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. As I understand, thia
'a expenditure of public money la to provido somo privato

c. ompany with a convenient wharf te ship thoir logis from.
5Al I can aay la that if that bc the practice ef the Govern.
Oment, tbey wil have thoir bands fu.l I know scores eof

lumber firm8 in the Province of Ontario, who have con.
structod works for the purposeot'et nabling thom to ship
their loge; and if this money je to bc grantod for the boue-
fit of a particulur Jogging firin in the Province of New

SBrunswick, it appeara te mue that ail the lumbor firme in the
Province of Ontario who have constructed facilities for
themaiseves wili have reuson te put ln claima for compensa.

a tion. Are these fucilitica te bc providcd for one Proviuce
1 and not for another ?

-

Mr. LANDRY. 1 did net intend te convey to the Houso
the impression that this wharf was built for tho accommoda.
tion of this firm. Ali I said was that a miii had been buiit
there, for the purpose of showing that the place wus of more
importance than the bon, gentleman 'who bas spoken indi.

icatae andi the filet of a mill boing built there was evidonco
that voasole de corne np that stream, 1 have nover livod
there te the oxtent cf knowing whether shipa go up thora
or 9et, but thore are severat mills thore, one noV very far
from. the bridge, and the place la of considerable importance.

Sir RICHARD CA.RTWIRIGHT. lIow fur le thie fromn
the sea ?

Mr. LANDRY. It la at least twe miles. IV je a wide
river, at let three hundred foot wide, and there muet be
quite a dopth of water there. 1 ar nont in a position te deny
the satement of the hon. mcm ber for St. John (Mr. Weldon)
that there ia net aufficient watcr to float a veesel, but I think
he is miataken.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Lid the hon, gentleman ever sec a
veasel there ?

Mr. LANDRY. I cunnot recoileot that I did.
Mr. WELDON (St. John). I lived thora when a boy,

and lu the whole course of my life I have nover aeen or
heurd ef a vessel navigating that river, and 1 amn under tho
impression that iL la almost impossible for any vessal but a
s mali bout Vo navigate itV. To what firza dees that mili
belong ?

Mr. LANDRY. I de net know the name of the firin, but
one of the gentlemen connected with iL le 1Mr. Lasseora.

1fr. KIRK. Sureiy the Minister ef Public Worka huad a
report frein the engineer with regard te the neceasity cf
tho work beforo ho undertook to spend thia meney. 1
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would like to know what trade las ever been there or
whether trade can go there at all ? The hon. member for
-Kent (Mr. Landry) cannot tell us. What is the necessity
for the wharf ? The hon. member for Kent tells us there is
a lumber mill which is built there for general accommoda-
tion, but I do not think that would justify the Govern ment
in spending this money. This is just in keeping with the
$700 for clearing out rocks from a river in Nova Scotia, a
grant which should never have been given at all.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Will the hon. the Minister of
Public Works tell us upon what report ho made this repre.
sentation to the House?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. When a petition is sent in
to have a public work done, an engineer is sent to examine
the place and to report, and his report is submitted to
Council. In this case, no doubt a report was made by the
engineer who examined the place, and it was on his report
this item is submitted.

Mr. WELrDON (St. John). What engineer reported
upon that, what petition was there for the work, and what
was the report ?

Sir HECTOR LANGENIN. I have not the report bore.
Mr. WELDON (St. John). As far as I can judge this is

simply a wharf to pile lumber on, which may be taken
down in scows or rafted down. I know that the mill-owner
there bas brought his mill down to Richibucto so as to be
able to ship his lumber dry. The wharf would be nothing
else than a lurnber yard for this mill or for some other pur.
pose of that kind.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I hope the hon. gentleman1
will not press this vote until he is able to inform the1
House of the grounds on which he recommends it(
We are asked to vote a small sum, itj l true, but iti
is a sum which involves a principle, and that principle
je that the Government shall ho bound to assume the con-
struction of wharves, not only on navigable rivers, but in
lagoons and bays not navigable, for the purpose of floating
rafts down navigable streams. I submitted, not long ago, atquestion as to the duty of the Dominion Government to
construct wharves on navigable streams, and I named a
place where a large quantity of lumber is kept, and where a'
large number of schooners frequent. I thought that thee
place, being so far up a navigable stream, the Dominiont
would not construct a wharf there, but now I find the
Government are constructing a wharf in a river which isF
not navigable but is nothing but a lagoon. The hon. gentle-]
man would do well to lot this item stand and inform him-b
self of the grounds upon whieh ho recommends the Houses
to grant this sum.i

Mr. LA.NDRY. It is hardly fair to call this a lagoon. b
Evidently the hon. gentleman bas not seen the place. Ia
have stated that it is a very wide stream, but I have never
measured the depth. I would feel justified, however, in as-
suming, from what I have seen of it, that vessels can go up i
that stream. There are many mills there, and it is one of
our important rivers. There are several mills at its head. p
The construction of the wharf was asked by .a large num-
ber of people, and it is an important centre whose trade has simuch increased since the hon. member for St. John (Mr. iWeldon) lived in that vicinity. There was a college a very w
short distance from there which had 100 pupils. There is a f
couvent now in the viciuity, and it is quite an important h
district. It ranks second or third in importance in My Lcounty, and a large number of people requested me, by kpetition or letter, to urge the construction of this wharf, t
and itya 4one in the ordinary way by the proper requestP
fromthe people themsolves, through their representatives.
I presented that mot only one year but two or tbree years
before I could get it, and I found that quite long enough g

1r. KUi.

for me. I feel confident that, if the facts are known, as they
may possibly be ascertained by a report, it will be found
that this is quite an important stream and quite capable of
floating vossels of a reasonable size to come up there and
take the lumber down. I do not state this of my own
knowledge, but from information which I have.

Mr. LXAURIER. I understand the bon. gentleman to say
that he bas been suing the Government for this grant for
some years ?

Mr. LAN DRY. Yes, I have.
Mr. LAURIER. The hon, gentleman says he nover

heard of any ships being in that river. Will he tell us
what is the reason why he wants a pier built there, at a
place where there have been no ships as far as ho knows ?
Ie says there was a convent at the place. Is it for the con-
venience of the convent that the pier is to be built ? If he
bas never hoard of any ships going up to that spot, what is
the reason for bis asking the Government to place a pier
thore ? Surely it cannot ho to help navigation, and, if that
is not the object, what is the object ?

Mr. WELSH. The hon. gentleman from Kent (&fr. Lan-
dry) says he has known this place since ho was a boy.

Mr. LANDRY. No.
Mr. WELSHI. Well, in any case, I knew the place beforo

ho was a boy at all. I knew the Kouchibouguae in 1841,
and I know there was a lagoon there where they used to
raft the timber through from Kouchibouguac to Richibucto.
There is only about 8 or feet of water on the Kouchibou.
guac bar. If there is a barbor there, it is deserted. Io
there anyone here who can spell the name of this place ?
The only way I could ever spell it was to chalk the lettera
over the beam. I have known no vessels at Miramichi
and Richibucto.

Some bon. MEMBERS. Spell the word.

Mr. WELSH. No, spell it yourself. I have known
vessels at Bactouche, and now I am coming pretty close to
the hon. gentleman's home, and I think I know as much
about his district as ho does, and I can tell him the depth
of water on the bar at Bactoeuhe, and at Richibucto, and
at Miramichi, and at Kouchibouguac. But whatl want to
know is what is the purpose of asking for money to build
this wharf unless it is for the benefit of some lumberman to
pile bis lumber on. Is it to be far the benefit of the com-
munity in general ? I say it is not; and I challenge my
hon, friend (Mr. Landry) to show the con trary. I am very
sorry to differ from him, but I shall oppose this vote unless
it is shown that it is for the benefit of the taxpayers in
general. I think it is a useless vote. I know thoe have
been fishing boats in the lagoon, and, at one, time that was
a great place for salmon. From my knowledge of the
country nearly 50 years ago, when I was a boy-but what
was ho ? I shall vote against this unless it is shown to ho
n the general interest.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Mv bon. friend from Queen's,
P.E.I. (Mr. Welsh) speaks of Kouchibouguac. Thore is s
mall river there where vessels go up to a place where
hips were built, but there is the Kouchibouguacis, which
means the small Kouchibouguac, and that is a stream on
which I never heard of any vessel being. My hon. friend
rom Kent (Mr. Landry) bas not only got this wharf, but
he got a subsidy voted for a railway from Richibucto to St.
Louis of about $50,000 from the Dominion, and I do not
:now how much from the Local Government, so I think
his place is very well provided for, especially if we have to
ay more for a wharf there.

Mr. LANDRY. I appreciate a good deal wat the hon.
entleman fron Prince Edwitd Island (Mr. Welsh) has
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said, but the only difficulty is that ho was speaking of a
different place altogother from that whieh we have been
talking about. He has been apeaking of a river several milo
away from the one ander discussion, and, of course, that
makes quite a difference. I think what the hon. member
from the city of St. John (ir. Weldon) has said shows the
additional importance of this place, besides what I mon-
tioned as to the buildings there, including the cinvont,
whieh occasioned some facetious remarks froin the leader of
the Opposition. The fact that a railway bas been built
there shows the importance of the place. If the hon. mem-
ber for St. John (UIr. Weldon) weut thore now, ho would
fini that the people of that county, which ho knows so
well, would not agree with him that they are gotting too
much, but would tell him that they have many requiro-
monts there which could be assisted by the Governrent,
and that there is no occasion for being jealous in regard to
what has been done. The railway to which he las referred
was a necessity, and has been a benefit to the whole county.
It was not bonused to any groater extent than other roads,
and it was constructed immediately and has been in opera-
tion ever sine. AIl this will show the Committee that this
is a place of some importance. and that the expense of
$3,000 for a wharf there ought not to be made so serious an
objection.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Does this river flow into the
sea or into the lagcon ?

Mr. LANDRY. Into the sea. I do not know what the
hon. gentleman means by a lagoon, but certainly the river
empties into the sea.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). It goes into a lagoon which
is formed by sand banks. Betwoen the river and tho sea
is a sand bank which acts as a breakwater and protects this
lagoon. No doubt at one time that was a great place for
salmon and lobster fishing, but I can recollect, as long ago
as my hon. friend from. Queen's, P.E.I. (Ur. Welsh), that
deals were cut oa that river, and more lumber was eut
then than is eut to day, and those deals were floated down
to Richibucto and loaded there.

Mr. WELSH. If you build a wharf at that place, will
there ever be a ship come there and load at that wharf ?
Will it be of any use for commercial.purposes ?

Mr. LANDRY. Yes.

Mr. WELSI. I say no, because the deals are floated
down the river through the lagoon to Richibucto. I have
had practical experience in this matter, and I will certainly
oppose this grant when thore are so many clains for publie
works in regard to which the public are crying ont. W hen
$40,000 and $50,000 worth of grain and oats and barley and
pork and otner cargoes have to wait at a ýwharf without
any accommodation, as they have at Mount Stuart, it is a
crying shame for the Government to pass this vote and
neglect such a place as fonnt Stuart.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. In order to eut short the
discussion, if the hon. gentleman wilil be kind dnough to
listen to what I say, we will withdraw this itemyand if re-
qaired, we will put it in the Supplementary Estimates,
with the necesaary amount.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Richibucto protection works,
$1,000. Can the hon. Minister say what effect theOse works
have had upon deepening the channel? That was one of
the objects for which it was built.

Sir iECTOR LANGEVIN. There was a dam commenced
in 1885, whieh has been repaired and refitted with brush
and stone, This vote is required for completing work,
which the chief engineer considers absolutely necessary for
the protection of the improvement of the entranco.

Mr LAN DRY. The work has already had a benoficial
effect, buL somo dredging is required, We had dredging
dono a year ago, and some more is boing donc, and the
whaif is having a very benetiial effeot. I thinlk without
the breakwater it would be apt to tilt up entirely.

Hatbors and Rivers, Quebe.. .......... $98,250

Mr. LAURIER. Ice piers at St. Aune de Sorel, $2,500.
What is that work ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Thoso piers were begun
three or four yoars ago, and are intenjed to provent the
damùing and flooding of the country by ico in the spring
freshets. Tao resait has been very buuoticial

Mr. LAURIER. Rivière du Lièvro, $30,000. This is
for the purposo cf making the river navigable ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yos; and giving an outlet
to the large country where tte phosphate mines are situat-
ed. This river flows from the north some 18 miles below
Ottawa, and may b eclaimed to be navigable in its present
state, during its ordinary stages, for a distance of 20 miles.
Its general width is from 300 fout to 600 feet. At low
water it is navigable for vessels nYit exceeding 6 or 7 foot
in draught. Daring the spring fresoets the water riscs
nearly 15 feet.

Mr. LAURIER. River Nicolet, $8,000. We have had
this in the Estimates froi year to year, and I am afraid
we are pling up a pretty large sum. I would not regret
the moniey it there was any benefit.

Sir HEC FOR LANGEVIN. IL is really a harbor of
refuge, and also a cornmeircial harbor. Two long piers
have bon built and we expoet that with these additional
works we will mako the harbor usolul for commercial
purposes as well as a harbor of refuge for the vessels on
the lake.

Mr. LAURIER. River Yamaska, stone protection to
dam, $.3,500. Theso Yamaska works have not produced
any material bonofit, so far s I am informed, though they
have cost a good deal of money.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This is to place stone on
the lower side of the dram. The fact is the work was not
complote, and this will complote it and will make the dam
water tight.

Mr. LAURIEIR. Sorel ice piors, 82,500. Are there two
sets of piers at Sorel ?

Sir HECTOR LANGFiVI N. Yes ; at Sorel, the hon. gen-
tleman will remembor, steameior.- come from all quarters to
winter, and ho kno e the importance of the barbor. We
had some two or three of theso piers built, and this will
complote the scheme by which we expect to afford protec.
tion to the vessels.

Mr. LAURIER. In regard to the item of $5,000 for
works at Turee Rivers, I would ask the bon. gentleman
if they are te bo on the St. Lawronce or the St. Maurice.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. On theSt. Lawrence. The
hon. gentleman wili remember the wharf or pier whore the
Richelieu boats come, and between that and the east side,
next to it, there is a large vacant space and thon the har-
bor commissioner's wharf comes. The object of this vote
is to fil the gap between the two, towards the cliff, and
thus allow the cars t come to the harbor commissioner's
wharf, thereby facilitating the trade of the port.

Mr. LAURIER. I think the hon. gentleman will have
something more to do. lie will have to furnish trade, or
the wharves will be empty ; and to do this ho will have to
change the policy of the country.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I) How much will be the total cost?
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Sir EOTOR LANGEVIN. Just the amount of the
vote.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How many vessels,
besides the Richelieu steamers, call there in a year?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I cannot say, but perhaps
15 or 20. They corne there and load timber. There is also
a large depot for coal. I may say the trade is increasing.

Mr. LAURIER. I can say for the hon. gentleman's con.
stituency that there is a very large lumber trade there, and
I am glad to say it is increasing; although it has been
suffering for some years past, I believe it is now reviving.
But I was under the impression that the accommodation
they had already was amply sufficient for the trade that
was being done there. The hon. gentleman thinks other-
wise; at least ho is providing for a new wharf to be built.
I think ho will have to adopt the policy of unrestricted
reciprocity. Under it, no doubt, Three Rivers would be-
come a large trading centre, as it was under the old treaty.
If this work is to be done with a view to the ulti mate carry-
ing ont of that policy, I congratu late the hon. gentleman on
the stop taken.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) My views in regard to wharves
have somewhat changed since this debate began. 1 told
the hon. Minister frankly that I was of the opinion that it
was not proper to construct wharves at such points as he
had hitherto constructed them. 1 find I am altogether
wrong. lu the early part of the debate 1 referred to the
Rillsboro' River, where there are five times as many
craft as at Tbree Rivets, and where thero is constant steam
communication between Charlottetown and Mount Stewart,
a large steamer running there carrying passengers and
freight, and I was under the impression that as the work
was twenty miles up the river it was a local work. I find
I was altogether wrong, and I ask the hon. gentleman to
rescind the request, if this is a Dominion work, and to
place a sum in the Estimates for Hillsboro' River. I hope
Supply will not go through without something being done
at that place. Tho hon. gentleman sees that the flouse
cordially votes money for the construction of wharves in
al these places where they are necessary for the promo-
tion of trade, provided it is a tidal river and navigable, and
we went even so far as to vote money for the construction
of works in a lagoon, but that has been withdrawn. I
hope the Minister will recollect Mount Stuart as coming
within all the provisions which seem necessary to give a
claim for the construction of a wharf by the Dominion
Government. The hon. gentleman will perhaps take a note
of this and consider it.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I not only will consider it,
but I have taken a note of it.

Mr. ELLIS. As to the money voted last year for improve-
monts on the Madawaska River, in the Province of Quebec,
on what part of the river was it expended ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Up to 3lst December some
8400 had been expended in improving the Madawaska River
for the descent of timber by the removal of logs, rocks and
clay, so as to obtain a depth of three feet at low water and a
minimum width of 50 feet. That is the only sum expended
out of that vote.

Public Works, Ontario... ........... . $98,250

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I would remind the Minister of
Public Works that I called his attention last year and the
year before and in the early part of this Session to the state
of the winding ground on the banks of the Sydenham River
at Dresden. I pointed out that the banks are slipping into
the river, that it was affecting the warehouses on the bank
and that the winding ground required to be supported in
order to prevent serions damage being done to private prou

Mr. .AUVAM,

perty. Has the bon. gentleman undertaken any improve-
ments there, or what dos ho contemplate doing ? I am
satisfied that the parties would have good cause of action by
petition of right against the Government for damages if the
winding ground is not properly protected.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I tbink the other day the
hon. gentleman spoke to me on the subject. I took a note
of it, and I have prepared some notes to be submitted te my
colleagues.

Mr. CASEY. What is being done at Cobourg Harbor?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The vote is to make pro-
vision for projected works of repair, on the superstructure
of the western pier at Cobourg Harbor. The chief engineer
reported that it would be necessary te put it into proper
order for the general purposes of the harbor.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What has been the
total expenditure for Cobourg Harbor?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. From the 1st July, 1874,
to the 30th June, 1888, the total is $163,000.

McGregor's Creek, to complete.................. $2,250

Mr. CAMPBELL. Last year when this item was placed
in the Estimates it also inciuded Little Bear's Creek, and
$7,750 was voted for that purpose. I notice this year !hat
Little Bear Creek is struck out of the Estimate and only
$2,250 asked for McGregor's Creek. I would like to asik
the Minister why Little Bear's Creek bas been excluded, and
whether all this amount is to be expendcd on McGregor's
Creek ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I do not see why the item
bas disappenred for Little teai's Creek. McGregor's Creek
is, I think, in the county of the hon, gentleman and the vote
is to complete the projected pile works, 740 feet long, on the
south bank of McGregor's Creek, as recommended by the
chief ungineer.

Mr. CASEY. I had the honor of being in the County of
Kent during the last campaig, aud I am aware that the
projected works at Little Bear's Creek formed a considerable
portion of the ammunition ot the Conservative party in
that campaign, and that my hon. friend from Kent had to
face the proposed expenditure of considerable money there.
I thirnk that although my hon. Iriend was elected, the
county should not be mulcted for the money that was pro-
mised during the campaign to be spent there by the GOv-
ernment. 1 would ask the Minister of Public Works if ho
las any plausible explanation to make for the disappear-
ance from the Estimates of the appropriation for Little
Bear's Creek.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. My chief engineer asked
me only for money for McGregor's Creek. He never spoke
to me about the other place.

Mr. CASE Y. Yon ought to have spoken to him about it.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I cannot say why the vote
for Little Bear's Creek is not here.

Mr. CAMPBELL. The hon. Minister will see, if ho looks
at the Estimates last year, that Little Bear's Creek was
included. As my hon. friend from Elgin (Mr. Casey) says
it was quite a subject of discussion in the county during the
last election, and I may say that it is a work that ought te
be done. Little Bear's Creek was dredged out some two or
three years ago, and made a navigable stream, but owing
te some reasons, with which I need not trouble the House
now, it has become partially filled up. It is the bounden
duty of the Governvent, having made it a navigable stream,
te also see that it is kept navigable. I think that the hon.
the Minister ôught to put an item in the Estimates for that
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purpose. I may say that it is a very important work. It lies
in the Township of Dover, in the County of Kent, and opens
up a very large and important section of the country. Boats
of considerablo size go up there, and it is a great con venience
to people of that part of the country to be able to load their
grain, logs and lumber on the banks of that stream. Last
year there were over $100,000 worth of logs lying on the
banks of that stream during the winter, expecting that the
Government would do as they promised, dredge it out in the
spring and make it navigable so that they would be able
to get their logs down to market. Owing to the fact that
the Government did not go on with the dredging as pro-
mised, this lumber could not be got out and it deteriorated
in value to the consequent loss of the people. I do not
think it is fair that this appropriation for Little Bear's
Creek, after it having been placed in the Estimates last
year and adopted by the House, should be withdrawn.
Anyone knows that in that part of the country the lumber-
ing interest is a very large interest, and it is of very great
importance to the people to be able to get their lumber
down that stream, and Itrust, now that the matter bas been
called to the attention of the Minister, that he will see the
necessity of placing $2,000 or $3,000 in the Supplementary
Estimates for that purpose. I am sure it will meet the ap-
proval not only of this House, but of the country.

Mr. CASEY. I think the Minister of Public Works will
have to account with the opponent of my hon. friend if he
does not take his advice and put an item in the Estimates.

Belleville-to complete harbor worka, the local au-
thorities protecting the Island with cribwork to
the extent of $6,000.................... ... , $4,000

Mr. CASEY. What is intended to be done?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This vote is for carrying
on next year the works in connection with the dam 325
feet long which it is proposed to construct at the island in
the River Moira, on the east side of the stream, on condi-
tion that the local authorities will undertake the protection
of the island shores,

Toronto Harbor-work at eastern entrance, the city
of Toronto having to contribute $100,000........... $20,000

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Is this a vote on account of some
great work we are beginning to undertake?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is to continue the works
we have been carrying on there. We had to protect the
island, and we had to construct works at the new entrance
which had been opened there by the lake. We will probably
require $25,000 or 630,000 more, so far as I can see now,
but I do not ask the hon. gentleman to tie me down to that
figure.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Wben the grant of $50,000 was
made last year, was there any provision that the city of
Toronto should furnish a certain amount, and if so, did it
furnish that amount ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes, $100,000. We do not
expect to be able to spend the whole $50,000 during the
fiscal year, and we ask for a revote of $20,000.
@Mr. WILSON (Elgin). We were led to understand that
on our furnishing 850,000, the city would furnish $100,000
to complete the work. Now we are paying virtually
$10,000 or $75,000 instead of our $50,000 as fornierly agreed
upon between the Government and the city. I think we
should have a fuller explanation.

Mr. CASEY. Perhaps the bon. gentleman will tell us
how the Govern ment intend to protect the harbor ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think the barbor of
Toronto is an exceptional one. The city is the largest in
the Province of Ontario, snd I thQuiht, from the informa

tion of my engineer, that i should report that unless we
made a large expenditure there to save the island the
harbor of Toronto would belost, which would be a great
damage to the commerce cf the country. The city had
promised $100,000 as their contribution. There was some
little ditliculty. iii be matter, but as usual the city of
Toronto showed that when they had made a promise they
would keep it. They passed a by-law to provide the
8100,000. We have expendod vory large sums since the
beginning of this work. From 1875 down to 1877, 820,000
were expended; and from that period down to 1887,
8575,000. In 1888, we spent 819,000, and the following
year 814,400. We expoct to spend about as much more u»,
to the end of the fiscal year. That is the reason we now
ask $20,000 more to continue the work.

Mr. CASEY. I do not wish to be understood as finding
fault with the Government. I was simply asking informa-
tion as to the plan on which the island is going to be
protected.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We undertook these works
on the plan the hon. gentleman knows well of the protec.
tion of the island-reducing the entrance on the east side
and deepening the channel and the harbor. I have no doubt
by next year we will have completed that work.

Mr. CASEY. What do you intend to do with the eastern
gap ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. By building those two piers
on either side, we will reduce the extent of the gap.

Mr. McMULLEN. i would liko to draw attention to the
difficulties which ai-ose a year ago with regard to the oxpen-
dituro of the money at the eastern gap. There was a break-
water built thore, and i think the hon. gentleman will re-
member I drew his attention to the fact that blind bolts.had
bon used, and the works were in such a flirnsy condition
that they wero carried away by a storm. Who was in charge
of this particular work, and how bas the money been ex-
pended ? The hon. gentleman will remember that a consid-
erable amount of moncy was lost there, owing to the fact
that whoever was in charge permitted the work to be done
in an inefficient way.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There is an officer of the
Government there now, who, I know, bas the confidence of
the engineer.

Mr. CASEY. In two or three items the condition is
that the locality would furnish a certain amount. Io it
going to be he principle on which the Government will
act in future regaruing harbor accommodation and improve-
ments, that the locality should pay sornething before the
Government will do anything. I do not say that it is a bad
principle; I rather think it is a good one. I remember
that my hon. friend from East York (Mr. Mackenzie)
established that principle when he was Minister of Public
Works.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. In many cases we call
upon the authorities to contribute, and sometimes the works
are larger and we think they are not altogether works
which the Government should undertake alone. We said
that as this was a mixed affair, the city sbhould contribute
a share of the expense, or if the revenue was not sufficient
to allow us to undertake such a large work alone. We
follow that plan not only with regard to ports and piers,
but also publie buildings, requiring the local authorities to
give us the site.

General repair and improvements-Harbors and
Rivera, Ontarlo.........,.. ..... . ....... $10,000

Mr. CAMPBELL. You will notice that the 84,000 ap-
propriated for the River Thames entranoe is not asked to be
re.voted this year. I think that the Government are not
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treating the county properly in not going on with this
work. It is a work of great importance to the town of
Chatham, and has been asked for over and over again by
the people there and also by the Board of Trade,
Town and County Councils also Business Mons' Association.
They have sent petitions asking that the bar at the mouth
should be removed. Last year a deputation came dowa, and
on former occasions deputations have come down and waited
on the Government to urge that this work should be done.
I have a letter from the Minister of Public Worksaddressed
to Henry Smyth, as follows:

"OTTAWA, 14th April, 1883.
K v DâAn MR. SMYT,-l aM in receipt of your letters of the 15th,

17th and 24th of March, and the 2nd and 4th inst (the last enclosing
a letter from Mr. Samuel Barfo.,t, presilent of the Chatham Navigation
Company) on the subjct of the improvement of the Thames River

I' 1 have directed my officers to place a dredge at the mouth of the river
not later than the firsit day ot May, and as speedily as possible give
your county the necessary navigation, and to forward me without delay,
a report upon the other improvements which you ask, particularly those
spoken of in the communication forwarded byyou from Mr. Knight.

" You are aware that there will be no funds available for th 3 perma-
nent work to be doue at the mouth of the river until the lst July next.

''Yours very truly,
''HEUTOR L. LANGEVIN."

That is dated the 14th April of last year, and the hon.
gentleman promised thon that the dredge would be at the
mouth of the river not later than the first day of May. I
may state that the election took place on the second day of
May. This letter was circulated broadcast all over the
country, and it performed a very important work during that
campaign; but I am very srery to say that the 1st MIay
came and the 2nd May came, and thiere was no dredge
placed thore. . There was no dredge placed there at ail,
We never saw the dredge, and we did not know what had
become of it; and, on the 21st May, when the Estimates
were going through the House, 1 called the Minister's
attention to it, and asked that the long look d for dredge
should be placed there at the orliest opportuaiLy; and the
Minister of Public Works was thon good enough to say in
reply to me:

'When I wrote that letter I expected that this vote would have been
passed in the House before the lst of May, and I would have then felt
that 1 had the authority to go on and make some arrangements, know-
ing how pressing this matter was ; but, unfortunately, delays took
place, and, not having the money, I could not go on with the work.
NIow that it is voted, I will go on with the work'

There was a distinct promise on the 14th of April from the
bon. the Minister of Publie Works, and again on the 21st
May, that the work would be proceeded with at the earliest
.possible date, but I am vey sorry indeed to say that the
work has not been proceeded with that nothing morehas
been done towarda that except snding an engneor ftim
the department up there in Noveuiber last 3ear tQpir
look over the work. This work is of the utmpst importanhe
to the prosperity not only of the Town of Chathami but of
the Coun.ty of ent. It ,is a work which is urgenLly re-
quired. I believe, from the best irformation I have at pres-
ent, that there is only 6 feet or 6j feet of water on the bar at
the mouth of the river, while, for twenty mifes inlard, ihere
is 18 feet or 20 feet-plenty of water to float the largest
vessels on the lakes except on the bar at the mouth of the
river which keeps them out I do not think it is treating
the county right, after making this solemn and distifiet
promise on more than one occasion, that thre is ne vote
for this work this year. The matter is of so much impor.
tance that a petition was sent down, and I had the honoir to
present it to the Minister of Publie Works a few days aOo,
signed by 1,047 people of all shades of political opinion,
and the most prominent mnen in that part of the county,
askingz that this work should be proceeded -with; and
so great is the necessity for proceeding with this
work that the people there feel that the prosperity
of the whole town and county depends upçn h6 early

Mr, CA.MPaaLI,

complotion of this work. Unless it is proceoded with at
an early date, thore will be very great disarrangement
caused to the bu,iness of that part of the country. The
passenger b:>at, Oty of Chatham, sailing from Chatham to
Detroit, was compelled to lay up in the month of Septom-
ber last year, because she could not get across the bar; and
during a recent visit to the town of Chatham, I was urged
to ascertain froin the Government some definite informa-
tion as to their intentions. At present they do not know
whether to fit up that boat for the season's work or not
Unless the br ris removed, it would bo impossible for the
steamer to get across the bar, and the Canadian Pacific
Railway, which is extending its line from London to
Detroit, bas been compelled t) bring all its rails and ties by
the way of Wallaceburg and the Erie and Huron Railway.
Otberwise it could have brought all its material and bad it
unloaded in Chatham, whera it would be far more conve-
nient, and that would give a great deal of employment to
the laborers and mechanies who are depending upon the
loading and unloading of this material, but that company
bas been compelled to bring all its material in by
the way of Wallaceburg. I am sure the Minister of
Agriculture can testify to the great importance and
necessity of this work being done. Further, the lum.
bermen in the Town of Chatham are also interested. They
roquire to bring in thoir stocks of lumber early in the
spriug, as soon as navigation is open ; but they do not know
what to do, and, unless the bar is removed, they cannot
bring their lumber in by water, but will have to bring it
by way of the Erie and Huron Railway, unship it at Wal-
lacoburg and send it thence to Chatham. Then, we have
large brick manufacturers along the banks of the River
Thames. They have contracts for large quantities of brick.
One of them showed me a contract which hecould mako with
Messrs. Hastings Bros , of Winnipeg, for 400,000 bricks, and
he told me the demand for brick at Port Arthur and in
Manitoba was almost unlimited, but the trouble was that, if
the bar, is net removed out of the river, it will be utterly
impossible for them to accept any of those contracts, You
will readily see how necessary it is that the intention of
the Government should be known upon this point. I hope
and believe that the Minister of Public Works intends
to bring down in the Supplementary Estimates a sun for
this important work, and the reason I bring it to his atten-
tion now is to have a definite answer upon that point. It
is of the greatest importance that the intentions of the Gov-
ern ment should be known no w, sothat these men will know
what to do, and, thorefore, I would like to ask the Minister
of Public Works what is the intention of the Governmentin
reference to this important matter. It has been before them
for a long time, they know all the facts, they know the
necessity- of it, and they have promised it over and over
again, and I hope it is not asking too much of the hon. Min.
ister te ask bim to let the louse and the country know what
they intend to do in the matltr.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This work did not proceed,
notwithstanding my letter or letters, because we could not
obtain a dÈedge at a sufficiently early time in the season of
1888, and, therofore, we could not do it. But I may say that
I have been examining the matter since, in order to see how
far 1 could obtain the nocessary dredge to do the work this
year. Arrangemente are now being made, and I hope the
work will bo brgun fut a orttime, at all event at the
proper season.

Mr. C&SEY. Under this head of general improvements,
I wish to catl the attention to the Minister to the harbor
of Port Stanley. 'He will remember that that harbor was
leased to the London and Port Stanley Railway, which
afterwards becaime the property of the Great Western Rail-
way, and subsequenUy came ino the hande of the Grand
Trunk.
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Sir H ECTOR LANGE VIN. The hon. gentleman would

oblige me if ho did not go into thati matter now, as I am
very tired, and ho will have another opportunity.

Mr. CASEY. Will the hon. Minister say that he will
give this matter his attention.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.

General repairs and improvemente-Harbors and
Rivers, Manitoba......................$2,000

Sir RICHA RD CARTW RIG IIT. Where does the hon.
gentleman mean to spend that money, and what is it te be
used for ?

Sir IECTOR LANGEVIN. It is the ordinary vote to
cover such expense as may bo incurrod in the fiscal year
1889-90.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Does that mean the
Red River ?

Sir JIECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes; and such emall works
as are not provided for in the general Estimates.

Mr. WATSON. I would like to call the attention of the
Minister to the importance of some works that should have
been gone on with for wbich this sum is far too small.
The works are almost in a similar position, and of as
much importance, as the dredging on the mouth of the
Thames River. Sometbing should be done with the St.
Ardrew's Rapids. Representations have been made te the
Government, and deputations have visited Ottawa for the
purpose of inducing the Government te do something for
that work. They.promised as some years ago te make a sur.
vey of the Red River, and te try, if possible, te put a sum in
the Estimates to improve the St. Andrew's Rapids, and to
improve the navigation of the Red River se as to allow lake
vessels to come to the city of Winnipeg, which would be a
great benefit, net only for the city of Winnipeg, but to the
people interested iu the lumber business throughout Mani-
toba. It would also be the means et assisting te develop
the natural resources around Lake Winnipeg. There are some
very good deposits of iron ore on islandsin Lake Winnipeg,
which could be developed if the navigation of the Red
River was improved. The Americans on their side have
spent a large sum of money improving the Red River up
to the bouridary lino, but with the exception of one or two
places between ibe boundary lino and the city of Winnipeg,
the St. Andrew's Rapids between the city of Winnipeg and
Lake Winnipeg, the navigation of the lied River might be
utilised from Fargo in the United States down to the head
waters of Lake Winnipeg. I am sorry that the Govern-
ment are net maki-ng an appropriation for the purpose of
improving the Red River. It is a very important stream,
and would open up and develop the resources which lay on
the shore of Lake Winnipeg. I might also say in connec-
tien with this general vote that I would like te bave seen
the Government make some move with regard te improving
the communication between Lake Winnipegosis and Lake
Manitoba. That matter is also of great importance to the
people of Manitoba, and te the people who own timber
limits on Lake Winnipegosis. In that district there is
large and valuable timber limits that the Government have
disposed of, and at present I believe they are receiving no
consideration for them on account of certain promises made
te those parties when they received those timber limits,
that the water communication between those lakes would
be improved and made suitable for fbc)ating legs down, or
running boats on the river. I hope the Minister of Public
Works will see fit te have a sum placed in the Supplement-
ary Estimates te go on with some of those works. This is
a very small amount to place in the Estimates for generali
improvements in Manitoba.

Quarantne ............................ ........ ..... ........ S ,

Mr. ELLIS. Does the amount of $26,000 for quarantine
St. John, N. B., roter to the building on Partridge Island ?

Mr. CARLIlXG. It is for salary and expenses at Part-
ridge Island.

Mr ELLIS. I do not know whether the Minister la
aware that the buildings there are going entirely to decay,
and if it were necessary to use them for any purpose they
would prove to ho entirely unfit. The matter came under
my notice in this way: The school board of St. John bu
main tained a school on the Island, although there were only
8 or 10 pupils, and for the purpose of this school one of the
rooms in the building was placed at the disposai of the board
by the dopartment. It became, however, so unfit for use
that the board were compelled to entirely give up the
school, and the report was that the rain came through the
roof so that not a single îoom was fit for use. I suppose
the Minister is awai e of that fact, because the board was
rather curtly treated by his department when they asked
the department to place the building in a condition so that
it could be usedý It was an act of grace to maintain a
school on the Island at all.

Mr. CARLING. My intention has been called to the
state of the building, and the Minister of Publie Works bas
been requested to make an examination and report with a
view to bave the buildirg repaired at once.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). With respect to the item 83,400
for Halifax, I desire to enquire what amount bas been put
down for the chaplains of the station ?

Mr. CARLING. $200 each.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Last year the vote was taken in

the same way. I pointed out to the Minister that there was
a Protestant and Catholic chaplain for the quarantine sta.
tion at Halifax. The Protestant chaplain belonged to the
parish in which the quarantine station was situated, but ho
moved away, and bis successor bas not been paid anything,
while the Roman Catholic chaplain bas been drawing hie
salary, and very properly so, ever since. The Minister then
promised that tbis would be continued to the rector of the
the parish in which the station is situated. Some of the
parties bave come to me about the mattor on several oc-
casions, and I addressed a communication to the dopart.
ment, reminding the Minister of the conversation in the
House and privately, but I nover ro -eived any reply. I
should now like to understand from the Minister whether
that sum is available for the rector of the Eastern Passage
Church, the Protestant chaplain, as well as for the Roman
Catholie chaplain, who bas been drawing bis salary for
some time, because, although the matter was distinctly
understood last year, I have been unable to obtain any in-
formation from the department since with regard to it. I
want to know whether we can rely on the settlement of
the matter in the future in this way.

Mr. CARLING. I regret very much that the corres-
pondence with the department was not aeknowledged; I
am sure that I was not aware of it. I can say to the bon.
gentleman that a clergyman has been appointed to net with
the Catholie clergyman, but I cannot at the moment give
hie name. I wili, however, give it te the hon. gentleman
to-morrow.

Mr. JONES (Halifar). I should like to have it before
this item is carried.

Mr. CARLING. If the vote is allowed to pass,I will
give the information to-morrow.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). What information does the hon.
gentleman want? It appears by the Auditor General's
report that the Rev. Father Wood drew a salary of $100,
but the Protestant cbaplain has not been drawmg a salary
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for two years. It lapsed under a change of rectors, and the
people have applied to me on seveial occasions in regard to
the matter, as the position properly belonga to the parish in
which the station is situated. There is nothing more for
the hon. gentleman to say than either to admit or deny
whether the Protestant chaplain would be païid the same as
the Roman Catholie chaplain or not. I do not think there
is a great deal of duty for either chaplain to do, but they
attend when required. I think the hon. Minihter can tell
me now whether ho is prepared to place the Protestants in
the same position as the Roman Catholics ?

Mr. CAR LING. The Rev. Dr. Partridge is acting with
the Catholie clergyman now and bas been appointed.

Mr. JONES (fAalifax). That is sufficient; but it is a
departure from the usual custom, which it would have been
much botter to have adhered to, because the Eastern Pass.
age congregation is a poor one. It is among fishermen, and
is directly opposite to the quarantine station, and thesalary
of the rector of the parish is small. Dr. Partridge is rector
of St. George's, in the city, and is an excellent man in every
respect; but his salary is much larger, and, being a city
clergyman, ho is five or six miles distant frorm the quarar.
tine station, and can hardly boeo available as the clergyman
of the locality. The position belongs to the Eastern Pass-
age parish, and I could not tell who is rector now. It has
always belonged to the parish of the Eastern Passage, and
I think it would be botter to allow it to remain there instead
of giving it to a city clergyman (a very proper and welI
qualified man, I must say) who has a larger salary. 1 can.
not understand why the change should be made, particularly
when the Minister promised last year that it should go in
the way I have explained now.

Mr. CARLING. I do not recollect promising the hon.
member that I would appoint a local clergyman. I think
that I promised the hon. gentleman that a clergyman
would be appointed in the place of the gentleman who
acted before.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Of course you will understand
that I do not take exception to Mr. Partridge. I only point
out that it was an assistance to a poorer parish.

Mr. ELLIS. Why should there be any chaplain at all ?
I do not think there have been more than three persons in
the quarantine hospital in Halifax for the last year. What
is the good of paying $200 for clerical services when you
have no one to attend the soi vices

Public eealth.........................$10,000

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I wish to ask what benefits and
results are supposed to be obtainable from this grant?

Mr. CARLING. I think the hon. gentleman will find in
the Auditor General's Report, whîch I see ho has beside him,
particulars of how the moncy has been expended.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I certainly see how some of the
money has been expended but, to me, it does net seem com-
pletely satisfactory. I think the Minister ought to be able
to explain the item, and to show that the money is well
spent. Isee, in the first place, that Dr. Montizambert, who
is in charge of the quarantine hospital, receives a very
liberal allowance of $2,300 a year salary, and, if we take
into account the various items connedted with this service,
we will find that this amount bas been increased last year to
somewhere near 84,000. It may bo that ho performs services
to the publie which amply compensate the public for the
amount of monoy paid,but we certainly ought not to be asked
to vote this large sum of money without some explanation
from the Minister as to what duties Dr. Montizambert per.
forms. I think that instead of referring me to the Auditor
General's Report the Minister should give some detailed re-
port of the expenditure. I find alao in the report that Dr.

Mr. Joue (HWaifax).

Playter receives the sum of $1,200 a year, and I think the
Minister should give us some explanation of what services
ho renders. I am aware that Dr. Playter edits the Sani-
tary Journal, but I am not aware that the Sanitary Journal
has a very general circulation. I can well understand that
81,200 is beneficial to the individual receiving it, but I am
not aware of the boneficial effects of the Sanitary Journal.
I can understand that it is a great assistance to him keep.
ing up the journal, but I would like to know what return
the Government get for this 81,200 ? Are they receiving
a certain number of copies of this journal or do they grant
this amount as a bonus?

Mr. CARLING. Dr. Playter was very etrongly recom.
mended by the medical gentlemen of this House some
few years ago to take charge of this journal. The Govern-
ment receives 100 copies of that journal, and it is, I believe,
very freely distributed all over the country to the medical
profession and to the different cities and towns, and I know
that it is very highly appreciated by those who receive it.
I believe that the journal has done a great deal of good and
I have had many communications urging me to increase
the grant to Dr. Playter instead of reducing it.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I understand you receive 100
copies. How otten is the journal issued and how many
copies do you receive during the year ?

Mr. CARLING. It is a monthly journal.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Perbaps the Minister is able to
explain to whom these journals are sent; by what reans
they are distributed and what advantages do they expect to
derive from their distribution.

Mr. CARLING. This amount of money bas been given
in aid to the Sanitary Journal, and a certain number of
copies monthly are sent to the department and these are
distributed. It has been also, I believe, distributed very
freely all over the country. This grant has been given for
a number of years.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). How many years ?

Mr. CARLING. Four or five years, I believe. The
journal was thought to be very valuable by the profession,
and the medical gentlemen in this House strongly urged
this grant.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I desire to know who received.
these journals. Are tbey sent directly by Mr. Playter to
any one whom ho may wish to end them to, or are they
distributed by the department ?

Mr. CARLING. This amount of money is given in aid
of the journal, and Doctor Playter sende them to wbom he
thinks proper. I believe it has been very freely circulated
in all parts of Canada, in addition to the copies which have
been given to the dopartment, and which are forwarded to
the different immigration and quarantine agencies and
institutions throughout the country.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). What is the object of this jour.
nal ? .

Mr. CARLING. It is to give the public the benefit of
Dr. Playter's experience.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). This may be a satisfactory ex-
planation, but certainly I cannot yet understand to what
agencies these books are sent. They are, I suppose, sent
direct by Mr. Playter to the various points, not through the
department at all. He may send them to his various sub-
scri bers for aught I know. This item seems to be unreason-
able. There is another item of $400 for the French sanitary
journal. le that distributed in the same manner as Mr.
Playter's ?
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Mr. CARLING. I understand tht it is.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin.) I think it is a useless expendi.
ture. Hon. gentlemen on that side may laugh, but if it
were their own money, they would hesitate very seriously
before they would adopt a course of that kind. I believe
this is nothing more nor less than a gift to this man Playter,
and I believe there is no beneficial effect from the distribu-
tion of this sanitary journal at all. It is a question to
me whether, if you searched the agencies in the different
parts of the Dominion, you would find a hundred copies of
it. If you would, it is not read, nor is it regarded by the
medical profession as being of any particular value. My
hon. friend said that a few years ago it was highly recom-
mended by the medical men of this House, There may have
been some who signed a recommendation to the Govern-
ment to subsidise this sanitary journal in this way, but I
have yet to find that it has been of any material benefit. It
is useless, so far as any benefit to the profession arising
from its perusal is concerned. Then, I would like to have
some explanation of the large amount of $4,000 which is
paid to the medical superintendent for salary and expenses.

Mr. SPROULE. As one of the medical men of thefHouse
who signed the recommendation to the Government, I wish
to say that I think there were ten or twelve of us, including
Dr. Brouse, the two Dr. Fergusons and SirCharles Tupper,
who came to the conclusion, after an examination of
this pamphlet, that it was a useful and valuable
one. We aiso recommended the department to grant
some assistance for getting out a number of the o
monthly periodicals; and that they were distributed,
I think there is no doubt, because they come both
to the medical men and the boards of health in my
part of the country, and they are considered valuable aids
in looking after the sanitary condition of the country. It
was also arranged at the time, I think, that assistance should
be given to have a pamphlet for the same purpose distri-
buted in the French language. I know that this work is a
valuable one, Dr. Playter is most assiduous, and what he
culls is from the best medical writers of the time.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Will the hon. gentleman explain
the expenses of Mr. Montizambert, fares $165, Pullman
and porters $45 ?

Mr. CARLING. Those were the expenses of Dr. Mon-
tizambert in attending the medical convention at Louisville
in 1887-88. Ie was requested to visit that convention as a
representative of Canada,

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Will the hon. gentleman explain
the item of Mr. Dyke, Liverpool, travelling expenses
$A89.69 ?

lir. CARLING. Mr. Dyke is Government agent at Liver-
pool, and was employed in connection with the cattle quar-
antine in Great Britain ?

Mr. KIRK. What has been done towarde stamping out
cattle disease in .Pictou, N.S. ?

Mr. CARLING. I think it has been stamped out. The
officer of the department visited that district last autumn.
IHe reported that a number of cattie were slaughtered, and
that the disease no longer exists there.

Resolutions reported.

Mr. POSTER moved the adjournment of the House.

Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 11:40 p.m.
118

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

MONDAT, Ist April, 1889.

The SPArEa took the Chair at Three o'clook.

PsAryas.

THE OFFICIAL DEBATES.

Mr. DESJARDINS (translation) moved;
That the second report of the Select Committee appointed to super-

vise the Official Report of the Debates of this House, brought down on
the 22nd March last, be adopted.

Mr. CHOQUETTE (Translation.) moved in amendment:
That the said report be not now concurred In, but that It be referred

back to the said committee with instructions to enquire into the justice
and expediency of granting an indemnity to Mesur. A. B. Poirier,
Remi Tremblay and Ernest Tremblay, who were discharged from their
positions.

le said: Mr. Speaker, before the motion of the Chairman
of the Debates Committee (Mr. Desjardins) be granted, I
wish to return to the charge in support of a motion which I
made last year. As I stated last year, when I made a
similar motion, my intention is not to renew the debate
which took place in this flouse In the matter of the trans.
lators who were dismissed, inasmuch as your decision was
sustained by the House, but I think, as I stated then, that
an indemnity ought to be given to these men who have
been, to say th3 least, treatod in rather a cruel manner. In
briuging up again this question before the louse, I am
only acting upon the suggestion made by -the hon. the
First inieter, who, on the 17th of May last, whon I brought
forward this motion, asked me to withdraw -it and
make it at the beginning of the prosent Session.
The hon. the First Minister stated thon that he
would make no promise, but that ho would take
the mattor into consideration during the recess. I
am convinced that the hon. the First Minister, who
always keeps his word, must have kept this promise as all
his othors, and that ho must have taken the matter into
consideration. He ought to be in a position to give a defi-
nite ans wer, which I trust will bo favorable to the young
persons who have been hardly used. I have no intention,
I repeat, Mr. Speaker, to reopen the debate, but it will
suffice to recall the following facts: that these mon were
engaged as translators, that no fanlt was found with thom
as such, and that their work was carried out in an intelli-
gent manner. It will be remarked that they came here
last year at the beginning of the Session, to continue their
work, that they waited here for five or six weeks for a
decision on their fate, because no signifieation had been
given them in an official manner that their services would
no longer be required. Consequently they made an outlay
in coming here; they took a house, they inurred consider-
able expense, and after fire or six weeks of waiting trese
gentlemen were obliged to go back and endeavor to earn
their living in another way. Well, Mir. Speaker, it is not
right to treat officers of this House, against whom, I repeat,
no complaint has been brought, and who have always per-
formed their duties well, in a more unceremonious manner
than ise customary with ordinary workmen. It is well
known that, according to the law in the Province of Que.
bec, it is not lawful to discharge mere domestic servants
without giving them fifteen days notice or *iaedt Pthying
them an equivalent. Now, in this ease,not the ellghtest notice
was given to these mon. When yon decid that their
services were no longer required and the House rati-
fied your decision, these men were obliged to go away with-
ont any other notice and without any conipensation for
their time and the considerable expense that they had
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been put to. I think that it would be but fair that an
indemnity should be granted them, and that this report be
sent back to the Debates Committee in order that a recom-
mendation be inserted therein to the effect that they should
be paid, if not the whole sessional allowance at leaFt a
portion of their expenses. As for the two Messieurs Trem-
blay I know that they took a bouse bore, that they purcha3-
ed the movables req uisite for their bousekeeping, and that
after their dismissal they were obliged to throw ur their
houses, sacrifice at a low figure their effects and pay
damages to their landiords. It is not exemplary damages
but the real losses which should be paid, and I think that
under the circumstances the House wili be unanimous in
yielding to the desire expressed by the hon. the First
Minister to take the matter into consideration. Although
no formal promise was ihen made that an indemnity should
be paid them, I would wish that the Committec should
decide what amount be granted them. I may say that the
men are not greedy ; they will be satisfied with a reason-
able indemnity and the House will be only committing an
act of justice in giving them a certain sum.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The report referred to,
as I understand, appears at page 267 of the Votes and
Proceedings, and is as follows:-

"'I he Qommittee beg leave to report the following Resolution as a
recommendation: That Members desiring to procure copies of their
speeches from the Queen's Printer may have them furnished in the
numbers desired, either in quarto or octavo form, covered or not
covered, as may be required, at the actual cost for paper and labor,
not including composition, and that this rule may apply to all accounts
for the present Session."

That being the resolution, the amendment has, consequently,
not the slightest reference to it, and is out of order, as
the report does not refer at all to the compensation of
officers. Again, I see that the hon. gentleman has a notice
of motion on the paper on the same subject, and on both
these grounds I object to this amendment as being out of
order.

ing about eleven or half-past eleven o'clock, I sent a written
order to Mr. Senecal, in charge of the printing of the
Debates, for some copies of the previons day's proceedinge,
and in reply, he says:

" Your order for 50 copies of the Debates of the 29th inst. was too
late, as the daily Hansard was printed off."

This is dated on the 30th, the following morning. Now, I
was going to say, that if we are to understand that copies
of the Hansard cannot be had when they are ordered at
eleven o'clock the day following the debate, of course mem-
bers will not be able to know wbether they can get them
atall, I desire to bring that to the notice of the Govern-
ment, in order that some time should be fixed, otherwise
the reports would be of no value to the members of the
House.

Mr. SPEAKER. A similar motion is on the Order
paper, and as it is not in accordance with the Rules or
Parliamentary usage to take a motion ont of its proper
place and move it as an amendment to another question, I
must, therefore, rule that it can not now be put to The
House.

Amendment ruled out of order, and main motion agreed
to.

MARINE HOSPITALS.

Sir DONALD A. SNIITH asked, 1. The number of sick
seamen cared for, and the aggregate number of days of hos.
pital care given to them, in each cf the ports of Montreal,
Halifax, St. John and Quebec, respectively, during the last
fiscal year ? 2. The amount charged to the Sick and Dis-
tressed Mariners' Fund, in each case, as for hospital care in
each port? 3. The aggregate rate per patient per dien in
each port, as shown by the foregoing ? 4. The causes why
the average cost per patient per diem was so much greater
in Quebec than in Montreal. or Halifax? 5. Whether any
arranAment ha beenamh A adA ith th 1 -f th,

Mr.LARIE. trctl seaing i ma b tat heHg mttl e wu eII n maniagers e1TaMr. LAURIER. Strictly speaking, it may be that the Marine Hospital, Quebec, as contemplated by the "Act
hon, gentleman (Mr. Choquette) is not quite in order, but respecting Sik Marinere," section 6; and if so, what ar-he is certainly carrying out the suggestion which was made rangement; and if not, why not? 6. Whether the Ministryto him last Session by the Prime Minister. When my ion. consider the amount so charged to the fund, as for the carefriend made a similar motion then in amendment to the oft ik mariners in the Marine Hospital of Quebee, to bereport, he was advised by the Prime Minister not to pieiS 4a reasonable compensation for the care and treatment ofit, but to bring it up this Session. My hon. friend bas the sick mariners sent to snob hospital," as provided for bytaken advantage of the suggestion to bring up the question the above-niamed section 6 of the Act? 7. What steps thein this form. It may be that the amendment is not Ministry intend taking to insure that the charge to theabsolutely relevant to the motion, but last year the Prime Sick Mariners' Fund, for hospital care and treatment, in theMinister gave the advice which my hon friend is now 101- city of Quebec, shall not hereafter exceed the amount paidlowing. The discrepancy then was just the same. in Montreal and Halifax for similar services?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I find that the bon. Mr. TUPPER. Thc number et aick seamen cared for,
gentleman gave notice as long ago as the 25th February' Mr. tUPPER.Te number of si amcared or,
of a motion for a Committee of the Whole: ' and the aggregate number of days of hospital care given to

" To enquire as to the justice and expediency of ranting an indemnity them in oach e the ports et Montreal, ialifax, St. John
to Meurs. A. E. Poirier, Rémi Tremblay and Ernest Tremblay, who and Quebec, respectively, during the lat fiscal year, is as
were discharged last year from their positions as Hansard translators ;" follows, viz.: Montreal, 170 seamen, 2,927 days; fHalifax,
And when we arrived at that motion, going over the list 164 seamen, 3,882 days; St. John, 157 seamen, 4.429 days;
the hon, gentleman was not ready to go on with the Quebec, 318 seamen, 4,179 days. 2. The amount charged to
motion, the Sick and Distressed Mariners' Fund in each case, as for

hospital care in each port, is as follows: Montreal, 82,634.30 ;Mr. LAURIER. Pardon me; ho was ready te go on Halifax, $3,493.80; St. John, $3,465.69; Qaebec, $18,777 82.upon several occasions, but the motion was not reached in In the amount given as an expenditure for Marine and Im-time. It was when unopposed -motions were called that it migrants' Hospital at Quebec, is included the cost for pro-wus reaohed. viding for immigrants and sick residents of Quebec, and a
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes ; that is so. fair proportion would be as follows, viz.: for seamen,
Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman (Mr. Choquette) ha $5,680.19; for immigrants, 81,068.34; and for residents,
take the 812,029.10. A grant of $1,866.67 was received from thetaken Ve Premier's advic, but Ve Premier his taken tie Governmeit of Quebec for support of residents, and $182.25hon. gentleman's duys. for rent of beach lots, &c., thus reducing the cost of main-Mr. JONES (Halifax). In this connection, I desire to call tenance to the Govern ment of the Dominion to $16,723.70.attention to the fact that on Friday laut the debate in this 3. The aggregate rate for patients per diem in each port, asHouse finished at about eleven o'olock. On Saturday morn- shown by the foregoing, is as follows, viz.: Montreal, 9QMr. CHoqumTTE.
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cents per diem; Halifax, 90 cents per diem; St. John, 781
cents per diem; Quebec, $1.36 per diem. 4. The causes
why the average cost per patient per diem was so much
greater in Quebec than in the other ports, is that the
hospital has a large and expensive staff, and a large number
of residents at Quebec is cared for in the hospital, and the
amount contributed for the sick residents in Quebec is not
in proportion to the number of days during which they are
cared for, and the commissioner or trustees, visiting phy.
sicians, resident physicians, and the chaplains, are all paid
salaries. 5. No arrangement bas been made with the
managers of the Marine Hospital at Quebec, as the hospital
bas been managed by trustees in the past, under the super-
vision of the Marine Department, and is supported by
Dominion funds, and is a Dominion institution. 6. The
amount charged to the fund for the care of the sick
mariners in the Marine Hospital at Quebec, is considered
large; but this expenditure is largely owing to the practice
which has prevailed of taking in sick residents, for whom
only a amall sum is paid by the Government at Quebec, as
it is not like a publie hospital where the Government pays
a fixed rate per diem without any further responsibility,
or the treatment of sick mariners who are put there by
arrangement. 7. The question of reducing the expenditure
for the Marine Hospital at Quebec, is at present under con-
sideration.

GRAZING LEASES.

Mr. TROW (for Mr. EDGAR) asked, Have any
grazing leases in Alberta been cancelled since the 1st
January? If so, are they "old leases" or leases under
the amended form? Does the Government intend to
compel the holdera of old form leases to fulfil the condi-
tions of the leases, or, as an alternative, to permit settlers
to settle on the ranches, as provided for in the new form
leases? lis the Government aware that the principal
owners of these ranches are Englishmen residing in Great
Britain ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. Two leases under the amended form
have been cancelled since the 1st January, 1889 ; and it
may be added that on the 14th of the previous month, 27,
of which four were on the old form, were also cancelled.
2. The Government are cancelling all leases, irrrespecLive
of the form, when the conditions are not being fulfilled. So
far it has not been necessary to give the two years' notice
in any case, for which provibion is made in the old form of
lease, inasmuch as in every instance where it has been
shown that the land is required for settlement, the lessees
have invariably agreed to relinquish the necessary land
without notice. 3. The Government are aware that a large
amount of British capital is invested in ranches in the
North-West.

DEFENCE OF AN INDIAN PRISONER IN
COUNTY OF BRUCE.

Mr. McMULLEN asked, Has the Government employed
legal counsel to defend the Indian who is charged with
shooting a white man at Allenford, county of Bruce, this
winter ? If so, whom did they employ ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSOl4. Mr. A. B. Klein, barrister, of
Walkerton.

ILLICIT MANUFACTURE OF WHISKEY.

Mr. RINFRET asked, What is the amount of the costs
inurred and paid in the suits instituted against Messrs.
Lafleur and Vézina, of Ste. Philomène, county of Lot binière,
and for suits against Messrs. Coté and Hamelin, of Gron-
dines, county of Portneuf, for the illicit manufacture of
whiskey in the year 1888 ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. Messrs. Casgrain, Anger and
Hamelt were paid 837.40 in the case of Vezina; $53.95 in
the case of Coté; $48.50 in the case of Hamelin. I cannot
find that any costs were paid in the Lafieur case, nor
eau such a case be found in the books of the Inland
Revenue Department.

TELEGRAPH LINE TO ESQUIMAUX POINT.

Mr. FISET (translation) asked, Since when has work
on the telegraph line, which is to go to Esquimaux Point,
been begun ? How many miles have been constructed in
all, particularising the number built in the summer of 1888 ?
What has been the cost per mile ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) In answer
to the hon. member I can state that the work was begun in
1880. At the end of the year 1887 there were built 3651
miles; the cost has been 8166.38 per mile, one thing with
another. In 1888 there were 418 miles built, at a cost of
$139 per mile, taking an average.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY LAND AND
MONEY SUBSIDY.

Mr. MACDOWALL asked, 1. At what date were the first
maps published showing the intended route of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway? 2. At what date were the first maps
published showing the present route of that railway ? 3.
What was the land grant per mile granted to the main lino
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway? 4. What the amount
per mile of money bonus? 5. What is the quantity of land
surrendered by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company,
and how much per acre were they paid ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The answer I have to
give to the hon. gentleman's questions is as follows:-(1)
At what dates were the first maps published showing the
intended route of the Canadian Pacifie Railway? Answer.
In 1873. (2) At what dates were the first maps published
showing the present route of that railway ? Answer. In
1882. (3) What was the land grant per mile granted to
the main lino cf the Canadian Pacifie Railway? Answer.
Central section, 900 miles at 12,600 acres per mile, 450
miles at 16,66 %' acres per mile: Eastern section, 550
miles at 9,615 ?g acres per mile. (4) What the amount
per mile of money bonus ? Answer. Central section, 900
miles at 8$10,000 per mile, 450 miles at 813,333 per mile;
Eastern section, 650 miles at $15,384.61 per mile. (5)
What is the quantity of land surrendered by the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, and how much per acre were they paid ?
Answer. 5,793,014 acres.

LUMBER SHIPMENTS TO THE UNITED STATES.

Mr. WELDON (St. John) asked, Is any export duty
exacted upon piling and small lumber shipped from the ports
in New Brunswick to the United States? What is the rate
of duty? And what amount collected during the past year ?

Mr. BOWELL. There is no export duty collected or im-
posed upon small logs measuring not more than nine inches
at the butt.

JOSÊPH E. VINCENT.

Mr. LANGELIER (Montmorency) moved for:
Copies of correspondence between Joseph E. Vincent, of the city of

Quebec, and the Customu Department, respecting the French version of
the present tariff and the amendments thereto.

Mr. BOWELL. There is no such correspotdence. The
only letter received from this gentleman is by my private
secretary, who answered it, and the letter was then thrown
into the waste paper basket.

Motion withdrawn.
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ROCK LAKE DAN,

Mr. KIRKPATRICK moved for :
Copies of all reporte and recommendations, by engiaeers and others,

respecting the erection of a dam now under construction at the opening
of Rock Lake, in the Township of Storringtou, in the Qounty of Fron-
tenac; the height to which it is proposed to dam back the water; the
number of acres of land which will be flooded, and the other damage
which will be caused by said dam; aIse copies of reporta by the Depart-
ment of Justice as to the legai right to erect the dam and cause said
damage; also copies of all petitions and protests against the erection
of the said dam.
He said : In making this motion I desire to call the attention
of the Government and the Department of Railways and
Canals to the serious mistake which, I believe, has been
made in the erection of this dam, and to the serious effects
which will follow if the work is proceeded with. The dam
mentioned in this motion is at the opening of Rock Lake, a
lake which falls into the Opinicon Lake, which is one of
those feeding the Rideau Canal. An improvement in that
water communciation was suggested by a petition, which
was presented to the Government in 1884, when, instead of
asking that these waters in these lakes should be raised, the
petitioners asked the waters be lowered. I hold a draft of
the original petition, which was presented to the Depart-
ment of Railways and Canais from the ratepayers, asking :

"lt. To lower the watersof the following lakes; Knowlton, Mid, and
Desert, Township of Loughborough, Buck and &fud Lake (Bedford), by
clearing out the pasages between them and making a lock (cheap) be-
tween Mud Oreek and Devil Lake (Bedford), of such a height as to make
the highest level of water in said lakes the present summer level, and
not higber, of Mud Lake (Bedford); also clear cut said passages to the
sante width as the locks on the Rideau Canal, and to such a depth that
when the supply necessary for the Rideau Canal is drawn off, there May
still remain the depth of water upon the bottom of gsaid passages as there
is upon the sills of the locks on said Rideau Canal. Also to construct
a lock (cheap) at the junction of Devil Lake and the Rideau Canal,
North Crosby. rhe above improvernents will open up a way for barges
te the head f aKnowitan Lake, giving the traff cpf 486 miles cf coast te
the Rideau Cana-a iargeiy increased water suppiy, both to the canai
and the Gananoque River, and also enable the land owners to cultivate
their meadow land and to work their mines, besides enabling a large
quantity cf flrewood, now iooked up, t icome to Kingston, and thereby
reduce the price of that commodity ini the city.

"2nd. To make a shute or passage for ore &c from Buck to Devil
Lake, in case a direct passage to the Rideau s'houl< prove, upon examri-
nation, to be.expensive. 3rd. To purchase Bunter's mill right between
Rock and Opinicon Lakes, and by a cheap lock make a passage from
Opinicon Lake to Rock Lake, lowering the water to the summer level of
Runter's dam, and making the passage the same width, and having the
same depth of water as the canal locks, also to clear out the stream be-
tween Rock Lake and Stone flouse Lake and raise the road bridge-
for the sane reasons as stated under No. 1.

This is the petition which was presented in 1884, signed by a
large number of residents in the counties of Frontenac,
Addington and Leeds, and it is one of the means to be adopted
for getting a better water supply for the Rideau Canal, and
also for the Gananoque River, for the benefit of miii
owners in Gananoque. The object then was not to raise
the waters in these lakes, but to open passages between
them, so that there might be communication to benefit a
large number of the mines in that locality, which export a
large quantity of phosphate, and suffer great detriment in
consequence of the long haul that bas to be made. A meet-
ing of the ratepayers, large and enthusiastic, was held the
other night at the township of Loughborough, in the
county of Addington, calling for the expenditure of money
to be given for the building of a railway. But if they had
this canal built, it would open no leýs than 486 miles of
coast, which it would make tributary to the traffic carried
on over the Rideau Canal; and when youconsider that large
mileage, it is evident there is a large amount of material in
that county which could be brought to market if this water-
way were constructed. That question was taken up, after
Sir Charles Tupper left the department, by the present
Minister of Railways, whom, we ail regret to know, is very
ill and unable to attend his departmient. lie was so im-
pressed with the desirability of the work, that he asked
the Government for a grant of $20,000 to investiate into

Mr. BowELL.

and make some of these improvements. $8,000 was given
by Order in Council to the Gananoque River Improvement
Company, and was expended in improving the supply of
water to that river, but the rest was intended to carry out
the idea mentioned in this petition. But what do we find ?
Al that bas been undertaken was to purchase the mill site
of a man named Hunter, at the opening of Rock Lake, and,
insteod of making a passage in order to lower the water at
Rock Lake, the engineer, or somebody else, construeted
this dam in order to dam back the water, under the impres.
sion that they had a legal right to do so. But, according
to all the information and evidence obtainable, I claim there
is no such right. Upwards of 20 years ago, Mr. Hanter
had a dam there which was used for the purpose of dam-
ming back the water in the spring, in order to float loge
down, but the water was always lowered, and the dam
taken away by the lst June, so that no water remained
there during the summer. The present dam is erected for
the purpose of making a reservoir, and keeping back the
water until August or September. No right was given by
Mr. Hunter's dam for that purpose. The right ho had was
only to keep back the water in the spring, so that the Gov.
ernment have no legal right to dam back the water. I am
told that it will overflow hundreds of acres of land. A
roadway bas been built by the township of Storrington
some 600 feet long, and this roadway will be from 4 to
6 feet under water, unless this dam be removed, The
hon. the Minister of Railways will see that this dam wilI
have serions consequences to the people in the township of
Storrington. The township council have petitioned against
it. The people are much ecited, and I really fear the
same thing will take place as took place when the hon.
member for East York (Mr. Mackenzie) was at the head of
the Government. He then had a dam at Devil's Lake, and
one night it disappeared in some mysterious man-
ner, and the hon. gentleman very wisely never
made any enquiries as to who took it away.
The people were so irdignant at its being put there; and
the same thing may probably take place if the present
Government proceed with the construction of this dam, and
put in the stop logs, and keep back the water. I hope the
Government will make investigations with a view to carry
ont the roquests cont.ained in this petition, and to find out
the means of makirg connection between these lakes, so os
to allow boats and barges to pass between them and so open
up this country, to the benefit of the Rideau Canal. I may
also say that there is a great deal of dissatisfaction in regard
to the l ay in which that canal is managed at the far end,
bëcause the water has been kept up to a height which was
not intended when the canal was originally built, and hun-
dreds of acres of land have been drowned and damaged,
and every year we have had nany claims for damages to he
settled. This is not right, because, by a little expenditure
of money, the canal eau be made fit for barges and boats
drawing more water than those which pass through now.
That eau be done by a little dredging. If they were to
move the head lock from Kingston Mills to Washburn, and
were to dredge between Brewer's and Kingston Mills, they
would have enough water to allow boats drawing 6 feet of
water to pass, whereas now, according to the design of the
Royal Engineers who built the canal, no boats of more than
4j feet draft can pass. The estimate of the expenditure
required for that is $60,000, and, by removing this lock
from Kingston Mills to Washburn and dredging out the bed
of the river, the Government could not only lower the
water to a depth of 8 leet, but would reclaim 4,000 acres of
land, the richest and most fertile in that country. That
land would be readily saleable at $30 or $40 an acre, and
would far more than pay the cost of the improvement. It
has been said that a man who could make two blades of
grass grow where one grew before would be a great man. By
making this improvement, the Government would reolai
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4,000 acres of the richest land in Ontario, and I think it is
their duty to take that course. Not only that, bat they
wotuld stop the damage which is now done to the lands of the
farmera living all round that level, some 20 miles in dis-
tance, who are suffering annually from the raising of the
water. It bas been raised to 7 feet 9 inches on the sili, and
I hold in my band the affidavit of the first lockmaster at
Kingston Mills, who was there for 40 years, and he says
that the practice was to keep 5 ft. 6 in. of water on the silis,
and that no boat was allowed to pass through with a draft of
more than 4î feet. That is signed by Mr. John Brady, who
was the first lockmaster at Kingston Mills, and was there for
40 years, and is still alive. If that rule were enforced, it would
take away all the objection. The farmers complain because
the water is kept 7 feet on the sills, aud boats drawing 5
feet &nd 6 feet are allowed to pass through. The Goverun.
ment have no right to cause this damage, and if they
require more water, they should spend money in dredging
the canal and removing the lock at Kingston Mills to
Washburn.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD Of course, there is no
objection to bringing down these papers. It is an engineer's
question, which the flouse cannot well understand until all
the papers are laid before the House; and if there is no full
report on the subject, 1 shall see that a report is prepared,
giving the views of the Liovernment engineer in charge of
the canal,-and shall sece also whether bis report is endorsed
by the chief engineer, Kr. Page. I think, however, my
hon. friend ought not to threaten the House and the Gov.
ernment with an a t of violeneo in pulling down this dam
unless it is removed. I draw a groat distinction between
this dam and the one my hcn. friend opposite (Mr. Mac-
kerzie), when he was Minister, allowed to be pulled down.
I understand that was the Devil's Dam, and we are all
anxious to get rid of that.

Sir RICHAR D CARTWRIGHT. My hon. friend (Mr.
Mackenzie) did not allow that dam to be pulled down. It
was done without his knowledge or consent. He did not.
ask for a vote to repair it; that is all.

Motion agreed to.

ARREARS OF INDIAN ANNUITIES.

Mr. O'BRIEN moved for:
Copies of all correspondence, since the 1st January, 1888, between the

Government of the Dominion and that of the Province of Ontario, relat-
ing to the arrears of annuities due to the Indians who surreniered their
landè under the Robinson Treaty, andto the grant of a reserve to the
Chippewa Band of Lake Temogamingue.

He said: I would ask the Minister of the Interior whether
any arrangement has been come to, or is likely to be come to,
in reference to the arrears of the annuities due under the
Robinson Treaty and to the Temogamingue Reserve. An
arrangement was arrived at to make the reservation, but,
owing to a dispute between the Ontario Government and the
Dominion Government, I understand that no reservation bas
been made. These people have been for years auxious to
get a reserve there. They are in very poor circumstances,
and have no resources except fishing and hunting. They
are aux ious to get this reserve, and I think it is very hard
to keep them out of their right because these two Govern-
ments cannot come to an agreement. I understand that
the reason why the reserve was not made, in the first
instance, was that these people were overlooked, as they
were in a distant part of the country, and now the reserve
cannot be made because of the difference between the two
Governments. Pressing representations have been made
to me from every Chippewa band on the north shore of
Lake Huron in reference to this reserve. They all make
common cause with this band in regard to it. 0f course,
in regard to the other portion of the motion, as te the

artears under tho Robinson Treaty, that is a different
qiestion, and that is a matter also causing great injustice
to these people for the same reason. The two Govern ments
cannot agree, and the matter romains unsettled, and so it
goles on from year to year, but I would like the Minister to
tell the House, so that I may inform the people, what like-
lihood there is of the arrears being settled, and also of this
very small matter as to the Temogamingue band being
ari-anged.

Mr. DAWSON. This matter of the arrears due to the
Indians under the Robinson Treaty, is a very important one,
and it has been up in the House year after year. No set-
tlement, so far as we know, has been arrived at with the
G0vernment of Ontario whereby the Indians could get what
bas been so long due to them. There was a statement made
in the House sorne years ago in reference to a motion of
this kind, in which it was shown that the amounts due the
Indians under the Robinson Treaty were as much as
$800,000, or something approaching that, with interest
added. This is a very large sum to be due these poor
people on the north coasts of Lakes Huron and Supe-
rior, and it is very desirable that some arrangement should
be made between the two Governments so that they might
get a portion of what is due to them. I would never
suggest that all that money should be paid at once to the
Indians, but it might be fanded for the purpose of education,
for the purpose of helping them on in farming, and in many
other ways, which would be of great advantage to them.
Now, on the north coast of Lake Huron, at this very mo-
ment, a change is coming over the Indian population which
should not be lost sight of. The opening of the Canadian
Pacific Railway has let in immense numbors of white people,
intluding white hunters, and the consequence is that the
game is fat disappearing. Fish poachers are going in and
setting pound nets in the little lakes and sweeping the fish
out of them. The consequence is that the Indiaus, in the
course of a few years, will be destitute, and the Government
will have to provide for thoir subsistence, as they are now
dding for the Indians in the North-West, unless something is
doue in the meantime to teach them agriculture and to estab-
liâh industrial schools among them. I believe, Mr. Speaker,
that the Government of Oatario has been exceelinglyfriend.
ly to the Indians for some time past. It bas tried to keep fish
pôachers ont of the territory, and it bas shown every dis-
position to act in a friendly way towards them. Theo, again,
there is the case of the lad ians of the Lake of the Woods. Now
that the territory has been awarded to Ontario, of course
Ontario will have to pay the annuities, and pay the arrears
of the annaities, as I understand the matter, and pay all
that bas been paid to the ludians for the cession of that ter-
ritory; so that the decieion of the Privy Council has not
been altogether in favor of Ontario. It appears to me that
Ontario is now in for a capital of a million dollars in pay-
ing the annuities. It will have to provide for the payment
of those Indians, and the arrears due to the Indians of the
north coast of Lakes Huron and Superior, to whom the hon.
niember for Mskoka (Mir. O'Brien) bas so properly drawn
attentiou, and whose case deserves the serions consideration
of the Government.

Mr. DEWDNEY. I am sorry I was not in my seat when
the mover of this resolution spoke. I think I informed
him there was no correspondonce with regard to the
matters since 183. The only correspondence relative to
the reserve at Lake Temogamingue consists of a letter to
the Under Sacretary of State, requesting that the attention
of His Honor the Lieutenant Goverior of Ontario might be
again invited to the matter. To that Jetter no reply bas
boen received. The band interested in the reserve referred
to, were not represented when the Treaty of 1850 was made
with the Ojibbeways of Lake Huron, their chief leaving
through fear-thinking it might be "bad medicine," I sup.
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pose-failed to be present. Consequently, no reserve was
then allotted to them. The department was not, until the
year 1880, made aware of the facts which, on investigation,
were found to be bsubstantially correct as stated by the
Indians, and they have from that time participated in the
annuities payable to the Lake Huron Indians under that
treaty. But the land having passed to the Province at
Confederation, the Dominion could not allot the band a
reserve without the consent of the Ontario Government,
which it has been endeavoring to obtain ever since, but
without success.

Mr. O'BRIEN. Is there any possibility of this claim
being enforced on the Ontario Government? Is it a matter
of law or a matter of equity ?-because it is rather hard for
these people that they are Pot to be allowed the reserve
upon which they were living happily. They made the sur-
render the same as the other Indians did, and they are
entitled to the same consideration.

Sir JOHN A. MACDO"NAL D. It is a standing hardship
that these Indians shoald be kept out of their money so
long; but the cause is, as has bcen mentioned, the want of
agreement between the Dominion Government and that of
the Province. The difficulty was presented to my hon
friend the member for East York (Mr. Mackenzie), when
he was Prime Minister. The Indians were then claiming
their money, but no conclusion could be arrived at between
the Daminion and the Province. I think my hon. friend
put a sum in the Estimate3 to relieve the then necessities of
the Indians, in part payment of their claims. Since that
time I do not think any progress has been made in the
settlement of this treaty; and, I understand, though I am
not fully informed on the matter, that the reason why there
is not arrangement between the Dominion and the Ontario
Government is that the two Provincial Governments con-
aider that this matter is involved in the settlement between
Ontario and Quebec in some way or other. However, I
hope we will shortly be able to come to some arrangement
with the Province of Ontario. I may say that Mr. Mowat,
the Premier, will be here this week to see me on business,
and I will improve the opportunity to discuss this matter
with him, along with other matters.

Mr. DAWSON. The arrangement was that they should
be paid tbeir arnnual annuities. Noie of the arrears were
paid. The annuities had been paid regularly since that
time, but there was no payment o what was past due, and
it is what was due previous to that time, with interest, that
they now claim. I think there were statements made some
years ago of the amount due, and if the Minister of the
Interior would include them in the return so as to give ail
the information possible, it would be very desirable.

Motion agreed to.

FISHING RIGIITS IN MATANS RIVER&

Mr. CASGRAIN moved for :

Copies of correspondence between the Government and the hold'ers
of fishing rights under permit in mRver Matane, and of correspondence
on the sane subject w.th the riparian proprietors, and reports on their
opposition to permits, &c.

IHe said : I desire to call the attention of the Minister of
Marine, and also the attention of the Minister of Justice, to
the subject of this motion. It affects the private rights of
certain riparian proprietors on the River Matane, and I be.
lieve the action taken by the Government in this matter is
to a certain extent illegal, and that tho riparian proprietors
along that river have been deprived by the Government of
fiching rights which they have enjoyed in that river since
the earliest s;ettlement of the country, under the French
regine. These rights were granted by the French King to
the Seigneur of Matane, and the specifio right to f h in the
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waters of the River St. Lawrence were given to seigneur
D'Amours in 1680. That right being vested in the seigneur,
it was by him conceded to his tenants, and they enjoyed
the right up to the time the Government took upon them-
selves to deprive them of that right and to bestow it on a
private individual, Sir Alexander Galt. I have nothing
to say against Sir Alexander Galt personally. He simply
took advantage of the right to the fishing which the Govern-
ment gave him, and it was given to him in acknowledgment
of services which he had rendered to the Government as
Fishery Cammissioner. But that did not give him, in my
opinion, any legal titie whatever to the fishing in Matane
Rive-. That title, I hold, was vested in censitaires holding
title from the seigneur; they possess such right to the fish-
ing that it could not be vested in other individuals by any
persons whatever. Lt can easily be understood that the
laws that govern this particular case, the old laws of
France, could not be altered by the Conquest. The right
acquired from the Crown by private individuale, was not
taken away from them by the right of conquest; on the
contrary, the lande given by the Crown of France to the
Seigneur of Matane, must be held to hold good, and the
title does hold goDd, and so much is that the case, that the
rights of the seigneur were acknowledged by the Crown of
England, and especially his rights with regard to the fish-
eries as appears by the records of foi et hommage. I have
taken some interest in the case of these censitaires, because I
have felt they have been very harshly treated, and not only
has the action of the Government, but the conduct of those
who had the license to fish in the river, pressed heavily
upon them. These riparian proprietors, being in the enjoy-
ment of their rights, continued to fish in the river at the
time when the first license was granted to Sir Alexander
Galt. The consequence was, that they were soon sum
moned before the Justice of the Peace of the locality, and
were fined for using a right which they, or their ancestors,
had enjoyed from the time of the early settlement of the
country. It was supposed that the Govern ment might have
assumel a different position in this matter; but, on the con-
trary, I find, by an answer given some time ago on the floor
of the Huse by the Minister of Marine, that the Govern-
ment have renewed the lease of the river fishing to Sir
Alexander Galt for nine years, to the detriment of the
riparian proprietors, and in spite of the remonstrances of
the inhabitants. Whatever may be the legal opinion of
the law officers of the Crown in this regard, one fact is
clear, that those persons were in lawful possession and
enjoyment of that right to the fishery, and that the Gov-
ernment should not have deprived them of that right by
giving a license to a third party. I have taken the
trouble to endeavor to induce the Government to change
their position in this matter; but, I am sorry to say,
that I could not succaed. In my opinion since the
grant was made to the right of fishery in the River
St. Lawrence opposite the seigniories, it is very clear that
the Government now cannot take it away and ive it
to another man. The point upon which the Govern-
ment relies, as far as I have been able to discern, in order
to grant the license, is that it was a part of the River
St. Lawrence and a part of the River Matane, which is
called an estuary, and which forms a special locality upon
which the Crown can assert its rights to granting licenses.
[t seems to me very strange that there could be any such
particular spot intervening between fresh water and the
tidal waters of the River St. Lawrence. If it is asserted on
behalf of the Crown that they could grant a license for the
river above the tidal waters, then I say, that long ago that
position taken by the Government was settled in the case
of the Queen against Robertson. I hold, therefore, that there
is no possibie right in the Crown to grant licenses in the
River Matane above the tidal waters. Then if it is alleged
tht they could grant a liensue in the waters of the Ste
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Lawrence, as I have said before, the prior right of the
seigneurs is a complete bar to the Crown granting any
license. I am- unable to understand, and those people who
have enjoyed the right to fish are unable to nderstand, how
it is that a favor of that description could be 2ranted to Sir
A. T. Galt, against what they consider their just rights.
They think it a great hardship and a great wrong that they
should be muloted in fines and condemned to imprisonment
for fishing in that river, after having enjoyed that right for
a number of years as they did. That seems to me pre-
posterons. Allow me to quote the opinion given in the case
of the Queen vs. Robertson, which may be found in the
Supreme Court Reports, page 68. It is as follows:-

*" In fresh water rivera, that is above the ebb and flow of the tide, the
owners of the soil on each side have the interest and the right of fishing,
and it ie au exclusive right extending to the centre of the stream
opposite their respective lands, unless a special grant or prescription be
shown."

I may add that this is not only the English law, but it is
also the French law upon that point. Since the Local
Governments and the Federal Gavernment are, to a certain
extent, at the present moment, extremely sensitive as to
their respective rights in these fisheries, it seems to me
that if there was »ny right belonging to the Federal Gov-
ernment to be exercised under the British North America
Act, that ought to have been decided by the Supreme
Court. That right of fisbery in the inland waters seems to
be vestei in the Local Government of the Province of
Quebec where the seigniory is situated ; therefore, I say
that the Federal Government ought to exercise extreme
caution before granting any more licenses, or renewing the
license to Sir A. T. Galt. I am sorry to say, Mr. Speaker,
that I differ from the views entertained by the Minister of
Justice in this matter, because I know that his opinions are
extremely valuable, and that his jdicial mind is such that
I ought perbaps to submit to his legal opinion. However,
in this matter the case appears to me to be so plain that r
do not think tbere i any room for doubt. I do not at al
see how this liconse should have boen issued ln favor of
Sir A. T. Galt, because it is a grievance imposed upon a
number of the persons of that locality. With the permission
of the House I desire to amend this motion by adding to it
the words: "And also all the leases that have been granted
for this river."

Mr. FISET. (Translation.) It is with pleasure, Mr.
Speaker, that I second this motion. It refers to a river in the
county of Rimouski, which I have the honor of representing
here ; and, besides, it includes a question full of interest to
private personsand of considerable public moment. The bon.
mover of this motion, some years past, when I was not in
Parliament, made a report to the hon. Minister of Justice
on this subject. For this reason I thought it becoming to
give way to him and to content myself with seconding the
motion. Not wishing to be prolix. I will enter at once
upon the subject. According to the Union Act, the Federal
Government bas only the right to improve the lakes and
rivers, and not the ab3olute ownership in them. On this
point, I may be permitted to read the following, which I
find in the treatise of Mr. Joseph Doutre, "The Constitution
of Canada," at page 164:

" I have, therefore, arrived at the following conclusion :-That It was
not the intention of the BritiEh North America act, 1867, to give to the
Parliament of Canada any greater power than had been previously
exercised by the separate Legislatures of the Provinces; that is, the
general power for the regulation and protection of the fisheris.

" That the & et of Parliament of Canada, 31 Vict., e. 60, recognises that
view, and, while it provides for the regulation and protection of tbe
fisheries, it does not interfere with the private rights, only authorising
the granting of leases in fresh water rivera, where such rights have not
already accrued, and that any lease granted by the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries to fish in fresh water rivers which are not the property ot
the Dominion, or in which the soil is not in the Dominion, is illegal;
tbat where the exclusive right to fish has been acquired by grant of the

land through which the river flows, there ie no authority given by the
canadian Act te grant a right to fieh ;and, also, that the ungranted
land being in the Crown far the benefitof the people of New Brunawick,
the exclusive right to fish follows as an incident, and in such case e in
the Drown, as trustee for the people of the Province, and a license to
fish in such stream is illegal."

I think that this citation is conclusive. But Ihave further
arguments: The River Matane, in the county of Rimouski,
is situate about 240 miles below Quebeo. The seigniory in
which it lies was granted in 1672 by the Intendant Talon to
Mr. Mathieu D'Amours. And, if the Ilouse will kindlyper.
mit me, I shall read out the title to this seigniory in order
to make it better understood, how those at this day ask the
right to fish in the R:ver Matane are only seeking the exer-
cise of a right. In the "Cadastres abrégés des Seigneurics
de Québec, " vol. 2, No. 98, we read as follows:-

" This Seigniory was granted on the eighth of November, one thousand
six hundred and seventy-two, by Mr. Talon, [ntendant, to Mathieu
D' Amours, and at that period consisted of one league in front by one
league and a haitlin depth, at the place called Matane, vis.: half a
league on either aide of the River Matane.

" Subsequently, on the twenty-sixth of June, one thousand six hundred
and seventy-seven, this grant was confirmed by Jacques Duchesneau,
Intendant, &c., who gave D'Amours a title for the league in question
with a further grant of one league by the same depth "à prendre du
côté de la rivière Métis, avec le droit de pdche sur le dit fl-uve St Lau.
rent, pour en jouir, etc, à titre de Fief et Seigneurie, etc., aux droit et
redevances accoutumés, suivant la coutume de la prévoté et vicomté de
Paris."

tl Thie grant, It will be perceived, gives a frontage of two leagues on
thee River St. Lawrence.

" On the twelfth of January, one thousand seven hundred and eighty-
one, Donald McKinnon renderf.d foi et homage for two leagises and a
quarter of the Seigniory of ràtane, which le described as.conaciaiug
two leagnes and a hait lu front."

And now we come to the most important passage:
"On the sirteenth October, one thousand seven hundred and ninety-

three, James Shepperd, the Sheriff of the District of Quebe, executed a
deed t f sale in favor of Simon Fraser, of the Fiéf and S Jgniory of Ma.
tane, situate on the south shore of the River St. Lawrence, In the Dis-
trict of Quebec, 'containing in the whole two leagues and a half in front
by a leagu and a half in depth, te wit: half a league on ibis aide and
two leagues beyond th- River Matane, with haute, moyenne et basse Jus-
tice, and th- right of fithing in the said River St. Lawrence. The sale
bad taken place upin Laughlan Smith, ourator te the estate of Donald
McKinnon and h td been effected on the eighth August, one thouiand
seven huudred and ninety-three, for the sum of one hundred and sixty
pounds current money of Lower Canada."

I humbly ask the House's pardon for taking the liberty of
readirg at length this passage. I know that a report has
been presented to the Government by a very distinguished
man ; but in this report of his this passage is not quoted at
lengtb. Iproceed:

" It is te be observed that by the original deed of concession two
leagues only in front were granted, namely : half a league below the
River Matane, and a league and a half above it; neverthelt se, by the
Sheriff's sale above mentioned two leagnes are sold beluw the River
Matane, and halfa league above it.

" On the eighth March, one thousand eight bundred and twenty-four,
the Etrl of Dalhousie, the Governor General, granted to Jaue Mc2allum
and te ber children, issue of ber marriage wit h the late Simon Fraser,
another league in front by the sarne depth; the said last-mentioned
league, as appears by the description, being situate next te the hait
leagne above the River Matane.

'he preent proprietorieat this day in possession oftre whole three
leagues and a half in front upon the River St Lawrence.

" From the above statement it will appear that the only extent
granted below the River Matane, is a haif a leagne, with a leagne and a
haîfabove the same river, the leagne granted by Letters Patent cover-
ing the same grouad as the league granted by Duchesneau, in one
thousand six hundred and seventy-seven, to D' Amours, beyond the
league granted by Talon, te the same Individial, in one thousani six
hundred and seventy-two.

" No droit de Quint has accrued upon the seigniory within the last
fifty years, the seigniory having descended by inheritance fromn Simon
Fraser, who purchased it in one thousand seven hundred and ninety-
three, te the present proprietor, hie son; Simon Fraser paid the droit de
Quint upon bis purchase in one thousand seven hundred and ninety-
three, on the twentieth day of February one thousand seven hundred
and ninety-eight, te the then Receiver-General.

"DanielI McKinnon had become prcprietor of the two leagues and a
quarter for which he rendered foi et homage as above stated, by par.
chase from the representatives of Mathieu D'Amours, the original
grantee."
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In this way Mr. Mathieu D'Amours was the rightful owner
of this seigniory whi.h was later on ceded to Simon Fraser,
and finally to Daniel McKinnon. The parcels of land sold
fronting on the river have been sold with the sarme pri-Vi-
leges attached as belonged to the seigniors, that is to say,
with the right of hunting and fishing over the St. Lawrence
and afortiori over the Rver Matane. I have examined the
titles of the various seigniories granted by the Kings of
France to the seigniors of the Province of Quebec. Not
one of them, perhaps, is more explicit than that referring
to the River Matane. Lot us see, now, upon what grounds,
the Government base their refusal to the proprietors of
waterside lands of the right of hunting and fishing. They
rely upon these words: "navigable and floatable rivers."
Allow me to cite the opinion of one of the most eminent
of jurists, whose authority gives weight in France, Mr.
Laurent, in his treatise: "Principes de droit civil," vol.
6, page 7. He puts the following question:-

" when is a river navigable? The Code savs notbing; but the
meaning of the word navigable and the spirit of the law is sufficient to
decide the question. Navigable means where is nossible to navigate,
and to navigate signifies to proceed bv water either way, upwards or
downwards So that it is not sufflci nt that because one eau creEs from
one bank to the other on a ferry boat that the river becomes a navigable
one. Furthermore, it has been decided that a river is not a navigable
one for tbe reason alone that the occuniers of the bank move about on
it a few small boats for the transport of manure and the crops. In short
the navigability implies the possibility of transporting men and
miaterial; 'it is because navigable rivers form a means of communication
that the legislator hai placed th-m within the public domain ; if they
cannot be made use of for the3 purposes of comminication, the reason
for which they are held t be public propertv no longer existq, and there
ls no effect without its corresponding cause. Whentver a river is not
navigable it does not fall within the public domain."
Farther on still, at page i9, ho says :

" A river may be navigable in part and non-navigable in part."
This is the case with the Matane River.

" Will it belong to the public domain throughout is wbole course?
D'Aguesseau maintained that the entire river is a appanage of the State
domain. Itis eestablished in the Repertoire of Merlin that D'Aguesseau
wrote les as an impartial judge than as a special pleader for the rights
of the domain. His opinion bas not found favor. The contrary has
been decided by the old law under the Code Napoleon. Applying the
principles we have jast laid down the correct decision is evident enough.
If navigable rivera are under the control of the public, it is on acconut
of their being navigable; in the case when they are not navigible
throughout their entire course they only become public property from
the point where they become navigable."
A littile further on, at page 20, he says:

" For similar reasons the owners of water frontages will have thi right
of 8shing in those waters ; the exercise of this right not affecting injur-
iously their navigability."
After reading these lines one would say that the author had
himself visited the Matane River, so closely do his remarks
apply to the case in point. In fact this river is navigable
as far as Fraser's wharf from the mouth. But at the place
where salmon is caught by the line, from Fraser's wharf to
Price's dam, it is not navigable even at high tide. I can-
not understand how a man of such standing could send in
to the department a report in which he stated that this
river is navigable. For those who have seen it when I
have, it is easy to determine that it is not navigable. As
I have just said, from Fraser's wharf to Price's dam it is
one succession of rapids. It is true that the high tide
makes itself felt, but even with the high tide, the river is not
even then navigable for any bateau or any schooner. Now
what do we understand by the word "floatable "? Allow
me again to cite the same author, who in France is regard-
ed as a Ieading jurisconsult. This is what he ays:

" There are rivers which are not navigable but which are floatable,
tlhat is tp say, which although not bearing boats over their bottoms,
yet serve to transport wood either in pockets or rafts or loose loge.

ublic opinion is founded on eustom. Those rivers are never considered
as floatable whose floating powers are limited to the floating of loose
loge. We see no other reason for this distinction beyond the respect
for the rights which attach to the water front proprietors on non-
navigable streams. The legislater has wished to reconcile the interests
of these proprietors with the interests of those engaged in transport by
water. Their rights may be exercised without interfering with the float-

Mr. FISET.

ing facilities of the stream, therefore there was no necessity for plaeing
under the protection of the State those riveru which float loose loge of
wood; without necessity there is no public control."
Such is the opinion of this learned juriseonsult respecting
floatable rivers, and what is-understood by floatable streame.
As will be seen in cases where the floating power is only
sufficient for loose logs, not even for rafts, the river belongs
to the proprietors of the front and is not reokoned as the
property of the State. The strongest proof which I can
adduce in this connection, to show that the river is not float-
able, is the very fact that the KMessieurs Price iostead
of transporting their sawn timber and deals, &c, by rafts,
transport them overland by waggons, for they know full
well that by rafting they would be exposed to serious loss.
One last remark and I have done. It is further stated in
this report which was presented to the Government some
years ago, that the King's highway passes along the river's
edge and that in consequence there are no river front pro.
prietors It is just the contrary. There is a road on each side
of the river, a highway, but on one side are found frontage
owners while on the othor side are to be found proprietors
who do not own the front, so that it cannot be said that the
King's highway runs along the River Matane on both sides,
and that there are no river front owners. For those who
know the locality as I know it, it is impossible to understand
how a man of such great pretentions was able to present te
the Govern mont a report which is nothing else but false. I
miglit cite several more authors, and bring forward many
more reasons for the purpose of establishing that the
Matane River beyond its mouth is not navigtble, but I think
that I have said enough to convince this honorable House,
and that itis sufficient for me in conclusion to put ths simple
question: How does it happen that the River Métis and the
River Rimouski, both in the county of Rimouski, as is the
River Matane, and each of them only thirty miles from the
latter river, how does it happen, I say, that the Government
does not withhold the right of fishing and huating on these
rivers, which are in precisely the same position as the
Matane River is ? The River Rimouski is navigable as far
as its mouth; it is even floatable as lar as Price's
dam wbich cannot b3 said of the River Matane. So
the River Métis is navigable at its moutb, but it
is not floatable in its other portions. Novertheless
the Government have surrendered their righta over these
two rivers. But as for the Matane River, the river front
owners who possess the right of hunting and fishing by
virtue of the titles which have been granted to them by the
seigniors, find that they are deprived of the rights which
the proprietors on the Rivers Rimouski and Métis enjoy.
I'he Government lease this Matane River to a private per.
son, who pays them $100 per annum, and by that very
act they deprive the owners of the land of their lawfut
rights of hunting and fishing. Is it not plain that there is
injustice somewhere, but I venture to hope that the Gov-
ernment so soon as they will take the trouble to inform
themselves of the facts, will hasten to give back to the
water front proprietors the incontestable rights which have
been disregarded to this day.

Motion, as amended, agreed to.

FISHERIES IN LUNENBURG COUNTY, N.S.

Mr. EISENHAUER mnoved for :

Return of aIl correspondence between the Department of Marine and
Fisheries and Mr. C. 0. Goddard, Overseer of River Fieheries in the
county of Luenburg, during 1888 ; also, his report to the depart1nent
for the sane year; also, the report of Mr. Rogers, the Inspector of
fisheries for Nova Sotia, for the year 1888.

He said: My object in making this motion is to as-
certain, if I can, the parties who have been fined in
the county of Lunenburg for violation of the Fisheries Act,
and the parties from whom fines were exacted; and, also,
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to obtain, if I can, the reports of Fishery Overseer Rogers Goddard to-day, and until you hear to the contrary, don't be an exoep-
for 1887 and 1888. I am informed that Mr. Ro ers made a tion in saving the dust, but be carefl not to throw mill rubbish or
special report on the sawdust question in 1887,but I do not e tedres.ourI d mcari ealise how hard i iu to save the dust, eon-
see it in the Minister's report, so that it must have been I think we may gather from this letter that theresuppressed, I imagine. I am also informed that his report was some discrimination in fining parties who thre*was to the effect that, in his opinion, the sawdust was not at sawdust into the river, and I think that is one reasonail injurions to the river fisheries. Now, it does seemvery why those fined complain so very much. I maystrange that the Government should have suppressed that yinecomn so verymh. Isa
report. If they have no confidence in their own officiai, I say also that in the county I represent there ls a, largerepot. f thy- aveno cnfienc in hei ow offcia, 1 umber of smail mills with one saw, andI it would be impol.think he should be dismissed from the service and some other nuber o
officiai appointed in his place, in whom they would have sible for these people to consume their sawdust. It would
confidence. From the correspondence I have had with the not pay them to go to the expense of burning it, or getting
Minister of Marine and Fisheries, I judge that some years #go rid of it in some other way. I think it is the duty of the
Mr. Rogers reported differently from what hhas doneduring Government to seriously consider this matter and satisfy
the past two years. Peraps the hon. Minister canexplaing themeelves thoroughly whether the throwing of sawdust
the reason of this difference in bis reports. With regard te into the rivers is really injurions or not. The law has not
River La Have filling up wit bsawdst,I do not think it been enforced with regard to all rivers. The Government
is any different from what it was fifteen years ago. Vessels take the right to exempt some from its operation, andIsdo
of large tonnage go up the river, and load and come down not see how they can do that properly, unless a commission
as they did fifteen to twenty years ago. I think that is appointed to see which rivera should be exempted.
is proved conclusively. The navigable part of the river Mr. TUPPER. With the consent of the hon. gentleman,
is not filling up, as the Government have been led to I would suggest that the form of bis motion be varied so as
believe. Several of the largest lumbering mills there have to make it read, so far as relates to sawdust, and I will
closed down, as theb hon. Minister well knows, and hundreds have no objection to the motion with that change. The
of men are thrown out of employment; and I am informed, hon. gentleman is mistaken when he thinks there is any
by parties in the county, that quite a number of those men desire to suppress Mr. Rogers' report. It does not appear
are now making their way to the States for wantof employ in the Fishery Report for the very good reason that the re-
ment. In correspondence which I received to-day from port ias not yet been laid on the Table.
the Minister, he said that if it could be shown that the saw- Mr. JONES (H1alifax.) When will it be ?
dust was not injurious they would not enforce the law. It
devolves on the Government to satisfy themselves whether Mr TUPPER. Very shortly. It is printed, and is noW
the sawdust is injurious or not; I do not think those in the being bound for distribution.bWhen the report is brought
lumber business should be called upon to do so. I think down, it will not contain Mr. Rogers' views on the sawdust
the Government should, themselves, appoint a com- question, but I have no objection to bring down, at the re.
mission to enquire thoroughly into that question, quest of the hon. gentleman, that portion of the report in full,
because the lumber industry is a very large one in Nova and the House can decide whether it is worth printing or
Scotia, especially in the county I represent, and those net. The report is very voluminous, and a large portion
millers say that the expeuse of erecting furnaces for the of it contains nothing new or of particular value to hon.
burning of the sawdust would be greater than they could gentlemen on either eide. It is, perhaps, an epitome of ar-
afford, and if they are obliged to keep their milîs shut guments that have been used on the question for a long
down, the consequences will be ruinous te a large portion time, and that are familiar to nearly all of us. At any
of the lumber trade in the Province, and especially in rate, the printing of that is a matter which I will leave to
that county. I do think the Givernment should take this the Printing Committee, if desired. The report itself will
matter into their serions consideration, and if they satisfy be brought down. With reference to the hon, gentleman's
themselves that the sawdust is really injurious, then they remarks in connection witb Lunenburg County, no doubt
should decide which would be the more injurious, to stop he is aware of the great indulgence exercised by the de-
these large lumbering operations, or to allow the small partment, ever since the year 1876, towards the lumbering
injury that would be done te the fisheries by permitting interests in that county. I am quite satisfied that a care-
the sawdust to be thrown into the river. I am informed fui examination of the correspondence will show that
that there are just as many fish, on the average, taken from there has been no desire to favor any one, but perhaps a
the river now as there have been for years past. There desire to favor the lumbermen and to encourage their in-
were quite as many fish taken on the Port Medway River dastry-often, however, at the expense of the valuable
for several years past as were taken many years ago interests of the fishermen. The department bas been em-
There are quite a number of mills on this river and ail barrassed considerably by the arguments used on both side@.
the sawdust has been thrown into this river. Whether As a rule we have tried to carry out the law of the land,
that is due te the stronger current in this river, I do net which las been on the statutes for a number of years. The
know. There may ho some sawdust in the eddies and hon. gentleman incidentally discussed a principle of this
little nooks of the river, but I think there is as much fish law, which we are bound to administer, and there may be
there as there was twenty years ago. I think the Govern- much to be said on both sides of the question. I notice a
ment have been discriminating in regard to the parties Who Billihas been introduced by the hon. member for Cumber-
have been fined, or from whom the fines have been exacted. land (Mr. Dickey), who bas raised that very important
i hold in my hand a letter written by my predecessor, the question as to whether this legislation regarding the pollu-
represontative of the county in 1886, which I will read. It tion of rivers with sawdust should not be repealed; but I
is addressed to one Benjamin Hubley: take it, until the House bas repealed that Act, it will be the

" My DEAR isR,-I think I answered your letter some short time ago duty of the department, except in the case of streams ex-
regarding sawdust, but, having a doubt, [1will make sure of it by writ- empted for special reasons, to enforce the law as we have
ing you now. I de[ayed, when first I received your letter, in order to enforced it in the past. The letter which the hon. gentlemanmake arrangements with the Government. I am sorry you paid the
fine yon speak of, as Mr. Goddard should have collected first from the read does not bear out the charge ho made that the Gov-
Davisons, who were the real violators of the law, as the sawdust from ernment, in 1886, showed favoritism in this connection.
their mille has really been doing the injury to navigation, and they are Mr. Kaulbach, it is true, expressed in that letter bis ownthe beet abie te psy. I haie written Mr. Goddard, giving him an idea ini- uîvee£ 0webrbcfseyofcrsoi
of what 1 cnasider je rght, and hie unfairnesa i eicing fines from the individual views as t whether the fiery officer should
mmall millers and poor men, and letting Davisons go. I will write not have proceeded against the rich lmberman before ex-
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acting the fine from the poor lumberman. That is simply in connection with the Ottawa River, a portion of which
his opinion. We are not in possession of all the facts; we has been exempted from the operation of the Act for some
do not know which party was proceeded egainst first, and years, and that investigation is now being made by very
which bas the prior judgment. However, I do not think competent men. The papers will be brought down, and
that affects the question which the bon. gentleman bas raised, perhaps they will give the hon, gentleman some important
and it does not support the incidental statement ho made information on this subject.
that there was any favoritism shown in regard to this
matter. I am certainly not aware of any case of that kind Mr. LAURIER. Perhaps my hon. friend will have no
and am prepared to show that since I have had anything objection to amend the motion in the direction suggested
to do with the department there bas not been any attempt by the Minister of Marine and Fisheries, and I hope the
to favor a single millowner in this connection. On the Minister will have no objection to amend it se as to include
contrary, in my officiai capacity, I have become very un- the list of the fines imposed under the Act.
opular in a large number of counties very favorable to the lir. TUPPER. For any particular year ?overnment, because I refused, as I did not see my way

clear to meet the wishes of the people in those districts, to Mr. LAURIER. For 1887 and 1888.
relax the law, and it is because I have endeavored to carry Mr. TUPPER. Certainly, there is no objection to that.out this law that considerable dissatisfaction has been ex-
pressed in many quarters, both in counties friendly to the Mr. LAURIER. My hon. fiiend bas brought to the at-
Government and others. In the Port Medway River, which tention of the louse, the point which has been referred to
is in the county represented by my bon. friend from Queei's by the Minister, whether sawdust in rivers is injurions or
(Mr. Freeman), the same instructions were given as were not ? I understand that that question is debated. Some
given in reference to the La Have In fact, I rnay state that affirm that it is injurious, and others affirm that it is not,
ail this sudden excitement in one portion of Canada only is and the object of my bon. friend is to decide which opinion
due to the circular which I thought, in fairness, should be is correct. However, the law assumes that it is injurious,
issued to the people interested, in the Provinces of New and it is upon that assumption that the law is based. I
Brunswick and Nova Scotia last fall, when I discovered that, quite admit that the Minister bas no option but to carry
probably owing to the views of the inspector in Nova Scotia out the law as ho finds it, whether good or bad, but my hon.
whose name bas been mertioned, that the sawdust does not friend complains that a discrimination is made between
injure the fishery interest, a great many lumbermen de. offenders, and that the political complexion of the offender
posited sawdust in very considerable quantities in the rivers has a good deal to do with whether tbe law is enforced or
there, thinking they had the right to do so with impunity. not. The Minister repudiates that part of the statement,
And, consequently, I thought it would be fair to give them and I have nothing to say in regard to it, but probably the
timely notice that this could not be done under the law, list which ho will bring down may settie the question.
and that they muet adapt their mille so as to dispose of Mr. GILLMOR. This is a very serions question in
their sawdust otherwise than by putting it into these rivers regard to certain mille.
which were not exempted. I showed them the provisions
of the Act, and told them that the law provided for the con. Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I would ask the bon.
sideration of special facts, shown by petition to the Gover- gentleman to move the adjournment of the debate. I know
nor in Council, or to the Minister of Marine as Minister of that several members dosire to speak upon it.
Marine, pointing out the special circumstances which exist- Mr. GILL IOR. I have nothing to say excepting that,
ed in connection with any particular river where the on- if the law is carried out, yon will do away with many mille
forcement of the law would not serve any useful purpose. in my Province.Since that circular was sent out, several petitions have been
considered, and some streams have been exempted, and in Mr. KENNY moved the adjournment of the debate.
regard to other streams the exemption bas not been granted, Motion agreed to, and debate adjourned.
or, where the exemption was not granted, the instruc-
tion was given by authority to the officer not to enforce RETURNS ORDERED.
the law, ifia reasonable effort was made to keep out Copies of ail correspondence between the Federal Government, or any
snob quantties as could be kept eut, Of this sawdnst or department thereof, and the Government of Prince Edward Island, or
mill rubbish. As to the hon. gentleman's suggestion for any of its officials, regarding the piers of Prince Edward Island or
a commission, I prefer the method which the hon. member harbor improvements in the said Island.-(qr. Robertson.)
for Cumberland (Mr. Dickey) has adopted in this matter. I Copies of ail tenders for the supply of beef for the Blackfeet, Blood
prefer that the subject should be discussed on a proposition and Piegan Indian Agencies, and ail papers and correspondence con-
of that kind for the repeal of existing legisiation, when the nected wi h thescaliing for such tenders, and the awarding of contracte

of al to fshey oficrs a te cunty cn ~ for such supplies during the summer of 1888.- (air. Edgar.)
experienc of all the fishery ofBoers in the country can be Copies of ail correspondence between the Dominion Government and
used, as shown by the reports, and the opinions of scientifia the Corporation of Pilots for and below the harbor of Quebec, respect-
men can be discussed. The expense of such a commission ing the change in the present tariff of pilotage dues on vessels for and
as bas been proposed, in order to effect any real purpose, below the harbor of Quebec.-(Kr. Langelier, Montmorency.)
would be enormous. The hon. gentleman mentions, for in- Return of aIl reports upon the state and condition of each of the piers
stan that the houd in Prince Edward Island taken over by the Dominion Government fromhtine, fo am go to rivers and examine them. If the PritceEdward Island Government, together with a Return of ail
he thinks for a moment that the commission would not only expenditure on each of the said piers ince the soth of June, 1888; and
have to go through the rivers of the Province of Nova ail correspondence relating to the state of repairs of said piers, and the
Sootia and examine thom, but would have to go through repairs thereof during the year 1888.-(bir. Welsh.)
all the Provinces of Canada and take evidence and make copies of ail Orders in Council, or reports or >orrespon dence rela-
dr the diffil h ting to admission of mining machinery free of duty by the Governmentdue enquiry,the iculty,he must see, would be very of Britisi columbia for the development of the minerai resources of

eroat; and I suppose the hon. gentleman suggested that that Province, or to the remission by the Dominion Government of
bause ho was of the opinion that in some streams it would duties paid thereon.-(Mr. Edwards.)
be necessary to enforce the law while it might not be en- Copies of ail petitions, correspondence and doeuments respecting
forced in others; but there are other gentlemen who believe the extension of McMahon street through the Ordnance land, in the
that the law should not be enforced in any stream at ail. city of Quebec, to D'Aiguillon street.-( r Langelier, Que bec.)
Th et p t thnh hn. i Correspondence between the Government and Mr. E. P. Wright, ofTwere is at presenq, boug inmy deon, friend may not beOttawa, relating to a claim of the latter for a refund of duties paid byaware of the faet, an enquiry bemng made into this subject said E. P. Wright upon mining machinery.-(Mr. Edwards.)

gr.TUP.
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Copies of all Orders in Council, correspondence, agreements and

settlements respecting the conveyance of the North Shore Railway to
the Government by the Grand Trunk Railway Company sud by the
Government to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company.-(Mr. Lange-
lier, Quebec.)

Return of al claims presented from lst February, 1885, to 31st Decem.
ber, 1888, for drawback on goods manufactured for export, showing the
names of al applicants, their places of business, the article on which
drawback was caimed and the amount of each claim, distinguishing
between the claims which have been allowed and those which have been
disailowed, and those not yet decided, and giving the reason for each
disallowance; also copies of all regulations made by the Customs or
other department with reference to such claims, together with a copy
of one allowed claim and of the sworn declaration of each exporter.-
(Mr. Ellis.)

Copies of all tenders received for the construction of the Sault Ste.
Marie Canal, with accompanying documents, including the approximate
quantities on which such tenders were computed, and the greos
amounts; and all correspondence, reports and Orders in Council, in
relation to the saame.-(tr. Trow.)

Copies of al tenders received by the Departinent of Railways and
Canais, in September and October, 1888, for the enlargement of the
Cornwall and Galops Canal, including the approximate quantities on
which such tenders were computed, and the gross amounts; and all
correspondence, reports and Orders in Council, relating to the sarne,
since the receipt of such tenders.-(Mr. Trow.)

Copies of aIl petitions, reports, Orders in Council and papers gener-
ally, in connection with the dismissal of J. M. Grover from the position
of Postmaster of Morden, Manitoba.-(àir. Guay.)

Return showing the entire cost of the St. Charles Branch Railway,
including right ot way, land damages, survey and engineering expensee,
and ail other items of expenditure of any kind, in the following order :
Cost of survey, and to whom paid; coat ot engineers' services, and to
whom paid; cost of land damages, and to whom paid; cost of legal ex-
penses, including conveyancing, and all legal services, and to whom
p aid; cost of ail services rendered by any other party, of any other
kind, paid by the Government; the entire cost of the line, including
every item of expenditure of any kind connected therewith, and the
amount of claims put in and not yet settled.-(Mr. McMullen.)

All the original cheques given in payment of all fees or expenses con-
nected with the suit, thIe "t. Catharines Milling and Lumbering Com-
pany v8. The Queen.''-(Mr. MeMullen.)

Copies of all correspondence, reports, petitions and other documents,
up to this date, between the Post uffice Vepartment and the Post Office
Iaspector for the district of Montreal, Mr. King, and any other persons,
respecting a change in the location of the Post Office of Belle Vallée, in
the ouunty of dt. John's.-(Xr. Bourassa.)

Return of Orders in Council relating to the division of the subsidy of
$250,000 to the International Railway Company, between the different
portions of the road, say, from the St. Lawrence to Lennoxville, from

ennuoxville to Moose River and Mattawamkeag, from Mattawamkeag
to liarvey's Station, and from Harvey to Balisbury, giving the number
of miles la each division, and the amount apportioned thereto.-(Mr.
Jounes, Halifax.)

Return, lst. Copies of the petition asking for the incorporation of the
Témiscouata Railway Company. 2nd. Copies of all correspondence
between the Government and this company respecting the granting of
a subsidy or having reference to sucb subsidy.-(Mr. Dessaint.)

Return, 1. Giving the naines and places of residence of the Com-
missioners appointeid in 1883 for the purpose of examining and reporting
upon the fitness and eligibility of persons appearing before them for ex-
amination and qualification as Inspectors o the hulls of freight and
passenger steamers plying in 0aanadian waters; 2. Copies of the circular
sent ont inviting competitors to meet at Ottawa, and the date or dates
so mentioned from time to time; 3. The names and places of residence
of ail persons who were so examined at each and every meeting of the
said uommissioners up to date ; 4. Copies of the recommendation or
recommendations of any of the said Commissioners, or any one of them,
respecting the said examination or the qualifications, or otberwise, of
any or ail who underwent such examination a the first or any subse-
quent meeting of the said Commissioners, or either of them ; 5. The
name and place of residence of each and every inspector of freight and
passenger steamer hulls appointed by the Lovernment from 1882 to
aate, indicating who were appointed after undergoing and passing the
necessary examination, as welî as giving the nme sand place of residence
of each and every inspector of such hulls who was appointed without
having successfully passed the said examination, together with the name
and place of residence of any inspector so appointed ince 1882 to date
who had been dismissed or had resigned within the time specified, and
tie cause assigned for such dismis!si or resignation; 6. The name and
place of residence of any person appointed to fill any vacaney or ad-
dition as inspector of said hulle; ana 7. Copies of all correspondence
between the Mînister of Marine and any person respecting any of the
questions enumerated herein.-(âr. Wilson, Elgin.) ,

Returu of the urvey made of thse Annapolis sud Liverpool Railwaj,
witb the report cfthe engineer, and ail papers and correspondence on.
nected therewith.-(Mr. Joues, Lalifax.)

DEATH OF THE HON. J. H. POPE.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have the distressing
duty of announcing to the House the decease of the Hon.
John Henry Pope, my friend and colleague. Althouh the
event is not unexpected, yet the blow is so severe whsen it
falls that I feel I cannot say more just now. I shall, there-
fore, Sir, move the adjournment of the House. I have no
doubt that a fitting opportunity will be taken by myself
and some hon. members of the House on both sides, ta
express the great regret which is felt at the lose which the
House and the country have sustained by the death of Mr.
Pope. In consequence of the great desire on both sides of
the House, as I believe, to get through the business of the
Session as speedily as possible, while I move now that the
House adjourn until to-morrow, as there are some private
Bills standing which ought to be moved, the Government
will give them, with the consent of the bouse, the hour
after 7:30 to-morrow, of which they are deprivel to-lay. I,
therefore, move, seconded by the leader of the Opposition,
that the House do now adjourn.

Mr. LA URIER. I certainly deem it my duty to second
the motion of the right hon. gentleman. As ho has stated,
the death of Mr. Pope was not unexpected. In fact, it has
been expected for some time, and, under the circumstances,
it does not present to his friends the harrowing grief which
the sudden termination of a useful career would be sure to
produce. Still, I know that the country will realise that it
is no ordinary or common life which has just been ended.
As an opportunity will be given to say more on the subject
on a future occasion, I shall say no more to-day.

Mr. MITCHELL. I feel deeply the event which has
just occurred in connection with an old personal friend, and
a gentleman who las occupied a prominent part in every
great event in Canada for the lst twenty-five years. He
was a person who was universally respeoted for hie ability,
and he has loit, in passing from the Cabinet, scarcely a man
behind him there superior to himself in the particular lino
which he followed. The statement is true that we have
expected this for two or three days past, and now I am
sure that the country will agree with us in deeply regret-
ting the decease of one who, if lie had lived, would have
continued to perform the useful services to the country
which lie has performed for many years past.

Sir RICHARD CAIRTWRIGHT. Before the House
adjourns, I would like to ask the First Minister if it is the
intention to go into Supply to.morrow ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, I think so.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Thon I would ask the
hon, gentleman to give the Minister of Finance notice, as
that gentleman is not haro, that I would like to have an
answer to the question put to-day before we go into Supply,
and that, on going into Supply, although I do not propose
to move a motion, I propose to take up the time of the
House for a short period in pointing ont certain facts in
connection with the recent 3 per cent. loan, of which I hope
some explanation will be given.

Motion agreed to; and House adj urned at 5:50 p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
TuEBDÂ, 2nd April, 1889.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'olock.

PRATEIas.

EXPROPRIATION OF LANDS.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON moved for leave to introduoe
Bill (No. 131) respecting the Expropriation of Lands,
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Mr. MITCHELL. This is a very important Bill, and I

would like the hon. Minister to give us some explanation
about it.

Mr. SPEAKER. When a Bill comes down from the
Sonate it is customary to take the first reading pro forma;
the discussion only takes place on the second reading.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

LOAN OF 1888.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT asked, Whether Gov-
ernment considers that the language used in the prospectus
of the 3 per cent. loan recently negotiated in London,
whereby it is declared that "The Canadian Government
intend to apply the sums annually required for the redemp.
tion of the national debt in purchases of the stock now
offered," requires tbem to use the sinking funds therein
referred to in the purchase of the said 3 per cent. loan, in
ease the said securities should be held at premium at the
time of purchase ? If not, on what ground can the said
sinking funds be otherwise invested ?

Mr. FOSTER. The Government considers that the
language used in the prospectus of the 3 per cent. Ioan
recently negotiated in London, whereby it is declared that
" The Canadian Government intend to apply the snms
annually required for the redemption of the national debt
in purchases of the stock now offered," requires them to use
the sinking funds therein referred to in the purchase of the
said 3 per cent. loan, in case the said securities should
be held at a premium at the time of purchase, unless such
premium is considered unreasonable and produced by unfair
competition.

PRINTING OF THE DEBATES.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. I desire to call the attention of thei
House to the fact that the House of Commons Debates are
not published at as early a period of the day as I think theyt
should be published. They are delayed very much morej
now than they were at the time when the printing was1
done by contractors, and I do not understand why thisc
should be the case. Last week, when we had the debate on
the Jesuit question, the official report was delayed more
than usual, and extended reports appeared in the Torontoç
morning papers, which were delivred here before the offi-
cial report of the House of Commoxs was placed in the
bands of members. That state of affairs is certainly not
creditable to the printing bureau. If the Toronto daily
papers can publish almost as extended reports as those of
the official febates up to one o'clock, a.m., and have those
reports telegraphed to Toronto and published in the morn-g
ing papers, and have them transmitted by mail here and p
placed in the hands of members before the official report ofq
Debates is delivered to members, I tbink there must b3e
something wrong. It was understood when the printing0
bureau was established that the change was made in the
pnblic interest, and that botter facilities would be afforded9
for the publication of the Debates and all matters connecteda
with the printing of Parliament. So far this Session this 1
has not proved to be the case. We are met continually t
with delays in printing, notonly with respect to the publica- i
tion of the DebMtes, but with regardi to other matters, and I
whatever member of the Government has charge of the e
prioting bureau at this time, should give his attention to' w
this matter, so that the interests of the House may be at- b
tended to in connection with the printing of Parliament. i

Mr. CHARLTON. I wish, in connection with this mat
ter, to Cali the attention of the Government to the fact that t

certainly soriously impede the progress of the work and delay
the publication of the Blansard still further. I do not know for
what purpose thi nmatter is kept standing; but if it is
intended to publish an edition of the entire debate on the
Jesuits' question, it should receive immediate attention.
Undoubtedly that amount of matter standing in type will
disarrange the operations of the printing bureau and throw
the work still further behind, and this will furnish still
further reason for complaint, in addition to those which the
hon. member for North Brant (Mr. Somerville) hs assigned
to-day.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I will call the attention of
the Minister of Customs, who has that branch of the
Department of the Secretary of State under his care, to
what has been stated by hon. members.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). I wish to call the atten-
tion of the Debates Committee to a matter respecting
which the attention of the House has been called already,
namely, the delay in the publication of the French edition
of the Hansard. There has now been published over 900
pages of the English edition of the Debates, while the French
edition has only reached 232 pages. If this state of things
be continued any longer the French edition wili be rendered
practically useless. The French edition of the Debates is
issued so long after the debate has actually taken place
that the reports lose almost their entire interest. If we
have to continue the Han&rd, this defect should be remedied
and the French edition publiebed more regularly. I am
informed that the cause of the delay is not due to the trans.
lators. I understand the translators have reached the
debate on the Jesuits' Estates Act, and they are not, there-
fore, very much behind. The printing bureau, it appears,
is at fault, and I think some very serious ateps should be
taken to remedy this state of things, which is perfectly
absurd.

Mr. LAURIE R. This subject was brought to the atten-
tion of the House a few weeks ago, and ho. members were
promised that steps would be taken to remedy the evil.
Now, after two weeks have elapsed, it appears that we
occupy just the same position, and that all the fault lies
with the printing bureau. The proposal for the establish-
ment of a printing bureau, when submitted to the House,
was looked upon with serions misgivings as to the benefits
which would accrue, and up to the present time the results
appear very much to verify what was stated on this eide of
the Hlouse at that tim,

Mr. BÉCH&ARD. I regret that the chairman of the De-
bates Committee is not in his place, as ho might be able to
give some explanation as to the cause of the delay in the
printing of the French edition of the Debates. When the
question was brought before the flouse some time ago, we
endeavored to ascertain the cause of the delay. There is
one tbing evident, that the delay cannot be attributed to
the French translators, bat to some other cause. In days
gone by it was proved that the delay was due to the printers
and to the same cause must be attributed the delay to-day.
1 think the hon. member for Quebec (Mir. Langelier) has
ruly said that if the French edition should continue to be
ssued so late it is of little value to niembers of the Houae.
1 think money would be saved if the issue of the French
dition, instead of being delayed until the fail overy year,
was entirely suppressed. It is supposed to help the mem-
bers during the Session of Parliament, but we do not receive
t in time during the Session to answer that purpose. I
ope the chairman of the committee, who I now sea in his
lace, wil perhaps be able to give as some information on
Le matter.

there are 12u galleys of matter now standing in the Gov-
erment printing office-I believe the entire debate on the Mr. DESJARDINS. Whan the firat cozuplaint was made
.Tosuit' state Ril. That amonut of matter standinjg wiLi in the House I wrote to the auporintendent of the printing

Bir Toim TROMPsoN.
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bureau, to call his attention to the fact that such a com-
plaint had been made, and he said that he had met with
some difficulties in the beginning because of the delay of
the members in correcting their proofs so as that they
mnight be sent to the French translators. I found ont that
ýhe French translators were much in advance of the printers,
and I called his attention to that, and since that time I
have received proofs which show that there is a little more
progress made than at the beginning, but not to the extent
that it would be desirable. I am glad that the matter is
called again to the attention of the louse, for I think that
there is something to be remedied. I do not know that ;
but the number of men in the office may be insufficient, or
that there is something deficient in the manner of distri-
buting the work, but certainly I think there is some remedy
to be found.

Mr. LAURIER. The whole system is wrong, I am
afraid ; the whole printing bureau is wrong.

Mr. DESJARDINS. I have nothing to say about that.
I am not in charge of that. As regards the printing of the
French Hansard, I know that some delay muet inevitably
arise, but that delay should not be to the extent that we
find it now.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). I was calling the atten
tion of the louse to the fact that the English translation
of the Debates bas now reached nearly 1,000 pages, whereas
the French version has only reached 232 pages. I am told
that the translation is not backwards, or that it is very
little backwards, for the transators bave tranelated up to
the debate on the Jesuit question. If we are to have these
French Debates aL all, they should be translated and printed
for distribution at such a time as to be useful. If they are
distributed as they were last year, and as they are this
year (for this year is worse than last year), then this is a
pure waste of money, because the people do not read the
Debates. There is no interest in reading the Debates when
the publication does not take place for two or three months
alter the debate. If the printing bureau is not able to do
the printing of this House better, then I think that the
Debates Committee should see that the printing is done
elsewhere, and done in such a way as to ensure that the
Debates are published in time so as to have them of any
use.

Mr, DESJARDINS. There ought be only eight days
delay in any case, between the issue of the English revised
copy and the French version; but for one reason or another
the delay is much longer than that, and much longer than
it ought to be.

Mr. MULOCK. I understand that some hon. member
has suggested that it would be wise to print an edition of
the debate on the Jesuits' Estates Bill, and tbat ques-
tion pending bas been the occasion of the delay
complained of. If that be so it appears to me
that that question ought to be disposed of at once.
I cannot, for myself, see what publie interest is to be
gained by keeping alive this vexed question. Ordinarily, I
would be in favor of the most complote publication of every-
thing that occurs in Parliament, but, as bas been stated by'
my hon. friend beside me (Mr. Somerville) the debate on
that particular question was published with great prompti-
tude and fullness in the daily papers of the country as the
debate proceeded, and now that the issue in this House bas
been disposed of and a verdict rendered bore, it is a question
whether it would be in the public interest to aid in keeping
alive the flames that have been started, or whether we
should not consider that we have effectually disposed of the
question so far as this House is concerned. My own
opinion would be that, in the interests of the public, it is
botter for us not to place a brief in the bande of various
persons interested in this pjestion, by turther publishing the.

speeches delivered on the floor of this House. I am sure
that any person who is inclined to make mischief would be
able to extract words and expressions delivered in the heat
of debate which members might now regret. I think it
would be a mistake in the interests of harmony for us to
place such weapons in the hands of persons who might
forget the interests of the country in seeking to promote
the particular views that might be entertained by them.
For these roasons, I think it would be far better for this
House not to take any further stops in the direction in.
dicated by some hon. gentlemen.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. The question which I raised bas
nothing to do with the statement made by my hon.
friend f rom North York (Mr. Mulock). I stated that the
publication of the English debate was delayed beyond ail
reason; and I instanced the report en the Jesuits' estates
Act to show that the Toronto papers got ahead of our offi-
ciai record in publishing that debate.

Mr. TA YLOR. What Toronto papers ?
Mr. SOMERVILLE. Ail the papers were alike ahead.

I might say that this delay did not occur last week any
more than other weeks in which we have had lengthened
debates. Last Session whenc the House sat to two, or three,
or four, or five o'clock in the morning, the Debates were
published at an earlier time in the day than they are now
when the House sits only to half-past twelve or one in the
morning. That shows that there muet be some great fault
somew here.

Mr. SPROU LE. I decided ly dissent from the viows enun.
ciated by the hon, member for North York (Mr. Mulock),
that we would do any harm by placing this discus-
sion on the Jesuits' Estates Bill before the people more
extensively than itb as been up to the present time.
I believe that a good deal of the excitement of the last
few months bas been occasioned by incorrect informa-
tion in connection with this question, If we may judge by
the criticisms from various parts of this country, which
we see in the press, I think that we can come to no other
conclusion than that the reports of the speeches that were
made here were so limited, that people reading them could
not fairliy underitand the force of the arguments on either
side. The speeches that were made in this House on that
question were careful and well considered speeches. They
were logical, they were reasoning, and they were legal argu-
ments, and, therefore, I think that the country would re-
ceive a great deal of benefit, if the Government printed
large numbers of the Kansard containing those speeches,
and distributed them extensively throughout the Dominion.
I do not think that we can ever do harm by extending
knowledge, but I think we could do a great deal of barm
by endeavoring to curtail knowledge, il people were guided
more by argument and less by prejulice and accidental cir-
cumstances, then they would, after a careful and intelligent
consideration of this question, come to a different conclu-
sion, many of them, from what they did.

Mr. AMYOT. I tbink that the French portion of the
population would receive with great pleasure the French
edition of that debate. They would like to read and to see
how the question was discussed in this honorable House,
and to seo how well the interests of the Province bas been
defended. The publication of this debate would do we1l for
Confederation's sake, because it would show that the rights
of the interested parties have ben weli understood and de.
fended in this Parliament. The French version of this
debate would, I am sure, be very well accepted in the Pro.
vince of Quebec.

Mr. CHARLTON. Perhaps the Government will tell us
whether they have any purposes to serve in this matter, or
what their intention is ; 120 galleys of this matter are stand.
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in' in the printing office for some purpose, and if there is
no purpose in view, the type had better be distributed, and
the work of the department allowed to go on.

Mr. TROW. The matter under discussion is that the
French portion of the speeches delivered in this flouse
were not published by the iansard in proportion to that of
the English. The complaint male was that the French
BHansard was not published with sufficient expedition, but
the hon, member for North York (Mr. Mulock), and for
Grey (Mr. Sproule), have discussed the mattor in an en.
tirely different form and spoken about some other subject,
referring to the debate on the Jesuits' estates, which might
be considered hereafter. It is quite foreign to this dis-
cussion to mention anything about that. Anything that
may be in contemplation of the Government is not under
discussion, but the complaint is that the French portion of
the lansard has not been delivered in the manner in which
it should be delivered.

SUPPLY-LOAN OF 1888.

Mr. FOSTER moved that the House again resolve itself
into Committee of Supply.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Mr. Speaker, in con.
formity with the notice that I gave to the First Minister
yesterday, I wish, before you leave the Chair, to call the at.
tention of the hon. the Minister of Finance, and of the
H[ouse, to a matter which appears to me to be of very con-
siderable importance in relation to the lte loan. After
the answer which I have just received from the hon. the
Finance Minister, I would, under ordinaiy circumstances,
have thought it unnecessary to detain the flouse for the
purposes of any explanation, but I am very anxious that
that hon. gentleman should not be taken unawares, and,
therefore, I think, under all the circumstances, it will be
fairer to him and fairer to the House at large that I should
staýe, as I propose to do briefly, my opinion in reference to
certain statements contained in the prospectus of the late
loan; what conseqences are involved in this; and that I should
give the hon. gentleman an opportunity, if he desires it, of
offering any explanation that be may wish with reference
to that matter. Before I proceed further, I dare say, Sir,
the House will remember that in the course of the Budget
speech, the hon. the Minister of Finance made a statement
relative to the terms at which the late 3 per cent. loan
was effected. Those terms were exceedingly favorable,
as the hon. gentleman stated then. He was perfectly
right in saying, on the terms made and stated
by him, that that loan was one of the most
favorable loans that had ever been male on the London
6tock Exchange. The House will recollect, that I put
several questions to the hon. gentleman on that occasion.
I enquired in the first place, if any sinking fund attached,
and the hon. gentleman informed me there was no sinking
fund attached; which was technically quite correct. I
asked the hon. gentleman farther, as to the rumor which
had reachEd me, that all our sinking funds were pledged in
some fashion, for the redemption of this loan, and the hon.
gentleman told me that ho did not consider that this
was implied in our prospectus. Now, Sir, the statement
of the hon, gentleman, to which I wdl call the attention
of the House, is this: That, in June last, our High Commis-
sioner had effected a four million loan in London at 3 per
cent., repayable in fifty years, without any sinking fund
attached, and that ho had succeeded in selling this lo.n for
the sum, on an average, of £95 1s. sterling. That loan, I
repeat, the Minister of Finance stated, was a very excellent
loan, and upon that statement of the facts submitted by bim,
I fully concurred, and I fully concur now. lowever, on
that occasion, as I say, I put a question to the hon. gentle.
nan, which he answercd, as can be seen by the report of the

,Mr, CUAILTON,

Budget speech. Subsequently I asked the hon, gentleman to
put into my hands the prospectus of that loan, and I was
shown that prospectus at the Public Accounts Oommittee. I
subsequently received a copy of it, which copy I hold in my
hands. I may say, however, that, on first reading that
prospectus, I could not believe that it was possible that I
had received a correct copy. I found in that prospectus a
clause so remarkable, entailing, as I understand it, such
consequences, and likely to resait (if I am errect in my
interpretation of it) in such grave loss to the people of this
country, that I have thought it my duty, before proceeding
further, to state to the Minister of Finance what my inter-
pretation is with reference to the effect of this clause, in
order that, if possible, the fears which I entertain may be
removed, and that I may be sprel the necessity of taking
further action. As the hon. gentleman stated, there was
no sinking fund eo nomine attached to this loan, but there is
a short clause to which I wish to call his attention and the
attention of the House. That clause is as follows:-

" With a view of rendering the sinking fnnds of the various loans
more effective than heretotore, the Canadian Government intend to
apply the sumo annuilly requirel in the redemption of the National
Debt in the purchsse of the stock now offered. The amount at present
annually applied to the relemption of the debt is about £350,000 ster-
ling, and, as the sinking funds are accumulative, the amounts yearly
increase."

Sir, that clause is an extremely remarkable one. It is re-
markable not merely on account of what it contains, but
also on account of what it does not contain Now, I have
examined the various bonds, the various prospectuses, of
ail our other loans male since Confederation ; I have given
this matter, as its gravity required, the best consideration
at my command. I have consulted with other gentlemen
whose opinion is of weight, and I believe-I would b very
glad to be corrected if i am wrong-that the effect of this
extraordinary promise on the part of the Canadian Govern-
ment to apply £359,000 a year, annually increasing, to the
repurchase of our loan, bas had practically this effect : In-
stead of having made a fifty-year loan, we have made a loan
repayable in ten annual instalments averaging £00,000 ;
and we are further bound to repurchase our own securities
at the carrent market rates, even though they should be
considerably above par. I will not at the moment com-
ment on the remark made by the hon gentleman touching
on undue combination ; that would complicate the
matter unnecessarily. Bat, Sir, what bas been done,
if I understand the meaning of these plain words,
is that whereas we had thought we had made
a 3 per cent. loan having fifty years to run, we
have, to all intents and purposes, made a 3 per cent.
loan, which, so far as the Dominion of Canada is concerned,
has an average of a little more than five years to raun, and
must be paid back by ns in ten annual intaiments. I shall
be very glad if the hon, gentleman is in a position to bring
forward any explanation which can remove the impression
on my mind; but, if I am correct in this, it is obvious that
the hon. gentleman was grievously mistaken in declaring
that this was a good loan; it is obvious that it was a most
imprudent loan on the assumption I have stated, and that
it exposes us to very great risk. Loking to the high
character of Messrs. Barings, Glyn & Co., whose names are
attached to this prospectus, I have thought it right, before
going further, to make this brief statement of tae facts of
the case to the hon. Minister of Finance, and to invite him,
if be bas any explanations to make on the subject at present,
to give them to the House, in the hope that they wiil prove
sufficiently satisfactory to enable me to alter the opinion I
now have as to this loan.

Mr. FOSrER. Unfortunately I was not present in the
House last evening when my hon. friend made allusion to
this matter, and, I suppose, outlined the nature of the re-
marks he intended to make. I had not, therefore, the ad.
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vantage of understanding the line of his remarks, and since
we have been in here to-day, I have had but a very short
time to look over the papers which are under my hand.
Therefore, I think, probably, it would be more satisfactory,
if my hon. friend bas no objection, that I should think this
matter over, and make an early statement to the H1oise
with reference to it.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Very well. I would
suggest, then, as I understand that this loan was negotiated
by the High Commissioner, who is here present-

Mr. POSTER The IHigh Commissioner is not in the
city, but [ will communicate with him.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I sbould prefer that
that should be done. In that case, I think it would be
expedient, if the bon, gentleman will undertake to do that
with reasonable promptitude, to call on the High Commis.
sioner to give him such a report as he would deem proper
to lay on the Table of the House; and I would suggest that
it be printed. My remarks, when reported in Hansard,
will show clearly and distinctly what my opinion is. I may
say to the hon. Finance Minister that I am in no way desir-
ous, as the unusual course I have taken shows, of taking
him at an advantage in this matter. On the contrary, I
would prefer that he should have reasonable time to con-
sider lis answer, and that his answer, if he sees fit, should
include the report of the Righ Commissioner, who, I believe,
was the party to transact this loan. That, however, is for
bimself. Be is not called on to do more than make an
explanation; but I suppose the explanation will be forth.
coming to-morrow.

Mr. POSTER. I will make the explanation as soon as
possible. I will not unnecessarily delay it.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would be glad of that;
because if the explanation be not satisfactory, it would be
my duty to follow the matter up. If it be satisfactory, I
will be only too happy to drop it.

Motion agreed to, and House again resolved itself into
Committee of Sapply.

(In the Committee.)

Immigration Agent, Montreal.. ............. ,300

Mr. BAIN. What arrangements have you made with re-
ference to supervising the children and female immigration
department this season ? Is it left in charge of a general
agent ?

Mr. CARLING. A number of the ladios of the city of
Quebec have taken charge of any female immigrants that
may come to Quebec.

Mr. BAIN. Are they in connection with the Montreal
association in any way ?

Mr. BAIN. My view of the matter is that it should
romain in the bands of the Government. The supervision
of the olass of immigrants suited for the western Provinces
should romain under the control of the Minister and his
agents. I think it is patent, on the face of it, that only a
certain portion of that immigration would find its way
westward, for the natural reason that Montreal and the east
would naturally look to their own interests first, and the
western section would only receive those who had absolutely
made up their minds to go west. I am not finding fault
with the work of the ladies, because I am not aware of the
details, but it strikes me it is very undesirable that their
agency should be beyond the control of the Minister. It
should be directly under bis control, and he should place an
agent in charge who would be responsible to the Govern-
ment.

Mr. MoDONALD (Huron). I would like to know what
are the duties devolving upon Miss Richardson, the lady
employed in connection with the Quebec agency?

Mr. CARLING. The services of Miss Richardson bas
been dispensed with, on account of the very large reduction
made in the immigration vote.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). What was she doing before ?
Mr. CARLING. She was engaged in corresponding

with ladies in the old country, and with people in different
parts of Canada, in reference to places for domestic servants,
and was taking a general interest in their welfare.

Mr. McDONALD (HaroC. I find that laRt year this
lady received $107.44 for ocean passage from Liverpool to
Quebec. I do not see how that could be if ber duties were
only those of correspondence. She also received for fares
and cabs $365.71, and for Pullmans 811.25. She recelved
for botel expenses $70.30, or altogether during the year
she received $954.70. Now, if her services were what the
Minister states, I do not see how she could draw sncb a
large sam for the duties which appear in tbis report. I
think she rnust bave had some other duties to perform
than those to whieh the Minister has alluded.

Mr. CARJLING. Miss Richardson did pay visits to the
older Provinces, and also to Manitoba. She visited England
once or twice in the last few years, and ber expenses were
allowed. She bas been corresponding with parties in the
different Provinces, and we thought it advisable that she
should visit the localities where the servants who had been
bronght out had been placed, in order to see how they were
getting on, and whether their homes were satisfactory, so
that she could report to the ladies in England who tont
them out.

Mr. Mo DONALD (Huron). Her services are now dis.
pensed with ?

Mr. CARLING. Yes.

Mr. CARLING. No. Mr. BAIN (Wentwortb). Do 1 unierstand that the
Mr. FISHER. Is there any grant to them the same as ladies in Quebec are now slipposed to disoharge the duties

to the Montreal association? which Miss Ricbardson had charge of?
Mr. CARLING. There has been no grant, but it is in- Mr. MoMULLEN. I think it is the duty of the Eonse

tended to recommend a small amount to assist in the carry- to givo carefut attention to the items under the vote for
ing on of the work. immigration. W. bave for yuars beon spending a large

amount of money under lbat bead, and it is quite olear thst
Mr. BAIN. Do you propose to continue the grant to the the resntts sbown by tbe returns of immigration offices are

Montreal society, as formerly? not oqual in vaie te the amount of money spent. W.
desire to eut down, as far aî p--ssiblo, unnnoceiary expendi.

Mr. CARLING. Yes. Luio. It is the daty of this flase to closely criticioe tbe

Mr. BAIN. I think they formerly kept an agent there. oxpenditure under this head, becausu I1beliovo there is more
waate in conneotion with that than ia connection with any

Mr. CARLING. A thousand dollars here is granted the other item in the Pablie Accoants. If you take up these
ladies of Montreal. Of course, the Government bave no incidentai expensS in Qaebec, fot for bringing in immi-
control of the management. We give the grant, and they grants, but for payment Lo thoso emptoyed as interpreters,
jnske a report eacb year, cierMs or ssistants, you wi find that w paidout tat year
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85,245, and that is without taking into consideration the
salary of the agent or of his clerk. I do not believe that it
is at all necessary that the enormous expenditure for immi-
gration should be continued. We have agents all over this
country at large expense, and anyone who will criticise the
Public Accounts will come to the conclusion that a large pro
portion of that expenditure is unnecessary, that a number of
men are employed under the head of immigration who should
not be continued in their offices, and that the country should
not be called upon to pay these enormous amounts. I observe
that the sum of 86,583 was paid in the Montreal agency.. Of
course, Montreal and Qaebec are important points, but there
are'other points where I think it is unnecesaryto makethese
expenditures. I find that, at Brandon, we are paying on
agent 81,400 a year salary, and $366 for an assistant. The
agent's name is Bennett, and we have D. Bennett as messen-
ger and another Bennett as assistant in the office. I do not
know whether they are relations of the agent or not. I do
not think it is the desire of the Minister of Agriculture that
items which are unnecessary should be continued, but it
should be the earnest desire off the House to put a stop to
this snrt of expenditure; and I believe that, under the head
of immigration, there bas been more rottenness than under
any other item of the public expenditure. We have seen
something of that to-day in the Public Accounts Committee,
and I suppose there is more Lo come. We should have ex-
tended and minute explanations on the part of the Minister
in regard to all these items, and I would ask him now how
many officials are enployed in the Quebec office and what
are their duties ? Lit us have that in the first place.

Mr. MACDO WALL. I desire to say a few words, as I am
at issue with the hon. gentleman on this question. I think
thore cannot be too much attention paid to immigration.
If the North-West is to be built up at all, we must have a
live immigration service. The immigration agents in the
North-West have done a great deal of good to those immi-
grants who have come there new to the country. They
have put them in a way to secure their farms, and have
saved the expense which a stranger in the country would
naturally fail into. I think a little more money might be
spent, and that the example of the United States might be
followed, by having immigration agents on ali the trains
daring the season, in order to induce the people to remain
on Canadian territory. I believe that no money is better
spent than that whiuh is expended on this item, in giving
the knowledge which is necessary to new immigrants
who come in. There are a great many of these immigrantt
who are new to the country, and who, from want of know
ledge of the new surroundings, are apt to waste the small
amount of capital which they have unless they have this
advice and assistance.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I hope we shall have an answer to
my question in reference to the Quebec agency.

Mr. CARLING. The agent at Quebec is Mr. Stafford;
the assistant agent, Mr. Doyle; ..the book-keeper, Mr. Stein;
the Norwegian interpreter, Mr. Andersen, and Mr. O'Reiley
is the messenger. These are the permanent offi ýers,

Mr. McMULLEN. I notice there is an extra clerk, Mr,
Powers, at 8965 a year. Why is he employed ?

Mr. CARLING. It was considered necessary by my
predecessor, and is considered neceasary by the agent ai
Quebec, that Mr. Powers should be employed. f1e is a
very efficient man, and assista in keeping the accounts and
the statements in regard to immigration.

Mr. AMYOT. I happen to know every one of those
officers at the Quebec immigration office, and I may statc
that they are ail very good officers, and do their duty. I
would mention especially Mr. Stafford, Mr. Doyle, and Mr
Stein, who are very useful officers. I would take thiF
oecasion for urging upon the Government the necessity of

Mr. MCMULLEN.

belping the movement now going on in Belgium and
France, to direct an emigration of farmers to this country,
of whom many are now coming. I know the Government
have done sometbing, but I think they could do more.
They could bring into this country farmers who are in
comfortable circumstances. Many of those who came last
year brought with them f rom 85,000 to 810,000. They are
a great source of wealth to the country at large. I am sure
the Government will receive the thanks of the country, if
they do more than they have done in the past to promote
this class of immigration.

Mr. LÂANGELIER (Quebec). I would like to know
whether it is the intention of the Government to compel
ocean steamers bringing immigrants to this country, to
land them at Quebec. It must be within the recollection
of the Minister that, last year, several steamers adopted the
habit of landing their immigrants at Montreal, and an order
was passed directing them to land the immigrants at Que-
bec, but for some reason they preferred to go to Montreal.
Now, the Government have spent a large sum of money in
erecting buildings at Quebec to provide accommodation for
immigrants coming to this country; during the last two
years the Government spent 850 000 to finish some build-
ings intended for that purpose, that had been erected
on the new Louise Embankment. That building has
been almost wholly unused during the last year, as
the immigrants are carried up to Montreal and landed
on a wharf where there is absolutely no accommodation
for them, and no protection for them. Any thief may
approach them, and the result has been that a good
many of these immigrants have been robbed. I have
been told by people conneeted with steamsbip offices that
a good many immigrants last year were victimised in
.qontreal. We know that in New York city. as soon as
immigrants land, they are taken care of by the Govern ment
and carefully guarded. Nobody is allowed to approach
them for any purpose, not even to sell them tickets
or exchange money; there is an exchange office in the
immigration buildings at Castle Gardon. It was intended
to introduce the same systern into this country, and that is
the reason why the Government have gone to such a large
expenditure of money in providing suitable accommodation
for them at Quebec, which expenditure I consider was a very
wise one. This system was inaugurated three years ago, but if
the system which prevailed last year is to go on for another
year, these huildings, which have cost so much money, will
become perfectly useless. If the Minister of Agriculture
has gone to Quebec since these buildings were erected, he
must have seen that they afford just as good accommodation
for immigrants as is to be found at Castle Garden, in some
respects superior. I have seen and inspected the accom-
mo:ation for immigrants at Castle Garden, and, as a rule,
they are not so well provided for as they are at Quebec.
Ihese buildings have been erected on a large embankment,
separated from the mainland by the new dock, so that these
people are entirely protected from all those who might have
designs upon them. They are in the hands of the immigra-
tion agents of the Government; and they have this great
aivantage which they have not in New York, that the
Canadian Pacific Railway runs alongside of these buildings,
so they can pass directly from the steamer through these
buildings, and embark on the Canadian Pacific Railway,
after passing through the formalities that are considered
necessary. Of course, I only speak of immigrants, and not
cf ordinary passengers, and I desire to know if the Govern-
ment intends to compel all steamers bringing immigrants,
to land them at that place, provided at such a great ex-
penditureof money, and, as I repeat, wisely provided; because
1 think it is very important that we should treat immi-
grants as well, if not better, than they are treated when
they land in New York. If the system which has
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been going on last year, is continued during the coming
year, I am satisfied that the immigrants will not be taken
care of as well as they are in New York. In Montreal
they are landed as ordinary passengers who are supposed
to be able te take care of themselves, landed on the wharf
where they become a prey to designing persons. There is
another danger to which I would call the attention of the
Minister of Agriculture, and that is the lack of quarantine
arrangements at Montreal. There is great danger in the
fact of immigrants landing at once in a great city like
Montreal, that they may propagate epidemie diseases. I
have been told by physicians that it was quite possible for
immigrants to pass inspection without any disease being
detected, but they still may have the germs of disei.se
about them. If they are landed in a large city like
Montreal immediately from the ocean steamers, there is
great danger to the public health of this country. I, there-
fore, trust that the Minister of Agriculture will take proper
steps to compel all the steamers bringing immigrants, to
land them at these buildings in Quebec, which have been
provided at so great an expenditure.

Mr. CARLING. I am glad to know that the hon. gen-
tleman approves of the accommodation afforded at Quebec.
I am sure the buildings have been prepared with every
care to meet the requirements of immigrants who arrive
there. With regard to an order being issued that immi-
grants must be landed at Quebec, it bas been usual for
steamers to land them there, and full provision was made
by the Government for the immigrants at that point.
The Beaver Line carries passengers from Liverpool at the
same rate to Montreal as they do to Quebec, and the Allan
Line and the Dominion Line'state that if the Beaver Line
carry passengers or immigrants from Liverpool to Montreal
at the saine rate as they do fron Liverpool to Quebec,
they wili be obliged to do the same. I understand, however,
and I have been informed to-day, that the Allan and Do-
minion Lines are going to land immigrants at Quebec, not-
withstanding the Beaver Line has landed them atMontreal,
at least for the beginning of the season. Of course, I think
it is most likely that the several steamboat lines will come
to some arrangement with respect to the landing of immi-
grants at Quebec; but if it is found necessare that a change
should be made, the subject will be brought before the Gov-
ernment for consideration. I am not, however, prepared
to say, to-day, that the Government should issue an order
that immigrants must be landed at Quebec, although they
may have been ticketed to Montreal.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). I do not see why we csn-
not do here what is done in the United States. In the
States immigrants cannot arrive at any other places except
those provided in advance by the Government. I do not
speak now of ordinary passengers, who, of course, may land
at any place where steamers may carry them, but I am
speaking simply of immigrants. What I wish the Minister
to do is, to adopt the practice pursued in the United States
by the Government there. I am very much afraid, from
the statement made.by the Minister of Agriculture, that if
the Government persevere in their line of action or, rather,
inaction, we shall see the same results we saw last year.
The Minister of Agriculture says he understands that the
Allan Lins and Dominion Line intend to bring their immi-
grants to Quebec, but the Beaver Line is going to land them
in Montroal.

Mr. CARLING. I did not say that. I said that the
Beaver Line did land their immigrants in Montreal last
year, and the Dominion and Allan Lines felt that if the
Beaver Line continued to do so, they would do so also.
Whetber the Beaver Line are going to land immigrants in
Montreal or not this year, I am not aware; but I have been
informed to-day that the Allan and Dominion Lines were
going to land them at Queboc, for the beginning of the sa-
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son, and I thought, under those circumstances, the Beaver
Line was going to do so also.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebe). I was informed some time
ago by one of the chiot officers of the Dominion Lino that
it was a losing business for tho Dominion Line, as well as
for tha Allan Lino, to carry immigrants to Montreal; but
they have been compelled to do s, for if one line carried
immigrants to Montreal thoy were compelled to do so.
Last year, and two years previously, the Beaver Line adver-
tised all over Europe, not only over Great Britain and Ire-
land, but over tbe continent, that they would tako immi-
grants to Montreal, stating that it was 180 miles further up
than Quebec, at the saine price as their competitors would
carry them to Quebac. Immigrants, not knowing the
trouble that would arise from their boing landed at Mon-
treal, thought they would be in a botter position than if
they were landed at Qaebec, and the final result was that
some parties lost carrying business which was a very pay.
ing business, one of the very best paying basinesses of the
steamship companies in the summer. The result was that
hast year the other linos came te the conclusion to land
their own immigrants at Montreal, at whatever incon-
venience. Of course, it was a question either of carrying
immigrants or not carrying thern. If the other linos land
their immigrants at Montreal, 1 am afraid we shall see the
saie results of which I am complaining, that all the immi-
grants, within a short time, will have to be landed in Mon-
Lreal and not in Quebec, at which latter point there is good
accommodation provided for them by the Govornment.

Mr. SPROULE. Our people complain that the immi-
grants are not landed in Montreal and in Toronto, and thoy
would very much prefer that the immigrants bo landed at
Toronto, becauso, as they state, when they have to pass
through the Province of Quebec and through Montreal
before they reach Ontario, the best classes of immigrants
are frequently kept in those localities. The demand for
immigrants in the west has bon very large lately. The
agents in Toronto and fIamilton have been unable to supply
one fourth the number of people for whom applications
have been made, and if that should continue to be the case,
I think it would be much more satisfactory if the immigrants
were all brought to Montreal or Toronto.

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). This illustrates the difficulty.
1 think the Minister should take into consideration whether
it is not desirable to establish one paint, either Quebec or
Montreal, as the point where immigrants should be received,
and from which they should be distributed. Immigrants
come to this country unfamiliar with the English language,
coming perhaps from Scandinavia, Germany, or some other
European country, and they get away from the supervision
of the Government officers in charge at the Grand Trunk
wharf, and at the Louise Embankment at Quebec. The
moment they get outside of the supervision of the officials
who are responsible, they are fiable to be pounced upon by
sharpers at every turn, in the exchanging of their money
and other matters, and they are led away to lodging
houses, and low places, where the parties keeping them
have no mercy or feeling towards immigrants. The result
is that we are liable to get our whole immigration
system by the St. Lawrence discredited, and are liable
to make the steamship lines running to New York the
channel of immigration to this country; and, while we
have difficulty in retaining control of our immigrants after
they come here, it would be infinitely more difficult if they
came to Canada by way of New York. This is a matter of
very serious importance, and the Minister should consider
whother something similar to Castie Garden should not be
established here. I do not mean to say that it should be
placed in Quebec or Montreal, but the Government should
feel itself responsible for seeing that the immigrants are

protected as soon as they land in our country, and that fao.
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ilities are given them to reach the various points in the people have been weaned fron the vicious habits into which
country for which they may be destined. Unless some they have driftedt the societies eften tbink that, if removed
such steps are taken, the efforts that are being made, and to a new country and put in new surroundings, they will do
perhaps legitimately made, to reduce what I feel hitherto batter. Possibly in bome cases they may; but our expe.
bas been a wasteful and unsatisfactory expenditure, will result nonce heretofore bas not been Ealisfactary in this respect,
in the wrecking of our whole immigration system. In theand I venture te say tbat anyone who takesuinterest in
'United States the authorities take charge of the immigrants the work don by the Young Men's Chrisian Association,
at Castle Gardon ; they do not allow outsiders to interfere and varions other societios in our large cities, with the view
with them, and they seo through Government officials that of aiding the lapscd classes, will find that they have gene.
the new-comers get justice and fair play. There is a double rally a surplus of that class on their bands, and that they
advantage in that. We have had for some time a very un- do fot know what to do with them. Now, I feel that the
desirable class coming to our country; and Iwill ventureto only way we ean effectually meet ail these difficulties is by
say that if the records of somo of the friendly societies of having a thorough and effective supervision of the claisoi
Montreal were examined, they would reveal a condition of of immigrants who corne to this country, for the purpose
things that would shock the senses of the citizens of this of protecting both ourselves and the immigrants, and 1 hope
country, who think wc are receiving a respectable clas p of the Government wiln take the matter into their conider-
immigrants for the mtney expended. If' any man or atien.
woman ean raise money sufficient to bring themselves Mr. MITCHELL. .1 just want te ssy one word in con-
to this country, they are perrnitted to corne. But, o firmation of what th hon. meinber for North Wentworth

remmber, jut bor the immigration season last (Mr. B i b o e ethet
yar, looking over some f the Montreal journas,found as ot bee tfo thi s
it stated-Ithiik it was in theo ar-that a meeting was the duty of the Govern ent-I do nt say this for the pur-

held at tho Protestant Iouse vf Industry, of varions societies pose of finding any faoht with tho Immigration Department
interested in benevolont obtsi that cty for thepoe -_te adopt Rome sach system as that hon. gentleman hal;ofcosýo inpurtopoepointed eut. The y have got to fix upon ne port or the

cf condsierug wh1astos ouid aen te puiti a rltoyte a other on the St. Lawrence to which the classes cf immi-

the ndeirabo casse cfimmi~raî diftng jte havirngs artore oghoand efcrne n ueio f the lases

city, and bcoming a burdn on thir resources. The dle grants hocoeun ft ps
could bo solected, oither Quebec or Montreal. Now, the

gaeo ,th ink e a r r eevng arepcablencas te Government bave gene te a considerable expense at the
wre tired of edeavoing te aid people who came there,p Quebec, in fitting up a very complete and perfect
confirmed criminais, w o hopelesslufdiifted intocrimelvndpestcf
settled down on the community. N ow, if we hd aun organ- intbiishmentoaedrctvo cf te miratst is
ised system, simiar te the Castie Gardonsystemwe shouldat sladositi ovnt w her the mte
yave a certain guarantee, throughour ewn officials, thatIbftsun anddsta te imirts would net hem
whut w cal theundesirable classeswhoa are sent utwat ant 0hedsteralk fom thtoamat don tei
steamship agents, shousd of Isnt back; and we shouldbave mgrn shedaT eis nedoubt thatushamho.fiend
this adivantage, that immigrants coming te this country,roroNworais trehthoe pursedpenpte
unfamitiar with tho Erglish language, weutd have Rome abrc e okl h orc n-htteepeisrn hat t oud beted p sto should otapart from infences whch woud be kely

tsu unethatle olde ofid imeiranhtdit iptoslteat ad them astray, cr from the danger cf being guUed by
ciytean theomsi ndg b der on the besircestauose the sharkswbo fent aroand the immigrants. Lt is tie duty

expose M , udeothatcio nsty f the Govermenttay down a policy dtdecidt
their destination. If we deont do something of that kind, land these immigrants either st Quebec or at Montrent. I
our immigration systern is goiNog te break down ord be arnnet geîng te venture n opinion as te where they ught
an utter failmire.I fol very strengly the importance of te be landed; but I wil say this, that at the port cf Quebee
establishing ome une point at which those parties would the Goveruent have facilities at thobprysont moment,
be landd ad seen te. That clas who are able te psy their which bave bn provided et considerabie expense to the
own way, and who have ad correspondence before tbey couty, and which are in fuitbtast;snd until they decide
cn thaere, ea take care f themelve td go te whatever te select some ether place, they should first make propara-
poinst they please.e do feel that the Minister oaght totiens te receive the immigrants there. Therefore, I think
take this matter int consideration, and noetsow thes im- t e Gverment sbould h prepared, bofore the vote passes,
migrants te land at Montrea or Quebec, witheut bsving tendb noun what policy they wdl pursue lu regard te this
proper regulations, both fer ttwir sakes sud ours. I think matter. Some policysol etil eaotdt rvn
thi is a matter thu t we may lookat fairly on its mertand ouroy sheuldaeertainy be adoptetere
I feel exceedingly xione that the Gove ment hreld cou- imm ia i ing a re i o inhw amot
sider it. Se far as Toronto asd other western itiesare er
concerned, an examination ef the recordsf the differet
societies there will show that they have fMitso discouraged SiRICHARD CIRTWRIGIIT. I ar very glad my
at the class of immigrants whih are sent ont by the aid cf hon. friend from North Wentworth has brought thingmatter
societiesgu the old country, that they bave ot themselves before the ineuse. My hon. fiend's renarke, as are hi ne-
altogether sapart from those societies. Yon witl find resond marks always, are such as deserve the very serions censidera-
tiensl ed protest entered by the benevoment people lu those tien of the Minister cf Agriculture. I have ad occasion te
cities, time and again, against the syâtem of sending eut make enquiries at several points lu my own Province, as te
unsatisfactory immigrants, ciefly trough the aid ofvrious the classof immigrants we have been receiving of tate, sud,
benevoleut societies in tbe old country. Now, I relise, sud tbough, ne doubt, a great many are desirabde persons, I
I think every man in the fouse who considers the &abject, fave ben iformed, on autherity which Nbetieve cannot be
will rentise that there is a diffi(alty theMe. We know how disputed, that of late years especiaHoy, a great many immi-
it is. Parties drift down iute the criminal classes, net grant have been brougt te this country who are subse-
because they are merally wreng, but beeauso they are quently objectan f charity This is the very last elas we
weak; thon they fat into the bauds cfboseeoe these socie- hould rocoive bore, te ba std up a country like ours. Iwil
ties, sud express repentance and auxiety te change their net enter upn a consideration cf the poicy of eneoragi g
course sud do batter. I houtd be very sorry te saysa word immigration whi e we are noet able te keep our owo poplae

st tbe good 'woi k these ocities are endeavorg te do inthip country; tba is a question spart, sud, peraps, better
in relaiming those classes; but th taot jatIat bforo.u boat is olad s1 atuth Ùiimig rut wi nye thavte My
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prsolal knowledge, £ considerable number of immigrante
are brought here on false pretences-I will not say by
agents of the Government, but by parties who have an in-
terest in bringing them here, such as steamship runners,
and others of that clase. They cluster in our great cities,
and load down our charitable institutions. I was informed,'
by a gentleman of high standing, who takes an interest in
these matters, that on a Christmas occasion, I tbink, in
Toronto, no fewer than 8,000 persons were assisted in get-
ting a Christmas dinner.

Mr. CARLING. Not all immigrants.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. By no means; I was

jst about to point that ont. But it is a matter of great re-
gret that such a fact should exist in any Canadian city, as that
8,000 persons should be willing or compelled to accept
charity; but, according to this gentleman's statement, a
large proportion of those people were immigrants; and I
believe the records of the varions benevolent societies, such
as the St. Andrew's, St. Patrick's and St. George's societies,
all go to prove the same thing, that, under our present
system, a large number of people are brought ou there who
cannot support themselves, many of whom I strongly
suspect have been shipped out here for the express purpose
of getting rid of them, and preventing them becoming a
burden at home. It is a very difficult thing for us to saythat we will notallow otherBritish subjects toland here; but
we have a right to protect our own people; and Canada
must not, and cannot be a dumping ground for a pauperpopulation, no matter whether it hails from Ireland, Scot.
land, England or any other British country; and I think
the time has come when the immigrants coming to Canada
should be subject to examination, so that we would not be
liable to imposition. I think that would be largelv attained
by the suggestion the hon. member for North Wentworth
has made; and [ believe the money so spent-and I do not
suppose it would need to be a larige amount-would be well
and wisely spent in the interest of the country.

Mr. DENISON. I would like to ask the hon. member
for South Oxford. (Sir Richard Cartwright), where his infor-
mation came from; because I can hardly believe that 8,000
people were provided with dinner in Toronto on Christmas
day ?

Sir ICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It was given to me bylthe president ofone of the charitable associations in Toronto,and 1 saw it repeated in some of the Toronto newspapers.
Those were not all objects of charity in the ordinary sense;
but they were still objects of charity in this, that they were
wiliing to accept eleemosynary doles from their fellow
citizens, and thatc p not what I should like to see anyCanadian citizen accipt.

Mr. COCKBURN. I am glad to hear the expression ofhostility against pauperism; but if ladies and gentlemen
will meet together in their good feelings, and advertise that
all persons who call at a certain house or shop on Christmas
morning will be sure to get a roast of beef and other
necessaries to make a happy Christmas, I do not think we
are to suppose that all the paople who accept this free
lunch or free dinner are to be ranked as paupers. I think
there muet be a grots mistake as to the pauperism of
Toronto. There is no city throughout the whole of this
continent that is making such progress in every point of
material wealth as the city of Toronto, and to tell me that8,000 paupers are to be found in that city is, I ean simplysay, a piece of information which I must. regard as grossly
exaggerated.

Sir RICHARD CAR 'WRIGHT. The hon, gentleman
ought to have noticed that I expressly stated they were not
paupers in the ordinary sense of the term ; but I repeated
the statement as it was made to me. I am not responsible

for it, except so far as calling attention to the fact that there
is a great number of people in the Queen city who are not
above receiving assistance from their fellow-citizens. Many
of those people, no doubt, could not properly be called
paupers. I do not pretend to say they were ; but I state
that 1 was informed that a numbar of persons were assisted
-I cannot say whether last year or the year before-by
generous citizens in Toronto.

Mr. McNEILL. The assertion was made last year to the
effect that a very great number of emigrants were receiving
assistance in Toronto, and that the charitable institutions
in that city were overburdened by applications on behalf
of these emigrants who were pouring into the country
-these paupers who were being dumped on the fair
soil of Canada. Well, the chairman of the Immigration
Committee was requested by the Committee to ask the
Hayor of Toronto for a return, so that we might have
something definite to go upon and discover how much
truth there was in this statement. That return was
furnished and laid before the Committee this Session.
We find that out of 8,000 emigrants vho were landed
bere last year, some 4i32 were all that could ho found
to have received aid fron the charitable institutions in
Toronto, and in fact it appeared doubtfal as to whether
they even were reoeiving aid in the usual sense, as to
whether that aid might mean that they were rcoeiving work.
It is well an assertion of this kind, when made on the floor
of this House, should be sifted, and it is satisfactory to know
that out of 88,000 emigrants who landed bore last year,just
43) we re found receiving assistance in one of the largest
cities in the Dominion. If we consider that a like propor-
tion are to be found in other cities in proportion to their
population, I think that is a very fair showing for the work
that has been done in the way of bringing emigrants to this
country. It is clear proof that the class of emigrants
brought here is a class well suited to the country. Many
of these men who are receiving assistance in this way may
be men well suited, but who may not have had as good a
chance as others, to obtain employment. Hon, gentlemen
ought to be very carefal about making staterments of this
character on the floor of this House.

Mr. MoDONALD (Huron). The hon. gentleman who
has just spoken has told us that out of 88,000 emigrants
who came to this country, only 400 odd received charity in
Toronto. But the hon. gentleman must remember that the
88,000 did not pass through Toronto. Only 16,196 souls
passed through Toronto, and 400 and odd out of that is
quite a large percentage. The hon. gentleman would lead
the House to believe that 88,000 passed through Toronto.
That was a misleading statement, and I take this opportu-
nity of correcting it.

Mr. TYRWHITT. I am glad to have this opportunity
of testifying to the liberality and generosity of the people
of Toronto at Christmas time. I happened to be walking
through Toronto market last year on Christmas eve, when
I met a wealthy resident of Toronto, a gentleman whom
you all know, Mir. John Holderness, who was distributing
charity. I stood and watched the proceedings. He order-
ed one of the butchers to take down one or two of the
largest and best quarters of beef, and to every person that
came along ho said : "Take a piece;" and I am happy to say
that I received assistance myself the same day. He gave
me a couple of steaks, which I took home and disposed of.

Mr. MULOCK. I am glad tocorreborate what has fallen
from the hon. member for South Simcoe (Ur. Tyrwhitt). It
may be that 8,000 people received something in the nature
of a Christmas present from the good and generous souls of
the city of Toronto, and it may be that a few more, or less,
were able to appreciate this just as the hon. momber for
South Simcoe (1fr. Tyrwbitt) or others would. But I must
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saythat we have in Toronto-Ido notsay more than in other Dominion Lines are going to deliver their immigrants at
parts of the Dominion-a class of people of generous disposi- Qaebec, at least for the beginning of the seasof. The Gov-
tion,of which any city may well be proud, and we keep up the ernment have this matter under consideration.
good custom of Christmas eve, if only for the sake of good Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). So far as the two great rail-
cheer, amongst the many charitable institutions presided way systems are concorned, the one connected with the
over by ladies and gentlemen who have but one object in Louise Embankment lu Quobec city, and the other at Point
view, the good of their fellow-citizens. We have a vast Lévis, opposite, whieh necessitates, to a certain exteut,
number of those institutions, and they make it their object two points, these two points must le under the supervision
in Christmas time to tirow a little comfort into the houses of the Governmont. I would not like to say thore 18 any
of those who are not so well able as themselves, perhaps, totruth iu the report, but I have heard a fow ugly rumors in
supply their own wants, se that no one may feel he bas reforerce te the way some of our immigrants have been
gone without a Christmas dinner. We give 8,000 Christ- treated on landing at the Louise Êmbankment. I wonld
mas dinners generally for nothing, and I have Lad myself suggest that the Minister should exorcise a littie Sharp in-
my Christmas dinner for nothing. It is a rare thing for us speetion at both points, and give those mon te understaud
te provide our own Christmas dinners in Toronto. that they are not thora te do just as they please, but that if

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I rise for the purpose of cor. they should fait in their duty they will fot only discredit
recting a misapprebension into which the hon. member for themselves but the Govorumeut of this country. In addi-
Bruce (Mr. McNeili) has fallen in regard te the alleged re- tien, I would like to ask him to consider the affect of
turn from the city of Toronto. Last year, before the Immi-oo
gration and Colonisation Committee, the statement was the charge of the seciety iu Quebc-a local sooiety.I think the western mou wilI foot that influences of that
made, taken from one of the Toronto papers, that a large kind miglt ho exercised, perhaps fairly, and perlaps the
number of persons had been employed by the Mayor of immigrants of those classes coming thore wîll bc woll
Toronto at very low wages in order to give them some placed; but if the Minister allows that brandi of'the
means of subsistence. It was not alleged that these men, or service to be ptaced in charge of the ladies in the tocality,
any considerable portion of them, were recent immigrants, who are not responsible to tho Government, aud ovor whom
although theinference wasendeavored to be drawnthat they youcau exorcise-no supervision, I think he wiIl flnd that à
were people who had come recently to Canada and had ilt tead to serions ombarrassnents and difficutties. Wlat
been unable to obtain employmeit. I received instructions a
from the committee to communicate with the Mayor inea
order to ascertain how many of those who had been se em-shol m res hola sanr tnsfor that tasa
ployed had come to Canada within the last year. I did so; of imm;as t prev nd theireing pred upouEb
and received an acknowledgment of my communication, outidianksorsed red away by oa nee u d
and was told that the statement would be sent to me, but l oral cirumotan es b ave s st ooinncat h
up to the present I bave not received it. The information Government would ask that Montreal society who are to
my hon. friend bas, is taken from a special return which recoive this $1,000 grant, to make a roturn forany eue year
was made by the officials of the Immigration Department of tho nuiber of immigrants Who have beon more or loss
at Toronto, of the number that were aided by the depart. under their observation, and have drifted before the police
ment in the way of furnishing moals and assistance. No
information las been obtained at all in answer te the re- magistrt s intteno utdhoure as e te
quest I sent the Mayor of Toronto, so that we are unable tecasefhîeimlins.e sn nethîs centry as lîkelytte
say that any of those who had been employed for the pur-berusel immigrnts. I a etafi n , atite
pose of saving thein from starvation during the winter of the respeusibitity upon thcmselves, aud see that their
1888, were immigrants reccntly arrived. agents are thorouginutheir work, I am afraid that our

Mr. McMULLEN. What has the hon. the Minister te system s shortlygoing te break dewn. Thore ig anether
say with regard te the suggestion thrown out on this side point. Tho assisted passages were abolisled by the Gev.
of the House? I would draw the attention of the House te er meut last season, at the pressure of public opinion,
the fact that we employ two staffs of officials at Quebec sad and probably correctty. We are now open te the fair cer-
Montreal, 16 at Quebec and 6 at Montreal, the salaries last petition of the port cf New York, and 1 arnexceedingly
year of which amounted te $9,055. If the system suggested auxieus that thore should ho ne fair cause cf complaiDt, on
by the hon, member for Wentworth (Mr. Bain) were the part et the immigrants who comnere, and who may
carriel out, we might save a very large sum. We should li exposed te be fleeod, iu ceusoquence cf nogiect on the
have but one place, and it should be understood on the part cf the agents, by the action et the slarks eutside
other side of the Atlantic that immigrants would ba wle haveene rnrcy on the people who ceme te our shores.
expected te arrive at this place and there receive all neces- If I cau say auything te impress upon the Goverument tho
sary attention and instructions. We would thus b able te nocessity of making a thorough investigation cf this matter,
wipe out the expenses connected with those two points. I feel that I shah have doue as mucligood lu that as it is

Mr. CARLING. I thought I had explained te my hon. possible te deinany ene Session of my attedance hero.
friend from Quebec, that the Government had provided Mr. CARLING. I eau assure my lon. frieud that the
every accommodation at Quebec for the immigrants arriving Government are quite alivo te the necossity cf a thorongh
there, and that, up te last year, all immigrants had landed supervision over the immigration service in Quehec. We
from the steamers at Quebec. Last year, however, the have a incf great experience there, lu the person cf Mr.
Beaver Lino brought the immigrants te Montreat at the Stafford. No botter agent than Mr. Stafford oold le
same rate as te Quebec, and no great inconvenience resulted selected, aud li las fuît charge of the buildings, sudoethe
from this change. The Allan Lino and the Dominion Lino immigrans who arrive there, sud we do net show suy
protested very strongly against the Beaver Lino bringing Society te take auy per away frein'that agent. I am
their immigrants to Montreal; and they said, if the Beaver satisfied that, under his Care, and under the supervision of
Line did so they would have to do the same. That difficulty lis cificers, nothiug witl transpire which wilI ho injurious
only arose last year, and not te any very great extent t; the immigrants or te the publie.
but it is now being considered by the department. I Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). I ainly speaking on tus
understand now, as I have said, that the Allan and the matter because of certain ruinra which 1 am net respen.

Mr. MtLOOrK.
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sible for, and do not want to be responsible for; but there
are some ugly reports abroad in reference to certain im-
migrants who have landed here. I am not finding fault
with the Govrrnment, but I call the attention of the Min-
ister of Agi iculturo to that side of the question, so that, if
anyhing of that kind has transpired, it may be remedied.

Mr. CARLING. I dare say rumors may have been sent
abroad, but I can assure my hon. friend that, if anything of
that kind is brought to the attention of the department, it
will bc thoroughty investigated. I am thoroughly alive to
the importance of seeing that the immigrants who come
here should be properly looked after.

Mr. McNEILL. I desire one word of explanation as to a
statement I made a few moments ago. I stated that the
figures:I gave were on the authority of a return by the
Mayor of foi onto, in reply to a request preferred to him to
make such a return. I find i wa technically incorrect,
but I was virtually absolutely correct. The figures I gave
were.fligures which, by the instructions of His Worsbip
Mayor.larke, the city relief officer, Taylor, recently pre-
pared and furnished to the city press. That was the
authority. When I heard Mr. L>we speak of those figures,
and mention that they were in a return furnished by the

extended to the Saskatchowan. We find that is a more im.
portant point than Qu'Appelle, which was at one time the
most important point, because every one went in that di-
rection to the North, but now Regina is the more import-
ant point.

Mr. MULOCK. When was the agency discontinued at
QU'Appelle ?

Mr. CAILING. It was to be discontinued on the lst of
April this year.

Mr. MULOCK, Is the present agent to be appointed to
some other position in the service ?

Mr. CA.RLING. He is appointed to fill the vacancy in
another agency.

Mr. DAVIN. I am sorry the Minister should have
thought fit to take away the agent from Medicine Hat. I
think he will find that the country around there is rapidly
settling up, and that the agent would stili be necessary
there. I notice that very small amounts are spent on the
agencies in the North-West, and from the tendency of the
discussion here I should think that more might be spent in
the west and less in the east.

authority of the Mayor, I came to the conclusion that thoy Mr. MoMULLEN. I would like to draw the attention
were in reply to the communication reforred to by my hon, of the House to the amount expended on immigrationfriend. Practically it amounts t the same thing. agencies in Canada. Last year the salaries altogether

Mr. MITCHELL. Is there any very speciaL necessity amounted to 846,237. i quite agree with the hon. momber
for an immigration agent at Hamilton ? There may have for Northurnberland (Mr. Mitchell), that there are a good
been at one time, but I do not think there is now, because many places in Canada where these agencies couild be die-
ihe stream of immigration, instead of coming into Ontario, pensed with. I am not prepared to say that Hamilton is
is going ont of it, and these agents in that Province tthould one of these places, but I believe that there are othor places,
be called emigration agents instead of immigration agents. for instance, Ottawa, where no agency is needed. List

Mr. CARLING. I think my hon. friend is mistaken in year the agency in this city cost $1,950, including salaries
regard to Hamilton. A large number of people who come for the agent, an assistant, and a messenger. Now, we
by way of Suspension Bridge stop at Hamilton. Some go have an agent in Montreal, one in lKingston, one in Toronto
by way of Toronto to the North.West, or to points in O and one in Hamilton, and I would lke to kno v whore there
tario, and some remain there. We have a vory efficient is any reason for maintaining au agency at au i-
officer there, who gives every attention and assistanct uto]and town like Ottawa, at an exponse of $1,950 a
tihose immigrants, and who sees that they are properly dis. year. Then we have an agency in London. I notice
tributed to the points to which they should go. 1 think that we have a man thore drawing 81,000 a year, and
Hamilton is a very important point which should not be we are paying $366 for a messenger. Now, I cannot undor-
done away with. We have done away this last year with stand why it is thought necessary to keep an immigration
two or three agencies which we thought were not necessary. agent in an inland town like London. I can easily under-

stand why at Toronto, which is a distributing centre, il is
Mr. McMULLEN. Where? necessary to have an agency where the immigrants should
Mr. CARLING. They are shown in italie. The agencies receive such instructions as would enable them to reach their

at Qu'Appelle and at Emerson have been struck ont, and destination, as the hon. momber for Wentworth suggested
the vote for immigration has been, as my hon. friend knows, should be the case in Montreat. I cannot seo, eitber, that
very much reduced. Some two or three years ago, the thore is much necessity for an agent at Kingston, although
amount asked was $350,000. there may be a few immigrants coming across from

Mr. MITCHELL. That was when yon gave assisted pas- the United States. Then we have agents at inland places
sages, whiCh you never should have done.like Dunnville, Richmond, Sherbrooke, Deloraine, and

sages, RI N over h ha aveen e doue, the votplaces like those, where, in my opinion, there i no neces.
Mr. CARLING. We have beon reducing the vote since sity whatever that the country should be called to pay large

that, so that now the amount is less than $100,000. salaries to maintain agenis. We have an agent at Moose
Mr. McKàAY. I may inform the hon, gentleman that Jaw, and one at Calgary. We have an expensive agency at

Hamilton is a distributing point for those who enter from Winnipeg, the service of which last year, including the
the American ports. They are distributed from that city agent's salary, amounted to 86,554.85. Put ail these items
ail over the country-to the North.West and over certain together, and you find that in the several places we are
parts of Ontario. If the hon, gentleman was at Hamilton paying over 846,000 a year for salaries, much of which I
station sometimes, and was to see the number of immi. think is useless, and many of these agencies, I think, might
grants who are there, and who are sent off to varions points, well ho dispensed with. It would ho botter to close up many
1 think ho would vary his opinion as to the importance of of those offices, and confine our oporations to the frontier
Hamilton as an immigration station. towns and large distribating centres, suuh as Quebec,

Mr. MULOCK. Would the bon. gentleman say why ho Nontreal and Toronto, and close up agencies at cities like
discontinued the agWncy at QuAppellew Ottawa and Lndon, places wherevery few immigrants ar-

rive. I can easily understand why the agents at these small
Mr. CARLING. I believe that the land in the neighbor- towns try to show, in their annual reports, that they have

hood of Qu'Appelle has been taken up and settled upon, done a good deal of work for the money they receive. I
and immigrants now are more likely to go on to Regina, notice in some places we have extended reports from agents,
where a railway has been constructed had is likely to be showing the amount of work they have done, the number of
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immigrants tbey have received, and ail that sort of thing,
and ihis is donc in order to show a pretext for keeping the
office open in order that these men may continue to draw
their salaries.

Mr. SCARTIL The hon. gentleman referred to Winni-
peg as an out-of-the way place. We usualiy hear from hon.
gentlemen opposite that we are getting no immigrants iii
Manitoba, that we are not progressing there at all. I
would inform the hon. gentleman that Winnipeg is the
centre of distribution for Manitoba and the Norh-Weat, as
Toronto and Hamilton are for Ontario. The expenditure
for Winnipeg, I think, is very small, considering the im.
mense number of immigrants that come to that city with
the view of settling in Manitoba and the Sorth-West. The
remark of the hon. gentleman affords me an opportunity oi,
saying that I believe the expenditure for this purpose might
be very profitably increased in Winmiipeg. If these hon. gen.
flemen opposite wish to sec Manitoba and the North-We.t
fiiling up with inhabitants, they ihould help us to bring in
immigrants, instead of carping at the smail ex penditure that
we find in these estimates. We bear it said, from many
points in Ontario, that tbey have got all the people they
need, anid do not want any more immigrants in that Pro-
vince. But we want all the immigrants we can get, and
all the expenditure we can get in the interest of immigra-

Mr. MULOCK. I think we can bardly admit the state-
ment that the people of Ontario want no moro immigrants.
We do not grudge any good fortune to our friends in the
North-West, or in any part of the Dominion, and we rejoice
with them if their country is filling up; but it mu t not be
inferred from thit fact that we reject immigration of a
proper kind in Ontario, and I think that the country canno-.
do botter than to improve our system of agencies for dealing
with immigrants. 1 have not îollowed this discussion very
closely, but I do not think that the hui. gentleman will find
any expression of opinion on this side of the louse that
would justify the conclusion being drawn that we are not
in favor of the settlement of the North-West; on the con-
trary, I do not think any person who has the slightest
regard for the welfare of the country is net most anxious
that the North-West should be filled up at the earliest pos.
sible moment. While we are ot that opinioc', we are stili
desirous of seeing a wise economy prevail in the aiminis-
tration of the immigration service, an . [ presime that is
the whole drift of the discussion-it is the intention, at all
events.

Mr. MITCHELL. My hon. friend from Assiniboia (Mr
Davin) made a remark awhile ago that I think needs a
little explanation. He says there seems to be a disposition
to curtail the expense for immigration purposes in the
North.West, and increase it in the eastern portions of thi,
Dominion-I presume he means some of the Maritime Pro.
vinces. Now, I would like to ask my hon. friend to point
ont an instance in the eastern portion of this Dominion
where the expense for immigration could be lessened, that
is at a point where an agency bas been establisbed for any
length Of time. If the hon. gentleman did not mean to say
that, let him retract bis unjust statement in regard to the
Maritime Provinces, or else let him explain te what he refera,

Mr. ARMSTRONG. I believe, as mach as does the hon;
member for North Wellington (Mr. McMullen), that the
expenses of the country should be reduced, although I do
not say quite somuch abont it. I differ from him, however,
with regard to immigration agencies throughout the coun-
try. Whenever immigrants come t a point of distributiorn
it is absolutely necessary that we should have a responsibht
agent to look after them. I have lived in the neighborhoodc
of London almost since childhood, and this is one of the

Mr. MOMULLEN.

agencies to which the hon. gentleman took exception and
thought useless, and urged that it should be abolished. I am
terfLctly acquainted with the immigration agent there and
1 know something of the work he has to do. It is
one thing to bring a lot of mon or women to a
centre, and it is another thing to bring employers
and them together. It is the daty of the imtni-
gration agent to do this, and I can bear witness
to the industry of this agent in years gone by in this
respect. The Minister of Agriculture knows as well as I do
the labor which this man bas gone through, and I can
remember years and years ago, when immigration was
larger that it is at the present time, the immense amount
of work ho performed in finding immigrants suitable om-
f>loyment; in tact there was a particular hotel, the Old
Waterloo, where arrangements were made to farnish immi-
.rants with board at the cheapest possible terms, and then

those who wished to employ those parties went te the agent,
who bad a list of them made out, and engagement< were
made. We can alt see the absolute necessity for thi-. These
parties come here strangers, and if we have no ag~nts to
look after them and te see they are protocted, they f Il into
the hands of those very sharpers to whch the hn. ijember
for North Wentworth (Uir. Bain) took exception in regard
to Quebec. I have known the London agent for a great
many years, and I repeat, ho is indefatigable in finding om-
ployment for immigrants. I have met him a ,ain and again,
dozens of times on the street, and ho has writtea me letters
again and again asking me if either I or my neighbors
required belp. Moreover, he has sent parties to my house,
,even miles from the city. in the hope that I w.s requiring
holp, or perhaps that I could inform immigrants of
any neighbors that wanted help. l the immigration
%ea.on very seldom a day goes by but the agent or somneof
his clerks are asking information about parties who reguire
help. A record is kept at the office, and Iknow people
who go to the office day after day to enquire respecting
immigrants; they register their names there, and ask that
the help be sent out te them as soon as suitable parties are
found. I understand this system is carried out throughout
the country. I remember travelling on the railway in the
county of Weington, when a gentleman, with whom the
hon. member for North Wellington (hir. McMullen) is, no
doubt, well acquainted, Mr. Farrow, who farms 600 acres,
was very much disippointed because, atter a trip to the
immigration office at Toronto, ho had faiied to obtain the
help he required. Exception has been taken and fault
found with the expenses in coanection with the Winnipeg
agency. I am not ging to say that all the exponse incur.
red is necessary, and that the management has been as
efficient as possible, but, until proof to the contrary
bas been farnished, I am boand to assume that such
is the case. When in Winnipeg two or three years ago
I made particular examination with regard to the work
tnere. I went to the immigration office, and Mr. Metcalfo
pointed out the way in which the records were kopt,
and h ashowed that they had the record of .every
immigrant that came there, and they kept trace of them
as to where they settled, and so on. I arn net going
to say that all this information can be furnished, tor I
anderstand the Deputy Minister could not furnish that
information ihe other day; but if the work is done as laid
out, no fault can be found with the system. It is absolutely
necessary in a new country like ours, when we are inviting
mmigrants to come hre from other countries, that we
should have agents at distributing points who would look
after the immigrants, see they are not imposed, upon, and
endeavor to assist them in obtaining employment.

Mr. MULOCK. With respect t) the item of $1,000 for
the St. John agency: Do I understand that the Mtinister
is quite satisfied that this is a wise expe nditure ?
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Mr. CARLING. The agency at St. John, N B., has been

established for a oug time, ard it would be very wrong
indeed to do away with it at such an important point. I
amr not prepared to say the number of immigrants that
arrived there, but quite a number did arrive. As the hon.
member for South Middlesex (Mr. Armstrong) has said, it
is important that we should have an agent there to look
after them when they arrive. It would be very wrong in-
deed to abolish the agency at St. John.

Mr. MULOCK. Would the hon. gentleman say by wbat
means immigrants arrive at St. John, by vessel or how ?

Mr. CARLING. I cannot say the exact number that ai
rived. Some arrived by vessel, others by rail from Halifax,
and St. John being a large city and an important point in
New Brunswick, and a number of immigrants coming there,
it is most important that we should have some officer to
look after them on their arrival.

Mr. MITCHELL. I tbink we require an emigration
agent at Miramachi just now to regulate their transport, as
so many people are going out of that section of the country.

Mr. CARLING. Are yon in favor of sending them out ?
Mr. MITCHELL. No, I am in favor of retaining them;

but the policy of your Administration is such that it is send
ing them out bv thousands.

office at Winnipeg. I have listened to the remarks of my
friend from South Middlesex (Mr. Armstrong) regarding
the Ilamilton and London (ffices, but that gentleman is so
much in the habit of trampling on the toes of gentlemen
on this side of the House that wo do not take much motice
of what ho says. 1 think, however, we should have some
explanation from the Minister with regard to this increase
in the Winnipeg immigration office.

Mr. CARLING. With reference to the remarks of the
hon. member for Wellington (Mr. McMullen), if my hon.
friend from South Middlesex (Mr. Armstrong) is trampling
on the toes of hon. gentlemen opposite by telling the truth,
I think that the oftener ho does so the botter. We have
recommended that the agency at Emerson be done away
with, and we thought it necessary to remove Mr. Têtu to
Winnipeg. Mr. Têtu is a French agent, and we have
found that a large number of the people from Lower
Canada are going to the North-West, so that we have
removed him to Winnipeg where bis services will be very
useful.

Mr. CASGRAIN. What is the salary of Mr. Têtu ?

Mr. CARLING. 81000.
Mr. CASGRAIN. Has ho got the same position at

Winnipeg as ho had at Emerson ?

Mr. MULOCK. The report of the agent at St. John up.
to 31st December, 1888, is incorporated in ihe report of the.Mr. WATSON. I would like te a;k the hon. the Minister
Minister of Agriculture, and at page 117, it is stated that if ho bas at last diecovered that this agent was of very littie
the number of immigrants to be dealt with at the St. John service at Emerson. Lt hat beon frequentty exp)Iined that
office was 231, while the total number arriving in New thie gentleman was there for the purpose cf ascertaining
Brunswick was 1,432. Does the Minister say that 231 the number cf immigrants who went te Manitba, and bis
immigrants are sufficient to require us to maintain an office returne proved very unsatisfactory when laid before the
at St. John? The hon. Minister told us he cancelled the gi
agency at Qu'Appelle. Surely more than 231 immigrants on this side of the lieuse ebould critieise these items, but I
arrived there ? And if the number of immigrants is to be woald say, that se fur as the Province of Manitoba and the
the basis on which an agency is to be retained or cancelled, North-West Territories are concerned, that I wiII approve
then I ask why should the Qu'Appelle agoncy be cancelled cf the Gerument incasing the expenditure for inmi-
and that at St. John retained ? gration purposes there, if tho increused expenditaroje

Mr. ARLNG.I d nettbik i neeesay t anwerprcperly applied. I believe it je the duty of' the Govein-Mr. CARLING. I do not think it necessary to answer on astasmcaspsilpelenst]igu
that question again. I have already stated the reason why mebutpelmusttliugthpYManitoba and 'the North-West) u utsyta hthe agency at Qu'Appelle was abolished, and why I thiik resuits cf their policy in the part have not beon satîsfac-
the agency at St. John should be retained. St. John je an
important city, and while only 200 immigrants arrived there Minister that the experiditure for immigration has not had
last year, there may be 2,000 this year, for all we know. the rebuit of bringing immigrante from a fcreign country,
No doubt the country is in a prosperous condition, not- but that a large partien cf the immigration this year te
withstanding fhe statement of the hon. member for Noith. Manitoba is from the eIder Provinces cf Canada. The ap-
umberland (Mr. Mitchell). With the chances of.increased propriation for immigration purpeses in Manitoba and the
steamboat accommodation acrose the oaean, I have no doubt Nortl.West Territories je very emaîl, and I do not think
that St. John will increase as rapidly, if not more so, than
any other city in the Maritime Provinces. year, I woald liko that the Government should try

Mr. MITCHELL. I hope the Committee will undereaud te induce as manyforeignerste core into that country
that I am not altogether defending the maintenance of the us posbible. Lt is bard for a member on thie
immigration agency at St. John. If.I received as many side ef the House te advooate any inerease in
favors from the Government as the members for the city the expenditure cf the Iepartment cf Agriculture
and county of St. John, I would feel bound to maintain the. after such exhibitions as we have had cf agents being em-
immigrant agency. I do not think it is of much impor. ployed by the Government, and rceiving their money fer
tance, but I do not wish to say anything against it, because doing nothing. We had an instance ef that kind thie forc-
it is in New Brunswick. noon, in the Public Accoante Committee. Mr. Wubâter je

Mr. MULOCK. I simply asked, at the beginning of this aother gentleman who makes a report te the Government
discussion, if the Minister of Agriculture thought the Gov- cf immigration iatters, and, I believe, that he je employed
ernment got value for this expenditure? I wish to empha. in a similar position te thut as Mr. Smyth. Wbile I ar
aise Ibis question by aEking the hon. gentleman to bear it always in favor cf speaking well of ont ceuntry, I do net
in mind for the future. think it je weil that car immigration agente should b. al-

Mr. CARLING. The item would not be in the Estimates loete grveteente e tepgtnellichwhkhe
if we did not think we got value for it. ba been doing for the department in Dakota$ and that is a

Mir. MoMULLEN. I wish to ask the Minister why ho terrible place, and, according te Mr. Webster'e report, it is
thinks it right that there should be this increase of one net fit for a pereon te live in. Wben w. remember, that

hQudn4 ina theoepeaë4ture of the immigration this m berabie, wratshed ountry, in oMly anroîa the hUe
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from Manitoba, some people may conclude that our country'
cannot be much better. I do not think that it is necessary
to have such reports printed. We have a good, and a very
good country, that its advantages over Dakota arc wortby
of being advertised to the people of the world. I wish
to say, that I would like to see the Government spend
a little more money in opening up more agoncies in
Manitoba and the North-West, instead of reducing the
expenditure. There are some new Eections of the country
nOw opCnîng up for settlement, such as tLe Lake Dauphin
district, which is a splendid tract of country. I think
that it would be a very good expenditure if agencies
were established at the terminus of the Manitoba and
South-Western Railway and of the Manitoba North-West-
ern Railway. It is important that settlers coming there
to prospect with the intention of settling on the lands, or
of inducing others to settle there, should be in charge of
some agent who would show them through the country and
point out to them the parts which are valuable for settle-
ment. I believe that it would materially assist in the set-
tlement of Manitoba and the North-West if we had agents
at the points I bave mentioned, and others which are just of
as much importance. I believe that tho work done by Mr.
Graham, in Winnipeg, is giving very general satisfaction,
but the trouble is that Mr. Graham has not got enough out-
side agents and he bas to be all the time in Winnipeg.
From what we have seen of the resuit of an expenditure
made by the Local Government, under the immigration
Fystem they have iuaugurated, I believe that it can only be
a mattcr of regret that the work of tho Dominion Govern-
ment in this direction in the past has not proved more sat.
isfactcry. There are more settlers going into Manitoba
this year from different parts than there have been during
the past five years. I need not say what I thii.k
are the reasons for this, but one of the reasons,
I believe, is the immigration policy adopted by
the Local Government. They have agents in different
places, they send exhibits all over, and they have a very
fine exhibit in the city of Toronto opposite the Walker
louse, showing the agricultural and mineral products of

Manitoba. The agent there goes out to the different sec-
tiors of the Province of Ontario and delivers lectures
before farmers' institutes. I believe that those agents of
the Provincial GovernMent are doing a good work. If
Lzood men were employed by this Government to do the
work in a proper manner I should cortainly approve of the
Governmeit making a large appropriation for immigration
pu poises, whoî eby they won Id assist in the eariy settie-
ment of Manitoba and the North-West.

Mr. CARLING. I would say in reply to the hon-
gentleman that no reduction has been made in the appro
priation for the Province of Manitoba, with the exception of
reducing the expenses for the Emerson agency. The
agency at Winnipeg is still being continued, and perhaps
its facilities have been increased for doing tbe work there.
We are also continuing the agency at Brandon. I lhink
that the hon. gentleman wili find that the Daininion Gov-
ernment have rendered very great assistance lu inducing
immigrants from Ontario to go to Manitoba and the North.
West. He bas referred to Mr. Webster, who was employed
by the Government to visit Dakota and Manitoba, and he
bas disputed some of the statements that gentleman has
made. I believe that gentleman to be a true and thorough-
ly patriotic Canudian, who hais no interest to serve but the
good of his country, and the statements ho has made he
believes te be true. That gentleman bas been summoned to
appear belore the Committee on Public Accounts, when I
hope thb hn. gentleman will make the statements which
ho has maie here to-day; and if I am not mistaken, Mr.i
Webster will be able to convince the hon, gentleman and(
the Committee that the statements he bas made arei
striotly accurate.

Mr. WATsuoN,

Mr. McMiULLEN'. There is one part of the hon. gentle-
man's statement which I will agree with, that Mr. Webster
is a true and patriotic Canadian, only I would put in the
place of Canadian, the word Tory.

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). I agree with the Minister in
the propriety of abolishiug the offlce at Emerson, but I
have a decided objection to moving Mir. Têtu Io Winnipeg,
on the grounds the Minister has represented to us. 1
think both Ontario and Quebec immigrants who go to
Manitoba are, as a rule, able to take care cf themseives.
Our experience of Mr. rêtu ani of the kind of returns
ho made in former years, when we sifted them in the
Immigration Comnittee, are not such as to satisfy me
of his fitness for any immigration office. That oeration
of counting the immigrants that went into Manitoba
-I may as well tell the truth about it-I believe was
a downright swindle. I believe he was only a salary
drawer at Emerson, and his official returns were utter
f'ailures; and f do protest against continuing him at Winni-
peg simply to continue a salary drawer. If we are going
to do anything to improve our immigration system, let us
apply the pruning knife whore there is an opportunity of
doing some good, and lot us not transfer a man fromu a
place where ho has been of no use to Winnipeg where
ho will bo of as little use. I may as well say that I
think it is a fraud on the Immigration Department to
perform such an operation. I think the time has arrived
when the Dominion Government, and the Government of
Maitobai, may fairly consider how far they can combine
their resources in the administration of immigration affairs
in that Province. I am satisfied that there is no man in
this liouse who is at all unwilling to expend even a large
amount of money for immigration purposes in Manitoba
and the North-West, if we can only secure some roturn
for it; but as for transferring an officer who does nothing
to advance the interest of immigration, I think the sooner
that is stopped the botter. I think there is reasonable
ground, as the hon. member for Marquette suggests, for
having in various localties some mon who would have a
certain reputation for local information, and who would be
reliable, to aid parties in obtaining possession of lands and
locating; but if we are going to accomplish anything in
that direction, it is not by increasing our staff at Winnipeg.
It is not at that point that immigrants require to be
taken care of. Everyone acquainted with our immigration
systcm for the last fewayears knows how thoroughlythat
isystom bi-oke doxvn ; and whiie we are vol-y auxieus te
have that eountry settled up, there is no use closing our
eyes to the fact that the best part of the immigration that
went into Manitoba and the North-West bas been composed
of people from the older Provinces without any effor t on
the part of the Government With regard to the employ-
ment of such agents as Mr. Henry Smyth and Mr. Webster,
1 think the Govenument might find botter ways of
rewarding their friend., than by employing them in immi-
gration positions. Perhaps that subject will come up again;
bu' T may say that my experience of Mr. Webster leads me
to b>elievo that while ho may be a very honest immigration
agent, his chief value to the Gavernment has been in
connection with the missionary labors ho has performed
througbout Ontario whenever aun election has been immi-
nent or on hand. If his work lias been satisfactory to, ho
Govern ment in that direction, I suppose we have to submit
to ho blod a lttle occasionally; but I think we may as weil
telt the truLh about the wzy that immigration agency has
boen employed.

Mr. LA RIVIÈRE. I did not intend to take part in this
debate, but owing to the way in which the question is now
drifting, 1 am bound to say something, because one of the
agencies in my own constituency is referred to. But before
referring to that matter, I must say that I am Somewhat
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astounded at the remarks made by the hon. member for
North Wentworth (Mr. Bain). The hon, gentleman is
complaining, and he is bound to complain, I suppose, being
on tbat side of the House, that appointees of the Govern-
ment are always at fault. I may tell him that this Mr.
Têtu is an appointee of his own friends. While I regret
exceedingly that the Government has had to withdraw the
agency at Emerson, I agree at the same time with the
hon. member for Marquette (Mr. Watson) that we ought
perhaps to have more agencies in Manitoba than we have
had hitherto; but I understand why the hon. Minister has
thought advisable to withdraw the Emerson agency under
existing circumstances, because the passengers coming into
the Province are not coming through Emerson to-day; they
are coming chiefly through Gretna and very few through
West Lynne. It is true, West Lynne is close to Emerson,
but an agency which is kept for the express object of re.
ceiving the immigrants had better perhaps be at the meet
ing point, that is, at Winnipeg. I do not agree with the
hon. member for Wentworth that no agent should be ap-
pointed, on account of his nationality, as appears to be the
case in regard to Mr. Têtu, because, I may tell the hon. gen-
tleman, that we are actually receiving a very large immigra-
tion, speaking the French language, not simply from Lower
Canada, but from the old country, France and Belgium;
there are 150 Belgians now on their way to Manitoba, and
therefore the Government are in duty bound to have officers
in the immigration department who can understand their
language. I presume that the object of the Minister in re-
moving Mr. Têtu to Winnipeg is to have that officer there to
meet those people, whose language he understands, and to
facilitate their settlementin our Province. Anyone who has
followed the progress of immigration in Manitoba will find
that this is a very exceptional and a very good year for
that Province. No less than 5,000 immigrants have
already arrived, during the last month or so, in the city of
Winnipeg, and they are not all coming from the eastern
Provinces, as we are led to suppose. They come from the
States, to a very large extent; they come from the old
country too, and, therefore, I believe that it is to our advan-
tage to spend as much money as possible in the Province of
Manitoba for the advancement of immigration. I am not
very sanguine that any success will be achieved by the
present Local Government, and what success we have I do
not think we can attribute to their efforts. I am somewhat
scandalised at the remarks made by the hon. member for
Marquette (Mr. Watson), in referring to this report on
Dakota. The hon. gentleman appears to be sorry that an
cfficial of our Government should find out that Dakota
offers less advantages than the Province of Manitoba.

Mr. WATSON. No.
Mr. LA RIVIÈlRE. The lon. member says that the two

countries are situated exactly alike and that the only differ-
ence between them is the division line-

Mr. WATSON. No.

Mr. LA RIVYIRE-one being on the north and the
other on the south. At any rate there is a difference
between the Province of Manitoba and the present State of
Dakota, and the difference is to the advantage of Manitoba.
If it is not altogether in the quality of the soil, it is in the
laws of the country; it is in the land regulations in force;
it is in the quantity of snow that they have and that we have
not; and it is in the frost and the blizzards they enjoy and
which we have not. Therefore, I am not at all astonished
that an officiai of our Government should have found out
those things which are generally known in the west. It
would be well that the report of the officiai sent up there
should be publisbed, so that the public at large may find out
that Manitoba offers greater advantages to immigrants than
the State of Dakota.
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Committee rose, and, it being Six o'cleok, the Speaker
Committee rose, and, it being Six o'clock, the Speaker

left the Chair.

After RecesS.
House again resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)

Assistant Agent, Vancouver................. ............ $1,200
Mr. MARA. I would draw the attention of the hon. the

Minister to the fact that the agent at Victoria only receives
$1,000, while the agent at Vancouver receives 81,200. The
officer in Victoria has held the position ten years, and yet
receives less-than the officer in Vancouver, who has only
been newly appointed.

Mr. CARLING. We have not appointed a new agent at
Vancouver, but we transferred the agent at Medicine Hat
to that place at the same salary he had at Medicine Hat.

Mr. MARA. It appears like discrimination. Here are
two towns side by side. In one the agent has held the posi-
tion for ton years, and, consequently, must have been a good
and efficient officer, and yet he only receives $1,000. While
in the other, where the office is new, the agent receives
81,200. That does not appear to be right. Either the old
officer should have his salary increased or the salary of the
other should be cut down.

Mr. CARLING. The officer at Medicine fHat has been
transferred from there to Vancouver. As a very large
number of immigrants are going into Vancouver, it is im-
portant to have a man of experience there such as the
agent at Medicine Hat.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Am I to understand that the
duties at Vancouver are greater than those at Victoria?

Mr. CARLING. I think they are, and they will be
much greater than they are at Victoria.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Had the hon. gentleinan any
reliable information given to him before making the
appointment, as to the necessity of the appointment and
the probable amount of work that would be required ?

Mr. CARLING. I have had applications from the council
of the town of Vancouver. Resolutions were passed by the
municipality of Vancouver, and petitions were sent by the
inhabitants there a year ago, asking the establishment of
an agency there, on account of the large number of people
coming in from the United States, to give such information
as was required.

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). I hope, when we get these
agents changed, we will be able to stop that leakage which
I hear some hon. friends opposite state is taking place
in that part of the country. It is a very discouraging
feature of our immigration system, and it appears that
British Columbia is no exception to the rule. There has
been a very decided leakage, according to some statements
made by these western men, and the returns show that the
only immigration to British Columbia during the .last year
amounted to a littie over 3,000, so that it should not take
very many agents to manage that.

Mr. MARA. The appointment of an officer at Vancouver
will do a great deal to stop the leakage referred to. He
can stop intending settlers from taking the Sound steamers,
which the agent at Victoria cannot do.

Mr. DAVIN& I think the Minister should act on the
suggestion of the North-West Council, and arrange for
special agents in the interest of the North.West in the out-
lying Provinces and in England. The Minister has got
the memorial before him, and, as he is cutting down our
agencies in the North-West, he might easily make that up
by adopting the suggestion of the North-West Couneil,
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Mr. TROW. I would like to ask the Minister where there

are lands within a reasonable distance of Vancouver on
which to locate the settlers when they arrive there ?

Mr. CAIRLING. I am not prepared to say where the lands
are. A good deal of the settlement bas corne from the
United States by way of Vancouver, and we want it to be
known to those who corne, that the agricultural and mining
interests of the country are suitable, though I cannot at
present say exactly wbere the lands are which we propose
to give them.

Mr. TROW. Will the Minister state what class of immi-
grants arrive there, what is their occupation or their
employment, whether they are miners, or fishermen, or
what ?

Mr. MARA. The majority of the immigrants have been
farmers, and a great many lumbermen have gone there also.
There is a large quantity of excellent farming land in the
delta of the Fraser as well as in the district of Chilliwack,
and there are no better farming lands than in the
Sumas country, Chilliwack, and on the lower portion of the
Fraser. There are also many islands on the west coast
and north of Vancouver Island, which are capable of
receiving settlers. If there is no agent at Vancouver, these
people take the steamer, as I have stated, for Puget Sound,
and tbey are lost to the Province; but, when we have an
agent there, information can be given by which these
people will bave their choice, either of remaining on the

raser, or of going to the uorth, or to Vancouver Is'and. I
may say further that settlers pay a lower rate for their
passage to the coast than they do to the inferior, and many
can be induced to return by an agent who is able to give
them reliable information there.

Mr. FISHER. I see t.bat the Minister boasted this after
noon that he bad lessened the expenditure at these points'
but we find that the agent at Emerson bas been removed to
Winnipeg, and that there bas been a corresponding increase
in the expenditure at Winnipeg. Then the agent at Medi-
cine Hat bas been removed to Vancouver, and there is a
xew establishment there, so that the decrease which the
hon. gentleman told us about this afternoon can only refer
to the closing of the office at Qu'Appelle. I would like to
ask if the Minister bas not providt d for Mr. Baker, who
used to be the agent at Qu'Appelle, in the same generous
manner as he bas for the rest ?

Mr. CA.RLING. I stated this afterr.oon that Mr. Baker
had been transferred to anothor agency.

Mr. FISH ER. Tien they are all provided foi ?
Mr. CARLING. I stated that, as Mr. Têtu is a bighly

intelligent and efficient French Canadian, and a large
number of French were going into Winnipg, it was
tbought desirable to bave someone there who thoroughly
understocd the French language. We have also information
that there are many Belgians coming ihere this year; so we
iemoved Mr. Têtu to Winnipeg, as an assistant to the
present agent.

Mr. FISHER. Where bas Mr. Baker gone ?
Mr. CABLING. Mr. Benunett, the agent at Brandon, will

be removed to Winnipeg, and Mr. Baker will take his place
at Br andon.

Mr. F111 ER. Is that an addition to the Winnipeg
Office ?

Mr. CA RLING. No ; the agent~at Winnipeg bas asked
for leave of absence, with the view of resigning, andMr.
Bennett will take his place.

Mr. FISHER. Will the agent at Winnipeg get a super-
annuation or a retiring allowance ?

Mr. DAIN.

Mr. CARLING. No.
Mr. MULOCK. Are these agents allowed to absent

tbemselves from their posts without leave from the depart-
ment?

Mr. CARLING. No, tbey are not.

Mr. MULOCK. When was that rule adopted ?

Mr. CARLING. That bas always been the case, though,
if they apply for leave and it is reasonable that they should
obtain it, they get it.

Mr. MULOCK. Perbaps the bon. gentlemen will remem-
ber that, in 188e, reference was made to the case of tbis
same Mr. Baker to wbom the Minister bas referred. On
that occasion, it appeared that Mr. Baker had without leave,
as the Minister said, absented himself from bis office and
had come to Vussell county and bad donc a certain amount
of immigration work there during the election, which was
a Dominion by-election. On that occasion the Minister
stated to the louse thathe did not know that this immigra-
tion agent bad lefht his office, but that he had beard that he
had appointed a substitute, which appeared to be quite right.
The Minister, of course, did not know that this agent of bis
bad left bis place at a time when he ought to bave been at
Qu'Appelle, and came down here. But it seems to the
Minister all right, and he gave the House to understand a
year ago that it was quite permissable for an agent in his
department to absent himself without leave. I am glad he
bas turned over a new leaf now, and that he is going to
require them to attend to their business. But we bave
beard to-day, and before to-day, of mary persons employed
in the Department of the Minister of Agriculture, going
round the country as agents during election time. We bad
bis " good friend, Mr. WeFbster," who, he says, is so i eliable a
man, plying the business of immigration agent in ridings
where there are elections going on. So with the case of
Mr. Smyth, ex-M.P., so with Mr. Baker, ex M. P. They
are stationed nominally at Qu'Appelle or Regina, but it
does not seem to make any difference where tbey are
stationed, because these are merely nominal offices, the
same as you give a local habitation to a corporation, and
that is everywhere. So these men travel the world over
at their own sweet wills, wherever there is a by-election
going on, and their travelling expenses are charged to the
Immigration Department. Is that a proper way to use
the funds of the Immigration Department ? Isthat honest ?
Is the bon. gentleman proud of that way of dealing with
the public money ? He knows that bas happened, he
knows it is happening. He knows that Mr. Baker absented
himself without leave. Does the hon. gentleman not
remember--

Mr. CARLING. If tho hon. gentleman will allow me-
I do not remember what took place that year, but I know
that all officers of the Goveriment are granted leave of
absence during certain sea-ons of the year. At the seat of
the Government, I think each officer is allowed three weeks
leave of absence; that is customary in the departments, and
the same custom prevails with respect to the agents. Mr.
Baker might take his leave of absence then, applying for
it, notifying the department of bis intention to take his
leave of absence, which he could obtain provided the work
was properly carried on during bis absence. Mr. Baker
would not require to ask me for leave of absence, if he was
taking bolidays in the winter or in the summer time. Mr.
Baker had a right to take his holidays, and I could not ob-
ject.

Mr. MULOCK. la there no regular period when they
are to take their holidays ?

Mr. CARLINLI. No regular period,
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Mr. MULOCK. Mr. Baker, thon, is allowed to take his

holidays at a time when, of all times, he ought to be at the
post of duty ?

Mr. CARLING. I do not know that, because I do not
tnink the time when ho took his holidays was at a time
when the business of bis office was so very pressing.

Mr. MULOCK. It may not have been, but it was in the
month of May, 1b88 If the hon. gentleman will look at the
Debates of last Session ho will find that on the 2nd of May,
1888, it was admitted by the bon, gentleman himself that
at that partienlar time Mr. Biker, the immigration agent at
the town of Qu'Appelle, was in Russell County canvassing.

Mr. CARLING. Yes, ho had a perfect right to ho there.

Mr. MULOCK. He had a perfect right to absent himself
at the time ?

Mr. CARLING. I have already said that ho had.
Mr. MULOCK. Was not that at a time when immigration

was brisk ?
Mr. CARLING. He had a right to ask his holidays at

any season of the year, in winter or in summer. He did
not get bis bolidays twice, I am safe in saying.

Mr. MUILOCK. He bad a perfect right to ask for holi-
days, and it was not a wise exorcise of discretion to give
them at a time when, of all times, ho ought to have been
at bis duty. Of course the hon. gentleman can afford to
disregard the public service in trying to promote the
election of a pitical fuiend, but that is rot in the pub'ie
interest. Tte bon. gentleman thinks that the Immigration
Department, and all the offices at bis disposal, are to be
used for campaign purposes to keep him there. I repeat
that this is nothing more than a gross breach of trust. It
is just what the Public Accounts Committee have shown. to-
day, as the outcome of the hon gentleman's administration.
Now, before the Session closes, we hear of one of the most
fraudulent cases that could possibly take place, right under
the hon. gentleman's own eyes, and the account is sent in
for immigration work. The whole thing is a fraud, I
believe every bit of it is a fraud. The Minister talks about
his " friend, Mr. Webster." Where was Mr. Webster doing
his immigration work ? In Haldimand, in all the counties
whe; o by-elections were going on.

Mr. CARLING. Do yon know he was in Haldimand
during the time ho was employed by the Government ?

Mr. MULOCK. I am told ho was.
Mr. MoMULLEN. We know ho was by the Public

Accounts,by the accounts that ho sent in himself, and we will
prove it by the Public Aceounts Committee to-morrow. By
an order of this House ho sent in the return of his services
and the different places where ho had been, and in that
return there is a charge for expenses from Kingston to
Hlaldimand, and Haldimand back again to Kingston, during
the election campaign.

Mr. CARLING. What year was that in ?
Mr. Mc VULLEN. During the last election that took

place in aldimand.
Mr. CA RLING. I can only say to the hon. gentleman

that he is quite mistaken. I say there is no accont in the
department for Mr. Webster for over a year. I state to
this House that the hon. gentleman is making a statement
that is totally untrue. Mr. Webster did not receive a
dollar from the Govertment during the time of the last
election in Haldimand.

Mr. McMULLEN. I challenge the hon. gentleman to
appear before the next meeting of the Public Accounts
Committee, and if I do not prove that in bis own hand-
writing are receipts for moneys actually received from the
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department for expenses for going to the county of' Hal-
dimand to attend the election, that ho was there during
the election, that ho left there two days before the election
was over. and came back home, then I will take my state-
ment back.

Mr. CARLING. Now, Mr. Speaker, I state here before
the House that I challenge the bon. gentleman to make
that statement before the Committee, because Mr. Webster
was not employed by the Government during the last Hal-
dimand election, and there bas been no account reudered.
The only account here is up to the 30th of April, 1888.

Mr. McMU L LEN. He was in the service of the Govern.
ment from the 30th of April.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. While on this question, I would
like the Minister to explain what are the duties of
travelling immigration agents like Mr. Webster and Mr.
Smyth. Now, we had in the Public Accounts Committee,
last week, Mr. Lowe, the Deputy Minister, giving evidence,
and ho declared that Mr. Smyth ha I a roving com nis-ion,
that ho was appointed as an agent for six months in a year.
We had the accounts to show that he was paid 8100 per
month, and 82 per day and travelling expenses besides.
Mr. Lowe declared before the Committee that Mr. Srnyth
had a roving commission to travel any where ho pleased all
over the North American continert. I think it would be
well for the Minister to explain to this House just exactly
what duties are required of these mon who are given these
roving commissions like Mr. Smyth and Mr. Webster. I
do not know that this is a proper time to enter into a dis-
cussion in regard to Mr. Smyth's account, whichb has been
investigated partly in the Publie Accounts Committee
to-day. But there may be another opportunity before the
close of the Session, and, in the Meantime, I would like the
Minister to explain what are the duties required of mon
like Mr. Smith and Mr. Webster.

Mr. CARLING. I dare say the bon. gentleman bas
read the letter of instructions that was given to Mr. Smyth
and Mr. Webster.

Mr, SOMERVILLE. The letter was asked for to-day,
but it bas not been brought down.

Mr. CARLING. I will read the letter:

"OmTWA, 3oth April, 1887.
"SiRa,-I have an instruction from the Minister of Agriculture to say

to you, that in view of the actual circumstances in relation to settle-
ment in Manitoba and the Canadian North-West, he desires to engage
your services for a period of six months from this date, for the purpose
of promoting immigration to Manitoba and the Canadiau Noth-West.

l He desires you to meet, in as far as possible, the efforts whieh are
being made by agents of the United States railway and land companie,
who are actively distributing their pamphlets, maps and other publica-
tions in Canada, in order to neutralise them, in as far as possible, and
also to divert such emigratiori as might be moved from the old î>ro-
vinces of Canada by the influence of such publications, to the Canadian
North-West, where it is believed the advantages are equal, if not
superior.

" It is also the desire of the Minister that you should visit the adjoin-
ing North-Western States, and take the opportunity to visit some of the
Oanadian settlements which have been located in them, in order to as-
certain the facts, in as far as possible, as to the ta'e and prospects of
such settlements, and what comparison they bear to similar conditions
in Wanitoba and the Canadian North-West, as regards the soil, climate
and railway facilities, land laws and regulations, & c.

" The facts ascertainel should be reported to the department for the
information of the Minister, and yeu ehould utilise the facts you find, in
order to give effect, in as far as you ean, to the object of your mission.

" You will generally act under the verbal instructions conveyed to
you by the Minister.

" The rate of pay for such services will be $100 per month, with an
allowance of $2 per day for boarding expenses, and the cost of moving
expenses, such as railway fares and other couveyances which you may
find it necessary to use.. Allexpenditures of this nature must be accom-
panied, as fir as possible, with vouchers, and in il cases, the dates
and nafes of railway stations between which tickets are purchased
should be furnished in accordance with the requirements in such matters
of the Audit Act.
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"It Io the desire of the Minister that you should make monthly reports who know the gentleman, as to what Mr. Webster is doing

of your operations, or more frequently, in the event of occurrences regard to our North-West country. The letter is dated
whioh you may conusider it important for the Minister to know. irgd . N tW to r.hA i e

14th M tà,h 1889I d ii d t dd fra jimàhnra t d in
"Iave, uc.,

(Signed) " J. LOWE,
"h.Acting Deputy Minister of Agriculture.

k Hsanv BTTr, Esq. ,,
IlChatham, Ontario."

That was the letter sent t Mr. Smyth to guide him in bis
travels in the North-West and in the Western States. I
may say that we found in Canada a very large number of
American railway agents and land agents doing everything
possible to induce our people to go to the Western States,
and I regret very much they have drawn sueh very fine
pictures of Dakota and other Western States that a great
many of our young men have been induced to go there. I
felt it was the duty of the department to try to counteract
that emigration, and to do so I selected a gentleman who
had been a member of this fHouse, who Lad had the confi-
dence of a very important constituency for a number of
years. The people who knew him best elected him as their
representative twice,•-and he was defeated by a small
majority, I believe, in 1887, and I thought a gentleman
who had enjoyed the confidence of hs neighbors and con.
stituents, and who Lad been a faithful representative in this
House, was qualified and competent to discharge the duties
to which he was appointed. I believe ho did bis best to
persuade the people of our own country, especially
in the western part of it, and I know a very large
quantity of immigration literature was distributed
by him, especially in the western part of Canada.
I have no doubt it had a very good effect, and we find now,
that, through the speeches, and the canvassing, and the
distribution of information to our people in Canada, the
tide has turned to our country, instead to Dakota.
I am not ashamed to stand here, and defend the appoint-
ment of Mr. Smyth. If Mr. Smythb as done anything
wrong, it is for hon. gentlemen opposite to prove it. 1
do not think the salary of $100 a month, and 82 per day for
travelling expenses, are a very extravagant charge. Hon.
gentlemen opposite have brougbt this matter before a Com-
mittee of the House, and it is bardly fair for the bon. mem-
ber for North York (Mr. Mulock), and the bon. member
for North Brant (Mr. Somerville), when they have the
case before a Committee, and have witnesses to try and

rove a case against him, to bring forward the subject now.
I f they ean establish a case against Mr. Smyth, it is not a
matter for me, because I acted fairly and squarely with
Mr. Smyth, and I expected that he did the same with the
Government. The same remark applies to Mr. Webster.
He is a most active and efficient man, and I think he bas
rendered great service to his country. I believe no
better man could have been selected than Mr. Webster,
and I instructed him to visit Minnesota, Dakota and the
North-West, and he visited them, not as an officer of the
Government, but as a farmer, and without letting the people
of the district@ know that ho was employed by tLe Goveru-
ment, believing that under such circumatances he would e
more apt to get the information he wanted. That inform-
ation Las been published in pamphlet form and distributed
among members. Mr. Webster will be before the Com-
mittee, to.morrow, and if hon. gentlemen opposite have
any charges to make against him, and if they can prove
that Le acted unfairly and made false staternents, it is for
tLe hon, gentlemen to make their charges to-morrow, and
I shall guarantee that Mr. Webster will be able to satisfy
the Committee that he acted honestly and faithfully to his
country and Las induced thousands to go to the North-
West who would have gone to Dakota.

Mr. TAYLOR. I want to read a letter from a constituent
of mine, whose opinion, I am sure when I mention Lis
name, will be accepted by many members of thiis flouse

Mr. CARjMNG.

l+LU Marc ,lLa i, ana is a Ul uirom iLmeurs&n lu s

signed by Henry Green. It says:

"Gio. TAYLOa, Esq., M.P.
'' Dzn SiR,-Some days ago, Mr. W. &. Webter gave ne a splendid

lecture in R. W. Oopeland's hall. The subject was: 'Our North-
Wet.' His recommendation of this country, as a field for our young
men in which to settle and to make money, was good. In my humble
opinion, we should have in the field more such men as Mr. Webster, who
would, I believe, tend to counteract those Grits who constantly, in the
House and out of the House, are running down our country."

That is the opinion not only of the gentleman who is the
writer of this letter, but, I believe, it is the opinion of a
great many others.

Mr. MITCHELL. Give us the whole of the letter; do not
spare your friends.

Mr. TAYLOR. It relates to the Budget, and not to Mr'
Webster.

Mr. MITCHELL. I think it is the hon. gentleman's
duty to read the whole of it.

Mr. TAYLOR. It may be my duty, but I do not pro-
pose doing so. As we have this matter under -investigation
before the Publie Accounts Committee, it is very unkind
for the bon. member for North York (Mr. Mulock) to say
that the account is a bogus affair from beginning to end,
when the hon, gentleman knows that Mr. Smyth swore
that every dollar in the account had been expended in the
interest of the Government. That was bis statement. He
acknowledged the fact that, as regards the details, the clerk
who made out the account might have been mistaken, but
so far as the amount was concerned every dollar had
been expended. While the matter is being investigated by
the Committee, it is very unfair, I say, for the hon. member
for North York (Mr. Mulock) to bring it here and say it
is a bogus affair from beginning to end and an imposition
on the Government and on the country.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. I was going to say, when I was
interrupted by the hon. member for Leeds (Mr. Taylor)-

Mr. TAYLOI. I had the floor first.

Mr. SOMERVILLE-that the Minister of Agriculture
evidently entertained a very high opinion of some of the
gentlemen who have occupied positions in bis department.
He entertains a very high opinion of Mr. Webster. For
my part I cannot say that I know much about Mr. Webster,
but I must say that I know a great deal about Mr. Smyth.
We have learned a great deal about Mr. Smyth to-day, and
I must say that the Minister of Agriculture, after being
present in the Public Accounts Cornmittee and hearing Mr.
Smyth's evidence with regard to bis account, amounting to
some fifteen hundred dollars for services said to have been
render ed to the Agriculture Department, that if the Minister
continues to entertain a high opinion >f Mr. Smyth, after
beariDg the evidence that MIr. Smyth himseîf gave with
regard to the correctness of at account, Le must notset
up his agents on a very high standard when he chooses to
admire them. Every gentleman who was present on that
Committee must have formed a different opinion. 1 only
refer to the matter now because it has been already alluded
to. I did not introduce the subject with regard to Mr.
Smyth at ail, except to, ask the Minister what were the in-
structions given o those outside agents of the department.
Now that the matter has been brought up, I think it is noth-
ing but right that I should continue the debate that
bas been started on this question. We had Mr. Smyth
before the Public Accounts Committee to-day, and ho was
examined with regard to the correctness of the account
which he had rendered to the department for services.
We had this man who stands so high in the esteem of
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the Minister of Agriculture, declaring that from the firet
charge in that account, which was made some time in the
month of June, up to the last item oharged at the end of
November, that ho could not certify to the correetness of
one single charge that was made. He could say, as ho did
say, that the amount was right. He could state that ho
expended this money in the interest of the Government,
but ho could not say, as ho declared in the presence of the
Minister of Agriculture-he could not say that one single
item in that account was correct as far as dates were con-
cerned. The Minister of Agriculture read out to us to-
night the instructions given to Mr. Smyth when he was
appointed to this position, and these instructions declared
that ho must give day and date and vouchers to the Gov-
ernment for the expenditure of the money and for his ex.
penses. Mr. Smyth did not do that. He gave dates, but
how did ho give those dates ? He pretended to bave a
memorandum or a diary in which ho kept an account of all
his transactions.

Mr. CARLING. I wish to rise to a point of order.
This case was. before the Committee to-day and is to be
before the Committee to-morrow. The evidence has not
been concluded, nor reported to the House yet, and I think
it is unfair for the hon. gentleman to state to this louse
that every member of that Committee condemned Mr.
Smyth, when there was no vote taken or no decision of the
Oommittee arrived at. We are yet waiting for further
evidence and further deliberation on the part of the Com.
mittee.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. I did not start this discussion at
al.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. RIrXaT). I was going to call
the member for North Brant (Mr. Somerville) to order for
referring to proceedings now before the Public Accounts
Committee. It is quite irregular and quite improper so to
do. The rule laid down by Bourinot at page 444 is :

"Until à Committee report, it is irregular to refer to its proceedinge
in debate in the House.. For instance, in the Session of 1873, Mr Hun-
tington was proceeding to refer to certain papers and letters relative to
an important matter under the consideration of a Select Commnittee:
but the Speaker decided, in accordance with English precedénts, that
they could not be read in the House."

I am quite satisfied that the discussion is out of order and
that the subject had no iight to be referred to.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not rise for th
purpose of disputingyour ruling, Mr. Chairman, for I believe
it is quite in accordance with previous rulings on the
subject, but I think under the circumstarces that either
this whole item, or, at any rate, one portion of it should be
reserved so as to afford an opportunity, before this matter is
disposed of, for discussion ; it bears on the whole conduct of
the immigration branch of the Department of Agriculture,
end there is no doubt that a discussion must be bad upon it
in ths Honuse. If a single item could be reserved and the
rest proceeded with, I think that it would suit the conveni-
ence of the louse.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think that would
b. right at all. There eau be a full discussion about these
two gentlemen whose names have been mentioned either
on Concurrence or on the report of the Committee of Public
Accounts. It is quite absurd that some items must be
stopped-allowed to lay over because some collateral point
has arisen or some charge like this is brought against some
Government employé. If that were doue we would iever
get along in the world. This discussion is not relevant to
the subject at all. We are diécn"sing the comparative
salaries of agents at Victoria and Vancouver, and this has
no more reference to those subjects than the man in the
moon has. It is a simjple waste of time, and besides, it is
breaking every parliamentary rule and every rule of

common fairness to bring up charges against a party which
are yet under consideration.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. The charge ha3 not been made
against Mr. Smyth. The charge is made against the
Government for wilfully equandering the public money and
paying it out to a man who rendered no service for it.

The CHAIRMAN. It has nothing to do with the pre.
sent matter.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. We h ve had a good
deal of ground, and very just ground, for complaining of
the mode in which the monoy voted to the Government for
immigration services bas been used. One of those grounde
(and one of the worst grounds) is that over and over again
mon bave been employed by the department who, as we
allege, are more political hacks, who do no service to the
country, and who bave been used at every by-election
through this country, and while under pay from this
department, for political services to the Administration.
Mr. Smyth's case, I am informed, is a notable instance of
that. I do not know, however, that it comes under this
item, but the right hon, gentleman will see that, apart from
what is decided by the Committee, we have a right to
discuss the mode in which the Government have been using
the vote for the employment of certain parties improperly.
The First Minister knows that I am in the right when I
say that that comes under the purview of this Committee.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No, not this Committee.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGH P Oh, certainly. We

have a perfect right to discuss how you disposed of the
money voted last year. Over and over again, while I was
sitting on the Treasury benches, it was done for hours
together, and notably, I think, by the late Mr. Plumb. We
have always taken the position that that can ho done
while we are voting m:ney for the future year. What ls
the use of the Auditor General's Report if we are not
entitled to discuss the mode in which yon applied the
money yon got for the past year, and of which alone we
have a perfect account. As regards what passed in the
Public Accounts Committee, I hardly think my bon. friend
(Ur. Somerville), except by consent of the House, can go
any further, but ho can bring up the question de novo when
any item is under discussion cognate to this, or having
reference to any similar services to those in which Mr.
Smyth was employed. I think that is correct.

Sir JOfIN A. MACDONALD. To a certain extent the
doctrine laid down by the hon, gentleman is true. There
may be some general item which will bring up legitimately
a discussion on the course of the Government, or the whole
matter can be brought up on Concurrence.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Not well, on Concur-
rence.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It can be brought up on
the report of the Committee on Public Accounts. The
bon. gentleman will see that, besides the unfairness of this
proceeding, we would never get through if we were to
have a lengthened discussion on every item, on the policy
of the Government or on the alleged crimes of the present
Administration.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That brings very
forcibly into notice the complaint that I have made
repeatedly, that we have got into the pernicious habit of
lumping together some twenty or thirty items under one
head. That was not the case formerly, and 1[do not think
il ought to h the case now. If those items were separate
there would b. no diffleulty about allowing one of them to
remain over for discussion. What is the necessity of
mixing up "salaries," "expenses of Canadian agencies,"
and " aids to women's protection societies " under one vote.
That was the reason that I made the suggestion that one
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item might stand over, as I think it would be for the cor-
venience of the 1Houie and for the convenience of the
Government. It may be true that it is ouly on the last item
that this discussion cau arise.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I would like to enquire,
Mr. Chairman, if a discussion on the expenses connected
with travelling agents is in order. We are taking special
votes for the agents, and we are taking special votes
for the assistant agents, and while we take those votes we
would be justified in supposing that the travelling agents
should also be discussed, whern they are figuring in the
Public Accounts as tri velling agents. If it is not proper
to diseuss this under the head of agents or assistant agents,
tell me under''whieh of these items it can arise? We
desire to have, and we intend to have, a discussion on travel-
ling agent W. A. Webster, and when eau that come up ?

Mr. CARLING. That is paid out of the last item.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Thon, I think, it would have
been botter that Mr. Webster shouli have appeared as a
travelling agent, as the Publie Accounts describe him, and
thon we would not have been stopped in discussing these
eitimates. It is a curious thing to lump his pay in the
last item of charges towards immigration and immigration
expenses. But I have not the slightest doubt the Com-
mittee will wait until that item is re tched, and thon the
discussion will be had.

Mr. LAURIER. We have fallen into anotherpernicious
habit, of rushing into (oncurrence of tuese resolutions whein
we are close on prorogation, and if we follow the same
practice this Session, we must take more time to discues
these items in Committee.

Mr. MITCHELL. The leader of the Opposition bas just
taken the word I intended to utter out of my mouth
Whenever the right hon. gentlemen is bard pres-el, he
refers to rules and practices that have been in use, and he
tells us that we can have this matter up on Concurrence. We
know that Concurrence is rusbed through at the end of the
Session at a galloping rate, and thore is no opportunity then
of discussing these matters, I can tell the hon. gentleman
that he will get on far botter with these items if ho
pursues a reasonable course, and does not put too strict an
application on our rules and practices. What I would
suggest about the present na;e is this: There are two items
yet unpassed by the Committee under which we would
have a right to discuss Mr. Webster's or Mr. Snyth's ca-e.
As Mr. Smyth's case is yet before the Committee on Publiv
Accounts, I think you have correctly ruled that we should
not discuss it; but I hold that the two items-contin-
gencies, and the last item, towards immigration and immi-
gration expenses-should be held over in order to enable
gentlemen to discuss this matter. We are all anxious to
bring the Session to a close, and if the hon gentleman is
not too strict in his application of the rules, he will get on
a great deal better.

Mr. McMULLEN. The hon. First Minister bas objected
to any discussion on an item not yet reache.J. I contend
that as this vote is all under one head (No. 52) any mem ber
has a right to speak with regard to any item under that
head, and that if you reserve one item you have to reserve
the whole vote.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman is
right in one sense. This is one resolution, and the items
may be discussed. I suppose if any hon. gentleman chose,
he might commence at the foot and go on upwards to the
first item; but it was agreed some years ago, apparently by
both sides, that it was much more convernieut to put luIn e
resolution the supplies relating to a particular service; but!i
to prevent any inconvenience, and in order to enable bonja
members to discuss freely the different items, it was under- t

stood that they should be ready to discuss the votes one
after the other as they went on. That is the only sensible
way in which a reasonable discussion can be carried on. I
would suggest that we go on, if it pleases the Committee,
and pass al the items except the last one, and it will be
understood that when we meet again the discussion shall
be confined to that one item, and it is a general item under
which this question can be discussed.

Mr. SO)ERVILLE. I understand, then that this item
is to be reserved until the investigation in the Public Ac-

ounts Committee with regard to Mr. Smyth's account is
completed ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes; I have no objection
to that.

Mr. MULOCK. The explanation offered by the First
Minister, I think, is entirely satisfactory, and it really
shows the House that the discussion has been in entire
order. As this resolution is presented as a whole, though
embracing a great many items, however unreasonable it
mizht be that we should refer to an item that is not the
subject matter of discussion, yet technically it is in order.
The Minister of Agriculture himself referred to the doings
of one of his agents, Mr. Baker.

Mr. CARLING. My attention was called to that.
Mr. MULOCK. The hon. gentleman himself, in answer

to a question from the hon. membor for Assiniboia (Mr.
Davin), began to discuss the case of Mr. Baker and his
removal from Qu'Appelle to another place. The question
was referred to again after dinner as an illustration of the
grievances springing up in the department, and we have
had a crop of Mr. Baker's employés engaging in this
guerilla election warfare referred to here. If it is to be
understood that one or two of these items shall stand over,
this question may rest.

Mr. WATSON. Does the hon. gentleman intend giving
up the work formerly done by Mr. Têtu, of keeping couit
of the immigrants ?

Mr. CARLING. It is the intention to withdraw the
agency.

Mr. WATS3N. Is the work of keeping count of the
immigrants coming in and going out of the eouutry not to
be continued ?

Mr. CARLING. It will be discontinued.

Mr. WATSON. Does the hon, gentleman think that
work a failure in the past, or unnecessary ?

Mr. CA RLING. The people who go to the North-West
now go by way of tly Canadian Pacifie Railway and by
Port Arthur. We do not think it any longer necessary to
keep an agent there.

Mr. WATSON. He made a report of 7,000 going in last
year and 2,000 going out. Will the hon, gentleman not
consider that of any importance?

Contigencies--Danadian Agency... ........ $16,000

Mr. FISlIER. How do you make that reduction ?

Mr. CARLI NG. There is a reduction at Medicine Hat,
in connection with which agency there were contingencies,
and there is a reduction at Qu'Appelle and Emerson, where
the agencies have been discontinued. There are also
reductions in other agencies.

Mr. McMULLE N. I can easily see, in looking over the
Auditor General's R'iport, how the hon. Minister eould
easily make a reduction of $5,000. Will the hon. gen tie-
man turn to page 0-144 of the Auditor General's Report,
and he will notice that in one item, the London agncy,
here are expenses, $444, for which there are no vouchere,
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Mr. CARLING. The vonchers have been produced.

They had not arrived at the time the Auditor General made
up bis report, but they have been produced since.

Mr. FISHER. It is very easy in contingencies to put
down, in a rough way, a lesser sum, and then boast of the
great reduction, but we should have some clear explanation
as to how this reduction was arrived at. The hon. gentle-
man bas accounted for it by the removal of the agency from
Medicine Hat, but he bas forgotten that if the agency bas
been removed from there, there bas been a corresponding
increase by the establishment oft an agency at Vancouver.
The reduction in contingencies by the abolition of the
agencies at Emerson and Qu'Appelle will not effect more
than a saving of $2,000, so that $3,000 remain to be ac-
counted for.

Mr. CARLING. I cannot give the items, but I went
through all the different agencies from Halifax to Van-
couver, and saw that in a number of them I could reduce
the contingencies, making a t ,tal reduction of $5,000. I
am satisfied I can make that reduetion, but I have not the
particulars here of each case.

Mr. FISHER. Our general experience has been that re-
ductions made in this way amount to nothing, and that by
the end of the year the expenditure is just as great as it was
before.

Mr. SOMERVILLE On this question of contingencies,
I would ask the Minister to turn to page 145 C of the Au-
ditor General's Report, where he will find that for the
Montreal agency M r. J. J. Daley incurred an expenditure for
cab hire in Miontreal, of 81,20. I find that he made 617
trips, so le must have nearly two trips every day, including
Sunday, or at all events, two trips a day for every working
day. If the Minister wishes to curtail the expenses, he
should buy Mr. Daley a conveyance and a horse, which would
be much cheaper than spending $1,220 for one agent in one
place during the six months in which le bas to perform bis
work.

Mr. CARLING. That matter was enquired into, and we
found that one horse could not do the work. It would re-
quire more than one· horse. The return shows that there
weie 136 trips to the Bonaventure Station, at $1.50 per
trip, and 63 trips to St. Martin's Junction at night, at $2 75,
the former beiing two miles and the latter more than seven
miles distant. There are other trips, which tle hon. gen-
tleman will fiffd at page G-168 of the Auditor General's
Report.

Mr. MOMULLEN. We are glad that the Minister has
decided to make a reduction in the amount of contingencies
allowed to agents, but, in my short experience of parlia.
mentary life, I have never known a Minister to state that
it was his intention to make a reduction of 85,000 without
giving some reafonable explanation of how he wa going
to make the reduction. The Minister says he is going to
make that reduction, but he does not say how he is going
to do it, and, when he is asked, he answers simply in a
general way, ibat he is going to rake reductions h.re and
there. i think the House is entitled to more detailed
information than that. If we had the Minister committed
to a reduction on certain items, we could bold him to the
fact that he had not fulfilled bis promise, but he declines to
do that, and simply says he will make that reduction.

Mr. CARLING. I say I will make that reduction oi
85,000.

Mr. MoMULLEN. It is to behoped he will, because the
expenditure under the head of contingencies is very absurd
in many of these cases. Here is one which las been men-
tioned by my hon. friend, that one man should expend
$4220 for cab hire for his own service.

Mr. CARLING. Not for his own service.
Mr. McMULLKE. 4 He expends $1,220 for cab hire and

makes 611 trips. I say that is a perfect outrage, and it is
preposterous to ask this Committee to quietly pass over
items for contingencies of this character, and we have other
such charges of an equally scandalous nature with this. In
other places, when they get to know that a certain sum is
allowed for cab-hire, or borse-hire, or travelling expenses,
they, of course, will include a similar charge in theiraccounts
in the lollowing year, and they are all getting so thoroughly
educated in reference to this matter that every item wbich
eau possibly be put in as incidental expenses is inserted by
officers who are drawing enoimous sums by way of salary.
I see that in one office the enormous sum of $90 in charged
for telephone, and there are other matters of the same kind.
It is time to put a stop to these items in the accont for
immigration, and on this occasion I think we have had a
criticism which ougit to lead the hon. gentleman to under-
stand that matters of this kind are not going to be rassed
over in the easy and indifferent way they have been passed
over in days gone by.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. Did I understand the Minister to
say that some other arrangement bas been made as to this
matter in Montreal, or is it to be continued ?

Mr. CARLING. I did not say that any other arrange-
ment had been made, but, if any other arrangement can be
made, it will be made. It seerned to be a large amount for
cab-hire, but, when it was enquired into, i did not see so
much objection to it as I did at first. Iw.ver, I am deter-
miined to reduee that expense as much as I possibly eau.

Mr. SOMERViLLE. On the same page of the Auditor
General's Report, the hon. gentleman will find, under the
T oronto agency, the item, J. A. Donaldson, fares $907.55.
What does that mean ?

Mr. CARLING. I think that is in regard to fares paid
for sending immigrants to different points. That was at
the time when we were giving assisted passages. It was
not for cab-hire or anything of that kind, but for immigrante
sent to differerit localhties, and it was probably paid by the
agent, Mr. Donaldson, who might have gone with them and
looked atter them to their destination.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. The fares would not have to be paid
at Toronto if they were assisted passages ?

Mr. CARLING. It was usual, during the time that
assisted passages were given, that, if the immigrante were
not able to pay their fares to their destination, they were
paid for them, but that is now done away with.

Mr. BRIEN. There is one feature which has not been
touched upon yet, and that is with regard to these children
who are brought out.

Mr. CARLING. Would it not be better for the hon.
gentleman to leave that over urtil we corne to the discus-
sion of the last item, because any money which is pail in
regard to that cornes out of that last item, and we have
agreed that the general discursion shall take place upon
that.

Mr. BRIEN, If the Minister will allow me, I would
rather say the few words I have to say now. I think this
is the momt objectionable class of the whole immigration.

Mr. CA R LING. I have no desire to interfere with the
hon. gentleman's speech, but it bas been agreed by mem-
bers on both sides that the discussion should take place on
the last item, and any payments to these children come out
of that vote.

Mr. BRIEN. That item does not come up at alil.

Mr. CARLING. Not to-night.
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Mr. SOMERVILLE. I suppose that under the head of
contingencies the expenditure for printing pamphlets
would come up.

Mr. CARLING. That comes under the last item.
Mr. BRIEN. I presume I could take up the next item,

then. I see there is $1,000 for the Women's Piotective
Immigration Association. I bave reason for discussing
this immigration of children which is not necessary hore
to mention, and unless it is really objectionable to the Com.
mittee I would like te do se now.

Mr. FOSTER. We are agreed, I think, te leave those
items to eho discussed under the head under which they
properly come. We made the agreement. The hon. mem-
ber for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright) knows that.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHII'. Yes; I was appealed te
by the Minister. It is quite true there was an understand-
ing that the discussion would ho taken on the item te which
that properly belonged. At the same time that does not
bind the hon. gentleman.

Mr. BRIEN. The! e bas been already more time wasted
than I would bave occupied. As I am a junior member
of this House, I trust I may ho pardoned if I infringe
upon the custom. However, this systern of assisting child
immigration bas been continued for 10 or 5 years. Some
of these children are of the worst moral character, and
very little can ho made out of them. if this country is to
be made a dumping ground for the outcast children of
Buropean countries,.I think it is something that we ought
not to submit to. I know this question bas been discussed
several times before the Immigration Committee and the
Agricultural Committee. Contrary opinions bave been ex-
pressed in regard to the matter. I have taken some pains
te get at the facts, and from what I hare learned I am very
seriously opposed to this class of immigration. The evi-
dence that I bave been able te procure shows that these
children are picked up on the streets, that they are taken
from workhouses, and from the lowest dens that yeucan
find on the European continent. In the report of the Minis.
ter of Agriculture for 1870 I find the following

"l Mis Macpherson came to this country last summer, with a number of
boys, whom sbe personally saw placed in situations. 8he broughtout
altogether 261. These boys had been picked off the streets, and from
the ' dens' of London ; they were without parents or relatives who
cared for them; and were placed during the winter, in the 'Refuge and
Bome of Industty' in Commercial Street, Spitalfields, Lond n, where
their wants were provided for, and where they were educated and
trained to habite of industry.'

Now, Sir, the ori gin of these children is sucb that you
never can make respectable citizens of them. In
order te prove that, 1 will read f rom the report of Mr.
Smith, the Government's own agent at Hamilton. I find
that many of these children are taken from the notorious
Whitechapel region. I will net mention any of the names
of any of these children, but here is what the agent at
Hamilton says of them:

" Out of 46, 22 are positively bad, and 26 are fairly good."
Of a girl aged 12, he says:

" Untruthful, and cannot be trusted. Inclined te pilfer. She is in.
clined to form immoral habits wiih the boys. Requires very close
watching and cannot be trusted alone."

Of another one, a boy, ho says:
I Thoroughly bad, deceitftl and untruthful. Stubborn, filthy and

dirty in bed. Remained till May, and cleared ont to Toront ."

Of a girl aged 10, he says:
" Remained seven months. Source of great trouble through being in

bad health. Troubled with urinal affections, weak bowels and skin
diseases.

Of another boy, he says:
"Stupid, untruthful, di ty and filtby. Bas an absces in the leg.

Vaturaliy weak, never will be able te eam hia living."
ALr. CAuMim

Now, if that is the character of these children, I think the
Government of this country ought no longer to allow these
parties te bring any more of them over here, no matter
how good their intentions may be. At present the standard
of the people of this country for morality, intelligence and
industry, is not exceeded by that of any other people in the
world, and we ought to see te it that that standard is main-
tained. But it cannot be maintained while the Immigra.
tion Department allows the introduction of such very
objectionable children, and, if it is continued, the hon.
member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) will have
to belabor this HIouse for several Sessions te obtain
the passage of a Bill te protect the boys from the ag-
gression of the girls, as he did in an opposite direction a
tew Sessions ago. The proportion of our foreign born
population is only 22·29 per cent., but they furnish no
less than 47-88 per cent, of the inmates of our insane
asylums. The epense of supporting the asylumus for
insane and idiots last year in the Province of Ontario,
was $557,359 or about two.thirds of the entire subsidy
obtained from the Dominion Government. I am op-
posed to the general expenditure for immigration, and
I think the Government will do well to adopt the sug-
gestion of the bon, member for North Wellington (Mr.
McMullen), and do away with a large number of these
inland agencies. But with respect to these children, my
objection is still stronger, and i think their introduction
should be prohibited, and that this lady should not be
allowed te pursue her present course any longer, at least
with the assistance of the Government. We had during
last year about 2,000 children brought out, at an expense
of 84,000. It is an entirely useless expenditure, and I think
if the department will consider the interests of the country
generally, they will put a stop to the introduction of
children of so objectionable a character. I might pro.
ceed, and show by authorities who have given special
attentidn to this matter that it is absolutely impossible for
such children to become respectable citizens on account of
their past associations. I will confine myself, however, to
reading a short extract from a work written by the Chairman
of the London School Board and the Chairman of the Howard
Association. Speaking of the associations and surroundings
in which these children aie brought up, the writer says:

" From a sad and depressing life in a workhouse nursery the orphan
is next removed to the workhouse school. Here, again, it la compelled
to mingle-with the depraved children of depraved parents, and, worst
of ail, to share when ill, the sick wards of the aduit paupers, ot whom
a large proportion are the very refuse of the population and the worst
of characters. As the ailments of the children are often comparatively
slight, they have nothing to do during the weary days but to listen to
the conversation of the adulte, much of which is of such a character as
no child ought ever be permitted to hear. It is asserted that this asso-
ciation exerts a sort ef fascination upon the children, with a result
which it is not difficult to imagine. One experienced workhouse visitor
says in her report that the teachers often complain that they cannot
prevent the children from endeavoring to catch.cutaneous diseases from
each other, in order to be sent to the sick wards, the attraction of which
in this way is so great. Not only is the atmosphere of these workhouse
sechools pauperising, but the schools are actively educative in a bad
way, for very many of the orphans' school-fellows are the children ot
thieves, tramps, and women of bad character, who enter the workhouse
for brief periods, coming from haunts of vice and crime, to which, with
their children they quickly return. Meanwhile, those who have been
associated with them can hardly fail to have been affected not only with
ophthalmia, and other loathsome bodily diseases, but also with loath-
some ideas and evil thoughLs. Our desolate, destitute orphans, having
been thus legally trained to live without affection, to accept pauperism
as their natural condition, and the poorhouse as their home, have
been furnished with precociously wicked companions, well instructed in
vice, and, at the most critical time of their life."

The difference in the habits and surroundings of children
in the old ountry and this, and the question of the poor
rates, tend to teach them idleness and prodigality instead of
industry and fragality. I may add that in my opinion only
one-half or one-quarter of the expenditures that are made
by the Immigration Departnent are nooessary.
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Mr. FERGUSON (Leeds). In this House during the

last two or three Sessions 1 have heard it stated that these
poor orphans are the most undesirable and improper class
of immigrants. I have had some experience with them,
not perhaps so extensive as the hon, gentleman has had
with them, but I have had to do with them to some extent.
In my immediate neighborhood I have been ingtrumental
in placing 50 or tO of these children during the last six oi
seven years, some dating back perhaps as far as ten years.
All these were from the Marchmont Home, and they may be
of a different class to those children referred to by the lat
speaker. With one single exception, no single boy or girl
has manifested any immoral tendency beyond that of the
average boy and girl residing in our own country, and I state
from private and professional observation that they are as
healtby boys and girls as any ever raised in our country.
Whether they are better selected, or whether they have
come from a better class in the old country, I am not pre-
pared to say ; but the facts are as I state them, and

know from the people with whom those children
have been placed that ten times the number could
be placed in that district if the home provided them. That
is the best evidence I can give as to whether the children
are worthy, deserving and useful. Some of the giri18 have
married fairly well, and I am satisfied they will make
industrious and worthy wives and mothers. Some boys
have considerable sums in the savings bank in the city, to
my personal knowledge. With respect to the question of
boys running away and girls becoming bad, I think it does
not say much for the moral tone of the people about Hamil-
ton who took the children. The only two cases I know of
were cases in which the children were badly treated, and
too much hard work exacted from little boys. They wanted
to get from them the work of grown men for little or
nothing. They ran away, and by my special interference
they went back to the home, and now they are living with
other people who have taken them, and are doing very
well. It is only fair that some one who has had these
children under observation should say something in their
defence. Whether it is desirable or not to bring these
children into the country I am not going to argue, but that
they are immoral in their tendencies, or have diseased con-
stitutions I deny, and the anxiety of the people to obtain
them is evidence not only that they are desirable but that
they are a desired class of immigrants.

least one institution in Montreal in connection with his
iepartment which, in my opinion, is worthy of tho best
consideration and the best support of the Governrment and
of this louse, and that is the society here spoken of, the
Women's Protective Immigration Society of Montreal.
[ have given some attention to this society, and I believe
the ladies who interest themselves in it are really doing
-ood work. They are caring for, and looking after, respect-
able young women who come here and have not relatives
who can care for them. They are placing them in domestic
service and in other useful employments, and altogether I
believe they are doing so much that if the Minister could
see his way to add in the Supplementary Estimates another
$1,000 to what is here given I am sure that money would
be as well bestowed as any other equal sum given for the
purposes of immigration.

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). We should have some inform-
ation with respect to the operations of this so'ciety. I have
no doubt what the hon. gentleman says is correct ; but the
very first principle in connection with public expendituie
is that the public are entitled to an explanation as to bow
the expenditure is made. The repart itself is of the most
meagre character. ln saying this [am not impugning in
any way the statements of the hon. gentleman with respect
to the high social position of the ladies who supervise this
society. There are cert -in other things in connection with
this immigrant question in Montreal, which I think wou d
make this sooiety an extremely desirable source trom which
to obtain information in connection with that matter. I
would like to know from the Minister if any more informa.
tion has been conveyed to him, or if any other reports
have been presented to him further than what has been
published in the supplement of his report.

Mr. CARLING. The only report I have is that on page
146 of the report of the Minister. I may say that there
are quite a number of domestics who have passed through
that home, and who were provided for and looked after by
those ladies. I am glad to hear the remarks from my
worthy friend the member for Montreal West (Sir Donald
A. Smith). I have heard different gentlemen from the
city of Montreal speak of this home in the equally high
terms which the hon. member for &iontreal West has done.
Representing, as he does, the city of Montreal and having
his residence there, I think that his information ought to
be very satisfactory to the House. The report pre¶ented

Mr. HESSON. As one knowing the facts in connection here sfiows finumber of permons who have pasnud through
with the Stratford Home I feel it my duty to say a good the home, and every one of those han been well taken
word in behalf of the home and the children there. care of.
I observe from our local papers that some 74 children were
recently brought in, and nearly ail were told off before
they came. The home has been in operation 6 or 7 years tell me where this mouey in expended? L it in thc city of
and has given entire satisfaction. The children have turned Montreal or have they an agent at Quebec.
out remarkably well, indeed in a greater proportion than Mr. CARLING. They have no agent at Quebec. 0f
the ordinary class of children in the community, this being course they are in correspoudence with Mr. Statord, our
due no doubt to the attention they have received from Miss agent at Quebe, and the ladies who have charge of the
Macpherson and others and to the care exercised in their home at Qaebec correspond with the ladies ut Moutreal.
selection. Those brought in ranged from 9 to 16 years and They have also, I believe, corrempondence with parties ail
the home has larger demand than it is able to supply. They over the Dom nion whe apply for domestieervants, and the
have proved so satisfactory with us that I regret hon. mem- home is Jurnithing those domesties as téhey are roquired.
bers should have been obliged to find fault with the class of
children brought into the country. I speak from what 1 Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). I do not understand why
know, and my colleague (Mir. Trow) made a similar state- some more of the chies should not also be given grauts in
ment in the House some time ago, and if he were present a similar way. Why ought net the people of Toronto aud
now no doubt he would support my statement. I know the Iamilton have their efforts on behait of these immiçants
children have the very best of care, that they are selected supplementcd in this way. 1 do net want te be ùnder-
with great prudence and caution as regards their past lif e stoodas being antagonistin to Montreal, but 1 want to under-
and history, and that an effort is made to get the most desi- stand on what system an exception is made in favor of
rable class into the country. Montreal, or how a 18 that this system is not extended te

Sir DONALD SMITH. With respect to the item o Toronto or amilton?
81,000, to the Women's Protective Immigration Society, Mr. CARLING. Montreal and Quebec are at the head of
Montreal, I wish to say to the Minister that there is at the ocean navigation aud it iô oousidered ofgreat importance
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that there should be committees of ladies at those points.
They have organised themselves into committees, and they
have communicated with the Government and we find that
they have done much good to the immigrants. I am not
aware whether similar applications have been made from
Toronto, Hamilton or other cities, but I hardly think there
is the saine necessity there as there was in Montreal or
Quebec. When the immigrants arrive from the steamers
the ladies take charge of them and see that they are pro-
perly cared for.

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). I am only speaking from
recollection, but I think 1 remember seeing a report in a
Montreal paper as to a Mrs. Corneil who represented ber-
self as an agent of this association, and if my recollection
serves me right that report seemed to me as though it was
written from Quebec and addressed to the parent associa-
tion in Montreal. It occurred to me lrom some other cor-
respondence that I saw that this home had an agent at
Quebec, becanse there was a question hetween the Govern-
ment agents and this lady as to what their relative duties
and rights were. I do think that a more extensive report
from this association would be valuable to us for another
purpose. I understand from their report that they have a
home in Mansfield street, Montreal, where they furnish a
refuge for those girls who are unfortunately out of work,
or who under other circumstances come to them. I think
we might avail ourselves of this home in order to get infor.
mation as to the class of immigration which filters into this
country, and which we were discussing in the early part of
the evening. 1 think they could furnish us with some inter-
eeting information as to the class of girls who come under
their notice, since we see that the Young Men's Christian As-
sociation and the House of Industry complain bitterly about
the character of some of tho immigrants. It would be inter-
esting for us to know how many of those immigrants found
their way into the police court or into places of publie
punishment for any one year. I would suggest to the Min-
ister that he would ask the ladies who interest themselves in
this home to extend their report next Session so as to show
what proportion of this undesirable class of immigrants
bear to the number that go through their hands, giving us
actual figures. I do believe that the first principle
that ought to be recognised in connection with the
granting of public funds is that Parliament sbould have
information with reference to the details of the work
which it accomplishes. In saying this I disclaim any
wish to speak against this association, because I do not
know anything against its internal economy. I do think
that while in other places we have to provide for those
local waits by grants from the local Government, or
by charity from philanthropic individuals (and I know that
the people of Montreal are not behind hand in giving their
share for such purposes)-L do think that if those grants
are made bere the principle ought to be extended to other
large cities as well, and a full report of their work furnished
to the Minister.

Mr. FISHER. In reply to the remarks of my hon. friend,
and without having studied the matter, I may say that I
had in my band a report of this society which was
much more extensive than the report which is published in
the departmental paper. The society did issue a report to
those interested in it, giving a large amount of information
which is not contained in the report of the Minister. I do
not know whether that report was submitted to the depart-
ment or not, or whether this very condensed report here
published was all that was supplied by the society, but I
am well aware that I have seen a report which was sub-
mitted by the executive of this society to the members
giving a great deal more information than is contained in
this report published. I am speaking from memory, and

Mr. CARLING.

of course not in a position to state what information it
contained.

Harbors and Rivers, British Columbia..............$24,300

Sir IHIECTOR LAÑGEVIN. The vote of $1,000 for Cow-
ichan River will be applied to the work of clearing the
channel of snags. It is to make it navigable and at the same
time to prevent the flooding of the adjacent lands. The vote
of $ 10,000 for Fraser River is to continue the work which
was begun three years ago, and which has proved to be very
satisfactory There were differentchannels. Two of thom
have been closed, so that by collecting all the water in the
main channel, the river bas been scoured, and there is a
greater depth of water. This vote is for that portion of the
river above New Westminster. There are large mills there
now, and vessels can go up to them, and we expect that by
completing these works we shall enable the largest vessels
that go to the inner harbors of British Columbia to reach
those places. The vote of 8300 for the River Somass is to
be applied in removing snags with the object of improving
the navigation of the river and preventing the flooding of
the adjacent country; this river is in Vancouver Island.

Mr. PRIOR. I see there is nothing in the Estimates this
year for the improvement of Victoria harbor. I am very
sorry to see this omission, and I cannot understand how it
is that the hon. Minister of Public Works has not seen fit to
place a sum there. I can only come to the conclusion that
the hon. gentleman, by some means or other, bas arrived at
the idea that the Government need not pay any more atten-
tion to the needs of Victoria. It may be that the hon. gentle-
man has been readin g some of the many paragraphs that have
been going the rounds of the newspapers lately, inserted, no
doubt, by men who are interested in property in other parts
of British Columbia, to the effect that Victoria's days of use-
fulness as a port, her days as the commercial and financial
centre of British Columbia, are over, that she is now on the
downward track, falling quickly into a state of dqcay, that
her trade and commerce are leaving her, and that her busi-
ness men are quietly sleeping their days away in the
delightful climate they have the privilege to enjoy. I say
the hon. gentleman may have read these statements and
may have believed them, as, no doubt, others have done ;
but I am glad to be able to stand here and tell the
bon. gentleman and this House that so far from that beng
the truth, Victoria to-day is progressing more rapidly and
is enjoying a larger measure of prosperity than almost any
other city in the Dominion of her size. At the present
time substantial buildings of all kinds are going up in
every direction, ber mechanics and artisans are busy, her
workshops and factories are running on full time, and I do
not think there is a single merchant in Victoria who cannot
point to bis books with pride and show that, during 1888,
bis business bas increased from 15 to 25 per cent. over that
of any other year. I cannot blame the owners of property
who are trying to boom up their lots. I cannot blame
them for trying by any fair means to induce immigrants
and capital to go to their district instead of to Victoria, but
I must object to the action of any Government who directly,
or indirectly, by the influence of money under their control,
or by any of the many means the Government has power
to use, whether it is their intention or not, give an undue
advantage to one city over another. I do not for one
moment believe that the hon. gentleman or the Government
intend to do that, but that will be the result unless they
give Victoria a fair share of the money they intend to ex-
pend in British Columbia. It has been said to me many a
time : "Oh, you Victorians are jealous of Vancouver." I
beg to deny that; there is not a word of truth in it. British
Columbia is large enough for 20 big cities, and the more
cities that grow up the better it will be for those there at
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present. I would like to ask this House, or any man who
knows the facts, who owned most of the property in 1886,
before Vancouver was started. Who are the men who own the
most property in Vancouver to-day outside of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company? Why, Victorians. Who have
been the mon who have put in the most capital for starting
the water works and other enterprises of that kind there ?
Victorians. Who have always been ready to invest their
capital in any scheme connected with Vancouver when
there was the slightest chance of there being any reasonable
return ? I say it was Victorians. Why should they be jealous
of Vancouver? They are not so, and if any hon. gentleman
believes they are, or that Victoria is on the downward track,
as some newspapers try to make out, I will try to show
them how far astray they are. Victoria has been up to the
present time the principal commercial and financial city in
British Columbia, and I believe most thoroughly that she
will continue to hold that position. There is hardly an in-
dustry of any magnitude, there is hardly an enterprise of
any size carried on in British Columbia to-day-whether
mining, lumbering, or fishing, or cattle raising-in which
you will not find a large amount of Victoria capital in-
vested, and most of these industries have their head offices
in Victoria. I do not believe there is to-day a city in the
Dominion whose business men are, as a whole, more financi-
ally solid, or who do business on a botter basis than the mer-
chants of Victoria. Business failures have been almost un-
known, not because the volume of trade is small, for I
can point to houses in Victoria to-day who do business to
the extent of over a million dollars a year, several of them
ranging from 8300,000 to $700,000 a year-not a bad
showing for a new and rising town-but because busi-
ness there is conducted on proper commercial prin-
ciples. I have here some statistics showing the ex-
ports and imports of British Columbia and the duties
paid in that Province, and with the permission of the
Iouse I will read a few of them in order that I may show
hon. members how fast, how very fast, the city I have the
honor to represent is being distanced in the race for
wealth and importance. In the year 1888 just passed, the
following were the figures: The exports from British
Columbia were valued at 83,928,077. Of this amount Vic-
toria is credited with $2,122,939, or 5 t per cent. of the
total; Nanaimo is credited with $1,240,393, or 31 per cent.
of the total; Vancouver, 8553,539, or 14 per cent. of the
whole. The total imports into British Columbia were
valued at $83,509,951. Of this amount Victoria is credited
with $2,922,A99, or 84 per cent. of the total. Vancouver is
a new city, and cannot be expected to have made much
progress as yet, so ber imports are vatued at only
8280,900 or 7j per cent. of the whole. The amounts paid
into the Customs houses of British Columbia-and I think
they will rather astonish hon. gentlemen who think Victoria
is on the downward track-are as follows:-The total
amount in 1888 was 8861,465. Of this the sum paid into
Victoria Customs house amounted to $761,137, or 88 per
cent. of the total; and Vancouver received in Customs dues
$50,518, or about 6 per cent. of the total. * This doe
not look very much as if Victoria was going to the
dogs, and it does not look as if it was a wise policy
for the hon. gentleman who is at the head of public works
to altogether ignore her harbor. Let us look into the sav-
ings bank accounts. The total deposits in the savings
banks of British Columbia amount to $1,566,123. Of that
the Victoria savings bank has on deposit 81,328,414, or
81 per cent. of the total. This is not a very bad showing
for a population of 15,000 inhabitants. The tonnage en-
tered and cleared in British Columbia ports amounted alto-
gether to 2,065,320, of which Victoria is credited with
1,011,043 tons and Vancouver 592,691 tons. Now, I think I
have given sufficient information to show this House that
Victorians are far from being the easy going, happy-g o-lucky

sort of people some of the press would try to make them
out to be, and I also hope I have shown enough to convince
the hon. gentleman that it is his plain and manifest duty,
and I hope it will be likewise his pleasure, to give Victoria,
at least, a fair share of Dominion expenditure. If you will
examine these figures which I have just quoted, you will
find that in commercial importance Victoria stands the
fifth city of the Dominion. She pays more duty to the
department so ably presided over by the Minister of Cus-
toms than Quebec, Hamilton, London, Winnipeg, Ottawa
or Windsor, and she does more business in proportion to
ber population than any city in the Dominion. The only
cities that pay more duty than Victoria, are Toronto, Mon-
treal, Halifax, and St. John. Now, I wish to be distinctly
understood by hon. gentlemen representing other constitu-
encies in British Columbia, that I do not now ask that
the Minister of Public Works should take off any sums
which are likely to be voted for other constituencies,
because I think they get little enough as it is, but I do think
Victoria should get a fair proportion. I only ask that she
should receive ber fair share, taking into consideration
.er commercial importance and the revenue she pays into
the Dominion exchequer. It is of the greatest importance
that the improvements in Victoria harbor should be cari ied
on, but unless a good round sum is placed in the Estimates
for that purpose, the money that has already been expended
will have been simply thrown away. If the hon. gentleman
will look into the matter he will find that nothing has
been exponded heretofore which was not absolutely noces-
sary, and the only trouble is, that the work so ably begun is
not half finished. In conclusion, I need only say that I
sincerely hope the Minister of Public Works will place a
sufficient sum in the Estimates to carry on the improve-
ments in Victoria harbor. If he does not, the only con-
clusion the people of Victoria can come to, will be that the
Government are determined, through some cause or other,
to deliberately lend their aid to assist in building up other
cities against a city which has paid more revenue than all
the other parts of the Province put together. I do not
believe that is the intention, but, as deeds speak louder
than words, I hope to be gratified, when the Supplementary
Estimates come dowa, by seeing that the hon. gentleman has
placed a sum of at least $10,000 in the Estimates for the
improvement of Victoria harbor.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I may say this to m hon.
friend, that if we were disposed to forget Victoria, her re-
presentative in this House will remind us of ail the good
prospects of that city and of the importance of these works.
The reason why we have not asked in these Esti mates a new
vote for the removal of the rocks, &c., in the barebor of Vic-
toria is because we could not expend last year the amount
of $ 12,500, and the balance of the provious year, on account
of the accident which occurred at the beginning of Novem-
ber. Blasting operations were thus suspended until after
the lot of January of this year. Now, we have to continue
the works as long as the season will allow, and to do
as much as possible with the amount that has been voted.
Besides that, the chief engineer says that a further grant of
$6,000 is required to complete the removal of the shoal,
boulders, &c., of Shoal Point, to 14 feet in depth at low
water. The hon. gentleman speaks of something in the
Supplementary Estimates. No doubt it is very pleasant to
find a vote provided there. I cannot say to my hon. friend
yet what ho will find in the Supplementary Estimates, but
I am sure, after what we have voted previously, that ho wili
not suppose that we will give up the work just at the
moment when we are to complote it. Raving said so much
I hope the hon. gentleman will wait until the Supplemen-
tary Estimates come down.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). It is not because I think
British Columbia cannot urge its own claims, or that
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the hon. member has not done his duty that I rise,
but, having been in that Province, it struck me that,
comparing what had been done on the Pacifie coast
with what had been done on the Atlantic coast, our
brethren on the Pacifie coast had not got their fair
share. 0 course it is true that the traffic is very much
greater on the Atlantic coast, and that there must be
a ruch greater general expenditure there than on the
Pacific coast; but, in regard to the matter of lights and
otter things of that kind, I think more should be done on
the Pacifie. I also agree with the hon. gentlerman as to the
city to which he refers. The statisties which he bas given
show that it is a very important city, and I think the House
would agrce with the Minister in supplementing the grant
so as to provide for these improvements. 0f course, that
Province is a long way off, and we know that sometimes
its representatives prems their claims very strongly, but
I tbink that, in regard to any matters coneerning naviga-
tion and ibe saving of life and the safety of vessels, the
Government have not granted them more than their share ;
in tact, I think they have granted them hardly their fai'
share.

Dredging -New Dredging Plant...........$6,950

Mr. JONES (Halifax). What does the Minister pro-
pose to do with this amount ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is to provide for new
dredging plant on the Government dredges.

Dredging, Nova Scotia. Prince Edward Island
and New Brunswick..... .......... $10,000

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Can the hon. gentleman give
any idea wtiat harbors in Nova Scotia he proposes to
dredge this year?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This vote is for the oper-
ation of the dredges in these three Provinces, for which we
have a general vote of $40,000. I am not in a position to
say where the dredges wdl be sent. They will be sent
according to the wants of the different places. Last year
we used these dredges at Cheticamp, Middle River, Pictou
Railway Wharf, Port Hope, Wallace and Yarmouth Harbor.

Mr. JONES (Ralifax). Upon what principle does the
Minister proceed with reterence to the employment of these
dredges ? When a dreige is used by private individuals,
do they puy for it ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Beaause, at page 79 of the report,1

I find in regard to the Cape Breton, the following :-1
" This dredge did not commence work until the 3rd October, 1987,

after its arrivai at Wal ace, Uumberland County, N.8., where it remained
until the 5th Novemb-r and improved the channel of the ferry at that

place, and removed obstructions off'the wharves of the Union Freestoneand Wallaceu Ureystone (Jompazies."
In such cases, do the people owning these quarries puy for
the use of the dredge ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN Yes. If the dredge is used
for a publio wharf, we do the work at the expense of the
Dominion, but, if it is for private wharves, if we can allow
the dredge to work there while it is in the neighborhood,1
we make the parties puy the cost.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I notice that Pictou County has
had a fair share of the dredging since Confederation. About
one.fourth of the whole amount expended for dredging hba,
been expended in that county. I see that 896,U000 as been
expended in Pictou Couniy since Confederation out of a
total of 8410,000. I have no doubt that most of that expen-
diture is proper enough, but 1 hope the hon. gentleman will
remember that there are other counties in Nova Seotia s
which require dredging as much as Pictou County, and, as c

Mr. PATzRsoN (Brant).

that county has had one-fourth expended in it up to the
present time, I hope the appropriation will be more gene-
rally distributed now than itb has been in years past.

Mr. EISENHAUER. I made a motion a few days ago
asking for copies of the report of the engineers. A dis-
cassion arose, and, ut the request of the Minister of Public
Works, the debate was adjourned. I see it has been placed
at the foot of the Public Bills and Orders, and I am afraid
it is not likely to be reached again this Session. I will,
therefore, ask the Minster if theve is any chance of our
obtaining these reports ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. If the hon. gentleman will
be kind enough to remind me of that in writing, I will
attend to it at once. I confess that 1 had lost sight of it.

Mr. EISENHAUER. It appears to me that the Govern-
ment do not intend to appropriate one dollar for the County
of Lunenburg, because we were told by the Minister of
Public Works that the Government act on the first infor-
mation they get. They must have had information as to
the public buildings there, because they voted money for
the site. I would like to ask the Minister why nothing
f urther bas been done in that work to-day. Had he any
definite information before they voted the money for the
site ?

Mr. KIRK. Is the Minister able to tell where ho intends
to spend this money in dredging in Nova Scotia next
summer ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That is exactly what I
cannot say now. Applications are made from all quarters,
they are submitted to the chief engineer, and ho las to
make a report on the different works, stating what are
more pressing, those that may be done at the public expense,
and those that might be done by private effort. Another
consideration is the place where the dredges are, because
sometimes we have to move the dredge from one place to
another, and the cost of the tug to carry the dredge over
amounts to a large sum: then we are obliged to leave that
aside until the dredge comes into the neighborhood. In
answer to the hon. member for Lunenburg, the hon. gentle-
man is mixing up public buildings and dredges, which is
not fair. If the hon. gentleman would only do what I ask
him to do, and put what he wants in writing, I will give
him the information.

Mr. EISENHIAUER. I made a motion a few days ago ask-
ing for the report of the engineer sent to Lunenburg to ex-
amine the harbor there, and there was some discussion on the
bringing down of the report. The hon. gentleman will re-
member that it was at his request the other day that the de-
bute was adjourned, with the understanding that he would
examine into the matter and give us further information. I
did n3t suppose ho would want any further writings from me
to remind him of bringing down the report. While I am on
my feet, I would say that it seems to be a very easy thing for
the Goverçment, if they do not feel disposed to make a
grant of public money in a county, to get a report that will
suit them. I really cannot understand why these reports
differ so much as I have reason to believe. I think if the

inister would go down there, or send some competent
person who would make a correct report, he would come to
the conclusion that we need a dredge there very badly. I
would ask the hon. member to look at the article in the
Free Press of last Saturday, and ho will see the importance
of the town of Lunenburg.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have not time to do that

Mr. ELLIS. The whole amount that the hon. Ministe r
asks for dredging in the three Provinces, $40,000,.is scarcely
ufficient to dredge one harbor. Then again there is not a
dredge fit for dredging in a tidal river. Dredges such as he
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now has, cannot be worked to advantage in tidal rivers, and
1 would suggest to him, as ho has considerable knowledge
of the matter and a great capacity to carry out his views, that
ho spend money to procure a dredge suitable to do work in
a barbor like that of St. John. None of these dredges at
present is good enough to do work on the coast or in the
tidal rivers.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Certainly, I would like to
have another dredge ; but we do not think that we can ask
Parliament this year to give us a vote for that purpose.
The bon. gentleman remembers that a dredge was lost, and
although we cannot get a new one this year, I do not know
what we may do next year.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). The present dredges are
totally unfit for service on the Bay of Fundy, or in the
tidal rivers. Considering the importance of both coasts of
the Bay of Fundy, it seems to me that a suitable dredge
sbould be procured to do work there.

Mr. ROBERTSON. I would ask the Minister where he
intends to use the dredge in Prince Edward Island ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We will bave reports on the
different applications that are made, and the chief engineer
will say which work can be undertaken now, having in view
the position of the dredges, and the uecessary expense.

Mr. ROBERTSON. I would like to inform the Minister
that there has been no dredge in King's County, P.E I.,
for the past eleven years. During the fifteen years since
we entered Confederation, the dredge has only Ppent one
summer and part of another in the county of King's, altbough
it is a large county, and bas as mary barbors as any other.
She bas spent nearly all the time in the counties of Prince
and Queen's. I would like to bring to the notice of the
Minister the fact that Murray Harbor, Montague River and
Grand River are very much~in need of dredging. Murray
Harbor lies well up into the County of King's, and a large
amount of shipping is done in it. The river is somewbat
orooked, and it is difficult for small vessels to enter it. Mon-
tague hiver has also a large amount of shipping, and so bas
Grand River. Those rivers are at the east end of the Island
where King's County is, and are the last of the rivers or
harbors that freeze up in the fall, and consequently vessels
are very liable to get frozon in.

Mr. LAURIER. My hon. friend beside me a moment
ago asked the Minister of Public Works, in connection with
this vote for dredging in Nova Seotia, whether ho intended
this year to dredge the harbor of Lunenburg ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I did not hear the hon.
gentleman ask that question. I may say that that harbor
is on the list of those to be examined, to see whether we
can do any dredging there this year out of this vote. 1
cannot say more than that we complote a list of the claims
made, we examine what is wanted and ascertain what can
be doue. For example, if the work on a harbor would cost
$20,000 or $25,000, we could not undertake to carry it out
when 810,000 only was voted for the whole Province, and
therefore we must regulate ourselves according to the
amountvoted. The desire of the Government is to employ
the sum in the best way possible to promote the interests of
the country.

Mr. LAURIER. This is hardly satisfactory to my hon.
friend, who represents that this is not the first time this
matter has been brought to the attention of the Government,
on the contrary it bas been brought up year after year.
Under those circumstances, the hoi. gentleman asked the
Government whether they cannot, before the Session closes,
give a definite answer to bis request.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have taken note of it, and
I will endeavor to give an answer definitely.

Mr. KIRK. I desire to ascertain whether I cannot get a
promise from the Minister to send a dredge to St. Mary's
River, Guysborough County, during the present summer. A
dredge is very much needed there; it was applied for
many years ago, and was recommended by the engineer of
the department. The Government sent one there, but it
was not suitable, and on removing it, they promised they
would send a more suitable dredge. This was in 1872, and
the Government have done nothing since. The trade is
very much hampered in consequence. A steamer which
plies between Halifax and Charlottetown, and is subsidised
by the Local Government, is intended to call at that town,
Sherbrooke; but it cannot call there at low water, and for
that reason there is great necessity for dredging being
done. I know the hon. gentleman will say that ho will send
the dredge where there is the greatest necessity. Now, I
do not know whether ho means necessity of trade or neces-
sity of party, One of the leading Tories in Sherbrooke,
interested in the deepening of the harbor, a few days ago
wrote a letter to a Tory newspaper in Pictou County com-
plaining that the Government had expended $40,00 in
dredging the East River of Pictou while St. Mary's River had
been utterly neglected, and ho charged that the Governmont
had done this in ordor to make it easy for the representative
of Guysborough. I was net aware that the Government ever
took into consideration the case of the member for Guys-
borough. It must have been done for their own convenience
as it was not done for mine, and this Tory writer must bo
mistaken as to the Government's reason for omitting Sher-
brooke and spending all the money at Picton, and, therefore,
in order to gratify this friend of theirs and te benefit the
trade of the jounty of Guysborough, perhaps a dredge will
be sent during the coming summer. Will the Minister
promise ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have taken a note of it.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I desire te eall the attention of
the Minister to two harbors on Lake Erie which have bee n
neglected for a very long time, and te such a great extent
as te render them useless. I have frequently called the Min.
ister's attention te the fact that something should be done
te deepen Port Stanley, a useful harbor, so as te allow vos-
sels when sailing on the lake to be able te make that bar-
bor without running the great risk of rounding the point in
order to get into the harbor. It may, perhaps, be said that
the barbor is under the management of a railway company-
the Great Western, now the Grand Trunk-and that there-
fore the company is responsible for its condition, Whether
they are responsible or net, it is the duty of the Govern-
ment to see that the harbor is placed in a reasonably effl-
cient condition, which they have neglected te do. The Gov-
ernment allowed the London and Port Stanley Railway to
take possession of the harbor. The position of vessels sail-
ing up ard down the lake is a dangerous one at the
point in question, and neglect on the part of the Gov-
ernment in keeping the harbor in proper condition is
an injury te the shipping. Another important harbor is
that of Port Burwell. In 1874 the Government of that day
expended in dredging, and other barber works, 810,000 at
that point. It was then capable of allowing vessels of con-
siderable draught te enter. From that day te this net one
cent has been expended by this Government since 1878, and
the barber has now, te a great extent, filled with sand, and
a bar has stretched across the channel. Why the Govern-
ment should have neglected these harbors I am unable te
say. They may have an object, and they may feel they are
justified in neglecting the interesta of the people
in that section of the country, but the shipping
interests should- be maintained, and vessels should
not be compelled te risk life and property. Vos-
sels coming down the lake in a storm find it impossible
te enter these two harbora on account of their dangerous
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state. Wrecks and loss of life have occurred, and there is
no shelter until they have rounded Long Point. Port Rowan
Barbor is in as bad a condition. The Govern ment have not
spent any money on the harbors along the lake. I have
been asked by the Minister of Public Works to wait and see
the Supplementary Estimates. I have waited, and I have
to call the attention of the House to this matter. If the
Goverument have any interest or any desire to preserve
property and protect life they will send a dredge to the
point I have indicated, and make an effort to place the bar-
bor in an efficient state, which so far they have neglected
to do. I do not expect they will do so, as long as they ro-
main in power. I do not expect anything at their hands,
and I regret it, for the interest of the country requires it;
but the Government are very slow to perform their duty
unless they see there is some political support to be gained
by doing it. I suppose we may expect that when they have
a little advantage to gain they will pay attention to the
wants of the people.

Dredging-Lake Manitoba............................ $15,000

Mr. WATSON. I like to know what part of this appro-
priation is intended to be expended on the White Mud
River ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The appropriation last
year was for the Red River, White Mud River, and German
Lake. We have not decided this year where this sum is to
be employed. That is purely and simply for the work of
the dredges inclusive of tugs, but where they will be put I
am not in a position to say now.

Mr. WATSON. I would direct the attention of the
Minister to the importance of continuing the work on the
bar of the White Mud River at Lake Manitoba. It is the
dredge friestrnan I believe was there. The work is about
half done, and it is very important that this channel should
be widened, as the water is low in the lake, and there is

terre descend en pente vers la rivière à raison d'un pied dans seize, de
sorte qu'une élévation de 10 pieds dans le chenal de la Petite-Décharge
couvrirait seulement une lisière de 160 pieds sur les confins de l'extré-
mité de sa terre.''
I understand that sin ce that time complaint has been laid
before the hon. gentleman not only by Mr. Tremblay but
by several others and as far as I can see the complaint
seems to be well founded. While we have voted money
this year, and last year as well to, erect a pier in certain
localities to protect against inundations, surely if by works
erected by the Government damage is caused (be it ever so
small) and farmers suffer from the inundation it eems to
me to be the duty of the Government that those who suffer
should be compensated for those damages in some way.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. My attention was called to
this within the last four or five months, and I have given
instructions that as soon as we can reach the place at the
proper season we will have the complaints examined into.
If the works are necessary for the object for which they
were buili, then the question will be what compensation
may be given to those mOn, or to any others, who may
suffer by them.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Is there any revenue from
these slides and booms ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.
Mr. WELDON (St. John). How much?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Some give larger revenues

than others. The slides on the Ottawa, on the St. Maurice,
the Saguenay and the tributaries of the Ottawa ail give a
revenue, but the revenue from the Ottawa is by far the
largest.

Roade and Bridges.....................$45,000

Mr. COLTER. I wish to say a few words before these
items are passed. There was an item in the Estimates last
year as follows:-

oniy a smaii channe ior a boat to come into the lake out of To pay one-haîf cost construction of a bridge across the Grand
the river. Last year the dredge was employed between the River at the village of York; the county council of Haldimaud paying
mouth of the river and McCarthy's Landing. It is very the other half."
important that the work should be eontinued at the mouth That vote was made Ist year iu consequence of the damage
of the river, and that the channel now dredged to some that had becu doue by the dammnng et the river at Dunu-
three or four feet should be widened to ensure the safety of ville. It was contended aud conceded that the raisiug of
a boat passing out froin the lake. the river se much at Dunuvilto caused the bridging at York

lides and Booms ........................... .................. $15,000ve, d, therfore, this item of
Slids ad Boms........... ... $5,00 #10,000 was put iu for thq purpose of receupiug the county

Mr. LAURIER. In reference to this, Mr. Chairmancouncil for the extra expense they had been put te, on
there is a matter te which I would cali the attention of the account of this Government work, After thid item had
hou. Min ister. I arn informed-and I received information been put in there were some negotiations botween the
aise by special request te bring tetho attention ef the Gev- ceuty and the Governument, and some inducements were
erumeRt-that in the Saguenay region, about Lake St. John, held eut as I balieve by the Government to the effet that
the stides of the works erected by the Government for float- instead of payirg a lump su for the damages doue te
ing tumber are very advantageeu iudeed te the lumbermenthe county by reason of their having built the bridge
but disastrous te farmers whose lands are inundated by on he river at Cayuga, that the Gover ment weuld build
these works. I find that this complaint ie verified by the the bridge at Yoik, in cnsideratien of the county
report laid upen the Table by the hou, gentleman hiisotf. givibg up any c aims they might have by reason of the ex-
lu tbe French version which I have in my baud there is a ira coast puerecting the two bridges. I would lik te askif
reprt of r. Guérin which substantiates those very c n . this item is te lapse, or if the Goverument has made or
plaints. At page 226 hoe says as followec proposes teaak a grantlu tho Supplemeuary Estinates

sOutre les cinq barragest us-nommés il y en a un autre à la tête de la sufficient tecomplote the bridge. I have moved for the
glissoire de Saint-Jobeph d'Alma, sur la Petite-Décharge. e barrage papers, but they have nt yet been brought down. I
est situé à plusieurs milies en aval du lac et se trouveàenviron 20 pieds believe the hon. Minister did promise some members of the
au-dessous de son niveau. Il n'affecte pas le niveau du lac, mais un couuty council, I do net know but lie premised a publicfermier du nom d'AexisTremblay, de l'île d'tlma, se plaint que ce
barrage refoule les eaux de la Petite-Décharge qui inondent sa terre. meeting as weil, that this would reoive caret ul censidera.
Lorsque je suis allé faire l'examen de cette localité, la crête du barrage tien,sud the peple were led tebetiove that the clamsof
était couverte d'une couhe d'eau de 30 pouces. the ceunty wonld be satisfied this Session. We daim that

Il apsde doute que ce barrage refoule l'eau de la Petite-Dé char- bigmr
ge, etéd 4 : Bon niveau, mais jusqu'à quelles limites M. Tremblay peut-il Aigthinet or than a debt cf long standing which is due
réclamer des dommages, il est difficile de le dire, sans connaître le ni- te the cnutty.lThoh sounty counil built this bridge at
veau de l'eau haute de la localité avant la construction du barrage o yanga, sud raised it about 3 foot, sud the river has been
avantque X. Tremblay possédât sa ferme. Nous n'avons pas de ren:-el-m uch more difflouit te bridge in consequence of the

"neles certains pour nons guider maintenant à ce sujet; mais il est a
manifeste que le montant des dommages doit être peu élevé, puisque la dam at Dnville. This evil husexisted for a long timee

Mir. WILSON (Elgin.)
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and I do not consider it proper that it should continue to
exist any longer.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman has
put the case as it is, no doubt. This sum of s10,000 was put
in the Estimatcs for the purpose stated, to pay one-half the
cost of the construction of a bridge across the Grand River
in the village of York, the County Council of Haldimand
paying the other half. After that was done, the request
was made by the people and the council through the prede-
cessor of the hon. gentleman; and, later on, they spoke of
another project, stating that they had the same rights in
regard to that as in regard to the other. Negotiations
were made and correspondence passed on the basis that
the Government should build one bridge, on the con-
dition that all the claims of the council were to be given Up.
There was nothing put in the Esti mates for this good reason:
that the question was under the consideration of the Govern-
ment, whether we would build one bridge and give up this
item. I am not sure whether it will appear in the Supple-
mentary Estimates, but, at all events, I have not lost sight
of the matter, because I think there is a claim there that
the Government will have to meet.

Mr. COLTER. I was present at a meeting of the county
council within the last ten days, and at that time they were
anxious that this matter should be settled. The project
bas been delayed in consequence of these negotiations, and
the people are suffering by the delay, and i would ask the
hon. Minister to facilitate the matter as much as possible.

Mr. WATSON. I would like to call the attention of the
hona Minister of Public Works to the importance of assist.
ing two bridges across the Assiniboine River. There is no
vote in these Estimates for them, but I hope the hon. Min.
ister will place one in the Supplementary Estimates.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Representations have been
made, petitions have been sent, and letters have been re-
ceived from the parties interested in these bridges, and the
matters are now engaging my attention.

Mr. McMULLEN. I find by a return which I hold in
my hand that the sum of $3,751 has been spent in front of
the new building on Wellington street, in the city of
Ottawa, since the 30th of June last, and that the sum of
$7,633 were spent on roads immediately in the vicinity of
the Parliament Buildings last year. This appears to me to
be a very large expenditure, and I would like to hear what
explanation the Minister has to give.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The road from one end to
the other had to be put in proper order. We had to put
new metal on it, and raise it. Then we had a special vote
for paving that portion of the street between the east side
of Elgin street and the west side of Metcalfe street. That
has been paved with cedar blocks, and we think it will be a
permanent improvement. As yet we have had only a few
months experience of it, but we hope that by next spring
our experience of the four seasons will show us whether or
not the experiment is a proper one. The officers entrusted
with the care of making that improvement studied the
different qualities of pavements, and they were of opinion
that this would be the best under the circumstances.

Mr. McMULLEN. If that was in the interest of the en-
tire Province, to experiment as to the best material to use
in a road, it would be no harm. But I can well remember
that prior te the erection of the building the road was in
just about as good condition as it is to-day. I would like to
know what has been done with the material which was
taken away from the road.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That was used in other por-
tions of the road. The block pavement was also considered
the best for deadening the noise of vehicles passing over
the road in front of the new public building.

Mr. McMULLEN. I also notice by this return that
there were two clerks in charge of this work, one at 82.50
a day, and another at $90 a month. I would like to know
why it was necessary to keep two clerks in charge of that
work.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. One man was required to
look after the portion of the work that we made just oppo-
site the new building. We required a special man to be there,
and the other man was sent from one end of the road to the
other to look after the work.

Telegraph Lines ....... $....$8,300

Mr. LAURIER. Is this line towards Point aux Esqui-
maux completed ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is not. We have had it
under construction for several years and will continue the
work for a few years more, but the intention is to submit
to my colleagues a scheme to complete the line to a certain
point on the coast, and then cross over by cable to Anticosti,
where we have land lines. These land lines will bring us
to the east end of Anticosti where, if the cable which is
spoken of to be completed from Great Britain to the coast
of Labrador is built, we might join that cable by one of our
cwn to that point. when these lines on the nor th coast and
from one end to the other will become competing lines.
That matter is now under consideration, and I am not in a
position to say how far we may ask this in the Supplement-
ary Estimates.

Mr. LAURIER. How many miles were built last year ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Foi ty-one miles, and to the

end of 1887, 365f miles.

Experimental Farm-Building, Fencing, &c.... $30,000

Mr6 McMULLEN. How much has been expended
altogether on that farm-lands, buildings and all ?

Mr. CARLING. I have a return here showing the cost
of construction of the buildings to 20th February, 1889.
Total cost of buildings $72,874. I did not expect this ques-
tion to come up, and have consequently not the other items.

Mr. McMULLEN. The expenditure in connection with
this farm has been somewhat extravagant, and we have a
right to know what amount has been so far expended on the
whole. We have no desire to offer any opposition to any
necessary expenditure, but I have looked over the item, and
it appears to me there must be something over $209,000
spent in connection with that farm.

Mr. CARLING. I think the hon. gentleman is mistaken.
The total cost, when completed, of the several works, the
expenses of the land, buildings, implements, &c., will not
exceed $250,000. In Ontario, on the farm at Guelph, up to
the present, the expenditure has been over $400,000. I am
quite sure we will keep within the estimate.

Mr. MoMULLEN. But the number of acres is larger in
Ontario than here ?

Mr. CARLING. No; we bave here about 500 acres. In
Guelph they have 5â0 acres.

Mr, McMULLEN. But the experimental farm in Ontario
is much longer in existence than ours. If the hon. gentle-
man will look he will find that when it was in exis-
tence two or three years nothing like $250,000 was spent
on it.

Mr. CARLING. The total expenditure up to the present
is 8750,000, including capital expenditure.

Mr. MOMULLEN. That model farm at Guelph has been
in existence for twelve or fifteen years, and they have had
some buildings twice burned down. I have looked over the
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items in connection with this model farm, and I think there gavD tho names of same of the best farmere in different coun-
are some very extravagant items there. ties, the bulletins would be sent to them. I sent in a

Mr. CARLING. Will the hon. gentleman name the numbr of names, of farmers in my county, and two or three
items? times the bulletins were sent out te tbem, but thon they

were diiecontinuod. I think it is a Wise provision of the
Mr. McMULLEN. Well, there are some items in 00f Government to send these bulletins ont, and cnmuet say that

nection with the purohase of horses that seem to me to be I think the farmers found the was a great deal of useful
very extravagant. I would remind the hon. gentleman information givon in these bulletins.
that if increases of this kind are to be made from year to
year, as they have been made in connection with immigra- bullCinsIu .aTyer. Tere me onvrimortant
tion, the result would be just as bad.bultn sudlt erTeei oevyim rattion th reuit oui bejuetas ad.bulletin now issuod which will h. placed in the hande of

Mr. CARLING. There is not a horse on the farm that members to-morrow, and aiheso bulletins wili be sent to
cannot be sold to morrow for the amount which we paid for the gentlemen my bon. friend (Mr. Campbell) refors to.
it. Mr CAMPBELLtI nderstout that the bwrt n the

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Then the hon. gentle-
man must be the best jockey in Canada. I have owned a
good many horses, but I never got one that I could sell for
the price I gave for it.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Does this vote cover all the
farms ?

Mr. CARLING. Yes.
Mr. FISHER. Upon what farms and buildings is this

$30,000 to be expended ?
Mr. CARLING. It will be divided between the Central

Farm and the other four farma stations.
Mr. FISHER. What buildings will be put up on the

Central Farm ?
Mr. CARLING. I think there is to be an implement

house and perhaps another smail house for a laboring man.
I think that is about all.

MKr. FISHER. Iow much of this money will beo spent
on the Central Farm ?

Mr. CARLING. I find I have not got that information
here.

Mr. GILLMOR. Can the bon. gentleman state about
how many horses are employed on this farm during the
summer ?

Mr. CARLING. I think fourteen horses.

Mr. GILLMOR. What is done with them in the winter ?
Mr. CARLING. They have been employed all the

winter hauling manure for the Corporation of Ottawa.
Mr. FISHER. How much is to be expended on the In-

dian Head Farm in Manitoba?
Mr. CARLING. An estimate bas been made, but the

contract is not yet let.
Mr. FISHER. How much is to be expended on the farm

in Nova Scotia ?
Mr. CARLING. Some portion of the amount is to com-

plete the building in Nova Seotia.
Mr. FISHER. Are the buildings on the other farms to

be erected for the same purposes as those in the Central
Farm here ? Ie the Minister going to keep cattle and stock
at the other farms as well ?

Mr. CARLING. Not to the same extent. Here we have
a laboratory, a green-house, a propagating bouse, and other
buildings, but on the other farin we will not have a neces,
sity for those buildings. There will probably be three or
four bouses required at the different farm stations.

Mr. FISHER. l it intended to keep stock at the diffe-
rent stations ?

Mr. CARLING. Yes.
Mr. CAMPBELL. Last year, Prof. Saunders promised

that he would issue bulletins, and he offered that, if we
Mr. MOMULLEN.

.-.---------- "

issued once a month.

Mr. CA RLING. No; no special time was arranged, but
they are issued as occasion requires.

Mr. McMULLEN. On referen ce to the Auditor Gen.
eral's Report, I find that there was paid for a pair of heavy
draft horses $550, for a dark chestnut horse 8250, for a
light chestnut horse $235, and for another span of heavy
draft horses $500, making in all about $81,500 for six horses.
That appears to me to be a very heavy expenditure for
horses on that farm.

Mr. CARLING. The hon. gentleman may think that is
a high price to pay for horses, but it is considered advisable
to have heavy draft horses for that farm. It is more ad.
vantageous to have horses weighing not less than 1,400
or 1,500 ibs. than lighter, and to get sound young horses
of that character you have to pay that price. lu fact, it is
very difficult to get then even at that price. If the bon.
gentleman goes to the farm and sees the horses which have
been purchased at that price, I am sure he will agree with
me that they can be sold to-morrow for the prices we have
given for them.

Mr. FISHER. I think there is one fact which is not
conducive to economy on this farm, and that is that, while
it was stated that we were to expend $17,000 last year for
a barn to accommodate cattle and stock, there are no cattle
or stock on the farn yet, and that barn bas not been of any
use. Of course, there is no use crying over spilt milk, but
I think the Minister would have done well to accept my
advice to hasten slowly and not to be in such a hurry to
expend so much money on buildings which have not yet
been used. The result of this haste in the expenditure has
been that the buildings have cost more than was necessary
or advisable, and I hope the Minister will take warning,
and, in regard to the other farms where he is now proceed-
ing to erect barns, that ho will look closely into the matter
and not erect expensive buildings until ho bas proved the
usefulness of these. I understand that hoeis proposing to
establish stock at the different farms throughout the coun-
try. If it is not considered advisable to establish stock
bore, I think the Minister had better wait and try the
experiment, first, at the Central Farm, and se.
what utility the country may obtain from that
before ho establishes stock on the other farms.
My own impression is that for some time to come the
Minister has on hand quite enough without making experi-
monts with stock, until he bas shown ho is able to carry on
experiments in other things; ho had botter not go into any
further expenditure until ho bas proved the utility of the
work ho bas already done. I bave always thought fri-om
the commencement that there was a great deal of unneces-
sary expenditure in regard to the buildings, and that the
idea of stock keeping on these farms was not a practical
idea, and that the experiments which would result from the
keeping of a large stock on two different farms, would not
warrant the expenditure. I believe if it is neoessary at
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all to try experiments in stock, only a few head should
be kept, and they should be kept in small buildings,
because the experiments would thon be just as important
and just as useful as if they were tried upon a larger scale.
If the Minister undertakes to erect buildings on these other
farms, and especially to build them through the architecte
of the Public Works Department, if we are to judge by their
buildings on the Central Farm, he will find himself landed
in an unnecessary expenditure which will not redound to
the credit of his department, or to the advantage of the
farming community.

Mr. CARLING. I do not think there bas been any ex-
travagance in the erection of the barn and the stable on the
Central Experimental Farm hore. I think the barn is one
of the best in the country, substantial and well built. We
require a great deal of barn room for the crops of the farm,
and this last year it was completely filled from the barn floor
to the attic, indeed there was not room enough. With regard
to the purchasing of stock, we are not yet prepared to do so.
We have only had the farm two years; it has been cleared,
drained and cultivated, and we have been putting it into
good order. I think the hon, gentleman, as a practical
farmer, would not want me to keep stock without some
pasturing on the farm. We have none yet, but we expect
to have. We are building a silo this year for the purpose
of saving the corn grown on the farm. At the same time
we want a pasture, and we shall have one in a short time.
I think the small amount of interest that is lost on the
expenditure on the barn, will not be felt by the country.
When we constructed that barn we had to make a good
foendation, and the basement is ready for the stock when-
ever the farm is ready for it. In regard to the other farms,
we are not putting up anything like as expensive barns
upon them as we have done bore, and it is not intended to
go into any great expense in stock-raising on these farms-
only to purchase a small number at the start. I dare say we
may not purchase any stock for the outside farms this year,
but we shall make the experiment at the Central Farm and
then extend it to the other farms.

Mr. GILLKMOR. I had the pleasure of seeing that barn,
and it is one of the most beautiful barns that I ever saw. I
was struck with one thing, and that was the very nice floor
which was beautifully planed, but I could not see the pro-
priety of planing a barn floor to be used for carts and to be
trodden on by horses with iron corks.

Mr. FISHER. I must differ with the Minister with
regard to the expensive character of the barn. I think it
is a very expensive building. It as a wonderfally sub-
stantial foundation, and the Minister might put ton times
as much crop into the barn as ho did last year, without its
having any effect upon the foundation. He says ho does
not see how ho could keep stock until ho bas a pasture, and
he also says that ho filled his barns to overflowing last year.
He might feod out bis crop in the barn, and then ho would
not have to spend so much money in drawing manure from
the city.

Mr. CARLING. We exchange the straw for manure, or
we sell the straw, and we pay a very small price for the
manure from the city. We have had six pairs of horses
hauling manure all winter.

Mr. FISHER. It may be the Minister got a very high
price for bis straw, and paid a very small price for lis
manure. But I fancy he had to pay for drawing his straw
into the city, and ho had to pay for drawing his manure
out of the city, and if he had kept an account of that I
think ho would have found himseolf at the wrong end of the
horn at the end of the transaction. Here is an enormous
expenditure put on that barn which has not been utilised
by the keeping of stock upon the farm. I pointed out to
the Minister, when ho was building that barn, that ho
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ought to have gone.to work upon it slowly, and taken suf-
ficient time to be able to modify his plans, if it was found
desirable. A few minutes ago he gave me the extent of
his modification, He says he is going to build a silo this
year. If he had built his barn more deliberately he might
have built the silo in the barn, and much more economical
than by erecting another building for the silo,

Mr. CARLING. We would not have had so much room
in the barn.

Mr. FISHER. Then you could have built the silo in the
barn all at onoe much botter than you could put it into
another barn. Now, I would like to know what the Minister
is going to do with the ensilage that he takes out of this
silo. I do not think he will be able to sell that ensilage-
at any rate I never knew of ensilage as an article of com.
merce in this country.

Mr. CARLING. It depends upon how many cattle we
winter here, and it depends upon the size of the silo. We
intend to keep stock the coming season.

Mr. FIS HER. Do you provide any sum for the purchase
of that stock ?

Mr. CAR LING. No.
Mr. FISHER. Then how are you going to get your

stock ?
Mr. CARLING. I say no, because it will be taken out

of the general vote, and not out of this vote.

Mr. FISHER. Thon the Minister is to have a general
vote out of which lie can draw for any object he pleases ?

Mr. CARLING. I may purchase a few cattle out of the
vote that has already been granted.

Mr. FISHER. You propose to foed the ensilage to half
a dozen head of cattle, or a dozen head ?

Mr. CARLING. It depends upon the number of cattle.
If we construct this silo it will be made sufficiently large
for the number of cattle we intend to winter,

Mr. FISHER. Then I hope the Minister will take good
care to consult some farmer who understands the ensilage
question, and the building of silos, and not trust to the ar-
chitects of his department in such matters; because if ho
does ho will find himself at the end of the season in a posi-
tion either that ho will not have ensilage for his cattle, or
ho will not have cattle for his ensilage. The Minister said
the barn had been economically built, but there were dozons
of others of equal accommodation that had cost less than
half.

Mr. CARLING. Not so substantially built.
Mr. FISHER. Perhaps so, but I hold that an immense

amount of money has been absolutely thrown away on the
foundation.

Mr. CARLING. A good deal has been said about the
cost of the barn. Is the hon. gentleman aware that the
estimate taken for a new barn at the Guelph Farm, to
replace one burnt, is $20,000 ?

Mr. FISHER. I do not know the capacity of the barn.
There were about 100 head of cattle kept there, and the
Minister is talking about keeping from 6 to 10 next winter.

Mr. CARLING. We have accommodation for about 70
head.

Mr. FISHER. Bat you have not 70 head there.

Mr. CARLING. We will get them by degrees.
Mr. FISHER. In the meantime the barn is useless. It

must, moreover, be remembered that there is an agricul-
tural colloge at Guelph in connection with the Model Farm.
The Guelph Farm has been in existence 15 years, and
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during that time large expenses have been going on whieh
are included in the amount to which the hon. gentleman
has alluded as the price the barn is to cost. There is no foun-
dation on which to make a comparison, and we cannot
judge from the statements given by the Minister of
Agriculture.

Mr. Ma &IULLEN. In the Auditor General's Report there
is an item of $5,100, water supply from Ottawa. I find on
the next page $20,000 paid for farm laborers, ditching, &c.,
and toi teams and men $5,000, altagether $25,000. Is it
necessary to expend this money to obtain water, and is it
not possible to obtain water on the farm?

Mr. CARLING. We made an arrangement in the same
way as the Guelph Farm did with the city of Guelph. The
Guelph Farm made an arrangement to have the city water
main taken to the farm, three miles distant, and they paid
about the same money as we have been obliged to pay. We
found it difficult to get water at the farm without great ex.
pense of digging, and it was cheaper to get it fron the city
We made an arrangement to carry out the main pipes for
$4,000, and to supply the water to different buildings and
have hydrants for fire protection. Altogether the cost will
be 85,000.

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). What do you pay the city
annually ?

Mr. CARLING. The arrangement is 8 cents per 1,000
Imperial gallons.

Mr. FISHER, The Minister has stated that they bought
manure very cheaply at $1 a load.

Mr. CARLING. We paid that before we had our own
horses, waggons and sleds; now we get it at about 40 cents
a load.

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). With respect to the item of
$1,000, National Art Gallery, I would ask whether the
amount has been spent on the building or in adding to the
collection ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is to keep up the rooms,
pay the officer who looks after the pictures and the mes-
senger or guardian of the premises. Any balance is em.
ployed in purchasing a picture, if one is found satisfactory.
We had a couple of pictures at the recent exhibition, and
they are being examined to see if we should purchase
them.

Maintenance and Repairs of Government Steamers...$137,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Perhaps the hon, gentle-
man would state why he requires the additional $7,000 or
88,000.

Mr. TUPPER. The additional amount is for the steamer
Druid. Certain portions of the machinery have broken
down, being worn out, and it is necessary to make repairs.
The reduction of $8,000 from $8145,000 to $137,000, is in con-
sequence of the changed intention respecting the use of the
Stanley. The additional 87,000 is in connection with the
repairs of the steamer Druid.

Mr. WELSH. I heard from a deputy minister in the
hon. gentleman's department that they intended to convert
the Druid into a screw ice boat. I would ask if that is a
fact ?

Mr. TUPPER. The cylinder, piston and cross head of
this steamer have been quite worn out, and she being at
present consuming a large amount of coal, the nautical
adviser and the inspector have suggested that instead of
replacing that portion of the machinery it would be a large
saving to convert the Druid into a screw steamer, so
that she would not only do the service more quiekly an d
efficiently but also consume a good deal less coal. As the

Mr. Fisnaa.

bon. gentleman knows we could not do without a steamer
in her place and a large saving will be effected from this
aonversion, instead of abandoning the Druid and substi-
tuting a new boat at the cost of 8100,000.

Mr. WELSH. The hon. gentlemen opposite laughed
when I asked this question, but I think they will all ac-
knowledge now that it is a very relevant question. I heard
this stated, and the hon. Minister has now acknowledged
it, and that was the reason I asked the question. I can
tell the Minister that $?0,000 will not make those changes
he speaks of, and that they could build a better boat than
ever the Druid will be when completed for half the
money. At all events that is my opinion. I asked the ques-
tion and I presume I had a right to do so.

Mr. AMYOT. In reference to this item of $6,000 for the
examination of masters and mates, I wish to ask if there is
any of the vote for the Quebec School of Navigation.

Mr. TUPPER. There is no inerease or charge contem-
plated in tonnection with this vote. It is the ordinary
vote.

Mr. AMYOT. Is it not the intention of the Government
to grant something to the Que bec School of Navigation this
year ?

Mr. TUPPER. At present I am not aware of any inten-
tion of that kind.

Mr. AMYOT. It would be a very important matter to
assist this school, because we could turn out some good cap-
tains there.

Mr. TUPPER. The subject bas not come before me at
all since I have been connected with the department.

Mr. AMYOT. J bring the matter to the attention of the
hon. gentleman now, and I hope he will inaugurate a new
era in this respect.

Wrecks, collection of information relating to dis-
asters to shipping..................,................., $1,500

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Last year i brought to the
attention of the House the desirability of the Government
taking charge of all investigations connected with disasters
to shipping. I pointed out that when often these accidents
occur, as they very frequently do, not only by carelessness
but also from design, that the underwriters have great diffi-
culty in dealing with the masters, and on many occasions
they have been convinced in their own mind that there was
an actual intention to cast the vessel away, that in some
instances they have gone to the length of resting a case
against the officer on their information of suspicion. In one
or two instances, through some technical law points, they
have failed in getting a conviction and the masters
have threatened the underwriters with an action for
defamation of character. These investigations can only be
properly undertaken by the Government, and in my opinion
they should be undertaken by the Government. Every loss
that occurs should be investigated by the Government and
the masters and parties connected with it should be properly
dealt with. Until that is done, we shall never have that
carefulness which is necessary among our coasting and sea-
going vessels generally. I think it would be highly proper
for the Government to take that matter in hand and to pro-
vide themselves with authority to investigate every loss,
and deal with it according to the evidence that mnay
be laid before the court of enquiry : punishing a master, if
there is thought to be wilful negligence, by the suspension
of his certificate (if e has one), or otherwise rendering
him incapable of taking command of a vessel. Or, in case
of proved design to wreck bis vessel and lose the property,
to deal with him in a criminal manner. It is one of those
points which the mercantile community feel very strongly
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about, and I hope the Government will consider it and deal
with it this year as the public interest demands.

Mr. TUPPER. I shall certainly take that matter into
consideration and bring it before the attention of the Gov-
ernment. At first blush it strikes me that if we go through
this, further than enquiring into the conduct of the master
and mate which leads to the cancellation of his certificate,
it might involve a much wider question. I merely express
without mature deliberation the idea that when it comes to
the enforcement of the criminal law it would widen into a
question as to the responsibility of the Federal and Local
Governments in the administration of the crininal law. It
may be there can be found a distinction in connection with
those maritime matters.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The Minister will remomber that
the Government have undertaken this in certain cases, and
I only wish that the extension of this same principle would
apply to this.

Mr. TUPPER. I certainly will consider that.

Montreal and Quebec River and Water Police......... $10,000

Mr. ELLIS. I called attention to this vote last year. It
does not seem fair that one or two ports in the Dominion
should have the police supported at the expense of the other
portions of the country, which have also charges entailed
upon the local authorities by reason of the faet of their
having a marine force. I think there is a small tax levied
on the ports of Montreal and Quebec, but the amount of
revenue received is not equal to one-half of that expended.
It certainly is a very urjust thing to ports like St. John and
Halifax that the local authorities there have to provide this
service, and that Montreal and Quebec should have an ad.
vantage over them in that respect.

Mr. TUPPER. I may state that this matter has been
carefully considered by the Government since the Estimates
were brought down. Recognising that the expenditure
under this head had exceeded the receipts from the tax on
shipping which is levied at the ports of Montreal and Que.
bec, the arguments to which the hon, gentleman has
alluded have been considered sufficiently strong to induce
the Government to reduce the expenditure to the amount
realised from the tax, and if the House insists, I will reduce
that vote now; but we are dealing somewhat suddenly
with this vote, which has been granted year after year;
and as the tax still exists, and the necessity of employing
the force still remains, it might embarrass the Government
to reduce the vote at once. As the matter has gone on
since 187 in this way, I think the House might accept the
proposition I make, with a full sense of its responsibility,
that an effort will be made to bring the expenditure within
the vote.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the amount of
the tax ?

Mr. TUPPER. The receipts at Montreal amounted in the
last fiscal year to 69,624, and at Quebec to $11,447. Of
course there is a very large over-expenditure, as the hon,
gentleman will see, but a great many arrangements will
have to be made in the coming season to bring the expen-
diture down.

Mr. JONES (Halifax.) I would be disposed to accept
the suggestion of the hon. Minister if he could give us a
more positive assurance. HeI said every effort would be
made. That is hardly an assurance that they intend to re-
duce the expenditure under all circumstances.

Mr. TUPPER. I wonld consent to a reduction of $15,000
at once, if that would suit the hon. gentleman, which would
leave me a certain margin, with the understanding that an

effort is to be made to bring the expenditure within the
receipts.

Mr. LOVITT. I hope the hon, gentleman does not pro-
pose to raise the dues on shipping.

Mr. TUPPER. No, not at all.

Maintenance and Repairs to lights, fog-whistles,
buoys and beacons, and humane establish-
m ente....... ....................... ..............-- $ ,000

Sir RICHIARD CARTWRIGHiT. I see that thore is a
nominal reduction of $42,000, but I also see that last year
the expenditure for this service was only $263,000. s that
824,000 more appear to be wanted for 1889, than were spent
in 1888.

Mr. TUPPER. The hon. gentleman will recollect that
all along there bas been a very wide margin allowed in con-
nection with this service. I, in my humble judgment, be-
lieved the margin to be entirely too large, judging from the
agent's estimates and the expenditure of the past few
years; and, in view of that fact, instead of asking Parlia-
ment for the ordinary vote, I have brought it somewhat
down, although I have still left a good margin in case of
emergencies occurring, because in services having so wide
a range we cannot fix the exact amount we might require.

Mr. EISENIIAUER. I wish to call the attention of the
Minister to a petition which I think was presented to the
department three years ago asking for an automatic buoy
to be placed at the eastern entrance of Lunenberg. Vessels
engaged in fishing passing in and out of the harbor go by
the eastern way, and there is no light on the mainland to
guide them ; there have been several vessels wrecked there
in the last fcw years. The said buoy would not cost very
much, and I hope the hon. gentleman will not forget to
have one placed there during the coming season.

Mr. TUPPER. Since the hon. gentleman spoke to me
of this the other day, I have looked into the matter, and
find that Mr. Kaulbach pressed the Government very
urgently with reference to this. From a hasty exami-
nation of the papors submitted by the hon. gentleman I
certainly think there was a necessity in that very import-
ant harbor for the automatic buoy. I have not had time
to go through all the papers which are very voluminous,
including the hon. gentleman's correspondence and the
correspondence of Mr. Kaulbach.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is there any reduction
likely to be made in the cost of the service?

Mr. TUPPER. I think so.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There is as a matter
of fact no reduction in the cost of the service for lighthouse
and coast service. The total for 1888 is given at $489,000,
which allows a margin of some $30,000 for this year. I do
not object to a reasonable margin but what I want to under-
stand is that there is no difference practically, and that the
expenditure of the hon. gentleman is the same as that of
his predecessor. Yet the bon, gentleman gave us to under-
stand that there would be a saving of $50,000 in the depart.
ment.

Mr. TUPPER. I hope so. I will explain how this will
come about. I claim no particular credit of my own part
for any saving. I have been too short a time in the de.
partment to make great reforms, but my predecessors had
gradually reached this point in connection with the expen-
diture of these enormous sums. I will just allude to con-
siderable changes in the style of our estimates as the hon.
gentleman will see a little later on. There is a large decrease
and some increases under some heads, and the endeavor
of the department has been, with considerable success, to
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not take as large a vote and restrict the power and author-
ity of many agents, who were allowed considerable latitude
in times gone by and who were not very careful in
watching the expenditure. Though the total vote may
not show in round numbers an actual decrease, I
think I could explain in going over many of the
details that there has been a saving in the ordinary charges.
We are increasing every year the number of buoyd and
beacons, and ligbts, and so on; and by watching this expen-
diture more closely and centralising the supervision, there
is every indication that we will save considerable money.
I stated on the authority of the officers of my department
that the result already was such as to show a saving of
850,000 a year, not $50,000 lesa than the vote taken the
year before, but 850,000 less than we would have voted had
we proceeded at the rate we did formerly.

Sir RICIIARD CARTWRIGHT. I will not discuss that
point just now, but wait until we see next year. I notice
that the Cape Raee light, $7,000, was struck out. Have we
ceased to use that ?

Mr. TUPPER. That is included in the bulk vote, and I
might have claimed that as one of the reasons for still
increasing the charge in the general sum. We have taken
over that light, and instead of asking the House to vote a
sum separately, we insert it in the general vote of mainte-
nance. The accounts next year will show we received
$100,000 from the British Government in connection with
our assumption of management of that light.

Sir RICHIARD CARTWRIGHT. When did you receive
the 8100,000?

Mr. TUPPER. Some time in January, or perhaps later.
Mr. RISENHAUER. The lighthouse in the County of

Lunenburg at Mahone Bay was burnt down in 1887, and
there is nothing now to replace it. but a lantern hung on a
pole. The number of vessels going in and out of that port
is increasing very considerably.

Mr. TUPPER. I will take a note of that.
Mr. ROBERTSON. What were the reasons for closing

the light at Little Sand Bay ?

Mr. TUPPER. It was in consequence of the report from
the agent, and I think from the commander of one of the
cruisers, that this place was so filled up with sand that it
was impossible for vessels of ordinary draft to have access
to it.

Mr. EISENHAUER. It is a bold shore and consequently
could not fill up with sand.

Mr. TUPPER. The depth of the water was represented
to me by the officer at Prince Edward Island, and, I think,
by the commander of the cruiser as somewhat below four
feet.

Mr. ROBE RTSON. There was a breakwater built there
for the accommodation of the shore fisheries, and there was
a light placed there by the Local Government before we
entered Confederation. It has been very inconvenient since
that light has been removed.

Mr. TUPPER. I understand that, but we have refused
constantly to keep up lights of that kind, though they
might be of benefit to the fishermen and small boats; but,
in view of the reports as to the boats which bave access to
this place, it seemed to me that it would be unfair to main-
tain this light and pay the salary of a man there from year
to year. 1 can give the hon. gentleman the reports to look
over if he desires.

Mr. ROBERTSON. I should not think the expense
would be very great, and this being a bold shore, I think it
is of as much service as the harbor lights.

Mr. TUPPER.

Meteorological Service.......... e........... ..... ...... $56,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How far north has this
service been carried up to the present time?

Mr. TUPPER. I think Edmonton is the farthest point
north.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. And how many points
are there on that lino of latitude ?

Mr. TUPPER. I must confess that this is a branch of
the department in regard to which I cannot give the details,
but I think there is only one.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I pi esume that any of
these points would be of little practical value unless they
were connected by telegraph, but I have been informed by
some of the authorities at Washington that, if it was in any
way possible to connect our system with some of the stations
they have recently established in Alaska, the value of our
service would be enormously increased. I should like to
know if it would be possible for the Goverument to take
any stops in that direction?.

Mr. TUPPER. Mr. Carpmael, the superintendent of that
service, has, for some time, been considering the question
of the extension of the system in regard to British Columbia
and Manitoba and the North-West Territories, particularly
as to the issue of the probabilities, as there is a strong local
demand for that. The only question that has embarrassed
ns is making the necessary telegraphie arrangements with
the companies, and the sums that have been named up to
the present time have been so enormous that I have not felt
warranted in asking Parliament to vote the amount re-
quired,

Mr. FOSTER. We have many correspondent stations
north of Edmonton, at the Hudson's Bay posts, but they are
not telegraphie stations, and the information has to be sent
by mail. That has been the course for years past.

Mr. ELLIS. If a system of exchange could be adoptei
with the United States, it would be of great advantage to
the Eastern Provinces. I believe the American system
ends at the St. Croix River. - The Toronto probabilities are
of very little value in reference to eastern storms. If the
whole of the eastern coast could be warned from Washing-
ton by some arrangement for an exchange, we would get
great value from such an arrangement.

Mr. TUPPER. I will bring that to the attention of the
director of the service, Mr. Carpmael, and see if it is
possible to make such an arrangement.

Mr. PRIOR. Was I right in understanding the Minister
of Marine to say that he understood the necessity of extend.
ing the meteorological service to British Columbia ? It is
of the utmost importance, in view of the vast amount of
shipping we have there, that it should be extended, and it
would save a great many valuable lives and a great deal of
property.

Mr. TUPPER. Of courte, if the service is to be main-
tained at all, it must ultimately cover the whole of the
Dominion of Canada as far as possible, and the only thing
which blocks our way at present is the very important ques-
tion of cost. We have been dealing with that for some time
past, but we have reached no resuit up to the present which
would justify us in asking Parliament to vote the money
requiredi

Marine and Immigrant Hospital, Quebec.............. $15,000

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Why does the Government
require seven medical men at the Marine Hospital at
Quebec ?

Mr. TUPPER. A good many of these are only nominal,
and are paid very emall amounts. There is one resident
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physician there, Dr. Catellier, and we are making a reduc-
tion in a vote which has been in the Estimates, as I under-
stand, right along. The expenditure has been and is ont of
proportion to the number of men who are properly charge-
able to this fund, and we are now endeavoring to grapple
with that matter and to expend only so much as we are
bound to expend. The number of officers is due to the tact
that this property was handed over before Confederation as
a trust for this purpose, and these trustees and commis-
sioners have received a nominal salary from the time of
Confederation to the present day. It is now the idea of the
Government not to replace these officers as the offices
become vacant, and to reduce the expenditure as fast as
possible.

Mr. MITCHELL. I may say, as having had some ex-
perience with the Marine Hospital at Quebec, that my hon.
friend will do good service to the country by giving the
matter his most diligent attention, and he will find that he
will be able to reduce very largely this sum of $15,000.

Mr. TUPPER. I think we can, even this year. •
Mr. MITCHELL. Under the old régime, when we came in-

to Confederation, we left things as they were, becanse there
were five or six hundred vessels coming into the harbor at
Quebec in the course of two months. Now, the number is
very much reduced, and the necessity of maintaining that
staff at the hospital no longer exists. I think my hon.
friend will be able to reduce that sum by one half. I am
speaking now in the presence of the hon. gentleman who
always looks after the interests of Quebec, the Minister of
Public Works, It is very rarely that I say anything against
Quebec, but I must say in relation to this Marine Hospital
that when the tonnage has been reduced so enormously,
when business is almost extinct, and when the large fleet
of three or four hundred vessels that we have seen there
at one time has been reduced to 20, or 30, or 40, I think
the Minister of Marine will see the propriety of impressing
upon the Minister of Public Works the necessity of letting
him put the pruning knife into the Marine Hospital. I
know the Minister of Marine is anxious to do what is right,
and I know the difficulty he has to contend with when he
attempts to cut anything down in Quebece, and I say this in
order to strengthen his hands.

Marine Hospitals in Provinces of Quebec, Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island
and British Columbia................. $30,000

Mr. ELLIS. I desire to call the attention of the Minis-
ter of Marine to the condition of the Marine Hospital in
St. John, the management of which is disgraceful to the
country. In regard to finances I dare say for the last two
years the expenditure is less than the receipte. But it has
been shown during the year that the patients are practically
starved in that institution. The diet table is one wholly
unfit for men who are sick or even convalescent. At one
time during the year two seamen from the hospital came to
my office with the dinner provided for them, and I can say
to the Minister as a matter of absolute fact that the pota.
toes were not fit to be eaten by well men, much less by men
who are supposed to be sick. The meat they brought to
me, while it was sweet enough, while thoy might cut it
very well at sea when men were working, with their teeth,j
it certainly could not be eaten in any place where men
were being treated for sickness. There is no attendance.
The men are not attended to by any person except the
keeper. They are farmed out at 83 a head to this keeper,
whose business it is to expend as little as possible
for the money he receives. The attendance is almost en-
tirely of the sick people themselves upon themselves. The,
allowance which is given to the keeper for engineering, ori
for fire, practically goes into his own pocket. He bires no
effective help. The food that is sent by charitable people

around the city, as a matter of kindness to these sibk men,
is very often taken possession of by the keeper himself,
under the plea that the doctor muet know what sort of food
is given to the people. I have the diet table here to which
I will cali the attention of the House. For breakfast, one
pint of tea, eight ounces of bread, one ounce of butter. There
is an alternate of porridge and milk. If a man takes por-
ridge and milk ho is not allowed tea and bread and butter.
There is no coffee, no chocolate, noue of those nourishing
things, and no fruit at all. Dinner consists of beef, potatoes
and soup, except on Friday, when there is codfish and pota-
toes. No tea, no liquid of any kind at the dinner. Supper
is precisely the same as breakfast. There is an allowance
of roast lamb or veal on Sunday, but no desert of any kind
at any time.

Mr. DAVIN. That is the best régime

Mr. ELLIS. Provided that it was eatable. My hon.
friend while in his usual health, no doubt, could eat the
very toughest beef in the North-West, but if he was a sick
man in the St. John hospital he couli not eat the beef pro.
vided in that institution. The great trouble is that there is
no supervision over the hospital. The hospital came into
the charge of this Government at Confederation; it lad
been established by the Provincial Government, and there
were commissioners who acted from month to month as an
act of grace in visiting the institution and looking after it.
Now that has been done away with entirely, no new com-
missioners were appointed, the old ones have no power, and
consequently the institution has practically gone to the bad.
The old physician, Dr. Botsford, a man who stooi very high
in his profession, went there largely as a matter of love, and
I think that while he was alive the institution was in better
condition than it is now. Since his death the physician
appointed has other duties to perform, and he cannot visit
the hospital when lie is suddenly called upon, and although
he as an assistant getting additional pay, it sometimes
happens that the owners of vessels or the agents of vessels
take a man to the hospital requiring early treatment,
and i lias to lie there three or four hours before
he can get medical attendance, and then perhaps another
medical man has to be called in. I am satisfied that
the Minister of Marine himself, who appears to be a
very humane man, if h. knew the facts of the case, would
not allow anything of that kind te continue. The facts are
so glaring that they were stated openly in the public prints,
and the Government organ at St. John dispatched its re-
porter to view the place. I can furnish the Minister
with his report if he desires to see it, and I can furnish
to him the names of responsible persons in St. John who
are quite willing to corroborate the statements made. The
reporter found the place was very dirty. He found
in the kitchen dead rats lying about the fio _r, and he makes
the sharp remark that they evidently had not been fed upon
the hospital regulation diet table. I trust the Minister will
go to worK and institute a rigid examination into the man-
agement of the institution. I do think, as an absolute mat-
ter offact, that it would be botter to abolish the institution
altogether than allow it to go an as it is. An arrangement
could be made with the general public hospita at St. John
to board the patients at so much a week. There have been
in the institution perhaps 150 patients at a time, but the
whole year round they only average 12. I really think for
the same money they would get far better treatment if they
were constantly under the eye of all the physicians of St.
John.

Mr. TUPPER, Certainly what the h>n. gentleman has
said will engage my attention, especially as he has brought
out some new matters. I saw the article in the press to
which the hon. gentleman alludes, and I sent the article at
once to the agent of the Department in St. John, Mr.
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Harding, and the doctor, whom I understand to be a of the time and those made by my hon. colleagne would ho
reputable physician in the city, althongh I do not know found to b. well foanded. I will read a letter from a
him personally. Their reports, which are in the depart- Spanish captain, who wa at the hospital. It is addressed
ment, can be brought down, but certainly to my mind they te a lady who took an interest iu the institution. Lt 18 as
fully meet the charges that have been brought against the follows
treatment of inmates of that hospital. Some additional ilThe man je net capable of writing eut a statement of his case him-
points seem to have fallen from the hon. gentleman's lips self, but I have obtained from hlm an account of his treatment in that
that did not occur in the article, nor had they been dealt institution. He was a seaa on board the Spanish steamship Buakaro,
with articularly by the agent or the doctor in the reoortsinjuries in the disharge hi duty, wwt whic Irefr, buthi m ee tion she tres me rprsadmitted te the hospital four zu rths aud a half ago. I arrived here onto which I refr but if my recollection serves me rightly- the 6th instant, d on the 8th I went to the hospital to se the man, ho
and it is some time since I read the report and the article- being s townsman of mine. I fonnd ho was looking in a bad and
there was a reason for those charges. These two sailors to neglected way, his hair aud whiskere fot having been trimmed sice
whom the hon, gentleman alludes had a quarrel with this admittanc;d I my say if the man had been inarerated in awhomthebon getlemn aluds hd a uarel iththecommon gaol in My conntry he would net have been lef t in such a
keeper and with the doctor, and in the spirit of revenge neglected condition. He complained of the food, aaying that it w&ethe

theymad thse cargs. heyat il vent, dew hesane thingo day after day, without any change. For breakfast hie halthey made these charges. They, at all events, drew thefo e
enion of the good citizens of St. ohn t the institutnd for dinner a litte bet and potatosand convinced a certain number of people that their charges they were given tes, butter and bread, and for a change they ad fishand oriînce a ertin nmbe ofpeope tat heirchageson 'ridas. At aset his stomach refused to take the stuif, snd lhe said

were true. But if the statements of the doctor and the hiewould have given anything fer a change. He gave them $5 te procf te dparrnct, i aditin t tha ofthekeeercure a littie vsriety, and for thq next three days he was given at dinneragent of the departmet, in addition totat of the keeper, ece ofchicken. After the day was there (the th) h had nothing
after careful enquiry, are honest, and I have no reason te to compisin about the food. On the 15th, it being fine weather, 1 took
doubt them, the hon. gentleman will find, unless he bas hlm on board my ship, -nd I will take him to Liverpool and Bend him
some personal knowledge of the matter, that the statement the fm ey gavehimfbsekth$5hu e left o
has been highly exaggerated. Tutu h oeon s eo s eyul orkn fot ohaisbee hihly xageraed.beuefitiug the coadition of the unfortuuate Patients iu that hospital,

Mr. ELLIS No.d thnking you for the interet you have taken in the case, I am &c.
Mr. UPPR. hoe snb l th cae; bt te frstI will hand the letter with certain commeuts made on it toMr. TUPPER. hope such is the case; but the firsthMiisterf Marine, d it goe to show that those sailors

opportunity I have of making a personal investigation ast y ones to complain. In our port, whero a
to the condition of the institution I will certainly take nurber of vessels are arriving ail the time, this hospital isadvantage of. In regard to the larger question which the a Most usef n institution for the sailors who visit the port,
hon. gentleman has brought up, I think the system is a aud if it wcre under the general public hospital, which is au
very good one indeed. It has worked well in Halifax and aimirably conducted institution, Wid if it Were Piaced 'r
Montreal, where the hospital is paid a per diem allowance charge or Dr. William Bayard, who bas charge of the
for every man sent thore, and there have been no com- General Hospital, aud of the hospital staff, it would be wcll
plaints whatever with respect to the treatment of the men conductcd,
at those institutions. But if the hon. gentleman wishes to
push the matter further it would be more satisfactory to
him and to me to have the reports before us, and if he de- Mr. TUPPER Seventy-five cents.
sires I will show them to him, but so far as they are con-
oerned, they meet the statements in the press as to bad food Mr. M tOO.it e p tn
aSd the bad condition p which the hospital is kept. anihcin ,t the hospital

Mr. ELLIS. The hon. gentleman must himself sec that
such a diet table is not suitable for an institution of this
kind. Furthor, if a certain amount is paid per head, the
contractor will naturally endeavor to make as much money
as possible out of it, and he will endeavor to keep the diet
down to the very lowest limit. The very worst person
indeed to whom the enquiry could have been referred was
the Government agent at St. John, for, while he might be
a very good agent, he would naturally be biased in regard
to a question which reflected on himeclf.

Mr. T UPPE R. He is not responsible for the manage-
ment of the hospital.

Mr. ELLIS. I think he is.
Mr. T UPPE R. No; he has only general superintendence

over Government affairs at the port. The keeper is in
charge of the hospital.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). That is the point of whieh
we complain. Before Confederation the institution was
under a board of commissioners composed of gentlemen in-
terested in the shipping and commerce of the port, but only
one now remains. Some person should be responsible, and
the charge should not ho left in the hands of the keeper.
0f course ho endeavors to make as much as he can out
of the weekly allowance. Some few years ago the hospital
was rebuilt, and it is a very good building with every con-
venient arrangement, and if it were brought under the
control of the general public hospital it would be an advan-
tage. I am satisfied from what I have seen and what took
place at the time, that if an investigation had taken place
by a disinterested person, the statements made in the press

Mr. Tuppza.

Mr. TUPPER. No; this is a board allowance.

Mr. MULOCK. What does the property cost to
maintain ?

Mr. TUPPER. In St. John, $3,465.
Mr. MULOUK. It appears to me that no matter what

supervision the Government endeavor to exercise, it will bc
wholly impossiblc to have justice done to the inmates as
long as the present farming-out system obtains, because
the keeper is interested in preparing such bills of fare as
have been referred to, and no instructions from the head
office can make an improvement.

Mr. TUPPER. The dietary seale is prepared by the
doctor.

Mr. MULOCK. Is he a resident?

Mr. TUPPER. Ho is a resident of St. John.

Mr. MULOCK. Yes, but he is not a resident surgeon,
and, therefore, cannot exorcise proper supervision. How
would the doctor be able to say whether there was bad food
served out in months gone by. The only way to make im-
provement is by a radical change in the system and not by
any superficial examination. In the meantime men will
suffer so long as this system is kept in force. Seventy-five
cents a day for each patient is a very good allowance, but
I suppose they are few in numbers, and that it does not psy
as well as if there were a large number. Any person in
Ontario can send a patient to the general wards of the
Toronto Hospital and have the patient boarded for forty
cents per day.
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Mr. MITCHELL. I have been waiting for the last hal f

hour to say something on this matter, and I propose to say
what I have got to say now with ail due respect to other
hon. gentlemen who seem anxious to speak. The seamen
pay the tax for attendance at the Marine Hospital, and
they have a right to proper maintenance and support. If
the statements made by the hon. member for the County of
St. John (Mr. Weldon), and the hon. gentleman from the
City of St. John (Mr. Ellis), are true, they are not to the
credit of the Department of Marine and Fisheries. I am
sure the Minister would not 'allow this state of things to
exist one minute, if he knew it, and now that he has had
his attention called to it, I hope tbat he will take such
steps as are necessary to have a reformation made in the
matter. Those seamen pay the taxes for their mainte-
nance, and they have a right to suitable accommodation
and suitable food while they are in the hospital.

Mr, GILLMOR. The sailors pay ?

Mr. MITCHELL. I said the seamen pay.

Mr. GILLMOR. I merely wanted to understand that.

Mr. MITCHELL. If there are any of those eleemosyn-
ary institutions in this country which receive the money of
the people and do not properly conduct the establishment
in the way of giving the inmates proper support and proper
food, the matter should be looked into at once. The state.
ment of the members for the County and City of St. John
lead us to believe that there are gross grievances in relation
to the management of the hospital at St. John. If that is so,
now that the attention of the Minster is called to it, he
should have a proper report on the matter. If there has
been mismanagement, the guilty people should be properly
punished. I am sure that your zealous young Minister of
Marine, wishing to make a reputation for himself, wiil not
allow a blot of this kind to remain on the escutcheon of the
department for any length of time, but that he will see and
have it removed.

Mr. ElSENHAUER. I think the hon, gentleman is
incorrect in saying that the sailors psy the tax. The ship-
owners pay it.

Mr. MITCHELL. The sailors pay it, they are charged
20 cents per month for it.

Resolutions reportedi

ORDER OF BUSINESS.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What does the hon.
gentleman propose to take up to-morrow first ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We will take up some Bills,
probably the Franchise Bill, then some minor Bills and
then the Estimates.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I may inform the
Minister of Public Works that probably on going into the
Estimates my hon. friend from Richmond (Mr. Flynn) will
desire to make some observations in reference to the Cape
Breton Railway, although I do not know that he intends to
make a motion.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of
the House.

Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 1 a.m.
(Wednesday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

WEnNESDAT, 3rd April, 189.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRÂTERS.

FIRST READING.

Bill (No. 132) to amend the Revised Statutes respecting
Interest (from the Senate).-(Sir John Thompson.)

W. A, WEBSTER.

Mr. MoMULLEN asked, 1. Has W. A. Webster been
,ontinuously in the emplov of the Government since the
1st July last? If so, at what salary, and how much per day
for travelling expenses ? 2. What amount has been paid
him on account of services up to the 1st April instant?

Mr. CARLING. 1. No; Mr. Webster was temporarily
employed from May lst, 1687, to July 31st, 1888. Ie was
re-employed from September 1st, 1888, until January 15th,
1889. Hie was re-employed on March 1st, 1889, until
furtber notice. He was paid, while on service, 82 per day
for salary, and an allowance of 82 per day for livirg ex-
penses, together with actual moving expenses. 2. The
total amount paid to Mr. Webster, to the present date, is
$1,t7.84, covering the period from May 1st, 1887, to April
30th, 1818: $730 for salary, also 8730 for living expenses, and
$427.84 for moving expenses. The latest date to which
Mr. Webster has been paid for any services, or expenses,
ir A pril 30th, 1888.

BUOYING LAKE ST. PETER.

Mr. RINFRET asked, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to substitute a floating light for the buoy
located opposite Yamachiche, in Lake St. Peter, on the River
St. Lawrence?

Mr. TUPPER. This matter was only called to my atten-
tion by the hon. gentleman who asks the question, and I
have asked for a report to be made upon the subject, and
at present there is no particular reference to it in the de-
partment.

LAKE ST. JOHN RAILWAY.

Mr. COUTURE (for Mr. DE ST. GEoRGEs) (transla-
tion) asked, Whether it is the intention of the Governmerit
to grant, during this Session, a subsidy to the Lake St. John
Railway Company, to enable the company to reach the City
of Quebec by way of the Parishes of St. Ambroise and
Charlebourg, instead of by using the line of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway as at present.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker,
I am not in a position to give an answer to the hon. mem-
ber. He must wait till the policy of the Government upon
that matter is laid before the House before the end of the
Session.

Mr. COUTURE (for Mr. Dz ST. GEORGEs) (translation)
asked, Whether t is the intention of the Government to
grant, during this Session, to the Lake St. John Railway
Company, a subsidy to aid in the construction of a branch
about ten miles in length, from St. Gabriel Station to St.
Gabriel West, in the valley of River-aux-Pins.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) My answer
to the hon. member is the same as that I have just given to
the previous enquiry.
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N. W. T.-MORMON SETTLEMENT.

Mr. DOYON (translation) asked, Whether the Govern-
ment have had cognisance of the following despatch
published in the newspaper, La Minerve, of the 28th March:
" Some hundreds of Mormons have crossed the frontier and
are grouped near Fort McLeod. The despatches say that
they are now importing a large number of cattle for stock-
raising, and that they are preparing for a large colony.
This is very bad seed grain, and we do not want to see any
comer of the North-West poisoned with it. Polygamy is
forbidden by our laws, and whosoever practices it infringes
them," &c. If so, what steps do they intend to take in the
matter ?

Sir IECTOR LANGEVIN. Mr. Speaker, in answer to
the hon. member, I may state the Government have no such
information before them.

B. C.-MINING IN RAILWAY BELT.

Mr. M ARA. Before the Orders of the Day are called, I
would like to ask the Minister of Justice whether the Privy
Council have given a decision in the case submitted by the
Government of British Columbia regarding the precious
metals within the Railway Belt ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I have received an intimation
to-day that the decision is in favor of the Province.

Mr. MAIRA. I wish to make a suggestion to the Govern-
ment with reference to this matter. I would say that
wbilst the decision of the Government is, I believe, satis-
factory to the Province of British Columbia, it will also be
in the interests of the whole Dominion, as it is far better
that our mining laws should be administered by one, rather
than by the two Governments. If the «Federal and Local
Governments had a dual control, it would necessitate hav-
ing two staffs of officers, and two separate sets of mining
laws and regulations. I would, however, impress upon the
Government the advisability of entering into negotiations
with the Provincial Government för the transfer or ex-
change of the land within the twenty-mile belt, for lande
within the Peace River District.

Mr, SPEAKER. The hon gentleman is hai dly in order
in referring to this matter now.

Mr. MARA. My excuse for bringing the matter up now
is that if 1 put a motion on the paper it would be impossible
for it to be reached this Session.

Mr. LAURIER. The hon, gentleman can bring this mat-
ter up on going into Supply as effectively, if not more effec-
tively, than it can be brought before the House now.

ELECTORAL FRANCHISE ACL

Sir JOHN THIOMPSON moved second reading of Bill
(No. 4) to further amend the Revised Statutes, chapter 5,
respecting the Electoral Franchise.

Mr. LA URIER. I hope the hon. gentleman will give
further explanations as regards the scope oft his Bill, to
those which he gave on the first reading.

Sir JOHN THIOMPSON. I did not think it was necessary
to repeat to the House . the explanations which I gave in
introducing the Bill, and which, I think, were sufficient
to explain its provisions. The House will remember that
the Bill which is now presented was introduced last Session
with very slight differences. Instead of its being pressed
upon the attention of the House, it was agreed that a tem-
porary statute should be passed suspending the Revision Act
for last year, and maintaining, of course, the existing liste.
It was stated to the louse at that time that provision would

Sir HETOR LANGEVIN.

be made for printing the electoral lists, during the recess,
in the printing bureau at Ottawa. That has been done,
and the principal feature of this Bill is to make the lists, as
printed and now ready in the Bureau of Printing, available
for the revision of the present year. The Bill, therefore,
provides, that as soon after the lst of June as practicable;
and availing himself of all the sources of information which
the present law provides shall be made available, the revis-
ing officer shall proceed to make two supplementary lists.
First, a supplementary list of those who are to be added to
the list as now printed, and awaiting distribution in the
bureau, and then a supplementary list of those who are to
be struck off ; that those supplementary lists so prepared by
him, are to be transmitted to the proper officer in Ottawa,
to be printed here as additions to, and corrections of
the liste as now set up. These supplementary lists being
struck off are to be forwarded to the revising officer in
sufficient numbers to enable him to post them in the proper
places and to distribute them throughout the polling dis-
tricts to the proper persons. He thereupon appoints a day
for making his revision, and he then takes up the supple.
mentary lists, so prepared, of additions to and diminutions
from the electoral lists, and proceeds with the revision in
the way now prescribed. I may explain to the House that
the appearance in the last page of the Bill of section 13 is
an error of the draughtsman. He was desired to incor-
porate in the Bill, for submission to this House, the main
features, with but a few exceptions, of the Bill of last year,
and his attention was not called to the last section of the
Bill of last year which had been adopted and went into force
and is not required to be repeated this year. It is, therefore,
proposed, if the Bill should meet the favorable consideration
of Parliament, that the revision should take place this
year upon the lists as now set up, and accordingly the elec-
toral lists which I have described will be prepared imme-
diately after the 1st of June. That is the main feature of
the Bill. There are two or three other minor ones which it
will be unnecessary, I presume, that I should explain on the
second reading. We propose to adopt a new schedule of
voters, in order to lessen the expense of printing, and that
provision will be found on page 6 adopting some further pro-
visions, as the House will know, as it was explained at a pre-
vious Session, which will result in very considerable diminu-
tion of the expenses of preparing the lists. There is also a pro.
vision in the Bill that persons who are disqualified by law
from voting, for anything like corrupt practices, shall be like.
wise disqualified from being placed on the list. The object of
that, as indeed is the policy of the present law, is to make
the list itself final as far as possible and to avoid the confusion
which might take place at the polling place in disqualifying
a voter who may be correctly on the list but may not have
the right to vote. If it were not for that, a person, although
disqualified under the Election Act from voting, would not
be disqualified from being placed on the list if he had the
proper qualification, and he might present himself at the
poll when there would be no opportunity of investigating
the facts connected with his disqualification. We propose
that the loss of qualification by reason of any act of the kind
I have referred to shall result also in the deprivation of the
right to be put on the list. The object of that is to make
the list as far as possible final, and just as it is intended to be
used at the polls. I think that the explanations I have made
involve the disclosure of the important provisions of the
Bill. Of course, I shall be glad to explain any further
detail that may be found necessary.

Mr. EDGAR. I think that the most acceptabie Bill that
the Government could have brought in on this subject
would have been one to repeal this Act altogether. I am
inclined to think that the expenses of the machinery of
that Act must have convinced the country how unwise a
measure it was, and that the trouble which it gives to mem-
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bers and to the electors themselves must have convinced
the members of this House on both sides that we would be
very much botter without this Franchise Act. More than
that, when the Bill was passed it disfranchised a large
number of electors in Ontario, in Manitoba, in Prince
Edward Island and in British Columbia. It not only con-
tinues to do so in some of these Provinces, but in the Pro-
vince of Ontario, on account of the recent legislation there
which bas so widely extended the privilege of the franchise
as Io make it practically manhood suffrage, there are an
enormous number of the electors of that Province disquali-
fied from voting at Dominion elections. I am surprised
that I did not hear some suggestion from the Minister
of Justice that ho would extend the scope of the franchise
to meet these difficulties. I admit, if the Bill is going on
at all, that the amend monts which ho proposes in regard to
the supplementary lists are necessary to carry out the new
system of printing the lists which he has adopted. But
there are some suggestions which I am going to take the
liberty of making, and I hope the hon. Minister, with the
frankness which usually characterises him, will consider
whether ho cannot adopt them or something like them.
Now, I do not think anybody can justify the provision,
which I see is to bo re-enacted in section 15, that the pre-
liminary list shall be made by the revising officer from the
assessment rolls and all the information that ho can obtain
from that or any other source. Surely that never was
right, and it is not right to re-enactit. I will leave it to
the Minister of Justice whether a judicial proceeding of that
kind should properly be covereci by such language-that
this judicial officer is to be at liberty to put names on the
list, from any information ho can obtain from any source
whatever, hearsay or otherwise, and to put the public to
the expense of contesting these names in the formal way
provided in the final revision. Surely, it would be fairer
all round, more business like, cheaper and more just, if we
imposed some restrictions on the powers of the revising
officer in connection with the preliminary *list. I would
suggest to the Minister that ho should provide that the re-
vising officer, in preparing the preliminary and supple-
mental lists, shall have regard to these two sources of infor-
mation-first, the lastrevised voters' list, which is at present
the basis of all his proceedings; and next, the last assessment
rollis as finally revised for municipal purposes; and after
that, for the purpose of ascertaining who has died since the
last revision, that he shall procure a copy of the official
list of deaths according to the latest mortuary statistics to
be had, and shall strike out the names of those who have
died. Beyond that ho should have no other power to make
any alterations, corrections or additions in the list, unless
ho does it on the basis of a statutory declaration made by
persons who show a personal knowledge of the facts suffi-
cient to justify the returning offleer in adding or removing
names or making corrections. I would suggest, also, that
a time be fixed in this Act when the revising officer shall
be bound to receive such statutory declarations, some time
after the lst of June when ho is to go to work; and then
some later date should be fixed up to which ho can receive
them, and beyond which he cannot receive them; so that
everybody will have fair play. I would suggest that these
statutory declarations should be open to the inspection
of anyone interested at the office of the revising officer, just
as the existing law provides in the case of the final
revision. Now, I cannot see any reason againat this. It is
not an exposive proceeding; it takes a great deal of un-
pleasant responsibility from the shoulders of the revising1
officer; it prevents him being charged even with any sortj
of collusion or unfairness, as he might easily be if he chose1
names by hearsay or made corrections on hearsay evidence;j
and it will altogether give the public a certain amount ofo
confidence in this law which they do not possess now.
I hope the Minister of Justice will see the fairness of these1
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propositions. I have drafted some amendments which
might suit his views, but we can easily arrange those when
the House is in committee. There is not a great deal to
criticise in the details of the measure, because the Minister
bas explained them pretty fully. I see ho bas extended
the time from the Ist of September to the lst of October
for finishing the preliminary list. That will throw it
somewhat later, but I suppose there is no objection to that
as long as it gives more time to get the preliminary list
thoroughly prepared. Then I soe ho proposes in section
17 to charge 25 cents for copies of the list in eaoh polling
district, while the charge in tbe presont Act is only 10 cents.
I think it is a pity to increase the price, because under the
present system of Government printing, surely the work is
more economically Bone than it was before. In sub-section
2 of section 17, I think there is a clear error made by the
draftsman of the Bill. It is proposed to restrict the number
of lists which shall be sent by registered letter to officials.
The present Act provides that those lists shall be sent to
each member of a council. In this Bill these
words are proposed to be struck out, and the
lists are only to ho sent to the mayor as
a member of the council. I think it is a great
pity to restrict them to the mayor in places whore there is
a mayor, and it is still more unfortunate not to lot the
members of the council have thom where thore is no
mayor. They should certainly be sont to the reeves of
villages and townships, becjause in Ontario there are no
mayors except in cities and towns. I suppose that will be
changed when we get into committee, for it is evidently an
error. I do not think that the subject, in itself, calis for
much more comment than I have made. Thore are some
matters of detail which will ho discussed in committe, but
I hope the Minister will consider these suggestions.

Mr. CHARLTON. I think it is greatly to te regretted
that the hon. the Minister cannot see his way clear to anti-
cipate the inevitable result of this matter by two or three
years and repeal the whole thing. I certainly believe a
great majority of his own friends would approve of that
course. The result, so far, of this measure has been to
convince the vast majority of the Conservative party that
this Bill is cumbersome, exponsive and unnecessary. I
know this to be the case in my own section of country. I
have noticed editorials in party journals supporting the
hon. gentleman which have unhesitatingly and in unquali-
fled terms condemned the moasure, and I do not believe
there is a more absurd measure on the Statute-book of any
country than this same Franchise Act. We have now in
process of formation in various Provinces of the Dominion
a botter voters' list than would be formed under this Act-
a voters' list in the course of formation by the officers of
the people themselves, and in the formation of these lists
the people of this Dominion are exercising the right
specially delegated to them by the British North America
Act. The mode in which the franchise should be ex-
ercised, and the question as to how it should bo exercised
in the various Provinces is, in my opinion, a matter that
comes within the scope of the local authorities as pertain-
ing to civil rights. The last Frachise Bill cost this coun-
try, in round numbers, $500,000 ; the presentlist will cost
as much, or more. I assort that it is entirely unnecessary,
and, in addition to this cot, it puts the people to a va"t
amount of trouble and expense in attending the Courts of
Revision and seeing that their names are properly put upon
the list. The whole thing is a matter of vexation, trouble
and expense to ail parties in the Domini in. I know this
from personal observation, having had the experience
attendant où the formation of one voters' list. There is no
country in the world where such a policy exists as existe
hero; there is no reasn for such a policy. In the forma-
tion of liste for municipal purposes, or for local or provincial
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purposes, there is no reason why the list that answers for
the purpose of electing a member of a Local Legislature
should not answer very well for the election of a member
of the Dominion Legislature.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). You cannot elect to a township
council on the same list.

Mr. CHARLTON. The same list answers both purposes.
On the same list is a list of the voters eligible to vote for
members of the Local Legislature, and for municipal coun-
cillors.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). No, not by any means.
Mr. CHIARLTON. The policy of the Government is not

a uniform policy. We have universal suffrage in some
Provinces and qualifications in other Provinces, and the
very principle upon which was based the enacting of this
law was violated in its enactment. It was asserted that
the law was necessary in order that we might have a uni-
form Dominion franchise, but when the Government pro.
ceeded to frame the law they gave us as great, if not
greater, variety of qualifications in the various Provinces
than exists in the provincial lists. I shall take the oppor.
tunity before this Act becomes law, to offer an amendment
to the effect that in all Provinces where universal suffrage
is established, the voters' lists of such Provinces shall be
accepted for Dominion purposes; and I believe, if the hon.
gentleman will consent to so amend his Bill as to provide
for universal suffrage, that would at least minimise the
objections against the measure and the vexations attendant
upon the formation of the lists and the working out of the
law. The best thing would be to sweep it away altogether,
but the next best thing to that would be to adopt manhood
suffrage. If the hon. gentleman cannot see his way to
adopt universal suffrage in all the Provinces, let him adopt
it in Provinces in which it now exists for provincial
purposes. In that way he would simplify the operation of
carrying the Act into force, ho will reduce the expense, he
will popularise the law, remove discontent, and make the
Act much more acceptable to the people and much more in
consonance with principles of good government.

Mr. COLTER. I would like to call the attention of this
Bouse to section 7 of the first Franchise Act, chapter à of
the Revised Statutes. That section provides:

"l I the case of farmer's sons or of the son of an owner of real property,
other than a farmer, each such son, to entitle him to vote as such, under
the foregoing provisions of this Act, must have been, from the time of
hie name having been placed on the list of voters to the time of the
election for the electoral district in which he tenders his vote, and must
then be, a resident in such electoral district as hereinbefore provided
with his father, (or with his mother after the death of his father), being
such owner as aforesaid."

Now, this section is absolutely inconsistet with section 42
of the Election Act, which provides that all persons on the
list of voters shall be entitled to vote at the election. This
legislative enactment in the Franchise law and this pro-
vision in the Election Act, are contradictory, and have
given rise to quite expersive litigation. Under the cir-
cumstances, it must be very difficult for our courts to
determine whether section 7 truly constitutes the law and
the lists are not final, or whether the Election Act, which
makes the lists final, is to be taken as the law. This
is a point which should certainly, in the interests of
the public generally, be cleared up. Then there
are several other points that require to be made
clear. There is the point with reference to aliens and
persons who have gone to another country and taken the
oath of allegiance. There is nothing in the oath provided
to prevent those persons continuing on the franchise list as
good voters. Some judges have decided in some way and
some in the other. At any rate, in the Election Act, any
person who swears he is a British subject by birth-and
ihat is not inconsistent with his having been since natu-

Mr. CHARLTON.

ralised in a foreign country-can take the oath and vote.
It would be well to have some amendment made in that
respect. There is another point. We have very often
voters who at one particular stage possess a certain quali-
fication and at another stage change that qualification.
For instance, a man may be the owner of property within
an electoral district. During the year he may sell that
property, he may live on the interest of the money, or he
may rent a farm and become a tenant. Now, according to
the law, that man and all his sons as well are disfranchised,
because he has become a tenant, and yet has not been a
tenant one year. The law provides that he must be a
tenant for a year before he can be placed on the
list of voters, and his son$ cannot qualify in any case
as farmer's sons, because they cannot qualify as the sons
of tenant unless the lease is a five years lease. There
is another point to which I wish to call attention. It is
said that the assessment roll is proof or evidence of value,
but it is evideDce of nothing else. The revising officer, or
his clerk, is not obliged to adopt the assessment roll and
incorporate the names placed thereon with the names on
the revised Dominion voters' list, and in some cases he is
unable to do so. Take the cas'e of a tenant who appears as
a tenant on the assessment roll. Prima facie he would
appear to be qualified to vote, but that does not make him
comply with the requirements of the Franchise Act. The
mere fact that he is placed as a tenant on the assessment
roll does not show that he is placed as a tenant for one year
previous, and, therefore, the revising officer is not obliged
to enter his name on the Dominion list. Again, there is no
provision for using that assessment roll with reference to
income voters, and the number of income voters, lu all con-
stituencies, is very large. Therefore, if we have
to revise. these voters' lists from the voters' lists
of the Dominion, revised in 1886, the number of
changes that will have to be made wiil be enormous.
I know that in my own constituency there will be not less
than 1,000 names to be added. I have some grounds on
which to base this calculation. In 1887, it was expected that
a revision would take place, and, between the revision of
1886 and the revision which we expected to occur in 1887,
there were 350 names to be added, for one party only, in a
constituency of an ordinary size. Supposing the other
party to have had, at all events, 250 names, there would be
a change of about 600 names in a purely farming commun-
ity in one year. Therefore, I think I am within the mark
when I say that there are quite 1,000 names to be added.
If these people have to be qualified by statutory declara.
tions, the labor will be enormous, and, therefore, I would
suggest, for the consideration of the Minister of Justice,
that the revising officer should take the Ontario 1ist for
1888, or should take the assessment roll as it is with refer-
once to tenants. H1e cannot take the assessment roll very
wf il in regard to income voters, which refers to those who
have an income of $300, because the only income voters
who are assessed for income are those who have a consider-
able income, much more than sufficient to enable them to
qualify. If the Ontario list of 1888 was taken by
the revising officer with the Dominion list revised
in 1886, the labor to the candidates, and to those
working for the candidates, would be very much lessened.
Then another suggestion which I would ask to be incorpor-
ated in some way in the Bill, is that after the revising
officer shall Lave completed his work, the list, before being
sent down to Ottawa as finally revised, should be for a cer-
tain number of days subject to inspection, in oraer that, if
any clerical errors creep lu inadvertently, those who are
interested and those who have notes of these clerical errors
can call the attention of the revising officer to them. By
way of illustration, I may mention that in my own consti-
tuency I discovered that certain clerical errora had been
made by the clerk of the revising officer quite innocently
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I called his attention to it, and he sent down liere and
procured the list to be returned to him to be corrected;
but this did not dispose of all the errors that were made
There were other errors made. For instance, the clerk
may not take his notes very carefully when the court
is being held, and ho may enter an appeal as being
allowed instead of disallowed, quite inadvertently ;
but, according to the present arrangement, the roll
would come down to Ottawa with that error in it and
without our being able to rectify or correct that mis-
take in any way. There is another point to which
I would call the attention of the Minister of Justice.
It is one which ias come up in practical experience.
Farmers' sons are allowed to qualify on the property of
their mother only after the death of their father. If it
should happen, as it does in many cases, that the farmer's
sons are living on the property of the mother during the
lifetime of the father, they are not able to qualify at all.
I remember an instance where a man had deserted bis wife,
and she had brought up the family. They were living
with lier on the property which she had acquired by lier
own industry. Those sons were helping ler to manage
that property, and yet by the law as it exists-and there ais
no correction in that regard in the Bill now before the
House-those sons were not entitled to vote because they
were living on the property of the mother, the property
which they had helped the mother to work, during the life-
time of the father. There are many objections which
might be urged against the Bill. It is a very complicated
Bill, and it is difficult to attend to all these provisions in
regard to fancy franchises. However, I think it my duty
to call the attention of the Minister of Justice to these
matters that I have mentioned.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I think this measure is a very
important one, and one which should receive from the
Hlouse and the Government greater consideration than has
been for some time bestowed upon it. The louse, a few
years ago, undertook to change the policy which had
prevailed for seventeen years, providing that the qualifica-
tion of voters for election to this flouse should be the
qualification adopted by the Legislatures of the different
Provinces. No abuse or difficulty had ever grown out of
that course. In adopting the policy which previously pre-
vailed, we voluntarily adopted a provision which is also a
provision of the American Constitution. It is well known
that, in the United States, Congres has no power to de-
clare what the qualification of electors for voting in regard
to the House of Representatives shall be. The Constitution
provides that whatever is the qualification for electors to
the more popular branch in the State shall be the qualifica-
tion for voting for members to be elected to the House of
Representatives. The framers of the American Constitu-
tion proceeded upon an obvious principle-a principle which
we have often discussed here, that our system of govern-
ment, like theiris, or their system of government like ours,
proceeds upon the assumption that the people are qualified
for self-government, that the Local Legislatures will not
abuse the powers conferred upon them, and that those who
are qualified as voters for representatives in the Legislatures
of the Province or the State are equally competent to elect
members for the House of Representatives in the United
States or for the House of Commons hure. When I look back
to the articles of Confederation which were agreed upon by
the representatives of the different Provinces prior to Con-
federation taking place, which were altered afterwards by
some authority, I do not know what, though perhaps the
lon. gentleman opposite might explain, before the British
North America Act was adopted, though certainly they
were altered without the authority of anyone on this side of
the Atlantic, I find that the very provision for which I ara
contending would, by those articles, have been made always

a part of our constitution if faith had been kept, and if that
plan of the constitution had been adopted by the Imperial
Parliament which was agreed upon by the Quebec Conven-
tion. That conventiin goes even farther, for I find that it
was there expressly reserved to the Provinces to determine
the boucdaries of the different constituencies which were to
elect members to the House of Commons. The framers of
that plan of the constitution, of whom the presont leader of
the Goverument was one, went upon the assumption that
this House represents the people of the different Provinces,
and that, in the creation of the Federal Legislature, it was
for the people through thoir representatives in these
different Provinces, acting separately and distinctly
from each other, to say what the qualification of
the electors should be within their respective limits.
If the articles of Confederation framed by the Quebec Con-
vention had been incorporatel into an Imperial Act just as
they are, without any modification, it would not have been
in the power of this flouse to have dealt with this question
at all. It would have been for the Legislative Assembly of
each Province to say what shall be the qualification of the
electors within the limite of that Province; and that is the
only rule consistent with the principle of representation by
population. You will observe, that representation by
population is not adopted with respect to the constituency.
The constituencies may be unequal; they are unequal in the
Province of Quebec to this hour; but there was no inten-
tion to break the inequality of the constituencies. There
was a provision, not that each electoral district shall be
equal and contain the same population-that is not the pro-
vision of the constitution; but it is, that each Province shall
be represented in the flouse of Cominons in proportion to
its population. Quebec is to have 65 members, not that
each electoral district in Quebec shall be equal, but that the
Province of Quebec shall be represented hure by 65 mem-
bers, and all the other Provinces shall be represented in the
same proportion, on the basis of population. Now, I think
here is the mischief that is likelyto arise from the course that
was at that time determined upon, and, that until a very few
years ago was voluntarily adhered to by the representatives
of the people in this House. Sir, when we look at the whole
political organisation of our community, from the school
section up to this House, we find that all the machinery by'
which a proper voters' list can be prepared without serious
expense to any portion of the community, reste wholly with
the Local Legislature. Why, Sir, who prepared these liste?
They were prepared according to the provisions of the law,
by the representatives of the people in their municipal coun-
cils, The members of the council were assisted by the
assessor and by the clerk of the municipality. The voters'
list was prepared without difficulty. In the first place, the
assessment was the basis of the voters' list ; in the next
place, the members who met together to propare that list
from the assessment roll, were men who were personally
acquainted with the members of the community whose
names they were called upon to put upon that list. It was
scarcely possible, it is scarcely possible now, in the Pro-
vince of Ontario at least, to omit from the voters' liste the
names of parties, because those who put these names upon
the liste are persons who are personally acquainted with
the entire community for whom they prepare the liste.
Then there is this turther consideration-it is scarcoly pos.
sible to find a council in which both political parties are
not represented. [ venture to say that 95 per cent. of all
the municipal councils in the Province of Ontario to-day
contain members of both parties; I believe it is the same in
all the other Provinces, where municipal organisations are
in existence. The result is that the voters' list is prepared
by the community, by those who represent the different
political sentiments of the community. There is no such
thing as packing a voters' list. There is no necessity of
incurring any serions expense in securing upon that list
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the iames of all the electors. Why, Sir, during the whole
of the 17 years that that law was in operation, I doubt
whether there is a single representative in this Parliament,
or in any of the preceding Parliamernts, who was put to
any expense whatever in the preparation of that list.
Oocasionally they might be called upon to lose a day to
appear belore the Court of Revision to add half a dozeu
names in that particular municipal district in whieh they
reside. Beyond that they exercised no control, took no
interest incurred to expense, and lost no time. But is that
the condition of things at the present day ? Why, Sir, the
hon. gentleman put upon the Statute book a measure, one
reason assigned for which being the anxiety for uniformity.
Was that principle of uniformity adhered to? Why, it
was departed from in the majority of the Provinces of this
Dominion.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Pedantic uniformity.
Mr. MILLS (BothwelI). The hon. gentleman talks about

a pedantie uniformity. Why, the adoption of that plan was
a pedantie uniformity. The complaint the bon. geatleman
made, if it were an honest complaint, was a pedantic com.
plaint against the laws of the Provinces. The hon. gentle.
man knows, if ho professes to follow the English practice,
that in the mother country no reform is attempted unless
there is an abuse to reform. What abuse did the hon. gen
tieman seek to reform? What mischief had grown up
under the old system which necessitated legislation upon
this subject? Why, there was no necessity for i' whatever,
there was no cause made out, there was no instance assigned
of wrong being done. Yet the hon. gentleman, under pre-
text of securing uniformity, introduced bis Bill, and when
ho introduced it ho departed from the principle which had
rendered such a measure necessary. Then we pointed
out to him that the result would be that mon who would be
appointed to prepare these voters' lists over the whole
country, would i ot be the men who were most familiar.
If he had taken men who were familiar with the
electors, who best knew them, who lad been most
frequently brought into contact with them in their
humes, bcattered over the entire electoral districts,
there would be but a smalti fraction of these people
with whom ho was not acquainted. It would be necessary
to take some other means than those which the hon. gentle-
man provided in bis Bill to secure anything like a full and
correct voters' list. But what has been the experience ?
There is not a member of this flouse who was a member
before the last voters' list was prepared, who bas not been
put to expense, or whose friends on hie behalf have not been
put to experse, with the view of getting the qualified
parties upon the list, to make it anything like a complete
list. I know members who have been put to the expense
of several hundred dollars, some of them over a thousand
dollars, in the preparation of the last list. I leave out of
the account the time-if you are to put a value upon the
time-of men who go tbrough a constituency for the pur-
pose of seeing who are residing there whose names are not
upon the assessment roll, whose names have not been
transferred to the voters' list, but who are entitled to go
upon it. 1 say if all these expenditures were taken
into consideration a million dollars would not represent the
cost of the voters' lists for a single year to the people of
this Dominion. Then, Sir, we pointed out to the hon
gentleman that these voters' lists would cost from
82à0,00u to 8300,000 to the public in their collective
capacity. The hon. gentleman pooh-poohed our represen-
tation. He said we exaggerated, grossly exaggerated,
what would be the cost of the preparation of the voters' lists.
Did we greatly exaggerate the cost? We could not get a
complete statement of the actual cost from the hon. gentle-
man or from bis colleague who had special charge of this
whole matter. We were told it was so much up to sucb a

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell).

date, that it had cost something more than that, and that
the accounts had not come in ; and so over a period of two
years we were unable to obtain from tbe colleague of the
hon. gentleman, a full statement of the actual cost. Now
we find the cost had been something like half a million
dollars, in fact the cost was too much for the hon. gentle-
mari's courage; the Government did not fancy coming to
the House and informing the country that our represon-
tations had beon more than surpassed by the expenditure
incurred. And yet, when we look at what the bon. gentle-
man bas done since, we see what evils have grown up in
connection with the whole system. I pointed out, looking
at wbat had been done, and taking a township in my own
constituency, there was a variation of from 5 to 10 per
cent. a year in the voters' list, sometimes 5 and sometimes
as many as 10 per cent. of change in the personnel of
the voters in the municipality. The hon. gentleman said
that was an overstatement of the change that had taken
place in the country, that no serious evil could arise to our
voters to have a voters' list prepared annually. The hon.
gentleman did not, however, prepare a list annually, and I
apprehend the chief reason was the enormous cost involved
in preparation. What do we find from the statement made
by the hon. member for Haldimand (Mr. Colter) ? That in
his constituency, if a proper voters' list were framed in
accordance with the provisions of the law, placing every-
body entitled to vote on the list and omitting everybody
who was not entitled to vote, there would be an addition of
1,00 names on the votera' list in that county. Under these
circumstances, is it fair to say that a member returned re-
presents the sentiment of those entitled to vote ? Why,
vou have practically disfranchised a large number of persons
by refusing to prepare a voters'list for constituencies which
had been called upon to return members to this House.
There is but one rational course for the House to adopt: it
is to have the courage of its convictions, for I am satisfied
that hon. gentlemen opposite are no more in love with this
measure than we are, and to return to the
condition of things that existed before. Let them
provide that those who are entitled to vote at
elections for members of the Local Legislature in the
Province iu which they reside, shall have the right
to vote for the election of members to the House of Com-
mons. That is a simple rule. The voters' list prepared
by the officers of the municipalities should be accepted,
which would be a perfectly fair course for members on both
sides of the Bouse, and members of both parties in the
country. That is not the case now. Hon. gentlemen op-
posite have a Printing Bureau; the lists are being prepared
in that bureau. How do we know how many members
may have lista placed in their bands to send to their con-
stituencies, a favor which is denied to members on this side
of the Bouse? How do we know but that an hon. gentle-
man may write to his constituents, and fiad out the political
sentiments of electors, and communicate with them, sending
thein copies of the voters' list, under the naine of blue-
books, or in some other way, and in this way have an
undue advantage, as compared with the members on this
aide of the Bouse ? I say that is possible. The centrali-
sation of everything here renders abuse possible. The
hon. gentleman knows we cannot have very much confi-
dence in the Administration, remembering wbat was done in
the case of the Gerrymander Bill, and in regard to Indian
voters, how hon. gentlemen opposite placed on the voters'
list men who are not entrusted with the management of
their own affaira, men who were the wards of the Govern-
ment, men who were receiving charity from the Govern-
ment, and yet those men were held to be qualified to pass
judgment upon the most important and abstruse political
questions ever submitted to an intelligent electorate. What
we desire is fair play, that the judgment of the country
shall not be determined here by the action of the Govern-
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ment and by legislation instead of by the independent
electors, and that is what in a great measure the bon.
gentlemen has undertaken to do by this Bill. I have no
objection to the bon. gentleman logislating to make himselt
popular, to his taking such measures in the public interest
as shall secure the confidence of the people. If he ocan
present to the country a more acceptable policy than we
can present, then he is entitled to succeed, but let us have a
fair electoral division, a fair election and a fair voters' list,
and let the majority of the electors determine, when an
appeal is made to them, what shall be the policy of the
country. That cannot be done under the existing system.
If the electoral sentiment is with the bon. gentleman it
is by the merest accident, because if we consider all those
measures adopted by hon. gentlemen opposite, we see that
the leader of the Government has undertaken to secure a
majority of the seats, no matter whether he bas the major-
ity of the electors to support him or not. That is the con.
dition of things, and by this voters' list we have no oppor-
tunity of knowing who are legally qualified eloctors. Here
are the electors in the abstract set ont in the law, but when
you look at the voters' list, the electors in the concrete, we
find, as the hou. member for Haldimard (Mr. Colter) has
s&id, there is 1,000 difference between thie voters' list in one
county and what the law says the list ought to contain.
And so it is in every other constituency, and so it will con-
tinue so long as this measure romains on the Statute-book.
The law, as it now stands, is a nuisance against which
public sentiment bas pronounced, and, as the representative
body, we should take the first opportunity of abating
that nuisance and compelling the adoption of what is
in accordance with reason, justice and common sonse.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman said
that the hon. mcmber for Haldimand (M r. Colter) declared
there were 1,000 electors in the single county of laldimand
deprived of their votes. It only shows, if that be so, that
since 1886 there are 1,000 more voters, and the depletion
of which the hon. geutleman and his friends have been
complaining bas not taken place in that county at all
events. If there are 1,000 more voters there in 1889 than
in 1886 there bas been no exodus from the county of Ealdi-
mand. The speech of the bon. member for Bothwell (Mr.
Mille) made me look back and think we were sitting in the
Parliament that passed the Franchise Bill, because the
speech just delivered was a repetition of the speech delivered
by the hon. gentleman in that debate. 1 say in all seriousness
that I think it would be very unfortunate if the progress of
this Bill to amend the practical working of the law as it is,
should be impeded by bringing up the general question as to
what the franchise should be. The hon. member for West
Ontario (Mr. Edgar) and the hon. member for Haldimand,
(Mr. Colter), took that lino, and thov both, I have no doubt,
would agree with my bon. friend, Mr. Mills, to have either
universal suffrage, or manhood suffrage, or the various
suffrages as they exist in the different Provinces, adopted,
as giving our electorate for the Dominion Parliament ; that
is their opinion, and it bas been their opinion. But I do
not think that question comes up this Session, and at this
period of the Session, in connection with this measure of
practical politics. I do not think there is any chance of
our immediately going back to seek a renewal of confidence
from our constituents. I think, especially after the strong
vote of confidence given by the hon. gentlemen opposite to
the present Government, that we can well consider that we
are going to last for a year or two.

Mr. MIICHELL. You get some of that vote under
protest, you know.

Sir JOHN A. MACIONALD. Yes; but we got the
vote.

Mr. MITCHELL. Oh, yes; you got the vote. I

Sir JOIIN A. MACDONALD. We got the vote anyhow,
and the protest will stand for what it is worth. In the
meantime I hope that we will not be drawn into a discus-
sion of that great and important question, which, I think,
when it is brought up on its own merits, for the purpose of
altering our constitution and our parliamentary representa-
tion, shall receive full consideration. I know the strong
feeling that the hon. gentlemen opposite entertain on that
point, and I know that they will take care that before
there is an appeal to the people that that question will be
brought up. Meanwhile, this is a simple proposition to
amend the law as it is, and I will invite the consideration
of bon. gentlemen opposite to this Bill as it stands, and as
a Bill simply amending the law as it is. The hon. member
for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) says that he will, this
Session, and before this measure gets through the House,
bring up the entire question. If he thinks it right to do so,
or if any other bon. member thinks it right, we will have
to diseuss the genci al principle. I am not quite sure that
the hon. gentleman will take my advice that it would just
be as well to postpone that for another Session, and to dis-
cuss then, on its merits, the question : What ought be the
ropresentation of the people of Canada in the Dominion
Parliament of Canada? In the meanwhile I would ask
that we should not be induced to enter upon that largo sub-
ject, which can pioduce no practical result this Session, but
that we will discuss this Bill on its merits, as a Bill meroly
amendirg, and amending in no important principle, the
Franchise Act as it now stands.

Mr. LAURIER. The right hon. gentleman bas not at
all rightly apprehended the position which bas booe taken
on this side of the House.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Mr. LAURIER. No. The position which we take on

this side of the House, and which has been taken by my
hon. friend from Brthwell (Mr. Mills) and my bon. friend
from Ontario (Mr. Edgar), was that if the Act is to remain
on the Statute-book we have no objection whatever that il
should be amended in the direction that bas been suggested;
and indeed my bon. friend from Ontario (Mr. Edgar) said
that ho would assist the Minister of Justice in that task.
But above, and superior to that question, we have never
abandoned the ground that we have taken from the first,
that the Act is bad ab initio, and being bad ab initio we must
persist in the protest we have always made against it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. And keep it as bad as
possible.

Mr. LAURIER. It is as bad as possible, and I am afraid
that the right hon. gentleman will not admit that. Neither
the hon. gentleman, nor anyone on his side of the House
bas ever met the objection which has been oncetnore made
to this Act by my friend from Norfolk (Mr. Charlton),
and which was to the effect that the only manner in which
to view this question of the frauchise is to look at it as a
civil right which has to be determined according to the
lights, education, and antecedents of the population in each
Province. The tendency in this age-on this continent at
all events, and in parts of the older continents also-is
certainly in favor of manhood suffrage. Since this law
bas been on the Statute-book, that is witbin the last three
years, the suffrage has been extended in the Province of
Ontario to this extent of manhood suffrage, and it is now
being extended in New Brunswick to the same extent.
Manhood suffrage was already in existence in two other
Provinces of the Dominion, and in the Province of Quebec,
the franchise has been extended, not to the extent of
manhood suffrage I admit, but to an extent largely in
exoess of the franchise provided by this Act. It is so also
in Nova Scotia. We see that in all the Provinces now the
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franchise provided by this House is not up to the standard
of the franchise in any one portion of the Dominion. What
is the reason that we find such a diversity of franchises
among the different Provinces and in the Dominion ? The
reason can only be what 1 have just stated, that it is a
question which can be determined only according to the
different complexions of each Province. Take my own
Province of Quebec, for example. The hon. gentleman or
his friends would not vote in favor of universal suffÉage, and
I myself, although I claim to be a Liberal of the Liberals,
would not vote for manhood suffrage, at least in my own
Province.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.
Mr. LAURIER. Yes; I make that statement frankly,

and what is the reason ? I have no objection at all that
the Province of Ontario should have manhood suffrage if
the Province of Ontario is satisfied with it, but I would not
want the Province of Ontario to impose it upon the Pro-
vince to which I belong, because the Province to which I
belong does not want it. Neither would I have the Pro-
vince to which I belong impose their views on the people
of the Province of Ontario. I claim that in a matter of
this kind you must take the Provinces with their views, and
even with their prejudices sncb as they are. I have stated,
a moment ago, that I would not vote myself for manhood
suffrage. It may be a matter of prejudice with me, but, at
all events, such are the convictions of the great majority of
the people of the Province to which I belong. For all that
I do not claim to be in my profession any more a Liberal
than anybody else, but when I look at contemporary his-
tory it seems to me that the position which I take is borne
out by these facts. Take for example, the land of my
ancestors, France. It seems to me that the best Govern.
ment that France ever had since the Revolution was the
monarchical Government of Louis Philippe. This repre-
sentative Government was carried out under a limited
franchise-too limited in fact-yet the great fault of
the French people was to change from that very limited
franchise directly to manhood suffrage. That was a great
fault and the result bas shown it, because you gave the
right of franchise to a population not prepared for it.
The course followed in England was quite the reverse.
They commenced to reform the franchise in 183!, and they
gradually extended it from time to time and from period to
period. They did not commit the fault that was committed
by the French people, of changing from a limited franchise
and giving to every person in the land manhood suffrage,
but the people of England extended the franchise gradually
as the education and the condition of the people warranted
it. They are near manhood suffrage in England now, and
my belief is that they will attain that end before long. At
all events, they do not think in England, although they are
just as liberal in England as we are on this continent, that
it would be wise to adopt universal suffrage now, although
I have no doubt it must come before long. Those are the
views upon which my convictions rest. If we are to have a
federative system of government such as we have for the
last twenty years, with all its cumbrous machinery, it is
simply because the feelings of the people are not the same
in all the Provinces. For this reason it seems to me that
the position we have taken on this side of the House with
regard to the Federal Franchise Act is one which has never
been successfully met. Our position is that the true prin-
ciple which underlies this question is that you cannot im.
pose the same franchise on the people of Ontario, or the
people of Quebec, or the people of British Columbia, or the
people of Prince Edward Island, or the people of the other
Provinces, but that every one of these communities bas it-
self to decide or to choose within the limite of each Province,
and that each ought to be entrusted with the great respon-
sibility of the franchise. Under such circumstances, I deem
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it my duty again to bring the question before the House
and to test it once more. Therefore, I beg to move:

That the Bill be not now real the second time but that it be resolved
that in the opinion of this House, the Electoral Franchise Act onght to,
be repealed and it is preferable to revert to the plan of utilising for the
elections of this House the provincial franchises and votera' liste.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Before that motion is
carried, I desire to make a remark or two. Whatever
doubts we may sometimes have, in a parliamentary sense,
of the perfect accuracy of the bon. First Minister's utter-
ances, few of us who have followed recent events can doubt
that he is perfectly sincere and accurate in stating that ho
is not just at present desirous of testing the popular feeling
of the electors, particularly in bis own Province. There
might be considerable inconvenience on the part of brethren
like himself and the Minister of Customs, and a good many
other hon. gentlemen, in organising the Orange lodges
which used to be the backbone of their party, and still are to a
great extent; therefore, I am disposed to believe that the
First Minister is perfectly sincere in saying that just now
he does not want to test the feelings of a good many
of his supporters throughout the Province of Ontario.
However, I do not desire to prolong the discussion on this
motion, which I believe entirely expresses, not only the
views of the Liberal party, but a good many of the Conser-
vatives throughout the Dominion, and notably in the Pro.
vince of Ontario. I believe they are sick and tired of this
Franchise Act. I believe everyone in this flouse who bas
had experience of it knows that it means a great deal of
trouble and expense, and in the end results in very little
good to the parties whom it was supposed it would benefit,
except in those constituencies where there are men who are
absolutely under the control of the Superintendent General
of Indian Affairs, as it notably did effect the result of elec-
tions in certain special counties. But I want to call the
attention of the First Minister to a point of constitutional
practice, which I think ho will hardly controvert. One
thing is clear, that we ought always to have a votera' list
which would fairly represent the electorate of this country,
and it ought to be kept in force year by year. Under the
pretext of avoiding the enormous expense which this sys-
tem bas incurred, this country has not been possessed
of an electoral list to which an appeal could fairly
be made, not for one year only but for two or three
years. Not one of the bye-elections which have taken
place within the last three years, have appealed to the real
electorate of the constituencies; in not one single case bas
that electorate been represented by 15 or 20 per cent. Like
other gentlemen, I have made some enquiries as to the
votera who have been disfranchised each year that the list
bas not been revised, and I believe my hon. friend from Bath-
well was correct in stating that every year that the votera'
list is not revised, by the natural operation of death, and by
the natural operation of growth, by which a number of
young men every year become entitled to exercise the fran-
chise, a large percentage, often amounting to 10 per cent.,
always, I think, equalling 5 per cent., are practically dis-
franchised; so that when we appeal to the country in these
bye-elections under the present system, we do not appeal to
the true electorate of the present time, but to an electorate
of three or four years ago ; and, I dare say, the House will
remember that when we pressed, that when bye-elections
take place, the votera' list should be revised, we wcre voted
down. Now, if the bon. gentleman proposes to continue
this system, it is bis' bounden duty to see, expense
or no expense, that the votera' list is revised from year
to year, or at any rate in all cases where there is roason to
suppose there niay be a bye-election. Otherwise, should a
dissolution occur- and a dissolution may not be so utterly
improbable as the hon. gentleman supposes-we would have
to fight out the contest, not by an appeal to the electorate
as it is, but as it existed three or four years ago ; in other
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words, an appeal to the country when 20 or 25 per
cent. of the electors are disfranchised. That is entirely
an unconstitutional practice. I do not think there is any
country enjoying representative institutions where such a
thing would be permitted or bas been practised, save in
Canada. I know it is not in England, where the voters'
list is revised every year. The hon. gentleman may, of
course, plead, as he did before, that the expense of this
system is so enormous that the country cannot afford it.
There is a good deal of truth in that, and it goes to prove
that his system is a mistake; and the only way to save the
expense to the country and to correct the mistake, is to
adopt the motion of my hon. friend.

Mr. MITCHELL. When this Franchise Act was under
consideration, as,I dare say, many members of this House will
recollect, I supported the general principle of the measure.
What I supported was the principle that the regulation of
the people who should control the election of members of
this House should emanate from this Parliament. In other
words, the contention of the Government side of the House
was that this Parliament should pass a Franchise Act to
provide who should have the right to vote for members of
this flouse; the contention on the Opposition side was that
the franchise of each of the several Provinces should be
taken, and that the voters under those franchises should have
the right to say who should sit in the Parliament of Canada.
At that time my opinion was given very frankly and freely,
that theoretically, and I thought it ought to be practically
too, the members of this House should not be subject,
as to who should elect them, to the legislation ot any
other body. I supported the right hon. gentleman in that
principle, and 1 stood by him through the whole of
that contest which occupied weeks and weeks. But Sir,
almost every detail of his Bill, almost every section, I felt
bound to oppose, because of the enormous expense they
were likely to involve. It was predicted at that time that
it would cost this country about half a million dollars a
year for the creation and annual revision of the lists. My
right hon. friend has found it necessary to abandon the
annual revision in consequence of that enormous expense.
Ie cannot deny that the creation of those lists has cost be-
tween $400,000 and 8500,000; and the predictions of its
cost made at that time have been fully realised. Now,
Sir, after the experience we have had of this mea
sure, I am bound to say that I have changed my
opinion about the course that ought to be pursued,
not from conviction, not from a theoretical policy, but
from the absolute fact that the only way in which economy
can be obtained in the formation of these lists is to take the
municipal lists of the different parishes and adopt the policy
of the different Provinces. I regret that we should have
to do this, but I place at the door of the right hon. gentle-
man the necessity for this change of policy on my part. I
charge him with sacrificing the correct principle for the
necessities of the case. I charge him with having placed
me in this position, that I have to come forward now and
explain to the country why I have changed my policy on
this question. I have not changed my conviction. I
believe this House should be independent of any local in-
fluence or any local legislation which would change the
Dominion Electoral Franchise, but the necessities of the
case demand the economy of the country demands, taat a
different course should be pursued from what has been pur-
sued by the right hon. gentleman. Therelore, I am bound
to speak against my own convictions of what ought te obe
the proper theoretical policy.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.
Mr. MITCHELL. Hon. gentlemen say "hear, hear." Do

they approve of what I say, when I lay at the door of the
right hon. gentleman the consequences of compelling men,
against their own convictions, and for the purpose of

economy, justice, equity and fair play, to adopt a policy
which they do not exactly believe in, in order that they
may accomplish the objecta of right, and truth, and justice ?
I regret that I have to say this in relation to the Franchise
iBill. I regret that every prediction of enormous expendi-
ture, every prediction of the injustice which would arise out
of the working of the measure, that was made at the time, at
all events by myself, has been realised. These fancy fran-
chises of the right hon. gentleman, have been a total failure.
These Indian franchises, a portion of which he had to aban-
don, have been condemned by the country. The accumulated
provisions of that Bill, which very few men, to-day, cab under-
stand, have led to innumerable difficulties, and to-day, after
three years have elapsed, we are without any annual revision
of the franchises having been made. A large portion of
the people to-day, where an election takes place, have been dis.
franchised, and we could not get a fair representation of the
votes of the people if a general election took place to-morrow,
It is not improbable a general election may take place before
very long. I do not thinkit is liable to occur from any volition
on the other side, although we occasionally hear the de-

f fenders of the Government talk of general elections this
summer. There is no fear of a general election this sum-
mer, or the next-not the slightest. My right hon. friend
knows too well he dare not go to the country now, and I
tell yon, Sir, there is a great deal more danger that we may
have six sittings of this Parliament, if the hon. gentleman
is not ousted before that time, than that we will have any
premature dissolution of the House. There have been
times, and my hon. friend bas availed himself of them,
when he las prematurely dissolved Parliament, for his own
purposes, when lie thought he was in a position to go to
the country. That is not his position to-day. He knows
he dare not go to the country; and if he did, he knows
he would have to fight many of those behind him. He
knows the men behind him have ceased to have their*confi.
dence in him, which their votes would seem to imply.

Some hon. MEMBERS. No, no.
Mr. MITCHELL. Hon. gentlemen say "no," but they

know in their hearts they disapprove of the policy of the
hon. gentleman, and do not sustain the views he entertains.
At all events, there is one man in this House who does not
approve of the lon. gentleman's course, and who is not
afraid to tell him so. -He does not appreciate the advice I
give him. Well, it doos not cost him much, but perliaps it
is worth just as little as it costs; but whatever it may be
worth I would advise the right lon. gentleman to take into
consideration the advice I give him and to consider the dis-
cussion that took place on the passage of this Franchise law
originally, and wipe out all these fancy franchises which ho
has created. Let him abolish this enormous expenditure in
which lie has involved the country, of 8100,000 or 8500,000
a year, which it costs to correct and remodel the lists. Let
him adopt manhood suffrage, which is the simplest thing,
or lot him adopt the franchises of the different Provinces,
which will cost not over 850,000, and thus save 8400,000 or
8500,000 a year. That is what 1 would advise my right lon.
friend to do, and he might do worse than take my advice.
The hon. gentleman does not care much about it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman is
mistaken. I do think a great deal of it.

Mr. MITCHELL. But you show very little appreciation
of -it. I do not wish to take up the time of the House
further. I have given expression to my opinion and to the
reasons why I support the amendment. I do not support it
on party grounds, but from necessity. I do not support it
because I behieve in it, but because I think it is necessary
in the economy and interest eof the country, and because it
is the only means of enabling us to meet the enormous
expenditure which the lon. gentleman's policy has brought
upon the country.
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Mr. JONES (Halifax). There can be no doubt that if
the opinion of hon. members who support the Administra-
tion were consulted, and if they were not under party
allegiance bound to support the policy of the Government,
there would be a very general unanimity of opinion, on that
side as well as this, that the time has arrived when this law
should be repealed. The supporters of the Government
have felt the inconvenience of it in many respects, as well
as hon. members on this side. They have found it has
entailed a large amount of work; they have found it has
entailed inconvenience and expense, and they know very
well that the whole thing bas to be gone over again every
year. It was that alone which prevented the lists from
being completed for the last two years. Does any one sup.
pose it was from any feeling of economy that the Govern-
ment hesitated having the lists completed last year, and
the year before ? Not at all. It was simply owing to the
fact that there was such a strong feeling and pressure from
their own side of the House, as to the inconvenience,
and trouble, and expense that would be involved generally,
and the Government were forced, in deference to that
feeling amongst their own supporters, to defer changing
the lists until the present. When this Franchise Bill was
introduced it was introduced with two objects. First, to
obtain uniformity. That was the avowed policy of the ad-
ministration. Secondly, to give a broader franchise to the
people of the Dominion than they enjoyed at the time.
Now, how do we stand in regard to those two points? As
regards uniformity, the Governnent sacrificed that prin-
ciple at the very inception of their m'easure, because, as we
are aware, they gave to the Province of Prince Edward Is-
land universal suffrage while they prescribed a different
franchise for all the other Provinces. Then with regard to
the broader measure of franchise which they were going
to confer upon the electors, that is entirely changed. I
admit at that time there was possibly something so
far as that was concerned in that policy, although it would
hardly justify the ground which the Government took.
Stil, so far as regards a comparison of the franchise which
they introduced and the franchise then in force in the
various Provinces, the Dominion franchise was in some
measure more liberal. Since that time, however, all that
bas also changed. We have been told to-day of the changes
which have taken place in the various Provinces. We
have been told that, in the Province of Ontario, they have
taken that great step in favor of universal suffrage; that
in New Brunswick they have also made a most important
concession; and, in my own Province of Nova Scotia-, they
have made a most important change and have carried the
franchise far lower than the Dominion franchise. The
Dominion Franchise Act provides that the income basis
shall be $300 a year to entitle an elector to be placed on
the list. In Nova Scotia, they have placed the income
franchise at 8250, and in order to meet the case of the
fishermen and miners in Nova Scotia, they have reduced
the property qualification to $150; and, in the mining
districts, where these people are not the real legal occu-
pants, or, as it were, leaseholders of the properties on
which they lived, they have given them a right to
vote if the property on which they live amounts to
the value of $150 per annum. So, in this respect, as
well as in regard to income, they have gone far beyond the
franchise given by the Act which is ncw before the
House for amendment. They have also admitted farmers'
sons and schoolmasters and professors, and a class of people
of that kind who should be on the list. Under these
circumstances, I cannot see what object is to be gained by
keeping this statute in force. We know what it cost us
before. Does anyone expect that it will cost us less in the
future ? It cost us in the neighborhood of half a million of
dollars to compile this list before, and from that experience
we know that, when it is placed in the hands of the various
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revising barristers, and that there is so much trouble con-
nected with it, it is not likely to cost us much less in the
future. I ask hon members on both sides of the House if it
is worth while, or is worth the cost, to expend half a
million of dollars every year for this purpose, when we
have our own local machinery which is more perfect and
provides for a more extended franchise, without one cent
of cost to the taxpayers of this country. Our municipal
corporations, having charge of these lists, generally make
them up on a system of great fairness to both sides. We
have never, in Nova Scotia, had any cause to complain on
that ground, because these councillors are generally
elected from both sides, and it is very seldom that any
advantage is gained in that way. In these municipal
councils, the spirit of party does not enter as largely as
it would when the result would ho that they would have to
go through the formality of making an application to a
revising barrister, and to be represented by counsel for one
party or the other. I think the members from Nova
Scotia who are in the Cabinet, the Minister of Justice and
the Minister of Marine, will bear me out in saying that the
system in that Province under our municipal arrange-
ments, has been eminently satisfactory and inexpensive.
For these reasons, in addition to the question of cost, and
the infinite trouble which will be involved in the revision
of the list every year, I think the amendment should be
adopted. Take a county like my own, which runs 100
miles down the eastern shore and 50 miles on the western
shore, and 30 or 41 miles into the country, ail having to be
travelled by waggons, without railways to reach any
portion of that county. Those people are so scattered
along the coast that it is almost impossible to get
the electors from those points to meet the revising bar-
rister when he announces that he is going to hold
bis court at a certain place; and men who live at
great distances along our fishing coasts, and have no means
of transportation except by water, will not go to those
places unless they are provided with means of transporta-
tion. It is said that this difficulty may be obviated under
certain circumstances by a declaration being made, but, in
these small districts, unless you have a legal gentleman
accompanying the revising barrister to see that no improper
exceptions are taken to applications made from the opposite
side-because he is sure to need no looking after in regard
to bis own side-you will lose a large number of the electors
under such circumstances. It is, therefore, important to
consider the trouble as well as the cost, and I do think that
the Government now should accept the opinion of the House
on the subject. I am sure that, if no Government pressure
was brought to bear upon the hon. members of this House,
and they were asked to vote as they thought best in the
interests of the country and not in the interests of a party,
the vote would be almost unanimous in favor of going back
to the provincial lista. This is a matter of so much importance
that I think we should debate it thoroughly, and should let
the country understand the fact that they have before them
two propositions. The one is-because I suppose the
Government will not propose continually to withhold the
revision of the lista as they have done during the last three
years-to revise these lista every year at the enormous
expense to which I have referred, and the other is to go
back to the provincial lista, made under our municipal
institutions, which have always given satisfaction and
which can be obtained without any expense. I think, when
the people realise that, during a Parliament extending over
five years, this will cost at least $400,000 a year, amounting
to 82,000,000 in the course of the five years, they will feel
sufficiently interested in the matter to indicate their views
and their impressions to their representatives on both sides
of the House. Under these circumstances I trust that the
Minister of Justice will consider this matter again, and that
the Government will consult the feelings of their own
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friends, as well as the opinions on this side of the House
and in the country generally; for I believe if they were to
go to their own supporters, as I have conversed with them
time and again, they would find that they are in favor
of going back to our provincial franchise.

Mr. WELDON (St. Jûhn). During the four years that
this Billihas been in operation, we have been able to wit
ness its effects and to view it in the light of experience.
When the Bill was first introduced it was purely a matter
of theory, but now we have had an opportunity of testing
it, of seeing its practical effects. I think any person who
has observed the mode in which this Bill has been carried
out, and the cost it las been to the country, must feel that
experience has shown that it is inadequate for the purpose
for which it was destiied, that it not only imposes an enor-
mous expense upon the country, but that it has produced
great difficulty, great labor, and much inconvenience to all
the parties engaged in it. But this point was very clearly
put by my bon. friend who has just sat down (Mr. Jones),
so that I need not enlarge upon it. But, referring to the
motion made by my hon. friend in front of me (Mr. Laurier),
I wish to say that when this Bill was before the louse for
the first time, I strongly supported the proposition that
provincial lists should be made the basis of the Dominion
lists. I believe that, so far as the exercise of the
franchise is concerned, that subject is more properly in
the hands of the Local Legislature. I believe that the
Local Legislature of our Province of New Brunswick is
better quahfied to decide who are entitled to vote in that
Province, than hon. gentlemen who sit here for British
Columbia or Manitoba ; and we in the Maritime Provinces
are not as well qualified to decide who are entitled to exer-
cise the franchise in British Columbia and Manitoba, as are
the Local Legisiatures of those Provinces. Moreover, we
found that in the neighboring States, under a constitution
somewhat similar to our own, the principle prevails that
the State Legislature should control the franchise, both of
those who are entitled to vote for representatives to the
State Legisiatures, and of those who are entitled to vote for
representatives in Congress. For these and other reasons I
advocated strongly, at that time, the adoption of the Provin-
cial Francise. In addition, I believed that the Local Legisla-
tures were desirous to extend the franchise from time to time,
as the requirements of each Province seemed to dic-
tate, and that the Local Legislature would limit the
suffrage or extend it in such a manner as would be to the
public weal. But this Bill was passed, and, as we pointed
out, its operation has been attended with an enormous ex.
pense, and during the four years since that time a large
portion of the people have been practically disfranchised.
We have pointed out upon other occasions, cases where
men who were entitled to be put upon the voters' list, by
accident or otherwise have been omitted from the list, and
although they were properly qualified, possessing more
than one qualification, under the provisions of that Bill the
Government have prevented them being put upon the list, and
they have been deprived of the franchise; yonng men who
have since obtained their majority and have obtained pro-
perty, have been deprived of the exercise of the suffrage.
Then there was the tact of the enormous expense, which no
doubt, was the reason which induced the Government to
allow the Act to remain a dead letter upon the Statutes
during the last three years. I must say that had
the resolution of my lon. friend been proposed last
year, I should have.been compelled to vote against it, for
the reason that in the Province from which I come, the
suffrage at that time was higher than that determined upon
in the Franchise Bill, and numbers obtained the franchise
who would not have obtained it under the provincial lists.
The principle having been adopted and carried into effect
I should have feit that I was not justified in depriving any
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person of the right of the franchise. But the circumstances
have changed now, a change bas taken place in our Pro-
vince. As bas been stated, in the Province of New Bruns-
wick a most liberal Bill has been passed, extending the
suffrage in some cases far beyond that of the present Elec-
toral Franchise Act. That being so, I feel now that I am
in such a position that I can heartily support the amendment
offered by the leader of the Opposition. As I pointed out
before, and as the hon. member for Halifax (Mr. Jones) has
pointed out, the mode in which the voter' lists is made up
under the provincial law entails but little expense to the
country, and it see rns to me that if no other motive could ac-
tuate hon. gentlemen in this House, they should have adopted
a mode by which a large amount of money could be saved to
this country ; at the same time they would have avoided in
the past a great deal of trouble and annovance in getting up
the voters' lists. I believe that these diffioulties and tnese
troubles will be greatly enhanced by the mode now propos.
ed by which these lists are to be made at Ottawa. Mtstakes
have already occurred under the pi esent system, but I believe
that the proposition now before the House tu have these lista
made at Ottawa, will lead to a great many more mistakes.
For ail these reasons I believe that the proper way is to go
back to the simple mode in which the provincial franchises
were regulated in the different Provinces, and to leave the
Local Legislature, which I beheve is the proper authority, to
regulate the franchise from time to time, as the necessities
of the Province may require.

Mr. MaMULLEN. When the Franchise Bill was first
introduced, we saw in it a great many objectionable features,
and we endeavored to remove them without succe-s. On
this occasion we want, in the first place, to enter our solemn
and united protest against the continuation of a measure
that has had a trial in the country, and that bas virtually
been condemned by every unbiassed mind in this Dominion.
L fearlessly assert that if the question of the continuation of
this Franchise Act was left to a vote to the people of this
country, a very large majority would say that they prefer
the municipal voters' libt. Our municipal voters' lista are
very carefully prepared. We do not have, as a rule, a muni-
cipality ail Tories or ail Reformers.

Some hon. MEMBE RS. Oh, oh.
Mr. McMULLEN. I would just say, Mr. Speaker, that

if the hon. gentlemen opposite think that by making a
noise they are going to shorten this discussion, they are
very much mistaken. Some years ago that effort was tried,
and it only resulted in lengthening the Session to six
months instead of three. If hon. gentlemen opposite think
they are going to accomplish their object by interrupting
those who address the House, they will find that the result
will be the lengthening of this Session just as it was before,
but perhaps without the extra $500. I was going on to
say we have not ail Tories or all Grits in the municipal
councils. In one of the straight Reform townships in my
riding there is a Conservative assessor, and to the credit of
the Conservatives in another township, where there is a
very strong Conservative majority, there is a Reform as-
sessor. This shows that the political prejudices of the
people are not so strong as those of hon. gentlemen oppo-
site. Those lon. gentlemen think that, uniess they have
under their absolute control the preparation of the voters'
list, their friends will not be dealt with justly. If they
will take the experience of the last four years under
the Franchise Act and compare the votera' liat under that
Act with the municipal votera' list, they will find that every
man in any township, or town, or village who is entitled to
be on the list and is not on the list is omitted because he
bas kept the fact that he is entitled to vote secret. I fully
agree with the remarks of the leader of the Opposition,
that under the system by which the municipal votera' liaist
are prepared they are more likely to be fair than are tho
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liste under the present Act. When we consider the fact
that the court revising the lists in the municipality is com-
posed of five men chosen by the people themselves, regard.
less of their political views, simply elected as men who will
act uprightly in the preparation and revision of the lists, it
is clear that the interests of the electors are likely to be
much better served. The best evidence of this is, that there
are some Conservative townships which elect Reform officials
and vice versa, so there is not that political antipathy which
prevails amongst politicians, and it ls well there is not.
Again, the revision of the voters' lists takes place before
the same judge before whom our present list comes if
there is an appeal. The judge of the county is the
last court of appeal when there is any person in a township,
town or village, who wants to be placed on the list. Tbe
same appeal is had under the present municipal list that
they would have under the present franchise list, if we con-
tinue it in existence. Its abolishment would undoubtedly
save a large sum to the country. When the list was first
introduced, it was stated that it would cost $ 1,000,000. The
First Minister said if would not cost over $200,000, but we
know it bas cost over $400,000. In addition, the judges in
many cases have been very poorly paid. They bave gone
through much bardship in going from place to place to hold
revisions, and I know, in the western section of the Pro-
vince, a great many judges have complained of being poorly
paid. If that is the fact, we cannot expcct to obtain much
reduction on the expense for revision. The officials serving
with the judges also claim that the pay they received was
but a miserable pittance for the work they performed. I
therefore contend that there is no hope of re-
ducing the cost of the revision to a very much
less sum than bas been paid. Another matter of
expense in connection with the list is this: At the
time of the inception of the first voters' list a number of
deputy judges were appointed in the several countiessolely
for the purpose of performing certain duties in connection
with the revision of the list. From fifteen to twenty were so
appointed, in some cases where they were not required ; and
I know counties which have a senior and a junior judge,
and either could do the work, except the revision of the
voters' list. In order to provide revising officers a number
of junior judges were appointed solely in connection with
the revision of the lists, and the country in this way is to-day
called upon to pay $30,000 more than otherwise would
be necessary in consequence of the Franchise Act. If
the Dominion thought the municipal lists should be reprinted,
as not being suffliciently explicit in their termas or in their
descriptions, this might be done, and by taking the assess-
ment roll and voters' list of each municipality, we would
obtain a much more fair, better and more correct list than
any ever produced by this Act or that could be obtained by
amending the Act. In my own county, to-morrow,
there will be a vote taken upon the Canada Temperance
Act, and from six to eight counties altogether will be called
upon to vote to-morrow upon that important question. It
is highly desirable, in the interests of the people, and with
such an important question to decide, that every man
entitled to vote should be placed upon the voters' list. ln
Wellington the people will go to the polls, record their
votes in favor of a continuation of the Act or the reverse,
and there will be from 3,000 to 4,000 electors in that
county alone who will not have the privilege of recording
their votes upon the question. This is a very unfortunate
state of things, and if we had a municipal voters' list in
place of the present voters' list, every one of those men
would be entitled to vote. We imagined, judging from the
fact that the Goverument bas left the question over for
three years without a revision taking place, they would
probably introduce an Act to sweep away the Franchise
Aet; they do not, apparently, feel disposed to do so, but
are going to press upon the House, at this late period of the

Mr. MOMULLEN.

Session, the consideration of this most vital and important
question. I contend it is a vital and important question.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh.
Mr. MULOCK. We had better adjourn while the hon.

gentlemen perform.
Mr. SPEAKER. I beg hon. gentlemen to cease making

a noise, or I shall deem it my duty to name them.

Mr. MoMULLEN. This is a very important question,
as it involves the representation of the people and the
manner in which they shahl perform their duties at the
polls. The past history of the Act has shown a great deal
of confusion in the public mind. Sometimes people have
gone to different polling places. There are different polling
places for the Dominion and the local elections, and it is
highly desirable we should have a votera' list for all pur-
poses as clearly framed as possible, and the people should
vote at the same places for the Dominion elections as they
do for local elections. If matters were simplified in that
direction, the people would discharge their duties far more
intelligently than at present. There is also objection to
the form in which the votera' lista were issued last time.
They were issued in sheet form, and in a great many cases
these sheets became cut and torn in handling, and the
names were rendered almost unintelligible before the votes
were taken. On the other hand, the municipal liste are
prepared in pamphlet form, and they will last from year to
year without getting into such a condition as the Dominion
lists did, so that you could hardly decipher the names on
them. I contend that for this, and many other reasons, we
should get rid altogether of this Franchise Bill. I do not
think hon. gentlemen opposite will sustain any loss by it,
for I do not believe there is a man in this House who can
say that in his constituency, owing to the system adopted
in the municipal voters' lista, any of his friends would be
deprived of the franchise. If that is the fact, I ask why it
is considered necessary that, in the present embarrassed,
financial condition of the country, this louse should be
asked to consent to an annual expenditure of three or four
hundred thousand dollars for revising votera' lista, where
there is no necessity for it ? If every man is now on the
voters' lists, I ask, why not accept that list ? If the Do.
minion Government want to have the power of revision
under control of their own officers, I may point ont that
the same officers revise the two lista. I understand
that before the introduction of this list there was
some reason for it, because in some of the Provinces
there was no list at all. I believe, however, that
bas been remedied, and that in every Province they
have municipal liste now. That being the case
I cannot sec the wisdom of keeping up this votera' liEst at
such trouble and such great expense to the country. We
must know that every member of this House when he goes
home-if this Franchise Act is enforced-instead of being
able to attend to bis business, will have to travel through
his'constitucncy from township to township to try and
have this list put in order. That is trouble, annoyance and
expense to the members who support the Government, as
well as to those in opposition, because if the Conservative
members do not pay attention, they may find that some of
their friends may be struck off the roll. This is a trouble
and expense which we can easily be relieved of by taking
the municipal lista as we find them, in place of using those
lista which are obnoxious to the members as well as to the
people of the country. I believe that there is not a single
place in the Dominion that would send in a petition for the
maintenance of this Act. At every political demonstration
which I have attended, whether of Conservatives or Re-
formera, they were all opposed to this Act. I hope the
Government will decide, after mature deliberation, and, in
consideration of the late stage of the Session at which we
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are asked to consider this question, will withdraw the Act.
Before next Session they can prepare a list on the plan of
the municipal voters' lists, and adopting that as the basis
of representation. if you want to print that list here, I
am satisfied that this side of the House would offer no op.
position. I hope the Government will consider this
suggestion.

Mr. CURRAN. I desire merely to say a few words on
this question, as it has been stated that if we were'to return
to the system that was fornlerly in vogue no members of
the community would be deprived of the right to vote. I
think that those who know the history of recent legislation
in the Province of Quebec admit that under the influence of
the present Franchise Act of the Dominion Government a
certain educational process has been going ou, and at the
last session of the Local Legislature a new Franchise law
was passed which, whilst it has very many bad features, at
the same time must be held to be in some respects an
advance upon what existed there before. The hon. gentle-
man who bas just resumed his seat (Mr. McMullen) has
stated that not one man in the Dominion of Canada would
lose his vote if we were to return to the old system. That
is entirely a mistake, because whilst in the Election law
passed at the last session of the Legislature in Quebec a
vote was given to farmers' sons, and to teachers, and to the
sons of owners of real estate in cities, yet we have a large
class of wage-earners who under that law are entirely ex-
cluded from the right to vote. In the large cities of our
Province, Montreal, Quebec and, other places where manu-
facturing is carried on or where there is any large
congregation of people, there is a vast number of the work-
ing class, young men, book-keepers, clerks, mechanics,
laborers and others, who are earning $300 a year and up-
wards, but who do not keep house, and who board either
with their parents or in some other place, and, under the
present law in the Province of Quebec, that large class of
wage-earners would be deprived of the right, which they
hold to-day, of having their names inscribed upon the voters'
lists, and of exercising the franchise at elections for the
Dominion Parliament. Under those circumstances, I think
it would be a step backwards if we were to deprive that
large section of the working classes of their right to vote.
They are as intelligent a body of men as can be found in any
country; they are young men m ho, mcst of them, have been
brought up in this country and educated here, and nearly all
of whom read and write and follow the public discussions of
the affairs of the country which take place in Parliament
and in the press of every shade, politically. That class,
which has a representative now on the floor of this House,
would be deprived of the franchise if we adopted the Que bec
provincial lists. I am sure that the names of no less than some
thousands of young men in the city of Montreal alone would
be wiped off the electoral lists if we went back to the old
system. I think that whilst in the Province of Quebec, as
has been truly said by the hon. the leader of the Opposition,
the vast majority of the people are opposed to manhood
suffrage, stili I am convinced that there is no class of people
in the whole Province of Qnebec who are desirous that those
men who give the very best evidence of their value to the
community by earning $300 a year and upwards should be
deprived of the franchise, and who would not be sorry to
see those people wiped off the electoral lists. 1, for one, can-
not consent to that. I would be recreant to my duty here if
I did not raise my voice and protest against that large class
of persons in the Province of Quebec being deprived of the
right to vote wbich was granted to them by this Parliament
a few years ago. I pointed out that under this new law
in the Province of Quebec, while a stop has been made
forward, and the classes which I have mentioned, including
teachers, have had the right to vote granted to them,
although they are not housekeepers, yet another step has

been taken there which I think was not a wise one. They
have wiped off the voters' lists the name of every man who
holds a public office, whether under the Local Legislature
or under the Dominion. That large class of persons are
perfectly free to cast an honest and independent vote, now
that we have the ballot, and they are an intelligent clam
who know the workingd of the machinery of government;
and unless we wish to brand them as persons who are not
fit to vote honestly and uprightly, they should not be
deprived of that right. If we adopt the amendment of the
leader of the Opposition, all that class will be disfranchised,
and I think it will be admitted on all hands that they are
as independent a claqs as can be found in the community.
INow, I think we should continue the present law, and give
it a chance. It has not yet had a chance of showing its
results. It is altogether too soon to talk of repealing it.
Let us see what will be the effect of these amendments
which are proposea in this Bill, and which, according to hon.
gentlemen who have opposed the Bill, are in the right direc-
tion. The majority of the members of this House I believe
will come to the conclusion that, so far as the Province of
Quebec is concerned, the amendment proposed by the hon.
leader of the Opposition would be a stop backward instead
of forward.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I certainly am not in sympathy
with the views of the hon. member for Montreal Centre. I
cannot agree with him, that the people of Quebec are not
the best judges of how extended their franchise ought to be.
He may not be in sympathy with the Local Logislature of
that Province; he may feel that it is not legislating in the
interest of the people; but I say that the representatives
of the people in that Province are the proper ones to say
who ought, and who ought not to vote. They are among
the people, they have an opportunity to ascertain the
views and opinions of the people, and the Act they passed
ought to be satisfactory, not only to the hon. gentleman,
but to the Province generally. Ie admits that they have
made a stop in advance; and, so far as I am able to un-
derstand it, I believe the franchise at present prevailing in
Quebec is almost, if not quite, as liberal as the franchise of
tue Dominion. That being the case, what injury or wrong
would be done to the people of Queboc, by our adopting the
local franchise for Dominion elections ? None at all. The
hon. gentleman says, some wage-earners would be deprived
of the opportunity of voting. I do not know how many are
affected in that way, but I think it would be a limited num-
ber. Then, with respect to public officers being deprived of
votes, I have no sympathy with his views. From our experi-
once in Dominion affairs, I think it would be much botter if
they were not permitted to vote. I must say, to the credit of
the public officers in the riding I have the honor to repre-
sent, that they abstained from voting, as they regarded it
unseemly that individuals drawing pay from the Govern-
ment of the day should go to the polls to record their votes
either in favor of or against the Government. Therefore, I
think the feeling in regard to them will amount to nothing,
I think the amendment moved by my hon. friend, the leader
of the Opposition, is in the right direction, and if these be
ail tic objectio s the bon. member from Montreal Centre
can offer against it, he should be found among those sup-
porting it. We were told years ago, that this Act was a
necessity in order that we might have a uniform franchise;
we were told time and again, that it was unseemly that this
Parliament should allow its members to be elected on a
voters' list prepared by some other Parliament. I appeal
to the members of this House to point to a single instance
of any injustice or wrong having been done to any indivi.
dual in any municipality, in the whole of the Dominion
of Canada, in any election that took place under that
system. If they cannot point to a single instance,
then I ask, what was the necessity of changing from
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that system, which had been in existence for years,
and adopting a Dominion franchise? If hon. gentlemen
opposite could show that any wrong was done or that any
agitation existod in the country for a Dominion franchise,
then I could understand the necessity of passing an act,
and allowing a reasmnable amount of expenditure in con-
nection with it; but up to the present lime J have never
heard a single expression from anyone to show that any
such wrong existed prior to the passage of this Franchise
Act. Je it fnot more reasonable to suppose, if we are going
to have a voters' list efficiently and impartially prepared,
which would be satisfactory to al parties concerned, that it
would be botter prepared by the various municipal officers,
whose duties bring them every day more or lessinto con-
tact with the electors ? They would have botter oppor-
tunities of knowing every individual who was entitled to be
placed on the list, and every one who ought to be struck
off. Is it reasonable to suppose that the revising barrister
can sit in his office and be able to say what individuals in
the different parts of the constituency ought to be struck
off the list, and what individuals should be placed on it?
If it be the wish of the Government, as I presume it is, that
a fair list should be made, why not take the various muni.
cipal machinery in operation in every part of the Dominion,
by means of which the liste can be prepared wlth hardly
any expense. And these would be more efficient lists than
any ithat can be prepared under the present system. No
individual would then be deprived of his vote. Such is not
the case under this law. Anyone who has had to go through
the trouble of preparing lists will remember that after al
the trouble to which he had been put, and after all the
expense necessarily incurred, and atter the lista had been
finally prepared and revised, a very large number indeed of
those wao ought to have been upon the list were left out,
and ihus a great amount of dissatisfaction was created
Every prospective candidate or representative must expect
to be taxed very heavily in seeking out the necessary
individuals to be placed upon the lists, and after every
exertion had been made and an enormous expense incurred,
it is found ihat the listp are generally incomplete. I hold
it is the duty of the Government to adopt means to make the
work as eamy as possible of having every individualentitled
to a vote placed upon the list. No individual in a free
country like this who is entitled to vote should, by any
omissions on the part of the Government, be deprived of
that right. Now, the piosent lists were prepared three or
four years ago, and in every election that has taken place
since we fin i that a very la go number of the people who
are entitled to exorcise their franchise have been deprivel
of it through defects in the lists, and not through any fault
of theirs. Many had moved into new municipahîties, where
they bad purchased properties and lived one or two years,
and yet when an election took place they were not permit-
ted t> record their votes, and through no fault of theirs.
We all know that the reason these liste are not revised
every year is that the Government dare not impose upon
the country the annual expenditure of $500,000 which it
costs to propare and revise these liste. I would ask hon.
gentlemen on the opposite side, who have gone through an
election campaign, if they would dare go back to their con-
etituents and say they were prepared to retain the Domin-
ion liste in their present shape, and inflict upon the Domin-
ion the enormous expenditure incurred in the preparation
of these lists, when they cannot bring forward one single
tittle of evidence to show any necessity for this expenditure.
I would like to see any one of them rise and say he can go
back to his constituents and defend this law. I have met
those hon. gentlemen, time and again, on the platform, and
have always found them as strong in their denunciation of
the Act as I could possibly be myself. They were even
etronger. They declared there was no necessity for it,
and that no wrong had been inflicted by using the provin.

Mr. WILsoN (Elgin).

cial lists, and that it was unnecessary to impose this expen-
diture upon the people. Diring the previous discussion on
this law, hon. gentlemen opposite argued that the lista pre.
pared by the municipalities were not free from partisan-
ship, that the councils appointed mon on political grounds,
and that the assessors solected their assistants on political
grounds, and that hence the Government wished to intro-
duce an impartial system. Is that a reasonable assertion ?
The council select their assessors, the assessors select
their clerks to prepare the liste, and the liste are presented
to the county judge for revision. ls there any machinery
that could possibly be devised by which we could
obtain more impartial listae? Could any list be more re-
liable than those prepared by the various municipalities
throughout the Dominion ? le it not botter that we should
have only one list in an election campaign, than have voters
upon one list that are not on another, so that one half the
time they do not know at which poll they must record their
votes, or on which list their names are entered ? This has
been a great source of inconvenience and vexation.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Roess.

IN COMMITTEE.-THIRD READING.

Bill (No. 114) to incorporate the Title and Mortgage
Guarantee Company of Cauada.-(Sir Donald Smith.)

DIVORCE.-W. G. LOWRY.

Mr. SUALL moved second reading of Bill (No. 119) for
the relief of William Gordon Lowry.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. We are now coming to that
kind of legisiation which is more anomalous, as I think the
House will agree, than any other kind of legislation which
we are called to pass upon. If I might say so without dis-
respect, which I do not mean to the flouse, I would venture
to :ay that Bills in relation to divorce are too frequently
passed by the House without a full acquaintance on the
part of members, generally, with the circumstances under
which they are asked to vote. It is quite true that, in the
other House, the evidence is very carefully taken, and I
have no doubt, from the discussions which take place in
that Chamber, that the cases are very carefully sifted; but
I conceive that that does not relieve this House, and every
member of it, of the responsibility which the House,
and every member, has in allowing such Bills to pass.
If we are to allow such legislation at all, as to which I
have my own opinion, 1 submit that, in dealing with
questions which are involved in these cases, it is just
as imperatively the duty of every member of this House to
know the evidence upon which ho votes and to form an
opinion upon it as it would be if he were performing the
functions of a juror in a court of justice, because very
important results arise from the conclusions to which we
come in these matters. I do not know how I can botter
impress upon the louse that plain duty which should be
discharged than by asking the House to divide upon these
Bills, and I shall certainly do so in relation to the first of
them, which is now proposed for a second reading. No
doubt some members have taken an interest in these Bills
and will differ from me in the conclusion which I have
arrived at I therefore make the remarks I do with all
deference to their view and without presuming to say that
they should be influenced by the view I take as a lawyer
in reference to this first Bill. I will only express my opinion
as to the matters of fact which are involved in it. I think
this Bill asks for a divorce without any proof whatever of
the fact on which the Bill is based, other than the more
admissions of the parties. The Bill is evidently pro-
moted on the ground that the respondent has been guilty
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of adultery, but there is not the slightest evidence that she'
was so guilty except the admissions which were made by
herself. There is no proof that there was ever an opportu-
nity given for ber to commit the offence excepting one,
and that was the occasion on which she met the party with
whom it is alleged that she committed the offence, and
when there was nothing that would croate a strong pre
sumption that the offence was thon committed. The only
occasion, as far as it appears by the evidence, was at an
interview brought about by a friend of the family or a
friend of herself-I do not know which-who invited ber
to come to his bouse and invited the person with whom
she is alleged to have committed the offence to meet her
there, apparently for the purpose of explanation or in
order to prevent further trouble or dispute between the
families. On that occasion, she met this person in the
kitchen, and remained there for some hours in conversa-
tion with him; but I submit to bon. gentlemen who have
read the evidence that there is nothing in the time, or
place, or circumstances of their meeting to lead to the
presumption-as such presumptiou is often found in cases
of that kind-that the offence was thon committed. 1, there-
fore, say that the case remains on the admission of the wife
that she bad committed the offence. It is truc, no doubt,
that the admissions of a party accused of an offence are
proper evidence, but the weight of that evidence depends
entirely upon the interest which the party may have had,
and in this instance it is apparent that the real interest
of the woman was in favor of making an admission.
She desires a separation, of course, and ber husband
desires it as well. She did not live happily with him, and
she loft him. By the evidence, it is truc, that that was
without any provocation, and under cir cumstances which
devolved the whole blame on ber in the separation. She
left him within three weeks or so after the marriage, and
never lived with him afterwards. He remonstrated against
that, and she expressed plainly to him ber determination
not to live with him again, and admitted then that she had
been unchaste prior to ler marriage. There was at that time
no admission that the offence had been committed during
marriage, and I r eed not remind the House that, as regards
the antecedent events, they formecd noground for the passage
of this Bill. But this important f act appears, by ber statement
to her husband thon, that she was anxious for a divorce,
indeed she avowed that she would marry this man named
Wilson, with whom, it is alleged, she had previously
cohabited ; that she would marry him if she had an oppor-
tunity. It appears, thon, that there was present to her mind
the motive of a desire for divorce, and she seemed afterwards
willing to help her husband in getting one. Subsequently she
makes the admission that at that interview in the kithen, she
committed the offence, and she makes that admission in the
presence ofa witness. The witness was brought for the pur.
pose of being a witness, but the wife refused to make the
admission in the presence of ber husband and the witness.
The husband retired, and the witness pursued the enquiry
and pressed upon the wife the necessity of making an admis-
sion if she were guilty of the offence, and she finally
made the admission to him. These are the circum-
stances under which this case is presented, without, as
I have said, any proof whatever of the act having
been committed, but depending entirely upon the ad-
missions of the wife, and those admissions made under a
state of mind which, however discredible it may be to ber,
gave her an incentive for making the admission. Under
the circumstances I think the House will be inclined to be-
lieve-I know the conclusion has been forced upon me-that
the case is not free from suspicion of collusion between the
husband and wife. It is truc there is the bald state-
ment which is always made in such cases, on the part
of the husband, that no collusion does exist. I know no-
thing of the parties, I have not seen the witnesses, I can

only vote on the case as it is before me, and from the case
as it appears before me, I feel so impressed with the idea
that there may have been collusion, and that the case is a
weak one, resting on the admissions which the wife made,
that I shall feel compelled on that ground, if no other ex-
isted, to vote again3t the Bill, and I feel bound to call the
attention of the House particularly to this Bill. I may add
that, notwithstanding the careful enquiry which takes place
in the other Chamber in regard to such matters, a full de-
bate took place on the Bill before it was passed, and 28
members of the Sonate voted for the Bill and 23 against it.
On that division, which was a close one, two Senators who
were present asked to be relieved from voting, and abstain-
ed from voting on the ground that they bad not seen copies
of the ovidence. As I said before, I do not wish the conclu-
sion to which I have come to influence the judgment of
other members; but I do feel that this is a case in which
there is a peculiar responsibility upon us to examine care-
fully the principle upon which we shall proceed. I do not
hesitate to say that the Bill is one for which I cannot vote.

Mr. JAMIESON. I desire to say a few words in reforence
to the Bill before the fHouse, because I happen to know the
most of the facts connected with the case. The applicant
for this divorce resides in my constituency, and I sBhould be
expected to take some interest in the matter if the party is
properly entitled to the relief which he seeks. On the
evidence, I do not agree with the Minister of Justice in the
conclusion ho las come to. I think that a Bill of this
character having been passed before a properly constituted
committee of the Senate, and the evidence having been
adduced before that committee and carefully investigated,
and the committee having unanimously reported in favor of
the Bill-these are strong circumstances which should
induce us to vote for the second reading of this Bill in order
that it may go before the Private Bills Committee of this
House. I am quite aware that there was a discussion in
the Sonate on the second reading, or the third reading-I
believe it was the third reading. I will just ask the lon.
gentlemen who have given any attention to the evidence, to
compare the statements made by the senators who took part
in the discussion in opposition to this Bill, with the evidence
which has come down in this House, and they will come to
the conclusion that those who opposed the Bill in the Sonate
were either ignorant of the nature of the evidence, or they
wilfully misrepresented that evidence. I have come to
that conclusion after having carefully looked into the
evidence which was taken before the Committee, and after
having perused the speeches made by the hon. gentlemen.
I take this to be one of the most painful cases which could
come before any body having authority to grant relief of
this character. It is not mecessary for me to go into the
evidence at length ; I trust that bon. gentlemen have
perused the evidence, although I confess that in this and
in other cases, it seems a very difficult matter to get the
evidence in a case of this kind, into our bands. It is sent
down to this House ostensibly for the purpose of giving
information to the members, but unfortunately, from some
cause or other, the evidence very often disappears. I trust
that in the future more care will be exercised in cases of this
kind, so that members for whose use and benefit the evidence
is printed and sent to this House, sbould be ena bled to peruse
it. I would say in reference to the evidence in this case, that,
in my judgment, a very strong case for relief bas been made
out. I look upon it as one of the most unfortunate things
that could have happened to this young man. I feel
satisfied that if hou. members would carefully examine the
evidence and weigh the facts, they will not for asingle
moment hesitate to vote for the second reading of the Bill.
I do not desire to go into the evidence, but if hon. gentle-
men will look at it they will find that this young man was
basely decoived, What occurred afterwards, in my judg-
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ment, was ample evidence to support the charge which was
made against the respondent in this case. I do not desire
to enter more fully into the evidence, but I trust the House
will see it is proper to allow this Bill to go to the Private
Bills Committee, where the evidence can be carefuIly scruti-
nieed and examined, and no doubt bon, gentlemen will
agree with me that this is a case in which the rule ought to
ho followed.

Mr. MULOCK. Will the hon. gentleman state if Judge
Gowan was on that Committee, if he took part in the
enquiry, and if he concurred in the fiading.

Mir. JAMIESON. Yes, le was chairman. The Com-
mittee unanimously reported the Bill.

Mr. MULOCK. I understand the Minister of Justice has
drawn his conclusion fron the evidence that there is not
saufficient proof of the alleged offence, and also that there
may have been collusion. Then I understand the hon.
gentleman who lias just taken his seat (Mir. Jamieson) to
state that the Committee who heard the evidence were not
of that opinion-

Mr. JAMIESON. Certainly not.

Mr. MULOCK-and that Judge Gowan, who has taken
great interest in these matters, concurred in the finding.
Under these circumstances, would it not ho desirable to
postpone adjudicating on the case until àan investigation has
been held by a Committee of this House? While it has
been the custom in all uncontested cases to accept enquiries
before the Senate Committee and not repeat the work, yet
I do not understand there is anything binding upon the
Private Bills Committee of this House, where there is any
conflict of opinion and any doubt, not to take evidence
under our own direction and with special direction to the
points stated to be in doubt by the Minister of Justice. I
think it fair and in the interest of all parties that, before
giving final judgment, this House should investigate the
case by its own Committee.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I agree with my hon. friend
who hes just taken his seat, that if there is any doubt we
must be guided by fixed rules, and we must assume the
responsibility of deciling these cases. I must say,after
reading the evidence that, putting aside the confession
alleged to have been made by the wife, the evidence is not
such as wouId satisfy a court of divorce. If the evidence were
at all clear, then the confession might perhaps be brought
in; but this evidence is so weak I do not think any court
would adjudicate upon it and grant a divorce. I admit,
when we come to the question of confessions we have to be
guided by rales laid down with respect to them. The
practice adopted here is somewhat analogous to the practice
established in the House of Lords before the court was estab-
lished for the purpose of dealing with divorce cases. The
rules were very clear that a confession was not sufficient
evidence on which to obtain a divorce, and the
ecclesiastical courts follow the same rule, and it was
quite evident that the reason on which the rule was
founded was that it afforded opportunity of collusion; and in
the Divorce Court in the Province from which I come, the
court has rejected confessions in cases of this kind. It is
true the law in England has been altered of late years,
since the formation of the new Court of Probate ; it is
based on the principles of common law, rather than civil
law, as regards the rules of evidence, and the common law
provides that confessions are admitted, the same as any
other evidence, and are sent to the jury. The reason for
the rule which has prevailed in the House of Lords, and in
eccles&stical courts, doos not exist in the Court of Probate,
because there the judge presides, and if he comes to
the conclusion on the evidence that there is colla-
sion, he refuses the divorce. There is also a pro.

Mr. JAMIitsoN.

cess by which the matter can ho further enquired
'into, by the intervention of the Queen's Proctor. I
do not, therefore, consider that in trying this question
as a tribunal we should adopt the present practice of the
Court of Probate, but we should rather follow the rule that
has hitherto prevailed in the House of Lords and in the or-
dinary courts in ecclesiastical cases. Vie% ing the case in
this light, and after reading the evidence carefully, I come
to the conclusion that we should reject the Bill. The hon.
member for Lanark (Mr. Jamieson) stated that the Com-
mittee of the Senate was unanimous, while the Minister of
J ustice has pointed to the close division in the Sonate on
the question. With either matter we have nothing to do.
We are here to form an opinion on the evidence before us.
Applying the rules which govern these- cases to that evi.
dence, we must endeavor to come to a correct conclusion in
regard to it. Notwithstanding the serious position in which
this young man will be placed, I do not think we can ignore
the principle which should guide us in determining this
case, and I concur with the Minister of Justice and feel my-
self most reluctantly compelled to vote against this Bill.

Mr. LISTER. As I understand the matter, the motion
before the flouse is simply that this matter should be
referred to a committee. I appreciate fully the powerful
argument of the Minister of Justice, and if there is any
good reason for believing that the parties are acting in col-
lusion, the application made for divorce should be refused
by this House. But the House owes something to the
Senate, which is the court for the trial and decision of
these cases. There is, to be sure, a very considerable re-
sponsibility resting upon members of this House, but here-
tofore we have always accepted the decision of the Sonate
as to these matters, and without paying very much atten-
tion to the evidence, we have concluded their consideration
and recommendation to be sufficient to lead us to grant a
divorce. So far as this case is concerned I think that, under
all the circumstances, it should go to a committee of this
House to investigate the evidence. It is a very hard thing
indeed that this young man applying for a divorce should
be ruled out in the way proposed. If there has been adul-
tery committed, ho should receive a divorce; and it is not
courteous to the Senate, or doing justice to ourselves, to
throw out the Bill without further consideration. It should
be referred to a committee to hear the evidence, and con-
sider the evidence laid before the other House. So far as
that House is concerned, they have devoted themselves very
thoroughly to the estimation of this class of cases. If there
is one class of business more than another to which the
Senate has given great care and attention, it is to these
divorce cases, and when we are informed that a gentleman
of the legal experience of Judge Gowan, chairman of the
committee, has concurred in the finding of the committee,
that opinion should be received with very great weight by
members of this Hlouse. The hon. member for St. John
(Kr. Weldon) has said that the present practice in England
is that the evidence of the wife shall .be sufficient to obtain
a divorce unless the judge is satisfied there is collusion. l
this evidence there is nothing to show that the parties have
been acting in collusion, and, such being the case, I feel
bound to vote for the reference of this matter to a commit-
tee of this flouse.

Mr. TISDALE. The hon. member for Lambton (Mr.
Lister) has largely expressed what I would have said about
this question and I will only supplement his remarks by
two or three observations. There is one circumstance to
which I would call the attention of the flouse, and it is a
very important consideration, 1 think, in a matter of this
kind. When you appeal from an arbitrator to a judge the
judge very frequently relies, and relies almost entirely in
doubtful points, on the impression that the arbitrator forms
when hearing a witness. I think that is a fair illustration
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of our duties here as contrasted with those of the Senate.
Th# Senate heard those witnesses and we did not, and in a
doubtful case it would make all the difference in the world
to me in forming an opinion as to whether I beard the
witnesses or not. Therefore, what the hon. member for
Lambton says is, I think, very pertinent to that view.
The Senate is the tribunal which this class of legisla-
tion is delegated to, and, as the hon. gentleman says,
they make very careful enquiry and hear the witnesses.
I cannot agree with the hon. member for St. John (Mr.
Weldon) that there is no other evidence but the confession
of the wife. Surely, if he has read about the meeting that
took place in the blacksmith's house, there is a strong inter-
once there; and, to my mind, the manner in which the wit-
ness gave his evidence on that point would have mueh to
do with the case. If the Senate send a Bill of this sort to this
louse there ought be no objection to referring it to the

Private Bills Committee. I would regret very much, and I
do not care what the majority in the Senate was, if after
the Senate sent the Bill here we should not send it to the
Private Bills Committee where it would be thoroughly
considered.

Mr. KIRK. I would like to ask the Speaker whether the
result of this Bill being carried on the second reading will
be that it will go to Committee on Private Bills.

Mr. SPEAKER. Yes.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I believe the statement made by

some hon. members that those who hear the evidence are
in many cases more competent to judge of the weight that
should be given to that evidence than those who only read
it. Still it does not follow in all cases that we are not able
to form a correct judgment from printed evidence. I think
this case is one in which we can form a very fair judgment
from reading the evidence and without hearing the witnesses
at all. I do not see the particular object of referring this Bill
to the Private Bills Committee, because I do not understand
that the Committee takes any fresh evidence.

Mr. MULOCK. Certainly they can.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.). If fresh evidence is taken before

the Private Bills Committee it will have to go to the Senate
to be reheard, or we will have the anomaly of this House
agreeing to the Bill on evidence the Senate has never
heard of. I am strongly inclined to agree with the
position taken by the Minister of Justice and my friend
from St. John on this question. The evidence appears to
me to be of the slightest character possible. After reading
the case over it seems to me that those who promoted the
Bill do so largely on the grounds that there had been
unchastity previous to the marriage, but we all know that
is not a ground for divorce. The only ground on which we
could grant this Bill is that there was adultery committed
in the blacksmith's shop. On this we have only the evi-
dence of one witness who states that he went there for the
purpose of obtaining a confession from the wife of her
guilt on that occasion. I must say that on reading the
evidence carefully which he gave to the Committee, I
have come to the conclusion that the evidence was not
given as fully and as truly as I would like to enable
me to form a judgment which would be absolutely
correct. You must remember that in this case there
was no opposition to the Bill and that there was no
cross examination of the witness except the casual
cross examination which the members of the Com-
mittee themselves conducted. The witness upon whose
evidence, and upon whose evidence alone, this Bill can be
granted, states that he went to the woman, and he said to
her: "This scrape you have got into is a terrible thing.
I asked her if she knew I was there as a witness, and I said
I am brought here as a witness, and anything you tell me
will come against you." It seems to me that this is a very

curions way for a witness to give his examination. After-
wards the witness tells her this crime was committed by
lier, and asks her, "is it not se," and he says, "she admit-
ted it was so." That is the sum and substance of the
evidence on which the Bil is asked to be granted. It
seeme to me that we ought to look upon evidence of this
kind with the greatest suspicion. I would not, myself, be
inclined to vote against the Bill on the simple grounds that
there was no other evidence than that confession, if that
evidence were clear and full, and the circumstanees pointed
clearly to guilt, but in this case I submit it is not
se. It occurs to me, from the evidence, that the
probabilities are against the party having committed
the guilt on the occasion of the meeting at the
blacksmith's. In England, as we know the Queen's
Proctor can intervene and very often does intervene in a
doubtful case, but we have no Queen's Proctor here. The
wife appears anxious that a divorce should be granted and
I have come to the conclusion that beyond ali reasonable
doubt there was collusion between the parties although that
was in a sense contradicted by the husband. In reading
the evidence no reasonable man can come to any other con-
clusion than that both desired a divorce and the case resta
entirely on the confession of the wife made to this witness
who says he went to her as a witness and put the words in
lier mouth. I have corne to the conclusion that there are
no grounds for granting the divorce in question or for send-
ing it to the Private Bills Committee, where the Bill would
not be one bit more advanced than it is here.

House divided:
YEAs5S

Messieurs
Barnard, Hickey,
Barron, Hudspeth,
Bell, lunes,
Bowell, Jamieson,
Bowman, Kirkpatrick,
Boyle, Lang,
Brien, Lister,
Brown, Macdonald (Huron),
Bryson, Macdowall,
Bardett, McCarthy,
Cargill, MOCulla,
Carpenter, McDonald (Victoria),
Charlton, McDougald (Pictou),
Cochrane, McKay,
Cockburn, McKeen,
Colter, McMullen,
Daly, Madill,
Davis, Mara,
Denison, Meigs,
Dewdney, Mills (Annapolis),
Dickey, Mitchell,
Dickinson, Moncrieff,
Eisenhauer, Mulock,
Ferguson(Leeds&Gren),O'Brien,
Guillet, Perley,
Haggart, Platt,
Hesson,

Messieurs
Amyot,
Armstrong,
Audet,
Bain (Soulanges),
Bain (Wentworth),
Béchard,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Bernier,
Boisvert,
Bourassa,
Campbell,
Caron (Sir Adolphe),
Choquette,
Chouinard,
CimoQ,
Coulombe,
Couture,
Carran,
Daoust,
Davies,

Prior,
Putnam,
Roome,
Rosi,
Scarth,
Seriver,
Shanly,
Skinner,
Small,
Smith (Sir Donald),
Smith (Ontario),
Sproule,
Stevenson,
Sutherland,
Taylor,
Temple,
Tisdale,
Trow
Tyrwitt,
Waldie,
Wallace,
Watson,
Weldon (Albert),
White (Cardwell),
Wilson (bennox), and
Wood (Brockville).-79.

Doyon, McGreevy,
Dupont, Mclntyre,
Ellis, MeNilian (Huron),
Ferguson (Renfrew), McMillan (Vaudreuil),
Ferguson (Welland), Marshall,
Fiset,Montplaisir,
Freeman, Neveu,
Gauthier, Pateren(Brant),
Gigault, Perry,
Godbout, Porter,
Grandbois, Préfontaine,
Guay, Rinfret,
Hale, Riopel,
Holton, Ste. Marie,
JoneasSemuie,
Jones (HaHfax), semervihie,
Kirk, Thérien,
LandryThompon (Sir John),
Langelier (Quebec), Tupper,
Langevin 1fr Bector), Turoot,
LaRivièrevantyr,
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Davin, Laurier, Weldon (St. John),
Dawson, Lavergne, Wilmot,
De St. Georges, Lépine, Wilson,(Argenteuil),
Desaulniers, Livingaton, Wilson (Elgin), and
Desjardins, Macdonald (Sir John), Yeo-80
Dessaint, McDougall (O. Breton),

Motion for second reading negatived.
ELECTORAL FRANCHISE ACT.

Bouse resumed consideralion of Bill (No. 4) further to
amend the Revised Statutes. chap. 5, respecting the Elec-
toral Franchise.-(Sir John Thompson.)

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I was endeavoring at six o'clock
to point out to the Government the impropriety at the
present time of going on with this Bill. I was endeavoring
to show that the Act, in the experience we have had of it
so far, has proven to be extremely expensive, and that the
country is not favorable to its continuance any longer on
the Statute-book; and I think the majority of the members
of this House, as well as the majority of the people, will
agree with me that it is of no benefit to the country. I have
had frequent opportunities of meeting gentlemen on the
Conservative side of politics in the country, and I have yet
to find a single individual who would undertake to defend
the Act on a platform during the campaign. That being
the case, it is unreasonable that the First Minister should
persevere in retaining it on the Statute book. It has been
pointed out in the louse to-day that if an election should
be held in any constituer-cy at the present time, a very
large number of the voters who formerly lived there are
not to be found there now. That shows the objectionable-
ness of this Act. In various sections of the country where
the Scott Act is in existence, the electors are at
the present time being called upon to record
their votes for or against the repeal of that Act,
and in doing so they are compelled to use a voters' list
three or four years old. The result is that perhaps 500 or
1,000 who were entitled to vote at the inauguration of the
Scott Act are now out of the country, so that the expression
of opinion will not be in any way satisfactory. Besides
that, since the revision of the list, a large number of other
people who have come there, and ought to be entitled to
vote, are not permitted to vote. To-morrow there will be
a vote taken in St. Thomas on the repeal of the Scott Act.
I was credibly informed when I was last there, that in St.
Thomas alone between 400 and 500 of the electors who
voted when that Act came into force are now absent, and
that, on account of the neglect to revise the lists, some 300
or 400 people who ought to be placed on the votera' lista
and be entitled to vote, are not permitted to do so. It is
utterly impossible for those who are doing the canvassing
to as2ertain the names of those who possess votes, so that
the vote will not be a fair expression of the views
of the people as to whether they are in favor of or
opposed to the Scott Act. Sir, I challenge and defy
any of the hon, gentlemen opposite to stand up and
defend the Franchise Act and say that they are prepared
to go and defend it before their constituents. When they
are before the electors, they condemn the Act because of
its being very cumbersome, and because of the enormous
expense connected with it; and if the First Minister finds
that bis followers one and all condemn the Act when
before the people, and that they dare not get up in the
House and defend it in the interest of the country and of the
purity of the franchise and of elections, it is very unrea-
sonable in him to expect us to support it. Wili he or any
of his followers tell me that it is essential that this Act
should continue on the Statute-book ? Will h. or any of
his followers say that the elections have been better con-
ducted, or that the votera' lists have been better pre-
pared since it bas been on the Statute-book than before ?
Such is not the case, and, therefore, I say it is the bounden
duty of the Government to accept the amendment offered
by the bon. leader of the Opposition, and allow each

,Mr. D.&Yizas (P.E.L)

Province to arrange the franchise in the way most suitable
and agreeable to itself. For these reasons I am bound ,to
vote for the amend ment.

.Mr. PATERSON (Brant). It is known to those who
were members of the last Parliament that when the Act
which is now under consideration was placed on the Statute.-
book, I was slightly opposed to it. It was, Sir, as you know,
at that very time fully discussed. It was very strongly
opposed as first introduced, and I think it was worthy of
the character it received at the hands of many members of
the flouse as one of the most iniquitous measures ever pro-
posed in Parliament. As it finally passed through Com-
mittee to take its place among the statutes of the land, it
was somewhat improved; some of its most objectionable
features were removed. As the Bill was originally intro-
duced, power was taken by the Government to appoint a
person, not one of the judges of the land, but a barrister of
five years' standing, and to place in his bands absolute
power over the electorate of the country. He could virtu-
ally have put on the list whom he chose; he could,
if unprincipled, have left off whom he chose; and there
was no appeal from him. That provision was modified
somewhat, the First Minister, whether willingly or un-
willingly, conceding that when the revising barrister was
other than a judge, there should be an appeal to the
judge; but in the case of a judge, there is still no
appeal. Many other objectionable features were wiped
out, and the Act was made a great deal better than it
was as first introduced, becanse as first introduced it was
simply an assumption by the Government of the rights and
liberties of the people, nothing more, nothing less. It is
no wender that it has become a part of the history of this
country that the Liberal members of Parliament, who
believe in the power being centred in the people, should have
stayed away from their homes, and at the risk of their health,
if not of their lives, in order to combat that measure until
they succeedod in getting some of the most objectionable
features in it eradicated. But even as it did pass int> the
SLatute-book, we claim it was still a most vexatious measure.
Not one request had been made to the Government, either
directly or through any newspaper from one end of the
Dominion to the other, asking for any change in our fran-
chise at ail; yet this Act was passed, and to put it into
operation costs us about $500,000 annually. It was stated
by the First Minister and others that it would cost nothing
like that amount, that the cost would be comparatively
trifling, and probably upon this assurance some members
voted for the measure, who would not otherwise have done
so. But now we have seen the Act put in force. We know
the expense involved, and we know that it cost, the year we
had it in operation, between $400,000 and 6500,000; and
since then it bas been suspended and not in operation at all.
The right hon. the First Minister said this afternoon that
this was an inopportune time to discuss the measure at all,
because the Government were simply introducing some
simple amendments to the Act. Why, the Qovernment
placed upon the Statute-book an Act which is unworkable,
and they have to come down now and try to make it work-
able. The very fact that it has been allowed from year to
year to lie in abeyance, the very fact that an Act bas been
passed here suspending its operation from year to year,
shows that it is an unworkable Act; and after ail the
expenses incurred, after ail the time lost, the Minister of
Justice comes down and is now trying to put the Act in
workable shape. Well, the Minister of Justice claims as one
of the main features in the amendments he proposes that it
will lighten the cost ofthe working of this Act. A very lauda-
ble motive, indeed, but I can show him a more efficacious
way-the way proposed by the lead er of the Opposition. Let
him wipe out the Act altogether, and there will be no ex-
pense at all. That would not«only lighten the expense, but
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completely remove it. Would that produce a state of con-
fusion and disorder ? No; we would accomplish a saving
of over $500,000 yearly, and return to the system that the
people of this country have always approved of and never
asked to have changed, and to which they wish to return
now. These are some of the reasons why I think we can
very strongly urge the House to support the amendment
proposed by the leader of the Opposition. The hon. mem-
ber for Montreal Centre (Mr. Curran) said ho could not
accept the amendment, because the Dominion franchise was
lower than the franchise of the Province of Quebec. He
said he could not think of disfranchising the mechanies and
the workingmen of Montreal as we would do if we returned
to the local franchise. I do not think the hon. gentleman
is correct, judging by what I have heard from other mem-
bers from the Province of Quebec, but assuming he is cor.
rect, I was not aware that there was any very strong feel-
ing in the Province of Quebec to have an Act passed by
this Legislature extending the franchise when that could
be equally done by their Local Legislature if they desired
it. However, if the hon. gentleman thinks ho is right,
that is his concern ; but I wish to point out to the repre-
sentative of Ontario constituencies that by retaining this
Act upon the Statute-book, they will disfranchise hun-
dreds of young men, wage earners and others of the
Province of Ontario, and if the Ontario representatives are
as careful to maintain the franchise of those who are en-
titled to it in their Province as the hon member for Montreal
(Mr. Curran) professes to be with regard to his, there is but
one course open to them and that is to eliminate this Fran-
chise Act from our Dominion statutes and thus prevent the
disfranchising of a large number of yonng men, wage-earn-
ers, who had the right of franchise conferred on them by the
Province of Ontario last Session. I take the ground that the
provincial lists should be used. I take the ground that this
is a federal union, and that each Province shall decide how
its proportion of members to this flouse shall be elected and
who shall elect them. I believe in that principle, setting
aside the question of expense altogether. Why, Sir, not an
hon. gentleman on the opposite side, although this law has
been attacked, has arisen to defend it except the hon. mem-
ber for Montreal (Mr. Curran), and we heard the grounds
on which he defended it. Why, the feelings of the
hon. gentlemen opposite are known with reference
to this matter. These gentlemen have on the public
platform disclaimed responsibility for this law-those of
them who were not members of the liouse when it was
passed. They stated they had nothing to do with the
passing of it, and did not believe in it. This amendmentj
proposed by the leader of the Opposition will test the sin.
cerity of these hon. gentlemen. I consider it right and
necessary that we should have this discussion. When this1
law was placed upon the Statute-book, another Parliamenti
was sitting; a great many members who are now in this1
louse were not members then and not in a position to

judge the merits of the Act. That Act has been allowed to
lie unused from that date until now. It is now proposed1
to put it into. operation. I may remark that the fact of
leading the country without revised voters' lists for four
years is little short of an outrage. What has been thei
result? Men who had removed out of the country, monf
whose whole interests were in the United States, have votes i
in Canadian constituencies, although they have ceased to
hold any interest whatever in this country; and on the i
other hand there are hundreds of young men who havet
come of age and others entitled to vote, who are disfran-,
chised because the Government have allowed this Act to
remain inoperative while still retaining it on the Statu te- '
book. Now that they are moving in the direction of makingi
it operative again, we take the first opportunity of movingt
against it, and calling on this House to pronounce whether it1
should Dot be abolished; and it will not do for hon. members in
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the future, to say they are not responsible for the passling
of this Act. They will now have to assume responsibility
for this law, which they know costs nearly half a million of
dollars of public money annually, and wili continue to cost
that, and which has caused endless inconvenience, expendi-
ture, and trouble, besides restricting the franchise in many
Provinces, disfranching men who have votes under Provin-
cial laws, and who ought to have them in Dominion affaire.
I make these remarks, because it is desirable this House
should, on this, its first opportunity, express its opinion as
to whether we ought to continue an Act which was never
asked for, which curtails the liberties of the people, and
costs annually something like $500,000. We are not so
flush in our public funds that we can afford to throw away
this amount for somothing which is not only unnecessary
but which is absolutely injurious, and which hon. gentle-
men opposite know in their hearts is injurious to this
country. I have the greatest pleasure in voting for the
amendment which proposes to repeal this Act which I
never approved of, and which I have no higher opinion of
now that I had whon it was placed on the Statute-book.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). I do not want to keep
the House very long by going into the merits of this
celebrated Franchise Act. It would be useless to do so,
because they have been dealt with by other lon. gentle-
man on this side, and the Act has not been defended on the
other side of the House. The only hon. gentleman who
has risen on the other side of the louse, the member for
Montreal Centre (Mr. Curran), has confined his remarks
principally to an attack upon the Province of Quebec. lis
charge is that the Province of Quebec, as far as her electo-
ral law is concerned, is far behind the other Provinces, and
the only argument which ho las made in favor of keeping
this law on the Statute book of the Dominion is that, if it
is now repealed, though it might enlarge the franehise in
other Provinces, it would reduce the franchise in the
Province of Quebec. I am surprised to find that charge
made by a rorosentative of the Tory party of the Province
of Quebec. Who is responsible for the electoral law in the
Province of Quebec boing behind thatof the other Provinces?
It is the Tory party. In the year 1875, we had the most
pronounced Conservative Government ever seen in that
Province. The de Boucherville Government was then in
power. An Act was introduced by the leader of that Gov-
ernment in the Assembly, the Hon. Mr. Angers, now Lieut-
Governor of the Province, to consolidate and amend the
Electoral Law, and I then moved an amendment embodying
several new franchises. It was a very modest amendment,
considering what we have now adopted in other Provinces
and considering what the Province of Quebec is reproached
by the hon. gentlemen for not having adopted. It was an
amendment proposing to give votes to ail householders, ail
professional men, ail toachers, ail persons earning $400 a
year, and ail young mon holding diplomas. That amend-
ment was opposed most strenuously by every Tory in the
House without any exception. I was denounced as a man
who wanted to introduce revolution in the Province of
Quebec, and I am not sure that the hon. member for Mont-
real Centre (Mr. Curran) was not amongst those who
attacked me on that occasion. All the Tory press attacked
me for that proposai. The Minerve, the regularorgan of the
Tory party, attacked me for introducing an amendment
which would give a vote to people who had scarcely a roof
to live under. Now, we see the member for Montreal Centre
(Mr. Curran), who boasts that ho is a dyed-in-the-wool Tory,
reproaching the Government of the Province of Quebec for
being backwards in regard to the Electoral Law. The hon.
nom ber is the last man who should make that reproach. On

the occasion to which I refer, these amendments were opposed
by every Tory member in the Local Legislature, and the
only votes I got were those of the handful of Liberals we had
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at tbat ure, ,umuoering, I think, 10 or 12 in theL3gislative
Assembly. They all voted for my amendinents to extend
the franchise to a great many people who were deprived
of it. I repeat it, il that reproach was a weil founded
one, the hon, gentleman should be the last to make it to our
Province, because ho and his party are responsible for
the state of things in existence in that Province until
we had a change of Government. The hon. gentleman sayt.
that, if the present law is repealed, the Province of Quebee
will be in a very bad position. I do not like to hear such a
reproach and such an argument from a gentleman coming
from my own Province. I think every man should have
enough pride in bis own Province to induce him
not to try to get bis Province condemned by members
from the other Provinces, and especially when such
a condemnation is not deserved. The hon. gentleman
is trying to enlist the sympathies of the laborers
and ihe wage-earùers of the Province of Quebec, because he
says that, if the amendiment were passed, many of them
would be deprived of the right to vote. That statement is
not well loundel. Take the law as it is now. Before the
amendments were made in the last Session of the Quebec
Legisiature, it was provided by our law that any man could
vote who was the proprietor of real estate amounting to
$300 in cities of more than 20,000 people, or $200 in the
country districts, or who was a tenant or occupant of real
estate worth 830 a year in those cities, or $20 in the
country. I make bold to say that it would be impossible
to find a married workman or wage-earner who would not
have a yote either as proprietor or occupant or tenant
under this law. Besides that, there are new franchises in-
troduced during the late Session of the Queec Legislature,
giving votes to the sons of farmers and of owners of real
estate, and to teachers without any property qualification.
If you take the franchise as it is now in Quebec, alter thest
amendments were made during the last Session of th(
Legislature in that Province, I am sure, speaking for the
country parts of the Province, that the franchise pos-
sessed under the Dominion law will not be taken
from one out of a thousand of those who are now i,
pobsession of it. In the cities, who is going to be deprivec
ot the francbise who now bas it under the Dominion law ?
The bon. member can scarcely find any. He may find a
few dozen unmarried young men-very respectable young
men-who are not keeping house; but anyone who i-
keepirg bouse is sure to have the franchise under that law
as ho has under the preeent Domin'on law. The reproacL
of the hon, gentleman is therefore completely unfounded
The hon. gentleman bas alio objected that the law of the
Province of Quebec bas deprived Government employés
both federal aid local, of the right to vote. The hon.
gentleman ought to know at whose demand that law wa-
passed. It was at the demand of the employés themselves
and that was due to the system which has been followed ii
the past. I could give many instances in reference
to the course which las been taken in regard to thost
employés. On iy last week, I saw an employé of the Trea
sury Department who was firstemployed when I was there
le had the mifortune to be a Liberal, and he told me how
glad ho was that the law was passed. He said that duriný
the last election ho was known to be a Literal, and as it
was well known that ho would register bis vote in favoi
of the Opposition candidate, sonie Tory wire* puller went te
him and said: "I warn you that if you give your vote you
will be summarily dismissed." This gentleman told hinm
that ho had a right to give his vote, that ho was not med-
dling with the elections in any way to make himoelf ob
noxious to the Government of the day (the Ross Govern
ment). The Tory wire puller repeated the threat that if he
voted ho would ho immeaiately dismissed, and ho did noi
vote. He said to me: "I never felt more humiliated, and il
I had not had a family, I would have run the risk of being

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec),

dismissed at once." Sir, these are the people who have
ween asking the Government of Quebec to pass the law
which was passed during the last Session. We saw on a late
occasion in the election which took place in the County of
Laval, that all the employés of the penitentiary went in a
body to vote for a man who would not have been elected
but for this interference of federal employés. These are
the reasons why that law was passed by the Quebec
L3gislature. The hon. member is not following one
)f the most important leaders of his party. The hon.
member for Montreal Centre (Mr. Curran) knows what
position Mr. de Boucherville occupies in the Conservative
party in the Province of Quebec. Well, that law was ap-
proved by Mr. de Boucherville in the Legislative Council,
although it was denounced by some other Conservative
members; but that great and highly respected Conservative
leader in the Province of Quebec approved with both hands
the law which was intended to deprive the employés of the
two Governmenta from the right of voting. As for my
.pinion of the Franchise Act, it is very well known, and I
,hall vote with much pleasure for the amendment.

Mr. LA RIVIÈRE. From the remarks made by the last
two membera, I notice that they are praising the franchise
system in their respective Provinces. I am very sorry that
[ cannot say as much concerning the system in my own
Province. At the same time we see that a different fran-
chise system exists in each Province, and if we were to
adopt the amendment before the House, we would have a
flouse composed of members who would be elected under
diverse franchises. The main object in view in passing the
Act we have now in force was to have a uniform system of
franchise, but if the present law was repealed, that object
would be lost. I say that the question of expense, though
it may be large, should not be considered when the ques-
tion is that of having, as far as practicable, a unifcirm system
of representation for the whole Dominion. In the Province
,f Manitoba we have a system that is called the one man one
vote. Only residente are quaiified to vote in their respective
ocalities. That may be considered well enough for a Local
Logislature, but in a Legislature like this, baving so many
powers, not only over the liberties of individuals but over
heir properties, I believe the franchise should be much more

-xtended than it is for Local Legisiatures. If we adopted the
local franchise for the House of Commons, a large number
of electors would be deprived of their right to vote, and
they would thus have no voice in the representation of their
respective constituencies. In my own constituency there
are over 1,000 eloctors owniig large properties, but who,
unfortunately, not being residents in the constituency,
would be deprived of their vote it the law was made different
from what it is to-day. 1 believe it would be a hardship to
these electors to deprive them of their franchise by adopt-
ng the local franchise that now exists in that Province.
Vhis is not so much felt in the Local House, because during
the local election these electors cannot very well vote in all
the places where they are qualified; but as respects the Hlouse
of Commons, I believe it would be a hardship. Therefore, I
say that not only because the system at present in opera-
tion has been found effectual, but with the object of having
a uniform franchise, we had botter maintain the present
taw. Lot us amend it if it is found defective, let us extend
it if it is not found to be wide enough, but let us not throw
away a good law which was put on the Statute-book for a
good purpose.

Mr. LANDEREIN. I think the amendment proposed
by the leader of the Opposition is one that should carry in
this flouse. It should carry for many reasons. It should
carry, in the first place, because the Franchise Act is un-
necessary ; it should carry again because the Franchise Act
is very expensive; it should carry because the Franchise
Act may become very mischievous in the way it is at present
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constituted. It is well known to every member of this
House that the Franchise Act is not uniforn in its charac
ter. The member for Provencher (Mr. LaRivière) indi
cated that he would support it because it was uniform. The
hon. member should know that the Act is not uniform in
its character, that the franchise under that Act is not the
same in all the Provinces, but differs in two or three of
them, I believe. So, if the hon. member wishes uniformity
he cannot oppose the amendment proposed by the leader
of the Opposition. Now, the expenditure for printing the
Act is something enormous, and the people of this country
get nothing in return for it. I do not know a single redeem
ing feature in the expenditure of that money. I see by the
report of the Auditor General that in 1887-88 we expended
under the Franchise Act $69,970.35. Now, what in the
world we expended that money for, is something I cannol
understand. There has been no revision of the liste since
1886, and that revision cost us, if I mistake not, some
thing in the neighborhood of $400,000, to be accurate
8407,625.69, so that we have nearly half a million
expended, probably more than that, by this Dominion for
the Franchise Act. You will remember, Mr. Speaker, the
opposition that was made to the Bill when it was intro.
duoed; you remember the long days and night sittings that
we held over this Bill, and if there is anything that I look
back upon in my career in Parliament with a feeling of
pride, it is the contention we made on that occasion ; it is
the effort we made on that occasion to defend the
people's rights, and save the pe >ple's money. I have
sometimes regretied that we did not hold out longer.
I have sometimes thought it would have been one of the best
things we could have done in the interests of the country if
we had continued the agitation. In travelling through the
country I have met many candid thinking mon who have
come to the same conclusion. At the last election many
gentlemen brought out to support the Government declared
in their addresses that, if elected, they would vote for the
repeal of the Franchise Act. I know of some instances in
which that was the case. I do not know how many of
those elected to support the Governmont made such pledges,
but I am aware of some who did.

Some hon. MEMBE RS. Name.
Mr. LANDERKIN. They will be named, no doubt; the

people will name them.
An hon. MEMBER, Are you frightened ?

Mr, LANDERKIN. I stood before the country in oppo-
sition to the Franchise Act before, and was not frightened.
I do not think I am frightened now. I am never frightened
when I know I am right, and I know I am right in oppos-
ing the continuation of this Act. It would ho in the inter-
est of this House and country if the Act were repealed, and
I do not know but that I am prepared to make another bold
stand and continue the agitation against this Act. Some
hon. gentlemen desire to have the Session brought speedily
to a close. I am anxious for that, but I am not anxious to
sacrifice the rights of the people in order to do so. I am
not anxious to get away and leave an Act on the Statute-
book that I consider bad and vicions and against the
interests of the people. I am not going to consuIt my own
convenience and close the Session before I have expressed
my views on this Act, which I consider to be a bad one.
I prefer the system we have followed since Confederation
with respect to the voters' lists, a system which has cost
nothing to the people who voted for members of the House
of Commons. On the other hand half a million dollars
have been thrown away on this Franchise Act. That sum
given as a bonus would have double-tracked the Grand
Trunk from Montreal to Toronto. Would that not have
been of more advantage than a Franchise Act by which the
Goverument have been able to get persons on the votera'

s lists who have no right there ? In one township in my
riding 31 bogus voters were allowed to romain on the list,

- simply because the solicitor was half an hour too late in
e posting lettera objecting to those names. Those 31 bogus
a voters there were men who had no stake in the county;

they had been put on the list by fraudulent means, by
f wrong representations, and every one of those 31 bogua
, voters voted on that occasion.
r An hon. MEMBER. How many did you get?

Mr. LANDE RKIN. I did not get a single one. I was
elected by the freemen of this country. Moreover, I was
elected by mon opposed to this Franchise Act, and I will
fight against the continuance of this Act so long as I am in
this House, because it is unnecessary, because it is subver-

t sive of the rights of the people, because it may be mis-
chievous in its effects, and may lead the Government to do
acts which, under other circumstances, they would not do,
or have their officers commit acts against the interests of
free elections in this country. I presume we shall have the
Minister of Public Works voting for the amendment of the
leader of the Opposition. He is an honest looking Minis-
ter, and I think his honesty will compel him to vote for
the amendment. I shall be very much surprised if, after
considera·ion, that Minister is not found voting for it. I
notice that very froquently during this Session he as told
hon. members that he was unable to erect baiidings that
were very much required in different constituencies or do
other works necessary to develop the wealth of the country.
I do not know that he denies these requests so often when
elections are near at hand as he as done this Session; but
if he had hall a million to spend on public works, it
would be a benefit to the country. No one knows
botter than the Minister that half a million would do more
good to the country than getting bogus voters on the list to
sustain a corrupt administration of public affairs. I am in
earnest in this matter, and if this Bill goes into committee
I may continue my agitation as long as I did before. I do
not think I will do so, but I will take the matter into serions
consideration; and I will oppose the Bil at every stage,
because I believe it is an unjust, an improper and an unfair
measure, one unnecessary, uncalled for and one vicious in
character, and one not uniform in character, as the hon.
member for Provencher (Mr. La Rivière) pointed out. I
hope the amendment will be adopted. From one end of
the country to the other there is a desire to have this mea-
sure repealed. I believe a great many supporters of the
Government would be glad if they did repeal it, viewing it
from a party standpoint. It is an Act that gives great
trouble to everyone in political life. It is very expensive
to those in political life, and it compels hon. gentlemen on
this side of the House to put their hands in thoir own
pockets in order to obtain justice. It may be different,
perbaps, with hon. gentlemen supporting the Administra-
tion ; perhaps they may have other means of raising
money and may compel the public to contribate to defeat
the people by the use of thoir own money. Teose are some
of the reasons why I oppose, and shail continuously oppose
this Act. I do not know but we may be here far into the
summer before the measure is passed from the way I feel
on the question now.

Mr. WATSON. The hon. member for Provencher (Ur.
La Rivière), has referred to the franchise as now existing
in Manitoba. As one favoring the most liberal interpreta.
tion being placed upon the qualification of voters for elec-
tions to the House of Commons, I am in favor of the fran-
chise in Manitoba as compared with the present Franchise
Bill in this louse. The franchise in that part of the Dom.
inion is more liberal than the franchise for the Hlouse of
Commons. That is one reason why I desire to seo the
House adopt the amendiment proposed by the leader of the
Opposition. Another reason is the tremendous expenso
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this Act has been to the country, and not only is there that
enormous expense to the country directly chargeable to the
Government but the cost indirectly is as much more. Un-
der the Dominion Franchise Act we have thrce votera' lista
before the people, namely, the municipal list, the Local
Legislature list and the Dominion list, and this House should
take into serious consideration whether it is well to burden
the people with the expense of maintaining the machinery
in operation for the purpose of enabling people to vote.
I prefer the Manitoba franchise to the Dominion fran-
chise, particularly on account of the fact that it is a
one man one vote franchise. There might be objections
to that in Local Legislature elections, but I do say that, so
far as Dominion elections are concerned, the principle
of " one man one vote " ought to be carried out. I say
that I am entirely in favor of manhood suffrage, for while
we raise our revenues on the system of taxation that we do
at present, I hold that every man 21 years of age living in
the Dominion of Canada should be entitled to vote for a re-
presentative in this House. The hon. member for Proven-
cher (Mr. LaRivière) bas just stated that by the Act of the
Local Legislature one thousand individuals in his county
would be deprived of having a vote. I believe that if the
election at which that hon. gentleman was elected had taken
place in Provencher on a list prepared during the year
previous to bis election, that the chances are that that hon.
gentleman would not be here to-day to speak in this House.
I say that it is a disgrace to this country that any gentle-
man should be elected to a seat in this House in the year
1889 on a votera' list prepared four years before, in 1885.
I say that this is more particularly the case in a new coun-
try where the settlement changes very rapidly, and I
further hold that oder the system of adopting the local
franchise there would be less expense to the country and
less trouble and annoyance to the people, and that they
would have a better chance of sending the proper represen-
tative to Parliament.

Mr. COLTER. I had the pleasure of addressing the
House for a few moments this afternoon.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Spoken.
Mr. COLTER. I am speaking on the amendment. I

spoke on the main motion then and I suggested for the
consideration of the Minister of Justice certain amendments
which commend themselves very strongly to my mind. I
would be anxious, however, and very anxious, to see the
amendment moved by the hon. the leader of the Opposition
carried, because it commends itself mùch more strongly to
my mind than any improvement that could be made in the
present-Franchise Act of the Dominion. I think that a
very great many members of this House have not taken into
consideration the enormous difficulty which is going to
attend the revision of this next year's list. We must remem-
ber that we have to use as a basis the list which was com-
piled in 1886. We have carried on from year to year, on
this votera' list, people who have been disqualified, by death
or otherwise, to a very large number indeed. In the estim-
ate that I made this afternoon of one thousand who are
disqualified by the operation of this Act at the present time,
I know that 1 was within the mark The list which I mon-
tioned to the extent of 350 votera prepared by one party
in one year were all verified upon statutory declarations.
This was the extent of the additions to be made by one party
in one year, and if yon come to consider the additions which
would necessarily have to be made during the two succeed-
ing years you will see that I am well within the mark in
my estimate of 1,000. We have then to prepare ourselves
in an ordinary agricultural constituency for the addition of
at least 1,000 votera to the votera' lists, and we have to
prepare ourselves as well for the striking off from this list
of an equal number of votera who have become disqualified
through removal or other causes. Let us take into consid-

Mr. WATSON.

eration what expense this involves. Suppose we consider
the simple drawing up of these declarations and say that
the charge is only 50 cents for drawing each, then for a
thousand the cost will be $500. In order to strike the
names off the list we have to subpæna probably about 1,000
witnesses. If we allow 25 cents for subpenaing each one
we have the extra expense of $250 under that head
alone. Then if we take into consideration the ex-
penses of say 600 witnesses, which would net be more
than enough, at $1.25 a day each we would have to pay for
witnesses expenses $750. There are other smaller items of
expense that have to be taken into consideration in connec-
tion with this revision, but these three items of expense
which will devolve upon members of both political parties
in addition to what is paid out of the public treasury will
amount to about $1,500. I am sure that this calculation is
within the mark and it shows that this i a very severe
burthen imposed on those whose duty it is te see te the
revision of the voters' list. We have te considez further
that the time spent in revising the voters' lists next year
will be double what it was at the revision in 1886. There
will be more than double as many names te be taken into
account and more than double as many appeals to be heard,
and this will involve the sitting of the court for a
large number of days. Business will be te a certain
extent disorganised and there will be great in-
direct loss upon the people of this country. There are
a great many other objections te this Bill, but I will
merely enumerate one of them, which I found out from
practical experience. We may have some revising bar-
risters who differ in opinion from others as te the form of
the statutory declaration, and that bas been found te be the
case in a great many instances. Some revising barristers
will admit a very simple statutory declaration in order te
qualify an income voter, while others require very minute
details as te the sources from which the-income is derived.
We will suppose that there are a large number of those
statutory declarations made up. They are submitted to one
revising barrister and they are admitted as good and they
may be submitted to another revising barrister and be pro-
nounces them bad and rejects tbem all. We have in this
way an implement for doing a wrong te the people of this
country, and I say that this wrong ought net te be con-
tinued. I have had considerable experience in this matter
and I must say that I am somewhat wedded te this old
voters' list. I have run four elections in one division,
so 1 hat I have the list pretty nearly off by beart and I
would be reluctant to part with it, because on every one
of those (occasions I had the majority of legal voters.
But I have this to say, that we have to prepare ourselves,
no doubt, for a great deal of labor, a great deal of worry,
and a great deal of expense in this revision, and I think
that the flouse ought to pause before it imposes this un-
necessary burthen upon those who are in political life. If
we come to consider that the revision is properly carried
ont under the present Franchise Bill, and that it is properly
carried out under the law as it would be in the Province of
Ontario, we will find that if the amendment of the hon.
the leader of the Opposition was sanctioned we would have
practically the same result. I know that in the village in
which I live we had under the revision in 1886 on the
voters' list every man who was 21 years of age and who
had lived there the required time. If he could net get on
in one way he could get on in another, and it was practi-
cally manhood suffrage in my locality as well as through-
out the county. We could obtain the same results without
incurring such expense as bas been incurred in the past, and
we could accomplish the same results in future without hav-
ing the expense imposed on the country or upon those whose
duty it is te take an interest in the revising of those lists.
I believe that if we were te take an ordinary agrieultural
constituency in Ontario and compare the list as it would be
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if thoroughly and completely revised under the present Act
after aIl this expense had been incurred, with the list such
as it would be if the amendment of my hon. friend were
carried out, we would not find a difference of two per cent.;
I doubt if we would find a difference of one per cent.; and
both parties would be very glad indeed to be relieved of
this great burden. But it may be thought by hon. gentle-
men opposite that it is very much to their interest to have
this Act, because in several cases they get the start of us in
the revision of the liste, and probably they calculate that
they may get the start of us again in the next revision.
Well, we think we have learned something from experience
and we think we can get along with the Franehise Act
about as well as they can ; but it will enfail a very large
amount of expense and care and labor in order to do this,
and I believe those who sit on this side of the House will
sec that that work is done properly. There are a few other
considerations which I would like to bring before this House.
Look at the time that will be involved in this revision. We
have practically begun the work now, and it will be con-
tinued with very little intermission until the lists are finally
revised in Octobcr or November. We have to prepare the
declarations, see that the names are put on the original list
as prepared by the revising officer. This list has to be
published and posted up throughout the county, then it is
examined by varions people, and a great deal of time is lost
in doing so, and we come at last down to the final revision,
and what do we find then ? We find hundreds of neighbors
going into the witness box and swearing against one
another on various matters, causing a great deal of hard
feeling and bitterness which is totally unnecessary. Under
the present system of the Province, the law is very easily
administered. I remember a remark made this afternoon
by an bon. member, which set me thinking. It was tLat
in most of the municipalities throughout the Province both
political parties were represented in the council. I thought
of my own constituency, in which of the eight municipali-
ties there seven have divided councils, some of the members
being Reformers and some Conservatives, and the only
council which is not divided is wholly Conservative; yet in
working the system we succced very easily, and there is not
much red tape in getting the lists revised. The assessor
has to go around, and if he finds that a man has died or
gone to the other side during the year, he drops his name
from the assessment roll; it is his duty to do so. When
that roll is returned, there are fourteen days in which it can
be examined and appeals can be entered; and if any correc-
tion is to be made, it is made in an hour or two, without
any expense, on the matter being represented to the council.
The whole work is completed without either party being
beholden to the other. If the Court of Revision has made
a mistake or behaved in a partisan manner, an appeal can
be made to the county judge. The Local Government have
no interference whatever in the preparation of these lists,
and they are very accurately, fairly and cheaply prepared.
We also have in the Ontario law the very important provi-
sion of one man one vote, and I believe fully in that doc-
trine. Let us just consider this. I know one man in my
county who polis no less than five votes, and he is not worth
five dollars; and I know another man who is worth $200,000,
and he is entitled to only one vote. The wealthy man lives
in the centre of the county, where he owns a large quantity
of real estate in one block. Suppose he lived at the corner
of the county, his land might extend across the boundaries
of three or four counties, and he might thus be enabled to
have as many votes, whereas if his land were placed a mile
north or a mile south, h might be entitled to only one.
There is another difficulty in connection' with this Fran-
chise Act. We sometimes find a man whose income from
various sources will amount to nearly $300, and if he wants
a vote he is bound to work it up to that amount in some
way. I know one man who was examined who made out

his income to be 8290. It was hard work to get it higher,
although he took into consideration his various earnings;
but a happy thought struck him. He happened to remem-
ber that he kept twenty lens which laid eggs, and that he
sold the eggs, and he figured up that probably the sale of
the eggs would make up the other ten dollars, and heswore
to that, and the revising officer put his name on the list.
The question arose, who was entitled to the credit ? Were
not the hens entitled to a good deal of the credit of getting
him a vote ? As this Act stands, it must cause a great deal
of waste of the earnings of the people. If we had a
franchise such as that in vogue in Ontario, we would do
away with such unseemly scenes as this, and we would
have something secured to the people which would give them
their political rights, which would be unattended with
expeuse to the country, and which would do away with a
great deal of hard feeling among neighbors in connection
with the preparation of the lists.

Mr. DALY. The hon. member for Marquette (Mr.
Watson) called the attention of this House to the working
of the Local Voters' List Act in the Province of Manitoba.
I think it would have been well if the lon. gentleman had
left that- matter alone. It is no doubt within the knowledge
of the members of this House that we had a change in the
Government of Manitoba during the year 1888. In 1887
the Government then in power promulgated an Act by
which they appointed enumerators throughout the Province.
Exception was taken to the appointment of those enumera-
tors by the then Opposition. They said that the Govern-
ment should have appointed the local assessors, the clerks
of municipalities, and that it was unfair and unjust to the
people that they should appoint partisan enumerators. But
one short year afterwards the Greenway Government came
into power-the Grit Government, the Liberal Govern-
ment, those men in whom there ls no guile; and what did
we find ? We found that instead of carrying eut the ob-
jection they had made when in opposition, they repealed
the old law and introduoed a new one. Thqy did not even
appoint the local clerks of municipalities as enumerators
but chose partisans throughout the length and breadth of
Manitoba. As there are fourteen local constituencies
in the district I represent I had something to do
with those lists, and I found that every single appoint-
ment that was made consisted of a strict partisan.
If the hon. gentleman who bas just sat down expects to
have trouble in revising the lista shortly, I can assure him
he will not have one-half the trouble that we had in Man-
itoba doing the same work. Hon. gentlemen opposite
object to the appointment of judges as revising officers.
Well, our Liberal friends in Manitoba do not say whom
they will appoint, but appoint the straightest partisans
they can find, and we find it necessary to follow the local
voterm' lists very closely. We have to attend the courts of
revision ; we have to go to these enumerators, and we often
find they leave off deliberately dozens of men who have
been in the Province for years, but who, strange to say,
were Conservatives and opponents of the Government, and
they put names on the list which we had subsequently
struck off, and equally strange to say these were all names
of Reformera. One of the greatest inequalities in connec-
tion with our Manitoba Act is that certain men in the Pro-
vince are disfranchised by it, for instarce the officials of the
Local and Dominion Governments. No man wbo holds a
position'under the Government, according to that Act, las
the right to vote. But do they carry out that principle?

Mr. WATSON. Hear, hear.
Mr. DALY. The hon. gentleman says, " hear, hear." He

knows that all officials and employees of the Dominion or
Local Governments who are in receipt of a salary to the
amount of $350 shall not be entitled to vote. Thus a man
who is amenable to influence, a man who is in reoceipt of
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$350 per annum shall not vote, while a man in receipt of
8351 shall vote. The consequence was a number of our
people were disfranchised who were entitled to vote.

Mr. WATSON. It is the other way. Any person re-
ceiving $350 or over cannot vote.

Mr. DALY. All officials and employés of the Dominion
and Local Governments in receipt of a salary to the amount
of $350 and upwards shall not vote, and other people in the
pay of the Dominion Government are equally dis-
iranchised. For instance, the men attending the Win-
uipeg Military School-men who are British subjects
and of age, and who would be entitled to the manhood
suffrage which the hon, gentleman is in favor of-
just because they happen to wear the Queen's uniform-
are disfranchised. I hope and trust this amendment
will be voted down. I hope, so far as the Dominion fran-
chise is concerned, that we will have a uniform franchise
over the whole Dominion, because I can assure yon, Sir,
from the exporience which we had in Manitoba, if we take
what is given to us by the Grit Government there, we can
never have fair play. We cannot expect aug fair play
from any Grit Government as soon as they get into power,
and if those hon. gentlemen opposite, who are kicking so
hard to-day and who were kicking in 1885, once got into
power they would not have a word to say against this Act
and it would remain the law of the Dominion as it is to-day.
The bon. gentleman who has just sat down told us ho bad
the experience of four elections in connection with the lists
and would prefer that they should remain as they are. I
would not like to be personal, but I think it would be bet-
ting on a certaitty in declaring that the hon. gentleman
wili not raise his voice in this House again after the next
election, and I think probably if this list was not revised
he would have an opportunity in a few short months to run
another election in Haldimand on the same list. In order
to assist that hon. gentlemrn to run another election on the
Dominion list, the Minister of Justice introduced these
amendments, and I have not the slightest doubt that when
the list is revised in the County of lHaldimand, the hon.
gentleman who formerly represented that constituency and
whom we all honor will again represent it.

Mr. COLTER. In spite of the voters.
Mr. DALY. I want to ask the hon. member for Mar-

quette (Mr. Watson) if he will stand up here and defend the
course of the Government of the Province of Manitoba in
respect to these lists? Why, Sir, their policy was con-
demned by the party organ in Winnipeg. The Free Press
condemned them, and the Grit press throughout Manitoba
condemned thom, and the Government of the Dominion
could do no greater act of kindness towards our Province
than to allow the Dontinion Act to remain on the Statutes.
If members from other Provinces had the same ex-
perience as we have in Manitoba in connection with what
our Reform friends would do when they get into power, I
would say to them: Let our Act be changed and the position
of affairs would be much worse than it is.

Mr. McDONALD (Huron). As we all have had our ex.
perience in connection with the Franchise Act, I wish to
express mine before this debate is drawn to a close. The
speech we have just heard was characteristic of the
hon. gentleman who uttered it. He never rose yet in
this House to my knowledge-and I have heard him on
most occasions-except as an apologist for the Government.
One would almost suppose ho was a prospective Minister,
and ambitions to speak in favor of the Government, and leave
the subject under discussion wholly alone. During his
speech of ton minutes or so, he said nothing about the sub-
ject under discussion, but appeared to have a crow to pick
with my hon. friend behind me (Mr. Watson) concerningj

Mr. DALY.

the franchise of Manitoba. We are, howeve-, speaking of
the franchise law of this Dominion, and in my opinion a
more iniquitous Act was never placed on the Statute-book
of any civilised country. An hon. gentleman has said that
he fought the Act for four months in this House. I am
almost sorry the Reform party spent so much time combat.
ting it. If it had been allowed to pass on the Statute-book,
as it was brought down, I am satisfied that before this the
indignation of the people would have been such that the
Government would have repealed the Act. To tell you, Sir,
that it is expensive is only to tell what is known to every
individual that has had anything at all to do with it. I
have not heard in this House, or in any part of the country,
a single Conserfative cal[ the Act a good one. L have dis-
cussed this question on different platforms with different
Conservatives, and I have not heard one say it was an Act
that could be recommended. I challenge any lon. member
opposite to get up and say it is a good Act. Not one dare
do so. My constituency was badly gerrymandered in 1882
by hon. gentlemen opposite-for a purpose. It was a concoct-
ed scheme of the Conservative party, which was carried out
in the Dominion Parliament. The ¿County of Huron
was first divided into three ridings, South Huron, Centre
Huron and North Huron. The Conservatives in my town
had a meeting, and put their heads together to seeà i it was
in the interests of the Conservative party that such a
division should be made. They found that it was not, and
they sent a deputation down here when the Bill was in
Committee of the Whole. I knew exactly what their pro.
posed arrangements were. They left on Thursday, and on
the following Tuesday the divisions were made exactly
as I had them when the deputation left the town. In 1886
the Franchise Bill was brought into operation in my
county, and about 300 votes were placed upon the list
which had no right to be there at all, but that was done by
the system adopted of sending a certain individual around
to gather up as many names as possible and make the
declarations himself, and he was to receive so much for
each name. To counteract this, my party had to seek to
get these bad votes taken off, and it cost us about $2
for each vote that was put off, so that it would
cost $750 for getting those votes put off in that riding.
Bat one of the revising barristers, who was a supporter
of the hon. gentleman, took a technical objection to the
name of the party who objected to those whom we wanted
to put off, on the ground that, instead of this name being
writon, it was printed, and he, therefore, ruled that al] those
notices were illeg:l. The consequence was that 150 names
which had no right to be there were left on that list, and
we had to fight against that great majority. Still, to the
honor of a number of Conservatives in that riding be it said,
they were so disgusted with that arrangement that I bolieve
a number of their votes were given to me which I would
not have received but for that technical objection of the
revising barrister, which was looked upon with disgust by
the intelligent and honest Conservatives of the riding. That
rovision cost the Government in my riding $2,762, and it
must have cost the two parties there as much, in consequ-
ence of which I think it is the duty of Parliament to wipe
this measure ofi the Statute-book and replace it with sone.
thing which is more in the interest of the country. I shall,
therefore, support the amendment of the leader of the
Opposition.

Mr. MULOCK. I do not think that the time spent in
the consideration of this question has been altogether lost.
This Bill was passed in 1885, after very mature considera-
tion, and after very strong protests from this side of the
flouse. It las been on the Statute-book now for four
years, and I do not think we require any stronger evidence
in support of the contention that it is an unwise measure
than is supplied by the Act itself and by the action of the
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Government. This Act originally declared that the fran
chise should be settled every year: that there was to ho an
annual revision of the franchiseý That revision took place
in 1886, and cost this country directly, perhaps, more than
$400,000. low much it cost the candidates and the pub
lie indirectly no one can tell; but I think it is within the
mark to say that, indirectly, it cost the country not less than
as much more; so that the revision of the Act the firsi
time, in my opinion, cost the country not less than a mil-
lion dollars. When the Bill was before the House, we
pointed out to the Government what would happen, but
they declared that no such result would follow; but the
result did follow, and, though the Government declared the
Bill would not cost what it did, yet, so unanimous were
their friends in regard to its working, so ashamed were the
Government of the cost, and so indefensible was the expense,
that, after one year's erperience, the Govern ment suspended
the Act, and it has remained suspended ever since. There
is not an hon. gentleman from Ontario who dare stand up
in this House and say this is a good mensure; at all events
there is not an hon. member who has doue it.

An hon. MEMBER. Wait till the vote is taken.
Mr. MULOCE. I know how you vote. You do not vote

as you think; but as you are told to vote. Yon do not vote
under conviction, but under pressure. There is not an hon.
member in this louse who would not say, aceording to his
conviction, that this Act is a nuisance, and an expense, and
an injury, in fact that it defeats what it professed to accom-
plish: true, honest representation, and that the sooner it is
done away with the hetter. The Act having been suspended
for three years, the Goverurnent cannot do better now than
to consent to repeal it. They may think that would be a
back down, that it would be unworthy for them to recede
from their position taken at that time, even in regard to such
an unworkable Act as this. But, if I can show by precedent
that it would not be contrary to their own record to back
down, they should have no such hesitation. I ask them to
admit that what we said in 1885 was true.

Mr. TAYLOR. Never.
Mr. MULOCK. Let us see what the precedents are;

and, if I can prove to the hon. member for Leeds that the
policy of his party is to back down in the face of public
opinion, surely he will agree that they should follow their
usual policy of backing down in this case as well. They
have a distinct duty to perform, and that is to back down
from the position they took in 1885, and I will give them
good reason for doing that by referring to precedents. For
about five years before the rebellion in the North-West,
they were asked to compensate the half-breeds, to issue
scrip to the half.breeds, but the Govern ment said : No;
never, never, would they do so. A rebellion broke out, and
they backed down and issned scrip to the half-breeds.
Then they captured Louis Riel, and they declared to their
followers in Quebec, that they would put Louis Riel through
the form of a trial, but that ho should never suffer the ex.
treme penalty of the law.

Sir ADOLPIE CARON. We never did.

Mr. MULOCK. I would ask the hon. member for
Bellechasse (Mr. Amyot) to testify in regard to that. I
will cite the gallant colonel from Bellechasse, in support of
the fact, that the Minister of Militia and other members of
the Cabinet assured him that Louis Riel would not be
hanged; but a little afterwards they did hang him.

Mr. BOWELL. There was nothing of the kind.

Mr. MULOCK. That was a good precedent. You also
said that it was a grand thing to support tho monopoly in
the North-West. You said the worst thing that could
happen to Canada would be to allow free trade in railways

- in the North-West. It was of vital importance to the east'
i that had been pouring its millions into works for the develop-

ment of the west, that it should have this trade with the
i west, and that we were not going to allow the traffic with the

North-West to pass to the United States. Oh, never! It was
not to be tolerated for a moment ; it would endanger British

i connection to allow the people in the North.West even to
see the Yankees. As a matter of justice, what could be
more unjust to the people of the east than to rob them of
the fruit they had seen ripening before their eyes? Having
declared all that, they backed down, in the face of public
opinion, and tbey paid several millions of dollars for permis-
sion to do so. They promised the country that they would
build a line to the Pacifie Ocean for a certain sum of money,
which was to ho the outside sum, and as soon as they
said that they began to dip into the Treasury for millions
more. When they came to Parliament they said this was
the last time of asking for money-just like the actors going
around the country and advertising that this was their
last appearance. Whenever the Government declared that
it was their Jast request for money, then you might be sure
that tbey were going to turn round the next day and ask
for more, that they were even thon getting their bills
ready. Only the last year the Government said that the
strict clauses of the Treaty of 1818 must not be departed
from, that a treaty was a treaty, a law was a law, and bind-
ing upon the Yankees as well as upon the Canadians, and
they were going to have the whole treaty, and nothing
but the treaty. Mr. Chamberlain went to Washington
and sent us up a treaty entirely modifying the Treaty of
1818. The Government backed down ; they stated that
this was the best thing in the world, and they recommended
iù to Parliament, and Parliament very properly adopted the
new treaty. These are procedents that I am giving to en-
courage you to take the course that we invite you to take
on the Franchise Bill. These precedonts show that you
have no fixed policy. Your wonderful National Policy is a
policy of surrender. I want yon to live up to your record,
and be consistent throughout; and when your record fails
you, give place to men who have a different record.

Mr. BOWELL. Is that all ?
Mr. MULOCK. No; I have a few more precedents, if my

case is not established. Perbaps the Minister of Customs
would like to bear something of his own record. He de-
clared that ho was a protectionist, firat, last and always
no reciprocity for him.

Mr. BOWELL. I never said such a thing in my life.
Mr. MULOCK. Never said so 1 Yet ho always put up

the tariff as high as ho could. Did ho ever get a chance to
increase the tariff when ho did not do it? fDid ho ever get
a chance, even on the slightest pretext, of wringing money
out of the unfortunate importer, that ho did not do it ?
Only a little while ago in this House ho admitted that laist
year ho had strained the law, and had done an injustice to
importers.

Mr. BOWELL. What was the duty?
Mr. MULOCK. Did not the hon. gentleman admit the

other day when we were discussing the question of placing
corn on the free list, that ho had strained the construction
of the law, and perhaps had himself misinterpreted the law,
when ho took the millet seed-

Mr. BOWELL. I did not say that.

Mr. MULOCK. I beg the hon. gentleman's pardon.

Mr. BOWELL. That is about as near as yon can get to
the truth.

Mr. MULOCK. I will tell the hon. gentleman what he
did say, if it is permissible to refer to a past debate. Ie
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placed millet seed upon the dutiable list last June, did he
not ?

Mr. BOWELL. I did not.
Mr. MULOCK. You caused your officers to collect duty

upon it, did you not ?
Mr. BOWELL. Yes.
Mr. MULOCK. So we have got one point established.

He caused his officers to collect duty upon millet seed last
June, causing it to be held, through some construction of
his regulation, as cereal instead of a grass; and the other
day in the House, when we were discussing a certain mo-
tion, ho admitted that he thought that he was wrong on
that occasion. Is that not a correct representation of what
was said ?

Mr. BOWELL. No.
Mr. MULOCK. Will some hon. gentleman be good

enough to give me his words ? I say that is what the
Bansard shows, as I could prove if I had it by me. With
regard to green fruits and other grains, although he de-
clared that the United States had placed a statutory invita-
tion upon the Statute-book, and had asked us to shako hands
with them in that line, the Minister of Customs year after
year maintained a Customs duty upon the class of goods
that I refer to. He may say that 1 cannot prove by any
language ho used, that ho was against this reciprocity.
But do we want any more convincing language than his
action in collecting the duties and continuing these things
on the dutiable list ? After declaring by these acts of his
that ho would never allow these things to go on the free
list, ho backed down last spring. That is another precedent
for the Government to follow in backing down again. Last
year we spent three weeks discussing the question of reci-
procity, and after every one of these hon. gentlemen, who
are now trying to suppress the voice of public opinion
speaking through me-every one of these hon. gentlemen
declared on that occasion that they were the most loyal of the
loyal, that come weal or woe to Canada, it was England and
Canada, and nothing else, and nothing, no nothing, would
justify them by voice or vote in supporting a Government
that would discriminate in the slightest degree against the
glorious old land, Great Britain. But at the very time
they were uttering these words they were laying their
plans to discriminate against Great Britain and, of all coun.
tries in the world, in favor of the United States. The dis-
cussion came to an end on Friday night, and on Saturday
morning the thing was in type. While you were protest-
ing your loyalty, the next morning, to our horror we, sit-
ting on this side of the House, the party of true loyalty to
Great Britain, the party that takes an intelligent view of
this question, were horrified to find a proclamation issued
by the Governor General-I suppose under the advice of the
loyal members of the Government-recommending His
Excellency to do what? To discriminate in favor of the
United States and against Great Britain; and that procla-
mation became law under the protest of the party on this
side of the House. We who could not permit that discrim-
ination under those circumstances compelled you to with.
draw that proclamation and to back down once more.
Perhaps the Minister of Customs will now be convinced
that he, at all events, ought to take the advice that I sug-
gested in regard to the Franchise Act.

Mr. BOWELL. I should be, if I took your words to be
true.

Mr. MULOCK. Well, I will give a later record of the
Minister of Customs. It would be a pity for him not to keep
up his record. On the 26th of February the Minister of Cus-
toms, along with the rest of the Government, and their fol-
lowers, voted against continuing the modus vivendi this year.
Within a couple of weéks they adopted the modus vivendi

Mr. MULoK.

contrary to their voice and vote on the floor of Parliament.
This was another back down. There was a by-election at
Haiton a short time ago, and the supporters of the Admin-
istration declared they would place green fruit upon the
dutiable list. As soon as the election was over the Govern-
ment backed down. A couple of years ago it was well
understood the Government would make the member for
Lincoln (Mr. lRykert) Deputy Speaker. They did not do
so; I presume they backed down. I remember a short
time ago, when the Local Legislature of Ontario was agi-
tated on the Orange question, the Conservatives declared
that if they once got down to Ottawa their friends here
would see them through and give them Orange incorpora.
tion. They came here flying banners, beating drums and
playing fifes to get the Order incorporated by the Govern-
ment of the day. Did they get it? No; the Government
backed down on that occasion. The Minister of Customs was
Grand Master at that time, and had held the position for
several years; he is not Grand Master now. I think the
Government promised the millers good times. They have
been asking for protection and the fulfilment of promises.
But the Goveinment have gone back on them ; they
cannot do anything for the millers; they have either
gone back on the millers or the policy bas gone back
on the millers. Where are the millers now ? They
have been knocking at the door but to no purpose. We
know that the Government promised to help the woollen
goods manufacturers and give them substantial protec-
tion. What have they done for them ? They have backed
down on their promises. They have been coming every
day almost begging the Minister of Finance to protect their
interests, and I suppose he has wished he was back in the
old quiet place which he occupied years ago. Hon. gentle-
men opposite struck on a great scheme a couple of years
ago by which they were going to develop a new industry
under the National Policy, the manufacture of bogus butter
and the protection of it. The National Policy was to work
this ail right, and a duty of 10 cents a pound on foreign
bogus butter would enable bogus butter in this country to
be better manufactured. The Government backed down
on that question, because the member for Brant (Mr.
Paterson) told them that the people did not want bogus
butter even if it were protected 10 cents per pound. So he
backed down, as the hon. member for Hamilton (Nfr. Brown)
remarked. Why, that hon. gentlemen was going to have
his chicken Billrestored, and he backed down. Last year the
Minister of Customs declared that never would ho go in
favor'of reciprocity in wrecking; he declared it would ruin
our wrecking plant and destroy a vast amount of capital
invested in this great industry, and not for a moment
would he consent to have such industry destroyed by any
such legislation. The Government ail stood by him. This
year the Minister of Customs, who is not now at the head
of the battalions that gather under King William, who is
not so military as when ho had a regiment to himself,
backed down. And the Government broke up on the ques-
tion, the Government were wrecked. The Senate, however,
defeated the wrecking Bill. Probably they will be able to
back down next year, and so the Government majority in
both lionses will have a consistent character. The Minis-
ter of Militia declined to do anything for the battalions in
North York and Simcoe. They went to the North-West to
do the work while he stayed here to collect the glory. Some
came back; they found the Minister of Militia ail right
here. He had fought for his country lire all summer and
he had got honors to himself from his country; these men
came back from the toils of war, and having served their
country honestly, they asked to be recognised according to
the law of the land. The Government did not back down
at once. Subterfuges were used, it was a sneaky back
down, not an open one, but in the end the Government
deliberately backed down. For the Minister of War had
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declared that these volunteers should not be recognised,1
that ho had donc the real fighting down here at Ottawa and1
those men had been merely instruments in the hand of the
great master. True, ho had never served in the war, ho
had never enlisted and ho had never served even as a volun-
teer, and had no sympathy with the volunteers as a whole;
yet the Minister of War drew as much pay as a thousand of
these men, and ho know what was best for them, and the
best thing was to send them back with their pockets
empty. And ho would have sent thom back with their
pookets empty except for public opinion. We had the
Premier of Canada stating on the floor of Parliament that
ho would compel his Minister of Militia to back down, and
all the Government side had to back down on that question.
S those few precedents I have given will make it easy for
the Government on this occasion to back down. I am sure
the conciliatory manner in which I have presented the
case will show the ease with which this can be done, and
that it can b done without loss of grace and without loss
of dignity, and that it will be in harmony with pre-
cedent, and moreover it will be for the interest of
the country. If the Governmont do not bAck down they
propose to spend 8400,000 or $500,000. They never back
down on expenditures, they keep increasing them. They
are consistent whatever else they are, especially in spend-
ing money; and one feature on which the Conservatives
may congratulate thermselves is, that when they leave the
public Treasury it will be a pretty empty one. They can
say, I suppose, to lhemselves: For what are we in this
House, if it is not for office and for ourpockets? I am sure
I know not. If they are going to spend half a million to
put this Act in force, I ask if that is the best use to which
they can apply the public money. Is there no other branch
of the public service where this money is needed rather
than in keeping this Act in forco which is not to the
advantage but entirely to the disadvantage of the people ?
Perhaps the hon. member for West Toronto (Mr. Danison),
may be reckless in regard to the expenditure of money. It
may serve his purpose to sit on the floor of this House and
vote as ho is told to vote, to neglect his duties and to
interrupt and do as ho is told, thinking that when I have
succeeded, or when publie opinion has succeeded, in
creating a vacancy in the Cabinet ho may be able to
get the position of the Minister of Militia. Perhaps I may be
carrying out his purpose and serving his purpose in the re-
marks I am making. I have not noticed him backing down
on the Administration much. He has stood by them oven
when they came to deal with the service, which ho, of all
others, should assist to preserve, and we find him in the
back ground, although ho professes to be a militiaman. fie has
been receiving a salary as a militiaman, and a pretty good
salary too, and ho is one of the men who enjoys rowards,
both from the service outside of the House and inside of the
louse, and having got a taste for it ho wants more. There-
fore, perhaps it may b serving bis purposes when I am
presenting this case before the Minister of Militia. I ask
him, as he is figuring on getting into the Governnent, to
give serious consideration to the proposition I would make.
Does ho think that the $500,000 could be botter spent in
keeping up that branch of the public service than in spend-
ing it on these voter&' lists ?

Mr. DENISON. Yes; certainly.
Mr. MULOCK. If ho thinks that it can be botter spent

in maintaining the militia force efficiently he will vote
against spending it in this way.

Mr. DENISON. We want both.

Mr. MULOCK, Yon said it would be botter spent on the
militia, and if there is not enough monoy for both
let us have it for where it will be best applied. If the
militia service is complete, if they have got ail the elothing
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they require and of the best quality, and if they have got
1 all the necessary facilities for drilling, perhaps we might
find if we look into some of the other departments that the
money is badly wanted there. I think we would find that
the money could be much botter spent in some other
branches of the service than in carrying out the provisions
of this Franchise Act. I am sorry that the House will lose
the benefit of my reviewing the different departments,
because I have got a cold and my voice is not good, but if I
did so I am sure the hon. members would profit by what I
would say and would have taken my advice into serious
consideration. I maintain that if the money involved in
the putting of this Act into force can ho more wisely spent
in other branches of the public service than in carrying out
this Bill, where it is worse than wasted, that it is the duty
of the House to so expend it. Some hon. gentlemen seem
to care little for the expenditure of public money. This
money that we are entrusted with is gathered out
of the pockets of the people of Canada and they
feel every dollar that they have to pay whether
it be by indirect or direct taxation. I do not think that
this House has heretofore shown that folicitous care in the
expenditure of public money which it is bound to do. The
expenditure of this vast sum of monoy for the purpose of
Lhis Franchise Act is wholly indefonsible and is enlirely
unnecessary. I think that the argument of the hon. mem-
ber for Selkirk (Mr. Daly) that it was desirable to have a
uniform franchise could beo asily dealt with by any mem-
ber who was in this House whon this Bill was first under
discussion. Every one who was hero thon knows that it
was not uniform, because it is a kind of manbood suffrage
in Prince Edward Island and British Columbia and some
other kind of franchise in the other Provinces. The pre.
tense of unilormity which the Prime Minister urged as a
reason for adopting the Act whon ho first introduced it, he
abandoned at a very early stage.

An hon. MEMBER. Another backdown.

Mr. MULOCK. Yes ; it was a case of backdown. Any
hon. gentleman who was here in 1885 knows that the
Dominion Franchise Act possessed no feature of uniformity
except the uniform confusion which results from putting it
into force throughout the Dominion. As one of the repre-
sentatives in this House I desire to record my protest
against such a waste of public monoy as is caused by keep-
ing this Act in force. Quite irrespective altogether of the
other objection, that it prevents the people from having a
proper, equitable and fair representation inthis flouse.

Mr. DENISON. 1 would say, Mr. Speaker, that I dd
not know why the member for North York (Mr. Mulock)
[singled me ont for his remarks to-night. fie made soma
roference to the puy which I draw. I thiak thut pay is
somewhat in the r eighborhood of 84 a day for twolve days
in the year, and if the hon. gentleman can be the means of
getting it increased 1 wilt be very much pleased. I do not
know that the hon. gentleman has any experience of
volnteer life, but I think that before ho criticises us ho had
botter put on the uniform and do a little work himself.

Mr. WALDIE. I desire to express my views on this
matter, and I think that I can plead that I have some
experience of it when the Flouse remembers that on this
Franchise Bill four or five elections have taken place in the
county which I represent, No doubt the Ministry of the
day when they introduoed that Bill intended the list to ho
revised annually, and in a country like this whore changes
are very frequent, where population changes from place to
place and where there are great developments in certain
sections of the country an electoral list necessarily chan.ges
to a greater extent than it would in older countries. The,
importance of revising the lista frequently is presemd upon.
the attention of the uegiulature, and I think it should also
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be impressed upon the attention of the Ministers. No legislation which 1 conider outrageos, it is this. As ido
doubt the cost of the revision of that list astonished the not expect to change a vote on this question, I will not go
gentlemen responsible for the expenditure of the public over all the arguments wbieh have been presented; but I
funds of this country. No doubt the statements when made may say that our great objection Io the Franchise Bill is
by the Opposition that a large sum of money would be the immense expense whicn it causes to the country and
wasted upon this Franchise Act and that the result would also to the people. As we ail know, the exponrse falls on
not warrant the expenditure were not believed by the shoulders of very few in <very county; in many in-
the Ministry at the time, but those predictions bave stances it falls on the shoulders of the candidate himself. I
been realised and so great was the expenditure that the think the law might be amended, so that it would be just
Government allowed three years to elapse without a revi- to every constituency. For instance, in the constituency I
son taking place. It is proposed now that the revision represent there are two counties in wbich there are 8,200
shall take place on the same lines as the present list; that voters, and two revising officers to look after. One
is by rev sing barristers and by using the old lists as a of these ioficers in the last election was of sch a stamp
basis, ani as I understand it is thought that the revision that it was very bard to follow him. To show bis way
could be made cheaper by using the old lists as a basis than of operating, 1 may tell yen that one day ho would decide
by adopting the assessment roll far beginning a new list. in one way against me, and the next day when I would
I think that before they get tbrough with this revision make the same objection that was mede against me, he
taking the old list as a basis, they will discover that serious would deoide the other way. Hie would also make it
mistakes are made. I know to my own knowledge that a re- a point in the local revisions, when he saw that we
vising barrister refused te accept the evidence of a regis- were following him, te stop on bis way and send
tered letter havingteen sent to a party whose name it was his clerk, and bis clerk would adjourn the court to
propos-d te remove from the list unless proof was given the next day so as te discourage the people wbo
that the address was the proper one. I know that in the were sent there, to make costs and prevent witnesses
last four years such changes have tairea place in the resi- from coming. We bave been se disgusted with bis conduct
douces of the voters on that list, ton per cent. of the that even bis own friends were bound to give up following
names the residences are not known. I know from him, and the consequence was that we succeeded in having
my experience of the recent election in my county that perhaps a fair list. I would not make the Government ree-
many letters which were sent out to where the voters ponsible for the choice of this man, but in choosing him
were supposed te reside came back from the dead letter they were badly advised. They took for reviser a man
office monthe afterwards, never having reached the parties who bad been sent away fron another county as an
to whom they were addressed. Now, if these names are embezzler. He could not make a living in another county,
made the basis of the revised list, how is the revising officer and ho came te our place, and a couple of years afterwards
to ac3rtain that they have been notified ? If ha cannot ho was made our revising officer. I would not make the
asceitain their residences, how is he te know that a regis- same complaint of the present reviser, but if we bave a
tered letter bas reached thom ? Will ho insist on the good man now, I think ho must bave been chosen by mis-
expense of h ving each man hunted up and the notice served take. I have no.bing more te say. My oLject in rising
on him before his name is put on the list ? If that is the was te piace myseif on record, and net give a silent voteon
case, I am sure the 8500,000 will be trebled and quadru- this question. if this amendment is carried, 1 think it will
plel to the people of the country who have to look after give us about the same list of voters as we bave now,
theie lists. 'Ihe difficulty and expense of revising them bas because the franchise of Qaebec is about the sane as that
restrained the Government from revising from year te year, of the Dominion, but it resulte in a great saving of money,
as was thoir intention and their duty. That expense will trouble and time.
be increased, for they cannot repeat the policy which Mr. PLATT. The issue involved in tbe amendment does
hs been carried out.during the past three yeaîs. The net require any lengthened discussion of the merits of the1:e amay be revised, u 1889 or 1890 ; thon there will Franchise Bill of 1b85 in order te onable members te decide
be a census taken in 1891; and they must revise the how te vote on this occasion. The issue is an old one; it
list again probably belore nother election takes place; bas been before the country; every member on both sides
zo that instead of its costing this country $500,000, it of the House bas had experiencoeof it; public opinion te awill cost double that amount. I have a suggestion to certain extent bas been fored ; and hon. gentlemen can

ake, with the object f eaving a large expenditure and ge from the feeling in their own constituencies what thegiving what a great manny in tlWs House and in the country feeling of the country is with regard to the continuation ofthink a botter syste.; that ie, for the interim elections the Act. 1 mayb ay for theaonstituency have the honorwhich may occur before the next general election, that the torepresent that, in the first place, we do not want theGoveinmentshould just amend the Act by wiping it out, Franchise Bill of 1885 any longer. We do net want theand let the local liots gevern those elections ,ý sud wheu la FacieBhc 85aylne.W entwnn cetsa the tael lists thosteecis re rerangwe alabor it imposes upon us, we,want to avoid the expense andnew cansus is taken and the constituencies are releranged, we do net want the list after it is formed, simply because
the can thon revise the votera lista and save at least eaf a we can get a better one for nothing. That is the argument

is ionhdollas, if theysthink it necessary tf have auchplista used by both parties at home. My experience bas been
s this m efanchise Act give. But I think if they adopt for somewhat extended in this respect. I bave run two elce-the interim elections the local listathey will never return tiens since the Bill came into force. In the first contestto the lista provided by this Franchise Act. I am ontirely not one of my opponents ventured te defend it. At thein favor of a residential qualification for voters, and the pria- second election my oppouent wa8 forced to say that if elec.

ciple of one man one vote and Quly one, and I shall support ted he would vote to repeal the Act of 1885. To-night Ian amendment lu that direction if it is moved. I do think am going te give a vote of greater force, perhape, than I amit is net in the interest of this oantry that this Franchise usually able te give, for I will represent net only the major.
Bill ahould le adopted. ity, but voice the opinion of niuety-nine hundredths of my

Mr. L&VERQNE. I did not intend te say anything onconstituents.
this question, but seeing that very few members fron the Mr. BARBON. It seeme te mm that thie Bouse bas net
Province of Quebec have been heard upon it, I think our yet heard quiteuougb from bhe Ontario mombors negarding
silence might be taken s signifyiag that we have ne oh.tUçàe heard 0f ithisanførtunate franchis law. It soeens to Mo had fi

Jegotion te this Franchis. 8111# >wlireaeif thoro iâ apieof e iber Xcame into this flouse. The hon. mombr pr South
Mr. W&sLa,
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Victoria (M r. Hudapeth), either lut Session or the Session
before, undertook to tell this House how it came that I had
a seat here. He said I owed my seat not to any popularity
of my own but to the extreme unpopularity of my oppon-
ent. I will not undertake here to criticise the good taste
of the hon. gentleman in making such an allusion regard-
ing my opponent, who is a particular friend of hie, but will
leave them to settle the matter between them. I will un-
dertake to say, however that if there is one reason more
than another why I have the honor to represent my con-
stituency, it is the opposition to the iniquitous measuro
which the hon. the Minister of Justice wishes now to amend.
I have often found on publie platforms that the speakers
who were opposed to me were *pposed to the franchise law,
but I found more than that. I found that even the strong
Conservatives in my riding were iLdividually and collec.
tively opposed to the Act too. I will undertake te eay, as
reference has been made to the estimated cost of the Act,
that it costs no less than a dollar a head for every man,
woman and child in the riding I represent, and $5 for
every head of a family. Yet we aie told it is right
and proper to continue a measure which cos ts the
country no less than $500,000 to put it into operation,
when a better franchise can be had without spending one
dollar of money. Lot me show in one particular how vicious
this system is and how incorrect and unsafe in endea-
voring to arrive at any correct franchise syste m. Why the
judges whom you have appointed revising officers do not
seem to 6e able to put a uniform and proper construction
on the A et? The judge of the County Court at Peterboro',
who was revising officer, thought it was the spirit of our
legislation that every man should have a vote, and pro-
ceeded to put every name on the franchise list who was on
the assessors roll. I drew hie attention to the fact that
there wore men on the list as voters who did not possess
the qualifications required by the Statute, but he would not
undertake to strike them off, and our friends were put to an
enormous expense in trying to prove that these people
were net entitled to be on the list when the assessment roll
alone proved it. The revising officer, however, would not
strike them off, and thus many were on the list who, accord.
ing to the Act, were not entitled to a vote. I will content
myself with eaying that every word which bas been spoken
on this side against this measure is well founded, and will
be justified by the country. There never was a more
unpopular measure introduced, and I take great pleasure in
believing that I emphasise the opinion of the great majority
of the people in my riding in voting for the amendment of
the leader of the Opposition.

Mr. CAMPBELL. I wieh only to say a word or two witb
reference to the working of the Act in the county I have
the honor to represent. The experience of its working has
been larger perhaps in that connty than any other in
Ontario. We had, during the election held there, in May,
18S7, 1,600 names on the voters' list made up by the muni-
cipalities which did not appear on the Dominion franchise
lists, so that a large number of people who were entitled to
vote were not allowed to vote at the Dominion elections.
These people, who had all the necessary qualifications, were
disfranchised simply because the lists under this Act had
not been revised for three years. This shows the Act is
unworkable. The tact that the Government ha;e found it
necessary to suspend its operation for the last three or four
years shows the Government consider it unworkable. The
enormous expense was sufficient to deter the Government
from undertaking the work of revision. I have had an in-
stance in the county I represent of the injustice of retaining
upon the Statute-book an Act of that kind. To-morrow in
the County of Kent a vote will be taken on the repeal
of the Scott Act, and I will guarantee to say that there
are 2,000 voters in that countî who ought to have the

right to record their votes for or against the Act, *ho
will be prohibited from taking any part in the elea-
tion to-morrow. Were it not for this Act, these %000
people, who have lived a long time in the county and have
a large interest in it, would have the privilege of poli-
ing their votes on this Scott Act question. This law, the
carrying ont of which is so expensive that the Government
found it necessary to stay the proceedings under it, should
be no longer allowed to remain on the 'tatute-book. We
had a few days ago a gentleman rising i hie place and pro.
posing a committee. What for? To see if the enormous
expenditure of the Grvernmont could not be curtailed, and
I am surprised to find the Minister of Justice opposing an
amendment which would save to the people at least
81,000,000. I have no hesitation in saying yo can scarcely
find a man in the County of Kent, Conservative or Reform-
er, who will not express the opinion that the Act should
be repealed. I cannot see why, if in the face of ail that
has been said against the Act, in the face of the fact the
Government have found it unworkable and were obligeîI
to suspend it, they do not accept the reasonable, fair
and honest proposition of the leader of the Opposition.
I think that it is a proposition which ought teobe acoepted
by every man who has the welfare and the interest of this
Dominion at heart. Surely, we have not enough money to
spare to enable us to throw away half a million or a mil.
lion dollars next summer in revising these liste. We have
the local voters' listé, and, as the hon. member for Haldi.
mand (Xr. Colter) said, I do fnot believe, that you will find
a difference of 1 per cent. in the composition of these two
liste. When we have a list which, for all practical par.
poses, meets the wishes of the people, and gives the right
to vote to everyone who should have the right to vote, and
which does not cost the people of the Dominion a dollar, I
cannot see the use of spending a million dollars more for
this purpose. If this was going to save any money in the
preparation of the local votere' lista, there might be some
reason for it, but, when we know that the local votera' lista
bave to be prepared as usual, and that not a farthing will
be saved in that way, we are doing wrong l proposing to
spend, as I venture to say, either directly or indirectly, at
least a million dollars on this Dominion list. I therefore,
hope that the amendment moved by the leader of the Op-
position will b3 accepted by this House. For my own part,
I take very great pleasure in sapporting it, and, if it is voted
down, I hope some other efforts will be made to amend or
otherwise improve this Act which, as has already been
stated, is the mont iniquitoús Act ever plaoed on the
Statute book.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Question; divide.
Mr. SPEAKER. Call in the members.

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). I should be ashamed to give
a silent vote upon this matter-

Sme hon. MERBERS. Order.
Mr. SPEAKER. I really think I gave enough time for

the hon. member to get up before I said "call in the mem-
bers."

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth) I shall bow to your decision
without dispute.

House divided on amendment of Mr. Laurier:

, Ys" :

Rmseurs
Amyot,
Armtrong,
Bain (Wentworth),
Bchard,
Bernier,
Borden,
Bourasua,
Bowman,

Eisenhauer,
Rail,
Piset,
Fisher,

Gan'hier,
Gigault,
Gilimor,

KeMullen,

Miii(othwe),Mil0tch ell )
Malook,
Neveu,
Paterson(Brant)#
Perry,
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Brien,
Burdett,
Campbell,
CarLwright (Sir Rich.),
Casey,
Casgrain,
Charlton,
Choquette,
Chouinard,
Colter,
Couture,
Davies,
De St. Georges,
Dessaint,
Doyon,
Dupont,
Bdgar,

Godbout,
Guay,
Hale,
Holton,
Innes,
Jones (Halifax),
Kirk,
Landerkin,
Lang,
Langelier (Quebec),
Laurier,
Lavergne,
Lister,
Livingîton,
Lovitt,
Macdonald (Huron),
McMillan (Huron),

NAYs :
Messieurs

Bain (Soulanges), Freeman,
Baird, Gordon,
Barnard, Grandbois,
Bell, Guillet,
Bergin, Haggart,
Boisvert, Hesson,
Bowell, Hickey,
Boyle, Hudspeth,
Brown, Jamieson,
Bryson, Joncas,
Burns, Jones (Digby),
Cameron, Kenny,
Cargill, Kirkpatrick,
Carlng, Labelle,
Carpenter, Landry,
Caron (Sir Adolphe), Langevin (Sir Hector),
Chisholm, La Rivière,
Cimon, Lépine,
Cochrane, Macdonald (Sir John),
Cockburn, Macdowall,
Coughlin, McCulla,
Curran, McDonald (Victoria),
Daly, McDougald (Pictou),
Daoust, MeDougall (0. Breton)
Davin, McGreevy,
Dawson, McKay,
Denison, McKeen,
Desaulniere, MeMillan (Vaudreuil),
Desjardins, McNeill,
Dickey, Madill,
Dickinson, Mara,
Ferguson (Leeds&Gren), Marshall,
Ferguson (Renfrew), Mills (Annapolis),
Ferguson (Welland), Moncrieff,
Foster, Montplaisir,

Amendment negaived, Bill read the second time, and
House resolved itself into Committee.

([n the Committee).
On section 2,
Mr. DAWSON. I would suggest that an amendment

should be made to section 9 of the Act by adding the words
in the sixth lino "and does not hold a location ticket."

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The hon. gentleman is moving
the amendment of which he has given notice in reference
to location tickets given to Indians. I would ask him not
to raise that question now. I do not propose to finish this
Bill at one sitting, and an opportunity will be given to him
to move the amendment at a later date,

Mr. EDGAR. I would suggest that the following words
should be added in the sixteenth lino of this clause, after
the words "assessment rolls ":-

" As finally revised for municipal purposes."

Because it is not quite clear whether you mean the rolls as
brought in by the assessor or as finally revised for munici-
pal purposes; but it ought to be the rolls finally revised for
municipal purposes, because in the interpretation clause of
the Act, in clause q of the second section, the term "assess-
ment rolls as finally revised for municipal purposes " is
made use of, and this section ought to be made to corres-
pond with that clause.

1r. CAMPBELL.

Platt,
Préfontaine,

Robertson,
Rowand,
Ste. Marie,
Seriver,
semple,
Somerville,
Su therland,
Thérien,
Trow,
Turcot,
Waldie,
Watson,
Weldon (St. John), and
Wilson (Elgin).-75.

O'Brien,
Patterson (Essex),
Perley,
Porter,
Prior,
Putnam,
Riopel,
Robillard,
Roome,
Ros,
Scarth,
Shanly,
Skinner,
Small,
Smith (Ontario),
Sproule,
Stevenson,
Taylor,
Temple,
Thompson (3ir John),
Tiadale,
Tupper,
Tyrwhitt,

, Vanasse,
Wallace,
Ward,
Weldon (Albert),
White (Cardwell),
White (Renfrew),
Wilmot,
Wilson (Argenteuil),
Wilson (Lennox),
Wood (Brockville),
Wood(W'tmorel'd), and
Wright.-105.
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Mr. LISTER. In reference to this amendmnent, I can

say that the assesment rolls will not be revised perhape
until the month of September. The revising officer has to
commence bis work somewhere about the first of J une, so
that if ho is to base the list upon the last assessment roll it
should not be the last revised assessment roll. This year
the roll will be finished by the first of June, but not revised.

Mr. TISDALE. The intention of the Act is to take last
year.

Mr. LISTER. That would make it much more difficult
for the revising officer, because the assesment roll before
revision will contain the names of almost every person
entitled to vote under this Act. It will make the revising
officer's work very easy indeed to take the last assessment
roll and make up his list from that. If ho goes a year back
he will find many changes have been made within the year,
the list will not be reliable, and will involve a great many
appeals.

Mr. CURRAN. Ho is entitled under the next line to
obtain information from any other source, so that ho could
consult the new roll to complete bis lists.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). It is just a question of con-
venience. If the assessment was carefully done the number
of names struck off would be very few indeed. But if you
take the case of an assement rol that bas been revised, it
is nearly 12 months old, and you have ail the changes that
have taken place during those 12 months to correct on your
voters' lists. Thon suppose a village municipality is created
within the 12 months ; you would have nothing to guide
you at ail in the revised roll.

Mr. COLTER. Practically the fact is that the assessor
must have his roll returned by the first of May. Thon there
are 14 days given within which appeals can be made to the
Court of Revision and revision takes place in al cases before
the lst of June. If the last revised assessment roll, as
revised by the county judge, were taken, it would save a
great deal of labor indeed. Of course it is still subject to
revision before the jadge. If on this roll as finally revised
before the council, there are any mistakes, thon it is still
subject to revision, and that would save a large amount of
trouble to ail who are concerned in the revision. If the
assessment roll for this particular year were taken, a very
large amount of trouble would be saved ; in fact it is all
important that we should not have the assessment roll of
18b8 as a guide for the revision in 1889.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is so much in that,
I think my hon. friend will not press his amendment.

Mr. LISTER. The roll of a year old would be most
inaccurate.

Mr. EDGAR. i do not take that view of it. The assess-
ment is to be finally revised by the 1st of June ; the revis-
ing officer does not start to make his preliminary list until
the lst of June, and ho does not finish it under the law
proposed bore, until the 1st of October.

Sir JOHN THOIPSON. There could be no object at
all in the amendmient that ho should prepare a list of votera
in the preceding year, unless it were with the assessment
roll of the present year. The theory is that ho shah use
these incomplete assessment rolle of the current year to
revise.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). The date selected for
the revision of the list is an unfortunate one for the Pro-
vince of Quebec. The intention is to use the most recent
information possible. In ail the municipalities in the Pro-
vince of Quebec which are regulated by the municipal-code,
the assoement rolls are only made in June and July, they
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are not completed before the end of July, so that they wil
not even bo commenced when this revision of the lists il
to be commenced. The result will be that a great many
people who will have become qualified during the last
year, will not appear on the assessment roll which will b
used by the revising offlcor. If ho does not use some other
information, a good many people qualified will be dis
franchised. Large cities are not regulated by the municipal
code. Let us take the city of Quebec, for instance. Our
assesment rolls are not completed and revised before
he middle of August, and they cannot be commenced
before the month of May. The actual work of the
assessors only commences about the middle of May,
and it takeî fully a month or a month and a hall
for them to go through ail the streets and assess ail the
properties. In Montreal I think the assesment rolls are
made dnring the summer months, and they are not com-
pleted before the end of August. The result will be that in
the Province of Quebec, if the date is not altered, the assess-
ment rolls of the year will hoeof no use. It will be impos.
sible to use them at ail for the preparation of the lists. I
think the date should be postponed unless there are great
objections from the other Provinces. From what bas been
stated it seems that there will not be much objection to
postponing the revision to a later period in Ontario. The
only complaint in respect to that Province is that the revi-
sion takes place too early. There will be no harm if it is
delayed.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I think the same rule pre-
vails in New Brunswick where the assessment commences
the lst of July.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The hon. gentleman will see
that the provision is that it will begin as soon as possible
after ist of June. However, we will see before fin ally closing
the Bill whether any change should be made, but the prin-
ciple complained of is that we are beginning too late.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I wald suggest whether there
is any nocessity for fixin the date precisely the same in
the different Provinces. There are different circumstances
in the different Provinces. in Ontario it is more convenient
to have the preparation of the voters' lists as scon as possible
after the assessment, because the people are not very busy
then. If you fix the period to suit the Province of Quebec,
it would be mid-harvest in Ontario, and it would be very
much more difficult to look after the final revision.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. It is nt fixed with any
rigidity.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). In the preparation of votera'
liste it is very important there should be a time within
which the revising officer shall be compelled to bave the
list complete1, because ho might delay the list on the eve
of a general election, and if there was a fixed period within
which the list muet be returned to the Clerk of the Crown
in Chancery, it would remove any suspicion of improper
conduct.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Minister of Justice
asys ho will consider this matter as to dates. It would be
well before we alter that provision to look back at the de-
bates on the Franchise Bill, because this subject was very
fully discussed as regards ail the provisions, and I think as
regards dates, this date, lt of June, was found to be the one
that was most generally applicable without inconvenience
to the different Provinces. In the meantime, I thirik we
had botter revive our recollection of the discussion before
we make any alterations.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). A date that might be suit-1
able for Quebec might not suit Ontario, and that is why the
same date should not apply to ail the Provinces; but if
under the new law it was stated that it should commence

1 as soon as possible after the final revision of the roll in
s each division, it would prevent any trouble.

t Mr. COLTER. In the 18th line the words are indistinct
e and they impose a very unenviable task on the returning
a officer. Those officers are only human, and they are liable
- to pressure, and the words "from any other source " are

susceptible of a very wide interpretation. There should be
some limitation to those words in order to avoid any
scandal, because if the returning officer is questioned as to
the reason that induced him to put on certain names, he is
no' obliged to furnish it. I think he should be obliged to
do so. If some words were added after the word "source"
to this effect "duly verified by statutory declaration or
other legal evidence" it would remove the objection and
difficulty. It is improper that a returning officer should be
placed in the unenviable position of being pressed to admit
certain names by personal or political friends withoat there
being imposed some reasonable or proper check, and we
ought to impose such check in the Act. I remember, during
our revision, owing to some loose clauses of this kind, the
revising officer was very mach embarrassed and ho wished
his duties to be clearly defined, and it is only reasonable
to suppose that in a matter of sncb magnitude he should
not desire to receive promiscuous information from promis.
cuous sources, but that the information ho should act
upon in determining who should be voters should be infor.
mation verified cither by statutory declaration or by othor
legal evidence.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. There ais a greatdiflerence be.
tween the means of information which ought to be received
by the revising officer in making a revision, which I sup.
pose is the subject of the hon. geutleman's argument, and in
making up a more draft like this, which is the draft of a
list to be placed as a notice before any proceeding of a per-
manent character is to be taken. The hon. gentleman will
sec that it is intimated how this part of the work is to be
done. The revising officer prepares a list of the electors from
the asessmenut roll. He does all that without any statutory
declaration, and he does it even although the assessîment
roll is unrevised. Everything of that kind is done informally
with a view to making up the draft. But if you impose on
the electors the necessity of having statutory declarations
for the purpose of placing every name on tho draft and de-
prive the revising officer of the power of using bis own ob-
servation with respect for instance as tothe death of parties,
the expense and difficulty of making the revision wili be very
much increased and there will be left upon the roll, for the
time when ho sits for revision, a great many names that
should not be there. For instance, a man may have died in his
own neighborhood, and ho may know that ho is deceased.
If the suggestion of the hon. gentleman were adopted, it
would be necessary that sone one should make a statutory
declaration in order to have the name struck off. That
would be unreasonable, it would be nobody's business to do
it, and perhaps the revising officer might have been at hie
funeral and yet he would wait for somaeone to make a statu-
tory declaration to remove the name. That would work
with special hardship this year when we have so many
changes in the electoral list. Considering that the officer
is a judicial officer, and above all that this is a procedure
providing for the preparation of a draft of the list, it is un-
reasonable that the revising officer should not be able to
fortify himself from other sources of information. The
hon. gentleman will observe that this has been the law
hel etofore.

Mr. EDGAR. I do not see mach force in the remark of
the hon. Minister of Justice. Take a revising offliers'
duties as they stand now. He takes the assessors roll,
which we all admit is the proper basis, and ho takes the
last list however old it may be. Thoo are all te doca-
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mente ho proceeds on, and which are supplied to him by
law. He is then allowed to take information from any
other source. Could the Minister of Justice indicate what
source ho could take it fromi?

Sir JOHN THOM PSON. If a man had been buried in
his sight ho might strike the man's name off the list.

Mr. EDGAR.-A better evidence than that would be the
mortuary etatistics, which are supplied the revising officers
in England Can the Minister suggest the propriety of a
returning officer acepting a list handed in without statu.
tory declaration by John Smith, and refusing a list put in
by John Brown ? Where does ho get bis information ? It
must be hearsay only and not propor evidence of any
kind. In Ontario, ho is a judge, and ho bas no special
and particular means of knowing from his own knowledge
who to put upon that list, and if ho attempts to add
any names at all I say it is unfair to somebody and
it is giving a preference to whoever gives him the
information which he choses voluntarily to accept. This
is placing a judge in an invidious position as well asplacing
the com munity at an unfair disadvantage. As the Minister
of Justice says the people would have to give evidence
when they would be put in the witness box, but why could
they not make declarations as well as telling the judge or
writing him a letter. If acoupleof months are set apart for
the judge to receive declarations those who are interested
will make therm, or if they neglect the party managers or
whoever is interested will take care that they will be made.
This would be fair all around and thebe is no other way of
making it fair. I do Lot see any way of doing it properly
unless there is a time mentioned when those declarations
can be put in, as well as a date specified beyond which they
cannot put them in to have any effect. That provision as it
stands is a farce, and I have no hesitation in saying that I
consider the looseness of that section as the greatest blot in
the whole statute.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I happen to differ from
the hon. gentleman and I think that the Act. could not be
viewed as a Bill for extending the eleetoral franchise if that
change is made. An hon. friend behind me says that that
section was inserted at the instance of some hon. gentlemen
opposite.

Mr. EDGAR. No, no.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I cannot speak for that,

but I think it is so. The hon, gentleman will eee that if
the preliminary list is tobe based on the assessment list
only, except where statutory declarations are put in, that is
equivalent to saying that in the majority of cases the as-
seesment is to be almost entirely the sole evidence of the
franchise. Now, if the hon. gentleman will look over the
list of qualifications ho willI see, tor instance, that "farmers'
sons " are not on the assessment roll.

Mr. EDGAR. Yes ; they are.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They may be in Ontario,
but that is only a small portion of the entire Dominion.

Mr. EDGAR. How cau the revising officer find it aIl
out ?

Sir JOHN A. M ACDONAL D. He has to find such in-
formation as hecan get from any source whatever.

Mr. LAURIER. Any evidence, written or unwritten.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Written or un written.
The object of the elause is to get on the first roll every per-
son who bas, by any chance, a right or a seeming right to
vote, and it is with the object of having every man who has
a right to vote being put upun the list. There can be no
reason why a revising omoor sbould niot get every infor-

Mr. EDGAR.

mation ho can. TVhe asosesment roll wll help him, or, for
that matter, if ho knows himself that a party bas a right to
vote ho ought to put him on. As to the argument that it
puts the revising officer in an invidious position, I have no
doubt it would if ho were acting as a judge in the case, but
ho is morely asked to make as extensive enquiries as hoecan
and to put everybody on the list who has the semblance of
a right to vote. The great fear is that if yo don't do that
a great many persons having the right to vote will be ex-
cluded. Afterwards let there be a strict consideration as to
qualitication, but as to the first stop I think it i clear that
there should be no specification of the sources of information.
Let the revising officer get the best information hoecan, and
if any one is on the list who should not be his name can be
easily removed.

Mr. PATE RSON (Brant). Must the returning officer
accept this information from whatever source it comes ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Re has to be the judge of
that.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant), Does not the the right hon.
gentleman see where that comes in. If hoesays that the
revising officer "must recoive " thon ho would get it right.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The revising ofcer in
nearly every case is a judge. Ho is a bigh functionary and
ho has no personal interest.

Mr. EDGAR. He has a clerk.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The clork has nothing to

do with it, it is the revising officer that has to do with it. I
think that the mere chance of a revising officer acting par-
tially, or breaking hie oath, or behaving in such a manner
as would unfit him to be not only a revising offioor but a
judge at all-the more chance that such a thing ehould
happen is not sufficient grounde for altering this clause.
We must give credit to our offic<rs for aoting with justice
and the hon. gentleman knows from the experiment, how.
ever ungrateful to the hon. gentlemen opposite, that ho
must admit that the impartiality of the judges has not been
impugned in any case so far as I am aware of.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I think that an example or two
is botter than any amount of theory wi h regard to a matter
of this sort. I know that in the county that I represent
the revising officer there required some proof, and that
when the list on both aides (both those pohîtically opposed
to me and my supporters) was furnished there was also
furnished a declaration made by some person or other who
was acquainted with the facts, that those persons possessed
the qualifications, and when that statutory declaration
accompanied the list, thon the judge put the naines upon
the list. Now that was not done in the adjoining consti-
tuency in the County of Kent. The hon. gentleman [ sup-
pose remembers that there were about one thousand names
contested in the County of Kent list, that all sorts of tech-
nical objections and difficulties were placed in the way, and
I think if I remember rightly that there were betweeu.
three and four hundred of those names struck off. The
expense of that was enormous and the judge upon
technical grounds ruled out the objections in the othef
case. I think an appeal was taken from the judge to a
superior court and a mandamus was granted to compel
him to consider those cases. Tue result was that after a
great deal of trouble and almost a whole summer's work
by two or three lawyers three hundred and odd names were
taken off the list. fHow came these names on that list ?
They came on the list by a provision exactly the same as
that we are now discussing. Why, thon, ought we under-
take to permit a list to be stuffed in that way ? I venture
to say that not a name that is improperly put on that liât
can b taken off without from two to five dollars expense,
and yon impose all that expense in addition to what iç
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imposed on the publie Treasury by the adoption of
these loose words in this particular provision. I have given
the instance in Kent as an example; what was the result of
that? They were, in some cases the names of dead per.
sons ; the names of persons who had not attained their
majority, the names of persons who were out of the con-
stituency for years, and the names of some who were never
in the constituency. In the municipality of East Tilbury
two or three carloads of men, some of whom were never in
the constituency before, were brought there and swore that
they were the persons whose names were on the list,
recorded their votes, and returned to Detroit. Yon could not
prosecute those persons for perjury; yon had no control
over them; they were beyond your jurisdiction;
What was done in that constituency may be done in others.
Now, I think what this Parliament should do is to prepare
a fair list, and if you do so, you want to take care that it is
not made grossly inaccurate in the first instance. It is far
essier to put a name on the list than to get it off, and it is
no hardship, where a name is put on the list that it is not
on the assessment roll, that the party should accompany
the name with evidence of some sort that is sufficient to
sati-fy the judge that it sbould go on the list. The evidence
should be of that character that would be taken in an
ordinary tribunal. I do not say that techical accuracy
should be required in the preparation of the documents, but
the evidence should be such that an honest man acting as
a revising officer would be satisfied that the party would be
entitled to have bis name on the list. If that were done,
neither political party would be put to expense for the pur-
pose of having the name taken off.

Sir JOHIN TFIOMPSON. We muet remember that at
this stage of the enquiry, there are no facts and no proceed.
ings at ail. It has been suggested by the hon. member for
West Ontario (Mr. Edgar) that it is in the public int.rest
that a declaration should be made; but no one is interested.

Mr. E DGAR. The public are interested.
Sir JOHN THOMPSON. Before a notice is put up, before

anybody has even enquired what the assesment roll shall
show, or what the last list of voters is. Nobody knows
whose qualification is to be contested or asserted. When a
man is deceased, what party is interested in having his
name struck off ?

Mr. EDGAR. Get the mortuary statistics.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. When the hon. gentleman
speaks of mortuary statistics, I confess I do not know what
he is referring to. In my own Province there is no such
thing as mortuary statistics, or a register of the namies of
those who die. But 1 gave an instance of how information
might be in the possession of the revising officer. Other
sources of information that might be in his possession are
the provincial electoral Iists and the assessment rolis. In
some of the Provinces similar qualifications to those w..
prescribe are being7 adopted. In the Province of Nova
Scotia, for instance, the franchises we have in our Act are
nearly ail followed out, and if the electoral rolls are pre.
pared under the Act of the present Session, they will give
the revising officer a great deal of information on these very
subjects.

Mr. EDGAR. They would bevery good things to naime.
Sir JOHN THOMPSON. It would ho impossibleto name

them with any kind of uniformity. In that Province the
Bill has only passed one flouse; I do not know that it will
become law, and I think it is advisable that sources of in-
formation of that kind should be available, not that mere
hearsay or assertions should be entertained by the revising
officer. I do not think the hon. member for Bothwell gave
the argument additional force by suggesting erroneous do.
oision under the presnt law, but ho gave the other aide of

the argument a great deal of force when ho showed that
a list was stuffed with 400 bogus names which necessitated
that witnesses should be called to get thema struck off. Yet
you would deprive the revising officer of the right to strike
off tho names even when he liad the means of knowing that
they should not be there.

Mr. LISTER. I think the hon. member for West
Ontario and the hon. Minister of Justice are at cross pur-
poses. The lists are prepared from the voters' lists and the
last assessment rolls, and by information which the revising
officer can obtain from any other source. Betore the pre-
paration of the lists at all, the two political parties have of
course the last voters' list and the last assossment rolls, and
they will seok to have the names which are on the assess-
ment rolis put on the voters' lists in the first instance. By
furnishing the revising officer with statutory decl&rations
that a John Smith or Henry Jones is improperly put on the
list, they prevent an appeat in future to have his name put
on, and in that way expense is avoided. What my hon.
friend claims is that where the revising officer is permitted
to take bis information from any other source, anyone
might go to him and say that such and such people should
be put on the list. He may put them on, or
ho may sayI: "I will take ovidence to verify your
statements." If he puts the names on, an appeal
is required to get them off ; and my hon. friend
argues that they should only be put on on some evidence
being furnished of the bond fides of the application. Where
a judge las been appointed revising officer, I do not think
there has been any difficulty. There has not been any in
my county, because ho required that ail names put on in
the first place should be ustained by ovidence. That pre-
vented an appeal afterwards, and ail it involved was a
declaration The object of this is the prompt preparation
of the list, and in that i submit that the revising officer
ought to be bonnd by a rule that would apply to everybody.
It does noL involve very much trouble, it would be fair to
all parties, and it would relieve the revising officer of any
imputation of wrong-doing. If a lot of names are put on,
people will ask who authorised them to be put on. Half of
thnem may have to be appealed against. If they were veri-
fied by an aftidavit, that difficulty would b got over.

Mr. LAURIER. I will just put this to the consideration
of the First Minister and the Minister of Justice. They
wil[ agreo, I am sure, that the revising officer is a judicial
officor; he as to determine rights appertainag to certain
parties in the community, as to who is and who is not an
elector. ie is to act according te judicial rules as far as
they can apply. The Minister of Justice and the Prime
Minister would, I am sure, agree that if there is a principle
of judicial procedure which is never disputed, it is this,
that a judge, who is to adjudicate on the rights of others,
can never act on his own knowledge, and the reason is ob-
vious; it is because of the impairment of justice that might
rosult if ho did so. In this case, if the judge is allowed to
act on his own knowledg, what may be the resuit? The
result may be that taking the suggestions of people which
arc not responsible and who may ho partisans and over-
zoalous, a number of names wilil be put upon the list whieh
would not be entitled teobe thore, and these names would
afterwards have to be contested. Anybody who claims to
be an elector has the right te make a suggestion to the
jadge according te this. The remark just made by the honé
member for Lambton (Mr. Lister) shows the correctness of
the suggestion we contend should be adopted. It is that
the revising officer, if ho happons to be a judge, will act
judicially and not place a name upon the list unless there
be some written evidence that the party bas the right to be
there. The hon. gentleman said a moment ago that the
revising offieer should have information written or unwrit.
te. This i a very unuufe way of doing buines.
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.
Mr. LAURIER. Which would lead to arbitrary conse'

quences. Tho very safe practice introduced in the County
of Lambton would avoid all difficulty.

Mr. DAWSON. It should not be lost sight of that there
are vast districts in the Province of Ontario where there
are no voters' lists, no assessment rolls and no mortuary
statistics. How thon is the judge to proceed ? This clau-e
is necessary and these expressions in it necessary to allow
the judge to take such information as ho eau get and put
the names of those entitted to vote on the list. There are
many hundreds of miles extending along the lake shores
where there is a large population now and where there are
no municipalities or voters' lists or any lists, and where the
population is flowing in evety day and increasirg rapidly.
How are you going to make up the lists there if you do not
give t bejudge the power to get information by the best means
be can. I heard an hon. gentleman in speaking of bis con
stituency say it was a huudred miles long and forty wide.
I represent a constituency 1,100 miles long and 400 wide,
and which contains, instead of 20,000 people, 70,000 people.
Unless there be some such power as this given the judge
to take all just and reasonable means he can, to get at those
who are entitled to vote, you would render the Act utterly
useless in such a district.

Mr. HUDSPETH. I cannot speak for constituencies
like Algoma, but only for the constituency in which I un-
fortunately was revisirg barrister. I refer to North Vic-
toria. I found a great difficulty in coming to any conclu-
sion as to tho information I should take. For instance i
got letters and lists ot 20 or 30 names asking to be put on.
i consulted with the county judge, who was revising bar-
rister for the South Riding. The county judges had
Eeveral meetings at which they made rules, and J believe
the uniform practice throughout Ontario was to insist upon
evidence, such as a statutory declaration before any name
would be put on the list. If yon tako the last assessment
rolls and the lists of voters for provincial elections, you will
have pretty nearly all the reliable information you can get;
and then if there is any one who is left out, he should have
a certain time to file a statutory declaration stating ho is
entitled to be on the list. I suggest this to the hon. Min-
ister because it will be the practice any way. You will find
that nineteen twentieths of the revising officers will adopt a
course of that kind, and it will be just as well, for the sake of
uniformity to declare a rule which will be adopted by all the
revising officers throughout the country. It will be no great
hardship, if anyone finds his name not inserted on the list,
to file a statutory declaration setting forth the facts which
entitle him to be placed upon the roll. I have heard a great
deal about the enormous expense of working this Act.
'Ihere was a great deul of expense at the lat revision of the
lists, but I believe the Government have been considering
ways and means in order to very much lessen thatexpense.
I know the right hon. gentleman desires this House to con-
trol the votes for this House-I mean to ay that he desireF
to settle a franchise for this flouse which the différent Pro-
vinces will not be able to alter as they please. I do not
suppose anyone would object to this, were it not on the
ground of expense. A committee was appointed some time
ago for the purpose of cousidering whether a great deal of
the expense could not be eut down. The Government have
taken the matter into their own bands, and, I undcrstand,
are going to print the lists themselves and do everything in
iheir power to lessen the cost. No doubt, afterthis summer
is over, we will know what wili be the saving in that direc-
tien.

Mr. LANDERKIN. When was the oommittee formed?
Mr. HUDSPETH. Some time ago.

MrLAUmaa.

Mr. LANIDERKIN. Where?

Mr. BUIDSPETH. I will tell you by-and-bye. I merely
say those are my views after a good deal of practical ex-
perience. It seems to me it would be a good idea to put
into the Bill omething to enable the different revising
officers to act uniformly in this matter.

Mr. BARRON. I am glad indeed to hear my hon.
friend from South Victoria (Mr. Hudspeth) speak on this
Bill, because I know ho bas had a great deal of practical
experience and is well able to speak on the subject. I do
not think any greater proof could be offered to this House
of the force of our objection to this section than that offered
by my hon. fi iend. He tells us ho received:several letters
and had personal interviews with different parties who
thought their names should be on the list. The Minister
of Justice tells us that the revieing officer is to be per-
mitted to act upon such information. Let it once
go abroad that the revising officer is to start his
preliminary list upon such information as that,
and he will ho inundated with such informations, and
enormous expenses will be thrown upon the parties in order
to get off the names which will thus be put on. In order to
show how difficult it is to put a proper construction upon
these words of the Statute, the Minister of Justice has stated
that the revising officer is at liberty to put a name off the
list if ho knows of his own knowledge that the person is
dead and buried, while Mr. Hodgins, who has published a
work on this subject, says that the revising officer cannot
act in that way as a revising barrister may act under a
special provision of the Imperial Statute. Hlere it appears
it must be done under evidence, and that no name can be
struck off because of death or any other reason without such
evidence. Hoeis in the same position as that of a judge,
who, as my hon. friend has stated, never proceeds on his
own motion.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. Is that view correct ?

Mr. BAR RON. I think it is.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. Then this provision is quite
safe.

Mr. BARRON. That is in reference to striking off a
name. The Minister says that the revising officer may
strike off a name if ho knows the person to be dead, but the
law says ho cannot do so until ho receives evidence that the
person is dead. That shows the difflculty arising from
those words which the hon. gentleman refuses to strike out
of the section or to amend in any way.

Mr. DALY. In connection with this matter I would
quote to the House the provision of our statute in Manitoba,
which may throw some light on the subject, and may give
the Minister of Justice some ideas in regard to it. Clause
18 of that statute says:

" The enumerator [corresponding to the revising officer here] being
duly sworn, shall obtain a certified copy or certified copies of the last
revised list or lista of electors in such electoral division or part of the
sanie, whether said lists be for municipal or local or Dominion parlia-
mentary purposes; and, with such copies and such other information as
ha eau obtain from the assessment rolla, registry office or otherwise, he
shall proceed to prepare a scparate list of electors."

[n addition to that, sub-section 5 of that section provides
that :

" Any person claiming to be registered as an elector may, prior to
the dating ard the signing of the register, apply in writing to the enum-
erator to have his name so registered; such application may be in form
AAa of this Act, and shall be supported by an affidavit duly sworn to
before any person authorised to take affidavits."

[ muet agree with the Opposition in reference to this mat-
ter. We had considerable experience in Manitoba in refer.
ence to it last year, when eome of the enumerators under-
took to take the names which were supplied to them. On
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a revision before the judge, these lists were ordered to be
produced, and the enumeratorswere asked from whomthey
got thom, and we found that they came from the Govern.
ment supporters. By this Act, it is declared that there
must be a statutory declaration giving evidence that the
p erson to be put on the list is entitled to be placed on the
list, and I think if the Minister of Justice will consider the
'matter, he will find that he cannot adopt any botter princi-
ple than the Legislature of Manitoba have adopted. This
Act was amended by the present Government there when
they came into power last year, but this clause romains, so
that bGth parties are committed to it.

Mr. PRÉ FONTAINE. Surely it must be the object of the
Government to have the first list as correct as possible. If
the revising officer is at liberty to take bis information from
any person, in a large city like Montreal one person may
send to the judge 500 or 1,000 names, and it would be im-
possible in a city like that to ascertain whether those names
were entitled to be there, and the revising officer would
oither have to put them on the list or leave them off. If
ho puts them on the list, who wi!l be able to verify who
are entitled to be there without incurring great expense?
Thus a large portion of unqualified persons may be able to
take part in an election. As to the question of settling the
date, as far as possible, when the revising officer shall begin
to make his list, I think the clause should be arranged in
such a way as to take as the base of the list the last
revised assessment roll, because, if you fix the lst June-
and I come again to the city of Montreal-the roll in
Montreal is not begun until late in May and is never
finished until August, and, in such a large city, where there
are thousands of names on the assement roll, everyonc can
judge that the first list based on the roll of the previous year
will not at all contain the electors of the city or of any elec-
toral dividon for which the list is made. We had an example
of that in the last election in Montreal East. The roll was
some years old, and only 6,000 electors came to the poll out
of 18,000. Why was that? It was because the first list had
not been accurately prepared, and trouble had not been
taken to see whether the persons on the list were really
qualified. These two points should be settled unless the
Government wish to have lists which are not accurate at
all, and can be stuffed by a dishonest revisi- g barrister. I
do not mean to convey the idea that the judges who have
been appointed in the Province of Quebec to act as revising
barristers have been acting in that way, as far as my know-
ledge goes, it is the contrary, but it would be impossible for
thom to control that state ofthings. I remember that ajudge
of the district of Montreal was appointed the revising officer
for the County of Yamaska. How could ho know whether
the information was right or wrong which ho got from
certain parties in that county, unless he went there
himself and verified the statements, which he could
not be supposed to do? If you want to keep the
law as it is, the publie in general will be left in a
position of incertitude, and will not know how the list will
be made, when one revising barrister insists upon having a
statutory declaration, and another does not. The result
will be that these officers will take sach information as they
think proper, and then there will be no end to the compli-
cation which will take place in the revision of these lists.
These two points should be settled in these two clauses. It
should be settled what shall form the basis of the list, that
is, it should be the last revised assessment roll whenever it
is revised, and the revising barrister should not bogin his
work before it is revised. Thon with regard to the source
of information, it should be settled by the law how the re-
vising barrister is going to be guided in obtaining infor-
mation upon which he decides who are to be electors.

Mr. CAMPBELL. The hon. gentleman for Chambly (Mr.
Piéfontaine) supposes a case that might occur in the city

of Montreal. I can speak from experience and I can tell
him that such a case did oîcur in theo County of Kent.
There were in the list 2,000 nanes that had no right what-
ever to be there, men who never lived in the county, men
who did not own a dollar's worth of property in the county,
boys 15 or 16 years of age, and the names of people who
had been dead for many years-these were placed on that
list by the returning officer. I must protest against such a
clause as that, under which ho may put on names in scores
at his own wili, and allowing him to take any information
ho can get. I instanced a case that occurred in the County
of Kent whore a person naned Mason, who had only been
in the county a short time, submits to the revising
barrister the names of about 60 different persns in the
County of Kent, men that ho never sa and knew nothing
about, and these names were put upon the hst, and we had
to go to work and endeavor to strike thom off. The conse-
quence was that there were over 1,800 appeals against the
list as it was proposed. It is outrageous to put sncb power
as that into the hands of a single man. I believe a great
many of the revising barristers are mou of character
and ability, who would not stoop to such work as
that, but I am sorry to say that they are not all of
that class, and we bave a jewel in the County of Kent that
I would not trust an ch, because the way he oconducted
the preparation of that list stamps him in my mind as a
person in whom no confidence eau be placed, No matter
what the standpoint of the revising barrister may ho, I do
not see that thore could be any objections to limiting him
to a statutory declaration. According to this clause ho
takes the last revised aseessment roll. Now, that roll will
contain the names of nearly every person who is entitled
to vote. There may be a few exceptions. Ther may be,
as the Minister of Justice said, some people who have died,
but the cases will be very few indeed. The changes that will
have to be made will be very few, and it is an easy matter
to get a statutory declaration of any additional names that
may require to go on. But I can see the injustice that will
arise if the revising barrister may do as ho has already
done, put on one or two thousAd nimes of Tom, Dick and
Harry, all over the country, men who nobody knows any-
thing about. After ho bas done this, I ask if it is fair, is it
hone-t, that the other side should be compellel to go ta
an enarmous expense to strike those names off ?
Why, in my county the revising barrister actually re-
fused to hear an appeal. We did not ask him to strike off
the names, we ouly asked him to hear the evidence
that we could give him that these names had no right to
appear on the list. But ho would not hear us, and we lad
to go to the ligh Court at Toronto and get a mandamus to
compel hin to hear these appeals. Thon when he was
compelled to hear them in the town of Chatham, notwith-
standing al the objections, alilthe difficulties and obstrue-
tions that ho could place in our way, we succeeded in strik-
ing off no less than 360 names. We forced him to admit
that 360 names had been placed upon that list which had
no right to be there at all. Now, Ifsay that such a state of
things should not be allowed to exist, and the Government
should not persist in placing a law upon the Statute-book
giving to any revising barrister such power as that. Some
limite should be placed upon his power. I believe in the
County of Bath well the revising barrister woald not put on
anybody without reasonable evidence that he was entitled
to go on. That is all we ask. We do not object te any man
going on, but we say that no revising barrister should have
the power of putting on names at his own will and pleasre.

Mr. SPROULE. I think the hon. gentleman is building
up argumenta from a position of things that existed in the
past, but which does not exist now Under the old franchise
law in Ontario, there was a much more contracted franchise
than under the present law; therefore there was more roonr
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for putting on a large number of narnes. But under the
preseut law, which is manhood suffrage, I think the hon.
member for Èent (Mr. Campbell) and those who are
associated with him, must admit that almost every man uin
the country entitled to vote will be on.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Not boys of 15.
Mr. SPROULE, There is no provision in this law to put

on boys of 15. If we take the last assesment roll, which is
returned to the council in May, and the list is com-
menced to be made in June, there cannot be a very exten-
sive change within the 30 days; therefore, I assume that it
must be pretty nearly correct. But there is a fault that
would arise from the other system that would be found very
difficult to combat, in the event of our making it compulsory
to have a statutory declaration. It would be virtually hav-
ing two revisions of the list. You must get a statutory
declaration to put them on in the first instance, and after-
wards, when the list comes to be revised, there must be
another statutory declaration to put them on. When the
primary list is made up, the assessment roll is returned
f'rom the bands of the assessor, who is sworn to do his duty ;
and the council who revise that list, are sworn to do their
duty ; so it seems to me that there cannot be any very great
danger when the list i made up within 30 days thereafter.

Mr. WALDIE. There does not seem to be any difflculty
in getting definite information from a legitimate source.
You have the votera' list and assessment roll in every muni-
cipality in Ontario, and there are responsible and respectable
officers from whom information could be obtained. If they
cannot procure statutory declarations in the absence of
commissioners, there are municipal officars and justices of
the peace. Let this information be given by justices of the
peace and municipal officers, but not by indefinite and irres.
ponsible people who may not even live in the municipality.
The point la that we want to prevent irresponsible people
sending names to the judge, who either must refuse or
accept them, and we do not want the judge to place one
party at a disadvantage by'.ccepting names, as compared
with another party.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I had no idea that the mere
sending to a revising officer of lista of persons claiming to
be votera was a source of information under this Act. I
think the suggestion which the hon. gentleman has given
as to justices and others making assertion of that right,
would itself be too loose, and would not be satisfactory to
me if I had to perform the duty of revising officer. I would
not consider the writing of a letter or the handing to me of
a set of names would be at all a "source of information."
I think we ought not to be governed in legislation by the
mere circumstance that some one has decided otherwise.
What I propose with respect to the main section ja that it
should stand. I think, by to-morrow, hon. gentlemen op-
posite will see that it is wise to leave considerable latitude
to revising officers for the purpose of enabling them to have
recourse to well known and authentic sources of informa-
tion, such as the assessment rolls. I quite believe we should
do something to prevent the idea that mere hearsay and mere
assertion is sufficient in taking this information, and having
elicited from the hon. gentlemen opposite the pointa on
which they desire amendment to the main section, we will
now pass to the sub-section, which I suppose will not be
opposed.

Mr. WATSON. With respect to the question as to
what should be evidence before the revising barrister, the
clause of the Manitoba Act was read by the han. member
for Selkirk (Mr. Daly), which is a very good Act, and there
ie virtue in it, and I may say there has ¯been no trouble in
connection with the enumerators in Manitoba. Where
they require a statutory declaration, that declaration is
made by the voter who wishes hie name placed on the list.

Mr, SPROULIE.

The person notified has to go before a justice of the
peace, and the declaration is taken without cost, and is
laid before the enumerator, and the name is placed on the
list. I hope the Minister of Justice will place in this Act a
clause similar to this contained in the Manitoba Act. From
the experience of the member for South Victoria (5fr.
Hudspeth), who bas acted in the capacity of revising bar-.
rister, the House will do well to be guided by the suggestion
thrown out. I know the revising barrister in my county
would like to be placed in such a position that ho could
act fairly and honestly by all parties. Of course pressure
can be brought to bear on revising barristers by his politi-
cal friands, and he is asked to do wrong acts which he would
decline to do if he was limited to the instructions laid down
in the law, and if an affdavit was required to be made by
any elector before his name was place d on the first list. In
regard to the applications in Kent, where a man could go
and place hundreds, even thousands of names on the list, it
is impossible for anyone to bring evidence that they are not
qualified voters; their names are probably not known, and
it is almost impossible to bring evidence to satisfy a dis-
honest revising barrister and induce him to strike the
names off. The requirement of an affidavit by an applicant
who wishes to be placed on the voters list is the only fair
and just method by which this law can be carried out.

Mr. MITCHELL. As it has reached half-past one o'clock
and there has been so much discussion on this clause, I
think the House should adjourn so as to give the Minister
of Justice an opportunity to deliberate on this matter. The
hon. gentleman knowa that this Bill bas created and always
will create a great deal of trouble in the country, and that
in this House it was fought for hours and days at its pass-
age. There is a great difference of opinion as to what
should be done with respect to this main section, and it
would be well for the Minister to consider whether ha could
meet the reasonable suggestions of hon, gentlemen in order
to have the matter settled.

Sir JOH N THOMPSON. I have already agreed to do
that, and what I suggested was to take the sub sections of
the clause.

Mr. BRIEN. I wish to say that although this clause

may pass, the revising officer in my county-a gentle-
man who I believe wishes to do what is fair in the county-
will not receive anything except a personal declaration. In
our section of the country there were blanks sent out which
contained forty or fifty names by a few men who obtained
the best information they could, but many of those who
were put on were only nineteen or twenty years of age.
The judge thought there ought to be a statutory declaration
and a personal one.

Some hon. MEM BERS. Adjourn.

Mr. MILLS (Bth.well). I do not think there is a great
deal more in the Act that will meet with controversy. I
and my hon. friend beside me (Mr. Weldon, St. John) went
over this Bill very carefully together and I am sure that
the hon, gentlemen are anxions to facilitate the view of the
Government with regard to the despatch of business. Of
course we are objecting to this because we feel it is very
objectionable, but we do not propose to object to anything
that is not-

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). That is not very objectionable.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Well, perhaps so.

Sir JOBN A. MACDONALD. After that statement of
the hon. gentleman I think that the Minister of Justice
would be justified in asking that the Committee rise and
report progress.

Mr. MULOCK. If the hon. gentleman wishes to know
of any other objection, I have one which I think he might
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consider4 It is quiteppasible that it should happen, andI
know it to have happened, that when the revising barriste
went on a circuit through the riding it was left to the eerk
to finih the revision of the list and some clerical errors
occurred. Of course they were wholly unintentional. I
have prepared a clause to the effect that when the list i8
prepared and before it is sent to the Secretary of State, i
should be posted in the revising officer's office for a period
of time so that all parties might see it and have an oppor
tunity of correcting any clerical error that might occur.

Mr. MITCHELL. There are one or two observationsI
would like to make before we adjourn. The right hon. gen-
tieman has stated that he consentis to the adjourn ment be-
cause he finds that there are no great objections to this
Bill. I want to say that there are very great objections to
this Bill. The Bill is a damnable one, that is what it is
It has created more trouble and dissension and disturbance
in this House than any other Bill ever brought here. I tell
my right hon. friend that there is no measure that ho ever
put before this E[ouse which excited my ire more than this.
I think it is a Bill founded on iniquity and originating in
corrupt intention for the parpose of perpetuating in power
the right hon. gentleman, and we are bound to watch that
Bill f rom start to finish. I rise to enter my protest against
the statement the right hon. gentleman made that there are
comparatively no objections to the Bill.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I suppose my hon. friend
might not consider himself bound, but party discipline
breaks up when yon come to a question of this kind. The
Franchise Bild is ot a Bill that has received any favor on
this side of the House and Lam sure my friends from Both
well (Mr. Mills) and St. John (Mr. Weidon) only wish to
be understood as speaking for themselves. The reason I
rise is this: I do not want the First Minister, as I think
he as done on other occasions, when such generous re-
marks have been made, and when opposition is afterwards
offered-say that we are bound not to offer opposition.
We do not view ourselves as bound. Those gentlemen
may consider themselves boand, but if there are any objec-
tions they will be urged on the attention of the House.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Very well, we will go on
with the Bill.

Mr. MITCHELL. Well, go on with the Bill, we can do
that as well as yon can.

Mr. EDGAR. With reference to the clause we have been
considering and which the Minister of Justice said he would
allow to stand with a view of considering the amendment,
I wish to draw his attention to the fact that when the fran-
chise law was first introduced under section 15 of the Acts
of 1885 there was a provision that the revising officer should
provide himself with the provincial lists as well as the
others. I would suggest that this should be one of the means
of the information now, especially after we have been three
years without a revision. I think that the judge might apply
to the provincial lists to guide him as well as to those other
lista spoken of.

Mr. MoMULLEN. Before passing away from this sub-
section I think that we should find the revising officer some
specific principles by which he could be guided in putting
the names on the voters' lists. If you leave the provision
the same as it is in this Bill the revising officer will have
any liberty he likes in putting those names on the lists.

Mr. LAURIER. I would point out to the hon. gentle-
man that the Minister of Justice has for consideration this
section on which he is speaking. I would remind the First
Minister that ho las moved the adjournment.

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. I take that back.

Several hon. M.EMBERS. You cannot.

I Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. Can't I.
r Mr. LAURIER. I think at this late hour of the night

we should not have any ill-feeling on, either side of the
s House. We are proceeding here like buàiness men, and I

think that we might take an adjournment at half-past one
o'clock. We cannot always expect to agree on a matter of

t this kind, and I see no reason why we should continue to
sit any longer.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I appeal to this House if
my remarks at al[ justified the hon. members who spoke
after me, and particularly the member for Northumberland

- (Mr. Mitchell) in the language which he used. Hie spoke
in the most insulting and unparliamentary manner witbout
any cause whatever. The hon. member for Bothwell (Kr.
gfills) said that he had gone over the Bill with his hoù.
friend next him (Mr. Weldon) and this he thought was the
main clause, and ho did not think there was much objection
to the other clauses. I said: "Well under those circum-
stances I thought I would be justified in asking my hon.
friend the Minister of Justice to move that the Oommittee
should rise." The hon. member for Northumberland (Mr.
Mitchell) who had been asleep apparently before that, or at
al[ events did not hear what was said, got up in the most
insulting manner and said it was an infamous Bill and an
abominable Bill, after the hon. gentleman had stated him-
self in this debate that ho approved of the Bill and voted
for it because it was a correct principle and it was only the
expense that caused him to change his mind. Now he
says it is the most wretched and abominable Bill ever
brought before this House. This language of the hon. gen-
tlemen is quite unjustifiable and I think that I had a right
to rosent it.

Mr. MITCHELL. The right hon. gentleman has chosen
to refer to my statement, and he as entirely mierepre.
sented me.

Some hon. ME&MBERS. Oh, no.

Mr. MITCHELL. I say, "Oh, yes," though. I say he
has entirely misrepresented my views on this Bill. What I
said, and I repeat it, and he knows it to be true, and ho dare
not deny it was, that when the Bill was first introduced I
told him I voted against the gentlemen on this side on the
principle ot the source from which the people who sat in
this House should be elected, that I opposed the suggestion
that the voters' liste ishould be subjeot to provincial logis-
ation, and I believed that the members sent to this House
should be sent by legislation controlled by this House alone.
But I denounced the details of the Bill from the start to
finish, with his Indian votes and his fancy franchises,
created for the purpose of corruption, and I throw back in
the right lon. gentleman's teeth the assertion that I have
taken any different position to-day. His object in intro-
ducing the Bill into this House was not for the purpose of
getting a fair expression of the people's opinion, but for
controlling the votes. I tell him there bas been no Bill
that the corrupt Administration which ho las for years
controlled, and with which he has been connected, have
introduced into this Dominion that has roused people more
than this Franchise Bill. He says ho will not adjourn. I
can sit it out as well as he can, and I am prepared to do it.

Mr. LAURIER. The hon, gentleman having spoken for
his pg-rty, I may speak for the party with which I am con-
nected. The hon. gentleman knows that we oppose toto
colo the Bil he has introdueed, that we think it an obnox.
ions measure in many ways. As to the Bill beforethe House,
what the hon. member for Bothwell meant was that, apart
from this first clause, there was nothing in the Bill to which
we take serious objection. We intend to criticise some pro-
visions, but I do not know any that will warrant such a
discussion an that which we have had to.day. The hon.
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gentleman knows that while we will fight the Bill, we will
do it fairly.

Sir JOHbT A. MACDONALD. I move that the debate
be adjourned.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). When I spoke as I did,
it was for a purpose. Some gentlemen around me went
home when the First Minister said we could adjourn,
supposing that the matter was over. I know the First
Minister has not been easy over this discussion to-day. We
regret that it has put him to inconvenience, but when he
introduced a Bill which brings up the subject of the Fran-
chise Act, he must expect that the whole question will be
discussed. I did not want to take a hostile position to that
of the hon. member for Bothwell; but I did not want the
First Minister to-morrow, when amendments were being
moved or the discussion was being prolonged, to take any
advantage of what had been said to-night by saying that
there was an understanding that this should not go on.
That is the reason I spoke. I have no desire to sit up all
night any more than others.

Sir JOHN TIHOMPSON. So far as I am concerned, I
shall defer to the suggestion that we should adjourn, not-
withstanding the suggestion of the hon. member for Brant
that there may be a longer discussion than some of his
friends suppose. When the discussion began in the line of
improving the Act and promoting its easy and clear work
ing, it seemed to me that some of the amendments sug-
gested were quite useful and such as we should adopt; I
had already indicated to my friends the intention of propos-
ing them in committee. But it seems to me that this in
dignation to-night has been due to an entire misconception
of what the First Minister said. When the suggestion
came frem the hon. member for Bothwell and the hon.
member for St. John as to a protracted discussion, the First
Minister said he saw no objection to adjourning since there
was no objection to the Bill. The remarks of the hon.
member for Northumberland had reference to the Act, and
those of the First Minister had reference to this Bill.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The observations I made for
myself and for my hon. friend for St. John. We all on
this side of the House are opposed to the principle of
legislation of which this is an amendment, and we object to
the amendment we have been discussing to-night on the
same grounds that we objected to it when it is was in the
original Bill. There were other features which in my
opinion were objectionable, but I did not tuppose they
would involve a very long discussion. Nor did I suppose
when I made the observations which 1 did, and which I
think will be found to be strictly accurate, that I was in
the slightest degree precluding anyamendments which any
hon. gentleman might think proper to make. -

Mr. MITCHELL. Since everybody is making explana-
tions, I may make some too. The reason I got up was the
observation of the First Minister that I had pursued a
course with reference to this Bill different from what I had
pursued before, and It was for the purpose of setting myself
right in not being placed in a false position that I got up
and said what I did in order to refute the incorrect state-
ments which the hon. First Minister made.

Committae rose and reported progress,

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of
the House.

Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 1:40 a.m..
(Tburbda3)

Mr. LImuva.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

THURsDAY, 4th April, 1889.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERs.

DIVORCE--W. G. LOWRY.

Mr. SMALL moved:
That the Bill from the Sonate entitled " An Act for the relief of Wm.

Gordon Lowry " be placed on the Order Paper for second reading to-
morrow.

Hie said: My object in making this motion is simply be-
cause I understand that a number of hon. gentlemen voted
against granting relief to the petitioner in this case because
they had not seen the evidence. I believe that they have
since read the evidence.

Motion agreed to on a division.

N. W. T.-A. R. TRACEY.

Mr. DAVIN asked, 1. Whether the Government is
aware that A. R. Tracey, of Medicine Hat, bas been ar-
rested, thrown into prison, his goods seized, fined 8300, with
8334 costs, for making beer sold freely in the North.West
Territories, but for the making of which no license is given,
with the alternative of paying fine and costs, or eight
months in jail? 2. Before what judge or magistrate was
A. R. Tracey tried ? 3. Can the Government lay before
the louse the particulars of the costs? 4. If not to day,
on what day can this be done ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I see, that in addition to
this question, my hon. friend bas a motion on the paper on
the same subject, and I may as well, if the hon. gentleman
will allow me to, read the report on the matter, which will
be a full answer to the question as well as to the motion for
papers. This is a letter from Capt. Antrobus, superinten-
dent of Mounted Police, and it is as follows:-

NORTH-WEST MOUNTED POLICE,
'<HEADQUARTERS A. DIVIsIoN,

"3APLE OREEK, March 21st, 1889.
"Sn,-In accordance with instructions received from the Commis.

sioner this evening, I have the honor to forward a report on case
Regina v8. Tracey, from the commencement.

"Inspector Moodie wrote me frorn Helicine Hat etating that Mr.
Barrett,"Inspector of Iniand Revenue had laid information against A. R.
Tracey for making malt b-er, and asking me to go up and take the
case.

easOn tbe 26th February I left here for that purpose, and on the train
met Mr. Barrett, who was going to Medicine Bat to give evidence against
Tracey.

" Onthe folowi ng dey Traceay ws brought before mysoelf and Inspector
Moodie, when lhe following int'armatiuns (which had been previously
laid before Inspector Mocdi.) were gone into, Mr. GuIlihe'r acting as
Orown Prosecutor, having been retained ny Kr. Barrett:

po''st charge -Did unlawfully make malt and steep grain tir the pur-
pose of malting.

"2nd charge -Hllegally haI brewing apparatus inb is po)ssesion.
"3rd charge.-ad unl.wfully in bis possession a malt floor, kiln and

other malting maûhînery, &c.
4th charge -Did unlawfully brew beer, or other fermented liquor.

"Tracey pleaded 'Not guilty' to the firet charge, so the evidence of
Mr. Barrett and others was taken. The evidence was clear and Tracey
would have withdrawn bis plea of 'not guilty ' had he known he could
do se.

I"l'e pleaded guilty t aIl the other charges. In each case we deemed
it advisable (tbey being the first of the kind tried in the Territories) to
inffict the minimum fine with costs, or in default. imprisonment, and, in
addition adjudged that all the plant, &c., on the premises be confiscated
Ai the papers i connectionwih the above having been sent to His
Honor the Lieutenant Governor at Regina, I amn unable te send you
copies of them.

'I am irformed by Inspector Moodie that arrangements have been
made by which the fines will be paid in about a fortnight, if not sooner.

" Mr. Barrett told Tracey in my presence that if the fines were paid,
ho would recommend that the plant should be released.
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"Since the trials, I have seen Mr. Barrett and he told me that his de-

partment had approved of the action taken in the' above matter, and had
authorised him to release the plant on payment by Tracey of the fine and
costs.

"The costs of the four cases amount to $34.
"I have the honor to be, Sir,

"Your obedient servant,
"W. D. ANTROBUS,

Superintendent.

W. B. AIRD, Jr.

Mr. GUAY asked, What are the names and residences of
the sureties of W. B. Aird, Jr., an officer in the Customs
Department at the port of Killarney, Ont.?

Mr. BOWELL. The sureties that were given for Mr.
Aird were Mr. Thos. John Ryan, of Sudbury, and Mr. Mar-
tial Lemieux, of Sudbury. The sureties were entered into
on the 3rd September, 1888.

THE HEREFORD RAILWAY COMPANY.

Mr. BERNIER asked, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to retain, out of the subsidy in money granted
to the company known as "The Hereford Railway Com-
pany," a sum sufficient to pay the wages of the workmen
employed in the construct.ion of the railway, and also for
the services of the volunteers called out to restore and
maintaîn order ? If not, what action do the Government
intend to take in the matter ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. With respect to that par.
tion of the question wieh oes ,nt refer to the volunteers,
I would say that it is not the intention of the Goverument
to retain out of the subsidy grtanted to the company known
as the "Hereford Railway Company," a sum sufficient to
pay the wages of the men employed on the construction of
that railway, as the company are, so far as it is known,
able to pay their liabilities.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. (Translation.) In answer to
the second part of the question put by the hon. gentleman,
I beg to make the following statements: on November 2lst
last, an account was sent to the Militia Department for the
conveyance of the volunteers called out for service on the
Hereford Railway. This account was sent back by the
Militia Department with the notification that the depart-
ment did not consider they were responsible for those
expenses, and that the said account ought to have bcen sent
to the municipality, not to the Militia Department.

MANUFACTURERS' LIFE INSUJR INCE COMPANY.

Mr. LISTER Before the Orders of the Day are called,
I would remind the Firt &inister that, some four weekî
ago, I moved for a return relating to the Manufacturers'
Life Insurance Company. The hon. gentleman admitted
the importance of the motion, and promised that an investi-
gation should be made into the sabject of it. The return
laid on the Table verifies the statement I then made, and I
wouldt ask the First rMinister if arything has been doue in
the way of an investigation of the charges made by me.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONA LD. Oaly that my time bas
been otherwise occupied, I intended to cali attention to
that subject. I will do so to morrow.

TH E LATE HON. J. II. POPE.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Before the Orders of the
D&y are called, I hope the flouse will pardon me for calling
attention for a few moments to the loss the House has1
sustained by the death of the late Minister of Railways.1
After the full, and, I may say, affectionate noticei
that has been given by the press, without distinction of1
politics, to the career of my hon. friend, I do not feel à

warranted in occupying the time of the House but for a few
moments. My remarks. therefore, will be very short. The
acquaintance between Mr. Pope and ny-elt commenced as
long ago as 1849, forty years ago. He was the a young
man, and I was younger than i am at present, and we met
on a rather memorable occasion. It was the assembly of
the British American League, which met at Kingston, in
consequer ce of the unbappy disturbances which took place
at that time. Mr. Pope came as a young representative of
the British inhabitants of the Eastern Townships. Looking
back to the results of that meeting, which was called with a
loyal intention of calmi-g the public excitement which
had been raised, threatening war between races, I can
do so with some satisfaction. Mr. Pope took a very
active part, for a young man, in the earnest efforts
to confine the agitation which was then raging within
constitutional limits. From that time our friendship bas
been without break, and without cloud, and (as probably the
House knows) there, perhaps, were no two men in the
world who were more allied to each other in sentiment, in
feeling and in general action. The press bas fully stated
the position of Mr. Pope before ho became a public man.
Although ho had no early advantages, ho was known to
bave overcome that want. Ho was an active man of busi.
ness, cool, calm and yet enterprising, uniting in himself
what is not often united, great enterprise with great
caution. The consequence was that every enterprise he
undertook seemed to prosper, and bas continued to pros-
per, I think, during the whole of bis valuable life. He
came to Parliament with a reputation already formed as
being a man most likely to be a valuable representative.
That expeetation was not disappointed. He was one of the
most influential, perhaps the most influential, representa.
tive, that ever came from the Eastern Townships. fHe was
an Eastern Townships man; ho fully understood the inter-
ests of that portion of the country; and ho was looked up
to, and continued to be looked up to, and supported by the
other representatives of British race from that part of the
country as being especially their leader. He was indeed a
leader of men, having the great faculty of governing
and leading men. The great faculties for business which
ho showed in his own affairs accompanied him to Parlia.
ment. Before ho became a member of the Government
ho became a very prominet momber of Parliament. Those-
who have only known him of late years, when the
cares of office, declining health, and advancing years
somewhat weighed upon himn, cannot fally appreciate
the great influence ho bad in Parliament. His geniality,
bis practical good sense, his kindliness of heart and
demeanor, and bis great sense of humor, untutored
though it was, gave him a position in the Hmuse which
was almost unexampled for a man struggling against
those disadvantages to which I have alluded. You can
scarcely understand how effectually ho overcame them. I
early iearned to know bis value, and was only too glad
when I was able to persuade him, as I believed in the public
interest, to give up bis strong reluctance te take office, and
come and help me in the arduous task of administering the
affairs eof this country. I was net disappointed, and I speak
not only for myself, but for all the colleagues who now sur-
round me, and I may say for all the colleagues whoever sat
in council with him. No one can know the value of Mr.
Pope who did not sit with him in council. His great
administrative ability, bis freedom from all narrowness or
illibira ity, bis complete disinterestedness in his own
affairs, bis desire to do what was the best for bis country,
were so strong aud so obvious to all bis colleagues, that
they yielded him a degree of influence which ho had earned,
whieh ho deserved, and which I believe was of the greatest
use and strength to the Government, as well as of great bene-
fit to the country. Ris powers of administration wore first
shown in the Dopartment of Agriçulturo. le was apraotical
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farmer, a farmer on a large scale, and he brought such an
intimate knowledge of the subject te the management of
that department that, in ouropinion at least, his administra-
tion was completoly successful. The same intimate acquaint-
ance with the subjects over which ho had to deal was dis-
played by him when, also at my urgent request, he, with
reluctance, changed from the Department of Agriculture to
that of Railways and Canals. The engineers employed under
him were surprised at his intiniate knowledge of everything
connected with a railway-its construction and the construe-
tion of ail the works connected with it-the railway bed, the
material that should be employed, and the numerous practi-
cal questions which arise in the construction of railways-he
was perfectly acquainted with them ail. He had built rail.
way himself; se, with the administration and operation of
railways he was perfectly familiar. But Iwould fiy more.
Of cou-se, I know that there are hon. gentlemen opposite
te me who cannot have known as well as I and his colleagues
do, what Mr. Pope's merits were. I do not desire to make
one single remark that would draw a dissent from any of
the hon. gentlemen opposite, who I know are desirous as
myself te do honor te his memory. Ail, therefore, that I
desire now te say is that we, his colleagues, greatly
reverenced him, greatly prized lis ability, and deeply
regret bis loss. He was net only respected and esteemed,
but he was beloved by those who knew him, and it is
pathetic te see the mourning of the subordinates of the
two departments with which h lad been connected. It
was a mouinful duty for myself and those of my colleagues
who cculd be spared te be present at the great meeting and
the subsequent banquet given in October last te Mr. Pope
by those people whom ho repreaented so long and w ho
knew him se well. I never saw more genuine enthusiasm
in my life than was displayed by the vast number of repre-
sentative men who had gathered there from ail quarters of
the Eastern Townships te meet him and te greet him. It
was alao affecting te see-you could not avoid seeing that,
as they bard his faltering accents, weakened by illness,
and saw his emaciated form, it was written in the minds of
the mass of the audience that they were listening to him for
the last time. I eau say no more than to repeat that I
think the country las lobt a great man. The Ministry, I
know, have lost a colleague whose loss they will ever de-

'plore, and whose place they will be ill able to supply, and
as for myself, I have lest my best friend in the world.

Mr. LAURIER. Those who daring his political life were
the opponents of Mr. Pope will readily acquiesce in almost
every word-I should say, perhaps, every word-which las
just fallen from the lips of the Prime Minister. Although
Mr. Pope lad been more than thirty years in public hfe,
and though for the last fifteen years ho has been uin a most
prominent position, with ever increasing responsibilities, I
think it is only due to him to say that the people who
knew him weil still little knew what a powertui mind his
was. The hon. gentleman was born at a time when, and
in a commanity where educational advantages were net as
free as they are to-day. He never had any pretension te
literary culture. His qualities were not of that kind
which stamp themselves at once upon the gaze of an
admiring crowd; but ail those who came into contact with
him, in any capacity whatever, could not but appreciate
more and more the great practical resources always at his
command. He was always abundantly endowed with that
eminent quality, without which no quality, how.
ever brilliant, con be of any avail-that quality
which we bring under the term of cômmon sense, and
by means of which, in ail questions of amaller importance,
where the outlineà are obscured and which require solution,
he always gave the solution which afterwards proved the
very best. There is one trait of Mr. Pope's obaracter which
hms tiwal impresed me, and whioh th# bon. gentlenga

sir- A. MMx3oNAM.

who has juet addr6ssed the House, omitted to mention:
tht was te get perseverance with *hich ho was en-
dowed. Not only was he endowed with those qualitios of
mind I have just stated, but also with that quality of per-
severance without 'hich no permànent succoss can ever be
achieved. Whatever he undertook he never abandoned
until:he had prosecuted it to a successful end. Obstacles
were no impediment to him. They never caused him to
flinch, or quail, or swerve. Thiy simply aroused him to
enthusiasm. Though his nature was -not, perhaps, enthusi.
astie, ho became enthusiastie the moment he had to face an
obstacle. Those qualities of mind and character could net
but tell in the community in which ho was bronght up,
and they soon told, and told permanently. The right bon.
gentleman has rightly said that there nover was a man in the
Eastern Townships who had upon his fellowmen such a hold
as Mr. Pope obtained. It has been my privilege on several
occasions to visit the County of Compton on professional
and political natters, and i have always been impressed
with this. It has been my privilege to visit many counties
in the course of my political life, in many parts of Canada,
and I never Baw any place where the representative had
such a universal hold as Mr. Pope had over the County of
Compton. AIL creeds and nationalities were his friends;
they all looked up to him; and ho leaves in that section of
the country a vacuum which cannot very successfully be
filied up, if ever it is to be filled up. Death is always a sad
evont. This is as old as the world, yet every blow that
falls seems to fall as heavily on those who are still spared
as if it were felt for the first time. I am quite sure that
to the Conservative party, to whom Mr. Pope was a tower
of strength, and the First Minister, with whom ho was an
intimate friend, even more intimate than wu supposed, the
loss must be irreparable, and his party, bis friends, and his
family are entitled to receive from ail classes of the com.
munity the full measure of sympathy in their sad bereave-
ment.

Mr. HALL. Had it been known that this subject was to
come up to-day, the members of the Eastern Townships, who
were more intimately conneoted with Mr. Pope, woild have
feit it their sad duty to make more special reference to the
loss ihey have sustained than they can to-day. That duty
would naturally have fallen to the hon. member for Stan-
stead (Mr. Colby). In his temporary absence, I desire
to say that I am sure ihe expressions which have fallen
from the First Minister and the leader of the Opposition
will be received with cordial unanimity not only by this
House, but by the whole country. But in no piàrt of it,
I am sure, will these expressions of regret be more earnestly
joined in, and the feeling of sorrow more deeply sharod than
in those eastern townships which the late lion. M. Pope
loved so well and so long and worthily represented. To the
people of the Eastern Townships, with whom Mr. Pope was
so intimately connected, in all their commercial and indus-
trial enterprises, and of so many of whom he was the true
and trusted friend, his loss is irreparable. Other leaders of
men wilil be found, other statesmen may be found to replace
him, but there are many in this House, and many more out
of it, who, in the death of Mr. Pope, have lost a friend whose
place eau never be refilled.

MESSAGE FROM RIS EXCELLENCY.

Mr. FOSTER presented a Message from His Excellency
the Governor General.

Mr SPE4K&R read the Message, as follows:-

BSATLUT or PasToN.

The Govenor Geueral transmits to the House of Commonu, Supple-
mentary atimates of sum required for the Service of the Dominion for
th yest eadia 80h June, 89; and l acoordnce with the proiionu
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of " The British North Amertia At, iB3,' he reomumends theus Esti-
mates to the Hous of commons.
(IoVUENmUT fouxqi,

OTTWA# 3rd Aprl, 1889.

Mr. FOSTER moved thsa the Message and Estimates be
referred to Committee of Supply.

Motion agreed te.

ELEOTORAL FRANCHISE ACT.

House again resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 4)
further to amend the Revised Statutes, chap. 5, respecting
the Electoral Franchise.

(In the Oommittee.)
Sir JOHN THOIPSO .. If the Committee will allow

me to revert to the first section, I will propose one which I
think will be better suited for the purpose and more in
accordance with the section of the Election Act in relation to
disqualification. The section I propose i@ almost a transcript
of section 98 of the Elections Act in so far as it bears on
that subject. It is as follows:-

"Nu person found guilty of any corrupt practice under the provisions
of the Dominion Elections Act shall, for the duration of seven years
after the time when he is se found gnilty, be entitled le be registerAd on
any list of votera, subject, however, te the removal of such disqualifica-
tion under the provisions of section 99 of the said Act."

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Of course the hon. Minister
will amend the oath in order to cover a case of this sort, if
the party's name should happen to get on the list.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. That will have to be done in
the Blection Act.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Thon it will not be done at all
unless the Minister brings in a Bil to amerd the Election
Act by amending the oath.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I will look into that matter.

On section 2,
Mr. EDGAR. With reforence to this section, we had a

discussion, when we were last in committee, upon the ques.
tion of obtaining the mortuary statistics, and some hon.
members suggestsd a doubt whether it would be possible to
get a complote return from the revising officer of the
deathe which had taken place since the last list wts made.
Nothingcan bemore complete thanthe provisions in the
Province of Ontario at least for that sort of statittic%. By
the Act for the registration of births, marriages and deaths,
there is made the most complote possible provision for the
returns of all deathis to the Registrar General. The occu-
pier of the house in which a person dies has to make a
return. Thon the minister of any denomination who per,
forma the burial service ie bound either to have a certificate
showing that the return bas been made to the registrar of
the division, or to send in a return bimiself, under heavy
penalties. Thon, in case there should be any failure in
that, in case there should be no minister to perform the rite,
or that the householder does not perform hie duty, every
duly qualified medical practitioner has to see that these
certificates have been sont in, or has to send one in him-
self. There is a final check provided, and that is the care-
taker or guardian of any cemetery or barial ground shall
not allow any interment to take place unless the certifi-
cates are there, and if there is any neglect h bas to make
a return of the particulars. I think, therefore, in the Pro-
vince of Ontario there can be no difficulty in getting very
valuable and absolutely accurate information as to the
deaths which have occurred since the last revision was
made.

Mr. SPROULE. Speaking from some practieal experi-
once as a gedical man in Ontario, I am satisfie4 that, in

:many localities, thse law in that respeot is entfely ignored
both by the medic.d men and the misters. No doubt
there are places where the returns are properly made, but
there are many localities, especially in the rural district;,
where no attention wbatever is paid to the matter.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). That may be the case in the
locality with which the hon. member for Grey (Ur.
Sproule) is acquainted, but there is a penalty attaohed to
such neglect, and there sbould be an officer employed to
compel parties to mako this registration, and if they do
not, to subject them to the fine which is provided by the law.
I know that, through the western section of the Province,
the law is observed either by the medical men or the other
parties referred to by the hon. member for Ontario (Mr.
Edgar), .and the information is ample and sufficient. I
think the suggestion which bas been made is a good one,
that the names of all parties who may be removed by deith
could be obtained in the way suggested.

Mr. SPROULE. That cannot be done, because the re.
turns are not made.

Sir JOHN TIIOMPSON. The mortuary statistics will
be one of the sources of information which the revisivg
rfficer should be allowed to use. In regard to this section,
what I propose will not go to the full extent which was
urged upon as last night as to the restrictions on revising
officers, but I think it goes a fair distance, and should be
accepted as a compromise in that way. This is what I
suggest:

"On or as soon as possible after the first day of June in each year,
the revising officer, being duly sworn as hereinbefore provided, shall
cause the list of votera of the preceding year to be compared with the
last assessment rolls, and shal, with aIl the information be can obtaid
from that source, and from provincial, municipal, or o'her offiet lists u
records and proceedings, and by means of solemn declarations madie éu
hereinofter provided under the Statutes made in reference to Extra
Judicial Oatha, proceed to revise each list of votera then in force under
ibis Act, for the electoral district, or portion ot an electoial district for
whick ho is appointed, and shal prepare two supplementary lists in like
form as the original list, one entitlea : 'Names to be added, and co.
rections to be made,' and the other, 'Names to be removed.'

'' The solema declaration in this section referred to may be made by
any person claiming the right to registration in the electoral district or
claiming that the name of some niber person should be added to or
struck from the roll, and shall be to tbe effect that, according to h:s
personal knowledge, or according to the best of hiâ knowledge and
belief, the grounds of which shall be stated, the persons so named are
entitled to be regise red or should be removed from the roll. The
groundla shall be stated in the declaration, and such declaration, unless
it is made by a persou claimini eith"r that ho, the declarant, is entitled
to be placed on the roll, shal be made by an elector of the district. Tae
revising officer shalli rceive all such declarations up to the time when
he tranElits the roll to the Queen's Printer or the Oontroller of 8ta.
tionery, as provided by this Act."

Mr. EDGAR. As far as I can gather, there are three
points in this amendment which I would like to see
changed. One difficulty will be this: According to that
amendment, a statutory declaration may be made by an
elector, on his information and belief in a general way,
verifying a list of 100 names.

Sir JOHN TEOMPSON. Bat stating the grounds.
Mr. EDGAR. Stating the grounds that he has known

something. I think that, unless the elector himelf makes
ihe declaration, some personal knowledge should be shown.
The revising officers of the Province of Ontario, before the
acted at the last election, and with -ëference td the fin
revision, made some rules for their own guidance. Among
them was a rule requiring 1bat no nrne shohld be put on
or struck off without a etatutory <pelaraiion maede upon
peisonal knowledge in each case. That, I think, is the
only fair way. If they are allowed te swear to their infor-
matior, it is a mockery to say that they cannot b3 punished
for making a false declaration ; because a man may swear
that he believes that John Smith is the owner of a certain
lot, but if John Smith does not turn out to be the owner at
ail, this man oertainly will corme nder the pealtios of the
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Act. I think a persoraal knowledge is a reasonable require-
ment for the declarations. Then, I could not catch that
any reference was made to mortuary statistics as a source
of information.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The sources of information
pointed ont are munioipal, provincial and other official re
cords and proceedings.

Mr. E DG &R. Then, with reference to the time up to
which this declaration may be received.

Sir JOHN TIIOMPSON. Down to the time that he
transmits the list.

Mr. EDGAR, But that is an uncertain time. I think
the public should know up to what date these can be re-
ceived, and after what date they will not be received, be-
cause there is no fixed date for him to make these returns ;
he has got to do it on or before the first day of October.
The time used to be the 1st of September, and I see it is
proposed to be the Tst of October, so that he may do it at
any time after the 1st of June. 1Nobody will know when
it will be donc. There should be some fixed raie. Lot it
be up to witbin a month of the last day, or the 1st of
September. Thon we will have uniformity, as uniformity
is so desirable in some points of view.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. My object was to give as much
time as possible, and we give him up to the last moment

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). If you allow the names to be
received up to the last moment, what time wil be given
for contesting the right to be upon the list ?

Sir JOHN TEIHOMPSON. That is not the time to make
the contestation. It is then that ho sends them to the
Queen's Printer. I propose that he shall receive them up
to the moment of his transmitting them.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). There may be a difficulty
when ho could transmit them at any time. I think that
either he should give notice, or that a time should be fixed.

Mr. LISTER. Sme of the revising officers may b ready
to make their returns to the Queen's Printer on the 5th,
6th or 7th of Jure As soon as this Bill pa-ses they will
begin to make preparations. If a time could be fixed, say
the [st of July, and later, in the event of the list not being
ret.urned.

Mr. EDGAR. I sec I was in error when I said that the
1st of October was the date on or before which the revining
officer had to make his returns. That is the dae when ho
shall publish the list atter printing. The day is not fixed
upon which ho is to make his return, and I think that makes
it all the more necessary that a reasonable time should be
fixed.

Mr. COLTER. Would it not be possible, if this Com-
mittee does not see fit to fix a time within which these ap-
plications may be received, that the revising officer himself
should publish in a newspaper printed in the district, the
time up to which those declarations or applications would
be received ? Otherwise we might have people somewhat
lax, relying upon an opportunity to put in these applica-
tions, and they may have gone off secretly without notice
to the public. I think it is due to the public that there
should ho some notification given to them as to the par-
ticular date up to which these will be received. If the re-
vising officer himseolf were to consult his own convenience
and the convenience of those living in the eloctoral dist! ict,
and were obliged to publish that time, I think it would
meet the requirements of the public generally.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I think it would be well
enough to provide for an advertisement at that stage,
although it increases the expense. But when we come to
the section which provides a mode in which the oi1cial shall,

1fr. E~DQAa,

transmit the list to the Queen's Printer, we will thon con-
sider the propriety of fixing a date before which ho shall
not transmit them, that is to say, that ho shall not transmit
them before the lst of Auguet.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I think if there is a time stated
in the Act before which a return cannot be made, the whole
community will soon become acquainted with that time.

Mr. COLTER. The revising officer may have five or six
hundred applications, and he may be delayed a certain time
in putting these on the roll, and the consequence will be
that others can come in, according to the wording of the
section. There are more coming in and delaying the revis-
ing officer day after day.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. It will not be a very serious
delay, I think. It is only cleric:al work after all, when he ex.
amines the declarations. BU' we must Lot measure the opera-
tions of the Act for all time by its operations in the coming
season, when the work of revision, of course, will be very
heavy. But the addition and changes in future years, even
if they amount to 10 per cent., will not be so very laborious.

Mr. TISL>ALE. The object is to get on the roll every.
one's name who is entitled to be placed there.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I do not think that after the
time bas arrived for the revising officer to make bis return
he should receive names. That should end the matter. It
would lead to due diligence being ob-erved. It is stated
that he shall receive names up to the 1st of August, then
he will receive names up to that time and not afterwards.

Mr. DAWSON. That might do very well for constituen-
cies, excepting large unorganised districts such as Algoma,
when the lst of August would be altogether too soon.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Reasonable time should be
afforded in all cases. In my opinion two months, from the
1st of June to the 1st of August, would be ample time, and
I fully agree with the hon. member for Bothwell
(Mr. Mills) that after that latter date the revising barriter
should not accept any more names, because the people
would very soon understand to present them within the
time named. No doubt, in a few instances, parties would be
irjured, but they would be very few and would not outweigh
the advantage of having a date fixed.

Mr. DAWSON. Two months would not be sufficient time
ia the district I represent-Algoma.

Mr. PLATT. I do not know that the people would be
limited to two months, for they might commence six
months earliet. to do the work if they saw fit.

Mr. CAMPBELL. I hope a certain time will be fixed,
and the lst of August would be fair to both parties. If it
were fixed in the Act, it would be very soon known that
the time was limited within which names could be received,
and, under the circumstances, it would be well to fix the
time.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I would just say further, in
support of the obervations I have just made, that there is
this advantage in fixing a time before which the revising
officer cannot make a return, and after which names cannot
be received. If the time is fired, it will stimulate the con-
stituencies to diligence in getting the names before the
revising officers. It will also prevent the revising officers
being suspected. When a large number of names are hand.
ed in by one party, the opposite party seeks delay until
they can see how many additional names can be handed in.
When a date is fixel beyond which nanes will not be
received, all parties are stimulated to diligence, and at the
saine time we prevent the revising officer being suspected
in the discharge of his duties. It would be in every way
botter for all parties, and especially for those who feo
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themselves called upon to see that the voters' lists, as far as
possible, are complote.

Mr. BARRON. The point suggested by the hon. mem-
ber for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) is one deserving of the great-
est consideiation. A difficulty arose in one case I know of,
and gave great trouble; I do not now refer Io North Vic.
toria, where the member for South Victoria (Mr. Hudspetb)
acted as returning officer, for everything went on most
satisfactorily, and I only voice the sentiment of the people
when I say that everything was satisfactory when ho acted
as returning officer. The same Inay be said of South Vic-
toria. But in the case to which I refer, there was grave
suspicion that the revlbing officer allowed names to come in
afier the time fixed for receiving them, and there was great
feeling in the riding on that account; and if any method
can be suggested with a view to prevent such a recurrence,
it should be carried out.

Mr. WOOD (Brockville). There is very much in what
the hon. member for Prince Edward (Mr. Platt) bas said.
There is no restriction as to the time whon people may
prepare lists of names which they wish to band in to the
revising officer. There is nothing to prevent parties from
banding in names at any time up to st June. It would bc
very easy for either political party to work up names to
hand in to the revising officer before that time. If some
arrangement were entered into as regards the date, no
advantage would accrue to one party over the other. The
section which the Minister of Justice has prepared I think
meets the case in every possible respect. if the parties are
allowed up to the 1st of June, they will be able to supply
the revising officers with all the information at their
command.

Mr. DAWSON. To fix the 1st of June would be simply
to disfranchise thedistrict of Algoma. This date cannot be
accepted unless exception is made for that district, the same
as exception is made in regard to the time of holding
elections.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I must confess I do not see
the necessity for stipulating for a certain day, considering1
that all this is done to expedite the preparation of the1
lists. The difficulty of fixing a date in all sections of the1
country is very great. We are receiving oommunica-
tions from revising oflicers, not from Algoma alone, but from
other distant regions, stating that it is impossible theyl
can commence their work effectively on the laIt of June,
and that they must be allowed a longer period. 1 point
them to the fact that the Act is not rigid, and that it only
says as soon as possible alter the Ist of June; but if we
fix the date and say that no names will b i received
after the Ist of August, we are fixing a time when
the revising officeris in some sections are only beginning
their work. Thus we would be depriving some people of
their right to be put on the list. Considering, moreover,
that this is only the draft list, and tbat we are not in ail
future years to meet the difficulties that we shall have this
year as regards the revision of the lists, I think we had
botter leave it free.

Mr. MULOGK, How would it do to let the revising
officer give publie notice of the time up to wbicb ho will
receive names. If the one day does not suit in different
parts of the Dominion, let the revising oflcer name a day
that would suit his particular district, and then we will all
know what is the last day up to which he will receive
Dames.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. That would increase very
much the expenses. There is no use in advertising i one
paper in the riding, because it only reaches one class and
certain sections of the district, and in many cases the paper
taken is only a weekly edition. If we provide for futl and
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ample advertising we will increase the cost very materially
inleed.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). It seeme to me that the sug-
gestion of my bon. friend from Haldimand (Mr. Colter) is
Lhe only way in which the difficulty can be got over. The
revieing officer is not bound to commence on the ist of
June, but as soon after as possible. How will the time be
fixed before he transmits the liste?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I agreethat ho shall not trans.
mit it earlier than a certain day.

Mr. EDG&AR. If that is done it is all right as far as that
is concerned. There are some other objections as to the
nature of the declaration. I see the Minster of Justico in
tLe draft bas underlined the wordsI " information and belief,"
and I think that will very largely, if not altogether, do awty
with the advantage of having a solemn declaration. If the
declaration is made upon inf >rmation and belief, nobody
could be liable to prosecution under the Act for a false
declaration. I think the Minister of Justice should return
to his otiginal idea of having "a personal kaowledge."

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I found on reading the draft
that it only provided that the individual claiming t> get on
the list could make a declaration, and that there was no
provision for a declaration from any other person who
might wish to get names on the lists.

Mr. MLLLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman confines
the obligation of the declaration tu the party himself.

Sir JOHN THOIPSON. That is the way it was drawn
op. I had it altered so that any other porson could claim
that names should be put on the list.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I think another person should
have a right to get names on the list, but the information
should be of his own personal knowledge.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I go as far as is ever provided
in relation to affidavits, that is to say, there muaist be per-
sonal knowledge or information and belief, stating the
grounds thereof. I submit to my professional brothro
that that is all that is required in regard to au affilavit. If
you insst on an absolute stalement basod on personal
knowledge on matters which depend to a great extent on
facts which may not possibly be within the reach of
the investigation of the person making a declaration, it
would hard[y do. It may be a matter of notoriety and beliçf,
and yet, after all, only a matter of hearsay, that a man bas
got a deed of a farm on which ho lives. If you oblige a
person to swear that A. B. is the owner of tbat property and
ought to go on the list, you subject the person who makes
the declaration to the penalties of perjury, if the whole
title is not as ho supposes and as everybody in the
neighborhood supposes. When you have to swear to title
and to facts showing that certain persons are the sons of the
owners, it seems to me that we ought be very careful how far
we should go in matters of that kind. The argument, I
think, is stronger still when wo remem ber that in making
up the aseessment roll on which the list is to be fouuded to
a great extent, the assessors act on mere information which
they get on the streets and highways and do not require to
have a statutory declaration for at alil.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). They go around to mke
personal enquiries.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No ; they do not.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I admit the force of the
argument of the Minister of Justico, but i think it wquld
be better that a person should state his sources of informa-
tion, and grounds of belief.

An hon. MEMBER. That is in the law.
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Mr. WEL DON (St. John). The law only requires the

"ground of belief," but I think that the "source of infor-
mation " should be stated.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). At the last revision in the
ounty of Kent, there were 1,800 names put on the list, and
the great majority of these names were improperly on the
hist. They were put on by a decflaration, prepared some-
what in the way provided by this Bil. rThere was, for in-
stance, a bfr. Masson, who received his information from
parties who were strangers to him, and ho said that he was
informed, and verily believed, that so-and-so was qualified
to go on the list. If the hon. Minister were to allow
deolarations of that sort, there would be no protection what,
ever against names being improperly put on the list. A
solemn declaration requires to be of such a character, that
it will disclose the sources of information, and will inform
the revising officer whether the sources of information are
creditable and ought to be relied on, or not.

Mr. SPROULE, If, on the other hand, the declaration
bas got to be made according to personal knowledge it
will keep a great many off the list who ought to be on.
That is the objection we found in our county. When you
come to people in the country and ask them to make a
declaration, they are suspicions and they are afraid that
there is something behind it. If you allow the reasonable
latitude that has been laid down by the Minister of Justice,
it would enable us to get all those who are entitled to be
on the list without doing injustice to anyone.

Mr. EDGAR. I am satisfied, from reading the nature of
the information, that it does not cover the suggestion laid
by my hon. friend from St. John (Mr. Weldon), that the
declaration ought to show the sources of information.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. It is provided for separately1
that the person shall state the qualification. I go as far asi
we can go without saying that the man who makes the1
declaration shall disclose the name of the person whom ho
got the information from. I do not think there is any
necessity for that, but when he states the ground of his
belief he shows for instance thbat the person is employed as a
wage earner, that he receives such and such wages, and
that he believes hie is so ccntinuously employed, that bis
income amounts to 8300 a year. I do not Eo that we get
any additional security by compelling him to say what the
source of bis information is.

Mr. COLTER This proviso will give rise to a great
deal of difficulty, indeed. I know that in my own county1
the revising officer did receive certain declarations of this1
clas under protest on bis first revision. He found, as a
consequence, that a good many minors and others not quali1
fied to vote were improperiy put on the rolli; we had a great3
deal of difficulty in connection with the subsequent revisions,r
and the revising officer bas informed me that he will never
receive sncb declarations again. In the county of Norfolk,
too, the revising officer would not accept any but persoial
declarations; the same is true, I believe, of Weliand. In
most of the counties where the proposed declarations have
been used, they have been found to be quite unsatisfactory.i
Every application to be placed on the roll, I submit, shouldC
be a perésonal application; and if a person is afraid, or is nott
sufficiently interested to make a declaration showing bis
qualification, when he is the only person who can give satis-
factory evidence of that, there is no hardship in leaving him
off the list. It might be otherwise with reference to re-n
moving from the list names of persons who have died or1
tenants who have moved away. In these cases the declai- h
ation could be made quite properly by others.

Mr. TISDALE. I think the hon, gentleman has a mis- b
conception of my rmeaning, or I have a misconception of i
his. This declaration is an inereased security for the pre-

Mr. WELDON (St. John).

liminary list. The hon. gentleman is speaking of the final
list.

Mr. COLTER. No; I am speaking of the preliminary
list.

Mr. TISDALIE. Then, I think the hon. gentleman is
misinformed as to the practice in my county; and I would
say this, knowing something of the practice in Ontario,
that I cannot understand hon. gentlemen opposite voting
for the resolution they voted for yesterday, because the as-
sessors who prepare the rolis which they want us to accept
are not legal gentlemen like the revising offleers, but parti-
sans appointed by the two political parties. I ani not say-
ing that one is botter than another; five out of seven in my
county are Reformers, but they are partisans, and the
Conservative assessors are the same, Yet lon. gentlemen
opposite want to put us in the power of those assessors,
whom you cannot compel, no matter what declaration you
make, to put a name on the list, without an appeal to a
judge. The Minister of Justice is offering a much more
reasonable proposition. He says the revising offlcer, who
is generally a judge, shall not have the power an assessor
has. There is no way to compel an assessor to put a name
on the roll, and to my certain knowledge the assessors have
often refused to put names on. But there is a provision
that the revising officer shall put no name on unless there
is a personal declaration made, and such a declaration, as
every hon. member knows, is suchi as i properly received
in a court of justice. I think myself that the Minister of
Justice lias gone a littie too far ; at the sane time, I quite
appreciate that in this matter we on this side of the House
should be almost more than fair; but in the face of the ar-
guments, and the allegations, and the taunts we had to sub-
mit to yesterday, I do not see that we should accept the
proposition that a partisan assessor, a comparatively igno-
rant man, who is not subjected to anything like the restric-
tions imposed on the revising officer, should have the deci.
sion as to what names shall go on the assesment roll, with.
out being interfered with except on an appeal to a judge.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman, I think, is
very unfair to the assessors, and his statement ta scarcely
consistent with the facts. Every assessor is sworn to
discharge his duties faithfully; lie fixes t he value of property
un obth, and ho is liable to prosecution if lie makes a false
statement. If the assessment roll is taken, there are persons
there the assessed value of whose property is below the
qualification for voters, and the revising officer takes the
names of those parties who possess the qualifications to
which the assessor has sworn.

Mr. CURRAN. As to the sufficiency of the affidavit
which the Minister of Justice requires, I think the hon.
Minister has gone exactly to the length he should be
required to go. Wu find that the requirements under the
present section are precisely those required for arresting, on
a capias, a debtor in the Province of Quebec, who is alleged
to be about to abscond, or to be making away with his
property with the intention to defraud. In that case, the
deponent is required to s wear that he has been credibly
informed, has reason te believe, and verily and in his
conscience believes, and he goes on to allege the reasons for
that belief. That is the same provision as is found in the
proposition of the lon. Minister of Justice; the allegation
is not made on personal knowledge, but on information
which leads the deponent to believe that the right person is
named, and he gives the reason on which he bases that belief.
Under these circumstances I think wo could hardly ask the
Minister of Justice to go further than he las done.

Mr. BAR RON. In this matter I think it is botter tojudge
by past experience. I think there is hardly a constituency
n Ontario that has not had the same experience as we have
Lad in South Victoria. At the outset of the revision, affi.
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davits were prepaied on information and belief, and were
widely circulatcd throughont the Province. In South Vic-
toria I know that one individual who had been in the riding
for only a few months, undertook to swear on his knowledge
and belief, to the qualifications of several hundred voters;
and each one of these, by the proposition now before the
Bouse, would be entitled to vote. But these affidavits, on
the first revision, were thrown ont, and someone else who
could swear to the fact was required to make the affidavit.
It was discovered, instead of having alil the names again bc-
fore the revising officer that had been before him previously,
only a very small percentage of them remained. Actually
some of the men who were offered originally were not of
age, and when asked to make the affidavit they could not do
so. From past experience, we are opposed to allowing such
a rule to corne into force. It would be very unwise to allow
voters to be put on the liste on the ground of opinion and
belief.

Mr. CURRAN. He must give the ground for his belief

Mr. BARRON. He may say my roason is: so-and-so in
formed me.

Mr. CURRAN. The revising officer would throw that ont·

Mr. BARRON. I do not know that he would or not. It
would be much botter to have the uniform practice con-
tinued. I think the past has shown that all voters entitled
to vote were placed on, and the innovation proposed would
be very unwie and dangerous.

Mr. SPROULE. The hon, gentleman is entirely astray
in saying this is a new rule. It is the rule which was fol-
lowed in our county when revising the liste.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I stated that in my own Province
the rule was adopted by the returning officers of requiring
affidavits, and I believe a similar rule was adopted in the
other Maritime Provinces, and in Ontario as well.

Mr. SPROULE. The rule now proposed is the one which
was carried out by the revising officer in my part of the
country, and so far as I have heard, it was satibfactory to
both parties. In the hon. gentleman's illustration of 1,000
names in his county being put on, ho evidently exaggerates,
becanse I do not think it is possible, in a locality where
you have manhood suffrage, as was the case in Prince
Edward Island, that you could find 1,000 names not on the
list. On the other hand, if you compel personal declaration
to be made in every instance, it will necessitate driving
around the country and taking the parties, one at a
time, where they can reach a magistrate, or somebody else,
before whom they can make their declaration. Conse-
quently, a large number who ought to be on the liste will
not be put on. Had it not been that the very rale which we
are trying to make law now, obtained in my part of the
country, a great many would have been off the list who
were put on, and everybody was satisfied, as far as I know.,

Mr. WALDIE. The making of personal affidavite, in
order to be put upon the preliminary list, is, I think, very
desirable. If it is necessary to make a personal affidavit to
get a name struck off the ist, why not make it in the first

lace. and thus save all this trouble and exnansalter.
Mr. D&VIES (P.E.L) I regret the hon. the Minister wards. I know that the assessors are putting on nearly

has made the amendmènt in the direction he has. If he everyone as wage-earners, or as farmer's son, or as tenant,
has Made up his mind finally to allow third parties to make or as owner, and that affidavits are only necessary in the
application for electors, perhaps the amendment ho pro- case of names not on the assoement rolle. It would be
poses may cover the ground; but I wish to draw hie better to adopt this system, and thus have a correct list
attention to the fiact that the botter class of revising officers made ont, than to have everybody placed on by political
in the Maritime Provinces, and I bolieve also in Ontario- agents, and thon have to remove the majority of those thus
the judicial revising officers-ali determined at the last put on.
revision that the application must be made either by the Mr: EDGAR. The hon. member for Grey (Mr. Sproule)applicant himself or by some person who would be called has told us that .in h .riding, the practice of raqniring
on to swear of his own personal knowledge that the personhatolde tatin his rdnte practe o eurn
whose name h presented possessed the necessary qualifi. statutory declarations before nanes go on Lhe liste, on
cation. That system was fair to every body. I object most personal knowledge, was not carried out at the last elections
strenuously to permission being given either side to make in 1886. Weil, I buppose ho must know what h. is talking
whnolesl aabout, but, if that b the case in his riding, it wasa practicewhosesale applications covering twe dty or thirty nawes. which was not approved of by the revising officers who metThose whosouconstituenoies coveor large districts know wel in Toronto on the 27th December, 1886, for the purpose ofthat if a thousand naines are put on, it isimpossible te considering the practice that should be followed, and to try
the retmning offlcers adopted in Priuce Edward Island left and arrange a uniformity of practice in cases which weru
no room for fraud. If application was made by a man who net provided for by etatute. I have a copy fe their pro-
swore he was entitled to vote, as a rale he had the right. ceedings here; they were published at e timne. A re-
In nine cases ont of ton the applications were based o solution was moved by Judge Dean and seconded by Judge
facts. But if a politician -can -make an application to Kingsmill:
have forty or two hundred men put on the list, I do not "That in the organised distriets-"
know where this is going to end. Both sides will adopt And I suppose this should apply to the organised districts,
the system and personal applications will no longer and probably not to Algoma or other unorganised districts.
be made. An enormous loss of time and money will resuit
if any attempt is made to strike off names which shouid "That in the organised districts, no name not already on the list

for the preceding year shall be entered thereupon which does not ap-niever have been put on the lists under that system. Take pear on the last revised assessment roll of Ontario, unlesa an application
large cities, such as Halifax, St. John or Montreal. Suppose is made in writing by the person desiring to be put on the lat, or by
application was made by John Smith, claiming that the someone on his behalf, describing the grounds on which he claims that

ha should be put on the preliminary votera' list, and unless the applica-names of fifty John Smiths should be put on, h ,w are you tion is filed with the revising officer, and the revising ofiker, in receiving
going to identify them ? When a man makes a personal such application, shahl only act upon the same when it i supported by
application for himself or another, you have some means of a statutory declaration made upon th& personat knowledge of the
identification, and you have further the assurance that ho attorney.
bas made the affidavit, but if at one sweep you must enter That is ail we suggest now. It did no harm, but a great
the application on behalf of fifty John Smiths and Macdon- deal of good where it was followed eut at the last revision
aids, you will open the door very wide to fraud. This pro- in Ontario, and I think the unanimous consensus of opinion
vion will be taken advantage of by the agents of both of the county judges of the Province of Ontario in regard
parties, and the result wiil be vexation and expense to ail to a matter which they had to administer themselves, ought
who seek to have the list properly revised. to have very great weight with the members of this Rouse.
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For that reason, I really think the Minister of Justice
would find that this would close the door to a great deal of
opportunity for fraudulent practice.

Mr. WOOD (Brockville). I may have misunderstood the
hon, gentleman, but does the Act as proposed to be amended
by the Minister of Justico canform with the resolution of
the judges ?

Mr. EDGAR. No, itdoes not at all.

Mr. CAMPBELL. I agree entirely with the remarks
made by the hon. member for Ontario (1r. Edgar), that we
should not put names on the list unless there is a statutory
declaration, made by the parties themselves or by some
person who can speak of his own knowledge, that they are
entitled to be put on. I know that was the practice adopted
by the better class of revising barristers the last time. In
the county of Bothwel, ithe revising barrister followed
that course strictly. He would not put any names on the
preliminary list unless he lad a statutory declaration from
the party himself or from some party who could speak of
his own personal knowledge that ho was entitled to be put
on. For instance, if I had persons in my employ
ment and I knew what salary they were getti'ng, I could
speak of my own knowledge that they were receiving
an income sufficient to entitle them to be placed on
the list; and in that case he would receive a statutory
declaration from me, and would put on two or three, or
half a dozen names on my declaration. But, unfortunately,
in the county of Kent, the revisng barrister took a totally
difforent course. He accepted a statu'ory declaration from
Tom, Dick or Harry, that ho was informed and verily be-
lieved that John Joncs and William Smith, and Peter
Mitchell and a hundred more were entitled to be put upon
that list, and the result was that nearly 2,000 names were
put on the list against which appeats bad to be made. We
sent in appeals against over 1.800 names on that prolimin-
ary list, and when we look back and see the enormous
amount of cost in money, and time, and trouble which we
spent in the county of Kent in order to get the list made
right, yon may excuse me for speaking up and trying to
get the law so amended that it will not be in the
power of that revising barrister or anyone elsej
who chooses to take the same course to act iin
that way in the future. What objection can there be
to this? In the first place, the revising barrister
is obliged to take the last revised assessment roll. Wheti
ho takes that roll, he will get nearly every name in the
county which is entitled te be on the list, and the other
names that will have to be added by statutory declarations
will be very few, and they onght to be accompanied by sta-
tutory declarations. I think the object on both sides of
the House is to aliow every man who is entitled to vote to
get lis name on the list. For my part, I do net want to
see any advantage taken, but I want to sec a fair and square
and honest list made; but I protest against placing it in
the hands of any revising barrister te accept a declaration
from any person who likes to send it in, and thereby put a
great number of names on the list, and thon compel those
who want to sec the list made pure to go to the expense of
getting those names off. I think the Minister of Justice
ought to accept this suggestion, and not to allow those who
desired to go on the list to b. placed there unless they make
a statutory declaration..

Mr. BAIN (Wenworth). Speaking from the standpoint
of the Province of Ontario, I may say that, af ter making
allcwance for those names which will be placed on the
assessment roll by the assessors, there are two largeclasses
that will chiefly be covered by the declarations we are now
taking into account. Those are the wage-earning class, whoi
are not referred to under the present municipal arrange-1
ment in Ontario unles they .earn 400 to qualify them for1

XF, xv a".

the municipal franchise, and the sons of land-owners and
farmers of less than 20 acres not occupying rented property.
Where the limit is fixed at $300 in the case of wage-earners,
I think personal knowledge of the amount of income these
parties earn should be required in order to place therm on
the list. You may see a young man ,working in a
locality, and someone says he is earning so much a
month; but if you ask him to make bis own declaration as
to what he earns, it will be much more satisfactory than
leaving it to any other party to make the declaration.
In reference to the past, my own experience is different
from that of my hon. friend from Grey. I know that in
Wentworth, when we made our declarations, the revising
officer required a declaration either from the person him-
self or from someone who was personally conversant with
the facts. If a father asked that his sons should be put on the
list, bis statement was accepttd as being within bis know-
ledge and information ; but I remember two applications
which were made to the revising officer in that county, in
which there was a large schedule of names certified to by
one individual on bis general knowledge and belief, and
they were brought to him very late in the time fixed for
receiving applications, and he said ho feit compelled to de-
cine to receive that list, and that list was declined and the
parties were required to file separate declarations, either
their own, or someone else on personal knowledge. Now,
when we take this into account, that outside the work the
assessors have to do, that is naturally connected with the
real estate tenants of the country, there are these other
classes, at least in the Province of Ontario, who will natur-
ally find no place on the assessment roll, I think it becomes
all the more important that we should require direct per-
sonal information.

Sir JOHN TIIOMPSON. I regret that this appears to
be a point upon which we must continue to differ. I
regret it, becaue I thought last night that we would be
able to arrive at a compromise and a point of agreement. I
know my hon. friends opposite are sincere in the ear-
nestness with which they desire to have a restriction to
ersonal knowledge. At the same time, I do not feel that

I can go farther than I have proposed to do without adopt-
ing the str.ctness of requiring that the voter himself
should in every case make a declaration ; and when
we have, as we have this year, a rovision involving
so many changes; and when we remember what was
stated last night with regard to the expense and
trouble of getting these statutory declarations, to say
that in almost every riding we should have some hundreds
of stLtulory doclarations male; and when we remember also
the inco,ývenience and difficuly of getting persons to make
declarations before the elcction comes on, and when they
take no intereLt in the mat tor,.even though their rights are
clear, I think that would bc a serious step. I propose that my
hon. friends opposi-eoshould think over the mattcr between
this and the third reading and 1 shall probably do the same,
and if we cannot agree upon it, we can take a vote.

Mr. COLTER. A few days ago 1 saw a printed circular,
said to have been issued from the tower room, whicb was
address<d to the Conservative associations throughout this
country, urging Conservatives to put on the voters' lists ail
the names possib!e, and thon followed this delicate sugges-
tion, that when they are or ce on the list it is very ditticuit
and expensive to get them off. The discussion that bas been
going on here illustrates 1bat ibat doctrine bas taken very
deep root. When we find that faci ities aregiven for stuffing
the lists, we cannot believe that these facilities arc likely to
diminish the cost of preparing and revising these %oter'
lists. ln fact it is much more ex;ensive to rernove these
names than it is to get statutory declarations. Sometimes
these people live a long distance away. They are asserted
to be owners, they are believed to be owners, they are put
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upon the list, and afterwards we h we to go to considerable
expense in subpenaing them in order to get them
off the list. In some cases in my own county people were
put upon the list fraudulently, and when we attempteo
to subpæna them, they evaded service. I remember iii
one case we had to esubpoe'a a mother, but she refiised
to attend, and that fraudulent name was retained. I am
giving this as an illustration; there were a good man)
other similar cases. We went to a good deal of pains and ex.
pensein order to purge the list in this particular way, but we
found ourselves defeated. We are now simply asking that
proper stepe shall be taken to prevent these frauds, and I
believe that it is the duty of Par iament to take proper
@teps. I hold it to be an immoral suggestion that if you
will only tako a little trouble and stretch your consciences
a little, and put a good many names upon the list, then it
will be difficult and expensive for your opponents to get
these names off the list.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I much regret to hear the state-
ment of the Minister of Justice, that he felt it incumbent
upon him to refuse to make any further conces-
sions, after the emphatic statement is made that fraud, in
the past, has boen iifi ced upon many of those who had to
do with the voters' lisis. I thit k the statement of my lon
friend from Kent (Mr. Campbell), that there-were 2,000 In-
dividuals fraudulently placed upon the voters' liste, ought
to be sufficiernt to convince the Minister that some means
should be devised to prevent anything of that kind in the
future. The Minister says it will involvo an enormous ex-
pense. I cannot sec any conbi-tency in that statement
When these names are placed upon the list, a large amount
of expense will be necessary in order to strike them off,
much more than would be necessary if every individual had
to make a declaration himself. It is a notorious fact,
that just as soon as you allow one individual to
make a declaration for a large number, and allow
those names to be handed in, you open the door for any
amount of fraud. The etatemen t made by my hon. friend
from South Norfolk (Mr. Tisdale), and the charge that
he made against the assessors of tbat county, was sur-
prising to me. I am surprised to hear any man deliberately
charge that the asfessors appointed in his locality are, to a
certain extent, perjurera in performing their duties. With
ail the assurance possible he declares from his place in
this flouse that in one of the old coun les in the Province
of Ontario, not a sir gle man who Was sworn to do his duty,
does it impartially. That may be the class of men in his
riding, but it is not the class of men throughout the greater
portion of the Province of Ontario. I say that the asses-
sors generally do their duty honestly, and I repudiate upon
their behalf the insinuation that he makes against the
assessors in his own riding. Now, I cannot understand
why the Minister is so desirous that there should be an
open door so that any idividual may hand in a large
number of names, unless it be as the hon. member for Hiai-
dimand (Mr. Colter), saiJ, that a ciielar had been sent out
advising their faithful friends to see that every individual
should be placed upon the assessment roll, bucause when
they once get them there, it would take a great deal of
trouble and expense te get them i(ff. e ethis the door that
the Minister of Justice desires to leave open now, so that
they may be able to carry out the advice that, is g:ven
by that organisation ? It certainly looks to me very
much like a design on the part of our friends opposite to
give every opportucity that this Fanchise Bill, which is
iiiquitous in cvery sense now, should be rerdered more so,
and that they should take means whereby they may have
greater facilities to defraud the electors and prevent a fair
expression of their opinions at the polis. Now, it is myt
experience, a. d I think it has been the experience of the
Members of Parliament, that it is absolutely nososoary, in I

order to make the list an honest list, that a personal statu-
tory declaration should ho made by the party desiring to
be placed upon the roll. That being the method -id pted in
the past by the judges, who were the best uthorities, why
cannot the Minimter concede the suggestion made and adopt
the course approved by these officers. Is ho a judge
superior to those who have the duties to perorm? An
bon. member, who had acted as a revising officer, last
evening stated that such wa- the proper coutse, and, in
fact, was the only course to prevent fraud. If the Minister
is desirous of preventing fraud, why does ho not adopt the
course suggested by one of his own supporters, who has
had practical experience in this matter? I cannot under-
stand wby he objects to allowing this amendment. If he
wishes to do fairly by the electors, if he is anxious to save
expense, as ho professes to be, I certainly think he should
adopt the conrse suggested, and allow this clause to stand
over until he is able to come down and meet us in a fair
spirit.

Mr. DAVI ES (P.E.I) I understand that the Minister of
Justice has expresed himself in the sense that ho has not
finally closed the matter, that ho leaves it an open question;
but hoesuggests that we pass the section now, and when the
Bill comes up for ils third reading, ho will, after consider.
ation, bave arrived at a final conclusion in regard Io it. I
do not understand that the question is finally settled, but
that it will be kept over untilthe third reading of the Bill,
and the Minister will have an open mind on the subject.

Mr. WEL DON (St. John). I understood the Minister to
Fay that he would givo us timo to consider it.

Sir JOHN THIOMPSON. I said that I would consider
it before the third reading.

Mr. MU LOCK. To revert again to the point that a time
should be stated beyond which names should not be added
to the supplementary list, I understand the Minister objected
to that suggestion on the ground of expense. I did mot
understand that the suggestion itself was not approved.

Sir JOHN TIIOMIPSON. I said the advertising would
be expensive.

Mr. MULOCK At all events, it is desirable that some
official notification should be maie as to the time when the
revising officer was going to sign the list. I suggest that
the revising officer should announce when ho intends to
sign the supplementary list, and that anyone should get a
copy o ithe order on paying for it.

Sir JOHN T HOMPSON. I propose to fix a date before
which the revising officer cannot tra!.smit the list, so that
everyone will know there is that time at least. I said it
would nt suit the whole D>minion to have a date after
which the names should not b received ; but 1 am quite
willing to fix a date up to which they shall be received,
and to provide that the list shall not be transmitted to the
Queen's Printer before Ist August, or, it may be, later.

Mr. MULOCK, That is very weil so far as it goes; but
the revising officer may keep the list on hand, and some
people may not happen to know that it bas not been trans-
mitted, It would not be unwise, in addition to the clause
the Minister proposes to add, to require the revising officer,
if ho does not transmit the list on tst August, to issue an
order enlarging the time, so that the public nay know up
to what time the matter might be open.

Mr. BAR RON. I draw attention to the great possibility,
under the words "sources of information," of revising
offi:ers adipting different rmles in almost every district.
One revising officer may consider the sources of informa-
tion suffliLnt, and another the reverse.

Mr. COLTE R. I spoke last night to the Minister of
Justice, and I believe ho was willing to take jato ônsidera.
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tien a few amendments which I desire to submit for his Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I think it would meet the
consideration. One amendment is with respect to the hon. gentleman's view if the words "and qualification"
statue of votera. were added after the word "value."

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I propose to adopt that, and
abolish the necessity of the status being continued up to
the time of the election.

Mr. COLTER. Another suggestion is with respect to
this point: where property is held by the mother in the
lifeti me of the father, and occupied by the son of the mother
during the lifetime of the father. There could very easily
be a change made in that clause by striking out the words
" after the death of his father, being owner of the farm, in
respect to which the right of voting is claimed by or for
him."

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I have not had time to
consider that suggestion yet. I think it can be done, and
I will answer the hon. gentleman when we again go into
Committee on the Bill. I should be glad to receive the
amendment in the meantime.

Mr. COLTER. There is another suggestion, which in.
terferes somewhat with the principle of the Bill, and it is
this: to allow the sons of tenants without requiring them to
be occupants or tenants for five years. IL would simplify the
Act, and simplify the working of the Act very much. I have
prepared an amendment which I will submit to the hon,
the Minister of Justice, if he will kindly consider it.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I will.

On sub-section 4,
Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I wish to add after the words

"shall transmit to the Queen's Printer," the words "not
sooner than the first day of August."

Mr. EDGAR. As I understand this amendment, the
revising officer shall receive the names for putting on the
lists up to the first day of August ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. Yes,

On sub-section 6,
Mr. COLTER. I would like to call the attention of the

Minister of Justice to another point. We will suppose that
there are a large number of tenants or occupants in the rid-
ing; the assesemen is simply prima facie evidence of
" value." Why ought it not be prima facie evidence of the
ownership by those persons? Those on the assessment roll
are liable to pay taxes, and if there is anything wrong in
putting them on the preliminary list, the revising officer
could correct it at the final revision. I propose to add after
the word "value " in this section, the following:-

" And that those who are assessed as owners, tenants or occupants
are entitled to be ?laced on the preliminary list of voteru as possessing
such qualification.'

I think that this would lighten the labors of those concern-
ed in the preparation of the list.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. It really seems to me that
this is the meaning of the section. For instance, when we
say that it will be prima facie evidence of the "value," it
surely means that it will be prima facie evidence of the
value of A. B.'s property on which he is to go on the list.

Mr. COLTE R. Suppose the revising offieer finds a per-
son entered as a tenant on the assessment roll, that does not
prove conclusively that ho bas been a tenant for one year
previous so as to qualify him under the Act. Prima facie
he might be beld to be a tenant for the year previous, for
the purpose of the premininary list, and if there is anything
wrong in connection with the matter it ean be changed on
revision. .

gré QOLEB.

Mr. COLTER. Yes, that would do.
Sir JOHN THO MPSON. I propose to repeal section 13,

which provides for the appointment of a reviser's clerk In
practice, it bas been found that in some districts the revis.
ing officer has done the greater part of the duty himself,
and the clerical expense has been small. In other sections
the revising officers have imposed large duties on the clerks,
and considerable sums have had to be paid. This destroys
all uniformity in that particular, as we pay a clerk in one
district a very much larger sum than in another. What I
propose to do is to make an even allowance for each of the
revising officers for clerical assistance, and let him get the
clerical assistance where ho likes.

Mr. EDGAR. I would like to ask the Minister of Justice
under what authority the original list has been printed by
the Queen's Printer. It is not the original list that the re-
vising officer is going to use; it is some new original list.

Sir JOHN TIIOMPSON. No, it is the list of 1886. This
Bill was introduced làst year, and it was intended that it
should fit into the scheme of printing which was then ex.
plained fully to the House.

Mr. EDGA R. The original list does not mean the
original list; it means the copy printed here.

Sir JOIIN THOMPSON. The original list does not
mean any particular piece of paper; it means the list of
'voters.

Mr. EDGAR. I think an improvement might be made in
this provision. It is certainly important that this list, as it
comes back from the Queen's Printer, should be most care-
fully compared with the list signed by the revising officer
which bas been sent to the Queen's Printer. Therefore, I
would suggest that in the fourth line of section 17 some
such words as these, should be added-" after comparing
and correcting the same with the list signed by him, he
shall certify it," &c.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. We will make the price of
voters' liste not exceeding 10 cents, instead of 25 cents, and
add "reeves " and "deputy reeves,' to those to whom
will be transmitted copies of the lists.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). It wilt be advisable also, to
add postmasters. They coald pot the lista up in their
offices, where the people could read them when getting
their mails.

Sir JOHN THOM:PSON.. That would make a great
number of lists. However, we will return to this section,
and see whether provision cannot be made in this respect.

On section 3,
Mr. BURDETT. I would suggest to the Minister of

Justice that the post office address should not be the last
post office address, but the post office address given in the
list.

Mr. TISDALE. That would make it more certain.
Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I have no objection to say:

"the post office address mentioned in the list, or his last
post office address." There are some addresses which are
not known.

Mr. CHOQUETTE. I would move that the following
words be added:-

"No application to insert or reject names shall be dismissed on ac-
count of error in the name or names designated therein, provided such
error is corrected on the day of revision."
Sometimes a man whose name is John is called James, but
I do not think anyone should be rejeoted on that accoant, if
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on the revision day it is proved that the man should be on
the list and his correct name can be given.

Sir JOHN THOKPSON. Perhaps the hon. gentleman
will allow me to consider that when we get through the
Bill.

Mr. BURDETT. I think section 16 covers that.

On section 5,
Mr. COLTE R. I mentioned last night that I thought it

was proper that certain words should be added to this sec-
tion, after the word "him," in the 46th lino. I have sub-
mitted to the Minister of Justice an amendment, requiring
the revising officer to notify the public that the lists are
completed, subject to the correction of simply clerical
errors, and that theEe clerical errors should be corrected in
the presence of the parties, or of any who may choose to
attend, publicly. I mentioned, at that time, a case in
point. It would be very cheap, and very simple, to have
this matter arranged, and I suggest that the Minister of
Justice should take it into consideration.

Sir JOHN THOMIPSON. We will try and make pro-
vision for that, but I would rather reserve that until the
close of our work on the Bill, because it will b. necessary
to see how it fits into the main Act.

Mr. MULOCK. I intimated to the Minister yesterday
that I had an amendment in the line suggested by my hon.
friend (Mr. Colter), and I will send it to him.

Committee rose, and,it being Six o'clock, the Speaker
left the Chair.

After Recess.

ELECTORAL FRANCFISE AcT.

House again resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 4)
further to amend the Revised Statutes, chapter 5, reipec-
ting the Electoral Franchise.

On sub-section 2 of section 5,
Mr. DAVIES. This is a new provision. After the liste

are printed and before they a, e verified, should it not be the
duty of the revising officer to compare themn?

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Is this the final printing of
the list ?

Sir JOHN TEHOMPSON. Yes.
Mr. PATER3ON (Brant). Suppose errors are made in

the printing of the lists, is there any provision in the Act
by which mistakes that might occur in that way can be
rectified-either by the omission of names from the list, or
mistakes of the printer ?

Sir JOHN TEROMPSON. There is something in that;
but it was understood that before the Bill was finally
passed we would try to make some provision for the cor-
rection of clerical errors.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). As I understand, the list,
when printed, is the list that will be handed to the deputy
returning officers ?

Sir JOHN T HOIPSON. Yes.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The point I want to make is,
that there should b. a verification of the list after it finally
leaves the printer's hands, so that if there were any mistake'
made, as it often happens that some names are dropped out,
they could be reinserted.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. This provides that after they
are printed, th<y should be verified by the revising officer,
and transmitted to the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). That is the verification before
the printing. What I allude to, is the verification after the
list is printed.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. There is no provision for that.
We agreed to reserve the question of verification of clericel
errors, and I will consider that at the same time. I think
it would be desirable.

Mr. DAVIES (P,E.I.) How is the revising offleer to
verify those liste? The Qrieen's Printer has to print them
as he receives them from the Olerk of the Crown in Chan-
cery, and how are they to be verified?

Sir JOH N THOMPSON. There is no metbod presoribed
here for verifying after transmission from the Clerk of
the Crown, but we are going to provide for verification.

On section 6,
Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I propose to drop that section.

It was a proposal to reduce the'number of electors in a
polling sub-division to 260 instead of 300. That was asked
for in the Printing Bureau, for some reasons connected with
the number of names that it would be convenient to have
on a sheet, but I think it would involve too rr uch trouble
in redistributing the polling districts.

On section 9,
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.[.) Idesire to refer to section 10 of

the Act we are amending, which contains a special pro.
vision with ,cspect to Prince Edward Island anad liiUis1h
Columbia. Instead of 30th July, 1885, being the date up to
which persons who had a riglit to vote, under the Island
franchise, should continue to have the right to be placed
on the list, it should be extended to the lst of June in each
year. The Act as it now stands provides that persons in
the Island who are British subjects, and of full age and en.
titled to vote under the Island franchise, shall be entitled
to be placed on the list, provided they were se ontitled on
20th Jaly, 1885. That was ail right when the Act was
passed. The intention was to give whoever was entitled
to vote under the Island franchise, a right to be placed on
the list as it was revised year by year.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I understand a serious diffi-
culty has arisen, which has trustrated the intention of Par.
liament, as regards the operation of this section in Prince
Edward Island. I understand the reviiing bari.Lter ruled
that those persons only are entitlel to go on the list who,
on 20th July, 1885, were qualified to vote ; and I under-
stand the fact to be, that in the Island very few persons were
qualified to vote, because the law of the Province required
that they sbould not only be persons assessed for poli tax,
but persons who had paid poli tax, and the date fixed for
the payment of poil tax was se early in the year, that i
was not collected to any extent;-in fact, it had been levied,
but not collected. What I was going te suggest was, that
this section should include any person in the Province of
Prince E iward Island who was a British subject, and was
on 2uth July, 1885, liable to be assessed for the pay.
ment of such poli tax, and so on.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The Act is al right as it stands
now to enable those qualified to vote under the Island law
on a particular day, namely, 20th July, 1-S85. There is
nothing wrong in the Act, because it confers upon every
person who was entitled to vote under the Island law on
20th July, 1885, a right to have his name put on the elec-
toral list. The only object is to extend that date, and 1
suggest lst June in each year, as it is the date when the
preliminary list is firat made up. If the amendment were
carried, the result would be this, that whenever a revision
takes place in each year overy person entitled te vote under
the Island franchise would be entitled te be placed on the
eloctoral list.
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Sir JOEHN THOMPSON. That would be a very serious

extension of the franchise given to Prince Edward Island,
and a departure from the principle of the Act. What I
recommend is a section that would doal with the decision
of the revising barrister, which had the effect of frnstratirg
the intention of Parliament on that subject; but I did not
expect to go so far as to give to the Island the provincial
franchise when we had not recognised it in other Provinces.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) That has been done. On the
first revision beld under this statute, every person who was
entitled to vote in the Island under the provincial franchise
on Lst July, 1885, was entitled to ho placed upon the
electoral list. It was ail right for the first revision. That
principle was conceded.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. Whatl understand is that the
revising officer has given a decision which frustrated that
even.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) No; I never heard of any such
decision. Every person who came forward to have his
name placed on the list, if ho proved before the returning
officer ho was entitled to vote on that day, ho put his name
right on. The difficulty arises that when the next revision
takes place all those who beceame cf age on the 20th day of
.uly, or any day subsequent from 1815 to 1889, would be
debarred from voting, wbile those who came of age previous
to thatwould be entitled to vote. If you leave the Act as
it is now, you wou;d L creatiig mo.t invidious distinctions
in the Province, which cannot be the intention of the hon.
gentluman. The intention of the Act was to give everybody
there who was entitled to vote under the Island franchise
on that date, the right of being put on the new electoral
list. Now, as we are revising the Act, from year to year,
that principle must be extended, or, otherwise, the hon.
gentleman will see what a curious anomaly it will be. Ail
the franchise voters will be entitled to vote who came of
age before this arbitrary date, but if they came of age the
following day they would not. If the hon, gentleman
carries out the suggestion ho made, ho would be conferring
the franchise on mon who did not possess it under the local
franchise, and he would withhold it from those who do so
possess it.

Sir JOHN THOM PSON. I understand the fact to be this:
that on the 20th Juiy, 18b5, under the original Fanchise
Act, ail those who wore under the law of the Provinceu
entitled to vote, were entitled to be put on the lit. I am
informed it was held by the revising officer in Prince
Edward Island, that it was not only necessary a voter
should be subject to the poli tax, but that ho should have
paid it on the 20th Jaly. Nono of them, or very few, had
paid the poil tax, which had been levied only a short
time before and was not collected. My information is that
the intention of Parliament, as regards that clars of persons,
had been frustrated. The extension of that right, however,
would involve a great anomaly between Prince Edward
Island and the rest of the Dominion. The first princi pie of
the Act was that there should be uniformity of franchise, ard
it is true that in Prince Edward Island there was an anomaly,
but it was an anomaly in favor of a liberal extension to a
class of persons who 4t that time had a right to vote in the
Province. It was not the intention to iecognise persons
who afterwards occupied a similar position and should like-
wise have the right to vote under the la1v of the Pravince.
That would be against the principle of the Bill. The object
aimed at was that rights then accrued were not to be di-
turbed, but, as I understand the discussion in 1885, it was
not the intention that the right should continue to othert
who'would grow up to be in the position of poli tax payers.
The hon, gentleman thinks I am misinformed as to the de
cision which was given by the revising officer, but we çan

Mr. DAvaIS (P.BI.)

diseuse that at a later stage, it being, I presume, not noces-
sary that any amendnent should be given notice of.

Mr. DAV[ES (P.S.I.) I was a very close attendant at
the revision court, and this is the first ever Iheard of that
decision being given. The revising officer simply decided,
as ho could not help deciding-for the language was plain,
that every b>dy who, at the arbitrary date, was entitled
to vote under the Island franchise, ought to have his
name on the list-that the intention of the Act was
cari ied out. The point was, that great numbers became
of age subsequent to the arbitrary date, and they wanted to
go on the list. The revising officer said : "I am powerless
in that matter ; Parliament has fixed an arbitrary date ;
and, unless y n are entitled to vote at that time by the
Island franchise, you cannot get on the list." Mfy object is
to extend that principle to those who came of age subse.
quent to 1885, and i believe, that if the hon. the Minister
considers for a moment what a curious anomaly will other-
wi'e exist, ho will see my amendment is in the right
direction.

Mr. SPROULE. Yon may say the same of the ordin"ry
assessmet roll, before it has been finally revised by the
judge.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I may explain in a fow words
that what i wish, and what I think is the principle of the
Act, isL to give to the young men who came ot age since
l8s5 the same rights that the young mon who came of age
before 188à possess. I presume that the Rieister will go
into committee on this Bill again.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. Yes.

On section 11,
Mr. BURDETT. I trust I may be pardoned for making

a suggestion to the Minister of Justice with regard to the
witnesses' fees. I understand that as the law is proposed
to be changed, that any person by declaration "of infor-
mation and belief " can put on any number of names. That
possibly may be wrong or it may be right, there are argu-
ments both for and ag-inst it; but the point I wish io
raise is this : that where a person pute a number
of names on the list, either on his own kfiowledge
or on information and belief, and thuse naimes are
attacked, the parties attacked ought to have notices served
on them to come to court, and give their evidence, and the
revisibg offi -or ought then to have power to say whether
they should have witness fees, and if so, how much, and by
whom they should be paid. For instance, if a man chooses
to make a declaration, which is substantially untrue, and in
consequence gets a number of faggot votes put on the list,
ho ought to be compelled to pay the cost of having those
votes removed. And I submitthat any person whose name
is put on the list, ought to be compelied, at least if hoeis living
within the riding, to come before the court; and the revis-
ing barristor, on deeiding on the validity of his vote,
should then say whether hoeis entitled to witnes
fees or not, just as all persons are obliged, in Ontario,
to go before a Justice of the Peace, und r iho
Summary Convictions Act, and give ovidence, and the
question of fees is in the discrction of the Justice.
That would remove any complaints that might be made of
persons illegally asking to have names put on the list1
[he presont system worki great bardships. I can give
instances in which a great many names have been put on
the lit by mon who cared very littie how muoh expense
and trouble they occasioned to others, and large sums had
to be paid to get those names off the list. I hope the hon.
Miniister will insert a clause to compel parties to go to the
court to give evidence-to sustain their votes ; and if the
revising officer thinks that the person who asks a name
to be put on is a man of straw, let him insist upon a de-
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posit being paid sufficient to cover the fees; and lot a
penalty be imposed for putting on bad votes. I submit
that this is a proper amendmnent to make in the interest. of
both parties and in the interest of justice, in order to have
an honest roll.

Sir JOHIN THOMPSON. The hon. member was good
enough to mention this matter to me, but I thought bis
object was sufficiently provided for in sub section 3 of sec-
tion 25.

Mr. COLTER. That clause is not so interpreted in our
county. I submit that it is not sufficiently definite.

Sir JOHN TIIO XPSON. Does it not provide that in
the discretion of the revising officer, if the person whose
name is objected to does not attend, his name is struck off?

Mr. COLTER, But the revising officer generally leans
in favor of the vote. He has an alternative, and he may
dismiss the appeal or strike the voters' name off. Ail the
judges, I believe, and revising officers as well, always lean
in favor of the name boing retained on the list. I think
there ought to be somethir>g more definite.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I think it would not do to
compel the revising officer to strike the name off, because
it might be proved that the person had a right to vote; but
in that case he ought to be subject to a penalty for con-
tempt in failing to attend.

Mr. BURDETT. I understand that the Minister of Jus-
tice interprets tho clause to mean that if the party bas been
eubpe aed and does not attend, the revising officer may
strike bis name off, and he ought to do it unless good reason
is sho why bec doces not attend.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. No. I say lie ought to strike
the name off or fine the party for contempt, unless there is
evidence to the contrary.

Mr. COLTE R. The doctrine of leaning in favor of the
vote, I think, is a generally acknowledged doctrine by all who
have anything to do with the revising of the voters' lists.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I do not think that presump-
tion ought to prevail if the person applying to be put on
the list has been summoned to support his application. I
thti.k there sbould not be any presumption in bis favor;
there ought to bu substantial evidence to prove bis qualifi-
cation.

Mr. COLTER. The fact of the name being on the roll is
prima facie evidence of its right to be there, and that has
been the decision in every case. In Dot one case, where
the party bas been subpænaed, bas his name been struck
off, unless thore bas been affirmative evidence given.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. Does not the hon. gentleman
agree with me that if a man's name is on the list, th-)
burden of proof is to take it off, but that cannot prevail in
the case of a witness who absent himself and prevents the
question being tried. In that case the revising officer should
exercise bis discretion.

Mr. COLTER. Could it not be made mandatory on the
revising officer to strike the name off where the party is
guilty of contempt, unless he las reason to believe, from
some source, that he has a justifiable excuse for not obeying
the mandate of the court ?

Mr. TISDA LE. I can give an illustration of the result of
the hon. gentleman's argument. In one instance, in
Ontario, where that law prevails, they suspended half a
township of men who had been freeholders for years, and
because these men did not turn up, knowing as they did
and everybody knowing, that they had held these farms
for years, they were struck off the lists. The hon. gentle-
man is inconsistent, because this afternoon he induced the
Minister of Justice to make the asseesment roll, which in
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Ontario is the same as our list of voters, prevail not only
as to value but as to the right of the people to vote. Now,
as soon as we come to the Dominion Franchise roll, he
turns round and wants to apply the opposite doctrine.

Mr. COLTER. I did provide for that particular excep-
tion in my remarks, and I think the Minister of Justice so
understood me, that the name should primd facie be strack
off unless the revising officer had reason to believe the per-
son who had disobeyed the subpœna was entitled to the vote,
or unless the evidence of others was furnished him to that
effect. These statutes should be made as clear as possible,
and their interpretation as uniform as possible. As the case
stands, some revising officers would strike off these people
who are guilty of contempt on the ground that they were
not entitled to any privileges in consequerce of their con-
duct, while others would be guided rather by the doctrine
of leaning in favor of the vote. The objection of the hon.
member for South Norfolk (Ur. Tisdale) could be remedied
in this way. I am adverse to bogus appeals, to appeals in
such'a way as to cast doubts unnocessarîly. Tho appellant
might be obliged to put up a certain sum of money, say $2,
as a guarantee of good faith, in the hands of the revising
officer, which the latter would apply as directed. In that
way we would have no wanton appeals, but simple justice.

Committee rose and reported progress.

CERT[FICATES TO MASTERS AND MATES.

Mr. TUPPER movcd that amendments made by the
Senate to Bill (No. 26) to amend the Act respecting certi-
ficates to masters and mates of ships, chapter 73 of the Re-
vised Statutes, be read the second time and concurred in.
He said : The only amendment is to add the word
" Bermuda," so as to include that island as well as the
West Indies.

Motion agreed to, and amendments concurred in.

SAFETY OF SHIPS.

Mr. TUPPER moved second reading of Bill (No. 54)
to amend the Revised Statutes, chapter 77, respecting the
safety of ships. He said: This Bill is similar to that in-
troduced last Session, with the exception of the first clause,
which exciteci a certain amount of criticism in the old Bill.
Cn consideration it was deemed expedient not to press
those provisions which relate to the establishment of a load
line for ships in Canada. The present Bdl is, therefore, con-
fined mainly to the improvement of the present Act, and
contains the provisions in that regard which were in the
former measure. The present Act, chapter 77, has certain
provisions framed with the object of inducing the owners and
masters of shps to take care that their ships are seaworthy.
It has been found, however, in practice that as these sections
which I propose to amend were drafted not precisely
similar to the clause in the English Act, it is almost
impossible to obtain a conviction on a prosecution under
circumstances fully justifying it, considering the intention
of the Act, so that in the sections of the Bill now before
the flouse, while ueing the language of the Act, I pro-
pose to define "unseaworthiness," and the definition of
that term I have taken from the English Act. The English
Act in reference to the overloading of ships, after mention-
ing unseaworthy ships as open to detention, goes on to
specify that detention may take place for overloading, or
underloading, or improper loading, and in the present Bill
I propose to use these words after the words "unseaworthy
state." I have alluded to the third section. The second
section is to be read in connection with the fifth section,
and that relates to grain cargoes, and is taken from the
English Act, chapter 43, of the Statutes of 1880. That
relates chiefly to the use of shifting boards or other proper
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means for the prevention of the shifting of a grain cargo.
I take it that there will be no objection to that. The Bill
was before the Honse last Session, it has been on the Order
paper for some time this year, and bas been in the hands of
shipping men throughout the country, and I am very glad
to say that no objections have been urged to these very pro-
per amendments to our law. The only persons who could
properly object, I submit, would be those reckless owners
who buy up unseaworthy craft sand send them to sea
utterly reckless of how life is endangered. I have intro-
duced a section into this Bill, in consequence of the repre-
sentation of the collector at the port of St. John, pointing
out the possibility of an evasion of the present law regard-
ing deck loads. He mentions that that law has been evaded
at that port, though, on enquiry, he was unable to give the
name of any ship thathad been guilty of the evasion. How-
ever, he stated that, under sub-section 1 of section 7 of the
Act, it was possible, and had been doue, for a ship to
clear for a port in Africa, and to go to Europe, and so
evade the law. I have not heard of any evasions of that
kind in any other place, but I submit, that the clause will
prevent the possibility of such an evasion taking place.
Section 6 of the Bill is necessary in connection with the
clause referring to grain cargoes, and enables the Custom
officers to go on board of a ship, to find the way in which
these cargoes are stowed, and it is somewhat similar to
the Act in regard to port wardens. Section 8 is an adop.
tion of the clause in the English Act relating to contracts
of service, and it i properly included in this Bill. It pro-
vides that, in every contract, there shall be a condition
implied, notwithstanding anything in the contract itself, of
seaworthiness on the part of the ship, and that all reason-
able means to insure that seaworthiness shall be taken.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Do I understand that the hon.
gentleman intends that all vessels of any size or description
-for instance, small schooners of from thirty tons to seventy
or eighty tons, carrying grain from one Province to another,
as from Prince Edward Island to Richibucto or Shediac, or
other ports on the north shore of New Brunswick-are to
have shifting boards ?

Mr. TUPPER. Neither in the Act on our Statute-
book nor in the English Act is an exception made in regard
to-any vessel. It is necessary, in every cose, that sufflient
means shall be taken to preserve life. It is not necessary
that a shifting board sbhould be used in every case, but the
necessary means must be taken, whether by sacks or baga
or shifting boards. The same reason applies to every ship,
no matter where it may go or what may be its size, whether
it goes to Queen's, Prince Edward Island, or to any more
distant place, that precautions shall be taken to ensure the
safety of the ship and of the men who are on it. I under-
stand that the construction of a ship with a shifting board
involves a very trifling expense, and these shifting boards
are now used by a large number of vessels both in the
inland waters of Canada and in the coasting trade, especi-
ally in the carrying of grain. It is to make this general
and to compel all owners to adopt those precautions, that
this Bill is now introduced. The Act does not confine it to
shifting boards, but says : "or other proper precautions to
prevent thQ cargo from shifting." I think the bon. gentle-
marn will agree with me that necessary precautions should
b. applied to all ships alike.

Mr. MITCHELL. I think, perhaps, my hon. friend the
Minister of Marine bas not considered this sufficiently.
It may be all right to apply these measures to
long voyages, like the Atlantic voyages, but when
he apphea them to vessels going for a three or
tour or five hours run from Prince Edward Island to the
mainland, or on coasting voyages, I think the hon. gentle-
man would do well to consider the effect of sueb a provision

Mr. TupEa.a

upon the trade, before he introduces it. This practice of copy-
ing English legislation is getting to be a fad with the in-
istry of the day. I do not apply that in any offensive sense
to the measure of the hon. gentleman, but it is not neces-
sary always that English legislation.should be adopted here.
It should only be adopted as far as it can be adapted to our
own case. I think the suggestion of theb hon. gentleman
from Prince Edward Island (Kr. Davies) has a good deal
of force in it, and the Minister should conider that before
he presses these amendments, because I doubt very much if
it is well or in the interests of Canada for him to adopt that
provision.

Mr. DAWSON. There are two classes or kinds of navi-
gation in this Dominion. There is the navigation of the
great lakes, and there is the navigation of the ocean, and
they are very different in many respects. I shall say
nothing in regard to ocean navigation, for there are many
hon. members here who come from the Maritime Provinces
who are much better qualified to speak on that subject than I
can be. But with regard to the navigation of the g reat lakes,
1 may say that this Act, and the legislation which has
already taken place on this subject, make, I should say,
quite law enough. So far as legislation goes, the safety of
ships, after the passing of this Bill, wili be pretty well pro-
vided for. But what does all that amount to unless there
can be some means adopted whereby the law will be
enforced ? I do not see any provision ip this Bill for the
enforcement of the law. Vessels go out on the great lakes
overloaded, they go out improporly manned, without being
properly provided with sails, ropes and anchors. A
schooner loaded with wheat, for instance, starts from Port
Arthur or some other port on the great lakes. She is so
much loaded that there is scarcely two or three inches
of what lake navigators call seaboard left; and the couse-
quence is that ifa storm comes np that vessel is immediately
cut adrift when danger arises. A great many losses have oc-
curred in that way. Now, I would suggest that the Custom
house officers, at the different ports, should have power
conferred upon them to prevent an overloaded, or unsea-
worthy vossel from going out. It often happens that
vessels do go out, which, instead of being manned by
sailors. are manned with landsmen, with men on board who
have had no experience in navigation, and the result is that
when the barge, or schooier, loadel with wheat, is cut
adrift, they do not know what to do, and the consequence is
the loss of the cargo and the loss of the men. It is very
difficult always to get proper seamen on the great lakes,
becanse there are no sailors there who make an exclusive
profession of-navigation. We have navigation for only six
or seven months in the year, and during the remaining five
or six months these men are obliged to do something else for
a means of subsistence. Consequently, we cannot find as
skilful men on the great lakes as on the ocean, where they
are constantly engaged in navigation. But on the great
lakes men who have only six months' experience are em-
ployed, and they are very often wanting in the requisite
skill. Too often, also, people who get freight in schooners
are not careful who they put on them. The steamers, as a
rmle, are well enough manned, but the schooners are gener-
ally very poorly provided for, both in equipment and in men.
A case of that kind occurred some years ago at Port Arthur.
A schooner, named the Jane lurlburt, in the fall of the
year, took on board some 30 or more navvies, and the
vessel was put in tow of a steamer. She had neither
sail nor oar, and tbey trusted entirely to the steamer
to take ber te ber destination, which was not very far.
It was late in the fall, and in passing one of the entrances
to Nipigon Bay, a storm arose, blowing off the shore. The
ses was not very heavy, and it was such a storm. as any or-
dinary vessel, well manned, could have resisted. But that
vessel began to fill, and the moment the sea got up the
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people on the steamer cut her adrift to save themselves, and
down she went with ail these poor people on board, of
whom not one was saved. These navvies, who were going
to their work, kne w nothing of navigation, knew nothing of
the danger they were incurring, and they were all lost. That
is not a solitary instance Now, something should be done
whereby it would be impossible for vessels of this kind to
go out. The Customs officer at the port fron which she
sailed should have authority to say: You shall not go ont
in that miserable plight at this season of the year; you
shill not go out improperly manned. No less than twelve
cases involving great loss have occurred within a few
years, and 300 lives were lost in the waters of Algoma; so
it is a subject upon which my constituents feel very keenly,
and to which 1 am bound to draw the attention of the
Government. There are a great many vessels on the lakes
nearly worn out. The prosent system is to build vessels of
a larger class than have hitherto been used, because they
are more profitable. The consequence is that the large
fleet of schooners and other sailing vessels, with soine
steamers, has not been renewed for several years, and con-
sequently the vessels now afloat are becoming very un-
seaworthy. During the ensuing summer, and for some
time to come, a careful watch should be kept over these
vessels to prevent loss of life and property, I draw
the attention of the Minister to this matter, so that
some means may be devised whereby these vessels wili not
be allowed to go out when they are overloaded. A very
important point is to have them properly provided with
anchors and chains, and with ail the appliances which
would enaible the sailors to save them if they were cut adrift.
I have a letter from a gentlemau of St. Catharines, a Mr.
Carey, who is the chairman of the Seamen's Committee of
Workingmen for looking after the safety of sailors. I wili
not trouble yon by reading his letter, but Mr. Carey tells
me that vessels have come into port there without a single
sailor on board. In one case, a vessel in tow of a steamer
was left.to two landsmen who knew so little of what they
had to do that people had to go on board from the shore
and tie the vessel to the wharf. N(,w, this is a state
of things that should be guarded against in the future.
Another point to which I wish to call attention, is the con-
struction of vessels. Anybody is allowed to build a vessel
and to put it afloat. There was a case occurred in
the Lieorgian Bay, of a vessel built at Little Carrent on the
Manitoulin Island. The vessel was called the Jane Miller,
and she was put afloat top heavy, a small vessel with an
enormous upper deck arrangement. I have here a few
remarks made by an experienoed mariner, a man who
bas been on the ocean, as well as on the great lakes, and
who knows ail about ships in every possible way. I wil
read what he says:

" The duties of the Inspector of Huila should be expanded,or a special
officer should be appointed to see that new vessels on the lakes are
built with the necessary stability, that the centre of gravity bears its
proper relation to the centre of flotation. At present there seems to be
no legal limit to the height and weight of top hamper in the shape of
cabins above the main deck. The fierce and sudden gales on the lakes
require as good a model of vessel as on the sea coast. A vessel may
perhaps;be seaworthyunder section 6, and yet, if of a bad model, turnover
directly she is outside the harbor. In regard to the last portion of
clause 2 of section 6, I fail to ee that the action of a vessel leaving port
in an unseaworthy state can under an [circumatances be deemed reason-
able or justifiable. A summer and falt "Plimsoll load mark1' should be
established. The system of towing barges on the open lakes in the fall
of the year is bad. In my opinion no veusel should be towea after the
lst of September, unless she is a bona fide sailing vessel officered, man-
ned and equipped in every particular under the janadian Merchant Ship-
p ing Act, so that in the event of the hawser parting she may be able to
keep herself off the shore, which at present many cannot do "
1 need not add a word. That is the case as I have been
asked to lay it before the Government by the Boards of Trade
and people of Algoma who are largely engaged in ship-
ping, and when this Act is amended as proposed it will be
sufficient to prevent lives being sacrificed, providing means
be devisWd whereby the law will be enforoed.

Mr. WA.UDIE. This Act is intended to apply to centre
board vessels sailing on the lakes. They do not require
the saine shifting boards as ocean vessels do, and planks
passing from the keel to the deck make a shifting board in
the vessel itself, in the case of a number of smnali vessels
employed on the lakes. Does the Act provide for these
cases?

Mr. TUPPER. The hon, gentleman will see that it
applies to all vessels, but it is not necessary that every ship
should have shifting boards. In the case referred to by
the hon. gentleman, sncb would not be required. The
words are, shifting boards or some ether prenaution; in
tact, some means of preventing the cargo from shifting,
but not necessarily shifting boards.

Mr. SPROULE. I gladly endorse every word said
regarding the necessity of further amending the law
so as to provide greater means for the safety of life and pro-
perty in shipping. The hon. gentleman has spoken the
sentiments of a great many people who, in the past, have
euffered from defective laws and defects in the vessels them-
selves, and in the loading of cargoes, which causes have
brought about most serious disasters. One case, that of the
Jane Ward, was caused by, or thought to have been caused
by, the cargo being placed on the deck, there not being
sufficient ballast below. I believe it was clearly understood
that that was the cause of the loss of that vessel. Another
defect that will be provided for, by the amendment pro-
posed, is cargoes being carried without shifting boards. A
schtoner carrying crn from Chicago began rolling in the
trough of the sea, from the cargo shifting froin side te side,
and ultimately foundered. In that case, had there been a
provision in the law providing for shifting boards, the loss
of the vessel, and of lives, would have been prevented.
Another important matter to which the hon, gentle-
man for Algoma (Mr. Dawson) called attention,
and which I think a very important one, is that
some person should have the authority to retain a
vessel going out of port, either without the cargo
properly arranged or being overloaded. Many vessoels go
ont with large excursion parties without possessing life
boats and life-saving apparat.ua needed on board for the
safety of so large a number of people. Moreover, vessels
go ont with a very much larger number of passengers than
the law allows; but if yon appeal to the collector of
Customs ho says: While I have the authority, I only get
into trouble if I stop the practice ; while I have the authority
I am not instructed to invviably exercise it. Accordingly
what is everyone's business is no one's business, and vessels
are therefore allowed to go without possessing proper life.
saving apparatus, or overloaded. The objection taken by
the hon. member for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell), I do
not think is a valid one, namely, that a vessel going on a
trip of four or five hours should not be expected to bear the
expense that would be necessary to provide shifting boards
for the cargo and so on. But the hon. gentleman forgets
that grain is generally not taken a short distance in bulk
in vessels.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Yes, always.
Mr. SPROULE. I understood that it was usually put in

sacks or something of that sort. If it is as stated by the
hon. gentleman, I think the present provision should apply
as mach in.that case as if the vessel was going 2,000 miles.
[ can take my own coanty facing on Georgian Bay, and
while the distance from Owen Sound to Collingwood is only
50 miles, vessels frequently meet very disastrous storms
and serious losses have occurred in that short distance, and
the provisions of the law should apply as much to those
vessels as to vessels going froin Owen Sound to Port Arthur
or Duluth. The principle involved is as good in one case
as in the other. The suggestion of the hon. member for
Algoma (Mr. Dawson), that some competent person should
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inspect vessels in course of construction is a very good one,
because very frequently they are constructed without pos.
sessing the strength necessary to contend against the storms
they have to encounter. There should be some provision
compelling the collector of Customs at every port to see
that every vessel that leaves the port is properly equipped,
not only with men, but with life-saving apparatus, and this
is the more necessary, because many people know nothing
about the requirements of equipment, or in regard to life-
saving apparatus. There should be some authority to look
after steamers leaving the port.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I have no objection to any
measure in any degree tending to provide for greater se-
curity for our shipping interests, and it is just possible that
some of the clauses may be in the direction of improve-
ment. The only objection that I raise to the Bill on its
face is that it will be attended with very considerable ex-
pense to the owners of small vessels on account of providing,
first, for shifting boards, and secondly for the inspection of
vessels either leaving port or arriving at their destination.
Any charge of that kind, no matter how small it may be,
will he objected to by all who are interested in the coasting
trade.

Mr. TUPPER. There is no provision for any cost for
inspection.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Precisely so, but the Act relat-
ing to port wardens is continued in force. I see by one of
the clauses it is provided that when a vessel arrives at a
port of destination with a grain cargo any Customs house
officer may proceed on board and examine into the mode in
which their cargo is stowed.

Mr. TUPPER. But there is no charge.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon. gentleman will
observe that an ordinary Customs house officer would be a
very incompetent man to see whether a cargo is properly
stowed or not. It would be rendering the Bill a complete
farce because any Customs house offieer would know but
little about the stowing of the cargo. The 9th clause pro-
vides that the Act relating to port wardens is to continue
in force, therefore it will be necessary to provide that the
port warden would be the proper person to inspect that
vessel either before she leaves or at the port of arrival. The
hon. gentleman will have to provide for that without any
expense to the owner of the craft. When we go into com-
mittee I have some further matters which I will draw the
hon. Minister's attention to and gwhich we will consider
more thoroughly.

Mr. TUPPER. I would remind the hon. gentleman that
the port wardens are only at certain ports. I understand
that inland, farther west than Montreal, thore are no port
wardens.

Mr. LOVITT. As I understand this Bill will apply
more particularly to the inland waters than to the foreign
trado, and I do not see any objection to this.

Mr. TUPPER. It does not affect our trade in any radi-
cal way, as we have the clause in the British Act relating
to this in force.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and Rouse
resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)
On section 2,
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.T.) The objection which I intend to

make on section 5• will arise on this interpretation clause
to some extent, and 1, therefore, take the opportunity of
stating my objections now. The idea of the hon. gentleman
is, no doubt, a good one, and I suppose that this clause is a

M4r, brigULI.

transcript of that known as the Plimsoli clause in the Eng-
lish Act. As the law now stands under the Port Warden's
Act, any vessel loaded with grain that leaves any port in
Canada, for any port outside the limits of Canada not on
inland navigation, is obliged either to have shifting boards
or that her cargo will be stowed in such a manner as to
satisfy the port wardon that she is properly loaded. The
12th, 13th, 14th and 15th clauses of the Port Warden's Act
provide for this-one of these sections reads:

" That no vessel shall leave any port in Canada for a port outside of
Canada, not including inland waters, unless she bas obtained a certifi-
cate from the port warden that the grain cargo is properly loaded in
every respect."

There is ample provision at present to prevent the improper
loading of any ships sailing from Canada te foreign ports.
The Bill now before the House, so far as it extends to the
Maritime Provinces, is intended to apply to schooners
or vessels leaving ports in New Brunswick, Prince Edward
Island, or Nova Scotia, for some other port in Canada. We
must bear in mind that this is intended to apply to the
coasting trade, because anything outside of that is already
provided for in the Port Warden's Act. The hon. gentle-
man knows that from the Province from which I come, we
ship each year immense quantities of oats on small schoon-
ers, for ports in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, and he
knows that all these cargoes were shipped in bulk. The
practice has existed ever since I can remember, and I am
sure ever since the coasting trade has existed in these Pro-
vinces, of shipping those grain cargoes in bulk. I do not
recollect and I have never heard of any accident arising
from that, even although they had no shifting boards. As
a matter of fact, when a vessel eaves Prince Edward Island
for Pictou or Shediac, or any port along the north coast
of New Brunswick, she is only a few hours going over,
and this provision will entail no doubt a good deal of ex-
pense on the owners of these vessels. They are not vessels
which constantly carry a grain cargo and if they are obliged
to put in shifting boards or any similar prcvision it will be
very expensive. I do not think the experience in tife past
will justify the hon. Minister in stating tothe flouse that
this is a necessity. I would suggest to him that in this in-
terpretation clause the word "oats " be omitted, and if so
that would cover nine-tenths of the cases I refer to and
would remove the objection that at present I have to the
Bill.

Mr. TUPPER. The argument of the hon. gentleman
goes to the extent that this legisiation is inapplicable to a
special class of shipping and particularly to ships engaged
in carrying oats. i must candidly admit that if the legis.
lation is improper and unjustifiable in regard to vessels
carrying oats, then that section ielating to the grain cargoes
should not be pressed at all in any form, because it is im-
possible to distingash between barley and other grains and
oats. If I am unable to press upon the IL.use the necessity
of applying this law to ships engaged in carrying oats bo.
tween Prince Edward Island and the mainland, I think the
clause should go altogether. Bat, if the hon. gentleman
will look at the legisiation to which ho referred, ho will see
that the distinction ho made with regard to.cargoes of oats
is not well taken. The hon. gentleman argues that port
wardens have compulsory powers in the maritime ports,
an i these vessels are under their supervision and control.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The hon. gentleman misunder.
stood me. I said so far as vessels carrying grain from the
Mlaritime Provinces to foreign ports are concerned.

Mr. TUPPER. Then I will grant that part of his case.
But even in the case of vessels engaged in carrying grain
cargoes from our ports, ho will see that the law does not go
so far as this Bill, because the port wardons can go to ships
leavmng port; the law is inapplicable to ships arriving.
The Bill before the House, lie English legislation, deals
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with ships both arriving anti departing. The other pro-
visions regarding the Port Wardens Act are applicable only
to other Provinces than Ontario, and many of those pro-
visions are optional ; that is, it is only at the suggestion of
underwriters or otber persons interested in the cargo that
the officers take action. Where no port warden exists, we
have no remedy where a ship arrives underloaded or with
her cargo improperly stowed. That explains also why we
give Customs officers the same powers as port wardens,
iwithout going further and constituting port wardens at the
different inland ports. Then the hon. gentleman states
that there will be quite a tax. There is no doubt that, with
regard to the expense of makirg provisions in regard to
the safety of the lives of crews and passengers, all our legis-
lation is unhappily framed if expence be objectionable.
In regard to the inspection of boilers and hulls, and
in all those cases in which our Parliament, as well
as the legislatures of other countries, have stepped in
between the owner and his pioperty for the protection
of life, some expense bas undoubtedly been involved;
but even on that ground I would meet the hon. gentle.
man. I submit that this is not a real tax or burden.
All careful owners of sbips, all men who are not
merely stirred ty the gambler's impulse in connection
with this trade, now cortan ily do take great care to
see to the safety of their sbips and the ives of their
crews. It is better fer all corcerned and it pays in the
er d. These precautions have not irjured the shippiug that
deais in British ports; and no ship can go to the ports of
(ireat Britain to-day withont complying with legislation
such as I am submitting to Palinuiont; and when we see
tLe commerce of the mother country growing as it does
every day, I think the argument that this would impose a
tax is not well founded. As to small vessels, there is no
distinction in the English legislation, and thers should be
no distinction. If it is wrong that the owners should risk
the lives of their crews in large ships, surely the wrong is
just as great in the case of small ships, and I am informed
by practical men that the expense will be trifling, involving
in the case of small schooners, something liko $20 to alter
them so as to prevent the shifting of the cargo. If there
is less danger on a short voyage, the precautions need not ho
so great, and there is a latitude allowed in the case of grain
cargoes in that regard. But if the hon. gentleman will look
at the list of casualties to shipping, reported not only by
the nnderwriters, but in our marine reports year after year,
ibe distressing accidents occurring on the lakes wil, Iam
sure, induce him to make it more necessary to all intereeted
iu shippiug to take some precautions for the protection of
life. I might mention the cases of some accidents which
were due to the absence of the shifting bard. In 1887
there were the cases of disasters to the Oriental, the Califor-
nia, the Asia, the Simcoe, the Zealand, the Columina, the J
Miller and others, in which, not only large crews, but a
great many passengers wero lost. lI view of the same cir-
camstances facing us as factd the mother country previous
to tho adoption of this legislation, I think the hon. gentie-
man's objection that there will bea tax upon vessels engaged
in carrying cargoes of oats from Prince Eiward
Island is not sufficient to induce the liouse either to make
an exception in their case, or to take what would, to my
mind, be the more logical course of rejecting the clause ai.
together.

Mr. MITCHELL. I have had a good deal of experience
myself in the business to which my bon. friend from Prince
Ed ward Island (Mr. Davies) refers. Forty years ago I was
in the habit of importing oats from Prince Edward Island,
and from that up to twenty years ago, I have had a great
deal of experience in this line. If the hon. Minister under-
stood the business and knew what he was talking about-I
don't say that with any dierespect to him-if ho know the

character of the vessels, their size and style, and the work-
ing of them, he nover would have introduced such a clause
as this compelling lhese people to put in centre-boards. In
ail the expexience I have had, and I have had a great deal,
of this particular trade, I never knew a single accident
ocurring to a vessel on these short coasting vt yages from
tho causes for which the hon. gentleman's preventive mes-
sures is supposed to remedy. On the other hand, the hon.
gentleman speaks of the centre board being put in for $20.

Mi. TUPPER. I said shifting board.
Mr. MITCHELL. What doyou mean by shifting boards ?
Mr. TUPPER. Does the hon. gentleman not know?
Mr. MITCHELL. I do, but I do not think you know,

or you would not say it. I presune by shifting boards the
hon. gentleman means the siaunches which are put in with
plank or boards attached to prevent the cargo from shifting
from one side to the other. Lots of these little vessels have
not more than 14 or 15 feet of beam, and have no necessity
for any centre boards or shifting boards, as the hon. gentle.
man calls thom. I never beard them called shifting boards
before. Thore is no necessity for any such protection for
the class of little vessels employed in the trade between
Pi ince Edward Island and the mainland. The hon. gen.
tieman talks of $20 as being a trifling sum. Why, to one
of these traders, that.would represent a large proportion of
their profits. The hon. gentleman proposes to tax shipping
industry between Prince Edward Island and the mainland
without any reason. The great ourse of this country is the
useless logisla'ion that is forcod upon it. Every new Min.
ister thinkf that he must improve on his'predecessor.

Mr. TUPPER. This is a Bill of my predecessor.
Mr. MITCH ELL. I do not care whose it is. Every

new Minieter thinks ho has to improve on the legislation
of bis prodecessor, and we happen sometimes to have dep-
uty ministers who are never satisfied unless they are dis-
turbing the legislation or trade of the country. That Bill
is just as recessary as the fifth wheel to a coach. If my
lon. friend knows of defective regulations with regard to
shipping cargoes of grain to Europe, let him improve them.

Mr. TUPPER. We are doing that.

Mr. MITCHELL, No one will find fault with bis attempts
to secure greater safety to life on an ocean voyage, but to
compel these people, on a voyage of from three to five hours,
to pay this tax, is an unnecessary interférence with the
operations of commercial men which ought not to be coun-
tenarnced by this House. 1 am speaking of a subject I know
something about. I know the trade and the manner of con.
ducting it. As a shipowner in former years myself, having
bought hundreds of these cargoes, having personally in-
spected them, knoàving personally the manner of conducting
that business, I know that this Bill, as applied to that trade,
is utterly unnecessary. My hon. friend makes a mistake
when he applies these general laws relating to Atlantic
voyages to voyages of four or five hurs duration, and hs
would do well to inform himseif before attempting to pass
legislation of that kind and disturbing the existing trade of
the country.

Mr. BAIRD. From my experience as a shipper, I am
disposed to believe that these provisions which would
apply to deep sea or foreign going vessels do not apply with
the Fame aptness to coastug vessels, owing to the tact that
the two vessels are entirely different in shape. The coast-
ing vessel as now built, is generally of such a character
that Ehe can carry ber entire cargo on ler deck and sail
safely, while the shape of the sea going vessel is narrow
and deep, and she is inclined to bear over on her beam ends.
I understand, in the case of the latter, that the danger
largely arises from careles leoading. But take the ordinary
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coaster, as she is now built, and bear in mind that one of
the requirements of the coasting trade is that the vessel
shall be shallow; bear in mind that the physical feature of
the whole cost of North and South America is that we
have shoal water harbors to encounter, and the American
coastwise fleot are largely built with a very great beamx,
little depth, and considerable length. These vessels will
carry, if necessary, their full load on deck and sail safely.
A narrow and dep vessel on the coasting trade is- almost
utterly useless, that is a vessel shaped similar to a
sea going vessel, giving the same proportions, and
which would have to carry ballast. The coaster
carrying ballast is entirely useless. If you load an
ordinary coaster full of grain, and it will be found almost
impossible to throw her on her beam ends, no matter what
storm she may encounter. We must bear in mind that in
these short voyages of a few hours, if the vessel is thrown
down a little on ber beam ende, she wonld still worry into
a place of safety, while when the deep sea vessel, perhaps
a few miles from land, falle juto that position, it is impos.
sible for ber to recover; so that what would apply very
aptly to deep water vessels does not apply with the same
aptuese to coasting vessels, and would become a very great
burden. Ship-owners will teli you that preparing for a
grain cargo in the harbor of New York is a large item of
expense,'fitting the vessels to receive the grain, fitting the
shifting boards and all the necessary requirements is a
large item, and unless the vessel is continued in that
trade, it is considered unprofitable to fit ber out for
the grain trade of a single voyage. All gentlemen
engaged in that trade will agree that taking a load
of grain and thon throwing away these preparations in
order to take a cargo of another character is considered a
great waste. A coasting vessel rarely takes her second
cargo of grain. She delivers ber cargo of grain,
and ber next load is coal or lumber or any other cargo
she can got, and perhaps in a year's trade she will not
have more than one or two little loads of grain.
After careful investigation of this subject, I think it would
almost be found impossible in the Atlantic coastwise trade
to find a single case wbere a coastwise vessel came to grief
in carrying a cargo of grain. I have had experience in
carrying cargoes of corn from the port of New York to
St. John and Ilalifax, and I never knew of a single instance
where any precaution bas been taken or considored noces-
sary because of loading the vesel in bnlk.

Mr. WALDIE. The inland trade of this country upon
the lakes is largely with the United States, either in regard1
to cargoes going from Canada to United States ports, ori
cargoes coming from United States ports to Canadian ports.
The Montreal trade, carried by way of «Kingston te Colling-
wood or other ports on the lakes, is carried in vessels with
centre boards. None of them have shifting boards. If this
provision is passed, the Canadian vessel will be at a disad-
vantage in comparison with the American vessel, because it
provides that the Canadian vessel is to be subject to inspec-
tion by a Customs officer at the port of arrival. My experi-
ence in regard to unloading vessels before the regular hours1
bas been that we had to pay a fee to the Customes officer to
allow as to unload, and I aux certain that, whatever might
be the intention in this Bill, we would have to pay a fee.

Mr. TUPPEIL There is no authority for it.
Mr. WALDIE. I know that, but the fee is paid all the

same. If this examination was made at the port of loading,f
before the vessel had departed, it would be reasonable andi
just, beeause it would afford a means of preventing an acci-
dent and of seeing that the vessel was uin a seaworthy statet
before she sailed ; but, when the examination is to be made
at the port of arrival, 1 think it ia unreasonable and unnece.s-
sary ,and the effect of it will b to drive our Canadiani
schooners entirely out of the grain tridé htz chiôàgo1

Mr. ,BMBD,

to Collingwood, Midland and Kingston, and will leave
that trade entirely in the hands of the Americans. I1think
such an act in regard to the large propellors that have mixed
cargoes is much more needed than it is in regard to the
schopners with centre-boards. The smaller vessels with
centre-boards do not nee: this provision, and it would affect
net only the through trade but the Lake Ontario trade,
where there are sh~ort runs of a few hours, such as that from
Toronto to Oswego. In those cases the vessels are filled
wilith grain. They suit their cargo to the size of the vessel,
apd no shifting boards are required in these centre-board
v=eels. This Act, being made applicable to ail kinds of
vessels, is not the legislation which is required, and I do
not think it should be passed. If it were passed, I am sure
it would remain a dead letter.

Mr. CEKARLTON. The necessity for shifting boards on
the inland waters does not exist. Ail sailling vessels on
the inland waters have centre-boards, and they are generally
vessels of light draft and wide beam. Even without a
centre-board, it would not be necessary to make this provi-
sion.

Mr. GILLIIO R. Does not the centre-board extend the
whole length of the keel.

M. CHARLTON. No. I would suggest to the Minister
to amend sub-section 2 of section 4 by adding after the
word "used" in the first line, "except on vessels having
centre-boards."

Mr. TUPPER. The hon. gentleman's argument is that
there is no danger of the cargo shifting when there is a
centre-board. I am otherwise informed by the nautical
officere of my department, but, if the hon. gentleman is
right no amendment is needed, because there is a provi-
sion for other proper precautions to be taken.

Mr. ÇHARLTON. That is very indefinite. It is a fect
that, in ail the vessels sailing under the American flag on
the lakes, this regulation in regard to shifting boards has
never been made. They carry grain in bulk, and, as far as
I know, no accident has ever occurred in consequence of
that. It is entirely unnecessary to make any requirement
that shifting boards should be used on inland waters. It
puts our vessels at a disadvantage in competing with the
American vessels for business.

Mr. WELSa. I object to one clause in this Bill. I have
been engaged in the shipping trade for the last forty years,
and I know that the original Act met with the approval of
the English Board of Trade. For the last fifteen years, [
think, we have been shipping our grain under the present
Act, and there have been no accidents reported, as far as I
know. Now, we are to bring our ships under the notice of
the port warden, and to put shifting boards in, and to go to
considerable expense, as the hon. member for Queen's
Prince Edward Island (Mr. Davies) has stated, and I quite
agree with his remarks ail through. I object to this pro-
vision unless the Minister can show that there has been a
lose ofships or a los of life or a loss of property through
the want of this provision, because this clause will entait
great cost on our coasting vessels. It wilI cost them $40
or $5J or $60 to carry a cargo of grain a distance of 50
miles. Yon might as well compel the boats on the canal
here to have shifting boards to carry a cargo acrose the
river. If the hon. gentleman makes a provision that every
ship clearing out of our ports to sea shall be seaworthy and
fit to carry its cargo, I have no objection, but this is a tax
imposed on the coasting trade, and is working for boodie
on the part of .the port wardens, and I for one will movo
that that clause shall be strnck out.

,Mr. TUPPZR. Is not the hou. gentleman aware that
vestels engaged in the ooasting trade do use theso shifting
boîrds ?
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Mr. WELSH. Notâone; I never knew of one.
Mr. TUPP$R. I arm informed to the oontrary by mon

who have had considerable experience.
Mr. WELSH. I think I have had more experience than

any man in this House. If the Minister of Marine can
name one instance where there has been a loss of life or
property, or damage done to cargoes, for the want of these
shifting boards, and all this unnecessary fornila in the
ooasting trade, then I will pay some attention to his wishos.
But ho has not shown that there was any call for it. Who
has cried ont for it? Whon any legislation is wanted thore
is a cry for it, it is ventilated in the prose. But here is a
thing that no one asked for, and you know the old proverb
says that what is not worth asking for is not worth having.
We have not asked for this, we don't want it, ani we won't
have it.

Mr. TUPPER. It is true the owners of vussels do not
press for reforms which compel them to take extra pre.
cautions, although a great many vessel owners, as I am
fully aware, already take these precautions. But as a rule,
they do not ask Parliament to pass laws to make it com.
pulsory under pain and penalties that they should do these
things. But an earnest request for this legislation bas
come from a large body of men who have considerable in-
terest in the matter, organised bodies of sailors, and parti-
calarly in the Marine Association of Ontario, have been
continnously pressing this question on the attention of the
Government and of the public. They hàve, in meeting after
meeting, called attention to our own marine reports, point-
ing ont disasters which were due to the owners of vessels
sending unseaworthy ships to sea, or sending ont ships in
an unseaworthy condition, and pointing out disasters that
have occurred from the absence of proper precautions, by
shifting-boards or otherwise, to prevent the cargoes from
shifting. Therefore, it cannot be said, that this legislation
has merely come from a desire of the officials to legislate,
or to copy British legislation. But as we are adopting
British legislation at the demand of these men whose lives
are involved, I think there is ample cause for the Bill.

Mr. WELSH. I do not object, if there is an application
from any organised body of seamen or ship owoers in the
Dominion for the lake service, but I arm not aware that
there is such an agitation for the river service. My hon.
friend will renem ber that Pictou Cnnty whichb h repre-
sents, is only about thirty miles from Prince Edward
Island, and he knows, or ho ought to know, that there are,
I suppose, 40 or 50 cargoes of grain ah ipped across from
Prince Edward Island to Pictou and New Glasgow in the
course of the summer. These schooners run over with
grain and they bring back coal. Now, it is only 30 or 40
or 50 miles from Prince Edward Island, and would it not be
a bard thing to put these vessel owners, whose freigbt only
amounts to 8-h, to an expense of 840 to put in boards to
prevent shifting, and then have to tear thern ail out when
they want to bring back a cargo ? I say it is a monstrous
injustice. I want the Minister to consider ho g the men of
Pictou look at it. If you want to put it in, put it in for the
lakes above Montreal, but if you apply it anywhore else, I
shal ask a vote on it.

Mr. SPROULE. Because the bon. gentleman bas had
an experience of 40 years in shipping, and because an
accident did not happen during his experience, ho thinkï
this provision is not neeied. The hon. member for Queen's
said something of a simitar nature; but the h>n. mimber
for Algrma (lir. Daws>n) cited no less than 4à cts-s.

Mr. WELSa. In inland waters; I am speaking of the
Maritime Provinces.

Mr. SPROULE. This provision applies to the coasting
trade, which is much like irland waters. Thrëe or four

different accidents occurred in the Georgian Bay and on
the upper lakes, every one of which bas been caused from
the shifting (f cargoes and impropor loading. One was a
schoonèr comitfrom Chicago with corn, ad it was the
belief, so far as information could ho gathered, that the lous
of that schooner was duo to the cargo shifting and upset.
ting it, The steamer &ímcoe was lost under somewbat
similar circumtances in Lake Huron; and if I remember
aright, the Jane Ward was lost in the same way. Now
these are instances that come under th3 notice of mon in
everyday life. The hon. member for Northumberland
(Mr. Mitchell) says he knows ail about shipping. Well, ho
may, because ha knows ail about everything, but other
people know about the value of human life as well as that
hon. gentleman, or others who are engaged in this trade.
There is an extensive trade being cultivated on the upper
lakes, and large loads of grain are being brought down
every week during naivigation from Port Arthur to
Owen Sound. A vessel wili carry from 10,000 to 20,000
bushels, and in addition will have a large number of
passeugers, and still that vessel may have no proper
provision for preventing the shifting of that grain, and
in this way human lite is endangered. The Miniter
of Marine is endeavoring to provide what exporience has
shown to be necessary in order to prevent the loss of
lite. The hon. gentleman who bas just spoken says they
have their port wardens in Prince Elward Island, but
we have none in Owen Sound or Collingwood, we have no
person whose duty it is to go on board a vessel and see that
she is in a proper condition so as not to endanger human
life. The bon. member for Halton (Ur. Waldie) spoke of
an experience in the upper lakes, I do not know whether
ho is au interested party or not. If ho has experience he
must have known that accidents have occurred from this
very cause which I have mentioned. Notwithstanding
what was said by my hon. friend as to the shiftinig of the
boards, I think that is no guarantee, it is a theory that in
practice has not been found to be correct, because if it had
been correct these accidents that have occurred in the
coasting trade in the inland waters, would not bave o0-
curred. This measure has been asked for year after year,
and in giving it the M nister is only complying with re-
quests that have been made from time to time to the various
Ministers of Mtrine who have preceded him.

Mr. WALDIE. If this was to remedy the dangers that
have been spoken of by the hon. member for North Grey
(Mr. Sproule), I would not oppose it; but It is simply to
put an expense upon the owner of the vessel and upon the
cargo of the vessel after it has arrived at the port of desti-
nation. if the examination took place before the vessel
left the port, there would be no objection to it.

Mr. TUPPER. Surely the hon. gentleman will not per-
sist in saying that there is to be any tax of that kind. No
officers would dare to impose a fee where noue is authorised
to be collected. I do not know why the hon. gentleman
eays that over and over again. I explained before that we
do not propose to ilipose a single sixpence in that way.
Some hon. members have urged that it would be a tax to
compel the owners to take precautiQps to prevent their
cargoes from shifting, but that woUld be an expense in
their own interest.

Mr. WELSH. Who looks after tþe shipping of the
ports ? Because, as far as my experieno. goes, I'have had
to pay a tax on every ship I have ever loaded with grain,
a tax of from 85 to $15, to the port warden for inspeocting
the ship and giving a certificate. I know the vessel
allowed to be cleared at the Customs without producing the
pot t warden's cortifieate for a foreigu port. I take it, and
I think I fully understand the question, that if this Act
goes into operation the port wàrden will be balled in. and I
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suppose he will want his usual fee as allowed by the Domi-
nion Act. Am I correct or not on this point ?

Mr. TUPPER. The hm. gentleman isSurrect to a cer-
tain extent. I am not speaking in regard to the Act relat-
ing to port wardens. I am quite aware that in certain
cases, where a port warden is required, he is allowed certain
focs; but the hon. gentleman pointed out that every col.
lector would come on board the ship and demand a fee for
inspection. I again repeat that the Act speaks for itself.
Collectors when they board ships cannot collect any fee'

Mr. KEN NY. The Minister bas informed the Commit-
tee that those interested in marine matters on the inland
waters bave asked for this Bill. There seems to b a
difference of opinion as regards the necessity of the measure
among hon, gentlemen who are very much botter informed
than I am in all matters connected with inland navigation ;
but, as regards the Atlantic coasting trade, the Minister bas
not told us that any requests have been made for this Bill
as regards those waters. I must say it will be a very heavy
tax if our small coasting vessels are obiged to either hne
their craft or put in shifting boards for cargoes of grain.
While I make that statement from my own knowledge of
the business, I am aware that cargoes of grain shipped from
Prince Edward Ibland in vessels of say 30, 50, 60, or 70 tons,
very frequently use shifting boards, and those cargoes are
often composed of different articles and the boards are used
to keep them separate. But even when the cargo is ex
clusively oats, vessels coming to the port of Halifax, at
least, sometimes use shifLing boards. I do not say that that
is inevitably the case, I say it is very frequently the case.
I agree with tbe hon. member for Queen's, Prince Edward
Island (Mr. Welsh) who stated that ho thought a very great
hardship would be imposed if small coasting vessels of 30
or 40 tons going to Pictou to load coal were obliged to put
in shifting boards to make that short voyage. But if I
understand the Bill aright, I do not think it proposes to
oblige such vessels to use shifting boards. I should like the
Minister to correct me if I am wrong. As I read the Bill
it says : "Shifting boards or other proper prccautions," to
prevent grain cargoes from shifting.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) If the hon. gentkman will read
the main section ho will find the other precautions, "ship-
ping grain in bags or in barrels."

Mr. KENNY. The bill says "or otherwise. " Who is to
decide that question ? I suo'pose it is to be left to the of1i-
cers of the Government to decide, in sorne places harbor
masters or port wardens and at other points Custom officers.
I really do not know if the Bill is necessary as regards the
inland waters, and upón that point I do not express any
opinion. I do not think it is necessary in our Atlantic
waters or for our coasting trade, but I do not think at the
same time, it would impose any very great tax on our coast-
ing trade. If it does, I think we should take all the precau-
tions we can to protect our coasters. We know that many of
the vessels in the fall make one voyage only, and it would
be too costly to fit them up with shifting boards for oee
voyage. Reference bas been made to the expense, $50, $60
or $70. That would not be a very large amount for a voyage
from New York to Liverpool, but it would be coasting, for
a vessel carrying only a small cargo of oats from Prince Ed-
ward Island to the mainland of New Brunswick or Nova
Scotia. The rate of freight as we all know is very low, and
I will ask the Minister to do all ho possibly can to protect
these coasting vessels from any unnecessary expense. 1
cannot remember in my experience an instance where a
small coasting vessel was lost owing to the cargo shifting.
We have had disasters on the Atlantic from cargoes shif t
ing, but I am not aware of a cargo of grain in a coastirg
vessel ever having shifted.

Mr. EDGAR I do not want to place my opinion against
the inion»of seafaring mon from the eastern Provinces,

Mi. WaLsU.

but among the workingmen who sail the vessels and are
employed on the vessels on the inland lakes there is a strong
feeling, there is an agitation in fact in favor of a greater
extent of protection for their lives, and so far as the Bill
has relation to inland waters I will give it my hearty sup-
port. It does not, however, go far enough in that direction
in some particulars. I do not see why a provision as to deck
loads should not be made applicable to the inland waters.
As I read the law at present and the amending Act, there
is no provision preventing vessels on the inland waters from
placing loads on the deck to any extent whatever. I should
be very glad if the Minister of Marine could see his way to
providing a load line for vessels on the inland waters. As
British ships have this load line to-day, I do not see why
Canadian shipowners should be allowed to drown their mon
with any greater freedom than is allowed in England. With
respect to the objection to shifting boards on the ground of
expense, gentlemen who have spoken in regard to the At-
lantic coasting trade may have some good reason for object-
ing to it, but, as regards tho inland waters, the lack of these
is a fruitful source of loss of life, and I hope the Minister of
Marine will adhere to this provision in regard to the inland
waters.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). No doubt from the remarks
offered these provisions are required for the inland waters,
but the general opinion of hon. members from the Maritime
Provinces acquainted with the coasting trade is that it is
unnecessary as regards that trade and would involve a large
expense. In the opiuion of the hon. momber for Queen's
N.B., the hon. member for Halifax ar.d the hon. mem ber for
Prince Edward Island (Mr. Welsh), all of whom bave had
experience in shipping matters, this would be a very harsh
provision in regard to small vessels running between Prince
Edward Island, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, carrying
cai goes of oats from the island to those points. The provi-
sions respecting the inland waters and those relating to the
Atlantic coasting trade should constitute separate Bills.
That respecting the inland waters would meet with general
satisfaction. That relating to our coasting trade would be
an interference with it, and it is not necessary.

Mr. MULOJK. I quite agree with the remarks of the
Minister of Marine who, when asked if any petitions had
been presented by shipý-builders in favor of tht Bill, replied
that petitions had been received in favor of the Bill from
those who navigated the vessels. Speaking only from pub-
lic opinion in the inland portions of the Dominion, I en.
tirely sympathise with the objecet aimed at by the Bill. I
do not know whether the provisions are adequate to meet
the case in point, and I do not intend to offer an opinion
upon that question; but it is safe to say that the absence of
the protection proposed has been the cause of the loss of
many valuable lives o, the inland waters. We are develop-
ing an immense inland fleet for the carrying of cargoes on
our great inland soas, cargoes of shifting freight, such as
wheat and grain. We are building up an enormous inland
port of s.ipment for grain at the terminus of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, we also have a vast number of Canadian
vessels carrying wheat from Duluth, Chicago and other
American ports, and there is scarcely a limit to the exLent
to which that trade cau be developed. It must be in the
memory of many hon. gentlemen hore, and I am sure that
my hon. friend from Algoma (Mr. Dawson) will remember,
the loss of great vessels owing entirely to the shifting of
cargoes. I think, speaking from memory, the propeller
Asia foundered in the Georgian Bay from that cause
alone. It is impossible for those huge propelers
carrying twenty or thirty thousand bushels of grain,
in a heavy sea such as there sometimes is in the
inland waters, to "wear " without being cast over
on their beam ends, and in such a case, if the cargo shifts
the vessel cannot right, and down she goes. It has beein
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proved that in coasequence of the enforcement of the
British law, the risks from shifting cargoes have been re-
duced almost to nothing, and if they have had that expe-
rience on the salt water, why should we not have the same
experience on our inland seas. For my part, whether any
ore has petitioned for this measure or not, we have the
experience of the good done by a similar law in England,
and if anything can be done in the same direction for
the benefit of our people, it is the duty of the Minister,
the duty of the Government, and the dnty of this House,
to do what can be done. It may be, and I dare say
it is the case, that there should be a discrimination between
what would be a proper regulation for vessels of large ton-
nage, whether propelled by steam or wind, and the case of
the small schooners plying along our coast. There may
be different rules to be applied, but the object aimed at by
this Bill will, I think, have the sympathy of the public, and
will be to the benefit of the owners and the navigators of
the inland shipping.

Mr. FREEMAN. There certainly should be different
rules, as has been stated, applied to ships on the seaboard
and ships on the inland waters. On the southern coast of
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island
we have long ago learned the art of loading ships, but it
appears that in the inland waters the present generation
are just learning that science, and it would be greatly to
be regretted if, because we understand that work, that our
knowledge should in any way interfere with the pro-
posai to ensure greater safety for life and security for
cargoes. I do not see that We could be at all injured by
tbi B:ll. I would object to it very strongly if our coasting
vessels were required by this Bill to put in any kind of
shifting board, but there is nothing in the Act which I
think would interfere with our present mode of loading
ships on the seaboard. I venture to say that there is not
a cargo of oats which comes from Prince Edward Island-
and this kind of grain is mostly carried coastwise in Nova
Seotia-that is not in some way or to some extent secured
by shifting boards, and the coasters put in such shifting
boards as they deem necessary for the safety of their cargo.
I think, as I said before, that there is nothing in this Bill
which will interfere with their carrying on their work as
they have hitherto donc. I bave some forty or fifty years
experience with veEsels, and I do not know of a case in
which a coasting vessel bas been lost, or in which she has
suffered damage by reason of the want of ahifting boards.
As las been well observed by the member for Halifax (Mr,
Kenny) this has occurred very frequently iu ships crossing
the Atlantie, but not in our coasting vessels.

Mr. MULOCK. They are vessels of larger tonnage.
Mr. FREEM AN. They are larger no doubt and sufficient

care is not taken in stowing cargoes on the larger ships,
but in the smaller ships w. have no such accidents. Il
after a close examination there should be found anything in
this Bill which would interfere with our coasting vessels it
should be eliminated. As las been observed the profit of
the little vessels of the Maritime Provinces for carrying
oats is exceedingly small. They can scarcely sustain them-
selves on the freight they are getting now for carrying
these cargoes and if any additional tax was imposed it
would become very embarrassing indeed. It would also be
a great annoyance to those vessels if offlcers could go aboard
and indicate any kind of shifting board or the extent to
which those shifting boards should be used. They might
require stationary shifting boards, or indeed an officer in-
clined to be trou blesome might put these vessels to a great
deal of expense which would certainly be very much to be
deplored. I think tue hon. member for Queen's, P. E I.
(Mr. Welsh) who is better acquainted with this matter than
1 am, although I claim to have some acquaintance with
shipping and the carrying of cargoes, if he seo anything in
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bthis Bill that would interfere with our coasting trade and
would point it out, I feel assured that the Minister would
be very willing to correct the Bill in that regard. I
am sure the hon. gentleman will not oppose any reforrm
hat the fresh-water sailors require. I think it would be

very wrong indeed if he would interfere with the law being
as stringent as possible to prevent them destroying life and
destroying their cargoes. I am sure we have no desire to
do anything of the kind, but let different rules be provided
for the different interests. Don't allow us in the Maritime
Provinces to b. hampered because the men in the inland
waters do not know how to take eare of their cargoes. It
is natural for us down there to know how to stow ships, and
it is natural for us to protect our own men. It is as natural
for us to protect our men who go on the sait water as it is
to protect our families in the house. We look as much
after the one as we do after the other. It is not only our
interest but it is part of our conscience to do so, and we do
not need to be forced to do it. But with regard to those gen.
tlemen on the inland waters, give them laws, make them
look after their ships, and sailors, and property, and com-
pel them to do it if they will not do it of their own free
will, as we do in the Maritime Provinces. I trust that
there is nothing in this Bill to interfere with our coasting
vessels, and if there is I should oppose the Bill. I do not
see that the Bill interferes with us, and I will offer no oppo.
sition to it.

Mr. TUPPER. I have a proposition to make with refer.
once to the suggestion at the earlier part of this discussion
of the hon. momber for Queen's (Mr. Davies). There seems
to be a strong desire to strike the word "oats " out of the
definition so that Act would not apply to those cargoes. I
am informed by gentlemen acquainted with the shipping
trade on the inland waters, who are most anxious that this
Bill should pass, that it affects then so slightly that they
would be willing to accept that compromise, the word "oats"
being struck ont; and if that meeta the sense of the House,
we might adopt that course.

On section 3,
Mr. TUPPER. The only alteration this section makes

in the law is in defining unseaworthiness.
Mr. WELDON (St. John). You make an agent reapon-

sible.
Mr. TUPPER. That is the English provision, and I felt

delicate in changing it.
Mr. WELDON (St. John). When a ship comes into St.

John, the agent never sees the vessel, but sends it to sea as
soon as the captain says it is ready. Under this provision
the agent would be obliged to go down and examine the
vessel, and the result would be that he would charge a
double commission.

Mr. T UPPER. That is the present law of course, and it
seems to be right. If the agent sends a ship to sea without
taking any stop to ascertain whether it is seaworthy or not
he should be punished as well as others.

Mr. WELSH. I think myself that the agent knows very
little about a ship. They do not know whether it is in good
order or bad order, and, therefore, I think it would be im-
proper to hold them responsible. Make the owners and the
masters liable. I think the Minister should add a clause
to this Bill to provide that some person should be appointed
to look after the ships. In England there is, in every ship.
ping port, a board of trade whose duty it is to look after
overy ship that comes in and goes out of theport, and to
see that it is seaworthy. In this Bill I see a clause which I
do not like. If a vessel is to be fitted up to take a cargo the
port warden should have instructions to see that she is in
proper order before she takes thec argo on board,
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Mr. TUFPER. I would suggest that the hon, gentleman

should wait until we get through the Bill and then present
that as a substantive clause.

Mr. WELSH. Very weklH but you see the position you
are putting a sbip owner, and master in. He takes his
cargo:from .ote port audhe arrives, at another, where he is
subject to another offier comingoný board who says to him:
"Give me-Sà or 810, or I will report you."

Mr. O'BRIEN. There were a number of petitiens pre-
sented to this House by the Knights of Labor from ail parts
of the country, in the early part of the Sbssion, everyone
of which contained a special request to Parliament on the
subjeot of the safety' of sailors on-,the inland waters, and
special stress was laid onthe load line and some other par.
tiounars. It shows how much iiterest is felt in the subject
when this important body should have taken the matter up-
as they did. I thi'nk the trouble on the iniand waters is
not so much from bad loading as from the class of vessels
empoyed, ami I think the M1 tine Department will have to
go arther than this Bill goes before they will satisfy the
public, as to the condition of the inland marine. It is from
the build of the vessels much more than from the
stewage of the cargo that the great disasters have occurred.
That bas ariten from the class of vessels which have been
employed in navigating the canais and are built etpressly
for that purpose. We know those vessels are unfit for
navigating the large lakes, and some day or other, and the
sooner the better, the Marine Department will have to con-
sider very earefally whether soinething cannot be done to
have a much more closer inspection of the hulle upon the
inland waters and adopt ome iule for the certifying of
vessels for the different branches of trade in which they are
engaged. It is evident to anyone who knows anything
about navigation «that the class of vessels built to pass
through the locks in canais never can be made suitable for
navigating our great lakes.

Mr. WILSON (lgin). I think the attention of the hon.
the Minister was drawn to the Plimeok Bill defiaiag what a
vessel should contain.

Mr. TUPPER. May. I.ask the hon, gentleman to reserve
tha'testion-for discussion after theste clauses are passed,
bedause that is a portion of the Bill which was eliminated
altogether.

Mr. EDGAR. Those lines are not.

Mr. TUPPER. I will explain the reason whyit is im-
possible for us to do what the hon, gentleman requires,
unless we are able to guarantee to the shipowners that
wheu a ship is retained improperly they will be refunded
al! the damages ineurred in consequence of the detention.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). This clause is loosely drawn-
It may be in accordance with the English A, but you
leave undefined the expressions "overloading or unloaiing
or unseaworthiness "-and those expressions convey very
litile aefiniteoidea as to the condition of the vessel. I fully
agree that if we are to have that protection which is neces-
sary on the inland lakes, we onght to have the clause made
uiciently compuilory. I sympathiie with those who have

been advoeating the intet ests of ship:owNers and captainà,
butthere are -others who are equally interested. The Min-
ister ought to explainwhat he means by "Ôverloading or
underioading or unseaworthy." Every class of the com-
munity is allected by this Bili. Our sailors are important
to us, and they are as deeply interested as the owner or
captain, and I hope the hou, gentleman will see that this
clanse is drawn se that it may be eléarly underatood.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) T'he object of the bon, gentleman
no d1utbt we ail approve, andt ie discussion is limited to
the question whthier or not th labguage of 'the section je

lir. W CLOB.

too vague. If a vessel goes to sea in an.unseaworthy con-
dition, the owner, master, or agent is liable to be prosecuted
for a misdemeanor, but who is to determine whether her,
bondition was unseaworthy or not ? The magistrate before
whom the owner may be prosecuted may be a man who
knows nothrmg at ail of the subject

Mr. TUPPHR. This is not punishable by summary con-
viction.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The hon. gentleman has already
àdopted a line of logislation which attains to a large extent
th. end ho bas in view, but by different machinery. The
Port Warden's Act proVides, in the 14th section, that
vessels going. to sea muet proviously be inspected by the
port warden, who shall report as to whether she is in a fit
stàte to proceed to sea or not.

Mr. TUPPER. That only applies to some ports.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.L) But If the hon. gentleman would

extend the operation of this law to vessels not included in
it, it seems -ta me he would meet the end ho ha@ in view-of
preventing any ship going to seain an unseaworthy condi-
tion. The port warden would examine her, and if she were
in a fit conditéon to leave be would give his certificate to
that effect. If not, she would be compelled to remain in
port. The enlargement of the existing law would therefore
meet the hon. gentleman's view botter perhaps than the
transcript of:the Plimsoil Act. The Plimsoll Act in Eng-
land is worked along with the machinery of the Board of
Trade; but under.this Bill, although you provide that a
man who sends a ship tô sea is' an unworthy condition is
punishable as for a misdemeanor, yon provide no machinery
to prevent his sending her to sea in that state. You may
prosecute him afterwards, but there would be difficulty in
proving that the vessel was in an unseaworthy condition
when she left port.

Mr. TUPPER. There is no necessity to touch that Act
at present, the only object of the section to which I am al-
liding being to remove the vagueness that the hon. gentle-
man from lgin (Mr. Wilson) bas pointed out, and to meet
difficulties that have arisen in prosecutions under that sec-
tion. All I am doing ie extending the word "unseaworthy"
so as to include what I have said here je taken from the
English Act in this regard:

" If it is uneeaworthy so that the life of any person is likely to be en-
dngered thereby or by reason of overloading.or underloading or im-
proper loading or by reason of being insufficiently manned or from any
other esuse, il gtuilty of a inislemeanor."

That i the only objoct of this section. It does not change
the officers or appoint new ones or give the officers further
ppwers, but removes the vagueness which exists as to when
an infraetion of the law occurA. With reference to the re-
marks of the hon. member for South Elgin (Mr.: Wilson) it
ià impossible to state the:exact circumstanoes when a ship
ii insufficiently maaned or unseaworthy, because that will
depend altegether on 'thecircumstances in each case:, That
kind of caseis left, as every ether case is, to the criminal
procedure, and evidence muet b. adduced that tho crew js
iàsufficient. That will have te be shown in the ordinary
way by mon competent to testify, but we couild not lay
down a bard sïad fast line in that respect for every ship.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I agree with the Minister of
Marine, that it is very difficult to lay down a general tule,
antd I observe that thié section provides that no prosecu-
tion shall take place without the consent of the Minister of
Marine, aid that is to a certain extent a protection. In re-
gard to the agent, section 6 of the old Act saye that the
agent muet have taken ail reasonable means to see that the
shiip was seaworthy, and was ignorant of the unseaworthi.
hess.

)Lr. TUPPER. That is in-tis Ad ta diferent language,
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Mr. 'WEL DON (St. John). "The business of the agents
is not to ensure the seaworthiness of the vessel, but .to look
after her equipment and her cargo. The master of the
vessèl is the person to look after the seaworthiness. Pro-
bably the agent has never seen the vossel.

Mr. TUPPRR. Perhaps the hon. .gentleman would pre-
fer these words:
• "Every person who sends or attempt .to send or is a party to send.
Ing or attempting to sending."
The hon, gentleman says that the agent does not send the
yessel te sea, and then ho could fnot be punishod.

Mr. W-JLDON (St. John). I think the language of the
old Act was botter.

Mr. DAVIES (PIE.I.) I think the language is all right
as it is.

Mr. WEL DON (St. John). The word "person" would
include the agent, and practically the agent sends the ship
te sea. If my hon. friend from Yarmouth (Mr. Lovitt)
sends a ship to sea, he would depend upon the master to
see that the ship is seaworthy. The master would apply
to the agent to ship bis crew if ho wanted any, but the
agent bas nothing to do with the seaworthiness cf the ves-
sel. I think the language of the old Act should be adopted
in reference to the agent.

Mr. TUPPER. I think that is the loop hole through
which every person bas crawled in the past, and which I
want to get rid of in this Act. Whother a ship or an old
hulk is seut to sea, they plead ignorance and get scot-free.
Under this language, no one could ho punished who was
not actively concerned is sending the ship to sea.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). It is the agent who sonde
the ship to sea.

Mr. KENNY. If the agent is guilty of gross careless-
nees, ho should be punished.

Mr. WELDON (St John). If the agent is to be held
responEible, my hon. friend from Yarmouth, for examiple,
w1il have te pay a large commission, because an agent will
net look after the seaworthiness of a ship for 2½ por cent.
commission. If, in regard to ary of the large sbps at the
port of St. John, the agent said to the master that he
wanted to have the ship surveyed by the port warden, pro-
babiy at a cost of $.0 or $30, he wouLd [ose his commission.

Mr. TUPPER. The agent will net incur a penalty if h
has nothing to do, with sending the ship to sea. The ceass
of agenws we want to reach and to punish is the agent who
sends a ship to sea in ian :anseaworthy condition without
being able te prove that ho used reasonable means te send
ker in a seaworthy condition. That man onght te be
punisbed. ifit is wrong for the owner to do that, it is
equaly wrong £or the agent te do it with the co-operation
of the owner, and, this imposes upon the agent the duty of
seeing that what is imposed upen him by the owner should
not be anything which the owner would not dare te -do.

Mr. LOVTT. I have nothing to say about the wording
of this Act, which the legal gentlemen ean atend te; but
the ageut pays the billsuand loads the ship and sends her to
sea. If any agent came te me and said a ship was net sea-
worthy, I should tell him to mind hisown business. I am
not objecting to this Act, and I think all this talk about it
has been al wrong. No agent interferes with any vessel
of mine, there is a Lloyd surveyor who looks atter it.
Whether the agent seonde her to sa or any body else, I am
net prepared to say.

Mr. EDG AR. Would it ot siniplify matters very much
te follow the words-of the Englisb Act of.1876, and leave it
"every person whe sends or'attempts te send "?

Mr. TUPPER. I do not object to that.

On sub.section 1, section 7,
Mr'. TLUPPER. This section concorning dook loads I am

aot particularly anxious about.
r. EDG&R, I do not object to this clause, but I would

like to know why the provisions of the general Act as to
dock loads are not applioble to ships in the inland waters ;
bccause it seems to me that overloading on docks is one of
the most dangerous things in connection with lake naviga-
tion.

Mr. TUPPER. This was to meet the British legislation
which only concerned the Atlantic at certain seasons of the
year. As the hon. gentleman will see, botween the months
of October and Mareh our ships cannot enter their ports
unless complying with the law as it stands in the Act re-
ferred to. This is a aimilar provision, and the reason we
do not extend it to inland waters is because, the gales do not
prevail at the same time on the lak s and in the Atlantic.

Mr. EDGAR. There are storms at certain seasons on
the inland waters, and thora is overloading on the docks.
i want to know wby there is not a provision for the inland
waters ?

Mr. TUPPER. In my limited experience there has been
no representation calling attention to that matter from
either B>ards of'Trade or from the Knights of Labor, or
the Trades Congresses who are concerned in the lives of
the sailors. They have drawn attention to other provisions,
but so far as my recollection goes they have not urged any
legislation regarding deck loads on the inland waters, or if
se, their arguments have escaped my attention. But there
is a great deal iii what theb hon, gentleman says, and it wll
require a careful report from experts and those familiar
with navigation, if the logislation ie to take place.

Mr. MoNEILL. I can assure the Minister that the
question of dock loads ie one of great importance indeed. I
may say that opposite the windows of my own house, a
vessel was lost with 30 sailors, eimply by reason of dock
loads.

Mr, MoKAY. There is just as much need of legislation
regarding deck loads as there i for anything else. There
is quite a feeling on this point existing among marinera
who navigate vessels on the irland waters, and who think
that their lives should be protected just as .mach from over
loading on deck as from improper loading uinholde. I think
the Minister would do a good act if ho would insert that
provision.

Mr. DA.WSON. I have a statement from the Chairman
of the Knights of, Labor, complaining of dock, loads and
saying that freight is sometimes.piled 12 feet high on decks
in inland waters, which rendors it extremdy dangerous to
the cmen on board.

Mr. TUPPER. I think, I also, received a docuamnt
from the Welland organisation calling attention to ,t e
sabjeet of dock loads, but there ls no suggestion in it as 4,o
what would be the proper months. 'In reply to the hon.
member for Queen's (Ur. Welsh) I might state that thie
clause i entirelydue to a report' from the Collector of
Customs, St. John, NB., wherein ho states,that while ho is
unable te give the names of .vessels ho eau, say they have
evaded the prosent law, whieh Bimply sys "froin any port
in Canada to any port in Europs," by clearingfor'ri.
Of course, they cannot go inte a- British port, but. they go
to ports in France or Spain and in that way evade thie
present ACt.

Mr. EDGAR. Sinceh inister tated ho had mnot-re-
ceived information as to details, I have turwedtup some in-
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formation I received from the same resource to which ho
referred. That organisation states that in their opinion
all vessels should be prohibited from carrying dock loads
higher than the rail top after the 1st September of each
year. So they have considered the matter, and representa-
tions have been made to members of the House, and they
say that piling dock loads of lumber or timber 12 or 15
feet high should be stopped. I should hope so. I suppose
at this period of the Session it is not possible for sufficient
consideration to be given to this matter so as to frame a
provision with respect to dock loads, entirely suitable for
the inland waters, but I should like an assurance from the
Minister that ho will have the matter considered and see
what can be done at the earliest possible moment another
Session.

Mr. TUPPER. i certainly will do so. While that
organisation may have mentioned the months, which I had
forgotten, I could not ask Parliament to act on that state-
ment. I would, of course, have to receive the results of
enquiries made by the proper officers before I could represent
to Parliament that certain months would be the proper
months.

Mr. ELLIS. I desire simply to point out that this regu-
lation respecting dock loads interfores with a very important
trade. I think the regulations with respect to dock loads
on ocean vessels are entirely too rigid.

Mr. TUPPER. It is the law of the land.

Mr. WELDON. Two years ago the rates of insurance
were 1 per oent. and 3 per cent. on dock loads. To-day the
underwriters take both at the same rate.

Mr. LOVITT. Does not the hon. gentleman want to
amend section 8 of the old Act?

Mr. TUPPER. The point is well taken. That is the
clause relating to penalties, and it will have to be added.

Mr. BAIRD. I offer my strongest objection to the words
"South America " being inserted after "West Indies." It
will strike a dangerous blow to the carrying trade of New
Brunswick. It must be borne in mind that the vessel best
adapted for the carrying trade of South America is a broad
beamed vessel of shallow draft, and one which can carry
almost its entire cargo upon the dock, and if it is deprived
of the privilege of carrying a dock load, that Act will drive
the trade to American ports. We hope to build up a large
carrying trade in lumber to South Amorica, and the de-
velopments in that country go to show that it will become
a large consumer of our lumber; and if development and
consumption go on at the present ratio, I am advised that
South America in the next twenty years will require the
forests of North America to carry on her buildin~g opera-
tions. About a hundred million feet of lumber the pro-
duct of Canada is transported in bond by rail to ports in
the United States, chiefly Boston and Portland, and from
there shipped to South America. We hope to divert that
trade, and to build up for ourselves a large export trade with
South America. This is a trade that has sprung up
within the last few years, and, indeed, principally within
the last two years, and we expect to do a large portion
of this trade from St. John. The vessel best adapted is the
broad beam coastwiae schooner of perhaps 300 tons, which
has a greater beam than a thousand ton foreign going
vessel, but while she has a broad beam she has a draft
of only 8 or 9 feet. She is able to carry the bulk of her
load on dock, and is not restricted in this matter in ports in
the United States, for in Portland and Boston she can carry
her dock load without any restriction. Such a vessel of
300 tons could carry 400,000 feet of lumber. The restric-
tion as to dock load would reduce that capacity about 20
per cent. At present a vessel sailing for Rosario would

~r. EDOAa.

receive for freight, with a dock loAd, $8,000, which if re-
duced by 20 per cent would be brought down to $6,400.
That would be the difference between loading at Portland
or St. John. It is unreasonable to expect that the trade
will thrive and prosper and develop as it has promised to
do during the last two years, and particularly during the
last few months, under such restrictions; but if we expect
to do that trade we must be able to compote successfully
with the people in the United States. If vessels cannot
load as favorably at St. John as at Porland or Calais, they
will go to the American ports. While I cannot appeal to
the experience of the Minister, I appeal to his intelligence,
and I ask him to give consideration to the question from
this standpoint, If my statement cannot be contradicted, I
hold that my request is a reasonable one, and the words
'South A merica " should be left out of this Act.

Mr. TUPPER. I do not think the request is made at a
reasonable time because the hon. gentleman's argument is
contrary to the object and intention of the Act that has
been on the Statute-book for some time, and had not been
challenged until ho now challenges it. His argument is
against the provisions of section 7 and against the experi-
ence of those who are accustomed to this trade and who say
that for a certain voyage at a certain time of the year it is
dangerous in the extreme to sail ships with thoso deck loade.
I do not think it is a fair time to make this suggestion
when an amendment of this kind is proposed which does
not change the present law but rendors it more perfect. It
is not the proper time to propose a radical change such as
ho proposes which is contrary to the bpirit of bâth the
Imperial Act and our Act in regard to these deck loads.
As to the lower rate, and so on, for these voyages it is
doubtless caused to a great extent by this legislation which
prevents the ships sailing in these waters at dangerous
times of the year with their cargoes stowed in a certain
manner. I thank the hon. member for Yarmouth (Mr.
Lovitt) for his very important suggestion and I find we can
adopt it by inserting in section 4 after sub-section 1 and
section 7 the words "and section 8 of the said Act."

Mr. KENNY. As regards the remarks made by my hon.
friend from Queen's, N.B. (Mr. Baird), it is important for
us to consider that to-day in the United States these
vessels, to which my hon. friend refers, can take any dock
load that the master of the vessel thinks it is safe for him
to carry, and that when we try to bring this trade to our
own ports we are met with this legislation. It is evident
that the model of vessels to which my hon. friend refers
is very different from those which we have been building
in the Province of Nova Scotlia. I judge from the remarks
ho has made that they are specially built in New Bruns-
wick to compote with the American vessels of the same
model, and if in our own ports the owners of these vessels
are more restricted in loading than they are in the United
States, thon of necessity those vessels will go to the United
States ports and seek business there. I consider that the
suggestion of my hon. friend (Mr. Baird) is well worthy of
consideration. It is very well for us to follow the English
legislation, but we must remember that that English legisla-
tion was adopted long before vessels were specially built for
this trade, which from what I have heard this evening ap-
pears to be a comparatively modern business. I think we
should endeavor as far as possible to meet the suggestion of
my .hon. friend from Queen's, N.B.

Kr. TUPPER. Snrely the hon. gentleman does not sup-
pose that a radical change such as that which ho proposes
should be adopted without the slightest enquiry or any
notice having been given, which would enable proper and
due enquiry to be made ?

Mr. ELLIS. Are you not extending your law to include
ports whieh wore not before included; yon are therefore
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limiting the operations of our vessels and yon are curtail-
ing, to a certain extent, trade which they are now able to
carry on, at various periode of the year.

Mr. TUPPR. If the bon. gentleman means that we
should drop this sub-section 2 of course the argument is in
order, but the hon. gentleman's argument is just as etrong
and ho urges it with as great earnestuess against the word
f West Indies" in the present Act. If a veosel is not
allowed to go to the West Indies but as ho claims, is allowed
to go to South America, it seems an extraordinary argu-
ment that while ho approves of a certain cargo at a certain
time of the year being carried to South America ho argues
against vessels being allowed to go to the West Indies.
That argument is something very hard for one not in the
coasting trade to understand.

Mr. McKAY. It seems to me there is something
peculiar about this. The Dominion Government have had
an agent in South America trying to build up a trade
between the Dominion and that country, and now we are
by this legislation trying to restrict that trade. I think
that there is a good deal in what the member for Queen's
(Mr, Baird) says in reference to this special trade in lum-
ber between the port of St. John and South America, and
it would be well worthy of consideration by the Minister.

Mr. TUPPER. We do not propose to restrict the trade
at ail. The hon. gentleman will see that it is deemed by
nantical experte unsafe to take a cargo loaded in a certain
way-the manner of the loading is specified in section 5 of
the Act. The hon. gentleman does not suppose that for
the purpose of making a trade with South America that we
should repeal ail these laws that have been framed with a
view of preserving the safety of the ships and the cargo
and the lives of the crew, and change it ail because there
is an opportunity to send more ships and more luinber to
South America.

Mr. BAIRD. It is my impression that South America is
not now restricted and as the hon. Minister put it, at certain
seasons in the year these restrictions come into force. That
season of the year is the very season when the whole busi-
ness of South America is done and to adopt this provision,
as I said before, will be simply to change our vessels from
the port of St. John, N.B., to the ports of Portland and
Boston. You can do that most successfully under the pro-
visions of this AcL if Lhey are adopted. I say that a vessel
will not load at the port of St. John, N.B., if 20 per cent. of
her carrying capacity is taken away from her. You may
talk about the safety of those vessels and you may say that
the e .laws apply in Great Britain, butyou will find that our
ships engaged in this trade are of different construction.
Their vessels are narrow and deep and the law that would
apply to them would not apply bore at ail. When you go
to the ports in South America you will find that every river
is guarded by a sand bar which is thrown up by the action
of the ocean and you have to have shallow vessel to get over
that. You will find that in the United States six millions
of the tonnage coastwise is of vessels that have been
specially built for this particular trade and you will
find that the shallow vessel is worth three times what
the deep water vessel is worth. l the United States,
with their exporience-having built up that great trade
while they let their ocean carrying trade go altogether-
they have guarded with jealous care their coastwise business
and they have built it up to be the greatest home trade that
can be found in the world, three times greater than the
home carrying trade of the United Kingdom, and Canada
comes and places herself under a set of laws which prevent
ber competing in that trade. It is more profitable than
any deep-water trade. The coaster spends her money among
our own people; the foreign trade vessel spends it abroad,
and she may not return for twQ or three years. There is a

vait difference between the two classes of vesse in their
profitableness to the country to which they belong; and if
we expect to be able to do the carrying trade alongside of
such neighbors as those we have to-day, if we expect to
carry the 100,000,000 feet of lumber that goes out of Canada
in bond to the United States and is shippod from American
ports, if we expect that the Short Lino Railway is going
to amount to anything, we have to carry on as good
terme, or oven on more favorable terms, than it is oarried
from Portland and Biston. Not one vessel owner in
Canada will h found willing to load hie vossel at St. John
when ho eau go to Portland and be able to carry 20 per
cent. more cargo, and do it with comparative safety. The
idea of losing a vesel from these dock loads is all a matter
of moonshine. Everyone who knows vessels knows that
they are not lost from such causes. If Mr. Plimsoll could
see an American built vessel ho would conde mn ber at once,
because ho would say she had too mall a draft of water;
but we find that these vessels outrival us in age and in every
way; we find that after they are twenty years old they are
etili doing their work well. Nothing bas been said to show
that the trade is not safely done, and it is growing to a won-
derful extent; and unless we are prepare to do it on as
favorable terme as our neighbors we shall have to leave it
alone altogether.

Mr. TUPPER. I have to remind the Committee, as
from the remarks of the hon, gentleman they would not
imagine, that under the Bill and the amendments, ships are
allowed during this particular period to go even to the
West Indies and South America with their cargoes of lum.
ber. But all that is said is that when sailing after the 15th
of November or before the 16th of March in any year, a
ship, if an open decked vessel, shall not permit any cargo
to be above the dock rail more than six inches or above the
deck more than four feet six inches. If that is a good and
proper law, whioh Parliament in its wisdom has seen fit to
place on the Statute-book, the provision I mention -s equally
necessary and properi

Mr. ELLIS. But it is not wise.

Mr. TUPPER. I said I was not particularly in love with
this section. It was suggotod that it was necessary to
make the Act on our Statute-book proper and sufficient,
and if the navigation to the West Indies at that time of year
is sncb as to require certain loading of lnmber, surely the
vessel should not be permitted to sail during the same
season to South American ports. But I will not press that
if the Committee does not favor it.

Mr. FREEMAN. I think the difference lies' bore, that
the vessels for South American porte are of a different
build altogether from other vessels; they are constructed to
carry a cargo on dock, while others are deep in the holo,
and cannot carry a cargo on dock. In former days Ameri-
can vessels carried more than half their cargo on dock, and
there are American vessels still doing that, and they are
insured as cheaply by the insurance companies as deep
vessels are, and perform their voyages quite as sucessfully.
In the United States se well as in our own country ships
are now being built to suit particular trades; freights have
become so low that that muet b> done; and vessels which
have to go up the sballow rivers in South America require
to be built with very little draft of water. If you send a
a cargo there in a deep vessel, it has to h carried up the
rivers in steamers or in flat-bottomed vessels. The whole
matter lies in the fact that vessele are built specially for
carrying dock loads, and othere for carrying cargoes under
the dock, and one class is as safe as the other.

Mr. RIOPEL These lst remarks go to show that for
the purpose of protecting trade it would be neeesary to do
away with the latter part of the clause. I do not see that
we could remove that part of the elguse and do justice tg
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the ether portions of the trade. As several hon. gentlemen
appear inclined to remove a portion of the clause for the
sake of a particular class of trade, I would suggest that the
whole clause be struck out.

Mr. LOVITT. We have all been arguing about the deck
load system. HRon. gentlemen say that the dock load does
not amount to anything, but it does for the underwriter. I
do not think.the unr4writers have improved the English
law; whether it is for us to frame a-law like that, it is for
us to decide.

On section 6,
Mr. JONES (Halifax). This section gives Custome

house offieers, who, under ordinary circumstances, can
have very imperfect knowledge of the condition of a ship,
too much power and authority. I would suggest that the
hon. gentleman should insert a clause to enable the ship
owner, in the event of his being dissatisfied with tho deci-
sion of the Oustoms house offloor, to have the right of
appeal to the port warden orsome other authority.

Mr. TUPPER. The Customs house officer has no author
ity at all except to go on board, inspect the ship, and
make his report. The Minister has no power to take
action except in the ordinary way, so that no injustice can
be done to anyone. The evidence of the Custom house
oflcer will be given in court and the owner of the ship will
have every opportunity to bring up other evidence in re
buttal, when the court will be called on to decide .between
the two.

<Mr. EDGAR. Before the Committee rises, I would like
to hear from the hon. Minister of Marine whether lie is not
going to insert a provision analogous to the English pro-
vision with regard to load lines. In England those pro-
visions have been retained after a severe struggle, and are
found very usefûl. All British ships require them, and I
would like to-know what good roason the Minister can give
why in our inland waters vessels should not be reIuired to
have load lines.

Mr. TUPPER. I am very glad the hon. gentleman as
brouight up this point. I am glad indeed to have been
able to go as far as this Bill provides in the right direction,
in the interest of a large number of mariners. But the
question the hon. gentleman mises is one that bas been
carofaly considered by my predecessor and myself. Last
year provisions similar to ibis which he has suggested were
inserted.

Mr. EDGAR. The Minister is wrong in that.

Mr. TUPPER. I am speaking of the load line. We
may differ as to the way that is treated, but the provisions
of the old Bill were framed with a view to establish a load
lino. The difficulty is this: It is not, possibly, an insur-
mountable diffilulty, but it is a very great difficulty, as we
have not the same protection in Canada for the capital in-
vested as they have in England. In Elngland they have
experienced and trained officers at every port, and they go
to each ship, and settle the load lino, and say whero itbis to
be, and their word is law for the time being. They can
stop or detain a ship, no matter how valuable the cargo may
be, if the rule in regard to the load lino is not complied
with. If they do that improperly, there is a redress in
England, and the Board of Trade is responsible and indem-
nifies the ownerp, and very properly so. There is a very
extensive and a very expensive machinery in connection.
with that. A judge sits with assessors, and a careful and
minute investigation is made in regard to the facts, and,
in the end, should the,ýowner be able to show that bis ship
was improperly detained, hoe is indemnified. In one year
£À,000 and ceste were paid over to owners for the impro.
per detention af Ehips by even heseeighty trained eeers;

Mr. .RIOE.

but it is in consequence of that diffoulty that this Govern-
ment has not felt justified in asking Parliament to paes
similar legislation here. We have an immense number of
ports, and at present wedo net feel that we couild. ask for
the establishment of a fund by whieh owners could be in,
demnified for the impreper detentien of ships by officers of
the Government.

Bill reported and rend the third time and passed4

BELLEVILLE HARBOR.

Mr. TUPPI R moved second reading of Bil (No. 116)
respecting the Harbor of Belleville, in the Province of
Ontario.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and House
resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)

On section ý8,
Mr. JONES (Halifax), What expenditare is contem-

plated under this Bill?
Mr. TUPPER. The hon. gentleman will see that thore

is no change made in the present rates of dues. It is
simply a transfer of these dues from the town to the con-
missioners.

Mr. BURDETT. I would like to have it understood that
the Government is to take charge of the harbor and put
it in proper repair and take the dues.

.Mr. TUPPER. This Bill is simply putting the barbor
of B3eleville in commission in the sAMe way as other -bar-
bors are.

Mr. BURDETT. Supposing the dues are net.siffleient
to do this work, should the Government borrow the money
or the city ?

Mr. TUPPER. I think the receipts are suffmoient fer the
work.

Mr. BURDETT. In some instances, I think the tolls are
too high, when there is so much competition between the
railways and the vessels. I understand the commaissioners
will have power to regulate the tolls, but that they are not
to be less than they are under the old Aet.

Mr. TUPPER. They can reduoe them.

Mr. BURDETT. There is an island in the mouth of the
harbor, Mill Ieland, which is disappearing to some extent.
It was formerly used bya lumbering company as a -mill site,
and, since the mill bas been removed, the island is bpeaking
away.. I abould like to know if the Governoeent intend to
look after that island to prevent its disappearauce. I un-
derstand that a dam is to be built out to the island.

Mr. BOWELL Tho hon. gentleman ought to remember,
as he lives in the city, that the appropriation made by
Parliament fast year was on condition that the city should
expend a certain amount of money to protect the island to
which hebas referred. When the Government proceeled
to dredge the barbor out of the appropriation which was
made, the city not being in a position just then to advance
the money, the Minister of Public Works steopped opera-
tions, as ho had no power to go on. The present Bill, as
my hon. friend knows, is introduced by the Government.
Or friend from West Hastings (Mr. Corby) has not chArge
of the Bill. It is a Government Bill, to place the -barbor of
Belleville in preciely the same position as that (f Three
Rivers, and that et other harbors which are placed urider
the control of commissioners, with power to barrow money
upon the income by fees of the harber, to enable them to
build the work which bas been going on for some two or
three years. I, am w-ell aware of the interest-my-hon,
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friend has in the city of Belleville, and his knowledge of the
manner itrwhich this work bas been condected in the past,
bas neceAAitated the action which has been taken at the in-
stance of the m"ayor and'corporation, and every man in the
city of Blleville Who desires to see that harbor improved.

Mr. BURDET,. I am not disputing with the Minister
of Custoýms as te the principle of the Bill. I quite agree that
the city onght te keep its engagements with the Govern-
ment and provide the meney that they agreed te provide
te improve the harbor. I see the name of the Minister
of Marine -is on the back of this Biti, but the Minister of
Castous will remember that the name of the hon. member
for West Hastings (kr. Gorby.) is upon the back of the
first Bill tiat *as introduced relating te the same mat
ter. I see-no objection te the principle of the Bill at all.
In fature it will be well to understand that the Government
has con.trol over it, so that there will be no more biekerings
in, the city as there have beon in the past.

Bill reported,- and read the third time and passed.

WESTERN COUNTIES RAILWAY.

irzJOhN THOMPSON moved second reading of Bill
(No. 127) respectinig the Western Counties Railway.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I mentioned the other day to
the Minister of Juetice, in connection with this Bill, the re.
marks which Lad been made ver y generally respecting the
advertiseenntt regard g the contract. The advertisement
came out on th 19th larch, and tenders were called for;
ndtice was given that the specifications could be seen on
the 28th of March, and that tende s would be received on
the 8th of Aprif, allowing eleven days. It did appear to
those who had looked into the matter that eleven days was
a very short time to allow competitors to examine plans
and specifications for a work involving an expenditure of
half a million dollars; and it did look upon the face of it,
as if there was some intention on the part of the Govern.
ment, or some predetermination of the part of the depart.
ment, te give that work to some parties who bad the favor
of the Administration. It was not considered by those who
were competent to speak upon the subject, that the time
was sufficient for the coinpetitors or contractors te come
here, snd éxamine the plans and specifications and put in
their tenders. With regard to the Bi, of course, it is all
right.

Sir JOHN TIIOMPSON. I did net know until the bon.
gentleman mentioned it the other day, that the time had
been as short as he said. I will make enquiries and be able
te explain before the third reading of tho Bil. There has
been no predetermination, and I an net aware that any
Minister bas been aware that so short a period was allowed.
The hon, gentleman remembers the explanation I gave when
the Bil was introduced. We confirmed in 1887 the agree-
ment with this company, which authorised the Min ister of
Railways to enter upon the work and spend the b00,00U
which was provi Jed for in the agreement for the comple-4
tion of the railwby between Anr2apolis and Digby. la oidera
to remote any doubts it bas been considered desirable that@
there should be a parliamentary authority, irrespective of1
the confirmation of the agreement for the exceut on of this
work, and to make applicable the Expropriation Act, the
Railays Act, and other enactments bearing upon the sub-
ject. It may be necessary, in order te accomplish some
slight diversions, te expropriate some small pieces of land.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and House
resoited itself int Oomnuittee.

referred ? I suppose the First Minister has charge of that
business at present.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Sir RICHA RD CAR1UWRlGHT. Has the contract been

Awarded ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not know.
Sir RICHA RD CARTWRIGHT. Because there is no

doubt that so short a time as 11 days would make the tend.
ering a farce.

Sir JOIIN A. MACDONALD. We will ascertain about
that.

Bill reported, and read the third tiie and passed.

BRITISH COLUMBIA-CONVEYANCE OF LANDS.

Mr. DEWDNEY moved second reading of Bill (No. 128)
to provide for the conveyance of certain lands in British
Columbia.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and House
resolved itself into Committee.

(ln the Committee.)

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Will the Minister explain the
reason wby the Government are reconveying these lands
to the Province of British Columbia?

Mr. DEWDN EY. As I explained the other day, this is
a smabll potion of land which it is proposed to re-convey to
British Columbia, on account of a misurderstanding that
arose at the time the railway belt was conveyed to the
Dominion. British Columbia was entitled tô the pre-
emptions and land grants made at that time, and this
portion about which some misunderstanding arose was in
what are known as the Sumes lands. An arrangement hed
been made with Mr. Derby te reclaim a certain section of
land there for which h was to receive 45,000 acres. He
failed in his contract, and this was at a time subsequent to
the arrangement with respect to the railway beit. It was
supposed, when the settlement Bill was passed, an arrange-
ment was made by Sir Alexander Campbell, who was sent
over as a Oommibsioner to arrange this matter with tho
British «Columbia Government, that this land had been in-
cluded in the pre-emption lands for which the British Colum-
bia Gcovernrment transferred to us 3,000,00 acres in the
Pcace River country. It was subsequently found upon en-
quiry that ihese 45,000 acies in the Sumas distriot belonged
te Britih Columbia In the meatntime we have been dealing
with thefu as had the British Columbia Government. There
were 200,000 acres reserved, ont of which these 45,000 acres
Weie to be selected, and by arrangement between the two
Governments entries wereallowed to be taken by the British
Columbia Government and sales made, and the money was
held subject to final ariangement. It was subsequently
foaund that British Columbia bad been dealing with more than
45,000 acres. When this was ascertained, the Government
stopped it, and awaited the arrivai of Mr. Robson last
summer. When he arrived it was determinied to allow the
British Columbia Government to retain the amounat of the
land up to 45,000 acres which they had dealit with, and this
Act is fbr the purpose of enabling them to issue patents,
which they thought they had a right to do when they were
dealing with it.

Bill repoited, and read the third time and passed.

STEAMBOAT INSPECTION ACT.
(In the Committee.) Mr. TUPPER moved second reading of Bill (No. 1?0)

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Has tis contract been further to amend tbe Steamboat Inspection Att, chapter 78
awâÈded t which the h.on. metibr tfor Halifax (Er. Jotes) ' of the Revised Statutesi
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Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and House
resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)
Sir RICHARD CARTWR[GHT. What is the reason for

sub-section 2.
Mr. TUPPER. The necessity for this Act was shown

in con nection with the steamer now plying between Halifax
and Boston, and owned in Canada. That steamer is subject
to our inspection laws, and it is brought into competition
with two American steamers, and it is subject also to the
inspection lawd of the United States at Boston, while we are
unable to bring the American boats plying between our
ports and Boston under the provisins of our Inspection
Act, as the Act does not apply to geamboats plying be-
tween any port in Canada and any port out of Canada.
The object of this Bill is to enable as to apply the Inspe.-
tion Act to those steamers.

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 12:35 a. m.
(Friday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

FRIAY, 5.h April, 1889.

The SiAtma took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PBRAYER5.

LOAN OF 1888.

Sir R[CHARD CARF7WRIGHT. The hon. Minister of
Finance intimated that h. would make a statement yester-
day in reply to my remarks on the 3 par cent. loan. He
was not able to do so, as the ouse did not go into Com-
mittee of Supply. Perbaps it would suit hie convenience
to mako it ncw. It is not likely that there will be any
debate on it.

Mx. FOSTER. I suppose it is just as well to say what
I have to say now as to wait until the House goes into
Committee of Supply. I have read very carefully, an]
have considered, along with the officers of my department,
thei emarks that were made by my hon. friend from South
Oxford the other night with reference to the loan of 1888,
and the paragraph in the prospectus referring to purchases
from that loan for sinking fund purposes. In order to
understand the matter a little more clearly, perhaps it
would be well to go back beyond the loan of 1888,
and take cognisance of the fact that, as my hon. friend
knows, our earlier loans had, in the different years in which
they were negotiatod, a sinking fund attached, by which the
Government was obliged to set apart a certain amount of
money each year, a percentage of the face of the loan, and
with that to purchase securities under trustees, which
were to be set off as against the -particular loan ; and
these, together with t.he accruing interest from year to
year, were to constitute a sinking fend, and a set off as
regards each loan. So that, at the present time we are face
to face with this fact, that, as a result of the conditions of
former loans, we have to set apart on an average about
$2,000,OuO per year-that is, we have to buy out of securities
what would be equal to 82,000,000 per year on an average
to offset the loans having sinking fund attachments. There
are certain limitations, of course, as to the kind of securities
which can be purchased. W. are precluded, as my hou,

itr, 2'vmB,

friend knows, from buying stocks of companies, which are
liable to great changes, and which are not what you may
call standard stocks; and the same consideration applies in
almost as great a degree to municipal debentures.
Then, the stocks of different Governments have also
in a great many cases to be refused, because the
conditions are not profitable, and they are not always
considered safe; and with reference to British consola,
the conditions of those are such that we have never bought
them, and it would not be profitable for us to buy them, so
that, as a matter of fact, we have, from the earliest period,
invariably, I think, invested in our own stocks in purchas-
ing to meet the sinking funds of the various loans; and at
the present time, we are obliged to make purchases suffi-
cient to offset to the amount of about $2,000,000, on an aver-
age, yearly. The prospectuses which were issued in con.
nection with the other loans, had in them a clause which
bound the Government to buy out of the loans, so long as
they did not go above par; but left the option with the
Government, when they went above par, to bey from these
loans or not, as they chose. As a matter of fact, when
our stocke in 1885, or about that period, came to b 3
ail above par, the sinking fends were etili provided ont of
our own stocks, even though they went above par, and
the last year we bought for that sinking fend out of 4 per
cent, stocks as high as 114J or thereabouts. The prospectus
of 1888 of the loan now under discussion, carried out the same
principle as was carried out in the prospectuses of the preced-
ing loans, although I grant my hon. friend and the House that
it was- stated a little more explicitly, and perhaps
carried with it a pledge a little more definite than the claises
of the preceding prospectuses. But there is this to be under-
stood, that it had been the practice, from the earliest time,
to pledge the Government to buy from stocks below par, or
at par, and to use the option with reference to purchasing
from our own stocks when they went above par; and here
was a loan of which the minimum price was fixed
at 92j, and which must perforce ba a stock below
par, and the clause in the prospectus simply expressed the
intention of the Government to purchase for the sinking
fund out of that stock which muet necessarily be a stock
below par. The Government does not hold that Lhey are
bound to purchase out of that stock for the purpose of a
sinking fend, if that stock bas appreciated unreasonably,
or if it is apparent that there is a combination which exists
for the purpose of raising the stock unduly, and it is not a
difficult matter at ail to judge as to whether the sto k is
being unduly appreciated or not. It ise, of course, an
advantage to bey from our own stocks generally, becaune
we have no income tax to pay. Upon the stocks that we
would buy of other Governments or colonies, I think in
Great Britain we would bave to pay an income tax, which
would add a certain definite amount to their cost. Again, if
we bey our own stocks, which are below par, it is a collateral
advantage,and a decided advantage,in order to appreciate that
particular stock and lay better conditions for the loan which
is to succoed. So much may be stated as regards the considera-
tions which make it necessary for us to bey a large amount
for our sinking fund, as to the practice we have pursued here.
tofore, and as to the intention expressed by the Government,
and which was simply an expression of intention, which does
not bind the Government, if it be seen that there is an unrea-
sonable appreciation. I think it is sufficient to state this fact
in conclusion, which is stronger than any fancies we may in-
dalge in with reference to the future. We have been buying
out of that stock from the lt of July of the current year.
We have bought over $1,000,000 of that stock, and so far
from there being any undue appreciation of the price or any
evidence at ail of putting up the price by combination, we
have bought at a lower price than we received for the loan,
£95 la. We bought, for instancoe, on thel st of July, 1888,
at 94-!, 941 and 94¾. On thel lt of Ootober, we bought
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at 92¾; that is net, taking into account accrued interest.
On November 1st, we bought at 93¾, and on the lt
of December at 92¾. That, I tbink, shows that
there is not very much to be apprehended in the
way of undue appreciation of these stocks. This much
is to be considered, that the buying for the sinking fund,
under the old prospectuses as well as under this, had the
very same effect of appreciating the stock. Of course, in
the other we had a wide range of choice to buy. With re-
ference to what my hon. friend said as to the exhaustion of
the loan long before its fixed time or termination, that
would hold with reference te most of our stocks. For
instance, if we buy some classes of our Fours, wbich
have to expire in 1903, we would exhamst the whole
stock in Il or 12 years before the expiry of the loan;
but, of course, we would simply have reduced ou.r debt
by that much. I think this is a sufficient statement
to make at present, and I may, in conclusion, add
my own opinion, and the opinion of the officers of my de-
partment, who are careful, and, I think, thorough men, that,
taking all things into consideration, there is no ground for
the alarm which was rather foreshadowed by my hon.
friend, and no ground for the possible conclusion, which
was aliso foreshadowed by my hon. friend, that this may
prove an unremunerative and costly loan. Taking it all in
all, I believe it can be fairly maintained that it is the best
loan we have yet put upon the British market.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. At present, I shall
only say a few words on the subject. I fear that the hon.
the Minister of Finance has not at all apprehended the pro-
babilities-I do not speak of possibilities-that are involved
in the arrangement which has been entered into. A good
deal of what he bas said is not really relevant to the ques-
tion in hand. Several of the things he las said, I shall at
a later period of the question, I am afraid, have to dispute
Of course, itbis quite true, and I am perfectly well aware of
the tact, that it has been our habit to buy our own stocks,
and it was very well that should be done under certain cir-
cumstances. But the hon. gentleman has failed entirely te
appreciate the enormous difference between the engagement
we have now entered into, and the engagement which was
entered into before. This engagement is unlimited. It
has no words of restriction whatever; it binds
us to apply, not the ordinary sinking fund of one-
half per cent. per annum, but a sinking fund which will
begin at 10 per cent. per annum or thereabouts, to the
purchase of our loan. The only point that the hon.
gentleman made, and on which le appears to rely largely,
is that, at this moment, we are able to buy the loan at 93J
and even lower. Well, I am afraid that will prove a very
broken reed to lean upon. The hon. gentleman must be
aware that the course of business is such that when a loan
of the magnitude of £4,000,000 sterling is put on the
English market, for a considerable period, ranging perbaps
from three to eighteen months, a good deal of that is loose
on the market and may, as in this case, even be repurchased
at prices low or lower than we obtained. It is not during
a year or six or eighteen months that the result of the hon.
gentleman's arrangement is liable te be felt. It is later on
that that will come into play. You can base no sort of
conclusion on what can bu done at present. It is when
thesBe loans have gone into tbe hands of permanent investors,
and when they find we are compelled to expend this
enormous sum trom year to year, that the appreciation will
begin, and that the evil resuts of what the hon. gentleman
or bis predecessor bave done will beccme clearly manifest.
Now, 1 do not wish to enter into thuquestion of how far the
hon. gentleman or the Government ef Canada are justified,
at their own will and pleasure, in importing words of
qualification into a prospectus so cleai ly worded as this bas
been. There is a great deal to buconsidcred before Ican either
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affirm positively or positively dissent from the proposition
of the b hon. gentleman.· I regret exceedingly that it should
be necessary for a Minister of Finance of Canada, under any
conceivable circumstances, to use words which have in
them a savor of repudiation of an agreement which was
published broadcast from one end of the United Kingdom
to the other. I do not now accuse the Minister of desiring
to do that. I reserve my opinion until I have further con-
siderel it. But there are complexities ahead of the hon.
gentleman in regard to that loan which he does not appear
at all to appreciate or understand. I telithim that
ho will flnd, when this matter comes to be more
fully discussed, with all his experience and with
all the evidence which ho las collectod, or which
may have been put before him, as to our dealings
with former loans under totally different conditions, they
wili fail entirely in an unprecedented condition of affairs
like this. I promised not to kep the House long, and I
will conclude by saying that I propose, at the earliest
opportunity-not to-day, of course, that would bueout of
the question-on going into Committee of Supply, to put on
record my opinion as to the risks we have i un and the
probable contingencies which are involved in this loan. I am
sorry to say that the explanations I have heard from the hon.
gentleman have not at all altered my opinion nor has ho
attempted, for that matter, to assail my opinion as to the
meaning to bu drawn from this particular clause in the
prospectus. The only thing which ho bas said with a view
to modify at all the plain meaning of these terns, is the
declaration that, under certain contingencies, the Govern-
ment do not intend to hold themselves bound by what
appears to be the plain meaning eof that prospectus.

FISHERIES ACT AXIENDMENT.

Mr. TUPPER moved the second reading of Bill (No. 129)
to amend the Fisheries Act.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and House
resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. TUPPER. The Bill consists of one clause, and it in
exactly the clause which was passed in this House in a Bill
dealing with this and other matters in 1883. It went to the
Senate, and was passed by the Sonate, but several amend-
ments to other clauses were incorporated in the Bill, which
were not approved of by this House, and, it being late in
the Session, the Bill was dropped. This provi:ion is to meet
the circumstances arising out of a decision in New Bruns-
wick, in the case of Delaney and &facdonald, previous to
1883. That decision was that sub-section 5 of section 8 of
the Fisheries Act did not apply to the Provinces of New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia, and that lett the department
powerless to prevent the sweeping of salmon from the
spawning beds in the Provinces by nets. The object of this
section is to eliminate those words in the Act under which
the court considered that an exception existed in the case
of those two Provinces, so that now it may ho impossible in
New Brunswick or Nova Scotia, as elsewhere in Canada,
to net for salmon in the inland waters.

Mr. KIRK. Does the Minister mean to say that, if this
Bill becomes law, our salmon cannot be caught with nets in
any waters except the tidal waters of the Dominion ?

Mr. TUPPER. Yes; the catching of salmon in nets will
bu conlfined to tidal water.

Mr. KIRK. Does the hon. gentleman know what will
bu the effect of his Bill ? Does h know the number of
people in the Maritime Province.s which this provision will
affect? He is disturbing an industry which will affect a
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great many people there, and he will raise a storm to
which he will be obliged to yield very quickly. If the
people of Nova Scotia are to be probibited from catching
salmon with pets except in tidal waters, it will be simply
outrageous. On the River St. Mary's, for instance, on
which I live, the people fish for salmon very largely with
nets. Is this law to prevent them from catching salmon at
all ? I think it is a most outrageons proposal.

Mr. TUPPER. The outrage is largely imaginary. The
object of the legislation is in favor of the Province that the
hon. gentleman thinks will be so affected, because everyone
who bas a knowledge of salmon fishing is aware that the
salmon, on their way to the spawning beds, should not be
met by rets. It was a complote surprise to the department
to find that the Act had been construed at that late day in
the manner that it was, and the department had acted
previously on an entirely different idea, holding that they

ad always been able, from the time the Act was passed, to
prevent injury to the salmon fishery. There is only one
opinion among all those conversant with the proper means
of preserving these fisheries, and that is, that it is simply
destruction for the salmon fisbery to net them in the non-
tidal waters and in the rivers where the salmon go for
spawning. There is not a word of complaint from any of
the Provinces with the course that bas been taken, and I
venture to say that if anyother course was adopted, where-
ever the people enjoy the benefit of the present restrictions,
there would be a great outcry against it. I may remind
the hon. gentleman that bis idea upon the subject may, on
reflection, be considered not well fourded, because there was
not a dissenting voice in Parliament against this very clause
when it was passed in 1883. The moment the fact was
brought to the attention of the Government that that
construction bad been placed upon the Fisheries Act, Parlia-
ment, without demur, passed those very sections in the Bill
to whicb I allude, and when the Bill went to the Sonate,
other clauses, dealing with other matters, were added to it,
and when the Bill was returned to this House it was dropped.
Ail I propose is to adopt that clause which was necessary,
in the opinion of every official in the department, for the
protection of the salmon industry in al] the Provinces, and
to which Parliament itself bas already agreed.

Mr. E LLIS. It appears to me that the object of this
legislation is to drive out the fishermen who earn their
living, for the benefit of the fly-fishermen. Thefact is that
the whole legislation of the country, with regard to the
salmon fisheries, is for the benefit of the rich men, and the
people who buy up certain portions of land, and hold them,
as against the industry of the country, and the sooner
public opinion compels you to put a stop to that kind of
thing the botter. These fly-fishermen, these rich mon, have
got complete possession of the department over which the
hon. gentleman presides, in so far as this matter is concerned.
Now, what does he propose to do? He proposes to close
the St. John River, wbich is 300 miles long, and 200 miles
of which, 1 think, are within the frontiers of Canada-ho
proposes to close it entirely against net fishermen, against
men who are riparian owners, a river upon which not a
single salmon is taken by the By. Now, you propose to drive
these men ont of their occupation. Why ahould men on
the Bay of Fundy, in the tidal waters, be allowed to catch
salmon, and a man 50 miles up the river not be allowed to
do the same thing ? I call the attention of the member
for Sun bury, of the member for Queen's, of the member for
King's, to this Bill. It is certainly an attack upon the in-
dustry of men who get their living by fishing, and it is done
simply in the interest of the rich men. It is this kind of
legislation that is creating socialism throughout the coun-
try, and is the very worst legislation which you can pass.

Mr. KiaR.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I think the case my hon.
friend refera to, was a case on the Restigouche R-er. I
was going to call the attention of the Minister to the River
St. John. There are valuable fisheries on that river about
12 or 13 miles from the mouth, and further up the river in
the county represented by the Minister of Finance, where,
if this Act is carried into force, it will utterly destroy those
fisheries. The effect of this will be entirely to prevent any
fishing in the River St. John. I quite agree with the re-
marks of the hon. member for the city of St. John (Mr.
Ellis), that it would deprive the fishermen of the means of
getting their living.

Mr. TUPPER. Doos not the hon. gentleman see the
force of the argument presented by the fishory inspectors,
that th supply of salmon would be sl,>wly decreased, as it
is decreasing, in the tidal waters of the coasts, if these fish
are netted on their way to the spawning ground ? It seems
to me a matter of a very few years when, if we allow that
style of fishing to go on, the salmon fiebery will become a
thing of the past.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I remember last year the
salmon fishery was very profitable.

Mr. TUPPER. There is a large docrease.

Mr. ELLIS. The best answer to the hon. gentleman
that can be given are the figures of his own department.
He will see, if he takes the trouble to examine them, that
there is no decrease in the salmoi fishery on the St. John
River. One year is botter than another, but thore is a large
quantity taken on the river from the mouth of the Bay of
Fundy, I might say up the river, above tidal waters, to the
entrance of the Tobique, and the head waters of the St.
John River. There is no fly-fishing on the main river, yet
the hon. gentleman proposes to stop people from net fishing
who have carried it on for years. It is an outrage of the
worst kind. The bon. gentleman does not know the char-
acter of the legislation which he proposes to this House.

Mr. KIRK. I hope the Minister will consider this mat-
ter before he passes a law like this. It is quite clear, as
the hon. member for St. John (Mr. Ellis) has said, that this
law is entirely in the interest of fly-fishermen. Ie intends
to prevent the poor people, farmers and fishermen, from
catching even the salmon for their own tables. There are
quite a number of farmers who set ont nets in the rivers in
order to obtain fresh fish for their own use, men w[o cannot
afford to take time to catch salmon with a fly, and this is to
be stopped entirely in the interest of the fly-fishermen.
There ais the St. Mary's River, which s not so large as the
St. John River, but yet there are large lakes in it in which
fishermen set their nets to catch salmon.

Mr. TUPPER. Does the hon. gentleman refer to the
point where the water is non-tidal ?

Mr. KIRK. Yes.
Mr. TUPPER. How far above the tide?

Mr. KIRK. Perbaps 10 or 15 miles. There are lakes in
the St. Mary's River in which farmers set thoir nets in sea-
son and catch salmon, yet here we are to have them stopped
altogether. It is an outrage on these people that they
should be stopped from catching salmon in the proper sea-
son.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I would ask the Minister whether
he might not beo compelled to violate that law in taking
salmon for the hatcheries. I do not know how they will
get salmon otherwise.

Mr. TUPPER. That is a fruitful subject of discussion,
but we will take the power to-day for the purpose of re-
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plenisbing the hatcheries. It is a debated question as to
whether it would be wise to do so. Those who are against
the hatcheries find a great deal of fault with the Govern-
ment for going to the spawning beds to obtain salmon.
They are taken for no other purpose.

Mr. ELLIS. I intend to divide tbe fHouse on the third
reading of this Bill.

Bill repoi ted.

SUPPLY.

House again resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)

Canadian Pacifc Railway-construction ......... $20,000

Mr. FOSTER. The item of $20,000 is required to pay
expenses in connection with the arbitration between the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company and tho Government,
The expenditure on this account up to 31st Jannary, 1889,
was $102,185.

Sir RICEHARD CARTWRIGHT. There is a distinct vote
for that, I notice, and it should be so specifically stated.
What is the salary of L. K. Jones ?

Mr. FOSTER. He gets $100 in addition to his regular
salary.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman
states that this is for the purpose of defraying the expenses
of the arbitration now pending between the Government
and the Canadian Pacifie Railway. I wish to ask the Min-
ister of Finance what are the legal expenses up to date of
the arbitration between the Canadian Pacifie Railway and
the Dominion of Canada, and can he give us some approxi-
mation-if such a thing can be approximated-of what the
total legal expenses are likely to be ?

Mr. POSTER. The expenditure on this account up to
the 31st of January, 1889, has been $102,185; what the ex-
penses between the 31st January, Ï889, and the 30th June,
1889, may amount to, is not yet known.

Sir ]RICHARD CARTWRIG[T. I presume that the
total of these two votes of $190,000 and 820,000 are prac-
tically for the legal expenses of that arbitration. I can
hardly conceive myself how it can be possible that the
legal expenses should come to as much as $210,000 by any
imaginary arbitration between the Dominion and the Can-
adian Pacifie Railway. I would like, if the hon. gentleman
can do so, that he would give us some particulars. $210,000
or thereabouts for law costs strikes me, and I think will
strike the country, as a frightful sum to pay.

Mr. FOSTER. That is not all for law costs. It must be
remembered that there are other very heavy expenses con-
nected with the arbitration.

and the shells. The Minister of Finance is not a lawyer,
and he will have some sympathy with the unfortunate
Dominion of Canada, ground between the upper and the
nether mill-stones in this way. What is the claim of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway ?

Mr. FOSTER. I find that in the amount expended there
is an item for " land and land damages of 811,000," an item
"for construction" for 81,212, and the expenses of the
arbitration, pure and simple, for last year, were $40,095.
Then, the arbitration expenses from the 30th June, 1888, to
the 31st January, 1889, were $62,690, making a total of
8102,000 for the arbitration.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the amount
of the claim of the Canadian Pacifie Railway? Il ought
to be a tremendous one to warrant cuch expenditure.

Mr. FOSTER. The claim, I imagine, is indefinite.

Sir RIC HARD CARTWRIGHT. I should think se. It
must run into millions if you are fighting it in this way.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The claim is, I believe, a
very large one; so large that the Government have thought
it necessary to spare no pains to defend the public inter est
in this matter, and they have taken great troublein getting
expert engineers from various quarters in order to establish
the Government side of the question. Of course the ex-
pense is very large, but 1 thirk it was requisite to protect
the Government from the inordinate claims, in the view of
the Government, of the Canadian Pacifie Railway.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The right hon gentleman
surely must have had specific claims from the Canadian
Pacifie Railway. They must have set up a detail of what
they claim from the Government, and how that claim was
made up. It would be a great advantage to the House and
to the Committee to have that statement of claim before
them, so that the members would be able to see precisely
what it is that the Canadian Pacifie Railway are claiming
from the Government, and the grounds of their claim. That
certainly must be in the possession of the Government.

Mr. FOSTER. Se far as I understand fram the state.
ments which have ben made to me, the claim of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway is somewhere between four and five million
dollars. Very competent arbitrators have been appointed,
and those arbitrators are conducting the arbitration in the
way which they think the best. lt is of the utmost conse-
quence, of course, that the Canadian Government should
have its side of the case presented with the very strongest
force possible.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. This is a very import-
ant question. Here is a claim of four or five million dol-
lars presented by the Canadian Pacifie Railway, as L under-
stand the case, because the road which has been delivered
to them was graded below the standard of the rest of the
road, and below the standard, as they urge, that they were
bound to accept. That is their position ?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGAT. I mean expenses ofM
witnesses, and sforth.r. POSTER. According t their view.

Mr. POSTER. Witnesses have to be paid, and we had to
get expert engineers to give their evidence. The locality
has to be visited, and the engineers have to go carefuliy
over the ground. All these different items of expense
amount to a large sum.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes; but making all
possible allowance, it seems an enormons sum that nearly
a quarter of a million dollars, for law costs, should be re-
quired for this arbitration. What is the amount supposed
to be at stake ? If this goes on the lawyers will have the
whole property, and it will be the old story of the oysters

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I understand that. I
am not arguing in favor of their contention, but 1 am merely
stating the case as I understand it. Are we to understand
that, furtber, the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company allege
that this road was taken over from Mr. Onderdonk, con-
structed according to its standard, greatly inferior to the
standard nsed by them in the mountains, and in the work
done on their portion of the road. Is that their contention?

Mr. POSTER. I think not.
Sir RICHARD CART W.RIG ElT. Can you state what it

is?
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We can state what it is
but I would say to the bon. gentleman that this matter i
now sub judice, and the less discussion bore the better in the
interest of the Dominion. The matter is now before the
arbitrators, and I do not think it would be wise, in the in
terest of the public, to enter into a discussion as to thei
claims or as to the strong opposition which the Government
ought to offer to these claims, which they think are inordi
nate and unjust.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Surely the hon. gen
tleman does not object to say simply what their claim is
It does not interfere with the arbitrators' position to know
wby ihe Canadian Pacifie Railway Company make this
claim. I do not think that this can, in any way, prejudice
Mr. Juice Boyd and his coadjutors. I have great confi
derce in the arbitrators, and no doubt the bon. gentleman
bas too, as he consented to their appointment. 1 am quite
sure they will pay no attention to what passes bore, and
that Mr. Chancellor Boyd is perfectly able to hold his judi-
cial mind unbiassed bv statements that may be made on
your right hand or on your left hand, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). What we are asking for, is not
the opinion of the Governrent on the merits of the matter
in dispute, nor is it suggested that the matter should be
brought bore for the purpose of argument. Surely the
Canadian Pacifie Railway have made a specifie claim
against the Administration, and, if so, I suppose they have
fixed it at a particular amount, which would go before the
commissioner for bis consideration. What we want, is that
statement. There surely can be no impropriety in bring-
ing it bore, nor can it, in any way, affect the question be-
fore Mr. Chancellor Boyd, or anybody else. The Govern-
ment know what the claim is, and I think the Bouse should
be put in possession of that information.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I can state, generally,
that the claim is that the portion of the railway in British
Columbia to be handed over to the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company was pot of such a character as they had a
a right, under the contract between the Government and
themselves, to receive from the Government.

Mr. MILLS (Botbwell), But the hon. gentleman will
see that when the contract was made between the Canadian
Pacifie Railway CoSrpany and the Government, there was
a contract with Onderdouk for this British Columbia sec-
tion. TDo they say that that contract was not complied
with by Onderdonk, or do they contend that the contract
made with Orderdonak was for a road below the standard
that ought to be furnished to them ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. So I understand it to be.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). I think that the hon. Minister

of Finance last year stated that it was the intention of the
Government to pay into court a certain sum-I think half
a million dollars-to protect the Government against any
claim, in the event of the decision being adverse to them.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No ; there was no such
statement. There was a vote of $250,000 taken to pay any
deficiencies that might be found. Without admitting that
any deficiency bas taken place, the Minister of Railways
asked for that amount.

Intercolonial Railway-Increased accommodation
at Halifax........ .............. $150,000

Mr. JONES (Halifax). This item bas been in the Esti-
mates for several years, and last Session and the Session
before there was a discussion in this House with reference
to the expenditure of the money. One feels some delicaey
in discussing these railway matters at the present moment,
in viOw of the loss the flouse bas sustained by the death of

Sir RIOHABn CARTWRIGHT.

, the head of the department; still we have to refer to them
s in general with a view of eliciting information. I do not
e know who bas charge of this railway expenditure, but I
e desire to invite the attention of the Government for a few
- moments to it. There bas been a propo-al made for the
r purchase of a portion of the property opposite the deep
t water terminus at Halifax, as (ne way of obtaininig in-
- croased storage accommodation, which the late Minister

of Railways admitted was necessary. But another pro-
- posal has been made, to bring the railway along the lino

of the wharves, which, if it could b accomplhshed, many
think, and I am one of that opinion, would be more in the
intereet of the publie and of the railway as well.
By doing that, you would utilise the stores and wharves

* along the lino of the water front, and the Government
would be independent for both storage and wharfage
accommodation. The present deep water terminus, although
it cost a very large sum of' money, really gives very little
accommodation to shipping. There is room at the wharf
for only two steamers, one on each side; on the south side
two moderate-sized steamers could find room, but, as a mat-
ter. of fact, it is only used for two steamers at a time.
Therefore, it is not sufficiently commodions to accommodate
the wants of the port, and an extension of the lino along
the water front would be of the most ultimate advantage
both to the railway and the commerce of the port. I am
aware that objection bas been raised by some of the wharf
owners to the road passing through their property. Such
objections are always made; but, judging from what has
taken place in other parts where railways do run along the
water front, I am pursuaded myself that if this road were
carried there, those objecting to it now would realise
that it would be of great advantage to them in their
business, and would improve the value of their property.
It is known to the Government that many of the wharf
owners at Halifax have signed a paper, conveying to the
Government the right to pass through their property free,
in the event of the road being carried along the wharves.
There are others who are not willing that it should pass
through their property, but I think those who are willing
would have no objection to car>y out their offer, even if
those objecting bad to bo dealt with in a different
manner. What I want is, that the Government
should take some steps one way or the other. It is
useless to bring this vote forward year after
year, and leave the people of Halifax to believe
that they are going to spend the money, without a dollar
of it being spent for the purpose for which it was originally
voted. If the Government are not prepared to deal with
the matter in the broader sense, let them deal with it in
the other sense, of utilising the property opposite the
present terminus for obtaining more storage accommoda-
tion, though in that case they would not get any more
wharfage accommodation. I hope this item will not remain
a dead letter from year to year. The people of Halifax are
naturally very anxious about it, and I cannot sec, if the
Government are in earnest, why there should bc any further
delay.

Mr. MITCHELL. I would like to ask the right hon.
leader of the Government whether ho bas brought down
the papers I asked for with reference to the extension of
eight miles, from the Derby brauch to the Northern and
Western Railway ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No, I have not.

Mr. MITCHELL. I wish to state that the Government
own, as an adjunet to the Intercolonial, a lino of railway of
some 15 or 16 miles long, extending from the Intercolonial
two miles west of Newcastle up to what is known as
Indian Town. This lino is known as the Derby Branch.
On the other side of the river, extending from Chatham,
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is the Northern and Western, a subsidised lino extending
on to Fredericton, built by Messrs. -Snowball and Gibson.
Another line extends to a place known as Farley's or
McLaggan's Mille, at a distance of eight miles west from
Indian Town. Three years ago, when these two roade were
completed, a gap of eight miles was left between these i wo
points, and the Government granted a subsidy for the n'
struction of that break. -Instead of building it as they
did the Derby Branch, as a branch of the Intercolonial, they
chose the other course, and subsidised the road, which
subsidy Messrs. Snowball and Gibson took up, and the road
was built and taken over by the Government, about eighteen
monthe ago, as completed, subject to some small changes, as
8tated by the right hon. gentleman the other day
in answer to my observations, This is a road which
cost a good deal of money, eight miles of road, being
the link between the road from Fredericton to Chatham,
and that road commencing at Farley's Millesand
going over eigbt miles to Indian Town. The proprietors
of the Northern and Western, for what reason I do
not know, owning that branch. which was built by the
company on a subsidy given by this Parliament, have never
operated or utilised it; and it is a standing blot upon the
railway policy of the Government that a road which was built
by means of a subsidy granted by this Government should for
one and a half years, through a finely settled district of
country where there is a great deal of trafflo, remain closed.
I was anxious to ascertain whether any, and what, coerreý-
pondence had been interchanged between the Government
and the proprietors of the road. It seems as if it were the
interest of the Northern and Western road not to open that
particular branch, but to carry the business on to Chatham.
The people of Newcastle, on the other hand, desire that
the branch to their town should be operated also. I think
it was the duty of the Government to come to some arrange-
ment whereby that eight miles should be run in connec-
tion with the Northern and Western road. I called at the
department to know if any arrangement was made,
but was met with the statement that none had been
made, that the department had been willing at any
time to enter into working arrangements with the
Northern and Western, but that nothing had been
done and that no proposals had been made to that end.
From the answer of the. right hon. gentleman the. other
day, it ie.evident that correspondence had been going on
with the view, not so much of working that eight miles of
road, as for the leasing of the Derby Branch. So far as
that is concerned, that would be satisfactory te our people.i
I do not care whether the branch is run by the corporation
that owns the Northern and Western, or by the Govern-
ment, but we want it run in order that our people may get
the benefit of the money expended. It is a standing blot on
the railway policy of the country that after subsidising
these eight miles of road they should remain unused, when
they could accommodate a large section of the people on
the upper part of the river. A large business is done in
Newcastle, as in Chatham, because these two towns are the
centres of commercial business in that district. TheNorth-
ern and Western runs direct to Chatham, and being ownedi
by people who have their interests in Chatham, leads s to
suppose that naturally they wish to centre the trade there. t
Some steps should be taken either to lease the Derby Branch
or buy that link of eight miles and operate it as an exten-
sion of the Derby Brancb and a branch of the intercolonial.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I shall iniorm myseif on
the subject at once, and bring the papers down. The hon.
gentleman will then have an opportunity of discussing the
subject.

Increased accommodation at Moncton..........$67,500
Mr. FOSI'ER. This is required to give much needed r

accommodation for housing-engines, from Ltwenty to thirty a

engines having to stand out in the open air, unprotected
frm tbe storms of winter, and for increased machine shop
power. Many of the engines have to be sent at present to
other places for repairs, owing to the want of facilities at
Moncton.

Mr. WEL DON (St. John). Some years ago, Icalled the
attention of the Goverument to the open platform at Mone-
ton, where the passengers change cars from the Halifax and
St. John Express to the Northern line. When Sir Charles
Tupper was Minister of Railways, I drew his attention to
this, and ho said he would attend to it, but still it is in the
same state. It is very important that the platform should
be covered, particularly for ladies and children crossing.
Io it the intention of the Government to put up their own
eleoctrical apparatus there, or to make arrangements with
the company ?

Mr.FOSTER. We propose to put upýour own apparatus.
Mr. WELDON (St. John). There is a company there

which has complete apparatus, and who have a contract
with the Intercolonial for water. It would be cheaper to
give the work to them.

Rolling Stock........ ................. , si,oo
Mr. JONES (Halifax). I have referred to the expendi-

ture for improved railway facilities at Halifax. I desire
now to draw attention, briefny, to the working and condition
of the Intercolonial generally. There seems to be, through.
out the Maritime Provinces generally, a very strong con-
viction that the Intercolonial, from some reason or other,
has been worked in a most extravagant manner, that there
has not been that close attention and direct supervision
which is necessary for the successful working of such a
large institution. It is well known, that since the Inter-
colonial was first opened, the traffl over that road has gone
on annualiv increasing. The tables which have been fur-
nished this House show, at page 17 of the Railway Reports,
that, while in 1877 the number of tons of freight carried
was only 420,000, in 1888 it amounted to 1,275,000.
And whereas at that time there was only 613,000 pas-
sengers carried, in 1888 the number amounted to 996,000.
Under these circumstances, I think the louse would be
justified in supposing that the ratio of increase in expense
in working that road would not be in proportion to the in-
creased freight and number of passengers carried over the
road. In fact, it is well known, as a matter of business,
that the larger the volume of business that can be controlled
in any one way, either in manufacturing or otherwise, the
smaller is the percentage of expense, and that principle
applies and must apply as much to the working of a railway
as it would to any other enterprise. Then, again, it is well
known that roads running thr ugh less populous districts,
and from smaller terminal points, as far as cities are con-
cerned, have, under different management, been able to pay
a dividend over their working expenses. Take the road
from Halifax and St. Jolin-cities of fair proportions-run-
ning through flue ag.cultural districts till they reach
Richibucto or further north, theraeshould be, and doubtless
is, a large amount of local traffic, which of itselfshould be
a very fair element in sustaining the road. There ie a por.
tion of that road, I am aware, through the north.
ern part of New Briunswick and L >wer Canada, which,
perhaps, may place îL ut a disadvantage; but, taking it
as a whole, running from thise places I have referred to, to
Quebec and Montreul, with the numbero! passengers going
over that road and tht amount of freight wrich has been in-
creasing year after year, 1 repeat that, so far as one would.
be able tojudge, there should be a fair and reasonable expect-
tation that that roa would pay at least its working ax-
penses. That it has not doue so has been a source of great
regret to as all, and we all fel that, so long as that road is
annually eharged with a dodciency like 8360,000 for the
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last year-and we now see in the Estimates 8500,000 for the
current year-there will always be a feeling that it is in a
measure an incubus or the country. We have been told
very frequently that that road was built for the benefit of
the Maritime Provinces. That road is as much, and to a
greater extent, a convenience to the people of Ontario and
Quebec as it is to the 1 eople of Nova Scotia or New Bruns-
wick, and therefore we feel, and take a deep interest in the
economical administration of.that department. We feel
that that road has been, so to say, allowed to run itself; that
.ack is as good as his master, and in some cases a littie
better; and when we see the losses which have occurred on
that road, year by year and month by month, and when we
see, as we nnfortunately did the other day, a very sad accident
occurring on that road, for which as yet no explanation bas
been given, in which many valuable lives were sacrificed and
a large amount of Government property was destroyed, I
think the Minister in charge of that department should be
able to satisfy the House that some examiration bas taken
place in reference to that accident, and that the Govern-
ment are preparing to deal with those who are respoisible
for it, if it was, as bas been stated, the result of careless-
necs. There is another feeling in regard to that road, which
is very generally expressed, that it is managed from Ottawa
instead of being managed at Moncton. The engineer of
that road bas, I may say, placed himsoelf in that position
with regard to the public that, whether right or wrong-
and I am not going to express any opinion upon that my-
self, because I have not been brought in contact with the
engineer of the road-there is a very general feeling, which
found vent in the expression of opinion in the lalifax
Chamber of Commerce the other day, that the engineer in
charge was the person who had made the Intercolonial
Railway unpopular throughout the Maritime Provinces,
and had contributed largely to the position in which that
road stands to-day. To show this Committee how deep is
that feeling which exists in those Provinces to-day, I need
only refer to a discussion which took place in the Senate
last week, when three supporters of the Administration, the
Hon. Mr. Botsford, the Hon. Mr. Dickey and the Hon. Dr.
Almon, referred to this matter. The Hon. Mr. Botsford, in
the course of a very long address, drew the attention of the
Senate-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Order.

The CHAIRMAN. It is not in order to read extracts
from the Senate proceedings.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I will say that in another
place-

The CHAIRMAN. I am afraid it cannot be evaded in
that way.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Then I shall say that references
have been made to the road recently by three prominent
supporters of the Government. One hon. gentleman says:

" When my hon. friend put this notice on the paper I certainly did
not expect that so wide a field of discussion would be opened before
us, and, therefore, I am not, at the present moment, in a position to
follow him into that discussion; at the same time, I think, it is ufor-
tunate that my hon. friend bas not suggested anything as a remedy for
this state of things. For I am bound to admit with him that there is
throughout Nova Scotia, and, to some extent, as far as I know it, in
New Brunswick, a very wide feeling of dissatisfaction at the manage-
ment of the intercolonial Railway."

That was followed up by an expression from another very
warm supporter of the Government, who, hon. gentlemen
know, would be the last to say anything of that kind unlesb
he was driven to the conclusion that it was absolutely
necessary in the public interest. Another hon. gentleman
says:

"I think the inhabitants of Nova Scotia are indebted to the hon
momber for bringing up the state of the Intercolonial Railway before
this Bouse. I belong to a party ihat does not find fault with the Gov-
ernment unless there are very strong reasons for it, but still the Con-

Mr. JoNzEs (falifax).

servatives sud Liberals of Halifax together have found fault with the
way in which the Intercolonial Railway in managed."
There are expressions of opinion from tbree active and warm
supporters of the Government, who, I am sure, must have
been deeply pained at being placed in the position of having
to record their opinions against the proper working of the
Intercolonial Railway. In the Chamber of Commerce at
Halifax, an - equally emphatic expression was made in
reference to this road, and particularly in regard to the
engineer who had charge of the road, and who, in many
caes, had placed himself in hostility, as they considered,
to its best interests. But, looking at the expenses of the
road, it would appear that, while the earnings of the road
have increased-and that is pointed out with great satisfac-
tion by the General Manager-the working expenses of
every branch of the road have increased as well. On page
26 of the report we find that the working expenses for 1887-
88 were $3,276,441 as against 82,828,115 the year previous,
or un increase of $448,326. Then they compare with the
last year the miles run by engines and by trains. The cost
per mile run by engine in 1$88 was 55.19 cents, as against
51.74 cents the year previous. Now, I do not pretend to be
a railway man, but I cannot understand why the
cost per mile run by engines should be incroasing
every year. The miles run by engines must be
pretty much the same one year as another, and
if there is more freight, of course the general
results would be more favorably, as affecting the returns of
the road. Thon, again, we find the cost per mile run by
trains in 1888, was 66.33 cents, as against 62.67 cents the
previous year. The expense per mile of railway in 1888
was $3,723, as against $3,265 the prevlous year. Now,
these things appear to me to go to prove that there
bas been a want of proper administration in the depart-
ment, that the expenses of running this road have incroased
out of all proportion to the increased traffie over the road,
that the increase per mile by engine, the increase per mile
by trains, the increase per mile of railway, have all been
out of proportion to the increased traffic on.the road, where-
as the percentage should have been less than it was. Now,
Sir, attention has also been called on previous occasions by
myself, to a certain class of freights carried over that road,
entitled, coal from the Springhill Mines. We have a re-
turn furnished us, showing that while in 1879, there were
only 570 tons carried, the quantity has gone up in 18ô7 to
192,000 tons. Whother this is an advantage to the road or
not, is not, fortunately, a question for us to consider, because
on page 17 of the report which I hold in my hand, they go
on to say :

"Upon reference to the foregoing table it will be seen that the earn-
ings of this railway for the year under consideration are short of the
working expenses by $363,657 This result may be largely attributed
to the heavy cost of keeping the traffic moving during the snowstorms
of last winter, and the large volume of freight carried at unremunera-
tive rates."

And they further observe on page 26:
bi For several years past I have drawn attention in the annual report

to the extremely low rate to which coal is carried, and there can be no
doubt that is one of the chief causes of the annual deficit."

Now, this is not the first time that the Minister of Railways
bas laid this view before the House. I was not surprised,
therefore, when, a short time before this House assembled,
I learned that the Governmont had increased the rate of
freight from the Springhill Mines over the Intercolonial
Railway. I took the ground on previous occasions that
coal from the Springhill Mines should be placed in exactly
the same position as any other industry in the Maritime
Provirces. It was well known that when this
industry was built up at a sacrifice to the tax-
payers of this country, the hon, Minister who was then
in chat go of the Railway Department-or if ho was not, his
predominating influenee in the Cabinet had the effect of
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securing the transmission of freight from bis own county
at a much lower rate than it was sent from any other
county in the Province. Now, I do not objtct to their
carrying coal at a loss, provided that they are going to
carry through freight ut a similar low rate; but I do most
empbatically object to any interest in this country being
favored at the expense of other equally important interests.
I am aware that the hon. member for Cumberland (Mr.
Dickey) had sufficient influence in this House on his return
here to secure a cancellation of that revision of the tariff,
and it was whispered out of doors that the hon. gentleman
went so far in that matter as to refuse to second the Ad-
dress on the assembling of Parliament unless that arrange-
ment was agreed to. Be that as it may, it is one of the
rumors of the corridor. I do not blame the hon, gentle-
man for using all proper and legitimate influence
to secure what ho thougbt was in the interest of his
county, if he so considered it; but I do object-
although some of my own personal and political
friends took a different ground-to any preference
being given to one interest over another. I am aware
that ut a late meeting of the Chamber of Commerce in
Halifax they passed a resolution, a copy of which I hold,
and my hon. colleague bas, no doubt, a copy in his hand,
calling upon the Government to reduce the rate down to
thPoriginal price of ? per cent. per ton instead of the rate
which they had previoasly charged. But that makes no
alteration in my conviction in this matter. I took the
ground that I am now taking long before the Chamber of
Commerce moved in that matter, and 1 am not going to
alter my opinion to-day, or to recede from the position I
thon took, that no one interest in this country should be
favored ut the expense of other equally important interests.
What did we sec this last winter ? My firm happons to
be agents for the Dominion line of steamships. The winter
before last these steamers brought large cargoes of English
goods,which were transmitted over the Intercolonial Railway.
This year, wben the winter time came on, and when it was
necessary for that firm in England to know what arrange-
ments were to be made for the winter traffic, they were
muoh surprised to see a communication from the depart-
ment at Moncton notifying us as agents that the freight on
English goods had been advanced 5 per cent. Now, I do
not wi h to be understood as saying that that 5 per cent.
was entirely over the Intercolonial Railway, because while
it was about à per cent. on the general average, that was
divided between the Intercolonial Railway and the Grand
Trunk Railway. Therefore, you will observe that at this
very time when they are carrying coal ut a loss, they were
advancing rates over the Intercolonial Railway for English
goods which had formed the chief portion of their traffic
during the winter time. Hon. gentlemen are aware that
the item of sugar, of which large quantities come from the
producing markets during the winter season to the refineries
in Montreal, was carried, I believe ut, 20 cents a 100 pounds;
it may be reduced a cent or two now, I am not quite sure.
It is in the neighborhood of 20 cents ; and taking it ut 20
cents per 100 lbs., they were actually charging $4 a ton to
Montreal, while, ut the same time, they were only charging
about $1.50 a ton for coal from Springhill. Hon. gentle-
men will notice the difference between those two amounts,
and I might give fartier illustrations to show that the
difference was so greut, as to cali for a readjustment. But
what was the effeut of this increase in the tariff? The
agents of the Allan and Dominion Unes, instead of bringing
Z,000 tons, on an average, to lalifax, as they did last year,
landed on iy 150 tons-i believe, as high as 300 or 400 tons;
I aM n 't aware of the latter number ever having been ex-
ceedd, and the quantity would be 250 or âOO toab, on an
average, landed Irom the English steamers, for the railway,
during the past winter. An advance in the rates on this
frei6 ht coming over the Intereolonial Railway was a most

strange and improper policy on the partof the Government,
and white it was underetood the Government were endeavor-
ingtoattract freight over the Intercolonial Rrilway by steam-
ers f rom abroad, and endeavoring to build up Halifax as a win-
ter port, and attract freight by that route, at that very time
when freight was commencing to come they advanced the
rate, and diverted ail this large traffie to Portland instead
of bringing it over our own railway. I point to this again
as illustrating the improvident and unbusinesslike manner
in which the Intercolonial Railway is managed, and I
know that the feeling which I express bore is expressed
with respect to its management from this city by hon. gen-
tlemen on both sides of the House, because I have heard
the opinion expressed on many occasions that the party in
charge of the road should be at Moncton instead of at
Ottawa, and be in communication with ail distant points.
These are some of the larger points to which I deire to
direct the attention of the House. There are many com-
plaints respecting matters of less magnitude, but which
are of equal importance to the parties concerned, which it
would take the whole afternoon to explain; but I repeat
that there is a general sense of dissatisfaction with
the management of the road, there is a general impres-
sion that it is managed imprudently and extravagantly,
that there is nu proper head and no proper control, that
someoe is required with sufficient authority to have the
road operated as it was operated during the time Mr.
Brydges lad charge of it, when every man knew lis
place and was obliged to attend to bis own proper
duties and nothing else. This will never be realised, and
the publie wili never be satisfied until some person is
placed there in whom the public have more confidence than
they have in the engineor or party in charge of it at the
present time. I make these remarks regretfully, because I
heve no feeling in the matter one way or the other; but
pubhe interests are concerned, and, representing an ir-
portant constituency, I feel it to be my duty bere to point
out ail these points to which I have drawn the attention of
the louse, and which I desire to place before the Govern-
ment, particularly before the hon. Minister who, st the
present, has charge of that department, and I invite bis
attention and their attention to a matter in which our
people feel very deeply interested, and I am sure, if they
look into it themselves, they will realise the truth of what
I have been stating. They will realise the fact that it is
unnecessary and improper to carry certain classes of goods
at very low rates, while they drive away the great volume
of business to foreign ports by advancing rates against
them. There have been complaints with respect to the
shipment of refined sugar; but I am not in a position to
say that that is the fault of the Intercolonial Ratilway. I
believe that is more the fault of the Grand Trunk. But
the Government, I think, should have sufficient control and
influence with the Grand Trunk Railway, to prevent the
spectacle which we see every week in Halifax, of a steamer
loading refined sugar in Halifax for Boston, where it is
transhipped to ail points in the west. I believe the Gov-
ernment could, if they chose to exercise t hat con trol, make
arrangements with the Grand Traik Railway, whereby the
sugars of Moncton and Hlalifax would be transmitted to
western points on ternis similar to those which have been in
use for many years pa>t. My colleagae, wio is a director
in that rofinery, kaows more about it than I do, and witi
be able to speac on that subject, butI have knowa as much
as 1,500 or 2,000 barrels of sugar to be sent te Boston

I every week. If there was a proper combination or ar-
rangement which it would be proper for the Government
to make, and if they exercised that influence or control
which the overnment of this country could naturally ex-
ercise over a large corporation like the Grand Trunk Rail-
way, the Government would, if they were disposed to ex-
erise that control and influence legitimately, be able to
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obtain an arrangement with the Grand Trunk Railway,
whereby the manufactures of Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick would be carried over that road
on the same terms on which they have been
carried in past years. These are some of the points
which, I repeat, it would be well for the Government
to consider, and particularly in view of the unsatisfactory
results of the working of this road. I might enter into the
accounts, and dissect them with respect to stores and many
other matters. These accounts are not all satisfactory I
claim, but we have to take them as presented to us. On the
whole, it would be mûre satisfactory if we had a more clear
and explicit exhibit of the amount which the Goverument
have on hand under this head. There is another item with
respect to this road which I think is not of a satisfactory
character, and that is the annual charge made on the
capital account. I see in the Supplementary Estimates the
very small sum of $400 only to be charged to capital
account. We have under the head of capital account,
amounts charged which in some cases may be proper and
which in many cases I am convinced are highly improper.
I made a statement in this House last year to the late
lamented Minister of Railways to this efiect, that I was
înformed that a number of coal cars had been broken up at
Pictou when they could have been repaired at a cost of 870,
and they were replaced by new cars costing $210, in order
that they might be charged to capital account, whereas, if
$70 had been expended on repairing the cars, the
amount would have been charged to running expenses.
I might tell that hon. gentleman that I can give him the
name of my informant, and I will give it to any member of
the Government who desires it, but I do not care to bring
the gentleman's name before the House. Meeting him in
the street a short time ago I said to him that I made the
statement in the flouse and that it had been contradicted.
Re said: " You can, if necessary, use my name, and I can
furnish yon with the dates and the names of the parties who
had these cars destroyed." When I Add that my informant
was a staunch supporter of the present Administration and
active opponent of my own, it will show you at least
that there was no political feeling in the matter, but the
object was simply that the country might be aware of the
manner in which the Intercolonial Railway was managed.
I believe the time will come when the country will realise
the fact that very large sums of money have annually
been charged to capital account which should have been
charged to working expenses, and which were charged
to working expenses under similar circumstances by the
previous Administration. This uncertainty with regard to
the capital account, as tu what it is going to amount to, is
one of those views which, to say the least, is of a very
unsatisfactory character. We are now about extending
the Intercolonial Railway through the Island of Cape Breton,
and I hope and trust it may be a success, but we i
have, in addition to the Intercolonial Railway, the Eastern
Extension from New Glasgow to Canso. I pointed out
last year, to the Minister at that time, that working that
road as a separate branch was very unsatisfactory, and
that it should be rua in connection with the Intercolonial
Railway. Those of us whose duty it has been to transmit
freight over the Intercolonial Railway, and a portion of the
Eastern Extension branch, have realised »the trouble and
inrvenience we are put to, by preparing a voluminous'
paper, and distributing the goods over ene branch and
another. While this merooial Railway carries English
goods at a certain percectage, so far as New Glasgow is,
concerned, the moment you reach that point, aithough still
the goods go over the Government road, you are subjected
to an arbitrary rate, and to a new arrangement entirely,
which, to my mind, is a most unbusinesslike proceeding. I
never could urderstand upon what principle the Eastern
Extension IRailway was run separate from the Intercolonial

Mr. JoNEs (Halifax).

Railway. It is part of the Intercolonial Railway, and
should be managed on the same basi ; but being run separ-
ately, it wiil be admitted by every member of this House,
that the expense muet be considerably increased. These
are some points to which I desire to direct the attention of
the Government, and I hope that when we meet here next
year, some of those glaring faults shall be remedied
and that the resalt of the working of the Intercolonial
Railway next year will show that a system of economy has
been introduced, and that the loss to the country will be
much less than we regret to see it is now, from the papers
which have been laid before the flouse.

Mr. KENNY. I recognise, as my hon. colleague has
mentioned, that we labor under great disadvantage to-day
in discussing railway matters, owing to the ever to be
regretted demise of the late esteemed and respected Minister
of that department. I fully concur with several points
that have been raised by my colleague, but I think, Sir, that
I have heard him, in this House, point to the national mis-
sion of the Intercolonial Railway and to the fact that we
never expected it would pay. I am quite prepared to go
this far with him, that the people of the Maritime Provinces
desire that some equilibrium should be established between
the expenditure and the income ot that road. My hon.
friend knows, and I have mentioned it before in the flouse,
that we could not have a national existence without th¶s
Intercolonial Railway; and thatin mv previons contentions
and references to it in this flouse, I mentioned that the
rates of freight should be so adjusted as to encourage the
greatpst possible expansion of our interprovincial trade.
He knows that we did not expect the expenditure would be
met immediately from income. I agree with my hon. col-
league when he says that, so far, the Intercolonial Railway
has been more advantageous to the Provinces of Ontario
and Quebec than it has been to the Maritime Provinces. I
mean by that, Sir, that the Intereolonial Railway gave to
the manufacturers, and millers, and merchants of the Upper
Provinces facilities for reaching one million additional con-
sumera and that, therefore, it has been of more advantage to
the people of the Upper Provinces than it has been to the
people of the Maritime Provinces. My hon. colleague dwelt
at length upon the rate at which coal is carried from Spring-
hili to Montreal. He knows that any railway company in
America that can secure to itself the general traffie inci-
dental to a population such as is growing up in Springhill
within the last few years, would be very glad to carry coal
at a very low rate.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Three quarters of a cent is the
lowest.

Mr. KENNY. I may say to my hon. colleague, that I
believe the coal is carried from Pennsylvania to Massena
Springs, which is about the same distance as from Spring-
bill to Montreal, at as low a rate as it is carried over the
Intercolonial Railway. I ask my hon. friend if, by carrying
this 200,000 tons of coal, which I believe is the amount we
carry on the Intercolonial Railway, we can build up in
our country such communities as Springhill, where there
is a population of six or seven thousand people in addition to
others in the neighborhood who are benefited by the mines-
4 ask him if it would not be wise to carry coal at a low rate
if we can build up such a community ? For my part, I believe
it would, and I believe that it is in the interest of the whole
country that we should do so. As regards that Springhill
rate, I may point out that my hon. colleague, when it suits
him, quotes the utterances of the Chamber of Commerce.
He knows very well indeed that this very Chamber of
Commerce which passed the resolution to which he referred,
did, at the same meeting, I behieve, pass a resolution in
favor of the retention of those very low rates on coal.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I stated so.
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Mr. KENNY. The hon. gentleman muet know that the My hon. colleague knows that all our railway grumbling

retention of this low rate has been urged and agitated in in the Maritime Provinces is necessarily with the Inter-
the Halifax orming Chronicle, and, therefore, my hon, colonial Railway, as it is the only railway we deal with.
colleague almost stands alone in the community from In Ontario and in the Province of Quebec we frequently
which he comes when he makes the contention that the bear merchants' complaining of rates, and the difficulty
rate is too low. I think it ought to be a satisfactory they have in making arrangements with the Canadian
answer, as regards the freight rates on coal from Spring- Pacifie Railway and the Grand Trunk. If you cen-
hi, if I can say to this House that in the contention tralise all that grumbling, you will realise how much
that my hon, friend has made here to-day, he stands alone of the fault that is found with the Intercolonial Rail-
from his whole Province. I think I am correct in saying way in the Maritime Provinces is accumulated. I must say,
that the feeling and sentiment of the people of Nova Scotia so far as my knowledge of the road goes-and, like my
is that the management of the railwpy is fairly satisfactory colleague, I do not pretend to be a railway expert-that I do
to the people of that Province. My hon. colleague has also not remember a time when the Intercolonial Railway was as
referred at great length to the increase in the rates of well equipped as it is to-day with rolling stock and locomo.
freight on British goods carried over the Intercolonial tive power; and, I believe, the road-bed is as good as any
Railway during winter months. I have endeavored to in- that existe in Canada. As regards my hon. colleague's re-
form myself on that point, and so far as I cen learn the ference to the capital account, it was referred to in a pre-
rate was raised by the Grand Trunk Railway and not by vious debate in this House. There scees to be, in the minde
the Intercolonial Railway. of some hon, gentlemen at least, a desire of always find-

Mr. JONES (Halifax). If my hon. fried will allow me, ing fault with the Maritime Provinces, by conveying the
I stated that the incre8se was about five per cent., and half impression that we are a great tex and burden on the Dom-
of that is for the Intercolonial Railway, and half for the iion, n consequence of the expenditure on his Interclo-
Grand Trunk Railway. I can state that as a positive fact, nia Railway. I have taken the trouble ta ascertain the
as it came before me with reference to the transmission of actual cost of that road. I find that it bas 926 miles
English goods over those railways. of railway; and Jean's Railway Problems, which, I be-

lieve, is a recognised authority, pute the average cost of
Mr. KENNY. As the hon. gentleman says he bas posi- Canadian railways at 861,000 a mile, whereas the average

tive information on that point, I am ready to accept it; but cost of the Intercolonial Railway was less than 850,000 per
I think lie will admit that the question of advance in rates mile, and for that I think the country las very good value.
did not emanate from the Intercolonial Railway, but from As my hon. friend himself pointed ont, the traffic in 1878,
the Grand Trunk. when he was appealing to the people for re-election-and

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I do not know anything about one of bis powerful appeals was the manner in which the
that. traffic of the Intercolonial Railway had developed under

Mr. KENN Y. Well, I do know that. As regards rates on the Government, of which he was a member-the traffic
Britisi goods, my bon. friend je bctter informed than I am, amounted to 500,000 tons a year, whereas it is now over
inasmuchb as hie firm in Hlalifax is agent for one of the 1,250,000 tons a year. Of course, we all desire, as it is
oc line sf rs.TnHesifax esbsidisednsteame-onenoftein the public tinerest, and in the interest of the Mari-ocean rnesf steamers. These subsidied stemes entfred time Provinces, to see the expenditure approach income asinto an arrangement with tli Grand Trunk taedivert from nearly as possible; but I take the ground which my hon.Canadien rts ail the Briti llgoodis whih wreast year friend took some years ago, thetfthis road is a national

7 ; t ahighway; we could not have our national existence withoutHalifax, agrceing to carry goods at a lower rate via Port- it; and whilst we do not expect that it will continue to beland than via Halifax. I may remark, en passant, that when the tax it is to-day, yet if we want to develop our inter-we come to deal with the renewal of the subsidies to ocean provincial trade, we cannot expect to do it without carryingsteamers, we muet ineist that the terminal ports shall be in goode at comparatively reasonable rates. I have shownour own territory. The same remark will apply to the with regard to therate for coal, that coal is actually carriedchange which las unfortunately taken place in the rates at a lower rate on American railwa e. As regardsthefor the transportation of refined sugars from Halifax west- enpoulat on h e rian theiwe As regas cward. That was entirely owing, as I understand, to the unpopnlarity of the road, and the gent tllan wh bas charge
combined action of the Grand Trunk and the Canadian pf that roed to-deythat gentleman bas abored duringthe
Pacifia iRilwey. I do nof pretend te epeak posifiveîy on peet twelve menthe, as niy hon.- friend knaws, under the
Pfic poi;ay.t I doro pretnd to se tposritvely overy great disadvantage to that, owing to the ill-health andthat point ; but heo rumor rins, that these two raways, failing strength of his Minister, it was very difficult indeedacting for some local intereat in Montreal, were induced to to secure from the Administration that attention to theraise their rates on those sugars, when the Intercolonial road which under other circumstances it would haveRailway was quite prepared to carry them at the rate that obtained. But it is much easier to find faultprevailed before. So my lon. friend'e remarks left the im- than if is ta find a remedy. I ar inclined
pression that the management of the Intercolonial Railway to think that even these gentlemen, some of whom,
was to blame for the rates on sugars. as my hon. colleague has informed me, are my own

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I did not say that.. political friends and warm supporters of the Government,
when they come to examine, as some of them have recently

Mr. KENNY. But he might have left that impression. taken the trouble to do, carefully into these matters, will
My hon. friend has pointed out one difficulty in connection find that they have jumped at conclusions. At the sarne
with the Intercolonial in which I agree with him, that the time, I am quite ready tojoin hands with my hon. colleague
management of the railway is at Ottawa when it should be in urging upon the Administration that if possible, in the
at Moncton. Much of the dissatisfaction that existe is reorganisation of this department, that road should be
due to the difficulty in fixing special traffic rates. Friends of administered from at least a nearer point than Ottawa. I
mine have come to me complaining of the delay in getting almost envy my colleague being in Opposition this after-
rates on the Intercolonial Railway, and I have taken the noon, for it Le so easy to find fault. I labor under this
trouble to investigate their complainte, and 1 have found that disadvantage: that my colleague comes here fully primed
the difficulty existe more with the western roads than with and charged, and I simply have to refer hurriedly to some
the Interclonial, as tIese western roads will not give to fthe of the statements he as made. As I have said, with many
Intercolonial ready replies to their enquiries about rates. of my hon. colleague's remarks I am not dispoeed to find
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fault. We are hbere to criticise this expenditure, and s long 1

as we do so in a fair, impartial manner I an certain the
Government will accept suggestions from both sides of the
Hfouse.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I wish to correct a misappre-
hension into which my hon. friend fell in regard to the
steamship companies discriminating against Halifax. He
would. lead the House to understand that the steamship-
companies, in their arrangements with the Grand Trunk,
were actually discriminating against Halifax. Well, that
arises from our geographical position. My hon. friend will
see that the steamer agent at Liverpool, having to take
goods to Montreal, will naturally enquire whether the
consignees are in a hurry, and whether they will take the,
goods vid lialifax or Portland. If they are willing to
receive them by way of Portland, the distance from Portland
to Montreal is under 300 miles, while the distance from
Halifax is 800 miles, and naturally the company can bring
them viá Portland at a lower rate than vid Halifax.

Mr. KENNY. As I understand it, if the shipper, say in.
Manchester, went to the agent of the Allan or Dominion
lino and asked what the rates of freight to Montreal were,
he would be told. If you send these goods by way of Port-
land, we will chargê a certain rate, but if yon want them
sent by Halifax, you would have to pay 5s. to 7s. 6d. per
ton more. In other words, we are subsidiaing ocean mail
steamers to build up otherports at the expense of Canadian
port%.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon. gentleman will see
that it is just a question of distance, and it is 300 miles
against 800 miles. Of course the bargain originates on the
other side, and they have to state to the shipper that if he
desires to send goods by Halifax as against Portland, the
distance is 800 miles against 300 miles, and the rate couse-
quently higher.

Mr. KENNY.' This is the first year that discrimination
has been made.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). No, it was always existing.
Mr. WELDON (St. John). I think if my hon. friend

from Halifax (Mr. Kenny) were not confined in the fetters
which bind him, he would probably make a stronger indict-
ment against the management of the- Intercolonial than my
hon. friend alongside of me (Mr. Jones) bas made. I quite
agree that the Intercolonial is not inIended to be a road
from which we eau derive revenue, and, so far as the beue.
fits it confers are concerned, while the Maritime Provinces
are charged with this work baving been built for their
sole benefit to a large extent, it benofits Quebec and Ontario
equally as much. No doubt there is great discontent
throughout the whole of the Maritime Provinces concerning
the management of this road. Whether well founded or
not, it is not necessary for me to say, but the fact
existe, and we find not only papers opposed to the Admin-
istration, but papers supporting the Govvernment through-
out. the Provinces of Nova Sotia and New Brunswick
condemning the Administration ou this score. The feeling
is, general and very strong that the road. is not constructed
in a way it ought to be, that its expenses are far beyond what
they should be, that it is not conducted in the economieal
manner in which it should be condu.ted, and. beaides that it
does not afford that accommodation which would naturally
be expected considering the large amount of public money
sank in it. If a company owned this road and had to pay
interest on the amount. borrowed, they would have to close
their capital account and depend upon their income for the
furnishing of thoir rolling stock and material. We findthat
the lien on this road is very serious. We find a capital
aecount of something like $45,000,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. $47,O00,000,
Mr. KENNY.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I am taking round nurabers.
$45,000,000, represeuting an interest charge of $1,800,000
per annurm. W. f.nd that thn, deAciency ia round numm
bers: capital aceount, $750,000, and deficiency, $360,000,
amoant to 1,100,000 on the year's work, making a total
defiSit of nearly 3,000,00&. When yon look around at
ether road& you must see there is something wroug in thi,
No doubt, considerable blame is attached to the engineer
in charge and peribaps that gentdeman's shoulders are. made
to bear a.larger bunrthez than they ought, and perhaps a
larger portion of the blame is de toe the way the road is
managed.. I quiteiagree with the hen. member for Halifax
(Mr. Joues> that Ottawa is the wrong place for the head
management. It should be at Moneton. Very many coe-
plaints and inconveniece arise from the faet that orders
have to be received from Ottawa. When a shipper appies
for rateson otfier rad he ocan at once get the information
he desires, but thed elays which take place on the Inter-
colonial in this respect are such, owing to instructions
having to be recived from Ottawa, that a good deal
of trafflc is lost to the road. The hon. gentleman spoke of
the road being well equipped. No doubt there is a
vast improvement, and probably what he says is quite,
correct, but we must remember that all that is charged
to capital account. We find in the Supplementary Esti-
mates brought down yesterday 8170,000 for rolling stock,
which was charged to capital aceount, but which other
roads would have to pay out of their earnings. Great com-
plaints exist also with regard to the mode on which the
charges on freight are made. The people ofAlbert County
complain that the rates to Halifax from there are the same
as the rates from Rimouski. In one case the owner of a
quarry stated he was willing to pay double rates to bave
the stone carried to Toronto, but he could not effect an ar-
rangement. We find to-day that the sugar refiners of Hali-
fax and Moncton are sending their stuff to Boston. As to
Moncton, the handling has to be done there, and there is
the handling at St. John, and the handling at Boston, and
so on to the destination. I think it is only fair to say that
that is owing more to the Grand Trunk than to the Inter-
colonial Railway, but I think it is probably due to the
arrangement which I understand is made between the In-
tercolonial Railway and the Grand Trunk, which gives the
Grand Trunk a controlling power it ought not to have. As
I and my hon. friends have pointed out, the sugar from
Halifax and Moncton is to-day going to the west by way of
Boston instead of by the Intercolonial, and I find in the St.
John Telegraph of Wedgesday last that, at a meeting of the
St. John Board of Trade :

"l r. IL. ruikshank said a large amount of western freight for St.
John was coming by way of Boston, instead of via the Intercolonial
Railway, as it ahould He moved, that the secretary be instructed to
inquire why this freight does not coma by way of the Intercolonial
Railway.

"I r.Hatheway answered Mr. Cruikshank's query in a very satisfac-
tory manner. He pointed out, that the freight from milliug centres of
ontario to st. John via the Intercolonial RaiIroad w»s5S centu, while
frour thb sawe pisosto Boston, it wa onily35.ents-from Bastn at St.
John, eight cents, allowing about three cents per barrel for insurance;
the total cost by way of Boston wa only about 46 cents."

Whether that is the fault of the Introlonial or not, I am
not prepared to say, but the papers are teeming every day
with charges agaimst that road. Lat week, it was stated
in one of the newspapers, that an offer was made to carry
atone from Newcastte to Metapedia for 812 a carload, while
stone was brought from Newcastle to Ottawa for the build-
ing on Wellington street, at a smaller sam.

Mr. FOSTRER. That is quite wrong.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). What was the rate ?
Mr. POSTER. $20 a.carload.
Mr. WELDON (St. John). A certain portion of that

would goto the« Grand- Truuk, and certamnly the Ihitern-
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colonial would not get more than $12 fron Newastle to
Quebec.

Mr. FOSTER. From Newcastle to the Chaudière
Janction at Quebee, the rate was $20 a carload.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). What quantity was carried
in a car? According to the discussion the other day in
reference to the building the Minister of Public Works
made the rate considerably less.

Mr. FOSTFR. There was no iniformation upon the
subject here then, but Istated that I would' get the infor.
mation. I have lhe information now,1sd the rate was 820
a carload to the Ohaudière Junction.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The Minister of Publie Works
stated then that the price was 12 cents per cubic foot, and
that momething under 12 feet would make a ton, so that
would be $1.44 a ton, and certainly that is not 120 a car-
load.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). The newspapers are making
other charges against -the management of this road. It is
said Ihat coai is 'carried to Quebec at 816 a car, when I saw
a bill of lading from Springhill to .St. John at 424 a car.
The other day it was proposed to bring down lumber from
Bathurst to St John, daring the winter, over the Inter-
colonial Railway. At thet ate sof coal, that would be $6 a
car, but the 'charge was placed at such a figare as to make
it wholiy unremunerative. There is another matter which
is referred to in regard to the expenae of that road.
Daring the time Mr. Brydges had charge of tiat road,
there was a great outcry made because ho had a private
car. Brydges' car was spoken of everywhere. It was said
that this was extravagant, that Mr. Brydges was such a
high and mighty power that ho could not travel with
common people, but must have a private car for himself.
To-day we are informed that there is the official car, No.
34, for the use of Mr. Pottinger. Then there is the " Cum-
berland "-the old Brydges car-which is kept for the
Governor General, and there is the "Ottawa," which I
understand is also now the official or private car of Mr.
Trites. Then we are informed that there is another car.

Mr. DAV[ES (P. E. I.) What about the "Jamaica ? "

Mr. WELDON (St. John). 1 do not know whether the
"Jamaica" has gone down there yet or not. At all events,
it is reporLed that another car is being built for the
engineer-in-chief. If that is true, we shah have four
efficial and private cars on that road instead of the one
little Car which Mr. Brydges had, and, n regard to which,
such an attack was made apon -him and iApon the Govern.
ment of that day. Thore are other charges made in the
press in regard to that road every day. There was ene the
other day in reference to the cars furnished by Harris &
Co, which, it is said, were condemned by the maater car
builder, but yet îthey were built iand had afterwards to be
altered i the Geverninent shops at an enermos-expense.
These charges are brought every day, and they
show that there must be something wrong in the
management of the road. One of the 1ast stories
is the -mosit extraordinary of alL It is that -at
-a particular station on the Intercolonial Railway, the
station master was allowed $5 a day to keep upa fire during
-the winter monthsto prevent the water freezing in the tank,
but, while the 85 -a day goes on, for many meathsthre bas
been no water there at ail, and eight months ago the tank
was burut down. The water lhas gone and the tank bus
gene, but the pay goes on forever. Whether these -stte-
ments are true or not I do not know, but they are published
and there does not appear 4the any contradiction of them
made. I believe one great objection in connection with
that road is that far-more employés are ned than are needed,
and they are enployed for political purposes and Set for

their effiieecy ïn tegard to railways. If a private road had
to employ the saine number of mon in proportion, they would
find their accounts just as deficient as the Intercolonial.
Then there is another matter which is deserving of atten-
tion, and that is the remarkable number of accidents to
employés that have occurred on that road as compared with
others. lIoking at the returns during the past year, I find
that 120 employés were more or les înjured. Then
there is another matter of a local nature of which I will
speak, and which has created a good deal of feeling in St.
John, and in regard to which the conduct of Mr. Schreiber
was condemned by parties of all shades of political opinion.
At the Intercolonial Railway station there was no shelter
afforded for the hackmen, and things got into such a state
that the hacktnen practically abandoned going to the station
at aU. Now, I have a statement here made by a hackman
who was interviewed by a reporter, in which he says :

' We never have had any proper accommodation around the station,
and when we agitated for a stand fiside the building so that we would
not be exposed to the weather, they gave us one outaide in the mud
where dur passegers would have to walk under the drlp of the build-
mg.

I ean speak of that -from experience.-

"But when they did that, they promised us we could sit in the gen-
tlemen' s waiting rooms until the traîne were due, and that four minutes
alter;the ttrain -arrived, we could go inside the station, and assist our
patrons with their luggage. Last night the station master and gate-
keeper informed us that aIl privileges held by us had been taken away,
and that in future we were not to come inside the building. As a re-
sait of that, ho continued, we have decided to boycot the station after
the 14th inst. It is a hard decision, ho said but we cannot stand ont-
side in the winter, exposed to the biting wind and freezing atmoephere.
The driver was very strong in hie denunciation of their treatment, and
said, among other thing, that frequently they had lady passengers with
heavy luggage, who were forceS to carry it the whole length of the
station in their search for a teamster, while when a railway magnate
from Moneton, or any other place, came to the city, a coachman would
be sent in to receive hie satc el the moment he stepped from the car,
and carry it for him to the cab waîting outeide. AlU that the mon sk
la for accommodation inside the station building."

Then the reporter goes en to say:
I There are two sides in every story, and in this case no harm can be

done in showing up the other aide. When the railing, which has caused
so much trouble, was firet put up, the station master gave the coach-
men the privilege of sitting in the room, until the train was coming into
the station. They were thon to take their stand outside. This arrange-
ment would probably have worked al right, had not the officer whose
duty it was to report offenders against the railway regulations, neglected
to report the few coachmen who abused the privileges granted them.
In consequence of this larity on the part of the officer, the offending
ooachmen became emboldened, and finally the station master found it
necessary to-cancelthe privileges he had given them. The withdrawal
of the station privileges from those coachmen who ad obeyed the
regulations is, of course, a hardship."
In consequence of this difficulty the divisional superinten
dent went down and saw the men and agreed to make some
arrangement by which they would be protected from the
weather. We all know that at certain seasons of the year
it is impossible for the mento remain outside, at the same
time stand where they would be convenient to the public.
The divisional superintendent made arrangements to fur-
niah them a porch, they waited for some time, but the pro-
mise was not fulfilled. But upon the faith of that engage-
ment, they resumed their position at the station, and mat.
ters went on the. same as usual. But nothing was done,
and -on the 9th of February last, the mayor of St. John
wrote to the manager. Thisis what I find ina local paper:

er On the 9th inst., Mayor Thoraeiwrota teoh. manager ofr th. ev-
ernment railways, calling Mr. Schreibor's attention te the terme of the
arrangement made with Mr. Wallace, divisional superintendent of the
Intercolonial, touching the erection of a shelter for the coachmen at-

rending he St. John dopot and politely utili-Mr .Breiber thet no
shelter hal yet-been provided by th. alway. Y.sierd","h w'orship
received theifolpwing extremely curt reply.

"OTTmwA, 16th February, 1889.
"Henry 3. Thorne, 1Esq., Mayor St. John,N.B.

" My DnA 81a,-I have yours of the 19th instant, and i reply would
-beg to ask whether the-cIty authoritiesof St. John have provided shelter
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for the hackmen on their stands on the streets, where they stand proba-
bly two-thirds of their time. Yours troly '

"IOLLINGWOOD SOHREIBER.n"
Now, I do not think that was a courteous or a proper
answer to send to the chief magistrate of the city of St.
John, and a feeling of indignation was aroused as to the
manner in which the hackmen were treated. At a meeting
which was held shortly after the publication of this letter,
held in connection with the Short Line, a resolution was
passed, moved by Conservatives, and unanimously adopted,
condemning the action of Mr. Schreiber in this matter. I
give this instance to show the injustice done to the hack-
men of St. John, and also to show the manner in which
matters are administered, and the dissatisfaction which
exists among the people. This shows that the manner in
which the road is conducted is not only detrimental to the
interests of the people, but to the interest of the road itself,
and it shows that the road cannot be carried on as efficiently
as it could be if the headquarters were at Moncton, or at
some other place more convenient than Ottawa, which is at
a great distance, even from the extreme western end of the
line. I pointed out the mode in which freight from Monc-
ton is in some way or other driven into other channels.
This matter becomes still more important from the fact
that with the opening of summer there will be two other
roads in competition with the Intercolonial Railway.
First, there is the road from Rivière da Loup through
Temiscouata to Edmundston, and therce through the
counties of New Brunswick, until it unites with the
New Brunswick Railway. By that road a person
leaving Rivière du Loup can reach St. John at the same
time that he would arrive at Campbellton by the Intercolo-
nial Railway. Then we have the Short Line, so you will
see how important it is that rigid inquiry should be made
into the management of the road, and that a more rigid
economy should be practiced than has hitherto prevailed.
Now, a word in regard to the stores. Of course, I am not
a railway man, and I cannot understand all these things as
well as a railway man, but it seems to me that there is an
enormous amount of stores on hand this year, I see about
half-a million dollars worth ; last year, nearly $700,000 of
stock in stores. It seems to me now, with the facilities we
have for replenishing stores, that the keeping of such a
large stock on band opens the door to temptation to make
away with them, or to waste them, although I do not say
that such bas been done. In the Lower Provinces we all
feel an interest in this road, and a feeling of general dis-
satisfaction prevails regarding its management in all these
particulars.

Committee rose, and it being Six o'clock, the Speaker
left the Chair.

After Recess.

GREAT NORTH WESTERN RAILWAY.

Mr. DAVIS moved the consideration of amendments
made by the Senate to Bill (No. 49) respecting the Alberta
and Athabasca Railway Company, and to change the name
of the Company to "The Great North-Western Railway
Company." He said: The amendment made in the Senate
is the insertion of the word "Alberta " after the words
"Great North-Western."

Mr. COLBY. I beg to move:

That the said amendment be amended by leaving ont Alberta
after " North-West'" and inserting " of Qanada'" after &IGo mpany" on
line ten of the Bill, and in the title in lino three of the same.

When this Bill was before the Sonate Committee it was t
thought that the name too nearly resembled that of another
railway company, the Great North-Western Central, and

Mr. WILDON (Sté,John).

without there being an opportunity of consulting with the
promoters of the Bill at the moment, the word Alberta in-
serted. I subsequently received a cable from the promoters
in London expressing a preference to the title i propose,
and Isubmitted that to the gentleman who made the objec-
tion in the Senate, so there can be no objection to it I pre-
sume.

Amendment agreed to, and amendments concurred in.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

House resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 68)
respecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company.-(Mr.
Kirkpatrick.)

(In the Committee.)

Mr. EDGAR. I gave notice of an amendment the other
day to be moved in Committee on this Bill, but after look-
ing into the matter as carefnlly as I could, I have come to
the conclusion that it is not necessary to move that amend-
ment. However, there are some general considerations in
connection with this Bill which I should like to bring before
the Committee, not that I propose to move any amendmen t
to it. From the enormous sums involved and from the
great interest which the Dominion possesses in this under-
taking, I think time will not be lost if I pend a few
moments in directing the attention of the House to what
seem to be the general considerations underlying this legis-
lationi The company has not only been largely subsidised
by the Dominion, but to-day its stock to the extent of 865,-
000,000 is guaranteed as to 3 per cent. interest by the Dom-
inion, or rather interest for the next four years is to be paid
upon that amount by the Dominion; and under the legisla.
tion of last Session interest at 3k per cent, on 815,000,000
more of the securities of the company hias been guaranteed
by the Dominion. In fact, the prosperity of this railway
is a matter of the most vital importance to Canada; the
fortunes of the Dominion are largely bound up to-day with
that of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and, as an American
writer not long ago described it, it may be said te be a
'<Dominion on wheels." Wbat is the effect of the legislation
proposed ? Only 1ast Session the House was asked to concur
in a proposal, and it did concur in a proposal, to guarantee
interest at three and a-half per cent. per annum on
815,000,000 of the bonds of the company. That involved
a charge of 8525,000 a year upon the country, if the railway
company did not meet the interest on those bonds. In
explaining the position of the country with respect to the
securities upon the railway, Sir Charles Tupper, who had
charge of this Bill on behalf of the Government, in reply
to some observations from this side of the House, explained
the position in these words:

" Does not the hon. gentleman know that we come next to the first
mortgage, that the company cannot put a dollar of additional security
on the Canadian Pacific Railway, and that only $35,000,000 for aIl this
enormous work and this immense property is the entire amount that
stands in front of the Government ? "

Well, I suppose he was accurate last year. But when this
Bill becomes law, the position of the Govornment will be
widely different from that position, because the Govern-
ment will stand behind about $120,000,000 of securities by
the changes that are proposed to be made in this Bill, and it is
just as well that the House should understand the position
which we would, then occupy. I will show the Committee
how I make that out. The Canadian Pacifie Railway have
first mortgage bonds issued to the extent of $35,000,000,
which Sir Charles Tupper referred to, upon the main line
and branches, in fact upon the Canadian P icific Railway
itself. They have in one shape or another, as is shown by
the schedule attached to this Bill, securities, bonds, sto3ks,
&c., upon leased lines, to the extent of $52,000,000 more,
which they propose to pay off at the saine time that
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they pay off or take the power to pay off or redeem
the $35,000,000 bonds on the railway proper. That
makes $87,000,000 which they propose to deal with
in this Bill, and how do they propose to deal with
it ? They propose to take power to issue the con-
solidated debenture stock sufficient in amount to pay
off not only the whole $35,000,000 but the whole
$52,000,000 upon the leased linos as well, and, proporly
enough, they propose, that if they can make any
profit by the transference of the security from the old fori
to the new by issuing the new at a lower rate of interest
and capitalising the new issue, they shall be entitled to do
it. The result will be that if they can succeed in floating
the new issue over the original Canadian Pacifie Railway
and the leased linos at 4 per cent. and can still keep within
the annual charge for interest which these securities as
they now exist call for, they will be able to issue instead of
$87,000,000, $109,000,000 at 4 per cent. That will be a
large profit (if they were able to carry ont the exchange at
once) of some $21,000,000 for the CanadianPacific Railway
in that transaction. Now I know perfectly well they will
not be able and they cannot possibly expect to make the
whole of that $21,000,000 by the exchange, but under
favorable circumstances they will be able to make
a very considerable profit. I do not know how
many millions of profit that will be, and I am
sure it is not likely that they can even approximate it,
but there is a maximum of $2 1,000,000 which they have an
opportunity of reaching and making a profit of. I said a
little while ago that we would be placed behind $120,000,000
if this Bill went through. That sum will be composed of
these $109,000,000, and also of the new further issue of
the consolidated debenture stock to the extent of £500
sterling per mile of their railway, which, I believe, will
produce about $12,500,000, making something over
$120,000,000 that will be charged upon the Canada Pacific
Railway property, where, to-day, there are only $35,000,000
charged, as Sir Charles Tupper said last year. Well, the
Government, of course, in respect to their guarantee of over
half a million a year, will come behind that $120,000,000
just as they stand behind the 835,000,000 to-day; except in
this way: whereas the $35,000,000 is only the security
upon the Canadian Pacifie Railway proper, the new
issue of $120,000,000 will comprise the leased lines
as well. The question then which, I think, the Govern-
ment is bound to consider, and I suppose they have con-
sidered it, and I have no doubt they can explain to the flouse,
is this: Does the transference of $109,000,000 to the double
security of the Canadian Pacifie Railway and the leased linos
leave the country as good a security against loss upon their
guarantee as before ? I do not know how we can consider
that question botter than by asking this question; What pro-
portion of the cost of the Canadian Pacifie Railway does the
$35,000,000 of the charge upon it represent ? Now, from the
last annual report of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com-
pany I find that they state the cost of the railway toe h
$180,000,000. That is the railway upon which the i
$35,000,000 to-day is the first charge, and the only charge !
ahead of the Government. It is made up in this way:j
"Main line and branches, $135,000,000; Govern ment linos,1
$A5,000,000; equipment, $10,000,000." It may be more1
since that date, but that on the 3 1st Docem ber, 1887, was
the estimate. Well now, upon that a charge of $35,000,000
is just about 20 per cent. of the cost of that railway. Loti
us look and see, as nearly as we can estimate, what per-r
oentage of the cost of the leased linos 852,000,000 will be,î
which sum is the charge we take off the leased linost
and put upon to the whole concern ? I am assuming1
for the moment that the Canadian Pacifie Railway2
has a right to mortgage all these linos, I am as-8
suming for the moment that they have a fee8
simple in these lines, and that they can mortgaget

them just as effectually as they have already mortgaged
the main lino of the railway proper for $35,000,000. But I
do not think they have that right, and the Bill itself does
not claim that they have a fee simple in these railways or
in any of them. It only purports to mortgage the lase.
hold interest. That leasehold interest may or not be equiv-
alent to the full value of the road subject to the securities.
I will assume that the leasehold interest of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, which they are putting into i blanket
mortgage, is equivalent to the fee simple value. Well,
what proportion will 852,000,000 bear to the value of these
lines? I do not know what information the company are
prepared to furnish to the House on that point, or what in-
formation the Government have on that point, but I have
made a partial estimate which, I dare say, will be of
some value in guiding us to an estimate of their value. I
see that by far the largest and most important of these
leased lines, as set forth in the schedule, is the Ontario and
Quebec system. That, including the Toronto, Grey and
Bruce system, forms a length (as I gather from the report
of the company) of 745 miles, and I find that the charges
now existing upon that portion of the lino, according to
the schedule, amount te just about $25,000,000. Very well,
wbat amount per mile is $25,000,00 as a charge upon 745
miles? I think it will be found that it is $33,000 per mile of a
charge to-day. I have very little hesitation in expressing
a strong and positive opinion that that is the full cost of
that leased system, the Ontario and Quebec, and the
Toronto, Grey and Bruce. I do not believe there ii
8 1 a mile of margin; and I will give you one reason. I
have looked into the statistics of the cost of the Toronto,
Grey and Bruce Railway; and according to returns fur-
nished to the Ontario Legislature, and found in the
Sessional Papers of that Legislature of 1877, the cost of
191 miles of this railway was only $ t9,208 per mile; that
is the return the company made to the Goverument. It
did not cost the company anything like that, because there
was to be deducted from that $6,700 a mile of Government
and municipal bonuses. However, we are not talking now
of what it cost the company; we are talking abaut the cost
of construction, from ail sources. The original stock has
been wiped out, of course, and the Governmont bonuses were
all given in, and still the whole cost of the railway was
$19,000 per mile; and there was a change of gauge which
cost, perhaps, 83,000 or $ 1,000 per mile; so that the whole
cost of the Toronto, Grey and Bruce Railway was most
distinctly and positively within 825,000 per mile, and
the Ontario and Quebec system, of whieh it forms a part,
is mortgaged now for $33,000 par mile. The Credit
Valley Railway is aliso a part of this system. There
were not complote returns showing the cost of that
lino which I could find yesterday ; but, in Toronto,
engineers and others claim 1hat it cost less than the
Toronto, Grey and Bruce, and I know it did not cost more.
So that if we allow that the Ontario and Quebec lino from
Toronto to Mfontreal cost considerably more than the
others, 833,000 a mile is a handsome average for the cost.
Weil, it is for the House to consider how far that change of
a security will advantage the country. Now, I have not
been saying anything about the proposed increased loan of
$12,500,000, which it is proposed to apply to equipment
purposes, and which will come in ahead of the shareholders
and ahead of the Gavern ment. So far as the shareholders
are concerned, there is a provision in the Bill that they shall
not be bound by the proposal unless two-thirds of them shall
accept it; so I do not think we need trouble ourselves about
the shareholders But the Government and Parliament
have no opportunity of voting upon it or considering it
after this Bill becomes law, and that is one reason why we
should talk it over here. It may or may not be an
advautageous thing for the company to take power
to raise $12,500,000 more for equipment; but certainly
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when the House is :aaked to grant tÂat power, the
very least we are entitled tois-a aull eplanation of what
has become of the 8 5,000,000 shich less Ahan one year
was raised by the company apon the guaratee of Canada
,for the very purposes of equipment. The Act was passed
last Session, allowing the issue of $l5;000,000 of bonds,
the interest of which we guaranteed, ,and provided 4hree
modes of expenditure: on account of oapital expenditure,
Jor buitdings, permanent bridge sand.other improvements,
$5000,000; for rolling stock, locomotives, box cars, and
passenger cars, $5,000,000; for reqgired improvement in
main line, elevators, bridges and trestles,over 84,000,000
more ;-divided nearly into throe equal proportions %for
almost exactly the very purposes for which this loan is
asked to-day. If one year ago the company required to
obtain at least 8.12,500,000 out of the 15,000;0,00 for these
purposes, and it requires now to come -to -the ouse and
as& for 810,000,000 more, I do think weooght to have some
reasonable assurances that next year the company will
not come again to Parliament and ask us to postpone fur-
ther the position of the:shareholders and the Government
for another $10, 00,000. We are undoubtedly entitled to
explanations on that point. Thon, a certain amount of
security was nominally given to the Government last Session
in connection with their guarantee in having the right to
retain the interest which they might receive upon land sales.
The principal belonge to t he truatees, who hold it as security
for the $15,000,000 of bonds. I would like to know, and
the Government will be able to tell us at once, how much
bas been received by them since lat Session en account of
these land sales. We may gather from that some idea of
how much the interest iipon the net proceeds of the land
saies is likely to amount to assecurity for their guarantee.
Now, Isaid a little while ago that, in considering the nature
of the security which would be held by the holcers of the
new bonds of $109,000,000, I assumed that the leased rail-
ways were leased by the company for their full value. I
assumed tbat the interest in them was equivalent to a fee
simple. Now, if the company leased them on a lease of a
thousand years-a perpetual lase in fact-and if they are
to pay no more rental than the charges which are upon
the individual railways and -which are znentioned in this
schedule, it may be that the security under the new mort-
gage wili aminount to just the same as the equity of redemp-
tion, or the fee simple in those railways, over and above
those charges. We have no information-,and I do not know,
where I eau find any- of the nature of these leases, which
it is proposed to hand over pratically to the new esecuri-
ties that are to go.-against the property. If the whole
security, covering the leased lines, is not on the whole
$109,000,000 as valuable as the 835,000,000 upon the ori-
gignal loan, i is a very bad bargain or the Government, and
requires explanation. I cannot imagine that it will .be
contended that the annual value of the whole concern or the
greater part of the value of the whole concern is in these
leased lines. Surely the country, which has spent somany
millions upon the Canadian Pacifie Railway, will not be told
that the greater part of the value of the whole system now
worked by the railway is in these leased lines. One would
think that must be claimed because it is proposed to take
452,000,000 from them and to share that with the main ine
of the Oanadian Pacifie Railway in the proportion of 52 to
35. The of points I have suggested are well worthy the
consideration of the House, and require sorme explanation
from the gentleman who is in charge of-the Bill.

On section 3,

Mr. KIRKPAT RICK. I wish to change the expression,
"lBy the vote of at least two-thirds of the shareholders,"
and make it read: "-So to do by at least twod-hirds of 4h.
votes of the shareholders,"

Mr. EneAa.

On section 4,
Mr. EDGAR. This fourth section says that the consoli-

xdated debenture stock is to be issued for the purposes
nentioned in the said several sections. There are no pur-

poses mentioned whatsoever.

Mfr. KIRKPATRICK. Yes; there are. The Bill was
amended in Committee and reads "for the general purposes
of the company."

Mr. JONES (Halifax). In moving the amendment of
which I gave notice, it will be necessary to review, at
somoe length, perhaps, all the circumstances connected
with this Canadian Pacifie Railway. It will be remem-
-bered that Parliament voted a sum of money for the
construction of a short line of railway to St. John and
Salisbury, shortening the distance -to Halifax. That vote of
$Z50,000 was intended to complete the entire line. After
the vote passed the House, it appears, from the report of
the Minister of Railways and Canalis, at page 27:

" Thatan application having been made for the said subsidies by the
International Railway Oompany, and they -having agreed -t conform to
the necessary conditions and requiTements, and having evidenced their
ability to constrnct and operate the road, entry into contract with them
was authorised by Order in Council of 9th November, 1885, and such
contract was executed on the 14th December, 1885, they undertaking to
complete a line from a point on the south bank of the St. Lawrenoe-at
or near Caughnawaga, about nine miles above Mfontreal, to connect
with the lutercolonial at loncton, by the lst July, 1889."

It is necessary to the proper understanding of this question
that these ,details should b. placed before the RLouse,- be-
cause we are discussing this question to-night in face of
full information, which we were not in face of when this
question was discussed earlier in the Session. We were at
that time under the impression, from statements made by
the late Finance Minister in Halifax, in the first place, and
subsequently in this House, that there had been-a regularly
signed and sealed contract and bond made between the Gov-
ernment and the Canadian Pacifie Railway for the construc-
tion of that line to Salisbury to connect with the Intercolonial.
Since that time, the documents which were moved for, have
been brought down, and the Government have not been
able to produce to this House any evidence in support of
the statement made by their Finance Minister, which was
nade in their presence.and repeated in their presence, and

tending to create and establiih ithe impression which the
Minkter of FLnance endeavored to create in Halifax, that
thene was a binding contr'act between the Government and
the Canadian Pacifie Baïlway Company for the building of
the line to Salisbury. Theyigo on further tosay that:

"The. International Railway Company subsequently disposed of their
interest in this contractto the Atantice-and North-West Railway Cer-
pany, and that cmpany were accepted as contractora by-au Order in
Counil dated the 12tb of November, 1886, the agreement made there-
under being "atd the 6th of December, 1886.

"The Atlantic -and Nt th-West Riway Company, haying powers
under their charter to enter into arrangements for the crosaing of the
state of Maine, obtained from theMaine Central Railway Company the
privilege of acquiring runni4g powers for 99 years over the portion of
their road'between Mattawamkeag and Vanceborough, on the boundary
line.. These arrangements were aoeepted by an Order in council of the
3oth December, 18."

" The total subsidies available under vote of Parliament fir this work
of railway construction, amounting, as above stated, to $250,000 a year,
for4 term of swenty years, itbeeame necessary so te -apportion this
amount-s to-asure he building of the lnku te connect with thermads
already in existence in New Brunswick and Nova:Scotia leading te the
harbors naxned.

",ccordingly, an estimate of the cost of the -several sections 'of the
urveped line, as -adopted, was -made, sud as the -resulti an Lrder in

Oouncil wa passed on the 14th lune, 1886, apportioning the subsidy,
the arrangement being as follows :-For the section from the River St.
Lawrence te lennoxville, $71,100. 'The section from Lernoxville to
Mooe River da covered by the latermational Railway, already ton-
stueted. For the;section between Moose River and Mattawamkeag, a
station on the Maine Central Railway, $ t 15,500. From Mattawamkeag
te Harvey t5tation on the New Brunswick RailwaY, running arrange-
mentahave baen made -vere*isting rouad. For he section between
awrvtysand point os leà latscolunial Railay Rear8alisbury Station,
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$63,400. The remaining distance is by the Intercolonial Railway to
Moncton.

Under these circumstances, it will be obvious to the House
that the Government deliberately approved of this transfer
by the Atlantic and North-West Bailway Company of o
much of their contract as to carry their road to Mattawam.1
keag, and they were aware, of course, having deait witii It
by Order in Council, that, under that arrangement, the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company were not legally bound
to go one foot beyond Mattawamkeag. Yet, under this posi-
tive and clear understanding which is now before the House,
we are brought face to face with a condition of affairs
which was supposed to have existed under the statement
made by the late Minister of Finance. I need only repeat
here one quotation from that lon. gentleman's speech. He
said :

" When that company have declared by the most solemn, important
and busineselike act that it is possible for them to do-by putting their
hand and seal to a contract binding them to build not only the short
line of railway that comes to St. John, but also the short lne of railway
that passes St. John by coming from Fredericton to Moncton, becanse
that is in the bond, and that is the work with which they are immedia-
tely to grapple."

That is the statement made by the hon. Minister of Finance,
in Halifax, and subsequently given by him to this Houae.
On that occasion I said to the Minister of Finance:

"If my information ie correct, they are constructing the branch from
Mattawamkes g to the Central Railway, and no progress is being made
on the other branch. I am aware that it is said to be under the charge
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, but it appears to me the
Government should exercise supervision over those roads when public
money is expended on them.

"S ir CHARLES TUPPER. Certainly, the contract is with them."

There you have that deliberate statement made on behalf of
the Government, first at Halifax and secondly in this House,
by the Minister of Finance, before his colleagues, who were
aware of it, before the members of this House, some of
whom were interested in the Canadian Pacific Railway, and
were doubtiess aware of it as the Government were aware
of it. We must hold them bound as having been aware of
the agreements which were made under the Order in Coun.
cil, and yet they allowed this impression to go to the coun-
try day after day, which was a false one, which was a
deliberate misrepresentation. I remember laIst Session that
the Speaker decided, when a question came up here and an
lon. member charged another with stating what was
false or with stating a falsehood, that it was not
parliamentary language to say that it was a falsehood
or a faise statement, but at the same time he said
there was nothing unparliamentary in quoting any
proof you could bring in support of the statement that the
party yon were referring to had made a false representa-
tion or had stated what in fact was not true. I have only
in this case to refer to the statement made by the Minister
of Public Works in Committee the other day, that to con-
tract ever lad existed or did exiat with the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company for the construction of a foot of
that line beyond Mattawanmkeag. With such a statement
coming from the Government, in direct contradiction to the
iterated statements of the late Minister of Finance, I leave
it to this House to say whether the late Minister of Finance
occupies in this matter a very creditable position before
the country. I do not hold the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company altogether blameless in this matter, beocause their
representatives were present ard henrd the stateruenta
made by the Minister of FinaLce. They were parties to
that statement as much as if they had made it themselves,
because, if a statement is inade deliberately in Larliament
respecting a transaction in which others are engaged or are
supposed to be concerned, and those parties sit Quietly by
and tacitly acquiesce in the statement of a member of
this House, they become a party to that statement, and the

Canadian Pacific.eailway Company were in that respect a
party to the statement made by thei hon. Minister ofFinance.
This transaetion has been one of very great interest to the
people, of the Maritime Provinces and to the people of my
own city. The impresion conveyed there has been gene-
rally acepted on the ground of the statement made by the
late Minmster of Finance. They were unwilling to believe,
as 1 was unwilling to believe-I never doubted for one
moment that the statement which lie made was inaccurate
or untrue-I waa unwilling to believe that a gentleman oc-
cuping the.high position in this country of the late Minister
of inance, a man who had been in charge of all these nego-
tiations for a long time, would deliberately, for political pur-
poses, at atime when great pablic interest was excited in
regard to that railway and its completion, would have come
down to Halifax and have made such a statement as that to
which I refer. They would have been more astonished, and
I think the members of this House will share that astonish-
ment when they find that the Minister of Finance not only
made that statement there, but reiterated it here deliberately
in the presence of hie colleagues, who, under those circum-
stances, shared the responsibility of that statument. I said
the people of the Maritime Provinces felt great interest in
the completion of that lino. I hold in my han I a circular
which has just been issued by the Board of Trade at Halifax,
a new commercial organisation, not in c-mpetiLion with the
Chamber of Commerce, but embracing other mercantile men
in that community. It is mainly taken up with this Short
Lin. Railway question. They say:

" Whereas the Governm-nt of the Dominion granted large subsi lies
to certain contractors to construct and operate a short line railway to
connect the ports of St. John and Halifax with the Canadian Pacifie
and other Upper Province railway systems, and thus establish a con-
plste and rapid railway communication from ocean to ocean ; and

" Whereas such short line was held out to the Maritime Provinces as
in ome measure a compensation for the large burdens created by the
constructiou of the Canadian Pacifie Railway; and

"Whereas at the time of the granting of such aforesaid subsidie,
fears were expressed that the eastern section of the road would not be
built and the Government thereupon gave the fullest assurance that the
contractors would be compelled to complete the whole line; and

" Whereas the contract has been acquired.-"

Observe, Mr. Chairman, how this Chamber of Commerce
have been led into the statement bere based upon the repre.
sentation of the Minister of Finance-

" Whereae the contract has been acquired by the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company, and such company in violation of its assurances
given by its directors and in violation of the pledges given by the Gov-
ernment, have not begun work on the eastern section between Harvey
and Moncton and there are just fears that the eastern section will not
be built ; and

" Wheres the Canadian Pacifle Railway Company entered into a
solemn and binding contract to build and operate the aforesaid road;
and

" Whereas the completion of said section is of paramount importance
to the Province of Nova Scotia; be it therefore

" Resolved, That the Board of Trade strongly protest against the
action of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company as a breach of faith,
and ealls upon the Government of the Dominion to fulfil its pledges by
compelling the corapany to forthwith proceed with the construction of
such section between Harvey and oncton."

As I observed, the members of the Chamber of Commerce
were led into passing this resolution by the representations
which had been made in this House and out of it, and they
say here.:

" Wbereas tife Canadian Pacifie Railway Company entered into a
solema and binding sontract to build and operate the aforesaid road."

Now, we find when we come to probe the thing, when ail
the papers are submitted to this Hlouse, that there never
existed a lin. cf obligation, of a legal ob'reation, on the
part of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, to build
one foot beyond Mattawamkeag. I say that this exhibi-
tion of Government duplicity, this exhibition of the man-
ner in which the Government have traded on the desires of
the people of the Maritime •Provinces in regard to this.
road, is anything but creditable to the Government which
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are parties to such a guilty, to such a baseless, to such a course, and core down to this fouse and ask for a grant
false representation; because, as I repeat, the Canadian to build it theelvos as a Government undortaking. The
Pacifie Railway Company, according to the papers which country hold them te that task and tho people of tho Mari-
have been submitted to this House, were never qbliged to time Provinces wîll hold thom rosponsible, and if they are
bauild one foot beyond Mattawamkeag. The Govern- willing to assist members in voting down the amondmont
ment took good care, in the division of the subsidy, I effer, thon I say the Government are bonnd in good faith
that the Iargest portion of it sbould be assigned to te carry eut the pledgos made most positively, in the first
the road between the St. Lawrence and Mattawamkeag ; place by the Ministor of Pubio Works whose language 8
and the Government were aware, or should have been se cloar and se decisive that ne porson could misunder-
aware, that the subsidy assigned for the completion of the stand it; and if the Govornment are not disposed te place
lino f rom Mattawamkeag to Salisbury, was insufficient, ac- that responsibility on the shoulders of the Canadian
oording to the estimates, to construct that lino. Therefore, Pacifie RaUway, thoylare bound to take the next stop,
the Government were remiss in their duty in apportioning so and ask the fouse for a sufficient sum to complote
much of that subsidy to the lino this side of Mattawamkeag it.'And they may take which alternative thoy pleaso.
and leaving such a small proportion of it for the completion If hon, gentlemen opposite will say that they will under-
of the lino to Salisbury on the Intercolonial Railway. The take the work themeelves as a Govormont work and proceed
object they had in view we, of course, are unable to find with the construction of it at once, I will withdraw the
ont. The object that the Government had in concealing anendment. I put this matter bore them. I say if they
the true condition of affairs with respect to this com- are willing te doclare that they will ask this Rouse to vote
pany, of course is one of those things which, perbaps, wiIl sufficient money for the construction of the lino at an early
never come to light. But we have a statement made by date, not at toc romoto a date, I will withdraw my amend-
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company that the cost of the mont; but uuless they give this House and throngh this
construction of that lino from the St. Lawrence, including fouse the people cfflalifuxand other parts of the Maritime
the acquisition and construction as far as Mattawamkeag, has Provinces the assurance that they will proceod with this
exceeded by somewhere near three millions and a quarter work as a Government measure, 1 will press this fouse te
the estimate which they had formed when the contract was a division at every stage cf the Bil. Lt may bu carricd
taken. I ventured to call the attention of the Railway Com- against me, but at least we will thon sou whether memb3rs
mittee to this fact, I ventured to propound to them the de- cf thc Government can forfeit their pledged word and their
sirability, the necessity in fact, of the Canadian Pacifie Rail- honor, I may say, and make statements for political and
way Company being called upon to say in wbat manner the electioneoring purposes te induce the country te beliove that
construction of that line had coct three miliions acd a quirter a contrant was made, sigued and sealed between themnand
above what was estimated at that time. I think that before the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company wben such a con-
the Government agreed to give them borrowing powers un- tract nover existod. If the Goverumeut are willing te place
der this Bill, the company should have been called upon tothemselves in that position, 1 will givo them an opportunity
give the Railway Committee a proof that the lino actually in Committoe and on the third readiug cf the Bil. Our
cost the sum which they have mentioned; because every hon. people are detormined te know upon whose shouldors
member knows that there is an idea prevailing in this the responsibility resta. Wo know very weil that it
House and the country that a very large proportion of that rests upon the Goverument, sud we are net going
money spent for the acquisition of that lino from Matta- te relieve them from that respensibility. Bat, if they
wamkeag, was not spent in the construction of that lino at will new say that they will ask Parliament for a
all, but to secure a contract from other intermediatory sufficient sum te construct that branch from Harvey to
companies who had a large advantage, a paramount advan- Salisbury I wili ho satisfiud, sud 1will withdraw my amend-
tage, the greatest advantbge, in that portion of the siubsidy ment. Nothing less than that wiil satisiy the peope cf
which was assigned to that lino. I think it should have Nova Sootia or New Bruabwick, and we have a right te
been a reasonable and proper enquiry for this louse toexpeet this from the Government iu redemptien ef their
make, and that it should still make, of the Canadian Pacifiecplodged faith te this fouse on more than one occasion. Lt
Railway Company, that they should produce sufficient evi- is ne use the Government trying te plgce the respousibility
douce to show that the statement which they have made on the Canadian Pacifie Railway Compauy, when they deli-
can be boine out by the papers submitted. Now, I think berately allowed the company on thoir own arrangement
that is the position of affairs to-day, and what is to bu te shufflout of it when they were bound te finish the work;
doue? Some hon. members may say ihat if there was noanci if they deliberately allowed the company te shuffiu eut
legal contract to build the road beyond Mattawamkeag, why of that which was at least a moral obligation restiug upon
do you seek to insert a clause now to compel them to do so ? themaud which was more thau a moral obligation, because
My reason ils simply this, because I hold the Canadian of the statemeuts made by Ministers, the Government should
Pacifie Railway Company to be parties to the announce- now core down and ask the fouse for a sufficieut grant te
ment which was made, I hold the Canadian Pacifie Railway finish it. I bave the mattor with the Goverumeut, and
Company as morally responsible for the construction of they eau take whiehever course they like, If they will give
that lino, although not legally responsible, I hold that when me auy assurance that they are prepared te ask the flouse
they and their agents, and their contractors, sat in this te build it, I shah not procoed further; if net, I shah me
House and heard the Government announce, without con- the ameudment cf which I have given notice whieh reads
tradiction, that they were the contractors to build that as folcws
lino to Salisbury on the Intercolonial Railway, they That the following be added te the fourth clause after the word
acquiesced in that statement, and morally bound them-tgwhatever:"?eAfoer a sufficient amount of the proceeds ofsaid con-
selves to carry out the contract to that extent. 1 solidated stock bas firet heen reserved for the completion and equip-
say that if such were not the case we would have no ment of the railway from Mattawamkeag te Harvey and Slisbury, in
further faith in companies or Governments, and in some
Governments we know that members have but little faith I bave the matter the, because it is a matter in the hands
indeed. What is going to be done. under these circum- cf the Goverument, and they are the principal factors iu
stances ? The Goverument has to do one of two thinga. dealing with it. We kuow the position of the Canadian
The Government has either to insist on this clause goingPacifiRailway Company, but wo have nthing tedewith
into that agreement and reserving a sufficient sum for the that. We have euly te doal with the Administration cf the
oompletion of the lino; or* they have to adopt another day, and, therefore, I say thît if the Goverumeut assist lu

Mr. JONis (Halifax).
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voting down this amendment, all they have to do is
to give the assurance to this House that they will
undertake to carry it out as a Government measure;
and if they do neither one or the other, the House
will know on whose shoulders the responsibility reste,
and how much the plighted pledge of public men, in
Parliament and out of it, can be relied upon. When the
people find that a member of this House, occupying such a
high position as the late Minister of Finance occupies in
this country, and the Minister of Public Works, who holds
such a high ̂ position, made deliberate statements with res-
pect to this matter-the Minister of Public Works stating
that he would take care that not a cent of money would be
expended unless the whole lino was completed, and that he
was commissioned to speak for the Government,-I say, in
the face of such strong assurances, made by sncb members
of the Cabinet as the late Finance Minister and the present
Minister of Publie Works, it would be a shock to the publie
sentiment of this country if the people found these hon.
gentlemen going back on the statements they made to this
House. I trust the Government will deal with this matter,
either by insisting on this clause being introduced into the
Bill, or by adopting the alternative I have suggested of car-
rying the work out as a Government work.-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not know that it is
necessary to discuss this matter or enter. into it or consider
the very strong language used by the senior member for
Halifax (Mr. Jones); but I can relieve bis anxiety. I can
tell him now that the Government have come to an arrange-
ment with the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, by which
the Government will seoe that the road from Harvey to
Salisbury is built and thereby the promises made by Sir

Chnl T d % h iiti MiPhi W-I U

might allow the Bill to go through Committee to-night,
and reserve the third reading.

An hon. MEMIBER. No reserve ; it is a Private Bill.

Mr. LAURIE R. There is a part of this question which
is a very important one and upon which I would not feel
disposed to yield without more information than we have
at this moment. My hon. friend (Mr. Edgar) brought
forward a most important question with regard to the posi-
tion of the country in connection with this Bill and upon
which question no answer whatever bas been given by the
Government.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We could not well un-
derstand the aim of my bon. friend opposite (Mr. Edgar) in
making that speech. The only claim that the Government
have got against the Canadian Pacifie Railway is for the
guarantee of the interest on the $15,000,000, and there are
specific securities taken under the Act which gives us the
land securities and which remain intact. These securities,
as Parliament was convinced last Session, are more than
sufficient in every way to prevent the possibility of a loss,
or of the Government being called upon to pay any of that
guarantee. That is the only claim against the Canadian
Pacifie Railway that I am aware of. The interest which we
pay on the stock, as the hon. gentleman knows, is paid out
of money in our own hands, and there are no other obliga-
tions that I am aware of. That being the case, the fact
that the incumbrances on the different branches and leased
lines is to be charged on the whole system does in no way
that we are aware of or that we can discover, affect the
position of the Government.

una.rnfLV .LUupper a 2t xLIUnis UL L ULDÂiU Voric ia nI e Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). It does seem to me that thecarried out. announcement made by the First Minister shows the impro-
Mr. JONES (Halifax). At what time ? The hon. gentle- priety of our proceeding until we know exactly what the

man opposite says they have come to an arrangement by arrangement is between the Government and the Canadian
which this road will be built. Pacifie Railway. This is not a matter of private arrange-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. With all convenient ment between the Government and the country. It is an
speed. arrangement that affects the public revenues and in which

Mr, JONES (Halifax). I think the Governuient are the entire population of this country are interested, and,
bound O state, under tHese circumstances, wheternmey are therefore, while this Bill is before the Committee and under

boud t stteundr tesecirumsancs, heterthey are its consideration, we are, in consequence of the announce-
going to build the road in one or two years. I do not wish it wich e re, enothed tounow
to press them to build it within a short time ; but, mview at wbich aheFirst Minister bas made,entitled teknow
of the great interest excited, the Government shouldgiv what the arrangement is thatema been co e to-an

some assurance that they will see the work undertaken at erangement whic , froi mthe staement of the rigbphon
an early day. gentleman bimself, will impose furîber burthens upon the

people of this country. I saw no objection myself to the
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. At an early day. patsage of the Bill as it stood, with sorne amendments. It
Mr. JONES (Halifax). We shall have to let it rest there seems to me that a company having large material inter-

at present. ests, coming before this House and asking to be granted a
charter so as to improve its financial position without

Mr. LAURIRR. This statement of the First Minister is detriment to the public, ought to be enabled to do so, and
hardly satisfactory in view of the pledge which it gives, as no credit or security on the part of the public is re-
and the House is entiled to particulars. The time is now quired, it is none of our business; it is their business, and
up for Private Bills, and we may expect on Monday that they ought to be permitted to judge of their own interests.
the hon. gentleman will b. prepared to make a fuller state. But, Sir, I was rather astonished at the position taken by
ment than h. bas now made. my hon. friend from Halifax (Mr. Jones) when ho says that

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I hope lb. bon. gentle- a statement was made some time ago by Sir Charles Tupper,
man wil alow Iis BiblOpasL, for if it is geoing te pees aastatementthat bas proved to be wholly incorrect, and
aIl it howld pass now. The Governent is coming down becase that incorrect statement bas been made, he is quite
during the Session with lh. whole arrangement thi bas been willing to withdraw the motion which he proposes to make
made wi the anadian Pacifie Railway Company and they if the Government will say they will impose a fdrther
wil ask lthe sanction et Parciament titay oanyd I ave ne burthen on the people of this country for an enterprise that
dob that the ilouse wi l give that , antiod. I have no is not of any use in the slightest degree. So far as I can under-
doubt that it wiH b.usatifactryte those mst inmediately stand this enterprise will shorten the communication be-
doubtrn that wjle be sti orm i ly tween Montreal and Halifax by about 17 miles. It seemsoacerned, that is tothe on. gentlemen representing the that when Sir Charles Tupper made this statement in Hali-Maritime Provinces. fax that it had no foundation in fact, that there was no snob

Mr. JONES (Halifaz). As bas been suggested by the argeement between the Government and the Canadian
leader of the Government, under those circumstances we Pacifie Railway, and that ho had no authority for making
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that statement. He made a statoeient that ho must have
known to be without foundation and for the purpose of tak-
ing for the moment a political advantage of my hon. friend
the senior member for Halifax (Mr. Jones).

Mr. JONES (Halifax). HWe made the statement in the
House afterwards.

lfr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentlerfan says that
Sir Charles Tupper made that státeinent in the louse after-
wards, and I beliévé that stÉtément wâs in some form or
other repeated by the hon. the Minister of Public Works.
This may be a reason for condemning that hon. gentleman.
It may be a reason for the House consuring the conduct of
that hon, gentleman as a member of the Government, and
a )éàsdn for the Government keeping silent when that
stàtement was jnade and undertaking to mislead the House.
I do not see th'át ià any reasoh for saddling the people of
this country with an àdditional debt for the construction of
120 miles of rail*wy that iay be of no real commercial
advantàge to the people of tIi country. When the Gov-
erfient cômes down to this louse and say that they have
now màde an arrangement with the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way for the purpose of giving effect to that promise, which
had at the time it was made no foundation in fact, I hold
that we Are entitled to know what that arrangement is.
Snrely if there is an arrangerment the right hon. gentleman
knows what it is. Does he propose that this sort of thing
shall ho done piecèmeal and that wo are going to carry this
Bill there, and then that we are going to take another stop,
letting one matter after another slip from the control of the
House ? The right hon. gentleman ought to ho frank with the
House. If he bas entered into an engagement of this sort
ho bas entered into an engggement not on his own behalf,
but on behalf of the people of this country whose in-
terests the members of this Hlouse are bore to protect.
The hon. gentleman is not in form, whatever ho may ho
in fact, the master of the House, ho is the chief of tle Com-
mittee who are supposed to represent the House and speak
on bebalf of the fouse for these administrative Acta. The
House would be wanting in its duty to those whom it re-
presenta, if it permitted a single stop to ho taken in this
matter until we know precisely what the engagements are
between the Government and the Canadiai Pacific Rail-
way. The hon, gentleman is not dealing with his own
money in this. We have burden after burden imposed
upon thepeople of this country for the past ten years and
these burdens have been increase to an enormous extent.
The people of this country are eabarrassed financially, and
embarrassed in every way. The farmers of this country
are not to-day worth by 25 per cent. as much as they were
ton years ago in consequence of the depreciation of their
property on account of these unprofitable burdens that have
been imposed upon them. We know what the policy was
in deling with the old Grand Trunk Railway Company
twenty or thirty years ago. It was that every time that
company became embarrassed, they came to the House to
ask for legislation to give it relief and then the opportunity
was seized to impose some profitless enterprise upon the
company and to impede its chances of further advance-
ment in the future. la the Canadian Pacific Railway to
be dealt wiih in exactly the same way ? Are the Govern-
ment o fh"s country, actig not on behalf of the people of
this country on the whole, but acting on behalf of those in
one town who are seeking to build up their interest at the
expense of another, to undertake to impose on this railway,
company burdens that will increase its embarrassments in
the future, and which will impose still further burdens
upon the overburdened people of ths country? The poliey
which the bon. gentleman is again initiating is the poliey
wbiolh embarrassed the Grand Trupk Railway Company
mad which deprived every man and woman who took anyj
stock in that road, of every dollar of profit on what they

Mr, MILLs (Bothwell).

had invested. There is not a stockholder in the original
Grand Trunk enterprise who ever received either in in-
terest or in any other form a dollar out of that company ;
they have tost every copper they invested. Sc the hon.
gentleman proposes to initiate this same system with regard
to the Canadian Pacifie Railway. I say it is time in the
history of this country that such financial proceedings
should have an end, and those who are representatives of
the people in this House, will be wanting in their duty to
those whom they represent if they permit anything to be
done until they know what the engagement of the Govern-
ment is, and until they can assume the responsibility of
honestly carrying out their duty to their best judgment,
and pronounce on the merits of the agreement that bas
been entered into between the company and the Govern-
ment

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I cannot see any neces-
sity for the bon. gentleman treating us to a lecture on con-
stitutional law on this private Bill. It appears that the
hon. gentleman bas got mixed up on two subjects. Here is
a private Bill in which the Canadian Pacific Railway ask
for leave to consolidate the encumbrance on their branch
lines; to consolidate their debt in fact. They ask for leave
to issue certain securities, to raise certain sums of money
on their property. That is the proposition. That is either
right or wrong. If it is right, the House should pass it; if
it is wrong, they should not do so. The hon. gentleman
said himseîf that ho saw no objection to the Bill; it was
passed by a large majority in the Railway Committee, and
I have no doubt the same reasons which induced the Rail-
way Committee to report the Bill will induce the majority
of this House to grant this reasonable measure. It has no
connection at all with the completion of the Short Lino
Railway. Then, the only reason I made the statement I
did to the hon. gentleman opposite was to prevent a long
and weary discussion on that motion of bis; and ho very
naturally, with the other members from the Maritime Pro-
vinces, feels specially interested in having the Short Lino
Railway built, and in having construction begun on that
portion from Harvey to Salisbury. Well, an arrangement
bas been made, and it is impossible to discuss that to-night,
and it is equally wrong to stop this private Bill, which bas
nothing to do with that question.

Mr. UILLS (Bothwell). Wby has this Bill been delayed
for a fortnight, if it has nothing to do with it ?

Mr. LISTER. The House is in favor of this Bill, but you
want a secret agreement.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. it is not a secret agree-
nent. If the House approves of the arrangement, they
will vote for it; if not, they will throw it out; but whether
that arrangement meets with rojection or aceptance at the
bands of the House, this Bill ought to pass. The passing
of thie Bill is of very great importance to the company. If
it should be adopted by Parliament, that should be known
at once in order that the company may make the necessary
financial arrangements. Its passage will be announced by
cable, and the financial arrangements can then be made. It
is of great interest to all parts of the country where the
money will be expended. Afterwards, if the House does
not approve of the arrangements made to finish the Short
Line Railway from Harvey to Salisbury, that measure can
be voted down, but the two things ought not to be mixed
together.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). You have mixed them in the
past three weeks.

Mr. LISTRR. They are inseparable.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They are in no way in-
separable, and I think the House will agree that they should
not be mixed together.
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Mr. ARMSTRONG. I submit tht this House hs not

the information to enable it to vote on this question.
The hon. member for Halifax (Mr. Joues) has movpd
au amendment to the Bill, and he bas given bis reason
for doing so, that certain pledges have been given
by mem bers of the Government. The leader of the Gov-
ernment, in order to get out of the difficulty, esays
that arrangements have been made for building that piece
of the Short Line Railway, and on that understanding
the hon. member for Halifax agrees to withdraw his
amendtnent. Now, Sir, I submit that there is A large
amount of money, perhaps $4,000,000, involved foi the
building of a piene of useless road that will never pay run-
ning expenses, and if that arrangement is made contingent
on the passing of this Bill, before the House assents to it we
have a right to know who is going to foot the bill. If it is
the country I submit that this fouse has a right to know
it now; if it is the Canadian Pacifie Railway we have a right
to know that too. The Premier says it is a simple question
of right and wrong. i endorse that statement. The Bill bas
been before the Railway Committee, it has been discussed for
weeks past and nobody say s there is anything wrong in grant-
ing the company the privileges they ask. I go further, and I
say that so large a company involving such extensive inter-
ests as the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, have a right
to ask anything reasorable from this House in order to enable
them to carry on their business. No objection bas ever
been taken to the Bill on that score, and we have a right to
assume that what the company asks is perfectly right. If
it is perfectly right, they should get what they ask without
any conditions being attached. This House should not im-
pose upon them the expense of several millions which they
have no right to impose upon them; it is a sort of penalty
upon them for getting their Bill through the House. We
know the immense damage which was done to the Grapd
Trunk Railway Company by a similar course. They were
involved in difficulties which they have never been able to.
surmount to this day; and I protest against the Canadian
Pacifie lRailway Company or any other company being load-
ed down in the saine way. A company so extensive, remi-
fied as it is through the whole country, bound up as it in
with the prosperity of the country, cannot be injured in any
way, without involt ing the country in almost corresponding
injury ; and it is the duty of this House to see that no such
load is put upon the company as will affect its interests or
th-ough it the general interests of the country.

Mr. MITCHELL. I must saylI differ from my hon. friend
from Bothwell (Mr. Mills) and my hon. friend froin South
Middlesex (Mr. Armstrong) with regard to the means we
should take. But I agree in the conclusion that the Com-
pany should not be loaded down and embarrassed beyond
what is legitimate und fair; and so far as the Bill in cen-
eerned, they are not loaded down. The Bill before the
Hlouse was passed almost unanimously by the Railway
Committee, and with an amount of enthusiasm on both aides
of the Committee that is rarely seen there. If there have
been differences between the Government and the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company, as rumor says there hsve been,
I know mothing about them beyond that. The Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company have said that they want this
Bil passed and it is all tbey want; they do not want to
have anything more forced upon them; and are gentlenen
in this House on either side going to block the legislation
which is so desirable and necessary for a great corporation
like that, which, as my hon. friond says, is bound up with
the prosperity of this country, simply beause aOrne suspi-
cions exist that a compact has been made whieh is going to
load them down ? So far as we are concerned, all we have
to do is to say whether we sball refuse to pass this Bill,
which was so unanimously carried in the Railway Commit-
tee, because we have some suspicions that negtiations lve

be going on. I do net thinig tIs Iouse will adopt that
course. The hon. gentleman spoke aboit secret compcts;
we know nothing about thom.

Mr. JONES (falifax). We want to know.
Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) The Minister has said there is

a compact.
Mr. MITÇOKELL. You say you want to know. This

House has a right to know at the right time; but-I say it
is not right to interfore *t this late sgge of the Session with
the passage of this Bill, the promoters of which have been
kept dancing attendance on Parliament for the past six
weeks.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Why ?
Mr. MITCHELL. How do I know why, or how do you

know why ? Rumor says that because the Government
have been trying to get then to build a link of railway
down through. the Province I represent-they have been, so
far as I know, all along refusing to build it, but the bon.
gentleman says some arrangement has been come to-not
with the Canadian Pacific.Railway-and, therefore, nothing
bas been imposed upon them, so far as we cau establish, by
the legislation we are now pssing.

Mr. EDG&R. He said they are to build the road.
Mr. LISTER. The agreement is signed and sealed for

the building of the road.
Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) We want to know what it is.
Mr. MITCHELL. I di got uniderstpnd that. Anyway,

whether an arrangement has een come to with the Canadian
Pacifie Railway or not, I bold that it is a private undertak-
ing. The Bill contains in itself the obligations only which
we are wiling to impose on the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
and we have no right to block a Bill of that kind at this
late stage, simply because bon. gentlemen suspect that there
is something behind it that ought not to be doue. When the
time oomes for tbe Bremier to present to the House the ar-
rangement made, thon will be the time to disuuss it, and
you will find me ms ready as snyone to point out objections
if it is a measure that ought not to b. adopted. But I do
hope that hon. gentlemen will not, at this late stage of the
Session, block so important a measure.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Doos my hon. friend
agree to withdraw his motion?

Mr. JONES (Halifax). After the statepient made by the
Ion. gentleman that he was going to bring this down to a cer-
tain stage, I was willing the Bill should pass through the
Committee, but in viýr of the points raised by hon. gentle-
men hore, and in view of the fact that this Billihas stood
over now for three weeks, postponed from day to day by the
Government until they could coioe to such an arrangement
4s the Premier says they have arrived at, no great injury to
the company eau result by allowing the Bill to stand natil
the next meeting of the fouse, when the First Miniater can
submit the arrangement he ias made.

Mr. LAURIER. There is no desire on the part of t.he
Opposition to block this measure.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Oh.
Mr. LAURIER. I repeat there is no desire to throar any

impediment in its way. I say this most distinely. e
hon. gentleman says this Bill ought to m right 0,
nobody knows better tha the hon. genteman that this 4ïl
bas been called up from day to da ad allowd to taud at
the request of the Governmont. ;e have give it not eveu
an hour's discussign, and the time is yp and we stand on
our rigits. . ý >su -w«t'n o

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I think the Bill in this
House will not make the Governstent show their bgud
or show nythiipg. f ,e hon. gentlemen will
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allow the Bill to pass through, the Government will be here
all the time and will be held accountable.

Oommittee rose.

SUPPLY.

House again resolved itself into Committee of Supply.
(In the Committee.)

Extension of shed to repair cars, at Richmond....$2,500

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Before this item passes, I want te
resume the discussion which took place before the House ad-
journed upon the position of the Intercolonial Railway and to
recall the attention of the House to statements then made
with reference to that condition. Now, it is stated that the
loss on the Intercolonial Railway last year was over $363,-
000, it behooves ns to see what are the causes of that loss.
It is known to hon. gentlemen on both sides that, in addi-
tion to that loss, we lose the interest on the capital invested
which amounts to over two million dollars. Patting that
to one aide, you will find a seriouà state of facts exists that
we are losing at the rate of $350,000 a year, and it is proper
that we should enquire into the causes of this loss. I hold
the report of the Minister of Railways, and I find that the
cause of this enormous loss is attributed by the chief super.
intendent to the fact that they are carrying coal from the
Springhill Mines to the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec
at losing rates. The report says:

" For several years past I have drawn attention, in the annual report,
to the extremely low rate at which this coal is carried. There can be
no doubt that is one of the chief causes of the annual deficit."

We have these two facts before us, that, in addition to the
interest on capital expenditure, we make a loss on the run-
ning of the road beides of $360,000, which is attributed by
the chief superintendent to the fact that heis compelled by
the Government to carry coal from Springhill mines to the
Western Provinces at a rate which does not pay, and that
he bas drawn attention to that every year in his annual
report. The only answer given by the junior member for
Halifax (Mr. Kenny) was that there has grown up quite a
lar e village or town around Springhill. That is the com-
pensation given this country for the 8350,000loss annually
incurred on the Intercolonial Railway. I think that is no
compensation whatever. Springhill existed before we
commenced to carry this coal at this non-paying rate, and
the fact that a few hundreds or thousands of people may be
congregated there does net add very much to the aggregate
weaith of the country. It has only drawn these people
from other employments, probably profitable employment,
in order to concentrate them in this village. It is no bene-
fit to the country that the population has increased, if that
increase is the result ofpa decrease in other parts of the
country. I want to call the attention of the Committee te
the fact that the8 360,000 of loss incurred by this coun.
try last year, owing to improper carriage of coal at
non-paying rates, does not by any means represent
the actual los which the country has incurred. I
will ask the attention of the Committee for a moment while
I refer te this report of the Minister of Railways. He points
ont that a very large sum of money was spent last year and
in previons years in improving the rolling stock of that
road, and the principal reason for that expenditure was to
provide accommodation for the increased coal trafflc. The
fact is that they undertook to carry coal for nothing, and
they not only lose money in carrying it but also have to
provide new rolling stock for the purpose. He says :

"New rolling stock, further provision of which was necessary mainly
for the accommodation of the increase of the coaI trafflo and other
freight."

When I turn te the expenditure to find how much they
spens for rolling stock last year in order to enable them to

Mr. KLaBprmEOK.

carry this coal for almost nothing, I find that the country
is charged $258,334 for rolling stock. That is an expendi-
ture and a loss which can be chargeable to the policy of the
Government of carrying coal for nothing or almost nothing.

Mr. POSTER. Is that all for coal rolling stock ?
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I did not say so. I said it was

in a large measure. The Minister follows up his statement
by saying:

" The rates charged for coal transport are not directly remuierative
to the road."'
I see, by the report of the chief superintendent, that a large
portion of this expenditure has been caused simply by this
policy of the Goverument of carrying coal for nothing or
almost nothing, and I read the report of the chief superin-
tendent in another place where he says that is one of the
chief causes of the deficit. More than that, I find in the
Supplementary Estimates brought down yesterday that, in
addition to tife $258,334 for rolling stock, the Government
spent, under Governor General's warrant, without a vote of
the House, 8170,000, making a total of $428,334 for rolling
stock last year. In addition to the loss on the actual running
expenses, there was charged this large amount to capital
account lut year for rolling stock, and the chief amount of
that, according to the report of the chief superintendent,
is required for the carrying of coal from Springhill at non-
paying rates. They bave incurred this enormous expen-
diture for this rolling stock in order to carry coal, and,
after building this rolling stock, they find they have no place
in which to bouse it, and they ask Parliament for a large
increase of expenditure for buildings to accommodate this
rolling stock. We are asked to vote 867,500 for increased
accommodation at'Moncton. What is that for? If I under.
stand the report of the chief superintendent aright, this
expenditure is required simply to provide accommodation
for this rolling stock which has been built to carry coal for
nothing. On page 17, Mr. Pottinger, the chief superin-
tendent, says :

"It i expected th it during the coming winter the volume of ocean
borne traffil will increase very materially, and that the quantity of coal
going to points west of the Ohaudière will be greater than heretofore.
To ensure the rapid transport of this freight, the box car stock is being
increased by 200 cars, and there will be about 22 more locomotives in the
service than there were last winter, when. as is well known, great
difficulty was experienced in moving the traffic promptly, owing to the
insufficiency of the engine power, in consequence of which the engines
were run day and night, in order to push the freight forward, and ta
cause as little annoyance to shippers as possible,

" A difficulty, however, now presents itseilf. There is not stable room
enough to house our engine stock, and no less than 20 or 30 engines are
nightly exposed to the weather in the open air at Moncton. It has also
been found impossible to effect the necessary repairs in the Government
shops, as they are insufficient in size to receive the number of engines
offering for repairs. I, therefore, propose to ask for an appropriation on
capital account, to cover the cost of a full circle engine house at
Moncton, an addition of 112 feet by 200 feet to the machine shope there,
and some additional machinery. Unless those be provided, the engine
power must auffer severely from exposure and from want of proper
maintenance.

So the result is that, in order that we may force an artificial
trade against the laws of nature, and carry this coal for
nothing or next to nothing from the Lower Provinces, and
sell it in Quebec or Montreal, we incur an annual loss on
the working expenses of about $363,000, which the chief
engineer attributes almost entirely to this coal traffic.

Mr. DICKEY. Will the hon. gentleman read the portion
of the report which states that this is due to the coal traffic ?

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I read it before-
I' For several years paut I have drawn attention in the annual report

to the extremely low rate at which this coal is carried, and there can be
no doubt that it is one of the chiet causes of the annual aeficit."
That is at page 26. He follows up that statement with the
other statement which I have given. When I was inter-
rnpted by the hon. member for Cumberland (Mr, Dickey),
I was saying that this enormous sum of $463,000 deficit on
working exponees is mainly chargeable to that fact, but last
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year they expended also $428,000 in the construction of
rolling stock, a large portion of which is also chargeable to
this carriage of coal, and in addition to this, they have to
provide what the chief superintendent calls "stable room "
for this rolling stock; so you find thet we have $500,000
paid out for rolling stock alone, the larger portion of which
is chargeable to this policy of carrying coat at non-paying
rates. Therefore, I think the country is paying pretty dearly
for the Springfield coal mines. I think it would be better to
buy out the whole Springfield mines, to pay all the share-
holders the value of their stock and to keep the men em-
ployed now in idleness for the rest of their lives. Why,
this comes to nearly a million of money, adding the loss on
the running expenses to the $500,000 we have to pay out
for rolling stock which is properly chargeable to this cause.
It makes over $900,000 during the last year, and I say the
policy of the Government in continuing to carry that coal
at non-paying rates cannot be defended. Still further, while
we are incurring this enormous expenditure of rolling stock
on the Intercolonial, we are at the same time spending mil-
lions in the construction of competing lines to destroy the
trade of the Intercolonial. What will be the use of thei
money we are spending on that road and on the rolling
stock when we know that the freight will·naturally go by
the shortest route, so that the Intercolonial will be kept up
for the use of the Springhill coal mines, and for that only.
1 suppose that some day we will have a proposition made
to present the Intercolonial to the Springhill coal owners.
It seems to be run in their interests now, and the result is
that an increase in the coal traffic is not a blessing but a
curse to the country, because the more they carry the
greater is the loss. I submit those figures to show that the
Government, when they reconsidered their policy and
revised their rates, and stopped making this difficulty, took
a very wise course; and it appears there was political in-
fluence enough on the benches behind the Government to
compel them to alter their course. It was stated here this
afternoon that the hon. member for Cumberland (àfr.
Dickey) kicked hard, that he would not come into the
traces at all, until they went back to the old system and
revised the rate to what it is now, - of a cent per ton per
mile. I have asked a number of engineers and others en.
gaged in railway operations about this matter, and I don'ti
think that in any other part of the world a parallel can be
produced where a railway carries coal, or a bulky article
like coal, at anything like the ruinous rate at which they
have been carrying coal from the Springhill mines.

Mr. MITCHE LL. There is a matter connected with my
county about which I wantto make some observations. I
moved for some papers in connection with two or three
claims that some of my constituents have on the Derby
branch of the Intercolonial Railway; and I stated some-
time ago when I withdrew four of these notices, that some
of these matters had been settled and in three more a sum
was offered which my constituents refused to accept. With
respect to four of these cases, they are settled, and I have
nothing more to say; but I want to say this in reference to
the case of Mr. George Knight. Mr. Knight had a living
spring and brook which took its rise on the aide of a hill
just in front of his house, and ran from there towards the
river, within about one-eighth of a mile, or thereabouts, of
the Derby branch of the Intercolonial Railway. The author-
ities of the Intercolonial came and took that man's spring
and built a tank over it and absorbed the whole of it, cover-
ing up the brook through his meadow for about one-eighth
of a mile, and they have refused to pay him any damages
for it. Mr. Knight claimed $2,000.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh!1
Mr. MITCHELL. Hon. gentlemen may laugh, but I tellt

you it is not a smal thing for a farmer who keepa a large1
stock of cattle and horses, to have to drive them in thei

winter season one-eighth of a mile te the river, and eut a hole
in the ice where they may drink. In the course of that opera-
tien one of his cows slipped on the ice and ho lest her. Hon.
gentlemen may laugh at that kind of a thing. It is very
easy for my hon. friend the junior member for Halifax (Mr.
Kenny), who is getting ail ho wants done, railways built
here and thore and everywhere, getting the ear of the
Government in such a way that ho can get anything settled
that ho wants. But in the case of Mr. Knight his spring
was entirely taken away from him, and ho is put to great
inconvenience for the want of it. The Government offered
him $50 for his land damages and for taking away his
spring and brook. I hold that was entirely unreasonable.
The other day the right hon. gentleman referred these mat-
ters to the Minister of Public Works to confer with me with
a view to settlement, and I thought that Mr. Knight ought
to accept $500. The Minister of Public Works, with Mr.
Schreiber, thought that $250 was enough. Now, Sir, I know
that $250 is not enough. I consented to make the offer to
Mr. Knight, and I wrote to him telling him I had done the
best I could, and suggesting that rather than have a law
suit in the Exchequer Court, ho had butter accept it. Ho
wrote me back saying that ho would lose the
whole monoy before he would accept it. I think ho is fairly
entitled to get remuneration to the extent of $500, and in
my opinion the man bas been damaged to a greater extent
than that for the reason that ho has to drive his cattle
during the whole winter season once or twice a day, down
to the river where he has to ct a hole in the ice in order that
they may drink. If the gentleman who controls that rail-
way saw this man driving his cattle in the winter time down
to the river, as I have seen farmers do, I think ho would
not have been so hard about it. The fact.of the matter is
that Mr. Schreiber, who controls this railway, is as hard as
flint. He has no consideration for these poor people at ail.
All ho cares about is to save a few dollars for the Govern-
ment. I think that the right hon. gentleman will do well
to reconsider this case, and to ask his acting Deputy
Minister ofPublic Works again to look into the matter,
and to sue whether the statement that I am making is
correct, as I know it to be, and I think he will agree that
the man is fairly entitled to $500 for the damages ho has
sustained. Then with regard to another case, that of George
R. Parker. I have not the evidence so clear about that.
Mr. Parker states to me that the sum of $,0f which
bas been paid him, and for which they have taken a
receipt, is not for his land damages by the railway at ail,
but it is for damages to his house, which ho lad te
move back and dig a new cellar, for which they gave
him $200 as per contract. With regard to another case,
that of Mr. Samuel Russell, we fixed upon a sumn of 8400 or
$5t,0. Mr. Russell decined te accept the $400. Mr.
Schreiber bas made a report upon it, in which ho speaks of
a receipt in full for claims and damages. Mr. Russell
alleges that ho never gave his receipt in full for any land
damages. The receipt was for a contract job to do a certain
work. I am not able to state that Mr. Russell is entitled te
82,000-I do not think ho is entitled to that much-but I
'do think ho is fairly entitled to $60) or 8700 for the dam.
ages sustained. He keeps a store on the spot, with a public-
house and a blacksmith shop, and they have stopped up ail
approach from the river to Mr. Russell's promises, and it
will cost him $700 or $800 at least to make a landing, to say
not'hing of the damages he bas sustained. Now, I would like
the Minister either to give these three cases his personal
attention, or to ask the Minister of Publie Works to confer
with the railway authorities in regard to them. There is
another case, that of Thomas Flynn. When water was car-
ried to the railway station at Newcastle they dag through
the whole length of his farm, several acres, and threw up
the shell rock and thus spoiled a considerable extent of land,
and for this damage they never paid him a cent. The
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Government have since offered 8100. I wrote telling him the
offer, and he replied indignantly tbat he had lived thus far
without the money, and if they could not give him some.
tbing approaching the damage done he would lose the
whole rather than accept that offer. That is the position
of these four claims, and i desire the Premier to have them
looked into and try to come to some arrangement with
respect to them. With regard to the management of the
Intercolonial Railway, I am not going to say anything
about it just now. My views with respect to its manage.
ment were so clearly laid before the House last year that I
do not think it is worth while to occupy time in setting
them forth now, particularly when such plain and frank
statements have been made by the member from Prince
Edward Island (Mr. Davies), the hon. member for St. John
(Mr. Weldon), and the senior member for Halifax (Mr.
Jones) and, therefore, I will defer any remarks till later,

Mr. MOMULLEN. I notice in the Auditor General's
accounts last year $38,000 charged for snow sheds and
snow fences. It is a matter of surprise to me that on a
road which has been operated so long it should be necessary
to invest such a large sum for the purpose of erecting snow
sheds and snow fonces. It will be remembered that the
statement was made by the Government two years ago
that the line was well protected as regards snow sheds and
they had been erected whenever required, and it was then
stated that the appropriation then made was for snow sheds
to take the place of sheds worn out. Last year there was
charged to capital account $â8,201 for snow sheds. Again,
there is an item, heating and lighting cars, $21,000. I
eannot understand how such an item can be charged to
capital account. $24,000 was the appropriation, and $91,-
000 has been charged to capital account. The manner in
which the Intercolonial Railway is handled is a matter
of serions consideration to the people. When we
consider the statements made by the member for
Queen's (Mr. Davies) that the people are paying $2,-
500,000, between the amount we lose by operating the
road and interest on the money invested in it, or
about 50 cents per head for the entire population, and
that from this expenditure we receive no return whatever,
it is quite time the House should begin seriously to con-
sider what is best to do with the line. No doubt, for poli-
tical purposes, expenses have been made in all directions.
No doubt expenses have been incurred only to better the
condition of members sitting in this House, and money has
been spent on building branches or lines which have been
competitors to each other and which have run but a very
short distance from each other. We will hear later some-
thing of the Oxford and New Glasgow line, but I will em-
brace the opportunity afforded in the Supplementary Esti-
mates to deal with that whole question. When we consider
all these facts, it is time the people should consider what
course should be adopted in regard to this road. Over,
$47,000,000 are now sunk in it, and yearly we are adding
to the capital account. When the late Government wore
in power they closed the capital account of the Intercolonial
Railway, but the present Government roopened it, and have
added to it yearly items such as I have been speaking of,
snow fences, heating and lighting cars and evon law ex-
penses. I contend it is quite clear that a sufficient number
of cars are not furnished fer those worn out during
each year, and this is apparent from the report of
the Minister of Railways. Of first class cars there are
altogether 69. 1ýot one new one was added to take the
place of those worn out. Of second clas cars •there are
76. Only one was put on the road and charged to working
expenses. Of conductors' vans there are 79, and only one
new one was placed on the road last year and charged to
expenses. 0f box cars there were 1,635 and only twenty
new ones were put on the lin. and chariged to ruumiag
mpensea, and the average li. of a box wr is agoUi u 11k.

Mr. M uTHEMLL.

that proportion. To the numbor of coal cars we have added
148. Here is an item which proves a matter of serious
consequence, and that is the carriage of coal. W. are quite
willing, in order to assist those in love with the National
Policy, to do everything possible to carry coal at reasonable
rates; but when the Intercolonial Railway at the expense
of the country is burdened with the carrying of coal in
the interests of Springhill at an enormous loss, as is
frankly admitted by the Chief Engineer of the department,
it is high time to consider whether it would not be
Wise either to lease Springhill coal mine or make
the Springhill company a present of the Intercolonial
Railway if they agree to run it. It is quite clear
to my mind, and I have listened to explanations
during the last six years, that this is one of the
Dominion's financial sinks of corruption and nothing
else. It is on a par with Rideau Hall, and we shall have to
have an investigation annually, for every year it is getting
worse. In the interests of the people this House should
closely investigate the expenditures connected with the
road, and we should terminate the extravagance prevailing.
I believe in some cases officials are employed and paid
large salaries who, if traced up, would be found tobe in
many cases related to hon. gentlemen opposite. It is too
bad to know that only one railway in the Dominion is
owned by the Dominion, and that that line causes an annual
loss of $2,500,000. I heard the Minister of Finance state
a short time ago the indebtedness of the Australian colonies,
and he said their per capita indebtedness is far in excess of
ours. H.e did not tell us they owned their own railways
and that the Australian colonies drew from the operation of
their lines over $13,000,000 of clear profits a year after
paying expenses, while we operate one lne and have
a deficit of nearly $3,000,000 annually. The evidence
presented to this House of the extravagant way in
which matters are handled on the Intercolonial Rail-
way, the constantly increasing expenditure on capital
account for items which should be charged to working
expenses, furnish proof that the road is worked in the inter-
ests of a certain clique who are virtually sapping the life
out of the line, for the maintenance of which the people are
responsible. Lt is time this expenditure was stopped, and
from year to year it is getting worse. Every year some
new recommendation is brought down for a large sum to
purchase rolling stock or make terminal improvements or
the construction of additional or branch lines. There is
some particular constituency that is thought to b. not quite
safe. In order to make it all right some additional sum has
got to be spent ln order to build some branch lines. Year
after year we are adding to the mileage and to an expendi-
ture which la virtually buried and from which we do not
receive one dollar in return. I say that it is time to put a
stop to this, and as far as I am concerned I shall always be
ready to raise my voice-I do not care what Government
is iu power-against the continually increasing expen.
diture which is an actual loss. There is net a man
in this House who, if ho were conducting his own
private business, would conduet it in the way whieh
we are managing the business of the.country here. We
admitted that at the time of Confederation it was necessary
to build the road. It was considered as a Dominion line
and a neoessity, ln order to give us an independeut outlet to
the seaboard, bLit the very moment that lin. was built we
should have closed the capital account and never opened it.
When the people of any sections of that country wanted to
get branches built they should have don, it u ithe same way
that the people in the western part of Canada do it. Look
at the Oxford and New Glasgow Railway which has cost the
country $1,600,000 for the purpose of accommodating three
counties, because those counties are represented in this
House by strong supporters of the Government. 1 notice
that there s gconsiderable amount yet to be spent in order
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te complete that rail*ay, and we IwIl gte xmî aetiMil
to that when we come to this Supþleietar' stiàa*e. I
say that it is time we should puit a stop to thiâ system, and
whoever else does not I shal at ail event's þrdtèst agaist it.

Mr. ELLIS. I will not say the hard things which my
hon. friend (Mr. McMullen) says about the Government
with regard to the lintercôlonial Rail*ay, if they will
make an effort to meet the commercial requirements of the
people of Halifax and St. John at the termini of the road.
That effort has not been made at all. The complaint made
by the hon. member for Halifax (Mr. Jones) and endorsed
by the hon. member opposite (Mr. Kenny) is, that the
management of the road is so far removed from the centres
of the population along the line that there is no convenient
way of approaching the management. If Mr. Schreiber
happens to be any distance from Ottawa, or if he happens
to be in Ottawa and not in a mood to attend to the business
of the railway, it would seem to be apparent to the people
of St. John, at any rate, that he does not attend to it. The
persons who represent him at Moncton have to await bis
will and pleasure, or to await his making up his mind on a
question, and very often great delay occurs when important
questions are put to them with regard to the management
of the road. Again, at Halifax and St. John there are no
agents of the road in the sense of persons able to make any
contract or to take up any representative position with re-
gard to giving freight rates, or making arrangements
such as ought to be made in large cities. Now,
Sir, it does appear that the deficit of the road increases in
a larger proportion year by year as the receipts increase
The hon. member for Halifax (Mr. Kenny) has pointed out
that certain American railways are carrying coal at three.
tenths of a cent per ton per mile and I presume they are
making a profit. If that be so why cannot the Government
of Canada make a profit on the coal that is carried on their
railway. One reason of that I think is the enormous expense
of the superior management of the road. There are too many
officials and there is too much expense for management
which does not directly reach the running of the railway.
I will call your attention to this fact. In the year 1886 the
loss on the running of the Intercoloial Railway alone was
$106,042, and the total loss including the Eastern Extension
and the Prince Edward Island Road was $190,637. [n 1887
the loss on the Intercolonial Railway was $232,105 and in-
cluding the Eastern Extension and Prince Edward Island
Road the total loss was $311,901. lu 1888 the loss on the
Intercolonial Railway was $363,657 (the loss on the Inter-
colonial Railway bas just doubled in two years) and the
total loss including the Eastern Extension and Prince Ed-
ward Island lRailway was $454,823. The total loss on the
Intercolonial Railway in three years in the rmn-
ning expenses was 8701,694 and on all the Govern-1
ment railways in the Maritime Provinces it was9
$956,461. Now if the statement is correct which1
the bon. the Minister of Finance put for ward-and he put1
it forward with considerable effect in bis Budget speech-1
that there was a constant growth of trade between the Pro.-
vinces, why is it that with that increase of trade there is a
constant increase of loss in the running of that road ? It
would seem to be a natural inference that if trade is increas-
ing, the deficit at any rate should have decreased, but on the
Intercolonial Railway the more business that appears to be
done the greater the los. It is not necessary, perbaps, to
refer to the capital expenditüre, but that bas also increased
81,500,000 aince 1885, and only twenty miles of railway have
been added. In other words, the extent of road added hast
cost about 875,000 per mile. The stores aeoount in most
astonishiig. We are told that in 1886 there were $719,660
worth of stores on bandi; n 1b87, 678,lob ;aLid'In 18M,
$498,634 worth of stores on hand. rdid tibt look iite dite
accounts sufficiently to find out myslf, but I Would like to
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know, if the Minister of F%*née it good enough to tell mie,
if this decrease ih stores is to be added to the defioit of the
running expenses of the road.

Mr. FOS fER. It is not to be added to the running ex-
penses.

Mr. ELLIS. I desire to say that it is the general impres.
ion-of course I do not know it myself-but it is the gen-

eral impression of persons who know about this railway,
that there is nothing like that amount of stores on hand, and
that there is no inventory of the stores taken at the time that
the financial auditor audits the books. I do not know
whether that is truc or not, but that is the general im-
pression.

Mr. FOSTER. I think my hon. friend had better not
make such a statement unless he knows whether it is true
or not, because those statements are damaging, so far as
anything that eau be said by the hon, gentleman ie damag-
ing. An inventory is taken reigularly every year, yet my
hon. friend states almOst positively that no sbch inven tory
is taken.

Mr. ELLIS. Perhaps I have not made myself slfficiently
clear. I have no doubt that somebody on the part of the
railway makes some inventery of the stores, and that that
statement is sent in; but no independent person like the au-
ditor who audits the accounts goes over these stores. The
statement of the railway authorities has to be taken in the
end, as well as whatever report they choose to make upon
the value.

Mr. FOSTER. It is a responsible officer who does it.
Mr. ELLIS. Now, Sir, with regard to the business of

the road. Last fall, the Board of Trade of St. John, or
some members of it together with a gentleman who sits in
this House, made an effort to have a lumber business
created between Bathurst and St. John. They endeavored
to send down the lumber that was frozen in on the northern
rivers to the port of St. John to be shipped there. But the
rates which the manager of the railway proposed to charge
were so high that this trade could not be carried on at ail,
and no business could be done. If you apply the coal rates
to the lumber it should have been carried for about seven
dollars a carload of 20>000 lbs, but the management of the
Intercolonial Railway would not carry it for less than $20.
If it is proposed to do business, surely better rates could be
given than that. Why carry coal for three-tenths of a cent
per mile and charge three times as much for carrying lumber.
I grant that the short distance would make a difference, but
it ought not to make sncb a difference as that, if trade is to
be developed. It is a common repoit, I cannot speak for its
truth myself, that a cargo of sugar was landed at St. John,
to be carried over the Intercolonial Railway to Kontreali;
but the rates were so high that the owner found it to his
advantage to load up his sugar on the American steamers
of the International Line at St. John, carry it to Boston,
reship it at Boston on the American railway, an i carry it
by that route to Montreal; and the street rumor, at any
rate, was that he saved $3,000 by the transaction on the
rates offered by the Intercolonial Railway. I do not blame
the Government for those things; I trust that they will
understand that I am simply speaking in the interest of the
businoss community which I represent, so that opportunities
may be afforded to us of making thie road more available
than it ls at present. I would like to ask what kind o roli-
ing stock the present vote is for ?

Mr. POSTER. It is to provide cars for the summer
travel to Ospe Bteton and aiso from Qaebec to Oacoena-
three fii-st closs ears-and to fit thdm rup with chairs, which
is bblieved to be an economical way of providing parlor
cars.

Mr. MLLIS. there was a vote last year for iron-snow
sheds. Have they been erected'?
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Mr. FOSTER. Three have been erected. deal of inconvenience to travellors. The agent of the road,

Mr. ELLIS. By whom were they built ? Mr. Walace, came to St. John and made them a promNe,
and when Mir. Schreiber was catled upon te fulfit the pro.

Mr. FOSTER. Carrier & Lane built two, and Fleming & mise, ho wrote an impertinent ter te the mayor. 1 think
St. John built another, some accommodation shonld b. afforded to these mon.

Mr. ELLIS. I trust that the First Minister, who has They enly want a littie shelter, and I think it shoutd b.
charge of railway matters now, will be able to give the sub. given them.
ject some attention himself. I am satisfied that ho feels Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. W. wilt Seo about it.
enough interest in the city of St. John to do what ho eau to Mr. CAMPBELL There is anothr matter to which
promote its welfare. If ho were in contact with the people I should 1k. to cati the attention of the fouse. I had
for three or four days, ho would find that a large amount of occasion to cati attention to it last year slightty. I refer
dissatisfaction existe, not only among opponents of the te the rates on the Intercotoniat Raitway for carrying fleur.
Government, but among all who are desirous that the trado We, of course, ail want to se. the Intercotoniat Railway pay.
of the city should be increased, and they find the condition Lt las cost a large amount of monoy, and the deficit now
of the railway a stumbling block in the way of the carrying amounts to a very large sum, and if we cau suggest any
trade. way by which the deficit can b. decreased it is only right

Extension along city front at St. John, upon that we shoutd do se. About 100,000 barrels cf fleur go into
condition that the city provide the right ot way
and other necessary lands, free of charge, and
assume all liability for claims for damage by gees from western Ontario dnwn te Chartottetown and Surn
reason of the track running along the street, merside vid Boston, and I believe if preper arrangements
both as regards damage to property or person were made atl that flur weuld be sent down te Charlotte.
or otherwise...................... ........ $17,000tewn and Summerside by the Intercolonial Railway. Tho

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. These conditions soemed rate from Chatham, Ontario, te Hatifax al tast summer,
hard and fast, and it is thought expedient to alter them, a and nearv the wheee this winter, was a net rate cf 48
reference would have to ho made to Parliament before any cents perbarrot. Now the rate te Point Duchesne and te
portion Of the money could be expended. So I would sug- pic

7 cents t take it evr. That made 65 cents a barroad,
"Extension along city front at St. John, subject t o scb terme and Charlottetown, or about 15 cents a barre higer than the

conditions as the Governor in Council may authorise and impose." rate vi Boston. The point wish teo make is this: If
Mr. DAVIES (P. B1.) I would ask the hon, gentleman the s me rate wore appiod te PictodLanding that is

whether it is net lis intention te insert some amount for a given te a Halifax, viz., 48 cents per barrot, and thon
simitar purpose at Charlottetown. Re was waitod on if the fleur wer brOught over for 5 cents, making
by a deputatien from the Board cf Trade, wlio asked the 53 cents against 50 cnte avi Boston, that weouldensure
Government te cxtend the railway along the wharves at nearty every barrotgeingstver the. Intercolonia. If you
Charloetown, and ho said ho weuld take the matter intoe ancrry floure lalifax foer 48 cents, thero is ne reason
consideratien; but I seI nothing in the Estimates for the why yeu cannot carry it te Point Duchesne or Pictou Land-
Prince Edward Istand Raitway at ait. I know that the lino ing at toc same rate, and you have ti steamers running
lias beon extended as far as the Steamn Navigation Com- frem those points te Charlottetewn and Summerside. It
pany's wharf, and the Govern mont have atready exprepriat- would ho botter for thesc steamers tecurry the flour at 5
ed the lands. cents a barrel and givo empoyment btur own mon rather

Sir JO lIN A. MACDONALD. IRepresentationP have than have our steamers empy and receive the fleur by

been mnade on LIati subject. IL is uodcr consideration, and Boston. Now, every Saturday, can be seen steamers leaving
I have ne doubt the lion, gentleman will see, -ghen the Boston oaded down with Canadian flourloing into Prince

Supptementary Estimates for next yoar are breught down, Edward Island. It woutd be a good thing if e systemnI

whether Charlottetown is net takon care of. recommend wore inaugurated and the. country receive the
ben t af the freight which would amount to 800 cars

Inreased accommodation at St. John......... $25, annually. There is another thing which I think very un-

Mr. ELLIS. Would the Finance Miînister be good onongli fair. The rate from Chatham to Daliausie, Campbelltn,

te, toit us wiat this i for ? and Newcasthe, New Brunswick, is 7 cents per barreo;
teiMoncton and St. John it 18 58 conte, and te Oxford

Mr. FTER. The objetsts te purchase a piece cf land Amherst, Shubenacadie and Stettarton the rate is 75 cents;
at the Mill street ontrance tetth. St. John station yard, te' white t aEHalifax the rate is down te 48 cents. Surely,
give increaed yard accommodation, if you can carry fleur ts Halifax at 48 cents a barrot

Mr. ELLIS. The inon. Ministert f Finance, in hie Budget ou ougort nat te charge on 300 mites cf a shorter
speech, quoted a great deal from the report cf twh Labor haut 15 cents. I admit it is neessary te have a
Gommissien, but we have net yet ad that document before tow rate te Hatifax and St. John, in order te compote
the Committe . I srecotlectthat, in the evidence taken, it with the Boston route, but the rates charged tethese
was shown that a great many employés cf the. railway geL inland points seom attogether toc high. If yen can carry
Pomehing ike $1.50 a day, and have te wrk somethig et a profit, as I suppose you can, te fialifax, for 48 cents,
hik sixten or eighteen heurs a day. I wound ho glad-thore is ne reasen why yeu should charge the miners lm t-e
notwithstanding the expense e the read, ifsomething couicceai-minets and tt-. flermen around the Baie des Chaleurs
be taken from the salaries cf tladhigser officiaIs and addd 27cents a barrel more than yen charge tendsalifax.Ti
tei the py of these mon. A good many cf thRemive in King's differences are altogother toc great. I hope the lon. the
and some of them liveutcf tIh town a littde. Thore nMinistr witt eee the desirability of adopting su rates as
crtainly groubd tf ceompaint among the employés that wit eneuro the transport cf fleur required fer Prince
they are not sufficiently paid. I donet know if tf..in Edward Island over our own transcontnentatsrne, and I
creased accommodation which my hon.coteague referred have ne doubt an arrangement can.b..mado which wi 
to, wilL afford to the St. John hackmen anyrelief. Tiigenhure tus traffic to car own lin.
raiway broke faith, and that was the worst fature cf toe Mr. WELDON (St. John). 1 500 in the Auditor GeneraI's
whote affair. These hackmen went upon a ctrke, anud did Report an entry gfetChapmanEstate, land expropriatod,
not go'to t station for about a week, which oaused a great 8240,000." Where r r tthato?

Mir. ELLIS.
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Mr. FOTER. At Lévis. 0
Mr. JONES (Halifax). The bon. member for Kent (Mr. a

Campbell) bas referred to the freight on tour. I do not r
objo't to the rate on flour, which, I auppose, le based on an
estimate of what it can lbe carried at. What I desire to i
bring to notice is the general complaint in'Halifax that the f
western millers have an advantage over our own importers i
in this respect, that they are allowed to keep their flour in
the cars or at the depot for 80 days. The idea originated
from4-the practice adopted in Boston. It was there intendedî
to hold the flour for a certain time for exportation, and it
was found necesary to give the sea board lour a longer
time than the local importers, but that does not apply to
Halifax at al. There is no export from Halifaz, and it je
not right that the millers of the west should be allowed to
keep their flour 30 days at the depot, whereastherImporters
at Halifax have to move it in 46 houre. That practice -
should be put an end to.

Mr. KENNY. My. hon. friend knows that this privilege
is confined to those who send the flour abroad. A privilege
is given to those who have the flour there to remove it
within 48 hours, unless tbey export it, it may b. to Lunen-
burg or to Liverpool. I am told that, as my hon. friend
(Mr. Jones) says, the priviloge is sometimes abused, but the
object of the provision was to encourage the shipping of
four over the Intercolonial road.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). That may be correct, but the
practice which applies in regard to an American port does
not apply in regard to a shipment along our own coasts. I
doubt if such a construction can properly be placed upon
the regulation in regard to foreign shipment. Export
means export out of this country.

Mr. KENNY. As far as the Intercolonial Railway is
eoonoened, export means shipping by water.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). EAport must refer to anything
shipped out of the country, and in this respect the millers
have been granted a privilege which I think sbould be dis.
continued.

cape Breton Bailway.............. " . . .... $1,100,000

Mr. DAVIES (P.B.I.) Perhaps the Minister will let that
stand. I believe the hou. momber for Jichmond (Mr.
Flynn), who i3 not very well, desires to speak on that, ub.
ject. He intended to .peak before going into Committee
of S4pply, but he dd not desire to delay the House.

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. Why eau it not be dis.
ôusoed on Concurrence?

3r. DAVIES (P.E.L) That would not facilitate the
mAtter. The bon. gentleman bas some observations which
he is very desirous to make, and it will not delay the Com-
mittee.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman
ought b. here.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) He was here, and intended to
apuek before we went into upply, but he was -not very
well.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If we are going to get
tbrough the Session this summer we will haveto make a
little more progress than we have to-day. Withall defer-
once to the on. gentleman, I never saw,-in aIl .my experi-
ence,-in any one day, such a waste of time as there has been
to.day.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I muet say, in reference
to the hon. gentleman's remark, that I doubt if'any single
subject-lias corne before the House for discussion for many
a day which was more deservirigof oonsideration and debate
than the monstrous waste of money which has taken place
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on the Intercolonial Railway. We have had, I believe, les
satisfaction for the $47.000,000 that we havespent upon that
road than for our expenditure on any other work.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am told that the hou.
member for Richmond (Mr. Flynn) is out in the lobby. The
fact is that he does not want to speak at this time of the
night.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I cannot see that the time has
been wasted in this discussion. I think we were entitled,
in regard to so serious a matter, to bave bad some plan or
proposal of the Government placed before us to put an end
to the extraordinary excess of expense over income on that
road, but we have not had a word from.the Government on
that subject.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The -reason ias been
given that the business has been increasing and the revenue
decreasing. The tarif has beensteadily year by year i:e-
duced for the great object of encouraging trade along that
road, and especially inter-provincial trade. There has been
,a steady reduction of rates. How can we expect that it
will be otherwise ? It is true that the hon. member from
Charlottetown (Mr. Davies) said we were criminally liable
for carrying coal at these rates.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E-I.) I do not think I used the word
criminally"
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD lHe said it was a criminal

waste of money to carry coal at three-tenths of a cent per
ton. Another gentleman who site on the same aide says:
It is true that coal is carried too low, and I think that the
road should pay, but at the same time I think the rates on
lumber are too high. Another says: I think the road ought
to pay, but I think the rate on flour is too high. There is
a continual pressure brought from ail sides to keep down
the rates of freight, and that is a reason why there is a
steady increase of expenditure because there is more
work done and it is not done at remunerative prices. We
must have one policy or the other. We must either work
that road as a commercial company would, and only con.
aider what would pay ; or we must consider it a portion of
the great national bighway connecting the Provinces, and
built for the purpose of being the link between the Maritime
Provinces and old Canada. We must either treat it as a
work uniting the Provinces more closely and keep down the
rates of freight, and make no profit upon it, or we must
adopt the plan of a private company and put on rates such
as would make the road as prosperous as possible.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Surely the Minister
will see that there is a totally good and broad distinction
between carrying goods at the bare cost price, which might
be excusable under some circumstances, and favoring a
particular industry belonging to particular private indivi-
duals, and conveying goods at a dead loas, as e the case in
regard to this coal. in the latter case, you muet charge
more on other goods, and the whole contention to-day has
been that, in conveying this ceal as we now do, we are con-
veying it at a dead loas, and at a cost to the reet of the
country which is a gross injustice.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is no doubt that
this is not a paying rate, but, as the junior member for
Halifax (Mr. Kenny) has stated, it has been kept to that
rate instead of being raised, because it was found that the
railways from Pennsylvania to Massena were carrying
coal at such a rate that, if our rate were raised, it would
result in bringing in Amorican coal, and would cut off the
increasing trade between the Nova Scotis mines and Canada.
It would simply transfer the coal trade from Nova Seotia to
the Pennsylvania mines. As to the statement that it is
unfair to encourage one industry specially, and that in this
way the rates are raised on others, I muet say that I do not
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think any rate is too high. The Intercolonial Railway
receives only ly of a cent per mile for the flour going to
Halifar, which is not a paying rate at all. The ion. gentle.
man from Kent (Mr. Campbell) says that is true, and the
rate ought teobe put down low at Halifax and St. John in
order to compete with Boston. In order to give the trade
to our own railway, there is a rebate at Halifax and St.
John, and, therofore, the question is not whether the same
rate should be allowed on the whole line, but simply whether
at all the intermediate points a reasonable rate is charged.
On the other portions of the lino there is not the same
reason for granting this special rebate as there is for the
great ports of Halifax and St. John. But looking at it from
a commercial point of view, freight dcn't pay at all on the
Intercolonial Railway.

Mr. LAURIER. That shows conclusively that we can-
not legislate against geography, and we had better have
reciprocity.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I would like the hon.gentleman to
say when the same principle doos not apply to the carriage
of flour which goes to Prince Edward Island. There are
about 200,000 barrels of flour going there yearly, which
now goes by way of Boston; whereas, if you allow flour
going to Charlottetown to go at the same rates of carriage
as to Halifax and St. John, the cars which now come back
empty, would carry that flour at a profit.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is a point worth
consideration.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I would like the hon. gentle-
man to say why the Railway Committee of the Privy
Council, that undertakes to regulate the rates of other
roads, does not apply the rates that are fixed on other rail.
ways to the Intercolonial Railway. It seems to me that
might be done untiL the road pays, and then if the Govern-
ment chooses to run the road without profit, but at the same
time without los, the rates could be reduced.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think every miller in
the Province of Ontario, including those of Bothwell, would
protest against that doctrine. They have got now the sup-
ply of flour for the Maritime Provinces, and if my hon.
friend succeeded in raising the rates for commercial pur-
poses only, our millers would raise such a storm that even
my hon. friend would teel himsell bound to yield.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What quantity of coal
is taken from Springhill to Quebec and Mentreal ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. About 200,000 tons.
Mr. KIRK. The hon. senior member for Halifax (Mr.

Jones) before recess spoke of a matter to which I wish
again to draw the attention of the Government, and that
is the matter of operating the Eastern Extension as a
separate road from the Intercolonial Railway. The result
is, as the hon. member for Halifax said, to make it very
much more expensive for those doing business on the
Eastern Extension Railway, and it gives an advantage at
any rate to Halifax over the Eastern Extension towns.
For instance, flour, as bas been mentioned by the hon.
member for Kent (Mr. Campbell), is carried from Chat-
ham, Ont., to Halifax for 48 cents per barrel, but it costs
80 cents to take it to Antigonish, which is the station
that is used by the section of the country from which
I come. Now, Halifax and Antigenish are compet-
ing points for the flour trade for the eastern section of
the country, and you are giving Halifax an advantage
over Antigonish which is sufficient to destroy altogether
the trade of the latter place. The rates are so much higher
east of Halifax on the Eastern Extension, that I believe
there is no flour at all taken east of Antigonish by the Inter-
colonial Railway. I believe the flour nearly ail ges by the
way of Boston for points eat of Halifax; therefore, I think

Sir JoHN A. MAoDoNALD.

the Intercolonial Railway and Eastern Extension is losing a
very large trade in consequence of the discrepancy with re-
spect to flour and other articles. There is another difficulty
which, I think, might be obviated if this railway was
operated as one road. Passengers coming west from Anti-
gonish can only get tickets to New Glasgow, where they
have to renew, and I do not think that is a state of affairs
that ought to exist.

Sir RICIIA.RD CARTWRIGHT. Nobody has a better
business capacity than the Pirst Minister when he chooses
to apply himseli to business, which he does not very often
do. Now, as I understand, we convey from the Spring-
hill colliery 200,000 tons of coal at -- of a cent per ton per
mile, and the enquiries I have made tend to show that 5 of
a cent per ton per mile, which is about the rate at which
English railways carry coal, is the lowest rate at which it
can be carried, so that on every single ton that we
carry we loose * of a oent per ton per mile. Now, if the
hon. gentleman will make a calculation he will find that as
we convey that coal 600 miles, or thereabonts, on the
Intercolonial Railway, loosing $1.20 on every ton, the
keeping up of this colliery costs this country $240,000 a
year, not speaking of the rolling stock and all the rest of it.
Now, I doubt whether it can be maintained that you sustain
more than 500 minera in getting that coal out.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It has made a town of
between 6,000 and 7,000 inhabitants. There were only
1,200 before.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. We cannot affard to
pay a quarter of a million to build up a town of 6,000 or
7,000 people. Moreover there was a town there long dgo.

Mr. AMYOT. There is a good way of making the Inter-
colonial Railway pay and that is to connect it with the
system of rai lways north of the St. Lawrence. I do not
pretend that we should throw millions into the hands of a
private company. I do not say that those who subscribe a
few thousands should receive millions from the Government.
I think the Government sbould complote the Intercolonial
Railway by connecting it with other systems of railway,
when the commerce of the Intercolonial Railway oould be
doublel. I do not speak only for the interest of Quebee,
which no doubt would be benefited if the bridge were
built, but I speak of the interest of the Dominion. We
talk of the Intercolonial Railway and the Canadian Pacific
Railway as making one lino from ocean to ocean, which is
perfectly true, except that at Quebec the communication is
broken. I do not mean .to say that private companies
should make fortunes out of the Government under that
pretext. Those who favor the bridge should be proprietors
of the bridge, but even supposing it should cost a lew mil-
lions, that would amount to nothing compared with the
importance of the work.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Is this a final sum for the Cape
Breton Railway ?

Mr. FOSTER. It is to complete.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). When is it likely to be opened ?
Mr. FOSTER. It will be completed, I think, in October

next.
Mr. JONEIS (Halifax). What has been the total cost?
Mr. FOSTER. Up to the lst January, 1889, $1,500,000.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How much of the 8800,-

000 romains unspent ?
Mr. FOSTER. Most of the $800,000 is spent.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). There has been $2,500,000 voted.

This vote of $400,000 for the construction of a bridge over
the Narrows is in some respects to be regretted. Look at
its position at this point of Bras d'Or Lake. We have spent
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a considerable sum in building the St. Peter's Canal, and by
Mr. Hyndman's report it appears that on nome days from 60
to 70 vessels pas through that canal and down the lake, be-
aides steamers, this navigation taking place from the middle
of May to 31lst December. This bridge is contemplated to be'
1,800 feet long. Does not the Minister think it would be a
very serious inconvenience to the trade at that portion of
the lake to have a drawbridge, when from sixty to seventy
vessels are passing through each day. Iam not speaking
now with respect to the location of the road. There is
some difference of opinion with regard to the location, it
being thought by some that the road is not properly located.
On that question 1 will not enter, as I believe it will be
discussed by the hon. member for Richmoni (Mr. Flynn),
but it involves the placing of a bridge across the Narrows,
where there is so much shipping, and the Government
should hesitate before placing a bridge there. It would
bave been botter to have bad a ferry there than a bridge. I
have received letters from the American Bridge Company,
complaining of want of facilities for obtaining infor-
mation respecting this bridge, and they -have the idea
that it is the determination of the Government to
give the work to the Bridge Company in Montreal.
Whether that is so or not, I cannot say; but I am re-
minded by the bridge company and its agent in Hali-
fax, that when the large expenditure of money for iron
bridges was made in Nova Scotia, from $400,000 to $500,-
000, under the Act for that purpose, ail those contracts, when
open for competition, were taken by the American com-
pany at prices under those of the Montreal Company; and,
therefore, I think it would be a pity if. any obstacles were
placed in the way of the American company competing for
the work. That la the impression they entertain with res.
pect to the matter, and if it is a fact, it is much to be de-
precated, especially if that company could build the bridge
for less than the Montreal company. I do not say such is
the case, but such is represented to me. I repeat that the
Government should hesitate before erecting a bridge at that
point where it will prove a serious impediment to naviga-
tien.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is a general con-
sensus of opinion that a bridge is the best means of con-
necting the two ends of the railway at the Narrows. The
hon. gentleman quite understands that wherever there has
been an attempt to perform the service by ferry, even by
railway steamers with cars on board, it has always been
found unsatisfactory, and it has been changel to a fixed
road with a permanent bridge. The hon. gentleman may
remember when the cars crossed thé Susquehanna by ferry,
and we now find the Grand Trunk building a tunnel at River
St. Clair in order to get across the river, although they have
a very complote system of steam ferries. At the Narrows
there is a very high tide and in winter there is a good deal
of ice, and altogether there is no certainty of continuous
transport. There is such an uncertainty that there, by uni-
versai consent, as in other places, a bridge is preferable.
There is no chance of there being an interruption of trade
from the bridge. The draw is 100 feet wide, the vessels are
ail Emall, and there willnot be any difficulty in their getting
through, and the bridge when once built will be there for
all time.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. .). I am not going to discuss the
location of the road, but I call attention to the fact that
when Parliament was aeked to vote a sum of money for
the construction of a railway in Cape Breton, hon. members
on this side of the House called attention to the fact that
two or three routes had been proposed, and we insisted that
before the money was voted the House should know what
route would be adopted. One might cost 81,250,000, an.
other nearly $2,000,000, and we insisted that it was mon-
strous to aak Parliament for a vote until the Government

had come to a conclusion as to the route. The Government
held that they could not do this, and gave the fouse no
information; and the result has been pretty much as it has
been in all railways constructed in the Maritime Provinces
during the lat three or four years. When the Government
came down with the vote for the construction of the rail-
way they said it was their intention to have a steam ferry
at the Narrows, and there would be no bridge. As time
went on they lengthened the contemplated line from 75 or
76 miles at a probable cost of $1,400,000 to a distance of 98
miles, which at $20,000 a mile, which was the estimate,
would give about $2,000,000, without the cost of the bridge.
The chief engineer in his report stated:

" The present proposition is to cross the Grand Narrows by a steam
train ferry, and to this end preparations are being made, but it may be
worth considering whether or not a steel bridge reting on iron cylin-
drs filed with concrete would not be preferable. The length of Such a
structure would be 1,600 feet."

The Government have adopted that suggestion and Parlia-
ment is about to involve an expenditure of 8400,000 for
the construction of a bridge in addition to the $2,000,000,
which the rest of the road is going to cost. In fact, this
road in Cape Breton, which, according to the estimates
brought down, would cost $1,250,000, is going to cost
$3,000,000. An hon. gentleman says it will cost $4,000,000.
HIe is botter acquainted with the road than. I am, but I
am taking the figures of the chief engineer, 820,000 a
mile, and the cost of the bridge as estimated to-night,
and they come to pretty nearly $3,000,000. I say this
Parliament should be very chary and very careful of voting
sums of money for the construction of railways in the
manner they bave done heretofore, unless they know that
the line has been surveyed and fixed and an estimate made
of the approximate cost. It is perfectly monstrous the
way in which those roads are constructed in different parts
of the Dominion. You have the authority of the Minister
with reference to the lino and gentlemen who do not under-
stand the location assume that be is acting on some data to
justify his statement that this road is going to cost a
million, but next year another million is asked and some-
time afterwards another half million, and so it goes on until
the road that was to cost a million dollars will cost three
millions. I would ask the hon. gentleman if the construct-
ion of this iron bridge is not going to interfere with navi-
gation?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONADD. No; it does not.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) If it does not interfere with
navigation well and good, but I am under the impression
that it will to some extent.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; it will not. The
crafts are all small. The hon. gentleman has been there
himseolf and he knows.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.). If this bridge does inter-
fore with navigation it will be necessary to take
power to build it by statute, because if it interferes it would
be a nuisance and could be abated; and any steamer and any
vessel going there and being interfered with can have the
nuisance abated and taken down. The right of navigation
is a paramount right, and the Governor in Council has no
more power than I have to order that bridge to be built if
it will interfere with navigation. He must have the au-
thority of Parliament to build it in such a case. That is
the reason why I have called the attention of the Govern-
ment to this. My only object was to point ont to Par.
liament that this is another of those roads in which
Parliaçient has been misled to vote money on the erroneous
statement made by the Minister.

Mr. FLYNN. It was my intention this evening to deal
with the whole question of the railroad in the Island of
Cape Breton and particularly with reference to this vote for
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a- bridge to cross the Narrows. I waited till after ten o'clock
for an opportunity of doing so, but finding that this discus-
sion on the Interoolonial Railway was to occupy so long a
time I feit that I would not do justice to the question or to
those interested if I undertook to discuss it at this late hour.
I requested the leader of the Opposition to ask to have this
particular item stand tu some other time, but the Premier
did not see hie way to do so, and why he did not concede
the request on this occasion I am at a loss to know. It is
useless to say that the construction of this bridge across the
Narrows will not-obstruct the navigation to the lake. I am
prepared to prove that and I think that I will convince this
House (and I will take the earliest opportunity of bringing,
the matter forward) that this bridge will obstruct naviga-
tion. I very seldom<ask any favor from this House and I
think it rather strange that the First Minister has not con-
ceded my request to let this item stand. I intended to move
an amendment to Supply if the item was reached at any
seasonable hour, but I thought at so late an hour as 11
o'clock, I would not have time to treat the subject as it de-
servesa

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. The hon. gentleman can
speak on Concurrence, or move in Supply ?

Mr. FLYNN. Why not leave the item stand ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The reason is that it is get.

ting so late in the Session, and we must get through the
Estimates-.

Mr. FLYNN. It is only one item and would not make
much difference. It could be passed afterwards.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman has
every opportunity of speaking in Supply, and there will be
no objection to that.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I would ask the hon. Minister
if ho bas any estimate for this bridge, because I am given to
undentand that it will ultimately cost a much larger sum
than is placed in this vote to-night. Have they taken ten-
ders for the bridge?

Sir JOHN A, MACDONALD. Yes.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Are the tenders accepted ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Who are the contractors?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Messrs Reid & Isbester.
Mr JONES (Halifax). What is the amount of the ten-

der ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think it $515,000.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.) Is that to fully complete the

bridge ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Mr. LISTER. Were there any other tenderers ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Mr. LISTER. Does the hon, gentleman know who they

were?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Not from memory. There

were several.
Mr. LISTER. Were Isbester & Reid the lowest' ten-

derers ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Did the American Company
tender ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.

Mi. JONES (Halifax). I suppose they did not get the
specifieation on which to make their tender ?

Mr.PLnoe.

Sir JOHN A MACDONALD. Yes; they did.
Mr. LISTER. fay I ask why the lowest tender was not

accepted ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Because there were good

reasons for selecting. thosé men.
Mr. LISTER. I suppose we ought to know what the

resns were.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We will bring down the

papers if the hon. gentleman wants them.
Mr. LISTER. I hold a communication in my hand from

respectable and reputable contractors in this country, who
were able, financially and in every vay, to have carried out
this contract if it had been awarded to them. They inform
me in this letter that there were six tenderers, that their
tender was lower than that of Isbester & Co., but that
their tender was passed over and given to Isbester & Co.
I refer to McMahon & Co. They say they have all the
capital necessary and the plant to carry on the work. They
were prepared to put up whatever seeurity the Government
might think proper to exact, but, without any reason or
explanation, the contraet was given to men who tendered
for the work at a price higher than this company was
prepared to do it. I- ak the First Miniater why their
tender should. be passed over and the contract given to
others who tendered at a highe9r price ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We will bring down the
papers

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think the papers
should be brought down long before Concurrence.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There will be nodifficulty
about that; I will bring them down on Monday or Tuesday.

Mr. LISTER. It is understood we can discuss this matter
ou Concurrence. I maintain that if we are te follow the
principleofasking for tenders, and if people go to the trouble
of investigating the whole matter and putting in a tender to
the Government, then if their tender is quietly ignored and
the contract awarded, not to the lowest, but to the highest
tenderer, everything elsebeing equal, yon mightjust as well
give the work withowt tenders-at all.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is not so.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Can the hon. gentleman tel us

from memory what is the diference between the tender that
was accepi dand the lowest tender?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD 4 No; I cannot.
Mr. MILLS (Bethwell). Whenr this appropriation was

first proposed, I asked the Mirister who had charge of the
matter to give us au estimate of the cost, the plan of survey
and the-location of the road. He told us that there were
two surveys under consideration. Now, when anyone-looka
at the map he will see that the line chosen Iïy' the Govern-
ment will be a very long line, if Louisburg is the terminal
point.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It does not go to Louis-
burg.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). No, it does not go there now.
What is more, anyone who looks at the geography of the
place will see that the road is located for two-thirds of the
distanee with a lake on either side, so that if there were a
population on tie Island, it would have no advantage from
the road except at th*e two extremities. Tire road has been
locatëd where it interferee with navigation. When the
Government undertake to locate a road like this, they should
ask Parliament to sanetioa that lôootion. Before Parliament
give ite santion toawork that wIll interfere with naviga.
tion, they Sud that it has been located and built, and they
have no option but to accept the work which ras afready
been doe without their'oonsent.
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Mr. DAVIES (P.E.L) Will the hon. gentleman tell us

what has become of the great winter port of Canada, Louis-
burg ? I was educated here into the belief that it was to be
our great winter port. Sir Charles Tupper used to tell us
that it was to be one of the termini-Port Moody or Van-
couver was to be the terminus on one side of the continent
and Louisburg on the other; and 11 the lines we have been
voting money for during the past few years were to lead
up to that harbor. Now it is abandoned, and there is noth-
ing there but a little narrow gauge road from Sydney to
Louisburg. Are we to unlearn all we have learned in the
past few years about this winter port ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think Louisburg will
vindicate its own character and reputation, if it is to be the
great port which I believe it will be. The winter port at pre-
sent is Sydney. There is an old road, I bolieve, between
Sydney and Louisburg. I have very little doubt about the
great start Cape Breton will take and the impetus to trade
which will be given by the building of these roads there,
and that Louisburg will vindicate itself, and that more
than the anticipations held ont by Sir Chartes Tapper will
be fulfilled.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. More than Sir Charles'
expectations ? Good gracious 1

Oxford and New Glasgow Railway-construction. $300,O0O
Mr. FOSTER. This is to complote.
Mr. KIRK. When the Government asked Parliament

to vote a sum of money to build this road, it was said to be
in the interest of all eastern Nova Scotia and Prince Edward
Island. 16 was said that it would shorten the distance for
eastern Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island by 45 miles;
but it turns out now, after the road has been built, that it does
not shorten the distance one mile. We were told also that
it was only p oing to cost $1,250,000 to build and equip this
road; but we find that it bas already cost $1,150,412, and
we are now asked to vote $300,000 more. When this road
was proposed, we who represented counties east of Pictou
declaimed the idea of having charged to our counties an
expenditure of something like $2,000.000, which we knew
to be in the interest of the county of Pictou and the other
two counties, Cumberland and Colchester, through which it
alone passed; but Sir Charles Tupper, who was in the House
at that time, convinced it that the road was not in the
interest of Pictou alone, but in the interest of all eastern
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island. He pointed out
that the Intercolonial Railway formed two sides of a tri.
angle, and that this road was to be the third side. He
said:

'I I en best illustrate to the House the position if I say that that
corner of the chamber is New Glasgow, that corner is Oxford Junction,
on the Intercolonial Railway, and that corner is Truro. At present the
peop!e of the whole of the eastern portion of Nova Scotia, the whole of
the great county of Pictou, the county of Guysboro', the county of
Antigonish, and the whole island of Cape Breton In addition, have, in
order to reach Moncton in New Brunswick, to travel to Trura ; and this
intersection, taking the hypothenuse of seventy-five miles-that th-e
const:uction of the road which I proposed to this Parliament to secure
shortens the distance between the whole of that great portion of Nova
Scotia and the rest of Canada by no less than from forty to forty-five
miles, f6r every pound of freight and every passenger, that is carried.
But that is not aIl, Sir. It brings the Pictou coal fielde mato communi-
cation with Canada, and gives them in distance an advantage of forty.
five miles over that they now enjoy, in competing with the Springhill
coal fields, which at present monopolise, to a great extent, the supply of
the Intercolonial Railway and of tiese upper Provinces. I say, dir, if
there ever was a case presented te Parliament in which the interests-
not of a section or of a smal portion of the country, but the interesta of
the whole of this country-were involved, it was in that proposal to aid
l the construction of those seventy-fire miles of railway."

It was to make the distance from Moncton to New Glasgow
45 miles shorter, but it turns out, since the road bas been
built, that, according to the statement of the First Minister
himself, and according to the Intercolonial Railway time
table, that both roads are exactly the same length. The

right hon. the First Minister, in answer to my question
stated that the road from Oxford Junction to Piétou branch
was 72 miles. He stated also that the Fictou branch was
15 miles. It is 15 miles from Pictou to&ellarton and three
miles from Stellarton to New Glasgow. Now, the Short
Lino Railway does not tap the Pietou branch at Pietou, but
about 14 miles from Stellarton ; therefore, if you take 72
miles, the distance given by the First Minister, and 14 miles
to Stellarton, and 3 miles to New Glasgow, you have 89
miles instead of 75. Then, the distance oi the Intercolonial
Railway from Oxford Junction to Truro is 46 milesi accord-
ing to the tinme table. Prom Traro to New Glasgow is 48
miles, making 89 miles, so that the two roads are exactly
the same length. fow then is the hon. gentleman going¡to
benefit Prince Edward Island or the great counties of Antig-
onish and Gnysborough and all the eastern counties in Cape
Breton, when all he has done is simply to spend money to
accommodate the local intereste of Cumberland, Colchester
and Picton. I claim that the Government have obtained a
vote from Parliament by making fals. representations, and
there ought, at least, to be some explanation. The money
voted by Parliament was obtained on the representation
that the road would shorten the distance, which it bas not
done.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I would like to ask the hon.
Minister in what position the claim of the old company
stands for the Oxford and New Glasgow road. When we
discussed that question last night, the hon. gentleman in
reply to the enquiry of the hon. member for Gnysborough,
said that so much money had been paid on the old account,
but I suppose that was for the payment of laborers which
we voted some time ago.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I pretume so.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Has there been any settlement

between the Government and the company ?
Sir JOHN A. MA'CDONALD. That i before the courts

0now.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Has any payment been made ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would just ask the

hon. gentleman if ho contradicts the statement made by my
bon. friend that we were promised 45 miles shorter road,
and as a matter of fat we have not gained a mile ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Ineither admit nor deny
it.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It is either true or
false. Iknow thehon.gentleman is not familiar with these
matters, but a serions imposition bas been practiced on
the House in getting us to vote this money.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. We will enquire into
that.

Sir RICHARD CARrWRIGHT. Sutely the hon. gentle»
man knows that ?

Sir JOHN A. MICDONALD. Indeed, I do not.

Sir RICIIA.RD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman
might be expected, as acting Minister of Railways, to know
that.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have only been acting
for a short time, under the circumstances the hon. gentle-
man knows.

Sir RICHARD CAREWRIGHT. Thera is a-gentleman
here who ean explain the muatter; and he must knoew that
simple fact.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is 26 miles-shortbr by
Pictou than by the Intercolonial Railway.
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Mr. KIRK. Where doe the hon. gentleman get his

figures? I have a time table in my band.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have the information

of the chief engineer.
Mr. KIRK. The information the hon. gentleman gave

when I put the question was not what ho has just stated.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.L) The question is not how short it is

to Pictou or New Glasgow& It is the road from Oxford June.
tion. Parliament was not asked to carry it to Pictou or to
New Glasgow so as oonnect with the Eastern Extension. Ae-
cording to the mileage, given by the chief engineer in his
own book, the lines are just as far apart, two miles from
Oxford Junction to Brown's Point and from that to New
Glasgow.

M r. TU PPER. What are the grades?
Mr. DAVIES (P.E I) We are talking about the dis-

tances. The hon. gentleman is very anxions to get off dis-
tances into grades. Sir Charles Tupper said the distance
was shorter by 45 miles, and the hon. member for Pictou
(Mr. Tupper) repeated the statement the other day. It
turns ont now that the line does not shorten the distance,
but has been built solely for local purposes.

Mr. KIRK. There was no railway then to Picton at all.

Mr, DAVIES (P.E.L) Will the hon. gentleman be kind
enough to inform the House, having ascertained the infor-
mation from the chief superintendent, whether the dis-
tance is shorter between Oxford and New Glasgow by the
new road for which we are now voting this money ?

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). That is a point we should
know.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I an told that the road
is shortened, but only by seven miles.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) We have the repor t of. the
chief engineer in Appendix No. 5, that the distance from
Oxford Junction to Brown's Point is 67J miles, leaving ont
the Pugwash Branch which is 4î miles. It is six miles
from Brown's Point to New Glasgow, making 83J miles.
By the Intercolonial time table the distance between the
two points by way of Truro is 89 miles, so that the re-
duction is only 5j miles, and we have built five miles extra
for the Pugwash Branch.

Intercolonial Railway-Repairs and Working
Expenses.,.... ................. $3,200,000

Mr. JONES (Halifax). There is a very large increase
made here for locomotive power. Will the Minister explain
whether this is intended to be for new stock or for working
the road simply ?

Mr. JONES (Halifax.) It is a natter of common regret
that the Government should bring down their chief engi- Mr. POSTER, For working the road,
neer to endeavor to mislead the House and that ho should be Fisheries..... ............ $231,500
a party to it. We have the right to expect from the servants Mr. JONES (Hlalifax). It is very unfortunate that weof this country that when they come here to give informa- have not had the report of the Minister of Fisheries broughttion they should give it frankly, and no man knowi botter down.
than the hon. gentleman that the road from Oxford June.
lion to Brown's Point is 72 miles, and to reach New Glas- Mr. TUPPER. It will be laid on the Table on Monday,
gow 17 miles, making 89 miles. The chief engineer knows and I believe that is an earlier date than the report has
tht se details and the jGovernment should know that the been laid on the Table for"many yeare; because, like some
distance from Oxford to Truro is 46 miles, and'from Truro other departments, this one ends with the calendar year
to New Glasgow 43 miles, making 89 miles in all. You instead of the fiscal year.
may take 89 one way and 89 the other way, and there is no Mr. JONES (Halifax). Last year there was a discussion
difference. But if you will only call it 15 miles, it only on this subject, and the thon Minister explained that the
shortens the distance two miles, as stated by the hon. merm- report was delayed for reasons which would not occur again.
ber for Prince Edward. This is only a sample of the mis- Mr. POSTER. That was very late in the Sessionrepresentation which bas characterised the railway expendi1
ture of this country. This was brought down for the pur- Mr. JONES (Halifax). We cannot discuss these items
pose of the Conservative interest in those counties, for the very intelligently without the Minister's report on the
purpose of soeuring the return of .ho Government candi- subject being before us. Can the Minister give us any fur-
date, on the îepresentation of the thon Finance Minister, ther information as to the results of the fish-hatching estab-
repeated lately by the Minister of Marine and Fisheries, lishments? Whether right or wrong-and I think my hon.
that the road was going to shorten the distance 45 colleague (Mr. Kenny) will bear me out in this-as far as
miles. If the statement of a Minister of the Crown we can learn from the experience in regard to the hatchery
is no more to be depended upon in this regard near Halifax, there has been no beneficial result flowing
than some statements I have had occasion to characterise from it. That opinion bas been very generally expressed,
to-night, I think we have arrived at a very low state of as I have heard, in regard to hatcheries in other places, and
public morality and honor. We have a right to expect in regard to the hatchery near Halifar, those who profess
that when the Government bring down a proposal for the to know have eme to the conclusion that it is a complote
building of a great public work they shall be in a position failure. I am sorry that it is so. It was established by the
to place before the House information of a reliable charac- Government of which I was a member under the impression
ter, and when they bring a proposal t@ construct a branch that it would stock our rivers with salmon fry, but we can-
road for a political purpese, leading the House to suppose not see that any advantage has resulted from it. Tp rivers
that it i going to shorten the distance, and open up the coal where the spawn bas been placèd have not improved in pro-
fields of Pictou and the West, that it is going to shorten that portion to the stock taken out of them. I may be referred,
road 45 miles, when they must have known it would not as I have been before, to the reports of the persons in charge
shorten it two miles, it is a condition of affairs which is of these hatcheries, and may be told that they
disgraceful to the country, and to those who proposed and think they are a succees. I attach very little importance
defend this work. We have a right to know what the actual to reports from snuch interested quarters, because, of
difference is, and to see for what our money has been course, all *those gentlemen are interested in saying
expended. The Government cannot wriggle ont of this, that they are successful. I have had so many
they know they are in a false position in regard to it, and if representations made to me in reference to the Halifax
they would say so at once and ask for absolution, there is hatchery that it would take too long to explain them to-
enough generosity on this side to let them ont of that night. I understood that my hon. colleague had some
because we have let them out of a good many bad serapes, persons in whom ho had confidence visit that hatchery last
and one or two more would not make a great differenoe. | summer, and that their report was in the same direction as

Sir JoHN A. MAGDoNALD.
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I have stated, that no great advantage had been derived
from it. This is no question of blaming or oeneuring the
Government, but I think we have reacheda point in this
matter where w e either ought to make a very important
departure or to give it up altogether. I think it is evident
that the fry are placed in the rivers eithertooearly, or frèm
some other reason, which prevents their being of the advan-
tage which was expected. Under these circumstances I
think the Government would do well to take the earliest
opportunity of ascertaining from the United States and else-
where what the result of their enquiries have been. At
present, so far as I am aware-and Isay itvery-egretfully,
because no one is more intereeted than myself in seeing our
fisheries increased al along our shores-I have received in-
formation fron reliable sources that the fish hatchery at
Halifax bas been a failure.

Mr. KENNY. As my hon. friend has referred to me, I
may mention that I am not in a position to express myself
as emphatically as he has done with regard to the results
of the Halifax hatchery. There is a great confict of
opinion as to the results of this expenditure. But it is a
scientific and a technical question, of which I have no prao-
tical knowledge. My hon. colleague has referred to the
fact that some friends of mine visited the Sackville River
to inform themselves. I was aware of the circumstance,
but that was not the object of their visit. I was requested
to go there myself, but my health did not permit me do so.
Their object was to see the working of some of the fishways
and not what theb hon, gentleman supposed.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. .) lis it the intention to rebuild the
fish hatchery at Dunk River, in Prince Edward Island?

Mr. TUPPER. No, not at present.
Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) If the hon. gentleman bas come

to the conclusion from evidence in his department that
these fish hatcheries are beneficial, why does he not have
one in Prince Edward Island ?

Mr. TUPPER. We have a considerable number of hatch-
eries in Canada, and the cost of maintaining them is very
great. There is considerable discussion in the country as to
whether, after our 12 years of experience, we should increase
or diminish these hatcheries. At the present time ye have
great facilities for removing the fry long distances, as we are
doing now in some cases from Ontario to the lower Pro-
vin-,es. We have two hatcheries in Nova-Scotia besides
those in New Brunswick, and it did not seem proper to ask
Parliament for a sum to repair the breaking away of the
dam at the Dunk River hatcbery, the results of which had
not been sufficiently satisfactory to justify that course being
taken. As for myself, I have not yet come to any definite
opinion as to how this system has worked, although I have
in my possession an immense amount of evidence whioh I
have read, and which will be laid on the Table on
Monday. The evidence I refer to is found in the
report of the superintendent of the hatcheries, in which he
reviews this question very elaborately from his standpoint,
and he l an enthusiastic believer in them. In other countries
they are going more extensively into fish breeding every
year, particularly in the United States and in the mother
country. They have been wonderfully successfal in
hatching shad on the Pacific coast; and fortunately for us,
a great many of those that were hatehed in the United
States waters have found their way up the Fraser River to
British Columbia. Although a great deal of the fry is lost
altogether from one cause or another, the fisheries have
been greatly aided from the hatcheries. A good argument
has been adduced in behalf of the fish-breeding system
which I may mention-I am dealing very generally with
the subject from the nature of the position in which we
stand just now-the argument is that while the rivers have
been polluted to the great destruction of eih, our fiheries
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would have shown a far greater falling off had these hatch-
eries not been started. Of that, however, I am not very
competent to judge. Ishall certainly make it my business
to consult with people, and investigate the matter during
the recess.

Mr. DAVIES (P.1.I.) I regret that the same thing hap-
pens this year that has always happened-we never have a
dollar for fish.breeding in Prince Edward Island when these
estimates go through. How many fish hatcheries are there
in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick ?

Mr. TUPPER. There are two in Nova Scotia-at Sidney
and Bedford; one oh the St.John River at Miramichi and
one at Restigouche in New Brunswick -,three in Quebec
and two in Ontario.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.L) Does not the hon. gentleman
think that lhe reason he gave just now for not rebuilding
the dam at Dunk River applies exceedingly well to dis-
pensing with three or four of the hatcheries in the Maritime
Provinces ? The fact is that one fish hatchery is quite suffi.
cient for the whole of the Maritime Province, and the
whole enormous expense might be saved. The facilities
for carrying ova from one place to another are so great
now that there is no difficulty about iL.

Mr. KIRK. The Minister said there were two fish hatch-
eries in Nova Sootia and two in New Brunswick. I have
been told that there is something called a fis hatchery on
Harbor Lake, in the County of Antigonish. Have you
another name for it ?

Mr. TUPPER. Mr. Wilmot hs constructed several bats
at certain placesin which he deposits the fry. They are cheap
things, run up and left there until the next season, and not
at al expensive. They are merely places in which he
works with the fry.

Mr. EISENHAUER. How does the department distri-
bute this fish orer the different rivers ?

Mr. TUPPER. Applications are sent in. Already a
large number have been received this year, and this is
about the time for distribution. The department endea-
vors to apportion the fry as fairly as possible in the dif.
ferent rivers that are considered suitable.

Mr. EISENHAUER. Has any been sent to Lahaie ?
Mr. TUPPER. There is too mach sawdust, I am afraid,

just now.
Mr. EISENHAUER. I have not much faith in the

benefit of these fishing hatoheries, because we have been
allowing sawdust to get in the rivers for the last year or
two. I think if the hatcheries are of so much benefit they
should make up the loss of fih.

Mr. TUPPER. That is one of the arguments ased by
the advocates of hatcheries.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Has any fry been put into Lake St.
Claire ?

Mr. TUPPER. I cannot give the distribution through.
ont Ontario. All the applications have been received and
have been scheduled, and the officers are now endeavoring
to apportion the quantity of fish.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Please note Lake St. Claire.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Does theb on. gentleman consi-
der that one &sh hatchery for tho Maritime Provinces is
quite sufficient to supply them?

Mr. TUPPER. As I intend to take up the subjeot I
simply ask for the old vote. I dare not at present make a
radical change in the system of carrying on the work and
I am onlyasking Parliament to do what it has done for 12
years. In regard to the hatchery in question, there is an
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opportunity for making a halt before asking Parliament
for- a sum sufficient to enable me to put that place in order.1

Mr. DA TIES (P.E.L). The hon. gentleman said he did
not intend to apply for more money because fish hatcheries
were very expensive, and the distribution of fry could be
made:from other fish hatcheries.

Kr.~TUPPE R. And the resulte were not vory satisfac-
tory.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I). l athee on. gentleman prepared
to say that one hatchery would supply all the wants of the
Island ?

Mr. TUPPER. It is claimed nowthat our hatcheries are
not large enough, and are not as large as those hatcheries
built in the United States.

Mr. D&VIES (P.E.L) Still you are going to supply all
the Dominion with fry.

Mr. TUPPER. We are going to supply all we can.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Thon I understand we are going

to suifer.
Mr. KIRK. Does the hon, gentleman find from the re-

ports of his overseers that -fish, suôh as salmon, are more
abundant in the streams in consequence of the artifcial
propagation of fish?

Mr. TUPPER. There has no doubt :been a decrease in
thecapture of salmon in late years. There are many causes
to account for this ; but the argument of those who speak
with authority on the subjeut is that the decline would have
beau tenfold, or a thousandfold greater except for the
valuable aid given by the fish hatcheries.

Mr.,ELLIS. There was a statement publised in a
Miramichi newspaper that a few days after the deposit of a
large quantity of fry lu that vicinity there were large
quantities lu the water dead.

Mr. TUPPER. That occurs everywhere ; some of the
f ry never reach any size or maturity. That even occurs
with ordinary spawn.

Mr. KIRK. We ought soon to be able to tell whether
this large expenditure on fish hatcheries is of any advantage
or not. I have always supported the expenditure, and I am
not opposing it now. The Minister of Justice has under-
taken to propagate fish in a stream in his county, where, in
a few years, the question will be thoroughly tested. If the
âsh can be propagated in that etream, where the Minister
of Justice has built a fish-way, it will be evidence of the
value of the work; but if there isa failure there, and I am
watching it very closely, there will be failure anywhere.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) In regard to the item of 8100,000
for fishery protection steamers and vesselo, I desire toask
whether the Minister thinks it nee.esary, now that we are
again to have this year the modus vivendi to keep aIl these
war steamers in commission ?

Mr. TUPPE R. We had the modus vivendi, in operation
iast year.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Tou had the cruisers.
Mr. TUPPER. We have not settled on the number of

cruisers required this year, and I may eay that none of
them were chartered for more than one season. We are
akiug the same sum from Parliament, but it is a matter of
precaution. We may not expend the whole of it.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.L) I it the intention to charter as
many veesels?

ir.,TUPIPR. I think we can do with a smaller namber
of sailing craft, if the present intention of the Government
in con ion with the utilisation of the Btaaky iscarried
out,

Mr. Tuppua,

Mr. JONES (Halifax). There is a cruiser called the
Oharla8 Tupper. I suppose she will be retained ?

Kr. TUPPER. No; I am sorry to say she has gone to
the Pacific Ocean.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I). I think we might dispense with
half the number of cruisers.

Mr. PLPATT. What proportion of this amount goes for
the protection of the fisheries in inland waters ?

Mr.TUPPER. This amount of $100,000 is appropriated for
those vessels which have been used in the protection of the
fisheries, and we have at present a cruiser on the inland
waters which is charged against this sum. It is for the
protection of the very valuable fisheries in the great lakes
and against poaching of every kind.

Mr. ROBERTSON. The hon. Minister has brought
down a return, in response to a motion made by my col-
league, with respect to fishing bounties paid on the Island.
It was stated that some fishermen in Little Sands, whose
names I gave to the Minister at that time, were refused their
fishing bounties on account of having done lobster fishing,
and that, therefore, they could not have been engaged in the
deep sea fishing. I wish to state that all those gentlemen
have sent me a statement in return denying positively that
they fished for lobsters during 1886, and they are prepared
to testify that on oath if the hon. Minister wishes it. They
have sent me this memorial which I wish now to hand
over to the Minister of Marine and Fisheries. They point
out that two parties who did fish for lobsters were paid
their bounty while they who did not sfih were not paid. I
would ask the hon the Minister to get his commissioner,
Mr. Duvar, to go down to thie section of the Island and hold
an enquiry into this matter.

Mr, TUPPER. I will ascertain the best means to en-
quire thoroughly into this matter.

Mr. LISTER. I take this opportunity of bringing before
the members of the Government a matter very deeply affect-
ing that large and important class of peopie in this country,
the fishermen, and a matter in which they are at the
present moment very much interested indeed. It is not
necessary for me to say that the fishermen of this country
form a very large portion of the popnlatior, and constitute a
great part of the wealth-producing populai ion of the country.
To prove the correctnese cf that statement I would refer
hon. members to the returns in the census of 1881, the last
official figures that I have been able to get. I find that, in
1881, there were taken in Canda, 1,130,720 quintals of cod;
of haddock, hake and pollook 192,539 quintals, and 574,503
barrels of herring. I find that, according to the last Trade
and Navigation Returns, we exported from Canada last
year $7,193,183 worth of fish. I find also according to these
returns that the total of vessels engaged in the fishing indus-
try in 1:881, was 1,131 ; that there were men employed on
those vessels to the number of 8,401; that there were fish-
ing boats to the number of 30,427 ; men engaged on those
fishing boats 51,603, and that there were 2,150,2b9
fathoms of net used. Hon. gentlemen will see from the
statement I now make that there is an enormons sum of
money invested in the business of fishing, and that there are
many thousands of men engaged in that occupation, produe.
ing a very great amount of wealth and contributing a very
large portion of the export trade of this country. Now,
Sir, what I am particularly interested n is the ezportation
of the fresh fish of Canada, and more particularly so far as
it relates to the fishermen of the Province of Ontario. From
every Province in this Dominion, there is every year a
large exportation of fresh fish to the United States. Ac.
cording to the Trade and Navigation Returns we imported
from the United States last year only 1,914,138 pounds and
weïexported to the United Etates during that same time,
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23,666,440 ponnds. So far as the fresh fish caught during
the summer months is concerned the United States is our
only market outside of the home market. It will be seen
that our exports of fresh fish to the United States are

1,753,302 pounds more than our importa, and this applies
to fresh fish only. Hon. gentlemen wilisee how important
it is that no restriction should be placed upon that trade and
that any danger that restrictions might be placed upon our
exports to the United States should be removed so far as we
are concerned. This fresh fiah is admitted free of duty
in the United States, but in this country there is a
duty of half a cent per pound on fresh fish imported from
the United States. L would call the attention of the Minis-
ter of Customs to the fact that our total importe amount to
only $51,992 and the amount ofCustoms collected would of
course be a mere trifle. What the fishermen fear is-and
they have brought it to my attention and asked that 1
should bring it to the attention of the Government, to the
attention of the House and to the attention of members
who are interested in the question as I am-what the fish-
ermen fear is that on account of the duty on fresh fish im-
ported into Canada from the United States, the American
(Government will during this year in all probability place a
duty on flsh exported from the Dominion of Canada. If
such a duty is put on our fish it will mean a loss to the
fishermen of Canada of between $100,000 and $200,000 a
year. This is a very important question for these fisher-
men and I would ask that the Minister of Customs should
look into the question. I am sure that I am voicing the
leelings and wishes of every fisherman in the Dominion of
Canada from British Columbia to Prince Edward Island
wheu I say that this duty upon fresh fish coming into
Canada onght to be removed. It is no advantage to
us whatever and it is a constant menace to the
fishermen of Canada that the United States will
retaliate and put a duty on flish going into that country.
Our flsh compote with American tish in the markets of
the United State, they can get along quite well without our
fish, and if this duty is put upon Canadian fiah. by the
American Government it means that the fishermen in Can-
ada wili lose by it to the extent of the duty. The business
is a precarious one and no obstacle ought be put in the way
of the fishermen of the country making the most they can
out of their occupation. I feel that it is only necessary to
call the attention of the Minister of Customs to the condi-
tion of affaira to induce him to seriously consider the pro-
priety of removing the duty now put upon fresh fish brought
into Canada. There is a duty of course upon pickled fish
and barrelied fish coming imto Canada and in the United
States as well, but the United States admit our fish fre of
duty.

Mr. BOWELL. For immediate consumption.
Mr. LISTER. The fish goes in in .une, July, August and

September, i nd of course it is for immediate consumption,
but so far as I know, there has been no duty put upon fresh
fibh ut any time by the United States.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Thia is a point of some
considerable practical importance to a number of persons.
Of course if the Government do not wish to give any
opinion.on it well and good, but I think an answer is due to
my hon. friend from Lambton (Mr. Lister). There is no
doubt that any such duty as he names, on imports to this
country, is a constant provocation to certain parties in the
American Congress to put similar duties on ôur exporta, and
as the importation into Canada is not one-tenth of our ex-
portation to the United States, it is decidedly to our interest
to abolish the duty, if thereby we can avoid the chance of a
duty being placed on our own fLsh.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. ILt is scarcely the time to
diseuse an alteration of the tariff; but still we have heard
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the statement of the hon. gentleman, and it is worthy of
every consideration.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Will you consider it ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes; we will.
Mr. BRIEN, This is a very important matter to the

people of the section from which I come. In the constituency
I have the honor to represent there are something like a
bundred fishermen who, with their families, are dependent
on this industry alone; and a duty of half a cent a pound
placed on fresh fish would throw these men ont of employ-
ment; and the fact that they have been engaged in this
industry for a number of years, and no other, makes them
unfit for any other employment. Therefore, I think it is
very desirable, considering the amall amount of revenue
that accrues from this duty, the Government should remove
it entirely, and not leave any provocation to the United
States to impose a retaliatory duty. The matter having been
brought to the notice of the Government, I have no doubt
they will give it their attention. The fiashermen of my
district sell fully 99 per cent. of their catch in the United
States; their boats go to Anerican ports constantly; if they
are deprived of the American market, they will have none
at all ; and if they are thrown ont of this employment, they
will be left in almost destitute circumstances.

Mr. PLATT. I agree with the First Minister that this
is hardly the time to discuss tarif matters; but as the in-
terests of the fihermen are very important interests, and
as we may not have another opportunity this Session to
bring these matters before the Government, we do so now.
I have a grievance which I wish again to lay before the
Minister of Customs as well as the Minister of Finance and
the Minister of Fisheries. It is perhaps not so large a
question as that raised by my hon. friend from Lambton,
but it is one in reference to which the fishermen are com.
plaining sorely in the district fron which I come. I do
not know that the tarif itself is at fault, but the regulations
of the Customs Department place a duty on nearly all the
twines used for fishing purposes in the inland waters. We
know that twines are admitted free, but the Customs De-
partment clases all the finer twines which are used for the
manufacture of nets for catching herring and all the smaller
fish in the inland waters, as threade, which are charged 20
per cent. duty. This may seem a asmall matter, but it 13
very important to the fishermen. The habit of these mins-
trions and frugal people is to make their nets during the
winter months in preparation for the summer's fishing;
and their wives and families as well as themselves are ei-
ployed at this work. All the twines used for the manu-
facture of the nets used for fishing in the inland waters
are now subject to a duty of 20 per cent., which pre-
vents these people carrying on that useful industry; and
they feel the grievance ail the more, because, though many
of them are supporters of the National Policy and the pre.
sent Government, they think that in this particular instance
home industry is not encouraged, because we find that the
very net which is manufactured from this dutiable thread
is admitted free. A great many people have been employed
in the winter montis manufacturing nets for the wealthier
fishermen and the merchants; but they have found it more
profitable to import the nets than to have themt made by
these people; so that the fishermen are deprived almost
completely of that source of benefit. It would ho a very
easy matter, it seems to me, to remedy this. I do not
know why the Customs authorities have seen lit to place
these finer twines on the list of dutiable threads. I was
told in the Customs Department that anybody could tell
that these finer twines were threads, but I never could find
the dividing lino between a twine and a thread; and why
the manufacturers of this country require a duty to be
placed upon these finer twines, which are never used as
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threads, I cannot see. If the Minister of Fisheries is at al
anxious to serve these people, I do not see why he should
not press on the Minister of Customs and the Minister o
Finance the advisability of changing this regulation at once
It would be a very great -boon to the fishermen if tha
change were made even now, so that these people woulc
have the advantage of free twine for fishing purposes as the
law intends.

Mr. GILLMOIR. The discussion refers more particularly
to the duty on fresh fish. I represent a constituency which,
being close to the State of Maine, has a special interest in
that subject. The people of that constituency depend
largely on fishing, and their market for the sale of their
catch of fresh fish is entirely in the State of Maine. I have
listened to a great deal of discussion on this fishery question.
The policy on both sides has been one of retaliation, but I
would like to see the Government set an example of concili.
ation. I think this would be a good time to take the duty
of fresh fish. All through this fishery discussion I think
there has been a good deal of provocation given to the Gov-
ernment of Canada to retaliate; but I do not think it is a
profitable game. If the duty is left on, it will entail agreat
loss upon Canada and particularly upon the county I repre.
sent. I understand how much provocation bas been given
to the Government, because I know something of the habits
of American fishermen ; I know their disposition to encroach'
upon the rights of Canada. I know the men, and among
the worst of them are those from Nova Scotia; they are
reckless and lawless with regard to other people's rights.
I do not sce that it is resulting in any good. I would like
to see Canada lift herself to a higher place, and set an ex-
ample of conciliation. I would like to see the Government
try to settle this difficulty, and fnot wait too long. I do not
like to see the Government back down. I have a great re.
gard for Canada and the Government of Canada, and when
our Government has taken a stand, I do not like to see them
back down, but my experience is that they bave to back
down in the long run. Let tbem try the policy of reconci-
liation, instead of that of retaliation, and thus set a good
example to our American neighbors, who, no doubt, do ex-
ceedingly mean things. That, however, is no excuse for
Canada doing equally mean things by retaliation. Our
trade in fresh fish is, perhaps, more than that of all the
lakes. The county I have the honor to represent, has a
very large interest in this, and you can understand how im-
portant it is to us. Our fishermen go out and do their day's
work; and instead of coming home to any part of Canada,
they run right to a seaport where the fish are purchased
and taken off to Boston and other American ports. I un-
derstand a good deal of the relations between Canada and
the United States, living on the frontier and understand-
ing thoroughly the American fishermen. I understand
how they have encroached upon privileges that do not be.
long to themr. I hope a new departure will be taken and our
American friends set the Christian example of reconcilia-
tion.

Mr. FREEMAN. I must ask my good Nova Scotia friend
to consider whether he ought not to take back what he as
said about Nova Scotia fishermen. I am quite confident he
is mistaken, as I have a large acquaintance with these men
and many opportunities to see them-.

Mr. GILLMOR. I refer to those who have gone to the
States and become naturalised.

Mr. PREEMAN. I am glad the hon. gentleman has
made amends so thoroughly.

Mr. BARRON. I do not wish to discuse this particular
point, but would ask the House if the letter written by the
American consul here regarding the spirit of retaliation
would not be applicable here. The letter refers to the
export duty on loge. That does not apply to the discussion

Mr. PLATT.

Il now, but the letter is very interesting and might perhaps
d give some information concerning the relations between the
f two countries.

The CHAIRMAN. The hon. gentleman is out of order.t
d Mr. KIRK. The Nova Scotia fishermen to whom my
e lon. friend from New Brunswick (Mr. Gillmor) alluded

are those who have been expatriated owing to the bad laws
of this Government, and consequently do not feel altogether
pleasant towards this country. These are the men the hon.
gentleman alluded to. With regard to this duty on thread
to which the hon. member for Prince Edward (Mr. Platt)
has referred, it would be an advantage to the fishermen of
the Maritime Provinces as well as Prince Edward, if the
thread were made as cheap as possible, because fishermen
in the long winter nights knit their own nets, and the ma-
terial they require should be made as cheap as possible.

Mr. BOWELL. There is no duty on the thread.

Mr. CAMPBELL (Kent). All along the shores of Lake
Erie, adjacent to the County of Kent, there are a great
number of pound nets put there by Americans who come
from Cleveland and Ohio. They draw out the nets and
take the fish out, and the smaller fish and those of not much
account they throw away. The good ones they take to
Cleveland and other places. Complainte were made last
year that they threw the emaller fish into the water, thus
putrifying the temperature and the waters around. I believe
the regulation is that the nets shall be an inch square, but
the regulations are not carried ont at all. The mesh is too
small, so that a great many of the small fish cannot escape
as they could if the mesh were wide enough. During the
summer of last year there were great complainte from the
people along the shore of Lake Erie, not only on account
of the disagreable smell that arose from the decaying fish,
but also on account of the great destruction that was al-
lowed of the small fish, and now that another season is
rapidily approaching, I hope the hon. the Minister will see
that the proper law is strictly adhered to.

Mr. WATSON. Before this item passes I desire to say
that a very large interest is springing up in Manitoba in
regard to the export of fresh fish. The Trade and Naviga-
tion Returns show that 895,576 worth of fresh fish was ex-
ported from Manitoba last year, and nearly all that goes to
the United States. The people interested in fishing in that
Province were very much alarmed when it was stated that
the United States were going to retaliate by putting a duty
on fresh fih. That would be a severe blow to our people.
The fish they export are generally pike or jackfish, which
are purchased there for about a cent a pound, so that a duty
of even half a cent a pound would stop the export. Those fish
are sold in Chicago for three cents a pound. They are
caught in the winter time and are shipped by the cargo. I
hope the Government will consider this matter favorably.
I believe that the amall amount which the Government de.
rives from the duty on fish coming into the country should
not weigh with them in such a matter as this, and that it
should receive their serions attention, because, if the Amer-
ican Government should be irritated on account of this duty
and should retaliate on us in that way, the result would be
to wipe ont this industry in Manitoba.

Mr. BOWELL. Does the hon. gentleman know that very
strong representations have been made from his Province
to have an export duty put upon the fish there ?

Mr. WATSON. From whom?
Mr. BOWELL. From people in your own county and in

Winnipeg, because they are looking forward to the complete
depletion of your lakes in regard to fish, and especially
whitefish.
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Mr, WATSON. Our chief exportation is pike or jack-

fish, and I am of opinion that the greater the facility that can
be given for the exportation of those fish or their extermina-
tion. so as to allow the whitefish to increase, the better it
would be. If any restrictions are to be placed on the ex-
port of fish, I would like the Minister of Customs to place1
them on whitefish, and allow the people to export all the
jackfish they can.1

Mr. PLATT. In reference te the question of twine, the1
Minister has stated that there is no duty on twine, but I
have here a specimen manufactured by W. J. Knox, of1
Glasgow, which paid 20 per cent. duty, while the fishermen
want it free.

Mr. HESSON. There are tons of twine made by Ryan
& Son, and also in Halifax, and I do not see the necessity
of importing it free. Tbey make twine of all varieties, and
I believe they could compete with any manufacturer.

Mr. EISENHAUER. I desire to say a word or two on
the fishermen's bounty.

Mr. FOSTER. The item is p'assed.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It is understood that

any of these items can be discussed.

Mr. FOSTER. That is a statutory item.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. We constantly discuse
statutory items if there is anytbing to be Raid about them.
That is the object of putting them on the Estimates.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; they show the ex-
penditure of the year.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. They do not show the
whole expenditure for the year.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They show the estimated
expenditure.

Sir RICHARD CARTWR[GHT. I never before heard a
refusal to allow discussion on an item because it was a
statutory item.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Go on.

Mr. EISENHAUER. I understand that the amount paid
to the fishermen for bounties in 1887 exceeded the 8150,000
authorised by statute, and that it is the intention to reduce
the amount per ton in 1888 in order to bring the expendi-
ture within the sum authorised by statute. I do not think
that is a proper thing for the Government to do, because
they cannot take credit for voting this amount of 8$150,000.
In 1876, they received $4,500,000 from the United States
for the rights and privileges which the fishermen of that
country had enjoyed for many years in our waters. They
have received the interest or the benefit of that amount for
twelve years, and they have paid this bounty for only half
that time; so I think it is not fair to the fishermen of the
Dominion to reduce the amount simply to keep the total
within the sum voted. The fishermen of Lunenburg have
not received their bounty for last year, and I am told that
in other counties that has been the resuit. I ehould like to
ask the Minister if that is the case ?

Mr. TUPPER, The rate per man has not been reduced.
The rate per ton on the ships had to be reduced, and for this
reason: It is not correct to say that the amounts payable
in 1886 were not according to the regulations, but perhaps
the hen. gentleman's figures are taken from some purport-
ing to be for that year. It is true that, in 1887, the amount
came to $163,000, and the vote was insufficient to make the
distribution among those who were properly entitled to it, so
it was necessary to make a reduction in order to keep with-
in the statutory vote.

Mr. EISBINHAUER. I know that the Govern ment cannot
go beyond that, but I think the fishermen should receive
some consideration at their hands,

Mr. TUPPER. The Government are powerless in the
mattern

Mr. EISENHAUER. I am aware of that, but the hon.
Minister should remember that the fishermen have no pro-
tection against foreign fish. Although there is a duty of 50
cents a quintal on foreign fish, it is no protection to them,
because the fish come in as if there were no duty at all. I
asked the Government during the earlier part of the Session
whether any change was proposed in the system of bonding
foreign fish, and I could not hear very distinotly the reply
of the hon. Minister of Customs. I think he said they were
considering the matter or something of that kind. I bring
this matter to his notice now in case there may not be an
opportunity later on. I think that a radical change is
necessary in the system of bonding foreign fish. The Min-
ister of Customs is well aware that these fish come in, and
are allowed to be handled as much as we handle our own
fish, They are allowed to be dried on the wharf, to be put
in store and taken out again if necessary, and I think that
some change in that system is necessary.

Geological Survey................. .......... .o$60,OO

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would like generally
to know the territory that is going to be geologically sur-
veyed. It seems to me that a good deal more of this money
is being frittered away than there need be, and we do not
get any considerable new territory thoroughly surveyed
and brought in. Of course I speak on a somewhat superfi-
cial examination of the hon. gentleman's reports, as the
work may be more thoroughly done than I suppose.

Mr. DEWDNEY. I asked the director some few days
ago to give me some information with regard to what they
propose to do during the coming season, and ho has fur-
nished me a memorandum giving the names of the officers
he is to send out, and the regions they are to explore. In
British Columbia it is proposed to send Dr. Dawson, who
bas been working there the previous year, and Mr. Bowman
to work on Vancouver Island Mr. Macoun, the botanist,
will be sent into the New Westminster district. In the
North-West Territories it is proposed to send Mr.
McConnell, who has been in the Yukon district for the last
two years. It ies proposed to send him to Peace River
to report on the coal oil fields. That will be new
work entirely. Although it has been reported that
we have extensive oil districts up there, they have never
been looked into very closely. In Manitoba, Mr. Tyrrell
will continue his exploration about Duck Mountains. The
hon. gentleman, no doubt, is aware that it is reportel that
there is also coal oil in that neighborhood. In Ontario, Mr.
Lawson will continue his work east of Port Arthur. Mr.
Bell continues his work in the Sudbury district; and Mr.
Cochrane will complote the topographical details of the
region about Owen Sound. In Quebec, Mr. Ingail continues
his work in the phosphate regions of Buckingham and
Templeton. Mr. Ells will complote a map of the Eastern
Townships from Lake St. Peter to the Vermont boundary.
Mr. Adams will work in Chambly county, and Mr. Low in
Quebec and Portneuf counties. Mr. Bailey continues his
work in connection with the Temiscounta and Madawaska
districts. Mr. Chalmers continues work in southern New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia. Mr. Fletcher continues his
work in Pictou county, and Mr. Faribault in Halifax
county.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would like to know
from the Minister whetber, in the North-West, where we
are lords of the soil, it is the intention of the hon. gentle-
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man to cause a series of borilgs to be made at varions
points, so as to give us some practical idea of the various
formations. That matter bas been discussed once or twice
in the House. I think something was done in that direc-
tion.

Mr. DEWDNEY. So far as I have heard, there is no in-
tention to do it this year. I may state that there are two
borers in the territory, one is owned by the Galt Company,
and the other by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company.
They have been boring the last year for their own infor-
mation. On enquiry I find that the plant required for the
work is very expensive, and we have no money for it.

Sir RICHA-RD CARTWRIGHT. What would the cost
be ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. Somewhere about ten or twelve thou-
sand dollars. To-day a geod diamond drill would cost that
sum. I made enquiry especially to find out the cost from
]Mr. Galt and also from the company, and they said it would
cost ten or twelve thousand dollars to get a machine. I
understand the importance of the work, and would very
much like to see it undertaken. I think it would be well
worth the expense, and if the House feel inchned to vote
the money I should be glad to expend it in that way.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think where we own
the soil it is well worth while to have borings made to a
reasonable depth. My information as to the cost of a
diamond drill differs materially from that of the hon. gen-
tleman. I understand it could be obtained for a much
smaller sum, sufficient to enable borings te be made to a
reasonable depth, say six or eight hundred feet. That would
not be very expensive, as we know that in that country a
great deal of the soitlis alluvial. I am sure we would learn
a great deal more by these borings than we are learning
by these exploring expeditions. There is another point
to which I would call the attention of the First
Minister, who was formerly Minister of the Interior.
I understand, and the Minister of Interior bas indicated, that
the attention of the Government has been properly called
to it, that there is supposed to be most extraordinarily
rich oil fields in certain portions of that territory. I have
heard the area estimated as high as 80,000 or 100,000
square miles, which I take to be an exaggeration, butI have
no doubt that there is considerable reason to believe that a
very extensive territory there is underlaid with oit, some-
what similar I presume to the oit deposits known for
centuries near the Caspian. I do not think it would be
proper to retain all that territory absolutely in sovereignty,
but I have a very strong impression that we would do well
to retain a very large tract of that territory absolutely in
the Crown. Just now, it is true, we cannot make it useful
for commercial purposes, but it is not impossible
that for a territory like that we might at no
remote period be able to derive a very considerable revenue
if we continued to keep possession of the more profitable
oil district or a portion of it. I have more than once sug-
gested to the First Minister, when he was Minister of
Interior, the expediency tof the Government of Canada, in
its capacity as general trustee for the pubic, retaining
possession of, at ail events, a portion f the more valuable
coal fields and probably of the more valuable mines, and I
think this quite virgin coal oil field that is ieported to be
discovered would afford a very good opportunity of trying
the experiment. Of course it is a depai ture from our pre-
vious policy, but it is a departure worth making and an
experiment worth trying. I should like to know what the1
First Minister or the Minister of Interior thinks on that
peint.

Mr. DAVIN. I am very glad this subject has been
brought up by the hon. gentleman. The subjeet of borers

Sir RICnARD CARTWRIGHT.

has been before the attention of persons interested in the
North-West, athd I brought the matter at an early period, in
fact when I came down, before the attention of the Minister.
The question of expense was the question that seemed to be
difficult at that time. I am very glad that f rom the Opposi-
tion, and especially from the hon. gentleman who watches
the expenditure on the part of the GoverDment, the sugges-
tion has come that there should be baring done in the North-
West. With respect to what the ton. gentleman has said
as to the course the Government should take, I entirely
disapprove of it. It is the course that has been found a
perfect nuisance in the North.West, that is that if
the Dominion thinks it has valuable territory a systen
of exploiting it should be adopted that would result
most beneficially to itself. The result has been
already disastrous. It involves an entire mistake of
the principles of political economy, an entire mistake
of the relations between the Government and the public,
because it supposes the relations between the Government
and the public are the same as those between some large
trader and the public, whereas the Government and the
public interest are so mixed up that if a private individual
makes a fortune out of a coal mine or out of an oil discovery
you enrich the country in the best and directest way.
It is a principle that an hon, gentleman, who held a high
and honored place in the Government of Canada entertained
strongly, and in 1883 I did everything I could to dissuade
him fron what 1 considered then to be a greengrocer
policy, and I am surprised to bear this suggestion by an lion.
gentleman so erudite as the han. member for South Oxford
(Sir Richard Cartwright) who conducts the financial criti-
cisms on the Reform aide of the House.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Sound political econo-
mists entertain very different opinions on this subject.
There is no one likely, in the future, to produce more mis-
chief to this country than that of allowing private indivi-
duals to monopolise natural gifts which ought to belong to
the whole country. I do not believe that valuable public
properties should be handed over for perfectly insignifi.
cant considerations to gentlemen who happen to be favor-
ites of the powers that be. Such cases have resulted in
great disaster to this and other countries, and, unless I
greatly mistake public opinion, a great deal of public pro-
perty diverted in this way, will be taken back again before
many years are over.

Mr. DAVIN. I quite agree as to the impropriety of
handing over to any individual or number of individuals for
political considerations the public domain. What I con-
tend for is, that a Government makes an economic mistake
when it thinks that it will not give a certain piece of pro.
perty at the present time because at some future time it
may be more valuable to it; in that way it will really re-
tard the development of the country and in that way
injure the country. The two things are wholly distinct1
the position adroitly taken up in reply to me by the hon4
gentleman and the position I took.

Mr. WATSON. I entirely agree with the hon. member
for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright), and also the
Minister of Interior who has stated his belief that it would
be a good thing to have a drill or borer make certain tests
throughout Manitoba and the North-West. I believe, as a
geat many are led to believe, that there are many valuable

e ts of oil through Manitoba and the North-West. Near
Lake Dauphin they have for the past two years been boring
with the result of strong indications of securing oil; but the
company's engineers have found working very expensive.
They have had a long haul for their machinery and have
labored under many difficulties; and the Government could
not do better than spend a certain sum in purchasing drills
and machines and organising gangs at two or three different
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places to make borings and aseertain the restts. Th«me
are also no doubt valuable salt wels iu Manitbta. Aong
the western shores of Lake Manitoba aud Lake Winni-
pegoosis salt Springs have been known to exist from
early days, and half breeds made all the salt they
used from those aprings which are on the sauroe, and
I have no doubt by borin very valuable salt vell would
be discovered. With the present long haul of salt from the
Eastern Provinces, salt wold be very valuable as well as
petroleum. Moreover, salt will no doubt be required in the
future for farming purposes. 1 agree with the hon. mem-
ber for South Oxford (Sir Richard Oartwright) that a cer-
tain portion of these valuable deposits should be reserved
for the public use; I would not favor the reserving of al
the territory because enterprise should be encouraged in
prosecuting the work, In Manitoba there have been dis-
coveries of coal, and in south Manitoba a company has
been formed to open up and develop a coal mine at Turtle1
Mountain. Much good would undoubtedly be done by such
an expenditure being made, and botter results might be ob.
tained than from spending the money on the Geological
Survey. I hope the Government will consider the matter
favorably, and in the near future make the testa of which I
have spoken. They will undoubtedly be in the interest of
the whole Dominion in addition to benefiting the particular
localities in which they are made.

Resolutions reported.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of
the Louse.

Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 1:30 a.m.
(Saturday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

MONDAY, 8th April, 1889.

The SPzaxus took the Chair at Three o'clock.

P&aArmas.

FIRST READING.

Bill (No. 126) to amend the Summary Convictions Act,
chapter 178 of the Revised Statutes, and the Act amending
the same (from the Senate).-(Sir John Thompson.)

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY-PETITION.

Mr. SHANLY asked, Ras the Government received any
petitions from the shareholders of the Grand Trunk Railway
Company ? If so, bas sny action been taken, or will any
action be taken thereon, by the Government?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. A petition was received
on the 12th March, 1889, from the shareholders of the
Grand Trunk Railway, protesting against the granting of
subsidies to railways which duplicate and compete with
existing lines. No action could, of course, be taken on this
petition, but it will be considered when any railway claims
are laid before Parliament.

ST. GEORGE'S BRIDGE--STRUCTURAL DEFECTS.

Mr. MULOCK asked, Whether the attentioin of the
Government has been drawn to an article in the Engineer, t
copied into last week's &ientfic Ameican, pointing out the t
structural defects in the St. George Bridge whereby the e
recent disaster might be accounted for ? Whether anyf
steps are being taken as to other itw y bffdgs, te see b
whether they are also structurally defective for the réfsfns d

therein eontained ? Ha the Gevernment reeeived any
report from their inspecting oefer on the subjeot of the
disaster, and woul it be in the publie interest that such
report ehould be brought down ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The attention of the
Government has not been drawn by any one to this matter
except by the notice of the hon. gentleman. No steps
have yet been takbn with regard to other railway bridges,
but this subject will be attended to. The Government have
not received sny report from the inspecting oficer on the
subject of the disaster.

VIC'ORIA BRIDGE.

Mr. AMYOT asked, What is the total cost of the Victoria
Bridge; the yearly outlay for its maintenance and manage-
ment, and the yearly revenue it yields ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Government have
no means of knowing what the total cost of the Victoria
Bridge is, except by application to the Grand Trunk Rail-
way Company. I have no doubt if the hon. gentleman
wil apply to Mr. Hickson, h. *ll give him every infor-
mation.

LA CLOCHE ISLAND-PROVINCIAL CLAIMS.

Mr. BARRON asked, Did G. W. Burbidge, Esq., then the
Deputy Minister of Justice, or any sunbsequent Deputy
Minister of Justice, ever give an opinion, in accordance with
the request of the acting Superintendent General of Indian
Affaire, bearing date 19th June, 1882, preferrcd a second
time on the l3th April, 1883, relating to the respective
claims of the Goverument of Canada and the Provincial
Government of Ontario to the Island of La Cloche and
other Islande referred to in the despatch of the Under
Secretary of State to the Deputy Superintendent General
of Indian Affaire, under date of 30th May, 1882 ? If yes,
what was the date of the opinion ? To whom was it directed ?
Was it in favor of the contention of the Government of
Ontario, as set forth in the said despatch of 30th May,
1882 ? Was it in favor of the contention of the Dominion
Government, as set forth in the memorandum of the Deputy
Superintendent General of Indian Affairs, bearing date the
13th June, 1882 ? If no opinion was given, why not ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. The Deputy Minister of Justice
did give an opinion. The letter giving said opinion was
dated on 30th April, 1883; it was directed to the Deputy
Superintendent General of Indian Affairs. The opinion
was not favorable to the contention of the Ontario Govern-
ment, in so far as La Cloche and other islande in the
vicinity of àfanitoulin Island were concerned. The opinion
was favorable to the Dominion Government's claim to the
La Cloche, and other islands in the vicinity of Manitoulin
Island, and on the north shore of Lake Huron, but not to
those on the eatern shore of Georgian Bay; but withput
more exact information the Deputy Minister of Justice ex-
pressed himself as unable to give a positive opinion as to
the claim of the Oatario Government to the Islande lut
referred to.

LAKE ERIE BAdS F1I34NG PERKITS.

Mr. CHARLTON asked, Have permit. been given to
the Long Point Company or to any members of the same,
to take bse in the waters of Lake Erio, at Long Point or
elsewhere, during any part of the close season ? Have
permits been given to any eompany or individuals, to take
mss in the aters of Lake Er,, at or near Pele Island,
during any part of the elo. seasons?
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Mr. TUPPER. No permits were given to the Long
Point Company. In 1886 the Minister of the day granted
the members of the Pelee Island Club permission to angle
for bass for a period of 20 days during the close season,
with the provision that no fish were to be caught for sale
and that all female fish were to be returned to the waters
alive.

MONTCALM POST OFFICES.

Mr. THERIEN asked, Whether the Government have
received reports respecting the opening of two post offices
in the northern part of the county of Montcalm ?

Mr. HAGGART. Two applications for post offices in
Montcalm have been received. One at St. Marie de Salomée
has been granted, and the office was opened for work on the
1st instant. The other at Ste. Famille was also granted,
but has not been opened, owing to a difficulty about the site,
which is expected shortly to be settled.

SAWDUST IN RIVERS.

Mr. TBÉRIEN asked, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to appoint officers to look after the sawmill
owners, and prevent their throwing sawdust into the rivers.

Mr. TUPPEIR. LIt is not the intention of the Government
to appoint any further officers to look after the sawmill
owners and prevent their throwing sawdust inLo the rivers.
The ordinary fishery officers are expected to do that.

ORANGE INCORPORATION.

Mr. CHARLTON asked, Whether it is the intention of
the Government, during the present Session, to introduce a
Bill to incorporate the Orange Order ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This would be a private
Bill, and it is not the intention of the Goverument to intro-
duce such a Bill, and I am afraid, therefore, that my hon,
friend (Mr Charlton) will thus be deprived of the oppor-
tunity of voting against the Bill as he did twice before.

Mr. CHARLTON. The First Minister has stepped out-
side of the usual course by going beyond an answer to
my question. I may say that though I voted in that way
beore, I might not vote so again.

TORONTO SCIHOOL OF INFANTRY.

Mr. MITCHELL (for Mr. MOMULLEN) asked, Were
tenders asked for bread supply for "C " School ofInfantry,
Toronto, last fall; how many tenders were received ; the
name and amount of each tender; the name of the success-
ful tenderer, and the price and the term the contract is for ?

Sir ADOLPIE CARON. On the 5th December, 1888,
tenders were invited for this service. Four tenders were
received : William Carlyle, of Toronto, at 24 ets. per
lb.; Thomas Adams, of Toronto, at 3 ets. per lb.; Johnstone
Little, of Toronto, at 3 ets. per lb.; and W. H. Knowlton,
of Toronto, at 3¾ ets. per lb. The contract was giv en to
William Carlyle, at '@f ets. per lb, for the term of one
year, commencing lst January, 1889, he being the lowest
tenderer.

REGINA BARRACKS CANTEEN.

Mr. DAVIN asked, Is the right honorable the Prime
Minister, in whose departmental charge is the North-West
Mounted Police Force, and who, speaking in the louse of
Commons on the 15th February, 1889, said, respecting the
canteen at Regina barracks as managed by a civilian from
Winnipeg: "1 have made up my mind, on the whole, that
the game is not worth the candie; we shall close that ar-

Mr.CHARLToN.

rangement with the. present caterer, giving him the notice
we are allowed to give under those regulations, and allow
the men to manage their own affairs by a committee of
Sergeants, and buy their supplies, so as to avoid any appear-
ance of unfairness toward the trade," aware whether any
steps have been taken to carry out lis orders, and that Com-
missioner Herchmer has canvassed is sergeants to petition
for the continuance of the canteen as managed by Mr.
Buchanan, thus antagonising the declared policy of the
Prime Minister made to this flouse ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In answer to this ques-
tion which contains some statements of fact, which are
rather contrary to the Rules of the flouse, I may say that
formal notice to vacate the canteen on the 15th M ay next
was given to Mr. Buchanan some time ago. 1 am not
aware that Commissioner Herchmer has canvassed is ser-
geants to petition for the continuance of the canteen as
managed by Mr. Buchanan. I have Commissioner
Herchmer's positive assurance that he has not done so.
The commissioner has recently forwarded to the depart-
ment certain representations which have been made by the
non-eommissioned officers and constables with regard to
the canteen, but I have not yet been able to give the
matter consideration.

$1 BRESAYLOR HALF-BREEDS.

Mr. WATSON asked, Whether the Government have yet
received any report upon the subject of the claims of the
Bresaylor Half-breeds for the value of their furs alleged to
have been wrongfully appropriated at Battleford ? If not
yet received, is it expected that it will be received during
this Session ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. Yes, reports have been received.
Mr. LAURIER. Will they be laid upon the Table of the

H ouse ?
Mr. DEWDNEY. If they are asked for.
Mr. LAURIER. Then they cannot be obtained this

Session ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is not our fault.

IMPORTATION OF FISII IN BOND.

Gen. LAURIE moved for:
Oopies of all correspondence with the Oastoms Department, instruc-

tions issued to, and reports received from, inspectors and collectors of
Oustoms in reference to the importation of fish in bond for the purpose of
subsequent exportation, together with copies of any regulations bearing
on this subjeot framed and issued under the authority of the Oustoms
Act.
He said: I regret that I must detain the flouse a little, be-
cause there are matters connected with this motion which
are of considerable interest to a large number of people in
the Maritime Provinces, and especially in the Province of
Nova Scotia. It is necessary that I should go a little into
what are apparently side issues. Under recent arrangements,
the French Government have given a very large bounty
on fish sold outside of.the French dominions. They have
done this, for the purpose of stimulating an industry which
would increase the maritime population of France, and would
enable them to command a larger navy than they have at
present. For this purpose, they have given as much as81.80,
or about 10 france, on each quintal of fish sold outside of
France, or the French colonies. This has created a great
deal of feeling, not only among the fishermen in the Lower
Provinces, but alsoin Newfoundland, where they are ex-
ceedingly troubled on this point. A Newfoundland corres-
pondent, writing to the Harbor Grace Standard from Leg-
horn, says:

" Every steamer from Marseilles brings 400 to 600 bales of Bank fish of
excellent quality, which is retailing at 16. and 17., and, as you may
easily imagine, our English cure--"
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What is styled English cure there, is really Newfoundland
or British American cure.
"-il quite neglected, sud, what is still worse, perishing. You seem
to be surprised that this French fish should be new and properly cured,
but you forget that it is cured and salted on board the vessels which
come across to Bordeaux, Marseilles and Cette, and there dried under
sheds, a few days being aufficient for this operation. The French Goy-
ernment gives a bounty of 16 franco (shillings) per quintal on al Hthe
fish exported to Leghorn, 14 to Genos and 12 to Naples. The French
fishermen are masters of the situation, and will very soon ruin the Eng-
lish colonists unlees something is done. Larger vessels are now build-
ing in several French ports which are intended for this industry, and,
from what we hear, a fresh impetus is to be given to the fishery."

The Newfoundiand newspaper editor goes on to say, speak-
ing of the feelings of the people of Newfoundland:

" Yes, a fresh impetus has indeed been given to this French industry,
and the fact for us has a very peculiar significance. The French fishing
leet in Newfoundland waters this year numbered no fewer than 350
vessels, aggregating 35,000 tons. Their catch is estimated at one-and-a-
half millions quintal. The Cape Ann Advertier says that 'after sup-
plying their home market they will have from a half to three-quarters of
a million quintals to export, which, aided by the Government bounty of
$2 a quintal, makes competition from either Newtoundland or Norway al-
most impossible.' It is with regret that we have to admit the partial
truthfuluess of this assertion. This bounty-fed fish of our Gallican rivals
has done and is now doing much injury to our interests in the leading
fishmarkets of the world. As we have before pointed out, itl is only of
late years that the French have entered into large competition with us
in the Mediterranean. In 1884 20,000 quintals of codfish, of French cure,
were imported into Northern Italy. This quantity was increased in
1885 to 100,000 quintals, while a similar rate of increase was seen in the
French imports into Spain-the aggregate in the latter year amounting
to the immense total of 250,000 quintals, and during the present season
no fewer than 500,000 quintals of French codfish were in competition
with us in these markets. Can these striking, very alarming facts, we
ask, be contemplated with equanimity or composure by our people? Il
the more need therefore for every effort being made to lessen the French
catch of co1fish iu the waters surrounding this coast and on the banks.
And with the help of the Bait Bill, after it has received the Queeu's
assent, we believe that this can be accomplished to a large and gratify-
ing extent.''

Now, that shows the injury to Newfoundland that accrues
from the large bounty given by the French Government,
and the adoption of the system of paying this bounty in
the case of fish sent into foreign markets. The Newfound.
land people so thoroughly recognise this that they have
decided to legislate in the most stringent way to meet the
competition that their own fishermen are subjected to by
the action of the French Goverument. I hold in my hand
the statutes of Newfoundland showing how they have met
this action of the French Government:

" Whereas in the interests of the fisheries of this colony, and for the
preservation of the bait necessary for the pursuit of these fisheries, it is
essential to regulate the exportation and sale of such bait. Be it there-
fore enacted by the Governor, the Legislative Council and Assembly, in
Legislative Session convened, as follows:-(l) No person shall export,
or cause or procure to be exported, or assist in the exportation of, or
(2) Baul, catch, purchase or seil for the purpose of exportation, or (3)
Sell or purchase for the purpose of sale, any herring, caplin, squid, or
other bait fishes, from on or near any parts of this colony or of its
dependencies, or from or in any of the bays, harbours, or other places
therein, for bait purposes, without a special license, in writing, obtained
from the Receiver General of this colony, which license may be in the
form set forth in the schedule hereto annexed, and shall be of no avail
beyond the fishing season for which it is granted.

" Every person guilty of a violation of any of the provisions of this
Act, shall, for the firat offence, be liable to a fine not exceeding one tho.-
sand dollars, and in default of payment of any such penalty, te im-
prisoument for a period not exoeeding six months, and for the second
or any subsequent offence, to imprisoumeat for a period not exceedin g
twelve months."

markets to be there bonded and again sent out to those mar-
kets which they hope to secure for themselves. The same
year, 1887, the colony of Newfoundland enacted:-

" It shal not be lawful for any importer of dried dbh to warehoue
the sarne in any of the ports of this eolony and its dependencels without
the payment of the duty herein before provided of $1.50 on every quintal
so warehoused, and the provisions of any Act ot this colony with regard
to the warehousing of goods, on the firnt entry hereof, or to the allow-
ance of the drawbacks upon exportation, shall not in either case apply
or be construed to apply to such fish."

So, you see, Newfoundland will not admit them to bond at
all. If they come in they shall pay the duty, they shall
not be admitted to compete without paying duty. To go
further, I find that the Chamber of Commerce, which is
naturally composed of exporters as well as producers, men
who make their living by buying and selling fish as well
as those who make their living by catching fish, at their
annual meeting, expressed themelves as follows :-

" The following le the opinion ot the chamber in regard to the
operation of our Bait Act: The wisdom of vigoroualy enforcing the Bait
Act is already manifest, as the French fishermen's catch on the Banks is
unusually short, and this fact bas given an impetus to prices in this
market, whIch have opened at 20 per centj over last year's rates The
short catch above referred to will lessen the competition our Labrador
cure bas been subjected to in Italian and other markets during past
years, and with the prospect of the increased demand and consumption,
paying rates are likely to rule here for our staple."

Then, the Italian Government, finding that these fish were
coming in to their market and competing in an unsatis-
factory way, in an unnatural way, as they conceived, by
reason of tho bounty given by the French Government,
caused the following notice to be published in the Canadian
papers:.

" The Royal Italian Consul in the Dominion of Oanada hereby gives
notice to Merchant Shippers of Codfish to Italian ports, that it having
come to his knowledge that French caught and cured codfish have been
and are shipped from Canada to the Mediterranean, begs to remind
merchants that aIl shipments made to Italy must be provided with a
Consular Certificate of Origin to be appended to ithe respective invoices
and bille of lading, in the absence of which the special Import Tariff
may be applied and levied on aIl other cured codfish, to the prejudice of
the Maritime Provinces trade.

" Halifax, October 1.''

Here we have them demanding that the fish sent ont by as
must be capable of identification. When we come to the
practice of the United States, we find that they permit fish
to be imported and retained in bond to be exported. I am
informed that their regulations require that when imported,
the packages cannot be broken epen, the fish must be
exported in the same packages in which they are imported,
or otherwise duty will be charged; thus they will not be
permitted to be unpacked in bond at all. Now, Sir, this
being so, we now stand alone. We find that all other
markets consider that these fish are treated by a bounty to the
prejudice of the products of the countries to which I have
referred. But we, so far as I am informed, and as my con-
stituents believe,permit this fish to come in and be bonded and
afterwards exported. I am not prepared to say under what
conditioLs these fish are kept in bond, but I am informed
they are kept in bond not under the supervision of the
Customs authorities, but are simply placed in a merchant's
warehouse, under an arrangement that a certain quantity
has been received and that that quantity must be exported.
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But they do not stop there, they.go on further to say public importance, i la evident frontthe statements made
" Any person who shal violate any of the provisions of this Act, i on the subjeet that of laIe it las become a rather serions

addition to the penalties provided in the fifth section hereof, shall be question, and il appears from a staterent prepared from
liable to have his vessel, or the vessel used by him, seized in manner the returns chat only since 1887 has it assumed importance.
aforesaid, her tackle, apparel, furniture and outfit, forfeited and sold 20,000 quintals of codfish came in fror St. Pierre in 1887,
by public auction." 14,000 in 1888. Our fish were thus brouglito compe-

Thatl is pretty stringent legislation, as you will observe, but tition with fish from 81 Pierre, and Our fish bad to b.
they go on still further. They find that even that will not placed on the market against fisli ubidiaed by the French
keep the French fish out, even when they have provided Government. The returne show, moreoyer, that before
against the purchase of bait in order to deprive the French 1884 there was no fish imported from St. Pierre, and
fishermen of the means of catching fish. They also go therefore Ibis je practioally a new question. To show the
f arther, and provide againat buying flali b go im ptheir feeling of hfphormen, mayi ay tha hold in my band
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a memorial, signed by 5,000 fishermen of Nova Bootia,
addressed to the Minister of Custome, setting forth:

" That during the present summer, considerable quantities of dry
fish have been imported in bond from St. Pierre, into alifa, Lunen-
burg and other porta ln Nova Scotia, which ham had a serions effect on
the. ~ceg of the fish caught by aur own fishermen.

& a bounty of tan franc&perqinta (a nm almait equal tothe
cost of production) which is paid by te Government of France, on all
fish sold by the fishermen of 8t. Pierre outside cf French posse-

aions, renders them very dangerous competitors in aur own home
market.

" That the French fish thus imported has not been placed in bonded
warehouses as by law required, but has been handled, dried and
paeked in the ame manner asour own fih, the only requirement bing
that a sufficient quantity should ha anterad out'wards te satisfy the
Customs officials that all ad been exported.

" That unless prompt and, decisive measures are employed to prevent a
continuance of the importation of French caught fish to supply our
foreign trade, most serious losa will result to those who now employ
their time and capital in the prosecution of the fishing industry,
including not only the fisharmen themselves but also the owners and
builders of the vesels employed as well as those who dry and prepare
the fia cfr markt-pl tf wom combined embrace a very large and
important clam cf our population.

That with sufficient encouragement on the part of our merchants and
under the leniency of the present Customs law, there is great danger
of unlimited increase ln the importations of bounty protected fish in
future years, the result of which, it is safe to predict, will be the ulti-
mate destruction of the fishing industry of Nova Scotia, and the almost
utter annihilation of aur splendid fleet of vessels.

" The mot stringent laws and regulations are in force in the Island
of St. Pierre, and Oanadian fishermen are granted no favors by the
Oustoms officials of that port.

" That while the policy of the present Government is, and has always
been,,to afford every consistent measure of protection to the varied in-
dustries of our common country, more especially should this be the
ease, and in a more marked degree-wheu the products of our own
shores are competed with in our own home-market, by simdar products
of other countries assisted by a bounty nearly, if not quite, equal to the
actual cost of producing the same.

" Yourmemorialists, therefore, respectfully pray that Your Honor wifl
be pleased to give this most important matteryour serious consideration,
and, if possible, cause sch enactments to be made as will require that
all importations of such fish be at once placed in Government ware-
bouse under the hand of the proper official, and be exported in bond in
the mae state and condition, and in the samne packages in which they
were landed--said packages to remain unbroken, thereby exempting
said article of bounty assisted fih from the operation of section 83,
chapter 32 of the Revised Statutes of Canada, Vol. 1.

"Trusting that Your Honor will see the immediate necessity of dis-
criminating against bounty assisted fih when placed in competition
with the production of our own fdheries,

"IWe have the honor to be,Seir,
"Your most ebediont servants,

"(Signed by five thousand),
"W. S. BREWER."

lu order to show thatthis is not merely the view entertained
by those wbo actually catch the fish, but is the view enter-
tained largely by those interested in the export of codfish,
and also those who combine the business of outfitter as well
as that of exporter, I may state that I hold in my band a
letter from a leading member ofone of the most prominent
firms in my county exporting fish to the West Indies. The
writer goes on to say:

"lIn refrence to French fuèh, I have noticed of late there has been
quite au airing of the question through the papers, which no doubt you
have seen and the greater part of which meetsa my Views. it is my
opinion they should be subjected to the same restrictions as any other
dutiable goods and not allowed to bond unleos in packages for export,
to be strictly made under the care of the Oustoms Deparunent until ex-
ported to the place of their destination. This I should think is about
the general opinion."

Our feeling is this: We desire, so far as in us lies-and this
House has endorsed over and over again its desire to support
the National Policy-to support a policy of protecting the
industries of our own people from foreign competition. We
claim that this policy is not followed out in the present
arrangement in connection with the fishing industry. We
claim that the bounty given by the French Government,
which we cannot prevent being given, but which, by logis-
lation, we can countervail and meet in some way, will des-
troy our fishermen. We believe it will eventually reduce
the number of our fishermen employed in our fisheries, and
that, eventually, they will be found incapable of oompeting
with those mon who are remiving 10 francs, equal to 81.80,

Gen. IMaMU

for every quintal of French fsh they bring into this coun-
try. 70,000 of our people, who add 818,000,000 to the wealth
of the country, will thereby ho driven out of their employ-
ment and forced to seek other pursuit. It is hardly necessary
to say that, living where they do and as they do, that practi.
cally means that their industry would be entirely destroyel
and they would have to go elsewhere to obtain a livelihood.
We say that as the Newfoundland, the Italian and the
United States Governments bave al[ dealt with this question,
so we ask that this Government shall deal with it in the
same way. The fishermen define a very reasonable way,
and what they ask to be done is simply to enact that the
same regulations shall be applicable in Nova Scotia as
regards these French fish as are applied in all other cases.
We are told, as a justification for permitting these fish to
come in and be handled in bond as they are, that it is
better tbey should be permitted to come, that otherwise
they would go down into the markets, to which we ship our
fdah, and would compote with us in those markets, that they
would be placed in those markets at a lower price, and that
such la undesirable, and it is better that our exporters
should obtain them and export them as the necessities of
the market demand. But, we bolieve, and I have every
reason to bolieve, that our contention is a good one, that
these fish, if they could have been sent down to the West
Indies to have competed with our fish, would not have
been brought into Halifaxtand out of other markets, but
would have been sent direct to that foreig n market; but it
is because the exporters of St. Pierre cannot place them in
condition on those markets, they are sent into our markets.
It is believed, and it is the contention of those who bring
this subject before the country, the House and the Govern-
ment, that the expense of curing these fish in St. Pierre,
and preparing them for market, would practically prohibit
their coming into market in competition with our fish, be-
cause the fish cannot be cured, packed, and handled as
cheaply, and the packers cannot obtain materials as readily,
and do not possess the same facilities, as do our men. I
conceive that the position we are now assuming leaves a
choice between two alternatives. Shall we take the position
of Holland, a country that simply handles and exports the
products of other countries, or shall we assume the position
of England, and be the producer and exporter of our own
goods. I claim, that if the National Policy means much,
it means protection to all our industries, and it is for that
reason I ask that our fishermen may receive the same pro-
tection as is accorded to other producers in this country,
and that they may not be placed in direct competition to
those who use oiur market as a slaughter market, and send
in goods upon which they receive a very large bonnty when
they can get them into our markets as they do. It is for
that reason that I make this motion and press this action,
as requeated by our fishermen, upon the Government.

Mr. JONES (fHalifax). It was quite natural that the
representative of a county like Shelburne should have
brought before the House a question in which ho thought
the people of that county were so much interested. The
hon. gentleman bas placed before the House, in a moderate
manner, the views which ho and the people ho represents
entertain, and with that I have no fault to find, but if the
gallant gentleman had been more familiar with the details
of the question ho would not have fallen into some of the
errors which characterise his otherwise fair and moderate
statement. I am not unwdlling that the fishermen of Nova
Sootia should be fairly treated in every respect, but in the
first place I think we have to show that they have been
dealt with unftirly in the way in which the hon. gentleman
bas pointed ont. I may remark that the fish from St.
Pierre and Ifiquelon, as weHl as from Newfoundland, bave
been coming into the port of Halifax since, at all events,
tho year 1850, when I entered into business. We have
always looked upon that fish as a legitimate import and as
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no disadvantage to the export of our own products. The
hon. gentleman, answering an objection which I suppose
ho anticipated would be raised by those who took a different
view, said that if the fish were not sent to Halifax,
they would be sent direct to the West Indies, but
he went on to explain that those fish were not suffi-
ciently cured to enable them to be sent to the West
India market. I may inforin the hon. gentleman-and to
that extent it will strengthen his argument-that the fish
from the French Islands are, as a class, superior to our own
bank fish cured in our own country; that they are fit for
any market in the West Indies, and as he anticipated or as
others would say, this fish if they did not come to Halifax
would go to the West Indies direct from St. Pierre, as they
have been in the habit of being sent for many years past,
and when there they would fill up the markets which are
supplied, as a rule, from Nova Scotia and Newfoundland.
If this fish is sent to Halifax, Our people have the advantage
of handling them, they have the advantage of packing them,
and they have the advantage of employing their vessels to
send them to the West Indies and of bringing return car-
goes back to Halifax. Therefore, so far as that is con-
cerned there is no loss to the commerce of the country.
It is not unnatural, I suppose, that when a question
is brought forward by interested parties, that a class
of people, even fishermen, intelligent as they are,
are very soon led to believe that their interests
are seriously infringed from the importation of French
fish. The conclusion would be that the agitation which
was gotten up among the fishermen along the coast, re-
sulted in the petition which the hon. gentleman says has
been so largely signed and now presented to this House. I
say, Sir, it was not at all unnatural that those people should
take that view of it, because we know, if you go to parties
who are inter ested in any branch of trade, and point out to
them that the same class of goods is coming in from abroad
and that they think they are not getting as much from
what they are producing as they should get, that they will
naturally arrive at the conclusion that it is owing to the
importation of a small quantity of a similar article from
another country. That was the way with regard to this
French fish. I might give the House a slight history of
this question, and, going back three or four years, I may
point out that in 1881 there were no French fish imported
into Nova Scotia at all, and the price of our bank cured at
that time was $2.25 per quintal. I admit that this was a very
low price for our own fish, but the price was not affected by
any importation from abroad. In 1885 the price of our own
bank fish was 82.75 per quintal, and there was no import
of French fish to create this low price. Therefore, the
French fish were not responsible for those low rates. In
1880 a small quantity of about 1,000 quintals came in from
the French Islands, and the price of our fish was $1.90 and
subsequently advanced as the season went on. Therefore,
during this season again the importation of French fish
was no factor in the low rates which prevailed for our own
products. In 1887 some fish was imported.in the early
part of the year when our own cure opened at $3.25 per
quintal, but the price subsequently advanced until in the
latter part of the season it reached 84 per quintal, showing
that the importation in the earlier part of the season of a
small quantity of fish had no effect whatever in lowering the
price of our own article. In 1880, 18,000 or 20,000 quin-
talis of French fish were imported when our own fish was
selling at 84 per quintal, a price which, I may say in
presence of any gentleman who is familiar with that grade
of fish, was a remunerative price indeed. Unfortunately,
the catch happened to be very light in the early part of that
season, and the price went up to 84 a quintal, and
some fish came in from St. Pierre and sold at that rate.
But the season went on, and the smail quantities of French
fiah that came into the market were absorbed, and our own
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fish advanced to 4.25 per quintal. Therefore, the fish from
St. Pierre had no effect whatever in lowering the price of
our fish; but our fishermen, unfortunately for themselves,
thought they would be able to control the prices of fish, and
they kept back their catch. They did not recollect that
Newfonndland, with its large catch, was alongside of us.
and that fish would be imported from St. Johns if prices
went too high. Although 84.25 was paid for bank fish of
our own product, they still refused to bring in their fish,
and they held themr over till spring, and then, crowding
themn into the market, forced prices down to 82.25 or 82.50
per quintal, losing $2 per quintal, which they might have
obtained in addition if they had brought themr in early.
There was not a French fish in the market to contribute to
this result. Al the fish from St. Pierre had gone out last
fall; though to-day, I suppose, our fishermen, smarting under
the losses they have suffered from their own bad judgment in
not bringing their stock to market, are inclined to put them
down to every cause but the legitimate cause. The hon, gen-
tleman has roferred to the quantities of French fish that go to
the Mediterranean. If the hon. gentleman had read the New-
foundland papers and the reports of the Chamber of Com-
merce there, he would have learned that they attribute the
preference that is given to the French fish in the Mediter-
ranean ports to the fact that they are much better made, that
they arrive in better condition, in much sinaller quantities
than the fish that come from Newfoundland. Early in the
autumn their custom is to take from 10,000 to 15,000 quin-
tais of fish from Labrador. They take them in all kinds of
weather, half made, pack them damp and green, and send
them to Genoa, Leghorn or Naples, and they arrive there in
a condition that compares very unfavorably with the con-
dition of the Icelandic and Norwegian fish. The fish from
Iceland and Norway are sent in immensely increasing
quantities to Portugal, Spain and the Mediterranean ports;
and that is one of the things which have largely affected
the trade of Newfoundland in that part of the world. That
is, no doubt, entirely owing to the inferior quality of the fish
the Newfoundlanders send there, compared with the fish
whi3h they are brought into competition with. The hon.
gentleman has asked that the Government should take
means of seeing that fish are handled in a different manner.
The question firet is, is it in the interest of commerce to ex-
clude these fish from aour ports ? Next, if they are allowed
to come in, should they be exceptionally deait with ? We
know that the importers of wheat, when they
bring it from abroad, are allowed to handie it
in bond and to export it in different packages
from those in which it was imported; we know that coal is
not left in a bonded warehouse, but is exposed to the
atmosphere; and a good many other articles are treated in
the same way. Fish must naturally go into a store that is
dry; a damp store would impair its value. Hence, when
cargoes of fish have come in, the Customs authorities have
allowed theim to go into ordinary fish stores to be dried and
then exported. i cannot see how that course has caused
any loss to the revenue or any injury to any branch of our
commerce, and I hope the Government will hesitate before
they impose any restrictions upon, or hamper what may
be a very necessary part of our foreign trade. We know
that if these fish come to us, we can export therm in bond to
Portugal, where the duties are the same as ours; and now
they can go to Italy as well. For these reasons I cannot
se. what steps can be taken, or, indeed, what steps are
necessary, to make any change in this regard. These fish
have been coming during the last few years, and no injury
has arisen. They were not coming in this year when
prices were very low, and were not contributing to those
low prices. A few came in last year when al] the fish our
fishermen had to dispose of could have been sold at very
high rates, if they had been willing to accept the
market prices. Our fishing industry is a great industry,
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and I do not want ta say anything which could
injure it in any way. But our fisbermen need not
be af raid ; there is no condition of affairs that can arise that
will erable a French fiherman ta drive an English fisher-
man out cf the trade. I know that some people in Halifax
took an interest in a vessel fitted ont at St Pierre; but
whtn they came to find the immense expense attending
the fitting out of a vessel there, and the different modes and
habits of the people in takiDg fish, they saw that
one good smart man from Nova Sootia thores would
take double the quantity of fish in a day that a French
fisherman would. They found ont that it made no odds
that, as the hon. gentleman stated, they grant 10 francs a
quintal on all the fish they export; our fishermen have
been able to hold their own. There is no class of people
who are more industrious and deserving than our fishermen;
and any hon. gentleman who on a fine day happened to be
in the port of Lunenburg and saw five or six of these fine
cutters scudding up the coast, he would think he was n
the presence of the royal yacht squadron at Cowes. Those
vessels are finely fitted out, and are manned with our best
class of people; and the fishermen of Nova Scotia need not
fear competition with the fishermen of St. Pierre-Miquelon;
their habits are different, and they understand their busi-
ness much better than those people do. I would be sorry
to advocate any course which was going ta injure any
industry so important to the people of the Nova Scatia
But I do mot regard with any apprehension the fears which
have been entertained by our fishermen in regard ta the
imports of late years. I believe that, if a few cargoes come,
as perhaps they may come under the usual circumstances
of trade, they will be absorbed and will go abroad withont
any injury ta our own trade; and I believe that, if this
matter had not been stirred up-I will not say for political
reaons, because it was not that by any means; for it was
raised by both sides-still, as the House will understand,
the fisherman might have had the idea which he now has,
that, but for French fish eoming in, he could get so mach
more for his own. It was, therefore, very easy to get as
many signatures ta that petition as the hon. member for
Shelburne (Gen. Laurie) has referred ta. These are some
of the details which are quite familiar ta the Minister of
Customs, who has observed the working of this matter in
Halifax before, and I think he will bear me ont in saying
that every precaution has been taken ta see that no injury
ta the revenue has occurred.

Mr. BURNS. It may be that the duty recently imposed
on English codfish has been the same as that imposed on
French codfish, but it was not sa until a recent date. On
many occasions I called the attention of the Minister of
Customs ta the fact that the practice prevailed in Halifax
of bringing in French codfish and exporting them as Eng-
lish or Canadian codfish to Italy, in order ta avoid the duty
imposed in that country on French fish.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). There was never a quintal of
French fish sent from Halifax ta Italy at any time.

Mr. BURNS. I am advised ta the contrary. l the county
I represent, there are some of the largest fish establish-
ments in the world, and I am informed by the managers
of those establishments that that practice prevailed very
largely in Halitax, and, in fact, ail over Nova Scotia,
and by it a great injustice was done to our fishermep, as
fish caught by the French iad the advantage over ours
of a bounty of lu francs a quintal. I have been in-
formed that these fish were brought into Halifax and sent
ln British bottom ta Italy, and so evaded duty, becanse,
in the absence of a treaty between Italy and France, a duty
1à imposed in the former country on French fish, and thus
an imjustice is alleged to have been done ta our fishermen.
As ta the importation of fish in bohd tor the purpose of
exportation, I am not prepared te say whether a great

Mr, JoNEs (Halifax).

injustice is done in that way or not, but my impressiom is
that it does operate to the disadvantage of our own fisher-
mon, as they are brought into undue competition with fieh
which are caught under the bounty system. I desire nor
again to cal the attention of the Minister of Cnstoas to
this, and to press upon him the necessity of giving con-
sideration to the complaint that I have made on bebalf of
the fishermen in my county, by ascertaining if this practice
bas prevailed, and, if it does not prevail now, to what extent
it has prevailed in former years, because I am informed
that it did prevail to a considerable extent, and that it
became so notorious that some international complications
resulted and that questions are even now being followed up
in connection therewith.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I ask leave to make a ahort
explanation. The hon. member for Gloucester (Mr. Burns)
has referred to the export of fish from Halifax to Italy.
The only cargo that, in my recollection, was shipped from
Halifax to Italy was shipped by my own firm; and pro-
bably owing to some such representations as the lon. gentle-
man bas referred to, that cargo was seized by the Italian
Government as French fish, though it had the properly
certificated papers from the consul and the Custom house. I
immediately cabled to the High Commissioner in London,
Sir Charles Tupper, and sent a member of my firm over;
and I am bound to admit here that Sir Charles Tupper took
the most prompt and energetie steps in the matter, and,
through the Foreign Office, made the most decided repre-
sentations to the Italian Government, which resulted in the
release, in a week or two, of this cargo; but owing to the
detention, we sustained a loss instead of making a profit,
and I am now, through the Iligh Commissioner, prosecut-
ing a claim against the Italian Government for having
improperly interfered with my property. That matter is
now in the hands of the British Government, and Sir Charles
Tupper says he thinks the clRim is a very proper one. I say
publicly that I found the greatest advantage in having a
gentleman of auch large experience as Sir Charles Tupper
in London, having communication with the Foreign Office,
and through the Foreign Office with all the consuls and
with the Italian Government. But for that, I believe we
would have had to submit to the injustice of paying two
shillings a quintal more on our cargo; but the fact that we
are prosecuting that claim against the Italian Government,
and are bound to prosecute it to the end, is the best proof I
can give that there was no French fish on that vessel.

Mr. BURNS. Of course, I accept unreservedly the
statement of the hon. gentleman that there were no
French fish on his vessel, but I think the very fact of the
detention of his vessel must prove that such a practice had
prevailed. The attention of the Italian Government must

ave been called to the circumatance that French fish were
being shipped to Italy in British bottoms, and there muât
have been some such foundation for the seizure of the hon.
gentleman's cargo.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). -I understand that the report
was made from Newfoundland by some one who was in-
tereeted in the business, though I do not suppose it was uin-
tended to injure me. There was no ater shipload of fish
sent to Italy from Halifax except that one.

Mr. EISENHAUER. A few days ago, I referred to this
matter. The hon. mem ber for Shelburne (Gen. Iaurie) has
gone very thoroughly over the points which I woald desire
to bring before the House. Our fishermen are of the opinion
that if a more rigid system were followed in regard to those
bonded fish, it would have the effect ofkeeping a large quan-
tity of these foreign fish out.of the country, and that would
raise the price of our own fish. Whether that would be the
case or not, I am not prepared to say. The hon. member for
Halifax (Mr. Jones) seems to think that the importation of for
eign fish does not affect the pries of our fiah. The eounty I
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represent is interested very largely in this matter, and they
are, as the Minister of Custome is aware, pressing fur a change
in the bonding system. As the Minister knows, we are not
allowed to send our fish onose into the American market.
We have to send them in packages when we @end our fiah in
bond for exportation to the West Indies and other countries,
and our fishermen claim that our Government should insist
that foreign fish coming into the Dominion should come
in in packages. My hon. friend from Halifax (Mr. Joues)
bas contended that we would lose the employment of the
labor of our own mon, by having those fish come in in pack-
ages instead of in bulk. I think in this respect we have a
just claim, and I hope the Minister of Customs will consider
this matter. I understand a very large petition has come
in asking for this change, and it will be for the Goverument
to make enquiry into the matter after the Session, and see
whether it will not be beneficial to the fishermen generally
to grant them their request.

Mr. FLYNN. There can be no doubt that the fisher-
men of the Maritime Provinces are under the impression
that the importation of French bounty-fed fish into Halifax
bas the effect of lowering the price of Canadian fish. I do
not know whether the hon. member for Shelburne (Gen.
Laurie) asked to have a more rigid bounty system or not,
but there is no doubt that if these fish were put into a damp
warehouse they would be injured. There may be some-
thing in what the hon. member for Halifax (Mr.Jones)
has said, that if these fish were not purchased in Halifax
in bond they would be sent direct from the French islanis
to the West Indies, and might, perhaps, thus lower the
price of our fish; but, at all events, the fishermen of our
Provinces say that the Government of this country, having
adopted the National Policy in everything else, ought to
extend it to the protection of the fishermen. For every-
thing we consume we have to pay a great deal more than
we did before the introduction of the National Policy, and
yet the product of our industry, fish, is not protected in
any way. Our fishermen know that their French competi-
tors enjoy the advantage of a bounty of tcn francs a quintal
on fish, or 81.t0, by means of which the Frenchmen can
undersell them. The fishermen of the Maritime Provinces
feel very much aggrieved at the fact that, while they have
to pay high duties on everything they consume, they have
to compote with the bounty-fed French fishermen whose
fish, coming into Halifax from St. Pierre and Miquelon,
lowers the price of the Canadian article. If you are going
to continue the boniding system, I cannot see how it can be
remedied, or what remedy the Minister of Customs would
suggest. Dry fish are not like any other property which
you can put into a bonded warehouse and keep there until
sent out of the country. They must be put in a dry place
and carefully kept. 1 do not sec what the hon. member
for Shelburne (Gen. Laurie) asks for, or what he hopes
to obtain, unless it be the prohibition of these fish altogether.
However, I shall wait until the papers come down.

Mr. EISENHAUER. If we had free access to the
American market, there would be considerably les& danger
of the West Indian market being overstocked, and of the
price of our fish being thereby reduced. The hon. member
for Halifax (Mr. Kenny) said that we had the market of
the whole world for our fish. If he had studied the question
he would not have made that remark, for with our mode of
curing bank fish we can only have two markets: the West
Indies and the United States. We are met in the United
States by a duty of 50 cents per quintal, so that very few of
our fry fwh, bank cured, have found their way there. The
cure for all this depression in the West India markets would
be reciprocity with the United States. Had we free trade
with the United States, large quantities of our fish would
be sold there, and we would not find the West Indies glutted
as they often are at present. I hope before a year or two at

the most the Government will bring about reciprocity with
the United States, and the hon. the Minister of Customs
probably will not then be troubled by many requests on the
part of our fishermen for a change in the bonding system.

Mr. KENNY. My hon. and gallant friend for Shelburne
(Gen. Laurie) las very happily commemorated his return
to the House, aiter his long enforced absence, by bring-
ing to the notice of the House a matter which very much
concerne the fishermen of Nova Scotia. I remember, in
1887, when I presumed to say somaething which affected
the fishermen of Nova Scotia, my hon. colleague was pleased
to say that I did not know what I was talking about. Last
year my hon. friend from Lunenburg (Mr. Bisenhauer) was
pleased to express himself in exactly the same language. I
did not find fault with that hon. gentleman. The idea was
not original, the language was not original, and it so
happened that when ho made use of that expression he was
sitting alongaide the now vacant seat of my hon. friend
from Halifax. But there seems to be, to-day, a difference of
opinion between these hon. gentlemen. The hon. member
for Lunenburg (Mr, Eisenhauer), who is quite as practical
in his knowledge of fishery matters as the bon. the senior
member for Halifax (Mr. Joues), has expressed his opinion,
though in a very guarded manner, that the importatin of
this bounty-fed French fish is injurious to the fishermien of
Nova Scotia; and I was very much amused, the other
evening, when the fishery estimates were under consider-
ation in this House, to find that so earnest and so zealous was
the hon. member for Lunenburg (Mr. Eisenhauer) to put
himself on record in that expression of opinion before my
hon. and gallant friend from Shelburne (Gen. Laurie),
that ho took advantage of the discussion on the fishery
estimates to emphasise his opinion on that matter. I find
no fault with him for doing so, because, if 1 am correctly
informed, in 1887, when he was running his election in
Lunenburg County, which is one of the most prosperouis sud
enterprising counties in our Province, and where the
fishing industry is one of the largest, my hon. friend stated
to his constituents that when he came here and had a voice
in the legislation of this country, ho would raise his voice
to prevent the importation of theso bounty-fed French
fish. If I am wrong, I am here to be corrected; I should be
sorry, indeed, to make any such statement if I did not
believe it to be true. The hon. member for Halifax (Ur.
Jones) says, loud enough for everybody in this House to
hear, that the member for Lnnonburg (Mr. Eisenhauer)
did not make that statement. Now, if the member for
Lunenburg says that ho did not, I shall immediately wiLh-
draw it, but I have been told that such was the case. I
mention it here to-day to show the appeals that have been
made by hon. gentlemen representing fishing constituencies
in Nova Scotia when running their last election. The
request of my hon. friend from Shelburne (Gen. Laurie)
seems to me a very reasonable one. He simply asks
that this French fish which comes into ourjurisdiction shall
be treated in exactly the same manner as it would be
treated if it went into the United States-that it should be
imported and exported in the original packages. I would
re mind my hon. friend the Minster of Customs that, if I am
not mistaken, this matter has been very frequently brought
to his attention, and I sincerely hope that this year it will
receive some action at his hands. It is within the know-
ledge of gentlemen who take an interest in these fishery ques-
tions, that fish to the value of nearly half a million dollars,
passes through the United States in bond from the Lower
Provinces to the West India market. I think I am correct
in the figures--,it amounts to very nearly half a million dollars.
Of course, hon. gentlemen who are familiar with that trade
recognise that that freight takes that course from the fact
that the United States have facilities for shipping that fih
by steamer which, unfortunately, do not exist in the Cana-
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dian ports, and if the American people, and if our own ex-
porters of fish, can transmit in bond so large an amount
of fish south to the West Indian market, I see no difficulty
why the Customs regulations of Canada should not be so
arranged as that the fish should be imported and handled
only In bond, and only in the original packages, when it
cornes within our own territory. Now, Sir, my hon. friend
the senior member for Halifax has pointed ont that during
the years 1884, 1885 and 18b7, very low prices prevailed
for codfish in Canadian markets. In 1884 he puts it at
$2.25 per quintal. Now, the French fish, as he no doubt
correctly informe us, did not come into our market at that
date. Just imagine what would have been the result if it
had come into our market, receiving $1.80 a quintal bounty,
when our fihhermen were only receiving $2.25, or $2.75, or
even $3.25. Now, this French fish comes early into our
market, and regulates the price of fish for the whole season.
After falifax, the largest market for fish in Nova Scotia is
the community represented by the hon. member for Lunen-
burg, and 1 am told that in the year 18S8, one of the dates to
which my hon. colleague has referred, when the market
opened in Lunenburg in the spring of 1888, the price was
fixed at $4:50 a quintal, but subsequently there was an
importation of French fish from St. Pierre, which cost only
84 per quintal, and the price of fish consequently receded
to 83.50 per quintal; but the sellers of fish would not
submit to it, and as the catch was short in 1888, the price
which generally prevailed was 84 per quintal, as stated
by my hon. colleague. But even then, Sir, I contend that
our fishermen lest 50 cents a quintal on all their catch of
1888, owing to the importation of this French fish. Now,
Sir, we all know that on the Grand Banks where this fish
is caught, our vessels have to compete with, and are along-
aide of the French vessels; that the outfit of our vessels, as
a rule, is more expensive, and they are at a greater dis-
tance from their homes, and in the result on the whole
catch they are handicapped by this excessive bounty of
$1.80 per quintal. Sir, when the price of fish is low,
hon. gentlemen who are familiar with this trade will
recognise at what a very great disadvantage the
Canadian fisherman is placed, because hon. gentlemen
who are familiar with that trade know that in the
Island of St. Pierre we cannot land a fish; we would not be
allowed under any circumstances to land a fish. We are also
competing with the American fishermen, and the American
fishermen are protected by their own Government against
this French fish in the exact manner in which my hon. and
gallant friend from Shelburne (Gen. Laurie) asked that the
Canadian fishermen should be protected. We have to fish
in common waters, we have to meet in a foreign market in
competition, and we do ask as a simple matter of justice to
our fishermen, that the same regulations should be enforced
in Canada as prevail in the United States. My hon. friend
from Richmond (Mr. Flynn) as very forcibly pointed out
that we have adopted in this country, and it has been con-
firmed by the people at the polls, a policy of protection for
our industries; and we simply ask that the same measure
of protection should be applied to this industry, and
the way we propose is one which involves no injus-
tice to any portion of our people. I have pointed out
the protection which is afforded to the French fisher-
men, I have pointed out the protection which is afforded
to the American fishermen. I desire to point out that
this fish is brought from St. Pierre in foreign vessels very
frequently, giving employment to foreign coasting ves-
sels, which are in active competition with our own. My
hon. colleague has referred in very eloquent terms to the
magnificent fleet of fishing vesels which we have on our
Atlantic coast, and they are certainly a very great credit
te our Province, and we take exceeding pride in them. In
making this contention to-day our desire is simply that
this fine fleet of vessels shall be increased and improved.

Mr. Ezmmr.

The large petition which my hon. friend from Shelburne
(Gen. Laurie) presented, shows the active interest which
the fishermen in the county he represents take in this
question. The expressions of opinion which we have had
from hon. members from Nova Scotia, from the hon.
member for Richmond (Mr. Flynn), and the hon. member
for Lunenburg (Mr. Eisenhauer), show conclusively that
that interest is not confined to the constituency represented
by my hon. friend from Shelburne. i know thatin the consti-
tuency which I have the honor to represent, in conjunction
with the senior member for Halifax (Mr. Jones), the fisher-
men take, generally, the same view exactly as do the fisher-
men in other parts of the Province, and they consider that
an injustice is done them by the present regulations. My
hon. oolleague has referred to the fact that, so far, no irre-
gularities are reported as having occurred in the handling
of this French fish; but he must admit, as an experienced
business man, that the system is liable to be abused.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). No.

Mr. KfENNY. My hon. colleague says no. I appeal to
business men in this House whether a system which per-
mite bonded goods to go into private stores, where there is
no Customs officer to superintend them, as there are in
bonding stores, is not likely to be abused, especially when
there may be a lot of bonded goods on one side and a lot
of free goods on the other. Whilst I cheerfully admit
it has never come to my knowledge that the privilege
has been abused, yet it is one very likely and liable
and open to be abused, and I think that is one argument
against the present system. My hon. colleague, in a matter
which was under discussion, I think, within the latter days
of the past week, I said, stood alone for his Province in a
certain contention he made. I have to repeat that again
to-day. My hon. colleague in the contention which he
makes stands alone for his native Province; there is not
another member from Nova Scotia to-day who takes the
view of this question which my hon. colleague takes,
and, therefore, although I am not so experienced as he is
in fishing matters, I feel quite-gratified in knowing
that all the members from Nova Scotia except my hon.
colleague entertain the same views on this question as I do.
My hon. colleague contends that since 1850, since he has
been in business, so far as he knows no disadvantages have
accrued to our fishermen from the importing of this French
fish. However that may be, the fishermen who are the
most immediately concerned and interested in this matter,
evidently are of the opinion that the present regulations
are disadvantageous to them, and ask for a change. But
why should we not also, in a matter of this kind, be guided
by the legislation which has been enacted in the colony of
Newfoundland, a colony where fishing is nearly the sole
industry ; and my hon. and gallant friend from Shelburne
(Gen. Laurie) has read to the House very interesting
and instructive notes giving us the exact manner in which.
the law is administered there, and showing how jealously
the Government of that colony protects its fishermen. It is
no unreasonable request we are making to-day off the Gov-
erument of our own country, and I sincerely hope that the
Minister of Customs-and if I were disposed to find fault
with him I should have to say that, in my humble opinion,
he ought to have moved sooner in this matter-wili enact
such regulations as will ensure to our fishermen in this matter
that measure of protection to which they are entitled
and which they have not received hitherto. The fact
of so large a quantity of our fish having been trans.
ported and trans-shipped through ports in the United
States shows conclusively that any of our merchants
who desire to import this fish fom St. Pierre in bond
wili be able to do so. If the Government accede to
the request we make to.day in the name of the fish-
ermen of Nova Scotia, no great injustice will b. done
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those merchants, because, if they still desire to handle this the law, had been violated, either directly or indirectly,
fish, they can do it, as it is done by their competitors in that this change would not be in the interest of the ship.
New York and Boston, in bond. My colleague ha. also pers, or of the merchants, or of the laborers in Halifax, or
referred to the faut that we shall still have to meet this those who have warehouses and wharves, which were used
competition in the foreign markets, and, in proof of that, he for the purpose of resorting and repacking this fish. Being
ha& instanced the great increase in the fishing industry in unable to come to the conclusion, that a change would be
the north of Europe. That is an argument which might be beneficial, I found myself, whether fortunately or unfortu.
used on this side of the HRouse as a contention in favor of nately, exactly in accord for once with the hon. the senior
giving greater consideration to our fishermen than they member for Halifax ([r. Jones).
have hitherto received, and the fact of this great competi- Mr. JONES (Halifax). You are sure to be right then.tion in this industry shows the necessity which exists of
watching jealonsly the rights of our own fishermen. I Mr. BOWELL. I am sorry I cannot say that the hon.
trust the Government, and especially the Minister of gentleman is right upon all occasions. I admit that in the
Customs, with whom I have had many conversations on United States the practice is precisely that which the hon.
this subject, will takethis matter into their serions consider. member for Shelburne (Gen. Laurie) has pointed out.
ation, and we shall have, at an early date, the imposition When my attention was called to the practice which had
of such regulations as will give to our fishermen that fair prevailed in this country, and also the restrictions whioh
measure of protection which the hon. member for Shelburne were placed upon importa to the United States, and upon
(Gen. Laurie) has asked in the motion ho has matde, and fish in particular, I made enquiry, and I found that the fish
which, after all, is simply giving to them the same measure there when placed in bond must be exported in the same
of protection which the United States give to their fisher- packages, without any sorting or re-packing. Now, in this
men, with whom ours are such active competitors. particular practice adopted in Canada, I am sure the mem-

Mir. IOWEL L. The question brought before the House ber for Charlotte (Kr. Gillmor) will give the Government
by the hon. member for Shelburne (Gen. Laurie) is not a and the department over which I preside credit for carryin
new one to the department. Some three years ago, when out a policy which is a little more liberal than that, an
on a visit to Halifax, my attention was called to similar especially will he give us credit when that policy is in the

to those which have now been presented. interests of our shippers and our laborers. If a change becomplainst os hchaenwbeprented 1 made in the regniations, as bas been saggested, thon tberemade a personal investigation into the matter so far as I mad be regultion as hson shestaton there
possibly could at that time. I met a large deputation of would be a restriction placed upon the importation of fish

membrs f te Bord f Tade.I mst onfes tey erewhich is not placed by the law upon any other article. itmembers of the Board of Trade. I must confess they were is true that coal is imported, and, knowing the difficultycompos d of bot sides of pohitics, and, as the senior member which presented itseif in the bonding of coal, one of thefor Halifax (Mr. Joncs)bas said, those who agree withehm first regulations which I suggested, and which was carriedpoiticahly were very strongly in favor of adopting the out by the Government, was to allow importers of coal tocourse whiceh as been suggcstcd by the hon. member for bond the article in their yards, making an entry of the fullSheiburne (Gen. Laurie) and the junior member for Hlali- qatt hnipreadolgn hmt con o
fax (Mr. Kenny), while members belonging to the party to iantity when imported, and obhging them to account for
which I belong and supporters of the Government, took the it, either weekly, or fortnightly, or monthly-large railway
other view. In fact it was a question which was then enterprises and companies were given a longer time in

treated from a commercial standpoint, irrespective alto- which to make their e ntries and their returns, than others-so
gether of politics. After fully investigating the matter and that while the revenue was protected in that respect, the mer-
enquiring from the collector of Customs the course which chant and the importer of coal had not to pay the full amount

had been pursued in the past, I was informed that no change of duty until the coal was sold. The same system prevails in

had been made, that the provisions of the law which have the bonding of pig iron, and bar iron, and all larger articles

existed since Confederation still continue upon the Statute- which are bulky and very heavy; they are allowed to go into

book and were carried ont ai Halifax, that is the clause the merchants' yards, exposed almost to any person who
which gives the power to the collector of Custocs, or sncb might go into the yard to take them away, but no ill reeult
other officer as may be chosen, to adopt sucb reglstions has been found to follow from that practice, and, consequently,
as he may think best in the interests of the revenue, and to I think the House will agree with me in saying that it
allow the packing and repacking of any fieh which je would be a very great hardhip if the merchants were
brou ht into the countr while in bond. The clause reads compelled by regulations of the kind to which I have
as f o teo r in n Treferred, to place coal in bonded warehouses under lock andas follows:- key which would be held by Customs lockers. Until some

During the regular warehouse hours, and subject to such regula- injury can be shown to result from this practice, I do not
ation as the collector or proper officer of Oustomaat the warehouse think it would in the interest of the trade that it should bemay see fit to adopt, as weil for the carrying and tsking of au eh goods
to the warehouse, as for other purposes, such importer may sort, pack, interferred with. When the ex-member for Lunenburg,
repack, or make such lawful requirements respecting the same, in order the member for Shelburne (Gen. Laurie), and the member
to the preservation or legal disposal thereof, and may take therefrom, for Gloucester (Kr. Burns), called my attention to thesamples (and so on) for the purposes of sale or exportation." articles which have been published in the papers relative to
I then made enquiry, as to wbether the privileges that were charges which had been made againt certain Halifax
given by the collector, under the authority of that clause, merchants, that they had been importing French fish and
had been abused by any of the merchants, and I was as- in the curing of it under the practice which had prevailed
sured by him that such had not been the case in the past. that they had substituted Canadian fish therefor and
The papers, when they are brought down, will show that exported therm to Italy, thereby enabling them to have it
the inspectors could fiud no case in which the privileges entered at a lower rate of duty than if it were French bounty-
ceded to importers and merchants had ever been violated paid fish, I at once referred all the letters and newspaper
under that clause. In looking at the question, from what articles to the Inspector of Customs for the Province
has been termed by sorne hon, gentlemen who have spoken, of Nova Scotia, who after enquiry made a very full
the National Policy standpoint, which is to provide, as far and exhaustive report which will be brought down, he
as possible, labor for our artisans and our laborers, and was unable to discover that the law had been in any
freight for the vessels belonging to those who are engaged respect violated. I have also been unable to find by
iu maritime pursuits, i came to the conclusion at that time, the investigations which I have cansed to be made that the
that until it could be shown that the privileges granted by equivalent of the fish imported has ever been exported for
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that which has been imported. If that were done it would
be a direct violation not only »of the rules and regU
lations of the department, but of the law of the land, and
any person who would do that in making his export entry
would have to commit a fraud upon the revenue and make
a faise declaration. I have failed yet to find that any of
the merchants who have been interested in this par.
ticular trade have violated the law. If they turn to eclause
103 of the Custons Act, and to many other clauses in the
Act, they will find that if that were done it imposes a very
heavy penalty upon them. I am as anxious, and I am sure
my colleagues are equally as anxious, to protect the fisher-
men, as any Government can possibly be. The Govern-
ment have endeavored to assist the fishermen, by putting
upon the free list most of the articles whieh they use, and
the Government has also, as an indirect protection, granted
them a bounty of a sum at least equal to the interest
received from the American Government for giving per-
mission to fish in our waters. I am unable to give an
opinion as to the quality of the fish. I understood my hon.
friend from Shelburne (Gen. Laurie), to say that in the
repacking and sorting of the French fish which is imported
into Canada, that Canadian fish of an inferior quality were
substituted for them.

Gen. LAURIE. I never said so.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). I understood the hon. member

to say se.
Gen. LAURIE. I never alluded to any interchange of

fish at aIl.
Mr. BOWELL. I understood the hon. gentleman to

say so. I made a note of his remarks: "equivalents ex-
ported for that which was imported."

Gen. LAURIE. I said "could be exported."
Mr. BOWELL. I am pointing out that I am unable to

discover that any fraud has been perpetrated upon the
revenue. If the fish were inferior, then I could under-
stand that we might need to substitute Canadian fish, for
the purposes of exportation. If, on the contrary, they
were superior fish, there could be no possible object in
doing so, unless there was a desire to impose on the foreign
merchant who purchased them, under the impression that
they were French fib; but I am under the impression that
thobse who consumed the fish in Italy would know inferior
fish just as well as we could, and a practice of that kind
could not prevail for any length of time without being dis-
covered. The senior member for Halifax (Mr. Jones)
pointed out, I thought, somewhat clearly, that if any disad.
vantage to our fishermen had arisen from their obtaining a
lower price for their fish than they would otherwise have
done, it was their own fault, for, instead of selling their
catch when they could obtain a good price, they retained
it, as many merchants do their goods, in the hope of a rise,
and instead of rising, fish fell in the market; and then, for
some reason or other, they cometo the conclusion that tho
fall in the value arose from the importation of French fish
into this country which came into competition with theirs.
But French fish, or any other fish,,could not come into
competition with Canadian fish, unless it were smuggled in,
or having been brought in in bond, it were allowed to be
taken out of the warehouse, or from the wharves, and to be
taken into the market, and sold.

Mr. KIRK. Except Newfoundland fish.
Mr. BOWELL. There is no proposition to interfere with

Newfoundland fish that i am aware of.
Mr. KIRK. Newfoundland fish come in free of duty.
Mr. BOWELL. I am discussing the effect of the impor-

tation of French fish, bonded and cured in this country, and
the effects of such a system on the fish market of Nova
Bcotia. The hon. gentleman wants to divert me from thati
point by introducing a new question altogether, whih we 

Kr. BOWZLL.
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I shall be prepared to debate when neoessary. If the hon. gen-
- tieman, with his free trade view, thinks that we should im-
l pose a much heavier duty than we have now on Newfound.
F land and French fish and other fish, I am not prepared to ay

I would not go with him, and I could only congratulate my-
f self and the House and the country on having another acces-
- @ion to the ranks of the National Policy party. I might say
b a few worde in reference to the charge which has been made,
D that merchants in Canada who ship to Italy had been substi-

tuting Canadian fish for French fish in order to obtain
access to that market. When the papers are laid upon the
Table it will be shown that my officers could obtain no evi-
dence whatever to justify that charge. I was very glad of it,
because it would be a reflection upon our shippers and our
largest merchants, who have been occupied in thia particular
trade for many years; speaking individually, I have suffi-
cient evidence to justify me in believing that almost any
amount of fraud can be perpetrated when duties are to be
evaded. However, there has been no evidence adduced to
my department to show that any of the merchants have
been guilty of it in this instance, and I take this opportunity
to bear testimony to the honesty of the merchants of the
Maritime Provinces in that respect. I do not know that any
more rigid system would afford any greater protection to the
revenue, but if it can be shown that the fishermen can be
protected any better than they are by the adoption of the
rigid system which prevails in the United States, I shall be
prepared to recommend its adoption to my colleagues; but
the House must not forget that if that system is enforced
in this country, it must of necessity deprive the laborers
and artisans of the seaport towns fron whioh these export-
ations take place, of the labor which they now receive in
unloading, unpacking, repacking and loading again for
exportation; it will deprive the warehouse men of the rents
and fees they receive for the use and occupation of their
wharves and warehouses where the fish are dried, packed and
re-sorted; and it will deprive the vessels of this country
of that quantity of freight. But if it cannot be shown that
our fishermen have received in the past, or will receive in
the future, any injury from the continuance of a practice
which has prevailed ever since Confederation, then, I be.
lieve, and I think the House will agree with me, that it
will be in the interest of the Dominion and everyone con-
cerned, that no change should be made. But if, i repeat, it
can be shown that the fishermen are injured in any way,
directly or indirectly, by the practice now prevailing, I
shall be very glad to recommend its discontinuance. I was
a littie surprised at the statement made by the junior mem-
ber for Halifax (Mr. Kenny), that he was informed, or
understood that these fish were placed in the private ware-
houses of merchants in Halifax, and were without any Ciu-
toms supervision.

Mr. KENNY. I beg to correct the hon. Minister. I
certainly said so, but that system prevails not only at Hali-
fax, but wherever the fish are imnported, They are placed
in what are called the fiah warehouses. I think that point
was referred to by my hon. friend from Richmond (àfr.
Flynn) and other speakers, who showed the difficulty there
is in handling fish in ordinary bonded stores, which are fre-
quently built of stone, and are damp. if I am in error, I
should like any hon. gentleman who is better informed than
I, to correct me; but I understand that the fish are placed
in the private warehouses of merchants at Halifax and the
outports.

Mr. BOWELIL. What I intended to say in reply to that
statement was, that they are to a certain extent plaoed in
the fish warehouses or sheds under somewhat similar circum-
stances to those which my hon. friend has referred. I had
made particular enquiry as to whether thi was done without
any Customs surveillance, as to whether the fish when im-
ported waa allowed to go into these warehouses in bond with-
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out the Customs officials supervising the landing of the fsh
or watching them while they were in bond, and ascertaining
beyond doubt that the fish exported were those which had
been in bond. In every case I have been assured by the Cas-
toms officials in Halifax and other ports in the Maritime
Provinces that such is not the case; they have assured me
that in all cases where foreign fish, whether French or
Newfoundland fish, or any other foreign fish, are landed,
they are received under the supervision of Oustoms officiais,
and when exported they take care to see, in repacking,
resorting and reloading, that the fish experted are those
which were in bond. I was afraid the House would be
under the impression that there was no strict supervision
whatever over the management of this particular branch of
Oustoms. If that should be the case, I have been misin-
formed both by my inspectors and the different collectors.

Mr. KENNY. As this is a matter which concerns the
merchants of Halifax who are 1,000 miles from here, I may
be allowed to interrupt the hon. the Minister of Customs to
say that I am afraid that he is leaving the impression on
the House that I intended to insinnate that there have been
irregularities in the management of Customs with regard to
this matter. I have never heard of any. I can confirm
what the hon. the Minister has said, from what I have heard
in connection with the trade. To my knowledge, we have
never had any irregularity. My contention is, however,
that this is a matter which is open to be abnsed, because,
necessarily, these fish in bond cannot be subjected, to the
same mode of treatment to which all other classes of goods
in bond are subjected, and to which our fish, when we ship
to the United States in bond, is subjected to in that country.

Mr. BOWeLL. I am sorry the hon.gentleman misunder.
stood me. I did not intend to leave the impression on the
House that he had made any imputation, directly or
indirectly, against the merchants of Halifax. On the
contrary, what I took down was that they were allowed to
enter without customary supervision. What I wanted to
point out was what my hon. friend bas said, that I made
special enquiry into that very point, and I found by thei
reports from the inspectora and the Customs officials,
whose duty it is to look after the interests of thei
revenue in this particular, that the supervision over
the importation of fish was precisely the same as
it would be over the importation of coal or pig iron,
or anything else, and that no irregularity existed in the
Customs Department in the city of Halifax, or in any other
part of the Maritime Provinces, in this respect. I have given
as plainly as I can the reasons which induce the department
not to interfere with the practice wbich has prevailed in
the past. I was under the impression, and I have not yet
heard anything to change my mind, that the practice has
not been abused. I cannot understand how the fisbermen
of Nova Scotia can have their interests interfered with by
allowing the foreign article t come into the country and
b. reshipped ont of it again, any more than I can understand
how the importation of a million gallons of whiskey placed
in bond and reshipped out of the country could interfere
with the market of the distillers in this country. There is
only one way in which it could, and that would b. by substi-
tuting water for the whiskey in the barrel, which ias
been done occasioLally, and by that means committing
fraud. A fraud somewhat similar might be practiced with
regard to the fisb. If the fish were brought into the
country and went into consumption without paying duty,
or if they were an inferior fiah which would go into
consumption and the better quality taken out, so that
the merchant would receive the higher price for that better
quality, it would b. for his advantage; and, vice versa, if
they sent out the inferior article, and sold the botter article
in the country, to take the place of the inferior article, I
could understand that would interfere with the merohants,

not only in the Maritime Provinces, but in the whole
D3minion. I shall esteem it a favor, if it cau b. pointed
out to the department where any particular instanoe las
occurred in which the market bas been interfered with, or
any fraud perpetrated under the system whih lias pre-
vailed. No doubt, under al regulations, fraude may b.
perpetrated, ne matter how strict the surveillance. In our
bonded warehouses, siphons have been placed in barrels, in
the upper story, and the liquor abstracted from the
puncheons, and water substituted, and we did not find it
ont until the liquor was ail gone. I do not pretend to argue
that the ingenuity of man is not such that he cannot find
means to commit fraud, no matter how strict the regula.
tions may be, or how binding the oath he bas to take, but
until fraud is shown to have been committed, I do not think
it would be advisable to change the system. The moment
a single instance is pointed out te me where the rules have
been abused, and the fishermen have suffered, or where the
revenue has been defrauded, I will make further investiga-
tions, and devise regulations still more stringent, if neces-
sary, than those which prevail in the United States.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E..) I must say I agree with the
senior member for Halifax (Mr. Jones) and the hon. the
Minister of Customs in this matter. I cannot see how the
importation of fish in bond for subsequent export, caa in
any way interfere with the trade of our own fishermen.
It is admitted on all sides that the importation of these fish
in bond has not given rise to any irregularities or fraud,
and it does seem to me that the motion of the hon. gentle-
man from Shelburne (Gen. Laurie', that these fish should
b. admitted in bond after they have been put in casks,
would amount to this, that te work and labor now given
to the people in Halifax in taking the fish in bulk and put-
ting them in packages would be transferred to the laborers
at St. Pierre-Miquelon. We must recollect that there are
but two markets open to our fish, the West Indies and the
United States. We know that during the last two years
there has been a great development in the fishing industry
in the county of Lunenburg, so much so that to-day a very
large fleet of fiaermen are engaged in the capturing and
curing of these fish, and the result is that the
markets are glutted. Those who have a knowledge
of the trade know well that the West India market
is at any time comparatively small, and that the ship-
ment of two or three schooner loads to one of the islands
would glut the market. The remedy is not te b. found
by hampering trade, by prohibiting the importation of fish
into the country, but by the opening up of new markets.
The junior member for Halifax (Mr. Kenny) has expressed,
no doubt, the very strong and sincere sympathy which h.
feels for the fishermen, but I would ask if he has devoted
his attention for any length of time to discovering how the
market for our fish can b enlarged ? He ias been told by
one of the most practical and experienced men in the trade
that it is essential we shonid obtain, in order to fully
develop that industry, free admission into the markets of
the United States. I am in hopes that h. will even yet see
eye to eye with hon. gentlemen on this side of the House,
not only in reference to this question, but also in regard to
all other maritime interests. I would suggest to the hon.
gentleman whether it would not b. well for him to bring
that influence, which he must have with the Government,
to bear in order to treat the fishermen as favorably as the
Government treat the coal owners of Springhill. There is
a market, though it is true it is a limited one, for these fish
in Montreal; but, owinug to the regulations, and owing to
the tariff on the Intercolonial Railway, the distance is so
great and the expense is so great that we cannot ship
that fish to Montreal and make it pay. I believe the cost of
transferring a barrel of fish froin falifax to Montreal is 60
cents, and that makes some $50 on a carload of fish. The
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hon. gentleman supports a Government which levies that
tax on the fishing industry, while at the same time it takes
care that the capitalists of Springhill shall be allowed to
carry coal from Springhill to Montreal at about $4 a car,
reckoning it at tbree-tenths of a cent a ton. The hon. gen-
tleman knows that if the freight on the fish were reduced
to the same rate to which the Government have reduced
the rates on coal, a large and profitable trade might be
developed, and bis supporters who are engaged in the fish-
ing industry would be largely benefitted. But I think it is
perfectly plain that the hon. gentleman is bound to keep
the low freights on the coal, and he does not seem to be
very much concerned about the high rates on the fish. I
am certain that, if that question was submitted to an arbi-
tration by gentlemen from the Province of Ontario, and
they were told that the Halifax fishermen had to pay
$50 a car for transporting fish to Montreal, while the
Springhill minera have to pay only 84 a car for coal, they
would decide that it was a great injustice to the fisher-
men. I do not mean to argue that a whole carload of
fiah should be carried for $4, but where there is that
enormous discrepancy between the prices, it must be
seen that there is a discrimination between the fishermen
and the coal capitalists. I rose to call the attention of the
junior member for Halifax (Mr. Kenny) to this subject,
knowing bis interest in the poor fishermen of Nova Scotia,
and I hope ho will bring bis influence to bear in order to
induce the Minister to reduce the railway tariff, which is
now almost prohibitory, on fish from Halifax to Montreal;
and, when he bas succeeded in that, I will ask him to go
further and to throw his influence in to obtain the opening
to these fishermen of the greatest market they have in the
world. You talk about the development of the Lunenburg
shipping interest in the last few years, but no man dare put
bounds to the development which this fishing industry
would have in a few years under those circumstances, and
no one knows that better than the hon. gentleman.

Mr. TUPPER, Did the bon. gentleman say that the
freight on coal from Halifax to Montreal was 84 a car ?

Kr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I said it was three-tenths of a
cent per ton per mile,

Mr, TUPPER. He must mean 84 a ton. IL is sold in
Montreal for about that.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I made that statement the other
day, in the presence of the chief superintendent, and I
understood it to ho accepted by hon. gentlemen opposite as
correct.

Mr. KENNY. The hon. gentleman said it was $4 a car for
ooal against $50 a car for fish. I understand that the rate
on coal per ton from Springhill to Montreal is $81.80, and on
15 ton-the quantity that the larger cars carry-the rate
would be about $25 a car.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The rate per ton is about $1.50.

Mr. FREEMAN. I have observed with a great deai of
interest the gingerly manner in which the friends of the
fishermen on the other side of the House have treated this
question; and now, from the fishing question, they have
gone over to the coal question. I expected, when this
question came up, that the senior member for Halifax
(Mr.Jones) would have shown his usual interest in the
fishermen. I expected that he would declare himself, as he
generally has done, the friend of the fishermen and would
have stood up for their interests. Now, that the interests
of the fishermen are affected by the importation of French
fsh into Halifax, there can be no doubt. Before 1 left my
own county in the Province of Nova Scotia, this matter was
brought to my attention, and I was requested by a number
of fahermen, who are friends of mine, to look after their
interests, as far as I could, when this matter came up for

Mr. DATIs (P.E..)

discussion, as it was expected it would. I am very happy
to be here to-day to say a few words in favor of the fisher-
men. Our own fishermen ought to be protected against all
foreign fishermen. The fishing industry is one of very
great importance. The value of the fish exported from this
country annually is 87,793,000, and there are but a few
industries whioh are more important than the fishing
industry. Perhaps there is no industry that is more capable
of development than the fishing industry, and there is no
class of the people more deserving of the protection and
the care of the Government than are the fishermen of Nova
Scotia. From time to time, when we have heard the senior
member for Halifax (Mr. Jones) speaking of his interest in
the fishermen and pleading for favors for the fishermen, and
condemning the Government when they seemed to show a
lack of interest in the fishing industry and the fishermen of
Nova Scotia, I have felt my heart warm to him, and have
wished that ho would come and take bis place on this side
of the House. I must, therefore, to-day express my disap-
pointmen L, when I find his own interest, and the interest of
bis firm, and of the merchants in Halifax, hiding from his
vision the interests of the fishermen. I was much more
surprised when I found the hon. gentleman from Queen's,
P.E.I. (Mr. Davies), employed to take a hand in against
the fishermen, and endeavor to divert the attention of
the House from the subject which was under considera-
tion, and to take it to the Intercolonial Railway-a sub-
ject which hon. gentlemen opposite keep always on hand
-and to the question of the Nova Scotia coal which
comes up here over the Intercolonial Railway. They
keep that always ready to come in and make up for any
itie deficiency when they make complaints against the
Government. I would like to ask what the duty of coal
has to do with the fishing interests of Nova Scotia? I
would like to know how this Intercolonial Railway affects
the fishermen of Nova Sceotia ? That is the industry, and
that the phase of it, which we are talking about now, and
have been talking about this afternoon-it is the dried cod-
fish that we are talking about, not the fresh fish. When
we come to the fresh fish question-and that is a very
important question, and I intend to say a word about it-
then we have another and quite a difforent phase of this
question. We are talking now about the dried codfish
portion of this industry; and, I say, that when the French
fishermen get a bounty on their fish, when they are allowed
to carry their fish into Halifax, and there, under the
guise of being bonded, are exposed in stores, stores owned
by individual firms, or individual men engaged in the
flishery, when they are allowed to be piled up alongside
of piles of Nova Sceotia fish, I say, when this is allowed
to be done, it is a manifest injustice to the fishermen
of Nova Scotia, and it interferes with the price of Nova
Scotia fish beyond all question. Gentlemen learned in
the law make dispute about this matter, but it bas
nothing to do with the fishing interests. It is a very
easy matter for thern to make out a nice case here, but
when you present that case to the fishermen of Nova
Scotia, they will set it aside in a -,ery brief but a very
energetic manner, and they will show yon that, notwith-
standing all the sophistry thrown around this question, it
really interferes with the price of their fish, and they ask
of the Minister of Customs and the Government that they
shall be protected ; and I trust that before we leave this
question the Minister of Customs will see that it requires
something more than a more nominal care for these fish
when they are put in these Halifax stores. Why, Sir, it is
very possible that the men wkro have the oversight of these
fish know as much about the difference between French
caught and cured fish, and the Nova Scotia caught and
cured fish, as they do between a California orange and a
Demerara orange. There is every difference between the
two. Indeed it requires a man skilled in these matters to
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discover whether a pile of fish that was pointed ont to
him in the early part of the season as French fish,
has not been taken away altogether and a pile of Nova
Scotia fiah put there. I am not accusing any of the
merchants of Halifax of doing anything of this kind.
But we know that merchants, as well as captains of ships-
even the Minister of Customs, sometimes-make mistakes in
matters like this; the merchants in stores make mistakes
sometimes and imagine that they have paid the duty when
they really have not, and it requires the Minister of
Customs to point out these goods to them, but when ho
duoes so ho does not accuse them very harshly, ho does not
ay that have been gnilty of any criminal offence; ho
simply asks them to pay the fine, and they pay it and go on
again. These men who have French fish piled up in their
t-tores-they do not make a mistake, oh, no, it is their
employés who handle the fish who make the mistake; and
they take away the French fish and put a pile of Nova
Scotia fish in its place; and in this way there is a great deal
of French fish passed through the fish markets in Nova
Scotia. 1 was a little surprised at the hon. member for
Lunenburg (Mr. Eisenhauer) not taking a more active
part in this matter. I have before me a memorandum
showing that at the time of his election that hon. gentle-
man condemned the importation of French fish into Nova
Sootia. He declared that ho would not buy any French fish,
that ho was opposed to its importation into Nova Scotia.
I expected that ho would come out again in the old fashion
way. He belongs to a race of men who do not quibble when
they talk about grievances. He bas blood running in his
veina that makes men prompt to talk about their grievances
and to enforce a romedy; and I expected that ho would
have manifested that disposition which I know belongs to
him, and that ho would have condemned this importation
of French fish with that vehemence of which ho is capable,
and spoken in favor of the large number of fishermen, of
noble men, the large fish industry in the county of Lunen-
burg. There is no county surpassing the county of Lunen-
burg in the number of its fishermen, and in the importance
of that industry. I was in hopes ho would have risen and
spoken with that vehemenee which is characteristic of him,
in favor of the fishermen of his county, and in condemna.
tion of this practice, which is constantly increasing, of al-
lowing French fish to come into the Province of Nova
Scotia. Now, Sir, I want to say a word about the fresh fish
indastry. I am very sorry to say, that the people of these
Upper Provinces have but very littie idea of our fishing in-
dustry; they have but a slight idea of the importance, and
of the value of our fish in Nova Scotia. Since I have been
in Ottawa, I have been endeavoring to get a piece of Nova
So&tia fish to eat, but I have entirely failed. Sir, if I had
not advanoed so far in the journey of life, I think I would
make an effort in some way, to get some good Nova Scotia
fish into Quebec and Ontario, to show the people what we
have got down in Nova Scotia in the shape of good fish. I
do bope that, now we are going to have the Short Line
finished, now that we are going to have this great railway
completed, now that Nova Scotia is going to be as near to
M ontreal as it is to those beautiful porta in the United States
which our friends opposite love so well-I do hope that our
ports in Nova Scotia, these poor commonplace towns down
by the sea, will in some respects equal these wonderful
cities in this land over which fies the great eagle that vo
hear about. I hope now, Sir, that these hon. gentlemen will
second us in our efforts to supply this country with fresh
fish. Sir, if we are assisted in this matter, if we are en-
couraged in this matter, not only by the Government but by
al the loyal men of this Dominion, I feel satisfied that we
will not be so desirous of seeking markets under foreign
flags, and that we will be able to find an outlet for our fresh
fish in these Upper Provinces. There is now a very large
trade, and a continually increasing trade will grow up
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'between the Lower Provinces and the Upper Provinces in
fresh fish. Then, Sir, I feel satisfled that another very im-
portant object will be gained by Nova Scotia supplying the
Upper Provinces with her fresh fish. I hardly need to
remind you, Mr. Speaker, that it is well known that Nova
Scotia hua supplied statesmen for this Dominion since Con-
federation. I was asked the other day how it was-that we
had done so, and whether we had a stock of statesmen
lying in reserve. When I replied in the affirmative, I was
asked how we had managed to manufacture them in
such abundance and of such ability, and someone suggested
that it must b. because of our fish. Well, Sir, I believe that
is a fact. People require fresh fish, not fish that has been
lying round two or three days and been hawked round like
the fish bore. If we had the Short Line completed-and it all
depends upon the Short Line-I am sure we would b. able
to supply all the Dominion with fresh fish, and also with
statesmen equal to those who have been sent here from
Nova Scotia. I trust the Minister of Customs will take this
matter into consideration. Knowing the energetie manner
in which the Minister conducts the business of his depart-
ment, I feel very delicate in saying anything about the
matter, for I do not consider I shall be able to make him
break his record. I do not think there is any back down
in the Minister of Oustoms. I have known some occasions
when I should have been happy if ho would have backed
down, but ho is the last man to back down, and ho adheres
to his views very determinedly. I suggest that the Min-
ister of Customs should pay a visit to Nova Scotia and
study up the fishery question, and study our fishing in-
dustries. Ho should travel through the Province and visit
the county of Queen's, and look at the manner in which our
fishing is conducted, and, after visiting Nova Scotia, ho
should travel also through Prince Edward Island and New
Brunswick and spend three or four months by the sea. He
would return here a different man, being mach bene-
fitted by the sea air, and the information ho would obtain
would be of benefit to the Government, and ho would thon
be able to meet hon. gentlemen on the Opposition side of
the House when they again bring up the fisheries ques-
tion. I hope ho will pay us a visit and investigate the
requirements of our fishermen. Above all, 1 desire that
our fishermen should be fully protected against all foreign
encroachments, for this is important to our fishing in-
dustry. For some time they were led away with the idea
of unrestricted reciprocity. Some few years ago recipro-
city was the great word on our shores, and the fishermen
were led by gentlemen of the persuasion of hon. gentlemen
opposite to believe that if they had reciprocity simply they
would have everything necessary for their welfare, that
the fish would give a kind of reciprocity, and in return for
the kindness of fishermen offering them very nice bait,
they would take hold of the lines a little more readily. So
they were to obtain not only the market of the United
States withount paying duty, but they were to obtain an
increased quantity of fish. They are getting their eyes
opened now, they are beginning fully to understand the
importance of the fishing industry, and if to-morrow the
question were put to our fishermen whether they would be
botter off with the privilege of our fish entering the Amer-
ican market free of duty, and riving the Americans the
privilege of using our fisheries, I believe they would hesi-
tate a long time before they would decide that they would
do so.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). No.

Mir. FREEMAN. The hon. gentleman says no; I say
yes. I am not prepared to say what our fishermen would
do, but I am prepared to say they would hesitate before
they would freely give away ur fisheries and so allow the
Americans to come in and take charge of our harbors, our
bays, and our country, and ail our fsheries, for the privilege
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of our sending in fish free. I am bound to say, as one living
among fishermen, that that woukl be paying too dearly
for the privilege of the removal of the duty, and I am
satisfied that if we were to give up our fishing privileges
for the removal of that duty, five years, two years would
not elapse before we would rue our bargain and be very
glad indeed to get back into the position we occupied
before such bargain was made. One of te great objections
I have to this fad of unrestricted reciprocity advocated by
the other side of the House, is, that we give up our
fisheries. I believe while there are mines of wealth in
the Upper Provinces, there is no industry equal to the
fishing industry in the Dominion. It is ever developing.
A discussion was had the other day on fertilisers; we re-
quire no fertilisers for our fishing grounds; our fish produce
their own fertilisers. We have a mine of weaith there
in the fisheries that hon. gentlemen are unaware of.
I desire to impress upon the House the necessity of looking
well into the fishery question, and of guarding the interests
of our fishermen. The merchaints know well how to proteot
themselves, and they never allow their interests to be tam-
pered with; but the fishermen are not in that position, they
desire Parliament to protect them and watch over their in-
terests; and, in the name of the fishermen of my own Pro-
vince, I call upon the Government to protect our fishermen
against all foreigners, whether French, Yankees, or people
from any other country.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I desire to make a statement in
correction of a remark I offered respecting the cost of carry-
ing fish and coul between Halifax and Montreal. Estimat-
ing the distance at 722 miles, and calculating the charge at
60 cents a barrel for fish, and 7 cents per ton per mile for
coal, the charge is 64.80 per ton for fish, and $2.16 per ton
for coal. These figures on a car load would give $48 per
car load for fish, and $21.60 for coal.

RETURN ORDERED.

Copies of all correspondenoe between Mr. Allan Wright, or his solici-
tor, with the Government of Canada, or any of ita officeru, in reference
to a claim for damages In connection with the Indian Town Branch of
the Intercolonial Railway, and also any report from any of the Govern-
ment officers in reference to the same subjeet.-(Kr. Kiteheli.)

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

MANUFACTURERS' LIFE INSURA.NCE COMPANY.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Mr. Speaker, on Friday
last I stated that on Monday I would speak as to the motion
of the hon. member for Lambton (Mr. Lister),with relation
to the Manufacturera' Insurance Company. I do not see
that the hon. gentleman is in his place, but whenever h.
arrives in the flouse I shall take the opportunity of Speak-
ing on the subject.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

House again resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No.
68) respecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company.

(In the Committee.)
Mr. EDGAR. There is, I suppose, sufficient time before

us this eveiing for certain explanations which the hon.
member for Frontenac (Mr. Kirkpatrick), who has this
.Bill in charge, did not appear to be able to make on the last
occasion we were in Committee on this Bill, owing to the
shortness of the time at our disposal. I daren say that the
hon. gentieman will now give us some information on one
or two points which, I think, are material in considering
this Bill. For instance, last Session theHoRse authorised
the issue of 8 15,000,000 in bonds by the Gaadin Laoifie

Mr. FaEzzmN.

Railway Company, and also authorisid the Government to
guarantee the interest on these bords for fifty years. These
bonds were largely appropriated by the termsof the legisla.
tion to the same purpose exactly as it is proposed to appro-
priate about twelve and a half million dollars of the consoli-
dated debenture stock which is to be issued under this Bi.
It is not quite a year since that issue of Sl5,000,UuO was
placed at the disposai of the company for the ourpose of im-
provements upon the railway, and I think the House is cer-
tainly entitled to know how it comes to pass that within one
short year the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company require
an issue of twelve and a-half millions more of bonds for the
improvements of the railway; not for original construction,
but for improvements such as wharves, plant and equip-
ments. My recollection is that in the correspondence which
was laid before the House last Session, between the Govern-
ment and the Canadian Pacifie Railway that the president
of the railway assured the Government that if that issue of
$15,000,000 were guaranteed by the Government it would
supply ail that was necessary for the requirements and
equipment of that road, so the Canadian Pacifie Railway
wôuld require nothing further for a long time to come. I
think on that point the promoter of the Bill should give the
House nome information.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I think it is a pity that the hon.
gentleman did not ask for this information at the Railway
Committee.

Mr. EDGAR. I did ask for it, and I could not get it.
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. There were officers of the

company there who would have given the hon. gentleman
ahl the information that he seeks for. I may say with
regard to the loan guaranteed by the Government last year,
that all that the company is responsible for with regard to
that legislation, and ail that the Government have to look
to, is the payment of the interest by the company, and
ample security was taken then to secure the country
against any loas. This Bill does not propose to interfere
with that security in any way. All the priorities then
existing on behalf of the Government or now existing, will
remain in force, and nothing in this Bill affects any of
the securities. That security is now a charge on the
company, and the debenture stock is not to supersede any
of the securities of thei Government. L'he £500 sterling
a mile comes in ahead of the stock, and to some extent
cemes in ahead of the interest which the company are to
pay on the $ 15,000,000 loan, but this £500 a mile is to bu
spent in improvements on the company's property, such as
improving the roadfvay, bridges, trestle-work, &c. It is,
in fact, for the purpoie of improving the earning power of
the company and thereby enabling it the better to pay the
interest on the loan. In point of fact, instead of this
security being ahead of the Government security, it is
actually rendering the company botter able te pay the
interest on the $15,000,000. The hon. member for Ontiario
(Mr. Edgar) went ito an elaborate caleculation, the other
day, to show that last year the interest on this loan came
after the $36,000,000 bonde, but that now it was coming
after 4121,000,000. In answer to the statement I wouid
say that this Bill does not im the least change the
original position of the company with regard to the
security of the Government. Aliathose fixed charges which
are mentioned in the schedule of this Act, amonnting to
upwards of $4,000,000, were then ahead of the interest on
this loan, but these fixed charges were distributed over the
branches of the line, and it is now proposed to make them
come in equally over the branches and the main line. The
equity of redemption on the main line without those fixed
charges, ie not as valuable, I submit, as the equity of
redemption would be to-day over the whole property of the
oempany subjeot te ail these fixed charges. The earnmig
power of the main line i nreased by the feeding it receves
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from the branch linos, and without this feedig from the
branoh linos the main lino would be able. to earn very little.
If all these feeding lines were owned by independent
companies or by antagonistic companies, they woul4 take
all the cream of the earnings from the main line and leave
nothing but the skim milk for that lino to earn. The main
lino without those branches would be of very little assistance
to either the Dominion or the company. The equity of
rodemption over the whole property, after it has got this
consolidated debenture stock upon it, will be worth more to
the company, and therefore render it better able to pay the
interest on the #15,000,000 loan than the main lino itself
with only $35,000,000 against it. I think, Sir, that this
is the main subject upon which the hon. gentleman spoke.
I submit that this measure, which is destined to promote
the edioiency and earning power of the company, will put
the company in a botter postion to earn the interest on the
$15,000,00 loan. The hon. gentleman says that last year
the company got a certain sum of money, and this year
tbey are coming down with this Bill. Al Il can say is that
if the hon. gentleman had asked the question in the Rail-
way Committee, ho would have found where that mouey
had gone. 1 cannot tell him now from memory; but I can
tell him that it takes a great deal of money to build and
operate a railway of this magnitude, extending from ocean
to ocean. After it bas been running for a few years, a great
many temporary works have to be replaced with permanent
works. In the distance from Quebec to Vancouver a great
many trestles and temporary bridges have to ho rebuilt or
improved ; a great many wharves and elevators have to be
constructed; sidings have to be put down here and there,
and, although each siding may only cost $2,000 or $3,000,
when you consider the length of the lino, in the aggregate,
they cos a large sum of money, and a million dollars really
does not go very far. The company do not say when they
intend to issue this stock, but when it is issued it will ho
put to the best use in making this road what we all desire
it to be, a great national highway worthy of the country.

Mr. EDGAR. I think my hon. friend is not at all
accurate when ho says that this new issue of consolidated
debenture stock does not place a large sum of money ahead
of the Government guarantee. I only ask for information
in reference to the new issue of £500 sterling per mile,
which I was told by the solicitor of the company in the
Railway Committeo was equivalent to $12,500,000. Beyond
any question whatever, that is sought to be placed as an
entirely new charge on the company ahead of the Govern-
ment guarantee.

Mr. KJIRKPATRICK. It is to increase the earning
power.

Mr. EDGAR. I suppose the theory is that it will
incroase the earning power, but that does not prevent it
being placed as a new mortgage ahead of the Government
guarantee. But in the case of any small private railway com-
pany, which came to ask for power to make a new issue of
securitjes, I think the House would onquire why the issue
made a year ago was insufficient. The hon. gentleman
asys I ought to have asked that question in the Railway
Committee. I did askt, but I think we all remember that
there was another question of an inter-provincial character
raised in that committee, which was absorbing so much of
the discussion on that occasion, that a question about a
more matter of detail, involving $15,000,000 or $20,000,000
couldc not be listened to. There is pleaty of time this
eveing; the House is not going to prorogue at Easter,
I understand; and, in a matter involving se many
millions, I think we ought tO be given the time,
and I intend to take the time, in eedeavoring to get this
information. I think it would ho deplorable if somebody did
Dot rise in the Ilouse and try to get information on points

Uke this; and I do not offer thesiilightest apology to any-
body for doing it; I holdthat it is my duty to do it. With
referenSe to the 115,000,000 authorised last year and
guaranteed, I find in the achedule that there were $5,000,000
fer bridges, trestles, reducing grades, and other improve.
ments; 85,000,000 for rolling stock, locomotives, box cars,
&o.; and 05.000,000 for elevators, filling trestles, sidings,
docks, &c. That these are aladmirable purposes, and most
essential for a great undertaking like this, I do not deny;
but the alarming feature is that after getting these sums
one year ago for these purposes, which are not purposes of
original construction, the oompany come to the House and
ask authority to issue 812,500,000 more for the same sort of
purposes. If that sort of thing is to go on continually,
I think we ought to know it; brt I hope the case is not as
bad as that, and I had hoped the hon. gentleman would give
us sone explanation of what had become of the $15,000,000-
whether it had been expended, or whether there was any
sum in reserve, and whether or not the whole of
this $12,500,000 would be required presently; but ho
does mot vouchsafe that information, and I suppose we
shall have to draw our own conclusions. The hon.
gentleman says that the rearrangement of the securities
does not affect the position of the Government. Well, I
think the position of the Government has two or throe
aspects. In the first place, there is the guarantee which
they gave to pay $525,000 a year if the company does not
do it. To guarantee half a million a year for fifty years is
net a trifling matter, but one about which we may well
have a little discussion. I have no doubt the principal of
this loan is perfectly well secured by the lands, but
the Government do not guarantee the principal ; they
only guarantee the interest. There is some security for
the interest if the road goes on and is successfully run ;
but there is no absolute security for that interest, and,
therefore, if the Government will not do it, the House is
interested in seeing to the position of the country. There
is another interest which the House and the country have
in this matter. An increase in the charges of the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway from Vancouver to Montreal is
created to the extent of at least 852,000,000 plus the
$12,500,000, that is 864,500,000 altogether. Is it not
of vast importance to the people of this country that
that lino should not be overcharged and overloaded,
because we know that all the burdens put on it in the
way of interest have to be met by the tolls charged
on freight and passengers carried over the lino, and that
the whole country will pay them. Every $10,000,000
which we have put on that road has to be paid by the
people of the North-West and old Canada who pay tolls
and tariffs to the company; and therefore the whole country
is interested in seeing that it is not unreasonably charged.
The hon. gentleman says this does not really make a new
charge. There is no use, I think, in talking in that way to
this House. It may possibly not be a bad arrangement, but
it undoubtedly croates a charge. There is now 835,000,000
on the lino from Vancouver to Montreal, and there
is 852,000,000 on the leased lines. They are two sepa-
rate systems: one is the lin. built and assisted by the
country; the other is the system of railways which the
company have secured for their own business purposes,
which of course are very likely, wise purposes, and will con-
tribute to the business of the company. I think I showed
the other night that the8 35,000,000 is juast 20 par cent. of
the eost of the lino from Montreal to Vaneouver. I
think I showed, and I do not think it will be disputed,
that the 852,000,000 on these other lines is the full amount
of the ocet, is 100 par cent of their cost. It is a matter
which we should consider, whether it is a good bargain for
us to agree te that. I do not know what the earninga on
the leased lin.& are, representing that charge of 852,000,000.
Perhape the hon, gentleman esn show us that, although the
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cost of the leased lines is nothing like the cost of the other,
the earning powers are much more, and that, therefore, they
can stand a much larger mortgage. If he can give us
some information of that kind, there would be some ar-
gument in it, but it is clear, from the argument of cost of
the two systems, there can be no justification for this
blanket mortgage. The only justification can be that the
earning power of the one system-the leased system-is
five times greater than the earning power of the other.
The hov. gentleman says it is necessary for the main line to
make these connections, so that they will contribute freight
and traffic to it. That may be so, and I have no doubt it
is Bo, but they have those connections already ; they have
got all those leases to-day; we are not giving them power
now to secure lines that they have not already secured, so
there is no argument in that. 1 do not know why
it would not be well to make two systems of securities, if
there is any reasonable doubt that this is loading down the
lin. from Montreal to Vancouver to put 887,000,000 on it
when there are only 835,000,000 really on that road. Why
not state that the 852,000,000 covering all these leased
lines shall be consolidated, and let that remain a blanket
mortgage on those hnes, while the 835,000,000 romains as
a mortgage on the Government line.? That would leave
the Government line not loaded more than it is to-day, and
it would be for the Canadian Pacific IRailway Company to
work out those two systeme in unison. Suppose the Can.
adian Pacific Railway Company should, year after year, find
that they want ten, or twelve, or fifteen millions of dollars,
as they have found for two years past, to build up these
trestles, which I understood and stated on a former occasion
in this House were only temporary and would have to ho
reconstructed some day. Supposing the company should
come here year after year and say that this enormous sys-
tem must be loaded up year after year, and state that this
is necessary in order to build elevators, and permanent way,
and new trestles and so on; and suppose, at last, that they
find they cannot float their bonds, that they have been ask-
ing the public to take too many of them, what would b the
result ? I suppose the main lino would revert to the Gov-
ernment. We are so enormously interested in it that I
euppose the country would not permit the main lino to fail.
Then we would find that the whole main lino would be sad-
dled with a sum of 8131,000,000 instead of 835,000,000. We
might, under other circumstances, say that we would drop
the leased lines and go on with the lin. which the country
built. For the honor of the country we would have to
maintain it, and, if this Bill passes, we would find the
whole thing loaded on to that Government line. You eau-
not disentangle the two systems. You will have to take1
the whole thing with double the mileage which the Gov-4
ernment undertook to build. These are matters which it is
worth while for the Government to bear in mind. I do not
want to delay this Bill to-night, but, in the public interest,
it is of vast importance that we should understand where
we are standing to-day if we pass this Bill.

Mr. LAURIER. I understood from the right hon. gen-
tleman, last Friday, that the Government had entered into
an agreement with the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company
for the construction of a lin. from Harvey to Salisbury.
Can the hon. gentleman give us some more information on
this point ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I cannot do it to-night,
and for this reason : I stated that the Government had
entered into an agreement with the Canadian Pacifia
Railway Company in relation to the construction of that
road. At that time, although the agreement had been
settled between the Government and the railway company,
it had not passed formally into an Order in Council. After
that conversation took place, it did pass into a Minute of
Council, but it has not yet become an Order in Council. I

ir. EDGAE.

suppose it wili to-night, and that I may be able to lay it
before the House to-morrow.

Mr. LAURIER. If this were a public measure, I would
certainly feel it my duty to oppose it until all the details of
the agreement whicb is said to be made between the
Government and the company were before the House; but,
as it is a rivate measure, I do not want to retard its
passing, because it is-a separate question. The hon. gen.
tleman says that this is intended to promote the efflciency
of the company. Very well, but he must expect, when he
comes down with his proposition to whieh reference has
been made, that we shail have a great deal to say in regard
to it, because, if the agreement is what we expect it to be,
it will be found that all the pledges given thre 3 years ago
by the Miister of Railways, speaking for the Govern-
ment, have been altogether lost sight of and violated.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We will postpone that
question until the agreement comes down, but the hon.
gentleman will find that those pledges have not been
violated.

Mr. LAURIER. I will ho delighted to find that that is
so, and I shall be much surprised.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I think, after the statements
which have been made by my hon. friends as to the financial
effect of this proposal, by the country guaranteeing the
interest on this money, the hon. gentleman who has charge
of the Bill should give the Committee some information on
the subject.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I do not think the hon. gentleman
was in when I spoke. I tried to-night to show that the
Government last year did take all due security for the
payment of the interest on those bonds, and that the
money here which now goes ahead of them is for the
purpose of increasing the earning power of the road, and
thereby giving additional security that the interest will be
paid. The shareholders are putting this ahead of them,
they are not interfering in any iay with the earning power
of the company to pay the interest on these bonds. The
hon, gentleman asked about these £500 a mile. He will
remember that h. was told in the Committee this was a
provision not all for immediate use, but for use in the
future, and the speech he has made is more intended for a
meeting of shareholders than for the House. This Bill has
to be approved of by the shareholders before it becomes
law.

Mr. MILLS (Both well). What portion of the 815,000,000
has already been expended, and what romains in the hands
of the company ?

Mr. KIRKPATRICK I eannot really say. It is being
expended now very fast from one end to the other, over the
whole 5,000 miles of railway.

On sub-section 3,
Mr. LANDERK[N. The hon. the Minister of Justice

ought to give some information in regard to the statement
made by the hon. member for West Ontario (Mr. Edgar).
If the effect of this Bill is to b. such as that hon. gentle-
man says it will, it is but just to the House that the hon.
the Minister should give this information. No doubt the
hon. gentleman who is promoting this Bill is a very high
authority in the House, but -ho is not in the Govern ment
just yet, and we would like to see a member of the Govern-
ment state whether the Bill will bring about the consequences
predicted by the hon. member for West Ontario. The
Government are responsible for it, although it is a private
member who introduced it. As for myself, I desire to say
that I will not be responsible for the consequences of this
Bill.
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Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The Government are in no way

responsible for this Bill. It stands before the House like any
other Private Bill. The hon. gentleman must have misunder-
stood the argument of the bon. member for Ontario, or he
would not have called upon me for information as to the
mode in which this Bill affects the security of the Govern-
ment, because I presume it is in ielation to that subject he
desires me to speak. The hon. gentleman will remember
that the guarantee last Session was based upon the security
of the land grant to the company, and the mortgage to
secure the payment of the interest was taken upon that
land grant. This Bill, although it increases the fixed
charges on the railway, bas no relation to the land grant of
the company and does not propose any charges which will
affect that grant.

Mr. EDGAR. The hon. the Minister of Justice knows
well that there is no security given to the Governrment-
that the only security which the Government have is of
this nature: When the lands-

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. A clause to that"effect is in the
Bill. It does not affect the lands.

Mr. EDGAR. The lands are mortgaged, and it could not
affect them. All the lands that the company bad unsold
were mortgaged to secure the principal of the8 815,000,000
bonds, and when those lands were sold, and realised upon,
after paying the cost of doing so, and after paying some
$3,500,000 of outstanding land grant bonds, the net surplus
was to be paid in to the Government, who were to hold it as
trustees for the holders of the bonds, to secure the principal,
and the principal alone. If it should happen, and when iL
should happen, that there would be a net balance in the
hands of the Government of that money, theC Government
was to pay 3j per cent. interest upon it, and as that
irterest accrued, from the Government to the company,
the company could deduct from it whatever money
they had to pay on their guarantee; and that is, in so
far as the land is concerned, I think, the hon. the Minis-
ter of Justice will bear me out in saying, all the security
the Government took for the loan. But it will be recol-
lected that the Finance Minister said that was a matter of
small import, because the Canadian Pacifie Railway were1
going to earn so mnuch every year that they would be able9
to pay this out of their net profit, and that there was only1$35,000,000 of mortgage, at any rate, ahead of them on this
great undertaking. That is so, but it is not going to be so
any longer. Perhaps the Government cen tell us how
much they owe the Canadian Pacific Railway in respect of
interest on those sales? The Government will, perhape,
tell us if anything like enough bas been realised to pay the
land grant bonds outstanding, or how long it will be before
sufficient will be realised ? I do not say there is no security
in that respect, but it is somewhat remote, and the Govern-
ment should take care to guard generally against any1
impairing of the general security of the company.

Mr. MITCHELL. The matter resolves itself into a veryt
small compass. The only claim the Government haveN
against the company at all is for the8 815,000,000 for whichl
they have the security of the lands, and Parliament agreeds
to confirm the arrangement which the Government madet
last year in relation to those lands, and I believe the i
Government got ample security in those lands for the repay- o
ment of that money. The Bill under consideration is t
intended to enable the company to amalgamate and con-n
solidate their security, and get money at a cheaper rate, i
and thus lower the fixed charges upon that property. It p
will also enable them, and that is the only salient feature b
of the Bill, to issue, to the extent of £500 sterling a mile, p
bond; for the purpose of putting on additional rollingo
stock, elevators, and keeping the line in a complete andu
efficient state. I do not think there is anything to feart

from the passage of this Bill. It is purely a private and
domestic matter, and at this late stage of the Session we
ought to pass it without further delay.

Mr. MULOCK. I will just endorse what bas fallen from
the hon. member for Northumberland. I understand the
only possible contention can be that, to the extent of those
$500, the security of the Government, as endorsers of the
£15,000 000 loan might be postponed. If the1 3,000,000
acres of land which are mortgaged to give that endors.
ment are not worth the amount of our liability, thon our
whole venture in the North-West has turned out a failure.
I am willing to take the chances of the security being
adequate ; but even if it were not, the £500 per mile will
enhance the value of the property, increase its earning
power, and improve rather than diminish our security.
From a business stand point and as a business risk, I see
no danger whatever. I do not think it will be in the
slightest degree impaired, provided the £500 sterling is in-
vested as required by the Act, and we have a right to as-
sume that the company will see that there is no misappli.
cation of that fund, and for that reason I am willing to take
my share of the responsibility in sapporting this legislation.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The security mentioned by
the hon. mnember for Ontario (Mr. Edgar) is correct except
in one particular and that is that the lands are pledged for
the payment of the interest as well as the principal, the
principal first and after that the interest.

On section 8 (new),
.Mr. E DGA R. With reference to the esuggestion of the

Minister of Justice, that I was mistaken in saying that the
lands were not to pay interest, I can show that I was not
mistaken- for section 4 says:

" It shall1 be a condition of th 3 mortgage that the net proceedu of the
sale shall from time to time be paid over to the Government, the com-
pany at iti option may pay over other moneys to the Government, the
whole to constitute a tund to be set apart and held by the Government
exclusively, for the purpose of settling the principal of the said bonds."

Sir JOHN TEHOMPSON. And after the payment of the
principal it secures the interest.

Mr. EDGAR. It does not say so.
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I would ask that in section 8,

the words "this Act of incorporation or otherwise " ho
struck out, and the following inserted, " the Act which au-
thorised its incorporation." Thisis the clause which was
drafted by the Minister of Justice in order to show that it
does not affect the lands which were granted by way of
subsidy to the company.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Before the Committee rises, I
would like to understand who is correct with reference to
the security we hold on the lands for the payment of these
bonds. I understand the agreement to be last year, that
15,000,000 acres of land were given exclusively for the
payment of these bonds. As that land is sold, the money
arising from the sale is paid into the Government and held
as a trust fund exclusively for that purpose. Supposing
that the contingency arises that the interest of the bonds
we bave guaranteed is not paid, and we have to pay it.
The Minister of Justice *ili not contend that he can ab-
stract from that principal trust fund, that he can take any-
thing of it to pay the interest. le cannot do it. That
fund must remain until the whole amount of the principal
of the bonds is paid off; and if we paid out the interot on
the guarantee in the meantime we could not touch that
money to recoup ourselves. So that practically we have
the security placed in our bands for the payment of the
principal of the bonds, which bonds are not held by us, but
held by third parties, and we are trustees to receive the
proceeds of the land and hold thenm as security for payment
of the principal money. If in the meantime we are called
upon to implement eur guarantee to pay the interest on
these bonds, we have no security for repayment.
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Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The agreement with the Gov-

erament distinctly provides the contrary, as I understa.d
it. The lands are security for the principal firet, snd then
for any arrears of interest.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) The lands are security as payment
for the interests until the land reslises the full amount of
the principal.

Mr. MULOCK. We are net making a new eomtract.
The contract of 1887 is not being varied and it is not being
prejudieed.

Bill reported, and read the third time a»d pamsed.

DITORCE-SECOND REA DINGS.

Bill (No. 123) for the relief of George McDonald Bag-
well.- (Mr. Brown.)

Bill (No. 124) for the relief of Arthur Wand.- (Mr.
Small.)

DIVORCE-WILLIAM HENRY MIDDLETON.

Mr. SMALL moved second reading of Bill (No. 125) for
the relief of William Henry Middleton.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin.) To my mind the evidence given
in this case is not sufficient to warrant this House in pass-
ing this Bill The evidence is incomplete and unsatisfactory,
it is not such as would convict any person in a courtof law.
The only real evidence produced was that of the Pullman
car conductor. We find that he states that a ladytook pas-
sage from Ottawa to Boston. At St. Albans she wasjoined
by some individual. Who that individual was is not stated.
He took tickets for Boston and took a sleeper in a Pullman
car. It is eontended that the two parties occupied one
section. The conductor then was asked whether he was sure
with respect to the names of these individuals. He stated
that ho was, and then he w asked how ho could be sare
as to these persons. He said that on his return to Ottawa
some of the officials of the i-oad had asked him whether or
not there was a lady and gentleman left St. Albans together
for Boston, and it was on that account he remembered it.
Further on he was asked whether there were any other
parties on the sleeper. He said he did not remember, he

-thought not. A year and a-half afterwards this Pullman car
conductor, who did not know that circumstance, pretended
to be able to identify, by photo., the two parties as those
who had gone from St. Albans to Boston. If he did not
remember whether there were any others on the car or not,
ho could scarcely be able to swear definitely whether those
parties had been the ones who had taken passage from St.
Albans and gone to Boston. He was cross examined as to
whether ho thought they were husband and wife; hesaid
ho thought they were. Other questions were asked him and
very unsatisfactory replies obtained. I contend that on
snob evidence, and this is the only evidence upon which
even a suspicion can be conveyed, it is not sufficient evidence
on which to dissolve the tie of matrimony. It is an un-
reasônable proposition. If we leave that evidence and go
to the evidence of the detective in Detroit, that evidence is
not sufficient because the circumstances connected with it
are not enough to show there was any guilt whatever as
regards the parties.

Mr. LISTER. He wa ucoming eut of the room, that wa
ail.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). At ton o'clook in the day a man
was een coming out of the rooom, and h. was ging dwa
into the city very likely, and his eomiag out of the

Mr. DAYie (P.E.L)

room at that heur is not samffiient to estitle a haaband te a
diverce from his wife. The detective stated that ho went
te the door and heard soamene talking. He was asked as
te whether he heard what they were talking about, and
ho said h. could not hear anythirg further than the
the ma oough. The man came ont of the room. The de-
tective went and rapped at the door, and the lady asked,
who was there? The detective said that a person was there
desirous of seeing Mrs. Howard, the naine under whioh she
was registered at the hotel. In a few minutes she came
te the door, and the detective spoke te ber. The detective
said : "Are yen Mrs. Howard ? " The reply was: "I am."
The detective replied: "Your correct name is not Mrs.
Howard, but Mr. Middleton," and she answered "lYes."
If she were desirous of concealing her name, if she were
guilty, as it is represented she was guilty, she would
not so readily have said that ber name was Mrs. Middleton.
If you take the evidenee of the servant, I say that is
not sufficient to prove this case. There is not any of
the evidence which will show any guilt on the part of Mirs.
Middleton. If you take the subsequent evidence, it is all of
a circumstantial character and is not ufficiently strong te
justify an Act of divorce. I contend, therefore, that it is
unreasonable that thise House should be called on to grant a
divorce in this case. It might be said that more evidence
could have been offered, that a greater amount of evidence
could have been presented to the Committee of the Senate.
If there could have been more evidence produced it should
have been advanoed, and we have on right te allow a Bill
of this kind te pass, for if there is more evidence it should
have been furnished. The Bill should be rejected on this
occasion, and it could be reintroduced next year, if there
was more evidence that could be prodiiced and laid before
theCommittee of the Sonate. I shall, therefore, take pleasure
in voting against granting the relief asked for in this Bill.

Mr. LIS VER. The simplicity of the hon, gentleman
who bas just addressed the House is astonishing. If there
ever was a case in which the applicant is entitled
te a divorce it is thie case. What does the evidence
show ? That on the day in question she left ber home
without the knowledge of her husband, went on the train
on which it is said this man joined ber; ber sister met her
there; the Pullman car conductor the day afterwards was
aaked about the incident, and that brought to bis mind the
fact that those two people had occupied the same berth on
that train on that night. If we follow thema te Detroit we
find they occupied the same ro>m, that the deteetive swore
that Hamilton came out of the roon; that he, the detective,
thon went into the room and found this woman in ber night
drese and with a shawl around ber shoulders. If that does
not convince the hon. gentleman that there is something
wrong in the state of Denmark, I do not know what will.

Mr. WILSON. I call yor attention, Mr. S.peaker, te
the fact that the hour bas expired for Private Bills,

Mr. SPEAK ER: There is on minute more.

Bill read the second time, on a division,

MANUFACTURERS' LIFE INSURA.NCE COIPANY.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Before the Orders of the
Day are called I wish to speak on the motion of my hon.
friend from Lambton (Mr. Lister) respecting the Manufac-
turers' [nsurance Company. It would appear from the
bon. gentleman's remarks that an undue return had been
made with respect te the formation of this company, and
with respect to the deposit of the money. This statement
of the hon. gentleman was based on a letter that appeared
in one of the Toronto papers, signed by Mr. M alennau-
new Judg Maclenan-as solicitor for Sir Alexandr
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Campbell. The whole thing bas arisen &om apke"
sion, which the Hlouse will ntdorsand when I e ptaithe
matter. The Manufacturers' Insurance Company ws got
Up in Toronto and the pomoters formed a proviioad
board of directors, who proceeded to get süïfcient stock
subscribed and a suffleient fund raised to enable them to
procure a charter. At that time Sir Alexander Carmpell
was in England. I was- asked to become the presidient of
the company, and 1 agreed to do so. Sir Alexander had left
the conduct of hie business, or of some of hie business, in
the bands of Mir. Frederick Barwick, barrister, Toronto,
whom everybody knows. Mr. Barwick wrote to Sir Alex-
ander Campbell stating that the company was being formed,
that I had agreed to become the president, and asking him
to become vice-president and to take the necessary stock.
Sir Alexander Campbell answered him by a telegram which
I have the permission of both Sir Alexander Campbell and
Mr. Barwick to read. The telegram is this:

'' Letter received. Answer, yes; ubscribe same amount as Mac-
donald.

"'O á MPBE L"

The Macdonald named being myself. Sir Alexander
Campbell followed up that cable message by the following
letter:-

"My DAR BARwicx, LONDON, ENGLAND.

"I have your note of the 6th. The letter of Mr. Carlile with reference
to the Manufacturera' Life and Indemnity Insurance Company was
closed with our own. 1 do not intend to allow the tact of my holding
the office of ieutenant Governor to interfere in the least with my ordi-
nary pursuits, which are not very numerous, and do not involve any-
thing other than the responsibilities of such a position as you now sug.
gest to me to take in the Manufacturera' Life and Indemnity Insurance
Company. And in reply to your note I beg to say, that with the con-
ditions you make with reference to securing the strength and stability
of the company, I wili very gladly accept the position of first vice-
president under Sir John Macdonald. I see in, Mr. Oarliîe's letter that

e says Sir John Macdonald has taken stock, which I shall be very glad
to do also on my return, to such an amount as I may think reasonable.
Should it be necessary to fix this amount in the meantime, youmay
subscribe for me to the amount as Sir John Macdonald has subscribed.

"Faithfully yours,
"A. CAMPBELL."

Then apparently Mr. Barwick asked for an anewer before
the receipt of hie first "cable," and Sir Alexander Campbell
says :

" I have just cabled'you. Letter received. Answer yes. Conditions
as indicated. Subscribe same amount as Macdonald."

On this Mr. Barwick very naturally thought himsélf at
liberty to subscribe the stock which ho did as the company
were anxious to get into operation without delay, and the
necessary amount of the percentage on the stock subscribed
to the esame extent as myself was paid. Then it was adver-
tiesed that the company was being formed ; I was announced
as president, and Sir Alexander Campbell, Mr. George
Gooderham, of Toronto, a welI known gentleman, and Mr.
Bell, of Guelph, as vice-presidents. After all this Sir Alex-
ander Campbell Came back from England and, on considering
matter$, changed hie mind. He thought that he would not
take the stock, that he would not accept the vice-presidency
nor be connected with the company, for reaseons which I
need not for the purposes of this statement enter upon. He
stated that ho would rather not do se; and after some dis-
cussion, and as there were pienty ofsubscribers for the atok,
and as, of course, it would b. impossible to insist upon hie
being vice-president if he did not choose to be vice-president,
hie stock was cancelled land the company wa formed with-
out hin. I have in my possession cerrespondence of April
the 3rd, just the other day, which I am privileged to read
It i a letter t. Sir Alexander Campbell fron Air. Gooder-
ham, the first vice-president of the oempany It isasfoI-
lows:-

I
"Toaou'ro, ad April, 188a.

Hon. Sir ArU.Auman UaPBUrLL, K.0.M G.,
"1 ronsto.

"Du R m,4-You are doubtlers aware that the attention of Parliament
has been dra*st t th faet thst y on appear ms a éhareholder to th,
extont of $OO0 0in the original list o f hareh olders of the Manufacturera'
Life Insurance Company, returned to the Government under oath of
the proper officer of the compan), and that you have denied over the
signature of your solicitor in the ToroMso Worid of September laut that
you vers ever ooneMrd wih the compaiy sither as a ahareolder or
one of its vieS.presidents.

" Theme staements, withont more from the company, will be calcu-
Ited toleave it in a very false position, and e vhich itu eneties
vould le ouiy tee ready to take advuntage eo. I, therofore, vrite te
requeut that you iwil kiadly permit me, as an act of justice to my coin-
pany, to lay before Parliament your cable from England to Mr. F. D.
darwick, anthorising him to subsoribe stock upon yonr behaif, mach
portions ot yoer tuer te him a krifirm the sable andare gerane Io
the matter, and the power of attormsy authorising the subscription of
stock eigned by Mr. Barwick on your behalf. I desire these for the pur-
pose of sbowinz yhy the pinoviaîcna1direotors represented yen as a
shareholder anÏ viceprealdent 'of tb.e ompanY. It wau pon thefaith
of these representations, ameng others, tha 1, myseit, became a &hars-
holder and vice-president of the Company. I certainly never thought
of blaming the provisional directors under the circumstances for making
these representations, and if any one ele has, il has not come to my
knowledge. I desire alsoto uay that since bearing your explanations,
which I vwu oly lately favored with, I freeiy admit Ihat yen acted
entirely within yourrights on the matter, arid further hhat it oeldtbe
most unjust te you to refleet upon your action which, in the light of
your ecent xpanaio% pisa your eonduot bey end adverse critieism.

"I shal take the earlîest opportunity of having the matter laid before
Parliament when [ trust both yourself and the company will be relieved
from any imputation in the matter.'

" Faithf Iyn99 HAIlGeu. GOODEREÂAM."

To which Sir Alexander Campbell replied:
"IoRONTo, 3rd &pril, 1889.

"Que. GoonzanaN, Esq.,
"Toronto.

" DEIS ue,-I ami In receit of your favor of to-day, in which yon ak
=y permission te lay before Parliament my cable and lette: to Mr. F. D.
Barwick of 20th April, 1887, which you are quite at liberty to do.

" I regret exceedingly that yon consider that the letter of my solicitor
to ther e te Wort cof 8eptember last to which you allude, should have
placed your company in a falos position, but I found that the public
press in articles commendatory of the company were still associating
my name with It and I feltit was necessary that I should correct this.

"l view of your assuranee that you do net hold me blameworthy, it
is not necessary that I should state her the grounde upon which 1 non-
sidered myself obliged to take the course 1 did."

"dYours faithfullPB
"l A. O MPBELL."

IMPORTATION OF FISH IN BOND.

Mr. BISENHAURR. During the debate this afternoon
on the motion of the hon. member for Shel burne (Gen.
Laurie), the hon. member for Qaeen's, N. S. (Mr. Fr ee man)
stated that I had given.a pledge to my constituents that I
would oppose the importation of any foreign fiish. I wish
to deny emphatically that I made any sncb pledge

RA[LWAY ACT AMENDMENT.

Mr. COOK moved that the Hlouse resolve itself into
Committee on Bill (No. 9) to amend the Railway Act.
ie said : This Bill was referred to a Select Committee some

time ago, and the Committee, I understand, threw it out
without much consideration. I consider is a Bill of some
importance to the public at large. When the public are
landed at a station, I think they should be provided-with a
platform, and I think that their baggage should be caftied
with care and should not be smeshed as it often has been
by the employés of railway companies. Btill, the Bill met
the fate it did in the Clommittee, fi om the fact stated by the
Minister of Justice, that, in hi@ ebLîmation, it was not pro-
perly drawn. If h o. gentlemen are more interested in
railroad companies than in the public, thon they may reject
this Bi[, and I am going to give them the opportunity of
doing it. I move that the Hous, go into Committee on the
Bill.
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Some hon. MEM BERS. o(mmittee of Supplyl
Mr. COOK. Yes ; I may say, as it bas been jocularly

thrown across the House, into Committee of Supply. There
is probably a supply in the pockets of a great many gentle-
men.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order.
Sir JOHN THOMPSON. Before the question is put, it

is only fair to the Committee, of which I was a member as
well as the hon. gentleman, to state that the Bill was not
unceremoniously reported upon by the Committee. The
Bill is a short one, containing only three clauses. The Com-
mittee fully heard the hon. gentleman's explanations of it ;
I think they heard them a second time, after giving two or
three persons interested in railway enterprises an oppor-
tunity to present their arguments against it. On the occa-
sion of the second reading of the Bill, I called the attention
of the louse te what I considered were grave objections to
its passage. The first section imposed upon a railway com-
pany the necessity of having a platform at every stopping
place to enable the passengers to alight, preventing, as I
thought, the stopping of trains for the convenience of pas,
sengers at accommodation stopping places, preventing
trains stopping at street crossings, and preventing the con-
venient despatch of excursion trains, which are very
long, and for which it would be impossible to erect
platforms of sufficient length. The attention of the Com-
mittee was called to several instances, as to one of which
the hon. gentleman made a complaint, of the inconvenience
of passengers not bcirg allowed to leave a train before it
could reach a platform beside which another train was
drawn up. The other feature of this Bill relating to the
treatment of the baggage of passengers I also called atten-
tion to. I showed that the penalty would always fall on the
oompany, even though the employees of the company might
be solely culpable, and notwithstanding any precautions
the company might have taken for the proper treatment of
passengers' baggage. It was on these considerations that I
recommended the House not to assent to the Bill; and,
therefore, with the view of dispbsing of the matter, I move
that the House do not go into Committee on the Bill, but
that the Bill be taken into consideration this day six
months.

Amendment agreed to, on a division.

FRAUD IN THE SALE OF NURSERY STOCK.
Mr. BOYLE moved second reading of Bill (No. 6) to

prevent the practice of fraud by tree peddlers and commis-
sion men in the sale of nursery stock.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There can be no objec-
tion to this Bill being read a second time, with the under-
standing that it will be sent to the Committee which bas
been specially appointed to look into all, those matters
which come under the criminal law, and that my hon.
friend who has this Bill in charge shall be added to the
Committee.

Mr. LAURIER. When this Bill was up before, the hon,
mover of the Bill expressed himself as ready to discuss it.
There are strong objections to this Bill being read a second
timtat all. If the hon. gentleman has any explanation to
give, I would cal on him to do so now.

Mr. BOYLE. In rising to move the second reading of
this Bill, I do not know that I need detain the flouse at
any great length in proving the existence of the evil which
it aims at. I have, no doubt, every member here present
will recall instances of the frauds of tree peddlers and
nurserymen in the sale of nursery stock. The firet clause
of the Bill reads as follows:-

"No person, and no agent of any corporation or association, lh
oell or offer for sale any tree, plant, shrub or vine or other nursery stock

Mr. Coor.

not grown in Canada without first filing with the Secretary of State of
Canada an affidavit setting forth hie name, age, occupation and residence,
and if an agent, the name, occupation and residence of hie principal,
and a etatement as to where the nursery stock aforesaid to be sold is
grown, together with a bond to Her Majesty in the penal sum of
dollars, conditioned to save harmless any citizen of Canada who is
defrauded by any false or fraudulent representations as to the place
where such stock sold by such person, corporation or association was
grown, or as to its quality, variety or hardiness tor climate: Provided,
that the bond aforesaid shall, when the principalis a resident of Canada,
be given by such principal and not by the agent."

I propose to fill up the blank with the sum of 81,000. 1 do
not wish to be understood as casting any reflections on the
business or occupation of selling nursery stock, or in any
way impugning the character or integrity of the majority
of the people engaged in this occupation. Now, I would
be very far from desiring to do anything which would in
any way interfere with the exercise by those men of a safe
and necessary occupation; but I do not think those people
will in the least be affected by this measure. My own
opinion is that by removing from the path of competition
those who are found to be worthless and unnecessary, those
who practice fi aud and dishonesty, the occupation of the
honest dealer will ho made but the more remunerative. I fancy
that no man engaged in that business will find any difficulty
in obtaining security to the extent of $1,000, either by the
aid of some reputable person of good financial standing or
by the bond of some reputable guarantee company. No
person desiring to traffic honestly and to conduct his busi-
ness in a legitimate manner would object to this measure,but
would rather be favorable to it. Nor do I desire to say that
the farmers, fruit growers and others, which.this Bill is in-
tended to protect, are, in any way, unable to look after their
own interests. I believe ihe majority have sufficient
shrewdness and prudence in business management to take
care of themselves; but, unfortunately, there is a suffi-
ciently large portion who have not given sufficient consider-
ation to the matter, and who are apt to become the victims
of fraudulent and dishonest men, and it is the duty of Par-
liament, so far as it can, to legislate for the protection ofý
this minority. I may be asked why the Bill does not give
protection against other frauds ? I frely admit that legis-
lation might be extended further in this direction, but I
think this measure is sufficient, as an experiment, at pre-
sent, and, when we sce how well it will work, we can ex-
tend the principle further. This class of fraud differs from
others in this respect: that it takes a much longer time to
be discovered, and thus makes detection more difficult. An
order is taken from the fruit dealer or grower in which
certain varieties of fruit are specified and recommended for
hardiness, adaptability and other valuable considerations;
it is duly filled, and no one but an expert can say that the
goods are not true to their name, and as represented. It is
only after they have been dolivered and paid for, it is only
after the fruit-grower has expended his patient toil upon
them and has lost years of toil, and also the use of his
land, that he discovers the fraud, and for this reason logis-
lation ought to be directed specially against this class of
fraud. Perhaps a more important objection raised against
the Bill is that it seeks to discriminate against foreign
nurseries in favor of our own. I admit some such discrimi-
nation is provided for in this Bill. I admit that is a feature
of this Bill; and my reason for making this discrimination
is that I want to strike at the root of the evil. It is among
foreign nurserymen that the evil exists. So soon as an
order is taken by one of these agents, ho hies himself to
one of the foreign nurseries or buys at auction lots of the
rubbish and refuse of American nurseries, which he labels
according to the orders ho bas taken, and ships to the per.
sons who gave him the orders, and the fraud is not discov-
ered until too late. I have received a letter from a nursery-
man residing in the west who recites the methods adopted
by one of these nursery dealers some years ago. Re
says:
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" One of the largest swindes was perpetrated in 1872 aud 1873, by a

bogas firm from Ohio whose agents overrun the country claiming to sell
new varieties of extraordinary merit and who te better carry out their
swindle, carried wix fruit in jrs. Tbeirorders were filled with ordinary
stock from a bankrupt American nursery and the varieties were labeled
lo suit th-ir orders t was claimed by many that this firm oarried out
of the country more than $100,000 and that toc in spite of warnings in
the prt-ss, which were given by parties who had becomesuspicions and
made investigation just about the time the stock was delivered."

Another letter bearing on the subject I have received from
a gentleman in Nova Sectia who complains as follows :-

" The delivery is invariably attempted by a different party from the
one taking the order or making the contract as agent. The article is
never of the class stipulated, treelets frequently being dead beyond re-
covery. The article may be refused, but it is left upon the premises, the
deliverer professing ta know nothing of the terme made by his predeces-
sor The recipient of the goods refuses payment and in consequence is
oued at a remote district perbps 200 or 800 miles distant. The plain-
tiffe live in a foreign state and are not required te make any deposit in
security for costs of defendant should the latter win the suit. The con-
sequence is that if the defendant gained the suit upon trial he would have
te bear his own costs besides loes of time. Again, as frequently happens,
the defendants are summoned for appearance at these remote distances
in the midet of seed-time or harvest. The consequence of these adverse
conditions is that they will pay amounts not exceeding $50 rather than
undergo the outlay, loss of time and direct expenditure of money from
the outeet. The claim may be a swindle as palpable as the nose upon a
man's face, yet, under the circumstances enumerated they will rather
pay the claim than risk the losas of perhaps double the anount.

"I These itinerant peddlers are usually destitute of character and in-
variably impecunious. The loss of a suit at law by such individuals re-
sulte in nothing better te the defendants than having to pay their own
coste, on the principle that 'nothing cin be had of cat but the skin.'

" These foreign agents serve no useful purpose on agriculture or hor-
ticulture for now there is abundance of local seed-grower nurseries, &c.,
the products of which are better adapted te our climate than the foreign
articles.''

I hold that no such objection can be raised against our own
nurserymen. They accept bond fide orders through thoir
own agents and are scrupulous to execute their orders with
great exactness, as the very existence of their business
depends on the integrity wi th which the orders are executed.
I do not therefore propose to hamper them by unnecessary
restrictions. A year ago, for reasons best known to this
House, our Government saw fit to reduce the duty on nur-
sery stock, and thus expose our nurserymen to the fierce
competition of the foreign nurserymen. It was claimed
that the Americans admitted our nursery stock free, but so
soon as Our nurserymen entered their markets, they were
met by so many restrictions, local restrictions, municipal
taxes, license laws, and other restrictions ofa like character,
that they were prevented from having any 'chance in the
free trade market of the United States. The New York
State Legislature enacted that:

" No person shall be authorised te travel from place te place within
this State, for the purpose of carrying te Bell or exposing te sale any
goode, waree or merchandise of the growth, produce or manufacture of
any foreign country, unless he shall have obtained a license as a hawker
and peddle, in the manner hereinafter directed."

Kr. CHARLTON. In what manner ?
Mr. BOYLE. By license.
Mr. CHARLTON,

license?
What is the difficulty in getting a

Mr. BOYLE. There is none in getting the license, but
it qoets $50 per annum. Michigan enacts:

No person sball be authorised to travel from place to place within
this State, for the purpose of carrying to sell or exposing to sale any
goods, wares or merchandise, or to take ordere for the purchase of goods,
wares or merchandise by sample liste or catalogue, unless he shal have
obtained a license as a hawker or peddler, in the manner hereinafter
directed."
The subsequent section imposes a license of fifty dollars for
one year. Another section provides:

" Nothing contained in this chapter (or Act) shall be construed to
prevent any mechanic, manufacturer or nurseryman residing in the
State from selling hiswork or production by sample or otherwise with-

out license, nor émall any wholesale merchant having a regular place of
business within the State be prevented by anything herein contained
from selling by sample without icense, but no merchant shal be allowed
to peddle or to employ others to peddle goodu not his own manufacture
without the license herein provide4."
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This State enactment prevents not only for selling by
hawking or peddling, but also taking orders for any foreign
product. The State laws of Massachusetts provide that:

" Any person may go about from town to town or from place to place
ln the same town exposing for sale and selling fruits, provisions, live
animals, brooms, agricultural implements, hand tooles sed in making
boots and shoes, fuel, newspapers, books, pamphlets, agricultural pro-
ducts, of the United States and the product of bis own labor or the
labor of his family ; but nothing in this section shall be so construed as
te include among the things that may be sa exposed for sale or sold
anyarticles of the growth or produce of foreign countries. a

Section 4 provides:
"That license may be granted upon certain conditions for selling

wares not mentioned above (that is articles the growth or produce of
any toreign country) to anv person who is or who has declared his in-
tention of becoming a citizen of the United States and applicant muet
make oath to this effect."

Vermont, also, bas restrictive laws upon foreign produots
and requires every licensed peddler to be a citizen of the
Unlted States. The Revised Statutes of Maine provide as
follows:-

" Whoever except as hereinafter provided travels fromx town to town
or place to place in any town on foot or by any kind of land or water
conveyance, carrying or offering for sale any gonds, wares or merchan.
dise, whole or by sample, forfeits not les than $10 nor more than $200
and all property thus unlawfully carried ; but this provision does not
apply to commission merchants and commercial brokers travelling from
place to place in the city or town where they reside, and selling or
offering to seil goode by sample or otberwise; nor te any citizen of the
State selling fish, fruit, provisions, farming utensils or other articles
lawfully raised or manufactured in the United States."

Another enactment provides for the issue of the licenses
and fees to be paid. The most rigid and arbitrary of ail
the provisions is that In the State of Minnesota, which is
the last with which I will trouble the House, and I ask the
special attention of the hon. members to this law. It pro-
vides as follows:-

" Sec. 1. It shall be unlawful for any person, corporation or association
te sell or offer for sale any tree, plant, shrub or vine not grown in the
State of Minnesota, without first filing with the Secretary of State au
affidavit setting forth his name, age, occupation and residence, and, If
an agent, the name, occupation and residence of his principal, and a
statement as te where the nursery stock aforeeaid to be sold is grown,
together with a bond te the State of Minnesota in the penal sum of two
thousand ($2,000) dollars, conditioned te save harmless any citizen of
this State who shall be defrauded by any fale or fraudulent representa-
tions as to the place where such stock sold by such person, corporation
or association was grown, or as to its hardiness for climate : Provided,
that the bond aforesaid shall, when the principal is a resident of this
State, be given by such principal, and not by the agent.

" Sec. 2. 'he 8ecretary of the 8tate shall, on the full compliance with
foregoing provisions, give the applicant aforesaid a certificate under his
official seai, setting forth in detail the facts showing a full compliance
by said applicant with the provisions of this Act. And said applicant
shall exhibit the same or a certified copy thereof to any person te whom
stock is offered for sale.

" Sec. 3. Any person whether In the capacity of principal or agent,
who shall sell, or offer for sale any foreign-grown nursery stock within
this State, shall furnish te the purchaser of such stock a duplicate order,
with a contract specifying that such stock is true to name as represented.'"

Section 4 provides for the punishment of anyone who in-
fringes the other clauses of the Act. It will be noticed that,
while these provisions apply te some extent to citizens of
other States, and as between one State and another, they ail
apply against Canada. I hold that, if it is lawful for New
York, Maine and other States to prevent foreign produce
being sold in those States, it cannot be wrong for us to
enact this Bill. If Michigan and some other States cansay
that the citizens of no other country shall soli trees in those
States, it i not wrong for ns to enact as I propose we shall
to-night. And, if this law of the State of Minnesota is right
and my Bill is almost a copy of it-it is right for as to enact
the same law, especially as our nurserymen are exposed to
competition with the nurserymen of the United States. We
should have the right to pass legislation here similar to that.
There is no violation of international oomnity, there is no
breach of the ries of courtesy which should obtain between
ourselves and foreign countries, and I hope that this Parlia-
ment will permit this .Bill to become law.
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Mr. BROWN. The Committee on Frauds have ex.

amined a great number of witnesses, and the members of
that Committee -bave been astonished beyond measure at
the divers way and means by which unsuspecting men have
been defrauded.of large sums of money; and I am sure that
the people of this country will hail with pleasure any logis-
lation in the direction of punishing the people who pursue
this system of defrauding and cheating the farming con-
munity. The hon. gentleman has stated to the House in a
concise manner the facts in regard to his Bill, which, in
many respects, are similar to those which bave been brought
to light by the Committee on Frauds. Probably to-morrow
that Committee will ho able to report to the House, but I
may say now that I believe that report will show that the most
atrocious and scandalous frauds have been perpetrated, in
regard to grape vines, where men in the Province of Ontario
bave been practically ruined in consequence of believing in
the declaration of the men who sold them these vines, and
charged them perhaps 81.50 apiece for them, on the guaran-
tee that they were exceedingly prolific. The forms of agree-
ment were very ingeniously drawn, and, after the vines were
tested, the purchasers found they were not only no botter
than vines which they could have obtained in Canada at one
tenth of the price, but were a great deal worse. I am sure
that any legislation of this kind will be hailed with satisfac-
tion, because the evidence wbich has been given before the
Frauds Committee shows that the people have been swindled
not only in regard to vines but in every conceivable thing
that the farmer requires, and, up tothis time, there bas been
no mode by which these swindlers can be attacked. Some
people say that the farmers ought to krow what they are
about, and not allow themselves tc obe gulled in that way.
But as my bon. friend says there ought to be something done
for the protection of the minority, who are not so strong-
minded and not so able to resiet the arts of these travelling
schemers. I have great pleasure in giving my support to
so admirable a measure.

Mr. COLTER. I bave perused this Bill and I believe
there are a great many things in it which are of import-
ance to the farming community, but these frands which
the hon. member for Monck (Mr. Boyle) wants to prevent,
are not confined to foreign grown nursery stock at all. 1
know very well that some of these frauds are perpetrated
by our own nurserymen. A few months ago I was con-
sulted professionally by a gentleman who bought a stock
from one of these nurseries. It is not proper for me to allude
to it more particularly, but this nursery is not very far dis-
tant from the constituency of the hon. member for Monck.
After the trees had come into bearing ho found they were
not et alltrue to esample. He had not preserved the contract
as against this nursery firm, and his case was practically
hopeless. He was damaged to a great extent, and as a mat-
ter of fact he was obliged to grub out those very trees. We
ought to have some protection such as that which is fore-
shadowed bore against foreign grown nursery stock, against
the nursery stock that is grown in our own eountry. Con-
tracts of this nature differ materially from ordinary contracts.
The purchaser and the seller are not on equal terms. The
seller of this nursery stock knows, or ought to know, what
the varieties are, but the purchaser cannot tell from hand-
ling the trees, what these varieties are. Therefore, when a
person sells any nursery stock, falsely representing its
quality, ho is guilty of a fraud, and this fraud ought to be
punisbable. Besides, if we are to have some provision of this
kind, and we were to strike out of the first clause the words
" not grown.in Canada," there would be no invidious dis-
tinction between our own nurserymen and those on the
other side. If our own nurserymen intend to do what is
right there would be no harm whatever in striking out this
invidions distinction; and if we made a similar correction
elsewhere through the Bill, I believe a very great benefit

Mr. BOLE.

would ho conferred upon farmers, and no harm whatever
would be done te our own honest nurserymen.

Mr. BARRON. I listened to the remarks of the hon.
member for Hamilton (Mr. Brown) with a good deal of in-
terest, and I can certainly endorse every word he said re-
garding the frands perpetrated upon farmers. This Com-
mittee, of which ho was chairman, took a good deal of
evidence, and I am sure that the report, when it is brought
in, will be of very great use indeed. I do not think, how-
ever, that the bon. member pursued his usual industry
prier to speaking upon this particular Bill, for I fail to see
that it is directed against fraud in the manner in which
legislation is proposed to eho directed by virtue of the work
of his Committee. He appears to support this Bill because
ho thinks it is a protection against fraud; I, on the other
hand, oppose this Bill because I think it is calculated to
perpetuate a fraud. It is calculated to deprive farmers who
buy fruit trees of the benefit of two markets; it is -calca-
lated to prevent the importation into this country of fruit
trees the result of which, by coming into competition with
home nurseries, would give the farmers of our country
cheaper fruit trees. I, therefore, oppose the Bill for the
reason that it is in effect introducing the protectionist prin.
ciple, and preventing the farmers from having the benefit
of purchasing their fruit trees and nursery stock in as cheap
a manner as possible. I, therefore, move that the Bill be
not now read the second time, but that it be read this day
six months.

Amendment negatived on a division, and Bill read the
second time.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON moved that Bill (No. 6) be re.
ferred to the Select Committee on Bills Nos. 16, 9 and 13,
and that Mr. Boyle's narne be added to that Committee.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I regret exceedingly that the
Government has seen proper to adopt this course in refer-
ence to this Bill. i think if they had considered the in-
terest, the welfare, and the friendly relations of this country
with our neighbors across the line, they would not have
adopted the course of referring this Bill to a sub-committee.
The hon. gentleman who had charge of the sub-committee
has not yet reported the proceedings of that Committee te
this Bouse, and I think it was not fair nor parlhamentary
that they shoutd refer te the proceedings and make use of
the evidence obtained by that Committee, and retail it to this
House, until such time as the Bill has been presented to the
House. I am very much surprised indeed that the hon.
member for Hamilton (Mr. Brown) should go so far
out of bis way, having had a Committee under his
control which ho ought te have reported te this House
long ago, that ho should come down here when a
Bill of this importance is under dikcussion, and there
retail what he conceives teobe the gross wrong8 and
injustices ihat had been inflicted upon the farmers of this
country. And yet, Sir, with ali these serious charges, and
ho in possession of them, allows two or three months of the
Session teoelapse without making a report te this House
upon which te found the Bill, and to put the other membrs
of this House in possession of the information ho had
obtained. I say that if ho is chairman of that Committee
ho has done a gross injustice te the memberà of this House,
and he ought in all fairness come down and allow the other
members of the House an opportunity of acquiring the
information he has obtained. Sir, we find that this Bill
introduced early in the Session, and presented a few days
after the opening, has been delayed and allowed te remain
upon the Order Paper from that time te the present. lias
it been on account of the reasons of the promoters of the
Bill ? Or bas it been from the desire of the Government ?
Am I te understand that the Government feel justified in
allowing this Bill te become law, and thereby keep the pro-
mises that they have made ? I will appeal t them whether
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they bave not given their friends to understand that
this Bill should not become law this Session. I would
ask if the Government have not led those interested
in nursery stock on the other side of the line to understand
that this Bill would not be allowed to become law. It is
trifiing with this House for the First Minister or the Min-
ister of Justice to refer this Bill to a Committee whereby to
strangle it. They should have the manliness, the fortitude,
the determination to treat this Bill in a fair an 1 equitable
manner. They should allow the people of the United States
to know distinctly whether they are going to allow this
Bill to become law or not, and not relogate it to a Cam-
mittee to be slaughtered there. The promoter of the Bill
bas introduced a Bill, of what nature? fHe says that in the
United Stated peddlers are charged $50 for the privilege of
peddling fruit trees, if they go from one State to another or
even among citizens of one State, and ho pretends to
say that the nurserymen or agents selhing fruit trees
should likowise pay a tax here. This is a State tax for
revenue purposes. This is quite a different Bill. Does
the United States impose upon agents receiving trees from
Canada going into the United States a bond that those trees
shall ho in such and such a condition ? What would be the
rosait if this Bill becomes the law of the land ? It would
virtually exclude overy nurseryman from one end of the
country to the other from having the opportunity of select-
ing fruit trees from nurserymen of the very best standing
in the United States. It would compel our people to ac-
cept fruit trees from our own nurserymen, and our nursery-
men could bring whatever fruit trees they folt disposed
to from the other side, take them to their own nurseries
and distribute fruit tres grown there throughout Canada,
I ask this liouse whether we should treat in this un-
fair and unjust manner those who are carrying on busi-
ness as agents of nurserymen on the other sido, and compel
them to give a bond that the trees would be as specitied,1
and that the nurserymen, if they appointed sub-agents,
should give & bond and come to the Socretary of State's
office here and register their names. If this Bill should
become law it really means the prohibition of the importa.
tion of nursery trees from the United States to Canada.
Are the Government prepared to place a measure on the
Statute-book to prevent nursery stock coming from the
United States? The Americans allow small fruits to gofrom
Canada to the United States. Is this the kind of feeling the
Government wish to encourage between this country and the
United States ? Is this what we are to expect as a sort of
compensation for allowing Americans.to fish in our waters ?
Are the Governmont going to compel the Americans to pay
a little homage to us on acocuntof fruit trees? It is unfair
to adopt this course in regard to this Bill. I ask them to come
forward and say whether they will or will not allow this
Bill to become law. I appeal to the First Minister, and
ask whether ho bas not already promised th9se engaged in
the business on the other side that such a Bill as this would
not become the law of the country at the present time. I
appeal to him as to whether ho has not already undertaken
that this Bill should not become law during the presont
Sessionà If such be the case, it is wrong to leave these
agents, who are anxious to know whether their busi-
ness is going to be interfered with, in doubt as to the
Government's policy. The First Minister elaims to be
the friend of his country, ho claims that ho desires to
do everything in the interests of the Dominion, and
yet it is unreasonable that ho should consider this BillI
merely for the sake of not giving offence to the hon. member
for Monek (Mir. Boyle). Such is not the course any hon.
gentleman should take in this House, It would ho more
manly to say what ho intended to do and what ho did not
intend to do, and wé must view with the most serious appre-
hension the passage of this Bill. I am opposed, therefore, to
this Biiling to a Special Committee. 1 bolieve its refer-
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ence would be injurious to the public interests and detri-
mental to the best interosts of Canada, and if it be referred
to that Committee I have no guarantee and no reason for
bolieving that those engaged in the nursery business can
carry on their trade during the coming season. The hon.
member for Monck (Mir. Boyle), may bring strong pressure
to bear to allow the Bill to pass into law, and thereby those
engaged in the nursery business would be hampered in con.
ducting their business during the coming season. For these
reasons and for other reasons I consider that the course pur-
sued by the First Minister and the Government is hardly a
fair one for those engaged in the trade in Canada and is not
fair to the people of the United States.

Mr. CHARLTON. The hon. member for Monck (Mr.
Boyle), in the course of his remarks, gave us an indication
of the reasons that actuated him in bringing this Bill into
this House. He tells us that a year ago the Governmont
removed the duty from nursery stock, and that, in conse-
quence of this, Canadian nurserymen have since been eub-
jected to a tierce competition from American dealers in
nursery stock, and it is for this reason that ho desires to
give them protection again in the indirect manner that
this Bill proposes. It is, therefore, that this fierce com-
petition may be remedied, it is for that purpose that the
Bill is brought before this Hou-e. The hon, gentleman
spoke of rubbish being bronght from American nurseries.
I know something about nursery stock, and I have bought
nursery stock both from Canadian and American nur-
serymen, and it is a vory good thing for the farmers of
Canada that we have American competition in this matter.
We get from the Rochester nurseries, the most extensive
on this continent, the best class of stock obtainable, and it
is a groat boon to the farmers to be able to obtain that stock,
and any impediment placed in the way of obtaining it is
one dotrimental to the interests of the farmers at large, how-
ever it may affect the interests of the nurserymen in the
county of Monck. This Bill, if it should become law,
would inevitably produce irritation. The first clause pro-
vides that a Canadian nurseryman may give a bond him-
self. It says: The principal may give a bond and that
bond shall enable him to employ any number of agents in
Canada. But a principal of a nursery stock firm in the
United States is not permitted to give his bond, although I
am told by some of them they are perfectly willing to do
so, but his bond is to ho exacted for every agent and every
employé of that firm selling stock in Canada. Now, some
of those nursery farmers employ two or three hundred
agents, and the agents work for them, some probably for a
few days or some probably for a month or two, and to
exact bonds of a thousand dollars each from those agents is
simply to prevent them from the privilege of doing busi-
ness in Canada at al. This would be interpreted as a most
unjust provision, and as a cowardly provision as well,
because it aima indirectly to do that which the Govern-
ment does not dare to do directly, for if it comes into force
it will prevent those persons from doing business in this
country at ail. In Congress last session a Bill was introduced
by Mr. Baker, I think, who I believe is the member
for Monroe County, New York, which is the seat of
the great nursery interest of the State of New York and of
the United States. This Bill in the preamble sets forth the
fact that the Bill introduced in the Canadian Parliament by
Mr. Boyle-that gentleman's nameis mentioned-was area-
son for calling on the Congress of the United States to
retaliate, and as an act of retaliation they proposed among
other things to place a duty of five cents a dozen on eggs.
Our exportation of eggs to the United States in one
year was about fourteen million dozens, amounting to more
than $2,000,000 in value, and a duty upon eggs would effect
every housewife in this country. I do not know of any
duty upon any article which would have a more disastrous
effeot on the fortunes of the party opposite than a duty im.
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posed upon eggs by the American Government, because
that duty would bring the argument home to so many
families in this Dominion that free trade was a good thing
and that an import duty on Canadian products into the
United States was a bad thing. I believe the Government
ought not to permit this Bill to pass a second reading in
this House.

Sir JOHN A, MACDONALD. It has passed its second
reading.

Mr. CHARLTON. It is an unfair Bill, because it provides
that the owner of an American stock nursery must give a
bond for every single man whom ho employa in Canada,
while only one bond is exacted from a Canadian nursery
owner who may employ any number of agents. That is a
very unfair provision and it is a provision that would pro-
voke a bad feeling and provoke retaliation as well. If you
want to shut out American nursery stock, impose a duty on
It squarely, but do not attempt to shut it out by this
flank movement which will, in my opinion, be productive
of very bad results.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The bon. member for
illgin (Mr. Casey) obarged the Government with introduc-
ing a Bill trying to carry by a aide wind what they dare
hiot do directly and openly. Now, my hon. friend from
Monck (Mr. Boyle) took up this subject of lis own accord.
He is a member of Parliament. He acted according to bis
own lights and opinions and introduced this Bill, certainly
not at the request, or at the instance, suggestion or know-
ledge of the Government. He introduced it as an indepen-
dent member of Parliament, and we have now arrived at its
consideration and its second reading has been carried. The
hon. member for Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) Pays that a Mr.
Baker introduced a Bill into Congress, and if the hon. gen-
tleman will look at that Bill introduced by this Mr. Baker
he will see it was a most ridiculous piece o legislation, and
that it certainly would ho laughed out of either House of
Congrems the moment it was brought to a vote. If we in this
Parliament cannot introduce any Bill, or discuss any finan-
cial or fiscal policy; If we cannot prevent frauds upon our
own people for fear that some man at some date may make
a motion in Congress, why we might as well dissolve our-
selves at once. We in this Parliament are to consider what
the interests of this country are, and the suggestion that be-
cause Mr. Baker says: if we prevent useless trees, vines or
shrubs teobe frauduiently brought into Canada they in the
States will put a duty upon our gooda, ought not to doter us
doing our duty by our own people. My hon. friend beside
me says that if we pass an Act declaring that the selling of
sawduat, pine hama or wooden nutmegB should be punished,
we do not do so lest they would have a retaliatory Act in
the United States. I think it will be remembered that we
passed an Act prohibiting oleomargarine as being a fraud
upon our farmers, and we were mot afraid that any
retaliatory Act of Congress would be hold over our heads
because if a fraud is practiced on our people we
wish to punish that fraud. The details of this Act can
be fully considered in Committee, and I think mysoelf that
his provisions are of very great use. The very faut that
My hon. friend from Monck (Mr. Boyle) bas introduced
this Bill has warned fraudulent agents that they are watched,
and that. if they do sell fraudulent goods there is a law
here to punish them. The second reading bas been passed,
and the suggestion is simply that this Bill should be sent to
the Committeo. I have no doubt that it will be well and
fully considered. Neither of the hon. gentlemen opposite
have said one word upon the fact that similar legislation
iDdeed more severe legislation las been passed in four of the
States of the Union. They have no objections that those
States sbould protect their farmers from fraud; they have
1o oection that those Legislatures should protoot thoir
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farmers from being swindled, as our farmers have been
Mwndled by a parcel of men corning into this country run-
ning through the country and selling those trees, grape vines
and other shrubs, and then runrning out of the country and
leaving our farmers with this valueless property on hand
and with the loss of their money. As to the details of the
Aet allow them to b judged by the Committee. I think
that the farmers of the country will understand who are
their friends when they find that there is such a strong
advocacy by hon. gentlemen opposite against the interests
of the farmer, when a member on this aide of the House
tries to prevent them from being swindled.

Mr. CASEY. The right hon. gentleman states that the
hon. member for Monck (Mr. Boyle), is an independent
member of the House, that he can do just as ho ploases, and
that he introduced this Bill without the advice or even the
knowledge of the Goverument. I have a suspicion that if
the right hon. gentleman said to the member for Monck :
" Now, you bave introduced this Bill, you have put your-
self on record, you have shown to your fruit growing con-
stituents what are your desires on their behalf, but it is not
judicious to force through the measure as it is at present,
you had better withdraw the Bill." I believe that if the
right hon. gentleman used such language to the hon.
member for Monck, the Bill would have been withdrawn.
Therefore, I say that I bold the right hon. gentleman and
his Government responsible for the principle of this Bill,
though, of course, the details might be settled in Committee
hereafter. Since the Government did not prevent this Bill
from going to the second reading, they are responsible for
the Bill, for we all know they can prevent any of their
supporters from forcing a Bill to the second reading if they
so desire. After the announcement made in Washington
by the right bon. gentleman's accredited diplomatie agent
at that port, Mr. Erastus Wiman, and telegraphed from
there, I think that both this country ani the United
States expected that this Bill would be choked
at an early stage of its infantile existence. Such
not being the fact, however, we have to deal with it
now. The bon. gentleman asks us if we are to be debarred
from legislating against frauda on farmers for fear some one
would propose retaliation in the United States Corgress,
and he ridicules the idea that Mr Baker's Bill could be
accepted by that Congress. Of course, nobody asks the
House to refrain from such leginlation for fear retaliation
would be proposed in Congress, but we ask the House to
refrain bocause retaliation would be likely to carry there.
We all know the temper of that Congress. Instead of its
being ridiculous to suppose that the Baker Bill could b
accepted, it is likely to pass; and if the hon. gentleman
does not wish to laugh at the interests of the farmers and
everybody concerned, ho should not laugh at the idea of
retaliation being carried in response to the distinct challenge
which this Bill gives. The hon. gentleman said that three
or four States had similar legislation to this. Well, I think
when ho remembers that the States have not power to deal
with commerce or to regulate the importation of articles into
those States, ho will see that ho was mistaken in making that
statement, and will have to modify it. They have internal
laws dealing with frauda, of course, as any Province of this
Dominion might have; but no State can make a law forbid.
ding the importation of foreign gooda except under certain
conditions, and the hon. gentleman knows it. Every hon.
gentleman opposite who bas epoken on this question speaks
as if the frauda supposed to be perpetrated by nursery
agents were perpetrated by Yankees who have come over
here to swindle the Canadian farner. In the first place, I
do not think these frauda are numerous. I never heard
any one in my constituency complain of being defrauded by
Yankee nursery stock. But the mon who sell these goods
throughout Canada are not Amorioansui they are our own
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citizens ; and to say that every one who sells American
nursery stock is habitually dishonest or habitually practices
fraud on the farmers, is to insult some of the best men in our
own country. The class of men who sell American nursery
stock, in my county at all events, and I suppose it is the
same elsewhere, comprise some of the best and moet re-
spected citizens in the county, men often above the average
of the ordinary citizen; and to say that these men habitually
practice frauds, while they are equal to or perhaps above
the standard of the mon who represent Canadian nursery
agents, is to insuit not only the class to which they belong,
but the whole community.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I did not say any such
thing.

Mr. CASEY. The hon. gentleman did not say it in so
many words, but ho distinctly assumed in his language that
this was a statute to prevent frauds. Now, who is charged
with practicing the fraud ? Not the nursery owner, be-
cause ho does not bring his trees to Canada and offer them
for sale ; it is the agent who persuades the farmer to buy,
and who is usually a good, respectable Canadian farmer,
and who is chosen for that position just because ho is a
well known respectable farmer in his neighborhood; and
to insinuate or assume, as the right hon. gentleman directly
did, that these men practice frauds on the farmers, is an
insult to the class to which they belong, and an insult which
they will be likely to resent. As my hon. friend from North
Nortolk (Mr. Charlton) treated fully the subject of retalia-
tion, I will say nothing about that except to reiterate that
there is no reason to believe that the Canadian citizens who
are agents of American nurserymen cheat any more than
agents lor Canadian nurserymen. I believe neither of
them cheat; I have never sen auny cheating by them; and
to say that either of these classes cheat is an insuit which
I cannot hear without protest.

Mr. FERGUSON (Welland). I do not think it is a ques-
tion of the dishonesty of the agent so much as it is a ques.
tion of the dishonesty of the men who supply the agent
with the stock. No agent can judge the kind of stock
which ho gets at the time, and which ho distributes to the
farmers; ho may think ho is selling a good stock, when he
is selling a poor one. I have been victimised myself by an
honett agent who bought the stock and sold iis to me, and
after waiting two or türee years, I found that the kind of
stock which had been ordered had not been supplied to the
agent, nor by him to me. Therefore, the charge is not
against the agent who selle in Canada, but against the men
who supply him. I may say that the American nursery-
mon sel their stock whorever they can in their own market,
and they send to Canada what they have loft on hand so as
not to reduce the price in their own country ; so that
Canada has been made a market for the refuse stock of
American nurserymen. If the Canadian nurseryman de.
frauds the purchaser, the purchaser bas a right of action,
and can get at the man who defrauds him; but ho has not
the same means of action against the American nursery-
man.

Mr. CASELY Ho can get at the agent.

Mr. FERGUSON (Welland). The agent is not respons-
ible, because ho may be an innocent man, and I believe ho
generally is; ho cannot judge of the kind of stock farnished
him, but ho has to depent on the character of the men who
supply it to him; and if the right hon. gentleman made
the charge, it was not against the agents, but againat the
men who supply the refuse stock of the United States to
the Canadian agente.

Mr. LAURIER. I have no doubt the hon. member for
Monek (Mr. Boyle), when he introdaoed that mOasuro did

it on his own motion, without consulting the Government
at all; for I believe if ho had consuited the Government,
the Prime Minister would have told him that ho had botter
not bring that subject forward, at least in the manner ho
bas done, I quite agree with the hon. gentleman who ad-
dressed the House a little while ago that we ought net te
be deterred fron bringing forward any measure which we
think in the interest of the country for fear of retaliation
by the United States. If wa were te announce such a
doctrine, it would bo tantamount te giving up our indepen-
dence. So far I agree with him, and I would agree
with the Prime Minister except for this fact, that
the title of this Bill is misleading. It is net te pre-
vent fraud, but te prevent a certain kind of commerce
between the two countries. Wo have reciprocity in the
articles mentioned in the Bill; and if it were adopted, the
consequence would be that this trade which is now going
on on the frontier would be put an end te; the Ameri-
can producer could not find a market in our country for
bis goods. This must bo the object of the Bill, as is apparent
from the language of the hon. mover himself; and not
daring te put that on the Bill itself, ho gave it another title.
What we find in it are not provisions te prevent fraud, but
simply provisions te prevent trade, and for this roason we
oppose it on this side.

Mr. FISIER. The hon. member for Welland (Mr. Fer-
gusoi) who spoke a moment or two ago, showed clearly, I
think, the difioulties that would surround the enactment of
a law of this kind. The bon. gentleman defends the
character of the agents in this country, and says the First
Minister in attacking the character of those agents muet
certainly have been incorrect, and I agree with him in that
respect. But unfortunately by this Bill, as I read it, it
would be the agent who would suffer. If the gentleman i
deceived, as the hon. member for Welland said ho is, it is
not likely thut ho is ever constantly deceived. Yet the
agent wbosupplied that bad stock from the United States,
who is the agent under this Bill, would have te provide the
bond and the security, and ho would have te suffer by for-
feiting his security if the stock turned out too bad.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The principal would fur.
nish the agent with security.

Mr. FISIIER. I very much doubt that. Ho might and
might not, as the case might be, and there is no provision
in the Bill to make any difference in this iespect. The hon.
member for Welland aise pointed ot another thing which

of importance in regard te the working of this Bill.
Very frequently agents remain only one year with the one
umployer,arid it is often impossible to tell how the stock
told is going te turn out until two or three years after it is
planted, se that by that time the agent would no longer be
in the same empioy. How long will the hon. gentleman
who introduced this Bill provide for the holding of this
security ? There is another question of far more import-
ance, and that is the international question, in which the
honor of the country is really concerned. Only last year
we put upon our froc list, in consequence of the action of
the United States Government, plants, shrubs and trees,
and I believe this Bill is simply a subterfuge for the pur-
pose of doing away with the effect of that policy. On
several occasions hon. gentlemen opposite have accused
the United States of acting unfairly and dishonestly
towards us in making Customs regulations and put-
Ling charges upon articles in violation of their agree-
ment with us, such as putting duty upon the cans in
which our fish were preserved. We have in no measured
terms condemned the United States for such action; we de-
clared that they had trailed their honor in thedust. I should
regret to Meeour aoverument attempting to put u oU the
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low level our friends opposite feel jistified in putting the
Americans. I regret that not very long ago the present
Government did that by putting a duty on the peach baskets
in which all the peaches were imported into this country.
I protested against that; I protest against another attempt
to trail our honor in the dust and put us on a lower plane
of international honor than any other Government has sac-
ceeded in doing. As I read this Bill, I look upon it as a
means by which we shall get escape from the contract we
made last year with the United States to put upon our free
list trees, sbrubs and other such articles. We do so in letter,
but if this Bill becomes law we will do the contrary in
spirit. We will be proceeding in the way the Government
desired us to go last year when they refused at first to put
these articles on the free liit, despite our statutory offer.
This is the principal reason why I object to the Bill. I ob
ject aiso on the general principle that we are going tocause
an inc-rease in the price of the aticle to the agriculturist
without protecting, in the slightest degree, our nurserymen.

Mr. SPROULE. I do not know whether the Bill will
have the effect attributed to it ar not, but it is very clear
that it is our duty, as far as we cau by legislation, to remove
it. I know that in the section of country where I come
from, it is a very common thing to find, when our farmers
take their fruits to the agricultural bbows and label them
according to the names given wben the trees were sold,
that disputes constantly arise, and they are obliged to send
the fruits to experts for the purpose of getting tbem re-
named, and it turns out in nearly every instance that the
fruit trees sold to thom weio not properly ramed, or were
not sold according to name Ut all. Instead of getting, as
they supposed they were getting, firt-class trees of certain
varieties, they found that they were supplied with inferior
trees ofothervarieties. The samething is true with regard
to grapo vines. I remember distinctly some few years
ago a gentleman, who sold grape vines through my section
of the country, and who said he was pre pared to sel a large
number-of varieties, and who sold them at the rate of 5)
cents each, representing them to be very superior quality,
told some of bis friends before leaving that ho supplied
those orders out of vines which ho purchased at half a cent
apiece, and that all the different varieties came out of the
same lot. When we know that such frauds are perpettated
on the agriculturists, it is time we should put an end to
them. We find also that the trees sold in our country are
not true to name. They almost invariably turn out to be
something different from what they were represontel to ho
at the time they were sold. In my own garden I do not
think in a single instance, the trees I bought turned out
true to their name, and when I showed the fruit, I was teld
generally that they were not properly named, and on send-
ing thom to the exhibition they received thore names en-
tirely different. It is time a Bill of this kind should pass.
The contention of hon. gentlemen that w eought rot to
attempt te legislate te proteet our people for fear of en-
curring the displeasure of our neighbors seems to be a
childish matter. We are here to look after our own
people, we have the ma-hinery to legislate, and w.e
are here to protect the interests of our people, and to punish
crime and fraud wherever we find it. If we have no rights
in Canada, but are always to depend upon foreigners in
the conduct of our affairs, the sooner we know it the
botter. It is apparently the cue of hon. gentlemen opposite
whenover a meaure i introduced to protect ourown people
to cry it down. hey would make out that we bave no
national rights, that our Parliament has no authority, and
that we ought not to do anything which a self-protecting
people considers itself empowered to do. I think we ought
to be ashamed of ourselves as a Canadian Parliament if we
acknowledged that we were standing in such a position
to-day, and, whether it is in this lino or in another lino
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when people are prepared to prey on our farmers or our
merchants or any other class of-. ur people, we should be
always ready to protect their rights, as far as Canadian
Parliamentcan do it, irrespective of what other people may
say or do about it.

Mr. MILLS (Bathwell). I think the hon. gentleman
who proposes this Bill and the gentlemen who support this
Bill bave not given us any sufficient reason for passing it.
The Primo Minister has said that four States of the Union
have adopted something similar to this Bill. I do not see
how that is possible when the Constitution of the United
States providesq that matters of trade and commerce are
vested in the United States. The first clause of this Bill
says that:

" No peraon, and no agent of any corporation or association, shall
sell or offer for sale any tree, ku."
That is not a prohibition against fraud, but against trade.
It applies not only to a man who offer$ bad or spurious stock
on the market, but to the very best that can be produced,
precisely such as the farmer may order, as much as to a man
who supplies stock which is different from that which has
been ordered. How does the hon, gentleman propose to
protect the farmers against what he calls fraud ? Take the
Northern Spy apple tree. That will be planted ont eight or
ten years before it will bear. The purchaser and thA vendor
may both be in their graves before that. How does the hgn.
gentleman propose to prevent fraud in that case ? The most
of those who are engaged in fruit growing will know the
trec by its appearance. In nine cases out of ten, the farmer
knows the tree when he sees it, and, if he does not, this logis.
lation cannot afford him the least protection. The farmer
knows, for instance, that the Rhode Island Greening grows
almost horizontally, and not in the same way as the Spy, or
the Baldwin, or several other varieties. If he cannot detect
the variety by its appearance I do not see how ho is to be
protected by this Bill. It is not like a manufactured article
in regard to which, within 24hours, you can tell whether you
have been defrauded or not, by calling in an expert to ex-
amine it. In the case of trees you have to wait until they
bear. The fact is, that this is a measure designed to pre-
vent the free importation of American fruit trees into this
country, and it would be botter to put a duty on them if the
hon. gentleman wants to place an impediment in the way
of that reciprocal trade which was adopted last year. Cer-
tainly tho hon. gentleman does not expect to get this Bill
through the House this Session. If the leader of the Gov-
ernmont wants to get through the business before Easter it
is useloss to have measures of this sort brought forward at
this period of the Session. If measures of this kind are
withdrawn on both sidea, and if the Government withdraw
measures which they do not think it absolutely necessary
to pass, I think they will be able to get through in the time,
but if this sort of thing is to go on that idea must be aband-
oned.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. My hon. friend says he
does not understand how any State in the United States
could pasa a Bil like this. If ho will take the Bill intro-
duced by my hon. friend from Monck (Mr. Boyle), and will
follow it word by word, I will read him the Act of the State
of Minnesota, right across the lino, whieh prevents any
Canadian tree grower from going into that State at all :
"Ai Act toprevent the practice of Fraud by tree peddlers and commis-

mon mn sin the sale o nuisery stock:
"Be it enaztel by the State of Minnesota:
I"l t shall be unlawful for any person, corporation or afociation to

sell or offer for sale any tree, plant, shrub or vine not grown in the
State of Minnesota, without first filing with the Secretary of State an
affidavit setting forth his nane, age, occupation ani residence; and, if
an agent, the name, occupation and residence of his principal, and a
statement as to where the nursery stock aforesaid to be sold la grown,
toether with a band to the State of Minnesota in the penal sum of
$5,0OO, conditioned to save harmless any citizen of tibs State who shall
be efruaded by ayalue or frauduleat aisrpreetations as to be
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place where such stock eold by such person, corporation or association
was grown, or as to its hardiness for climate : Provided, that the bond
atoresait shall, when the principal is a resident of this 8tate, be given
by such principal and not by the agent "

Mr. LAURIER. Is that constitutional?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am eading an Act of

the State. It is for the Supreme Court of the United States
to decide that question. The Act is in force.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwel!). The Supreme Court, in the case
of Brown against the State of Maryland, decided that ques-
tion many years ago. Chief Justice Marshall declared that
the State bas no right to do anything of that sort.

Sir JOHN A. MAC OONALD. This Act was passed long
after Chief Jubtice Marshall was dead.

Motion agreed to, and Bill referred to Select Committee.

WRECKING IN CANADIAN WATERS.

Mr. PATTE RSON (Essex) moved tbat the order for
second reading of Bill (No. 7) to admit vessels registered in
the United SLates of America to wrecking, towing and
coasting privileges in Canadian waters, be discharged and
the Bill withdrawn.

Motion agrced t>, and Bill withdrawn.

LICENSING OF STATIONARY ENGINEERS.

Mr. COOK moved second reading of Bill (No. 8) to
provide for the examination and licensing of ail persons
employed as stationary engineers, and ail persons having
charge of steam boilers and other devices under pressure.
He said: The Canadian Association of Stationary Engin-
eers is an important organisation. It numbers between 5,000
and 6,000 people in this country. This Bill has the support
of ail the labor organisations in the country. Petitions in
its favor have been presented to the House from the Dis-
trict Assembly, Knights of Labor, Toronto; from Ernest
Wycke and others, Stratford, Ontario; Edward Carney and
others, Toronto; W. Roth and others, Toronto; Toronto
Typographical Union; Trades and Labor Council, Toronto;
Local Assembly, No. 2056, Knights of Labor, St. Catharines;
Local Assembly. No. 2513, Knights of Lidor, Port D d-
housie, Ontario; Hand-in-Hland Assembly,No. 5743, Knights
of Labor, Toronto; Cigarmakers Union, No. 58, Montreal;
River Front Local Assembly, No. 7628, Knights of Labor,
Montreal; Local Assembly, No. 3449, St. Thomas, Ont. ;
Local Assembly, No. 2305, Knights of Labor, Toi onto, Ont.;
District Assembly, No. 236, Knights of Labor, Iixbridge,
Ont.; Cigaimakers' Union, No. 140, St. Catharines, Ont. ;
Trades and Labor Cuncil, city of London, Oct.; Odilon
Parizeau et al., Montreal, Que.; Canadian Marine Engineers
Association, Montreal; Canadian Association of Stationary
Engineers, Stratford; Lnd a petition of 1,650 inhabitants u1
the city of Toronto sent to the Secretary of State. This peti-
tion was intended for the House, but it was wrongly drawn
by the piomoters and it had to be sent to the Secretary of
State. It embraces a large num ber of the manufacturers of the
city of Toronto, such firms as that of Christie, Brown & Co.,
and others. I have also letters from ail the different orga-
nisations urging-the passage of this Act. However, as I
find a number of gentlemen in this flouse who object to its
Provisions with reference to pressure, I propose that the
Bill shall be confined to engines of 25 horse power. I pto-
pose aIso to exempt the marine engineers. The marine
engineers of the Dominion of Canada have already to under-
go a strict examination, and it will not be necessary to
have them pas an examination under this Bill provided
they have certificates from the steamboat engineers of the
Dominion. I aiso propose to exempt private bouses; but
the 2- horse power, without any reference to private louses,
Will exempt private houses. Now, I will read a report made

by this Canadian AsEociation of Stationary Engineers last
year :

" A borly of Intelligent and resvectable ritisens. Having no objecta
that can be criticiRel, no plans not warrarnted by sounin common sense.
and a regard for tberightsofothers ; wishingthatjutice may be meted
nut to al. believinir tht the importance of 'te proiersian of steam en-
eineerinoe his never heen placed in its proper fight before the public
Knowing as we do he importnt part ihe stationary engineer t,kes in
the manufacuring interelis of this growine and pr sperous country.
We feel constrained tIo cat the att-ntion of the steam user sand the gen-
eral oublic té the requirements of the aga, and the adoption of such
measures as will seenre the best service for the steam user, and the
greatest immunity from loss of property, limb and life, thereby helping
the employer, the employee, and securing i bene fit for the general public.

"The use of steam involves great danger, where it is uzed, or under
the control of those who do not understand its power, who do not know
the simple aijînet that only can insure eafey. or who have tot the
necessry 'ki l, sobriety or integrity The reputabl- engineers of ihis
c 'untry, who have honestly aiopted the profesaion as h-ir business and
occupation, feel called upon to sneak, when they see ihe great number
and increase cf criminally fatal boiler exlosio.s the total di-r-gar for
economy, and the great losa of time and money in manaing the ligbt
repaire about any steam plant. The rapid growth of manufac uring in-
terests have attracRtd aIl kindR of incompetent and carelesi met into
the r-snkq of ibe ..tationarv engineeèrs who aset an od:u'n on the bai lue-s
antd mer erially as4t to epreal dpa h and destruction i conneOtion
with ih use ofsteam We know that boiler explosions are not acci-
dents and can be p-evente, and we believe ibat in thése enligbten.d
lime, a man shuld understanid his business hefore t-king chargA of any
device under sream pre-sure. and that bheshould be held resp nsible for
his actions lOur responsibiliti-s are as great as those of steanb at en-
gineere, who have to pase a board of c.xaminers and p-ocure a license
before taking charge of engines and boilers. tifs was done for the pro-
tection tf the public and th- stAamhoat owner, in th - case of steamb oits,
the law goes even further, th b )iers as well as engineers are subiect to
Goverument inspection IDurinz l-87 we have records of 215 boiler er-
plosions by whi h 37ï persons were killed outrizht, and inju-ing some
fatally and many viy seriounly 455 pmrsons. The Hartforl Inspectio:
and Iniurance ompýny report that up to the year 185 they had made
in al[ 560 797 inspections and had dsecovered 10s,718 defects, 61,216 of
which were conqide-ed dangerous, ihis gives us the alarminc result that
1I per cent. of the boilers were working under dangerous conditious,
that m re explosions do not occur is because the necessary conditions
were not aIl present at one time.

ITbus wi se@ that explosion? can be preverited, 13t by placing only
examned aud cer ificated persors incharge of boilers, ard by pasing
a law to the eff-et tht all buil-rs shall b, examiued by Governin -nt in-
spectors, if this wer- done there is no doibt that a much greater safety
anl economy would result. The makiug of lawi for these purposes are
not new, in nearly every city of any importance on this contin-nt, ordin-
ances to this effert bave been passed, viz : The cities of New York,
Brooklyn, Philadelphia, Cincinnatti, Cleveland, Detroit, Obicego, It.
Louis and Noutreal. The District of Columbia and the S ate of Indiana
have passed such a law, and in the States of New York, O!àio, Illnois
and Tennesse such Itws are now pending. In France il e law is very
stringent, the boilers are inspected durinLr construction, and are under
Government control all the time, and explosions are things of the past.
In the German States also very etrong G(overnment measures are the
law, and the destruction of property, limb and lite is reduced to nil.
As to steam boilers we know that science and experience show how ab.
solute safety can be had, hence we are justified in asking the stroug arm
of the law to step in between mistaken economy, ignorance and the
lives and safety of the citizens.

" We believe that we are requesting nothing unreasonable, nothing
unjustufiable, nothing to which the isteem user or the public at large will
object, but that we are asking only what is absolutely necessary for the
better protection of property, imb and life. We know that common
sense, right and justice are at our sidc, while seeking to place such a
law on our Statute-books, and we feel assured that the Bill now before
the House will receive that measure of thought and earnest considera-
tion usually bettowed on matters of such importance."

"We have the honor to be,
G Gentlemen,

et Yours f'aithfnlly,
"TE EANAD1AN ASS'N. STATIONARY ENGINEES."

I have also a communication from a gentleman furnishing
me with statistics, a gentleman who is very anxious for the
passage of this Bill. He says that in 1886 there were 160
explobions of boilers, 308 people killed, 413 injured, of whom
it is estimated that one-ha'f died. In 1887 there were 215
boiler explosions, 376 people killed outright, 455 injured.
In 1888 theoe were 136 boiler explosions, 23k people killed
outrigbt, and 297 iunjured; or a total in the three years of
511 boiler explosioniP968 people killed outright and 1,165
injured.

Mr. SPROULE. Is that in Canada ?

Mr. COOK. I also find that since 1882
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Mr. HESSON. Where did these explosions take place?
Mr. COOK. I am reading yon the letter as it was sen

to me.
Mr. TUPPER. Whereabouts were the explosions ?
Mr. HESSON. I that in Canada or in France ?
Mr. COOK. I am rading the statistics as they were

given to me.
Mr. TUPPER. Tell us where they took place ?
Mr. COOK. He did not tell me that.
Mr. BESSON. In the whole world ?
Mr. COOK, I do not suppose it was in the wholeworld,

Perhaps some of the bon. gentleman's constituents could
tell him, there is an association there. I have a letter
from the association in the town of Stratford in which they
speak of-

Mr. IlESSON. Are these statistics from Canada or from
the United States ?

Mr. COOK-
"They also fiad that since 1882 the organisation of stationary en-

gineers numbers now, in round numbersh,5,000 men. Theynever had an
explosion of any boiler under their care."

The statement is made that explosions are consequent upon
employing incompetent men. The members of the associa-
tion, which numbers 5,00 men, have never had an explosion
of a boiter cf any kind. It is net necessary to mention the
names of the writers of all the letters I have received. I
have received a letter from Stratford, from W. Bates, secre-
tary of the association ; also from the Hamilton Association
of Stationary Engineers, from a similar association in Mon.
treal, from a similar association of Toronto, from
the Canadian Marine Engineers of Toronto, from
the President of the Canadian Marine Engineers
Association of Toronto, in which he speaks of several
narrow escapes from accident that occurred lately in
that city. -He speaks of a narrow escape at the Cyclorama,
because the party in charge was not capable of knowing the
pressure on the boiler. The indicator only showed 15 lbs.
whereas ho had from 75 to 80 lbs. Thore was a narrow
escape of an explosion also at an establishment where the
pubiic frequent, and another at one of the hotels. I hope
the Minister of Justice will not endeavor to relegate tbis Bill
to bis slaughtering committe,. He bas already to-day sont
a Bill to that Committee from which he certainly knows it
will not emerge again this Session. I shall protest against
a similar course being taken in the case of this Bill, and if
the hon, gentleman insists on sending it to a Committee
he must take the responsibility of doing so.

Mr. TUPPER. I think that on reflection it will be seen
that the hon. gentlemn's measure is rather crude and ill-
considered. He virtually admits that in stating that he
proposes, should tbe Bill be sent to a Comrnitee, to ehmin-
ate ergiLoes above 25 horse power, cases of marine en-
gines, and cases of private houses. I cail the hon. gentle-
Man's attention to a very important fact in connection
with his proposed legislation and that is, that, in order to
get it before this Hou-e properly, it has been necessary for
the hon. gentleman to connect it with the criminal law, and
he deals in that way only with one part, and that not the
most important part, of a very important question, and that
is with respect to the certificates of the engineers, while he
leaves the enens alone, whereas the statistics show that
the explosions are almost exclusively due to the haracter
of the engines and bdilers themselves With that part of
the sutject the bon. pentleman's B il is silent, and with
that part of the subjeLct the local logislation atone
can deal, and no doubt the hon. gentleman was aware of that
fact. I will now point out another difficulty in connection
with this legislation being made desirable and effective by

Mr. Coo

? this method of dealing with only a part of the subject, and
t it is thit3: The hon. gentleman has failed to provide proper

machinery for carrying the Bill into operation. While we
bave provided, in case of marine engines and steamboats, a
regularly pild staff of officers, the hon. gentleman proposes
thut the work shall be doue by men who may be willing to
come and receive fees. The hon. gentleman. in bis Bill,
ha,4 merely snggested the possibility, while making it a
offence for a man to attend to this duty without possessing
a certificate, of obtaining the servicesof examiners by the
payment of fees; but he as taken no means to secure a
proper examining staff of inspectors, bacanse there is a
provision of the Bill setting forth that these officers
shall be paid by such fees as they may obtain from
such men as may present themselves for examination.
I appeal to the hon. gentleman himself as to whether it
is not highly dangerous, and even opposed to the intention
he has in view, to endeavor to force upon the House
or to ask the flouse to sanction legislation of that ill.con-
sidered nature and incomplete character by desling with
only one part of, and by no means the most important part
of bis subject. The engines may ie of the poorest character
imaginable and badly constructed, improperly manufactured,
and yet tbe hon. gentleman's Bill does not provide for acci-
dents that are likely to arise from this cause, but it simply
provides that no man shall be in charge of such poorly con-
structed engine unless he has passed an examination before
one of the inspectors whom he hopes to obtain. I do not
intond to raise the other point, which might be raised, as to
whether the Bill is in order in regard to the charge it con-
tomplates. It might be said that the charges are to be fees
and for certain work done; but the danger to te public is
that while the Bill might be effectual in suddenly stopping
steam engines in the country and motive power for a large
number of factories and industries, it falls short of
obtaining a competent staff to see that the provisions
of the Bill are properly carried out. I submit that
it would be more logical and more consistent with the in-
terests of the country at large and also with those of the
engineers ard the public, that means should be first devised
for the establishment of a competent staff for the examina-
tion of candidates before we attempt to make it criminat
-for engineers and laborers to enter upon their work without
certificates, as a certificato cannot now be obtained from
anyone since there is no officer to grant it. I might conclude
by reading a quotation from the report of the chief mecha-
nical engineer, J. R. Arnoldi. In the first portion of his
report he deals with the clauses which the hon. gentleman
has suggested would be eliminated from this Bill in Com-
mittee. He says:

"In regard to establishments where engines are in use, it is but
natural te assume that the interested proprietors will employ competent
men te manage them, &ad it is found, in general experience, that the
greater portion of men in charge of ordinary engines and boilers, who
give caretul and constant attention to their work and most satistac-
tion te their employers, are men who rise from being ordinary work-
men, and even laboreis ln their own employ, and few, if any, of these
men could pasa the examinations called for by this.Act.

" As meohanical officier in charge of the machinery, boliers, k;c., of
the Parliament and departmental buildings Ottawa, and other Govern-
ment buildings elsewhere in the Dominion, with a constant experience
of 16 years, Ifail te see any necessity for this Bill, and I do not con-
sider it practicable."

I might supplement that statement made by this gentleman
of considerable experience, and say that I do not know at
this moment of auy similar legislation to this in any country.
lhe liouse is aware that this Parliament bas legislated
alrody in regard to marine en2ines, and if the hon. gentle-
man (è1r. Cook) wili study that legislation he will see that
Parliament was careful to deal with a more important sub-
jeat before dealiug with this portion of it and that is to pro-
vide for the proper inspection of the engines themselves.

Mr. COOK. The boilers, not the engines.,
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Mr. TUPPER. The engines and the boilers as well, as cussing this Bill which would be of no praotical advaatage

the hon. gentleman will see if ho reads the Act. ie will and which would only throw more labor on those who have
nd that Parliament made caref ul proviion as towhat style in charge the conduct of manufacturing concerne in this

of boiler and what style of engine Parliament deemed Dominion.
it proper to permit a steamer to carry, and that Parliament Mr. IVES. There is one feature of this question whichappointed a regalar staff, paid not by fees but by a fixed has not been referred to by hon. gentlemen who havesalary to inspect and deai with those subjects. Under those oppoaed the second reading of the Bill. I noticed that thecircumstances I beg to move: hon. member who moved the second reading has shown that

That this Bill be not now read a second time, but that it be read a nearly all the petitions in its favor come irom unions of
second time this day six months. stationary engineers or labor organisations. I was not sur-

Mr. WILSON (Argenteuil). Mr. Speaker, this is a prisel at that because if the titie of this Bill had been "An
question which I think the hon. gentleman who has intro- Act to render it possible for all stationary engineers to
duced the Bill (Ur. Cook) has not much knowledge of and obtain employment at high prices from the manufa ,turers
I hope the hon. gentleman will excuse me if I as a manu of the country" the title would have been appropria'e to
fa'urer and as a man who has buon connected with steam the effect that the passage of this Act would have. I con-
boilers for many years express my views on the subject. sider this Bill to be a veiy mfischiev,.us and a very meddle-
Rad the hon. member bcen thoroughly acquaiLted with the sorne piece of legislation. Tnore are a vast nuamber of small
facts he would never have stated in the preamble of the Bil1 manufacturing industries al[ over the Dominion using
that the danger lay in stationai y engines or in those devices engines of from 2 to 10' horse power which would ho
worked by steam power. The danger dees not lie in the seriously affected by the passage of this Act. The resuit
steam engine nor in the want of proper qualification by would be that they would be unable any longer to employ
stationary engineers or those wao work steamn engines, but t he competent men they have been in the habit of employ-
the danger lies in the manner of prodting the steam and in g at a moderate rate of wages, and they would be obtiged
the steam boiler itself. In alil our municipalities in the to employ a class of men with far higher qualifictions, to
different Piovinces there are inspectors appointed who are whem they would have to pay a mueb higher rate of wages
called "boiler inspectors " and who especially look afcer than their business woudi enablo then to psy. Tho pas-
the safety of those boilers. I know that in themunicipalite sage of ths B would simply men th stoppage of
of Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton, Quebec and other large cities the business of a man wiLth a small ngine engaged in
in which a uumber ofsteam baileis are worked there are effi- manufacturing in a small way. Altbough he might
cient officers to look afttr te examintion o boilers and to have d a man in mploy for thre of four years who
see thEt tbey are sound and in good order befor the owners had worked satisfactorily and well without any accident,
are gran'ed licenses to work them. If e hon, member s ho would be liable to a penalty if ho any longer continued
intrjduced this Bll (Mr. Cook) mant in any way to guard to employ him. Tha hon, gentleman bas not shown any
against the destruction of life and property e sbould have need of this measure. He bas read statistics of a number
introduced a bill referring only to steam boilers and not to of deaths which have occurred from explosions of boilers in
steam engines. But the hon. gentleman proposes to deal 1886, 1887 and 1888. He would not tell us to what an
vith steam engines which are as harmless as the babe un- extent of territory those statistics referred; but they un.
born; if yon leave the steam out o them. The steam questionably refer to the whole world. So far as Canada is
engine without tbe steam boilcr is not in the least danger concerned, I follow the newspapers with considerable rega-
ous to life, and there is no reason for legislation in regard larity, and we are not often shocked by accounts of boiter
to it. If the hon. gentleman intended to protect lieah explosions. I am not aware that we have had any loss of
should have framed bis Bill so as to , ret tifesi life at ail through explosions of stationary boiters. As anofmenwhohae igora ntofisthelstrerto >entthe acesng hon member has said, the danger is not with the engineerof men who arc ignorant of the strergth cf a b Àlcr and of iv
capability for bearing steam pressure. There are few who runs the enginc, but it is inr the boiler itself; and if
engineers engaged in our workshops wbo will utdertake to the boiler is a good boiler, there is practically no danger at
have anything te do with steam boilers, for that matter i . I am strongly opposed to this moasure, bocause I think
left enirely to the firemnan. I admit that in some places it is mischievous and meddlesome, and would interfere with
we have engineers acting as firemen, but the employer eau the busiess of a large number ofsmall manufacturers who
always secure that the engineer so engaged is a thoroughly could not afford to pay the wages required to employ the
cempetent fireman and that his training is such as to war- class of engineers prescribed by this Bill.
rant him being so employed with safety. In rny opinion Mr. WATSON. I believe some good might be done bythis Bill is ultra vires of the Dominion Legislature. I the passage of a Bill of this description. I would be in
think the powers which it assumes to take belongs favor of some slight amend ments to it, but I entirely differ
entirely to tle Provinces or to the municipalities where from the hon. Minister of Marine and Fisheries aud from
those boilers may be situated, and I do not believe that this the hon. inember for Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives) with
louse should be asked to waste time in considering it. It regaîd to the cause of the explosions of boilers. They seem

is very true as the Minister of Marine and Fisheries has to think that explosions are altogether due to the defective
said that the Dominion Government bas power to deal with conditiou of the boilers. I have a practical knowledge of
marine engines, for they are operated upon the waters of these matters, and I say that in almost every instance the
the Dominion and in different places, but I thinik that the cause of a boiler explosion is the incompetency of the man
regulations as regards stationary engines should be left to handling the boiler. I have had some cosiderable expe.
the provincial or municipal authorities or to the'discretion rience for years in the construction and repairing of boilers,
Of the manufacturers, who employ men to take charge of and there bas hardly been an instance within my know
these engines. I think that the figures that the hon. mem- ledge of an accident occurring through the defective con-
ber for Simcoe (Mr. Cook) gave us with reference to the struction of a boiler. The explosion is always caused by
detruction Of life in Canada from the explosion of steam the water being too low in the boiler, and by the fireman
boilers are a little wild. I am satisfied that no 260 persons not being competent to handle it. With regard to amali
have been killed from this cause, and I believe that the-hon. manufacturers being injured by the passing of this Bill, any
gentleman would not save one-third or one.tenth or any person who could not undergo the examination required by
part of tàe number from any protection that might be afford- sub-section 4 of section 9, and get a certificate which would
ed by this Bill. I hope that the time wili not be wasted in dis- only cost hi m 82 a year, would not be a fit and competent
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person to fire any boiler. So far from that provision being
a hardship on the owners of small steam appliances, I say
it would be a great bonefit to them, If their firemen
bad to undergo some such examination, they would
devote themselves te preparing for it. A great many
people inLocently have property destroyed in conse-
quence of employing incompetent men. I know no in-
stances in which men are more deceived, and in which
greater loss of property takes place, than in baving incom-
petent firemen and engineers. In the case of thresh-
ing machine boilers, in nearly all instances in which they
are injured or damaged and made practically worthiess
after running two or three seasons, this is in conseqience of
incompetent men being in charge of them. The hon. mem
ber for Argenteuil (Mr. Wilson) has stated that the steam
engine is as harmless as the unborn child. He must know,
in speaking of an engineer, that in a great many cases tbe
man who runs the engine is also the fireman. I had hoped
that the principle of this Bill would have been adopted, and
I should have been pre pared to suggest two or three amend-
monts; but apparently the intention of the House is to
defeat the Bill entirely. I think the fact of gentlemen
objecting te a Bill of this description bocause it is advocated
by trades and labor unions should not defeat it. As a rule,
these mon are working not only for their own interests,
but for the interests of the general public. I know of ro
measure which would be of greater benefit to the owners of
steam appliances than in requiring the mon who take
charge of those appliances to undergo un examination.

Mr. MACDOWALL. As the bon member for Maïquette
(Mr. Watson) bas spoken in favor of this Bill, and as I be-
lieve it is directly contrary te the interest of the North-
West, I feel bound to congratulate my hon. friend the Min-
ister of Marine for the action ho has taken in moving the
amendment. The hon. member for Marquette says that
anybody should be able to pass the exainiration which is
stipulated in sub-section 4 of section 9, but I will cal]
attention to sub-section 2 of section 9, where you will
find thdt a second-class engineer is required te have a very
thorough knowiedge of his duties; inl tact, ho bas to pass a
very severe examination. Agreat many men in the North-
West who are thoroughly capable of running such an engine
would not bo able to pass such an examination.

Mr. WATSON. 200 horse power?

Mr. MACDOWALL. Yes, I believe they would not only
run a 200-horse power engine, but when difficulties arise,
though perhaps not men of very high education, they are
men of practical training which they can be put te use. I do
not underrate the importance of imposing proper restrictions
upon engineers in large factories or large centres, where a
large number of people are employed, but in out-of-the-way
places, like many in the North-Wet---and thia Bill applies
to the whole of Canada-it would ho very detrimental te
the interest of the people to do so. If the Bill
were to apply to the whole country it would be very
detrimental to the interesta of our people. WIe know
that the first thing it is necessary te have in a newly-formed
settlement is a grist mili, and these millg are very often
started by men of small means and without technical know-
ledge. These men are perfectly capable of running such a
mill, and I think deserve every encouragement; but, if this
Bill should become law, it would take away from them the
right to rn such a mill, and throw the whole thing into
the hands of trade unionists. In centres such as Winnipeg,
or Prince Albert, or Calgary, in the North-West, t bore would
be very few certified enginers, and the public works there
might be shut down at any time frorn the sheer impossibility
of getting such engineers. Another objection is clause 2,
which provides for the appointment of an inspector, and the
inspector must have a certain knowledge. Now, there are

Mr. WATSON.

sroe settlements in the North-West, and, I believe, in
British Columbia, where it would be impossible to find men
with the knowledge requisite to ho an inspector who could
grant certificates, and, in that case, the engineers there
would have to come down to some large centre in order to
pass an examination, and if there should ho any difficulty
between the employer and the engineer necessitating the
employment of another engineer, the latter would have to
ho brought from eastern Canada, since none could h found
in the west.

Mr. COOK, I was somewhat surprised at the assertion
of the hon. the Minister of Marine respecting the pro.
visions covered by this Bill; but ho is a young man who
bas not been very long in the Government, and of whom,
therefore, too much must not be expected. He stated this
was different from the Steamboat Inspection Act, because
theso boilers could not be made perfect. Is ho not aware
that there is no inspection of boilers for steamboats when
manufactured. Is ho not aware that there is no Act by
which steamboat boilers must be inspected when manufac-
tured. In Germany and somo other countries no steam-
boat boiler can be manufactured without its being subject
to i ho inspection of the Government inspector, but we have
no such inspection hore. Las,, Session a deputation waited
on the Government in refe-ence to this matter. The hon.
gentleman then was an independent member of the liouse,
and the Minister f Finance occupied the position then that
the hon. gentleman doos now. This deputation declared
ihat tbey had the assurance of ihe thi'n Minister that they
had proved their case and that legislation would be intro-
ducei. He did not say when, but ho gave them to under-
stand that they should have leislation this year. But the
present Minister of Marine declares we are not to have
legislation at allI. He, also, in speaking about inspectors,
asks where they are to come from? Well, they will
come, perhaps, just as the Minister of Marine came, from
father to son ; an inspector might be made just as the
Minister of Marine bas been made. The hon. gentle-
man spoke also of the differences existing between the Bll
I am promoting and tho Inspection Act for steamboats.
Why, the hon. gentleman must know that 1, as an inde-
pendent member cf this House, have no 7 ight to introduce
a Bill such e ihe Steamboat Ispection Act, by which I
would ask the expenditure of money by the Government.
He ought to know that it is the duty of the Gw. ernment to
take matters of this sort off the hanis of private membtrs
and make them Government legislation. I expected that
was what the hon. member would do. I did not exoect him
to defy the members who are supporting this measure by
saying that it would never pass. I did not suppose ho was
going to fly in the face of ail the labor organisations in
this country, and I believe a large number of manufacturers
are in favor of it. The bon. member for Richrnond and
Wolfe (Mr. Ives) is of course a large manufacturer. Hie
has large steam mills, and, perhaps, ho would have to pay
$5 a month more to an engineer if this B.11 became law.
I am aliso a minufacturer, and I have a number of men
employed and an engineer, and I concoived the idea a few
years ago that it would be to my advantage to have a
capable man to manage the steim department of my mills.
But I am perhaps not so extensively engaged in the mann-
facturing business as the hon. member for Argenteuil (Mr.
Wilson). I believe ho runs about a fitteen horse power
machine making tissue piper. I believe ho has about as
much horse power as yon would find generally in a thresh-
ing mill on a farm. I propose to exempt him. Everything
up to the extent of twenty-five horse power shal be ex-
empted, se that ho will not come within the provisions
of the Act. He need not feel so very much alarmed.
We know that at the explosion of the Ammotia Works
at Toronto, a few weeks ago, a man was killed. That
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was in consequence of the incapacity of the party who
was in charge of the steam power. If the Govern-
ifient are determined that this Bill shall not pass, I
think the course pursued by the Minister of Marine and
Fisheries more acceptable than that pursued by the Min.
itber of Justice on a former occasion with reference to a
Bill of my own, and also a fairer propoition than thut
made to-night, with regard to the Bill of the hon. member
for Monck (Mr. Boyle), which was referred to a Select Com-
mittee that will never see the light of day. If the Govern
ment are prepared to take the responsibility of moving the
three months' hoist, I must do my duty. As regards the
framing of the Bill, I think the parties most interested-
the manufacturers as well as those who are coming within
its practical working-have attested their approval of the
manner in wbich it has been drawn. The hon. member for
Argenteuil (Mr. Wilson) objected to that, and said I did
not understand exactly what I was doing. The hon. gen.
tieman appears to have the knowledge ot the whole House,
upon which questions of machinery, with the fifteen horse
power running his tissue paper business.

Mr. WILSON (Argenfeuil). The hon. gentleman ought
to know since he poses as having a great knowledge of our
maunfacturing interests, that the mill I run requires 400
horse power instead of 15.

Amendment*agreed to, on a division.

COMBINATIONS IN RESTRAINT OF TRADE.

Mr. WALLACE moved second reading of Bill (No. 11)
for the prevention and supression of combinations formed
in restraint of trade. He said: The importance of this
question, not only in Canada but in the United States and in
other countries of the world, has brought it very
prominently before the attention of ail the pe'ople of these
countries. In the United States, perhaps, these combina-
tions and trusts have attained their greatest magnitude and
importance. We find there that the important products,
the important industries, the important manufactures are,
to a large extent, under the control of these trusts and com.
binations. The Standard Oil Company is one example of a
trust where one vast company controls the whole pro-
duction of oil in the United States. We find also that, in
the refining or manufacturing of sugar, almost the whole of
the sugar produced and sold in the United States is under
the control of one vast trust, which has been declared by
the courts of the United States to b illegal. We find also
that other industries in the United States are under the
control of these combinations, and that has been found to be
so profitable in the United States that Canadians, watching
the enormous profits which have been made in that country
in that way, have gone into the same business.
In regard to coal, for instance, we find that a combination
was formed in the city of Ottawa on exactly the same lines
ls the cotton seed oil trust, the standard oil trust, and the
sugar trust in the United States-a trust formed by thoise
who were interested in order to control tot only their own
business but the business done by others. From the inves.
tigatioLs which we held last winter-and they were pretty
thoroughly made-we found that the coal men in the city
of Ottawa controlled not ouly their own business in the
combination, but controlled also ail those who started or
wished to engage in the business of importing or selling
coal. We found that three men, with an aggregate capital
of 815,000, after paying enormous bonuses to those who
were not in the ring-810,000 to one man, $5,U00 to an-
other, and to others less or greater sums than these-divi-
ded amongst themselves, on a capital of $15,000, after pay.
ing ail expenses of management, and ail the expenses of the
couibination, 833,00. We found that, in the city of Toronto,
the coal mu had a still more iniquitous system, for, while

they had a combination which controlled and regulated the
price of coal, they had some most pernicious rules and re-
gulations, which I am satisfied are contrary to the laws of
Canada as they exist to-day. I quote from the report of
last year:

" The most arbitrary rules are enacted. Detectives are employed and
the dealers placed under surveillance-oaths of filelity to tne consti-
tution and rules are required not only of the meimbers, but also of their
salesmen, and the oaths in the case of these employés are made in some
cases retroactive as well as prospective Ait violations of oatbs are
adjudicated upon by the executive committee referred to, the penalties
being heavy fines or expuisioi. One-sixth of ail fines Roes into the
general funds of the (Joal Branch, and the remaining five-sixths are
divided amongst the importera. The record showed three different fines
imposed of $1,000 each. Thus the public is presented with the extra-
ordinary spectacle of a mercantile association arrogating to itself
powers conferred upon law courts alone, with, in this instance, the
judges in the case virtually condoning perjury by the acceptance of fines
to be dîvided amongst the importers. This phenomenon is not the less
p&inful or less objectionable in character from the association which
perpetrates it being distinguished by the respeatable title of 'The Coal
Branch of the Toronto Board of Trade.' "

Now, with reference to the manner in which the Toronto
coal ring disposed of their coal, this is what we found. In
cases where the Dominion or the Local Government, or
charitable or publie institutions asked for tenders for the
supply of coal, the coal ring met and decided at what price
those Governments or those institutions should get their
coal, and they put up at auction to the members the privi-
lege of supplying the coal at those prices. In some in-
stances, as much as $1,500 was paid as a bonus for the
privilege of supplying the Dominion or the Local Govern-
ment. In ano'ber case $1,399 was paid, and in other cases
smaller sumrs. Even in the case of charitable institutions,
tho privileges were put up to auction and large sums were
paid. Of course, the money was made in the profit out of
the selling of the coal, not the legitimate profit, but the
illegitimate profit which they required in order to pay
these large bonuses to the ring. That was the effect in
Toronto. We find that these coal organisations are stili in
existence. We find the organisation in Toronto, and we find
it in Ottawa, but in Ottawa public opinion has been brought
to bear so strongly that coal which was sold at 88.50 a ton
during the whole winter of 1887-83 was sold at about 86, or
in some cases $5 75 a ton during the present winter. We
know that the price of coal in the United States was almost
exactly the same this year as it was last year, and that the
cost of freight was almost precisely the same; and the fact
of coal b3ing sold in Ottawa for at least 82.50 per ton less
shows eitber that the dealers were very magnanimous or
generous this year, or that they were robbing the public
last year. Wo find another large combination existing in
Canada. A few years ago the Wholesale Grocers' Guild was
formed in this country, and two years ago they succeeded in
inducing the sugar refiners of Canada to enter into an agree.
ment with them. We find, from the sworn evidence taken
last year, that the Wholesale Grocers' Guild had attempted
before, but unsuccessfully, to induce the sugar refiners to
join with them; but two years ago an agreement was come
to between the sugar refiners and the Wholesale Grocers'
G-uild. At first, they wanted to make the sugar refiners
agree that they would tell only to the members of the guild.
To this they would not agree, but they induced them to agree
that they should sell to the members of the Wholesale
Grocors' Guild at a certain price, and to ail who were out-
side the guild at about a quarter of a cent per pound more
than to those who were inside the guild. This agree-
ment bas been changed several times, so that during
our investigation last year wo found it stood at of a
cent advance to ail who were not members of the Whole-
sale Grocers' Guild, and 2j per cent, discount, making about
3) cents per 100 pounds, or 90 cents per barre, that those
who were not members of the guiId had to pay higher than
those who were members. We found that they also had an
agreement by which they were to sell at a certain advanoe
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to the retail trade; so that we had an arrangement that I
contend was objectionable and illegal in two directions ; in
the first place, those members of the wholesale trade who
did not choose to become members of the Wholesale Grocers'
Guild, were almost debarred from entering into the sale of
saugar at all ; they were 'placed at an immense disadvantage,
and illegal and improper disadvantage, white sure and cer-
tain profits were secured to all those who were members of
the Wholesale Grocers'Guild, because the price at which they
were to sell to retailers was a fixed profit regulated by the
guild. Now, this arrangement was foand to be so satifactory
to them that they extended it in other directions. They not
only had combinations with the sugar refinere, but they
also had combinations by which they secured a large profit
on the sale of their tobacco, on the sale of their starch, and
on the sale of other commodities that they deal in. So that
a large portion of the commodities dealt in by the whole-
sale trade were under regulations by which they secured
fixed profits and by which they shut others out from par-
ticipating in the purchase of them, even the members of the
wholesale trade who did, perhaps, as large or larger busi-
ness than themselves, and they shut them ont except at
advanced prices, and then they would secure their profits in
selling to retailers. The effect of this was inevitably to
increase the price to the consumer, and it was wrong in
principle besides. Then we go on to some other lines
of business. We investigated the manufacture of bind-
ers' twine, and though we found that lest year the
price had not been increased higher than the price
that was paid fi the United States, we found that
a combination already existed, that they regulated
the price, that they regulated the output of each manu
facturing establishment, and that they were a close combi-
nation among themselves. We have still more objectionable
evidence to produce this year, for we find that these bind-
ing twine manufacturers have increased the price of the
twine out of all proportion; that though the raw material,
manils, has not increased in price, they have largely in-
creased the price of twine, as much as 50 per cent. over the
price it was last year. Another combination that we
investigated last year was that of coffin-makers and under-
takers, and we found that to be a most objectionable organi-
sation. The coffin-muakers and manutacturers of coffin
supplies had undertaken to sell to none but niembers of the
Undertakeus' Association. In order to become a member
of the Undertakers' Association, a man had to get the con-
sent of three out of four ofthe nearest underta kt rs living to
him ; of course, in a small towti that was impossible. If there
were but two undortakerr therc, they did not want anothor
man coming in to eut up the business, and the three n arest
undertakers had to give their consent before a man could
start in the business. The result was, as we have numerous
letters to prove, and the evidence before the committee to
prove, that they became a close corporation and no body
could enter the business. Their fr'eedorn was interfered
with, and they could not enter into the business of under-
taking because the manufacturers of coffins and of coffin
makers' supplies were prevented from sellirg them gocds
The result of this was injurious and unjuast to those who
wished to engage in a legitimate business, and who had all
the qualifications and cqpital necessary for engaging in it.
Then we have other combinations springing up during the
presentyear. Ihave in my band an advertibement clipped
from a newspaper the other day, which rads as follows:

"Salt. The undersigned are sole salesmen for Canadian sait.. Address
L. Rightmyer àCo, Clinton.

" JOH&N R ANSF'OR D, Secretary."'

What does that mean ? That means that on the first day of
March last an agreement went into force to this effect: A
number of men tormed a s)ndicate ard went to the manu-
facturers of salt in Carnada, who were then and had been
for several ycars past, selling salt delivered on the cars by

Mr, w4LL.êcz,

the carload at 55 cents a barrel. They sent to these sait
manufacturers and said : "We wiil give you seventy centàs
a barrel for the product of your sait wells for the next 12
months, instead of 55 cents, the price at which you
have been selling for several years past." They were
anxious to make such a favorable bargain, and the syndi-
cate bought ail the products of ail the sait wells in Canada
for 12 months, and paid 70 cents a barrel, which the manu-
facturers were selling before for 55 cents, and they imme-
diately raised the price to 61.05 a barrel by the carload,
so that they increased the price of salt over 9O cents in
one day, and every farmer who bad previously been buy-
ing bis salt delivered at bis station by the single barrel
for 90 cents to $1, is today paying S1.50. I think this act
is illegal, it is an injustice; it is more than that, it is a rob.
bery of the farming community, and I propose by the legis-
lation we bave here to put a stop to these iniquities. Now,
there are many other objcctionable undertakings, combina.
tions and trusts formed in Canada; they are beirg formed
every day. Those that have been formed have been found
to wo; k well; they have been found veîy profitable to those
engaged in them, and a great encouragement is given
in other lines of businesq, and in other lines of pro-
duction, to form cormbinations in thoir respective lines.
Another very objectionable combination is that of fire
insurance associations in Canada. This does ot extend to
the insurance of Iarm property, but I believe it extends to
ail other kinds ot property in Canada. They formed an
insurance combination some years ago including ail but
the mutual companies; and the result bas been exactly
the same as in other combinations. The first or im-
mediate effect is to raise the pice, and that was the
case in ( anada. The prices for insurance was raised, and
raised most inequitably. Very little attention was paid to
the character of the insured, to what we call the moral
hazard, and a cast iron arrangement was formed that did
injustice to mary irdividuals besides increasing the price
of their insurance, and it was very ujust and unfair in its
application. Then we find in biscuits and confectionery
that combinations have been formed. In biscuits we take
an American price list of articles that are sold in Ottawa;
and we find that biscuits can be imported and pay a
large duty and be sold cheaper than Canadian biscuits.
But we aie told: Look at the duty on the sugar, look
at the duty on the lard. Weil, the duty on the sugar
in Canada, I apprehend, is not as high as the duty on
sugar in the United States. As a matter of fact, the
prices of the article are about the same in both countries.
Two weeks ago granulated sugar was cheaper in Canada
tLan in the United States, to-day it may be a little dearer ;
il varies in that way, but the average price is pretty nearly
the same in Canada as in the United States. Lard isdearer
in Canada than in the United States, because we have a
duty here and the Americans pay the duty and bring it in
largoly. Flour, also, is a little dearer here; but the whole
diffierence in the cost of the raw material will not make a
difference of haif a cent a pound, while in many cases we
find a difference in the price of the articles purchased on
each sido to be three cents or four cents per pound. We
are told thut the remedy for this state of affairs is to abolish
the tariff, that the tariff is respousible for "trusts" in
Canada. I deny it. What bas the tariff to do with the
insurance combination, or with the coal combination, yet
the latter is the most iniquitous combination in Canada
to-day, that is the combination on hard coal. Thero is no
combib ation on soft coai, on which there is a duty.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwe!l). That is not so.

Mr. WALLACE (York). Our information sworn before
the Committee said it was so. Then we bave a combina-
tion ol wholesale grocers. What bas that to do with the
t a iff ? They are not manufacturers, they are simiply mon
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who bandle the goods, and yet it is one of the most iniqui.
t us combinations in Cantda and is one of the least justifi
able. They tell Us it is necessary to the prosperity of thei
trade. I deny it. In Toronto there had not been for 15
years, I believe, a single case of a wholesale grocer failing
while every other business whetber mercantile, manutactur
ing, bank.ng or otherwise, showed failures, and the record
is not broken except by the wholesale grocers. Of course
we do not wish them to fail or to bave any break in thei
proaperity. But they were prospelous before 1884, when
they formedi their combination, and they cen prospe
without their ccmbination now. Then there is the
question Of salt. What would abolishing the duty or
sait do? It is free when it is brought in from the
old country, snd it is lice for fitheimen's uses, no
matter from what country it may come. This iniqui.
tous combiration of salt has rothing to do with manu
facturing. A man goes and buys the Iroduct of ail the
manufacturers. The manufactui ers are not breakirg the
law and sbould not be punislied, but the individual who
forms the (ombinstion aLd then doubles the price, breaks
the law. We have 600,000 fui mers in Canada among whom
there is no combination, and in iact a combination would
be impossible among them. We have perhaps 1,800 or
2,000 flour mil'ers, with peihaps the largest capital
invested of any manulacturing industy bere to day, and
there is no combination amcng then. We have the manu-
facturers of agricuituial implements, and H, A, Massey of
Toronto, Mr. Col p of ]Hamilton, and A. W. Morris cf
Montreal, tbree (t the laiget-t rmarufacturers in those
articks, all itwore itihe was no ccmubination in their gooJa.
Are the marLfctuiers, which bave no combination, going
lo juin? No, tbey are prospe!ous; they have their ups and
downs and are more prcsperous some years than other years,
but they do not find it r2ecessary to give up business. Mr.
John Abel, a large manufacturer, says it is absolutely neces-
sary for the existcnce of manufactut ors that these combina-
tions should te stopped. It is îaid that some of the combi-
r ations of manufacturei s have been built up by the National
Policy. Our investigation, I am glad to say, sbowed that
very lew of the worst combinations were those produced by
the Natioal Policy. But if therq be any combination in
Canada of manufacturers built up by the National Policy,
they have no right to have ibose combi2ations and they Lad
better take warning that they are not wanted in this
country. The very essence of the National Policy and
%bat we claimed for it was that, although for a time the
price of the manulactuitd article might perbaps be a little
dear er, the competition of the various manufacturers in the
country would cause the price to be reduced. I am glad to
say that ibis s the universal cffcct, and as a result of the
National Policy we have cheaper goods than ever we could
bave had without the Natiocal Policy.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Your Bill says the contrary.
Mr. WALLACE (York). My Bill says nothing of the

kind. 1 repeat, we have cheaper goods than we could bave
had otherwise, and aiso a better quality of goods. This
excrtsence or incubas on our manutacturing industries
should not be allowed to exist. If this is always the result
e1 the National Policy, the National Policy will bave to go
with it. I propose to strike these combinations out, and to
Compel manufacturers and producers whatever class or rauk
to go on as other classes of the people have gone on, and
they have been prosperous aLd succeasfal in this country.
The Bill I proposed at first was the one of which I gave
notice at the end of last Session. I bave gone ever it care-
fully, arid I intend to ask the House to permit its
substitution by the second Bill which I have the honor
to submit. The objection made to the old Bill was
that it created a new offence, and the judges might
perhaps interpret the Bill more severely than was

intended. This new Bill does not create a new offence. It
simply states what the law of Ergland and Canada to-day
is and bas been for years past, and fixes a penalty for
offences against the law and warns them'not to break it.
It does not interfere in the slightest degree with the
legitimate trade and commerce of the country. It has not

j that object, and it could not effect that object The law
simply permits industries to be carried on, it permits
healtby iivalry between commerce and manufacturers,
it gives every man in Canada an equai chance, whieh
the law of the country is bound to give him, and it
gives equality all round. It has been said that, by taking

i off the dutics on those articles, the evil would be cured.
As I pointed out in the case of sait, such legislation would
not punish the evil doer, because there is no duty on the

- article. This is one of the most important subjects that
could engage the attention-of the House. Lt ia a great evil
and a growing evil, and it affects every man, whether far-
mer, mechanic or any other class. But we were told the

) other day, by a member of the Board of Trade of Toronto,
that the combination of the wholesale grocers in Toronto
promoted morality, that all the other business mon were
not doing th< ir business after a straightforward legal means
and were doing crooked business, whilst that they in the
combination were doing a straightforward business and pro.
moting morality and honesty. In answer to that I have a
lotter from a gentleman-in the town of Woodstock, which
I will take the liberty of reading to this House. It is as
follows

"WoOs'TOcx, ONT., 12th March, 1889.
"Mr. CLArx WALLACE, M.P., Ottawa.

" Dear Sir,-I write to express my warm approval of your anti-combines
Bill. I am a grocer of 30 yeare experience and have done the largest
business here for the past 15 years, and our business here is in a very
bad state on account of the combines viz , the Grocers' Guild, about 60
per cent of my turnover is now at fixed prices and very soon we will
mot be able to buy even a wax candle except at a price fixed by the guild,
the result of which ls that eleven new grocery stores have started here
during the past tbree monthe. No doubt travellers induce them to start
by telling them that they cauuy as cheap as the largest stores and as
so and so bas made money so eau they possibly, showing them their
orders booked, but that is not aIll; 1 find that respectable bouses in both
wholesale and retail who conscientiously ahide by the terms of the guild,
are being undermined by small jobbing bouse, who nay not invoice
goode at less than guild prices but who give tb.tm baite and alo cash
to secure their arders which cash is charged to expenses and winked at
by the principals. This appears to be increa-ing to such an eten t that I
fear betore very long that the large firms that were so anxious to form
the guild will be the firet to get out of it.

" I have taken a decidei stand tr the last month and have not pur-
chased any goods at fixed prices when I cuild avoid it and when 1
cannot get over it, and now I mean to buy from whoever fixes me the
largest rebate. This is very demoraitsing but self protection demande it.
I bave spken to the leading grocerymen here and they all agrte with
me that the guild is wrong, and as it was found tuat combination of
labor were not correct anri that one man's labor was wcrth more than
anotàer's. So it will be found that combinations of capital are aIso
wrong. turely a man's capital, credit a-id experience, should be worth
something to him, but the tirocers guild seil goods at fixed prices to any
one on credit totally ignoring the fact that the very essence of a business
transaction is the risk. Wishing yo i much succees with your Bill,

Yours respectfully,
"JAMES 800'T"

I bave received also letters and resolutions from the Domin-
ion Grange, from the Krights of Labor and fron the re-
tail grocers of Montreal, Kingston, Toronto, Quebec, Sher-
brooke, Windsor, St. Catharines a-d Hamilton. Almost
ail Canada has in some for n or other signified its approval
of a measure that would tend to put down these illegal con-
binations in trado and therefore I beg to move the second
reading of this Bill.

Mr. BROWN. I move that the Bil be referred to the
Committee on Banking anJ Commerce.

Mr. SPEAKER. This cannot be moved in mendment.
The Bill must be firat read the second time,
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Mr. GUILLE '. I thiik that this House will certainly
not approve of relegating this important matter to the Com-
mittee of Banking and Commerce in view of the fact that wea
have already the evidence of sume 65 witnesses who havei
given their sworn testimony before a Committee of this
louse in referenceto the operation of these combinations.

I do not propose to detain the House at this late boue with
any lengthened remarks on thia important subject. It is a
matter which bas excited the intoreat of the entire people
throughout this .ominion, for all classes and sections feel
that they are being oppressed by unreasonable exactions
from the operation of these combinations. The farmer, the
meochanie, the laborer, and in fact all the toilers by band or
brain and even Inost of our merchants and manufacturers
bave denounced those combinations. It must be remembered
that there are very few indeed who are indentified with
these combinations and that the .opponents of this Bill are
only those who are immediately interested in upholding the
combinalions or who belong to or profit by them. There ie
no opposition to this Bill from any other source and for the
voi y simple reason that the investigations of the Committee
have thrown such a flod of light upon the operations of
tbese combinations show that those interested in the com-
bins have substantial reasons for opposing the passing of
ibis law. The reason for the opposition to this Bill from
those interested in the combines may be expressed in the
old couplet :

"No rogue e'er felt the halter draw
With good opinion of the law."

It is charged that those combinations are due entirely to
the National Policy, but that phase of the subject has been
very satisfactorily dealt with by the mover of this Bl, and
I need not dwell upon it to any considerable extent. Cer-
tainly il the Nati!nal Policy bas to any extent been respon-
sible for encouraging combinations1it must get the credit of
having 1rotected the country from similar and worse foreign
combinations which had we not the National Policy would
have ruthlessly laid waste our industries. Those combina-
tions are not confined to Canada. .They are more powerful
and more oppre;sive in the United States than they are bore,
and we even find that they have found their way into fi ee
trade England. We know that in England now, tbey have
the sait combine and the tin comb.ne and the syndicates in
steel, iron aud copper, and we know that those combinations
are now felt to be most oppressive in England. I have an
extract bere from the London Grocer bearing on this matter
which I will read. It is as follows:-

•' Since the salt union came into existence the prices of all descrip-
tions of salt have been steadily raised until common salt, which was
selling at 39. to s. per ton is now quoted at 7a to 10s 6d per ton. The
quotationh for lump and other quahities havealso been increased by about
100 per cent., while some of the finer qualities have been raised 125 per
cent."

It is certain that these combinations which exist in foreign-
countries would bave found their wa.y here and bad a dis-
astrous effect in our own. It will be found on investigation
that there are many articles of English manufacture im-
ported, such as pickles, Nestlé's Food, blues of various
kinds and a large variety of grocers' sundries, which are
placed under agreements, and which muet be sold at fixed
prices by the merchant who deals in them, owing to the
foreign manufacturers having imposed restrictions on their
agents. So that it is not only in coal, in oatmeal, which is
not to any cons:derable extent manufactured under a pro-
tective policy, that we have found combinations, and they
would bave existed even if there bad been no National
Policy. The people have adopted the National Policy, how-
ever, on the good faith and understanding that there should
be no restriction on competition. They were assured that
the competition that existed in the country would bring
reasonable prices, and that condition of things was
roalised until these combinations were formed. There-

Mr. WALLAoI.

fore, I say that in. order to koop good faith with
the country, they must be suppre;sed in order that the
National Policy may do its praper work. It has been
è.hown that the effect of compotition ia various lines has
been to bring the priee down to a level below that at which
goods could be imported if there was no protective policy
in the country. We find that it is only in a few lines that
thera are combinations; the vast majority of manufacturers
in the country, including the iron and woollen manufactur-
era, have not combined. Those who have attompted to
justify these combinations have claimed that there las been
excessive competition. There was little proof of this before
the committee of investigation. It was shown that there
had been no excessive competition, which had been alleged
on behalf of the sugar combination, as having driven the
dealers in sugar to combine together in order to protect
themsolves from competition that was demoralising the
trade. The investigation showed that the condition of things
against which they complained had existed many years;
there had been no demoralisation, no bankruptcy, no fail-
ures; and I have extracted the evidence of Mr. Ince, a
member of the firm of Pei kins &Ince, of Toronto, who came
to give evidlence on behalf of the Grocers' Guild, whicb bad
formed the sugar combination. He was askel:

" Q. Do you know of any failures in Toronto within the last ten
yeara ? A. I think there is one I think Bryan, Ewart à Murray's has
occurred within ten years, and there have been others.

" Q. Within the last five years? A. I cannot remember any, ram
happy to say. I am very much pleased to say that the grocery trade of
Toronto is in a good position, which I think is due to care, and I am
happy to say there have been very few failures."
The sugar combination at that time was but a yoar old; and
yet in the previous five yoars there ha 1 not been one fCil-
ure. I think that is most satisfactory, showing a healthy
condition of the grocery trade at that time, and the condi-
tion of things thon was not different from what it had been
for fitteen years. The fact was that the merchants were
prosperous, but they were not growing rich fast enough to
suit themselves, and they made a combination with the view,
as they admitted, of raising prices; and the effect bas been
to raise prices considerably, and the people have had to
pay them; the money has had to come out of the people's
pockets ; and this Act is intended to suppress the
combinations of these gentlemen who have had thoir
hands in the people's pokats so long, anI to co>mpel them
to withdraw their bands. Compet;tion safeguards the
prosperity of the country; it is the lite of trade; and all
classes have to meet it. The farmers have to meet it from
the immigrants who are coming in. They go into the unset-
tied portions of the North-West, and you find an incroase I
production of the various products of the farmn r.', and they
have to meet the competition of that production. Thon, in
all kinds of manufactures and trades, you will find the same
thing. The carriage maker or the woollen man who is
manufacturing on a smail scale bas to compote at a great
disadvantage with those who manufacture on a large soale.
The same rule applies to the tinner, the clothier, the blaok-
smith, and people in all linos of business; they have to
submit to competition, they have to toit harder, and to
satisfy themselves with fewer of the comforts of life. Why,
thon, should there be combinations in a few lines of manu-
facture to oppress others? I say it is a condition essential
to the prosperity of the country that there should be
free competition, anI no monopoly to compel people to pay
exces ive prices. The effect of such a stato of things
.vould be to impoverish the masses and to drive people
fron the country. But we are told that free trade will cure
it all. But it has been shown that these exactions and
combinations occur in free trade countries; it bas been
shown that in salt, in steel and in copper they have raised
pricos enormously. It is preferable to have the combina-
tions in our own country; we can deai with, them ohere; we
cannot deal with these foreign oombinations; bat we can
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see that the combinations in our midst are brought to the
bar of justice and that they pay the penalty. Then, we
are told by hon. gentlemen opposite that unrestricted reci.
procity will cure these evils. Why, combinations on the
other side are one hundred fold more numerous than they
are in this country. I have a list of them here, and I will
read to the House some of the articles which are subjoet to
combinations in the Unitcd States:

" The Standard Oil Trust and American Cotton Oil Trust have sown
their seed in a fertile soil, and the rank growth is to-day polluting the
air and stifling the existence of healthT life and progre'i It is currently
reported and believed that '' trust' monopolies, have drawn within
their grasp not only kerosene oil and cotton seed oil, but sugar, oatmeal,
starch, white cornmeal, straw pper, paarled barley, coal, straw-board,
castor-oil, linseed-oil, lard, school slate, oil cloth, salt, cattle, gas,
street railways, whiikey, rubber, steel, steel rails, steel and iron beams,
nails, wrought-iron pipes, iron nutq, stoves, lead copper, envelopes.
paper bagu, paving pitch, cordage, coke, reaping and binding and
mowing machines, threshing mna<hines, ploughs, glass and water works,
and the list is growing day by day. Millions of dollars in cash or
property, are being drawn into the vortex."

And yet hon members opposite think we must cure these
evils by unrestricted reciprocity. What they say practi-
cally amounts to this: the jackals are abroad in this country,
let us introduce a horde of American wolves to drive out the
jackals. They say the bawks are carrying off the chickens
and they would prevent that by permitting the Amorican
eagle and vulture to carry off our lambs. We find the sys-
tem of the National Policy infested with parasites, and they

cry out: "kill the National Policy." We say the good tree
bears good fruit, but there are fungus growth and excres.
ences, and we will prune the good tree. They call on us, how-
ever, to cut it down, but I say that is unreasonable; we
ought to proserve to the people the benefits of the National
Policy which they have approved so often. Let us grapple
with the evils wbich have grown up under it. On the other
side of the line their Legislatures found they were paralysed
by wealthy and powerful trusts. That is not the case with us.
This Legislature will deal with these combines. We will
yet sce such a tumult about their hads as wdl very
mach surprise a great many people; and these com-
bines will no longer exist after the Bill becomes law.
I do not think I ought to take up the time of the House
at greater length. There are some points that might be
raised as to the position and grasping character of these
trusts, bat I do think this lIouse will sympathise with those
who have been aibitrarily exclnuel from the exercise of
those privileges which they hereto enjoyed, as citizens of a
free country, in purchasing their goods as they could do
before these combines were formed. In the formation of
these combines there has been unwarranted interference
with freedom and civil rights. It is not to be borne that
people should be compelled to pay so large an increase on
the price of these articles and be subjected to insufferable
exactions, as have been those who refused to enter the com-
bines. Consider the case of the wholesale grocers, such as
Mr. Joseph or Mr. Matthewsoa, of Montreal. It is well
known that the sales of a wholesale grocer in sugar amounts
to about 8300,000 a year, representing on an average about
15,000 barrels of u.r. Theqe men. who have been ex
cluded from the right of purchasing from refiners, have to
pay 90 cents per barrel more for sugar than those in the trust,
or $ 12,000 out of their bard earnings, just because they could
not reconcile their conscience to taking a solemn oath of
secrecy and obelience to the dictates and rules of a trus';
and because they refused to prostitute their consciences
they were subjected to a taxation of $12,000. These trusts
have placed their bands on the sacred ark of freedom, and
should be put under the ban of the law.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. member for Hamilton
proposes that this BJ1 should be sent to the Committee on
Banking and Comm.,rce. I think, after the second reading
that would be the proper thing to do with it, bocause, as il
stands, it would be perfectly unworkable, I will call the

attention of the flouse to some of the provisions. The hon.
gentleman proposes to punish as a special misdemeanor the
granting to any person, who is a party to a combination,
any facility which is not grarnted to other parties. A railway
company may say: we will carry coal for so much if youi
will take a train load of it, but if you want simply a carload,
we will not carry it for any such figure. And so, a combi-
nation made for putting up the price of an article might not
be reached at ail, nor would that made by a railway com-
pany for a rate be reached except uLnder a special provi-ion
of this sort. So far as a combination of that is concerne], if
it is to be effectively reached, it must be by some such prin-
ciple as is recognised in the United States in the interstate
commerce legislation. It shal also be a mis lemanor to
unreasonably enhance the market price of an article or
commodity which is an object of trade, but it would h
utterly unreasonable to expect a judge to undertake to sny
what an unreasonable enthancing of the price would h.
Would it be 5, 10 or 20 per cent.? That must be done by
Parliament.

'' For unduly restraining the trafflc in any sucb article or commodity."

What is the undue restraint? Now, taire an instance: The
cotton manufacturers of Canada may have the capacity to
manufacture 24,000,000 pounds per year. A surplus is
created, and the only way to restore the relation between
production and consumption is to stop manufacturing for a
few months, and ail parties agree to do that. They woul 1
come under the operation of this Act.

Mr. WALLACE. I have given notice of a motion to
amend this by another Bill,

Mr. KILLS (Bothwell). I have only the opportunity of
considering the Bill which is bofore the louse. The
other is not before the House. I am pointing out the
impracticable character of the measure before us. I
have found that its provisions are largely unworkable. I
think the object the hon. gentleman bas undertaken to per.
form is, in many respects, a laudable object, but it could not
be accomplished as his Bill now stands. I will not enter into
discussion as to how far the Customs laws produce thestate
of things the hon. gentleman is trying to remedy, but I may
point out that the ian. gotleman'si BIll h asks us to read
the second time wili not accomplish its purposes. If the
flouse reads the Bill the second time it will ba necessary to
send to the Committee where its provisions are being con-
sidered.

Mr. BROWN. Very large interestesare at stake in the
various sections of the trade and manufacture of Canada
daily, and I desire very much to have the opportunity of
being heard before the Committee to expiai n my views un
the question. I move that the Bill be referred to the Com-
mittee on Banking and Commerce.

Mr. WALLACE. I muet oppose this proposal, becanse I
think it is simply an attempt to burke the Bill. That is the
only object. There has been no matter brought up in this
louse that has received more thorough investigation from

a Committee than this question of combinations. In the
Committee last year 63 witnesses were examined and 26
meetings were held, and the other members of that Com.
mittee eau tell the House that the subject was exhaustively
c>nsidered. Of the 63 witnesses who were examined, 40
were members of combinations themselves, and they were
here defending those combinations, and had the utmost op-
portunity of giving their views. I think they gave their
pinions fully before a Committee of this House under oath,

and it is not necessary now to refer this Bill to a Committee.
[ wi il, therefore, oppose the reference to a Committee, and, if
necessary, I will ask the louse to divide upon the proposi.
tion.
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Mr. FISHER. We must not imagine focr an instant that
the Bill of the hon. member for York (Mr. Wallace) is the
Bill of the Committee o'f last year. That Bill is an evolu-
tion of the hon. gentleman's own brain from the evidence
adduced before the Committee, as ho considered it. The
Bill was only brought before the Committee at its last sit-
ting, and it was not accepted by the Committee becanse the
Committee did not think it was at that time in a position
to bring in a Bill.

Mr. WALLACE. I was only referring to the report of
the Committee which was unanimously adopted.

Mr. FISHER. That is perfectly true, but I do not wish
the House to imagine that this was a Bill adopted by the
Committee. I con cur with the statementof the hon. gentle-
man that the Committee very thoroughly investigated this
question and examined a num ber of witnesses, and I think
the report is exhaustive on the subject of combines. There-
fore I do not tbink it will be necessary to summon witnes-
ses before the Banking and Commerce Committee, but I do
think it is necessary that the clauses of the Bill should be
examined and that some material changes should be made
in it by the Bnking and Commerce or some other Coin-
mittee of this House. It might go into Committee of the
Whole, and be thresbed out there, but I think it would be
better to send it to the Committee on Banking and Com-
merce and let them thresh it out.

Mr. COCKBURN. As seconder of this motion, I
empbatically protcst against the suggestion that I did s0
with the view to burke this Bill. The hon. gentleman bas
had this Bill before the House for a few weeks, and auring
that time he bas found it necessary to make serious altera-
tions in it. His own ideas were apparently so crude and
hastily formed that ho bas bad to propose certain material
alterations, and i thoughit it was necessary that we should
give him further time to consider bis measure, and there-
fore I thought it was only ight that the Bill should go
before its natural committee, the Committee on Bankirg
and Commerce I think it is the most important commer-
cial Bill which hbas come before the House tbis Session. It
may arrange or disarrange the whole commerce of the
country, and therefore t h fHouse will see, and I think
evein ny Lon. f1ier d from York (Mr. Wallace) him, elfwill
acknowledge the propriety of that motion being adopted,
and that it is nt intended to buike a Bill wh:cb bas for its
intent so much to benefit the interests of the countiy.

Mr. SPROULE I do not think anyone in this House
will agree with the hon. gentleman who bas just spoken
(Mr. Cockburn) or with the hon. member for Hamilton
(Mr. Brown), because, at this late state of Session, it is
evident that it wilt be almost impossible, if not altogether
impossible, to have that Bill considered by the Committee
and brought back to the House in time to pass it. The
First MiLister asks us in the first place to suspend the
debate wbich is taking place on one of the most important
Bills before the Bouse in reference to these unlawful Lad
unreasonable combinations which have sprung up in this
country during the last few years and then it is proposed
to send it to a Committee. We must look upon this as a
most important measure. If we judge it from the interests
which are involved, if we judge it from the manner in
which devices have been brought to bear on the legislators
of this country in connection with it, if we judge it by the
rcstrictions on trade which it proposes to obviaite, restric-
tions which enhance the price to the consumer and reduce
it to the producer, we must see how impor tant it is. Why,
therefore, should wo attempt to burke it ty this device at
this time, or wby should an attempt be made to prevent the
debate taking? It is because the debate would lay bare
a istate of things which is disgracelul to the country, and

[r. WALLAoS.

which would show the people of the country facts that they
would insist upon their representatives legielating on the
subject in such an empbatic manner that they eculd not avoid
doing so. We all know that, if this motion is carried, it
will do away with the Bll for the present year at any rate.
Procrastination is the thief of time, and we do not know
what may happen before another Ses.ion, we do not kLow
what devices may be brought forward before another Session
takes places Though it is late in the Session when this Bill is
proposed for the second reading, the hon. gentleman is not
to blame for that. The Bill has been on the paper for
sometime, and it has stood, when it has been called, at the
request of the Government, at the request of hon. members
who profess to desire to put a law of this kind on the
Statute-book of tIis country. Now, without giving time
for discussion, and on the plea that it is late in the night or
early in the morning, it is asked that this Bill should be
relegated to a Committee.so that it will not have tme to ba
passed this Session. However, I for one propose to go on
with this discussion. What are the objects of these trade
combinations?

Mr. SPFAKER. The question now is to refer
to the Committee on Banking and Commerce, and
gentleman cannot go into the merits at this time.
only discuss the opportunenees of the motion.

the Bill
the ·hon.

He can

Mr. SPROULE. I thinr, if I prove that the necessities
of the time aie such as to rcquire that immediate attention
should be given to this Bill, I shall establish the fact that
it sbould not be sent to that Committec, bceause everyone
will admit that, if it goes to that Committee, it is impossible
that it should become law this Session. The eyes of the
people of Canada are to-day direeted towards the legislators
in this Parliament, and those who feel that they are injured
by reason of these unlawful combinations expect that every
member here will endeavor to pass some law which will
restrain them. If we fail to .do that, it will be
looked upon as an indication of a disposition
on the part of this Parliament to put the matter
off. It will appear as if the operators in these
refarious lines had bought their operations to bear
on the legislators of the country in order to prevent
the pas3ae of the Bill. I thirk the experioue of a few
dals or weeks will prove the trath of what I say, because
the efforts which have been made to prevent the passage of
this Bill by manufacturers and middlemen and others who
have resorted to illegal means for that purpose are so well
known to bon. members that many of them dislike to refer
to them. I thirk we will find that the people in general
will imagine that these means have been resorted to for the
express purpese of burking legislation on this subject dur-
ing this present Session.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I would just point ont to
the hon. gentleman that I suppose he does rot expect to
get through the Bill to-night. Well, then, if he does not
get through the Bill to-night, it will stand over till next
Monday.

Mr. SPIROULE. I understard that it is on the Orders of
the day among Goverr ment Orders.

Sir JOHN A. MAC IONALD. Oh, yes; so it was, but if
you choose to take it out of the bands of the Government,
you must manage it after your own fashion.

Mr. CURRAN. I merely wish toe say that there are a
certain number of persons inteu ested in varions branches of
trade, railway ecnmpanies, il surance companies ard otheis,
who are anxious to be hcard before the Committee on
Bankîng ard Commerce, who bave representations to
make; and in view of ibe discussion of this Bill, a d the
many defecte that wer e pointed out, and which cog Id have
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been much more eaborated by the hon. member for
B thwell (ir. Mill-), and as we are now having a brand
niew Bill substituted for that originally bubmitted, certaàinly
the hon. member ought not to try to block those who
merely wish to bave an opportunity of presenting tbeir
views to the ordinary Committee of Banking and Com
merce, where the Bill can ho put through in one day, and
legislation had upon this subject during the present Session.

Mr. WALLACE. On the statement of the Premier that
an opportunity will be given to have the Bill put througb
after it bas been referred from the Banking and Commerce
Committee, I accept the suggestion.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I cannot promise that.
I will promise the opportunity if the louse chooses to
give it.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the second time.
Sir JORN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of

the louse.
Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 12:55 a.m.

(Tuesday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

TUEsDAY, 9th April, 1889.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYEa8.

TH1RD READING.

Bill (No. 122) respecting the collection of certain tolls
and dues therein mentioned.-(Sir John Thompson.)

FISHERIES ACT AMENDMENT.

Mr. TUPPER moved third reading of Bill (No. 129) to
amend the Fisheries Act.

Mr. WIELDON (St. John). Before the Bill is passed, I
wish to call the attention of the Minister to the question
whether this Act is constitutional or not. Since the Bill
was before the House last, I have had an opportunity of
looking into the case of Delaney and McDanald, and I find
the question was distinctly raised there as to whether the
provision was not ultra vires. The only distinction which
I make between section 6 of the old Act and this Bill is
that the Provinces of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick
were then excepted, and are now included. The law as it
read at that time was:1

"The use of nets or other apparatus which capture salmon shall,
except in the Provinces of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, be confined
to tidal waters."
That exception is eliminated. The question was raised in
that case as to whether that did not amount to a prohibi-
tion of the right of a riparian proprietor to fish in front of
his land ; but, as the court decided that the Province of
New Brunswick was not included in the section, they
expressed no opinion on that question. My hon. friend
will observe, however, that the coutt were very cautious
in reserving their views on that point, and I remember
that, in the case of the Queen against Robertson, which I
argued myself before the Supreme Court here, there was
very much doubt telt as to whether this would come
within the powers of this Parliament. There is also an-
other point to which I would call the Minister's attention.
Under the seventh section it is provided that:

" The Minister, or any fisber offier authorised to such effeet, shallhave power to defiae the tuaida uandary of eataary fishing for the pur-
Pobe of this Aot."

141

That simply leaves it within the power of the Minister, or
of the fishery offioer, to do away witht the rights of riparian
proprietorm, and this will ha a very important matter,
especially in regard to the St. John River. The influence of
i ha tide is felt very largely on that river for a distance of
70 miles from its mouth, but it is not a tidal river,
because the tide is checked by the falls at the mouth of the
river. There are very important salmon fi-heries on that
river, particularly in what is called the Long Reach, and
those are very valuable to the riparian proprieors; but
this Bill will have the effect of destroying the rights of
those proprietors. Between Fredericton and St. John, a
distance of 85 miles, the whole of the fishing may
be stopped bocause these are not tidal waters in the legal
sense, aithough the influence of the tide is feit in that river
probab!y for a distance of 6 or 7 miles above Fred-
ericton. I do not think the fisheries vary from one year
to another; one year we have a good season and another
year a bad season, but I do not think there bas been a great
deal of diminution. I have heard complaints fromu persons
on the rivers as to parties putting their nets there. lt
seems to me that one consequenco of this Act will ba practi-
cally to deprive the owners along the rivers of the right
which was secured to them under the Actof Confederation.

Mr. ELLIS. I object to this Bill on several grounds.
The Minister himself, in introducing it, and again in moving
the second reading, stated that it applied to Nova Sootia
and New Brunswick alone. But that is not correct. I find
that it goes much furtber than stated by the Minister, and
that it applies to the rivers in Ontario as well. lowever,
I am not concerned about the Ontario people. If they do not
care to look after themselves, it is not the business of the
Lower Provinces members to do it for them. The underly.
ing objection in my mind to the Bill is that it takes away
the riparian rights of the people on the rivers of these
Provinces for the benefit of fly-fishermen. As regards the St.
John River there is a distance of 220 miles from its mouth
to the junction to the Tobique River, and along that distance
no fish was ever taken by fly. From time immemorial the
ripariano wners have exercised the privilege, and the absolute
right, of placing nets from the shore and taking salmon. It
is now proàposed to taka that right from them entirely. Thon,
60 miles from the mouth of tho Tobique River tu the forks,
the right of fishing by nets bas existed from the time the
settlers first went upon that river. No salmon, so far
as I am aware, has ever been taken by the fly on the To.
bique River below the forks; a few are occasionally taken
above the forks for 30 or 40 milesu p,with the fly. Se the object
appears to be to preserve the St. John River for the benefit
of fly-fishermen at the head of the Tobique River. The
effect of the measure will be to deprive ail the people
of the Province of New Brunswick along the river of the
privilege they have heretofore eny>yed of fishir.g with the
net. The next section of the Bill gives power to the
fishery inspector to define what is a tidal river. It is left
entirely with that officer to declare where the tide ends and
where it begins. The tide is felt 60 miles up the river from
the mouth, by the more backing up of the water, so that
this section leaves a very large discretion to the offieer. It
cannot h contended that there is any great decrease in the
amount of the salmon catch in that river. If the hon.
gentleman is sincerely desirous of protecting the fishermen,
he had botter turn his attention to the Restigouche River,
where fly fishermen are slaughtering the fiih. There bas
been a constant effort on the part of bota the Local and the
General Governments to transfer the rights of the people of
these fisheries to lessees. I know that in our own Province
it has created a great deal of hard feeling. Last year on the
Tobique River where some persons were fishing, they were
attacked and a lady was kilied in her canoe. A striking
circumstance in bonnection with the matter was that a
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clergyman of the Ohurch of England thought it his duty
to write an article to the public press, showirg the feeling
which existed, and in a measure palliating that feeling,
because the people were being deprived of their rights
For thoso reasons I believe that the Bill is objectionable,
and 1, therefore, move that it be riot now read the third
time, but that it be read this day six months.

Mr. MITCHELL. Before making any observations upon
this Bill, I would like to ask the Minister to state the
reasons for which he asks this House to pass this measure,
and upon what authority, whether upon representations of
the ptoplie, or upon the mere motion of the officers of the
department ? As Eoon as the Minister answers this ques.
tion, I will make some observations upon this subject. lu
the meantime, I reserve my right to reply.

Mr. TUPPER. I reserve my right to speak when the
proper time comes. The hon. gentleman was not in the
House when we took the Bill into Committee, and I was
askcd a number of questions. The point which the hon.
gentleman wisbes to raise, ho can rise just as well before I
have stated my views. As to the points raised by both
the members from the city of St. John, I decline to be
cross.examined at this stage.

Mr. MITCHELL. As the hon. gentleman declines to be
cross-examined, as ho chooses to call it, I must state any
objections I entertain against this Bill. I have no hesita-
tion in saying, that it is an outrageons Bill, oe that never
should be passed by this Parliament. It is an interference
with the rights of the people, it is a Bill that, so far as I
know and believe, has not been asked for by the people of
that part of the country to which it particularly applies-
the Maritime Provinces. There are numerousrivers in the
Province from which I come, commencing with the Richi.
11ucto, Restigouche, Miramichi, Nipisiguit, Kouchibouguae,
and other rivers, where the people residing on their banks,
have farms, and own the riparian rights, and use the rivers
for fisbing purposes, and this Bill proposes to deprive them
of their rights. I bave asked, for the purpose o obtaining
information, the grounds upon which the hon. gentleman
bas initrduced this Bill. 1 have asked the bon. gentleman
to state whether-I speak culy for the Province of New
Brunswick, but, I dare say, it applies equally to Nova Scoia,
and, very likely, in some way, to the Piovince of Quebec-
there is a single petition from any one of the inhabitants of
one of those localities, asking for the passage of such a mea-
sure as this is. I will take my own river by way ef illustra-
tion, a river which is, perhaps, 200 miles long. The tidal
water runs on one branch about 40 miles from the mouth of
the river, on the other branch, perbaps, 45 or 50 miles, and
there is a stretch of 100 miles on those branches where the
veople now have an inalienable right to catch fish under re-
gulations established by the Fishery Department under
authority of law, but this Bill will deprive them of the right
to 68h and set nets. Is this House prepared, at the arbitrary
will, and on the recommendation of officers of the depart-
ment, to pass a Bill that will sweep away, by half-a-dozen
lines of print, the rights of thousands of people settled along
those rivers ? From time immemorial, before the Minister
of Marine was tbought of, before his immediate ancestor
was born, the people along those rivers have enjoyed those
rights under regulations, first, of the Local Legislatuie, to
set nets under certain restrictions, namely, that they sbould
not extend more than one-third acros the channel in
non.tidal waters; and, afterwards, in 1867, when furtber
conditions were imposed, by which there should be a
certain distance allowed between the different nets, so that
the fish might have a chance to propagate. But this
Bill comes in, and at the arbitrary will of the officers
of the department, a fishery officer shall bave the power

Mr. ELLIr.

to declare that not a net shall be set on the river. Is that
the kiud of legislation this House will put up withb? I have
asked information froi the bon, gentleman, and hobhas
treated me in a cavalier manner, and in a manner which
no man who bas been a few months in office should treat
au ion. member who bas for years occupied a place in
this House, and who for years was Minister of Marine and
Pisberies, and who, because I was not in the fouse when
ho made bis explanation, now declines to be cross.examined
or questioned by myself. If the hon. gentleman intends
to coduct business iu that way, he will not be a verygreat
success. Be will fird that sugar will catch more flies than
vinegar, and that it is wiser to civilly answer questioni put
in a civil manner and to furnish the information we have
a right to obtain, especially with respect to a measure of
this kind whicb is going to sweep away the riparian riights
of thousands of people in the Maritime Provinces who have
to-day an inalienable right to the fishing I think this
Bouse will never consEnt to a measure of that sweeping
character; certaiuly it will not do so before we obtain an
explanation as to the authority in which this is
prolposed to be done; whether the people have
reques-ed it, whether any petitions bave been pre-
ser,ted, and I am ready to say now and I do believe
that not a single petition from a single inhabitant of the
Maritime Provinces has been presented requesting that this
Bil should pass into law. I endorse what bas been said
by the bon. momber for St. John (Mr. Ellis), and the hon.
member fur the cou nty of St. John (Mr. Weldon), that
tbis is a rncasu r.o doubt inspiti-d by the sporting men of
the coui try, by the fly fishermen, by the men who obtain
leases of the fishing, by the men who get the exclusive
right from the Local Legislature to fish with the fly in the
different rivers of the Province, bocause the Province has
the right to lease these fishing privileges. We bave no
power to cont rol th m, the courts have decided that question;
and these men, who are mostly foreigners from the United
States and elsewheîe, come in to prevent the settlers-the
men born on the soil, who, e ancestors have enj yed these
rights and exerciscd tho for generations-now enjoying the
fishing privileges ; and we are asked to permit all their
rights to ba swept away simply because a few foreign fish-
ermen come in to fish during four or five weeks each year,
and who desbie to keep the iivers supplied with fi-h
for their sport in remuneration of the small payment they
make. It is, however, far more important for the
country that the mon who have enjoyed these pri-
vileges, and who have an inalienable right to them,
should rot be deprived of getting fish to feed their fami-
lies. I shall be one of the last men who would desire to
destroy the fisheries of our rivers. I know as much about
them and a little more than does the hon. Minister, for it is
a matter to which I gave great attention during the period
I bold office as Minister of Marine and Fisberies, and both
before and since that period; and I gceotend that the fish-
eries of our country are as well protected to-day as they
ever were, that there are no abuses existing that cannot be
easily remedied, and, I believe, that with the guardianship
we bave upon the rivers now, there is no necessity for
depriving the people who have inalienable rights to the
privilege of fishing, of taking the fish as iood for themselves
and their families, or for purpoFes of trade. There is a
stretch on the river which muns through my county for 60
miles above tidal water, where every Jarmer bas ton,
fifteen, or twenty fathom tof net iun into the river, not an
illimitable quantity, but a quantity according to the rega-
lations laid down by the department over which the hon.
gentleman presides. It is proposed, without any explana-
tion from the hon. Minister, to pass a measure which will
take away this right, and 1 atk thei louse never to paso
such a measure. It is an outrageous measure, and one te
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which the louse should never consent; and I trust it will
not pass it, certainly without some explanation which we
have not yet obtained.

Mr. TUPPER. Perhaps it would bo as well to dispose
of the outrageons feature of this measure at the outset, and I
think the hon. gentleman will find, if he will take the trouble
to look at the speeches ho made in this House, that one of
the best arguments in favor of the Bill now under con-
sideration was made by himself in 1883 when a Bill was in-
troduced with this clause, was passed in this House without
division, then went to the Senate, was there passed and
sent back. As I explained the other day when the hon.
gentleman was not bore, this Bill is framed to meet the
same circumstances and the same conditions the former Bill
was intended to meet. The han. gentleman spoke, as ho
nearly always does, under great excitement and made state-
ments to-day, and in order to induce the House to accept
them as worthy of reflection, ho dwelt on the fact that ho
was experienced and had filled the office of Minister of
Marine and Fisheries for some time, and was, therefore, able
to speak on that subject. I prefer his calmer, clearer
reasoning in 1883 to the statement ho has made to-
day in anger, simply because I did not sec fit to
be cross-examined on the third reading of the Bill,
when I had explained it fully in committee. In
1883 the hon. gentleman understood the subject, and be
bas evidently forgotten it, because ho now seems to think
that we are perpetrating an outrage upon the fishermen of
this Province in passing legislation of this chara-ter
through the House. I am able to tell that hon. gentle
man that up to 1888 ho thought that this very legislation
was the law of the land, and the litigation in the courts of
New Brunswick actually arose over a lîcense signed by his
own hand, and executed by him as Minister o Marine,
granting those valuable fisheries which ho now wishes the
riparian owner to enjoy undisturbed and uncontrolled-
granting those fisheries for the purpose of fly fishing. The
hon. gentleman will find, if he looksa up the discussion which
took place in 18-3, that when the acting Minister of Marine
and Fisheries (the present Minister of Customs) had charge
of the Bill the bon. membor for St. John (àir. Weldon)
took this legal ground that ho has taken to-day, and
mentioned. as ho bas nov mentioned, the points that have
been raised in the courts additional Lo those which have
been judicially pronounced upon. The hon. gentleman
from St. John then argued the legal phaie of this question,
and the acting Minister of Marine and Fiheries (Mr.
Bowell) was supported in a very clear and very able
argument by the member for Northumberland (3fr.
Mitchell). I will read some of theb hon. gentlemau's
remarks, as ho h s forgotten, apparently, what they were.

Mr. MITCHELL. I have not forgotten a linoeof them.

Mr. TUPPER Then the hon. gentleman mustthink that
every one else bas forgotten it, Before quoting the hon.
gentleman I may say thtt from 1867 up to 1882 the depart-
ment had proceeded upon the idea that the Act should be
construed as this Bill seeks now to have it construed, and
on that idea the hon. member for Northumberland (Mr.
Mitchell) and bis successors acted in controlling those non-
tidal waters, and so preventing the spawning beds of the1
salmon being overfished or unduly fished. The member forf
Northumberland acted under this impression, and the courtsi
intervened and .said that while that was truc and while that1
was the meaning of the Act in every river but thosa in
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, in consequence of thej
section which I propose to amend, yet the non-tidal rivers
of those two Provinces were entirely exempt from thei
operations of the Act. A Bill similar to this was introducedJ
then, and the hon. momber for Northumberland, instead of1

abusing the Minister of he day, instead of cross-questioning
him, instead of making charges that he was endeavoring to
perpetrate an outrage, or that he was favoring one class of
people against another, supported that Bill.

Mr. MITCFLELL. What leasewasit? Was it the Rowe
or Robinson leaso?

Mr. TUPPE R. How many leases did the hon. gentle-
man grant ?

Mr. M[TCEIELL. I will answer the hon. gentleman
when I get a chance.

Mr. TUPPER. That was the lease granted to Mr. Rob.
inson in 1874. The member for Northumberland thon said:

" I may say, of course, it la necesary that legislation should be had
with regard to the fisheries, and that the Dominion statute which
governs them shonld be amendei and altered, so as to suit what is now
believed to be the law of the land."

As I have before explained, ho believed this present Bill to
be the law of the land. And he continues:

" But which is very different from what was believed to be the law of
the land some time ago."
He continued to say:

"1I think the Ministry deserve credit for endeavoring to meet ths
case as it has arisen, but it is a difficult one, indeed "

The hon. gentleman goes on to review those difficulties, and
to meet the legal contentions of the member for St. John,
with regard to the matter.

Mr. MTC HELL. Botter read my remarks.
Mr. TUPPER. I have read thom, and the hon. gentle-

man will find them quiLe instructive, but as I agreed with
all that ho suid, or most of it, I will not trouble the House
further than to quote the following :-

"1I think it is not unwise, and that my hon. friend from the County of
St. John, on consideration, will see, that between the choice of two
evils, whethur we shall allow unlimited fishing by these proprietors or
require of all persons desirous of fishing, having a proprietary right to
fish, to go to the Government and ask for a license, and that whether
oe hor or the other of the dilemma be adopted, I think my hon. friend
will say that, in the interests of the protection of the fisheries, it is bot-
ter to trust the Government of the day, whoever they may be, than to
allow the unlimited fishing which pro rietors will natura.ly exorcise if
no restrictions are placed upon them.'

And so on in that direction, and the effect of the hon. gen-
tleman's moderato ani calm advice was to induce the
louse, without division, to pass this Bill. This Bill which
is now before the Hlouse contains the same clause as the
previous Bill on which the hon. gentleman thon spoke. It
is unnecessary for me now to reply to the points which the
hon. gentleman has raised, for they were raised in commit-
tee when the hon. gentleman was absent, but in a little less
vigorous fashion than they were raised by him to-day. In
reply to the hon. member for St. John (Mr. Weldon), I
might state that ho seems to have mistaken the object
which the Government have in view in connection with this
legislation. I am able to tell him that instead of this being
simply in the interests of fly fishermen who pay their tees,
not to us, but to Local Governmont, and from whom
we do not get any revenue at all, I may tell him that this
Bill is in the interests of all the tidal fisheries. This Bill is
intended to preserve to the fishermen on the tidal waters
the salmon fishery, because it goes without saying that if un.
limited and uncontrolled netting is allowed to go on, on the
spawning ground of the salmon above the tidal waters the
salmon fisheries will become absolutely destroyed. I would
give to the hon. member for St. John statistics to show that
in the River St. John. to which ho alluded, the fact of allow-
ing the law to stand as it now stands, and of allowing un-
restricted netting in the spawning grounds of the salmon,
is every day more clearly seen to be to the detriment of the
fiehermen, and that not merely in the non-tidal part of the
river, but in the tidal portion of the rive? itself. For in-
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stance, taking the four counties in which the tidal portion
of the river is situated, St. John, King's, Queen's and
Sunbury, the catch in 1887 was 197,252 pounds, and in
1888 it was 173,365 pounds, or a decrease of 23,887 pounds.
Now, in the counties where the river is non-tidal, York,
Carleton and Victoria, the catch in 1887 was 52,448 pounds,
and in 18t8, 29,250 pounds, or a decrease of 23,198 pounds.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Can you give us the par.
ticulars of the harbor fisheries ?

Mr. TUPPER. No, I have not the returns fpr the har.
bor with me. But that is sufficient, I think, to show that
there is a serious and alarming decrease in those very
waters where this astonishing practice is carried on. Can
the hon. gentleman who knows so much, and who ill brooks
any difference of opinion from his own on fikhery matters,
name any country outside of Nova Scotia and New Bruns-
wick to-day where it is allowed to net salmon in the spawn.
ing beds, either for the pretended benefit of the ripariân
proprietor or the residents, or anybody else. It is an
anomaly which exists there, and which was never intended to
exist, and which that hon. gentleman himself las explained
in this flouse has never been entertained as a construction
of our legislation from the beginning down to 1883; and
the officers in the department under him have continually
urged upon the department since that time that unless
some legislation of this character were introduced, these
fisheries would be completely ruined. So there is no
radical change proposed. There is only an interpretation of
this Act in the sense in which the Government intended it
should be read fn 1883, and before that time. In reference
to the point raised by the hon. member for St. John
(Ur. Weldon), I would submit briefly, as ie himself admits,
that the courts have not gone so far in the contention
that was raiised in this case, that he, I believe, is not pre-
pared seriously to argue that the Britibh North America
Act, and under it, our right to regulate the fisheries, would
make it ultra vires, or impossible for this Parliament legally
to pass legislation for the avowed and sole object of rega.
lating and preserving the fisheries. If we have no power
in this Prliament to pass a regulation of this kind, then
all our regulations should go by the board which have in
view a restriction of fishing. There is not an absolute and
total denial of the right to filh above the tide, because,
although that iubject is not mentioned in this Bud, the Act,
when read with it, leaves this state of things, that where i'
wilJ not injure the spaiwning beds of the salmon, or where
salmon can be fi-hed above the tide, withuut injury to the
tidal fisheries, it will be seen that the next section, provid.
ing for a license being obtained from the Minister oi
Marine, such as was given heretofore, would prevent the
recovery of a penalty and a successful prosecution.

Mr. ELLIS.* By the legimlation which the hon, gentleman
has proposed, the sixth section, giving the right to issue a
license, will no longer apply.

officers to fix the point where the tidal water ends and the
non-tidal water begins. That was considered long ago
necessary for the purpose of certainty, for the benefit of the
fisbermen concerned, as well as the more easy carrying out
of these regulations. Instead of leaving the matter to be de-
cided in the courts of law, where the expense of expert testi-
mony, witnesses, etc., would be incurred, the Legislature de-
cided in the original Bill that it would be wise to enable the
officers to determine the character of the waters, and to
define them; and in practice that provision has not been
unduly exercised, but it is exercised at any time in reason.
The effort is to find as near os may be where the waters
meet, and that point is fixed and determined upon. I think
I have covered, in a very summary way, the points raised.
This subject, if fully discussed, would take much longer
time than the House is, perhaps, prepared to give to it;
but I am glad to know that even if these points have been
briefly discussed, they were considered carefully by Parlia-
ment bejore. We make the system uniform by this Bill.
It is the system that now obtans in all the other Provinces
besides Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, and it e fnot an
upopular system. It is a system which has worked well,
and which the Government from 1I67 to 1882 supposed to
be in force throughout the Dominion.

Mr. MITCHELL. Would the hon. gentleman please
read that portion of the speech h. referred to, in which I
expressed a different view from what i do now ? for he has
not real it yet.

Mr. TUPPER. I read the portion of the speech which
I think establirhed the statements i made. I will >end the
hon. genileman the Bansard, and I have no doubt the
House will be willing to heur bis explanation of it.

Mr. KIRK. When this question was before the louse a
few days ago, I asked the Minister of Marine and Fasberies
il it was the intention of the Bill to prohibit the catching
of salmon with nets in other than tidal waters, and his
answer was yes, it would be confined to tidal waters.

Mr. TUPPER. That je what the Bill states.

Mr. KIRK. If I understood the Minister oorrectly, he
bas stated just now that the Government have the right to
issue lioenses to fish in those waters. The dill has only
one claue, but it means a great deal:

" The use of nets or other apparatus for the capture of salmon shall
be confiaei to, tiaal wateré, an azny fihery ufflcer may deteimine the
length and place of each net or other apparatus used in any of the
waters of Ianada.!

According to this Bill, it is quite clear that nets cannot be
set in waters other thai tidal waters in the Dominion of
Canada, and the fiebery overseers are given the power of
saying how long the net shall be. I did not know that
they haud that power belore. There is a provision in this
law wnictn Probnaits tue use or swing niets. Tfiat Io In tue

Mr. TUPPER. I am not referring to the sixth section. I old luw, 80 that IL is not an altelaLion. Now, it appears to
am refierriig tU the nex.t section, and the only section in the me, and it las been the feeling aiways lu Nova Sootia,
Act, not in the Bill, which provides for the recovery of a that the law was oppressive and las been always quit.
penalty. As the hon. gentleman will see, the Biat before etingent enough. in tle ninth section, the Iuw provades
the fouse does not in its terms refer to a penalty, and be- that in the Piovinces of'Nova Scotia and New Brunswick
foie auy disaistrous effect would occur to the person fishing salmon shah not be ttiken between the 15th of August and
where fishiîg is prohibited, it would be necessary to show the let oh Mai ch. At ail other seasone of the year, no
tha. he bd no license, because the penalty is for fishing in salmon shah be taken. That is a very etringent law.
those prohibited waters without license ard without per-There je ouly a olort season in Nova Scoua when saimon
mission. S2 that, even in that respect, the hon. gentleman cun be caught, April, May, Jane and July, tour monthe;
bas not been able to make good the point that by this Bill and we are prohibared from catching fleh with note durîng
absolute prohibîiion i enacted, that wid prevent the setting the remainng eight monthe. I arnflrm in the belief thau
of a net or fishing for salman by nets in a non-tidal portion1it tle officers of tb. Goverument wero made to do their
of the river. With refer once to the other matter ainuded duty, asîley slould, tle sairon woula b. quit.sufficiently
to, it is not, perbaps, necessary to speak at great length; protected under the preâont law. ln sub-settion 7, section
that is, a portion of the general At which enables fishery b, law requiros kh teà isfl Dot be set dour toaci

a c b ewTuhugt,
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other than 250 yards, and the offiers have the power to
determine that the nets shall be set at a greater distance
apart than 250 yards. It also provides that nets shall not
bo set within 200 yards of the mouth of any stream, nor in
pools where salmon come to spawn. These are very strin
gent provisions which, if properly enforced, would suffici-
ently prutect the salmon. But they are not enforced. The
officers, as a general rule, are only noted for drawing their
salaries. The salmon are thus allowed to be destroyed in
consequence of the dilatoriness of the officers of the depart-
ment. It does appear to me that it is about time for
this Government te cease resti icting the liberties of
the people, whom they are driving away by their
legielation as fast as they can. . The hon. the Minister
of Marine was scarcely appointed to that office when
ho passed an order forbidding the dropping of sawdust
into the streams from saw mille, and closed down nearly
ail the milis in the Province of Nova Scotia in the inter-
est@ of the salmon fisheries. What is to become of the
men who work in the woods at the lumber business ? They
will have to leave the country. Having driven these men
away, ho now proposes to drive others away by prohibiting
them from catching salmon. He ought to know that the
farmers who came- and settied on these streams did rot come
because of the value of the land, in many cases, but because
the streams afforded them the means of providing food and
support for thoir families, and in this way they enjoyed the
privilege of fishing for salmon up to the present. Now,
we are to be told that they are not to catch for their own
table. It is a monstrous proposition, and the hon. gentle.
man will find it is consiacred m:nstrous whon he comes
d >a n amoug the people who are in the habit of fishing
salmon.

Mr. BURNS. In the remar ks I am about to make on
this subject, I will not attempt to deal with the con-
stitutional question involved. That is a matter I leave
to the determination of the legal minds of the House, but
more especially to the determination of the law officers of
the Government, who, I presume, gave it serious considera-
tien before introduoing this Bill. I desire to express an
opinion entirely different from that expressed by the hon.
member for Northumberland, wiose opinion I have a very
great respcct for, but who, I am afraid, bas allowed his
somewhat bellicose disposition this evening to run away
with hie judgment. For the purpose of making a point, ho
has named to the House several rivers, which irnpliedly
would be affected by the operatimns of this Bill. He bas
named the Richibucto the Buctonehe, Tabusintao, Kouchi.
bouguac-and ho migLt have gone on and cited a number of
others in which there are no salmon at all. On the wbole
north shore of New Brunswick there are only two sal non
rivers, in any portion of which nets have been set, namely,
the Restigouche and the Miramichi. Now, the opinion I have
to express, and it is an opinion I have formed after careful
observation, and can express with confidence, is that it is
materially necessary, in the interests of the salmon fisheries
of the northern part of New Brunswick especially-I do not
propose to deal with the River St. John, because I am not
so lamiliar with that locality-that fishing by nets should
be prohibited in non-tidal waters. To day I believe there
are in the Restigouche only two or three nets above the
point called the ead of the tide. On the Miramichi
there are perbaps a larger number, but whether that num-
ber be great or smail, in the interests of the coast fishery,
which is the commercial salmon fishery of New Brunswick,
it is absolutely essential and necessary that fishing by Let
sbould be prohibited in non-tidal watersé The number of
fish that have been caught in the nets above tidal waters
nmay nut ho very large, but they are usually caught at
the season of the year wben they are full of spawn. If
it is necessary to protect the spawning grounds at ail,

eit is necessary to prohibit the use of nets. It ha
been stated that this legislation is introduced at the
instance and for the benefit of sportsmen. Well,
I have no particular prejudice in favor of o-called
sportsmen, in favor of those who come from
abroad and monopolize our strearns because they may
happn to have more money than those who live on them;
but I wili do them this justice, that to the sportsmen a very
considera ble amount of credit is due for the manner in
which they contribute to the protection of the streams. It
is in their interest that the streams should be proteeted,
and the fish allowed to propagate. It is also in the interests
of the Provinces that this legislation sbould be passed,
because anything you can do to enhance the value of the
up-river fisheries, the fly fisheries, will be a benefit to the
Province. So that not only from a provincial, but from a
Dominion and a commercial standpoint, there are impor-
tant reasons why this leglation should go through. As
regards the last provision of the Bill, which prohibits the
use of swing nets in catching of salmon, I must confess I
was considerably alarmed when I first read the Bill, but
rny apprehensions have been removed by statements from
the Minister of Marine and his deputy, that the term swing
nets used in the Bill is not meant to apply to that part of
salmon nets which are commonly called swings. On every
stand of salmon nets, there are certain portions or exten-
sions from the main net which are called swings, and
naturally the salmon fishermen on the coast were consider-
ably alarmed on reading this Bill.

Mr. MITCIELL. Will the hon. gentleman stafe what
he means by swing nets?

Mr. BURNS. If the Minister permits me, I will give the
definition of it. It is a net fastened at one end, loose at the
other end, with the exception that it may be perhaps kept
from moving to a great distance by a lino fastening it.
In other words, one end being fastened, the other end is at
liberty to swing right or left to a certain distance. Sothat
term of swing nets cannot apply to the swings now used in
connection with the salmon nets ; in fact this provision
has been in the Fisbery Act for the last twenty years, and,
therefore, no apprebension can be felt on that score. If I
had not received that explanatio i and that definition and
had not foun' that the teri had been in the Act for the last
twenty years, I should have fAt it my duty to my constit-
uents to oppose this Bill, but because my apprehensions
have been allayed, and I balieve it is very necessary in the
interests of the coast sal mon fisheries of New Brunswick,
that fishing with nets in non-tidal waters should be pro-
hibited, I shiIl vote for the Bill.

Mr. AMYOT. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker, I wish to ex-
plain, in a le w words, the vote I am going to give on this
matter. I find in the Revised Statutes the Fishery Act,
section 8, sub-sce ion 5, the general law of the country that
excepts from its effe*ts the Provinces of Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick and the lakei in tie Province of Ontario. I am
at a loss to understand the grounds for such an ex eption-
because we shoull have a generai law for the whole Domin-
ion-and there was not a single reason why those Provin.
ces, in so far as fisheries are concerned, sh'>uld not be nu-
der the general law of the country. Therefore, i shall vote
for the amendnent moved by the hon, gentleman. I wish
it to be understood that I am expressing no,opinion on the
question (f juirisdiction and should that q aestion be brought
up, I should have further remaikê to orfLr to the House.
Tae sawdust matter was also brought up. 1, for one, am
opposed to sawdust being lot in the rivers by miil owners,
in so fir as it tends to destroy the fish. I shall, therefore,
favor any law that will prerent sawdnst being thrown in
the rivers. We could not guari the fishing by to many
wise measares, for the fish is rapidly dooreasing in our in-
land waters, Our rivers fall into larger river('or idto the
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sea and serve as tributaries to the larger rivera or receive
fish from themu; and if you do not protect it at the mouth
of the river, you diminish its quantity. It is an important
source of wealth for the Daminion and we ought to pro
serve it by overy possible means. I shall, therefort, vote
for the amendment moved by the hon. Minister.

Mr. WELD'DT (St. John). The Minister will recollect
that, up to the year 1883, the Dominion claimed the ex-
clusive right to deal with riparian owners, but in the case
of the Queen against Robertson, which I argued before the
Supreme Court, the point was raised, and it was decided in
favor of the riparian proprietor. I contend that the effect
ot this Act is simply to destroy that right. First, I say,
that this is not within the power of the Dominion Parlia.
ment ; and secondly, it interferes with property and civil
rights, and I think it is very important that it should be
considered in that view. You must take this Act in con-
nection with other sections of the old Act. The Act in the
Revised Statutes is simply the old Act of 1868, which was

Mr. TUPPER. You have read that.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I will read it from the Re.
vised Statutes:

" The use of nets or other apparatus for the capture of salmon shall,
except in the Provinces of Noya Scotia and New Brunswick, be confined
to tidal waters, and any fishery officer may determine the length and
place of each net or other apparatus used in any of the waters of
Canada; but nothing contained in this section shall prevent the use of
nets for catching salmon in the lakes of the Province of Ontario, or
preclude the Minister of Marine and Fisheries from authorising, by
specil fishery licenses or leases, the capture of salmon by nets in fresh
water streams; provided, that no one shall fish for or catch salmon
with swing nets in any of the waters of Canada "

What does my hon. friend propose to do? He proposes to
repeal that section, and what does he say ?

" The une of nets or other apparatas for the capture of salmon shall
be confiaed to tidal waters, and any fishery officer may determine the
length and place of each net or other apparatus used in any of the
wathrs of Canada; provided, that no onesha .fish for or catch salmon
with swing nets in any of the waters of Canada."

passed when the Parliament of Canada supposed they had a So the proviso as to special fishery licenses bas disap-
right to deal witb these matters. My hon. friend has said peared. Then how can my hon. frienid say that the
that the penalty cannot ho enforced, becanse a man can get Minister or any other officer can issue a license to set a net
a license to fish above the tidal waters; but my hon. friend without a special fishery license ? I say that, under the
must seu that, when ho las eliminated that provision as to present Act, no Minister nor fishery officer can over-ride
a license, the fishery officer has no power to grant a license, the law. The law says that no net shal be used in tidal
because Parliament will have declared that no nets, or waters in those Provinces except under the authority of
other apparatus, can be used at all in non-tidal waters. The licenses, which are repealed, so there can be no fishing by
next clause says he shall not fish without a license, except nets or by any other apparatus, not even by hook and lino.
with a rod and lino, in the manner known as fly surface The effect will be that in the River St. John no fishing can
fishing. So, unless ho can fish with a fly, ho is prohibited be done between the mouth of the river and the junction of
fron fishing in non-tidal waters, and all the rights which the River Tobique, a distance of 220 miles; no man can put
the courts have held as incident to a man's right of pro- a net or cast a lino in that river. My hon. friend has stated
porty are taken away. that in York county in one year there wero 52,000 fish

caught, and in another year 29,000. In the counties of
Mr TUPPER. Supposing this Bill became law, and a King's and Queen's, 190,000 were caught one year, and

proseution was undertaken against a party for fishing in 150,000 the next year. My hon. friend cited these statistics
non-tidal waters, and the defendant produced a license un- fo1 h ' ps fshwn htslo fsigwsdmn

d~~~~~~~~~~~~~~or thenetetinftoAtcldtepnlyhrofrth purposo of showing that saumon fiahiug was dimin-der the next svd tion of the Act, could the penalty be re- ishing. No doubt one year may ho botter than another,
covered ? but, on the whole, there bas been but little diminution.

Mr. WELDON{ (St. John). I say yes, and I will show Then, again, in the harbor of St. John there is a large
my hon. friend why. Take sub-section 6 of section 7 of fisbery going on, likewise in the Bay.of Fundy. But I take

the 31st Victoria, onapter 60. The hon, gentleman repeals these statistics to show that the people who catch

sub section 5 altogether. Sub-seetion 6 dedlares that: sairnon in the River St. John, in the counties which
are not spawnng grounds, will ba deprived by

"The use of nets or other apparatns which capture salmon shall, this law of the right to take a single salmon.
except in the Provinces of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, be confined It dose not touch the spawning ground at all, It bas been
to tidal waters; and any fishery officer may determine the length and inted ont b the hon. member for St. John (Ur. Ellis)
place of each net or other apparatus used in any of the waters of the poir
Dominion." and the hon. member for Guysborough (Mr. Kirk), that

the people have had these rights all along. They have
So far, my hon, frind s amendment is precisely the same held these rights by virtue of the ownership of the river
as this Act, eliminating the exception in favo of New bank, and the effect of this will be to prevent them from
Brunswick and Nova Scotia, but then it goes on : fishing except by rod in any part where the Minister

SProvided, that nothing contained in thi section shal prevent chooses teo decide that the waters are tidal waters. It
use of nets for catching salmon in the lakes of the Province of Ontario, seems to me that this is an infringement on the rights of
nor preclude the Minaister from authorising, by sp3cial fishery hicenses Wefind
or leases, tie capture of salmon by nets iu frsh water streams." parties. that it was contended under the l9th

That provise is taken away, and yen muet roadeuh-section rule which was issued in June, 1879, by the department,

7 in cannection with that that fishing for salmon except under the authority of a
" c netior aut that. ier oselease or license, was forbidden. It was contended that that

The Minister, or an fishery officer authorised to such effect, shallwas not the prohibition but only a regulation of the fisbery.
have power to define the tidal boundary of estuary fishing for the B h iefJusti
purposes of this Act; and above the actual limit so to be laid down, itB .theoice, in the case of Delauey vs. McDenald,
smail be unlawful without the special fishery lease or license, above pro- said this:
vided for." ''"I do not so read it. But admitting that it might be so construed,

Mr. TUPPER If my hon. friend will allow me, I would I cannot find anything in the Act giving the Minister of Marine the

point out to him that while ho is quite right in saying that Authorit> to requrre alperson who ha. b>' law the exclusive right of

ihe immediately preceding section will bu gone, the words fishing, t. take.ticen.e ta f11h in front ot his own land."
d above provided for " will not refer to that, but they will Now, 1 say the effect of all this will be to deprive a number
refer to the beginning of the Act, which provides for the of people of rights which they have heretofore exercised.
granting of leases and lîcenses. I think it is a good deal, as the hon. member for (Gaysborough

said, that the officers are not as active as they ought to be
Mr. WELDON (St. John). Here is sub-section 5, which in protecting the fisheries. My hon. friend from Glouces.

the Minister eliminates from the Act• ter (Mir. Burns) spoke about other river@ which are salmon
Ur AuroT.
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fisheries In those rivera the salmon fisheries were de-'
stroyed to a large extent before Confederation by the
numerous mills on the large streams. He speaks of the
Restigouche, and ho says there were only three rivers
where salmon are caught, the Restigouche, the Miramichi
and Nepisiguet. The Restigouche and the Nepisignet
empty into the Bay of Chaleur, and both are practically
owned by individuals who do not allow anybody there ex-
cept fly fishermen. The Nepisiguet is owned by a St. John
club, and the Restigouche by a New York club; and ex-
cept a few proprietors like Mr. McDonald, there are but few
riparian owners, so that these rivers are, practically, given
up to fly-fishermen. 1 have heard people complain of the
nets put by the fishermen outside of the Bay of Chaleur,
and assert were it not for the regulations which compel the
nets to be taken up from Satui day night to Monday moru-
ing, the river fisheries would be entirely destroyed The
Miiamichi River flows through he county of North-
umberland, and on a large poi tion of it there are many
people who earn their living from these fisherios. The
spawning grounds are above. The people outside of the
mrouth of the river or in the harbor of St. John catch the
fish on their passage up or down. The feeling among the
people is that this will be a great injustice to thom ; and
having looked into this matter carefully, I believe that
their feeling is well founded.

Mr. MITCHELL, I rise to an explanation. In relation
to this matter the hon. Minister of Marine has chosen to
say that I have spoken with a good deal of temper. Well,
Sir, it is not a matter of suprise that 1 should speak with
some temper when I find the livelihood of a large portion
of the people of my county taken away by an arbitrary Act
like this. I do not think I spoke with unusual warmth,
but, if I did so, I think this House will excuse me under the
circumstances. Now, Sir, the hon. gentleman refused to
give me the explanations which I asked of him before I
made any remarks at all. He refused to tell me whether
any single individual on the whole of these rivers had asked
for this Bill, and he very flippantly replied that I was
absent from my place when the Bill was in committee, that
he lad given the explanation there and would not give
them again. He did more. lie took up a speech made by
me in 1883.

Mr. SPEAKER. The hon. gentleman rose to speak,
giving as a reason that ho wisbed to make a personal ex-
planation. I would remind him that what ho is saying now
is not a personal explanation.

Mr. MITCHELL. I was coming to it.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGI P. If there is any objec-

tion, I move that the debate be adjourned.
Mr. MITCHELL. I may say that I did not rise to speak

... J. . I-- n r te peecs i a oîg eteepi ain
un(erlaIepretenices. I was coming to the explanation, I1

was approaching it when I stated that the Minister quoted
a speech m-de by myself in 1883, when I was endeavoring
to protect the fishe ies of the country against the extreme 1

kind of control over the net fishing of the country. The con-
tention of the hon. gentleman from the county of St. John on
that occasion went to show that inasmuch as the courts of the
land had decided in the case of the Qaeen vs Robertson, that
the whole system of proprietary rights was changed by the
decision of the court, the Government had no power to
issue licenses and practically had no control over the fish-
crics of the country. My contention, on the other hand,
was that it was necessary for the safety of these fisheries
that the Government should preservo some contrul in somo
way, not to take away the rights of the people, but to rega-
late the exercise of those rights, the manner of setting nets,
the length of the noti sand the period during which these
nets should be set. I will not take up the time of the
House by reading that speech at length, but I will tell the
hon. gentleman nw thut he cannot find a single line in it
from start to finish that will sustain the position be endeav.
ored to lead this House to believe that I hd taken on that
occasion. The hon, gentleman had botter be a little more
accurate in his statements in the future when he attempts
to put words in the mouth of a man who knows what ha is
talking about. I did not forget the statement I made on
that occasion, and as his father said, in giving testimony
the other day, so I say, that " I never said it, because it was
not true." That is the statement the hon. gentleman's
father made the other day, and it is the statement I make
now. I know I could not have said it, because it was not
true. Now, Sir, my hon. friend has chosen to roter to the
case of Robertson vs. the Queen, and ho has chosen to
bring my name into it in conncction with the matter.
The hon. gentleman says that the whole question of the
fisheries was determined, and determined against the
Dominion while I was Minister of Marine and Fisheries.
That is not true. It was settled by the courts years alter
I left office. When, in 1867, I came into the position of
Minister and organised the Department of Marine and
Fisheries, I found a certain state of the law existing, under
which the department issued licenses to permit fishermen
to fish. I continued that condition. I always had my doubts
as to the right of the Government to exorcise the control
which they professed to exorcise as against the riparian
ights of the peoplo. But I found that condition of te law
in existence, and it was continued without trouble and
without contest. But iu regard t the case which the hon.
gentleman has quoted, Rooertson vs. the Qucen, let him
look at the law. I is a case arising on my own iiver, and
I reserved by a special clause, if my memory serves me
correctly, the riparian rights to individual owners along
the river. Does that show auy desire to abandon the
riparian rights of the people ? I repeat that the House will
find that I reserved the rights to the proprietors of the
property to fish off their own land. The hon. gent leman
will not find a single reference, not only in 1883 but in any
year, where I deviated in any particular from the position
I assnmed and the position I occupy et this moment. What
I did contend against then, I contend againstnow. Here is
the distinction I made at that time :

view taken by the hon, gentleman from the County of St. "And I think it not unwise that my hon. friend trom the Oounty ofJohn in relation to what the law was. He quoted rom my St. John, on consideration, will see that between the choice of two evils,
speech, and ho said tbat the memi or for Nortbumberland whether we shail allow unlimited fishing by those propriet9rs, or reqnire
had better read that speech and refresh his memory, and he of all persons desirous of fishing, having proprietary right to fish, to go
spoko in that flippant manner which ho is apt te use in this to the Government and ask for a license, and that whether one horn or
liuspe.in fi ppate mane wice t to se t pais other of the dilemma be adopted, I think that my hon. friend will say
House. He quoted--what ? He quoted two short pat a. that, in the interest of the protection of the fisheries, it is better to trust
graphs of a speech, four columnls in ungth, and I challenge to the Government of the day, whoever they may be, than to allow the
any One to say whether my sp ech would warrant the as- unlimited fishing which proprietors will naturally exercise if no restrie.

sumption which the hon. gentleman drew, and by which ie non be placed upon them."
tried to mislead this louse as to what my opinions were That is the contention I made at that time. It is the con.
at that time. Sir, I have no hesitation in saying that the tention I make now, not that the Government have the
inference the hon, gentleman drew from that printed right to deprive theowners of the rights to fish-they have
speech in the Hansard was an unfair one, an u: just one, an no right to do that, but they have the right to say that they
Uhtrue One. My object on that occasion was to tstand by shall fish under certain restrictions and in a certain way.
the Ministry of the day and to help them to preserve some That was my contention at that time, and I have not varied
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it in any particular, notwitbstanding the attempt of the
hon, gentleman to misrepresent what I have said here to-
day. Ifeel in this matter that it is due to the people of my
constituency that I should say a word or two in reply to
the bon. member for Gloucester (51r. Burns). The hon.
gentleman says he is in favor of the terms of the Bill. I
am not surprised at the hon. gentleman being in favor of the
conditions of the Bill, because there are very few riparian.
right fishermen on his river, as the tidal flow of the River
Nipisiguit is very short, while on my river there is a tidal
flow from its mouth of 40 to 50 miles and above that there
is 100 miles of river, probably 70 of which is settled mo e or
less, where the people own the ]and on its banks and have
from time im memorial set nets. What was contended during
the admicistration from 1867 to 1873, and what was
carried out by everyone of the Ministers from that day to
this, was this : That those people should fish under restric-
tions and regulations laid down by the department, under
authority given by Parliament, and that they should only
set nets out of tidai waters, onethird the distance across
the river. Taat has been the law from time immemorial,
it is a law which has bean carried out to the satisfaction of
the people. The hon. gentleman haq spoken about spawn-
ing beds. Much he knows about spawning beds in rivers!
The fish do not spawn in the main branch of the Miramichi
within many miles of the bead of the tide; and are the
people for 50 miles to be deprived of fishing in the river,
because the fish go past their lands to spawn ? The hon,
gentleman was speaking on a subject of which lie knows
very little, and ho should study up the details of his depart.
ment before he endcavors to make statements against and
criLicise speeches of hon. gentlemen who know much more
than he does. The Bill should not pass into law. A still
further reason why it should not pass is contained in the
fifth section, whicb reads:

«15. The use of nets or other apparatus for the capture ofsalmon shal
be confined to tidal waters, and any fishery officer may determine the
length and place of each net or other apparatus used in any of ih waters
of Janada ; provided that no one shall fish for or catch salmoa with
swing nets in any of the waters of Oanada."

I cbject to that clause of the Bill. The law from time imme-
mo ial bas provided that from the mouth of the Miramichi
up to the heai of tidal water the people shall bave the
liberty to set nets; and the several distaices were fixed by
motes and bounds. That right was established 100 years
ago and has been ext rcied ever since with entire satis-
faction; and yet it is now proposed to take these privileges
out of the bands of the people, supersede the law, and place
them in the inds of a fishery officer. This Act will un.
doubtedly lead to enormous difficulty with the fishermen.
It will be an act of injustice and of unfairness to place such
power in the bands of men who are not always too fit to e>-
ercise it, and in the hands of men who may be animated by
spleen, or animosity, or political antagonism, because that
comas in as a strong element in the matter in a way that
should not ha allowed. If this Bill passes into law the hon.
gentleman is throwing into the fishing districts of the
country an amount of trouble which will not be easily al-
layed.

Mr. TUPPER. I do not think by lQud talking and using
language, which I am very glad to say is used by bard ly
any other hon. gentleman in the House across the floor,
that the hon. gentleman will be able to escape from the
very pitiable position in which I have bean able to place
him to-day. I am glad to see the bon. gentleman endeavor.
ing to crawl out of the position in whieh h found himself,
and where he was pinnied by that very speech from which
I quoted, and froim which the hon. gentleman dare not
quote at as great length as I have done.

Mr. MITCHELL. Read any part of it,
lir. MIGEEMLL.

Mr. TUPPER. I quoted much of the hon. gentleman's
statement in 1883, more than the hon. gentleman dare
quote. Before the bon. gentleman undertakes to charge
any bon. gentleman with misleading the House by references
from Ransard, he should be able to get a better case under
bis hand than this, and he ought to be able to show the
House from that speech wherein I misrepresent him.

Mr. MITCHELL. I say you did not prove anything
from my speech.

Mr. TUPPER. If I wish to convict the hon. gentleman
of trifling, or attempting to trifle with the intelligence of
this House, I would occupy more time in reading from that
speech.

Mr. MITCHELL. I defy you; you dare not.

Mr. TUPP-ER. If the hon. gentleman is not attempting
to bully some one in this House he is endeavoring to trifle
with their patience every day in the Session, but I am not
now going to trifle with the patience of the House by read-
ing any more of bis speech from flansard.

Mr. MITCHELL. Go on; read the speech.

Mr. TUPPER. We have enough of the hon. gentleman's
speeches in the Hansard and in ths H> use. We have had
them ad nauseam, but I have the satisfaction of knowing
that he cannot refer to one sentence of this speech of his to
sustain the position which he bas taken to-day and which
is absolutely inconsistent with the position ho took before.
I defy the hon. gentleman to contradict me in saying that
he supported a Bill containing provisions of this character
and that he supported, in that speech of 1883 which is there
for any one that cares to read it, the arguments which I
have made to-day in favor of this Bill.

Mr. MITCHELL. I did not support what you say; I
dare you toread the speech.

Mr. TUPPER. I am very glad to say, that any hon.
gentleman who cares to follow up this very interesting
enquiry, bas the proof at hand. I wanted to show to the
flouse, the lamentable ignorance of the hon. gentleman
(Mr. Mitchell) who is attempting to instinct us on the filh-
ery question. fIe thinks, because that he was a party to
the establishment of the navy, during bis occupancy of the
offise of Minister of Marine, that he alone ought be an
authority upon fishery questions. If the bon, gentleman
seeks to keep the reputation he made years ago, when, as
he says, he found it his duty to support the Government of
the day, he had better say very littie on fishery questions,
if he bas nothing further to instruct the House on than the
points he endeavored to make in this debate.. Take ihe oase
of Robinson, signed and sealed by the bon. gentleman, and
it shows how inconsistent bis position is to-day. He is the
great defender-is he?- of those enjoying riparian rights.
But did he, in that lease, protect them in what he callis the
enjoyment of tbeir rights, and insert a provision, allowing
them to fish for salmon in the non-tidal portions of the
river ? No. The hon. gentleman took the position then,
that we take to-day, in this Bill.

Mr. MITCBELL. Will the hon. gentleman allow me
one word ?

Several hon. MEMBERS. Order.

Mr. TUPPER. I will quote the provisions in the bon.
gentleman's lease. I know the hon. gentleman feels ur-
easy, for I have the record here, and it is not a question of
my word or his, but it is a question of record. It is a ques-
tion of iansard in one case, and of the lease in the other,
signed by that hon. gentleman himself when he was Minister
of Fisheries. That provision of the lease says:
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" Provided always, that actual settlers shall enjoy the privilege of

fishing with a rod and lino in manner known as fly surface fisheries in
front of their own properties."

And yet after this the hon. gentleman tells the House that
the Minister is ignorant, that fish do not go there to spawn,
and that this is an invasion of riparian rigbts. I have
shown the ridiculous position in which the hon, gentleman
stands in two matters. Let me continue it. I will show
the House how much we can depend on that hon. gentle-
man's great knowledge and groat experience, when it comes
to a question of temper. The hon. gentleman says that this
outrageous Bill contains another more objectionable clause
than the one which bas been under discussion, and he says it
is a terrible thing that any fishery officer may determine
the length and place of each net or other apparatus used
in the waters of Canada. That was the law in the hon.
gentleman's own time.

Mr. MITCHELL. No, Sir.
Mr. TUPPER. That is the law on the Statute-book.

That is the law of the Revisel Statutes, and the hon, gen-
tleman, if he wishes, can easily see that this is the law that
ho, himself, administered, or was bound to administer.

Mr. MITCHELL. It is not the law.

Mr. TUPPE R. The hon. gentleman says it is not the
law, and I do not wish to take up the time of the House by
further contradictions. I apspeal this time, in proof of
what I say, not to the Hansard, not to the lease of the hon.
gentleman, but I appeal to the statutes themselves, and he
will find that, in that respect, there is no alteration, pro-
postd, or suggested, in the present law of this country.
The hon. gentleman is very fond of having the adjourn.
ment of the flouse moved, in order to display his wonder-
ful erudition, and to show, if ho can, the ignorance gf any
hon. gentleman who dares to differ from him. I think the
next time he ventures to make an explanation of this kind,
he should take more time, and exercise more patience, in a
careful and calm deliberation of the question.

Mr. MITCHELL. I rise to one explanation.
Several hon. MEMBERS. Order.

.Mr. MITOHELi. I have a right to speak when I am
misrepresented. The hon. gentleman quotos the lease in
which I expressly reserved the riparian right of fly-fishing.
The right of net fishing is regulated by the statute and
requires no regulation. I stated that I had this reservation
in the lease, although I only spoke from memory of a
transaction that took place years ago. With reference to
this provision which he says I objected to, about giving the
fishery officer power to regulate the length of the nets,
I may tell him that by statute that bas existed for over
'70 years. The net fishing from the mouth of the river upward
is hmited by metes and bounds which cannot be got over.

House divided:

Armstrong,
Bain (Wentworth),
Barron,
Beausoleil,
Béchard,
Bernier,
Blake,
Bourassa,
Bowmane
Brien,
Burdett,
Campbell,
Cartwright (Sir Rich'd)
casey,
Casgrain,
Ohariton,
Choquette,
colter, --

YATs:
Messieurs

Edwards,
Bisenhauer,
Ellist
Fiset,
Flynn,
Gauthier,
Gillmor,
Gusy,

Hale,
Holton,
lnes,
Jones (Halifax),
Kirk,
Landerkin,
Lang,
Langelier (Quebec),
Laurier,
Lavergne,

MeMullen,
Meig ,
Mills (Bothwell),
Mitchell,
Mulock,
Neveux,
Paterson (Brant),
Perry,
Platt,
Rinfret,
Robertson,
Rowand,
Ste. Marie,
Scriver,
Semple,
8omerville,
Sutherland,
Trow,

Oook,
Oouture,
Davies,
De St. Georges,
Dessaint,
Edgar,

Lister,
Lovitt,

acdoaald (Huron),
Mackensie,

MeIntyre,
McMilan (Huron),

Messieurs

Turcot,
Watson,

Weldon (St. John),
Welsh,
Wilson (Elgin),
Yeo.-72.

Amyot, Doyon, Mason
Archibald, Dupont, Mill (knnapoli),
Audet, Poster, Mofat
Bain (Soulanges), Freeman, Moncrieff,
Baird, Giganlt, Montplaisir,
Barnard, Girouard, O'Brien,
Bergeron, Godbout, Patteraon (Esu),
Bergin, Gordon, Perley,
doisvert, Grandbois, Porter,
Bowell, Guillet, Prior,
Brown, Bairgart, Putnam,
Burns, Hall, Riopel,
Cameron, Hesàon, Roume,
cargill, Hiekey, Rose,
Carling, Ives, Rykert,
Carpenter, Joncas, Scarth,
Caron (Sir &dolphe), Jones (Digby), Sbaaly,
Chouinard, Kenny, Skinner,
Cimon, Kirkpatrick, Small,
0ochrane, Labelle, bmith (Ontario),
Cockburn, Landry, Stevenson,
Oolby, Langevin (Sir Hector), Taylor,
Costigan, La Rivière, Thérien,

oughlmi, Macdonald (Sir John), Thompson (Sir Joha)
Ooulombe, Macdowall, Tupper,
Ourran, McCulla, Tyrwhitt,
Daly, McDo-îald (Victoria), Wallace,
Daoust, Mc Dougald (Picton), Ward,
Davin, MeDougall (O. Breton), Weldon (&lbert),
Davis, McKay, White (Oardwel),
Dawson, Mc Keen, White (Renfrew),
Denison, Mcllillau (Vaudreuil), Wilmot,
D -saulniers, McNeill, Wilson (Irgenteuil),
Desj ardins, Madill, Wilson (Lennox),
Dickey, Mara, Wood (Westmoreland
Dickinson, Marshall, Wright.-108.

Amendment negatived, and Bill read the third time a
passed.

ELECTORAL FRANCHISE ACT AMENDMENT.

louse again resolved itself into Committee on Bill (NCDlro eaea n ivsc uauecatro

1),

.nd

o0.

4) further to amend the RCevised Statutes, chapter 5,
respecting the Electoral Franchise.-(Sir John Thompson.)

(In the Committee.)

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I will ask the Committee to
return to section 2, and to concur in an amendment to the
section which I laid on the Table, and whieh was debated
when the Bill was last in Committee. At the request of hon.
gentlemen opposite, we agreed that the revising officer should
be restricted, as to the information on which he could make
up his list, to official records and toe statutory declarations.
I think the Committee will agree with me that declarations
of that kind, made tx parte, should not be acted upon for
the purpose of striking a name off the roll. I have, therefore,
redrafted the section,for the purpose of enabling the revising
officer to avail himself of those declarations for the purpose
of making additions to the roll, but omitting the provision
that he can use them for striking names off the roll. The
Committee will remember the various provisions of the Act
providing that the party whose name it is proposed to
strike off the roll should be given notice, and the leaning l
generally in favor of retaining a name on the list. If the
revising officer availed hi mself of the statutory declaration
for the purpose of striking off, the burden of proof would b.
reversed, withoat any notice being given to the person
affected.

1fr. MILLS (Bathwell). I think it is to be regretted
that solemu declarations, based on information or belief,
should be admitted. A father may testify as to the qualitl-
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cations of a son, apd an employer as to the qualifications of
a w4ge-earner, but to permit other persons, upon more
bearsay, whicb is not recognised in any other court as evi-i
dence, t6 take declarations on information and belief,
would be a great misfortune. That would be putting
a great number of names, in many cases, upon the lists
which ought not to be there, and the expense and
difficulty of gotting them off would be very great in-
deed. I think the case my hon. friend from IKent gave,
which happened in his own county, is a good illust ra-
tion of what might take place where declarations of this
sort are allowed to be made. I think the hon. gentleman
should not admit those declarations as to information and
belief, but if ho persists in adrmitting them, hob should aiso
provide that, in every case, the person upon whose declara-
tion, based on information and belief, names have been put
on the list, hould appear at the final revision for the pur-
poso of being cross-examined as to the sources of the intor-
mation and. belief. And in case ho should fail 'to appear,
other evidence should be necessary to maintain those names
upon the list.

Mr. BURDETT. I would suggest that the hon. Minister
should have some mode of preserving the declarations, in
order that they may be obtainable by poisons who require
to use them. These declarations should be filed with the
clerk or the revising offier, who would, when necessary,
give certified copies, In this way persons who made frivo-
lous declarations culd be hold up to public ridicule. The
declarations should also be drawn np in the same form as
affidavits, based on absolute knowledge, which are sworn
to, and used in legal proceedings, and an indictment should
lie against the party making the declaration in case he did
so without reasonable grounds for such knowledge and belief,
so that dishonest men on either side should not be in a
position to have at will names entered on the list which
the opposite party would be put to considerable trouble and
expense in getting struck off.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I thought that, having dis*
cussed the question of information and belief the other day,
we would hardly renew it, at any rate, until the third reading
of the Bill, and that by that time my hon. friends opposite,
having carefully considered the question, would have
withdrawn their objections. We have provided that the
revising officer shall be obliged to exhibit those declara-
tions, and shal be obliged to furnish any person with
copies who desires the same. As regards the appearing at
final revision, the hon. gentleman's amendment would
require every person who made a declaration to come and
substantiate it, even though the application was not Mn-
tested.

Mr. MILLS (BotÉwell). Only in cases where names
wore entered on information or bolief, and not from per-
sonal knowledge.

Sir JOHN TROMPSON. Even as to those, in many
cases there would be no contest at all; and where there is
a eontest the provisions of the law as to notice to appear
and result of non-appearance and subpona are sufficient.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). When I find cases such as
those stated by the hon. member for Kent and the hon.
member for South Victoria, I think every precaution should
be taken, and it would be botter not to accept nanes on in-
formation and belief.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. It would be utterly impossible
to frame an Act which would prevent wrong decisions, and
that appears to have been the case in Kent. I promised to
make provision for copies of these lists being sent to post-
masters, and, in Prince Edward Island, to seoretaries of
school distriets, 1, thorefor%, propose that sub-section 2
should be amended in that way.

gr. MILLs (Bothwll).

Mr. PLATT. Is there any provision for the do.tribution
of the ten copies for the unsuccessful candidate in case ho
is dead ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. No.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I have reeeived a letter tn-day

which I will read, and the hon. gentleman will see from
that how this provision in regard to obtaining information
bas worked. The writer says:

"I regret to see that one of the proposed amendments to the Fran.
chise Act permits the revising officer to add names to the voters'list on
the declarations of information and belief of the declarant. Now, any-
one who knows anythinz of the methuds of the Government supporters
and unscrupulouz revising officersmust tee the wide doorhare opened to
fraul. Why, in this way John Mason was enabled to add çcorps of
names to the Kent liste in 1888. hat, at the expense of several bundred
dollars and the tîme of Mr. Christie and myself for months, w- were
unable to get off, althouzh they bad no leral right to be on. We urged
before Judg. Woods the utter ab.urdity of putting on names in that
way; we pointed ýut that Mavon, who was then a comparative stranwer
in Chatham, coild not possibly hve any sequaintence with the persons
whose names he sought by hie declaration to put on the list. We offer-
ed to cali Mr. Mason himself, who was then -in court, tq prove on his
own testimony that he did not even know the persons who be deelared,
to the b-st of his information and belief. were entitled to be put on.
Mr O'Neill, who was acting for Mr. Smith, objected, and for fear we
might be permitted to call him, Mason got up and left the court. The
reviuing officers who desired to act honestly and fairly with both parties
refused to receive such evidence. Under the amendment prnosed. this
method that was rejected as unfair. and in point of information. worth-
les, by many and the best revising officere, ie now given a statutory
effect. I trust this provision may not become law."

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. There is one other point to
wbich I agreed to call the attention of the Committee, and
that was to make provision for tLe correction of clerical
errors. Two suggestions were made in reference to that.
One was that there should be a correction of errors
after the list is revised and before it is transmitted to
the Qieen's Printer, and the other was that the correction
should be made after the list is printel. I think the
only correction that is feasible is one to be made before the
list is transmitted to the Queen's Printer. Whon the list is
transmitted to him, it bas been signed and ii the electoral
list. Any errors which may creep in while it is being
printed might be corrected otherwise, but the revising
officer bas Lo longer ar.y control over the list after it bas
been transmitted. I move that these words shall ho insert-
ed in the 21lst section, that is in section 5 of the present
Bill, line 46;

" After gving reasonable notice of delay, so as to enable errora to be
corrected.'

Mr. PATERSON (Brant.) I believe one of the
suggestions to which the Minister alludes was made by
me. I do not pretend to be able to frame an Act, but I
see a considerable difficulty, and I think the Minister does
also, in this. If the list comes to the printer as finally
revised by the revising officer, and some errors should
occur in the printing office, if some names should drop out,
there should be some machinery by which they can be
restored ; and the same in regard to names which are not
correctly spelled or any errors which may occur in the list
finally printed. There should be some machinery by which
such errors could be rectified. I observe in the newspapers
that, in the lists used in the late contests in regard to the
Scott Act, some well-known residents in this neighborhood,
some property holders who had an andoubted right to vote,
found their names were not on the list, and they could not
vote. If we are to have a list made in that way, it should
be taken in such a way for elections that there should be
no possibility of mistake or error in the printing office.
This seems to me to be one of the most important points to
guard, and I would like the Minister to say definitely that
there cannot b. a mistake made in that way. Does he
propose that the list which the revising officer certifies to
and sends to the printing office shall be the list to be used,
notwithstanding any errors in the printed copy ?
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Mr. CASEY. I understood the Minister to propose to

insert words giving "proper delay and reasonable time for
correcting errors." It seems to me that that almost amounts
to a reopening of the revision. I do not think that is what
my bon. friends were asking for. What they wanted was
to make sure that the list which came from the printing
office should be the same as that which the revising officer
sent. The Minister says that as soon as the revising officer
bas signed this liet and sent it down, his duties are per-
formed. In a sense they are; but I do not think they are
fully performed until he as ascertained and certified that
the copy which leaves the printing office is identical with
the copy he sent down. A slight mistake in the spelling of
a name, or in the number of a lot, might throw a man out
of his vote, a misttke purely unintentional. I think it is
the duty of the reviaing officer to read the proof carefully
and revise it along with his original copy, and finally to
certify on one or more copies of the list as finally printed, to
certify that they are in accordance with the list that he
made up.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. Of course, every effort must
be made to prevent the mistakes which are possible in
printing great numbers of names, and every effort will be
made, by the transmission of proofs to the revising officer
and by plans of that kind. The prirciple of the Bill is that
the list, when finally revised and transmitted to the Clerk
of the Crown in Chancery, is the authentie list of voters
in that electoral district. The list, after being finally
revised, corrected and certified, is to be transmitted to the
Clerk of the Crown in Chancery, who shall insert a notice
in the Gazette, and on and after the publication of that
notice the persons whose names are entered on that list as
voters, subject only to correction or appeal, shall be held to
be duly registered voters in and for that electoral district;
so that the list which is finally revised and certified to the
printer, is the authentic list.

Mr. CASEY. I speak of mistakes arising in the printing
office.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I propose that the revising
officer shall correct them before the list is printed; and if
any mistakes have occurred in printing after that, the
Clerk of the Crown in Chancery shall correct them. That
is all plain when we keep in mind the tact that the roll sent
to the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery, which is the manu-
script to ho printed from, is the authentic list.

Mr. DAViES (P.E I.) I think it should be the duty of the
revising officer to veriy the printed list, the list which the
printer prints from the certified list ; and I would suggest
that the word "before " should be inserted instead of the
word "after," seo that it shall be read that "after verifica-
tion " by the revising officer, he shall transmit the list to
the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery. Thon the revising
officer would have to verify the correctness of the printed
list by comparing it with the certified liât. I think that
sub-section 6 had this very thing in view. Even as it is, it
will be the duty of the revising officer to verify the printed
list by comparing it with the certified list atter it is printed.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The obiect of that sub-section
6 is to correct the printed list which is sent to him for di-
tribution. But what I want to avoid is that the revising
officer should have any power after the list bas been certi-
flied and transmitted to the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery,
and after it has become authenticated as the voters' list of
the electoral district, I want to prevent any further revision.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) What we want to get it at, so far
as I can understand members on both sides of the House, i5
that the printed list shall be a correct transcript of the
certified list. The draughtsman of the Bill must have had
that object in view, whon ho put in these word$; "Shal:

cause them to be printed, and, after verification by the re-
vising officer, shali transmit a sufficient number of each to
the revising officers and to the Clerk of the Crown in
Chancery; " the object therefore being, that the printed
list shal be a correct copy of the certified liet. My impres-
sion is that, as it stands now, he will have to compare the
printed list with a certified copy, to verify its correetness.

Mr. PLATT. Why should the revising officer's duties
end before the lists are printed ? Why sBhould ho certify
the lists until he las read the proof, and seon that the
printed lists are correct? We contend that it should be
placed under the revising officer's eye, until it is handed in
to the returning officer at the election. I c an see no reason
why this list should not ho sent to the printer before it is
certified1 by the revising officer.

Mr. CHARLTON. We ca hardly say the printing is
done before the proofs are corrected. The printing is not
complote until the proofs are correct. It strikes me that
the proper person to correct the proofs ii the revising bar-
ri-ter who made the list. I do not see how we can ensure
a correct list unless we have a revised list, and revised by
the officer who makes the list. In listening to this discus-
sion I am struck with the truth of the old adage:

What a tangled web we weave,
When once we practice to deceive.'

At this moment I cali to mind an anecdote told the other
night by the right bon. gentleman about the Jew and pork,
aUout the clap of thunder that saluted him as ho came out
of the restaurant where ho iad been partaking of the lorbid-
den met, and his exclamation: "Good heavens, what a fuss
about a little pork 1" On this qaestion we may say what a
fuss we have about this absurd Bill, and how long it is
drawn out. I sympathise with the Minister of Justice in
bis attempt to make workable an unworkable scheme, and
in so far as printing the lists at Ottawa for the whole Dom-
inion is concerned, I think it is impossible to do the work
correctly and satisfactory, and that the attempt is a total
mistake. The entire Bill is clumsy, ridiculous and absurd,
and we should drop the whole matter and go back to pro-
vincial liste, which will cost us nothing instead of a great
deal of money, the expenditure of which will be involved in
working this Bill. There is too much cost altogether for
the amount of pork.

Mr. COLTER. I wish to submit this point to the Com-
mittee. Supposing an election i8 coming on and these liste
are sent out to the deputy returning officers and they
prove to be different from the certified lists, how is thrit
difficulty to be remedied ? Supposing the printed list sent
out by the Government Printing Bureau differ materially
from the certified list, and supposing some names are
omitte1, how are those names to be placed on these copies?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I do not think there is any
practical difficulty, for this reason: that the list is to be
made in triplicate, one copy of which is to be sent to the
Clerk of the Crown in Chancery. It is to be printed, and
after being printed, it is to be distributed ail over the
riding, and everybody proparing for the eloction will know
exactly what it is to be. If there are any mistakes, we may
rest assured they will be discovered and rectified.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). When the mistake is dis-
covered, how wil it be rectified ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The lista distributed are not
the authentic list. They are nothing unless they are
cortified copies of the list held by the Clerk of the Urown
in Chancery, and ho is to issue the copies, and is responsible
for seeing that they are true copies; and if they are not
true copies, h is to make them true copies.

Mr. CASEY. It is all very well to say that, in theory,
no mistake can occur beause the original liât will be in the
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office of the Cle k of the Crown in Chancery, and another in
that of the revising officer. But there is no authority for
anyone to interfere with these list afiter they are printed,
or to put a name on or off the list. Of course, it would
not do to give such authority after the list was printed
and the elections coming on. The only true way to
proceed is that, so soon as the printea list is printed,
the proof should be sent to the revising officer to
be revised, and the corrected proof returned to the
printing office and afterwards copies of the corrected list
should be sent ont and distributed. It would never do to
leave power with respect to names in the hands of any official,
for additional names might be inserted on the list and no one
be the wiser. If the officiai were compelled,before distributing
the liste, Vo see that the copies were authentic, the whole
trouble would be obviated. In some quarters of the country
extraordinary names are found, including French and Ger-
man, and it could not be expected that the proof-reader would
be thoroughly accurate in regard to these, especially as the
handwriting of some of the revising officers would not be
perlectly legible, and, I repeat, the only remedy is to send
the proofs back to the revising officer for final revision be-
fore ho certifies to the printed list.

Sir JOHN THO MPSON. I am willing to adopt the sug-
gestion, that before copies are distributed they should
be verified.

Mr. CAMPBELL. It is a question as to whether we
have more confidence in the Clerk of the Crown in
Chancery, or in the revising officer. I would sooner trust
the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery than the revisng
officer, as regards the county which I represent.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

Mr. COLTER. When the House rose at six o'elock, 1
was about to direct the attention of the Committee to the
propriety of sending, under this sub-section 6 of the Act,
the liste, not only to the revising officer, but also t the
member for the riding, and to the defeated candidate, as
weil. I believe that the Minister of Justice has consented
to accept ibis suggestion. I would also suggest that when
the liste are finally printed, they shall be numbered con-
secutively from first to the last, in each polling sub-division.
This, I believe, would reduce the chances of typographical
errors occurring, because the total number for each polling
sub-divibion could be very easily ascertained, if this rule
wore tollowed out, whereas mistakes might oecur if they
were not numbered consecutively.

.Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I propose to add a sub-section:

"7. A copy of the list so printed shall be sent to each member of the
House of Utmmons for the electoral district, and one copy to each of
the deteated candidates for such eiectoral district."

Amendment agreed to.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I was spoken to by the hon.
member for Montmagny (Mr. Choquette), who had a
notice on the paper, as to errors in notices, and I have
arranged with him an amendment which may be added as
sub-section 3 to section 20 of the Act, relating to what shall
be done at the final revision. I propose this sub section tu
meet his views:

"No application to add or remove a name shall be dismissed on ac-
count of error in the name or surname, or designation, mentioned there-
in, provided such error is corrected on or befure the final revision, and
provided that the revising officer is satisfied that the application was
reasonably certain, and that the persoa intended to be named was not
mlsled by such error."

Amendment agreed to.
MX. ÇOâzri

Mr. DA WSON. The reason for this amendment, which
I now suggest, is that the fndians live a great deal in com-
mon, and having a claim on the same location, consider they
all have a right to vote on it. This will simplify the law
ny making them get location tickets, and save the revising
officers a great deal of trouble in deciding what Indians shall
vote on the land.

Mr. EDGAR. This doer not disfranchise any Indiane?
Mr. DA WSON. No, it does not alter the law; it only

saves dispute.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Who grants the location ticket?
Mr. DAWSON.

when they apply
among themselves
The Indian Act of

The agent gives them location tickets
for them, and when the Indians decide

who are entitled to the location tickets.
1880 provides for that.

Sir JOHN THO MPSON. As I understand it, the fran-
chise is now conferred upon Indians who hold separate
portions in the reserve, and the hon. gentleman requires
,hat they shall hold location tickets for their separate hold-
ings,

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.1.) Do they get these location tickets
as a matter of course, every year ?

Mr. DAWSON. They do when they apply for them with
tbe sanction of the band. The band sets aside a location,
and then the tribe decides which Indian shall hold the loca-
tion ticket,

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The location ticket is
given by the cousent of the baud, and that is an estate for
life. At present, under the law, the Indians have to prove
it. Instead of ail that trouble, he is given bis location
ticket in his deed. It is a lease for life, with the consent of
the band. He holds that in severalty as long as be lives.
It is for the purpose of establishing beyond a doubt, that
the Indian has a right to vote when he produces his title.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). It is the agent who grants the
location ticket, or the Superintendent General on the
recommendation of the agent.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Of course, but it muet
be by a solemn vote of the council.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The evidence that an Indian
has been in possesFion of the lands fcr a long series of
Vears is no evidence that ho is entitled to vote ?

Sir JOIHN A. MACDONALD. No, because it has to be
held in severalty. By permission, an Indian may live
.eight or ten years or more on his lot, but that is permis-
sive. The council can move him and put another upon his
land. The lands are held in common.

Mr. EDGAR. This matter, atter all, is in the hands of
the Superintendent General, because section 16 of the Indian
Act provides that:

" No Indian shall be deemed to be lawfully in possession of any land
in a reserve, unless he bas been or is located for the same by the band,
or council of the band, with the approval of the Superintendent
General."

And the next section eays that:
"IW hen the Superintendent General approves of any location as afore-

said, he shall issue, in triplicate, a ticket granting a location title to
such Indian.'t

So that, after all, the privilege of voting, if tbis amend-
ment is made, wili be granted only upon the issuirg of the
location ticket by the Superintendent General.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon, gentleman
knows that everything that is done until the Indians are
enfranchised is done in their council, recommended by the
local agent and approved by the iuperintendent General,
beoause they are under the guardianship of the law; but
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the ticket cannot be issued without a vote of the council,
and then it is issued as a matter of course by the Superin-
tendent General.

Mr. LISTER. There may be some difficulties in that.
Many of the bands which have councils have not always
apportioned the lands with fairness. Supposing an agent
refused to recommend the issue of a ticket to a man who
had occupied the land for a number of years, the Superin.
tendent General would be powerless. We must not assume
that these councils will act fairly in all cases towards all
the Indians. They are actuated by certain considerations
in the same way as white men are. No doubt there will
be cases in which they will refuse to grant the location,
and then the Superintendent General bas no power to come
in, because his power is only con firmatory.

Mr. ROOME. I would propose that these declarations
might be made before any reeve, deputy reeve, or muni-
cipal councillor, where there is no other person authorised
to take them.

Mr. COLTER. Would the persons making such declara
tion be liable to the penalties for perjary if they made a
false declaration ?

Mr. EDGAR. I think the Act in reference to extra.
judicial oaths would have to be amended in order to make
a false declaration of that kind perjury.

Mr. IVES. Why should not the mayor and the alder-
men be included ?

Mr. EDGAR. It is impos'ible to give a fair considera.
tion to such an important change in the law as that pro-
posed by the hon. member for Middlesex (Mr. Roome), in
two minutes. I do not think it is fair to the House that an
important change.like that should be proposed without
notice. I see many advantages in the proposal of the hon.
gentleman, but we must have those declarations made in
proper form, and I would suggest that the amendment
should stand over, as it is impossible to look into the law
now.

Mr. MULOCK. The only question is whether the de-
clarant would be liable in such case as he would be if he
made his dcclaration before a notary or a commissioner. I
think the suggestion is a very good one, but the question is
whether those declarations would be affidavits within the
meaning of the Act.

Sir JOHN TIIOMPSON. I think it would be enough to
say that these persons shall be justices of the peace for that
purpose.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman is propos-
ing to incorporate in the Act a matter of dispute. The
Local Governments have been appointing magistrates for
22 years, iand the Government here have acquiesced in that
construction of the British North America Act. I do not
say that the Government here might not appoint a magis-
trate for certain purposes, but it does seem to me that in
declaring there shall be a jastice of the peace for that pur-
pose is simply to incorporate in the Act a contested point;
and if the courts were to decide, contrary to the hon. gen.
tieman, that we have jurisdiction here, that the Crown, as
represented by the iovernor in Council, may appoint a
magistrate, the result would be that this would go for no-
thing. But if the honi gentleman were to provide that
parties taking an affidavit or a solemn declaration before a
reeve or deputy reeve, shall be held amenable to the law
relating to perjury, if they swear falsely, then he would
accomplish what he proposes to accomplish in this wayf
without the possibility of going wrong.8

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I think the hon. gentleman1
forgets when he says that we are incorporating a contested 1
point hore. The point in contest is whether the provinciald

authorities can, under any circumstances, appoint a justice
of the peace, but the power of the foderal authority to ap-
point bas never been questioned in any way. It is expressly
coLferred by Her Majesty on His Excellency.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The British North America
Act provides for the appointment of a certain class with
judicial authorities, amongst which magistrates are not
included.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I wish to bring forward the mo-
tion of which I gave notice the other day, that I hope the
Governmett will accept. lt places the franchise in Prince
Edward Island upon aun equitable footing. I explained the
other day thet in the Act of 1886 the hon. gentleman con-
ferred upon ail those who were of age on the 20th day of
July, 1885, and were entitied to vote under the local fran.
chise, the right to vote; ani I propose that that principle
shall bu made continuous. I, thoreforo, move:

That section 10 of said Act is hereby répealed, and the following
substituted :-

" In the Provinces of British Columbia and Prince Edward Island
respectively, besides the persons entitled to be registered as votera, and
to vote under this Act, every person who, on the first day of June, in
each year, is of the age of 21 years, and is not by this Act, or by any
law of the Dominion of Canaaa, disqualified or prevented from voting,
and is a British subject by birth or naturalisation, and resident in the
said Provinces, and is entitled to vote in said Provinces respectively,
by the laws which are severally enforced in the same, shal have the
right to be regieLered as a voter, and to vote, as long as he continues to
be qualified to vote, under the provisions of said last-mentioned laws
respectively, and no longer."

A.mendnent negati od.

Mr. BRIEN. Before the Committee rises, I would like to
offer a suggestion or two. I think the intention of the Act
as avowed by its supporters, is to extend the franchise to
every industrious citizen. That has not been done. The
hon. member for Cardweil (Mr. White), who moved the ad-
dress in reply to His Excellency's speech a few months ago,
in speaking about the franchise, said:

"It confers the franchise on al citisens who aro not confirmed
paupers, or have no stake in the country."

Well, if this be the case, if that is the intention of the Act,
then I think that a large number of men are excluded.
The average rate of wages in the agricultural parts of the
Dominion is from 81 to $1.25 per day. There are only 313
days in which a man can work, and if ho only earns $1 a
day, his wages per year only amounts to 8313 at the most.
But, as it is impossible for ail mon to work full time, we
find that the average number of days that men work is only
250 ; therefore, they cannot possibly come up to the
standard required by this Act, consequently, a large number
of industrious citizens are disfranchised. For the informa-
tion of the Committee, I would read the average wages
earned by farm laborers in the Province of Ontario. In
the L?,ke Erie district, it is $241; Lake Huron district,

.355; Georgian Bay, $251; West Midland, $51; Lake
Ontario, 82a3; St. Lawrenco and Ottawa, $249; gast Mid-
land, $366; northorn districts, 3-62; so that in the entire
Province of Ontario the average rate is $250. Ont of 3,354
wage-earners in eighteen difforent towns, only 563 worked
300 days and over ; the average number of days is only
263 in towns and cities. In cities and towns where they work
in factories and shops and can work in stormy days, the
average might bo a little greater, but still this Bill would
exclude these important classes in both town and country.
We have extended the franchise to Indians, but still we pro-
puse to refuse it to our white laborers who are not less quali-
fied to vote. I have experienced a great deal of difficulty in
so far as I have had anything to do with the revision of the
List. We found that but a few applicants could attain to the
$30a qualification. Baside@, the present Act entails a great
deal of difficulty and hardship upon many wage-earnere
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by compelling them to give au account of every cent earned. i
For these reasons I move that:

Sub-section 6 of section 3 of the Franchise &et be amended by strik-
ing out the words "three hundred and fifty dollarsI" and substituting
therefor the words "two hundred and forty dollars."

Also, that sub-section 6 of section 4 of the same Act be amended by
striking out the words "Ithree hundred dollars" and substituting the
words "two hundred and forty dollars."
In the last Ontario Act the franchise was extended to
all wage-earners who had an income of $ý50, but
even in that case, I think there is a. considerable num-
ber of laborers who are excluded, and I believe that it was
the intention of the Act to extend the franchise to every
industrious citizen.

Amendment negatived, and Bill reported.

INTEREST ACT AMENDKENr.

Sir JOHN TH.OMPSON moved second realing of
Bill (No. 132) to amend the Revised Statutes respecting
interest (from the Sonate). He said: The object of this
BiIll i8 to fix the rate of interest which judgments shall
bear. The question has arisen lately in the North-West
Territories, inasmuch as the Interest Act provides the rate
of interest which contracts shail bear when no other rate is
provided, but judgments net being strictly of the nature of
contracts, it had been eld that there is no provision as to
judgnents bearing interest. Provisions of doubtfal validity
have been made with respect to this subject by Provincial
Legislatures.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Under the third section a change
would be effected and judgments would bear interest at 6
per cent., which formerly only bore interest at 5 per cent.
I do not think, however, that a man has a right to allow a
judgment to remain and bear interest at a high rate.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. It is only proposed to take
the second reading to.night and to go into Committee at a
future day.

Mr. IVES. Judgment with interest will be calculated
from the date of the serving of the process.

Mr. DAVIN. This Bill will meet a want greatly felt in
the North-West Territories, because we cannot collect over-
due taxes with interest at more thau 4 per cent.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the second time.

SECOND READING.

Bill (No. 126) to amend the Summary Convictions Act,
chapter 78 of the JRevised Statutes, and the Act amending
the same (from the Sanate).-(Sir John Thompson.)

REGISTRATION AND POSTAGE OF LE1TERS.

louse resolved itself into Committee to consider proposed
resolutions (p. 469) providing for the rate of registration
and postage of letters.

(In the Committee.)
On sectiou 1,
Mr. HAGGART. The object of the first part of the reso-

lation is to enable the postmaster to.charge a registration
fee on any valable matter which may b. sent through the'
post office. I propose to change the second part of the
resolution to the effect that the postage of local or drop
letters sball be 2 cents per ounce in cities and towns where
there is delivery by carriers. That leaves the Act the same
as it is nW, except in cities and towns where there is
delivery by letter carriers. It assimilates our law to that
of the United States where the rate is 2 cents on similar
letters, and to that of the United Kingdom where the rate
ji one penny. I propose to change the second part to rad

xre B&wu.

so as to affect only periodicats issued less frequently than
at intervals of one montb. This allows monthly periodi-
cals to pass as free as newspapers do, and to make specimen
newspapers entitled to be sent at one cent per pound. It
provides that no periodical may be carried free of postage
under the 26th section of the Post Oifice Act, if lit is pub-
lished at intervals of more than one month. It leaves the
law the same on certain printed matter, and on packages of
seeds and matters of cognate descriptiQn, namely, one cent
for each four ounces. Printed manuscripts, proofs, litho-
graphs, photographs and documents partly written and
partly printed, not being deeds, plicies of insurance, and
miscellaneous, may be sent at one cent for each two ounces.
This makes the postage on this class of matter the same as
it is in the United States and Great Britain.

Mr. JONES (Halifax.) This resolution increasing the
postage on drop Jetters will bear bard on cities, and it ap-
pears to me to be unnecessary. I do not sec upon what
principle the hon. gentleman is called upon to double the
rate on the postage of drop letters. It is true that in some
instances the letters are distributed by the carriers, but in
most cases merchants and citizens have private boxes in
the post office and the carriers are not called upon to
distribute the letters. Business men now send their
circulars through the post office at one cent, and this class
of matter does not involve any increase of expense on the
post office. I think that the Postmaster General should
consider this, for he will see that the reason he gives for
increasing the rate in places where there are letter carriers
would not apply where persons have private boxes i fthe
poet office. I know that this increase of rate in drop letters
is very unpopular in the cities of the Dominion, because it
is looked upon as unnecessary. It is very unfavorably
received by the bueiness community generally.

Mr. DAVIN. I consider that the Postmaster General
bas taken from this clause everything that was objection-
able in it. I am very glad indeed that this impost on the
monthly periodicals, and therefore upon literature, has been
removed. In regard to the objections of my hon. friend
from Halifax (Mr. Jones), I wish to point out to the Com-
mittee that if this objection has any force it will regulate
itscl. If, for instance, the Postmaster General finds that the
rate of 2 cents is too much upon drop letters where letters
are sent round by the letter carriers, the merchants will
not avail of this means of communication and the revenue
from this source will so decrease as to cause tho Postmaster
General to return to the old rate. On the other band, if the
merchants continue to use those sealed circulars at the 2
cent rate it will prove that it is a fair rate, and that anyone
who i familiar with the present condition of our postage
system and the amount that it costs the country will be very
glad if there is an adjustment in this respect between the
expenditure and the service rendered. I do not think that
there is auything whatever in the objections of my hon.
friend from Halifax (Mr. Jones).

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I confess that I do not quite
understand the first part of this resolution, which bas
reference to registered matter. It would seem t imply
that the postal officials might be at liberty to register any-
thing that came into the office, and to charge for registra-
tion if it were supposed to contain valuable matter. I
should like to enquire whether this is a change in the law,
and whether the opinion I have in reference to it, that post-
masters may register, if they choose, anything that goes
into the post office and charge for it, is correct ?

Mr. HAGGA RT. It is a new feature. [n most countries
it i compulsory that all valuable matter shall be registered.
In nome countries, if itis not registered, the matter is for-
feited, in addition to a heavy fine being imposed. Where
it appears evident to the postmaster that a letter contains
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something valuable, he can ix a penalty to the amount of
the registration fee, which is collected at the place of
delivery. This also prevents the temptation to postal
clerks of abstracting letters which are not registered, and
which are supposed to contain valuable matter.

Mr. CASEY. Unless power is given to the postmaster to
open letters, how is he to ascertain whether the natter is
valuable or not ?

Mr. HAGGART. That is a rather difficult matter; but
it is where it appears evident to the postmaster that the
letter contains valuable matter.

Mr. CASEY. Still it depends on the postmaster to say
whether it appears evident that the letter contains valu.
ables. It may be a piece of pasteboard or a piece of stiff
paper that feels like a babk note, and the postmaster is
given pûwer to fix a penalty, not on the man who posted
the letter, but on the man to whom it is addressed, and the
enclosure may not be worth the cost of registration. I
think the old plan is the best, for the man who serds the
letter to take the risk of its being stolen in transit. I think
this Bill would put indefinite and improper power in the
bands of postmasters, and would enable them to tax the
wrong party. I almost fancy that, on reconsideration, the
matter would appear in the same way to the Postmaster
Gencral himself.

ir. LISTER. I fancy, so far as this registration is con.
cerned, that no one is likely to be seriously injured by it.
But I have a matter to bring before the Postmaster Gen-
eral, which I think was brought to his notice by others,
that is, the postage on examination papers. As he knows,
throughout our Province the examination papers of the
schools are sent to the inspector, and hitherto the postage
bas been exceedingly high. I believe the postage on these
papers should be greatly reduced, say one cent for four
ounces. I have been written to on the subject by one of
the public school inspectors, and I cannot do better than
read bis letter:

''It is the usual practice in the public sehools to have written exam.
inations for promotion from one class to another,and after the examina-
tion is over the papers of the pupils who pass the examination are îent
to the insièctor for review and confirmation. According ta the present
postal regulations the postage on these examination paper, is very
haig, nd unless the hon the Postmunster General ean be induced to
give tire rate, of, say one cent for four ounces, in many coun Les, perhaps
ail, these examinations will have to cea6e,aor elsebe conducted onha
différent basis, fiomn thât which obtains at present. Mr. MeIntooh,
Public School Inspector for Hastings, has, I believe, had some commu-
nication or correspondence with the Hon. Mr. Bowell, who, I believe,
has promised to give aIl the assistance he could in the matter."

I think this matter is worthy of the consideration of the
Postmaster General, and if he thinks the rate on this matter
should be reduced, it can be added to the articles which are
charged one cent for four ounces.

Mr. HAGGART. I received a good many communica.
tions from inspectors in the direction ofthe hon. gentie-
Man's suggestion. If the document is partly printed and
partly written, it would pa8s at the rate of one cent for
two ounces. If it is wholly writtea, it has to pay full letter
postage, as you will see the diffieulty of distinguishing it
from other correspondence.

Mr. CASEY. Does not the law provide that printers'
manuscript-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If the hon. gentleman
will excuse me, perhaps it wou d be more conveniert, if the
discussion is to be on the details of the Bill, tha. the reso-
lution should be adopted and concurred in, and then the
Bill will be brought op for a seciond realing at once, and
takcu up clause by clause, and evE.ry question eau be raised
on one or other of the clauses.

Mr. CASEY. But 1 think this is the place to discuss the
resolutions, ard I do not suppose it will take any more time
to do so not than it wotlld under the Bil,

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Only the discussion will
ho had twico over.

Mr. CASEY. I do not think it need be repeated.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Oh, very well.
Mr. MITCHELL. I would like to ask the Postmaster

General on what principle ho doubles the rate of postage on
what are called drop letters, which are dropped into the
post office to be delivered in the city or town ? It appears
to me that it is unnecessarily taxing the commercial iom-
munity.

Mr. HAGGART. It is on this principle, that it has been
found that where a letter bas been dropped into the post
office in a city, and delivered by a letter carrier, it does not
pay to deliver it for one cent, which is just half the rate
charged in uny other country in the world; and this provi-
sion is to assimilate the rate to that prevailing in other
countries.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). It will be a serions taxito
individuals in large cities. There are two classes of people
in those cities, one to whom letters are delivered hy ear.
riers, and the other, who have bcxes in the post office for
which they bave to pay a rental, and this increase is au
additional tax upon them. I seems bard that a letter can
be sent all over this Dominion for 3 cents, and that you
have to pay 2 cents for a letter that is dropped into the
post office, and put into a box in the same office. In the
United States, the postage for drop letters is the same as
for other letters ?

Mr. HAGGART. Drop letters delivered by carriers are
charged the same rate as other letters in the United States;
and in England the charge is a penny, even if the letter is
delivered next door.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). But in the United States all
letters are carried for 2 cents, while here you charge 3
cents. I think it is going to be a pretty heavy tax in cities.

Mr. FERGUSON (Welland). I cannot see anything
more reasonable than that the cost of the letter carriers
should ho charged to the people in cities who receive the
benefit of them. The country sbould not ho taxed for the
benefit of the people living in the cities.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I was expecting that some
represeLtatives cf cother large cities would have spoken on
this matter, because I feel sure that if the mercantile com-
munity in Toronto, Montreal, Quebec, and other large cities
knew what was proposed here to-night, there would be a
strong remonstrance against it. It is manifestly unfair to
the mercantile community of those cities. The Post-
master General says it is intended that the rate
ho is proposing is to pay for the expense of delivery.
If you pay a man a dollar a day, ho would only
bave to deliver fifty letters to earn his pay. In
the majority of cases, they deliver a great many more
than that. Therefore, I think that the Postmaster General
is trying to make money out of the cities in order to supp ly
the deficiency in postal revenue. I know as a business man
what the inconvenience of this would ho. In the cities a
large amount of circulars go through the post, and I
suppose the hon. gentleman never lived inthe eity during
election times or had to run an election in a city, or ho
would have found that from 5,000 to 6,000 notices have to
go through the post at a very critical time, the expense of
which will be doubled. I remember a short time ago seein
in a ToronLo paper a remonstrance against this proposa,
and subsequently the statement trat the Postmaster
General had consented to drop it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Drop the lettons.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). And I hadhoped, when heintro-

duced the resolution to-night, that he wa going to intir
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duce a change of policy in this matter. I hope ho will yet the Government to carry that letter to its destination ; but
take the matter into consideration. when a letter is dropped to my address at Niagara Falls, I

Mr. W ELDON (St. John). The revenue will be dimin- have to send my own man to get it.

ished rather than increased by this proposal. A large Mr. DAVIN. If the proposition of the hon. member for.
amount of matter goes through the post office at one cent, Renfrew (Mr. White) were correct, it would follow that the
which will not be mailed if the charge is raised to 2 cents. officers of the department, knowing that a letter unregis-

Mr. WHITE (.Renfrew). Before this resolution paes, tered contained valuables, should not apply to it more care

I wish to enter my protest against that part which provides than to one that docs not.
for compulsory registration. It seems to me that the de. Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). Why should they ? The de-

partment would be acting in an arbitrary manner in com- partment is not responsible.
pelling a person to register a lutter be sends through the Mr. DAVIN. There is a moral obligation.
post office, whether he likes it or not. If the sender of the Mr. CASEY. Not at ail.matter chooses to take the risk of scnding it without regis-
tering it, that is bis business, and the department ought Mr. DAVIN. Certainly, there is. With regard to the
not to say that when ho puts a latter in the post office, the argument of the hon. member for Elgin (Mr. Casey) that
postmaster should be the arbiter to decide whether that we should not copy from England or from the States, of
letter should be registered or not. The sender is the pur- course we should not unless there is reason for it. Then the
son who ought to decide whether the matter he sends is hon. gentleman used the absurd argument that because my
valuable or not, and whether, even if valuable, he should take hon. friend (Mr. Haggart) does not favor free trade,
the risk of sending it unregistered or not. It is assuming most ho should therefore not take any hint from what goes on in
arbitrary power on the part of the department to say that England. But the conditions in every civilised country for
when I post a letter, which may perhaps not contain van. the distribution of letters, the main conditions on which to
able matter, but which may feel from the outside as if it did, found a postal f5 stem, are always the same, viz., highways,
that letter should be registered and a postage rate of 5 cents railways and population. Whereas when you come to
additional-for I believe the rate of registration is to be questions of protection or free trade in Canada you have a
raised to that amount-imposed. new community, in England you have a highly organised

Mr. HAGGART. This is taken from the regulation that and advanced community, and there is no analogy between

exists in Great Brilain, and a simnar regmulation exists.ail.the two. With regard to what my hon. friend from Ren.

over Eurore. frew (Mr. White) has said-and I have always a great
resDect for what he says. because it is generallv to the

Mr. CASEY. The Postmaster General must not think
he is settling the question by quoting regulations, either of
England, or of anywhere else. We think here that we can
make some slight improvements on the way they do things
in Europe. The hon. gentleman, himself, was one of the
first to combat the idea that any English precedent should
rule hore, especially in trade questions, and we can bring
that home to him in discussing post office matters If it
does not rale here in regard to tariffs, I do not see why it
should rule in regard to post office tariffs. We should look
at the thing from a common sense view, as the hon, member
for Renfrew (Kr. White) looks at it. This view certainly
does not prevail, when we are going to give postmasters
the right Lo say what mail matter shall be registered and
what shall not, and propose to tax the receiver and not the
sonder. It is well understood that when a man sends valuable
goods in an unregistered letter, the sonder is responsible and
not the Post Office Department, nor the receiver, and, there-
fore, no lose can possibly accrue to the receiver should the
letter not reach its destination, provided the sender is a
responsible person. Should the sender choose to take the
risk, it is arbitrary legislation on our part to try and force
him to take precautions. I know the hon. the Minister
wishes to make this a popular B11. Being a new Minister
he would not like to do an unpopular thing, but I assure him
he will find this little provision one of the most unpopular
things he could put in the Bill.

Mr. FERGUSON (Welland). They have not in England
the cheap method of transporting valuables by Express
which we have hure.

Mr. HAGGART. The United States have it.
Mr. PERGUSON (Welland). The rule in England bas

been to send nearly ail valuables by post; but in this coun.
try valuables are largely sent by Express; so that in
England provision had to be made that is not so much re.
quired here, and I think a regulation that applies to Eng-
land does not apply to this country. With regard to the
2 cent postage, when my hon, friend from St John (M5r.
Weldon) or my hon. friend from Halifax (Kr. Joues)
drops a letter through the post office, a man is hired by

Mr. JoNEs (Halifax).

pv3v L , L TJIu£% 3j p 1V&ý w 4 0.point-I say, if a post office clerk sees that any letter con-
tains valuable matter, there is a moral obligation on him to
have a watchful eye over that, and for that obligation the
persons interested should pay.

Mr. MoKAY. I was in hopes that the suggestion offered
by the right hon. the First Minister would be carried out,
and that this Bill would pass its second reading and be dis-
cussed in Committee clause by clause. The Bill is intended
to make up some of the loss of the Post Office Department,
but I do not think it is just to the mercantile comtpunity in
the cities that they should be called upon to make up that
deficiency. I believe the letter carrying system in the
cities pays for itsolt. I think that the lorS, il any, should
be distri bated over the country where letters are carried
for long distances. We have bad a very strong protest
from the Board of Trade in Hamilton in relation to this
proposal. It will be a great tax on the mercantile commu-
nity, and I believe that ins'ead of increasing the revenue
from the drop letter delivery it will lessen the revenue.
There are now many agencies which deliver letters and
circulars at low rates; and I am satisfied that, if the rate is
increased to 2 cents, these agencies would increase, and the
revenue from drop letters would decrease. There are also
a great many business people whob ave private boxes in the
post office, who do not avail themselves of the letter carrier
system, and who therefore ought not to be taxed for its
maintenance. I desire to place on record my view that the
Bill is not in the interest of the mercantile communities in
the cities.

Mr. HESSON. There are other people interested besides
those in commercial centres like Halifax, St. John and
Hamilton, and I am satified that this Bill will meet with
the general approbation of the people of Canada. If the
Minister had found it possible to give us a 2 cent rate for
the entire Dominion, I would have been prepared to support
him, but he bas done the next best thing, which is to give
ns the one ounce for the 3 cents. That will be a very
great advantage, and hon. gentlemen who have discussed
the changes which are proposed have not referred to that
very important point. The hon, members from Ualifa,
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St. John and Hamilton have stated that the , cent rate on1
drop letters will be a heavy burden on the mercantile com
munity. Those gentlemen in those cities have deliverie
five and six and some imes seven times a day. When w,
remember that the letter carriers are employed for tbeii
convenience in these cities at the expense of the whole
people of Canada, I think no une in this House will say
that they are paying a fair rate for drop letters when they
pay cnly one cent. -i had occasion to enquire into this
matter in regard to the city of Ottawa. I saw that a large
staff of letter carriers were employed in this city, and J
saw that a large revenue was apparently derived from
the city of Ottawa post office, but when I investigated
the matter, I found that the amount of expenditure which
was necessary was so large in this city, which is one
of great importance as a business centre, and as the capital
of the Dominon, and the headquarters of Canada, when
that was deducted from the receipte, the City of Strat-
ford gave a larger revenue to the Dominion than the city
of Ottawa did. If you investigate the expenses of main-
taining the letter carriers in these mercantile centres, you
wili find, that the expenditure on that account, in cities of
the size of Ottawa and Hamilton, forms a very large item
in the post office expenditure. I think, that those who
have the advantage of five or six deliveries a day, without
any trouble being cansed to themselves or their families to
go for the mail matter, should not object to the payment of
2 cents on drop letters. There are a large number of post
offices in the country where the postmasters are getting
from $14 to 820 a year, and I think it is most unfair that
in cities, where they have all the advantages I have pointed
out, they should not in some way be made to pay a fairer
proportion of the burden on the country. This Bill pro.
vides that they shall, and I am confident that there is not a
gentleman who represents a rural constituency, a town or a
county, who will not endorse what the Postmaster General
is proposing in this respect. 1 am only sorry to see that
the hon. gentlemen who represent cities are not more
liberal in this matter when they consider the greater advan-
tages which they possess.

Mr. SCRIVER. Having had some liti le experience as a
postmaster myself, I am prepared to say unhesitatingly
that [ approve of the feature of tbe hon. gentleman's Bil,
which proposes t> give to the postmasters the right to on-
register documents which are apparently of value when
they are put in the post office; because, when those docu.
ments are lost, although the department is not obliged
legally or perhaps even morally to trace them ont, it
endeavors to do so, and the labor which is entailed is very
great, both on the department and on the postmasters. That
labor and that expense will be very much lessened by the
adoption of such a regulation as this Bill proposes.

Mr. CASEY. No dou bt what my hon. friend bas said
bas great weight, but it still leaves the point unsettled as
to how the postmaster is going to decide what is valuable
and what is not. If he could enregister only what is
valuable, it would be all right; but I do not see how the
Postmaster General is going to give the postmasters the
supernatural power of looking through an envelope and
seeing what is inside. However, I only rose to call the
attention of the Postmaster General to a matter which I
bave personally mentioned to him, and to ask him whether
he bas conbidered the question of introducing insurance of
letters, according to the English system.

Sir JO RN A. MACDONA LD. Surely you are not ap-
pealing to ihe English system, are you ?
. Mr. CAS EY. When the English system is reasonable, Iam willing to adopt its provisions. In England, it is possi-

ble to register a letter in such a manner that the department.
18 responsible for its safe transit up to a certain amount.
The loss by registered letters here is so small that, if
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the Minister is in search of revenue, I believe this is proba-
bly the best way in which ho could get it. People would

s he willing to pay a mach larger amount than the ordinary
registration fee to obtain this insurance, and the depart.

r ment would lose so few letters of that kind that they
would make almost a clear profit of the extra amount of
postage. I am not aware of how that is worked in England,
but I have never seen any suggestion in the English news-
papers that it bas worked badly, and I think it would be a
a reat boon for the people here to be able to ensure the
money or valuables which they send through the post office.

i The charge might be graduated according to the value. I
desire to ask the hon. gentleman if ho has considered that
point, and whether it is not possible to insert some such
provision in the Bill?

Mr. HAGGART. The practice in England is for the
registration fee to ensure the delivery of all valuiables under
the value of £2 10., and a small insurance fee as high, I
think, as £10 or £12. I considered the proposition, but I
did not think it advisable to introduce it into the Bill.

Mr. CHARLTON. I understood the Postmaster General
sometime ago to indicate bis willingness to grant a 3 cent
per ounce rate.

Mr. H&AGGART. It is that. The delivery in cities is
increased from one cent per half ounce to two cents per
ounce, and the letters are increased from half an ounce to
one ounce.

Mr. CHARLTON. What is the decision with regard to
monthly periodicals ?

Mr. HAGGART. The definition of a newspaper period.
ical is changed to cover those published not les& frecuently
than once a month.

Resolution reported, and concurred in.

POST OFFICE ACT AKENDMENT.

Mr. HAGGART moved second reading of Bill (No. 93)
to amend the Post Office Act, chapter 35 of the Revised
Statutes of Canada.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and House
resolved itself into Committee.

On section 2, (In the Committee.)

Mr. HAGGART. Sub-section (i) is amended to cover decoy
letters, and to render any person stealing them guilty of
the same offence as of stealing an ordinary letter. (k) is
amended so as to include baskets. (1) is amended so as to
include post office mail cars.

Mr. CH ARLTO N. Who is to decide as to who is author-
ised to receive letters ? That ought . to bo a little more
clearly defined. A postmaster may consider sornebody
authorised to receive a letter, who is not authorised.

Mr. HAGGART. That is a copy of the old Act.

On section 3,
Mr. HAGGA.RT. That alters the old Act by adding ob.

scene prints or photographs, and to cover persons who send
through the mails improper forms of duns on postal cards,
for the purpose of making the matter public. A similar
provision is incorporated in the American law.

Mr. CASET. There are two or three matters, which,
although they may be contained in the old Act, require to
be investigated. Any one probably eau decide what an oh.
scene picture is, but every postmaster might exorcise his
own taste as to what was an immoral publication. We
know that certain literary worke of such standing as to be
considered fit to be in every library bave been stopped by the
Customs authorities on the ground that they were immoral,
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because they advocated doctrines that appear to most of us
to be atheistie or freethinking. For example, Tom Paine's
works have been etopped by the Customs on the
ground of immorality. An hon. friend beside me truly
says that Bob Ingersoll's speeches should much rather be
etoppod on the same ground. I hold that this is leaving too
much discretion in the hands of postmaesters, and we should
also b. careful not tu leave too much temptation to tamper
with mail matter. I understand that one of the new pro-
visions prohibits duns expressed in improper language in
post carde. That is a proper proviso. Then, agair, as to
the question respecting illegal lotteries and gift enterprises,
I do not know how the postmaster le to guess whother a
certain circular is an improper one or not, and whether
the circulars passing through the mails have reference to
an illegal lottery. fie may obtain an idea from the large
number of circulars passing through the post office that
they are connected with a lottery, but, I submit, although
the postmaster may have the best intentions in the world,
ho may cast disciedit on circulars sent by a higbly re, pect.
able firm. It is at ail events a dangerous power to p ce in
the hande of postmasters. Again, as to the question whether
circulars are intended to deceive the public or to obtain
money under false pretences, how can the postmaster know
whether any scheme to which the circulars refer is intended
to deceive the publie ? He cannot do anything of the kind,
and it is very dangerous to allow postmasters to attaeh a
mark to letters stating that they are intended to deceive
the public. Circulars relating to a meeting connected with
thei range Order might be stopped in this way, and other
circulars iooking to the raising of money for the building
of a Roman Catholic church might be marked suspected to
be fraudulent, and great injury might thus b. done to either
party. The Postmaster General is going too far in con-
ferring improper power on his subordinates. If the matter
were left in his own hands, I would have greater confidence
in his exercising impartially the powers, but they should
not be entruted to postinasters throughout the Dominion.
I ask the hon. gentleman most seriously if he is not giving
too much of the spirit of bureaucracy to the postal service.
The postmaster could not tell whether a circular were ille-
gai and impoper unless the envelope bore on the ouside
printed matter showing that the undertaking was of an
illegal nature. We find that circulars respecting what ai e
called "green goodse" pas@ through the post offices without
being disturbed, and in this respect the postmaster's powers
are useless, while in other cases if there le a circular not
exactly to the taste of the individual postihaster, it might be
stopped and Ïiarked fraudulent and damage might thus be
done to most respectable concerne.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman has
to objection to. giving the Postmaster General power to
stop à saucy dua, but h. objecta to the Postmaster General
havîIng power to àtop obscene literature.

Mr. CABEY. I did not say so.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If the hon, gentleman will

look at the clause of the Billhe will see it gives power to the
Post Office Department to make regulations declaring what
shall and what shall not be deemed desirable under this
Act, and It makés provision for restrictions within reason-
able liiits and regulatione aiso for prohibiting the circula-
tion of dangerbus änd iinproper articles. It is simply giving
power to the department to make regulations within reason.
able limit. That power has bëen exercised by the Post
Office Department without any objection in the past, and
it is exercised by the pet office authorities in England
and the United States, and wherever thete is a postal
system.

Mr. CASEY. Of course thesd regulations are made by
the department, but they are interprettd and carried out
by the poatmaters. I wotld hlve nb objection to the

stoppage of obecene and immoral publications. As to a
saucy dun, that is shown on the face of the post card. I
say in regard to these clames that the powers given to the
postmasters are very dangerous, while under the preceding
clause the postmaster had a right to open letters on suspi-
cion of their containing immoral works.

Mr. AMYOT. I call the attention of the Minister to the
propriety ofinforming parties to whom piotures or letters are
sent, which are seized by some officer whom we do not know,
aiso tolthe parties by whom the packages were attached.
It would prove a check. As it is a letter may arrive and
be seized, and we do not know by whom or where, or the
reason. If the party te whomr it was addreesed were noti-
fied of the fact that would be a check; and if the officer,
whether lie was a good one or a bad one-and if lie bad been
appointed by the opponents of the Government ho might
be a bad one in that sense, or vice versa-knew ho bad te
communicate with the party interested, that h. had de-
tained such a paper or package, that fact would be a protec-
tion to the public. I hope the Postmaster General will
take this into his serious consideration.

Mr. HAGGART. I think there is something in the
sggestion the hon. gentleman bas made. Hitherto the
Postmaster was not obliged to send notice to the party
whether he detained an immoral publication or not. I think
that, under the new regulation, if he detains a publi-
cation of that kind, or of any kind mentioned iere, he ought
to pend notice.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). In this provision it is pro-
posed that the department may make regulations fixing
the charge of registration upon letters. If I rightly under-
stood the Postmaster General when this Bill was introduced
he stated that it was his intention to increase the rate of
registration on letters posted to be registered. I think I
understood him to say that he would increase it to the same
rate as eis charged in the United States.

Xr. HAGGART. No; to half the rate, 5 cents.

Mr. WHIrE (Renfrew). I think this proposed increase
from 2 cents to 5 cents would be a heavy imposition on the
farming class and upon the small merchants, provided, as I
understand theb hon. gentleman to say, that no additional se-
curity is to be given under the system of registration to be
adopted by the department, than is given at present. I
understood the Postmaster General to say that he did not
propose to guarantee any amount in a letter that was regis-
tered at any post office. I thought that be said at first that
it was the intention of the department to guarantee moneys
or valuables enclosed in registered letters up to a certain
amount and if that course is not adopted now I think it
would be a very great hardship on those to whom I refer
if the rate ot registration is increased. I must again
protest against the power which i assumed in this Bill, to
register matter whether the sender wishes to have il
registered or not. I would say in reply to tibe hon. mem-
ber for Assiniboia (Mr. Davin) that there is an obliga-
tion on the department to deliver every letter that is re-
ceived for delivery, and there is no greater obligation to
deliver a letter supposed to contain valuable matter than
one which may not be supposed to contain such matter. A
letter may not contain valuables, but it may be very impor-
tant to the seuder that it should reach its destination.
I say that it is a duty imposed upon the Post
Office Department to deliver every letter at the place to
which it is directed. Again I contend that it is in the dis-
cretion of the person sending the letter to say whether it
sbould b. registered or not. Let me point out a circum-
stance which I think will illustrate bat I mean in regard
to this matter. Letters containing bank bills or money of
that description are usually registered, but if I post a letter
containing a cheque, which is just as valuable as money if
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I have fonds to my credit, and if that cheque is made pay.
able to the order of the person to whom I am sending it I
do not consider it necessary to register the letter, and so it
is with regard to drafts or notes. I think it is a most
arbitrary measure on the part of the department to insist
upon exacting from the person who receives a letter sup-
posed by the postmaster to contain valuables, a registration
fee in addition to the postage. It is the sonder who ought
to decide whether he wishes to bave the security whatever
security it may be, that is afforded by the registration of
that iletter.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). There are, of course, two views
to be taken of this matter; the one that is presented by the
Government in the Bill and the other that has been pre-
sented by the member for Renfrew (Mr. White). If a post-
master is- at liberty to decide whether a letter upon which
is placed theoordinary postage contains valuables or not it
necessitates close inspection of the letter, and that close in-

spection may lead to the letters being purloined instead of
thoir being registered. I do not know that it would add
anything to the safety of the transmission of letters to in-
duce every postmaster in the country to inspect the letter
closely with a view of ascertaining what its contents are. I
think that this is a very serious objection and it is one that
must necessitate the habit of close inspection in every post
office in the country whether the party in charge is a person
of integrity or whether he is not. I do not think that the
habit of prying into the contents of letters passing through
the post offce is a good habit to cultivate or to encourage,
and, taking everything into consideration it seems to me
that the party wbo posts the letter ought to decide whether
ho will register the letter or not. I beliave that the old
practice in this respect is botter than the one the Govern-
ment propose to substitute.

Mr. DAVIN. If the reasoning of my hon. friend from
Renfrew (Mr. White) were correct, nobody noed ever
register, because he says there is the same obligation pre-
cisely on the part of the Post Office Department to deliver
any unregistered letter as to deliver a registered letter.

Mr. WHI'E (Renfrew). So there is.
Mr. DAVIN. Well, if there be this same obliation there

is the same security, ani why then sYulI pe>ple register ?
Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). There is a distinction there.

The man who wishes additional security registers.
Mr. DAVIN. Yet the hon. gentleman says that the

obligation on the part of the Post Office Department is
absolute.

Mr. WHITE (Ronfrew). So it is.
Mr. DAVIN. Then there can be no additional security.

The reason for registration is that there is additional secur-
ity, and we have the registered letter watched from hand to
band until is delivery to the sendee is secured. There ie a
very important reason why the Government of the country
should not desire to have valuable matter sent by post in an
unregistered letter. There is the constant temptation to
purloin on the part of their servants, and the constant dan-
ger of the demoralisation of ithe service. There is also the
additional security given to the delivery of valuable matter.
Those are two good reuons why the change proposed by
the hon. the Postmaster General should be carried out. A
moment ago weshad a discussion about the habit prevailing
in Europe and England, and in a matter of this sort, where
the circumstances are precisely the same, the practice of a
community so oli, and so successful, and so admirable, un-
doubtedly forms a very good precedont for our guidance.

Mr. DALY. I certainly agree with the remarks of the
member for Renfrew (Mr. White) with regard to registra
tion. In f orcotry we have not the same number of

banks or of post offices to issue post oifieo orders as in the
old Provinces, snd there a great deal of mouey IL trans-
mitted by registered latters. Therefore, I hope sincerely
that the Postmaster General will not increase the rate. In
reference to the other proposition contained in the rosola-
tion, I agree also with the hon. member for Renfrew, and
reserve any remarks I have to make on that question until
it is before the House.

Kr. HAGGART. The object of the regulbtion rogarding
letters unquestionably containing money, was to reach
what might be transparent on the outside, s isq as jewellery
or watches, as in other couatries; but if ho. gentlemen
think that the regulation might qover other thinge, and
wish to send lotters at their own risk, I have no objection
to striking out the latter part of the clause.

Mr. WHITB (Renfrew). I would ask my hon. friend to
consider the question of not increasing the registration fee.

Mr. HAGGART. Rogistration In this country is lower
than in any other country in the world. The registration
fee in England is 5 cents, in this country 2 cents, and in
the United States 10 cents It would be impossible to in-
troduce the amendments which I propose to introduce for
the efficient transmission of registered matter unless I get
more fees. I intended to perfect the system, in fact intro-
ducing into this country the Americansystem, which would
enable us to trace a registered letter to any part of the
country. That system, consiste in the delivery to a certain
clerk of a certain parcel properly t ecured with a
peculiar kind of look, which will show if it has ben
tampcred with; that parcel is delivered at the end of the
jirney to another clerk, who transnits it, and soon. That
system can be applied to only a few oities in the country,
but there is a further improvement which would enable yon
to put registered matter in a peculiarly shaped bag with a
peculiar lock which would show tampering, and along with
it there would be a system of rogistration and checks which
would lessen the duties of the mail clerks, and ensure the
certain tracing of the matter to any section of the country.
That would entail a great deal of expense. The rate I pro
pose to charge is as low as that charged in any country in
the world. Our presont system is verycomplex. I intond
to include patterns, samples, parcels of merchandise, news-
papers, books, circulara and miscellanons matter, se that.
if a person wishes to send them by parcel pot h. oun do
so, and register them for O cents.

Mr. <ASEY. If the hon. gentleman positively assures
the flouse that ho cannot perfect a good registration system
in any other way than by increasing the chargo, ho will
have to take the responsibility. I have not heard any
great complaints yet of the failure of registered Jettera to
reach their destination, and 1 do not think the hon. gentle-
man can tell us that the proportion of registered letters
lost in Canada is greater than it is under the so-alled per-
fect system in the United States. In fact, I think it is the
other way.; in the United States they lose a larger pro-
portion of rogistered letters than we do in Canada. But
the point I wish to get at more particularly is that the
hon. Minister sbould put his registration charges in tibi
clause, just as ho bas put the postal charges in the other
clause. This is a clause to give the Governor in Connoil
t.he power of taxation, which is a thing utterly unconstitu-
tional.

Mr. HAGGARr. I will insert in the clause the words
" not exceeding 5 cents."

Mr. CASEY. I that to be the uniform charge on every-
thing that caun be registerpd ?

Mr. HAGGART. Yes,
Mr. WATSON. I regret very much that the Postmaster

General has deemed it necessary to inoreage theregistra-
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tion fée on letters from 2 cents to ô cents. This is a
matter which would affect Manitoba to a very considerable
extent. Manitoba has not the facilities of banks and money
order offices which other Provinces enjoy, and the result is
that a great number of the letters have to be registered,
not only money letters or letters containing valuables, but,
under our municipal law, tax notices as well. I can assure
you, Sir, if this increase from 2 cents to 5 cents becomes
law, it will be a great hardship on the municipalities of
Manitoba. I am glad to see that the Postmaster General
bas seen fit to drop the compulsory registration, and I
think if he could see bis way to allow the registration fe
to remain at 2 cents, he would meet with the unanimous
approval of the Iouse. In increasing the rate to 5 cents,
the Government may find that letters hitherto registered
will not be registered, and that the revenue will not mate-
rially increase. If the hon. gentleman does not see fit to
drop this provision to extend the registration rate to 5
cents, I shall deem it my duty to test the feeling of the
House on the question when the Bill comes up for the third
reading.

Mr. LANDERKIN. When the Postmaster General is
increasing the registration fee from 2 cents to 5 cents, he
should give the public a guarantee that the registered lot-
tors will reach their destination. If he does not give the.
public greater security than we now have, I do not see why
heshould raise the fee. I believe it is possible to minimise
the loss of registered and other letters by looking more
sharply alter the officials. The Postmaster General will
mover be able to perfect our system until he does so. If
we Lad good honest officials, that would be the highest
guarantee that every letter sent would reach its destination.
1 was looking over the Postmaster General's report, and I
find the loss of registered letters much greater than it
should be. The loss, I think, could be very materially
reduced. In nearly every case where the letters have gone
astray, I believe it bas been owing to the dishonest conduct
of those entrusted with the mails. If the Postmaster General
would make an example of those who are tampering with
the lettere, that would have a more salutory influence on the
service and bring about a change better than by increas-
ing the registration fe. There are many people who do not
register letters containing money because they say it is safer
not to do so. In so many instsncse registered Jetters have
gone astray, that many people believe those not registered
are more apt to reach their destination, owing to the fact that
post office officials are not aware that they contain money.
If the Postmaster General will see whenever a misdemean-
or is committed by any of those engaged in the postal
service that they are dismissed and punished, ho will do
more good than by adding to the taxes of the people, with-
ont giving any additional security for the sale delivery of
the mail matter.

Mr. WATSON. Could not the hon. gentleman make an
exception in favor of tax notices?

Mr. HAGGART. We have the power of making regula-
tions, and the suggestion of the hon. gentleman may be
worthy of consideration.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I am opposed to fixing one
rate of registration upon one class of mail matter, and
another upon another. If you are going to make a ù cent
rate, lot it apply to all classes of letters registered, but at
the same time I think my hon, friend had botter consider,
before the third reading of the Bill, whether he ought not
to leave the rate at 2 cents. There is a good deal of force in
the argument respecting additional burdens being imposed
upon people who aie least able to bear them, without any
guarantce that the additional rate will reduce the prob.
a bjIty of los.

1r. WArsoJ,

Mr. WATSON. In a great number of instances the let-
ters registered by municipalities are drop letters, as muni-
cipalities are obliged by law to register their notices of
assessments, and these certainly should not be rated as bigh
as letters containing money or other valuables which go a
long distanee.

On section 5,
Mr. HAGGART. I propose to amend this section by

providing that, in section 21 of the Act, the rate on local
or drop letters shall be one cent per ounce weight except
in cases where there is a delivery by letter carriers, in
which case the rate shall bo 2 cents per ounce prepaid.

Mr. ELLIS. Where a man owns a box in the post office,
does the Postmaster General make any distinction between
the letters delivered there and those delivered by carriers.

Mr. HAGGART. We make no distinction where there
are letter carriers in the city.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I shall not detain the Commit-
tee further now, but at the next stage I shall divide the
House upon this question.

Mr. WELDON (St John). I am convinced that this
will entail a loss of revenue. If a merchant desires to send
out 1,000 bills or circulars, the cost at this rate would be
$20. You can get a man to deliver them for $10 at the
outside. The post office will lose the whole revenue on
those bills or circulars in that way. I believe that, when
the people come to consider that they have to pay 2 cents
for a drop letter, they will hesitate to put it in the box. Itis
true that one cent is a tax which amounts to something in
the course of a year, but still the people do not think so
much of that; but, when it cones to 2 cents, I feel sure that
there will be a diminution in the revenue. My hon. friend
from Assiniboia (,Ur. Davin) said that we should take our
inspiration from England, and I would ask whether in
Eugland they have ever itcreased the postage rate ?

Mr. DAVIN. I never said so.
Mr. WELDON (St. John). I understood my hon. friend

to say that we should follow the example of Eigland. But
this is a retrograde movement. The tendency in other
countries is to reduce the postage rate, and here we are
increasing it, and ibis will bear particularly on the poor
people in larger cities. It will not be so heavy on the rich
merchants because, as I have pointed out, they can send
their clerks or can hire people to deliver their circulars or
bills, but the poor people will have to puy this tax.

Mr. l ESSON. In the city of St. John a large commercial
business is done, and the gross revenue i3 very large, but if
the expenses of that office are considered, there are many
small places in Canada, where they bave not the advan age
of this city delivery, from which the revenue is larger than
it is from St. John. The gross revenue from the St. John
post office is something over $37,000, and the expenses for
clei ks and carriers amounts to over $30,000, leaving some
86,000 balance, while Stratford is yielding a revenue to the
(iovernment of over 87,OO, without having any letter de-
livery. The same is true in regard to the city of Ottawa.
The revenue is 846,892, and the exppnses amount to $45,-
000, mainly incurred for city delivery, leaving a net revenue
of 81,800. There are 27 letter carriers employed, and about
the same number of clerks. I regret to say taie;, because I
do not know whether thore will be any saving in this pro-
vision or not, but I think the Minister is fully justified in
trying to obtain a little more revenue for the work done in
these offices. I again protest, on behalf of the country
constituencies, that the hon. gentleman should not unduly
pres his opposition to this change.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Will the hon. gentleman say
that Ottawa is to be taken as a sample of any other citien?
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if he wen t down the post office bore, he would see that
the franks sent through this office exceed all the franks sent
through all the other offices in Canada.

r, HJESSON. I referred also te your own city of St.
John.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I do not know what the
revenue is in St. John, but I am cert-un that putting a rate
of 2 cents on drop letters wili reduce the revenue, because
people will not send their letters in that way.

Mr. MoKAY. I believe, with the hon. member for St.
John (Mr. Weldon) that the introduAtion of this sytem into
cities will reduce the revenue iustead of increasing it, be-
cause people who have a large nu mber of circulars and bills
to distribute wili take advantage of the distributing agencies.
The hon. member for Perth (àir. lesEon) bas mentioned
two or three cities for the parpose of comparison. I will
take Hamilton, with which I am best acquainted. I find
that in Hamilton there is a weekly delivery of drop letters
of 15700, which, at one cent each, makes an annual amount
of 88,164, which more than half puys the cost of letter car-
rier service in that city. By adding the other cent to those
drop letters, you make the drop letters of that city pay the
whole cost of the letter carrying; that is, the mercantile
community of that city pays the whole cost of that system,
which I think is not justice to the business people of Ham-
ilton or any other city.

On seetion 8,
Mr. BURDETT. On this section I wish te call the

attention of tho Postnaster Gereral to a ma.ter that hab
aircady been laid before him in respect to eanswers te ex.
amination questions in the Deaf and Dumb Institute,
and by pupils in schools. I think the question regarding
the examination papers and answers of pupils in our schools,
bas bcen laid before him by the school inspector. The
supeiintendent of the Deaf and Dumb Institute, at Belle-
ville, writes me that for a number of years it has been the
practice te permit the answers of pupils to questions sub-
mitted te test their efficiency at the close of the examina-
tien year, to pass through the post office at the rate of one
cent per tour ounces, and I notice by the regulations form-
erly enforced that the words "wholly or partly written or
printed " such as deeds, &c., arc used. Now, in the case of
pupils in the Deaf and Dumb Institute, their parents in
many cases have no way to become informed of the pro-
gesb their children are making. It is even very difficult
in some cases te get parents te send their children te the ir-
stitute at ail, and stili more difficult in many cases te get the
children te go. At the close of each year in May, when the
pupils are examined, printed examination papers are laid
before then. To these they have te give written answers,
they have no other way of communication. He desires te
have those answers done up and sent te the parents in order
that the parents of each child may see what progress their
child is making. There is no other way to communicate this
information to the parent, and no other way for the pupil
to communicate it te any other person. I submit that it is
an exceptional cise, and I think the Postmaster General
would be justified in permitting these answers of the deaf
and dumb pupils te be sent in the way I indicate. It was
done previously, uuder former regulations, but it seems a
ruling was made a year or two ago that prohibited the
sendirg of them without paying letter postage. It simply
means that if letter postage is demaaded te the full extent,
thy will not be sent, and it will be a great detriment to the
children of that school. We all feel a deep interest, I know
the Postmaster General, as well as every other person, feels
a deep interest in the educational advantages that are given
to these yourg people. Very marked progress is made in
many cases, and usefal and well informed men and women
omie out of those institution. If thore was any other way

by which parents could know the progress their obildren
are making, I would not urge this so earnestly as I do. 1,
therefore, trust that the hon. the Postmaster General will
consider this a special case, and if he will permit them to go
in that way, I think he would be doing a service to tle
country, as well as a just act.

Mr. HAGGART. The hon. gentleman spoke to me be-
fore upon this subject, and I assured him that I would do
ail that i possibly rcould for the purpose of cairying out the
wish he conveyed to me. But the difficulty arises that if
you once let an institution of that kind have free postage,
there are always other institutions calling themselves
charitable institutions, educational and religious institu-
tions, that will be coming in and asking for similar priv-
ileges. The difficulty arose in the definition of newspapers.
A government might be pressed for the purpose of allowing
an agricultur al, a religious mon thly or some such periodical
as these to pass free, and it bas been found impossible to
draw the line which should and which should not pass.
Accordingly ail postal authorities bave made the distinction
on the ground of the frequency of publication. Tho same
principle applies to institutions of this kind, and it is im-
possible, once yon admit a precedent, to refuee the same
privileges to others.

On section 10,
Mr. WELDON (St. John). With regard to a letter in-

sufficiently paid, I think it should be forwarded on double
postage being collected. If a letter is put in with the
stamp dropped off, or if the stamp is insofficient, I think
the letter ought to be forwarded on payment of the double
amount. Why shouli not letters without stamps, and it
must be remembered that the stamps sometimes come off,
not be forwarded to their destination as non-prepaid letters
are on double postage being charged ?

Mr. HAGGART. The system referred to by the hon.
gentleman exists in some countries. The objection to it is
that some parties sending letters will not prepay them and
this is found to be a nuisance.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I can understand how this
may properly apply to letters sent from foreign countries,
but with regard to letters within Canada I tbink the letter
should be torw 4 rded and double postage collected.

Mr. HAGGART. In the United States they detain the
letter, and send a circular to the p &rty stating that on re-
cuipt of sufficient postage the let ter will be forwarded. The
arrangement here is simply to prevent the nuisance of
parties sending letters without postage.

Mr. WH IT, (Renfrew). As the regulations stand now
I understand that if upon an envelope there is ptinted the
words: If within so many days the letter is not delivered it
shall be returned to the parties whose names are given,-it
will be returned, The present clause in the proposed Act
might be read to indicate a change in that system. Does
the Postmastcr General wish to stop that system ?

Mr. H AGGART. We intend to continue it.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Is there any material change in
this clause, which is proposed to repeal section 45 ?

Mr. BOWELL. 'l he principal change is to make every
post office official a cuooms offlJial for this purpose, and
it is to make the Act workable, particularly since the
paicel post system bas been introduced.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). If some arrangement could be
entered into between the Customs and Post Office Depart-
mentswàereby parcels would be delivered by the postmaster
and whereby he would be empowered to collect the duties
thereon, it would be a great beneit to outlying distriots,
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%Ir. WATSON. I am very glad, because in a new coun-

try where there are few customs officers great diffculties
may occur. I know that English people who receive boxes'
at Christmas, containing perhaps some contraband goods,'
suffer great inc invenience, and if an arrangement 'between
the Customs Depatiment and the Post Ofice authorities
could be arrived at whereby the postmaster would colleSt
the duties payable, it would be of great benefit.

Bill reported.

CUSTOMS ACT AMENDMEElT

Mr. BOWELL moved second reading of Bill No (l17)
to further amend the Oustoms Act, chapter 32 of the Revised
Statutes of Canada. He said : Before you leave the chair,
M r. Speaker, I desire to inform the louse that since this
Bill was introduced I have found in the practical working
of the Customs Act difficulties, which I desire to avoid in
future by amending some of the clauses. I would call the
attention of the flouse to those changes and then we
can discuss them when we are in Committee, and if we
should succeed in getting through Committee to-night we,
can allow the third reading to remain over for a day or two
in order that those wbo take a greater interest in this
matter can botter understand it. I desire to change the
68th section of this Act, which defines what shall be under-
stood to be an importation sent 'through a foreign country
in transit to Canada. At present there is a duty of 10 per
sent. on tea purchased in the United States, while tea
which is purchased and imported directly to Canada from
the country of growth and production is free. We have
hitherto treated ail teas imported vid Boston or New York
or any other A merican port and sent direct in transit to I1
Canada as a direct importation. In order to evade the pro
visions of the law merchants in New York have been in the
habit of importing cargoes of te&, and instead of sending it
direct to Canada, as their papers would indicate it should be-
sent, they have alowed it to remain not in bond at the ware-i
house nor have they made any entry. The fact that tea is
not dutiable in the United States prevents them from bond-1
ing. They are obliged under the law to make the en try andi
if they make the en ry it becomes United Statesproperty,1
hence they cannot send it afteiwaird8 as a direct .impor-'
tation from the country of growth to Canada. In order1
to- evade that provision of the American law they havei
allowed the tea to remain in warehouse as unclaimed
goods antil such time as they can obtain a market for
it. It is the best possible evidence that could be given
that it was not originally intended for Canada, for if1
they can find a market in the United States they would1
sell it there and not soend il to Canada. A case which came
under my observations within the past few days is one in
which the tes remained as unclaimed gooda in a warebousei
in the city of New York since last October. I decided,.
and was msatained in the opinion by the Justice Depart.-
ment, that that was not a direct importation and the im-> i
porter had to pay the duty. I desire to place the following
addition to the 68th clause of the Act which bas reforence
to the bringing of goods from the United States to Canada
in bond:

Goode that have been entered for conmumption or for warehouse or that
have been permttied tf remainauaelaimed or that have beea permitted w
remain foir any piirpose in any oeuntry interm8diate botWeou the
conntry of export and Oauaaa, shall not be considered asi in transit
through auch intermédiate country and hall be treated au gaods im-
p orted fri ,uchintermediste coutry and be valued at the rate of
duty accordigly.'

That, I think, will avoid any difficulty in the future. I 
desire alseo to aend the uth sotion of the Aot, which à
provides for the confdscation of goode which are enclosed i
sa a paokage'and not mentioned l the invoiese. Lawye'

Mr. Joas (Halifax)

bave discovered whbt they think a døfeet in the clause as it
now stands; that is, 'that if goods are not found while they
are passing through the Custom house that tbey cannot
msach them afterwards though yon may find the iavoices in
the possession of the merchant who has received them iu
the manner that I have indicated. I do nt think, however,
that in reference to that clause of the igustoms Act that this
contention could be sastained, but in order to avoid difficul-
des and la wsuits I propose to amend the clause as fol-
lows:

"itf any goods are encl.ed in any package which are not mentioned
in the invéice or entry of such package, such goode if found shall be
ueiaqd and forfeited. If such goods are not found but the value thereof
is beeu asoertained the importer or other person who hua made the

entry or caused to be made entry of such package and who neglects on
receipt of oncbfpackage te mmedatelymake report and entry of iuch

',enolomsu Isâl forfeitlhe value thereof."1

The practioe in the past ias been, and I think it can be
sustained by the law, to confiscate a sun equal to the value
of the goods when the goods so imported could not be found.
This places the matter beyond a doubt. Merchants who
anderstand the working of this clause will see that it gives
the merchants a privilege, in case the good have been
passed through without being discovered, to make entry of
the goods so soon as received.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and House
resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)

On section 4,

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The change prop'sed in this
section is a very important one. When the Castoms law
was enacted in 1879, IOthink that for the first tine this
prineiple of charging duty upon the inland transport charges
was'adopted. Representations were made at that time by
those interested in importing, if not by the Montreal Board
of Trade and others, that it would work unfairly, and that
it -was not in the public interest that we sbould adopt that
principle. The Minister at that time compromised the
matter by erempting goode imported from Great Britain and
Ireland, and now he proposes to wipe out that exemption.
Tho Minister toM us the other day that he found that through
treaty arrangementsbetween G3rmany and 'England he was

rnable-to charge the inland transport charges on 'German
goods, and in order to remedy that 'he proposes that Great
Britain and Ireland should no longer be exempt from this
provision any more than any other country. Now, it
seems to me that we bave arrived -at a ti me when it would
be wise for us as a Committee to consider this whole
question of charging duties on these inland transport
charges. For.my own part, I think it would be wise if,
instead of striking ont the exemption of Great Britain and
Irélandthe Miuistershould take the other tack, and ex-
empt goods eoming froi ail countries from this charge;
in other wordi, that he should wipe out this section of the
Oeutome law altogether. ILs phraieology is copied from
the American Castoms law; and, as I pointed out the other
day-I apoke with some, hesitaneytat the time, but I am
convineed now-that.provision in the American law was
repealed in March, 1883. If the Minister thought it was
wise to adopt the phraaeology and follow the lineof the
American Custons law at that time, perhaps it would be

worth bis while to consider whether, seeing that the Amei-
oans have learned by experience that it.was wise to repeal
that provision, it would not be wisdom for us to do so too.
At any rate, it will strike this Committee as somewhat
strange that 'while the American Government, who have
a complex a ,ystem of tarif Tates as we have, should find
it in the publie interest te repeal this provision, we abould
id IL in 4hepublioei nst, neonlmy not sto repeal it, bat
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to enaet more atrmign t regulations in reference to it. I
think it I& îot ver y yd 'ble to aid these inland transport
charges at afl. Ifthe object be to soeure a reveue, I thin k
the Minister of Custome should take the bold course of in-
creasing hie tariff rates of duty, instead of endeavoring te
secure revenue by such a roundabout way. I believe
representations have been made to him by business men
adverse to this provision. In its operation it has
caused h irdship in the past, loss to merchants, trouble te
importers, and loss tocarriers, and now it is proposed to add
very g' eatly to the burdens eof importers by the extensive
change the Minister proposes. I think such a course would
tend greatly to diminish the profits ofour own railways and
our own s÷eamship lines; and I think the interests of all
concerned will be served by repealing the clanse altogether.
It is represented by those who are engaged in the carrying
trade - I think in a memorial fron the Montreal Board of
Trade-that the Canadian route labors under greater diffi-
culties every year. The port of New York has its line of
steamers sailing direct, not only to all ports to which our
own Canadian steamers sail, but to the different ports of the
Euzopean countries, and will be able,. if we adopt this plan,
of charging upon inland transport charges, and especially
the transhipping charges, to take the trade from our own
lines. No wonder, then, that the merchants of Montreal,
the shipping interests as well as the importers, are protest.
ing against this amendment. A parcel of goods is, for in@-
tance, bought by a merchant on the continent, and our
steamship lines will have to compote for the carriage of the
goods with the lines sailing from New York, and, in
order to compete, will perhaps be compelled to offer
as low a rate as those ships which sail direct from
Hamburg or some of the other ports. In order to secure
that freight, our Canadian lines sailing from Liverpool, or
the other ports where tbey touch, will have to offer as low
rates as American lines sailing direct froin the porta where
the goods were purchasad, and you can see the disadvantage
they thus labor under. But the hon the Minister of Oue
toms proposes by this amendment to put our steamers
under this additional disadvantaze, that a merchant buying
goods at an European port will have them sent direct from
that port to New York, and thence to Canada, in order to
eseape paying duty upon the transport charges which will
be required il they are taken on our own vessels. Either
the importer will have to bear the Ioss, or it will have to
be borne by our uwn carrying linos, and the (ommittee
cannot fait to see how injuriously this would affect our
trade. Why should not the enterprising merchant be
at liberty to go to any market ho chooses-the cheapest
market in whioh ho can buy his goods-without being
compelled to pay duty on the inland transport charges ?
It is manifestly unwise to maintain this practiceof charging
duties upon inland transport, as well as upon the value of
the article itself. Iow does it work with reference to dif.
feront classes of goods ? Take high pr:ce goods. Take,
for instance, the valuable, costly cutlery froi Sheffield.
You have a package of that in whieh there may be thon-
sands of dollars worth of goo ts. The merchants would have
to pay duty on the inland transport froin Sheffield to the
port of Liverpool, or whatever port hois shipping from.
That would be comparatively light, you would say, in com-
Parison with the value of the gooda; but take an article
like crockery, and bring that from the potteries in Stafford-
shire to the port of shipment; and you have not only to p9y
the excessive duty on the goods, but also a duty on the
package ; and il there- ié a certain percentage of breakage
you have to puy duty even upon the broken crockery. Be.
aides pa3 ing the heavy prile at the original point of pur.
chase for the packages and frt ights, you have to pay a
heavy freight from Staffordshire to the port of shipmenit,
and, in addition, if you add the duty on the inland charges
from the Staffordshire potteries to the port of shipment,

a serions item is added to the cSt of these artilesi
I do not want to detain the House, but wish simply to point
out clearly to the Committee the position in whic we will
be placed if this amendment be adopted I would like to
hear the views of the Hon. Mtinister of Customs in referenoe
to this point before discussing this amendment further. My
idea would be, instead of amending section 61 of the Customs
Act in the manner he proposes, te expunge it from the
Statute-book altogether. If the Minister muet have sorne
additional revenue, lot him take the bold course of adding
it on te the article, and not take this roundabout way. The
American Customs have abandoned what the hon. gentleman
proposes to perpetuate and intensify. We, who have copied
the very phraseology of their language for the first time in
this Act, might do well to consider whether we should not
follow their example and wipe out ail these charges for duty
on inland transport, and revert te that which, I think, is the
correct principle, that the price for duty shall be the price
paid for the article where it is purchased.

Mr. CUIRAN. With reference te this amendment which
my hon. friend now suggests, I may say that, in a very
great measure, the remarks of the last speaker are the
views of the mercantile community in the city which I
have the honor to represent. There have been a great
many very erroneous notions in connection with the effeet
cf this amendment, if we can cali it an amendment. The
merchants who are interested in the imports to this coun.
try are far from regarding it as an amendment at ail. Net
to repeat what has been said by my hon. friend, I may say,
in the first place, that the merchants contend that it will be
a most difficult matter to levy this duty upon goods, on
account of the peculiar charges in connection with this
transportation,-not merely the railway charges but the
charges f or cartage, and other expenses, which were
enumerated to me the other day at a meeting of the Coun.
cil of the Board of Trade, held at Montreal on Saturday
last. They say that the system in England differs en-
tirely from that which prevails on the continent.
There the goods are sold at a certain price free
on board, while in England nothing of the kind takes
place; and all these extra charges, some of a trivial
nature-la. 6d., and other small amounts of that
kind-will have to be computed on a baie of goods con.
taining a variety of imports, and perhaps calling for a dif.
erent duty from the others ; and it will be almost
impossible to reach the duty to bo levied for these addi.
tional exponses of transportation without a most compli-
cated system arising out of it. Now, my hon. friend has
spoken about the disadvantages that our Canadian linos of
Fteamers would suffer from as regards American lines ply.
ing between English ports and ports in the United States,
New York more particularly. But there is alo another
disadvantage as between the Canadian linos themselves.
For instance, goods bought in London and shipped on board
at London by a lin. of steamers sailing from that port, would
have nothing to pay for inland transportation, whereas, if
goods of the same kind vere bought in London and shipped
to one of our ports vd Liverpool, the cost of t ranspprtation
from London to Liverpool would be added. There would
thus be an actual discrimination between two linos of Cana-
dian steamers simply because one would sail from one
port in England and another would sail fron another
port. The merchants are of the opinion that it would
be far botter, if the present duty b. not sufficient, to
increase the dty upon the goods rather than introduce the
amount which is now proposed by my hon. friend the Min-
imter of Castome. They say that thoy do not particularly
object to any reasonable inorasef the duty, but they do
object to this system which le now soggested, which they
contend will affect our trade most injuriously, which viii
affect the various intereste which have bee rferd t,
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and will cause a vast amount of irnoyance. The gentle-
men representing the Boards of Trade of Montreal and
Toronto, are to wait upon the Minister of Customs tc-
morrow and to lay their views before him upon this point,
and I know that their contention is that it would be far
better to wipe out that portion of the clause altogether, and,
if necessary, to add to the duty already levied upon goods
imported rather than to adopt a systen such as that which
is now suggested by my hon. friend the Minister of
Customs.

Mr. BOWELL. I explained fully, when I introdaced the
resolutions and the Bill, the reasons which had induced the
Government to suggest this change in the law. I do not
know that it is necessary or advisable that I should detain
the Committee with any further remarks upon that point.
My hon. friend from Brant (Mr. Paterson) has fallen into
the same error, though not to the same extent, as a great
many others have done who have written in the newspapers
and have written to the department, and even I regret to
say from Boards of Trade and Chambers of Commerce. My
hon, friend pointed out the disadvantages which would ac-
crue to Canadian ships bringing goods purchased in the
European market and taken to Liverpool, over the Ameri-
can ships running direct from the port of shipment. That
is not the fact. The value for duty is not the
price of the goods purchased in the foreign market
with the charges added to Liverpool. If a Canadian vessel
entered into an arrangment with merchnts in Germany or
Belgium or any other foreign country for the carriage of
goods from Liverpool to Canada, after the arrival of these
goods there, there would be no more duty or charges added
to the value of those goods than if they bad been shipped
directly from a port in that foreign country. I hope I have
made myself sufficiently clear on that point.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I am sorry to inter-
rupt the hon. gentleman, but this is a matter of some im-
portance. Suppose, for example, that goods were shipped
from Antwerp to Montreal. As I understan i him, a con-
siderably less duty would be collected on those goods than
on the same class of goods shipped from Liverpool, suppos-
ing the goods were manufactured in the interior of Belgium
or Germany and were shipped to Liverpool for exportation,
o Canada. I unders and that from Antwerp to Canada,

they would pay les duty than they would pay if they were
shipped from Liverpool to Canada though bnth classes of
goods came from the same point in the centre of Geirmany.

Mr. BOWELL. No; that is the error which I was- en-
deavoring to correct, and into which other gentlemen have
fallen. If you go to Antwerp and purchase £100 worth of
goods and they are shipped directly to Montreal, the duty
would be levied on that £100; but if you shipped them to
Liverpool the £100 value at the port of shipment at Antwerp
would be the value for duty. The only point is, that, if a
merchant goes into the interior of Belgium, for example,
and purchases goods worth, say, £75 and it costs £5 to send
them to Antwerp, then the value for duty would be £0.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Supposing it cost £10,
to send' them to Liverpool ?

Mr. BOWELL. That would not be added.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That would be the

same thing.
Mr. BOWELL. No; the wording of the clause shows

that it is not, it reads:
"In determining the value for daty of goods, there shall be added to

the fair market value, at the time of exportation, of the quantity so ex.
ported and imported in the principal markets of the country from
whence the same have been imported into Canada, the cost of inland
transportation, shipment and tranhipment-"

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). What does that mean ?
Mr. BOWELL. Lot me get through and I will explain.-

Mr. Cuain.

"-wi th all the expeuses included, from the place of growth, produc-
tion or manufacture, whether by land or water, to the vessel in which
shipment is made, either in transite or direct to Canada,"

So you se, from the wording of the clause, that the
costs of the inland transportatibn are added only until you
reach the ship which brings the goods to this country.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). That is the ship that leaves
Antwerp ?

Mr. BOWELL. Yes ; the ship that leaves Antwerp. At
present, if you purchase goods in Manchester and send
them to Liverpool, the transportation charges are not
added; but, under the proposed amendment, that will be
charged. My hon. friend says that the merchants in
Montreal take very strong objections to this clause bacause
they say it will add Io the trouble and annoyance of making
their entries. I have never found the slightest complaint
in Montreal or any other port when it was necessary for
the merchants to take their invoices and deduct these
charges. If there is no trouble in deducting these inland
transportation charges, and other things which appear on
the face of the invoice, I do not see how the trouble is to
be increased by taking the invoice as it is presented to the
Customs, and taking all the charges for duty. When there
is no trouble in making deductions, how can it be any
great trouble, to them to allow the invoice to remain pre-
cisely as it is sent to them, with the charges added to it ?
My hon. friend from Brant (Ur. Pbterson) has correctly
pointed out that when this principle was adopted in the
Canadian law it was taken from the Amoricin Customs Act
as it thon existed, It is quite true that that law was lately
repealed. I find that the provision in the United States
Customs law being section 2907 of the Revised Statutes,
making dutiable inland transportation charges, which came
into force on the 28th July, 18ù6, was repoaled by section
87 of the Act of the 3rd March, 1883. See aiso synopss of'de-
cisions of the Treasury Department, 1886, covering the Uni-
ted States Attorney General's opinion in reference to the
dutiable value under the law as it stood after the repeal of
section 29 7 abDve referred to, which virtually fixes the
dutiab!e value, and these are the wrds heues, at the a(tial
market value or wholesale price thereof at the period of the
exportation to the United States, in the princ i 1 mrkets
of the country from which the same has been exported.
Now, if you go to Antwerp, by way of illustration, and
purchase goods which have arrived in that city from the
interior, tbe freight has been added to them, and couse.
quently they are just exactly in the same poïition for duty
when they reach the United States, as they would be if
they had been purchased in the interior, and the inland
charges added to them at Antworp. The difficulty, then
presented itself in carrying ont the law as it now stands,
and which I fear would be the case if we adopted the sug-
gestion of the hon. member for Brant and repealed that
provision altogether-the difficulty might be the great
number of invoices that would be presented representing
goods to have been purchased in the interior of the country
when in fact they were purchased in the principal markets
of the country. Now, the United States law provides for the
value of goods for duty in the principal markets of the
country in which they are purchased, and if that be carried
out literally, it would include all the inland transportation.
I do not think there can be a doubt upon that point; and the
fact that there have been so many disputes and so much
trouble arising from the wording of $he law as it existe at
preeent, induced the collector of Customs at New York, I
am quite sure, when ho was giving his evidence before the
Commission, to state that ho believed and was convinced
that it had been a great mistake to repeal, that provision of
the law. There is another reason given by those who wera
instrumental in having that clause repealed in the United
States, which was that they were desirous of roducing the
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revenue, and that they could do it by that means without
interfering to any appreciable extent with their protective
system. It is quite true that it would add to the value of
the goods for duty, and by that means increase the revenue
to that extent ; and I need not say that whenever any pro
position is made for laying additional burdens upon the mer
chants, they, as a rule, object to it. I must say this, how
ever, that the Montreal merchants have stated very frankly
and clearly that rather than have this provision adopted
they would prefer to see two or three more per cent. placed
upon the dutiable value of the goods. But to my mind, and
froin the experience I have had in carrying out the Customs
law, I caniot see that any more trouble would arise to the
merchant, nor do I know of any difficulties that would pre.
sent themselves in carrying out the provision of the law as
it now stands. If we were to repeal that provision, as sug-
gested by the hon. member for Brant, it would mean & loss
of about a quarter a million of revenue upon continental
goods alone. Of course it would not cause a loss upon those
from England, because duty is not now charged in that coun-
try upon inland transportation. In the despatch to which I
reterred, when speaking upon this subject before, from the
German ambassador in Eiogland, he points out that the differ-
ence in respect to German goods, amounts to 65 per cent. I
should not have calculated the suin as high as that, but I
knowthat in many classes of goods, and particularly those t)
which the member for Brant called attention, that is crock-
ery, when purchased in the interior of Germany, it does
add to the value of the duty of those goods 40 to 50, and in
many cases 60 per cent. or higher. lu Great Britain it
could not have that effect, because the distance they are
carried is not so great. The strongest reasons advanced
against the proposition, to my mind, was by the hon.
member for Montreal Centre (Mr. Curran), that is,
thut it might have the effect of causing merchants
who purchase goods in London to send them by a
vessel sailitig from London to New York, rather than to
setid them to Liverpool and have the inland charges added
to the value of the invoice for duty. That is the only ob-
jection I think that eau be brought that has the slightest
force in it against the proposition which is now before the
Committee. I hope I have made myself sufficiently plain
in reference to the intention cf ihis clause. I have pointtd
out the misapprehension which bas existed and stili exists
in the minds of many of those who have written upon the
subject, and many of the boards of trade who have sent
resolutions in connection with the matter. It is only to-day
that I received a resolution passed by the French Chamber
of Commerce in Montreal, in which they object to the
adoption of this principle because, as they say, it will add
the ocean freight to the value of goods for duty.

Mr. CURRAN. The Montreal Board of Trade does not
take that view at ail.

Mr. IIOLTON. IHow much additional revenue does the
hon. gentleman expect that the imposition of this duty will
give him ?

Mr. BOWELL. I have not made that calculation, but I
think the increase nay bo nearly as much as the saum We
would luose if we were to repeal it.

Mr. HIOLTON. How much ?

Mr. BOWELL. Abiut a quarter of a million.

Mr. JONES (Hialifax). The Minister of Customs bas
given a very explicit statement with regard to this clause,
which I think the Committee fully understand. Divested
of ail explanation it simply amounts to this, that he is going
to ask us to give him a quarter of a million more revenue.

Mr. BOWELL. It may be that, or less. I think it will
be lues.

14_

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The reason it was taken off in
the United States was the reason assigned by the Minister
of Customs, that they wished to redaie their revenue, and,
therefore, they could afford to do it, whereas we, under the
present circumstances, have to reort to every means of
taxation to get every cent we can out of the cnsumers of
this country. Now, I admit that if they were going te take
a quarter of a million out of the taxpayers of this country
it would be butter to come down and advance the duty direct-
ly. That would be a more plain and intelligible way; it is
one that the people understand, and it would d away with
a great deal of trouble which the present position involves.
On that point I think the flouse will aree that it is a very
reprehensible Act; the flouse will agree that the present
industries have suffieient protection without this quarter of
a million which the Minister asks the House to give them
in addition. If it had been understood from the commence-
ment that this measare was going to involve so large an
amount of taxation as the Minister now mentions he would
have found generally among consumers, not among marin-
facturers, of course, a much greater outcry than has yet
come up against the Bill. The working of the Bill is simple
enough, I admit, there is no trouble about that. If the M n-
ister proposes to add to the cost of an article the expense of
the inland transportation, that is an intelligible proposition.
But the difficulty of working it seems te be sueh as is indi-
cated by the member for Montreal Centre (Mr Carran),
where goods come from different parts of Englan f. For
instance, up to a certain time a very large portion of the
shipments coming by the large lines to Montreal has come
by way of Liverpool. 0f course the hon. gentleman is now
legislating in favor of one line that comes from London
direct. After this time the advantages wili be so great that
no London goods can come by way of Liverpool, and I know
the ho4. gentleman had no such object in view; but that is
practically what the measure amounts to. It is an interfer-
ence with trade which will be found to be very objectionable
to the proprietors of the large steamers directly interested.
The hon. gentleman explains that on goods goirig to Lon-
don, for instance, from Antwerp, the ocoan freight up to
that point wouid not be included, and it would form no part
of the irland freight, because it would bu collectud in fuli at
the time of shipment. I cannot sie very much difference
between ocean treight going te the port of shipment at Lon-
don te be shipped to Canada, from that of inland freight of
similar goods coming from a mînufacturing district in
England to London to be transhipped to Canada. I
cannot see ou principle what the dillerence cau bu.
It is part of the expense of getting them to the
point of departure for this country, and if they happen to
be water borne part of the way to London it should make
no difference over the fact that they were land carried from
the interior of the country to London, the port of shipment.
In that respect the hon. gentleman's reasoning is rather
faulty and does not harmonise. The main fact is that we are
asked to vote a quarter of a million more ot taxes, and that
is a very serious thing. I think at this late period of the
Session the Government shoald hesitate bofore they ask the
flouse to commit themselves to such an important
measure as this is, and I repeat that if it had become known
that this is what the Bill involved we would have heard
much more about it than we do at present. I can understand
Boards of Trade taking these B;lls as they are presented and
not always uriderstanding them, for they have not always
the bencfit of the explanation given by the Minister ; but,
in my opinion, they understand the bearing of the Bill and
they will understand more than ever that the object of this
Bill is to obtain more money.

Mr. BOWELL. No.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Then let the hon. gentleman
lower the duty on those articles so as to harmonise the
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amount collected, and then I should not see so much objec- Mr. WELDON (St.John). Not any more clear than
tion to the Bill. the Minister of Customs. I must say that the words "either

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The Minister always speaks in transitu or direct to Canada" puzzle me as to their
with a good deal of complaisancy about the errors into meaning, and, taking the whole thing together, I should be
which people fall, and ho sets us right in a very dignified oinclined rather to agree with the interpretation of my hon.
way. friend from Brant. The words:

M.It"The cost of inland transportation, shipment and transhipment, withMr. BOWEL L. I hope I did not do it offensively, I did aIl the expenses included from the place of growth, production or manu-
not mean to do so. facture, whether by land or water, to the vessel in which shipient is

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The trouble is the Minister is made-
an autocrat, with power not only of introducing a Bill into -mean, I think, that if the goods come from the interior of
Parliament but of interpreting a Bill afterwards. He brings Germany, they would be taken by land and water, and it
in a Bill, and we read over a clause in it, and interpret it would be inland transportation to tho vessel. I may say
according to the general meaning of the English language, that I am very much puzzled as to theconstruction of that
but the Minister rises and says that the hon gentleman las clause, and I believe that the strict interpretation of it
fallen into the same error that a great many people have would lead me to the concjueion of my hon. friend from
already fallen into, and I will tell you the meaning of it. I Brant, that it would include the transhipment from Ant.
hold that in this Committee we are dealing with the Bill as werp to Liverpool. I have talked with my hon. friend, the
introduced, and I hold that the explanation of the Minister Minister of Customs, about this inland transhipment with
does not bear out his contention. _Uis ruling may he so and regard to goods from the United States, and I think it is
so, but if ho rules that way ho rules contrary to the wording more against the Maritime Provinces than it is against the
of the Bill, which I will read: upper Provinces, because if goods are carried by rail they

pay no dty, but if carried to New York and shipped to St.
"In determining the value for duty of goods, there shrll be added to John or Halifax, then the inland transportation is added.

the fair market value, at the time of exportation, of the quantity 0o In that res ect1i think that we are in an unfair position.exported and imported in the principal markets of the country from
whence the same have been imported into Canada, the cost of inland Mr. BOWELL. When I introduced the resolution, I en-
transportation, shipmeut and transhipruent, with ail the ex pen ses doavored to explithro nsfrhscage Myo.included, from the place ofgrowh, production or manufacture, w hether a t ain the reasons for this change. My hon.
by land or water, to the vessel in which shipment is made, either in friend from Stà John (Mr. Weldon) says that ho does not
tranitu or direct to Canada." understand why a treaty between Germany and England

The wording of the resolution is as plain as it can possibly can interest the colonies so far as it relates to the imposi-
be made. Gioods shipped at Hamburg for Liverpool to be tion of duties or what might be termed our internal regula-
sont to Canada are under the Billsubject to dutiable charges tions respecting our tariff. The treaty was entered mto,
by the water route just the same as by the inland route between Great Britain and Germany, in 1865, before Con-
and the same applies to interior points of Germany. The federation, and it contains what is known as "the most
language is this: "Either in transitu or direct to Canada." favored nation clause." The provision in that treaty also
The meaning of the section is this: that if goods are pur. binds the colonies, and hence the colonies of Great Britain
chased in any European country, the cost of transportation ut that time were made a party to the treaty. That
in Germany, for example, is added to the price at Liverpool boing the case, Germany says: "You have provided in the
and the cost of transportation from Gormany to Liverpool is wording of that treaty that you shall have no advantages
also added. If so, ail the expensos of transportation, whether in trade matters that are not enjoyed by ourselves,
by land or water to the vessel in which the goods are to be nor will you give any advantages to a country which
shipped, are included. That is the meaning of the section. is a party to that treaty that are not given to
The Minister says that is not the meaning of it. If not, ho us." That includes the colonies as well as Great
should alter its wording. We cannot afford to place an Britain, and hence the advantage given to Great Britain
Act on the Statute-book which is susceptible of other inter- by adding the inland transportation for value of goods for
pretation than that according to the ordinary rules of duty is an advantage which is given to Great Britain and
interpretation. Ireland by Canada and which is not given to Germany. I

hope I have made myself clear. I approach this point with
Mr. WELDON (St. John). The Minister when intro- a good deal of diffidence, because it appears that I am un-

ducing this Bill stated that it arose in consequence of re- fortunate in not being able to make clear to some hon.
presentations made by the ambassador of Germany with members what I conceive to be a misnnderstanding of the
respect to inland transportation charges on German goods, law on the part of my hon. friend (Mr. Paterson). He
while such are not made against British goods. I fail to scems to be a little touchy on that point. If ho can sug-
understand how a treaty between England and Germany gest to me any language that cannot by any possibility
could affect any matter between England and her colonies. imply offence I will use it. I think, however, that I used a
I could understand very well how snob a point might be moderato term. If you take that clause you will see that it
raised respecting the construction ofthe most favored nation is not an arbitrary intcrpretation on the part of the Customs
clause as between England and Germany or England and Departnoxit. Arbitrary, dictatorial or whatever the bon.
the United Statcs, but I cannot understand it as between gentleman may think proper to cali me in the position I
England and her colonies. I have no doubt that the effect occupy.
of this measure will be to cast additional burdens upon the Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I did not call you names.
importers of the country to a very large extent. As I said
before, I must confess I cannot understand how between the Mr. BOWELL. Well, that bas nothing to do with the
mother country and br colonies our fiscal regulations matter. I may be a potentate, or absolute, or anytbing you
should be interfered with by a treaty betweon Great Brit- please, but here is my friend alongsido me (Mr. Cockburn)
tain and another power. Thon, with regard to what my and 1 might refer it to him without any fear of the
hon. friend from Brant (Mr. Paterson) said, I must say that, result, to let him tell the House what the grammatical in-
although I listened very attentively to the explanation of terpretation of this clause is. Whatever interpretation my
the Minister of Customs, I am not at all clear as to the hon. friend from Brant may put on this clause, I may state
construction of this clause. that it ias been on the Statate-book ever seine I have been

in the Government. There l no change in the law 0 far
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Did I not make it clear ? as this is concerned, and the interpretation which he bah

Mr. JoNEs (Halifax).
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given it and as to the effects that would follow therefrom
have never been experienced either by myself or by any
member of the Government.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). That is simply because you
did not put it into operation. Youdid not carry out the law.

Mr. BOWELL. That is a matter of opinion. If I were
to call you dictatorial in the manner in which you give
answers, it might be offensive, but I will not, because I
know you do not mean it. I have never gone to the Coun.
cil to ask for an interpretation of this law, for to my mind it
is so clear that a child might understand it. It says:

" In determining the value for duty of goods, there shall be added to
the fiir market value, at the time of exportation, of the quantity so
exported and imported in the principal markets of the country from
whence thesame have been imported into Canada, the cost of inland
transportation, shipment and transhipment, with ail the expenses in-
cluded, from the place of growth, production or manufacture, whether
by land or water, to the vessel in which shipment is made, either in
tranâstu or direct to Canada."

Now can the ocean between Antwerp and Liverpool, or from
Antwerp to any other port, be by any possibility construed
into being "inland transport ?"

Mr. WELDON (St. John). That is the old Act.
Mr. BOWELL. The clause is precisely the same as to

wording as the old Act. There is no change so far as this
is concerned. It is the land or water charges, by which it is
conveyed to the ship in which it is placed for shipment to
thi§ couintvv that area vdded to the va e of thA dyn

is, it is the ilon. J. J. C. Abbott, one of his colleagues in the
Government, and, therefore, he will admit its value. He
goes on to point out:

" It is scarcely necessary to point ont that, although the meaning thus
stated is probably the meaning intended to be conveyed by the words,
4 i& transitu,' used in the resolution, they really possess no such dis-
tinctive signification, as they apply equally to a shipment direct to
Canada, and to a shipment to Canada vid a foreign port.''

That is, that the words "in transitu" apply equally to a
vessel coming to Montreal or to one coming to New York,
and the charges to be added were all the charges for trans-
portation from whatever country the goods came to the
place where the last shipment is made. Now, when you
consider that so much money or revenue is involved, it is
worth while for the Minister to give the matter a little con-
sideration, and to see whether, if the clause is to go on, it
cannot ha amended. But I submit that if it means the im-
position of another quarter of a million upon the people of
this country plus the annoyanco to the importer, plus the
loss to the Canadian steamships and the Canadian railways,
this Committee ought to take into consideration the advis-
ability of repealing it altogether. Follow the example of
the United States in repealing this provision, as you fol-
lowed their example in copying the exact phraseology of it
from them. The Minister on another occasion said that
this law was on the Statute-book before the National Policy.
I think ho was altogether wrong. The law that existed
before was this :

sat uuury, tttauuuu utuyju e gofor aty Ita Lnug s "The value for duty of goods on which an ad valorem duty of Customi
for duty. Id apphes exclusively to the "inland trans- is imposed, imported into Canada by sea, shal be the actual value of
portation " and nothing more. Thon the words, "in such goods at the last place at which they are purchased; and the
transitu " were used for the very purpose of avoiding that value of such goods for duty, if imported from the United States by land
interpretation which has been put~upon the clause by the or inland navigation, shah be theactual value of such goods at tlehast

hon.memer or ran. I thoo wrdswer ne threplace at whieh they are purchased for importation into Canada, and
hon. member for Brant. If those words were not there, whence they are directly conveyed, without change of package, to
there might be some reason for that interpretation. If Canada; and whatever be the country from which the goods are im-
you send the goods frorm a foreign port via England, they ported or in which they are purchased, such value shah be asertainedare:n ranit vi Bl asth by adding te the value of snch goods at the place of growth, production
are in transitu vta England, just as the hon. men er for or manufacture, the cost of transportation, whether by land or water,
Brant says that they are in transitu when sent fron Yoko- and the shipment and transhipmeut, with all expenses included, from
hama via New York. If his argument amounts to anything the place of growth, production or manufacture, to the place where the

goods are purchased, and if they are purchased in the United States,
the duty should be added to all the charges from Yokohama thence to the place whence they are directly conveyed to Canada as
to New York. If the clause will bear that interpretation aforesaid."
in one way, it must in the other. * That has been the That was the old Act, but it is entirely changed in thiN Bill.
interpretation placed upon it by a number of newspapers, The system that prevailed thon was this : An invoice of
misled, I think, by the meagre resolutions which were goods are purchased in London ; they are foreign made
placed upon the Notice Paper when it was introduced. I goads; the law prescribed that if they were produoed in
would ask my hon. friend to sleep over this-to take it and Germany, the Minister, in estimating their value, would
apply the rules of grammar to it, and then take the words take the cost of the goods in Germany, and add the cost of
" inland transportation " as governing the whole of the transporting them from Germany to London, if that was
charges which are to be added, and consider in addition the the last place where the purchase was made. That was
privilege that merchants have to send the goods through a simply put in for the purpose of enabling the Customs De-
foreign country, and he cannot come to any other con- partment to ascertain the value if it was disputed. Thon
clusion than the one I have come to. there is this anomaly in this clause : The Minister gives us

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). While I sleep on that, I will an illustration of the way in which he will work his law,
give the Minister of Customs this to sleop on: I happen to that in the case of goods purchased in London, the inland
have here an opinion which was given by an able counsel transport charges to Liverpool would be added; but in case
with reference to the working of this clause on the Statute- those goods were not purchased in London,-if they were
book, and I will read what he says: produced in Germany, for instance, and taken to London,

"iThe point at which the transportation ceases, the cost et wbich is tand the importer purchased them in London, would he add
be added to the value for duty, seema t obe the point at which the hast the inland transportation charges from London to Liverpool
shipment by water is made, by means of which the goods are expected on those goods ?
to reach Canada." Mr. BOWELL. Certainly.
Just what I said, and Liverpool is the last point at which Mr. PATERSONC(ran.
the last shipment by water is made. -He goes on to say : Mr. PATERSON (Brant.) Under what authority?

"In this instance, again, the language of the clause is singularly Mr. BOWELL. Bocause that is the place where they are
ambiguous, but it seema to be intended that the point of shipment in a purchased.vessel in a port of the country ex quo is the point at which the cost of
inland transportation, to be compated in the dutiable value, is to cease. Mr. PATERSON (Brant.) This clause does not pro-
And two modes are evidently pointed at by which the gooda can after- vide that it shall be from the place where purchased. Itwards reach this country, viz , directly from the port of shipment and
indirectly ea a foreign port on this aide of the Atlantic, reaching Canada says from the place of growth, production and manufacture.
from thence by land, and the trantust spoken of in the clause must Therefore, goods bonght in London, purchased, manufac-
therefore mean the carriage of the gooda across the ocean." tured or grown ontside of London, could not be affected by
That is the opinion of a counsel who was asked to give his the duties under this clause. The whole clause is wrong,
opinion, and if the Minister wants to know who the counsel and will have to be re-drafted, if not abandoned, or it will
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have to be left wholly to the discretion of the Minister of
Customs to put whatever interpretation he pleases upon it,
without rverence to the wording of the Statute at all.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Under the protection the Minis-
ter of Custums gives there could be no difficulty; but his suc-
cessor raight adopt a different view, and tbe more you look
into the clause, the more complicated it appears. I cannot
understand about the treaty. The tr eaty was made in 1866,
before Confederaùion, between England and Germany. We
are bound to this extenit by the favored nation clause, that
a colony could not make a different duty against goods
imported from Germany as compared with those imported
from the United States. But, quoad Great Britain, we are
oue country, so that ihe duties we charge on English goods
can in no way come under that clause.

Mr. BOWELL. The clause provides specially that no
import or export duties shall be charged between Great
Britain and her colonies which would lavor either as com-
pared with Germany. I propose to add the word "in-
cluding " before the words "lshippirg ard transhipment,"
and to strike out the word "irncluded " in the next line
and to add the words "connected therewith." This will
make that part of the clause read: "The cost of inland
transportation, includinug shiprent and transhipment with
all the experses included therewith."

Mr. BOYLE. I am going to ask the Minister of Customs
if this clause not only discriminates between British and
foreign jorts, but also between different ports in the United
Kingdum? For instance, in the dry goods trade, the three
principal ports are London, Manchester and Gîasgow. The
prices of the goods li thote three markets are much the
same, but the tiffet of this change might possibly be to
drive the purchasers of goods to London, Liverpool and
Glasgow, and to leave out Manchester, in order to save this
duty on inlanid charges by shipping direct from London,
Liverpool and Glasgow.

On section 6,
Mr. BOWELL. The amendment I propose is simply

to prevent people bringiug out machines from a foreign
country, ostensibly for their own use, 'without paying duty
upon the royalty, as all other persons do. It is ho amendeu
as to make it clear that the value of the duty shall include
the value of any royalty.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I should judge the hon. the Min-
ister would have great ditliculty in mauaging that royalty
business. There are continually new lines upon which theae
royalties may be used. I bad a case myaelf in which I
bought the right to use a patent right for fitteen years, and
the value was adu.ed on, but there was a clause in the agree.
ment that I might be free to give up at auny time using the
royalty. But, when I came to pass the hou. geutleman's
othcerb, I was met with the claim that there would be 15
years' value added to the article, and I might abandon the
nme of it at the end of three mouths. The perplexing part
was that, if I gave up the use of it, there was no proviion
for my getting it back. There was, in fact, a special regu-
lation passed in regard to it, but the whole question of
royalties is a very ciffiLult one to manage.

Mr. BOWELL. It is a very difficult one.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I think, unless the officers

are very vigilaut, as I believe most of then are, one perton
might be paying for the use of an article while another
was not.

Mr. MASSON. I would ask the Minister whether it is
the intention to charge for what is generally known as a
royalty under such circumstances as this: Suppose the in-
ventor and the manufacturer of an article lives in the
United States, and ias a patent there and also a patent in

Mr, PATERaoN (Brant).

Canada. Under his Canadian patent he charges for the use
or the right to vend the article in Canada a certain sum,
which is commonly called a royalty. Is it the intention
under this section to add tbe fee to the price or value which
the manufacturer in a foreign country obtains, because the
article being used in Canada, gains by virtue of the Cana.
dian patent?

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Is the article made in
Canada or in the States?

Mr. MASSON. Say it is made in the States, but imported
into Canada, and used or sold in Canada, and for the right
to use or sell in Canada, the patentee, who lives in the
United States, but bas obtained under our law a patent in
Canada, by virtue of his Canadian patent, charges a certain
fee for that privilege. It does not seem to me that that is
a subject for duty at all.

Mr. BOWELL. If a man has a patent in the United
States and manufactures there an article which costs him a
dollar, and he charges a royalty of another dollar, that
amounts to two dollars, and would be the value for duty.
If he obtains a patent in Canada he bas to manufacture in
Canada within a year, or lose his rights under the patent.
[ think what my hon. friend desires to learu is in regard to
a case where a man bas a patent in Canada and sells the
right to another to manufacture and then sends over to
Canada a portion of the machinery required to complete the
article, whetber the whole value of the article should be
cbarged on the portions which are imported.

Mr. MASSON. That covers a part of it.
Mr. BOWELL. If the article is made here, we have

nothirg to do with it. If an American manufacturer sells
to a Canadian manufacturer the right to make the article,
it is not our business wbat he sells it for, but, if he imports
a portion of the article, be would have to pay duty upon it.
The question bas been before the department, and it has been
decided that, where they send ordinary castings of an article
patented in the United States and patented in this country,
it was dutiable under the tariff. At first, I thought it came
within the clause of the law which provides for the impo-
sition of a duty on parts of an article, and that the value
of the parts for duty should be in proportion to the value of
the whole.

Mr, MASSON. The explanation of the Mini-ter meets in
part the question which I asked, but I do not confine it to
parts. By way of example, I may put a case to show the
drift of my question. A person in the Umted States has a
patent in the United Siates, and he patents the saMe inven-
tion in Canada. He sells to a party in Canada the right to
make and vend in Canada, for which he receives a tee for
each article sold. The persou in Canada is manufacturing,
but he has nit a sufficient supply on band. As he is manu-
facturing, the question of the patent lapsing at the end of a
year would not apply; but he is not manutacturing in suffi.
cient quantities to meet the demand, and the article is sent
in by the patentee in the United States.

Mr. BOWELL. Then it would be dutiable beyond a
doubt.

Mr. MASSON. What I ask is,'would what is called a
royalty on each machine be added to the value for duty ?

Mr. BOWELL. Not if it were manufactured here, but
if it were impoî ted it would be.

Mr. MASSON. He is paying the fee not to import the
article, but tu sell it here by virtue of a Canadian patent, and
not in reference to the price in the United States. It las
its price there by virtue of the American patent, but why
should the additional price be put on here after the man bas
paid the amount in the United States, and has paid for the
enhanced value there ? Why should you add an additional
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enhanced value by way of the royalty which is paid bere ?
It seems to me that the importer is at a disadvantage in tfhat.

Mr. BOWELL. I desire to move the following additional
clause:-

That section sixty-eight of the Act be amended by adding the fol-
lowing thereto:

" Goods that have been entered for consumption or for warebouse or
that have been permitted to remain unclaimed, or that have been per-
mitted to remain for any purpose in any country intermediate betwten
the country of export and Canada, shall not be considered as in
gran8itu ibrough such intermediate country, but shall be treated as
goods imported from such intermediate country and be valued and
rated for duty accordiogly."

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Do you mention any time-?
Mr. BOWELL. No; I have not. What I wanted to pre-

vent is a repetition of the trouble which arose in reference
to the tea.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The object is all right, but, unless
you limit it to some time, you will have to decide on each
entry.

Mr. BOWELL. That would be difficult. I think it
would be better to leave that discretionary with the depart-
ment. Cars might be ready to make the transhipment
from the vessel, or they might not be there, some cause
might exist by which it could not be done, and a necessary
delay of 24 hours or 48 hours might occur, as very often
does. When only such delays take place, the importation
bas not been treated in any other way than a direct im.
portation.

On section 11, sub-section 3,
Mr. BOWELL. If goods are seized now, they are con-

demned, and the law provides what shall he done in order
to complete the confiscation. It gives tho right to the party
from whom they are seized to object to go into court, but
there is no provision governing a case where a merchant
says: "I do not desire you to interfice with my case, there
is the money." The money is deposited.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). What have you been doing
with the money previous to this ?

Mr. BOWELL. We have put it in the bark.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). The summary seizuro of a ves-

sel sometimes works injustice cn the owner. I know the
Minister will say that if they do not retain this power
people will transfer their vessels and put them out of their
bands. But I have known cases where there bas been no
collusion of that kind. It seems the Goveriment have no
right t come down and seize a vessel that bas been render-
ed liable for violiation of the Customs Act, a year or two
before. I think that is an extreme interpretatioa of the
law.

Mr. BO WELL. The hon. gentleman does not mean to say
that the Government has no right under the law to do that.
Equitably considered there is a good deal of reason in the
position taken by the hon.gentleman; but under all revenue
laws the right to seize a vessel that has violated the law
exists. When discussing this matter before I referred to the
English decisions. You wili find by consulting them that
where a vessel bas contravened the Merchants' Shipping
Act, the vessel became absolutely forfeited, although she
had been sold no less than three times, still she was seized
and condemned.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). That might have been by colla
Sion.

Mr. BOWELL. There is no evidence of that in the trial,
and I read all the evidence. But one can easily understand
that if a vessel was to be held harmless for smuggling, the
very moment there was a probability of ber being caught
for smuggling, the owner would transfer ber to some one
else. Cases have come up where people have a heavy

mortgage upon a vessel, and where she bai been caught in
a flagrant case of smuggling; and the same argument has
been used : " I invested my money in this security, and am
i to be robbed of it by the Governmeut taking the vessel ?"
You mightjust as well repeal the law with respect to smug-
gling if you adopt the principle of the hon, gentleman.

Bill reported.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment

of the flouse.
Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 1:05 a.m.

(Wednesday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

WEDNESDAY, 10tb April, 1889.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three O'clock.

PRAYERs.

OTTAWA, MORRISBURG AND NEW YORK
RAILWAY.

Mr. HICKEY moved :
That as it appears from the Minutes ot the proceeclings of the Senate

on the 28th of March, 1889, that the Select Committee on liailways,
Telegraphs and Harbors reported that they had decided by a majority
not to pass Bill (o. 43) to incorporate the Ottawa, Morrisburg and New
York Railway Company, which report said Minutes show was concurred
in by the Senate on the 2nd April inst. ;

Resolved, That the Accountant of this House be authorised to refund
the fees paid on the said Bill, less cost of printing and translation.

He said: I had intended to make some extended remarks
in support of this resolution or in explanation of it, but
feeling that I cannot treat, as they merit, the two or three
individuals who bave unfairly attacked me elsewhere, I
shall have to bury my indignation with the Bill, which for
the second time las been rejected.

Motion agreed to.

DUTY ON FLOUR.
Mr. MULOCK asked, Wbether it is the intention of the

Government, during the present Session, to take any steps,
and if so, what steps, towards meeting the demands of the
millers for increased duty on flour, with the view of putting
an end to the unjust discrimination complained of by the
milling industry ?

Mr. FOSTER. The question, I think, is a little improper,
having a statement of what is put forward as a fact. The
Government does not admit that there bas been any unjust
discrimination. With reference to this question, my bon.
friend will see that it is of such a nature that it would not
be wise for me to give an answer at the present time.

COLLECTOR JULES QUESNEL.

Mr. LAVERGNE asked, 1. Was complaint ever brought
by a person named Henderson Black, or a person named
John Black, or any other person whatsoever, belonging to
St. Johns, P.Q., between 1878 and 1888, against Jules
Quesnel, collector on the Chambly Canal, at St. Johns? 2.
If so, what was the character of the complaint ? 3. What
was the kind of security given by the said Jules Quesnel ?
4. What are the duties of his office ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. There is no record on the books of the
department of any complaint by Mr. Black, or any other
person, against J. Quesnel. The security given by Mr.
Quesnel, as collector of canal tolls and of hydraulic rents,
was a bond, dated 18th March, 1879, for $2,000, by the
Citizens' Insurance Company. Afterwards, on the 17th
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April, 1882, he gave the personal bond of Charles Arpin,
for *1,000, and of George C. Fatvoye, for $1,000. These
were replaced on lst May, 1885, by a bond of J. O'Cain,
for $1,001), and of Joseph Simard, for 81,000, the latter
being still in force.

PILOTS BELOW QUE BEC.

Mr. AfMYOT asked, How much did each of the pilots for
and below the harbor of Quebec receive for each season
of navigation, from 1880 to 1888, both inclusive ?

Mr. TIUPPER. The pilots for and below the harbor of
Quebec have recoived on an average from 1880 to 1888,
inclusive, as follows: 1880,$680 ; 1881, $504; 1882, 8602.60;
1883, $651.47; 1884, $549; 1885, 8576; 1886, $581.50;
1887, $618.13; 1888, 8520.23.

ST. CATHARINES MILLING AND LUMBERING
COMPANY-COSUS AND CLAIMS.

Mr. LISTER asked, What amount has been paid by the
Government, up to this date, on accouant of the costs incur-
red in the case of the "St. Catharines Milling and Lum-
bering Company " vs. "The Queen " ? What will the total
costs incurred by the company, in connection with this
suit, amount to ?

Mr. DE WDNEY. The amount paid so far for the costs
of the company is $11,152.67; the amount paid to the Lon.
don agents is $5,000. In regard to sums in connection
with the case before the Privy Council, I arm not aware
what the total amount is, the bills not having been pre-
sented.

Mr. Mo ULLEN asked, Is it the intention of the Gov-
ernment to pay the costs incurred by the Government of
Ontario, on behalf of the Province, in the case of the "St.
Catharines Milling Company" vs. "The Queen?" Has
the " St Catharines Milling Company " made any demand
upon the Government foi indermnity, on account of losses
incurred through the failure of the federal authorities to
maintain them in possession of the limits upon which the
said company were licensed to cut timber, or on any other
account ? If so, what is the amount of such claiM?

Mr. DEWDNEY. It is not the intention of the Govern-
ment to pay the costs incurred by the Gvernmnent of
Ontario on behalf of the Province, except those which
were awarded by the court. Information has been given to
me by Mr. Ferguson, the solicitor of the St. Catharines
Milling Company, that a claim will be made, but no official
demand has been made on the Government.

FORTIFICATIONS AT ESQUIMALT.

Mr. PRIOR* asked, Have the Government ever applied to
the Imperial authorities for a copy of Colonel O'Brien's
report on the fortifications necessary at Esquimalt, British
Columbia ? Have the Government ever received sncb
report ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. In the absence of my hon.
colleague, i beg to say that no application to the Imperial
authorities for a copy of Colonel O'Brien's report for the
fortifications necessary at Esquimalt, British Columbia, bas
emanated from the Department of Militia and Defence.
The Department of Militia and Defence has never received
such report.

BUOYS ANI) LIGHTS AT LAKE ST. JOHN.

Mr. COUTURE asked, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to provide buoys and lights, for the protection
of steamers navigating Lake St. John ?

Mr. COSTIGAN.

Mr. TUPPER. Some time ago the Government were
waited upon by two influential deputations from the district
concerned, and this subject was pressed upon the attention
of the Government. Since thon the subject bas received,
and is now receiving, the careful consideration of the depart-
ment.

BUOYS AND LIGHTS ON SAGUENAY RIVER.

Mr. COUTURE asked, What amount has beei paid to
Mr. Ainsworth Sturton, as keeper of buoys and lights on
the River Saguenay, for the year 1888-89, and whether
other sums have been paid to him, in the form of repairs to
buoys, or otherwise, and to what amount?

Mr. TUPPER. $250 were paid on l9th February last to
A. Starton for maintaining buoys, receiving stores and
delivering supplies to lightbouses during the year on the
River Saguenay, that being the amount of bis contract.
No money was paid him for repairs to buoys or for other
services.

HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEY OF LIAKE ST. JOHN.

Mr. COUTURE (translation) asked, Whether it is the
intention of the Government to make a hydrographical
survey of Lake St. John, and also a marine chart, with the
purpose of facilitating the navigation of the lake-which
will have for a result the colonisation of the north shore of
the said Lake St. John ? If so, will the operations be begun
this summer, as being the most favorable season for this
purpose ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) In answer
to theb hon. gentleman, I may state that it is not the inten-
tion of the Government to have that survey made at pre-
sent.

TIGNISH BREAKWATER.

Mr. PERRY asked. Has the Department of Public Works
given instructions to repair the Tignish breakwater, Prince
Edward Island? If so, is the work to be let by tender ? If
not, under whose management are the repairs to be made ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Instructions have been giv-
en to repair the Tignish breakwater, Prince Edward Island,
by day work. The work has not yet been commenced, but
at the proper time a clerk of works will be appointed.

MIMINEGAS[ BREAK WATER.

Mr. PERRY asked. Have instructions been given to
repair the breakwater at Miminegash, Prince Edward
Island? If so, who is the person acting as superintendent
over said work?

Sir H ECTOR LANGEVIN. No instructions have been
given to that effeot.

DUTY ON PORK.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin) asked, Is it the intention of the
Government, during the present Session, to increase the
duty on pork ?

Mr. FOSTER. That question is of the same nature as
the one asked by theb hon. member for North York (Mr.
Mulock), and it is of such a kind as to be inadvisable to
answer it.

MENNONITE IMMIGRANTS.

Mr. CARLING moved that the House resolve itself
into Committee, to-morrow, to consider tho following re
solution:-
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Resolved, That it is expedient to provide that the amount due on

certain loanh, amounting in the aggregate to $96,400, made to Men
nonite immigrants on the security of members of that community
resident in the Province of Ontario, under the aulhority of the Act 38
Victoria, chapter 3, should be computed as though the interest stipu-
lated in the agreements relating to such loans had been foqur per cent
simple interest, instead of six per cent compound interest, and that
payment in full may be accepted on the basis of such computation.

Motion agreed to.

ENQiUIRIES.

Mr. DAVIN. I should like the Minister of the Interior
to state when we may expect the Bills dealing with the
North-West-the North-West Territories Bill, and the Bill
to amend the Dominion Lands Act. It is now almost in
foci sessionis.

Mr. DEWDNEY. I hope to be able to bring them down
in the course of a day or two.

Mr. MoMULLEN. When may we expect that the Gov-
ernment will lay on the Table the original cheques connec.
ted with the St. Catharines Milling and Lumber Company ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. I will enquire into the matter.

SUPPLY-LOAN OF 1888.

Mr. FOSTER moved that the House again resolve itself
into Committee of Supply.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Mr. Speaker, my duty
on the present occasion is of a somewhat disagreeable char-
acter. I would myself have very greatly preferred that the
view expressed by the Minister of Finance in his budget
speech as to the character of the late 3 per cent. loan should
have proved the correct one, and I make that statement not
entirely from the regard I entertain for the hon. gentleman
and the Government, but because I feel that the transaction,
if I understand it correctly, is not one which will redound
to the honor and credit of the people of Canada. So-far as
I can understand, a very great blunder bas been committed,
and a perfectly needless risk bas been incurred as to which
no sort of adequate explanation bas been offered, or, I
believe, can be offered. It is but just to the Minister ot
Finance to say that ho is only in the slightest degree, if at
all, responsible for the original inception and management
of this loan. I think, Sir, that ho was appointed Minister
of Finance on the 28th day of May last, and that the pros-
pectus of this loan was issued in London on the 9th of Jane,
and apparently Sir Charles Tupper, while still Minister of
Finance, had left this country with full power to negotiate
this loan; therefore, although it is true that the hon. gentle-
man, being Minister of Finance at the time, is legally and
technically responsible, I must say that I do not consider
ho is morally responsible for this loan at all. It was carried
through by our ligh Commissioner, who took all the credit,
and on whose shoulders, therefore, the chief responsibility
must rest. Under these circumstances, and when the
particulars of tbis transaction were brought to the notice
of our present Minister of Finance a few days ago, appar-
ently for the first time, I think ho would have been well
advised to have admitted frankly that a grave error had
been committed, and to promise that ho would do his best to
remedy it, if indeed it can be remedied. But the hon. gen-
tleman took another course; ho bas preferred to defend
and to justify this loan, and ho bas even endorseI it a
second time, having endorsed it already in his budget
speech. Under these circumstances it becomes our
duty to investigate the whole matter connected with
this loan in some detail. In the first place, I would, how-
ever, hke to call the attention of the Hlouse, to two points
First of ail, I may warn them that the term "prospectus,"
in itelf, is apt to be rather misleading. We are accustomed

to associate the word " prospectus'' with a sort of manifeste
rather remarkable for pioturesqueness, than for strict ac-
curacy of detail, such aï is often put out by commercial
companies who desire to attract subscribers. I believe, Sir,that of late, the courts, and notably the English courts, have
treated prospectuses with much more severity than hereto-
fore, but, be that as it may, there can h no doubtwhatever
of this fact, that a loan prospectus, issued by a Govern mont,
in order to obtain subscribers to a loan, is a document of a
very formal and binding character. It is, in fact, a state-
ment on the part of the Government, of the terms and con-
ditions upon which it proposes to borrow money, and a-
cording to ail the customs of the Stock Exchange, and, I be-
lieve, according te the law of England as well, every state-
ment made in the prospectus is of a stringent and binding
character, and must be strictly interproted. The other
point to which I would cali the attention of the
House is this: I do not believe that this is
a case in which we can place much dependence
on any opinion that may be expressed based on the
experience of other loans, and for this simple rea-on, that 1
believe, that in this loan we are engaging in a totally novel
experiment, the like of which, so lar as L know, has never
been hid recourse te by any other Covernnent under the
sun, for the purpose of floating a Joan, and I strongly sus-
pect that, when this experiment is played out, that it never
wili be had recourse to again by arny other Government.

Mr. EDGAR. Or by this Government, either.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHII. Now, the main ques-
tion which the House bas got te deci le is a very simple
one, and it is a question which requires no special
financial experience to deal with. The question is one
which any business man in this House, or any man of
business outside of this House, can answer for himself,
without one moment's hesitation, and it is this : Was it,
or was it not, a wise and prudent transaction on the
part of the Government, for the purpose of floating a 3
per cent. loan, having fifty years to run, te pledge itsolf te
purchase back that loan within the space of ton ytars, by
nearly equal instalments, and, presumably, ut a h gh
premium. That is one questi>n, and it is the main question
which I shall submit for your consideration to-day. There
are other questions of a more intricate character connected
herewith; there are the questions of what the ultimate, or
probable loss. may be, and how far, and under what possible
circumastances the Government of Canada is justitied in ut-
tempting to repudiate an obligation which it has entered
into. These questions, I say, involvo considerations of a
much more complicated character, and with respect
te then, there is, no doubt, room for a considerable
difference of opinion, but as to the main fac;ts, there
is, happily, no material difforence. I have hore the
officiai statement of the hon. Minister, made in bis
budget speech, with regard te the terms of the loan, in which
ho informs the House that about the 10th or 12th of June
last, he effected a loan in London, ut the rate of 3 per
cent., having fifty years te run, without any sinking fund
attached to it, and that for that loan te obtained on the
average a rate of £95 Is. sterling. Sir, had the fact been as
the hon. gentleman state 1, had ho been correct really as he
was technically in saying that there was no sinking fund
attached te it, I admitted thon, and I repeat the admission
now, that the loan would have been a very excellent trans-
action, and would have justified all the eulogiums that the
hon. gentleman passed upon it. Unfortunately, although it is
quite true that there was no special sinking fond attached
te it, I discovered, on examining the prospe3tus, that
although there was no particular and special sinking fund
mentioned, there was the equivalent of twenty sinking fundi
attached to it under a very remarkable clause in the pros.
pectus, to which I will call your attention. In the prospoo.
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tus issued by Messrs. Baring and Glyn, under the express
authority of the High Commissioner, and of the Minister
of Finance, they stated:

" With a view of rendering the sinking funds of the varions loans
more effective than heretofore, the Canadian Government intend to
apply the sums annually required for the reduction of the National Debt
in purchases of the stock now offered. The amount at present annually
applied to the redemption of the debt is about £350,000 sterling, and as
the sinking funds are accumulative the amounts yearly increase."

Now, I have examined this prospectus carefully, I have
looked over the bond attached to it, and neither in the one
nor in the other can 1[discover the slightest words of limita-
tion; the slightest thing in either the prospectus or the
bond which in any way modifies or relieves us from the
obligation which that clause imposes upon us. The House
will probably understand how important that provision is
when I tell them that if they will take the trouble to ex-
amine the various prospectuses and the various bonds which
have been issued for ail the various loans made by Canada
since 1867, it will be found that in ail cases (excepting
these loans guaranteed by the Imperial Government, who
took care oi their own sinking funds) it will be found that
in ail other cases words of limitation are most carefully in-
seited. They will find that in the loans of 1874, 1b75, ib76,
1878, 1879 and 1885-in the case of every one of these
there is inserted in the prospectus, and, I believe, also in the
bond attached, the following clause:-

" A cumulative sinking fand of not less than one-half per cent. per
annum will be employed in the purchase of the bonds or stock of the
loan at or below par, the Government reserving the right to inveat the
sinking fund in other securities if the price of the loan should be above
par."

Now, the House ard the Government will note-because
this is a matter of firbt-rate importance-that in ail other
cases in which we have had a sinking fund established-
although that sinking fund is infinitesimal as compared with
the huge amount devoted to the repurchase of this loan-
words of limitation are most carefully introduced into the
propectus, and, i believe, are afterwards, in ail cases, incor-
porated in the bond. Under these circumstances, my con.
torition is that the Government of Canada bas bound itself,
by the phrases used in this unhappy clause in the prospectus
of the loan of 1888, to such an extent that whereas we
thought we had borrowed at 3 per cent., repayable in fifty
years, what we have really done is this: we have made a
loan nominally for fifty years, but that loan, by express pro-
vision in our own prospectus, we have bound ourselves to
repurchase probably in ten nearly equal annual instalments,
thereby, in ail likelihood, compelling ourselves to repur-
chase our own loan at a high premium, and practically
converting it from a fifty years' loan to a five years' loan.
That is my contention. In reply, what has the Minister of
Finance to say? ln order to give the hon. gentleman all
possible opportunity to consider this question, sEo that he
might not be taken unawares, I addressed to him, about a
week ago, a question as to what the intentions of the Govern.
ment were in the event of this loan going above par; and
to that question the hon. gentleman replied as follows:_

" The Government considers that the language used in the prospectus
of the 3 per cent. loan recently negotiateci in London, whereby it is
declared that 'The Canadian Government intend to apply the sums
annually required for the redemption of the national debt in purchases
of the stock now offered,' requires them to use the sinking funds
therein referred to in the purchase of the said 3 per cent. loan, in
case the said securities should be held at a premium at the time of
purchase, unless such premium isconsidered unreasonable and produced
by unfair competition."

Upon that, as the House will remember, I felt it my duty
to make a statement in my place, embodying substantially
the contention which I have just explained. The hon.
Finance Minister, having taken time to consider, about
three days afterwards replied as follows-I will give ail the
essential parts of his reply, in order that I may not by any
chance mierepresent him:-

Sir RIIcAnD ÇAaTWRIaT.

"IHaving stated so much as regards the considerations which make it
necessary for us to bny a large amount tor our sinking fund, a practice
we have pursued heretofore, the intention expressed by the Government,
and which was simply an expression of intention, does not bind the Gov-
ernment, in any case, if it be seen there is an unreasonable appreciation.
I think it is sufficient to state this fact, which is stronger than any fancies
we may indulge in with reference to the future. We have been buying
out of that stock from the let of July of the current year. We have
bought over $l,0C00,o 0 of that stock, and so far from there being any
undue appreciation cf the price or any evidence at all of putting up the
price, we have bought at a lower price than we received for the loan,
-95. We bought, for instance, on the let of July, 1888, at 94*, 941 and
9 1 On the lst of October, we bought at 92î; that is net, taking into
account accrued interest. On November let, we bought at 93t, and on
the let of December at 92Î. That, i think, shows that there is not very
much to be apprehended in the way of undue appreciation of these stocks.

* * * I think this is sufficient to make as a statement at present,
and I may, in conclusion, state my own opinion, and the opinion of the
officers of my department, whso are careful, and, I think, thorough men,
that, taking all things into consideration, there is no ground for the
alarm which was rather foreshadowed by my hon. friend, and no ground
for the possible conclusion which was also foreshadowed by my hon.
friend, that this may prove an unremunerative and costly loan. Taking
it aIl in al, I believe it can be fairly maintained that it is the best loan
we have yet put upon the British market."

Now, Sir, with respect to that, I beg to state, that that is
an explanation which really explains nothing. The hon.
gentleman does not deny the facts which 1 have adduced,
nor could he deny them. What he bas done, has been to
introduce a new element of complication into this matter,
as to which I shall have one or two words to say presently.
Reduced to its simplest expression, what the hon. gentle-
man tells us is this: First, that he hopes and prays, and ap-
parently his department hope and pray, that no harm will
come trom this transaction ; next, that heproceedseto
argue, on very unsound premises, as it appears to me, that
no harm can come o it; and, lastly, that he is prepared to
repudiate our own cbigation if harm does come. Sir, I
proceed to analyse the hon. gentleman's arguments in detail.
As to the first, it is Lot easy for me to say much. I also
hope, against hope I fear, that no harm will come of this
transaction. Possibly, Sir, the chapter of accidents, or
Providence, may interfere to save us; but I will remind the
hon. gentleman, that the age of miracles is past, and that it
is not usual for Providence to interfere to save either men or
Governments from the consequences of their own gross
negligence or folly. However, we will let that pass. I
come to the second piea, that, in the opinion of the
hon. gentleman, no harm is likely to come, or, indeed,
can come, and the reason he gives is somewhat
remarkable. He tells us that no harm is likely to come in
the future becaute he bas succeeded in purchasing a con-
siderable quantity of this stock at or below the price we
obtained for hee loan in open market. Sir, I am afraid that
the hon. Finance Minister-it isno discredit to him, because
he is as yet a young Finance Minister-has not fully
comprehended the ordinary course of business on the stock
exchange or the London market. It takes some time fora
loan of £4,0,000 sterling to find its way into the bands of
permanent holders or investors. While that process is
going on, there is generally a considerable amount of the
loan lying loose in the hands of the middlemen, who,
being sometimes compelled to sell, are often willing
to part with the loan for one or two per cent. less than
they gave for it. That is a thing of constant occurrence. I
remember very well, in floating the first 4 per cent, loan in
1874, that that state of things lasted, to the best of my
recollection, for eighteen months or nearly two years. Now,
Sir, the hon. gentleman will permit me to tell him that the
fact that in the first six or nine months he has succeeded
in picking up a couple of hundred thousand pounds of this
loan at reduced prices, affords nO criterion whatever as to
the position in which he will find himself a little later on.
The hon. gentleman I suppose is aware that we have two
descriptions of stocks and securities. We have inscribed
stocks, and we have also bonds. He knows also, no doubt,
that that portion whieh is inscribed is almost invariably
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strorgly held by permanent investors. It does not follow
that the amonunt which remains outstanding in bonds is not
strongly beld by permanent investors, for it often happons
that thev prefer to keep these stocks in the shape of bonds
rather than inscribe them. But my point is this, and the
hon. gentleman will do well to attend to it. The bon. gentle.
man may lay it down as a certain fact, as a foregone conclu-
sion, that the stock which is inscribed bas gone mainly into
the bands of permanent investors. If the hon, gentleman
wili look at Wettenhall's list, which is the best authority on
the subject, he will find the list shows that already, in the
space of nine months,£1,200,000 stg.,or very nearly one-third
of the loan, bas been put on the inscribed list and bas
been converted from bonds into inscribed stock. He may,
therefore, consider most of that withdrawn from the
open market and gone into the bands of men who pro.
pose to bold it for permanent investment. Let him consider
what bis position in two yeprs hence will bo. By that
time, at least one-half, and probably more than one balf of
the stock, will be in the hands of permanent investors who
wilI not be at ail disposed to part with it without great
inducement. Under the arrangement we have made, we
will be the proprietors, in two years from date, of nearly
one-third of the stock, and there will remain practically
available to trade on between £700,000 and £800,000
sterling in the ordinaryopen market. Itdoes not require to
be a financier of experience to see that if he is compelled
under ibse circumstances te purobase, or if the trustees of
the sirking fund are compelled to order purchases to the
extent of £ 100,000. when thore are only £800,000 practi-
cally avalable to be purchased, the rermainder being in the
hands of permanent invostors or of the Government itself for
sir king fund accunt, sneh an order would inevitably raise the
price of the stock in the market probably by many points.
Therefore, T tbink we may dismiss the argument that no
harm can bappen to us in t e future, because in the first few
montbs we bave sPuc.,eded in purchasing this stock at or
below the price paid to us for it. As for the opinion of the
efficers of the Finance Department, no doubt it is entitled
to all due respect, but I beg to remind the House that
Ibis is a case te which their experience will afford ne
paralle]. Never before bis Ibe oexporiment been tried,
never I hope again will it be tried, of fioating a loan with
a 10 per cent. sirkirg fund attschment to it. But there is,
a more important que-tion than this to be discussed. The
hon. gentleman, in the few words that he proposes to add
to the Prospectus, bas raised a question of the most delicatej
and difficult ebaracter. He bas opened up, I must say, a1
vista of complications. The bon. gentleman tells us that1
the Government is not 'ound to purchase if it be seen that(
there is an unreasonable appreciation, and be further tells
us there will be no dificultv in decidirg what is an un-1
reasonable appreciation. Weil, I take issue with the bon.i
getleman on both points. The bon, gentleman ought to
remember that there are two parties in every bargain. He
ought to remember that there is on the one side the mon
who bave purchased and who now hold Ibis stock, backed by
the Stock Exebarnge, the most powerful financial corpora-s
tion in the world, and on the other, there is the Canadiank
Government. But the Canadian Government have not got1
the sinking fund under their own exclusive control. Theyt
appoint one trustee, but there is another trustee whom they
do rot appoint. And these Iwo gentlemen are bound to ad-t
minisferthe sinking fund, not in accordance With thedictatesc
of eû Finance Minister of Canada, but in accordancewith thet
terms of their trust, in accordance with the law, and, to some &
extent, in accordance with custom; and the bon. gentlemanI
will find that, so far from being an easy matter, it is goinge
to be a very difficuit matter, indeed, to repudiate this obli-1
gation, even supposing that he was justified in bis contention d
that the Government could repudiate an obligation of thisi
kind because it proved incofienielit to discharge it. A1- 6
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lowing that, for the sake of argument, the hon. gentleman
iil find that it is an exceedingly difficult matter to denide

what is an unreasonable premium. Let me give an illus-
tration in point. In 1876 we fioated a 4 per cent. loan at
9 1. Five years later, in the early part of 1882, that ioan
*as rated from 104 to 106, through the natural operation of
the market, aide 1, perhaps, by the very minute sinking
fund attacbed to it. Therefore, in those five years, that
stock had risen 14 or 15 points, and, according to the state-
dient of the hon. gentleman himself, in eleven years that
stock was re-purchased at 114, having risen 23 points. Now,
will the hon. gentleman, before this debate closes, tel[ the

olouse what ho would conmider an unreasonable apnreciation ?
Will he tell the House how he means to decide, whether
this stock has reached an unfair and unreasonable position
in the market, or not ? It is of the first importance that
be sbould do so, and I invite his special and particular
attention to that point. I may also point out that it is not
sufflcient for him or for anybody else to presume that money,
which has been falling for some years back, will now, te
suit bis convenience, cease to fall. We bave seen, in a very
few months, some very remarkable transactions. We
know that the United States 4 per cents., payable in 1907,
having barely eighteen years to run, are to.dmy quoted on
the London Stock Exchange at 131. He will thus see that
tbose bonds scarcely average 2 ner cent. to-day. I noticed
the other day in the Monetary Times the statement, which
I contess surprised me, that the Sate of Massachusetts, one
et the states of the Union, had fl)ated a loan of a little le s
than a million dollars-a 3 per cent. loan having thirteen
years to run-at 108 50. In other words, the Sta'e of
Massachusetts bad floated it at a rate of interest which
only affords the bolders two nine sixteenths per cent., or
a very small fraction over two one-half per cent. The
hon. gentleman must alsa know thAt, under the re-
eent operations of t'be Chancellor of the Eiche-
quer, the 3 per cent. consols are to be converted into
j per cents., whichwill probably become, in the future, the

standard of vaIne in the English market. There is another
important consideration that must not be lost sight of. The
bon. gentleman, by bis own action, is largely estopped from
taking up the position he desires to take. The fact is. that
by virtue of this extraordinary clause in tho prospectus, we
bave received a consiHlerably larger sum. for the loan than
we had really the right to expect to obtain I do not believe
that our 3 per cent.loan would have obtained as high a price
as it did by several points, were it not for this clause. Under
those cil cumstances, with what show of.justice are we g>ing
to back out of the agreement which our agents and Righ
Commissioner deki berately made? The hon. gentleman may
reply that monstrons cases may arise. Taat is most true.
Very monstrous cases may arise. I will not say that cases
may not arise in whicb, bowever reluetantly, bowever it
may go against the grain of honorable men, we might not
be obliged to repudiate, toa certain extent, that agreement.
I will not take that position ; but I call the hon. gentleman's
attention to this : It is most true, ander that clause, that mon-
strous cases may arise; and, therefore, that probability should
have been guarded against in the strongest possible nanner.
tiave I not called the attention of the flouse to the fact
that, even in the case of the trifling, insign!ioiant sinking
fund of half of one per cent., where only 1.200th part was to
be redeemed, wordsof limitation have always been inserted ln
order to guard againAt just snch evils as this. There are
two ways in which that might have been done. The bon.
gentleman, or rather bis agents, could bave provided that
the loan should be redeemed by drawings-tbat is, as I
suppose the bon. gentleman is aware, by a sort of lottery,
by which, when the bonds come to par, they are
drawn for, and those wbich are selected are paid off-or, ho
might bave provided by introducing words of limitation
such as those which have been introduced in every other
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loan which we have made since 1867, having a sinking 1e rate of interest fallinLr, it may, peradventure, rise. It
fund attached, and not being guaranteed by the Imperiai s pssib!e that a great European war mae break out at
Government. The flouse must remember that we put thiè iy time within ton years, and, in that case, if interest.wcre
loan on the market at 9.J per cent., and that wo got iit rise, although wn wontd Jose jast a4 much in roalitv, the
many cases 3 per cent. more than our minimum. We goi result would nt be so apparent. The consequerwo of this
on the average £3 ils. more than the minimumeoormous sinking fund wonld be to buoy up Our ban, net
wbich was fixed. The hon. gentleman knovs that the to sond it to a hih preii mwhichwould bc the resul cfa
custom is to fix the minimum at a iate only a few shillingc- all in intorost. Whatwonld be theresuit tous in that case?
under the amount you expect to obtain. It is quit, [ho result would bc that our other securities wonld fail, and
clear that this loan was largely appreciated owing to thus the on. gentleman or the trustees of the sinking fnnd
the existence of this most remarkable clause. It is quit night bave to bay in a 8 par cent. ban at par wbeu they
clear that the twelve millions tendered for ihis loan 'ould purhase our 1 per ent seurities at the Rame rate.
were put in largely by reason of this clan-e. Now, thtePhat is a point wnich the hon. gentleman, if ho bases any
Stock gxchange, when the hon, gentleman de-ires to intro- expectations on the fal of intere4, should bear in mini.
duce these words of limitation, will say to him-and I do('horiks we have run ate self-evident, and are
notsee how he, orany Canadian Minister, is going to answer cwo-fold. Frst, when the prospectus was put ut,
them-You, for your own purposes, chose to take this meani hbre was tbe utmn-atomptation (ffered te sîecu-
of floating your loan for more than it was worth ; you tock lators on the Stock Exchange to form a yndicate to
your profit; now take your risk. Now, what is the answet get control of a large portion of the stock, and thon tehold
to ali this ? Let the hon. gentleman remem ber that thit uù4te the prospectus. Perhaps that was attempted te be
prospectus of ours bas been scattered broadcast all over the i'ne at or about the time the ban was issned. I have some
United Eingdom. I have here, furnished by the hon reasen te believe that the attempt %as made aud failel.
gentleman himself, a list of some fifty newspapers of very When I fi-r-t saw the h lu. gentleman's prospectus, when I
wide circulation, in overy one of which this prospectus haý- $r.t bcam.e acquainted with ihe exi4ence of tti-4 remark-
been inserted; and the hon. genIlemaumustremember tha ible tclhise, I at once conmunicated with a friend of mine
the werds of a piospectus cannot botrifloda witb, that the in Ltndon whin te knew te ab versed in the mysteries e
prospectus is a very s4ringent and binding proposaI, and the Stock sihange. Within the last day or so, I have
that the prospectus must beivedl up te. Mocro than that, o r. ceived froma hihr a communication in which ho tels me
say it is far botter that wo should sustain a heavy lo;s than :hat sich in attempt ws actually made, that a syndicate
that Canada should lightly or beeilessly repudiato bhl- was for:ned at tho tirne of the Liu.- cfL-t ,pro -ppctus w th
engagements. There might be a peint at which the ine thed esigu of getting coutrol of a large amunte ofthel, an;
would have te ho drawn, but how is the bon. gentleman tbust fovvanately for us, thoueh se thanks for that t our
going te say what premniums are unfair ? He cannet be Hnigh Cammission or, the design was bfld by the accident
sure that the premiums are raised through a combination. tht these gentlemen ad net anticuipated that the eau
Ho would have te estabbisha the existence of the would go teso high a pre nbm, and they lest their chances
combination. The price may go up, and naturaill by bidding a few shillings tee low. I arn inclined, therefore,
will go ap.Lt is the natural result of our owin te think that that partiular puoin may have passed awiy
aett and how can wo, how can ho, hew eau any for the tirne, though the ron. Miniter will do wel te bear
man pepct e oscape penalty for the act which in mi d there is no warrantyhat gentlemen wow holding
we deliberately cemmitted, and from which wa have thie stock my net have cmbned aready, or may n et cheese
in the first instance proflted ? Now, I roturnte my hereafer t combine for the express purpose of using this
original contention, and I say that the terms of thi clause and getti g the advantage of the promium to which
clause bind us tepurchase the four millions in tn annual in. our sinkin un operations wp1 inevitably force the oea.
stalments et £iOO,>0OO apice. Se far as the Dorniiion doeu at, Sr, that is fot the most serions side of the question.
Canada is cencerned, }ou have praoicably converted you rastold the hon. gentleman thatthis real trouble would come
fifty year boan imo a five year boan, and I say aise that, when the blk of this bea. feuinto the hands of permanent
athough the effeot may flot b. apparent at this instant, investors. Njýw, that the hon. gentleman may understand
the price is certain te be raised, and te bu raised soon. Let that I amnnet speaking at random when tell him that
the hon,.gentleman wait until that banlas had timo to there is great probability that withi t a fw years theo bulk
crystaliso, that is, te get into the hands tfpermanent in- of ndis oan will b held by permanent investors, I would
vestors, and thon, if e hsn ot bn ab e to take any ea Sis attention, and the attention of the fouse, t the
effective precautions before, ho wibl fnd that those resuta, fOleWig facts: We issued a fivamillion an i h per cent.
wioh 1 have painned oit to him, mu necessaily and in- in 1884, thiik, or m. I find that e p this five millions
evitably follow. It appears te me, under these circum £t,468, o are now old in inscribed stock, aund, presum-
stances that tho bestthat cowld happen would buutis: ably, bypermanent investorh.h fird that of our four million
We may h w able te buyback this oanif we are ucky, at eloanissuodashorttime ago, aboutthremilliotare likewie
average et par.bal thepr m arenien ethehon. gentleman te held by permanentiavestens; I find that f our other loans
this. If we have to repurchase that l an in ton instalments, a large proportion are held in inscribed stocks, which are
that is practically equivatent tea rate of inrest of 4 pur woil understood te ba hold, for the meat part, by permanent
cent., near y p r cent. And make it out in this way investors. Now, the hon. gentleman awd the flouse are
W have been obliged te py nearly 2 per cent. iu tho way perfeotly aware of this facty: When moneys are taken by
of commissions, brokerage and incidentai expenses, I think trustees and pced lu particular stocka, or when they are
oi per cent.eionthe actuand aount. S o the hypothesis etftaken and held for purposes of permanent invest-
buyisg back at par, we wilthbose 6 pur cent on the who l ment, such persrns, as awl i, are very difficut teo
transaction, ad, as it has only five years teo run, yon may distrb, such i vestmonts will tot put their stock on .
add someahing like l per ent. per annum t the bu pr markets lightly. Thoy require te b tempted by a high pre-
cent. which we have t opay as ordinary intrest, mak- mim, and they demand a con derableaddiiona price
ing the cost of the an until the w ole is re-purha d for the disturbance and the inconvenience of ooking eut
4 peraent., and that at a time when ordinary Cana- for new invesments. Threfre, it is a very serions con-
dian municipalities an and do borrow moey freely at sideration inded tht a large proportion ofour other stocks
4 andS t pr cent. S, there is e e chance, and, as have gene, and presumably a largo percetage of this tock
far asy Ise, ane chanou boly uch a i is. Instea f will go, and is goirig, abt othe ande t me who hld tliem
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permanently. Of course a suffciently large premium will
tempt them out, but they are not going to put their stock
on the markets to suit our convenience, and the operations
of our sinking fund investment will tend every month,
every quarter, to strip the mairket bare as bare can be of the
ordinary loose stock which, under ordinary circumstanceS,
will seek for purchasers there. Sir, I find it difficult tounder-
stand how so utterly absurd a transaction should bave been
concurred in by the gentlemen whose names I see appendod
to that prospectus. Here we have a sinking fund of 10 per
cent. per annum attached to a loan which bas fifty years to
run. Why, Sir, it is enough to buy the whole loan half-a-
dozen times over. An ordinary sinking fund is so propor.
tioned that at the very outside, in thirty or fifty years it may
bave to run, it will barely amount to the sun total of the
original loan. But here we have a sinkirg fund twenty-fold
as large as an ordinary sinking fund, and while the ordinary
percentage attached to all our other loans is one-half of t per
cent., we have a sinking fund of 10. An ordinary sinking
fund attached to such a transaction as this, would be £ :0,000
and no more. We have a sinking fund begining at £ 150,000,
going up in these 10 years to £172,090, averaging more than
twenty times the sin>king fund ordinarily attached. Sir, I
am not going to spend any time over the silly pretext that it
was necessary to do this to make our sinking fund more effec-
tive. Why, Sir, we were perfectly at liberty to use our sink-
ing fund in buying this stock without giving any pledge at all,
and so there was no necessity for doing this. Suppose you
did want, for reasons of finance, to appreciate the 3 per cent.
loan; we had ill power in our own hands to use the whole
of thio £35u,000 for it. It was the greates absurdity and the
greatest folly to go and tie ourselves up and bind ourselves
to do it. I say that the negligence is little short of crim-
inal; I say that the Minister of Finanee owes it to himself,
owes it to this House, to demand explanations about this
matter, and in particular to demand, although it be an un-
usual thing, that under these circumstances the agents
should give to him, and he should lay before the House, the
names of every man who originally applied for tIis stock,
the names of tvery manwho received an allotment of this
stock, the names of every man, so far as ho can find, who
now holds this stock, and the amounts they respectively ap-
plied for, subscribed to, or held. That I demand of him,
and I thin.k the common sense of tbi, House anl of the
country will sustain my demand. Now, Sir, it is clear we
will probably lose the sum of £ 00,000; that is to say, on the
assu mption that we get this stock at or about par. Be that as
it may, the stock will soon become exceptionally scarce in any
case, and I know transactions in Canadian stocks usually are
fow, as the hon. gentleman can see by exanining the bond Ilde
transactions recorded in the Stock Exchange list. Hlere
we are practically placed at the mercy of parties who
can make their own terms with us, which terms we cannot
refuse to accept without repudiation, without denying the
obligations we ourselves entered into. I regret exceed-
ingly that agents of the character of Barings and
Glyn should be mixed up with this transaction.
I would be glad if they could afford any ex-
planation ; I would be glad to find that they have
remonstrated with our High Commissioner; [1would be glad
to find, though the hon. gentleman did not say so, tht lthey
had communicated, as I think they ought to have com-
municated, specially with himself about this matter. I
cannot, as at present advised, hold our financial agents in
London altogether blamoless. They receive from us
the sum, I think, of £15,000 a year for managing our
sinking funds and other investmients. They made £40,000
sterling out of this identical loan, and I think they ought
flot tob ave allowed such a clause as that to be inserted
Still, having regard for their high character, having
regard to the fact that up to the present time, at any rate,
there has been no ground to suspect our agents of permit-

ting anything to be doue detrimental to the interests of
Canada, I will await, for my part, such explanations as
they may have to offer. But 1 say that the youngest tyro
in finance, the youngest bank clerk, the youngest clerk in
the hon. gentlcman's department, I say that any ordinary
municipal officor, if it wore only the treasurer of a
township, would have known botter than to allow such a
clause as that to be inserted in a prospectus, to which his
name was appended, applying for a oan. More, Sir, I say
that the position, so far as Canada is concerned, involves
loss and disgrace Rainons demands may possibly be made
upon us, and what is our excuse for repudiating those
demands ? Our only valid excuse would be that the
excessive folly or misconduct of our agents had involved
us in an obligation which it was morally impossible that
we could fulfil. Now, Sir, I pnt a posible case, a case
which is not only possible, but which, if my information
is correct, was within an ace of occurring. While we were
enjoying a fool's paradise over here, while we were congrat-
lating ourselves on the high position of Canadian credit, while
we were declaring fromn one end of the c.-iuntry to the other
that no such loan had ever been nogotiated before, let the hon.
gentleman consider what his position would have been if a
ýyndicate had been formed in London which had got control
ot, say, two miliions of that stock. Why, Sir, under this
arrangement, in tour years from this present moment, we
would have been obliged to buy in all the remainder of the
stock, and we would have been confronted with a determined
and powerful body of creditors controlling every penny,
every pound, of the remaning stock. The bon. gentleman
says that it would be a very easy matter under such circum-
stances to prove a ftraud. I doubt that exceedingly; I think
the hon. gentleman would find, if such men bai played
their part with any ordinary prudence, the mere natural
operation of this greatsinking funci requiring to be invested
from year to year would force the stock to an abnormally
high figure, and it would ho the hardest thing in the world
for him or anybody else to prove conspiracy. Now lot Us see
what our position would be n sncb a case. Recollect that
every 5 per cent. that this stock rises, will cost us about a
million dollars. If the stock gets to par and we repurchase
it at that figure, we lose one million; if it gets to 105, we
lose two millions ; if it gets to 110, we lose three ; if it gets
to 115, and, as I bave shown, our 4 per cent, stock rose to i14
from purely naturai causes, we would lose four millions in
repurchasing it. The hon. gentleman may ask, do I say that
we should pay sBch prices ? Well, Sir, I reserve my opinion.
This loan is not of my making, this had no sanction of
mine, nor ever would it have had. The question has got
to ho answered by the Minister himself; it is for him to say
what is to b done in such a case. And remember, although
it bas not occurred, although as I believe by lucky acci ont
it was prevented from occurring, it is a case which may occur
at any time and the bon. gentleman may find himself called
upon to deai with it. That is what we are exposed to under
this clause, if I read it aright; and I ask, if so, what do
these parties deserve ? The thing is so obvions, the neglect
of the plainest precautions is s0 glaring, the consequences
which may flow are so grave, that the Minister of Finance
for the first time in Canadian history bas had to rise in hie
place and to threaten that if he found it inconvenient ho
would repuliate our formal obligation.

An hon. MEMBER. Never.
Sir R ICH ARD CARTWRIGHT. I hope not. But, at the

sanie time, I cannot but see that circumstances may arise in
which it may be difficult for the strongest purist to say
that the Minister of Finance was called upon to carry ont
to the letter the terms of his prospectus. But, as regards
the Minister of Finance, I admit that he was originally free
from blame in this matter; ho was hardly Minister of
Finance for one hour, I may say, before this transaction was
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entered upon. Ail he deserves to b. censured for is this: I1
think, bering lu mind hie own positio iri th.is matter, that
'when h. 'éceive4 the. prospectus of the lOan, he, as a man of
intelligece. and omnsión sénse, should have seen the
postiible oonseqencea ixiveod in i%, and shonld have At
once takeo the earliest oppo of poing again4 it
and of demanding eiplanations from onr agents and from
the Rigi Coranmissionej'i and had ho done so, bad he taken
prompt action, it is possible a temedy might have been
found. Now the position is very different. 411 the hon.
gentleman as done is to introduce this De*r element of
éemplia,tion by deçlaring that the Governmet of Canada
*ill not fulfil their obligation if the loan is unreasonably
appreciated, a course which, as I have pointed out, may
involve us in no end of diffioulty and entanglement. It
L .at b.he adnite4 that the reAl cnprit with which this
uoue has to deal is mainly the High. Commissioner, and
perhaps, in a secondary ense, our inancial agents,

Mr. lILGHELL Hecan stand it.

Sir 1ICRARD CÂeTWRIGBT. Perhaps h. .can.
What I 1euheve has happened is this: I can fancy Sir
Charles Tapper, in his sual recklese fashion, was deter-
mined to make this loan a wonderful success at any hasard,
and he bas done it. He did achieve a wonderful suscess
for the time. This transaction has one merit. There is no
doubt thi transaction is perfectly unique; there is no simi-
lar case to this to be found in the whole annals of finance.
Very strange expedients may have been had recourse
to on the London Exchange to float a loan, but [ will ven-
ture to say that not even Mexico, or aonduras, or the South
.American Republies, or Spain or Greeco,,or Turkey, ever
thought of the expedient whidh presente4 itself to our hon.
Righ Conuisioner. It was a strke o( .genius, and, lige
ail strokes of geniuse, it was wonderftlly simple, too. I
make the hon. Minister of Finance a p'resent of the hon.
gentleman's recipe for fioating a 3 per cent. loan having
itt y years to run. .Nothieg oan be simpler. Prcmise'to

þRY the loan back in ten annual instaiments at a much
R lier promiun tlin you get for it, qud I will promise you

il make the loan a success-for the ti me being. It is an
instance of thonghtful econonmy entirely without parallel.
T'urning that affair over in my mind, I ean think of but one
illustration which would fairly meet the case. I remember
some years ago bearing a story of an-trish butler who was
urged by bis master to be par i 1lry careful With respect
to a cask of very excellent sm*l beer, sud with thoughtful
economy, only paralleled by thia clause of ours, the buttet put
a hogsbead ot str'ong aie in the cellar on tap beSide the caSk
of email beer, an .ie did succeed in prolooging the natural
duration of the cask of emall beeÈ. I do not know whether
Sir Charles Tupper bas an Irish strain in hie pedigree. I ee
that fier Majesty was lately persuaded to inake him a
baronet o tt United Kingdon, I think ler Mljesty, and
I say it-with all due reepect, should hâve made. him a
barouet of the Green Isle pure and simple, more especially
au the honor was conferred strictly "emore Hibernico,"
becaus' the han, gentleman had lailed to accomplish the
negotiation he had engAged in. As to the amount
of the Ilo-,: it is utterly impossible to say, unless the
chapter of accidents corne i to deliver the hon. gentleman,
what the possible loss may be. If we are very lucky,
I think we may escape with the loss of on. million, that is,
that, we May repurchase our loan at par. But it ls quite
possible tbat the loss may reach two millions, thre, millions
r .four millions; and yet the hon. gentleman might find it a
natter of exceeding difficulty to obtain aay reasonable

pi etext for carrying out hie threat of repudiation. As to
te policy of repudiation, i hold it to be dubious to the
last degree. 1, for my part, woul;l rather bear, and advise
the hon. gentleman to bear, a very heavy loss, than allow it
to be said that the 0 Cnad an (Governuent, when they 'made

Bir .RiaD CaRTWAIGRA

a foolish bàrgain, would atternpt to repudiate it. I doubt
very inach whether the hon. gentleman can repndiate
it unleas it goes to an ezoeedirigly exorbitant and
extortionate preminm. flcit I entertain no doubt what.
ever that, taIéss sBrne extraordinary circumstance odeoerî,
the inévit&bla result of the operation wbich is prescribed
for us by tbi4i prospectus, nuet be, and w*tl be, to force ont
loan to a priqe far in excess of that whieb it would other.
wise have obtained. And now I have a word to say to
hon. gentlemen opposite. This is not a party question, and
I appeal to hon. gentlemen *hether, as sound business men,
and as men having regard to the intereets of the country,
tbey will atio* this transaction to be passed over in silence,
unless some mùoh botter explanation be offered fôr it than
has yet boen submitted; and, when I sy a bbtter explana.
tion, I may say that I w uld not b. content, for My
part, to accept an erplaniation resting on any ipse du it
eitber of our financial agent, or of the Finance Minister, or
of tihe Finaneô Department. The explanation oght to
show elearly and distiàotly how, and on what ground, the
hon. gentleman is prepared to establieh that a particular
premium is unreasonable, and how, and on what ground, he
could defend the conduct of thé Canadian Gov'eroment in
atteinpting to introduce into a clause like this, worde of
limitation, which, most undoubtedly, ought to have been
there from the first, but which, for whatever reason, have,
contrary to all precedont, contrai-y to all ordinary precau-
tion, been omitted therefrom; and, in Order that the flouse
and tie country may have an opportnialty of passing judg.
tnent on this matter, I iow beg to submit, for the conuider-
ation of the House, the following motion -

That al the worda afterthe werd " That" be left out, and the follow-
ing inserted instead thereof:

" Mr. Speaker do not ziow leave the Chair, but that it be Resýolied,
That it appears, front the Public Aecunts, and from statemente made in
the House by the Minister of Finance, aud from the prospectos of the
losn, that the Government of Oanada placed a -lban of £4,000,000
sterling on the London market, in the month of lune, 1888.

"2. that the Raid loan beats interest a% the rate of a pet cent. per
annutu and it made repayable at the end of fifty years.

"3. That the said loan was sold at an average price of .£95 a..
"4. Tliht *hile the aid loan had ho pecial sinking fuad attached

thereto, il is providéd in the prospectus ismned in eonnection therevith
by Meurs. Barings and lyn, the nancial agents of the Governgent
otO Caeata, that,

"' With a view of rendering the sinking fands of the various losna
more etective than heretofore, the Onnadian Government intends to
apply the uma aiauully req.uired før the reducion of the nationaL debt
iu parthae- of -the stock now ogered.

The amount at present atinnally applied to the reduetion of the
riational debt ia £30,000 sterling, and, as the slnking tnad is ac umtua"
tive, the amouat yearly increaeés.'

" à a; the effdect of the said claie is that.the Canadian Government
wil bé liged, in order to comply with the obligation thertein entered
into òn thoir behalf, to reparchaae the entite loan ut £4,000,000 stering
above raentioned in ten or more annai instalments, averagiag
£OO00 each.

" 6. That the said loan viii be thereby (as far as the Dominion of
Canada is concerned) converted from a loan having (nominally) fifty
years te rnu, into a loan having a little over ire years tu rua.

" 7. that ail former aniuaranteed loana, having sinking fands
attached, cOnttin a provision, inserted in the bond or prospectus (and
usually ia both). .etting forth that the G sterameat of Canada shall fnot
be obl'ýed to purchase said stocka on account of iavestment for uinking
fund, if said tocks abouid raise above par.

" s. That neither the prospectus, nur the bond issued in connection
wih th e tnree per éent loan of £Et 000,000, contain any such proVision.

" 9. That the natural tendency off the existence of the bligation to
apply à ainking taud of tlis magnitude tu the purchase of a loan of
£4 000,000 will be to raise the price or fth said stock abnuormaly, and
may reuit îu tb lou of a large sum to this conatry.

"10. That in any case the c'st of t ho commission, brokfirage and other
cha'geu incarred iu negotiating the said loin, spread. over a period of
about dvs yearu, wiU add greatly to the rate of interest payable o uthe
said lohn.

'I l That, even if the said loan eau be réparchsie ai an average cf
pr, i will involve ihe pDayment of a rate in excms of the proe ooiatned
for the a-id loan which wi make the annuai charge for the erai1 lau
(tifl ith same be repurchase.i), equal to a rate ot interest of nearly are
per cent. per alnumn. ana will at bet make the transact.onaJn,1ly
onerods 'o this count'y.

"Là na1 he -aid vaussaction i improvidont and evidenees negligence
ou the parLof uhoas bcarged withi tgieruseio Uaada in tdmatto."
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Mr. FOSTER. I was disposed at first to sympathise

with my hou. friend in the disagreesble duty whieh he bas
stated ho had to perform in the louse this afternoon, but as
I did not notice any very great evidence of sadness or any
feeling akin to that as the hon. gentleman proceeded,
1 withdrew my anticipated sympathy, although I must say
that I have nothing to complain of my hon. friend in the
tone and manner in whi3h ho bas criticised this loan He
bas very generously given me the opportunity to wash my
hands clear of the larger measure of the responsibility
incurred in the floating and management of the loan. I
may say to him that I do not propose to take advantage of
his generosity in that respect. The loan was made under
this Government and when I was a member of this Govern-
ment, it was made when I was Minister of Finance, the
position I hold to-day, and the Government, as do I myself,
as one of the members of the Government, hold themselves
responsible for the loan, such as it bas been put on the
market. There is one thing, I think, that hon. gentle-
men will have noticed during the address of my hon,
friend from South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright), and
that is, the predominance in bis address of that quality
which ho deprecated in advance with reference to what
might be the possible nature of the reply that i should make
to bis criticism. He msid that he w >uld not be satisfied with
any ipse dixit of the Minister of Finance, or with the ipse
dixit of any person, but that he wanted something more
than statement, ho wanted actual proof. Now, if there was
one thing which was prominent in the criticism of my hon.
friend from the time that ho commenced his speech until he
sat down, it was the voin of supposition which ran tbrough
it ail. L:s remarks were based upon what might be,
and almost every argument that be adduced to this louse
was an argument founded on a probability in the hon.
gentleman's own mind and not an argument founded on
what he could state was the tact at present or would be fact
in the future. I hold that what ho requires in an explana-
tion mu.st be more strongly required in the charge, and ho
ought not to charge, and to base his arguments for this
charge, on the mete possibility of what may happen andt
what just as possibly may not happen. In the first place,i
thon, in reference to the mannes of fl>ating the loan,
ho blamed the financial agents Io a certain extent.
Weil, Sir, the tinancial agents who were interestod in the
floating of this loan, were the very same financial agentsP
who have been interested in the floating of loans for1
Canada for a number of years past, and, I believe, were thet
same who were interested in the floating of the loans of9
1874, 1815 and 187ô ; and if my hon. friend will go backe
and refresh his memory a little as to what took place in
1876, in some rather memorable debates which took placed
in this House, he will find that wheu ho supposed that f
members then in Opposition made an attack upon those i
agents or insinuated something in reference to their deal.
ings, he rose in his place and indignantly repudiated on their
behalf anythirg but honorable and fairand square dealing.
Thoy were the agents tof Canada, he said, trusted by us, it
was io their interest to porterm that trust, and they were
honorable men who would not advise what they did not b
consider to be for the best interests of Canada. Is it pos.
sible that those mon have deteriorated since that time ? 1
thiik not. I am willing to believe that they were honest
agents thon, and I am willing to believe that they were 9
honest and roliable agents during the year 1888, and
that the prospectus to which they appended their names, t
ard the advice which they may have given in reference to
that prospectus, were given honestly and honorably, and in
the best interest of Canada, In reference to my friend's
ceik, it depends wholly on the existence of an unquali-
fied and absolute obligation ; it fals to the ground, and P
talls to the ground utterly, unless it be a tact that we
have entered into suoh obligation, and that we are t

bound to carry out that obligation. I think that my hon.
fr.end will admit, and that hon, members on both sides of
the House will admit, that unless that is establishi, hbis
whole criticism falis to the ground, and that we are in the
same po-ition with regard to the loan of 1888 that we are in
with regard to the other loans. Let us see what took place.
My hon. friend referred to certain loans which were made
before, and ho narmed them to the House. I need not re-
peat them, but in all of those loans in which thore was a
sinking fund attached, two thicgs took place. There was
the issue of a prospectus, which expressed a general inten.
tion, and certain general conditions; but after the issue of
the prospectus, which is not a legal obligation-

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It is aun obligation.
Mr. FOSTER. There came an obligation, in the form

of the bond, which went to the financial world on the
same page, and in the saine advertisement, as the prospec-
tus ; and two things took place with reference to my hon.
friend's loan, and every loan to which there was a sinking
fund attachod. Far instance, bore is the prospectus of the
hon. gentleman's loan of 1875, one of the clauses of which is
this:

" For the £1,000,000 Dominion 4 per cent. loan, a cumulative sinking
fund of not less than one-half per cent. will be employed in the purchase
of bonds or stocks of the loan at or below par, the Government reserv-
ing the right to invest the sinking fnnd in other securities, if the price
of the loan should be above par."

lon. gentlemen will see that that was an expression of inten-
tion. It is far more strong as an expression of'fact than the
clause in the orospec'us of the loan of 1888, for it stated that
the sinking fund would be so employed without a peradven
ture. But my hon. friend did not think that bound him; ho
did not think that was enough; and on the very same page
of the prospectus, where there is always put the blank form
of the bond, whioh every man looks at as well as at the pros-
pectus, and which is the instrument which completed the
bargain between himself and the Government, what did my
hon. friend put? He put this:

" The principal and interest of the above sum are chargeable upon
the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Canada, under authority of the above
Act, and a sum equal to one-half per cent. per annum of the principal
sum of such portiÉ n of the aforesaid loan ai may be issued, will be set
apart and invested for the redemption thereot in the bonda or stock of
this loan, if the pri-e is at or beluw par, the Goverument of (lanada re-
serving the right to invest the ainount in other securities when the
price of the loan is above par."
These are the two actions which took place with reference
to the hon. getlemn's loan, and wth raferercetoall oans
which have had a sinking fund. There was first the general
expression of intention, more strong in the prospectus
which I have read than in the prospectus of 188; but that
does not bind; that is not an obligatioa or stipulation;
the obligation and stipulation are found in the bond, which
is the instument the man holds.

Sir RICHARD CARrWRIGHaT. Not by auny means.
That islwholly wrong.

Mr. Fos frER And I may bore ask, and I put it to my
hon. friend, if it was not necesbar-y Lo insert that in the
bond, why did he put it in the bond ? Why not put it
imply in the prospectus? But ho himself and bis agents
knew, and every m:in who fi>ats a loan knows, that he
must put it in the bond in order to make it an absolute obli-
gation.

Sir RICHARD C RT WR[G RT. No, 1 distinotly deny
he statement.

Mr. FOST EiR. What aiatement do you deny ?
Sir RICHA[RD CARTWRIGHIT. That it was necessary

o insert in the bond the stipulation contained in the pros-
pectus.

Mr. FOS f E R. Thon, why did yon put it in the bond in
h caseof every loan to which a sinking tund was attahodl
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I will tell you, if you

wish.
Mr. FOSTER. Now lot me call my hon. friend's atten-

tion to the prospectus of the loan of 3 per cent. sterling
bonds for £4,000,000, the minimum price of issue being 92
per cent., which is the prosp3ctus we are discussing with
reference to the loan of 1888. This is the clause in it:

4 With a view of rendering the sinking funds of the varions loans
more effective than heretofore, the Canadian Government intend to apply
the sumo annually required in the relemption of the national debt in
purchases of the stock now offered. The amount at present annually
applied to the redemption of the debt is about £350,000, and, as the
sinking fonds are accumulative, the amount yearly increases "

This is an expression of the intention of the Government;
and I may state that that expression of intention followed in
the very course of the practice of the Government for years,
namely, that we have purchased exclusively out of our own
bonds for sinking fund purposes; that we have purchased out
of our low-priced bonds for a very evident reason, not because
it was necessarily more profitable to purchase a bond below
par for a sinking fund, as compared with a bond above par,
but the great element of consideration which caused that
course to be taken was this, that where you have a stock
running below par, it is to the interest of the country to
have that stock appreciated. If you issue a 3 per cent.
stock, as was the £5,000,000 loan of 1884, and itfyou place it
at 91 or 92, it is to the interest of this country, looking to
future loans which have to be put on the British market,
looking to tho best interests of Canada, to buy out of
that stock for the sinking fund, because the steady pur-
chase from the stock for tie sinking fund helps to appre-
ciate the value of that stock; and when you bring that
up to par, and go again to float a loan on the British
market, you go in on more favorable conditions, with a
lower stock at par, and with the probability of getting a
little above par when you put on a stock at the same rate
per cent. It was following in the line of that practico, and
it is a good practice on the part of this Government, that
the prospectus stated that we should purchase out of this
below par stock. We had no other below par stocks. The
3S per cents. issued in 1884, below par, had gone above
par, and our 4 per cents. were, of course, above par; and
following the line of my hon. friond and the line of ail
Finance Ministeis heretofore, it was stated that we would
buy for sinking fund purposes out of this stock which was
below par; and that expression of intention simply carried
out the practice of the Government from Confederation to
the present time. But alongside of that prospectus, and
on the very same page in the advertisemont, as is usual,
was the form of the bond of the Canadi 3 per cent. stock,
and in that the simple clause which refers to this is not a
clause which bas any reference to sinking fund, not a
clause which stipulates anything on the part of this
Government with iegard to sinking fund purchase,
but is simply this: "The principal and interest on the
above are chargeable upon the Consolidated Revenue Fund
of Canada under the authority of the above Act." The obli-
gation to buy for the sinking funds is not in the bond. There
is no stipulation, and I stand here upon the ground, which
is fair, honest and legal, that that statement of intention
with reforence to the matter in the pris pectus-along
side the form of the bond, which omitted ail mention cf it,
and which can alone interpret the obligation and the stipu-
lation-places as under no legal obligation, that we have
entered into no stipulation to buy out these stocks for the
sinking f und, no matter to what price they may go, and
no mauer what combinations may exist. If that ground is
well taken, and I believe it is-1 do not believe any honest,
fair-minded man or any legal authority will say anything
else-then the basis on which my hon. friend has fonnded
his whole criticism bas fallen to the ground, and his
griticiam falle with it. Let me put another ese to my hon.

Mr. Fonia,

friend. He dwells a great deal on the fact, that if we buy
for the sinking fnnd out of these s'tocks, and if we buy
up to the value of £350,000 or £400,000 per annum, whatever
it happons to be, in ten years time we shall have exhaust-
ed the stock, and therefore the loan which was to
have run fifty years will simply run barely ton years.
This is the second great point of my hon. friend. There.
fore, ho said, where you thought you had bands which were
to run fifty years, you find at the end of ten years you have
bought them all up. I put this case to my hon. friend.
He would have found no fault, I suppose, if we had put
on the market a 3 per cent. loan at 92j, and if it had been
floated as successfully as this one or nearly so;*and if, hav-
ing to pay two million dollars each year for our sinking
fund, instead of buying 4 per cents. at 110 or 112, and 3j per
cents. at 106 or 10,x, we had bought all the sinking fund se-
curities out of this 3 per cent. stock. Would my hon. friend
have found fault with that ? Would any hon, gentleman
who is listening to me have found fault with that ? If ho
would, then ho would have found fault with the practice
followed by the financiers of Canada from 1868 to this time.
Supposing that to be the case, and that there had been
nothing mentioned in the prospectus at all with reference
to the intention of the Government; supposing that the
loan had been put on the market below par, and had re-
mained a stock not above par for ton years, at the end of ten
years buying on this principle, which is well approved,
we would have e hausted the whole loan ; and a loan which
was to have run for fifty years, we would equally in this
case have bought back in ten years. Thorefore my hon.
friend's criticuism falls to the ground, unless ho can show that
we are obliged to pay an unreasonable amount for the
stocks whieh we buy of these 3 per cents. L t us see what
does happen when we have bought, for sinking fund pur-
poses, at the rate of two million dollars per year, out of that
stock, and at the end of ton years -leaving out the fact that
this intention of the Government is not shown in the pro-
spectus at ali-have exhausted the stock for sinking fund
purposes, and brought it to par. Has Canada lost any-
thing? My hon. friend must recollect that when we give
a bond of £100 for £95, we must pay £100 at theoend of the
time limit, and if we pay it before that limit is reached, we
do not, therefore, ]ose the whole diffarence botwoon the
under par prici ut which we sold uni the face of the bond,
but only what that difference woall be w.rth ti us for the
unexpired time of the loan. That is an element which must
be taken into account as well. Suppose we have exhauted
the loan at the end of ton years and have appreciated thut
stock to par, is that bound to b9 a loss to Canada ? Not at
all, because Canada will go upon the market for another
loan, and not upon a market where she will have to take
£95 for every £100, but where her stock has been appre-
ciated up to par, partly through her own purchases, and
whcn she puts on another loan at 3 per cent., instead of
getting £25, she will get £100 or more. That is the com-
pensation which comes to the coauntry from the apprecia-
tion of the stock which is put upon the market below par
and at a low rate of interest.

Sir RICHARD CARTWR[GHT. Aye, if the apprecia-
tion ho a natural one, but not if it is caused by your having
to buy the stock youreelf.

Mr. FOS 'ER. My hon. friend asks, how are you going
to tell when there has been an undue appreciation or how
prove conspiracy. I do not think that is a difficult
matter. I say so with all deference, because my hon.
friend bas told the House that I am but young in the
business, and ho is a man experienced in these matters
for a long period of years. But, I say, when my hon. friend
quotes to me the prices or the variations upon the British
market of the United States 4 per cents, whon h tells me
that Mssachusetts has put on lately a 3 per cent. loan-
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state or municipal, I do not know-at a price above par,
and thon argues f rom these variations that it is impossible
for us to tell when a particular stock of our country is un.
duly appreciated or not, I do not think my hon. friend is
arguing on a right basis, but bas taken the wrong ground
of comparing things which are dissimilar. There may be
differences between the United States and Canada which
may affoct the bands of each in differont ways. There may
be differences between different states of the United States
which may affect their bonds as compared with each other,
but I hold, with regard to one country, with different issues
of stock of that country running upon the market, it is not
difficult to tell, compaiing the one with the other, whether
one bas been unduly appreciated or not. My hon friend's
argument is that we cannot tell whether it has or has not
been uzduly appreciated, but that it will ho raised because
of this prospectus clause, which he calis an obligation. I
say, that it is an easy matter to tell whether there bas been
an undue appreciation or not. Take our 4 per cent, stocks,
our 3j per cent. stocks, and our 3 per cent. stocks; and I hold,
that by comparing one of these three classes of stocks with
the others, you can tell at once, whether in that particular
stock there bas or not been an undue appreciation. That
is a proposition no man will pretend to deny. It will,
therefore, be an easy matter to tell whether this stock bas
unreasonably appreciated, or whether or not it would be a
profitab!e stock for us to buy. I do not think it is neces-
sary for me to give a much more lengthy reply to my hon.
friend. The whole thing rests upon bis contention, that we
entered into an obligation in the prospectus which is bind-
ing, and that it would ho a repudiation if we did not carry
it out. I say, there is no such obligation, but that we are
required by the intention expressed in the prospectus to
buy out of this low rate stock as bas been our usual practice,
and as is the best and most profitable for the country, and
to continue this practice of buying out of stocks of our own,
in order to appreciate those stocks, so long as they are un-
reasonably approciated And we are not further bound by
the expression in the prospectus to which there is no paral.
lel in the bond. There being in the bond no stipulation what-
ever, and it being the bond which makes th e obligation, I
say we are not bound to pay unreasonable prices for this, we
are not bound to follow it if it unrcasonably appreciates, by
rueans ot conibiLation or the like uf thdt. My bon. friend
says this was a mnqt absurd transaction, and ho had a littie
facetious pleasantry-aUl to himself, I must say-in refurence
to the High Commissioner. The House did not seem to
appreciate bis jokes,I suppose because a financial subject
is so dull and heavy a one that it soems out of place to joke
about it. ile said it was an absurd pieco of business, almost
a criminal piece of business on the part of the High Com-
missioner, the agents or the Government, and that it had no
parallel. My hon. friend is not, it seems to me, in a position
the mostfavorable to criticise what takes place with reference
to ioans and with reference to financial matters. My bon
f'riend has a fin ancial history of bis own. From 1874 to
1878, my hon. friend occupied this position upon the
Treasury benches. He had to do with the British money
market, and he put, I think, three several loans on
that market; and ho stands alone amongst Finance
Ministers of this Dominion from 1868 to 'the pre-
sont time, and I am sure ho will occupy that unenviable
niotoriety of standing alone amongst Finance Ministers for
all future time, in the method which he adopted in putting
his loans on the British market. Let me cau the attention
of the House to those loanq. There we e two loans made
iu 1868 and 1869. before my hon. friend came into the
position of Finance Minister. When ho came in as Finance
Minister, ho laid down this dootrine-I do not give the
?ps-ssima verba, but I give the sense of tbe hon. gentle-
Mran's doctrine-whice was that there are only two cases
in which we may venture to issue a loan by tender: first, if

we have an Imperial guarantee, and second, if time or im-
mediate success in the negotiation is a matter of indiffer.
ence. My bon. friend was tben trying to ju4tify a departure
which ho made in the manner of floating a loan on the
British market, and he laid down the doctrine that there
are only two conditions under which you can afford to ask
tenders for a loan-one,if you have an Imperial guarantee,
and-the other, if you do not care how much time is con-
sumel or do not caro particularly about the success of the
negotiation. Ho stand3 alone in that viow. Whou Sir
John Rose made a loan in 1868, he asked for tenders and
took the highest.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). It was a guaranteed loan.

Mr. FOSTER. It being a guaranteed loan. When Sir
Leonard Tilley, in 1483, asked for tenders for a loan, ho did
the same.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That was guaranteed.

Mr. FOSTER. Partly. My bon. friend came in 1874.
and put a loan upon tho market, and ho fired the price of
that loan at 90, if I mistake not. le did not leave it open
to tender. He made a departure entirely from what had
been done before, and bas been done tbereafter. The hon.
gentleman talks about losses. Let me remind him that, in
that loan of his in 1874, which ho refused to allow to go to a
free tender on the market, there was a discount of £9 19s. 3d.
on every bond ho issued. That is, for every £i00 which
this country bad to pay, my han friend got into his bands
£100 les. £9 19.s. 3d. My tuon. friend will say that that
was a special case, that it was when ho wanted to put on
the market a puroly Canadian loan at 4 per cent and ho had
to break through old custom; that ho had to put on an
unguaranteed Canadian loan, and that, therefore,the discount
wauld be higher. But lot us come to two years later.
Let us corne to 18 6, and my hon. friend did not
then have to break the ice. He was going over to the
British market, which was in a peculiarly favorable con.
dition for the floating of a loan, with monoy in the banks to
repletion, with the markets giutted, and with the condition
of affirs so in other parts of the world that a stated and
peaceable credit sncb as Canada lhad could command the
attention of the people in the English market. At that
time, whea our 4 per cent. bonds were quoted on the mar-
ket at from 92j to 94, instcad of a-king for tenders, ho
made a fixed price of 91, which was less by 1, or 2, or 3
per cent. less than our 4 per cent bonds were quoted at on
the market. What was the result? Taking even the times
which ho gave, which were exorbitant, giving for the last
payment no less than 261 days after interest commenced to
run upon it, ho came ont of the market with a discount of
£10 or more upon every bond for which we bad to pay
£100 afterwards. Yet my hon. friend criticises this loa,
and criticsos the manner in which it was put on the mar-
ket, and the cost of it to the country. I think my hon.
f riend scarcely stands in the most favorable position possi.
ble when ho attempts to criticise loans in regard to their
cost to this country. These two discounts to which I have
referred, one of £9 19s. 3d., and the other of £10 or a little
more, are the largest discounts which have ever been taken
from a loan in the history of the Daminion of Canada, and 1
feot sure that they are the largest that ever will be so taken.
Wben Finance Ministers came into office afterwards, did they
act upon theb hon. gentleman's doctrine ? Not at all. They
acted upon the well received doctrine which had been
acted upon in Canada always before, and asked for tenders,
fixing perhaps a minimum price and taking the highest
tenders. When Sir Leonard Tilley negotiated a loan in
1878, which was partially guaranteed, the discount
amounted to only £ b 8&. 9d. Inl 1879, on a purely Canadian
loan, the discount was £1 18s. ]id., which was less than
half the dieçount on the second 4 per cent. loan floated by
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my hon. frier d in 1876. I state this as a comment upon the
hon. gentleman'e criticiem of the ligh Commissioner of
this country. I think I have met the main points made by
my hon. friend in his criticism, but I will say this in ad-
dition. My hon. friend bas made, or bas attempted to
make a great deal out of this guarantee. He has attempted
to accuse us of iepudiation, or, if we do net repudiate, ho
says we will ho mulcted in extraordinary payments for
the purchase of the sinking fund. He bas made these
statements, ho bas pressed them on the House, ho has
called the attention of the country to them, and, as far as
he bas been able, after having for a good many years tried
to depreciate the credit of the country, but unsuccessfully,
my hon. friend bas now ended by endeavoring, seeing that
its credit is good, and that it stands in a cordition unsur-
passed in the previous history of the country, to lead the
hounds of speculation to fasten themselves, if they possibly,
can, upon the good credit of Canada. Neither the first nor
the second of these attempts will succeed. As our credit is
good, so we wdll maintain it, and the Government of this
country is in a position to protect, and will ho found able
to protect, the finances of this country from any combina-
tions of speculators that may bo found in the old country
or in this.

Mr. PATE RSON (Brant). We have witnessed to day
what we have often witnessed in this House, that when a
charge is preferred againit the Government, and they find
tbem-elves unable to inake a reply that they know would
ho et all satisfactoiy to the country, thoy attempt to divert
attetion fiom it; and they also resort to the argument,
and they have been forced to do it in this case-though I
rather woider how they could do it-of trying to represent
tho one who feels it bis duty to bring a grave matter before
the House, as crying down bis country, as endeavoring to
irjure Canada. We do not propose to be led away from
the discussion of this question by any of these s'de issues, as
to the loans that were put upon the market by the bon.
gentleman who moved the amendment that is now in your
bands. These have been matters of discus!ion in thi
Houe time and again. If the hon. gentleman has eired, I
think those who have beard him to-day will admit LhaL ho
is quite able to defend, not to say justify, bis course, and to
prove that he amîed in the best in terests of Canada. But that
is not the course that we are adopting ut the present time. We
do not wiàh to be lcd off into a discussion of ques1 ions that
bave been thrashed out time and again, not apparently to
the entire satisfaction of hon. gentlemen opposite. We are
dealing with a transaction that bas been entered into by
thie Governiment, and we expected the Finance Minister to
give some explanations, to give some reasons, to give some
doence of the conduct he bas pursucd. Now, it bas been
pointed out by the hon. gentleman who moved the amend-
ment, that we have had an entirely new departure in the
mode of placing this loan upon the money market. Whon
the Finance Minister attempts to say that they have cnly
followed in the stops that have been taken by otherp, as he
said in bis reply the other day, ho did admit this much,
that they had bound themeelves a little more explicitly in
this transaction than had been done under previous manage-
ment. He bas been very bold in bis assertions, but what
are the facts? I do not wish to reiterate what bas been said,
but the whole subject is so simple that, as the hon, member
who moved the amendment, said, the merest tyro in finance,
the youngest bank clerk, if ho will allow himself to
think upon the subject for one moment, cannot come
to any other conclusion than that a most foolish-to use
no stronger term--arrangement bas been entered into.
Why, Sir, what was the case with reference to the pro-
vious oan, and the sinking fund attached. It was, that
there should be one-half of 1 per cent. of a sinking funa
attacbed, and we were bound to use that sinking fund in the

repurchase of that particular loan ; but, even in that case,
with only one-half of 1 per cent. binding us, we had a pro.
viso in it, that we ahould not ho bound to purcbase that
stock if it went above par. And that is quoted as a pre-
codent for placing a loan upon the market in which we
bind ourselves to pay what is equivalent te 10 per cent. of
a sinking fund toward the repurchase of this, and without
any provision whatever to guard ourselves against having
to pay whatever price that stock may attain in the market.
Now, Sir, this is a comparison of the two cases, nor can
any amount of reaaoning, any amount of referring to the
[oans of 1874, 1875, and 1876, that have been discussed so
often, any amount of talk as to pointing out in the Canadian
louse of Parliament to the English investors, how they

may make a good thing out of this stock, break the force
of the charge made by the hon. member for South Oxford
(Sir Richard Cartwright). Just as if the moneyed mon on
the London Stock Exchange did not know what might be
done in that way just as well as the Finance Minister of Can-
ada ; as if the shrewd business men who handle the finances
of the nations of the world, would be unable to comprehend
what was contained in this, if the hon. member for South
Oxford Lad not pointed it out. That gentleman has been
guilty of a great many misdemeanors, but now he has
crowned the sum of bis iniquity by pointing out to these
men how they may take advantage of us in this transaction.
Sir, is it not childish to hear arguments of that kind in a
Canadian House of Parliament? Doos ho think gentlemen
will be doterred from doing their duty in this House by the
presentation of any snch pretence of argument as that ?
Now, Sir, what is the defence that they have made? I am
sorry to say they have attempted no defence, pointed out
no way of escape from the probable loss-would I not ho
justified, after listening to the calm presentation of the facts
of the case and all connected with it by the hon. member
for South Oxford, in saying the almost inevitable conse-
quence of what we have done in reference to this matter ?
The Finance Minister treats it lightly. He says it may de-
preciate, it may go up to par, it may go above par. It is
true it may get into the hands of permanent invest.
ors-I suppose there are investors in England that
could buy up ali that was in the market ia
a short time-he says it may go up, but if we
think it bas gone beyond a price that suits oursolives,
then we will not consider ourselves bound to buy at that
figure. Why, Sir, is not that repudiation broached in the
Canadian Parliament by a Canadian Minister of Finance, by
that gentleman who was not blamed bv the member for
South Oxford-but the Minister of Finance heroically
rushes in and assumes. all the blame, if blame there is,
attached to this loan. Sir, I cannot see the necessity for
his doing that, although it may be considered as a heroie
act. It cannot be that lis object was this, to corne in and
assume the responsibility attached to that act in order to
show its character with more force, possibly, than before,
and giving them to understand that it is the sentiment of
the Canadian Government, uttered through a Canadian
Finance Minis'er, that if it suits the purposes of this Gov-
ernment to repudiate their obligationts, this Government are
prepared to do it, and they are not afraid to announce it to
the world. Sir, I think the House would be very sorry
indeed if we hava been driven to that position. I think the
fHouse will regret very much that statements such as these
should have bîen uttered by the hon, gentleman, He telle
us that there is no obligation. Well, if there is no obliga-
tion, I cannotunderstand whrt an obligation is. Iconfess, as
the bon. gentleman himself does, to the fact that I am not as
well versed in these matters as some other gentlemen; but I
take it that in an ordinary business transaction, when you
issue a prospectus of a loan, and you state without
any guard, without any reservation whatever, that yon are
putting twenty millions of dollars, in round numbers, on
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the market, and that you have a fund in band that is equal
to about two millions, and that, at the present time, you
expect to have two mitlions every year, and that every
year yon will buy two million dollars' worth of that stock.
[ say, Sir, that the people who buy that stock, buy it on the
understanding-and it is an understanding, it is an engage-
ment on our part, if I understand it, certainly in honor, if
not of binding legal force, certainly there. is moral obliga-
tion-that you shall implement the engagement you
entered into, and carry out wbat the Government of Can-
ada had placed before the investing British public in good
faith. I do not know that I need to discuss this matter
further. It is impossible to put the thing plainer than it
was put in the calm and dispassionate speech of the hon.
gentleman who felt it to behis duty to point out the cir-
cumstances that surround this loan, and the probable conse.
quences that might issue from it. I eau only view it,
as a member of this louse, in the same light, and
when I am asked to pronounce upon an engagement
of this kind, I can only say that I consider it was a
most ill-advised arrangement, and that when a proposition
cornes before the House declaring that it was an ill-advised
arrangement, I will be bound to give my assent to it. I
cannot imagine how it was possible, scarcely, what motive
could have induced any one to place a loan upon the market
under such terias, with such conditions, with no reserve, or
guard, or hedge in any way as was the case with this

invested the sinkirg fund in some other direction ; but he
left himself wholly without any other recourse than to
repurchase again what is equivalent to one-tenth of the
stock year by year until the whole was repurchased. And
we find, just as it was summed up and clearly placed before
the louse by the hon. member for South Oxford (Sir
Richard Cartwright), that this Governmont acted as I have
indicated. And it cannot be said that we were disposed to
be unfair towards them in regard to this Bloan, for the hon.
member for South Oxford was generous enough, when ha
made bis speech in reply to the financial statement, to
admit honestly and candidly, in the light of the information
ho thon possessed, that the loan was a good one, and ho
congratulated the Government on having effected it. Yot
charges of base, sinister, petty malice are made against the
hon. gentleman to-day because now, with the tull light
thrown upon it, ho has toit it to bo bis duty to condemn it.
When these facts that have not been and cannot be contra-
dicted or denied, that have not been and cannot be con
troverted, have come to light, it is plain that this Joan nomi-
nally of 3 per cent., running for fifty years, is in ail proba-
bility likely to cost 4j per cent. or 4Ï per cent. for a loan
not longer than -five years on the avorage, and we must
admit that it is a financial operation of the most extraordi-
nary nature ever heard of, not only in the Dominion of
Canada, but in any civilised nation on the oarth.

loan placed upon the market in London. The hon. gentle- Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) I was in the hope that the Fin-
man, in his attempted defence, says, when these bonds ance Minister would not ho loft alone in his defence of this
matured you would have had to buy them back at par any- loan, although, when I consider that the lealing organ of
way, losing sight of the fact that these were not to be the Governmont bas to-day condemned this prospectus on
bought back for fifty years. He also lost sight of the fact, almost the same grounds as have hon. gentlemen on this
when ho referred to these loans, when ho referred to that side of the House, I am not surprised at the silence prevail-
investment, to the repurchase by the one-half per cent. ing on the other side. I have not much to say on this
sinking fund attached to other loans, ho lost sight not only ocoasion, because my bon. friend who has just taken his seat,
of the fact that they were not to be bonght if they went bas covered all the grounds that I thought were left open
above par, but that there was authority given, and it was by way of reply. But I must say, after listening very
expresely so declared, that the sinking fund, if they went attentively to the Minister of Finance, that if I was to pass
above par, should not be used in the purchase of that parti- any judgment upon bis spoeph to-day, I would say that,
cular security, but could be used for the purchase of others. unfortunate as the prospectus was which Sir Charles Tap.
las ho in this prospectus made any other provision for the per issued, the speech of tho Minister of Finance was
use of the sinking fund if he does not by the J per cent.? still more unfortunate. We, as a Dominion, have prided
He bas made no provision, but ho bas deliberately bound ourselves geretofore upon the fact that we have honestly
himself to use the sinking fund for the repurchase of this and strictly implemented every obligation we have under-
particular stock, no matter at what price it may b held by taken. We in Lais country know that there is nohing in
the permanent investors in whose bands it will be. He is the world so sensitive as capital, and we know that the
not able to deny that; bat he is forced to this position, official declaration by the Finance Minister of Canala, a
that the Government are not bound, and will not feel them. country which is constantly going upon the Stock Erchange
selves bound, if the parties- should hold the stock at a of London for large amounts, that ho does not consider the
higher figure than he thinks is right, to implement and statement of facts and promises made and intentionally ex-
carry out their engagement. He is bolder to-day than ho pressed in the prospectus issued to enable him to ob.
was the other day. If I remember bis words, ho admitted tain the loan to ho binding on Canada, will have the
that the Govero ment were bourd morally, if not legally, to most depressing eoeoct upon our existing securities
use the sinking fund in the repurchase of this last loan put and a very serions effoct when we go to borrow money
upon the London market. The answer ho gave was as hereafter. The hon. gentleman has expressed a legal
follows:- I1opinion that a promise made in a prospectus, that ifanyone

" The Government considera that the language used in the prospectus1will accept some bonds he offers, this country will do so
of the 3 per cent. loan recently negotiated in London, whereby it is and so, is not a legal obligation. I should like to know
declared that 'The Canadia, Government intend to apply the sums where ho got bis law. I have not had an opportunity of
annually required far the redemotion ot the national debt in purchases looking up decisions with respect to prospectuses, bocauseOf the stock now offired,' requires them to use the sinking funds therein
referred to in the purchase uf the Baid 3 per cent. loan, in case the said the ground taken by the Finance Minister the other day, as
securities shoild be held at a premium at the time of purchase, unless the bon. member for Brant (MIr. Paterson) bas shown, was
such premium is coasidered uureasonable and produced by unfair com- ontirely difforent; but my recollection of tho opinione ex-

pressed by the highest judicial authorities of Great Britain
Ho admits that was the engagement, that we were bound is entirely at variance with the conclusion which the hon.
to do this. The sinking fund was teobe used for that pur- gentleman has drawn. I am very much inclined to think
pose, no other provision was made in the prospectus to pro- that ho will find, if ho should over come to test this matter,
vide for the use of the sinking fund in any other way, that a statement of positive intention made on the part of a
even supposing the stock went to an unreasonable price. borrower, that if yo purchase his bonds, he will do so and
If ho had intended to have availed himself of the position, so, and the capitalist purchases on the faith of that state.
if ho had wanted to avoid repurchasing it at an unreason- ment, the court of equity will compel the borrower to carry
able price, ho would have left himself at liberty to have it out. Bat, assuming for one moment there was a mole of
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escape from the strict legal obligation, wbat position do we
occupy to-day ? ls there an bon. gentleman here to-day, or
is there a man in this country, who doubts that when the
Canadian Government, through their legally authorised
financial agents, supported by the High Commissioner of
Canada, deliberately, in a printed prospectus, declare that
it is the intention of the Dominion Government to apply the
whole sinking fund to the purchase of this particular loan,
and that loan is placed on the London market after the pros-
pectus had been published in all the London newspapers, and
is taken up on the strength of that statement, can it
for a moment be contended, or will it be contended that,
even if there is not an obligation which can be enforced in
a court of law, there is not a moral obligation which it would
be dangerous and ruinons for this country to repudiate. We
have for the first time in Canadian history, 'a Finance Min.
ister standing upon the floor of this House, declaring that
he, for one, does not consider there is either a legal or a
moral obligation on our part to implement our solemn
promise, and that ho will repudiate the promise if
occasion serves. If the Government's necessities should
compel the Finance Minister to go to the London Stock
Exchange to borrow four or five millions, and if le made
the statement that he intended to have a sinking fund, or
adopt some other method, the brokers would read bis pro-
mises made in the circular or prospectus, and compare them
with the official declaration lie has just made, that lie does
not consider the country can be compelled to implement
such promises. And what will bc the result ? The
result will be to largely impair our credit. He has
told us that the hon. gentleman on this side of the
House who made the motion bas suggested some kind of
scheme to money-lenders in England whereby they may
combine to the injury of Canada, but as was pointed out by
my hon. friend, it is incredible to assume that the results,
which must flow from this promise, were not known to the
financiers of England when that prospectus was read by
them. The hon. gentleman knows well, as was pointed
out by the hon. gentleman. from South Oxford (Sir Richard
Cartwright), that many of those who made the purchase,
made it on the faith of thaL promise, and because that pro-
mise largely appreciated the value of the stock. The other
day we examined some of the English papers published at
the time that this prospectus was issued, to sec how it was
treated by those who deal with financial matters in England,
and we found that the m.atter had been commented upon in
the financial articles published in the Standard, one of the most
reputable and respectable English papers. I hold in my hand
the Standard, a paper generally recognised, all over the world,
as having a very high financial standing, so far as its monetary
articles are concerned, and I find that on the 14th June last,
in an article intituled "The Money Market," it reviews the
prospectus which the bon. gentleman now defencds, and the
reviewer was struck with astonishment at this new departnre,
and called attention to it. This omission in the prospectus
could not have been a mistake, because the attention of the
promoters of this loan was called to it before the loan is-
sued. The article in the Standard reads as follows:-

" The paragraph in the prospectus of the Canadian 3 per cent. loan
which ays that the sinking funds of the Canadian debt generally will be
used to buy up the bonds of this new loan in the market, bas led many
people to conclude that purchases would be effected regardless of price.
It is impossible to conclude that the Government of the Dominion can
contemplate doing anything so extravagant. A limit must have been
fixed beyond which the sinking fund purchases would cease; and it is a
pity that a limit was not stated."

Why, Sir, the financial critic of that paper would not believe
it was possible that men with beads on their shoulders and
having the good of their country at beart could go on the
money market with such an insane proposal, and he said
there must be some mistake, and that "some limit must
have been fixed." We have the facts before us to-day that
there was no limit fixed by the Government, and the astonish-

Mr. .DAVIEs(P.E.I.)

ment which this financial critic experienced, and the doubt
which ha expressed that the Dominion Government could
contemplate doing anything so extravagant has been
realised. We find that there has not been inserted
either in the bond or the prospectus or in any
other notice given by the Government any limi-
tation whatever upon the promise they made, and,
according to the Standard, the impression would be that
unless the limit was fixed the Government would be bound
to effect the repurchase of these bonds regardiess of price.
I am very much inclined to think that the Minister of
Finance will not find the legal gentlemen on his side of the
House endorsing the legal position he bas taken in this
matter, but whether they endorse it or not the moral
obligation on the part of the Dominion is as binding on us,
and the consequences of that moral obligation will be as
serious as if we had entered into a legal obligation capable
of being enforced in a court of law. We find that in all
former prospectuses we carefully guarded ourselves against
any compulsion in the purchase of the stocks when they
became appreciated beyond par, and if we omitted to
mention any limitation in this prospectus there is no
tribunal which would allow us to repudiate our express
stipulation and the pledge we had solemnly given. I can-
not conceive that any court or any judge would allow us to
repudiate our express stipulation in this prospectus. The
hon. gentleman says ho is going into court, but what is he
going to plead? ie says : " I made a foolish bargain and I
want to escape from the consequences of my folly." I bave
heard that plea very often in courts of justice, I have heard
men say this bargain is very foolish, and I ought not
be called upon to implement it, but I did not find the
courts generally allow them to escape on that plea. The
hon. gentleman may bave been foolish in making this
loan on the terms he did, but he is more foolish in defending
it as he did to-day. le may have been foolish, but he can
depend upon it, that he will be compelled to implement the
promise he bas rr ade. There is no doubt that the issue of
the loan in this way appreciated the price we obtained
from the purchasers, and having obtained the advantages
from the omission of those words of limitation, can we lon-
orably go into court and ask to be relieved from the obliga-
tion we bave deliberately entered into ? I do not see how
we can ask to be allowed now to interpolate words, the
omission of which we have had the advantage of in the sale
of our stock. To my mind, if we did this, we would not be
listened to by a judge in a court of equity, and I am quite
sure, that there is not a stock exchange in the world
where, if such a plea was put forward, it would not be
repudiated on the moment, and the man who put it forward,
be kicked out of the stock exchange. I regret exceedingly,
from a national standpoint, that the Minister of Finance has
seen lit to make the declarations he bas made to-day, and
whicbI contend, are pracLically immoral declarations ; decla.
rations telling the world that Canada, a country which las
hitherto kept all its obligations, is ready to break these obliga-
tions with persons who put confidence in us. We have made a
foolish bargain and we can punish the men who made it,
but we must carry ont our obligations no matter what the
cost is. If we do not carry out our obligations how can we
dare to go on Ibis money market again and ask to borrow
money from these people ? Every one who knows the
Dominion of Canada, knows the condition of the country at
present, they know the obligations which we are entering
into every <tay, they know the new obligations which the
Government has undertaken and which will be submitted
to the louse in a fcw days, they know that we must in
consequence of these obligations borrow more money in the
English market and how can we, if we have disgraced our-
selves and adopted a policy of repudiation which has been
more than foreshadowed by the hon. the Minister of Finance
in his speech to-day, how can we face those people and ask
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them to place confidence in us in future ? It would
be more creditable to the Minister of Finance if
he adopted the line of policy to-day which he adopted
the other day, and in whichli he admitted that we were
required, as part of our obligations, to purchase these bonds
even though they went beyond par, and the only limitation
he then put upon our obligations was, "unless they are
unduly appreciated." That portion of the question bas
been so thoroughly threshed ont by the hon. member for
South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright), that I shall not go
into it again. It does not require a man to be a financier
to see how foolish that argument is on the part of the
Finance Minister of Canada. Suppose in four or five years'
time the holder of £100,000 of this stock went to the trus-
tees of the sinking fund, and tendered it at 20 per cent.
premium, and the commissioners of the sinking fund would
not pur chase ; supposing that -an attempt was made to
make the commissioners purchase, in a court of law, hbow
would the commissioners be able to convince the courts
that 20 per cent. premium was an "urdue appreciation."
The commissioners could not buy any of the other stock,
and the holders might say : "We bought this stock in the
first instance because we knew you would be compelled to
redcem it within a certain time, from the terms of that
very bargain ; you cannot go anywhere else, you cannot
get it anywhere else, and you have to pay that price."
If you refused to pay it, you would be laughed out of court,
and you would only expose your own folly in making the
bargain. Sir, there is no defence that can be made for this
unfortunate prospectus. The people of Canada will have
to bear the burden, and I trust that from both sides of the
fouse there will come the strongest denunciation of the
policy the Finance Minister has foreshadowed, of repudi-
ating the legal and moral obligations which this country
bas entered into.

Mr. EDGAR. When the Finance Minister's attention
was first drawn to this matter by the bon. member for
South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright), lie naturally did
not know the terrible financial entanglements which were
likely to arise from the prospectus he had issued in 1888 for
that loan, because when he answered the question which
was put on the paper, and deliberately set himself as Finance
Minister to answer it with regard to the effect of that
prospectus, lie did to a very large extent admit the binding
character of the prospectus, for he said that the words
contained in the prospectus required the Government to use
the sinking fund therein referred to in the purchase of the
said 3 per cent.loan. When the question came up again on
the 5th of April, he still was not prepared to adopt the
policy of repudiation which he lias chosen to-day, because
he did admit that the prospectus perhaps carried with it a
pledge.a littie more explicit than the clauses of the preceding
prospectuses. To-day lie has announced a new policy, a
policy of repudiation, because lie distinctly told the House
that he did not consider himself bound b'y the language of
the prospectus, but only by the terms of the bond itself.
Well, that is certainly new law to me, and new law, I
venture to say, to every legal gentleman i n this flouse. If the
Miinister of Justice or the First Minister were in their seats,
I would appeal to them to say whether the position taken
by the Finance Minister to-day is law. I do not want to
impugn his financial experience and ability, but I will
question his responsibility in standing up in this House and
stating that by the law of this country or the law of England
the prospectus does not form part of the contract made after
the prospectus has been issued. Surely the obligations of
the Government of Canada are to be held as sacred as the
obligations of the promoters of a private company would
be. I cannot find a case, 1 admit, of a Government ever
before repudiating a prospectus, but I can show the lon.
gentleman what the courts in England think of the promo-

ters of companies who have attempted to repudiate pros-
pectuses. Now, remember that the hon. gentleman to-day
repudiates the whole prospectus. The other day he accepted
part of the responsibility of it, but told us that, in addition
to what lie said in that prospectus, he meant that it should
have been qualified; and while it would require them to
purchase the loan baek out of the sinking fund, even if it
went above par, still there was this qualification in his
mind, unless such premium were considered unreasonable
and produced by unfair combination. Why did he not in-
clude that condition in his prospectus? The othor day he
did not repudiate the prospectus, although he does to-day.
I say that, in the first place, the prospectus cannot be repu-
diated, and, in the second place, all omissions of material
conditions in the prospectus must be condemned, and the
parties affected are not bound by those omissions. In a case
quoted in Buckley on Joint Stock Companies, in a decision
by Vice Chancellor Kindersley, these words were used :

" Those who issue prospectus holding out to the public the great advan-
tages which will accrue to persons who will take siares in a proposed
undertaking, and inviting them to take shares on the faith of the repre-
sentations therein contained, are boind to state everything with strict
and scrupalous accuracy, and not only w abstain from stating as tact
that which is not so, but to omit no one- fact within their knowledge,
the existence of which might in any dpree affect the nature or extent
or quality or the privileges and advantages which the prospectus holds
out as inducements to take shares."

Instead of saying shares we will say bonds, and the words
exactly apply to the omission from that prospectus of what
the Finance Minister now proposes to insert as a condi-
tion, that if the premium is considered unreasonable, ho
will not redeem. Thon Lord Chelmsford said in another
case :

" The objection to the prospectus is, not that it does not state the
truth as far as it goes, but that it conceals most material facts which the
public ought to have been made acquainted, the very concealment of
which gives to the truth which is tolcd the character of falsehood."

If these observations would apply to a private company,
they would apply with all the greater force to a Govern-
ment, and I venture to predict that the hon. gentleman will
find, when ho next goes on the London market to float a
Canadian loan, that ho will have to publicly swallow and
repudiate and take back the language which hoe has used
to-day on the floor of the louse, and will have to announce
that ho did not mean to say, and that he does not believe,
that the Government were not to be bound by the pros-
pectuses which they or their agents issued for floating
loans. There is no class in the world more sensitive than the
money lenders in London, and they bave the power also to
bring the hon. Minister of Finance to his bearings; because
he cannot carry on the business of the country for twelve
months without taking his hat off and going to the stock
exchange in London to ask for quotations for Canadian
securities, and they never will allow Canadian securities to
hold a position on their market unless they understand that
the announcements which are solemniy made by the
Finance Minister and his financial agents shall bo binding
upon the Dominion.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

MANITOBA AND SOJTII-EASTERN RAILWAY
COMPANY.

Mr. LARIVIÈRE moved that the amendments made by
the Senate to Bill (No. 61) to incorporate the Manitoba and
South-Eastern Railway Company, be concurred in.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am afraid that the hon.
gentleman cannot ask that these amendments be concurred
in now. They are very numerous and important. Under
the circumstances, the proper course to follow would be to
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refer the Bill back to the Committee on Railways, Canais
and Telegraph Lines, and I move in, amendment, that this
be done.

Motion agreed to.

LAKE MANITOBA RAILWAY
COMPANY.

AND CANAL

Mr. McDOWALL moved that the amendments made by
the Senate to Bill (No. 62) to incorporate the Manitoba Rail-
way and Canal Company, be concurred in.

Mr. LARIVIÊ RE. 1 understand this Bill is in the same
position as the one I have on the Orders, and, therefore,
should be referred back to the Railway Committee.

Mr. McDOWALL. This Bill has been amended by the
Senate Committee, and the promoters do not object to the
amendments.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am sorry to differ from
my hon. friend. The proinoters of the Bill may nlot object,
but as these amendments change the Bill considerably,
striking out about one-fourth of the Bill, and adding a'new
clause, I think they are too important to be concurred in
now." 1 do not think there is another member other than
the hon. gentleman who has had time to look into the Bill.
This will not prevent it passing. I think it should go to
the Railway Committee, as well as the other, and I move
that it be referred back to the Committee on Railways,
Canals and Telegraph Lines with the Bill.

Motion agreed to.

DIVORCE-W. G. LOWRY.

Mr. SMALL moved second reading of Bill (No, 119) for
the relief of William Gordon Lowry.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. This is the Bill to which I
called the attention of the flouse a few evenings ago. At
that time I did not make a motion to defer the Bill because,
as I stated, 1 felt it my duty simply to call the attention of
the flouse to the Bill, as 1 had received.a strong impression
from reading the evidence that it ought not to pass, and I
said i wculd content myself with making that statement
and asking the House to divide upon the second reading. A
number of hon. mem bers who discussed the Bill then were of
opinion that it should go to the Committee on Private Bills,
and they urgod that view and supported it with various argu-
ments, some of which did not seem to me to have suffloient
weight to carry the House. For instance, one was that be-
cause the Bill had received the approbation of the Senate, it
should ieceive the approbation of this fHouse. That is a
proposition in which i cannot concur, because, while I have
the greatest respect for the Senate, and allow full weight
to the investigations made by their Committee, I still con-
sider that every member of this House is bound to take his
own responsibility in considering and voting on a Bill of this
character. It seemed to me that, even with what every
member might have known apart from the evidence-and I
am excusea in making this reference, because some of the
advocates of the Bill here indicated that they knew there
was no collusion between the parties-there could be no
difficulty atterwards in an Act being passed, founded on the
evidence which the husband and wife may make for the
purpose of the divorce which both desire. 1 also stated that
it was evident that both parties desired a divorce and were
interested in obtaining a divorce. I heard with great respect
the observations founded on the reading of the evidence
which were made by the hon. member for St. John (Mr.
Weldon) and the hon. member from Prince Edward Island
(Mr. Davies), and I have given some consideration to the
Bill since thon, and have also given further consideration to
the evidence. Ido not besitate to say-I feel bound to say-

Sir HECTOr LANGEVIN.

that the most careful consideration which I have been able
to give to the evidence since that time convinces me more
firmly than ever that this Bill is one which ought not to
pass, and that, if it should pass, it will be a most aangerous
precedent in regard to legislation of this kind. After the
division on the second reading when I wasnot in the House-
for if I had bE en, in the House I might have made some
remonstrance on the subject-the Bill was restored to the
Paper, I believe without objection. Considering that some
hon. members in the previous discussion desired that this
Bill should go to the Private Bills Committee, and consider-
ing also that the House has deemed it advisable to restore
this Bill to the Order Paper, I shall not make a renewed
remonstrance to the Bill passing this stage and going to the
Committee on Private Bills; but I say now, in justice to
those who are promoting and supporting the Bill, that,
unles a different case is presented to the House when the
Bill comes back from the Committee, I shall feel bound
again to test the sense of the House upon it.

Motion agreed to, and Bill road the second time, on a
division.

Mr. EDGAR1. I hope that, when this Bill goes before the
Committee on Private Bils, it willfnot be merely as a matter
of form, as I am afraid it has been on several occasions. i
quite agree with the Minister of Justice in feeling that,
with ail due respect for the other House, we should not be
entirely bound by tbeir proceedings, and that, when Bills
of this character go before a Committee of this House,
whenever the members of that Committce, or a majority of
them, think it is a proper case for investigation, they will
have the parties before them in order to form an inde-
pendent opinion upon the question and preosnt that opinion
to this House. As to what the Minister of Justice has said
in regard to both parties desiring a divorce, I cannot sec
any harm in that, so long as they are not collusive parties
in the sense of making evidence to go before the flouse.

Mr. ARMSTRONG. I rie to repudiate the insinuation
of the hon, member for Ontario (Mr. Edgar) that the con-
sideration of such Bills before the Private Bills Committee
is a matter of form. I have for years had the honor of
being a member of that Committee, and, whenever a question
of this kind or any question cones before that Committee,
they conrider it fully and thoroughly, and they vote thero
as they are prepared to do here. The measure is consi-
dered on its merits, the evidence is examined by the
members of the Committee, and each member expresses his
views fearlessly ; so that i be assertion of the hon. gentleman
is entirely uncalled for, and it is not true.

SUPPLY-LOAN OF 1888.

Mr. W ELD1N (St. John). It is nct only the importance
of the subject which is before the House, but also what I
may call the statqment of the legal proposition by the
Minister of Justice which induces me to occupy the time of
the House briefly on the subject which we have been dis-
cussing this af ternoon. It is a matter of very great import-
ance to this country, and to the good faith which should be
kept with our creditors. Before discussing this loan, I will
consider the proposition which has been Lid down by the
Minister of Finance, that the prospectus is not of a binding
nature, because the statement contained in the prospectus
is not included in the bond issued. If we were to treat this
as a legal question, I do not think the Minister of Finance
would find any gentleman of the legal profession who
would agree with bim in that. If there is any point in
regard to which the English courts are more sensitive than
another, it is in regard to prospectuses issued by public
companies, either to induce parties to embark in the enter-
prise or to lend their money on the faith of the securities. In
cither case, the statements made in the prospectus are in
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the nature of a contract, and are held to be either
a misrepresentation or a concealment-it is immaterial
which-of the facts if they are not carried out. Every tri-
bunal throughout the mother country -and the cases have
not been by any means few-up to the highest courts of
the land bave always held that it requires a matter to be of
uberrimæefidei, of the greatest possible faith, when put for-
ward ih the prospectus. My hon. friend from Ontario (Mr.
Edgar) quoted- from the opinion of an eminent judge, and I
find that very same principle, and the words of that judge,
adopted by the House of Lords in a case which was before
them. Before I proceed with a discussion of the position
in which we stand now, I will take the proposition as a
legal proposition, as if it was binding upon the country.
Whether the object was to induce the public to take shares
in a company for the purpose of borrowing money to carry
out an enterprise, or whether the purpose was to induce
the public to loan their money, in either case the same
principle is applicable. The Lord Chancellor, in speaking
upon this point, siays :

" But although, in its introduction to the public, some high coloring,
and even exaggeration, in the description of ihe advantages which are
likely to be enjoyed by the subscribers to an undertaking, may be ex-
pected, yet no misstatement or concealment o any material facts or
circumstances ought to be permitted. In my opinion Ibe public, who
are invited bv rosnectus to jo.-in anv new adIventure. aoht to havA tha

the right to invest the sinking fund in other securities should the price
be above par."

Such was the clause, or a similar clause, put in all the pro-
vious loans up to this present loan, but in this present loan
a change is made in the terms. We find in it a clause of
an unusual character, at least a clause which has not been
put in the conditions of the previous loans which were
offered by Canada. That in itself would attract attention.
It would show at once that some departure was made from
the ordinary course by which we expected to enhance the
price of this loan. It would naturally show that greater
advantage was to be obtained by it than would be obtained
in the ordinary course. Now, what is the obvions meaning
of this clause ? We find that the bon. member for South
Oxford put a question the other day to the Minister of
Finance. The Minister took some time to consider that
question, and then he made this answer:

" The Government cmnsiders that the language used in the prospectus
of the 3 per cent. loan recently negotiated in London, whereby it is de-
clared trat 'The Ganadian Government intend to apply the sums annu-
ally required for the redemption of the national debt in parchases of the
stock now offered,' requires them to use the sinking tunde therein refer-
red to in the purchase of the said 3 per cent. loan, in case the said
securities should hob held at a prenium at the time of purchase, unless
such premiuma is considered unreasonable and pro.uced by uufair
competition."

ar luvtu y prutpecu toany u u itr, ougituiia e eutsamie O tlal ilore we have stated in distinct languae thph obligation of
on its true character, as the promoters themselves possess. It cannot the Governrnt te carry eut the proposition put forward
be too frequently or to strongly impressed upon those who, having
projected any undertaking, are desirous of obtaining the co-operation of
persons who have no other information on the subject than that which appear upon the face of the prospectus, thut the prernium
they choose te convey, tha the utmost candor and honesty ought toshould nt ho unreasonable and produced by unfair compe-
characterise their published statements. As was said by the Vice tition. Such was the angwer made by the Finance Ministur,
Chancellor Kindersley, in the case ofîtie New Brunswick and Canada
Railway Co. vs. Muggeridge, those who issue a prospectus holding adrnittinc u obligation in accordanco with the plain and
out to the public the greatadvantages which will accrue to persons who obvous mearnng et the clause put into the prospectus.
will take shares in a proposed undertaking, and inviting them to take Elimiriating the last part, the qualification that is found there
shares on the faith of the representations therein contained, are bound was a distinct achu wledgmont ef the undertaking put for-
to state everything with strict and scrupulous accuracy, and not only
to abstain from stating as fact that which is not so, but to omit no one Ward in that prospectus, and that that beau weuld bo se under-
fact within their knowledge the existence of which might in any degree stood. Wbat is the position uow taken by the Finance Minis-
affect the nature, or extent, or quality of the privileges and alvantages
which the prospectus holds out as inducements to take shares." tr? Ho cone rosc spacaly thathons ne

Such, Mr. Speaker, is the position which is taken by the net put in the bond. But the prospectus is what is pronted
highest tribunal in the mother country. If, thon, so far as te the public to induce theatt take the stock, and it is the
public companies are concerned, they are·obligod to observe pledge of the Canadian Goverument that the sinking land
the strictest fidelity, how much more must the Government wilbbeappropriated lu a certain manner, and this is a
of a country be obliged to avoid any appoarance of docep- selemu obligation which we canuot ropudiate ne iatter
tion in the prospectus that they put torward. They are what the remult may be. In that pludge the honer of Can-
uiorally bound by houer, w that houer which enables thor ada is ivoeved. What will be the effect he thatioan ?
te place their lban lu the rney market, te abide by thoir The efect wi l be that every year we shaop n have t pay
engagements, and if this principle is applicable tepublic £ 100,000 towards the reductioneaf the debt, and instead oet
companies, in a far greater degree must it ho applicable te it being a fifty.year loan we shah be bound te pay it off at
those praspectuses which are scattered throughout the the utmost before the expiration se ton years. Surey that
country te invite persons te invest their moiey isubans. is entirely differnt fron the satenero t put orward with
We find that this prospectus was circnlated throughout the respect te this beau when it was tlrst ref erred te by the
whlbe country; ais the heu. iember for Sotth Oxford hon. member for South Oxford Sir Richard Cartwright),
stated, it was published iu a nuntber of papers, it was put whn g lfrankly and fairly gave creditte the Finance
forward as the means by which this beau would be paid, and Minister for the maner lu which the otea had been
under these conditions the people ef Great Britain were cfectedi d said it was eue of the beat ioans ever
asked to put their money ute this particular beau. lt was a tade. For what reasn was the clause insertedp? Why
put forward as a beau by a colony lu a country like Eng- was the change made front the ordinary course taken
baud in which, se far as skie and her colonies are concernied, with respect te those bans, nt only when my hon. fri-nd
the word repudiation la unknown. Heretofore the mother was Finance Minister, but when the present Lieutenant
country and lier colonies have kept ful l ath and credit Governor eo New Brunswick held that position? t was
with the people with whom they have dealt. Now, we doue with a view te advance the ,an. lt apparentbycn iad
have te look te see what 18 the natture et the prospectus put its effet, or we find that parties purchad it at a high
forward. We find liere a most unusual clause. We fiud iu price and far above the imit. If, then, on the faith of the
the boans of 1874, 176 1878, 1879> 1884, a particubar clautie statemeuts publishodu the prospectus, and if they were
of limitation, setting forth distiuctly the mode lu which the iuserted there for the purpose ef advaucing the price ef
siuking fand was te be provided for, as the means ef grap- the oau, surealy after we haverobtaiued that price by reasn
ually extinguishing the debt. We find, fer instance, lu the ef these stateents, we have ne right te trn round and
bea of December, 1878, it was stateds: repudiate theom Surely after we have got the bomefit we

have a right tebar the burden, and no matter what themorlly£ boundby en, ban tha honorate whina them a is t ivlshav obhigedat wmeet il What wl be the effect?
tole than oe-anlf peient.wil oempoyedt, the purchase cf Th ef
Dompon 4 pe cent. bond ator begw par, the Government reervig it will be that as the stock ries in price we shal be
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obliged to pay par or a premium, and .instead of getting
the loan at the rate asserted, we shallbe paying a very
much higher rate. The Minister of Finance said that even
if we bave to pay £;O0, it is only paying the amount we
agreed to pay. It is true; but time is the essence of the
contract in this case, and there is a great difference between
paying off this loan at the end of 50 years or next year,
because if we pay it next year we are paying a high rate
of interest. If we were to pay off the loan to-morrow we
would be paying 8 per cent. instead of 3 per cent. Such
seems to be the conclusion deducible from the position in
which we are placed, and surely under these circumstances
to represont that this loan as a fifty years loan, when it is
really a ten years loan at the very outside, indicates a great
degree of recklessness in placing the loan on the market.
I should like an explanation as to why such a departure
from the ordinary course was made on this occasion. There
must have been some sinister object in view, or it was done
for the purpose of obtaining a higher price than otherwise
could have been obtain1ed and with a view afterwards to get
rid of iG. I fail to see how we are going to get rid of it.
If parties who buy the stock choose to ho!d it at a certain
figure, what right have we to say that it is held at that
figure by a fictitious combiration. It must also be remem-
bered that the truttees are bound not only to maintain the
credit of Canada, but they are bound in their position as
fiduciaries, parties standing between the Government and
the bondholders, to see that the Government's pledge is
carried out in its integrity. When these bonds advance to
a premiîn of 20, 30 or 40, how can the Finance Minister
show that this has been done by a combination, or that it is
unreasonable ? If it should go far beyond a fair market
value it might be open to suspicion that such had been
done, buit Lefore it reaches such a position we would be
called upon to pay a large sum to relieve ourselves from
this position. The hon. member for Prince Edward Island
(Mr. Davies) quoted the opinion of the London Standard
on the subject, as stated in an article in which it brought
the matter to the notice of the London money market at
the time. It has been urged that it is very unfair for the
hon. member for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright)
to come forward and explain this matter, and Jet other
people know how they have been taken advantage of.
Surely the people in London who manage monetary affairs
are quite as astute, and perhaps even more astute, in such
affairs than perhaps any member in this House, and,
therefore, while I consider no charge can be made
against the speech of my hon. friend, I claim he is not only
doing what is right for the interests of the country, but
simply his duty as an hon. member in bringing for-
ward this matter in the manner in which ho las brought
it forward. The subject las already been called to
the attention of the London money market, as is shown by
the article which ias been read. I will not extend my re
marks, because the matter is in a narrow compass. The
language in the prospectus is plain, the meaning of it is
easy to be ascertained. What is the fair, obvious and na-
turai meaning of these words ? The Minister of Finance
lias admitted to an extent what we say is their meaning.
That, I say, is the true meaning of the words and the mean-
ing that would be placed upon them. But I will go further,
and say that if there might le an ambiguity about them, the
construction should be favorable towards the bondholders,
and under no subterfuge of words or ambiguity of wording
should this country endeavor to escape from its proper
obligations. I find in the organ of the Government in
Montreal to-day an rticle on this subject, which seems to
bear out fully the proposition of my hon. friend from South
Oxford. After referring to previous loans this article
quotes the language of the prospectus. It says:

" With a view of rendering the Binking Funds eof the various loau
more effective than heretofore, the Canadian Government intendi to ap-

MXr. WELDON (St. John).

ply the sums annually required for the reduction of the national debt in
purchases of the stock now offered."

" The amount at present annually applied to the reduction of the
national debt is £350,000 sterling, and as the Sinking Fund is accumu-
lative, the amount yearly increases."

How can any person, whether a legal gentleman or other-
wise, read this statement and corne to any other conclusion,
by taking a fair and reasonable construction of the clause,
than that as far as Canada is concerned this pledge mâst be
carried out to the letter. More particularly is that the case
when we notice the change of base from the conditions
attached to previous loans when there was an express limit-
ation. Then the article in the Gazette proceeds :

" The point raised by Pir Richard Cartwright is whether, under the
clause the Government holds itself bound to devote the whole of the
sinking funds to the purchase of the three per cents, no matter what
price the holders of this stock may demand. If the clause in question
were taken as imposing a rigid and inexorable obligation, the conse-
quences to the Treasury might be most serions. One result would be
the extinction of the loan in ten years, because the total sum applicable
to the sinking funds is now $2,000,000 annually, and as the whole
amount of the three per cent. issue was $20,000,000, the loan would be
paid off in a decade, instead of having a currency of fifty years as con-
templated at the time of issue, and as stated on the face of the bonds.
That itself would not be a serious matter, provided the bonds could be
purchased at a low price, at 95 for instance. But the danger lies in the
possibility of a syndicate being formed, to 'corner ' the stock, that is to
say to buy up all the stock placed in the market and hold it at a high
price on the faith of the promise that $2,000,000 will be annually spent
by the Government in its purchase for the sinking fund."

'' At the same time it is to be regretted that so lax a clause was in-
serted in the prospectus, because it is always better to avoid having
thrown upon the Government the responsibility of interpreting the
terms of a loan, as set forth in the prospectus, in a modifying manner.
The sinking fund obligations in all preceding issues had been explicit-
ly stated ; there could arise no controversy as to the meaning of the
language, but in the prospectus of the 3 per cent. loan the intention is
made to appear to employ some two millions annnally in repurchasing
the stock without any qualification as to the price. The reason of this
new departure does not appear."

And again:
'' As loans mature the price, of course, declines,which is an additional

reason for holding the sinking funds free for investment in the 4 per
cent. loans maturing in 1903-8, instead of in a lower rate loan which
does not mature until thirty years later. Upon the whole, we cannot
but regard it as unfortunate that the sweeping clause without restric-
tion should have been inserted in the prospectus of the loan of June
last."

That same "sweeping clause without restriction," as set
forth by the Gazette, was inserted in that loan in a manner
which would naturally call to it the attention of the in-
vestors, and induce tbm to put their money in the loan.
If so the Government has got to abide by it and the trustees
of the sinking fund would be bound-whether legally bound
or not is a matter with which we have nothing to do at all,
and I am not dealing with it as a legal question-but the
trustees would be bound by that prospectus as a matter of
morality and as a matter of honor to carry out their obliga-
tions to the bondholders. Further than that the Govern-
ment of the day, or whatever Government may hold the
reins of power, will be bound to carry that out in order to
maintain the credit of Canada and to show that she is a
colony of Great Britain able to meet her obligations.

Mr. WALDIE. I would like to say a few words on this
matter before the vote is taken. When I first read that we
had borrowed $20,000,000 at 3 per cent. for fifty years,
even though we were paying a commission of 2 per cent.,
I thought it was a very favorable transaction, but I had no
idea whatever that there would be a greater sinking fund
provided for its redemption than was usual with a fifty
years loan. When we were informed a few days ago tbat
the provision for the redemption of this debt, instead of
being from a half to 1 per cent., was 10 por cent. and
that instead of this loan b 3ing for a period of fitty years
costing us 2 per cent. comn ission, it was a loan for not
more than five years, costing us the 2 per cent. commis-
sion for that time, I found that this entirely changed the
character of the loan, I agree with the Finance Minister
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that if he continues to purchase bis 3 per cent. loans on th
English market everything should be done to enhance th(
value, but this only enhances the vaiue of this particulai
3 per cent. loan and it would not enhance the valuE
of a second 3 per cent. loan unless it had the samE
terms attached to it. I believe that the Finance Ministei
who seems to think that the prospectus of this loa
is so favorable to this country, will never attach it to à
second 3 per cent. loan. I do not think it is at all likely
that such a bond will be attached to any other loan, or thai
the country will be again misled to suppose that they ar
borrowing money for fifty years when they can actually
retain it for only ten years. I think this is unfortunate, in
asmuch as we find that before a year bas rolled by about 10
per cent. of the amount that was loaned to us has beein
paid back again. Although we may not have lost any
thing in the amounts actually paid for those bonds which
we have rcdeemed, yet we have paid 2 per cent. commis
sion upon them, and we have never used the money for the
purpose for which the loan was contracted. Instead of
using it for the purposes required, the money was loaned
again at one and a quarter per cent, while we were pay.
ing 3 per cent. on the £00 and only able to loan
the £93 that the Joan netted us. When we come to
consider the circumstances con nected with this loan, we must
agree that it is a very undesirable transaction. What will
be the effect of it when we are called upon, as we will be
called upon very shortly, to issue another 3 per cent. loan ?
The next loan will not have such a favorable prospectus, for
it is impossible after this discussion that the Finance
Minister will ever permit such a prospectus to issue again
on the English market, and we will therefore have to make
a 3 per cent. loan of a different character to this, and it will
be rated at a different value on the market. We may then
have one, two, or three loans at 3 per cent. not bringing the
same market price as this. I do think that when the
Government finds as is quite evident that there has been a
very serious mistake made in the issuing of this prospectus,
that they will consider it advisable that the loan should be
retired as speedily as possible and that the public credit of
Canada should be maintained.

Sir JOHN TIIOMPSON. I desire to say a few words
upon this question, and were it not for what was stated in
the last few minutes of the debate I would not have de-
tained the House by saying anything upon the argument
that has been advanced; because I feel that in dealing with
a question of this kind the position which the Govern-
ment ought to take, and the position which the Govern-
ment take, is not dependent upon any legal theories on
our contract or our representations. I do feel that in
thus presenting this question to the House our hon. friends
opposite have endeavored to prove too much when they
have assured this flouse that we have entered into legal
and binding obligations to invest all the payments of sink-
ing funds in this stock, and that such is our legal and
binding obligation under the loan which we have made and
under the contract which we have assumed. In order to
present that view to the House our hon. friends opposite
have read various decisions, one of which bas been read
twice-the second time with a great deal of emphasis
by the hon. member for St. John (Mr. Weldon)-in
which one of the first judges of the United Kingdom
declared that the utmost good faith was necessary in any
representation made in a prospectus upon which the
public were induced to invest their money4 To that
point I wish to address myself, and firset of alil let me refer
to the legal effect of our obligations in this prospectus,-not
as I said before for the purpose of basing the defence of the
Government as regards this loan, nor for the purpose of
stating our future action as regards this Bloan, solely upon
the legal doctrines which may govern it, but for the pur-

e pose of removiug the impression whioh bas been, improperiy
e cast on the judgment eof the flouse as regards what that
r legal effeet may be. As te the effect et these decisions,
e only a specimen of which was given te the ll",use hy the
e hon. member for St. John (because the number ot these
r decisions is legion, and the language ef scores eof thom is
n even more emphatic than that which the Lord fligh Chan-
a cebbor of England used in the decision rend te the flousge) 1
F con ceive that as te the legal effeet of that class ef decimions,
t firsteof alil thore can be ne doubt, or difficulty, and, secondly,
a there can be ne question whatever thut they have
F net the slighest bearing or application te this question.
î- Now, the position which was asserted by the Lord lighi
DChancelier of England there, which was affirmed in the

lieouse of Lords foliowing bis jadgment, and wbieh bas been
1. tilbowed in a multitude eof cat§es in almost cvery court ini
à the band, was tbi-s-and 1 use this example, because it

-belonga te the claBss ef cases ina which this question bas
acorne up for adjudication, and in which these ducisions havu
rf been given ; the questions whicb have avîsen in th",so
1 cases have been questions in regard te the obligation whioli
. the promoters eof cempanies incur te those whom they invite
i te take stock ina the enterpribes which they are endeavor-
Sin)g te promote; and the doctrine which was laid down

t there, and which is concurrent with scores eof decisions in
1all courts eof the Empire, is sirnply this, that when a pros.
3pectus invites perseris te take shares in an entorprise on
flse representations of facts or conceulmeuts of ruateriüi
iaots, the persona who by thoso false ropresentation or those
concealments are indlueçd te subscribe for stock, are net
bound te take the stock for which they have subscribed
if they are ini a position te prove the concealinont

1or misre proentation. That step, Sir, bas long been
Lpassed in this transaction, assumiug the prospectus te
)ho aIl that it ia stated te be by my' hon. friends
)on the opposite side et' the flouse; and [ will eadeavor pro-

* s8ently te present te the flouse the view that it is net what
bas been stated. But assuming it te ho an undortaking as
te which a material tact was inisstated or a pr-omise made,

rthose persons have since subscribed the loan and have re-
eivcd their sucurities. They are net in the poiition in
which the it'gant in those suits wouid have been if,
when raising the question promptly, as they are bound

ite do at aIl evonts, they had said that there was a
material misrepresentation in the prdbpectus on which
they had been induced te suhscribe, and following tho
course eftbtat decisien they woubd net have been obbiged
te make the beau or receive their bonds. In this case tbey
have received their bonds, they have loaned their money,
they have made beyond and abeve the terms ef that pros-
pectus, a deiberate, ernphatic and binding centract as re-
gards which this phrase forms ne part, ne condition and ne
term. I admit as much as is cbairned by hon, gentlemen
opposite whon I admit that the dacisions whi5h they have
outed indicate thut persons who have subscribed for shares
or stock are rolieved from taking that stock or shares
if Lhe representations are feund te bc untrue or if thoro bas
been any material concealment ef tacts. But the decisions
are abundant that the prospectus is net te bo referred te at al,
is net te afferd ainy such ground of relief, whiether it contains
any suppressions of facts or any material misatatementeof
tacts if, after the prospectup, the parties have made a new
and di'stinct cenîract am, for instance, articles et association.
Aller thaL, the prospectus can ne longer be reterred te, anîd
those who would assert a material misrepresentation eft act
in the prospectus are still bound, because they have entered
a new engagement atgether, et' which tînt forma ne part
or condition. An illustration of that may be oited in the
course taken by hon, gentleman opposite as te previeus
loans, wheu it was intemded that the provision as te a sink-
ing fund shoubd form a condition ot' the transaction. Then,
the representatiou te bind the Government, the condition
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and the terms, were stated in the bond. It was stated in
the bond how the sinking fund was to be provided and how
applied-that it was to be applied in the purchase of Cana-
dian stocks unless they rose above a certain figure. When
these lenders of the recent loan, having subscribed the
stock, let us assume, on the faith of that representation in
the prospectus, took a bond having no such condition con-
tained in it, and put their money up, they would have no
legal rights under the prospectus. But as to the terms of
that prospectus being carried into the bond, I repeat, I do
not make this argument for the purpose of contending that
we ought to stand, in dealing with a transaction of this kind,
on the strict terms of the bond or the strict letter of the law,
but I do it because on this question the mind of the louse
ought not to be prejudiced by the contention that decisioL s
which have no reference to it ought to govern it, or that we
are bound by the terms of this prospectus precisely as if
they were inserted in the contract. The cases referred to
relate entirely to the proposition that a person having sub.-
scribed his money on a prospectus of that kind, need not
follow it up by making his investment, and I have referred
to the class of cases which distinctly provide that when
the investors have a contract in which that condition is not
inserted, the subscribers can no longer avail themselves of
the prospectus. But I will call the attention of the House
further to the position hon. gentlemen opposite have as-
sumed in submitting this resolution to the House. They
have a vantage ground to a certain extent, because they pro-
fess to base their arguments on the ground that they are
preserving intact and inviolate the faith of Canada. N)t-
withstandinz my view of the legal obligation of Canada in
this regard,¯I do fnot believe that there is one of my col-
leagues, nor would I, be willing to rest in carrying dut this
contract, on any legal doctrine whatever if a strict regard
to honor obliged us to do otherwise, We would be per-
fectly willing to submit our rights and the rights of
those we represent to be decided by any proper tribunal,.
precisely as though the words used in the prospectus
were incorporated in the bond; and what are they ?
Are they a promise ?-did anybody in subscribing that
loan believe they were a promise-that the sinking
fund investment from year to year would be invested
in this loan ? Did anyone who subscribed for it be-
lieve that although he was making a fifty years loan to
Canada, he was redlIy only making a five years loan ? Did
anyone believe that when he was lending money to Canada
for fifty years we were bound to pay it back in five years,
while he was not bound to receive it back in five years?
If anyone supposes that those who made the loan believed
that, the fact that it has not appreciated unduly, and that
no one has endeavored to extort from Canada a price above
that which the loan realised to us, would be conclusive as
to any such view being in the minds of investors.
But the language of the prospectus is simply an expression
of the intention of the Government; and even if ihat were
incorporated in the bond, I think we might fairly submit
to any reasonable man of business, to say nothing of any
question of law whatever, the question, if the con-
ditions which were stated by the hon. Minister of
Finance arose, if those securities were unduly appreciated
by fraudulent means, or had attained an unreasonable
premium, whether the Government would be bound by
a simple declaration of intention which they had formed
at the time the loan was issued, and when good faith
was expected quite as much on the part of investors as
on the part of the Government. What I was going to
cali the attention of the flouse to, as regards the undue
advantage which our hon. friends opposite seek to derive
from this motion, is that, while the motion is put forward
as one in the interest of the good faith of Canada, with the
view of preserving intact the credit of Canada, it is really
put forward in sucb a form as to bind the Government and

Sir JoHN THoMPsoN.

the country, and goes far beyond the terms of the prospec-
tus, and far beyond what we have any reason to believe in-
vestors themselves ever intended or expected. While the
prospectus was put forward simply as an expression of the
intention of the Government, and while the Minister of Fi-
nance has declared his willingness to be bound by that to
every reasonable extent, as long as there is good faith and
reason in the minds and in the conduct of the other party,
this resolution distinctly obliges the Government, this House
and the country, under all conditions, and no matter how un-
reasonably enhanced the price may be, and how unfair may
ha the means by which this enhanced price may be reached,
to buy the stock. The affect of such a resolution would be:

" That the Canadian Government would be obliged, in order to com-
ply with the obligation entered into on that behalf, to re-purchase the
entire loan of £4,000,000 sterling above mentioned in ten or more an-
nual instaiments, averaging £400 sterling each; that the said loan will
thereby, as far as the Dominion is concerned, converted from a loan hav-
ing nominally finry years to run, into a loan having a lite over five
years to run; that all former unguaranteed loans, having sinking funds
attached, contain ihe provision inserted in the bonds of prospectus,
and usually in both, seLting forth that the Government of Cjanada shall
not be obliged to purchase said'stocks on account of investnent of for
sinking funds, if said stocks should rise above par; that in connection
with the said 3 per cent. loan of £4,000,000, neither the prospectus nor
the bond issued contain any such provision; that the natural tendency
of the existence of the obligation to apply a sinking fund of this magni-
tude to the purchase of a loan of £1,000,000 sterling, will be to raise the
price of the said loanabnormally, and may result in the loss of a large
sum to this country."

If it were thought proper to censure the Government for
having made the loan upon such terms, that would be a
distinet proposition, but the proposition now is, whatever
the legal or moral obligations of the country may be, to
declare to the holders of these securities and to the specu-
lators who may hereafter come into possession of them, that
Canada is bound, over and aboave the terms of her prospectus
and her bond, to pay any price they may choose by any
means, however unfair, to exact.

Mr. LAURIER. It is difficult to see, after the language
we have heard from the hon. the Minister of Justice, what
is the intention of the Government. Their intention when
they issued the prospectus was to redeem the loan in a
certain manner. We made a loan of £4,000,000 steiling.
At this moment, under existing loans, we are bound to
invest every year the sum of £300,000 annually and the
sinking fund of outstanding oans will in future y ears reach
the amount of £400 sterling. The holders of the bond require
for the sinking fund, and the trustees of the Government
are directed by the prospectus of the loan to invest that
amount every year in the purchase of a loan; and as to this
point the intention of the Government, whatever it may be
now, was clear at that time. Here is the language oi the
prospectus :

" The Canadian Government intend to apply the sumo annually re-
quired in the redemption of the national deot in the purchase of the
stock now offered."

This is an order to the trustees of the sinking fund. This
is a mandate to them.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.

Mr. LAURIER. What is the meaning, then, of those
words? If this ls not a mandate, what were those words
put in for, and what was the intention of the Government
in putting them in ? I cannot conceive what the right hon.
gentleman means when he says this is not a mandate. If
it is not, what is it ? Certainly the language is plain, and
when the Canadian Government, going to the London mar
ket, say in their prospectus:

'The Canadian Government intend to apply the sumo annually re-
quired inthe redemption of the national debt in the purchase ot the
sochk now offered."

The banks of London could come to no other conclusion
than that henceforth the £350,000 annually, which are to
te in the hands of the trustees of the sinking fund, were
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to be applied annually to the purchase of that stock. Sup
pose now the stock can be had at or below par, what wil
be the consequence ? I presume, from the language we hav
heard to-day from the Minister of Finance, that if that stock
can be had at or below par, the Government would no
hesitate to buy it and apply it to that loan. In fact th
hon. the Minister of Finance said to-day it would be to th
advantage of Canada-and he dwelt at length upon this ide
-that we should invest annually in the redemption of thaloan. Supposing ho could have it at or below par, wha
would be the consequence ? It would be that inside of to
years the whole of those four million of bonds would be i
the bands of our trustees, and practically in the hands o
the Government of Canada, and, practically, the loan woulc
be paid. The hon. gentleman Étated this afternoon tha
Canada would profit immensely by purchasing the stock
of that loan, instead of purchasing, as he had been
forced to, even last year, at a premium of 114.
That may or may not be; but supposing it is so, what
will be the consequence ? It will be simply that we
have no longer a loan of fifty years, but a loan of ton years.
It wili be that instead of paying a lotn in fifty years, at 3
per cent., we will pay it in ton vears, at an interest of not
of 3 per cent, per annum, but of 5 per cent. per annum.
Will the hon, gentleman say that the conditions of the loan
are the same, whether it be payable in ten or in fifty years?
Will ho say that the conditions of the loan negotiated last
sum mer are the same, whether the capital is to ho reim-
bursed in ton years or in fifty years ? The hon. gentleman
will surely not pretend serionsly that in each case the con-
ditions are the same. I hold that the conditions are much
more onerous in the case of a ton year loan, and this is ex-
actly the point which bas been made by the mover of this
resolution and which bas not been auwered. It is prac-
tically that, though the Government have negotiated a loan
for fifty years, they have effected a loan which
is to ho reimbursed in ton years, and, therofore, ail the
conditions boasted of when the loan was made, instead of
being advantageous, are onerous to Canada. Taking the most
favorable view which the Government can take, this is the
effect of the loan. Take another consideration not less im.
portant. Suppose the loan cannot be had at par; suppose
we have to buy it at a premium as we probably will; sup-
pose the holders of ou'r sinking fand have to pay a pre-
mium. The hon. gentleman said to-day we have been forced
to purchase some of our own stock at a premium of 114.
Wel), if it comes to that the hon. gentleman, 1 suppose, will
have no objection, but he will see the loss to Canada. Should
it, however, go to a higher amount-let the amount bo ever
so high-is the hon. gentleman prepared to say that Canada
will not ho forcec to pay any rate which is quoted in
redemption of that lotn, whatever the profits may b?
Now, we hear the pretension that Canada is not bound
legally to purchase at a high premium, and that Canada
is to ho the master to decide whether or not the premium
is too high. This was, in fact, the substance of the hon.
gentleman's answer the other day, when ho stated that the
terms of the loan -

" Require them to use the sinking funds therein referred te in the pur-
chase of the said 3 per cent. loan, in case the said securities would be
held at a premiun at the time of purchase, unless such premium is con-
sidered unreaionable and produced by unfair competition."
Weil, who is to determine that ? Who is to determine
whether the premium is reduced by unfair competition ?
Nobody can determine that but Canada. It is, therefore,
Canada which will be the judge, though a party to the cause,
and Canada will not be an independent tribunal that can
decide between the bondholders and Canada, between those
who are to receive and those who are to pay. Stili, accord-
ing to the bon. gentleman, it is Canada herself which is to
determine whether the premium asked is too high or not.
Well, even taking that view, it seems to be a most unfortu-
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- nate one to take. We are told that we have no legal obli-
Il gation upon us. I refuse to discuss whether we have or
e have not a legal obligation, but it seems to me that it would
k be a shame and an injury to the credit of Canada if we were
t ever to rely on the technical language of a bond in
e order to see whether we were under a legal obligation
e or not. It seems to me that we should disregard the
sa idea whether we are legally bound or not te resume
t that stock as it is offered. If there is no legal obliga-
t tion on our part, certairily there is a moral obligation.
n Whether we are bound in law or not, we are bound in
n morality. What would be the effect of this language which
f we have heard ? If the bondholders were to come to the
d Minister of Finance, or to our agent in London, and were
t to offer some of this stock, and, if the Minister of Finance
k were to say: No, I will not take it back because the premium
n is too high, there would be a cry of indignation even in this

country. I will not speak of the effect in England, where
the effect on our credit would be tremendous, but in this

e country every citizen who bas at heart the honor of the
. country, who bas at heart a desire to uphold the credit

of this country-and this eountry cannot maintain the
t position it desires unless it keeps its credit always above
. par-everyone, not only the capitalists and the millionaires

of this country, but even the laborers would repudiato the
language which bas been used to day. What is the effoct
of this language used in the prospectus if it does not create
a moral obligation ? If the Minister of Finance is at liberty,
at his own option, to repudiate the language used in this
prospectus, why was such language put in this prospectus ?
There must have been some mcaning or sone intention
when these words were put in the prospectus; and,
if the meaning is not that which has been stat d
by my hon. friend who moved this resolution (Sir Richard
Cartwright), what does it mean ? Was that language put
thore as a trap, or was it intended simply to have an effect
upon those with whom the Government intended to deal?
There is only one construction, and that is the most charit-
able one, that the Government of Canada intended to apply
the sinking fund, which amounts to $350,000 annually, in
the purchase of the stock offered. That is the most charit-
able construction that can be put upon this prospectus, and,
unless the Government are prepared to accept the fuil con-
sequences of their language in that prospectus, there must
be some sinister motive when this language was put in,
which cannot be repeated on the floor of Parliament.

Mr. MULOCK. It is sorewhat difficult to reconcile the
attitude of the Minister of Justice and that of the Minister
of Finance on this question. The view ot the Minister of
Finance appears to have undergone a considerable change
since the matter was brought to his attention. Perhaps
that of the Minister of Justice would undergo a similar
change after more reflection. However the Minister of
Justice bas endeavored to present to the House an erron-
eous view of the relations to the money market of a nation
like Canada. He asserts that, bocause the clause in the
prospectus was not incorporated in the contract, therefore
Canada was fot legally bound, that the rights of those who
tendered were one thing when they offered the tender, but
that those rights became different when the contracts were
entered into. I maintain that tho contract entered into,
prepared, as it was, by the Government, was bound to have
been a contract entiroly on the lines of the specification,
that everything which was material to the contract or
which modiied it or which gave any right to the persons
tendering, should have been male part of the contract.
But the Minister of J ustice says that, whatever may have
been the rights of the tenderer, having become
merged in the rights under the contract, ho cannot
thereafter look at the prospectus to see if ho has
any moral obligation under that. I do not think it
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is necessary for us to consider this question in the
light of strict law. I am not aware that the obligations of
nations are so construed. I am not aware that when a
foreign nation obtains a loan in the English market, the
investor tries to see whether ho will be able to issue an
execution in case of default in China or in Peru or in any
other foreign country. The honor of the Crown is taken as
a factor in the contract. The bonds may not show that ho
has any claim on the honor of the Crown, but that is the
only security ho has. If we are to come down to the legal
construction of the contracts, if the English investor has t>
look at the contract in order to see whether ho is to get a
good security, then I venture to prophesy that neither the
Minihter of Finance nor Canada will ever again be able to
float a loan on the English market on such terms as we
have in the past. I was glad to find that the Minister of
Justice was able to discover some good, sound, holding
ground. He found himself in a different frame of
mind from the Minister of Finance. The Minister of
Justice was not in favor of the Goverument repudiat-
ing. It is only a few days ago that he had to show that
tho Government must not repudiate a contract which they
were pledged to in a part of the country with which he is
connected. He understands what repudiation means, and
ho understands that tie honor of the Crown cannot be tar-
nished. If rumor is true, Canada will have to redeem lier
honor in that case, and she bas been taught a lesson in that
way. But the Minister of Finance is a more advanced pupil
in the school. A week ago he declared on the floor of Par-
liament that Canada was legally bound to this. In answer
to my hon. friend from South Oxford (Sir Richard Cart-
wright) he stated that Canada was legally bound under an
obligation to invest the whole of the sinking fund annually
in the redemption of these bonds, provided that the price
was net unduly appreciated. To-day ho says no. That is
another stop in the process of repudiation. To-night he
sees it differently, who knows but in a little further time
ho will have made a further progress in this direction.

An hon. MEMBER. A back down.
Mr. MULOCK. Now, Mr. Speaker, a worthy citizen

from the east, an historian, has given great credit to the
people of the eastern parts of this country for many qual.
ities, and among others that of being great as talkers.
Certainly we bave good evidence of the correctness of that
historian's opinion on the floor of this House. The Min-
ister of Finance is gifted in that way, and I compliment
him upon bis facility in presenting every case he does to
this House in the most favorable light. It is greatly to
his credit that he is able te command that language withi
which ho does succeed at times in clouding an unfortunate
position, as ho bas endeavored to do in this case. But
finances are net figures of speech. The financier is not
necessarily an orator; and whilst the Minister of Finance
is highly gifted in some respects, I venture to question
whether ho has yet attained that experience which would
enable him to deal effectively with the finances of a great
nation like Canada. I say that it is not to his discredit,
for it is unreasonable to suppose that any person without
great experience can stop into the office ho is endeavoring
to fill, and does fill so well, yet we cannot expect that ho can
fill it te the extent of the requirements of the country. Now,
in this particular case the Minister of Finance, with a chiv-
alry which I appreciate, has taken upon himself the whole
responsibility, perhaps ho las taken upon himsell more
responsibility than he is bound to do; if so, it is his loyalty,
and I commend him for it. But at the same time I think
the act for which ho assumes the responsibility, and which
is the act of the whole Administration, is one that is objec-
tionable in so many respects, no matter how you look at it,
it is so full of financial mistakes, that it would bave been
well had ho transferred some of that responsibility, had he

Mr. MuLocx.

consulted authorities upon the subject, and had he at last
prepared with due care a prospectus which would not have
landed Canada in the position she is now in. Now, I re-
member last year when this loan was before the House,
when his predecessor sked Parliament to give consent to
make this loan, we then pointed out to Parliament that
there was no necessity for a loan of this magnitude, this
being part of a larger loan. We pointed out at the time
that it would involve having on hand a considerable
amount of money for a considerable length of time until
other liabilities of ours matured, and until this money was
required for public works. The Minister of Finance of to-day
took part in that discussion and defended the proposition.
He knew ho was shortly to succeed to the inheritance, and
he at an early stage served bis apprenticeship under the
then Finance Minister, and Iam afraid that the imagination
of his predecessor has produced a rather strong impression
upon bim. I cannot admit that ho has yet attained to that
imagination that made bis predecessor so famous, although
ho is making considerable progress toward it. A couple of
years ago we remember that bis predecessor announced to
this House that such was the fertility of the great North-
West that it was able to produce in one year 640,000,000
bushels of surplus wheat. That was a fine proposition, and
the Finance Minister of to-day, following this worthy
example, although et a respectable distance, told us on a re-
cent occasion that Manitoba and the North-West produced
a surplus of wheat of 20,000.000 bushels.

Mr. FOSTER. Oh, no.
Mr. MULOCK. Well, I refer the Minister of Fnance to

a certain speech of hie that is of record, and therein he will
find the statement that the North-West and Manitoba pro-
duced last year a surplus of 20,000,000 bushels of wheat over
and above all that was required for that country ; whereas
everybody who cares to get at the facts of the case know
that the surplus during that year did not exceed 20 per
cent. of the amount stated by the Finance Minister. Never-
theless I am not blaming him for that small departure from
facts. Hie had a worthy example before him, and, as I say,
he as followed in the footsteps of bis predecessor, but at a
respectful distance. Coming back to the particulars of the
loan, I think many features of it are objectionable. For
example, I think the Government on that occasion borrowed
too much money, they borrowed too much at a time, they
borrowed et an inopportune time a large amount of money
that should not have been borrowed, and with what result?
That money came over to Canada and was placed in our
banks here, if rumor is correct, at frst without any
interest at all. There were some millions thrown
into our Canadian banks, bearing no interest, then
after an effort you succeeded in getting 1 per cent.
at a time when you were paying 5 per cent. in England,
and if this loan is paid off at the end of ton years, as a
straight loan of five years, it will cost us ô per cent,
during that time, and that money you are lending
out at Il per cent., I think over a third of it at
only 1¼, and some of it at no interest at all. The effect of
that was largely to embarrass the financial institutions of the
country. You disturbed the banking interests of Canada;
you embarrassed the banks. At the very time that you
wer-e loaning this money out at 1 per cent., and a portion
of it at no per cent.. you were taking in deposits from
people all through the coantry at 4 per cent. That is the
way that the Minister of Finance is enriching this
country. The Minister states that if we repaid the
amount the next day after we borrowed that money
at 95, and out of that we had to pay a commission amount-
ing to nearly 2 per cent., we would not have been any poorer.
Why, Sir, that 5 per cent. discount, and the commission
off it as well, represents the cost of making the loan,
if it were spread over a period of 50 years. But to
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to allow the whole cost of placing a 50 years loan to be I think it far botter for Canada to look this matter straight
charged against it for one year, or for a shorter period, is in the face. The Government have made a mistake; let
certainly, in my opinion, bad financing. At the very best them admit it honestly and face the difficulty, and whatever
this cannot be considered as a straight loan for a longer the cost may b let the Government at all events pay the
period than five and a half years, and you have there for money and save the honor of the country. That is what the
this state of affairs, that the discount and the commission Government is for and what the people demand, no matter
that you paid for a credit for 50 years, are absorbed in the what it mny cost, and, lest any impression might be derived
credit of five and a half years. Now, the Minister of Justice from the statement of the Minister of Finance that we are
admits that we are, to a certain extent, bound to this pros. prepared to•allow him to qualify the contract entered into,
pectus, but not really and absolutely bound. I will put the I for one say ho has no right to qualify it, and Idoubt if the
Minister of Justice this question: If we are bound-and I people of Canada, even for the purpose of saving money,
understand that all the members of the Government admit wili allow him to qualify it, but public opinion will be at
that we are bound-to expend the whole of our sinking fund the back of the honor of Canada, even if it is repudiated by
every year in redeeming this particular loan, provided, in the Government of the day.
their judgment, it can be got at a certain figure, they say Mr. WHITlE (Renfrew). I do not propose to detain the
below par. House more than a fow minutes in regard to the matter now

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. No; but too high under discussion. Lot me say at the outset that whatever
above par. may bo the legal attainments of the hon. gentleman who

Mr. MULOCK. I presume they will admit tht they las just spoken, he evidently does not agree in financial
r. bbUOK.Iprume thyiladit ha ternithey matters with the financial leader on that side of the louse.

would be bound-even according te this additional term they Hie has taken exception in the course of his speech to-night
are importing into the contract-that they would ho bound to the manner of the loan, the amount of the loan and the
to expend the whole of our sinking fund each year in the tim eat which it was negotiated. Ho eontended that the
purchase of these particular securities, provided they can be time at which the loan was negotiated was inopportune, and
got at par or under. Now, at this very moment we are that too much moncy was borrowed.
under legal obligations to expend a portion of our sinking
fund each year in redeeming other securities. Tho Minister Mr. MULOCK. Not all those points.
of Finance recited certain loans made by Canada since 1874. Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). Pretty nearly all, if he recol-
I have looked into these, and I understand that we are under lects the statements ho made. He said too much monoy
an absolute obligation-not a more moral obligation, but a had been borrowed and that the time was inopportune.
legal obligation, forming part of the contract, to expend every Mr. MULOCK. To borrow that amount.
year a certain portion of the sinking fund in redeeming
our public securities, provided they ean be got not higher Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). Lot me refor to what the finan-
than par. It may happen, as a matter of accident, that to- cial leader of the Opposition, the hon. gentleman who site
day our public securities are above par, but it may happen beside him at prosent, is reported to have said on a recont
to-morrow that some of our public securities can b bought occasion in regard to this particular loan. That hon. gen-
below par. Does not our legal liability at once accrue, and tleman is reported to have said that:
must not the country expend a portion of the sinking f und in "lOn the whole I am glad to bear my testimony to the fact that I
redeeming other securities ? And it may happen at that time think the last loan was a good loan, that it was welI made and the

that we have that fund invested in two securities; we have time was well chosen.
here, under this obligation, undertaken to invest the whole If I understood the hon. member for South Oxford aright,
sinking fand in the redemption of this particular security, ho continued in that opinion until the prospectus was placed
although under other contingencies we may have to pay a in his bands, when ho discovered that something haid been
portion to redeem other securities. Some hon. gentleman done in this procoeding which in his opinion imposed upon
may say that that may never happon. But that is not the the Government conditions which up to that time ho did
way to deal with legal obligations; we aré not here engaged not suppose had been imposed upon them. I confess that in
in kite flying, and we are not entering into contracte that speaking in regard to this question I do so with a groat deal
are not to be carried out. We must not depend on more of diffidence. I have a very high respect for the financial
chance as to the means necessary to relieve the country talents of the hon. member for South Oxford (Sir Richard
from liabilities into which it may enter. There is nothing Cartwright), but I think in regard to this matter ho las
more sensitive than the money market, as has been stated rather overdrawn the picture. I quite agree with that
by the hon. member for Queen's (Mr. Davies), and should hon. gentleman that if the parties who subscribed their
there come a great disaster such as a European war or other funds to this loan wore induced to do so by the prospectus
causes these securities would decline below par. And whore which was laid before them by our agents in London, and
would we be in such an event ? We are bound to invest our were induced to pay a higher price than otherwise would
sinking fund in two different securities. I have thus shown have been paid for this loan, then I say his contention may
the result which will accrue from the adoption of this pros. bo right. But what is this prospectus, what does it say ?
pectus. The Finance Minister declared that the member IL says that:
for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright) in bringing this ilWith the view of rendering the sinking funda of the varioas loans
matter to the attention of the flouse on this occasion was en- more effactive than heretofore, the Canadian Government intendcto
gaged in decrying the country. Have there ever been words appy the sues annually require. for the redaction of the national debt

utteed n Pabiaent r otsîe Peliaent orecelcletdin purchasea of the stock now offered. The amount at prooent annuallyuttered inParament or outside Parliament more calculated applied to the reduction of the debt is about £350,000, and as the sink-
to injure the country than the utterances of the Minister ing fund is accumulative the amount yearly increases."
cf Finance himself, when he aeserted that under certain In this prospectus also we find the form of debenture, the
conditions he would repudiate the solomn promise of the form of bond, which is the contract between the borrower
people of Canada ? lie told us that in this House to-day, and lender. This form of bond reads as follows:--
and ho will, by that statement, reduce the credit of Canada IlThe Government of Canada hereby acknowledge te be indebted te
as other nations have had their credit reduced; and it may the bearer in the sum of pounds sterling, being part of a sum
happen that we may pay for it in the future and we may authorised te be raised in virtue of an Act of Parlianient cf Oanada,
lose all the advantage gained by this particular transaction passed in the5lst year cf the reigno f Her Majesty Queen Victoria,

hunded.obd, te he uforunae poitin taen y uhapter 2, which mum the eaid Government undertakes ta pay on thea hundred-fold, owing to the unfortunate position taken by 'st July 1938, at the office of Messrs. Baring Bros. & Co., and Mesre.
the Administration in regard to this matter. For my part Glyn, Mills, Ourri. & Co., in the City of Lodone, in England, with in-
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terest in the meantirne frein the lst Jnly, 1888, at the rate of 3 per cent.

terest in the meantime f rom the 1st July, 1888, at the rate of 3 per cent.
per annum."

lu all the prospectuses that had been issued heretofore, the
form of the bond contained the condition that a sinking
fund was te be provided for the redemption of those bonds,
and it was very well understood upon the market, at al]
events in this country in the discussions that took place in
this louse and in the public press in regard te this loan,
that this was teobe a loan without a sinking fund. Here is
expressed the intention of the Government te devote a cer-
tain amount of money, which must be raised yearly and
must be invested by the Government for the redemption of
the former loan, and to invest it in this loan instead of in-
vesting it in other securities. The Government are bound
te invest the sinking fund in securities of some kind, and if
it does net appreciate beyond what the fair market value
will be, then the Government will be perfectly justified,
and will be acting in the interests of Canada, in investing
the sinking fund, which must be invested in securities of
some kind, in these securities. I think the statement made
by the Minister of Finance that it would be a very easy
matter te determine whether this security had un-
duly depreciated by comparing its price with the
price of other securities of Canada is a sound one,
and it seems te me that unless there was a con-
spiracy on the part of our agents in London te get
the Government of Canada into a false position in regard te
this loan, the contention of the hon. gentleman is a sound
one. Of course I do net speak from a legal standpoint,
because I do net understand the legal construction of this
particular clause in the prospectus; but as there is great
divergence of opinion among legal gentlemen as te the
effect of this clause, it seems te me that it may be taken for
granted that, at all events, we are net under a legal obligation
te redeem these securities. Then if we are net under a legal
obligation, are we under a moral obligation te purchase
these securities at any price they may be put up te? I do
net think that we are. Lot me put a case of this kind, it is
an extreme case I admit, but it is a case that might possibly
arise. Suppose the owners of these bonds would refuse
te sell them te the Govornment at any price, suppose they
would say: " We have these bonds and we intend te keep
them," what would the Minister of Finance do in such
a case ? I admit that it is an extremo case, but it is
one that might possibly happen. Let me say in regard
te this matter that se far as investors are concerred
my experience and my information leads me te the conclu-
sion that in the present condition of the money market and
the probable future condition of the money market, a
loan extending for 50 years would be more acceptable te
investors than a loan that would be redeemed within ton
years. It appears to me that whoever invested their money
in this loan did it with the full understanding that the loan
was te run for 50 years and that they were te receive their
interests half yearly, and I believe that this is the reason-
able conclusion which business men must arrive at in re-
gard te this loan. I do not propose te discuss the legal
aspect of the question, as I said before, because I do not
pretend to understand it. I do think there can be no moral
obligation on the Govcrnment to redeem those securities te
the extent set forth in this prospectus, in which they declare
it te be their intention te redeem them, if those securities
are put beyond what is the real actual market value. There-
fore, I think that the motion of the hon. gentleman ought
not to carry.

Mr. COLTER. At this late stage of the debate I do not
intend te occupy the time of the flouse for more than a
moment or two, but I think that the attempt that was made
to prove inconsistency on the part of the hon. member for
South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright) in characterising
this loan as a good loan, when he was net aware of the con-

Mr. WRITE (Renfrew).

tents of the prospectus in question, and with characterising
it differently after ho became aware of this prospectus, is
an attempt which should be frowned down by this House
and Ly the country.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I have made no such statement.

Mr. COLTER. The hon. member for South Oxford made
the statement in one case, assuming the facts to be just as
they appeared from the statement of the Finance Minister;
and, subsequently, ho made a statement when the true facts
became known to the House.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). The hon. gentleman has mis-
taken me. Wbat I wished to say was that the hon. mem-
ber for North York (Mr. Muloch) did not agree with the
hon. member for South Oxford, inasmuch as that the mem-
ber for South Oxford had said that this was a good loan and
effected at an opportune time.

Mr. COLTER. That is assuming that the discovery
which ho subsequently male was not made. It leads up to
this position: that the attempt to show the discrepancy
between the member for North York and the member for
South Oxford bas no foundation whatever, because their
statements were made on a totally different set of facts. It
appears that we have had a judicial construction of a ques.
tion similar to this in our own courts in the Province of
Ontario, and I would call the attention of this House to the
case of Hodgins vs. the Ontario Loan and Debenture Com-
pany, which is reported in our law reports. This was a
case in which a loan was effected largely on the face of a
prospectus which was issued by the Ontario Loan and De-
benture Company to a man named Hodgins, who borrowed
from the company 84,400, and ho had executed a mortgage
on the instalment plan providing for the payment of prin-
cipal and interest in twenty annual instalments of $428.28.
Before ho made this loan ho had access to a circular which
was issued by the company, and that circular was treated as
follows, in the judgrnent of Mr. Justice Patterson, who is
now a judge of the Supreme Court:-

" The managers of the society had be6n accustomed to advertise the
advantages offered by their institution by sending 'to the public,' as
Mr. Bullen expressed it in bis evidence, through the post office, a great
number of circulars, containing amongst other inducements to deal with
them the following announcement: 'The following is the rele of this
institution: Loans can be paid off at any time, and a discharge of
mortgage will be given. The iules of the society being when this
privilege is taken advantage of, to charge three montha' additional
interest at the saine rate at which the loan was made.' This very
explicit piece of information introduced by a parade of the security
which borrowers had in the publication of the loan tables, which
rendered them free froin every possibility of extortion, deception and
fraud ; and by a further statement, which is worth referring to for the
contrast between its teris and the gloss which Mr. Bullen attempted on
his oath to give to the circular. 'These loans' it is stated are made
at a fixed and uniforin rate. Borrowers sometimes desire to exchange
or otherwise dispose ot their property or the means of repaying a loan
may occur or happen in varions ways before the mortgage expires, and
much inconvenience is frequently caused by not being able to obtain dis-
charges of mortgages at any time."

Then the learned judge makes this remark in giving judg.
ment :

" The design with which a document of this kind was circulated could
not of course affect its construction, as that must follow the meaning
naturally conveyed by its language to those wno read it. That mean-
ing obviously is, that a loan made at the fixed and uniform rate set
down in the tables might, by a rule which distinguished the mode of
dealing of this society from that of private capitalists, trustees, or
executors, be payed off at a time and on a scale different from the uniform
rate at which the loan was formerly made, in case a contingency happen-
ed which made the borrower desire to pay it off ? One contingency
expressly mentioned is that which has arisen, viz., the means of repay-
ing the loan which are now afforded by the power to borrow money at
a cheaper rate."

It appears that the borrower, in this instance, wished to
redeem his mortgage before its maturity,in accordance with
the terms of this circular ; and the company, defendants in
this case, resisted the attempt that was made by Mr.
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Hodgins to compel them to take back the money and give
a discharge of the mortgage. Mr. Justice Patterson says:-

" The question is, whether the plaintiff can insist upon redeeming
bis mortgage according to the terme put forth in the circular ? I should
be sorry to find so grave a defect in our administration of justice as
would be apparent from a negative answer. It would reverse the boast
of the circular, and make it an instrument of ' extortion, deception and
fraud.' "

Now, this is the language which the learned judge in
giving judgment in that case, thought fit to use with regard
to those who had issued that circular and who then were
attempting to evade the consequences of it:

' &I agree with my brother Burton in the ground upon wbich he has
baaed his judgment. I am also of opinion that the plaintiff's right to
the relief he seeks may be sustained upon the strict footing of contract,
either the contract evidenced by the mortgage itself or a collateral and
an independent contract."

I need not quote any further from the judgment, but I may
say that the judgment of the Court of Appeal in this case
was unanimous in upholding the judgment previouly
given by Chancellor Spragge, and this case has never been
reversed in any way by appeal. It seems to me that the
doctrine there laid down and which has been upheld as
good law, is the same doctrine which has been contended for
by the hon. member for South Oxford. If it is good law in
a court possessing the high standing of the Ontario Court
of Appeal, I think iL ought to be received with a good deal
of respect by the members of this House. I merely rose in
order to call the attention of hon. members to this particu-
lar, and to show that we consider that the Government of
Canada ought at least to rise to as high a standard of morality
as the courts of Canada exact from a loan company.

louse divided on amendment of Sir Richard Cartwright:

YEÂS :

Messieurs

Armstrong. Edgar,
Bain (Wentworth), Ellis,
Barron, Fiset,
Beausoleil, Fisher,
Béchard, Flynn,
Bernier, Gauthier,
Blake, Gillmor,
Borden, Godbout,
Bourassa, Guay,
Bowman, Holton,
Brien, lunes,
Burdett, Jones (Halifax),
Campbell, Kirk,
Cartwright (Sir Rich'd),Landerkin,
Casey, Lang,
Casgrain, Langelier (Quebec),
Charlton, Laurier,
Choquette, Lavergne,
Colter, Lister,
Cook, Lovitt,
Couture, Macdonald (Huron),
Davies, McIntyre,
De 8t. Georges, McMillan (Huron),
Dessaint, McMullen,
Doyon, Meigs,

NAs:

Messieurs

Audet,
Bain (Soulanges),
Baird,
Barnard,
Bell,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Bo1vert,
BoweIl,
Boyle,
Brown,
Bryson,
Burns,
Cameron,
Cargill,
Carling,
Carpenter,
Caron (Sir Adolphe),

Mille (Bothwell),
Mitchell,
Mulock,
Neveu,
Paterson (Brant),
Perry,
Platt,
Préfontaine,
Rinfret,
Robertson,
Rowand,
Ste. Marie,
Seriver,
Semple,
Somerville,
Sitherland,
Trow,
Turcot,
Waldie,
Watson,
Weldon (St. John),
Welsh,
Wilson (Elgin), and
Yeo.-74.

Ferguson (Leeds&Gren)Mills (Annapolis),
Ferguson (ltenfrew), Moflfat,
Foster, Moncrieff,
Freeman, Montplaisir,
Giganit, O'Brien,
Gordon, Patterson (Essex),
Grandbois, Perley,
Guillet, Porter,
Haggart, Putnam,
Hall, Riopel,
Hesson, Robillard,
Hickey, Roome,
Hudspeth, Rose,
Ives, Rykert,
Jamieson, Scarth,
Jones (Digby), Shanly,
Kenny, Skinner,
jhabelle, Smal,

Indians, Quebec-relief of distress .............. ........... $4,200

Mr. MITCHELL. Let us have some explanation about
this.

Mr. DEWDNEY. The vote is the same as was granted
last year. We are obliged to aid nearly every Indian in
the Province of Quebec, on both sides of the St. Lawrence,
with both food and clothing, and also to provide them with
medical attendance.

Mr. LISTER. Who has the distribution of this money ?
Mr. DEWDNEY. The Indian agents of the different

reserves.
Mr. MITCHELL. Where are those tribos situated?
Mr. DEWDNEY. I am unable to give the information

now.
Mr. MITCHELL. In voting this money we have a right

to know whether it is properly distributed or not, and the
vote should stand if tbe hon. gentleman is not prepared to
give that information.

Mr. LISTER. I think we have a right to know where
this money is expended. The different tribes in Quebeo
and Ontario have moneys and açnuities of their own. I
know several tribes in Ontario, and I know that none of
this money goes to them.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This vote bas been taken
for very many years. The hon. gentleman knows that
some Indian bands in Ontario have funds, and some of them
are rich, and they do not come here for relief. But in the
Province of Quebec there is no Indian fund. Some of the
Indian tribes are doing comfortably enough on their
reserves, but others in portions of the country which are
not so fertile are assisted every year, and this money is
expended through the different Indian agents where relief
is found necessary. There has never been a demand before
for the details of this particular item. I think we ought to
pass it as it always has passed, and as the hon. member for
Northumberland desires a statement, it will be brought
down.
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Cimon, Labrosse, Smith (Ontario),
Cochrane, Landry, Sproule,
Cockburn, Langevin (Sir Heetor), Stevenson,
Colby, La Rivière, Taylor,
Corby, Laurie, Temple,
Costigan, Lépine, Thérien,
Coughlin, Macdonald (Sir John,) Thompson (Sir John),
Coulombe, Macdowall, Tistiale,
Curran, McCulla, Tupper,
Daly, McDonald (Victoria), Tyrwhitt,
Daoust, McDougald (Pictou), Vanasse,
Davin, McDougall (C. Breton), Wallace,
Davis, McGreevy, Ward,
Dawson, McKay, Weldon (Albert).
Denison, MeKeen, White (Oardwell),
Desaulniers, McMillan (Vaudreuil), White (Renfrew),
Desjardins, McNeill, Wilmot,
Dewdney, Madill, Wilson (Argenteuil),
Dickey, Mara, Wilson (Lennox),
Dickinson, Marshall, Wood (Westm'i'd), and
Dupont, Masseon, Wright.-117.

Amendment negatived.
Mr. LABELLE. The hon, member for Gaspé is in his

seat, and did not vote.
Mr. JONCAS. [ did not vote because I paired with the

hon. member for Russell (Mr. Edwards). If I had voted, I
should have voted against the amendment.

Mr. TROW. I wish to call attention to the fact that the
hon, member for Quebec West (Mr. McGreevy) bas voted,
when I understood that he was paired with the hon. mem-
ber for Bellechasse (MIr. Amyot).

IHouse again resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)
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Indian Schools-Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia

and New Brunswick................................... 522,197 50

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I observe here that
an increase of nearly 50 per cent. is required for the Indian
schools in these four Provinces. If that money be well
spent, hon. gentlemen on this side are not disposed to
oppose it, but this vote requires an explanation.

Mr. DEWDNEY. The proposed expenditure is made up
of a number of items. The expenditure during the year
ending 30th June, 1887, for schools was 88,040, and as the
Indian school fund only amounts to $5,000 it had to be sup-
plemented, in order to pay for the schools established.
There is an increase in the salary of the teacher at Oneida
of $50. At the Sault Ste. Marie there is an expenditure of
83,220, most of which bas been granted before. This is
made up by a grant of 860 to the 37 pupils. In Fort Wil-
liam there is a new branch for 20 pupils, at $50 a head.
There is the annual grant to the Indian boys of Manitoulin
Island of $1,500. In New Brunswick there is an item for
schools of 81,800. These Indians have no funds of their
own.

Mr. MITCHELL. They have the Indian lands, and the
timber lands out of which some funds are drawn by the
Government, so they have funds of their own.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They have timber lands,
but they have no school funds.

Mr. DEWDNEY. In Nova Scotia there are salaries for
teachers in eight places at $300 apiece, making $2,400, and
there is $400 to cover the cost of a schoolhouse at Shube-
nacadie, which is a re-vote.

Mr. LISTER. These expenditures do not appear in the
Auditor General's Report. If this report is to be of any use
to the House, these expenditures should appear as well as
the others. Will the iinister say that they will appear
next year ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. Certainly. I have been surprised
that the Auditor General bas not asked for them.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Da 1 understand that, in
these schools, the salaries of the teachers have been ad-
van'ýed, or is this expenditure for the opening of new
schools ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. Some of the salaries have been ad-
vanced.

Mr. PATERSO.N (Brant). I have received a communi-
cation from a teacher who is, I think, in the riding repre-
sented by my hon. friend from Algoma (Mr. Dawson), and
le states that ho gets only $25 a month for teaching in an
Indian tchool, where the cost of living is fully double, and
in regard to many items, three times as much as it is bere.
I do not think I will be charged with urging extravagant
expenditure, but, in regard to these Indian schools, if they
are doing good work, I believe the flouse would be disposed
te be generous. This man is living on the line of the Can-
adian Pacifie Railway, and in view of the difference of price
that is only starvation wages. Beyond that ho claims that
ho was not fairly treated in regard to some time which he
had lost, and he says he sent reports to the Superintendent
Generai through Mr. McFall, but he feared that, as had
happened to him in a previous instance, his communication
had not reached the department.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. What is his name ?
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). His name is E. W. Lys, at

Waubigon. Ue claims that he did not receive all the salary
to which he was entitled, and it seems to me that he makes
out a case for consideration. I do not know what is the
average salary paid to the Indian school teachers, but, if we
are to have progress made, the payment should be sufficient

Sir JoHN A. MACDoNALD.
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to secure, at ail events, a moderately capable man, If the
teacher is able.to give something by way of presents to the
pupils out of his own pocket, it works very well, and to
keep a man at such a place on starvation allowance would
be to defeat the objeet we have in view in establishing these
schools, in helping forward the Indian children and making
them more fit to take possession of the rights of citizenship.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The department has been
steadily increasing the salaries of the teachers in the Indian
schools to a moderate extent. At first, a great many of them
were getting only $50 a year, and their salaries have been
gradually inceased to $200 and $250, and now there is an
effort made to provide for a uniform salary of $300-that is,
that no one shall get less than $300. Very high educational
requirements are not required for an Indian teacher. If he
speaks English and Indian, and teaches the children to read
and write the cipher, that is about all there is required. You
cannot get men of high attainments to go into those schools
at all, and $300 has been found sufficient to obtain the des-
cription of teacher required for these Indian schools. There
may be particular cases where persons are put to snob
expenses that $300 would not be a sufficient inducement.

Mr. McDOWALL. I congratulate the hon. member for
Brant (Mr. Paterson) on the position he has taken, and on
seeing that, in out-of-the-way districts in the North- West,
the cost of living is so high that the agents of the Govern-
ment should be well paid. That is contrary to the view
taken by the hon. member for Wellington (Kr. McMullen)
when the Estimates for the Department of the Interior
were before the House. I congratulate the hon. member
for Brant on holding that the representatives of the Govern-
ment, whether they be Dominion land agents or Indian
school teachers, should be paid according to their services.

Mr. DAWSON. In regard to the salaries paid to the
teachers of Indian schools in the district I represent, I am
very glad to hear that they are to be increased to $300 a
year. The salary to which my hon. friend from Brant
(Mr. Paterson) referred, $25 a month, is a high one in com-
parison with some, which amount to only $150 a year.
There are learned men working for that amount in these
schools, but they have very great hardships to undergo.
The Indians help them, but they have in some cases to chop
their own wood, build their own bouses and live as the
Indians do. The schools in Algoma should be somewhat
extended. The Indian population is very large in that vast
district. There are 10,000 or 12,000 Indians there, and there
are not enough sohools. The two industrial schools now in
operation are doing good service. The Indians take readily
to all sorts of handiwork, and those industrial schools are
admirably conducted, and are producing a very great deal of
good amongst the Indians. We would be better off if we
had a few more of them. On the north coast of Lake Huron
the game and fish are disappearing, and there should be
some industrial schools there so that the Indians could be
instructed in agi iculture. Within the past few years they
have made a good deal of progress.

Mr. MoMULLEN. In reply to the hon. gentleman
opposite, I would say that he has never heard me complain
of the salaries that are being paid to school teachers.
Whenever I have advocated a reduction in the items, they
were referring to such men as Commandant Cameron and
Mr. Chipman, and men of that stamp.

Mr. McDOWALL. I merely wish to say that I did not
refer to Commandant Camerorn, or to the other gentleman
named by the hon. member for Wellington (Mr. McMul-
len); but I was referring to the land agents in the North-
West who, I behieve, have a very important work to do.

Mr. MULOCK. Are the salaries of the school teachers
charged against the Indian Fund Y Does this vote that we
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are paying out of the Consolidated Fund of Canada, pay al
the salaries, or do we have to dip into the Indian Fund ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. A part is paid out of the Indian
Fund. I have a list here showing what was paid to each
teacher in Ontario and Quebec the last quarter ; it amounts
to $2,382. That is paid out of the Consolidated Revenue,
and the other half is paid out of the Indian Fund.

Mr. MULOCK. When we talk about inereasing salaries
we have to remember that we are not merely dipping into
the Consolidated Revenue Fund, but we are also affecting
the Indian Fund. With regard to the qualification required
for school teachers, while the remarks of the First Minister
may apply generally, I think that with regard to some of
the bands in Ontario he will require teachers of a higher
grade.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes; and they are paid
much higher among the Six Nation Indians and the Indians
of Brant.

Mr. MULOCK. I have visited some of these Indian
schools, and I find the pupils as advanced as in some of the
public schools.

Mr. DEWDNEY. In regard to the remarks of the hon.
member for Brant, although the salary is fixed at $300, that
is the minimum. If the average number of pupils is over
25 the teacher is allowed $12 per annum each up to 44.
Where the attendance is large the teachers get more than
$300, if below 25 he only gets $300.

Payment of Annuities under the Robinson Treaty... $ L5,588

Mr, DAWSON. Some years ago a return was presonted
to the House showing the arrears due to the Indians under
the Robinson Treaty, and I think it was roughly estimated
at $800,000; at all events, if my memory serves me, it was
over half a million. Here is an enormous sum of money
due to these Indians of whom we are now speaking. The
hon. member for North York (Mr. Mulock) spoke of the
funds for schools being taken from the Consolidated Rev-
enue. lu these arrears there is a fund which would provide
for industrial schools and help the Indians to stock their
larms with cattle and implements, and all that sort of thing,
When the Minister of Iuerior brings down the information
that was promised lately, I would like him to bring down
such information as would give us an idea of how much is
actually due in the shape of arrears to the poor Indians
under the Robinson Treaty. I know that the matter is now
being arranged between the Ontario and Dominion Govern-
ments. The land has fallen to the Ontario Government, and
by a recent decision of the Privy Council, I believe the prin.
ciple is sustained that the Province that gets the land ought
to pay all claims upon it in the shape of Indian annuities.
So I suppose the matter will now be settled.

Revote of amount voted last Session, but not ex-
pended, for the removal of the residue of the
Lake of Two Mountains Indiana from Oka to
Township of Gibson............................$4,977 20

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the position
of that arrangement ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. The chief who is in charge of these
Indians who removed to Algoma, bas informed me how
they were progressing. He states that they are in a very
contented state, and auxious that their friends who had
remained at Oka should join them. Some friends of the
Indians remaining at Oka are endeavoring to persuade them
to remove to Algoma, and I have reason to believe that in
the course of another year a great many of them will join
their friends there.

Mr. O'BRIEN. Those Indians who have been removed
to the Township of Gibson are, I am happy to say, in a

very prosperous condition, and there is nothing in their
circumastances that should dissuade the remainder of the band
from removing there also. They have abundant work in
the mills, if they choose to take it, they are clearing land
and putting up good houses. The only complaint that I
have heard is that they have not been fairly treated by the
Seminary; they complain that the promises of the Seminary,
made at the time of their removal, have not been carried
out. I would ask the Minister of Interior to ascertain
whether that complaint is well founded, because if it is not,
it is unjust to the Seminary, and it increases the ill-feeling
among the Indians, and also prevonts the remainder from
removing.

Mr. MULOCK. I have had occasion for some years to
bring before the Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,
a certain matter which I would bring to the attention of the
Minister of the Interior, in whom I think I can discover an
extreme desire to do justice all round. A Mr. Grant took
up 100 acres of land in the township of Gibson. He cleared
several acres and expended about 8300 in building a
bouse. Shortly afterwards this township, or at all events
the land around him, was set apart as an Indian roserve,
and Oka Indians were removed to his neighborhood. They
were all around him, and s ho thought they had a right to
bis land as well. In consequence of this incursion ho
abandoned bis property to the Indians and withdrew from
the township; and then ho applied, himself at first and
afterwards through me, to the dopartment bore for com-
pensation, and up to this moment the question bas never
been adjusted. I observe that the hon. member for South
Simcoo (Mr. Tyrwhitt) bas entered the Chamber
and I should be glad, as he is familiar with the case, and as
I have had some conversation with him on the subject, if
he would add any information ho possesses. I am satisfied
that the party in question is entitled to fair compensation.
I do not know that a legal claim could be established in
the Exchequer Court; but the case is as I have stated it.
The incursion of Indians took place into the whoie town-
ship, and bis neighbors became such, as ho bad never cn-
templated, that ho had to abandon the settlement, and bis
improvements were taken possession of by the Indians.
Under these circumstances this gentleman is entitled to
compensation.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think so from
my recollection of the facts. The Dominion Government
did not take possession of this tract or form it into a re-
serve. The circumstances were these: The Seminary were
anxious to have the Indians removed from Oka. There
was a dispute which had assumed a very irritating forai.
The Seminary advanced a sum of money, and the Parliament
of Canada advanced a sum, and with those two amounta
they purchased from the Government of Ontario these lots.
They purchased them at a fair market price, 81 or 50 cents
an acre.

Mr. MULOCK. Your Government negotiated with the
Ontario Uovernment and arranged the matter.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Seminary bought
the land, and we supplemented their vote of money. Mr.
Grant was there as a squatter, I suppose.

Mr. MULOCK. As a settler.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If ho had a title ho would
have held hie land. The Seminary had a right to buy
the land for the Indians. They bought it for the Indians;
the Indians went there like any whites or any other British
subjects, and they had a right te go there and settle on
those lots. Mr. Grant did not like his neighbors, and went
away. There is no reason why the Indians should pay Mr,
Grant.
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Mr. MULOCK. I am not asking that the Indians
should pay him.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Nor that the Govern-
ment should pay him.

Mr. MULOCK. I think the Government should pay
him. The Dominion Government caused the entire change
that took place. It may be that the Seminary were desir-
ous that the change should take place, but this Government
arranged with the Local Government for the whole block
of land. The Seminary may have supplied funds, but this
Government was the moving power, The Government
were anxious to place the Indians out of the scene of the
troubles which had oacurred before, and thought it botter to
remove them from their old associations and discord; and
in doing so they surrounded this man with a class of neigh-
bors he never contemplated.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The claim is against the
Ontario Government if they improperly sold those lands to
the injury of Mr. Grant.

Mr. MULOCK. 'The Ontario Government did not sell
this man's land. This man's land continued bis own, but
the Indians whom the Dominion Government put there
took possession of it. I ask the bon. member for Son th Sim-
coe (Mr. Tyrwhitt) if he does not feel that there is an obli-
gation resting on the Government in this matter.

Mr. IYRWH[TT. I cannot say that I am equally
familiar as the hon. member for North York (Mr.
Mulock) is as to the facts, but I am equally interested in the
welfare of Mr. Grant, from the circumstance that I have
known him my entire lifetime, for a great many years before
the hon. member for North York was acquainted with the
country. I am equally interested with him in Mr. Grant's
welfare, and I should be only too glad to assist Mr. Grant
in any way I can, provided it is in accordance with the
rules of the department. I shall be only too glad to assist
Mr. Grant either now or in any future time I can in accord-
auce with the rules of the department.

Mr. O'BRIEN. I know something in regard to this
matter, as I was sent on behalf of the Government to deal
with the settlers, and the Government did remunerate all
those who had made improvements. How Mr. Grant did
not come to be remunerated I do not know. Compensation
was paid to all settlers in the township of Gibson; but the
purchase of the land was made by the Seminary, and I do
not think this Government had anything to do with it. The
bargain was between the Seminary, the Province of Ontario
and the Oka Indians. The Dominion Government, as
superintending Indian affairs, bad something to do with it,
but the money was paid by the Seminary. How Mr. Grant
was not compensated I do not know, because compensation
was made.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The others had no title,
they were squatters. Mr. Grant owned the land.

Mr. MULOCK. The First Minister may remember these
facts, but my impression is they are not correct, and I think
he will find ho is mistaken. I will tell the House how Mr.
Mr. Grant was omitted. Ho had built a house and cuhi-
vated a certain quantity of land and his position was exactly
the same as those to whom the Government made compen-
sation ; but it happened that he had rented his bouse and
was absent from the township at the time the Goverument
made the settlement, and he did not learn that the Govern-
ment had taken possession of his property until sometimo
afterwards. His tenant took to flight when the Indians
took possession, and he did not inform Mr. Grant of the
occurrence; and when Mr. Grant put in his claim for settle-
ment it was found that the others had been paid and ho had
been left out. That is how it came about.

Sir JoHN A. MACDONALD.

Mr. O'BRIEN. He ought to be paid for his improve-
monts.

Mr. MULOCK. I will ask the First Minister to look
into the matter.

Mr. DEWDNEY. I will look into it.

Mr. MULOCK. And give an answer before we get
through with Concurrence.

Mr. DEWDNEY. Yes.
Mr. TYRWIITT. Possibly what bas brought this matter

to the mind of the hon. member for North York (Mr.
Mulock), is that I showed him a letter from Mr, Grant a
few evenings ago. I had been to the department and had
interested myself in Mr. Grant's case, which I think has
been under consideration for some time. i do not think the
hon. member for North York would have brought this
matter up this evening had I not shown him the letter from
Mr. Grant a few evenings ago.

Mr. CHARLTON. I desire to call the attention of the
Minister of the Interior to a matter of some importance, and
it is one that will come within his department. I received a
communication some time ago from a gentleman by the name
of Froude, with respect to the propagation and domestication
of beaver. I refarrad the matter to the Minister of Agricul-
ture, who toli me that it would come more properly within
the province of the Minister of the Interior. He sots forth
in bis memorial that the business of raising beaver can
be easily and successfully prosecuted at moderate expense.
That far, as the hon. gentleman knows, is becoming very
scarce and I think that the suggestions contained in the
memorial are worth the consideration of the Minister of the
Interior, and that a small sum expended in this way would
be of great advantage to the country. Of course if the
feasibility of beaver culture was once established, private
enterprise would take the matter in charge and prosecute
it successfully, but it will probably require Government aid
to have the experiment made. I know that the experiment
of raising and cultivating mink was made in one of the
States of the Union some years ago and proved very auc-
cessful, the result being that the quantity of fur was greatly
increased and the prices reduced. Froi what knowledge
we have of the production of fur-bearing animals there
seems to be no doubt that the raising of beaver could be
successfully engaged in. I would ask the Minister to
give his attention to ihat memorial which is now in the
bands of the Minister of Agriculture, and to give the matter
that consideration which its importance deserves.

To pay A. Dingman............. ............ $220

Mr. LISTER. Would the hon. gentleman state what the
salary of Mr. Dingman is?

Mr. DEWI)NEY. $1,700.
Mr. LISTER. I suppose bis time belongs entirely to the

Government, and such being the case I would ask some
explanation as to why this additional pay should be given ?

Mr. DEWDNE Y. I think this is some old standing ac-
count that was settled by my predecessor. I presume Mr.
Dingman accompanied the superintendent when ho made
the negotiations. I do not know the particulars of it, but
there must be some special reason for it, because ho was
paid by Order in Council.

Mr. LISTE R. 11e being a permanent officer of the de-
partment, I cannot understand why ho should recoive an
additional salary, but I suppose the hon. gentleman is not
able to give an explanation as it was before his time. Be-
fore we pass from the Ontario Indian items, I might remind
the First Minister that a year or two ago I brought to hie
attention the fact that an investigation was going on on the
Indian reserve at Walpole Island and on one or two other
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reserves in Ontario. At the instance of several Indians
who claimed that they belonged te the tribes Wthich were
only entitled to the Indian annuities, and that certain other
Indians who had come into the reserve years and years
ago, were not so entitled although they had married
and intermarried, their children and grandchildren, and
great grandchildren are now living on these reserves and
have received annuity moneys for years and years and
although they were received into the bands at different
times by resolutions at their council meetings. Some few
of the Indians had made claims that these Indians I have
mentioned were foreigners and not entitled to participate in
those annuities, Now, the Indians who are complairned
against, in every instance, form the majority of the bands.
They have been admitted, properly or improperly, I do not
know which, but they have intermarried with the members
of the other tribes, they have located on the lands and be-
come regular members of the bands so far as we know, In
addition to this, all these Indians, with the exception of five
or six in the band to which I have particular reforence,
have petitioned the Government that this investigation
should be stopped. At this late date, aflter forty or fifty
years, when nearly all proof as to how they were admitted
into the band has disappeared, it would ho manifestly un-
just that these Indians ahould be declared by the depart-
ment or by the decision of the commissioner to be no longer
members of the band. I desire to point out to the
Minister that this investigation, prolonged as it bas
been for nearly two years, is creating the greatest possible
unrest on the reserves, Indians who formerly were indus-
trious and lived at home attending to their farms, are day
aftor day coming into town and letting thoir places run into
a condition which I could hardly describe. The commis-
sioner comes there once in a while and holds an investiga-
tion for a day or two, and his visit seeis to resuscitate all
the difficulties I have spoken of. I can assure the Govern-
ment that the continuance of this investigation is doing
great harm on the reserve. I know that there is evidence
before the Government that this investigation is not wanted
by the Indians generally, but only by the smallest minority
of that tribe. On the reserve in my county the council
have passed a resolution asking that this investigation should
not bo proceeded with, and in the interest of the Indians I
would strongly urge on the Government to have this matter
brought to an end. The Indians have got the idea that an
act of injustice is to be perpetrated on them, and that feel-
ing is growing worse from day to day and ought to be
allayed at once.

Mr, DE WDNEY. I have looked into the inatter to some
extent, and the information I have received from the depart-
ment is as stated by the hon. gentleman. I have not con-
sidered the question sufficiently to make up my mind regard-
ing it, but 1 will take an early opportunity of doing so. Of
course we do not want to do any injustice toe any one.

Mr. LISTER. I do not pretend to say that.

Mr. McMULLEN. I notice by the Auditor General's
iReport that this Mr. Dingman drew a salary of over 81,600
last year and also $240 for the Dundee Commission. I think
it is extremely objectionable that men employed at respect-
able salaries should ho permitted to double their pay by
charging for extra services. I see now in the estimates $220
for this person while I am quite sure that ho is getting the
same salary as last year. This question of elerks being
allowed to draw double pay has been brought before the
Ho1euse on several occasions and the Minister of Finance
stated, when I brought the matter up before, that the num-
ber was largely increasing. I find that we have now on
the list 483 officials, who are drawing money in addition to
their salary. Clerks and officiais of all kinds are getting to
understand that once they are instulled ln office any little
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pickings they eau collect, for extra services rendered, is
sure to be acknowledged by the head of the departmont.
Now, I thinli this should be put a stop to. A man who is
drawing a salary of' $1,600 a year, if asked by the depart-
ment to attend to a little matter like this Dundee Commis-
sion, should be willing to do that without charging $10 a
day while his salary is going on. I notice that thi4 practice
is increasing from year to year. Last year 400 were on the
list, and this year there arc 484 people who have been
granted extra allowances of this kind.

Indians-Prince Edward Island... ........................ $2,000

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) What is tho meaniing of the in-
crcaes of salaries in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia?

Mr. DEWDNEY. The whole incrcase is in teacbers' sal-
aries. I fancy there was a representation mado that the
salaries were too small. They only amount to $50 or $75 a
year.

Mr. CAMEION. I desire to eall the attention of the
Minister of the Interior to the salary of the idian agent at
Inverness. I notice that ho has not been paid in proportion
to the salaries of other agents in eastern Nova Scotia. I
hope the hon. Minister will look into the matter and see
that ho is put on alevel with the othor agents iin Nova Scotia.

Mr. DEiWDNEY. I propose to mako that representation
to my colLeagues, and endeavor to get it carried out.

Indians-Manitoba aud North-West Territories..$9U,116

Sir RIOHARD CARTWRIGHIT. I observe a consider-
able decrease here. What is the cause of this, and how
many Indians are at p'resent under treaty obligations te
whom we require to pay annuities ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. This shows a decrease of somothing
over $9,000. The number of Indians who aro participating
in annuities is 25,780 mon, women and children, 95 chiots,
and 335 headmen. That makes something like 26,000
Indians.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. According to that, the
Indians are costing us about $200 per family, which cor-
tainly does appear a very exorbitant suin indeed for us to
expend in the maintenance of the Indian tribes. We ought
to obtain all the resuits we possibly can for very much
less than $40 per head for every rman, woman and child. I
do not want to go into a minute detail of these various
items, but I think that plain fact will strike the people of
Canada as showing that this is an exorbitant sum te pay.

Mr. MACDOWALL. As a rosident of the North-West, I
would say to the hon. member that if he possibly did go
into the details, and if he knew the work whieh is being
done in the North-West, the sum would not perhaps appear
so exorbitant after ail. The condition of the Indians is very
different from what it was ton years ago. At that
time they were wild mon on the plains; today they are
farmers cultivating their farms. The expenditure has been
incurred in bringing them in to this state of semi.civilisation ;
and considering the cost of transport and supplies in the
North-West, I think an outlay of $38 per head is very small
indeed. If the hon. member went through the industrial
schools and saw the excellent work they are doing, ho
would find that the exponditure is being made in a very
wise way indeed. The Indians have been taught to culti-
vate their latnds and to produce what they need, and have
made wonderful advances.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I have, however, a
very strong opinion that a very large proportion is spent
to provide for hangers-on of the Government of the pattern
of Mr. Webster and Mr. Smyth, and that a great deal of
the money is entirely wasted, especially that which goes to
Indian agents, farm instructors, and all that clasof people,
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I am not in the least convinced that we ought to be called
upon to pay out of the pockets of the people, $200 on an
average for every Indian family. Are the Indians, in the
opinion of the hon. gentleman, increasing or decreasing ?

Mr. DEWDNBtY. On some of our reserves the Indians
are increasing to a small extent, but on the majority they
are decreasing, but not to a very large extent. As a whole
the general bealth on the roserves bas improved every
year; lhey are beconing civilised and seom to live in a
more cleanly manner. Although this appears to be a large
amnourit, 8138,000 is paid under treaty; there is also a cer-
tain amount of implements, seed grain, and other articles, for
which we are obliged to pay under treaty. In regard to the
education of the Indian children of the North-West, I feel
very proud of the result. I have a return whioh shows
that a larger amount of Indians there receive instruction
than in Ontario or Quebec.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). With regard to the food
supply of the Indians, it was explained some years ago that,
as soon as they were on reserves and taught agriculture,
they would become self-supporting; but the Government
still have to provide food for these people. A large amount
is also voted for industrial schools. My opinion is that the
best possible school for the young Indians is to set them
actually at work with the men who are farm instructors.
The Indians were employed occasionally, but a very few of
them were employed at al]. They bad an opportunity of
seeiiig the process of farming carried on where these farms
were establishcd, and I think the result was that, at the
end of three years, we had to buy the food in order that
these instructors might be kept from starvation while they
were drawing their wages. I do not know how far that
condition of things bas improved, or how far these people
are able to produce their own menus of subsistence fur the
wagues which tbey get, but it seems to me that farm in-
structors sufficient in number to draw wages to the extent
of $32,000, are sufficient in number to raise food for these
Indians even if they were not doing anything for them-
selves. If those farmers were honest men and were paid
according to results, .they would be able to bring the
Indians to the field and make them self-supporting. It
seems to me that the department is a failure and must b
considered a failure until these appliances that the Govern-
ment have introduced can produce what food the Jndians
require, and more than they require for the means of
subsistence.

Mr. DEWDNEY. If the hon, gentleman took the oppor-
tunity of coming to the North-West when I am there, I
could take him through some of our reserves in the south or
the north, and I think he would ohange his views in refer-
ence to this matter. We have now 29 instructors, and the
other employés, who are mostly Indians, are 5 in num-
ber. If we were to put them on one piece of land and give
them teams of oxen and so on, they might be able to raise
plenty of food for the Indians, but that is not the purpose.
These instructors are not there to raise food. We do not
allow them to do that on their own places, because the
Indians do the work. But for the Indian labor, we could
not cultivate, as we are doing, some 8,000 acres of land.
Last year we cultivated 6,783 acres. Almost every acre of
that was ploughed and seeded by the Indiana, and, although
there are a great many Indians who are raising a great
deal more than they consume themeelves, we cannot
take that out of their fields and give it to their
next door neighbors. Beoause in that way we
would destroy all their energy. We get all we
can out of them. In the Birtie district, we have two
agents, one clerk, one farming instractor, and two employés,
who are half.breeds or Indians, and in tha, agency we have
1,pd Indians. In thq Moose Mountain 4gany, we hrel

Sir IiCHARD CARTWRIGHT.

273 Indians and there we have an agent, a clerk, one
instructor, a4d two other men who are Indians. On the
Crooked Lake Reserve there are 647 Indians, and there we
have an agent, a clerk, four instructors, and three other
employés. These are continually with the Indians working
with then from morning to night, but they do not raise
any food for themselves. With regard to the supply farms to
which the hon. gentleman roferred, I may say that they were
established in early days, before there was any grain in the
country at ail, and for the purpose of raising seed grain.
They did their work comparatively well, but, when thero
was no further use for them, we got rid of thom.

Mr, MoMULLEN. It appears to me that the prices for
implements paid in the North-West wore in some cases very
high, For instance, I find 143 car t wheels and axles for
which $27 apiece was paid. I sec also that 37 harrows were
purchased at a cost of $32 apiece. I can havdly understand
why we should pay such prices as that in the North-West.
I sce aliso that 53 ox-yokes wcre purchase 1 at $7 apiece, and
ploughs at $31 apiece, while breaking ploughs cost $25 each.
I think in some of these items the price is very high, and I
should like to know under what system these are obtained,
whether by tender or otherwise? I suppose in Ontario
you could buy a plough of the same kind as that for which
$31 is paid here for $ [6 or $18, and I have heard it stated
that these implements arc sold in Manitobaatas low a price
as they are in Ontario. I have heard of machines being sent
there which could not find buyers, and so the shippers had
to take what they could for them.

Mr. DEWDNEY. They are ail bought by public tender.
Thoy are ail advertised for at this time of the year, and the
contracts are let a little later than thuis.

Mr. MACDOWALL. I think the hon. member for Wel-
lington (Mr. M1cMullen) muît have made a mistake in
reforence to the agricultural implements and other things
to which he refers, because 1 think ho has usually contended
that agricuPural implements wcre very dear in the North-
West, and now ho says that bankrnpt stock, as I suppose,
or large stocks, at any rate, are sent up to the North. West,
and that implements can be bought there very cheaply. I
wish there were more cheap imploments for sale.

Mr. MOMULLEN. Thestatement I made was that there
bad beep large shipments of agricultural implements, in
some cass taking lower prices than what otherwise might
be got. More wore sent than were needed, and under those
circumstances the Government should have been able to
supply themselves at a less cost than we see bere. I would
like to ask what provision is made for preserving these
implements ? Are they kept under cover, or are they ont.
side ?

Mr. MACDOWALL. I hope the Government will not buy
implements in the manner described by the hon. gentle-
man. I believe that the only proper way is to advertise
for tenders and take the lowest tender.

Mr. McMULLEN4. I am pleased to see that there are
more "Iellow" from the North-West than one.

Mr. DEWDNEY. In the early days it ws very diffi-
cult to protect the tools because it was difOicult to build
houses, even for our Indians or agents. But circumatances
are changing, and if the hon, gentleman visited any of our
reserves ho would see that ample provision is made for pro-
tecting the implements brought to the agencies before they
are distributed. Of course, alter they geLt into the hands of
the Indians, they are not so well cared for, but the Indians
themselves are beginning to recognise the importance of
atoring their irsplements. It is the business of the farm
instructor to teach them the necessity of doing so.

Mr,McUJLLEN. I agree with the opinion of the hon.
memberfQr Bothwell (ut., »Ils} that the eations th"&
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we are making from year to year to teach these Indians to
produce food for themselves, are to a large extent a failure.
I was told by a party who had some experience with the
Indians of the North-West, that on one reserve where the
Indians had been supplied with seed potatoes, after the
instructor had told them how to plant and as soon as his
back was turned, they took the seed out of the ground and
ate them.

Mr. DEWDNEY. That is an Indian trick. We have
niany little faults of that kind to contend aeainst. I have
known many old women on the reserves who will watch
until every man has left the field, whon they will dig up
the potatoes that were planted and cover up the hills, and
no one knew, until sometime afterwards, why the potatoes
did not grow. But the Indians are learning better. With
regard to the Indiana raising something for themselves, I
will read a letter I received a few days ago from one of our
reserves:

d We have not used an onuce of contract flour for Muscowpetung's
band for the last tbree months. We put in a littie wheat on the lower
farm and had it ground for the destitute. The farming Indians in most
cases will feed themselves for sometime to come."

I have several reports of a similar nature, showing that they
are progressing as fast as could be expected.

Mr. WATSON. I believe that contracta, as a rule, are
let for the delivery of these tools on the reserve ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. To be delivered on the reserve.
Mr. WATSON. I pointed out some years ago that if con.

tracts were let for the different supplies to be delivered at
certain points on the railway, and then contracts were let
for their delivery from these points to the reservos, the sup-
plies could bo got by the Government much cheapor than
i bey are to-day. The hon, gentleman has some practical
knowledge of the way freights are carried in that country,
and the great inconvenience it is for people who tender for
small quantities of goods down east to be delivered in the
west, and ho knows how hard it is for them to make arrange.
ments for the delivery of those goods from the railway
stations to the reserves. I think that if a system was
adopted of advertising far tenders for goods to be delivered
at certain points on the railway, and thon contracts were let
to freighters to deliver those goods at the reserves, it would
be much more satisfactory to the general pub!ic and to
those who tender for the delivery of the goods. As it is at
present, only large contractors can undertake to supply
these goods.

Mr. DEWDNEY. There are some points on the railway
where I think that might be done, but there are not many.
Ali the supplies for the North and the North Saskatchewan,
I think, would be btter delivered under our present system,
certainly with less inconvenience to us, and I do not think
it would make much difference in the price. I know it
has been the impression of a number of gentlemen hare
that it would be botter if we had a central point at whioh
all goods should be delivered, thence to be shipped into the
interior. That course was adopted before I took charge of
the Indians in the North-West, at a time very different
from the present, when ail the freighting was done by
carts. It took me nearly two years to gather up the tools
and implements scattered through that country at the time,
which the contractors had failed to deliver. I think the
time is coming when it will not be necessary to purchase so
large a quantity of tools as we are doing now, for the reason
that the Indians are learning their valie and purchasing
themselves. Heretolore, as hon. gentlemen know, when the
Indians saw either tools or provisions, or anything of that
sort in a storebouse, they liked to get themi, and they will
not leave the agent or the party in charge until they
get sometbing; if they cannot get an axe they will take a
file. Now, however, many of them are buying tools and

implements for themselves, with the money they make ont
of the surplus crops they have raised. So many of them are
doing this that it accounts for the decrease which we have
here in those articles. I can name at least fivo or six In.
dians, who, last year, bought sof-binders themselve, and
they are paying for them out of the grain they are raising
from year to year. The fewer toois that we have to deliver
at the agencies, the sooner we will be able to adopt the
suggestion of the hon. gentleman, and keep a certain quan.
tity at headquarters and thon the agent can requisition for
what he really needs.

Mr. MACDOWALL. Do I understand that the hon.
gentleman advocates advertising for supplies for the North
Saskatchewan, in local papers, so that local people can have
an opportunity of tendering ? We can obtain flour and
beefin the country in which we advertise for those articles.
Strong bakers flour, I suppose' is not expected, but good
wholesome flour such as white people eut in the country&

Mr. DE WDNE Y. We call for local tenders for all staples
which can be supplied in the Territories. It must be good
wholesome flour, or we shall be charged with feeding the
Indians bad flour.

Mr. WATSON. I called the attention of the louse two
or three years ago to this matter, on account of statements
made that while people might be able to tender for certain
goods, it was impossible for them to calculate the cost of
delivering them from tho railway station to the roserves. I
believe such a systom as I have spokon of might be adopted.
It would be doing away with the middlemen and large con.
tractors, and divide the trade between the manufacturers of
the east and freighters of the west. In regard to flour, no
doubt the member for Saskatchewan (Mr. Macdowall) is
making a sufficiently good flour at Prince Albert to enable
him to tender for flour for the Indians. I hope the time
may come when it will not be necessary to supply so
many implements to the Indians. I call attention also to
the fact that the Yellow Quili band on the Assiniboia are
not on their reserve, and, therefore, they should not receive
annuities.

Mr. DEWDNE Y. We have endeavored to get them on
their beautiful reserve on Swan Lake, but have not been
successful. I do not think we can deprive them of their
annuities.

Mr. McMULLEN. I see we have paid $60 and $70 per
head for cattle last year, and there is an item of $34 for
cattle driving. Might not the Indians be employed in this
work as well as froighting, for which $113 was charged ?-

Mr. DEWDNEY. We endeavor to give the Indians all
the freighting we have, but we have to pay them for doing
it. Wherever we can utilise the Indians we do so, but we
have to pay them. With regard to driving the cows, they
no doubt had to be delivered on some distant reserve, and
were driven by Indians who bad to be paid.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. $70 per cow seems
rather a large aum, unless they were some of the Valanoey
Fuller's cattle or pedigree cattle.

Mr. MACDOWALL. Co*s in the North-West bring $60
per head.

Mr. WATSON. $70 is a very high price. From the ex-
planation of the Minister it appears that these cattle had to
be driven some distance to a reserve. In Birtle district, two
or three years ago, when supplies were required and some
cattie, tenders were invited, but unfortunately for the people
living there, they bad no notice until two days after the
tenders were reeoived. I happened to be in the district and
there was great dissatisfaction among the people; and in-
creased prices have to be paid for articles by the Indian
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Department because tenders are not invited in the locality
where they are required.

Mr. MACDOWALL. $60, $65 and as high as $70 was
the regular price for cows in the North Saskatchewan dis-
trict. At present, I am sorry to say, they would not
realise very much, because there is no sale for anything
there.

Mr. WATSON. On what reserve were the cows delivered ?
Mr. DEWDNEY. I know that they were tendered for and

let by contract, but I cannot tell where they were delivered.
I will furnish the information. I am anxious to know my-
self.

Mr. WATSON. I know that in Manitoba you can buy a
very fair milch cow within the last two years at from $25
to $30. The price, as the member for Assiniboia (Mr.
Macdowall) says, has been very low, and it appears to me
that this is a very higb price to pay.

Mr. McMULLEN. I do not think that the hon. gentle-
men opposite should blame us for detaining them on these
items. I can remember when hon, gentlemen took up a
whole night's discussion about some old woman's cow which
was killed. I find that there were 24 sheep purchased here
at 824 a pair, and I would like to know if the raising of
sheep bas been found to be successfal in the North-West ?

Mr. DEWDTEY. Yes. Wherever we supplied the
Indians with sheep they have taken very great care of them
and they are now utilising the wool in some reserves.
They have a spinning wheel on one reserve and they make
their own socks and mitsa; they took the contract last year
to supply one of the industrial schools with mittens. The
first establishment supplied was on the Moosomin reserve
and the sheep were wonderfully successfal there. At one
time they had a credit of four or five hundred dollars from
the sale of surplus sheep.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I am glad to hear that the raising of
sheep bas been successful in the North-West, because some
farmers who have gone from my own district to Manitoba
have sent back very poor accounts of the growth of tsheep
there.

Mr. CAMPBELL. I see there is a large item here for
flour. How much is there in a sack ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. One hundred pounds. Every bag is
weighed to see that it contains that.

Mr. CAMPBELL. I find that the price is about $5.40 a
barrel, may I ask if it is furnished by tender ?

Mr. DE WDNEY. Yes; every sack of flour that is used
is purchased from the lowest tenderer.

Mr. CAMPBELL. The price that is paid for the four is
altogether beyond the market value of flour at that time.

Mr. DEWDNEY. The price depends a great deal on
where it has to be delivered.

Mr. McMULLEN. $25 per pair for blankets and 60
cents a yard for étoffe seems to be very high prices. I would
like to know who furnishes these things ?

Mr. DEWDNEY.
Garland, of Ottawa.
4toffe is of very good

I think they are furnished by Mr.
They are very good blankets, and the

quality.

Mr. McMULLEN, That appears to be a very high price
for Indian clothing.

Mr. DEWDNEY. You have got to get good materials
or they would be of no use.

Mr. MoMULLEN. It is quite clear that very extrava-
gant prices are being paid for these supplies, and I am of
opinion that in view of the large number of railways there

Mr. WATsoN.

are in that country we ought to be able to supply the In.
dians cheaper than we do now. I hardly blame gentlemen
from the North-West encouraging the Government in the
expenditure of money, for they do that on all occasions.
From the time they had the war up there they seem to ap-
preciate large expenditures in that section of the country.
If we get value for the money spent it is all right, but I
think we should endeavor to cut down the cost of a great
many of the commodities supplied. 822 for ploughs and
$150 for ordinary reapers that we ought to be able to buy
for $75 is too much. We ought to put a stop to that kind of
thing. I hope that the hon. gentleman now installed in
the office of Minister of the Interior will endeavor to get these
items reduced, and that he will see, as I am sure he will,
that we get value for the money we spend.

Mr. MACDOWALL. The hon. gentleman has made a re-
mark with reference to the North-West members, which I
do not think should be allowed to pass without comment.
fie says that their object is, and that they do everything
they possibly eau, to have money recklessly expended in
that country.

Mr. McMULLEN. I said nothing about reckless expen.
diture; I said they were inclined to encourage the expendi.
ture of money in the North.West.

Mr. MACDOWAL L. With that qualification I am quite
willing to accept the hon. gentleman's statement. As long
as it is a wise expenditure the members for the North.West
are always willing that money should be expended for the
benefit of the country.

Mr. DEWDNEY. It is not fair to criticise the price of
these implements unless you can state the point at which
they are delivered. In some cases the freight often costs as
much as the implement itself, All I can tell the hon. gen-
tleman is, that if the Government thought proper to put it
in the power of any man to go and buy the implements, or
anything else required by the Indians, by private contract,
it could be done and money saved, but that would not
satisfy hon. gentlemen opposite. Immediately the Govern.
ment did that we would be told that we were acting im-
properly, and I think we would be. The only thing we can
do is to buy by tender, and we cannot do anything but
give the contract to the lowest tenderer.

Mr. CAMPBELL. We are furnished here with a detailed
statement of the prices of supplies, and it is not mentioned
where they were purchased. We bought a large anount of
bacon which cost 15 cents a lb. and for beef we paid 8 cents
a lb. It seems to me simply monstrous to talk about having
to pay 8 cents a lb. for beef in a country like the North-
West. Then I find that teams were hired for $1.25 per day
for each team. There is evidently something wrong in that,
for you cannot get any team I am sure in the North-West
for that price.

Mr. WATSON. The Minister cannot wonder at the
Opposition criticising these items, because we find that in
one instance oxen cost $87.50 each, and in another instance
only 859 eacb. With regard to the supply of meat, it ap-
pears to me that in a country like the North-West, where
cattle can be grown so easily, the Government should find
some means whereby the beef for the Indians should be
raised in the vicinity of the reserves. It seems strange that
the Government should pay 15 cents a lb. for pork in a coun-
try where beef could be raised by the department at a
cheaper rate than 8 cents a lb., and I believe the Indians
would be much better pleased at having fresh beef furnished
to them, I have a vivid recollection that when the Indians
complained of the pork that was fed to them, I think, under
the superintendence of the hon. gentleman who has now
charge of this department, they actually agreed to take
three.quarters of a pound of fresh beef in preference to a
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pound of pork. The Indians ought to be furnished with
beef at a lower rate than pork.

Mr. DEWDNEY. At one season the Indians are
very anxious to get beef, and at the other to get pork ; you
cannot depend on them in that respect. We do supply
beef whenever we can from settlers, as close to the reseirve
where it is consumed, as possible. it does seem singular
that in our great western cattle country we are paying 8
cents a pound for beef, while in Assiniboia, in the-neighbor
hood of the reserves, it only coste 5 or 6 cents a pound
We have found it profitable to rend beef from the Touch-
wood Bills to Morley. The demand for beef in the North
West is very large. Last year all the surplus steers were
shipped to England, and the shippers said they made more
money in that way than they would bave done by the
Indian contracts. I fancy that this year we shall have
trouble with regard to our beef, because we shahl feel the
shortage which took place in calves three years ago.

Mr. WATSON. Where cattle eau be raised so easily as
they can in the North-West Territories, and where the
Govern ment have farm instructors, would it not be possible
for the department to raise their own beef ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. We are supplying one or two of our
reserves with some twc-year old heifers for that very pur.
pose. Two years ago we did that on a reserve on the
Qu'Appelle River north of Regina, and we got very satis-
factory reports of the care the Indians took of the cattle.
That is the nucleus of a herd of cattle which we propose to
keep for that very purpose. W e are doing the same thing
at Fort Pelly this year, and part of the present vote is for
that purpose. I should have asked for money this year to
do the samo thing on many other reserves if I had not found
the vote so very large. It has only been within the last two
or three years that we could trust our Indians with cattle in
that way. They are beginning to understand our ways
better, and are not as hungry as they used to be, and I pro.
pose every year to make some advance in that respect. On
our western reserve among the Blackfeet and Bloods they
will not accept cattle, which they might have accepted
under the treaty, because somebody has put it into their
hoads that if they raise cattle their rations will be stopped.

Mr. WATSON. No doubt the ranchmen and the con.
tractors object to the Indians in the North-West keeping
cattle. It would be more important to try and raise the
beef in that district for the Government than in Qu'Appelle
and other places.

Mr. DA LY. It 'may interest the hon. gentleman who
has just spoken to know that nearly all the beef that was
supplied the Battleford agency was purchased in his own
constituency. Although the hon. gentleman may advocate
the encouragement to Indians to raise cattle on their own
reserves, his own constituents would not be too well pleased
to see that done.

Mr. WATSON. I do not wish to see the people of this
country taxed for the benefit of any other people in my dis-
trict, and am quite satisfied that the people I represent will
thank me for trying to reduce expenditure.

Industrial Schools.,....,.....................................$128,094

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Are the Indian pupils
supported as well as taught ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. Both.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the average
cOst per head ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. The Qu'Appelle sehool last year cost
818 per head; Battleford, $233 perhead; St. Joseph school,
which is at High River, cost $231 per head,9

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGElIT. Are not those exorbi.
tant?

e Mr. DEWDNEY. I do not think so. They compqîe
1 favorably with the expenses of similar institutions in the
F United States.

> Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How many pupils are
r there in each school ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. In the Qu'Appelle school, 70 pupils;
in Battleford, 45 pupils; in St. Joseph, 27 pupils. Com.
paring these schools with American institutons, I find that
in 13 of the States six cost, for officers, an average of 83,070
per annum; while the Qu'Appelle school cost 82,100; the
Battleford, 82,040; and the 8t. Joseph, 82,800.

Mr. WATSON. Does the Goverument intend te provide
any sum for the Industrial schcol carried on at Portage la
Prairie.

Mr. DEWDNEY. On several occasions I have had
9 applications for assistance te that school, but refused. The

Indians who attended them are thosa hanging round the
Portage, who should be on the reserve.

Mr. WATSON. Those Indans have been over twelve
years around the town, and this school is well worthy of
some assistance from the Government. I know severai of
the pupils, and they can read and write fairly well. Now
the agent, Mr. Ogilvie, reports favorably as to the work-
ing of the school. I think this is one of the cases where
the Government should grant some assistance. They are
inducing the Indians to keep their buts in better shape and
to wear better clothing and te keep themselves clean, and
1 think they should be enceouraged by the Governrnent.

Mr. MoMULL EN. Do we board these teachers in the
industrial school, or do they board themselves?

Mr. DEWDN EY. All the officers of these establishments
are boarded.

Mr. McMULLEN. I observe that we pay them 81,200
or $1,300 a year.

Mr. DEWDNEY. The prineipals of those large institu.
tions were engaged at that figure when the institutions
were started. Lookiug at what is paid in the United
States, i think it is a large salary, but having ongagced
those gentlemen at that salary, we do not like to reduce
the salaries. However, in future, we propose, in any new
institution, to lower the salaries for the principals.

Mr. WATSON lu the Indian school at Portage la Prai-
rie, thev feed and clothe the pupils, and they do not get
any pay. I think the Presbyterian Church subscribes $M00
a year, but I think that school deserves support from the
Government.

Mr. DEWDNEY. I will take a note of that.
Mr. McM ULLEN. There is a large increase, nearly

$8,000 for maintenance under this head.
Mr. DEWDNEY. The department has decided that it

would only employ married men on the reserves, and con-
sequently we have to ration the whole family. That is one
reason for the increase. We have also established new
agencies, one at Fort Pelly and one at Onion Lake. The
increase in the price of flour is also quite au item.

Sir RICHARD CARTWR[GHT. I see that, under the
head of general expenses, there is an increase of nearly
$17,000. I notice furtherthat last year $8 ,000 is put down
for salaries. I suppose the salaries might average about
81,000 a year.

Mr. DEWDNEY. From $1,000 to $,200.

Sir RICH ARD CA RT WRIGHT. That would represent
about 80 agents, and that seems to be a very large number
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of agents for 5,000 families of Indians who aem to be
looked after.

Mr. DE WDNE Y. There are nineteen agents.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Nineteen agents can-

not consume 884,000 in salaries. The hon. gentleman will
see that the amount for salaries is $84,217, and there is alo
an amount for travelling expenses of $30,000, and the hon.
gentleman has just mentioned that the average salary is
from $ 1,000 to 81,200. What does the $84,000 for salaries
represent ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. This includes the whole of Manitoba
and the North-West. In the North-West alone, there are
nineteen agents, fourteen clerks, twenty-five instructors and
fifty-two other employés, who, however, do not come under
the item. Thon we bave the expenses of the Regina office,
out of which is paid the salary of the Indian Commissioner,
the Assistant Commissioner and several clerks there,
amounting altogether to $21,580. Thon there is the survey
branch which is inuluded in this, and the two inspectors of
reserves and two Echool inspectors. The amount paid ont
of this for the chief surveyor's salary and the inspectors is
88,420.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT That in a lare snm for

Mr. CAMPBELL. I see some large items here for ûour
under geueral expenses. Can the Minister tell me who has
the contract for supplying this four ? i find here that we
paid over 860,000 for flour, and the price I am bound to say
is at least $1.40 per barrel higher than the fair market
value last year.

Mr. DEWDNEY. Where ?
Mr. CAMPB¶4LL. Wbore is this? I want to find out. We

find that wheat oaly coste about 80 cents a bushel; accord-
ing to that a fair price for floaur would be 84 per barrel.

Mr. DEW DNE Y. If that is on the North Saskatchewan,
it would be worth probably 88 or $10 per barrel.

Mr. CAMPBE LL. I would like to know who has the con-
tract, or if there js any chance of anybody else getting it ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. The Messrs. Ogilvie had the larger
share of it this year; Mr. Mclhllan of Qu'Appelle had a por.
tion, also Mr. Joiner, of Fort Q'Appelle; and the Regina
mille had a portion of it. Five or six different parties sup-
plied the flur last year. The Hudson Bay Company had
also a portion of the contract.

Mr. CANMPBELIL. I would advise the Minister to build
a mill up there and make his own flour.

two inspectors. Mr. M ACDOWA1LL. I hope theMinister will not do any.
thing of the kind. There are mille already there.

Mr. DEWDNEY. They get $2,400 each and travelling Mr. WILSON (Elgin). We are told that the varions
expenses. articles bought in that section can be purchased as cheaply

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. 1 see a separate item as they can in any part of-Canada, or in the United States.
of $30,000 for travelling expenses. That is in last year's If we go over the various items eharged bere, we murt come
accounts. to the conculsion that a greater price is paid than ought to

be paid. I notice here an item for bckbeoard, 8250. I
Mr. DEWDNEY. I do not think you will find it in thisalso notice an item of $404 paid to the Indians for a cela.

year's vote. bration. Perhaps the hon. gentleman would teli me the
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I am not able to know number of Indians who attended the Brant celebration, by

how you are going to divide this year's vote, but I see that whoseo authority they were sent and the amount charged ?
last year the amount paid for travelling expenses was Mr. DEWDNEY. In regard to the item for backboards,
829,921, in addition to $84,237 for salaries. they are made specially for the work for which they are

used and are made extra heavy for the inspectors. Buck-
Mr. DEWDNEY. I thought that I had the details of the boards can be purchased for 860 or 875, but they would not

whole, but I have only details cf the increases over the last last an inspector two weeks, and when a man gets on the
year's vote, but I will get the particulars to-morrow. In prairie ho doci not liko to be left there. I have paid $125
tbe Birt'e agency thore is an incroeise in the clerk's salary for a buckboard These buckboards will carry 500, 600 or
from $720 to $900; increase of the interpreter's salary from| 700 lbs. Some Indians came down to attend the Bcant
$25 to $30 per month; rations for families of employés, cele bration the year before last, including four Indians from
$120. Dack Lke, new acent's salary, 81,000; agency McLeod agency and five or six Crees. They were here for
buildings, 81,200; Moose Moantain ageney, a clerk, $600; some weeks and they attended the celebration, which no
and an increase in the salary of' the interpreter, $60. doubt did a great deal of good.
Crooked Lake, increase in gent's salary, 81,200 to 81,400. Mr.MOMULLEN. I ar satisfied tiat 8125 fer a buck-
That is the highest salary we pay any agent. He is
Colonel McDonald, no doubt well known by hon. gentlemen board is an extravagant sum.
here, who has been in the service since 1874. On the Mr. WILSON. It is evident that excessive same are
Assiniboine reserve the agent's salary was increased from paid for articles eupplied in tie North.West. Ihope he
$1,000 to 81,200. At Muscowpetung's a cattle herder has future we shah have a detailed statement cf the ceaI, and
been appointed specially to look after the herd of cattie tenders asked for.
that I mentioned a short time ago. Repairs to agency Mr. DALY. Following the example cf boni gentlemen
buildings, $350. A mower and rake have been bought to opposite I dosire te ask for an explenation as te an item on
harvest hay for this herd of cattle. At the Carlton agency, page 3 E. 18, Keep-of-tie.Rat, Manioba Âsylum, $64? I
agent's salary, 81,000; clerk, $600; inter preter, 8120 ;do'tus je ticinterests cf my constituents.
travelling expenses, 8169; sundry expenses, $200; station-
ery for office, $140. At Battleford there is a slight increase Mr. DEWDSEY.fie je one cf our Indiane, I presame.
for clerk's salary. On the B!ackfoot. Reserve a black- Indisas, B. . .................... $74,eD
smith has been employed for six months. Extra rations Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Wlen will the Reserve
for families of employees,8440. On the Blood Reserve, prc- Commission close?
vision for a carpenter, six months, $300; rations to em- Mr DEWDNEY. If we did net look for speedy settle-
ployees, $200. We had to provide for the new inspector of
schools, Mr. Betournay, at a salary of 81,200, with 81,000mc
for travelling expenses. Repaire for building at Regina, population gocs ito the interior it will net ho possible te
$400. Then we have to pay for removing Indians to theirdose.
reserve who bave wandered away from them. Prizes to Sir RICHARD CARTWR[GffT. This reserve question je
the most succossful teachers in the Indian schools, $200. a prctîy serions one. When thQ item was unde discussion

J$ir RIIYHÂRD CARTWRIGHT.
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some years ago the Commission was expected to close with-
in three years. That time and the amount voted have been
very much exceeded.

Mr. DEWDNE Y. The reserves are not very large, but
they are very numerous and there bas been great difficulty
with respect to them.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. This has been going
on for a great many years.

Mr. DEWDNEY. Yes; since the first Commission was
appointed. The whole work of two of the Commissioners
has had to be gone over again.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Then all that work bad
to be practically thrown away ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. Yes; virtually so.

Expenses of government, bridges, schoolp, &c., of
the North-West......... ........................... $145,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. I find there is an in-
crease of $17,000 on the Estimates of last year.

Mr. DAVIN. If I remember rightly there is no incroase
here, but last year all the money was rot all expended, and
it is one of the things that the people of the North-West
have at eart that the amount that is voted to the North-
West should remain to its credit and should not be a!lowed
to lapse.

Mr. DEWDNEY. There are some increases here. There
is an increase of $500 for the travelling expenses of the
Advisory Board, of $10,000 for schools, and for roads and
bridges an inerease of 810,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I seo that the Regina
Leader figures very conspicuously in the accounts of the
NorLh-West. Is there any increase in the expenditure for
the Regina Leader ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. I do not see any particulars of an
increase for the Regina Leader in the notes I bave before
me.

Mr. DAVIN. As the name of the Regina Leader bas
been mentioned once or twice-

Some hon. MEMBERS. The item is passed.
Mr. DAVIN. I apprehend I can speak whether it is

passed or not. As the name of the Regina Leader has been
mentioned once or twice here and as I have an interest iin
the company that publishos the Regina Leader I should
like hon. gentlemen very much to go into the accounts of»
that company and to see the work that has been done for
those items.

Mr. CURRAN. Life is too short.
Mr. DAVIN. Some bon. gentlemen seem to think that

this amount is given as a lump sum to the Leader or to
somebody connected with it. If they saw the blue-booke
nearly as massive as your own, Mr. Chairman, thousands of
them printed to represent this amount, they would probably
come to the conclusion that there was no advantage given
to the Regina Leader.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Carried.
Mr. DAVIN. I say there is no use crying "carried " at

this time or any other time if I think it is necessary for me
to speak. Thero are mot throats enough in this flouse to
cry "carried " if I think it is my duty to this House, or to
myself, or to any one of my clients to speak. That item
although appearing in those blue-books, belongs to the Terri-
tories. It is a Local Government acceunt, and no doubt it ap-
pears here because we have under our management at the
present day those Territories, but the funds that we vote here
we do not vote as a sort of gratuity to the Territories. They
belog of right to the Teritorice, and as I explained here

when speaking some fcw weeks ago, we did not get by
thousands of dollars auything like the amount the Terri-
tories are entitled Io. I may say here on the part of that
company and on the part of that papor so often quoted, that
I challenge and invite hon. gentlemen to look into the
items and to look at the specinens of the work done, which
they will find in the libraty, ard if they will enquire as to
the t ages paxid in those Territories they wili discover that
there is fuli value given for what is received.

Mr. DAVIES (P E.I.) I think I understood the hon.
gentleman to say that he is personally interested in the
Regina Leader.

Mr. DAVIN. Yes.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.1.) I would like to ask if the bon.

gentleman bas forgotten section 16 of chapter 11 of the
Revised Statutes of the Dominion of Canada.

Mr. DAVIN. I am perfectly weil aware of that.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I understand that this Regina

Leader, in which this bon. gentleman is interested, bas a con-
tract with the Governmont, and I wîih to call the attention
of the House to that section of the Act which says:

" In every contract, agreement or commission to be made, entered
into or accepted by any person with the Government of Canada, or any
of the departments or oflcers of the Government ot Canada, there shall
be inserted an express condition, that no member of the Bouse of com-
mons shall be aimitted to any share or part of such contract, agreement
or commission, or to any benefit to arise therefrom ; and in case any
person, who bas entered into or accepted, er who shall enter into or ac-
ceptany such contract, agreement or c( mrmision, admits any member
or members of the Bouse of Commons to any part or share therot, or to
receive any benefit thereby, every Fuch person shal for every such
offence forfeit and pay the sum of1t2,000

I would liko to call the attention of the Minister of Jusitice
to the act tbat under the bon. gentleman's own staterment,
made from his place in this House, and under his own res-
ponsibility, the h<n, member is receiving a benefit from
this contracti, nd i ask that the Minister of Justice should
institute proceediogs.

Mr. DAVIN. If you wish to proceed yourself, you will
get half of the fine.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I wish to call the attention of
the House also to the tact that in the Interpretation Act,
the word " personal " means a body corporate. The hon.
gentleman is contravening the 16th section of chapter il
of the Consolidated Statutee, and is liable to a penalty of
$2,000, I hope the Minister of Justice will coubsder this.

Sir JO11 THOMPSON. I shall.

To provide for the payment of Mr. Fabre's salary and
the oontingencies of hi office.......... .................... $2,500

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Mr. Fabre sent us ore
immigrant, I am credi bly informed, as the result of three
years' labor. When is the second one to be sent ?

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.1.) I think this is a perfectly shame-
less vote which we are askud to make every year. There
bave been no returns, and hon. membeis know that thero are
none, and for one I will raise my protest against it if we do
not aivide the House upon it ou Concurrence. Nobody
attempts to justify it, and hon. members know in their own
conscience that it is $3,000 thrown away every year. In
point of fact, you pension a man to live in Paris the year
round. It is a disgraceful item.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). i think the Firat Minister
promised a report to the House on this matter, and if we
have not the report, we ought to have some explanation
from some meru ber of the Government. Perhaps the Min-
ister of Public Works can tell us how many French.ana-
dians Who have gone to Franoe have been returned through
the labors of that man.
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Mr. MoMULLEN. We should certainly have some

explanation with regard te this item. It is an outrageous
thing that year after year we should have a vote of this
kind to enable a man to live in state in Paris who is doing
nothing for the country, simply bocause he is some relative
of a Minister or some hanger-on of the Government. We
contend that there is no work that ho performs for the
salary he draws. If hoeis really a hanger-on, or some rela-
tive of a member of the Government, and has'to be kept
somewhere, let us bring him home and board him bore; we
can do it bore at much less expense than in Paris. We are
entitled te some explanation, and we wili not allow the
item to pase until we get it.

Mr. POSTER. This is net a new item, and explanations
have been given each year. The Minister of Agriculture
who is responsible for it, is net here, and the item can
stand.

Commercial Agencies ............................... $10,000

Sir RICH ARD CARTWRIGHT. What are you ging
te do with this ?

Mr. POSTER. Last year and the year previous, out of
the vote was takon the exponse of sending dologates te the
West Iiidies and South Anerica. This year I am trying te
perfect a plan by which the money will be spent more in
accordanco with the nature of the vote, with the view of
ascertaining if there cannot be some real commercial
agencies established in certain ports. I think a feasible and
good plan can be arranged, anI it is with that view that I
aek the vote this year,

bir RICHIARD CARTWRIGHT. Is it the intention of
the Government te introduce a system of consular agents ?

Mr. FOSTER. I am looking into that whole subject, and
when the House meets another year, I think I shail have a
plan which will commend itself to the House.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. If you are going te
have a system of consuls for the Dominion of Canada, it
will cost more than 810,000 before you get through with it,
and vn e had botter consider well such a scheme before we
commit ourselves te it. Only about 6S1,300 were expended in
1888. How much does the Minister expect te expond in
the current year ?

Mr. POSTER. Probably 82,000 or 63,000.
Mr. WATSON. I would like te ask the Minister if a

settlement bas been made with Mr. Wood, who went to
Australia ?

Mr. POSTER. So far as I know, Mr. Wood has been
paid his travelling expenses, and that, I think, is due te
him. I do net think there was any arrangemert made for
salary. Ho offered his services gratuitously, and we agreed
to pay his expenses.

Mr. WATSON. I understood from Mr. Wood that ho
was to receive a fair remuneration from the Government
for his services.

Mr. POSTER. That is net my understanding.
Survey, construction of roads, bridges and other

works in connection with the hot spring reserva-
tion near Banff Station, N.W.T............$20,000

Mr. MeMULLEN. We would like te get some explana-
tien of the money spent on Banff Springs. Last year
there was $40,000 spont.

Mr. DEWDNEY. I am net aware of the expenses of the
previous year, having had nothing te do with Banff Park
except te visit it. But I find that a great deal bas been
done in the way of making roads and bridges. This year
the expense is only $20,000, and in future we propose to
keep down the expenses. I had a memorandum prepared

Akr, WILSON (Elgin).

to inform the House of the details of what had been done,
but did not expect it would be required to-nightà

Mr. MoMULLEN. Seeing that we have expended a large
amount of money there, nearly 840,000, this item should be
allowed to stand until the hon. gentleman eau give us the
information required.

Inspector and Registrars, and Contingencies.......... $15,160

Mr. McMULLEN. How many registrars are there and
inspectors and what are their salaries ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. This is the first time this item has
been voted by itself. Previons years it was included in the
North-West Government item? The registry office incIndes
the registry books, stationery, furniture, and we allow for
that 83,400. At Winnipeg, Mr. Scott is the registrar and
he gets $2,000. Mr. Sproat is registrar at Prince Albert,
and ho gets 81,200. J. A. McLean, registrar at Alberta,
gets $1,200. G. Roy of North Alberta gots $1,200; and J.
A. Montgomery $1,200. This makes the $6,000-in silaries.
Two clerks in the Regina office get each $730. A clerk in
the Alberta office gets $730, and the inspector at the regis-
try office, Mr. Barker, gets $1,600.

Mr, Mc MULLEN. We employ an inspector at'81,600 to
look after five registry offices. We have only one inspector
for the registry offices in Ontario. Some of the officials
connected with the Interior Departmont might do that in-
specting, and save this $1,600 a year.

Mr. DEWDNEY. Mr. Barker was appointed specially
to instruct the registrars in the new system. Up to this
time he has been constantly employed at that work, and in
the event of a registrar not being able to attend to bis
duties we must find somebody to put in his place, and Mr.
Barker is now doing the work for a sick registrar.

Resolutions reported.
Sir HIECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of

the House.
Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 1:40 a.m.

(Thursday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

TH-URsDAY, Ilth April, 1889.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three o'clock.

-REPORT.

Annual Report of the Departmont of Fisheries for the
year 1888.-(Kr. Tupper.)

FIRST READING.

Bill (No. 133) for the botter securing of the safety of cer-
tain fishermen (from the Senate).-(Mr. Jones, Halifax.)

CREESE EXPORTED TO ENGLAND.

Mr. VANASSE asked, Whether the Government are
aware that certain cheeso dealers in the United States are
in the habit of marking on cheese exported by them to
England via Montreal, the words "Canadian Product,"
greatly to the detriment of the real Canadian article in the
English market; and do the Government propose to adopt
means to put an end to this fraud, which involves couse.
quences greatly prejudicial to the Canadian producer ?
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Government are'

aware, from general report, that certain cheese dealers in
the United States are in the habit of marking.on cheese ex.
ported by themlo England via Montreal, the words 'Cana-
dian Product." The subject having thus been drawn'to the
attention of the Government, we shall consider means for
preventing this fraudulent practice. These frauds ought to
be cheoked, and this can only be done by enacting some
legislation pointing directly to the fraud.

RAILWAY SUBSIDIES.

Mr. COUTURE asked, Whether the Government intend
te comply with the requeat of the large and important de-
putation from Chicoutimi and Saguenay and grant them the
railway subsidies applied for?

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. The Government have
under consideration the request and the representation of
the large and important deputation from Chicoutimi and
Saguenay on this subject.

T. BOURGEOIS.

Mr. CHOQUETTE asked, Whether the Government are
aware that Mr. T. Bourgeois, Post Office Inspector for the
Three Rivers division, has been etck and unable te perform
the duties of his office for several menthe past ?

Mr. HAGGA.Rr. No interruption has taken place in
Mr. Bourgeois' correspondence with the department, nor
has any intimation been made of hie inability to attend to
his duties.

WHARVES AT LAKE ST. JOHN.

Mr. COUTUR E (Translation) asked, Whether it is the
intention of the Goverument te build two wharves at Lake
St. John, the one at Roberval and the other at Metabet-
chouan Pest; and what sume will b. granted for these

Rxchange and Promissory Notes, to amend the -Summary
Trials Act, to amend the Revised Statutes- respecting
Interest, to amend the Summary Convictions Act, respec.
ting Militia and Defence, relating to Bills of Läding, and to
amend the Copyright Act. Thon we have- resolutions
respecting Judges' salaries ; also Bills respecting the inspec.
tion of timber and lamber, to authoriae the granting
of pensions to the members of the North-West Mounted
Police, respecting expropriations of land,-and resolu-
'tions respecting loans to Mennonites. Besides, it is
possible that the Committee of Ways and Means
may sit again, because when the Finance inister
delivered bis Budget speech, h. stated that while ho would
not propose any important modifications of the tariff, some
slight modifications might be necessary at a later period.
Then there are the general Estimates, the Supplementary
Estimates for the current year, and the Supplementary
Estimates for next year; the last named have not yet been
brought down. There is aiso a motion standing on the
paper in the name of the Minister of Justice, indicating that
possibly the Government may take up the Combines Bill.
1 observe by the Votes and Proceedings of to-day, notice of
a Bill to amend the Inland Revenue Act. 'Besides, the
Governmentpromised, at the opening of the Sssion ,that a
measure would be introduced respecting mail subsidies for
the Atlantic and Pacific services, and only a few days ago
the Firet Minister intimated that the House wauld be called
upon to conlider a certain arrangement for the constraction
of a railway from Harvey to Salisbary. It is possible that,
in addition to all these measures, railway subsidies may be
proposed. All those measures go to make up a full
bill of fare. If we are limited to the measures already on
the paper, the House might possibly prorognle by Baster;
but if we are to take into consideration, not only the
measures on the paper, but also measures that have yeth to
be proposed, I must leave it to the hon. gentleman to fix
when he expects prorogation to take place.

worlks Y ?Sir .TOHN A. MACDONALD. I think ti h lon. gentle-
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) The attention man will see that the more Government measu1res there are

of the Government was drawn to the necessity of these on the paper, the greater necessity there is for theGavera-
wharves at Lake St. John, by the deputation which came ment obtaining ail possible time for their consideration.
here the other day from Lake St. John. The Government The hon. gentleman will, I think, adinit that the Gove::n-
have, as yet, taken no action in the matter. ment have this Session advanoed their busipess with atl

convenient speed, and that there has beeh^oonsiderable
REPAIRS TO THE WHARF AT ST. ALPHONSE. discussion on some measares. Perhaps, lookirg at it from
Mr. COUTURE (Translation) asked, Whether the Gov- the gallery, it might be said that there was a good deal

ernment intend to issue orders for the use in repairing the more talk than was necessary. That I do mot at all mean
wharf at St. Alphonse, of the timber prepared by Benjamin to say, but, I merely make tbe remack en paant.
Simard, by order cf the Governm-ent Inspectr cf Works House has worked steadily during this Session, and the
and sinoo rejcted for political considerations? 'l*!Government, I think, have pressed tbteir measures with duo

promptitude. 0f course, the reasonableness of the motion
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker, I propose to make to-day is to be gove ned more by

I am sorry I cannot answer the question put by the hon. the. business which is not Government uasiness, than
member, on account of its not being drawn in a proper by the business which is in the handsà of the Gov-
language. ernment. Looking over the different public Bille and

BUSINESS OF THE LOUSE. Orders, I do not think that there are very many measures
that couid be expected to be got through during the Session,

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved: even though it were protracted for som. time, and the
That Government measures shall have precedence on e Monday Government, I think, would be inclined, as far as the

dnring theremainder of the Sesuion, after Question, put by Meberp. House wold allow it, to take any measure on which there

dHe said: I subm it this motion with a view te secure pro- was no great difference of opinion, and have that transferred
rogatien by Easter, and no doubt the proosition wil be oto the Government Orders, with the understanding, however,
hailed with pleasure by hon.ngentlemen on b t sides of tiie that it is not a Gavernment measure, but placed..there
Hfol.l o i o e merely to expedite it on account of the short period toHouse. 1 which the Session is supposed to extend. I would press

Mr. LAURIER. That will depend a great deat on the that we want another day, even for the business on the
future intentions of the Government. This motion, I appre- paper, but we will have Supplementary Estinates, and we
hend, indicates that the right hon. gentleman is willing to fix will have, I hope, a very moderate Bill for railway subsidies.
an approximate day for prorogation. Stili, I mat caIl hid Al this can, 1hink, b. disposed of, if you give us this one
attention to theM fct that much business yet romains on other day. It is a case of Oliver asking for more, and I
the Order Paper, W. have Bill relating to B"lls of think th. hon. gentleman will grant it.
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Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). But this is a Roland.
Mr. LAURIER. I have not at this moment anycriticism,

or even any comment te offer as to the way the business
bas been carried on. I must, however, take exception to
what the right bon. gentleman stated, even though it was
by way of a joke, that there has been too much talk
during the present'Iession.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I did not at all say it
came from the Opposition.

Mr. LAURIER. If it has been confined to the Govern-
meut side 1 have nothing to say, but, before we discnss this
matter farther, perhaps the right hon. gentleman will con.
eider it is quite appropriate to ask whether he proposes to
bwe any adjourament at Ester ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. 'In a matter of that kind
I would submit to the convenience of the majority of the
members of this House, but I should rather think that we
bad better adjourn on Thursday, the 18th inst., over Good
Friday, until the Saturday before Easter Sunday, and sit
again on Easter Monday.

Mr. BLAKE. Hear, hear. As short an adjournment as
possible.

Mr. KLBKPATRICK. I would suggest to the right hon.
Premier that ho would add to his motion, after questions
p ut by member8, the words "and the usual ho&f- for private
Bills," because we should have private Bills at the usual
hour on Monday night.

Mr. MITCHELL. I entirely object to this motion of the
right hon. gentleman; I think it is dealing very unfairly
wih the private members of this House, because, if he takos
away Monday, we bave not a single day to bring private
matters under the consideration of Psrliament. This is a
complaint which I have made on many previous occasions,
and the culmination now is, that every day is to be taken
away from private members. If the hon. gentleman were
making an effort to get through before Easter, I could well
understand it, but he i going to have an adjournment ut
BEster from Thursday until Saturday.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Only for Good Friday.
Mr. MITORaELL. If there is going to be an adjournment

over Zaster, I do not thiLk that the only day at the disposal
of private members should be taken away. I pDut motions
on the paper as early as the 20th day of February, and I
have not been able to reach them yet. There are now over
thirty motions of private members on the paper, and I should
like to ask this louse whether it is reasonable or fair that
we should be foreclosed from bringing up these questions
which our duty to our constituents caltls on us to place bç-
fore the House. I do not think it is reasonable or right, or
tbat it should be conceded. Of course i am a very small
minority in thiis flouse and therefore unable to influence 1t,
but if I could 1 would prevent this motion being carried.

Sir JORN A. MACDONALD, A mi4ority oight to be
,Sunted not by numbers, but by strength, and ahhough my
hon. friend is not very strong in numbers ho has got the
other atreegth. On looking over the liât of miotions I find
that my hou. friend has ouly got three on the paper.

Mr. MITCHELL. That in a good many, eonsidering that
I have not been able to get one yet.

Sir JORN A. MACDONALD. I think his firat motion,
ia reference to the Derby Branch Railway, ought to be
trtuck off the list, because, I think, it bas pasaed.

Mr. MITCHELL. You said yen would bring down the
papers, and you have not done so.

Sir JOHN A. MAODO ALD. At aU vent, the ordr
is passed. Perhaps the hQn, gentleman can move his other

Mr. LAvUsia.

motions now, and if the Hous will allow them to pas, we
will grant them.

Mr. COOK. I move as an amendment to the motion:
That aIl the words after "That " be left out and the following substi-

tuted, viz.: Mr. Cook's resolution on the subject of granting Rome
Rule to Ireland be made a Special Order for consideration on Mon day
next.

Sir JOH A. MACDOMALD. I would simply say to
my hon. friend that I think that the majority of the
members of this House want to exercise their home rule
at home in Canada rather than in Ireland.

Amendment negatived.
Mr. MITCHELL. The right hon, gentleman understands

that these three motions of mine on the paper are ordered
by the House.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. With the consent of the
House, I have no objection.

Mr. LAURIER. May I ask the hon. gentleman if hein-
tends to sit next Saturday ?

Sir JORN A. MACDONALD. No. The hon. gentleman
has been a Minister and ho knows that Saturday is a very
convenient day to the Government. We want next Satur-
day in order to help us through the following week.

Mr. MITCHELL. I wish to ask again if it is clearly un-
derstood that my motions have been ordered by the K1ouse ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It cau only be with the
consent of the House that the three motions of the leader
of the Third party bu adopted.

Several hon. MEMBERS. Agreed to. Carried.
Motion agreed to.

Mr. MI'RagLL. I ihink it my duty to acknowledge
the courtesy which the right hon. gentleman haî bhown
me on this occasion-and Vie whole louse, too.

IRETURNS ORDERED.

Oopies of all letters, reporti, and carrespondence had between Mr.
George R Parker and the Governmeat, or sny of its officers; and also
between the Government and ita fi 9cers, in relation to claims for land,
and damages, in connection with the Derby Branch Railway.-(Xr.
Mitchell.)

Copies of aIl papers and correspondence in connection with a claim
of Messors. A. and J. Adams for loss iacurred. by the wreck of their
vessel Carrier Dove, caused by the change of lights at Crapaul
Harbor, without due notice to the publie.-(Itr. Mitehtl.)

Papers, reptrts, returns and correspondence in reference to the con.
dition of the railway subsidised by the Pardiament of Uanala, extending
from the western end of the Derby Branch Riilwy to a connection with
the Northern and Western Railway, in the Oounty of torthumberland,
New Brunswick; alo ail oorrespondence, tc., had between the Gov-
erament, or any of its oflicers, and the proprietorà of the said railway,
with the object of opeaing it up and running traias thereon,-(Xr.
IMitehell.)

SUPPLY-0CAPE BRETON RAILWAY.

Mr. FOSTER moved that the House again resolve itself
into Committee of Supply.

Mr. PLYNN. Before yon leve the Chair, Mr. Speaker,
I desire to bring the question of the location of the Cape
Breton Railway before the House. Two years ago, when
it was annonneed by the Gavernment that it was their
intention to bauild that railway by the Grand Narrows, the
people of Cape Breton became vory mach alarmed, and their
alarm took the practical shape of holding publie meetings,
ad sending dolegates to protest against the adoption of
that route. The counties of Capes Breton and Richmond
sent delegates in the winter of 18%, who urged, among
other resons, that itwasa departure from the well expresed
intantiouse of Ith €roverlineat and ariameit, of building
the lino through Cape Breton, as a continuation of tbs Inter.
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côfonist Railw:y, by the sonthern route via st. Peters.
They urgd many reason-tbat that route was shorter,
was easier of construction, and was to t3rminate at an
open winier port. Notwithstanding al these reasons, the
Government adopted.the route by which they are building
the road et prese it, but with the assuratce that the Grand
Narrows would not be bridged. That a steam ferry could
and would be operated there. I propose, in dealing with
tis qreetion, to show, in the first place, that during the
mfnv years the railway was discusaed here, it wa8 under-
s.ood that it was to be a continuation of the Intercolonial'
Railway, vid St. Peter's, to Louisburg and Sydney; in the
second place, that the cost of the route by the Grand:
Narrows will far exceed the cost of the southern rouie-
wil, iin fact, give two roads on both aides of the Island; in
the third place, that the Grand Narrows route will not
accommodate the majority but only a small minority of the
people, and cannot aid in developing the resources of the
country, es it will not pass through any great agricultural
or mining district in the island; ard, in the fourth place,
that the building of a bridge at Grand Narrows will obstruct
the navigation of the Bras D'Or, and render St. Peter's
Canal, which was co'structed' at a cost of three-quarters of
a million, dollars, comparatively useless. When discussing1
this question on a former oc2asion, 1 was met by the seniori
member for Cape Breton (Mr. McDoagall) with the taanti
that the electors of Cpe Breton had confhirred the select ion1
of this routein 1887. I propose to show theu that statementj
was not accurate. At that time there were seven candidates,
in the field, and that is what saved the hon. gentleman1
and hisw colleague. Fiveof those candidates were opposed to
the route; in fact, his colleague was opposed to it, and
expressed his disapprobation of it in both public and pri.
vate, but lie said that as the Government had selected the
route, he, as a good and faithful Tory, would support it.i
Mr. MeDougall polled 1,882 votes and Mr. Murray polled,
1,702 votes. If you take the vote polled by Mr. Gillies,1
890 and that polled by Mr. Moseley, 539, they make together1
a total of 3,131, se against the 1,882 polled by the hon.
gentleman and his-colleague, or a majority of 1,249 against
the Grand Narrows' route. The vote polled on that occa-i
sion clearly shows tirat a majority were against the route
by the Grand Narrows; but there were other reasors.
The Government, when they bad made up their mind to1
build the road by the Grand Narrows, determined, as thei
leader of the Government decided at that timeto dissolvet
the House, to keep dangling before the electors the railroadt
without definitely announcing whut route they woulda
adopt; but for some reason the Government were forced(
to show their hand, and a contract was entered intot
on the 28th of- Januaiy; and in midwinter, on the 8tha
of February, ten days after the contract was signedL
at Ottawa, the contractors were in Sydney. Tbe papersh
were immediately filled with advertisements for supplies,,
laborers and everything else ; there was a great flourish of-
trumpets-in reference to this railway; the contraetors who a
were sent there especially in the interest of those two 0
members,,did everything they could for theuL But, aseeon I
asthe eleotions were over, all thisceased, and the'95 milesd
of road which the contractors were to commence in mid-
winter, and whieh were to be constructed fromday to day b
until they were oompleted, are not yethalfcompleted; and i
what is more; the laborers on that seetion between the b
GrandNarrows and Sydney, who have given their honest n
toil, are yet unpaid for the work they then performed. The
contraet-was taken for the eastern end by Sime & Siater; h
the Governmentheld a-deposit of- 50,000 for the die per- h
formance of the woak; and what did we hear the other day&
when the question waseed if this deposit had been; gien ti
up to the suretieseofSim & Stater ? It was stated by the s
right hon. leader of' the Government that the money had t
ben given up bat that a«bond hadbeen-taken4or it. Now, Il

we have the fact that to this hour thirs minen ar nusi
Last Session this question was put, on the th of April, by
the hon. member for IWverness:

" Whether the Government intend to adopt meanus to compel the
sureties of Sime A Sater, contractors on te east end of the 'ap.
Breton Railway, to pay laborers ad others who were employed by
them ?"l

The answer which was given by the Minister of Publio
Works was:

"Any legal means the Government ma have to get these matters
settled, of oourse, the Goaefrnment witll te."
Nearly twelve months afterwards-a few days ago-the
question was again put, not by the hon. member for Inver.
ness, but by the hon. member for Victoria (Mr. McDonald),
whether it was the intention of the Government to
pay the laborers who worked on the Cape Breton Railway
for Sims & Slater and their sub contractors; and whatwas
the answer ? The answer on this occasion was given by
the right bon. the First Minister himself. He said:

.'It is not the intention The aurety, upon receiving the depouit, gave
bondi to pay any legal claims for wages."
Now, as I have stated, the·hon. gentleman, who took this
deposit of $60,000 for the due perfbrinance of that contract,
acknowledges to this House-when these contractors failed
to perform the work and the contract was taken from theth
before completion, and while these laborers were unpaid
and were clamoring, through their representatives, for pay.
ment-that he gave up the 850,000 security, and telle the
laborers of Cape Breton that it is not the intention of the
Government to see that they are paid, and that they eau
proceed on the bond. I bad the cash, he tells them, it is
true, and that was the only means in my power to protect
you ; but I gave it up to the sureties, and now you can pro.
ceed on the bond. This bond, we may presume, ia but a
worthlese piece of paper, and we can easily forese what
alight chance of succoss the laborers will have of getting
their dues by proceeding on the bond which the Firât
Minister took after h. gave up the-deposit. Why wa.thê
deposit given up ? I remember a noteworthy occasion
in this iouse when the Government were charged
with having thown away over $200,000 of the money of the
people, by giving to the Messrs. Onderdonk the contract
for building a section of theCanadian Pacifie Railway. They
were told that Messrs. Charlebois & Macdonald were lower
tenderers by over 8200,000, and they were asked : Why,
then, did you:throw away $200,000 of the people's monoy in
accepting a higher tender? 'Phe answer was that Messrs.
Charlebois & Maodonald'sr deposit- of $20,000 was not good;
because the cheque was only marked good for two days;
and, although that deposit was made good until paid,
because there was a telegram from Montreal to the bank
bere declaring that it would be good until paid,. still the
only answer the Governmsent gave was that that deposit
was not good. The Government must, in that case; have
set some value by the deposit; but in this case, when the
contraetors failed to carry ont their obligations, and'tfiere
is a large amount due to the laborei4, they gave up the-
deposit, and told the laborers to proeeed on' the bond'.
The laborers are still unpaid, and when- they aakJfor- the
bread they haveearned for their families,.the hon. gentle,
man turne round, calmly, ad says to them: Ther misthe
bond, proceed on it. liera is a Government whicih shows
marvellous solicitude in the interests of the-labor ing com-
munity of this country. Such is the solicitude the right
hon. gentleman feels for the laboring classes, tht h. has
had a labor commission sitting for the las tw years,
and whihb bas not reported yet, and whici has cost the
tar payers of this country over ST0,00Mr"*nd forwtiat ? to
@how the great solicitude the, right hon. genttemai has for
he laboring classes of thiâ courntry. And yethe poor
aborers of Cape Breton are still'unpaid. What language
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could I use sufficiently strong to denounce such a course of
conduct as this? Here is a man who pretends he is so anx-
ions for the welfare of the laboring classes of this country,
that he has put the people to a large expense in connection
with the Iabor Commission, and who, in this instance, has

*given up the money ho held as security for the payment of
the laborers' wages, and then tells them to proceed on the
bond. Let me refer to another point in the way in which ho
is treating the people of Cape Breton. When this work was
commenced, it was naturally thought that the mon of Cape
Breton, many of whom had acquired experience in masonry
work, and in other capacities particular to railway construe-
tion,would have had the firsi chance of employment. They did
apply; but did they get work ? No, Sir, it is a fact which the
hon. gentlemen knows well, that mon were sent from Quebec,
Ontario, and Pictou, and different parts of Nova Scotia, as
masons, timekeepers, and other capacities; and the young
men of Cape Breton, who had the right to expect employ-
ment, and who were capable and experienced, were refused
work, and Cape Breton was actuallymade a dumping ground
for these other mon. That cannot ho denied. What is the
fact to-day? On this very section that the Govern ment have
taken control of, and which the Government had let to
favorites, these parties have left the laborers unpaid, and I
arm informed that up to this hour they are still unpaid. I
hold the Government responsible for this. I now propose,
in the first place, to show that it was always the intention
that this Cape Breton road, when built, should be built vid
St. Peter's, as a continuation of the Intercolonial Railway,
havinz its open port at Louisburg or Sydney. I intend to
be as brief at the nature of the question will admit, and
will read an extract from the speech of Sir Charles Tupper,
who was Mini-ter of Railways in 1883. In introducing the
Railway resolution, ho said :

"It i proposed to give to the Great American and European Short
Lne Railway iCompany, for80 miles, from Canso to Louisburg or Sydney,
a subsidy of $3,?O0--not exceeding in the whole $256,000. The con-
struction of this 80 miles wil extend the great interocean systemu of
railwav communication to which we have been devotin r so much time
and energy for the last few years, from Port Moody, on the shores of the
Pacific, to the easteramost oart in the Dominion of Canada. The port
of Louisburg is open all the seasons of the year, and by that port we
have 1he shortest route to Livernool, as the distance by way of Louis-
burg is 200 miles shorter than by Balifax."

Again, in the Session of 1884, Sir Charles Tupper moved
the following resolution :-

" For the construction of a line of railway from Oxford station, on
the Intercolonial Railway, to Sydney or Louisburg, a subsidy not exceed-
ing $30,000 per annum for fifteen years."

We have also a memorial in 1884 signed by a large number
of members of Parliament, in which they urge upon the
Government:

'' The extreme desirablity of taking immediate measures for procur-
ing the extension or connection of the Canadian Pacifie Railway from
Montreal to or with the following ports in the Maritime Provinces, to
wit: St. Andrews, St. John, Halifax and Louisburg, by the shortest
practical line."
We have also a memorandum signed by the five Cape Breton
members, and the bon. member for Inverness was one of
them who signed it. In that memorandum they say:

"'$3,200 per mile is inadequate for the construction of a line of rail-
way from the Strait of Canso to Louisburg.' 'A railway from New Glas-
gow to Lonisburg would prove a valuable feeder to the Intercolonial.'
A gain : 'A larger subsidy would be required to induce a company to
undertake the Cape Breton section concurrently with other sections of
the Une from Montreal to Louisburg.'"

AU these clearly point to Louisburg. The expressions and
utterances of the hon. the Minister of Railways, and the hon.
member for Inverness, on the floor of this House, only a few
years ago, all point to Louisburg. Again, we have, as late
as the Session of 1886, the hon, member for Inverness, on
the 9th April, asking if it was the intention of the Govern-
ment to provide for the extension of the Intercolonial Rail-
way from Canso to Louisburg; and, on the 21st April, the

Mr. FLYNN,

Minister of Railways made this reply to the hon. member
for Inverness:

" That negotiations were in progress looking to the extension of the
Intercolonial Railway from Canso to Louisburg."

Again, during the same Session of 1886, Sir Hector Lange-
vin moved a resolution, that it is expedient to provide that
the Minister of Railways be authorised to construet a lin.
of railway from a point in the Strait of Canso to Louisburg
or Sydney. He said on that occasion:

" It was the intention of the Government to take the best line, the
ine that would be most feasible and most advantageous to the Island at
large."

Mr. CAMERON. Hear, hear.
Mr. FLYNN. The hon. gentleman says "lhear, hear." I

shall prove that the lino taken was not the most advan-
tageous. I think I have shown from these extracts, from
the utterances of Sir Charles Tupper, as Minister of Rail-
ways, and the utterances of the hon. member for Inverness,
when ho asked those questions. that it was always the
intention to build the lino from Canso to Louisburg.

Mr. CAMERON. I would like to ask my hon. friend, if
in those questions I did not mention Sydney or Louisburg ?

Mr. FLYNN. No; I was just going to say that in these
very questions the hon. gentleman had left out Sydnev, and
that evidently ho then never dreamt of Sydney. Simply
from the Strait of Canso to Louieburg, and the answer given
just before the adoption of this route was, to Louisburg. i
have read those extraets, and they are suffieient to prove
that the public were led to believe that, whenever the rail-
wav was extended to the Island of Cape Breton, it would ho
vid St. Peter's to either Louisburg or Sydrey. There were
many reasons for that' It would ho a shorter and a cheaper
route, and would be a continuation of the Intercolonial Rail-
way, terminating at an open winter port. These reasons
led us to believe that we would have the road constructed
by that route. I propose to refer, in the second place, to the
cost of this route, and, in doing so, I shall be as brief as
possible. I intend to show that the cost by the present
location will ho 50 per cent. more than it would have been
by the southern route. Mr. Hyndman, who makes the
report in 1886, or Mr. Schreiber, in direeting it to the
Minister of Railways, says, in speaking of the southern
route :

" The work on about one-fourth of the total distance may be classed
as heavy, and the remainder medium to light. The bridging on this
route is not of an expensive character, the largest structure being that
over the Inhabitants River, consisting of one span of 180 feet, and 450
feet of pile trestle. The indications of rock are by no means formidable,
and it is estimated that the construction and equipment of this road,
including sufficient wharf accommodation at each terminus, to servs the
present traffic, would not exceed $20,000 per mile."

After speaking of the lino up to tho 12th mile, hoesays:
" From 12th to 131 miles the grades are easy, the alignment good,

and the work light; the line then descends until it crosses the St.
Peter's road at l6j miles. No grades over this last portion exceed 32
feet per mile; the alignment is ood, and the work not heavy, though a
small quantity of solid rock will likely be met with; strurtures unim-
portant."

From the 16½ to the 19th mile, the same thing. Then:
"Between 19th and 23rd mile, the grades are undulating,~none exceed-

ing 56 feet per mile; the work ie not heavy, though the material in
cuttings will be largely rock (solid and broken). No sharp curves are
necessary.

" From the 23rd to the 26J mile the line runs between the St. Peter's
post road and the River Tillard. The grade descends at the rate of 50
feet per mile from the 23rd to 24t miles, thence level to and beyond the
crossing of the River Tillard at 26J miles. The work is heavy over'this
portion, the material in cuttings largely rock; good stone suitable for
masonry will be tound in cutting west of crossing of River Tillard. The
depth at low water in this river is about 3 feet, the bottom composed of
boulders and gravel; the foundations will be inexpensive, one span of
100 feet will be ample.

"Prom the crossing of the River Tillard to St. Peter's Canal (29
miles) the grades are undulating, none exceeding 57 feet per mile. The
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alignment lu good. Though the work over this portion le not light, no
rock is likely to be met with in the eutting.

b From the 36th mile the grade descends for one mile nt the rate of 29
feet per mile along the inlet of Loch Caileau ; thence level for three-
quarter mile along shore of Loch Caileau, then descending again at
varying rates, noue exceeding 66 feet per mile, until tn elevation of 25
feet above high water is reached at 38J miles. The work over this
portion is generally light, a small quantity of solid roc' may be met
with along the outlet of Loch Caileau.

"From 38J miles the line works into the valley cf the Grand River
(outiet of Loch Lomond), then along the west bank to the 43rd mile,
where the river is crossed. Light undulating grades are used over this
portion, no curve sharpe: than 5 degrees will be necessiry. Work not
heavy, and the material earth and gravel. 'he Grand River will
rquire one epan of 125 feet."

Then, from 46j miles to the 50th mile:
" The work will not be h3avy, the alignment good, the material gen-

erally sand or gravel, and boulders, and no impxrtant structures'"

From the 50th mile to the 5ith mile:
" Grades easy, alignment good, and work light."

From the 56th to the c0th mile, it is the same way, "The
work not heavy, and the material earth and boulders; some
5-deg. curves will ba necessary; structures urimportant."
From the 60th mile to the 64th mile:

" Over this portion the work is not heavy ; good ballast is found in
different places ; some 6-deg. curves will be necassary ; no important
structures."

From the 66th mile, "The work is not heavy, the material
clay and gravel." From the 66th mile, ho says, "The work
is not heavy, and the alignment is good, though some solid
rock will be met with on the 67th mile." From 6&j miles,
ho says :

" The grades over this portion are very light, the alignment good, the
work not heavy, and the material clay and gravel."

And so on to tho 79th mile, where ho says:
"I From the 79th mile the line descend3 to the head of Louisburg

Harbor, with varying grades, none exceeding 53 feet per mile, thence
along harbor, with easy grades, to the terminus at Slattery's Cove."

This is the description as contained in the engineer's
report of the southern route vid St. Peter's to Louisburg.
Now I propose te turn the attention of the House for a
moment to the report in regard to the character of
the country through which the present lino of railway
runs. In estimating the cost, the engineer put the
cost of the southern route at $20,000 per mile, and the
cost of the route by which the road is being built at
820,000, if the steam ferry could ho operated at the
Grand Narrows. It has been a matter of wouder t.'
me how the engineer could have made such an estimate,
because a careful reading of the reports must lead anyone
te come to the conclusion that the cost by the present route
would be much greater than by the southern route. It was
generally believed in the Islad cf Cape Breton, and is
believed to-day, that when the Goverament had mado up
their minds to built by the central route, that the engineers
were instructed to make a report that the cost on the
central route would not be greater than that on the southern
route. They knew that, if the engineers were to give a
true report, it would show that the cost on the central route
mu8t be much in excess of that by the southern route.
I think I have here sufficient evidence te show to the House
that the cost by the lino which they are building now
must be much greater than by the other lino. Let ma
take the report itself, and see what is said about the
presont route from Hawkesbury to Grand Narrows. Mr.
Schreiber says:

" West of the Grand Narrows the country is very rough, necessitat-
ing heavy work and considerable curvature. The structures are some-
what numerous, there being eight spans of 100 feet required, besilesa
large number of small bridges and culverts.'

" From 131 to 17J miles the line ascends the high ground between
River Inhabitants and Deny's River, by the valley of McMaster's Brook.
Grades of various inclinations are used over this part, noue exceeding
80 feet per mile, until an elevation of 280 feet over high water tide level
l reached at summit. This is the highest level reached on this survey.
The work over a part of this distance may be clased as heavy ; the

material, except, perhaps, a part of one cutting, will be Clay and gravyl.
The general direction of the line, from 144 to 17J miles. 1I not gond ;
curves of 5 and 6 degrees are necessary to keep witbin the limits of the
narrow valley. Structures, though not very large, will occurfrcquently
over this portion ; one tre:tle 150 fret in length and 30 feet in
height, one of 90 feet in length and 25 feet high, and one Ppan of 40
feet.''

Then ho goes on until ho c imes to this:

" At 29J miles the line turns abruptly to the north, then aweeping
around the northern end o'a high ridge it resumeq itseasterly direction
again at the Blst mile. Two other lines were run between the 29½ mile
and the 31st, with a view of improving the direction, both of which
failed. From 29t to 31J miles the grade descends at the rate of 66 feet
per mile, then various undulating grades, none of which exceed 64 feet
per mile, descending to the 36th mile, when an elevation of 44 feet
ahave tide level is reached."

Then, Sir, going down to the 37th mile, ho says:

" The arm of the basin at Deny's River, called the 'Little Narrows,'
is 450 wide at the point selected for crossing, the greatest depth of
water is 25 feet, shoaling grainally to the edges ; no current. The bottom
was found to have 3 to 5 feet of mud overlying compact sand or
gravel ; a structure having two spans of 100 feet each is proposed for
this crossing. The work over this portion is heavy, large cuttings of
gypsum occurring frequently, 6-degree curves will be necessary in the
alignment. A trestle 200 feet in length and 35 feet high will be re,
quired beiween the 42nd and 43rd miles."

Again, at the 45th mile, hoesays :

" The work over this portion is heavy, the material in the cutting la
chiefly clay overlying gypsum, though one large cuttinir of conglomArate
rock occurs near the 5Oth mile. The curvature over this portion will be
considerable, 6-degree crves beinr frequently required. One trestle of
300 feet in length and 47 feet high occurs between the 47th and 48th
miles."

Then, again, he says:

'' The direction of the line between Grand Narrows and lenecadie
Point is nearly at right angles in the general dire ction, and the total
length of the line is thereby considerably increaed. Benecadie Pond,
at the point selected for crossing, ii about 1.100 feet wide ; the greatest
depth of water is three feet. The grade elevatio n is six feet'over water
level."

Again ho says:

'' Between the 70th ani the 71st miles Mclntosh's Brook is croised ; thi
valley of this etream is 500 f3et wide. A trestle 450 feet in length and
35 feet high will be required."

And again:

'' Between the 78th and 79th miles Gillis' Brook is crossed ; the valley
ofthis stream is 700 feet wide At restie 650 feet in length an d 47 feet wide
will be required. At the 80th mile the bead of East Bay is reached, and
frorn ihat point to Sydney the line keeps close to the main post road
between St. Peter's and Sydney."

Now, I contend that in this report of the engineer's on the
two routes thore is enough evidence to ihow conclu-
sively -

Mr. MoKEEN. The hon. gentleman has been speaking of
a lino which has been surveyed but not been adopted.

Mr. FLYNN. I do not know what linoeis surveyed. I
moved for these papors in 1887, and I have got thom here.
I went to the office and was told this is the only report, and
in the papers thore is no mention of any other report. There
is nothinX officialto show where the Government are build.
ing the road, but the report of ongineers from which I am
quoting, and I can only go by the official report. It will not
do for the hon. gentleman to ttate in answer to me that the
Government are not building by this lino. These are the
reports, and there are no subsequent reports. I knew I
would bo met by the reply that this is not the lino that they
are building, but still it is the lino shown by the papers, by
the official documents placed on the Table of the House.
My intention is to show that the statement of the engineer
is not correct when hoesays that if a steam ferry is operated,
it will only cost $20,000 a mile. The report itself contains
evidence that it must ho largoly in excess of the cost of the
southern route. It is a well-known fact that bridges and
heavy cuttings are what makes railway building expensive.
Now, the engineer states that by the southern route there
are only ffteen bridges, only one across the River
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Inhabitants of an important character, whereas by
the route on which tire railway is now located, by the
Grand Na: >ws, there are twenty-one bridges, neees.
sitazing g and heavy spans and trestles. How is it
r ssible fo' any sanç man to believe that a road where there
are twenty-one bridges will be less expensive than another
road with only fifteçn bridges, even il the other expenses
of building the two roads were the same ? The idea
is too preposterous, but it is in keeping with everything
else in connection with ihis railway. The leader of the
Govrnment knew that if the engineers were told to go iLto
Cape Breton and make a survey of the southern route, giving
an honest and impartial report of the cost, according to the
best of their ability, and also to go by the Grand Narrowa
and make a careful survey of that route, and give an honest
and impartial report-he knew that the engineers would
have reported that the cot would be 50 per cent. In excess
of what this report states. If the Government had also
stated: We are not only going to build by this
line, making it longer than the other and costing
more, but, eventually, we are going to obstruct naviga-
tion by erecting a bridge across the Narrows-if they
had made that avowal in 1887, we know it would have
been fatal to the project. I do not hesitate to say, from atll
the facts, that the intention was to keep the cost of the
present route down to tbe cost of the southern route,
qnd the engincers were instructed to report accordingly.
Dere we have over 3,000 feet of spans of bridgoR on Lhe
present route, and only 1,200 feet on the other. Bit, Sir,
there is more to prove my contention that the cost of the
present route will be greater. In 1886 bome French gen-
tlemen, representing a syndicate who were preparod to con-
struct the railway tbrough Cape Breton, visited that
Island and went over the two routes. They read
the report of the surveyors, and after they traversed
the country, they at once stated that it was impossible for
that road to be built as cheaply a3 the other. They came
up here to Ottawa and told the Minister of Railways, so I
am credibly informed, that the road by the Grand Narrowi,
where they proposed to build, would cost 53 per cent. more
than the estimated cost given by the engineers, and
they woild have nothing to do with it. We have also
the fact that the contract was taken from the contractors by
the Government because they failed to perform the works as
rapidly as they had agreed to do. They stated, in a memorial
to the Govern ment, that they were deceived by the estimate
given by the engineers of the cost of that railway. And
what is the fact now ? They have an action aganst the
Government for damages te the extent of $ 300,000. But
supposing that the eviden3e I have given, the report I have
read of the engineers, was not sufficient ; suppose the
evidence I have given of the fact that the French syndicate
were prepared to build, but abandonod the project because
they found that it would cost more than the estimate of the
engineers-suppose all this was not sufficient, we have
in further proof of the correctness of my contention, in the
action of the Government, who took a v ,te in this House
in 1886 for 81,700,000, and the other night they took a
vote for 8700,000 for the same purpose, those two sums
together bringing the cost of that work up to over $2à,000
a mile, independently of the cost of the bridge across the
Narrows. Therefore, I say that I was correct in attacking
the report of the engineers, and indeelaring that when they
stated that the cost would be the same, they were mislead.
ing the country. From the facts that have been developed
since, I do not hesitate to say that if the road is built, it
will cost $30,000 a mile and over-

Mr. CAMERON. la! ha!1

Mr. FLYNN. The hon. gentleman may laugh. When
I stated a year ago that it would cost over 820,000 a mile,
h. laughed in the same way. But there are the facto, and

Mr. FLY.N.

eau ho deny that, so far, it i aosting 825,090, without the
bridge ?

Mr. CAMERON. Do you mean to say that it will Cost
$25,000 a mile, besides the bridge?

Mr. FLYNN. Yesuand more. 'rhe road from the Strait of
Canso to the Grand Narrows will be 95 miles in length; we
have now voted $2,400,000 for the construction of the road
without the bridge, which brings the cost up to over $25,000
a mile. Now let me see what the cost would be by the
southern route. By building via St. Peter's and Loch Lomond,
Sydney can be reached by 80 miles of railway. By
adding a branch of 10 miles yon can roach North
Sydney, making a distance of 90 miles, saving five
miles of railway and avoiding the Grand Narrows ferry.
66 miles of this lino would be common to the national
lino to Louisburg, which Port can be reaehed by a branch
lino of 15 miles, you have a total distance of 105 miles,
accommodating the three towns of Sydney, North Sydney
and Loui-4burg. The estimated cost of this hue was
$20,600 a mile, making a total cost of $2,100,000. If this
lino had been carried out the terminus would have been at
the open winter port of Louisburg. Lot me now take the
Grand Narrows route, by which the lino has been built. The
distance from the Strait of Canno to Sydney by the present
route is 9à miles, which, at 830,000 per mile, would make the
cost $2,850,000. If you a <d the distance to Louisburg, which
I have placed at 820,000 per mile, it would make 8500,000,
which, added to thbe cost of the road to Sydney, would make
$4,350,000, being 81,250,0O0 more than the cost of a roid
by the southern route, indepenjent of the c)st of a bridge
at the Grand Narrows. If you add half a million dollars, the
amount of the contract for building the bridge-in all pro.
bbility it will cost much more-it will make a total cot of
$3,650,000, or 81,750,000 more than the costby the southern
route. But this is not all. Thestatistical reoord states that the
cost of working exponses of railroads, in 1887, was 8-,363
per mile. The increased distance, if you extend to Louis.
burg, would add yearly about $18,000 to the cost, or a sum,
if capitalised at 4 per coot., equal to $1,200,000. It bas
alwt.yn been contended by hon. gentlemen opposite-the
hon. members for Cape breton-that the road, to be com-
plote, must go ta Lnuisburg. What did the junior mem-
ber for Cape Breton (Mr. MàcKeen) state, when this question
was under discussion? ie said:

" That the road under construction woulitail in its object if it is not
continued as far as the important harbor of Louieburg. We know that
it is the only open port we have on the Island of Cape Breton. Sydney
is closed for some tour months in the year, but Louisburg is opeu-free
to the navigation of the world, we might say. We know that the route
from Sy lney ta L ouisburg interseets one of the richest mining localities
in the Dominion, mines which represent a capital of eight or ten millions
of dollars, and seven or eight coilieries which have no outlet to the sea
except by Louisburg. Without the extension ta Louisburg, tire system
wili be incomplete and must partially fail to accomplish the object
sought to be achieved."

Why, both Mr. MoKeen and Mr. MoDaugall, before election,
stated that the road between Sydney and Louisburg would
be broad gauged and equipped by the Government within
two years. Mr. McDaugall gave a guarantee to that
effect, with a condition, that if that promise was not fui-
filled within two years from thon, that ho would resign his
seat. An Ottawa despatch to the Montreat Gazette fur-
nishes a more detailed statement of the proposalis which
Messrs. McfDougall and McKeen have made to the Dominion
Govornment in reference to the Louisburg railway. The
despatch says:

" The two Cape Breton memberu, Mesra. MeKeen and McDougall,
have nad a lengthy interview with Sir John Macdonald and' air John
Thompson on the snbject ot the exteneionsof the Capê Breton rauway
trom sydney to Louitburg. The Cape Breton members appear to bis
determined to secure this concession, in order that the road may be
opened up to Lou:sburg simultaneously- with theêiape Breton rakwar
now nearing completion. When the road i extended to Louisbergia-
stead abeing oniy a.e to sbp coal during ,iie or sixmonthe of thàyear,
it could be shipped-daringthewhole year, Louisburgharborie atwa
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free from ice. As it is at present, the output last year was 500,000 tons.
This, the deputation informed Sir John, could be doubled. It may be
added. that Mesurs. MeKeen and MeDougall have had several interviews
with the Premier on this subject, but at the last, they had statistics,
maps, etc., showing the location of the several mines and the close
proximity of them to the proposed road. Sir John was satisfied of the
teasibility of the scheme, and said that the matter would be looked
into."

i have read these extracte to show that the road will be
incomplete unless it is built to Louisburg, that it will fail,
as the hon. gentleman says, in its object, and that we may
look forward, in the near future, to see the road extended
there. i have no doubt, if it is so extended, it will cost, as
I bave s aid, $1,150,000 more than if it were built by the
southern route, that is, independent of the bridge at the
Narrows, or an amount sufficient to give us railway accom-
modation on both sides of the island. Owing to the
peculiar formation of the Island of Cape Breton, being
divided into almost two islands by the waters of Bras d'Or
Lake, two roads are necessary to develop its resources, one
by the north, accommodating Inverness and Victoria, and
the southern, by Richmond to Louisburg, Sydney and North
Bydney. Where have they built this road, which is misnamed
the Central ? The road runs mostly through two penin.
sulas, through a narrow neck of] and isolated by
the Little Bras d'Or and Whycocomagh Bay on the nortb,
and by the waters of the Great Bras d'Or and East Bay on
the south. It is isolated from nine-tenths of tho area of the
counties through which it passes, as can easily he seen by
referring to the map, connecting Cape Breton and Inverness
Counties at their extreme points,and having neither mineral
or agricultural resources to develop. Nor does it pass
through any important agriculturai district. From the
head of Whycocomagh Bay to Grand Narrows, a distance
of 20 milea--and I would particularly call the attention of
the liouse to this fact-the average width of country
through which the road runs is not over four miles; for
about five miles from Orangedale it does not average over
one mile in widtb, and at Little Narrows, for some distance,
it is not half a mile in width, passing through a country
whore there are holes and plaster beds, making it difficuit
and expensive to build a railway. There was a bridge built
there last fall, and it sunk f rom six to eight inches in a short
time after being built. The hon. member for Inverness
(Mr. Caneron) asked the First Minister a question in re-
gard to those holes and quagmaires, to which ho got his an-
swer. Mr. Fletcher, of the Geological Survey, stated to one
of thedelegates that in process of time the whole district
would be submerged, that portions of the Bras d'Or Lake
near there now covered with water were at one Lime land.
It is.a well-known fact that pieces of land bearing large tirees
have disappeared out of sight in the very neighborhood of
where this railway is being built, and this is the place in
which the Government are to build the railroad and they
will call it justice to Cape Breton. I say, Mr. Speaker,
that a greater injustice was never perpetrated on a
people, or a more reckless waste of money ever pL o-
poeed, than the building of that railway by that route.
But the Government cannot claim now that they had
no information, or that they were not warned before
they undertook the construction of that road. They
cannot plead ignorance of these facts, and they cannot
throw the responsibility wholly on the report of their
engineer. As I have stated belore, the very moment
that it was announced that the Cape Breton Railway was
likely to be built by the Grand Narrows, the people
became alarmed, they took immediate action by public
meetings and by every means in their power to protest
againet the construction of the road by this route.
The Government were warned of this in time. The
delegates who came her, comprising the Honorable
&enator Macdonald and Mr. MoKay, leader of theopposition
in the Lo"al Legislatur, -represnting epo Breton

County, and ReverendFather Quinnan and Doctor Chisholm,
ropresenting Richmond. They warned the Government of
the injustice they would inflict on Cape Breton if the road
were built by that route. The (iovernment were also warned
by a memorial signed by the Rev. J. MeNeill and 4,000
others, and by a petition from seventeen or eighteen Catho-
lie clergymen who were assembled in Sydney on some pub.
lie occasion. Some of these were clergymen favorable to
the Govern ment. But they felt in the interest of the country
that it was necessary to warn the Government against con-
structing the railway along the Grand Narrows. I do not see
this petition among the papers, but there is no doubt that it
was sent here. There is one memorial, signed by the Rev.
J. McNeill and 4,000 others, which I will road to the House,
and which will show how they protested, and how they
urged on the Government in the interest of the country not
to throw away money in a manner which would jeopardise
the future of Cape Breton, by building this railroad by the
Grand Narrows. This memorial was written in 1886, and
I would call the particular attention of the Government to
it. It says:
" To Ris Excellency the Governor General of Canada in Council:

" The petition of the undersigned electors of the Island of Cape
Breton humbly sheweth,-

" That your petitioners felt highly gratified at the determination of
your Government to construct a line of railway through Oape Breton to
Louisburg or Sydney, as a continuation of the national system of
railways.

" That your petitioners would regard with much apprebension, the
final location cf thé line by the Grand Narrows and Bois-dale-Route,
becauie, (a) if so located, the roid will accommodate neither the fisbing,
the mining, nor the agricultural interests of the Island ; becaue (b) the
Gsand Narrows is an insuperable obstacle to the national importance
and commercial success of the line.

" That, in the opinion of your petitioners, the railway will satisty
four-fifths of the people of Cape Breton, if built in the shortest and
most direct course by St Peters to Louisburg or Sydney, as contem-
plated by the Act.

" That your petitioners would refer to the mass of atatistical informa-
tion iit hî bas been funished your Government, respecting the positive
advantages of tee route via St. Peters, sent by memorial, on behaif of
the people of Cape Breton, and dated the 21st September lait prst.

" That your petitioners view with alarm, the strenuous effrts that
have been made by parties who, in their endeavors to sec"re the loca.
tion of the road via Grand Narrowa and Bois-dale route, persistently
misrepresent the interests of Cape Breton, and the desireu ot her people.

"I hat your petitioners have sufficient confidenae in the go,d jud gment
of your Government to believe that they will locate tht .- ad by that
route that will best serve the national interests of Oanada, and the
commercial interests of Cape Breton, which route has been indicated
above.

"I 'hat your petitioners make the last appeal to your Government on
behalf ot the route sa St. Peter3, and would now implore that all
further 1ocation by the Grand Narrowa and Bois-dale be forthwith di-
continued.

"Aind your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
"tOÀu BREToN, November, A.D. 1886"
This is a memorialpresented in 1886 protesting in language
as strong as can be made use of against the adop.ion of
that route. The memorialists refer here Io "a mass of
statistical information that has been furnished your Govern-
ment respecting the positive advantage of the route vid St.
Peter's, sent by memorial on behalf of the people of Cape
Breton and dated 21st September last past.' That ie not
amoingst the papers, but we have the fact here that it was sub.
mitted te the Govern ment. I have now shown te thIe House
that the moment the people of Cape Breton became aware
that the location of the road was to be by the Grand Narrows,
they became alarmed, and by public meetings, by delega.
tions sent here, by memorials, by petitions, by statistical in-
formation, by adopting every means in their power they
implored the Government not te jeopardise the future of
Cape Breton by building along this route. What have we
on the other side in favor of this route? What have we
behind the Government to show that, by building this rail-
way along this route, any portion of Cape Breton. bas urged
them to do so? Ras there been a delegation? Has there
been a memorial? Ras there been a public meeting held
in any part of Oap0 Breton to a the Goverament to
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build the road by the Grand Narrows ? No, Sir, there is
no such request. I say that these facts speak loudly
in favor of my argument here to day. I say there
must be something unfair behind this, and I regret to say
that the great influence possessed by the Minister of
Justice in the Cabinet-for to him was largely due the
selection of this lino-was used against the best interests
of Cape Breton. I make ihis statement on no authority
of my own, but on the authority of Dr. Chisholm, of
Halifax, one of tho delegates to Ottawa, who, in the pam-
phlet which he published afterwards, speaks of the Minister
of Justice as having used his influence in favorof the Grand
Narrows route. Alludirg to Dr. Chisholm, I may say that
he would not make a statement unless ho had some grounds
for it, and ho must have obtained that knowledge while ho
was here in his offilial capacity as a delegate, because I
know he is incapable of making any incorrect statement. 1
feel that it is due to Dr. Chisholm to state publicly here
that ho acted in this matter from the purest, most
disinterestod and most patriotic motives in the interest
of his native island. Now, Sir, having raid so much as
regards that part of the subject, i propose to show that
the millions of dollars which the Government are spending
on this railroad does not accommodate the people of Cape
Breton or will not in any way assist in the future require-
monts of the Island. I intend, in dealing with this matter,
also, not to ask the House to rely on any statement or
assertion of my own, but I intend to prove it by the publie
utterances of the people of Cape Breton, not in the County
of Richmond, but in the County of Victoria and in the
Cou nty of Inverness. In 1807, shortiy after the route was
adopted, a large meeting was hold in the shire town of the
County of Inverness, with the warden in the chair, asking
for aid for a railroad running through the important centres
of that county down to the Straits of Canso. Bven last
January, a meeting was held there for the same purpose of
asking the Dominion and local representatives to do
everything in their power for the purposo of getting aid to
build a railroad through the important centres of Inverness
County to the Straits of Ganso.

Mr. CAMERON. And we will get it.

Mr. FL YNN. Ye, hemay get it; but I am going to show
that this road is no good to Invernes, is no good to Victoria,
is no good to Richmond, no good to ail the southern part of
Cape Breton County, and that being the case I would ask
why have the millions of public money been spent in build-
irg b the Grand Narrows. If Richmond gets no benefit,
and iloly a small portion of the County of Cape Breton
gets the benefit of it, why is this money wasted ? If no por-
tion of Victoria gets any bonefit, why is Parliament asked
to speed theso millions ? Now, my obj et is simply to show
that by building this road by ho Grnnd Narrows, the money
will be sbsolutely thrown away. On tùe 10th of last Jauuary
a publie meeting was hold in Bdeck, the shire town of
Victoria ; the council was in session at the time, and every
district of that county was represunted. The hon. member
for Victoria was present, ani was onu of a comiittee to
piepare tLe resolution passed at thet meeting. Now, I
want to call attention to the resolution passed at that
mee ing :

Whereas a is desired and required by the people of Cape Breton
Ilanid, an i more especially of the ijounties of Victoria aad nverness,
that a railway should b! built from saddeck in victoria Uounty, via Big
iaddeck, Mid le H ier, and lake O'L&w, to gargaree and Broad Cove,

in the Couny of Inverness, and thence via Mabou and Port Hood to the
Strait of C mo, a; one th! ou gh trank lino. Therefore, resolvel1, that Our
representatives uf the Dominaio and Provincial Parliaments, and all and
every the electurate of the countsies, mare especially, of Victoria and
Inverness, deem it their duty and privilege to urge, advocate and further
to their utmost power and ability the construction of said railway."

aere are the reasons they gave for the road-I have oaly
*elected a few of tihem:

gr, FLYN.

" Because the north-western half of the Island of Cape Breton (for
Cape Bretoa is naturally t wo islands) is altogether devoid of railway
facilities "

'' Baddeck is situated on a splendid harbor, in the course of all the
steamers traversing the gras D'Or Lakes, and is the natural outlet on
tha lakea of a magnificent agricultural, timber and mining country,
extending all around for 60 miles inland."

A number of other reasons are given which I leave the hon.
member for Victoria to state. One would imagine, from these
meetings held in the Counties of Inverness and Victoria
urging the construction of raitways through these important
counties, and urging their Daminion and Local representa-
tives to use their efforts for a through trunk line to the Strait of
Canto, that there was no lino cf railway building in Cape
Breton. The facts speak loudly in corroboration of what I
have stated to-day, that the railway constructed by the
Grand Narrows will be of no use to an overwhelming
maj )rity of the people of Cape Breton. It may b of some
use to the senior member for the County of Cape Breton;
but valuable as he is to his party, I believe, and the country
will believe, that it would b too dear a price to pay for his
support-the millions that will be thrown away upon the
construction of' that road, and the sacrifice of the future
interests ot Cape Breton. There are many reasons to show
that the whole transsction connected with this road was not
a fair and square, above-board, honest transaction. There
are certain features connected with it that must lead any
impartial mind to that conclusion. It is true, I cannot
bring clear and positive evidence to substantiate the con-
viction that is in the minds of many of the people of Cape
Breton, and the strong conviction trat is in my own mind ;
but I have given the liouse sufficiont evidence to prove the
position I take. I have shown that if the cost of the road had
been put at its proper estimate of $30,000 a mile, and if the
Government had said that they would build a bridge seross
the Narrows, and would ultimately extend the lino to Louis-
burg, making it 120 miles long instead of 100 miles. If ail this
had been avowed, it must necessarily have been fatal to the
Grand Narrows route. The building of a bridge was not then
proposed, but when I brought this matter up before, I warned
the Government, and they were warned by the delegates,
that if they carried the road by that route, they would have to
build a bridge across the Grand Narrows. Whon the senior
member for Cape Breton replied to me on that occasion, the
whole burden of his speech went to prove that a bridge was
not necessary. He said that the previous winterhad been
the most severe that we bad had for thirty years, and that
the ferrymen had crossed every day without one solitary
exception. When the engineer, frr. Hyndman, had received
reports of some surveys, the hon. gentleman wrote a ltter
to him, stating that the information ho had got was incorrect,
and that there was no necessity of building a bridge there,
as a steam ferry would be sufficient. Less than two years
ago, it was positively asserted that it would not be necessary
to build a bridge across the Narrows. What did Mr. Mc-
Daugall himeoil say? lere is his letter:

"DER Sma,-Y3u willremember that when discussing the subject
of the Grand Narrows crossing with you, before leaving Cape Breton
last fali, I learned from yon that, acting on information received from
Mr. McNeil, you reported to the Department of Railways that the ice
in the Grand Narrows attained a thicknesa of some six feet at certain
periods in the winter. I subsequently called Mr. McNJeil's attention to
this, and he told me that you could not have possibly understood him,
as no permanent ice ;orming at or near the Grand Narrows acarcely
ever exceeds one toot in thickuess, and at the crossing points in the
Narrows there is seldom any ice at all; nene, however, to impede regular
crossiug with an open boat daring any period in the winter. Tne only
referenoe which Mr. McNeil, or anyotner person, could tave made to ice
forming a thickness of sax feet is, that la some parts ot iha lake, when
the ice is troken, the force of strong winds would cause such ice to be
piled up, in a crumbied form, on the shore, to a height or thicknees of
six feet, but does not apply to the immediate points at which the cross-
ing is made. I can onIy refer you for corroboration of these facts to the
ferrymen of forty years' experience on both aides of the Narrows. I
might further add that the mails from Port Bastings for North Sydney
have been crossed over the Grand Narrows in an open row boat during
the lasi two winters every night (except bandaj), and althouga the
witer of 188 was an xoptionally severe wlnter, the servie. ha beu a
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accomplished without a single interruption by tce since first estab-
lished. The saine may be said with regard to the mail service per-
formed across the ferry for a period of some fitteen or twenty years in
day time, previous to the establishing of the present night service in
connection with the mail to and froa North Sydney. And [ trust you
will be p'eased te represent this matter te the department, in conjune-
tion witn your former report, if yon have not done se already.

"I beg to remain, Sir,
"Your obedient servant,

"H.F. McDOUGALL.
" P. K. HYmÂN, Esq., Civil Engineer, &c."

.He did present this to the department, and it was embodied
in the report. But let me point to what occurred on the
floor of this House only last Friday night, when the Chief
Engineer was bere, and when we saw what an ethibition
he made when the question was brought up regarding the
millions which were voted to build the line from Oxford
to New Glasgow on the preterco that it would shorten the
distance by 45 miles. When the First Minister was asked
as to the distance to be saved, h. would not con-
descend to answer the gentleman who put the ques-
tion to him. But, when forced to do so, when
told by theb on. member for Halifax (Mr. Jones):
You have your Chief Engineer within a yard of
two ; get the information from him,-be went to him, and
replied : Twenty-six miles. When told that was not true,
then h. made a pitiable exhibition of himself by stating seven
miles. Now, I say, when the Chief Engineer will attempt,
in broad daylight, in the face of Parliament, to mislead the
public, I ask, am I not warranted in saying that I have no
faith in the reports of his stbordinates. The fourth pro-
position that i. intend to take up bas relerence to the
bridging of the Narrows. The bridging of the Narrows
will intei fere with the utility of the St. Peter's Canal and
I asseort obstruct the navigation of the Bras d'Or Lake.
About 35 years ago the Local Government of Nova Scotia
were urged to open up the narrow isth mus that divides the
waters of the Atlantic from St. Peter's, on the one hand, to
Bras d'Or Lake on the other. When the Government of that
Province commenced railway construction, they knew Cape
Breton was contributing to the construction of that work
without getting any advantage, and they agreed to open up
the canal. At the time of Confederation the canal was partly
constructed and fell into the handsof the Diminion Govern.
ment, who complotcd it ard put iL in its present condition.
It is impossible to overestimate the value of that canal to
our coasters and our fishermen. The number of vessels that
pass through it bas been increasing daily. Not only has it
been of advantage to the shipping interest, but also to the
farmers in the interior by giving them facilities to send
their produce to market, and it bas also been a great
accommodation to those going to the mines. I know
the reply will be made to me that this bridge will not
obstruct or interfere with navigation, but, in case such an
assertion should be made on the floor of Parliament, I wish,
in advance, to state that il will obstruct navigation. In
making that assertion I do not base it altogether on my
own knowledge of the place-and I have some knowledge
of it-but when it was announced publicly that the Govern-
ment were determined to bridge the Grand Narrows, a good
deal of excitement was aroused among that class of people
who use the canal as coasters and fishermen, and I made
it my business to enquire from every man his opinion.
There was but one voice, and that was that it would
obstruct navigation, and that mariners would rather run
the risk of an open Atlantic voyage then go through St.
Peter's Canal to the Grand Narrows. It will b. easily seen
how the bridge will obstruct the navigation of the lake.
When you go to the Grand Narrows, @o far as the eye can
reach, from east to west, there is nothing but the open,
exposed sea. Now, with a current of four miles at least, as
stated in the official report, and that increased by the velo-
City of the wind, when the wind is running high-and when
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yon put a draw-bridge there, it must necessarilybe inoreased
-with no anchorage, with nothing but the open sea, what
vessels would attempt to go through ? You might as well fill
up the canal, if you are going to put a bridge across the
Narrows. Mr. Hyndman says, in his report concerning this
bridge:

" Because of the great amount of shipping which passes through
there, a low level bridge would be objectionable, beoides its great cost;•
aid the cost of a high level bridge would, by reason of its increased
length, be very much greater."
[ intend to show you the importance of the canal. i am
going to give you, not any statement of my own, or know-
ledge contained from the people of the locality, but official
information of the importance of the canal and the neces-
sity of freedom from obstractioi in navigating the Straits
of Barra, where you propose to build the bridge:

" The shipping passing through the Narrows conuist principally of
fishing schooners which come from the east to fish in the Great Bras d'Or
Lake, and coasting vessels, ail of whien pass on through the canal at
St. Peter's. On some days as many as sixty or seventy have passed back-
wards and forwards. The season of navigation is frani the middle of
May to the eni of December. There is a line of steamboats running
each way every second day, between Sydney and Port Mulgrave, through
the canal, besides occasional steamboats belonglig to the sane company
which ply between ports in the two Bras d'Or Lakes The steamship
St Pierre of the Anglo-French and American Company, makes
fortnightly trips through the lakes between Hatifax and Miquelon."

iere we have the official statement from Mr. Hyndman that
there are as many as sixty or seventy vessels passing
through the Grand Narrows every day during the navigable
season. Will any hon. gentleman pretend to say, with a
draw-bridge at a place like this, with an open sea east and
west for miles, that there will not be detention to vessels
passing through, and great risk of loss. Every man who
has put his foot on the deck of a vessel, and knows any.
thing about the Bras d'Or Lake, and the Current, and the
Narrows, will tell you there is. I have also another docu.
ment, and it is the last I shall read. It is the report of a
meeting held in St. Peter's, County Richmond, to protest
against the building of a bridge at Grand Narrows. This
meeting was held on February 28th, and the following is
the resolution that was passed:-

" Whereas the opening of the St. Peter's Canal has developed an ex-
tensive shipping trade through the Bras D'Or Lakes; and wbereas the
erection of a bridge over the Grand t4arrows would cause serious deten-
tion to vessels passing through, and would make the navigation of these
waters more hazardous and dangerous on account of the -difflculty of
mooring vessels to a pier in an open bay and with a strong current
running; and whereas, said detention and risk would prevent shipowners
from utilzing that otherwise safe, convenient channel ; and whereas, such
an obstruction to navigation would seriously damage the shipping in-
terests of the Maritime Provinces, and practically destroy the usefulness
of the St. Peter's Canal, thereby caising loss to the Government and
injury to the growth and prosperity of this county : Therefore resolved,
that this meeting protest against the building of a bridge over the Grand
Narrows. Further resolved, tbat our Dominion representatives be in-
structed to place our grievances before the Government and Parliament
at the earliest possible opportunity."I

That is the resolution protesting against the building of the
bridge. Again, I might say that the lighthouses erected
between the Grand Narrows and the St. Peter's Canal would
be of little use afterwards. The members of the Govern-
ment know very littie, unfortunately, about the geography
of that part of the country, for if they did and had any
interest in the welfare of the people,.the line of road would
never have been located by the Grand Narrows. But the
right hon. the First Minister did us the honor of paying Us
a visit last year. He passed through St. Peter's Canal to
the Grand Narrows, and no doubt hie keen eye took in the
situation. I have been informed that the importance of the
canal was pointed out to him, and that it was also pointed
out to him that, if the Grand Narrows were bridged, the
canal would be practically destroyel. His reply was that
it would never do to destroy the canal, and he was right,
but il h. bridges the Narrows, h. will destroy the canal,
whicb was opened out at a cost of three-quarters of a
million in order to enable all those who use the Bras.
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d'Or Lake to enter it freely, and now you propose to
destroy the canal by another expenditure of three-quarters
of £ million of dollars in building the bridge acrose the
Narrows ; and it is not only the people of Cape Breton
who use that canal, but people from other parts of Nova
Scotia who go with coasting vessels by that route, carrying
produce to the Sydney Mines and carrying coal back,
and no saving the Atlantic voyage. These people will
also suffer by the bridging of the Narrows. I think
I have shown that this route will cost much more than the
southern route. I have shown that it will not accommodo te
anything like the majority, but rather a very small minority,
of the people of Cape Breton. Yon have already voted
nearly $3,000,000 for the construction of a railway in Cape
Breton, but the people of Inverness and the people of
Victoria are still asking their representatives to use every
effort to have a railway built, because this railway will be
of no benefit whatever to them. I say to the Government,
in the interests not only of the present but of the future of
the oountry, abandon the idea of building a bridge at the
Grand Narrows; leave the waters of the Bras D'Or Lake as
you found them at Confederation and as nature left them:
for ;our use, free and unobstructed. Yon can, if you desire,
before it is too late, retrieve, to some extent, the error you
have committed. Proceed with the construction of the
work from Point Tupper to River Inhabitants, thence
through the important centres of Inverness and Victoria.
Abandon the line between River Denys and Sydney,
and save the amount this will cost, and the cost of
bridging tbe Grand Narrows, and these amounts, put
together, will not only build a line in the direction to which
I have referred, but will also build one by way of St. Peter's
and Loch Lomond to Louisburg and Sydney, thus carrying
out the general intention of Parliament, which has been
frequently expressed, of having a winter port at Louisburg.
Unlessyou do what I have indicated, you will throw away
a large amount of money to very little purpose. What are
the lacts to-day ? Have you satisfied any county in Cape
Breton? We have the gentlemen from Inverness and Vic-
toria urged by their constituents to get a line built through
those counties. We have the gentlemen from Cape Bre-
ton urgimg the building of a line to Louisburg, because
otherwise the national highway is incomplete. The build-
ing of the Intercolonial Railway should have been a warn-
ing to the Government. They should have remembered
the millions which were thrown away for political purposes
in building that road, asimillions would be thrown away for
political purposes tu building this road. If the Govern ment
Wre animated by a desire to economise in the expendi-
ture of public money, and had a proper regard for the in-
trets and future welfare of Oape Breton, this railroad
would never have been built by the Grand Narrows route.
I tell the Government that a strong feeling of opposition to
this route ekists in Cape Breton, and they know it. Sir,
the people of that Island-the richest for its area of any
portion of this Dominion in everything that constitutes
national wealth-entertained hopes in the near future of
having their vast resources developed by means of a rail.
roa.d, But thes. hopes you have blasted by your insane
policy of building by the Grand Narrows. It is a wreck-
las waste of public money to serve political purposes. I

»oVr fåhat in proteuting against your railway policy in
Chp Breton, I voice not only the sentiments of the people
of Eichmond, but also of a large majority of the people ofi
the other counties in the Jsland. I know the evil results1
t"a bridging the Grand Narrows will produce. I knowi
the injury it will infliet on the fishermen and coasters, andi
the general oommerce of the Bras d'Or Lake. Knowing1
thens faots, I felt it my duty to o sbmit them to the Hoase,x
and, as the epreetative of a county in that Island, to1
protest againet a policy fraught with disaster to ber best
interests. If you bridge the Grand Narrows, you will

Mr. 2LYN4.

render the St Peter's Canal-constructed at an enormous
cost-comparatively, if not completely, useless. You will
obstruct the navigation and interfere with the commerce
of the Bras d'Or Laka. Youq policy, instead of promoting
and encouraging, will check and retard the development of
our resources and strike a fatal blow at the progress and
prosperity of Cape Breton. I beg to move that you do not
now leave the Chair, but that it be resolved:

That ihe location selected by the Government for the Cap Breton
Railway is inexpedient, inasmuch as the route selected is longer and
more expensive than is required to effect a connection between the
A tlantic ports and the railway system of this Dominion, and is in every
way less calculated to serve the national and local interests which such
an enterprise is designed to promote.

Mr. McDOUGALL (Cape Breton). I am somewbat sur-
prised at the motion which las just been tabled by the bon.
member for Richmond (Mr. Flynn), and I am sure that the
people on whose behalt he pretends to speak on this
occasion must be greatly surprised that, at this late date,
he has made the charges he bas now made to the House.
The hon. rnember came here entrusted with the re>ponsi-
bility of presenting those statements nearly two months and
a-half ago, but ho has sat in solemn silence without uttering
a word of protest of the character he bas uttered to-day
until now, nearly at the close of the Session. He came
here in charge of resolutions from the municipal council
of lis county, from meetings in his county, and
from electors in his county who sent in petitions,
but ho remained from the first day of the meet.
ing of Parliament until this day, alter immense sums have
been voted away by Parliament for the work to which the
hon, gentleman alludes, without uttering a word of protest.
Under those circumstances, can any bon. gentleman on the
floor of this louse say that the hon. member has discharged
bis duty on behalf of those whom ho pretends to represent
in this House. Did he discharge bis ,duty to his county,
did he discharge bis duty to the Dominion of Canada,
when he, with bis colleagues, sat in the House in silence,
without uttering a word that would induce the GDvern-
ment to withdraw the morieys that were appropriated
to building the railway by the present route ? I think that
this fact alone is sufficient to meet the charge made by the
bon. member, and it will relieve this House of the necessity
of my going into narticulars, although I would have liked
to do so if the hon. member had brought the matter up at
an earlier period of the Session. The hon gentleman, by
delaying his statements till this afternoon, has himself
given the answer necessary to meet his charge. However,
if the House will permit me, it may not be out of place to
refer briefly to sôme of the points which he bas raised. In
the early part of this Session he presented petitions, the
first sentence of which said that they represented 7,000
inhabitants-French Acadians of Cape Breton. The hon.
member presented a petition on the 26th of February,
which I examined and found it to contain thirty four
signatures of people of French extraction and forty-
four people of other nationalities. I find that on the
27th he presented a petition with sixty-one French
names and forty-three other names. On the 8th of March
lie presented a petition containing 105 names-I believe
they were nearly all French Acadians. Those were the
only petitions, and the only signatures to the petitions,
presented to this House during the present Session. The
total number of signatures to these petitions representing
7,000 French Acadians of the Island of Cape Breton, was
only 200, and eighty-seven of other nationalities. That
shows the importance of those pelitions, and the im-
portance of tbis question in so far as it agitated the minds
of the people represented by the lon. gentleman himself,
Now, I will refer to some of the points which the
petition raises. The petition saya that the districts of the
Ialand through which the Government are now building this
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railway, arein themeelves insignificant, unproductive, and so
on. ]Now, in order to show the true state of the case, I will
take the number of people living within a distance of ton
miles on either side of the lino of railway which is
now being built. I will also take the number of people
living within ten miles on each side of the lino which the
hon. gentleman would have this louse believe the Govern-
ment should have adopted. I think every hon. gentleman
will agree that this is a fair and reasonable way of com-
paring the so-called insignificance of the adopted lino with
the one he proposes. I aleo propose to show the relative
products of the country embraced within the same limita,
and if I make any statement that is not correct, I want the
hon. gentleman to correct me. Now, starting from the Strait
of Canso, and taking 10 miles on each side of the railway,
whether that includes water or land makes no difference, so
long as I find the population. In the route that is now boing
built, which is designatel as the central route, I find, start-
ing from the Strait of Canso, that the population in the
county of Richmond that is taken in by that lino, is 1,341;
the population in the county of Inverness is 7,807; and in
the county of Victoria, 6,332; in the county of Cape Breton,
24,607, making altogether a population of 40,150 within 10
miles on each side of this road, or within a 2Q-mile bolt
from one end of the road to the other. I find, in addition
to these, that there are living to the north of this line, in
the counties of Inverness and Victoria, 23,982 inhabitants.
Now, it must be remembered, that these people could not
be benefited by any lino south of the present one, that
the present one must necessarily suit them botter than
the one the hon. gentleman is advocating. Of the 23,912
living to the north of this 10.miles limit, there are 17,844 in
in the county of Inverness, and 6,138 in the county of Vic-
toria. Adding these to the population within the 10 miles
on either side of the line, and we have a population of
64,000, in round numbers. Now let us see what population
we can find within 10 miles on oach side of the route advo-
cated by the hon. member for Richmond (Mr. Flynn). I
find that the total population in the county represented by
my hon. friend, is 15,121. By adopting the lino advocated
by my hon. friend, and adopting the 10-mile limit on either
sido of the line, I find that I take in every inch of the hon.
gentleman's county, an] we fini that there are 3,434 inha
bitants in the county of Inverness who come within the
10-mile limit, and the number of people in the county of
Cape Breton coming within the 10-mile limit, is 5,995,
making a total of 24,550 who are within 10 miles of each
side of the route advocated by my hon. friend, as againet
40,150 within 10 miles on each side of the other route, and
the 23,982 inhabitants living to the north of that lino.
Now, if that is not an answer to the charge set forth in that
petition that this country through which the road is going
is insignificant, I do not know what is an answer. As 1
said before, if my hon. friend doubts the figures that I am
giving to this House, I will give him each district within
this belt separately. Let me now go on to speak of the
so called unproducti veness of the " peninsula" route. I
claim that the principal products of these sections of the
Island of Cape Breton, in fact, of the whole island, except
the fisheries and mines, are farta productis, and the chief
among those products are grain, potatoes and hay. The
following statistics show the relative productiveness, as
well as the population, of the country on the respective
routes:

Richmond.
Inverness..
Victoria ..
çape Breto

QENTRAL ROUTE
Total
Pop.

.,.... 1,341
..... 7,807

6,331
n. 24,670

40,150
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1,469
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5,995
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TON COUNTY.

Grand Narrows.. 1,464
Boisdale 900
E. Bay, N. ide... 1,331
Balle Creek........ 2,529
North Sydney..... 5,484

11,70s

*Richmond....15,121

17,883
10,345
13,781
22,066
7,951

72,26

28,428

38,987
22,794
31,603
50,081
39,353

182,818

149,619

2,415
Y43

1,689
3,741
4876

10,464

12,565

When I quote the southern route I wish hon. members to
understand that there is no land south until you cross the
Atlantic, that there is nothing to be expected except what
is produced within the 10-mile limit ; but in the case of
the route adopted by the Government a large proportion
of the population and of the products lies to the north.
That, to my mind, is a sufficient answer with respect to
the unproductiveness and unimportance of the peninsula
route, as that petition sets forth. I can quite understand
the feeling of the hon. member for Richmond (Mr. Flynn),
on this question, and there are other hon. gentlemen who
can very clearly understand his feoling on the matter. I
may mention that my hon. friend held a seat in this House
some years previous to the present Parliament. He also
held a seat in the Local Legislature of the Province
from which ho comes. He held an important position
in that legislature and occupied one of the most
important offices in the Government, and during the
time ho held that position the Government of whioh
ho was a member adopted a policy with respect to
railways in the Island of Cape Breton. The policy adopted
by the hon. gentleman and his colleagues on that occasion
was a policy simply of paper railways, and we have those
paper railways to this day. The hon, gentleman, in 1812,
was a member of the Local Government of Nova Scotia, and
that was the year when, so far as my researches go, that Gov-
ernment adopted their first policy with a view to building
railways in Cape Breton. They adopted that policy while
my hon. friend occupied the position of Commissioner of
Crown Lands, and, to begin with, they promised by Acts of
Parliament and by the voice of that Parliament a land
subsidy of 150,000 acres and half the royalty on coal pro.
duced in the island, towards building a railway from the
Strait of Canso to Louisburg. In 1873 they amended that
legislation, and, in addition, passed legislation with a view
to building another line of railway between Sydney and

ast Bay, in addition to the propsed line from the Strait of
Canso to Louisburg. In 1874 they amende! that Act again;
they gave iL a turn-over in order to please the people of the
island for the time being, and in order to keep them interested
in these paper railways. In tho year 1875they changed their
policy, and promised 84,000 per mile for a railway from
the Strait of Canso to Louisburg, and6 4,000 a mile
for a railway from the Strait of anso to Broad Cove, so
that there should be no danger of the people uniting against
the Govirnment. In 1876 they provided for a railway to

0 About 6,000 of the population of Richmond County live on an Island
separated from the reut of the County by the ws$e qt Leauo Pamage,
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the Strait of Canso, and, in addition to that, they provided
a subsidy of $8,000 per mile and 150,000 acres of Crown
lands in addition, for a railway with an extension from the
Strait of Canso to a point on Bras d'Or Lake, abandoning
the road to Louisburg. They would not mention the point
because they thought they would catch everybody by sim ply
naming "a point on the Lake." In 1877 they extended these
Acts, and in 1878 they adopted the same course, and up to
that date they did not pay a single dollar to the building of
railways on the island, they simply gave the people paper
railways year after year, although in my eounty some 40
or 50 miles of railway was built without any Goverument
aid. The Government went to the people and were
defeated at the polls, and those who took their places
gave attention to the building of railways and to their com
pletion: they perfected a scheme and brought it before the
Legislature. Soon afterwards they appealed to the people,
who did not, however, return them to power. On the ac-
cession to power of the party supported by the hon. mem
ber for Richmond (Mr. Flynn), the Government went to
work and strangled this legislation lest any practical effect
should follow. They again reverted to the system of giving
the island paper railways. In 1886 they provided a subsidy
of $3,200 per mile for a railway from the Strait of Canso to
St. Peter's, to East Bay, to Sydney, to North Sydney, to
Little Bras d'Or, from Baddeck to Broad Cove, in fact, they
promised by this legislation that we should have rail
ways anywhere and everywhere over Cape Breton.
This is the leg slation which has been adopted by the
party supported by my hon. friend, and which was
first inaugurated by the patty while the bon. gentleman
occupied a very important position in that Government.
To this day they live on this paper railway policy, and
they expect the people of the country to live on it also.
Hon. gentlemen wili understand what feelings prompt the
hon. gentleman when he takes advantage of an occasion
like this to present bis statement to the House. He
allowed the whole Session to pass without making a protes4
and it is only on almost the last day of the Session, the
very day when the date of the question of prorogation is
discussed in this louse, that ho brings up the question.
What ho would like us to do now is that the Government
would withdraw the application of this money from the
people of Cape Breton and let them live on paper railways
for a little while longer. That would be on a par with the
p'licy that my ho. friend (Mr. Flynn) enunciated in 1872,
but that paper railway policy ceased to carry Cape Breton
members to Parliament. The hon. member (Mr. Flynn)
would lend the Houe to believe tbe other night that there
had been no opportunity for bringing up this question now.
it may bo possible that when he goes back to the people
who charged him with the responsibility of bringing this
matter before Parliament, that he will say ho had no oppor-
tunity of doing so earlier in the Session. For the informa-
mation of my hon. friend, and for the information of the
people who I have no doubt take a great interest in this
matter, I will point out the number of opportunities that the
bon. member foi Richmond had to bring up this question.
The hon. gentleman brought up the question to-day on a mo-
tion to go into Supply and let me point out that this House
was moved into Supply, just the same as it was to-day, on the
12th February, on the 15th February, the 19th February,
22nd February, 1st March, 19th March, 22nd Mard, 28th
March, 21th March, 2nd April, 5th April, 10th April, and
to-day the 11Ith April. My hon. friend allowed every single
one of those opportunities to pass without making his
protest to this House. Hon. gentlemen will now see what
force bis remarks can have in the face of the action, or want
of action, of the hon. gentlcman himself. The hon.
member, in order to show that this route was not
properly solected by the Government used the argument

Mr, McDourALL (Cape Breton).

that there was an agitation in the Counties of Inverness and
Victoria for the building of more railways, but ho never
attempted to present the argument that there was an
agitation for building the line on the southern route except
at the expense of the ine that is now being built. He
asks Parliament now to abandon this line which is being
built, and some 40 or 50 miles of which is ready for
the rails to be laid, and to adopt a route to the south ot
this, but ho cannot present one argument to this House in
favor of the route which the hon. gentleman himself
advocates, except that it would benefit the extreme
eastern point of the county which I have the honor
to represent. My hon. friend has also made the
statement to this louse that my colleague from Cape
Breton and myself were not supported by the majority of
the people of the county when we appealed to thom at
the last election. I differ with my hon. friend on that
question. It is true that in the county which I have the
honor to represent there was a good deal of agitation got
up, and agitation which I am prepared to explain to this
flouse was got up under false statements and false pretences
by the agitators in connection with this question. The
people were led to take part in this agitation under a mis.
apprehension of how this matter stood. It is true as the
hon. member for Richmond (Mr. Flynn) bas said that
important and leading gentlemen from my own county
came on a delegation to the Government to tell them that
they were making a mistake in selecting that route. But
what bas been the result ? These gentlemen came bore
and told the Government that if they insisted on oarrying
the line through the central route, which is now adopted,
the result would be they could not get a member from the
island of Cape Breton elected to support them and that they
could not in~their appeal to the people of Cape B-eton
Island, expect a supporter of the Government returned,
unless they adopted the route which those delegates
favored. I had occasion to come bore at that time, and I
did not come at the request of any one in my county, but I
took the responsibility on myself of coming bore and telling
the Government what I knew, and of telling them where
those people misrepresented matters. Now, Sir, what fol-
lowed ? Those two popular gentlemtn from my county-
they were always known as popular men and they are
known to-day as popular mon, one of whom leads the
Opposition in the Provincial Legislature of Nova Scotia
and the other a Senator in this House, and we all
know the popular position that that hon. gentleman
occupied both in this House and in the county which ho
represented - those two gentlemen came here and the resait
goes to show that a mistake was made by these gentlemen
notwithstanding that they were popular. They made all
those strong statements to the Government in Ottawa and
they went back to Cape Breton and undertook to bring out
two independent candidates on the question of the route
adopted by the Government. These candidates went from
point to point in the county and used the charge against
the Government that they adopted the wrong route, that
they had adopted a route which was not acceptable to the
majority of the people of the island or of the county; but
what was the result? Those two candidates were defuated
in the election and defeated so hadly that they could not
savo their deposits of 8.400. Why should my hon. friend
undertake to inform this House that these people had a
majority of the people of the county at their back, wheu their
candidates who ran on this issue supported by them, could
not save their deposits at the election. My hon, friend
(Mr. Flynn) may attempt to refute this statement, but I
will refer him to the Parliamentary Companion and ho will
find there that in the last election 1, who was charged with
advising the Goverument to do what was so terribly wrong
-not only to the people of the Island, but to the people of
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the whole Dominion-I was returned at the head of the
poll with 1,882 votes and my colleague from Cape Breton
(Mr, McKeen) was next with 1,875 votes. I may inform
my hon. friend if he does not know it, and I am sure he
does, but I wish to inform the House that Mr. Murray, the
Liberal candidate who was pitted against my colleague,
would not undeitake to discuss the question of routes during
bis candidacy. When in the north he was favorable to the
northern r.,ute and when he was in the south ho was favor-
able to the southern route, but he evad<d the question as
much as possible. That gentleman obtained bis votes on
purely personal and political principics. He got 1,702 votes
as against 1,675 cast for my hon. colleague, (Mr. McKeen.)
The Liberal candidate who was put up against myseil
was a Mr. Slattery living at the port of Louisburg and
representing the voice of the people of the southern part
of the county. He had the advantage ofnet only being
a Liberal but of being a strong southern route man as
well, but he only obtained 1,062 votes as against 1,882 for
myself. No v I corne to the candidates who were put up
by the gentlemen who carre as delcgates to Ottawa to
represent to the Government the mistake they were
making. Mr. Gillies (ne of the independent candidates
only obtained 895 votes is against the man who had com-
mitted ihis grcat wrong, ac-ording te the member for
Richmond (Mr. Fiynn), and who had advised the Govern-
ment to do what lhey did, and bis independent colleague,
who was put up against my hon. friend, got 518 votes, as
against 1,8'5 polled for my colleague. That is my
answer to my hon. friend's charge with- regard
to the feeling of the pet p 0 in my o(wu couat3
on this question. On the occasion on which we discussed
this question in this House two years ago, in reply to my
hon. friend, I made reference to the fact that on my arrivai
at Ottawa at the time the delegation was here, I found
that the statement was made by this delegation that the
two C&>unties of Inverness and Victoria had no interest in the
matter at all, and would be quite satified that the line should
be built by the southern route; and they laid greater stress
on that statement so far as the County of Victoria was con.
cerned. Having heard that on my arrival here, I took the
trouble of telegraphing to the leading men of both parties
in the county of Victoria; and I will just read my message
and their 'replies. I telegraphod te the IIon. C. J. Camp
bell, thon representing the county in this House; to Dr.
Bethune, who was an independent member in the Local
Legislature ; to Wm. McCurdy, who represented the county
at that time as a supporter of the Liberal Government in
the Province ; to John A. McDonald, the present represen-
tative of the county in this House, and at that time a
member of the L>cal House also; and C. R. Hart, a pro-
minent merchant of the county. The question I put te
them was this:

"l Do people of Bad leck and Victoria County strongly favor Narrows
route topreterence to any southern route? Delegates here say not.
Answer quickly,"

This message was sent on the 7th of January, 1887, and I
rcceived the replies on the following day:

From O. J. Campbell :-" Of course people of Victoria strongly favorj
Central and Boiedale route as located, and will strongly protest against
any change.",

"rom J.L. Bethune :-"1Victoria aounty unanimously prefer Narrowsj
to southern route. Must have branch to Baddeck." .?rom Wm. F. MfcCurdy:-"I wau under the impression that there ie
no doubt about feeling of Yictoria in this matter. Baddeck and Victoria
County generally have, and are, united, and will insist upon the Grand1
Rarows route in preference to any southera route."

Frum John A. McDonald :-" People of Baddeck and Victoria favor
central route, southern routes are sEo far from us, and further, than
eastern extension. Not a man in the coanty would vote for southern
roite in preference to Narrows route."

From O. R. Hart:-" Local and Dominion members, business men of
the whole county, and ail classes of people strongly favor central route
ia preference to any southera route."

These were the sentiments of the leading people of Victoria
on that occasion, before the contract was lot. Hon. gentle.
men will understaud the difference between wbat those peo.
ple might be led to say then and what they would say to-
day. They told us that they would not favor any other route,
and that view has been supported by the people at the polls.
There was no question at the polis as to the proper loca-
tion. No one in the County of Victoria dared to open his
mouth to question the route, and the hon. member who now
represents the county was sent to this House, not only at
that time, but on a second occasion, when the Liberal party
would not bring out a candidate. In the County of Inver-
ness there was no quotion of route either. The people of
that county supported the route which bas been adopted.
They admitted that only one lino could be built
by the Government, especially in the meantime,
and that the route which would serve the greatest
number of people, and which they would support, was
the route which would reach the barbor of Sydney, and
if possible the barbor of Louisburg; and for that reason
the people of Inverness could support no route, except that
which bas been adopted by the Government, and they
would protest against the southern route, if the Gov-
ern ment proposed to .adopt it. More than that, three of
those countios sent supporters of the Government at that
election, while the one county that protested against the
route which has been adopted, did not send a supporter of
the Government. My hon. friend from Richmond, and the
candidate against whom he ran, both protested against the
route selected by the Government, and I venture to say, that
if the people whoso namos were signed to the potiion, which
was presente I to the flouse against the route, were to-day
asked the question, they would say that that route is the
one which serves the greater number. Now, I do not con-
sider that it is necessary that I should delay the House any
longer with regard to my hon, friend's statement, except to
say this : We are urging the Government to extend that
road to Louisburg, with the view to the development of our
mines, and the route which my hon. friond described to this
fHouse would not touch those mines had it been adopted.
He says that it sbould go by Loch Lomond, and that a
branch should bo built to Sydney, and on to Louisburg.
Such a route would not touch a single mine in the county I
represtnt, and, Sir, there is i.ot a mine in the hou. gentie.
man's county. Of the 1 0,000,000 invested to day in the
coal mining industry of Cape B-eton, not one dollar is in
the county represented by ry hon. fiiend or on the route
ho advocates. The people wbo have signed the petition
now b9fore the louse corttnd that the road must go to
Louisburg ; they admit also that it must go to Sydney,
and they say they are quito willing that it should go to
Nortb Sydney. If that is the case, we must sec what the
mileage of this route would be. Road to Louisburg, 85
miles; branch to Sydney, 12 miles; Sydney to North Syd-
ney, 18 miles; total, 115 miles; adding mileage required
to connect all the mires with Louisburg, about forty miles;
while we can connect all the mines with the present road
with a mileage of some fifteen mle, less. The flouse may
not know that the route advocated by my hon. friend, with
all those branches, is not as Icasible or practicable, and not
as favorably reported on by the engincers. The hon. geitlie-
man is just as far in error in quoing the length of this
route as he was in quoting about a route that was not
adopted by the Government ai ail as an argument against
the adoptud route. Ho roa from the report dealimg with
a route that goes by East Bay, 40 miles of which was not
adopted by the Government, and over-looked the report on
the Baisdale route, wbich has been adopted and mure
favorable than the one quoted from. My hon. friend
pretends to know all about ibis road, but the display
of knowledge that h gave to-day kho ws that ho knows
nothing, because ho bas to refer to reports in çrder to
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obtain knowledge that he could get at his own door.
I venture to say my hon. friend never traversed a mile of
that road. I would like my hon. friend to say whether ho
bas travelled over ton miles of that road between Hawks-
bury and the town of Sydney. Some of the bridges my
hon. friend quoted as the heaviest structures on that line,
apart from the Narrows, were bridges across ) ivers and
strcams over which the road, if it went by the southern
route, would equally have to pa'.s. No matter what route
the Government adopted, the road would have to cross
those streams over which are the heaviest structures. In
the other cases of the heavy structures, they wereon a road
not adopted by the Government at all. My bon. friend
quoted from the report of Mr. Hyndman, that there were
60 vessels passing the Grand Narrows every day, as a reaiso
why the Government should build the Narrows bridge. I
wish to inform my hon. friend there never bas been a day
yet, in the history of the Island of Cape Breton, when thirty
vessels went through the Narrows. It is considered a great
deal when 25 pass in one day. Quite a number do pass-5,
6, 10 or 15-and on a very exceptional day, 20, to which a
bridge would not be any serions impediment. My hon.
friend makes this statement from a report which he says
himsell is not a corsect report, which ho says is made with
a view of influencing the Government to build up this road.
These are the sc-called incontrovertible statements quoted
by my hon. friend. The remarks I have made, I believe, are
sufficient to answer the charges made by the bon. gentle-
man, so far as the country is concerned and so far as the
people of the Island are concerned; and with regard to my
hon. friend's charges againtt the Governnent for thoir man-
agement of this work, I presume ho will get his answer in
that respect. It is not for me to defend the Government
beyond what I know to be the facts within my own personal
knowledge and the knowledge of the people 1 am here
representing. I am very much obliged to the flouse for the
patient attention given my remarks, and am sorry to have
delayed the fouse at this late stage in the Session.

Mr. KIRK. Although I may be open to the charge made
by the hon. member for Cape Breton against the hon. member
for Richmond, of not knowing anything about this line in
consequence of never having travelled over it, yet I feel it
my duty to say a few words upon this question, bzcause the
work is one of very great importance, and one in which
every hon. member cannot help feeling an interest in view
of the amount of money required to build it. This is also
a work in which I have always taken an interest, and
since I have been in this House I have always had- great
pleasure in supporting it. So far as the location of the
line is concerned, that is something I know very little
about personally, but any -hon. gentleman who will take
the trouble to look at the map of Nova Scotia will see-
even in the small scale as it is given in the report of the
Minister of Railways-that the location of that line cannot
be in the interest of the whole people. Cape Breton Island
comprises four very important counties. This central lino
is on a location which any man who will look at the
map must see does not and cannot accommodate the four
counties, and can accommodate but a very small portion of
one or two of them. When it was first proposed by the
Government to locate the lino on the central route, the
people of Cape Breton, generally, viewed the proposition
with considerable alarm . I remember at that time a public
meeting was held in the town of Sydney, and that meeting
condemned that route. They appointed a delegation to go
to Ottawa for the purpose of laying the matter before the
Government, and, if possible, to urge upon them the noces-
sity of constructing the road by the southern route. The
delegates appointed at that time were the Rev. James
M. Quinan, Dr. Murdock Chisholm, Senator McDonald,
and Dr. Wm. McIKay. The delegates were all Con-

Mr. MODOUQeLL (0ape Breton).

servatives, for the people knew well it would be useless to
send a Liberal bore. On that delegation were the four
most influential Conservatives in the county. They pre-
sented to the Secretary of State in O.tawa the following
letter:-

" The undersigned beg to enclose herewith petitions from electors of
Cape Breton protesting against the adoption of central railway route,
and praying for the adoption of the St. Peter's route. We are instructed
to say that the warden of the County of Inverness and several electors
of the said county signed said petitions."

Now, the senior member for Cape Breton bas given to this
louse a large number of re'erences in order to prove that

the interests to serve by the central are greater than those
to be served by the southern route. In answer to that I will
give the hon. gentleman the letter which the delegates
wrote with regard to that point:

" That by building vid St Peter's and Loch Lomond, Sydney ca be
reached by 80 miles of railway easily constrncted, and North Sydney by
a branch of ten miles additional-making in aIl 90 miles, thereby saving
5 ruiles of railway, avoiding the ferry at Grand Narrows, and accom-
modating 50,000 of the population of the island."

Now, the largest population the hon. gentleman could get
for the central route was 40,000, and I dare say ho made it
as large as he ocould. These delegates, who were not per-
sonally interested in the matter, stand in this respect in
contrast with the senior member for Cape Breton, who not
only owns a large portion of land near the line, but is other-
wise personally interested. The delegates conclude :

" Moreover, by this route, aIl due encouragement would be given to
agricultural, mining and fishing interests, as the statement already
submitted to your honorable body s fficiently proves."

I have not that statement, but this letter is a com plote answer
to the hon, gentleman as regards the interest to be served.
We have been told by the hon. member for Richmond, and
it has not been denied, that this central route will cost
$3,850,000 to complote. Now, when we consider that when
this line was first spoken of in 18M, and the resolution was
brought down by the Minister of Railways, asking the
House to vote the su m of 83,200 per mile to build this road,
or a sum total of $256,000,he led this House to believe thon
that that was a sufficient sum to build this road, that all ho
wanted was $,56,000, to build the road irom the Strait of
Canso to Louisburg and Sydney, in Cape Breton, and
when ho wap asked by the hon. momb.r for Wet Durham
if ho had any assurance that the company would complote
the work with 1liis subsidy, ho said :

" I have the assurance of the General Manager, rOolonel Snow, that
they wili. Previous to his leaving here, I told him, although I knew
the work was more costly in Cape Breton than in other sections, I was
not prepared to recommend a subsidy of over $3,200 per mile, and I
asked him before taking that step, whether he would be prepared to
carry out the work, and he assured me they would."

He also said :

"l I have taken great pains to ascertain the financial standing and
position of this company, and I think I am in a position to state that,
whatever work they engage in, they will carry through. The Govern-
ment made a contract with them to extend the line from Oxford to New
Glasgow, and,although they have made great progress with it and incur-
red large expense,they have not yet called for any portion of the subsidy,
so that I have no doubt at aIl as Io their fiancial ability. Dr. Norwin
Green, a well known capitalist, and a gentleman connected with a great
many railway corporations in New York, who is asso.-iated with parties
who can command any amount of capital, is the president of this com.
pany,which,I am sure,will vigorously carry the work to completion, pro-
vided they accept the subsidy. They asked for a larger subsidy.''

So the House will see that the Government were excecd-
ingly modest in asking the House to begin the work ; but,
once they had begun it and had pledged the House to it,
they were compelled to go on, and that road, which was to
cost the country only $256,000, bas now cost $3,800,000.
The hon. member for Richmond (hLr. Flynn) bas stated that
the southern route would only have oost $4,100,000, so that
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there is a difference of no les than 8 1,100,000. I maintain
that, if the southero route had been adopted the difference
of expense between that and the central route would have
been sufficient te build another railway through the Counties
of Invernees and Victoria,which the people of those Counties
are atking for, and those two roads would have amply
accommodated all the interests in the Island of Cape
Breton, whereas this road will only accommoda te one Oounty
and a portion of another of the four counties in the Island
of Cape Breton. I do net desire te detain the House
in regard te this subject. I have only to say that, in talking
with peop'e fi om Cape Breton who are perfcctly familiar
with all the circumstances in connection with this road
and all the interests te be served by it, men, tee, who are
strong supporters et the Government, mon whom I bave
never before heard say a s litary syllable against the Tory
Government, they have deciared te me that this was a most
scandalous waste of public money, and that a Govornment
which would expend money te build the lino by the central
route, ought net teobe permitted to exist for any time.
This isthe opinion of some of the strongest Conservatives
I have met, who know all about the different routes, and
this is their ground, because they maintain, as I do, that
this money would have bùilt two roads on each side of the
Bras d'Or.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

Mr. KIRK. Had the money been appropriated and ex-
pended on the southern route, there would have been a suffi-
cient sum left te secure the building of the road through
Inverness and Victoria, for which, I understand, the muni-
cipal council of Inverness have recently voted te tax them-
selves $ 100,000. Then the people of Inverness need net have
taxed themselves $1, except for the right of way, and that
lino would net bave interfered, in the slightest degree, with
the navigation of the Bras d'Or, or with the navigation at
the Grand Narrows. The senior member for Cape Breton
(Mr. McDougali), in his speech this afternoon, charged
the hon. member for Richmond (Mr. Flynn) with having
sat silent in his seat, during all this Session, and during
other Sessions as well, without saying anything against this
central route.

Mr. McDOUGALL (Cape Breton). I did not say other
Sessions; I said this Session.

Mr. KIRK. It appears to me that there was no necessity
for my hon. friend trom Richmond to say anything against
the route this Session, ie had placed his opinions on
record with regard to that route in other Sessions, but, that
ho did net speak earlier this Session on the question
of the Grand Narrows bridge ho is not teobe blamed for.
lie presenitd three petitions from the people of Invernes,
who seemed teobe very much agitated on the subject of the
Grand Narrows bridge, and ho was prepared, if he had had
an opportunity, to make a speech on this question at an
earlier date, but ho only got an opportunity te do se to-day.

Mr. McDOUGALL (Cape Breton). Wiil the bon. mem-
ber siate when the liouse refused the hon. gentleman an
opportunity ?

Mr. KIRK. H[e had an opportunity on one occasion at
1 o'clock in the morning to go on and make his speech,
but ho did net think it proper te go on at that heur,
and ho would net have doue himsef justice if ho had
gone On ut that time te make a speech of an hour and a
half. HO was wise net te make bis speech on that occasion,
buL ho took the first opportunity aterwards, and it ii pot
yot too late to bring this guestion before the lIous,

Mr. MoDOUGALL (Cape Breton). After the money is
voted.

Mr. KIRK. No one heard until last fail of the intention
of the Government to build a bridge across the Grand Nar-
rows. It was always underetood that they intended to op-
erate the road with a steam ferry, and not to build a bridge
there. Consequently, there was no necessity to deal with
that question until now, but the Government have now de-
cided to build a bridge across the G! and Narrows, whieh,
many people believe, will very much interfere with the
navigation there. I think, when this louse appropriales
large sums of money to establish a publie highway, they
should take very good care that in doing this they should
not destroy any existing highway wbich is quite as im-
portant as the orne they are constructing. The hon. mem-
ber for Richmond (Nir Flynn) bas pointed out clearly that
to build a bridge acioss the Grand Narrows would greatly
interfere with the navigation of the Narrows, and would
almost utterly deetroy the St. Peter's Canal wbic hbas
been constrUeted ut a cost of more than half a million of
dollars. Anyone by looking at the map can see that a
bridge there would be exposed on each side to the open sea.
The tide, in ebbing and flowing there, has a very rapid
current; ard we are informed, too, that the anchorage
there is very poor, and that being the case it must neces.
sarily interfere very seriously with navigation, and for that
reason the people are considerably exercised over the
matter. But what is the use ? Tbey know perfectly well
that it i no use to petition this Government in regard to
the matter; they know the petitions would be treated just
as the delegates were who were sent up against the adop.
tion of the route. They know the Government will do this,
and they know it will be supported by the members from
Capa Breton ; for that reason, no doubt, the people have
refrained from petitioning Parliament not to destroy this
highway into the Bras d'Or Lake.

Mr. CAMERON. I regret to be called upon to speak on
this question at this late stage of the Session. Notwith-
standing waat my hon. friend from Guysborough (Mr.
Kirk) has said, the member for Riphmond (Mr. Flynn) had
several opportunities since the commencement of the Session
to air his views on this question. it is a singular fact that
ho deferred discussion on this question until this stage of
the Session. He h.4d opportunities to talk upon it, even
before tenders were asked for the Narrows bridge, and ho
had several opportunities to air his views against building
that bridge before the time of receiving tenders had expired.
But ho failed to discharge his duty to hie constituents, and
persistently declined to bring this matter before the atten.
tion of the House until the tenders were in, the contract
signed, and the question placed beyond the power of this
House. But he had an object in view, evidently; ho sup-
posed that at this late stage of the Session, the members of
the louse would be very anxious to get through the busi-
ness, and would be so impatient that, after listening to his
dissertation on this subjeet, they would not hdar any other
member. But I hope the flouse will forbear with me,
because I have not occupied much of its time for the
last two or three Sessions, while J give my views on this
question. The hon. member from Guysborough tried to mis-
lead the House to believe that the cost of the line by the cen-
tral toute will be great enough to enable railway companies
to build ail the branch lines, not only in Cape Breton but
in Nova Scotia as well. This is a more delusion on 4is
part. and ho wilI fail to convince the House that such
would be the case. The central route is 98t miles in length,
including the branches. The estimated cost of that road is
820,000 per mile, it may cost more. But the line defined
by my hon. friend from Richmond is 108 miles long, and
the estimated coSt of that road also is 820,000 per mile; so
it isa fair $ estimate that if the southern route wer adopted
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it would cost equally as mueb, because the estimated cobt
is the same as that of the central route. Therefore, the
route asked for by my hon. friend from Richmond would
cost not only as much as the central route, but would cost be-
aides nearly as much as the Grand Narrows bridge will cost.
It is, therefore, very unfair for my hon. friend to endeavor to
mislead the House as he bas done. He cannot mislead the peo-
ple on the Island to believe that the cost of the central route
would be sufficient to bauild not only the southern route but all
the branch lines on the Island. I think it is also unfair for
my hon. friends opposite to ignore the fact, that, while the
people were building roads in Nova Scotia proper at the
expense of the local treasury and of the Dominion treasury
as well, the private enterprise of the residents of Cape
Breton built not less than seventy miles of railway without
any aid from either Government. This is a fact which our
friends from Guysborough and Richmond ought to be can-
did enough to lay before the House in justification of the
Government assunmirg the responsibility of building only
ninoty-eight miles at the exclusive expense of the Dominion
troasury. But Cape Breton railway agitation has a history.
Those of you who were in the House during the term be-
tween 1883 and 1887 may recollect that on more than one
occasion I felt it my duty to air this question, I was
accused more than once of tracing the history of the Island
of Cape Bretou from some Lime prior to the flood up to the
present time, in endeavoring to lead the Government to
undertake to subsi lise partialiy a lino through the island.
It has b en my policy, and I never hesitated to say so in
public or in private, to induce the Dominion Government
to build the main âne at the exclusive expense of the Do-
minion treasury, and to grant the usual aid given to local
railways for the purpose of building branch lines. In 1883 I
advocated this course. During that term a promoter of the
short line from Montreal to Sydney and Louisburg, was in
the city of Ottawa pressing the claims of his company for
the usual subsidy of 83,200 per mile for a branch lino
through the island, and also a subsidy for all the uncon-
structed links between the Strait of Canso and Montreal
During that Session I took a leading part in the agitation,
ard I was misled to belieye that the Local Govern ment of
Nova Scotia would aid us in the construction of that line,
because at that time the line between New Glasgow and the
Strait of Canso was in the bands of a private comparny, and
it was impossible, I might say, for the Dominion Govern-
ment to undertake the corsti uction of the Cape Bretsn sec-
tion as an extension of the Intercolonial Railway. But, I
thon advocated the purchase from the company of the east-
ern extension and the assumption by the Dominion Parlia-
ment of the extension through the Island. My remarks on
that occasion will be found in Ransard, 1883, page 1272.
After showing the wisdom of the Government in cor struct-
ing the lino from Moncton to Louisburg or Sydney as part
of the Intercolonial, I concluded as follows:-

" Under these circumstances, in the near futuie, it is juast possible that
the line betweenfruro and the Strait of Oanso, instea( of being a local
line, will eventually become a part of the Intercolonial Railway; and
the extension of this line from the Strait of Oansa to Sydtey or Louis-
burg will only be a construction of a road which is a Dominion line. It
is, therefore, evident that the Dominion Government has an intereat in
that extension as a feeder to a road which may, in the near future, become
a road owned by the Governm-nt; and whether this will be go or not it
is well known that the Eastern Extension through Cape Breton to
Sydney or Louisburg will be a feeder to the Intereolonial from Truro
westward. On these grounds I hold that it should not be considered a
local road. Although the subsidy for Cape Breton is not as large as the
people of the island would possibly desire, and although [ bave no doubt
that they wculd expect and suggest a larger subsidy, still I hold th-t
this subsidy will be sufficient to ensure the extension of the road from
the Strait of Canso to Sydney or Louisburg; and that, as soon as rail-
way enterprise will take a firm footing on the idland, it will no doubt
ensure a network of railroads over that island, developing the resources
of this important section of the Dominion."

That was my idea in 1883. At that time the Local Logis-
lature of Nova Scotia promised us not only $3,200 per mile,

Mr. CAMEaoN.

but they promisci a great deal more, if necesary, for the
completion of the road. The promoter of the road, who
was here at that time, assured me that ho bai a guaran tee
from the Local Government of $3,200 per mile, which the
Company led me to believe would, in addition to the Dom-
inion subsidy, enable it to construct the road through the
island. In order that there may be no doubt about t I
will quote the utterances of members of the Local Legisia.
ture during 1883; which will be conclusive on that point.
They were made in a discussion in the L'eal Legislature in
Nova Scotia, with a view to obtaining the Eastern Extension
and the Pictou Branch from the company owning it and
utilising the whole lino for the purpose of railway exten.
sion in Cape Breton. The company while here were led
to believe that the Local Government would give the3m the
Pictou Branch and the Eastern Extension in addition to a
Dominion subsidy of $3,200 per mile, and that would
enable the company to complete the road through the
island. D-iring that discussion, Dr. Haley, member for
Nova Scotia and a good Grit, said :

" I am willing to support the Government in maturing the transfer of
the Pictou Branch and Eastern Extension by purchase from the Local
Government, because I believe they are taking over a valuable asset.
We believe, as 1[have said already, the Eastern Extension is one of the
most valuable assets of the Province of Nova Scotia, and though the
western counties do not receive any advantage from the taking over of
this road, yet I, as a western member, am willing to vote for railway ex-
tension in the Island of Cape Breton from the proceeds of the sale of the
road."

This was the opinion of one of the hon. gentlemen repre-
senting Nova Scotia. We have also the opinion of another
hon. member in regird to the same question. He said :

" The road is the key by which to open railway construction in the
Island of Cape Breton. I and my friend expect the Government to deal
with the'question so as to secure railway extension in Cape Breton ."

This was the language used by the member for Victoria on
16th April, 1883, during the time the representatives of the
Short Liine Railway were here agitating for a Dominion
subsidy. We have also the opinion of Mr. McCoy, a sup-
porter of the Local Government on this question. He said :

'' Now, I would like to ask my hon. friend and every member in thi3
House if he would undertake to say that the Eastern Extension Railway
and the Pictou Branch, even with the low rates of freipht iroposed by
the present Government, does not pay a handsàme diý. .ead to-day.
rhey (the Opposition) will be prepared to assist the Government in
raising the fands to enable them to pay for the railway and place it in
the bands of the Government, so as to enable them to carry the railway
into the Island cf Oape Breton, not stopping short at St. Peter's, but
carrying it through to its proper termination."

The Premier said:

" It would be with great pride that I would be enabled to carry ont a
policy that would send the iron horse running through the gem of the
ocean, the Island of Cape Breton."

This was the opinion of the leader of the Local Government
in Nova Scotia at the time. lu fact I might quote from
every Grit supporter of-the Local Government, and from
every member of the Local Government as well, to prove
that the objeoct which they had in view, in the purchase of
the Eastern Extension from the company at that time, was
simply for the purpose of granting it as a bonus to a rail-
way company for the purpose of extending the line through
the Island. Was it, therefore, unreasonable for me to
believe that they would carry out their promises? I so
represented the state of thinge in this House and on the
strength of those representations, aided by the unanimous
vote of this House, the votes of the Opposition as well as
those of the Government, a subsidy of $3,200 per mile was
granted to theecompany. But, unfortunately,as soon as the
Local Govern ment of Nova Scotia secured the support of our
deludod friends from Cape Breton to purchase the Eastern
Extension, so soon did they repudiate the promises made at
the time the question was under discussion in the Local
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House. They acquired the power to purchase in the spring
of 1883, as they represented for the sole purpose of giving
both the Pictou Branch and the Eastern Extension as a sub.
sidy for the construction of the road through the Island.
But to our great surprise we found that the Morning Chronicle,
the organ of the Local Government, on 13th November,
1883, editorially concluded as follows:-

"The Dominion Government have been humbugging Cape Breton
long enough· they voted $12,000 a mile for a road in Ontario, while they
fooled Cape kreton with an offer of $3,200 per mile which they knew
would not be acted upon. They have millions of money to spare, they
can give Cape Breton a railway if they want to do so. The Local
Goyernment's liberal offer kas been before them for months. They
ought to have accepted it long ago, let them accept it now."

This was the position of the Local Government as far as we
can judge from the utterances of their organ, and we find
that besides repudiating promises which were made to us
by representations in the Local Legislature, by letter and
otherwise, they, as 'soon as the Dominion Government
granted a subsidy of 83,200 per mile, repudiated their
promises. The result was that which we hoped to attain
shortly after the vote was granted here, was as for from
being accomplished as ever. In the meantime the Local
Government purchased the Eastern Extension and the
Pictou Branch, and, besides, they sold that line to the
Dominion Government before 1884. You would suppose
that after they had sold the Pictou Branch and the Eastern
Extension they would at least give us the proceeds, of the
sale for the purpose of extending the lino through the
island. All their þrofessions of friendship to Cape Breton
during the time they were agitating for power to pur-
chase the road from the company, misled us to
believe that they would either give us the road
itself or the prooeeds of the sale for the purpose
of extending the lino through the Island. But they did
neither one nor the other, and you will be surprised to learn
that up to the present time they did not expend a dollar on
railways in the Island of Cape Breton. In 1884 the com-
pany presented itself again here and held that if they
secured a subsidy of $3,200 per mile additional to that given
to them in 1883 by this Parliament, it would enable them
to finish the road, and the prospects of securing it were so
good that the Local Legislature of Nova Scotia, and partie-
ularly the Grit portion of that Legislature, determined that
something would have to be done to prevent the construc-
tion of any railroad in the Island. We find that the policy
of that party in Nova Scotia since 1867 has been to delude
the people of Cape Breton, to believe that they were friendly
to that Island, and whenever they voted subsidies for the
purpose of constructing railways in Nova Scotia proper,
they always held out the hope that Cape Breton would re-
ceive a proportionate amount. In 1876 there were $2,000,-
000 to the credit of the Nova Scotia Government in the
Dominion treasury and at that time the Local Government
in Nova Scotia, which was a Grit Government, sub-divided
that amount for railway purposes. They granted 8600,000
for branch lines in Cape Breton and the balance for other
branches in Nova Scotia proper; but, as usual, they went
back on their promise to Cape Breton, and while
they secured the aid of its representatives for the
purpose of obtaining subsidies for their own roads, as soon
as they secured the subsidies they repudiated their
promise to the people of Cape Breton. At that time they
granted $1,000 por mile for a branch lino through Inver-
nos and 85,000 per mile for a lino from the Straits of Canso
to Sydney or Louisburg, but they succeeded in defeating
the construction of the railways in the same manner as they
always prevent the construction of any lino on that igiand;
that was by creating dissensions among the people them-
selves in reference to the routes. In fact on the eve of
every occasion when it was probable that the people of
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Cape Breton would secure railway extension through that
island the Local Legislature since 1867, ruled by the Grits
principally, always managed to croate dissension for the
purpose of preventing the construction of the road. In
1884, they felt alarmed, they feared that the subsidy granted
in 1883 and the subsidy in prospect in 1884, which was
equivalent to $3,200 per mile and the Eastern Extension,
granted by this Parliament for that purpose, would cause
the lino to be carried out and they found that it was noces-
sary for them to mako a movement which would be cal.
culated to counteract that enterpise. We find that on the
10th March, 1884, Premier Fielding, the Grit Premier of
the present Government, delivered himself in the Iouse of
Assembly as follows:-

" Hon. W. Fielding said: The suggestion of the Hon. Attorney
General ought to meet the wishes of the hon. gentlemen opposite. The
Bill was not being passed there a final stage. He did not agree with
the member for Inverness (Mr. Fielding was referring to the local men-
ber for the County of Inverness) as he thlught it was no harm to hve
more companies than one chartered for railway purposes. He hd seen
a telegram i a Cape Breton paper suggesting that the granting of that
charter was going to embarrass the Dominion Government, but though
he f>r one was inclined to look to the Dominion Government to assist in
railway building in the Island of Cape.Breton, he did not see how the
passage of this Bill, and the conditions suzgested by the hon. the
Attorney General, could have any such effect."

It may seem singulaZ to hon. gentlemen in this House to
hear what the Premier of Nova Scotia said in 1884 in view
of the fact that ho and his Government misled the people of
Cape Breton to believe that his whole aim in purchasing the
Eastern Extension and the Pictou Branch. in 1883, from the
company thon holding it was for the purpose of giving the
whole of that line for railway extension in Cape Breton.
As soon as ho secured the object ho had in view, that is, the
support of the Cape Breton members to his scheme, ho re-
pudiated it, subsidising another lino on the 10th March,
1884. But ho thon found it nocessary to croate dissensions
as usual for the purpose of preventing the construction of the
rond and by the language which I have quoted ho aided the
passage of a rival charter for a railway through the island.
The Short Lino Railway Company was prepared to con-
struct the road from the Straits of Canso to Sydney or Louis-
burg at that timo, and it had also a charter to build a branch as
far north as Cape North through the County of Inverness.
But the Local Governmont chartored a rival company for the
purpose of having a rivalry of routes, and for the purpose of
having a competition between the two companies for the
Dominion subsidy. That company was named the Cape
Breton Railway Extension Company, Limited; and as hon.
gentlemen who happened to be in this House at the
time know, they elected as president of that company
the illustrious predecessor of the hon. member for Richmond.
At that time that gentleman was the instrument that was
used for the purpose of preventing the construction of
any railway in Cape Breton by the Short Lino Railway
Company; and the Premier of Nova Scotia aided and
abetted him in securing a charter for that purpose. I
recollect having written to Mr. Alex. Campbell, the local
member for Inverness, to whom the Premier of Nova
Scotia referred at the time. My object was to ascertain
whether the Local Government would aid the Dominion
Government in subsidising a company to build a lino
through the Island; and I received a reply from Mr. Camp-
bell, dated 25th February, 1884, in which ho says:

l My DzAR DocToa,-Yours of the 20th is at hand. I immediately
called on the Attorney-General and asked him if he would press on the
Government either of these propositions, that is, the $1,000 per mile or
the increase on royalty. He told me that ha was willing to da more if
it was necessary, and give me the enclosed note. He has introduced a
Bill last Friday to incorporate a company to build railroads in the
Island of Cape Breton, which I think is the very company yon allude to.
I enclose the name of the body incorporated. I have prepared a Bill to
revive the Acta of 1875."
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Here is the assurance given in writing by the Attorney-
General of Nova Scotia, dated 25th February, 1884, in his
own hand :

"I am sattisfied the Local Government will aid even to a greater ex-
tent than you suggest.

"A. J. WHITE."

I am sure that any hon. gentleman in this House who knows
the difficulties companies have to secure money to enable
them to construct railways, will admit that to obtain two or
three charters over the same line, granted by any Legisla-
ture, is the way best calculated to defeat the object in view.
This was the course pursued by the Local Governmont of
Nova Scotia at the time, led by the present Premier of Nova
Scotia; and ho succeeded in defeating the object we had in
view, namely, the construction of a railway through the
Island of Cape Breton by a company. In 1886 the Domin-
ion Parliament decided to build a main line exclusively at
the expense of the Dominion treasury. My hon, friend
from Richmond has referred to the public meeting held
in the County of Inverness in 1886. That meeting
was called for the purpose of securing the opinion of
the people of tho county in reference to the vexed question
of radiway extension through the Island. A resolu-
tion was passed at that meeting, unanimously desiring that
the Dominion Government should baild a main line exclu.
sively at the expense of the Dominion treasury, and that
the Local Government should be asked to subsidise local
lines; the municipal councils of the Counties of Victoria,
Cape Breton and hichmornd passed similar resolutions; and,
in 1886, an attempt was made in this louse to croate a dis-
cussion on rival routes. 1 expressed my opinion in refer-
ence to that question on the floor of this Bouse at that time.
I urged the predecessor of the hon. member for flichmond
not to discuss the question of routes. I held that if a com-
pany could be got to undertake to build a lino from the
Strait of Canso to Sydney or Louisburg, the wisest course
would be to leave the company absolutely to decide the
route, and that if the Dominion Government would under-
take the construction of the line, it should have the right to
select the route. Although I was always favorable to the
construction of the road by the central route, yet I never
felt that either a company or the Government that would
make accurate surveys and see the character of the country
through which the diffrent lines would pass, would ever
undertake the construction of the road from the Strait of
Canso to Louisburg by the southern route. I was perfectly
willing, indeed arxious, to leave the selection of the route to
either the company or the Government if it would undertake
the construction of the road, and I so expressed myself in
this House. As soon as the Local Government, led by that
astute little Premier, the Hon. W. S. Fielding, found that
the Dominion Government assumed the responsibility of
constructing the line, as a main lino through the Island, as
desired unanimously by the municipal councils of Victoria,
Inverness, Cape Breton and also Richmond, in January,
1886, they took immediate stops to croate, if possible, dis-
sensions on the Island with a view to counteract the politi-
cal effect which the construction of the main line might
have on the people of the Island; and in 1887 we find that
they turned tieir attention particularly to Inverness.
During the agitation botween 1872 and 187, the discus-
sion on the question of rival routes in Cape Breton convinced
every railway company that purposed to build through that
Island, and the Dominion Government as well, that it would
be madness for any company or for the Governmont to
build any line as a main lino through the Island unless by
the central route. No sane company having in view
local traffle would ever undertake to construct a line from
the Strait of Canso to Louisburg by the southern route.
.Notwithstanding what my hon, friend has said, I, who know

Mr. COxzaoN.

the character of the country through which that lino would
pass, know, without any assistance from the reports of en-
gineers, that the southern route would cost as much as, if
not more, than the central route, and that the lino which
he advocates would be a longer one than that which the
Government have adopted. Now, what did they do in In-
verness in 1887, when they found it was necessary to turn
their attention to mysell in particular? The Short Line
Railway Compan y had a charter for the purpose of building
a branch line to Inverness. They found this was not suffi-
cient, notwithstanding the fact that a company had already a
charter, and the Local Government of Nova Scotia, in 1887,
chartered two other rival companies for the purpose of
constructing a branch line through the County of Inverness.
In fact, there was much excitement among capitalists to
get hold of a branch through Inverness, on account of the
representations made by the advocates of the southern route,
representing that the enormous resources of Inverness were
of such a character that no local lino was as necessary
as a branch lino through that county. This
agitation created such excitement among capitalists to
get hold of the construction of a branch lino, with the
view of making immense profits, that no less than four com-
panies secured charters from the Local Legislature for the
purpose of building branch linos. 1, who know something
about the difficulties which companies bave in raising capi-
tal for the purpose of constructing lines in any part of the
Dominion, concluded at once that it was the same old game
practiced, not to knock the heads of the people of Cape
Breton against cach other, but to crack the head of the
member of Inverness against his own. They had only one
head to deal with. They had fouir charters for the purposeof
building branch linos through Inverness, and they sont the
four companies up to the Parliament of Canada tosecure asub-
sidy for each branch lino. The Local Government of Nova
Scotia, by an Act of Parliament, promised each company
chartered by the Local Legislature for the purpose of build-
ing branch linos through Inverness a subsidy of $3,200 per
mile and a land subsidy of 2,000 acres per mile. I have
only, to prove this, to quote section 5, chapter 1, of the Acts
of 1886, which is known in my county as a lobster clause of
the Nova Scotia Railway Act. This clause promised to
every chartered company in Nova Scotia 83,200 per mile, and
a land subsidy of 2,000 acres, and no less than four applica-
tions were sent to your humble servant for the purpose of
securing the Dominion subsidy of $3,200 a mile for four of
them from the Dominion Parliament. This is theelause to
which I refer:

" The Governor in Council may grant to any company offering to con-
struct any line of railway in Nova Se itia. not already subsidised by the
Province, a cash subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, and a land sub-
sidy not exceeding 2,000 acres per mile, provided that such subsidy shall
not in any case be granted until the company offering to construct the
railway shahl have furnished to the Governor in Oouncil satisfactory evi-
dence that it has at its disposal, either from grants provided by the Par-
liament of Canada, or from private capital, or trom both, fundsa sufficient,
with the subsidies authorised by this part of this Act, to complete such
railway, and shall have given ample security fr said completion."

The Local Government chartered four railway companies for
the purpose of constructing branch linos through Inverness,
and the representatives of each railway company appealed
to me to assist it, and secure the Dominion subsidy for itself.
In order to show you that I am not exaggerating, I shall call
your attention to only one of the demands made by one of
those companies, because it would prolong the Session until
July next before I could get through with the history of the
deception practiced by the Grit Local Government of Nova
Scotia on the people of Cape Breton. 1 shali quote the high
authority of the leader of the Local Government, Premier
Fielding, as to the manner in which they wore always able
to butt the heads of the Cape Breton people against each
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other by agitation on rival routes. On 10th April, 1888, Mr
Fielding said:&

Il It has been the fact in times past that a skilfnl political leader could
knock the heade of the two divisions of Cape Breton together, and pre-
vent anything like united action on the part of Uape Breton members,
by raising the question of the rival routes. In fact the question of the
rival routes in Cape Breton is a more serions question than the rivalry
between the mainland and Cape Breton. I have my own opinions on
the subject, but I would be quite willing to grant aid to either of these
routes, if the company on commercial principles was ready to build on
elther of them; but if we are forced to decide between the rutes, as we
would be by this resolution, then I see great difficulty in the way. I am
quite willing toadmit the strong claims of Cape Breton. If this resolution
had the approval of all the members from the Island, if it could be taken
as a fair indication of the interests of Cape Breton, then it might be an
indication of the line of policy which this Goverument would adopt.
But I am afraid it does not; I arn atraid it brings up the question of
the rival routes, an exceedingly difficult question. On bebalf of the
Government I have to say that, if any company be found to build a
railway in Cape Breton, the Government will be ready to aid in that
work to the extent of thdir power."'

The Grit Premier of Nova Scotia knew well the manner in
which he could always create dissension among the people of
Cape Breton, for preventing the construction of any railway
in any part of the Island, and since 1887 he has devoted his
special attention to Inverness. As I stated, the Local Govern.
ment chartered no less than four railway companies to build
branch lines through that county, and I will only refer to
the representations made by one of these companies to my.
self in order to show the manner in which they have been
trifling with the important question of branch lines in that
county. On all occasions, the Local Government of Nova
Scotia managed to secure the aid of some representative
from the Island to mislead the people. That Government
knew full well that, if any representative or eny person
from the mainland attempted to practice such deception
upon our people, they would not believe him, and therefore
they always adopted some person who they believed would
have the confidence of the people. In 1887, after they
chartered two companies, two in that Session itself, know-
ing that there were two railway charters for that county
previously, they set on my trail an old friend, who heid the
confidence of the people for a long time, and I have no
doubt holds the confidence of a section of tbe people of that
county now. He was to be set on my trail for the purpose
of misleading the people ot Cape Breton to believe that that
Government were in earnest in their professions of friend-
ship for the County of Inverness at ail events, for at that
time they were ignoring the other counties in the Island.
I will read the following letter which I received from that
gentleman:

"HALIFAX, 18th May, 1887.
''H. CÂMURON, Esq., M.P.3 71 •

"&y DEAn S,-I have not troubled you with any letters of mine
this Session, but have watched that so far you have been silent on Cape
Breton interests. Mr. McRam is here from New York with full powers
to negotiate and enter into contract for the building of the branch lines
of railway in your county. I understand that Mr. McNeil, a member of
the Local Goverument, took some care to have the encli sed Incorpora-
tion Act passed, and views, with much favor, the lines of railway to be
opened up, so that through him the co-operation of the Local Govern-
ment, to the extent of $3,20 per mile and some other concessions, will
be assumed. The company comprised of wealthy capitalists, require
no municipal concessions or guarantees further than ihe right of way
and exemptions from taxation, while I notice that some other incorpo-
rated company requtres municipal guarantees which, at the outset, shail
create doubt and aistrust of theirbeing able tosuccessfully complete any
great undertaking of this kind. My object in writing you is that jou
had some correspondence with Mr. McRam, and that with A. McRay,
Esq., a member of the Legislative Uouncil, we saw the Provincial
Secretary here and explained to him the object of commencing soon in
order to have the line completed in the time mentioned in the Act. He
stated that the first move should be by the Dominion Government in
procuring the subsidy either in the Estimates or by resolution, and once
the contract would be entered into then that bis Uovernment would be
prepared to do their part. In the absence of his council he was not
prepared to give any written guarantees until further progress was
made at Ottawa, but that eli would view with favor these important
lises, and once the company would show that they had made proper
arrangements with the Dominion Government and prove to their satis-

faction their ability to build this road within a reasonable time, then
that the $3,200 per mile would be provided by them, making payments
whenever ten miles was finished. The Local Government would be
deeply interested in havine a roa to the Inverness col fieldi, ahipping
during winter at Oariboo Oove and probably at Oheticamp durmng the
opening of navigation. The object now will be to see that the Do.
rninion subsidy would be provided for in the Estimates or by resolution
in your touse. I understand that another company is incorporated,
but the very fact of their seeking municipal guarantee for the interest of
$i00,000 as being made a consideration proves that they are mire
adventurers who simply desire to soit their charter. You eau readily
understand that Mr. McNeil would not view favorably any lne that
would not include Port Hood and the shore which the other company
would not do. Mr. Mctam is here now and he is waiting for further
instructions frem Mr. Bell, then he may have to proceed to Ottawa.
The Incorporation Act will speak for jîseit, and I have no doubt you
will be able to see that money matters will be arranged there so that
the contract may be entered into soon. The engmneer and staff are
ready now to come to locate the lne as soon as matters are pressed for-
ward a step or two. Yon may understand that I have no direct interest
in this matter only as tar as it tends to the general development and
prosperity of our common country.

'lu haste,
" Yours very sincerely,

''W. ROIS."

Every person who knows the gentleman who signed this
letter must know that he is a person who has taken a very
active part in the politics of Nova Sootia. You find, by his
letter, that he was fresh from the office of Premier Fielding
of Nova Scotia, and he was only repres-enting one of the four
companies that sent representatives to me in a similar
manner asking me to secure aid for a branch line through
the island. Ali this was done with the view of preventing
the construction of the line througn that county. The sub-
sidy to which my hon. friend fromT Guystborough (Mr. Kirik)
referred as having been granted by the municipality of In-
verness was not granted for the company in whose behalf
Mr. Ross wrote to me, but to acother of the rival companies,
so that at the very threshold of the agitation for the con-
struction of branch lines in Inverness, the Premier of Nova
Scotia bas taken this effective means for the purpose of pre-
venting it; but, as he found that even yet tuere was ;ery
great danger of the company undertaking the construction
of the line with the offer of a subÂidy whicli was given by
the Local Government of' Nova Scotia, it was founid neces-
estry, not only to have ail these rival companies chartered,
but to pull wires in order to divide the company against it-
self. We find that the company to which my friend, Mr.
Ross, referred was organised in Halifax on 12th September,
1b87. It was agreed between Mr. Allen and Mr. Bell to
undertake the construction of that road. The agreement
between them reads as follows:-

" Whereas the Inverness and Richmond Railway Company, Limited,
was incorporated by the Legislature of Nova Sc>tia, 3rd gay, 1887, and
William H. Bell and Frank B. Allen have undertaken to biîld said road,
it is agreed between them as follows :-That the sum of $400,000 in the
bonds of the said road shallh be set apide tu be sold or hypothecated to
raise the sum of $100,000 to be used in the construction of said road ;
that ail intereste beyond this amount belong to the aid Bell and Allen
jointly, and other and further negotiations shall be by their joint con-
sent; and all moneys advanced by either of them shall be a credit to
the party advancing the same ; and no bonds or stock of said road shall
be issued to either party without their mutual consent; and all stock
issued shall be beld by the treasurer cf the road tilt a mutual division
shail take place between the parties hereto; that the money necessary
to finish the survey now under way shall be advanced by the said Allen
on the condition above set forth ; that should said bonds not be nego-
tiated, such other arrangements looking to the raising of money on
bonds and stocks of the company shallh be by their mutual consent."

This company, then, was prepared to undertake the con.
struction of the road under these conditions, but the Pre-
mier of Nova Scotia managed to divide the two leading
heads of this organisation, one against the other. Here is
a statement given to me by the president of the company,
W. Hl. Bell, of the holders of the stock subscribed on that
occasion : Frank B. Allen, 990 shares; John M. Dow, 10
shares; W. H. Bell, 1,000 shares; William Rose, 10 shares;
William Dann Allen, 10 shares. Although Mr. Rois de-
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clared in the commencement of his letter that he had no
connection with this road, we find he was one of the share-
holders of the company; and we find that, immediately
after the Local Government set to work to divide this com-
pany into two sections, he did all be could to prevent the
other section from securing a subsidy from the Local or
Dominion Government. Not only so, but there were other
companies chartered by the Local Government, who pur-
sued the same course. While I listened to the hon, mem-
bers for Richmond and Guysborough assailing the Dominion
Government for undertaking the construction of a line
through the Island, I could not help remem bering the decep-
tion practiced by the party with which these members
had been associated in Nova Scotia, whose Government
misled the people of Cape Breton to believe that they
had always been friendly to the construction of roads
through that Island, for the purpose of securing aid
for roads in which the people of the mainland were
much interested; and since 1877 they have pursued
the iniquitous course of charteringr several rival linos
through the County of In verness for the purpose of creating
dissension, so as to prevent the construction of a branch
line through that county. Every hon. gentleman in this
House who knows anything about the construction of rail-
ways, must admit that it would be practically impossible
for any company to build any of these rival linos as long as
there are so many charters granted by the Local Govern-
ment for the purpose of building branch linos through the
county. I have no hesitation in sayirg, in answer to my
hon. iriend from Richmond, that, so fur as the County of
Inverness is concerned, the people are all but unanimous in
favor of the construction of the line by the central route,
and equally as unanimous in favor of the construction of
the Grand Narrows Bridge. H1e need not attempt to mis-
lead this House to believe that the contrary is the fact;
they are all interested in building a branch line through
the County of Inverness for the purpose of developing the
enormous resources of that county, particularly in coal
which lies dormant beneath the soil. They know full well
that the construction of the Narrows Bridge is the key by
which a company can be secured for the purpose of
building that branch line; and he will represent to this
House and to the country in vain, that the majority
of the people of the Island are either against the construc-
tion of the main line, or the construction of the bridge. I
folt it my duty to show the deception which bas been prac-
ticed by the Grit Governments of Nova Scotia on the
people of the Island from 1867 to the present time, and that
deception is being practiced, not only in the Local Legisla-
ture, but by members of this louse for the purpose of con-
tinuing the same policy. The senior momber for Halifax
(Mr. Jones) kindly asked for a grant from this Parliament
last year for a branch Iin.e through Inverness. I had for-
gotten at the time to thank him for the manner in which he
asked the flouse to subsidise that road to the extent of $3,200
per mile. But when I find that the Government which he
supports in Nova Scotia hais chartered four rival companies
for the purpose of building branch linos through the Island,
and that the same Government is promising $3,200 per
mile to each of the rival companies, I feel that the sincerity
which characterises their conduct, had to some extent
characterised the conduct of my bon. friend who so kindly
advocated a subsidy for that line, which is very essential,
and which will, in the near future, be constructed, but
never as long as the little Premier of Nova Scotia rules
the destinies of that Province and of that Island.

Mr. McKEEN. The persistent hostility of the hon. mem-
ber for Richmond (Mr. Flynn) to the Government's railway
policy in Cape Breton, is to be regretted, inasmuch as the valu-
able time of this House has been taken up in discussinga mat-

Mr. CAMERoN.

ter which, from the circumstances, cannot do any good to the
Island of Cape Breton or the country ut large. During the
Session of 1887 the hon. gentleman very fully discussed this
question and elaborated his grievances at great length. Dur-
ing that discussion it was shown Ithink conclusively, thatthe
policy of the Government in the location of the road through
the Island of Cape Breton, had been fully endorsed by the
people concerned. I think it was then shown that three
ut least, out of four counties of that Island, had approved of
the location of that road, to which such great exception has
been taken by the hon. member for Richmond. As the hon.
momber has chosen to mention my name in connection
with the discussion which took place on that occasion, I will
ask the flouse to listen to a few remarks I made thon,
which he did not quote in his speech this afternoon:

"It is a most unfortunate fact that the noble Island of Cape Breton is
so nearly bisected as to make it almost two Islands, and being two
islands, it is entirely impossible to locate a line of railway which will
suit both the north and the south sides of the island. Much might be
said in favor of both routes, and I feel a good deal of sympathy with the
hon. member for Richmond (Ur. Flynn), but unfortunately, his county
is situated on the southern aide of the island, and it does not derive the
benefit from the proposed line ofthe road that the other aide does. I
think, from what I have learned from the engineers who had charge of
the surveys of these routes, that the expense of building the road would
be pretty nearly the same. From what I gathered from the engineers
during the agitation with regard to the location of this road last
autumn, I concluded there was not more than a mile difference in the
length of the lines. I learned alse that the gradients were about the
same, and that the expense of construction, with the exception of build-
ing the bridge across the Narrows, if that should ever be found necessary,
was almost the same. I think, therefore, the hon. member for Richmond
(Mr. Flynn), is misinformed when he says that the expense of building
the central line is much greater than if the southern line were built."

" I simply take the estimates given by the engineer in charge of the
ine, in expressing that opinion. Personally I may say I have no great

preference for either. Either line suits us, and, therefore, I did not take
any decided ground. I may say, however, that I fail to see the necessity
of taking up the time of the House upon this question when we know
that the matter bas already been decided by the Government, that the
line is under contract, that the work of construction has been going on
for the last four or five months, that thousands of dollars have been
spent in building the road from 8ydney to the Grand Narrows and that it
is absurd to suppose that the route could be changed on account of auy
representations that could be made at this late hour."

I think I can repeat the statement I made on that occasion
with much greater emphasis now. Thait line has been under
construction for the past two years, and why this matter
should ho brought up now, why an agitation should have
been awakened ut this late date, and why the time of
the flouse ut this late stage of the Session should b.
monopolised by such a useless discussion is more than I eau
understand. At the same time some statements have been
made hore which I think it is my duty to notice. The hon.
gentleman (Mr. Flynn) in his remarks this afternoon told
us this road was in a very incomplete state, that it would
not be finished for about two years.

Mr, FLYNN. No. I said it was two years since it was
commenced, and it was not half finisbed yet.

Mr. McKEEN. That is the same thing. The hon. gen-
tleman said further that laborers were unpaid, and that the
surplus laboring population of Ontario and Pictou was
dumped on the Island of Cape Breton to do work which
should have belonged to our own laboring men. In regard
to these contentions I am not prepared to say very much;
but I think that if our laborers were unpaid, I am very
sorry more of the population of Pictou and Ontario did not
go down and do the work for nothing. While speaking on
this matter I must say that the fact that sorne of our
laborers have been unpaid has been brought to my notice
on several occasions, and I have remonstrated with the
engineers in charge, and others, in regard to the existing
practice whereby contracts are let to irresponsible parties
on the lowest tender, which system leads to work being
given to people who are incompetent to carry it out; and
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if there is any difficulty in connection with the payment
of the laborers, it is on account of contractors taking
work at prices which are not paying prices, and
when the contractors are unable to fulfil their obliga-
tions they leave the country, and the men are left
to look to the Government or to the members for remunera-
tion, which I am sorry to say they have not always received.
In regard to the cost of the road, it has been stated by the
hon. gentleman that it is going to cost some three millions
of dollarp, irrespective of the cost of the bridge. I am un-
unable to understand that calculation. The road between
Sydney and Hawkesbury is precisely the same length by
the southern route as by the northern or present route. I
myself made a careful examination of the plans in 1887,
and having had some experience in surveys of this kind, I
know that the distance by the two projected routes between
Sydney and Hawkesbury, namely, by the southern and
northern route, is almost precisely the same. Then as re-
gards the cost, we have nothing to judge by except the
estimates of the engineers. Those estimates gave the cost of
construction at exactly the same figures, namely, about $20,-
000 per mile. Experience bas taught us that this was an un-
der estimate so far as the central lino is concerned. The
same argument may be applied to other routes, but as this road
bas never been built no one can tell what the cost would have
been. We know, however, that the gradients on the south-
ern lino were said to be a little heavier than on the central
route, but it was the opinion of the engineers who made the
survey, whom we must presume to be honorable mon, that
the cost of the central road would be no more, excluding the
bridge, than the cost of the other road. But supposing that
the southern road could be built for $20,000 per mile and the
central road for $25,000 per mile, which is the maximum
amount the engineers now estimate it will cost, the differ-
ence is only 85,000 a mile, and that on ninety-three miles, I
believe, is only $465,000. So, how it is possible for the hon.
gentleman to make this great difference in the cost of the
central as compared with the southern route is more than I
can understand. As regards the inuendoes or insinuations
of the hon. gentleman as to the means by which the loca.
tion of the road was brought about, I have nothing to
say. I am not in the secrets of the Governmont, I do
not know by what means the location of the central route
was decided. I take it for granted that it.was decided on
business principles; but ths I know that the Government
having made their decision and the contracts having been
lot, we came to the conclusion that it was best to accept the
situation and to fall iii with the Government's policy. The
only difficulty we saw in the way was that of the ferry
at the Grand Narrows. That ferry would have always been
more or les an objection, but it was proved by the en-
gineers and others that it could be successfully maintained.
My own opinion was that the lino could be operated by a
ferry. The first idea of a bridge being built across those
Narrows emanated from the hon. member for Richmond
(Mr. Flynn) himself. In his speech in 1887, to which I
have already alluded, setting forth the great grievances to
which the Island was subjected in adopting this lino, ho
stated as follows:-

" If that is the case and the road is built on that route I maintain that
a steam ferry cannot be used at all times, and it necessarily involves
the building of a bridge. One of the surveyors states that the bridge
eau only be built at an enormous cost, and it has been estimated by
some that it will amount to at least a million dollars."

flere is an admission by the hon. gentleman that if the
road is permanently located here a bridge is certainly neces-
sary. That was his admission, and I think the first sugges-
tion of the construction of a bridge made on the floor of
this House came from the hon. gentleman himself. It is
contended that this bridge, if built, will obstruct the navi-

gation of Bras d' Or Lake and of the Narrows, and, as I
know, a great deal of opposition has arisen to that work by
the people of Richmond County, represented by the hon. gen-
tleman. But we must look at the other side of the Island. The
bon. gentleman must admit there is a large commerce exist-
ing between Sydney and the lower end of the lake and Giace
Bay and Cow Bay, and no opposition bas come from thoea
quarters. I, with my hon. colleague, represent a county
whichb has a population more than double that of the County
of Richmond, but we have yet to hear the first word of pro.
test against the building of the bridge, and wo in our county
maintain that the principal part of the commerce of Cape
Breton is conducted there. The coasters which pass
through the Narrows pass through our county, and it is to
our county the people come for their coal and to sell their
farm products. We own a considerable number of vessels,
and yet we have never had the slightest complaint from any
master mariner or coal proprietor or froin any of the mer-
chants who supply the lake trade, None of those have
taken any exception to the building of this bridge, and why
ought the people of the smallest county on the Island be
supposed to obstruct this great enterprise which I believe
is hailed with delight by ail the people of the eastern part
of Cape Breton Island. When this road was first projected
the great exception that was taken to it was that it might
obstruct the Narrows, but that difficulty bas been
overcome and I believe, as far as I know, that this
central lino will accommodate the people of Sydney
and of the outlying mines, as well as any other lino
can. I say this knowing that the line is now an esta-
blished fact and knowing that, although I never gave it
any support in the past I think our people are satisfied with
the situation and I say it is ill-advised to raise those con-
tentions at this late date. The hon. gentleman (Mr. Flynn)
referred to the petition which he bas presented to the House
asking that the present line of railway from Orangedale (I
think the petition states Orangedale) to North Sydney,
should be abandoned, and the route turned towards the
County of Inverness, and also that the linoe connecting North
Sydney with Louisburg, going around by the coal mines,
should be adopted. Now, Sir, I cannot imagine that the
hon. gentleman or his constituents, in presenting that peti-
tion to this flouse, ever supposed or imagined that it would
be for one moment entertained. What does it ask for ?
It asks practically for the abandonment of 56 miles of road
which are now under construction and approaching com-
pletion; 56 miles of road on which have been expended the
money of the people of this country tothe extent of more
than 6850,000. A more absurd proposition was never pre-
sented to any Parliament, and what do they propose to give
us in return? They propose that we should undertake to build
a road from North Sydney to Hawkesbury via Louisburg.
I have always advocated, and I hope to advocate as long as I
am in this flouse or in public life, the connection of Louis-
burg with Sydney and with the entire railway system of
our country. I do not intend to go back on any statements
I made in this regard during the discussion on this matter
in 1887; but, Sir, to abandon our present lino and to deprive
our harbor of North Sydney of the connection it is likely to
have with Hawkesbury, and to add to the distance some
47 miles, is a proposition that the people of the eastern
part of our county would not for a moment entertain, As
nearly as I cau renember, North Sydney and Louisburg are
equi-distant from Hawkesbury, but if we were to abandon
the present line, if we were to build a road to Hawkesbury via
Louisburg it would increase the distance from North Sydney
via the coal mines to Hawkesbury about 47 miles as com-
pared with the present route. Let me say a word as to the
position of North Sydney. Lt is one of the most important,
energetic and growing towns that we have in the euatern
part of Nova Scotia. Lt bas a shipping tonnage every year
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entering its port about equal to any port in the Dominion
with the exception of Halifax, Yarmouth and Montreal.
Its population including the district is about one-half the
whole County of Richmond, and its revenue collections last
year were some 819,000, while the whole revenue collection
of the County of Richmond was under $2,000. This is the
town that is to be made tributary to the County of Rich-
mond and te other parts of the Island according to the
policy of some hon. gentlemen. I say that Sydney and
North Sydney are two of the most important centres in our
Island. I think it is no more than right that they should
receive equal railway facilities with any other part of the
country. The question of a railway to Louisburg is one
that has always been agitated by the people of our Island
and by not only the people of our Island, but I am glad to
be able to say of the entire Lower Provinces.

Mr. PURCELL. What do you call the distance from
Hawkesbury to Louisburg?

Mr. McKEEN. About 85 miles, according to recent sur-
veys.

Mr. PURCELL. I mean along the shore.

Mr. McKEEN. That is the survey line, and it is the
only lino I know of. With regard to the Louisburg Rail.
way I hope that the House will bear with me while I
attempt to show the necessity and the importance of con-
tinuing the present system by the collieries of our county
through to Louisburg, and we hope the day is not far dis-
tant when this wili be made one of the great Atlantic ports
of the Dominion of Canada. I cannot do botter in this con-
nection than to read the remarks of the late Minister of
Finance. In speaking in this flouse he said:

" 1 need not refer to the great volume of shipping which is now pour-
ing into the harbor of Sydney. I do not think it will be necessary for
me to detain the House at this stage of the Session, to speak longer on
this question. though great and important as it is ; but I will say that it
would be difficult to overrate the value to Canada, of obtaining ihis
great route, from ocean to ocean, and it would be difficult to overrate
the importance from every point ot view, of opening up the Island of
Cape Breton. The Island of Cape Breton is cut off by theStrait of Canso,
although there is no ice, and no difficulty in maintaining communication
across by means of a boat-and, perhaps, at no distant day, by a bridge
or a tunnel, although that is not proposed at present. It is at present
cut off by the Strait of 0anso from raitway communication with the rest
of the country and it will be impossible to overrate the importance of
the development of the Island of Cape Breton, of the construction of that
line of railway. Independent of enormous coal fields, independent of
the valuable fisheries, it is known that Cape Breton possesses a large
portion of good soil adapted to cultivation and development, and also
mineral resources of varions kinds that only await the facilities railroads
ahone can give in order to cause the island to spring forward, as I am
sure it will, with unwonted rapidity.''

I maintained on a previous occasion in this House that our
railway system was incomplete without this connection
from Louisburg to Sydney, and that with it we would have
a continuous lino from the Atlantic to the Pacifie Ocean
with an open winter port ail the year round. I was glad
ta hear the member for Queen's, P. E. I. (hir. Davies)
bring this matter up the other night and speak on
behalf of the claims of the port of Louisburg. I was glad
to see that hon. gentleman advocating the contentions that
have been made in this House in favor of the opening of the
railway to that port. I only hope that, on ail succeeding
occasions whenover the necessity may arise, we may have
the assistance of that able gentleman to help us in our
contention for the claime of the harbor of Louisburg. I do
not wish to trespass on the time of the House; I know it is
becoming impatient, and 1 can assure you that I have taken
up this question with a great deal of diffidence. There is
not a man in the louse who is more reluctant to hear me
than I have been to speak; but this is a question of great
importance to the people of our county, and whon we see

Mr. McKzNx.

our rights and privileges assailed, it is our duty as far as
we can to defend them. Now, Sir, what does the hon. gentle-
man propose? fie opened his remarks this afternoon by
telling this House that the railway to Sydney, as now being
constructed, was of no use to the Island, that it was wrong-
ly located and very expensive, and he wound up by asking
in his amendment that we should be deprived of that rail-
way altogether. His amendment reads:

" That the location selected by the Government for the Cape Breton
Railway is inexpedient, inasmuch as the route selected is longer and more
expensive than is required to effect the connection between the Atlantic
ports and the railway system of this Dominion, and is in every way legs
calculated to serve the national and local interests which such an enter-
prise is designed to promote."'

He has offered no alternative, he has offered us nothing, ho
simply proposes to deprive us of that railway for which we
have been fighting for the last twenty-five years. I presume
that this amendment must have been moved in the interests of
the hon. members for Halifax and those of the western part of
the Province, who are desirous of securing for the port of Hal-
ifax the communication with the Atlantic, which we consider
the port of Louisburg is intended by nature to have, This
amendment must meet with the opposition of hon. gentlemen
on this side of the House, and it is on that account that I
have ventured to trespass on the time of the House to-night.
We were further told that this railway, as now located, would
be of no benefit to the Island. I wish to say that, on the
contrary, it is going to effect a commercial and social revo-
lution in our Island. We cannot overestimate the benefits
that will accrue from the opening of this road, particularly
if the hon. gentlemen who now occupy the Trensury benches
conceive it, as I believe they do, to be in the interest of the
country to continue it to Louisburg. That is a proposition
I have advocated ever since I have had the honor of a seat
in this Hlouse, and I intend to advocate it as long as I am
here, whether I succeed or not; and in advocating it I feel
that I am supported by my colleague, who is equally inter-
ested in seeing this road extended to Louisburg barbor.

Mr. PURCELL. I wish to say a few words in reply to
the hon. member who bas just sat down. I am a pracLical
man, and I have been through that country, and I want to
say that the route which bas been adopted is a very differ-
ent route from.what any practical party would adopt.
The tact of the matter is that all the way to Louisburg
is a very easy road to build. I have built the St. Peter's
Canal, and the docks at Port Hood, and 1 have been all
through that country, and I know what I am talking about;
and I want to say to the hon. gentleman that he doos not
know exactly what he is talking about. There is no route
by which that road could be constructed botter than by
that which is suggested by the hon. member for Richmond
(gr. Flynn); and it could be built for a good deal les
money by the route from Hawkesbury to Louisburg than
by the present route, and there is no person who knows
that part of the country botter than I do.

Amendment of Mr. Flynn negatived, and House again
resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)

Sault Ste. Marie Canal....................$1,291,400

Sir RICHARD CAR1'WRIGHRT. On this very important
item, we shall expect sorne explanations in detail by the
Minister in charge.

Mr. FOSTER. The estimated cost of the Sault Canal is
$2,657,809.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIT. Does that include all
the approaches ?
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Mr. FOSTER. That includes everything. There has

been voted already 81,291,400. The "A " contract has been
let for the work in three different sections. The new vote
this year is $300,000 and the re-vote $991,400.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Last year you mentioned 82,800,-
000 as the probable cost. Have you had further surveys
made to lead you to reduce your estimate ?

Mr. FOSTER. The surveys and the examinations which
have been made have led to a nearer estimate than could
bave been made last year.

Mr. PURCELL. I said, you must remember, that the
cost with a lock pit would be $3,000,000.

Mr. DAWSON. As this matter is up, I may be per.
mitted to give some little information which will be very
satisfactory to the House, as to the rapid increase in the
traffic in that part of the navigation of the great lakes. I
have just received in advance a statement of the traffie
that passed through the Sault Ste. Marie last season of.
navigation. The total freight was 6,411,000 tons. The
total passages were 7,803 vessels, and the total lockages
3,845. The number of sailing vessels was 2,009, and
steamers 5,297. The total number of unregistered craft
was 484. I draw attention to this as it shows the rapid in.
crease of the traffic in that part of the country. Last year
it was said that the then existing canal on the American
side was quite equal to all the traffic, and that there was no
necessity to build a new canal. Here is a report on that
subject by the chief engineer of canals, General Poe, of the
United States engineers:

" The project for obtaining a navigable channel of 16 feet in depth
between Lakes Superior and Huron had been barely completed when
the demanda of commerce so enormously increased that the work of at-
taining a depth of 2 feet throughout was undertaken with the full
sanction of both legislative and executive authority. A necessary part
of the project is the construction of a new lock upon the site of the old
state locks, to have a length of 800 feet between gates, a width of 100
feet throughout, a depth of 21 feet on the mitre-sills, and a single lift
approximating 18 feet. The canal is to be deepened to correspond.
The estimated cost of this enlargement of the canal system is $4,738,865,
for the details of which see the annual report of the Chief Engineers for
1887. The statistic eof the commerce using the canal indicate more
clearly, each succeeding year, the urgency for rapid progress in the im-
provement.''

So that the traffic las increased vastly quicker than the
means to accommodate it can be provided. The traffic, in
1887, was, in June, 1,685 vessels, or an average of 45·76 per
day; July, 1,665 vessels, or an average of 53-07 per day; and
in August, 1,780 vessels, or an average of 57-42 per day. The
average all through was 55-76 per day for 92 days. Now,
the corresponding period in 1886 only shows an average of

40-66 per day for 92 days, showing a rate of increase during
1887 of 37, percent ; and during the past summer it was still
greater over 1887, than 1887 was over 1886. Should the same
rate of increase continue for three years more, we would
reach the utmost capaoity of the lock, which is 96 per day.
On one day, in the month of June, 84 vessels were passed
through the canal; on the 3rd June, 49 vessels passed the
canal, carrying 49,258 tons of freight, or an average of a
little more than 1,000 tons per vessel. Over 50,000 tons
were passed on one day, but in a greater number of vessels.
Thus we can see that this traffic is increasing so rapidly,
that on the United States side they are not only providing
a new look, but they find the river not sufficient for the
traffic, and are opening up a new channel which wiIl shorten
the distance. The total estimate of the cost of the lock now
being made is $4,738,863. The cost of the present lock is
82,440,000, and the first locks cost over 81,000,000. The
estimated cost of dredging the new channel is $2,659,000.
So the Americans on their side are making an expen-
diture of $10,800,000 on this work. It bas been said,
and the comparison is often made, that the traffic pass-
ing at Sault Ste. Marie is equal to the traffic passing
through the Suez Canal. That is not quite correct, but it
is not very far from it. The traffie on the Suez Canal up
to 1887, the last year for which we have returns, averaged
8,400,000 tons annually for the three previous years-the
traffie of Europe and Asia for the whole twelve months,
navigation being always open. The Sault Ste. Marie Canal,
in the six or seven mon.hs of navigation passed through
an amount of 6,411,000 tons, so it is not very far behind
the Suez Canal and is fast coming up to it, the Suez
Canal traffic having been practically stationary for the
last three years. To show still further the traffic which
is growing up on these inland lakes, I may mention
that the annual traffic passing Windsor and Detroit bas
been estimated by the American engineer at the enormous
amount of eighteen millions of tons. There is no other
point in the wide world where such a large traffic passes,
and I draw attention to the enormous traffic arising on the
great lakes in order to show to the Governmont and the
country that some more comprehensive system than has
hitherto been followed must be adopted on these inland
seas, in the way of lighting the coasts, in the way of provid-
ing harbors, and in the way of deepening channels where
they are too shallow. There is a great future for that
trafflc when we consider the vast extent of the North-West
and the enormous exporta of wheat which we must expect
from that territory. I believe there is no question raised
this year as to the necessity of this lock, but I will submit
these tables which contain a great deal of information and
show the growth of the traffic from the opening of that
canal to the present time:
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Mr. PURCELL. With regard to the remarks of the bon.

member for Algoma (Mr. Dawson) I may say that last
year I made my estimate that it would cost $3,000,000 to
build that canal. I have been through that country a good
deal, and I think I am a practical man. The people who
know me believe what I say, and I say that we did not last
year talk about the lock pit, which is going to be the most
expensive thing in connection with that contract. Mr.
Page would bear me out in saying that the look pit of that
canal will be more expensive than the lock will be. I give
that from my practical knowledge. The hon. member is a
little mistaken, and I tell him that it is not the lock or the
approaches to the lock, but the lock pit, which is going to
cost the money, and I tell him that the lock pit will cost
all the money I stated last year, 83,000,000. We will see
whether it does or not.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I). I would ask the Finance Minister
whether this lock pit is included in the contract?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The lock pit is included
in the contract. Everything connected with the canal is
supposed to be included in the sum mentioned by my hon.
friend.

Lachine Canal.. ............... $9,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is there any special
purpose for which this sum is required ?

Mr. FOSTE R. It is for the purpose of settling for the
St. Gabriel basin. There is a contract with Mr. Delorimier
to complete about 5uO feet of rubble wall below Côte St.
Paul lock, $4,250 ; and the amount required to settle for
the St. Paul basin is 844,750. Then there is a raceway
and some drains and ditches, Stone fences, contingencies
and superintendence, making up the amount of $79,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think, if I remember
aright, there was some difficulties experienced with the
lessees of water power on that canal, and I think the Gov.
ernment ordered enquiry to be made. What is the position
of the leases there? Has any arrangement been come to ?
Some vessel owners have complained a good deal of the
difficulty of navigating that canal, in consequence of the
demands of tenants for water, and of the very considerable
current that was produced thereby.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There bas not been any.
thing done as yet with respect to adjusting the over-issue
of wateipower, but that is now being looked into by the
department.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. The season of naviga.
tion will be on in a very few weeks. It is a matter of con-
siderable moment to all who use that canal, that some
understanding should be come to, because I believe consi-
derable difficulty is experienced.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Not considerable diffi-
culty. There bas been a complaint that the vessels were
impeded by the current caused by the excess of water used.
Of course the prosent lessees must hold the power leased to
them, although it may cause some little disturbance.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHRT. Unless my memory is
at fault, these various leases contain express provisions
that the parties who draw water are not allowed to use it
to the disturbance of navigation. If that is the case, it will
remain in the hands of the Government to regulate as they
see fit. It is desirable that the vessel owners should know
what the Government propose to do.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is no provision of
that kind. There is no means of doing so, except by pur-
chase of the property, and granting compensation.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Were leases given
without provision ?
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. So I am told.
Mr. SHANLY. I do not think there has been any

recent complaint of obstruction to navigation by the draught
of the mills, I say not recent, because the increase in the
size of the canal is so great, and the volume of water sent
through is so much greater than it was, that, while the
draught of the mills remain just the same, I do not think
there can be any great cause for complaint by the vessel
owners, because the mills are doing the same work they did
before the enlargement. I do not remember to have beard
any recent complaints.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGEIT. Does my hon. friend
consider that there is fnot much risk, with the present size
of the canal, of inconvenience ? I put the question bocause,
although I do not know myself how the matter may be,
complaints have been made to me within the last 18 months
certainly, perhaps within the last 12 months; they may
have been exaggerated, very likely they were,but com plaints
have been made on the part of vessel owners that they
were a good deal inconvenienced in passing through the
canal.

Mr. SHANLY. I could not say without making a
careful examination mysolf; but this I do know : that
the increase in the volume of the canal is so enormous,
while the draught remains the same, that there must be an
immense diminution in the causes that retarded navigation,
that were formerly complained of by vessel owners.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Can the Fitst Minister
say about what time these leases expire ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I can ascortain.
Mr. SHANLY. They are perpetual.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They are of long stand-

ing. But I am informed by the chief engineer that since
the enlargement of the canal there is no cause of complaint;
that the only thing the Government can do hereafter, should
there be any trouble, which is very improbable, would be
to insist upon a botter description of wheel, allowing the
same amount of power with a smaller waste of water.

Cornwall Canal.... ..................... $1,200,000

Mr. FOSTER. The amount is required to meet the ex-
penditure to the ist of July, 1890. Tho contracts entered
into to complete the excavation, require the canal to be en-
larged to a depth of 14 feet; also to complote the four
remaining docks out of the six, the enlargement of two
being completed.

Sir RICHA RD CARTWRIGHT. Has the bank been
placed in a proper state of repair, and is there no foar of
another break ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The engineers say that
there is no danger of a break, and that the repairs have
been completed. The hon. member for Cornwall (ir.
Bergin) is of a different opinion, as the hon. gentleman no
doubt heard the other night when he made his very instruc-
tive speech.

Williamsburg Canal...... ..................... , $800,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I suppose this is in-
tended to secure 14 feet navigation.

Mr. FOST ER. Yes.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There have been doubts
expressed at different times, as the First Minister knows
very well, as to whether we can really secure anything like
that depth of water from Kingston downward. Have the
engineers in the department reported specifically to the
Government that they are sure of getting 14 feet without
very expensive rockwork at the bottom of the river ?
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Perhaps the First Minister will not take offence if I ask the
member for South Grenville (Mr. Shanly) his opinion on the
subject, if he has had occasion to look into it lately. I
heard him express the opinion once, an opinion which struck
me as having a great deal of force, that, on the whole, it
would be a great deal cheaper to tranship grain into barges
and take it down to Montreal rather than expend a very
great sum in obtaining 14 feet navigation from Montreal to
Kingston.

Mr. SHANLY. I would say, since the hon, gentleman
has referred to me, that perhaps I have peculiar ideas upon
that point. I never was in favor of securing the extreme
depth of 14 feet between Kingston and Montreal. I was
strongly in favor of securing that depth as regards the
Welland Canai, but I think transhipment at some point
near the foot of navigation, say Kingston, will be the rule,
and that a less depth than 14 foet would answer the purpose
fully. That is my own personal opinion. It is the opinion
I bave held for a number of years, and it is one I bave never
changed.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Can the Minister of
Finance give the Committoe any idea as to the total sum that
will be required to obtain 14 fet navigation from Kingston
to Montreal ? The Government engineers muast by this
time have arrived at some idea with regard to it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am informed by the
chief engineer that the St. Lawrence between Kingston
and Lachine will give us 14 feet. Thero are some points to
be improved and thore will bo considerable other expendi-
ture.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Can the First Minister
give us any idea as to what sum-I know considerable
allowance has got to be made-that will be required over
and above that already expended to complete the naviga-
tion, so as to give us 14 feet ? I presume 14 feet at low
water is meant. The St. Lawrence is subject to very con-
siderable fluctuations, there boing sometimes as much as
three feet between high and low water.

Mr. SHANLY. Four feet.
Mr. FOSTER. The amount required, taking the appro-

priations of 1889 and 1890, will be a little over thirteen
millions. The appropriations for 1889-1890 are estimated
at $4,170,400. So the amount required will be $9,380,709
over and above that sum.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That is an estimate
only.

Mr. FOSTER. That is the latest revised estimate.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It seems a very large

amountof money to pay over and above what we have already
spent. Is it the Government's idea that they can bring
ocean going craft down, because I would doubt that very
much? Is it really worth our while going to this enormous
expense for the purpose of enab:ing a comparatively small
number of vossels to go down to Montreal ? My information
coincides very closely with the statement of the hon. mem-
ber for Grenville (Mr. Shanly) that cheapness and economy
would be much better promoted by the transhipment taking
place at Kingston than by spending nearly nine millions or
very likoly twelve or fifteen millions, in order to get 14
feet of water.

Mr. FOSTER. I must correct the statement I made in1
this way: that the amount I mentioned includes the cost of
Sault Ste. Marie Canal. This year we have voted $1,294,000
for that canal, and next year thore will be required $1,341,-1
409. These two sums I included in the $13,000,000 whicht
will be required to finish the system. The 14 feet provided 1
for is 14 feet taking the lowest known level of the water.

Sir RicHARD CATwmaaonr.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD I will read a statement
prepared by the department:

" After completion of the several works embraced in the scheme of
canal enlargement in progress and contemplated the position of naviga-
tion will be as follows:-

" A freight-carrying vessel loaded to the depth of 14 feet will be able
to pass down from Lake Superior through the Sault Ste. Marie and the
Welland Canal into the St. Lawrence; here the natural water way of the
river will be utilised as far as the Cornwall Canal. Traversing the
Cornwall Canal, Lake St. Francis, the Beauharnois Canal and a channel
deepened through the lower part of Lake St. Louis, the Lachine Canal
will be reached, and through it Montreal.

" Upward bound vessels will use the canals and river as far as the head
of the Cornwall Canal, and at Farran's Point the rapida or strong
current can be surmounted either by the construction of a deepened and
enlarged canal, the cost of which is estimated at $500,000 or by the
provision of a chain tug using the river channel, the cost of which is set
down at about $100,000. Passing this point the Rapide Plat and Galops
Canals, will give access into Lake Ontario, and thence upward through
the Welland and Sault Ste. Marie to Lake Superior.

" NoTE.-The present Galops Canal is 71 miles long, the length of the
enlarged canal will be about three-quarters of a mile long."

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Thon I understand the
cost of the entire system will not be nine millions but sevon
millions.

Mr. FOSTER. That is for the St. Lawrence system
alone.

Mr. PLATT. Will the First Minister state the amount
we have thus far expended on the Murray Canal?

Mr. FOSTER. Up to 1st December, 1888, $975,282.
The amount now asked, $217,000, will complote the work
on the canal.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is the hon, gentleman
able to state whether the difficulties said to have been met
with, owing to the falling in of the banks, or the presence
of something approaching a quicksand, have been over-
come ?

Mr. FOSTER. I think that has been overcome.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Can you state posi-

tively that that has been overcome?
Mr. FOSTER. I am informed that there was never any

trouble, as far as quicksand is concerned, in the Murray
Canal.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It is seven years since
it was commenced, and it was promised to be built in two,
or, in the outside, in three years, and the reason given for
the delay wts that there was difficulty experienced from
time to time. That canal contract was let out in 1882, and
cortainly the time has been exceeded by several years. I
think it has got a depth of only 10 feet.

Mr. FOSTER. Ton fet navigation, at the lowest water.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. So that it cannot be

used for vessels of the draught you propose to send down
the St. Lawrence. It would be available only for vessels of
small draught.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Vessels of a smaller
draught of course; vessels that would require to go by the
Bay of Quinté by the County of Prince Edward intothe
open lake. It is calculated it would be extensively used by
steamers and barges carrying ores across to the United
States, which is expected to be a very large business.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. But surely the hon.
gentleman is not going to spend money to create a traffic
with the United States, to the detriment of the Canadian
producers ? That is contrary to his policy announced here
time and again.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think the hon. gentle-
man will find that we have a very wholesome and produc-
tive reciprocity there. We will send over enough ore to
purchase coal enough to supply the smelting works in
Canada.
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I suspect you will

without difficulty, or without deepening the canal.

Welland Canal-deepening to 14 feet ........ . $100,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How much romains
to be done to complete the deepening to 14 feet ?

Mr. FOSTER. The apnount of $100,000 is required to
complete the deepening and to settle contracts, so that com-
pletes the entire matter.

Trent River Navigation.................$80,000

Mr. BARRON. I would like to draw the attention of
the First Minister to the report of Mr. Rogers, the chief
engineer of the Trent River Navigation works, who says:

" Navigation commenced on the completion of swing bridges. Ouring
the past three years new steamboats have been placed in the waters
from Lakefield to Balsam Lake. There are now 13 steamboats on this
stretch."

I do not suppose that he intended this report to be mislead-
ing, but it is quite misleading, because the fact is that al-
though we spent an enormous sum of money in building a
lock at Fenelon Falls, the navigation above the falls is com-
pletely stopped by reason of the obstruction of the railway
bridge, and on account of the ridge at Caneron Lake, which
has never been removed. The first Session I had the honor
of a seat in the flouse I drew the attention of the First
Minister to these circumastances, showing that this money
was completely thrown away unless the obstructions I
speak of were removed, so as to allow of navigation. From
that time up to the present (two seasons of navigation) not
one single thing has been done in the matter. I confess
that when I drew the attention of the Government by tele-
gram last summer, to the fact that the swing bridge at
Fenelon Falls was being delayed in its construction, that
they showed a reasonable promptitude to have it com-
ploted as fast as possible so as to allow of navigation
over the lock itself. But I wish to draw the attention
of the Minister of Finance to the fact that the railway
bridge is there without any swing in it at all, and it is
utterly impossible for any craft of any dimensions such as
it is proposed shall navigate these waters to get through
into the lake further than about 100 yards north of the lock
itself. Even if that bridge is made so that craft can pass
backwards and forwards, there is still a ridge at Cameron
Lake, which prevents navigation especially when the water
is at all shallow. It seems to me that the Governmont put
the cart before the horse in this matter. They went to
work and spent this enormous sum of money on this lock, of
which of course I do not complain, but it is entirely useless
without the clearing away of these obstacles. The matter
is of considerable importance to the people of that district,

Mr. SHA.NLY. May I ask what railway is there ?
Mr. BARRON. It is the Victoria Branch of the Grand

Trunk Railway. The enormous output of forest produce
in that part of the country is really astonishing. . The
waters all lead to Fenelon Falls, and I certainly can applaud
the expenditure of money so far as this lock is concerned, if
for no other purpose than to enable the forest produce to
get to some railway station ; but as I have said the whole
expenditure becomes absolutely wasted, and it has been
wasted, and we have lost the interest on that expenditure
for two years for the simple reason that the Governmont
will do nothing in the way of removing these obstructions.
I know that great complaint was made last year that the
Government did nothing; a great many people wanted to
make use of the upper waters in connection with the lower
waters but they were prevented from doing so. Large con-
tracts were entered into in anticipation ihat these obstruc
tions would be removed, but the contracts had to be
cancelled. People entered on the construction of

steamboats, and I see that the engineer, .Mr. Rogers,
states the fact that steamboats were built on the upper
waters, but these steamboats have been rendered useless by
obstructions to the navigation of these waters. I would
like to draw the attention of the First Minister also to the
fact that there is a great deal of dissatisfaction with this
work so far as the Commission is concerned. The Govern-
ment for years and years have professed to be in the pos-
session of knowledge sufficient to enable them to ask
large appropriations for the purpose of building the Trent
Valley Canal. I can refer to the letter of the chief engineer
of the 21st May, 1881, directed to Mr. Page, and which is
as follows :-

" Sin,-By direction of the Minister I have to request that you will be
pleased to take the necessary steps to obtain during the ensuing summer
surveys for a system of canais, &c., whereby communication may bo
made between the Bay of Quinté and Georgian Bay, already in part
effected through the Trent River Works, for which survey the sum of
$6,000 was voted by Parliament at its last Session."

Sir Charles Tupper reported to Council as follows on 8th
April, 1882:-

" The undersigned has the honor to represent that from time to time
during many years past, as shown in many successive annual and other
reports, the establishment of a une of water communication between
Lake Ontario and the mouth of the River Trent, and Lake Huron,
through the utilising of existing river and lake waters, has been under
consideration."

It will be seen from these two documents that the idea was
to construct the Trent Valley Canal, not simply to open com-
munication between the inland waters. Thon, we have the
statement of the First Minister in a speech which ho made
in Peterborough in the month ot June, just before the elac-
tion; and of course ho was desirous of creating the impres-
sion that it was the intention of the Government to go on
and build the canal. H]e said:

'' Every town of a sufficient size wanted a post office and a custom
house, and every part of the country wanted some improvement in order
to develop its resources, just as those he was addressing demanded the
carrying out of the Trent navigation system, and they were going to
get it. It was by a mere chance the Goverument had the opportunity
of carrying out that great project of inland navigation."

Speaking of the Trent waters, the First Minister said:
"The Government kept them till the revenue had expanded suffi-

ciently to justify them in going to Parliament as they did last Session,
and getting a substantial vote which would be sufficient to add 150 miles
of internal communication to their part of the country. The vote taken
last Session would, however, amply guarantee that the whole work
would be carried out as fast as the revenue would allow, so it could be
constructed."

The impression created up to that time was that the canal,
from Lake Ontario to the Georgian Bay, should be con-
structed, not simply that the inland waters should be con-
nected by means of locks. Mind you, I do not condemn
the Govornment for spending this large sum of money to
connect the inland waters, because I believe it is a good
expenditure; but what I do complain of is that the Govern-
ment should crdate the impression, time and time again, that
they were going on with the construction of the Trent
Valley Canal, while they are not doing so. Mr. Stevenson,
speaking on the night of the last election, by the authority
of the Minister of Public Works, said :

" The Minister of Public Works had given him every assurance that
the Trent Valley Canal contract between Peterborough and Lakefield
would be let during the coming summer. This was no electioneering
dodge because the elections were now all over."

Mr. Stevenson made that statement on the evening of the
very day on which ho was elected. Thorefore the Minister of
Public Works must have stated that to him before the election
was held, so that when Mr.Stevenson said that it was not an
election dodge, I take issue with him, because the statement
was made to him before the election was held, and ho used it
as such. Now, I would like the Minister of Public Works to
say whether he intends to ask the Goverument to carry out
that pledge to build the works from Peterborough to Lake-
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field. It appears that the Government have taken refuge
in the appointment of a Commission-to ascertain what ?
To ascertain that which the Governmont have professed to
know for many years past, when they assured the public
from time to time that they were going on with the work.
The First Minister has stated that the Commission has not
reported, and very likely will not report this Ses-ion. In
fact, one of the commissioners has left the country on a
holiday, with the knowledge and consent of the Government,
so that we cannot expect them to report for some time yet.
They have ceased taking the evidence, which is necessary
to enable them to report. I want to know why they do not
report ? The Government may think that this is a light and
unimportant matter, but I can assure them that the people
do not think so at all. They think that the Government
are simply playing with this matter, and that they have
appointed this Commission to give them an opportunity to
get out of the work, because I can inform them that the
Commission intend to report against going on with this
canal. Whom did they appoint on the Commission ? A
gentleman from Toronto, who, if in favor of a canal at all,
is in favor of the Huron and Ontario Ship Canal; then they
appointed a gentleman from Montreal, who, I believe, is an-
tagonistic to the canal as the people of Montreal are; and
the chairman 1s a Peterborough gentleman, who, I believe,
will be largely guided by the other commissioners. When
the Commission report against the canal I suppose the Gov-
ernment will not go on with it, and if they do not they will
be flying in the face of what they again and again have pro-
mised to the people. I want to read what the Peterborough
Review, which is a Conservative organ, thinks of this Com-
mission. It says:

" The statement made by the Minister of Railways and Canals that a
Commission would be appointed to examine durng the recess ta the
nature and ceet of further works to open the Trent Valley navigation
will not be favorably regarded in this district. The nature and cost of
thpse works have already been fully investigated and if the Ministers
insist upon their efficials producing them they will find ample materials
on which to form a judgment. Indeed on the information before them
they some time ago found a judgment, recognised the value and feasi-
bility of this great improvement and promised to carry it out as promptly
as the finances permitted. So far they have continuously prosecuted
the works, but the section now on band is now near its completion, and
for the first time since it was recommenced there will be a cessation of
the work. There is no disposition to dread an investigation on account
of want of confidence in the merits of this improvement. The more it is
investigated the more clearly it will appear that for a comparatively
small outlay a route can be opened that will be of great value to the
country at large Its benefits have been plainly demonstrated and have
been officially admitted. ifr. Stark's careful estimates showed that it
would be far from costly for a route of such great importance, and
nothing bas since arisen to modify this view. If a Commission is to be
appointed, we hope it will consiet of men of sound judgment, and then
th re eau be no fear of their reporting adversely to ibis necessary work
But, as we have before remarked, we see no need of a Commission. The
stage of investigation is passed. Another section, say from here to
Lakefield might well be placed under contract, for the plans and esti-
mates are ready. Many railways that have been subsidised in other
parts of the Dominion are of far less public importance than this navig-
able route."
That is the opinion of the Conservativeorgan in the town
of Peterborough, and I tell the Government that the people
have veiy little confidence in this Commission; they believe
it is nothing more or less than a subterfuge to enable the
Government to get out of the pledges on which they carried
riding after riding in the different elections. One objection
made to the construction of this canal is that it will take a
great deal of water. The reservoir for this canal is supposed
to be Balsam Lake. There need be no apprehension with
regard to the supply of water, because a considerable
distance north of Balsam Lake is Hollow Lake, the waters
of which are almost immediately connected with the
waters which flow down towards and into Balsam Lake ;
and not more than balf a mile will need to be canalled
or trenched in order to bring a plentiful supply of water
down from the far north. The only argument I have
heard against the construction of this canal is the possi.
bility of there not being sufficient water. That difficulty

Mr. BARRON.

can be easily remov ed, not only with benefit to the construc-
tion of the canal, but with a large advantage to the lumbermen
and mill owners all along the Trent valley waters, becanse
by this means they will be enabled to bring down logs and
otber forest produce from the far north, and also with the
result of retaining along the Trent waters the different
centres of business which are now there. I do not approach
this subject in any party spirit at all. I recognise that the
First Minister secured votes from both parties, as ho knows
very well, in the different elections, on the strength of his
promise that this work was going on. Sir Charles Tupper
at great expense to the country paid a visit to the different
waters up there and I have no doubt created by his presence
the impression on the minds of the people that this work
was one of such magnitude that it was intended to carry it
through. A great many people on both sides of politics
buried the political hatchet for the purpose of supporting
the Government in the belief that they were going on with
this wor k, and I warn them that they are in danger of losing
the confidence of the people, who may transfer that confi-
dence to some other gentlemen who may be more likely to
carry out their pledges.

Mr. STEVENSON. As the hon. gentleman has taken
upon himself to bring my name into this matter, I want to
say a word or two. The hon. gentleman, who is a well
known unbeliever in this scheme, who ridicules it, whob as
stood up over and over again in public and said that it is
clap-trap, and that the Government never intends to do
anything of the kind, comes now before this Committee and
mixes up things in this bang yarn style. As far as I am
concerned, this thing never entered into the elections
hardly at all, either the last or any other election, in fact
it was the hon, gentlemen from the other side who made
mosit of this question by saying it was al] clap-trap, that the
Government would never build it, and would never com-
mence to build it.

Mr. BARRON. I say that now.
Mr. STEVENSON. When the commissioners passed the

route of the canal, did the hon. gentleman ever meet them ?
Did le send information to the Commission to enable them
to come to a proper judgment ?

Mr. BARRON. Yes.
Mr. STEVENSON. Did le give any affidavit at all ? No;

but ho cornes to this Bouse with this story now. Daring
the election he referred to, I nover mentioned public works
at all in connection with this matter. Now, bring your
paper if you like. If I mentioned a Minister at all, I mon-
tioned one for whom I had a high respect and who is now
no more. I say that the Government took the proper
course in this matter of appointing a Commission-I sup-
pose an independent commission. They appointed as chair-
man a gentleman from Peterborough, who himself was an
advocate of the scheme all his lifetime. There may be
gentlemen opDosed to it on the Commission, for all I know,
but I have to learn that yet. I believe the Commission is
a fair one which will report what it finds to be correct.
The hon. gentleman knows well that during the long de-
bate on this subject, there were two or three engineers who
differed very widely on the cost of the canal, more espe-
cially from Peterborough to Lakeville. One made an esti-
mate of 81,000,500. It was a wise move for the Govern-
ment to appoint a Commission to take evidence and ascer-
tain the probable cost of that section of the canal. There
are many difficulties of course in the way, and I can
understand those difficulties. i do not propose to put
the Government in any position other than what is
honest and square, and I am quite satisfied the people
of the County of Peterborough do not want anything
but what is right. There are difficulties in the way. Evi-
dence has been sent to the Commission that the class of
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vessels now in use in the grain trade are much larger, and re-
quire larger locks and greater depth of water than formerly.
On local grounds the canal ought to be built. That
country is full of iron which will some day find a market;
I hope not across the line, but on our own side. I hope
we will be in a position to manufature our ore in Canada
without going across the lino. What I am saying is correct,
and I am quite satisfied that the hon. gentleman spoke from
a bunkum point of view. He said he knew it was all trash,
that the Government never intended to build the canal;
but he never attended a public meeting in my county that
I am aware of. But privately he always said that the
thing would never be built, and that surely I was not a
believer in it. I am a believer in it, I have the firm belief
that the canal will be built, because the demands of the
country require it. People in the sections from Peter-
borough to Lakeville will certainly bonefit by it.
and it will open up a very large additional area.
The whole area from Hastings to Cameron Lake
will be opened, and the canal will give immense water
power to run any quantity of mills along its lino. I did
not intend saying anything to-night. But, as I am here, I
may say that, as far as I know, the intention of the Govern-
ment, is to assist in the building of the canal. The chief
engineer, I am quite satisfied, has been, by many, miscon-
strued in saying ho was opposel to it. There bas never, as
far as I can learn, been any wish to oppose it, but rather
the reverse. The hon. gentleman now wants to ascertain
the actual state of matters, and the Governiment are anxious
to lay before the country, before they urndertake a work
which will inevitably involve a great amount of money, its
true position, and I canrot say anything against any Gov-
ernment doing that. As I feel confident, from what 1 know
of the Commission, they will report favorably on the canal.
I have been at several meetings of the Commission and
have heard evidence given before thom, and, frora what I
know of that Commission, I believe the hon. gentleman will
be satisfied that there is no clap-trap about it, but that it is
intended to be a verity and a certainty, and that we will
have that canal. When ho brings bis papers forward, ho
will find that I did not accuse the Minister of Public Works
of saying anything of the kind whicb ho bas asserted.

Mr. BARROT. I do not think the hon. gentleman
who bas just sat down (Mr. Stevenson) and I are so far
apart after all. I do not know that it is proper to retail
private conversations on the floor of the House, but I would
be quite willing to have all my private conversations on the
subject of the Trent Valley Canal retailed bore. I have
said, and I say again that the Government look upon this
canal as so mach trash, and that they do not intend to build
it, and no doubt I told my hon. friend from West Peter-
borough (Mr. Stevenson) of that fact, and no doubt I said,
and I say again, that the Government have taken advantage
Of this Commission by way of a subterfuge to get out of
building this canal. If my information is correct, the
Commission will not advise the building of that canal. If
the Government were sincere and honest and earnest in this
matter, they would not have allowed one of the cor-
missioners to go to the old country, especially.».in view
Of the fact that the commissioners ceased their labors
many weeks since. If the hon. member for Peterborough
(Mr. Stevenson) were as anxious as ho professes to be
in this matter, he would have told the Government
that one of the commissioners was going to England, and
he would have used all his influence on the Government in
erder to get them to insist upon the commissioners report-
ing one way or the other before they went away. But one a
of them has gone with the knowledge of the Government,N
and they have not reported, and it will be some time before b
they can report. The hon. member for Peterborough says i
ho did not say what I charged him with saying in reference r

to the Minister of Public Works. I must, of course, accept
his statement. No doubt ho does net remember making
that statement, but I know that ho has an enormous faith
in the Peterborough Review Ho sticks by that paper and
that paper sticks by him, and that paper does put these
words into the mouth of the hon. member for West Peter-
borough, as being used on the night of his election :

"The Minister of Public Works had given him every assurance that
the Trent Valley contract between Peterborough and Lakefield would be
let during the coming summer. This was no electioneering dodge, be-
cause the election was aIl over."

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman
knows that that must be a mistake on the part of the Re-
view, in referring to the Minister of Public Works instead of
the Minister of Railways and Canals. The Minister of
Public Works had no more to do with it than I had.

Mr. BARRON. I am.not particular which member of
the Government it was who made that promise, but it was
stated that the pi omise was made by some member of the
Governmeft, and the mistake is not mine, but that of the
hon. member for West Peterborough. Thon the hon. gentle-
man said I have always laughed at this canal. That is not
so. The hon. gentleman cannot mention any public occa-
sion on which I have not spoken in favor of it. In our part
of the country we are all deeply interested in it. Il the
bon. momber for South Victoria (Mr. Hudspeth) were pro-
sent, ho could speak of a meeting which was held in the
town of Lindsay, where resolutions were unanimously passod
in favor of the constraction of this canal Tho county coun-
cil of Victoria, the county council of Peterborough, and all
the different councils of the counties through which thie
canal will run have petitioned for this canal. Now, the
hon. gentleman says i did not attend a meeting of the con-
missioners in Lindsay. I do not remember the commissioners
ever going to Lindsay. So little interost did they show in
the matter that I do not think they ever went to Lindsay.
I did attend a meeting in Lindsay where Mr. John Car-
negie, a strong supporter of hon. gentlemen opposite was
present, and gave most valuable information on the subject.
When the hon. member states that I spoke against this
canal, he must accept my statement to the contrary, for it
is net so, If I were in the position of the hon. member for
Peterborough, I think I would bring my influence to bear
a little more strongly on the Government in orer to
make them carry out their pledges. I am not now dis-
cussing whether this is a proper work or not, but the Gov-
ernment have time after time, as it suited their purposes,
assured the public that they were going on with this work
from Lake Ontario to the Georgian Bay, but now they are
backing out of it and are taking advantage of the Commis-
sion to let themselvesdown easily. The result, I believe, will
prove the correctness of my statement that the Commission
will report against the work, and that the Government will
back out of their pledge.

Some bon. MEMBERS. Carried.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Silence admits that

this statement is true.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman (Mr.

Barron) bas made a number of statements which I think
unworthy of him, and for which ho bas no foundation. Ho
supposes everything against the Government, and ho sup-
poses everything against the Commission. Who were the
commissioners? I suppose ho would net object to Judge
Weller-

Mr. BARRON. No.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD-Judge Weller, who lives

at Peterborough, and ho is the chairman of the Commission.
Will ho ebject to Mr. Kennedy, of Montreal, one of the first
hydraulic engineors on this continent, and who is now absent
in consequence of illness and bas been obliged to go to Eu.
rope, which everybody regrets ? The third gentleman is an
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engineer of standing, Mr. Frank Turner of Toronto. Every- plete construction of this work-was appointod Chairman
one knows of him. These are three honorable, upright that he might, as a legal man, marshal the ovidence. Wo
men, and to say that they were appointed to make a sham are waiting for that report, and that mnst ho submittod to
report to enable the Government to back down is unfounded, Pariamont, it must meet the assont of Parliament; and wo
is unworthy of the House and of the hon. gentleman, and, if would be quite unjustifled in going on, having been informAd
I had not been called to my feet by the remark of the hon. again and again of lato years that the work would cost
member for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright), 1 infinitely more than was stated by the engineors in thoso
should have considered it unworthy of reply. days. And there is no loss of time. The hon, gentleman

Mr. BARRON. I did not say it was a sham report. says wo have been idling. We have beon carrying out
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I leave it to the House ifsteadily the object with which we have started, that is to

that is not the case. build a wator line of communication by dogees, taking
Mr. BARRON. I said they knew what the report would a vote for onough to employ a certain number of nen,

be, and they were likoly to take advantage of it. and do a certain amount of work during the nontyear.be, an theyWe are doing so this year, and beforo this money is expond-
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHET. There is another side ad I hope that Mr. Kennedy will ho back and thon wo will

to this question. It is six or seven years since the Govern- get a report of the whole matter, and it will ho for Parue-
ment asked for considerable sums of money to carry ont this ment to judge, when we core down with the Estimates, of
work. It seems to me extraordinary that after this work the expodieny of exponding this meney. I do not boliove
was undertaken, and after pledges were made by some mem- that hon. gentleman has any grounds for saying that he
bers of the Government-certainly by Sir Charles Tupper- belioves theso gentlemen are going te report advorsely. I
that the work should be proceeded with, in the sixth or do not think he has been taken into their confidence, I do
seventh year afterwards the Government should find it net think he knows anything about it; and ho cannot get
necessary to institute a Commission to find out whether, in up now in his place and state that ho has any reliable
1889, it was possible to do a thing which they had declared, information that these gentlemen have beon such foos as
or one of their number had declared, was to be done in 1881, te toll him, or to tell anyone else beforehand, what the
1882, or 1883-I cannot recollect the exact year, but I re- report was going ho. I challenge the hou. gentleman to
collect the facts. The Government ought, before going into substantiate that statement. Lt is so absurd in itself that
the expenditures which they then incurred, to have found 1 do not think, With at ah undue respect to him, that we
ont, through their engineers or other oompetent authorities, cen place any reliance upon it unleas ho produces additional
whether the thing could be done or not, and the appoint- evidencof it. Ltannot be . These gentlemen know
ment of the Commission appears to me, and I think will their duties. They are gentlemen of character, they are
appear to the country, to indicate that they commenced professional mon as wel, and they would not have consulted
this work on very imperfect information, and that they the hon, gentleman, or taken him. or anybody else into
made representations to the inhabitants of the Trent Valley thoir confidence. The hon, gentleman for South Oxford (Sir
on very imperfect information. Richard Cartwright), when ho was speaking about tho St.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman is Lawrence Canal, eltbough that is part of the policy of tho
unjust, though I do not think ho is intentionally unjust, in Governmont, did not hesitate to stato, and it was hi& duty
the inferences ho has drawn. The Trent Valley scheme to state, that ho hed heard that on the whole it would ho
was before the country and was a subject of discussion more oconomical, and perhaps as well, to use a systom of
many years ago. transhipment rather than deepen the canal to 14 foot. Wall,

Sir RICHARD CA RTWRIGHT. Fifty years ago, at the Government were pledged te huild a water communica-
least. tion within a depth of 14 foot, and yet if Parliament chooseste, say: We have chianged our mind, or if the Government,

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Before the hon. gentle- on fulevidence, think that it would ho inexpedient to carry
man or I were here, the Government of the country geL ont their original intention, they are not to ho charged
somo light on this subject, The Trent navigation was con- with doing anything wrong; on the contrary they are to ho
sidered to be an inland water carriage similar to the Rideau praisod, to ho lauded, even theugh the hon, gentleman might
canal. The reports are to ho found, the statements of the eau it hacking down. Thoy should ho lauded if, upon a
cost are to be found. When the Governmont took up this cereful study of the circumstances, they think that the
matter some years ago they decided it must be a work te original intention ought te be, in the interest of the country,
be built by degrees, as the country could afford it. The changed. That is the plain state of the case. The hon.
Government have gone on and built it by degrees, and the gentleman says it is net a political question et ail. The
hon. gentleman opposite admits that the work, so far as it whole animus of the hon. gentleman was political in the
has been built, is of great advantage to the country through most iiserable party sense.
which it passes, that it has opened out a large stretch of Mr BA RRON. 1 amnnt going te ho drewn eut by the
water communication, that there are steamboats plying on sI
those waters, doing a very considerable trade. The Gov-Fîsllin itt oth source am noaon.eIsarn
ernment have gone on steadily in the construction winte adit et onth t I have habtneacosation
of the canal, bit by bit, coming every year to hatever itan otcoissiener, btI ammposiv
Parliament and explaining how much would bet
built in that year, and how much money was wanted. is going te report adversely te the construction of this canal.
The statement has been made lately by ongineers of stand- Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Lt cannet ho.
ing that whatever might have been the grounds on which
the original estimates were made by competent engineers- Mr. BARRON. Lt cen ho. Lt is quite possible that
and that original plan was adopted by public sentiment soma ef the commissieners may have speken te others and
years ago-those grounds have changed, and it would cost givon their views as te what the report is going te ho. I
much more now. Well, the Government of the day would will net say whether that is se or net, but it is quite possi-
have to come to Parliament to get a vote. It was a sum ble that in some roandabout way the information may have
exceeding by some millions the original estimate. Then come te my cars. But we cen only waft for the future te
two very competent gentlemen were appointed, and a third prove whether I ar right or wrong; I am willing te rest
gentleman of high standing and character-and certainly my case with the future. The Premier said that I chargod
any leanings ho might have would be in favor of the com- thom with idling. Now, 1 usod the word Iidling" in con-

Sir JOHNr A. M.&IODoM&L».
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nection with the work at Fenelon Falls, and I reiterate it.
I say for two years and a half they have had that money
expended at Fenelon Falls, the interest upon it being lost,
because there has been no use made of the works, and the
reason is the obstruction to which I drew the attention of
the Finance Minister two years ago; and nothing has been
done from that time to the present. Now, to show that 1
am not altogether wrong in regard to this matter, I want
to read the First Minister's statement in this House on the
lth July, 1885:
"The system is a very old one. It has been reported on by many able

engineers, and at last the Government adopted the idea of making a
permanent work by connecting the two great waterways."

Meaning Lake Ontario and Georgian Bay. Now, if that
was his intention, thon I ask why, in the name of common
sense, we must appoint a Commission now to find out
whether it is necessary to do that which he said was going
to be done in the year 1885? He goes on:

" It may be it cannot compete in all respects with other and deeper
waterways, and with a railway system, but it will be substantially a
Dominion work, connecting the two waters, and at the same time a great
advantage to the fine district of country through which it passes."

Now, of course the First Minister may read me a lecture.
I am young in the House, and ho, being so very much
my senior, is at liberty to do so ; but his lecture will not
be accepted by the people of this country who believe that
they are being decoived. But I am quite willing to rest
my contention as against his with the people in the country
who are interested in this great work.

Mr. LANDERKIN. I would like to know if the delay
in the report of this Commission is going to delay this
work which the Premier appears to think of so much im-
portance to this country. It is a most unfortunate thing if
the illness of one of the commissioners is going to stop a
work which ho says is of so much benefit to the country,
and which ho says, the Government earnestly desire to
push forward, and in which the hon. member for Peter-
borough seems to take such a lively interest. Is it not possi-
ble for the other two gentlemen to collect the information ?
This question has been before the country for fifty years ;
the Government have had some years experience in office,
and after they had been in office for a number of years they
appoint a Commission, after they have spent a good
deal of money, to see if this thing is feasible at all.
It appears to me singular if these two waters are teobe con-
nected that after fifty years of preparation and enquiry,
after the Government had spent a large sum of money, it
became necessary to appoint a Commission of investigation
to find out as to its practicability. Then one of the com-
missioners fell ill, an estimable and reputable gentleman,
and on this account this work, which is of pressing import-
ance, is to be delayed another year. It does not look as if
the promoters were really in earnest, and as if they be-
heved the scheme was practicable. There has been a good
deal of discussion in this House in regard to the proposed
Ontario Ship Canal. It was advocated some years ago by
Mr. Blaine, who represented one of the Yorks. He at
that time was a good Liberal, but ho went over to the
Tories, and ho has gone away, as nearly all the Tories go,
to the United States. One of the difficulties that attends
our Liberals when they become Tories is, that they become
Annexationists and go to the United States I think thef
temper shown by the First Minister towards the member
for North Victoria (Mr. Barron) is rather out of place.
That hon. gentleman was only discharging his duty to
the section of country from which ho comes and to the
Dominion at large. I think the display of temper was
scarcely called for by the mild criticiams made by that
hon. gentleman. The explanation may be that the Premier
has entertained an antagonism against the hon. gentlemanî
for having voted against him on a certain occasion, some 1
timO ago, thus becoming one of the unfortunate thirteenÈ

described by the First Minister. I hope that antagonism
will not be extended into canal and other matters. We
bave had enough of theological discussion for some time. I
must say that the First Minister generally controls his
temper and acts with becoming decorum, and yet when an
hon, gentleman rises and makes a fair criticism in regard
to works in his own county and in regard to a subject with
whieh we have been dealing for ton years, and on which
large sums have been expended, and in regard to which the
Government appointed a Commission to see if those works
were required and were in the interests of the country, the
First Minister rises in a rage and denounces this young mem.
ber as one of those who formed one of the 13 whom the
First Minister designated as belonging to the de'il.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It was stated by the
Government in 1883 that they had full information on this
subject. I find that Sir Charles Tupper stated ut that time
that the facts had all been collected, and that 88,000, the
cost of the survey, would complote the work, so that he
would be able, next Session, to report the whole scheme.
The Government, according to Sir Charles Tupper, ougbt
certainly to be in possession, before 1889, of all the facto
and should have ascertained the cost.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Even if the canal were
not finished, there has been substantial benefit done to that
part of the country.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. My point was this:
that the hon. gentleman's colleague had many years before
stated to the House that the Government would be in a
position in a very short time to give complote estimates of
the cost of the work and state what tbey were going to do.
Several years elapse, thon the Government appoint a Com-
mission. That is not business, and it is not the way a
public work should be carried out. In so far as the advan-
tages to the particular localities are concerned, all well and
good ; but when the Government propose through a respon-
sible Minister to engage in works of this kind, I repeat we
have a right to expect that they bave made up their minds
as to what they are going to do, and have obtained full
estimates as to the cost of the work.

Tay Canal......................................................... $ 25,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I thought this work
was finished last year ?

Mr. FOSTER. $25,000 is required to complote the basin,
and carry out other works.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the total cost
of these works, and is this really the last amount required ?

Mr. FOSTER. The cost is $364,951.

Rideau Canal............................... . $28,100

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I observe that this is a
revote, and that the money bas not been spent. Why was
nothing done, and what is proposed to be doue ?

Mr. FOSTER. This vote is required to increase the sup-
ply of water to the Rideau Canal, by erecting several dams
and constructing cuttings, so as to connect the several lakes
forming what is known as the Devil Lake system.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. And to supply Gana
noque with water power.

Mr. FOSTER. That is not stated.

Repaira and expenses to Canais...........$....,..$468,855

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What does the hon.
gentleman estimate are the receipts from all our canals col-
lectively ? I see that on account of canal revenue there was
deposited in 1888 a total of $318,000. Are we to understand
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that matters have come to such a pass that while we are re-
quired to spend on these canals as nearly as may be on
capital and income account, 8790,000, that all our estimated
expenditure of receipts is only 8318,000 ? Is that the state
of the case ?

Mr. FOSTER. That is about the state of the case.
Sir RICHAR D CA RTWRIGHT. It is a very bad show-

ing.
Mr. FOSTER. So far as the money is concerned; but

those canals are of a great benefit to the country.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think this is the worst

showing we have had for a great many years.
Mr. FOSTER. The revenue has been very much beyond

the expenditure for some years.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. But not to that ex-

tent. What does the hon. gentleman propose to do with
the canal tolls between Mon treal and other points ?

Mr. FOSTER. The same regulations hold as last year.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That is to say we are

going to abolish those canal tolls?
Mr. FOSTER. No, not abolish them; they are dimin-

ished from the old rates, and the same Order in Council
was passed this year as last year regulating them.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would like to have
the First Minister's attention for a moment. The hon, gen-
tleman is aware that a question bas been raised by the
American Government as to the alleged discrimination
which is being made against their vessels by practically
throwing the whole burthen of the tolls on their vessels
going through Government canals. Has there been any
correspondence between this Government and the Ameri-
can Government on this subject, and what is the contention
of the American Government?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is no correspon-
dence.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. None since when ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There has been no cor-

respondence.
Sir RICHARD CART WRIGHT. I think they made a

complaint of an unjust discrimination being exercised
against their vessels ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think that something
of that kind was said in the discussions at Washington, but
up to the present there has been no communication on that
point. That is one of the points that will have to be a
matter of discussion, and I think that if the point is con-
ceded it should be considered as a concession and a corres-
ponding concession should be made to us.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I have no objections to
every possible concession being obtained, but I think we
have been coming out rather badly in some of these cases
about these very matters. Then, I understand distinctly
that the American Government, so far as the hon. gentle-
man' s memory is correct, have not made this a source of
complaint ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Not made any complaint.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman is

sure of that ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have no recollection of

it. Of course I will have to enquire before I will be
positive.

Sir RICHAID CARTWRIGHT. It is a matter of very
considerable moment. I shall not press the point further
because it is not necessarily involved in this item, but I

Sir RicuAa» CARTwariouT.

would ask the hon. gentleman to make enquiry and to as.
certain whether or not any complaint or any demand has
been made by the American Government in respect to that.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Y es; I will.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. And if there should be

any correspondence, I presume if the public service permits
that, the hon, gentleman will have no objection to lay it on
the Table ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Of course not, if the pub-
ic service permits.

North-West Mounted Police............. ............... $723,426

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the exact
strength of that force just now, officers and men ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. You may reckon upon a
force of 1,000 mon, non-commissioned officers and men,
including scouts. Thore may be a few more or less, as they
are continually getting discharges for length of service,
sometimes they buy their discharge, and in a very few
cases they desert. There are 45 officers, 5 medical officers
and two veterinary surgeons. The whole strength of the
force is 1,052.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Can the First Minister
state how many of those officers are graduates of the Mili-
tary Colloge ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There are sevon grad-
uates from the Military College.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. As the hon. First
Minister has recently been visiting his constituents at
Kingston, where he took occasion to make a profession of
repentance for the lack of faith he had in the Military
College, and stated that he regarded it as a very excellent
institution, I would ask him if he is prepared to assign a
number of commissions in the Mounted Police from time to
time to the best graduates of the college if they choose to
avail themselves of them. I have suggested to him on
more than one occasion that if we are to keep the college
efficient, in addition to the commissions which are given
by the English Government, we ought to provide some hal
dozen commissions to be given to the best of graduates;
and it appears to me that the Mounted Police would afford
an excellent opportunity of attaching say a couple per
annum. They need not be made assistant inspectors ;
they might act as sort of supernumerary cadets until such
time as it should be found expedient to give them full com-
missions.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The plan that has been
adopted, as nearly as may be, is this: We take from the
non-commissioned officers the most deserving, and we take
occasionally the more likely officers from the active militia
who have been reported by the Major General as showing
superior military aptitude. I think about half of the officers
have been promoted from the ranks. The hon. gentleman
knows that that force is a corps d'élite. Admission to it is
eagerly sought after by sons of gentlemen, educated men, so
that when they are promoted from the ranks they are found
to be in every way fit, socially as well as otherwise, for the
rank of commissioned officers. We have in the force
gentlemen who have held commissions in Her Majesty's
service. The last promotion of an inspector was that of an
officer who had been an adjutant in a regiment of the line,
who had come to Canada and enlisted in the force, who
rose soon to become a non-commissioned officer, in due
season became a staff-sergeant, and has now been appointed
an inspector. So with several others; and I think the hon.
gentleman will say that those who have thus risen are the
most valuable mon we could have, because while they have
been non-commissioned officers they have been over the
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whole country, and have got acquainted with the Indians,
the trails, the system of patrolling, the habits of smugglers,
and being educated men in addition to having this experi-
ence, they make very valuable officers. I quite agree with
the hon. gentleman that we should take a certain number
from the Military College. It is rather unfortunate for
Canada that that college is so good, and gives so complete
a military education. A large proportion of the mon edu-
cated there are eagerly sought after and get commissions in
Her Majesty's service. It is satisfactory to know thatsome
of our young gentlemen get commissions, but at the same
time that is not without its loss. We lose some of our best
men who enter the army and never come back. Some will
come back. One of the best officera we have is Superinten.
dent Perry-a gentleman whom the hon. gentleman knows.
He came from the Bay of Quinté, was educated in the
college, passed with honors, was gazetted, got his commis-
sion in the Royal Engineers, but, luckily for our service, he
met with an accident, breaking bis leg, which laid him up
so long that he had to give up bis commission. He came
to Canada and is now Superintendent in the force and one
of the best officers we have.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I have no objection to
the hon. gentleman's practice of promoting a reasonable
number of men from the ranks. I am inclined to think that
what he says is correct, that many of the men are of a
superior grade of life, well educated, and fit for promotion.
Al that I suggested was that, in order to prevent the evil
which he deplores, of losing our best educated graduates,
I would attach a couple of commissions in this force per
annum to the Royal Military College.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There are not two vacan-
cies in the year.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It would be possible
in a force like this to offer cadetships-that is a sort of super-
numerary sub-lieutenantcy, from the college-who could
be promoted as occasion occurred. In many foreign corps a
similar practice is followed. This force is apt to be broken
up in so many detachments that it often would be very con-
venient to the officer in charge to have a small number of
additional officers at his disposal.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman's
suggestion is worthy of consideration.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I find that we have fourteen officers
to whom we pay $1,667, besides feeding and clothing them.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We do not clothe our
officers.

Mr. MOMULLEN. If even they clothe themselves the
salary is too high. A large number get $1,000 each ; and,
on looking over the items of Supply, I notice that very high
prices are paid in the North-West-from 9 cents to 11 cents
per pound for beef, 70 cents per pound for fancy tobacco for
those men to smoke. The prices paid are exorbitant.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. With respect to tobacco,
that is bought to be repaid. The police are scattered all
over an immense country, and cannot get a good supply of
tobacco. Most of them, I take it, smoke, and the tobacco is
bought at a reasonable price, and sold to them at cost price.
As to beef, that depends on the part of the country where
the beef is supplied. It may be hundreds of miles from the
places of supply and railways. Every year, of course,
the prices will decrease as the amount of cattle increases,
and the means of transport. These things are tendered for
by public tendeP, and the lowest tenderer, if a responsible
party, always gets the contract.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). In reference to Mr. Pierson,
surgeon in the service, he is employed 266. days at $1.50,
and iS credited with extra work, $358.

153

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. He is an old commis-
sariat officer, who works every day of the year and works
at night.

Mr. LANDERKIN. How many men are there in the
police?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. 1,052 ?
Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I do not see how a man can

work day and night.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is exactly what you

are doing now.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I see, under the head

of arms and ammunition, that we have a vote of $20,000.
How are the police at present armed ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONA LD, They have got the Win-
chester repeating carbines, and the Enfield revolver.

Mr. BARRON. Ras the First Minister had any com-
plaints about the working of the Winchester carbine?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Not that I am aware ofi
I believe it is not so good a weapon, from a military point
of view, as might be found; but when it was adopted it was
the very best arm used. It is quite sufficient for the pur-
pose, and, having a supply, it would not do to throw them
away.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It is not only a matter
of considerable importance that these men should be supplied
with a good class of arms, but aliso the class of arms that
can stand rough wear. I was under the impression that the
Winchester had not quite filled the bill in all respects.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is not a fancy rifle. A
great many of these new inventions are in skilled hands,
and, being always kept away from bad weather and rough
usage, they are of course in good condition, but the Win-
chester has been there for years, and has proved of service
in the field. They have been used in the United States for
many years. The Indians desire to have the Winchester
rifle above all things, and we are very anxious to get it
away from them.

Mr. BARRON. I can tell the hon. gentleman why the
Indian likes the Winchester. The Indian, as a scout, likes
to have the Winchester rifle, and so do all scouts, because
they can carry it horizontally, but it is not serviceable for
the police because they have to carry it perpendicularly,
and very frequently, when the cartridges are in the maga-
zine, they stick and will not go into the barrel. In my
experience in the North-West, I found that was the case,
and others found the same thing. It is possible that com-
plaints have not been made by some of the Mounted Police,
but some of them did complain that it was not a proper
rifle for that purpose. The hon, gentleman will understand
the fix a man will be in when he had the cartridges in the
magazine and found that he was not able to get thom in
the barrel.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. At ail events, they have
got the arms, and it would be the height of folly for us to
throw those arms away and get better.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. Was any report made
on the subject ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, I do not think so. I
believe Commissionei Herchmer is perfectly satisfied with
the rifle.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Will the hon, gentle-
man make an enquiry, and let us know at another time
whether, in practice, the Winchester rifle is used as a
magazine rifle at all, or whether it is true that, in riding,
they have been compelled to content themsalves with
having only one ball in the carbine, because, if that be the
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case, while we ruppose that we have armed the force with
a repeating rifle, we may prove to have supplied them with
a rifle which is only capable of using one round at a time.
It is a question of moment, though I hope we shall not need
to utilise the arms of the Mounted Police.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). iHow many recruits were added
to the force last year ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. About 160.
Mr. WILSON (Elgin). How much is charged by the

surgeon for examining a recruit ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. 82 for every man.
Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I find that lastyear we have an

expenditure at Ottawa, for attendance at Medical Board,
Sir James Grant, $80, H. Hall, $130. Then Mr. Powell re-
ceives $50 for compiling medical requisitions, and Sir James
Grant for examining recruits gets $304. Dr. Halliday, who
lives in Peterborough, received 8 8 for examining recruits,
and Dr. Wright, of Port Hope, 820 for the same service.
There are other charges for examining recruits in different
places, amounting in all, with other medical expenses, to
over $500.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We pay $2 for every ex-
amination and report, and about 50 per cent. of the men
examined are rejected. There are medical boards estab-
lished in the centres when it is necessary to examine men
who have been injured in the service, and who have a right
to compensation by gratuity or pension. In such cases, the
board receives $10 a day.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). When men are injured in the
North-West. do they return to Ottawa to be examined by
the medical board here ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Many of them come back
to their friends, and apply for their discharge and for com-
pensation, or for pension. Then they are examined in the
most convenient place. 0f course, if they remain there,
they are examined by the board in the North-West.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I see no charges for examina-
tion by medical boards in the North-West.

Sir JOHN A MACDONALD. There is no necessity for
a board there, because they are examined and reported
upon by the medical officers of the establishment. There
are a surgeon and several assistant surgeons there, and they
form the board and make their report, and they do not get
anything for it.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). How many of the force are
there at Qu'Appelle station ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not know how many
at this moment. The number of men at the different sta-
tions frequently varies. They may be of a particular
strength for particular reasons, and for a particular season;
and they may be detailed to go elsewhere. They are a re-
movable body, moving over the whole of that vast country.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Is there a hospital at Qu'
Appelle ? Is there extra medical attendance at Qu'Appelle
more than at other points ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.
Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Then I would like to have the

Minister explain how we are charged $3,194.50 for drugs at
Qu'Appelle.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is the whole amount
of the column on the preceding page brought forward.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Oh, it is Regina. Look down a
little lower.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Regina is not Qu'Appelle.
Regina is the headquarters of the force. The drugs are

Sir RicnHaR CARTWaRI T.

stored there and distributed to the different points when
they are wanted.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Is there a large force at Fort
McLeod ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. A considerable force.
There are nearly 200 men, and there is a hospital.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I find you have charged
8926.10 for drugs. I see you charge at Calgary $15 for
extracting teeth, and a little below that, $16.50 for four
pairs of forceps. Now, if you have a surgeon paid for his
services, and if you have paid for forceps, how is it that
you have charged $15 for punishing a poor unfortunate
individual who suffers with toothache?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They must have a good
many teeth to be pulled.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I see large items in several
places for alcohol, 30 gallons at Regina, and Bass's ale
amounts to a considerable item. How do they get it there?
I thought that was a prohibition country.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. These are medical com-
forts for the different hospitals.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I notice that whereas
the hon. gentleman only asked for $5,000 here, nearly
$ 15,000 were actually expended for medicine and hospital
expenses in the year 1888. Either that was an extraordin-
ary expenditure for 1888, or else the present vote is much
below the requirements of the force.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I take it that was a large
purchase of stock to be kept on hand.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I am sorry the right hon.
gentleman bas not given a gratuity to Constable Boyd, in
whose behalf the hon. gentleman will remember that I
made application. He was struck down by a horse, and ho
was brought down here. I I:ave seen the man ; there is no
doubt that he is injured for life.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This man Boyd is getting
temporary relief, and I hope we will have such legislation
as will enable us to treat his case as the hon, gentleman
thinks it deserves. I believe it is a bad case.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I would like some explanation
in reference to the item of Kenneth Campbell &, Co., Mon-
treal, drugs, $1,674.79. If we are charged with the cost of
drugs in the North-West, how is it that we are charged with
this item at Montreal ? We find at almost every station in
the North-West very large items for drugs.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Al these supplies of
drugs are bought from three houses- Kenneth Campbell &
Co., Montreal, Adams, Mason & Co., and Hooper, of To-
ronto, and they are entered here. All drugs are put in in
the name of Kenneth Campbell & Co., or whatever firm of
the three it may be which supplies these medicines.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). The quantity of drugs used is
enormous for the number of men. It may be they are
a very sickly lot and have to be taking drugs all the time,
or they are in a very unhealthy country, or their duties are
irksome and almost dangerous. It does not look well to see
sums of six, eight or nine thousand dollars a year for drugs
with a force of a little over 1,000 men. I have no objection to
the items for instruments, but the surgeons should take care
of them. While I admit the force is one of great utility, its
cost is excessive.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The medical stores were
much depleted in 1885 at the time of the outbreak. They
have been refitted since, $15,000 being the first sum and the
present vote being only 85,000. This amount covers not
only drugs but medicines, medical comforts, and hospital
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supplies, and I do not think it a very large sum. If the
hon. gentleman were a military surgeon ho would find that
it was not a large sum. The supplies are given on the
requisition of the senior surgeon, Dr. Jukes, formerly of St.
Catharines, who is a very conscientious and painstaking
man.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). It is true there is only $5,000
in the Estimates this year, but last year there was a much
larger sum. In regard to the stores being depleted, it must
be remembered that we paid large amounts during the re-
bellion, and made up the supplies. There is something
wrong in the whole affair, and drugs may perhaps cover a
multitude of sins in the North-West. I call the Minister of
Finance's attention to this point, in order to see whether
another article does not pass under the name of drugs.

Works at Banff Park,................ ..................... $20,000

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The First Minister stated last
year that the amount then voted would be sufficient for the
completion of the park.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I could not have said that.
Mr. JONES (HIalifax). I think I can show it to the hon.

gentleman.
Mr. DEWDNEY. I recollect reading last year's debate

and I do not remember seeing any such statement; but,
at all events, it could hardly have been so, for there must
be some provision for officials who live at the park and
take charge of it. This year the superintendent made a
recommendation for the sum of $40,000 which hie thought
it was necessary to expend this year. I cut the amount
down to $20,000, although I think a good deal more could
be spent there with advantage. It is proposed to spend
$5,00) on a main sewer through the town, which work is
reported by the superintendent to be most necessary.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). How are we liable for that ex-
pense ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. All the property is in our hands.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). What revenue do we derive?
Mr. DEWDNEY. Up to 30th June, 1883, we received

for rents $1,875; at the cave, $245; at the basin adjoining
the cave, $273; hay, $321; wood, $200; lime, 8137 ; other
items, $18; total, $2,951. For six months ending 31st
December of last year the revenue was $1,776; $642 rents;
$242 cave; $340 basin; $363 hay; $17 wood; $257 lime;
and $164 water rates.

Mr. PATE RSON (Brant). Does the Canadian Pacifie
Railway pay any rent?

Mr. DEWDNEY. They pay for the water and so much
for each bath. If there is a swimming bath they pay so
much more. I think $10.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Who does the hotel belong to ?
Mr. DEWDNEY. There are two hotels in the park.

One belongs to Doctor Brett and the other to the Canadian
Pacifie Railway. There are several other hotels in the
town.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). • What property do you rent for
$642 ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. That is rent for the leased building
lots.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Is there likely to be many of
these lots taken ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. I think so. There seems to be an
increasing demand for them every year.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). For what space of time are the
leases of these lots?

Mr. DEWDNEY. I forget the conditions of the lease.
The parties renting have to put up a particular class of
building depending on the location. The plans of the
residences have to be approved of by the superintendent.
I forget for what time the lease is; I think it is for 15 or
20 years.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What are the extent
of the lots ?

Mr.DEWDNEY. The town lots are 50 by 120; the build-
ing lots on the river are much larger-an acre I think.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Have you a regular
rental on these lots, or do you put them up for competi-
tion ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. There are regular rates, but I have
not the particulars with me.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I suppose the hon.
gentleman has some schedule or Order in Council defining
the terms upon which these lots are leased ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. Oh, yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon, gentleman

might bring it down, as it is a matter of interest to us to
know what they are. Does the hon. gentleman remember
the time of the leases ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They are building lots
for 21 years.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. At the expiration of
the lease what becomes of the building ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I don't remember, I pre-
sume the lease will be for 21 years with a renewal upon a
new system of rental.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I think the policy of renting
those lots as indicated by the Minister is a very bad one
and no wonder you have not more houses there.

Mr. DEWDNEY. I will bring down the returns and I
think the hon. gentleman will see that we charge reasonable
rent for the lots.

Mr. MoMULLEN. What time do you give a party to
build, or is it allowable for a person to hold lots in fee to
sell or transfer them ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. I think that most ofthose who apply
for lots have built immediately.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I suppose they are not bound
to build if they pay their rent?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not know, but if a
man buys a lot ho is obliged to buiid according to approved
plans as the buildings are intended to be orniamental. If
he does not build the land romains a portion of the park and
ho pays the rent for it, and if he assigns itl the assignee is
subject to the original terms of the lease.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. If I remember aright
an anthracite mine was supposed to exist in the centre of
the park. Is it leased, or worked, or doos it remain idle?

Mr. DEWDNEY. It is being worked rather extensively
now I believe. That was purchased by Mr. Stewart before
.the park was established.

Sir RICHARD CART WRIGHT. Is the whole of the
mine, whatever it may be, in the hands of Mr. Stewart ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. No. The area that ho purchased was
only about 800 acres. There is seven or eight miles of the
park through which the coal runs and which belonga to the
Government.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I presume it is not the
intention of the Government to part with that at present?
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.
Mr. WILSON (Elgin). The First Minister conveyed

the idea that a man who leases a lot is not compelled to
build on it. If people are permitted to hold a lot without
building they are retarding the progress of that property
in which we all are interested and dosirous of being de-
veloped as rapidly as possible. I could not gather from
the First Minister what the exact time of those leases were.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have no doubt they are
for 21 years.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Suppose they are for 21 years
and if a man can purchase choice lots there, and ho has the
right to transfer them, it might lead to speculation and the
person holding them might transfer them at a higher rent.
We take a great pride in that park, and we certainly ought
to have more information than we have been given,. so that
we may see whether the Government have been carrying it
on on business principles and have been taking good care
of the property.

Mr. ELLIS. I take no pride whatever in that park. I
think it is a mistake to impose the burden of this institution!
on the people of the country who are not able to bear it.
What difference does it make to the people in the east, or the
people here, whether this park is maintained or not?

Mr. HESSON. I do not agree with the hon. gentleman.
I do not suppose ho las ever put his foot in that country,
and does not understand what it is to have such an institu-
tion for people of travel and people of money. I think the
Government are doing an excellent work there. I have
been there on one or two occasions, and I an satisfied that
it is in the best interest of the country. The hon. gentle-
man would not object if it were at St. John, N.B.; but I
think we have a right to look to the interests of the west
as well as the east. I do not think the hon. gentleman should
find fault with what has been approved of by gentlemen on
that side of the Hlouse as well as on this.

Mr. ELLIS. I would like to ask the hon. gentleman if he
has visited the Maritime Provinces ?

Mr. HESSON. I have.
Mr. ELLIS. Do you think the people down there should

pay for this institution ?
Mr. HESSON. We pay for a great deal down there.

Mr. JONES (Ralifax). I quite agree with the hon.
member for St. John (Mr. Ellis). I took exception to this
expenditure two years ago, and I think if we have any
money teoexpend we can expend it in different ways more
for the benefit of the country. We spend $2,000 a year on
Major's Hill Park for the benefit of the people of Ottawa,
and now we are spending about $20,000 a year, I will not
say for the benefit of the people of the North-West, but for
the benefit of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company. If
they want to have a park there, they should bear the ex.
pense of it, and not the taxpayers of this country.

Mr. BARRON. The remarks of the hon. member for
Perth I think were very characteristic of him. He said
that this park should be maintained to give pleasure to
people of leisure and people of means. There are other
people in this Dominion besides people of Jeisure and
people of means. I am aware that the hon. gentleman
bows with great respect to people of leisure and money, but
that is no reason why the ordinary tax-payer of the
country should bow with such respect to them as to put his
hands in his pockets to keep up this establishment for them
If the hon, gentleman thinks an institution of this kind
should be kept up for people of leisure and means, iet him
oontribute himself in some other way, so that ho will not
put the expense on the ordinary taxpayer.

#Sir 1ICLURD CARTWaIGHT,

Mr. HIESSON. I do not think the ordinary taxpayer
objecte.

Mr. BARRON. As an ordinary taxpayer I do object to
this expenditure, and I think the people of the country
would decidedly object to it.

Mr. IIIESSON. I do not think they woald object; it is
only small, narrow-minded fellows like you.

Mr. MoMULLEN. What is the entire cost of this park
up to the present time ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. The cost in 1886 was $4,500; in 1887,
$36,170.97 ; in 1888, $39,612.48 ; and for the six months
ending 3lst Decomber, $16,128; making a total of $96,411.

Mr. MaMULLEN. I muet concur in the remarks that
have dropped from hon. gentlemen on this side of the
lHouse. I cannot see that it is necessary in the interest of
this country to spend about $100,000 a year on this park.
I notice that we have some expensive officials up there.
Geo. A. Stewart receives $2,700 a year. What are his
duties ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. He is the superintendent of the park.
He is an engineer by profession; ho has superintended the
laying out of the park and the construction of the roads;
ho has also planned and built the bridges in the park; and
he keeps the accounts.

Mr. McMULLEN. So it appears that while we receive
only $2,951 in rente we pay the man in charge $2,700, so
that for all the money we expend we get practically noth-
ing in return. I have visited the park, and I found con-
siderable complainte of people who had leases and did
not build. I spoke to one man who had built far away out
in the bush, and asked him why ho had built there.

Mr. DEWDNEY. There has been a wonderful change
since thon. Many fine buildings have been put up.

Mr. McMULLEN. There cannot have been a very great
change, judging by the amount we receive. It is a mistake,
in my opinion, to iease property to a man without a condi-
tion that he muet erect a house within some reasonable time,
because if you permit people to lease property in that way,
from year to year as people build round them they keep
back the progress of the place, and in the end sel ont
to somebody else at a profit. The only way we can make
anything ont of this park is by leasing the property and
getting rente for it, but if we grant these lases without any
building condition there will be no inducement to people to
improvel-he place and make it attractive.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). May we expect to receive the
terms of the lease and other agreements entered into between
the Government and the leaseholders ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. I will get that. The Annual Report
of the Department of the Interior appears to me to give a
better showing than what was given to me by my officers
to-day. The revenue from the lots south of Bow River alone
amounts to $5,452, representing an interest at 6 per cent.
on $90,740, or at 4 per cent. on 8136,111. The Canadian
Pacifia Railway are paying 820 an acre for the five acres on
which their hotel is situated. The sanitarium pays $20 an
acre on five acres. Four lots of hot springs pay $10 an
acre. Four lots Transfer Company pay $30 an acre. Lots
in town sites pay 82,168. Sandries amount to $2,400. The
maintenance and repaire cost $4,000, protection of game
and fur, 8800, and salaries $500. My idea is that a few
rough trail built through the mountains for excursion
parties to visit points of interest would be preferable to
these expensive roads.

Mr. BARRON. Do you intend to retain Mr. Stewart,
alter his duties are over, as an engineer ?
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Mr. DEWDNEY, Somebody will have to be retained or

the park will soon deteriorate.
Mr. BAPRRON. $2,700 is a big price to pay.
Mr. WATSON. It seems to me that quantities of land

are held by people there for speculative purposes. There
are four acres, for instance, given for a livery stable. That
is too great a quantity for that purpose. Have these people
the right to sub-let a portion of their land ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. They cannot sub-Iet.
Mr. WATSON. It would be better for the Government

to lease those lots to persons who would build on them, and
if they do not build within a certain time their lots will be
cancelled,

Customs-Salaries and Contingencies in the
Province of Nova Scotia.............$112,550 00

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I placed on the paper a notice of
motion for correspondence between the department and
the Mayor of Halifax, relating to the admission of a steam
fire engine free of duty. I had communication from the
mayor to say there was no correspondenQe, but he had
several interviews with the Minister on the subject, and I
believe there was some correspondence in another way.
The Government property in Halifax is protected by our
fire department, and there is a good deal of Dominion pro.
perty in Halifax. I think the Government should have
admitted that engine free of duty under the circumstances.
In Ottawa this Government made a large expenditure put-
ting up a fire department on the ground that as we had the
benefit of the protection of the fire department in Ottawa
we should reciprocate in some way. In view of this pre-
codent, I think Halifax is entitled to some consideration.

Mr. BOWELL. This is a matter over which the Minis-
ter, individually or departmentally, has no control. The
hon. gentleman knows that the officers of the Customs De-
partment have to carry out the law, and the law imposes a
duty upon engines brought into the country; and it is only
when applications of that kind are made and carried before
the Treasury Board, which can act under the Audit Act,
that a remission of the duty can be made under certain cir-
cumstances. The only correspondence which has taken
place has been between Mr. T. E. Kenny, on behalf of what
is termed the board of works, for the admission f roc of duty
of the lire engine. This question was fully considered by
the Treasury Board, and they decided that, under all the
circumstances, it would not be advisable to admit fire en-
gines fro, for the reason that, if they were admitted to
Halifax free, they would necessarily have to be admitted
free in ail sections of the country.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Not all.
Mr. BOWELL. I do not know why not. Halifax is not

exceptional in that regard. Thore is Government property
in St. John and in Charlottetown and in nearly all the large
cities, and, as all the other cities had paid duty on these
fire engines, it was not deemed advisable to open the door
and make fire engines free in Halifax. The matter was
fully considered, and that was the opinion of the Treasury
Board with which the Council agreed.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon. gentleman says that
similar applications would be made all over the country.

Mr. BOWELL. I say that applications were made.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I say that, if applications were
made from places where the Governmont property had the
protection of the fire brigade, the Government should have
admitted those fire engines duty free. The hon, gentleman
bas entirely ignored the fact that here in Ottawa the
Government have made considerable concessions on that
ground. They purchaaed a large property here, and last year

there was a considerable grant made to the city of Ottawa
on the ground that the Government had the benefit of the
fire brigade. There is a large amount of Government
property in Halifax. They have their large building in
the city, they have their deep water terminus and their
railway terminus, and all those are protected by the fire
brigade, and they pay no taxes except for the water and
light which they require; and I think it is a very amall
two-penny half-penny affair for the Government not to
deal with these matters in a broad general spirit, not only
in regard to Halifax but in regard to every city where
they require an engine for the purpose of protecting
Government propertiy. In ail those cases, 1 think they
should admit thoso engines daty free.

Mr. BOWELL. In Nova Scotia, the principal increase
is in Halifax, amounting to $2,500. This arises from the
necessity of putting on extra men in the winter, when the
harbor is visited by a much larger number of steamers than
it is in the summer, and, in addition, we have put on a
small yacht to visit the ships when they enter the harbor.
An extra expense has also been necessary in all the larger
ports in connection with the postal service. Some apparent
increases are accounted for by the transf or of outports to ports,
and a decrease is shown on the other hand by the abolition
or reduction of these ports. The total increase in that Pro-
vince is $7.190, and the reduction $3,915, leaving a total
increase of $3,245.

Mr. JONES (ilalifax). Has the Minister appointed a
surveyor in the port of Halifax yet?

Mr. BOWELL. I have not. Mr. Garrison is still acting.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Doos the hon. gentleman think

it proper to keep an office of that kind open for so long a
time? I understand that Mr. Garrison has been twice up
for his examination, and has failed to pass.

Mr. BOWELL. No; he failed only once. He is a gooi
officer, and performs his duty efficiently, but ho did not get
enough marks to pass the examination, and he romains at
the clerk's salary, without any increase, though he is per.
forming the duties of a survoyor. I told the collector, and
I told Mr. Garrison himself, that, if ho passed at the next
examination, I would confirm his appointment, and thon he
would get the salary of a surveyor, $1,500, instead of
$1,200, which he is now receiving.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I said at the time that I thought
it was an unsuitable appointment, and I think the result has
justified my remarks. I think it is very unfortunate to keep
so important a position open for two years in order to suit
one individual under very peculiar and exceptional circum-
stances.

Mr. KENNY. As far as I can learn, Mr. Garrison is a
very competent officer. I recognise the propriety of his
conforming to the regulations of the Civil Service, and I
understand from the Minister of Customs that, as soon as he
qualifies for the position of surveyor, ho will be appointed
to it. When this was mentioned the last time, I had no per-
sonal acquaintance with Mr. Garrison, but since that time I
have made it my business to inform myself as to bis quali-
fications for the office, and I am very reliably informed that
he is a competent officer.

Mr. ROBER [SON. Roferring to the vote for Prince
Edward Island, I would ask the Minister of Customs what
is the reason for the dismissal of Mr. Hesson, the landing
waiter in the port of Georgetown, Prince Edward Island ?

Mr. BOWEL L. The reason is that for five or ton years
he was reported as an officer whose principal duty was to
go once a month and sign the pay roll, that there was noth-
ing for him to do, that he lived on his farm and simply went
to his office when the pay day came and took hie money.
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That was the only reason for his dismissal, and I think the
House will justify hie removal from office. It is true that
the gentleman applied for superannuation.

Mr. ROBERTSON. What is his politics ?
Mr. BO WELL. I do not know. I should judge how-

ever, having been put there by the hon. gentleman's
friends, that ho muet belong to his politics. But for keep-
ing him there 1 am responsible to a great extent, and for
Lis having drawn money withont giving a retarn. Sine I
have had charge of the office I have reduced the staff in
Georgetown by two or three officers. Mr. Hesson was the
last one removed, he las not been replaced. Another one,
a Mr. Stewart, who was not required was also removed.

Mr. ROBERTSON. Where did the bon. gentleman get
his information with regard to the small duties Mr. Hesson
was performing ?4.

Mr. BOWEILL. I got it from the inspector. I instruct.
ed Inspector MacLaren to make an investigation of all the
outports in the Island, and I made the removals upon that
report. I will read the report concerning Georgetown:

"I next visited Georgetown, distant from Montague six miles. The
officers of this port are sub-collector Charles Owen, salary $700 per
annum; landing waiter Thomas G. Hesson, salary $400; leocker Dalziel,
salary $300. The amounts collected at that port last year was $1,401, and
the salaries are $1,400, with expenses of $18. During my visit I learned
that Thomas G. Hesson, who is in receipt of a salary of $400 per annum,
during the summer months devotes only a small portion of hie time to
the Oustome, being entirely engaged on his farm, and trom my question-
ing him I found that he had scarcely reported himself to the office since
the first of May."

This report is dated late in the fall-
" This I told him would not do. It bas also been his habit for years

during the summer months to work on his farm, only calling at the office
for his monthly pay, and leaving the Customs work to be performed by
locker Dalizel, who is a first-class reliable man. I would, therefore,
strongly recommend that officer Hesson's services be dispensed with,
there being no need of this officer. The collector and officer Dalziel are
fully equal to the wants of the port. I farther consider that Hesson bas
been an imposition on the department for years, and his continuance in
office would be in no wise advantageous to the department."

These are the reasons which induced me to remove him.
Mr. ROBERTSON. Those are strong reasons, but I have

information of a contrary nature. I know the people in the
locality, and they inform me that Mr. Hesson was doing a
great part of the work. The Port of Georgetown is fre-
quented by a great number of American fishing vessels and
consequently a good deal of work falis upon the Collector of
Customs, especially in the autumn season of the year. Mr.
Iesson was an old appointment, made by the Local Govern.
ment before Confederation, and I have never heard found any
fault with him. From the information I have received from
people in that section of the country, it appears he was one of
the best of officers, and was attending to Lis duties faithfully.
Hie had to attend at night time as well as in the day. When
the Northern Light was running and used tocall at this
port, Mr. Hesson had to be on duty whenever she came
into poit. He bas been a long time in the service, and I
thiink it was rather bard to dismiss him without superan
nuation, and the people in that locality think so, too. e
subscribed to the superannuation fund.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Then, why did he not get
superannuation ?

Mr. BOWELL. Because he had been drawing his pay
for years and doing nothing.t

Mr. ]ROBERTSON. Mr. Dalziel was appointed a good
many years after Mr. Hesson, and was doing the work be-
fore Dalziel did any work at all.

Mr. BOWELL. There were four officers at this portt
when I assumed office, and there was no more work to bey
done then there is now. When I visited the port I did
not consider that it required four officers to do the work,a

Mr. BoWELL.

which two are doing now. Owen and Dalziel are quite
sufficient to do all the work. The hon. gentleman says
that Hesson las performed lis work well. No doubt
he bas; ho attended to his farm, and signed his receipt for
his check regularly, like a little man, every month. I have
not a word to say against Mr. Hesson as a man. I do not
know him. But I do say that, in many ports, I have found
altogether too many men to do the littie work there is to
do; and in every case where a vacancy took place, and
where the services of the officer could be dispensed with, I
have not filled the vacancy. That is the way the estimates
for the Castoms have been kept as low as they are. I think
the country will justify the removal of a great many more
men than I have removed, that is my honest conviction.
The hon. gentleman knows that upon that report I have
removed from the Island of Prince Edward some ton or a
dozen officers during the last summer, and I have not heard
a single complaint except through the friends of those who
have been deprived of the privilege of taking public money
which they did not earn. The hon. member for Halifax (Mr.
Jones) intimates, although he did not say so directly, that this
man was removed on account of his politics. I may remark
that I have received a great many more complaints from
those who support the Government for the action I have
taken in removing their friends who were not performing
any duty, than I have from friends of hon. gentlemen
opposite.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). If I may judge from the state-
ment of the hon. member on my right (Mr. Robertson),
which is admitted by the Minister of Customs, I look upon
this as a very high-handed, arbitrary act, indeed, utterly
unwarranted. He as admitted that this man had been a
long time in that position; he has aimitted that lis ser-
vices were dispensed with because they were no longer re-
quired at the port. The hon. gentleman admitted that dur-
ing the long time he had occupied that office he had con-
tributed towards the superannuation fund. He as admitted
that whenever there was any work to be done this officer
did it.

Mr. BOWELL. I did not.
Mr. JONES (Hialifax). Then the hon. gentleman must

go to the head of the office, for he is the person who is
responsible in respect to officials doing their work. I look
upon this as a most arbitrary and unconstitutional act, and
the hon. gentleman need not pose as one who looks with
scrupulous regard to the rights of officials under the Super-
annuation Act. We have only to look at the recent super-
annuation of a judge-one who is most active in politics
as well as in judicial life, and who has been superannuated-
I mean Judge Clarke, and we find that he is drawing
$1,700 a year from this country and at the same time
is receiving $10,000 from the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company. Was there ever a greater outrage in the world
than superannuation under those circumstances? fHe was
a most active judge and one whose services as judge of the
county court could not be retained and who voluntarily
relinquished that position, the Government being a party
to it, and giving him 81,700 a year superannuation allow-
ance, and he has accepted a position under that great cor-
poration, the Canadian Pacific Railway, at 010,000 a year.
lt is an outrage on common sense that the Minister should
pose as an apostle of economy with respect to superannua-
tion, for he takes a poor man who for 25 years has been
drawing $400 a year and regularly contributing to the
superannuation fund, and because ho bas no one to stand
up for him, his services are dispensed with and he is not
superannuated. It is an exhibition that does no credit to
the Minister, or to the Government, or to the country that
would permit it. He was entitled, if bis services were no
longer required, to come under the Superannuation Act,
and if ho did not do lis duty during his term of service it
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was the fault of the head of the office. The explanation of
the Minister of Castoms is not an acceptable one, and it
shows how unequally and unfairly Government patronage
is distributed. When it suits the Government to superan.
nuate a man for political purposes it can be done and that
man can obtain 810,000 for his services, and yet ho receives
81,700 a year from this country for life. I think the Min.
ister can hardly justify bis action in either one case or the
other. He could justify the superannuation of this man
because ho was entitled to it; with respect to the other
case ho may be called upon to justify it by a vote of this
House.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). No one will find fault with
the Minister of Customs in reducing the staff if it was more
numerous than necessary, but I submit it should ho done
according to the rules adopted by business men. If there
was necessity for a reduction, and the evidence shows that
there was, why did not the Minister relieve from duty the
officer last appointed ? One officer I am informed has been
employed only a few years. The Minister employed him
himself.

Mr. BOWELL. I have already told the Committee that
I had made no appointments at Georgetown

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The gentleman feels persuaded
ho was appointed by this Government.

Mr. BOWELL. I say ho was not appoinited by the pre-
sent Government.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). When was ho appointed ?
Mr. BOWELL. I do not know when ho was appointed.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The hon. gentleman will be

prepared to take the statement of a gentleman who says ho
does know. He held office years before the other officer
was appointed. There is no charge of incapacity or refusing
to perform bis duty. It was in the public interest, no
doubt, that a reduction should be made, but fairness and jus-
tice demand that in making a reduction, the last appointed
should be the first to go. Thon there was added the fact
that against this man no charges of incapacity or insubor-
dination have been made, but the simple statement that
there was not enough work to do. He was not granted any
superannuation although ho had contributed to the super-
annuation fund during twenty-five years. The action of
the Minister in this case is not justifiable on the face of it.

Mr. ROBERTSON. I commend the Minister for endea-
voring to curtail the expenses of officials, and no doubt ho
will find many cases were dismissal could properly take
place But it has been hinted that this man has a farm
and lives a long distance from the town and did not attend
to bis work. He has a small farm within five minutes
walking distance of the wharf. From what I gather from
the inhabitants, ho was very punctual in his attendance and
was ready to do day work or night work, when work was
to be done.

Mr. BOWELL. I do not propose to allow the hon. gen-
tleman, even though ho may know much of the locality, to
put words into my mouth which I did not utter. I said
nothing about the distance of his farm from the town.
What I said was that during the whole summer ho had
devoted his time to bis farm, and during that time ho
has been drawing a salary, for which ho has given no re-
turn, and under these circumstances I did not think ho was
entitled to ho placed on the superannuation list.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Was that report communicated
to him ?

Mr. BOWELL. It was the reason given him when ho
was removed, and the Order in Council states the reason
why he was removed. In regard to his removal, I took the
report of the inspector, and 1 retained the officer who had

attended to his duty. However severe the comments of the
senior member for Halifax (Mr. Jones) may be upon this
question, I am quite prepared to defend myself before this
House and the people in regard to making these reduc-
tions. The great difficulty is this: that it is more difficult
to make a reduction in any part of the staff in any part of
the country, and the Minister receives more condemnation
for it, more particularly from those who are constantly
complaining of the expenditure by the department and by
the Government generally, than to add thousands of dollars
to the expenditure.

Mr. JO1SIES (Halifax). The hon. gentleman had no right
to violate the law.

Mr. BOWELL. I have not violated the law in the
manner in which it has been done, It is optional for the
Government if a man bas been receiving pay for years and
has done nothing for it, whether ho should be super-
annuated; and this man should be very well satisfied that
ho received money for doing nothing, without boing placed
on the superannuation list for the rest of bis life.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Whose fault was it ?
Mr. BOWELL. I assume the responsibility of not having

removed a dozen or twenty of them years ago. If there is
any condemnation at all, I should have been condemned for
not having removed such officers before.

Mr. PATE RSON (Brant). I would ask the hon. gen-
tieman if ho thinks ho should dismiss the last appointed ?

Mr. BOWELL. That depends altogether on circum-
stances. I find that the last appointee, to whom you refer,
was appointed on the 7th November, 1873, about the time
the Island came into Confederation.

Mr. McMULLEN. Can the hon. gentleman give us a sim-
ilar case where a man who has been in the employ of the
Government for a number of years, and who paid into the
superannuation fund and was dismissed without a charge
against him, received no annuity or gratuity?

Mr. BOWELL. I do not know that there is a case an-
alogous to this. I am delighted to hearthe hon. gentleman
arguing in favor of the superannuation.

Mr. MocMULLEN. No; I did not.
Mr. BOWELL. Yes; you did, or something liko it.
Mr. MOMULLEN. I will not allowhim to put words in

my mouth.
Mr. BOWELL. Will the hon. gentleman sit down till

I get through.
Mr. McMULLEN. Don't put words in my mouth.

Mr. BOWELL. I did not put words in your mouth.

Mr. McMULLEN. Yes; yon did.
Mr. BOWELL. No; I did not.
Mr. MoMULLEN. Yes; you did.
Mr. BOWELL. No; I did not.
Mr. McMULLEN. You said I argued in favor of super-

annuation and I said nothing of the kind. I asked the hon.
gentleman to give us a case were he removed an officer
from the service who paid into the superannuation fund and
who was dismissed without any charge, and in which you
gave him no gratuity? Yeu put words In my mouth that I
did not say. Give us any similar case ?

Mr. BOWELL. I tell you I do not know of any other
case; is that sufficient ? You blame me for not giving this
man superannuation, that looks like as if you argued in favor
of superannuation. I would have no objection that this
report and the action taken upon it should have been
printed and sent all over the country.
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Mr. ROBERTSON. The inspector could not romain in

that town very long and ho evidently got hie information
from some other party, probably the collector. The col.
lector gave the information that this man had a small farm
and of course as he had only a small salary, ho should bave
some other means to make a living for himself and hie
children. Let me inform the hon. Minister that the collector
bas bimself a farm and that ho spends a little time on it,
and I would not be surprised if this man spent as much
time in the office as the collector did.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant)& Would there be any saving
if the collector were dismissed instead of this man ?

Mr. ROBERTSON.* Thore would be a considerable
saving.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). That makes the case worse.
Mr. COLT ER. There is something strange in this matter.

When a man pays into the superannuation fund it seems
that he pays that ho may be entitled to share in the super-
annuation allowance. What would be thought of the
morality of an insurance company that receives preniums
year after year from a man and when the amount insured
should be paid that the company would repudiate it ? The
Government in this case pute itself in a similar position to
the company that would repudiate its debts. For what
purpose was this superannuation allowance received from
this man who has been dismissed if not to supply him with
a gratuity when his services would be dispensed with ?
This seems to me as very little short of a fraud on this man
and it seems to me that the Government of Canada, repre-
senting the resources of this country, should- be able to at
least do justice. I do not think that we have a right to say
that the superannuation should be extended, but when con-
tributions have been received year after year from this
official that they may be applied for his benefit when his
services are dispensed with, to refuse him that benefit is to
set the law at defiance. I think, when the occasion arises,
that we will be able to show that the Minister of Customs
who is so very economical in this respect has made some
appointments that are wholly uncalled for,

Mr. McMULLEN. I would recommend the Minister to
come a little nearer home if he is bound to dismiss officers.
I notice that the receipts in Colborne are $2,426.26, and that
the expenses of the office $2,869.26. How many officers
have you there ?

Mr. BOWELL. Where did yeu get that? What Col-
borne do you mean?

Mr. McM ULLEN. Colborne, Ontario.
Mr. BOWELL. The salaries in Colborne are: Mr. Mac-

farlane, collector, $300 ; Mr. Schofield, landing waiter, 8300;
Mr. Hann, preventive officer, $250; contingencies, 87.87;
total $857.87, and the total receipts were 82,518.33.%

Mr. McMULL EN. It may be Cobourg.
Mr. BOWELL. Perhaps it may be somewhere else. In

Cobourg the total expenses were 83,869.26 and the revenue
$19,385.73.

Mr. MoMULLEN. Are there no points at which the
revenue is less than what you pay for officers' salaries ?

Mr. BOWELL. Oh, yes; a good many places. I took
the trouble to make an investigation into this matter to
satiefy myself after seeing an attack made on the depart-
ment in one of the city papers here. I found that in the
ports to which ho refers that the expenditure to-day did
not exceed the income as largely as it did in 1878 when I
assumed office. The hon. gentleman will understand how
that occurred. There are many places where it is neces-
sary to place preventive officers and where there is no rev.
enue at al. As an illustration, I have in the interest ofthe

Mr. BoWILL.

i fishermen principally at Grand Manan plaeed three officers
along the coast to prevent smuggling and to facilitate the

- fishing vessels in making their entries. There is little rev-
enue collected there, but smuggling is prevented.

Mr. McMULLEN. I admit that it is necessary that we
should have Oustoms officers and Oustoms houses to prevent
goods bing imported without paying duty. But I believe
there are some offices in Ontario where there was very
little collected and where the salaries exceed the amount.

Mr. BOWELL. I am not aware of any of those.
Mr. COLTER. I presume Hagereville is an outport of

Hamilton.
Mr. BOWELL, I think it is.
Mr. COLTER. I would direct the attention of the Com-

mittee to the fact that there is no necessity whatever for
the appointment which bas been made at Hagersville. That
place is thoroughly guarded from all all quarters by officers
now in existence, and the revenue which is collected at that
point is utterly insignificant. There may be a few carloads
of coal, but they are about the only imports that come
there, and the only reason why this appointment was made
was to enable the gentleman who formerly sat for the
county I represent to say that he had succeeded in getting
so much for the county. Goods could not come there un-
less through other ports which are well guarded. On the
line of railway on which it is situated, we have Hamilton
at one end and Port Dover at the other, at which ports the
duties are collected on goods coming from Lake Erie or
from Lake Ontario, and if goods from Buffalo or Suspension
Bridge, or from Detroit, there are officers at other ports to
guard the revenue. As the Minister is so economical in
Prince Edward Island, there is no roason for throwing
away money in Ontario. I say this appointment was not
in the public interest at al, but was made for political pur-
poses.

Mr. BOWELL. That is a matter which will have my
serions attention, particularly as the member who repre-
sents the county says there is no necessity for the office.
I find that Mr. Thos. Geo. Hesson was appointed on the 19th
January, 1874, and that Mr. Wm. Dalziel was appointed on
the 7th November, 1873, so that all the indignation as to
the seniority of this gentleman was lost.

Mr. ROBERTSON, I want to inform the hon. gentleman
that Mr. Hesson was appointed by the Local Governmont
before Confederation, and that Mr. Hessons appointment is
in my desk, if the hon. gentleman wishes to see it. He was
re-appointed by the Dominion Government when Confedera-
tion was formed.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I am glad to see the hon.
Minister must feel, if ho las dismissed the elder and retained
the younger man, ho las done wrong,judging by the joy ho
showed when ho thought it was the other way.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Has the hou. the Minister of
Customs received any petitions asking him to make Aylmer,
Elgin County, an outport of entry ? It is a town of consi-
derable size, over 3,000 population, and it would not cost
a great deal to make it au outport of entry. At Port Bruce'
there is nothing hardly being done.

Mr. BOWE LL. Is that an outport of London?

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). No; an outport of St. Thomas.
It would be a great convenience if someone were appointed
at Aylmer, and it were made an outport of entry.

Mr. BOWELL. There was a petition sent sometime ago
from Aylmer. There is scarcely a small town in the
country that does not petition to be made an outport of
entry. I send all such petitions to the inspector, Mr.
Newburn, and if ho reports favorably I generally carry out
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his recommendation. My impression is that the report
was against Aylmer.

Mr. LANDERKIN. Is the hon. gentleman going to
re-instate the official whom ho has improperly discharged
from Prince Edward Island?

Mr. BOWELL. I have his commission. It is dated in
1874; I have also another paper signed by Mr. Morrison,
Assistant Colonial Secretary, appointing Mr. Hesson on the
15th December, 1870. He was appointed by the Local
Government in 1870, and got his commission from this
Government in 18741, and the other man was appointed by
this Government in 1873.

Mr. LAURIER. The other man might have been in the
employ of the Local Government too.

Mr. JONES (Halifax.) The hon. gentleman should
admit that Mr. Elesson was improperly dismissed.

Mr. BOWELL. He was properly dismissed.
Sir RICHIARD CARTWRIGHT. Why is there the

increase in British Columbia?

Mr. BOWELL. There is a deduction at New Westmins-
ter of $1,504, and an increase at Vancouver of $1,200. I
am afraid that will not be sufficient, during the present
year, to perform all the work that will have to be done
there, on account of the increase in trade at that port. At
Vancouver there is an increase of &1,200 in the Customs,
owing to the extra work at that point. I am asking $3,000
to provide for a probable preventive service along the fron-
tier. We find large quantities of goods brought over the
Northern Pacifie, landed at Sand Point, and taken across
the country to the river, and by that means taken into the
interior.

Board of Customs and Outaide Detective Service... $17,000

Mr. BOWELL. The special agent is Mr. Wolff, who
resides in Montreal. Mr. McMichael attends to a good deal
of that work in connection with his duties as financial
inspector, and Mr. O'Keefe, with two or three on his staff, at
New Brunswick looks after the work there. That branch
extends over Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island as well
as New Brunswick, while Mr. Wolff has charge of the staff
all over the Dominion. I think I know what the objections
are to this staff, and I have no doubt, from what 1I learn,
that, before the House rises, there will be a discussion on
this question, and'if the hon. gentleman likes to defer the
discussion to that time, 1 think I shall be able to justify the
action of the department in keeping the staff still in exist.
ence by showing the result whtch follows from it.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). And by showing the amount of,
money which each one makes himself ?

Mr. BOWELL. Yes, the amount each one makes through
the work he performs. From what has been said, one would
suppose that the money wae taken out of the general
revenue to pay them. Ail they get out of the general
revenue is their ordinary salaries. Whatever they make in
addition to that is made by seizures, and that is paid by
those who violate the law. Whether the systerm is a correct
one or not is open to discussion, and it would take longer
than I think we desire to remain to discuss it now, but I
shall be ready, when the discussion comes on, to ,justify the
action of the department in this matter.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I agree with the hon. gentleman
that this opens too large a question to discuse to-night, and,,
as the Minister intimates that it will form the subject of
debate under some other resolution, I will not enter into it
now; but I may tell him that there will be a great differ-.
ence of opinion on that point, and that, thouh hé may be

sustaied hon. gentlemen who usually su thé GoV-

ern ment, there is a very strong opinion in mercantile circle s
that the preseut system is a very injudicious and a very
improper one, clothing, as it does, some not very responsible
persons with such large powers.

Administration of the Chinese Immigration Act, in-
cluding remuneration to Customs Officers........ ..... $2,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There should be some
discussion upon that, but, if the hon. gentleman will agree
that we can take that up on Concurrence, we will allow it
to pass now.

Mr. BOWELL. Certainly.
Resolutions reported.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of

the House.

Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 2:10 a.m.
(Friday)é

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

FRIDAY, 12th April, 1689.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

DIVORCE-W. G. LOWRY.

Mr. SPROULE presented tho sixth report of the Com.
mittee on Miscellaneous Private Bills. He moved:

That the evidence taken before the Committee this morning on the
Bill for the relief of Wm. Gordon Lowry, be printed and distributed.

He said: I do this because I understand that if the matter
were referred to the Committee on Printing, it might take
a longer time to get it before the members of the House.

Motion agreed to.

FIRST READING.

Bill (No. 134) to amend chapter 148 of the Revised
Statutes of Canada, respecting the improper use of fire-arms
and other weapons (from the Senate.)-(Mtr. Brown.)

INLAND REVENUE ACT AMENDMENT.

Mr. F OSTER (for Mr. CoSTIGAN) moved that the House
resolve itself into Committee, on Monday next, to consider
the following resolution:-

Resolved, That it is expedient to amend the Inland Revenue Act and
te make botter provision for aseertaining the duty to be charged on
malt under the saod Act; toprovide thatta duty of excise of fifteen
cents per gallon shall be imposed on spirits uted in a bonded manu-
factory in the production of ether and other chemical compositions, as
from the 22nd May, 1888 ; for the remission of the duty on malt used in
the manufacture of vinegar under certain restrictions, and for the botter
supervision of bonded manufactorieg ; and te make provision that f rom
the Pet July next the excise duty on cigarettes, weighing not more than
three pounds per thousand, shal be $1.75 per thousand, and on those
weighing more than three pounds per thousand, $6.00 per thousand, and
also to provide further for the manner in which tobacco and cigarettes
may be put up in packages.

Motion agreed to.

TARIFF CHANGES.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I wish to ask the

Finance Minister, before the Orders of the Day are proceeded
with, whether he is yet in a position to state whether or no
the Government propose to make any changes in the tariff ?
It is supposed that we are to close the Session very soon,
and it would be well that this should be known.

Mr. FOSTER. I am not in a position to state to.day. I
hope I shall be able to do se in a little while.
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Sir BICHARD CA RT WRIGHT. I would suggest to the

hon, gentleman that ho might be able to state on Monday
nex Ù.

Mr. FOSTER. I might.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman
wili see that it is a matter on which notice should be given,
otherwise the Session might be delayed longer than ho
might wish.

SUPPLY-ENQUIRIES.

Mr. FOSTER moved that the House again resolve itself
into Committee of Supply.

Mr. PERRY. Before that motion is put, I beg to call
the attention of the Minister of Pablic Works to the fact
that the answer ho gave to my question in reference to the
Tignish breakwater the other day, was not correct, and is
likely Io mislead the members who represent the district
where this breakwater is. The question I asked was this:

IlBas the Department of Publie Works given instructions to repair
the Tignish breakwater, Prince Edwardk land? If so, is the work to
be let by tender? If not, under whose management are the repairs to
be made?"

The answer which the hon. Minister -gave was this:
"Instructions have been given to repair the Tignish breakwater,

Prince Edward Island, by day work. The work has not yet been com-
menced, but at the proper tine a Clerk of the Works will be appointed."

The first part of the answer may be correct, that orders
have been given to repair the breakwater, but the second
part, that "the work bas not yet been commenced," is not
correct, My hon, friend must know that the work is now
going on; I am sure it is not going on without bis author-
ity. I have received letters from home since this ques-
tion was asked, stating that work is going on, that money
has been paid, that men have been employed, and that stuff
has been bought. Is it possible that tbis work is going on,
and that money is being spent among favorites of the Gov-
ern ment, without the knowledge of the Minister ? If that
is allowed to be done, I am sure th3 breakwater will nlot be
much the botter for the little repairè they may make on it.
I am astonished that the Minister is not prepared to give an
answer which would set me right, as well as the House and
the people at large, on this matter. I do not mean to say,
that the Minister did it wilfully; perhaps ho did not con.
sider the question; perhaps ho had not time to do it; but it
is a matter of great importance, if there are mon there
secretly carrying on this work, giving con tracts, and paying
wagesto favoritesof the Government,without the knowledge
of his department. I say it is an outrage; it is squandering
money. It would be botter to take the 82,000 or $3,000, or
whatever it may be, that is being paid, and make a present
of it to the hall-dozen favorites of the Government there,
because the breakwater will not be any the botter from the
expenditure of that money. If it has become indispensable
that this country muet support some of the favorites of the
Government there, it should be done by an annual subsidy,
and not in this underhand way. Perbape the hon. Minister is
not aware that this work is going on, þut I have several lot-
ters certifying that it is, and that a certain gentleman named
Thomas Bernard is hiring people, buying piles, and super.
intending the work. It is a sorry thimg for me to have to
get information f rom an outsider. When I go to the trouble
to aak a question of the hon. gentleman, I expect an intelli.
gent answer, but he gave me an ans wer which was no
auswer at ail. Even little boys, not seventeen yeare of age,
are hired there, and are getting men's wages-why ? Be-
caunoe they belong to a certain person who seems to ho a
favorite or the Government. I can look on it in no other
way.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman might
have spared himself that exoitement. If %e had only put

Mr. Fo&Ta.

the question to me quietly, and asked me if there was not
some mistake in this statement I made the other day, I
would have read the statem3nt I have in my hand from
which I made the answer. I is a statement signed by the
chief engineer of the department, and dated lrom his
office, the 10th of April. The statement is this-I will read
every word of it:

'' Instructions have been given to repair the breakwater, the work to
be done by day's labor, as following the practice which has obtained in
the department for years in case of small repairs. I am not aware who
is the foreman, as the last information I have is to the effect tLat the
repairs had not been commenced, and, indeed, I could not see how they
could well be until the ice and snow had disappeared."

Of course, I cannot be on the spot, and I must rely on the
chief engineer, who gave me this statement. i de not know
anything about what the hon. gentleman bas said in refer-
ence to a man named Thomas Bernard being engaged on
the work, and I will certainly enquire about that.

Mr. WELSH. When will the report of the Government
engineer, on piers and breakwaters in Prince Edward
Island, be brought down? I would like to see what amount
of money is required for these repairs before we go into
these estimates.

Sir BECTOR LANGEVIN. I sent word to the chief
enginuer to give me a report as soon as possible. In
answer to the enquiry made by the hon. gentleman, the
staternent sont to me was that it is impossible to submit
now a report on the piers in Prince Edward Island, or an
estimate of the cost ot repaire, for the simple reason that
there is no information as to their present state and con-
dition, and to obtain that information would require a
regular visit and examination. Where attention has been
called to a particular 1lier, an examination has been made
and a report and estimate of cost and repaire submitted,
On receiving this, I wrote him back for a statement with
regard to the pie> in Prince Edward Island, concerning
which there were estimates. lHe is preparing it, and I
have no doubt it will soon b before the louse.

Mr. WELSHI. I is a very strange thing that, after a
gentleman has been visiting the Island on Governement
work, connected with those piers and harbors, we have no
report, after nine months have elapsed, from him. This
proves the disgraceful way in which public works are at-
tended to in Prince Edward Island. i will move very
shortly for a commission into the wày public works are
managed in Prince Edward Island, since there seems to be
no other way of finding out what is doue.

Sir RICHARD CARTwRIGraT. I want to call the
attention, either of the Miister of Finance or the Minister
of Publie Works, to the tact that, last night, I asked the
Government what they were going to take up to-day, and
they informed me they were going to take up some Bills
firet. I have no objection to their going into the Estimates,
but, as a matter ot convenience, the statement of the Gov-
ernment in such matters should not be departed froin.

Sir H EO£OR LANGEVIN. I is moet likely that I did
say we would take up some Bills, and then go on with the
Estimates, but 1 thought it botter to take up the Estimates
at once, and I suppose the hon, gentleman has no objection
to that ?

Sir RICHA RD CARTWRIGH I'. Not at ail. I merely
Cali the hon. gentleman'e attention to this, because it might
possibly happen that the change would, under other cir-
camstances, be inconvenient. It would be botter if the
Govern ment would make up their minds as to what they
are going to cao.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon. the Minister of Militia
has sent down a retarn wbioh ie only part of the informa-
tion that I desire him to lay belore the Houe. He has
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sent a return of a number of Martini-Henry rides. What 1
particularly wanted was a return of the cost of manulac.
turing the ammunition for these rifles at the works in
Qitebec. I should like very nuch, if the hon: gentleman
would furnish us, the additional information, because it is
important for us to know.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I did not se understand it.
My deputy, who was here, took a note of what the hon.
gentleman said, and I sent the return on that note. I have
no objection, however, te supplement that return by one
showing the cost of the ammunition manufactured in the
cartridge manufactory.

Mr. JONES (lalifax). I would like to ask the Minister
of Customs if the report in the Government organ at Mon-
treal is correct, that the Govern ment have decided te waive
that portion of their Bill respecting the duty on inland
tariff ? I have a telegram from the Chamber of Commerce
or Board of Trade of Halifax protesting against it. I do
not want te say anything about it, but I wish to understand
if the Government organ is well advised in stating that the
hon. gentleman does not propose to carry that portion of
his Bill into effect.

Mr. BOWELL. Whatever the intention of the Govern-
ment may be, there have been no instructions, directly or in.
directly, given the reporter of the Montreal Gazette, or any.
one else, to make the announcement.

Mr. LAURIER. The Government have had for several
weeks before them representations made by the lumbermen
as to the policy recently adopted by the Government upon
the increase of the import duty on loge. Can the hon. the
Finance Minister inform the House whether the Govern-
ment have come to any decision on that point or not?

Mr. FOSTER. The Government have net come te any
decision, other than that already in existence.

Mr. LAURIER. That means nothing at all.
Motion agreed te, and House again resolved itself into

Committee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)

Salaries of Officers and Inspectors of Excise.... $270,801 25

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. There is a consider.
able increase in this vote. Will the hon. the Minister of
Inland Revenue explain it?

Mr. COSTIGAN. The increase is made up as follows:
New appointments, $4,455; annual increments, 84,035;
promotions, 82,026; transfers, 81,200.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) What promotions are those ?
Mr. COSTIG&N. This is entirely the outside service.

They are promotions from third class te second class, and
f rom second to first. In one case perhaps an inspecter was
appointed. Increases as the resalt of examinations, $795;
increases without change of class, $1,14à; increases due to
change of class, 8302. Total, 813,958. The reductions are
made up in this way: Superannuation of George Travis,
collecter at St. John, $1,470; resignation of J. J. McHugh,
$910; retirement of C. M. Hamilton, $90, being the
balance ofJhat year's salary; A. J. Smith, superannuated,
81,000 , new appointments at St. Catharines, provided for
but not made, 81,750, making a total of 85,250, which, de-
ducted from the total increase of $13,958, leaves a net
increase of 88,708.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). On what ground was Mr.
George Travis superannuated ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. To promote the effoiency of the
service.1

Mr. WELDON (St. John). In what way?
Mr. COSTIGAN, The deputy collector of the offlo. at

that time, Mr. Burke, was promoted in his place. Mr.
Travis was beyond the age, and perhaps the hon. gentleman
will recollect that, at the time I came into office, there was a
very strong report of my predecessor's against the whole
staff of the St. John office for ineffiiency and irrega-
larity. A change was made of four offloers, and Mr. Travia
would have been retired at that time, in view of the ieport
then made, but, ns he had been appointed many years
before with the rank of deputy collector, but without the
salary of that rank, I gave him the minimum salary
attached to the rank of a deputy collector, and, as the
retiring allowance is based on the average of the last three
years, I allowed him to remain in order to get the benefit
of the salary which ho had only obtained ut a late date,
and which was the minimum of the class to which he was
appointed many years ago.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). How many officers are
there in that office now ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. I cannot give you the names, but the
staff is one less than it was at that time.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Burke is up here now, is ho
not ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. Nn; h. was appointed deputy collector
at St. John some years ago, and when Mr. Travis-was re-
tired, Mr. Burke was promoted to the collectorship, as being
a very active and intelligent officer, and thon promotion
took place in all the other ranks, without any new appoint-
ment@ being made.

Mr. WELDON (Si. John). What is the inoressed ex
penditure in St. John?

Mr. COSTIGAN. There is no increase there.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) There will be an increase in con-
sequence ofe superannuation.

Mr. COSTIGAN. No; the superannuations tock place
over a year ago, and there is one less employed in the offlee.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.L) What I wanted to get was the
details of the increasesà

Mr. COSTIGAN. A great many of our officers are or-
cisemen, whom we cari send, and very frequently do serid,
to any part of the country we like. I have already given
the details of the increases. Of course the annual incre.
ments go over the whole service. The promotions are from
one class to another, irrespective of any Province, and based
upon the persons having passed the promotion examination.
No man in the service bas been promoted without having
first complied with the law to tho letter, and no one bas re-
ceived an increase of salary beyond the increment allowed
by the law.

Sir RICHIARD CARTWRIGHIT. This is as good a time
as any to call attention to the state of facts which our
Publie Accounte disclose, and which, I think, call for some
little information from the Minister in reference to this
department. If any hon. gentleman will take the trouble
to examine the statements of our reoeipts and expenditures
on this particular vote for the last nine or ten years, h. will
note that in 1879 our toti.l expenditure was about $2.11,000,
while our receipts amounted to $5,390,000, and they aver-
aged fully that in the succeeding years. Now, from 1879
to 1888, the charge for these services, or for what I presume
are nearly the same services, has swollen to $373,000. That
is an increase of nearly 60 per cent. over the expenditure of
some eight or nine years ago. A part of that might be
accounted for, I presume, but when yon recollect that our
receipta from Excise were, in round numbors, $5,400,000 in
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1879, and were quite up to that in succeeding years, and
that in 1888 they had only risen to 86,000,000, the Minister
will see that the increase of the expenditure from $211,000
to $373,000 is, on the face of it, quite a disproportionate
inôrease. For his own sake, I think some reasonable
explanation of that should be given. As I said before,
some small part of that may be accounted for, but the
increase, taken as a whole, is quite disproportionate to the
service performed, and I should be glad to hear what the
Minister may be able to say on the subject.

Mr. COSTIGAN, The increase in the force appears
large, but it must be remembered that there has been an in-
crease in the revenue, until now it amounts to nearly
87,000,000. Moreover, the imposition of higher duties
requires a more strict supervision in the collection of the
revenue. Then, again, the gradual increase of salaries can
be accounted for by the fact that the Civil Service Aet pro-
vided that the salaries of second and third class excisemen
should be from $O00 to $1,000 a year. We found it advis-
able at once, as soon as that Act was passed, to frame regu-
lations, and divide the staff of excisemen into three classes,
and to divide the salaries, so that every third class exciee-
man, every new appointment, came in at 6500; he served
six months on probation, and at the end of six months'
probation ho was confirmed, at $600, and remained there, to
work up by annual increasement, at $30 a year, until ho
reached the maximum of that class. The whole staff, as it
existed at that time, has since been kept down to the mini-
mum, and growing up gradually. Farther than that, I may
state that I have been most anxious to keep down the ex.
penditure as much as possible. With a view to the considera.
tion of the Esti mates for this year, I had a circular sent into
every district of the department in Canada, calling atten-
tion to the desirability of reducing the staff, if possible,
with a view of being able to decrease the estimate, or, at
least, to prevent an increase. On looking over the reports
from every inspector, I could not find a single place where
an officer could be spared, or retrenchment could be made.
More than that, in many of the districts, I have now before
me requests from the chief officers asking for additional
help. But I have not provided for any such increase in the
present esti mates.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman
will note that I quoted from the year 1888, in which the in.
come was six millions only. There was an increase of
$600,000 in the total receipts over those of 1879. In order
to collect that additional $600,000, the cost of the depart-
ment had been raised $160,000. Now, that is, apparently,
to say the least of it, a most enormous increase, The larger
amount ought to have been collected at a lower percentage
instead of a higher, but, so far as it appears in the Public
Accounts, the additional sum of 6600,000 cost us 25 per
cent. to collect.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I see the hon. gentleman, in
reply to the hon. member for St. John, has said that Mr.
Travis had been superannuated in order to promote the
efficiency of the service.

Mr. COSTIGAN. Yes.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). I see by a return brought down

from the Inland Revenue Department, that Mr. Travis,
collector, is put down iere as superannuated to promote
economy, not to promote the efficienoy of the service. I
observe 82,086 for superannuation in the department under
the head of Excîise, and one George Sutherland is put down
for age, another man is put down for ilI-health, and Mr.
Travis is put down to promote eoonomy. Are these
items embraced in the expendftnre given by the hon.
$entieman now, the superannuation return of i2,000 ?

Mr. GOS1'IGAN. I was only referring to Mr, Travis.
Sir RoCAan CARTWmUT.

Mr. JONHS (Halifax). It would appear that there has
been V,086 in superannuation allowances granted this year
up to December 31st, 1888, in the hon. gentleman's depart.
ment. That would increase the amount beyond what
appears in the blue-book.

Preventive 8er ice.............. .......... $15,800

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) What has been the result of that
preventive service ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. Officers are appointed in different
parts of the country to look after frauds, and they have been
fairly successful, especially during the last year, in pre-
venting illicit manufacture. Besides that, they travel
through the country to look after the cigar and tobacco
trade, and to the obliteration of marks upon oil barrels, and
generally to assist the permanent staff in securing the
observance of the law.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E I.) I see in the Auditor General's
Report of last year, under the head of Preventive Service,
$9,327 was paid to a large number of officers in the Inland
Revenue Department. Then there were some items paid
for travelling expenses, $ 1,817, which will make pretty nearly
the item the hon, gentleman asks for now. But, in addition
to that, there was the sum of 83,476 paid for information.
The Auditor General appears to have asked the hon. gentle.
man for an explanation of what this money was paid for,
and I see in a letter published on page E 164 of the Auditor
General's Report, that the Minister of Inland Revenue
declined to give that information. Re says:

" The information I must, of course, decline to furniah. The ums re-
ferred to were expended in accordance with the intention of Parliament."

I do not know what the intention of Parliament was, or
how it was expressed. If I remember aright, it was not
voted for any secret service fund. If it was expended in
that way, I would like the hon. gentleman to say. I refer
the Minister to the Auditor General's Report, in which pay.
ments under the head of Preventive Service appear. I
find, under the general head, an item of $3,476.

Mr. COSTIGAN. The item in the Auditor General's Re-
port covers two cheques or drafts drawn by me, not exceed-
ing 8700 on the whole. The item of $3,000 odd has nothing
to do with it. I have stated before in this House that there
is an amount of 815,000 placed at the disposal of the Min.
ister for the time being, for the payment of certain preven.
tive service. The whole of that amount every year bas
been accounted for in the regular way, except last year
there were these two special cheques. In a former year,
one or two cheques were used in the same way, and no
question was raised by the Additor General with respect to
them. When the Auditor General asked information with
respect to the payment of these two cheques, I replied that
I could not give it.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) You declined to give it.
Mr. COSTIGAN. I explained the matter tobis satisfac-

tion, and he admitted himself that a payment might be
made through me in connection with information given
looking to important seizures, and that I could not give the
Auditor General the name of the party to whom payment
was made. There is no reason why he sbould'receive it.
Knowing that I was using the authority that I presumed I
had to make those payments to tho.xtent of about $700,
and knowing that I was making those payments in a pri-
vate way, I furnished the particulars to the leader of the
Government, giving the name and the object fôr whioh the
payments wore made, this being done by me for my own
Zrotection and as a guarantee that proper paymnts had

an mthe. Bât I bnld dgithis itfftreintsi publlcy,
and the Auditer General admitted IL. I think, sinco ie,
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when I came into office, I have used 8300 in addition to
these cheques in question in this private manner.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I sec in the Auditor General's
Report an item of 03,407 charged under the head of Preven-
tive Service as being paid for information. There is also
an item: lonorable John Costigau, 8500.

Mr. COSIGAN. The item appears in my own name,
because I gave the cheques in my own name, $500 and $200
respectively.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). A return should be furnished as
to how that money was expended, for it is not a very satis-
factory way of bringing down an item in a lump sum, and
this is a pretty large amount.

Mr. COSTIG AN. I think I have given ail the explanation
I can offer, and I am sure hon. gentlemen opposite will
accept it as a fair explanation, if I understand rightly the
authority I posseses to retain any part of the money to
make payments in that mnanner. In regard to the item. of
$3,400, that comes up under the head of the general service.
It was paid in the regular wav, and the department was
recouped to some extent by the penalties imposed.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E. I.) I only want to know fhe fact.
Does the hon. gentleman understand that he bas authority,
and if so, where does le receive ft, to expend any and, if so,
what amount for secret service ? If there is any statute
empowcring it, I have nothing more to say; and if the
House bas voted it, I have nothing more to say; but I do
rot understand there is either any existing statute or legal
authority or any vote of the House empowering this ex.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I am not expressing an opinion
as to the morality of the transaction; but I am enquiring
whether the hon. gentleman has asked for or received
authority to expend this money. The hon. gentleman says
that a certain amount is voted for preventive service. Such
is the fact; and there are twenty officers who receive salaries
for performing this service, and the details with respect to
them are published. I repeat my enquiry, where did the
hon. gentlenan obtain his express authority to expend any
of this money? The expenditure may be ight or may be
wrong; but there are many things not done, although they
would be quite right, because there is no authority.

Mr. COSTIGAN. I may have been wrong, but I was
under the impression that I had that power.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I observe that 813,065 wa
obtained in connection with a seizure, out of which an
informer was paid 315, an offcer $5,334, and $5,195 went
to the revenue. Besides those amounts, the hon. gentleman
paid out 83,476 for information, and $500 was paid by him
privately under his own name. Ali the revenue received

~is $5,000.

Mr. COSTIGAN. I think the House will accept the ex.
planation I have made. I have not pressed for penalties
as hard in every case, and perhaps I might be considered
as over-lenient. I tried to allow them to get clear with a
warning on the first offence, but where the second offence
was committed I let the matter go to the courts. We get
very little revenue from that class of seizures.

Increased pay to offcers of large distilleries
and factories...........................35,000

penditure. Ifthe hon. gentieman has power to expend 80 Sir RICIIARD CARTW1UGT. I would suggest to tho
why should henot have power fo expend 31,800 ? Is there hon. Minister that, another time, he might save -discussion if
any limit to bis authority ? Are we to understand that he would assign what he requires for the service of preven-
out of the $!5,000 for preventive service, the bon. gentle- tive officers, and state when ho wants a vote for special
man can expend any proportion he wishes, giving as a services. That account should be strictly by itself, so that
reason that'the expenditure is for secret service ? the louse would understand what it is doing. If I under-

Mr. COSTIGAN. If the expenditure is necessary to effeet stood the explanation given by the Minister, about two-
seizares or protect the revenue, and if is necessary to use thirds of this went to the salaries of some twenty officers
in a private way a portion of the fund, I am justified in and that ho wants to hold some 35,000 or thereabouts
doirg so, making a return to the leader of the Governmont at disposal for obtaining information. I se bore a
in order that ho may know exactly for what purpose the number of mon. beginning with Mr. Bogue and end.
payments were made. ing with Mr. J. Watson, were paid 8i,327, as well as two

items: one, "paid for information, 83,46," and Ilpaid flon.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) From what statute does tbe hon. J. Costigan, 8500." I think we ought to have the items

gentleman derive that impression ? Is thero any statutory divided, to show what is for special parposes and what for
authority ? I understand that public money cannot bo regular information.
exoended except under statutory authority or an express
vote of the House. There is no express vote of the House, Mr. COSTIGAN. The hon.gentleman seems to be under
and wbere is the statutory authority ? It is inconceivable the impression that two-thirds of this was for salaries and
that there can be absolute authority exercised on the part such information. I stated that every dollar of the amount
of the Minister to spend what ho likes. voted bas been accounted for except the $500 for which my

M r. COSTIGAN. I have told the hon, gentleman that namu appears, and that is a very small proportion out of
since 1882 tho total amont expended by mene my own 15,000. I eau give the vouchers of the officers who made
nîe 1882of the totaamount expd ortey ev servunder these payments, to the bon. gentleman, but, of course, I

name ont of the amount voted for the proventive service cannot give the names of the informers themselves. The
was about 3900, and that it was spent in order to protect payment is a regular one, and it is accounted for in a
the revenue. The hon. gentleinan asks under what statute regular way.
I have acted. I do not know. My experience before I
became Minister was that by the Government of bon. Mr. GILLMOR. Will the hon. Minister state the duties
gentleman opposite that item was considered a special which Mr. J. Bogue performed, and where he resides ?
appropriation made for a special service. The hon. gen- Mr. COSTIGAN. I cannot give much information as
tieman thinka that the Minister ahould not have the power to where ho resides, bcause the hon. gentleman, no doubt,
to spend one dollar without giving the name and makiug a knows that botter than I do myself.
return. One of my seizing officers, however, need not give
the name of the informer; he cas pay a portion of~tbe Mr. GILLMOR. I see he is set down as for St. John.
penalty to an informer and he need not publish bis name. Mr. COSTIGAN. He la under the supervision of the
If he can exercise that authority, and if 1 have expended in head oflicer or that district, but ho retides in some of the
this way the small sum I have mentioned daring the last towns or villages ot Charlotte County. fis duties are to
eight or nine years, I think there was nothing immOral travel over a certain district outside St. John and look alter
»bout it. illicit distilling.
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Mr. GILLMOR. There is no illicit distilling in the
County of Oharlo'te.

Mr. COSTIGAN. We don't know that.

Mr. GILLMOR. I never heard of it.

Mr. COSTIGAN. We found illicit distilling where,
perhaps, the bon. gentleman never hoard of either. We
seized over eighteen stilis within the last few months.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.1.) Surely not in Charlotte Connty ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. No; but in other places. Mr. Bogue
bas also got to see that the law is carried out with regard
to the sale of tobacco and cigars, and the importation of oil,
and the proper defacing of the inspection marks. I think
that this gentleman has discharged bis duties so well ihat
a request bas been made to the Minister of Customs to
secure bis services and co operation as an active, intelligent
and efficient officer. Personally, I do not know the gentle-
man,

Mr. GILLMOR. I was merely anxious to know what
duty he performed.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG HT. What is the practice
of the hon. Minister with respect to officers in Manitoba?
Do they stili onitinue to receive increased allowance on
account of the increased expenses of living there ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. I am almost sorry to say that they do
not, because I think it is rather a hardship that that in-
creased allowance is stopped since last year. They get
nothing but their salai ies, as fi xed by law and the regula-
tiorns of the department.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Are yon going to make
any alteration with regard to the vote for cullers ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. We will let the item stand, as I am in
hopes of reducing it very materially.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I will not interfere, if
there is any hope of reduction.

Salaries of Inspectors and Assistant Inspectors of
Weights and Measures.......... .......... ......... $48,200

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIT. What receipts doesthe
department get for this expenditure ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. I think the receipts would make up
about hall the expenditure. I may say that recently I in-
troduced a change which will result gradually in a very
considerable reduction of expenses, that is, by proposing in
future, whenever a vacancy ccurs in an inspectorship, that
vacancywill not be filled up, but willdrop into the next in-
spectoi's district, and the duties will be discharged by that
one inspector, untilsuch time as the Weights and Measures
divisions will be made co-equal with the Inland Revenue
divisions. That will have the effect o reducing the inumber
of inspectors of weights and measures, from about twenty
to nine or ten. In that way a considerable saving will be
effected.

Mr. ELLIS. I would like to call attention to the fact
that the total revenue reccived last year for the inspection of
gas amounted to87,000, white the expenditure was $20,000.
Why should the people of the country, a great many of
whom have to burn bad oit and pay a heavy tax on it, be
required to pay for the inspection of gas in cities, for the
benefit of gas consumers in cities ? Besides, we know that
the elecLric light is superseding gas. The revenue from
the inspection of weights and measures last year was $37,-
000, and the expenditure 867,000. So that on these two items
the expenditure isjust about double the receipts. I submit to

Mr. CosrIeAN.

the House that the inspection of gas by the Government
ought to be swept away altogether-that the consumer of
gas ought to pay for bis gas the same as anything else. I
also think that the whole system of the inspection of weights
and measures might be greatly simplified, and the whole
expense done away with, by leaving these matters to the
municipalities. I am satisfied that in St. John, both the
inspector of gas and the inspector of weights and measures
do practically nothing at ail for tho revenue they receive,
and I think the hon. gentleman's office is a refuge for more
useless officials than any other in the country.

Mr. COSTIGAN. I am sorry to hear the concluding
remarks of the hon. gentleman. I think what he says in
reference to the inspection of gas is well worthy of con.
sileration. That matter has struck me in the same way.
But the same argument does not apply to the inspection of
weights and measures, because the service performed in
inspecting them is useful to the country districts as.well as
the cities. But I admit that the inspection of gas is for the
benefit of cities, and that the country does not get the
benefit of it. I will give the matter my attention, with the
view of trying to- balance accounts as nearly as possible, if
the service is continued.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I tbink a very desirable change
could be made in the system of inspecting weights and
measures. When the inspector goes around to inspect
weights and measures, he usually goes into an establish.
ment and looks over ail the weights and measures; and
then, perhaps, in the course of a day or two he goes around
again and delivers to the person who owns the establishment a
certain number of cancelled stamps to represent the weights
and measures he has inspected. The man who gets
the stamps never takes the trouble to see whether they
c)rrespond in number with the weights and measures which
have been inspected; and if an inspector is disposed to do
any wrong, he bas ample opportunity; there is no check
over him. Instead of the inspector giving the man a nnm.
ber of cancelled stamps, the stamps should be attached to
the weights and measures in some way. Besides, when the
inspector comes to town, heannounces that he is at such an
hotel for the inspection of weighte and measures, and that
people must bring their weights and measures before him.
If they do not do that, he will hire a rig and charge them
with the expense, for the purpose of going around and
making bis inspection. I say the present condition of
things is wrong, and if a man is disposed to take advantage
of it, and collect more money than he returns to the Gov-
ernment, he can easily do it. When a man inspects a
weight or a measure, he should attach to it the officiai stamp
or seal; then he should b charged with the stamps he re-
ceives when he goes out of the department, and eredited
with the stamps he returns when he comes back, and should
account for the balance. That is the only system that will
protect the department against fraud. But the present system
encourages fraud, because it leaves the cancellation of the
stamps entirely in the hands of the inspector himself. I
know myself a case in which not a single stamp was can-
celled, but the inspector collected the fees, and he may not
have returned a single cent to the Government. There
should not ec room for that sort of thing. Then, under the
present system, there are many cases in which scales escape
inspection, as there is no stamnp put on to indicate whether a
scale has been inspected or not. When an inspector comes
around, ihere are people who will say that they have only
so many scales, while, perhaps, the rest are under the coun-
ter. Il the system required the scale to bear the official
stamp, the pprchaser would know that it was a proper
scale, and that it would be safe to buy goode weighed on it.
I hold that, in order to deal justly with the public, the sys.
tem sbould be changed, otherwise the merchant should not
be called on to pay for the stamp at all. Everybody is in-
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terested in baving honest scales. The public is just as much
interested as, if not more than, the seller. Consequently, I
hold that every scale should be stamped froc by the Govern-
ment, and that-the public should bear the whole expense.
Some system to protect the public against the injustice I
have spokon of should be adopted.

Mr. MoN EILL. I should like to call the attention of the
Minister to the fact that the Éolling of spring balances for
private use is illegal. That seems to be a most extra-
ordinary provision. If a poor man wishes to get a spring
balance, which is the very cheapest style of a scale, costiDg
about $4, for bis own private use, it seems bard that it
should b. illegal for him to purchase it.

Mr. COSTIGAN. This is one of those cases iii which it
is impossible to please everybody. If a citizen bas one of
these spring balances, none of our officers has a right to
interfere with or molest him. Parliament bas passed a law
to prevent the manufacture of scales which are not reliable.
From the time you begin to use spring balances, the spring
becomes weakened and they are no longer reliable, and
therefore their manufacture is prohibited. We provide,
however, for the manufacture of a cheap style of scale for
housekeeping purposes, and provide a special rate for
examination; in fact, we do all we can to meet the wants
of the citizen.

Mr. McNEILL. It would be tbe proper thing to prevent
the use of spring balances for the purposes of commerce,
but not for private use. The bon, gentleman said that a
private individual can have a spring balance, and b. will
not be interfered withl; but it is made illegal for him to buy
one or for a man to give him one.

Mr. COSTIGAN. They were all over the country before
the law was passed.

Mr. MoNEILL. They get worn out, and we cannot get
new ones without infringirg the law or inducing someone
else to infringe it, If this class of scale is meroly for pri.
vate use, it is arbitrary to prevent a man purchasing it.

Mr. MoMIULLEN. I would like to know if the Minister
intends making any change in the system of inspecting
weights and measures? How does he ascertain from each
inspector the amount of money collected ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. The stamps are given to the inspector,
and ie las to account lor them. There is a good deal in
what the hon, gentleman has said, but he is mistaken in
supposing that any radical change is required in the law or
regulations. The cases lie referred to were those in whichl
the officers violated the law. Let the hon. gentleman send
me the name of the man be referred to, and I will deal with
him. Every trader receives a circular informing him he is
not to make any payment to the assistant inspector of
weights and measures until the weights and measures re
brought back and stamped.

To meet the expenses under the Adulteration of
Food Act..................... . ............ $25,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I am not going to
object to this vote, becanse, under certain conditions, it may
b. a very valuable vote; but I would like the Minister to
state, in a very general way, how this Act works, and
whether we receive anything at al from it? I believe we
do not, that it is an expense incurred by us pro bono publico.

Mr. COSTIGAN. Of course the Act is not long in force,
and is more experimental than anything else. i think the
hon. gentleman will admit, from the discussion of, and
allusions to, this service in the pressgenerallythat it is lookedî
upon with a considerable amount of favor. True, there isc
Do revenue derived from it; but it is anexpnditure believed

to bo for a good purpose, and, I tbink, with a little change,
we can bîing about very satibfactory results all over the
country. I propose ihat the Chief Analyst, who bas been
in communication with some of tho Ontario associations,
should, during the summer, put himseit in communication
with ail such ass ciations throughout the country, to gather
information, so that, next Session, some important change
may be made in the law regulating this branch of the
service.

Mr, JONES (Halifax). Have there been any seizures or
convictions under this Act ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. Prosecutions under the Act in some
cases have failed on account of the interpretation given the
Act by some of the courts, and it was proposed to introduce
a short amendment this Session to remedy that weakness;
but after an interview with the Dairymen's Association,
and after representations made by other organisations
throughout the country, it lias been thought advisable,
instoadl of patching up the Act, to ]et it stand until next
Session, and then bring in a more perfect and complete
amendment to the Act.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Does this inspection of food in.
clude liquors, &c?

Mr. COSTIGAN. Yes.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) And do the offioers analyse

specimens of these in the different Provinces now ?
Mr. COSTIGAN. Yes.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Are the results given in the
report ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. The results are given in the bulletins
publisbed by the chief analyst from time to time. They
are not embodied in the annual report of the department,
but they will be brought down in a report. I have been
discussing this matter with the Minister of Agriculture
with a view to having them distributed in the same way as
he distributes the information in connection with the
Experimental Farms.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) It is bardly worth while baving
the analysis made unless the results are published.

Mr. COSTIGAN. The newspapers get hold of these
bulletips, and publish the results.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The analysis of the drink of the
people is almost more important than the analysis of the
food, because we know that there is more adulteration of
drinks than there is of food. This is a very serious matter,
and I do not think any greater benefit couId be conferred
upon the people at large, than that a proper analysis should
be made regularly of the beer and the liquors which the
people drink, in order to ensure their purity. If the propo.
sition, which the Minister of Finance used to support, in
favor of total prohibition were carried, of course that would
not be necessary. But, when a large quantity of liquor
and beer enters into the daily consumption of the people,
it is of the highest importance that it should be in as pure
a state as possible. Do I understand from the Minister,
that we will have the result of last year's analysis placed in
our hande in some form ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. Yes.

Mr. MOMULLEN. Lasit year the expenditure for the
adulteration of food exceeded the estimate by $3,221. What
was the cause of the excesse?

Mr. COSTIGAN. We had some exceptional expenditure
on buildings which we had to fit ufr the assistant analyste.
When the hon, gentleman eemth,in all Provinces,
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we have to take samples and pay for them, of food and
drugs and drinks, I think he will not be surprised that we
expended last year a little more than the amount voted,
but there is no danger of an over-expenditure this year.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGEHT. In your interest, Mr.
Chairman, as well as in mine, I desire to call the attention
of the hon. gentleman and the Minister of Publie Works to
the fact that, while it is very important that the liquor and
the food of the people should be as pure as possible, it is
also of some consequence that the air we breathe in this
Chamber should not be more adulterated than it need be.
Within the last week or two it has been growing gradually
worse, and I hope those two hon. gentleman will put their
heads together, and see if some remedy cannot be devised.

Mr. CHAR LTON. We have had this question of the
proper ventilation of this Chamber under discussion many
times, and I am afraid that my hon. friend the Minister of
Public Works has not redeemed the promise ho gave last
year that the mode of supplying air to the Chamber tshould

banged, and that the air should no longer be brought
in through the sewers, but from places where the air is
pure. I think we still have the air brought in through these
ducts which go to the edge of the cliff, and, as long as that
is the case, the ventilation of this Chamber must necessarily
be imperfect. No matter what air is brought into the
Chamber, it will, as long as that system lasts, be something
like the air we get in cellars and sepulchres.

Mr. DA VIES (P.E.I.) For a few weeks past we have
had beautiful weather here, and yet we find that the front
doors of this building are always closed. If the
corridors were ventilated, if the windows were opened,
we could have pure air brought in, but there seems
to be a determination on the part of some one to keep
both the doors and the windows closed. If those windows
were opened between 6 and 8 o'clock, we would have purer
air when we returned at 8, but we cannot expect impossi-
bilities, and we cannot expect that the air will be pure
when 200 or 300 mon are sitting hore constantily, and fro-
quently-as miny more in the gailories, without proper
ventilation being afforded.

Mr. McMULLEN. It is perfectly impossible for us to
expect this Chamber to be pure when there is so mach
corruption in it.

Mr. FERGUSON (Welland). Hon. gentlemen forget that,
if the doors and windows were opened, while it might be
beneficial to members of the House, it would be very uncoûm-
fortable for some of the messengers about the corridors,
and that would not do. 1 think it is very important'th9t
we should have some frosh air in this Chamber. I believe,
it would shorten the Sessions considerably, because we
would ail be in a better humor. It is a very important
matter in connection with the health of members. Here
we are poisoned with all the noxious gases which can be
brought in. When the galleries are fuled in the evening,
the air contained in this Chamber will not last in a pure
state ]or more than two or three minutes, and the carbonic
acid gas which ie exhaled f rom the gaileries drops down
upon us, and the resuit is that we are practioally poisoned.
I have no doubt that the lives of the representatives of the
country are cut short by the impure air in this Chamber,
and I think the country could not do better than to
expend a few thousand dollars in giving us pure air, by
building a rew Chamber or by enlarging thies Chamber, or by
doing something to impruve the prtsent state of things.

Sir RECTOR LANGEVIN. Hon. gentlemen on both
sides are perlectly right in saying that the air in this
Chamber is vitiated, anid, in fact, it is sometimes hardly
possible to remain in the House; but the remedyi s entirely
au the hnds ofthe Rlouse. Daring the Ssoin, ltbethoty

Mr. 00TrnAN.

that the Minister of Publie Works exorcises over those
buildings on behalf of the Government is, to a very large
extent, suspended, as far as the two Houses and the rooms
occupied by members of Parliament are cmancerned, and it is
left very much to members to improve the ventilation of
the room. I spoke to the Speaker at the beginning of this
Session in reference to this matter, and he gave orders that,
at 6 o'elock, the windows and doors should be opened, so
that we might bave ventilation. That order is obeyed more
or less, rerhaps less, rather than more, at least I am afraid
so. I thirnk this little discussion will show the officers who
have charge of the building that they must obey the orders,
and must give us some of the air which we have in such
abundant quantity outside. True, sometimes while the
House is sitting, the doors or windows have been opened,
and members have sont messengers to close them, although
other members when they see them closed, might order
them to be opened. We have done all that we could do in
reference to the air ducts mentioned by my hon. friend
opposite. Last year the question came up whether we
should not build a new House of Commons.

An hon. MEMBER. No.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. At any rate, some mem-
bers spoke of it; I do not say that the whole House
was of that opinion, but the question was broached
of having a new House of Commons. The matter
has been looked into, and it would require a very
large sum of money, because we could not erect
a House of Commons here without making the new
building accord with the architecture of the present Parli-
amont building. But another mode was suggested, and it
has been studied, but, unfortunately, the chief architect of
the department, Mr, Fuller, bas been very il[ during the
last three or four months, indeed his life was despaired of;
therefore, the plans he was preparing had to be laid aside
for the present. The idea was, and is, toenlarge this House
by throwing down the partitions between this liouse and
the outside wall of the building. Then we would have a
room perhaps 40 or 50 per cent. larger than this one,
and we would have light and pure air on three sides of the
new Chamber. There would be more room for the members
now, and it would accommodate an increased representa-
tion which we may have in thrce or four years. That matter
is now being studied, but I am afraid that if we hid been
ready to make the change this year, the Minister of Finance
would have said that the finances would not allow the mat-
ter to be considered now. I think that during the recese I
will be in a position to lay the matter before my colleagues,
with the plans, and that next Session, if the idea is consid.
ered a 4sirable or necessary one, the plans may be laid be-
fore Parliament, and we may ask from the House such a
vote of money as may be necessary. But, as I said, I have
done what L could in the direction of ventilating the
Chamber. The hon. gentleman knows himself that this
room was badly built for its present purpose; it would have
served botter, I think, for a Library than for a House of
Commons. We have no ventilation, no opening, except two
doors on this floor. The openings are over our heads, there-
fore we cannot have the same ventilation nor as much fresh
air as we coqld bave if the.openings were on the 1level of
the floor. However, the mutter is being considered, and I
hope that next Session I will be able to lay before my col-
leagues a nd before Parliament, some scheme to meet the
views ofIbo House. I do nôt think such a scheme cain be
accomplished without a considerable sum of money, but it
wil'not cost anything like à new building.

Mr. JONES (Hialifax). I woild suggest that it might be
of very great ltility, afterAhe HOuse adjourns each night,
for the door' and windows all to be opened; thon the eM-
ployés and m.ssngrs would run no risk of gotti4g oold
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in their heads, as suggested by an hon. gentleman on thisi
side of the House. We could thon have a complete change(
of air in the room, so that when the flouse meets again thej
following day the atmosphere would be bearable.

Mr. CH ARLTON. I think that the radical defect in the
ventilation of this Chamber-of course the situation of the
Chamber is such that it cannot be perfectly ventilated-is
that the air brought into it is brought through those
ducts. That is a matter against which I have been con-
tending foryears. lt is almost impossible to get at a remedy,
and as long as the air comes into this Chamber through ducts,
that air wilL ho to a certain extent poisonous, and unless we
change that mode of ventilation, the Chamber will be
radically defective, whether you carry out the proposal of
the hon. Minister or not. Now, I have urged the erection
of a tower or chimney in this court where the machinery
is situated, for the purpose of drawing the air from a height
of, perhaps, 100 feet, and feeding the air through that
chimney into the Chamber, in place of drawing it through
these ducts. We would thon get pure air directly from the
source of all pure air, instead of bringing it through these
subterranean passages which are often foul and always
mouldy, which serve as receptables, sometimes, I dare say,
for dead dogs and dead cal s and varions substances of this
kind, that would make us shudder if we thought of the air
we are breathing and the place from which it comes.
I hope the hon. Minister will give his attention to that
difficult matter, so that we may have good ventilation in
this Chamber, whatever else may be done.

Minor Revenues................ ........ ,.......................... $800

Mr. McMULLEN. I notice in last year's a::counts an
item of $653.18 to D. O'Qonnor, as coets of collecting
ordnance rents; reporting on ordnance lands, $20. Who
is this D. O'Connor, and how does this item come in ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. The item properly applies to the
Department of the Interior, although that payment, I dare
say, was made by my department. The hon. gentleman
will remember that this item was discussed in the Public
Accounts Committee. The accounts for arrearages,
hydraulic rents, and other ordnance property, were placed
in the hands of Mr. O'Ccnnor for collection. He collected
a large amount of those old debts and received that amount
on account of these collections.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I) How much did ho collect?

Mr. COSTIGAN. I do not know the exact amount; but
I can state that the arrangement made with Mr. O'Connor
was the same, and the percentage allowed him for col-
lecting, was just the same as that given by the previous
Governement to the same gentleman for the same service.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I cannot understand why in Ottawa
civil servants cannot collect these hydraulic rents, and, in
my opinion, it should ho done by some of our officials in-
stead of by a lawyer. I know that the name of this gentle-
man, Mr. D. O'Connor, appears on almost every page of
the Auditor General's Report, and when the different items
are added up they amount to 818,000 or $20,000. It is a
more excuse to say that it is necessary to employ a lawyer
to collect these rents, when it could be done by civil ser-
vants who are walking round with nothing to do. It is
time this practice was stopped. Lt is quite evident that
Mr. O'Connor is a particulnr pet and is encouraged and paid
for some particular purpose. Is this the same man who
appeared the other day and took an active part at the pre-
sentation to the Minister of Public Works? I believe ho
was the man.

Mr. COSTIG AN. That is simply an assertion. The
hon, gentleman says there is no necessity to employ Mr.
O'Connor because there are sufficient clerks in the Govern-
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ment employ to make the collections. Without being dis-
courteous to the hon. gentleman, I may say that these
arrears have existed for years; that the Government in
power froGm1874 to 1878 found the saure difficulty in collect-
ing the arrearages the present Government has found, and
no clerk was abie to collect them during the administration
of the previous Government. These arrears are accumu-
lating, and we are endeavoring to bring about a settlement
for the payment of those arrears, which amount to a very
considerable sutam. A considerable sum has been paid in by
Mr. O'Connor on account of the collections. By threaten-
ing prosecutions the parties made a settlement, and we have
already obtained a considerable amount, and the item of
$600 is on account of services in connection with this matter.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E 1.) The amount charged is given,
but not the amount collected. I remember a case in a
Provincial Legislature where a man was employed to collect
a certain dog tax. He charged a certain sum for commission,
and when interrogated as to the receipts, ho said the receipts
would not pay the commission.

Mr. COSTIGAN. I will bring down the amount of the
collections.

Mr. McMULLEN. Both in the Publie Accounts Com-
mittee and here, whenever fault is found with an item of
expenditure, Ministers immediately say that the previons
Government did the same thing. There must be a stop
put to that. I am not bore to justify the action of the pre-
vious Government if they acted wrongly. What we have
to do is to criticise the actions of this Government, and
whon we find an item of this kind, it is no answer or expla-
nation to say that the previous Governmont did the same
thing. It is time thero was an end to the giving of such
answers with respect to the expenditure of public money.

Collection of Slide and Boom Dues................... $7,500

Sir RICHIARD CARTWRIGHT. I observe that this
vote is reduced to nearly one-third of the previous amount.
Of course it is desirable that there should be decreases
wherever possible ; but I should like to know whether a
complote change of system has occurred, or whether this
large decrease has been found to be practicable, as com-
pared with 820,000 previously voted. The presumption is
one of two things : either that there has ben a change of
system, or that the previous expenditure was altogether
too large. What is the cause of this very remarkable
decrease, and does any part of it appear in the next item ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. No. The reason why the Government
have asked for this small sum is, that negotiations are in
progress between the Finance Minister and the Govern-
monts of Quebec and Ontario, with a view to reconsidering
the arrangement entered into before Confederation. This
amount is to carry on the service until the arrangement has
been completed, when this matter will be taken entirely out
of the hands of my department.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHI'r. Of course I have no
objection to this reduction, and I have always thought that
it would be better if this subject were in the hands of the
provincial authorities. What revenue was obtained last
year ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. I can bring down the information.

Sir RICHARD CARTWR[GHT. If we are going to
hand over this matter, why should we pay anything for the
service ? What is it proposed to do with the $7,500 ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. Officers have been appointed to dis-
charge these duties, on an understanding arrived at between
the three Governments. It is now proposed, and an arrange-
ment is pretty nearly comploted between the Minister of
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Finance and the Ontario and Quebec Governments, to dis-
continue the existing arrangement, but until it is discon-
tinued we must maintain the offices and pay the officials.

Sir RICHARD. CARTWRIGHT. I hope we are not
going to be saddled with a heap of charges for superannu.
ating these officers who do not belong to us, because, this
being really a provincial work, the Provincial Governments
should take this business over and look after the officers.
Once or twice when such changes have been made, I have
noticed they have resulted in a very considerable addition
to the Superannuation Fund.

Mr. FOSTER. The Dominion Government have some
officers of their own in that joint service, employed in the
collection of elide and boom dues. Then these two Provincial
Governments have some officers employed in the collection
of timber dues. The rule has been that all the officers have
been paid out of a common fund and the two Provinces
have paid each one-third, being the share of each Province,
towards the general expense. That was an arrangement
not altogether palatable to the Provincial Governments or
the Dominion Government, and when the delegates were
hore in the course of the autumn we came to the conclu-
sion to abolish that system. The Dominion Government
and the Provincial Governments are now considering the
disposition of these officers. Some of them will, no doubt, be
required by the Provincial Governments, and they will
probably look after their proportion. Some others will be
needed for that part of the work wbich belongs to the Do-
minion Government, and I do not think any difficulty will
be encountered in making an arrangement, without entailing
very much cost.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E..) We have in the Auditor General's
Report a statement of the arrearages, but we have not the
amount collected. These arrearages require some explana-
tion. Under the head of slide and boom dues, we have:
Due 30th June, 1885, 840,000; due 30th June, 1888, $71,000.
Some of these arrearages run back for a great number of
years, and, no doubt, are out of date, and will never be re.
covered. If we pay salaries to these collectors of revenue
on slides and booms, and that such arrears occur, the de.
partment ought to be able to give some explanation. I can-
not see why, during three years, we should have increased
the arrears by 031,000. There is evidently some insuper.
able difficulty in collecting those arrears, or some indiffer-
ence or supineness on the part of the officers, and I think
Parliament bas a right to know.

Mr. COSTIGAN. Instructions have been given to the
officers to press for the payment of these arrears.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I think it is intolerable that they
are not pressed for. It is not fair to the other taxpayers
of the country.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). The amount of revenue re-
ceived from the slides and booms will be found in the
Auditor General's Report, page G-112, and it amounted to
846,651.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What my hon. friend
says is quite true. If yon turn to the Public Accounts you
find that in 1888, $66,442 accrued from this source of
revenue but we onlv collected $46.000 out of that while our

Mr. COSTIGAN. I know of no rosons why the pay-
ments were not made, but finding that such a large amount
were in arrears, I gave instruction to the officers to press
for payment.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. As I understand, the
officers have full power to seize the timber and to hold it
until every cent is paid. The tolls amount to a very emall
percentage of the value of the timber. It appears to me
that withsuch excellent security in hand there ought not
to be-whatever may be said as to bad claims-such a
large deficit in the collection as $20,000 for the last year,
1888.

Mr. COSTIGAN. I believe we will get that before long.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What we want to know
is why it has not been obtained.

Mr. COSTIGAN. I will enquire if there is any particu.
lar reason why it has not been collected, and I will give it
to the hon. gentleman on Monday.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes, but I would
point out that this is precisely the sort of question which
the Minister might expect when he brings cown these es-
timates, and he ought be prepared with information to
answer it. I will not press the matter, because we have
other opportunities of bringing it up again. A loss of
$20,000 out of a total revenue of $66,000, where yon have
got every full and ample means for collecting it, seems to
me rather a doubtful proceeding.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). One reason why the balances
occur is this: A good deal of the revenue derived from
slides and booms is earned during the months prior to the
lst of July. These amounts are chargeable upon the
timber, and are collected only when the timber goes to
Quebec, and is disposed of, so that it would be natural that
there would be a considerable balance at the end of each
financial year, accruing to the department for that par.
ticular service, whilst, at the same time, I do not think that
would at all imply that the balance, or any portion of it,
remaining unpaid, would be lost to the revenue. My hon.
friend from Quebec East (Mr. Laurier) will understand
what I mean. The amounts are not collected at the moment
the timber is cleared here at Ottawa, but when it reaches
Quebec, and usually not until the timber is sold. The
timber may remain undisposed of sometimes for over a
year, and we are not to imply from this, that the revenue
is going to lose anything by these balances going over.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That may be a very
excellent explanation on one point, but the fact remains,
that the balance due on the 30th June, 1888, was 8105,883,
showing that this plan of collecting back balances has not
worked very well all through.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). Perhaps not, but it will act to
a great extent for the balances due.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It will account for the
way in which the balance is allowed to creep up from year
to year. We find that now the balances unpaid amount to
nearly two years receipts, and that balance keeps increas-
ing. On the 1st July, 1887, the balance was $87,130, and
on the 3Oth June, 1888, 8105,883.
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annual expenditure appears to have gone upto $100,000, al Mm LAURIER. The explanation of the hon, memner
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remain over for a con8iderable number of years, and my
bon. friond, when ho was Minister of [nland Revenue, knows
how difficult it was to collect some of these amounts. There
were certain contentions on the part of some of those
against whom those accounts were held that they were not
liable, and my hon. friend remember the difficulty there
was in this connection.

Mr. L&URIER. This is not a novel discussion, and I
have heard it year after year, but I notice thera has not
been any improvement in the system. The system is
certainly wrong when the balances are allowed to increase
from year to year. There must be something wrong, which
cannot be defended at all.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I think myself the system is
wrong.

Mr. WALDIE. I do not see why it is nocessary to em.
ploy legal assistance to collect these arrears, as I under-
stand before the timber is cleared at Quebec the dues have
to be paid, and it is in the hands of the officers there to
enforce payment. I know they cellect in some instances,
and I do not see why they should not do so in all.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). While on the subject of arrearages,
I would like to invite the attention of the Gavernment to
an explanation on some other point. I see at page " G-
152 " of the Auditor's General's Report, under the head of
"arrears due for interests and investments," that there is
$14,548 interest to the 30th June, 1888. This is under
correspondence. Thon there is the Bank of Liverpool,
interest on $30,000, for nine years, at 4 par cent; this is
before the courts. Thon there are the following items
under Miscellaneous Consolidated Fand :

Queboc Tu .pike Trust ......... ............ ..... $20,000 00
MeGill COclege ..........-............. ....... - 7,990 00
Upper Canada Bank stock........ ............... 750 00
Earl of Belkirk's mortgage ........ ..... .... 13,900 0o
H. L. Boulton's mortgage..................... 3,000 80

Total............... ......................... ....... $45,610 80

Thon there are the Montreal Turnpike bonds, $67,200; the
North Shore Railway, $970,000, two years and 263 days'
interest at 5 per cent.; Quebec Harbor debentures; St.
John Bridge and Railway E stension C>., interest due
to 30th June, $17,356-correspondence going on, and the
company remitted $10,000 on account; and Three Rivers
Harbor debentures, one year. Perhaps some members of
the Government wil 1 explain to us why theose accounts are
allowed to romain so long.

Mr. FOSTE R. Some of these, I suppose, fairly well ex-
plain themselves; some of them I know nothing about at
all. The Quebec Tnrnpike Trust and the Montreal Turn-
pike Trust bonds are two items which, I suppose, are in con-
nection with the settlement of the accounts between the
Provinces of Ontario and Quebec and the Dominion, which
are now in process of settiement. With reference to the
Upper Canada Bank stock, I suppose that has relation to
that old bank matter which has been lying so long. I do
not know what these two mortgages are, but now that my
attention has been called to them, I will look into them.

Mr. ELLIS. With regard to the Albert Railway Co.'s
account, I moved in the Public Accounts Committee for the
vouchers for the payments, but thore seemed Lo be no vouch-
er. The common report is that the money was paid over
to some clerk in a dry goods bouse in St. John, and
that the sum which the First Minister stated was to
pay laborers was paid to the directors. The common re-
port about St. John is that the directors paid themselves
for five years' servioes ont of the money given to them by
the Government. In the meantime the railway company

failed, and the railway has passed ont of the hands of the
original company into the hands of some third party.
There is no probability of any interest ever being collected;
but there should be some satisfaction given to the country as
to whom the money was paid.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. I would just cali the
attention of the Minister of Inland Revenue to this circum.
stance: that, although there bas been a difficulty about col-
lecting those arrears, in 1878 the total tolls accrued
amounted to $78,449 and the total amount deposited to the
credit of the Receiver General was $98,361, showing that
we not only collected ail the tolls, for the year, but had
820,000 to the good. There were large arrears when we
came into office, but we brought them down considerably.
So that I think, with the exercise of due diligence on the
part of the Minister, it would be possible to collect as much
in the year as accrued due.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.1.) I hope the hon. gentleman will lot
this item stand until these arrearages are explained. The
matter is more serions than we had imagined. I find that
in the Ottawa agency, in hydraulic and other rente, there
is about $60,000 due to the Government, and that the ar-
rears of slide and boom duos have been accumulating for a
number of years. It the Auditor General's Report is to be
relied on, some of the largest amounts due to the Govern-
ment have been going on since 1878. In Three Rivera
there have been nearly $15,000 of arrears which have ac-
cumulated since 1885. There are some firms who are
$13,000 in arrear for hydraulic and other rents, and 89,000
or $10,000 in slide and boom duos. It is impossible that
this state of matters can continue. The hon. gentleman
must see that it is unfair and unjust to the country at largo
as well as to those who are compelled to pay their duos.
One man is compelled to pay, and another is let off. What
is the reason ? Is it political favoritism, or what is it ?
It is easy to collect the dues, because they form a lien on
the timber as it comes down the slides, and if a man is in
arrears for one or two years, his timber should not be allowed
to come down until they are paid. I think the item should
be allowed to stand until we get a statement on Monday.
If it passes this year without any explanation being given,
I give the hon. gentleman notice that if these arrearages
come up in another year, I will challenge the opinion of the
House upon them by a formal vote, because I think it is
disgraceful to the department to allow such arrearages to
accumulate from year to year.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I notice by the Auditor General's
Report-I do not know whether this is a member of this
House or not-that Perley & Pattee are in arrear to the
amount of $40,000 altogether. I think it is unfair that the
Committee should be asked to pass this item without having
a fuller explanation of it. Have those accounts in the
Auditor General's Report been settled ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. The same question came up in the
Public Accounts Committeo, and I stated the difficulties
found in bringing about a settlement, difficulties which had
existed for years on account of claims put in. I stated
that these arrearages ought to be paid, and that if I oould
not collect moneys through the ordinary course, I would
hand the matter over to the Department of Justice. That
was done, but legal proceedings were not necessary, because
negotiations took place between the Minister of Public
Works and these gentlemen, which resulted in a proposition
satisfactory to both parties, and which would bring about a
payment of those arrears.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. We will accept the
proposition on the distinct understanding that discussion
may be had on this subject when any other items are
proposed..
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Esquimait Graving Dock repaire...............$5,225
Esquimalt Graving Dock repaires,..... ................ .... $5,225
Lévis Graving Dock repaire........... .. ,. ................. $4,000

Mr. JONES (Halifax). These items seem heavy for
new works. We were given to understand last year that
the expenses of the Lévis graving dock, when completed,
would be very small, indeed. The returns from the Esqui-
malt graving dock are about $5,000. The Minister of
Public Works explained that he had not, at the moment,
the returns for the Lévis graving dock, but promised to
bi ing them down shortly. The item here for the working
of the dock seems heavy, and the repairs, considering it is a
new work, are excessively heavy.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The $5,225 are for the re-
pairs of the Esquimalt graving dock ; it consists of coal,
350 tons, for the working of the machine; watering, 350
days, at 82.50; waste, oil, tallow, repairs and renewals,
82,000. The $2,000 is only an approximate sum, and we
may have to pay a little more or less. For the Lévis dock
last year we asked a certain sum only in the same way.
It was an experiment, we did not know what it would cost,
and, therefore, had to ask a certain sum, in order that we
might know afterwards what amount would be required.
The work there bas been left for the season under
the direction of the harbor commissioners, my depart-
ment being, of course, responsible. The staff includes a
superintendent, dockmaster, one engineer, for 12 months, and
another for 8 months, then the two foremen and the watch-
man. Thon, of course, there are the laborers that are
required, in addition, during the season of navigation, for
repairing purposes, $2,000. That is as regards the staff
As regards repairs, we have, under that title, coal, waste, oil
and tallow, and materials for repairs, and contingencies.
We will be able, next season, after the experience of a year,
to say exactly how much of these should be dropped or how
much added. The hon. gentleman asked me about the
return. I have not a return as complete as I would wish
to put before the House, but I will tell him now what was
the expenditure and the revenue of last year. The revenue
of the previous year had been $21,902.* We had a number
of vessels in the dock, and one large steamer remained in it
all winter. She paid $16,000 or so for baving occupied the
dock. This year we have had very little revenue, because
very few vessels used the dock up to the 31st December.
The revenue was only 82,349.10 for that year, againet an
expenditure of $7,108.

Mr. JONES (Hialifax). Did I understand the hon. gentle-
man to say that the Lévis dock is under the charge of the
harbor commissioners at Quebec?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Lévis dock was attended
to last year under the managemeat of the barbor com.
missioners, throug h my department, because I was not
ready to assume the work myself. I had not the officials
I required, who had experience of such work, and the hon.
gentleman will admit that the dockmaster must be a first
class man. We had a very good one in British Columbia,
Capt. Devereaux. The one in Quebec I do not know, but
the chief engineer is preparing for me a report on the
work for the season, in order that we may be in a position to
decide what is to be done.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I hope the hon. gentleman does
not propose to work the dock under the harbor commis-
sioners.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No, but under the direction
of my own department. I did it as I did the work last
season on the channel between Montreal and Quebec. The
work had already been under the commiesioners, and I made
arrangements with them that the work would continue so
for the season, they giving official information to my
department, and my officers looking after the expenditure.
But from the 1st of January that has ceased altogether,

Sir Rion&An CARTWRIGHT.

[ have assumed for my department the control of that work,
and any work will henceforth be conducted directly
through my department.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I) Ias the capital expenditure
ceased upon the Esquimalt graving dock.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I see that last year you spent

$90,000 on this. What was the reason for that ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I suppose it was because

the contracts were being completed.
Mr. MARA. Her Majesty's men of-war are docked free

of charge, except in regard to daily expenses, and, of course,
the expenses will appear great in proportion to the receipts.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I would ask the Minister what is
being done, if anything, in the construction of the wharf or
harbor at Cape Tormentine. A harbor has been built at
Cape Traverse, and the bon. gentleman commenced to build
one at Cape Tormentine, but the contractors threw up their
contract, and I understand that the place was not very well
chosen and should have been put further westward. What
bas been done, or what is being done, as to the letting of
that contract ?

Sir HECTOR LANGE VIN. I did not expect this question,
as it is not under this heading, but I will give an answer to
the hon. gentleman on the first occasion we meet. I
gave the information some days ago when we were on the
Estimates.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I was not in the flouse.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Perhaps the hon. gentleman
will refer to the Hansard, and if he wants any further
information, I will give it.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What will be the pro-
bable receipts from the Lévis graving dock?

Sir HEC17OR LANGEVIN. I have already stated that,
during the season before last, the revenue from that dock
was $21,902.

Mr. WOOD (Westmoreland). In regard to Cape Tor-
mentine, I may state that the contract was lot for the
second time last year, and the contractor made good
progress with it in the latter part of the year. I think the
wharf was built out froin the shore some 600 feet or 700
feet.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Is it built on the same location
as the first wharf ?

Mr. WOOD (Westmoreland). Yes. A very careful
survey was made of the whole locality at that time. I saw
the plans in the Department of Public Works, and 1 think
an examination of the plans would convince anyone that
the location was well selected.

Telegraph Line between P.E I. and the Mainland..., $2,000

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That is the ordinary vote,
according to the terms of Confederation.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Have the Government received any
report, or bas their attention been drawn to a new cable which
has been patented by Capt. Trott and Mr. Hamilton, the
engineer of the telegraph ship at Halifax ? Instead of this
being covered with wire, it is covered with hemp, and I
am led to believe that it only weighe about half as much as
the old-fashioned cable, though it costs nearly the same
amount; but, from the information which they have in
regard to hemp, which has been under water for a long
time, its durability appears to be very much greater than
that of the old cable. The parties who have the patent
have already manufactured some 50 or 60 miles, and have
laid that in the Atlantic in connection with the Anglo-
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American Cable Company, where it bas been in sucessfuli
operation for some time. There has also been a cable of
this kind working, for some time, across Halifax harber to
Dartmouth. The great advantage which seems to exist in
connection with this cable is its durability. It is said that
the length of time which it will last bas yet te be determined,
but the promoters have already found hemp which has been
under water for a great number of years without apparent
injnry. I think it would be important for the Government,
in view of any cable operations, or any assistance which
they may be offering te any cable enterprises, to investigate
this new cable.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I understand that Mr.
Gisborne, the superintendent of our telegraph system and
a very distinguished electrician, is kept au fait of these
matters. If we require, as we may, to lay down a cable or
cables, the best cables which will cost the least and which
will be as good will be selected; but certainly I would not
tell the hon. gentleman that though one cable may be less
expensive than another, that should be a reason for ui te
adopt it, unless experience bas shown that the cable which
may be obtained at a less price is as good and durable as
that which we have now. We will piobably have three or
four small cables to lay on the north coast before we reach
Anticosti. If, as we are told, there is a company being
formed te build or stretch a cable between Great Britain
and Belle Isle, the question will arise whether we should
extend our system from the east end of Anticosti to
Belle Isle by a cable. If that occurs, I have no doubt we
will find at once that our telegraphic system by the north
coast will be a paying concern; but, until we are sure that
that company wili be in a position to begin their work and
stretch their cable, it is net our intention te ask for a vote
of money from Parliament to extend our lines in that
direction.

Mr. JONES (Hialifax). I am not expressing any want
of confidence in Mr. Gis borne, who, I believe, is a very dis-
tinguished electrician, but sometimes people are prejudiced
against new patents and new enterprises and discoveries,
and have their attention drawn entirely to one class of
cables. Therefore, I venture te recommend the Govern.
ment, even in the event of such a high authority as Mr.
Gisborne recommending their adhesion to the old cable, te
take means to satisfy themselves in regard te it, and,
in that case, I think they would arrive at the conclusion
that this cable would be of great importance, even in refer-
ence te durability.

Telegraph Lines, N.W.T........................$21,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I suppose this is only
for maintenance ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) This is only in regard te what

weown?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We have several telegraphs

in the North-West Territories, north of the Canadian Pacific
Railway, some in the west going as far as Edmonton, and
we have some in the east going as far as Saskatoon and
Prince Albert. These linos, of course, later on, may be
transferred or sold te some railway company, perhaps te
the Canadian Pacifio Railway Company themselves. I tried
te have the company assume them at a fair price, but they
were net tempted.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is there any sort of
revenue derived from these, and if se, is it a progressive
revenue ?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. Is there 9 reasonable
chance, within a fair space of ti me, of these becoming self-
supporting? :i2

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think so. I think those
of the North West Territories are likely to pay as well as
those on the north coast of the St. Ltwrence. In British
Columbia it may take more time.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Is thore any new arrangement
with regard to the Cape Race light ? I see some new ar-
rangement has been proposed between the Dominion and
the British Government.

Mr. FOSTER. That has been handed over to the Cana-
dian Government, together with the revenue fund which
had accrued about $110,000.

Committee rose, and it being Six o clock, the Speaker
left the Chair.

After Recess.

INDEPENDENT ORDER OF THE FORESTERS.

Mr. JAM[ESON moved that the House concur in amond-
ments made by the Sonate to Bill (No. 74) to incorporate
the Supreme Court of the Independent Order of the For-
esters. Ie said : The Sonate have amended sections 3
and 7, and recast them. They amended section 3 so that
instead of giving the Supreme Court power to regulate the
incorporation of subordinate courts, they provide that the
trustees shall file a declaration in the registry office for the
registry division within which the subordinate court is
being established. In addition to that, they provide for the
incorporation of the trustee of the court, instead of the
court itself. Section 7 is aiso changed slightly. In the event
of the dissolution of a subordinate court, it is made optional
with the Supreme Court to take over the property, and if it
does take over the property, it takes it subject to the debts.
In that event there is a recourse given by creditors against
the supreme body for the payment of the debts.

Mr. HALL. I have looked over the amendments care-
fully, and concur in what has been stated by the promoter
of the Bill. They cannot be said to be unimportant, but
they are such that this House can with safety concur with
them.

Motion agreed to, and amendments concurred in.

UNION RAILWAY COMPANY.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew) moved that the House concur in
amendments made by the Sonate to Bill (No. 79) to incor-
porate the Union Railway Company.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have looked at these
amendments, and I think they are not material. There
is a clause by which the bonds to be issued are divided
into classes, that is to say, so much for the main lino and so
much for the bridges. The clause that bas disappeared from
the Bill leaves it under the provisions of the general Railway
Act.

Motion agreed to, and amendments concurred in.

DIVORCE-G. M. BAGWELL.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew) moved that the House resolve
itself into Committee on Bill (No. 123) for the relief of
George MieDonald Bagwell.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes, but I cannot tell how Motion agreed to, on a division, and louse resolved itself
much.1 jinto Committee
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(In the Committee.)

On section 3,
Mr. DAVIES. I want to call the attention of the Minister

of Justice to the form these Bills take when they come be-
fore this House. I do not object to them for any special
reason, but when the Sonate passed these Bills dissolving
marriage for the crime of adultery, they declared "that the
marriage between the parties is dissolved, and shall hence-
forth be nuil and void, to all intenta and purposes." That
is the form. They then go on to make special provision
that the party who sues for the divorce may marry again
and that the issue of the second marriage shall be legitimate.
These clauses, I presume, are unnecessary, although I do
net object te their insertion as a matter of precaution, but
it Eeems to me that as the Bills are now passed permission
is given to the guilty party alsoto marry afterwards. That
is entirely contrary to the practice in England, and I think
it is a provision which should not be passed. If one or
other party commit adultery and the marriage is dissolved
at the instance of the innocent party, the guilty party
should not be allowed to marry again. Such permission is
contrary to all prudence and justice. I call the attention
of the Minister of Justice to the fact that all our Bills are
framed in the same way. It appears to be unfair and bad
legislation.

Sir JOHN THIOMPSON. I think there is a great deal
of force in the statement of the hon. gentleman, and, with
the permission of the House, I will consider it before the
third reading, and diseuse with my colleagues as to whether
there should be a change.

duties of the city postmaster are, perbaps, more responsible
than the duties of the country or town postmaster, but I
contend that $2,000 a year would be an ample allowance
to any officer for discharging the duties of a city post
office. The office does not require any extra ability, and
the postmasters in Toronto and Montreal would be well
paid at $2,000. It is wrong to ask country postmasters to
work for virtually nothing. I know some post offices in
my own riding where, out of receipts amounting to 8100
or $120, the postmaster receives only $20 or $25,
or only one-fourth of the receipts as salary. I repeat
that there should be a readjustment of the whole system
by which country postmasters are paid. I am sure the
Postmaster General, who has recently been installed in
his position, feels the necessity of some change being
made in the system and of allowing them something more
than they at present receive. I know a postmaster at an
office which has been in existence over 25 years-and he is
an excellent man, who has discharged his duties faitbfully,
and who keeps the post office open during regular hours,
and sometimes at night-who receives $36 a year for the
whole service. That post office is in a very important cen.
tral district, and serves a part of two counties. I was talk-
ing to the postmaster recently, and he said ho had a very
strong inclination to give up the position. There are
undoubtedly great complaints respecting the miserable
allowance given to country and village postmasters, com-
pared with the ample salaries paid to similar officials in
cities. There should be some change made in regard to
this matter, and I deemed it to be my duty to bring it
before the House.

Bill reported. Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I desire to ask the Postmaster
General whether any appointment to the position of assist-

DIVORCE-IN COIKITTEE. ant postmaster at Kingston has been made. I think the
hon. gentleman will remember that a little over a year ago

Bill (No. 124) for the relief of Arthur Wand (from the the assistant postmaster suddenly left that city. I would
Senate).-(&fr. Small.) like to know whether any man has been apppointed in hie

Bill (No. 125) for the relief of Henry Middleton (from place, and if so, who is ho?
the Senate).-(Mr. Small.) Mr. IHAGGART. I cannot tell at present. There has

been no appointment since I took charge of the office.
SUPPLY. Mr. WILSON (Elgin). 1 called the attention of the

flouse again resolved itself into Oommittc ofe Postmaster General to this because, if he will turn up hisSupply. report, he will find that in Kingston and in post offides in the
Post Offices . -............. 3................... $2,959,710 neighborhood some twenty-six lettera containing money

were mislaid or taken from the post offices, and the proba-
Mr. McMULLEN. I desire to say a few words with re- bility is that the greater portion of those were mis-

spect to postmasters' salaries. In looking over the list, I laid at Kingston or abstracted from the post office there.
find a great many small postmasters throughout the country It will be remembered that the attention of the louse was
receive little or nothing for their services. During the called, last Session, to the fact that the assistant postmaster
Session a Bill bas been brought in and passed, for the purpose of Kingston was a man named William Shannon, a brother
of increasing the salary of the postmaster at Toronto to of the postmaster, James Shannon, that irregularities
84,000. I hold there should be a general readjustment of had existed for a long time at that office, and, ultimately,
the salaries paid to postmasters throughout the Dominion. the assistant postmaster was discovered in the act
In my own constituency there are several postmasters who of purloining letters with money in them. lt was
receive only $12 or $15 a year. It is a gross injustice to represented to us then that those letters contained only a
country postmasters to ask them to work for the public at a few postage stamps and a few cents of money, but, on look-
pittance, while, at the same time, a city postmaster receives ing over the matter carefully, I find that in Kingston, and
$4,000 a year. In my own town, where we have one of the the adjacent post oifces, somewhere in the neighborhood
most efficient and faithful servants in the Dominion as poat- of $300 was supposed to have been lost. I complain that
master, and who attends to the office himseolf, and keeps when the assistant postmaster was discovered stealing the
one of his family there, this postmaster receives only letters, that the inspector so far neglected his duty as to
$1,000. In the town of Harriston, where there i; allow this man Shannon to escape without being arrested.
a very faithful and efficient postmaster, who las I am informed that ho not only remained in Kingston a few
been employed for many years, this public officer re- days, but that, after going away, he was permitted t come
ceives only $900 a year, and he bas teobe in the post back to the city of Kingston for a day or two, and there was
office from 5 o'clock in the morning tÙ1 10 o'clock at night. no arrest made. That is very different from the manner
A great injustice is doue to these postmasteri, who have in which the Government treated other assistant post-
discharged faithfully and effieient4y their duties in the masters. I suppose the Postmaster General will remember
country post offices, and who in many nases receive not that when an assistant postmaster in St. Thomas was
more than $12 or $15 a yar, while the salary of a oity found guilty, some years ago, of taking letters, ho
postmaster is increased to $4,000. I acknowledge that the I was not permitted to escape, but ho was arrested and

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew).
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tried summarily before the police judge, and condemned
to penitentiary for five years. I desire to prose on
the Postmaster General that if the assistant postmaster at
Kingston was permitted to leave the country without being
punisbed for his crime, it is hard on the former assistant
postmaster at St. Thomas, who has been in the penitentiary
for nearly four years, that the Minister of Justice should
refuse a remission of one year on hie sentence, in
answer to petitions sent in here requesting that the
term of bis sentence should be commuted. I believe
it is right that this man should be punished, but if
ho bas to serve in the penitentiary for five years for stealing
four letters, the man Shannon, at Kingston, who, from
the return brought down by the Postmaster General, appears
to have been implicated n bthe theft of twenty-six or thirty
letters containing 8300, should not be allowed to escape.
When this matter came before the House last year it was
very unstisfactorily treated by the First Minister and by
the Postmaster General of the day. I now again call the
attention of the House to the fact that while-as the member
for Wellington (Mr. McMullen) bas said-the Government
have treated postmasters in certain places in one way, they
have treated other post office officials in other places in
another way. If Mr. Shannon was allowed to escape,through
the connivance of the inspector and a desire on the part of
the Government to treat him leniently on account of his bro.
ther being postmaster and having served a useful purpose to
the Conservative party in years gone by, it is very unfair
that this young man should be incarcerated in King.
ston for the full term of Lis sentence. It may be said that
this young man ought to have been committed for 15 or 20
years, but if so, why was Shannon allowed to go scot-free.
We should treat all our officials in the same way and under
the same circumstances .I think it is a hardship that this
young man to whom I refer, should be compelled to serve
out the full term of bis sentence. 1 do hope that the Govern-
ment will see the justice of this case and deal more leniently
towards that young man.

Mr. HAGGART. Most gentlemen in the House will re-
member that the Kingston matter was thoroughly threshed
out here last Session. I am of the opinion ot the bon. gen-
tleman who bas just sat down, that I do not know any
reason why that assistant postmaster should have escaped
the punishment that was meted out to the other party I
think for the crimes which the hon. gentleman says ho bas
been guilty of, if caught, he ought to receive the same
punishment as the other one.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I see that a notice is put out
that all the mails for England are henceforth to be forward-
ed by New York. Is that owing to a determination ar-
rived at by the Government not to send any more mails by
Montreal or Halifax ?

Mr. HAGGART. No. The contract with the Allan
Company was supposed to have expired on April 12th. A
notice was given to the company itself and to the different
postmasters that, in default of the Allan Company taking
the mails, they should be sont by New York. The Allan
Company contend that the contract extends until the ar-
rangements are made for carrying the mails by the fast line
of steamers. That arrangement is not yet completed, but I
think there is no doubt that an arrangement will be nade
by the Allan Company to carry the mails as usual.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I understand that the Allan
Company do not refuse to carry the mails ?

Mr. HAGGART. Oh, no.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Under these circumstances, was

it necessary to advertise that all the mails sbould go by
New York, if the Allan Company were willing to continue
to carry them until a new arrangement should be made
with the Government ?

Mr. HAGGART. It was only in the event of their re-
fusal that the mails should be carried by New York.

Mr. EDGAR. I would like to ask the Postmaster Gene-
ral whether ho is going to take any action in reference to
the post office at Pickering, in my riding. Some years ago,
an enquiry was made by the inspector, at the instance of
the Government, into the conduct of the present postmaster,
when ho was the deputy postmaster, and I understand that
the inspector made a report unfavorable to him. Strange
to say, in the face of that report, ho was appointed to fill
the vacancy of postmaster when it occurred a short time
afterwards, and, as was to be expected, the people there
have ever since been finding fault with bis appointment and
his conduct. The Postmaster General will say whether I
am right or not, when I say that a petition bas lately been
forwarded to him, setting forth very good grounds for the
dismissal of this postmaster. It is a matter that the people
of that locality, irrespective of party, are very anxious
about.

Mr. HAGGART. It was only a few days ago, that I got
a letter from the hon. gentleman, stating the facts which
ho has related to the louse. My deputy stated that ho bad
a report on the subject, but I ordered him to make enquiries
and get a further report from the inspector. As soon as I
get it, I intend to send it to tbe hon. gentleman. I have
not yet had time to look into the matter. That was the
first time my attention was drawn to it.

Mr. EDGAR. Am I not correct that a petition bas been
presented to the Postmaster General, setting forth grounds
for his removal.

Mr. HAGGART. There was a petition, and I think it
was forwarded to the inspector to report upon.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I want to draw the attention of the
Postmaster General to the point I mentioned a moment
ago. For instance, in my riding in one post office the re-
ceipts were 8150, and all that is paid to thbe postmaster is
$27. That post office bas been in existence for twenty-five
years; it is in a very important locality, and serves a great
many people. In the post office of Egerton the receipts are
$161, and all the postmaster gets for bis services is $24.
There is a large section served by that post office, and it
bas been in existence over twenty-five years. The man
in charge of it, a short time ago, told me that ho had
a good notion to give it up, as the amonunt of trouble
ho was put to was in excess of what ho received.
I do not know that I would have brought this
matter up unless I saw other increases made which
are unnecessary. It is absurd to pay a man in Toronto
84,000 a year, and to ask postmasters in country districts
to perform their duties for practically nothing. At the
Harriston post office the receipts are 83,189, and the post-
master, who is a most efficient officer, and a man of high
standing in society, only gets 8940, and I know ho is in bis
office from ô o'clock in the morning till 10 at night, and ho
bas to keep one of bis family there aiso. I contend that
the pay that is given to country postmasters should, as a
general rie, be increased, and the pay of city postmasters
should be reduced. I notice also that the arrearages are
increasing. Last year the amount in arrear in the hands
of postmasters was $19,614.80, and this year it bas run up
to 821,795.29. I notice the names of some mon who have
been in arrears for several years. I would like to know wby
they are not called on to pay up, and whether any attempt
is being made to compel them to pay up more promptly.

Mr. HAGGART. In reference to the first question, the
salaries of postmasters are paid on a principle. They receive
up to the first $800, 40 per cent, and on sumo above that
20 per cent. The rent and fuel allowances and the allow-
ances for foiwarding are fixed by the inspeotor on a prin-
ciple also. It may appear from the accounts the hon.
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gentleman has named that those postmasters are not getting
enough, but the rates were fixed a year and a-half ago, and
if the receipts have increased, the comparison does not hold.
The salaries of all the postmasters in the Dominion have
been gone through, and are fixed on that principle. As to
the salary of the postmaster in Toronto, we had that out
some time ago, and the House passed its verdict upon it.
As to the other question concerning arrears, a good many
have been in the books for many years, and it has been
found impossible sometimes to collect the amounts due.
The postmasters were perhaps defaulters, had left no estate,
and left the country. We are very particular now with the
postmaster. The moment lie is in default, ho is brought
up with short term, and if he does not make the amount
good in a short time, he is dismissed.

Mr. TROW. I question very much the justness of the
system adopted in the payment of postmasters. I can
name one instance in the town of Waterloo, where the
revenue is no criterion of the work doue, for the simple
reason that there are no less than five insurance companies,
whose stamps are sent to the respective offices when the
yearly or half yearly premiums are paid. The result is
that about three-fourths of the postage rates of these
insurance companies may not be purchased in the town
they reside in. As a consequence, the revenue does not
come to these particular offices, but comes from abroad
with the letters.

Mr. McMULLEN. I think the system of paying post-
masters sbould be changed, and the whole system recast.
Some additional sum should be allowed those who are
doing very desirable service. It is absurd te expect a man
to keep a post office, and make a monthly return for $12
a year. In looking over the Auditor General's report, I
see there are a number keeping post offices for as low as
$12 and $10 a year. No one should be asked to keep a
post office for less than $ ý5 or $30 a year. The depart-
ment does not pay running expenses. If that is the case,
why should country postmasters be asked to discharge the
duties of an office where the receipts are 8100 for $25 or a
little over ? They must be the worst paid lot in the Post
Office Department.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How is it the Post-
master General proposes to reduce the Canadian Pacifie
Railway from $1i0,000 to 8105,000 in Ontario? I notice
that in the Supplementary Estimates for the present year
a large increase is going to be asked for the Canadian Pacific
Railway; but $22,000 of it are for Ontario. Are we to,
understand that 8105,000 will meet the expense under the
bead of mail service for the Canadian Pacifie Railway for
1890, although the hon. gentleman linds it necessary to ask
for $22,000 additional to the Estimates provided for the car-
rent year ?

Mr. IAGGART. It is owing to an arrangement made
with the late Pfstmaster General. They founa that the car
accommodation for the carrying of the mail was not nearly
sufficient, and they got cars built with half additional
accommodation, on the understanding that the rates would
be increased in like proportion.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Then, I presume, this
apparent decrease of 85,000 in the Supplementary Estimates
for 1890 will disappear, and be replaced by a large increase ?

Mr. IAGGA RT. By an increase of nearly $60,000 for
the whole Dominion.

Mr. McMULLEN. ]las a postmaster been appointed at
Goderich yet ?

Mr. HAGGART. Not as yet. An officer of the depart-
ment is taking charge of the post office there. The late
jostmaster died only a short time ago.

Mir. HGoAART.

Sir RICH ARD CARTWRIGHT. I may take an oppor-
tunity of saying a word or two as regards the deficit on
this service. For the last year the deficit is about $729,000.
To that decrease, if you want to estimate the matter cor-
rectly, you are obliged to add the cost of the post office at
headquarters, which, with contingencies, amounts to about
8250,000. Of course, nobody can blame the present Post-
master General for that, and it is possible, looking at the
enormous demands made on the post office from all sides,
that the department is not to blame for it either, but the
Postmaster General will see that, putting the expenses of
the head office in connection with the deficit, we have an
annual deficit of about 81,000,000 per year. The exact
amount would b about 81950,000, all told. I desire to
enquire of the Postmaster General whether ho has yet had
time to consider the question, and whether he thinks there
is any reasonable chance, of reducing that deficiency to any
considerable extent in the ensuiug year ?

Mr. HAGGART. I had great difficulty in getting the
Bill through the House for the purpose of increasing the
rate on drop letters and registration. The increase I
calculated to make from those two items would be in the
neighborhood of $140,000. That is nearly eaten up by the
extra amount we pay the Canadian Pacifie Railway for car-
rying our mails. As long as newspapers and periodicals
go free through the post, the reducing of the deficit is a
good way off.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. I would just state one means of
saving which the hon. Minister might put into effect. It is
to be regretted that the Government are not more careful
in the manner in which they advertise in the newspapers.
i hold a newspaper printed in Yarmouth, N.S.-you can
see the size of it-which is full ofadvertisements asking for
mail contracts. Just fancy six Government "ads" in this
little paper. It is printed in Yarmouth on Monday evening,
and has no circulation out of that town at all, probably not
more than 50 or 100 copies are printed. It is printed in
connection with the Times, in the same place, and no doubt
is published just to get the Government patronage. This little
newspaper alone has got no less than 8259 worth of " ads " of
the Government. That is justso much money thrown away.
There are no other "ads" in this paper. If the Post-
master General wants to have good postmasters, and give
more salary, he might be more economic in the expenditure
of money in "ads." $44,520 were expended last year for
advertising in newspapers in the Dominion. I believe that
newspapers should be encouraged, being an old newspaper
man myself, but I do not like to see the publie money
squandered as it has been squandered by this Government
in simply giving pap to newspapers which support the
Government. I think this useless expenditure could be cut
off, and this is only one sample of the profiigacy of the
Government in regard to advertising in newspapers.

Mr. HAGGART. The attention of the Government has
been drawn to that matter, and it bas been stopped alto-
gether. I have never given an order for advertising in
any newspaper. Of course there are papers on the official
list which are entitled to advertisements, and they receive
them.

Mr. SOkERVILLE. How is the official list made up?
Ia it made up of news papers which have the largest circula-
tion, or is it made up exclusively of newspapers which
support the Government, because this advertising should be
given out on business principles.

Mr. HAGGART. I suppose that is the ground upon
which they are selected.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. What: the fact that they support
tle Gover ment.?

Mr. H1AGGART. Noi on business principles.
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la, SOMRRVILLE. The Auditor General's Report

shows that no Reform newspapers get any of this.pap. I
should be sorry if I understand the bon. gentleman to say
that advertising in the newspapers is to be stopped alto-
gether.

Mr. HIAGGART. I did not say that ; but orders have
been given that no more advertisements shall appear in
that paper.

Mr. SOUERVILLE. There is another little paper pub-
lished in Ottawa, the Ottawa Investigator.

Mr. HAGUART. That is also shut off
Mr. SOMERVILE. That paper reoeived $228.44 last

year, and you an see thesise of theI nvestigator by the copy
which I hold in my haud. That paper was published-

An hon. MEfMBiR. Once a month.
Mr. SOMERVILLE. No; not once a month, but once a

year. It used to be brought ont at the commencement of
every Session of Parliament. One year it have the
portrait of the Secretary of State and the history of his
life, and I believe the last one had the portrait and the life
of the Minister of Inland Revenue.

An hon. ME5MBER. And that killed it.
Mr. SOMERVILLE. Yes, perhaps that killed the paper

and the man too, for ho disappeared from Ottawa altogether
very shortly afterwards. However, the Government paid
6228 for that portrait and that paper. I am glad to hear
that the Minister has put his foot down on that, but I do not
think he should stop advertising altogether, bocause judi-
cions advertising is essential for the Post Office Dapartment,
as it is in business matters.

Mr. Mc IULL EN. There is a question in reference to
the Halifax Herald and the Hialifax Mail. These two
papers are published in the same office, and I understand
the Herald is the morning edition and the. Mail the evening
edition. They are practically the same newspaper, but
last year they received together 610,431. I should like to
know if the Postmnaster General has cancelled the adver-
tisements in these newspapers, as h. states he bas in the
paper referred to by my hon. friend.

Mr. HIAGGART. I have not heard anything about those
newspapers.

Mr. McMULLEN. I observe that the Liberal paper in
Halifax got $2.20 last year.

An hon. MEMBER. That was two dollars too much.
Mr. LANDERKIN. The Postmaster General tells us

that the salary of the country potmasters is regulated on
principle. I think the country postmasters are aware of
the principle, and I do not think they will all endorse that
principle or that I will endorse it. There is no doubt that
exceptions often prove the rule. We find postmasters in
the cities and large towns whose time is taken up .by their
work and who receive very large salaries. No doabt they
are doing veiy good work, but, iv the country places, the
ps-tmaster or soineof bis family have toremaia in the pest
office during the day. Their time is taken up, and they are
paid on principle. I fancy that the postmasters will not get
very riehon this principle, because, in many places,although
theoffices are required for the couvenience of the people, they
receive very litte salary. In sixteen offices in th colfnty
which I represent, in the rural portiona of the riiing, the
officers receive altogether $35A&ia0 a year, or an average
salary of 82.21 a year; and yet the Postmaster General
wili state that these postmasters are paid on principle. It
is a peeuliat prneiplewhich will give 84,000 a year to the
Postmaster in Toronto, and in a country place will give the
postmaster only $22 a year. I think that, at all eventa,
there o1gh:to bê& leeling up te some emtent 'Sat
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principle is carried out with a vengeance, and I think thern
might be a change and that, where the revenues are smal
but the offices bave to be maintained in the interests of the
public, a larger allowance should be given to the pstmaa
tors. I think the Postmaster General, who has showa such
a great desire to promote the interests of the people over
whom h. presides, will, on consideration, see the reason,
ableness of what I say.

Mr. STEVENSON. Carried.
Mr. LANDERKIN. It is not carried yet, but I believe

my hon. friend would vote for this improvement if it wa
not directed against the Government, but he does not like
to do that as long as h. has some look& to be buit in hie
county. I think the Postmaster General should consider
this matter. I am not bringing it up to embarrass him or
to assist any of my friends. The Liberal party do not care
for office. They are desirous only of the good of the coun.
try, and, as long as the good of the country is obtained, we
do not care who governs it. We do not seek power bqcause
we love power. We are satisfied if justice is done to all
classes of the community. The Postmaster General came
into this luse at the same time that I did myself, and I
should like to see one of the men of 1872 do justice to the
people who are under his care, instead of increasing the
salaries of those who are now overpaid for the work they do.
I do not know on what ground he can justify the increase
h. has asked for. I hope the Postmaster General will
stamp himself as being one of those who desires to do what
is right to those who are underpaid now, whom he must ad-
mit are underpaid, and whom. everybody underatands well
are underpaid. It would b. well for him to curb the ex-
pense-I won't say extravagance; I do not suppose there
is any extravagance since he came into the office. I be-
lieve he unloads all the extravagances on his predecessor.
That is a good way to do it, and it may be correct enough,
but his predecessor managed the affaira of the office very
well. He ran the office as a party machine, to some extent.
I remember ther. was a post office established in my riding,
and the salary of the postmaster was to b. $10; the Min-
ister would not name the postmaster on my recommenda-
tion until h. saw what the party wanted in the matter. He
did not like even $10 to go ont of the party. It was going
to be ruin and starvation to somebody if $10 went out of
the party. The member that was elected by the people to
speak for the people, was not to be consulted, but the party
was to be consulted lest $10 should go out of the party.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I want an answer from the Minister
with regard to the Halifax Jerald. I also see that the
Moncton Times got 810,973 for printing; the St. John Sua
got $14,000, and altogether these and the other papers
have drawn from the Post Office Department about $35,000
last year.

Mr. HAGGART. How much from the Post Office
Department ?

Mr. MMoIULLEN. It does not say what the printing
is for, but they got-that amount of money.

Mr. KIRK. I notice, as far as Nova Scotia is onned,
that a great deal of complaint is made with regard to tha
small allowances to cauntry postmaster. In some instances
it ia almost impossible to get a man to kep th&a poit oea
in Nova Scotia because the salary in. so sSA4l. I iy
county there-ia a post office that has been vacant for the
last four or five years, because the salary wasso smai that
na one could be got to take the o oe. Some one has said
that the salaries ahould not be regulated aocording, to the
amount of revenne derivod from the ofce. I agra with
that opinion. The.aatary shoald ba..regulated according te
theapeoial circaumtauces if thaehaso. ere wasa case i my
own-county where thapostmaoutr receivs but $20 a year.
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Besides serving the public of the settlement from the office,
ho has to receive and despatch mail bags every night, and
sometimes in the winter season and in stormy weather, ho
has to remain up until three or four o'clock in the morning
until the mail arrives.

Mr. W HITE (Renfrew). Why does ho not resign ?
Mr. KIRK. I am coming to that. It is only two or

three years since the present postmaster was appointed. The
former Postmaster General has put in the Auditor General's
Report $160 for arrears for keeping that office. The incum-
bent notified the Government that he would not keep the
office for the moncy that he was receiving; ho gave notice a
number of years before hoe finally abandoned the office. But
he kept on performing the work and discharging the duties
of the office lor a number of years, retaining the amount that
the Dominion gave as his salary, and when the Government
finally took the office from him ho refused to pay back
anything. There was, I believe, $100 or $160 due the
Government, which he refused to pay, simply because he
considered that he was entitled to the money, because he
had notified the Government years before that unless they
paid him so much,he would not keep the office. But finaliy
the office was taken away and another man was appointed, I
think, with an addition of 85 a year to his salary. But the
new man lives a considerable distance trom the road, and the
courrier instead of taking the bag into the offices, pitches
it down alongside the road as he passes, and lets it lie
there until the postmaster thinks proper to send for it; and
sometimes it remains there all night. Then the postmaster,
on his part, bangs the bag on a stake for the courrier to pick
up when ho passes along. This is the way the work is
done now, and the people have to travel some distance from
the road in order to get their mail. The place I refer to is
the office at South End Lochaber, in the County of Guys-
borough. ln this case I think the Postmaster General
should increase the salary to enable the postmaster to
attend to his duties properly. $40 a year would not be
sufficient for the work ie has to do.

Mr. HAGGART. In answer to the hon. member for
North Wellington (Mr. McMullen), who accused the Post.
master General of making large payments to the Morning
lerald of Halifax, and to the paper published in Moncton,
let me inform the hon. gentleman that if he looks at the
accounts, ho will find that the whole amount the Post
Office Department paid to the Halifax Morning Herald con-
sisted of two sums, 89.80 and $22.40. The Halifax Evening
Mail got $21.20.

Mr. McOMULLEN. I challenge the hon. gentleman to
turn up the Auditor General's Report, for he will find that
the papers got the amount I have mentioned for printing.
They may not have got it from the Post Office Department,
but they got it from other departments.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. I would like to point out an-
other way by which economy could be effected. I see
that the Government, as a whole, including, of course,
the Post Office Department, paid $597 for Ottawa
Citizens last year. Now, while we are discussing this
question of economy, and a good many members of
the Government are bore, perhaps they would answer
for their respective departments what they do with so
many Ottawa Citizens. I do not remember the price of
the Citizen, but I think it is not more than $4 a year.
That would give 149 copies of the Daily Citizen delivered to
the Government every day in the year. I should like to
know what they do with them. Does every clerk and
messenger around the buildings enter his name for the
Morning Citizen and have it charged to the Government ?
And we have the same occurring with respect to other
papers throughout the country. For the Brantford Courier, a
newspaper not known outuide of Brantford, the Government

Mir. Kmr.

subscribes $150 a year. The subscription price is $3.
the Halifax llerald $239 is subscribed.

For

Mr. FOSTER. I think the hon. gentleman must have
been out of the House when the discussion took placeabout
this newspaper business, as we were going over the items
of civil government. 'he discussion was carried on with a
good deal of vigor for some time, and I took occasion to
make a statement to the House which, no doubt, the hon.
member for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright) will
remember, that we had looked carefully into the matter
and had come to the conclusion that too much was expended
on newspapers ; that the whole matter had been revised, and
I hoped when the accounts came down next year the House
would see a very great reduction has been made. That
statement appeared to ho accepted by the flouse, and I do
not think we should waste any more time over the matter.

Mr. SO ME RVILLE. I was not aware that the matter
bad been discussed, and I am glad to know that the Finance
Minister is going to economise in that direction.

Mr. LAN DERKIN. Some years ago, a petition was
preeented to the department, praying for the opening of a
post office at Corinth, and in repLy, the Postmaster General
wrote me a letter, stating that an office would ho established
there. That occurred three or four years ago, and to this
day an office has not been establishtd. I asked in the fol.
lowing Session why the delay had taken place, and why the
office had not been established, but I obtained no satisfac-
:;ory answer. I am frequently asked by the people of that
section when the promise made by the Postmaster General
in the letter which ho sent to me, and which I caused to be
published in the newspapers of the day,would ho carried out.
The honor of the Crown is pledged to the opening of that
office, and we desire to know whether the Postmaster
General is going to redeem the honor of the Crown, or allow
it to ho trailed in the mire. I state now that the office is
required at a place called Corinth, in the township of Bon-
tinck, that it would be 2j miles from any office now estab-
lished, that it would serve a large number of people in the
place, which contains a store, a schoolhouse and a church,
and it is very much required by the people living there.
I believe it would not entail much expense, because a mail
goes within 2j miles of the place now, and it would ho a
great convenience to the people. I hope the Postmaster
General, now that I have brought the matter to his attention,
will look into the petition presented and have the office
established without delay. It would ho doing himself
credit to maintain the honor of Her Majesty. Sometimes
we hear the Tories boast of their loyalty and speak of the
love and reverence they have for the Orown, and the word
of the Crown, as expressed by an officer of the Crown, a
member of the Dominion Government, should not be
allowed to appear before the people as being of no avail in
this country. It is the duty of the Government to see
that such a state of things does not prevail. It might be
possible the Government thought at that time that if they
postponed establishing the office until after the elections,
they might be able to appoint one of their own friends as
postmaster, at a salary of say $10. No doubt they wanted
to keep the money in the party's pocket even at the incon-
venience of the people there. I hope the Postmaster Gen-
oral in the interest of the people of that section and of the
people ho is elected to serve, and whom I think he is will-
ing to serve, will open the post office in question, as it will
be a groat convenience to the locality.

Mr. HAGGART. I have hardly got the names of the
post offices at present established, and I forget the names of
those proposed to be established. I will, however, look
into the matter at the department, and if the petition is
well recommended, if there is a suitable place, and if a
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suitable person can be obtained as postmaster, I shall endea
vor to comply with it.

Mr. LANDERKIN. I would suggest to the Postmaster
General that he pick up these names a little more quickly,
and then I will consider him asuitable Postmaster Genera];
but if he fails to do that, and to open this post office, then I
think we shall have a change at the top.

Mr. WELDON (St, John). What is the cause of the
decrease in the item for New Brunswick ?

Mr. H1AGGART. The decrease is in steamboats and
sailing craft. There is a transfer of some of the service,
which previously appeared under the head of post offices,
to mail subsidies. Under the new Bill the Postmaster
General takes to himself power to pay for actual work
done, and not for work done in the form of subsidy.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). There is a vote for an assist-
ant inspector. las one been appointed ?

Mr. HAGGART. Not yet.
Mr. ELLIS. Has the hon. gentleman had under con-

sideration the granting or a gratuity to the family of John
Campbell, post office clerk on the New Brunswick division,
who was killed while in the discharge of bis duty ?

Mr. RAGGART. le was burned on the car in the dis.
charge of bis duty. No claim has been put in to the
department for a gratuity.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). le was burnt to death while
discharging bis duty on the Maine Central Railway. ie
has left a family, and they should receive some gratuity.
He was a long time in the service, and he was discharging
bis duty when he met with bis death.

Mr. HLAGGART. There is a rule, that a couple of months
salary is given to the nearest relative. No claim has yet
been received by the department.

Mr. KIRK. I should like to ask the Postmaster General
whether the appointment recommended by me of a post-
master at Oyster Point has been made. The recommen-
dation was made early in the Session. I made an enquiry
across the floor of the louse, and the Postmaster General
said the matter had been referred to the Post Office Inspec-
tor at Halifax, which I thought a rather singular proceeding.

Mr. HAGGART. I think the matter was referred to the
Post Office Inspector at Halifax to report upon. If he bas
reported, his report bas not been brouglit to my attention.
i will look into the matter.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I desire to call attention to the
carriage of the mails in Prince Edward Island in the autumn.
Last year when navigation closed, and the steamboat was
put on between Pietou and Georgetown, there were no
means of carrying the mails across the straits to Charlotte-
town. A memorial was sent to the hon. gentleman from
the Board of Trade and other residents of the town asking
for a special train, and the bon. gentleman put it on late in
the season. I want to ask him so as to make sure whether
there will be-any trouble in this train running next year as
soon as navigation closes, for there is an absolute necessity
for a train at that time more than at any other time in the
year.

Mr. RAGGART. I know there was a difficulty at the
beginning of the season last year. The delay arose from
my trying to make the best arrangements I possibly could
with the railway department. I had to come to their terms,
and as soon as I saw that I could not do better I put on the
train. I wili take care that no trouble occurs again.

Sir ILCHARD CARTWRIGHT. I want to know what
is the cause of this reduction in the British Columbia ex-

- penses of nearly 814,000. Am I to understand that that is
a permanent reduction, or that it is due to some temporary
arrangement, and that we will have it all back again in the
supplementary estimates ?

Mr. HAGGART. It is part of the transfer of the sub-
sidies that are paid to the different steamers. They are
charged to a different account. I think, however, that the
subsidies are reduced.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I wish to call the attention of the
Minister to the salaries of officials in British Columbia and
Manitoba. I sec that in Manitoba and British Columbia
there is put opposite the name of each official a certain sum
for provisional allowance. This thay have been necessary
years ago, but I do not understand that it is necessary now
to make a special allowance on account of the extra cost of
living, on which ground it was originally granted to the
officials in these two Provinces. I understood from the
Minister of Inland Revenue to-day that so far as his officials
are concerned, he has put them on the same footing as the
officers in the other Provinces. I wish to ask the Post-
master General how he justifies the conti nuance of the extra
allowance to post office officials in these two Provinces?

Mr. HAGGART. The provisional allowance to all the
employés of the post office in these Provinces is at a rate of
20 per cent, on their salaries, and I found that to be the
practice when I came into office. It is the intention of the
Government to reduce it, but the post office employés, I
think, as a rule, do not receive the same salaries as the other
officials, and it is pretty hard to make a reduction.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I have no doubt it is pretty hard
to make a reduction, but I want to see the same principle
applied to the officials in all the Provinces alike. It seems
to me that if in small towns in these two Provinces extra
salaries are paid, the salaries of the officials in other Prov-
inces should be raised up to that standard, or the others
should be reduced. The reason for granting this additional
allowance in Manitoba and British Columbia seems to have
ceased since the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way. They can live as cheaply there as they eau anywhere
else.

Mr. HAGGART. I have made a careful enquiry into
that and find it is impossible for the officials to live in Man-
itoba and British Columbia at the same rate as in the east-
ern Provinces. In most of these places, notably in the post
office at Victoria, I have cut down this extra atlowance
and any person who gets promotion I make it a sine qua non
that the provisional allowance shall cease. i have greatly
reduced this allowance and I hope in another year to get
rid of it altogether.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) I understood from the Minister
of Iuland Revenue that he ut off this extra allowance from
the officers in his department. I do not see why the offi-
cers of the Post Office Department should be treated differ-
ently from those in the Inland Revenue.

Mr. PRIOR. I am sorry to hear the bon. mem ber for
Queen's, P.B.I. (Mir. Davies), state that living is as cheap
on the Pacifie coast as it is in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick
or Prince Edward Island, because I can positively state
that I know it is not. Time and time again the members
for British Columbia have pointed out in this House that
living is much higher in British Columbiathan it is in the
eastern Provinces, and I know that the hon. gentlemen at
the head of the different departments have these statements
corroborated by the reports that have been sent to them
from our Province. Any person who bas studied the mat-
ter at all knows perfectly well that living is a great deal
more expensive on the Pacifie coast than it is on the east.
ern side of the continent. I am glad to bave heard the
Poetmaster General make the statement that ho thought ho
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was only doing right in giving a provisional allowance te
the oiiials in British Columbia, for I know that these men
could nDot possibly live on their salaries unless they get this
allowance. I do not suppose that the member for Queen's
(Kr. Davies) wishes employés of the Government to work
for lkes than a fair remuneration. At present the employés
in British Columbia only get enough te live upon, and in
fact I do not think you could get men te work there at all
unless you gave this provisional ailowanbe.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The officials in the eastern Pro-
vinces are complaining of the smallness of their salaries too.
I do not know where the hon. gentleman gets his information
that living is more expensive out thore than it is in the
Maritime Pi ovinces, but perhaps the officiais live in a more
iwell style there. 1 know officiais of the post office in the
the Province from which I come who have hard work to
make both ends meet, their salaries are se small. I do not
see any reason why a special allowance should be made to
the officials in Manitoba aad I believe we should have the
same rule all over the Dominion. If it is necessary to give
large salaries out there let the Governmont give the same
salaries to officials in the other Provinces as well. I believe
that years ago whon the cost of living was high in Mani.
toba and British Columbia there was a reason for this, but
now they have communication in Manitobi and British
Columbia by the Canadian Pacifie Railway and in the latter
Piovince with the States of the American Union to the
south. There is no difficulty in getting in supplies. I
have yet te learn that the cost of living is sa much greater
in Manitoba than it is in the other Provinces.

Mr. PRIOR. That may be, but the fact remains that
all wages and salaries are far higher on the Pacifie coast
than they are here. Take for instance the wages of labor.
ing mon out there. I know that in the town of Victoria
brickfayers get 86 a day, and you cannot get them for love
or mo uy te work for less. It is not only so in the town of
Victori a, but in the adjacent towns in the States, which are
booming, they can got an equally high rate of wages. The
saine raie applies te almost every trade, and the whole scale
of wages is higher on the Pacifie coast. Men who have
lived in British Columbia and have lived down here all
agree that expenses are greater on the Pacifie coast than
they are in this part of the Dominion.

Mr. MoDOWALL. I can endorse what the membr for
Victoria said with regard to the cost of living in the, Neth.
West and aise in British Columbia ; and I can state posi-
tively that it is mach more expensive there than it is in the
mtern Provinces. I have practical experienca of living
down here and aiso in the North-West, and I ctn state this
from experience. I know that the post office officials in the
Nrth-West have a hard tiie' to' make both ends inbet on
the salaries they receivre, lòr êverything Lhiy use inemore
expensive. In somo placés thoy lhve no gas, ad they have
to buy boal oil which is niore éxpensive.

An hon. MEMBEEL There is plenty of gas down here.
fr, KIRK. What do they pay for coal oil there ?

Mr. McDOWALL. Ninety cents a gallon. Everything
is -much more expensive up there, and when yeu corne te
eonsider the cost of freightit is net te be wonde«d at. The
Nalhries of the officiais may appear high te hon. gentlernn
down bire, but in the North-West they find they have hard9
wor k te live on them.

Mr. LISTER. I think it is unnecessary for hon. gentle.
men to aliege that the salaries et officials in Manitoba,à
Britiüh Columbia and the North-West should be groater
han in any of the other Provinceisin this Dominion. la the

Nortb-West they raise wheat and expert it, they raise beef
and expert it, and I venture to say that in the towns and1

illa s of the sörth-West yeu can gt boaid as cheap as uin

the eastern Provinces. If all those oficiais out there were
to resign to-morrow the Postmaster General would have not
the least diffienity in filling up their positions,

Mr. PRIOR We would not want that class of men.
Mr. LISTER. I am very glad to hear the Postmaster

General say that this matter is to receive Lis consideration,
and before this Houase meets again I hope the proper reduc-
tions will be made.

Dominion Land. ... . ...... $185,748 25

Sir RICIIARD CAR £WRIGHT. This is one of those
items which ought to have the serions consideration of the
House. When we come to put together the sumr for Dom-
inion lands chargeable to capital, the sum chargeable to in-
come and the amount charged to civil government in con-
nection with their administration, we find that we are pay-
ing about $120,000 a year, while the total annual receipts
from all sources amount to something under 8220,000. Now,
when we remember what was promi'sed to this House, when
we remember how continually hon. gentlemen opposite
were in the habit of asserting that we would receive, not a
sum equal to our own expenses, but a sum that would
leave us with a net profit of $58,000,000 or $70,000,000
by 1890 or 1891, we lave a very good right to
complain of the fact thàt we are called upon to spend
about $420,000 a year while our total receipts barely
amount to $200,000. I must say that a large number of
these offices appear to be made merely to provide employ-
ment for persons whom, for various reasons, it is not con-
venient to appoint here. The great mass of this money
must necessarily be wasted; and these votes are about as
loud a condemnation of the policy of the hon. gentlemen
opposite as could be made. Over and over again the prede-
cessors of the Finance Minister, over and over again the
First Minister himself, have declared from one end of this
country to the other, that they were going to defray the
whole expense of the C(anadian Pacitie Railway out of
the moneys to be received from the administration of these
lands; and yet we find that ont of all the enormous re-
sources of the NorthWet, we cannot scrape together
enough to pay one-half of tle annual expenses of manage-
ment.

Mr. MoMULL EN. Before this item is carried I would
again call attention to the enormous expense connected
with the North-West. I see that the Land Board at Win-
nipeg cost over $30,000 last year. I hold that that board
is quite unnecessary. Last year the revenue of the De-
pai tment of the Interior from all sources was 82 17,083, and
the expenditure in Winnipeg and west of Winnipeg was
$149,646, leaving a baiante that came to Ottawa of $67,437.
The expenses at Ottawa were 8100,387. Taking the $i7,-
439 from that, wefind that it laves a net boss in the man-
agement of North-West lands, ranches, mines, minerals and
everything else, of $31,950. Now, it is absurd to say that
it is -mecesaary that we sheul have the enormous numbér
of offibials we have in the North-West. I notiee among
the items of last year a salary of $3,500 to Rufus Stevenson
as Inspeetor of Colonisation Companies; thon we have seven
or eight honestead inspectors; we have a man named Mr.
Smith who gets $5,000 a year as chief land commisioner
in the city of Winnipeg; and we have a large niumber of
other officials who are drawing large salaries and virtually
doing nothinig. We have five or six registrars ad an in-
spector of registry offices, all drawing large salaries,
and the entire receits for registrations last year were only
about $7,000. Any person who as gone through the
North-West and knows anything about it must come to the
conclusien that it affrii-s are inost extravagantly managed.
When we put together the itéins of rnaiiagemïent, of the
North-West iin eerbieetion with the Department of the
Interior, the feeding of the lndians, and the Mounted Police,
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we find that *e are spending an enormous amount of money
annually in place of having the large amount of revenue
that was promised us by the First Minister and the differ-
ent Finabce Ministers. We were to receive, in 1889 accord.
ing to onle $53,000,000, another $70,000 000, another 859,-
000,000; but ail these millions have dwindled away, and in
place of getting any returns, we are virtually about $33,000
short of paying the annual expenses. I say this con
dition of things is absurd, and there is no department to
which the pruning knife should be applied more vigorously
than the Department of the Interior. It is high time that
a thorough and vigorous criticism of these expenditures
shoald be gone into; and we should insist on the Govern-

ient reinovibg frdi office a whole host of these unnecessary
officials.

Mr. DEWDNEY. I perfectly agree with both the hon.
gentlemen who have just spoken, that the expectations
with regard to our sales of lands have not been realised;
but they must recollect that although we have not sold as
large a quantity of land as we expected to do, we have
given to railways a great many million acres, and altbough
we are not selling the lands, the railways are selling them,
and we have the railways for the lands. At the commence-
ment of this Session this question came up on the estimates
for civil government. lon. gentlemen are aware ihat 1
am not so, well acquainted with the Department of the
Interior as I am with the Indian Department, with which
I was more particularly connected. But I have prepared,
with the aid of my offiders, a memorandum in reference to
the business of the North-West, and if hon. gentleman will
bear with me for a short time, I think I shallh be ble to
convince them before I get through that the oxpenditure is
not excessive compared with the work we have to attend
to. Certain!y, as far as I have been able to gather, the
expenditure compares most favorably with the expenditure
incurred by bon. gentlemen opposite when they had charge
of the North-West. Hon. gentlemen must bear in mind that
tho sale of lands is not the entire business that the Depart-
ment of the Interior bas to look after. We bave officials who
must look after the general basiness of the country; inspect-
ors have duties to perforrm which we could not get along with
oUt, and land agencies are scattered over that large territory.
The hon. member for Bothwell, in the course of the discus-
sion which took place when the civil government esti-
mates were under discussion, compared the operations
of the Department of the Interior with those of the
Illinois Central Railway, and stated that the sales of
lands by that railway were double the sàlès made by
the Department of the Interior, while the exp'nses
of administr-ation in the case of the railway were not
10 per cent. of those of the department. I do not
know where the bon. gentlemar got hiè information respect-
ing the Illinois Central Railway, but I submit that the comi-
parison is in no respect a fair one. If the business of the
Interior Department were now chiefly the sale of lands, as
it was at the time the hôn. gentleman was head of the de-
partment, the e might be some reason in what he says, but,
I need scarcely state to fthis House that for the last six
years, that is to say, from 1883 up to the present time, there
have been but few sales of Dominion lands in the ordinary
sense of the term, for all the odd.numbered sections within1
the Canadian Pacifie Railway boit and within the territoryJ
traversed by the Manitoba South-Western Railway, the
Manitoba North.Western Railway and the South-Western
branch of the Catadian Pacifi- Railway have been
reèerved from ordinary sale, and have been granted eitheri
to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company as a part of its
subsidy under the statute, or to one or other of the colonisa-1
tion railways mentioned, in lieu of money assistance in aidi
bf constro.tion. The revenue of the department is there-t
oe. aniut -My derived from timber dues and pre-

emption payment;. The hon. gentleman bas also stated
that the expenditure of th Department cf tho Interior,
including the office at Winnipeg, was about $50,000, in
1S7 ;-78; and upon this presuiption ho bases the statement,
fi, st, that there had been a fomurod increase in the expondi-
turc since that time, and, se'ond, tha- thero had been no
corresDonding increaso in the public service to warrant this
very large expenditure. N w, Sir, either the hon. gentle-
man was not careful to intorm himself as to the facts or
else ho was laboring under a very serious misapprehension
when ho stated that the exponditure of the department
over which ho presided from 1876 to 1S78i was only about
$50,000, including the expenditure in the Winnipegr Branch;
for on reference to the accounts I find that in 1876-77 the
expenditure on Civil Government alone amounted to $36,409,
and the expenditure under the bead of what is now called
D >miuion Land, Ir come, that is to say, the cost of the service
of the Department in Manitoba was 835,604, or a total of
over $72,000. In 1877-78 the expenditure ucder Civil
Government had risen to $38,356, and the cost
of the management of Dominion lands in Manitoba
to $44,339, or a total of over 882,600; and in 1878-79,
the last year mentioned by the hon. gentleman, and
under estimates framed by bim, the expenditure was
S17,152 on Civil Government account, and 842,26 on ac-
count of management in Manitoba, being a'together 889,412.
I should like the House ard the bon. gentleman to clearly
understand that these are figures extracted from the ac-
counts and records of the department, and that although
in the hon. gentleman's timo the expenditure on surveys
was not kept in a separate account, yet the cost of that
work bas since been calculated with great care and a good
deal of labor, and tIh cost cf the surveys bas therefor e been
entirely left out of consideration in the statement of expen-
diture wbich I have just made. Now, so far as Civil
Government is concerned, 1 beg to inform the hon. gentle.
,Yman that since 1878 the expenditure has not quite
doubled, and it is the cost of administration in Manitoba
and the North-West alone that bas increased in the
proportion mentioned by the hon. gentleman. Now, if
it *ere correct, as the hon, gentleman bas statcd, that there
is no corresponding increase in the public service to war-
rant this ditference, the matter would be one of more serious
consequence. Lot me remind him, however, that during
the first year of his administration there were, in the whole
country west of Lake Superior, just two land agencies in
addition to ihe head office in Winnipeg, namely the agency
at Emerson and that at Portage la Paririe, while during
the last year of his administration there were but four
agencies in the Province, the two alr'eady mentioned, one
in the Pembina Mountain country and one in the Little
Saskatchewan district; whereas, to-day, there are seven-
teen agencies, covering the whole country between the
eastern boundary of the Province of Manitoba and the Pacifie
coast, within each of which there is a large area of surveyed
land. It is quite true that fron several of these agencies
there has so far been comparatively little revenue, indeed
the question of revenue fion public lands las, for several
years past, become a secondary consideration, and the con-
venience of the public, especially that portion of the publie
who, as actual settilers, are taking up homestead lands, has
been tbe chief point aimed at by the Government.
Now, Sir, contrast this condition of affairs with what
we find to bc the facts in relation to Manitoba during the
period when my hon. friend froin Bothwell was Minister of
ihe Interior. There was then no distinction between even
and odd sections, and nothing to prevent speculators from
taking up lands in large blocks, at the nominal price of 8I
per acre, without any condition whatever as to residence or
improvement. It is true that then, as now, the law limited
the area which oould be purchased by one individual to 640
cres, but the ho, .gentleman is wel aware that meanswero
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found to overcome this provision of the law, and that large
areas of land in the neighborbood of Winnipeg, in the Pem-
bina Mountain country and in the Little Saskatchewan dis.
trict were bought up by speculators, who hold them to the
present day, to the serious detriment of settlement.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The lands in the neigh-
borhood of Winnipeg were chiefly half-breed lands.

Mr. DEWDNEY. Not in the immediate vicinity of Win.
nipeg.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell.) The half-breed grants lay around
Winnipeg.

Mr. DEWDNEY. The hon.gentleman bas also ventured
the statement that there is no such machinery in connection
with the Department of the Interior at Washington as that
in connection with the commissioner's office in Winnipeg.
It is surprising to find the hon. gentleman so poorly in-
formed on a matter of this consequence. It is within
the knowledge of a great many of the members of this
House, and it is the fact, that there is a land commissioner
in connection with the laterior Department of the United
States with exactly similar powers, and charged with ex.
actly the same kind of duties, as the land commissioner
at Winnipeg. The only difference is that the land com-
missioner in the United States bas bis office at Washington,
while the land commissioner of the Department of the In-
terior bas his office in Winnipeg. This difference, I
imagine, most hon. members will be prepared to admit is,
as regards every point, in favor of the system we pursue in
Canada. I have no doubt that in the United States the same
arrangement as is made here would prevail in respect of the
location of the commissioner's office, were it not that the
territory over which the Department of the Interior there
exercises jurisdiction extends all the way from Florida,
Louisiana, Texas and New Mexico on the south, to the 49th
parallel on the north, and includes the States and Territories
of Alabama, Arkansas, Arizona, California, Colorado, Da-
kota, Florida, Illinois, Idaho, Iowa, Indiana, Kansas, Loui-
siana, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana,
Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, Ohio, Oregon, Utah, Wash-
ington, Wisconsin and Wyoming. Washington, therefore, is
as central a position as could have been selected. As to ho w
well the commissioner's office and the ,Department of the
Interior at Washington fulfil the just expectations of the
public, and the good opinion which the hon. gentleman
seems to entertain of them, I refer him to the annual re-
port of the commissioner of the General Land office for the
year 1888, on page 7 of which ho will find the statement
that at the end of the fiscal year 188J, assuming the rate of
progress which characterised that department in the pre-
vious year to be still maintained, there will romain at least
233,624 cases undisposed G among which were, at the date
of the report, 45,â75 final 0 homestead entries awaiting ex-
amination, in which claFs of entries, as the commissioner
states, the homesteader is reqaired by law to show five
years' rosidence on his homestead befor e ho can submit bis
case to the commissioner's office or demand a patent for
his land. "IlHence," says the commissioner, "the delay
suffered by this class of entrymen is the more grievous."
The bon. gentleman and his friends behind him are entitled
to all the credit which they may think is due to the man-
agement of the public lands of a country to which they
are continually directing the eyes of this flouse and of
tho people ofCariada. The hon. member for Bothwel heas
also submitted to the House a statement in which ho pro-
fesses to show how delays may occur in the settlement of
cases submitted to the commissioner and decided by him
when that decision is not accepted as final. It would be
much more satisfactory if the hon. gentleman would state
the ases in regard to whioh I understand him toomplain,

J, DM»xt,

To his general affirmation of the possibility of delays under
the system in force, I take pleasure in replying that the
cases which ho bas conjured up bave, to the best of my
knowledge and belief, no foundation in fact. After paying
the most careful attention to the affairs of the department
during the months 1 bave been in office, and having lived
in the North-We-t for ton years among the people who are
affected by the administration of the Department of the In-
terior, I am prepared to challenge comparison between the
methods of doing business which are adopted in it, and the
promptness with which it disposes of all cases, with the
methode and promptness of any other department of the
Government of this country and the United States, or of
any commercial institution in this country of any con-
siderable size. It is quite true as the hon. gen.
tleman says, that when a settler is dissatisfied with the
decision of the commissioner, ho beas the right to appeal
and ho does appeal to the Minister of the Interior. Surely,
however, the hon, gentleman would not contend that be-
cause a citizen of this country has and exercises such a
right as that, the Government and the department are
wrong in placing facilities within the reach of the settlers
for finally disposing of their cases without appeal to the
Minister of the Interior. I tell the hon. gentleman that it
would be out of bis power, as it wonld be ont of the power
of any single human being, to himself dispose of every
case of contest or conflict which arises in a country of the
extent and containing the population now to be found
within the boundaries of Manitoba and the North-West
Territories. One would imagine from the way in which
the hon. gentleman bas spoken that there was no institu-
tion in his day corresponding with the office of the com-
missioner at the present day. The officer, it is true, was
known by a different name, that is to say, ho was kno-wn
as the chief agent, but his duties were precisely the same,
although necessarily on a very much smaller scale, and
therefore involving very much less responsibility. This
officer bad a staff about him to assist him in the discharge of
his duties very much larger in proportion to the volume of
the business at that timo, than the staff in the Commis-
sioner's Office at the present day I find that so far back as
the 15th Docember, 1876, an Order in Council was passed
at the instance of the bon. gentleman himself, providing that
the report of the Department of Justice should be fioal in
relation to all claims under the Manitoba Act, and in the
course of the report making this recommendation the hon.
gentleman pointed out that it was impossible for Ministers
to devote the time necessary to investigate the masses of
papers coinected with the claims submitted. Now, I may
mention to the louse that the total number of such cases
disposed of by the Department of the Interior during the
two years during which the hon. gentleman was head of the
department, as shown by the published reports of the
department, was 176 in 1873, 380 in 1877 and 438 in 1878,
As an evidence of the vigor with which my hon. friend
and his colleagues deaIt with these cases, I may say that ont
of 3,258 claims made to land by virtue of occupation at the
time of tho transfer, and on acconnt of which patents
have been issued, they disposed of but something like 1,200
cases during their whole term. of office. Be it remembered,
too, that these were cases about which there was little or
no dispute, and that they left to their successors in office
the pleasing duty of disposing of all those abaut which there
was difficulty and doubt, and further that these difficulties
and doubts were greatly multiplied on account of the long
periol of time which had elapsed between the taking over
of the country and the date at which a final settlement was
attempted. Not satisfied with an officer under the title of
chief agent, in charge of the little strip of country which
was then open for settlement, who had a salary of $2,400 a
year, with an assistant, Mr. Whitcher, who had a salary of
8,000, and still another asistant, Mr. Beloh, who had a
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salary of $ 1,500, they had the Chief Justice of the Province
appointed as a Commissioner to inquire into disputed case,
under the Manitoba Act, and I noed scarcely say that ho dia
not perform lis duties for nothing, in fact, if I remenber
rightly, ho was paid a salary of $1,000 a year for this
particular service, in addition to bis salary as chief justice.
I had almost forgotten to say that during the last year my
hon. friend was in office ho appointed aun agent at Prince
Albert, but as in that year ho had only commenced to make
surveys, and as everyone knowe, it takes considerable time
after the surveys have actually been made before the land
ean be put in the market,it was a long time after his appoint-
ment before this gentleman did anything beyond drawing
his pay. Ttie hon. member for North Wellington has
also, in the course of tbis discussion, compared the receipts
on account of public lands and the expenditure in the same
relation during the past year, stating that the cost of the
Land Board at Winnipeg is 6180,000, without contingencies.
As an hon. gentleman who chooses to look at the figures
eau see for himself, the cost of what the hon. member for
North Wellington calls the Land Board at Winnipeg really
includes the cost of every one of the seventeen agencies of
the department in Manitoba, the North-West Territories
and British Columbia, the cost of extra clerks at the head
office in Ottawa, and the cost of advertising, copying, &c.
lie says that to this sum must be added contingencies, and
that they will be over 822,000. Where ho gets his infor.
mation on this point I am completely at a loes to com-
prebend, for the Estimates show specifically that travelling
expenses, fuel, rent, etationery and printing, and every
possible outlay which is usually classed under the head
ot contingencies, is included in the Emtimate. The
bon. gentleman also says that the revenue of the de-
partment for the year amounted to $217,C83, saying that
these figures are taken from page 48 of the Public Accounts.
I called the bon. gentleman's attention at the time to the
fact that this was exclusive of scrip, which the department
is compelled to receive in payment of lands at its face value,
This scrip consists partly of warrants issued to members of
the military expedition to the Red River, partly of the con-
sideration granted to half-breed heads of f amilies, original
white settlers and children of the half-breeds residing in the
Province of Manitoba and the North-West Territories at the
time of the transfer, and partly of compensation to vulun-
teers who took part in the suppression of the rebellion in
1885. There is no reason why this scrip should not be
classed as cash. It is a promise to pay on the part of the
Dominion Government, and the only difference between a
scrip note for ton dollars and a Dominion ton dollar bill is
that the one is redeemable in gold and the other in land. I
think that in all fairness the revenue derived from the pub-
lic lands should be credited with pay ments made in scrip
just as if tbey had beon made in cash. The hon. member for
North Wellington, at another stage ofthis discussion, went in-
to an examination, item by item, of the outside service of the
department, and ho commenced by counting, as a portion of
that expenditure, the salaries and expenses of registrars in
the North-West ferritories. Why that expenditure should
he particularly charged against the Department of the
Interior and the public lands, I cannot myself understand.
The bon. member for Bothwell himself introduced a Bill
into this House in 1878, providing for the registration of
titles in the North-West Territories, under what is known
as the Torrens' system. Subsequently the Minister of Jus-
tice in this Government not only introduced, but obtained
the passage of snob a measure. I have reason to believe
that it was not the intention originally to put upon the
offcers of the Department of the Interior the additional
labor of administering this law, but the obvious convenience
of the arrangement finally deocided the matter in this way.
If, for instance, the Department of Justice had been charged
with this duty, would the hon. gentleman have considered

it a fair thing to charge the expenditure on account of
regrietrars to the Department of the Intorior ? He might
jist as well charge the cost of administering justice in the
North-West to the Department of the Irterior. On this
subject I may say, however, that while it could not be ex.
pected that a service of this sort, applied to an immense
territory like the North-West, a proportion of which is
<parsely populated, could at lirst be self-sustaining. The
revenue for the first year during which the system was in
operation, that is to say, during the year 1887, was within
$8,4o0 of the expenditure; and although I have not been
able to obtain the figures for 1888, I am informed by the
responsible officers of the department that the revenue of
about equal to the expenditure. It will be somewhat
interesting to compare for a moment what I have already
referred to as to the practice of the hon gentlemen oppo.
site during that period when tbey had the opportunity is
practising, and their preaching now that they are in oppo.
sition and irresponsible, with the practice of the present
Government during the period they have been responsible
tor the management of the public lands of the North-West.
Let us assume, to begin with, the basis on which hon.
gentlemen themselves have challenged comparison, that is
to say, the cash basis. And let us also assume tbat the hon,
member for South Oxford is right in insisting that the ex.
penditure for surveys should be charged against the receipts
from the public lands, instead of being charged as at prosent
to the capital account, and what do we find ? That in the
five years of thoir administration they @pent for Civil
Government, management of lands in the North-West,
extra clerks at head office and surveys, 81,063,377,
and received 893,005. In other words, that which
they now call the legitimate cost of administration was
at the rate of 81,143 for every 8100 of revenue;
whereas, during the ton years of the adminitration of the
present Govern ment since 187s, the total expenditure on
account of Civil Goverument, management of lands in the
North-West, extra clerks at the head office, and surveys,
has been 85,060,188 and the total cash revenue $4,961,215,
or about 8100 of casti revenue for every $100 of expendi-
ture. I submit, however, that the fairer plan would be to
include in the receipts both cash and scrip, from which it
appears that during the five years in which the Liberals
managed the affairs of this country, the total expenditure
for Civil Government, management of lands in the North-
West, extra clorks at headquarters, and surveys, was, as
stated, $1,063,377, against a revenue of $350,410 (8251,4;4,
of which was scrip) or 8303 of expenditure for every 8100
of receipts; while during the 10 years covered by the
administration of this Government, total expenditure, as
already mentioned was $5,060,188, while the receipts were:

Cash.......... ................ $1,961,215
.crp....... ..............-..... 1,414,613

Or a total of.......-........ ....... S,375,828

being but $79 of expenditure for every 8100 of receipts.

Mr. LISTER. I call the attention of the House that the
hon, gentleman is violating the rules. On our side I have
seen bon. gentlemen stopped who were only attempting to
read a few lines, as guilty of a violation of a rule of this
House.

Mr. DEWDNEY. These are all statistics.

Mr. LISTER. No; they are not. The hon. gentleman is
reading his speech for the newspapers.

Mr. DEWDNEY. No, I am comparing the administra-
tion of hon. gentlemen opposite with our own. It was not
until I began to read a portion of this memorandum which
was unfavorable to the former Government of hon. gentle.
men opposite, that the hon. member for Lambton (Mr.
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Lister) rose to stop me. However, if the hon. gentlenn
do nlot wih me to go on, of course I will stop.

Mr. LISTER. 1 do inot want to interfere with the hon.
gentleman at all, but I want the rule to be applied to both
sides of this House. If wo are not permitted to read any
portion of our speeches, I cortainly object to any hon.
gentleman on the other side reading thewholeof hisspeech,
particularly a Mirih ter.

Mr. BOWELL. Go on with your speech,

Mr. DAWSON. It was a common thing some years ago
for hon, gentlemen on the Opposition side to read their
speeches,

Mr. DEWDNEY. Even according to this showing, hon.
gentlemen opposite should be very chary of criticising on
the grouid of comt, the administration of the present Gov
ernment in the North-West. Bat, Sir, this Government
decided, at a very eary stage in its history, and this Houst
bas approved of that decision, that the cost of survey is nct
a fair charge against the receipts from the publie lands
from xear to year. Parn. of the agreement with the Cana-
dian Pai»fic Railway Company for the construction of the
road which n w unites every section cf this wiie country
was ihat a grant éhould be made to them of 25,000,Ooo
acres of lanid, and upon the completion of construction the
compary was enititted to a con veyance of so much of tibis
land as was included within the 48-mile boit along the line
of railway. In order to put the Government in a position
to carry out this part of the contract, it was neceary that
the lard should be surveyed, and su-veyed far in advance of
the actual present requirements of settlement. Any ne who
chooges to look at the map published by ihe Department oft
the Interior on the 31>t August, 18t5, which I arn in-
formed wis widely distiibuted among mernbers of this
Rouse, wili observe that all the lands within th t
railway boit and for a conmiderable distance on
each side of that boit have aiready been sub divided and set
out for settlement. The same is true in re gard to the lands
along the North and South Saskatchewan, the Battie River,
the Belly River, and, to sine extent, the Red Deer River,
and considers ble sub-division work bas also been done along
the line of the highway Jeading from Ed monton to Calgary.
Tbis work bas been done in a substantial and permarient
way, a point upon wh!eh I can speak with some autnority,
because I have gone over the greater portion of that coun-
try and have seen the work for myself, and with my own
past experience as a member ot the surveying profession I
claim to be able to come to fairly sound conclusions on a
subject of ibis sort. Aitogether there have been surveyed
and set out for settlement 71,810,012 beres, or 43s,564 farms
of 160 acres each, capable of maintaining a purely agricul-
tural population, on the basis of five souls to a homestead,
of 2,192,820 per sons. On examination of the stati(tics fur-
nished by the annual report of the Department of the
Interior, I find that of this area 4 792,29Z acres, or about
30,000 farme of 160 acres eacb, had been set ont for settie-
ment by the Conservative Government previous to June,
1873, and that fromr à874 to 1878, inclusive, only 5,861,998
acres, or à6,637 farms of 160 acres eaeh, had been sub-divided
ail the rest of this work having been done by the Conserva-
tive Administration either prior to 1874 or after 1878. A
map was prepared under instruetions from the right hon.
the First Minister, and exhibited in ibis House a few years
ago, showing in one color-the very appropriate color of
rouge-the survey work performed by hon. gentlemen
oppositî, whdle in another color-the equally appropriate
one of blue-was shown the work of this kind done under
the Conservative Administration. I would like very much
ta have a similar map now, to show the work that has been
do». respectively by the hon. gentlemen in the Liberal
Government who have occupied this position at various
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time, and those belonging to a Conservative Government.
I have thought it worth while to lay a copy of this map on
the Table once more, so ibat bon. gentlemen may have the
opportuînity of seeing for the mselves juast what it shows. I
rnay add that when the Conse-vatives retnrned to power in
1878, they found tbat the very little survey work perfrmed
during the days when they were in Opposition consisted
almost wholly of the sub division of townships, the outlines
of which had already been run, and that when settlement
began to exterd westward in 179, and 1880, no outlines
had been run and no sub-division work of any kind could
well be performed until the lapse of two or three
years, during which time the outline surveys neces-
sary before sub-division can be performed had to
proceed. For the 5,861,S9 acres surveyed in the five
years when hon. gentlemen opposite were in power, 8711,-
642 were paid, beirng at the rate of 12.14 cents per are,
while the average cost of all the surveys performed during
the ten years of the present Government, bas been 4j cents
per acre, or less than one-third. In this calculation, too, is
included a very large amount of outine work, which hon.
gentlemen understand perfectly well is the most expensive
ot all work, whereas in the cost of 12-14 cents per acre for
the petrid of the administration of hon. gentlemen oppo-
site, the chief cost was in sub-division work.

Mr. BARRON. I rise to a pointof orler. I submit that
the Minister bas no right to read bis speech.

Mr. DEWDN EY. I have a few more statistics here, and
1 would like to go through with them.

Mr. BARRON. I cali attention to this rie:
"It is a rule in both Houses of Parliament that members must address

the House orally ani not read from a written previously-prepared
speech; for the reaion as stated by '%r. Fox in 106, that 'if the practice
of reading written speéches should prevail m'mbers might read speeches
that were written by oth'ir people and the time of the louse be taken
up in connihring the arguments of persons who were not deserving of
their attention.' It is the invaritble practice to discountenance aIl such
written speech-s, and it is the duty of the Speaker to interfere when his
attention is directed to the fact. Mfembers may, however, make use ot
notes in delivering a speech."

Mr. DAWSON. It is not a speech, but simply a state-
ment of figures.

Mr. DEWDN EY. This memorandum contains only some
information I have collected in the department. I had
nothing to do with the department until recently, and I
wish to give this statement because a very large number of
hon. gentlemen must have been misinformed, if they took
for gospel the staternents made by some bon. gentlemen op.
posite at the commencement of the Session. They no doubt
lelt, as I felt, that the Administration of the North-West
made a very bad showing; but since I have taken the trouble
to look into the matter and bave arranged this memoran-
dum wbich I am anxious to give to the House, I have corne
to a different conclusion, and I believe hon. gentlemen when
they study these statisties wiIl come to the sanme conclusion,
that we have done the best we could, that the affairs of the
North-West have not been extravagantly managed, and that
the money we come down and ask to-day is not an extrava-
gant sum. However, Sir, I take the ground, and take it
strongly, that in view of the fact that so mach sub division
work bas been done, in a permanent manner, in advance of
the needs of settlement in many cases, and that all the country
which is likely to be required for settlement for many years
to come bas been outlined, so that ut any time a surveyor can
go into any part of the North- Vest and make a sub-division for
the purposes of settlement on three months'notice, it is only
fair and reasonable that this large cost should b charged
to capital account, and that figures professing to show the
cost of administration shouldnot include the cost of survey.
As already explained, the coat of survey from the very com-
mencement bas been carefully extracted from the books and
accounts of¢the Departmneut of t he terior) and'we now
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know definitely what the ceat of administration of the
public lands in the North-West bas been, year by year,
since bthe date of the acquisition of the country, apart alto-
Sether from the cost of survey. For the five years of

iberal Administration the cost of Civil Government at
Ottawa was $204,470, and the total revenue including cash
and Pcrip, was $350,440, in other words the cost of Civil
Governet .alone was 58 per cent. of the total receipts.
Driung the 10 years of Uoneervatime Administration since
1878, the cost of Civil Government at Ottawa bas been
$756,778, and the total revenue 66,375,828, or, in other
words, the cost of Civil Government has been but 11 per
cent.of the gross revenaue, For tho corresponding periode
of five and ton years, the coat of management in the North.
Wet, and extra elerks at headquarters bas been Sl47,26 4,
sud 81.295,291, againat total revenues of $350,440 and
$6,375,828 respectively, that is to.say, during the period of
five years for which hon, gentlemeu opposite are responsible,
the cost of management which is now charged to Dominion
lands income, was 42 par cent. of the revenue, while for the
ton years ef oneervative rule it bas been but 20 per eent.
of the 'revenue. Adding togéther the cost of Civil Gcvern-
ment, aed management in Manitobs and the North-West,
the total expenditure during the five years of Liberal Admio-
istration was $351,73>, agaiust a total revenue of $350,410,
or 100 per cent, of the revenue, wheroas during the ten
years of Couservative Administration the cost of Civil Gav-
erniment and management in Manitoba and the North-West
bas been 32,1-52,070 against a total revenue of 86,3 :5,823,
that is to say, instead of swaillowing up the whole revenue
it bas been but 32 per cent. of it. If you are very anxious
to have this matter regarded from a purely cash basis, hon.
gentlemen opposite may find some consolation in the infor.
mation that during their five years in office the cost of
Civil Government at Ottawa, which bas already been
stated to bé $204,470, was 2 19 per cent. of the cash
revenue, which was 89 î,005; while for the ton years of
Conservative Administration the cost of Civil Govern-
ment at Ottawa bas been only 15 per cent. of the cash
revenue. Just mark the difference, Sir, for every $100
which they drew from North.West lands in actual cash,
they spenton Civil Govern mnt alone $ 19 in actual cash ;
while this Government, for every $100 of cash revenue, bas
spent ii cash-$il19? No, Sir, not even $19, without the
0200,; only $16. Then let us take the cost of management
in Manitoba, and let us compare the figures in that respect,
on the cash basis. During their period in office, as already
stated, they drew a cash revenue from the North-West ol
893,0,05, and they spent upon their outside service and extra
clerk at headquarters $147,264, or 158 per cent. of their-
revenue, while the Couservative Adoinistration has during-
the past tee years expended on the samne service only $26
for every $100 received in actual cash. This discrepancy'
between income and expenditure calculated on the cash basis
is not quite so great in this case as it is in rigard to Civil
Government.; but the différence betwen 158 per cent. and
26 per cent. is considerable, in fact six times 24 is 156, as.
any schoolboy knows, and 156 is a lhttle short of 15>
Similarly, Sir, for every $100 of revenue they collected in
cash they spent $765 upon surveys, whereas this Govern-
m'ent, altbough it bas practically surveyed the whole
country, havng otlined the whole of it and sub-dîvided thé
most of it, so that the needs of settlement ca be met in
the fuure with comparatively little expense to the;
conntry, bas only expended in surveys-7 65 per cent. of;
the revenue ? No, not even 65 per cent; only 60 per cent.
the exact figures being, Sir, 6o per cent. of the cash re-
Venue. The contrast between 765 per cent. an- 60 per
cent. is one of which my hon. frionds on the other side are
not likely to say much. Then, still on the basis of the
actual cash revenue, let us add together the cost of Civil
Government and that of outuide management, and we find
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that hon.gentlemen opposite when they had the opportunm
ity spent 378 per cent. of ail the cash they received upeo
these services, whereas this Government has spent but 41
per cent. of itsoash revenue in the past ton years UpOn
these services, and hopes to do a good deal botter in the
future. I may add, Str, that in their time the proportion
of expenditure to rvenue was never higher than 2,506 per
cent. in an ,one year, and never less than 54 per cent, in-
olading Civil Government, outside management and sur-
veys; whereas the highest proportion under the present
Government was in 1880, when about half a million was
spent upon surveys, 26 per cent., and the lowest in any
year was 36 per cent., with the average being greatly i.
creased in favor ofrevenue and greatly diminihed àas regarde
expendittare. The-e figures, Sir, I submit for the inform-
ation of the House, in fulfilment of tbe promise
which I made during the discussion which took place on
the motion of the hon. member for Western Assiniboia, for
ail memorials addressed to the Government by the Legisla-
tive Assembly of the North-West Territories, which sat
recently at Regina. I regret that my hon. friends on the
other side of the House find it consistent with thir con-
ception of the daty which they owe tu their co-untry to
keep on insisting tbat the land regulations and MtnJug
regulations which affect the North-West are bad, aud tett,
ing the people in the same breath that similar regulations
in the United States are good, and Jib3ral, and everything
that is désirable. I challenge hou. gentlemen to be more
specifie in their statements, and I defy tahim to show that
in any one particular the land regulations governing the
disposai of homesteads and pre emptions in the Nor,thb
West are not incomparably more liberal snd botter in
every way than the regulations under w hich similar lands
are disposed of in the United States. tut as see for -ex-
ample what the Secretary of hie Interir for the United
States says in his last reprt to Congress, being for the
year ending on the 30th June last, ie relation to the land
business of the United States. On page 7 of his report he
says:

" The most preasing information exhibited int Us report relates to
the accainulated business of the land office. The Commissioner states
that a thorAgh examination has b 'en made of all the ufaished business
in bis office aud that the results presented may be accep ed as accurate.
i his information cirries a heavy reproach againat the Government,
and seeme to cali for action which shaLi reliev, the condition exhi-
bited."

He explains that many contests must necessarily arise in
relation to cases before the department, and that, at best
different causes of delay will protract the issue of the final
evidence of title. He says :

I It isobvions, however, that it ie of great Importanoe to aU honest
and rightfl elaimants that the evidenoe of their title should be apeedily
issued. Yet how dreary is the prospect opened to the settler by the
figuses now exhibite i of the arrears of business.

"Ol efinal entries, there were pending on the SOth of June lasi 238,
156; and the namoer of such entries made during the' last year ws
TO,468. This latter nomber exceeds aIl the fiaal entries.disposed of by
patent during the last year;.sa that instead of a 4immistment of
arrearages, the accumulation of cases haqlncreased. The Commisioner
expresses the h ipe that it will be possible ta dispose of 75,000 of thlee
cases duringuthe currentyear:a number which w.iilnotdimathsesuibly
the mais, i, as may be reasonably exp3cted, eo many final entries shai!
be ruade during thei earient as ducing the past year. No -reasoable
expectation in, tberefoue, held out tu the settler whohSe mat al& .the
requirements of the law, thst lie can receive the evidence of hi title for
nearly four years after bis proofsbaln have been sibmitted. When it ta
also consideoed that, in=many listaces, dereets of proefwili ngir
furher action en his part, to be followed by further delays m aurixaig
final disposition, the 'lefault of the Govreaent to Its otiens be.ooms
glaring and painful.>
I am glad to be able to inform the Rouse thatontêhe au-
age no settler of Dominion lands in the Canadian North.
West experiences a delay of more than four month, as
compared with four years in the United States, between the
time of subnitting his final proof to the day when his
patent is actually placed in his hands. Remember, Sir,
this is lnot a cr iticiam of the condition of the Department of
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the Interior at Ottawa by the hon. member for South Nor.
folk, but the frank and candid admission of the head of the
Interior Department at Washington to the Cngress of the
United States and to bis fellow citizons. Furtber on ho
says:

" Of miscellaneonus selections and pending claims, the Commissioner
reports railroad selections aggregating 25,429,866.11 acres asunadja.sted
and undisposel of at the end of the year; besides 7-i,8f7.59 acres in
Ftate selections under swamp-land grants, and 1,850 000 in State selce-
tions for educational and internal improvement purposes."

Mr. Villas does not claim for the United States' system the
perfcetion which my hon. friend from South Norfolk seen.s
to see in it; on the contrary ho says:

" That some efficacious changes of method ought to be devised and
put in operation at the earliest day to afford to the public the relief to
which they are entitled from their Goverument."

And aâthough ho agrees with the Commissioner that an
increased force of his office is necessary, ho submits that a
thorough and radical reorganisntion of the Land Oflice
ought to ho the first stop taken ; and as if this were not
enough he winds up his appeal for reform in the foik wing
woidm:-

"If thiL business were in the hands of any private establishment of
capacity and intelligence it would be no unreasonable expectation that
by proper organizition and provision for its needs, the congestion might
be relivved and its affairs transact-d with prompt efficieucy in the period
of a couple of years. As it is, a backward glance over the long course
of time through which its business his become more and more en-
tangled and iuvolved, gives little promise for tie future The inade-
quate salaries paid its respons ble offi ers and chiefs of divisions, tb-ir
brief and uncertain tenure, the position of private interest to nubl ic
duty, and the want of ad'quiate co-operative legislation so maiy times
recommended witbout avail, constitute elements of weaknss which
cannot but tend hereafter, as heretofore, to render the performances of
the office unequal to the demands upon it. It ought to be made the sub-
ject of single and special examination by Bome commiesion or Commit-
tee of (ongress in co-oeration with the officers of the bureau and the
department, by which, perhaps, a echeme of relief may be devised,
adequate to the circumstances and pissible of adoption."

Mr. SOMERVILLE I would suggest that as there are
no figures in this the Minister might save time by handing
it into the iansard.

The CHAIRMAN. The hon. gentleman is reading an
extract from a report of a department at Washington.

Mr. DEWDNEY. The hon. member for B>thwell (Mr.
Mills), as already pointed out, bas Itated that there is no
maohiuery in the United States system c>rresponding with
our Commissioner's Office in Winnipeg. Is there not in-
deed ? Lot us see what Mr. Villas, the Secretary of the
Interior in Mr. Cleveland's Government, haï to say upon
this subject. Under the head of "Appeals and Contests,"
page 9 of bis last report he says:

" The judicial functions of the Commiasioner in review of the action
of local land officers and of the Secretary of the Interior on appeal from
the Commissioner or, more rarely, in original exercise of the supervisory
juriediction imposed by law over the public land@, bave gradually ex-
panded with the multiplication of interests, development of new ques-
tions and the growth of precedents into a stronst semblance of the court
of chancery, with much of the machinery, methods and peculiarities,
mutatis mutandis, of that venerable tribunal; a likeness not lost in its
consequence of expense and delay."
As a further proof of the efficieLcy of the homestead laws
of the United States, I ask the hon. gentleman to ?eter to
page 14 of the report of the Secretary of the Interior, from
which quotations have already b>3n made, from which .it
will be seen that no less than 29,729,761 acres have been
actually restored to the Government of the United States
during the past four years for abandonment, illegality and
other causes. We bave heard something, Sir, about the alleged
delays in dealing with the claims of half-breeds in the
North-West Territories. What does Mr. Villas say in regard
to a similar class of claims, the claims by occupation arising
under Mexican cessions, and of lands witbin the territotiez
of the United States, and similar cases in Louisiana and
Florida whieh are alledged to rest upon French or Spanisb
grants at law ? Why, ho says that though the Department
of the Interior at Washington bas persistently urged these
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matters upon the attention of Congress, no subj:ct furnishes
greater discouragement of further recommendation to that
body by reason of its neglect of al bthe interests involved.
This is not a surprising statement in view of the fact that,
as ho says, not a few of these claims date back to the last
century and some even beyond :

" It is a reproacrh to the Goverument, he Pays, that after nearly forty
years the Soutb-Western Territories should lie under the shadow of
clouds which portend such lightning strokes to individuals and devas-
tation to public interests."

No wonder tbat he finishes up by exclaiming:
" But the r:ght of wrong of particular cases bas become a thing almost

of comparative indifference in view of the overwhelming and menacing
wrong of their not being decided at all."

It wili also be interesting, especially to bon. gentlemen op.
posite, to learn as we do on the aut bority of the report of
the Land Office officials at Devil's Lake, Dakota:

" The actual ard presumptive cases of land being appropriated by
alienq who have declared their intention to become citizens of the United
Staes, but who make final p, oof under the pre-emption law without
havirg dore so, many cf whm ni- ver do take out their final citizenship
papere (rhis being especially true of Canadians, who cross the line,
settie upon, acquire and sell land, and return to their tomes without
becurming citizeLs of the United States) would suggest a change in the
law in that respect?

I will not detaini the House any longer with these extracts,
and I will only apologise for having delayed the time of the
Iouse to this great length ; but I eol that it was my duty
to the lHouse, as I feiel it my duty to the country, to show
hat the statements which were made in the House at the

commerconent of this Senin werc eerlain'y rot borne ont
by lee's. I am sure thiit hon. gentlemen will think so If
they study tho report which I have read this evening.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell . The hon, gentleman has been
a long time in incubation. The spee h which the hon. gen.
tileman bas made to-night-if you may call it a speech, but
I think ho sa:d it was a report from bis department-would
have been botter if put before the House in the form of a
report than in the form of a speech from the bon. gentle-
man. It would have been more appiopriate if the portion
misrepresenting myseit and the members of the Government
who were in office soma 12 years ago, had been omitted.
The hon. gentleman bas undertaken to institute a compari.
son as to the cost of the admiristration of the Interior De-
part mont i 176 and in 1878, and the cost of the Depart-
ment of the oluterior to-day. The hon. gentleman says that
the Department of the Interior cost from 836,000 to 838,000
at that time, and that it now costs 832,000. Well, Sir, the
hon. gcntlema. e nitt<d to infurn the iouse in the state-
ment which be made, that in 1876 ard 1b71 the Department
of the Interior, also bad an Indian Branch, that it included
the department now called the Department of Indian
Affairs, that the Indian Departmont at the present time
bas cost 642,115, so that the Departmient of Indian Affairs
to-day bas cost 4,000 more than the entire Department of
the Interior incluaing public lands and Indian Affairs did
in 187S. So it appears that even taking the hon. gentle-
man's own statoment the Department of the Interior bas
cost $86,000 more than it did in 1878. Well, Sir, that
886,000 is not all, because I find that the hon. gentleman has
transferred to the North-West an expenditure of $35,000
for the extra sessional cleiks who are employed in the
office here. If the bon. gentleman would add this $ 5,000
to the 882,000 and to the 812,000, ho will have much more
than four times the cost of the Department of the Interior
to-day ceompared with that department in 1876. I under-
stated the facts at the beginning of this Session when I
stated that the Department of the Interior cost about four
times what it did at that time. The hon. gentleman says
that the Department of Indian Affaira of the North-West
and the Public Lands Office in 1878 cost about 840,000. My
recollection is, although I have not carefully looked into the
figures for many years, that the cost of one was soexthing
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over $18,000 and the cost of the other $20,000. 1 find that
the hon, gentleman's Land Branch at Winnipeg cost 854,100;
that to provide for clerks, forost rangers and so forth ho
asked for the sum of nearly $ 10,000; to provide for1
the travelling eypenses of persons employed in Crown
timber agencias and for inspection of ranches and so
on ho asks $48,830, and that altogether the hon. gen-
tleman is a-king for salaries and travelling expenses
connected with his department-leaving out altogether
the Indian branch of the North-West-$185,700 this
year. Now, Jet the hon. members of this Conmittee
look at the facts. Here are $,2,762 that the hon. gentle-
man asks for the Department of the Interior, excluding the
Indian branch ; here is the hon gentleman who is at the
head of that Indian branch asking 842,450 for the expenses
of management of that branch here, and the hon. gentleman
is askoDg in connection with bis department in the North-
West, 1S85,748, omitting altogether the expenses of the
Indian branch of the North-West Territories. I find that
the general expenses of the North-West are charged in the
Indian vote at $l5à,4«6, so that the branch whicti the bon.
gentleman says cost in Ottawa and in the North-West
Territories something like 880,000 in 187; is to day cost-
if g 818,000, $152,486, $I1,2l8, over 842,000, and 82,000,
making altogether not far short of half a million ; or,
in exact figures, including the Minister's salary, 84ý1,664.
And yet the hon. gentleman says that when I stated that
the expenses were now more than four times what tbey
were in 1876, I had exaggerated the facts. The hon. gentle
man and bis department by a peculiar system of book-
keeping and by dividing up these expen.ses, have sought to
conceal the facts, and they have conceaied them from thoso
members who have not taken the trouble to investigate
them. But I say, with a full sense of the responsibility of
my statement, that the expense connected with these two
branches of the Government to-day are more than double
what it ought to be, and that any member of this House
having ordinary capacity and industry, who would under-1
take the management of these departments, could produce
greater efficiency for less than one-half of the sua of rioney
now expended. The hoa. gentleman has also told us of thej
cost of the United States system, and of the advantage of
the ystem which ha bas adopte i over that which prevails
in the neighboring repîube. Woll, Sir, [ have notbing to
do with the defense of the American system. All I have
said, and I say it again, is that the Illinois Central Bailway
Company in one year of its existence, bas sold more public
lands, and given more patents for those lands than the
Government of Canada has in the wholo Njrth-West Terri-
tories in any one year, and it bas dono o at, I will not say
one-tenth, but one-twentieth of the expense this Government
bas incurred, No man carrying on a large business
would maintain in bis place twonty-four hours a man
who would manage bis business so inefficiently andi
extravagantly as this Government during the past ton
years bave managed the affairs of the North-West Territor-
ies. The hon. gentleman says that the Government of
which I was a member were so extravagant that we ap-
pointed a man as land agent on the North Saskatchewan
thiee years, ho might have said four years, before he ha
an3 thing to do. We did not appoint him an hour before heo
bad anyLtir.g to do. When we sent surveyors to survey1
thut se lerment, we a!so sont an agent to enquire into the
rigthts of the settlers who were there, so that their lo.a-
tions could be entered into the land book immediately on
the completion of the survey, and the agent had plenty of
work to employ him during the time the survey was going
on. But when the survey was completed, we were ont of
Pffie; we left office on the 17th of October, and the survey'
was not comploted until the 27th of October, and the report1
of the survey was received a little later. What did the'
bon. gentlemen do when they came into office ? They loft

this man three years withoiut instructions; ho wrote to them
asking for instructions, and bis communications are before
the House ; they left him without books; there was no op-
portunity for the people to make entries ; and it was not
until they were on the eve of insurrection, and until they
were meeting in council with the half-breeds, that those
gentlemen chose to band over the books to Mr. Duck, and
enable him to open the office at Prince Albert. It is
true that ho was there three or four years with nothing to
do; but why ? Because bon. gentlemen opposite neglected
their duty ; because they were much more anxious to look
after their party interests at Ottawa and wherever there
were votes to be made, than lhey were to look after the in.
terests of the population in that distant country who had no
power to exercise any influence on their own behalf; and it
was not until the halt-breed population wero in arms that
these hon. gentlemen attempted to discharge their duties.
We had clergymen from that country and reprosentatives
of the North-West Council importuning the Governmont
and warning them of the diffleulty that would arise if they
failed to disoharge their duty, and it was not until arms
were taken and property destroyed and lite loit, that they
woke up to the situation and gave Mr. Duck something to
do.

Mr. DEWDNEY. He was appointed long before that.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Yes; and the work was there

for him to do.
Mr. DEW DNEY. And ho was doing the work; I was in

his office, and ho had books and everything else.
Mr. MILLS (Both wel). The hon.gontleman is mistaker.

I suppose the hon. geitleman slept in bis gubernatorial
chair; we have no communication from him, but we have
letters from Mr. Duck, which can be found in the proceed-
ings of this House; and any hon. gentleman who chooses to
road thom will see that ho wrote again and again for in-
structions. 11e was appointed in 1878, and ho did not receive
the books to enable him to open bis office until 1881 or 1882,
and ho might have been there till this time without having
anything to do if there bad been no rebellion. The hon.
gentleman bas told us about the delays which took place,
and the expenses which were incurred in the immediate
vioinity of Winnipeg in locating the half-breeds there and
settling their claims. Why, Sir, there were people whose
claims were being settled, firat by the Lieutenant Governor,
whom we constantly urged to the discharge of this duty,
but who left bis office before the duty was completed, and
we transferred the work to Chief Justice Wood. Wbat was
the work assigned to him? Was it the ordinary work of a
land dispute that arose after the surveys were made? Not
at all. There wore people wbo lived in the country before
thore were any surveys, before it was acquired by u-. When
the surveys came to be made two parties wore fouud claim-
ing the same lot, and their claims had to be investigated.
and we appointed ChiefJusticeWood tomake that investiga-
tion, and to report in order to secure a satisfactory setulement.
But if thero was delay in locating the half-breeds whose fault
was that? When the Government that preceded us in office
ordered the eonsus to be made, in order to provide for the
distribution of the 1,400,000 acres, they took the consus of
the entire half-breed population without discriminating be-
tween children and the beads of families. What was the
result? The prosent Prime Minister, % ho was Minister of
Justice, reported that the hoads of familios were not in-
cluded in the grant to the children of half-breels, and there
was no consus upon whicb to make the distribution, so that
a new cousus had to be taken. But a large prqportion of
those half-breeds were scattered over the North-West Ter.
ritories, and it was impossible to ascertain where they were;
and so the work which the hon> gentlemen could easily have
done, if they had paid the least attention to the interprota-
tion of the statute which they invited Parliament to paus,
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when we came in it was found a source of infinite trouble,
wbich might have been done with ease if it had been pro-
perly done in the first instance; and it was because they did
not give it any attention that the census wag taken in such
a way that the distribution of the land could not take place.
Then; Si-r, the hon. geiileman has, told us of the very large
percentage-of iorease of the population, and of the resources
of the country since his frierids have corne into office. That
rem indu me of the story of the man who said, when he
was seeking to get credit, that his personal property had
intreased a thousandfold during tweîve months, and who,
when asked how that happened, said that he had purchased
a snw; and she bad had ton pige since ho bought her ; and
sO the hon. gentleman tells us that because there was a small
population there when we were in power, and the popula-
tion is larger now, therefore there has been a very great in-
crose, and tbat increase is due to the extraordinary effi-
ciency of the policy of the Administration. The hon. gen-
tleman bas told us how much land they surveyed, and how
little we surveyed. But why sbhould we have surveyed more?
What was the object of carrying on surveys years in advance
Of Fettlement? Our object was to secure the settlemeE t of
the country with as little expense to the treasury as possible,
and we saw that an ample quantity of land was surveyed,
to afford facilities for setilement, but hon. gentlemen oppo-
site have gone on surveying an, extensive territory that will
not b. settled for centuries, at the present rate of settle-
ment. The boundaries will beobliterated; the surveys will
have to be madb over again ; the stakes will have disap-
peared. and a large proportion of the country wil require
t. b. re-surveyed before settlement actually takes place.
We abstained deliberately from surveying, because it was
net in the public interest. The hon. gentleman's coleagues
caused a large extent of territory, unsurveyed, to be sur-
voyed, in that country, not because they believed it would
be te& the advantage of the country, but because it was
deBirod to give employment and to bestow patronage upon
friends who had supported them in the elections.
And they did it in this- way at the expense of the public
treaaury, and to the detriment of the public interest. The
han. gentleman has told the House that the expenses were
geesier, in proportion to revenue, under Mckonzie's Admin-
istration than they have been under the present Administra-
tion. That was a necessary consequence of the condition of
the country at that particular time. Therewas no railway,
either in Canadian or American territopy, oanching within
bundreds of miles of Manitoba, either from the south or
from the east. The country was far more-inaecessible than
it is now, and yet we find tbat the number of people who
have gone in sinee is a smaller avoiage per year than the
population that went in during It7î and 1878; and that
the issue of patente in 1877 and 1878 was- larger than for
some years succeeding. The hon. gentleman says that they
have only appointed the land agents as they were required.
Well, the Goveinment have done this: they have adopted a
policy of undertaking to encourage settiers to go far b-
yond the limits of Manitoba and far away from those dis-
triot, into bplaces not easily accessible; and the reswit is
that, withcut any advantage to the country at large, there
has been a very serious addition to the cost of carry ing on
the sttlement of the cuntry. The hon. gentleman bas given
us a number of comparisons with regard to the expense of
the Goverument and with regard to the amount ot revenue
that has been received. The hon. gentleman bas charged a
very cenaiderable-propor tion of the expenditure to capital
mweeunt that wereFnot so charged in our day, and, what ie
more, the bon. gentlemans leader told the Honse and the
countiy in 188b that by this time there would be upwards
af: $6u,000o0o of revenue in eieess' of the actual cost
incurred. It is clear, from the statement of the First
Miniter, that ho expected in a few years that the amount
gf sales weaid extead, and that stulement wooid go o

Mr, MILLs (Bothwe11),

much inore rapidly than it has. What do we fimd t At th
preseiit d ay, when we take into account the cost of surVey
and of maintainig tihese various departments of the Gov-
ornment in the Terr'itories, the amount of revenues that
bave' been derived as yet bave not been in excess of the
amount of erpenditure. In every department there bas
been an nermous increase in the cost of carrying on, the
G>vernment, without any adequate increase in the amou-nt
of publie services rendered. It is imp'ssible that the hon.
gentleman can say the contrary, because the demands of the
Government for the purpose of meeting the current etpenses
from year te year, and the reports of the condition of the
eou'ntry, and the progress of settlement, show that the
statement I make is wholly within the mark.

Mr. SOMERVILLE, I wish to call the attention of the
Committee to a specimen of the way in which the public
money is expended in advancing the settlement of the North.
West. In l1F 97, the Government had as an official, Mr.
Rufus Stephenson, Inspector of Colonisation Companies,with
a salary of $3,000 a year, and travelling expenses, 81,278.50.
Mr. Stephenson had for assistant, W. J. Boucher, who re-
eeived 8388.50 salary, and travelling expenses $64185.
Another assistant, Mr. F. J. Clarke, received $100. Alto-
gether there was paid for the inspection of (Jolonisation
Companies, in 1886-87, 85,378,85. The House will be sur-
prised to learn that the total receipts, from the companies
in 1886-87 amounted to the magnificent sum of 8903.63,
showing a loss of 84,475.50. No reasonable man would
suppose that the Government, knowing this, would have
left unchanged this system of spending money, and retained
the services of Messrs. Stephenson, Clarke and B>ucher ; but
they did not see it in that light ; and in the next year Mr.
Stephenson again acted in this capacity. Hie was paid his
salary of $3,000, and expenses, $2,035.98, making a total of
85,035.98, and the total receipts from Colonisation Compa-
nies amounted to $470, showing a net loss of $4,565.98.
Any one would live thought that these two years ot publie
experience would have induce the Government to set Mr.
Stephenson aside, and decide that his services were no
longer required in the interests of this country. But we
find, on the 24th February of this year, that Mr. Brien put
the question:

4 Whether Mr. Rufus Stephenson, laie Inspector of Colonisation Se-
cieties, has been employed by the Government in any capacily sinca
the 30th June last ? If s, what were his duties ? What was his salary ?
How amuchhas he received, either as salary or travelling expenses, be-
tween the 30th June, 1888, and ist day of February, 1889?

To which Mr. D.wdney replied as follows:-
"I November last'Mr. 8tephenson was asked to und'ertake the in-

spection of several colonies. The ' Commercial,' situated near Kin-
brae; the 'London Artisans' Colony, near Moosomin; and the Prim-
itive Methodiste, if tim9 would nermit of his visiting the latter. He was
subsequently asked to inspect the ' Church ' Colony, near Church-
bridge station, on the line et the Manitoba and North-Western Railway.
We bave reports from him oa ail except the Methodist Colony. He is
to be paid $10 a day and travelling expenses. He has not rece ved any
salary between the above dates. $500 was advanced him on accouint
of travelling expenses."
I think thig statement which I have made shows elearly
that the Minister of the Initerior and those who prcoeded him
in the administration of the department over whioh he now
presides, have not been actuated by a desire to prornote the
welfare of the country aud the economical management of
the finances of the country, but by a desire in fr too many
cases to promote the interests of some hangeor on of the
Govern ment, some man I k IRufus Stephenson, vho is a pet
of the Goverrnment and who lvces in the samo- town with
Mr. Henry Smyth, whto received last .year $1,5ion im-
migration account, for which I believe he did nothing.
This shows that these gentlenien are simply determined
te keep on the pay-list men who render Io services at all
and whose work is no profit tothe country. It is nonsense
for the Minister of the Interior te tell the Rouse that they
are' edeavoring te economise. They are' not endeavoruig
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to economise. They are extravagant in every department
of the putic sarvice, and in no departmrent can we find as
much ettravagiance as there is in the department presided
over by the Minister of the interior

Mr. MdoWffLLEN. The Minister of the Interior has re-
feri ed to a statement which I made to the House some time
ago and has challenged the accuracy of that statement. I
will quoie from the Auditor General's report. We find that
the Land Board at Winnipeg last year cost $30,745 ; travel
of Superintendent of Mines, $2,293.38; travel of Inspec.
tor of Agencies, $1,270.46; travel of In-pector of Colonisa.
tion Companies, 82,035.98; contingencies of Land Board,
82,007.69 travelling expenses, $1,(91 40; removal expen-
ses, $2,7z7.68; special services paid at Winnipeg, 81,40e.24;
homestead inspection, $14,913 *9; Inspector of Ranches,
$1,202.23;, Intelligence Officers, $2 051.21; Forest.Rangers,
8787 50; Half breed Commission, $9,3R4 08; then, expenses
in Ottawa in connection with matters of the North-West,
$10,619.77; Examiners for Land Survoyors, 8880.70; legal
expenses, $1,256.07; advertising, British Columbia, $321 60;
Dominion Land Agencic, as per page E 73, Auditor Gen-
eral's Act-ounts, 852,158.57. The whole comes, as I stated
before, to a total of 8149,646.61. If you add to that con-
tingencies at Ottawa, $22,127, and salaries at Ottawa,
878,060, and deduct frum that thuc entire revenue as given
by the Auditor Gerieral at page G 183, $217,083.07, you
have a net loss of $32 950. I woulH call the attention of the
Committee to another point which I stated before. The
Minister of the Interior said juast now that the receipts from
the registry offices in the North-West were about equal to
the salaries. We find thaL tie saaies paid last year were
8 ic,40O, and the entire receipts for registration were 87,591,
leaving a Let loss of $5,804. If ail the rest of the statements
whieh the Minister bas brought before the House, compiled
no doubt by some clerk in his office, are as correct as that,
hu has made a very erroneous statement.

Mr. DEWDN EY. The hon gentleman did not under-
stand what I said. I stated that the revenue for the first year,
when this system was in operation, was within $2,400 of
the expense, but T said that, from the information we have-
to-day with regard to the fees that are paid, the revenue is
atout equalling the expense. I did net refer to the figures
of the previons year, but to those of the year just closed.

Mr. McMULLEN. The hon. gentleman is attempting to
take advantage of the fact that this House has only the re.
turns up te the 30th June last, and says now be is referring
to tbis year. He did not say that this was in connection
with the reccipts up to this time, but he now tries to shield
himself bebind ihat statement when he is brought face te
face with the Auditor General's Report. That is another
way cf eleeking over the facts, and is in accordance with
the idea that an Inspector f Registry Offices should be
emp.loyed at a ta!ary of $4,000 a year te inspect five offices,
and i §on a par with the expenses in connection with Rufus
Stephenson. There is a system of extravagance pursaed in
connection with the Department of the Interior and the
North-West lands which is most disgraceful and should not
bo submitted to The North-West is nothing short of
what the late leader of the Opposition called it, a happy
huntingground f r the political hacks of hon. gentlemen
oppocite. Any gentleman whose services are net recognised
by the constituencies in the old Provinces is sent off to the
North-West on a happy hunting tour, and is paid a high
salary. I defy the hon. gentleman from the Auditor Gene
ral's Accounts to contradict my statement. The entire
receipfs from ail sources in the North West last year were
8217,000, and the expenditure in the NorthWest, including
agents, inspectors, ranch inspectors, registrars, &c., was
8149,546, leaving a net sum of 67,437 to corne te Ottawa;
atnd the net cost in Ottawa, inclnding salaries and contin-
goicIeg inr the ofie of the Department of the, Initerior was

$100,387, which shows a positive loss of $33,000 less $46.
Now, I say this is a disgraceful condition of thing, in face
of the promises that were made us a few years ago when
the people's representatives here were i nduce 1 to vote an
idditional sum of 30 millions to complete thoCanadian Pacifie
Railway. Glowing statements were thon made by the then
Minister of Finance of how many acres of lancd were going
to be cultivated that would produce so many bushels of wheat
and he even prophesied that there would be 610 million bush-
els to export, and that we would have an enormous revenue
from the sale of lands. We also had the First Minister re-
peating these ridiculous statements. Where are they now ?
They have gone to nothing. There was nothing iv these
statements. They were more wind, there was no substance
in then. I say the whole system should be altered, and
theso people who are drawing salaries and doing nothirig
should be struck off the list, and these expenses should be
eut down something within decent limi"s. But it is a posi-
tive disgrace to this Dominion to have so many men stamp-
ing round there virtually doing nothing, every one of these
homestead inspectors getting $1,200 a year and' $t a day
for travelling expenses. In addition to that, we piovide
them with a horse and a bnckboard; they go out to the'
various farms to inspect them, and no doubt they receive
the best of attendance and are charged nothing at al], but
sill their 84 aday for travelling expenses are dharged to
the Govern ment.

Mr. DEW DNEY. Are you sure of that?
Mr. Mc1ULLEN. We can show it. Turn up' the

accounts and you will see it. If you do not knov it, it is
time you did, because t know it. Not only that, but the
bon, gentleman provides them with a horse and rig, and
allowance, don't you? I know yon do. These charges are
made upon the country, and I say it is absurd for as to put
up with them any longer.

Mr%. DAVIES (P.E.I.) While the Minister was reading bis
ministerial statement to-night, endeavoring to induce the
flouse Lo believe that matters were very pleasant, and going
on agreeably in the North- West, and that the Government's
administration of matters there deserves the approval of this
Honse, I amused mysolf by extracting from the Public
Accounts a few items of our exponditure there just to show,
what this cou-ry is puying for thu Governmeint of the
North-West Turritories. I ind that in the matter of Do-
minion land, from which we were told a few years ago we
were to derive an enormous rovenue, we have in the Esti-
mates for the coming year an expenditure amounting to
$438,000, made up e the ex penses of the Department of the
Interior, incluiing Minister's salary, salaries of other offi-
cials and cotingencies, $S,'000; 8100,000 for Dominion
lands chargable to capital which we intend toexpon 1 ;
and $185,000 charged to income, making a total of $438,000.
I find'that the recoipts fcr last year from these lands were
$217,000, so we are going to lose the smalt item of 8221,000
alone in the administration of the Dominion lands in the
North-West. That is a very small and almost a contempt-
ible item in comparison with tho total expenditure in that
country, and there seems to be no offset at ail, no receipts
at ail. I find we spont about $100,000 on immigration ;
8911,000 on the Indians ; $720,000 on the North-West
Police; $145,000 on the Government of the North.
West ; 6,000 for the Government of Keewatin; for inspec-
tors, registrars, and clerks in all the Territories, $15,00);
North-West Council, $6,20, and $20,0200 for Bi,
making a total cf $ 1,862,000. If you add to that the
total lost of the administration of the Dominion lands,
we find we are sinking the small item of about two mil.
lion a year in the aiministration of the Gavernment of that,
country. We ail know that that estimate does not take into
account the intereet upon the millions that have been spent
on the surveys that have beot eiadx itimeir gondby, it
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takes no account of the interest on the millions that have
been spent on the Canadian Pacifie Railway, whieh has
been given to the company; it takes no acconnt of the
interest on the money spent to acquire the territory in the
first instance-it is simply for the administration of those
North-West Territories during the coming year. As a
matter of fact we are going to sink about two millions this
year. The fact is that about 8 or 10 years ago hon. gentle-
men opposite had their heads turned with the promises
made to them by the then Finance Minister, Sir Leonard
Tilley, and the leader of the Government, Sir John A. Mac-
donald. They told us we were going to have 71 millions
returned by 1890 for these lands, although they revised that
statement to $58,300,000, they were so certain of the
estimate that they would not take off 8300,000. Here we
stand to-day. Not only were those promises not ful.
filled, but the balance is very largely on the other side.
When these prophecies were indulged in by hon. gentlemen
opposite, I say the bead of the Government and the heads
of their supporters were turned, and they made their ex-
penditure upon a scale commensurate with the receipts
which they stated they expected to receive. They in-
dulged in a career of mad extravagance in that country,
and here we are to-d ýy, the overtaxed people of the other
Provinces paying a sum of two or three million drll2rs n

year for the administration of that territory. Still the
Minister stands up, and, without the slightest attempt ·to
economise, he challenges the House to the conclusion that
he is administering the affaira of the country well. My
hon. friend to my left has shown how foolish and ridiculous
his comparison of the expenditure now is with the ex-
penditure under the Mackenzie Government, when that
great country was being opened up. Now we have got it
opened up, and the expenditure, instead of decreasing, is in-
creasing; and so far as I can see, under the administration
of the hon. gentleman, we may look from year to year for
a very large increase still. There seems to be no desire for
economy on the part of the hon.-gentleman; but I am very
much mistaken if, in the near future, events which he can-
not control will compel an economy which they refuse to
exercise of their own mere motion.

Mr. LISTER. I desire to ask the Minister whether Mr.
Butus Stephenson isstill in the employ of the Government,
and if he is, what às he doing, and what salary is he
receiving ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. Mr. Rufus Stephenson is notnow in the
employ of the Government, and is receiving no salary.

Mr LISTER. When did he cease to be in the employ of
the Government?

Mr. DEWDNEY. I cannot give you the exact date, at
the commencement of the month, I think.

Mr. LISTER. Had he discharged the duties for which
he was employed ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. He had, completely.
Mr. LISTER. I think thatit is time the Dominion Gov-

ernment dispensed with the services of Mr. Rufus Stephen-
son. From 1882 down to the present time, he bas been in
the employ of the Government and in the receipt of an
enormous salary. He was appointed by the Government as
inspector of colonisation companies, at a salary of 83,000 a
year and with two or threc assistants. He has nothing to
do, and the Goverument have employed two or three cloiks
to help him to do it. The Minister of the Interior has
made a new departure to-night. I have had the honor of
holding a seat in this louse for seven Sessions, and I have
never yet seen an hon. gentleman on the Government
banches rise and read a long speech prepared by an officer
of his department.

An bon. MEMBER. The Seoretary of State did.

Ma, DàViza (P.E.I.)

Mr. LISTER. It seems that the Secrotary of State did it.
It would save a great deal of trouble if other Ministers
would adopt the same course. The hon. gentleman was
please to tell us that the speech he made to-night was pre-
pared by an officer of his department, I assume it was pre-
pared by his deputy Minister. I think under all the cir-
einmstances his deputy Minister might bave had more hon-
esty and more decency than to have put into his bande, to
be read to this House, and to go to the country, a falsehood,
so far as the previous administration wet e concerned. Hc
put into the bande of the Mir-istrr of the l oterior to be read
here to-night a statement that the expouse of this Govern-
ment in the North-West was little more than that of the
hackenzie Administration, whon it was, in point of fact,
over $480,000 I do not blame the Minister so much,
because I do not think he knows anything about
bis department, but I blame Mr. Burgess, a man who
owes his position to the Liberal party, and who should not
have forgotten what was due to them and should not bave
departed from the truth as he has done in the statement
ho bas given to the Minister to read to this House. The
hon, gentleman bas told us ho is not very much acquainted
with the details of his department. For what did the Gov-
ernment take him into office? For what did they make
him Minister of the Interior ? Was it on account of bis
vast par lia uentary experience, was it because hé had served
his country faithfully, honestly, and heroically in the past,
or was it because ho was the primary cause of the rebellion
which has cost this country nearly $7,000,000 ? We heard
only the other day, for the first time, that the Government
assumed theresponsibility for tho rebelihon. Up to that
time the Government peraittel it ty e charged against
the bon. gentleman who now occupies the position of Min-
ister of the Interior, that it was on account of his mal-
feasance, and hie neglect of duty that the rebellion was to
ho attributed.

Mr. HlESSON. That is not correct.
Mr. LISTER. The hon, gentleman says that he is not

acquainted with the duties of his office. This is a new
mode of explaining the Estimates, it is a new mode for the
purpose of satisfying the House for a Minister of the Orown
to come here and read a statement preparei by his doputy,
not to answer any questions asked, but an assault upoa a
previous Administration, which wats ot in question.

Mr. DEWDNEY. It was not an assault at alil.
Mr. LISTER. It was an assault on the Mackennzie

Administration, and that was not in question. What we
seek to know is what the Government are now doing with
the public funds, and it is no answer to rise and say that
the amount is more or less than the expense by the previous
Administration. It has be n said here to-night, and there is
no doubt aboLt it, that the Minister of Finance is now ap-
plying the pruning knife to the varIous depa! tments of this
Government, and if ho applies that knife to the administra-
tion of the North-West Territories, he will find the most
enormous extravagance and corruption pervading every
part of the Territories. It ha been said that the North.
West Territories is a place for needy followers of the Govern-
ment to draw salaries and make a living, which they are
not able to make in other parts of the Dominion. We have
one instance of that in the case of Mr. Stephenson. M r.
Stephensoa's work did not oc.upy him two months
of the whole year. It was a summer jaunt for him,
and for it ho received from this liberal Government
S'3,000 a year and expenses, and was provided with
two assistants, What were the predictions of the hoi.
gentleman? The predictions as to this c)untry were
as visionary as they always are when the Government are
asking this fiouse for some favor or some grant. The bon.
gentleman whom this Miinister of the Interior followed told
this louse they would export from that country within 10
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years (40,000,000 bushels of wheat, that the country would be
densely settled in that time; and that was said for the pur-
pose of inducing this House to grant enormous subsidies to
the Canadian Pacifie Railway. What bas been the result?
A beggarly 150,000 people occupy that country, and we
are spending there double the sums we receive from it.
So far as the hon. gentleman is concerned, it is perfectly
evident that he is not acquainted with the duties of bis
office; but so far as this House is concerned, bon. gentle-
men have a right to expect from him a full, concise and
clear statement as to the administration of the affairs of that
office. I say Be has not given to this House such a state-
ment, but he has given to the House a statement prepared
by an officer of his department, which is false in many
particulars.

Mr. DEWDNEY. I wilI only say a few words with
respect to the remarks which the hon. gentleman thought
proper to make with respect to my deputy. I should like
ta know to whom a new Minister taking charge of a depart-
ment should go for information ? I think the Deputy
Minister is the proper gentleman to whom he should apply,
and that Be is theproper party who should give the Min-
ister information. I take the whole responsibility for
this memorandum. It was made at my suggestion.
and I gave him my views and what I required, If
there is anything in it which hon. gentlemen think
reflects on them, I did not intend that it should reflect
on them. All I claimed to lay before this House-and I
think I have a perfect right to do so-was a comparison
with the administration of a similar d partmem.t in the
United States, and also a comparison of the administration
of the department when it was administered by hon. gen-
tlemen opposite as compared with the way it bas been
administered during the last few years, That is the reaEon
I gave this information, and I do not think blame is attach-
able to my deputy. In regard to not being acquainted
with the details of my department, I do not pretend to be
so much acquainted with them as I hope to be in the course
of another year, but if there is any information which hon.
gentlemen opposite want to obtain in regard to this vote
which is now before the Committee, I am prepared, and I
desire to give it. The bon. member for North Wellington
(Mr. MeMullen) is not in Bis place. If he was, [ should
hke to bave asked him to correct himself, or I would cor-
rect him, with respect to the travelling allowancei made to
the homestead inspectors. There was an Order in Council
passed under which no officer in the North-West eau receive
more than 83.50 per day. In looking through the.Publie
Accounts I have not yet come across the homestead inspec-
tors, but the superintendent of mines, who is an officiai in
a highor capacity than a homestead inspector, and the in
spect(r of agencies, both charge a:t the rate of $3.50 a day.
I am quite sure the Auditor General would not pay more
than that sum, so the hon, gentleman is wrong in that par-
titular.

Mr. LISTER. I may say that of course when the hon.
gentleman made the statement as Be did, I took it for
granted that Be assumed all responsibility for what he con-
tained. But I say furthermore, that so far as the Deputy
Minister is concerned, it was a contemptible statement for
him to put into the bande of the Minister.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. With respect to the
course pursued by the Minister of the Interior in comingdowb
here and reading a carefully prepared statement got up for
him by his department, and having the character of a reply
to remarks made in regard to the ad ministration of that
department by the hon, member for Bothwell (Mr. Mille)
many weeks ago, two months ago, I would just say this: The
Minister of the Interior will see that for public convenience,
if he deems it necessary to demand such a document from
his department, instead of coming here and reading a statç-

ment of that kind, which no mortal man could follow by
any possibility, read as it was here, embodying a vast mass
of calculations and statistios, it would be much more con-
venient and more in accordance with the practice of Parlis-
ment, that it should be brought down in the shape of a re-
port, ordered by the hon. gentleman and signed with bis
name. Some course of that kind should be adopted if the
hon. gentleman should consider the interests of the public
service demand sach a document; and it should be
brought down and printed and communicated Lo members
of the House. I think that might be fairly done.
Besides, my hon. friend beside me (Mr. Mills, Bothwell)
the party aimed at and the part.y repeatedly referred to in
this long report that we have bad to-night, would have hid
un opportunity of examining the various facts and statistios
which the department has put together, and have had an
opportunity to reply to them if he had deemed it worth
while or necessary to reply. I think if any of the Ministere
find it necessary to reply to a speech in Parliament in this
fashion, because this is a reply to a speech in Parliament
made many weeks ago, that course should be adopted. I
am not coi plaining of the hon. gentleman replying, but I
do not think the mode he took was a well advised one. As
to the conduct of the deputy, I may point this out to the
hon. gentleman : It appears to me tbat it was an improper
thing for bim, knowing better as he did, to have mixed up
tcgether the Indian Dopartmcti expenditure and the ex-
pendit ure for the Department of the Interior proper, which
the Minisier will see by referring to the Public Accounts
for 1878, were not connected tben. That fact of itself
vitiated the whole comparison that was made between
the expenditure during the administra tion of n.y hon. friend
(Mr. Mills) and the expenditure that is now going on.
My point is this, i bat if Ministers deem it necessary to reply
to statements made in this House by reading a formal
report they had better put it in print and communicate it
to the whole House, so that an opportunity may be had to
review and investigate it. The hon. gentleman has brought
down this statement at a late period of the Session. It will
be printed in our Hansard to-morrow and of course my
hon. friend (Mr. Mills), if he deems it necessary to go over
it, can reply to it in minute detail, but it will mean a very
long debate later on, perhaps on Concurrence, or perhaps
when item- sinilar to this are brought down in the Supple-
mentary Estima:tes. I do not object to tbis, but it is the
necessary consequeLce of the courËe the Minister haq pur-
sued this evening. To all the Ministers I may say that if
they find it necessary to do that, it onght to be done ini the
regular way and not in the way adopted by my hon. friend
to-night.

Mr. DEWDNEY. The hon. member for Bothwoll (Ur.
Mills) stated that he would go into this matter again before
the Session was over. It was on accourt of that that I pre-
pared myself, and my idea was that this w is a proper time
to bring it up.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. I tbink the rule which
I suggested will be found much more convenient for all
parties. Might I ask the Minister what are the precise
duties of the superintendent of Lhe mine.-, for wbose salary
this amount is asked ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. Mr. Pearce was appoir.ted superin-
tendent some lew years ago, when his duties w. re expected
to be extensive. Hec wa-s appointed i- a great meabure to
supervise the mines in the railway belt ot B, i eh Columbia.
He resides at Ualgary now and has supervision o the mines
on this side as weil; he is also a member of the Land
Board.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Ai I understand it
this gentleman eis appointed to supervise the mines of
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r iti h Colmbia. I Miscv it.hat w have o mineb in

Briti-h Columbia.
Mr. DEWDNEY. This is hardly correct. It appears

that by the late decision we do not own the precious metals,
but I think the far more valuable mines, of base metals,
such as coal, iron, copper and lead are owned by us.

Sir RICfHARD CARTWRIGHT. Does not the recent
decision take away the mines from as altogether ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. Only the precious metals. As far as
I gatherîit has deprived us of only the gold and silver.

Sir RICHARD CARI'WRIGIT. And that only ?
Mr. DEWDNEY. That is all there was in dispute.
Mr. ILLS (Bothwell). I suppose we are to understand

that the effoet of the decision was that Canada simply took
the interests cf an ordinary proprietor and that the G>vern.
ment of British Columbia retain all the right that the Crown
shall retain against the private individual.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. We presume it to be so, but we
have no information except the definite result.

Mr. LISTER. Why is the salary of the secretary to the
land commissioner increased?

Mr. DEWDNEY. A year or two ago Mr. Eurpe's salary
stood at the same amount which it is proposed to increaFe
it to now. It was redu3ed to Sl,0O on account of bis ill-
health. He is now completely restored to health and is at-
tending the duties of bis office, and it was thought advisable
to increaFe his salary.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Has the assistant sec.
retary's salary been increased for the same reason. fias he
been ill and restored again ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. Mr. Rattan's, the assistant secretary's
salary, has been inoreased by 8100 on arcount of the efli-
oient manner in which he bas discharged the duties of his.
office, on the recommendation of the commissioner.

Sir RICHAR D CARTWRIGHT. How many officers
have you got as Dominion lands agents ?

Mr DEWLîNEY. There are fifteen. Mr. Whitcher, the
head land agent at Winnipeg, gets 82,400; all others get
$1,200.

Sir RICHARD CA RTWRIGH T. Those range over the
whole of the North-West ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. Yes. Mr. Whitcher resides in Winuni-
-eg, Mr. Hiam at Brandon, Mr. Pentland at Birtie, Ur.
Young at Manitou, Mr. Fiesher at Deloraine, Mr. Hilliard
at Minnedosa, Mr Stevenson at Regina, Mr. Rowe at Cal-
gary, Mr. Gauvreau at Edmonton, MN.r. McHugh at Carlylo,
-Mr Brokovski at Battleford, Mr. Kirby at Lethbridge, lir.
Nash at Banff, Mr. Rochester at Medicine Hat.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). One would suppose that
hon. gentleman would not find population enough in
North-West to fill all these places?

the
the

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. One thing is pretty
jelear, that if you deduct the Mounted Police and alI who
live by them, the Canadian Pacific Railway employees and
those who live by them, and the Dominion employees, and
those who live by them, froin the white population of the
North-West Territories, it would be a very pitiful remainder
that we would see.

Xr. DEWDNEY. That is always th case uin a new
oountry,

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIT. Not in countries in
which Q, hundred millions of the publie fands are expended,
which we were told would produce a great esttlmeut ther.

Sir EKIARD CARTWEuMRT.

Mr. CRA RLITON. Hoew Many Growi aimber ageLts
have you in the North-West and Who are they ?

Mr. D WDNEY. Thereareifour. AMr.Stpheon-
Mr. LISTER. Another Stephenson, besides the one *ho

is a Dominion lands agent ?
Mr. DEWDNEY. Yes.
Mr. CHARLTON. Both sons of the inspecter of coloni-

sation compan ies ?
Mr. DEWDNEY. I do not know who the land agent is

at all. I think the Crown timber agent ias ason of Mr.
,Ruf us Stephenson.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I have in my desk a petitian-
a copy of which I think was sent to the Departmet of the
Interior-from some of the settlers about Battleford-and I
suppose similar representations have been made from other
districts - complaining of the charge the Government makes
for cutting dead timber, and using it for firewood, also com-
plaining of the amount they require to pay for timber for
fencing their lands. They state, what I have no doubt la
the fact, that a large number of people have been driven
out of that country by the timber regulations. Here are
people, hardly able to purchaqe the absolute necessaries of
life, compelted in that coll climiate to pay large suins of
money for the privilego of getting the necessary firewood to
keep them warm in the winter season. How can you
expect that poor people will bc contented to remain in the
country under those circamstances ? .

Mr. DEWDNEY. I have come to the saine conclusion
as the gentlemen who sent the petition. A short ime ago,
the members from MInietba aud the Norkh-West calledie.
me, and among other matters we went into that sabjeat4 ,
and I agreed to take the duty off the baret sud dry fire.
wocd, and that has been doue now fer, six weeke.

Mr. WATSON. That is a change which will be very
popular all through Manitoba and the Narth West. It has
been one of the great grievances, as the hon. gentleman
knows, that ihe Govert ment should mako this change for
dead and fallen timber. E ver since I have benin this Hfouse
I have called the attention of the Government to that
matter, and i am glad to know that as soon as a man took
charge of the Department of the Interior who had some
experience in that country, he bas seen fit to remove what
I have always considered to be a very unjust tax. The
timber is granted practically free, becanse I believe the
regulation is that a person must take ont a permit, which
oosts only 25 cents, ani which simply prevents the holder
from selling this timbor as a business. Another matter to
which I would 'like the Mintister to give his attentirn is the
license fee collected for the cutting of hay. I think ibe Gov-
ernment ought te do away with this license. I believe thore
never was a better regulation in the North-West than that
which prevented any person cutting bay on the Hudson Bay
Com pany's land until after the 20th July. Under the present
system a person gets a permit to cut a certain namber of
loads of hay on a piece of land; in some cases these permits
are duplicated and trebkcd, and persons are grated permits
for double the quantity of hay that is on the land, so hat
the one who first comes is irst served. The on8equence is
that they cut the hay too early in the seaeon, bfore the
grass cores to seed, and te hay land soon becomes practi-
cally spoiled. After cattind the hay off the ground too early
in the season, for two or three seasons it practically spoils
the hay lands; and if the Government would not alluw any-
one to eut hay, say, hefore the 20th July, whioh is a fair
time for haying to commence, and then allow every pertop
to cut bay, they would be conferring a benefit on the coun.
try. In some places this is considered a great grievance.
It is not for the revenues derived froin the fees obarged
tIat th Goverument are naintaining thlese liceUSs, T@
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is a small grievance, no doubt, but at times it causes the
people to leave the country, or not settle in it.

Mr. DEWDN EY. There is considerable differenceof opin.
ion with egard tu the bay matter. There is a great deal
in what the hon. gentleman sa) s in reference to the cutting;
but permits are liable to bo given for more hay than theîe
is in certain localities, becaute it varies so much according
to the season. In some points it is necessary there should
be some protection, because if you do not protect the poor
settler, some man will come in with bis teams, and
machines, and cut the whole hay in the district. That bas
led to great complaints, and I was not able to make up my
mmd about the hay matter as I was with reference to the
wood.

Forestry Commissioner-salary........................ $2,000
Mr. LISTER. What are the daties of the forestry com-

missioner ?
Mr. DEWDNEY. He was appointed for bis experience

in forestry matters, to report on the different districts in
the North.West as to what should be done. His report is
very interesting, and he has made sorne useful suggestions
with regard to tree planting. The Experimental Farm
have done more in that respect than anybody else in the
North West, and the trees tbey plantei last year have
wintered very well.

Mr. CAMPBELL. We have paid Mr. Stephenson for liv-
ing allowance 326 days, and I am preparel to say that a
layge proportion of that time he was in the town of Chat
ham. He charges 81,141 in addition to his sablr. of 83,000.
This gentleman bas been in the servine of bis country since
1882,and has been drawing about 85,000 a year; and his sons
have also been in the employ of the Government. The whole
family bave been feeding at the country's crib the last four
or five years. I am glad to hear that the Minister has eau-
celled bis appointment, and I trust Mr. Stephenson's accounts
will be looked into closely. Ljst year he put in a bill for
the use of teams at $1 a day, and one of the managers of a
colonisation company told me a few days ago that, during
the lime Mr Stephenson was inspector, the moment he came
to one colonisation company's ranche, they met him with
their best team, drove him all around, "wined " him and
dined him, and thon drove him to the next comnany. So
that he had no occasion to hire any teams. Yet he was
paid $600 for use of teams.

Mr DAVIN. The hon. gentleman must be misinformed
in regard to Mr. Stephenson being able to drive from one
colonisation company toanother. Now, anybody who knows
anything ofthe location of the country knows that is im-
possible. I happen to know as a fact that Mr. Stephenson
bad to travel on the railway. If he came up to Temperance
Point he would have to travel on the railway to Regina, and
go north. That story bears on its face improbability, and
could not possibly be true.

Mr. SCARTH. It is quite evident the hon gentleman
does not know the North-West. The people there might be
able to dine Mr. Stevenson, but certainly they were not able
to " wineIl him. If all the other statements of the bon.
gentleman are on a par witb this, they are statements which
sbould not have been made in this Iouse'

Mr. CAMPBELL. I am informed by a gentleman whose
word may be relied on, and who knows th North-West as
well as the bon. members for East Assiniboia and Winnipeg.
Mr. John Northwood, now at Chatham, and who formerly
was in the North.West, and had a great deal to do with the
Qu'Appelle rarm, stated Ibis 10o me, and a few weekis ago
in speaking ab ut bis eaccount for bine of teams ho stated
to me the reason why they took such good care of Mr.
Stephenson was that, when he came down after lis first
visit, he reported to the Government that the company had I
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not treated him well, and the Government wrote up stating
that, unless tbey treated the inspector t'etter next year, they
would hire a team for him and would charge it to the com-
rany, and after that tbey treated the inspector like a king.
As soon as he reached the ranche they placed the best team
they had at bis service, in order to get a favorable report
from him; and, wben he had finisbed bis work on that
ranche, they drove him to the next ranche without any cost
to him.

Mr. SCARTH. I will state from personal knowledge
that, if the bon. gentleman who bas just sat down (r.
Campbell) had gone through the bardships which Mr.
Rufus Stephenson went through in that country, he would
not bave made the assertions he has.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Do not give us that; it is too)thin.
Mr. SCARTI. The hon, gentleman says it is too thin,

but it is much more thin for the hon. gentleman to make
the statements he bas made. I know that country far bot-
ter than he does, and I know the hardsbips which a man
has to suffer when he is travelling through it in winter. I
have driven over 5,000 miles of that country myself, and I
know the bardships which must be endured. This talk
about the dining and wining of Mr. Stephenson there is
nonsense; it is simply impossible.

Mir. SOMERVILLE. The hon. member for Winnipeg
(Mr. Searth) evidently has an idea that tbey cannot get
wine into that countrýy. If he would ak the Minister of
the Interior, who was formerly the Lieutenant Governor of
the North-West, and who issued a groat number of permits,
or if he would ask my hon. friend from Assiniboia (Mr.
Davin), who, if the newspaper reports are to Le believed,
was once caught in regard to that matter, I think he would
become aware that it is possible to get any quantity of liqor
into the North-West, and, therefore, it cannot be douhted
that the statement of my bon. friend from Kant (Mr.
Campbell) is perfectly correct.

Mr. SCARTEH. It is utterly incorrect.
Mr. SOMERVILLE. How does the bon. member for

Winnipeg (Mr. Scarth) know that it is incorrect ? Did he
travel round with Mr. Rufus Stephenson ?

Kr. SCARTH. I did not travel round with Mr. Rufus
Stephenson.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. Then how does the hon. gentleman
know what Mr. Stephenson drank ? I think the statement
of the hon. member for Winnipeg (Mr. Scarth) bas no
foundation in fact. He bas proved, on bis own statement,
that he knows notbing at all about it, whereas the bon.
member for Kent (Mr. Campbell) gives bis authority for
saying that Mr. Rufus Stephenson was dined and wined
there; and from what I knew of Mr. Rufus Stephenson-
and 1 have known him for a good many years-l think it
is not unlikely that he would enjoy being dined and wined.
The idea which the bon. member fr Winnipeg (gr. Scarth)
suggests, that no such liqnor can be got in thora, is incor-
rect, as can be borne out by the Minister of the Interior,
who gran'ed au unlimited number of permits when he was
Lieutenant Governor, more permits, I believe than there
were inhabitants, and there was a great deal of fault-fiading
in regard to that, and I think my hon. friend from Assini-
boia (gr. Davin) will agree with me that this system was
not properly administered.

Mr. SCARTH. I may say that I know a great deal
more of the North-West than the hon member for Kent
(Mr. Campbtll.) a know every colony ln the North-West,
and I repent thal the Ftatement that MKn. Stephenson was
wined in that country must be incorrect; and it isJincorrect.

Mr. SOMERVILLIE. Why ?
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Mr. MACDuWALL. I take a somewhat difleouent view1
of this question. The hon. member for Kent (Nir
Campbell) bas given us A second-band story. I am a young
memberof the House, though I think I bave been as long bore
as the hon. member for Kent, but I must say that, if we
are to get through the work of the House, and to discuss the
matters which are before us, we should do so hom wlat
we know ourselves, and not from old wives' stories, wbich
we may have heard. The bon. gentleman says thut Mr.'
Northwood told him this story, and he thinks, because Mr
Northwood was interested in this stock ranche, though ho
lives at Chatham and lived there all along, that should give
him great knowledge of the North-West. I regret to say
that I think the hon. member for Kent (Mr. Campbell) haý
been led astray by these stories. I the North-West, there
is not the enormous consumption of liquor that ho seems to
think, and as to being driven from one colonisation com-
pany's land to another, I think that is impossible, because
these distances are, as they have been described, magni.
ficent distances, and I do not think one company would
undertake to drive a man 200 or 300 miles to another corn-
pany's land. I think these statements are unfounded, and
I think it is unjust to the North-West to put them in circu.
lation.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. I would ask if the statement of
the member lor Kent (gr. Campbell) indicates that the
consumption of liquor in the Nor th- West is enormous, as
the hon. member for Saskatchewan says ?

Mr. MACDOWALL. I did not say so.
Mr. SOMERVILLE. The member for Kent said that

Mr. Stephenson got ail he wanted of wine, and the hon.
member for Saskatchewan (Mr. Macdowall) would lead the
House to believe that, becanse Mr. Stephenson got ail the
wine he wanted, the consumption of liquor was enormous.

Mr. LISTER. The hon. member for Winnipeg (Mr.
Scarth) bas referred to the hardships he endured in travel
ling through that country in the winter time. We know
that Mr. Stephenson did not travel in the winter.

Mr. SCARTH. Pardon me. Mr. Stephenson has been
travelling there ail through the past winter, and under
great hardships.

Mr. LISTER Then he cannot possibly have discharged
his duties. I have known Mr. Stephenson to be here in
Ottawa during several Sessions past. He bas been here this
Session, and h has been here during many other Sessions.

Mr. SCARTH. I am only speaking of this winter.
Mr. LISTER. When was Mr. Stephenson travelling

there this winter?
Mr. SARTH, Within the last three months.

Mr. CAMPBELL. He was appointed in November at
$10 a day and expenseR, and ie las been back for about a
month. But what we have been talking about is last year,
and we find that ho admits being there only up to the 23rd
December. I am quite certain that be left Chatham about
the 20th September, and I know he was back there before
Christmas. He has charged 326 days at 83.50 a day, and I
submit to the flouse whetber a .man who receives $3,000
salary ought not to pay his own board, especially when he
boards at home half the time. I think this is a fraud on the
Government and on the country, and I am glad to see that
the Minister of the Interior has cancelled the appointment.
There was no need for the appointment to be made at ail.
Surely with the large number of men -in the service in the
North-West, you could have found some more capable man
than Mr. Stephenson to go around and inspect these com-
panies, without appointing a man from Ontario As for the
statement I made respectipg Mr. Northwood, I believe it is
correct in every particular, I beliove it is true as true can

Mr. SCARTH.

be, because ho is a man who had ito interemt in telling- me
that which was rot so, ad ho was at that time particularly
anxious to get a favorable report from the inspector of
colonisation companies, and I bolieve they did dne him and
wine him as they best knew how.

Mr. MACDOWALL. The hon. member for Kent (Mr.
Campbell) has uttere I a curious anomaly. In referring to
Mr. Northwood, ho said ho bad no objeot to gain in stating
the advantages of bis company, and in the next two words
ho said the objIect he had to gain was to get a favorable
report.

Mr. WATSON. The member for Kent (Mr. Campbell)
>tated he bad an object, and ho was warned by the Govern-
ment that unless he treated Mr. Stephenson better the next
time ho came up there would be trouble. I know some-
thing about that country. They do not require a man to
go 200 miles to inspeot colonisation companies. There are
two of them in my counly, and the only way torgofiom one
to the other is by di iving about 15 or 20 miles, that isfrom
Binscarth to She Il River Colony. There is no other means
of going to the York Colony except by driving, which is
about 50 miles from Binsearth. I believe Mr. Stepbenson
is well treatcd by these people, and that ho makes very
favorable reports as to the working of these companies. i
know Mr. Stephenson, ho is a jovial good fellow, and I
think there is very strong evidence in favur of the Ftate-
ment of the hon. member for Kent that Mr. Stephenson was
at home in Chatham the greater portion of the year. I do
not believe ho wouild stay in the N .rth West unless ho was
wined and dined.

Mr. SCARITH. As the hon. gentlemen says that Bin-
scarth is in his own county, I would like to ask him if in
that particular colony ho thinks he would be wined and
dined ?

Mlr. WATSON. I believe that Mr. Stephenson wou'd
be med there as well as he would be used elsewhcre. I
never went thore, but I was well treated.

Mr. SCARTIH. I would remind the hon. gentleman that
the manager of Binscarth is a great supporter of the cause
advocated by the hon. member for Lanark (Mr. Jamieson),
and I do not think ho would get any wine there.

Mr. WAT3ON. I happen to ho in that position myself,
and if there was any liquor there they would not offer it to
me, knowing my principles. I would like to ask the Minister
if he does nit think it would be well to encourage trpe cul-
ture by grant ing a homestead or pre emption. I believe
that the growing of trees has a good deal to do with the
climate and with the rainfall in these prairie sections of
the country. I am of the opinion that it would be well to
encourage tree culture by granting tracts of land to the
people, providing they would plant a certain number of
acres in trees each year.

Mr. LISTER. Would the Minister state who this for-
restry commissioner is, and when ho was appointed ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. That is Mr. Morgan; I think ho las
been appointed two or three years.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Can the Minister state whether he
ias done anything ? I have read bis report, and I cannot
find out that ho bas done anything at all.

Ifr. DEW DMEY. Does ho not give some accout of bis
travels ?

Mr. DAVIES (P..I.) Yes; he telle us that ho travels
through the country during the summer. He says:

" The ettled part of the country was then glowing with rich harvesta,
and the farmers soemed to have ao anxiety outuide that of having trees
Sand shrabs to shelter and bemutity their homes. Sine thon, the cold
winds bearing the blighting breath of frost, came sweeping over the
vast treelos plains, causing much loss and disppoiatmen and e4-
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tailing great pecuniarylosa:tomany of the hard working and industrious
settlers."
It is very beautiful language, but I do not think we can
afford to pay a man $2,000 for wîiting beautiful language.
It is not necessary to tell intending immigrants " that the
cold winds sweep over the plains, causing mach lobs and
disappointment to the hard-working farmers." It is not
desirable to pay $2,000 a year to a gentleman to write re-
ports of this character concerning the nature of that
climate. This appointment looks very much like a political
job, and I say it is a shame and disgrace to keep him there
at this salary.

Mr. MACDOWALL. The bon. gentleman thinks it is not
worth while to pay $2,000 for traducing the country in
those few words. I fancy the country has been paying a
good deal more money to gentlemen whu have traduced the
country in a much more serious fashion.

Mr. CAMPBELL. The hon. gentleman accused me of
rnaking contradictory statements. I stated that Mr. North
wood had no object .in telling me anything that was not
correct. I said that he was anxions to use the inspector
well in order to get as favorable a report from him as he
could, and it was natural that they shuuld ail treat the in-
spector as well as they could, but Mr. Northwood had no
object in telling me what was not true.

Mr. DEWDNEY. In answer to the hon. member for
.Aarquette (hir. Watson) I may say that I have considered
the teasibility of offering tome inducement for planting
trees, but I have not yet decided to do so. The proposit'or
of the hon. gentleman has been tried in the United State-,
ard it was found there to be a failure and frauds were com-
mitted, and the regulation has be on repealed. Therefore, I do
not think it would be well for us to try the same experiment.
But if anyone witl enunciate some scheme by which we could
induce the people to plant trees, I will be glad to adopt it. I
think the Experimental Farm will do a good deal in this
direction, and I think in a couple of years we shal see a
good many trees planted at Indian Head, and when the
people see ihe advantage of them, every farmer will plant
trees for himseif. •

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). What kind of trees have been
planted ?

Mr. DEWDN EY. A large number of varieties, pines, firs,
maples, ash and black walnut.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I) On what ground does the hon.
gentleman justify asking for this vote of$2,000 for a forestery
commissioner ? Ris report shows that he has donc nothing
so far.

Mr. DEWDNEY. I am sorry to say that the gentle-
man who has o3cupied that position is now at the point
of death, and I doubt whether he will keep the position
another year. If we appoint a succesor to him we shall
try to find one who will be of some use.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E .) Is money so very plenty that you
can afford to ask the House to vote thousands of dollars in
the mere hope that something may be done by it? You
have had a man appointed two or three years, you say he
has donc nothing, aind now you ask a vote to appoint sone-
body else. Has there been any experiment made ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. We propose to carry out the suggestion
of the hon. member for Marquetto (Mr. Watson).

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. 1.) Does the Minister require a
cormmissioner of forestry to carry out that suggestion ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. He might be of some service.
Mr. DAVIES (P. E. 1) In the absence of any explana-

tion the Rouse should refuse to pass this vote- for $2,000.
The hou. gentleman ahould not ask it unlees ho is satisfied
that it is neuesary -in the public interest. We hoard a

good deal at the commencement of the Session about appiy.
ing the pruning knife, but no attempt has been made to
apply the knife to this expense. Extravagance runs riot
in the hon. gentleman's department. He does not care, ho
hopes that something good may come of this expense. He
might apply that statement to ton or twenty new officials.
If all the departments were run on such a footing, where
would the country land?

Mr. M[LLS (Bothwell). i desire to enqnire from the
Minister why the land commissioner is paid 8f,000 a year,
which is nearly 82,000 more than the salary of the deputy
bead of a department ? This is a mbst extraordinary sal-
ary to pay for thé services of the commimsioner.

Mr. DEWDNEY. The hon. gentleman is aware that
the predecessor of Mr. Smith, Mr. Walsh, was appointed
at that salary, and it has been continued. I am sure from the
work that is carried ot in the. office, a very experienced
andspecially good man is required, and I doubt, if the
Government could get a man to carry out the daties for less
salary.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I believe theb hon. gentleman
can obtain a man fully competent to discharge those duties
for at least 8.,000 less than this party is receiving. Surely
if the hon. gentleman has a deputy at 83,200, he can get a
party capable of acting as commissioner iu that country for
less than $5,000. I understand a large portion of 11r.
Smith's time is taken up with his duties as general politi-
cal manager for the Government in the North-West; that
ho is frequently called here for the purpose of consulting
with the Premier in regard to th management of ele:tions
in that country; that ho was here again and aigain imme-
diately before the last general elections; that the duties he
discharges in that respect are quite as onerous as those
which devoive upon him as commissioner in the public ser.
vice, It appears to me that this House will be wanting in
its duty if it permits this officer to receive any such salary
as that which he is receiving without dividing upon it.

Mr. SCARTHI. The hon. gentleman probably forgets
that the organs of his own party in Manitoba and the North-
West admit, from one end of the country to the other; that
Mr. Smith is thoroughly competent for the position he oc-
cupies, and las the confidence of the whole country.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). For which position ?
Mr. SCARTH. For the position of D?.minion Lande Com-

missioner. The hon. gentleman has said that he occupies
another position. That statement is like a great many
other statements the hon, gentleman makes. It is not
foundd on fact.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Yes; it is founded on fact.
Mr. SCARTH. The hon. gentleman has a right to say

that it is, I happen to know that it is not. He is not gen.
eral political manager in the North-West, and I believe the
hon. member for Bothwell knows it thoroughly.

Mr. WATSON. Who is ?
Mr. SCARTEL. I am not aware that I am called upon to

answer that question; Mr. Smith is not. Mr. Smith bas a
very vait acreage to manage in the North-West, and if there
were in the position any man not so honest and responsible
and as competent as Mr. Smith is, he might land the Gov-
ernment in great difficalties. I am satisfied the salary ho
reoceives is not too much for the duties he performs, and the
manner in which he performs them.

Mr. LISTER. The commissioner receives a salary equal
to-that of a judge of a superior court, who has for years
been preparing himseolf for the position. In so far as Mr.
Smith is concerned: before bis appointment he was politi.
cal agent for the party, he was travelling round from point
to point, and for ail we knew ho oarried the boodle; at ali
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events ho appeared suspiciously in all quarters of Ontario
when the elections were going on, and ho was the recog.
nised political agent of the party. Mr. Smith did not
receive any training to particularly fit him for the position ;
yet ho was appointed and that at a salary equal almost to
the salary of the judges of the superior courts of the coun-
try. The hon. gentleman (Mr. Scarth) smiled whon aked
who was the political agent in the North.West and Mani-
toba. Of course, ho would not admit it.

Mr. SCARTH. I denied that Mr. Smith is.
Mr. LISTER. That you were ?
Mr. SCAR TH. No.
Mr. LISTER. That is a matter of no consequence as

you were not paid by this Government for it. The point to
which we object id that the Government should pay Mr.
Smith 8-5,000 for work not equal to the work done in the
office by the deputy of the Mirister of the Interior, or by
almost any deputy under the Government. His responsibi-
lities are not so great, his work is not so gr eat, and ho is
paid enormously more. It is evident why ho was appointed
to that position, and why ho is kept in it. Everyone in
Oitawa knows, and the papers tell us, that ho is constantly
coming bore during times of political excitement, no doubt
to consult the leader of the Government, no doubtto advrance
the interests of the party in the North-West and to help
hon. gentlemen opposite.

Mr. MACDOWALL. I do not think the hon. gentleman
should take any exception to the salary of the commis-
sioner, because although ho compares it with the salaries
given to the judges, ho must consider, if ho knows anythîng
of the work Mr. Smith bas to perform, that ho bas to dis.
charge onerous duties. There are many cases of disputed
land claims coming before the Land Board, and it is neces-
sary to have a thoroughly reliable man there and one pos-
sessing a knowledge of the duties of the office.

Mr. WATSON. I am ot apt to find fault with Mr.
Smith's salary in particular; I think hoeis receiving a very
fair salary and L doing the work there very well. I con-
tend that a man capable of earning $5,001 a year should
be quite capable of fiaally deciding on claims placed before
him. Mr. Smith bas not the power as a land commissioner
in Manitoba and the North-West that I should like to see
him possess. I believe he shouli have power to settle
almomt ail claims that ocme before him without submitting
them to Ottawa. There is mach delay caused by the board
not having the power they sbould possess, and from claims
having to be submitted to Ottawa. I repeat that if Mr.
Smith is worth 85,000 a year, the salary paid to the best
judges in the laud, ho ought to be sufficientlyqualified to bo
entrusted with the final disposition of claims coming before
him in Manitoba. 1 do not know whother Mr. Smith per.
forms any other duties outside of those of land commis
sioner; but I have this to say that, as regards Mr Smith as
land commissi oýer, he gives very good satisfaction and if
ho does anythîug mure than that, if ho does any outside
transactions, such as being financial agent for the Govern-
ment in &anitoba, i do not know anything abant it. The
member for Winnipeg (Mr. Scarth) is in a botter position
to infoi m us on that point than I an. He says Mr. Smith
is not, and ho should know and does know.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin.) The Minister should give the
Committee some explanation with respect to the item of
$46,818 for clerks, forest rangers, &c.

Mr. DEWDN SY. Tbis is 88,000 more than was required
last year. The inecrease is required to defray the cost of
exL a clerical ussistance required from tirme to time during
the year ai the afferent agercies of Dominion lands.

Mr. Mi LLS (Bthwell). What is the other $4.816 for ?0
I may say that îormerly, when the hon. gentleman who now0

àLr. ..ua

leads the Government sat on this side of the House, ho
insisted, when we asked for estimates for the public service,
that we should give a detail of the names of the parties and
the sums that were required. Now, we have a statement
that $46,818 is required, but we have no means in the world
of knowing what it is required for. We ought to have the
names of these parties, their stations and the amount of
salaries they receive and what their daties are.

Mr. DEWDNEY. I cau give you all that.
Mr. POSTER. The hon. gentleman will see that every

name and the salary attached to each, that the hon. the
Minister could read out, is puclished at page 62 and 63 F
of the Auditor General's Report. It does seem to be
taking up the time of the House unnecessarily, thata report
should be read over to get what is already published there.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman will see
that there are certain land offices established in the North-
West. The report shows the amount of business done at
those offices. The Auditor General's Report does not show
where these men are located, you see tfhe name of the party
aid the salary received, but you do not know whether or
not there might be five times as many persons employed in
the office as the business of the office requires.

Mr. FOSTER. The Auditor General's Report gives the
number of employés in each office.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). It shows the parties generally
that are in the public service in the North-West connected
with publie lands, but there are local land offices established
all over the country. The hon. gentleman has read jhe
names of three or four persons at the office at Brandon, and
we should know what amount of business is done there to
necessitate the employment of all these people. My impres-
sion is that the business is not sufficient to necessitate the
employment of more than one employé. The hon. Minister
in coming here and asking as to vote these sumis of money,
ought to come with a stattment of the amount required for
each of these offices, and then we would be able to vote in-
telligently, for we could see from the report the amount of
business done at these offices.

Mr. LISTER. Can the hon. gentleman distinguish
how mach of this sum of 848,8i0 is for travelling expenses,
how much for contingencies, and how mach for printing and
stationery ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. I cannot state just now. I will get
you a statement of that. I would like to state that I have
iuformed myself withl regard to tree culture. The Act is
not stopped in the United States.

Mr. LISTER. What are these extra clerks required
for ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. They are required in the office.
Sir RICHARD CARIWIIGIIT. What is the use of

this enormous host of extra clerks ? We surely have clerks
enougb, without having to employ several hundred extra
clerks, to whom we have to pay $28,000?

Mr. I)EWDNEY. The retarns have to be copied.

Sir RICRARD CARTWRIGHT. Do we require to pay
$2,s,000 to get a few retai ns? It is a most enormous charge.
The only return we have got is this paltry saum of 894 000
as the total receipts for sales of land in the North-West, and
we were promised a return o $7,000,000 or 88,000 000 a
year. The whole of this business shows how badly the
Government were informed, and the gross frauds that wore
perpetrated on this country by Ministers of the Crown when
they induced the country to plange into huge expenditure
in the North-West, under the promise of the Government,
over and over again, that they would reimburse themselves
out of the money derived from the sales of lande elore we
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have been for an hour trying to probe the hon. gentleman
in charge of the department and to ascertain as well as we
can whether there is the remotest chance of our obtaining
fi om the sales of lands in the North-West enough to meet
our expenditure. It is quite clear that for every dollar we
receive we spend two in that department alone, without in-
cluding other incidental expenses. We find the hon. gentle-
man's department has got 71 officers, deputy heads, chief
clerks and the rest employed, besides these extra clerks.
$82,612 are required for the Department of the Interior, be-
sides this 828,900 for extra clerks, making 8111,000 ; and
all this expenditure for the purpose of collecting $84,000.
The thing is perfectly absurd, and it bebooves the hon.
gentleman and his department, instead of coming down bore
and spending an bour or thereabouts in reading a long lec-
ture in answer to the critici!îm made weeks ago by the hon.
member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills), to give some sort of intel
ligible reason why these $2',000 are wanted.

Mr. DEWDNEY. If the hon. gentleman will come to
my office, he will see that all these clerks are working from
10 a.m to 4 p.m every day, as hard as any clerks are work-
ed in any office in the Dominion.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What on earth are
they doing ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. The extra clerks are employed the
whole time with North-West work, the returns from the
lard offices have to be filed ; the accoùints aulited, the re-
ports examined, and so on. If I can find that we can do
with less clerks, I wiIl remove those that are not required.
In two or tbreo weeks we prop o to move into the new
building, whero I will be able to have a botter supervision
than I bave in our present quarters.

believe that a large number of immigrants were settling
there, but tho returns of the Government do not sh >w it

Mr. DEW DNEY. Immigration is going on very rapidly
this spring, but for the last few years we have not received,
I admit, the addition to tha population whieh we expectod.
Now, however, the country has taiien a start, and I have
no doubt that condition of affairs in regard to settlemont
will improve. As to the lands we sell on time, and
as to homesteads, every homesteader has to make bis
entry, and that means a large amount of business for thn
departmont. I think it is not fair to argue in the way
which the hon. gentleman does in regard to the bad showing
whiuh we have on accouunt of receipts. We have the work
to do although we do not get the money, and the only
reason for that i, that we h Lve not made the sales of lanI
which wo expectel to mke. We cannot expect to maki
those sales when we have given away the lands to the rail.
way companies who are practically in competition with us,
and they bave thoir agents pressing the sales of their land,
and they seli on long terms, so that we cannot expect to get
as large an amount of money from the sales of land as we
anticipated.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Why do you want so large
a staff ?

Mr. DEW'DNEY. The work is ail the same, whether w,
sol a quarter-section or allow a quarter-section to be home-
stoaded.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). How many extra clerks are
employed iri the department here ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. I cannot say exaotly, but I think
about 150 or 155.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) What conceivable work can there
Sir RICHA RD CARTWRIGHT. How in the name of be for 155 elerks to do ?

wonder would any land company expect its business to MIr. WELDON (St. John). 1 see that these extra cierksprosper, if it required to expend, as we have in the last two cost lat year $62 0
years, something like 888,000 for the service of the depart-
ment, and barely colleet $420,000. Thore must be an in- Mr. ScARTa. I think the hon. member for South Ox.
tolerable amournt of red tape, and circumlocution, about the ford (Sir Richard Cartwright) will admit that the com-
office to keep ail thse eclerks employed. A good many of parison between the land companies and the Government is
them must be occupied in perfectly useless occupations, not a fair one, bec iuse the land companies get revenue for
such as duplicating returns, reports, &c. I have always every acre of land they have. They sei ail tbeir land,
felt, myself, that this attempt to goverr the North-West while the Gor'rnment have not only sales )f lanl but large
froim O.tawa was in many respects a huge mistake. I know grants to rail wvays, and thoy have also ail the homestead
something of the charges for managing large quantities of lands for whieu they get no revenue except the 810 entrance
land in the United States by the railway companies; and fee. I think the hon. gentleman himself will admit that the
1 ani sure, if the bon. gentleman would make enquiries, ho comparison ho makes between the Government and the
would find their charges for administering large quantities land companies is not a fair orne.
of land, and administering them well, will not compare at Mr. LISTER. The Minister stated that the $28,000 for
ail with the charges we are irnflicting on the people. The extra clerks at Ottawa was for copying and matters of that
reports of the Department of Agricultureare simply worth- kind. I suppose the duties of those extra clerks is to copy
less. We hav3 absolute proof that they are, for they as- documents in the department?
sure us that 166 000 settlers had entered, while the census Mr. DEWDNEY. They have various kinds of work.of last year sbhowod that 44,000 did not remain. That
il theo evidence given to us from their own roturns Mr. LISTER. Thon you have another item for adverti-
and from thîeir own census returns. We know that, in ail ing, copying, &13, 87,000.
human probabibty, not more than 2,000 or 3,000 settlers, Mr. TAYLOR. That is for the returns that yon ask for.
with their familios, go in there in two or three years. Even
this year, though it is said there is a very much greater Mr. LISTER. It does not say so, and thero are very few
imrnigration than usual, I doubt very much if more than returns this Session. I do not think twenty roturns have
2,000 families, that is 10,000 people, will be found to have come down this Session.
gonýe into the Territory which is under the hon. gentleman's Mr. MoMULLEN. I think we should not pass this vote
department, though it is possible that more may go into without impressing upon the Minister that next Session ho
Manitoba. The number who have settled in the Territories must give te the House more distinct and explicit informa-
certainly, do not warrant the employment of this bugo tion thau we have now. Miany question, have been put
staff, as far as we can see, and we have a right to ask the to-night whi<ch the Minister has ben unable to answer. I
hon. gentleman why ho cannot get on with less. Ho says admit that hi bas bien only recently installed in his posi-
they are ail employed, but how cau they be ail employed ? tion, and it may take a little tine for him to master the
I do not suppose that, ail told, there can bemore than a few details ani to answer the quations in regard to his depart-
hundred aciditional settlers for whom ho bas to provide ment, especially when the departinent has been split up
patents for homesteads. I would be very glad indeed to between the office here and the offloe in the North.West ;
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but I believe there is an amount of extravagance in the
management of that department which compels us to ask
for more explanation than we have, before wepass ibe item.
I put a question, and my hon. friend from Lambion (Kr.
Lister) put a question to the Minister, as to what a certain
man bad done for the $2,000 paid to him. The
Minister could not tell us, but be asked us to vote
that amount over again for a man who bas, for
years past, been drawing his salary and doing
nothing. I put a question as to how it is that we pay a
n an in Winnipeg on another ground, and the Minister
could not answer that. We must insist upon receiving
more information than we have. We have been wading
through a volume of expenditure for the last three hours,
and we bave bad no such information as we should receive
frnm a man at the head of a department. There is au
amount of extravagance that cannot be explained. There
are a lot of officials who are drawing salaries and doing
nothing for them. There was the poor man-whose case
we discussed yesterday-whom the Minister of Customs
dismiissed, who was getting $400 a year, and had served for
a quarter of a century, and was kicked out on the street
after paying all the time to the superannuation fund,
withont getting anythiLg at all. I should like to askzif
these people are contributors to the superannuation fund ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. Not the outaide service.

Sir RICHARD CA RTWRIGHT. The policy of the
Government bas resulted in a scandalous and disgraceful
failure. From first to last, the North-West Territories, and
Manitoba also, have been used not to promote settlement
there. The whole interest of this country was wiapt up in
developing that country, and planting there a large popu-
lation, as we would have planted, if my hon. friend from
Bothwell had remained at the head of that department, by
this time 600,000 or 700,000 souls in that country, with a
large and profitable trade. We would have had the Canadian
Pacific Railway on a sound commercial basis. But, to-day,
we have expended one hundred millions of the publie
money, and we have positively not added fifty thousand
souls since 1881 to the population of Manitoba and the
North-West. That is about the position which we are in
to-day, after expending one hundrcd million dollars. We
fird that every promise which was olemnly made to us,
and on the faith of which this country was committed to
engagements which are now weighing it down, and which
are as a millstone around the neck of every man, woman
and child, in the older Provinces of Canada, have not
only not been redeemed, but we find that the Gov.
ermment are not able evtn to pay the-, ordinary ex-
penses incident to the management of the North-West.
We find that these are mot only not redeemed, but that the
gentlemen who are now in charge are absolutely unable to
pay the ordinary expenses out of the resources of the North-
West. That is the position we find ourselves in. Can any
hoD. gentleman wonder if we complain, can hon. gentlemen
wonder that we recall these promises, that we recall to the
minde ef the people of the country bow grossly and shame-
Icssly they wt re deceived ?-ar.d mor e particularly when
we look across the border and see that Ihkota alongside, a
country which is not any better than Manitoba, which has
LO greater advantages than Manitoba, in which the United
States, I believe, bas not spent a dollar of public money.
still we find there a lopulation of 600,000 or 700,000 souls.
Now, the truth of the matter I take to be this: that instead
of concentrating their resources, instead of endeavoring Io
develop a tolerable closely peopled district there, the Gov-
eriment committed the fatal mistake of allowiug whatever
immigration we had to be scattered all over the country.
The consequerce is that we find this money is frittered
away, that an enormos number of agents are wanted,
eno mon ependiture is incurrc4 whpreas if the popU-
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lation had been properly scattered as it ought to have
been, and as it ought to be now, if the Government
could do it, all this enormous waste would have been
spared, and we would have been ton times better off.
Now, it is our duty to call the attention of the people of
Canada to the fact of the failure that has been made. Unless
the failure is distinctly recognised, there is very little
chance of anything better being done. I hope myself-
although after what we have seen I do not venture to hope
very strongly-that so far as Manitoba is concerned, there
is a chance of something better being done. I am aware
that there is a large immigration going on there, and at any
rate from certain parts of Ontario, and I presume, now
that we have got rid of the railway monopoly, and row
that Mr. Greeuway, who understands the country well, is
given some ittle chance of being allowed to develop the
country as he wanted, and has convinced the Guvernment
that it will not do to attempt to trample on the rights and
liberties of the people of Manitoba, I am in hopes that
something botter will be done there. But all that does not
in the slightest degree account for the expense that the
hon. gentleman bas been asking us for, and that does not
account at all for such a vote as this in particular, this
demand for 40 or 50 extra clerks to help the 70 clerks that
he bas got in the Department of the Interior. I say that
70 men ought to do tien times the work that eau possibly
be required to be done at headquarters, at any rate with
respect to carrying on the necessary correspondenee, and
preparing the neoessary papers, and ail that kind of a thing.

Mr. DALY. I suppose the hon. gentleman bas made the
usual fling that he has had for several years at the iNrth.
West. lie has.been gracious enough to acknowledge that
there are certain people going to Manitoba. It may be that
the hon. gentleman has land there to sell, which he expects
will increase in value by the fact of people going there.
H. does not acknowledge that people are going to the
North-West, but they are going into Manitoba. Now, he
said that during the time that his hon. friend from Bothweli
(Mr. Mills) administered the affaire of that country, it was
prosperous, and that if h. had continued to administer its
affaire, that country would have been more prosperous.
Now, Sir, I want the hon. gentleman to understand that
there never was a time when the administration was so
rotten and corrupt as it was during the time of the ad-
ministration of the hon. member for Bothwell-never was so
rotten on God'searth as it was at that time. Let the hon.
gentleman remember the water stretches : take the Fort
Frances locks-I say that during that time great rottenness
existed in the affaire of the Department of the Interior as
regards the North West, more than there bas ever been
since or ever will be. That is the fact and I can prove it.
He knows it. Why, Sir, he refers to Mr. Greenway. Mr.
Greevway dare not open a constituency in Manitoba to-day.
The man that was elected last July-

An hon. MEMBER. Ha, ha!
Mr. DALY. He laughs, "ha, ha, ha 1" We have heard that

laugh before. I say that Mr. Greenway cannot open a con-
stituency to-day. Mr. Jones, his treasurer, has had tocome
down to Ontario, his business connections brought him down
bore. The tact is that Mr. Greenway cannot open Winnipeg
North, ho cannot open a single constituency in the whole
Province of Manitoba to-day, simply because ho knows that
the man whom he pute upwould be deteated. We have had
tho same arguments presented to the people of Manitoba
that the hon gentleman haspreented to this House, and that
h has presented to the people of Ontario, and the people
of Manitoba found that they were rotten, they have have
found that these hon.gentlemen are hypocrites, and I brand
that hon. gentleman as the worst enemy to Manitoba an I
the North-West that stands in Canada to-day, and I will tell
you thercaon of it. lie bought land yean ago at 81 au
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acre, and he has not got the -money ont of it that ho ex- of the Interior to day has 159 or 160 clerks as the hon,
pected to geta But I want that hon, gentleman to under- gentleman says, if the hon. member for South Oxford (Sir
stand that that land to-day is worth $9 for every dollar that Richard Cartwright) or the hon. member for Bothwell (&tr.
it was worth nine years ago. Mille) will go to that department, they will fild that they

Mr. LAURIER. I must protest,; the hon. gentleman are employed in their legitimate work, for of course the
is departing from the question under discussion. work bas develoed year by year. It may be that we have

Mr. DALY. But you have departed from it, yo cannot not got the number of immigraints wo expected, but we

have ail this thig to yourself d respect Mr. Laurier-I have men in that country who have gone in, probably with
beg your pardon, theo on. member for Quebec ast-Irie-I scarcely a dollar in their pockets, and yet we find they have
spect you, you are a gentleman ; but I want you to under developedhe doninco u thaeyohave incieyared theyireirniogg,
stand that that hon.gentleman from Oxford is everlast- and they havu done in that country in iv.years, what they
ingly, on every possible occasion ho can get in this ouse, fcould nhav done in any other part fanada in twenty.ilul)five yeare.
trying to deprecate-our country, and I stand here as a re.
presentative of that country to tell himr that I will not listen Mr. M MUL IEN. I think it is a quite sufficient'answer
to it. to ail the tirade of abusé the hon. gentleman bas indulged

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. You wifl have to listenin, Tad to his criticism l ttre action of this House with res-

to i . pedt to Lhe estirates:of the Dpartment of thelIn terior, to
to it'repeat the receipts and expenditure. The revenue received

Mr. DALY. Yes, nodoubt; and wowill listen te it probably from that country during the last year was 8217,000, while
for two years longer, but it won't have any effect upon lhe the expenditure was over $250,000. It is quite clear that
country. But I want to say this: that so far as regards we are paying more for salaries for clerks aud oticers than
the administration of our affairs to-day, the h.on gentleman is proper, for the revenue we receive. The hon gentleman
who occupies the position of the Minister of the Interior bas who bas had his rath pent up for some ti ne, sougb t this
done all that he reasonably could do during the time he has opportunity to attack the hon. member for Sonth Oiford.
held office, and I believe that his duties will increase from It is quite clear to any public man, or to any man *tbô
year to year. Now, the hon. gentleman bas takî n excep- understands buisiness, on a consideration of the receipts and
tion to the number of extra clerks. 1, myself, have found expenditure, thut the whole system is in an abominably
that he needs them. I have written to the Minister on an rotten eystem, notwithstanding the statements made by the
average of two or three letters a day, and if each of hot. gentleman.
the other members from Manitoba write as many
as I do, yon see it will entail a certain amount of extra
correspondence and a certain amount of work in the Depart.
ment of the Interior. Then if you take the number of men
that are writing to the department from all over the North-
West, if you take the number of land agents, the number
of railway companies that have been organised there, you
will understand that there is an immense correspondence;
and if the hon. member for Bothwell beld a position that
the Minister of the Interior holds to-day, he would not be
able to carry on the department at less expense than does
that hon. gentleman. I want the hon. mem ber for South
Oxford to understand that notwithstanding anything he
may say, notwithstanding anytbing that bon. gentlemen
opposite may say, that country is going to prosper, is going
ahead in a ratio to-day that Dakota will never exceed The
bon. gentleman on every possible occasion holds ont to the
people of Canada that they should not go to the North-
West, that they should not go to Manitoba, but that they
should go to Dakota. All I can say is: Gad help the man
that goes to Dakota.

An bon. MEMBER. He never said so.
Mr. DALY. Yes; he bas said so. In the Committee the

otber day we had the same thing. Hon. gentlemen oppo.
site in Comnittee tried to hold out that Dakota was a better
place than Manitoba for our people to go to. They took ex.
ception to the fact that the Government had employed a man
to go amongst the people and represent to them that Mani-
toba was the place to go to in case they chose to emigrate
from Ontario. Now, Sir, I say the Government were per fectly
justified in that matter. We have got to look to the fact
that if our people in Ontario or Quebec feel that they
cannot do well there, and they want to emigrate,
they want to go to greater Canada-to Manitoba or the
North-West-not to Dakota. I would tell the hon. gentle-
man for his satisfaction, that there are thousands of people
who have gone to Dakota through the agency of the Arnei
rican railway companies, who wish te God they had nevet'
gone there, who were starving, and who have starved dqring
last winter,.and who aie now going over the border. I say
the Goverument cannot expend any money In a botter way
than bY developing the North-West, and ü the Departmnent

Mr. LISTE R. The Minister of the Interior in bis estimates
inserte 88,000 for extra clerks, 87,000 for copyiig. This
is supposed to be for the preparation of returne brought
down to this House. I cati the attention of the Minister to
page 75 of the Estimates, where he will find item 186, pay-
ment for extra cle ks for services rendered in the prepara-
tion of returns ordered by Parliament, 85,0Ô0. So we bave
extra clerks reoeiving $28,000, we have the item of 87,000
and we have the item of 85,000, making in all S810,00D paid
iL thu department.

Mr. TAYLOR. That covers all the departnents, and
does not refer to the Dcpartment of the Interior.

Mr. LISTE R. That 85,00 ls for the returns brought
down to thi lHouse in al1 departments, and no portion ofthe
87 000 is expended for bringing down returne bre. - I was
somewbat sur prised by the sp ech of the bon. member for
Selkirk (ffr. Daly). He was not in his usual good temper
this evening when he made an àttack on theb on. member
for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright). One would
think, to see the hon. gentleman jump up if a word is said
in regard to that country, that no one bas the right to say
abything about Manitoba and the North-West. The hon.
gentleman will remember that the bon. member had agoud
deal to do with the Government of the country, with the
early development of the country. Theb hon. member for
Selkirk (Mr. Dalty) is a recent importation into that
country, four, five, or six years at most.

Mr. DALY. Eight years.

Mr. LISTER. Eight years at most. So h. bas gone iù
sirce the other Government was in power; and tL him
talk as h will, every person in Canada desire to see that
great Territory developed, and we hope it will develop in
the future. But we have no right to shut our eyes to the
facts as they are to.day, and while w. bonteni add believe
that our country is far superior to the country to the south
of us, we have the spectacle beforo us that the population
bas not increased in the manner we bave the right to ex.
pect, while it has inreased *ith marvéllous rapidity i the
country to the south of & Whis it ? Is it becausit i
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better governed or more honestly governed ? It cannot be
because it is a better country.

Mr. RESSON. They have 60,000,000 of people to draw
from.

Mr. LTSTER You will find in the States whole town-
ships peopled by Canadians. We have the fact that in
Manitoba, with everything to attract settlers, we have a
miserable 140,000 settlers altogether in the Territories and
Manitoba.

Mr. MACDOWALL. I sbould like to call the bon.
gentleman to order for calling the population of the North.
West "miserable."

Mr. LISTER. 140,000 white people is all the population
we have in that country. Why is it? Is it on account of
the bad Government of the country, is it on account of the
Government that bas created monopolies which have
destroyed the country ?

Mr. IHESSON. It is on account of the bad speeches from
the other aide of the House.

Mr. LISTER. I can understand whv the hon. gentleman
bas just spoken. I should like to recall the time when that
bon. gentleman ever voted against anything this Govern.
ment proposed, be it ever Fo bad; and he never will vote
against if. He cries like the babies do for Castoria. The
Goverrnment have the bon. gentleman bound hand ar.d foot;
he bas two sons in the publie service and we do not know
how many more be will ask to have put into Government
positions, atd be will wind up by asking a position for him.
self.

Mr. HESSON. You have not a decent son to put in.

Mr. LISTER. If the hon. member for South Oxford (Sir
Richard Cartwright) bas invested bis money in the North
'West, perhaps it is a good deal more than any hon. gentle.
man opposite bas done. It shows, at al events, that he h s
faith in the future of the country; and if bis lands are worth
89 an acre, se mnh ethe better for him. But hon. gentle-
men opposite irstead of going to Manitoba, spend their
money in Texas in cattle ranches, which bave not turned
out very profitably, I understand; and when they want to
spend their cwn money and take thëir friends in again,
they will probably go to Manitoba and the North-West.

Mr. SCARTH. The bon. member for South Oxford (Sir
Richard Cartwright) bas, on several occasions, made a com-
pari-on between Manitoba and Dakota, and bas been followed
by the hon. member for Lambton (Mr. Lister) I think the
hon. member for South Oxford must know that Dakota bas
twice the area of Manitoba, and bas also very large mining
interests, which we bave not, and a large proportion of its
population is a mining population. But, apart from tlgt,
the hon. gentleman always forgets to state that when Mani-
toba was locked up, when it had no railway communication
whatever, when it was a part of the Hudson Bay Company's
Territory, Dakota was in touch with railway communication,
and had been so for nearly nine years before Manitoba oh-
tained that advantage. I do not intend to detain the House.
I just want to point out that when Manitoba and the North-
West was comparatively unknown, Dakota and Montana
had railway communication. I think the hon. gentleman
should state those two facts when he compares the increase
of population in Manitoba with the increase in Dakota and
the North-West States.

Mr. FOSTER. I want to suggest that we ought to do a
little business now. We have had a pretty good fling.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). On both sides of the louse.

Mr. FOSTER. Yes, on both sides of the House; and I
think we ought to get a little business dolle now,

]gr._LIdTR.

Sir RICHARID CARTWRIGHT. You cannot possibly
take many more items to-night.

Mr. FOSTER. I want to take four or five with regard
to steamboat subsidies.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What I want to point
out is that the statement is a deliberate falsehood by whom.
soever made, that I or any other man on this Bide of the
House have ever preferred Dakota to Canada. I say it is
a deliberate falsehood made from the basest possible motives
if any man states so. What we have stated, and what I
state here again, is this that in my judgment a large part of
Manitoba i8 better than Dakota. I bave always maintained
that, but I say, that to my own positive knowledge one-half
at any rate of the northern portion of Dakota over a stretch
of 60 miles by at least 150 miles, has been filled, and is filling
steadiiy for the last eight or nine years, with Canadians who
would have much preferred going to Manitoba but who were
driven out of Manitoba by the evil policy of the present
Government, by their villainois National Policy, by their
villainous railway policy, and by their still more villainous
land policy. That is what I maintain on the point.

Mr. DALY. One-half the people who have gone ont
there cannot come back to Canada. They dare not come
back.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I think that if there has been
a slander utteied with regard to any portion of the Canadian
people, it is the statement made at this moment against
Canadians who have sought homes in Dakota and the west-
ern States of the Union. I do not believo that any hon.
gentleman on that side of the House, beside the hon. gentle-
man who has made the statement, wilI say that the two or
three hundred thousand Canadians who are now residing in
Dakato are criminals, and dare not return to Canada.

Mr. DALY. Take that back; I do not impute they are
criminals.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman said that
they dared not come back to this country.

Mr. DA LY. Exactly.
Mr. MILL8 (Bothwell). And the hon. gentleman has

repeated over and over again the slander, that had its
oiigin on thaL Side of the Ioase, that hon. gentlemen
on this side of the House have advertised and have recom-
mended to the people of this country Texas and Arkansas
and Dakota. I say that this statement is wholly without
foundation in fact. I say that the gentleman, whether
inside of this flouse or outside of this louse, who utters
that statement is an unveracious calumniator of the gentle-
men who sit on this side of the House. W1e were told that
the hon. member for East York (Mr. Mackenzie) had rccom
mended Texas. I say that there is not an hon. gentleman
on that side of the House that can turn to any sentence or
to a syllable of a Eentence ever uttered by the hon. member
for East York that recommended Texas as a place of settle.
ment for the people of this country. Let any hon. gentle.
man on the other side of the House stand up and repeat
that statement aLd produce the evidence.

Mr. TAYLOR. Ris name was never used in that con-
nection.

An han. MEMBER. It was the member for West Dur-
ham.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The name of the hon. member
for West Durham (Mr. Blake) was never used in that con-
nection. It was the hon. me mber for East York. The bon.
member for West Durham was chaiged as recommending
Kapsas as a place of settlernent, and that statement is as
devoid of truth as the statement made with reference to the
hon. member for East York. I defy any hon. gentleman on
that side of the louse to turn up a sentenee of any speech
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made by the hon. member for West Durham, where Kansas
is recommended as a place of settlement. That had its
origin in the misstatement mado by hon. gentlemen on that
side of the louse. Why, at the very time that these hon.
gentlemen had been uttering those calumnies against hon.
gentlemen on this side of the House, the Minister of Agri-
culture in the pamphlots which were being issued at the
expense of the country, advertised lands for sale on the
American side of the border. I see the member for Lin-
coin (Mr. Rykert) holds up a pamphlet with Mr. Blake's por-
trait upon it. Who published that pamphlet ? Why, Sir,
the person who was the editor of their organ for years, and
I dare say he published it at expense, if not of the hon.
gentlemen opposite, at the expense of the public Treasury.
Those hon. gentlemen on the Treasury benches have driven
the people out of Manitoba. 'The Canadian people went
from Ontario and fromr Quebec to settle in the North-West,
but by the policy of the Government, they were driven
across the border. Dakota was filled up from Manitoba.

Mr. MoNEILL. No.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman says "no."

I say it is trae. Look at the report of the Minister of
Agriculture. What is the repcrt made by the predecessor
of the bon. gentleman who at this moment holds the office ?
Why, Sir, in their report they represented a population going
into Manitoba more than twice over what is to be found in
Manitoba at the present moment. Where have all those
people gone? Have they all perished ? Why hon. gen-
tlemen know they have crossed the border and live on the
American side of the boundary. These hon. gentlemen
say that we are striving to prevent the growth of Manitoba.
That is not so. We say that the country is a good country,
but it has been scandalously governed.

Mr. BOWELL. "No D. M."
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). And no "M. B." or no what-

ever else you like. The hon. gentleman says, "lno D. M."
I opposed and I would oppose to-day any scheme of job.
bery or any improper transaction.

Mr. BOWELL. Quite right,

Mr. MILLS (B.thwell). Tbe hon. gentleman says "lquite
right," r.nd I sup)os0 the hon. gentleman says "'no " and
signs his initial to every document of which he does not
approve. If I were in the hon. gentleman's shoes I would
not have signed "M. B.;" i would not sign it for blind
shares. I did not engage in any transaction of that sort.

Mr. BOWELL. Do you say that I did ? Because if you
do I say that yon are telling an untruth and I will use
stronger words if necessary.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Be a little cool. The hon.
gentleman is not usually very civil, but he might try and be
civil now.

Mr. BOWELL. i do not propose to take it from ygu.
You must not think that because you are protected behind
the Rules of Parliament youe can insult gentlemen in this
louse.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The proper thing would be for
the hon. gentleman to keep his seat. No doubt he feels a
little uncomfortable, but it would be more dignified if he
would ait down.

Mr. BOW ELL. Not while you are indulging in insolence
and impudeLce and falsehood.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Let the Minister of Customs take
his punishment like a man.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). We know very well the policy
of slander in which those gentlemen on tbat side of the
Hlouse have indulged,
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Mr. TAYLOR. I rise to a point of order. I would ask
the Chairman is the item under discussion being discussed
now ?

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The item under discussion is
the speech of the hon. member f rom Selkirk (Mr. Daly).
That is the item.

Mr. DALY. The member for Selkirk will rise again
when yon get through.

The CHiAIRMAN (Mr. Sproule). I must say that both
sides have indulged in considerable latitude in this debate,
and that the discussion ought to be confined to the parti-
cular item before the House.

Some hon. MEMBERS. The Chairman bas rnled that
the item is not being discussed.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I did not so understand the
Chairman's ruling.

Mr. FOSTER. I think the hon. member for Bothwell will
be inclined, now he has got out some pretty hard words, to
let this matter drop.

Steam communication with the Magdalen Islands... $10,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIIGHT. What do you want an
increase there for ?

Mr. FOSTE R. This is no increase. These subsidies have
been paid interchangeably, some by the Post Office Depart.
ment, and some by the Department of Finance. It is pro.
posed now, under the Bill that the Postmaster General has
before the House, that he shall pay, according to certain
rates, for the mail that is taken on all these steamers, and
the rest is f urnished by the Finance Department.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I see that the subsidy of
$7,500 for steam communication between Halifax and St.
John is taken away this year. That is a very important
line of communication.

Mr. FOSTER. My hon, friend will bave a chance to
discuss that when the Sapplementary Estimates come down.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I sec that the item of $2,000 for
steam communication between Halifax and St. Pierre has
been dropped. I hope the Minister will be able to tell me
that that will also be considered in the Supplementary
Estimates. It is a very usefal line, and it would be a pity
if it should be withdrawn just now.

Steam communication between Prince Edward
Island ani dthe Mainland............ .... $5,000

Mr.' ROBERTSON. Has the hon. gentleman made any
provision for service between Picton and King's County.

Mr. FOSTER. It is exactly the same service as that of
last year, but at a lower rate.

Mr. ROBERTSON. But there is no service for King's
County ?

Mr. FOSTER. There bas not been for yearE.
Mr. ROBERTSON. I think it is unfair that King's

County should be called on to pay a portion of this subsidy
and that it should receive no part of it. I think the Minis-
ter should make provision for a small subsidy there, in
order that we might get a daily boat from Georgetown to
Pictou. It would be a great benefit to Pictou, as well as to
King's Oounty and to the trade on the Intercolonial Rail-
way; and as he has been able to make a reduction of $5,000
in the subsidy, I think he might afford to grant a subsidy
for the eastern county. Perhaps he will yet consider the
matter in the Supplementary Estimates. I know that there
are a number of business men in the county who are desir-
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Ous of putting on a boat if they only get a little encourage.
ment by a small subsidy. The Stanley runs there in winter,
but as soon as she is able she goes to the other ports.

Mr. FOSTER. There have been communications with
various parties with reference to the subsidy of which the
hon. gentleman speaks, but the Government cannot sec their
way this year to grant a subsidy.

Mr. ROBERTSON. Perhaps the Minister will take it in-
to consideration in the coming year.

Mr. POSTER, Oh, yes.
Steam communication between St. John and Ports in

Basin of Minas..................... ......... ............ $3,00
Mr. ELLIS. Why is there a reduction in this item ?

Mr. POSTER. In accordance with the general policy to
Ehorten a number of these, and I bolieve it is sufficient to
carry on the service.

Mr. ELLIS. The performance of that service seems to
be done very irregularly, and there ought to be some check
kept on the trips. When the boat takes a trip, it ought to
be checked.

Mr. FOSTER. She is paid only by trips, but not to ex-
ceed a certain amount.

Resolutions reported.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournmont of
the louse.

Motion agreed to; and Ilouse adjourned at 1:50 a.m.
(Saturday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

MONDAY, 15th April, 1889.

TheSPrArXm took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYZs.

ROYAL ASSENT TO BILLS.

Mr. SPEAKER. I have received a communication from
the Governor General's Secretary to the effect that the Hon.
Mr. Strong, acting as deputy to His Excellency, will pro-
ceed to the Senate Chamber, to-morrow, at four o'clock, for
the purpose of giving assent to certain Bills which have
pased the Sonate and louse of Gommons.

TORONTO BOARD OF TRADB.

Mr.SMALL moved:

That al the rules and orders of this House be suspended as regards
the Bil (No. 135) from the Senate, entitled "An Act further to amend
the several Acts relating to the Board of Trade of the city of Toronto,"
and that the said BiH be now read the first, the second, and the third
timme and pasbed.

Bit H OTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman will
please explain the reason why he wants this.

Mr. SMALL. The Toronto Board of Trade is at present
engaged in erecting a building at a cost of $100,000, and it
has reoently discovered that it can hold real estate only to
the extent of 8250,0e; an i, as the matter is urgent, the
B1l was passed in the denate, and concurrent legislation
is required in this House.

Mr. ROBERTSON.

Mr. LAURIER. Under the circumetanoes, I suppose
this Bill ought to carry.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first, second, and third
times, and passed.

NORTH-WESIr TERRITORIES ACT AMENDMENT.

Mr. DEWDNEY moved for leave to introduce Bill(No. 136)
to consolidate and amend the North-West Territories Acts.
He said: This Bill proposes to consolidate the three Acte
on our Statute-book in reference to the North West Terri.
tories, chapter bO of the Revised Statutes, the short Act
passed in 1887, and the Act of last Session constituting the
Legislative Assembly for the Territories. The Bill is
substantially for the consolidation of the present law, and
proposes to give enlarged powers to the Legislative
Assembly. That is the principal amendment. There is
also an amendment giving the Legielative Assembly power
to deal with the question of the sale of liquor to the same
extent as the Local Houses in other Provinces, and retaining
until the new Legislature meete, the present liquor law.

Mr. L AIURIE R. I protest most emphatically against the
introduction of sueh a Bill at this period. The hon. gentle-
man cannot expect the House now to go into the subject of
consolidation. If there are urgent amendments required in
the North-West Territories, I am not prepared to say that
we should not grant those amendments, but it is impossible
at this late period to givo the Bill the h9n. gentleman pro-
poses to introduco, the attention iL requires, and, as far as
this side of the Hosse is concerned, we will not consent to
legislation of this kind at present.

Mr. DAVIN. From the explanation given by the hon.
Minister of the Interior, it seems to me that the amendments
are so simple and so obviously needed -

Mr. LAURIER, I say nothing as to the amendments,
but the hon. gentleman said h. was going toe consolidate the
whole legisla ion. This is what I object to. As to the
amendments, we shall deal with them when they are brought
down ; but my hon. friend must admit that it is impossible
at this time of the Session to take up an Act consolidating
the whole legislation of the North-West Territories.

Mr. DAVIN. I cannot agree with my hon. friend, b.
cause the amendments, after all, as I understand them, are
of such a nature that the consolidation will not be an elabo-
rate affair. The North-West Territories Acts which require
copsolidation are not numerous, and I hope that the leader
of the Opposition will not take an attitude so hostile to the
interests of the North-West as h. has suggested it is his in-
tention to take.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). If the Government had any im.
portant legislation to present in regard to the Nortb-West
Territories, it ought to have been before the House a long
teme ago. We have been in Session two and a half monthe.
The hon. gentleman expected to bring the Session to a close
within the week, and, at the last week, he proposes to in-
troduce a Bill for the first time. Surely the officers of the
hon. gentleman's department, if the tegislation were neces-
sary, muet have informed him of its necessity long ago;
and if they failed in their duty in that respect. the measure
can stand over until another Session. It is a most monstrous
proceeding that would not be tolerated by the strongest
Government that ever sat in England-the introduction, at
the last moment of a Session, of a measure for tho consider-
ation of the louse. I have called the attention of the House
over and over again, to the fact that during the last fifty
years every important mea-ure of an English Administra-
tion, whether Tory or Reform, was introduced the frret
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month of the Session, although their Sessions last seven
months. Yct the hon. gentleman proposes, the last week
of the Session, to introduce a measure for the first time.
Such a proceeding is intolerable. The hou. gentleman treats
the House as if its business were simply to record whatever
the Government chooses to submit to it, without any serions
consideration. I do not believe bon. gentlemen on this aide
are prepared to so interpret their duties.

Mr. MACDOWALL. I should be sorry to see this Bill
withdrawn. There are certain matters that need attention,
and although the hou. gentleman who bas just spoken may
not have a long time to look over the Bill before it comes
up for discussion, still, with his knowledge of the country,
he will be ready promptly to grasp the questions touched
upon, and I a= sure it will be a great benefit to the North-
West that the Bill should be proceeded with.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Whether a benefit or
not, it was the duty of the Government to inform them-
selves that this was an important measure, and to bring it
down at the proper time. I do not think it is possible that
sufficient cânsideration can be given to the Bill, unless the
Government are prepared to keep the House sitting for a
very much longer time than now anticipated; and, in any
case, the practice of bringing down a Government Bill four
d9ys before the time the Government declare it was their
desire to adjourn is a practice which cannot be defended on
any precedent or ground whatever, except that of extreme
urgency, in which case we would not desire to fetter the
bands of the Goveromett.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. It is not usual to oppose a
Bill on ihe first ieading; and i think my hon. friends
opposite have been unduly alarmed at the word "consolida-
tion " which my bon. colleague used in presenting this Bill.
The fact is that the amendments he proposes to make in
the North-West Territories Act are few and simple. He
stated them, I think, as being only three. It will be
desirable to have the three Acts relating to the North-West
Territories-not the whole legislation, as the hon. gentleman
for Quebec (Mr. Laurier) has said, relating to the North-
West-consolidated, as they would be by passing this
Bill, because that would avoid an incoherent kind of
legilation which it wou!d be very diffijult for the North
West Legislature to administer. Bat, as I have said, the
amendmernts are very simple, and I think, when the Bill is
printed and laid before hon. gentlemen, they will not find
it so formidable or requiring so much attention as the word
"consolidation" seems to lead them to imagine. I do
not think we are open to the reproach of delaying this Bill
until within the last four days of the Session. There is
not, on either side, the slightest idea that the House will
close before the end of next week at the earliest, and, if the
task of consolidating these three Statutes is too formidable
a oue, it may be thought desirable that legislation should be
confined to the amendment of the Acts at this Session, I
think, however, that the Bill should be now advanced a
stage, and laid before the House, so that it may see whether
it is of such a formidable character as is supposed.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

GENERAL INSPEOTION ACT AMENDMENT.

Mr. COSTIGAN moved for leave to introduce Bill (No
137) further to amend the General Inspection Act. fie said:
The amendments are not many, and I do not think they
will cause much dis3ussion. The first is to give power to
the inspectors to appoint deputy inspectors of grain in the
North-West and Manitoba, who are to be deprived of hav-
ing any intereat in the purchase of grain. Further, in re-

gard to wheat, at present the wheat produced east and west
of Port Arthur is governed by different standards, but this
Bill provides that a Board of Examiners shall be selected
from Port Arthur westward. This is in compliance with
the request made by the representatives of Manitoba and
the North-West, and the Boards of Trade in that country,
and I think it is a most reasonable one. In addition to
that, there is a short amendment proposing to change the
inspection fees on pearl ash and potash, and so forth, from
10 cents per 100 lbs. to 20 cents. There is an inspector in
Montreal, who keeps an office there for the discharge of
that particular duty, and ho bas established a credit for his
inspection which gives it great value in the country. All
this pearl ash and potash goes through his handa for inspec.
tion, but it bas been found that the fee of 10 cents per 100
Ibs. is not sufficient to keep up bis office and give him any
remuneration. Last year, he applied to the Government to
pass an Order in Council allowing him to collect a higher
amount, Of course, that could not be done, because no
Order in Conncil could override an Act of Parliament, but
the parties intereqted in the trade asked for such a change,
and all agreed to pay him 20 cents instead of 10 cents per 100
lbs. I told him that we could not give him the authority to
collect any more than 10 cents, and that, if ho did collect
more, there might be a refund demanded. However, the
trade bas paid him 20 cents, recognising the fairness of the
demand, and this amendment proposes to legalise it.

Mr. LAURIER. I must enter the same protest to this
Bill as I did a moment ago to the Bill introduced by the
Minister of the Interior. This legislation of the hon. gentle.
man is most important, and should not have been introduced
at this late period of the Session, but should be brought in
during the very early days of the Session, so that it might
have been before the public long enough to give them the
opportunity of looking into it, and making up their minds
upon it. The hon. gentleman proposes to introduce an
alteration in i ho recognised grades of wheat. I do not say
the change is not wanted. It may be wanted. For some
years, I believe, it bas been said that there should be a
change, but I am not able to say now, whether the altera-
tions which are proposed are those which are required to
suit the trade or not. The hon. gentleman says this
amerdment is demanded by the Boards of Trade of the
west. So it may be, but the Boards of Trade of the east
should aiso have an opportunity to speak on the subject,
and the proposed alteration should be brought at an early
period of the Session, so that the publi3 should have had
an opportunity to see it and offer any comments they
desired upon it. The hon. gentleman must admit, and the
whole House must admit, that it is not fair to the House, or
to the country, to introduce important measures such as
this, in the very last days of the Session. We expected that
the Session would close at Baster. That hope is no longer
entertained, bat we have heard the remark made by the
Minister of Justice, that we may close at the end of next
week. Is it possible, in two weeks, for these amendments
to receive the attention which they deserve. I again pro-
test against this legislation being introdnced at such a late
date, and I hope it will not be proceeded with.

Mr. COSTIGAN. The hon. gentleman may not have
heard me correctly, but this is not a question of change of
standards. That power is given under the present law.
The only question is whether the standard should be
fixed by a board from the western section or not. It is
simply to provide for the organisation of a Board of
Examiners to fix the standard. Of course, we are glad to
receive the views of all these Boards of Trade on these
questions, and that is one of the reasons for the delay.
rhe Bill was under consideration by the Government in the
early part of the Session. The Boards of Trade throughout
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the Dominion did not agree, and it is only recently the consideration of the Billb. deferred to this day six
Winnipeg Board of Trade came here to make their repre- menths.
sentations. Mr. SMALL. 1 believe it le the practice in the English

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time. fouse of Lords to grant a divorce on the admission of one
of the parties, when the surrounding circunotances are

DIVORCE-THIRD READINGS. such as would warrant it. I think the evidence given by
the blacksmith in the house where the respondent and Mr.

Bill (No. 123) for the relief of George McDonald Wilson met, is quite sufficient te warrant us igranting
Bagwell (on a division).-(Mr. Brown.) relief to the petitioner in this case. Those who have rend

Bill (No. 124) for the relief of Arthur Wand (on a divi- the evidence clearly core to that conclusion.
sion).- (Mr. Small.) Mr. JAMIESON. I desire t make some remarks on the

il (No. 125) for the relief of Henry Middleton (on a otion before the Bouse. Inasmuch as the Bi as
division).-(Mr. Small.) reached the present stage, according to regular procedurediviion.-(r. mah.)of both fl[ouses of Parhiament, I think it is entitled to a con-

siderable arount of consideration at the handdtof the
DLVORCE91-W. G. LOWRY. members of this lieuse. These Bills stand in a somewhat

Mr. SMAL moved that the fouse resolve itself into differe t position from other Biis whieh core before Parlia-
n sWilliam ment, more especially publivc Bios tncases ethisskindGordoniteeLonry (o.1the petitioner bas no other alternative but teresort te

hbParliament for the purpose of obtaining relief, when .
Sir JOHN TEOMPSON. Before you leave the Chair, 1deems himself entitled ucrelief. Consequently, h is

have to cail the attention of the louse again to this Bill.1riput to a good deal of expense, and it behooves mem bers
sfated when the Bill passed the second reading that 1 would Ofthis fouse te approach the consideration of Bill
do se, aud that I should have te oppose the Bill unleisit of this kind with a great deal of jmdgca ent and
were based upon a different case from that which was pre- aexercise care in deteorning thegr. Reference
sented when it came heie fror the Senate. I fiod that the was made the other eveninkg t the vote on this
Bill doos net present, on the evidence taken befre the IBilin the Sonate. I muet say, withont charging the Min-
Select Committee on Private Bils, any new case, and that ister of Justice with anything wrong in the matter, that he
the evidence there taken ias been confined te an exoneration was rather disingenuoeus in making the statement in this
of the petitioner fro the charge or suspicion of collusion ouse that thio Birc alld passed the Sonate by a very nar-
with hi wife as regards ay application for a divorce, and row ajority. As a matter of fatt, it passed the Sonate by
as regards the elicitation of any evidence for the purpose Pf a vote ef 28 to 4. It is quite true thore were 23 votes cast
sustaining the application. I think that,o far as that point against if in the Sonate but 19 of these votes were cast by
ges, the evidence is oatisfactry toe show that the peti. Senators who, undr ail circumstances, vote againet measures
tioner was nt guilty of any collusion. The case, hwever of this kind, se thatppractically the voten the Sonate stood
stil reats solely upon the admission of the wife, obtained, as 28 t 4, or almost unanimous. I may say to, thatthe fats
was seoowu by the hon. mmbers who addressed the Bouse were carefully scrutinizod and examined by the Snate, and
on t about twe weeke ago, under very pecuiar ctrcum- that body is te accstered to deal with questions of this
stances. In the irset place, the admission wae belifeted by kind, that I think its judgment may be reied upon te a
the husband and by a witnets whom he took with hia for very great extent. The Bing was attacked in the Senate,
the purpose ofheing a witness, the admission on and when I saw i attacked thraIcarne te the conclusion
the partt the wife being made under circum- that it would aise Bi attacked in thiseflouse, and the gen-
stances in whicliit was ar intereft the pake if tle o2en who attacked the i u there did ne appear te me te
because it was apparent that she was desirous of obtaining attaik it fairly or on its mebte. TheBi vwas defended in
a divorce, fuly ais desirous as the husband was tegetoee the Senate by the chairman of the Divorce Co mittee, and
beouseif s apparent that at that time she cadnef ower ois referring to the attack made upon the Bi, the hon, gen-
ormed the desire ofnmarrying again if possible, but lued leman said:

selected the person with whon she wished te unite in "As chairman of the o mittee it becomes me t say a few words in
satrimny. Under these circumstances she made the respect te this case The evidence is sht and the proofis, teo my mnd,thehsbnd andch bwa wneess, appmreutook ithe him f conclusive. My hon. friend, frBin whom aexceedin eSrry tothe purposeof beg awitnesstheadissthei differ on this occasion, bad not the advantage of hearing the witnesiement of those concerned, te obtain a divorce. This is the give their testimo y."
only evidence relied upon lu this case, and isf bstemteme Thatwa te language of Senator Gowan, a gentleman who
that under the true English interpretati n as toetone, th e Seoretaeathe arnnofntDior om it
tunity for an offence te have been cemmittcd witho the a ttaeBenck of ontare Bill, ther h ety

formed the desireoanmawroiegeagairienpossidleudgumead aremanrsaid

man Wilson with whom il is charged as having been com nquestionable. omifurther isaid:
mîtted, and taking al the circumstances uthe acosideration The petitioner in this case is a young farner, twenryfourortwenty
thereisone presumption whatever that the offence was the °fiv®ears of age a very respecable oking youg man, and bis
onmmitted, and that the case rests, as ifdid at the outet, demeanr i t givilngis evidence mo t favorably impressed me, as it did,
smply upon tho evidence of the wife's admission, made I think, edery member of the Bommittee. And a with regard tievery
under circrmtances which make that admission f very withete that was examined b4ore us."
ittile value. I can o hly say, speaking asbeue who is 1 might refer te the discussion that took place in the

acquainted with the practice iudivorce courts, that ne Sonate, but 1 do net desire te do se et the present me-
divorce, in courts whose procedure I at tacquainted with in ment. With respect t the evidene, the Bol was re-
cases of this kind, would be granted upen this evidence. 1 ferred te the Private Bis 0Cixmittee of thifs bluse,am ntaware any case in which it lias bee ugranteise far as I understod the matter, largely with a view
upon such evidence elsewhere, and I a' assured by those tehlaving the evidence as t collusion cleared up, and,
gentlemen who are accusimed te the jadicial practice from w think in the judgmnent of every merberef that
day teoday in cases of judicial separamion, that the evidencec )mittee, if was establishel beyend-question that tiere
here would not be deemed sufficient for that purpose in their was no collusion between these parties. In regard to thecourts. Under these circumstances I feel bound to move facts of the case, I have just a word or two to say. We arethat yeu do net uow leave the Chair, but that the further told that it is not proper to grant a divoroe upon the admis->fr. COSTIUÂN.
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sion of the parties. As a lawyer, I have always been led to
understand that a party's cwn admission of guilt was the
very highest kind of evidence. In this case, it could not
possibly be for the interest of this woman to admit her own
degradation; conseguently, her admission should be relied
upon, if nothing else were shoiwn to this flouse. But, in ad-
dition to that, we have collateral evidence which goes very
far to show ber admission of guilt was true. The Minister
of Justice says it has not been the cnstom to grant divorceson
the bare admission of the parties. Ilwould refer Ibe hon.
gentleman to the Joynt's case which came last year before
the House of Lords. In that case the only evidence, in addi.
tion to the admission of the respondent in the case, was the
fact that she had been seen by a policeman to enter the
louse of the adulterer. I leave it to any hon. gentleman
who had read the evidence to say whether this case is not
a very much stronger one than the Joynt's case, as shown
by the evidence before the House of Lords. In this case
we have evidence that the young woman had immortl con.
nection with the young man Wilson before ber marriage.
We have it further-in cvidence that some seven months
after marriage she was delivered of a child; in addition to
that we have evidence that she admitted to ber husband the
fact that she bal bad improper connection with Wilson. In
addition it was proved that some months after marriage she
met this man Wilson at the house of Mr. Wright, who was
called in this case, and that they spent from ten o'clock in
the evening to one o'clock in the morning together. I do
not desire to prolong the discussion, but, taking all these
facts together, a very strorg case has been made out for
the relief of this unfortunate young man whose prospects
in life have bten blighted in this manner.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I would somewhat resent the
observation of the bon. member for Lanark (Mr. Jamieson),
that I had been disingenuous in stating that this Bill bas
passed by a narrow majority in the Senate, if I thought the
hon. gentleman underatood the word he made use of. On
the occasion when this Bill was before the Senate there was
an ample discussion of the facts bearing on the case, and
then there was a division taken, the lists of which I can
place in the hands of hon. members in a few minutes;
every phase of the evidence was fully discussed and the
majority in favor of the Bill did not exceed five, two
Senators excusing themselves from voting because they had
not read the evidence.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I wish to make one observation,
and one only. I understood the member for Lanark (Mr.
(Jamieson) to say that the circumstances of the meeting
were more than suspicious, and that from this he was led
to the conclusion that there had been undue familiarity. I
have read that evidence closely and I do not think the evi-
dence taken befor e our Private Bills Committee strengthens
by one iota the evidence taken before the Sonate Committee.
On the contrary there is nothing in the evidence from which
you can draw a legitimate conclusion that they were together
for half an hour. The man who said they were together
in the kitchen said le was asleep, and he did not know what
time they might have been there. Bis evidence was that
he could not form an exact idea of the time, and he could
give no reason for coming to the conclusion that they were
together for twenty minutes. Of course we eau grant the
divorce, but all I can say is that if we do we grant it on the
fiimsiest of evidence.

House divided on amendment of Sir John Thompson.
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Amend ment negatived, Bill considered in Committee, and
read the third time, reported and passed on a division.

INDIAN AGENT AT CAUGHNAWAGA.

Mr. DOY9N asked, Whether the salary of A. Brosseau,
Indian agent at Caughnawaga, was increased during the
fiscal year ending 30th June, 188; if so, at wbat date, by
what amounit, and for what reasonb ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. Mr. Brosseau's salary was increased
on the 10th of July, 1887, by $200 per annum, owing to
increase in the duties ofb is office.

BRITISII COLUMBIA MINERALS.

Mr. BA RNARD asked, Whether it is the intention of the
Government, in order to encourage the development of the
mineral resources of British Columbia, to place quartz-
mining, reducing, or smelting machinery on the free list,
for a short period ?

Mr. FOSTER. That is a quetion which it is impossible
for me to answer.

REPAIRS TO THE WHARP OF STE. ANNE DE LA
POCArIIERE.

Mr. DESSAINT (translation) asked, Whether it is the
intention of the Government to make, in the course of the
coming summer, the nocossay repairs to the wharf at Ste.
Anne de la Pocatière, in the (County of Kamouraska ?

Sir BECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker,
in answer to the hon. gentleman, I may state that I have
enquired at the department whether there were particulars
relating to that matter. I was told there was not. I sh ll
enquire about the cireumstanoee nd see what we cau do,
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NEW DEPARTMENTAL BUILDING, OTTAW A.

Mr. LANDERKIN asked, Hias the emntraet for painting
the new departmental building onWellington street been let?
If so, was it hy tender, for what amount and to whom
awarded? How many tenders were received, and was it
given te the lowest ; if not, why not ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I ara informed by my chief
architect that there is very little painting connected with the
building, and what there is is included in the contract of
Mr. Charlebois, who was the lowest tenderer for the whole
work The oiling and varnishng, of which there is a good
deal, is also included in the oontract.

Mr. LANDE RKIN. What amount?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I don't know; it is a por-
tion of the contract.

GRAND NARROWS BRLDGE.

Mr. FLYNN. Before the Orders of the Day are called,
I wish to bring to the nottice of the First Minister (whom I
do not see in the HIons 1ow) the promise he made here on
the 5h April lust, in discussing an item of t400,000 for a
bridge across the Grand Narrows, to bi irg down the paperb
connected therewith. That promise was made a week ago
last Monday, and sub-equently the hon. member for
Lambton (Mr. Lister) repeated the request, and the First
Minister again said ho would bring down the papers next
day. The papers have not been brougbt down yet. This
is a very imprtant question, and we are now nearing the
close of the ion. I do not see why the papers shouid
not be brought down before thi&

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I know that the leader of
the Government took a note of this, and promised to bring
down the papers, and I have no doubt they will be brought
down without delay.

TARIFF CHANGES.

Mr. LAURIER I would like to enquire of the Minister
of Finance if hoeis prepared to set a day when ho will ask
the Committee of Ways and Means to sit, and whether we
are to have any changes in the tariff ?

Mr. FOSTER. I am not prepared to-day to answer that
question

THIRD READING.

Bill (No. 121) to amend the Summery Trials Act.-(Sir
John Thompson.)

SUMMARY CONVICTIONS ACT.

House resolved itself into Commttee on Bill (No. 126) to
amend the Summary Convictions Act, chapter 178 01 the
Revised Statutes, and the Act amending the same.

(In the Committee.)
On section 1,
Sir JOHN THOMPSON. This section repeals the first

section of last year's Act, and merely has the effect of
striking out the provision about costs.

On section 2,
Sir JOHN THOMPSON. We adopted, lest Session, an

amendment to the Summary Convictions Act, and in the
Sonate the Bill was amended in such a way as to provide
fbr the recovery of osts in certain cases. £he provision
made by the Sonate was, that the f.ee should be as nearly

bir EsoToa LÂazmJ .

as possible the costs in proceedings before justices in civil
eases in like matters, and I promised, whon the amend-
ments were agreed to in this flouse, that this Session we
would adopt a schedule of fees. For that purpose, I have
prepared this measure. The fees provided for are those in
use now in Ontario, in summary conviction cases, before
justices of the peace, under provincial statutes.

On section 6,
Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The period of limitation now

prescribed by the statute is three months. That is the
shortest period of limitation that I know of, and1 I propose
that it shall be extended ail through Canada to twelve
months.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I prefer the shorter term.
Sir JOHN THOMPSON. Twelve months does not seem

to me to be too long, and very few statutes have prescribed
a shorter term.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). It keeps it hanging over the
head of the man all that time.

Sir JOHN TRHOMPSON. Very many of these offences
are not discovered until after three months have expired.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). My impression is that they
are geLnerally put through pretty quick under the Summary
Convictions Act, except where the party evades service.
Bat if the complaint is made, and the warrant is issued,
then ho may be proceeded against any time afterwards.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. We have had cases repeatedly
in which justice has been entirely defeated, owing to the
shortness of the period of limitation, and to the fact that,
while proceedings were being taken, and proof being ob-
tained, the time had expired. But we have no objection to
make it six months. I presume it could be made uniform.

Bill reported.

EXPROPRIATION OF LANDS.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON moved second reading of Bill
(No. 131) respecting the Expropriation of Lands.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and fl)use
rcsolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. There are a few amendments
required in this Act, and it was thought that it would make
them plainer, And more convenient, if the Act was consoli-
dated. We intend to repeal the old Act, and re-enact it
with some amendments.

On section 9,
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I suppose the hon. Minister

bas considered the question as to how we can exercise the
power of general expropriation. Of course in building
railways, where we have the power to incorporate, we must
bave the power to expropriate or to authorise expropria-
tion ; but that is an entirely different matter from a generaf
provision in regard to expropriation. I do not se. ay
power given to téhe Parliament of Canada for general ex-
propriation except for one purpose, namely, that of taking
lands for purposes of defence

Sir JOHN TIOMPSON. It can only be done for the
purpose of any public work we are authorised to carry on.
Lt is only for works we have a right to construct that this
power can be used, and I will see that it is limited to that.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The power is stated in the
107th section of the British North America Act, and it ie
limited to purposes of defence.
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On section 16,
Sir JOHN THOILPSON. This is a new clause shown to

be neceaary by recent proceedingas with respect to the con.
struction of railways. It providesethat in certain avents
the Exchequer Court may, after due notice, appoint a
guardian with authority to sell and convey the property.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). If the property is situated
within the limits of a Province, how can we confer ability
or remove present disability to enable anyone to convey
land, or hew can we remove present incapacity or change
the capacity of a party? Surely this is a civil right, and, if
a railway company, incorporated by this Parliament,
chooses to expropriate lands, they must oonform with the
laws of the Province in which they -are situated, and deal
with the parties who have the capacity under the laws of
the Province. We may legislate on this subject in the
Territories, but I confess I do not see how it can be done
with regard to Provinces.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. Sections 16 and 17 had botter
«tand in order that I may consider this point further.

On section 22,
Sir JOHN THOMPSON. This is a new section and

affords the means of overcoming the resistance to the officers
of the Crown entering upon land without bringing such
officers into actual collision with the persona resisting.
There is a provision something like this in the Railway Act,
but no company is allowed to exercise such power without,
payment of the compensation, or the secouring of the right
by paying the money into court. The supposition is that
there is no security so good for compensation as the public
Treasury, and, therefore, the Crown is not to be oompelled to
make payment before taking possession.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Suppose persons claim,
adverse titles to the lands.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. This olause is merely to
prevent violent resistance. There are ample provisions to
protect the rights of parties concerned.

Mr. DAVIES (P.EKI.) I have a case in the Exchequer
Court in which the Crown are occupying a piece of land on
the Prince Edward Island Railway, and the person defend-
ing the suit alleges certain equtable reasons why the Crown
should not be permitted to oust him. The person, under
the present law, would remain in passession until the
Crown expropriates the land, but if this seotion passes
there will be no necessity to bring the question before a
court at all. The Urown would simply issue its warrant to
oust him by force.

Sir JOHN THO&!PSON. The present law would cover
that case. We can, by filing the plan, oust bim and leave
him to his recourse against the Crown in the Exchequer
Court, either by expropriation proceedtage or petition of
ight. We have the right to expropriate his property, and
this section is merely to say that he shall not resist.

Mr. DAVIES (P.&HI.) In nine cases out of ten that would
work as the hon. Minister suggests, but thi case I quote is
the tenth ease.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. We may poasibly limit the
operation of this section to cases of construction of public
works, and not for the recovery of lands when the public
work bas been erected.

Sir RICHARD CAR 'WRIGH P. Does this enable the
Crown to turn a man out of hie houe, or is it for the pos-
session of land alone ?

Sir JOENI THIOMXPSON. We can take hie house for,
any publie work, under the present law. i think with my
bon. friend from Queen's (Mr. Davies), that it ougbt only

to be for a construction of a work that we should exercise
this summary process.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Suppose any Local Legislature
were to legislate on this subject and would provide by gen.
eral law the terme upon which property would be expropri.
ated for any public purpose, and make that applicable to
Dominion worke; does the hon. gentleman think that this
law would operate?

Sir JOEHN THO MPSON. I would not think they had
any power to do that, because I taink they have no power
to pass logislation relating to the expropriation of lands for
public works under the control of this Parliament. I
would think their powers of legislation with regard to ex-
propriation were confined to works which they could under.
take themsolves.

Mr. MILLS (Bathwell). Of course the right of emi-
nent domain, strictly so-called, could be only exercised by
the Gover nment which bas the right to exercise it; but
where you make general provision for general expropria.
tion aud compensation, it seeme to me the Government
should undertake to proteot the civil rights of its citizens
by stating on what terms the property might be taken, if
those terms were such as not to interfere with the liborty
of the Government here, and if they did not impose any
conditions greater than they did for their own public
purposes.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E I.) It is open to argument at least
whether it would not bi well to qualify that section by
declaring that the judge may issue his warrant after having
called upon the party to ihow cau, e why it sbould not issue,
It might be made the meane of oppression, without giving
the defendant some chance to show cause why he resisted.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. We will let th section stand
in the meantime.

tCommittee rose and reported progres, and it being Six
o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

MENNONITE IiMMIGRANTS-LOANS.
Mr. CARLING moved that the House resolve itself into

Committee to consider resolution (p. 1146) respeoting the
amount due oo certain toans made to Mennonites in Ontario
for assistance to Mennonite immigrants.

Motion agreed to, and House roeolved iteelf into Coqi-
mittee.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. CARLING. In 1875, a loan was made to
Mennonites in Ontario to induce a nnmber of their
poorer brethren to settle in the North-West, and bonds
were given by a number of gentlemen in Ontario, in
the County of Waterloo, that this moncy should be repaid
with interest at 6 per cent. No money was to be asked for
from them until after four years, and then it was to be
refunded, and interest at 6 per cent. was to be paid until
the whole sum was paid back. The Mennonites met with a
series of reverses, there were devastating floode in that part
of the Province in which they were settled, which caused a
great deal of loss and hardship to them, a number of them
were unable to pay the money loaned, and this was seoured
to the Government by these gentlemen in the Province of
Ontario. They applied at numerous times to have some
relief, but they bave paid up the whole of the principal to
the Government with 4 per cent. from the time the money
was loaned until the 1st of July, 168. The resolution I
now move is to accept the principal and 4 peroonit. interest
from the time the money was loaned autil the let of July
188, in full discharge of the debt.
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Mr. WATSON. Is it the Mennonites who benefit from

this reduction of interest, or is it the persons who advanoe
the money to the Government in their behalf ?

Mr. CARLING. The Government dealt entirely wit]
the committee of gentlemen who undertook the repaymen
of this money. This committee reported that a numbe
of the Mennonites who settled there were unable to pay
and they were obliged to meet the payments for them. Mr
Shantz, who was chairman of the committee, a highl
respectable gentleman, a man who has taken great interes
in immigration, and is well known in Ontario, represente
to the Government, for this committee, the state of the case
and, after full consideration, the Government thought i
well to accept the amount they have offered.

Mr. BOWMAN. My hon. friend (Mr. Watson) aske
whether the persons who obtained this loan were to get the
benefit of this reduction, or the persons who went security
for them in the County of Waterloo. I have a pretty ful
knowledge of the circumstances under which this loan wa
obtained, and am well acquainted with nearly every one o
the persons who secured this loan. I can assure the hon
gentleman that not one of these persons who went security
for this loan will benefit to the extent of one cent by this
reduotion. On the contrary, these very same person
assisted their co religionists in Manitoba in two ways, be
sides going security for them, They assisted them by loan
ing them a large amount of money in addition to the loan
which they got from the Government, and, in another way
they aided them by large subscriptions to ontribute to
wards their expenses in settling in Manitoba, without get.
ting a dollar of it back again.

Resolution reported and concurred in.
Mr. CARLING moved for leave to introduce Bill (No

138) respecting a loan therein mentioned to certain Men
lionite immigrants.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I think the hon. gentleman
onght to tell us why this measure was not introduced earlier
in the Session.

Mr. CARLING. It was intended to introduce it early
in the Session, but for some reason or other, it was delayed.
I do not think there can be any objection to this measure

Mr. MIL LS (Bothwell). The reason I put the question
is, because I think that whon the Government have nine
months out of the year, when the House is not in Session
in which to prepare their measures, they ought to be ready
with them early in the Session. Although they ought not
to be precluded from introducing a measure arising out of
unforeseen matter, still the House is entitled to have those
measures submitted at the earliest possible period of the
Session. If the hon. gentleman had done this, there is no
reason in the world why the business of the louse should
not have been concluded this week. It is only because
measures are introduced now at the very last moment of
the Session that we are delayed.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think that is very un-
just. I do not think that in any Session of my recollection,
and I am quite sure not in my hon. friend's recollection,
bas the business in the hands of the Government been
earlier introduced, or more steadily pressed.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Three Government measures
were introduced to-day for the first time.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. What of that? There
was plenty of Government work before you all the time.

Mr. MILLS (Bathwell). Not at all

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, you had. On every
Government day there was plenty of work for the House
to do. The Hlouse has been fully employed, and earlier

Mr. CAnuLea

n thari in any other Session, and since- we asked for additionat
di days, w. have employed the flouse busily on Governmnt

measures. If there ie any cause of complaint, 1 think the
hblame must b. shared by hon, gentlemen opposite.

it Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I would just say to the hon.
T gentleman that the practice in Engzland is to introduce

Government meastires in the firsi month of the Session, and
this is done, as a ruie, in order that the country xnay kuow

Swhat is coutained in the ineasures of the Govornment, and
Sthat the membors of tb.eflouse may be able to consult
dtheir constituents in reference to thern. Now we have

noopportunity of Consultiug our conetituents upon
auy one of the measures of the Government now
introduced. It is quite unfair that the Opposition

Ishould be asked to quietly consent to the introduction
sof three important measures at thig bat. period
Sof the Session. The Firmt Minister bas said that there
iis enough remnaining to do on the paper, and these

,s Bilis are very important, particularly that relating to the
fInland Revenue, which wili affact every part of the Dom-
inion, and one which a great many nmen would desire te
consider beforo it became law. Lt i8 unfair that the Opposi-

8tion should be asked quietby to consent to the' introduction
8 of these imjRortau t measures uow, to be rrrshed through and

-become law, while mzny mon in the Dominion, better versed
*in the particulars than the Minister hiruseif, or perhape any

h on. member on this side of the flouse, are not afforded an
opportunity of exprcssing their views. If the public are to

*be aliowed an opportunity of criticising Government
*measures with that intelligenca and experience which many

men are able to bring to bear on such questions, they should
bo introduced long before this late boum. Thtis course is
unfair to hon. members on this side of the flouse, because
we cannot give the measures that careful criticism we

-should bestow upon them, and if the Goverument were to
discharge their duties thoroughly, these Bibis woubd have

ibeen in the hands of the flouse long before this period. It
r a unfair to us aud unfair to the country. If the Mijister

of Lnland Revenue was iu a condition of health, or in any
Tother condition to unfit hlm introducing that Bill, the duty
should have been committed to some other Miisjter, instead
of introducing it on this, the last lfonday, wiien th~e Gos"-
erm runt have aIready ilîtiniated their deairo t0 Cloe at
E aster. It je unfair to expect the Opposition to Conslent te
sncb an injustice; I do not feel dieposed to do &o.

r 1Mr. HESSON. [f the bon. gentleman would take the
Ltrouble to look over Bansard, he would find be had occu-
Spied a very large portion of the time of the flouse this

3 Session. I do flot think it woutd have been possible for the
)Government te have brought forward their measures with
)greater rapidity, unles that hon, gentleman had occupied
tless of the time of the louse. I do inot think there is auy-
thiug in the Bibi now before the flouse which je objection-
able? and I consider it shoutd pass with the usual explana-
tion from its introducer. As to (lay, there are many
hon, gentlemen who bave occupied more time, pcrhape,
than was absoiutely necessary in the intereste of the

>country, or that was nee&sary for fair criticism of the items
before the flouse. We aIl know that we might have spent
Baster at home, exoept for the numerons occasions whou
the hon. member for North % Welingtin (Mr. Mclfuiben> oc-
cupied the time of the flouse wîth unreasonable criticias.

Motion agreed to, and Bi lb reud the first time.

INLAND REVENUE ACT AUBI)MBNT.

flouse resoived itself iinto Oommiitee to coneider reeolu-
tion to amend the ]Inland Revenue Aut, and te make better
provision for the workilig of the said Act (page 1221.-
(Mfr. (Jostigan.)
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(In the Committee.)

Mr. CÔSTIGAN. I desire to substitute $1.50 per thou-
sand instead of $1.75 per thousand as the exeise duty on
cigarettes weighing not more than three pounds per thon-
sand. The duty of $1.50 per thousand would exactly equal,
according to the present system of manufacturing cigar-
ettes, a duty of 60 cents per pound. Cigarettes pay the
largest duty of any tobacco, and as we have no desire to
increase the duty, we propose the amount should remain at
$ 1.50.

Resolution reported, and concurred in.
Mr. COSTIGAN moved for leave to introduce Bill (No.

139) further to amend the Inland Revenue Act. He said:
The changes proposed deal entirely with departmental
matters. The legislation in the North-Weit Territories
makes it necessary to ask for certain changes in connection
with the issue of writs of assistance. In prosecutions under
the Icland Revenue Act it is provided under the present law
that these prosecutions must be taken up and proceeded with
under the Summary Convictions Act, and that limits the
time for prosecuting to three months. The Customs De-
partment found it neceseary to extend the time to twelve
months, and the same is asked with respect to the Inland
Revenue. It has been found that the time expired before
the necessary information was obtained and prosecutions
instituted. Some other clauses of the Bill deal with the
matter of ascertaining the duty payable upon malt, that is,
the gauging of the malt. The present gauge is compul-
sory as taken from the kiln. The floors of the kilns are
found in many cases to be unequal and uneven, and the
gauge is, in many cases, unreliable, and, therefore, we take
power that, while having the right to take the measure-
ments of the kiln, we have also power to weigh the malt so
as to ascertain the exact quantityupon which duty should be
paid. The next change is to take the power to collect 15
cents per gallon upon certain products manufactured from
spirits in bond. The reason for that is that last year, when
amending the law with regard to the manufacture of
methylated spirits, which we found had been abused, we
struck too much ont of the Act. This simply re-enacts that
portion which we struck out, and is necessary to enable us to
collect the duty, and the fHouse will see that in this case it
dates back to the time of the repeal of the Act. This is done
with the consent of the manufacturers, who have actually
paid the duty in good faith. We simply wish to legalise
what they have paid. The other clause provides for the
collection of duty on cigarettes by the thousand, instead of
by weight as is the case at present. This change will b a
matter of convenience to the department and to the manu-
facturers, without changing, lessening, or increasing the
duties levied.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

NORTH-WEST MOUNTED POLICE-PENSIONS.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved second reading of

Bill (No. 118) to authorise the granting of pensions to
members of the North-West Mouùted Police force. He
naid : I gave an explanation of the objecte of this Bill wheai
the resolution upon which it is founded was before the
House. The intention of it is to give some inducetnent to
the members of the North-West Mounted Police whom we
desiré to retain in the service, to re-enlit in the force. I
eiphained that it was of very great iniportance that the
men who are best qualified to perfor-m the various and
complicated duties of mounted policemen should be retained
in the force, and that at the end of the five years, *hich is
the teri of enlistment, those mon who may be valuable
members of the force and who.are yet, for varions reasons,
nOt fit to be commissioned officers, should be indu<ed to
remain. It takes some years before an enlisted policeman

160

teally learns his work. The House muet not consider that
these men are to be looked upon as mare soldiers-as a
mere fighting commodity to use in case of war, or rumors
of war, or serions outbreaks-they are peace officers, they
serve processes, and they must be ail educated mn; inl fact
they are ail educated men. Besides this, the physical
standard required from recruits is very high, and at least
fifty per cent. of the recruits are rejected because they do
not cone up to this standard. A young man joining
the force at firet is of exceedingly little use until
he learns his business. Suppose an emigrant -one of
those crofters, for instance, and I think those crofters
are all educated men, because they are Scotchmen
-but suppose one of those mon is enlisted and sent
ont to the North-West, ha would be quite helpless
at first in that strange country. As the hon. gentleman
at whom I am looking (Mr. Watson), knows, these
emigrants have to be looked atter when they come
here first ; someone has to show them how to settle, and
where to settle, and what to do, and it is the same way
with the police recruit. He has to be trained to his
business. There are some men we do not desire to re-enlist
after their five years' term is served, although very often
they wish to remain. This class of mon have no confidence
in themselves to make ont a living; but the really good
mon, if they have no prospect of a provision for them in
life, leave the service at the end of five years. The object of
this measure is to promote the efflciency of the force, and
to retain the men whom it is desirable to retain. The dif-
ference between the five years' man, who has shown aptitude
for the performance of his duty, and the recruit, is the dif-
ference between skilled and unskilled labor. As I
mentioned, the expense to the country will not be
much when you consider that everyone of those men
who served five years in that service is worth two or
three recruits. The Bill provides that pensions for life
shal abe given to men who have served not less
than fifteen years and who have become incapacited by in-
firmity of mind or body. This must be on a medical certi-
ficate, but those who have served for twenty-five years or
more shall be pensioned without a medical certificate. We
do not want to enlist men under twenty, although we are
obliged to enlist them at eighteen. If they are five years
in the service, and they enter at twenty, they are twenty-
five years old when their term is up; and if they enlist
again for five years, that brings their age up to thirty.
They are tan years in the service, and they have really lost
their chance of settling in civil employment, but they are
than the most fitted to remain in the service. As regards
the cost this proposition will entail, I will recite the quota-
tion that I made from the report when I introduced the
resolution. The following statement shows the number of
men now serving in the force who, in the event of incapa-
city of mind or body, would be entitled to pensions during
the next eight years: In 1888, 1; in 1889, 4; in 1890, 5;
in 1891, 2; in 1892, 2; in 1893, 3 ; in 1894, 7 ; in 1895,
0; in ail, 24 men, up to 1895. With regard to those men
who will serve twenty-five years, the memorandum is as
follo* s:-

" The present otite of the health of the men included in the above
aummary jnstifies the expectation that veryfew of themwill b eincapaci-
tat.ed prior to having completed tweuty-five years' service. Should &U1
remain for that period, the following will become entitled to loueB er-
vicepension between 1898 and 1905 :-ln 1898, one man ; in 1899, four ;
iu 1000, fie ; i 19oi, two; in 1902, two; in 1903, three; in 1904, seven;
and iu 1905, none."

This force is a very small body, consisting of a thousand
mon, who are to keep watch and ward over the whole of
the North-West-who are to patrol the frontier of Manitoba,
and to be ready to do the same thing in British Columbia,
as was done lat year. Theit duties are very severe and
complicated. They are employed to repress crime, smug-
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gling, cattle raiding, stealing-to protect the white man
from the Indian, and the Indian from the white man,
Their duties extend all over that territory, and they are
doing very successfully a work which it takes 15,000 men
to do in the United States. There are 30,000 men em-
ployed in the United States, of whom 23,000 are regularly
enlisted. These are not all on the frontier, but fully half of
them are on the western and northern frontier, watching
the Indians; and I must say that very friendly relations
subsist between them and our men in connection with the
suppression of crime there. For these reasons, I move the
second reading of this Bill.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I would ask the hon. gentleman
whether he did not long ago reduce the pay of the police ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). They are not receiving what.

they did a few years ago.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, they are receiving

the same.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). The House will, no doubt, consider

very carefully the observations which have fallen from the
leader of the Government, with respect to the usefulness
and the character of the Mounted Police force. I have
no doubt he bas given a very fair description of the oduca.
tional attainments and respectability of the mon who comn-
pose that very important branch of the North-West service,
and I have no doubt that that corp is very nocessary in the
present condition of the country. Admitting all that, it
may be questioned whether the necessity bas arisen for the
step which the right hon. gentleman asks this House to
take to-night. While admitting that a trained man who
has been five or ton years in the service would understand
his duties botter, and would be more useful and reliable in
the majority of cases than a new man, I elaim, at the same
time, that people equal to all that the occasion would
require, could be had under any circumstances, to fill any
vacancies that might occur. The hon. gentlemanadmitted
tonigbt, that so far from having any difficulty in filling
up the Mounted Police force, they had more
applicants than they could accept. In this condition of
affairs, it would appear that the necessity of offering greater
inducements to men to join the service is not so clear.
Thon, again, in providing for these retiring allowances or
pensions, the Bill is introducing a principle, which, if once
admitted, may lead to very serious results in the burden
which it will impose on the taxpayers of the Dominion, If
the Government propose to adopt the system of pensioning
the Mounted Police, I do not see where they eau stop.
They surely will have to introduce it into their military
organisations, their "A" and "B" Batteries, all their schools
of military instruction from one end of the country to the
other. Those people who have entered the batteries, and
have served a number of years, will be able, in my judg-
ment, to establish just as strong a claim on the country for
pensions as the Mounted Police. The hon. gentleman has
given us the number of Mounted Police who would probably
be pensioned up to 1900, amounting to 24. That is not
such a large number, but the objection lies in what the in-
troduction of this new principle is going to lead to. Under
these circumstances, I think it would be very unwise for us
to agree to this Bill, and, therefore, I move in amendment:

That this Bill be not now read a second time, but that it be resolved,
with due regard to the rights of those who have aiready been placed on
the pension list, that a percentage of the salaries shall be retained and
placed to credit of employés of the Government, which shall be payable
to them, with interest, on their leaving the service, or to their families,
in case of their death in the service.
Under this proposal, the Government would have it in their
power to make a certain provision for these men, provided a
certain amount were deducted from their pay during the time
they were employed; and if there is any branch of the ser-

Sir JoHN A. MACDoNlLD.

vice where this principle could be introduced effectively, it
is the Mounted Police. Those who compose that body are

3 usually young mon; they have no family incumbrances,
and all their wantis are paid for by the Government; they
could, therefore, very conveniently lay aside a certain
amount for their pension, which would be returned to them
when they left the service, or to their families, in the event
of their deatb in the service. I think this principle would
be generally considered much more reasonable and accept-
able to the country than the pension proposed by the hon.
gentleman in this Bill.

Mr. SPEAKER. I do not think this amendment, as
drawn, is quite in order.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This is a resoution
affecting the whole Civil Service. It provides that, with
due regard to those on the pension list, all Gôvernment
employés shall have a certain amount subtracted from
their pay, and funded for their families.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). What I understand the hon.
member for Halifax (Mr. Jones) proposed was, that the
Bill be not now read a second time, but that it be resolved
that, if the Government desired to make provision for those
parties, they should retain a portion of their salaries to be
paid over to them with interest. If the resolution does not
express that, my hon. friend can alter it. The principle
my hon. friend submits is perfectly clear, and it will be
perfectly regular if he puts it in that form. The right hon.
gentleman bas himself declared that these policemen should
be provided for. Now, the hon. gentleman proposes to
provide for the pensioning of a number of men who have
been some years in the public service. These men entered the
force without such provision having been made. The good
faith of the country had not been uin any way pledged that
they should be pensioned on retirement from the service.
The right hon. gentleman bas also, on a former occasion-
although ho seems to have forgotten it-reduced the pay
of these policemen. The hon. gentleman, if I recollect
rightly, declared then that the wages paid were greater
than necessary to induce persons to enter the service, that
a sufficient number could be secured at a lower rate of pay,
and accordingly the pay was reduced, and the number of
the service increased. Now we find that the hon. gentle-
man, who then reduced the pay about 30 per cent., proposes
to create a pension list. Surely he does not deem it
necessary to provide for the pensioning of this whole
force, upon condition that the men remain a certain number
of years in it.

Mr. SPEAKER. The question now before the House is
with reference to the point of order raised, as to whether
this amendment ought to be allowed or not. I have not
put the question, I have not asked the House whether they
will adopt the amendment or not, and I would like to hear
hon. gentlemen express their opinion on the point of order.

Mr. LAURIER. This amendment is perfectly in order.
The proposition of the right hon. gentleman is to place
these men on the pension list. The amendment provides
that, instead, the contrary should be affirmed, and that it
would be preferable to keep from the salaries of these men
a certain percentage, which would be returned to them,
with interest, on their leaving the force, or to their families,
in case of death. This proposition is quite germane to the
proposition of the hon, gentleman. This is not a new pro-
position. It has been already several times laid before the
House, not only with regard to this force, but with regard
to the Civil Service.

Mr. DAVIN. The principle of this Bill is to provide a
pension for constables who are incapacitated, or who, from
suificient reason, are retired. The hon. member for Hali-
fax (Mr. Jones) comes forward with an amendment to the
second reading which should properly be brought forward
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when the Bill is in committee. It is an alternative propo-
sition. The right hon. gentleman proposes to provide for
retiring saitably by pension, and the hon. member for
Halifax proposes to lay out a fund by deducting so muchi
out of every salary. It would, therefore, be properly intro-
duced by an amendment in committee.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. member for Halifax
(Ur. Jones) proposes that the Bill be not now read the
second time, but that something else be affirmed. You can
affirm what you please, if it is an alternative proposition.
If this motion were carried, it would be theduty of the
Government, or someone else, to introduce a measure which
would ho based on a principle different from the principle
of the Bill. The Bill proposes to make an additional charge
on the Treasury. The amendîment proposes that there
shall be no additional charge on the Treasury, but that there
shall be a certain amount retained in order to make this
fund.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Surely the hon. gentle-
man will not say that, on a motion to postpone the reading
of a Bill, you can put in any resolution you like ?

Mr. LAURIER. If it is germane.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. For instance, you could

not propose that the Bill b not now read the second time,
but that the salary of the Governor General be reduced.

Mr. LAURIER. That would not be germane.
Mr. SPEAKER, I think thera are some words missing

in this amendment, and I will send it back to the hon. gen.
tleman (Mr. Jones) before deciding.

Mr. FISHIER. If the Bill were rend a second time, this
amendment could not, I think, b introduced in committee,
because it would not be according to the principle of the
Bill. It provides a different way of maintaining these
officers after they have ceased to be efficient, or their
families after the officers are dead. The Bill of the lFirst
Minister provides for the ordinary mode of pension, and, if
that principle were accepted by the Bi I being read a second
time, it seems to me the proposition of the hon. member
for Halifax (Mr. Jones) would not b in order, as being
radically opposed to the pi inciple of the Bill.

Mr. McMULLEN. Before we pass the second reading
of the Bill, I claim to have an opportunity of expressing
my opinion on the whole pension system.

Mr. SPEAKER. The amendment is not yet properly
before the House.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The amendment is con-
trary to ail parliamentary rales.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The amendment which I move
is this:

That the Bill be not now read the second time, but that it be resolved:
That a percentage of the salaries of the North-West Mounted Police
shall be deducted and paid to such persons on their leaving the service,
or to their families ina the case of their death in the service.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That would simply break
up the force. If a resolution was passed providing that
these men are to receive nominally the pay of 75 cents a
day, and that there is to be a percentage taken out of that,
you would get no mon for that force. The hon. gentleman
speaks as if we could get any number of men for that force.
That is not the case. There are a great number of recruits
--there are a great number of gentlemen's sons, to use the

ordinary pseudonym-who go into the force, but, in order
to keep up the force, you have not only to get recruits, but
to induce men who have proved themseolves competent, who
are good, efficient men, to remain in the force after they
are properly trained and are fully fit for their work. The
Government can have no object, and I can have no object,
in desiring to increase the expense of that force, but I am

satisfied, and all those wbo have really considered the
question, including the officers in command, agree that it is
of the very greatest importance, and that it is the wisest
economy to keep these skilled men in the force, and not to
have a body of recruits who are unfit for the work until
they are properly trained. It is botter, by giving a very
small inducement of this kind to enable the skilled labor to
look forward to some reward at the end of twenty-five long
years service. That, I think, is a wise provision.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell)ý I resume the observations I
was making a few moments ago in reference to this force.
t am opposed to this principle. I think it is wholly at
variance with the democratie tendencies of our population,
and I am sure that the people of this country will not be
satisfied to have 1,000 men pensioned on this country for an
indefinite time to come. I said that the hon. gentleman
had reduced the pay of this force some years ago. He
seemed to think I was in error on that matter. I stated
that the hon. gentleman did so because, as he informed the
House, he had no difficulty in obtaining at a lower rate of
wages, all the mon that were necessary in order to keep up
the force to the required number. On that occasion the
hon. gentleman said;

" There is to be a reduction in the pay of the force of $8,000 a year.
The men now receive 40 cents during the first year, and 50 cents per
day during the other four years of their service. The late rates were 50
cents per day during the first year, and 75 cents a day during the re-
maining four year of the term."

So that when the hon. gentleman actually reduced, after the
first year, the pay of the mon in the police force by 33 per
cent., he reduced it from 75 cents to 50 cents a day, and ho
gave, as a reason, that 50 cents was quite adequate pay to
secure all the men that were required in this particular
force. Now, the hon. gentleman proposes to do-what ?
He proposes that after these men have been a certain period
in the service, we shall pension them off for the remainder of
their lives. He tells us that if they entered the service at the
age of from fifteen to twenty years, at the end of twenty-
five years they would be entitled to be pensioned earlier
than if they bocame unfit in the service from loss of health
or other cause. Now, if they enter the service at twenty
years of age, at the end of twenty-five years they will be
forty-five years of age, and they are to bo pensioned on the
country for the remainder of their lives. I do not think,
notwithstanding all that the hon. gentleman has said, that
I can agree with the view that a man who has been ton or
fifteen years in the service,is worth three men who have been
there a shorter period. Now, if a young man who entera the
service is fit for it, if he is sober, steady, and attentive to
his duties, I have no doubt that, at the end of three years,
he will be quite as efficient as he is ever likoly to become-
in fact, from all that I can judge of the force, the efficiency
of those in the service does not increase with the term of
their service, and I think, that being the case, the hon.
gentleman ought not to persist in this Bill. It is wholly
contrary to the wishes and the feeling of the people of this
country. The only effect of putting this Bill upon the
Statute-book will be to cause serious trouble in the future;
for I have no doubt whatever that the people will not per.
mit any Government to control the affairs of this country
who undertakes to pension so large a number in the public
service. Why, the hon. gentleman tells us that a great
many of these men are not citizens of this country at all.
They do not belong here; they are not natives of
Canada. They are sons of English gentlemen, who have
gone into the North-West to spend some time, and
they are engaged on this police force. Now, to
pension men who, at the end of their service, are
likely to leave the country and to draw a certain sum from
the public revenue for the remainder of their lives, after
they attain the age of forty-five, is a proposition that I do
not think will meet with favor by the public of this country.
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I am sure that almost everywhere the system of pensioning
and superannuation is unpopular. The people of this
country are not satisfied with it. They think that those
who are paid fairly well out of the publie Treasury for their
public services ought to provide for their own future by
practicing eoonomy, precisely the same as those who
are engaged in the ordinary pursuits of private life; and
the proposal of the hon. gentleman will only tend to make
it impossible that judges, or any other persons in the
service of the public, will be able to receive in the future
any retiring allowance or pension whatever. The hon.
gentleman, by undertaking to extend the pension list, will
ouly make it impossible, in this country, to grant a pension
to any person, however necessary the adoption of such a
policy might be.

Mr. DAVIN. I think it must be obvions to the Heuse
that my hon. friends in the Reform ranks who have been
speaking on this subject, do not really know it as profoundly
as most other subjects which they discuss. I think that
the way my hon. friend from Halifax (Mr. Jones) if I may
say so, botched his amendment, is emblematic of the way,
if they had their will, that they would botch the Mounted
Police. The hon. member for Halifax declares that this
Bill is not necessary. Whetlier it is necessgry or not, is a
matter of fact. There are just two sections of the com-
munity who are capable of giving an opinion on this
subject. The Government, dealing with that questiQn, deal-
ing with the management of the Mounted Police, knowing
by reports what goes on in the Territories, can give an
authoritative opinion; and the people living in the Terri-
tories, and meeting the Mounted Police force, observing it
every day, and knowing what are the inducements that cause
tbemounted policemen to enter andleave the force, tbey also
can rive an authoritative opinion. My hon. friend from
Halhfax who could give us an authoritative opinion on ship.
ping or on a cognate question, I rather thinkis hardly in a
position to ask the question whether this measure is
necessary or not. Now, as a fact, what the right hon.
gentleman stated is palpable to everybody who closely
observes the Mounted Police. The best men, the men that
are uost useful in the force, leave it after five years, when
they are at the acme of their efficiency. Why do they leave
it ? Because the pay is not sufficient to keep them there.
My hon. friend from Bothwell (Mr. Mills) calculated that
after a man spent 25 years in the force he would be about
43 or 45 years old, according as he entered it at 18 or 20
years of age. After a man spends 25 years in that force,
he may be one of the most useful men we could possibly
have in that force, but you know very well that if that
man were to enter civil life, he would enter it under great
disability. The man who spends 10, or 15 or 25 years in
the Mounted Police may be efficient as a mounted police-
man, but he re-enters civil life handicapped, They
know that. What, then, are these men to do ? The
mounted policeman, when he bas been five years in the ser-
vice, asks himself whether he shall or shall not enlist again.
He says to himself: If I enlist again, I shall spend 10
or 15 years of my life in this service. The pittance I
am paid will not enable me to save much money, and at
the end of that time I may go forth into civil life handicap.
ped; whereas if I now leavo the Mounted Police force, I

ave got a knowledge of the territory, I can get a situation,
and can make my way. Why, Sir, this proposal of the hon.
gentleman from Halifa:, if he will excuse tue for saying it,
bears absurdity on its forehead. Why, these men are only
getting 50 cents a day, and he asks you to deduet from this
paltry pay, a sum sufficient to provide for them and their
families in the future. Of course, this system of pensioning
employees of the Government, and deducting so much from
their pay or allowance is a good system when they are paid
liberal salaries, but to do so whon a man's pay is 50 oí• 75

lr. MILLS (Bothwell).

cents a day would be very absurd indeed. The hon. member
for Halifax (Mr. Jones) said that men could easily be had.
So they can. But what is a mounted policeman ? An efficient
mounted policeman is a man drilled like a soldier, he is a
man drilled to do soldiers' work if necessary, he is a man
trained Vo go from one part of the country Vo another in search
of horse thieves and all sorts of breakers of the law; and men
who have just entered the force and men who are willing to
qnter the force, these men for the first twelve monthe, or
for the first two years for that matter, are very useles in
‡he force. They spend mont of their time drilling, and if
they are required to be sent from one part of the country
‡o another part, they do not know the country. As to the
#tatement of the hon. member for Halifax (Mr. Jones), that
this House should not adopt this measure because the Gov-
prnment could always get men, that is a fallaéy, because the
nen you can get are not efficient; you have to take them

Vnd train them. The hon. member for Bothwell (Mr.
Mills), used what seems to me to be a very curions argu-
nent. He said this little Bill, if passed, would probably lay

the axe to the root of ail pensions whatever; that it would
preate snc a commotion in the country and would raise
such an indignation in the minds of the people against
pensions that we would not be able to pension ourjudges
and the whole pension system would be swept away. Of
pourse that is absurd, and I think I will show it is absurd.
What amount would the Govern ment be called upon to pay
during the eight years following 1898, when the first man,
according to the classification, would be ready to receive a
pension ? They would not be called upon to pay more
than $9,000. And yet we are told that it would create such
a commotion that we would not be able to pension our
judges.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) How do you make that calcula-
tion ?

Mr. DAVIN. You can easily calculate it.
Ur. DAVIES (P.B.I.) Every man would receive it in

years.
Mr. DAVIN. I have made the calculation, and you will

find it to be perfectly correct. The pension of a constable
will vary from 22 cents per day for 15 years service to 50
cents for 27 years service; the pension of a sergeant would
vary from 30 cents for 15 years service to 66 cents for 27
years service; that of a staff-sergeant from 27J cents for 15
years service to $1 for 27 years service. How do these sums
compare with those paid in other services ? We have the
service in Australia and the service of the Irish constabulary.
The pensions of the Irish constabulary are calculated on full
pay, including the coustable's ratiQns or subsisteince. The cal-
culation in this Bill of the right hon. gentleman is made on
the bare pay of the mounted policeman. Liberal provision,
again, is made for the Irish constabulary when incapaci-
tated from infirmity of body or mind af ter five years' service.
This Bill is not sufficiently liberal in my opinion. Instead
of providing for incapacity after 15 years service I
should prefar thAt it provided for incepecity after 10 years
service. In New Zealand and lNew South Wales provision
is made as follows: superannuation deduction is 3 per cent.,
but the pensions are very liberal. For 15 years and under
20 years service the amount must net exceed half pay, for 20
years end under 25 years service itmust not exceed two-thirds
pay, for 25 years service and under 30 years it must not
exceed three-fpurths pay, and for 30 years service full piy is
granted. So, if we compare the Bill of the right hon, gentle-
man with the provisioips made in other countries where police
forces are in use, we find that, instead of the Bill being a very
liberal one in pensioning the Mounted Police, it is a very
moderato one in4eed in its provisions. The services that these
mon render the country are of a very various, laborious
and sometimes dangerous character, and I think it would
be a great miatake on our part if whon we come to deal
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with the question of giving them inducements to remain in
the force and be efficient constables, we approach the ques-
tion in a niggardly manner. These men, as the right hon.
gentleman has very properly described thom, are really in
physique about the finest body of men in the world. The
standard is very high, and for the very reason that so
many are anxious to enter the force, we are able to keep it
up to a high mark, and in consequence of that you cannot
find a weak or weedy man in the whole police force in the
North-West. As to their intelligence, they are very well
educated, some exceedingly well educated men, and for
the services they have to perform this is a matter of
very great importance. When such men think of their
future they naturally shrink from continuing to per-
form those laborious services and continuing in such a
service if in 15 or 20 years they have to leave the
service without, by reason of the smallness of their pay,
baving accumulated anything for the future and without
receiving any stay such as a pension would provide. I
happen to know that men in the force have looked forward
to a measure of this kind with great anxiety, and some of
them have paused as to whether they would leave the ser-
vice or not in the hope that such a Bill would be passed.
The idea put forward by the hon, member for Bothwell
(Mr. Mill), and endorsed by the hon. member for Halifax
(Mr. Jones), that men who have but recently joined the
force are as efficient as the men who have been there for
some time, is an idea of which they would be disabused if
they spoke to any officer of the force or anyone who is
familiar with the North-West Territories. If you take a
man who bas been to Prince Albert, Edmonton, Battleford,
and travelled across the country, and who knows the Wood
Mountain country, and been along the southern frontier, in
fact knows the whole country, and compare him with a man
who bas recently joined the force, and who is unacquainted
with the country, and who is not equal to the rigors of the
service at that time, it is the comparison of one man who is
the raw material with another who is the manufactured
article.

Mr. LAURIER. You want protection.
Mr. DAVIN. Yes, we go the whole hog. We believe

in the manufactured article. This Bill provides what jus.
tice demands. The hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills)
said that no faith was pledged to these men. The right
hon. gentleman does not proceed as if faith had been
pledged to the men. There is no such idea underlying this
proposition; there is no such absurd notion underlying the
Bill. We are not thinking whether faith is pledged to
them or not. What we are thinking of is this: Io this
provision a measure that justice demanda? Not only is it
a measure that justice demanda, but it is a measure that
expediency and efficiency demand.

Some hon. MEMBERS, No.
Mr. DAVIN. I hear some hon. gentlemen say "no," but

they know nothing about it. We in the North-West who
do know something about it say that this Bill will add
30 per cent. to the efficiency of the North-West Mounted
Police. Instead of having mon yon have trained for five
years, and out of whom you have probably got only two
and a.half years' efficient work, leaving the service for
which they were admirably fitted to continue in to the ad.
vantage of the country, and going into civil life; when this
Bill becomes law, as I am sure it will,- those men will re-
main in the service. If you were to speak to any of the
men who have commanded that force, from Colonel
Macleod down to Commissioner Herchmer, they will tell
you that their great difficulty was to get efficient
men to remain in the force. I have no doukt what-
ever that not only do the men look forward to tbis
Bill with anxious hope, but that those who are in
oonmasd of the force, and who are reeponsibl for its

efficiency, look forward to its passing as a meous of keeping
the best men in the service. ho hon. member for Bothwel
(Mr. Mills) said that this Bill was contrary to the demo-
cratie tendencies of this country. I have yet to learn that
democratie tendencies are necessarily opposed to providing
pensions for mon who have served the country. I suppose thie
country below the line is democratic enough, but yet
we hear of their pension Bills and of the enormous pensions
which they pay. The hon. member for Bothwell (Mr.
Mille) who looks to the United States with mo much rever-
ence, and all these gentlemen on the Opposition side of the
House, who ait so to speak at the feet of the Republican
Gamaliel, surely ought ho redy to take a hint from li
democracy below the line as to pensions. The whole
reasoning of my hon. friends from Halifax (Mr. Joues) and
Bothwelf (Mr. Mills), is a reasoning of mistaken facts and
defective analogies. The hon. member for Halifax used
one analogy after another for which there was no base, and
my hon. friend from Bothwell declared that pensions are
contrary , to democratie tendencies althougb below the
lino where you have a democracy that ho worships,
pensions are in vogue. But we are not wholly a demo.
cratic country, although Lord Dufferin stated that
we were more democratie than our friends below the
lino. We are members of a great Empire. No doubt
we have a strong democratic streak running through our
community, but we are also an Imperial people. We are
also proud of being citizens of a great Empire and i have
shown you that in varions parts of that Empire, in Ireland,
in New Zealand and in New South Wales te pensions are
provided for the police. The hon. member for Halifax
declared that the result of this Bill would be that this
system would press very heavily on the taxpayers. if ho
will do what ho did in regard to his amendment; if ho will
get first the bon. member for Bothwell, and then the hon.
member for Queen's P.E.I. (Mr. Davies), and then the
leader of the Opposition, to assist him in making a calcula-
tion, as he got them to assist him in making an amendment,
he will find that this would not press very heavily on the
taxpayers. I think I have shown that there is no basis
whatever for the varions representations of the member for
Halifax. I do not want to be offensive-I could not possibly
ho offensive- but I must say that the contention of my hon.
friend is an ignorant contention.

Some hon. MEMIBERS. Oh.
Mr. DAVIN. I will take Lhat back if it is in the least

offensive, but I shall have to say that his is a contention
based on defective knowledge.

Mr. WATSON. As I come from the west and have some
knowledge of the North-West #ounted Police wben
they are enlisted, while they are in the service, and after
they have been dismissed from the service, I beg leave to
differ with some statements made by the on. gentleman
who bas just spoken. The reason that ho adduces that a
long service in the police unfits men for active pursuits in
life is Lthe very reason why I oppose the passing by tbis
Parliament of any legislation which will induce those men
to romain in the force for the long term of 25 years. I
know a number of those mounted policemen who have
discontinued service after 15 or 20 years in the force,
and I know that those men are prActically unfitted to cope
with others in the ordinary avocations of civil life. They
are men who acquired indolent habits while in the force,
who have little or no business aptitude, and the result is
they are unfitted for any other service. For that reason I
strongly oppose any system by which thes. men will ho in-
duced to romain long in the service. I have nothing but
praise for the ability of thie men who are in the police
force. They are smart, intelligent men, and they are that
for the simple reason that @ome three men apply to get
into the mounted police force for the qne who is apcepted.
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There are any amount of men who wish to join the police
force and with the choice the Government bas, and the
careful inspection which they make, it must be taken for
granted that the Mounted Police force is made up ofthe very
best young men we have in Canada. I think this can hardly
be denied, because the other night when we were going
through the Estimates we found that $2 each was paid for the
inspection of recruits, and that three candidates presented
themselves for every one who was accepted. There is this
other reason why I would prefer the term of service to be
for a short rather than a lengthened period. At present,
we have at the end of every five y ears first class drilled
soldiers. It bas been stated that twelve months after a re,
cruit joins the force he i being drilled, but there are men in
course of being drilled, and who are recruits, and are yet
quite efficient for the duties in which they are employed.
They do not all require to be thoroughly drilled mon, because
they have got work requiring other qualifications. There is a
certain number of teamsters among the force, and the young
men are quite competent to act as teamsters for some time
after they enlist. I am sure the Government have seen,
during the last rebellion, the benefit of having a num-
ber of discharged mounted policemen in the North-West.
If you adopt this pension system you have simply got
1,000 policemen at the end of 25 years, and they will
be men who are getting old and feeble; but, by adopting
the system of enlisting new recruits every five years, you
will have at the end of 25 years, not 1,000, but 5,000
well drilled men, who are thoroughly competent to take
their part in any trouble which we might have in the
North-West. I hope, in the near future, that it will
not be necessary to retain so many as 1,000 mounted
policemen in the North-West. I believe that when the
settlements grow up there, and they are growing very
rapidly, the entire protection of the country wili be taken
in hand by the Local Governments. For these reasons I
would strongly oppose any system of pensioning these men,
and unfitting thom for active life in other pursuits.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). My hon. friend from Assini.
boia (Mr. Davin) seems to take it for granted, if we may
judge from a remark which he made, that people who do
not five in the North-West are not able to judge of tbe prob.
ability of our being able to secure such men as we may re-
quire for service in the Mounted Police force. One does
not roquire to be a dweller in the North-West to decide that.
The ranks of the Mounted Police are not recruited in the
North-West, but in older Canada, and we know how easily
recruits can be obtained for that service. My hon. friend
has pointed out that when a call is made for men, three
times the number called for apply for the places. There is,
therefore, no urgency for this measure. Then, my hon.
friend from Assiniboia said that if we adopted the Bill, the
efficiency of the force would be increased 30 per cent. What
does ho mean by the efficiency of the force ? I suppose he
must have reforence to the work to be performed; but we
did not hear the hon. First Minister state that ho intends to
reduce the force by 300 men simultaneously with the pas-
sage of this Bill; and if my hon. friend's contention is right,
it would follow that the duties would be discharged by 700
men just as efficiently as they are by 1,000 men. Therefore,
failing to hear that the hon. First Minister intends to reduce
the force, we take it for granted that the hon. member's
view is not shared in by the First Minister. The only
argument I have heard for the Bill is that advanced by the
First Min ister, that the mon being enlisted for a long period
would become more efficient. If that statement were well
founded it would carry weight, but I am inclined to believe
that all the efficiency required can be secured in the term
of five years, and I agree with the hon. member for Mar-
quette that it is probably a mistaken policy in the interest
of the North-West to offer inducements to these men to

Mr. WATseoN

romain in the force 20 or 25 years. I am rather
inclined to agree with him, bringing common sense to
bear on the subject, that you eau secure as efficient a
force under five years enlistment as you could under 25
years; and if during that time, under the proposition of
the hon. member for Halifax (Mr. Jones) the men laid up
a little capital by which they could take up land and settle
in the country, we should have a number of men well fitted
to become permanent settiers. Then we have an additional
advantage as he has pointed out by this very system which
is claimed for our volunteer force. When fault is found
that young men enlist, and after remaining a short time
leave the force, and new men continually come in to take
their places, the reply is that the effect of that is good,
because instead of the available men being confined to
the ranks of the militia, we have this vast body
who have passed through the force receiving their
training and taken up civil occupations in different
parts o the country. It appears to me, therefore, that the
argument is against the First Minister as to the desira-
bility of inducing the mon to romain 25 years in the
service. Then, the argument of the hon. member for Halifax
cornes in, that if there be those in the force who are not so
improvident as others, this proposition would recoive their
thanks. I think what has been pointed out by the hon,
member for Bothwell is a conclusive answer to the claim
for the necessity of this Bill. The hon. First Minister stated
not long ago that it was possible, in the public interest, to
roduce the pay given to recruits in that force 33½ per cent.,
which is proof boyond question as to our being able at all
times to maintain an efficient force there. If we introduce
this system, as the hon. member for Halifax pointed out,
where is it to stop ? If it is right to apply this principle
to the Mounted Police, why is it not right to apply it to
the men who manages our batteries, and who are connected
with other parts of the service in this country ? I tbink
we would do weil to hesitate before we make this n3w
departure. I am inclined to think that even the First
Minister himself, on reflection, may see that the weight of
argument is rather against his proposition.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) The efficiency of the force seems
to be what we all mainly desire to attain; and it
seems to be conceded on all sides that the inducements at
present offered secure the results we desire. It is stated
by the hon. member for Marquette that three men offer for
every recruit roquired, and it seems, therofore, that it is not
necessary to offer greater inducements in order to increase
the efficiency of the force. But the hon. member for Ass-
iniboia says that we must not forma our own judgment on
this matter, but we must beguided by the judgment formed
by the Government. That would be very well, but which
judgment are we to accept, the judgment of the Govern-
ment to-day or its judgment the other day ? We have had
two systems in force for the maintenance of the North.West
Mounted Police. We had one system from 1873 to 1881,
under which a much larger percentage of pay was allotted
to the men than they are allowed to-day. What was the
resuit? We roduced the pay, and have gone on under the
reduced pay since 1881, and we find that since that time
the force has been efficient, I will read you an extract
from a speech made by the hon. First Minister after he had
had eight years experience of paying the mon a larger sum
than he pays them pow. He said:

" The pay was originally very large, fixed at a time when it was new,
and when the difficulties of going through an unknown country were
perhaps exaggerated. But the pay was so good that there was a rush of
men te the force; we found great pressure brought to send up gentlemen's
sone-educated men, of bi oken habits-and the force was to some ex-
tent made to serve the parpose of an inebriate asylum. Under the pre-
sent system we find that we eau get good mon, equal to the members of
any constabulary force."
Here the House is met with a pronunciamento of the leader
of the Government, that under the system of lower pay
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whieh bas now beergoing on for eight years we can get
capital mon equal te those in any constabulary in the
world, and that under the system of larger pay we had men
of broken habits, and that the force was te some extent
made te serve the purpose of an inebriate asylum. That
was the result before; the hon. gentleman does net want
te return te it; and if, under the present system, three times
the number of men offer that he requires, what is the use
of adding this additional burden te the burdens already rest-
ing upon this overburdened new country ? I object to the
Bill altogether, and I think the proposition made by the
hon. member for Halifax better meets the case.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman is
quite mistaken in regard te our being able to get three
times more men than we want. That is net the case, nor
anything like it. We can keep up the force. That there
are three times as many men offering as we would take, 1
have no doubt; but I can only take the good men who are
fit for their work, and we have no plethora of mon who are
fit te be accepted. The maximum pay is the same as
formerly, 75 cents per day; that i. te say, Parliament has
authorised the Government te give te the extent of 75 cents
a day te every constable. Formerly the pay began at 50
cents and then increased regularly, until, at the end of five
years, it reached 70 cents; and if the mon re-enlisted they
were te get 75 cents. Well, we reduced the entrance pay
from 50 cents te 40 cents. That is the saving that was
made. Then, the minimum being 40 cents, the pay in-
creased annually until it reached the maximum of 75 cents.
The reduction was made from 50 cents entrance psy te
40 cents. Year by year it grew up te 70 cents, until the
term of first enlistment expired, when the men received, if
they re-enlisted, 75 cents.

Mr. MACDONALD (Huron). What I object te mainly
is the principle underlying this superannuation Bill. The
question is: Where are we te stop ? What claim have
those parties te receive a pension from the people of this
country more than other people who are working outside
the Government. Surely these mon are net doing more in
the interests of the country than the thousands of laborers,
mechanics and clerks employed in the various institutions
of the country, and I never could understand why we should
spend the hard-earned money of the people in the payment
of pensions. I take the position, that this is only an exten-
sion of the present established superannuation iniquity-for
this is the most apt term I can give it. It is undoubtedly
an iniquity te spend hundreds of thousands of dollars-the
hard.earned money of the people-in pensioning a class
who received very good pay while in the service. If these
Government officials are net sufficiently well paid, I have
no objection te pay them or anyone else who serves his
country, a sufficient sum. Lot them be paid 50 cents, or
75 cents; but after they have served the country many
years and become disabled, they should stop out just as
any other clerks do, in other offices in the country. To
ask the people te put their bands into their pockets to pay
for the services of mon, when they can serve their country
no longer, is unjust. We are spending 8150,000 every year
in superannuation allowances te parties who no longer are
giving their country any return for what they receive. This
Bill would lead te abuse, just as the present superannuation
law leads te abuse. No matter who will have the adminis-
tration of this superannuation allowance, the syste m is bound
te lead te abuse. Allow me te give you a few instances.
I need go no further than the position of Clerk
or Deputy Clerk of this House. We find that the honor-
able and esteemed gentleman who fills the position of Clerk
with such ability receives 83,400 a year. I have no objeo.
tien te hie receiving that, or $4,000, if, in the judgment of
hon. members, his services are worth that te the country.
But outside of him, there is Mr. Alfred Patrick, superan-

nuated clerk, receiving no less than $2,380 a year, without
doing a single stroke of work. Then, Kr. Leprobon, who
was Assistant Clerk, draws pay to the extent of 81,544
annually, and has drawn to lst January, 1889, 810,164, and
ho was superannuated because, through sickness or some
other cause, ho was no longer able to serve in this House.
There is another superannuated clerk, B. U. Piché, who
draws $400 a year. Just think of it-$3,400 for the Clerk,
$2,800 for the Assistant Clerk, $1,544 for the superannuated
Assistant Clerk, $2,380 for the superannuated Clark, and
8400 for another superannuated Assistant Clerk-or not
less than 810,524 paid by this Government for the purpose
of filling up two positions. I ask any sensible man if snob
a system is in the interests of the people who pay the taxes?
Let me give you another instance. In 1878-and I suppose
hon. gentlemen will say this person was superannuated
under the late Government, but I care not under whose
Government he was superannuated, when such a system is
placed in the hands of any Government, abuses are bound
to arise through the pressure of the friends of the Govern-
ment-Gilbert MeMicken was Receiver General in Winnipeg.
He became sick and was superannuated, and he now drawA
annually $1,579 from the superannuation fund; but since
ho received that amount ho recovered his health, and who
would not? $1,579 was the best medicine ho could receive
to restore his energies. Ris energies came back and ho
stepped ont into the political arena of Manitoba, and ran for
member for that Province, because ho was too sick to keep
the Government position he formerly occupied. He was
elected a member of the Manitoba Legislature, and was ap-
pointed Speaker. He drew 81,000 as Speaker of the House,
and $400 as member, and he roceives from this Government
$1,579, on the ground that ho was not able to do anything.
Is this not an anomaly ? Let me give you another case. In
1878 John Gordon of the London post office, a man who had
served in the post office 35 years, who was in the full vigor
of his health, and botter able to disecharge bis duties than at
any other period, passed ont because his place was required,
it was said for the efficiency of the post office, but
the efficiency consisted in getting another person in
bis stead. Mr. Gordon has drawn ever since bis retirement
$594 a year, or in all $4,800 during those eight years, and
is now busily occupied doing other businesi. Let me Rive
you another instance. You all remember Alex. McNab,
who was Chief Engineer of the Prince Edward Island Rail-
way. Well, ho bungled that railway to snob an extent that
the people almost rose up against him. He was only 45
years of äge when he was superannuated. He took ill with
colic, or something else, for the purpose of receiving the
superannuation allowance, and the Government came to bis
rescue, and gave him $1,715 a year superannuation allow-
ance. Since that time, ho bas been as well as I have beau,
or as any other person in that part of the country; and
rumor bas it that ho became an engineer of another rail-
way and lived out of Canada a portion of that time, and yet,
down to the present, he bas drawn from the country for
superannuation $13,862. Any system which leads to snch
abuses should not be tolerated, and the Act should be re-
moved from the Statute-book, though without prejudicing
anyone who is under its operation at present. There was
another case which happened in 1879. Mr. Thomas Charles
Patteson was the celebrated editor of the Mail, who wrote
in favor of the present leader of the Government during
the years the hon. member for East York (Mr. Mac-
kenzie) was in power. When the present Government
came back into power, Thomas Charles Patteson said
to the leader of the Government: "It is largely through
my able editorials that our party has come back, and
I want something at your hands." "What do you
want ?" eays the leader of the Government. "I want
the Toronto postmastership." "lBut," says the leader of
the Government, ".Toseph Lesslieb as been the Toronto
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postmaster for 35 years, and ho fillS the office with credit
to himself and with satisfaction to everyone in the city of
Toronto." "But I want it," says Mr. Patteson. Well,
what was the result? Joseph Lessioe was asked to resign.
Ho opposed that request, and said: IlI am as capable of per.
forming the duties of my office as I was 10 or 1 or 20 years
ago," but the pressure was brought to bear, and Joseph
Lesslie resigned. He draws $2,480 a year from the Super.
annuation fund, or, since his superannuation, he las taken
$24,:08 from that fund ; while Thomas Charles Patteson
draws a salary of 83,000 and the result is that in nine
years, the Toronto post office has cost this country 850,000
for the postmasters, which is altogether the result of this
iniquitous system of superannuating individuals who are
able to discharge thoir duties, and placing others in their
positions. That system is not in the interest of this country,
and, when the farmers and the laborers and the mechanies
know that this is the system which is established in this
country, I believe they will rise up as one man and insist
on its discontinuance. I hope the time is not far distant when
greater wisdom will prevail and less partisanship, when we
may remove from the Statute-book such abuses as I bave re-
ferred to, and this measure is but an extension of the abuse.
I do not oppose the Dominion police. They are a fine hody
of able and useful men, and they require certain physical
qualifications in order to fill that position. If 50 cents or
75 cents a day is not sufficient for them, come down with a
Bill giving them sufficient pay for their labor and I will
support it, but I will strongly oppose the extension of this
principle, and I am very much mistaken if the people of the
country will not oppose it as much as I do.

Gen. LAURIE. In following the remarks of the hon.
member for Huron (Mr. Macdonald), I find that ho wan-
dered considerably from the subject before the House. He
went into the general question of superannuation. I do not
propose to follow him into that question at all, but I pro-
pose to touch on one or two remarks which ho made on
this subject, and they were very few. He asks what claim
these men have on us, what right have we to give them
this, what right have they to asi it ? That is not the ques-
tion before the louse. lt is not that the membera of the
Mounted Police haveasked for this, but it is that the Govern-
ment who control that body and know what they require,
who know the necessity of the existence of that body, and
wbo have to handle it and to manage it, find the necessity
of asking for this meassre. The hon. gentleman says that,
if 75 cents a day will not bring these mon into the force,
we should give them $1, but we are told on this side
of the House that we can get three men for every one we
now have. I think it was the hon. member for Queen's
(Mr. Davies) who said so.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I said that I had heard the mem-
ber for Marquette (Mr. Watson) make the statement, and
1 accepted his statement.

Gen. LAURIE. Well, you endorsed it, and I will take
the two of you.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I). The First Minister said so also.

Gen. LAURIE. The question is not what recruits we
eau got, but can we keep them when we have got them ? I
speak with some little experience of service with military
and semi-military bodies both in the British army and in
foreign armies, and the difficulty in all those is not to get
the recruit, but to keep the soldier after you have trained
him. Take the continental armies. Take the German
army, where every soldier has to serve under the system
of conscription for two or three yeara. Take the French
army, where every man bas to serve five years with the
color. There they find that that is not enough to main-
tÙin the army in eflciency, and that they must have men

Mr. MACDONALD (Huron).

of longer service, in order to keep up tte backbone of the
army. The result is that, though in France they have no
system of pensions, they arrange by a mode of commutation
from men who are not willing to serve, and ont of that
they pay a handsome bounty to men who are willing to
serve the second time. Though their men are only en-
listed in the army for four or five years, they encourage them
to remain for 15 or 20 years in the service in that way. The
Germans also find it necessary to encourage mon to stay in
the service, and the great complaint in all the European
armies is that the service is too short to make the men effi-
cient. It takes three years to make a soldier, and that is when
ho is serving all the time in the ranks, but, in the North-
West Mounted Police, where a man has to be a soldier and a
policeman as well, where he has to act individually in most
cases, as well as acting with the troop in the field, it must
take a longer time to make a constable and a soldier than to
make a soldier when he is acting in the ranka. In the British
army we have tried a system, which is something of the
kind which the hon. gentleman proposes, of deducting a per.
centage from the pay of the soldiers. That is what is called
deferred pay, and tlýe experiende of that is that nothing
works much worse. The soldier looks forward to the amount
reserved being put into his hands at a certain time, and he
takes the first opportunity to leave the army, and as a rule,
he spends the money at once, being, as my hon. friend has
said, not used to civil life after serving in the force. My
hon. friend from Marquette (Mr. Watson) says it is a great
advantage to have so many pass through the force so that,
when necessary, we may have them at command for service.
I do not think we are calculating on having a great war in
the North-West, and I do not think we need a great reserve.
I believe it is far botter for us to have 1,000 efficient mon
than to have 1,000 inefficient men, and 1,000 or 2,000 whom
we might call upon when we might require them. Lot us
have a body of men perfectly trained instead of a portion
partially trained and a portion trained who probably have
forgotten their training. When the British army attempted
to organise the reserve system firet, they found that they
had neither reserves nor soldiers. and that would be our
experience. The hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills)
says we would have a 1,000 pensioners on our bands. Does
he aaksume that a 1,000 mon will serve for 25 yearsa? I have
never heard such an extraordinary idea propounded.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.1.) They are to be pensioned at
15 years under certain cireumstances.

Gen. LAURIE. Yes; but does the hon, gentleman think
all these mon will remain in the service for 15 years ? Does
he not think there may be some inducements for them to
leave ther than that of completing their term of service?
Surely the Government will protect themselves by enlisting
a man only for five years, allowing him to be re-engaged if
be is a good man. The bargain is not ail on one aide. It
is for the benefit of the eountry as well as for the individual.
I take-it that this measure of the Government is intended to
get the very best service out of a man that can be got. I
find that the Government were criticised because they eut
down the pay between 1873 and 1881, and they are now
criticised becausè, finding that they were unable to get
good men and keep them, they propose a pension. This
service changes like any sphere of civil life, and we must
be prepared to accommodate ourselves to the practices of
men in civil life from whom we draw our recruits. I shall
support this measure of the Government, because I believe
it is wise and judicious.

Mr. MoMULILEN. I have always opposed in this House
the tendency to increase our superannuation list, and I shall
do the same in this case. Now,the complete answer to the
proposition to create a superannuation system in the North-
West Mounted Police, is the statement of the First Minister
some years ago, that we were well able to keep the force
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in an efficient order, even if we reduced the pay. The pay
to-day is 75 cents, with clothing and food, and I think the
class of men forming the North-West Mounted Police, is a
class that could not possibly make any more money in any
other calling in life. I am satisfied that taking therm al]
tbrough, the majority of them could not save the amount
they are saving in the Mounted Police, if they were engaged
in-sny other calling. The hon. member who bas just taken
bis seat (General Laurie) has referred to the arrny of Great
Britain, pointing out how necessary it was that a retiring
allowance shouki b granted to them, But we must take
into consideration that the pay received by soldiers in the
British army is a more pittance compared with what we
pay our mon. A man in the British army gets Is. 4d. per
day, while we -are paying our men 75 cents. We
are paying tbem all tbey are wortb, and I contend
that when we are paying fully as much as they could get
in any other calling it is not necessary to ask the country
to grant them an allowance when they leave the force.
Our experience in regard to superannuation is tat it has
been a positive abuse. If we consent to the passage of this
Bill to grant a retiring allowance to the Mounted Police, 1
am atified that it will be abused just the same as our
superannuation system has been abused. We have in tbis
country at the present time 450 superannuated officers of
the Civil Service, who are strutting round and drawing
about 8160,000 a year of the country's funds, and if we con.
sent to this proposition of the Government we will have
quite a number of these people taking advantage of it to
retire from the service and they will thenceforward become
a drain upon the resources of ihis country. I fully concur
with the opinion of the hon. member for Marquette (Mr.
Watson) that it is unwise to encourage the people to con-
tinue in the service beyond say 10 or 15 years. I believethat
we can get plenty of mon who would be glad to go out there
for explÔring purposes, for the purpose of seeing the country
and making a little money at the same time; and after a
number of years' service tbey will b glad to retire and take
up their home in that country. I have no doubt that a great
many of those now in the Mounted Police went there
in the first place for that purpose, and every year they will
leave the service and become settlers, and we hope that
more will do so, because it is not desirable that we should
have men putting in 25 years in that service, and then be
turned out virtually useless. I hope, also, that in place of
keeping up that force to 1,000 men, we will be able gradu-
ally to reduce it. There is no necessity to-day for 1,000
Mounted Police. I believe we could do with one-half that
number to-day. We ought to be able annually to reduce
the number. We raised the force to the present number
only at the close of the rebellion. Prior to that rebellion
we did not find that there was any need for more than 500
men. There are no more Indians and half-breeds in the
North.West now than there were prior to the last rebellion,
when 500 men were able to keep the peace in that country,
and I do not see why the same number are not able to keep
the Indians and half-breeds in peace now. Besides that,
we now have a railway running up to that country, and we
would be able to send in at short notice any number of men
to put down any rising of the North.West that might
occur. I do not think it is necessary that we
should pay 8860,000 a year for that force, andi
in addition to that, provide a pension to those who
may leave it after serving a certain time. I am opposed
to the whole system. Our past experience has shown that
the system is grossly abused, that mon are pensioned who
never should be on the pension list, and I am satisfied that
if we extend it to the North-West Mounted Police, it would
be abused in the s»e way. It is our duty to reject the
systern, and get rid 6f the present superannuation list as
soon as we cau, and get down to a basis where we will not
bave to cal upon the people of this country to pay aWayloi

money in this useless and unnecessary way. I am satisfied
e that this is wrong, and that we ean keep the force fully

effilient without pensioning thom at alIl, and if any emer-
gency arises when it is necessary to increase the force in
order to keep the peace, we have a magnificent accommoda-
tion in the way of a railway, by which we can send to the
North-West any number of mon from the volunteer force.
I believe that in place of keeping up the force to 1,000 men,
we ought to begin annually to reduce it at least by 100 men,
with the object of getting rid of the whole expense at the
end of 10 years.

House divided on amendment of Mr. Jones (Halifax):
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r.),

Amendment negatived, Bill read the second time, and
louse resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I observe that this Bill will

go into operation in 1888. Wiil it include those incapaci-
tated and those who resigned from the force last year ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; it only refera to men
who are in the force after the passing of this Act. Any
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men who are in the force when the Act comes into opera- under the Dominion statute possibly can furnish. In fact the latter are

tien w1Ilhave the bonefit eof thetîme they have been in th compelled to go to th asse;sment rolls for most of their information.
foc sinhe the enfitd ofhe eThe Dominion Franchise Act gives us a second and altogether unneces-
force since they enlisted. iary votera' list, anid ihe abolition of that Act would save a beavy annual

Mr. PATES09Q (Brant). Thon, any person who left expenditure. Abolieli it."
. PAE sOear (ran. Tnano p on who lt ®ow, rSpeaker, these articles from Conservative journals

then ferved 15 years would net have the benfit ofthis t? indicate the state of sentiment in the country and it is my
belief that at least three-fourths of the voters of Canada

Sir JOHN A, MACDONALD. No; these clauses are all who support the right bon. gentleman are tired and dis-
taken from the Irish Police Act and have been found to gusted wiîth this Act. I believe, Sir, that there are not ten
operate very efficiently. members of tis House, sitting here to-night, who would

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed. vote for this Act if they voted on their convictions. But
the right bon. gentleman and his followers are something

ELEC'ORAL FRANCHISE ACT AMENDMENT. in the condition of the man, of whom Abe Lincoln relaies

Sir JOHN TRO31PSON moved the third reading of Bill the story, who called for help one day to a passerby on the
S Jroad; the man was holding a hog by the tail against a tree

(No. 4) further to amend the Revised Statutes, Chapter 5, and he said to the passerbyI: "Come here and help me."
respecLing the Electoral Franchise. The man said: "What do you want ? " and the oether re-

Mr. CHIARLTON. I propose to suggest to the Govern- plied: " I want you to help me to let go of this hog." That
ment a slight alteration in this Bill and to move an amend- is the trouble with the right hon. gentleman. He has got
ment to that effect. I think this modification should meet this hog, or rather this elephant, and his friends would
with the approbation of the Minister of Justice and the be glad to get rid of it, but the difficulty is to find out
leader of the Government. There is no question, although how to let go of the animal. I propose to assist my right
I am afraid the First Minister is not aware of the fact, that hon. friend in letting go of this elephant in a limited sense,
the country is thoroughly disgusted with this Bill. I and it will be a step to getting rid of the elephant altogether.
believe that is evinced very clearly by the articles that This Franchise Act is entirely useless. Thore is hardly a
appear in the newspapers supporting the hon. gentleman. member who supports my hon. friends who is not subject
1 nave, for instance, in my hand an editorial clipped from to an expense of five or six hundred dollars for the revision
the Hamilton Spectator, of the 24th January, as follows:- of voters' lists in his riding. 1 know that $500 is less than

" A little while ago we were told that, being interviewed by a labor the actual average cash outlay required by this measure
delegation of Toronto, Sir John A. Macdonald intimated that the from every member who supports the right hon. gentleman
Doniaion Government might, during the coming 8ession, amend the on the other side of the flouse. It is cruel legislation on
Franunise Act in the generel direction of manhood suffrage." his part to submtit them to this expenditure.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is a mistake. Mr. RYKE RT. Did you pay that?
Mr. CHARLTON. The editorial continues: Mr. CHARLTON. I pay more than that. In my riding,
" Nuw we are told that Sir John said nothing of the kind; that he a Reform riding and conbidered a sure riding, I may tell the

oaid precisely the other thingthat ne step whatever will be takren t10-
ward m ,hood suffrage. i ghave nomeans ofnknowing wichofthese gentleman, in confidence, that the legitimate expenses of the
stories is the correct one; but it is to be hopec that the firat report is Franchise Act in 1886 cost me $750, and it did not cost the
the true one. Itis the habit of Conservatuves to saïy that the Dominion hon. gentleman from Lincoln anything less.
Frautùnee Act gives the people 'practically manhood suffrage.' we
think that is so; but would like to see te 'piractical manhood suf- Mr. RYKERT. Oh, yes; a great deal less.
fiage ' divested of the cumbrous, expensive and most unsatisfactory
accumpaniments of revising barristers and voters' lista, and attendanee Mr. CHARLTON. This is a useless and unnecessary ex.
at courts, and ail the time-wasting, costly and bothersome nonsense pense, and the fact tbat it is not a satisfactory measure is
which the existing regulations make necessary. If the present Act gives fairl and clearl evinced by the delay et the Govern ment

practical manhood suffrage,' there eau be no harm in giving theore. eo.
lical manhood suffrage as well. If every man eau vote under the pre-- n msuing a second list. The operation of this messure was
sent rules, no man can vote under any other rules or under no rules so uUsatisfactory, and the expenses were so enormous, that,
whatever. There is no need whatever for votera' lista. A system of after the first list was created, they gave us a pause of three
registration would be quite sufficient and more effective than ay test s before toy rea tette gave us asecond liet
systrem that could be aevised. Thearegistration would be necessary years before they made any attempt to give u8 a second hat.
only on the ove of an election, and doula be ordered at the time of the The first list cost us $420,000. The Government have al-
issuing of the election writ. Then ail the expensive work involved in ready paid for that list 8414,000, and there are something
making and changing voters' tists would be unnecessary. *1heGovern. . be 4 d t a than
ment which gave UJanada the present Dominion Franch:ue At eau give over 85,000 in bills yet to beseettlod. I1venture to say that
Canada hanhood suffrage witnout streiching its conscienc, or its cou- the members of this House paid not less than $150,000 in
servatism one hair's breadth turther, and.i î&a be hoped thatjil will do expenees in connection with the revision of that list, and I
lb. ~venture to say that the publie were damaged to the extent
That is a quotation from the Hamilton Spectator, as straight of not les than $500,000 in loss of time and in dancing
a Conservative journal as there is in theVDominion of Canada. attendance on the courts. We have an expense to the
I have here an-article from the Toronto relegram of the 8th country in connection with that voters' list, directly
of April last, and the Teiegram is alsd a paper which suP- and indirectly, of about 81,100,000, and that is an
porte my right hon. friend m annin, aihough it professes to expense which must be incurred every time for the
be independent. The article is as follows:- purpose of creating a list, infeL ior in every respect to

"NEEDLEss AND EXPIMUsIV. the list formed by municipal officers for provincial Iran-
"ÂA Committee of the Commons and Senite bas been this session chise purposes. We have had the character of this Bill

endeavoring to limit the expense connected with legislation at Ottawa. debated over and over again and I propose te eay only a
Hon. George Foster has aso been devising means with the same end in few words about it to.night. There is not a franchise in
view, and at ie said one of hia schemes contemplates a sweeping reduc-
tion in ail officiai salaries. If an honest effort is made the sesional any English commonwealth under the sun that lias the
expense eau be largely reduced. there ai n doubt either but that characteristios that this Billihas. The officer appointed for
many officiai salaries could be cut down or abolished altogether with- the purpose of forming these lists in Canada is a Govern-
ont the public interest suffering. But a stili greater saving can be
effectedi by the abolition of tue Federal Francuise Act. That Act has ment appointee; ho holds hia office during the pleasure ef
cost tLe country half a million doilars, and only one votera' list bas yet the Government, and there is not another commonwealth
been i. ýued under it, Iu Vominion and ticott aet elections, held under where the English language is spoken where the revising
its prL risions, votere' lista from three te four years old are used. If a
neOW list were issued every year the annual expense would tal little barriter je an appointee et the Government The revisien
short ut $OU,oo. The Act is entirely unnecessary. The municipal eof'this list is an act performed by the appointee of the
gounc ila urnithed more accurate voter is M the q&uCals appointed QÙ01 ý 0à» WJ4r0s in *vury Euglish oeny, and in
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England itself, the revision of the voters' list is a legal
not performed by an appointee of the courts. In Englaid
the lists are formed by municipal officers. The listes
are revised by a revising barrister appointed by the courts,
and in the forming of the lista and in the revision of
the lista the Government can interfere in no way what-
ever. In all the colonies the lista are formed and revised in
substantially the same way. In all the States of the Ameri.
can Union the lista are formed and the registration is made by
municipal officers. The revision is made by municipal officers
in every State except Oregon, where it is made by county
judges, and the expenses in all cases are light and the list
is formed just on the eve of the election or within a few
days of the time that the people are to go to the polls. In
Canada we have been voting in elections and bye elections
on a list three years old, and we have a system of making the
liste which in no case can cause it to be a list formed about
the time that an election is held. With regard to the
character of the list and with regard to the character of the
qualifications I may say a few words. In the United States
after a colonial experience of 150 years, and after an ex.
perience under a Confederation Act of ten years following
that colonial experience-after all the accumulated experi-
ence of this period, the constitutional convention of the
United States sat two years to consider the terms of their con-
stitution and the matter of the franchise upon which the
President of the United States and the members of Congress
were elected was considered for six months, And five distinct
plans were considered. The firet proposal was that the mem.
bers of Congress sbould be elected by the State Legislatures;
the second was that the people of the State were to nomi-
nate a certain number of candidates and from these nomina-
tions the State Legislatures were to select the quota that
the State was entitled to; the third plan was that they were
to be elected in such a manner as the State Legislatures of
the varions States would direct; the fourth plan was that
tbere should be a uniform proprietory freehold suffrage
throughout the United States fixed by Congress ; and the
fifth plan was that the qualification for an elector of a United
States Congressman should be in every State the qualifica-
tion which was required for an elector for the most numer-
ous branch of the State Legislature. After six months dis.
cussion and thorough consideration of those five distinct
plans, the United States Constitutional Convention adopted
the last named plan. At this time the franchises in the
various States were diverse in their character.

Mr. RYKERT, Yankee all the time.

Mr. CH ARLTON. My hon. friend from Lincoln says,
" Yankee all the time." I can tell him that the experience
of a great nation which bas grown from 3,000,000 to
60,000,0 inhabitants, which commands the respect and
admiration of the world, is an experience worthy of con-
sideration, and that this system, which bas been in opera-
tion and has worked with satisfaction and without friction
for 100 years, is worthy of consideration ; and if under
democratic institutions the system bas worked well in
one country, it will work well in another. But gentle-
men like the hon. member for Lincolu, no matter what
example we may offer, if yon only tell them that it comes
from the United States, regard that sufficient for its con-
dennation.

Mr. RYKERT. What about the Wrecking Bill?

Mr. CHARLTON. The experience in the United States
in this matter bas been a satisfactory one. In 1886, after
nearly twenty years' experience undor the same system,

nd without a single request for a change, without a single
expression of discontent, without a single desire expreeeed
on the part of an>one in this broad Dominion of Cqnada,
this Parliargent threw aside that system, and adopted the
system we have in vogue to-day. There was no demand

for the change, -ad there has been no satisfaction with the
change since it has been made; it haî failed to meet ex.
pectations, it has failed to command respect or approval, it
is unacceptable in any sense to the people of this Dominion;
it is costly and cumbersome; in fact, Sir, it can be justly
termed a piece of legislative abortion. Now, I hold that lu
this Dominion every man is a taxpayer; every man con-
tributes to the revenue of this country, and contributes to a
large degree, by the payment of Customs and Excise duties;
and 1 hold that every one who is a British subject, and who
has reached the age of manhood, being a taxpayer, ought
to be entitled to the right of voting in this country. In
Ontario a law has been placed on the Statute book which
grants manhood suffrage to that Province. It bas been
claimed for the Dominion Franchise Act that it
gives a suffrage in the various ,Provinces which is
wider than the provincial suffrages, and for that
reason it was an Act which ought to commend
itself to the approbation of all those Provinces.
There was some force in that claim; but now that man-
hood suffrage prevails in the great Province of Ontario,
any Dominion Franchise Act which gives a narrower suf-
frage will be unsatisfactory to the people of that Province.
The unpopularity of the Act will be intensified by this
change which has been made in the franchise of Ontario.
Now, Sir, inaemach as this Act, when it was first placed
upon the Statute-book, recognised manhood suffrage where
it existed, the Government bas a precedent which warrants
it in going to the extent of providing that any Province
may move in the direction of manhood suffrage. I do not
say that the Government should introduce manhood suf-
frage over the whole Dominion ; but I do say, under the
claim made for this Franchise Act, that it was broad and
liberal, and more so than the franchise in vogue in the
varions Provinces of the Dominion, that this Franchise Act
did recognise manhood suffrage wherever it existed ini the
Provinces at the time it was enacted, and, therefore, the
Government can consistently go one step further, and adopt
manhood suffrage for the House of Commons in all Pro-
vinces where it has been adopted for provincial purposes;
and I shall invite the Ontario members of this House to
place themselves on record as denying to the Province of
Ontario, if they choose to do so, a franchise as broad and
bberal in its character for the Dominion House as exists
for the Ontario Assembly. Therefore, I move:-

That this Bill be not now read a third time, but that It be resolved:
That, in the opinion of this Honse, inasmach as the Franchise Act
recognised manhood suffrage as it exibte d in two of the Provinces of this
Dominion, at the time of ihe passage of the Act, therefore, in ayn Pro-
vince where manhood suffrage has ince been or may hereafter be adop t.
ed, the qualification underr te Franchise Act sha ibe the samre as un der
the provincial law of such Province, and tbe voter' list prepared in
snch Province for provincial purposes shall be used for Dominion
elections.

Thereby saving in those Provinces all the useless expendi-
tures that is now being incurred.

House divided on amendment of Mr. Charlton:

YumS:
Messieurs

Armstrong, Fisher,
Bain (Wentworth), Flynn,
Barron, Gauthier,
Beausoleil, Godbout,
Bernier, Bale,
Bourassa, Holton,
Brien, lunes,
Burdett, Jones (Halifax),
Campbell, Landerkin,
Cartwright (Sir Rich'd), Lang,
Oasey, Laurier,
Oaagrain, Lister,
Charlton, Lovitt,
Ohoquette, Macdonald (Haron),
Oolter, McIntyre, - j
Davies, McMillan (Huron),
Doyon, McMUlen,

Paterson (Brant),
Perry,
Platt,
Rinfret,
Robertson,
Rowand,
Ste. Marie,
Seriver,
Semnle,
dmith (Ontario),
Somme.rviMe,
Sutherland,
Trow,
Turcot,
Waldie,
Watson
Weldon (St. John),
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Edwards,
Ellis,
Fluset

Sain (Boulanges),
Baird,
Bell,
Bergeron,
Boisvert,
Bowell,
Boyle,
Brown,
IlyeD,Burs,'
Cameron,
Oargill,
Çarling,
Caron (Sir Adolphe),
Cimon,
Cochrane,
Çockburn,
Colby,
costigan,
Ooughlin,
Ourran,
Davin,
Davis,
Denison,
Desjardins,
Dewdney,
Dickey,
Dickinson,
Dupent,
Fergason (Leeds& Gren)e

Meigs,
Mille (Bothwell),
Neveu,

NÂrs:

Messieurs

Perguson (Welland),
Poster,
Freeman,
Girouard,
Grandbois,
Guillet,
Haggart,
Hall,

esson,
Hickey,
Hudspeth,
Jamieson,1
Joues (Digby),
Kenny,
Labelle,
Landry,
Langevin (Sir Hector),
La Rivière,
Laurie,
Macdonald (Sir John),

McOulla,
Me Donald (Victoria),
McDougald (Pictou),
McDougall (O. Breton),'
McKay,
McKeen,
Mcillan (Vaudreuil),
McNeill,
Madill,

Welsh, and
Wilson (Elgin).-59.

Mars,
Marshall,
Masson,
Mille (Annapolis),
Meffatt,
Montplaisir,
Porter,
Prior,
Roone,
Rosa,
Rykert,
Shanly,
Skinner,
Small,
sproule,
Taylor,
Temple,
Thérien,
Thompson (Sir John),
Tupper,
Tyrwhitt,
Wallace,
Ward,
White (Cardwell),
White (Renfrew),
Wilmot,
Wilson (Argenteuil),
Wilson (L.ennox), and
Wood (Brockville).-88.

Amendment negatived,
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) By the 10th section of the Fran-

chise Act of 1885, all those who were entitled, under the
respective franchises of British Columbia and Prince Edward
Island, to vote in those Provinces, were entitled to have
their names put on the Dominion list; and I propose that
the arbitrary date which was inserted in that Act be
changed, so as to provide that all those who are entitled to
vote in British Columbia and Prince Edward Island, when
the lists come to be made up, shall be entitled to have their
names put on the lists. It is a ridiculous anomaly to have
it provided in the statute that those who become of age be-
fore the 10th July, 188à, shall have the right to vote, and
that those who corne of age after shall not. I propose to
substitute the first of June in each year before the liste are
made up, so that a large number of our young men will not
be excluded. I trust that those who have already voted
that the Prince Edward Island young men who have the
right to vote under the local franchise, should have the
right to vote under the Dominion Franchise, will support
this amendment. I beg to move in amendment:

That the Bill be not now read a third time, but be referred back to
the Committee of the Whole, with instructions to amend the sanme by
adding the following section: Section 10 of the said Act is hereby
repealed and the following substituted:-

" 10. In the Provinces ut British Oolumbia and Prince Edward Island,
respectively, besides the persons entitled to register as votera and to
vote under this Act, every person, who, on the lt of June, of each
year. is of the age of 21 years, and is not by this Aet disqualified, or by
any law of the Dominion disqualified or prevented fron voting, and is
a British subject by birth or naturalisation, and a resident of tho Pro-
vince, and entitled to vote in the said Province, respectively, by the
laws severally in force in the same, shall have the right to be registered
as a voter on the voting list, se long as he is properly qualiflad to vote
under the Provisions of the said laws respectively and no longer."

Mr. DUPONT. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker, I strictly
object to these amendments intended to grant prerogatives
to certain Provinces under the electoral law, that is to say,
to the endeavors which are being made in view of giving to
certain Provinces advantages or prerogatives which the
other Provinces do not enjoy under that law. I consider
that allowing a Province to vote under its electoral liste,
especially when it has manhood suffrage, is a gross injustice
to the only remaining Province under the control of the
Dominion Government. Nearly all the Provinces of the

1Mr. Cama.ox.

Dominion have manhood suffrage except the Province of
Quebec. The amendment moved aims at creating a prero.
gative in favor of Prince Edward Island and British Colum.
bis, prerogatives which would give a right to vote to all
men of twenty-one years of age, which, in the Province of
Quebec, would bave the limited suffrage. Mr. Speaker,
should such an amendment be carried, the Province of Que-
bec would virtnially be the ouly Province of the Dominion
governed by the existing electoral system. And in the case
of a Government whose majority would rmn the risk of be-
ing defeated in the general elections, that Government,
whatever party they should belong to, would be tempted to
influence the officers making the electoral liste in the Pro-
vince of Quebec and would thus commit a partial injustice
against the voters of that Province, so that our Province
would be in the hands of the governing party in their efforts
to get a Ministerial majority, in so far as it would be the
only Province under the control of their officers. Mr.
Speaker, the whole Dominion must undergo the existing
Eleetoral Act, Euch as it is, without any amendment; or, if
it is intended that the Government should use the local lista
for the Federal elections, then the existing Electoral Act
must simply be repealed and we must revert to the old
system. I am opposed to all these prerogatives which
certain parties are seeking to establish for the benefit of a
few Provinces against another Province, because the Pro.
vince of Quebec is the only Province now uncontrolled by
manhood suffrage.

Mr. THÉ RIEN. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker, when this
Bill was moved in this House the other night, I voted
against the Government, and I belonged for one single
moment to the third party, that of the hon. member for
Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell). I do not object to the
principle of the Bill, but I find its carrying out tùo expen-
sive. I see now that certain members are expressing views
in which I cannot share and are moving amendments which
I cannot support. Therefore, I shall vote against these
amendments.

bouse divided on amendment of Mr. Davies (P.E.I.):

YÂaS:

Messieurs

Armstrong, Fisher,
Bain (Wentworth), Flynn,
Barron, Gauthier,
Beausoleil, Godtout,
Bernier, Holton,
Brien, Inues,
Burdett, Jones (Halifax),
Campbell, Lang,
Cartwright (Sir Rich.), Laurier,
Casey, Lister,
Casgrain, Macdonald (Huron),
Charlton, McIntyre,
Choquette, Mclillan (Huron),
Oolter, McMullen,
Davies, Mara,
Doyon, Meigs,
E dwards, Milla (Bothwell),
E lis, Neveu,
Fiset,

NA s:

Messieurs
Bain (Boulanges),
Baird,

Bergeron,
Soisvert,'
Bowel,
Boyle,
Brown,
Bryson,
Burns,
Oargill,

Oaron (Sir Adolphe),
Oimon,

Poster,
Freeman,
Girouard,
Gordon,
Grandbois,
Guillet,
Haggart,Hall,
Hesson,
Hickey,
Hndspeth,
Jamiesen,
Jones(Digby),
Kenny,

Paterson (Brant),
Perty,
Platt,
Prior,
Rinfret,
Robertson,
Rowand,
Ste. Marie,
Semple,
Somerville,
Su therland,
Trow,
Turcot,
Waldie,
Watson,
Weldon (St. John),
Welsh, and
Wilson (Elgin).-55.

Madill,
Marshall,
Masson,
Mille (&nnapolis),
Moffat,
Montplaisir,
U'lrien,
Porter,
Roome,
Rose,
Rykert,
Shinly,
SmaUl,
emdth (On1tarto),
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Cochrane, Kirkpatrick, 8proule,
Oockburn, Labelle, Taylor,
Colby, Landry, Temple,
Costigan, Langevin (Sir Hector), Thérien,
Coughlin, La Rivière, Thompson (Sir John>,
Ourran, Laurie, Tupper,
Davin, Macdonald (Sir John), Tyrwhitt,
Davis, Meulla, Wallace,
Denison, McDonald (Victoria), Ward,
Desjardins, McDougald (Pictou), White (Cardwell),
Dewdney, Mef)ougall (O. Breton),Vnite (Renfrew),
Dickey, McKay, Wilmot,
Dickinson, MeKeen, Wilson (&rgenteuil),
Dupont, McMillan (Vaudreuil), Wilson (Lennox), and
Ferguson(Leeds&Gren),McNeill, - Wood (Brockville).-8.
Ferguson (Welland),

Amendment negatived.

Mr. WATSON. I am sure it must be the object of evory
member of the flouse to have a fair liât prepared, and
desire that the least trouble and expense should be incurred
by the members of this louse. I think there would be a
great deal of trouble and expense inourred by taking these
lists from the lists of 1885. There will be a great number
of income voters who would not be entitled to vote accord.
ing to that list, and a great deal of trouble will be incurred
in getting those and others put off the list. Every member
will also understand that a great number of names will
remain on the list which should not be there, because it will
be impossible to bring reasons before the revising officer in
suffloient time to get them off. I do not desire to detain
the House, and I, therefore, move:

That the Bill be not now read the third time, but that It be referred
back to (lommittee of the Whole in order to amend the same so as to
provide that the parliamentary list for the presentyear shall be made up
from the last assessment roll, from tbe provincial list and records, and
from solemn declarations made upon personal knowledge.

I believe that amendment must commend itself to every
member of this louse, and I think it would be a very fair
provision. It would be. very unfair to take the last list of
the Dominion electors made four years ago as the basis of
the next list of voters.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I am sure that hon, gentlemen
on the other side of the House will find the present list as
inconvenient to them as we shall find it on this side. The
lists which are now to be made the basis of the preliminary
liste are about four years old. There will be a number of
names to be struck off and a number to be added, and it
would be much better to use the last assesment roll as the
basis. There will be very little diffleulty in using the assess-
ment roll, and I think it will be a great convenience to hon.
gentlemen opposite as well as to us on this side of the House.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I cannot understand why gen-
tlemen who are desirous, as I must presume the mover and
seconder of this amendment are, to have a full list made,
should desire to disregard the best means of obtaining a full
list, and that is taking the present list as a basis. We have
still a list which contains one half, at the very least, of
those who are entitled to be on the new list. This proposal
is that we shall disregard that list, and shall set about mak-
ing an entirely new list from tbe municipal lists and from
declarations. That would result in making the revising
barrister disregard some part of the trork which hias been
already done, and which js there at his hand, and would
compel everyone who is on that list at present to make a
declaration unless he happens to be on the assesment roll.
It has been stated, time and again, that tbe assessment rolls
are not made fairly in the interests of both parties. While
that suspicion exists, it would not be fair for us to deprive
these men of the right they have secured of being on the
list, or to send them to make the proof, as would be neces-
sary under this amendment.

Amendment negatived, and Bill read the third time andi

POST OFFICE ACT.

Mr. HAGGA.RT moved third reading of Bill (No. 93) to
amend the Post Office Act.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I move in amendment:
That the Bill be not now read the third time, but that it be re-com-

mitted to Oommittee of the Whole for th- purpose of providing that the
registration fee on letters shall not exceed two cents.

House divided on the amendment:

Neuieure

Armstrong,
Bain (Wentworth),
Barron,
Beausoleil,
Bernier,
Boisvert,
Brien,
Burdett,
Campbell,
Cartwright (Sir Rich.),
Casey,
Casgrain,
charlton,
Choquette,
flolter,
Davies,
Doyen,
lidwards,
Ellis,

Fiset,
Fisher,
Flynn,
Gauthier,
Godbout,
Holton,
Innes,
Jones (Halifax),
Lang,
Laurier,
Lépine,
Lister,
Lovitt,
Macdonald (Huron),
Meintyre,
McNfillan (Huron),
Maullen,
Meigs,

Na a :

Mille (Bothwel),
Neveu,
Paterson (Brant),
Perry,
Platt,
Rinfret,
Robertson,
Rowand,
Ste. Marie,
Femple,
Somerville,
Trow,
Turcot,
Waldie,
Watson,
Weldon (St. John),
White (Renfrew), and
Wilson (Elgin).-O5.

Kessieurs
Bain (Soulanges), Focter, Mara,
Baird, Preeman, Marehall,
Bell, Girouard, Masson,
Bergeron, Gordon, Mil(annapol li)
Bowehl, Qrandboil, Muffat,
Boyle, Guillet, Montplaisir,
Brown, Haggart, O'Brien,
Bryson, Hal, Porter,
Burns, BeoPrier,
Cargill, Hickey, Roome,
Oarling. Hudspeth Ros,
Caron (Sir Adolphe), Jamieson, Rykert,
Cimon, Jones (Digby), Shanly,
Cochrane, Kenny, Small,
Cockburn' Kirkpatrick) Smith (Ontario),
Colby, 'an try, sproule,
costigan, Langevin (Sir Hector), Taylor,
Coughlin, La aivière, Temple,
0Carran, Laurie, Thérien,
Davin, Macdonald (Sir John), Thompson (Sir John),
Davis, Meculla, Tupper,
Denison, McDonalî (Victoria), Tyrwhitt,
DeFjardins, McD ougald (Picto), WitarwC
Dewdney, Menougail (J. Breton), White (cJardwell),
Dickey, McK4y, Wilmot,
Dickinson, McMillan (Vaudreuil), Wilson (Argenteuil),
Dupont, McNeill, Wilson (Lennox), and
Ferguson (Leeds Gren)Madill, Wood (Brockville),-85.
Ferguson (Welland)'

Amendment negatived.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The Postmaster General the other
night, in the course of his observations, informed the House
that he expected to derive $140,000 to $150,000 increase in
the revenue from post offices by doubling the rate on drop
letters.

Mr. HAGGART. From registration and drop letters both.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Then I misnuderstood the hon.
gentleman. However, be that as it may, the increase
derivable from drop letters in cities where they are delivered
free, will be a very important item, and in my judgment it
will bear very unfairly on the business community. In the
first place, I think that the hon. gentleman will be disap-
pointed in realising the amount which he expects under
the change, because, as was pointed out the other night, I
feel quite certain that instead of dropping lettera into the
post office At one cent, as has been the custom heretofore,
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under the operation of this Act, parties will Lire persons to
send them around. I looked over the Postmaster General's
rtturn to see how it would affect some of the cities where
free delivery is provided. I took the Halifax post office
first, which has a revenue of 850,310, against an ex
penditure cf 831,537, leaving an apparent surplus in the
Halifax post office of $18,473. The drop letters, accord
ing to the Postmnster General's return are 6,731 per
week, or 350,000 per year, which, at one cent, would
make 83,500. The letter carriers in Halifax cost 83,000 ;
so that under the present 'arrangement the drop let-
ters pay very nearly one-half the amount which is
required to pay for delivering the whole matter in the
city of Halifax. Independently of the drop letters which I
have already mentioned, there are 1,191,000 letters and
newspapers which these letter carriers have to deliver, as
weil as the drop letters which [have already mentioned
From that I think it will be seen that it would be very unfair
to put the whole expense of the letter carriers on the drop
letters, when, as I have already observed, they have to
deliver 1,191,00 1 letters besides Then I will take the city
of Montreal, where the expenses are 8246,811, against
receipts of 8 12,9 5, showing an apparent surplus between
expeîe5 and recel pts cf 8 i3,846. fThe city delivery of drop
letters, by Yeturns, amounts to 52,624 per weeic, mating
2.136,448 per anum, whieh yieIds a return on the present
basis of $27,364, against the cost of the letter carriers of
840,000. But when it is taken into account that the letter
carriers in Montreal have to deliver 5,'é47,000 letters and
papers tesides drop letters, I am sure it will appear that
ihat portion of the service should contribute a certain por
tion towards the expenses of the letter carriers. I next
take Toronto, where the receipts are 62S7,478 as.against
expenses of 8101,324, showing a gain of $186,154. The
drop letters, according to the Postmaster Generai's return,
were 91,437 per week, which would amount to 4756,596 a
year, which, at one cent, woid yield a revenue of 817,565.
In Toronto the total cost of the letter carriers is 838,333,
showirg a gain of 89,232 between the drop letters alone and
what it costs for the whole expense of letter carriers to
deliver ail the business letters in Toronto. And when I
mention that the general delivery in Toronto of letters and
papers, besides drop letters, amounts to 11,597,612, which
are deliveied by these letter carriers, I think it will show
that the city bas already contributed a very large amount
towards the general expenses of the Post Office Department
I might, were it not so late, go over the return of the Post-
master General and give evidences from other cities of the
Dominionto show that they are ail contributing largely and
paying expenses in the deiivery of drop letters; but I think
I have given enough to show to the House that in those
cities which I have menLioned, and notably in Toronto,
there is a gain of over 89,000 between drop letters, which
yield over 847,000, and the expense of the letter carriers to
deliver the whole mail of the city of Toronto, 838,000. I
think if the hon. Minister has analysed the whole delivery
of the cities which are provided with free delivery, he will
arrive at the conclusion that they already pay a very fair
and reasonable proportion of the expenses of the Post Office
Department. I do not know whether it is too late for the
hon. gentleman to change his mind on thàt subject; how.
ever, I propose to invite the House, by resolution, to pass
their opinion on that point. Therefore, I move:

That the Bill be not now read the third time, but that it be referred
back to the Committee of the Whole, with instructions to amend cIouse
21 of said Act by omitting ail words in the 5th line after the words,
Ilsuch letter."'

That section provides that in cities where there is a free.
delivery, the rate shall be two cents; by the adoption of
this, it would provide that drop letters should be one cent.

Mr. HAGGART. Yon must remember, in thé first place,
the state of the Post Office Department, and the amount iti

1.r. JoNEs (Halifax).

draws upon the consolidated revenue of the country. Our
deficit last year was 8782,000; to that has to be added
814,000, the cost of management at headquarters, or
899à,000. To that has to be added, as you will seeby the
Supplementary E4timate4 of last year, a vote of 863,000 for
the Canadian Pacifie R ilway, which leaves the Post Office
drawing on the generai revenue of the country to the extent
of 81,259,000. Now, how does the change I propose affect
the revenue ? The total receipts from city drop letters
is 8100,000. I do not think the change would make a
difference of more than 840,000 or 850,000. I have had a
general statement prepared to show how the city post
offices pay. I find that the total revenue abave receipts is
about 8400,000. From that is to be deducted a share for
transportation and mail subsidies, and the share of the
payment on bebalf of railway communication through
the country, which will leave a large deficit to
be made up by the City post offices alone. Io
it fair to the rest of the community who are not sending
letters that 81,000,000 should be taken out of their pockets
for the purpose of accommodating -people throughout the
country who send letters ? The hon. member fr Halifax
(Mr. Jones) forgets that I have increased the weight that
may be sent fer three cents from half an ounce to au ounce;
that the accommodation costs the country 6 per cent, on
8l6,(>0,000. I propose that in cities where there are de.
liveries by carriers the rate shall be two cents, and that it
shall remain as at present in other places. I also propnse a
better system of transportation of registered letters, and
to effect these two changes I ask between 820,00 and
830 0 0 to make up the deficiency. If we are to have the
efficiency of the department increased we must accommo-
date ourselves to slightly higher charges. The rates which
I propose to be charge.d on drop letters is similar to that
in operation in the United States and is not half that of
Great Britain, which has the cheapest postal rate in the
world. It is very easy for hon. gentlemen to make them.
selves popular by asking for reductions of rates, but they
must remember they are placing a tax on people who do
not send letters, that one cent in cities does not pay for de-
livery, and it is impossible to make it pay at that rate. I
am merely distributing the burden as equitably as possible,

and not increasing the rate by more than a very small per-
centage.

Mr. SPROULE. I think the Postmaster General has
adopted a change which will commend itself to the attention
of the people of the country. In cities where letters are
delivered and where there are post offices every few yards,
it i6 not too much that a little additional burden should be
placed on the citizens. When we consider, moreover, that
a very large number of people never write letters in the
country districts and that those who do have to travel some
distance to post them, it is entirely unreasonable to hold
that those should pay a large share of the burden of main-
taining the service. The proposition at first introduced
of making drop letters 2 cents all over the country
was not in my opinion a fair one, because in the
country where the people are obliged to travel some-
times 5, 6 or 8 miles for a letter they have done a great
deal towards paying for the cost when they reach the post
office, but in cities where the letters are brought to the
doors the people should pay something additional. It is
quite evident there is a deficit in the Post Office Depart-
ment, and if it must be made up I do not see any way in
which it can be done more equitably than by the plan pro-
posed by the Postmaster General. HRe should, however,
go further, and, no doubt, the country would have sustained
him in his action, had he imposed a charge of balf a cent a
pound on all newspapers and periodicals, daily, weekly or
semi-weekly, passing through the post offices, because we
shail be obliged to come to that in the end as the defloits
are regularly increasing.
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Amendment negatived on.'a division.
Mr. WATSON moved in amendment:
That the Speaker do not leave the Chair, but that the Bil be

again referred to Committee of the Whole to provide that the fee for
registration for tax or assessment notices mailed by the clerk shail not
exceed two cents.

Ie said: This amendment is necessary in the interests of
Manitoba. Under the Municipal Act is it neceseary to re-
gister all municipal tax notices, and if this Bill were adopt-
ed without the amendment a heavy burthen would be cast
upon the municipalities. These notices have no particular
value, and there is no risk in carrying them by mail, but in
order to insure delivery they require registration, and the
fee should not be more then two cents.

Amendment negatived on a division, and Bill read the
third time and passed.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of
the House.

Motion agreed to; and louse adjourned at 12:50 a.m.
(fuesday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

TuSsDAY, 16th April, 1889.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.
OCEAN MAIL SUBSIDIES.

Mr. LAURIER. I see that the Government have given
notice of a resolution to be introduced to-a orrow in connec-
tion with mail subsidies. I suppose the hon. gentleman
will subrmit to the House the correspondence connected with
that subject-the tenders, specifications, &o.

Mr. FOSTER. Full explanations will be given upon
movirg the resolution, so far as they can he given. With
reference to the papers, I think it will be found that most
of them are in such a condition, the negotiations ate in such
a condition, that it would be impossible to bring them down.
If there are any papers which can be brought down, they
will be laid on the Table.

Mr. LAURIER. If the Government no v ask the House
to pronounce upon the subject, the correspondence must be
closed, and there can be no reason why the papers should
not be brought down. I must say that we-expect them to
be brought down. The Government are very dilatory in
bringing down papers. They often promise, and do not
bring them down at all. Some time ago, when we bad
before the flouse an item in the Estimates concerning the
construction of the Cape Breton Railway, the Government
promised to bring down all the papers in connection with
the construction of the bridge. The First Minister stated
positively that the papers would be here on Tuesday last,
and we have not got thom yet.

Mr4 FOSTER. Those papers are now ready and will be
down to-day, or to-morrow at the latest.

RAILWAY ACT AMENDHENT.
Mr. FOSTER moved second reading of Bill (No. 115)

to amend the Railway Act.

Mr-LAURIER. The Government stated yesterday they
would go into Supply.

Mr FOSTER. This is a Bil of wbich I gave notice the
other night, and I wish to have it tranferred from Public
Bills and Orders to Gqvornment Orders, and to have it read
the second time and sent to the Railway Committee. The
B Il bas sometbing to do with enabling municipalhties to
lay drains under certain railways.

Mr. LAURIER. I think the hon. gentleman should let
this item stand, as I do not think any body bas yet seen the
Bill.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). The intention of this Bill is to
simplify the mode of crossing railway lines with drains,
both municipal and private, authorieed by a municpality.
Perhaps it would be better for me to read some of the
clauses of the Bill. As the law stands at present, aIl these
matters have to be referred to the Railway Committee of
the Privy Council for decision, but this Bill provides that:

"Notwithstanding anything in section fourteen of The Railway Act, It
shall be the duty of every railway conmpany underthe jurisdiction of the
Parliament of Canada, and withou tany such contribution as ie hereinafter
referred to, to maintain and keep in repair aIl necessary drains, ditches,
and water-courses in existence at the passing of this Act, in and for
lande belonging to or held by such company.'

That has reference only to the land held by the company.
The next clause bas relerence to the case where a municipal
council bas decided, either on their own motion or on the
application of any person, that it is necessary to carry a
drain across tho track of a railway company. It provides
as follows:-

" Whenever the municipal council of any county, township, parish, or
other municipality in Canada, either of its own motion or on the appli-
cation of any inhabitant thereof, determines that it is necessary to con-
struet a drain or ditch, for the purpose of draining lands in the munici-
pality, acros thI lands and railway of any railway company, such
drain or ditch shall, subject to the conditions hereinafter pruvided, be
made and mantained across the line of such railway and lands, and on
equitable terms to be eettled as hereinafter pruvided."

Thenext clause provides that:

"Snch council, bereinmfter referred to as the applicant, may serve
upon the company, by leaving the same with any agent or oiher officerin
charge of the neareet station, a notice in writing of such decision. to.
gether with a description of the lande outeide the railway to be bene-
fitted by the proposed drainage, which notice shall be accor.panied by
plans and specifications, prepared and certified by a civil engineer or
Dominion or provincial land surveyor, of that part or portion cf the
drain or ditch to be constructed across the company's lands and rail-
way, and with an estimate, also so prepared and certified, cf the cost of
constructing ihe said drain or ditch across its property, and if the esti-
mated c>st of such construction does not exceed the som , f eight hun-
dred dollars, the railway company shall, after the expiration of a
reasonabl' time, construct that part or portion of the said drain or ditch
across its lands and railway of the same size and dimensions as are speci-
fied on the plans and specifications furnished as aforesaid, unless it dis-
putes in the manner hereinafter mentioned the propriety of the proposed
work, or the correctness of such notice, plan, epecification or estimate,
in which case the dispute shall be enquired into and finally determined
in the manner hereinafter provided."

This clause provides that, upon the application referred to
hy the municipality, the railway company shall be obliged
to construct that portion of a drain which crosses their
lan<p, provided it does not cost more than $800, and that,
if they deem it unnecessary that the drain should be con-
structed across their lands, the matter shahl be referred to
another tribunal than the Railway Committee of the Privy
Council. The Bill goes où to provide:

"If neither the applicant nor the company give notice of dispute as in
the next section of this Act provided for, and if the company and the
applicant do not agree as to whether the railway is to be benefitted by
the proposed drainage, or, if benefitted, as to what contribution the
apphicant should pay towards the construction of the work, and if the
whole cost of construction does not exceed the sum of $800, as estimated
by a civil engineer or Dominion or provincial land surveyor as aforesaid,
then the applicant may tender the railway company the sum that the
applicant thinks is fair and just as its portion of the sald cost of con-
struction, and may offer to bear afterwards such proportion of the main-
tenance as it my think jnst and fair, and if the railway company does
not accept the amonut mc tendered, or if it disputes that the offer is for
the proper proportion cf future maintenanc e, then the proportion of the
et Of onstruotioU a4 maitena, orof eithr as ig oase ma bo,
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that each shall pay or bear, or the question whether it shall be borne
altogether by the applicant, shall be decided by arbitration, and any
amount oramounts awarded by ihe arbitrator or arbitrators to be paid
to the railway company in respect of such construction or maintenance,
Eball from time to lime be collectable from the applicant as a judgment
of a court of competent jurisdiction for the amount or amounts so
awarded to the comp sny, or if the award determines upon the prapor-
tion of the cost of const:uction or maintenance payable b the applicant,
without mentioning the amount, then sncb proportion sall be recover-
able before any court ot competentjarisdiction."

The fifth clause refers to the manner in which disputes are
to be decided. It says

"If any dispute, other than concerning the respective proportions of
contribution which are to be settled by arbitration as aforesaid, shall
arise between the applicant and the company, either in regard to the
safety or suitability of the place designated for the work or the Luffi-
ciency or correctnesis of any plans, ïpecifications or estimate, or the
ciroprieîy of the proposed wurk, or the manner in which the same is to

maintained."

Then these matters are to be referred to the Railway Com-
mittee of the Privy Council, but the other matters are to be
determined by another tribunal, that is, by arbitration.
The whole tenor of this Bill is that drains costing not more
than a certain sum shall be constructed by a railway com-
panyacross their lanis, if it be deemed by the municipality
in which those lands are situated, necessary, either for
private or public purposes, that such drains should be con-
structed ; and if any dispute arises as to the proportion of
the cost and maintenance to be borne by the railway com-
pany and the applicants, this Bill provides that the dispute
shall be setiled, not by the Committee of the Privy Council,
but by arbitration, and it provides the mode by which those
arbitrators are to be appointed. Then the sixth clause says
that :

" Every railway company shall be subject to all general municipal
regulations, not inconeistent with this Act, respecting the maintenance
and repair of drains. ditches and water-courses in any county, parish,
township, or other municipality in Oanada through which the railway
passes, unless exempted therefrom by the special Act of incorporation •u

Provided always, that nothing herein contained shall authorise any
municipality by any rule or regulation to compel the use of the drains
of the railway company for the parposes of general drainage other than
ls authorized by law."

I understand, from the promoter of this Bill, which originat-
ed in the Senate, and was there under the charge of Mr.
McCallum, that difficulties had arisen under the Municipal
Drainage Act in the Province of Ontario in cases where it
was necessary to carry a public drain, or a private drain,
acro-s a railway track which was under the control and
authority of the Local Legislature of that Province. This
Bill is intended to provide a means by which these drains
can be carried across the track, and that the railway com-
pany may be required to construct them and to bear the
cott of the construction and mainteLance without a refer-
ence to the Railway Committee of the Privy Council.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I have no doubt that this Bill
will receive due attention at the hands ot the Minister of
Justice. 1 am totally at a loss to undersiand on what
ground the promoters of the Bill should come here for the
purpose of obtaining legislation. It is quite true tha4 the
hon. gentleman says that this Bill deals wiLh railways in-
corporated by the l'arliament of Canada, and not with those
incorporated by the Province. 1 do not see how that can
affect the jurisciction of the Province in its municipal legis-
lation. A railway incorporated by this Dominion is an
aruficial pcrson. When it possesses land in the Province,
the lands poetessed by it do not differ from those held by
any other proprietor. A railway company stands in the
same poitiun arnd is as mueh subject to the control of the
general legislation of the Province as any other proprietor
would be. If we choose to incorporate a railway company,
aLd, in building up a grade, the company obstructs a water-
course, and the result is that the water overflows the lands
belonging to a murnicipality or to any private party, itcould
not be beriously argued that the Province would not have tihe

Mr. WVUÂr.i enicUfrew).

same powers to authorise the municipality to compel the
abatement of that nuisance or the proper drainage
of the lands, and the proportionate contribution
by the railway company, as it would have in
the case of any other proprietor. There can be
no possible difforence. The fact that we croate a
corporation has nothing to do with the subject-
matter upon which the hon. gentleman proposes to logis-
late. The moment we croate that corporation and it goes
into a Province and undortakes to possess itself of lands, it
possesses those lands subject to the control of the Province
precisely the same as if the corporation had been created
by the Legislature of the Province. There can be no
difference in that respect. The power to provide for the
draining of lands, the question of property aLd civil rights,
extend to proporty held by a railway and to the civil rights
possessod by that railway in common with other proprietors,
just the same as if that power were croated by the Provincial
Government. There can be no possible difference in this
respect, and it doe seem to me extraordinary that the
promoters of this Bill should come to this House and seek
legislation upon a subject where Local Legislatures have
ample powers to grant the necessary relief to the munici-
palities for the removal of the grievance complained of.

Mr. LAURIER. I suppose that coming events cast their
shadows before them, and when we see the hon. member
for Renfrew (Mr. White) taking charge of a Billintroduced
by the Government, it is an indication of an event which
would be to the credit of the hon. gentleman. I congratu-
late him in advance upon the diligence that he exhibits in
view of his expected promotion. In relation to the Bill
itself, I must say that I regret that it is being brought for-
ward at this moment, more especially in view o the consti.
tutional objection which has been raised by my hoD. friend,
and which ought to receive more discussion than it can
receive now.

Sir RICHARD CA RTWRIGHT. We were informed last
night, I think by the First Minister, that Supply was to be
the first order of the day, and now we find a measure
brought in which, if discussed at all, may occupy a consi-
derable time, inasmuch as my hon. f riend bas raised a
constitutional question of some importance. ýSo far as I
could follow the hon. gentleman who seems to have it in
charge, the provisions of the Bill are not quite so simple
as might appear. 1 think that when an understanding is
come to between the two sides of the flouse that you will
proceed with a particular order, that understanding should
be adhered to.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It certainly was under-
stood that we should go into Supply, and that is our inten-
tion. The reason why the Minister of Finance moved this
now was in order that it may be sent to the Railway Com-
mittee. If it be a desirable Bill in itself-I believe it is
wanted very much by the municipalities-I think my hon.
friend will allow it to be read the second time now, and
when it comes back we can discuss the constitutional point,
and in the meantime go into Committee of Supply. No
constitutional objection was raised in the other branch of
the Legislature. If ry hon. friend will allow it to go to
cQmmittee now, we can discuss that point when the Bill
comes back.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). We have not seen the Bill at
all.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). The Bill bas been before the
House for three weeks.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It has been prihted for a
long tirme. The committees will soon close, I hope, and I think
my hon, friend had botter aIlow the Bill to go to a com
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mittee at once. It can do no harm. When it comes back
we will discuss whether we have a right to pass it.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Had we not botter settle that
question now ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In the progress of busi-
ness my hon. friend had botter let it go.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). We are affirming the prin-
ciple of the Bill.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is a matter of every.
day parliamentary practice, both here and in England, for
the expedition of business, that a Bill gets its second read-
ing in order to go to a committee, with the understanding
that it is for that purpose only, and in no way involves the
principle of the Bill.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the second time.

LABOR COMMISSION REPORT.

Mr. BOWELL laid upon the Table the report of the Royal
Labor Commission on the relations of labor and capital in
Canada, together with the evidence taken before the said
commission.

Mr. MITCHELL. How many copies of that will be dis-
tributed for the information of our constituents ?

Mr. BOWELL. There will be one copy distributed for
each member, and if there is a sufficient number left, that
can be duplicated if necessary.

GOOD FRIDAY-ADJOURNMENT.

Sir JOHN A. MAC DONALD. It was our intention that
when the House adjourned on Thursday night it should
stand adjourned until Saturday, and then sit again on Mon.
dayé But there has been considerable pressure, if I may
use the word, from both sides, that when we adjourn on
Thursday, we should stand adjourned until the Monday
following.

Mr. MITCHELL. For once I entirely agree with the
hon. gentleman, and I would be happy to support him in
this matter. I only regret-and L say this in all sincerity
-that I cannot always support him as sinceroly in many of
the motions he brings forward. I think it is only reason-
able that we should not sit on Saturday. We have never
done so yet, and there is no reason why we shculd do so
now. The Government requires a day for the consideration
of their important moasures, and some of us would like to
get home for a short visit.

Mr.DAVIES (P.E.I.) I think that some consideration ought
to be shown to those members of this House who have been
here since the first day of the Session, and who are anxious
to get home as soon as possible. The practical result of
adjourning over Saturday tilt Monday will be that very
little work will be done on Monday. Many hon. members
will not be back until late on that day. The Maritime
Provinces members ought to receive some consideration in
this respeet, inasmuch as we are not able to go home at
Easter, and we are anxious to keep on with the work until
it is completed. That would keep us dangling about Ottawa
for two or three days more. I do not think the proposition
is a fair one.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I quite agree with the views
expressed by the hon. member to my right (Mr. Davies).
Perhaps on Thursday the hon. gentleman may see how
near we may be reaching the end of the Session, and in that
event it might be very inconvenient to adjourn over Satur-
day. I certainly think we should meet on Saturday. I
must confess I have never seen the hon. member for
Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) so anxious that the Govern-
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ment should have proper time for deliberation since the
Session began.

Mr. MITCHELL. I rise to justify myself. I think I
showed just as much desire to support the Administration
on a very important measure, in which the hon. gentleman
aided me. I refer to the Jesuits' Bill.

Mr. FLYNN. I regret very much that the leader
of the Government has not adhered to the notice ho gave
the other day, that the House should sit on Saturday and
not sit on Friday. No doubt some pressure has been
brought to bear on the right hon. gentleman with a view to
induce him to adjourn till Monday. As the hon. member
for Queen's, P.E.I. (Mr. Davies), has said, I think any
change will be very unfair to us particularly, as many hon,
members have had the opportunity of frequently returning
home, and have, in fact, gone almost overy Friday and re-
turned on Monday. If the suggestion should be adopted
we would have to romain another week. I think the mem-
bers from the Lower Provinces have a right to expect that
the original announcement should be adhered to, and I trust
that will be the determination of the right hon. gentleman.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have not expressed any
opinion on the point. I have merely stated to the House
that a considerable number of members, including members
of both sides of the House, had communicated to me that
they dosired an adjournment from Thursday to Monday,
and I mentioned it in order to ascertain the feeling of the
majority. I will not ask a division on the proposition just
now, but I wili adopt the suggestion of the hon. member
for Bothwell (Mr. Mills), and on Thursday, after due
consideration, I will ask the opinion of the House upon it.

Mr. BLAKE. The division is geographical on this oc-
casion.

BEAUHARNOIS CANAL.

Mr. BERGERON. I desire to communicate to the House
a telegram which I received last night, and which reads as
follows:-

"Beauharnois Canal will be ready to-morrow. Steamer Anderson
came froin Coteau to-night into canal.

" J. F. BRIQUE,inedn.
"8,uperintondent."

This is the first canal of the St. Lawrence system open to
navigation to-day, and I hope the Government and the en-
gineer who may be called upon to decide the question as to
whether te enlarge or deepen the canal, or build a canal on
the north shore, will take this fact into consideration, as I
understand that if built on the north side it could not have
been open for a fortnight later.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Government will
give it due consideration; but perhaps the hon. gentleman
may run for a constituency on the north shore next time.

SUPPLY-CUSTOMS SEIZURES.

Mr. FOSTER moved that the House again resolve itseolf
into Committee of Sapply.

Mr. HOLTON. Mr. Speaker, I regret very sincerely that
this important question to which I am now about to invite
the attention of this House was not reached at an earlier
period of the Session ; but that it was not, is not my fault. As
is generally known, a resoltion relating to Castoms reform
was placed by me on an early day of the Session upon the
Order Paper, and it was only dropped quite recently, whon
it became evident that an opportunity for its considera-
tion would not occur if it were allowed to romain there.
Had that resolution been reached, it was my intention to
have presented a very full case to the House, illustrating
the numerous points of objection or complaint against the
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present Customs system by reference to actual cases as well
as to the utterances and opinions of leading newspapers and
prominent merchants throughout the country; but on this
occasion, and under existing circumstances, I shall limit
myself, as far as possible, to a specification of some of the
points of objection. I will be brief therefore, and I trust
I may rely upon hon. members to accord me a patient
hearing. Whenever reference is made in this House, by
way of complaint, to existing Customs laws and regulations,
we invariably have from the Government, in reply, the gen-
oral statement that these laws are just what they should be,
and that the public interest does not demand, nor the public
itself desire, their amendment, or something to that effect,
and there we are supposed to let the case rest. Only a few
weeks since, during the first debate of the Session, the hon.
Premier stated, in effect, that these laws, though severe,
were necessarily so in the interest of our great National
Policy, that they are a protection rather than an oppression
to the honest importer, that the smuggler alone has reason
to dread their operation, and that no complaints regarding
them had been made to the Government. This, then, must
be accepted as the position of the Government upon this
important question, and stated, though it bas been by such
a high authority, yet in the discussion of the resolution
which I shall place in your hands, Mr. Speaker, J must
differ from all these propositions. My contention is, and I
shall endeavor to make it good, that the existing Customs
laws and regulations, as well as the methods which are re-
sorted to by the department for their enforcement, are un-
necessarily harsb and unjust, and that whilst not dealing in
the most effective manner with offences and offenders against
the revenue, they do press unduly and unfairly on the
honest importer.

ROYAL ASSENT.

A Message was delivered by the Gentleman Usher of the
Black Rod :

Mr. Srma-

Ris Honor,Mr. Justice Strong, Deputy Governor, desires the immediate
attendance of your Honorable House ai the Chamber of the Honorable
the Senate.

Accordingly, Mr. Speaker, with the House, went up to
the Senate Chamber.

And having returned,

Mr. SPEAKER informed the House that the Deputy
Governor had been pleased to give, in Her Majesty's name,
the Royal Assent to the following Bills :-

An Act respecting the St. Lawrence and Atlantic Junction Rail-
wa Company.

An Act furtner to amend theAct incorporating the London and Cana-
dian Loan and Agency Company.

An Act to incorporate the Cobourg, Northumberland and PacificRail.
way Company.

An Act respecting the Bay of Quinté Bridge Company.
An Act respecting the Berlin and Canadian Pacifie Junction Railway

Comipany.
An Act to ratify an Exchange of Land between the Ontarioand Quebec

Railway Company and the Land Security Company.
An Act respecting the incorporation of the Northern Pacifie and

Manitoba Railway Company.
An Act to amend the Act incorporating the Ontario Mutual Life Assur-

ance Company.
An Act to amend the Act to incorporate the Prescott County Railway

Company, and to change the name of the Company to "The Central
Coanties Railway Company.)?

An Act to incorporate the Canadian General Trusts Company.
An Act to consoiidate the borrowing powers of the Ontario Loin and

Debenture Company, and to eauthorise them to issue Debenture stock.
An Act to incorporate the Canada Congregational Foreign Missionary

Society.
An Act to amend the Act respecting Queen's College at Kingston.
An Act to amend the Charter of incorporation of the Great North-

West Central Railway Company.
An Act to amend the Act to incorporate the Quebec Board of Trade.
An Act respecting the Atlantic and North-West Railway Company.
An Act to amend the law resp:cting the Exchequer Court of Canada.

Mr. MOLTON.

An Act further to amend the Act thirty-sixth Victoria, chapter sixty-
one, respecting the Trinity House and Harbor Commissioners of Mon-
treal.

An Act to amend chapter thirteen cf the Revised Statutes, intituled
"An Act respecting the House of Commons."

An Act respecting the Kingston and Pembroke Railway Company and
the Napanee, Tamworth and Quebec Raillway Company.

An Act respecting the Kingston and Pembroke Railway Company.
An Act to amend the Act to incorporate the Winnipeg and North

Pacifie Railway Company.
An Aut to revive and amend the Acts relating to the Saint Gabriel

Levee and Railway Company.
An Act to incorporate the Ontario, Manitoba and Western Railway

Company.
An Aet to enable the City of Winnipeg to utilise the Assiniboine River

water power.
An Act to incorporate the Three Rivers and Western Railway

Company.
An Act respecting the Wood Mountain and Qu'Appelle Railway

Company.
An Act to incorporate the Dominion Mineral Company.
An Act to incorporate the Canadian Superphosphate Company.
An Act to amend chapter eleven of the Revised Statutes, intitaled:

"Au Act respecting the Senate and House of Commons."
An Act to amend the Act respecting Certificates to Masters and Mates

of Ships, chapter seventy-three cf the Revised Statutes.
An Act respecting Rules of Court in relation to Criminal Matters.
An Act respecting the Alberta and Athabasca Railway Company,

and to change the name of the company to "The North.Western Rail-
way Company of Canada?

An Act to incorporate the Assiniboine Water Power Company
An Act further to amend "The Civil Service Act," chapter seven-

teen of the Revised Statutes.
An Act to amend "The Winding-up Act," chapter one hundred and

twenty-nine of tha Revised Statutes.
An Aet further to amend the Supreme and Erchequer Courts Act.
An Act respecting the collection of certain Tolls and Dues therein

mentioned.
An Act to incorporate the Title and Mortgage Guarantee Company of

Canada.
An Act to incorporate the Assets and Debenture Company of Canada.
An Act to amend the Act incorporating the Massawippi Junction

Railway Company.
An Act to incorporate the Lake Manitoba Railway and Canal Company.
An Act to incorporate the Moose Jaw and Edmonton Railway

Company.
An Act to incorporate the Saskatchewan Railway and Mining

Company.
An Act to provide for the conveyance of certain Lands to British

Columbia.
An Act in reference to the Western Counties Railway.
An Act further to amendI "The Steamboat Inspection Act," chapter

seventy-eight of the Revised Statutes.
An Act respecting the Canadian Pacific Railway Company.
Au Act to make further provision respecting the speedy trial of certain

Indictable Offences.

Mr. iHOLTON. I was saying. Mr. Speaker, wben His
Excellency's Message arrived, that my contention-and I
will endeavor to prove it-is, that the Customs laws and
regulations, as well as the methods which are resorted to
by the department for their enforcement, are unnecessarily
harsh, and unjust; that, whilst not deaing in the most
effective way with offences and offenders against the rev-
enue, they do press unduly and unfairly upon the importer,
and that complaints, loud and long, have been made, and
are to day being made against the system. It may be
true, as the Minister has stated, that Boards of Trade have
not made representations to the Government, and that citi-
zens have not petitioned on the subject, but they probably
learned a long time since the utter uselessness of any such
proceeding on their part. At the same time, it is true that
Boards of Trade have discussed the question, that they have
debated and adopted resolutions demanding Customs reform,
that the press of the country, regardless of political bias, bas
for years been denouncing the present system, and the out-
rages committed under it in unmeasured terms, and that, in a
recent important case tried in the highest court in the land,
the system of which we now complain bas been exposed
and denounced. Surely the Government cannot plead ig-
norance of these things, nor can it forget the haste with
which the Minister of Customs was despatched to Montreal,
upon the eve of the last general election, to consult with
and to appease the mercantile body of that city. On that
occasion the Minister had conferences with the council
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of the Board of Trade, and with prominent merchants; ho
asked for and obtained suggestions in the direction of de-
sired reform, and promised that, in the event of the Govern-
ment being sustained at the polls, an adequate measure
of reform would at the next Session be introduced
by him and carried through Parliament. The Conser-
vative candidates for the city of Montreal taking their cue,
doubtless, from the Minister, adopted Customs reform as a
plank in their platform, and upon their pledges in that di-
rection they probably secured their return to this
House. I say this knowingly, for the merchants of
the city were thoroughly aroused at that time by recent
revelations and scandals, and I doubt very much if with-
out such pledges the hon. members for Montroal West
(Sir Donald A. Smith) and Montreal Contre (Mir. Curran)
would have been elected. Well, the Government was sus-
tained at the polls, but during the Session following the
hon. the Minister of Customs proposed to Parliament no
measure in fulfilment of hie promises to tho merchants of
the country. Last Session, however, the Customs Act was
thorougbly revised, but in no sense reformed; in fact, in
many important particulars its provisions were made more
severe and onerous, and to-day we have on our Statute-book
a more one-sided, harsh and tyrannical Customs enactment
than is teobe found in any civilised country on the face of
the globe. The law itself, together with the departmental
regulations for its interpretation and enforcement constitute
a system which eis imply barbarous, and the only wonder
is, that a free, self-governing people as Canadians pretend to
be, should so long and so meekly submit to it. Gentlemen
on the Treasury benches have for years resented with
scorn any proposition looking towards extended trade rela-
tions with our noighbors to the south, they, in their profes-
sions are to be believed, do not want anything from the
United States, but it was to that country they went for
their unfortunate tariff system, as also for their present un-
British Customs laws and methods, picking up the latter,
however, only after they had been discarded by the Ameri-
can Government as an affront to the moral sense of the
people. The Minister of Customs has many times asserted
in this louse, and, no doubt, we shall have a repetition
from him of the statement on this occasion, that, under the
interpretation and application of the present Customs laws
and regulations, the honest merchant is amply protected
and has nothing to fear. But my opinion, deliberately
expressed, is that for every smuggler or actual offender
against the revenue who is detected and dealt with, two
honest mon, if not more, fall into the traps and snares which
the law and its agents deliberately set for them, and, thoughi
guilty of no improper intent, they are punished by fine and
forfeiture, and by the still more severe penalty of having
their names tarnished and themselves branded as smugglers.
I say, Sir, that, under these laws, the honest importer has no
chance whatever; his word, his invoice, his oath, his life-long
reputation for integrity and fair dealing with his neighb) r
and with the Government all count for nothing when a
charge of undervaluation is brought against him, even
though his accusers are men who have plunder in view
rather than the interests of the public service. Further,
Sir, when the honest merchant, while acting in perfect good
faith, and without the remotest desire to defraud the revenue
of a single cent, has, unfortunately, got into one of these1
traps, ho has not even the chance that is accorded to the
rogue taken red-handed in his fraudulent practices, for while
in the former case every dollar that can be squeezed out of
the unfortunate is taken, in the case of the actual smuggler
there is too frequently a compromise or quiet settloment.
As I have already intimated, some of the points to which
I desired to direct the attention of the House have been
carefully considered and pronounced upon by the Supreme
Court of Canada, and I cannot do botter, therefore, than give
some extracts from the exhaustive judgment of the Chief

Justice in deciding the famous Ayer case. In rendering
that judgment he said:

" I feel it the bounden duty of this court to investigate the matter.
connected with this case with the greatest possible care to ascertain if
it can be possible, in the face of the action of the Oustoms authorities,
and of a fair construction of the revenue laws applicabie to this case,
that mercantile and business men in the Dominion stand in such
jeopardy, as they would be in if the contentions of the Crown can be
sustained. If the law is so, I must so administer it but before I can or
will declare such to be the law, I must be satisfied beyond any doubt
that such is the law. I am bound to say it is not easy to understand
how honest business men desirous of making honest importations and
carrying on business in this Dominion, could do more than it appears
was done in this case, namely, toapply to the Customs officers to ascer-
tain on what terme, and at what rate of duty the proposed goods could
be imported into the country. •

''Nor can I conceive what honest and cautions Customs officials could
do more than was done in this case, in reply to such an application, viz.:
to state that when imported goods would be duly examined by the
Customs authorities, and the correct rate of duty would be fixed.

" It would appear that when the goods were imported they were ex-
amined, samples taken and transmitted to the board of appraisers at
Montreal and at Ottawa, the duty fixed, and the business commenced,
and was continued thenceforward for a period of twenty odd years,
until the seizure; that, too, without the slightest complaint of any
irregularity, undervalnation or misdescription. • • 0

" And no difficulties made until 1885, when Underhill, having been
discharged by Ayer for alleged misconduct, came to Montreal, and com-
bining with O'Hara and Brousseau, they appear to have concoeted this
scheme, to procure the confiscation of all the goods entered from 1882
to 1885 inclusive, and the forfeitures thereon, amounting to $385,313,
from which they doubtless anticipated the realisation of enormous gains.
These two officers appear, by the evidence of the Commissioner of
Customs, to have acted on their own responsibility in making these
seizures, and in their own interests, and undertook, with the assistance
of the discreditable witnesses, Underhill and Flint, and for their joint
pecuniary benefit, to cause this large amount of property to be seized,
and which they now seek to have condemned, and enormous forfeitures
adj udged against this unfortunate firm, who, from the start of their busi-
ness in 1862 up to its close in 1884, so far as I can gather from the
evidence, appear to have dealt with the Oustoms Department and acted
throughout in an open, fair and business manner, without concealment
or frsu a.

INotwithstanding this conduct on the part of the Ayers, and this
action on the part of the Customs officials, which, in my mind, should
exculpate them, if not legally, certainly, morally, from any imputation
of fraud-they are now specifically charged with the disgraceful offence
of smuggling. The conduct of O' Hara in thus conniving at the conceal-
ment of the books, and setting at defiance the order of the judge, the
aiding of a witness to keep out of the way of the service of a subpœna
by the claimants, the false suggestion of O'Eara-and as to this false
suggestion, when asked if it was not made to deceive, lie says: 'I
suggested that, because the witness did not wish to come into court
until called by the Crown, and I did not wish to afford any information
to the other side' and the downright untruths admitted by Brousseau
himself, the conduct of Brousseau in traffickiug, or andeavoring to traffic
in the proceeds, which lie hal evidently made up his mind lie and
Underhill, beyond all peradventure, were to make out of this seizure,
and the equivocating and discreditable manner in which both of these
officers gave their testimony,-all, in my opinion, open to the gravest
censeure.

Iuregret, in the interests of justice and of the business community of
the Dominion, who may have controversies with the Customs officials,
10 be compeîled to malte these observations lu reference te persous hold-
ing responsible positions in the Catom Deprtrnentat Montreal, whese
d aty it most certainly was Bt have obeyed the order of the Supreme
Court instead of setting it at defiance, and if not to have aided, certainly
not te have thrown obstacles, by false suggestions and false statements,
with a view of preventing the service of subpænas on witnesses the
claimants desired to examine, and with reference to the conduct ofthese
witnesses, considering the peculiar position in which they stooa, it
should have been marked with the greatest propriety, and with the same
desire and disposition to answer all questions, as well those on the part
of claimants as those on the part of the Orown, with fairness, truthfal-
ness and honesty, which I regret to say was far from being the case.
In other words, to have acted as public officers in the discharge of pub-
lic duty-desirous only that justice should be done alike to the Orown
and the claimants. Surely the public having controversies with the
Customs are entitled to this measure of justice, and certainly that Cus-
toms officers should not act, as their conduct in this case would seem to
indicate, viz., as partisans having a deep pecuniary interest in the result
and with an apparent determination to effect at alil hazards a condemna-
tion."

The judgment closed in theso words:
" The Crown, therefore, has failed te establish the charges in the

information against the Ayer Company that the goods seized were
illegally imported, or that they were undervalued, or that the entries
did not correspond with the invoices, and that the oaths or affirmations
madle lu ent.ring them were untrue; and there being, therefore, no
faundation for the seizure of 1he said goodu, I order sud adjdge that
they be forthwith restored to the claimats, and the information in rem
dismissed with costs.
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4 And the charges of un dervaluation not being sustained, it follows

that there were no goods illegally imported into Oanada, and no unpaid
duties for which the claimants are liable, and the information in
peraonam, must aiou be dismissed with cots."'

The costs payable by the Government under this judgment
were considerably in exces of its share of the fines and
forfeitures imposed last year for real or alleged breaches
of the revenue laws. The Auditor General's Report of last
year gave us a total of$98,360.75 of fines and forfeitures,
of which $93,068.90 were paid to seizure officers, and on
account of the expouses of seizures, leaving a balance to
the public revenue of $5,291.85. So that I think I am safe
in asserting tbat the costs which the Government will
have to pay, or have paid, exceed by a considerable amount
its share of the fines and forfeitures ofilast year. If time
permitted, I would also refer to the Grinnell case, in which,
as is probably known, large quantities of goods were seized
for undervalution and improper entry, and all the penalties
known to the law were sought to be imposed, to the great
profit, of course, of certain officials. It was recently decided
in this esse, however, by the full bench of the Supreme
Court, that the importer had acted throughout with the
most perfect honesty, and that there was fnot even
probable cause for suspecting the reverse. The court,
therefore, dismiesed the claims with full costs, and,
in so doing, reflected very severely on the treatment
meted out to honest importers by the Customs Depart-
ment. These judgments, however, do not cover the whole
question under consideration, and I will, therefore, point
ont, with ail possible brevity, wherein the existing CuRtoms
laws and regulations are chiefly found to be oppressive to
the importer, while not protecting honest trade and the
revenue in the most effective manner. To begin with, we
have a Customs Act wholly based on the assumption that
every importer is a knave. Such a thing as an honest im-
portation seems never to have occurred to the framers of
this law. Why, Sir, the suspected felon is not more carefully
tracked and shadowed than is the most upright merchant
of the ]and in every transaction he may have with the
Customs Department. Then, we have a tariff system which
in many respects is so clouded with ambiguities as to be
wholly unintelligible to the public as well as to the officials.
Yet, when questions of valuation and classification for entry
and duty arise, as they frequently do, the arbitrary ruling
of the department invariably prevails, the unfortunate
merchants' only appeal being to an arbitration board com-
posed of three members, two of whom are appointed by
the department. This, according to the peculiar notions
of the Minister of Customs, may be fair and just and a very
great protection to the honest importer, but the honest im-
porter and public opinion favor an appeal to an arbitration
board composed in the ueual way; ihat is, to a board com.
posed of three disinterested merchants, one to be ap-
pointed by each party, and the third by both, and their
decision in all cases should be final. I submit, moreover,
that where the authorities assume, arbitrarily, to fix the
value of goods for entry and dnty, those values should, in
common fairness, be disclosed to the importer, before he is
called npon to make his entry, and further, that the depart-
ment, under such circumstances, should be bound by its own
valuations. As it is now, a merchant may enter his goods
at the very valuation fixed by the department, and yet, at
any time within three years, be accused of fraud and under-
valuation in connection with that very entry ; and that this
does frequently happen, the Minister well knows. The
revenue could not possibly lose anything by such fair deal-
ing as I now suggest, and what is of vastly greater import-
ance, the merchant would be protected from the snares into
which, no matter how honest lie may be, he is in constant
danger of falling. Another reform which I feel sure would
be approved by the publie is this: Where it is evident therei
je no dishonesty intended, there should be no penalty. Fol.

Mr. BoLToN.

lowing the line of the argument of the court, in the two
cases to which I refer, I think that no more should be
required of the importer than to present an honest invoice of
his goods, or to obtain their entry value from the Customs,
if there be a difference in valuation between them, and then
to tender all the duties which the tariff imposes upon such
goods. But this wholesome method finds no favor with
the Minister of Customs. H1e says to the merchant,
whose only desire is to do all that the law requires of him:
Enter your goods and take your chance of the score of
traps and snares which, with the aid of a just law and an
incomprehensible tariff, we have set for you; and under this
system the grossest injustice has been done. I would like
to refer, as illustrating some of the points to which I have
just referred to a case of recent occurrence. Last year a
merchant of Niagara Falls purchased in the United States
a lot of paper hangings. On the arrival of his goods, and
at the suggestion of a broker, he presented his invoice at
the Custmos House to have the various articles checked and
entered for duty. This was done by the entry clerk at the
office, and the duties charged by hin were duly paid. This
was done alsoin subsequent importations by this merchant
of similar goods. In every instance, the goods were
examined by the Custom house officer and found
correct. Some months subeequently, and after most of
the goods had been sold, a special agent of the
Customs from Ottawa and the collector of the
port called upon this merchant and demanded to
see his invoices for wall paper. These were immediately
handed them. On comparing the invoices with the duplicate
invoices, it was found that some of the goods, appraised
and valued, as I have said, by the local Custom house
officer, had been entered too high and some too low, and
altogether it was found that, according to this new calcula-
tion, the merchant had paid 7, 8 or 9 cents too little for
duties. He at once proposed paying the difference; but
no, under threat of seizure of his whole stock, lie was forced
to deposit $65.95, which was far more than the value of the
goods claimed to have been irregularly entered. He made
the deposit with the expectation that his conduct throughout
having been in perfect good faith, the money would be
returned to him, but, after communicating with his re-
presentative in Parliament-the hon. member for Welland,
I believe-and the Minister, he was informed that the
money had been confiscated, and, later still, the Minister
declined to re open the case. Well, if that was not pure
and simple robbery, I would like the Minister's definition
of it.

Mr. BOWELL. It might be if it were true.
Mr. HOLTON. I have every reason to believe that the

statement I have given to the louse is perfectly true.

Mr. BOWELL. I have not the sligh'test doubt as tothat.

Mr. HOLTON. My information, I believe, is quite as
reliable as the Minister's. I think, further, that the law
relating to enclosures should be so modified that the impor-
ter should not be made to suffer because of the error of his
agent or consignor abroad, when that is proved. Very grave
injustice is being constantly done in this connection, and
the law should be so amended as to give discretionary
powers to collectors in such cases. But by far the most
important and necessary reforms to which, I think, Parlia-
ment should direct its immediate attention, are the imme-
diate total abolition of the moiety, or, as it is popularly and
more properly called, the spoils system, and the reference
of all cases of alleged frauds to the courts, where the party
accused shall have a full, fair and public trial, a trial at
which the ordinary rules of evidence shall prevail. As the
case now stands, it is possible for a Customs officer, without
respensibility of any kind for his action, to bring what charge
he may please against an importer, to take his books
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and papers from him, and then, having deprived him of hie
means of defence, to hold him guilty of such a charge un-
less hoecan prove his innocence. In fact, the seizing officer,
the accuser, the judge and the executioner may be one and
the same person, and at the same moment may stand in
the very disinterested position of a prospective two-thirds
sharer in the moneys which are to be extracted from the
victim; and oftentimes merchants, though perfectly honest
but recognising their helplessness under these circumstances,
quietly yield and pay the demand. We saw very clearly in
the Ayers case, how the present spoils system can work
even in court, where, the Ayers being on their defence and
having been deprived of their books and papers, the seizing
officers treated the orders of the court with contempt rather
than produce the firm's books or testify in a way which
would diminish in the slightest their prospects of making a
tremendous haul. These men had no thought for the publie
service, but were simply after plunder, and plunder they
were bound to have at the cost of truth and fair play; and
what happened in that case may happen to any importer in
the country, for the same mon are in office, moved doubt-
less by the same last for spoil, and with the depart-
ment still at their back upholding the unholy system. It
is simply an abomination, and the public so considers it;
yet my friend the Minister of Customs hugs the nasty thing
to his bosom as the dearest object of bis affections, and the
Prime Minister tells us that all this is done in the interest
of the honest trader. I am, of course, aware of the Minis-
ter's objection to taking bis cases into the courts, for ex-
perience has shown him that, in the face of proved facte,
judges cannot be relied upon to look at things as ho does,
nor to ho moved by the same yearning desire to enrich the
favorite spy, informer and official at the expense of the
revenue or of the unhappy mortal who bas got into the
toils. The Minister does not recognise the equity and
morality of giving the man charged with offences against
the revenue the same fair public trial that is accorded to the
most dangerous and degraded folon in the land. The latter
is held to be innocent until proved guilty, but with the
Customs' victims the reverse is the rule, and all this, for-
sooth, in the interest of the honest importer. The Minister
may lack confidence in the courts of the land, but that is no
reason why this Parliament should refuse a reform which the
public demand. I, for one, do not hesitate to acknowledge
the importance and necessity of protecting the publie reve-
nue, and punishing severely all frauds upon it; but I do not
admit that this public revenue is so much more sacred than
the lives, the property and the rights of citizens, whose only
recourse for their defence is to be found in the courts, that
such an extraordinary, one-sided and tyrannical law should
be necessary for its protection. There is but one other
abuse to which I will now allude, and that is the habit of
allowing officials to receive remuneration for their services
as such from importera, and I will illustrate the offensive.
ness of that practice by a special reference to a very
objectionable practice which obtains in Montreal, and per-
haps elsewhere-one of the methods resorted to by the
Customs Department, for no other reason that I can see
than to harass the honest importer and to hamper trade,
and te lino the pockets of some pet official. A large
number of importers are in the habit of receiving daily
from the United States, perishable goods, such as fish, fruit,
oysters, and so on, for immediate delivery. A very exten-
sive business in these commodities is carried on, and, of
course, it is in the very nature of the trade that an im-
mediate delivery of the goods should be made. As a
strict adherence to the rules governing ordinary importa-
tions would resuit, in consequence of the delay, in the
total loss of the goods, the collector bas, very wisely and
properly, detailed one of bis officers to visit the trains,
examine the goods, and allow them to be delivered,
but, as I think, very improperly and illegally-though the

Minister bas justified his course-he bas authorised the
officiai to chtrge a special fee for each of sucb entries, and
that as a remuneration for the performance by the officiai of
such duties. To the importer of these perishable articles
this means an annual tax, ranging fiom $20 to $50 per
annum, and perhaps upwards ; but to the fortunate officer
it means an addition of several thousand dollars to his
salary. Now, Sir, this is nothing more or less than an un-
just and illegal tax upon these merchants, and, from infor-
mation in my possession, I do not hesitate to characterise
its imposition, as a most offensive species of blackmail-
ing. It operates in this way: An officer makes his account
once a month to the merchants, whose refusal to pay, or if
they question the legality of his action, means that his
goode will be sent to the examining warehouse, to ho dealt
with in its order, that is to say, after a delay of four or five
days, which means their deliberate destruction. I am aware
that the Minister has approved of this imposition ; yet, not-
withstanding that, 1 repeat that the fees exacted by the
officer constitutes an unjust, an unauthorised, and, therefore,
an illegal tax.

Mr. BOWELL. Do I understand you to say that I had
approved of the imposition of fees of that kind ?

Mr. HOLTON. Yes; and it may save time, perhaps, if
I give the Minister now my authority for that statement.

Mr. BOWELL. If you please.

Mr. HOLTON. The attention of the department was
directed to this imposition a little less than two years ago,
in May, 1887, by one of these importers in Montreal, Mr.
David Crawford. On February 21, of that year, ho ad-
dressed himself to the Collector of Customs in Montreal,
protesting against this charge. On the 25th of the same
month, Mr. Ryan replied in acknowledgment of that letter.
On the 28th February, in the same year, Mr. Crawford ad-
dressed himself to the Commissioner of Castoms, Mr.
Johnson, and on March 15 ho recoived this letter from Mr.
Johnson:

"OTTAW, 15th March, 1887.
SDAVID CRAWFORD, Esq., Montreal, Que.

" Sin,-Referring to yours of the 28th ultimo, coverin g e orrespondence
with the Oollector at Montreal, and of complaining of charges made by
Assistant Appraiser Hatchette for extra serviee, I have the honor to
state in reply that the matter has been enquired into and subinitted to
the Hon. Minister of Oustoms, who, having examined into the complaint
and answer thereto, directs me to state in reply that he does not cou-
sider the fee charged for services required to be performel bafore or
after regular office hours, unreasonable."

So I think, under these circumstances, I can truthfully re-
peat that it was with the authority and approval of the
Minister; and I would repeat that the feos thus exacted by
this officer constitute an unjust, an unauthorised, and there-
fore an illegal tax. My opinion further is that the prin-
ciple of allowing revenue officers to recoive, under any
circumstances, from importers, a remuneration for the
performance of their officiai duties, is vicions in itself, and
wholly opposed to the public interest. With the material
before me, and the information I have at band, I could very
easily extend my remarks to a considerable length; but
feeling that I have said enough to establish my contention
that these Customs laws and regulations are oppressive and
should h amended, and having respect to the period of the
Session in which we now find ourselves, I will close with
only one further suggestion, and that is, to remind the
Minister that ho and his subordinates are, after all, the
servants and not the masters of the people; and when ho
comes to understand that truth I feel certain that other
reforms now suggestod will follow. I beg, therefore, to
move:

That the Speaker do not leave the Chair, but that it be resolved,
that it is expedient to amend the Oustome Act in such a manner that
while seeuring every proper and necessary protection to the revenue, it
will relieve the hoaest importer from the danger of oppression, and in
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the cae of persons charged with violation of the Oustome law, provide
that no one shall be subject to fine or fines except after a fair and publie
trial; and provided further, that in no event shall the officers making
seizures participate in the fine or forfeitures imposed for such offences.

Mr. BOWELL. I have very little to complain of as to
the manner in which the hon. member for Chateauguay
(Mr. Holton) has presented his case to the House.
I frankly admit, before alluding to the cases to which he
has referred, or before answering any of the arguments
which ho las advanced, that there is cause Pot only for
diversity of opinion, but for differences of opinion, as to the
manner in which the Customs laws should be carried out,
and the revenue protected. I can readily understand that
among those who have not had any practical knowledge
of the working, particularly, of a protective tariff, and
of the provisions of the law which it is necessary to
enforce in order to secure a proper revenue and to protect
the honest importer-thare may be not only diversity of
opinion, but there may be many arguments to sustain the
position which bas been taken by the gentleman who bas just
addressed the House. Having admitted that much, I must
take exception to bis introductory remarks in which he
says that just before the last election I visited Montreal in
great haste, in order to have a consultation with the Board
of Trade, or to receive advice, or tender advice to the gentle-
men composing that body. I have been in the habit, since
I have had tbe honor of occupying the important position I
now hold, in endeavoring to enforce the laws and rega.
lations, which are onerous in their character, of visiting not
only the Boards of Trade of Montreal and Toronto, but also
in other sections of the country-not at the time of elections,
however, but upon every occasion when complaints have
been made to the department-and I have found I could
come to a decision much botter, more equitably, and more
in accordance with the law, by visiting those who have
entered complaints, and by having a friendly consultation
with them. I have visited the Boards of Trade, not
only of Montreal, but as far east as Halifax and as far
west as Victoria, and upon all occasions, after consulta-
tion, we have come to an understanding as to the course
that should be pursued, particularly in the administration
of this, if I might use the expression, somewhat intricate
law. With respect to the interview to which the hon.gen-
tleman bas referred-whether it was before the election or
not I do not know, but I know I met a deputation, I think
the executive committee of the Board of Trade of Montreal;
and upon that occasion we discussed many of the clauses of
the Customs Act and the mode by which they had been
enforced by the Custome officials. I made no such promises
as those to which the hon. gentleman referred. I do
not say that the hon, gentleman has made those state-
monts without believing them to be correct; 1 can only
presume that ho has taken statements made by irre-
sponsible persons, and that appeared in the different
newspapers in Montreal, at the time, in regard to what
actually did take place at that interview. Ail that I
promised the merchants at that time has been carried ont
since. Many amend ments which they suggested I combated
to the best of my ability, and I am vain enough to bolieve
that, in some cases, 1 succeeded in showing them that
their suggestions would be detrimental to the inter-
est of the honest importer rather than beneficial to
him. Although the hon. gentleman has not spoken so
long, as I have no doubt ho might have desired, upon this
subject, he as said enough to necessitate my occupying a
littie more time than I would choose to do under other cir-
cumstances. I dissent in toto from the statement made that
for every smuggler caught and punished, two at least of the
honest importera receive worse treatment than does the
smuggler; and I think a little attention to the working of
the law and to the fact, if they were all before the hon. gen-
tleman, would have led him to other conclusions. I do not pro.

Mr. HOLToN.

pose to take up oach case to which the bon. gentleman has
referred, but while it is fresh in my momory I d esire to re-
ply particularly to his closing remarks in regard to the
approval which, ho says, I, as head of the department,
gave to the exaction of tees by any officer in Montreal or
elsewhere. I remember distinctly the case to which the
hon. gentleman has called the attention of the flouse. I
made enquiry as to what was the practice in Montreal, and
instead of approving of the system of exacting fees from
importers, I gave instructions positively that no officer
should receive any fee from merchants; and if the hon.
gentleman would turn to the rules and regulations which
are now in force, but, unfortunately, which are not now be-
fore me, ho will find they provide that no officer shall re-
ceive any fee for any service he may render to a merchant.

Mr. LAURIER. What about Mr. Johnson's letter ?
Mr. BOWELL. Mr. Johnson's letter says nothing of

the kind. There is a practice, and it has been in existence
ever since Customs officers have been appointed in this
country, of giving remuneration for extra services, either
before the hour in the morning when official duties begin, or
after the close of the Customs house at night. The Grand
Trunk Company pays into the revenue between $15,000 and
$20,000 annually towards covering such expenditure. Every
railway, the Allan lino and other ocean companies, and every
steamboat on the inland lakes and waters, that requires
the services of an officer after hours, to superintend the
loading or unloading of goods so as not to have the vessels
detained on their trip, pays so much per hour, or per month,
as the case may be. The amount paid by the different railway
companies and steamboat pr oprietors, ocean as well as inland,
amounts annually to between 840,000 and $50,000. I admit
that it is a grave question whether it would not be botter
to have day as well as night officials to conduct this business,
instead of exacting the amount from the parties who now pay
it. It is a question which bas been under the consideration of
the Government for some time. The principle is not a new
one ; it prevailed when I assumed office, and it continues
at the present time. If the House should deem it advisable
to take an extra appropriation annually, to the extent of
$50,000, in order to enable the department to increase its
staff and pay night as well as day hands, thon we could
do away, I have no doubt, with many of the complaints
made, not only by the officers themselves, who wrangle about
the amount they should receive, but also by those who
have to pay this amount out of the proceeds of the
enterprises in which they are engaged. That is a point, I
repeat, which is very fairly open to discussion. But I de-
sire to cali the attention of the louse to this fact, that that
is one particular in which our system differs diamotrically
from that of the United States. There the fees, as I shall
show before I close my remarks, are enormous. In some
cases, with respect to small articles which are free under
the tariff, these fees reach an amount equal to 50, 60, or 75
per cent, We have no such system in this country, and
the only fee an officer or collector is entitled to receive
from any importer whon ho desires to make an entry is 5
cents for the three forms upon which the entry is made,
and that sum is paid into the revenue. Even as to that pay-
ment, the importer is not obliged to purchase the forms from
the Custom louse officer; they are simply kept a3 a matter
of accommodation for the convenience o importers. And
I desire to call the attention of the hon. member for
Chateauguay (Mr. Holton) to the difference between
the remunerating of an officer who performs duty after
official hours, and the acceptance of fees, as the hon.
gentleman put it to the House. I do not know any
system that could be more abused than the system
to which ho lias drawn attention, provided it prevailed
in this country, and if it is practiced by any officer in Mon-
treal it is contrary to the regulations of the department, as
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there is no authority for any Customs officer to receive
fees. The statement having been made, however, I shall
take the earliest opportunity to call the attention of the
collector at Montreal to it, in order that ho may ascertain
whether such be the fact or not. The hon. gentleman
said that the extent to which this has been carried out
has been such as to add thousands of dollars to the salary
of the officer, Mr. Hatchette, who performs this duty, or
others who may perform it. If this be so, Mr. Hatchette
is receiving money to which ho bas no right, for ail he is
entitled to receive is payment for whatever time ho may
give to importers before or after office hours, at so much
per hour, or so much per month, as may be arranged. My
hon. friend has placed a resolution before this House, which,
to my mind, is somewhat novel in its character, and I am
quite sure that anyone who will reflect for a moment, must
come to the conclusion that the policy invoived in this
resolution is one utterly impracticable, or if not impractie-
able, it would add a great deal more to the discomfort of
the honest importer, and particularly those who are accused
and not guilty, than any system which prevails at present.
One part of bis resolution reads, that the desire is:

"To amend the Customs Act so as to relieve the honest importer
from danger of oppression."

The present law provides for all that is involved in that
sentence. If the importer is dissatisfied with the action of
the seizing officer, or if he is dissatisfied with the ruling of
the department, all ho las to do is to appeal to the courts,
and be can then obtain just that publicity wbich my hon.
friend desires he should have. The resolution goes on to
say:

" And in the case of persons charged with violation of the Oustoms
law, to provide that no one shall be subject to fine or fines except after
a fair public trial."

I notice that the hon. gentleman left ont the words "should
he demand it," as his resolution originally read. I infer
from this, that if a man is caught red-handed in smuggling
across the borders, or evading payment of duty on en-
closures, or breaking the law by any other means, the case
must be put into court and a judge asked to adjudicate upon
it. I confess that I bad the same idea for a long time.
It was a principle which I tried to impress upon my
own colleagues, but when I began to reflect upon the resait
of the adoption of a policy of that kind, I came to the con-
clusion that it could not be carried out. It may surprise
memibers of this House when I tell them that the average of
seizures for some years past bas been from six to seven or
eight hundred ; some small and some large. Just fancy a
man having goods which are perishable, seized when smug-
gling them across the border; there is no question as to the
fact of their being smuggled, the man was caught in the act,
but under this resolution, if it was carried out, before you
could condemn, or sell, or dispose of those perishable articles,
you would first have to employ a lawyer to'carry the case
into court,-and so it would be in all of those seven hundred
cases a year, some of which are of the most trivial character,
although others are very important. The law at present
lays down clearly what the importer may do, in case hie i
interfered with, either directly or indirectly, in the transac-
tion of his business. If the goods are seized, a report must
be made by the Customs officer as soon as possible, to the
department, and as soon as the notification of the seizure
is received by the department, the person whose goods have
been seized is immediately notified, and he is given a full
month in which to put in his defence. Then the ruling of
the department is given, and if ho objects to that decision,
ho has thirty days within which to put in his defence, and
ho can thon go into the Exchequer Court, to oppose the
decision. Allhe requires to do is to say, I will not accept
the decision of the department-

Mr. HOLTON. He can only go into court, if the Min-
ister allows him.

Mr. BOWELL. The hon. gentleman is quite mistaken.
If ho will turn to the law, he will find that the person whose
goods have been seized can object to the decision of the
department ; and, baving objeeted, it is the duty of the Min-
ister-except in certain cases where the notice of dissent
bas not been given in sufficient time-te put the case into
court, before ho eau carry ont his condemnation. There is
no difficulty whatever in a man going into court, if ho so
desires it. During ton years experience I have no recollec-
tion of any importer, or anyone else, feeling himself
aggrieved, being deprived of the right of going into court
if he desired so to do.

Mr. IHOLTON. If the Minister will allow me, I will
refer him to clause 182 of the Act with regard to appeal to
the courts. It says

"If the owner or claimant of the thing seized or detained, or the
person alleged to have incurred the penalty, within thirty days after
being notified of the Minister's decision, gives him notice in writing
that such decision will not be accepted, the Minister may refer the
matter to the court."

The Act says that the Minister "may," and it is, therefore
optional for the Minister to allow it.

Mr. BOWELL. Suppose the Minister refuses-which is
never done-ail that the person feeling himself aggrieved
would have to do, would be to apply for afiat to go into
court, and it would be granted at once, as was done in the
Ayer case. That permission bas never been refused, nor
is it the practice of any Government or of the Crown to
refuse a fiat where there is any cause of complaint by a sub.
ject. We have allowed cases to go into court in which we
knew the man had no case, and in which the correspondence
showed that ho had no case; but the person considered him.
self aggrieved, and when ho asked for the privilege, it was
at once accorded to him. The next contention of my hon.
friend is, perhaps, the most important from his standpoint,
and that is the question of doing away with the division of
forfeitures, and what is termed the moiety system, to which
I will refer in a few moments One would have supposed,
hearing the speech of my hon. friend, that this portion of the
law to which ho objects, was the creation of the present
Government ; that all these iniquitous clauses to which ho
refers, which legalise and allow so much of what he terms
plundering-I cannot remember the other strong word which
ho used-to be perpotrated by theo Customs officets and to
be approved of by the Minister, were actually put upon the
Statute-book by the present Government. If ho will turn
to the law which was enacted by my hon. friends opposite
when they were in power, ho will see that there are
scarcely any changes made between that law and the law
as it stands to day, except to simplify and, in many cases,
to liberalise, instead of making more stringent, the provi-
sions to which my hon. friend has referred. He may laugh,
but I attribute that to the fact that hlie has not given this
question that study and attention which he should have
given to it before h. attempted to deal with it. I should
like to refer to a statement made by the Minister of Fin-
ance of the former Administration, the present member for
South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright), in reference
to the "iniquity " which ho pointed out to this House,
if the reference is not against the rules of Parliament,
I am not very often absent from this Chamber, but, unfor-
tunately for myself, I happened to be absent when the ad-
ministration of my department was attacked. The hon. gen-
tleman represented that there had been an actual case
in which a man's invoice had been raised from a cash value
some 50 per cent. I am not prepared to say whether
it was 50 or 75 per cent. I know nothing of the case;
if it were mentioned to me, probably I could explain it to
him, but if the hon. member from South Oxford will look
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at the Statute-book, he will find that when he was a member
of the Government of the hon. member for East York (Mr.
Mackenzie), he assisted to put on the Statute-book a law
(40 Vice., chap. 10, sec. 32) in which the principle is laid
down that it is not the cash value that is to guide in valu.
ing an article for duty, but it must bo the credit price of
the article in the market where it is purchased; and if he
will turn to the numerous circulars which were iisued by
the Minister of Customs at that time, he will find this provi-
sion of the law particularly pointed out, and that the officers
were instructod to raise the invoices for duty, and to see
that the articles entered for duty were valued on that prin-
ciple. I also find that another very iniquitous provision, that
the onus of proof shall be on the importer, appears in much
stronger terms in the law (sec. 52) which these hon. gentle-
men put on the Statute-book, than in the present Act.

Mr. HOLTON. I know it; I have read it.

Mr. BOWELL. I have no doubt the hon. gentleman
knows it, but when he was denouncing the law, he left the
impression on everyone listening to him that those provi-
sions of the law had been enacted by the present Government,
and not by those whom h e is supporting, and whom, I have
no doubt, from the peculiar conformation of his mind, he
will support for all time to come.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Hear, hear.
Mr. BOWELL. We know the vilest sinner may return.

We know what the hon, gentleman was in the good old times
gone by; we know what he is at present. I look with sorne
commiseration on him in the position he occupies now, and
I look foiward with a good deal of pleasure -

Sir RIClIARD CARTWRIGHT. Perhaps you look to
the time when you were with me opposing Sir Francis
Hincks coming in.

Mr. BOWELL. I do not know that I should be led into a
discussion of my reasons for opposing Sir Francis Hincks.
I had my reasons thon -

Mr. PATERSON (Brant) What section are you reading ?
Mr. BOWELL. It is a section in the political history of

the country to which my hon. friend called attention; and I
was jUst explaining that I had no other object than what I
believed, at that time, to be in the best interests of the coun-
try, in the opposition I gave to Sir Francis Hincks, and I am
bound to extend the same credit to my hon. friend. The
only difference ihat existed at that time between the member
for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright) and myself was
that if Sir Franeis Hincks came up to the expectations of
those who placed him in office, I would have had no hesita-
tion in giving him what support my humble ability would
enable me to extend; and now that he is dead and gone, I
will repeat what I said in the House afterwards, that my
experience ot Sir Francis Hincks, and the manner in which
he took bold of the questions then agitating the country,
justified me in the course I took.
. Mr. MITCHELL. Hear, hear; I was his colleague at

that time.
Mr. BOWELL. Now, Sir, let me return to the 52nd

clause of the Act to which I referred, and which the Gov-
ernment of the hon. member for South Oxford placed on
the Statute-book. That clause reade as follows:-

" The burden of proof that all the requirements of this Act, with
regard to the entry of any goods, have been complied with and fulfilled,
shall, in all cases, lie upon the parties whose duty it was to comply
with and fulfil the same."

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Was that the first time it
appeared in the statute ?

Mr. BOWE LL. I do not know anything about that. I
dare say it was there before; if it was, they perpetuated it.
If it was unfair then, I take it for granted that, if they shared
the opinions of the hon. member for Chateauguay, they

Mr. BOWELL.

would have repealed it. I might here very properly remind
that hon. gentleman of a most unjust and vexatious princi-
ple which obtained under the Act of 1877, for which his
friends, as before stated, are responsible. By section 40 of
such Act it was provided that:

" No evidence of the value of any goode imported into Canada, or
taken out of warehouse for consumption therein, at the place whenoe
and the time when they are te be deemed to have been exported te Can-
ada, contradictory te or at variance with the value stated in the invoice
produced te the collector, with the additions (if any) made te such value
by the bill of entry, shall be received in any court in Canada, on the part
of any party except the Crown."

The effect of such provision was often to compel a merchant,
who had purchased, say, 50 tons of steel, at £20 per ton, on
a falling market, and which, perhaps, was not shipped to
Canada for some months after purchase-when, possibly,
the price had declined to £15 por ton-to pay duty on £à0,
which was the price stated on his invoice. Yet, if between
the date of purchase and the time of shipment the price had
advanced to £25 per ton, his invoice would be thrown aside
and duty would be demanded on the larger or market value.
The prosent Government, becoming sensible of the unfair-
ness of this principle, caused the passage of section 10 of the
Tariff Act of 1879, which ensured the fair valuation of goods
in such a contingency, and such section reads as follows:-

" The Governor in Council shall, from time te time, establish such
regulations not inconsistent with law, as may be required te secure a
just, faithfnl and impartial appraisal of all goods imported into Canada,
and juet and proper entries of the actual or fair market value thereof,
and of the weights, measures or other quantities thereof, as each case
may require; and such regulations, whether general or special, se made
by the Governor in Council, shall have the full force and authority of
law ; and it shall be the duty of the appraisers of Canada and every of
them, and every person who shall act as such appraiser, or of the Collec-
tor of Customs, as the case may be, by ali reasonable ways and means in
hi. or their power, te ascertain, estimate and appraise the true and fair
market value and wholesale price (any invoice or affidavit thereto te the
contrary notwithstanding) of the goods at the time of exportation, and
in the principal markets of the country whence the same have been li-
ported into Canada, and the proper weights, measures or other quanti-
ties, and the fair market value or wholesale price of every of them, as
the case may require."

The hon. gentleman also stated, in reference to the amend-
monts made to the Customs Act two years ago, that they
were not amendments, but imposecd still more onerous ex-
actions and restrictions on the trade of the country, and on
importers. If that be the case, it is somewhat singular that
there was not a single division or objection taken, in this
House, to the amend ments I have suggested, after full ex-
planations had been given of thora On the contrary, those
gentlemen who took an active part in the discussion ot those
clauses, and of the changos and amendments which were
made, after they ha<i hard my explanations, approved of
every one of them, and every change which was made was
in the direction of the protection of the honest importer, and
to punish, if possible, the dishonest importer.

Mr. MITCH ELL. Are not al[ these troubles of modern
growth ?

Mr. BOWELL. No. I will show the hon. gentleman
that even when he was in power there were a good many
seizures made.

Mr. MITCHELL. We never heard as many complaints.
Mr. BOWELL. Of course not, because there were not

so many seizures, for the higher the tariff the greater the
amount of smuggling. But I have failed yet to find that
the honest importers ever lound fault with the manner in
which the laws have been carried out in regard to the pun-
ishment of those who have violated them. I know that the
newspapers have taken up the cause of those who have been
punished.

Mr. MITCHELL. Do not say so much against the news-
papers now.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. He is an old hand.
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Mr. BOWELL. Yes, I am, and I used to write just as I

thought, as plainly and honestly as I knew how; and I was
never taken into court, nor did I ever have to apologise for
what I said. In reference to the clause relating to enclosures,
to wbich the hon.gentleman called the attention of theHBouse,
and which he declared to be so iniquitous, if he will turn t
the 50th clause of the Act of 1887, he will find that it reads
as follows:-

in t iany package ies found to contain ay goode not mentioned in the
invoice, such goodi shabh be abBolutely forfeited."
There is no discretion given to the Mimister or the officer,
but there is a simple declaration of the absolute forfeiture of
the goods. That word "absolute " is not now in the Customs
Act. Perhaps it is just as well, while I am dealing with
this question, to dispose of the attack which was made in
connection wiih the case of an importer at Niagara Falls,
which my hon. friend declares to be, not in the words of the
lieutenant of the Opposition, '<legalised robbery," but an
absolute robbery, withont any legality whatever. Now, lot
us see what are the facts connected with this case, The
importer of a certain kind of paper had been in the habit
of importing wall paper as one quality, when, in fact, it was
another quality. The hon. gentiemin told us that he had
as good information on the subject as I haI. I have no
doubt ho thinks the information, which he probably received
from the importer, equally reliab'e with that of the officers
of Customse

Mr. HOLTON. Quite so.
Mr BOWELL. If the bon. gentleman knew thit the in-

voice whiclí was presented for entry gave a misdescription
of the goods, perbaps he wjuld not say so It requires
neither the oath of the officer nor that of the importer,
to prove what an article is, when it is seen, and if the invoice
indicated one class of paper called "brown blanks," when,
in fact, tle morchant imported another class called "white
blanks," which latter is taxed at a bigher rate of duty, it
would be an easy matter to detect the fraud.

Mr. HOLTON. But your own officer at Niagara Falls
classified that for duty and entry, at the importer's request,
and the importer paid the duty which was asked.

Mr. BOWELL. I am coming to that point. It is quite
truethat when an importer presents to the Cusonsclerk an
invoice, the Customs clerk looks at the face of snch invoice,
and marks opposite eaeh item the rate of duty; but if upon
examination by the appraiser, the article is found not to
be that described in the invoice, how is the Customs clerk,
who had nothing but the invoice to go by, to be held re-
sponsible for anything wrong ? That is this case precisely.
The merchant presented the invoice to theOustomsofficerto
be rated for duty, that invoice described the goods as "brown
blanks," and the officer rated them accordingly; but when
they were examined by the appraiser they turned out to be
another kind of paper altogether. Then the importer
made an affidavit, in which ho stated that ho went to the
collector and bis officers and asked for their rating. The
moment that representation was made to me I did as I do
in other cases: ordered an- investigation to be made, and I
refused, because the affidavit of the importer was so strong,
to take the more statements or ipse dixit of the Oustoms
offieers who transacted the business, and compelled them tO
make their statements under oath. Mr. Peter Flynn, thei
collector-and those who know Mr. Flynn, of Niagara Falls,
wonld never suspect him for a moment of telling an untruth,
and ho could have no possible object to gain in telling one-à
wrote, concerning the statement of the importer, as follows:.-

The importer has mentioned my name in his affilait as having1
refused him information as to how he should enter the goods."
The importer had made the direct statement that ho had
applied to the collector for information as to the mode of
procedure in passing the goods.

168
Mr. Flynn continues;
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I "l I reply to this part of the importers evidence, I muet say he
nover asked me a question in regard to this or any other entry made
by hin. Prsonaly know nothing of the matter in dispute more than
accompanying Mr. Wattere."I

Mr. Watters, by-the-bye, was not sent from Ottawa to
transact this business. He is an officer stationed in the
west, who, in the ordinary pursuit of looking after
smuggled goods, went to this man's store to investigate
this affair, and made the seizure of the goods. Then
there is the evidence of Mr. Clarence Bartle, Customs
officer, who stated distinctly and positively under oath that
ho gave no such instructions as those referred to by the
importer. That evidence is substantiated by Mr. Preston,
the broker-not a member of the Customs staff, but a
gentleman who makes his living as a Customs broker.
Upon these facts the Commissioner made bis report as
follows

" The evidence submitted in rebuttal of the charge consist only of
the party's own affidavit, while many of the stat'ments therein are
contradicted by the sworn statements of the officers of the department,
and of the broker employed to make the entries."

Employed not by us, I wish the House distinctly to
understand. The report continues :

" Apart from this contradictory evidence, the fact remains that the
paper hangzings were not properly described in the entry made
at the Oustoms, and that but about one-third of the proper duty was
paid thereon. There is a clear violation of seetions 35 and 119 of the
Customs Act, for which the importer must be held responsible. This
evasion of the payment of the proper duty he has under the law forfeitei
the goode, or the ascertained value thereof as per section 193, and the
undersigned respectfully recimmnends that the seizure obe confirmed, and
the amount deposited, as representing the value cf the goods, be for-
faited to the Orown."

Such are the facts in the case to which my hon. friend bas
called the attention of the louse, and which ho bas described
as absolute robbery, whon in fact the whole thing resolves
itself into this: that a merchant imports a class of paper,
has it misdescribed in the invoice, presents that mis-
description to the Customs officer, in order to have the
goods rated, and, on examination at the warehouse by the
appraiser, it is found that the duty was paid on another
class of paper altogether from that which was really
imported, and which called for a higher rate of duty.
Then, whén the merchant's affidavit is made, that afflavit
is contradicted by the statement of the collector and the
affidavits of two Customs officers.

I shall now call the attention of the House for a few mo-
ments to the question of distribution of proceeds of seizures,
My hon. friend from Chateauguay had two very strong
objections to the law as it now exists. One was with
regard to the provisions respecting enclosures, and the
other to the distribution of the proceods derived from
seizures; and he tried to lead the House to believe that
the regulations governing these matters were the crea-
tion of the present Government. I see the hon. gen-
tleman smiles, but I propose to place the paternity of
these regulations, whether they are good or bad-and [am
not now denouncing them-upon the proper persons. If the
hon. gentleman will turn to the Order in Council of the
lst July, 1>76, ho will find that one of the clauses rade as
follows:_

"In ase of seizure of goods or chattels which have been condemned
and sold, according to law, an uallowance of not more than one-third of
the net proceeds of each shall be awarded to the seizing officer, and not
more than one-third to the informer, if any. In case of seizares made
without information, and which have resulted from speoial vigilance on
the part of an offieer, the informer's share, or a p rtion thereof. may be
awarded to such officer, at the discretion of the Minister ot Onatoms.
When seizure of goods or chattels has been made, and released by
order of the Minister of austoms, on the condition of the payment of a
fine or penalty, where such fiue or penalty is of the amount of $100, or
over, it may be considered as the net proceeds of the seizure, and deait
with in the same manner as if the goods had been condemne I and old"

So that you could distribute two-thirds of the amount, with
out reference to the expenses. The next clause says:
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" When the fine or penalty is under $100, the Miaitter of Customs

may, at bis disetetion, award the whole, or any portion thereof, to the
efRcers and kltormer, if any. as a reward for vigilanoe In respect of
fines or penalties recovered for violation of the revenae law, in cases
where there has been no seizure of goods or chattels, th-, Minister may,
in his discretion, award such portion thereof to the office rs coneerned
and informer, If any, as uay appear to be equitable and judicions under
the circumastances of each case."
These regulations are based upon and under the authority
of the Act 31 Vic., chap. 6, section1 1 3, which was passed, or
if my hon. friend from Brant (Mr. Paterson) prefers the
phrase, remained upon the Statute-book in 1867.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Thon that provision was first
pàssed in 1867.

Mr. BOWELL. I did not say fo. I said the regulations
were adopted by the Governor in Oouncil in 1876, and these
are the regulations under which I have been acting.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGET. The hon. gentleman
spoke of these regulations having been passed in 1876, and
no doubt ho is quite correct, but does ho remember what
were the regulations prior to that date?

Mr. BOWELL. I do not.
Sir RICHARD CART WRIG[IT. My recollection is

that there were regulations befire, which had been in
existence from 1867 to 18'76, regulating the division of
these funds, and that this was a modiacation of those rega-
lations.

Mr. BOWELL. I think my bon. friend lq correct,
because there is a clause in the law which provides that
this may be donc. Whether these regulations were modified,
or made more restrictive than the former regulations, I am
not prepared to say. I asked the Assistant Commissioner to
investigate this question and sec how far the earlier statutes
agreed with the present law, and this is what ho says:

cular was issüed by Mr. Bouchette, the then Commissioner
of Custons, in which he says:

I The attention of the Minister of' Onstoms has been called to thefact
that different systems are practiced by collectors an other offiters at
the several ports aud outports of the Dominion in the coleation and
protection of the revenue, causing much digsatisfaction among a large
number of impoters, who coiply strictly with the revenue laws."

He goes on tb point out the absolute necessity of uniform.
ity-a very difficult thing to accomplish, as follows: -

"I am directed to rcquest your careful attention:
"1st. To the necessity of a careful examination of invoices, not only

with respect to their general correctness, but to the prices of the goods
represented, especially the invoices of certain classes of Americain manu-
factures-sucb as machinery of various kinds, sewing mhachines, musical
instruments, agr:cultural machines and implements, patent medicines,
&c, &c.

"2. I am also to all your particular attention to the provisions of the
"Act respecting the Customs," Section 29 and following Sections, pro-
viding for the proper appraisement of zoods, and exatnination of pack-
ages, and to enjoin upon yon and yourcfficers whose duty it is teppraise
goods, a strict oompliance witn the terme and conditions of the law ; and
you are to report monthly to this Department, all important particulars
connected with the appraiser's duties, stating how many packages have
been entered, and what proportion of such patk'ges have been eramined,
with particulars of any illegalities which have been thereby discovered."

On the 20th July, 1874, the following Order was issued :
" The Minister of Custons having received certain evidence that

manufacturing firme in the United States have adopted schedules of
prices fer their respective goods, specially adapted to parchasers fer the
CJanadian market, at rates very much below those at whick they eell to
American purchasers, to the serious injury of Canadian manufacturera
of the same articles -"

If I w:re to issue a circular containing this language at the
present day, I should be accused of h-tving done so in the
interests of what, the hon. gentlemen ter m, iniquitous
manufacturers and combines, which they say exist under
the tariff. He goes on to say :

" I am deaired to call your special attention thereto, with a view to
your subjecting sueh goods to the most rigid examination, for the pur-
pose of ascertaining whether the invoices are made at the 'fair market

1 findL, upon trseing it back, that the wording is identical with the value,' in the prodncing or rannracturing country, and not at an excep-
wording of the Act 31 Vie., section 113 (1867), with the exception tha tional rate apted for liispp rti-mlar market, lor example-"
after the words ' Governor in Council' the words '1or the Minister Of Thon
Oustomse' have been introduced. Upon tracing thia back, I fiad thisî. ho prol'd1 b aricnais, thiihswul
was done in the amended Act of 1877, and further, that it was there
inser ted in eonsequence of the Tarif A et of 1867 which gave the same right whon it was done by a frec trade or revenue tarif
power to the Minister of Customs as is therein coxtained, so thatGvernmeEt:
virtnally the Acte of 1867, Customs and Tarif combined, gave pre-
cisely the sarne power as is new embodied in section 191 of the Revised "For exatple, a e.roular of a Pittabnrg hardware rannfaeturing firm,
8tatutes." with qutationa of prices of b aits, nuts, hooks, rivets and varions other

articles, so L-p1ecîally r.. ducel for (Janadian purcha3ers, la ln possession
My hon. friend referred to one matter in particuiar, that ofoftte department, and where you have satisfactory proof of this des-
increasing the value of goods for duty, as being onerous, and cription of ndervaluation, yon are te insiet upon entry being made at
in regard to that subject-I do not say it offensively 1h' proper apprais'd valuation."
or intend it in that way-his whole speech would come The system cf appraiscment existed then, just the same
very weH from one who was employed to defend ail the as it does to day, with the exeption of a Dominion
smugglers and violatoru of the law in the country. I do Boad, which now existe, and te whioh the merchant ean
not believe that theb hon. gentleman intended that, but apî'al, if bbc appraisers at the ports whcrc ho transacts bis
certainly his speech could bear no other interpretation, and buýness do what ho thinkaifot rîght in raising us in-
ene would suppose aiso that this, so-called, iniquitous system voices. In November, 1875, 1 find a circular issued, in
oftreating undervaluations arose under this Government. 1 which tecommisioner, under instructions from bhc Min-
hold in my band cirenlars which were issued by my prede. ister, cails the spocial attention of thc officers to the
eesor ommencimg with March 21, 1874, and ending a few condact ef thc paper manufacturera of the United States in
months before those hon. gentlemen went out of office, eupplying paner, and entering the same for datyIlat
alling the special attention of the Oustoms officiais rainously kw prioe."y)Thefree rader of to-day will tell

to the necesmty of watching undervaluations. We ail us that low prices are in thcintereet of the consumer who
know the depression of trade which took place in thc bears the burden. So they are, but it was in tbc interest
United States and i nmost parts of the world during 1874, of the revenue, whlcitivas thc daty of Mr. Burpee, thon
18TV, 1874 and 1811, and, ms trade became depressed, so in holding the position I now ocoupy, to sec proteoted. 1fie
proportion did the values of goods mfi aind become depre- daty wae precaSly the sane as mine, to sec that bhe honest
ciated in the markets in which they were produced. I is importer was protected, and thst the provisions of bhc Oui-
in seh eases that in proportion to the surplus stock which toms Act and of bbc Tarif were literaily carried out. Ho
manufacturers have on hand for the home market, so do goes on te say:
they make a slaughter market of other countries into which I"It as aileged tiat the sellera fornisi their goods te b'. deliveed la
they can end ther goods; in order, first, to relieve their Omnada duty p'a, and free.of aU charges. Transetions ofthis nature
own mafrket so as net to depre ine th e pric of the goods at are always hatie to suspicion, sud eau for the cloat scrtlflj1 net
home, nd %%so th get rid oùf he stock without disaster to nli of tie article mentioned, but in every cisa of goods imparted. la
their own business. I iad that, on March 21st, 1874, a fe O tiepresent state'of commerce in th' United States i is aIl important
monthe after the bon. gentlemea opposite took office, a cir-!thanth.rire principtheofai kevauinodthes'oudâ b'.the ptn-

Mr. BoWELL. satyi aw i. b fmre au <Ieu a'h rsia
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markets of tihe country where the »aMe are purchased for reonumption
th.erai, not for expertation, or ander any exceptional oonideration
whateive."

I will not weary the House by reading a score of circulars of
tis kind, whih I nmight do; but I find that, on some ocea-
sions, the then Minister actually indicated the value at
which certain articles should be entered. In the circular
ismued on the 16th November, 1875, he says:

"I have especially to draw ) our attention to the article of nails,
respectiug whih a distinet sçale o value cannot be given, but it is safe
te say that the larger description of eut nails, say 10 dy. and over,
should rot be invoiced, even in the present low market, At less than
$2 85 ged per keg of 10 lbs., and the smsHer nails proportionately
higher.

I am ftnding no fault with the issue of these circulars be-
causa it, was his dty to do precisely what he did, and to
easare what I have been endeavoring to carry out, but I have
doner it with the aid, I beheve, of a better system of protec-
tion than ho had; and I believe I have succeeded in carry-
ing it out more satiaaetorily. On another occasion by
circular, dated 10th August, 1887, the Minister cautions
Collectors of Customs to be on their guard as to valuations
given in invoices of cast iron pipe and iron bridge work; ho
says :

"1ntries must in no case be accepted without your being satisofed as
to the actual 'fair market value thereof in the principal markets of the
country fram whence imported,' in the strict sense intended by sec-
tions 34 and 32 of the Oustoms Act.

" Much of the cast iron pipe from the United States is stated to be
manufactured from Scotch pig iron, upon the exportation of which from
the U*ited States a drawback is allowed the manufacturer of the
original duty paid upen the iron, thus reducing the price at which it
cau be sold f or exportation to this country, far below the actual fair
market value, as urderstood by the Canadian Ouatoms law. There-
fore, the price paid cannot be the 'fair market value.' "

Again, on 10th November, 1877, the Minister of that day
i»structs his offMers as follows :-

" The fact is becoming every day more apparent that goods purchas-
ed in the United States markets are invoiced for Oanadian buyers at
much lower rates than thoze which are charged to purchasers for home
consumption, and I have to remind you, as you have been frequently in-
formed, that the value for duty under our Oustoms law, is not the rate
which may be agreed upon in consideration of the goods being fbr ex-
portation to Canada, but that which is usually paid by purchasers in
the United States. No special rate, whatever may be the consideration,
can be recagnised under our laws."

And, in the sama circalar the attention of collectors is calied
to the practice on the part of United tates vendors, of
deducting froin the usual market value of thoir goods, the
drawba&ck allowed by the United States Government. On
this subject the Ministersays:

" This practice cannot be allowed. On receiving invoices from the
United Statea you are to satisty yourself whether such deduction has
been made eor not, and if made you are to add the amount to the foot of
the invoice so as to bring it to the 'fair market value of the goods' in
th place of purohase when sold for home consumption aud fnot for ex-
portation."

He thon gives a list of two or three pages of articles to
which he calle special attention. Ho enumerates all the
articles which he contended were being imported by this
method at an undervaluation, and with respect to which he
declares that it was the duty of the officers to increase the
value when invoices were presented for entry.

There is a circular as long ago as the 2&h of July, 1874, in
which he caels attention to that much vexed question of
which we bave heard so often, the duty upon packages,-
the law he points out providing that packages which fra
the receptacle of the article as sold in the home market
shall be bubject to duty. I find the following instruction
was given on this subject by my predecessor, as follows:-

"If it be he. first receptacle : whether box, barrel, cask, Se, bottle,
tin or other covering immediately enclosing goods tor purpose of sale,
Bach reeptuclie in a package liable to duty.'

It is only the package used exclusively for export which is
free of duty.. I have read these circulars in order to,show

the House that the aystem which the6he. meber for
Chateauguay sys is so iiquitous, that is, the s nnig nr.
rowly and closely of invoices which are presented fer duty,
is the system which prevailed when his own friends were
in power, and which muet prevail in every eoaotry hav-
ing the same Cuetoma law that now obtains in this country.
I want to show one instance of how this isearried out; and
I propose to read a letter sent to Toronto in the month of
February, 1888. The goods were to be supplied by a com-
pany in the United States, and the case is one of scores
that have come under my notice. The American firm
writes to Messrs. Nichols & Rowland, of Toronto-I give
the names so that the Rouie may know who they are. They
say:

'GENTLMU,-We have no doubt you conuidered us very slow in
filling your order, and we have to plead gulty %o thatcharge, but %low
us to say that we have not been able to fil orders up to the present
time, and in this case we desire to send you something nice. Plase be
patient until they arrive. Lu there any way we su ibip it safly mo we
can avoid for you such high duties? Please reply.

"IYours truly
"OORTLLAND DESK 00. (LIMIrun),

"1W. A. MILLERS,
"Tre eandk Manpw."

Thon, fearing that they would not be understood, h. adds
this postscript :

" Since the fishery question,'-

I suppose ho means since we got 86,000,000 from.them.-.
"-- we Americans think we are doing nothing wrong if we beat the

Queen out of a litle duty."

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.
Mr. BO WELfL. When you, Mr. Speaker, left the Chair

at six o'clock, I had stateid, that if fees were collected in the
manner suggested by the hon. member for Chateauguay
(Mr. Hiolton), they were collected in violation of the rules
and regulations of the department. Since the adjournment
I have procured a copy of the rule, and I desire that it may
be placed on record, in order that those who fancy that
the department, the head, or the Commissioner, appsove of
any act of that kind on the part of their officer, may have
their minds disabused. Here are the instructions to officers
of fier Majesty's Customs in the Dominion of Canada, and
they were approved by Order in Council on 14th Jian,
1875, when Hon. Isaac Burpee was Minister of Custome, and
James Johnson, Commissioner. These are the rades which
are stili in force, and No. 1 reads as follows:-

" All officers of Oustoms, upon their admission to office, must take and
subseribe an oath as required by law, not to take or recelve auy fee, per-
quisite, gratuity, reward or emolument, whether pecuniar or oy other
sort or description whatever, either directly or mndirectly, that is, either
as a present or under the pretence of their making ut documents which
in their effcial capacity they are not required to do, or of paying for the
same, or any other act, duty, matter or hing done or performed in the
execution or discharge of any of the duties of their respective offloeg,
other than their salaries or what may be legally allowed them, and any
collector or other officer acting as such, shall promptly report any vio-
lation of this rule whieh may come to hi knowledge, to the Com-
missioner."

I may add that within the last two or three years I dismissed
an appraiser in Montreal for no other reagon than becanse
he had received presents and obtained credit on the etrength
of the position he held, from the merchants who were
importers, and whose goods ho bad to assess for duty. I do
not know, neither am I prepared to contradiet the state-
ment made by the hon. member for Chateauguay (Mr.
Holton) that this rule has been violated. Ali I can say is,
that ii that rule, which is very strict, has been vio-
lated, the punishment which follows those who infringe
it, will be meted out to the person who has accepted the
fees in the manner in which it is eaid they are accepted.
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Mr. IHIOLTON. The Minister will remember I stated

that this officer received those fees with the approval of his
superior.

Mr. BOWELL. I remember that you also stated that it
was with my approval, because the Commissioner's letter
says the matter had been fully investigated and the Minister
had approved. What the Minister had approved was simply
what I pointed ont to the House before recess, and that was
that the officer was entitled to certain remuneration per
hour, or per month, for the performance of the particu-
lar service to which the hon. gentleman referred, but not
to receive fees direct from merchants. i may add further,
in explanation, that when money is received for extra
services from railway companies, merchants, or others, who
deem it necessary to have the services of an officer after
hours, it is not paid to the officer himself, but to the Col-
lector, who pays the man who performs the service. While
upon this subject, I may refer, for a few moments, to
the charge which has been made against the Customs
Department of having exacted duty upon packages con-
taining free goods, or in other words, imposing a duty
upon the baskets which contain peaches brought into this
country. I know that it has been a source of a good.deal,
not only of abuse but of amusement, on the part of those
who look upon the exaction of duty upon tbese articles as
a very émall matter, and one to which the department or
the Government should not descend. Well, I have this to
point out, that it is not for the officers of the Customs
Department, whose duty it is to ,arry out the law, to ques-
tion as to whether the provisions of that law be absurd or
whether they be onerous on the importers. Instead of
abusing or condemning the officers who perform their duty,
such condemnation should be aimed at the law or at the
Government which retains it upon the Statute-book i and,
I repeat, it is not fair to officers who are sworn to do their
duty, to condemn them for having performed it. It was stated
by the hon. member for Welland (Mr. Ferguson), when the
question was under discussion the other night, that the fees
exacted on the American frontier, particularly in the west,
were much higher and more onerous than the duty collected
in Canada, or the duty which was imposed upon the packages
containingfree goods. The hon. member for Huntingdon (Mr.
Seriver) smiled. He gave one of those ironical langhs in
which hesometimes induIges, when the hon, gentleman cAlled
atteation to the fact. Perhaps, af ter all, the hon. gentleman
was laughing at something eise, and it such was the case I
withdraw my statement. I remember seeing a broad smile on
the hon. gentleman's countenance, and I understood him to
dissent in toto from the proposition made. During my
absence, last summer, the question of duty upon peacn
baskets was brought before the department, and when 1
îeturned I found no little commotion, not only in the press
but among niany of our own friends, upon this question. I
at once made enquiry as to what was the practice in the
United States, and what order had been issued by the Com-
missioner and the then acting Minister of Customs. I found
that the Commissioner had carried ont the law literally as
it stands on the Statute-book, and the acting Minister at
the time had done precisely what I would have done had I
been here-approved his conduct. I then asked the collector
at the Faits and tée Inspector ofCustoms to make enquiry as
to what the practice was in the United States, and 1 found
that aithough the United States authorities impose no daty
upon packages c.ntaining free goods, yet the exactions in
the way of fees are equal to a duty ranging from 25 to
even 60 or 70 per cent. In order that the country may under-
stand precisely the difference in the practice on the frontier
between the two departments, I propose to read the letter
of the collector, and also the report of the inspector upon this
qutstior. Mr. Peter Flynn, the collector at Niagara Falls,
on 29th September, 1888, wrote me m follows ;-

Mri BOWULL.

" In reply to your favor of 27th inst., I beg to inform yon that the
United States Oustoms do not collect duty on packages containing fruit,
but they collect $1 on each entry of fruit, and all other non-dutiable
goods ; 25 cents is charged for manifest, 25 cents for blanks, and 50
cents for entry. Fifty cents of the dollar goes to the department at
Washington, and the collector, as hie perquisite, keeps the other half.''

I have aiso here a letter from the colle ctor at Hamilton on
the same subject, but I will not trouble the flouse with it.
The Inspector of Custom, Mr. Mewburn, wrote me as
follows:-

IlRe UNITED STATEs aUsTOMB HeUs FUs AT P'RoNTINa PORTS.

'At the inland port of Paris, Ont , a short time ago, in conversation
with a railway official I was told that when a party shipped goods to
the United States, in addition to the shipping or advance charges, a
further charge for Custom bouse fees wa made ai the following places :
Island Pond, $1.45; St. Albans, $1.55 ; Buffalo, 85 cents; Suspension
Bridge, N.Y , $i; Rouse's Point, $1.10; Pressott, Canada, 70 cents; Fort
Gratiot, $1.45, and Detroit, $1.45. I believe representations have been
made to the Department at Ottawa on this subject. I beg leave,
however, to submit to you a report covering procedure in the United
States, and the system which prevails in Canada in relation to fees, &c.

"I find that the United States Government fees are on entry for con-
sumption of goods imported in vehicles, railroad cars and boats of less
than 5 tons -

Receiving manifest ......... ......... ............ . ..... 25 cents.
Entry ef goods, including permit to land...........50 do

Total ............... 75 cents.

" At Detroit, I enclose sample forms A, B, O; these forme are required
when the value is over $5, and for which a charge is made,

Say, entry ee......................... 50 cents.
do blanks .................... o.20 do

Total................................. ...................... , 70 cents.
"The fee of 70 cents is charged if the gooda come over, say, by waggon,

or the ferry boat between Windsor and Oetroit. If by railroad, then 25
cents additional for receiving a manifest. If, however, the value is less
than $5, no entry fee is required ; a stub book is used, and receipt given;
sec form "D," attachel Detroit forme At Buffalo, Black Rock and
Black Ferry, the Government fee is 50 cents, and collector charges 10
cents for a blank for free goods, and 20 cents if dutiable. The difference
between Detroit and Bufralo is the former allows goods under $5
value to ba entered without fees, the latter charges whether
free or dutiable if the value is over $1. At Niagara
Fals, N.Y , a; the two Suspension Bridges I beg to cai special attention.
Certain parties residing in canada were sometime ago allowed to
cart sand from san1 pits on this aide to the other. The value of a
load of sand at the pit is about 50 cents a load, when loaded ready
to cart, about $1. These parties were allowed te make entry once a
week or two weeks; say on one entry pying for entry, &c., $1. This
las, however, been stopped, and the parties were called upon to pay $1
for every load for entry tees, so that if a party took over fire load eof
sand a day, he would have to pay *5 for fees, although sand is on the
free list. The consequence is the parties sell to mericans living across
the bridge who pay the fee themselves, but they as American citizens
are allowed te make entry in the old way, once a week or once a month,
which is manifestly injurious to our own people living in Canada.
Within a short time a sand or gravel pit bas been uopened out near Lock-
port, N.Y., and I am told influences are being used with the collector to
compel every load of sand to.pay entry fees, so as to prevent sand be-
ing imported from Canada, in order to develop the sand pit at Lock-
port, N.Y. lu reference to Duluth goode, I enclose you forme A, B, 0,
1), B. These are ail required in making one entry; say one load mixed
vegetables, value $3, duty 10 per cent.-30 cents. You will notice on
the stub, receipt marked E.'

Fer duties .. . .....-........ sec.
lintry of muercliandîse..........%.................... ....... 50C.
Mauifest-........................ ............... 25c.
Blank... ................. ............... 25C.

Total for one load of vegetables, valued at $3......120
"I may, however, be permitted to sa that the collectors might have

charged 10 cents for eacn of the four blanks--0 cents instead of 25 cents
and ne would not have violated the United States Oustoms laws. The fee
of 50 cents and 25 cents.-75 cents, is not retaiaed by the collector, as
perquisites, but is remitted to the United States Treasury. This, there-
fore, operates as an indirect addition to the United States tanf. I am
not at ail surprised ai our people complaining of such indirect taxation
in the shape of United States ustoms fees.

"Our system in Canada is directly the contrary. No fees are
charged with the exception cf 5 cents for blauks if supplied by the
collectors ; at the ferries, if the value does not exceed $b in value the
amount is entered on the ferry book, aud aIl the importer bas to do is te

sigu heibook, opposite the entry ; over $5 entry is made at the heal
onfcewi;hon; charge.

"I am told by the officials connected with the United States Oustoms
Department that ail these Government fees are to be done away with."

i hope the House is not wearied by my having delayed so
long in pointing out the important difference betwoen the
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treatment received by Canadian exporters to the United
S&ates, even on free goods, and comparing it with that which
prevails in this country. In Canada the importer, as I
have already stated, is not even obliged to pay the 5
etnts for the form unless he applies for it, for ho can obtain
it, in any other place that ho thinks proper. There are
many other regulations in connection with the Customs on
the other side of the line to which [ could call the attention
of the House, but I shall forbear doing so on the present
occasion. I want to point out as an illustration of this fact,
that whi'e the people in Canada are continually
finding fault with Customs officiais for boing too
exacting, they should not forget that the regulations
on the other side of the line are much more
onerous and vexatious than they are here. A person sitting
in the gallery and listening to the speeches which are con-
stantly being made on the other side of the louse must corne
to one of two conclusions : either that our rules and regu-
lations are much more objectionable and vexations than the
rules in the United States, or that gentlemen on the other
side of the Houce are anxious to point out every little
defect in order to create all the difficulty they can between
this country and the neighboring Republic. My hon. friend
from Chateauguay (Mr. Holton) in defence of that portion
of his resolution which provides for the carrying of every
case into court says that the Minister of Customs does not
seem to have much confidence in the courts. Well, if I were
to speak frankly I would say that, judging from my
past experience, my hon. friend is not far wrong. It may
be presumption on my part to say that cases which have
gone before the courts have net been decided in accordanec
with what I believe to be Custorns law or Customs usages.
My hon. friend referred to- the Grinnell case and to
tue Ayer case, and ho might have gone a little further
and referred to the Bertin case lately tried in Montreal.
The Grinnell case was one which came within the
meaning of that section of the Act which provides that
parts of machinery brought into this country shall be
valued for duty relatively to the value of the whole
article when imported. We all know why that clause was
placed on the Statute-books. If a completed article bore a
rate of duty of 30 or 35 per cent., the practice was to bring
it in piecemeal and put it together in Canada, and in order
to prevent that kind of fraud the law was so framed as to
make thein pay duty on the parts of an article relatively
to the value they bore to the whole article. The Grinnell
parties objected to the ruling of the department. It was
taken to the Exchequer Court, and Judge Gwynne, who is
certainly as eminent as the Chief Justice himself, gave a
decision in favor of the Customs Department, and in giving
that judgment he went a great deal Iurther than the
Customs Department ever thought of going, because ho not
only declared that the Customs officials were correct in im-
posing the duty in the manner I have pointed out, but that
they would have been justified had they added the royalty
which is paid in the United States, and thon imposed a
duty on the full value of the article, though it had to bo put
together when it came into this country. The practice of
the department has been this : When an article is brought
into the country in different parts, we deduct the expense
necessary to put it together and complote it in this country,
and charge the duty on the residue. Mr. Justice Gwynne
decided that we need not even have gone that far, but that
we would have been justified in collecting a duty on
the full value of the article as if it bad been complote
when it came into the country. The Ayer case was
on ail fours with the Grinneil case. The Ayers had
been in the habit of importing their patent medi-
cines in bulk, as in barrels, puncheons, or casks, and
thon bottling it, and labelling it in tnis country. l that
case we decided precisely as we had done in the Grinneli
case. Chief Justice Ritchie took a very strong view in

opposition to the decision of the department, and delivered
the judgment which my hon, friend read to-day, and whioh,
I am bound to say, to my mind was not creditable to a
judge occupying bis position.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Order.

Mr. BOWELL. It nay be in order to defend a judgment,
and to read to the flouse a condemnation of officials by a
judge, as the hon. gentleman opposite has done, and to
denounce such officials as everything that is wrong and
villainous; but it is apparently out of order, in the opinion
of the momber for Halifax (Mr. Jones) to question that
condemnation, particularly if it cornes from so eminent a
gentleman as a judge on the bench. But I say to my
hon. friend who called me to order, that if ho had ben uin
the witness box, as I was, and the judge had prevented
him from telling the whole story, as I waa prevented, he
would feel precisely as I do in reference to that matter. It
may be the rules of court to stop a witness from telling the
whole truth; but I question very much whether it is either
moral or correct or equitable. In reference to theother Mon-
treal case, I will call the attention of the House to it for a
few moments as it makes one doubt, in Customs matters
particu'arly, whether magistrates orjudges are always ready
to mete out for violations of the Customs law that justice,
which perhaps they would insist upon for the violation of
other laws. We had complaints, very strong and repeated,
from the city of Halifax, that it was impossible for the im-
porters of wines of a certain quality, such as clarets and
burgundies, f rom Bordeaux and certain other parts of France
and the continent, to get them and pay the duty, as cheaply
as they could be purchascd, duty paid, in the city of Mon-
treal. That was rather a serions charge. The officers were
put on the alert, and they made a seizure. The magistrate,
after hearing the case, dismissed it, but had somo little
qualms of conscience, because ho made the importer pay his
own costs, and the Government theirs. Now, I propose to
rend the facts in connection with this case, as reported to
me, in order that the flouse and the country may see how
difficult it is to punish an offender when taken into court:

' Bertin keeps a small club on St. &ntoine street in this city, and in
addition has been for ,he past eightcea noih i acting as a sort of au
agent for a house in Bordeaux, cald A Delm m & do His practice
was to obtain ordPrs for ceriain wines aud send them to Dalmoa & 00
Delmon & Co would ship the wines aad send out an invoice t3 Bertin
covering the whole lot, and then a number of separate invoices for each
individual to show that the consignment would be direct. Suspicion
falling upon him, Oustoms officer Groie went to his house and seized
his books and papers, f rom which it appeared that a special invoice had
been asked fur specially for the Oustoms; and on examination it was
found that the prices mentioned on the one produced at the Oustoma
house was considerably less th tn that in the invoices made out for the
parties direct, or in the account current sent from Delmon k o. to
Bertin.

"Five informations were made out under section 192 of the Oustoma
Act.

"The case made out for the prosecution was, I think, very strong.
"Prom Bertin's own letter-book we showed that the transactions

commenced by a deliberate request on his part in writing to Delmon
& Co, when asking for a consignment of wines to be sent ont at
prices named, he wished a special invoice to be made out for use of the
Oustoms. In this letter he asked that it sh uld be made out in a specifie
form and with prices set opposite it lower than those Delmon &Ou.
were to charge. On the face of this letter he also stated that the
invoice for the Oustoms would be nuil as between himself'and Delmon k
0o Letters in the same sense were found through ut the letter-book.

" Delmon k à0. accepted Mr. Bertin's request and, for these five
entries sent out what purportei to be an invoice with prices set opposite
as requested by Bertin. None of theee invoices used at the Oustoms
were made out on the regular printed ruled in roiced heads that Delmon
& Co. appeared te ha.ve used, and on which they made out their
invoices when eending dir-ýct te the individuals Sometimes these
iustoms invoices were on plain paper, entirely written and hand-rule:,
and sometimes tbey were on a letter-head paper.

"Tne proof then showed on procuring invoices sent te the varions
indiviiuals, that the prices mentione in the invoices used at the Cuà-
toms were about 50 per cent. lower than that charged by Delmon & o.
to the individuals. We produced also (having found it in Bertin's pus-
session) au account current between himself and Delmon k Co., by
which it appeared that Bertin was charged with the prices mentioned in
the invoices sent to the individuals, adu not eharg.d the lower amounni
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bwa i the, invoices produced at the Oustoms. It also appeard from

these invoices that we found in the possession of individuals, that Del-
mon £ & o. were in the habft of arawing drafts for the face amount of
these inrvoicea apon the individual.

" This was the proof for the prosecution, aud as far es derimentuay
evidence could go, and documents found in Bertin's possession, one
would think ought to be conclusive, the letterJaok, the leosrico4 in-
voices to the Ouatoms, the price or invoices sent to individuals, and the
accouat current »ecognising ithe latter, thre seemed to be little 4ubt
as t) the resault of the judgment.

" The dehnoe coentended that the wines imported were very low
priced, sd s low clae of wiaes, that Bertin was acting as agent for
Delmon & Go., and got 20 per cent. commission en the prices mentioned
in the invoices sent to individuals, which also included the duty, freight
and chargea.

" There iwas some proof, to which I objected, addneed that this wine
was very inferior and of law class, and probably entered at t1h right
price of duty."

This proeocation was not as to whether the wines were
ntered at &a undervaluation. but i was a criminal prose-

entioa on the ground that he had presented to the Customs
a fala. invoice and not a correct one. The' report con-
tinues:

"I Two witniesses were brought to show that the pricea they were to
pay and mentioned in the invoicea which they prodneed, included all
charges, whle orne wituess, who had been dealing with Kr. Bertin, eaid
he undertood that he had to psy auty and freight."

Which was not the case--
" A statement was produied to show that the price in the invoices sent

the individuals could also inclade the freight and charge, and which
statement is as follows :-Price of 50 gallons wine at Bordeaux, $24,
Oharas, 30 per cent. Duty ............ ,... ....... .$ 6 00

25 centa per gaio4 .............,,........... 12 50
Commission.. ........... ........................ 4 00
Preight .... ....... ......... . ................................ 200
1,eakage....... ........ .......... ......... 2,00
Insurance-........ ., ........... .... 0 25
Transportation..... ....... ............................. 0 60
Brokerage...... .. ..... .................... ........... 080

010
xchaang ............ .......... 0 20

$2845
"Asumming the above charges, however, I make a calculation on the
invomisproduced by a man namedGinel. He was to pay for 4 bariques
containing 48 gallons, $108.08.

The charges would be :-Duty 25 c. per gallon....... $48 00
The wine was entered at the Customs at $30 per

had. or 90 franca per half barique, and 3Q per c.
on thisoouldb..... ....................... 24 00

Bertia's commission ait 20 per c-....... ...... . 21 60
Freight...... .................-... 8, 00

I.akas a -.....---..... .............---...... d0

T "t, .... , ....,..........,... .. 4 0 ,4
" Deduting inthi from the amount of the invoiee, it would leave

LM8 coting te Mr. Dlmen for four bariques, or 60 Sents a barique, or
a trile more tsan a eent a gallon. A somewhat simila' reseI Vas
uhown in each of the other invetees that were produced bylndividubal

And yet in the face of that evidence, the magistrate dis-
missed the Oas, but bis qalms of Q o0scioea would nfot
allow him to charge the Government with the cost, to
which this importer had to be pet. I may here remark
that, in relation to many classes of crime, there is but une
opinion held by law aiding citisna: the universal verdiot
is that mach oltenees must be stamped out, and the extu.
tion of the most se7ere laws is hailed with general natiefac,
tion. Uufortanately for those who a#re charged wilI lthe
administration of the Cusomes laws, there seems to be
abroad amoog a large number of people, who give but
oaual comi4oration to the subjeot, a disposition t ildl y
repre.ot the pttiog into execution of the inbibiUve and
penal sections of the (ustoms Act.

Let us take Emuggling for example. This bu been a
commoa ofence in ail countries depending upon foreign
trade for revenue. Strong repressive measures have been
necessary ior ita prevention, and never more ao than in our
eeuatry at the present time, because of our praximity to
the United States frontier and the facilities with wbich
goods eau be introduced into the Do>minio, both by es
aM by led fa.t & "t cmtry; nd a ehaan.a0 1the

Mr. BowzLL,

great teamptation from high duties, and the hope of great
prodits to thasimuggler. Under the okl Engliah Iaws, the
punishmet wa4t of exceeding severity, bearing no reasona.
ble proportion o the offence. Smuggling has never been
looked upo as i , itsolf a crime, and hence it has in ne age
eneountered the restraining influences of mo-ality and
good conscieLe. It is of that class of oflences which are
criminal ony because they are prohibited by law.

I give yeu that as a fair specimen of the frands practiced
on the Customs and the difflculties that present themselves
in enforcing the law. Let me give you another that occur.
red in Montreal one or two years ago. When they were
constructing the Montreal abattoir, they imported machin-
ery for the construction of the atattoir, and entries were
made for machinery valued at $00. The secretary of the
company male affidavit to the correctuess of the invoice as
presented for duty. His books and the original invoices
that were suppressed showed that $8,000 had been paid
by the company for the very machinery which they had
entered at $806. That case was brought before a magistrate
of the district of Montreal. He took two or three months
to deiver his judgment, and then dismissed the suit,
on the groand that as the secretary-treasurer could
have had ne personal interest in the matter, he ocould not
have. been guilty of making a false affidavit; and this in
face of evidence that, in addition to his being a paid
servant of the company, ho held $8,000 stock in it In the
county of the ho. member for Northumberland, N.B., we
had another case. A merohant of one of the towns in that
connty had employed a pilot to go to St Pierre to bring in
certain quantities of liquor which he was to land upon a
wharf and for which h. was to receive a certain remu-
neration, the merchant taking allthe responsibility after
the liquer was landed. Subsequently the liquors werefound,
though a large portion of them had been hidden away in
the woods. I came to the conclusion that this as a clear
case, that the parties who induced the pilot to take bis boat
and commit the fraud of smuggling should be punished, and
that a nominal fine of $100 should b. imposed upon the
owner ofthe boat. Thecase was taken before the grand jury,
and what was their presentment ? It was a condemnation
of the Government for not having presecuted the captain of
the boat, the grand jury declaring we had no right to
prosecute the man who was the principal and who had
paid the pilot to commit the fraud. Lot me refer to
another Case which occurred in Ontario. A man who had
been actually caught in the aat of smuggling, attempt-
ed to bribe. the oMcer. The officer reported the fact to his
coltector The collector reported to beadquarters. In the
Audit Act, the punishment for attempting to bribe an
efficer is very severe, and I thought that was a good case
in which to make au example oi those who tamper with the
honesty of the officialis. Thec ase went before a magis-
trate, and ho came to the sage conclusion that, a the man
did not take the money, the other party did not commit the
bribery, but as the offering of the money was an attempt
to bribe, whieb the law punisbes by sending the offender to
gaol and condemning him to pay a fine not exceeding a cer-
tain amount, the magistrate sent the accused to gaol for a
few minutes and fined him a few cents.

Mr. JONES (latifax). Was ih aGrit or Tory?

Mr. BOWBLL. The Customs law is not political, but one
which affecte Liberal as wel as Conservative, and which
ought te be admiaistered regardless of politics. These are
not the only cases to which 1 could cali the attention of the
fouse, bat I do not desire to continue this discussion any
longer thaa necessary. I notice my hon. friend from Welland
(Mr. Fergusen) made use of very strong language in roter.
ence to some seizures that had been made in bis own coun.
ty. I have no doubt that he had been told by those whose
pr.miaeohad been raided by thm 41* piraaos" a& they are
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termed, that they hatdbeen Mey impropedy -and very badly
used. I looked up these cases, and what are they ? What
is the fact in regard to these druggiste whom the hou. gen-
tieman dsired to defend ? The decision in the on, ease
was come to because no defenee was put in by the party,
and is as follows :-

'<No evidence having been received by or on behalf of the party fram
whom the seizure was made, in rebuttal of the charge, the undersigned
would respectfally recommend that the seizure be confirmed, and the
amount ,deposited on relese of the gooda be declared forfeited to the
Orown"'

That was one case in which the person received the regular
notice but put in no defence, and, under such circumstances,
the department could do nothing else than declare the goods
forfeited. The other case was where the individual acknow-
ledged the smuggling, paid the money and abandoned ail
claim to the goods. These are somo of the cases to which
reference was made, at Niagara, when the officers went to
that port to search certain stores, the keepers of which had
been represented to have been smuggling It ie true that
one of the drug shops searched for smuggled goods was found
to have none, and consequently no penalty was imposed. I
quite admit that that appears to be an indignity to an inno-
cent man, but the duty of the officers and of the officials
here is, when complaints are made, to investigate them1
and the officers did their simple duty in ascertaining whether
smuggling had been carricd on or not.

The argument that the law should be altered because of
alleged abuse of its provisions by incompetent offleers às
surely a lame one. As well might all law be abolished in
districts where it might ba badly administered by the
magistracy. Why, instead of general fulminations against
the whole body of Customs officers, do not hon. gentlemen
specify the exact occasions and circumstances under which
the powers given them by iaw have been abused by indi.
vidual offoors? It would thon be possible to investigate
such specific charges, and if the officer were found to have.
exceeded his duty, or in any way misused bis powers, he
could be dealt with.

Let me read the deliberate opinion of the official in charge
of the United States Oustoms at New Orleans, as to the re-
sults of a change in the Customs laws of that country, such as
hon. gentlemen opposite appear to advo ate for Canada.
Writing to the Secretary of the Troasury, under date 8th
September, 1885, the official in question, Special Agent
Neven says:

" Undervaluations have been on the increase eince the passage of the
Act of 22nd June, 1874. It was comparatively norhing befre tha- time
The law of 1863 relating to the seizure of books and papers was a great
protection to the revenue, and was only objectionable in the manner of
its enforcement by certain effloers. Instead of correcting the abuse, the
anti-moiety Act was conceived and became a law, at once destroying
the importing trade in the bands of American merchants and turning it
over to foreign manufacturers, and costing the revenue untold millhon."

I have this to say to my hon. friend from Chateauguay (Mr.
ilolton): lie states that the merchants of this country are
horrified at the aetions of the department and the seizures
that have been made, but that applies only to those who
have been violating the law or have been guilty of smog.
gling in some way or other. The best evidence of such fact
is that which I shall no* lay before the louse.

A short time since, the department, mainly through the
assistanoe of one of the reputable wholesale bouses of the
Dominion, was nabled to lay bare a scandalous iystem of
fraud, extending even to perjury and forgery, which had
been suScessfully carried out for years, by a Toronto hard-
ware firm.

The facto ooming to the knowledge of the general business
comnmunity, various urgent representations were made to
me that the principalis in thoee crimes should be made ex.
amples of in sub a manuer as to eter oters from the on-
tiniaance of similar practices,

I

I hold in thy hand and Will now read to the House, a pe.
tition from the business men of Montreal on the subject of
the propriety of, and necessity for, the most rigorous prose.
cation of the ûrm in question. The petition is as followa e-

fHon. mÂoNAaIs BOW3aL,

"Minister of Oastoms,
« Ottawa.

" mouai, 25th January, 1888.

" Sm,-We the undereigued merchants and imp>rters of hrdware la
the city of Montreal, having hseardof the irregnlar and fmiudulent entries
miade by a certain 8i lu Toronto ln the same line of business ai our-
felves, do petition that von will Investigate the matter thorouthly, and
have the entries of the said flrm during the years 18M, 1887, as well as
1888, carefnlly examined. Our reason for thus nrzing the matter i that,
for a long time past, we have been unable to compote in certain lines of
goods with the houce i question, thereby loging nu not only the confi-
dence of our eustomars, but in many instances a considerable amount of
business. We hope that, in dealingr with this mater. you will penteet
the interest of the honest importer by inflicting the full penalty which
the law imposes for scih irregularities against the revenue."

"IWe remain, yours respectfully,

FROTEIGH AM & WORKWAN,
C&VERHILL, L&ARMONr 00.,
BENNY, MAOPHERSO0 & 00.,
CRATHEERN & CAVERHILL,
McOLARY MFG. 00., PI
8EYBOLD, SON & 00.,
T0S DkVIDSON & 00.,
R. & W. WARM[NTON.

0. 0. SNOWDO'; k 00.,
HOWDEN, STARKE & 00.,
L. N. HÉBERT,
PREVOST, PREVOT & 00.,

CHÉ, TISDIALE k PAIN0 HAUD,
nE9Y & LAOROIX,

LEWIS BROS & 00.

Possibly hon. gentlemen, having heard this testimony,
wi¶l admit the cojency of the reasoning of the Montreal
merchants, whise business Interests have suffered so tangi-
bly in this instance, and it must be borne in mind that the
istrong probability is that this particular case is only an
exceptional discovery, and that similar systems of fraud,
equally baneful in their results, are still, and have for long
been, going on nndiscov-ered and consequently unchecked.
It can thus be, perhaps, understood that the offering of
premiums to the proper class of Castoms officers is essen-
tially in the best interests of the Dominion.
Now, why did theso firms deem it necessary to send sueh a
petition as that to the Customs Department ? For the rea-
son that, when information was put before me, and I sent
officers to investigate the matter, the newspapers at once
commenced publisbing a series of articles oondemning the
Oustoms Department fbr going into honest men's establish.
mente, seizing their books, weakening the confidence of the
people in them, and destroying their business. When it was
found that a thorough investig'ation was being made, a charge
was then made against the officers, because they were acting
civilly to the guilty parties, that they were being purchased
and tampered with, and that these persons were to b let off
with a nominal penalty. Well, thep enalty inflicted was
some $9,000, and when a cri minal prosecution was to be in-
stituted, both partners in the business left for the United
States.

Another indication of popular feeling in thie dirention is
now before me. In reply to a question recentiv asked n this
House, I informed an hon. gentleman that John A. Grose,
one of the detectives employed on the Special Aoent's staff,
had stated hie intention of resigning and entering upon
some other employaient. This person may be heki to rep-
resent the very class of Oustoms employè whose high-
handed and, as alleged, illegal and offensive c-tuduet in
connection with the making of seizoree, would presumably
make the merchantile community anxious that the vacancy
caused by his-retirement should not be fille-i. But what is
the fact ? I have here a recommendation, signed by 32 of

the wholessle firme in Nontreal, asing that this position be
filled, and recommending a man for it. This menuorial i
#s folloWs i-
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* To the Hon. MACRNZI BOWLL, '' MoxTamaJanuary 30th, 1889.

"IMinister of Customs, Ottawa.
"We, the underuigned merchants of the city of Montreal, have much

pleasure in recommending [1 need not mention the name] for the
vacant position of Bpecial Customs Agent.

"We are,
" Your obelient servants,

F. SHORE à CO.,
GAULT BROS. A 00.,
D. MORRIS, S0N & CO,
JAS. O'BRIE N & 00.,
JAS. LIN rON & 00.,
JAS. POPH AM & 0O.,
MILLS & BUTOHTSON,
8. GREENSHIELDS, SON &
McINTYRE, SO V & 00.,
E. A. RMALL & 00.,
R. TYLER,
BEALIL, ROSS & CO.,
MAOKAY BROTHERS,
P. D. DOoDS & 00.,
JAS JOHNSTO; & 00.,
JOHN M.0LEAN & 00,

GREEN, SONS & 00.,
JAMES CORITINE & 00,
HODGSCN, SUXNER & 00,
BENNY, MACPHERSON & CO.,
RANKIN, BEATTIE & 00.,
J. G MACKKNZIE & CO.,
R HY. HOLLAND & 00.,

00.,B. LEVIN & 00.,
TOOKE BROS.,
H. A NE GSON & SONS,
LOCKERBY BROS
KINLOCK, L!NDSkY & G0.,
J. W. MACKEDIE & 00.,
AINTO, fiAVIGNE k CO.,
ROBERTSON, LINTON & 00.,
BILVERMA.N, BOULTER & 00.

I might here remind the House that Montreal bas within
the past five years, furnished many serious examples of
fraudulent transactions in respect cf Customs entries, and
the local press there bas teemed with extremely hostile
criticisms of the methods adopteI by the Special Agent's
staff, to which the person in question was attached. It
cannot, however, be denied that this memorial from the
merchants of Montreal must be accepted as the best pDpsi-
ble testimony to the fact that the success of the honest
merchant is materially aided by the employment of
special Customs officers who are capable of success-
fully circumventing and suppressiDg the varions scbemes
which are resorted to in order to defraud the revenue
of its just dues. If the actions of the Special Agent
were of such a villainous character as bas been repre-
sented, if the honest merchants had been interfered with
to sncb an extent and had become so disgusted with
the system as it hLs been stated they are, would the most
wealthy class of the community of Montreal, who are
deeply interested in seeing that every man should pay the
duty properly, have petitioned to have that position again
filled by a man in whom they had confidence ? I think
I am quite saf. in saying that the merchants and the
honest importers throughout the whole country approve o!
the system which bas been in force in Canada for a long
time. I do not desire to be understood to say that, where
so many cases are coming before the department and com-
plaints are being constantly made in regard to dithonest
importers, there may not be cases of hardsbip. When
those cases come before the department, they are always
considered and dealt with as leniently as the law will per
mit. That reminds me of a charge which was made, I
must admit to my surprise, by the hon. member for North
Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) on a previous occasion, when, in
speaking of these cases, he said:

Il The case is referred of course to the head of the department, and
the head of the department in nine cames out of ten will sustain the
official whether the official is right or wrong.

" Mr FOSTE R. No.
"lir. (JHARLTON. The system promotes tyrannical condnct on the

part of the officials of the Government. It is in every respect a most
vicious sstem, and these men will pay more attention to their owa
interest in the matter of making seizures than they will to the publie
interest."

I hesitate not to say that tbere is not a man in this House
of the whole of the 214 members to whom I would not, if I
bad been in the House, have appealed more confidently in
denial of that statement than to him. I told him I intended,
when the question came up, to refer to the subject bere,
and I say distinctly that he of all men bas no right to make
that charge against the bead of the department; he of all
men in this louse has had leniency shown him by the head

Mr. Bowiit.

of the department in dealing with penalties which had been
imposed upon vessels in which ho was interested. I do
not desire to be understood as stating that he was a party
to the violations of the law, but I do say that when repre-
sentations were made by him on behalf of the captains of
vessels which had violated the law, instead of enforcing the
report made by the officials at the points at wbich the
seizures were made, and the reports made upon them by
the Commissioner and the Assistant Commissioner here,
leniency was extended after a full investigation by myself
into the cases in which he was interested; and, in some
cases, captains were allowed to go without payment of any
penalty other than the cost attached to their own negli-
gence, while in other cases they have been refunded a part
of the penalty which the officials had exacted from them,
I may add that hon. gentlemen sometimes, in discuss.
ing this question, forget the facts connected with their
own transactions and they forget also the difficulties that
arise, not only in the investigation, but in coming to a cor-
rect conclusion as to the veracity of the parties who make
the statements, whether they be officials or whether
they be parties who have violated the law. There are
many cases in which the officers do their duty to the
letter, but there are circumstances attending the transac-
tion which justify the had of the department in not im-
posing the penalties which are provided by the law. The
very last case that I decided, in connection with a vessel
which had 1 aid a rather heavy penalty in the west, was
one of those cases : it was one in which the hoi. member
for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) was interested, and
upon his representations, and upon the evidence of the
captain, which was confirmed by the collector at Windsor,
he had every dollar remitted to him except the expenses.
And yet, in my absence, lie declares to this House that in
nine cases ont of ten, whether right or wrong, the head of
the department confirms the reports of his officers.

Now, I propose to call the attention of the House for a
few moments to the moiety question, and will be as brief as
possible. I must apologise to the Honse for occupying so
much time, but I do so because this question bas created
a good deal of dissatisfaction, among those who had to pay
pena!ties, more particularly; and I regret to say-perhaps
I am wrong-but my impression is that poitians have
taken it up in order to create a feeling, not against the
officials particularly, but to injure the Government for en-
forcing the law. It has been in many directions of great
advantage to Canadian legislators to avail themselves of the
past experience of the United States. Notwithstanding our
different systems of *government, there are many subjects
for legislation in respect of which the traditions and educa-
tion of our own people tend to imake the example of the
United States of peculiar value, and in no direction can the
experience of that country be more advantageously studied
by Canadians, than in relation to revenue and tariff matters.
I wish, therefore, to remind hon. gentlemen that in the
year 1874, in consequence of pressure brought to bear upon
Congress by prominent and interested business men, the
provisions of their Customs law were repealed, under which
moieties of fines, penalties or forfeitures were paid to officers
of Customs. Up to the date of such repeal, United States
Oustoms officers and informers were awarded one-half the
proceeds of seizares and finès, the remaining one-half
reverting to the Treasury. A great deal has been said in
reference to the action of the United States Government in
repealing wbat is termed the Moiety Act. This matter
was fully investigated by Secretary Manning in 1885. Ho
issued a circular to all bis officials and to prominent mer-
chants, asking their opinion as to the effect which the
repeal of that Act had ad upon the collection of the re-
venue and upon honest importers, and whether the resuit
had been the diminishing of smuggling or its increase. l
issuing tis circular, h. says;
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" In order that I may have before me, in preparing my annual

report to Congress, a correct appreciation of the results and the effects
of our recent investigations of Oustom house affaire, and in order that
I may decide how much and what proportion, if any of the record
shall be sent to Congress, I desire that careful and official replies to
the following enquiries, with adequate completeness, of details of facts
and figures be prepared for my use at the earliest practical day.''

This is signed by Daniel Manning, Secretary of the United
States Treasury It covers a great many subjects, but that
to which I desire to refer is covered by the 17th question:

" Have the false reports by the appraisers been increased by the
repeal, in 1874, of the moiety law, and by the Oustoms legislation of
that date, modifying the existing law, and especially modifying that of
1863, respecting seizures of books and papers ? "

Many answers are given to that question. I have them
before me, and have made extracts which it may be inter.
esting for me to read. Here is a joint memorandum placed
before the secretary in 1884, and signed by the chief clerk,
assistant clerk and the auditor of the New York Custom
house. This memorandum will be found on page 596 of
the report of the Secretary of the Treasury, of 1885, to
which I call the attention of the House. It concludes as
follows: -

" The solvency and the life of the Goverument are dependent upon
the certainty of the collection of its revenues, and strict laws are an
absolute necessity to ensure their payment into the national Treasury;
and such statutes may be effieiently executed without injustice to the
citizens who, having the welfare of this country at heart, would not
knowingly commit a fraud upon it. Stringent laws are as essential to
the honest taxpayers as to the Government, for smuggled and other
fraudulent importations would not fail to destroy the business existence
of loyal and conscientions merchants. No Government can afford laws
that would be inimical to the interests of such citizens, and yet our
Congres. has a Bill before it, which, if it becomes law, will certainly
encourage frauds upon the revenue and drive from trade and make bank-
rupt the honest importer, who, of course, could not compete in prices
with those who might successfully evade the payment of the just im-
post."

they are not sure of any reward, because of the difficulty of collecting
even advanced duties, not to speak of the impossibility of securing for-
feitures; and the amount in any case depends upon the discretion of
the Secretary of the Treasury and cannot exceed $5,000. When a great
fraud bas been successful, those having knowledge of it find it more
profitable to treat with the guilty parties than with the Government."

The same officers in reply to the additional enquiries, on
page 348 of the same report, say :-

" By the very condition of affaira as to values which now exists as
stated in the second sentence of our reply to enquiry No. 17, we mean
the prevalent practice of under-invoicing consigned goods, which ha.
been for some years past and is now so general as to many lines of
merchandise. We think that the comparative immunity from all risk of
punishment either in pocket or in person enjoyed by importer. since the
passage of the Anti-Moiety Act has tended to encourage the fraudulent
practices by which the revenue laws are so largely evaded."

It is under this consignment system the greatest frauds are
perpetrated, as every merchant who pays his duty knows,
and the instance of Bertin & Co., wine merchants, is a case
in point, for, as, I have shown, when they deducted the
charges and duty on the consignment, there was left about
2 cents per gallon to send to the party from whom the
wine was purchased in Bordeaux. On page 363 of the
report, Special Agent A. M. Barney, of Galveston, Texas,
says :

"' *I* So far as my experience goes there bas been no percepti-
ble inerease of false reports by appraisers, since the repeal of the so-
called Mfoiety Law in 1874, although there bas arisen since that time a
distrust on the part of appraisers and others of their ability to force
an increase in values honestly believed to be dutiable, as by the repeal
of that Act the burden of proving intent bas been thrown upon the
Government, and the right to examine books, papers, invoices, &c., bas
been taken away from the Government, or so hedged about with diffi-
culties as to render it inoperative and void. The repeal of the Moiety
Act had also had the effect to decrease to a large extent the number and
values of seizures for undervaluation and in smuggling cases. The
United States seems to be the only civilised country on the globe that
des not offer a premium for information in regard to an infraction of its
laws.

Referring to CJustoms officers and the moiety system, they On page 391 of the report Special Agent, N. W. Bingham,
say: of Boston, Mass., says:

'The Oustoms officer, of course, would execute the law ; but deprive
him of his just moiety, and he will and must avoid personal risk. The
experiment of detecting frauds without moieties has been tried and
found wanting (see the Act of lth February, 1846) and in the absence
of a proper equivalent to the seizing officer and with a high tariff in
operation, smuggling and frauds upon the revenue will be encouraged
and run riot in every port in the United States. * *

" Moreover he is under heavy bonds for the faithful collection of the
revenue. Will any man in that office take the great responsibility of
making seizures without a fair and equitable compensation ? No. And
it would be unreasonable and contrary to the lawa of nature to expect
it. An incentive or reward is a necessity to the sure punishment of
offenders."

I may add that instances of that kind have come under
my own knowledge. The one to which I called attention a
few moments ago was an example, in which case the im-
porter, having acknowledged that he had smuggled and
paid the fine, then said that he had done so through coercion
and had never been guilty of fraud. Quoting from the report
of the Secretary of the Treasury on the Collection of
Duties, 1885, we find on page 340, the joint opinions of
Special Agents L. G. Martin and A. K. Tingle, to be as
follows :-

" The consignment system as it now exists, bas largely grown up
since the enactment in 1874, of the law known as the Anti-Moiety
Act. A careful examination of the provisions of this law will show to
any unprejudiced mind that, if it was not designed for that object, its
tendency is to create the very condition of affairs, as to values, which
now exists. It practically ties the hands of the Government, and pre-
vents the enforcement of the tariff laws, in that it prevents its officers
from obtaining proofs necessary to establieh a fraud by undervaluation.
Proof of suh frauds could be usually obtained under the old law by an
examination of the books and papers of the importer, where such an
examination was made without giviug him an opportunity to sequester
the papers. There is a provision of the Act of 1874 under which books
and papers of an importer may be examined by the attorney of the Gov-
erument after Euit la commenced, but notice must be given to the im-
porter of the particular books and papers desired, and this gives an
opportunity to those who.are dishonest to suppress proof of guilt.

Under former laws, informers in Oustoms <ases were asured of
25 per cent. of the sum realised by the Government for the information
furnished. Under the present law their compensation is dependent upon
many eontingencies. If the fraud revealed consists of undervaluation,

16l

" I have already stated that, in myjudgment, the repeal of the Moiety
Law bas resulted in largely increasmg the undervaluation in invoices
and entries, and bas resulted, naturally, in the increase of incorrect
reports by the appraisers, for the reason that the invoice, in the absence
of contradictory evidence, would be taken as conclusive evidence of
value. But the evils resulting from the repeal of the Moiety Law extend
beyond this; they are not alone found in the encouragement given to
illicit transactions whereby the appraising officers are deceived, but the
encouragement to give information is withdrawn, except in matters of
comparatrvely small importance, and with those who are willing to be
published in the courts, and annually to Congress as informers, and the
officers are deprived of the incentive to a special vigilance and the
means of obtaining testimony from the books and papers of the
importers."

On page 406 of the report, James B. Power, Special
Agent at New York City, writes:

" The repeal of the Moiety law and the modification of the law au-
thorising seizure of books and papers, restricted the power of Customs
officers in the pursuit of fraud. While the Government still has the
power to examine books and papers, this power can onhy be exercised
under the sanction and authority of a justice of the UnitedStates Court,
and the particular books and papers must be described before such sanc-
tion is given. Under the old law an officer could make an unexpected
descent on a suspected importer, and having power to examine all
books and papers, could discover frand if any existed. While the power
conferred by this law was arbitrary and liable to abuse, the honest mer-
chant had nothing to apprehend from its operation. The repeal of the
Moiety Law removed ail incentive to the giving of information by
eerks and other employés possessed of knowledge of fraudulent doings
by their employers."

On page 504 of the report, Edmund D. White, Examiner in
the Appraiser's Office at Boston, states:

"It would seem to be almost self-evident that the repeal of the
Moiety Law removed a great and ever present stimulus to Oustoms
officers, which added to the requirements of their oath and their sense of
official obligations, to be not only true to their trusts but to exercise
extra vigilance. I do not believe that its repeal made any diference
with an honest appraiser like Mr. Rice at this port, but its general effect
could be but in one direction, and that the wrong one."

On page 541 of the report B. B. Smalley, Collector of
I Customs at Burlington, Vt.,says:
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l In answer to interrogatory No. 17s In my opinion frauda on the

revenue have been largely increased by the repeal of the Moiety Law.
I think it would be for the interests of the Government to have it re-
enacted with proper guards to prevent abuses under it."

On page 545, John Hitt, Special Deputy Collector at Chi-
cago, Ill., says:

" The repeal of the Moiety Act, 22nd June, 1874, was a blunder of the
first magnitude, so far as the revenue was concerned. The fact remains
that public opinion did not sustain the methods adopted by Special
Agent Jayne and other agents of the Treasury. The reaction resulted
in the repeal of the Moiety Act. Since that repeal undervaluation has
increased greatly at the great ports, if we may believe the testimony of
the merchants here, who cannot import silks and many kinds of goods
by reason of the system of agents cf Enropean manufacturers stationed
in New York. • • • The conscience of the country is not sensitive
in regard to fraude upon the Oustoms revenue. * • • The loss
to the Revenue by this laxness of opinion is, in my opinion, many
millions each year."

On page 557 of the report, Charles R. Ham, Appraiser
at Chicago, Ill., states :

" Herewith I enclose a schedule covering the years from 1873 to 1877,
inclusive. From the schedule it will be seen that, whereas in 1873 the
seizures, &c., amounted to $773,370.09, in 1877 the total amount was
only $120,131.09. I attribute this decrease to the discouraging effect of
the legislation of 1874. The Civil Service Commission of 1871, known
as the Curtis Commission, estimated that one-fourth of the revenue of
the United States was lost in their collection.'"

" The Jay Commission (1877).quote this estimate; and they aise say:
Some facts submitted by the importers touching the offer of foreign
manufacturers to deliver in New York goods at a lower rate than they
can honestly be imported at, would net seem te indicate increasing
strictness and success in protecting the revenue."

" Mr. Ham continues : The circumstances of this repeal of the Mciety
Law show, I think, that it ought not to have been repealed, and go far
to show that it ought to be re-enacted. let-It was repealed on the
heels of a series of enormous frauds, which were discovered through its
aid-the seizure of books and papers. 2nd-It was repealed against the
protest of those Government officials who had found it au efficient
means of punishing and detecting frauda. 3rd-It was repealed at the
demand of the persons who had been proven guilty of its violation. At
least I am informed and believe such to be the facts, and if these are
facts the repeal legislation of 1874 was little less than infamous.

"1I see no good reason why the Moiety A ct covering power to seize
books and papers should not be again made part of the machinery for
collecting the Oustoms revenue, whether that revenue shall continue
to be raised, as now, largely by ad valorem rates or, as I hope it will be,
wholly by specific rates.

"I do not think that honest merchants ever have objected or ever
would object to such a law as oppressive. It is to the interest of mer.
chants that the revenue should be collected ; net a part of it but all of
it.

" A member of one of the large importing houses here said to me
recently: ' I think the repeal of the Moieties Law under the circum-
stances (and he knew the circumstances as I have described them in
this report) was a very iniquitous act.'

" To the question, 'Would you object to Government officials looking
at your books?' he replied promptly: 'I am willing that Government
agents should examine my books te the last detail.'"

On page 588 of the report, Edward L. Hedden, Collector
of Castoms, New York, says:

" I am of the opinion that the repeal of the Moiety Law has deprived
the Government of millions of dollars of revenue, and lias been one of
the direct influences to cause undervaluations."

On page 675, N. G. Williams, Deputy Collector of Customs,
New York, says:

" I believe that undervaluations of invoices greatly increased since
the repeal of the Moiety Law. Although the law was denounced and
made to appear as very unpopular, it is nevertheless true that if was be-

ifit-i& lM thA b t int eatR f thA G Ant- ad it oLff d d tha

On page 861, T. B. Sanders, Deputy Commissioner of Navi-
gation, Washington, says:

" The passage of the Anti-Moiety Act must necessarily have incressed
the temptation to defraud the revenue, and I have no doubt has actually
led to violations of the revenue laws."

On page 426, George B. Church, Inspector of Customs,
Ogdensburgh, N.Y., says:

" There seems to be no difference of opinion among those whose duty
has brought them in contact with the operation of the Act of 22nd June,
1874. While this Act was passed au a reform measure, for the protection
of the revenue, bad it been enacted for the purpose of enabling dishonest
people to evade the tariff laws, it could not have better accomplished
that object."

It will be borne in mind that these varions expressions
of opinion, were given to the Secretary of the Treasury
during the year 1885, and though some disposition was
shown by the Government of the United States, the succeed-
ing year, to move in the direction of re-enacting a Moiety
Law, the matter is still unsettled there; therefore it is
interesting to know the opinion of the present Supervising
Special Agent of the United States Treasury, as to the diffi-
culties which are at present being encountered in the collec-
tion of proper duties in that country. In his annual report
to the Secretary of the Treasury, dated 2tith November,
1887, he states:

" The faulty construction of the present tariff laws, the inadequate
means prescribed for re-appraisements, and the restrictions upon prose-
cutions for forfeiture, impobed by the Act of 1874, known as the 'A nti-
Moiety Act,' have made it impossible for the officers of the Government
charged with the administration of the Tariff, to protect the revenue
from fraud, or the honest merchant from unfair competition.

" From any point of view the present system is objectionable, and
instead of securing uniform and fair ap:>raisements, as the law contem-
plates, its effect is to obstruct the efforts of the local appraisers to ecure
that object, and it affords the means by which unscrupulous importera,
combining together, are enabled to perpetuate a well established systema
of defrauding the revenue."

More recently, on 17th November, 1888, the same officer
in his annual report states :

''While the chief officers of the Oustoms at the principal ports have
generally co-operated heartily with the department in its efforts to
enforce the laws and regulations, the unscrupulous still prosper at the
expense of the public revenue and honest importers, and il is manifelt
that justice and equality at the Oustomb ouses cannot be secured to as.
interested, without a radical revision of the Oustoms Revenue Laws
and a reformation of existing administrative methods and machineryl

'' All experience bas ehown that high ad valorem rates cannot be
collected with fairness and uniformity under any system of adminis-
trative laws and regulations hitherto devised, much less under the pre-
sent loose restrictive laws and inadequate and ineffective system of
appraisement."

All the foregoing opinions have emanated from responsible
officers of the United States Treasury Department, but I
have before me replies addressed to the Secretary of
the Treasury by three representative business Corporations,
which must be admitted to have great value as representing
the probable views of the general business community, and
I will ask the House to allow me to read the same. On
page 295 of the Secretary of the Treasury's Report, on Re-
vision of the Tariff, James Lees & Sons, woollen manufac-
turers, Bridgeport, Pa., state :

nenciaio one est ineressâ oi -£e overnmneni, anui a iorueu ve
honest importer appreciable protection against the dishonest practice "We do aay, however, the 'meiety' Ac shonld net have beeu re-
of swindling importers. The sentiment against the law was stirred up pealed. As the law uow stands, yen are cempelled te show the intention
and formulated by men inimical to the interests of the business men of ou the part cf an importer te defraud before yen can cenvict. The court
the country. The practical effect of the repeal of the law has been to is even tbliged le charge the jury-that the 'intention'1b defrsud iust
drive honest American importing bouses out of the trade, so that to-day b.showu Il is a very difficuit malter to prove Ibe intention of a person,
the vast bulk of the importing business is in the bands of foreigu agents se convictien la frequently impossible. We are large importera our-
who have no respect for our revenue laws, and are mercenary to the lat selves, sd we flnd a great deal of very unfair competilion on the part of
degree. I believe il is this class of men w h are most guilty of cor-these who have ne regard for bet business mîhods sud the sanctiiy
rupting officers in the revenue service. Congress should restore the law cf an cals"
to the 8tatute-book." On page 434, the manufacturer of Rhode Island, under date
On page 698, George N. Birdsall, Assistant Appraiser at Providence R. 1.) 22nd October, 1885,Bay:
New York, says:-"As yen hindI7 Invite information as le 1h. characler sud extent cf

" I am of the opinion that the repeal of the moiety provisions of the curreut fraud by undervaînationsa well as concerning melloda for its
Act of 22nd June, 1874, bas caused more undetected undervaluation, suppression, we would say that the conviction is very general among
because it removed an extra incentive to work for their detection. This :node Island business men that tbis claiof fraud prevails as te nearly
dishonest importers have availed themselves of, they knowing that, if :ail indi f im rte whereon ad viesnduties are asessed, snd tiaI its
the incentive is not there, the risk of detection islessened." i magnitude i.havy. Ilîpecally de tie abuse prevail ste merchan-

Mr. BOWELL.
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dise imported as actual property of foreign owners and handled solely
for their account and profit. In our opinion, the suppression of such
frauda was greatly weakened by the action of the Forty-third Congress
concerning the law known au the 'Moiety Law,' to which action we
will take the liberty to make further reference."

" Referring again to the 'Moiety Law,' important provisions of which
were repealed by the 43rd Congresu, we by no means assume the perfect-
ness of that law as originally drawn, nor do we forget the grave abuses
under it, but inasmuch as its foundation principle seems ound and in
harmony with the general experience of other nations, we cannot but
think that the repeal of its vital features, however the law may have
needed amendment in some details, was a serions impairment of facility
for tIe honest collection of Government dues. We believe that laws
similar in principle and purpose to the 'Moiety Law' are cakculated to
greatly advance the end you seek to promote, in furnishing machinery
indispensable to successful combat with the frauda under consideration."

On page 321, The National Association of Wool Manu-
facturers, write as follows:-

"Proposed remedy for undervaluation.-While the present tariff, in
our opinion, should not be changed, we think its efficacy for revenue
purposes and the protection of manufacturerasand honest importera may
be increased by improved methods of administration, fortunately, as we
think, within your special province, and by improved administrative
legislation, which you, above all others, are powerful to induce. We
recognise with gratitude the administrative reforms which you have
already instituted for correcting the undervaluation of imported mer-
chandise entered for Customs duties, and would respectfully urge you to
exert your potent influence upon Congress for the repeal of the section
of the 'anti-moieties1' Act of 22nd June, 1874, whereby the burden of
proof of intent to defraud in undervaluation is imposed upon the Gov-
ernment, and for the enactment of a law imposing effectuai penalties
for undervaluation.

" At the annual meeting of the National Association of wool manu-
acturers, in the city of New York, on the 7th October instant, the

above paper was read at length, and by a resolution of the association
was unanimously approved.

In 1886 a Bill was laid before the United States Senate
dealing with tarif and revenue matters, and among other
sections proposed for enactment we find the following:-

"Section 4. That one-half of all moneys which shall be hereafter
paid into the Treasury of the United 8tates from fines, penalties or
forfeitures incurred for violation of the Oustoms revenue laws, shall
constitute a f und from which may be paid from time to time, on the
j oint order of the Secretary of the Treasurery and the Secre4ary of
8tate, who are hereby created a board for that purpouse, such sums as
they may in their discretion determine, to meritorious officers of the
Oustoms or consular service who shall have been instrumental in the
detection or punishment of frauda upon the 0 ustoms revenne, and the
board thereby created shall annually make a report of their doings
hereunder to Congress, stating in detail the names of parties to whom
moneys have been paid, their positions in the public service, the nature
of the services rendered, and amount paid to each."

lu his report to Congress on 16th February, I886, page
39, the Secretary of the Treasury, commenting upon the
legislation on revenue subjects, then before, or to come be-
fore the House, wrote as follows, in opposition to the form
in which section 4, above referred to, proposed to revert to
the moiety system-

" Section fourth: It is with same diffidence that I interpose any ob-
jection to the fourth section, which proposes that one-half of the pro-
ceeds of fines, penalties or forfeitures shall be deposited in the Treasury
subject to the joint order of the S3cretary of the Treasury and the
Secretary of State, who are authorised to distribute this fund in their
discretion 'to meritorions officers of the C0ustoms or Consular service,
who shall have been instrumental in the detection or punishment of
frauda upon the revenue.' If this section should become a law, there
will, I fear, be a practical difficulty in the practical execution thereof at
the distant ports by a tribunal sitting at Washington. No work could
be more vexing for an executive officer than the distribution of such a
fund. Any such law, if deemed necessary and enacted by Congress,
should as did the law of 1789, define exactly what portion of the pro-
ceeds of a torfeiture shaU be paid to a seizing officer, and what portion
shall be paid to an informer, or to informers by whose information the
seizure was made and the forfeiture accomplish I. Under the law of
)799, such questions were judicial questions determined by the court
when called upon to distribute the proceeds of the forfeiture paid into
the registrar of the court. The facto, being local, should be judicially
examined in the same place where they arose, and be disposed of, if
need be, by contentious litigation. The Bill (S.B. No. 1153) pro-
poses not only to revive the moiety system, but to revive it in a
most objectionable form."

This did not pass, but an annual sum of about 8150,000 wa-
voted and placed at the disposal of the Secretary of the Trea-
sury to reward officers in his own discretion. These are

opinions from all portions of the United States bearing testi-
mony to the ill-effects which followed the repeal of the Moiety
Act, so far as honest traders and the protection of the revenue
were concerned. I place these upon record in order that they
may be read by those who desire to refer to them, and if
anyone desires to verify the extracts, I would refer him to
the official record ; he will find it in Mr. Manning's report
(Secretary of Treasury) "On Collection of Duties," in 1885.
Hon. members may say, and with a good deal of force-if the
consensus of opinion on behalf of the wholesale merchants
and the manufacturers, and the special agents whose duty it
is to carry out the law, is of the character which I have
pointed out, and which Mr. Manning puta upon record in his
report-how is it that they have not changed the law ? The
same reasons have prevailed which influence many poli-
ticians in this country. There is a certain class who can
always raise hornets' nests about the ears of those who
endeavor to enforce the laws of the land, and for political
reasons there have not been re.enacted in the United States,
those aids to the uniform and efficient collection of revenue
which their officers, after many years' experience, have
proved should be re.enacted. But in the United States they
place in their estimates every year about $I0,000 to
be distributed among those whom they callI meri-
torious officers." I question verv much the propriety of a
system of that kind. If the head of a department had
a large sum placed at his disposal to be distributed among
those officers who do their duty properly, as ho views it,
others who might do the work infinitely botter, but against
whom the person distributing the money might have a pre.
judice, would be excluded from participating in benefits
which their services deserved. It would be highly danger-
ous, not only to the honest man who is endeavoringto per-
form his duties, but also in this, that it would place tempta-
tions to which they should not be subjected in the way of
those who had the disposal of the money. I have here
also a letter written by Charles E. Folger, Secretary of the
Treasury of the United States, which I commend to the anti-
moiety agitators. It is as follows:-

"TREAsURY DpArnTEUNT,

" To the President :

"OraIos cO THE SUCRnTAnEv,
" WASHINGTox, D.O., 28th March, 1884.

" Respectfully referring to the resolution of the House of Representa-
tives of 15th January, 1884, requesting the President to forward to the
House information, including reports from consuls and others, concern-
ing the undervaluation, false classification, and other irregular prac-
tices in the importation of foreign merchandise, and to recommend
what legislation, if any, is needed to prevent such frauds on the re-
venue, I have the honor to submit copies of reports numbered 1 to 184,
inclusive, taken from the files of this department, covering the informa-
tion desired. To these should be added reports and decisions numbered
1 to 78, inclusive, relative to the undervaluation of wool and woollen
yarns, contained in House Ex. Doc. 101, herewith submitted.

" These papers seem to furnish conclusive evidence of general and ex-
tensive undervaluation of imported merchandise subject to ad valorem
duties. Tbey show that this evil has been steadily growing since the
passage of the law approved 22nd June, 1874, entitled : " An Act to
amend the Oustoms revenue laws and to repeal moieties." This law,
while providing for rewards to officers who may seize smuggled good,
withdrew the stimulus previously given to vigilant activity by Oustoms
officers in detecting undervaluation and other fraudulent practices, and,
at the same time, erected a barrier to the successful prosecution, in
the courts, of this class of frauds.

" This was done by reversing the rule preseribed by section 909
of the Revised 8tatutes, under which the burden of proof, in case of
seizure, rested upon the claimant of the goods, and requiring the Gov-
ernment to show affirmatively the fraudulent intent of the importer.
The jury must bring in a distinct and separate finding upon this ques-
tion. If no such intent on the part of the person entering the goods is
found, no matter how great the undervaluation perpetrated by the
foreign manufacturer, who is the owner of the goods, no fine, penalty,
or forfeiture can be imposed.

"S ince the passage of this Act, the Government hau almost uniformly
tailed to obtain verdicts in litigated cases, however strong the evidence
of fraud adduced upon the trial.

" Whatever may have been thought as to the need of protecting the
rights of individuals by the enactment of this law, it is clear that its
result has been to render the Government almost powerleas to enforce
the revenue laws in cases of fradulent undervaluation by foreign manu-
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facturers or unscrupulous importers, and to work great injury to the
interest of importera who refrain from engaging in this dishonest prac-
tice.

" Besides the serions lois to the revenue consequent upon undervalu-
ation, as indicated in these reports, the practice has a demoralising in-
fluenee upon our trade with foreign countries. The lack of safeguards
against it offers a premiu to dishonesty, and makes it impossible for
an honorable manufacturer or dealer in Europe to compete with bis less
conscientious rival for the American trade, and the honest American
merchant is precluded from importing lines of goods thus undervalued.
When such practices go unpunished the foreign shipper is practically
enabled to make his own tariff, subject only to the contingency of hav-
ing the rate increased by the appraiser's advance upon bis invoice
valuation.

"l It thus happens that when Congress enacts that the rate of duty on
certain goods shall be 50 per cent. ad valorem, it is found that perbaps
only 30 or 40 per cent. la actually paid, according to the boldness and
skill of the shipper and his American agent in falsifying market values
and deceiving the appraising officers.

"Ilt is no reflection upon the integrity or ability of appraising offlcers
to say that they are unable, unaided by penal laws, to cope with this
evil. The most skilful expert cannot bu depended upon to fix values
with absolute correctness ; and where, as is now the case with many
classes of imported goods, the true market values are studiously con-
cealed by European manufacturers, in order that no proper criterion for
appraisements may be obtained, the difficulties confronting the apprais-
er are well nigh insuperable.

" Responsibility for a correct valuation should be placed upon the
consignee who makes entry, and the fact that the invoice and entry are
false should be deemed presumptive evidence of fraudulent intent, sub-
jecting the goods to forfeiture unless innocence eau be shown.

"So long as the ad valorem system existe, equality and uniformity in
its administration can only be secured by providing adequate means to
prevent undervaluatiou. Such means are not to be found in existing
laws.

"I submit herewitb a draft of a Bill, the passage of which would, in
my opinion, go far towards remedying the evils complained of.

Very respectfully,
"tEAS. J. FOLGER,

Secretary.

I propose now to deal with these enormous sums which my
hon. friend says have been paid to our own officers, and
while I am not surprised that ho should have drawn the
deductions which ho did from the Auditor General's Report,
I have to inform him that that is not a safe indication, either
of the amount of the seizures or of the money paid for
seizures made during the year for which they appear in the
Public Accounts or Auditor General's Report. Before doing
that it may be of interest for those who have paid any at-
tention to this question to know what bas been done in the
way of seizures and the distribution of penalties since
Confederation. I promised the hon. member for Northum-
berland (Mr. Mitchell) that I would point out to him that
during the time he was assisting in administering the
affairs of this country seizures were made and the moieties
were distributed under the same system that bas been car-
ried out during the time I have been in office.

Mr. MITCHELL. Will the hon. gentleman also remark
the fact that every time ho bas had a Customs Bill before
this Ilouse I pointed out the evil of that system and tried
to get it removed, but without success ?

Mr. BOWELL. I do not know that such fact bas any-
thing to do with the question.

Mr. MITCHELL. I think it has.

Mr. BOWELL. It perhaps bas this to do with it:
that if the system is so iniquitous as the hon. member says
it is, ho should have remedied it when ho was in office. If
it is wrong now it was wrong from 1868 to 1873.

Mr. MITCHELL. Granted.

Mr. BOWELL. Then I take it for granted that the
system being of the character which my hon. friend bas ro-
presented it to be, ho did not do his duty when ho was a
member of the Government in not insisting on its repeal.
I have always inferred from the pertinacity which charac-
terises the hon. gentleman, that with his determination to
insist on the adoption of any policy which ho believes to be
right, and with the force of character which ho possesses,

Mr. BOWELL.

he certainly could have convinced his colleagues at that
time that they ought at least to give up a system which
was so unjust in its character and so injurious to the honest
importers of the country.

Mr. MITCHELL. The abuse did not exist to the same
extent at that time, and I probably had my bande full in
my own department.

Mr. BOWE LL. I have no doubt you had; I can realise
that fact, because I know myself, and I am quite willing to
admit, that with a department like the one of which the
hon. gentleman had charge, or a department like my own,
if we attend to it we have about as much as any man can
do. I have here a memo. showing Customs revenue collected,
and Crown seizures, receipts and expenditure, annually, for
the Dominion, from Confederation to the 30th June, 1888.
This statementfulfils a triple purpose: first, it shows the ef-
fect of a gradually increasing tariff upon the revenue of the
country; next, it portrays clearly that in far greater ratio
than the revenue increase stands, have the frauds upon the
revenue multiplied; and lastly it indicates in unmistakeable
terms the valuable results which have followed the appoint-
ment of specially qualified officers for the detection and
prevention of frauds. While the revenue in the past twenty
years bas increased about 280 per cent., the volume of frauds
detected bas reached 1,000 per cent. in the same period.
In this connection it is worthy of notice that during the
three years between 1883-when the Special Agent's Branch
was established-and 1885, there was paid into the revenue
as seizure receipts a total of $310,853, of which $62,841 was
collected by the Special Agent's Branch, as against a total
of $147,170 in the preceding three years; while during the
three years between 1886-when the Financial Inspector's
position was created-and 1888, the aggregate seizure
receipts have swollen, as compared with the three years
immediately preceding, from $310,853 to $454,393. 0f this
latter amount $123,013 was collected by the Special Agent's
Branch, and $61,170 by the Financial Inspector. Taking
the six years from 1883 to 1888 and comparing them with
the six years preceding, it is found that the receipts from
seizures mounted up from $208,855 to $765,250, and of
this latter sum there was collected by the combined efforts
of the Special Agent's Branch and the Financial Inspector
a total sum of $247,024. No more satisfactory indication
could be had of the unchecked existence of fraudulent trans.
actions during the years antecedent to 1883, and of the
neeessity for detailing suitable officers to devote attention
to the discovery and reporting of such frauds, in order that
they might be stamped out as far as por.sible, so that the
operations of law-abiding merchants should fnot be ham-
pered. The statement is as follows:-

Year.

1868.............
1869........... ...
1870............
1871..................
1872.....................
1873. . ......
1874..................
1875...............
1876............ .....
1877............
1878......... .... ......
1879......................
1880...............,.....
1881.. ..............
1882................

Total Ous-
toms Revenue

Collected.

8,624,318
8,370,754
9,411,443

11,87,553
12,727,056
13,044,941
14,448,898
15,386,113
12,858,042
12,576,935
12,819,982
12,962,342
14,164 668
18,529,798
21,744,157

Seizure
Receipts..

9,154
10,180
15,460
25.169
36,037
16,863
9,616

17,380
15,398
13,804
21,583
26,298
35,535
57,525
54,110

Expenditure
for Awards to

Officers,
Expenses, Re-

funds, kc.

6,104
7,340

11,906
14,364
24,019
11,915
6,362

11,455
9,664
7,482
7,794

16,896
16,992
29,547
36,235
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In 1883 the Special Agents' branch was instituted, and in
1886 the Financial Inspector was appointed, after which the
figures are as follows:-1

Year.

1883.............
1884.......

1888...........

Total
Customs
Revenue
Collected.

23,207,826
20,212,156
19,180,986
19,497,114
22,523,587

Seizure

$
73,052

110,759
127,046
222,030
134,002
98,361

8,484
25,636
27,060

4p0

$
3,180

21,728
37,933
88,720
16,388
17,905

Expenditure
for Awards

to
Officers, &c.

47,276
74,494
84,156

135,689
115,602
93,069

Now, it would appear that a much larger amount was paid
to the officers for seizures during the past year than is really
the fact. Some of the moneys resulting from seizures
have been in the Treasury for years, sometimes one, some-
times two, sometimes three years, for this reason : When
there is a contested case, the money cannot be distributed
until the case is settled, and in many cases, after the decision
of the department has been given, the parties upon whom
the penalties have been inflicted, pay without going into
court, but ask for time. Scores and scores of cases are re-
opened many months after the decisions have been rendered,
and opportunities given to parties to put in a defense,
and to show that the seizure was not justifiable. The result
las been that money which has lain in the Treasury for
one or two years, is not finally disposed of for two or three
years longer. I will give some examples of this. The
amount awarded to officers and informers, etc., appears by
the Auditor General's Report to have been in 1886-87,
882,924.86. Of this amount $24.70 had been in the
Treasury since 1879-80, 6344.80 since 1881-82, 87 t.04 since
1882-83, $96.43 since 1883-84, $3,360.92, since 1884-85,
836,699.06 since 1885-86, and $42,329.91 only was received
during 1886-87, in which year the cases were finally settled
and the money disposed of. It will thus be seen that of the
moneys expended this year, 840,596.95, or about 50 per cent.,
was placed in the Treasury during the six preceding years
to 1886-87. Then I may call the attention of the House to
the fact that out of the money which has been placed to the
credit of seizures, large remissions are made in consequence
of the penalties being largely reduced; and to this fact I
would invite the consideration of the hon. member for North
.Norfolk, who said that the head of the department always
sustained the actions of his officers, whether they were right
or wrong. There was remitted in 1886-87 no less than
828,430.21. This money was actually received as follows:
In 1883-84, $35; in 1885-86, $7,894.26; and in 1886-87,
$20,500.95. I give you that as an illustration. I have
a number of other illuatrations of the same kind, as well
as the details of the division of moneys which has
been made during the period in which I have been in
office. I might say that in like manner, when we turn to
1887-88, when hon. gentlemen opposite, taking the Publie
Accounts as their guide, have been so shocked at the
large amounts that have been paid to the officers and
apparently so littie left in the Treasury, I find that in-
stead of only 85,292 remaining in the Treasury out of a total
of 898,391 received on account of seizures, the facts are as
follows: The amount awarded to officers and informers was
$58,683, or $24,241 less than the preceding year, and the
money from which such awards were paid was actually re-1
ceivedas follows: In 1882-S3,$14; in 1883-84, $153; ini
1884-85, $2,055, in 1885-86, 85,352, in 1886-87, $21,451,
and in 1887-88, $29,658. In this year, as in 1886-87, it

Ambroase, J. D. L...
Baker, 0.................
Blackwood, T. F.......
Blackwood, D ......... ..
Bonness, J. D..........
Benson, W............
Brookfield, E. W,.............
Clark, Thos..........
Douglase, Jno .

Faulkner, G...........
Frye, Geo.................
Flynn . .....

Grose, J. A...............
Ratchette, J.............
Hamilton, .
Heffernan, T. A................
Hilton, J. F - .

Hunter, R................
Lanthier, A..... ..........
Lewis, .Jno ...............
Moir, A ......~..............
Matheson, G. N................
Mackenzie, A. I........
Murray, Hngh ............
Milne, A. R. ... ...............
MacLaren J.8.................
MeLean, Ihos....... ..
ifc&ffchael, S. W .....
0'Keeffe, P.J.·.. ..........
O'0ara, W. J...............
Patterson, Thos........
Sargaut, Tho.........
Stephenson, J ..........
Thornpson, J................. .
Van Ingen, W. H. .... ...
Watters, A. L ............

Warren, R. G..........
Wolf, J. F................
Wyllie, A. A-..-....-• ........

1885-86.

$
5,686
1,324
1,593
1,291
2,460
2,399
1,212
1,867
2)010
1,392
1,916
1,125
1,500
8,256
1,431
2,280
1,200
1,888
1,885
1,377
2,500
1,908
1,969
1,836
1,000
1,972
8,496
1,400
J,626
1,547
6,094
1,257
1,505
1,992
1,852
1,285
7,131
5,417

900
5,609
1,420

1886-87.

3,007
1,300
2,784
1,272
1,432
2,031
1,200
1,725
2,836
1,200
3,559
2,005
1,594
1,861
1,400
1,700
1,248
1,800
1,624
1,284
2,500
1,800
1,444
1,981
2,266
3,682
2,117
1,861
9,482
1,419
7,231
1,363
1,602
1,8b0
1,300
1,653
2,228
7,840
1,827
2,086
6,239

1887-88.

$
3,061
1,987
1,805
2,272
1,742
2,638
1,273
1,700
2>321
1,223
3,329
1,534
1,560
3,102
1,576
1,772
1,708
1,841
2,057
1,234
2,881
1,976
1,492
1,751
1,228
7,556
2,179
1:852
7,621
1,841
3,641
1,300
2,413
1,846
1,374
2,481
1,286
2,050
1,505
1,60
1,100

Average
Annual
Income.

$
3,921
1,537
2,061
1,278
1,878
2,356
1,228
1,764
2,389
1,272
3,28
1,555
1,551
4,406
1,469
1,917
1,385
1,843
1,855
1,298
2,627
1,895
1,635
1,856
1,498
4,303
4,264
1,704
6,243
1 ,602
5,655
1,307
1,840
1,879
1,509
1,806
3,548
5,102
1,411
3,098
1,253

From the foregoing statement it is clear that during the
past three years 13 seizing officers received an average
income of over 81,600 and less than 82,000 ; that 4 others
received in the same way over $2,000 and less than $3,000
--while 7 officers realised between $3,000 and $4,500.
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will be observed that about 50 per cent. of the sum distri-
bated was received during the three preceding years. I
must also point out that in 1887-88 the remissions
amounted to $26,781, which was actually received as fol-
Iows: In 1883-84, $400, in 1884-85, 81,969, in 1886-87,
$9,539, and in 1887-88,$14,873. Here again, if we assume,
as is fairly reasonable, that the 87,605, paid out in 1887-88
for expenses and law costs, were taken from the receipts of
the year, we establish the fact that there remained at the
credit of the Receiver General not $5,292 as hon. gentlemen
opposite would make it appear, but there actually was still
lodged in the Treasury at the end of that year, of the pro-
per receipts of the year, no less a sum than $46,225. Itis
not necessary that I should weary the House by reading
the details of the parties to whom this money was paid.

Mr. MITCHELL. That would be interesting too.
Mr. BOWELL. Then I will put it on record so that

the hon. gentleman can read it at his leisure. As making
clearer the varying results of the efforts of the seizing
officers, I will now place the House in possession of the
following statement, giving the annual incomes of the
officers more prominently connected w ith seizures, and
giving also the average actual incofe of such officers for
the past three years:

OOMPARATIVU STATEMENT

Showing total annual, and aTerage annual incomes of officers who made
seizures in years 1885-86, 1888-87 and 1887-88, and who received
from al sources more than $1,200 per annum.
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For reasons already given, it must be admitted by all

who impartially consider the subject, that up to this latter
limit the remuneration is only reasonable,-and we have
then left for consideration only 3 officers, whose average
receipts during the past three years have exceeded $4,500.

It is with reference to the apparent receipts of such
officers that I should explain the fact, that while some
particular officers appear to be, and really are the Seizing
Officers,-and possibly the discoverers of the fraud--and
those to whom, if successful, the award is paid,-it may
nevertheless be the case that they have called in the assist-
ance of other officers, to whom they would naturally have
to pay such amount out of their award, as they might con-
sider the aid to have been worth.

In this way, though such principal officers would appear
in the Public Accounts as the recipients of the full amount
for which they as Seizing Officers had signed,-the actual
portion of such amount which they might have retained for
their own share-supposing they required and utilised the
assistance of other officers-would be bonsiderably less than
the amount actually paid over to them by the Department.
For this reason the large payments to these three officers
should in fairness be viewed as subject to considerable
diminution. Judging by the outcry which bas been raised
by gentlemen opposite, one would suppose that ail Customs
officers were amassing wealth as the result of sharing in
Customs seizures. I regret to be obliged to show that my
hon. friends on the other side of the House, in their anxiety
to make out a case, are striving to create in the public
mind an impression which the facts do not in any way war-
rant. I will therefore briefly lay before the House a sum-
mary analysis of the seizare awards made during the past
two years. It is as follows:-

ANÂLYSIS Of Seizure Awards to Oustoms Officers in year 1886-87:
Total number of permanent Oustoma Officers employed in

the Dominion....... ..................... ............................
Total number who participated in seizure awards.........
Total amount awarded as Customs officers' shares ............
Number of participants in receipt of salaries up to $600......
Average receipts from seizures per officer in this class.......
Total amount awarded in this glass .........................
Number of participants In receipt of salaries over $600 and

up to $1,000 ........................... ........ .......... ........ .....
Average receipts from seizures per officer in this class. ......
Total amount awarded in this class........... ........
Number of participants in receipt of salaries over $1,000

and up to $1,400 .................... .........
Average receipts from seizures per officer in this class .. ..... ,
Total amount awarded in this clases .......... . .........

Number of participants in receipt of salaries over $1,400
and up to $1,600................................ .....................

Average receipts from seizures per officer in this class. ......
Total amount awarded in this class......... ... ..... ...............
Number of participants in receipt of salaries over $1,600

and up to $1,800 ....... ................. ,. .. ......
Average receipts from seizares per officer in this class. ......
Total amount awarded in this class................. ........
Number of participants in receipt of salaries over $1,800

and up to $2,000..... ............... . ............. . ........ ......
Average receipts from seizures per officer in this class.
Total amount awarded in this class .........................

1,100
101

$47,956 99
39

$205 00
$7,982 55

27
$,16 00

$5,848 97

15
$245 00

$3,679 87

10
$1,402 00

$14,017 86

7
$1,954 00

$13,677 62

3
$916 70

$2,750 12

ANÂLYsIs of Seizure Awards to Oustoms Officers in year 1887-88:
Total number of permanent officers employed in the Do-

m inion......... ......... ......... ......... ........... .................... , 1,100
Total number who participated in seizure awards............. 119
Total amount awaraed as officers' shares,.........................$39,427 47

Number of participants in receipt of salaries up to $6C0...... . 43
Average receipts from seizures per officer in this class....... $128 00
Total amount awarded in this clase................ ......... $5,524 00
Number of participants in receipt of salaries over $600 and

up to $1,000............ ......... ... 30
Average receipts frei seizures per officer lu this clae . $195 00
Total amount awarded in this class...... ............ $5,861 00
Number of participants in receipt of salaries over $1,000and

up to $1,400............................. 24
Average receipts from seizures per o$cer la this cais......$299 44
Total amount awarded in this cla..... .... .. $7,187 00

Number of participants in receipt of salaries over $1,400 and
up to $1,600.......,.......... ............. .... .....- ............... i

Average receipts from seizures per officer in this class........ $1,300 00
Total amount awarded in this clas.................... $14,321 00

Number of participants in receipt of salaries over $1,600 and
up to $1,800............................................ ............ 7

Average receipts from seizures per officer in this clase......... $573 00
Total amount awarded in this class.................. .. $4,013 00

Number of participants in receipt of salaries ovor $1,800
and up to 2,000 . ................................. ... 3

Average receipts from seizures per officer in this class $714 00
Total amount awarded in this ca2s........2,142 00

Number of participants in receipt of salaries over $2,000
and up to $2,500 ..... ..... ,....................................... ... .1

(J. Lewis, Surveyor, Montreal.)
Amount of his receipts from seizures...... ................... ...... $381 00
Total amount awarded in this clas...... ............. $381 00

These analyses are worthy of careful perusal, for the
reason that they mirror very fairly the relative value to
the country of the different grades of Customs officials.
Taking the year 1886-87, it will be observed, primarily,
that only 101 ont of the total force of 1,100 permanant
officials, derived any benefit from seizures. Thon we trace
with moderate accuracy, the preventive work of the lower
grade officials who, in the regular course of events, come
in direct contact with the ordinary smuggler. We find
that one-third of the whole number of officers who shared
in seizures were mon whose salaries do not exceed $600 per
annum, and to these men one-sixth of the whole awards to
officers was paid,-the approximate average addition to
their salaries being $205 each,- thus making their average
annual incomes range from $600 to $S05. We then come
to the next higher grade,-men whose salaries are between
$;u and $1,000 -principally olerks and landing waiters, of
whom possibly greater intelligence may be expected. We
find that they number 27 out of the 62 officials who remain
as participants after the lowest grade mon have been dis.
posed of. It appears that by this class one-eighth of the
whole amount awarded has been secured, and the approxi-
mate average addition to their individual salaries
bas been $216,-thus making the smallest average
salary among them $816, and the largest $1,216.
Next in order come those officers whose salaries range from
$1,000 to $1,400, and they number 15 out of the 35 partici-
pants yet unsatified. This grade of officers had divided
among them one-thirteenth of the whole sum awarded,
which increased their salaries, on an approximate average,
by $245, thus making the minimum remuneration about
$1,245, and the maximum $1,645. We have now only 20
officers left as participants, and of this number there are
ten who form a group with salaries from $1,400 to $1,60i0.
This group received $14,000 of the total of $47,957 awarded,
which makes an average addition to their salaries of $1,402.
Approximately this made the minimum salaryamong thom
82,800 and the maximum $3,000. It should be remarked
that this particular grade embraces nearly all the Apprais-
ers in the service,-men who are supposed to be specially
informed in their several lines of business, and capable of
fixing the proper values of goods, and so checking frauds,
which less well informed men would allow to pass. Mo4
of them have been active business men,-and, granting
that they possess the requisite qualifications for their posi-
tions, it cannot be argued that the maximum average sum
received by this grade is anything but a fair remuneration
for their services. In this group are also included the
Supervising Special Agent, and the Financial Inspector,
whose services in the correction of fraudulent practices
have been especially valuable to the Dominion.

Next come 7 officers whose salaries range from 81,600
to $1,800, and among them was distributed slightly
more than one-fourth of the total awards,-giving an ap-
proximate average addition to their salaries of $1,954, and
thus raising the approximate average minimum and maxi-
mum remuneration to 83,554 and $3,754 respectively; in
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this group is included the Departmental Accountant, who
was mainly instrumental during this particular year, in
bringing to light and correcting some most serious and
long continued systems of defrauding the revenue. Finally,
we have left three officers with salaries over $1,800 and up
to $2,000. The result of their efforts in the prevention of
fraud was not quite so advantageous to the country as in
the two preceding groups; and the additional remuneration
received by them was consequently smaller. Applying
here the average of awards we find that the approximate
average additions to salaries was 8916.70, and consequently
the approximate average minimum remuneration in this
grade would be about $2,716, and the maximum 82,916.
The analysis of year 188-88 shows that the awards to
officers were less than in 1896-87 by the sum of $8,529.52,
and they were participated in by about the same number
of men, and in nearly the same average ratio for the three
lower grades of officers-as in year 1886-87-say those
receiving up to $600 per annum, those over $600 and
up to $1,000, and those over $1,000 and up to $1,400.
Among those officers receiving over $1,400 and up to $1,600,
the approximate average individual share of seizure
awards was reduced by $102 as compared with 1886-87, and
the number of officers participating was one greater in
1887-88. In the group receiving from $1,600 to 81,80C,
though the number participating in the two years was the
same) the approximate average individual shares were re-
duced to $573 as against $1,954 in the year 1886-87; while
in the grade whose salaries range from 8 1,800 to $2,000
with the same number of participants in both years-the
individual average was $202 less than in 1886-87. There is
a very important point in connection with the distribution
of moieties, which appears to be lost sight of by those who
condemn the system; and that is the fact that the sums paid
to officers who detect frauds, as a reward for their vigilance,
is not taken out of the public revenue of the Dominion,
but from dishonest offenders against the laws of their
country who are fined for their offences; so that if
the reasoning of the gentlemen opposite mean any-
thing, it is that no incentive should be given to Customs
officials to detect frauds, punish the offenders, and
tbereby protect the honest importer and dealer. I have
pointed out these facts in order that the flouse may not be
misled in reading the Public Acounts or the Auditor
General's reports in reference to the distribution of these
moneys, as it might appear that officers received much
larger amounts in one year, in comparison with the seizures
made, than the law or the regulations would justify. The
flouse will observe that where this apparently occurs, the
facts are that, the seizures bave been made some years
before, but the cases have not been finally disposed of
until much time has elapsed. I have very few more remarks
to make on this question, which is a very important one
to the commercial community. From experience, and, I
think I can say without egotism, from close attention to the
department over which I preside, and to the effects which
have been produced by a strict enforcement of the law
without respect to parties, I am positive that the present
system has tended to increase the revenue enormously, and
that it bas protected the honest importer and resulted in
putting a stop, to a very large extent, to the frauds com-
mitted on the revenue and the country, I know that those
who have not been behind the scenes and watched closely
the operations of smugglers and the devices to which dis-
honest importers resort, come to the conclusion that the law
is wrong and its enforcement vexations, and that those who
administer it are guilty of offenses which in the old times
would have been punished by transportation to Van
Dieman's Land. I must also state that I find very few
evidences in the newspapers to show that they deal with
this question in other than a partisan manner. This is not
a political question, but a moral one, which must be dealt

with to a greater or less extent, no matter who is in
power. If the public would endeavor to estimate in their
own minds the difficulties which present themselves in the
enforcemernt of a Customs Act, particularly under a high
tariff, I am sure there would be less condem nation of the
Department and its officers. The only journal that has
dealt with this question, as I consider, properly, is the
Journal of Commerce, whose editor seems to have grasped
the difficulties that surround the enforcement of Customs
laws under a high protective tariff. That paper bas pointed
out in a very forcible manner, net only the difficulties
which present themselves in carrying out the law, but the
leniency which should be exercised by the officers whose
duty it is to enforce the law. I find in its issue of the
lst of February of this year, in reply to some statements
made by the president of the Board of Trade of Toronto,
the following remarks:

I There is one subject referred to in Mr. Darling's speech, in respect
of which it would be very difficult to carry out his suggestion. It
would, we fear, be next to impossible to prove any pre-existent know-
ledge on the part of a special officer of the Oustoms concerning frauidu.
lent practices brought to light, however long he may have been cogni-
sant of the facts. And let him be ever so zealous and faithful in the
discharge of his duties, the evidence is often.of a merely circumstantial
nature, and, until he has completed the chain, it would be worse than
uselese to divuige it. The department is, doubtless, seldom or never
without some information of this kind, as furnished by ite spcial
officers, and no action can be taken without its authority. At the time
of the heavy dry goods seizures.some two years ago, the officers had
just completed the nece seary evidence, and even then certain parties
stood defiant, knowing that complete proof as concerning themselves
personally could not be adduced. The knowledge in possession of the
department of more extensive manipulations was not sufficiently com-
plete The parties defied all attempts at proof, and the Government
was obliged to content itself with administering a partial lesson at the
time, with putting a damper for a while, at least, to further attempts in
that line, and securing to honest impor ters a fair field for their business
operations."

lu a subsequent issue the editor deals with this question
again :-

" There are a few in every community whose beet efforts are in the
direction of methods from which the ordinary business man naturally
shrinks. E very town has one or two representatives of this clase-men
who almost invariably get the best of a bargain-who manage to make
money in times when other men are eating into their capital-who
always have some "pull" by which they are able to obtain their goode
at a lower price than their neighbors and to undersell them at all sea-
sons. In ports of entry the wits of these men are ever directed towards
circumventing the Oustoms officers. In large cities no watchfulness is
proof against them, for no sooner is one gap closed-one leak detected
and stopped up-than a new one breaks out in some wholly unexpected
quarter. These men will not be-satisfied with fair profits in a straight-
forward way ; "excelsior " is the point they aim at, and to reach it
they are studying day and night, in the home circle, in the warehouse,
in the house of prayer."

No doubt the editor had in his mind an individual who was,
hypocritically, at the head of ail the Christian institutions
of biontreal, while perpetrating the greatest frauds on the
revenue, and not only on the revenue, but on lis own part-
ner, his brother, who was ill at the time. The article con-
tinues:

" No law, no rule, no restriction, will avail against them. It ie for
the purpose of preventing these keen-witted traffickers from competing
anfairly with the importer who honestly observes the law, and compel-
ling them to contribute proportionately to the revenue of the country,
that the Oustoms Department is obliged to maintain that portion of its
force whieh is least understood and appreciated, evea by same of those
for whose benefit it is employed."

Hon. gentlemen may be sure that the disposition of that
portion of the business community who are inclined to de-
fraud the revenue, will not in any way be aitered by the
mere passage of laws of an inhibitive or even penal charac-
ter. It is an axiom among legal men, and experience has
taught mere laymen, that cruel and brutal punishment, im-
prisonment for long periods, and even the death penalty,
have not deterred the commission of crimes in any measure
proportionate to the severity of the sentence. It must,
therefore, be conceded that unless the moet effective
machinery be adopted to enforce respect for and compliance
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with the Customs law, it will perforce, and because of the
popular prejudice to which reference has already been made,
soon become an abortive measure. When proper weight is
given to the arguments just advanced, and it is seen and
understood that every consideration of public policy and
regard for the commercial life of our most valuable business
establishments and industries, demands the consistent and
impartial, though severe, administration of the revenue
laws, I am impelled to believe that the intelligent efforts of
the Government to ensure that result will be heartily sup.
ported by all those who have the real good of our country
at heart. These laws cannot be successfully enforced unless
by the active co-operation of the various Customs officials
throughout the country. A merely neutral or passive dis-
charge of their duty would mean untold loss to the revenue
and disaster to deserving and struggling business bouses.
Let us look to the schedule of salaries for Canadian Cus-
toms officials, which is appended to the Civil Service Act,
and we shall find the salaries of the several grades of
officers, who should be in a position to detect and prevent
frauds, are asl ollows:-

E
Inspectors........................................
Sreyors. .........................
Chief lerks ............................
Appraisers ................................ ,..........
Assistant Appraisers........... ......
Clerk . ......... .. ~................ ..........
Tide Surveyors.....-...................
Landing Waiters......,.......................
Tide W aiters........ ......................... ,......
8pecial Preventive Officers..........

Scale of salaries.
$1,600 to $2,500

1,200 to 2,500
1,200 to 2,500

800 to 2,000
600 to 1,500
400 to 1,200
800 to 1,000
400 to 1,000
400 to 600
600 te 1,200

Taking the ports of Montreal and New York as the re-
spective examples, we find that in all the offices, except the
very lowest, the salaries paid in New York are more than
double those paid in the Customs service at Montreal. The
most active officers in our service, holding the positions of
appraisers, assistant appraisers and their immediate assist.
ants, are men receiving from 81,000 to $ 1,800, while in New
York the same class of officials receive from 81,800 to 84,000.

Taking the lower positions throughout the United
States Customs service, it is found that generally the same
disproportion in salaries exists; our men being paid in about
the proportion of 8600 to $1,000 received by corresponding
officers on the other side of the border. This is notably the
ease at points where a river is the dividing line, as at
Prescott and Sarnia.

The duties of officers on both sides are about alike, and
the cost of living varies but little, but across the border
there are generally twice the number of mon, at salaries
much larger, as already explained.

The right of Canadian officers to share in seizures is
looked upon as being in some measure un offset to this in-
equality, but it frequently happons that officers do not, in
sever8l years, derive any additional income from this
source. For reasons which muat be apparent to bon. gen-
tlemen, it is exceedingly difficult for any Minister of Cus-
toms, or Government, to ensure that men of proper value
and intelligence shall hold in all cases the positions of re
sponsibility and importance. It is the truest economy, in
the Customs service especially, to try and secure for the
really valuable and capable men, the highest possible re-
muneration; and as already explained, while the salaries
now offered, coupled with the premium which is placed
upon individual effort under our moiety system, enable us
to secure and hold some good men, I am satisfied from
intimate knowledge of the actual facts, that the withdrawal
from such officers of the privilege of sharing in seizure
awards would prove to be a signal misfortune to the
country, and to honest men. Many of these hon. gen-
tlemen who hold up their hands in deprecation of the sums
paid to the most active and capable officers in the Customs
service, think it only right and proper that much greater .
sums shouild be made annually by their ordinarily success-

Mr. BoWELL.

ful business or professional friends; and while I admit that
the routine work of the Customs Department requires men
of only average ability, it can safely be asserted that for
the administrative duties, and for the proper appraisement
of goods, and discovery and checking of frauds, yon must
imperatively have officers whose intelligence is equal to
that of the business mon with whom they have to deal.
I have again to apologise to the flouse for the length of
time I have taken, but I deemed it necessary to show as
clearly as I could, that the charges made against the Os-
toms Department and its officials are not justified, that in
fact the enforcement of the law has been in the interest of
the honest trader by punishing severely those who violate
it; and if I deserve condemnation in any way it is for not
having enforced more rigidly the penal provisions of the
Customs Act. I have given to the flouse three or four
instances of the result of going into the courts before magis-
trates to punish those who have violated the Act. In
justice to one or two magistrates and judges, I must say
that they have enforced the Act as it stands on the Statute-
book, the foremost among those being the Chief Magistrate
of the city of Windsor, in Ontario. For the benefit of the
hon. member for Halifax (Mr. Jones) who seems anxious to
know, I will say that this gentleman is a Grit, but
bas evidently a sense of his duty and oath of office.
I will not say anything against the others to whom I have re
ferred. They may have taken a different view of the law.
In the Eastern Townships, where cases have come before a
gentleman who was formerly a member of this flouse, Judge
Brooks, he did not hesitate to enforce the law strictly, as it
was and is upon the Statute-book; and the result of the
enforcement of these clauses there bas been to deter, in
a great measure, many of those who were carrying on the
system of smuggling in the Eastern Townships, from pur-
suing their nefarious occupation. I have shown also, I
think conclusively, that the repeal of the moiety system in
the United States has not been productive of benefit to
the morals of the importing community or to the revenue
of that country. I have quoted a large number of state-
ments- and I could have quadrupled them-from merchants
and officials, showing that the repeal of the Moiety Act of
1874 resulted in an increase in the violations of the revenue
law of the United States, and I have also shown that our mer-
chants who are protected by the enforcement of the law are
not dissatisfied, but are actually in favor of the law as it
stands upon the Statute-book. One evidence of that is the fact
that as soon as one of the Customs detectives had resigned his
position on the staff, they petitiohed to have another placed
in his position in order that the laws might still be enforce1.
With these facts before the Government and before the
flouse, I am of opinion, though I may be mistaken, that the
honest merchants of this country, the manufacturers of the
country who are interested in seeing the laws enforced,
and more particularly the importers who contribute a large
proportion of the revenue, would be injured by the abolition
of the system which prevails at the present moment. Be-
lieving that to be the oase, I have not deemed it advisable
in the past to advise my colleagnes to change the rules to
any appreciable extent. I did go this far, at the instance
of the Board of Trade of Montreal, in regard to whom my
hon. friend from Chateauguay (MIr. Holton) said that their
representations were treated with contempt and were never
listened to. At their instance, I did prevent the distribu-
tion, among appraisers, of penalties which were imposed
for undervaluations which were not necessarily fraudalent;
as I believed it to be their duty under the law to examine
goods, and, if they were undervalued, to carry out the rales
and regulations enforced by my predecessor, without any
other reward than their salaries. I put a stop to that,
which they thought was a very important point,
though I question the propriety of it myself after the ex-
perience of a year or two. I give that as an illustration
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that the repreeentations of boards of trade and merchants
who are intereàted, have not been treated by the head of the
department or the Government with the contempt which
the hon. gentleman asserts. I shall deem it my duty in
future, as long as I occupy this position, or any other posi-
tion in the Government, whenever representations are made
which I consider is in the interest of the public to carry
out, to recommend my colleagues to adopt any policy which
may meet the views of those gentlemen. But there are
suggestions made very often which, when they are consid
ered, and when you have the opportunily of a quiet conver-
sation with thoce who suggest them, are seen by those gentle.
men themselves to be improper or undersirable to carry ont.
I have shown that a return te the moiety system proper
in the Unitcd States, is only a question of time, and that to
abolish it in Canada would be to do away with the incentive
now existing, and to lessen the anxiety of officials to dis-
cover and follow up the fraud, as they would not incur
odium and ill-will in the disobarge of their ordinary routine
duty without being rewarded for it. Consequently, un
checked frands would increase, and honest business men
would suffer ail the more. Instead of energetic and capable
Oustoms officers paid by the dishonest portion of the com-
munity, as at present, for their successful efforts in discover-
ing and punishing irregularities, the public Treasury would
be depleted by the loss of ievenue which the proposed
system would undoubtedly entail. It is, therefore, manifest
that a continuance of the present system is calculated in
every way to conserve the interests both of honest business
bouses and of the revenue of the country. It is beyond
doubt the system which experience bas proved to be the
best, and it should be maintained. Mr. Speaker, I shal
leave this question with the House, asking hon. members
if, with these facts before them, they deem it advisable to
vote for the motion which has been placed in your hands,
the most absurd portion of which, with ail respect te my
hon. friend (Mr. Holton), is that which declares that no
condemnation of goods shall take place until there has been
a public trial. If that wore te be adopted, we would have
te appoint an extra judge or two- one probably in each
Province- o look after the seizures, unless yen decide te
abolish the moiety system and allow everyone to bring into
the country what gods he pleases; because a judge would
have te adjudicate upon 600 or 700 seizures per annum.
That is about the number we have te 'deai with, and many
of them are of the most trivial character possible. For
instance, a five-gallon can of coal oil is brought across the
border, and, according te the proposition now made, that
must be held in durance vile, and I suppose we would have
to put a special offoer in charge of it te prevent evaporation
taking place, or te prevent its being extracted and water
put in until -a judge could adjudicate upon it. That is the
proposition which hon. members will be asked te vote for.
However, this motion being one condemning the Govern-
ment, I expect that the hon. gentlemen opposite would vote
for it irrespective of the principle which it might involve
or whether it delared that green was blue or black was
white.

Mr. PATERSON (Bmant). I have had the pleasure of
listesing to the Minister of Oustoms to-day, and the Houee
have been pleased te hear him, for he seldom speaks, and,1
the policy of his department having been attacked, it was
fair that he should have time te reply. He has availed him.
self of the opportunity, however, to go into questions whichi
are not under discussion at this ti me. He has sogght te
vindicate his department in some respects which have netj
been chileiiged. Hâe bas taken the opportunity te refer te
such matters as the peach basket question and others which
I shall not allude to at this time. There are two main pro-
positions submitted in the resolution of the hon. member for
Chateauguay (Mr. Holton), one affirming that, in cases of
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seizures, instead of the matter being determined by the
Minister of Oustoms, it shall be determined by a judge, by
some person who is totally disinterested and unconnected
with the department, and the other proposition that it is
desirable in the public interest that the participation in
seizures now permitted to the seizing officer should be aban-
doned. To these two propositions I shah confine my remarks.
The Minister in reply to the mcmber for Ohateauguay (Mr.
Holton) took occasion to make a remark. He sai I he diI
not desire to do it offensively, and yet it is one of the re-
marks that scarcely can be made without giving offence,
whAn he characterised the speech that he had delivered as
such a speech that might be made by a friend of all the
smugglers and dishonest traders in the country. He may
not desire to have given offence, but that is not an expres.
sion that you can use very well without giving offence.
Now if that remark may apply to any one who may enter-
tain much the same views as my hou. friend from Chateau.
guay, then it would embrace many more than himself, for,
as the hon. member for Chateauguay think , an I ai I am in-
clined to think, notwithstanding the Minister believes to the
contrary, a large majority of the mercantile community of
this country are in favor of the changes that are advocated
by the hon. member for Chateauguay; and, therefore, ho
will place the majority, if I be right in my conjecture,
of the importers, the merchants, the business men of
this country, in the position of those who are on the
side of the smuggler and the dishonest dealer. Now I
may say frankly at the outset that I do not believe in
such a charge as is hurled azainst the meribants and the
importera of this country. Why, Sir, our Customs law-
I do not say by the Minister's design has been so worked,
its operations are such, the continual res'rictions that are
imposed,.the amendments that are suggested, the continuai
tinkering at the Customs law drawing it tighter and tighter
every year-all this seems to carry the eonviction of the
Customs Department that the importers, instead of being a
clase in the country that are to be viewed with the same
respect as other intelligent and honorable classes in the
cemmunity, are as a class wholly lost to all that is honorable,
and are entirely bent upon seeking their gain, whether in
a legal or an illegal manner. Sir, I do inot believe that,.I
do not think it le the case. The motion of the hon. member
for Chateauguay recites that hoeis desirous of having every
precaution taken, with due regard to the collection of the
revenue, to prevent smuggling or illicit dealing in any
shape or manner. There ls no desire on his part, there le
no desire on my part, I believe there is no esire on the
part of the gentlemen who may vote for this proposition, to
allow those who are engaged in an illegal traffic, those who
are engaged in smuggling, those who are engaged in avoid-
ing the Customs duties-there is no desire that they ehould
escape the fair operation of the Customs laws. Possibly it
might be charged against us that we do not care as
much for the revenue as the Minister might care.
The Government, it might be urged, care more parti-
cularly for securing the full revenue than the members of
the Opposition; but if you grant that, still the members of
the Government cannet be more anxious for the protection
of the honest importer and the honest dealer than we are,
and Sir, it is absolutely necessary in the interest of the
honest importer and the honest dealer that you have strin-
gent laws faithfully administered in order to protect them.
Sir, we are not waging war, we are not speaking against
such regulations or precautions as must necessarily be
taken. The Minieter has attempted to shield himself this
afternoon by quoting that some of the regulations under,
which the Customs law worked at the present time, were in
force when the hon. member for East York (Mr. Mackenzie)
was lu power.

Ur, BOWELL. Not to shield myself.
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Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Perhaps that is not a happy

word, but he gave that as a reason why ho did it.

Mr. BOWELL. No, not for any such reason. I meant
to show that the same systen prevailed while the hon. gen-
tleman was in office as does now.

Mr. MITCHELL. It was clearly given as a case of "you
are another."

M r. PATERSON (Brant). I accept what the hon. Min-
ister says; but as the hon. member for Northumberland
(Mr. Mitchell) says it meant this-I have a very weak case,
and I am not acting as the Opposition did when they were
in power. We would have been more pleased if he had
acted in ail matters on the lino in which these hon. gentle
men acted when they were in the Government; but it
appears that ho only followed the example ofthat adminis-
tration in matters that satisfied him. Now, if he had fol-
lowed that administration in the matter of leaving us a
simple tariff designed for revenue alone, if ho had been con.
tent to administer this country with the economy that these
gentlemen did, when it would only require him to raise
some 25 millions of money instead of 36 millions, thon we
would not have complained of the operation of these clauses
any more frequently than we did of the operation of these
clauses when my hon. friends were in power. But the last
statement ho gave shows very clearly how the matter
stood. In the malter of fines and seizares, and the distribu-
tion to seizing officers under the Mackenzie Administration,
I think the amount averaged somethinglike $15,000 a year ;
but under the tariff of 1879, where he departed from the
example of the Mackenzie Administration, the seizures
and the distribution to seizing officers have run up to over
8100,000 per annum. As the hon. gentleman was proceed-
ing with his remarks ho was pertinently asked this question,
how it was that there were not anything like as many com-
plaints made at that time, anything likè the murmurings
hoard then, that are board at the present time ? Sir, there
was no occasion for them. I do not remember that there
was anything like the feeling in the country, that there
was anything like the complaints urged at that time, that
are being urged at the present time. It can be readily
seen why that is so. What wo complain of is not the vigi-
lance of the Customs Department in protecting the revenue
and thus protecting the honest importer. That is what
we desire. But we complain that ho bas led the people to
believe that these officers, possessed of the same human
nature that we have, when we leave it in their power, un-
der such a complicated tariff as we have at the present
time, that theCustoms officers themselves cannot understand
or interpret, that the importers cannot understand or
interpret, and that any mistake made on the part-not
dishonestly-but when any mistake is made by them,
a seizing officer can go into your store, into
your warehouse, and take possession cf your goods,
-yes, and go back three years to make a seizure
amounting to thousands, tons of thousands, hundreds of
thousands of dollars, and that seizing officer, to make his
case good, only has to ho approved by the Minister of Cus.
toms, and to share in one.third of that amount-hon. gentle-
men can see that that is a system that is liable to be abused
under this condition of affaire. Sir, under a tariff simple in
itself, there is les danger of an importer makinga mistake;
but now a merchant receives bis invoice of a purchase of
dry goods, for instance, in the old country, and ho goes
into the Custom bouse and asks how ho is to enter these,
and the officer tells him ho thinks this article should come
under that head and be subject to that duty; and I have
heard instances where the appraiser has given his decision
as to an article belonging to a certain class and coming un-
der a certain lino of duty; and when another article, an. 1
other piece eut off precitely from the sane article of goods,

>r. PATERsoN (Brant).

bas been sent down to him, a few days intervening, it has
been sent back with the declaration that it is another
article, and is subject to another lino of duty. Now,
Sir, when a merchant makes an entry, the collector
puts the article under some particular designation,
to have it afterwards determined by the Customs Depart-
ment, by the aid of the officer who makes this seizure, that
it was not the right article, that it was not rightly classifi-
ed, that it therefore had not paid the right amount of duty,
and that was to be taken as a case of fraud, and the person
to have bis goods seized and te ho fined, and one-third of
the fine to go to the officer who makes the seizure. Sir, I
think that both sides of this House will agree, and they
ought to agree, when things have come to this pass, it i
time at any rate seriously to consider this question. The
hon. gentleman stated when the member for Chateauguay
(Mr. Holton) pointed out that ho had promised amend-
monts on this line, reminding him that just before the last
election ho proceeded to Montreal where there was a great
deal of dissatisfaction in regard to the operation of the
Customs laws and endeavored to make matters smooth, the
Minister of Customs said ho remembered going to Montreal,
but ho had gone to a great many places, and ho could not
remember whether it was during election time or not. lie
did net know anything about it. Of course, we know the
Minister of Oustoms is so absorbed in the duties of bis
office that if it were not for his colleagues ho would not
know when a guner al election came round. Of coarse he
was in his office attending to his business. By looking
at the public prints we fiud sometimes that they
refresh our memories, and I bave had placed in
my hands one of the Montreal papers which alludes to
the fact, and says that just before the last election,
when there was a great deal of dissatisfaction among
importers, that the Minister happened to go down to Mon-
treal at that particular time. He bas told us that ho had a
conference with the Boards of Trade of Halifax and Van-
couver and B ards of Trade all over the country, and it was
not strange that he should visit the Board of Trade of Mon-
treal, and there as the happy coincidence that ho was able
to go there just prior to the general elections, by the merest
chance in the world. But ho was able to have a report cir-
culated through tho press which had a smoothing effect on
the mercantie cimmunity at that time. But the mercantile
community are net satisfied. They claim that promises made
by the hon, gentleman bave not been carried out. The Min-
ister in bis reply says ho bas carried out all ho promised.
We are forced to this conclusion that either members of the
Board of Trade of Montreal who met the Minister gave out
an inaccurate report to ho circulated, or that the Minister
has forgotton something of what occurred at that time. It
is stated in one of the Montreal newspapers published in
June, in an article referring te this event, as follows :-

" Complaint after complaint was made to Ottawa, but no satisfaction
was forthcoming. Finally, the dissatisfaction of Montreal importers
became so marked and emphatic that the Government had to take Borne
notice of this, it is said more especially as the elect ons are coming
shortly. Accordingly the Hon. Mr. Bowell, Minister of Customs, came
down te Montreal and held a meeting with some members of the Board of
Trade, of which meeting a report was prepared and given to the press.
It was a cut and dried affair from the start. The following is a report
of the meeting : 'The Hon. Mr. Bowell expressed himself as anxious to
receive any suggestion from those present as to the amendments or
improvements in the present Customs regulations.' "

We can readily understand that the Minister fairly bankered
for amendements and suggestions to the Customs law. Ses-
sion after Session hoe is going to amend it, and we can
readily understand how anxious ho was to receive sugges-
tions. The report proceeds :

" He stated that he would give such sugg estions as would be made
his most serious conaideration and would bring them under the notice
of his colleagues. He said the Customs Department were willing and
anxious to facilitate the importere, and with this object in view they
would issue such rules as were most calculated to benefit merchant,
while at the same time legitimate importera and the revenue were prD-
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tected. The following suggestions were placed before the inister :
1. That thse Oustoms oath bo dispensed with, the signatnre of thse im-
porter being aRffxed to the invoice being substituted. 2. Tiat thet ysem-
ofallowing appraisers to share in the fines be abolished and that they be
paid fixed and sofficient salaries."

The Minister knows whether that has been carried out or
not.

Mr. BOWELL. I did not promise it.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I thought I heard the Minis.

ter say that he had carried that out.
Mr. BOWELL. I understand the hon, gentleman to read

that those were suggestions made to me. When he comes
to that part in which he says I promised those changes, I
will answer him.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I understood the hon. gentle-
man to say that ho had prevented appraisers sharing
seizures.

Mr. BOWELL. Except where there is fraud.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). But it still continues in case

of fraud.
Mr. BOWELL. Yes.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). For I find cases in 1887-88.
Mr. BOWELL. They may have been cases where seizures

may bave been made a year or two before.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Yes, quite so. The report
continues:

" 3. That when there is a difference of opinion between the importer
and the Customs, the matter be referred to arbitrators, one to be chosen
by the importer, one by the collector, and in case of disagreement the
matter to be decided by a third arbitrator to be chosen by the two per-
sons. Consideration and discussion ensued with the result that the Min-
ister expressed a concurrence in the views and furthersuggested the pro-
priety of removing the responsibility of decision from the head of theCuatoms Department to that of a judge or sech officer as might be
appointed for the purpose."
The Minister suggested that. Now he denies it. But that
is the report given bythe Board of Trade to the press of
Montreal for circulation prior to the last general election;
and the suggestion as to removing the decision f rom the
Minister of ustoms and placing it in the hands of a judge
appears by this report to have been suggested by the Min-
ister himself and not by the importers. With respect to
the suggestion as to the arbitrators: has that been car-
ried out ? No. They suggest that the importer should
appoint one arbitrator, the Customs fDepartment another
and that these two arbitrators should appoint at other arbi-
trator. Low does the law stand at the present lime? If
an importer objects to an appraisement b bas the right to
bave arbitration. The lcal collector will notify him that
ha can appoint an ai bitrator, the collector will appoint
another and the appointment of the third rests with the
Minister of Customs. Tho suggestion of the importors was
that the importer should appoint one arbitrator, and the
Customs Department another and that these t wo arbitrators
should appoint a third. 1, therofore, think the suggestions
have not been carried out. I quoto this to show that, if this
be a correct report, had this proposition of the member for
Chateauguay (Mr. Holton) that the finalidecision in matters
of seizures should be removed from the head of the Customs
Department and placed in one of the judges of the land, had
not struck the Minister as being a ridiculous one at that par-
ticular lime. The bon. gentleman professes to say to-night
that it was a most ridicalous proposal, that a seizure could
not be contracted until a legal decision was had in the
matter, because ho said it would result in practical ruin and
injury to importers, especially in case of perishable articles.
It is pointed out to me that the report from which I have been
reading appeared in a Government paper. In the Customslaw there is provision made for cases of that kind, and
where perishable articles are seized the law allows the im-

porter to deposit a sum of money in the bands of the
collector equal to the value of *the articles and they can
then be used in any manner thought fit, and adjudications
upon questions of seizure are frequently made after the
articles have been consumed or disposed of. There
could not, therefore, be any more difflculty in ad-
ministering the law in the hands of a judge than
under these circumstances; yet the Minister rested almost
his whole case in trying to make this motion look ridicu-
lous. I need not. say more on this point than to point ont
that under the Customs regulations when an officer makes
a seizare and that seizure has to be sub nitted to Ottawa,
and the decision of the Minister of Customs has to ho given
in order to make it final, the importer is very much at the
mercy of the department. But the Minister says that this
does not make it final, that you can take the matter into
court now, and ho spoke as if it were an easy matter to take
cases into court. HIe illustrated the fact that cases had
been in court and ho mentioned the Ayer case, the Grinnell
case, and some others, but I can tell the hon. the Minister
of Customs that it is not sncb an easy thing to get into
court. As I understand the law, yon cannot go into court
until the Customs Department gives you permission to do
so. That I think is provided for in section 182 of the
Customs Act which says:

"If the owner or claimant of the thing seized or detained, or the per.
son alleged to have incarred the penalty, within 30 days after being
notified of the Minister's decision, gives him notice in writing that such
decision will not be accepted, the Minister may refer the matter to the
court."

The Minister " may refer," and, therefore, it is optional. I
knuw a case in which a person was anxious to go into court,
ard ho consulted severai lawyers and experienced the
greatest difficulty in knowing how ho was to get into court
until the time elapsed, and ho never got bis case into court
at all. We do not plead here for men guilty of fraud, but
if a man has bis goods seized for what is termed under-
valuation which, under this law is set down as a fraud, he
being innocent of any intention to defraud, he having a re-
ceipt and invoice and entry showing correctly the price
which he bought those goods for, yet with the arbitrary
power placed in the hands of the Minister to raise that
amount over and above the actual price; the importer can
be adjudged by the Customs officer to have entered his g ods
below value, and those goods can be seized. Suppose he
does go into court the department would plead, I suppose,
tiat the value for duty for those goods had been fixed by
the department under some departmental decision that had
been given, but of which the importer was entirely ignorant.

Mr. BOWELL. There is no such rule and no such law.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). What would be the law then ?
Mr. BOWELL. I am speaking of what is the law.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). What is the law?

Mr. BOWE LL. If I understand yon aright you say that
the department can give a ruling and insist upon the duty
being paid upon certain values, and that the importer would
have no recourse; that he could not get into court, and if
ho did it would be on the values which had been fixed by
the department. The department has no power except in
particular cases which are provided for by a section which
has been on the statute for years to absolutely declare or
establish the value for duty. They can only be guided by
the values in the market in which the goods are purchased.

Mr. PATE RSON (Brant). I do not wish to misrepresent
the Minister, but I certainly think they are doing this ail
the time.

Mr. BOWELL. No, no.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). 1 think it is being done

continually and I know a case where seizures have beeu
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made and where I have the utmost confidence that the
party made an honest entry, at the value at which he
bought the goods, but the department over.ruled the entry
and put on a new value.

Mr. BOWELL. That is quite correct, Many a time a
man buys goods in a foreign market for exportation
altogether below thep rice for which they are sold for
home consumption.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I think the Minister now
agrees with what I stated before.

Mr. BOWELL. I am sorry you cannot draw the dis-
tinction.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I suppose if a case like
this goes into court the Minister would plead against the
man that he had entered the goods, at the price, le paid for
them, but that they had been entered below the price that
the Minister thinks ought to be entered for duty. Then
Sir, if the decision even on the technical point would go
against the importer who had taken this case into court, he
is liable for the full amount of the value on all the goods of
a similar kind which he bought daring the previons three
years, although those goods may have passed the Customs
entry, though the entry had been approved of, though the
Importer's money had been taken and although lie sold
those goods to his customers at the regular adyance, ho
would be liable not for the extra amount of the duty,. but
for the full value of ail the goods themselves. It would,
therefore, be ruin to a man, and he could not afford to go
into the court and take his chances in sch an event. I
believe I am correct in that.

Mr. BOWELL. No, you are not. The hon. gentleman
says he does not desire to mierepresent me, and I may tell
him there is no such provision in the Customs Act. It is
only in cases where fraud has been established that the
penalty to which the hon. gentleman refers can be enforced.
Iu case of undervaluation the law provides that the penalty
is in proportion to the percentage of the undervaluation,
and not the total value of the goode.

Mr. LISTER. Who has to judge as of the fraud ?
Mr. BOWELL. The law declares what is a fraud, and if

that is proved I suppose the judge will decide on it.
Mr. PATE RSON (Brant). Doe not the Minister bring

undervaluation under the head of fraud? Is not fraud as-
suméd by the Customs Department for undervaluation ?

Mr. BOWELL. Not in all cases.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). No; but who is to judge on

these matterse? There again is the glorions uncertainty
about those Customs laws.

Mr. BOWELL. Will the hon, gentleman allow me to
exzlain the difference. If, after a seizure for undervalua-
tio'n, correspondence is found between the importer and
exporter showing that the exporter was asked to invoice
the goode at certain prices below the price actually paid,
or below the market price for which they are sold for home
consumption, that would be evidence of fraud. If, on the
contrary, a commercial agent comes to you and offers to sell
you goode at a lower rate than they are sold for in the
market from whence they are exported, and there is no
evidence to show that you had any knowledge of this, then
there is no fraud and you are not punished for fraud.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I think I have known a case
which I brought before the Minister himself and where he
has been willing to admit that these parties were entirely
innocent of the matter. He is the sole arbitrator who
decides upon these matters, and let me point out that he
bas found fauilt with judgments rendered by our judges Hne

Jir ,&nri on(Brant).
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says that h. candidly confessed that h. will not agree to
have these cases lef t to the courts, and he las giefn us
instances in whIch he thinks the judges who adjudicate
have given unjust decisions. In fot he thinks that the
judges were all wrong. I think the case to which hie refers
were criminal prosecutions, but h. did not cite any case as
far as I remember where judgment was given by judges as
to the value of the goods imported and as to whether thére
was fraud in the invoices that were submitted to the Cas-
toms Department. The Minister has so much confidence in
hie own integrity, his own uprightness, his own wisdom and
his own judgment that h. really prefers and thinks the in.-
terests of this country are much safer in his hands than they
are in theb ande of the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court
of Canada or of all the judges. I believe that in the Grin-
nell case in which h. mentioned that Justice Gwynne had
supported the contention of the Customs Department-if I
am rightly informed in reference to the matter, and if I am
wrong the Minister can set me right-there was an appeal
taken from the decision of Mr. Justice Gwynne, sitting as
judge of the Exchequer Court to tre Supreme Court, and the
Supreme Court reversed the decision of Mr. Justice Gwynne
who was one of the judges, and did not dissent.

Mr. BOWELL. No.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant).. Pérhaps I an- wrong, but I

was so instructed.

Mr. BOWELL. They reversed the decision, but it was
not acquiesced in by Judge Gwynne. He did dissent.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Well, he maintained his
opinion, but the rest of the court were against him. Now,
i think that the eountry, while it has al tihe confidence
which might be deaired in the Minister of Customs, would
not hesitate to place confidence, perhaps not in sorne of the
magistrates in some parts of th country, whose decisions
the hon. Minister does not agree with, but in a judge hear-
ing a case and determining it upon its merits. The hon.
gentleman took occasion to tell us, in the case of a certain
member of this louse, that he had shown that gentleman
more favor and more leniency than almost any other man
in this country, and therefore it was very unjust to him to
say that he always upheld the judgment of his officers,
whether they were right or wrong. Well, that may be
creditable to his mercy, but ie that not a departure from
the strict line of justice on the part of the Minister of Cus-
toms himself, who is superior to a judge of the Supreme
Ceurtt? If he is there as a judge, he sould not show
leniency but only justice to those who come before him;
but while I point ont that the Minister himself is susceptible
with his kind heart, to the appeals of those who come
before him and plead their cases, I should judge from
the tone and manner and temper in which he used
those words, that if the individuel in question, having made
those remarks, should come before him on another occasion
the leniency would b3 w inting, and the judge who was
lenient in one case would not be lenient in another. There.
fore, the hon. Minister of Customs is human, just as judges
of the Supreme Court and others are, and if there je danger
of their being in the wrong and giving a decision which le
not in the best interest of the country or in the intereet of
justice, it is true that the Minister, with his large heart,
open to impressions to be made upon it, may deal leniently
with those who approach him, forgetting thit h.le acting
as a judge, holding the sca!es with strict impartiality.
With reference to the Ayer case, the -ruliigs of the
department are set forth by the chief justiee fthe highest
court in Canada; and when you heard that jidgment, with
the commente on the way the Customs Department
was administered, Sir, le it not time that this subject
was brought before the Canadian Parliament, and the
reresentatives of the Canadian people were asked whether
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it was not time there should be a change made in the
administration- .of our Customs law? I will net repeat
the charge; the Minister did not attempt te deny it;
bat this he did say, that ho did not approve of the judg-
ment, that it was net to the credit of the chief justice te
give the decision ho did. Why, Sir, ho would review the
decision of a juldge of the Supreme Court, and declare his
decision to be wrong, unjust, andédetrimental te the inter-
esta of this country; and he did not hesitate to esay that ho
would be sorry te see the decision of these matters taken
from the Custom fDepartment and placed in the control of
the courts. If he is correctly reported at that meeting in
Montreal, he has changed his views very much since that
time with reference to leaving these matters te be decided
by the department. As to allowing the seizing officers to
participate in the: penalties imposed, I wish te say a few
words.

Mr. LAN DERK[N. Does the Minister get a share ?
Mr. PATERSON (Brant.) No; I do net think any one

but the seizing officers get a share; I would be the last to
suggest anything of that kind against the Minister. The
Minibter rests his case solely on the fact that he has read
from Secretary Miinning's report, in which collectors of
Customs throug hout the different parts of the United States,
speak of it heving been a mistake on the part of the United
States Government te repeal that provison of the law which
enabled them to give certain amoants to officers making
seizures. The Minister made the answer himself. He said,
bon. gentlemen opposite will say, if the representations
made are true, that the repeal of that provision has led to
ýmuggling, is demoralising trade, is defrauding the revenue
te the extent that these gentlemen say, a very natural and
pei inent question te ask is, why have they net re-enacted
it ? I say if we are te judge that those dire results have
followed from the repeal of that law in the United
States, the question will arise, why have they net re-enacted
the clause? The Minister was equal te the occasion, and ho
tells us the reason. Over there, h.esays, they are subject
te political infuiences the same as we are in this country,
and it is net se easy te place a clause in a statute whon you
have the people opposed te it. Does. the hon. gentleman
not see what that remark involves ? Ifthere be political in-
fluence enough in the United States te prevent Congress
re enacting that clause in the CuastomIs law te allow seizing
officers te participate in the seizures from smugglers and
those engaged in a deemoralising trade, does ho not see the
accusation ho hurls against the business community of the
United States, that the vast majority of them must be men
who are engaged in an illicit trade and in defrauding the
revenue, whose personal influence prevents the enacting of
a provision against these fraudse? Does the hon. gentle-
man think that the citizens of Canada will believe as ill of
the commercial men of the United States as that a ma.
jority of them wish te have a system of demoralising trade
aLd defrauding the revenue continued? No, Sir; and I
think the hon. gentleman was hard pressed with hie argu.
ment when he was forced tn give that as a reason in answer
te the natural question that if the repeal of that law bas
worked se injuriously, why has it net been re-enacted ? Sir,
they abandoned it years age, and they have net seen fit to
re-enact it ; and 1 think we may take for granted that they
found that it was in the interest of the public that
it should be repealed, and that they have net
found sine. that it is in the interest of the Govern-
ment or of any class -in the community that it should
be re-enacted. When you consider that in ono year over
8100,000 was distributed amongstsome seizing officers, yen
can imagine the temptation that there is to those who have
this power placed in their hande, with this tempting bait
before them, te administer the laws, not with an eye single
to the protection of the honest importer or the collection of

the revenue, but with a double eye, one glance of which is
directed towards the prospective profits which they themr
selves should derive from the seizares; and when yo see
cases-I will not mention names, for the fanlt is in the
system more than in the mon-in which these vast sums
are made, it is our fault if we continue the law on the Sta-
tute-book. The fault is to be found with us more than with
the men who administer the law, which gives them the
advantages they avail themselves of. I find that one officer
who receives a salary of $900 received as his share of the
seizures in one year $832.12, and in another year $841.53.
He received each year about as much as a salary as
his share of seizures. I find another clerk with a
slary of 8-00, who received in one year as his share
of the seizures, 8772.74. I find another with a salary of
$1,000, who made 8861.30 by way of seizures, and the
next year had bis salary raised, I suppose on account cf
his ability, to $1,200. That year his share of the seizures
amounted to S1,922.23. I find another one with a salary of
$1,600, who, in one year, received as his share of seizures,
$6,020.84, and the year before he received 87,881.85. I find
another who, with a salary of $1,800, received in one year
as his share of seizures, $1,758. I find another w1th a salary
of 81,000, receiving by way of seizure, $1,227, and
another withi a salary of $1,800-which surely was sufficient
to engage any officer to perform his duty without further
incentive-whorecoived $6,040.11 for Custome sefures. It
would take too long to go through the list, and the Publie
Accounts are in tho hands of hon. members, who can
look for themselves Lot them look into the Auditor
General's accounts. Let them look at the officers of Ous-
toms participating in these seizures to the extent ,of in the
course of two or three years-810,000 and thon ask whether
it is necessary, in order to have a faithful officer, that he
should, besides rceiving pay as high as 81,8:0, receive this
greater inducement to perform his duty? Has it come to
this, that while we pay cffleers from 1,000 to 81,800 a
year, they will not do their duty without the extra induce-
ment being thrown out to them of sharing in a
third of the fines? Let us suppose a case whieh is
not, perhap,, unlikely. Let us suppose that one of
these seizing officers bas bis eye upon a certain merchant,
knowing that a mistake bas beeu made in the entry-
not iraudulently but unwittingly, ai d in god faith-and
yet a mistake that would biing him under the action of the
Customs Department. Let us suppose that offieer allowing
the merchant to go on, making entry after entry in the
same way until there has been a vast amount of goods
passed through the Oustoms by that gentleman in ail sin-
cerity, and sold at a fair margin of profit to hie oustomers
all over the country, and thon when tho amount bas reached
a sui which makes it worth while, the officer makes a
seizare. He bas a right to seize the books, take all the
invoicesand obtain a third of any fine imposed. There may
be reasons why we should c>ntinue the system, but the
resns given by the hou Minister of Customs were not
sufficient. The hon. gentleman can see this is a subject
worthy of investigation, and I would ask the members
before they vote on the proposition of the hon. member for
Chateauguay that it is desirable that the final decision
should be taken from the Minister of Oustoms in the matter
of seizures and placed before one of the judges of the land,
and the other proposition that it is in the interesta of the
country that we should repeal the regulations under which
seizing officers participate in a share of the seizures, to con-
sider the whole facts of the case and the disclosures made.

Mr. LISI' ER. I will only take up the time of the House
a few minutes while I bring up a matter for the attention
of the HoIuse. With regard to the subject under debate, I
have this to sayS: -> far as I know, the administration of
the Oastoms Department by the ofbeers outide of, t' tlhøhit
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himself, has been scandalous in the extreme. In my town
officers of the department have walked into the business
places of the most res;pectable residents, seized their books,
and in some cases imposed penalties for alleged infraction
of revenue. I wish to bring before the attention of the
House a case that only took place recently. In the depart-
ment is a Mr. Watters, who, I believe, is a very respectable
gentleman, who receives a very high salary indeed, and it ap-
pears that besides his salary he received lastyear something
like $6,000 or $ Z,000 for his share of the seizures. Hon. gentle-
men may question the propriety of a man occupying the posi-
tion Mr. Watters holds participating at all in these seizuras.
Last year he came into the town and walked into the busi-
ness places of half a dozen of our most reputable men.
Amongst others he went into two places, whose proprietors
deal largely in wall paper and furnishing, and demanded
their invoices. Upon studying these invoices, he compelled
one of these men to pay some $140, the full amount of one
invoice, and another to pay something like $46, the full
amount of another invoice. So far as these merchants are
concerned, the amount collected from them in the first
place was the full duty of wall paper purchased in the city
of New York at the full market price, and brought into this
country, and entered at tho Customs at the price actually
paid. They got the paper from the American Wall Paper
Mills, 124-13', Pearl Street, Brooklyn, and they bought
them on the following advertisement:-

"Gold papers, 41 cents; embossed golds, 8 cents.
" We offer the enclosed styles at above quotations. These prices are

for vingle rolls, 8 yards long. Al our goods are put up in double rolls,
18 yards long.

" Terms:-Immediate cash on receipt of goods, or five per cent. dis-
count if cash accompanies order No deviation fromi thie. If you want
the discount, send money with first letter.

" These papers are positively not sold on regular wall paper terms.
"No freights allowed. Prices the same to ail.
"Everything new, perfect, full length, and exactly same as samples.
"Please send in your order at once, as we are making a very limited

stock of these gode "Very truly yours,
"E8TES & PRVOS,

11Proprietors."

They purchased their wall paper from these people upon the
same terms as anybody else. They entered it at the Customs
upon the honest invoice which they had received, and paid
duty at the Custome on their goods. Mr. Watters, however,
seized the goods and exacted fr<m the merchants duty on
full prices fixed by the Government on such goods. Repre.
sentation was made to Ottawa, and upon the strength of that
representation, the department, after monthe' delay, re-
turned to these gentlemen the sum Mr. Watters hadt taken
from them. I say that this is an improper administration of
the law, They are casting suspicion upon the most honest
business men of this country. Within an hour after that
seizure bad taken place, it was all round the town that the
property of these men had been seized, and it affected to a
greater or less extent their business reputation inthat town.
It was a scandalous and wanton invasion of the rights of a
citi2 en. In no other country in the wide world is there such a
law on the Statute-book or a law administered as this is. I
hold in my hand the wall papers referred to, and, when I
tell you, Mr. Speaker, that in New York the price of this
wall paper is 4j cents per roll, and that the duty here is
9j cents per roll, or 212 per cent, on the original cost, you
can understand how the people of this country are bweating
under the policy of the present Governmeùt. As I said,
the fine was returned, after months of waiting, after a gross
wrong had been done to these men; and I protest here, in
the name of te business men of this country, against sncb
a law as this remaining on the Statute-book. I say it is
a wrong and an injustice to all the honest business men of
this country, and is it not monstious to see that the horde
of officers who are employed are participating in the seizures
which are made throughout the country ? There is a
sepret detective system going on which put& mon in fear

Mr. Lai&n.

1 and trembling. No man, however honest he may be, has
any security that some detective may not walk into his
business place some day, destroy his reputation, and put
him to trouble and expense; and, after all that is done,
he may have an opportunity of vindicating his char-
acter. i repeat that there is no country in the
wide world where such a system is in force. In the United
States. the smallest article which is seized bas to be con-
demned by the courts, and not in a private room, not in a
Star Chamber in Washington or in Ottawa, but before the
courts of the country. That is the way in which it is con-
demned, and, if the proof is sufficient to warrant that con-
demnation, the goods are sold for the benefit of the country.
In no other country than this is the power placed in the
hands of one man who happons to be at the head of a
department to say that a fine shall be imposed. Protests
have come from every quarter of this country, from Prince
Edward Island to British Columbia, against the Customs
law of this country, and it is time, in the interests of the
public, that a law which is so obnoxious and so capable of
injuring the business men of the country should no longer
have a place on the Statute-book.

House divided on amendment of Mr. Holton:

Messieurs

Armstrong, Fisher, Mille (Bothwell),
Bain (Wentworth), Flynn, Mitchell,
Barron, Ganthier, Neveu,
Beausoleil, Gillmor, Paterson (Brant),
Bernier, Godbout, Perry,
Borden, Quay, Platt,
Bourassa, Bale, Préfontaine,
Bowman, Holton, Pnrcell,
Brien, lunes, Rinfret,
Campbell, Jones (Halifax), Robertson,
Cartwright (Sir Rich.), Kirk, Rowand,
Casey, Landerkin, Ste. Marie,
Casgrain, Lang, Seriver,
Oharlton, Langelier (Montmency)Semple,
Ohbquette, Langelier (Quebec), Somerville
Colter, Laurier, Sutherland
C outure, Lister, Trowt
Davies, Livingoton, Turcot,
De St. Georges, Lovitt, Waldie,
Dessaint, Macdonald (Huron), Watson,
Doyon, &Intyre, Weldon (St. John)
Edwards, McKi1Ian (Huron). Weleh, and
Ellis, Mullen, Wilson (Elgin).-71.
FFetnMMigi,

NÂTs:

Messieurs

Audet,
Bain (Soulanges),
Baird,
Barnard,
Bell,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Boisvert,
Bowell,
Boyle,
Bryson,
Burns,
Oameron,
Cargill,
Carling,
Carpenter,
Caron (Sir Adolphe),
Cimon,
Cochrane,
Oockburn,
0 olby,
Corby,
Costigan,
Coulombe,
0 urran,
Daoust,
Davin,
Davis,
Dawson,

Ferguson (Renfrew),
Foster,
Freeman,
Giganlt,
Girouard,
Gordon,
Grandbois,
Guillet,
Haggart,
Hall,
Hesson,
Hickey,
Hudspeth,
Jamieson,
Joneas,
Jones (Digby)
Kenny,
Kirkpatrick,
Labelle,
Landry,
Langevin,(Sir Hector),
La Rivière,
Laurie,
Lépie,
Macdonald (Sir John),
Macdowall,
McOulla,
McDonald (Victoria),
MoDougald (Pictou),

Masson,
Mills (Annapolis),
Moffat,
Moncrief,
Montplaisir,
O'Brien,
Patterson (Essex),
Perley,
Porter,
Prior,
Riopel,
Robillard,
Roome,
Rose,
Rykert,
Shanly,
Skinner,
Small,
Smith (Ontario),
Sproule,
Stevenson,
Taylor,
Temple,
Thompson (Sir John)
Tupper,
Tyrwhitt,
Vanasse,
Wallace,
Ward,
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Denison, MeDougall(0. Breton), Weldon (Albert),
Desaulniere, McGreevy, White (Cardwell),
Desjardins, McKay, White (Renfrew),
Dewdùey, McKeen Wilmot,
Dickey, McMillan (Vaudreuil), Wilson (Argenteuil),
Dickinson, Madill, Wilson (Lennox),
Dupont, Mars, Wood (Brockville), and
Ferguson(Leeds&Gren) Marshall, Wood(W'tmorel'd>-lIl.

Amendment negatived, and House again resolved itself
into Oommittee of bupply.

(In the Committee.)

St. Vineent de Paul Penitentiary... .. 89,514 79

Mr. LAURIER. I desire to call the attention of the
Minister of Justice to this item. Shortly after, I believe,
the Minister of Justice had taken possession of his depart-
ment, it is within the remembrance of alt of us that an
outrage took place in the St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary.
I remember, and no doubt the Minister remembers, that he
promised to make an investigation not only in regard to the
facts which led te this outrage, but in regard to the manage-
ment of this penitentiary. It is a matter of notoriety that
for several years past the administration of the penitentiary
bas not been as satisfactory as might have been expected.
Upon several occasions, investigations have been held, but I
muet say that these investigations have never been con-
ducted in a manner to satisfy the public that the truth bas
been arrived at, and the Minster himself promised to make
an investigation. Last year, I requested the Minister to put
the report on the Table of the louse, and he promised to bring
the evidence before the Hlouse. He lias not yet done so.
Stili, I flnd no fault with him for not bringing the evidence
before the House, because, in my judgment, the evidence
which was then taken would be of little account in arriv-
ing at a solution as to the administration of the peniten-
tiary, because, if I am correctly informed, the investiga-
tion then made by the hon, gentleman was of a very
superficial character. It could not be otherwise, because,
as I am informed, the evidence was not taken under oath,
and consisted simply of putting a few questions to parties
who chose to come before him an>d ma*ke complainte. I
am informed that the first per-on who was asked to come
and give evidence was a Senator, residing in that locality,
who has always taken a deep interest in the management of
the institution. He thought that the witnesses should be
sworn, so that the whole investigation should be held under
oath, but the Minister did not choose to comply with his
request, and, therefore, the hon. gentleman who was ready
to give his evidence as to the causes of the insurrection and
other matters which had been in the past a subject of critical
references, declined, when he found ho could not give his
evidence under oath, to testify at all, and thereupon I am
informed the investigation proceeded in the manner which
I have detcribed. I think it all the more regrettable that
the hon. gentleman did not deem it bis duty on that occa-
sion to go more fully into the investigation of the peniten.
tiary. Since that time a complaint has been made to me
by a person who was connected with the penitentiary at
that time, and who was dismissed on account of that out-
break, and justly dismissed. A man by the name of Lefaivre
was an employé of the penitentiary at that time, and upon
the report of Mr. McCarthy he was dismissed for cowardice.
I have in my hand a report made by Mr. McCarthy, ad.
dressed to the acting warden:-

"In compliance with your ordler, I hereby submit for consideration, a
report of the oonduct of some ofthe officers during and since the lite
mutiny of the convicts here. Messenger Lefaivre, acted apparently in
a cowardly manner, during a revult of the convicts, on saturday the
24th of April last, when given a rifla by the chief keeper, and told by
him to go through the deputy warden's garden, to where the convicts
were about scaling the wall. He took the rifle but went out of the chief

keeper's uight. He hsutlly returned to the a~mory sud went home sud
keeper's sight. He hastily returned to the armory and went home and
did not appear again at the prison until Monday morning following."

Upon that the Minister dismissed Lefaivre for cowardicei
The following letter was addressed to Mr. Onimet, the
acting warden :

" Referring to your letter of the 16th of May last, transmitting a re-
port of the acting deputy warden, Wr. Meoarthy, regarding the conduet
of messenger Adolphe Lefaivre, during the revolt cf the conviets of the
24th A prit last, [am to inform you that the Minister of Justice directs
that messenger Lefaivre be dismissed."

I have never seen this man Lafaivre, but he has applied to
me and represented that on several occasions he bas asked
the privilege of defending himself, of having an investiga.
tion, and bE ing allowed to present bis own case. That cer-
tainly seems to me to be a fair demand on the part of an
officer dismissed for such a grave offence as cowardice. I
understand that he las sent to the Minister letters from
different persons, from the late warden and others, which
goes very far tcwards establishing bis innocence of the
charge. Under such circumstances it seems to me to be
justice to this man that ho should have the privilege, which
certainly cannot be denied to any man charged with an
offence, of being heard in bis own defence ard having au
investigation.

Sir JOHN TIOMPSON. The outbreak in the St Vin-
cent de Paul Penitentiary occurred in April, 1886, while
Parliament was in Session. It was immediately followed
by a full and careful investigation of the causes of the out-
break. The evidence elicited in that enquiry, conducted
by the inspector of the penitentiaries, bas been laid before
the flouse, and I think it included all the details which could
possibly be expected. At a subsequent period, when it
was ascertained that the condition of the warden, from the
injury which he bad receivad during the outbreak, was such
that his recovery was doubtfl-when it was apparent that a
reorganisation of the affairs of the prison would be neces-
sary, I was asked in this flouse whether I would not make
a thorough investigation by some other person than the
inspector of penitentiaries as to the condition of the prison.
It was undoubtedly called for because, as the hon. gentleman
has said, complaints had been rife for a long period before the
outb, eak, and I felt I was only doing what my duty to the
flouse required, when I said that another enquiry would
take place by some other person than the inspector. With
a view to redeeming that promise as fully as possible I went
to the prison myself accompanied by one of my colleagues,
the Secretary of State. We had thon practically disposed of
all the affairs connected with the reorganisation of the pri-
son. It was apparent by that time that the late wardon, Mr.
Laviolette, would not recover sufficiently to undertake bis
duties again, and that it was a question whether we should
retire him on the superannuation allowance which the law
thon provided, or whether we should make a special allow-
ance for him in view of his service and his courageous
conduct during the outbreak. By that time months had
elapsed after the outbreak, all traces of it had disappeared,
all matters relating to the cause of the ontbreak lad been
investigated. Our visit took place in the summer of 1886,
arnd the only matter in relation to which an enquiry could
with profit be conducted, was as to how far the eau 0es of the
outbreak still existed, and what the condition of the prison
was as regards discipline. It is a mistake to say that the en-
quiry was a superficial one. Every means at our disposal was
resorted to, every officer of the rison, whether offering his
testimony or not, was examine He was not simply invit-
ed to give such testimony as he might think proper, but ho
was asked every question which we thought could possibly
elicit any instructive information as to the condition of the
prison past or present. In addition to that an opportunity
was given to all the convicts who desired to make any state-
ment in regard to the affaira of the prison in the past or as tg
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its thon condition, and, in pursuance of that, at least forty
conviets, I thinkeighty, but to be within the mark I will say
forty, came forward and made statements. The investiga-
tion commenced by the examination of Mr. Bellerose. Mr.
Bellerose was not summonel, nor did ho volunteer to give
evidence, but I thought it proper, inasmuch as ho had taken
a great deal of interest in the affairs of the prison, that we
should inform him when the enquiry would begin, and
give him an opportunity to make in our presence-really
we received him with as much courtesy as could possibl
be extended to anybody-as fa a statement as ho could
make in regard to the affairs of the prison, and we hoped
ho would at loast make as full a statement as he had been
accustomed to make elsewhere with regard to the affairs
of the prison. He said immediately, in answer to my in-
vitation to him to make as full a statement as he could make,
that ho thought ho should be put upon his oath. My reply
to that was, that I saw no occasion for putting him under
oath, and that I did not seo any occasion for putting other
persons on their oath until some definite charge against the
institution as it was then or against the officers thon in
charge should be promulgated. Wo had at that time no
charge against anybody; we were simply there for the pur-
pose of making as full an enquiry as possible, and the view
which my colleague and I entertained was that, after in-
viting Mr. Bellerose, who had stigmatised the management
of that institution and the conduct of the Government in re-
gard to it in very severe terms, if ho were thon in a position
to makeany charge whatever which could form a defiite sub-
ject of enquiry, we would proceed to examine witnesses under
oath; but that it wruli b altogether premature on the occa-
sion of a visit ia connection wiLt which no charge existed to
begin to swear the first gentleman who came forward, and
who came there as a resident in the vicinity, and merely as a
person who had taken an interest in the management of the
institution. I assured Mr. Bellerose that any statement
which ho might make would be received with as much
credence by my colleague and by myself as if it wore made
under the sanction of an oathb; and I said to him further that,
if in the course of his statement any cha-ges appeared
which ought to form the subject of enquiry, we woulu take
into consideration immediately the question as to whether
evidence in regard to those charges should be taken under
oath or not. but that we were there to receive not only a
statement as to anything ho knew in connection with the
institution but to receive his own opinions likewise; and in
order to give the utmost latitude, we would prefer that
ho should make a statement altogether irrespective of the
administration of any oath. The answer which Mr.
Bellerose made was, that if ho were not sworn ho would
make no statement whatever, and upon that ho left
the room. W. felt that we would have to proceed
further, and we examined every person connected whh
the administration of the prison from the highest offi-
cor to the lowest. We began with the evidence of the
warden himself, disabled though ho was, and we went down
to the lowest officer, and after that we endeavored to ascer-
tain from the convicts themselves wnether thore was any
ground of complaint existing as regards the institution. I
regret very much that I have been unable to present the
verbatim report of the evidence thon taken. While I
admit that I ought to have presented it, if it were feasible
to do so, I do not feel culpable in view of the reason why the
evidence has not been presented. In order to have the
evidence complote to lay before Parliament, we engaged
the services of a shorthand writer in English to take the
statements the wituesses might be pleased to make in that
tongne, and a French shorthand writer to take the evidence
of those who spoke in French, and the great majority of
them made their statements in French. I have on many
occasions applied to the gentleman who tok the notes in
French for a transcription of bis notes, and I have o etred
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to pay him the most liberal rates for their transcription;
but he has declined, for rosons, I believe, in connection
with some other office or employmeut which he holdo in
the Province of Quebec, in relation to which ho has some
suspicion that employment on the part of the Dominion
Government might attach some disqualification. I have
not, therefore, in my department any of the evidence taken
in French, and that is by far the. greater portion of the
evidence, and it is only for the reasons I have stated that I
am unable to lay the evidence on the Table. The evidence
in English I shall be glad to lay on the Table at any time at
the suggestion of any member of the House, but in the ab-
sence of the French transcript I can only state, as I stated
last year, what the effect of the evidence was. We were
calied there to make an enquiry as to how far the adminis-
tration of the prison at that time was affected by any of the
incidents of the past. We examined fully the warden as to
the events of the past. It is well known to this House, I
presume, because I have no doubt it was a subject of en-
quiry before I took office, that the warden, Mr.ILaviolette,
was not on the most harmonious terms with the principal
officers of the institution. I have the utmost respect for Mr.
Laviolette as a gentleman of honor and of courage, but I
have not much respect for him as an administrator of an in-
stitution like that of St. Vincent de Paul. I think hedisplayed,
at a trying time, a disregard for bis life in the discharge of his
duty, and on that account I proposed to Parliament in 1887
the most generous vote Parliament could give, and we pen-
s oned him at the full allowance he was receiving while in
office; but I do think, and I say it with deference to bis feel-
ings on account of the respect I feel for him, that in
the administration of the affairs of this prison for some
years previous to the unfortunate revolt, ho was too much
guided by the advice of irresponsible persons outside of the
prison, and too much prejudiced in the administration of
the affairs of the institution by what ho hourd and by in-
fluences from outside against the officers who wore entitled
to share his confi jence, and who, I believe, ware very well
deserving of his confidence. The statement which Kr. Lavio-
lette thon made, and ho was unfortunately stillin a disabled
condiaî, was as kind as could well have been expected
considering his past relations to his officers. It was not alto-
gether free from blame for tbem as regards past manage-
ment, but there was no definite charge or complaint, and
when ho approached to a definite charge or complaint or re-
proach against them I must say he endeavored to soften it
as mach as passible in order if possible to pravent ill-feel-
ing boing entertained or reproach being cast upon the mon
who, ho felt, were thon to be charged with the administra-
tion of the prison. WolI, Sir, the conclusion at which my
colleague and myself came was, and it was upon the unani-
mous testimony of all the witnesses wo heard, that what-
ever discouragement and want of cordiality and confidence
had existed among the officers, leading probably to the out-
break, those causes had entircly ceased to operate. Mr.
L-aviolette, as I said, was laid aside and aithough ho was asked
to testify, it is true, about the administration of the prison
before the outbreak which occurred in 1886, there was
impressed upon everybody co.inected with the institution
the feeling that the calamity which had just taken place
ought to put an end to the differences of opinion and want
of harmony which had previously existed. We bal thon
placed Mr. Ouimet, the deputy warden, in charge of the
prison, and, in 18i7, when the Pension Act passed by
w bich Mr. Laviolette retired from the wardenship, we
promoted Mr. Oaimet permanently to be warden and Mr.
McCarthy, chief keeper, to be deputy warden. The
unanimous testimony of the witnesses, however, as I have
said, was that, in so far as the outbreak was teobe
attributed to any disagreements in the administration
of the prison, it was traceable to the want of harmo' y
which, oxisted among the oMoers and to the disposition
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on the part of the warden te enoonrage a system o
spying upon the officers by each other and by the convicts
I need not say to the Committee that when the chie
offoer of a prison encourages prisoners to spy on th
officers, and listens to thoir tales against officers, there is ar
end to ail possibility of maintaining discipline, and th
testimony, so far as we could gauge it, was that this resul
largely contributed to this unfortunate revolt. The testi
mony was unanimous that, under the administration of Mr
Onimet, all the causes that could possibly lead to dissatisfac
tion and disagreement and want of harmony amorig officere
or complaints on the parts of convicts had been removed
that Mr. Ouimet, while strict in the discharge of his duty
as he undoubtedly is, permitted no spying on the part of
convicts, encauraged no tale-bearing, and at the same tim
administered the discipline of the prison and the justiee of
the prison, in e far as it lay in bis bands,with g reat strictness
and with great propriety. The officers nearly all stated that
the prisoners h d been encouraged in times past to insubord
nation by having their offences overlooked. If a prisoner
was reported for breach of prison discipline the report
was often disregarded. In some cases the report was dis.
regarded because the prisoners were in the service of the
warden to a certain extent for the purpose of making com.
plaints against officers, and in some cases the breaches of
discipline complained of by officers were breaches of dis-
cipline, it was alleged, at which the warden had connived.
I forbear to say any more than I possib'y can in the way
of reproach against Mr. Laviolette, but I am bound to say
that every officer and every prisoner whom he could ex.
amine on the subject indicated, that these were the primary
causes of complaint and that they no longer existed. The
best corroboration that we can possibly have of these state.
ments is that from that period down to the present moment
I have not heard of a single complaint against the mode in
which that prison is administered. I leave out of the
question altogether any critiesrns which take place on
the floor of Parliament, but I mean as regards sncb
complaints as we bad prior to the revolt; complaints
coming from the officers and from the convicts and
proved by the occasional outbreaks we had. Not a
single incident of that kind bas occurred since, and the
fact that perfect peace and order have prevailed since Mr.
Ouimet was installed as wardon seems to me a satisfactory
reason why the occurrences of the past should be forgotten,
and why we sbould credit the statements made to my col-
league and myself as to the causes which led to the out-
break, and as to the fact that these causes have been satis.
factorily removed. I expressed a hope last year, if I could
possibly do so, to lay the evidence on the Table, and as soon
as I can I will do so. I did hope, and I do hope still, that
the fact that these complaints have ceased with regard to
the prison would be a reason why we shoald not enquire
too closely into the affairs of the past, believing that an
enquiry of that kind would only lead to recriminations
against offloors who bave retired from their posts, and who,
taking their whole conduct and whole career into consid-
eration, deserve that any slight want of judgment on their
part sBhould be forgotten. As regards the particular com.
plaint that theb hp. gentleman bas called to my notice
about the messenger, it is this: when the enquiry was
made as to the cause of the revolt and as to the particulars
connected with it, we had not only the duty of ascertaining
what the canses were, but we had to ascertain in what the
culpability of any persons-officers or convicts-connected
with the revolt was; and what conduct on the part of
officers or convicts entitled them to some reward. In the
case of a number cf the convicts it was found that they had
acted admirably; they had assisted in putting down the re-
volt; they had closed doors which prevented communica-
tion between different bodies of revolting prisoners, sime
Of them had sucored the ocers, some of them had helped
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f to give the alarm to the neighborho d and some of them
, had helped in the pursuit. It was felt that as regards some
f of the convicts we should be liberal in recommending them
e to His Excellency for commutation of sentence, and that was
n done. As regards some of the officers we thought they de-
e served liberal treatment for their conduct in helping to re-
t press the revolt, and that was done. As regards some of the
- offlcers we felt they were cul pable and deserved censure, and
. the censure was applied. With regard to the mssenger,
- after the fullest investigation my officer could give to
s the matter, it was reported that he had been guilty of cow-

ardice, inasmuch as instead of performing the duty assigned
to him by bis superior officer during the revolt he wet to
bide himself, and that action might bave been attended with

3 serious consequences indeed. That was the report of the
f warden and the deputy warden, and I folt we could not do

less than to dismiss him, and I accordingly agreed in bis dis-
t missal. The bon. gentleman, it is true, bas forwarded to me,
- and the ex-messenger himself bas forwarded to me, a state.
r ment denying that ho was guilty of cowardice, and demand-

ing another investigation, but I think the Committee will
see that I am in no position to accede to that request. Whdt
would be the result of an investigation of that kind ? Even
supposing that the messenger came before me and made it
appear that bis culpability was doubtful, and that is all that
could be possibly expected in the face of the evidence against
him, could I possibly restore him in violation of the disci-
pline of the prison and against the authority of the
officers who are there ? I think I could not. In fact
the officer himsolf seems to recognise that, because,
in the complaint which he bas made regarding his
dismissal and the request for a further investigation, what
he asks is: that he shall have the investigation in order that
being retired h. shall receive the gratuity which retiring
officers receive under the Act. I am not in a position to
give an officer a retiring gratuity unless he is retired on the
ground of permanent disability to perform his duties, and
the mere fact that he had been dismissed on even a doubt-
ful complaint is no ground for giving him a gratuity. I
feel that with regard to that officer (even if I thought the
case doubtful) I could not in justice to the discipline of the
prison restore him te bis position, nor have I the power
under the law to give him a gratuity. I have dispensed
with the services of this messenger feeling that it was a case
in which, to say the least, bis usefulness in the prison was of
a very doubtful character.

Mr LAURIER. The country no doubt would be glad
to hear that order and peace now prevail in the St. Vincent
de Paul Penitentiary, for it is but too true that for several
years after the dismissal of Mr. Duchesneau, in 1879 or 1880,
up to two years ago the administration of the penitentiary
for one reason or another, which I need not mention, was
of the mo t unsatisfactory character. I am not disposed to
find fault at all with what the bon. gentleman now says,
that upon whomsoever they have rested the blame of the
state of things which formerly prevailed, there would b. no
interest to serve now by going back into recrimination. I
must say, however, that if at present under the management
of Mr. Ouimet order and peace prevail it is very largely
due to the fact that the present incumbent of the office has
‡he cordial support of the inspector, and I believe of the
department. As far as I am concerned, after having read
the evidence taken at the investigation on different
occasions by Mr. Moylan, I have come to the conclusion
and I believe it is correct, that if under the management
of Mr. Laviolette a different state of things prevailed-if
the administration then was unsatisfactory, it is largely
due to the fact that Mr. Laviolette was not supported at
headquarters as he might have erpected to be supported
in fairness to himself. The hon. gentleman has borne testi-
mony to the character of Mr. Laviolette for courage and for
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manliness, and those who are acquainted with the facts will1
accept this testimony readily, but urfortunately the Min.
ister cannot extend the same encomium to Mr. Lavio-
lette's administrative ability. The hon. gentleman will
agree with me I am sure, that if an investigation such as
Mr. Lavi3lette believes himself entitled to, and such as the
public in the Province demand, had taken place, if it had
done nothing else but to vindicate the character of Mr
Laviolette for administrative abilities, as bis own conduct at
the outbreak vindicated his character for bravery, the in-
vestigation would have been proper. If the character of
Mr. Laviolette has been and still remains under a shadow,
and if investigation could have cleared that shadow, it
would have been a simple act of justice to him that this
investigation should have taken place. The hon. gentleman
said they would not take the investigation under oath, as
was demanded by Senator Bellerose, and the hon. gentleman
said, incidentally, that he thought -Mr. Bellerose had takon
too much irterest in the administration of the penitentiary.
As te that 1 will not say anything, because Mr. Bellerose
is quite able to take care of himself, and will
do so if he thinks fit. But if Mr. Bellerose would
not consent te be examined except under oath, it was not
simply because bis own evidence was not as creditable in
the estimation of the hon. gentleman himself; but Mr.
Bellerose wanted the investigation to have that sacred char-
acter which would have more fully ensured its efficiency.
He was not alone to be examined. There were several
parties interested whose character was doubtful, or bad,
and Mr. Bellerose believed it would have been more con-
ducive to justice that the evidence shmuld be taken under
oath. The hon. gentleman thougbt proper not to have that
done, because there were no charges of that kind before
him. That is no doubt true, but at the same time the hon.
gentleman has just stated that, after the investigation had
been held, it was deemed advisable to go still further into
the matter, and probe it further. If so, the probing should
be as ample and deep as possible, and for this reason it
seems to me that it would have been more satiJactory to
the public at large to have the investigation held under the
sanction of an oathi, and if so the bon. gentleman would
have been in a position to-day to speak with perhaps still
more accuracy upon the affaira of the penitentiary. I have
no disposition to criticise the administration of the peniten-
tiary since the hon. gentleman bas taken office,
because it is only fair to him to say that since he las
been in office the character of the penitentiary
seeme to bave been changed. I do not know how it is in-
ternally, now, but this I say, and I give the hon. gentleman
full credit for it, that the same complaints which circulated
formerly do not exist now, and to that extent at all events
the administration seems te bave been reformed. Coming
to the particular claim, of messenger Lefaivre, it strikes
me that the bon. gentleman must himself admit that he as
not done full justice to this man. A report has been made
to him, it is true, but the simple rules of justice required
that when this man demanded to be heard, an opportunity
should have been given him to present what evidence he
could in hie own behalf. To be discharged, as he was under
the charge of cowardice, was a very serions matter te him,
and it is very natural that ho should ask the privilege of
clearing bis character, not only for that purpose itself, but
also for the laudable purpose of being restored to the posi-
tion he formerly held, or, if ie could not, being admitted te
the consequence of good conduct to which he had been
entitled. The hon. gentleman did not think proper to grant
this man that privilege. Well, of course he is the master,
and can do as hie own sense dictates; but it seems to me he
would admit that this man has not received at his bands the
full justice to which he was entitled.

Mr. MITCHELL. I amnotgoing todiscussethe question
which bas occupied the attention of the Committee for the
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last half hour, but I am going to call the attention of the
Minister to an incident connected with this penitentiary
which I called to his attention on a former occasion. I shall
give a brief résumé of the facts which led to the incarcera-
tion in that building of an unfortunate negro boy. ie was
a waiter at the Windsor iotel in Montreal, where he got
into a quarrel with another colored man very much larger
than himself. The next night he went and got an old
pistol to tike satisfaction out of the other negro. He
got into a squabble again, and, unfortunately, in taking the
pistol out of his pocket, the lock was defective and in place
of shooting the other negro he shot a poor unfortunate man
who lay on the settee in the saloon. When the boy was put
on his trial, he had not a friend in the world, at any rate in
this country, he was from the Southern States. But his case
attracted the attention of several guests of the louse, as
well as of the proprietor, Mr. Sweet, who testified to the
prompt way he peroi med his duties as a bell boy. Another
guest of the House, Mr. Robert Kane, of Quebec, and my-
self, in company with Mr. Sweet, went to the court to
give evidence as to the character and conduct of the
boy while he was about the Windsor Hotel, as a well
meaning, smart, diligent and attentive lad. Of course
he had shot the man-thore is no doubt about that-
a man who was dying of consumption, and probably would
not have lived very many weeks. The jury brought in a
verdict of manslaughter, and he got the extraordinary
heavy sentence from the late Judge Ramsay of 20 years in
the penitentiary; and although I do not want to ay any.
thing disrespectiul of the judge, as ho bas passed awty, the
universal feeling among those who heard the evidence was
that it was a tremendous sentence. The boy went to the
penitentiary, and I sent him a message that if he behaved
himself, in the course of a few years I would take upon
myself to bring his case under the notice of the Government,
with a view o getting some remission of the extraordinarily
heavy sentenced imposed. In the peniteniary he was put
in the barber's shop, and given a good deal of latitude.
But liberty is sweet to the whole of us, and, unfortunately
foér him, an opportunity piesented to escape, which he took
advantage of. He was pursued and overtaken within a
mile of Montreal by the warden, Mr. Onimet, and two
keepers and, as most men would do under such circum-
stances, h tried to defend himself, and did some little
injury to Mr. Ouimet and some to one of the keepers. The
boy was taken back and had to suffer punishment
and the loss of his good service marks. When the
é,neute occurredi in the penitentiary, in which the warden
was shot down and the convicts endeavored in vain to break
through the walls, that boy, who saw the whole affair, closed
the door and put the bar on before the prisoners could
reach it, and had it not been for his doing so ail the pris-
oners would probably have escaped. I felt it my duty to
bring to the notice of the Minister of Justice the
circumstances connected with this boy's imprisonment
and what he did to restore order. The hon. gentleman
said he would take the matter into consideration, and the
result was that one-half of the terrm, ten years, was taken off.
I get a letter from the boy about once a year, telling me
he is bebaving himself well, and the reports of the boy's
conduct are such that I have asked the Minister of
Justice to see whether he can give him his liberty. I
think the time has arrived when the Government might
favorably consider ail the circumstances, and I brought
this matter before the Committee with a view that we might
have some share in the responsibility for the course the
Minister of Justice may decide to pursue after he has taken
it into consideration.

Mr. McMULLEN. I notice an increase in the extent of
the vote.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. There is an increase as to
salaries, but they are all statutory increases. In the mis
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cellaneous there is an increase. We are asked for a shed
and stables, for the warden's quarters, 81,500. Tools, &c.,
for shop, 81,100. Stone waggons, 880. Sleigh, $40, and
some allowance to an organist. The stable is to be built by
convict labor.

Mr. MOMULLEN. A close investigation of the expendi-
ture of the penitentiaries should be had every year. This
year there is an increase in every one of the penitentiaries
with the exception of Manitoba. In the one under discns-
sion there are 811,430 paid for salaries to officers. That is
a very large amount for a penitentiary containing 263
inmates. There are two chaplains, at $1,200 each. Some
arrangement should be made that a certain per capita al-
lowance should be allowed for each prisoner. Year by year
there is an increased demand for expenditure. Then again
there are many items of expenditure such as those which
have been referred to by the hon. member for Oxford
which, to my mind, are quite absurd.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. There has been no increase in
the salaries of the chaplains since I took office.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the number
of Protestants there?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. Speaking from memory, I think
about 200 out of 266 are Catholics. The Catholic chaplain
is paid $1,200 a year, and my predecessors considered that
tho Protestant chaplain should receive no less. It is truc
that his charge is much simaller, but the charge of both
chaplains occupies their whole time. The Protestant
chaplain has no other charge, neither has the Roman
Catholic chaplain. It is true that the number of convicts
at Kingston, where the same salaries are paid, is much
larger, but the prisoners occupy the same time of the chap.
lains at St. Vincent de Paul. I think there has been no
increase in the salaries of officers at St. Vincent de Paul
since I took office three or four years ago, or, if there has
been any, it has been in exchange for certain perquisites. It
is true that, from year to year, we have asked for additional
amounts for all these penitentiaries, but that is because
the buildings are incomplete, and it las been thought
desirable to use the prison labor in completing them. For
that reason we have taken votes from year to year in order
to perform the works which are necessary, but there bas
been no increase in the salaries, except in the way of per.
quisites, as I have already statud.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I believe the old Halifax peni-
tentiary has been sold.

Sir JOHN TIROMPSON. Yes.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). I see in the Public Accounts an

item of expenditure on the Halifax penitentiary of $1,93.1,
It is only put in the accounts of the present year, although
in the Public Accoants Committee I found that the expen-
diture was made in February, 1887. That was at the time
when an election was about to be held. It was in the dead
of winter, and people were sent to that penitentiary to
whitewash it and paint it, and to put in putty, and glue,
and spouting, and masonry work, and carpenter work, and
all for the sake of giving employment to people during the
election time. I think the House should be aware that the
Government spent nearly $2,000 at that time on a property
which they subsequently sold, I believe, for about $10,000,
merely in order to give employment to their own political
friends, and to assist the election in Halifax. That was
quite unnecessary and a complete waste of the public money.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The expenditure on the peni-
tentiary works at Halifax are not, in any way, under my
department.

Towards Immigration and Immigration Expenses... $48,610
Mr. McMIULLEiN. When this item was before the House

on a previous occasion, considerable discussion took plaoe in

regard to immigration. There has been a great deal of
looseness in the expenditure in that department. Anyone
who will carefully go over the items will see that we have
been spending a large amouant of mioney under that head for
which we have received no corresponding return. We have
undoubtedly been making an extra effort to bring people to
this country, but the evidence we have is that, when we
have brought them here, they have not staid with us
wherever they may have gone. We should persistently out
down our expenses in connection with immigration. Any-
one who will carefully read the Auditor General's Report,
and sec the manner in which money is squandered in connec-
tion with this department, will come to the conclusion that
we should almost wipe this ont altogether, and adopt some
more economical system. It may be necessary to have an
agent in Liverpool, and possibly one in London to give in-
formation to those persons who desire to come to this coun.
try, but to have men dancing up and down through the
British Islands and through the countries of Europe, at $4 or
$5 a day for expenses, Sundays and every other day, appears
to be absurd, and it is unreasonable to expect the people of
this country to put up with such a system. Every year
we have evidences of extravagance in connection with our
expenditure, here in this country and across the water. On
the other side, you find large sumais paid out in very
frivolous ways. For instance, Mr. John Dyke, of Liverpool,
has drawn for travelling expenses alone 81,463,40 for him-
self, and $763 in addition. In all, for travelling expenses
and rent for his office he has drawn $4,241,15 in addition to
his salary. I cannot understand how one man in the city
of Liverpool, discharging the duty of immigration agent,
can possibly spend such an enormous amaunt of money as
Mr. Dyke spent in travelling expenses. You can go
through this account, and find the same thing from place
to place. Then, on this aide, we find that Mr. H. H. Smith
of Winnipeg received payment for 500 Icelandie papers,
81,500 ; and so it goes on through the whole accounts. There
appears to be a looseness and a recklessness through the
whole thing which shows clearly, to my mind, that our
expenditure for immigration is far beyond what is neces-
sary. We have had some exhibitions before the Public
Accounts Committee this year. • We had Mr. Henry Smyth
examined there, and it appeared that he got instructions to
go to the north-western States, but, instead of that,
we find him in Kansas and in Omaha, and in the
Southi, and we do not know why he was there. Then
there was Mr. Webster, who was paid $1,800 for services of
that kind, when he was assisting in an election. I say it
is absurd to expeet the people toe continue year after year
paying out such an enormous amount of money virtually
for nothing. Our immigration system is an absurdity, it
is wrong, it exhibits gross extravagance, and, instead of
getting botter, it is fast getting worse. It is the duty of
the members of this House tostrongly urge upon the Minis-
ter of Agriculture the necessity of cutting down the items
of this expense. If you want to keep one man on the other
side of the Atlantic as a general agent, it should be stipu-
lated that he should not go dancing round Europe and
charging expenses in the way to which I have referred.
The idea of one man in his office drawing an ample allow-
ance in the way of salary, to spend 84,à00 in the way of
travelling expenses is absurd. The! e are too many items
of that kind, and I hope this item of expense in connection
with immigration, will be well criticised, because I am of
opinion that it is money thrown away.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. My lon. friend is
right in say ing that there is a great deal in this vote that
deserves criticism. I was also present in the Public Ac-
counts Committee and I heard Mr. Smyth testify that tbere
was not a single item in his account which was right.
There is no use talking to a man of business about an #o.
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count being presented as a correct account, when the man
who made it testifies himself that there was not a single
item of it correct. Large items were entered by which it
was clearly shown that the man was not in Kansas, but
was in Chatham attending to election business. That kind
of a thing refleocts discredit on the departnent, and it utterly
discredits any statement made by the person who presented
the account. For one I am not satisfied at ail that Mr.
Smythe did the work attributed to him, or that ho was
away during more than one of the two or three trips for
which he rendered an account. I think it is in the highest
degree undesirable that this department should be used for
the purpose of supplying mon with situations who have
rendered services of a very different kind to immigration
services, to the Government of the day. I have no
doubt whatever that Mr. Smyth got that appointment,
not for the sake of the services he was to render to
the department as immigration agent, but because
ho was a friend of the Government and had been
unfortunate in his campaign. As for Mr. Webster, I
think it is an entirely disreputable proceeding, that a man
who was receiving pay from the department of immigration,
should, to my knowledge, and to the knowledge of other
members of this House, be constantly employed in by-elec-
tions. Wherever there is a by-election Mr. Webster is there.
What services Mr. Webster performed there, I do not know.
I suppose they are services that will not bear the light at
all. « know that in half a dozen elections-and apparently
the man seems to glory in the matter-during the time that
he was in the employ of the Government, he is found to
have taken part in those elections. Now, that is decidedly
improper, and it reflects discredit upon the department
wbich employs him as well as on Mr. Webster. bien who
are being paid by the whole mass (f the voters of this country,
have no right to be working in favor of one political party
or the other. When they bocome Government employés
they should, in common decency, remember that they are
servants of the whole people, and that they are not entitled
to take part in election proceedings.

Mr. CARLING. The hon. member for South Oxford (Sir
]Richard Cartwright) has made a charge against the de-
partment of employing of Mr. Smyth and Mr. Webster. I
heard the hon. gentleman say the other day that Mr.
Smyth wes a " hanger-on." Now, I do not think that hon.
gentleman was justified in making that statement. Mr.
Smyth, as I said before in this House, has held all the
prominent positions that a man could hold in his own con-
stituency, having been town councillor, mayor of the town
and member for that county for a number of years. lHe had
sat in this House, and I think was respected by bis col-
leagues who knew him. Mr. Smyth was engaged for six
months only, although bis time did extend for two or three
weeks after that engagement; and be bas not been in the
employ of the Government since the autumn of 1887. I
think that the charge that Mr. Smyth was a hanger-on,
when he had only been in the employment of the Govern-
ment six or seven months, is not warranted by the facts. I
believe that he rendered good service to bis country. lie
was not asked to go away to the United States and re-
main there, but to work in his own riding, and to check-
mate the iLflUenCeS that were being brought to bear by the
agents or runners of American railway and land companies
to induce our people to go to the United States instead of
going to our great North-West. I am satisfied that Mr.
Smyth did render good service to the country, and that
he prevented thousands of people from going to Dakota and
induced tbem to go to our own North-West. Then, with
regard to Mr. Webster. the hon. member says ho was em.
ployed for political purposes. Mr. Webster is a well known
farmer in the eastern part of Canada, and I have no doubt
that the hon. gentleman knows him, because I believe he
comes from the city of Kingston. I believe M.r. Webster

Sir. RIHUAaD CARTWiauT.

has induced hundreds and thousands of people, who would
otherwise have gone to the United States, to go to iur own
North-West. We have evidenoce of that, within the last
few months, bundreds of 'people having loft Toronto for
the North-West, who had the idea of going to the United
States. The hon. gentleman said something about a by-
election. We'll, I advised Mr. Webster te go to all public
gatherings, wherever a large number of people were gath-
ered together-

Some hon. ME!ABERS. Hear, hear.
Mr. CARLING. Do hon. gentlemen mean to say that

parties in Ontario, who are paid by the Local GovernmneÈt,
are not canvassing and working for that Government ?

Mr. MoMULLEN. Name them.
Mr. CARLING. I can say myself that an officer of the

Local Govern ment--
Mr. McMULLEN. Name one.

Mr. CARLING. In the city of London, Mr. Hutchinson,
County Attorney for the County of Middlesex.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh.
Mr. CARLING. I thought you wanted me to name some

one. I can shy that Mr. Hutchinson, the County Attorney
of the County of Middlesex, took the platform in the city of
London and addressed the electors against Sir John A.
Macdonald and myself. I am told that an officer of the
Central Prison in Toronto was one of the scrutineers in the
County of Haldimand in the last election. We know that
all the license inspectors all over Ontario are election
agents working in opposition to Ibis Government, and in
favor of the candidates of the Local Goverument. Mr.
Webster was not instructed to take any part in the elec-
tions. le was not in the employment of the Government
when he attended some of the elections. The hon. gentle-
man stated in the House a few nights ago that Mr. Web-
ster was in the employment of the Government at the last
Haldimand election, I stated that was not correct. The
hon. gentleman said he could prove it.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I did prove it before the Public Ac-
counts Committee.

Mr. CARLING. I would ask the hon, gentlemen that
were in this House on that occasion if the hon. gentleman
for North Wellington did not say that Mr. Webster was at
the last Haldimand election.

Mr. MOMULLEN. You eau take advantage of the state-
ment.

Mr. CARLING. I will read from Ransard what took
place. The report is as follows:-

" Mr. C ARLING. Do you know he was in Haldimand during the
time ha was employed by the Government?

" Mr. MULOOK. I amtold he was.
" Mr. McUiULLEN. We know he was by the Public Accounts, bythe

accounts that he sent in himseif, and we will prove it by the Public
Accounts Committee to-morrow. By an order of this flouse he sent in
the return of his services and the different places where 'he bad been,
and in that return there is a charge for expenses from Kingston mto
Haldimand, and Hallimand back again to Kingston, during the election
campaig.

"1Mr. CARLING. What year was that in?
"Mr. McMULLEN. Diuring the last election that took place in

Haldimand.
g Mr. CARLING. I can only say to the han. ge'tlenian that he is

qite mistaken. I sey there is no account in the depdftment for Mr.
Webster for over a year. I state to tbis flouse that the hou. gentleman

is -making a statement that is totally untrue. Mr. 'Webster did not
receive a dolrar from the Goverament during the time of the lat elec-
tion in Haldimand."

I only stated that the hon. member for North Wellington (Mr.
Me Xullen), had made that statement, and I have quoted the
report from Bansard. I think 1 have proved to the Houe
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that the statement made by the hon. gentleman a few mo-
meets *go was ieoorreet. Mr. Webster, I contend, bas
rendered good service to the country, and I ain continuing
him in the Government's employ, and it is my intention to
do so, because I know he has been the cause of sending hun-
dreds of our young men-

Mr. MILILS <Bothwell). Ont of the country.
Mr. CARLING. Not out of the country, because they

have gone to our own country, but tbey wotud possibly have
been induced by American land and railway agents to go
to the United Siates.

Mr. MILLS (B9thwell). Then you are employing agents
to send men from one Province to another.

Mr. CARLING. No, Iam not. The American Government
have consular agents in nearly every city and town in the
Dominion. TheiT land and ruilway companies have flooded,
this country with literature, to induce our young people to
go to their country, and I thought it was high time we
should take stops to check the action of American agents
and induce our people to go to our own North-West, and
show them it is equal and even a superior country to the
Western States. I am satisfied that the Immigration De-
partment has been conducted with due economy, notwith-
standing what has been said by hon. gentlemen opposite.
The member for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright)
held the position of Finance Minister for five years, trom
1874 to 1878. In 1874, 8251,000 wore expended by the
Government of the hon. gentleman for immigration.

Sir RICHARD CAR TWRIGHT. What if it was?
Mi. CA RLING. In 1875 they expended 8296,0 0; in

1b76, $284,Ot00; in 1887, $183,000 ; in 1878, 8185,000, and
the cost per immigrant per head during those years was
$8 40, while during the next five years we brought it down
10 83.52. We brought in 373,000 people,î-

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. How many did yon
keep in the country ?

Mr. CARLING-as against 149,000 brought in by hon.
gentlemen opposite, and the cost in our case was 83.52 as
against $8.40 during the administration of hon. gentlemen
opposite. During the last five years we have brought in
425,000 at a cost of $3.62 per head. Hon. gentlemen oppo-
site need not, therefore, talk of extravagance since the pre
sent administration have been in power. Statements have
been made by hon. gentlemen opposite with respect to the
employment of Mr. Webster and Mr. Smyth, but I find dur-
ing the five years they were in power frota 35 to 30 gentle-
men werè employed as travelling agents. They included,
E. Simays, J. Korman, J. H. Simonson, Gustave Bossange,
James Wallace, G. R. Kingsmill, John Tailbot, C. J. Beck-
man, M. de la Mothe, H. Matheson, H. J. Richards, Madam
Von Koerber, W. W. Madden, Edw. Farrer, Paul de Cazes,
A. Walumley, H. Taylor, C. Lalime, R. Whiteford, Peter
O'Leary, A. L. Borsen, S Johnasson, A. G. Nicholson, G. J.
Whellans. The Government found it neceisary to give em-
ployment to that large number of gentlemen in order to
lurther immigration, and I think they were perfectly justi-
lied in doing so, and the expenditure amounted to no less
than $1,250,000 for immigration purposes while hon. gentle-
mon opposite were in power, or a cost of 88.40 per head per
i mmigrant, as compared with $3.50 or $3.60 since that time.
I assure the Committee, that every economy bas been used
in the administration of my department, and that every
redoction bas been made that could consistently be made
in order to keep down the expenses.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Under what pos-
sibility can the hon,. gentleman contend that the aceounts
connected with his department and the facts he presents
are -wrtbyof-a inglei nstant'is consideration. We had the

opportunity of testing bis statements by his own return as
to immigration. His department was sifted most thoroughly
in the Public Accounts Committee in regard to the state-
ment that 166,000 people had been placed in the North-
West during the period from 18i1 to 1886. How then does
it occur that of that number only 40,000 remained there ?
If there was a particle of truth in that statement, such was
the maladministration of the Government and the Immigra-
tion Department that out of every batch of four people they
pretended to have settled, they have driven three out of the
country, and these three in every case become immigration
agents of a most mischievous character, because whon you
bring men into the country and cannot keep them there, ont
they go to ancther country, and they invariably give a very
bad account of the country to which they went and where
they were unable to stay. There is no getting over this
one tact, which is worth a thousand other facts as to the
reliability of the hon. gentleman's statements. I showed
when the Budget discussion was up that if the bon. gentle-
man's statement had any foundation in fact, if it were true
that he brought 630,000 people into this country, I showed
that he was instrumental in driving 700,000 people out of it.
Here are the hon. gentleman's estimates of the population.
The hon. gentleman declared, in answer to a question of
mine, that there were 4,b36,000 people in Canada; he de-
clared that he had brought in uccording to his own estimate
over 630,000 people, and as we had 4,824,000 by the cenSus
returns of 18b1, it follows as clearly as anything can follow
that adding the immigiants which ho alleges were brought
in, we have 5,000 less than we 'had in 1881, and if these
immigrants were actual settlers we have lost700,000 people.
rhat is the result of thu hon. gentleman's policy and of the
enormous expenditure whicb ho incuired for the purpose,
as ho alleges, of promoting immigration. I say that, under
these circu mstances, every penny of this vote is worse than
wasted. If the hon. gentleman does succeed in bringing
people in here, ho brings them to turn ont our own people,
according to bis own statement.

Mr. CARLING. You said you brought in 149,000.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Aye, and the mostof

them stayed that we brought in. Tbere is another fact that
bas been ascertained that the exodus attained huge propor-
tions after the hon. gentl. men cane into power, and ini.
tiated their poicy. Tnere id not to-day, in ail probability,
one single rural district in Ontario (except two or three of
the new settled counties) in which the rural population
have not diminished. At any ra·e th>y bave failed to retain
their natural increase under the policy of hon. gentlemen.

Mr. HESSON. What evidence have you ?
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGfIT. The evidence of the

municipal statisties.
Mr. HESSON. What about the city of Toronto ?
Sir RICHIARD CARTWRIGFHT. l a few cities no

doubt there bas been an increase, and probably Toronto bas
absorbed the population of a considerable portion of the
district around.

Mr. HESSON. Every farm is occupied in Ontario to-
day.

Sir RICH ARD CARTWR[GlH1r. Yes ; but it is not
occapied as well as it was. In a great number of the rural
constituencies the rural population is diminisiing at the
present moment. The returns show distinely that the rural
population has noL incrcasdu in the space o seven or eight
years, and in Ontario according to the statistics the rural
population has not increased 10,000 soule. The faot is that
the bon. gentleman's policy may have gathered together a
certain numbar of people in our towns and cities, but a very
considerable number of them are not desirable immigrants to
come to this country ; a very coniderable nittmber of them
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are a but then on our resources and a tax on the charity
of the people of Canada-the last kind of people whom it is
desirable we should bring into this country to replace our own
yeomanry. I make the statement, and i would cal attention
of the hon. members from Toronto to it, that 8,000 persons had
received relief in Toronto in the lat month or two of 1888.
I have received from a gentleman who knows thoroughly
the details of these matters, more than confirmation of the
statements I made. I find that the Toronto Relief Society
relie-,ed 807 families, representing 4,035 souls and the dotails
will be found in the Mail newspaper of the 12th November,
1888. I find that the Irish Protestant Benevolent Society
relieved 100 families, representing 500 souls, and that the
St. George's Society relieved more than 3,500 persons. If
hon. gentlemen have sufRcient arithmetical powers to add
these figures together they will see that they exceed 8,000
souls. The truth of the matter is that the hon. gentlemen
have been using this immigration money for political pur-
poses, and the greater pait of it bas gone to pay their news.
paper hacks, and to pay hacks like Mr. Webster and Mr.
Smyth. The Minister of Agriculture had not one word to
say in defence of the outrageous statements we heard in the
Public Accounts Committee when Mr. Smyth, on being ex-
amined before us, was obliged to state thatnot one single date
in bis account was coirect, and that at the date when he
alleged he had paid out considerable sumq of moncy, for ail
of which he was paid by the department, it was cleariy
proved that Smyth was in Chatham. What has the Min-
ister of Agriculture to say in defence of this ? What does
he say in the face of his own letters of instruction to this
patriot; this deserving servant of the public; this man
who is an honor to his party and to his country-what
does the Minister say when is own letter shows that
was part of Mr. Smyth's duty, to preserve dates and vouch-
ers, while the evidence in the Public Accounts Committee
showed that not one single date was correct. I say that it
is an outrage that the publie money should go to men who
cannot even present a decent account of the expenses they
have incurred. I do not care what the officers of the
Government of Ontario may do; that is no answer, that is
no excuse, that is no defense for the hon. gentleman paying
the public money to agents employed in by-elections
througbout this country as is the case with Mr. Webster.
I say that it is a dishonest abuse of the public money and
that the hon. gentleman las no business to pay Mr.Webster
or to employ such men to act as immigrant agents.

Mr. DENISON. I would ask the member for South
Oxford where he got the fact that 8,000 families were
relieved in Toronto; whether the calculations are from the
official returns or whether they are made up by himself?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I received the account
from one of the parties concerned. He gave me a total
number of 4,035.

Mr. DENISON. I do not know whether the hon. gentle-
man is aware that a number of tramps go t theflouse of
Industry.

Sir RICIARD CARTWRIGHT. This is wholly apart
from that. I received a number of small details having re.
ference to the House of Industry and other places, but I did
not think it worth while to include them. I only gave three
items out of about a score.

Mr. DENISON. Of course if tie hon. member counted
as families paupers and those receiving aid as tramps that
would increase the number.

Sir RICHARD CAR'WRIGRT. My calculation was
wholly apart from that.

Mr. MoMULLE N{. I want to settle this question with
regard to Mr. Webster. The statement I made in the House
some time ago was that I could prove by the Public Ao-

Sir RIcRaZD CAarwurGT,

counts that Mr. Webster was at the last eleotion in Haldi-
mand; that is, the last election of which we had an account
in the Publie Accounts.

Some hon. MEKMBERS. No, no; you have said the la
election.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I said the last election for whieh we
have a return in the Public Accounts and the Minister
understood me in that way.

Mr. CARLING. No.

Mr. MoMULLEN. He now tries to shield himself behind
the fact that there were several elections in Haldimand and
he tries to pin me down to the "last election." I said dis-
tinctly in my statement, and he bas read my words, that I
could prove from the Public Accounts that Mr. Webster
was in Haldimand at the expense of this country as shown
by the Public Accounts, and here is the proof from a certi-
fied copy of the account. On the 28th day of October when
he was in the employ of this country--

Some hon. ME MBERS. What year ?
Mr. MoMULLEN. 1887-88, he bought a railroad ticket.
Some hon. MEMBERS. What year did you say?
Mr. MoMULLEN. Hon. gentlemen should keep quiet.

I kncw the point is a sore one and I know they do not like
it, buL i will give it to them. On the 28th October he
bought a railroad ticket from Kingston, where he lives, to
Ottawa for $4.10. On the 29th he bought another railway
ticket from Ottawa to Drumbo for S10, and a sleeping car
ticket from Ottawa to Toronto for 82; he bought a railway
ticket on the same date from Drumbo to Dunnville for
82.25; then, on the 30th he bought a ticket Irom Dunnville
to Cayuga, where he remained from the 28th of October
until the 14th of November, and the election was on the
12th of November ; on the 14th of November, he bought a
return ticket from Cayuga to Kingston for $7, and the
country paid the whole bill. The hon. gentleman would
try to shield himself behind the statement that this was
not at the last election, but I have stated distinctly that it
was at the last election, and it was proved before the Pub-
lic Aqcounts Committee. I must say that this business of
Webster is a positive disgrace.

Mr. HESSON. He was not there at all.
Mr. Mo MULLEN. He wis there, and he was there at

the expense of this country, while we were paying him 82
a day and his travelling expenses, and the hon. gentleman
and the Minister of Immigration dare tu say that he was
not there. The hon. Minister used to be known in western
Canada as "Honest John," but I thinkwewill have tochange
that and call him Boodling Jack, which will suit him better.
There is no man in the opposite party who would do the
boodling that he does, and would brazen it out and face the
country as he does. There is no other man who woald dare
to come here and try to shield himself behind the fact that
there were four elections hld in Haldimand, when I have
distinctly stated that I am referring to the last election as
shown by the Public Accounts. I say that it is shameful
for the Minister to stand up in this House and try to cram
such a statement down our throats when the Public Ae-
counts show that he secretly, intentionally and with fore-
thought paid out the money of this country to Webster to
go to Haldimand to canvass and work in the election there.
We do not know how much more he carried there. When
he came to Ottawa he got instructions from the hon, gentle-
man. There is no doubt he filled his pockets and paid him
for going there and coming back. These accounts show
clearly that a great deal of money is paid out to men for
work in this way for which we get no value. Here is an
item of $400 paid to Mr. McMillan for lectures on Çanada.
Then there is an item, J. 1. Hubbard, disseminating infor.
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mation at exhibition, $243.35. Will the hon. gentleman
tell me who he is?

Mr. CARLING. Mr. McMillan is now an agent of the
Manitoba Government, a very respectable man, who went
from Manitoba to the old eountry and rendered very good
service there.

Mr. MOMULLEN. How many lectures were delivered ?
Mr. CARLING. I am not prepared to say how many

lectures.
Mr. MoMULLEN. I want to know where J. B. Brooks

lectures, who received $250 ?
Mr. CARLING. He lectured in England, and he was

sent from Manitoba. I cannot say the number of times he
lectured. He was under direction of the High Commis-
sioner's office, and I dare say I could ascertain the number
of times ho lectured.

Mr. MoMULLEN. Will the hon. Minister tell me who
Captain Clarke is, who received 8920, and what has ho been
doing?

Mr. CARLING. (japtain Clarke is a highly respectable
gentleman from the city of Winnipeg, who went over to
assist at the Indian and Colonial Exhibition, and was after-
wards employed by the Government to attend the Glasgow
exhibition, and rendered excellent service to the Govern-
ment there.

Mr. DAVIN. I happened to be in England at the time
this Mr. Brooks was lecturing, and I know he lectured in
London, and I saw a notice of his lecture in.one of the Lon-
don papers.

Mr. McMULLEN. I see that T. Skinner has been paid
81,740 for 550 copies of the Canadian Gazette. What is that ?

Mr. CARLING. The Canadian Gazette is a paper pub-
lished in London, England, which advocates the cause of
Canada as well as any paper in London could, and the High
Commissioner thinks it necessary that a large number of
copies of this paper ehould be sent to different prominent
men in Europe, and distributed for the benefit of the Do-
minion.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I see we pay him in addition $946.50
for advertising. I see that G. Vekeman has received $500
for distributing Flemish pamphlets. What were these ?

Mr. CARLING. These were immigration pamphlets.
Mr. CASEY. I would like to ask the Minister where

these Flemish pamphlets were distributed ? Does the hon.
gentleman know where the Flemish language is spoken and
the pamphlet distributed, how much will pay for the special
puifs given the High Commissioner in the Canadian Gazette,
ard what are the relations betwoen the Canadian Gazette
and the Government ? The hon. gentleman has not shown
much knowledge about the working of his department, but
perbaps he does know what are the relations between it and
the Canadian Gazette. I do not say that the High Com-
missioner does not deserve these enconiums. He is a man
of great ability and intelligence, and has left his traces in
the Government since he left it himseolf.

Mr. L&RIVIÈRE. Last year we had over 300 Flemish
emigrants who came to Winnipeg and settled in the Pro-
vince of Manitoba, and not later than a week ago 150 more
came from the same country, and settled in the Province of
Manitoba.

Mr. MoMULLEN. What has Professor Tanner done ?

Mr. CARLING. He visited this country at the recom.
mendation of influential people in England, and wrote
an excellent pamphlet describing the advantages of the
ountry for emigration, for the consideration of writimg

i which we paid him the amount mentioned towards his
travelling expenses.

Mr. CASEY. What are the relations between the Gov-
ernmient and the Gazette ? l it a private enterprise or a
Government enterprise ?

Mr. CARLING. The paper is altogether a private en.
terprise. We pay this money as a subvention, the object
being to advocate Canada as a field for emigration.

Mr. CASEY. Wu find 81,700 paid apart from the adver-
tising, and a large amount paid for copies of the Gazette.

Mr. CARLING. We take a large number of the papers
for distribution.

Mr. LARIVIÈ RE. Does the Gazette publish any adver.
tisement, such as " Rough on Rats?" We might get a few
"rats" for the hon. gentleman.

Mr. MoMULLEN. With regard to the statement of the
hon. member for Manitoba (Mr. LaRivière) that three hun-
dred Belgians went to the North-West last year, only 255
came according to the immigration returns. Either the
hon. gentleman's statement is not true, or the report is not
true. Mr. John Dyke draws a large amount of money for
the Newcastle show.

Mr. CARLING. Mr. Dyke attended at the request of
the Government the exhibition, where ho might have an
opportunity of lecturing, and distributing literature among
the people. Mr. Dyke has rendered excellent service to
the country.

Mr. CASEY. As reference has been made to Mr. Hector
Fabre, I would like to ask the hon. gentleman how many
immigrants have come to Canada as the consequence of this
service. We pay Mr. Fabre 83,000 for services in Paris,
and $1,700 for services in London. It is well known that that
gentleman was the editor of a newspaper which supported
my hon. friend from East York when he was in power, and
that ho wished to be made a Senator.

Mr. FOSTER. Mr. Chairman, if you will allow me-
Mr. CASEY. No, I will not allow you.
Mr. FOSTE R. I rise to a point of order. Mr. Hector

Fabre is not paid out of this vote, and consequently has no
connection with it. I think we had better wait till we come
to the vote with which ho is connected.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. If the hon. gentleman
will look at the Auditor Genral's Report, he will find that
Mr. Fabre was paid 81,900 out of this vote for a variety of
things.

Mr. MoMULLEN. He was paid 81,700.
Mr. RYKERT. Which is right ?

Mr. CASEY. As my hon. friend has shown that fr.
Hector Fabre bas been paid out of this vote, I think I am
quite in order. As I said, that gentleman wished to be
made a Senator when my hon. friend from East York (Ur.
Mackenzie) was in power. That is well known to everyone
on this aide and on the other side, except to those who have
com4 in since. When the present Government cane into
power, he was made a Senator, and just afterwards they
sent him on a sinecure mission to Paris, where ho had
83,000 a year to draw and nothing to do. I think ho sent
out thrce immigrants. For $12,000 which ho received in
four years, ho sent out three immigrants. Of course, a gen-
tleman who worked so hard must be recompensed in every
way possible, and, as my hon. friend from Wellington (Mr.
McMullen) has pointed out, ho bas had pickings out of this
vote for the London office to the extent of $1,700. By this
time, I fancy the Minister of Agriculture has been posted
as to the page in the Auditor General's Report which ho
ought to look at, and I will give him a chance to explain.
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Mr. MoMULLIBN. I see that John Sumner ofCarleton

Place received $1,200 for services, and a living allowance
of $1.50 a day, amounting to $59 more, or $1,749 in all.
What was he doing ?

Mr. CARLING. Mr. Sumner is employed on the Grand
Trunk Railway to go with immigrants from Montreal to
Toronto, and he has been so employed for a number of
years. He las been employed since 18;3.

Mr. Mr MULLEN. Doos he pass up and down on the
railway ?

Mr. CARLING. He was employed from 1872, and
during the time the hon. gentleman's friends were in power,
to go to Toronto with the immigrants to see that they were
properly cared for, and were properly handled when they
got to Toronto.

Mr. fcMULLEN. On the same page of the Auditor
General's Report, 0-156, I fin d the name of A. O. Kellam,
Compton, Que.

Mr. CARLING. That gentleman was employed on the
road between Halifax and Quebec and between Quebec and
Montreal. He is not in the service now. He is dead.

Mr. McMULLEN. Was he attending by-elections?

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). There is an item which I would
like the Minister to explain in reference to the duties and
the results of Mr. Metcalfe's operations. Hie is, I believe,
the local representative in the Conservative interest for
Kingston. He is employed, as I understand, during the
greater part of the summer, but he gets permission to leave
hie duties, which no doubt are very arduous, during the
Session of the Local Legislature. I would like the Minister
to explain to me what h. bas been doing and whether he
bas reported to him, and, if so, where I will be able to find
his report ?

Mr. CARLING. The hon. gentleman has stated that
Mr. Metcalfe received permission to attend the Local Legis.
lature. Mr. Metcalfe was employed from the lst April
until the lst January. He has not been employed from the
lst January to the lst April. He las been employed as an
intelligence officer in the City of Winnipeg to assist in giv-
ing information to the large number of immigrants who go
there each year. Some 20,000 or 30,000 immigrants arrive
in Winnipeg, and we have an intelligence office near the
station, of which Mr. Metealfe has charge. He has done
excellent work, and all parties who have been there from
this part of the country can testify to the excellent work he
has done.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I would like to have some evi.
dence besides the bald assertion of the Minister as to the
work he as performed. T.he Minister may have been told
by parties who have been there that he was performing
exaellent service, but we have no report from Mr. Metcalfe.
Has he reported officially to the Minister? fHas he given the
Minister any evidence that ho hu been performing this ser-
vice ? I had no doubt that the Minister would say he was a
very excellent officer, and a very, very respectable man.
All the representatives in the Conservative ranks, according
to their own estimation, are such, but I want a little more
than that. I see that the hon. member for Provencher (Mr.
Larivière) made a statement as to rats. Perhaps he may
have a just appreciation of something of that kind. Perhaps
he may have had an opportunity of illustrating the benefit
of ratting. Perhaps he may remember some aof his former
actions in relation to ratting.

Mr. RYKERT. I rise to a point of order. Thore is
nothing of that kind in the Estimates,

Some hon. MEIIBERS. Rats,
Mr. Casicr.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). 1 am pleased to se the sudden
change which pervades the face of the hon. member for Lin.
coln (Kr. Ryker t) when a reference is made to ratting. I
see that his hair is standing on end. That might represent
that he is frightened, and that he is going to rat too. Per-
haps, if he goes to his own constituency, ho may find some
people there ratting, and that is not very agreeable to that
hon. gentleman. What I was desirous to know, when I was
interrupted, was what are the dutties of this man Metoalfe,
and whether ho has made any report to the Minister, and
how much he has received from the Govern.ment up to the
present time for his services during the last year. I really
think that we are entitled to have the information.

Mr. DAVIN. I happen to know something about Kr.
Metcalfe. If my hon. friend were to go to Winnipeg while
immigrants were coming in there, ho would se that
Mr. Metcalfe is probably one of the most active officers
in the employ of the Government. Ho is indefatigable
in directing immigrants where they should go, all over
M-nitoba and the North-West Territories, aç :ording to the
best of his judgment. If Mr. Metcalfe were not employed,
somebody else would have to be employed in that position.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). In my simplicity I supposed the
Minieter who had charge of the department would be able
to give us the information, otherwise I would have asked
the hon. member for East Assiniboia, whom we all know is
ready to give information to every one who deaires it in
this House. I hope the hon. member will not feel in any
way hurt because I neglected to ask him before asking the
Minister.

Mr. CARLING. Mr. Metcalfe, as [ have already explain-
ed, had charge of the intelligence office during the summer
season. His duty was to advise immigrants and to send
them to proper sections for settlement, in a word, to give
all the information possible. He is only employed from
spring until autumn.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Ras h made a report ?
Mr. CARLING. I do not know that it is necessary. He

is not an agent.
Mr. WILSON (Elgin). as he made a report? The

hon. gentleman can say, yes or no.

Mr. CARLING. He has written a number of letters to
the department, which were not published in the reports,
explaining what he has done.

Mr. LARIVIUIRE. I owe a word of explanation to the
hon. member for East Elgin. I did not think, when I
referred to this advertisement as a joke, that there would
be an applicant so soon for the position. I am sorry that
in referring to that advertisement I have offended the hon.
member. I did not expect to raise his ambition so soon.

Mr. WATSON. There is one item mentioned here that I
highly approve of, Mr. A. Mc Millan, lecturer, 8400. I believe,
knowing that gentleman, that the money was well expended.
,Mr. McMillan is employed by the Local Government, and has
been a very efficient immigration agent, and has delivered
lectures in the old country. As long as money is judiciously
spent on immigration to Manitoba and the North-West, I
will support any vote in this House for that purpose. At
the same time I believe that large sumo of money are
practically thrown away under our present system of assist-
ing immigration. I have no better proof of this faut than
the report of Mr. Grahame, the immigration agent in the
city of Winnipeg. i have always coùtended that a great
number of people that were reported to have gone to Man-
itoba and the North-West by the Minister of Agriculture in
bis annual report, did not go there, or if they did go, they
did not remain there. On this point I may remark that in
looking over the Bansard I Und that while I was absent
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from my seat a few moments the other night, the hon
member for Selkirk (Mr. Daly) made a statement that w
had a most iniquitous-

Mr. DAVIN. I rise to a point of order. The hon. mem
ber cannot refer to a previous debate.

Mr. WATSON. It has boon stated in this louse thal
the Government of Manitoba had not the confidence of the
people. It is not necessary for me to take up the time of
the House to prove that they have the confidence of the
people. I will just say that the administration of the Local
Government that preceded them was objectionable to the
people, from the fact that, whether from the fault of that
Government or of the Ottawa Government, the immigrants
who went into that Province did not remain there, and the
people, when the local elections occurred, almost unanim-
ously recorded their votes against the administration pre-
ceding the present one. Only four Conservatives were left
in the Local Legislature in Manitoba; in two of the consti-
tuencies, two Liberals were running against one Conserva.
tive. There could not be better evidence furnished to show
the unpopularity of the administration of this Government
and the administration of the previous Conservative Gov-
ernment of the Province of Manitoba The report of Mr.
Grahame contains statements which I have always held to
be correct in this House, and probably the Minister will
believe them now that they are to be found in a report of
his own officer, and a very good officer Mr. Grahame is. He
says:

'ia,-I have the honor to submit to you my immigration report on
Manitoba and the Canadian North-West Territories, during the present
year

iMany will be snrpried t learn,that the number of actual settiers
in eur Province and Territories, has not heen as large as expected,
neither has the amount of wealth brought in by those who have come,-
been as considerable as that of former years. This xiiay appear strange
when we consider the many efforts that were put forth by the different
òrganisations to induce immigration to the Province and neighboring
Territories, but it is nevertheless a fact, that, out of the many thousands
who left the Mother Country, ostens bly for the North-West, a large
number of them found occupation and homes on the Pacifie coast, and, I
regret to say, a large majority of these are on the American side.

& Strenuous efforts have been made both by myself and staff as well
as others who are interested in immigraton, to cause these people to
remain but they preferred to follow out their own plans.

"I merely mention this as an illustration of the fast increasing diffi-
culties attending the efforts of your agents to aid in thsuccessful settle-
ment of the large area of vacant lanIs in this Province and adjoining
Territories."

Efforts no doubt should be made to keep immigrants in
Manitoba and the North-West, for on the Pacific coast there
is no great field for them, as there are not there the same
advantages offered by the North-West and Manitoba for
settlement in the shape of vast tracts of arable land, and
these advantages should be pointed out to immigrants. No
doubt the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company will induce
immigrants to go as far west as possible for the purpose of
collecting fares from them. The Local Government of
Manitoba are doing much to encourage immigration there
at present, not from foreign countries but from other Pro-
vinces of the Dominion. Some may object to this, but 1,
as a Manitoban, want to see the people come and fill up the
country. I believe people in Manitoba are worth mord than
in any other Province because their lands will produce better
results. The Local Government has an agent Mr. Mc Millan,
and Mr. Clarke who, although not an immigration agent
proper, has charge of the exhibits, both good officers, and
when the Minister of Immigration learns that the Local
Government of Manitoba are prepared to furnish men of
the stamp of Mr. McMillan to go to the old country and
delhver lectures there, I hope they will aid the Province
more liberally than in the past. This year they propose to
expend $10,000 for immigration purposes, and if they were
assisted by the Dominion Government much could be done
to encourage immigration to Manitoba and the North-Wes'.
They have adopted*a system which is preferable to sending
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. out immigration pamphlets and that is sending samples of
e the products of the Provinee, and good results have followed

this system. Immigration pamphlets are distributed by the
thousands throughout this country, especially to the consti-
tuents of hon. gentlemen which are intended for distribution
in foreign countries, and a display of the exhibits illustrating
the products of the country bas more effect in inducing im-
migration than any other system

Mr. PATERSON (Brant.) Is there any report from Mr.
Smith ?

Mr. CARLING. There is no report except that which
appeared last year; he has not been employed this year.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I think all his letters and
reports should be laid on the Table of the House.

Mr. CARLING. He was required to attend with all his
corresponderce before the Public Accounts Committee, and
he did so.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Has Mr. Metcalfe reported ?
Mr. CARLING. I have already stated that Mr. Metcalfe

had correspondence with the department, but made no
official report. He was employed as an intelligence officer,
We had an immigration agent in Winnipeg. He was tom.
porarily employed during the summer months.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). We are entitled to more infor.
mation than wa have recived. Mr. Metcalfe has received
$1,400 or 81,500 and the whole office has cost between
84,000 or 85,000.

Mr. CARLING. Does the hon. gentleman mean that the
Intelligence Office, of which Mr. Metcalfe is chief, cost
$4,000 or $5,000 a year ?

Mr.WILSON (Elgin). The expenses of the office as shown
by the Auditor General's Report were 84,519. I am not com.
p:aining of the lack of knowledge of items which the Min-
ister should have at his fingers' end so much as that we
have no means of knowing what services are performed by
officcrs such as Mr. Metcalfe. We are called upon to vote
large bums of money for Mr. Smytho, but we have no re-
ports of the duties performed by him furtber than the evi-
dence he gives before the Public Accounts Committee, and
a more pitiable and a more unfortunate examination in the
interest of the Government, never took place before any
committee. It is an outrage that this man should draw
money from the Government and yet that he does not com-
ply in any respect with the instructions which the Minister
sent him. He makes no report, he gives no dates or no in-
formation further than that h. knew that he had been em.
ployed a certain number of days and that he had expended
a certain sum of money. I was surprised this afternoon to
hear my friend the Minister state that he had ordered Mr.
Webster to go to places where there were gatherings of
people. I have no doubt that this was true and that the
chief part of his duty was to go to places where there were
gatherings and especially where those gatherings took
place about election times. I say that from theevidence of
Mr. Webster himself, his principal duty is to go from one
county to atiother during an election campaign to do the
dirty work of the Government of the day.

An hon. MEMBER. Oh no, not dirty work.
Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I say it advisedly. I hold, Sir,

that the money paid to Mr. Metcalfe, Mr. Webster and Mr.
Smythe instead of being used for immigration purposes is
systematically used for election purposes in the interest of
the Tory party.

Mr. HESSON. It is not true and you know it.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). That assertion of thehon. member
for Perth has no weight with me. I am perfectly well
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aware that I could assert the strongest truth that possibly
could be ad be would say it was an untrnth if it did not
suit the Conservative party. Can we expect impartiality
from that source ? No, Sir, we have known the man too long.
We know the reaeon why he dare not raise his voice against
that which the Government does. This appropriation for
immigration purposes as bas been correctly stated to-night
is an appropriation to a very great extent to debauch the
country at election times, and the sooner that the system is
done away with the better it will be. While I am in favor
of a propersystem of immigration, I hold that wo should not
advise men to immigrate from one Province to another
Province. I am in favor of a proper system of immigration
that will bring the proper kind of men to this country but
this money voted by us for immigration purposes bas beer
squandered and we have no beneficial results from it. The
evidence of Mr. Smythe and Mr. Webster proved that they
were not employed for immigration purposes but that during
election times they go into localities where the eleation is
being held, not for the purpose of inducing people to change
from Ontario into the North-West, but for the purpose of
inducing them to louve the Refoi m ranks and join the
Conservative fold.

An hon. MEMBER. Time.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). My hon. friend cries "time." He
bas a son that I will not refer to. I feel that this money
voted for immigration purposes is being improperly used and
I think when the proper time comes we should move a
resolution asking to do away with this appropriation alto-
gether on account of the manner in which iL is bas been
applied in the puat.

Mr. CARLING. If the hon. gentleman will look at page
25 of my report, he will find that 255 arrived at Quebec,
and 1,014 at Halifax.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The point I allude to is this:
A letter of instructions given to Mr. Smythe by the Minister
said among other things that he was to go to Manitoba and
the North-Western States, and institute a comparison as to
settlement, the conditions that prevailed, the soil, the
climate, the railways and the land regulations, and he was
instructed that the facts ascertained should be reported to
the department for the information of the Minister, and
tbat it was the desire of the Minister tbat ho should make
monthly reports of his operations or more frequently. I
thought we ought before concurrence to have these monthly
reports laid on the Table of the House. I think under the
pecaliar circumstances of this case they ought to be prc-
duced, and my simple question was whether the Minister
would bring thom down.

Mr. CARLING. I can only say that any reports made
by Mr. Smythe will be brought down as requested.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think my bon.
friend was right in saying that there were no reports. I
would like to ask the hon. Minister what he means to do
with regard to repatriation. I see that last year ho expended
nearly 86,000 for that purpose. That appears to ho too
little or too large. My impression is that spasmodic et
forts in that direction are of no use at all. It the Minister
has a scheme to submit to the House, it will deserve serions
consideration, but the sending of a few hundred or thousand
dollars for such a purpose is of no service.

Mr. FISHER. There are some points on which I wish
information, and a few remarks whieh I have to make be-
fore this item passes. In the first place, in the Estimates
we have before us, the Minister is only asking $48,000 for
the coming year. ' In the Estimates for the current year he
asked $a0,000, so that this is about the same vote that was
taken last year fer this service; but I find that in the Sup-
pletnentary Eistimates, the hon. Minister, having, I suppose,

Xr. WILsoN (Elgin).

spent that 850,000, asks us to endorse payments under
Governor General's warrants, amounting to $48,000, almost
as much more. I think we must have some explanation of
this extraordinary state of affairs. The bon. Minister
comes down to this louse, and in seriousness, with due
deliberation and careful preparation, announces to the
flouse and the country that ho is prepared to carry on the
immigration of this country for $50,000, and thon we
find that ho bas been obliged practically to expend
$100,000. This does not give us any encouragement
to look on this $48,000, which ho now asks for next year
as being a final or well considered estimate, and I would like
to ask the Minister on what be has based his expectation
that instead of spending $100,0110, as he did last year, he
will get ofù with less thaun half the amount. I find that
there are a number of items under this expenditure in years
past connected with bonuses or commissions on immigra-
tion. Two dollars a head is allowed for bringing out and
placing immigrant children, and I want to know from the
Minister whether he intends to continue those commissions.
1 know something about this immigration of children. I
am thinking of a home located in my own county when I
say in a general way that these children are fairly healthy
and succeed fairly weil in the country, and I do not wish to
be understood as casting any slur upon them. The work, I
believe, is done in a practical way and is as successful as any
work of that kind could be expected to be; but that does
not lead me to believe that it is wise or right for
the Government of Canada to pay for bringing these
children out. I know that in the country from which
they come one of the greatest problems is what to do with
them and the people there are prepared to spend anything
necessary to send these children out. They do that for
their own benefit, and I do not think the people of Canada
ought to be called upon to pay one cent for that work. I
find that a certain Mr. Watelet received a commission of $5
a head on 80 children, and I would like to know why he
gets 85 a bead while others orily get $2 a bead. I also find
a bonus on European immigrants put under the expenditure
in the London, office, and I would like the Minister to ex-
plain how it is that this money is spent in the London
office, and in what way tVis bonus is given ? I find that
this expenditure for immigration bas not decreased as the
G-overiment promised last year that it should. I was sur-
prised to hear the Minister talk about a gentleman who, I
believe was employed to prevent the people of Ontario
going to the United States. It seems to me an extraordi-
nary position for the Minister to be forced to prevent immi-
gration from our own country. If ever I heard a condemna.
tion of the policy of the Goverument opposite, I hoard it
to-night from the Minister of Agriculture, in the admission
that it was necessary to have one of our employees go about
the richest and finest Province in the Dominion to prevent
the people going out of the country, which can only be
because tbe hon. gentleman's policy lailed, and because ho
bas proved this country not to be a good country for our
people to live in. 1 am surprised to find that a M1inister bas
spent the money of the people in sncb work. Ido not believe
the people in Ontario want to go to the United States, and
if they go it is because hon. gentlemen opposite have laid
snob grievous burdens on the people that they are driven to
seek for a living in another country. If the hon. gentleman
finds it is nocessary in Ontario, I would like to find what ho
finds necessary in the Province of Quebeo. Ho bas bore an
item for repatriation; I grant yon it is necessary to keep
the people in the Province of Quebee, as the hon. gentleman
thinks it is necessary to keep the people in Ontario. A
large number of people leave the Province of Quebec to find
employment in the factories of the United States which
they cannot find at home, and I find, on examining the
municipal statistics of the Province of Quebe, that as in
Ontario, the rural population is not inereasin. Since 1881,
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the rural constituencies have not increased in population, mates some trifiing matters which 1 have oalld attntion to
and that in face of the well known fact that the eople ofjbefre.
the Province of Quebe. are the most prolific peop e in thea
world. This is a striking commentary on a policy of the Mlotin rua
Government. These people have not gone to the Western( ay).
Provinces, for, if we examine the statistics of the Province
of Manitoba, we do not find any great number of French.
Canadians there. I must say that this vote upon immigra- HOISE 0F GOMMONS.
tion does not appear to accomplish the object we had in
view, and the hon. gentleman had better curtail the vote WEDNESDAY, lTth Âpril, 1889.
still more. If he wishes to economise, here is a vote in
which he can do so largely without any deteriment to the The SPEÂKER took the Chair at Threo o'clock.
service of the country, for we will have just as many suitable
immigrants as we had in years past, without spending any PRAYERS.
of(this money.

Mr. CARLING. The hon. gentleman has repeated things
that bas been said over and over again. He las spoken
about the $4S,>00O voted by for Governor General's war-
rant. I may state to the hon. gentleman that that amount
closed up the assisted passage arrangement in the steamers;
last April, when we got in all the accounts, we found that
we required some 848,000 more to pay them off. We will
have nothing more to do with steamboat companies for
assisted passages.

Mr. FISHIER. Does the hon. gentleman intend still to
give any bonus for children immigration ?

Mr. CARLING. Yes.
Mr. FISHER. Will the hon. gentleman explain with

regard to what bonus is given to European immigrants ?
Mr. CARLING. That system was adopted years ago of

giving a bonus to immigrants, on arriving at Winnipeg, of
85 each. This was paid to the steamboat agents. Instruc-
tions have been given to discontinue that system.

Mr. FISHER. How is it that M. Paul Watelet received
85 a head for children ?

Mr. CARLING. It is this $5 bonus we have just spoken

Mr. FISHER. The item is "commission on 80 cbildren
at $5."

Mr. CARLING. That is not correct. We have not paid
$5 a head for ehildren, but only for continental immigrants
who aro brought to Winnipeg.

Mr. MITCHELL. I move that the item pass and the
Committee rise and report, seconded by Mr. Davin.

Mr. FISHER, I find in the Report of the Auditor Gene-
ral that Mr. Watelet is paid $5 a head for children.

Mr. CARLING. I have explained that.

Mr. FISHER. It seems extraordinary that the Minister
sbould allow a statement which he says is incorrect to
appear in a report from his department.

Mr. CARLING. That is not from my department, but
from the Auditor General's Department. i have explained
it to the hon. gentleman, and I think he ought to be satis-
fied.

Mr. FISHER. The Auditor General is the check on the
different departments, and I do not believe this would be
put in his report without a reason for it.

Committee rose and reported the resolutions.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of
the louse.

Mr. MITCHELL. I would suggest to the acting leader
of the Government that it would facilitate the business of
the louse if he would insert in the Sapplementary Esti-

PAYMENTS FOR NOBTJI-WEST SURVEYS.

Mr. SMITH (Ontario) (for Mr. MADILL) asked, What
amount was paid to Ludger Miville Deschenes, of St. Roch
des Aulnaies, Province of Quebec, for surveys in the North.
West and Manitoba, from 1878 to 1887 ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. The amoqnt paid to ¥r. Doschenes
for surveys from 1878 to 1887 was $12,895.28.

9TH BATTALION.

Mr. VANASSE (translation) asked, Whether the
Government have been informed that several offleers and
men of the 9th Battalion are at the present moment in the
woods around Lake Megantic, with their arms and other
stores belonging to the said battalion ? Whether these offi-
cers and men have been granted permission by the military
authorities to proceed on this expedition ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. In answer to my hon. friend,
I must say that the Government have not been informed
that several officers and men of the 9th Battalion are now
in the forests around Lake Megantic; but I must say that
ten carbines have been served out to the constables sent by
the Local Government on the authority of Major Roy and
without the authority of the Militia Department. I have
drawn the attention of the Major General who is responsible
for the discipline of the force to the fact that arms have
been loaned without the sanction of the department.

CAPE BRETON RAILWAY.

Mr. FLYNN asked, Has a contraot been entered into by
the Minister of Railways and Canals for the erection of
stations and other buildings on the line of the Cap Breton
Railroad from Sydney and North Sydney to the Grand
Narrows? If so, to whom was the contract given? What
was the amount of the con tract? Were tenders invited for
the work? fHow many tenders were received? Was the
lowest tender accepted ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The answer to the first
question is, yes; to the second, to Sims & Slater; to the
third, it was a schedule price contract; to the fourth, yes;
to the fifth, 18; to the sixth, yes. The work from Sydney
and North Sydney to the Grand Narrows is being earried
on by the Government at the contractors' expense.

JESUITS' ESTATES ACT.

Mr. BARRON asked, Is it the intention of the Govern-
ment to cause legal proceedings to be instituted, in order
to test the legality in a court of law of the Act of the Pro-
vince of Quebec, 51-52 Victoria, chapter 13, intituled, "An
Act respecting the settlement of the Jesuits' Estates." If
not, then does the Government propose to bear the cost, or
any proportion of the costs, which may be incurred by
properly testing, in a court of law, the oonstitutionality of
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the said Act ? Did the Government not bear and pay a
proportion of the coste incurred in the suit of The Queen
vs. The St. Catharines Milling and Lumbering Company,
and if so, how mach has thus far been paid by the Govern-
ment in this suit?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. As to the first part of
the question, I would say that, as the Government is still
of opinion that the Act referred to was within the com-
petence of the Provincial Legislature, and as this House
bas unmistakeably concurred in that opinion, it rests with
persons who, like the hon. gentleman, believe the Act is
ultra vires, to take the responsibility of initiating any legal
proceedings to test its validity. As to the latter part of
the question, the hon. gentleman must move.

JOSEPH CARBONNEAU.

Mr. DESAULNIERS asked, Whether the Government are
aware that Joseph Carbonneau, of Three Rivers, performed
work in the apartments of the Post Office Inspector at that
place, and that he has never been paid either by the Govern-
ment or by Inspector Bourgeois, notwithstanding that the
latter passed the account of the said Carbonneau ? Is it the
intention of the Government to settle the said account, or to
compel the inspector to pay the said Carbonneau ?

Mr. HAGGART. The question has not yet come up be-
fore the department, but I have ordered enquiry to be
made of the inspector.

THREE PER CENT. LOAN.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT asked, Have Govern-
ment demended from the High Commissioner, and from
the Financial Agents, explanations of the reasons why they
inserted in the prospectus of the last 3 per cent. loan a
clause appropriating the entire sinking fund to the pur-
chase of stock of the said loan, without any words of limita-
tion ? If not, do Government intend to demand explana-
tions from eaid parties?

Mr. FOSTER. The Government is in communication
with the High Commissioner, who is now on his way to
Ottawa, and I will see him personally in a few days.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT asked, Have Govern-
ment demanded from the Financial Agents of Canada a lhst
shcwing the names of the various applicants for the late 3
per cert. loan, together with the amounts for which they
respectively applied ? Also, the names of the parties to
whom the stock of the said loan was finally allotted, and of
the amounts held by each of such parties respectively ?
If not, do the Government intend to make such demand ?

Mr. FOSTER. According to the usual custom, which I
think was carrid out by my hon. friend when in office, I
am obliged to answer these three questions in the negative.

DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR-CLERKS.

Mr. WELDON (St. John) asked, How many regular
clerks are at present employed by the Department of the
Interior, bo:h inside and outside service? How many extra
clerks are at present in the employ of the department in
the same service ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. If the hon. gentleman will move for
that return without notice, I will bring it down to-morrow,
or the day alter.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I move for a return embody-
ing the information asked for in my question.

Motion agreed to.
Mr. BAîmoN.

S. L. BEDSON.

Mr. WATSON asked, Whether the S. L. Bedson who
was appointed to the command of the 91st Battalion some
months ago, and more recently appointed an extra A.D.C.
to His Excellency the Governor General, is the same S. L.
Bedson who is Warden of the Manitoba Provincial Peniten.
tiary? If so, upon whose recommendation was ho chosen
as A.D.C. to His Excellency, and why selected instead of
senior officers of long standing and faithful service in the
Province of Manitoba? Was the Minister of Justice aware
of those appointments, and was his sanction obtained ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Lieutenant-Colonel S. L. Bed-
son of the 91st Battalion, extra A.D.C. to Ris Excellency,
is the Warden of the Manitoba Penitentiary. The regula-
tions for the promotion of officers do not apply to the
appointments of A.D.C.'s, who are appointed by His Excel-
lency without any recommendation on the part of the
department.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I was aware of the appoint-
ment, and stated that I saw no objections.

Mr. WATSON. On whose recommendation was ho ap-
pointed ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. There was no recommenda-
tion.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. Not of any Minister.

COMBINATIONS IN RESTRAINT OF TRADE.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON moved that Bill (No. 11) for the
prevention and suppression of combinations in restraint of
trade, be removed from Public Bills and Orders and trans-
ferred to Government Orders.

Motion agreed to.

STEAMSHIP SERVICE-AUSTRALIA AND B. C.

Mr. FOSTER moved that, to-morrow, the House go into
Committee to consider the following resolution:-

Resolved, That it is expedient to provide that the Governor in Council
may give to any individual or company a subsidy not exceeding the
sum of twenty-five thousand pounds sterling per annum, to assist in
establishing an effective fortnightly steamship service between British
Columbia and the Australian Colonies and New Zealand, such subsidy
to be given for stich term of years and on such conditions as the Gover-
nor in Council may consider expedient.

Mr. LAURIER. I rise to renew the demand I made
yesterday to the hon. gentleman, to lay before the House
all the correspondence and papers in ielation to these dif-
feront subsidies. Although I have but faint hopes, after
the answer given yesterday, that my demand will be crm-
plied with, still, 1 do not altogether despair, trusting that
botter counsels may come to prevail with the hon. gentle-
man. Be this as it may, if the hon. gentleman does not
see fit to bring down the papers, when ho moves the flouse
to consider this resolution, 1 shall deem it my duty to take
the sense of the House as to whether the flouse will be in
a position to discues this question without these papers.

Mr. FOSTE R. I have to repeat what I said yesterday,
that the negotiations are in such a state that it will be im-
possible to bring down the papers.

Sir R[CHA1RD CARTWRIGHIT. If negotiations are in
such a state, the Govern ment should not ask us for these
huge sums of money. Before we are asked for huge sums
of money involving a charge of many millions on the public
service, we ought at least to know what etate the negotia-
tions with the several parties are in.

Mr. FOSTER. As I said yesterday, as full explanations
as can be given, and I think they will be satisfactory to the
Hlouse, will be given when I move the resolution to-morrow.
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Mr. JONES (Halifax). The Minister says that negotia-
tions are pending in relation to this important service. I
suppose we might draw the inference that no final arrange-
ment has yet been arrived at.

Sir JOHN A. MAC DONALD. There has been a good
deal ùf unofficial correspondence and verbal communication
between ihe Agents General of the various colonies and the
Righ Commissioner in England. There are no specific
propositions made by the different Australian colonies, but
there has been a general expression of a desire to join in
forming this communication, and there is a statement that
they will be quite willingto pay liberally, according to their
various means, in establishing this line, and they desire
Canada to take the initiative. We ask for the sum of
£25,000 sterling to be appropriated as an offer on the part
of Canada to establish this communication. There has
been a good many letters writon, as anyone can under-
stand-written unofficially by persons holding office in the
different colonies. Canada baing the larger, and, as they
say, the wealthier and the more important of ail the colo-
nies, she should take the first step. That is exaotly the
position in which the matter stands. We ask Parliament
to vote this Fum as an offer to the Australian colonies.
They will anwer, I believe, in the affirmative.

Motion agreed to.

STEAMSHIP SERVICE-CHINA, JAPAN AND B. C.

Mr. FOSTER moved that, to-morrow, the House resolve
iLself intoCommittee to consider the following resolution:-

Resolved, That it is expedient to provide that the Governer in Coun-
cil may give to any individual or company, to whom may be given by
the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland
ihe aid hereinafter mentioned, a subsidy not exceeding the sum of
fifteen thousand pounds sterling per annum, for a monthly steamship
se vice, or a subsidy not exceeding the sum of twenty-five thousand
pounds ster!ing per annum, for a fortnightly steamship service between
British Columbia and China and Japan, such subsidy to be given for
such term of years as may be considered expedient by the Governor in
Council : Provided always, that during such term the Government of
the United Kingdon of Great Britain and Ireland gives to such indi-
vidual or company a subsidy of not less than forty-five thousand pounds
sterling per annum for the monthly service, or of not less than seventy-
five thousand pounds sterling per annum for the fortnightly service
above mentioned.

Motion agreed to.

STEAMSHIP SERVICE-CANADA AND UNITED
KINGDOM.

Mr. FOSTER moved that, to-morrow, the House resolve
itself into Committee to consider the following resolution:-

Resolved, That it is expedient to provide that the Governor in
Council may enter into a contract, for a term not exceeding ten years,
with any individual or company, for the performance of a fast weekly
steamship service between Canada and the United Kingdom, making
connection with a French port, on snch terme and conditions as to the
carriage of mails and otherwise as the Governor in Council deems expe-
dient, for a subsidy not exceeding the sum of five hundred thousand
dollars a year.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. As Australia is not to
be consulted in this case, may we expect that the papers
will be brought down ?

Mr. FOSTER. Such papers as we can bring will be brought
down.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I think the Minister of Finance
should, at a subsequent stage, inform the House as to the
position of the appropriation and whether he has arrived at
an arrangement, or whether correspondence is still going
on.

Mr. FOSTER. I will do so.

Motion agreed to.

BOUNDARIES OF ONTARIO.

On the Order that the House resolve itself into Commit-
tee to consider the following resolution:-

Resolved, That a humble &ddress be preeented to Her Majesty, praying
that she may be graciously pleased to cause a measure to be submitted
to the Parhament of the United Kingdom, declaring and providing the
following to be the westerly, northerly and easterly boundaries of the Pro-
vince of Ontario, that is to say,-

ge much of a line drawn to the Lake of the Woods through the waters
eastward of that lake and west of Long Lake which divide British North
America trom the territory of the United States, and thence through the
Lake of the Woods to the most north-western point of that lake as runs
northward from the United States boundary and from the most north-
western point of the Lake of the Woods, a line drawn due north until
it strikes the middle lirre of the course of the river discharging the waters
of the lake called L ke Seul or the I.onely Lake, whether above or below
its conflu-nce with the stream fliwiug from the Lake of the Woods
towards Lake Winnipeg, and thence proceeding eastward from the
point at which the before-mentioned line strikes the middle linoeof the
course of the river last aforesaid, along the middle line of the course of
the same river (whether called by the name of the English River or as
to the part below the confluence by the name of the River Winnipeg)
up to Lake Seul or the Lonely Lake, and thence along the middle lino
of Lake Seul or Lonely Lake to the heal of that lake, and thence by a
straight line to the nearest point of the middle line of the waters of Lake
St. Joseph, and thence along that middle line until it reaches the foot
or outlet of that lake, and thence along the middle line of the
river by which the waters of Lake St. Joseph discharge themselves
to the shore of the part of Eludson's Bay commonly known as James'
Bay, anI thence south-easterly, following upon the said shore to the
point where a line drawn due north from the head of Lake Temisea-
mingue would strike it, and thence due south along the said line to the
bead of the said lake, and thence into the said lake to descend the
Ottawa River untill the latter is struck by the north-western boundary
of the Seigneurie of Vaudreuil, and Lhence along the said north-western
boundary running south twenty-five degrees west, to the westernmost
angle of the Seigneurie of New Longueuil, and thence running along
the limit between the Township of Lancaster and the said Seigneurie of
New Longueuil in the direction of south thirty-four degrees east, to a
stone boundary on the north bank of the Lake St. Francis, at the cove
west of the Pointe.au-Baudet, in the said limit between the Township
of Lancaster and the Seigneurie of New Longueuil.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This resolution is in
accordance with an understanding arrived at with the Pre-
mier of Ontario. I sent him a copy of the resolution as it
appeared in print, lest any verbal inaccuracies should occur,
and I expect to receive it to-morrow, when I will move it,
inst(al of moving it to day.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGRIT. This matter, I sup-
pose, to a certain extent affects the Province of Quebec.
Are all the parties concýr ed greed to this-the Province
of Quebec, a, well as the Dominion and Ontario? I think
this touches the Province of Quebec.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It defines the eastern
boundary of Ontario. 'ihere is no difficulty in regard to
that, because it is a statutory provisi un.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I thought the decision
touched the northern b>undary as well.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Not in the least.

Mr. LA URIER. The Province of Quobeo is also inter-
ested, as the eastern limit of Ontario will be the western
limit of Quebec. I suppose the Quebec Government have
been consulted with respect to the matter ?

Sir JOH A. MACDONALD. We had a conversation
with the present Premier of the Province of Quebec, and
the hope was entertained that we would have an Act defin-
ing the boundaries of both Provinces, bat we could not
quite come to a conclusion as to the northern boundary of
the Province of Queboc. There is no question as to the
western boundary.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The only point I notice in the
description which the hon. gentleman proposes is with
respect to the southern boundary of Ontario, west of Laki
Superior, a question which was never brought before the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, which had to deal
with the western and a portion of the northern boundary.
At the beginning of the sentence of the hon. gentleman's
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description there is a clause whio is somuewhat ambiguous,
and it appears to me that it is more important to be per-
fectly clear than to follow the partientar words found in
the decision of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council.
If the hon. gentleman were to say that the international
boundary west of Lake Superior, that is, the boundary
between British i\orLh America and the United States, was
the southern boundary of Ontario west as far as of the North
West angle, the matter would be clear.

Sir JOHN A. M&CDONALD. As the hon. gentleman ié
aware, the firet portion of the resolution is framed in the
exact words of the judgment of the Judicial Committee of
the Privy Council. If Mr. Hlowat, after reading the copy
I sent h:m the day before yesterday, sees any indistinctuess
in the description no doubt he will suggest a change.
I may say further that in consequence of the delays which
were caused by the attempt to bring in the Province of
Quebec as well, the matter was postponed a littie later, and
therefore the opinion of the Legislature of Ontario could
not be taken on the matter, but the Government of Ontario
will take the responsibility, knowing what the Ontario
Legislature has always claimed, of recommending, by a
despatch through the Governor General, the adoption of the
line mentioned in the Address of the Dominion Parliament.

ADJOURNMENT-GOOD FRIDAY.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I said I would bring up
the subject of the Easter reces on Thursday, but as so many
hon. gentlemen desire to know what the arrangement is to
be, whether the House will sit on Saturday or not, I desire
to ask the opinion of hon. memberd as to whether we should
meet on Saturday or whether we should adjourn from
Thursday to Monday.

Mr. MITCHELL. Does the right hon. gentleman pro.
pose to get through the business of the House by next
Saturday week ? If he does, it will be a very material
reason to the leader of the Independent party to adopt the
course generally pursued by the right hon. gentleman, in
courteously giving way to the strong pressure brought upon
him by his supporters. My supporters are rather the other
way, but, notwithstanding that, I am inclined to yield to
what appears to be the very decided opinion among the
members, to ait on Saturday. Although I would prefer not
to sit on Saturday, yet, like the right hon, gentleman, i
oourteously yield to what is the public sentiment on this
aide of the Hfouse.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I am glad that the leader of the
Government has announced hie intention to sit on Saturday,
because, if we did not sit on Saturday, it would be rather
inconvenient and unfair to those members who come a long
distance.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In order to settle the
matter I move:

That when the House adjourns on Thursday night, it shall stand .ad-
journed until 8aturdayat three o'clock, and that Government Orders
sha have precedence on 8aturday.

Motion agreed to.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY-SUMMER F;REIGH'T
RATES.

Mr. LAURIER. Before the Orders of the Day are
called, I would like to call the attention of the Prime
Minister, who is acting as Minister of Railways, to a matter
connected with the Intercolonial Railway. 1 understand
that the Prime Minister has received a communication frofn
the Board of I'rade of Quebec, representing that the Ca-
dian Pacific Railway and the Grand Trunk Railway are now
carrying tIour to the Maritime Provinces at summer rates,
and asking that the same rates should now be applied en
1*e Interoolonial Railway from Quebe.

ERr. MILL8 (Bothweil).

Sir JORN A. MACDONALD. I received a telegraphie
communication in that direction and I have sent it to the
Department of Railways for a report, which report I have
no doubt I shall get during the day.

DIVISION LIST-CORRECTION.

Mr. MARA. I wish to call the attention of the House to
two mistakes which appear in the division lists of Hansard
on Monday evening last. On the third reading of the
Franchise Bill and on the amendment of the hon. member
for Queen's, P.E.. (Mr. Davies), the names of Mr. Prior
and myself appear among the "nays," whereas we voted
with the "yeas." Then, on the amendment of the member
for Marquette (Mr. Watson), Ur. Prior and I voted "nay,"
whereas we are recorded as having voted "yea." I wish
particularly to set myself right in the latter division, as I
do not wish to appear as having voted for an amendment
which, if carried, would out off at least 30 per cent. of the
voters on the Dominion list.

CUSTOMS ACT AMENDMENT,

Mr. BOWELL moved:
That the order for the third reading of Bill (No. 117) to further

amend the (ustoms Act, chapter 32 Of the Revised Statutes of Canada,
be discharged, and that the Bill be referred back to the Committee of
the Whole for the purpose of amending the same by striking out that
ortion of section 4, amnding clause 61, on the 25th line to the 38th line,

both inclusive.

Mr. MITCHELL. What is the meaning of this ?
Mr. BOWELL. It is to strike out the clause relating

more particularly to the inland transportation and leaving
the second section of the clause intact which provides for
the levying of the duty upon parts of machinery brought
into the country. That part of the clause referring to duties
upon parts of any manufactured articles shall remain as a
substantive clause.

Mr. JONES (Elalifax). I congratulate the hon. gentle-
man that he bas reconsidered this matter, and I think his
decision will be very satisfactory to the trade generally.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I think so, too. I am very
glad the Minister has come to the conclusion he has. It is
one instance in which he has yielded to the mercantile
interests, and I think they will appreciate it.

Motion agreed to, and flouse again resolved itself into
Committee.

(In the Committee.)
Mr. SCRIVER. I regret very much that while the

Kimister was considering the question of amending the
Bill in this very important particular, he did not reconsider
hie decision as to the regulation referring to frontier ports,
requiring entries te be made at certain hours during the
day. I can assure him, from my personal experience, that
such a regulation will be impossible of enforcement, and
you, Sir (Mr. Colby) know just as well as I do, because yon
live on the frontier, that it will be an exceedingly vexatious
regulation, and, so far as I can see, will not result in any
practical protection to the revenue or any good whatever.

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

TRIRD READING.

Bill (No. 126) to amend "The Snmmary Convictions
Act," chapter 178 of the Revised Statutes, and the Act
amending the same.-(Sir John Thompson.)

INTEREST IN THE NORTH-WEST.

House resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 132)
to amend the Revised Statutes respecting Interest.
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(In the Committee.)

Sir JOHIN THOMPSON. The Bill applies only to the
North-West Territories, and its object is to provide that
judgment shall bear 6 per cent. interest to the day it is
recovered, unless the court otherwise orders.

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

EXPROPR[ATION OF LANDS.

House resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 131)
respecting Expropriation of Lands.

(In the Committee.)
Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I propose that section 16, in

regard to which some question was raised as to its effect
on civil rights, shall be dropped.

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

SUPPLY-INTOXICANTS IN THE N.W.T.

Mr. FOSTER moved that the House again resolve itaelf
into Committee of Supply.

Mr. FISHER. Before that motion is put, I desire to call
the attention of the House to a matter which, I think, is of
great importance not only to the people of the North-West
Territories but to all the people of Canada. I do not think
I can do better, by way of explaining this matter, than te
read te the House the motion whieh I intend to place in
your hands:

That all the words after the word "That " be left out, and the follow-
ing inserted instead thereof:-Mr. Speaker do not now leave the
Chair, but that it be resolved, That this Rouse regrets that the Govern-
ment has allowed, through its ofleer, the Lieutenant Governor of the
North-West Territories, the issue of permits for the sale of intoxicante
within those Territories, thereby endorsing and assisting the violation
of the spirit of the sections 92 and fodlowing, under the heading 1,Pro.
hibition of Intoxicants''in the'North-West Territories Act: And, asoe,
that the Minister of the Interior has allowed, in the Rocky Mountains
Park, the sale of intoxicants wilh >ut any authorisation from him, and
h s taken noe stepe to punish this violation of the Rocky Mountains
Park Act, by the provisions of which aIl trade and commerce in the
Park is under his control and management.

This motion, as you will see, is divided into two parts, and
I propose to take up the second part first, as being more
particular, and not of sucb general application. N doubt
it will be in the memory of most meombers of this louse,
that, a short time ago, the Minister of the fnterior laid upon
the Table of the louse, a return, in response to an order of
the House, for all papers and correspondence in 'onnection
with the issue of licenses in the North-West Territories.
We had hoped that we would find in that return some
explanation of the facts which have occurred, to the know-
ledge of everybody in this House and the country, in regard
to the issuing of permits for the sale of intoxicants in the
North-West Territories. But,alter examination of the return,
which I now have under my band, I find that the correspond.
ence is almo-t altogether in connection with the issaung of
licenses to sel wine and beer within the limits covered by
the Rocky Mountains Park Act. At the time that return
was ordered, the Minister of the luterior informed as that
when the return came before us we would know where the
responsibility lay for the allowance of the sale of intoxi.
cants in the Rocky Mountains Park. But, Sir, I do not
find in that return any explanation of where that responsi-
bility rests. On the contrary, after examining carefully
the correspondence between those who have licenses to soeil
liquor there, and the Minister of the Interior on the one
band, and the Lieutenant Governor of the North-West
Territories on the other, I find that there is really
no definite conclusion come to as to where this respon.
sibility rests. I will take up one or two of the letters,
just to explain to the House tei position eO affair. I
find a letter addressed by the Secretary of the Lieutenant

Governor of the North-West Territories to the Secretary of
the Departmentof the Interior, in regard to a demand made
on the part of the Canadian Pacifie Railway for permission
to import wines and beer into the North-West Territories for
the purpoes of their hotel at Banff. The letter reads as
follows:-

"LIEUTNANT GovsRNoB's Orrro,
"1RIEINA, July 20th, 1s8.

" Si,-I am directed to aequaint you, for the information of a Minister,
that His Honor the Lieutenant Governor, on the 12th inst, granted per-
mission to the Canadian Pacifie Railway O mpany to import wineland
bpers inte the North-West Territories for the use of their hotel at Banf
ani to keep and seli the same therein until said permission la with-
drawn. As the Oanadian Pacifie Railway hotel at Banff is situated in
the Rocky Mountain Park which has been placed by statute under the
control and management of the Minister of Interior, Hie Honor as in-
formed the company that this permission is only provisional until con-
current authority to a similar effect has been obtained from the Depart-
ment.

"His Honor has had a conversation with the Deputy Minister of the
Interior and of the Department of Justice upon the subject of federal
jurisdiction over the Park, which as largely influenced him in the
course he as adopted."

We see here what was the opinion of the Lieutenant Gov.
ernor of the North-West Territories in respect to the issu.
ing of permits or licenses te sell wines and beer within the
boundaries of the Rooky Mountain Park. The reply of
the Minister of Interior to this letter, which seti forth the
view of the Minister on this question, is as follows:-

"4DEPARTMUNT Or THU INTERIoB,
"OTTAWA, 14th September, 1888.

"Sin-I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 20th
July last, stating for the information of the Minis er of Intei)r. that
His Honor the Lieut-nabt Governor had granted permission to the ana.
dian Pacific Railway 0ompany, to import wines aad beer into the North-
West Territoried for the use of their hotel at Banff and to keep and sell
the same therein, until such permission is witndrawn, and further that
His Honor had informed the company that this permission was only pro-
vioionai nutil concurrent aut horityto a similar effect hould be obtained
from this Department.

" I muet apologise for not having more promptly acknowledged receipt
of this communication, but at the same time I may say that, at the time
of its receipt, I did not think its contents called for any comment from
me.

" I am, however, now in receipt of instructions from the Minister of In-
terior to transfer to His Honor the Lieutenant Governor all applications
for permission to sell liquors in the National Park, as he does not think
this 'natter comes within his province. I have, therefore, transferred to
the Lieutenant Governor, under separate enclosures, all pending applica.
tions for liquor permits from residents of the National Park.

"(Signed) JOHN R. HALL,
11Acting Deputy Minister o/ Interior.'

I find also that the Lieutenant Governor wrote to the
Minister of the Interior, acknowledging the receipt of this
letter, in the following words:-

"LISUTENANT GovnNon's Orriosn
"I ReNA, Oct. 2nd, 1888.

"Sm,-I am directed to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 14th
September last, in reference to permission granted by Ris Hunor the
Lieutenant Governor to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company for the
sale of wines and beer in their hotel at Banff, and also regarding applica-
tions for a similar permission from various other persons resident in the
National Park, and which have been transmitted by the Department to
His Honor. His Honor desires me to state that, in view of the conclusioa
which he arrived at upon this question after consultation with the Deputy
Ministers of Justice and of th Interior, he witi still be ob!iged if the
Minister would kindly cause the opinion of the Minister of Justice to be
taken as to the respective jurisdiction of the Department of thi In terior
and of the Lieutenant Governor within the National Park under the
Rocky Mountains Park Act, so that His Ronor may have for bis future
guidance the views of the highest legal authority upon the subject.

"(Signed) R. B. GORDON,
ISecrtary to the Leutenan* gowewr."

One would suppose that this was a very natural request
on the part of the Lieutenant Governor, and that it would
be complied with. Up to the date of this return, the Min-
i8ter of the Interior did net deem it necessary to obtain the
opinion of the Minister of Justice; at all event, no such
opinion seems to have been given, and so far as I can find
out from this return, the Lieutenant Governor had not, so
far, obtained any snob opinion from the Minister of Justice.
There were several other applications, which were erante4
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in very much the same way. Two of these were made by
Mr. Wright ard Mr. Moulton, and their applications, in both
cases, were referred by the Minister of the Interior to the
Lieutenant Governor of the North-West Territories. I shall
not detain the House by reading them, but the reply of the
Lieutenant Governor to Mr. Moulton is worth reading.
The Lieutenant Governor said :

"IREGINA, July 24th, 1888.
" Sin,-I am directed to acknowledge rece&pt of your letter applying

for His Bonor the Lieutenant Goverior's permission to sell wines and
beer in your hotel at Banff In reply, I am to state that, as the Rocky
Mountain Park, within which the hotel is situated, has been placed
under the control and management of the Minister ot the Interior, Ris
Bonor will be pleased, as soon as you have obtained the necessary
autbority from the department, to grant his own permission to the same
effect.

"(Signed) R. B. GORDON,
lSec. of the Lieut.-Governor."

The Lieutenant Governor bore clearly indicates that, in bis
opinion, the Rocky Mountrin Park was entirely under the
control and management of the Minister of the Interior.
Mr. Moulton enclosed this letier to the Minister of the
Interior, ai d asked the bon. gentleman, practically, what
ho was to do. The Minister, in bis reply to Mr. Moulton,
said that Mr. Royal had bad a discussion with the Govern-
ment upori this matter, on 20ih September, and probably
ho would deal with the application accordingly. [ do not
think it is necessary to read that letter, but it shows how
the difficulties surrounding this matter have been caused by
the action, or rather the inaction, of the Minister of the In-
terior. Dr. Brett aiso applied for a permit similar to the
one granted to the Canadian Pac fie Railway Company for
their hotel at Banff. His letter is as follows : -

"BANnr, September 14th, 1888.
" DEÂR Sm,-I am this day in receipt of a communication from Lieut-

enant GOuvernor Royal granting permission to the Sanitarium Oompany
to Eell wine and beer, subject to your concurrent authority to the same
effect, and I would most respectfully ask that you grant that permission.
I need scarcely again refer to the necessity for the Sanitarium to be
allowed that privilege. as the majority of the guests are invalids, and
consequently require both wine and beer. Will you kindly g.ve this
your immediate attention, as this matter has been delayed for some time
pat to the great detriment to the patients of this place.

"H. G. BRETT."
The Minister replied:

"DEPARTMENT OF THES INTERIOR,
" OTTAwA, 28th September, 1888.

" DEA Di. BaETT,-In reply to your letter of 15th inst., addressed to
the Minister of the Interior, asking him to concur in the permission
granted to the Sanitarium Company by the Lieutenant Governor of the
North-West Territories to sell wine and beer, I have to say that Mr.
Dewdney bas décided not to take any action with reference to the grant-
ing of such permite, and that, therefore, it will be for you to decide
whether or not to avail yourself of the permission given to you by His
Honor the Lieutenant Governor.

''(Signed) JOHN R. HALL,
4gActing Deputy of the Minuter of the interior."

In other words, when a gentleman applies to the Minister,
to the authority which ho bas been told by the Lieutenant
Governor of the North-West Territories is the proper
authority, he is told that ho must judge for himself,
and, practically, take his risk as to what ho should
do in regard to this matter, when he had already
been told by the Lieutenant Governor that a per-
mit given by him was only half a permit. Now,
Sir, this is a most extraordinary state of affairs. We find
that in this park the Minister of Interior chooses to assert
that a certain kind of trade and commerce must be carried on
under the permit of the Lieutenant Governor of the North.
West Territories; we find the Lieutenant Governor of the
North-West Territories ditinctly and clearly saying that
ho bas not authority to give that permission, but that con-
current authority must be obtained from the Minister of
Interior. These gentlemen are in a very difficult position
apparently in making this publication, and personally I do
not sympat hise with their diffculties, because I do not wish

Mir. FIsHma.

o see the sale of wine and beer intoxicants within the
î mits of the Rocky Mountain Park; but what I want to

po int out to the House and to the country is this: That
there is this conflict of opinion between two of the
officers of the Government and that they have not taken
upon themselves to obtain the opinion of the Minister of
Justice, which certainly ought to be competent authority to
guide the Government on a question of this kind; that in
consequence of this conflict there is a difference of opinion
as to what they should do, and those individuals, in conse-
.quence of this diffioulty, may be, and I believe have been,
tempted to violate the law of the land affecting this Rocky
Mountain Park, and are liable to prosecution and punish.
ment in consequence of this state of affairs. The Minister
of Interior, I think, if he chose to read the Act constituting
the Rocky Mountain Park, cannot have any difficulty as to
what the law is. Under statutes 50.51 Vic. we find that
Act, and we find it laid down distinctly and clearly that the
land within the boundaries of that park is withdrawn from
the provisions of any other Act except this one. Section
2 says:

" The said tract of land is hereby reserved and set apart as a publie
park and pleasure ground for the benefit and advantage and enjoyment
of the people of Canada, subject to the provisions of this Act and to the
regulations hereinafter mentioned, and shall be known as The Rociy
Mountains Park Act of Canada.."
This clearly shows that the park is to be dealt with under
this Act, and this Act alone. The Act says further:

" The park shall be under the control and management of the Minister
of the Interior, and the Governor in 0 ouncil shall make regalations for
the following purposes.'"

It goes on to state what shall come under that provision,
and amongst other things in sub-section e we find:

" Trade and traffic of every description."

I do not think that the Minister of Justice or the Minister
of Interior will pretend to say that liquor selling orkeeping
an hotel is ot "trade or traffie " or that it would not come
under this definition of "trade and traffic of every des-
cription." There is no question whatever in my mind but
that this Act applies to the sale of liquor and to the keeping
of hotels within that park. I venture to say that the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company, and the other gentle-
men who have hbtels in that park, have had to oh-ain the
authorisation of the Minister of Interior to keep those
hotels, to obtain the ground which they occupy in that
park, and also that they had to obtain his anthorisation for
the sale of liquor within its limits. Under section 4 we
find that sub-section 2 regulates the penalty for any viola-
tion of the regulations. It says:

"The Governor in Council may by the said regnlations impose
penalties for any violations thereof, not exceeding in each case the sum
of $50, or in default of payment and costs, imprisonment for not more
than three months."

I think it is very clear, therefore, that this Act, and this Act
alone, applies to the sale of liquer within the Rocky Moun-
tain Park. I think it would be very greatly to the detri-
ment of that park and to the uses for which that park is in-
tended that the sale of liquor should be allowed within its
bounds. I believe, Sir, that the principle which actuated the
passage of the North-West Territories Act, vis.: that there
should be prohibition of intoxicating in these territories,
should be maintained inviolate, and that in this portion of
these territories the same principle should be applied. Es-
pecially is this necessary in a park which is to be kept for
the enjoyment and pleasure and advantage of the people of
Canada As I understand the present condition of affaire
it is this: the hon. the Minister of Interior not daring to
take upon himself, or the Government of which ho is a
member not daring to take the responsibility of issuing
permits to sell liquor in a territory which is wholly and
entirely under their control, is shirking that responsibility
and is leaving that responsibility to an ofloer in the North-
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West Territories who seems te be bold enough to take that
responsibility upon himself. I will not say that he takes the
responsibility upon himself ; because the Lieutenant Govern-
or ef the North-West Territories, in taking responsibility
upon himself in connection with the territories under his
control, will net and does net, in the face of this law which
I have read, undertake te give that authority to
sell liquors within the Rocky Mountain Park, without
the sanction of the Minister of the Interior. I am glad
te say the Minister of the Interior has not exercised the
power te grant permission te sell liquors within the park,
for I do net wish him te do se, but when I find that, in conse-
quence of his dereliction of duty, liquor is sold within the
bounds of the Rocky Moantain Park without bis authority, I
believe it te be the duty of the Government of which he is a
member te see that that violation of the terms of the Rocky
Mountain Park Act is punished and is put an end to. I
believe that these gentlemen who without the authorisation
of the Minister of Interior (by whose authorisation alone
they have a right te sell liquor) should be punished for the
sale of liquor which they are now carrying on in the Rocky
Mountains Park. It is the duty of the Minister of the Interior
under whose control the management of this park is te see
that that punishment is inflicted and to cause the discontinu-
ance of that state of affairs. It seems te me that the Minister
of Interior is prepared either te puthis own legal judgment
against the judgment of the Lieutenant Governor of the
North-West Territories, backed up as it is shown to befrom
the letter which I read a few minutes ago, by the opinion
of the Deputy Minister of Justice and the Deputy
Minister of Interior, and te say that haeis right and
they are wrong, or, that ha bas not the courage
te take up this question and deal with it on
his own responsibility as it is his duty te do. I
believe, were ha to undertake the responsibility, ha would
not dare, in the face of the temperance opinion of this
country, te issue a permit te sell liquor in that park. I
will now come te the other portion of my resolution as te
the issuing of the new style of permits for the sale of
liquor in the North-West Territories. The hon. the Minister
knows perfectly well that se long that ha was the incumbent
of the office of Lieutenant Governor of the North-West
Territories, permits to sell liquor there were not given as
they are now given. He knows perfectly well that accord-
ing te the interpretation, which his actions show that he
has given te the North-West Territories Act, that ha did
net consider that it was wise or right-I cannot say that ha
did net consider that it was legal-but, at all events, that he
did not consider that it was wise or right to issue permits
for the sale of liquor within the territories under his con-
trol. Within the past year another gentleman bas
been appointed te this ôffice, and this gentleman
has inaugurated an entirely new state of affairs. I
consider, Sir, that this is a much more important
point than the one te which I have just alluded to in
reference te the sale of liquor in the Rocky Mountain Park
I consider that it is a much more important fact in the gov-
ernment of those territories that an officer of the Govern-
ment bore should, se far as we know, without any consul-
tation with anybody, have inaugurated a system which
seems te have been conceived in his own mind, and te have
been put into force by him on his own authority and res-
ponsibility, without any authorisation from anybody res-
ponsible either te the people of those territories, or the
people of Canada. This, Sir, I believe not only to be an
offence against the temperance sentiment of this country ;
I believe it aise teobe an offence against the principles of
our constitutional government. It is true, under certain
acte, the Government, by Order in Council, have power and
authority given te them te make certain innovations,
within certain limits, upon the regulations regarding cor-
tain things; but se far as I can see, in reading the Acts
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relating to the North-West Territories, such an innovation
as this which has been made by Lieutenant Governor Royal
is not within his competeoce, or within the competence of
the Government, without a direct change in the law which
guides them in the rule of the North-West Territories. In
my motion I aim at the Government hare, because Mr.
Royal is simply an offier of bon. gentlemen on the Trea-
sury banches. HRe does not occupy the position which
Lieutenant Governors of the Provinces of Canada do ; ho
does not, so to speak, hold the position of the Queen; ho
is simply there as the representative of this Government,
the officer and servant of this Government, and as such,
the officer and servant of this Parliament and the people of
Canada ; under section 4 of the North West Territories Act,
I find :

" There shall be for the Territories an officer ealled the Lieutenant
Governor, appointed by the Governor in Couneil by instrument under
the Great Seal of Canada, who shall hold oflee during pleasure. The
Lieutenant Governor shall administer the Government, under instruc-
tions from time to time given by the Governor in Council, or by the
Secretary of 8tate of Canada."

Now, Sir, this shows very clearly that while the Lieutenant
Governor of the North-West Territories is the official
directly in charge of the Government of those territories,
ha is to carry out that Government under instructions
given him by the Governor in Council, or the Secretary of
State of Canada. Have any instructions been given to
Lieutenant Governor Royal by the hon. gentlemen on the
Treasury benches regarding the issue of these permits ? If
there have been, how is it that the raturn which has been
laid on the Table of this House, in response to an order for
ail papers, documents, and correspondence in connection
with this matter, contains no such instructions? There are no
such instructions; but, unfortuûately for the gentlemen on
the Treasury benchos, we find, from what appears in the
newspapers, and in the letters in this return, that the
Lieutenant Governor did consult the hon. gentlemen on
the Treasury benches, and the gentlemen in the depart-
monts, before he issued this new style of permit for the
North-West Territories. Therefore, 1 believe it is the hon.
gentlemen opposite who are responsible for this new in-
terpretation of the North-West Territories Aot; they must
bear the responsibility before the people, and it is through
them, against their officer, that I propose to aim in this
motion. Now, Sir, in the North-West Territories Act there
are certain sections under the heading of "Prohib.ition of
Intoxicants." What has always been the interpretation of
those sections? I do not think it is necessary to dwell on
them, because every one knows perfectly well that on num-
erous occasions the prohibitory sections of that Act have
been dealt with, and spoken of as prohibitory. We only
need to know what the interpretation of that- word in
the English language is, to know that the word pro-
hibition is used ail over this continent, and amongst the
English speaking people, as the absolute forbidding of
the sale, and dealing in, and trading in everything
of an intoxicating nature. We know perfectly well
that prohibition is often held up in direct opposition to
the system of licensing, and that it is incompatible
with any system of licensing. I do not think I need to
dwvell upon this; and when I find, as I do, in the North-
West Territories Act, a number of sections under the head
of " Prohibition of Intoxicants," it seems to me absurd to
try to interpret these sections so that their heading may
become nothing but mockery, and in effect absolutely un-
true. We know that up to the time of the appointment of
the prasent Lieutenant Governor of the North-West Terri-
tories, such was the constant interpretation of those sections,
But we find to-day that this gentleman bas chosen to take
upon himself -to inaugurate a new system, and what is that
system ? I say, without fear of contradiction, that it is
practically a complote licenstng system-I will not say law,
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because a law is constituted by the proper authority. But
this is a license system, such as might have been inaugur-
ated by a change in the law, and is almost as complete as
the licensing systems of the various older Provinces of this
Dominion. I have only to show you what are the terms
under which this gentleman chose to issue these permits, to
prove this fact. And I may say here, that I am surprised
to find that in this return which the hon. Minister laid
before Parliament, there is no description of the kind of
permits the Lieutenant Governor has chosen to issue.
I do not find here the rules and regulations under which that
bon, gentleman published that he would issue those permits,
and I have the authority of a gentleman from the North-
West to say that there were such regulations and proclama
tions issued by the Lieutenant Governor of those territories.
An hon. senator who was appointed a short time ago by the
Goverument, told me, at a meeting held in this building,
that in the North-West Territories he had seen a printed
copy, issued by the Lieutenant Governor, of the conditions
under which he would issue the permits for the sale of
certain kinds of liquors in those territories, and the return
laid on the Table in response to the order for copies of any
such conditions, contains no copies of those conditions or
regulations. I was, therefore, obliged to have reference to>
the newspapers published in the North-West Territories to
find under what conditions those permits were issued. On
consulting the file of the Regina Leader, I find that these
are the principal conditions:

" Licenses to sell beer containing not more than 4 per cent. of alcohol
shall be issued under the payment of a fee of 10 cents per gallon. These
licenses are only to be given to hotels with accommodation for twelve
persons and five horses. They are only to be given on the recommen-
dation of the Board of Assembly for the district in which the hotels are
situated. The hours of sale are regulated. Liquor is not to be sold on
Bundays, and it is not to be sold to anybody under 14 years of age, nor
to any drunken or dissolute persou. The total quantity of liquor is to
be brought in under one permit, and to be inspected by the police."

Will anybody tell me that such regulations do not practi-
cally amount to a license system? So much is this a license
system that I find, on consulting the records of the Assem-
bly at Regina last year, that in the budget brought down
and adopted by that Assembly, amongst the items of revenue
is an item of 83,500 expected to be obtained in consequence
of the fees exacted for these licenses. In other words, it is
evident that the Lieutenant Governor issued these licenses
in the full expectation that liquor to the extent of
35,000 gallons would be sold under these permits in the
North-West Territories during the coming year. Evidently
the intention was to make a complote license system and
to exact from the individuals who obtained these licenses a
fee sufficient to amount in the whole to the sum of $3,500.
As far as we know, the Lieutenant Governor conceived in bis
own mind and carried into execution this license system, but
is it possible that it may have been conceived in the
Council Chamber at Ottawa ? Is it possible that
instructions were given from Ottawa to the Lieutenant
Governor of the North-West Territories to frame this
system and put it in force.? If so, we want to know, the
people of this Dominion, above all the temperance people
want to know, where we are to place the responsibility for
this violation of the prohibitory sections of the North.
West Territories Act, and with this object I am moving
this resolution. If hon. gentlemen opposite do not consider
they are responsible for this, I would ask them to consult the
North-West Territories Act, and explain how they are
going to escape responsibility. If they wish to escape res-
ponsibility, let the Government at once issue instructions
to the Lieutenant Governor of the North-West Territories
to put an end to this system of licenses, to cease issuing
these permits, and withdraw the permits be bas already
issued. It may be said that this system is a harmless one.
1 do not consider it is. I believe that under the cover of
4 per cent. beer, a great deal of much stronger liquor will

Mr. FisH EP.

be sold. I believe that there, as elsewhere, where men
get permission to sell mildly intoxicating drinks, they will,
under cover of tbat permission, sell the most intoxicating
liquors. If the principle which underlies this introduction
of the syst em of licensing is to be accepted as correct, thereis
nothing whatever to hinder the Lieutenant Governor of the
North-West Territories changing the regulations and issuing
permits to sell whiskey; there is nothing to hinder him
giving unlimited licenses to sell intoxicating liquors to
anybody, even minors and dissolute persons, and on every
day in the week, including Sundays. There is nothing to
hinder the Lieutenant Governor making such a system as ho
chooses. From our experience in times past, we have no
very great confidence that the hon. gentleman will have
much regard for the tempérance sentiment of the people.
The Lieutenant Governor of the North-West Territories, en-
couraged by the supineness of the Government and this
fouse, should his present action not be checked, may next
year issue permits for the sale of whiskey and other drinks
more injurious than 4 per cent. beer. I will say further, that
the system which the Lieutenant Governor has inaugurated
is not in accordance with the desire of the people of the
iNorth-West Territories. It may be asked why I, a repre-
sentative of eastern Canada, should interfere in this matter.
Well, I interfere, first of all, because I represent a temper-
ance county, and speak here more or less on behalf of the
temperance people of this country, who, I know, view
with alarm and indignation the action of the Lieutenant
Governor of the North-West Territories, and who are
astonished at the non-interference of the Government of the
day. What do the people of the North-West Territories
want? They did not ask for any such license as this. True,
some of them demanded that the manufacture of beor might
be allowed in the North-West Territories; but such a hybrid
system as this, such an unlawful system as this, no man in
the North-West Territories ever asked for. What do we
find that they did ask for? We find that a petition was
sent from Calgary asking for a license system; we find that
a petition was sent from Alberta, stating that the present
law was distasteful, because the people had not given their
sanction to it, and asking for permission to manufacture
and sell beer; we find a resolution in 1887 asking that the
provisions of the Canada Temperance Act should be extend-
ed to the North-West Territories-in other words asking for
local option. As a temperance man, I thoroughly endorse
that petition, and would be glad to see the people of the
North-West Territories allowed to decide for themselves as
to whether liquor should be sold in their midst or not.
I find there ais also a pétition of the Temperance Convention
of a totally different character to the one I have just refer-
red to. This petition reads as follows :-

"To His Ezcellency the Most Honorable the Marquis of Lansdowne,
G.C..G, in Council.

"The memorial of your petitioners humbly sheweth, that:
"Whereas the North-West Territories Ac% prohibits the manufacture,

importation and sale of intoxicating liquor, except by the special per-
mission of the Lieutenant Governor; and

" Whereas such prohibition was widely advertised both in the older
Provinces of Canada, and in Europe, and many settiers have located
here because of such prohibition; and

" Whereas it has been found that such provisions have greatly limited
the use, and therefore the injurious effects of liquor; and

" Whereas the North-West Council at its last Session adopted a certain
memorial to be laid before Your Honorable Oouncil, praying that the
said clauses be repealed, and that the power of licensing the manufac-
ture and sale of liquors be placed in the hands of the future legislative
body for the Territories; and

" Whereas it was the unanimous opinion of a Temperance Convention
held at Regina on November 22 last, and composed of representative
men from Broadview to Calgary, that such memorial did not express the
sentiments of the majority of the people of the territories, especially as
such projected action would expunge the prohibitory clauses of the
North-West Territories Act, without first taking the votes of the set-
tiers who came here well knowing that such clauses were in force, and

" Whereas, at such Temperance Convention, resolutions were passed
recognising the difficult position in which Ris Honor the Lieutenant
Governor was placed, in having the responsibility of issuing permits,
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and holding that the time had now come when the Lieutenant
Governor of the Territories should be relieved of such onerous and
trying duties and that a Commissioner should be appointed whose
duty it would be to license responsible parties at central points to sell
liquor and spirits and in small quantities, for medicinal and sacramental
purposes only, to parties on production of such certificate as you may
see fit to specify, the parties so licensed to have authority to sell only
in sealed packages bearing a Government stamp, and to be required to
keep for public inspection a register of aIl sales, the liquors and spirits
so sold to be furnished and the price fixed by the Government through
the aforesaid commissioner, and none of the parties named to be allowed
a profit from the sales, but to be paid by salary; and

" Whereas, at such Convention, resolutions were also passed praying
that Your Excellency in Couneil may see fit to appint a special
detective force to co-operate with the North-West Mounted Police in
regulating and restricting the sale and use of liquor, and appointing a
committee to embody aIl such resolutions in a memorial for the con-
sideration of Your Excellency in Council: now,

"Therefore, we, the said committee, would humbly pray that no
action whatever be taken with a view to relaxing the prohibitory nature
of the North-West Territories Act, and that the suggestions, as set forth
in the resolutions of the Regina Temperance Convention of Kovember
22nd last, should have your careful attention."

ilere is an important memorial sent to the Government by
the temperance people of the North-West Territories, the
wording of which is such as to show that they, at all events,
did not wish to see the prohibitory clauses of the North-
West Territories Act relaxed. It has been somewhat a
subject of astonishment to me, and I have seen references
to the same effect in the public press, that an hon. gentle-
man sitting on theTreasury benches, who las been known
in times past as the representative of the temperance senti-
ment of the Conservative party, who is supposed to repre-
sent the temperance element in the Government and whom
we believe to have been placed in the Government
largely because he was supposed to represent the tom-
perance element in the Conservative party, should have
remained without protest on the Government benches,
apparently concurring in this violation of the law to
which reference has been made. It may be that the
hon. gentleman has of late seen fit to change his
views on these matters. It may be that lie las desired to
cease to represent the temperance people of the Conserva-
tive party, or the temperance people of this country, in the
Government. I confess that, after a vote which I saw him
give a shor, time ago, I was inclined to think that that was
the course which the hon, gentleman had chosen to purrue,
but I was hardly prepared to find in this return a confirma-
tion of that view. I find that this momorial, which was
sent to this Minister, was handed over by him to the tender
mercies of the Secretary of State for Canada to be dealt
with; and apparently the hon. Minister himseolf had no
voice of encouragement, no word of assistance or of congra-
tulation to give to the temperance people who presented
this memorial to the Government, and he not shown that
lie does not represent their sentiments and opinions in
the Government. I find in this return a letter headed
"Minister of Marine and Fisheries, Canada," but dated
"The Arlington, Washington, D. C., 2nd. February, 1888,"
at which time the hon. gentleman was in Washington as-
sisting his colleagues in the negotiation of the Fishery
Treaty. The letter is as follows:-

"My DzÂIn CHAPLEAU,-I hive the honor to trapsmit to you, to be
laid before His Excellency the Governor General in Council, a petition
from G. H. V. Bulyea and others, praying that no action be taken with
a view to relaxing the prohibitory nature of the North-West Territories
Act.

"Yours truly,
"i G. B. l'OSTE&R

"Hon. J. A CHAPLEAU,
"Secretary of State,

" Ottawa."

Of course I can understand and appreciate the fact that a
petition of this kind must be referred to the Secretary of
State, but at the same time I had hoped, when I found that
this had passed through the hands of the gentleman who ie
supposed to represent the temperanee element in the Gov-
ernment, that amongst the correspondence here we might

have found some little encouragement to the temperanee
people of the North-West Territories from the hon.
gentleman, that we might have found some little
recognition amongst these letters of this memorial
from the temperance people, that we might have found
some recommendation as to what should be done with
this memorial, instead of a note simply transferring it
to the tender mercies of the Secretary of State, whose
views and whoee votes on temperance questions are too
weil known to the House and to the Minister of Finance,
to permit him to believe that a temperance memorial would
receive anything but very scant courtesy from the Secretary
of State. What is the result of this innovation? The license
system has been introduced, but it is not such a system as
the people of the North-West Territories who are in favor
of a license system want. It does not allow anything but
the sale of 4 per cent. beer. The Calgary Rerald and its
clientèle demand a much wider system. The hon. member
for Assiniboia also demands that power should be given to
manufacture and sell all sorts of liquor there. We know
that the temperance people do not wish to have liquor sold
there at all. There is one point which we find from this
return and which we know to be the fact, and that is that
the people of the North-West Territories desire to be put in a
position to be able to express their own opinions on this
question. They believe that they are as competent to decide
upon the question of prohibition as any other people in
Canada, and they desire to have the power of voting upon the
question of a license system vs. prohibition: The Minister
of Interior has stated that he was going to give that per-
mission to the people of the North-West Territories in the
Bill which he bas introduced to amend the law. I think it
comes a little late from the Ministry who have made this
innovation. I think the Minister should have waited until the
people had expressed their opinion before authorising the
issue of these licenses. What is the law to-day? Some
people say that these permits are perfectly legal. I am not
a lawyer, but I cannot understand the words of this Act to
show 'the legality of the permit issued by Lieutenant
Governor Royal. The first section says :

" No intoxicating liquor or intoxicant shall be manufactured, com-
pounded or made in the Territories, except by special permission of the
Governor in Council ; nor shall any intoxicating liquor or intoxicant be
imported or brought into the Territories from any Province of Canada
or elsewhere, or be sold, exchanged, traded or bartered, or had in pos-
session therein, except by special permission, in writing, of the Lieut-
enant Governor."

Now, it is a very well known interpretation of parts of that
law that, wherever any liquor is held in the North-West
Territories or brought in there, special permission has been
required, prescribing the amount of liquor and giving
special permission for such an amount of liquor and for
such an importation or such a possession. The permits
issued by the present Minister of Interior covered that
ground, and that only. Every different kind of permit
that may be issued under this clause comes under the same
terms and conditions, and, if a special permit is required
for special importation, I contend that the law applies
equally in regard to every special sale. In other words,
the former permission for importation or possession of
liquor in the North-West Territories never gave anyone
permission to import as much liquor as he liked. If he got
a permit to import liquor, you might say that he was to
have permission to sell liquor, but, up to the present time,
every permit to import liquor ias been a special permit
in respect to the particular importation, giving all the
details as .to the importation and as to the time and place.
I contend, that just the same reason should be applied pari
passu to the sale of liquor, and if the permit is to be for the
sale of liquor, it should be given for a special transaction,
for a special amount, and at a special time and place; but
you have no right to give a man unrestricted permission to
sell liquor whenever and wherever he chooses, and in what-
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ever quantity he chooses. You might just as well give a
man permission to import liquor whenever, wherever, and
in whatever quantities he chooses, a power which was never
taken, which was never thought of, and which it will never
be contended belongs to the Lieutenant Governor of the
North-West Territories. I say that is the common sense
view of this paragraph, and I am upheld in this view by
others who are better qualified to speak from a legal posi-
tion, and I believe there is no question that such an inter-
pretation alone is in accordance with the spirit of this law.
I could quote over and over again, from Sir Charles Tupper
and Sir Leonard Tilley, gentlemen whose word is generally
accepted as law upon the Treasury benches, that such is
the spirit of the Act in question, I find this was the inten-
tion of the law when it was first placed upon our Statute-
book, and it is only within the last year, it is only in con-
sequence of the appointment of a new Lieutenant Governor,
that a new view is taken of the meaning of that law.

An hon. MEMBER. Give us the quotations.

Mr. FISHER. I am asked to quote the utterances of Sir
Leonard Tilley and Sir Charles Tupper. Speaking from
memory, in consequence of a former quotation which I
made on the floor of this louse, I would refer to a great
meeting which was held in London at a time when Sir
Leonard Tilley was Finance Minister of this country, and
at which both of those distinguished gentlemen were pre.
sent. Sir Leonard Tilley, in speaking about prohibition in
this country, quoted our prohibitory enactment in regard
to the North-West Territories, and Sir Charles Tupper, in
endorsing that view, went so far as to say that if they
wished to drink to the health of the Governor General of
Canada in the North-West Territories, they would be
obliged to get Pain Killer or some other patent medicine to
do it with, because they oould by no possibility obtain the
drink ordinarily used for such purposes. Sir, I believe that
the Act of the Lieutenant Governor in this respect is a
dangerous innovation upon our system of constitutional
government. I believe he has made such a change
in what has commonly been regarded as the intention
and scope of the law, as no private individual
irresponsible to the people, should be allowed to make.
If a Lieutenant Governor is allowed to arrogate this power,
it would be a direct encouragement to other officers of the
country throughout the land, to think that their private
opinion was sufficient to override the law of the land.
I regret to say that that opinion seems already to prevail
in many instances, where the officials of this country think
they are autocrats, that their word is law, that the people
are here to Minister unto their wills and needs, to pay their
salaries and to listen to their bebeats. Sir, it is time that
a protest should be made against that assumption of author.
ity, and 1 think this occasion is a fitting one to do so.
I desire to record my protest, not simply becanse I am a
temperance man, but because I hold that those who govern
should obey the laws of the land as well as those who are
governed. If this system which I am denouncing is
allowed to prevail in our land, there is a poor future for us,
a poor future for constitutional government in this country.
We have always understood that Canada is governed by the
will of the people, that we are a democratic country, that we
are a people who desire to see our will obeyed. The people
have expressed their will in these prohibition clauses of the
North-West Territories Act, that will has never been
changed, those sections still stand on our Statute-book, and
those who are above all þound to carry out that will and to
obey that law, are the officials tn whom the enforcement of
that law is entrusted. It is, therefore, not only as a tem-
perance man, but as an upholder of the constitutionAl
rights of the people, that I move this motion which I have
placed in your hands.

Mr. Fismm.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The hon. gentleman who han
made the motion has referred to me and to my department
as either baving bpen consulted upon this question, or as
being the authority who should have been consulted ; and
he has inferred from that fact that the proceedings which
have been taken in relation to the sale of liquor in the
North-West Territories and the Rocky Mountain Park,
have been taken with the connivance of the members of the
Government and of myself. Now, the hon. gentleman has
presented, in the first place, in the remarks which he has
just made to the House, the case which he desires to make
against the Minister of the Interiorand the hon. gentleman
bas stated that case to be this: That the Rocky Mountain
Park is for all purposes under the control of the Minister of
the Interior, that it is withdrawn from the North-West Ter-
ritories Acts, and is wholly under the Government's control.
Ail the complaint which he makes against the Minister of
the Interior is based upon that proposition, not one word of
which, I contend, has any foundation in fact or in law.
Now, the position of the Rocky Mountain Park is simply
this : It is a part of the North- West Territories for all pur-
poses whatever, except in so far as the use of the lands there
is concerned, and subject to certain powers of the Governor
General in Council, which I shall presently mention. The
House will remember that when the Rocky Mountain Park
Act was passed, all the lands in the North-West Territories
were open for sale or pre-emption, except in so far as they
had been withdrawn from sale or pre-emption under the
authority of this Parliament, and the Rocky Mountain
Park Act simply established by the second section that the
tract of land described in the first section should be reserved
and set apart as a public park and pleasure ground for the
benefit, and advantage, and enjoyment of the people of
Canada. The hon, gentleman, i think, is completely mis.
taken in supposing that the language exempts the Rocky
Mountain Park from the laws in force in the North-West
Territories. It no more exempts the Rocky Mountain
Park from the laws in force, for the time being, in the North-
West Territories than a provincial statute, preserving a
piece of land as a pleasure ground for the inhabitants of any
city, would by those words, which simply set it apart for
these uses, exempt it from the operation of the laws of the
country in force for the time being. Every portion of the
Rocky Mountain Park, and every person in it, is subject,
to-day, to all the laws in force in the North-West Territories.
The hon. gentleman will see how obvions that is when he
considers the question as to what laws would be in
force for the purishment of any other offences than the
violation of the prohibitory sections of the North-West Ter-
ritories Act. Let him suppose that any offence is commit-
ted. If the view he takes of this section be correct, that
the park is exempt from the operation of the North-West
Territories laws, there is no law of Canada in force there by
which crime can be punished, or anybody's rights secured.
The operation of the second section then is simply to say
that this land shall be set apart as a pleasure ground, but
the laws of the Territories apply to the Rocky Mountain
Park just as rmuch as they do to Regina. The only qualifi-
cation to that is the liberty which is given in the next sec-
tion to the Governor in Council to make regulations for
trade and traffic of every description in the park. I so far
concede the hon, gentleman's argument on that point as to
admit that under the provisions of that section, we have
power to say there shall be no liquor sold, even under per-
mit, in the Rocky Mountain Park, or at any of the hotels in
the park; but that does not withdraw the statement I have
already made, namely, that the park is subject to all the
laws in force in the North West Territories, and to-day,
and until regulations are made by the Governor in
Council for the prevention of the sale of intoxicating
liquors absolutely in the park, the Governor at Regina
bas as much power to give a permit for the introduction of
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liquor into the Rocky Mountain Park as into Regina.
When, therefore, the hon. gentleman asserts, and when in
his resolution he asks this House to affirm that the Minister
of the Interior has been culpable, becanse the Act places
the matter entirely under bis control, and that he is per-
sonally conniving at the sale of liquors there, because he
bas power to prevent it under the Act, the hon. gentleman
will see that his personal attack on the Minister and the
personal censure which he asks this House to pass on the
Minister, are altogether unfounded, because the Minister has
not the power to interfere with a single permit which the
Governor of the North-West Territories may grant in regard
to the park until, in the exercise of bis power under the
statute, the Governor in Council pass some regulations ex-
empting that portion of the North-West Territories from the
operations of those permits. So, if I am right in this conten-
tion, and I thinkthe hon, gentleman will hardly, on reflection,
dispute it, he will see that that portion of hie resolution and
argument in which he censured and proposed to censure the
Minister, as if the Minister were at fault, and that portion
of his speech in which he spoke of direct dereliction of duty
on the part of the Minister as proved by liquor being per-
mitted to be sold there, is altogether based on a mistaken
theory as to the position of the Rooky Mountain Park. In
so far as these permits are in force in the North-West Ter-
ritories, and in so far as they are in force in the Rocky
Mountain Park, the responsibility reste with the Governor
of the North-West Territories, and it only reste upon the
Governor in Council in so far as the Government may, if
the louse took that view, be censured for not having
made regulations of a more stringent character than those
which at present prevail respecting the sale of liquor in
the Territories. As to that the hon. gentleman's reso-
lution is silent, because he censures the Government, if I
recollect the resolution rightly, first, for allowing the Gov-
ernor of the North-West Territories to grant licenses out.
side of the park and to give general permits, and, secondly,
he censured the Minister of the Interior for what has taken
place inside the park. I repeat, then, that every one of the
colleagues of the Minister of the Interior is as much respon-
sible as he, in so far as they may be responsible for not
having adopted regulations more stringent than those
which now exist in relation to the Rocky Mountain Park,
and until some such regulations were adopted the Minister
was powerless to interfere. lu so far as the permit system
is concerned in the park, the Governor ot the North-
West Territories and he alone, is responsible. The hon.
gentleman read a portion of the return for the purpose of
showing the House that the Department of Justice had
been consulted by the cfficers of the Lieutenant Governor
of the North-West Territories. I gather from that corres-
pondence and from the information which I have from my
department, that some of the staff or officers of the
Lieutenant Governor did consult the Deputy Minister of
Justice as to the powers of the Lieutenant Governor of the
North-West Territories to issue permits which would have
force within the park. It is true the correspondence states,
as the bon. gentleman bas read it, that the persons who
consulted the deputy were advised to apply to the Depart-
ment of the Interior. The reason for that was, not that the
Department of the Interior had control over the subject,
but because my department, the Department of Justice,
gives no advice to persons outside the departments of the
Government in respect to these questions, The position
taken with respect to that application for advice was, that
if the Lieutenant Governor of the No.th-West Territories
chose to act or not to act, he muet act upon his own respon
sibility and upon advice he might obtain elsewhere, and
that if he desired advice and the opinion of my department,
he muet go to the Minister of the Interior and ask him to
obtain it. The Lieutenant Governor of the North-West bas
never personally, or by letter, or by any of hie officers, asked

my opinion upon this question, and I express my opinion
on this question, in so far as the public are concerned,
or anybody outside of the Government is concerned, for
the first time this evening. So much for the observations
of the hon. gentleman with respect to the operation of the
Act as to the Rocky Mountain Park. I come now to say a
few words as to what my view is in reference to permits to
soli alcoholic liquors in the North-West Territories, or
parts of it, the Rocky Mountain Park and elsewhere. I
contend, and I contend it in spite of the argument which
was addressed to the House when this question was under
discussion a few evenings ago, that the right and the
responsibility as well, rest with the Governor of the
North-West Territories, and with him alone. The reso-
lution affirms the singular statement that the Government
are in fault, they having permitted, by one of their
officers, namely, the Lieutenant Governor of the North-West
Territories, to license the sale of intoxicating liquors in
the North-West Territories. In a certain qualified and
rnost restricted sense the Lieutenant Governor of the North
West Territorios is an officer of the Government, but only
in this sensŽe, that he receives bis appointment from the
Govern ment of Canada. In no other respect is he an officer
of the Governmont of Canada, and certainly not in the
sense covered by the resolution, which certainly implies
that ho is acting under our instructions and subject to our
opinion, and that we are responsible from day to day for
his acts. The strongest argument made on a previous
o casion, when the matter was urdor discusion in this
EIusc, was that the Lieutenant (Governor of the North-
West Torritories stands in relation to the Government of
Canada liku the Uovernor of a colony did in days before
represantative institutions were granted to the colony to
the Imperial Government, when instructions from the Gov-
ernment wore received by him from day to day, and
action was taken by him as enunciated from the Colonial
Office. The Governor of the North-West Territories
holds no such position in regard to this Government or
in relaion to this Parliament. We have the power to
appoint him; we have the power to dismiss him for
misconduct; but ho is vested by the law (which binds
as as woll as him) with certain statutory powers, one
of which is to graut permits for the introduction of
irtoxirating liquors into the Torritories which ho goverus.
I may diffor from the. Lieutenant Goveraor as to the
extent of authority which that enactment confers. If it be
true, as bas beun asserted more than once in this House,
that the Lieutenant Governor conceives that he is thereby
authorised to set up a license system in the North-West
.Territories ; that ail comers, recommended in a certain way,
are to receive permits which will authorise thom o soli
liqu.r, and that that system is to be universally established
throughout the North-West Territories irrespe3tive of the
exercise ot the discretion which the law expects him to
exercise; 1 do differ from him as to the extent of the
authority conferred upon him by the Act. I do think that
if he bas set up a license system of that description-and I
know the facts only from what bas been stated here-that
ho must have departed from the spirit of the Act.
But the Lieutenant Governor of the North-West Terri-
tories is not under my control; he is not in any sense
under the coAtrol of the Government in the exorcise
of these statutory powers which are conferred upon him.
We have, as I have said, the power to appoint the Lieu-
tenant Governor, we have the power to recommend to His
Excellency his removal from office; bat certainly it is not
a power which would be exercised because he chooses,
in the exercise ot' bis authority, to differ from as as to the
construction of the law under which ho acts, and under
which he is bound to act, in the administration of his duties
in the North. West Territories. If the Lieutenant Governor
issues these permits, and if he believes he as the right to
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issue them, ho has the right to say that ho will do so-not-
withstanding that I differ from him as to the extent of bis
authority or as to the way in which i should be exercised-
just as fully as he has the right to differ from the Minister
of Finance as to the pr.opriety of giving any permits in the
North-West Territories at all. It is true that the Lieutenant
Governor of the North-West Territories receives instruction
from the Government of Canada just as every Lieutenant
Governor receives instruction at bis appointment, but can
it be supposed that these instructions are to follow him
from day to day and control bis action in relation to
the discharge of his statutory powers? If so, then the
office of Lieutenant Governor of the North-West Terri-
tories is a more sham, and the North-West Territories are
under the administrative control of the Government of
Canada;-a theory which will be somewhat new to the
people of those territories, and which, I venture to say, is
utterly inconsistent with the constitutional theory of having
a Lieutenant Governor and a Legislative Assembly in these
Territories. As proof of the alleged fact that a regular and
systematic regulation with regard to licenses had been
established in the North.West Territories, the hon. gentle-
man states that in the estimates of the income of the North-
West Legislative Assembly, a certain income had been
estimated as derivable from the permits. That has been
done ever since the North-West Territories Act has been
adopted.

Mr. FISHER. Will the hon. Minister excuse me a
moment. In the estimates of the last Session of the North-
West Territories Legislature there are two items-one such
as bas always been the case, and another special item for
four per cent. beer permits which is estimated at 83,500.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I was answering the hon,
gentleman as to a statement he made in the first part of his
case, but, now, as i understand bis present explanation, it
is that, instead of estimating a certain number of thousands
of dollars as bas always been doue, as likely to be received
for the price of permits, they have divided the estimate
into two classes and estimated so much for beer permits
and so much for spirit permits. I conceive that this makes
no difference in principle, and I humbly think that it
does not establish the hon. gentleman's charge with regard
to there being an organised system of licensing in the Terri-
tories. With reference to the hon. gentleman's contention
that there was evidence in this file of papers that the
Lieutenant Governor in Council did consult the Government
of Canada, or did advise with them, and that the Govern-
ment of Canada was responsible for the practice which he
set on foot as regards permits; I have only to add that the
bon. gentleman is mistaken in supposing that the papers
furnished contain any evidence that any such state of facts
exist. Right or wrong, the Lieutenant Governor has acted
on bis own responsibility and on bis own view of the law,
or upon the view of the law which was given him by the
counsel who advised him, and, certainly, not upon any
suggestion, or with any connivance, or by any advice
from the Government of Canada. With regard to the con-
tention which the bon, gentleman made that the Govern-
ment in Council ought to be censured for not having adopted
more restrictive provisions with regard to intoxicating
liquors under the powers given them in the Park Act, I
have only to say that the hon. gentleman's resolution * does
not point to that result. The hon. gentleman's resolution
holds the Minister of the Interior indirectly responsible for
al that bas been done in the park itself on the mistaken
theorythatbthe park is absolutely under his control, and when
the hon. gentleman goes a step further and asserts that it
must be so because the very hotel in which those permits
for liquor are used could not be erected without the assent or
approval of the Minister of the Interior, ho is surely for-
getting the fact that when the Park Act was passed both

Sir JOHN THoMPsoN.

the hotels there had actually been erected. I am very much
mistaken, if I am not right in the statement that no hotel
bas been established or erected in the park since the Park
Act was passed. At any rate I am well aware thon when
the Park Act was passed the two hotels to which ho refers
-the Canadian Pacific Hotel and Dr. Brett's lotel-wore
established and erected, although the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way hotel was not entirely completed. When ho would
expect the House to come to the conclusion that the
Government is worthy of censure for not having prevented
the Lieutenant Governor of the North-West Territories from
having given a permit for the introduction of liquors at all
into the Rocky Mountain Park-when he demands that the
law should be stricter in that reserve than it is anywhere
else in the North-West Territories, I think the hon. gentle.
man should bave put forward some statement for the pur-
pose of showing that the permit system had been abused
within the limits of the park; or that the use of intoxicating
liquors is -wholly unnecessary and more attendant with evil
there than it would ho elsewhere. He ought at least have
put forward some case of abuse of this system in connection
with the park itself before he should ask the House to come
to this conclusion.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.
Mr. MACDOWALL. I should like to say a few words on

the question raised by the hon. member for Brome (Mr.
Fisher)à The first question that occurs to me is, what was
the object of the hon, gentleman in moving the amendment?
and after hearing what he said I came to the conclusion
that his object was not in the least in the interest of the
people of the North-West, but it was to make a point against
the Minister of the Interior, or the Minister of Justice, or
the Government, with respect to this liquor question,
because he did not .seem to take in the least the point of
view of the people of the North-West. The people of the
North-West are always very glad when hon. members from
the eastern Provinces take an interest in their country, and
I think the more those bon. members turn their attention
to that country the botter it will be for the Dominion at
large. We find it often said by the members on your loft,
Sir, that the North-West bas been made by the Conserva-
tive party a dumping ground for political hacks, but I think
that we in the North-West may with much greater reason,
say that the North-West bas been made by the Liberal party
a dumping ground for unfortunate resolutions and amend-
ments. I must say that resolutions such as this, introduced
strictly from a party point of view, are very injurious to the
best interests of the North-West. Everyone who regards
that great country, from a statesmanlike point of view,
must know that in the North-West the great future of
Canada lies as a nation, and the sooner hon. members
cease making the North-West a football for political exi-
gencies, the botter it will be for that country and the
whole Dominion. I am naturally interested in the question
raised by the bon. member for Brome, and since some six
weeks ago, when the Minister of the Interior laid the papers
asked for in reference to this question, before the louse
I have been endeavoring frequently to get them. I only
got them to-day, very shortly bifore the House opened,
and the hon. member for Brome thon came to me and said
ho would give them to me, but expected me to deliver them
up to him again immediately. WellI thought these papers
were brought down for the benefit of the whole House, but
the hon. member for Brome kept them five or six weeks
himself, and prevented those who are very deeply interest-
ed in the question from having an opportunity ofseeing
them. We cannot always be in the House at the same
time as the bon. member for Brome, and if we had known
that he was going to adopt this plan, of course we should
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have watched him as the cat does a mouse, so that we might
be able to obtain the papers from him. As it was I had only
a short time to look over them. I notice that all the
petitions seem to take a very different point of view from
that which the hon. gentleman would lead this House to be-
lieve they did take. The first petition was from the mayor
and corporation of Calgary in favor of the license system.
The second is from Dr. Kennedy and residents of Alberta,
asking that the manufacture of liquor should be allowed in
the North-West. The corporation urged that the use of
permits was really very immoral, because these permits,
although issued with the best intentions, were often used to
cover the illegal sale of liquor, and it was impossible, conse-
quently, to put down the traffic. The extensive area of the
country also added to the difficulty. The citizens of Alberta
in their petition represent that the present system was dis-
tasteful to the majority of the inhabitants of the North-West.
It is very curious that in this petition from the citizens of
Alberta there are 15 pages of signatures, which is a mar-
ked contrast with another petition that I find in this return.
It appears that there were two petitions sent from tem-
perance associations-one from the temperauce body
of Regina, and these people did not ask that the license
system should be put down,but asked for the appointment of
commissioners who would give licenses to responsible par.
ties for the sale of liquor. They also asked that there
should be proper restrictions to the sale of liquor, and that
men of the detective force in connection with the Mounted
Police should be appointed to ensure the carrying out of the
law. The other petition in favor of prohibition in the
North-West was from M4r. Vidal, of Sarnia, Ontario, on be-
half of Mr. McLaren and Mr. Spence, officers of the council
of the Dominion Alliance. I would simply contrast the
petitions of the inhabitants of Alberta with the petitions of
these temperance people. The Regina people asked that the
license system should be introduced in the North-West, and
the Dominion Alliance asked that prohibition should be en-
forced throughout the North-West. In the Alberta petition
there are no less than fifteen pages of foolscap of signatures
of people actually in the North-West, and to the Ontario
petition there are only three such signatures. I mention this
to show that the people of thé North-West should be con-
sulted in some measure concerning their own affairs. I do
not believe that in any matters of legislation which come
before this House and directly affect the people of the
North-West, there should be any attention given to
the prejudices of a small section of the community in
the oider parts of Canada. I, myself, am averse to
liquor circulating freely all over the land. I believe we
ought to have strong, self-reliant, temperate people in the
North-West, but I do not believe that by restricting the
liberties of the people you will make them moral. You
must first educate them up to a state of morality, and then
you will have a strong, self-reliant and moral peo ple. The
next memorial was from the North-West Council in 1887,
when the present Minister of the interior was Lieutenant
Governor. In this memorial the representatives of the
people of the North-West showed that the present system
was immoral and detrimental to the best interests of the
North-West, and they urged that powers similar to those
enjoyed by the older Provinces under the British North
America Act should be granted to the North-West Terri-
tories, and that the provisional districts of the North-West
should be districts under the said Act. When I first spoke
on this subject in this House I believed at that ti me that
the system I refer to was the best system. I believe
nothing could be better than to place the people of the
North-West in exactly the same position as the
people in the rest of Canada. They know .what is good
for themselves. The people go out there to improve
their condition and not to drink, for if they wanted to
drink they could drink a great deal cheaper down

here ; but they do not want their liberties restricted.
The next petition is from the North-West Assembly, pre.
sented during the time of the present Lieutenant Governor.
This petition asked either for a plebiscite, or that the powers
granted to other Provinces should be granted to the North-
West. I think it would be better that this should be done
rather than that a plebisoite, should be taken. At the time
of my election the liquor question was a live one in the
North-West, and I explained to my constituents the stand
that I would take. I said I did not believe in local option;
I did not believe in a small minority, through sentimental
motives, being allowed to dictate to the majority, but that,
as there appeared to be throughout Canada, a certain wave
in favor of local option, I did not think that anyone who
desired to represent the feelings of the people should go
against that wagVe, which plainly indicated the public
opinion of the country. Since then another wave has passed
over the country, and swept away the Canada Temperance
Act; so that now I feel rather at variance with the opinion
1 expressed before. I believe I can return to my first love,
and again hold the opinion that it is not right to
allow a minority, through sentimental motives, to
dictate to the majority; but as 1 believe myself
to a certain extent committed to the local option
principle, I feel that I must stick to it and, there-
fore, I am in favor of giving to the North-West the
powers that are given to the other Provinces. There
is another petition from the Regina Board of Trade,
signed by Rev. J. Steele. Mr. Steele says that the law
now in force causes a waste of public money in the supply-
ing of liquor. He pointed out the immense amount of
money which has been spent in liquor imported into the
North-West under the present law. The Regina Board of
Trade suggests that, until the law is altered, such liquors
should be made some use of-should be used for hospi-
tals, and other such institutions, for the benefit of the sick.
In referring to these questions, I shall quote from some
local papers in the North-West to show what the feeling is
there, and throughout the country. Commissioner Herch-
mer, I know, is not in favor of liquor being sold every-
where throughout the North-West; he is rather inclined to
temperance than otherwise-I shall quote from the Prince
Albert Times tho suggestion of Commisioner Herchmer
that the manufacture and sale of beer be allowed in the
Territories under very stringent regulations The Prince
Albert Times, commenting on this suggestion, says:

" We long since advocated the course suggested by the commissioner,
and still believe it is the proper course to be adopted. W e hope that
the Government will at once act on the advice of the commissioner in
this matter."

I think the commiséioner might have gone a little further
than he did go. I will quote from the Calgary Berald,
which says editorially :

" A large majority of the representatives of the people announced
themeelves fairly and squarely in favor of high license, while a fair por-
tion of the small minority, while not supporting high license, did not
actually oppose it."

The Edmonton Bulletin, which is edited by a gentleman
whose inclinations are decidedly towards temperance, says
of the question:

" The second resolution passed, re-affirmed the desire of the assembly
to have a vote taken, and asked that the Federal Government, as having
the right to do so, take the vote ; and afterwards asked, if it were not
the pleasure of the Federal authorities to grant that request, that pro-
vincial powers be granted to the assembly in the matter. This resolution
was carried by a vote of 13 to 7."

That shows that the liquor question is in a very unsatisfac-
tory state in the North-West, and the people there feel tiat
they ought to be treated in this matter in the same way as
the people throughout the rest of Canada. One of the great
privileges of being a British subject is that a man can do
just as he likes in any part of the British realms, so long as
he does not transgress the law of those realms. We in the
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North-West are not in thie position. We have a different
measure of freedom just now from the majority of the people
of the older Provinces and Manitoba, and we simply desire,
now that we have representation in this House, to be placed
in this matter, as in others, in the same free position as the
people of the rest of the Dominion. 1 believe myself thut
this law, as it at present stands, is most unconstitutional in
every way, because, as I have stated in this House in almost
every Session that I have been here, and I will repeat it for
the benefit of tke hon. member for Brome (Mr. Fisher) and
others, if we are living under constitutional government,
we should have some say in regard to the law that governs
us. But this law which prevails in the North-West was
passed by a Parliament in which that part of the country
was not represented. It was a most arbitrary law, and now
that we have representation here, I mainbain that it is un-
constitutional in spirit, if it is not in law. There is
just one other point which I wish to refer to. I am sure
there are a great many hon. members in this House who
believe in strict prohibition, but at the same time if they
believe in the constitution under which we live, they must
allow that the opinions of the representatives of the North-
West, when they are all in accord on one subject, should be
respected by this House. We know that the representa-
tives of the North-West are very few in number. I myself
am one who represents a district larger than the Province
of Ontario, with a population of some 20,000 people scattered
through it; the hon. member for Alberta (Mr. Davis) repre.
sents an enormous district too; Assiriboia is represented
by two members; but these four districts cover an area
nearly, if not quite as large as the rest of Canada put
together. Although we are only four in number, and on
that account it may be said that we do not represent the
opinions of the people in this matter in a House of 215
members, still this House has another very sure guide to
follow, that is, the petitions of the people; and in saying
this, I will simply refer to what is a matter of Englisb
history, which has been laic down by some of our greatest
parliamentarians, that although the opinions of the repre-
sentatives of the people may be a sure guide as to the incli.
nations of the people as to what is public opinion, there
still is another way which must not be disregarded, ard
that other way is by petitions. 1 have already ref;-irvd
to some of the petitions which have been sent down, but 1
will go a little further and will say that there bas never been
a year, since the people of the North-West were given repre-
sentation in their Local Parliament, when petitions have
not been passed and sent down to the Government of this
country, asking that the law be altered with regard to this
question. I would urge most strongly that the Govern-
ment should alter the law, and put the people of the Not th-
West in the same position as the other people of Canada,
that they should acknowledge that they are a tcmperate
and intelligent people by so doing, and that they should
give them the same freedom in regard to this matter which
is accorded to others. They know that they are backed up
in doing that, not only by the whole force of the repre-
sentatives of the North-West in this House, but they eau go
back to the time when the North-West was first given
representation in the Local Assembly, and they wili finid
that every year petitions have come cown in favor if this
course. On these two groUnds, I think I am entitled to say
that the people of the North-West are very strongly in
favor of this freedom being accorded to them, and that, if it
is accorded to thom, they will not abuse it.

Mr. LAURIER. This is not a question of temperance in
the sense which is usually attached to that word. It is not
only those who are devoted to prohibition as a principle,
who are interested in this matter, but no one, whether a
prohibitionist at heart or not, can view with indifference,
the motion which has been proposed by my hon. friend

Mr. MCDOWALL.

from Brome (Mr. Fisher). It has always been the unani.
mous consensus of opinion in this country, shared in by all
parties alike, that the use of liquor in the North-West Ter-
ritories should not be treated in the same manner as it is
in the other Provinces, that it has to be treated in a very
different way. It bas been the unanimous consensus of
opinion, that the traffic could not b3 as free in the North-
West Territories as in the other Provinces, but that it had
to be checked. This has been held, not only by prohibi-
tionists, but by all parties, even by those parties in this
House, whether on the other side or on this side, who are
not prepared to enact at the present moment a prohibitory
law for this Dominion. Still, they upheld the view
that a prohibitory law had to be enforced in the North-
West Territory for some years at all events. What is
the reason that a different treatment has been adopted in
that territory from that which is adopted in other parts of
the country ? What is the reason that, as soon as we ac.
quired those territories and commenced to legislate for them,
one of the first provisions inserted in the law was that the
liquor trafflec rhould be checked and regulated and prohibited
until the matter was otherwise disposed of ? The reason is
obvious and is well known. It is the same reason which
has prevailed in the United States, where they have prac-
tically the same law in the North-West. The reason is
that those territories are partly inhabited by a race upon
whom the use of alcoholic liquors-dangereous as it is to
most mon--has a most injurious effect beyond expression.
It bas been admitted by all parties that, if liquor were
allowed to circulate freely in that country, where we have
such a large Indian population, the consequence might be
to irjure-perhaps not permanently but for a long
time to come-the possibilities of the development
of Lhe country, to produce possibly destruction of
life and property, to produce perhaps horrors from
which the imagination itself recoils. This was the
motive which induced Parliament at that time unani-
mously, without a word of dissent from any party, to
put that law on the Statute-book. It is only some few days
ago when the hon. member for Lanark (Mr. Jamieson), who
is a prohibitionist but also a Conservative, claimed for
his party the g!ory of baving first put this provision in the
law. The lion. gentleman took credit for the party to
which he belongs that they were entitled to the honor of
having first introduced prohibition into the North-West
Territories. Be that as it may-and I am not here to grudge
to the Conservative party whatever glory they may have
on that score-if to them belongs the glory of putting the
law on the Statute-book, to themn also belongs the glory of
at this moment pandering to the liquor passion in the North-
West Territories. The hon. member for Saskatchewan (Mr.
Macdowall) said just now that it was time that the North-
West Territories should be put on the same footing as the
rest of the Dominion. That may be. I will not diseuss
that quettion. That is not the question at issue. It
may be that the exceptional laws which have prevailed
in the North-West Territories should be done away with
and that the Territories should be put on the same
footing as the rest of the Dominion. I have no opinion
to express upon this question now. If the question
were before the House, I would state my views upon it; but,
as long as the law is upon the Statute-book, it bas to be
respected; and, when the hon. gentleman says that to-day
the law bas become obsolete, the course which he should
take is not to oppose this motion of my hon. friend, but to
make an amendment to the law. It is so well understood
that this is the law which rules in the Territories, and that
prohibition is stili the law of the country there, that the
defence of the Government is not that the law is not in
existence, but that the Government simply wash their
hands in regard to what is being done in the North-West
Territories. They say, it is not we who are the guilty
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ones, it is not we who have permitted the sale of liquor
throughout the Territories, it is not we who have given a
license to the Banif Hotel and others, but it is the Lieuten-
ant Governor; he is responsible, and he alone is respon-
sible to the country. The Government cannot escape
with such a plea as this. The Government are responsible
for this, and, whether they have the manliness to stand
up in defence of their act or not, they are responsible to
the country for what is being done in the North-West
Territories. The Lieutenant Governor las assumed a right
to issue the power to the Banf Hotel to sell liquor in the
same manner as it might be sold in any other part of the
Dominion. lie lias also assumed the power of organising a
license system whereby a certain kind of beer can be sold
as freely as it can in any other part of the country. The
Government says this is the act of the Lieutenant Governor,
and the Government is not responsible for it. My hon.
friend behind me (Mr. Fisher) laid the responsibility on
the Minister of Interior, and, as far as I read the law, the
charge is well founded. The law says:

" That the Rocky Mountainh Park shall be under the control and
management of the Minister of Interior, but the Governor in Council
may make regulations for the following purposes."

Amongst others, for trade and traffio of every description.
If the Governor in Council made any regulations as to
trade and traffic of this description, the responsibility of the
Minister of Interior, individually, might perhaps be set aside,
but his responsibility will exist as an adviser of His Excel-
lency, and I do not see much difference in that. This is
not the plea which was put forward by the Minister of
Justice this afternoon. fis plea is that the Minister of In-
terior bas no power over the Rocky Mountain Park, but
that the power of administration rests altogether in the
Lieutenant Governor. Let it be so, let us take the proposi.
tion of the Minister of Justice, and let us say that the re-
sponsibility of the administration of the Rocky Mountain
Park belongs altogether to the Lieutenant Governor. As
to the other system of license which has been carried out
by the Lieutenant Governor, certainly this is an act
for which ho is responsible. But the Minister of Justice
says: Oh, we are not responsible for that, that is the act of
the Lieutenant Governor himself. Well, Mr. Speaker, if
we have no statute on that question, viewing it simply up.
on general principles, would it not be extraordinary to sece
the Government claiming that they were not responsible
for the officer whom they have appointed, and whose salary
they pay? Heare is tne language of the statute itself:

" The Lieutenant Governor shall administer the Government under
inBtructions from time to time given him by the Governor in Gouncil, or
by the Secretary of State of Canada."
"I He shall administer under instructions." So that the
hon. gentleman, speaking for the Government, cannot
shield himself behind the Lieutenant Governor and say
they are not responsible. The law says that the Lieutenant
Governor shall administer under instructions from the
Government, and if the Lieutenant Governor does anything
outside of this very act which he has power to perform,
certainly it must be presumed that ho bas acted undex in-
structions from the Government, and if he bas no instruc-
tions from the Government, the moment the Govern-
ment allow his action to take effect, certainly they connive
at it, they adopt it, and they give it the sanction of their
authority. But there is more. The lon. gentleman says:
We are not responsible because the Lieutenant Governor
bas acted under the authority which is vested in
him by the Act, and under the Act he as power
to issue permits for the sale of liquor. Sir, there is
a vast difference between a permit given to an indi-
vidual to buy a certain quantity of liquor, be it great
or small, and the vast system of licenses which has
been authorised here whereby anybody who applies-and
the comes within the rules fixed by the Governor himself

1le

--may purchase liquor. But, take the very case put by
the Minister of Justice himself: let us suppose that the
Lieutenant Governor had doue nothing more than to use
the power which is given him by the Act, to issue permits
for the sale of liquor. Is the Lieutenant Governor respon-
sible to nobody for his act ?-because we know ho is net
responsible to the people whom he lias to administer A
year or two ago, when ho had under the consideration of
this House a Bill to give electoral representation to the
people of the North-West Territories in this House and in
the North-West Council, the rigbt hon. gentleman who
presides over the Government was asked whether ho
would make the Lieutenant Governor responsible to the
people, whether he would introduce responsible gov-
ernment. The hon. gentleman said ho would not; ho
thought that the time had not yet come when the Lieuten-
ant Governor should be responsible to the people to whom
ho had to administer. He, therefore, kept the responsibility
in his own hands, and yet, we are told to-day, on the floor
of this House, that the Lieutenant Governor, who is not res-
ponsible to the people to whom he has to administer, is neither
responsible Vo the Government who appointed him. This
is in effect what we were told to-day by the Minister of
Justice, that the Lieutenant Governor of the North-West
Territories is as potent in the Territories as the Emperor of
all the Russias, and that he is no more responsible to the
people nor to anybody else, than is that potentate. The
Lieutenant Governor is not responsible to the people, and
the Government says: Well, he is not responsible to us.
The language of the Minister of Justice is-simply this: We
cannot help it. H did not say, ho did not dare to say,
whether Mr. Royal had acted wisely or unwisely, whether
ho had acted judioiously or injudiciously, ho simply said:
Well, he acted within the sphere of his authority; whether
it was wise or not, we cannot help it. Sir, is such language
as this to be tolerated in this House? Are we to be told
that the Lieutenant Governor can do anything that he
pleases, and that the Government who appoints him lias
nothing to say, but must tamely submit to his actions?
They will not even take the consequence of those actions,
but allow them to fall upon the people to whom the Lieu-
tenant Governor is not responsible. Mr. Speaker, the truth
of the matter is simply this, and I arraign the Government
upon this proposition : the Lieutenant Governor las acted
with the sanction of the Government, but the Government
have not the courage to say so. If the Lieutenant Governor
bas not acted with the sanction of the Government, why do
not the Governinent do as they did formely, and tell him
that his usefulness is gone ? Not many years ago when the
Lieutenant Governor of Quebec took upon himself to do an
act, constitutional or not, wise or unwise-I do not say-
but it was an act for which ho was responsible to the people
of the Province, and which the people of the Province
sanctioned. But that act did not meet the views of the
bon. gentlemen on the Treasut y bouches and they told is
Excellency the Governor General that the usefulness
of the Lieutenant Governor was gone, and ho was removed.
If the Governor did not sanction the action of the Lieuten-
ant Governor of the North-West, they would say to Mr.
Royal: Sir, your usefulness has gone, you have performed
an act which is cntrary to the policy of the Government,
either recall that act, to-morrow, or the day after to-morrow
you are dismissed. But that is not the language which is
held by thec Government. The Government simply was in
their hands like Pilate, and say: We cannot help it. Sir,
I denounce the action of the Government. The law is on
the Statute.book, If the time has come to alter that law,
if the Territories are no longer in the condition that they
were 14.years ago, let it be amended or repealed. But as
long as the law is there, I hold that the Uovernment are
responsible for what is going on in the North-West
Territories.
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Mr. MITCHELL. I have listened with a good deal of

regret to the remarks of an hon. gentleman with whom I
am generally in accord in any action ho may take against
the. Government of the day. This House knows that I
have.no great symnpathy for- the Administration, and I
regret when it becomes my duty, from convictions which
I entertain upon public questione which come before the
House, to differ with the hon. gentleman who has just sat
down, whose opinions I so much respect, and with whom
I generally apt in concert, as an independent supporter
of whst 1 believe to be the rights of the people. I
do not agree with the hon. member for Brome (Mr. Fisher)
içn the motion ho has submitted to the Ilouse condemping
the Lieutenant Governor of the North-West for pursuing
t4.e course which ho believed himself authorised to pursue
under the statute. Sir, everybody in this House knows
that oi every question connected with the advance in this
countiy, I have always been a consistent supporter, not a
fanatical one. The county that I represent has for 10 years.
bqu gaScott Act county. I have never taken the first stop
to inuence or to control, or to affect any action to prevent a
thorough execution of the law in that county. It has had my
moral support and my material support in every step. But,
Sir, I ain not one of those who believe that because a few
men chooge to dictate to us what we shall eat or what we
shall driik, I shall necessarily follow every fad they may
i4troduce, every attempt they may make to limit the rights
of the people of this country. In regard to the particular
point, which has been raised in this case, in respect to the
iEsue of authority to the Banff Hotel to sell wines and
liquors, I may say this: I appeal to the, leader of the Gov.
ernment as to whether I was not the first man who called
attention to the importance of that great institution at
Banff Springs remnaining a national institution to this
country, urging that it should not be allowed to pass into
privatr handa, but be turnod into a Government trust as
the great sanitary institution of this country. I am proud
to s4y, that the right hon.gentlenuan, I will not say through
my representations, did. retain that great institution,
and whena grant of $10,000 towards it came before
this House, I rose and defended the expenditure
againat the accusations of my hon. friends on this
side of the Hlouse, with whom I generally act,
and I did so because I thought that the Government, in so
acting, deserwed the commendation instead of the condem-
nation of this fHonse. I think tl4e matter stands now very
much aa it did, then. I believe that the men who have gone
on and improved this country as the Cànadian Pacific Rail-
way Comipany have done, who have spent their thousands
and millions of dollars, risked their estates and their pro-
perty, their indepeondence and their all, to carry out works1
that are a credit to the Dominion, whon these mon found it
was neceaary to.build hotels along the line, to croate homes
in the wildqerness that should be frequented by people from
al lands, it is the duty of the flouse and of every independ.
ext. member in it, who frees himself from the fanaticism ofi
"lad ism" whether temperance, religious or anything else, toi
stand by the mon who have invested their money in build.j
ing attrautive hotels and sanituriums, and presenting attrac-i
tions to foreigners to come to this country and mako iti
their home. In regard to the Banff f otel, anyone whoi
hag visited it and heard of the cures that are effectedk
thpre, knows how desirable it is that it should be made
attraptiye to people who visit it. And we must admiti
that if, with the narrow fanaticism which pervades many1
of those who insist on the carrying out of strictly1
tcnperançe principles, we do not allow the German to have
bis beer, or the englishman his ale, or the Canadian, like 1
myself, his champagne and sherry-we injure the country. t
1t is,an outrage the we should attpmpt to restrict the con- ç
vempifees and comforts provided at a groat sanitary institu- d
tion, as is suggested by the mover of the resolution. My c
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bon. friend, the leador of the Opposition, for whom: I have
the grea.test respect and esteem, whose ability no man. can
doubt, whose eloquence in this Flouse and throughout the
country stamps him as aý man amongst the first in the land,
bas chosen to assail the Government for the course they
have pursued on this matter. God. forgive me, if I am.
going to be a defender of the Government-I do not like to
do it, but a sense of justice, notwithstanding the fact that
the right hon. gentleman does not always look upon me
with smiling approbation, compels me to say that in this
case they are perfectly right in the course they have adopt-
ed. If the hon. gentleman will read the 92nd section of
the Act, he will be satisfied that the position assumed by
the Minister of Justice is perfectly in accordance with the
law. The section reads as follows:-

S'No intoxioating liquor or intoxicant shall be manufactured, corn-
pounded or made in the Territories, except by special permission of the
Governor in Oouncil ; nor shall any intoxicating liquor or intoxicant
be imported or brought into the Territories from any Province of Canada
or elsewhere, or be sold, exchanged, traded or bartered, or had in
possession therein, except by special permission, in writing of the
Lieutenant Governor ; intoxicatilg liquors or intoxicants, imported or
brought:from any piaceout ofeoiade, into the Territories, by apecial
perisniaon, .in wtigof.the Lieutenant Governor, shall be subject to
the Oustoms and Excise lawaof Oanada."

Does not that give the Lieutenant Governor of the North-
West Territories absolute power to grant permits, for the
manufacture, sale and use of alcoholic liquors inthe country-?
Moreover, is there any reason why the people in the Nonth-
West shouJd not have the same right and control at towhat
they will eat, drink and wheniewithal they shail be clothed,
as thosein any other partion of the;Dominion? I am a
temperance man, and I believe in temperance.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.
Mr. MITCHELL. I am glad that that meets with the

approbation of both sides of the House. The Government
of the day have commended themselves to my judgment,
by the stand they have taken, that the Lieutenant Governor
has acted rightly in pernitting the Banff Hotel to provide
what is necessary for the comfort of their cutormers. It is
possible, with regard to an institution such as that, which
is under the cont.rol of one of the greatest corporations of
the country, and under strict regulations, and conducted in
a manner which reflects credit on all connected with it,
that we should wish to place them in a position that they
cannot provide for customers, who are staying there one
week or three months for their health, convenience or
comfort, all those comforts and luxuries which are necessary
to such an institution, to which these visitors come to seek
rest and the advantage of a health-giving, climate. I-say it
would be an outrage on public sentimoen if we, attempted
tp restrain them.

Mr. JONES (Ilalifax). But they go there to drink the
water.

Mr. MITCHELL, Sone may do so, some who arA too:
mean, probably, to spend a couple of dollars. Buk. I, want.
it understood when I go ,here, that if I desire-it and can
afford it, I shall be able to obtain a bottle of champagne,.
call for it and drink it. I tondt to prevent people;coming
into the country when narrow laws exist which prevent
men calling for such comforts and.indulgences as-they de-
sire and are prepared to pay for. I repeat that Ian a tem-
perance man, and that I believe in temperance. I believe
in the enactment of such laws as are noqessary sud are
likely to promote temperance throughout tho, land, and I
believe when they are enacted they should, bu- enforced.
The Scott Act has been in force in my cqupty, ton years;
but during the several elections I have had the misfortgne
to run during that period, I have never been askedwhatxuy
views wore on temperance. The people all know them, 1
deprecate the idea of forcing tenperance upou people who
do not, bolieve init., I believg,iu moral suion, i, setting
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an example and thus promoting temperance throughout the'
land. When men endeavotto eerce public sentiment or in-
dividual opinion by legislation for the limitation of these
enjoyment-s which men are able to pay for anci have a right
to ask fer, i detracts from the moral effect of promoting
temperance throughout the country, and, therefore, I am op-
posed to it. On these principles I am opposed to the mo
tion of the ho. member for Brome (Mr. Fisher). In the
report of the Lieutenant Goveraor of the North.-West Ter.
ritories, as embodied in the rep rt of the Interior Depart-
ment for the year ended 30th June, 1888, I find the fol-
lowing paragraph:-

"Tiie resuit of this action on my part was sluded to hy the Auditor
of the Ngrth-West Government in his report for the paut year, wherein
he-statei that th9re was a marked decrease in the demand for liquor
permits einee the issue of 1sale periaits for beer,' and, at the same time,
an increase in the revenue."
It is very well known that ino German will emigrate to
a country where ho cannot get his beer, and there are very
few Engishmen who would like to emigrate to a country
where that beverage is denied them. I say that it is a nar-
row course, and it is a mistaken view for the advocates of
temperance to attempt to prevent men from enjoying their
glass of beer, if they are able to pay for it and wish to have
it. I do think that mon, who in the cause of temperance
and in the name of temperance, attempt to enforce those
strict regulations and those strict opinions upon persons
who differ with thom, are entirely mistaken, and I believe
it is a mistake for then to bring before this Parliament any
resoluton tho effect of which will be to limit the enjoyment
of travellers who come to this country from abroad. What
is the objyct of the millions of money we have expended in
the North-West ? It is to open up and develop that
country; one of the fairest countries of the globe. It
is to promote the welfare of that country, with its
teeming prairies, its boundiess wealth, and which only
needs the people to go in there; that country with a
railway connection from the Atlantic to the Pacifie, and
communication thence to the rich eastern countries of the
world. Does anyone believe that if we limit the enjoyment
which people have been in the custom of enjoying in their
oWn oeuntries, that they will come to this country or
avail thetnelves of our great system of communication
with aIl parts of the world to travel through this contry ?
No, Sir; the effict of such a law would be to keep them
away from Canada. Does any man believe that the granting
of a license to the Banff Hotel-secoad on this continent,
only to the great Windsor Hotel in Montreal, which in its
tara i. second to perhaps no hotel in the world-does any
man believe that the granting of a permit to an institution
such as that, or such as the Summit Hotel or the Vancouver
Hotel, would demoralise the people of this country ? Every
one knows that the object of their restriction of the sale of
liquor in the Notth-West was to prevent the Indians from
feeling the effecte of the liquor traffic in that country. Does
the granting of a license to the Banff flotel affect the
Indians ? No; there is no whiskey sold at the Banff fotel.
I an informed that the sale of whiskey is discountenanced
there, and it, therefore, eanÉot affect the Indians. The object
of the prohibition law in the North-West Territories, as I said
befote, was tO protect the Indians, and It is a law that I am not
going to imptgn the principle Ef. If the sale of liquer gene-
rally thiougout thé Térritories would tend to the demoralisa-
tion of the tribes whieh occupied that country befbre white
men carne in there, I say that prohibition is in the cause of
morality. I had a conversation with a gentleman who
represents a North-West constituency, and ho told me that
18 years ago when he went totht country there were some
22,000 souls in the Blood and Blackfeet tribes, but only
2,000 romain te day. He enumerated a number of the
other tribes in tht sectioni *here the reduction of the
moembers was e aiparativély the ame as among the Black- 1

feet. That deorease has not been causea by liquor, becauso
there bas been no liquor introduced into those Tôrritoris
since the law was passed. This prohibition law in the
North-West Territories was specially intended to protect the
Indians before white mon went in there; but is this Pirlia.
ment to say now that the white men living in that North-
West are to be limited in thoir rights and their privileges,
and that they will be put on a different footing from the
people of the older Provinces? If we adopt any such prin-
ciple as that, we will adopt a principle which will be unjust
to the people of the North-West Territories and a principle
which we should not countenance in this Parliament.
I believe in temperance, I bolieve in the maintenance of
law and, where temperance laws are enacted, I be.
lieve in the enforcement of these laws; but, Sir, the
result of recent etections has shown us that the
neglect of the enforcement of these temperance laws has
demoralised public sentiment, and has led to the repeal of
that temperance law in some fifteen counties where it was
forced upon the people and forced upon them prematurely.
I do not bélieve in this forcing of personal opinions upon
the public unless you bave a large majority of the public in
support of it, and this question of enforced temperance I
believe the public is not prepared to adopt. If I want te
travel in the North-West, or if a gentleman from England
wants te come to that country, or if 1,000 immigrants
from Germany want to come to thiat country, why should
they be deprived of that enjoyment which they obtain at
home, and which they think it is lawful for then to indulge
in ? I am prepared to ju'tify and defend the Lieutenant
Governor of that Territory for the course ho has pursued in
granting licenses where it was judicious to do so and we
have had no ease placed before this Parliament in which
abuses have arisen because Governor Royal granted thùse
licenses. Will any man say that the granting of a license
te the Banif il)tel ihas been au abuse ? On the contrary,
every person who has visited that hotel speaks of it in the
highest terms, as an institution conducted in the best
possible manner and worthy of being aeociated with one
of the greatest corporations in the world-the Canadian
Pacifie Rilway. I say it wauld be an outrage if
we should attempt in any way th re-ard the
progress of the great corporation who have an
uphill task to perforin, who have ail they can do to
make the institution pay, and who are doing everything
they eau to develop the resources of the country. It #òould
be an outrage for us to prevent the growth of thatgeest
sanitary institation on *hich the Governtihet ha'"
expended such a large amount of money, and it would bb
an outrage for us to condemn the Govôrnment fe coun
tenancing au act of the Lieutenant Goveinor, who ei #ith-
in the limits of the juriediction granted him by this
Parliament. I believe the Minister of Justice *as quite
right in saying, no matter what might be the opinions of the
administration of the day on that point, that as the Parli-
ment of Canada has vested the Lieutenant Goïernro with
power to grant these licenses, that the Lieutenant Goveinor
alone is responibL and not the Govérrnment of the day.
In conclusion let me say that I entirely approve of the
gianting of these libonses.

Mr. DAVIN. The question beforé the Houe ia whêbht-
the Government shonld be condemded fb tihe aotòñl of
Governor Royal in issuing peïmits for the sule f 4 per
cent. beer and whethet the fMinister of the Intérior ihoitld bre
condetnnod because pefmità have been issue d to the flkxid
Ilotel. The latter question has bebn suffloiently disbusiiM,
and the Minister of Justice has in a conclusive and fercible
manner put the matter before the louse. But, in regard
to the first question, there isà word teo be said, I think, in
justice to Lieutenant Governor Royal. When Mr. Royal
became Lieutenant Goverhor, what did ho find in the refri-
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tories? He found, by the report of the officers of the
Mounted Police, by the report of everybody who visited
the western towns, that a large amount of strong liquor
was being sold surreptitiously ; and it occurred to him
that under the 92nd section of the Act he had power to
issue permits for the sale of 4 per cent. beer, Mr. Bliss,
who is the G. W. Patriarch of the Sons of Tom perance in
Manitoba, towards the close of last year, visited the various
towns of the North-West Territories, and he wrote a letter
to the papers in which ho declared that the only hope
for temperance in the Territories was a good license sys.
tem, so rampant was the surreptitious sale of strong drinks
in all the towns along the line. That being so,
may it not have occurred to Mr. Royal to issue permits
for the sale of 4 per cent. beer-the smallest per-
centage of alcohol with which beer can be made-
with the view of promoting temperance ? The Minister of
Justice, who speaks as a high authority on the subject, bas
declared in Parliament, not, probably, in so many words,
that the Governor acted within his power. Now, Sir, the
hon. gentleman whe leads the Opposition gets up, and ho
takes the clause providing for the appointment of the Gov-
ernor, and quotes the latter part of it, which declares that
he shall govern the Territories under instruction. Of course
he must do that; but when you have that stated in an Act
of Parliament, and have certain rules laid down in the same
Act for the guidance of the Governor, it is perfectly clear
that this clause, in which it is stated that he shall govern
the Territories under instruction, cannot mean that, in
regard to anything provided for in the Act, he is to per-
petually to refer to Ottawa to know what he is to do. The
two things are perfectly distinct, and I was greatly sur-
prised to hear a man who is usually so logical as my hon,
friend who leads the Opposition, try to make ont from
that clause in the Act, that Mr. Royal, in order to ascer-
tain the scope of his conduct under the 92nd clause,
should refer to Ottawa. The hon.gentleman who leads the
Opposition bas also declarcd-and ho endorsed what the
hon. member for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) stated in
that respect-that the great object of these prohibitory
clauses was to prevent the liquor getting to the Indians.
Why, Sir, the 4 per cent. beer cannot get to the Indians.
In the towns along the line where it is sold there are very
few Indians; the Indians are on their reserves. Any Indians
who are to be seen in those towns stray into them from the
reserves; but if any of these mon went to a hotel where
the 4 per cent. beer is sold, they would'not get it. I may
say that, if I bad anything to say in the matter, I sbould
not have issued the permits for the sale of the 4 per cent
beer. I have always contended that if you have a probi-
bitory law at all, it should be entirely prohibitory ; and i
have said that there was a weakness in the Act as it ex-
isted under the administration of both parties, in having the
qualification in the prohibitory clauses that the Lieutenant-
Governor could issue permits. By the Public Accounts I
find that the amount received last year for permits for
strong drinks was $3,704, whereas the permits for the sale
of 4 per cent. beer only returned î1,171; so that
it does not look as if Mr. Royal's policy had been
disastrous to temperance in the North-West. As a fact, it
has not. As a fact, it has, I believe, diminished the con-
sumption of strong drinks in the Territories; and if it has
done that, it bas fulfilled the object in view, and has done
good work. I can also say, with some authority, that'the
statement indicated by the Minister of Justice is literally
correct. When Mr. Royal issned those permits for the sale
of 4 per cent. beer, I made a point of enquiring closely as
to who was responsible for that course, and I have it on the
highest authority that the Governor himself was respon-
sible for the issue of those permits; and, Sir, as I contended
before, when this imatter was before the House, I eontend
now, that Mr. Royal acted within the four corners of the

Mr. DAvirz.

92nd section. The wording of that section leaves no doubt
on my mind that he has the power to issue permits for
the sale of beer, and although I differ from the
policy, although so long as you have prohibition at
all I am in favor of entire prohibition, although I bold that
as people went in thore, knowing the country to bo a
prohibitory country, no change should take place until the
people themselves express their views on the suýject, never-
tbeless it would be most unjust to sit here and hear the
argument that has been made, without saying something
of the circumstances under which Governor Royal issued
those permils. Now, Sir, the course of this discussion
shows how necessary is the legislation which my hon.
friend the Minister of the Interior introduced a few evenings
ago, and which, I have no doubt, will become law. I have
no doubt that after the next election in the Territories, the
Legislative Assembly will have the power of dealing with
this question. During the election it will be before the
public, ard they can decide it for themselves, and you will
thon have the question of liquor or no liquor, license or no
license, prohibition or no prohibition, placed on a satisfac-
tory footing.

Sir DONALD A. SMITH. As one who had something
to do with the initiation of the Act prohibiting the intro.
duction of intoxicating drinks into the North-West, I wish
to say a few words, and only a few, on this subject. It was
at the last Council of the Hudson Bay Company, held in
1870, at which I presided, that the first resolution was
passed prohibiting such drinks in the North-West. It was
at the first meeting of the North- West Council, under the
Dominion, in October of the same year, that that resolution
was confirmed, and it was confirmed by a resolution pro-
posed by myseif, when my respected friend, Sir Adams
Archibald, was the Governor of that country. The circum-
stances of the country were thon entirely different from
what they are at present. Thon there were thousands and
tens of thousands of Indians in the North-West; there were
Dot 1,000 white people in the whole of that great Territory,
outside of Manitoba. It was with the express purpose
of preventing intoxicating drinks being supplied to
the Indians that that resolution was introduced on
both of those cecasions. It was felt that it was a
great evil that those drinks should bo furnished to them,
as it had been bolore that time, and most of what was given
was brought across the border from the United States.
Thore was no middle way of dealing with the subject; it
would have been of no use thon to impose a high duty upon
liquors. There weo o at that time just one Custom house
and two Customs officers in the North-West, including Mani-
toba ; those were ut Winnipeg; and you had a frontier of
some 1,200 miles stretching to the Rocky Mountains, every
portion of which could be passed just as easily as any high
road in this country. Any quantity of liquor could have
been brought across the border, and it would have been im.
possible, no matter what duty you could have imposed, to
prevent it. The only thing that could be done was not to
allow it to be introduced into the country at all; and when
it was found on any occasion, it was to be spilled on the
ground, which I think was tho letter of the Act. Now
the circumstances are very different. I do not wish
to discuss the propriety or impropriety of giving a
license to the Banff Hotel or any other particular
hotel ; but I do think that now there should be
some more licenses than formerly, with regard to the intro-
duction of spirituous liquors into this country. You have
now a large population there; they are drawn from all
parts of Europe and this country; they have been accus-
tomed to have their wine and their beer, and it is a very
very difficult thing indeed to change the habits of the
people; and perhaps the very fact of forbidding them hav-
ing any such drinks would have in itself a very great effect
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in deterring others from coming to the country. That, I
think, is one very good reason why we should now allow
the sale of liquor. At the same time, while unfortunately
the number of Indians in the North-West is very amall
compared with what it was some years ago, I think, with-
out preventing the white population having wine and beer,
as they may desire, or at any rate in moderation, the con-
ditions permitting it to be given to the Indians should be
made as strict as possible. I merely wished to show the
circumstances under which the Act of prohibition was
introduced, and how very different the circumstances of the
country were then than now. i do consider that we ought
to act in this measure, and that we ought to act with regard
to it as we find the country to be at present, and not to
continue it as it was when this Act was passed someeighteen
or nineteen years ago.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) A stranger listening to the debate
which has taken place the last hour or two would come to
the conclusion that we are discussing the nature of a
prohibitory law, which should be applicable to the North-
West Territories; and the remarks made by the hon.
gentleman who has just sat down were entirely in that
direction. The remarks of the hon. member for Northum-
berland (Mr. Mitchell) were directed against the imposi-
tion of any sumptuary law in the North-West prohibiting
the sale of intoxicating liquor within certain limits; but
the House will understand that we are not discussing any
question of that kind. My lon. friend, in his resolution,
did not propose to change the law. He did not discuss the
condition of affairs in the North-West, he did not discuss
whether it was desirable that this Parliament should pro.
hibit the sale of liquors, or whether we should concede to
the North-West Council the power tû legislate in the
matter. This debate may do very well as an educative
process, but it is entirely foreign to the subject before the
House. Parliament has, in its wisdorn, passed a law and
declared that this law shall exist in the North-West Terri-
tories. We find to-day that that law, in the opinion of
the hon. member for Brome, bas been distinctly violated.
The debate has gained certain importance through some
constitutional principles which the Minister of Justice laid
down, and fron which I venture most respectfully to differ.
If the hon. gentleman's law is coriect, we h&ve a curions
official in this country, known as the Lieutenant Governor
of the NorthWest, holding important powers and being
responsible for the exercise of those powers to no one.
There is no such individual in the country. The Lieu<enant
Governor must either be responsible for the exercise of his
powers to his Council, or this Parliament. The law of the
land is that the Lieutenant Governor of the North-West
shall administer the Government of that country subject to
and under instructions from the Governor in Council of
Canada. It may be right and proper that we should grant
responsible government to the North-West, but that ques-
tion we are not discussing nowr and it will corne up in its
proper place. We must diseuse this resolution, and the law
as it stands, and we find that the law declares that the
Lieutenant Governor shall administer, under instructions to
be given him frorp time to time by the Governor in Council.
The meaning of that is that the laws of Canada, as passed
by this Parliament, shall be administered by the Lieutenant
Governor under instructions from the Government here.
There must, therefore, be somebody responsible to the
people for the administration of theEe laws. This Govern-
ment being responsible to Parliament, and we being respon.
sible to the people, in that way responsibility is thrown on
the proper shoulders. What is the law ? The hon. gon-
tieman attempted to argue that it was perfectly proper for
Mr. Royal of his own authority and motion to grant licenses
for the sale of intoxicatiDg liquors. The lon. member for

Assiniboia (1fr. Davin) argued this was all right, bocause
the liquor was only of a certain strengtk.

Mr. DAVIN. No.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) He argued it was desirablie that

4 per cent. beer should be allowed, and, therefore, Lieuten.
ant Goverpor Royal might grant the license for the sale of
this beer, and that he ought to be supported by us in so doing.
Does the hon. Minister of Finance assent to that argument
advanced by the bon. members for West Montreal, North-
umberland and East Assiniboia? The action of Lieuten-
ant Governor Royal can be defended only on the ground
that it is in the interests of the North-West Territories that
he should grant licenses to seil any quantities the licensees
please and when and to whom they please, throughout those
Territories. What says the Statute ? That Statute may
be good or it may be bad. If it is good, the Minister is
responsible for its being executed. The Minister of Finance,
who specially sits in the Obinet as the representative of
the temperance people of this country, should see to that,
or, if he bas come to the conclusion that the Statute is bad,
the responsibility rest upn him and upon his colleagues
of proposing a change. The 92nd section of the Act says
that: No intoxicating liquors shall be sold .in the Terri.
tories except by special permission in writing of the Lieu.
tenant Governor. Special permission-it is not a general
license or a general permission-it is not a license given to
John Smith to import as mach liquor as he likes, or to sell
as much as he likes during the year.

Mr. DAVLN. N) such thing is done.
Mr. DAVIE3 (P.E.[.) Generai licenses are given.

Special licenses are not given in every case.

Mr. DAVIN. In every case.

Mr. DAVI ES (P.E. I.) The returns show the contrary.
The hon. gentleman could not have listened to the argument
of the Minister of Justice this afternoon. He laid it down,
and I entirely assent to that view, that, as far as the Banff
Park is concerned, the Governor in Council not having
acted upon the powers vested in them, it remains in the
same position as any other part of the North-West Terri-
tories. Therefore, tIe sale of liquor at Banff must be under
the same rales as these which govern any other part of the
North-West Territories until the Governor in Council
choose to exercise the power vested in them by the Act.
Does the hon, gentleman say that special licenses or general
licenses are granted to the Banff Park Hotel? We know
that general license has been granted, and that is the com-
plaint to-night. To prove that enly special licenses are
to be granted, the 93rd section of the Act declares that a
return shallh be made to this Parliament, the ultimate
court of appeal, the body which is ultimately respon.
sible, annually up to the 31st December in each
year, of the number of such permissions so given by
the Lieutenant Governor, and the quantity and the nature
of the intoxicating liquors in each case. Sir, that law is
being distinctly violated to-day, and by whom ? By the
appointee of the Minister of Finance. The law says that
the Lieutenant Governor, the appointee of the Minister of
Finance, is to administer that law under instructions which
the Minister of Finance and his colleagues send him, and I
presume that to-day, if Lieutenant Governor Royal is act-
ing in this way in defiance of the law, and is authorising
the sale of liquor in the Banff Park Hotel, hie i doing it
under instructions sanctioned, if not expressly given, by
hon. gentlemen opposite. The Government cannot escape
the responsibility of the action of the Lieutenant Governor.
He is administering his Government under instructions
which are to be given to him by the Governor in Council.
If he violates the law it ig their duty to instruct hir4 to coq-
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form to the law, and the Ministers here are responsible, and of want of confidence if his intemttion is te pwomote the canse
the Minister of Finance is specially responsible to the House of temperance. I eall it a double :arrelled resolution be.
and to the country for the fact thait the law regulating cause ho not only noves a vote of eensure on the Lieuten-
the sale of intoxicating liquors in the North-West Ter, ant Governor of the North-West, but ale on them inistr
ritories is being distinctly violated. That hon. gentleman of the Interior, and, if we take, as we should take, the
takes oredit throughout the country for the fact that opinion of the Minister of Justice on tht point, the Minis-
the Administration with which he is connected have ter of the Interior has nothing at ali to do with the qu'es-
passed a law regulating, if not altogether prohibiting, the lion. I take it that the member for Brome (Kr. Fisher)
sale of liquors in that territory. He says to the temper- has brought this question before the House eo that ho and
ance people: See what we have done; and yet ho allows hit the proe supporting him may say, bere is a temperance
appoint.e to violate t"at law. The returns have been read resolution moved in the Hlouse, and the hon. member
here to-day, and isay that this Parliament will be dereliet for Brome spoke on the question. Thy will nover
in its duty if it does not do one of two things: either call to state that it was broaght up as a vote of went of con-
account the Government which sanctions the violation of fidence, but simply in order to promote temperance.
the law, or repeal the law itself. There can be nothing fhat is the only object, in my opinion, why this motion is
more immoral than the retention of a sumptuary law of brought before the House, so that its supporters may go to
this kind on the Statute-book which the authorities wink at the country and make political capital ont of it. On a for.
the breach of. The public are led to believe that the laws mer occasion I stated that when temperanoe resolutions
are made not to be aobeyed, but in order to deceive the peo- were brought up in this fouse mized with politics, I gen.
ple, leading them to believe that we have a temperance law erally stood by my politics. This motion i cousider is
on the Statute-book when we have not, and that liquor mixed with polities, sud, therefore, I feel it my duty on this
cannot be sld when it is being sold. I charge upon the occasion to stand by my politics. The hon. gentleman
Government to-day, as my hon. friend did before, that they -knows that if this motion is carried the Gwvernment would
are respontible for what I conceiveto be flagrart violations of simply bave to resige; the passageof tue mOtion would
the law by their appointee, with their knowledge, by anhave the ffect of turning the Gernmentont, aod tnreing
officer appointed by thom and carrying on the G>vernment the hou. member for Brome and his frionde lneIrea-
of that country unaer instructions from them. What con-sury benehes. 1 mayBay that a meefing of the Dominio n
clusion can be drawn from that ? The Lieutenant Governor Àlliance was held iri the earlier part of th" Session *t
authorises this traffie; it is illegal; ho does it under his which it was deoided te have a motion brouglt np in
instructions. Can anyone doubt that the responsiblity lies tus fouse declaring in favor of prohibition. The "
upon tbe Govern ment here ? There cannot ho a doubt of visability was discussedof bringingforwarda motion of tbis
it, and I say that this motion should ho supported by hon. kind, although the name of theMinioter of the.Interior wu
members on both sides of the House irrespective of their not thon aesoiated with it. Before à doisien wu arriied
views on the temperance question. It is not a question the temperance mon on beth aides of the fouse wore iuvitod
whether there should be a prohibitory law or not. That to meet and diseuse the question. 1 was aleo preseni, and
question has been determined by Parliament. If it should after we had discussed the question some timo we saw that
be repealed, let the Government, who are responsible, bi ing the drift of lhe resolution was net se mueh te pasea vote of
in a Bl with that purpose, and then that question can b censure upon the Lieutenant Goveror of the Nerth-West
discussed; but, if the law is there, we have to see that it is Territories, as upon thie Govcrnment generally, and I made
enforoed, and we have to condemn these breaches of iV, the statemnt then that if we wanted tecensure any one, we
partieularly wben they are the result, as we are bound to had botter commence nearer homo and Pau a vote of con-
believe, of instrue'ions to the Lieutenant G.>vernor from sure upon tie Ontario Government for iavieg violatd a
this Govcrnmcit. statute e thio sminion, te Scott Act, which w o poed

Mr'. ZIl K. The hon. the MiDister cf Justi-ce, in speak- by thi fGoverncent, and every persen knew that it was
ing to-ùiightlid the whole responsibility of granting ttiese vitateod in its enforcement. After wh ried disu sed te
permits upon Lieutenant Governor Royal, and said that hie question fnlly and had rad the tatut referring teothe
departrient wae not consntted at all in the mater.In duties wf the Lieutenant Governor cf the North-Wesit Iwas
iookijng over lhe cerrespendcnce which wws laid on the finally decided that tis motion should net be put pon tin
Table cf the Bouse the ether day, I made tus note in refer- notice paper, but simpiy a motion calling for return. I
ence te tho matter. I Bud, in reference te tve application was decided, as I understood at that meeting by tie tem-
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway te-import and sik wines peranc men, that ne such motion shoutd bn.brougt
and beers in the hotel at Banff, a letter appears f romMr. A. up at this Session, but simp y a motion calling for the
IL Forget, the socretary te the Lieutenant GevernorVo the return f papers, as it was fully docided tere thatie

Ing Lieutenant Goverinorcf the Norti-West had acted within thi

oeortar ofthe epatmet o theIntrio, theoridrift 1 o heroutin was notsomuch t orpasBaromeof-

that tho Lieutenant Governor has ghranted the permWissionPowereee
sought iu the letter cf the 12h Jaty, 1888, and stating that uestae temperance men onttitierfaide c ant y flouse in
Rié flonor had informed tie oompany that the permission referene e t hringingereprVis motion at tic close of te
was only provisional until concurrent authority was oh- Session. Baît as 1 said befoi e, I believe lie las bronght it
tained fremn the departmsnt at Ottawa. The Lieutenant up for political effetio order thathli may go t tith country

hGovernor inflnencedVoset in tus way, it appears after and say Bohre is a resolution tat I b ught before the
a consultation with the Deputy Minister of Jhosnteri r and Rone and spoke on it, but the Minister e a Finance who
with tiie Department cf JusVice. After reading that, I poses as a tomperance man, and other temperance men who
thongi it l rather strange hat the Miniterof Justice shold sit on the Gverement aide, opposed it. Sur, we were eiccted
state that hia dcpartment was net consulted in the mattor. te stand by Vie Goverement, we are pledged te our con-

stitunts te suppert thaprsent Govertment, and we arc
Sir JOHN THOMPSON. My department wansnet con- net going Vo allow ourselves teatr deceivd by a motion ef

sulted. ts kind, for Ibeliev that the on. meoher for Brome s
Mr. TAYLOR. The hon.t dymber for Brome (ir. broght tus question forward, net in the intercet cf tom-

Fisher) says the reprsents a temperance cou nty ad speak perance, but in tc interest cf hie party.
generaly on the fle r o ths Lieue for the temperance
people of this country. I ask hm, thon, whyio brings M r. FREENAN. I would like to say a word or two on

t bis double barreled resolution before the ouse, as a vote t s question before I vote on il. I muet confins that I have
>ir. Dyz PEL
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very litt!e sympathy with those hon, gentlemen who are so the speech of the hon. member for Prince Edward Island
very earist in their temperance sentiments to-night. I (Mr. Davies) that he had some other motive in giving hie
was at tbe meeting which the last spealer referred to, and construction of the law; he bal some sinister motive, and I
we had' thie Statute before us, and while we were very think it was a very natural one. No doubt when hon.
earnesb in our denunciation of the conductof the authorities gentlemen have sat in Opposition for a long time, and they
of thn North-West when we began the diecussion, we eased thought that a certain construction of the law would place
off considerably before we closed. After reading the law, them on this side of the louse, they would all take that
and getting our minds disabused of the opinioa we had view of the law, and while I am willing to make allowange
before entertained, that the use of liquor, the importation for his failings, I cannot accuse him for doing that which
of liquor, r the sale of liquor, was prohibited in the North. perhaps I would be quite willing to do myself if similarly
West Territories, when we read this law we found that that situaed. Under ail the circumstances I take the law as
was not the case. We found this language: given by the Minister of Justice, and acting in accordance

" Nor sball any intoxicating liquor or intoxicant be imported or with my own feelings and convictions with respect to tem-
brougbt into the Territories from any Province of Oanada or elsewhere, perance and prohibition, I will vote against the amendment.
or be sold, exchanged, traded, bartered, or be bad in possession therein, Mr. ARMSTRONG. The argument of the hon. member
except by special permission inwrcg of the Lieutenant Governor. for Queen's, Nova Scotia (Mr. Freeman) is certainly amus-
We found then that liquor could be imported, sould, ex ing. He and the hon. member for Leeds (Mr. Taylor) are
changed, and bartered if the Lieutenant Governor thought temperance nmen, but they are politicians first. The hon.
proper te give a permission to ihat effect, and when the member for Qieen's, Nova Scotia, bas just told us that hieLieutenant Governor ihoight it advisable to do so, we con. views underwent considerable change at the time he was
cluded that it was not within our province to condemn himattending the Dominion Alliance meeting. He at firstfor doing so. This statute was passcd in a former Parlia- favored censuring that seapegoat the Lieutenant Governor
mnt, and I presume that ome of thoe gentlemen who are ar a en he hadegoo the materor,moaent hsat(ron a aviei asigi.i but after a time, when be bad leoked inte the matter, he-
so aggressive this afternoon, had a voice ln passing it. If found that the Lieutenant Governor had te governothe couD-
they were prohibitienists, as I arn, why did thsy ashow sncb on htleLetvn oenrbdtgvrh on
atleywee prohbitiostsasImWwhy did they cealw sumhtry in accordance with instructions from theGovernor inalato passat ali? Whydid they not, inclear and unmi s Courcil at Ottawa. That fact led him to change hie mind.
takable language, prohibit the importation, and the sale of It was ail right to make a scapegoat of the Lieutenant
liquor in the North.West Territories ? Why didthey tarper Governor, but when you came through him to censure thewiththedthing as they have done bereY Simply to get rid of Governor in Council at Ottawa. it was carrying the jokejust
pichibition, no other reason lu the world. Th.ey were like a ittle too far. He had not the honesty which the memberthe hon. member for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell). Be for Leeds (\Ur. Taylor) possessed, to state that ho was forwants the po-ple to have an opportunity to enjoy them- party first and temperance afterwards, that when he came totelves in that country-not get drunk, not to make fools of conider a question as between temperance and party, tem-
themselves, but just to enjoy themselves. So these hon. perance ad to go to the wall and party come to the.front,
gentlemen supposed that by giving the Lieutenant Governor Theb on. gegtleman's position reminded me of a story of a
power to grant permission to certain people, they could Dutchman and bis cow. The cow bad strayed away, and he
bave their wine and their brandy on special occasions, but sent bis boy to look after it and told him to follow up thethe poor man whor wants to drink beer, could get no per- tracks on this ide f the river. He said: "You folow up
mission, and could get no drink. Now, Sir, I do not behieve in and dnd ber, and I will go to the other side and look across."
that kind of temperance. I may say bere that I would care But the Dutchman found tracks there also, and htherefore
very little who site on this side of the ouse if we could called to the boy to come back, for ho said it was no use to
get a prohibitory law in this country ; and if theseJon. look for a cow that made tracks on both sides of the river.
gentlemen opposite wilI move a prohibitory measure for There bas been a great dual said t) night that is
the whole Dominion, 1 witl not stop to consider what my utterly beside the que tion. Much has been said
politics are, I will support such a measure. But I oc' that te show the cxpdincy ad utility of allowig the
even my-strong feelings inl avor of prohibition, -what some sale of liquors in the North-West Territories. That ispeople cail my extreme temperance views, do not warrant a question, I submit, which is not brought up in thearesolu-
me in supporting a moasure of the kind that 1s before the tion. The question is simply whether the law, as we find
liouse to*night. If the hon. gentleman opposite will pro- it, should e carried out ? do not say that it is inexpedient
pose a measure denouncing the manufacture, importation p iu o d be s o nt Noth -Wst e i toies.
anOseof-lqo hotgotteDmno,1wl upr that liquor Ehould ho sotd lu the North-West Territeries.
and sale of liquor throughout tho Dominion, I wilt support That is a matter we are not now considering. I do not say
it, but-I wilnot supporta measurecensuringtheLieutenant it is inexpedient that licenses should be granted. That
Governor for domg justexactly what they gave him permis- question is not before us. The question is simply this: We
sion ,to do We may criticise these woerd ' special permis- have a certain law, and shall that law be carried out or not ?sien." I do not are te draw the lino very closely between There is nothing more damaging to the community tban to
specialand general permission. It is certainly permission allow any law to be systematically and constantly violated,
toel;,permission toimport into the North-West Teritrie, sand violated wiîh the sanction of the body which pretends
permissin o barter, andconsequently permission to drink. to carry it out, namely, the Governor in Council. That is
Scare not- whether this is called epecial or genral, but the only question to be decided Lo-night. I do not mean to
power is.certainly given to theLeutenant Governor to act say that a prohibitory law shall always prevail in the North.
in the manner he bas done, and in se acting I believe West Terri tories. I believe entirely in sel-government.
he did not exceed the letter of the law, whatever When the people of the North-West Territories say to us
may have been the spirit of it. In regard to that they want a license law, we shall be ready to repeal
ther statement matie- by the Minister of Justice, I flnd "
it wstecontradicted by the member fer Prince Edward this law and allow them to pas& it; but until they do so in.

It aud(nr.avies).d have temchooee between the inter- timate their wish, it is the duty of the Government to see
that the law as i stands on the Statute.book is carried out;

pretation of the law as given by these-two hon. gentlemen. and this resolution before the louse affirms that the law ieI choose to take the interpretation of the former, and if I there and that it should be observed.
am wrong in doing that I am conscientious in doing so, for
1 believe the Minister of Justice gave the flouse what ho Mr. DEWDNEY. Before a vote is taken on this motion,
believes to be the law without any polhtical prejudice con- I desire to say a word or two, and my words will be very-
»eted withit I thought I saw in the countenanco and in few in regard to thie matter. I quitO agreewith the hon.
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member for South Leeds (Mr. Taylor), who spoke in regard
to the manner in which this resolution has been introduced
by the hon. member for Brome (Mr. Fisher). I also think
that he took a very cowardly way of bringing this matter
before the House. It would bave been much fairer if he
*had taken another opportunity of obtaining a vote, yea or
may, with respect to the temperance question pure and
simple, because I believe the hon. gentleman bas adopted
this course for the purpose of placing certain hon. members
who are as good temperance men as ho is in a false position.
That is one of the principal objects of the hon. gentleman
in bringing this motion forward in the way he bas done. I
am quite sure, when the hon, gentleman read the papers
which I laid on the Table a few days ago in regard to this
matter, he was very much disappointed. Ie expected to
find that the Government had instructed Lieutenant Gover-
nor Royal; or given instructions themselves to issue
licenses to those hotels. The hou. gentleman did not
find that in the papers, ard consequently he had to find
some other excuse on which to frame a motion to bring
before the louse at this unfortunate time. He pre-
pared his motion, censuring the Lieutenant Governor for
granting permission to fell liquor in the Territory, when I
think the Lieutenant Governor had a perfect right to do
it. The hon. gentleman, in his resolution, alFo censu-es me
for not courageously coming forward and granting the ai -
plications myself, or, on the other band, refusing. With
respect to my own position, I think the Minister of Justice
has placed it very cleaily before the House. The hon. mem.
ber for Brome (Mr. Fisher) says ha is not a lawyer, and he
was not prepared to express an opinion as to the legal
aspect of the case, and I think that alter hearing the Min-
ister of Justice h. must have come to the conclusion that he
certainly has been quite wrong, at least so far as I am con.
cerned. Looking back over the short period of time during
which these licenses have been granted I am quite sure
that if I were in the same position again I sbould act as I
bave hitherto done because my impression was that I had no
right and no power to interfere. When these permits were
first granted for the sale of beer in the Territories I was not
confirmed in my position of Minister of the Interior, but
when I came down bere, as several applications had
been made to me and as the Lieutenant Governor held
the view that we had concurrent jurisdiction in the
matter, I looked into the question myself and I came
to the conclusion that I had not concurrent jurisdiction
nor did I care to take the responsibility. I bad
issued permits for seven or eight years in the North-West,
and 1 was glad to get rid of the responsibility. After con.
bultation with gentlemen who ought to be able to give an
opinion on the matter, I came to the conclusion that the
Actdid rot ufficiently specify what the jurisdiction of the
Lieutenant Governor was over that Park. That is the rea-
son why, within- the last lew days, I have introduced a Bill
which will make clear what the jurisdiction of the Lieuten-
ant Governor is there, and after that I propose to prepare
such regulations as I thiLk are necessary for the conduct of
the paru, and they will then bE submitted? to my colleagues.
When'the time arrives that I consider I am in a position to
take action in the matter, 1 shall be prepared to make a re
commendation in that regard, bnd if the question arises
whether I shal recommeud that permission be given to the
Banff Par k hotel to sell beer and wine, under restrictions, I
shall feel justified in giving that permission. The hon. gen-
tleman alseo stated durirg his remarks ihat this was the first
time that any permission had been given to sell whiskey in
the North-West Territories. Probably ihe hon. gentleman
will be astonished to find that when I took over the admiL-
istration of the affairs of the North-West, some seven or
eight years ago, among the papers and books handed over
to me was a printed book with some three or four hundred
blanks, a number of which Ihad been used, and these

Mr, X>IWD»r.

blanks were specially printed for the purpose of giving
authority for the sale of whiskey in the North-West Ter-
ritories. I found that out of that book some forty or
fifty of these license forms had been issued by my
predecessor, the Hon. Mr. Laird, and the quantities
permitted ran from 2 up to 15 gallons. My secretary in-
formed me that it had been customary to issue those per-
mits and [ myself issued one or two of these sale permits,
I found that Governor Laird had insisted, when the quan-
tity of the liquor in-the permit had been exhausted, that
the party applying for the second permit should send a
statement of how the first quantity had been disposed of.
A gentleman who had rather a large permit applied to me
for another, and I wrote to him to send the return of how
he had disposed of the liquor previously allowed him. To
my astonishment and amusement I found that everything a
man could thirik of had been given as an excuse for obtain-
ing the whiskey. Among other excuses I recolleet that
one man got a pint of brandy for sore eyes, another got a
pint of brandy for cracked heels on his horse, and a child
of two years old with some ailment was set down for an.
other pint of brandy. It would appear that every man who
lived in the distriet had a colic or some kind of ailment and
got a pint of brandy to cure it. I came to the conclusion
that that privilege had been abused and consequently
from that time out I refused to grant those permits,
and I was able to confine myself to my resolution, except
in one or two cases. I mention this to show the hon. gentle-
man that this sybtem had been in vogue during my predeces-
sor's term as Lieutenant Governor, and that Mr. Laird believ.
ed he had authority under the Act to grant a permit to sell.
Ithoughtso myself and Governor Royal has thought so. In
reference to the issue of permits generally I may say that
it was a very disagreeable duty for anyone to have the ad.
ministering, if each man in the country thought he was just
as much entitled to a permit as another, and every possi-
ble excuse that could be given for the issue of the permit
was given. I exercised the best discretion I could in the
matter, and I believe Governor Royal is doing the same. The
Act which hon. gentlemen here seem anxious to take the
credit of putting on the Statute-book has done its work well
in its day, and as the hon. member for Montreal (Sir Donald
A. Smith) has stated it was passed at a time when the
country was crowded with Indiaus. I myseli consider that
now the time for. its greatest necessity has passed, and
I do not consider that there would be the least dan-
ger of whiskey getting into the hands of these Indians
now if a properly supervised liconse system was adopted
in the Territories. My experience of the Indians shows
me that they are adverse to liquor, and the chiefs and
the headmen of the reserve do everything they possibly
can to keep their Indians from getting liquor. I do not
believe that any bad result would follow if a system similar
to other parts of the country were extended to the North-
West. During the time that I had the administering of
the affairs of the North-West I was accused of having
issued too many permits. It was stated and believed by a
great number that the system had been abused, but there
were no means taken to make"the Act more stringent. It
left the whole matter in the hands of the Lieutenant
Governor and he was able to do as he pleased. I think that
it is a pity that when this Act was passed gentleman who
took some interest in prohibition did not make it stricter
than it was and prevent the granting of permits to any one
at allexcept for medicinal purposes and that alone. I shall
not trouble the flouse any longer except to say that I feel
quite sure that the members of this House, by their vote,
will decide that if they stood in my shoes they would act
just as I have done.

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). In dealing with this question
this evening, I do not propose to take up tho time of the
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House at any great length. I agree with the hon. gentle-
man who bas just sat down, in saying that the exercise of
the power which was given to him as Lieutenant Gcvernor
of the North-West by the statute which originally consti-
tuted a Government there, to issue permits for the introduc-
tion of liquor, was one of the most unpleasant duties which
ho found imposed upon him. We can easily understand that,
because when you put a power of that kind into the bands
of one individual, all sorts of pressure is brought to bear
upon him to secure the end in view. But I must say, in re-
spect to the original constitution of the North-West Terri.
tories, that if the law meant anything at all when it was
first enacted, it meant that somo attempt should be made to
see how prohibition, pure and simple, from the beginning,
would work. Perhaps I had botter turn for one moment to
the statement of the Minister at that time leading the House,
who introduced that Act, as to the object he had in view.
The Hon. Mr. Mackenzie, on the 12th of March, 1875, in
explaining the provisions of this constitution, spoke thus.

"Section 71 and the sub-sections 1 to 6 inclusive contain provisions
for excluding ail intoxicating liquors, prohibiting their introduction
and their sale in the Territories. This would give the Dominion a fair
opportunity to commence with a clean slate in this enormous Territory,
and test practically the operation of a prohibitory liquor law where
there had been no law oi that or any other subject before."

I would liko to ask any man in the flouse whether any
more unequivocal language could be used. And yet, Sir,
to-night we find gentlemen rising up one after another in
this House, and telling us that it was not the intention of
the original promoters of the constitution of the Territories
ithat prohibition should exist there, but that this law was
ntenled to give power to the Lieutenant Governor not to
issue permits as the hon. Minister of the Interior did, who,
I believe, considering the pressure brought to bear upon
him, discharged bis duty fairly well; but we find gentlemen
who profess to be advocates of temperance in this louse,
getting up and justifying not the issue of permits, but the
issue of actual licenses to retail 4 per cent. beer and wine
in any quantities which parties may wish to purchase. Iti
simply goes to prove what one of them said openly to-night,1
that they are supporters of the Government first and tom-i
perance men afterwards. I toll them that is what has led1
to the ruin of the temperance cause in this country, and toi
the ignominious defeat of the Scott Act in various countiesj
where it was submitted; and just so long as that kind of(
principle animates these temperance men, jut so long willi
temperance legislation be kept in the background, and justj
so long will there be a Government which is covertlyE
hostile to anything like temperance legislation. My hon.t
friend said he found a book with three or four hundredt
blanks in it for permits. Perhaps, somebody had a printing(
contract, who thought. ho would get a big book printed andi
obtain good rates for it in order to supply the Governor ofk
the Territories with ample means of granting permits, so(
that there would not be any occasion for a Governor to gett
these permits printed in future. But we wili all agree thatL
when this Act was passed, it was intended to prohibit ther
introduction of liquor into that country. A few years ago,ç
when the boundaries of Manitoba were extended, the people
in the added territory asked that the law prohibitingE
the issue of licenses should continue to prevail in thatf
portion of Manitoba; showing that so far as the people were9
concerned they were not anxious that licenses or permitsf
Fhould be isbued or that the sale of liquor should be intro-
duced into their midst, but that they wanted that at least aî
fair trial sbould be given to the operation of prohibitiona
pure and simple. What I complain of to day is this : thatF
the Governmont stands on one side and tbrows the respon-u
sibility on the Lieutenant Governor of issuing the licensea
for the Banff Hotel, while their own return shows that he
only isi4ued it subject to the confirmation of the authoritiest
at Ottawa; and yet the Minister of Justice stands up to-
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night and states that the Lieutenant Governor is an autocrat
in the Territories as much as the Czar of all the Russias, and
that we are unable to do anything to prevent his action.
This argument is too thin to satisfy honest supporters of
temperance in this country. If the law is wrong, why not
bave the courage to come down to this House and amend it
or at loast give the people the opportunity of saying whother
they will have it or not? But the Government will not do
that; they will not allow the people of the North West the
right of free British citizens; but they say to them: we
hold that you are nominally under a law that forbids
you to bring liquor into this country, but we will
give licenses to certain parties to seli liquor in defi-
ance of the intention of the statute. And where do we
find the men who profess to be friends of temperance to-day ?
My hon. friend from Leeds (Mr. Taylor) says that if this
motion bad been intended to accomplish anything, it would
not have been introduced as a want of confidence motion.
What did my hon. friend think when the hon. member for
Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) introduced a resolution as ta which
he at any rate felt that the opinion of this House should be
put upon record ? Did he introduce an independent motion
for fear of showing hostility to the Government ? I ven-
ture to say that there is not a more honest supporter of the
Government in this House than that hon. gentleman; and
yet he felt himsolf constrained to place himself in apparent
hostility to the Government, and why? Just because ho
knew, as the hon. member for Leeds knows, that if ho had
not put bis resolution in a way which would render it im-
possible for some understrapper of the Government to in-
troduce an amendment, which any man who did not want to
vote for the resolution would vote for, bis resolution would be
left in the background. When I first came into political life,
we had a burning question here, and I remember that time
and again that question was shunted off by amendments
until at last my hon. friend who is now the Minister of
Inland Revenue, felt that although a friend of the Govern-
ment he had no alternative but to put bis resolution where
no man could go behind him and move an amendment, for
the simple reason that an amendment would have left him
stranded and helpless and ho found himself in such a posi-
tion that ho had to place it there. I say that the action of
representatives on this side of the House, who cannot ho
accused of any special friendly feeling for the Government,
on the motion of my hon. friend for Muskoka, ought to ho
a standing rebuke to temperance men such as the hon.
member for Leeds. What did we do on that occasion ? We
said we believed the Governinent were right and supportel
the Government. My bon. friend bas not the courage of bis
temperance convictions, but ho says: if you will put it some
other way, so that it will not reflect on the Government, I
will vote difforently. I am a good solid temperance man,
but, oh, my, Il do not like to vote against the Government.
Out upon that kind of temperance sentiment. That kind of
temperance sentiment will never make headway. The only
kind of sentiment that will make headway is that of the
man who sayas: I believe these sentiments are right, and I
will stand by them, be the consequences what they
may. That is not the kind of sentiment that animates the
hon. gentleman for Leeds. I listened to the hon. member
for Queen's Gounty, Nova Scotia, as he told us: Oh, if you
will only introduce an abstract resolution respecting tom-
perance, how glad I will be to support yon, but I really
cannot support this motion because I do not think you are
in earnest. Now, that kind of temperance willnever bring
any friends to the cause in this country. If temperance
principles are to prevail, you must have men who will stand
up on behalf of temperance, in season and out of season,
and in spite of all consequences. But my hon. friends are
not built that way, and to-night we have the beautiful spec-
tacle of a series of temperance men, from the Minister of
Finance, who has posed time and again as the champion of
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temperanc, all the way down to the hon. member for
Leeds, saying, in fact, that temperance ls a good thing, but
when it interferes with political association it is very bad.
Wbat I complain of is that the whole matter shows that
the action of the Government has been hostile to an
attempt to work this Act fairly in the North-West Ter-
ritories. If the Government had been disposed to put
that Act in operation fairly, as it was originally enacted,
they would nover have been found issuing licenses to sell
either 4 per cent. beer, or wine, or other liquor in that
country unless they first changed the Act. What I complain
of in connection with the temperance movement is that the
Governmenrt have been tacitly opposed to efficiently execut-
ing that scheme, which was to give temperance principles a
fair trial. Until such time as something different is found in
high places, it is utterly in vain for the temperance people
to expect satisfactory results from temperance legislation.
The people of the North-West cither should have this Act
amended, or be given an opportunity to say whether they
should have licenses issued in their midet, and liquor sold;
or whether its sale should be prohibited. I say that the
treatment the Government have meted out to the people of
the North-West Territories to-day is not the treatment they
had a right to expect at the hands of the Government as
British subjects. They are being treated as this Govern-
ment attempted to treat Manitoba in former years, with the
result that when the people of Manitoba would not endure
that treatment any longer, but were driven first torebellion,
and thon to the verge of rebellion, the Government with.
drew their hand and meted out to them the first principles
of British justice. This mode of doing business is very un-
satisfactory. It is evident that the Government is hostile
to this kind of legislation, or there would not be such sys-
tematic tampering with the enforcement of the law. I
think oither that the law should be amended or those
licenses withdrawn. It is useless for the temperance senti-
ment of this country to expect to make any progress while
thus treated by its representative men. If men have not
the courage of their convictions it shows they are only
temperance men for political advancement, and the sooner
people realise that and change these men for mon who have
deeper, stronger and firmer convictions, the better it will
be for the country. In this connection I feel there has
been a systematic attempt to ignore the popular sentiment
and feeling of the North-West Territories. It is deeply to
be regretted if the law is now through the circumstances
obsolete. Either let the people of the Territories say,
whether they shall retain it or not, or assume the responsi-
bility of amending it. But the best evidence that the
Government feel that they are not in accord with the
temperance sentiment of the country is, that they endeavor
as the Minister of Justice did just now, to leaU the House
to believe that the Lieutenant Governor of the North-West
Territories is vested with absolute power to do as he
pleased without let or hindrance. On another occasion,
reforred to by the leader of the Opposition, the Government
did not hold that doctrine. They soon brought the Lieu*
tenant-Governor of the Province of Quebec to book, and
told him his usefulness was gone, and I venture to say that
if the Government bere had intimated to Mr. IRoyal that if
he did not stop this thing his usefulness would be gone
very soon, he would have ceased to issue licenses, and the
people would bave had an opportunity of testing honestly
the working of prohibition.

Mr. TAMLBSON. I have but a very few sentences toi
utter upon this question. Those who have been in the
House any length of time wili recollect that I have, as aj
rule, so far as my connection with temperance is concern-j
ed, endeavored to support IL free of party polities, as far as1
possible. Did I believe that the prosent resolution or mo-1
tion could have been made at an earlier period of theS es- 1

M-r. BAIN (Wentworth).

r sion, I should feel disposed, under seuh eircumstanees, to
have treated it differently, from the way in which I pur-
pose to treat the amendment of the hon. member for Brome.
So far as the remarks of the hon. member for Wentworth
are concerned, I would simply say, as a temperanoe ma,

. that the temperance people of this Dominion are under no
special obligation, so far as I am aware, to either political
party of this cou> try for any great eneouragement in Fefor-
once to prohibitory legislation or the advancement of tom.

L perance sentiment in the country. When I made a motion
a few weeks ago for the papers which have been brought
down, and which have since been in the hancs of the hon.
member for Brome, I expressed, as a professional man, my
opinion in reference to the question now under discussion.
I do not, conequently, deem it advisable at this stage of
the discussion, and at this late hour, to enter upon a dis-
cassion of that question again, Referenoe has been made
to what took place at the meeting of the Dominion Alliance.
And I mu-t say, with ail due respect to my hon. friend from
South Leeds (Mr. Taylor) and hon. friend from Que3n's,
N.S. (Mr. Freeman), that they have talion into an error
with reference to what took place there. I am not aware
that any conclusion was come to as to allowing this question
to drop. At the time it was brought .ýp ia the Dominion
Alliance, I was responsible for an amendment to the report
of the committee to whom the question was referred, rele-
gating that question to what is known as the legislative
committee of the Dominion Alliance. It was contended at
the mectirg of the Alliauce that it would be advisable te
introduce a resolution condemning the IYeutenait Governor
of the North-West Territories for the state of things which
existed there ir reference to the prohibitory provisions of
the North-West Territories Act. In my judgment, and I
think in the judgment of the hon. member for Huntingdon
(Mr. Scriver) and some others, it was deemed advisable, in
the first instance, to ask for a return of the papers or the
regulations in reference to the issue of licenses, or of these
general permits, before any action was taken in the House
upon the question. At the request of the legislative com-
mittee, I moved in this House for that return, and
the Minister of the Interior stated that the papers,
would be brought down as speedily as possible.
Owing to the delay which has thus occurred, I am
satisfied that it was not possible to reach this question and
dispose of it in a different manner from that in which it
has now been brought before the House. If I could possi-
bly come to the conclusion that it ould have been reached
in any other way, I would take every reasonable means in
my power to discourage any effort in the direction of put-
ting these questions in the forn of votes of want of confi-
dence. On two or three former occasion, I dAemed it my
duty as a temperance man to vote against resolutions which
took that form, and which ostensibly had in view the advan-
cement of temperance principles. i do not feel disposed to
discuss this question much further, but, as a professional
man, having carefully examined the Statute, and endeavored
to place the most roasonable construction upon it in the
light of ail the surrounding circumstances and the light
of what was said at the time the Statute was enacted,
in the light of the action of previeus Lieutenant Governors
of the North-West Territories, and taking into account ail
the circumstances in connection with the enactment and the
administration of the law, I could not arrive at any other
conclusion than this: that tbere had been a serions violation
of the prohibitory clauses of the North-West Territories Act
under the administration of the present Lieutenant Governor
of the North-West Territories. I am quite prepared to
admit that other lawyers-perhaps better lawyers than I
am-may take a differant view of the law, and perhaps
would b. justified in takiug a different view of the law ;
but, as far as I am individually concerned, holding the view
I do of that Statute, and knowing what has been stated In
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this House and what I have seen in the public press
of the country in reference to the administration of the law
in the North-West, I cannot pursue any other course under
the present circumstances than to vote for the amendment
of the hon. member for Brome (Mr. Fisher). I am quite
prepared, however, to concede that hon. gentlemen reading
the law may possibly take an opposite view, but I cannot
hold any view other than the one I have expressed on the
present occasiun, and I believe that it is the duty of Parlia-
ment, which is called the Great Inquest of the country, to
express iLs opinion on a question of this kind.

Mr. SPROULE. The hon. member for Wentworth (Kr.
Bain), as one of the Puritans of this House, thought it bis
duty to read to hon. gentlemen on this side a lecture upon
their consistency and their conduct in referenoe to this
question. He impugns the sincerity of hon. gentlemen be-
cause they will not agree with him in condemning the
Lieutenant Governor for his interpretation of the law. As
I understand the Statute which gives that authority to the
Lieutenant Governor, there appears to b. even. amonget
eminent legal gentleman a difference of opinion. In a
meeting which we held in the Tower Room in the early part
of the Session, to consider how far the Lieutenant Governor
had or had not honestly discharged the important duty de.
volving upon him, we were unable to decide, and we did
not come to the conclusion that he had not fairly interpreted
that law. Not only lawyers, but laymen, in considering
the Statute under which Lieutenant Governor Royal acted,
came o t.he conclusion that the law did give him the right
not only to grant these permits, but also to give a species
of license to sel liquor in that country. We have very high
legal authority in favor of the opinion thus expressed,
and why should we condemn a man who is sincere
to his interpretation of the law, quite as sincere,
I am sure, as theb on. member for Wentworth (Mr.
Bain) when he condemns hon. gentlemen who do
not agree with him. He says that hon. gentlemen on
this side put their political principles first, and their tom
perance principles afterwards, and that, therefore, temper-
ance always suffers at thoir hands. fie would ask the
country to infer from that, that it is different on his side of
the House, that there they put their temperance principle
firet, and their political principles afterwards. I should like
to ask if that was the case with Mr. Manning of Toronto,
the Chitf License inspector, and the chief official under Mr.
Mowat, who, when a request was made that the Scott Act
should be botter enforced, replied that ho did not like to do
it, because it would hurt Mr. Mowat and that party. That
is the party of the hon, gentleman who reads us a lecture
as to consistency or inconsistency in connection with tom-
perance legislation. From a knowledge of the working of
the License Act, and from a knowledge of the license ins-
pectors, who are simply in Ontario a brigade of political
agents of Mr. Mowat and his right hand supportera, 1 say
that it was never intended honestly to entorce the Scott
Act in the counties were it was found to conflict with Mr.
Mowat's interests. We find that men who were hauled up
not once or twice, but for the third, fourth and even the fifth
time, were let off with a fine, though the law per-
mitted the magistrate to imprison them. Why was that ?
It was because the Government wanted to get money to re-
plenish their treasury, but did not wish to impose too large
a fine, because it might interfere with a business which was
very important to them. When it was propased to repeal
the Scott Act in the counties where it had been adopted, the
Ontario Governmont desired the repeal, because in that case
they could appoint their board of licese commissioners,
who are the right hand mon of Kr. Mowat, and who could
work their notarious plans in Mr. Mowat's interests. The
reason for their course was not consistency, but only the
expediency of the party. Now, we are asked to condemun

the Lieutenant Governor because he honestly and conscien-
tiously inter prets the law in this way. Is it fair that we
should do so ? Must we condemn a man because hoeis con-
soientiously doing what the law allows him to do? Because
we happeu to differ from him in our interpretation of the
law, should we be so unfair as to impute to him improper
motives because ho does not see eye to eye witb us in the
interpretation of that law ? The hon. gentleman goes fur-
ther and ho says: If the law is a bad one why not amend it ?
Now, we hear from hon. gentlemen who live in that part of
the coantry the most conflicting evidence as to the working
of the law, not only from gentlemen *ho are in favor of
temperance, but from those who hold the opposite view.
Men of the most sterling integrity, men who would go any
length to promote temperance principles, say that they be-
lieve, from their experience of several years in that oountry,
that the people of the North-West Territories would be
better with a license law than they are to-day with this law
on the statutes. When we find this connfiet of opiaion, it
is not unreasonable that we should scarcely be prepared to
go as far as hon. gentlemen are asking us to go, and not
only to condemn the Lieutenant Governor because he does
not interpret the law with them, because he does not
carry out that law according to their wishes, but to pass a
vote of censure upon the Government her. because they
will not condemn him for interpreting the law differently
from what he conscientiously believes it to mean. I under-
stand that we intend before long to give the power into the
hands of that quaei-legislature there to deal with this ques-
tion. Wby? Because they are living in that country,
because they see the operations of the law under their eyes
every day, and, therefore, are better judges of what that
country needs than we ean possibiy be. If we allow them
to legislate upon it, to make a law to suit themselves, I
think we are doing no great injustice to the people who
inhabit those great North-West Territories. Therefore, I
say, it is not for us to condemn the Lieutenant Governor,
nor to condemn the Government here for what has been
done, but we should allow that gentleman, who is a man of
high legal attainments, who is a man, I believe, of integrity,
who is a man of good intentions, to put his own conscien-
cioue interpretation on the law, and to carry it out acording
to his own convictions in the way that he believes best.

House divided on amendment of MIr. FPiher :

Yu"s:

K.ueum
Armstrong, Flynn, Mi( Bothwell)?
Bain <Wentworth), Gauthier, Neveu,
Barron, Guay, Paterson (Brant),
Bernier, Hale, Perry,
Bourassa, Holton, Platt,
Brion, Jamiegoni Rinfrot,
(Jampbell, Joues (Halifax), Roberteon,
Cartwright (Sir Rich.), Kirk, ste. Marie,
casey,. Lang, Scriver,
Oagrain, Langalier(outmor'ey),Semple,
Ohoquette, Langelier (Quobe.), Somerrille
Oolter, Laurier, autherland,
Davies, Livingston, Turcot,
De St. George., Lovitt, Waldieg
Desaint re Macdonald Huron) Watson,
Doyon, McMillan (Huron), Weldon (St. John),
Els, Mllnen, Wilson (Elgi)-es.
Fiber, Meigs,

NAO:

Messieum
Audet,
Bain (doulanges),
Baird,
Barnard,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Boiyver,
BoweIl,
Boyle,

Ferguson (Renfrew),
Freeman,
Giganit,
Gordon,
Grandbois,
Guillet,

Besson,

Montplaisir,
O'Bnen,
Patterson (usex),
Ponley,
Porter,
Prior,
Purcoil,
Riopel,
Borne,
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Bryson, Hudepeth Ross,
Burns, Jones (Digby), Shanly,
<ameron, Kenny, Skinner,
Cargili, Kirkpatrick, Snaie'
Carling, Langevin (Sir Hector), Smith (Sir Donald),
Carpenter, La Rivière, Fmith (Ontario),
Caron (Sir Adolphe), Laurie, dproule,
Cimon, Lépine, Steveneon,
Cochrane, Macdonald (Sir John), Temple,
Cockbura, Macdowall, Therien,
Oorby McOulla, Thompson (Sir John),
Oostigan, McDonald (Victoria), Tisdale,
Coulombe, McDougald (Pictou), Tupper,
Curran, McDougall (C. Breton),Tyrwhitt,
Daoust, McKeen, Vanasse,
Davin, MoNillan (Vaudreuil), Wallace'

Davis, MeNeili, Ward,
Dawson, Mara, Weldon (Albert),
Denison, Marshall, White (Oardwell>,
Desauluiers, Masson, WiImot,Dewdney, Mille (Annapolis), Wilson (Argenteuil),

Dickey, Mitchell, Wilson (Lennox),
Dickinson, Moffat, Wood (Brockvilie),
Dupont,(Moncrieif, Wood (Westm'I'd)-100.
Fergueon(Leedo&Gtren),

Amendment negatived.
M. GRANDBOIS. The hon. member for Leeds (Mr.

Taylor) has not voted.
Mr. TAYLOR. I have paired with the hon. member for

South Perth (Mr. Trow).
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I notice that the hon. gentle-

man who moved the main motion is not in the flouse and
it does seem most disrespectful to him on the part of the
House, that the motion should be put in his absence. I
suppose the hon, gentleman would certainly not have left
the flouse while an amendment to his motion was being
voted upon, if ho had not been taken ill. It does seem dis.
respectful to the Minister of Finance that this motion should
be put in his absence, and I submii, that under the circum-
stances, that the House should adjourn.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman is
very facetions, but ho will not be so facetious when I tell
him that my hon. friend the Ministerof Finance was really
very unwell and, therefore, paired with Mr. Charlton.

louse again resolved itself into Committee of Supply.
(In the Committee.)

Ammunition, including artillery ammunition, and
manufacture ofamallarm ammunition at the cart-
ridge faotory at Quebec, $50,000; clothing and
great coats, $90,000; military stores, $60,000......$200,000

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The return presented by the
Minister of Militia yesterday shows that the cost of manu-
facturing cartridges in our factory at Quebec, is about 83
per thousand in excess of the price of the article when im-
ported from England. I admit there may be some advan.
tage in a country having a manufacture of this kind within
its borders in the event of its ever being necessary for it to
depend upon its own resources. But under the present
circumstances there does not seem to be any immediate
prospect of our being deprived of the opportunity of obtain-
ing our ammunition as heretofore from the old country. I
have been informed that the manufacture of the ammuni-
tion at Quebec is carried on in a very expensive
manner. I am led to believe by those who seem
to possess sources of information, that the expense
is very much in excess of what is actually required, that is
to say, that there are a great many more people employed
about the cartridge factory at Quebec than is actually
required under the circumstance, and the excessive cost
which the country is called upon to pay would indicate that
there is something in that view. Of couree, we have not
before us the details of the number of persons employed at
that cartridge factory on whieh to base a sound conclusion,
but I think we have evidence enough to show, in the cost
of the article itself, that there muet be some mismanage-

>Mr. BpaouLz

ment and some leaks in that regard which add so much to
the cost of the ammunition. I hope the Minister will be
prepared to show the House another Session full details
respecting this natter. With respect to clothing and great.
coats, as the House is aware, there bas already been an
inquiry before the Public Accounts Committee on this sub-
ject. I do not propose to go into that branch of the subject
now, because there is an hon, gentleman who has taken
very great interest in investigating the dissatisfaction
which was proved before the Committee to exist, and when
it is shown, as it was shown in the Committee, that some
five or six companies of the Queen's Own of Toronto
had sent to England for their own uniforms and clothing,
in preference to taking the Government uniforms free, I
think it is pretty strong evidence that there is something
very unsatisfactory in the present arrangement. Indepen-
dent of that, the increased cost of the article manufactured
in our own country is, I think, such that it will be shown
that we are paying an unnecessary price for those articles,
when the quahty and length of time they will wear are con-
sidered. That, however, will be discussed at a later stage,
and on that point I will not further dwell as I do not wish
to anticipate the observations which will, no doubt, be made
by the hon. gentleman to whom I have referred. With re-
spect to ammunition. I think the hon. gentleman must see
that the item requires some explanation, and while I admit
that there are certain advantages in having a factory in this
country, we should be able to manufacture the cartridges as
cheaply as we could import them, which does not appear to
be the case under present circumstances.

Mr. SUTHERLAND In granting this large sumn
of money for clothing, me must regret that the volun-
teers are not provided with helmets. The officers and men
of the volunteer force feel very sorely on this point, and,
while I have brought it to the attention of the department
very frequently, I have not been able to convince the Minis-
ter that they should supply what is really necessary for the
equipment of the volunteers. It is only by the generosity
of the officers or by the mon buying these articles out of the
emall amonut receivcd as pay, that they are provided. The
Government should see that ont of this appropriation of
money full equipment should be provided. I am satisfied,
after looking into the detailed accounts, that if anything
like fair business management prevailed, the men could be
better provided than they are at the present time. The
Minister says that the country does not vote a sufficient
amount to provide the clothing requir ed. I do not agree with
that view, and I feel that it is owing to negligence on the
part of the management of the department that helmets are
not supplied. Where the mon have to purchase therm them-
selves they cost much more thanif the department furnished
them to the force. I have given attention to this subject
for sveral years, and I may state something more regard-
ing it at another stage, because I feel there is a grievance,
that it is one which should not exist and one which the
Government could relieve.

Mr. O'BRIEN. The hon, gentleman bas just stated what
was in my mind before he rose. It is very unsatisfactory,
to say the least, that members of a regiment should be
called on to provide a very essential portion of their own
uniform. In my own regiment we were able to do this
simply becaume we had the assistance of thecounty council.
Why the county council of my oounty, or of any other
county, should be called upOn 10 contribute towards pro.
viding an essential portion of the uniform of the mon, it
will be difficult for the Minister to explain. There is one
other point with respect to the uniform which I desire to
mention, and it is the very great extravagance of the Gov-
ernment in furnishing the men with one set of uniform
only. It would be very much more economical if the men
were supplied with a fatigue suit which they oould use in
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camp. As it is now, each man is furnished with a full
dress uniform, which appears excclient on parade, but it is
not useful if he is obliged to use it for ordinary purposes
If the Minister would supply some of those uniforms which
are in the stores, and the uniforms would not cost more
than about 83 each, ho would find that the scarlet
clothing would last almost a lifetime, for it is not
worn ont, but when used in camp it becomes so dis-
colored that the men will not wear it. If the Minister will
take that into consideration and obtain an annual grant for
supplying a fatigue dress, ho would find that a very great
economy had been effected. Another point is that we are
going on from year to year without any proper equipment
for the force. Not a single company in the whole country
is in a position to turn out for actual service, because they
bave no proper equipment. It would be a serions matter
to supply equipment for the whole force, but if the Min ister
could set apart about $5,000 each year, in the course of a
few years the whole force would be properly and easily
equipped. It seems ridiculous to keep up an active force,
and yet, for the sake of a few tbousand dollars, keep it out
of the most necessary articles of equipment, if called upon
to perform active service.

Mr. KIRK PATRICK. I should like to say a few words
in support of the suggestion of the bon. member for Oxford
(Mr. Sutherland), with respect to helmets. I do not see
why volunteers should not be supplied with headgear;
helmets are as much a part of the uniform as are trousers,
and perhaps it would be as well to supply them with bel-
mets and lot the trousers go. If the Department undertake
to supply the men with uniforms, they should supply them
with hlme's as weil as with trousers and the usual
clothing. I think that with regard to the uniforms a good
deal of montey might be saved if there was a little more
inspection exeroised and greater care taken in the 'issuing
of them. It is absurd to say that this fine good cloth which
we hear so much about, when made into tunics will last for
only twenty four days, and yet that is all that is given as
the life of a tunic. These tunios are issued for five years,
and rural battalions are only called out twice in five years,
so that the tunic is only used for twenty-four days in camp,
and a rnew issue of clothing. is thon made.

Sir ADOLPHE CARO.4. Not always.
Mr. KILKPATRICK. Yes, always. As soon as the five

years have elapsed the commanding officer makes a demand
on the Militia Department for a complete set of uniform,
and ho gets a suit for every man in the regiment, no matter
whether the uniform is worn ont or not. I believe that a
tunic wears as long as two pairs of trousers and I hold that
if a proper inspection were made by an officer who would
go around the armories, half the tunics now discarded
would be found serviceable and in this way a great deal of
money would be saved to the department.

Mr. CASEY. -I quite agree wit h the remarks of my hon.
friends from Muskoka (Kr. O'Brien) and Frontenac (Mir.
Kirkpatrick) with regard to the issue of helmets. I remem-
ber when I was a volunteer in the old Queen's Own we
had to go out in a Glengarry cap in all kinds of weather
and the resuit was that i and many others had our faces
sunburnt and our eyes closed up and that we were render-
ed practically unfit for duty. It is not fair to ask a man
who bas been accustomed to indoor work, as most of the
members of the city battalions are, to go ont in the fierce
sun wearing only a forage cap or a Glengarry. Even the
farmer although out in the open air is accustomed to wear
a big hat which protects bis face. Neither is it fair to ask
men to buy helmets when they are out in the public service.
I have been atked to call the attention of the Minister to
the report of the Executive Commitee of the Ontario Artil.
lery Association, which says:

I This committee again recommends as necessary for the proper main-
tenance and efflciency of the Artillery :

" (1.) An increase in the annual grant to the Dominion Artillery
Association (à.) As Provincial and other Rifle Associations reoeive
grants from the Dominion Government, that this Association should be
placed upon a similar footing. (3.) An issue of extra clothing to
drivers and gunners ; this has been asked for time and again."

I find on referring to the ansard of 1888 that the Minister
promised in the'early part of last year to make an issue of
this clothing, but I do not think it has been done. The re.-
port continues:-

" (4.) Payment for 6 days' preliminary drill before proceeding to
camp (5 ) Payment to non-commissioned officeru and men of the pay
of their rank with allowances and transport, during time allowed for
target practice."

This seems a reasonable rcquest because when the men are
out for target practice they are practically on active ser-
vice. The other recommendations in the report are :

"(6.) The establishment of a School for Field Artillery at Kingston •

th ere bein g only one Garrison Battery in the Province a semi-Field and
Garrison School is not necersary. (7 ) That pay for four spare horses be
allowed during annual d ill in order to provide for casualties as the
experience of the past 14 years show that this is really requisite for any
pretence to any true efficiency (8) That the Militia Department be
requested to have an inspection made by the Inspector and Assistant
Inspector of Artillery of ail stores at Battery headquarters at some time
other than during annual drill, when only a partial inspection of such
barness, stores, &c , as exist, is possible, it being a weil known fact that
very few of the Ontario Batteries have more than eight sets of harness,
and that most of the waggons are useless for any service."

These were recommended at a representative meeting of
officers from all parts of Ontario at the Artillery Associa-
tion meeting held in Toronto in January last. I wish to
call the attention of the Minister to those recommendations
and although I have no personal knowledge of them ail, as
I never was connected with the artillery branch, yet they
seem to be based on common sense and 1 hope the Minister
will give due attention to the matter. Perbaps ho will give
bis opinion now as to how many of these recommendations
ho can Eoe bis way to adopt.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The member for Halifax (Mr.
Jones) bas spoken of the extra expense incurred by manu-
facturing the cartridges in Canada instead ofimporting them
from England. I cannot exactly uûderstand how the bon.
gentleman arrives at the conclusion that the Canadian cart-
ridges cost Si per thousand moro thîn the cartridges which
are manufactured in Eneland. the reports which have been
handed to me by the officers of my department show that
the cartridges manufactured in Canada cost 818.81 a thon-
sand. Tho Snider bail cartridges manufactured in England
cost $14.92 a thousand, and the Martini-Hlenry's 818.75. Let
me draw the attention of the Committee to the fact that the
eartridges for the Snidor-Enfield rifle are no longer manu.
factured in England, and hence it would ho impossible to
get any supply from England, and unless we change the
arm used by our forces in Canada it is necessary for us to
manufacture our own ammunition bore instead of import.
ing it from England. I can tell the hon. gentleman that the
cartridge factory is conducted under the superintendence of
a gentleman who is known to ail those who take an interest
in militia matters to be a gre t authority on this matter,
and that not only in Canada alone, but also in England, be-
cause of the groat success which bas attended his efforts in
manufacturing the cartridge.

Mr. CASEY. Who is that?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Major Prévost. The manq-

facture of cartridges was like many other things which
were introduced into a country like this. The beginnings
were rather difficult, and w. felt at one time that we were
not obtainuing that great success which those who are
admiListering the department as well as the members of
the force desired to obtain. Ilowever, I am proud to tell
you, not only from the opinion expressed by Canadians, but
also by mon abroad who have been following the diffèrent
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steps we have taken in the development of the manufacture
of cartridges, that Canada is to'day bnanufateÀsg "art-
ridges which tle stt" of* t any ae ridges Whîb we ha've
evér beeh atle 'to bthf frffin England or any otWfer country.
Now, 1 wish to lay beore the House tire statements whieh
bave been set tio ere fM different parts of teé Dâîniai*
w-ith regard to the *mhunition manufactured in Oanadà.
These letters, Imay says have been sent to me wiîthout my
asking for them. I read a letter signed by Lientenantt
Colonel Bedeon, the President of the Rifle Association of
Manitoba :

49 I have the hwnor to Btffl' that the SRider bail anatton manufat-
tured in th Oar'tddke facoti-yofQ"ebec, of 1f831Märe, wÉ *ied by the
Manitoba Rifle Association during their recent matcheu, ad Was
universally commended by the marksmen. It is undoubtedly the best
ammunition of this kind ever used by this association."
I read also a letter which was sent to me by Captain Walter
Macdonald, in which speaking of the Canadian ammunition
of l88 imure, 1,e sys:

"I think itspresent standard, if kept up, will stand the test of the
P-ovincial ani Dominion matchas, and prove to be as good as No 9
Engliuh, if not better."

1 stab réad à letter frotù Lientenaat C'lonel BoÈd, of the
Pi-Ôincial Rifle Association of Mntreal, stating:

rsI di8 nôt finda sirgle complaint •egatding the shooting qualitiès of
the aminue!fin. They ate loked en as quite equal to the best Engli'h
ever made or ever et out ;here."

Major Weston, of the 66th Princess Louise Fasiliers, Hali-,
fax, in a letter, says :

" The make of this year, sq far as used here, has given the utnost
satisfkddin, and the scores ràåke *fth it are equal to those made when
the Engliuh make was used. I have not had an opportunity to test it
personally, but ouý shooting men have gîven me t.htir opinion strongly
upon this point. I take this opportunity of giving you the opinion here,
and after our Provinéal Énatehes I wiil gile you the opinion of the
competiters aiso of that Irowh."

]Iere is a letter also f rom Lieut6nant-Colonel Holmes, who
isthe-commandant of"C" Battery,B.C., -and Who is known
among rifemen as one who has always taken a deep interest
in rifle practice, and as one of the bst shots :

"I must say that what we have just used is really as good and reliable
as any I have ever seen anywhere, and I should be a judge, as I stood
fifth in the Wimbledon team of 1873,and have always been a fair average
shot. Peters also concurs with nie as to its good quality, and spehka
highly cf it, and says that all the tests have shown that itu s pkôr to
any which we have had so far."
Remembering what hon. members of this House who are
aloo tnenbers of the fore, and who have taken a great deal
of interest in oar riffe practice, have said en a forMer oecc-
sien, I tink these letters dispose at once and forever of thé
question 6f the sucoe of the cartridge factory at Qebec.
.uike evr'ything else, the manufacture cf acrtrkiges there1
at first was posiibly not as cheaply earried ýon as it might,
haVe been, tut the îactory is oonducted as ecdnomiatlHy M
it hs possble to have it côndudted. During the troubles'
inthe -orth-West we had to put on extra hiands, and thes.
cold tot bô disposed of at a inomüent's notiee; but th starf
is being redueed evey day, atrd es being reduoed so a apidly
that with the exeeption of véry few hKud.s Who w8ou14 0ot
be dlpeneéd with jut at present, I think it will te found
that the factory cannot te carr4ed n fmore eeonotniealy
thaù i-t is. We must remeinber that we have within thie
boundaries of the Dominifion a sctory whieh makes tas
practically independent of any other mrairket, aad We can at
a moment's notice, by putting On entra iands- e have thae"
machinery ready-manufacture in case of emergeacy o as
to neet the requirements of the ituation. u nreading
those letters, I bave not read some articles of the Mdit ta
Gazette, which reier aliso to the question, and whioh con-
tain expressions of opinion coming from Bgland; but if I
may be permitted 1 shall hand over the short passages of1
thôse different articles to Hansard, so that it may complete
the statement which I thought it 'ny duty to lay before the
RoUse in reference to this matter:

- r ADotrPa'UAxN.

"i The wonderful improvement in our shooting at 600 yards this sea-
son *a-rants the lthinent t'hat the 1888 issue of Snider ammunition is
Aily eqa t.to e hest English, the mark IX. Bull'à eye after bull's eye
iS now 'plugged 'in at 600 yards with our old Saiders, and the hideous
dropshot is a thing of the past.

r ait is at 100 yar d epeeially that this year' sammunition shows its
uperôrity over Ibe (Oadian make of ail former years. There now ap-

pearu to be absolutely no ground of complaint; and in the opinion of
mnany the Dominion produet is even superior te the English ammunition
formerly used. Examination of several packages made by an expert at

Ottwa, hms tho*t that there is -net more than one grain variation in
ite powder ceàge, whilst four grains were allowed in the English.
And the riflemen's expostulations and advice having at last been
heeded, the desired alteration has now been made in the shape of the
bullet, enabling it to travel in corformity with the rule for riflemen :
'head to the target.'

' Our present good fortune in the matter of the excellence of our
Snider ammunition, has attracted some attention in the mother country.
as witneàs the following from the Volhnteer Recotd: 'The Canadians
aeem te be greatly in advance of us in the art of manufacturing small-arm
ammunition ; the riflamen of that dependency being particularly fortunate
% the 1888 issue, a 'make ' with which most satisf!ctory results are being
dtained. It quite makes an old country shootist a mouth water to hear
that an examinaticn of several packages made at Ottawa has shown
that there is not more than one grain variation in the powder charge,
whilst four or five grains were allowed in the English cartridges, as
demonstrated by the experiments made by an expert two or three years

With regard to clôthing, I fully concur with what has been
said by the hon. gentleman. I believe it would be a very
great ecomemy if we oould serve ont fatigue uniforms to the
force. The expensive uËiforme which are served out, as
hon. gentlebnen who are intimately connected with the force
know, it is almost impossible to wear out; but after a cer-
tain numberof years they get disfigured, not so much from
their usage on parade or drill, but from the usage to
which they are put in camp. Very often the men sleep in
their uniforms, and very often they go through Lhoir heavy
drill in them. We have uniforms in the stores, tweed uni-
forms, ofoexcelleet material, the cost of which amounts to
03.25. These weuld save our other uniforms to a great ex
tent. I an not making any promise, but I believe 1 eau
see my way olear to issue a certain number of
these uniforms. The force cannot all be served,
because, even with the liberality of Parliament in
-Militia expenditure, I have not the Money necessary
to meet the expenditure involved, though in the long
rAxn it would be a real eeoomy to serve those tweed uni.
forms out. The mainfacture of uniforms bas had this year
in opportunity of being more thoroughly discussed than

ever before. The rmatter was broughit before tho Public
Acdounts Oommiüittee, where every possible latitude was
given for a thorough èxanination, and it was proved be-
yoüd a possibility of discussion that the policy followed by
thé 'Governmdnt was the best polioy in the interests of
Oanada tid her MIiliti a Force. I shadl not discuss this tat-
ter Mt ths laite henr, I will sitrply say that hon. gentlerien
Who have taken the trouble to folleow the meetings of the
Oominfttee camot fAil t o arrive at the conclusion that the
uÈiifomf*t*e ed out to the Militia Furceare as good as thèy
chn possibly be made.

Mr.,JON9S(Hfalifax). I do not find fault with the
quality of the oartridges now manufactured in Quebee. I an
gklad te hear that 4in the last two years the quahity has in-
proved. Nor do I find fault with the establishment of the
cartridge factory at Quebec. But what I do eSâ the
Mttention of the flouse to is the fact that these eartridges
are costing much -mor than they woald if imported. The
hon. gentleman said that the Snider cartridges were no
longer manufactured ing Bgland. That is a good reason
for their being manufactured here ; but, apart from that, it
is a good 'policy to have a manufactory of this kind within
our own border. The figures given by the hon. gentleman
prove that I rather understated my case. I gave the cost
of the Snider-BntSeld oartridges-at $14.50. The hon. gentle-
man says they cost S18.50. [f they can be manutactured in
England at that price, I cannot see wy they shoaild not 'be
bianufaotured in Oanada for nearly the same ije0. Tis
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corroborates the Impression I have that the Minister eI
ploys too many people about the factory. With reference
to the clothing, the hon. gentleman will not be able to s-s
tain the position ho has taken to-night, He will flnd thal
his clothing has been condemned by the military boards in
the various Provinces as unsatisfactory and far below the
Imperial in every respect-in quality, fit and duration. The
hon. gentleman must have been drawing on his imagination
for he ocertainly did not draw on the result of the investi.
gation which tooJr place before the Public Accounts Com-
mittee. The reports will be submitted to the members of
the House, who will be able to judge whether they bear out
the statements of the Minister of Militia or not.

Mr. DENISON. As to the cartridges I believe there is
little doubt about that, although they were bad at one time,
they are good now. The consensus of opinion at the meet-
ing of the Ontario Rifle Association was that the cartridges
now used are excellent. The hon. the Minister referred to
the Militia Gazette as having endorsed the cartridge. I
might also refer to the Militia Gazette as having endorsed
the suggestion I made with reference to the management of
the schools. The Gazette declared that it will be quite
possible to have a cadet corps organised in connection with
the schools. Since thon I have received a long letter from
a prominent officer in the west, giving me some facts in
connection with the idea I brought forward, and endorsing
it. He represents to me that out of some 79 officors and
5?6 non-commissioned oficers and men, who went through
the school, only 64 officers qualified, and 184 non commis
sioned officers and mon. I take it, the object of the shool
is to have a number of non-commissioned offcers and men
who will be able to instruct our militia in their drill. We
find that some 342 have been in the schools two or three
months, and, possibly, longer, and left without having
obtained certificates, having failed to qualify. It seems to
me that is a great waste. The Government have clothed,
paid and fed these mon for two or three mon ths at the
schools, though, on leaving them, they may not get a certi-
ficate. Whether that is the fault of the officeré command.
ing corps, who send men there who are unsuitable, or the
fault of the manner in which the schools are conducted, 1
wiIl not say. Probably it is as much the fault of the officers
who send the men there as it is of the schools, bocause, if
an officer does not select carefally the men who are to go to
the schools, the chances are that they will net make such a
good showing when they come to be examined. Under the
old system, only those who passed or qualified got their
certificates and received their money. The result was that
they had to be industrious and attentive, and the discipline
was good because they knew that, if they did not get their
certificate, they did not get any pay. Under the present
regulation, it does not matter whether they do much or
little work. In either case they get their pay. 1, therefore,
think it would be well for the Minister of Militia to consider
this question before next Session, and see if a cadet corps
could not be formed in connection with these schools. I
believe that would meet the approbation not only of the
House but of all the militia in the country.

Gen, L&URIE, I was one of those who brought befbre
the notice of the Goverunment a few years ago the inferiority
of the oartridgea which were thon made at the Quebec fac-
tory. I feel now that it is my duty to speak as ta their
excellence, I was the umpire at the matches at Bedford
last year, and during aIl those matches not only wats there
no complaint about the cartridges, but the competitors all
agreed in aaying that this was the beat ammunition they
had ever been supplied with.

Mr. OASEY. I am glad to hear, andjto believe, that the
aminunition inade at Quebec is now up te the standard for
Saider ammunition, but, as the Minister of Militia has
peinted ont, they are working with only a few hands, only

sufficieçt to supply the volunteers with that ammunition.
I rn afraid, if we wore to have another such trouble as we
had in 1885, and new and inexperienced workmen had to be

t taken on, the character of the ammunition might revert tQ
what it was then. Wben the Minister was questioned as
to the character of the ammunition used during the trouble
in the North-West, ho stated tbat it was not good eneugh
for practice at the target, but it was good enough for use in
the field. The hon. gentleman might kave to make a sirmilar
statergent if another case arose. I hope such an emergency

Ewili net arise. The Minister made one statement which
startled me a good deal, that Snider ammunition was not
now made in England. To the best of my knowledge the
Snider rifle is still the arm of the British volunteers.

Sir ADOLP.fE CARON. No ; the Martini.

Mr. CASEY. Then we are making, at much greater ex-
pense then it used to cost to get them from England, the
cartridges for an arm which is practically out of date. That
brings me back to a point I have often urged upon the
Minieter, and that is the propriety of gradually introducing
an improved arm amongst our volunteers There is no use
in having volunteers at ail unless we expect them to fight
somebody at sometime ; and, if they were to meet anyone
on the field of battle, as they did four years ago in the
North-West, thev should be provided with an arm as good
as that possessed by their opponents. The hon. gentleman
knows that the Snider is not a modern arm , that it is not
equal to i he arms posessed by the Indians in the North.
West, whom I have met in numbers carrying their Win.
ohes4are and with cartridge belte around their waista. I
think our volunteers shoul4 have as good an arm ais ,ny
enemy whom they might ho called upon to meat. There
might be a izradual introduction of some new arm-either
the Martini Henry er some more modern arm than that.
The hon. gentleman is in a position te and out what is the
best military arm of the prment day, and I do not think
the country would grumble if a reasonable amonunt were
put in the Estimates to gradually supply this new arm. It
might be made a matter of competition among the different
corps, and those who ogme out best in their annual drill or
in shooting might first hoesupplied. Of course, it would be
too large a contract to re-arm the whole force at once.

Sir ADOLPHI CAON. It would cotg a great del of
money,

Mr. CASEY. Yes; but it might be done gradually.
Most of the rifles we now have were muzzle.loading Enfield,
and they were converted into Sniders by cutting off a part
of the breech and putting on the breech-loading attachment.
Many of them muat be 30 years old, and I would not say
that it is unsafe to fire the ordinary rifle which is found in
a country regient, but at ail events the experiment is
somewhat unpleasant Our volunteera would be at a great
disadvantage in meeting an equal force woll armed, and I
do not think it is treatipg thom well, when they Raprifice so
much time and money for the benefit of the coptry, to
send them into the field çith 4 weapon which pute them ai
a disadvantage. The Snider was net a bad weapon 15 or 20
years ago, but it is pot equal to the more modern rme.
Bither the force should be kept in a state of efficiency or it
should be done away with. I believe that, if the Minister
would reduce the number of volunteers, and would properly
arm and equip them, it would be botter. We have now a
force of whici we may well be proud, but they are not
equipped in such a way ss to enable them to take the feld
against sny enemy at ail on short notice, and oertainly not
against g civilised and well armed enemy. We should
either drop them altogether or euig them proporly, an4 T
again cali upon the Minister to coPsider the question of a
new arm, and to see if he cannot introduce it gradiqally.
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Mr. SUTHERLAND. I cannot allow this item to paso

without protesting against the manner in which the hon.
Minister treats matters of this kind when they are brought
to his attention. I do think that when a matter of import-
ance to the volunteers of this country is brought in a
proper manner bcfore the notice of the Minister, it ils
his duty at least to refer to the matter so that the
volunteers may know whether there is any good reason
why their interests should not be attendcd to. It le a very
poor excuse for the Minister to say that because the House
is in a hurry to adjourn, he cannot take a minute or two to
give some explanations. This is not a new question. I
bave personally brought it to his attention and I think
other officers have done so for several years. I have been
willing to hear any reasonable explanation that he had to
give, I certainly do not wish to press the matter unduly
upon him. Iknow the diffieulties Ministers bave in meeting
the demands from various quarters. The Minister will see
by the renarks made this afternoon that thiis js not a party
question; other hon.members, supporters of the Government,
also think that this matter might receive more attention from
the department than it bas bad. I think the lon. member
for Frontenac( (Ifr. Kirkpatrick) pointed out to the Minister
in a practical way, he having bad some experience himself
how this complaint could be remedied; he suggested a
better system of inspection by which a saving with regard
to the militia clothing might he effected. I can endorae
what he said, and I believe that enough money could be
saved, without increasirg the amount asked for in the
Eetimates, to supply helmets two or three times over.
I quite endorse the statement of the hon. member for
Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) in regard to the issue of another
suit of clothing. The Minister himself acknowledged there
would be a saving. I am satisfied from my experience that
if the matter was conducted on a business like basis, the
volunteer force would have a great deal more comfort, and
that the money now appropriated to supply clothing would
supply all the equipments necessary, and in a manner a
great deal more sati4factory to the force. It is not only
tbe helmets that have to be supplied by the officers or
friends of the volunteers, but many other articles besides,
and it beomes a heavy expense for the majority of the
officers (.1 the batallion who desire to maintain the force.
At precnt the force is maintained through the patriotism
of the men and the officers and their willingness to put their
hands in their pockets and eubscribe liberally to put the
men in a position to appear at all as they ought to appear
in the field. It is all very well for the Minister and his
General, who no doubt is a very gallant officer, and a very
able soldier, and all that sort of thing, to sit down in the
office and make new orders. The battalion to which I e-
long bave a special grievance in this regard. Formerly
the black helmet was required for a full dress, but recently-
the department has seen fit-I daresay it is quite right-to
change the order, and to say that another kind of helmet
shall be required. Now, how are these to be supplied ?
Some of these men may not have the practical experience
of the officers of the force in Canada, but when they pass
orders like that, I think the least they can do is -to look to
the efficiency of the force, and see how these regulations are
to be carried ont In this case I see that they have issued
an order that the white helmet shallh be the full dress for
rifle brigade, and the only way we can keep up our battalion
is to put our bands into our pockets and supply these bel-
mets. The Minister may say that straw hats or anything
else is good enough, but that does not meet the feelings or
the patriotism of the young men, who lose their time and
sacrifice their wages in order to maintain the force. I want
the members of the force themselves and the officers to
know whether there is any good reason why the Minister
of Militia should not take the matters into censideration and
deal with them in a practical and business like way, so that
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they may know whether these things can be provided or
whether there is any desire on the part of the department
te keep up the efficiency of the force. I hope the Minister
will consider the suggestions that have been made, by
which helmets could be supplied for the force at one-third
the amount that is now paid. I hope that when matters of
this kind are brought te hie notice he will think it worth
while te deal with them, or te instruct the officers of hie
department te deal with them, and if common sense and
business principles are applied te the management of these
matters, I think it would be very much te the satisfaction
of the force in this country.

Sir ADOLPHE ECARON. There is no hon, gentleman
in the House that I would be more sorry te treat with dis-
courtesy than my hon. friend who has just taken hie seat.
I muet apologise te him for having overlooked his sugges-
tion in reference te cartridges and to clothing. I must
admit that I overlooked a very excellent suggestion which
my hon. friend made in referenoe te helmets. The lon.
gentleman spoke as if I believed that straw bats or any
other kind of headgear would be good enough for the vol-
unteers. Sir, I am glad te know that a feeling of pride and
patriotism exists among the volunteers, and that they
desire te turn out as perfectly equipped as possible. As
far as the means placed at my disposal will permit, I am
prepaed in every possible way te meet the wishes and the
interest of the force, te help the officers who are put te
the greatest expense te keep their battalions in the
state of efficiency in which they are to.day. The hon.
gentleman knows that we allow a forage cap, and
the practice has been te pay the value of the forage
caps te the battalions who choose te import helmets. I
fully agree with the bon, gentleman that the helmets,
the head gear, should be collected and paid by the depart.
ment, but on the other hand military critics and those who
take an interest in the force, state that they could not well
get along without the forage cap. Well, I am not disposed
te pay for both; I do not believe that it would be in the
interest of the force, upon the present vote of Parliament,
te go into that expenditure. I should like te do so, but in
this case as in every other, we bave te cnt our coat accord-
ing te our cloth. However, I eau tell my hon. friend that
the matter is going te be considered. The suggestion made
by theb hon. member for Frontenac (Mr. Kirkpatrick), who
is a well known friend of the militia force and who bas
ta ken a prominent position in that force, is certainly one
which should call for the attention of the department.
I believe that if we could furnish a fatigue uniforn
the scarlet tunic and other tunics which are used
could be used without any reference te the period of
five years, and then it would be quite proper for
the department te leave the question of replacing those
uniforme te the inspecting officer, who would declare
that the uniforms were worn out, or were not in a condition
te be worn any longer, and then a further issue might b.
made. I believe that would be an economical method te
adopt. But at present-I am going te make the attempt
this year-we can use only a very small number of fatigue
uniforme, cheap as they may be, for the force as at present
constituted. If the senior member for Halifax (Mr. Jones)
will permit me te refer te the question of ammunition in
England, I desire te say that the ammunition for the Snider-
Enfield costs 814.50; if te that you add the amount of freight
the cost is 816.00, and in Canada that ammunition was issued
ai t 16 00, that being considered the coSt price.

Mr. SUTHE RLAN D. From the remark made by the
Minister, members of the Committee might be led te
suppose tbat in allowing the cost of the forage cap a small
amount was allowed towards purchasing helmets. The men
want something in place of the forage cap, and in allowibg
that amount it was only that the men might replace thent
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with the Glengarry. The point I wish to make to
the Committee is this : that in the allowance made for
the forage cap, it is simply done that the officers might
provide the Glengarry, which has been allowed under
the regulations, in preference to the forage cap, which is
altogether unsuitable to men in camp in hot weather. I
do not agree with the hiinister that the department is not
able to furnish helmets. With a little effort, it could be
easily done, and, as the hon. member for Muskoka (Mr.
O'Brien) has pointed out, $5,000 a year would in a short
time make full provision. If the Minister would carry out
this plan it would assist the volunteer force and would at
the same time make them more efficient.

Royal Military College...................... ........ .77,O0

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT I desire to know why
the hon. gentleman has retired or dispensed with the ser-
vices of the officer who was in charge last year, General
Oliver ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. General Oliver's time in Can-
ada had expired. The commandant who is sent out from
England is loaned to us, so to speak, for 5 years, and we
consider it not te be in the interests of the institution te
extend that period. We know how rapidly military science
is advancing and how important it is that the military col-
loge should keep as efficient as it is acknowledged te be
outside of Canada and especially in England, and that we
should procure the best man that can be obtained. It is in
the interests of the college that this ohange should take
place every 5 years. Major General Oliver, I believe, has
now been here from 18 months to 2 years over the time
which he could expect te remain in Canada. e has been
replaced by a gentleman who is known as quite a scientist
in his profession, and is doing remarkably well at the head
of the college and who will, I have no doubt, retain that
college in the high position it has occupied up to the present
time.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Will the hon. gentle-
man state whether he applied as heretofore to the British
authorities to recommend an officer in this case ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I should not like te mislead
the hon. gentleman, but I am not quite certain whether the
application is made first or whether the name was suggested
by the department te the Home authorities, but the Home
authorities fully concurred in it. If the recommendation
did not come first from the Home authorities, when the sug.
gestion was made they fally concurred and declared that no
man could be sent out te Canada, who could, with more effi-
ciency, take charge of the Royal Military College than could
Major General Cameron who is now at the head of it.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is it within the know-
ledge of the hon. gentleman that the British authorities did
not recommend him, but someone else in the first instance?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I do not think se.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman

had better, I think, look at his records. If I am not greatly
misinformed, the British authorities did recommend some-
one else in the first instance, and this recommendation was
at the suggestion of the hon. gentleman.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. My officers confirm me in ex-
pressing the opinion I have stated. I am not aware that
such is the case, but as the hon. gentleman has brought the
matter up and as it is very easily verified, I will make it
my duty to ascertain the fact. So far as I can recollect no
name now presents itself to my memory which would lead
me te suppose that any name was suggested.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Heretofore our prac-
tice, as the hon, gentleman knows, has been made to apply
to the Imperial authorities, and it seema to me there has
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been good reason for that. AIl the officers actually en-
gaged in the education of the cadets of the Royal Military
College, Kingston, are actually in the Imperial service and
General Oliver up to the time that he was retired was in the
British service. That is correct is it not ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Yes, sir.
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. He lef t the service before he

retired.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. He practically con.

tinued in the British service up to the date that the Minister
retired him.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK fHe was retired from the English
service when he got the appointment of Major General.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The statement made
to me by the General himself, and he ought to know, was
that he was in the British service practically up to the time
he was retired, but Major General Cameron who is now
appointed is a retired officer, is he not ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. When was he retired ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I cannot say; but 1 think it is

about 18 months.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGEHT. The point is this: We
have the right most undoubtedly to appoint our own com-
mandant, but the principle in the time of my hon. friend
(Mr. Jones) was that the officer placed at the head of the
college should be in the active service, and it appears to me
there were good reasons for that. ln the first place the
gentlemen who are under his command are in the Imperial
service, and I think none of them are on the retired list. The
Minister knows that an officer who is on the retired list is
to all intents and purposes out of the Imperial service.
Technically he may be brought back again, but as a matter
of fact he never is. It appears to me that this appoint-
ment is a departure from the custom, and for the reason
which the hon. Minister gave just now I think the officer
in command ought to be an officer in active service as Col.
Hewett was, and as General Oliver was up to the time he
was retired. I believe that we should have gentlemen in
the active service at the head of this college so long as we
continue to import Imperial officers as we now do for the
purpose of instructing our cadets.

Sir ADOLPHIE CARON. As a rule I think the hon. gen-
tleman is quite right that we should get Imperial officers
from England to take charge of our college, but I should
not like to lay it down as an iron rale which could never be
put aside under circumstances which I can foresee would
allow the setting aside of such a raie to the advantage of
Canada. I can tell the hon. gentleman that there was no
recommendation made from England, but if there is any
official recommandation which has escaped my mamory it
eau easily be ascertained.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. No recommandation
could be made in the face of the hon. gentleman's own de-
termination not to accept it.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I am meraly treating the

point from my recollection of the fact, but I shal verify it
when I can refer to the official record. In the case of
Major General Cameron I eau state that his appointment
was endorsed, and that I received letters from officers of the
Imperial service who take an interest in the Royal Military
College stating that we could not have made a better selec.
tion than we did make. I eau tell the hon. gentleman that
since the present commandant has beau in charge he has
given the most ample satisfaction. He las proved himself
to be economical, and it is a well known fact to most people
that while he was in the Imperial service he was engaged
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upon matters which required a great deal of knowledge, a
great deal of study, and a great deal of tact. I may say,
Sir, that Major General Cameron has displayed al. the qua-
lities that we believe are indispensable in the commandant
of the Royal Military College and so far he has been doing
very well indeed. 1 believe, as I have already stated, that
we should employ gentlemen who are in the active military
service, but the fact of his being retired does not exclude
him from the Imperial service at all. The hon. gentleman
knows well that Major General Cameron can be called out
at any moment.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. But, practically, they
are never called out.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Some are, and especially in
the scientific branches of the service. The hon. gentleman
will find that there are several instances where retired offi-
cers were recalled into active service at a time when their
experience was considered to be of some value to the coun-
try.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. We know that the hall
pay was given originally as a sort of retaining fee, but
that was long, long ago, and the Minister knows that a man
who retires is completely out of the service. The objection
here is that a man who is put in command should be a man
who has something to look to; should be a man who is in
the hands of the Imperial authorities, and who expects to
receive, it may be promotion from them as bas been the
case in one or two of the commandants of the college, I
doubt if it is a prudent thing to introduce the principle that
we will take men from the retired list, whether they prove
competent or not. I have heard' from English officers of
high standing very strong expressions cf opinion on that
point, and particularly so, as the men who are employed in
the Royal Military College are in the active service, that
they should be commanded by a man who is in the active
service himself. The Minister of Militia knows very well
that there is not the remotest chance, humanly speaking,
that Major General Cameron will return to the service
again,

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). There is not enough of him to
go back again.

Sir RICHARD CART WRIGHT. I have nothing to say
against the Major General himself, but I think the principle
of putting a retired officer in the position is decidedly ob.
jectionable. I believe that it is of the utmost importance
that the commandant of a college like that should be fully
acquainted with all the improvements of modern war, and
with all the changes that may take place and which world
be known to a man on the active list. I have been informed
-of course I will not put my statement against the hon.
gentleman's-that that was the opinion expressed by the
highest British military authorities, and that it was only
under considerable pressure that they were induced to alter
their opinion. Of course they would accept the recom-
mendation of the Government of Canada in a matter that
belongs to them; but bearing in mind that -we have borrowed
all the other officers who have any important posts in the
college from the British military service, and that they
were actively engaged in it, I think the departure from our
previous custom is a very doubtful one.

Mr. LISTER. Has there been any addition to the
annual fees payable by cadets in the college, and if so, how
much?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I am very glad to be given the
opportunity of explaining to the House the changes which
have taken place in regard to increasing the annual fee for
board and instruction from $100 to $200. As it was con-
sidered that the instructions for the increase were issued at
a time when 24 new cadets, who joined the college this
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year, might suppose they would be charged only $100, the
increase will not apply to those cadets who joined this year.
But 1 not only think that the increase is a fair one, but that
by proper handling the Royal Military College can bemade
self-supporting, as it should be. If hon. gentlemen will re-
fer to the military schools similar to this in France, Ger-
many and England, they will find that a military education
given in them, except in the case of those colleges which
are maintained by the Government for the express purpose
of training their own men, costs four or five times the
amount that it costs in the Royal Military College of Can.
ada. The cadets have very great advantages from being
trained in that school. If they carry the highest points in
their examination they are immediately entitled to a com-
mission in the Imperial service, and if they do not choose
to join it they can immediately find employment in the dif-
ferent great railway corporations and industrial establish.
ments of Canada. Considering these advantages Ithink the
charges are really smaller than they should be. But the
increase will only be applied after the 1st of September next.

Mr. LISTER. Is the fee of $100 to be for this year only,
or will it continue for the whole time of thoir study?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. It will not apply to the twenty-
four cadets.

Mr. LISTER. So that they will go through the whole
course without being charged the extra fee?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Yes.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I think the hon. the Minister of
Militia was not very consistent in his explanations with
regard to the appointment of the commandant. At the
commencement of his observations the hon. gentleman
stated very properly that it was desirable, if not necessary,
that the commandant of the college should be in the active
service of the Imperial Government-that owing to the
constant changes which were going on from year to year,
any person who had been out of the service or had been
placed on half pay for any length of time, would not be up
to the improvements of the day. That is a view which I
think will be very generally entertained in this House. The
hon, gentleman is no doubt aware that there are constant
changes going on in the technical branch of the Imperial
Service, which require a person taking charge of a large
institution like the Royal Military College, to be au fait of
all the last discoveries or improvements that have been made.
I think the hon. gentleman will admit that if a man were to
be appointed as commandant of the Military College at Wool-
wich, the Imperial authorities would not take a retired
officer, but one in the active service. Instead of doing that,
the hon. gentleman took an officer, a very valuable one I
have no doubt, but one who had retired from the service
eighteen months or two ycars previous to his appointment.
The hon. gentleman departed from the principle laid down
when the military college was established. It was desired
by the Government of which I was a member-and for a
time I was the head of that department myself-to keep that
college free from political interests or considerations of all
kinds, and the only way that coild be done was by applying
direct to the British Government to send ont to us as com-
mandants and professors mon who were specially qualified
for that work, and who had been assigned similar duties in
the Imperial service. Under application from our Govern-
ment Colonel Hewitt was sent out, and subsequently the
other professors, and they were all eminently satisfactory.
But it remained for the (iovernment, under the direction of
the hon. Minister of Militia, to introduce the political ques-
tion into this matter, and to throw into the Royal Military
College an element which I fear may impair its efflciency
and the confidence of the public in it. I do not say that
Major General Cameron is unsuited for his position; it
would not be right for me to makenauch a statement. I
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have no doubt ho took his position from the highest rank has lost this in some respects with regard to cadets who have
to which ho was entitled as a valuable officer of his corps, passed ont in late years. I am afraid also with respect to
and when ho arrived at a certain time ho was retired. recent appointments its usefulness will not be increased.
Thore, according to my judgment, ho should have been Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The hon. gentleman who has
allowed to romain, and not have been imported into this just spoken stated that I had not been quite consistent in
country to have been placed at the head of an institution the views I expressed. I may reciprocate that statementà
such as the Military College. There is another reason why The hon. gentleman tells us that he is simply objecting to
ho should not have been placed there, and that js because le the appointment of the:Major General because ho is a retired
did not belong to the scientific branch of the service. As officer; but a moment before he stated that the appointment
a rule, engineer officers are generally placed in that position, was altogether a political one. The hon. gentleman is such
and on that ground alone ho would have been in a measure a bitter partisan himseolf that ho sees politics everywhere,
disqualified. It is quite true that Gen. Oliver belonged to even where there is not the slightest ground for them.
the artillery, but he had been in the college a long time There were no politics in the appointaent of Major General
under Col. Hewitt, who belonged to the engineers, and from Cameron that I can understand. Major Ganeral Cameron
the experience ho gained under him he became competent was selected becanse of his reputation as an officer, and he
to manage the college most satisfactorily. It is most unfor- belonged, not as the hon. gentleman stated, to an ordinary
tunate that the Government should have imported a man corps, but to one of the scientific corps of the Imporial
into the college whose appointment may go very far to Service ; and when his name was suggested, it was declared
impair the general confidence which has heretofore been by all those who knew what was required in the command-
felt in that very valuable institution.. When that college ant of the Royal Military College, that we could not have
was establiehed, it was established for two objecte: One possibly selected a botter man. Where the politics came in, I
was to educate our young men for the military service at cannot understand. Major General Cameron was in E ngland.
as cheap a rate as possible, and the other was to He did not exercise any political influence in Canada, that I
endeavor to retain those cadets in the service of the country. am aware of, and I think the hon. gentleman will admit
I myself, during the time I was Minister of Militia, re- that my department, being a non-political one, I would not
commended the application to the Imperial Government for allow any consideration of that kind to have any weight
the grant of one commission in each branch of the services in determin'g the selection of an officer to be put in charge
to our cadets who passed with the highest honors. It was of the RoyarMilitary Colloge. I can say that the seleoction
thought that if the British Government would grant that, has been approved by all those who are competent authori-
it would place our college on a par with Imperial institu- ties in the matter. And Major General Cameron has been
tions; but I do not think it was ever contemplated that vve a great success ever since he as been in charge of the
should educate our young men to look forward to Imperial Royal Millitary College. I can say so fromn the fact that,
service. A great many of these young men who went into in consequence of his having beo here only for a very
the Imperial service in the earlier stages of the college have short time, it was necessary that his mothods should be
reflected great credit on the institution, but, from what I looked into as closely as possible. They have been looked
have hoard, a good many commissions have of late years into, and ho fully comes up to all our expectations.
been granted to cadets who did not pass their full term of The hon. gentleman tries to cast opprobrium upon the col-
four years, some have only passed a two years' term, and loge and states that the last cadets have not been a success.
in one case a cadet having passed only a one year term. If With that modesty which we know characterises him, he
that be the case, I am afraid the reputation of our college says that the college is not so successfa now as it was at
will be seriously impaired. Again it must be obeerved that the commencement. Of course, at that time the hon. gen-
our object was to retain the men in thé country, and we tle an was the Minister of Militia, and it is a great misfor-
had proposed, had we remained in power, to endeavor to tune for Canada that hie is not so still. However, we have
place themn in the Civil Service, in the Department of tried to survive hie loss, and we hope to keop up the college
Railways and Canals or telegraph lines or in the Inside even though we are deprived of the hon. gentleman's ser-
Service here. .Bythat means weshould have had the bene- vices as Minister of Militia HRe says the cadets who have
fit of their services here, and the advantage of boing able loft the college lately have not been a success.
to cali on them in the event of their services ever being
required. I regret the Government did not follow that Mr. JONES (Ifalifáx). I did not state that.
course. If these cadets after passing their full term in col- Sir ADOLPIIE CARON. I think the hon. gentleman
lege, take service in England it is ail very well so far as las so stated.
they are concerned, but it is not realising the object which Mr. JONES (Halifax). I said that some of the cadets
we had in view when that college was established. who had taken commissions in the Imperial service had not
The result of the college has been satisfactory, and passed through their full terms at the college; that some
the college las been gaining confidence in the publie had been only two years, and some aoly one year, an that
from year to year; but if the Government propose I had information which led me to believe that they were
to depart from the well regulated and understood system, not qualified to the same extent as those who had passed
and place there, for political considerations, their friends, tron 1t the bee
they must not ho surprised if they find public criticism through the colege before.
awakened and public confidence in the usefulness of the in- Sir ADOLPHE CARON. If the on. gentleman had
stitution impaired. It is much to be deprecated that a retired looked into the matter, ho would have found why those
officer, who could not have taken a similar position in Eng. cadets were given commissions. It was not on any appli-
land, should have been appointed to the Royal Military cation made by Canada, but, when England expected certain
Colloge. It is very much to be regretted that a very complications in the East, England applied to Canada for
serions mistake was made in that appointment. The point a certain number of young mlen to accept commissions in
made by the Minister of Militia with reference to the an- the Imperial service, outside of the four commissions which
nual increase is, I think, fair enough; but if, at the same are annually granted to the successful cadets of the Royal
time, the college can be made to ab>ut meet its expenses, it Military Colloge. England, when ehe expected possible
is what the country has a right to expect, and the complications in regard to India, applied to us for the names
country las no right to expect any more. What I am most of, I think, ton, whom we could recommend for
anxious to see is that the college shall retain the position these commissions, and we did what was asked. Some
that it had eight or ton years ago, and I am afraid that it of these have been through the Royal Military
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College and others had not. It is clear that a
man who had been in the college only one year could not
be as efficient as one who was there for lour years and had
graduated from the college. It was not on the application
of Canada and it was not with reference to the Military
College that these commissions were given, but England
applied for the names of those who would accept service, as
at the time of the Crimean war whon she drew upon the
colonies for officers and men. Some of these have been very
successful, and, when I was in England, I heard of some
who had proved as successful as we could expect and had
done honor to Canada and are doing very good work in the
Imperial service. I think, so far as the commandant is
concerned, from my experience and I speak from no other
standpoint-he has been a great success, and I hope his
successor will be as competent as we have found him to be.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The Minister dwelt very little
on the point of a retired officer being placed at the head of
the Military College. I had nothing to say against General
Cameron, and it was not from any feeling of that kind that
I spoke, but I referred to the tact that ho was a retired
officer, and that the Minister had stated that of course it
was desirable to have a person there who was in the ser-
vice at the time of his appointment. Well, General Cam-
eron was not, and in that respect the Minister was not
consistent with the position ho toek at the commencement.
Then again, ho says that this name was suggested by the
department and was not suggested by the Imperial Gov-
ernment. That was an entire departure from the system
which was adopted when the college was established and
which made it such a success. Of course the Imperial
Government was not aware that this distinguished officer
had such influential friends bore, but when the suggestion
was made, no doubt they readily agreed to it, it being a
Canadian appointment The Government bere departed
from the proper manner of appointing the head of that
college, and notably in taking a person from the retired
list, and that is what I object to more than anything else.

Gen. LAURIE. I wish to refer to a subject which has
been touched upon, though not pursued, by the hon. mem-
ber for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright) and the hon.
momber for Halifax (Mr. Jones), and that is the employ-
ment of cadets after they leave the college. The returns
show that 190 have gone through the college. Of that
number 69 have gone into the Imperial Service, 10 into
the Canadian Permanent Corps, 20 into the Civil Service
or the North-West Mounted Police Force, 79 have entered
civil life in Canada or out of it, besides 12 who have died.
Now, it seems to me that as the eollege bas cost the country1
a great deal of money, it is very desirable that the young
men should ho where we can lay our hands upon them, that
they should not be lost in civil life, or ont of the countryt
altogether. I have taken considerable pains to find out
what is done under Fimilar circumstances in the United
States. I hold in my hand a list of the engineers of thee
United States Army, and I have analysed that list. I havef
also a letter from General Deane, Chief of Engineers, Unitedt
States Army, Washington, stating how the graduates aree
employed. He says:

"The officers are selected froin the highest men each year graduated
froin the United States Military Academy. Upon the recommendation
of the Academic Board these officers are commissioned as second lient.
enants in the Corps of Engineers, and sent to the Engineers' School of r
Application at Willet's Point, near New York city, where they remain i
for two years on duty as officers of the engineers troops (sappers and
minera), and under instruction as to ibeir general duties as engineer
officers. The engineering curriculum at both West Point and Willet's t
Point, includes a full course in civil engineering. Upon completion of v
the course at the Engineers' School of application, the young officer is
subject to detail as assistant on any of the works under the supervision g
of the Engineer Corps, and in the routine of his services as a lieutenant,
he may have practical experience in all branches of civil and military a
engineering. By the time he reaches the grade of captain and often
before, he se fitted for the charge of a district, and as the exigencies of
the service permit, he is assigned to the command of a district consisting 1

Sir ADoLPHE CAEoN.

of such military and civil works as it may be advisable to group to-
gether under one officer. In the discharge of bis duties as said district
officer, he is entirely independent of the general officer of the line of the
army, snch as department and division commanders, and reports directly
to the Chief Engineer; in making his disbursement whether civil or
military, he is accountable to the Treasury Department through the War
Department, and is not required to give bonds, no matter how large his
disbursements. The officers of the Corps of Engineers have charge of
(1) permanent and field defences and fortifications, torpedo defences,
rmilinary maps, pontoon trains, military bridges, mining, &o., and the
command of the engineer troops. (2) Improvement of rivers and
barbors, for which appropriations are made annually by Congress. (3)
Construction and repairs of lighthouses, light keepers' dwelling,
beaoons, fog signale, &o. (4) Instructors and assistant professors at the
United States Military A cademy. The firet, second and fourth functions
are exereised under the direction of the Secretary of War, and the third
under that of the Secretary of the Treasury. The same officer may, and
often does, exercise several of those functions at once."

By examining the list, out of 106 officers of the Engineer
Corps, I find that 20 only are employed sololy in military
duties, 21 partially in military and partially in civil duties,
8 as instructors in Military Colloges, and no less than 57 in
purely civil duties. I think it would be quite possible that
these young men, after leaving college, when they can only
be considered as half trained soldiers, might be attached to
our permanent corps, and when they have had further
training as officers they night then be passed on into the
public service, I do not mean in civil branches of the ser-
vice, but they might be employed under the Railway Depart-
ment and under the Public Works Department. I am not
finding fault with the Minister of Militia that ho does not
propose this, because it would cost moncy, and I know how
difficult it is for him to obtain money; nor do I find fault
with the Government, but perhaps I might find fault with
the members of the House as a whole, because this would
divest them of some patronage. I cannot help that.
Although the members of this flouse may b deprived of
some patronage, the public would benefit by getting a
superior class of engineers for any work in which engineer-
ing is required, and at the same time these men would be
under the control of the Governmont and would be avail-
able for active service, and be from time to time employed
with our militia, giving strength to it, and making them-
selves useful as staff officers. I would throw out this sug-
gestion to the House. I do think that some stops might b
taken by which these young men might be retained per-
manently in the publie service, so that the expense we have
made on them should not be thrown away.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. With respect to the
remarks made by the Minister of Militia as to this appoint-
ment, I do not think it is wise in him to have declared that
this was not a political appointment, when every man here
knows perfectly well that it was. However, that is in a
Parliamentary sense, and we well understand that it was in
a Parliamentary sense that the hon. gentleman is obliged
to say that it was not a political appointment. My own
conviction is, and has been from the time this colloge was
established, that the only way in which we could prevent it
from being used for political purposes, at any rate as regards
the chief official, was to have requested the English Gov-
ernment to send us an officer of their own selection and in the
active service, and unless this is done I have no hesitation
n declaring my conviction, from a pretty ample experience
of both sides of politics, that it will be made a political ap-
pointment. However, although this was a political appoint-
ment, I hope that the gentleman will disoharge his duties
n a satisfactory manner. I think it is a serions mistake,
although I hope no evil consequence will follow. I know
he British Government have, up to the present time, had a
very high opinion of many of the yonng mon who have
gone from this college. I know iu the particular case to
which reference was made, that the British Government
pplied for a larger number than we could supply, of engi-
eer officers. I thînk in the future interest of the college, it
B rather unfortunate that so large a number were taken,
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some of whom, I believe, had barely had two years service;
they would have done us more credit if they had been four
year men or three year mon. It was a great compliment to
the education that these men had received in the college,
that the British Govern ment should be willing to take them
out after so short a term as two or three years. I may re-
mark to my hon. friend beside me, that not once or twice,
but at least half a score of times, i have called on the Gov-
ernment to do what the founders of the college intended
that they should do, to put a few appointments such as lie
described at the disposai of the most promising of the younrg
cadets, and I am very glad indeed to find that some other
gentlemen are desirous of seeing that carried out. Now, I
want to know what the hon. gentleman is going to do with
this $18,000 more which he is asking for.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. That is merely a different way
of keeping accounts. There is an increase of $18,000. The
vote for 1889-90 represents a portion of the annual subscrip-
tions and payments by cadets to the credit of the Receiver
General for entrance fees, education and board, which
hitherto have been credited against expenses for the Royal
Military College, but which it is inteided to credit in the
future to the revenue of the Dominion.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Will the hon. gentle-
man state how much he receives from graduates ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The amount is $18,000, when
the $200 fee applies, it will be $36,000. In coming in under
the recent regulations they pay an entrance fce of $200.
That is deposited in the bands of the college to meet the
expense incurred by the cadets for clothing and boots.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Surely the hon. gentle-
man is in error about that.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I spoke of the increased feo
which is going to b. charged after this year. The ad-
ditional or increased fee is $100. The present charge is
$250, making the total charge $350 for the future.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. No doubt there is a
great deal of force in what the hon, gentleman bas said, that
it is desirable we should make the college as nearly self-
supporting as possible. But he will rerember that in the
early stages of the college, admission was fairly open to
competition, and a considerable number of the best pupils
were the sons of men in comparatively poor circumstances.
There is this circumstance which must b. remembered,
namely, that by raising the fee you practically put it out
of the power of any man who is not in tolerably good cir-
cumstances to send his sons there. I do not know whether,
on a balance of the advantages, that may not be wise, but
some of the very best graduates of the college and some of
the very best officers now in the Imperial service were sons
of men who certainly could not have paid $350 a year for
each of them, the sum whieh the hon. gentleman proposes
to charge.

Mr. WATSON. Is it the intention of the Minister to
allow the 95th Battalion, Manitoba, to go into camp this
season ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The matter of camping and
training has not yet been considered, and I am not in a
position to give an answer to the hon. gentleman.

Mr. WATSON. It is very important that this battalion
should go into camp as it has not been in camp since
1885, and permission has been given for the formation of
another battalion in Manitoba. I do not know for what
purpose that is being done. I am afraid it is for political
purposes, and in order to give Major Bedson a commission.
He bas only got four companies yet, I believe. It would be 1
much more in the interest of the militia force that those 1

now enrolled should be annually drilled. It is much better
to have an efficient body of 20,000 men than the present
force of 37,000. This battalion was supposed to drill last
summer, but unfortunately the order was countermanded
and the battalion has not drilled since the year I have
stated.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. In regard to the subseription
to the college, I would like to give the hon. member for
South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright) the exact figures as
taken from the reports of the department. Annually paid
for each cadet for board, clothing, books, &c., first year,
$300 ; namely, $100 board and instruction, and $200 for
clothing, &c. Each subsequent year $250, namely, $100
board and instruction, and $150 clothing, &c.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Which it is now pro-
posed to raise to $350.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Yes.

Lighthouses.................................................... $30,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Can the Minister give
any rough statement as to the amount required for the
erection of lighthouses deemed necessary for the purpose of
properly lighting our Atlantic coast, including the St.
Lawrence? As regards the British Columbia coast, we
cannot expect this information at present.

Mr. TUPPER. I am not in a position to make a detailed
statement on that point, although, of late years, the depart-
ment has not been making very heavy expenses on lights
on the Atlantic coast, which coast is at present very fairly
lighted. The expense in past years has been tolerably
large there. With the development of commerce and
changes made in the style of navigation new questions
arise, such, for example, as the lighting of Halifax Harbor.
That harbor bas been lighted on the old style, and if a
proposition, which is being actually discussed, to light the
harbor e that vessels may enter any tim e of day or night or
during a fog, were carried out a very large expense would
be involved. This could be done by the introduction of
electric lights, gas buoys, a series of fog alarms and so on.
The hon. gentleman will see that the largest expenditure
are in connection with the comparatively new districts la
Algoma and British Columbia. Thore is an expenditures
for perfecting the channel at Vancouver so as to enable the
larger steamers which are expected in a short time to come
there in greater numbers. The former practice was to tako
a vote of $48,000 a year, but last year $30,000 was taken
and I propose to ask $30,000 this year. It is to be hoped
that in a few years this item will not be so large.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHELT. Are these several ex-
penditures to complete in all cases, or are they renewals ?

Mr. TUPPER. Some of these are revotes.

Mr. CAMPBELL (Kent). Can the hon. the Minister
give me some information as to the amount and nature of
the work on Rondeau lighthouse, in the County Of Kent ?

Mr. TUPPER. No extensive work is being doue there,
such as which necessitate calling for tenders or anything of
that kind. There are only sone small repairs which are
suggested by Mr. Noble, the inspector.

Superintendent of Insurance............................$6,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I have no objection to
the item itself, but I trust the Minister of Customs will in-
form the First Minister, whom I do not see in his place,
that very possibly on Concurrence I may raise a question as
to the expediency of any Minister of State being connected
with insurance companies which are under the supervision
of Government officers. As the First Minister is not here,
I shall not say anything further about the matter now.
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Mr. BOWELL. I will inform the First Minister.

Salary of Mr. Fabre and contingencies of office...... $3,500

Refund of moneys paid in error on account of
Judges' pensions-Judge Boswell, $688.60; Judge
Gowan, $579.74.... ....................... $1,268.34

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. We were to have some Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How do they come to
reports on this matter ? have been paid in error ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. f have enquired about the
reports and I am afraid we cannot lay our hands on them
now.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGEt. Do they exist?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. They exist. The Secretary
of State had them, but we cannot find them now. Probably
they were put under lock and key.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I should think that is
se.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I cannot get them now.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is there any chance of
enjoying the pleasure of seeing the Secretary of State in
time to get the valuable documents ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think we may have the
Secretary of State and the documents in the last days of the
Session.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGH T'. It will give us consid-
erable pleasure to see him, and still more so to find that
this money bas been expended in the best interests of the
country, and of Monsieur Fabre.

Sir HE3TOR LANGEVIN. I am sure there will be a
reciprocity of pleasure.

Mr. BOWELL moved, That item No. 196 be struck from
the Estimates, and the following substituted:-

For salaries, fees, gratuities and contingencies to cullers, at Montreal,
Quebec and Three Rivers, $20,000..,

He said: This is in view of the reconstruction of the whole
service. Last year we took a vote of $55,000,and this year
we propose to ask for $51,000, but it is proposed to remodel
and reconstruct the whole service, and it is anticipated that
a sum of $20,000 will be sufficient.

Sir RICRARD CARTWRIGHT. It is highly desirable
it should be so. Shall we be called upon to settle any super.
annuation in connection with this matter ?

Mr. BOWELL. I am net positive, but I think it is very
likely that there will be some, particularly as this affects
the older officers. I see, however, that the item says for
" gratuities," which would imply that the intention was to
give them certain allowances without putting them on the
superannuation list.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The on. gentleman
is not in a position to state whether or not this $20,000
would cover all expenses ?

Mr. BOWELL. That is the amount suggested by the
Minister of Inland Revenue, who has this branch of the ser-
vice in charge. He las a scheme to submit to the House
and he las corne to the conclusion that he will be able to
cover the whole expenditure for $20,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. When will you lay
that scheme on the Table?

Mr. BOWELL. On Saturday or Monday next.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It should be laid on

the Table before Concurrence.
Mr. BOWELL. The hon. gentleman is quite correct in

that.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT.

Mr. BOWELL. In the superannuation there was a mis-
calculation. They had been paid this amount too much,
and it was deemed advisable, on representations made, that
they should not be asked to refund it, and we ask the House
to concur in the decision we came to.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. They were pretty good
judges, but this is really a queer precedent yon are estab-
lishing.

Mr. DENISON. Judge Boswell is a very old man, and
after the judges commenced to collect this money, I suppose
the Government thought it rather hard to ask them to re-
puy it.

Mr. BOWELL. That is the fact.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Is that the gentleman who was a

county judge, but was too irfirm for his work, and was
superannuated and then placed in the Senate ?

Mr. BOWELL. Yes; that was Judge Gowan.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Are we to understand

that when a man becomes unfit for anything else, it is the
policy of the Government to put him in the Senate ? I
must say for Mr. Gowan, however, that since he has been
in the 5enate, be bas done some good work and made some
very sensible remarks.

Elections-to pay Major J. Wilson, Collector of Ous-
toms at Bault Ste. Marie, far services as returning
officer.................... .... ................. $50

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. When you turn col-
lectors into returning officers, I think some explanation is
required.

Mr. BOWELL. Major Wilson has been a returning
officer in a number of elections there in the past. I under-
stand that he acted as such previously to our coming into
office, and there never has been any objection to his conduct.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). It certainly is contrary to the
rules of the Minister's department that a man should
occupy that position.

Mr. BOWELL If the work were that of a political or
municipal office. This is neither one nor the other, as he
ought to be strictly impartial.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). The hon. Minister does not
allow any of his collectors to do any other work, and this
man is charging for other work done. I think it is certainly
an imprudent act on the part of the department.

Publie Buildings, Quebec...... ..................... $57,288.50

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGH r. With respect to this
item, which includes a considerable amount of items-al-
though I do not object to its passage just now-if any hon.
gentleman who is not here desires to discuss this on Concur -
rence it must be fully understood that al liberties are re-
served.

Mr. BOWELL. That is perfectly understood, and I will
take a note of it.

Resolutions reported.

Sir HECTOR L iNGEVIN moved the adjournment of
the House.

Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 2:05 a.m.
(Thursday).
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COMMONS DEBATES.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
THURDAY, 18th April, 1889.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Thrce o'clock.

PR"AYEs.

FIRST READINGS.

Bill (No. 141) to amend the Act respecting the Rocky
Mountains Park of Canada.- (Mr. Dewdney.)

Bill (No. 140) to amend the Revised Statute respecting
Escapes and Rescues.-(Sir John Thompson.)

WHARF AT ST. ALPHONSE.

Mr. COUTURE (translation) asked, Whether the
Government intend to use, in the next coming repairs to be
done to the wharf at St. Alphonse, the timber prepared by
Benjamin Simard, in accordance with the request of the
Government agent in 1886? If not, why not?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) In answer
to the hon. member, I must tell him that there is no proof
that the timber was ordered from Benjamin Simard. Con-
sequently, the Government think that they are free to
secure what timber they may require from the quarter
where they can get it most cheaply.

ST. LAWRENCE TELEGRAPH SERVICE.

Mr. COUTURE (translation) asked, Whether it is the
intention of the Government to extend the line of telegraph
on the North Shore of the River St. Lawrence ? What sum
will be voted this Session for that purpose?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVYIN. (Translation.) If the hon.
member will refer to the Estimates which are before the
House, he will discover the intention of tbe Government.
As to acquainting him with the designs of the Government
beyond that I cannot do so at present.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT asked, What is the
total amount of goods entered for consumption in the nine
months ending the lt April, 1889, and 1888, respectively ?

Mr. BOWELL. The total amount of goods entered for
consumption for the nine months ending 31st March, 1888,
was $73,054,443 ; do. for the nine months endirg the 31st
March, 1889, 878,246,111, which does not include, however,
the importations in british Columbia or the North-West
Territories, the full statement o whieh we have not yet
received.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT asked, What is the
total amount of exports, being the produce of Canada, up
to the lst day of April, 1889 ; also for the nine months
ending lst April, 1888 ?

Mr. BOWELL. The total amount of exports, the
produce of Canada, for the nine months ending 3lst March,
1888, was 859,790,398; for the nine months ending 31st
March, 1889, $59,308,785.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Any allowance to be
made for British Columbia in that?

Mr. BOWELL. No. I made that enquiry, and they
said these were full.

INTEREST AND SINKING FUND-EXPENDITURE.

Mr. CHARLTON asked, In the published statement of
expenditure in the Oaaada Gazette to date of 1st April,

how much is charged for interest paid to said date, and
how much for sinking fund account, respectively?

Mr. FOSTER. $4,676,283.40 for interest on public debt,
$768,199.46 for siDking fund.

MANUSCRIPTS RESPECTING CANADA.

Mr. VANASSE asked, Whether the Governmentintend to
order the continuance, this year, of the copying of the
manuscripts respecting Canada, now lodged among the
public archives of England and France ?

Mr. CAIRLING. The matter is engaging the attention of
the Goverument.

PRINTING BUREAU-COST.

Mr. MeMULLEN asked, 'he entire cost of the new
Printing Bureau, as follows :-1. The cost of building, in-
cluding excavation, and everything connected therewith ?
2. The cost of printing plant, ineluding all machinery, print-
ing material, fitting up, and material of every kind, freight,
cartage, and every item of expenditure connected therewith,
up to the 1st of April inst,

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. 1. $138,586.77, down to
date. 2. $165,863.95.

C. P. R CO.-SALE OF MORTGAGE BONDS.

Mr. STE. MARIE asked, When will the Government
produce the report ordered on tbe 4th March last, by this
honorable House, on the motion of Mr. Ste. Marie, concern-
ing the sale of fifteen million dollars of mortgage bonds
by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company?

'Ir. FOSTER. The Government will produce the report
so soon as it has been forwarded to them by the company,
who now have it in course of preparation.

BOUNDARIES OF ONTARIO.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not propose to
move to-day the resolution of which I have given notice
with respect to thé boundaries of Ontario. ] received last
night a telegram from Mr. Mowat saying that the resolu-
tion is all right. My hon. friend (Mr. Mills) suggested
some verbal alterations the other day, and perhaps some
verbal changes may be necessary.

Mr. LAURIER. I have received a telegram from Mr.
Mercier saying that he has some objections to the bound-
aries as proposed. Would the hon. gentleman have any
objection to lay on the Table the memorial of Mr. Mercier
on the subject ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have the memorial of
the Committee.

CULLERS' ACT AMENDMENT.

Mr. COSTIGAN moved that the House resolve itself into
Committee to consider the following resolution .-

Resolved, That it is expedient to amend tha Cullers' Act and to
provide that the rates and dues payable thereunder and the classi-
fication therein set forih may be changed by Order of the Governor in
Council, and to make better provision repecting the reduction ot the
number of cullers and the annuities payable in consequence ; and fur-
ther, to provide that culling and measuring under the said Aet shall be
compulsory only in respect of square and waney tiuber.

Mr. CHARLTON. I would ask the Minister whet.her
the trade has been consulted as to the proposed changes
indicated in this resolution ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. I think I have, and the House bas a
pretty good idea of the feeling of the trade generally upon
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this question. I have been induced to move in the direc-
tion indicated by the Bill just introduced for the inspection
of timber by what I supposed to be the unanimous opinion
of both sides of the House on this question, expressed very
strongly during the last two Sessions, from which expres-
sion I deemed it to be my duty to consider the matter with
a view to wiping out, as far as possible, the large deficiency
now accruing against this branch of the service. From the
petitions received and from the expressions of hon. gentle-
men on both sides of the louse interested in the lumber
trade, when the subject was before the House for discussion,
I came to the conclusion that it was desirable to retain
the machinery for the inspection and measurement of
all classes of Lumber, but to relieve the country from
the charge by providing that these services may be per.
formed and paid by fees. Hon. gentlemen will remember
that when the discussion took place there was an unani-
mous expression of opinion on the part of hon. gentlemen,
supplemented by petitions from gentlemen representing
the same branch of trade in the country-I speak now
of manufacturers of lumber, and those interested in saw
mills-directly opposed to the proposition I made. That
expression of opinion was to the effect, that the trade
diT not want such culling and maasurement performed, and
did not want to be taxed for maintaining such niachinery,
and did not desire to pay fees in order that the work might
be donc without charge to the public revenue. The dele-
gation from the Province of Quebec were in favor of main-
tainirig the culling of square and waney timber alone. The
expression of opinion in this House by hon. gentlemen, who
may be accepted as representing the lumber manufacturing
interests, was in favor of culling square timber, but against
the necessity of culling or measuring deals, and that class of
lumber, and was strongly against any taxation on their in-
dustry for that service. The House will remember, that
last night the Minister of Customs, iu dealing with the
question of the Estimates for this service, took a reduced
vote, from $54,000 to $28,000. The intention is, to provide
for the culling of square timber at Quebec, which will be
very nearly self-sustaining. We provide for the retaining
of the deal culter at Three Rivers, and the culler there
will remain in his present condition, because the receipts
of the office fully cover the expenses, and will involve
no expense to the country. At Montreal and Sorel, there
are two cullers, and we do not propose to remove them,
because the revenue covers the expenses. The re-
duction will be made up in this way: At the
present time, the total expense, including the eullers
who have been retired under both Governments years ago,
was $55,000. The charge proposed, including contingen-
cies, salaries and retiring allowances or gratuities to those
cnllers for whom we must provide, will not exceed $27,000 or
$8 8,000, and 828,000 is all I ask to pay salaries, gratuities and
contingencies under the present system. There are thirty
cllers on the present staff. I propose to reduce that num-
ber by eighteen, retiring that number. There is a large staff
of officers in the culler's office at Quebec; where the total
salaries reached $13,700. In the reorganization, I propose
to eut that amount down to 86,050. I further propose to
make a reduction on the contingent account, also in what
are known as cllers' expenses, because the number of cul-
lers being so largely reduced, that item will be largely re-
duced this year, and I think next year it will entirely dis-
appear. So far as regaids the rednotion of the total expendi-
turc, hon. members, I hope, will be satisfied that I have
doue my best to-meet the wishes of the House, when it is
remembered that the running expenses, being contingen-
cies, salaries and rent, amounted to 848,500 out of the 854,-
000 asked in the emtimate, and the running expenses under
the readjustment will amount to only $18,000, or a redue-
tion of $30,000, which very large reduction will, I trust, be
satisfactory to hon. members.

Mr. CosTiêna,

Mr. MITCHELL. fias this resolution any connection
with the Bill which the hon. gentleman has introduced
into this House in connection with the survey and measure-
ment of timber ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. I think I omitted to state that that
Bill would be dropped. The resolution, when adopted,
will be followed by a short Bill amending the Cullers' Act,
so as to give the necessary power to carry out the proposed
reorganization.

Mr. MITCHELL. That is very satisfactory, because
the Bill introduced was deemed in the Province from which
I come, to be very objectionable, and our people were
entirely against it. I am glad the hon. gentleman is about
to drop it, and adopt the system of reducing the number
of cullers in Quebec with a view to effecting economy.

Mr. LAURIER. I have no comment whatever to offer
at this moment on the proposition of the hon. gentleman.
The motive is one which will commend itself, I am sure, to
the House, as it is an attempt to economise. I have only
to regret that the hon. gentleman bas introduced such a
measure, which will surely incite a good deal of discussion
at such a late period of the Session. I do not object that
we should now proceed with this resolution and place the
details of it before the public, but when the hon. gentleman
bas introduced his Bill perhaps he would consider that it
wauld be fitting that the callers who are interested should
have an opportunity of being heard in this matter. The
trade has to be considered no doubt, but persons who have
been for some thirty or forty years in an office which
afforded them their daily bread are sure to have some
remonstrances to make if their calling is to be taken away
from them.

Mr. COSTIGAN. I hope the hon. gentleman will con-
sider that Parliament has now placed at my disposal only
$28,000 to meet the expenses of this department. The hon,
gentleman knows very well that if we were to consult the
cullers, and the parties interested, we could never make a
reduction. This is the third time that an effort has been
made in this direction; once when the Government of
which he was a member was in power, and sinse by the
present Government.

Mr. LAURIER. Does not the hon. gentleman think that
this would be a good reason why this measure should have
been brought down earlier in the Session ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. The measure was brought down, and
it is now brought in response to a call that a reduction of
the deficit, which existed, should be made. The cullers do
not come under the Superannuation Act, but the Govern-
ment thinks that these men have some claim on the country
in being retired. They can earn their bread in any way
they please when they have retired; and in addition to
that they have $200 a year as long as they live. I think
that for that class of men the allowance is as liberal as
could be made by the country.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). What plan is to be follow-
ed in regard to the superannuation of the deal callers,
whom I understand are to be largely reduced in number ?
Are some to be selected for superannuation, and others to
be left to discharge the duties of their office as at present ?
What is the basis of the superannuation to the deal callers ?
As the leader of the Opposition has stated, these are very
vital questions to the mon who are to be superannuated.
They have been living on the salaries which they earned,
and they are not prepared for such a step as has been taken
just now, at the commencement of the working season. Is
it proposed to adopt a general system which will work
impartially towards all the cullers ? I will object most
strenuously to the measure if it is intended to adopt such a
system as will leave the cullers at the mercy, not of the
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Government only, but of the understrappers of the Govern-
ment in Qtiebec. I know that if this were done some would
be made victims of at once, and it is of the greatest interest
to know what system is to be followed as to the selection
of those who are to be superannuated.

Mr. COSTIGAN. The understrappers of the Govern-
ment will have nothing to do with the manner in whieh
those cullers will be retired, as the principle bas been fixed
once before by bis own political frends, as well as by the
present Government. These men are to retire, getting for
the remainder of their lives $200 a year. I wili ask the
hon. gentleman to consult his friends upon that side of the
House as to how the selection was made when a reduction
was put in foirce some years ago.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). That is not an answer.
Mr. COSTIGAN. I think it is the best answer I can

give.
Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). I want to know what

system is to be followed? Are the cullers who are to be
retired to be selected at randem by the Government, or is
a system to be adopted which will work impartially and
without unfairness to anybody ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. $200 a year will be given to those who
are retired.

Mr. LAURIER. Who will be retired ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. Every deal culler in Quebec who is
not wanted by the trade. Therefore, there will be nochoice
or selection, and there cannot be any favoritism.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). Will there be any deal
cullers kept ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. Not in Quebec. There will be one
stave culler and eigbt timber cullers in Quebec, and the re-
duction will be made by the Giovernment without doing
injustice to any cller on account ofb is religion, nationality
or politics. I think the hon. gentleman will say that when
I made a reduction before there was no injustice done to
anyone in that respect.

Motion agreed to, and House resolved itself into Com-
mittee.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. LAURIER. I would call the attention of the
Minister to the fact that he has not given an answer to my
hon. friend from Quebec Centre (Mr. Langelier). As I
understand, all the deal cullers are to be superannuated in
Quebec, as well as five of the timber cullers. What my
hon. friend wanted to know was, and I think it is a very
fair question, according to what system are these five
culiers to be superannuated ? Are they to be selected by the
Minister himself or by some system, such as their seniority,
for instance. The hon. gentleman stated a moment ago, in
answer to this question, that they would be dealt with fairly
and that he would not take into consideration their nation-
ality, religion, or politics.

Mr. COSTIGAN. I said they would not suffer on that
account.

Mr. LAURIER. I bave no doubt that the hon. gentle.
man is well meaning, but he will not be offended if I say
that with all the confidence I have in him, I would still
have greater confidence in a fixed and general rule which
could be applied. Notwithstanding all the confidence which
I may have in him, after all, I know very well that he will
be subjected to a good deal of influence and a good deal of
lobbying. Some parties will come and whisper in his ear
that this one shoul cbe allowed to retire and that one
to remain. If some rule were adopted on the basis of
seniority, or soige other basis, whereby they would all be
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treated impartially, the hon. gentleman would relieve him-
self of a good deal of difficulty.

Mr. COSTIGAN. There can be no system of selection
with regard to the deal cullers at Quebec, because they all go.
There will be five timber cllers retired, and we propose to
make the selection of those who will remain on representa-
tion of the dealers in square timber, The men who are
most ncmpctent to do the work on a small staff'are the men
who will be retained.

Mr. LAURIER. Who are those men ?
Mr. COSTIGAN. The hon. gentleman has a pretty good

idea. I have letters from a good many of thom, and shall
have no difficulty in making the selection.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). Who will do the aulling
at Quebec after this Bill passes ? Io there to be no culling
of deals ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. There will be no culling of deals this
year, as an experiment, and if after that the trade think
they ought to have deal oulling, then it is provided that
any one of these cullors wbo have been retired may go and
do the work for fees from the trade.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). When I was in Quebec a
week ago, I met some of the cullers, and they seemed to
know all about the measure now before the flouse, and the
black sheep were already marked for superannuation. One
of the culiers, who is known to be one of the best square
timber cullers in Quebec, told me that his name was on the
black list.

Mr. COSTIGAN. If the cullers in the office at Quebec
had this information, they must have extraordinary means
of obtaining it, because that information was not given out
of the department. There bas been no action taken as to
those who are to be selected for superannuation, and those
to be retained. I do not think it is possible that those
men could have any information at all, and I can assure
the bon. gentleman that I would regret very much if I could
be seriously charged with dismissing a good officer on
account of his polities.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). The man I am speaking
of told me that this Bill was to be introduced, and he said
that there were rumors of another measure of a more
sweeping character. One of the callers gave me all the
details, some of which are not in the Bill, and he told me
that his name was in the black list of those to be
superannuated-why, I do not know, because he is a first-
rate culler.

Mr,. LAURIER. By this measure I see the hon. gentle-
man takes preliminary steps to cut off the heads of five
cullers. What does he intend to do with the rest of the
staff ?

Mr. COST[GAN. When a man's office is abolished his
case comes under the Superannuation Act. If the hon.
gentleman followed the discussions of the last two or thrae
Sessions, he will remember that mauy complaints were
made of the expenditure of this branch being about $50,000
and the revenue only 815,000; and when I propose to
reduce the expenses from $48,000 to $18,000, I should hope
the bon, gentleman would give me his assistance in perfec-
ting the measure.

Mr. LAURIER. TUe hon. gentleman knows that I said
I expressed no opinion on the measure., I recognise the
principle of economy, but I desired to know on what
principle the superannuation of the cullers would take place.
At this moment I make no comment on that subject; I will
wait to see the Bill.

Mr. COSTIGAN. Of the eighteen cullers whom I pro-
pose to retire, fifteen are Conservatives, and, I am informed
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there are only three possible Liberals, so that there can
surely be no injustice done to the Liberal element.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I see that the Minister of In-
land Revenue proposes by this resolution to make the call-
ing and measuring of square and waney timber compulsory.
I do not see any objection to making the measuring of
timber at Quebec compulsory; but when the timber is sold,
the custon is to measure it in the raft without culling it,
and theu it is sold to the shippers. The shippers take it
into their own booms, prepare it, olassify it, and ship it
under their classification to the old country. I hope the
Minister does not intend by this measure to interfere in any
way with the mode in which the shippers of Quebec have
done their business for the last thirty or forty years. By that
mode the timber, which was measured under the authority
of this Act, was not required to be cilled, under the same
authority, for the purposes of shipping.

Mr. COSTIGAN. I do not think the hon. gentleman
need have any fear on that score. I do not understand
that the culling is compulsory under the law, because the
law provides that the timber shall either be measured or
culled by a Government cller. It does not provide that it
shall be both measured and called.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I hope the hon. gentleman will
make it perfectly clear that the timber, having been meas-
ured under the authority of this Act, for the purposes of
selling, it will not be compulsory to have it assorted and
classified by the Government cullers. The custom is to
have the timber sorted and classified by the shippers'
cullers, and each shipper has a certain classification which
is known in the old country, and upon which the timber is
sold. It will, therefore, be detrimental to the interests of
the trade to require that the timber should be classified for
shipment by the Government cllers.

Mr. COSTIGAN. I agree perfectly with the hon. gen-
tleman, and if the Bill should bear the construction the hon.
gentleman fears, it can be altered in Committee.

Mr. GILLMOR. How many cllers will be super.
annuated ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. Eighteen, at $200 a year each.
Mr. GILLMOR. I believe the motive of the hon. the

Minister to be correct, but I do not quite understand why
the public should be taxed $3,600 a year to pay an indem-
nity to those men, for whom there is no longer any use.
My own impression is that there has not been use for many
of them for a good while back. I know that the callers of
timber and surveyors of lumber in the Lower Provinces
consider, many of them, $200 as a good year's salary, end
these men, having had a good fat berth for a long time,
should not now be pensioned for life, unless the Minister
can give some good reason for it. We are getting to have
an army of superannuated officers in this country, and now
it seems we are to recruit that army from the outside ser-
vice. These men should be allowed to go as others have
gone, since they have been getting a good living out of the
public long enough, and their services are no longer re-
quired.

Mr. COSTIGAN. The charge on the country now for
these men is $12,600, and 1 propose to miake it 83,600,
which will be reduced every year, according as these men
die. The principle is not a new one. It was adopted by
Parliament on three former occasions in dealing with the
same class of public servants.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Have these men contributed to
the superannuation fand?

Mr. COSTIGILN. No, there is no such fund in their case.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.L) Well, the superannuation fund is

based on the principle of contribution. Whether a good
Mr. CosTIGAN.

one or not, that is au intelligent principle, but in this case
it is proposed to give these men so much a year simply to
get rid of them.

Mr. COSTIGAN. The principle I am continuing wa
adopted by this Parliament on three former occasions. It
was found that the staff was more than sufficient for the
work, and the Government of hon. gentlemen opposite
retired quite a number of call3rs on a retiring allowance of
$200. That principle bas been recognised by both sides of
the Hlouse. The whole charge to-day for th, service is
$54,000. Under the proposed change, the whole charge,
including the running expenses of office and all other ex-
penses, including gratuities, will be under $28,000, making
a saving of $26,000, which is a very considerable economy
with regard to one branch of the service.

Mr. LAURIER. No doubt the hon. gentleman is not
introducing a new principle. The principle, whether right
or wrong, was admitted for the first or second time in
1876, under the Mackenzie Administration.

Mr. COSTIG&N. For the second time.
Mr. LAURIER. At all events, the principle bas been

recognised that the timber cullers of Q iebac were entitled
to special treatment. In former times the lumber trade of
Quebec was the principal export trade of the country.
That trade gradually fell off, and it was felt that these
mon, some of whom were old and had no oher occupation
during thoir lifetime-it was felt that it would not be fair
to them ts take away their sole means of livelihood with-
out giving them some compensation. It was decided to
give them the small annuity of $200. Tuis trade growing
smaller every year, so far as I can see, the reduction now
proposed is judicious, but if we are to make a reduction we
should make it in the same way as we did on previons
occasions.

Resolution reported.
Mr. COSTIGAN moved for loave to introduce Bill (No.

142) to amend the Cullers Act, chapter 103 of the Revised
Statutes.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS COMUITTEE-PRINTING OF
EVIDENCE.

Sir RICHARD CART WRIGlIT. I think it was under-
stood the other day aoross the flouse, that the evidence
taken before the Public Accoants Committee was to have
been printed in our Journals. I am now informed, that
there is some doubt about it. My understanding was, that
it was arranged across the House with the hon. gentlemen
on the -Treasury bouches, that that evidence should be
printed in the Journals. My hon. friend from Brant (Mr.
Somerville) tells me that there is some dispute in regard to
that, and I think it is desirable that we should know what
is to be done.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. It was stated in the Printing Com-
mittee to-day, that the flouse would have to puas an order
to have the printing done, if the House desires it. The
Committee decided to print the report, but not to print the
evidence until the order was given by the House to that
effect.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I remember that, a few years
ago, the hon. member for Leeds brought some charge
against myself and an hon. member for one of the Simoes
with reference to the remission of some timber dues. The
matter was referred to the Publie Acoants Oommittee and
an enquiry was made, and the charge broke down. No re-
port was actgally made by the Committee, but nevertheless
the chairman sent a report to the Hoasiiji that report
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with all the evidence taken, was published in the Journals, Mr. KIKPÂTRICK. What Committee?
and no such rule was laid down as that which the hon. Mr. SOMERVILLE. The Printing Oommittee. Lt was
member refers to. referred to them.

Mr. BOWELL. Whether the rule has ever been laid Mr.KIRKPATRICK. No, they have nothing to do with
down as the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) mdi. t
cates or inot, if he had taken the trouble to read the report
cf the Committee in this case, he would see that the evi-
dence will be pu blhshed in the Journals in the same manner
as in the case to which he refers. If he will turn to the
Votes and Proceedings of the 16th April, 1889, h. wili find
this:

"I Mr. Rykert, from the Select Standing Committee on Public Ac-
counts, presented the Third Report of the said (Jommittee, which is as
follows :-

'' The Oommittee have had under consideration the items 'Expendi-
ture for clothing, Militia and Defence,' .ae set forth on Page <-190 of
the Auditor General's Report for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1888;
and for the information of The House submit herewith the evidence
taken, and the papers referred to therein, in connection with the said

items.
" (For the evidence, etc., accompanying this Report see Appendix to the

Journale, No. 2.)"
That is pursuing precisely the same course ab that which
was pursued in the case to which the hon. member for
Bothwell (Mr. Mills) bas referred. The remarks made by
the hon. member for North Brant (Mr. Somerville) show
that exactly the same course has been adopted which bas
been pursued in the past in similar cases. When a report
is presented to the fHouse, a motion is made that it be re-
ferred to the Printing Committee, and the Printing Com-
mittee have as a rule accepted the reference to them by the
House as an instruction to have it printed. The reason for
that has been that motions have been made in the House
that certain returns be printed, and, as that implied an ex-
penditure of public money, it has been ruled out of order
by the Speaker, To avoid that difflculty, a motion of
reference to the Committee bas been made, and in most
cases the Printing Committee has ordered the printing of
the document.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. The Printing Committee docided
otherwise to-day. This was referred to the Committee in
the same way as the Minister of Customs has stated, and
the Committee referred back to the House the question of
having the evidence printed.

Mr. BOWELL. Of course the Committee can reject
the reference if they please, but as a rule that is not done.
As a rule they accept the reference as an instruction.

Mr. LISTER. The Minister of Customs states that the
evidence is to be printed, and he reade the report to sustain
that position. A member of the Committee states that
the Committee have declared that the evidence shall not be
printed unless the louse orders it.

Mr. BOWELL. There is a difference between ordering
the printing in the Journals and .the printing for general
distribution.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. The Committee decided to-day not
to print it at all, either in the Journas or for distribution,
and declared that, If it was to be printed, the House must
decide it. 1 move that the evidence taken before the
Public Accounts Committee be printed in the Journals.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. There is no necessity for that
notion. When a report is presented, it appears in the
Journals as a matter of course.

Mr. LAURIER. It will then appear after the Session is
over, but we want it for immediate circulation.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. That is a different thing. Of
course it will be at ter the Session is over when it appears
in the Journals.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. The Committee has decided that
the evidence shall not be printed at all.

Mr. TAYLOR. The position the Committee took to-day
was simply to say, "lnot printed," which is the usual
«ourse in regard to all such documents. It was not thought
desirable to hc it printed for distribution, but that does
not prevent its going into the Journals, as the evidence in
the case to which my hon. friend from Bothwell (Mr. Milla)
referred did, but that was not printed for distribution.

Mi. SOMERVILLE. I made a motion in the Committee
that this should be printed in the Journals of the House,
and that motion was rejected.

Mr. LISTER. The evidence is required, and we must
have it. Why should it not be printed ?

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. That ought to have been done in
the Public Accounts' Committee. That Committee should
have ordered that the evidence should be printed from day
to day and distributed amongst the members of the Com-
mittee. That bas not betn done, and I think it is very
improbable that we shall get the evidence this Session.
But I do not think that this report, or any other report
presented to this louse, goes to the Printiig Committee.

An hon. MEMBER They all go there.

Mr. K[RKPATRICK. No; they are not referred there
at all. It is only reports from evidence brought down by
the Government and laid upon the Table. But this is a mat-
ter under our own concern. It is evidence taken by one of
our own Committees, and they report to the House. An-
other Committee has no right to take cognisance of what is
going on-in the Public Accounts Committee, and that evi-
dence was never properly before the Printing Committee.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. If it is understood that the evidence
is to be urinted in the Journals, that is all that I want.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. It will be printed, but not in
time for discussion this Session.

Mr. BOWELL. I must say that this whole matter is
quite different from what I anticipated. When I was on
the Committee I enquired as to whether Lhe evidence was
printed, for I certainly understood that it was to be printed
from time to time and laid before the members of the
Committee to consider before it rose; and I was much sur-
prised when I found that it had n.>t been printed. I do not
know why, as my time has been so much occupied other-
wise that I could not give the matter attention. I simply
asked the question and found that it was not printed, but
supposed it would be reported to the House I see no
objection that it should be printed. I am quite sure it
would be in the interest of the Department of Militia that
it should be printed. For my part I would rather it were
printed, for then the members would be able to form a cor-
rect conclusion upon the evidence.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think we have had this
question several times before, and the practice has been that
when the House wants a document specially printed, a
motion was made that that document should be printed,
and the Speaker would not put the question, but would
send the motion to the Clerk, who would see that it went
to the Printing Committee, and the Printing Committee
would take up the matter and report to the louse whether
they thought the document should be printed. It appears
that the Printing Oommittee has taken up this matter-
perhaps it was not referred to them-and they have decided
not to print it. When the report is made here, if we do not
agree with it, we will either not adopt the report, or send
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it back for the purpose of having that document printed. I
do not know whether it is the desire of the House that that
document should bo printed. I do not think we should
have an absolute rule that we cannot lay aside when neces.
sary. We might move that this document be printed for
the use of members, and that the rule be suspended, which
can be donc with the consent of the House. 1 will move to
that effect.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. I withdraw my motion in favor
of the motion o the Minister of Public Works.

Mr. KIERKPATRICK. I submit this rule is hardly in
the way at all. Tbis rule relates to a motion being offered
for the piinting of papers. The Committee on Printing
have to report before the question is put thereon.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved:
That the evidence taken by the Select Standing Committee on Public

Accounts with regard to the .items-of expenditure for clothing, Militia
and Defence, and reported by said Committee to this House, be printed
forthwith and distributed among the members.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. That does not take in all the
evidence before the Public Accounts Committee. More
evidence is reported than that.

Mr. MULOCK. I presume the documents and the public
records that were laid before the Committee, are deemed to
be evidence.

Mr. SPEAKER. I think it is quite clear that a motion
ought to be drawn to satisfy.the hon. member; then it
could be put by the Chair.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I understand that we had,
I think, two reports, if not three, from the Committee on
Public Accounts, and the evidence that was taken before
them was included i those reports. I thought the Bouse
wanted to have all tLat printed, and that is the motion I
have made.

Mr. MULOCK. I desire whoever has charge of the
carrying out of that motion, to understand that there are a
number of documents before the Public Accoants Commit-
tee that are not referred to in the evider ce of any particular
witness, but yet tbey are very important, in my opinion,
in regard to this enquiry. Therefore, if there is to be a
public printing of the evidence, it should embrace the de-
partmental reports which have been presented to the Com-
mittee on Publie Accounts.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Were they reported?

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). The motion was that the evi-
dence and the papers connected with it in regard to the en-
quiry concerning militia clothing, should be reported,

Mr. MULOCK. If the hon. gentleman will examine the
proceedings before the Public Accounts Committee he will
see that the Committee ordered the production of certain
reports, letters and papers from the Department of Militia
and Delence. They were produced beford the Committee
and have become a matter of record.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. They report'ed to the House that
evidence had been taken and the papers referred to for.
warded.

Mr. MULOCK. I have seen the papers brought down,
and the document to which I have reference is not among
then. The Public Accounts Committee directed that the
evidence and papers belore the Committee should be laid
before ihis House. I have seen a certain number of the
papers laid before the House, but I do not think tbat the
Committee has referred to this House all the papers laid
before it, ard it is with rebpect to these missing papers that
I now call the attention of the officer who has charge of the
printing of the evidence.

Sm BEOTOR LANGEvIN.

Mr. BOW ELL. I do not know the practice of lawyers or
the rules of court in regard to evidence. A large number
of documents were sent by the Militia Department to the
Publie Accounts Committee, and they certainly were not all
put in as evidence. Those specially referred to were mark.
ed and filed, and these, I take it, have been brought down.
Whether, when large numbers of documents are laid on the
table of the Committee and not referrel to, except by mem-
bers of the Committee merely for °examination purposes,
they should form part of the evidence, I am not prepared
to say; but it does seem to me that they should not.

Mr. MULOCK. We were not a Committee to arrive
at any conclusion, but we were simply gathering evidence
to lay before this House, and as such we secured certain
documents which were submitted to the Committee, and
when the Committee ordered that all the evidence, papers
and documents in connection with the proceedings should
be referred to the House, I consider that those particiar
documente to which I referred, should bo sent down.

Mr. BOWELL. Were they put in and marked by the
secretaiy ?

Mr.MU LOCK. It was not necessary to prove them by any
witness. .They came from the Department of Militia, and
whether they are produced or not, I shall refer to them if
I have occasion to deal with this matter at another time. I
mention this fact merely for the information of other hon.
members.

Mr. BOWELL. Of courEe, I am not trying to keep any-
thing back, but I may say that when the hon. gentleman
had the document in bis hand, and thought it bore on the
question before the Committee, it was marked and filed and
became part of the evidence.

Mr. MULOCK. That was when I examined a witness.
Mr. BOWELL. There were a number of other docu-

ments placed on the table of the Committee which I do
not think were intended to be brought down, nor doI think
they should be.

Sir IECTOR LANGEVIN. Perbaps this motion will
cover the ground:

That the second and third reports, with the doeuments laid before
this House during the present Session, be printed for the use of members.

Mr. H1ICKEY. There are other documents which
should go in if these are published. It will be a verylarge
document to be printed.

Motion agreed to.

COMB1NATIONS IN RESTRAINT OF TRADE.

House resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No 11) for
the prevention and suppression of combinations in restraint
of trade.- (Sir John Thompson.)

(In the Committee).

Mr. TISDALE. The Bill has not been distributed since
it was amended, ind it cannot, therefore, be proceeded with.

Mr. WALLACE (York). If the hon. gentleman will go
to the post office he will find that it bas been distributed.

Mr. TISDALE. I have been there. and T find it has not
been distributed. I move that the Co
report progress.

Committee rose and reported progres.

ommittee rise and

OCEAN STEAMSHIP SERVICE-B. C. AND
AUSTRALIA.

Mr. POSTER moved that the House resolve itself into
Committee on resolution (p. 1328) to provide for a subsidy
for a fortnightly steamship service between British
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Columbia and the Australian colonies and New Zealand :
Ie said : Mr. Speaker, as there are three of these resolu-
tions, I think it would be well for me to make a general
statement before you leave the Chair, and any informa-
tion outside of that may be given when the House is
again in committee. My hon. friend the leader of the
Opposition asked yesterday that papers should be brought
down as to what has been doue in this matter, and I
explained that negotiations were in such a state that
there were very few papers that could be brought down,
but that when we went into committen on the resolu-
tions I would give as full an explanation as I could. After
some consideration of the subject the Government doter-
mined, some time ago, to ask for tenders for an improved
AtIan tic service, and tenders were accordingly asked on the
20th July, and again on the 20th November in the year 1886.
Afterwards the ti me for receiving these tenders was extended
until 4th Jaly, 1887, and in response to this invitation three
tenders were received. I may say that the general con-
ditiobs on which these tenders were invited were that the
vessels should be of about the same power, the same size
and the same capacity as the Parisian of the prosent
mail service line, ancd a minimum speed was asked of 15
knots per hour. At the close of the advertisemaents, parties
were asked to give alternative tenders for 16 knots, 17
knots and 18 knots per hour speed. One of the three
tenders was from a proposed company which was not
organ!sed, and which bas never since become organised, and
which tendered upon the basis of a 15 knot rte of speed.
The amount of their tender was, I think, $416,000. The
second tender was from the Allans, who hold the present
mail service between this country and Great Britain. They
did not, however, put in a tender upon the specifications as
called for in the advertisements, but their proposal was for a
continuation of the present service with some slight modi-
fications looking towards improvement, until the 31lst March,
1889, and after the lst April, 1889, an improved steamship
service making a speed of about 17 knots an hour, for which
they asked the sum of £2,000 sterling per trip, which would
come to about £104,000 a year. The last tender
was from the Andersons, of London, and it was
on the basis of providing vessels which should have
a power sufficient to drive them at a speed of 20
knots an hour; they stipulated to make the time
between Rimouski and Great Britain in 140 hours vid
Belle-Isle straits, 154 hours vid Cape Race, and 153 hours
from Great Britain to Halifax. These tenders were not
altogether sstisfactory, and in the meantime the Govern-
ment had altered its idea somewhat of the nature of the
service and the equipment and speed which ought to be
demanded in a new service, if the country were going to
expend any very considerable amount of money upon it.
The Government entered into still further negotiations
with the two bond fide companies, the Allans and the Ander-
sons, and a series of communications have been taking
place for the last three or four months and are still pro-
ceeding. Although the negotiations are not completed the
Government thinks that a probable conclusion is within sight,
and therefore it asks Parliament to place it in a position to
enter into a contract and requests a maximum sum of money
to be placed at its disposai. This is done for the purpose
of not causing any delay to the Government in entering
into the contract, and for avoiding the delay which would
occur if Parliament were to rise and if the matter had to
be deferred until a succeeding Session. This is a plain
statement of the case with reference to the Atlantic mail
service.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon, gentleman did not state
the amount of the tender of Anderson and Company.

Mr. FOSTER. I think it is £104,000, the samne as the
Allan's. The House will see that there is no disposition

on the part of the Government to keep from it any informa-
tion that is avaitable, and it will also sue that it would not
be for the best interests of the conclusion that wu hope to
arrive at that the correspondence and negotiations, not yet
completed, between the Government and those two com-
panies, should be brought before the Housa ut present.
With reference to the service which is proposei between
British Columbia and China and Japan, there is nothing to
be said that has not already been stated in the House, as
far as the negotiations are concerned. I think the then
Minister of Finaince stated last year that upon the British
Government concluding to give a vote of £75,000 out of
£100,000 for a fortnightly service, the Government of
Canada agreed, subject to the sanction of Parliament, to
give £25,000, and that if a sum of £60,000 was to be given
by the Imperial Government for a monthly service to China
and Japan, the Government of Canada was prepared, sub-
ject to the sanction of the flouse, to give a quarter of that
amount. That is just the state in which negotiations with
regard to this matter are. Communications have taken
place between the company and the British Government,
and I believe all the preliminaries have been arranged. I
think we may practically say that the arrangements are
made for signing the contract, and that it will very soon be
done.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). What company ?
Mr. FOSTER. The Canadian Pacifie Railway Company,

I think I am speaking of the China and Japan service.
With reference to the proposed service between this coun-
try and the Australian colonies, hon. gentlemen who have
been following this question, are probably aware that the
Australian colonies have been very liberal in ocean mail
steamship subsidies and that they have for a number of
years past paid over 81,000,000 per year for this purpose.
They have been paying for services direct by the Canal
route, and they have also been carrying on a monthly ser-
vice by way of San Francisco. The question of the re-
arrangement of these different services has come up, and
negotiations are on foot at the present time with the view
of obtaining, if possible, a monthly or fortnightly service
with Great Britain via Canada, and a fortnightly or weekly
service via the Canal; and the Government of Canada pro-
poses to take power, in the event of these negotiations
coming to a successful conclusion, to give a maximum
sum of £25,000 a year for a fortnightly service or a lesser
amount for a monthly service ; and when the House goes
into committee on that resolution, I shall ask to have it
amended in that sense, empowering the Government to give
for a monthly service a portion of the sum asked for, pro-
vided the fortnightly service does not materialise. So mach
with reference to the state of negotiations about the steam-
ship servioes. I might, perhaps, say a word as to the causes
which have induced the Government to endeavor to estab-
lish a more effective service on the AtIantic ocean, between
Canada and Great Britain, and to assist in establishing th e
two services, of which I have spoken, on the Pacific coast.
The present position of the Atlantie mail se, vice is not sat-
isfactory. Every year, as hon. gentlemen know, the number
of people who go from one continent to another for the
purposes of pleasure and sight-seeing is constantly increas-
ing, and demands are constantly made for speed, and for
what you may caul the luxuries of travel ; and that line
will be the most patronised, other things being equal, which
is the fastest and best equipped, and which gives the
best accommodation to the travelling public. In those re-
spects we find ourselves at a disadvantage, compared with
the service of the ports to the south of us. For instance,
there are magnificent linos of steamers constantly plying
between New York and Europe, and making a maximum rate
of about 20 knots, and the large linos making an average rt4e
of from 16 to 18 knots; while our own service, which is
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very good in some respects, is not able to make a maximum
rate of more than 15 knots, I think, and an average
rate of somewhere between 9 and 15 knots. The
contrast is very great, and we find the results of that in
two particulars-first, in the fact that the cabin passenger
travel by the Canadian route is not increasing in propor-
tion to the increase of the country, and in proportion to the
general increase of travel. I have bore, under my hand, a
statement of the number of cabin passengers who have
arrived at Quebec and Montreal from 1868 up to the present
time; I will give the total number for a few years past,
beginnng, for instance, at 1880:

Pa
1880............ ........................ ........... ........
1881.. ................................ -........
1882........................

1883.........................................
1884................... ....................... .. ,.......... ..... ...
1885.................... . ............ .....
1886.......... .................... .......... ..... ..... ......
1887.......... ............. . .... .....................

ssengers.
8,142
3,538
4,086
3,937
3,974
2,744
3,085
3,488

If we contrast these numbers with the stream of travel
which goes by New York, we will find to be true the state-
ment I made, that passengers having a choice of route do
choose that route which is the fastest and which gives the
greatest accommodation for the money they pay. If we
look at the list of passengers coming into New York, we
will find that there are two lines which take the great mass
of passerger travel. Out of a total of 86,302 cabin passen-
gers who during the last calendar year arrived at New
York, the North German Lloyd line carried 14,840 and the
Cunard line 16,72 4. The North German Lloyd made a
number of trips equal to 100, and the Cunard line a num.
ber of trips equal to 69 ; and an analysis of those trips will
show that the Cunard line carried 242 passengers per trip,
and the North German Lloyd 148 per trip. I think it
will be considered that these are two of the most available
lines in speed, in equipment, and in the luxuries which
they afford, out of all the lines which ply to New York.
We find, as I said, that our route does not offer sufficient
inducements, to secure its proper proportion of the increa-
sing number of travellers who are continually going
and coming between this side and the other. When
we come io mail matter, another significant fact strikes
us. When I tell this House that of the letters sent
from Canada to the United Kingdom, and from the
United Kingdom to Canada, in 1887-88,'1,710,824 went
by Canadian routes, while 3,008,206 went by United States
routes, or 1,297,582 more than by the Canadian routes, hon.
members will see the immncse diversion of mail matter
which takes place from our linos to these fast steamship
lines. When you come to consider this same fact with
refeorence to papers, there is a still greater disparity,
2,8 7(, 49 5 going by Canadian routes, and 6,544,021 by
Unitcd States routes, an excess of 3,673,526 by United
States routes. So that it seems certain that the Canadian
mail steamship lino is not, by equipment, by speed, and by
its general condition, holding its rightful place, considering
the gceographical and other natural advantages which
Canada possesses for the inter-oceanie travel. Those advan.
tages are so apparent to the minds of ail hon. gentlemen
that it is not necessary for me to take up any time in point-
ing them out. But, besides the demand on that account for
a botter service, I think the present condilion of Canada,
her own best interests, ber own self-respect, and her own
growing importance, demands that she shall bave, on that
much-travelled route, which wiil be still more travelled
year by year, a line more in consonance with the position
of Canada and with the demands of modern travel. And
so the Government, after carefully considering the matter,
bas come to the conclusion that if it is within the reason-
able reach of Canada, without overburdenivg the finan-
cial power of the country, we shall have a service

Mr. FosTER.

on the Atlantic equal to the best Atlantic service
running to the ports to the south of us, that we also
will have speedy and direct connection with the con-
tinent by way of an eligible French port, and so tap that
great country and the tributary travel which would
come from French ports ; and it is within the bounds of all
probability that such a steamship line would have the best
and quickest connection with the other continental ports.
Another thing that bas been determined by the Government
is that this new steamship service shall be distinctly a
Canadian service. Heretofore we have granted subsidies to
the Allan Line, and we are now paying a yearly subsidy of
$126,000 to that line, their vessels havirg the privilege o
going to an American port. That may have been neces-
sary in the past; no doubt at first it was necessary. But I
think it will strike the minds of hon. gentlemen that the
time bas come when, if we pay Canadian money to establish
a route of this kind, the whole advantages of that route
bhOuld inure to Canadian ports and to our own country,
and so the Government have laid it down as a policy that
whatever line be established, it shall have that characteiristic
and shall be a completely Canadian line in that re.
spect. I may say, just as a slightly further develop-
ment of this idea, that the steam services here pro-
posed and outlined are, in fact, a sequence of the policy
of Canada and the development of Canada during the
series of past years. The completion of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway and the development of our railway system in
general has had in it a larger idea, and bas looked ont to a
wider reach than simply the benefit which would inure,
internally to Canada itself. When the Canadian Pacifie
Railway was projected and the idea was brought into prac-
tical form that we should have an uninterrupted line of
communication from ocean to ocean, there was a larger idea
than simply to unite the different Provinces by this channel
of communication, and the development of the internat
resources of the country consequent always upon the
establishment of such a line of communication. It was not
meant and never supposed that this line should simply
begin at Halifax or St. John and end at Vancouver or New
Westminster, but that it should be a highway for travel
and for commerce between the old countries, the United
Kingdom, and other countries contignous to that on the
other sideof the water, and the old countries of the far east,
between two which sections of the old world a very great
development of commerce and of travel has been going on
for the last fifty years and is constantly increasing. In tact,
it would surprise any one who had not looked into this to
take up the statisties of passengtr travel between
the old country and the far east by the different
routes which are at present available, and to see
the immense development of that travèl, and the very large
number of passengers that yearly come and go between
those distant points, On business, touring, pleasure, or for
varions causes, the stream of travel is constautly increasing
and is very large and important, and the building of the
Canadian Pacifie lRailway had in it the idea of providing
also a highway for this great stream of traffic and travel
between the great European countries and the countries to
the far east. This country occupies a unique position with
reference to that trans.continental trade. If you take our
ports, which, upon both sides of our country, the Atlantic
and the Pacifie, are of a kind which remain open the whole
year round, and which are most eligible ports; if you take
our coaling facilities which are unsur passed by any country
in the world for ocean service, at the termini upon the east
and upon the western side of our country ; if you take our
temperate climate through a large portion of the travelling
part of the year, and the variety which a break in the long
line of communication between Europe and Asia gives, and
the great variety which this break causes in passing through
a new and young and growing country-all these things
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put together point out this route as holding a very advan-
tageous position for gaining its proportion of that immense
stream of travel which passes between Europe and Asia and
the traffic which follows in its wake. Of course there are
two competing routes with the Canadian route. The one
would be the Suez Canal, and the other the route via San
Francisco. If we take the tables of distance, we will find
that the nearest competitor is the route from San Francisco;
and comparing the two, we will find that the route vid
Canada and across our part of the continent, and on to China
and Japan, or to Australia, or to points in this country, has
a decided advantage over the more southern route as regards
distance and time. To all points north of the para llel of
Boston and of Buffalo, in the United States, and in Canada,
the distance by sea and by land is shorter by the Canadian
route-if I may be allowed to so call it-than by the
United States route which is further to the south of us.
The same is true with reference to points in China and
Japan. With reference to available ports in China and Japan,
the distance is very largely in favor of the Canadian route
over the San Francisco route, and with reference to Austra-
lasia-that great continent of islands lying in the South
Pacific Ocean-taking the whole distance into account, the
advantage is on the side of the Canadian route as compared
with its competitor on this continent; and it is not toc
much to believe that with the service on the ocean equal to
the more southern services, and with the service across the
continent such as Canada now affords and as she will be
able to afford for all years to come, and with the advantages
of the route upon the Pacifie Ocean, there is a very stroug
combination of lavoring circumstances which go to point
out the ultimate success of this route, established upon fair
and equal conditions as to travel by ocean, over the more
southern routes. I may state that, by a comparison of
distances, I find that vid the United States from Liverpool
to New Zealand, the distance is 11,993 miles; vid the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway, the distance is 11,928 miles; and
vid Halifax the distance is 12,252 miles. The distance
in mileage is greater vid il lifax ; but that is offset by
the fact that a larger proportion of that mileage is
by land, where, of course, the speed can be doubled,
which, taken into consideration, still gives the advantage to
the route vid Halifax. From Liverpool to Australia is
12,780 miles by the United States route. From England to
the same country by Quebec, it is 12,236 miles-a large dif-
ference, as you will see, in favor of the Quebec route-and
by way of Halifax the distance is 12,560 miles, which is
also considerably in favor of the Canadian route. Of course,
when we come to consider China and Japan, we have the
shortest Atlantic passage, we have the shortest passage across
this continent, and we have the shortest Pacifie Ocean route
by from 200 to 400 miles, consequent upon whether the more
northern or more southern route is adopted. As to the
communication between British Columbia and China and
Japan, for about two years past the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company has had its steamers making monthly trips
upon that route, and they have developed a veryfair trade.
They have shown the advantages of that communication to
such an extent that they have practically concluded a con-
tract with the British Government for carrying the mails
through this country by that route to China and Japan.
We need, however, a faster service than that which
is supplied by the temporary vessels they have put
on, and, with the amount which the British Gov-
ernment will pay and whiuh we hope to supple-
ment, a better and faster service will without doubt
be obtained. With reference to the trade advantages which
will arise f rom a steady, regular, and rapid mode of commu-
nication between this country and China and Japan, it is
not necessary for me to occupy the time of the House. That
is being practically demonstrated, and has been
practically demonstrated for two years past. Our

own manufacturers and merchants and business men are
alive to the advantages which will accrue from that direct
communication, and are taking advantage of it. What is
practically den.onstrated is better than any theory which
might be advanced. With reference to the trade with
Australia, that is somsthing which is more in the future,
having had no practical demonstration by this route so far
as a direct steamship line of communication is concerned.
However, by an examination of the trade which is carried
on between San Francisco and other United States ports and
Australia and New Zealand, we may gather a general idea
of the drift of that trade. I find that, in the last fiscal yeai,
1887-88, the exports of the United States to Australia
amounted to $9,513,474. That was a very respectable trade,
and it might be of interest to the louse to learn the chief
items of that trade, as showing the kind of articles in which
the bulk of this trade consists, ani giving an indication as
to whether or not they are of sch a kind as could be sup-
plied by Canada, and that in that way the commerce of
Canada would be developed by our having regular means of
communication. In that year, thore were exported from
the United States to Australia, agricultural implements,
$299,490; books, $107,79; breadstuffs, other than wheat
and four, $50,500; a certain quantity of wheat and finur,
about $120,000; carriages and cars, horse and railway,
$358,692; chemicals and patent medicines, $ 34,837; clo3ks
and watches, $127,296; cotton goo ls, $44,612; canned
salmon, $327,180; other dried and pickled fish, a smaller
amount; hardware, locks, keys, &c, $231,626; machinery
not elsewhere specified, $391,004; carpenters' tools, $8117,-
964; sewing machines, 6124,626; other iron goods, $268,-
366; leather and leather goods, $253,006 ; oils of different
kinds, $650,128; paper and stationery, $137,003; canned
and salted meats, $22,594; tobacco, cigars and cigarettes,
$1,428,762; wood, sawed, manufactured and so on, 81,440,-
696. These are nearly all articles which I think the
Canadian trade could well take up, and, by means
of direct communication with those countries, we might
have a large and profitable trade carried on with Australia.
Australia is situated naturally and geographically in
such a position that it probably will be for all time a con-
stant and increasing customer for certain classes of goods.
It is probable that for manufactured goods of nearly all kinds
Australia will have to depend largely on other countries
where manufactures have been established, and will have to
trade with them in exchange for raw products and the
precious metals, and things of that kind. So much for the
indications of probable trade between this country and
Australia, as shown by the items I have read as to the trade
which now takes place between the United States and
Australia. 1 do not know that it is necessary for me to take
up the time of the House to any groater extent with
reference to these resolutions. As regaras the amount of
money which is asked, suppose the subsidios are granted
and the steamship lines are established, and run to their
maximum capacity, that is, fortnightly instead of monthly
on the Pacific ocean, the total amount for which we would
be liable would be £150,000 per annum, or we will say
$750,000 in round numbers; but we must recollect that
there i, to a certain extent, a set-off to this. We already
pay for a service which we do not think se efficient asthat
which we shall have, $126,533 per year. We have been
trying, somewhat spasmodically it is true, te establish
a communication between this country and Pance, and we
have been paying and are paying now $50,0)0 a year to a
steamship company for making that communination. By
an agreement between the company and the Government,
that contract, which was te have run for a number of
years, will be voided on the ist July coming, and it is
proposed to save that amovunt of $50,000 a year and ta
provide in this general fast line that they should make con-
nection with a French port, and thus accompish the object
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we have in view. We have also, until this year, been the question involved. Therefore it is aIl the more necessary
paying $30,000 per annum for a service to continental that the fouse should be in possession of the information
ports, such as Antwerp and Hamburg. That bas been which twice alroady I have asked the hon. gentleman to
discontinued, and the continental traffic will be able to lay on the Table, aiong with 8il the information which the
make quick and close connections with the fast line, and Government has in its possession regarding the negotiations
thereby we will have a speedier means of communication whieh have been entered into with the different countries,
with the continental ports outside of France, as well as witb some f which have already been completed, as I under-
France, as I have stated, than we could by the slower lines stand, and which were of material importance to the fouse
of steamships which we have been subsidising to these in order to enable us to corne to a proper decision. The
ports. hon, gentleman las not denied the importance of the

Mr. JONES (Halifax). It is not contemplated, then, demand whic I made already upon two occasions, because
that the fast line shall go to a French port, but only make this very day, iu the preface of his remarks, iu which le
connections? was very profuse as tebi anticipations from the carrying

Mr. FOSTER. It makes a connection with a Frenclhou of te pic hholelase nted te the
port, and that communication it is proposed to make iHo that prefa eitae tat li would
direct. I spoke a short time ago of the diversion of vernment
mail matter by the United States route. For that, of SirI must had in theiossentlpn thi u oWas
course, we have to 'pay, and the United Kingdom lasmoat ail say to the hoetlemanholat e lias
to pay, and the amount that is paid does not go into flot redeem edepoIshllie mae. lie ias
our coffers, but goes into the Treasury of the United States. been e hryne e ishatsowpen, in im-
Now, that diversion of mail matter, of which I speak, costs pating tonthe sailt foraton wicussin mfeti-
to Canada and the United Kigdom $22,077 and 46,602 question. There are three propositions before the ouse.
respectively, or the amount of 68,679. think i As to this service btween this continent and Australia,
moderate calculation to say that if we put on a service equal h6ve no further rerarks to make coaeerning the corres-
in every respect to the service of New York, we may count pondence, because tli Prime Minister stated yesterday
at least upon a diversion of 50 per cent. of that matter, so that there was no correspondence, fIat the measure was a
we will gain $34,338 by that diversion. An increased
rateage i8 also paid by the British Government to the fast tentatiene, andhwolonbesuppeented b ofrer or-
steamers plying to the port of New York. If the service te the olonieIhare askno f0rrespond
here has the same speed and equipment, that increased rate- eo heo r hic snohae. theeocreespon
age will, I think, without doubt, be paid to our fast steamers, regard to tIe Pacific steamshi service between this cen-
and a calculation of what it would bring in comes te abouttg
*10,000 a year. So that the saving in the service, that we t anJaanm tse lin etema hes od us toada
would otherwise carry on, or that we are now carrying on,fIadearragemen a iplehed, hatutescontractaare
the diversion of mail matter and the increased rateage forntmaenfit theywten ares cf fi ifr
letters and newspapers, would amount to the round sum parekith ifhom the Govermnare egoiang.
of about $250,000, which we may put as an offset to thelack the signatures, if the contrac is complte by iself, and$750,000 which the new and improved service will cost us if the Goverument is now in sud a position that they cannot
if they are run at their maximum. That will be a charge, go back from their word, and flit the country is cngaged
over and above what we lately have had, of a half million wifl these parties, wlaf reasen eau tley invoke why these
dollars per year-; and to get these lines of communication papers slould net le laid before fhe flouse? Ccrtainly
at a cost not exceeding that, seems to be within the reason- no ene will deny fIe principle fIat whenever tIc Govern.
able power of Canada, and te be a course which it ismeut ask for public mouey from fIe taxpayers cf fIs
incumbent upon the Government te take in the bestcountry, the taxpayers have a right te le plaoed in posses-
interests and the best development of this eountry. I amsien of fhec fllest information as te the reason wly tley
suie that when Canada has these three services established,
and these lines of steamships running, we may ail of us after thc admission which las been made by the heu.
point with pride to our equipment in the way of trade gentleman, fIat the arrangements are all omplefcd, wly
facilities. W ith a railroad extension of over 1000 miles fIes.corpleted arrangements sîould net be revealed te
spanning the continent, and running into ail sections of ourfleuse. R.ferriug teltler subsidy, for fIe Atlantic
country, with a fast and popular line of communication on
the Atantic, with linos of communication on service, whidl is by far tIc rost important service, fhe on.

kid stretching away from British Columbia to China, and gentleman as tld us that fe Governeuf as asked for
kin srcchngawyfrmBtihCubitohna d tenders. Tliey have asked for alternative tenders for a ser-

Japan, and Austrahia, and with lines of communication vice cf 15, 161 17 and 18 kuots. They say they have
which we hope to establish and for the establishment of received, practically, three tenders, altheugl one bas been
which we have put an amount in the Estimates, stretching discarded because if las net been prcsecuted, fhe compauy
down to the tropical countries to the south of us, to tc which made licoffer net organising. The other fwo
West Indies and South Ameriea,-I think when ths. tenders have been made, eue by fli Messrs. Alan and tI
things are accomplished and these great lines of commu- other by tlicMeBsrs. Anderson. Thc firsf was for a service
nication are in active operation, we will have a commercial whidlitlicbon, gentleman stated te licaf about 18 knots,
outfit and channels of trade and of travel which will be aud fhcarount was £104,000 a year.
surpassed by very few countries in the world, and which
will be a most essential factor in the development of this Mr. FOSTER. 17 knefs.
country, and of which this country may well be proud. I 1 r. LAURIER. TIen fhe ofler tender cf fIat Messrs.
move that you now leave the Chair. Anderson, wa for a service, if 1 uuderstood rigltly, at

Mr. LAURIER. Everybody who has listened to the somcfhing like 20 knets, for tlicsame price, £104,000 a
hon. gentleman and who las read the motion before the year. The hon, gentleman stated aise fIat flise tenders
Bouse, eau agree with him that the subject brought to our lad nef becu found satisfactory; but I. did not fellflic
attention is one of extreme importance. Wihen the Govern- lieuseflceason why they were not satisfactory. The
ment asks the House to vote such a large amount of money lon, gentleman made the bare statement tIat the tenders
for mail subsidies alone, no one will deny the importance of were nef found te lie satisfacfery, and licsaid fIat uew
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negotiations were entered upon. And because the hon.
gentleman did not find the tenders in answer to the denand
he made to be satibfactory, new negotiations have been
entered upon, and he now aaks power from the House to
complete those negotiations, without giving to the House
the tenders wbich he thought should be rejected. Well,
the Government are in the hands of the House and in the
judgment of the House, so far as that matter goes. I have
lot at this moment to pronounce whether they were wise

or unwise, whether they were right or wrong in rejecting
those tenders which, they say, they did not find to bo satis-
factory, or whether it was wise or unwise to enter into new
negotiations, bcchuse the fHouse is not in possession of all
the information which it should receive on that head.
But the bon. gentleman will agree with me, and I hope the
liouse at ail events will agree with me, that when the Gov-
ernment are entering upon a new departure in the policy we
have hitherto followed upon this subject, when they have
asked for tenders abroad and have received tenders in answer
to their demand, the House at least should be placed in posses-
sion, so far as possible, of those facts and should ascertain
how far the action of the Government is idicious and ought

of a monthly service, provided the fortnightly service is
not established. I, therefore, move that the following
words be inserted after "New Zealand ":-

Or such proportion thereof as may be decided on by the Governor in
conneil to assist in establishing a monthly service between the same
countries.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. When the First Min-
ister was discussing this matter he mentioned incidentally
that a great deal of interest was felt in the undertaking by
the various colonies. The Minister of Finance has not
given us, I think, that information to which we are en-
titled and which my hon. friend asked on other points, but
I suppose ho can give us some idea as to what the Austra-
lian colonies are likely to contribute. He canriot, of course,
state a precise sum, but I should doubt whether, over such
an extended voyage as this, the sum we propose to give
would be sufficient, unaided, to keep up even a monthly ser.
vice. It might or it might not be sufficient. The distance
is very great; and, by-the-bye, does the hon. gentleman
propose to stop at any of the Pacifie Islands en route? Is
that part of the scheme ?

to be supported in that behalf. New negotiations, as the Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think the hon. gentle.
hon. gentleman bas said, have been entered upon, but for man rather misunderstood my remarks. I said I had not
reasons of his own the bon. gentleman said they were not personally had communication with gentlemen of standing
bound in the public interest te make these particulars public. in the different colonies; but I mentioned that the Cana.
Why? What reason can be given why it was in the public dian High Commissioner, in his daily communication with
interest that these regotiations should not be given to the the Agents General of the different colonies, had had official
public. The hon. gentleman simply says: We asked for communication with some of them on this subject, and I
tenders, we did not find them satisfactory, and that is all daresay, unofficial and private correspondence about the
the information the flouse shall have. The hon. gentle- importance of encouraging the undertaking.
man further says that after having found these tenders not Mr. LAURIER. Unofficial, you say.
satisfactory, he set them aside and entered into nego.
tiations, I presume, with the same parties, and if we Sir JON A- MACDONALD. tnofficial. We are al
are to believe the public press, one of those tenderers, anxious te draw the colonies together. There were con.
Messrs. Anderson, have been invited to nter into versations, and ne doubt correspondence teok place. I
these negotiations. HUaving said that much without have myself had private dalbm gentlemen, net teany
giving any reasons, the hon, gentleman says: This is great extent, all expressing the same desire and ail being
all the information to which the House is entitled. I must in the same direction, that of drawing all the colonies

protest against the introduction of such a principle, the in- nearer together and developing trade between them. The

trodaction-no, it is not the introduction-but the syste- impression conveyed to us by the High Commissioner was

matie carrying out of such a principle, because this is not this: That it had been expressed in varions ways, that
the first, or the second, or the third time the Government Canada, being the largest colony as regards population, and
have resorted te t..e same policy of îefubing information te the most important, as they said, the movement in favor of

the House while asking the House to vote money, simply developing trade between the colonies should commence

alleging that it is not in the public interest that they should with us. As the hon. gentleman is probably aware, there

afford it. Now, I must protes t against this system; it is not bas been a great desire exprossed to have a cable from

in acoordance with the spirit of our institutions; it is not Canada te Australia, and with respect te that aIso they
in accordance with the pi oper administration of publie spoke of Canada taking the first stop. This is tentative.

affairs; and, as I said a few moments ago, as te the first The moment the representatives of the Australian colonies

resolution I have no further comment te offer, but when we are informed that Canada bas appropriated the sum mon-

come to the second reseolution and the third resolution, I tioned in this resolution, they will at once address them-

shall move that it is not expedient te enter into their con- selves te thoir different colonies iu order te see whether

sideration until the House has received that information to they can make an arrangement for a fortnightly or monthly
which it is entited. mail; and I expect and hope, although I have no positive

Micht isentied o. information, but it is merely expeetation, that fier Majesty's
Motion agreed te. Government will also contribute towards the carriage of

House resolved itself into Committee. any mail matter which may be carried this way to or from
Australia. That is precisely the position of affaira and

(In the Committee.) negotiations between Australia and Canada. The hon.

Mr. FOSTER. I deuire te make an amendment te the gentlemen ,asks whether there was any proposition as to

fliet resolution in the line of my remarks when introducine stopping on the way. We have not got so far as that; it is

these resolutions. I desire to propose that it be altered in one Of the details to be worked out between the different

this way: The resolution as it reads gives power te the colonies. I presume the steamers wili stop somewhere on

Governmaint to make a grant of £25,000 for assisting the the way, perhaps for coaling purposes. Whether this lino

establi hment of a fortnightly steamship service between will stop at Honoluhu or not bas to be worked out in prao-
British Coluimbia and Australia and New Zoaland. It may tice. I presume that if those San Francisco linos find it to

not be possible te get a fortnightly service. The present ser- their advantage te stop at the Sandwich Islands, a colonial

vice by San Francisco ie monthly, and I wish to have lino would have the same reason for making it a port of call.

inserted a clause which will give the Government power te Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman
pay a certain proportion of that subsidy, whatever msy be will see that ho is asking the House for an almost unprece-
decided by the Governor in Council,or the establishment dented thing when he does not mention the term of years
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this contract is to run. .Under such a resolution as we are
now asked to pass, theFirst Minister might bind us for five,
or ton, or fifteen or twenty'years. For aught we know he mayi
intend to give a fifty year subsidy to the steamship company(
which it is now proposed to establish. After our recent 1
experience some words of limitation had botter be irsertedi
or we do not know where we may end up in these matters.1
I should think that, as this is a purely tentative matteri
that a limited number of years should be fixed by the reso-i
lution.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I should think so, too.
I think it would be well to put in, for "la period not ex-
ceeding ton years." I think the first contract with the
Allans was for seven or ton years."

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think it was for five
years. There is a good deal to be said for the desirability
of promoting intercourse with Australasia, and with a great
deal of what the Finance Minister has said I daresay we
would agree. After ail, this is an experiment and we are
very much in the dark indeed as to whether trade and
commerce can profitably be carried on with those countries.
I do not think myself that our own policy, which tends
largely to increase the cost of manufactured articles, is at
ail calculated to enable us to deal with distant countries;
however, I shall not enter into that discussion at the present
moment. I think that under the circumstances we ought
to limit it to five years in the first instance, unless it were
found absolutely impossible to get any company Io under-
take it for that period. I take it for granted that it is not
proposed to go on with this scheme unless the Australian
colonies, collectively or individually will do something on
their part. I gather that from the hon. gentleman's remarks,
and still more do I gather it from the smallness of the sum
named, because I do not believe that an effective service will
be given without some assistance on the part of the
Australian colonies. I would like to see some words of
limitation inserted in this resolution.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think it would
do to limit it to five years. The vessels will have to be
very expensive, and it is a large and extended service. I
do not think we could get any trustworthy company build-
ing ships to enter into a contract for less than ton years.
If the hon. gentleman would consent to the proposition
"not exceeding ten years," I think that is a reasonable
time.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). It seems to me that the Govern-
ment ought assume all the responsibility of entering into
any negociation in this matter and that the bands of the
House ought not to ho tied. We ought not to be asked to
take a leap in the dark. We do not know what the pro-
position is to ho; we do not know whether it would be one
that the House could accept in the public interest or not,
and I do not think we should be called in advance to say
that we will approve of any proposition which the Govern-
ment may see proper to accept and of any negotiation
which they may think proper to enter into. The practice
has been heretofore for the Government to enter into a
contract with the steamship companies and thon to submit
that contract to Parliament at its next Session, and that is
the English practice also. I must confess that, so far as I
am concerned, I fear that the Government are ask-
ing the Parliament to take a leap in the dark.
It seems to me that in any other deliberative
body in the world when the Executive come down to Par-
lianent to submit a proposition of this sort, they would
give some account of the commercial intertsts involved,
and in what way the commerce of this country would be
benefitted by enterirg into negotiations for a plan of that
sort. I listened to the Minister of Finance, and ho did not
state what the products of these countries were with refer-
once to which an excbange was likely to take place with

Sir MRioRaa CAarwaRIrT.

Canada. Our view at the beginning of this Session, and I
have not changed my mind since, was that it was in the
interest of two countries lying contiguous to trade with
each other, rather th an that we should take means
to secure a trade at great expeuse between the uttermost
ends of the earth. The hon. gentleman's proposition is
that we are going to build up an extensive trade between
this country and Australia, countries which are as far apart
as they well can be, and the hon. gentleman says that the best
thing to do is to incur a very great expense for the purpose
of entering into this trade. Well, Sir, if there was a possi-
bil ity of building up a very large trade, I would like to know
how far we must contribute out of the profits that are likely
to accrue from that trade, for the purpose of estab-
lishing this steam communication. It would require a very
large trade indeed to pay out of its profits the expenditure
that is being incurred in this way. I look upon this as a
proposition to aid the Canadian Pacific Railway, which was
built in advance of the public interest. It is one of the
necessary outcomes of the statesmanship of the hon. gen-
tlemen on the Treasury benches. I do not say that this
may rot be in the public interest, that it may not be the
choice between two evils, and that it way bethe lesser evil
that is likely to befall this country in consequence of the
statesmanship of the hon. gentlemen on the Treasury
benches. The fact, however, remains that here is a pro-
position to pledge this country to the extent of thrce
quarters of a million per year, for an enterprise which no
hou. gentlcman on the Government side of the House bas
yet indicated can be in auy way comrercially profitable.
I suppose that it is for commercial purposes that such a
grant is needed, and not for the purposes of the security of
the Empire with a view to future federation. Isit a measure
of defence or of commerce ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONA L D. I hope it is not a measure
of offence to my hon. friend.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I do not know what it may be
to the people. .Ido not know whether the hon. gentlemen
opposite, if they were putting their hands in their own
pockets, would be as lavish as they have been, when the op.
portunity offers, of put ting their hands in the pockets of
the people. Certainly they have shown a great deal of
magnanimity and liberality in dealing with the publia
funds. I would like to hear from hon. gentlemen on the
Treasury benches some account of the trade that is likely to
be deve!oped as a result of these subsidies. I remember
that, not many years ago, the Prime Minister, in justifying
the large pecuniary advantages which were being given to
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, assured us that by
the year 1891, I think it was, we should recoive back, over
and above all expenses, something like $69,000,000. That
prediction bas not been realised, and is not likely to be. Of
course the ti me is not up yet, and with the sort of pre-
millenial vicw which the bon. gentleman takes on
the subject of politics, the good time may be all just at
the end of the period; but I do not know whether the
hon. gentleman and his colleague the Minister of Finance
have abstained from giving us any commercial predictions
or any indication of the enormous advantages that the people
of this country are to reap from this new enterprise, because
of the failure in the other case or not; but, Sir, I do think
this House would be greatly wanting in its duty to the
public if it were to say-as it practically would say if it
accepted this proposition without question : We are irE-
capable of forming an opinion on the subject; it is true, the
electors of this country have sent us bere for the purpose of
legislation, but we are not capable of legislating, aid we
have abdicated our functions and resigned our authority to
the hon. gentlemen who sit on the Treasury benches. Well,
Sir, I confess that this is paying a very great compliment
to a sick man-to the hon. Minister of Finance, who was
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obliged to retire from the liouse so suddenly last evening
because of his extreme illness. -We are pleased to aee the
hon. gentleman in his place to-:ay.

Mr. FOSTER. Better to-day.
Mr. M[LLS (Bothwell). Ycs, the hon. gentleman isbet-

ter to-day; the circum-tances have changed; this is a
wholly different question from that which was brought up
last night. This is a question which is not so offensive to
the feelings of the bon. gentleman; there is much in it that
is agrecable to him, because it enables him to tell us about
bis hopes of the future; there is a great deal in this ques-
tion that is prospective, while the subject before the House
last night was rather a retrospective one. I hope the hon.
gentlemen, before they take any furtherstep in this matter,
will be prepared to give to the House some account of the
trade which is likely to be developed by this measure, and
afford to the hon, gentlemen who support the proposition
an opportunity of justifying before the country the vote
they are called upon to give; and time will show whether
the grounds on which they proceeded were such as good
sense and a careful consideration of the question would
warrant.

The Committee rose, and it being six o'clock, the Speaker
left the Chair.

After Recess.

House again resolved itself into Committee.

Australia that will tend to improve that interest. In other
respects this line may be a necessity, but I would suggest
as a desirable change and one that would tend to benefit the
condition of the farmers, that hon. gentlemen opposite
should try to secure a permanent and fixed contract with
one or two lines of steamers which would carry live cattle
to the other side at a fair rate. In that case shippers will
have a decided advantage which they do not enjoy at present,
for it is well known that this year the freights ranged f rom
35s. to 55s. There being no fixed rate, whenever the
mar-kets in England improve, the steamship companies im-
mediately raise the freights and in that way they pockei
all the advantage. If an arrangement could be made by
which a fixed maximum rate could be charged, that would
be a stop in the right direction. But here we are seeking
outiets to the west and seeking closer and faster connection
with the east, while we have south of us a market which if
opened would be a decided advantage to the struggling
classes of this country. But not one effort is made to obtain
the admission of our products to that market free of toll, and
we are now paying an enormous toll annually in order to
obtain admission into it. Nearly a million dollars a year is
paid by our farmers in the way of toll to get their barley
into the United States, and a very large sum is paid on
other products which cannot find a market elsewhere. Yet,
while this condition of things exista, our Government are
endeavoring to open up a market, not for the farmer, but
for the manufacturers where their over-production can be
disposed of. The Government are trying to open up con-
nections with Australia and elsewhere in the interests of

Mr. McKULLEN. I have listened with a good deal 'the manufacturers, while the Canadian farmers are driven
of interest Vo what the hon. Financi Minister had to say to their wits' end to make both ends meet, and are moving
with regard to the subsidies to h granted, both to the fast to other portions of the continent in the hope of bettering
line of steamers froi Quebec to Liverpool, and to that from their condition. The Government, while seeking to extend
Vancouver to Australia. In giving a list of tho articles the markets of the manufacturers of this country, should
which might compose the shipments from this continent to make some effort to open up a botter and more convenient
Australia, he mentioned a number that had been shipped market for the farming community than they enjoy at
from the United States to the Australian colonies within present, and relieve them, if possible, from this heavy toll
the last two years. Among those coramodities I find that to which they are subjected in order to obtain a market for
of farm products there were only $50,500 worth altogether. their products right at their own door. I could not allow
At the present time, when we are trying to extend our trade this resolution to pass without offering these few remarks.
relations, I think it is highly desirable that the products of While I have no word of opposition to offer against the
the soil should not be lost sight of. I admit the desirability manufacturers and like to see thein prosper, at the same
of bringing closer together the colonies of Great Britain; time, when we consider the fact that the consumera of this
but when we are contributing a very largely increased sum country are now loaded down heavily in order to consume
for that purpose, which is admitted by the Finance Minister manufactured goods, the Government are forcing them to
tg amount to $500,000 a year, I think some consideration bear this additional burden in order to find for our manu-
should be given te that class of oar people who are facturera markets in distant lands where they may place
struggling with financial embarrassme3nts, and whose their goods at increased prices, and add to the burdens
annual resources have been seriously impaired by the which the National Policy already inflicts upon us. It is
policy inaugurated in 1879. By the proposition which deplorable to think that while the people are heavily taxed
ho has made to the liouse, the Finance Minister evidently not one move is made to relieve them, but everything is
desires to secure extended markets for the surplus manu. done to increase their burdens.
factures of this country. We do not wish for a moment, to
deny the desirability of giving every encouragement to our Mr. JONES (Halifax). The proposal now before the
manufacturing interests, when that can be donc without Committee is one of rather novel character, and rather
increasing the burdens of the people We know very well startling in its nature, when you come to look at the amount
that in sotme lines there has been over-production, and I involved, extending over ton years, as contemplated by the
daresay that is the reason why thc Government have been Governmont. In view of such an important departure from
driven to the action they are now taking. But, at the same the ordinary policy of the country, the Finance Minister
time, we say, it is unjust and unfair to increase the burdens should give to the House more definite and positive reasons
of the consumers aud the laboring classes of this country, than ho has yet been able to asign for calling on us to pass
to the extent of $500,00t0 ayear, for the benefit of one class this resolution. He should have informed us as to the
The opening up of trade with the A ustralian colonies is not nature of the trade it was intended to open up, as to the
going to be of any advantage to the farming community. nature of the exports ho expected to send to Australia as
The people of Australia prodice about the sane things as! to the ports these steamers were intended to touch at, and
we do, and consequently Our trade is not going to be of any what ho expects they will bring back from Australia, as
great advantage to thom, and the distance that intervenes suitabletothe commerce and wants of Canada. These are im-
her between the point of production and the pDint of ship- portant points that the Committee should be placed in posses.
ment will add largely to the coît of transportation. sion of before being called on to adopt the resolution now be.
Sa that, as far as the farming interest is concerned, there is fore it. Passing such a resolution as this merely on the gen-
nothing in the eommunication between Vancouver and oral idea announced by the Minister of Finance, that there
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was something big looming up in the future, without his
able to give any definite idea of what that big thing being
was, is rather an unbusinesslike way to enter upon
an important basiness undertaking. Taking this vote for
Australian communication on its merits, I have not yet been
able to gather friom the observations of the leader of the
Goverunment, or of the Minister of Finance, any raison d'être
for this vote. The leader of the Government told us there had
been certain confidential unofficial communications between
the Agents General and the High Commissioner, and that
ho had some unofficial letters irom official gentlemen, all
bearing upon the future relation of the colonies and the
Empire generally. Well, if this is a move in the direction
of Imperial federation, or any jingo sentiment of that
kind, we may as well know it at the outset, and then we
can estimate it at its true merits. If, on the other hand,
it is a business proposition, based on reasonable grounds,
the Minister of Finance is bound to lay thiem fairly before
the louse. He las not dealt even in probabilities, so far
as I have been able to follow him. fie could only talk of
the great possibilities of this great trade that might, under
certain circumstances and eventualities, spring up. We
want to know what ho expects to derive from this trade.
We want to know what he expects to be able to export to
Australia; we want to know what he expects to bring
back from Australia-what business there is, and every
particular of that kind. We want to know on what he
bases his views as to the possibilities or probabilities of an
export trade in Oanadian manufactured goods. The hon.
gentleman and his Government voted down a proposition
lookirng to closer trade relations with the United States, on
the ground that the American manulacturers could come
in and kill our own manufacturers at their own doors. They
contended that we required our present high tariff of 30 per
cent., and in some cases 50 per cent.> to keep English and
American manufacturers out of our own market. In the
name of common sense, I would ask the hon. gentleman
how he expects we are going to compete with the Ameri-
can and Engliish manufacturers in another market which
they will enter on the same terms as ourselves.

Mr. MILLS. Make it a slaughter market.
Mr. JONES (Halfax). I am afraid it would be a

slaughter and not a market. I think the Finance Minister
should have told us on what grounds he estimated that we
were going to get any part of that trade, in a market where
we shall have0to compote, not only with England and the
United States, but with other European countries as well.
These are the real businesslike poinits which the House
should, I think, be put in possession of before we are asked to
vote this money. If it is merely on a sentimental basis, as in
dicated by the leader of the Governmont, in relation to the
possibilities of uniting the colonies and the Empire, lot us
understand it, but if the Minister of Finance is expecting
to derive any benefit to our mapufactures or asy trade in
return, let us know that. I have not been able to under-
stand anything of that kind from the hon. gentleman's
speech, and I should be glad if he would give us all the
infoi mation ho eau in regard to it, because otherwise the
House will not be able to justify itself for passing its reso-
lution.

Mr. McMILLAN. As a farmer representing the farming
interest, I must say that if one-half the money which it is
proposed to spend in subsidising steamers on certain lines,
was spent with a view to obtain cheaper freights from
Canada to the English market for cattle and sheep, it would
pro.ve, I believe, a greater benefit to the country than this
expenditure. I shipped a lot of cattle to the English
market last June at 30 shillings a head, or 35 shillings for
space and insurance; but, on my lastshipment in October, I
had to pay 55 shillings per head or 60 shillings for spaoe and
insarance.- If the Government is going to subsidise lines

Mir. Jous (Halifax),

of steamers, I hold that the agricultural iuterest has the
first claim upon the Goverument to do something on their
behalf, and if something could be doue of this kina, it
would place us in a much better position, particularly when
the people of the United States can send to the British
markets and eau get from 25 cents to 50 cents more per
100 lbs. live weight for cattle than we can. If the agricul.
tural interest is going to succeed in this country, it could
be very much assisted provided that only 5 shillings per
head could be saved to the farmers on the amount they pay
for space in these subsidised lines. I think the Government
should consider this question. The farmers are the greatest
taxpayers and producers in the country, and I do not see
why our interests should net be taken into consideration.
Instead of that, I find, on almost every occasion, instead of
giving any encouragement to the farming community, the
Government place impediments in our way. I have here a
'newspaper containing a statement which I am astonished
te see, and I am sorry the Minister of Customs is not in his
place to hear it. Charles James Fox states :

''But now the farmers have a worse grievance. On April lot I got
notice of two bags of American fertiliser being at the London freight.
house of the G. T. R. I sent up for it the next day, gave the man the
bill showing I had paid $8 for it ($40 per ton). He is sent to the Cus-
tom House, but is sent back twelve miles with this message: 'A sample
must be sent to Ottawa to be analysed before they can get at the amount
of duty to be paid.' Wanting to use this fertiliser at once, I callmyself
at the Custom house, on April 8th, and all the satisfaction I got waa
that I must wait the pleasure of the Government's analyst."

I say that the large amount of $10 a ton placed on a fer-
tiliser bore evidence on the face of it that no fraud was being
.attempted, and yet the Govern ment has placed such con-
ditions upon the importation of that article that we cannot
get it in such a way as to assist us on our farms. This was
evidently desired for a particular experiment, and no doubt
the opportunity may have been lost. 1 hope the Govern-
ment will see if something cannot be done to relieve the.
agricultural community of the large amounts we have te
pay for freight in crossing the ocean, and also on the
different lines of railway. S:nce I commenced to shipcattle,
I have had freights from Seaforth to Montreal at 30s. per
car, but last year I had to pay 50s. There is a combination
amongst the cattle dealers, and, when they ship ton carloads,
they get a rebate from the railway company, but the farmer
who ships seven or eight carloads can net get any rebate.
If the dealers shipped the ton carloads in one ship-nont, they
might be entitled to a rebate, but they do not; they only
ship in one or two carloads at a time as a farmer does, and
I do not soe why we should not have the opportunity of
shipping ut the same rates as they do. If we are to ho suc-
cessful in competing with the American farmers in the
English market as f ar as beef cattle is concerned, we must
not be put at a disadvantago by having to pay such very
high rates on the railways and for freight across the ocean.
I hope, therefore, that the Gevernment, in granting sub-
sidies to ocean steamship lines, will take that matter into
consideration,

Sir RICHARD C&ARUWRIGHT. .I think my hon. friend
(Mr. McMillan) will find later on, that the Government, in
their wisdom, are going to take that into consideration.
Under the third resolution, they are proposing to vote
$500,000-a year for a fast line soi vice, and to take away the
$126,000 which now goes te the Allan and Dominion lines.
My hon. friend will find that the subsidy given to these
lines, whieh now operates in reducing rates of freight on
my hon. friend's cattle, will disappear, and that he and
other farmers will have te pay more, se that he will dis-
cover that his case eis being considered by the Government
in that way.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) If, a fow years ago,a proposition
had been made to add nearly a million te the annual charges
on thie country, it would have recoived more attention than
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these propositions are receiving to-night, but we have been the leader of the Opposition that he did not object, he could
B acenatomed of late years to deal with millions, that a mat- not object, the country would not allow him to objot, the
tr of 8j25,000 a year appears to ho noihing. I cannot as- country would not allow us to object to any arrangement of
sent te this proposition simply on the information which the this kind by which, at the moderate sum of one-eighth of a
FinancoMinister has given to the flouse to-night. I think million, if the other colonies wiil join us and be as liberal
ho should give us some information as to what ho bases in their aid, we wili have a first-rate steamship line, greatly
his opinion upon, and how he justifies this enormous outlay. to the development of the steam industry, greatly to the
He said t14t it was well known to everybody that there development of Canadian manufactures, and showing that
were special conditions which made Australiadependent on notwithstanding our protective tariff, Canada can compete
other countries for its supplies, and 1 had hoped that, when with the United States, or with Germany, aiso a protective
we got iuto Committee, ho would show us what conditions country, or with France, also a protective country, in and
there are which make Australia dependent on other coun- for the trade of our sister colonies.
tries, and especially on Canada. I do not intend to discuse
this resolution now, but I hope that we may have some Mr. L %URIE R. The hon. gentleman bas not compre.
information given tous in Committee to enable us to discuss hended the position I took. There are three propositions
it on the second roading. From the silence of the hon before the House. With regard to two of these, at least, as
gentleman, I fear that ho intends to force this proposal to the lino between the continent and China and Japan, the
through without any proper discussion. I do not think Government are in possession of information, contracts,
we have any right to sit bere and vote half a million, or a specifications, and so on ; as to the other, they are also in
quarter of a million, or an oighth of a million away at the posssion of information, and I ask that this should be
mere demand of the Government. I do not think that, if laid upon the Table of the House. lu respect to the pro-
hon, gentlemen were to go back to their cobstituents now position now before the flou e, the hon. gentleman stated
and were asked to jnstify ihis vote of one eighth of a million, that thore was no information, therefore I did not ask for
ton mon in this House would be able to do it. For one, I any. I wiat to have from the Government, in respect tO
insiat that we shall have more information before we finaliy the other lines, all the infofmation they can supply to us.
vote this money. What I complain of at this stage, is that the Government

Sir JOH.N A. MACDONALD. The hon, gentleman are not laying before the H.>nse ail the information which

tries tO make ths s m appear very large by bringing the we have a right to possess, or in order to-a better under-

word "miilion." He speaks of an eighth of a million. Hestanding ef the terme made with these linos.
might have said 8-125,000, but that does not sound so big. Mr. DAVIE 3 (P. 1A.1) The right hon. gentleman says
The hon.gentleman asks for more information to justify the ho has come to a conclusion largely from a memorandum
statement that wo will have an additional trade with of Mr. Van Horne.
Autralia. I understand, though I was not present, that Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I did not say that.
the Minister of Finance went into this matter at con-
siderab!e length in order to show the different articles Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The hon. gentleman urged it as one
which Canada was calculated to supply to Australia, and of bis strong arguments why the HL>use should assent to the
we have the beat means of judging whether bis statement is proposition, that he has a memorandum from the President
true or not by looking at the trade which existe between of the Canalian Pacific Railway pointing out that we can
San Francisco and Australasia I take it that my bon. supply 90 per cent. of the goods that are shipped from San
friend's statements were based upon the trade that has been Francisco to Australia. That memorandum may be correct
successfully conducted by the United States, although a or not. It may be a statement upon whioh we eau arrive
highly protected country; and the hon. gentleman, by the at a conclusion, or it may not. I want to test it, I want to
way, said that we, being a protected country, of course could see it, I think the House should be put in posFession of it
not compote successfully in the Australian market with the before tbey are called upon Io vote Ve aie to vote in the
United S:ates. I think my hon, friend bas shown that in dark. Let us sec Mr. Van iorne's statemant that we may
our position, as well as, per haps, from the fact that, from a analyse it. What percentage of the exports of Canada do
froc trade point of view, our tariff is not quite so large as we @end at present to Austraia? Net one halfo eone per
that of the United States, the duties are not quite so high. cent. of our total exports. How does the hon. gentleman

8om hon. MEM BERS. Hlar, hear. propose to increase it ? With respect to what articles has

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. I arn looking at iL from he information that leads him to believe that we eau
Spoint of viw. My hon. friend las shown othoro increase our trade with Australian colonies ? I under-

your ont o ve. My honefri e n oher stand there is a linoeof steamships between British
reasons-the shortness ef the distance betweon Liverpool Columbia and San Francisco, connecting with a
ud Austrahia, which will enablo us te compete, at ail lino running to Australia; therefore, it is very easy, if the

events, on fair terms. market will pay and the price will justify manufacturera in
Mr. GILLKMOR. Are the steamers subsidised that carry sending the goo ls now, to make some calculation as to the

those articles from thc United Stastes to Australia ? future. The fact that you subiidise a steainmhip will not
put any more money into the pockets of the manufacturera

Sir JOHIN A. M ACDONXAL D. The Australian Govern-whsedtirgoshr.Tey avfclteslmt
m(nt subsidises a lino from San Francisco. The United wbo send their goode thero. They have facilities a&IM0st

ctusidose, fieroml kn Francisco Tharnawe Uted equal now, and if they do notsend now, why will they send
8ttes may do so, for all I know, but i am aware that after we pay out this eighth of a million ? I want to see
genertlly they have hitherto opposed subsidising those lines Mr. Van Horne's statement, and all other statements of
ine the unfortqnate exporiment of the CollinesLine. My which the Government are in possession, which justify

hoa. friend has quoted the various articles that are shipped them in asking this flouse to vote 8125,000 a year. I do
f rom San Franci co. We all know that Canada can prod uce not know where this new expenditure is going to end. We
those articles jist as well as the United States and supply net a wbrt tieago that wrtwere going to enter
them just as cheaply. I may say that ast year I got a very upon an era of retrenchment and tenomy ; it appearto
valuable paper, I do not know whetber it was a tariff paper me that weare going about it in a curiousway.
urT v%-+P---U_ r a V.ur , uu IcàLULiui - u ýnUI eta wr on aotti croswy
or not, from Mr. Van Hiorne, shiowing that fully 90 per cent
of the articles shipped from San Francisco could be supplied
on equal tt rms by and from Canada, and I think that
information is reliable. I gathered from the remarks of

Sir RICIARD CARTWRIGIP. I would like to ask
the Minister where ho expects these articles to come from
thet we are going to send to Australia ? Does ho expect
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them to c>me from Ontario and Quebea, or doos he expect
them te come exclusively from British Columbia?

Mr. FOSTER. It is wonderful what an amount of in-
formation my hon. friend from Prince Edward Island (Mr.
Davies) finds the lack of just now, what a vast amount he
wants to know all at once. I suppose I could not insult
my hon. friend's intelligence more than to tell him that he
knew nothing about the trade of this country, that he knew
nothing about the trade of the United States, that he knew
nothing about the trade, or the products, or the require-
ments of the Australian colonies. My hon. friend knows
about these, and he knows that he knows, and it would not
be any information te him for me to specify the articlcs
entering into the trade of the Australian colonies with
Great Britian, with Germany, with the United States, or
with other countries. My hon. friend bas the trade returns
of all those countries at bis hand, he bas also general in-
formation of what are the products and the requirements
of these different countries. I do not propose to take up
the time of the flouse by going into these markets at this
late period of the Session. I took what was practically the
best guide that could be taken-I took the trade of the United
States, with a higher protective tariff than our own, and,
therefore, from my hon. frienY's point of view, laboring
under greater disadvantages than Canada in conducting
trade. faking up that trade, I analysed it, and read a lis
of the larger items of exports from the United States to
Australia. I did not read all the articles but the larger items.
My hon. friend bas intelligence enough to know whether these
are articles that are manufactured in Canada, and in which
Canada can compete with the United States in the Austra.
lian colonies. There is an Austialian traie already. The
hon. member for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright)
asks as to where we suppose these products will come from,
whether from the older parts of Canada or from British
Columbia entirely. That will entirely depend, I suppose,
upon the nature of the articles and the different manufac-
tures which are exported. To.day, I believe, some of our
manufacturers have a field which they have exploited in the
Australian colonies for their products, and where within
two or three years they have built up a trade, under very
disadvantageous circumstances, to the extent of about one
third of a million dollars worth of goods in some lines of
goods alone. One of these is the Massey Co, of Toronto,
who have exported agricultural implemaLts.

Mr. DAVIES (P E I.) The total exports are not half-a-
million.

Mr. FOSTER. You will find exactly what they are by
the Blue-books.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). 8446,000 in value.
Mr. FOSTER. I have Mr. Massey's statement that he

ha worked up a trade in agricultural implements in that
colony amounting to about 8.300,000, and he as done that
under very disadvantageous circumstances.

Mr. LAURIER. The answer of the hon. gentleman is
quite characteristic. The Government have introduced
these important resolutions on the very last day of the Ses-
sion, and when asked to give explanations, they say they
cannot b expected, at this late period of the Session, to
give explanations.

Sir RICHARD CAETWRIGHIT. This is the reason why
i asked the hon. gentleman with respect to the portions of
the Dominion from which ho expected goods to be exported.
The trade from Great Britain to Australia is conducted
entirely by sea. The trade between San Francisco and
Australia likewise is conducted by sea. There is next to
no transhipment in either case. Any trade from the
interior of Canada must be shipped over 2,500 miles of
railway, which is an exceedingly serious considgation in

oir £Brona» CAarWazaar.

the first place, and thon there is the sea voyage. It may
be that trade might be conducted in a great many articles
profitably where you are close to the point of transhipment
and there is no long railway joui ney to provide for; while,
on the other hand, it might be very diffiult to export goods
from such points as Montreal, Ottawa and Toronto, where
the goods have to pass over 2,500 or 2,700 miles of railway
and .then be transhipped and carried by sea. That was the
reason I desired to know whether, in proposing this
resolution to the Committee, the Finance Minister based bis
expectation on a British Columbia trade pure and simple,
or to a considerable extent on a trade from old Canada.
The point is one which requires more consideration than
the hon. gentleman has given to it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. One would suppose
from what the hon. gentleman stated that all the goods
shipped fron San Francisco were manufactured there, and
that, therefore, there was only the water-borne carriage
from San Francisco to that point. They, however, send a
large supply of agricultural implements, for instance, from
San Francisco ; but they are not made there. They also
send manufactures, cottons, woollens and mixed goods,
which certainly are not manufactured there. Al these
goois have to pay as long a railway carriage as our people
at Montreal, Almonte or Hamilton are obliged to pay, or
is paid by the Massey Company of Toronto who are already
doing an enormous trade, and are competing successfully
with American agricultural implement manufacturers.
These have all to pay the railway carriage, but American
goods sent vid San Francisco have to do the same thing.

Mr. DAVI (P.I.) I utterly protest against the
statement of the Finance Minister that, because ne chooses
to bring down an important proposition, involving the ex-
penditure of a very large sum of public money, at a very
late period of the Session, this House is bound perforce to
carry it without receiving proper information. It is our
duty to dissect, and discuass, and ascertain the basis of the
Government's propositions, no matter how late they may
ho brought down. I have noticed during a good many
years, that the rule is, the worse the proposition the later
it is brought down ; and hon. gentlemen opposite have been
enabled, from a desire of members to return home after
being here two or three months, to shuflle through proposi-
tions that would not bear examination if they had come
down earlier. Let me examine the statement of the Min-
ister of Finance. He told the House that ho bad come to
the conclusion to recommend this vote on one fact, that one
of the largest manufacturers exports of his manufactures
alone to Australia some $300,000 or $400,000 worth. That
is an important tact; but there is an important question
connected with it, namely, Is it true ? Do we export
$300,000 or $400,000 of agricultural implements to Ans-
tralia ? If I take the hon. gentleman's own Blue-
book, I find the total exports of manufactures of all
kinds, from Canada to Australia, is of the value,
not of $30 ;,000 or 8400,000, but of a paltry 8132,000,
including every kind and description. If we turn to
agricultur i implements, of which the Finance Minister
says the Massey Co. export $300,000 or $400,000 in value
to Australia, what do we find? We find a paltry $39,000
is exported altogether. If the Massey Co. export between
$300,000 or 8400,000 worth, the hon. gentleman's Blue-book
is not worth the paper on which it is written and is mis-
leading. .One of two things must be true, either that the
hon. gentleman came to the conclusion on false data, or
that his Blue-baok is entirely wrong. If ho came to the
conclusion that the vote was justifiable because such a trade
bad been established, and that it was capable of large de-
velopment by placing on the route, a line of steamers, and
having found that he as all wrong in his data, he should
withdraw the vote. I should like to have a similar oppor-
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tunity to test Mr. Van Horne's statement. Hon. gentle-
men opposite should not vote blindly enormous sums of
mnoney simply because the Government ask them to do so.
Hon. gentlemen have no information, and they cannot just-
ify their vote, and I say it will ho a shame and a disgrace
if this voto were allowed to pass through the Committee
without more information being given with regard to it.

Mr. MoDONALD (Huron). I desire to place certain
figures before the House with respect to our trade with
Australia, especially when we are asked to vote a large sum
of money for opening up a large trade relation with the
Australian Colonies. The Finance Minister made a state-
ment which shows that he is not well posted in the figures
ho bas been using. He stated that the export trade of one
manufacturing firm in Toronto, the Maesey Manufacturing
Company, was over $300,000 a year to Australia; but I
find that the whole trade from Canada to Australia last year,
1888, was only $446,019. Tne whole of Ontario exported
to Australia in 1888 only $132,932. If one manufacturer
exported from Toronto agricultural implements to the value
of $300,000, it does not appear as if the figures have been
correctly given. If we look at the Trade and Navigation
Returns, we find that, during the last ton years, our trade
with Australia has increased very little, showing that it is
almost impossible to establish trade with a country so lar dis-
tant. It is impossible for the people of this country to com-
pete on equal terms in a neutral market, such as Australia is,
with other countries which have closer connectioi s with it.
We are told by hon. gentlemen opposite that we cat;not
compote with the American manufacturers. How can we
thon after sending our goods several thousands of miles by
land and thon on a sea voyage, compote in a nentral market
with American goods if we cannot compote with them on
Canadian soil? In 1878 our exports to Australia were of
the value of $370,723, and after ton years of Australian
trade we find it has only increased by $75,296. Again, we
find that nearly all the seaporl s represents manufactured
goods sent from Canada. Ouit of the value of $132,932 ex-
ported from Ontario, there was a value of $131,723
represented by manufactured articles. So that if
this $125,000 a year was expended, the farmers
of the country have to contribute largely in that expendi-
ture and it is an impossibility to opeu up in Australia a
market for anything that they produce. Sa far as I can
learn from the Trade and Navigation Returns not a single
product of the Canadian farmers goes to Australia, and it is
an unjustice to them to place upon their shoulders an ad.
ditional burthen for the purpose of assisting and protecting
the manufacturers of this country. Everyone knows that
the farmers are already highly taxed for the purpose of pro-
tecting the manufacturing industries of this country, and
they should not be taxed any further. The Province of Que-
bec bas very little interest in the Australia trade, because that
Province only exported goods Vo the value of 801,304 to
Australia, and New Brunswick only exported # 1,090 worth.
British Columbia is the only Province interested in this
trade. She exported Io Australia, in 18-8, 8300,690, of fish
8130,687, and of the products of the forest $169,836.
However, of the agt icultural products of British Columbia,
only $220 worth were sent to Australia. We are also asked
to grant a subsidy to a lino of steamers between China and
Japan and we were told by the Minister of Finance in
his Budget Speech that, through the efforts of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway and the steamships which they
put on this route, a large trade had been opened up with
those countries. Wheu we look at the returns of this trade
we are astonished that the M nister of Finance made such
a statement. The hon. gentleman was very thankful on
that occasion and expressed bis thanks to the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company for the great railway they haves
built, and for the steamers they have placed on that lino

and he also tbanked the energy and enterprise of the
Canadian people for assisting these enterpisôes. We find
that not a single article goes to China from the Province of
Ontario, and that from that Province only 88,571 worth
went to Japan. That is our whole trade in Ontario with
those two countries to which it is proposed to subsidise a
lino of steamers at a very great expense. Quebec doesm ot
send a single dollar's worth to China and Japan, and neither
does New Brunswick, nor Nova Sdotia. Manitoba sonde
8100 worth.only, and British Columbia sonds $75,911 worth
to China, and only 847,481 to Japan. I think it is too much
to ask this country to subsidise a line of steamers to these
countries at an expense nearly as large as the entire trade
to these countries amounts to. In 1878 we had very few
facilities for trade betwon China and Japan but at the pre.
sent time we have the Canadian Pacifie Railway across the
continent and the line of steamers from Vancouver, and not-
withstanding these facilities there bas only been an in-
crease of about $30,000 in our trade with these countries
during the last ten years. I believe that these far
distant cauntries do not require many articles which we
produce, and we know that it is very difflult to establish a
trade with a foreign country where we have to compete
with the products and manufactures of other countries in
neutral markets. It is my firm conviction that instead of
trying to find markets in foreign countries, at the othor
end of tho world, it would be much better, in the interests
of Canada, to seek to open up trade with the markets to the
s>uth of us, which is just at our own doors. We can reanh
that mar ket in a few hours, and we should avail uurtelves of
it, instead of openit g up maikets in countries thousands of
miles away, and at an enormous expe ýse. I think if the
Government made a right-about-face in their policy, and
tried to find a market in the United States, instead of seek.
ing for one in Austi alia, it would be more in the interesta
of Canada, and easier and cheaper to accomplish. I believe
that it is not right to impose such a burthen as this on the
people of this country, when botter and more lucrative
markets·can be found at our own doors.

Mr. PLATT. It is but natural that the members of
this House should ask for all the information they can
obtain when tbey are called on to give a vote for the very
large expenditure of money which is now proposed. Thus
far in the debate we have beard from the Government no
reasons to sustain their proposition and nothing has been
offered in support of it except their conjecture as to the
results % hich may follow. The Minister of Finance says
that ho has a statement in favor of this policy from the
Massey manufacturing firm. If he has that statement in
bis possession it would be of some interest to the louse,
but the statement he bas made regarding that firm bas
been contradicted by those who ought to know. In seeking
for information on this point I came across the remarks
made by a prominent public man in this country, a man of
high commercial standing in CÀnada and a leading spirit of
the Toronto Board of Trade. Speaking on this subject not
long ago, that gentleman made use of the following remarks
in regard to the firm which the Min ister of Finance bas mon-
tioned :

" The other case la that of the Massey Manufacturing Company, a
company which bas rare facilities for furnishing agricultural imple.
ments, of which they are such large producers.

" What has been their experience ? The frst venture of this large
firm was the consigament of a shipment to a Government agent. The
Government agent put the shipment, with aIl the knowledge ot the
facts and of the parties, into the hans ot local dealers, and the exptnuses
and charges were so excessive as literally Io est the shipment up.

" They then determined to send their own s gent, who certainly found
a market for their goods, but tound alo some twelve or fourteen Ame-
rican concerne competing for the trade, and this firm states in its appli
cation to the Government that they find themselves so handicapped in
the excessive duty which many of the articles used in the manufacture
of their gooda have to pay that, in view of the great distance, the cost
of postage, freight and other matters, unless these duties can be rçe
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moee, or a rebste equivalent to uch allownce made , pon..their
exporte, h--y wilt be vmpelied 1o w.th-iraw frum the trade."

That is a statement fron a gentleman who bas every
opporturity of knowing what the Missey firm are doing in
this direction. Thbn in reoard to aniother ai ticle of manu.
facture regarding which an exp<riment bas bcen made, thit.
ç-entlenani goes un t) say:

49 ln the case of fur, iture-the large and respectable concern, the
'Bowmnville Manufacturing Co.-at th1e invitati n of the Government,
pont out a shipment ta the Melb iurn- Exh bitioa. The treight was paid
by the Governm-nt, the local charges defr.yed by the Uommisjioners
So ex ellent was the work that fi et pr~zes were obtained. Under these
pircumstamnces the goods were sold and the ealcs realted cost price
lavited to tend out regular corsignments of goods to their market, the
iompany expreosed their readines to do ao on being aivised as to the
çjses of goude mot suitable and being most likely to secure speedy
apleo.

1"On the information being furishe, the goods were sent. The
Irices realied were ruinous, and on receiv ng returns at the end of two
ypars or tbereabout, the company withdrew from the market."

Vit h recard to the suppoed advartages that would accrueto
it trom havirg more txLensive c.mmnunication with Au-
tiais and the like.ibcoi of a large trade with that country,
the rme gentleman ays:

lu fat. tha cause Wbich led to the tardinesa of the discovery of
A nstralia thit is its r motAness from the oth r portions of ibe globe
mmi neearîIy act as a bir between txten'ei commerial relations
w. h hbe u-tralias and Cauada

, Naure hs been me-t prfuFe in the bestowment ofb er gifts to that
cou: try ; and, as buug it uere in view of her being so far removed
fgoni tbe familty r nil ns, has end wed h>r so richly that she bas
witbin berself everythirg that a ntion requires to make it great, pios-
pé-rcus and indep-nient

S érhe eper buaance of her g Ad lias helped to chtnge the value of
commoi.ties rhrougho t the civilised world.

"IHir coal and iron make ber independent, so far as manufacturing is
concerned, of any nation on earth. Her climate is so suited for wool-
growing that if but the tenth part of her three million of square miles
were but peopled, and a reasonable proportion devoted to sheep-raising,
she could grow wool enough to supply the wants of the world ; while
the wheat lelas of douthern Australia are ufficient to give food to the
continent.

cgIndeed, it may be affirmed that she wants nothing. Her manufac-
tures, in some dtpartments, have reached a perfection tar, far in advance
of anything we have attained in Canada. I refer especially toihe
manufacture of fine woollens broad and narrow, and also to the finest
rugs, wraps an i blankets. In these gooda by far the finet exhibit at
the Collindaries, -qualling in perfection of coloring and1 excellence of
finish anyihir g which couid be produced in any part of the world, were
those frm ihe woollen initis of Dunedin, in New Z-aland. Almost
everythîg which we bave tu fier she possesses, so that she looke upon
us as Ler r.vai in nearly all which contitutes her wealth "

I think this information neutralises all the information of a
contrary character which we have had from the other side
of the House ; and urtil something more is given to
support the coîjecture ot the hon. Minister of Finance, I do
not think we will be justified in making the expenditure.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant.) The point whieh I wish Io
allude to is touched upon in the report which has just been
read. This endeavor to cultivate a foreign tra, e or manu-
factures by a direct gift to a line of steamships, amounting
to one-fkurth of our total exports, to the Australasian
colonies is neutraliEed by the act ion of the Govern ment in
ar other direction. I have protested against that action
time and again, unùtil, becoming tired of the cfort, I have
ceased in the lat few years to say anything about it. It
was pointed out to the Government when they introduced
their tarif in 1879 that they were taking steps to iestroy
the foreign trade which we wpre cultivating, and which
was prospering wonderfully. At the Philadelphia Exhibi-
tion of 1876, the Canadian manufactures made a very
creditable exhibit. That exhibit drew the attention of the
world to what we were producing, and as a result, a very
large trade, comparatively, for a new trade, sprang up. But
two years afterwArds the. Goverument introduced their
high tarif and duties were placed on the raw materiai
of the manufacturer, enhancing the cost of the article
tLey produced. If the Minister of the Finance looka ai
the trade returnu, ho will find that there bas been a

Mr. PL'JTT.

diminution in Our exporte t those countries. We were
told at that time by the Finance Minister that our fears
were groundless, because, he said, we have devised a sys-
tem of giving our manufacturera a drawback for the duties
paid by them on their raw material. That would have
succeeded very well if it bad been carried ont ; but what
has been the tact ? From that day to this, the Govern.
ment have so administered the affaire of this country that
t has been impossible for our manufacturera to get the

drawback Many of the most enterprising manufacturers
in the country, at great trouble and expense to themaelves,
had established markets in foreign countries. A fi m mi
my own town, I dare say, bas, more than any other firm in
the country, made the name of Canada batter known as a
manufacturing country, but if you question that firm to-
day, you will find'that they are utterly discouraged, and
are about to cease their efforti in eatabliehing foreign
markets, after spending thousapds, nay tons of thousan a,
of dollars for that purpose. Thiey have placed their goods
in South America, in Australia, and in Europe ; but they
found when they went tbere that they had to compote
agairst the manufactures of both the United States and
Great Britair, against wbom they would bave been able to
hul: their own if they wcre in as favorable a poition as
hose manufacturera in regard to their raw material. But

wb<n you tax their raw material 15, ,0, 25 or 30 per cent.,
and then ask them to go into a foreigu market and sell their
goods in competition with those of other manufacturers who
are not compelled to pay these duties on their raw mate-
riais, you can see what a disadvantage they labor under. If
the Minister of Finance, instead of proposing to take the
public funds of the country to subsidise a line ofsteamers 1
the amount of one-fourth of the entire value of our exporta
at the present time, would give the manufacturera fair play,
not hamper them, not load them with restrictions, but en-
able them to get their raw material on as favorable terme as
the manu tacturers of other countries, they are able and
ready and willing to hold their own in the markets of the
world. But I charge upon the Government that from the
intioduction of their policy down to the present time, in-
stead of their benefitting the manufacturera, they have
ham pered thm, and they intend to continue tbeir restric-
trors. I bave heard no proposition to so a un sister titeir
drawback that the manufacturera cau take advantage of
it; but they propose an expenditure forbethet idof
ateamship lines whieh I believe wiil be futile as
long as they administer their tariff system as
they are doing. Our manufacturera ask no favors in the
establishment of foreign trade ; there is enterprise enough
among them to open up markets for themselves; but if you
persist in a system which makes their raw material cost
them from 20 to 25 per cent. more than the raw material
of manufacturers in other countries, notwithstanding all
the subsidies you give, they will not be able to compete. I
have brought these things before the House time and again,
but I have ceased to do so in the last few years, because my
efforts have been futile. These are facts which I know of
my own knowledge; I know then also from the experience
uf the fir in my own town which hsa done so much to
establish a foreign trade which has been gradually taken
from tbem by this Government ; for, from the first inception
of the National Policy down to the present time, the course
of the Givernment bas been not to ease the duties, but to
augment them, until finally they have become ao great that
this firm bas not been able to compete. I submit, as an
alternative proposition, save your money for your subsidised
line, but carry out in good faith what you promised, that
you would grant a drawback on the raw material entering
into the manufactures for export. Then, no one is injur-
ed, because the goods are exported out of the country,
and though you get no duty on the raw material, you on-
oourage the export trade. With reference to the freight
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rates, I do not know how you are going to improve them.
The Canadian shipper eau to-day avail himself of the lines
of communication which are open as well as the American
shipper; he can send bis goods in bond; that is the way
his trade has been carried on, and the only effect of this
subsidy would be to compel the San Francisco line to give
a lower rate of freight if, through your subsidy the British
Columbia lino were able, which I do not admit, to offer a
lower rate. Hon. gentlemen may say that the Canadian
manufacturer would derive that advantage. Certainly he
would, but he would not have any advantage over his
Amorican competitor. But where you can benefit the
Canadian manufacturer is to take your duty off the raw
material that enters into his finished product. Then ho
would be on level with the foreigu manufacturer; thon he
could hope to do a foreign trade, but until then ho cannot
hope to do a foreign trade of any dimension at all.

Mr. FOSTER. LMy hon. friend is not consistent with
some of the hon. gentlemen who ait behind him. Three or
four of them made the burden of their remarks that this
Goverument was doing nothing for the farmers, but was
doing everything for the manufacturera. My hon. friend
from Brant makes the chief burden of his remarks a com-
plaint against the Government, that we are not doing suf-
ficient for the manufacturer, that, forsooth, the manufac-
turers ought to have their raw materials free in greater
proportion, and ought to be given a better chance than they
have at present. hat is a little quarrel which my hon.
friends opposite may fight out among themselves.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). No quarrel at all.
Mr. FOSTER. If my hon. friend will look at the tariff

of the United States and contrast it with ours, he will find
that Canada has a very generous free list; he will find that
nearly one-third of the imports of Canada are on the free
list, and that our free list is far greater than the list of free
articles in the United States. The argument of another
hon. gentleman that we cannot trade with countries profit-
ably that are far distant, I do not think, as a proposition,
will hold good at all. I think it will be found that the
most profitable trade is, in a great many cases, not the trade
whioh is done with the nearest country but that which is
done with countries lying very far distant. Take for in-
stance Great Britain. Owing to the strong competition
which she meets in Eropean countries, her trade in manu-
factured articles with these countries falle off relatively each
year, while her most profitable trade to day is with the far
distant countries of the world-countries far more distant
from her than these markets are from us. Another hon.
gentleman ha setated that the greatest competitor. we
would meet in Australia would be the United States manu-
facturer@. It is no doubt true that our people who have
attempted so far to place their goods in Australia find that
the competition of American manufacturers je the strongest
they have to moet. Bat the manufacturera of the
United States are no nearer- to Australia than we are, in
fact they are not so near, and they have not so large a free
list of goode which enter into manufacturing processes as
Canada hasi, and they havo-a higher protective tarif; and
yet they go) aocording t my hon, friend, into the marketa
of Australia, and are our chief competitors there. I think
there is an inconsisteney in the argumente of hon, gentle.
men opposite in that respect The hon. member for Prince
Edward Island (Ur Davies) -made the best of the trade
retur»s which ho holde in his hand, but I still believe the
statement I made will be found correct. I think I have
that statement, and I will look it up to see if it is right or
nol, but I feel sure it will b. found true. I remember a
conversation with 1r. Massey himself, going into the
question thoroughly, and he detailed the expense and trouble
he had been put to in the last year or two in establishing
agencies for the sale of his goods Hon, gentlemen must
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always recollect that the attempt to establish trade in a
foreign country is a costly proceeding. It takes time to
make your constituency of customers to trade with and to
establish a name for your goods, and the first years of an
opening trade are always the most oostly; but the statement
I made is this, and it will be found true, that within the
last year a trade has been opened up in agricultural im..
plements with Australia to the extent of about $300,000.
My hon. friend must recollect that the Trade Returns only
corne up to the 1st of 'July of last year, and that a manu-
facturer, speaking to me about the matter, would bave the
trade year and not the fiscal year in view. My hon. friend
said the people of Canada had steam communication already
with Australasia; he said that there was steam communi-
cation from Victoria to San Francisco, and from San
Francisco to Australasia. That is very true. There is an
intermittent steam communication; but my hon. friend
knows well there is a great difference between communica-
tion of that kind, which has to break bulk and transfer
cargo, and communication direct from the port of ship.
ment to the port of embarkation ? It is everything in
commercial transactions to haye a hne of communication
which is not subject to the breakings of bulk and transfers
of cargo with all their attendant expenses. I think my hon.
friends have probably given the very bast reasons why this
country should endeavor to establish a direct lino of com-
munication by steamer with those countries, for the opening
up of our trade, and the encouragement of our trade, for
nearly all the difficulties in securing a good trade
with these countries were owing mostly to the roundabout
way in which our goods have to get there, and the lack of
facility for regular and easy communication. With this
regular and easy communication the manufacturers will be
induced to open up their lines of trade, for a regulr line ocf
communication is, of course, a great thing with men who
wish to open up trade with foreign countries. There is
Australasia, a large and growing colony, with a population
of 4,000,000 or 5,000,000, which does an enormous foreign
trade in imports and exporta, and that trade is carried on
with European countries and the United States-with pro-
tectionist countries, as well as Free Trade Great Britain. If
Canada produces large quantities of these very things that
are required in Australasia, and if Canada requires those very
things that are raised thora, there is an opening for trade,
and aIl it requires are facilities and enterprise, and the
direction of the abilities of our mercantile warld towards
that market. Some of my hon. friends have shown quite
strongly that they are afraid the opening up of trade with
Australasia, China and Japan, woud set far back the ulti-
mate triumph of the fad to which they are particularly
devoted. It may be that this will have a tendency to draw
off the trade in other lines, by opening up profitable
branches of commerce with these far distant countries-and
profitable trade can just as well be carried on with countries
far distant as with those near by. It depends upon demand
and supply. It depends upon the articles that the people
of a foreign country need, and that the coantry which is to
trade with them is in a position to supplyý Of course, if
they are far distant from us they are very far from other
manufacturera as well. And the cost of freight holda in
the one case as in the.other.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Does not my hon. friend
see where his argument lande him in talking about a fad,
as he is pleased to term trade with our neighbors.? If the
Canadian manufacturera has to go into the Australian
market and compote with the American manufacturers
there, ho must be able to produce as cheaply as the latter;
and if ho can outeil him in the Australasian market, why
can ho not compote with him in the American market?
And when the fact stares us in the face that there are 60,-
000,000 of people in the States to trade with, is it not evi,
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dont that that is a better and a larger market, and is it
anything like a fad to advocate access to it in preference to
a market with which we have only $400,000 worth of trade ?
Not only has the Canadian manufacturer to hold his own
with the American-and if ho can do that in Australia he
could do it in the United States if free trade existed
between this country and the United States-but he
has to hold his own in the Australian and other foreign
markets at a disadvantage with tþe American. The
Finance Minister says our free list is as large as
the Americans, and their duties as large as ours, but that
does not touch the question. You cannot hope in ail lines
of goods to do a foreign trade. Great Britain has some
specialties in which she can beat the world; the United
States may have some, and we may have some, but as you
burden your manufactures here with duties higher than are
imposed upon American manufactures, you place them at
that disadvantage. What my friend must consider, je the
fact that a large part of the raw material required for the
manufactured goods of this country which are exported to
foreign countries is imported from the United States,
and, therefore, there must be the amount of duty less
in the United States on that raw material than there
is to the Canadian manufacturers. Take boiler tubes
take coal if you will, take malleable iron, take copper
goods - I cannot remember all the articles, but all
these things which are imported from the United States
must be imported from that country bocause the manu-
facturer finds it is to his advantage to import them and pay
the duty rather than to have them made at home, but the
American manufacturer has that advantage over the
Canadian manufacturer, and what I pointed out to the hon.
gentleman was that the proposition of the Government was,
at the time they introduced their policy, to give the
Canadian manufacturer a drawback equal to the amount of
duty which ho paid on the raw material imported from the
United States or any other country, but that, instead of
that, they require declarations from our manufacturers
which they cannot comply with. There are firms that
have thousands of dollars of just claims, as I believe,
against the Government in this matter, which they cannot
get from the Government. Athongh they have gone to the
expense of tens of thousands of dollars in opening up markets
in varions parts of the world, they are paralysed by this sys-
tom which is augmenting, and more augmenting, and stili
more augmenting the duties which they have to pay. That is
what I pointed out to the hon. gentleman, and it is no
answer to say that our free list is as large as or larger than
the free list of the United States, or that their average of
duties is as high or higher than ours. The point is that
the large amount of raw material in this country is pur-
chased from the United States, and, therefore, it must be
that much lower in the market of the United States than it
is in Canada. In order, therefore, to put our manufacturers
on an equal footing with theirs, the hon, gentleman must
arrange hie system of drawbacks so as to allow the Cana-
dian manufacturer to obtain that rebate which was pro-
mised. By doing that, yon are doing no injustice to any.
one, but you are encouraging a trade which you cannot
have without that eystem. You are injuring no one, but
are benefitting those manufacturers, and those whom they
employ.

Mr. HIESSON. The hon. member for Brant (Mr. Pater
son) has had his usual fling against the National Policy'
He has travelled away from the question before the House,
but he as relieved himself of the usual frenzy in which ho
indulges on every possible occasion against the National
Policy. He is not content with that, but ho refers to the
injustice which is done to the manufacturers, and especially
to those in bis own city. I do not live so far away from
him but that I can understand something of what is going

Mr. PA TE8oN (Brant).

on in the city of Brantford as well as in my own town, and
I do not believe there is a place in Canada where more solid
prosperity exists to-day than in the city of Brantford. If
that is so, it is owing to the manufacturing industry there,
and in regard to that very tirm to which ho referred, Harris,
Son & Co., who are known throughout the country and
throughout the world, it was not so very long ago that they
were unknown ; it was not so long ago that they went into
Brantford, employ ing a score of men, and now I think I am
within the mark when I say that they are giving
employment to from 200 to 300 mon or oven
beyond that. I have had the pleasure myself within the
last two or three years of seeing a hundred farmers' teas
loaded up to receive the deliveries from the agents of that firm
in my own county, with a brass band at their head, in order to
show off the excellence of the goods which that firm was
manufacturing. That was pleasing to me, and must be
pleasing to my hon. friend who resides in the city of Brant-
ford. Now, ho asks that a drawback should be granted to
that firm. Apparently they are very prosperous. After
having captured their own local markets, they are very
wisely reaching out for foreign markets, and I think this
Bill will enable them to do something to extend their trade.
The hon. gentleman instead of attacking the policy of the
Government in that regard, should give them credit for
affording facilities for communication with foreign markets,
which will enable that firm and others who are engaged in
the manufacture of similar goods, and who, after securing
their home market, seek to have a wider range for their
products, to have an opportunity to reach those other
markets. The hon. gentleman refers to the fact that many
of the manufacturers of Canada are to-day compelled to go
into the American markets and buy certain linos of goods,
such as tubings, for use in their manufactures in this country.
How is it that manufactures of tubings and other things
which are needed in the manufacture of engines and boilers
were finally made succesmful in the United States. I would
ask my hon. friend whether it was not by the adoption of
the policy which this Government are, in an humble way,
endeavoring to follow. I admit that we are very much
behind them, because the American tariff is very much
higher than ours. But, when the hon. gentleman makes
such a bold attack upon the National Policy, hoeshould re-
member that it bas been a groat suòcess in his own city,
and I am rather surprised that lie should make one of bis
great attacks upon the policy of the Government, when ho
remembers that. I believe that the manufacturers in the
city of Brantford are prosperous to a very large degree, I
believe they are prosperous very much boyond their own
expectations, I believe that they are satisfied with what
they have accomplished, and that they have greater hopes
for the future. That is shown by the fact that they are
now attempting to establish agencies net only all over this
country, but also over other countries. If they have not
their own market for themselves, they should have further
protection, because wecannot desire botter goods than those
which they supply to the trade, and we cannot do better
than to give employment to our own people. I do not know
what the hon gentleman wants unless it is toesend our people
to the American side to make these goods which we now
import. If we have not sufficient protection for the mana
facture of these goods here, it is time we had, and, il the
hon. gentleman has any respect for the people of his own
city, for the people who sent him bore, instead of attacking
the policy of the Government w hich las made the firm of
Harris, Son & Co., and others who are manufacturing in
that city and elsewhere, ho should support the policy of the
Government. As to these steamship subsidies, which is
the question to be considered here to-day, I think that policy
is one of the wisest which the Government has adopted this
Session, and I am prepared to justify every word I say
in regard to it before my constituente. The more facilities
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you give to transact business not only at home but abroad,
the more is the country protected and advertised, and the
more probability there is for prosperity, the more oppor-
tunity there is for those enterprising mon who now perhaps
are confined within certain limits which they cannot go
beyond. If the Govcrnment can give to these men good
facilities for the devolopment of their trade in China, in
Japan, in Australia and in the West Indies, or wherever
they can effect a trade and an exchange of products, I think
the Government are taking a wise step and that my hon.
friend should support tbe Government in the interest of
the manufacturers ho represents, instead of attacking the
policy of the Administration.

Mr. PATE RSON (Brant). It cortainly is a great comfort
to find that the hon. gentleman, in his speech of some
length, las uttered some sane remarks. When ho speaks
of Brantford beirg a prosperous town and having enter-
prising manufacturers, ho really bas uttered sentiments that
I can beartily concur in. lis statements are much more
nearly correct than they are sometimes. But I must remind
my hon. friend that his bid for the position of Finance
Minister, by showirg himself more conversant with the
subject than the Minister, will utterly fail, for while I have
to regret that the Finance Minister had not fully grasped
the situation, I think ho was quite as near it as the hon.
member for Perth (Mr. Hesson) who is unable to see any
connection between the remarks I made and the subject
under discussion. I, in my humble way, had thought that
they were very pertinent, and I still think so, for the season
that there was even a glimmering of the connection in the
mind, even, of the hon. member for Perth, usually darkened
on any subject of practical utility, when ho seemed dimly to
grasp the idea that there was something connected with
holping our manufacturers in their export trade. I was only
pointing out a way by which that desirable object could be
obtained botter than by granting this subsidy to those steam-
ship linos. I think the Minister of Finance saw the point, but
the hon, gentleman failed to sec it. I made no attack on
the National Policy, I did not desire to draw in questions
that are not there. I did incidentally allude to the fact
that under that policy the duties upon raw material place
the manufacturer at a disadvantage. I did not advocate
that the National Policy should be abandoned; I simply
advocated that the Government should do what they pro-
mised to do when they introduced that policy, and that in
order not to destroy the foreign trade, they should give a
drawback equivalent to the amount of duty on the raw
material that the manufacturers used. I may also say
that my bon. friend, while ho mentioned a prominent firm
in that town, did not mention the firm to which I alluded.
The firm to which he alludes is another firm
doing an export trade, but the firm to which I
aillude does a very much larger trade, and bas done for
many years. But ho is quite right in saying that there is
more than one firm that does a large business. Therefore
I am glad to be able to give him credit for alluding to the
fact that there are mon of enterprise in the city of Brant-
ford. These men never asked for the imposition of a Na-
tional Policy, they are willing to stand upon thoir own feet
the sane as others, but they do say, as manufacturers, that
the Government ought to give them a drawback on the
goods that they manufacture for export.

Mr. RESSON. Tue hon, gentleman wili recollect that
it is not so long since the city of Brantford began to pros-
per. I think il ho were asked the question why, ho would
say at once that it is largely owing to the fact that they
have had their own markets during the last two years, and
that they have been able to sell to home customers. I am
satisfied that if they are able to export goods, it is by rea-
son of the facilities by which they are able to manufacture

cheaply, which facilities corne from the advantages of a
home market,

Mr. GILLMOR. The real question before the House is
whether it will be in the interest of Canada to grant a sub-
sidy of 825,000 sterling to a steamship lino running
between British Columbia and Australia. I have listened
to the reasons given by the ministerial advocatesof this
scheme, but I am not quite convinced that it is in the interest
of the country to do so. I think myself that we have been
doing a great deal for the great railway schemes that are
now comploted across the continent, we have done a great
deal for the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and I think this
scheme will increase the traffic over that lino. If there is
to be any incease of trade it is the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way who will get the advantage of it. It appears to me
this is a sort of completion of the great railway soheme. I
so understood the First Minister in his remarks. [ do not
know where it has originated, I think it is a sort of specu-
lation. I understood from the remarks, neither of the
Prime Minister or the Finance Minister, that this originated
with the High Commissioner, in consultation with dele-
gates from those colonies in London, that they thought
it advisable, and the Government seemed to have adopted
thoir view. Now, the speculations of the High Commis.
sioner in the past have not been realised ; his predictions in
regard to financial matters have been always very extrava-
gant. I cannot see myself that we should be bonefited by
granting this subsidy to that lino. I cannot see that we can
incroase our trade, that we can supply Australasia with the
products of Canada to any extent. For those who have
articles to export to that country, there is every opportu-
nity to do so now, same as they are exported from the
United States. I do not think Canada is called upon to
grant any further facilities in that lino. We have completed
our great transcontinental railway at an expense of hun-
dreds of millions. Our debt is large, I think it is time for
us to call for a halt. I think it is manifest from the esti-
mates that the Government had intended to begin to
curtail and to economise, and I saw that with satisfac-
tion. But it seems to me that they have been cutting off
our expenditure in places where the people might be bene-
fited, and that they are now putting it on in favor of an
enterprise which cannot be of any material advantage to the
large body of our people. After having completed this
great railway of which we boast so much, I think the pro-
prietors of that railway, if this scheme is going to give them
a carrying trade, and there is going to ho an income to
them, ought embark in it themselves. Otherwise this spec-
ulation, 1 am afraid, will be like many other enterprises
that have been started and that are not paying the people
of this country. What does my hon. friend mean by givng
facilities ? Does ho mean to charter vessels to carry cattle
or manufactured articles? Those are facilities that offer
themselves very readily to whoever bolieve that this busi-
ness will pay; and can the people of this country afford to
give subsidies and pay freight to enterprises that will not
pay of themselves ? Is that doing .justice to the taxpayers
of this country ? I think not. The arguments urged in
favor of this scheme have not convinced me that it is
desirable.

Mr. TAYLOR. I would ask the hon. momber for Brant
(Mr. Paterson) if this National Policy which ho abuses so
much, has not had some material benefit upon his town of
Brantford, and if it was not owing to the National Policy
that a large manufacturing concern was lately located
there, to which that town gave a subsidy of $30,000 ? I
fancy the hon gentleman supportpd that subsidy. I refer
to the Cortland Carriage Co. No doubt it was the National
Policy that induced that American concern to locate there,
and also the bonus of 830,000, which the hon. no doubt as-
sisted the town in giving. It would be inconsistont if this
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Government would not,'taking the oue from the course the
hon. member for Brant (Mr. Paterson) pursued in hie own
town of subidiaiçgn Âqerican conoern, subsidise a line of
steamships to open ap trade for our manufaoturers who are
starting from one çd of the country to the other.

Sir RICHARD C4ARTWRIGHp. I think nothing can
be more lear than thet the Finance Minister has brought
down this proposition with the utmost possible inconsidera-
tion. It does not appear that the Minister of Finance
trouled himmelf to beome acquainted with the most
ordinary details. We have had hie statement, which I
venture o say will prove to be utterly and wholly incorrect,
that wlth respect to agricultural implements, a single firm
has exported in the last trade year 1300,000 worth to
Australia. Re gave the name of the firm, se there ean be
no possible diffMculty as to ascertaining the facts. My hon.
friend bas called attention to the circumstance that, up to
lst July, 1888, our total exporte of manufactured implements
had been barely 389,000 all told. It is utterly impossible
that durieg the remaining six monthE-at least I think so
-any such figure a the hon. gentleman formally in hie

place stated to the House could have been obtained.
think it will be;found that the hon. gentleman has

not taen the smallest pains te -acquaint himself with the
possibilities, I will not say the probabilities, of thie
trade. I heard him just now make the statement in
Australia, or Australasia, I give hi= the benefit of
the doubt, there are 4,000,00 or 5,000,000 of people.
The population is little in excess of 8,000,000, and I ean
give the hon. gentleman the details for every Province
if he likes. I heard him state just now that the tariff
we have adopted admits a number of articles free, and hie
intimation was that tis was in favor of the farmer. Our
tariff does not admit a single artiele whIch the farmers ose
free, except tea. I do not think there is oie single artiole
consumed by our farmers to any exteit, except tea, whieh
is allowed to be imported duty free; all the rest of the free
importations are for the benefit of the manufacturere, or
are settlers' goods, whieh no one would propose to tax.
But I call the attention of the Committee strongly to the
fact that the Miniter of Finance has inade the assertion
that there was an exportation of $800,000 worth of manu-
factured implements to Australia in the trade year. 'If it
ie proved, as I think it will be proved, that the hon, gentle-
man was totaily misinformed as te that fact, it is very clear,
indeed hew much attention has bcen paid to this very im-
portant su bject before the Government brought this resolu-
tion down to the House.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.L) I desire not to discuss the general
question of the National Policy, but to discuss our position
with regard to Australia, the extent of the trade now existing,
and what the commodities are. Tbe total exporte to Australia
frorp Canada, as I take the figures from the blue book, are
$455,839. Of that amount $300,473 went from British
Columbiaand consisted as follows: $130,637 of fish, which
I presume was canned salmon, and 8169,837 planks, boards
and joiste. The Minister of Finance will not propose to
subsidise a line of steamers to carry planks, boards and
joists 7,000 or 8,000 miles to Australia, and so the exporte
of fish and lumber may be put out of the question. What
4dees that leave ? A total value of $155,16 exported from
the whole of Canada to Australia. It is now proposed to
give a subsidy almost equal in amount te the total value of
the goods which all Canada, outside of Britih Columbia,
eends to these colonies. I was in the Publie Accounte
Committee thee !therday, and [heard some merohants from
Toronto e;amined-as to.the amount of profit they reckon,
and they put the profits at 5 per cent. Suppose we
double that rate and allow 10 per cent., the oonclusion
is that we will be paying in subsidy about eight times
4be entire profite made on the total exportation to Australia.

Lr, TÂxLOZO

Upon this matter the hon, gentleman would not gie mauoh
weight to any opinion coming from me, because I amat
supposed to know much about it, I do not propose, however,
to ask the Committee to give weight to my opinion as to
the probablities of increasing this trade. My opinion as to
the facte in the blue-books is just as good as that of anyone,
but I propose on this question of trade with the Australian
Colonies to call attention to the opinion of a gentleman who
is probably as cabable of forming an opinion on this subject
as anyone in Canada. The Senator from Torontois-the
head of one of the largest mercantile houses in Canada, and
he made a very able and exhaustive speech thre. or four
weeks ago lu another place, which I read with a great deal
of pleasure. Among other matters he took up trade with
Australia and discussed the possibility of its development.
The hon. gentleman said:

" Nature has been most profuse in the bestowment of ber gifts to that
country; sud, -as though it were in view of her being so far removed
from the family of nations, as endowed her so richly that she has
within herself everythivg that a nation requires to make it great, pros-
perous and independent. The superabundance of her gold has helped
to change the value of commodities throughout the civilised world.
Her coal and iron make ber independent, seo far as manufacturing is
concerned, of any nation on earth. Her climate is so suited for wool-
growing that if but the tenth part of her three million of square miles

were but peepled, and a reasonable proportion devoted to sheep-ralsing
she could grow wool enough to supply the wants of the world; whiie
the wheat fields of Southern Australia are sufficient to give food tQ the
continent."

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That has been read al-
ready.

Mr. DAVIES (P.R I.) If so, I did not hear it; but I
have some new matter I desire to read. The Senator con-
tinued, and I call special attention to the portion of the
hon. gentleman's speech:

"Indeed, it may be affirmed that she wants nothing. Her manufac-
tures, in some departments, have reached a perfection far, far in ad-
vance of anything we have attained in Oada. I refer espeoially to
the manufacture of fine woollens, broad and narrow, and also to the
finest rugi, wraps and blankets. In these goode by far the finest exhi-
bit at the Collindaries, equalling in perfection of coloriug and excell-
ence of finish anything which could be produced in any part of the
world, were those from the woollen mills of Dunedin, in New Zealand.
Almost everything which we have to offer she posseses, so tbat she
looks upon us as her rival in nearly all which constitutes ber wealth.
coarse and cheap goods sent by steamer would be entirely out of tha

question; they could not by any possibility stand the heavy f:eight
rates by ses and land. Fine goods of their own manufacture they can
supply us with, and as for British goods the Australian merchants stand
deservedly high in the muarkets of the world as men of great wealth,
great ability, great uprightness, every house of note having its English
house in London, in the Australian quarter of that great city. With
B8rtish Coelumbia somnething might posibly be, doue te a limlted extent
la llsh and lumber, but fir either Ontario, Quebe or the Maritime Pro-
Viaces I see but little prospect of a trade which would be at al likely
te grow at any time into large proportions."

That is the opinion of the head of one of the largest mer-
cantile houses in Canada. We have the blue-books which
show the existing trade with Australia, we have this opinion
which shows the prospects with regard to future trade, and
we have this resolution proposing $125,000 a year as a sub-
sidy to a steamsbip lne to run out there in view of the
possibility of developing that trade, and it is about as fatuous
a policy as could be proposed to the House.

Mr. McNEILL. Notwithstanding what the Senator has
said, the fact remains and has not been moved by any state.
ment made by hon. gentlemen opposite, that our neigh bors
to the south of the boundary lino do a trade with the
Australian Colonies to the extent of something like
$15,000,000 a year. That being the case, I do not see why
we should not alIso endeavor to trade with those
oolonies. The hon. member for Brant (Mr. Paterson)
sys that we cannot expect to compote with the United

States in the Australian markets. That was a reasonable
-argument and one of the few arguments that really
have been fairly addressed on the subject. Hie said we
sould not expect to compote with the United States
manufacturers, beoamse we wre obliged to proteot- ou-
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ulves.against them. But if my hor. friend will just apply
thefsme argument to the United States ho will see that
theyehould have never attempted to compote with British
-aaufacturere inthe Australian markets because they were
obliged to proteot themIselves against the British manufac.
tarers intheir own markets. Notwithstanding this we find
that American goods bave displaced British goode to a very
lage extent in many lines in the Australian markets. I
anuet say that I was much struck with the fact that the
leader of the Opposition did not take this line of argument.
He opened up the debate in a most moderato speech and
ho did not say one word, that I could gather, against our
endeavoring to develop a trade with our friends in Austra.
lia. That was reserved for the gentlemen who sit beside

Mr. LAURLIER. I morely said we had no information.
Mr. MoNEILL. Quite so, but I understood that had

reference to the terms of the eontract rather than to
matters of trade. The statement that we had no informa,
tion as to the trade that could be developed in Australia
seens to me most extraordinary in view of the fact that my
bon. friend the Minister of Finance occupied from 10 to là
minutes l readirg a statement of the line of goods in which
we might hope to develop a trade with Australia. It would
seem that whenever we propose to go outside of this conti-
nent to look for trade one gentleman after another on the
other aide of the House is prepared to get up and object to the
proposal, Lastyear the proposal was made thatwe should en-
deavor to develop a trade with our friends in the West Indies,
and immediately one gentleman after another on the other
side objected to our endeavoring to develop any such trade.
To-night when a proposal of a similar kind is made, that we
should endeavor to develop a trade with Australia we find ex-
actly the sarne tate of things occurring and we are told that
what we ought to do is to look to our friends on the other
aide of the lino and not beyond them. It seems to me that
it is rather a more reasonable proposal that we should en.
deavor to develop trade with these who are prepared and
willing to trade with us, for this proposal is that the Aus-
tralian colonies should supplement this subsidy and assist
in the development of that trade. It israther a more reason-
able proposal that we should endeavor to develop trade with
those of our own kindred who tell us they are willing to
assist us to develop that trade than that we should endeavor
to force our trade upon a people who tell s that they will
not trade with us unless we are prepared to trade with them
on terme whieh would be a humiliation to this country and
which the people of Canada will, I am sure, never agree to.

Mr. MULOCK. The Minister of Finance bas repeated
the argument that h. placed before the Honse last Session.
He appears to bave convinced himaelf of the very curions
doctrine that there should be no trade between the nearest
markets, but that the best market in the world is the one
that is the most difficult to obtain access to. Laat year ho
announced that proposition in very poetical language, as
bon. gentlemen will remember, and in order to support it
ha pointed out how the energy of man had enabled him to
overcome natural difficulties in order to force his wares into
remote parts of the world. This evoning ho repeats that
opinion. For his information I will tell him what the sta-
tstice show, having regard to some of the leading commer-
oial countries of the world and from those statistics ho will
find that his theory is not sustained by the facts. Take, for
instance, the nations of Europe: Germany, Norway, Italy,
France, Portugal, Belgium, the Netherlands and Austria,
which I think hon. gentlemen will admit, are the leading
commercial countries of Europe, Great Britian excepted,
Germany did 48 per cent. of ber entire export trade with
the countries contiguous to her bordera; Norway did 48
per cent..; Italy, 56 per cent.; France, 56 per cent.; Portu-
ial, 58 per cent.; Belgium, 56 per cent.; the Netherlands,

72 per cent. and Austria 80 per cent.; or these eighIt oo,,n'
tries did, on an average, 60 per cent. of their whole foreign
trade with their actual neighbors.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Many of them have no
other foreign trade at aIL

Mr. MULOCK. These are the principal nations of Bu.
rope, outaide of England and Spain, that engage in fbreign
trade at al], and Spain, as appears by the returns up to the
fiscal year of June, 1887, did one-third of her whole trade
with France, the nation adjoining ber, although, as is well
known, both France and Spain are engaged in very much
the same class of industries. I might point to the same
state offacts on the northern portion of the American con-
tinent. Canada last year did 40 per cent. of the whole
volume of ber foreign trade with her nearest neighbor, in
spite of the barriers that man has erected against this trade.
Mexico did 60 per cent. of her whole foreign trade with the
United Slates, and in the face of this we have the Minister
still adhering to the view that it is wise to avoid the nearest
market and to seek a remote foreign market. The best market
in the world is the home market in any country, and when
the pro]lucer eau sell right around him ho is getting a better
market than if he goes to a distance. The home market is the
best of all, and when that market bas absorbed all it can
absorb then, adhering to that doctrine the next neareet cis-
tomer is the best customer that we can get. However, by this
proposition now before the House, the Government propose
to skip over our nearest neighbor and to subsidise steam-
shi s to establish trade in far distant parts of the world. I
should rejoice to see trade established ini any part of the
world, provided that it is a profitable trade. I learned
from remarks whieh have fallen from hon. gentlemen that
Australasia last year importcd from the United States
89,666)000 worth of goods, and from Canada $446,000 worth.
It is apparently admitted.that the grosa importa of Austra-
lasia from Canada and the United States last year were
$10,114,435 worth of goods. Now, assuming that we did
get our per capita portion of that trade, Canada would be
entitled to 8722,500. I cannot see any reason for asmuming
that Canada will get any larger proportion of the trade
with Australasia than ber population bears to the popula-
tion of the Uri'cd States. If that be the case, we shall
only get $722,450 worth of trade with Australauig, We
expot at present to Australasia $446,000 worth, so that by
the increased facilities which are sought for we shril simply
increase our trade by the sun of $276,450. In other words,
the House is asked to vote $125,000 a year in order to gain
an increased trade of $276,000, or to pay about 50 cents
for every dollar's worth of increased trade with Austral-
asia; and you take that $125,000 ont of the pockets of the
people of Canada; you tax the farming community whom
you do not benefit, and tax themn in order to benefit the
manufacturera. The Minister of Finance cites two witnes-
ses; but the examination of thom is not very thorough.
Ho tells ne that he is basing bis .argument upon the evid-
ence of Mr. Van Horne and Mr..Massey. So far as Mr. Van
Horne's statement is concerned, we can hardly accept it as
conclusive, because we have not yet been favored with any
particulars regarding it. The Minister of Finance is the
responsible peison, and I am surprised that ho should tell
us that the real Minance of Finance is the president of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. He has told us in plain langu-
age now, that this is a grant for the benefit of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company. I thought we had done the last
for that company; I thought, when we dealt with them
lat year, we had given the last public money towards the
Canadian Pacifie Railway that we would be asked to give.
I am aware that this year there was an attempt made to
extract some more money for the company. Perhaps this
is part of the arrangement by which they are to oomplete
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the link between Harvey and Moncton ; perhaps this has
something to do with that.

Mr. FOSTER. That is it.

Mr. MULOCK. Then I think the proper thing would be
for the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company to take their
seats on the Treasury benches, and then they could ho held
responsible. But I cannot accept the president of the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company as the responsible
party ; I have a high respect for his business ability, but I
think we muet hold the Government of the day responsible.
The hon. Minister of Finance also cites Ur. Massey. I
remember a letter from Mr. Massey which was published
last year, in which-I speak from memory-referring to
the increased duty on iron, ho said it was going to cost him
in the course of manufacture, $30,000 a year, and ho
demandcd larger markets for his wares, and if I remember
rightly the market he demanded was the United States.

An hon. MEMBER. No.

Mr. MU LOCK. I think that was the tenor of hie letter
to the press, and I think ue put himself side by side with a
rumber of prominent Conservatives, Mr. A. I. Campbell
and others, in demanding reciprocity with the United
States; and they said that with the advanced policy of the
Administrationof taxing iron, the raw material of the manu-
facturers, they would crush them out of trade altogether,
and they demanded incroased markets. We have it that
this movement is a consequence of the unwise action of the
Administration a couple of years ago in increasing the
burdons of the manufacturers by taxing Iheir raw material
to au enormous extent by their iron duties; I think I would
not be over the mark in saying that it amounted to 814 a
ton. You are again asking the consumons of Canada to put
their hands into their pockets and pay 6$125,000 a year, in
order to provide markets for the people whom you have
already helped by your tariff. The burden of this additional
expenditure is going to fll on the farmers and on the non-
producing classes, and it may as well ho understood that it
is another intensification of the policy of the present Admin-
istration.

Mr. FOSTER. A good word.
Mr. MULOCK. It is applicable, I think. It is further

increasing the burdens of the people; and althoigh hon.
gentlemen opposite deem it a remedy, it is only an aggra-
vation of the existing evil. Under those circumstances, I
think the House would not be justified in adding $125,000 a
year t. the burdens of the people of Canada merely to
obtain $276,000 of additional export trade. If there is to
ho anything done in that way, let us have, as the hon.
member for South Brant says, a bianty system, and thuis
relieve the manufacturers of the tax on their raw matorial.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Mine is not a bounty, but a
drawback.

Mr. MULOCK. Very well, a drawback, and this $125,000
would provide a drawbacfr on a million dollars worth of
goods, or half a million dollars worth at any rate.

Resolution reported.

STRAMSIIP SERVICE-B. C. AN LO)CHINA AND
JAPAN.

Mr. FOSTE R movel that the iHouse resolve itself into
Committee to consider resolution (p. 132) to provide for
a subsidy for a fortnightly steamship service between
British Columbia and China and Japan.

Mr. LAURIER. As I intimated this afternoon, this
resolution stands on a little different footing from the one
we have just considered. On the other resolution, the
Qovernment informed us beforehand that no information

Mr. MULom

was in their possession, and that no correspondence had
taken place on the subject. On this resolution, however,
the Government have informed us that not only are they in
possession of information, but that a contract has actually
been entered into between the Government and the Canadian
Pacifie Railway to carry on this service. The contract is
complete, but it only lacks the signatures of the parties.
Under such circumstances, I deem that the Government
cannot properly refuse to lay this information before the
louse, and, therefore, I move :

That the Speaker do not now leave the Chair, but that the question of
granting a sbhsidy for a steamship service between France and Japan be
postponed untilteGoenament har laid before the Houe ail correo-
pondence exchanged with the Government of Great Britain and Ireland
on the subject, and also aIl correspondence with the Canadian Pacific
Railway or other companies, and the agreements entered into with any
much companies, if any there are, in relation to the said service.

Mr. FOSTER. My hon. friend misunderstands me if he
understood me to say there was a contract completed be-
tween this Government and the Canadian Pacific Railway
for that service. I did not say so. What I said was, that
the British Government had entered into negotiations with
the company for the carriage of mails over their rail.
way from the terminus on this side to Yokohama and
Shanghai, in China and Japan, and that the negotiations
bad gone s, far that they were practically concluded, al-
though the contract was not signed. So far as the Çanadian
Government is concerned my hon. friend knows ail that is
publicly known about that. I mentioned that the British
Government intimated they would give £75,000 out of
£100,000, if the Canadian Government would contribute the
other quarter, or if £60,000 for a monthly service were
agreed upon, they would give £45,000 if the Canadian Gov-
ernment would give £15,000. Ail the papers to be brought
down would simply give the hon. gentleman that informa-
tion. With reference to the negotiations carried on between
the British Postal authorities and the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company, that is a matter with which we are not
directly concerned, and which we cannot bring down to the
House at present.

Mr. LAURIER. I may have misunderstood the hon.
gentleman ; but the hon. gentleman says there has been cor-
respondence upon this subject between the Imperial and
Canadian Governments, and yet though the hon. gentleman
is acting upon that correspordence, and asking the louse
to implement their agreement by this vote of money, ho
refuses to bring to the House the correspondence.

Mr. FOSTER. The information is simply this, that the
British Government will give so much if the Canadian
Government will implement that by so much more.

Mr. LAURIER. Put the correspondence on the Table.
Mr, FOSTER. There is no complete correspondence.

The High Commissioner, when in London, carried on the
negotiations, and all the direct correspondence that was
had with this Government was in the shape of a telegram,
and surely my hon. friend, having the information, is not
going to stand on a technicality and endeaver to stop this
vote simply because 1 have not formally laid on the Table
of the flouse the information I have given him over and
over again.

Mr. LAURIER. Are we to understand that this import-
ant negotiation was carried on verbally and that there is
nothing to show for it?

Mr. FOSTER. What I said was simply that negotiations
were carried on by the ligh Commissioner, and that as
the result of these negotiations an agreement was come to
between the two Governments.

Mr. LAURIER. I would be eorry to believe that this
important negotiation was carried on verbally, and that
there is nothing oficial between the Canadian Govornment
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and the Imperial Government. There must have been
some correspondence, whether by telegram or otherwise,
and this correspondence the House is entitled to have.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon. the Minister was gen-
erally understood to have said that the agreement respect-
ing this service was nearly completed between the Govern-
ment and the Canadian Pacifie Railway. When he referred
to the company, I asked what company, and he said the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. The Leader of the Opposition
inmediately took exception to that statement, and asked
him to produce the correspondence. He was followed by
the hon. member for Queen's (Mr. Davies) who reiterated
that demand for the agreement between the Government
and the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and the Minister of
Finance never made the statement up to now that he had
been misunderstood. It would have been easy for him thon
to have said that he was misunderstood. But ho loft the
Hlouse to believe the contrary.

Mr. FOSTER. I distinctly said that negotiations wore
being carried on between the British Government and the
Canadian Pacific Railway for the carriage of the mails-
not our mails but the British mails; and when I spoke of the
Government after thal, any person who followed the thread
of my discourse would have seen that it was the British
Government I referred to. With reforence to what the
hon. gentleman said about correspondence, the correspon-
dence passed between the High Commissioner and the Bri-
tish Government; but it is impossible to bring that down
until the whole matter is settled.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Are we to uLder.Land
that the British Government have formally pledged them-
selves to pay this sum of either £75,000 or £15,000; be-
cause they have taken no action, and I observe that in the
British Parliament a gentleman put them a question re-
cently on the subject, and, if my memory serves me right,
they did not return a reply in any way committing them-
selves.

Mr. FOSTER. They have committed themselves to that
extent. They have promised to give a certain amount
provided we give a quarter of it.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is that definitely and
distinctly ?

Mr. FOSTER. Yes.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant), How did the Finance Minister

ascertain that they had done that? How is he aware of it?
Had Sir Charles Tupper anything to do with it, or did ho
make any report to the Government? How did it come to
the knowledge of the Government that the British Govern-
ment entertained the proposition ?

Mr. FOSTE R. I have already pointed out to the House
that the negotiations were carried on by the ligh Com-
missioner.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant) How did the, information
come to the hon. gentleman ?

Mr. FOSTER. The nogotiations are not completed, and
that correspondence cannot be brought down until they
are,

Amendment negatived on a division, and House resolved
itself into Committee.

(In the Committee )
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I understand there is an existing

hne there now which haî been running for some time. Has
the Minister any resuits which ho eau give to the Hlouse as
ta the freight and the passenger traffic which has been
carried ?

Mr. FOSTER. The Canadian Pacifie Railway Compdny
have ad steamers running for a year and a-half or two

years. I have no statement at hand as to the exact quan-
tities of freight that have been carried other than that
which I gave to the House on the occasion of the Budget
speech. If my hon. friend will turn to page 452 of Ban-
sard, he will see a pretty full statement of the Asiatia
trade, giving the number of tons carried and itemising it
in the way of te&, and silk, and general mcrohandise and
so on.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What conditions do
the British Goverüment iutend to impose as to speed and
so forth in the event of their granting this subsidy?

Mr. FOSTER. The British post office suthorities, as my
hon. friend knows, are very strict with reference to the
carriage of their mails, and in tyirg down those who con-
tract with them to echedule time and all the necessary pro.
visions for security and despatch. Ali these terms are
contained in the agreement which has been, as I said,
practically concluded, and which will take the form of a
contract. Tbat, however, is a document I am not able to
bring down to the House, because it is a matter between
the British Government and the company, and has not yet
been formally signed.

Mr. JONES (Halifax.) If these steamers have been
running successfully for eighteen months, as we have been
told, I would like the Minister to inform the House why it
is now considered necessary to come with a Governmont
subsidy to implement their earnings. Those steamship,
were placed on that route by the Canadian Pacifi Railway
Company, and we are told that they have been very success-
ful in their cargoes each way. If that is the case, thore
would seem to be less reason for the Governmont asking
the House to give tbem a subsidy. If the Minister of
Finance will allow bis mind to go back a year or two and
remember the result of subsidies which bave been given
to other companies, he will find that the result bas not bee
very satisfactory. There was a subsidy given to a Brazil
Une, and after one or two voyages, that fell through.
There were subsidies given to a French Une and a Ham.
burg Une, and all these subsidies have proved to be inex.
pedient. Now, the Government are to subsidise a line
which is already in operation, and I can hardly see under
what circumstances that would be justifiable unless it was
to give so much more morey to the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way. The First Minister étaLed that he was irdebted to
the President of the Canadian Pacifie Railway for a state-
ment showing the traffic to Australia, and aoubtless ho was
also for one with regard to this route. It would really
appear stripped of all other explanations, that both these
grants are in effect grants to the Canadian Pacifie Rail way.
That is wbat we may as well admit at once, and thon, if the
Government are determined to make that additional grant
to the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and we cannot prevent it,
they must take the responsibility, but we can protest, and
the event may prove that our judgment is corrtet.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. 1). The Minister Finance bas re.
ferred me to page 4à2 of Bansard. His statement there
shows the comparative amount of freight carried in Ik87
and 1888. In some of the articles, there is a large inorease,
and in others there is a decided decrease. What I would
like to know is if the outward freight is of Canadian produce
or not, because, if an appreciable proportion of it is of Ameri-
can produce, and that proportion is likely to increase, it
would be rather hard to ask us to subside a steamer to carry
American produce. Before we corne to the second reading
of this resolution, 1, for one, shall require to have some de.
finite and reliable information on that point.

Mr. MULOCK. I would ask the Minister if we bave to
pay for carrying the mails in addition to tbie subsidy ? Are
we to get any consideration at all, or are we to pay for all
the services ?
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Mr. FOSTER. Three gentlemen bave asked questions,

and I hardly know who asked which. I think the hon.
member for Halifax (Mr. Jones) asked what necessity there
waM for giving a subsidy now to a line which has been en-
gaged for a year and a-balf or two years in carrying the
trade between British Columbia and China and Japan, and
which had been fairly successful. I do not know what may
be considered fairly successful. They have kept on their
vessels, and have done a trade which has been an increasing
trade, and I suppose that, for the two first years, that has
been fairly successful. Whether it has been a paying trade
or not, I cannot tell. However, my hon. friend knows that,
when this contract is entered into and the new line of
vessels is put on, they will be ofa very different elas from the
vessels which are employed there now. They will have to
be completed according to specification; they will have to
run upon schedule time; they will have to have a speed
which is required in the contract,-and that will be a very
good rate of speed, and that requires, of course, a very
different class of vessel, and a different outlay, than what is
required in the veseels running now.

Mr. JOIYES (Halifax). What speed?
Mr. FOIT E R. I cannot tell exactly, but it will be a very

respectable speed. With reference to my hon friend's
statement ho will find reference to cotton goods, that they
are as stated as taken from Canadian mills. With reference
to other articles of merchandise I have no returns which
will show what proportion of them are Canadian, although
I imagine a large proportion of them are Canadian.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG1HT, The sum total of ex.
ports is very small.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) May I ask what port in British
Columbia this steamer is to leave? Prom Vancouver?

Mr. POSIER. Certainly, from the terminus of the rail.
way.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Does the steamer call at Victoria?
Mr. POSTER. We will find that ont by the contract.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I) I want to find it out now. I have re-

ceived a letter from a gentleman in British Columbia to-day
asking me to ascertain this very point. The inhabitants out
the! e are very anxious to knuw whether this line of steam-
boat is going to call at Victoria. I do not know whether the
British Columbia representatives in the House eau say any-
thing about it, but I can assure them that one of thoir con-
stituents seems to be greatly interested in the subject. He
would like to know before we vote.

Mr. PRIOR. What is the name?

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I have no objection giving the
name privately to the hon, gentleman. Whether the steamer
is to call at Victoria or not, ought to be decided before the
contract is entered into, and the information should be
given to the House before we consent to vote the money.

Mr. PRIOR. I am much obliged to the hon. gentleman
from Queen's, P. E.I. (Mr. Davies) for bringing up the
question of the steamers calling at Victoria. I may state
that ever since 1 have been in Ottawa I have been badgering
the Government about the satie matter. I have had
numé-ous letters myself on the subject, and be fore I started
for Ottawa I had several interviews with gentlemen belong.
i1g to the Board of Trade who urged upon me the impera-
tive neoessity of pressing that subject upon the Government.
I would like the hon. member froni Queen's (P.E.I.) to
hand me that letter that I may see who it is fron.

Mr. DÂVIES (P.BI.) It is from a gentleman who went out
there frein Prince gdward Island and who has been a rosi-
dént in British Oolumbia for some years.

er. MVLoo,

Mr. PRIOR. I am glad to hear it. I believe the whole
population of Victoria desire the steamers to call there. I
have done my best that they should do so, but I cannot say
that I have had any very satisfactory assurances from the
Government. I believe it is of the utmost importance that
these steamers should be subsidised, and if we grant this
subsidy I believe it will be the means of opening up a very
large trade between Canada and China and Japan, and
particularly between British Columbia and those countries,
I have not the statistics to show the amount of business
done at the present time, but I do not think that w. ought
to look at what is done n w, but we ought to look at the
possibilities and the probabilities of a future trade. The first
steamers that ran on this roqte, I have it on good authority,
lost £14,000. They will not rununless they are subsidised.
and I think that the sooner our merchants and manufacturers
corne to the conclusion that there is a large trade to be
done, and begin to bestir themselves, the sooner they send
their agents to China and Japan, the better it will ho for
them, and the Dominion. I wish to repeat that it il iipera-
tive that these steamers should call at Victoria A few days
ago i stated fully the importance of the city I have the
honor to represent. The Victoria merchants do at leat '75
per cent. of the trade of the whole Province of Britigh
Columbia, and [cannot sec why these steamers, which are
passing our very doors, should not cal there. ýrhey coÔfm
at the present time, and have done so for the lest eighteen
months, within one mile of our wharf, and theÉe they take
on a pilot and go straigbt ahoad, and never pay the slightest
attention to us. The Victorians are willing to put their bltdg
in their pockets and make additions to the wharf so that the
steamer eau come direct to the wharf and land the mails and
passengers, instead of carrying them te Vancouver and let-
ting themr come back home by small steamer thereby delay-
ing them 24 hours. We are willing to give her good *har-
age accommodations if she* ill stop thete on he way in and
out> and I cannot see why the Government should not inist
upon that being done. I believe it is contended by the
Govemment that this is an Imperial matter, and that they
have no right to say a word about stopping anywhere. I
must confess that I cannot sec the justice of that plea. The
Imperial Government certainly subsidise the steamer, but
so does the Dominion Government, and I cònsider that as
British Columbia, and especially Victoria, contributes a large
amount to the revenue of the Dominion, they have a right
to ask the Government to consider them in this matter. If
calling there would seriously delay these mail steamers, [
would not ask them to do so, but I do not believe it would
make a delay of more than an hour and a half or two hours,
in a 13 or 14 days trip. I once more take this opportunity
of urging the Government to consider the complainte of
Victoria in respect to any subsidy that is granted to a line of
steamers running from British Columbia to Japan, and that
they will do thoir utmost to persuade the Imperial Govern-
ment to insert a clause in the charter granted te any com-
pany, that it shall be imperative upon that company to call
at Victoria, both outward and inward.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It seems to me the
hon. gentleman is perfectly in hie right, ad that moreover,
it le our duty to se. whether this can be done. Now, this
bringing down these schemes and asking us to vote thein
blindfold, is utterly objectionable. There is no reat
difficulty in sending a cablegram to the British authorities,
asking definitely whether they are willing to conent te a
reasonable proposition such as the hon. member for Victoria
(Mr. Prior) has presented. It seems tome, if thecase i as
ho states, it would bean extreme hardship thal the mails
and passengers for Victoria should be taken 75 mil6s out of
their way and sent back again.

Mr. MILT9 (Bothwell). It dos not seem to me that
tbis e a matter wholly withik te power of the British
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Government. Surely if the Government of Canada is called
upon to pay £15,000 annually for subsidising this line of
steamers we have a right to say for what purpose we are
subsidising them, and we should make it a condition that
the line of steamers shouli call at Vctoria. if the Eaglish
Government want us to assist thom by giving a subsidy,
surely we should say upon what conditions it should be
given, and if the Government choose to assert, what they
ought to assert in order to promote the interests of the
people residing on the Island of Vancouver, I have no doubt
whatever that the Government can secure what the people
of Victoria desire.

Mr. MULOCK. The hon. Minister of Finance did not
answer my question with regard to the carrying of the
mails. I asked whother, under the subvention given to this
hne, our mails would be carried froe ?

Mr. FOSTER. By mails, I suppose the hon. gentleman
means the mails from Canada to China and Japan. The
mails from Canada to China and Japan are carried in con-
sideration of the amount we give towards the subsidy, the
same as the British mails are carried from Canada to Japan
for the lump sum which the British Government give for
that purpose.

Mr. MULOCK. We shall have nothing whatever to pay
for mails between Canada and Japan during the continu-
ance of the contract?

Mr. FOSTER. That is what I understand.

Mr. MULOCK, What does it cost at present to carry
the mails?

Mr. FOSTER. I cannot tell.

Mr. LAURIER moved in amendment:

That the Speaker do not now leave the Chair, bt that the oonsi-
deration of the granting of a subsidy for a fast weekly steamship service
between Canada and the United Kingdom be postponed uni il the Govern-
ment has laid before this House all the information in its possession on
the subject, including the demands for tenders, tenders received and the
precise nature of the service to be performed.

Motion negatived on a division, and House resolved itseolf
in Committee.

([n the Committee.)

Mr, LAURIER. Will the hon. gentleman explain the
precise meaning of the words "making connection with a
French port? " Does the hon. gentleman intend that the
steamer leaving Great Britain is to call at a French port ?

Mr. FOSTER. The intention is that the mail steamers
whieh carry the mails from the United Kingdom to Canada
and from Canada to the United Kingdom should call at a
French port.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Going and coming ?

Mr. FOSTER. Each trip.
Sir RICHARD CARTWR[GHr. Is the French port to

be the terminal point ?

Mr. FOSTER. No.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Are they to call at a

French port before they proceed to the English ports ?
Mr. FOSTER. No; they will call at the English port

first.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Then the French port

will be the terminal point?
Sir RICHARD CAR rWRIGIIT. Perhaps tho Postmaster M.FOSTER. No.

General can teli the Committee. I
Mr. HAGGART. I cannot tell the exact amount, but a

certain sum is now paid, although it does not amount to a
great deal.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. You will ascertain it
and bring it down.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I). This Committeoeis asked to vote
a subsidy not exceeding £15,000 per annum for a monthly
steamship service or £,5,000 for a fortnightly service. We
are asked to vote this amount because it will promote
Canadian interests. In such a proposition we ought to
have a voice as to the conditions under which the company
will run the line, and the ports at which the vessel will call.
If it is not in the opinion of the Government desirable that
the vessels should touch at Victoria, the statements of the
hou. member for Victoria (Mr. Prior), should be answered.
He submitted arguments to this Committee, and I a1n satis-
fied that the majority of the House are of opinion that the
vessels should cati at Victoria. If those arguments are in-
correct they should be controverted, and at all events we
should vote intelligently and not in the dai k. We have a
right to insert these conditions in the contract, and it is our
duty to do so, until the facts submitted by the hon. member
for Victoria are contradicted, and the vessels should call
at Victoria, especially as it could be done with such little
inconvenience to the company.

Resolution reported.

MAIL SERVICE-CANADA AND ENG-LAND.

Mr. FOSTER moved that the flouse resolve itself into
Committee to consider resolution (p. 1329) respecting a con-
tract for the performance of a fast weekly steamship service
for the carrying of mails between Canada and United King-
dom, making oonnection with a Fronoh port.
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Mr. WELSH. I should like to know where the terminus
on this side will bo before I vote this large expenditure.
Where will the winter port ba, and what port in England
will be the terminal port and what port in France ? I do
not see that any benefit is going to be derived to Canada
from this rote. It is an increase of $370,000 a year over
what we have been paying to the Allan lino, and as regards
the very fast lino in the St. Lawrence, I do not think it will
be an improvement. I have made twenty or thirty passages
on the Allan lino, and I think it is a very fine lino of

.steamers, with a body of officers and men well disciplined,
and so far as trade is concerned there is n eo ncessity for
placing the taxpayers at any further expense by granting
subsidies, because if there is anything to ship at Quebec or
Montroal there are a dozen steamers ready to take any
freight offered. As to mails and -passengers, if you want
your mails carried faster than the Allan lino carries them,
a person can address his letter "vid New York " or vid any
lino he likes and a passenger who wants to make a more
rapid passage than the Allan lino makes can go to New
York. I want to know what benefit this country will get
by this increased expenditure of 8370,000 a year. If any
hon gentleman can show where this country will derive
any advantage from this expenditure I will listen to it. We
have boats now running from Montreal to England carry-
ing mails and passengers at a speed of 14 k note an hour, and
I think that is quite sufficient for the St. Lawrence, because
we must remember that the navigation is more dangerous
than that from New York to England. The Canard and
other lines have greyhound steamers which go 18 or 20
knots an hour, but they can run out of New York into the
open sea, clear of icebergs and the other dangers that the
St. Lawrence is liable to. If you put those 20-knot steam.
ors on the St. Lawrence with its fogs and thick weather,
and especially when going through the Straits of Belle-Isle,
you will have probably many acoidents and loss of life.
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'The Governmeit may convince me thqt this money may
be well expended, and I am open to conviction, but my
opinion is that you might as weil throw this $370,000
belonging to the ratepayers into the river.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The resolition involves a very
large expenditure and the Government should satisfy the
Ilouse that the country demands such an expenditure for
this service. I am ieady to admit that there is a certain
advantage in having a fast mail service if we can afford it,
but the question is can we affird to have a 20 knot service
for Canada? My opinion is that we cannot. A country like
the United States with 65,000,000 people and its vast
resources can afford a great tarny luxuries whieh a poorer
country with four and a.half or five millions cannot, and
poor people have to put up wi h less expensive articles
than their more wealthy neighbers. If we eau get a lineof
16 or 17-knot steameirs, which would be ample for our wants,
I think it would be quite as much as the people of Canada
dosire. We ought to be able to obtain a service of 16 or 17-
knot steamers at a very large reduction from this $500,o0o
because the hon. Minister is no doubt aware that it is the
extra two or three knots an hour wbieh costs money far out
of proportion of what steamers running at a moderate rate
would cost. I think the Government would have been
wise had they limited their aspirations to an 18-knot
trial speed, and a speed of 16 or 17 knots at sea. There
was a great deal of force in the remarks of the hon. mem-
ber for Queen's (Mr. Welsh) with regard to the difference
between the St Lawrence and New York routes. A steamer
leaving England for New York takcs the southern route
where she is free from icebergs and fogs which result frorn
them, but if Ehe comes by the northern route, and especially
if she comes through the Straits of Belle- Isle, for a large
portion of the year she is in danger of icebergs and cannot
uo ber speed; therefore you are paying for speed which a
vessel is not able to use. Then again, il she comes to Rali-
fax or St. John in winter time the same remarks apply after
a certain time of the year. The point raised by the hon.
member for Huron (M. McMilan) shows that the cattle
trade is very much involved in this question of a fast lino.
If the Government had limited their demands to a 16 or 17.
knot service they would obtain steamers which would be
freight steamers as well, and I think the commerce of this
country is as much interested, and I ventuie to say more
interested, in obtaining low freight facilities than it is in
having the mails delivered one or two days sooner. À
steamer with a 16 or 17:knot ,àpeed will be able to
carry 3,000 tons of freight, and that freight coming
to a winter port-Halifax or St. John, I presume Hali-
fax-would come over our Intercolonial Railway. If you
have a 20-knot service these stèâniers will not carry
over 700 or 1,000 tons at. the oui ide.. The fast ste#mers
which run into New York -are eséétially passenger team.
ers, and they take only a small quantity of first class freight.
Under these circumstances it will be observed that our
national highway, as we call it, would lose the âdvantage
of the transportation of all that freight, and that, I think;
is a very important item, looking at the unsatisfactory
results of the working of the Intercolonial Railway for the
past few years. Then again if those steamers were of the
speed I have indicated they would probably belong to a
lino like the Allan lino who bas a large number of steamers
in the freight and cattle business, and the company would
be able to offer facilities for a cheap transport of cattle and
freight to a larger extent than they will if this subsidy is
taken away from them. A fast lino of steamers has to
run on its merits as a mail and passenger lino and
nothing else, and in it wo lose all the advantages which
we should have for the carriage of freight. These
lines are very expensive in their ray, and cannot be
run anTess at a véry considetable èkpbnse. The hon.

Mr, W3ou.

gentleman referred to the númber of letters which are
oarried by the steamers by way of New York. That, I
think the hon. gentleman will understand, must always
exist. No matter how fast a lino you may have from

iontreal or the Maritime Provinces, the ships only sail
once a week, so that from the sailing of one ship to the
sailing of the next the letters dropped into the mail bag go
by Ncw York, whence a steamer sails almost every day.
As a matter of fact, you will have six or seven mail
steamers sailing from New York for every one that goes
from Morieal or Halifax. Therefore, the expectations of
the Minister, with regard to the mail matter which will go
by this fast line, will hardly be realised. The hon, gentle-
man has referred to the desirability of having a fast line for
passengers. Of course, with a certain part of the travelling
public, that goes a considerable distance. But I know from
experience, having been connected 'with one of the linos,
that othor linos, though not quite cqual ii reputation to the
first-class linos, take a large proportion of the travelling
publie because thoy will take thern for $15 or
$20 less; and while those fast steamers get what
you may call the cream of the travel, they do not
by any means get the bulk of it, which goes by steamers
which may be two or three days longer on a trip, bat which
if less clegant are equally safe and comfortable. Thon,
again, though I do not for a moment wish Io undervalue
the position of my own city or the Maritime Provinces
generally, I have realised from my own observation this
great fact, that it is almost impossible for a lino sailing
from Halifax to get passengers west of Montreal. No mat-
ter what steamers were going-when the Vancouver and
the Parisian were leaving Halifax-and they are as fine
and comfortable steamers as cross the Atlantic to-day-
they would leave Ualliax six rnonths in the year with
20 or 30 passengers, not one-half of whom came from
the west, while at ihe same time the great buak of the
western travel went by way of New York. My atten-
tion w:n drawn to a notice in a Canadian paper about the
time these steamers were leaving Halifax, in which it was
stated that the Etrura had arrived on the other side with
72 or 75 Toronto people on board. These facts show that the
expectations of the hon. gentleman are not likely to be rea-
lised; I am sorry it is to be so, because if the steamers go by
way of Halifax, I would liko the passengers togo that way,
But what I par ticularly desire to impress on the hon. Minister
as my own view is ihat ho is aiming at a service which is
mot actually necessary, and at an expense which this coun-
try cannot aflfrd. I repeat, if we had a 16 or 17-
knot service combining commercial facilities with pas.
songer accommodation, it would be more in the interest
of this country than a mail lino, even if it ran 25
miles an hour. Such a line, considering the large commer-
dial interests involved in a cheap route, would be of more
permanent advantage to the country. TJhe hon. gentleman
etated that his proposal was to obtain this 20-knot ser.
vice in order to obtain more rapid communication with
the east. I asked him how fast ho proposed having the
steamers between British Columbia and China and Japan.
The hon, gentleman replied that they were to be faster
than the present ones, but ho did not by any means inti.
mate that ho expected them to be p to the twenty-knot
standard, and I presume such a lino would cost more
money than ho asks the House to vote to-night,
Well, according to the old maxim that the strength of a
chain is in its weakest link, i would ask him what vaine is
the 30-knot service on the Atlantic if ho is to have
only a 12 or 14-knot service on the Pacifie ? He must
have a 20 knot service on the Pacifie to correspond
with that on the Atlantic, or he . will fail in the object
ho has in view, of establishing a fast mail communiication
betwoen England and theeast. He says travel will aiwa a
choose its own 'outes. W. 0kow thât i the cáethba e
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qeestion is largely a geographical one. People will seek
the point of departure which is nearest to them, or which
they cau reach in the shortest time and with the least dim
culty. The hon. gentleman knows that if he were leaving
for England to-morrow, ho would not think of going to
Halifax, even if there were a fast steamer there. He wouldî
go on board the -train this afternoon, and to-morrow in the
middle of the day ho would be in New York, and would go,
on board the steamer there, and so avoid the long journey
by railway.

Mr, FOSTER. It would be longer by sea.

"Mr.JONES (Kalifax). I admit that, particularly at the
tima of the year when the hon.gentleman would have to go
to Halifax to take the steamer; but I am sorry to say that
I think ho would prefer goirg by way of New York to
coming down to Halifax by the Intercolonial Railway, and,
that circumstance would prevent the line obtaining as many
passengers as would he desirable. I would like to ask the
hon. gentleman also what point in the Maritimes Provinces
he proposes to make tho terminal point. Does he propose
to make it Halifax or St. John ?

asked to sanction. That would have been satisfactory to
the country, and contributed more to its permanent ad.
vantage than this line the hon. gentleman proposes to ob.
tain.

Mr. TROW. If it is the policy of the Governmeont to
grant large subsidies for mail and passenger service from
Canada to a French and English port, it strikes me forcibly
that the remarks of the hon. member for Halifax are to the
point and that it would be carrying passengers out of thoir
way thoisands of miles if they were first taken to Liver-
pool or London. There are fast lines' of steamers that
leave New York twice a week, which would be given pre.
ference over the Canadian route. If it is the policy of the
Government to have that connection, why not go direct to
a French port, and land thoir passengers there without
delaying them in an English port ? There is much force
in the remark made by the hon. member for South Huron
that if there is to be any encouragement given at all to the
carrying of freight, the same encouragement should be
given to the shipment of stock, which in this country has
quite recently been developed to sncb magnitude that it hai
become a source of great profit. It is well known that our

Mr. FOSTER. Finish your speech. Canadian route is mach preferable to the New York route,
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Of course these points are interest. from the simple fact that the cattle shipped at Montreal or

ing to know. I fancy there is no doubt where il will ho Quebec become, belore they reach the Atlantic, inured to

With all its advantages, St. John is a little out of the way; bardship, and escape sickness, and arrive in much botter
geography is against it. Another point on which I think condition than they would had they left New York. The
the Minister should inform us is what port in England is to moment the ship leaves New York at Sandy Hook she is on
b reached and what port in France is to be reached. The the Atlantic. The cattle becomo easily sick, and many of
hon. gentleman will find, I thiLk, in making a contract them die on the way. If encouragement were givento the

that the steamer, will be obliged to keep on board her shippers on our Canadian route, the Amoricans lu tho
English car go, take it to the French port, and then bring Western States, in Minnesota and even Dakota, and fromu
it back an dland it on her way to Canada again. if the prairies generally, whore they feed cattie very etn-
ho bas passengers on board for a French port, hoe can sively, would ne doubt prefer our Canadian route for te
bardly expect that they will romain there pending the dis- shipment of their stock.
charge of the cargo. He will also find another difficulty, Mr. KE NNY. It must have surprised you, Sir, to hear the
that when they take this cargo in with their coals, which senior member for Halifax attempting to convey the impres.
they are consumiug all the way over, when they reach an sion to this House that Halifax as a port is not as suitable
English port and put out their cargo, they could not put it and fit as the port of New York for the terminus of a lino of
out and go on without taking other ballast and other coal, ocean steamers. Lot me tel[ that gentleman that for 20 years
all of which involes delay. If the Minister has contem- after steam navigation was first established on the ocean,
plated an arrangement of that kind, ho will never find it to the Canard Lino so arranged their departure from the city
work. He may make connection with a French port, but of Boston that they almost invariably arrived at the port of
to arrive at an English port and land the mails and passen- Halifax during the night. During those 20 years only on
gers and go on to a French port with a cargo on board, and one occasion in my recollection did those vessels get ashore.
then corne back again, she could bring no cargo from the The hon. gentleman ought to know that the port of llHifax
French port, bocause she would be filled with a cargo from ean be entered at any stage of the tide at any hour of the
Canada. i would invite the hon. gentleman's attention to day ornight, and atany season of theyear, andin thatrcespoet
those points. Ho will find when ho comes to make a trade offers facilities which the port of New York does not possess.
and put in black and white the way in which the contract I must say that I believe the hon. gentleman is the only
is to be carried out, those objections will all be raised, and merchant in Halifax, on either side of politics, who would
ho may have at the last moment to make an arrange- speak so disparagingly of his own port. Let me say, that I
ment to connect with the Fiench port, but not with believe the people of this country will almost unanimously
the steamer that leaves for an English port, I am approve the action of the Government in respect of these
borry the Government have gone so far as to undertake ocean mail steamship subsidies. I believe that it is the earnest
such a large expense which is entirely unnecessary. It is desire of the people of Canada that we should possess on both
only of very late years that the Americans have built those oceans as efficient a service as that which is onjoyed by any
very fast steamers, and during the winter time many of other nation. I believe that one of the great objects which we
them are laid up. During the winter time their passenger had, when we spent so large a sum of money on the construc-
ra»es are largely reduced. They will give you a ticket by the tion of the Canadian Pacific Railway, was to make Canada
LEtruria or any of those first olass lines from iHalifax all the the highway froin Europe to Eastern Asia, to Australasiaand
way to New York at the same rate that the Allan and Do. to the Islande of the Pacific. Every hon. gentleman who las
minion Lines charge from Halifax, about $60 or $70, while considered this question must recognise that we cannot
in the summer you have to pay nearly double th amoiunt. acoomplish that object unless we have a first-class ocean
I mention that te Show that during the time the tast lino service. To-day, unfortunately, we have not that. We
comes tothe Maritime Provinces those steamers will have have what is very little botter than a first-class freight
very few passengers indeed. It is regretable that the Gov- service. Every man should speak wellofthe bridge which
ernment are aaking sich a very large isubsidy, because I am bas carried him over safely, and I have made pleasant and
sure that in the summer, if the capacity and speed I have enjoyable passages across the ocean in the steamers of the
indicated were asked for, they Would have been obtained at Atlan line, and I must bear testimony particularly to the
a moderato rate far below what the Committee has been admirable manner in which those ships are oefficered an4
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the careful way in which they are navigated. I quite made the passage in 6î days. The next steamer was
agree with my hon. friend from Queen', EP.KL, that the the Vancouver, which I compare with the Gallia, which
navigation of the St. Lawrence River is a precarious and an sailed 2 days after, and that would have made a difference
anxious one, and that, if we desire to establish, as I think of 5J days. I compare the Sarmatian with the Umbria,
we showed ambition, an ocean service which should sail and there was a difference of 3 days. The next was
with the regularity of a ferry, then to attain that you the Sarnia, which I compare with the Umbria, and here
should make Halifax your terminus all the year round. was a difference of 4 days. Then there was the Parisian,
As to the port of departure on the eastern side of the ocean, which is the best of our boats, and I compare her voyage with
I have given some consideration to that matter, and I think the Etruria, showing a difference of àî days. Thon, the
it should be some port in the Bristol Channel. I understand Oregon was 2J days behind, and the Polynesian 4 days.
from what bas fallen from the Finance Minister that that is Then I find that the Vancouver sailed from Liverpool on the
now an impossibility, and that, as a French port bas to be 27th Docember for Halifax, and it so happened that the
reached, it must be some port on the southern coast of Eng. Canard boat which sailed 2 days later was the Bothnia,
land. I say, if we are ambitions to make our ocean mail which made a very long passage, and, if she had come to
service as efficient or more efficient than any other service, Halifax, she would have been as long on the voyage as the
we should sail from some port in Europe which is not a Vancouver was. On 3rd January the Sarmatian sailed, and I
tidal port, and I believe, if we ran all the year round to compare her with the Gallia, showing a difference of 6 days.
Halifax, we could make the voyage in five days. When I I compare the Sarnia with the Servia, a difference of 2 days;
make such a statement, I know that I shall not nieet with the Circassian with the Etruria, a difference of 3 day. In
much sympathy in this Legislature. I know that the public other words, if the Cunard boats had been coming to Halifax
mind of Canada is not educated up on that particular ques- instead of the boats we have, there would have been a differ-
tion, to entertain any such idea, and that, therefore, we ence of very nearly 3J days on the average passage. Take,
must concede that, during the summer months, those vessels for instance, a passenger whose objective point is Toronto.
will go up the St. Lawrence; but 1 do still say that, if our He would arrive in Halifax a day and a-half before he could
sole ambition was to have a service which should navigate reach New York, with steamers of the same speed; and
the ocean with the regularity of a ferry, it would be better whon we get the Short Lino, when we have the Hong Kong
if Halifax was made 'the terminus all the year round, and fast express mail train which Mr. Van Horne has prom.
I know that that idea is entertained by gentlemen on ised us, Montreal can be reached, ho tells us, in 15 to
the other side of the Atlantic who have given this 18 hours. It takes 12 hours longer to go to Toronto,
matter very serious consideration. I referred to the fact and, therefore, you could reach Toronto before the steamer
of the large- sum of money which Canada has spent would arrive in New York. It is absurd to tell us that with
for the construction of a transcontinental railway system. such facilities it is impossible to establish a Canadian passen.
We know, we have heard, and we believe, that that system ger traffic through Canadian ports. Nobody who has studied
will be extended by the shortest and best practicable route the question impartially, who is not prejudiced against our
in a short space of time to the Atlantic seaboard. That, of own country, and who has not lost all faith in Canada, could
coursi, we fully accept. I ventured the opinion that the so express himself. Why, Sir, I do not wonder that gentlemen
present service was unsatisfactory, and as regards the from Montreal, Torônto and those points do not come down
expenditure to which the senior member for Halifax (Mr. to Halifax to-day to take those steamers. Halifax people
Jones) has referred, he has laid great stress on the fact that themselves, in returning, at least, frorm Liverpool in the win-
we are now called upon to spend $500,000 for as efficient a ter months, go all the way to New York and come down by
service as any on the ocean. That hon gentleman might land to Halifax rather than be 12J days or 14 days on these
have told the -House that, in 1860, the two Provinces of steamers going to Halifax. I have given you several pas-
Old Canada, Ontario and Quebec, incurred as great a sages; they are the average, and since that I find that some
responsibility in order to secure for thomselves the best of those steamers have been 12 days and 12J days, and if
service of that day as this Dominion is now asked to assume. they had been going to New York they would be just twice
That was a wise expenditure of public money, I believe, on the time that the Cunard boats take to go to New York. Now,
the part of those two Provinces. They were, in point of who, in the present day, when time is money, is going to
population, of trade, of exports and imports, and business be twice as long on the Atlantic than is necessary ? As
generally, relatively small in comparison to this great Dom. regards the mail matter which is carried by those subsidised
inion, and yet, if I am correctly informed, those two Pro- Canadian boats, I am informed that the amount of Christmas
vinces, in 1860, incurred a responsibility of £ 104,000 sterl. mail matter for Montreal which came by way of New York
ing per annum to secure the best serivce of that day. Unfor- was very much larger than that shipped by the regular
tunately, we have not kept up that standard. That was the Canadian mail steamer-I have that statement on the most
best of the day. That was what Canada thon ambitioned, and undoubted authority. Now, hon. gentlemen have made a
what Canada did in 1860 I believe we should attempt to do reference to the cattle service, and they have endeavored to
to-day. The senior member for Halifax (Mir. Jones) ias frighten those who are interested in it, and that means the
referred to the paesages made by the present ocean mail whole country, particularly the great Province of On-
steamers, and I took the trouble to compare the passages tario. Every hon. gentleman knows that no cattle are
made by the Allan and Dominion lines from Liverpool to shipped to-day by mail steamers, there is no mail steamer
Halifax this year, after the close of the St. Lawrence up to that carries them. That service is at present conducted by
the date of my departure from Halifax for Ottawa, with those the Beaver Lino, by the Donaldson Lino, by the second
made by the Cunard boats from Liverpool to New York. class Allan and Dominion Line boats, and a large number
Everyone knows that the subsidised Allan Lino sails on are shipped by Mr. Reeford of Montreal. I think we
Thursday and the Canard Lino on the following Saturday need not have the slightest misgivings as regards the cattle
for New York, but almost invariably the Canard boats, which trade. As to -the quantity of freight which these fast
have sailed 2 days after the Allan boats, arrive in New steamers carry, it is true that the Etruria, and some of
York before the Allan boats reach Halifax, although they those faster boats, do not carry more than 700 or a 1,000
have steamed 500 miles further. The Polynesian sailed from tons ; but it has been reported .that the Andersons
Liverpool forHalifax on 8th November, 1888. The Etruria contemplate that the ship they are to build specially
sailed 2 days afterwards. The Polynesian took 10 days for this service, will carry from 1,000 to 2,000 tons. So I
to come to Halifax. Taking the passage of the Etruria to do not think there will ho the slightest difficulty in
New York, if she had come to Halifax, she would have handling that amount of cargo over the Intercolonial Rail-
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way or at the port of Halifax. That is really a matter not
for us to consider, it is a matter for the contractors to con-
sider, and for the owners of the lino of steamers who may
enter into a contract with the Government of Canada; but
it need not, I think, cause us any anxiety in considering this
vote. I believe, Mr. Chairman, this is one of the most im-
portant matters that the present Parliament has had to deal
with. I remember being in England when the Canadian
Pacifie Railway was comploted, and I have stated here and
elsewhere, that there was no one act Bince Confederation
which raised Canada so much in the estimation of foreign
countries, and even in her own esteem, as the completion
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. I believe, also, that when
it is announced that Canada, having established a land ser-
vice which is unsurpassed, is also determined to est ablish
an ocean service whioh cannot besurpassed, it will tend to
raise Canada in the esteem of other nations, and will also be
a policy which will prove geneially acceptable to the peo-
ple uf this country.

Mr. JONES (Halifax ) I do not expect my hon. col.
league to agree with me, he seldom does, except on the
Short Line, and even in that case, his point of departure
and his arguments were utterly at variance with the true
facts of the case, hecause in bis party allegiance, he saw fit
to abuse the Canadian Pacifie Railway, which he is now land.
ing instead of blaming the Government who are the real par.
ties at fault in that matter. I do not intend, however, to allow
my bon clleague to place me in a false position in regard
to what I said. He made a statement with apparent indig-
nation, that I was abusing the port of Halifax. Well, I was
statir g what I always state, my honest opinion. My hon.
friend sometimes, for party allegiance, conecals his opinion,
as he had the frankness to tell us the other night that if lie
were on the Opposition side of the House, ho would be
much more comfortable in criticising an Act under consid-
era i n.

Mr. KENNY. Because it is so mnch more easy to find
fault.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The bon. gentleman gave us a
list of the sailings and arrivals of the varions steamers.
He might have spared himself and the Hlouse that infliction.
No one s.ated that the present line of steamers were equal
to the lines running to New York. Everyone knows that
the Allan and Dominion Lines of s'eimers are far behind the
New York lines in point of speed. I never led this House
to believe for a moment that our lines compared with them.
But my contention was that when we get a line of steamers
of 16 or 17 knots, which would be three knots faster than
the present line, at a moderate rate they would be ample
for our wants for freight and passengers. That was my
contention, and the hon, gentleman should not have repre-
sented it otherwiso. He mentioned the long passage of one
steamer of the Allan Line called the Polynesian, that was 10'
days. Well, if I were to reply in the saie style as my
hon. colleague, and say that to bea frank I should have in-
formed the louse, and should have taken them into myi
confidence, and have told them all about it. I should1
gay that he ought to have told the flouse that on1
that occasion the Allan steamer left Liverpool at a1
time when there was a strike among the stokers,i
and they could not get any stokers to handle the coal,i
and had to take men that were not accustomed to sea going1
vessels, and consequently she was at sea three days longer
than she would have been under other circumstances.
Therefore my hon. friend, who knows everything, shouldà
have informed this House, if he desirel to be perfectly
frank, of the true facts. As a piece of information which
the House will, no doubt, be very grateful for, he says that(
no cattle are carried by mail steamers. I think the Housei
will remember I made no such statement. I made no1
statement that the mail steamers carried cattle. In fact,1

everybody knows that they do not; the cattle go by differ.
ent boats belonging to the same line, but the line being
partly freight, partly mail and partly passenger, these
different parts can all work together, and in that way they
are able to perform the service at cheaper rates. My sole
object is to warn the country against an unnecessary
expenditure. My object is to have steamers come to
Halifax that carry large cargoes, so that the people
would have the benefit of handling them. My object
is to get steamers that would carry 2,000 or 3,000
tous and have that freight pass over the Intercolonial Rail.
way. The object of my colleague is to get steamers that
will land 700 or 1,000 tons of freight. If he acuses me of
running down the advantages of Halifax, I might say that
ho is surely undervalning the advantages which would ac-
crue to the laborers and people of Halifax from bandling
freight coming by such a class of steamers as I propose, in
preference to the smaller quantity of freight which would
come by the class of steamers proposed by my hon. collea.
gue. I certainly say that if a steamer brought this in.
creased quantity of freight and occupied one day longer on
the voyage, it would be better than a steamer carrying so
much less freight and ocoupying one day less. IL would
be more in the interest of the people of Halifax and the
Intercolonial Railway, and more in the general interest
of the business community as well as the public at large,
and it would save the Dominion a large sum of money, and
yet we would obtain steamers that would answer every
purpose.

Mr. WELSH. I have listened to the remarks of the hon.
members for Halifax. I am interested in that port and
always consider it one of the best on the Atlantic seaboard.
While I admit the truth of what bas been said by the junior
member (Mr. Kenny), I must remind him that steamers
have many times been delayed from 24 to 48 hours outside
the harbor by fog. I have been detained on board of these
steamers by fogs, and if you were to go to St. John yon
might be detained there a week by fog. I have landed in
tho port of Halifax from ocean steamers about 100 times,
and I therefore know about what I am talking. I challenge
contradiction when I say that Halifax has as good a harbor
as New Yoik, and if we are to have a greyhound lino,
Halifax should be the termninal port in Canada. Passengors
could be landed there in 24 or 30 hours shorter time than
in New York; but in the winter season New York is the
best port, as the route is a more southerly one, the vessels
thus escaping the ice. We do not, however, know to
what point the line is going to run, and if we had this
information we could make a more satisfactory argument.
In voting this sum of money, we must not take freight
into consideration, for on principle I object to one
shilling of the publie money going to subsidise a lin.
of steamers which would handicap our shipping interests.
If a fast line has to be subsidised, lot it be done, but
put freight and cargo out of the question. If there
is any freight to be carried there are 20 steamers at our
ports ready to do it. As regards England, it is clear that if
the lin. has to touch at a French port, the terminal port
has to be Plymouth or Southampton or some port on the
south; but we do not know whether the Government have
made up their minds on that point, and therefore we are
talking and voting in the dark. I see in the Estimates that
we are voting large sume for railways, and I am afraid a
great deal of the money will be even worse than thrown
away because the lines will compete against existing lines.
There is also the Marine Railway on which some millions
are going to be thrown away. However, that is outside the
question. I repeat that I have crossed the Atlantic a great
many times, and I prefer sailing from Halifax to any other
port on the Atlantic coast, and I shall be very glad to see
that port made the starting point for steamers of the
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Dominion, and if a fast line runs from Halifax to Plymouth
or Southampton, paqsengers could be carried in a shorter
time than from New York te England.

Mr. KENNY. Laboring under the great disadrantage of
being a comparatively young politician I have often felt
that Halifax should be better reprosented on this side of the
House_; that it shonld be represented by someone who would
occasionally say a kind word on its behalf more forcibly and'
more eloquently than I can do. Tierofore, I thank my hon.
friend from Prince Ed ward Island (Mr. Welsh), who came,
to the rescue of Halifax, when I might have expected rather
the senior member for Hlalifax (Mr. Jones) to have done so.
As regards the want of candor of which I was guilty in not-
stating that the Sarmatian, which made this very long pas.
sage of 14 days, to which the senior member has referred,
that hon. gentleman is qpite correct in saying that was
largely owing to the fauct that thore had been a strike among
the stokers at Liverpool and that it was almost impossible,
for ocean steam lines to get men who were adapted and ac-
cnstomed to the work. The long passage of the Sarmatioan
was undoubtedly due to that cause. Se aise wEs the long
passage made by the Galtia of the Canard Lino, which
sailed immediataly afterwards. Somae bon. members may
remember that the Canard Lino, during December and
January, made comparatively long passages, which was due
to the fact that the stokers tiey had on biard were not
equal to thoir work. So, as regardi the comparison, it was
equally good, becauno both ateamers suffered from the same,
cause,

Mr. FOSTER. We have to adjourn at 12 o'clock, Friday
being a holy day. I would suggest that we should pass this
now and leave further discuFsion until Concurrence on
Saturday.

Sir RICHIARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentlemae
should certainly give us the information that has been
demanded as to where ho proposes to go from on the other
aide and where ho proposes to make the terminal point on
this aide. To ask s to pas@ even the first stage of a vote of
8500,000 without knowing these important matters seems
to me an insult to the intelligence of the House and a thing
we should resist.

Mr. POSTE R. We will disouss that on Saturday.
Sir RICHARD CA RT WRIGHT. No; we cannot discuss

it in the same way as we can discuss itin Committee. It is
of very great importance and we ought to have this infor.
mation before us.

Mr. LAURIER. This question is not exhausted and
several of our friends want te spuak on this side.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). This is of very serious im-
portance with regard te the Maritime Provinces, and my
oolleague and myself want to ba heard upon it.

Committee rose and reported progress.

PUBLIC ACCOUNPS COM1ITTEs.

Mr. MULOOK. With regard to the evidence taken
before the Publie Accounts Committee and ordered te be
printed to-day, I find that it cannot be- printed in time te
beof any service. It is my intention at the earlieat possible
moment to make a motion on this subjeot, and I think it
would be better if the evidence were kept within the con-
trol of the Hous so as it would be available when the dis-
cussion takes place. I make this announcement as I do net
wish te have te postpone my motion merely because the
evidence has not been printed.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of
the House.

Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 12 o'clock
(midnight).

Mr. WELsH.

BKOUSE OF COMMONS.
SATURDA>, 20th April, 1&88.

The SPIAKEa took the Chair at Three o'0look.

PERATERs.

NEW FORX OF BALLOT.

Mr. MoDONALID (Victoria). I beg te move, with the
unanimous consent of the Hiouse, the following motion:-

That a Select Committee be appointed, compoased of Messr. Amyot,
Bryson, Godbont, Perley, Mills (a.nnapolia), Thérien, Weldon (Atbert),
Langelier (M'>ntmorency), Mcoarthy, Edwards, and the mover, te
enquire into and report upon anew form of ballot for Dominion elections,
patented on January l7tb, 1889, by Mosrs. Durocher and Cbabot, of
Ottawa.

Mr. LAURIER. At this period of the Sesion I do not
think the hon. gentleman should be alloWed to make this
motion.

Mr. CHARLTON. If the hon. gentleman is allowed te
do so, I have a motion for a Oommittee on the paper and I
might possibly call the attention of the Government te it.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am afraid we cannot
consent te have motions taken out of order, but we muat
follow the rule. The hon. gentleman spoke te me in regard
te the matter, and I told him I objected te it, but ho thought
that ho could obtain the unanimous consent of the House,
in which case 1 said I would have no objection. The leader
of the Opposition is perfectly correct in the position he bas
taken, and motions must be taken in order if we want to
see the end of the Session before the dog days.

Mr. LAU RI ER. I am satisfied tht hon. members have
every disposition te assist the hon. gentleman (Mr.
McDonald), but if we consented in this csse, the same course
must be pursued with other members.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) If the leader of the Government
had announced that there would be a general election dur-
ing the coming year, the case would be different.

Motion withdrawn.

ORDNANCE LANDS IN THE CITY OF QUBBEC.

Mr. DEWDNEY moved for leave te introduce Bill
(No. 143) to authorise the conveyance te the Quebee
Skating Club of certain Ordnance lands in the city of
Quebec. He said: This Bill is te authorise the Goverm-
ment te convey certain Ordnance lands te the Skating Club
of Quebec. We are unable to dispose of Ordnance lauds
except by public auction. In this case we a Fpecial
power to convey these lands, as the old skating rink is situ-
ated close te the fortifications of Quebec and is found te
occupy an inconvenient position there, not only as regard.
the fortifications, but also as regards the new Parliament
buildings. This building has been used, and the new build-
ing is proposed to be used, as an exhibition hall. The local
Government have granted a large sum towards the new
rink, provided the company obtain the site proposed, and
this Bill is to authorise this Government to grant that site,

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Ie any arbitration te take place
respecting the value, or is it te be transferred as a gratuity.

Mr. DEWDNEY. It is to b transferred as a gratuity.
Sir ADOLPHE CA RON. I might state that one of e

reasons that has induced the Government to take this
action is that the present skating rink is very close te t4e
fortification walls, and it has beau deergedý by the military
advisers of the Deparutent iujuriqua to tqse walls, An 4
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is con8idered that it would b. an advantage if it were moved
to the location suggested.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

EXTRA.DITION.

Sir JO ]IN THOMPSON moved :
That Bill (No. 84), "To extend the provisions of the Extradition

Act," be removed from Publie Bills and urders and transferred to Gov-
ernmeat Orders.
He said : The object of the Bill bas alréady been explained
to the louse so fully by theb hon. member for Albert (Mir.
Weldon), that I was not aware the flouse would expect
any further explanation with regard to this motion. The
Bill is one of general interest and of very considerable
inipôrtance.

Mr. LAURIER. This Bill bas not yet been read a second
time. The principle of the Bill is not likely to meet with
very serious objection, but it is a very important Bill and it
requires a very large amount of careful discussion. I may
suggest to the hon. gentleman that at this period of the
Session, if the Government are to continue to crowd the
paper with new matter every day, we will have to sitb ere
until a period which it is not possible to anticipate now. I
hope the Government will see the propriety of not crowd-
ing the paper any more, but of disposing of what we have
on now and allowing other matters to stand over for an-
other year. This is a very important Bill, and it would be
well that itshould be digested by the publie before it is
taken into consideration by this House.

Sir JOHN A. MAODONAL D. I may pay a tribute to
the quicknos of perception of my hon. friend, and thoze
who sit behind him, in makiug the discovery that the Bill
was not bronght down earlier in the Session. There is
very great impatience tn the part of the people of Canada
at our being subjected to this overflow of rascality from
the United States. The cynics may say that we have
enough of the article ourselves without importing it, but I
think it is of some importance that it should be known
everywhore that Canada does not at all desire to have this
particular accession to its population, notwithstmiding our
great desire to have our population increased. We have ne
desire to have those people coming over here -witb their ill-
gotten gains, and spending them in Canada. I think the
hon. gentleman ought not to object to this Bill being put
on the paper, because it will merely call the attention of
hon. gentlemen opposite, as well as the attention of the
public generally, to the measure. I think they will find
that the Bill is so unobjectionable that there wil be very
littie opposition. Of course, if it meets with serious oppo-
sition, it will be thon for the louse to say whether it ought
not to stand over until next year.

Mr. LAURIER. The First Minister wil1 see that the
only fhult I find is, that he bas been sa slow to get rid of
this very undesirable population which comes from bthe
United States. He only moves now, at the eleventh hour
of this Session, and since the people of Canada are impatiett
in the matter, ho should have submitted somo legislation of
this kind two Sessions ago. As to the compliment he pays
us with regard to our quicknose of perception, I may
answer him in the words of the Latin poet: Timeo Danaos
et dona ferentes.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The provisions of this Bill will
meet with a large measure of acceptance on both sides of
tbis House, but there is no use denying the fact that it is an
extremely important Bill, and that it will require a good
deal of examination and discussion. I understand that a
similar Bill was introduced some years ago in this House,
and it is my impression that that Bill recoived some oppo-
mftiôn om tlie ImPerial ovinqMnt sd tha l the were

not disposed to have any legislation of this kind. If there
were any reasonable probability of this Bill being passed
within the measurable time left at our disposal this Session,
1, for one, would not offer the slightest opposition to its
being introduced. It seems to me, that if we are going to
introduce this Bill for the mere purpose of discussing
it, that it is rather late in the Session. Anyone who
looks at the Order paper, will see that cven with the
ntmost disposition on the part of the Opposition to
expedite business we cannot get through less than another
fortnight, and if more Bills are brought down it means that
we are to remain here for three or four weeks longer. This
is rather hard on members who come from a distance. If
this Bill is one that has in the past met with opposition
from the Imperial Government, or at all events some ex-
pression of opinion that we should not legisiate on the sub.
ject, i would suggest to the flouse that it is undesirable to

waste one or two days in the discussion of it. I really think
that we have got as much business before us as we can
dispose of within the time that we should be asked to remain
here. Hon. gentlemen know that we have so managed
business in Committee of Supply that there must be a 1 irge
amount of work on concurrence, and that we cannot, under
any circumstances, allow concurrence to go through without
a good deal of discussion. That being the case, if we desire
to get home within any reasonable time, we should not con-
sent to the ad mission of new subjectsnunless thoy are of such
importi.nce as to entitle the Government to say that they
must ask the House to go on with them. Tho hon. member
for Albert (Mr. Weldon) had his Bill on the Order paper
and he bad an opportunity of going on with it.

'Mr. WELDON (Albert). I beg your pardon, I had not
even one opportunity of proceeding with it.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Well, perhaps that is so ; but,
strong as I am in favor of the prineiple of the Bill, I know
that, so fat as it is retroactive, it is going to receive opposi-
tion from a certain portion of the Fouse.

Mr. CHARLTON. It strikes me that this Bill might be
transferred to the Government Orders, and we can thon
ascertain whether it is likely to consume muoh time or not

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is my propositim.
Mr. CIIARLTON. It is a very important Bill, and I

have often felt, when in the Uuited States, that there was
a sort of stigma and opprobrium thrown on this country as
being a rutage for all their scoundrels, and that the idea
prevails the e that Canada is an asylum for all the defaulters
and thieves of the United States. I feel a little anxious
that this Bill should receive attention this Session on
aceount of the good name of my country abroad, and I do
not think we would lose very much by giving that amount
of attention to this matter which will be required.

Mr. MILLS (Bdthwell). I introduced a Bill on this sub-
ject in the Session of 1871 or 1872, but I lailed to get it
turther than the first reading, and the following Session I
introduced it, and the Bill was read the second time. The
First Minister then itiformed me that there were Imperial
objections to the measure aLd that it could not go further
than the second reading. I think there was a despatch from
Earl Granville on the subject objecting to the matter being
dealt with by reciprocal legislation. This measure would
restore the old condition of thingEs that existed between the
Province of Upper Canada and the State of New York.
There are decisions on this subject which my right bon.
Iriend will fiud referred to in Story's work on the " Con-
flict of Law." From that time to this no further action has
been taken on this matter, on account of the decision of the
Imperial Government that this important matter of extra-
diting persons muist be a matter regulated Iy trestyand
that the liberty of a person eeking asylum i a&y prtion
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of the Empire is too important to be dealt with as a more
question of policy. The hon. gentleman, of course, knows
whether this is still the view of the Imperial Government.
I do not think that, at this late period of the Session, we
should be asked to romain a week longer for the sake of dis-
cussing this subject.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We cannot claim any
credit at all for the introduction of this Bill, for it was
introduced by my hon. friend from Albert (Mr. Weldon),
who is of the same opinion as my hon. friend from North
Norfolk (Mr. Charlton), that there was a sort of feeling in
the neighboring republic that we were making Canada an
asylum for all their rogues.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Not any more than they are
making the United States an asylum for our rogues.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Or answer is plain, but
it does not reach the general mind of the United States,
that England and Canada have both been anxions largely
to increase the number of offences for which extraditign
could be granted. If there bas been any delay, it bas been
caused by the United States Governmert and Congress. It
is quite true also, as the hon. member for Bothwell states,
that there was an objection, wbich still exists, to this ques-
tion being settled between the colony and the United
States, if it were loft there. There must be a treaty
of. some kind, and that treaty, as my hon. friend
knows, looking back to the Statute-book, bas been supple-
mented by Dominion legislation, carrying out prac-
tically the treaty, because the terms of the treaty, as
between England and the United States, do not suit the cir-
cumstances of Canada and the United States. Under the
treaty alone no man could be caught; such an oppor-
tunity to escape was allowed to him that the treaty was
nugatory; and thorefore, on two occasions at least, the Logis-
lature of Canada provided by an Act of Parliament on the
lines of the treaty, a means of carrying it into effect. My
hon. friend proposes that this Bill shall take effect only on
proclamation. That proclamation will, of course, not be
issued until after communication with ier Majosty's Gov-
ernment. Her Majesty's Government will see what we are
desirous of doing, and will press, I have no doubt, as she
bas hitherto pressed, the subject of an extendod extradition
treaty. The main object of having this Bill passed now is
to inform the United States and England that Canada does
fnot desire any such unworthy addition to her population,
and that she ii quite ready and anxious that a treaty should
be made with the United States. I think the passage of
this Bill will have a very beneficial effect in the United
States. I think it will have a still more beneflcial effect in
preventing these men making this country an asylum
when they know what the la w of Canada as expressed by
thisLegislature,is, and when they krnow thatit only remains
for Her Majesty's Government to say whe.her the Act
shall be in force or not. For these reasons it seeins to me,
unless there is very great objection to its terms, that it
would be well to pass this Bill. My hon. friend pro-
poses that we should put it among Government orders;
thon, the attention of the whole House being drawn to its
terms, it can easily be decided whether there are any other
crimes which should be included. In this way, if we pass
the Act and send it home to England, I think it will be of
great benefit in disabusing the minds cf the people of the
United States of the cry that bas been raised, and in
preventing these people coming into this country.

Mr. LAURIER. There is a great deal in what the hon.
gentleman says, and I have no fault to find with the
tenor of his remarks. The only objection we, on this aide
of the House, had to the Bill was that at this late period of
h ession it wias a very heavy Bill to unertake,

Er, ardi s(Botbweu),

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We wilt let it gowith the
understanding that if it is going to cause unnecessary delay
it will be postponed.

Motion agreed to.

RAILWAY SUBSIDIES.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that the House re-
solve itself into Committee, on Monday next, to consider the
following resolutions:-

1. Resolved, That it is expedient to authorize the Governor in Council
to grant the subsidies hereinafter mentioned to the railway companies
and towards the construction of the railways also hereinatter mentioned,
that Is to say

To the Ontario and Pacifi3 Railway Company, for a lino of railway
frein Cornwall te Perth, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor
exceeding in the whole, $262,400.

To the Ottawa and Gatineau Valley Railway Company, for a lino of
railway from Hull Station towards Le Desert a distance of sixty-two
miles, a subsidy not exceeding in the whole, $320, 000.

To the Cap Rouge and St. Lawrence Railway Company, for twelve
miles of their railway, from Lorette via Cap Ronge to Quebec, in the
Province of Qnebec, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceed-
ing in the whole, $38,400.

To the Parry Sound Colonisation Railway Company, for forty miles
of their railway, from the village of Parry Sound to the village. of Sand-
ridge on the line of the Northern Pacifie Janction Railway, in the
Province of Ontario, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor ex-
ceeding in the whole, $128,000.

For a railway f rom St. Andrew's to the Canadian Pacifie Railway, at,
or at any point east of the town oftLachute,in the County of Argenteuil,
in the Province of Quebec, seven miles, a subsidy net exceeding $3,200
per mile, nor exceeding in the whole, $22,400.

For a railway from Truro te Newport, in the Province of Nova Scotia.
forty-nine miles, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exoeeding
in the whole, $156,800.

For a line of the Central Railway, from the head of Grand Lake to the
Intercolonial E ailway, in the Province of New Brunswick, a subsidy net
exceeding $3,200 Fer mile, nor exceeding in the whole, $128,000.

To the Albert Southern Railway Company, the balance remaining
unpaid of the subsýdy grauted by the Act 47th Victoria, chapter 8, not
exceeding in the whole, $31,771.43.

To the Baie des Chaleurs Railway Company, the balance remaining
unpaid of the subsidy mentioned in the Act 49th Victoria, chapter 17,
not exceeding in the whole, $24,50.

To the Irondale, Bancroft and Ottawa Railway Company, for a bine
of railway fron the Victoria branch of the Midland itailway to the
village cf Bancroft in the Oounty of Hastings, the balance remaining
unpaid of the subsidy granted by the Act 47th Victoria, chapter 8, not
exceeding in the whole, $145,000.

To the Northern and Pacifie Janction Railway Company, for a rail-
way from Gravenhurat to Callander, the balance remaining unpaid of
the subsidies granted by the Acts 45th Victoria, chapter 14, and 46th
Victoria, chapter 25, not exceeding in the whole, $35,000.

2. Resolved, That all the lines for th-i construction of which subsidies
are granted shall, unless already commenced, be commenced within two
years from the first day et August next, and completed within a reason-
able time, not te exceed four years, Io be fixed by Order in Council, and
shall aise be constructed according te descriptions and specifications, and
upon conditions t obe approved by the Uovernor in Council, on the report
of the Ilinister of ±lailwaya and Oanais, and specifiel in an agreement
te be m*de in each case by the company with the Government, and
which tho Government is hereby empowered te make ; the location aise
of every such line of railway shall be subject te the approval of the
Governor in Uouncil; and ail the said subsidies respectively payable in
cash shall be payable out of the Uonsolidated Revenue Fund of 0aIada
by instalments, on ihs c>mpletion of each section of the railway of net
less than ten miles, proportionate to the value of the portion se com-
pleted in comparison with tuast of the whole work undertaken, te be
established by the report of the sail Minister, or upon completion of the
work subsidide l.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E.I.) May I ask the hon. gentleman if
the rumor in the papers is correct that other resolutions,
providing for further subsidies, are to be brought down.

Sir JOHN A. M&CDONALD. That rumor is correct.
The hon. gentleman will see that the subiidies mentioned
in this vote are mainly those which have lapsed, and the
roads have not been oomploted within the statutory time. I
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do not think there will be a very extensive demand on the
Treasury for railway subsidies, but there will be pome.

Motion agreed to.

DAIRY FRAUDS.

Mr. BOWELL moved:
That the Order on Public Billesand Orders for consideration of

amendments made by the Senate to Bill (No. 16) to provide against
fiauds in the supplying of Milk to Oheese and Butter Kanufactories, be
transferred to Governments Orders.

Motion agreed to.

ENQUIRIES.

Mr. LAURIER. In the absence of my hon. friend from
South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright), I would like to ask
the Minister of Finance when he proposes to bring down
the Supplementary Estimates which he has yet to bring ?

Mr. FOSTER. My present intention is to bring them
down on Monday.

Mr, JONES (IIalifax). I would like to ask the Minister
of Finance whether the semi-official report in the Montreal
Gazette, that the Government have extended the mail con-
tract with the Allan line for another year, is correct ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is.

INLAND REVENUE ACT AMENDMENT.

Mr. COSTIGAN moved second reading of Bill (No. 139)
further to amend the Inland Revenue Act, chapter 34 of
the Revised Statutes.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and House
resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. MILLS. It would be a great advantage if the hon.
gentleman would make himself slightly acquainted with the
political geography of that country. Outside of the North-
West Territories there is a large territory extending east-
ward to the Hudson Bay, that part of which, formerly
called the District of Keewatin, ys now a myth. The whole
southern portion of the district-the only portion in which
there are any white settlers at ail, or half-breeds-is now
included either in the Province of Ontario or Manitoba.
The boundary of Manitoba was extended eastward from
where it was formerly until it reaches the western part of
Ontario. Now, there was formerly between the eastern
boundary of Manitoba and what was ad mitted to ho the west-
ern boundary of Ontario a considerable extent of territory
which was declared to be in the district of Keewatin. That
district was extended between these lines northward, and
all the territory south of the Albany River, and in so far as
Manitoba is concerned, the 54th parallel, is now included in
either the one Province or the other, so that, except in the
extreme north, there is really no district of Keewatin at all.
If the hon. gentleman proposes to give jurisdiction not in-
cluded in the North-West Territorios, ho had better say so,
and leave ont Keewatin.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. At all events leave the
word Keewatin in; it will do no harm, and we will have
no boundary dispute.

On section 2,
Mr. DAVIES (P .E.L) This Bill was evidently prepared

before the Bill amending the Summary Convictions Act was
introduced by the Minister of Justice. The limitation of
time for bringing an action in that Act was fixed at three
months formerly, and the Minister of Justide intr-oducéd
Bill extending the time to twelve months. On discussion
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that was altered to six months. That legislation would
render this section unnecessary, and the Minister ought to
accept that limitation.

Mr. COSTIGAN. It was found necessary to amend the
Customs Act by making the limit twelve months, and the
same limit would apply to the Inland Revenue Department.
* Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Perhaps it would be
better to make this the same as the Customs Act at present,
and next Session, if it be in accordance with the general
opinion of members of Parliament, we might amend both
statutes.

On section 9,
Mr. MULOCK. I would ask. the Minister of Inland

Revenue, if he as endeavored to meet the requesta of some
of the scientific institutions in regard to the sales of methy.
lated spirits free of duty ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. I have received several applications
from scientifie and other institutions to have spirits fur-
nished to them free of duty for the purposes of those insti-
tutions. In the change we made last year, we did away
with the supply of methylated spirits manufactured outside,
as that was mych abused, and we have been obliged to
refuse the application of many institutions in the country
for the use of alcohol. The matter, however, is under con-
sideration. We desire to meet the demand of those insti-
totions which are erected for charitable purposes, but I can-
not say that we have arrived at a decision. There is one
way, perhaps, in which we might meet their demand. We
furnish the trade with these classes of spirits of a higher and
a lower grade. The objection made by the scientific insti-
titntions is that we introduce the wood naphtha mixed with
spirits, which is objectionable for the uses to which they
apply it. If they were furnished a higher grade of these
methylated spirits, I think it would answer most of
the uses for which they want it,

Mr. MULOCK. I am glad the Minister is endeavoring
to give a favorable decision to the application, but it is
hardly meeting the case to say that it is under consideration. I
believe there has been communications laid before the Depart-
ment from a great many of the educational and charitable
institutions of Ontario-hospitals, for example, museums, and
varions educational institutions which are all deeply inte-
rested in this matter. I understand from communications
that I have received upon the subject, that the proportion of
methyl in wood naphtha is so great in the spirits now issued
by the department, that the methylated spirits are prao-
tically useless for the purposes of science and education,
an;i it therefore involves them in the payment of this heavy
duty on that grade of spirits. In the United States I under-
tand they have got over the difMoulty. I am not familiar
with their scheme, but one of the gentlemen who have
spoken to me un the subject, informed me that in the States
a bond was taken from the curators of museums and from
hospitals and medical schools. These authorities were
entrusted wjth so much spirit, and this bond was given that
the spirits would be used for the particular purpose for
which they were handed ont. Now, why might not that
system be adopted in this country? The duty is very
heavy-it is an enormous taxation; and I am sure if the
Minister appreciated the difficulties of these institutions,
which are, in fact, philanthropic in their object, he would
not allow the Session to pass without meeting their wishes.

Mr. COSTIGAN. I do not think there will be any great
difficuity outside the question of duty ; it is just a matter
of giving up a certain amount of duty to the country. As
concerne the spirits in the hands of these scientific institu-
tions, that matter could be very easily arranged. These
institutions, of course, are respectable bodies, and no doubt
they would put the liquor so furnished them to the proper
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use. I am now in communication with an institution to
which we have made a proposition, which they may accept
as satisfactory. We desire to meet their views, if possible.
The hon. gentleman mentions the class of methylated spirits
that we have now, which has 50 per cent. of wood alcohol.
If we cannot give them the free spirits, we could give them
a higher rate of methylated spirits, and we have enquired
what grade would suit them.

Mr. MULOCK. Then I understand the Minister to say
that there is no practical difficulty in meeting the requests
of these public bodies; the whole question is one of rev-
enue; that is the point that causes the Government to
hesitate. If that is the only cause of hesitation, I do not
think there should be any hesitation in regard to many of
these institutions. Take some of the petitioners to the
Government-hospitals, museums, and charitable institu.
tions, depending upon charity for their maintenance-not
business institutions, but existing simply for philanthropie
purposes. Can we for one moment say that they should be
taxed in their efforts? I do not think that the question of
duty should cause any hesitation at all. I understand from
the museums that the proportion of wood alcohol that yon
have been putting into the spirits up to the present time,
renders the mixture wholly unfit for their purpose.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They drink methylated
spirits in the North-West.

Mr. MULOCK. The Minister says he can get over the
difficulty.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Leave it to him.

Mr. MULOCK. Why can you not take power in this
Bill ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. We do not want it, we have the power.

Mr. MULOCK. Is there power now to issue the methy-
lated spirits free from all duty of excise ? Suppose that
during the vacation the Government and the applicants are
able to come to an understanding; is there statutory power
whereby you can issue spirits of the character in question,
to these institutions, free of all taxation ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. Yes.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). What is meant in this section:

" There shall be imposed, levied and collected on goods manufactured
in 5ond within Canada the following duty of excise, which shall be
paid to the collector of Inland Revenue."

What do these words "in bond " mean?
Mr. COSTIGAN. I said the other day that last year

when we amended that clause for the purpose of doing
away with the manufacture of methylated spirits, we
repealed too much. There is a manufacture going on now
of what is called fulminate, of which cartridges are made,
and we repealed so much of the Act that we have no
authority to collect the duty upon that article. We simply re-
enact the old clause, leaving out what we intended to leave
out, so that it covers everything. It is the old clause
except that we leave out the manufacture of methylated
spirits.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). What is comprised in these
words of section 9, "all goods manufactured in bond " ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. Such articles are manufactured in
bond under the control of the Inland Revenue Department.
This Act has been on the Statute-book for many years.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Does it cover the manufac-
ture of flour in bond ?

Mr. COSTIGAN.rNo.
Bir. CosTIGAN.

On section 10,
Mr. DAVIN moved: That section 238 of the Inland

Revenue Act be further amended by adding the following
sub-section thereto

"The Minister of Inland Revenue may give permission to brewers in
the North-West Territories to import or manufacture and use malt in the
manufacture of beer, provided they shall not manufacture beer of a
strength of more than 4 per cent. alcohoL"
He said: I have been asked what is the reason why I fix 4
per cent. The reason I do it is this: At present, beer is
permitted, on special permit, to come into the Territories
and ho sold there, and the grossest injustice is done to our
brewers. Before this permission was given, we had brewers
in Regina, Moose Jaw, Medicine Hat and Calgary who
manufactured what is called hop beer. The moment 4 per
cent. beer was permitted to enter, it entirely destroyed
these men's industries, and all the capital they had invested.
My friend, Mr. Allan, must have had no less than $10,000
invested at Moose Jaw. And the other day we had an in-
stance as to the effect of granting this permission. Mr.
Tracey, who manufactured 4 per cent. beer at Medicine
Hat, was taken by the heels and carried before a justice of
the peace, fined $300, his plant was confiscated, and he was
thrust into prison for eight months for manufacturing that
which is sold freely, on a special permit, at an hotel within
a stone's throw of hie own establishment.

Mr..DAVIES (P.E.I.) Illegally sold.
Mr. DAVIN. Not illegally sold. I can assure this Com-

mittee tbere is not a temperance man or a prohibitionist in
all the North-West who is not in favor of allowing us to
manufacture our own beer, if once this 4 per cent. beer is
allowed to be sold. We can grow the best barley in the
world, and it is an anomalous state of things that 4 per cent.
beer can he imported from Portage la Prairie and Winni.
peg, where it is manufactured, and sent into the Territories,
and yet our own brewers are taken by the heels and brought
before a justice of peace and fined for making beer that is
sold freely in the neighboring hotels. It is, of course, an
anomalous state of things, which this Parliament should
terminate at once. Any injustice like this, small though it
may be, croates an amount of irritation which is very hard
for those not familiar with the North-West Territories to
understand. In regard to the enquiry as to why I put the
strength at 4 per cent., I reply that I do so because I have
no argument for putting it at any higher strength. I am
not sure that is strong enough for the palates of the North-
West people, but I have no argument to put it any higher.
I hope the Committee will pass this clause. I am very
unwilling, at this period of the Session, to occupy the time
of this Committee, but hon. gentlemen must remember that
if they take the responsibility of governing those territories,
and there are two Bills before the House which show that
the real responsibility for governing those territories rests
with this House, they must not begrudge some time to dis.
cuss the interests of the territory, the responsibility for the
government of which lies in thom.

Motion negatived, Bill reported, and read the third time
and pamsed.

GENERAL INSPECTION ACT.
Mr. COSTIGAN moved second r-eading of Bill (No.

137) further to amend the General Inspection Act, chap. 99
of the Revised Statutes.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time and House
resolved itseoif into Committee.

(In the Committee.)
Mr. COSTIGAN. I propose to add after section 5:
That section 3 of the said Act i. hereby amended by adding the

words "and WinnipegI" after the words "St. John, N.B.," in the fourtk
1Une thereof.
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He said : This is with the intention that the Board of Trade
of Winnipeg shall have a representative with the cities
named in the Act in making such standards. I also move,
in consequence of a representation made to me by the hon.
members for Ottawa, Frontenac and Northumberland, as
well as by others :

That section 99 be repealed and the following section inserted in
lieu thereof: "That every person, except the inspector and deputy in-
spector, who stamps or numbers raw bides or leather above-mentioned
and exposes them for sale se stamped or numbered shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding $2Ô. But any person shal be allowed to mark
in chalk on the said leather and bides the weight thereof."

Bill reported.
Mr. COSTIGAN moved the third reading of the Bill.
Mr. DAVIN. I move that the Bill be referred back to

Committeo in order that the word "eleven " shall be in-
serted instead of the word "nine" in the second line of
sub-se3tion 3. As the section stands at present the whole
North-West Territories will have only one representative on
that board, and he will come from Regina. Now, Moose Jaw
is the centre of as fine a grain growing country as there
is in the world, and there is a Board of Trade at Moose Jaw.
I believe we should have three representatives from the
North-West Territories-one from Moose Jaw, one from
Regina and one from Medicine Hat.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. What about Calgary ?
Mr. DAVIN. We will add Calgary, if the right hon.

gentleman wishes.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. And Edmonton ?
Mr. DAVIN. Well, I hope we shall bave a railway very

soon at Edmonton and that we shall have a representative
from there too. It is perfectly clear that only one repre-
sentative on this board is not just to the North.-West T erri-
tories, for certainly within two years it will produce more
grain than Manitoba.

Mr. COSTIGAN. I am sorry the hon. gentleman found
it necessary to raise that question. I will not question the
propriety of his having done so, nor his motive; but there
is one fact which I think he bas overlooked, that this
amendment is proposed at the earnest request of the people
in the western country. It is not a question as between
Manitoba and the North-West at all; it is to deal with the
grading of the wheat of the western country, and the fixing
of the samples in accordance with the standard established
by law. I have no objection to changing the clause and
making it read, "not exceeding 11."

Mr. WATSON. Then you would have to increase the
quorum to six.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Not necessarily.
Motion agreed to, Bill amended in Committee, and read

the third time and passed.

LOAN TO MENNONITE IMMIGRANTS.

Mr. CARLING moved second reading of Bill (No. 138)
respecting a loan therein mentioned to certain Mennonite
immigrants.

Motion agreed to, and Hose resolved itself into
Committee on the Bill.

(In the Committee.)
Mr. CARLING moved to strike out the words com-

mencing with "and " in the 36th line of the preamble, to
the word "and" in the 41st line, and that the words "by a
reduction of the rate of interest on the said loan," be sub-
stituted. He said: The amount of money loaned to the
Mennonites was 896,400, and it has been agreed that
they shall pay 4 per cent. interest from the time this loan

was made to them up to the lst of July, 1888, amounting
to $33,986.54. This Bill is to confirm that arrangement.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The preamble, as it is, carries
out the resolution as it passed the Committee, but now you
propose to strike ont the provision providing for 4 per cent.
interest, and enable the Government to reduce it down to
1 per cent.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The hon. gentleman will see,
in perusing the recital stili further, that it mentions the
exact amount which the Government has taken in full, and
it then proceeds to enact in confirmation of the
proeedings of the Government in so doing. The
objection to giving the exact rate of interest is that a good
deal depends, in ascertaining the amount, on the law of the
appropriation of payments, as to which there may be some
difficulty. The sums mentioned are the sums according to
which the accounts have been kept in the Finance Depart-
ment. The preamble therefore adopts those figures, which
are really 4 per cent. on the loan, although perhaps the
interest might not have been allowable sometimes on the
payments which were made by the Mennonites, as it
might not be strictly for principal. Therefore we propose in
the recital simply to say that the loan bore 6 per cent.
compound interest, that the Government agreed to reduce
it to 4 per cent. and that they agreed to take the sum
mentioned in full.

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

COPYRIGHT ACT AMBNDMENT.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON moved second reading of Bill
(No. 101) to amend the Copyright Act. He said: This Bill
is intended to remove certain grievances which exist in
connection with the copyright law of Canada. The House
is no doubt aware that copyright in Canada is governed in
part by Imperial statute and in part by the statute of this
country. Under the Act of this Parliament, an author can
obtain copyright in Canada only on condition of his printing
and publishing or reprinting and republishing in this coun-
try. No such condition, however, is attached to the copy-
right in the United Kingdom, which is applicable *also to
Canada. The result is that while we have a copyright
law requiring publication here as a condition of copyright, in
the interest of our own people*eur publishing houses are un-
able to republish the works which have received a copyright
in the United Kingdom without a transfer of the rights of
the author, or the person having obtained a copyright there.
This grievance has been magnified by the treaties of Great
Britain, by which she has extended the facilities given by
her copyright system to the citizens of a great many coun-
tries, both in Europe and on this continent. Under these
circumstances a citizen of any one of these countries having
treaty arrangements with the United Kingdom, secures a
prohibition in Canada of the republication of his work.
That prohibition does not extend to citizens of the United
States, While, therefore, a Canadian publishing house is
not at liberty to republish such a copyrighted work, a
publishing house in the United 'States, having obtained a
transfer of the rights to Canada possessed by the author
eau republish in the United States and have complete
command of the Canadian market, while, on the other
hand, it is impossible for a citizen of Canada, under any
circumstances, to obtain copyright privileges in the United
States. This is not a matter of theory. As a matter of
fact, and of actual practice, it has recently transpired that
English authors and publishers prefer to sell their copy-
right privileges as to Canada, and the right to republish in
Canada, to American publishing houses, who, perhaps, give
them a larger consideration for the right to republish
in Canada than the Canadian publishing houses would; and
in consequence the American publishing huses issue
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their enormops editions first, by the facilities which the
free pirating system ofthe United States gives them, and
secondly, under the rights eof the British copyright author,
which have been refused to be transferred to Canadians,
and which give the American publisher rights all over
Canada It is felt that this is a condition under whieh our
own publishing houses ought no longer to continue. We
ought no longer to continue a prohibition against our own
publishing houses which does not extend to those of the
neighboring country in relation to our own market. There
is a further anomaly as regards the American author. It
is necessary, it is true, that there be a residence by the
authors to obtain copyright, in the United Kingdom, but
the residence has been decided to be of a merely nominal
character, and therefore the American author has a right,
by the mere fact of residence in the United Kingdom or
one of its dependencies for a very short time, to obtain
copyright in the United Kingdom and thereby foreclose
the publishing in Canada of his works. The American
author, can also secure, by simultaneous publication in the
United Kingdom and the United States, and by obtaining
copyright in the United Kingdom and the United States-
secure withont any consideration whatever, so far as this
country is concerned-the absolute control of the Canadian
market. It may be supposed that that observation is sub-
ject to some qualification, because we have the right, of
course, to import the English editions; but it is well
known that until a long time has ela:sed the English
editions are high-priced editions-so high-priced that they
cannot be imported successfully in this country or circulated
generally in the face of the keen competition of the Ame-
rican cheap editions; so that it is quite feasible for the
American author to obtain his copyright in both countries,
issue his cheap edition in the United States, and his more
expensive edition in the English market, and, under his
copyright in the United Kingdom, still keep control of
Canada, and, under his copyright with the United States,
obtain the right to publish a cheap edition which will
completely monopolise our market. We propose to
prevent that; we propose to say that the conditions for
copyright shall be-an<d this is the first part of the Bill
-as heretofore, the publishing or republishing of the book
in Canada; and we say that unless the author who has
obtained copyright in the United Kingdom, shall simul-
taneously obtain a copyright-in Canada, and republish his
book here within a month after, the Minister of Agricul-
ture shall be at liberty to give a license to any Canadian to
publish the work. This is a strong step in the interests of
all those connected with the publiehing industry in Canada,
it is true, and it may be supposed to be a strong step
against the British author. But, on the other hand,
we propose by this Bill-and that is its second feature-
that there small be collected an excise duty on aH
the books published under that license. And those
who have made a study of the subject assure me that
the proceeds teobe derived from that excise duty,
will give the British author far more compensation for the
sale of his works in Canada than he could possibly derive
by other means. We propose that that excise duty of
royalty shall be collected by the Department of Inland
Revenue, under regulations to be made by the Governor in
Council. We also propose, by an amendment which I will
suggest in Committee, that the provisions of the Act shall
not be retrospective in regard to any copyrights obtained
before the passing of this Act. I may explain to those who
are not acquainted with the publishing business, and to
whom it may appear exacting to require that the copyright
shall be obtained simultaneously in both countries, and
that the work shall be issued within a month, that it would
be impossible to provide for a greater interval. We
igsut necessarily take care that, during the in-
terval allowed between the obtaining of the copy-

Sir JoHN THoMPsoN.

right and the republication of the work in Can-
ada, American reprints should not be allowed, because,
but for that provision, the prohibition would be futile, as
the market would be taken possession of by the American
editions. It is therefore important that the interval should
not be more, otherwise the reading public would be at a
disadvantage in Canada compared with those in other
countries. A month is not too long a time. It is the period
allowed for interim copyright under the present law, so that
principle bas been established, and . publishers inform me
that it is not an utcommon practice for authors who desire
to have copyrights in two countries to make provision for
the work of the printing being proceeded with in the two
countries simultaneously in such a way that a work could
be issued in America within two or three hours of its issue
in the United Kingdom. That, of course, would be neces-
sary in any work of magnitude which required more than
a month for its entire production in Canada; but, for the
class of works to which this Act will generally apply, the
month will not be found too short, and we could hardly
make the time longer without doing an injury to the
Capadian reader.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Does not this Bill attack the
rights given by the Imperial Act ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. It is in confnict with the
Imperial Act.

Mr. DAVIEÀS (P.E.I.) How do you propose to repeal
the Imperial Act by an Act of this Parliament ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I do not propose to repeal the
Imperial Act, but, under the British North America Act, I
think we have the right to legislate in respect to this subject
irrespeotive of any statute of the Imperial Parliament
passed before the British North America Act was passed.
The Imperial Copyright Act was passed in 1842. The Act
which declared that colonial statutes were invalid if they
were repugnant to Imperial statutes was passed in 1865.
Two years after that, we received the ample gift of powers
which the British North America Act contains. In the
exercise of those powers, we have repealed, sometimes by
implication, and sometimes directly, scores of Imperial
enactments, in addition to volumes of the Common Law of
the United Kingdom ; and, if the objection were sustained
in regard to the exercise of our powers on the ques-
tion Of copyright, it would strike off at least one
half of the Revised Statutes. That I may be candid
with the flouse, I may say that the other view was
taken by the Colonial Office, and in 18;5, the despatch
of Lord Carnarvon had this bearing, that a certain Canadian
statute on this subject having been passed, Her Majesty
could not be advised not to disallow t.hat Act, because it was
repugnant to the law of the United Kingdom in regard to
copyright, which extended through Her Majesty's colonies.
fle stated that he had been advised to that effect by the
Crown officers, and that, in addition to that, two lawyers of
eminence had givert an opinion to the same effect, and he
referred to a parliamentary Blue-book to support that state-
ment. I have lodked at the Blue-book very carefully, and
I think everyone who examinés it will agree with me that
it does not justify the statement by Lord Carnarvon in that
despatch. I would feel some hesitation in asking Parlia-
ment to take a course contrary to Lord Carnarvon's opinion
if we did not necessarily act from day to day on the prin-
ciple that we can legislate on subjects of this character,
which are given into our control by the British North
America Act irrespective of anterior legislation of the Im-
perial Parliament, and if my views were not supported by
three cases which have been decided since that date. The
Privy Council has declared, in the most emphatic terms,
that the Dominion Legislature has power to repeal an
Imperial statute.
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Mr. WELDON (St. John). This question is reserved by
the British North America Act.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. Under the British North
América Act it is stated that Acts existing prior to the
union of the Provinces shall remain in force until they are
repealed either by the Imperial Parliament or the Local
Legislature, as the case may be, excepting as to Imperial
statutes. So that would cut out Imperial statutes, and
leave them as they were, irrespective of that section. We
have repealed Imperial statutes since then, and the Privy
Council has decided that we had the right to do so. The
furdamental principle is that we are not restrained from
legislating on any matter in regard to which power is given
to us by the Act of 1867.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Will the hon. gentleman state
what decision of the Privy Council there is stating that this
Parliament bas the right to repeal an Imperial statute
passed before 1l67 ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The three cases to which I
referred are all contained in the tenth volume of A ppeal
Cases. The most direct decision is contained in ]Regina vs.
Riel.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Those were Australian cases.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. One was an Australian case'
The Act constituting the Legislature there, simply gave
them legislative powers, as the B. N. A. Act does.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). This is a very important
constitutional question that has been raised by the Minister.
The question bas been raised whether, under the Biitish
North America Act, bankruptcy and insolvency are placed
under the oontrol of the Dominion Parliament in the same
way as copyright. A similar case occurred in Ontario,
some years ago, in regard to registration.

Mr. MULOCK. In that case the Act was passed after
Confederation, but, by an Imperial Act, was declared to
apply to the Provinces.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I do not pretend that the
matter is so plain that it is not open to argument. The
bon. member for West Ontario (Mr. Edgar) gave notice of
a motion for an address, asking that an Imperial statute
should be passed. On explaining to him my views I think
he agreed with me that the most dignified course would be
to pass a statute of our own. I feel confident, especially in
view of the decisions which I have referred to, that we have
these powers; if we have not, the sooner we get them the
better. It is impossible that we can have still applicable to
this country, as, for instance, the North-West Territories,
the English statutes that were in force in relation to those
Territories when we purchased the country. Every enact.
ment we have made with regard to that territory would be
null if we had not the power to deal with Imperial statutes.
It is so with regard to the great volume of our law. If we
have power to legislate in this direction, this is probably
the most dignified way in which to exercise it; if we have
net thepower, this is the most respectful and dignified way
of seeking the enlarged powers which we need.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). In the two Bankruptcy Acts
we passed, we made express provision limiting the effect
of a discharge in any other country except Canada, and the
Acts were both sent to England for consideration.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and House
resolved itself into Committee.

(in the Committee.)
On section 2,
]Kr. ELLIS. How does this affect the larger works

wiloh no Canadian publisher would undertake to publish ?

Take many English works of travel, or large maps, how
will it affect them ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I asked that question of per-
sons who are in the publishing business, and I was informed
that this was provided for in two ways. If the English
author desires to have his work copyrighted in Canada, ho
will make provision for publishing here while his work is
going through the press in England. But you will find
that there is no prohibition against the introduction of
American reprints after the time has expired, and when
no license is taken out.

Mr. ELLIS. That would seefm to be all right, except
that the terme of the Act seem to require that the book
shall be printed.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. If the English author wants
his copyright here, he must print it here simultaneously
with its being printed in England; but if he abandons a
copyright and nobody takes out a license to reprint bore,
thon the American edition is allowed to come in.

The CHAIRMAN. It is proposed to add the following
as the third sub-section of the first section:-

"If any such copyright work has been reprinted previously to thé
passing of this Act, any person who has previously, to snoh date, im-
ported any foreign reprint, may dispose of such reprint by sale or other-
wise, but the burden of proof to establish the extent or regularity of the
transaction, shall in such case be upon such person."

Amendment agreed to.

On section 4,
Mr. MULOCK. Suppose the security should turn out to

be defective and the Government did not succeed in collect-
ing all the royalty, the Crown might be held responsible.
This should be provided against by the insertion of the
following words: " But the Government shall not be liable
to account for any such royalty not actually collected."

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I have no objection to insert-
ing the words. The security was merely against fraud on
the part of the publishers. There muet be some system by
which excise duty will be paid before the books are issued.

On section 5,
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) This will prohibit the whole

importation from the United States.
Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I do not see any other way

in which to protect our publishers than by prohibiting the
importation from the United States of a book which is
copyrighted here. The same principle prevails in our
copyright law at present.

Mr. ELLIS. An obligatiun ought to be put on the man
to publish the book immediately.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I think the limit is well
defined in the Act.

Mr. MULOCK. It appears to me that any person ought
to be entitled to a license under section 3. As it stands at
present, it is optional with the Government to issue more
than one license. What would be the objection to any per.
son being entitled to a license on coming here and comply-
ing with the conditions laid down, namely, giving security ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. That is what is intended by
the Bill now.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Suppose a party applied
for a license and shows that he is prepared to publish and
print, and just as ho is ready to publish another party
makes the same demand; if you grant it you destroy all
the labor and expense the first party was putto. Fnrther,
there is no provision as to the time the license expires.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I think that the only alterna-
tive between granting rival applications for lienses is to
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give a monopoly and issue only one license, but I think this
is a most objectionable alternative. We run the risk, it is
true, of competition destroying the profit to the person who
takes the license, but it is botter to run the risk of that com-
petition than to say that one licensee shall have the right
to monopolize the market, even though he breaks down in
making the publication.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I think that the license sbould
expire in twenty-eight years, the same as the copyright, and
that provisions should be made for that.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I would ask the hon. member
for St. John (Mr. Weldon) to consider whether, after all, it
is necessary to limit the license, because he will see that it
does not give any exclusive right to publish. At the end
of twenty years a copyright expires, and thon there is no
necessity for a license at all, as anybody can publish.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). The prohibition remains
against importation.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The amendment should be
there, and not in the provision relating to the license.

The CHAIRMAN. The following is proposed as a sub-
section of section 5:-

" The prohibition may also be withdrawn on its being made to appear
that the copyright of the author has expired."

Amendment agreed to.

On section 6,
The CHAIRMAN. It is proposed to add the following

to section 6:-
" Nor shall anything in this Aet be deemed to apply to any work of

which any «opyright has been obtained in the United Kingdom, or
such country as aforesaid, before the passage of this &ct, but the law in
force at the time of the passing hereof shall be deemed to be still in
force as affects such work."

Amendment agreed to.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. 1 propose that the Act shall
go into force by proclamation on a day to be named by the
Governor in Council, Owing to the view taken of this oub-
ject in England, it will be necessary that it be discussed by
the Imperial authorities, and that the views of Her Majesty's
Government be ascertained before it comes into force,
because it might be subject to Imperial ditallowance. I
propose as section 7, therefore, the following:-

" This Act shall come into forceon a day to be named by proclamation
of the Governor in Council."

Amendment agreed to, and Bill reported.

SECOND READING-IN COMMITTEE.

Bill (140) to amend the Revised Statutes respecting
Escapes and Rescues.-(Sir John Thompson.)

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.
MAIL SERVICE-CANADA AND EUROPE.

House again resolved itself into Committee on resolution
(p. 1329)respecting a contract for the performance of a fast
weekly steamship service for the carrying of mails between
Canada and the United Kingdom, making connection with
a French port.

(In the Committee.)
Mr. WELDON (St. John). This is a matter which

interests the whole Dominion of Canada, but more especially
the Maritime Provinces, and to a still greater degree the

Sir JoHN THoEPsoN.

principal seaporta of the Maritime Provinces. In 1886,
advertisements wore published asking for tenders for a lino
of steamships from the United Kingdom to Quebec in the
snmmer and Halifax in the winter, and it was provided that
the terminal point might be Portland or any other place in
the United States, as the Postmaster General might direct.
That proposition created considerable agitation in St. John,
and a large deputation waited on the Minister of Finance, the
Minister of Public Works and the Minister of Marine in re-
gard to it. The result was that the proposition was changed
and the tenders were altered so as to make the terminal point
in Canada. Nothing appears to have been done at that time
in regard to it, but I understand that at present the Minister
of Finance proposes to make the terminal point of the
steamship lino which may be subsidised a Canadian port.
That, of course, interests the people of the Maritime Pro-
vinces, in regard to the winter, because it is clear that the
steamers, durin<; the summer months, will proceed to
Rimouski and Quebec, as the present steamers do. As I
understood from the Minister of Finance the other day, the
Government had received tenders from certain steamship
lines which were not satisfactory. I think, before we dis-
cussed this matter, these tenders and the correspondence in
connection with then should have been submitted to the
House. We are working in the dark in this matter. We
neither know upon what terms those tenders were made,
nor what was deemed unsatisfactory, nor what correspond.
once took place, nor what were the propositions of the
Government as to the port from which the vessels should
sail in the United Kingdom, and where they should touch,
or where they will terminate in the Provinces, When we
are casting such a large yearly burden upon the finances, I
think we should ho taken into the confidence of the
Government, and should know what the Government
propose, and what they have refused. First of all, we
ought to know what size these vessels are to be, and what
are to ho the rates of speed. We should know if they are
to be 20 knot vessels, or what speed they are to have,
because the advance has been very rapid in the building of
steam vessels and of the machinery which they require.
The vessels of twenty years ago, and even those of ton years
ago, are now obsolete, and every day we find a new class
of steamers introduced with improvements in the hall and
in the structure of the vessel as well as in the machinery ;
and we find that latterly a large class of vessels have been
introduced by the Cunard lino which have eclipsed those
which were considered large steamers a short time ago,
such large vessels as the Umbria and the Etruria; and
those in their turn, large as they are, are eclipsed by
such large ships as the City of Paris and the City of New
York, of the Inman lino. It is very important that we
should know the size of the vessels which can ho obtained
for this service, and the number of knots they are to raun.
Then comes a very important question, which is the con.
nection with a French port. That must be a very serions
factor in the decision of the port from which these vessels
are to sail in the United Kingdom, and it is also important to
know with what port in France it is contemplated that the
connection shall be made. If we are to have a class of
steamers such as those which are now denominated
the greyhounds of the seas," it is certain that
they wouid net make a cennection with French ports
themselves, because they would not think of crossing
the English channel for that purpose. They would rather
run the risks of half-a-dozon Atlantic voyages than cross the
channel once. Therefore, the connection with France may
be a matter very difficult to carry out. My hon. friend, the
junior member for Halifax (Mr. Kenny) put forward very
strongly the claims of Halifax, and gave a table showing
that the distance from England to Halifax is less than the
distance from England to New York, and ho contended that
the same class of passenger traffic which now goes to New
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York would be attracted to Halifax by fast ocean service.
While I would be very glad to see all our Canadian traffic
come to our own ports, and also to see a great traffic diverted
from the American ports to a Canadian port, we cannot
help feeling that nature is to a certain extent against us in
regard to that matter, that geographically we can never be
in exactly the same position as New York. In the first
place, without derogating from the capabilities of Halifax
as a harbor, we know that the approach to Halifax is much
more difficult than the approach to New York.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). No.
Mr. WELDON (St. John). We know that they have

this advantage in New York, that immediately they leave
the port, they are at sea. I will not quarrel with my hon.
friend beside me (Mr. Jones), but that is the general opin-
ion. Besides, the New York vessels are able to take what
is called the southern route in winter, and so are able to
avoid the dangers attaching to the northern route. We
cannot help that. It is caused by the physical and geo-
graphical positions in which we are placed. That is not
decrying the Canadian port, but it is simply looking at
things as they are. Then, as to the mails, an hon. gentle.
man bas already pointed out that, in regard to the carriage
of mails and passengers from the west, our geographical
position puts us at a great disadvantage and that, while
only one steamer would leave Halifax per week,
the steamers are running daily from New York.
I recollect, many years ago, when we advocated the forma-
tion of a line to connect with the American system on the
border of New Brunswick and then have a line built through
New Brunswick to Halifax, the general belief was that as
soon as these railway lines were completed we should have
the ocean traffic, and I, myself, firmly believed that would
be the case. At that time we had, comparatively speaking,
the best mail service between the United Kingdom and
America, with the Cunard line heavily subsidised, and, at
that time, almost without a competitor upon the ocean,
because the American lines had failed. But a short time
afterwards we saw, that instead of the traffic following the
course we expected, it went by the New York line, and our
expectations ended in disappointment. Al these matters
have got to b. considered in deciding what course we should
pursue under the present circumstances. My hon: friend
alongside of me has pointed out what he believes would be
a better service than these vessels, one that could carry a
larger quantity of freight, with steamers, perhaps, not so
swift, but sailing 16 or 17 knots. Then with regard to
the terminal ports in the Dominion of Canada. As I
said before, the Finance Minister has adopted the doctrine
that the terminal point in North America shall be a Cana-
dian port, and not an American one. If so, it seems to me
that both Elalifax and St. John should be considered in that
respect. The people of St. John do not object to Halifax.
The junior member for Halifax (Mr. Kenny) stated the
other night that Halifax was far superior in every respect
to St. John. My hon. friend from Prince Edward Island
said h. was detained by fogs one day in Halifax, and my
hon. friend from Prince Edward Island said that h. would
be detained a week off St. John for one day that he would
b. detained off Halifax. Other charges have been been made
against the Bay of Fundy, and it is well known that if you
give a dog a bad name it sticks to him. But I repudiate en-
tirely the charge that the Bay of Fundy La unfavorable to
navigation. It may be true that in the summer months we
have fogs; my hon. friend alongside of me says, occasion-
ally, and I believe statistics would show that it is only occa-
sionally; but during the winkr months there is no such
a thing as a fog. I nd that during" the six
months from November to April inclusive, the average
fog per month La not over 19 hours, and that during the
winter months there is practically no fog at all.

The harbor itself is of easy access. My hon. friend from
Halifax has stated that no accidents happen to steamers
going into that port ; but I think, compared with St. John,
there have been more casualties to steamers at Halifax
than at St. John. I find that during the last ten years
there have been 3,627 steamers seaward and 3,898 arrivals,
or a total of 7,525 during the last ten years, visiting the
port of St John. Out of that number there were only four
steamers who received any casualties, namely, the State of
Maine, York City, Rumascoa and Dominion. i see by a St.
John paper received to-day that the following steamahips are
on their way to that port :-ervin, from Mediterranean ;
Cheniston, from New York ; Damara, from London ; Elstow,
from Cardiff ; Federico, from Boston ; !erchant Prince,
from Cardiff; North Angler, from Palermo ; North Erin,
from Palermo ; and Washington City, from Barrow.

An hon. MEMBER. These are tramps.
Mr. WELDON (St. John). Perhaps some of them are

but they are large ocean steamers, and just as liable
to run on the rocks as smaller ones. Some persons cry
down St. John,' but I would remark that the harbor
of St. John is, I think, the only harbor north of Bal-
timore, or north of Cape Hatteras that has never been
blocked by ice. I believe at times steamers have been cut
out of the ice at Halifax and at Boston, but so far, never at
St. John. We find that vessels can enter St. John at
any season of the year, which cannot be said of any other
port north of Hatteras. I think if my hon. friend should
go up the Bay of Fundy, he would find it remarkably free
of fog. I doubt if any part of the coast bas been better sur-
veyed. It is admirably well lighted, and bas automatic
buoys and fog whistles. I venture to say that if you ask
the masters who have been in the habit of going there, men
who have experience, they will tell you that there
is no safer navigation than the port of St. John.
In times past I can recollect when the Allen Line
steamers were first subsidised to Portland, they were unable
to obtain any cargo there, and I remember soeing
steamer after steamer corne to St. John to take in cargoes,
and then go down to Portland to take the Canadian mails. In
1862, we saw all the large steamers of England lying there
with the troops brought out at the Trent affair: we saw
those splendid troop ships, at that time the largest ships
afloat, like the Himalaya and the East Indian troop ships,
the liners of the Peninsula and Oriental Company, the
Allan Line, the Canard Line, all the large vessels of those
lines, from day to day coming into St. John and landing
their troops, and not a single casualty occurred. Since
1862 some of the largest sailing vesels that every floated
on the waters, including that well-known ship, the Great
Republic, have corne into the port at St. John, loaded and
went away with perfect safety. So much has been said in
depreciation of the Bay of Fundy and the harbor of St.
John, that I think it is necessary to give these facts and
statistics to show how unfounded those statements are.
I do not wish to decry Halifax. We admit that Halifax,
geographically, is situated better than we are; but I do sub-
mit that in the selection of the terminal point for steamers,
St. John should be considered. We have this advantage,
we are the nearest Dominion port to the west, ofcourse not
80 near as the American ports, but it is the nearest port in
Canada to Montreal and the west. We also have a large
amount of trade and can provide cargoes for any vessel that
comes there. We find that during the years between 1877
and 1886 there were 16,719 vessels inwards, of 5,261,658
tons; and 16,794 vessels outwards, with over 5,500,000 tons;
making 33,512 out and in of that barbor, with a tonnage of
10,792,846, and you will find that the casualties, so far, in-
side the Bay of Fundy, have been very amali, and are decreas-
ing from year to year. As I said before, the bay soundings
have been thoroughly completed,and there isgood anchorage.
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With respect to the manner in which the coast is lighted, I
may say that both the American and the British coast are
well lighted and buoyed, so that there is no difflculty in ves-
sels coming there. The International Line, which has run
for years between Boston and St. John, makes the trip asi
regularly as a railroad train, and this fact shows that, so
far as approaching St. John is concerned, difficulties do not
occur. I claim that our port should be considered as hav-
ing claims with respect to the subsidised line of Atlantic
steamers. If the Government are so anxious on the other
side that the vessels should run from England to France, it
is not too much that we in New Brunswick should ask, at
aIl events, that the vessels should come from fHalifax to St.
John, where they would receive freight from the west and
also that freight with which we would be able regularly to
supply them. If we can show that the vessels could enter
our harbors with safety, that its navigation was such that
vessels properly and carefully managed could enter with
comparative impunity from danger, I hold that our port
should be oonsidered, and if it is provided that this
subsidised lin. should call at a French port on the
other side, we have a right to 'claim what is
fairly our due. This is a very large amount to grant.
and it will form a very heavy charge upon the
country, and yet, in regard to the scheme itself, we are left
to a certain extent in the dark. We do not know what
position we occupy, we do not know what port the vessel
will start from, to what port they will go, at what port in
France they will call. Surely, before this House is called
upon to vote this large sum, and add a heavy burden to the
country, we shoul have some further information as to
what the Government propose to do. If, after full consid.
eration and due argument, it is found that we cannot obtain
large and fast steamers, such as go to New York, Jet us
adopt the next bast course, and obtain a line which, ai-
though not such a fast line, would probably be equally
beneficial to Halifax, St. John, and the whole country. Let
us, after obtaining information, fully consider the whole
question, for we have each to bear equally the burden, and de-
cide what is best in the interest of the whole country, I con-
sider that such a line as I have indicated would probably
confer greater benefits than a fast lin. that would
simply carry mails and passengers, and not be able to
carry our freight. Perhaps it would be bAtter to have
the fast mail steamers to compete with New York
lines, but before we adopt such a policy we should
ascertain the whole facts and not run blindfold into this ex.
penditure. The Government surely have some scheme or
proposition, and have formed some definite idea of what
they propose to do; if not, they are running as much in
the dark as the members of this House. It is only fair to
members of this House, and to the people of the country,
that full information with respect to the expenditure should
be presented, that the whole matter shoald be fairly laid
before the louse, so that it can be fully discussed in the
light of what has taken place and what the Government
propose, and we should then endeavor to carry out that
scheme which will most benefit the country.

Mr. SKINNER. I wish to address a few remarks to the
House before it passes on this question, speaking from a,
similar standpoint to that ocupied by my hon. colleague
fron St. John (Mr. Weldon). I do not quite understand
whether my hon. colleague approves of the general proposi-
tion to grant subsidies to steamers for the purpose eof
developing trade with the mother country and the colonies
in the Pacifie and China and Japan, or not. I gather that
it is rather doubtful whether h. is in favor of it, yet I eau-
not say from what he stated that h. is so or not, but it
does not make any difference in regard to the general
question. I am of the opinion that the large majority
of the constituents we represent are in favor of a supreme

Mr. WELDON (SL' John).

effort being made by the country for developing this, what
we might call a foreign trade, as the complement of the
efforts made in regard to our internal trade, and they will
cheerfully join in any reasonable way for the furtherance
of the great object in view. I also know that our consti-
tuents are very much worked up indeed with respect to
what they think are their rights and their reasonable ex-
pectations with regard to what has been their anticipation
for many years in the past, and which to them and to as is
a very grave matter indeed. The expectations of St. John,
with respect to these matters, dates far back to the time
when we came into union, twenty odd years ago. Then
the question in agitation was the Intercolonial Railway. It
was supposed that the railway would go through the centre
of our Province into Quebec, and touch the cities of Quebec
and Montreal by the shortest possible route through which
a railway could be built, but in that we were disappointed.
Por reasons other than commercial ones, the railway was
carried around the north shore, and accordingly our people
have been agitating for a shorter line ever since, in order
that the primary and fundamental ideas of Confederation
might be carried out, and a railway built so as to give an
outlet to the seaboard by the shortest practicable route. But
the influences of Nova Scotia, the influences of the northern
portions of New Brunswick, the influences of the Province
of Quebec were brought to bear in favor of the object to run
the Intercolonial Railway by the north shore, and St. John
was not able to realise ber expectations. But we have con-
tinued along, working as well as we could and anticipating
that things would be set right from time to time, at all
events with regard to these matters. That has led our
people to think a great deal about what we call the Short
Line Railway; and now that the Short Line is about
completed and will be opened, I understand, in a few days.
the merchants and business men of St John have naturally
been looking forward to this position:. that if steamers wére
engaged by subsidy or otherwise to go to Europe, after the
opening of the Short Line, St. John should be the Atlantic
terminus of the line. Halifax, of course, has put forward
her claim with respect to this matter, and it is said here,
and was said the other night, that geography is against us
in New Brunswick. I take issue with that remark as to
New Brunswick. I say that geography is not against us as
the måtter now stands. My colleague, the member for St.
John (Mr. Weldon) referred to the agitation that was
aroused in our country twenty or thirty years ago with res-
pect to the sending of the passenger traffic from the TJnited
States and elsewhere, along the shortest route to Europe. I
well remember that during that period it was thought and
expressed that if the railway system were perfected so that
passengers from the United States and western Canada
could go to Halifax or the most extreme point of Nova
-Scotia, I think Louisburg, they would take that route,
not from necessity but from desire, and passengers
would go from the nearest point of connection between
the continent of America and Great Britain. At that
time it took about twelve or fourteen days to make the
Atlantic voyage, and you well understand that two days
made a difference in the shortening of the voyage then, but
since that time the development of science in regard to
steamships has reduced the passage to six, seven or eighit
days and people have not the same idea about crossing the
Atlantic as they had then. It is a fact, however, that people
do not care to make a railroad trip any longer
than they can help to the port of departure,
and that they prefer to go on the ship at the
most convenient point, without reference as to whether that
point is nearer to their obj4eive port on the other side or
not. Therefore, during the past few years steamships sail.
ing from Halifax to Great Britain in the winter time have
not been a success. My bon. friend the junior member for
Halifax (Mr. Kenny) in speaking of this matter the other
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night said that this was on account of the slowness of the
steamers. I do not think that he was correct in that, for
even although they were rapid steamers people would not
travel over a long journey on the Intercolonial Railway to
Halifax in the winter time. Does the hon, gentleman
suppose that passengers would go to Halifax in preference
to St. John, the latter being a much shorter railway
route from Western Canada. Even when they get the
Short Line it will b 250 miles shorter to St. John than
it will be to Halifax. I have not the slightest besita-
tion in saying that the passenger traffle can only be pro-
perly developed in Canada if St. John be made the
winter port. We have now three lines of railway running
out of St. John to the United States and to the western
portion of Canada, and in a very short time we will have
another line from that city ihrough Maine to a number of
towns and cities not now touched by railway communication.
With these facilities for travel, the moment a passenger
would land in St. John to go to the United States, or to
Montreal, or Toronto, ho would have a shorter journey to
travel than if he landed at Halifax. On the other hand,
those who oppose St. John say that it is not the easiest port
of access from Liverpool. If a steamer from Liverpool
sails for Halifax she has to deviate considerably in her
voyage to come to the north and west, whereas if she came
to St. John she would mot have to deviate at all, and the
fact remains that a fast mail and passenger steamer would
arrive in St. John and have her passengers and mails dis-
charged there as soon as or sooner than if she disembarked
her mails at Haliax, and they had to come around by St.
John by railway. Again they say: "Your port is not so
safa as Halifax," and I have in my hand a statement put
forth by the Chamber of Commerce of the city of
Halifax only a few days ago, in which it is said:
" Whereas the port of Halifax is the only safe and most
desirable harbor on the Atlantic coast," and so forth. They
have actually sent those circulars to the Government of
this country and to the Parliament and people of Canada
containing this false statement. What are the facts about
the port of St. John,? Here is the state of the marine
business of St. John for the year ending 30th June, 1888 :
Tonnage arrived in vessels during the year, 514,858 tons.
Tonnage departed from the port of St. John, 522,498 tons,
or a total of 1,307,356 tons. That is a large business, and
that business could mot be conducted by any port that was
not a safe port. We must remember also that some of the
vessels trading with St. John were of the largest class and
that among them were steamers of a much larger tonnage
than will be those ocean greyhounds which may be con-
structed under the contract which it is now proposed to
enter into. We find that the tonnage of the great port of
Montreal, last year, was as follows: Tonnage arrived,
554,649 tons ; tonnage departed, 594,858, total 1,149,507
only a little over the tonnage of the port of St.
John. When you consider that Montreal has about
four or five times the population of St. John and that
we are conducting a business in St. John nearly equal
to the tonnage required for the city of Montreal, you eau
see how important the port of St. John is. I think that it'
is not necessary to make any further remarks in reference
to the safety of the port of St. John. The extent of the
business that is done there confirms the statement repeated-
ly made that our port is one of the safest on the Atlantic
coast, and I certainly was sorry to hear the *bon. gentleman
from Prince Edward Island the other night, in his flippant
and unthinking way, make the statement that steamers
would be detained off the port of St. John, on account of
fogs. It is known to merchante and shipowners that in
winter time there is no fog off St. John, and it is one of
the freest port from fogs on the Atlantic coast. We have
summer fogs which are driven from the coast of Massachu-
sotte by south.west winds, but they d> not aoot us in the
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winter time at all. lu winter time wo are practically
free from fog and our port is as a safe one and is easy
of access as is proved by the large number of
steamers which enter and leave it all the year around.
Again, if passengers desiring to go to Europe will consider
what is the shortest way they can go, they will find that
from Montreal to St. John is only 94 miios farther than
New York, and that difference would scarcely count for
anything if the steamship service wore all that is roquired.
If the proposed steamship linoeis going to be equal to the
best that sails from United States ports, thon people will
know that it is as perfect as can be had; and if thoy went
by St. John and saved 200 miles of railway journey to
Halifax, surely the lino would be a succoss. When we con-
sider that hitherto lines of steamships sailing from Hlifax
have not been a success, it is reasonable to suppose that if
we had a line sailing from St. John, inasmuch as it is
nearer to western Canada and nearer to the United States
for business purposes, it would be most suocosful. Again,
if Halifax is selected on the principle that the sailing point
must be the nearest to Europe, Halifax would only enjoy the
advantage for a few years,because the point nearest to Europe
having railway communication would soon be White Haven,
in Cape Breton. Therefore, that argument for selecting
Halifax, because it is the nearest point to Europe, will not
be available for probably more than two years longer. 1,
therefore, put forward here the elaims of St. John, not from
the standpoint of antagonism to Halifax at ail. Halifax in
the past has had nearly everything her own way in these
matters. Froight going from western Canada to the sea-
board eau go to Halifax at !he same rates as to St. John,
although it is nearly 200 miles farther away, it lias had the
winter port business during all these years; and St. John has
worked away, doing the best she could, improving ber posi-
tion constantly, while feeling that she has not been quite
properly treated in comparison with Ilalifax. I have
figures here with regard to the arrival and departure of
ships at St. John for ton years, showiog that there has been
a gradual increase in her business. It must be remembered
that during that period our city was nearly destroyed
by fire; and yet these figures show that we have
a marine business scarcely second to that of Mont-
real, although proportionately to population it is four
times as great. Therefore, I am in favor of making
this effort, for the purpose of bringing Canada to
the front, and of maintaining the position of Canada, and I
would go so far as to favor even what the hon. senior mem-
ber for Halifax (Mr. Jones) referred to the other night as a
jingo policy, by which I understand him to mean that by
developing this foreign trade, we may bring the colonies
closer together, and closer to the mother land. Whether
that be a jingo policy or not, I believe it is going to be the
policy of the future, and it je going to be sustained by this
country. Therefore, while I support this proposition, I
hope the Government, casting its eye over the whole com-
merce of Canada, and seeing how St. John is situated, and
the facilities she possesses or sending and reoeiving freight
'for Western Canada, will not pass us over, but for the
-reasons I have given, and the reasons which will suggest
themselves to any person who thinks the matter out, our
port is so situated that it can accommodate both freight
and passengers botter than any other port on the Atlantic
coast. I, therefore, hope when this matter comes to be
settled that the Government will see that the reasonable an-
ticipations of our people will be fally realised.

Mr. O'BRIEN. This question has so far beau treated
apparently as though it were one entirely affecting the
interests of the Maritime Provinces, and as if the cities of
Halhfax and St. John were the only ports of the Dominion
specially interested. I takeit that this ountry is not going
to pay half a million dollars a year for the maintenance of
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a lino of steamships to gratify the Maritime Provinces or a vote on this resolution. I look upon a steamer that wîll
any special interest in this country. I think we have to cross the ocean in six days in the light of a Pullman car; I
coùsider in this matter very materially the class of business look upon it as a Iuxury. If the people can afford to pay for
for which we are going to pay this money. Not professing it, well and good; but if the bulk of the people have 10
to have very much knowledge of the subject, I think we travol in ordinary fi-st class carnages, and can only afford
have to consider whether the class of steamships we propose to pay the rate for a steamer which is not considercd first-
to subsidise is the class best adapted for the general trado clas , their interosts ought to ho taken into nonsideration.
of the country. It appears to me that we have to take in These are matters which ought to b decided bofore we paso
consideration several matters altogether apart from local n the rcsolution now before us.
interests. We bave to consider, in the first place, the class
of business these steamships arc to do. If they are simply Mr.IPLATT, Tàe hon. member for Mnskoka (Mn.
to carry passengers to be transported across the continent O'Brion) bas CertBinly put tbis question in a clearer liglt
by Canadian Pacific Railway, and then to be tran.thanitbasappearedluherotofore; but ho seeme, toa certain
shipped across to Asia or China, of course you cannot extent, to look on this matter as if wo had a haif a million
have ships by means of which the transport can be made dollars jingling loosely in our pockets, and had ne other
too quickly; but if you are to consider the great bulk ofpurpoêe to dovote it to oxcopt to subsidise a lino of steamers
the produce which we have to export, thon you must con- across the ocean. In my opinion the first question to bc
sider not only what class of vessels are best fitted to carry considered is whether we thould repoi t Lfltie-oluLion at ail or
it, but whether that produce can be carried most cheaply not. I question very rucb, leaving out the constituencies
by rail or by water; and having decided these points, you immediately interested in the expenditure, whebber the
can come to a conclusion whore the terminus can best be. Dominion at large is in fayot-of snch an outlay. The bon.
It is for the business men who deal in cheose, butter, flour, member for ialifax and the hon. momber for St. John have
and other products to be shipped to Europe, to say, tirst, taken up considoiable time discussing the respective monts
whether they can be carried most cheaply and advar. of thos rival ports. It Booms 10 me we bad b3ttor frEt
tageously by the class of steamships proposed to be subsi- docido whetier wo ought to make the exponditune at
dised, or by another class of steamships; and, secondly, ail beforo we quarrel over the question us b which
whether that produce can b bmost readily and cheaply of those ports la the botter. The hon. member for
carried the greatest distance by water or the greatest dis- St. John ays ho has no doubt that a large majority
tance by rail and the shortest by water. These are ail of his contituents are in favor of thisoxpendituro beiug
important considerations to be taken into account in subsi- made, pnovidod, I suppose, that St. John Le made Ibo
dising this class of steamships. It does appear to me that terminai port. The hon. members for Halifax cou, no
we ought to subsidise that class of steamships that would give doubt, cqually weli say that a large majority of their consti-
to the far mer and the great producing classes of this countrybuua are in fav,,r of our iucurring tbis expendituro, pro-
the best and cheapest mode of transportation. If you can vided Halifax be made bhe terminal port. Weil, k bas
accomplish that by the class of vessels you propose to sub been îrnly said, that there are other coustibuencies botweon
Fidise, so much the btter, bocause you will gaiu two tho two oceans insides Halifntx ad St. John; aud I tin
objocts: you will Lring thid country ibt the cloest com- t we people of the cntrai part of the Dominion at any rate,
munication wîb England, with wbicb, in the seuso ailuded who vl nb calied on tspay a large proportion of the
Sby the hon. memborfor St. John (Mlr. Skinner), Iarnmoneyshouldhave sorothing tosay so theadvisabiityof
mob heartily in accord, and you wili also have a fast linc aspending this monoy at ail. We bave heard frcom the Gov-
for freight. But I think we have 10 tako final mb o account esrnen ar chesvery littte of argument i faor ofe
the general t-ado and business of the country. If il can be proposition now before wbefor use. bas been said, and
shown that the claiss of steamers proposed to Ma subsidised the opinion semed T meet with general approval, rat
will Lest serve that cousideration, by ail means give them we wouid not bc justifd in making any expenditure of
the subsidy. If, on the other baud, another cias wiil best money for th purpose of compobting with freight carrying
satisfy the producers, I tbink tbey ought to bave the firet vesseln. W o en tld, and suppose i e htrua , that l ono
considenation. On theso points 1 do not profess to give an are vessels roady on every coast to receive every pound
opinion, but the Government ought to carefuliy coneider of freight we have l isip acrosketsocean, and that
tbem before they decide the terminus or the cIa>s of sîeam- statement ba recoived the general comuedation tf
ers 10 bc subsidised. I wish 10 ack the Government oie the louse. Now, if we areu do nothing towards the
question. We bave beau led 1n make largo grants for rail- expediqion of fnveigt acros the oceain I donsot sec how
ways in Nova Scobia, notably for one whichi we were led t10 a veny large majoriby of the people of this country are
nnderatand was to give us an ocean terminus at Louisburg. going to be ut ail bnefited by this expenditure. If it is t
Now, the only reason that I eau understand why we ehould ber imply an expendthue hi order fat we may have
support tbe grant Ion a railway in that particular direction, rapid passages a e rapid transport of mails, what propor.
is that il wiIl accomplish the great national objoot of giving lion ot the comr unity are t se bnefited by ibt? Very
us the Lest iseaport abthe futhest eastern extremity of' the few of i people comparatively cross and ecross the ocean,
Dominion. If that be tbc objoctthe Goveruament have in and those lew are composed ofbthe wealthiet mon of whe
view, I consider the building of that railway is a moat country. Yery few comparatively are interosted in having
reasouable tbing; but if that objte is to ho abandoned, I a rapid transit of mails, and they are aliso composed of
think the country is not being fairly deait with. The Gov f the wealthiest mon of thebe nt ry. Upon bh cwho.e, i
ernment should lot us understand whother Louisburg or may be aidsthc t this entire expendiure-if weeave ent of
somo other point in thal part of Cape Breton is ultimately consideration tho question of freight-is o H made for the
o Lecome the treinnn of our great transcontinental rail- benefit of the richer fow, whiluitin the poorer many who
way. If it sethis expenditure whicb we are calbed on b will have lifoot the bil. Another argument that h bea
make le, I believe, justifiable; if il is not, il cannot Le justi. hinbed atLy sfany, and hinted a hroadly by t e Minister
lied. These are questions which Itbink this wloue should of Finance is, that bis fast lino of steamers, rivalling the
airly conside m before taking any action lr. Siner I a ino from l New York, would b something thisDominion
amo heartily in favor of subsidising est lnoae aofsteamers migle proud of. I agree in ehe opinion that we might
whieh wi l Lest ans-wr bse general interesty and trade of welL proud o bi, if we Hould afford ; but there are
cbira country. I do ot profesass b cgnisant of thieuh- a imes in he lives of a peple, as there areeimes eive ulives

jeot, but bIdwantis have th t question docidad bklore givin of idividualsow, iW they are not able to affordl the
Mr. O'JBlzt;.
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luxuries, and all the delicacies, and all the ornaments'
which they «might desire and of which, if they had them,
they might well be proud. It is a common incident
in every day life, to see the wealthy farmer, who is
able to make the outlay, obtain for himself and family
a very fine turn out, and to see, on the other han
his poorer neighbor, who is unable to pay for the
enjoyment of such luxury, become jealous and envious, and,
impelled by the desire to rival his richer neighbor,
mortgage hie farm to purchase an equally elaborate turn
out, until finally, through that spirit of pride and envy, his
whole farm becomes dissipated. It seems to me in attempt-
ing to rival our rich neighbor to the south of us, for the
sake of having a lino of steamers which will serve as an
ornament to this country, as the American lines adorn their
country, we are imitating the example I have just given.
We had botter wait until we get a little wealthier, and
botter able to pay our bills, before we incur this outlay; we
had botter wait until the general mass of the people are
going to benefit by it rather than the select few. If any
hon. gentleman from any part of this Dominion, not
immediately interested, will go through his constituency,
and discover how many individuals in it are interested,
either in the rapid transit of passengers or mails across the
ocean, they wilfind very few indeed. fie wili find that by
far the larger number of the people do not feel any interest
whatever in the proposition now before the House, and will
be ready to favor a cartailment, rather than an increase,
of our expenditure.

Mr. CAMPBELL. I agree in the remarks that fell from
the hon. member for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) that this is a
question which not only interests the Maritime Provinces
but also the whole Dominion, and [ think that, while we in
Ontario will bave probably to pay the larger portion of
the bill, we should have something to say in the matter.
Now, the only argument that the hon. the Minister advan-
ced in favor of this resolution was that our passenger traffie
was going via New York, and that our mails were going
via New York as well, and that it was necessary to put a
fast lino cf steamers upon the Canadian route, calling at a
French port in order to retain the passenger trade and the
carrying of the mails by that route from this Dominion.
I do not think it makes very much difference to Canadians
whether thoir letters go via New York or Halifax, as long
as they go at the same rate of postage, and I do not think
it is desirable that we should spend a hali million dollars a
year simply tohave a fast line of steamers in order to carry
our mails from Halifax or St. John, instead of New York.
Another thing people seem to forget is that it makes very
little difference now to the business of this country whether
their mails take seven days or eight or ton days to go over.
Nearly all the business now is done by the Atlantic cable.
There are very few business men who do their business by
the mail. Hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of
business is transacted between Canada and the old country.
and scareely a letter passes in regard to it, because it is all
done by theid of the Atlantic cable. Cabling has got
down to a very reasonable rate, so that all commercial
business can be done in that way. Then again, we do not
require our mails so quickly, because, if anything important
takes place in the old country, we have it all in our papers
here the next morning, having been transmitted by the
cable. Thus the great need of a rapid transmission of the
mails which existed before the A tlantic cable came into
general use does not exist at prosent, and, therefore, Ido not
think it is necessary to spend half a million of dollars a
year for that purpose. The argument that the passenger
traffic is going vid New York has been used as a resson why
we should put on this fast passenger boat. What does
it signify whether the people who cross the Atlantic
poean take the steamer at New York or at Halifax ?

All those New York vessels are English vessels, and
we are patronising our own relatives when we patron-
ise the boats that sail from New York. But I
contend that, even if you are able to put on this fast
passenger steamer, and, it would be able to make the trip
from Liverpool to Halifax in the same proportionate longth
of time as the boats make the passage to New York, the
great mass of the trafflo, from Ontario at least, would still
go vid New York. In that port they can get a steamer on
any day in the week which they choose. They have the
choice of five or six first class steamship lines, and they
avoid a long and tedious railway journey to St. John or
Halifax ; so that, even if this steamer were put on, the
great mass of travel from Ontario at least would still
go vid New York. As my hon. friend from Prince
Edward (Mr. Paatt) said, there are comparatively few of
the peop¶e of this Dominion who have occasion to use this
fast steamship service, and those who have go across the
Atlantic in a great measure for health or for pleasure.
They do not seek so mach a fast steamer as they do the
pleasure and the comforts of the voyage, and those who are
seeking health find that three or four days longer on the
Atlantic is the best medicine they can take. I do not think
it is fair to those lines of steamers that have built them-
selves up in this country during the last few years to
adopt such a measure as this. We have the Allan Line,
the Beaver Line, the Dominion Line and the Tem-
perley Lino-four first-class lines of steamers sailirg
from Montreal to Liverpool and Glasgow-and all of them
except the first have built themselves up without any Gov-
ernment assistance. They have proved serviceable to this
Dominion, without obtaining a dollar from the Dominiou
treasury; they have overcome great difflculties; they have
paved the way, and now it is proposed to subsidise another
line to compete with those which have already built the i.
selves up ont of their own pockets. I do not think this is
fair. The service which we have obtained during the last
few years by the Allan Line has been a good service. It has
met the necessities of this Dominion. I am not aware that
there have been any complaints, or that any requests have
been made to this Parliament to put on another line, and I
do not think it would be fair to these linos to subsidise so
heavily a new line to compete with them in their traffie.
If we have $500,000 a year to expend in this service,
I would suggest to the Minister of Finance that there
are many ways in which ho can spend it, which would
be very much more in the interests of the poople
of this Dominion than by spending it in aiding this ow
steamship line. What the people of the country wawn,
what the farmers want is a cheaper transport service. They
want a steamshipwhich will carry thoir produce at a cheaper
rate. Reference has been made to the export of live cattle
to England. The rates from Montreal to Liverpool are
much higher than they are from New York, because of the
greater number of steamships that go to New York. If we
have 8500,000 a year to spend, I believe we can spend it in
many ways which would be more beneficial to the people
than this fast lino cf steamers, which is only intended to
carry mails and passengers, it has been proved that a
steamship that makes 20 knots an hour is not suitable for
the carriage of freight. In fact, it Las been admitted that
it would not be wise to subsidise a steamer to carry freight.
In that case, you are simply going to subsidise these steam-
ers to carry mails and passengers, and, as I said, it makes
no difference to the people of Canada whether your mails go
by New York or Montreal or Halifax as long as they go for
the same rate. I can see no necessity for this grant, and I
do not think the people of Canada will sanction this large
expenditure of money, when the finances of the Dominion
are so cramped as they are at prosent, and when ail our e x-
penses are running up at snh a rapid rate. Under these
circumstances, I do not believe it is jadicious or wise to invest
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this amount of 8500,000 a year for ten years, which will
add 85,000,000 more to the debt of the country. I hope the
resolution will be withdrawn, and that no further effort will
be made in this direction.

Mr. GILLMOR. I was much pleased indeed with the
speech of my hon. friend from Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien).
Every word of it was good common sense. But my hon.
friends from the Maritime Provinces seem to have forgotten
what you, Mr. Chairman, will remember, when you visited
the Maritime Provinces and were advocating the Interna-
tional Ocean Line. Yon then went to St. Andrews, the
nighest ocean port. The most sanguine people there never
at that ti me supposed that in a short time that International
line would be opened up and ready for trafflo. My hon.
friends from St. John appear to have forgotten that there is
such a port as St. Andrews, where there is much less fog
than there is at St. John. It is 70 miles further west than
St. John, and therefore the traffie would reach the ocean
nigher than St. John. It is 320 miles nigher than Halifax,
and I do not know how much nigher it is than Louisburg.
This International line is now carrying out the great
scheme which was started before St. John or Halifax
thought of having a railway at all. Forty years ago, a short
line from the seaboard to Canada was projected in the town
of St. Andrews, which is the nighest ocean port in the west.
That bas now become complete, and I think the Govern-
ment ought not to forget that there is such a place as St.
Andrews, and that, although it is not as great a city as St.
John-that it is not a city at all-it is fast growing to be
a city. I entirely concur with the opinion of the hon.
mem ber for Musikoka (Mr. O'Brien) that the Governmenti
ought to give the subsidy where the greatest good can be
done to the greatest number. My own impression is that
this idea of subsidising steamers that will travel 20 miles an
hour, is visionary, it cannot be accomplished. I think it is
a piece of extravagance under the circumstance ; and I
cannot believe that it will serve the interests of the people
so well as a line of steamers such as we have now, those
that can make 15 knots an hour ; tbat is quite fast enough.1
It might be something to boast of, it might be somethingj
to be proud of, it might be something to point to, but I
think it is an extravitgance which we cannot afford- J
that is my impression-and I think the Government will|i
consult the best interests of the country not to expend this1
large subsidy of half a million dollars a year for a purpose1
that will not, after al, afford us such facility for freight1
as a line of steamers would afford that we could subsidiset
for very much less money. We have been in the habit1
of giving $126,000 for this service, and I think thatc
is quite enough, and I think the accommodation to all con-
cerned will be best served by continuing that amount of
subsidy. Now, with regard to speed by which mail and t
passengers can be conveyed, I think it is a matter of very
little importance. We are not confined to one line of steam-
ers. We can send our letters by the way of New York, or
they can come by the way of New York; we can send lot- t
ters almost every day in the week by one line or another
without inconvenience. With regard to travel, it is a mis-
taken notion for us to try to rival the great nation to the
south of us. Because they are able to have eomething botil
ter, something more costly, something more extravagant,.
it is a mistaken policy for us to try to imitate them. I do
not wish to repeat what has been said with regard to the V
port of Halifax, but I really think the port of St. Andrews ,
is quite as accessible as the port of St. John. I rise because 0
some of my friends seem to have forgotten altogether that C
St. Andrews is mentioned as one of the ocean ports, whereas t
it is on ,record as one of the ports recognised.

Mr. ELLIS. Notwithstanding what the hon. member for'
Moskoka (Mr. O'Brien) has pointed ont with regard to the a
rivalry between Halifax and St. John, the oommon sense of S

Mr. CAxmLPJL.

the people of both cities and the common sense of thepeople
of the Maritime Provinces, is against the proposition of the
Government to make such a very large expenditure of money
on very uncertain information. In the first place we are not
directly told where the winter port is to belalthough I think
it is a fair inference from what the Prime Minister told a
delegation from St John the other day, that the winter port
on this side would be Halifax. With regard to the proposi-
tion as respects the French port, it is impossible from the
words of the resolution to gather any correct idea as to what
is meant by that. We have no statement of how the service
is to be performed as respects a French port, nor has there
been any opportunity of discussing whether it is advisable
to spend any money to make connection with a French port,
inasmuch as nobody knows how that connection is to be
made. I do not propose to go over the ground that has been
gone over by my hon. friend and colleague for St. John (Kr.
Skinner). He has argued from the point of view that thin
proposition was to complete the scheme of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, and was intended to get the trade which
might come across the continent by that railway. Now,
this is not for a trade line of steamers at all, it makes no
provision for the tbrough carrying of freight. As to the
general carriage I think it would be impossible to do service
in the way the, hon. gentleman suggested, because the
greater portion of the bulk of the steamers will be occupied
by the machinery and the coal. My own idea is that it is
not necessary to provide a fancy service of this kind for
the beneft of people who are able topay for the best service,
but that, as has been pointed out by the hon. member
for Prince Edward Island (Mr. Davies) it would b. better, if
large sum of money is to be used for subsidising oceanestean
ers, to devote it for subsidising freight steamers. I believe
we bad better go into that policy rather than to merely
carry mails and passengers. With regard to travel I have
never been able to make myself believe that the people west
of Montreal will ever go to Halifax, or even to St. John,
to cross the ocean. I could wish it wore otherwise, but I
am satisfied that if a man can leave Toronto or any part of
Canada west of Montreal, and reach the ocean seaboard in
New York in a night, he will not, as a more matter of pre-
judice in favor of a Canadian line, go to more distant sea-
ports. I think we might as well face that fact first as last.
We see it is a fact every day. If you talk with gentlemen
from Toronto and the west, as I have talked with them, with
regard to the sea, the Maritime Provinces ports are not in
their minds at all; they are thinking of reaching the sea by
the shortest route across the continent. With that fact in
view, I think it is not wige to expend such a large amount
of money in this service. I would end my remarks here,
but I feel bound to ask the House to give me an hour or so
while I put upon record a number of statements to answer
the hon. member for Prince Edward Island (Mr. Welsh)
with reference to fog in the harbor of St. John. Last year
he made remarks of the same kind, very improper remarks,
and this year ho has repeated them, and I think it is time
hat an effort should be made to set the matter right, and by
statistics to correct the misinformation and the lack of
knowledge which that hon. gentleman has in regard to the
port of St. John. I do not know how many hundred years
t has been since he was in the port of St. John. When ho
states that vessels have been kept out of the port of St.
John six or eight days, I must say thatthat has not oceurred
within the memory of any living man, so it must have been
at some time in the far distant past. Probably in some
other stage of his evidence when he was a "Mother Cary
Chicken?" I would like the House to allow me just to band
hese statements in as read.

Some hon. MEMBERS. No, no.
Mr. ELLIS. Well, then, if I must go on I wi1l read you

oome statements and statistics which I have prepared. The
St. John Board of Trade says:
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"iAt the close of the lat century the bay vas but litile frequented

by vessels from abroad, and had but a limited coasting trade. [te sum-
mer fog, its low temperature Iu winter, its want of lighthouses, fog
horns, whistles, and automatic whistling and bell buoys unknown; it
tides flowing to uncertain heights and setting in uncertain directions
its rugged ehore- and steep cliff; eits charts, more general than speela
no dous cansed the then current ideas of its dangers. Stili, the na
vigators of that day, wit their greater watchfluess, caution, and
judgment, kept safely on their voyage@, with not as piesant a duty to
performas if sailing the Oarribean -4e«s, vet meeting with as few acci
dents and losses as on other and better knowa waters in proportion to
Its trade.

" To-day most cf the rieke of danger are averted. All the modern
guards necessary for safe navigation are introduced and applied. Bet-
ter charts, shores studded with lighthonses, f hitboras and whistles
almost within calling distances. automatie and bell buoys placed at ai
points of danger, its tides and their courses well known, the formation
of its bottom 80 well described that the lead tells its locality; all these
advantages dispel the fears of the olden time, and render its navigation
as safe as the approaches to any other cost.

" Steam is largely aurseding sais in the greater trade of the
ocean and coast, wheu drifting in calms ud with tides, losing reck-
oninz, and its attendants, will be of the pat, and steamers and sail.
Ing ships can enter and navigate the Bay of Fundy guided with ail
the confidence and equal safety s if entering the Briiih Channei."'
A constant practice of chart makers eis to say that thé
" atmosphere is constantly enveloped in dense tog." Heore
is the statement ofkeeper of Partridge Island Light:

" For the winter monthe for 17 yeare from 1870 to 1886, both inolu-
sive (See No. 1 of Appendix.) the fog average vas:

Months. . . .
November...... ...... . . . il 55
December................ ..... . ........ b. ......... 8 09
Jannary ..... ........ ,.................... ..... 21 21
February..................... ....................... 16 46
March ..... . ..... ........... 17 58
April ý........, ................... .......... .,....... 40 01

Atotal of. .... .. .. 116 il
or an average per month of 19 heurs and 22 minutes, or 8 minutes per
day.

"And from a comprehensive return by the same party (No 2 of Appen.
dlx) made up for the whole year during a period of 21 years from 1865
to î 85, your committee gather the information that the whistle was
sounded from aIl causes on an average each month during the months
of:

January, si days. May, Si days. September, 4 days.
February, 8 do June, e do October, 2j do
March, 3 do July, 7j do November, If do
April, '2 do Augast, do December, 3 do

or an average of 3 hours and 22 minutes per day during the 21 years." Your committee would remark that much of the trme put down in
tbis return s requiring the whistle to besounde l inthe summer monthe
le not from fog alone, bat from amoke from the barning of the forests in
proximity to the shore of the Bay of Fundy, and in wiater from vapor
arisirg from the water of the Bay caused by the extreme cold prevalent
in the months of January and February.

Capt. W. A. Robinson says:
"11, as a sesman and mate employed lu the coasting and foreign trade

Of the Bay of Fundy, from 1819 to 1824, and from that time until 1862, as
master of St. John and other ships, in foreign trade, beg leave to make
some statements concerning the navigation of the Bay of Fundy.

" My many years' experience warrants me in affirming thst the Bay
of Fundy can be navigated with se much ease and safety l summer foga
and winter shows as any cther part in North America, notwithstanding
ail the unfavorable reporté of ignorant or prejudiced persons.

"In respect to the great rise and fall of tides, they are a great con-
venience and no obstruction to navigation. I have neyer met those
various and uncertain currents so much spoken of. and, consequently,
dreaded by étrangers. As to charts, I prefer to use the British Admiralty
publeation.

" The erocksaid sholu in the Bay of F u«dy are aIl within the Une of
soundings, and, with proper attention with the lead, may be avoided,
there being a clear channel of 182 miles on a direct course from Cape
Sable brul to St John harbor."

Captain David Boddie says:
"Br. Jox, N. B., 4th December, 188.

" The St. JohnBoard of Trade :
"GaTmÉu,-ln reply te your note ofyesterti*, as*ingme to give my

opinion as to the sa'et of the Bay of FPády for navigation, both lu suam-
mer and winter, as to the regnlarity of the tides, and the inconvenience
experiened froin tog in the esumer time, I beg to say that with respect to
the toge, by.paying strict attention to the ship's course and the state of
the tide atht same time [nover lost an hour's timeIn makinga pas-
sage onaceoatof fogluthe Bay of Fundy. Withrespectîtothe ties,]
I have always found them ovelyr 1 in the spring of the year,
when the freshot frost the ver runhing, I have foand the ebb tide

d much stronger on the western aide of the Bay than the boo, which li
- thick weather muet be guarded against

" With reseet to rocks aui dangers iu tht Bay, I know of hone but
, 0hat are clearly laid down in the Admiralty charts, snd dm be beily
• avoided by using proper precaution and care, which isnecessary for the

rafe navigation of shipping approaching, entering, or leaving any coast,
- bay or harbor. Wiîth respect to my experience in navigating the Bay

cf o andy, as a master, I commenced l5thJune, 1840, in command of the
bark Abeona belonging to the firm of Milb à Thomas; the eaid res-

- sel drew twenty feet of water when loaded, and was ran between
9t. John and London for four years. I never met with an acident in
the Bay of Fundy except one uligbt collision ln the summer of 1846,
while in oemmand of the brigantine Mary bound down the bayin the

- fog. From 1847 to 1854 i had charge of a brigantine called ih P. Y.
, e ' during seven years in the coasting trade between St. John and
Alexandria, Va. During the seven years I navigated the Bay of Fnady,
both summer and winter, I never tels any more inconvenience in navi-
gating the bay than upon any other cost. In the winter of 1851 the
river Potomac was frozen over in the month of Febrnary, and I had a
good deal of difficulty and loss of time In getting out, and had to get
the assistanee of au ice-breaking tng boat. When I arrived a tt. John,
N. B I was glad to dud a splendid harbor aIl clear of ice or any other
impeiment to enter il, and with the assistance of a pilot any vessel
coúld beat or salilinto the harbor and up to the wharf, as the wind
suited, and during the seven years the said vessel rua between this port
and Alexandra, Va, I never required the assistance of a tug boat là
the harbor. Since thst date I have commanded several vessels, running
out of this port, and have never had an accident in the Bal of Fundy
or fet auy inconvenieace in navigating it. lu 1877 1retired frot the

" The St. John Board of Trade: ''8. Jour, 9th Decmber, l88.

"I Guxnsuax,-Having followod the ses for over half a century, and
during that time having sailed eut of St. John regularly frotn four to
dye times a year for ten yeand ,often afterwards, i cau give au
opinion of the B of Fundy frem long experience. During the period
from 1835 to 1845 sailed between here and the West Indies as master
of a vessel, and never met with the slighteeit accident in the Bay of
Fundy. Wth our numerous lighthouses, fog àrns and buoys now lu
use, it is an eay matter to me our port. I would far rather take my
chances in the Bay of Fundy, making for Mt. ohn in fog, tnow or storm,
than to enter the porte of Boston or t'ortland under the same conditions.
The Bay cf Fanrdy is a safe by, for one can always have plenty of drift
and eau readily tell where he is by the soundinga. I consider St. John
to be easier of access than any port on the Atlautie coat.

"OAPT. B. B. BUSTIN."

"Br. Jou, N.B., 4th December, 1886.
"The St. John Board of Trade:

" GINu3TLKx,-During the past forty-six years I have been engaged
as master of vessels trading between the western part of Nova deotia
an i th port of St. John (ten years of which we carried the mails be-
tween those places during the winter months), and have had ample
opportunity to juJge of the safety of the navigation of the Bay ot Fundy.
I have had no difficulty during al that time, even in foggy weather,
and long before there were any fog whistles, in making our trips regu-
larly, sometimes five in a month, never once having touched bottom.

" I consider the harbor of St. John exceptionally easy of acces, and
safe to enter at any time of tide.

"Yours truly,
"DANIEL BMALLEY."

"HATUaN, N. B., 16th January, 1887.
"The St. John Board of Trade :

" As an old shipmaster who sailed between St. John and the British
ports for ten years in the Lisbon and John Oens-and in the
days when the bt. John fleet in the London and Liverpool trade em-
braced such fine ships as the .Peter azna, Imperial, John
Barbour, JTohn Duncan, Lampedo, Barmonides, (which latter I
commanded for a time and others, I am at a loss to understand
how it Las come about t at the Bay of Fundy in looked upon as present
ing any espeeial difficulties to competent navigators. The tides are
simple-up gnd down-the soundings even, and safe to gel hold of, and
the approach to St. John harbor free, open, and unobstrneted. I may
sa that lalways felt as mate and sure of my position, making for and
sailing up the Bayo6f Fundy, as I did in either the Eglieh or St. Geor's
Ohannel, while St. John harbor, beingmore contignous to the open ay
than most of the principal porte ofe ither side of the Atlantic are to
their deep water approaches, it seems to me-fron a sailing-master's
standpint-it is one of the most desirable and safe known. In all my
navigation of the Bay of Fundy I never found any difficulties and never
Lad any mieshap. Of conre, strict atteation to the lead ia required lu
thick weather. In winter there is no more fog in the tay of Fundy than

"J. J. BROWN, astr."

Letter from Captain 11ill., of the Ulussda of the Farnes
Lino :
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'' HALIPAX, 29th Decembe, 1888.

'The 8t. John Boarl of Trade:
"I GaTnLxNX,-Having been asked by you to express my.vlews for the

benefit of the Board of Trade, respecting the waters we navigate between
this port and St. John, I beg to report as fullows : Since the lst of May
last (18E6), I have made five round tripe to St. John. Twice out of the
five I encountered fog from time of leaving Halifax until I was in the
Bay of Fundy so far as Briar Island. From that place to St..John I had
clear weather.

" Three times I had clear weather the entire passage. On my return
I experienced elear weather the whole five trips from time of leaving St.
John until I arrived at Halif x

" The couat from bere (Balifax) to Cape Sable is well lit, also the
approach to Bay of Fundy; and good fog signals are provided for thick
weather. Soundings I consider reliable; currents rapid, causing the
navigator great auxiety in thick weather, but through sound judgment
and careful atudy on the part of the navigator, Partridge Island should
be reached with safety tirough the thickest weather.

" Referring tro my personal experience during the five trips I have
made te St. John and return, I cannot but report most favorable so far
es the navigation part is cou ceraed.

"Yours faithfully, 1R. S. HILL,

" Master 88. Uluda."

Letter from Captain S. R. Pike, late of the I.S. Line:

'The St. John Board of Trade:

"GTLUXnSN,-I have been engaged Vith the Iuternational Steamnship
Oompany. as pilot and as master, running their steamers between Boston
and St John, touching at Portland and Eastport, for the last thirty
years, prior te which time I was engage 1in the ciasting and West ladia
trade. I consider the Bay of Fundy as easy of approach and as safe for
navigation as any portio. of the North Atlantic coast at any season of
the year and in all westher I know of no bay on the North Atlantic
ceast so clear of obstructions te navigation as the Bay of Fundy froi
Moo-s-Peck, or Moss Peck, se called, on the coast of Maine, to Par-
tridge Island (mouth of St. John harbor )

" During the whole thirty years of ny experience, mgking one or two
tripe per week in ail seasous of Ie year, and in ail kinds of weather, I
met with but one accident in the Bay of Fundy, viz.. while master of
the State of Masse, at Point Lepreaux. This accident I regard as excep.
tional, and I attribute it to the Point Lepreaux whistle net being in its
proper place. It bas since been placed in the right position. The fog
whistle is a grand invention. if well attended.

" The ahores of the bay are generallyhigh, and even in foggy weather
we can frequently get sight of land, either from deck or from masthead,
but we are never delayed by this, having run our course on usual time
and speed, we make o-ir points carefully, and take our departure. Our
passages have been made with remarkable regularity, as ail know who
are acquainted with the line.

" la my opinion, steamers or vessels of any kind can approach or leave
St. John any time of the year, and in ail weathers, with as mach safety
as any part on the North Atlantie coast.

" The harbor of St. John is never frozen, and field ice in the bay is
much less frequent than on the coast.

"S. Hi. PIKE."

." STixa 'Damara.

" HALFAx, 3Ist January, 1887.
"The Board of Trade, St. John :

" GENTLIxsN,-I call St. John a good port, and the soundings are
splendid for navigating a vessel up the bay and right into the harbor.
They are se reliable that any competent person can easily find the way
ino the bay and up te St. John iu the thickest and darkest night there
can be.

"I remain, yours truly,
"EDWARD SMITH, Master."

Statement from Capt. Chas. S. Taylor, Harbor Master of St.
John :

" The St. John Board of Trade:
" GINTLEUN,-I was about 20 years a pilot in the Bay of Fundy. I

have brought many teamships up the Bay of Pundy lu thesammer time ;
not many in the winter, as during the time I was pilot steamahipi did
net ceme regularly from seaward in the winter, with the exception et
the Allan Line. I would have no heitation, as a pilot, in bringing any
of ie largest mail steamers to the port of St. John ail through the year,
summer or winter, but woull prefer the winter, the atmosphere, as s
rule, being more clearer then. With a steamer drawing 27 feet of water,
the harbor of St. John can be entered about half fi od. •0• • The stea-
mer Karsas loaded at the railway pier, about three years ago, and
she drew 27 feet. At this time there were nine steamers in the harbor
at one time, two of them respectively of 5,276 tons and 5,146 tons, and
the other seven from 1,00 to 3,000 tous esch. I consider the navigation
of the Bay of Fundy as easy and safe as any place I know of; the run-
ning courses are few and simple, and the very few obstructions are
hardly worth mentioning.

"OHAtLES S. TAYLOR, Harbor Mader!'
.Mr. ELLIS.

Statement from Richard Cine, one ot the St. John Branch
pilo : Br. Jo 7th January, 1887.

"The St. John Board of Trade:

" Gentlemen,-I have been about thirty-nine years a St. John pilot,
and have been in the habit of taking charge of steam and sailing vessels
outside of Briar Island, at the month of the Bay of Fundy. I have
brought many steamers of t-he Anchor Line and others from Halifax, and
some from New York. and I have brought many khips of war, both Bri-
tish and Uoited Statea, into the harbor of St. John. I was pilot on
board H.M.S. Northampton, drawing 26 feet, from Halifax here in
August, 1878. At the time of the Trent affair I brought several troop
ships in here, boarding them in Halifax. I had the Jura, the Calcutta,
the Australasian, the Adriatie, 5,555 tons, and many others were here
that winter, brought in by other pilota. Thirty years ago lait summer
I piloted the United States' steamer Missiaasppi from Eaatport here; she
drew 22 feet the weather was thick; there was no fog alarme in the
bay then, and we got along well enough, although the weather was
thick. I also piloted the American ship Great Repubie, the largest
merchant sailingahip ever built. We sailed up the bay and into this port,
and came to anchor in the harbor without a tug. About three hours
flood would be the time to enter the harbr with a ship drawing 27 feet,
and the same applies te Boston and Portland, Me. The navigation of
the Bay of Fundy compares most favorably with other ports and places
where I have been. If a ship of deep draught of water arrives ot! the
harbor and has te wait for the tide, ahe can either anchor outaide
Partridge Island with aafety (the anchorage being excellent) or she can
lav off and on, there being plenty of ses room. I would rather
approach St. John in bad weather than any other port along the
coast. During the time I have been pilot, I have myself brought in two
hundred steamships and have never had an accident with one of them.
The aid of a tug is not necessary either in entering or leaving the port
with steamahips. The land of the bay shore i high, and one can
alwaya see it over the vapor occasioned by extreme cold weather. It
eau generally be seen also in foggy weather by going aloft. The sound-
ings are good from Cape Sable inte St. John, and one could come in
during the deusest fog by using the leal The whistles are good and
numerous, but when they cannot be heard, a pilot or captain can come
up by sounding, which are very regular. I do net consider the tides
dangerous by any means, but one must, of course, have some knowledge
of them when entering the bay. Prom Briar Island up the tides are
very regular. There is never any ice in the harbor to interfere with or
in ire ships There is never any field ice to contend with in the bay,
eveu in the severest weather.

"RICEARD VLINE."

" The St. John Board of Trade:
"l GoNrTuusN,-In reply te your enquiry, we beg to advise that the

Anchor Line of steamships commenced the service te this port in April,
1864, and continued te land their eargoes here until 1879, and during
that period they did net meet with any disaster or experience any diffi-
culty in navigating the Bay et Fundy, or in entering or lesving our
harbor, at all seasons of the year. a # • •

"80AMMELL BROTEHERS."
"dAgents of the Anchor Line.

My colleague for St. John (Mr. Weldon) has already briefly
touched upon the tonnage of St. John. The total of sea-
going, steam and sailing vessels, and coastwise steamers
which arrived at St. John in the ten years, 1877 to 1886 in-
clusive, is:

Number. Tons.

Steam vessel........... . ......................... 1,882 1,733,983
Sailing vessels............................ 13,014 2,687,195
Coasting steamers.............. .................... 1,823 840,480

Total Arrivals............................. 16,719 5,261,658

Departed in same period:

Steam vessels........................................... 1,745 1,691,650
Sailing vessis................... .. 12,974 2,935,253
Coasting steamers...........................,-.......... 2,075 902,285

Total Departurea........... .......... 16,794 5,532,188
TotaJ Arrivala ....... ,......... 16,719 5,J61,658

Grand Total......... ..... 33,513 10,793,846

The percentage of loss of tonnage as compared with the total
entered And cleared is only -*Q of one per cent. And i4
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concluding I quote as follows from the report of the Board
of Trade on this subject:-

" As an evidence of the opinion entertained by underwriters of the
safety of the navigation of the Bay of Fundy, we are authurised in
saying that the agents in St. John for marine insurance companies are
taking risks from St. John direct to Europe at the same rate of premium
as from Halifax, Nova Scotia, and from Boston and Portland.

" The coast ail along from the entrance of the Bay of Fundy to the
Harbor of St. John is so thmroughly protected by fog whistles, automa-
tic whistling buoys and lighthouses that it must proceed from the great-
est carelessneis or unseaworthiness (unless in very exceptional Bases)
that a vessel should go ashore or even touch bottom. From the entrance
to the Bay of Fundy at Machias Seal Island by way of the north or west
channel, and at Briar Island, on the south channel, to the Harbor of St.
John, vessels do not lose the sound of one fog whistle or automatic buoy
until they catch the sound of another, and the soundings by the lead are
so regular and the anchorage so good, especially at the entrance of St.
John Harbor, that danger is rednced to a minimum, even in the thick-
est weather. Pilote state that they dread more te enter Boston or Port-
land or Halifax Harbors during a fog than they do St. John, and vessels
bound to New York, Boston and Portland have sometimes to lie longer
outside those harbors for tide than at St. John, and when foggy weather
prevails, it le generally as dense (if not more so) at Portland and along
the coast of the State of Maine as it is in the Bay of Fundy. In winter
fogs are very rare. They are more frequent in the monthe of June, July
and Angust, but seldom continue so thick for days in succession as to
preclude seeing land in the bay, and neither fog nor snow prove a bar
or delay to steam vessels, the navigation of the bay being so simple, there
being no treacherous shoals or rocki in the way from the mouth of the
bay to the Port of St. John. We may instance the steamers of the Inter-
national Steamship Oompany, which hîve plied between 8t. John and
the Port of Boston for a period extending over a quarter of a century,
making three and four trips per week, each way, for part of the year, and
two trips, each way, per week in winter, carrying an immense number
of passengers and very large quantities of freight, and never lost a single
life in all that time on that route. During the past thirty years passen-
ger steamers have been running between 8t. John and the western part
of Nova Scotia, and d.uring all that time not one was lost, thus proving
that neither fog nor snow interfere with steam vessels in their passage to
or from the Harbor of St. John, where proper care is taken.

" In the matter of ice in winter,jour committee may confidently assert
that there il not a port north of (lape Hatteras su entirely free from ice
as St. John Le.

" This can hardly be said of any other port on the coast north of
Baltimore; in fact, there is no port north of Baltimore, including Phila-
delphia, New York, Boston, Portland and Halifax, that have not been
fruzen over, and had vessels cut out of the ice in them, except St. John.
Shipmasters and owners of vessels, therefore, may be fully assured that
no damage can be sustained from river, harbor or bay ice, inhnavigating
the Bay of Fundy, or in the harbor of St. John. Under the accumulation
of evidence which your committee have been enabled to place before the
Board, they feel that they may safely assume :

I lat.-That the navigation of the Bay of F'undy, from its month to
Et. John, is remarkably simple and free, whether by the south or west
channels ; so much se, that pilote prefer making the port of St. John in
bad weather toany other port on the coast

"I nd.-That the fog or cold vapor nover occasions delay of steam
vessels in summer or winter, and that there is never the slightest ob-
struction from ice.

" und.-That Atlantic steamships need make but one straight course
from their regular track to Portland and Boston up the Bay of Fundy to
St. John.

" 4th.-That the south channel, opening into the bay, is 18 miles in
width at the narrowest part, expanding rapidly to 35 or 40 miles of
unobetructed deep water navigation, which holds good all the way up
the bay to the mouth of St. John harbor, where superior holding ground
ean be found, or giving clear sea room, of say 35 by 50 miles, to a stranger
who might not feel confidence to enter our port in a storm.

"I 5th.-That both the largest war and merchant shipe have visited our
harbor, excepting the " Great Eastern," and that she could easily be
accommodated.

" 6th. -That the port of St. John, in so far as navigation is concerned,
il not only 'one of the safest,' but actually the safest port, summer and
winter, allthe year round, north of Cape Hatteras."

"«Repectflly submitted,
"a. ORUIKSHA NK,
"A NDRE UUSHINQ,
"W. E. VROOM."

"ST. JOHN, January 26th, 1887."
I feel much obliged to the hon. members for the attention
they have given me, and I think myself, in view of the
facts that we have only one or two porte on the Atlantic,-
not counting either Louisburg or St. Andrews, which I
think will not be formidable rivals to St. John and Hali-
fax-

Mr. KIRK. You must not leave ont Whitehaven.
Mr. ifLI8. Or even Whitehaven. My own opinion is

that each of the port of aiWfa and $t, Jojn has ii own

special advantages and that there is no need for rivalry
between them. Whatever may be the future as regards
tbis ocean line of steamers I believe that a trade can be
built up which can be based on sound conditions and need
not be a forced trade. I believe there is no need for this
large expenditure of money in this service and that it would
be far botter if we are to have freight coming over our
great lines of railway from the west, to aid in devoloping
that trade and in regarding the stcamers* as part of our
railway system, instead of wasting money in aiding the
carrying of passengers who can weil afford to pay for
themselves.

Mr. WOOD (Westmoreland). The hon. gentleman who
has just sat down, has occupied the attention of the fouse
for some time dwelling on the merits of the port of St John.
I quite agree with him in everything he bas said in that
regard, but I hardly see the bearing of the argument which
ho bas used upon the position which ho took at the outset
of his remarks, when I understood him to say that it was
impossible for St. John under any circumstances, consider-
ing its geographical position, to ever have any large por.
tion of either the passenger travel or the freight trafflc e-
tween this country and Europe.

Mr. ELLIS. I did not say that.

Mr. WOOD (Westmoreland). I understood the hon.
gentleman to say something to that effect.

Mr. ELLIS. No. I confined my remarks entirely to the
passenger traffie.

Mr, WOOD (Westmoreland). I certainly understood tbe
hon, gentleman to say that noither Halifax nor even St.
John could expect to compete for this trade.

Mr. ELLIS. If the hon. gentleman will allow me I will
state what I said. I referred entirely to the passenger
trade and particularly to the passenger trade west of
Montreal.

Mr. WOOD (Westmoreland). I am quite willing to
accept that explanation. In view of that statement I
repeat what I said before that I for one at all events cannot
eee what bearing the argument which he as used regarding
the advantages of the port of St. John can have on the
question we are now considering, if it is a fact that the
port of St. John can never hase a large portion of the
passenger traffic between this country and Lurope. I did
not intend to ocupy the time of the House in discussing
this question; were it not but for that remark to which I
have juat referred and to some remarks which fell from the
hon. member for Charlotte (Mr. Gillmor) with regard to
this question. They endeavored to convêy the impression
to the House that this proposition would not receive the
support of the majority ad the people of the Maritime
Provinces, and I must say that I heard these statements
with surprise. I have watched the press of the Maritime
Provinces, and I have yet to discover a single paper there
which has opposed the policy propounded in this resolution
now befere the flouse. I do not think that the hon, gentle-
man will find a single business man in the Lower Provinces,
belonging to either political party, who will be opposed
to this policy or to the subsidy which is now pro-
posed for a fast line of Atlantic steamers. 1 think
that the remarks of the hon. member for Kent (Mr.
Campbell) and the hon. member for Prince Edward (Mr.
Platt) were equally opposed to the general sentiment of the
people of the Province of Ontario. I believe that they will
und that the business people at all events of the great Pro-
vince of Ontario are equally anxious to have this mail
service secured as are the people of the Maritime Provinces.
One of these gentlemen said that the members for St. John
only supported this resolution beoause they hoped St,Jba
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would be made the terminal port and that the members for from several hon. members which I did not feel justified in
Halifax supported it for the same reason as regards their allowing to pass unchallengei. My hon. friend from Mus-
city. Now the last gentleman who addressed the House koka (hir. O'Brien) bas stated that this is a question con-
from St. John expressly said that ho would not support this cerning not simply Halifax and St. John, and I will add-
resolution under any circumstances and ho only pointed out, as my hon. friend from Charlotte (Mr. Gilîmor) brought it
as it was a duty to point out to the House, the advantages in-bt. Andrews also. The hon. gentleman says that it is
which the port of St. John possesses. The hon. member a question which concerne the whole of Canada. I agree
for Kent (Mr. Campbell) used some statements which to with him in bis promises, but I differ from him in the con-
my mind are very extraordinary in their character. Ho clusion ho draws. I say it concarns the whole of Canada,
told as that since the Atlantic cables had been laid the peo- because the prosperity of the Maritime Provinces concerne
ple of Canada were indifferent as to how thoir mail service the wholo of Canada. I was sorry te hear expressed
was conducted and that it made very little difference in the House such a sectional remark similar to that
whether letters were six, or eight or ton days crossing the made three years ago by the Moneiary Times of Toronto,
Atlantic. I think that argument is sufficiently answored te the effect that we could do very well when matters
by the experience of the past. Why, the very fact that our were smooth with the country to the south of us, but that
mail matter largely goes by New York is dueo the fact that the Maritime Provinces were convenient in case of troub!e.
the fast Atlantic steamers allsail from the port of New York. Now, Sir, we do not come to this lHouse in forma pauperis ;
The hon. member for Kent used the same argument with we do not come asking for what we do not consider ourjust
regard te the Atlantic passenger traffle and stated that the rights. We were ready and williag enough to contributeour
majority of people were indifferent as to whether they were fair share te build your lines of railway in the west to
six or oight or ton days crossing the Atlantie. Every one develop the trade of Ontario and build up her large towns ;
knows that it is the fast steamers which take the large bulk and now we demand that we shall have consideration.
of the passengers from America te Europe, and that the Never mind whether Halifax, or St. John or St. Andrews
travel by the slower steamers which carry freight and will be the selected port; lot it bo the survival of the
oocupy eight or ton days on the voyage is very limited fittest. Lot it be Shelburne, and that is the best harbor on
indeed. It is a fact known te the people of the Maritime the Atlantic coast-I Bay it advisedly; but it bas not been
Provinces, and I think my hon. friends from St. John and favored with railway facilities, and we do not prosent its
Halifax will support me in this statement, that while the claims at present, wbatever it may be in the future. But
steamers are subsidised by this Government and sail from the point I am speaking to now is, are we justified in asking
the port of lHalifax in winter time, yet a large portion of that these subsidies should be given with certain limitations?
the passenger traffie from even St. John and Halifax goes How was Liverpool built up? N ot by the export of its own
by the way of New York. That is due te the fact that those manufactures, but the merchants of Birmingham and
fast steamers cross from New York te Liverpool in two or Manchester selected what was the cheapest and most
three days less time than even the fastest steamers we have accessible port in their own country; and we demand the
now on the service between Great Britain and Halifax. opportunity te do the sane. If a protective or National
While I have listened with very great pleasure to what the Policy amounts te anything, let us use our own ports, and
representatives of the city of St. John have said with regard do not lot u3 be at the mercy, as we were threatened the
te their port and alse to what my friends from Halifax have other day, of an unfriendly executive of the nation te the
said with regard te Halifax, I consider that this is an south. Lt is in the memory of hon. gentlemen that within
element which should not b considered in this question the last few menthe we wore threatened with a Non-Inter.
and that the House at the prosent time is not called upon course Act, and it is therefore right that we should develop
te decide which of these ports possesses the greater advan- our own commercial intercourse. It was in 1860 that the
tages. The primary object which we are seeking is te old Province of Canada gave an annual subsidy of $500,000
obtain a fast Atlantic mail service. It bas been stated, by to the Allan Lino te build up Moutreal; an: look to-day at
I think a majority of the gentlemen who have addressed that magnificent city on the St. Lawrence as the re3ult of
the House, on the other pide, that it would be a wiser policy that expenditure. While we recognise that for a considerable
if a emaller subsidy was given and a different class of boats time te come the St. Lawrence wiil bo the outlet of our trade
secured, which would not be o speedy, and whioh would at in the saummer, whatever may be the fu we ture, ask that the
the same time accommodate a greater amount of freight Maritime Provinces shall be recognised as our winter linoeof
traffic. I for one entirely dissent from that idea. I believe trade; and I understood the Minister of Finance te say that
the object we wish te secure is the conveyance of the mails the subsidy should be given with the understanding that these
and the passengers between this country and Europe. We steamers will land at our own ports. The hon. member for
have, in my opinion, advantages whieh will enable our lino Kent (Mr. Campbell) states we now obtain our mail accom-
te compote su cessfully with aqy lino for this clas of trafie. modation for niothing, and he proposes that should continue. I
It is weil known that the mail service will always go by would remiud him we now pay S L26,000 a year te steamers
the quickeet route, and the passenger travel largely that they may carry their freight pastour doors te an Amer-
follows in the same direction. If we shorten the voyage ican port. We are building up Portland, and is there any
by getting a cases of steamers equal in every respect te the reason why our own ports should not be considered ? I
bosi thut sail between New Yoril and Great Britain, we certainly shail support the proposiLion of the Government,
must secure a large portion of the mail and passenger travel and I think every hon member who is a Canadian at heart
between this country and europe; and in my opinion there should support a proposal that will divert the whole trade
is nothing that will develop the traffie between the two of Canada in the winter menthe, as far as it can possibly be
continents te se great an extent as te secure this quick mail done, te a Canadian port and net te a foreign port. While
route. The freight traffic generally follows the line Lofth the tGovernment ask power te grant as much as $500,000
mail and passenger travel. Now, I do net wish te detain they do net say they intend te expend that amount. It bas
the House; I aid net intend te speak at all on this subject; been said that certain proposals have baen made to them,
but I think the Government should be left entirely free te These are as yet inchoate, and I think the conditions they
choose whatever will be most advantageous te seure the prescribe will be such as te commend themselves to every
primary object we have in view, that is, the rapid mail patriotic Canadian, that our maits, and our passenger and
and passenger service between this country and Europe. freight traffic will come te build up Canadian ports in the

Gen. LAURIE. I venture te trespass on the time of the Maritime Provinces. The hon. member for Kent (Mr.
House for a few nutes, beuse ome romks have fallen ampbell) ay t no Ca i ar whethr his mads
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go by way of New York or not. I say, we in the Maritime
Prcvinces, are Canadians also, and we care a great deal, al-
th ugh hon. members sometimes forget that.

Mr. KIRK. They forget that we are Canadians only by
Act of Parliament.

Gen. LAURIE. I am a Canadian by Aet of Parliament,
and in spirit and in sympathy, and so are the most of us ;
but that is beside the question at present. I think even
those who are only Canadians by Act of Parliament in the
Maritime Provinces will support sncb a proposal as this,
which is only just to the Maritime Provinces, that in deve-
lopirg our trade, we should develop it through Canadian
ports as much as posible.

Mr. WELSI. As I spoke on this resolation the other
night, I merely rise to reply to the strictures passed upon
me by my bon. friend from St. John and another hon. gen-
tleman who took umbrage at my remarks. I said that the
fog might be in St. John for a ireek, more by way of a joke
than anything else ; but since I have had a rubbing up, I
am going to tell them something. I take up Sessional
Paper No. 62, of 1872, and 1 see a report sent to the Gov.
ernment at Ottawa, on the Bay of Fundy, which says:

" According to the sailing directions published in 1866, ships navi-
gating the Bay of Fundy have to encounter an atmosphere almost con-
stantly enveloped in dense fogg, the tide setting with great rapidity
over the rocks and shoals with which it abounds, and a difficulty of
obtaining anchorage on account of the depth; so that, under these
circumstances, the most unremitting attention is requisite to prevent
the disastrous consequences which must necessarily attend a want of
knowledge and caution."

In1e 1873 or 1874, I forget which, there was a commission
sent down by the Government of Canada to take evidence
as to the feasibility of building a canal from the Bay of
Fundy to the Baie Verte, and I was subpænaed to attend
that commission. While listening to the evidence, an old
man, who had served a considerable time in the English
navy and had sailed in the Bay of Fundy for several years,
was examined. He described the dangers and the fogs, and
the chairman of the committee asked him what the fog was
like. He said: I have sailed over most of the world and
have never seen fog so dense as in the Bay of Fundy. He
said : I have seen the fog that dense that I could make a
looking glass of» my hand, and by looking at my hand I
could see my face. The hon. gentleman threw a slur on my
opinion, as if I had never been in St. John. Well, I have
sailed in and out of the harbor of St. John frequenily, and
I know what it is like, and at all events, I have proved
what I have said by the Government blue book. If I could
get the report which I returned to the Library, and on
which I cannot lay my hand just now, I could prove by the
evidence therein contained, and given under oath, that every
statement I made was true, and I will not take back one
word of what I said. I will read you an extract from a
publication that the people of $t, John have issue4 to prove
their case. In a letter from aptain S. H. Pike, late of the
Inman Steamship Line, to tbo St. John B3ard of Trade,
that gentleman said:

"I consider the Bay of Fun4y as easy of approach and as safe for navi-
gation as any portion of the Sorth.4tlantio coast at any season of the
y ear and l aIl weathers. The snow storms, in my opinion, are not more
severe in the B4y of Fundy than they are in the vicinity of Portland and
Boston, while these cities also have a pretty large share of fog; still it
always seemed te me that f4g bad e great love for St. John, and made
ita visigs too0long.

Mr. WELDON. Tbe hon gentleman should haye con.
tinued to road. Captain Pyke goes on to say:

" But notwithstanding this, I[know of no place I would rather ap-
proach on the coast, in fog or bad weather. The courses of the West
ohaupl-I am not so familar with the south-are few and simple, and
can be rua without sny great risk by a good pilot. I know of no bay on
the North Atlantic coast oe clear of cbstructions to navigation as the
Bay of F'uady from Mosspeck on the coast of Maine, to Partridge Island,
mouth of St John harbor. Duing the whole thirty years of my exper-
ience, making one or two trips per week ia all seasons of the year, and
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lu all kinds of weather, I met with but one accidentin the Bay of Fundy,
viz., while master of the Btaie of Mains at Point Lepreaux. This
accident I regard as exceptional, and attribute it to the Point Lepreaux
whistle not being l its proper place. It has since been placed in the
right position. The fog whistle is a grand institution if well attended."

My hon. friend might have saved bimself his trouble of
hunting up some old sailing directions of 1860. The report
ho bunted up was one of the Baie Verte Canal, surveyed in
18'l0-171, and it speaks of the sailing instructions published
in 1866. If my hon. friend had gone to the report publishod
in London, 1877, ho would have found exactly the same
language, which is a foul slander and utterly untrue. True
it is that in summer there are fogs on that coast, but in the
winter, and we have statistics to show it-the reports eof the
men who keep the fog whistles than which none eau be
more reliable-that the statements spread broadcast
throughout the United Kingdom with regard to the condi-
tion of the Bay of Fundy are utterly unfounded. As
regards anchorage that is exoeptionally good, and since
1866 thore are no coasts botter lighted than both the cogst
of Maine and the coast of United States, which form the
two sides of the Bay of Fundy, and besides that the automa-
tic whistle buoys and the fog whistles enable vessels to
make their way up that harbor through the thickest
weather. There is not a rock or shallow to be found in the
barbor.

Mr. KENNY. I did not intend to address the Committee
again on this question if the hon.janior member for the City
and County of St. John had not referred to me. When I
addressed the Committee on Thurday evening, I made no
reference to the city of St. John. I do not think I even
mentioned the city of St. John, but I mentioned the part of
Halifax because the senior member for Halifax had
attempted to convey the idea that Halifax was not a suit-
able and good winter port for this Dominion.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I did nothing of the kind.
Mr. KENNY. The hon. gentleman instituted a compari.

son between the port of Halifax and the port of New York,
which reflected disparagingly on the port of Halifax.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). That is what you say.

Mr. K ENNY. That is what the hon. gentleman said, and
that is the impression ho may have left on the minds of the
Committee. and it was in order to dispel that impression
from the minds of the Committee thai I made special refer-
once to Halifax and to the undeniable advantagos with which
Providence has blessed that port. This is not a local or
sectional matter, but a matter of national concern. This is
a matter, not for St. John or Halifax or St. Andrews or
Louisbnrg, but one which calls on the Goverunment to select
that port which wili best suit the trade of Canada, I con-
tend it is desirable fu the national interest that we souid en-
deavor to secure to our country as efficient an ocean stesm
service as that enjoyed by any other country,. and I say
that such a service is a necessary adjunot to our great trap-
continental system. This service is not exclusively for
Canada. We ambition to secure for Csnda uand to make
Canada the higbway of the traffic from Sqrope to Eawtern
Asia and to Australasia. And, as my hon. friend from
Westmoreland (Mr. Wood) bas stated, as the mail trMfo
goes, so will the passenger trafflo go, an4 so will the freight
traffic go. My hon. friend from St. John has referred to
the trade of that community and to the trade of the port of
Montreal. Par be it from me to say one disparaging word
in re3ferenoe to St. John. I have the greatest regar4 and
respect for the citisens of that community, and for its re-
presentatives in this House, and I have spent some of the
happiest days of my life inl St. John. 1 say to yon gentle-
men of Ontario-who have not had the opportunity of visit-
ing St. John, that the oftener you go there the more
frequently you will desire to go. I tel you that it is one
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of the pleasantest places to visit, and now that we are to
have a short lino from Montreal to Halifax, which Mr.
Van Horne says will take us from one point to the other
in fifteen hours, though I give you twenty or twenty.two
hours, I hope we shahl see and know more of each other
than we have in the past. Then also, you will find that,
with a fast lino of steamers, the trade will be diverted to a
Canadian port. When yon can reach Liverpool a day and
a half sooner from Halifax than from New York, I am satis-
fied that a large amount of our passenger travel from Ontario
will go by our own port. Other things being equal, Cana-
dians will travel by their own lino, and we are net hore to say
that we are Canadians only by Act of Parliament. Here,
and at my home, and everywhere, I contend I am as good
a Canadian as any man who lives in the Province of Ontario,
and I am proud to say so. My hon. friend from St. John
bas referred to the arrivals and departures and the tonnage
of ships at varions ports, but the trade returns show that
these were larger in the port of Halifax last year than in
any other port in the Dominion of Canada, Montroal in-
cluded. While I recognise that this is not a local matter
or a sectional matter, it is a matter of national concern, and
it is in the interest of Canada that we should sustain the re.
putation of our eoean service and surely this Dominion is
able to afford as much for that purpose as the two old Pro.
vinces of Canada were able to pay twenty-eight years ago

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The Committee must agree
with me that this is a very large sum of money, and that
iWe should look at the probable iesults to be attained from
this expenditure. A good deal has been said about the two
ports which we have, and we are glad to believe that they
are two good ocean ports; but this is merely a matter of
trade and commeree, and we have to look at the probabili-
ties. The gentleman who has just taken his seat (Mr.
Kenny) says, that we desire to benefit our own routes and
to secure as much traffic as possible for them. I believe
that desire will be felt by everyone in the Committee, but
there may be two classes of those who travel by ocean linos.
Those who are in a hurry to cross the ocean and to reach
the other aide, and in haste to return from the other aide to
their homes, will be influenced to take the fastest line on
the ocean in order to accomplish that end. Those who are
not in such great haste, those who are travelling for health
or who have loasure, will be influenced perhaps by the price
which is asked for their trip. I think the hon. member (Mr.
Kenny) figured that there would be an advantage to the peo-
ple of Ontario in the establishment of this fast line of steamers.
I would like to ask if the advantage is in point of time or in
regard to business requirements fias the hon. gentleman
gone into a close calculation in regard to that? I have not,
but, discussing the matter the other day with a member
from his own Province, I was told that the distance from
Liverpool to New York is not over 500 miles more than it
is from Liverpool to Halifax. If that be the case, the tast
ocean steamers sailing from New York would not take
twenty-four hours longer to reach New York than they
would to reach Halifax. But, taking the Ontario pas-
senger-and that is one of the large Provinces from which
a great many travel, and we may therefore take Toronto as
a central point-taking the passenger to Toronto, ho finds
himself in New York twenty-four hours later than he would
fnd himseolf in Halifax; but ho bas to reach Toronto from
New York in the one case or from Halifax in the other. He
sits down to figure out how long it will take him to come
from New York to Toronto. I think the time is sixteen
hours. From Halifax, how long would my bon. friend say
it would take to go to Toronto ?

Mr. KENNY. Mr. Van Horne is my authority for say-
ing-

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Never mind Mr. Van Horne.
What does my hon. friend say ?

Mr._KNiiT.

Mr. KENNY. I think at presont it takes 12 hours from
Montreal, does it not ?

Mr. LAURIER. 14 hours.
Mr. BOWELL. 10 hours.
Mr. KENNY. Thon it would take about 32 hours when

the Short Lino is completed.
Mr. KIRK. It takes 48 hours now to get from Halifax

to Ottawa.
Mr. KENNY. The journey has been made over the

Intercolonial Railway with the English mail from Halifax
to Montroal in 28J hours by that circuitous route.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). That was under the Reform
Government.

Mr. PATE RSON (Brant). It takes 48 hours now. By
some Short Lino my Ion. friend thinks ho can reach Toronto
in 32 hours. I rather doubt that, but if he does ho will see
that the argument is still against him for several hours.
Therefore, admitting that you have your best line of steamers
the man travelling on business, guided by business prin-
ciples-and the hon, gentleman knows that patriotism, as
it is called, does not come much into calculation there-ad-
mitting that it is as pleasant a. journey by one route as the
other, would still go by New York in preference to taking
the other route. Then there ais the other point which I have
alluded to, that with the other class of people a cheaper rate
might be an object. If my hon. friend will make a calcula-
lation in regard to that and will see how much botter that
$500t000 could ho used, ho will see that we could pay the
passage of 10,000 people at $50 each to travel over our
present line every year. Certainly that would secure a pas-
songer trafflo. My hon. friend talks about traffic, and I pre-
sume ho is talking about freight and business. Well, I think
my hon. friend had an elevatot built in the city of Halifax.
Will he tell us what business that elevator does, and how
much grain has passed through that elevator in the last two
years? There las been a large expenditure of money there
and the grain was to flow down in one of those fancifulvisions
the hon. gentleman opposite had. Iasit done so? Where is
the traffic ? Where is the trade he bas diverted to this city ?
But if he will take tbis $500,000 that he proposes to spend
on this line of steamers and use it for some useful purpose,
what eau he do with it? It will give a bonus of 10 cents a
bushel on the 5,000,000 bushels of wheat that passes
through that elevator and takes its way to Europe. Would
not that be a little more sensible proposition than you pro-
pose at the present time ? This whole proposition is one
that cannot commend itself to the good sense of this Com-
mittee, and I am surprised that hon. mombers, not only from
Ontario but from the other Provinces, can give it in any
favor.

Mr. WE LDON (Albert). I desire to correct the figures
of the hon, gentleman for Brant (Mr. Paterson). I am not
going to say a word in respect to the relative merits of
St. John and Halifax-I am not going teoeulogise St. John,
that much slandered city, so ably represented in this House
by its three iepresentatives, a city of which the truth has
not been told in former years, a city of undoubted merits.
Let me inform the bon. member for Brant that one-half of
the entire population of Canada lies east of Montreal,
including Montreal as a part, I am not sure, but I think
rather more than one-half of the entire population of the
Dominion of Canada-who, certainly during the winter
time, will use Halifax as their port of departure. With
reference to Toronto, which the hon. member for Brant bas
taken as a centre of gravity, so to speak, for Ontario, I
desire to call attention to the fact that when the Short Lino
is working in good order, if Mr. Van Horne's figures are
correct-and they are not extreme, they only imply a rate
of only 32 or 33 miles per hour-if his figures are realised,
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you will go from Toronto to Halifax in 32 hours,
and from Halifax to the British Isles in six
days and you save a clear day on the ocean. Going from
Toronto to New York in 16 hours, the land journey is 16
hours shorter than by the way of Halifax, but there will be
a loss on the ocean of some 25 hours. Therefore I claim
tirat there is a net saving as between Toronto and the port
of Liverpool o 9 hours by way of Halifax or St. John in
the winter season. I desire strongly to express what 1 bc-
lieve to ba the sense of an overwhelming maj-ority of the
people of the Lower Provinces in favor of ibis proposition.
There was a feeling of delight and of pride when the people
of the Lower Provinces learned that the Government con
templated this scheme of putting gceyhounds on the sea and
making the terminal port in Canadian territory.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I do not know what Mr.
Van lorne's figures are. Will the hon. gentleman say
what is the present time between Hilifax and Toronto?

Mr. WELDON (Albert). That has really nothing to do
with it.

Mr. PATE RSON9 (Brant). I want to.know whether it is
probable that we can save this length of time.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). The hon. gentleman knows
as well as I that we lie three or fours hours in Quebee, and
if we take the Grand Trunk Railway we lie in Richmond
for some time during the night and are delayed in Montreal.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). If we grant the bon. gentle-
man's whole figures, and that when this line is built we can
accomplish the journey in 32 hours, which I very much
doubt, on this long journey he has gained 9 hours, and that
is all ho gains, that is all the advantage he will have for
his fast travelling.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). I took the hon. gentleman's
own figures. It may be a good deal more.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). You took the figures, putting
in these 32 hours on the road that is to be built. That is
something in the future. It may turn out something like
the millions of bushels of grain that were to pass through
this elevator that we built. It may turn out like sums of
money that we have been voting to build a railway and of
which we findthe cost double or triple the amount that it
was promised would be sufficient. The hon. gentleman's
figuring is conjecture.

Mr. W EL DON (Albert). No. As the road is completed
at this hour, if the 20 miles of imperfect grading were in
proper shape on the Short Line, I claim, within an hour of
those figures, that we can realise the 32 hours.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I do not propose to discuss the
relative merits of St. John and Halifax. When I spoke
on a previous occasion I thought that it was more becom-
ing not to make any invidions comparisons between those
two cities; and I still think it is better to leave to others to
speak of our surroundings than to boast of them ourseolves.
My hon. colleague seemed to think ho was particularly
charged with vindicating the interest of Halifax. Sir,
Halifax requires no vindication here. She is so situated
geographically that she always must command a certain
advantage over St John. But bc that as it may, the peer-
less port of Halifax stands there inviting the commerce of
the world, and it will go there provided all things are equai,
and it eau be distiibuted there on as good terms as from
any other place on the continent. I merely say this in
passing, not standing in four of the indignation of my hon.
colleague who, doubtiess, thought that he could make a
point against me, which he always appears too ready to do,
and which I must say worries me very little indeed. The
resolution before the House invites us to the expenditure of
a large sum of money. We asked the Governmont to give

us information as to the mode in which they propose te
carry out this steamship service. We have a right to expect
from them a positive and deliberate statement where they
are going to touch on the English side. We do net require
them to tell us where they are going te touch on this side,
because it is admitted that Halifax, at all events, is te be the
port. But I claim that they are bound te inform this Com-
mittee, before we go out of Committee, where they pro pose
touchir g on the English side, and as concerna the ship which
louves this side of the Atlantic, whather they propose
terminating the voyage there or sending that vossel on te a
French port. The Minister of Finance was not very clear
in reply to my enquiry the other night. I cannot imagine
a more unwise and unbusinesslike proposition than te sub-
sidise a lino of steamers to go te France by the way of
England. Why, Sir, the hon. gentleman must know, if ho
knows anything about it at all, that it would utterly destroy
all chances of success for a lino of steamers going in that
way. Ho must have a terminal point in England, and ho
may have to go to aFrench port se far as his passengers are
concerned. I say, bo far as passengers are concerned, but the
hon. gentleman knows that the small freight they would
carry never could bear the expenditure of transhipment
from one ship te another. It would go in direct lines from
this side te French ports. Therefore, I invite him to consider
this matter en the lines ho has laid down hore as his base of
operations. I invite the hon, gentleman to consider seriously
this question, because I cannot imagine ho was in earnest
when ho stated that the Government would entertain such an
insane proposition as to propose a subsidised lino to go to a
French port after touching at an English port. If the vessels
took nothing but passengers and mails it might be done, but
even in that case it would be most difflcult, because those
seas are very difficult to navigate in a stormy season and
those large and valuable vessols are not handled without a
great deal of apprehension, and it will add very much to
the insurance on those steamers to compel them to make
different ports. If the Government anticipate that the lino
will carry any freight at all, and the hon. member for
Shelburne (General Laurie) justified bis action in support-
ing this resolution on this ground, it will be death te the
scheme at the very commencement. I was amused with
the proposal of the hon. member for Shelburne. He said
that the ground on which he was supporting this resolution
was that it would enable those steamers to take large
quantities of freight.

Gen. LAURIE. I never said anything of the sort.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon. gentleman said ho

would vote for this subsidy to iaivert trade from Portland to
Canadian ports.

Gen. LAURIE. I never said those steamers would do it.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). We shall see what the report
says. I took the words down. He said he would justify
his vote on the ground that it was going to divert the trade
from American to Canadian ports. In reality it is. going
to be the reverse. My proposal or my suggestion to the
Minister of Finance was that a lino of steamers less expen.
sive, and which would net involve such a large annual sub-
sidy and a large lino which would make from 16 to 17 knots,
being 3 or 4 knots in advance of the present subsidised line,
would carry on each vessel 2,000 or 3,000 tons of freight
cach way, from Liverpool to Montreal and from Montroal te
Liverpool, and from Liverpool te Halifax in winter time,
this quantity of freight being carried over the Intercolonial
Railway. In this way the Government might be able, if
they obtained any profit ont of the freight carried over the
Intercolonial Railway, it would justify the expenditure,
because if 6,000 tons of freight per week were te pass over that
road, 3,000 tons each way, that revenue would go far towards
paying the subsidy which the Government wore asking thi"
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House to grant. Ifthey propose a 20-knot service with vessels
carrytng ônly 160 tons or at the most 1,000 tons, vessels
like the Etrrftt, thert ould only be 700 tons or 1,000 tons
to hUbdle ut Hfalifak, instead of 1,000 tons each way. I say
that it would be véty tnteh better for the people of Halifax
who are employed le nloding and unlouding those vessels
that my plan shoùld bb adopted, and I do not care what my
worthy colleagne may 'sy in this respect, because I have
had a good deai of experience in that line of business, and I
say it would be ten timÉes more advantageous to Halifax
that steamers suth as I suggested should come there with
their large cargoes to discharge and prepare to take large
cargues away, employing our people to unload them and
reloxd them for their voyages, than if the steamers carried
only 10 tons of cargo on board. That is the position I have
taken with respett to this matter from the very commence-
ment Statements have been made with respect to the United
States. It must be remembered that the United States pays no
subsidies, that England pays no subsidies, they merely
pay for the carriage of the mail. They will give the busi-
ness to any line of fast steamers put on by aty individual
company ot- spetulators, and if they carry the mails at a
certain rate of speed they Will get the work. i repeat that
they give no regular subsidy, but they give a certain sum
by weight for the carriag of the mail. On that ground,
therefore, we have taken a different basis entfrely. But
take the whole of thèse resolutibns, and what do they mean ?
We are asked under these varions resolutions to vote 8750,.
000 minus $125,000 or 8625,000, which means interest on
$15,000,000 of debt at 4 per cent., it means an addition of
$15,000,000 to our national indebtedness simply for an un-
necessary object. If there were anything to be accom-
plished by it, I would join with the Government in support-
ing their proposal, for I have no désire as a business man
except to sec our trade developed to its ntmost capacity,
and -1should like that the Steamers going across th
Atlantic should be adapted te our trade under the circum-
stances. But what reasonable mnan wouild add $15,000,000
to our indebtedness in order to obtain steamers that would
make 2 knots per hour more than thosb which I propose.
I believe you can get such steamers as I have mentioned for
nearly one-half the proposed subsidy. I believe if the Gov-
ernment were now te insert an advertisement asking for
tenders at the lowest rate at which the service would be
performed at the rate of 16 or 17 knots, the would find'
that a very material reduction could be effecte d.The Min-
ister of Finane has stated that the Allan Company last
year tendered at £2,000 a trip for an 18-knot tervice, or
pretty much the same amomt as it is now proposed to
grant to this new and faster line. I have no doub t that
when the Allan Company tendered they thought they would
have no competitors and might obtain their own price. It
is pcssible that such is the case, as they have had the con-
tract so long, but with all the dscuission that le going ot
and til the information of which we are in possession and
with thé varions companies looking for the contract on one
side of the water as well as the other, if the Government in-
serted an adreetisenent asking for tenders for the fastest ser-
vice that could b eobtained for $250,000 or $300;00 at the
outside, Iahould be very much surprised if they did not get
the offer of a 17-knot service, which I believe would be aIl
that lu required and all that necessity dictates at the present
moiMent, aed this course would be in the interest of our
trade generally. It must not be forgotten that these large
coinpavies at Montreal have a certain claim on tbis country.
They have invested their money in these large enterprises
and bave helped to build up the commerce of thii country,
and if arrangements could -have been male WsIth an old
company like the Allan Company, which had done so much
to tanke Montreal whut it is to-day, there would have been
a general feeling of satisfaction in this coartry. But the
Ciô'ermarent ha*e taken latifere*t view, ohe iêih la =ny

MXr Io s (Halifax).

judgment would not be advantageous to this country. The
hon. member for Albert (Mr. Weldon) said the people of
the Maritime Provinces were unanimous in their demande
for this service.

Mr. WEL DON (Albert). I said an overwhelming
majority.

.Mr. JONES (Halifax). That is pretty nearly the mame
thing.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). No.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon. gentleman has obtained

his information doubtless by some underground meanis.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). I watch the newspapers.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). We do not always take the news-
papers as reflecting public opinion. If the hon. gentleman
sometimes read what the newspapers say about him, he
would not take the view that they always reflected public
opinion. Be that as it may, I admit there is a desire among
the people generally to improve the mail service. That is
what I ask. I am aeking that three or four knots more per
hour be secured from the vessels than under the present
contract, but hon. gentlemen who knows anything about
steamships are aware that when yon seek to obtain a speed
of six knots more, the cost of obtaining the two or three
last knots is out of ail proportion to that of obtaining mode-
rate speed, and If the Governrnent are aiming to obtain a
high rate of speed, they will have to pay a sum which will
astonish them in the end and which isaltogether unnecessary.
I go back to the position whieh I started with, i think that
perhaps this is a matter which we need not discuss so much
as the point which we want to arrive at: what are the
Government going to do? Where are they going to send
the vessels to and do they still adhere to what I call the
insane proposai of going to France with this same vesse-
a proposal which will wreck every possibility of success
for their undertaking. I think that these are points
which we ought to have positively before the Committee
before we grant thie vote. It is a business-like way for the
Government to give us this information and it is the con.
stitutional way. Why, Sir, even if the Mitister of Marine
only brings down an estimate for $30,000 to build new
lighthouses, it would not be allowed to pass uniess we have
information about it. I remember 20 years ago when I
was a member of this flouse that they would not
grant an estimate like this unless the Minister stated
before the vote where and how the money was te
be spent. If this Parliament has been so careful
and watchful of its rights and dignity in the past, are we
to-day to throw that principle aside and place this large
amount et the disposal of the Governmernt simply on their
statement that "we are goeig to do this or that, we are
going to have a line of steamers here, or we are going to
have a line of steamers there." We have all heard the re-
mark made by the late Sir George E. Cartier -that the Gov-
ernor in Omoil was a great irstitution. That may be
true, sd some people may have great confidence in the
Governor in Council, but I do not pretend to have ail that
confldence in them myself. I would have more confidence
in them as business men, if they would come down with a
business-like proposai and if they would act as busieess
men and also as statesmen who respect the rights of Parlia-
ment and 4ay before Parliament what Parliament is entitted
to, a plain and explicit statement of how this money is to
be spent.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). As the hon. member for
Albert (Kr. Weldon') was kind enough to check me in my
figures I know he will esteem it a kindness on my part if I
will check him, as we both desire to arrive at correct re-
sults. I have now a paper before me which gives the dis-
tanmos from Halifax to lontreal at 760 miles, and if I re.
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member aright I think it is 333 miles from Montreal te
Toronto.

Mr. KENNY. Are you speaking of the Intercolonial or
what road?

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I am speaking of the Short
Line. The figures were read by Mr. Scholfield in a paper
before the St. John Board of Trade, and I presume they can
be taken as authentic; if net the hon. gentleman can correct
me now. 333 miles and 760 make 1,093 miles, and I take it
that yon will travel at 25 miles an hour.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). Thirty-five miles an hour is
the mail train rate.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I prefer to take the 25 miles
an hour, bcanuse people will not travel over the road unless
they get three meals a day and they will want several
meals in the course of a 43 bours journey. I think you
will find that if you make 25 miles an hour between Halifax
and Toronto allowing for stoppages and meals you will
have nothing to complain of the rate of travel, Twenty-
five miles an hour is a pretty good rate of travel and on
that calculation it would take 44 hours te Toronto. If we
take 25 hours off the extra distance to New York it leaves
19 bours from New York to Toronto, but I think it does
not take that length of time. The hon. gentleman speaks
about a proposition that the Government contemplate, and
which will have to be considered when it comes down,-an
expenditure of some millions more of the money of the
reople of the country to shorten this route to Halifax by
only fourteen mi!es according te Mr. Van Horne's state-
ment.

Mr. TEMPLE. It will shorten it more than that.
Mr. PATIERSON (Brant). I have my authority beside

me; the gentleman te whom Mr. Van Horne made the
statement.

Mr. TEMPLE. I do not care what Mr. Van Horne or
anyone else stated.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I know the hon. gentleman
claims that it will shorten the distance by 30 miles but the
hon. gentleman from Albert is precluded from going bchind
Mr. Van Horne's authority because he quoted him himself.
I have the proof of Mr. Van Horne's statement here. We
will suppose that after the expenditure of these millions of
dollars the route of from Halifax t WMontreal is shortened
by 14 miles. Then you have a distance of 746 miles remain-
ing and that with the 333 miles te Toronto makes a distance
of 1,079 miles at the speed of 25 miles an hour, including
stoppages, the journey would occupy 43 hours and if yon
are 25 heurs longer on the ship to New York it leaves 18
hours from which te get to from New York to Toronto, but
I think it will be accomplished in less Lime than that. I give
these figures te my friend frm Albert (Mr. Weldon) in
order te correct him, because I do net wish te be behind
him in the kindness he manifested te me by correcting me
when h thought I was wrong.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). I am sorry that I cannot
aecept the correction of my bon. friend from Brant (Mr.
Paterson) much as I would wish te take information from a
wiser and older member of Parliament. The figures the
hon. gentleman bas given are net quite correct, atthough
nearly se. The estimate of Mr. Schreiber is that when the
new link is built connecting the New Brunswick Railway
with Moncton over 40 miles will be saved, but I will take
the bon. member's own figures. He.says that there is a total
of 1,093 miles from Halifax te Montreal, and we need stop
te argue bis contention that a train runs z5 miles an hour.
At the present lime on the Intercolonial Railway, with ils
multitudimous stations erected to accommodate the villages

along the line, the train makes 25 miles an hour and stops
inordinately. It is only reasonable to suppose that a fat
mail will go quicker. If they attach a dining car to this
mail train so that the engine will only have to stop for coal
and water, there is no reason why a train cannot make
35 miles an hour over that railroad to-day. Assuming
that a train makes as good time over this very ex.
cellent road as she will make between Toronto and New
York, it will be exactly 31 hours from Toronto to Hali-
fax over the existing road and if you take the Short
Line it will only be a little over 29 hours. The figures I
gave a few moments ago with reference to the ocean dis-
tance were from imperfect intormation, but I have since
obtained the correct figures from a map, and I find that
whereas I stated there would be a saving on the ocean
journey as between coming from the British Islands to
Halifax and to New York, of 510 miles in favor of Halifax,
the saving is actually 650 miles as appears from an extract
from the railway guide which an hon. friend has handed to
me. There is au advantage of 140 miles over and above what
1 had previously stated, and I did not lay enough emphasis
on the great saving of time due to the fact that when
anyone goes from Toronto to Great Britain via Halifax he
bas not a single Customs offi3er to deal with. As fast as
they can get the luggage off the steamer to the train, it is
doue, while a great many hon. members know that when
you go via New York you stand a chance of losing from
five to ten bours at the Castom bouse. Then, putting the
argument that the route via New York is about fourteen
hours shorter, the advantage I have shown to the Halifax
route instead of being measured by twenty-five hours is
measured by twenty-nine or thirty hours.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant), Is the route that much
shorter, running at the same rate of speed as at present ?

Mr. WELDON (Albert). Yes; the same rate of speed.

Mr. LISTER. There is no railway in Canada that runs
32 or 35 miles an hour.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). I want to say in conclusion
that whereas on this close calculation I have made out that
the advantage in time in fatvor of Halifax was only 9 hours,
it seems reasonably clear that it is 29 hours,

Mr. LOVIT P. Where did the hon. gentleman get the
distance of 650 miles of saving on the Atlantic ?

Mr. WELDON (AIbert). I got it from a railway guide
which was handed to me by an bon. member.

Mr. LOVITT. He is mistaken. It is 3,100 from
Southampton to New York and about 2,600 miles to Halifax.
I do not take anybody's information on that; I can measure
it for myself.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). You are speaking of South-
ampton, I am speaking of Liverpool.

Mr. LOVITT. Liverpool is shorter yet.

Mr. SHA NLY. I may say for the information of the
hon. member for South Brant (Mr. Paterson) that the mail
trains from Halifax to Montreal have done the distance in
28 hours, and the exact disitance is 842 miles. Of course, it
is not to be supposed that the general running of trains
will be equal to 30 miles an hour ; but when a fast steamer
lands at Halifax, and the passengers are put on board the
mail train, there is no reagon w hy it should not be run at the
rate of 30 miles an bour, and on the Short Line that rate
would bring them from Halifax to Toronto in 32 hours. It
is not the regular thing to do, but when they chose to make
an effort, they have had no difficulty in doing it.

Kr. WA TSON. I cannot claim, like some hon. gentle.
men who have addressed the louse, any practical connec-
tion with the ranning of ships, but I have known from e.
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perienced men that when you speed a locomotive or a steam-
ship several miles over its regular speed, the expense for
the last two or three miles in wear and tear is much greater
than any other part of the cost. I do not know of any rail-
way train, for carrying mails or for any other purpose, that
runs regularly at the rate of 32 miles an hour. I suppose
we may take as a fair sample the trains running between
Toronto and Montreai, a distance of 333 miles. The Cana.
dian Pacific Railway and the Grand Trunk are competitors
for the traffic, and no doubt they run their trains between
those cities as fast as they will be run on the Short Line from
Montreal to Halifax, and we find that the time made by those
trains i only 21 miles an hour, and it is not fair to suppose
that a company which is going to have the whole carrying
trade-because we are not to consider the Short Line a com-
petitive lin. with the Intercolonial-is going to run its
trains any faster than it is obliged to. The hon. member
for Grenville (Mr, Shanly) has told us that at one time'the
Intercolonial Railway did carry the mails at the rate of 30
miles an hour. 1 wonder why the Government did
not keep up that rate of speed. I suppose they
found that it did not pay, as the wear and tear
on the rolling stock was too great. Coming from the
west I feel that I would not be doing my duty if I
did not raise my voice against paying $500,000 a year to
assist a fat line across the Atlantic. As has been already
stated, very few people in Canada will benefit by this fast
mail service. I do not believe it will be possible for this
fast line of steamers to carry any great quantity of freight,
and the shippers of freight will gain very little from it;
and it has been explained that most important transactions
requiring immediate dispatch are now donc by the Atlantic
cable, so that there is little or no reason for a fast mail ser-
vice. I also oppose it because there is great difficulty in
getting even small sums of money to develop the North-
West and to give a small mail service there. When a
couple of days ago I tried to induce the Postmaster Generali
to provide three mails a week on the Glenboro' branch of1
the Canadian Pacific Railway, he informed me that he could1
not do so, although it would only cost $800 additional a1
year; and the other day he found it necessary to increase1
the postage and registration rates on letters in order to
realise $7,000 a year; and 3et the Government finii
it necessary to vote $500,000 a year in order to
have these greyhounds on the Atlantic. Under thesei
circumstances, I feel that I would not be doing my dutyj
unless I raised my voice against this grant, which will be1
of little or no benefit to the western portion of Canada. It
appears to me that the Government are looking for somei
hole to throw money into when they miake this large grant
to such an enterprise. I question whether any company
will be able to operate a line of steamships at the rate of 201
knots an hour with this bonus. If it is necessary to main-
tain that speed, the chances are that in another year or two1
these people will be coming and asking us for an increase
on the ground that it is not sufficient. When you tax ma.
chinery to its utmobt it is very expensive to keep it in1
repair, and to my mind if all the travel from Canada to
Great Britain were to patronise this route of steamers iti
would not pay.

Mr. McNEILL. It seems to me that the question we have1
to decide is whether or not Canada, which is one of thej
greatest maritime nations of the world, has made up her1
mind to retire from that position by refusing to give for a
first class mail ocean service a sum that she gave years ago
willingly. Is Canada prepared to give up passenger traffi,i
altogether and be content simply to carry freight? We
know perfectly well that we are losing our passenger traffict
simply because we have not got vessels fast enough to com.
pete with the other ocean services, and the question isE
whether or not we will make an effort to regain the posi..

gr, Wtsomn.

tion we formerly held. We have expended an immense
deal of money in providing for ourselves the most perfect
railway communication in the world, and are we prepared
to-day to say that we will dwarf that enterprise and destroy
its advantages by rendering it impossible for us to obtain
from it what we expected to gain from the expenditure
of our money and energy upon that work. If we
do not provide the ses service necessary to complete
the service we have provided on land, the Canadian Pacific
Railway must of necessity be a failure. I do not say
that hon. gentlemen opposite would .wish to sec that, but
everyone must feel that it must be a failure unless we sup-
ply a first-class service by water. It has been said that we
ought to subsidise freight trafflo. I do not see, where the
necessity to do so arises, as we have already any amount of
competition in that line. We have the Allan Line, the
Dominion and Beaver Lines, all competing and ready now to
carry our freight, and to carry it as cheaply as we can
reasonably expect it to be carried. Then we are told this
subsidy will provide only a passenger traffic. On the con.
trary, the Minister of Finance told us that these vessels
would be prepared to carry from one to two thousand tons
of freight, and it is of the greatest importance that we
should have fast vessels to carry a great deal of freight
across the Atlantic. We have heard a great deal about the
farmer, but there are many farm products which
it is of the greatest importance we should have carried
by the fastest possible lines of ocean communication.
There is, for example, the butter trade, for which it
is of the greatest possible importance to have a fast line.
Then we have the cheese trade, for which, perhaps,
a fast line is not so important a requisite; but the
butter trade, which is one of the great future trades
we are about to enter upon with the mother country,
on the one side, and China on the other, is a trade
which it is absolutely necessary should be provided with
fast means of communication. There is a market in Eng-
land to-day for something like $40,000,000 worth of ontr
butter. Our cheese trade with England is one of the
largest we have, amounting to something like 87,000,000;
but the other trade lying waiting for us to-day we will
never be able to take advantage of, unless we can provide
vessels fast enough to carry the butter over in a reaqonable
time. Again we know that our neighbors to the south may
make .up their minds at any time to carry out their threats
and close their ports to us, and, if they do, are we to be
left with a second or third rate line of mail service, as well
as freight and passenger service? It does seem to me, in
so far as the arguments advanced on the other side are con-
cerned, that it is almost impossible to imagine anything
weaker, unless hon. gentlemen opposite have made up their
minds that the development of the resources of Canada is
of secondary importance, and that, what wp ought to do is
to build up the resources of the nation to the souih of us.

Mr. MoMILLkN (Huron). With reference to what has
been said concerning passengers being delayed at the Cus-
toms bouses in going from Toronto to Liverpool and
returning, let me state that I have gone from Toronto to
New York, and crossed the ocean and recrossed, and J know
that when you come to Blackrock all you have to do is to
present your through ticket from Ontario to Liverpool and
your luggage is never opened. You take your passage on
the steamer and you go right along, and when you return
on a through ticket from Liverpool to Toronto your luggage
is never opened at New York, so that the statement is incor-
rect regarding delay at the Customs there. With respect to
the fast line of steamers, and such a long overland route,
that is not fit either for butter or cheese. The sooner we
can reach the ocean and get these commodities on board the
steamer the better. The longer the land journey, the more
danger there is to that class of articles suob s butter and
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cheese, especially in hot weather. If the Government wish
to do something for the trade of Canada, lot them take this
$500,000 and give it as a bonus for carrying wheat, say
10 cents on an export of 5,000,000 bushels. And in that
way they would do us more benefit then by the way they
propose. In giving such a large sum of money, we should
obtain something more than the more carrying of the
mails; we ought to have a line of steamers that would carry
freight much cheaper than at present; for it is impossible
for us to compete with our neighbors-and we are brought
into competition with them every day-unless we can get
cheaper rates across the ocean.

Mr. DAWSON. I am sure that the establishment of the
Allan Line in the first instance was of immense advantage
to Canada; but now matters have come to such a pass that
unless we can have a fast line of steamers that wi lleurpass any
other lino, passengers will not come by the Canadian route.
People now go by the fastest lino, where ever they can find
it. It is certainly a matter of groat importance to us to
have people travel by our Canadian uline. Again, there is
another point to be consideied. We have always held out
to the Imperial Government that we would provide a fast
line across the continent whereby troops might be conveyed
with the greatest possible dispatch, in the interests of the
Empire at large, from England to India, if the necessity
arose, and no doubt the day will come when we shall have
British armies cro.sing this continent on the way to the
Pacifie. Should we not then provide means of transit for
them, for they certainly could not go vid New York. That
is at least one reason why we should make our lino across
the continent available for all purposes. A groat deal of
valuable information has been given to the iouse during
this discussion, but that information has confirmed me in
the opinion that we ought to provide the fastest line possible
to the other aide, and I shall have great satisfaction in sup
porting the resolution of the Minister of Finance.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I have listened with a great deal of
interest to this debate and have come to the conclusion that,
in the present financial condition of the country, it is extre-
mely foolish for the Government to vote 8500,000 a year in
order to obtain a fast lino of steamers. We have very fair
accommodation at present. We have only a population of
five millions, and I do not thii that, when the United
States had a population of thirty millions, it had anything
like the accommodation in this respect which we have to-day.
I quite agree as to the desirability of getting a cheap and a
more efficient transport of freight from this country to the
place of consumption. I have been amused, however, to listen
to the discussion which has taken placi as to short lines. I
remember, a few years ago, when Sir Charles Tupper was a
member of this House, that ho promised that the Oxford,
New Glasgow and Louisburg Short Lino was to be the lino of
this country to take the whole carrying trade. What bas
become of that lne? We are now talking of another short
lino. How many short lines are we to bave ? We understand
that in a day or two a proposition will be brought down to
vote 85u0,000 to complote a lino-

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Not to complete, to start.

Mr. MOMULLEN. Yes, to start a line to implement a
promise made by Sir Charles Tupper a few years ago in
regard to another short line. We have any amount of short
lines in the East, and I have been amused to notice how
many competing cities there are which are struggling oach
to get the start of the other in connection with this sup-
posed fast line. It is time for us to consider where we are.
Some people have been talking about trains travelling at thei
rate of 35 miles an hour. I think the country is running
into debt at the rate of 35 miles an hour, and that the Gov.
ernment should reduce the speed. I have been amused at i
the discussion which has taken place between some hon.1

gentlemen who represent those oastern cities. There ap-
peurs to be a constant difference between those hon. gentle-
men, and I have been amused to listen to the two hon.
members from Halifax, who remind me of the quarrels
which we are it;formed took place between the Kilkenny
cats. When one bon. gentleman gets up on the one aide
and makes a proposition, the other hon. gentleman gets up
on the other side and makes a statement which is the exact
opposite. I believe the hon. gentleman opposite (Kr.
Kenny) is Irish, as I am mytelf. I do not know
whether be is from Kilkenny or not, but, at all events,
he shows the disposition of the Kilkenny cat in being
always ready to assail anything which is said by
my hon. friend bere (Mr. Jones). Then, from St. Jchn
we have the same unfortunate exhibition of one man sup-
porting the Government and one supporting the Opposi-
tion. I think, however, the City of St. John did itself the
justice of electing two Rouges, but one bas become Bleu
since he cane here. We must submit to that, however.
One objectionable proposition is to take this fast line to
France as well as to Great Britain. Looking at the public
returns, I find that our total export to France last year
amounted to $391,000, and our imports to $2,642,000. That
virtually means 50 cents a head of the population of this
country; and, in order tob have a closer and more direct
communication with that country, we are asked to expend
8200,000 a year, which I think it will cost in excess of whet
it would to obt ain a fast connection with the British Isles
alone I think it is realy insane to propose to add to the debt of
this country Losuch an extent for the purpose of obtaining a,
shorter fine to a foreign country with which we only do a
trade of 50 cents a head. I bave no objection to our obtain.
ing close and rapid connection with the British Isles, but,
in the present condition of our finances, it is very impru-
dent to expend such a large aniount of money to subsidise
a line for the sake of the gentry who want to travel at
lightning speed. I behieve that, in increasing -our annual
expenditure to $40,000,000 a year, which it soon will reach,
or 88 a bead, we shall be guilty of an insane and imprudent
action by agreeing to this vote for a fast lino of steamers.
I think this proposition caps the climax of a 1 the ridiculous
propositions that have been brought before the House this
Session, except the one in regard to our connection with
Australia and Vancouver. I think we should turn our at-
tention to the inite:nal cândition of the country, and should
assist those men who are struggling without relief and wait.
ing for more prosperous times, instead of assisting the as-
pirations and deaires of the nobs of the country by subsidis.
ing fast linos of steamers for their convenience. In that
case we would receive the thanks of the people to a greater
extent than we will now.

Mr. MULOCK. Last Thursday, the Minister of Finance
was asked certain questions in regard to this matter, and I
understood it was his intention to give the information
before we went outof Committee. I think we ought toknow
something in regard to the leading features of this scheme.
I thought it my duty at that time to ask for the information,
and I therefore now ask if the Minister of Finance bas any
further reason than he gave originally for propoaing that
this line shall go to a port in France, and I would also ask
what extra cost is occasioned by extending the lino to
France? It might be very desirable to have this service in
connection with Great Britain, but if we are to have it with
the continent as well, we should have some information as
to the extra cost and should know what the service is to
perform. I think it is specially beooming of the Minister
of Finance and the gentlemen at bis back, to consider
whether in connecting this service with the continent, they
are not to a certain extent discriminating against the mother
country. Are they not, by this movement, going to divert
trade from England? Are they not, by selectin& a conti-
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nental port, going to give up some advantages to be obtained
by stopping at the beet port in Great Britain- Liverpool ?
If they are going to touch at a port in France, I don't see
how they can use the port of Liverpool. It muet be a port
in the south of England-The First Minister intimated that
much, the other evening; if so, they are not adopting the
best port in Great britain, but a secondary port for the sakee
of oeonnecting with France. Now, I am not unwilling that1
we should have business relations with France, or wiLh any1
otber part of the world, but I think we should know the
cost of the service at present. Would it be botter to expend
$500,000 a year and take a secondary port in England to
connect with the continent in the way proposed, or would
it be botter to have our service connect eimply with
one port in Great Britain ? Then we should look at it
from the Imperial standpoint. Certainly these are con-
siderations that are most material, and that it oughti
to be thoroughly deliberated by Parliament unless it ii
to become a more register of the opinions of others, in
which case we might as well give a general power of
attorney to the Government and go about our business.
But so long as it romains a deliberative and representative
body, it is due to us, members of that body, that we should
have that information which is necessary in order to enable
us to come to an intelligent concluisiou. In making those
remarks I do not wish to be understood as opposed to any
system of developing our trade and bringing us abreast of
the times. When these resolutions were presented to us
the other evening, I understood that w. were to have other
information before we were called upou to vote. I now ask
the Finance Minister if he is prepared to give the informa-
tion in the direction required ?

Mr. LANDERKIN. I would like to ask the Minister of
Finance if ho has any report on the subject from tue High
Commissioner ? Will the Minister inform me if that gentle-
man bas made a report upon the subject? The silence of
the Minister of Finance, I fancy, would indicate that such
a report has been made, and I would like to ascertain the
basis upon which such a report is founded. What are the
conclusions to be drawn from the High Commissioner on
the subject ? I thirk it is the member for Ralitax-I do
not know wheth:r he is the junior or the seni r,-I fancy
tbey both look a little in the senior division-he speaks
about being a Canadian. I presume he would not ship on a
steamer for the old country from the port of New York. If
I mistake not the High Commissioner has made similar
statements in this House, I think the last time ho came
out from the old country ho landed at New York.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). And on a German line.

Mr. LANDERKIN. I believe others have done so, but
I do mot know that they have been accused of disloyalty or
treason. But probably the High Commissioner is not as
traly a Canadian as the senior or the junior member for
Halifax is. But if he bas made a report on this subject it
is proper that we should see it, and if half a million dollars
is to be spent merely to get the best line of steamers acroas
the Atlantic, it is desirable in the interests of this country
that every information should be furnishod to the House so
that we may know, before the money is voted, whether it is
going to be returned in profit to the consumers of this
country. The people in this country do not find money on
every gooseberry bush. Wili the members of the Govern-
ment tell the people of this country that in order to get a

equt(k passage for the mails they have te b.e delayed lu
onad for a week, wbeeas tbytaking other routes they

etart every day in the week? Te High Commissioner, I
think, when he came out, came in a seale? packet, and he
hae never been called treasonable by this side of the House.

An hon. IEIBER. The Secretary of Stateis coming
that way.

Mr. MULOO.

Mr. L&N)RKIN. Why, he should b. indicted for
disloyalty.

Mr. MILLS (Annapolis). Give lim an opportunity of
coming another way.

Mr. LANDERKIN, I presuine when you get the State
of Maine all right, you will bring him that way. Now,
Sir, this new charge will be equat to an annual tax of
825,000 on every riding in C4nada,

Mr. WELDON (Albert). How does the hon. gentleman
make that out ? Multiply the ridings by $05,000 and you
will have $5,000,000.

Mr. LANDERKIN. I fancy the hon, gentleman must
be a professor.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). He can multiply the ridings
in this country by $25,000 and make $5,000,000.

Mr. LANDERKIN. I am glad to be corrected.
Mr. WELDON (Albert). You have 10 times too much.
Mr. LANDERKIN. I am amazed at my moderation.

Rowever, it is half a million divided amopg the constituen-
oies of this country, and in ten years imposes on each riding
the sumn I have named, viz, $25,000. Ton do not take
away from the fact that S500,000 are to be expended for
the purpose of giving a mal once a week. I do not think
this is a business like transaction, and the real excuse given
by the Finance Minister is that we shall obtain a line of
which we shall be proud. How many more objects of
adoration are we going to have in this country? We have
a Finance Minister, we are proud of him minus his pros-
pectus. We have a High Commissioner, we are proud
of him,-he is a pretty extensive luxury, however. We
have a Government, and I presume some hon. gentlemen
opposite are proud of it, and they are willing to expend
a considerable amount of money for the purpose of keeping
that Government in power. do far as regards the per-
sonnel of the Government, I have no objection to aùl'y of
them, and I think they are about as good a lot as
can be found on the other side of the House. I pre-
sume some hon. gentlemen are willing to immolate
themselves on the altar of their country and enter into
the Cabinet should such become necessary. I do not
think it will be necessary for the Premier to go to the
North-West again to bring in outsiders ; probably he w.11
be able to find members in the House for Cabinet posi-
dions, even though they may not have the experience
which some of the outsiders have had. There is an outside
service from which he requires certain people,and it is well
that hon. members sitting on the back benches and voting
for the Government should know that fact, because if they
do not anticipate much they will not be disappointedIe
those changes are tobe made and positions are te b. filcd
by outsiders, I do not see how members of the.Government
party in the House have a chance. I think this is granting
too large a sum for mail subsidies in view of the present
stringency of the times and the depressioni tat prevaila
throughout the country, and I would not like te make
members of the Goverpment or hou. members opposite un-
comfortable by saying it is due to their policy. They know
that fact themselves, and I would not lik@ to say anything
irritating when it is so near the Sabbath, as it mighl inter-
fore with their devotions to-morrow, and I think they require
all the benefit they ean obtain from their devot ions beeuse
they may be held responsible for bringing about the depres-
sion and the hard times which exist at the present time.
This is aitogether too large a sum when we are net going to
increase either the material or any other welfare of ibis
country. The fact is that ewing to t he prieof farin
producte having diminiehed since last year, the. price of
larme has aise diminished, and when farmers ani every
other clas have al they can possibly do to makie ends
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meet, it appears to be an outrage upon the feelings of the
people that they should be taxed unnecessarily for postal or
any other interests. A great deal might be said in regard
to the ports, outports, French ports that have to be selected.
Much has been said about Halifax and St. John. They are
both, no doubt, splendid ports and such as the Dominion
should be proud of, and we are proud to know that they
@end hore sueh wenderfully able and discreet statesmen. I
shonmI 1k. both ports to be selected, and it would be a good
way of getting out of the difficlty, and I even think the
Government may fall back on this suggestion before they
are through with the matter. But we should at least
know the ports from which these vessels are going to sail,
and we should have all the information on the subject
before we vote this allowance.

Mr. MULOCK. Now that the Premier bas returned, I
should like to abk him for some information. I may men-
tion that bis Finance Miiter is so exhausted by his parlia-
mentary labors that he is unable uow to reply to inquiries
dirtoted to him and has not sulcient strength to addresa
the Committee. When the House was considering this
rcsolution on Thursday last, I underdtood the Premier to
intimate that at some stage, before we as a deliberate body
were to be called upon to vote on the question, ho would
impart some information to the House. The Minister of
Finance made an extraordinary statement. He stated that
there were no documents, there were no papers of any kMind
touching these negotiations, with the exception of a tale-
gram, I presu me he meant a cable, f on the Hligh Commis-
souer to this Government, but that negotiations ha'i been
conducted by the ligh Commissioner. It strikes me that
there must have beon instructions to the High Commis-
sioner; there must have been communications between the
Iligh Commissioner and the Govern ment. I do not under-
stand that tbe High Commissioner has by virtue of his
office the p wer to enter into negotiations of this kind with
Great Britain and European coantries without obtaining
express instructions from the Goverument of Canada. If'
such is the case, it is high time the House and the
coUntry knew to whA extent the High Commissioner
has been clothed with authority. Certainly authority to
that extentshould not have been entrusted to any person, and
I do not think su h authority is given to any ambassador
of any nation. On that point I atk, whether there are any
communications between the High Commi-sioner and the
Government of Canada in existence, and if so, whether
there is any objection to their being laid before the House ?
I would arik the First Minister or some one else to answer
this, and also to state why we are going to a French port,
and what the extra cost wIll be of going to a French port?
It may be advisable to connect with an English port alone.
If we have to go to a French port it may deprive us of the
best choice. If we do not attempt to make that connection,
we can chooe the best port in England untrammelled by
other considerationu, but if it is determined behind the pos-
sibility of change to connect with a French port, it limite
our oboioce of ports in Great Britain. I aak the Firet Minis
ter if be Io prepared to give any information on this question,
if the facts have been consideied. Are these matters finally
decided, is thore any policy determined upon, or is the
whole thing ix nubibus at the preSnt time?

Mr. FOSTERIl. Hon. gentlemen on the other side of the
House ask so many questions, and one.question succeeds1
another so rapidly that scarcely time is given to reply,1
and when information is once given the tame has been amked1
for over and over again. I thought that when I introduced
the three resolntions, I gave a plain and candid statement
to the flouse, and I certainly gave a great deal of informa.
tion specifically for whiuh I have been asked over and over1
again by gentlemen who have spoken since. The senior1
member for the conty of St. Johà (Mr. Weldon) asked to-1
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Bnight in the course of hi addcress for various kinds of infor-
mation. He thought the Government should take the House
into its confiience &nd atate whether any tenders had been
refused, and why they had been refused, and how many ten.
ders had been received. The hoa. gentleman will Sud that
information recorded in Hansard. I stated in introducing
the resolutions that there were three tenders received, one
proposing to give 15 knots an hour, another 17 knots an
hour and the third a maximum of 20 knots an hour. I said
that this did not prove satisfaotory

Mr. LAURIER. Why ?

Mr. FOSTER. I think I gave a very good reason at the
same time. I said they did not prove aatisfactory te the
Government and that the Government had changed their
mind somewhat in reference to the speed that was required
and the equipment and style of vessel that should be put
on if we went to the expense of getting a fast lne service
at al. Then I stated that we entered into negotiations with
the two bond fide companies and that we proposed te give a
service which would terminate in Cana ian p'rts and which
should be as good as any service that crosses the Atlantic,
having veseele equal to such vessels as the Umbria and the
Etruria, which ply to the port of New York. I think
that gives definite information as to the kind of service we
propose t> have. Questions have boee asked iu reference
te the ports to which we propose to sail, and the bon. gen-
tleman who has taken his seat wints to know what the
cost is for going from a port in England te a port in France.
I cannot tell bim. It is quite open to any gentleman in this
House to say we had better not go te a French port, and
the hon. gentleman may get support from his side of
the House for tbat proposition; but the proposition of
the Government is a plain and proper one: It is to
make a French connection and it is asking th ouse
to vote a certain amount of money te enable them
te have an Atlantic service with a conneotion with
a French port, If hon. gentlemen oppose that, lot them
give their reason for opposing it, but that is tho proposition
of the Governmont, and that is the proposition which we
support by our arguments, and which after careftul consi-
deration we think would be the best. It is open te any hon.
gentleman who may think it would not be the best to
support by his voice and vote his feelings in that respect.
Two hon. gentlemen said that te make a conneotion with a
French port is insanity run madder than insanity. It does
net seem to me an insuperable objection. Take, for instance,
the ports of Plymouth and Southampton, and from the latter
port you will find there runs one of the best hnes that cross
the Atlantic. Suppose we take Southampton or Plymouth
is it impossible te make a French conneotion ? About four
hours would take a vessel from Plymouth to Cherbourg and
four hours going across that ohannel is net a very long
time ont of the life of a man or out of theL ime m a week
which a vessel can make this return trip. I think it will
be found that calling at a French port is not insuperable,
and that it eau be very eaily doue. As I bave said, the
negotiations are not comploted, and it cannot be stated with
eertainty from what port these vessels Will go. With refer-
once to the extra amount which it will cost between an
English and a Frouch port, I think that my hon. friend
from York (Mr. M lock) had better net take the financial
calculations made by the hou. member for North Welling-
ton (M.r. McMullen) who gravoly vontured the opinion that
it would cost $200,000 to make a French connection from a
British port. I do net think it would cost that. I do not
know that there are any other questions outeide of those
that have been asked, and we eau ansver. There is or-
Lainly no disposition on my part or the part of the Govern-
ment te withhold any information that can fairly be given,
and it seems te me that after this long discussion, and as it
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is now a few minutes before midnight, the House ought to
be prepared to adopt the resolution.

Mr. LAURIER. I will admit, with the hon. gentleman,
that there have been a great many questions asked on this
side of the House, but wbat is the reason ? It bas not been
in any spirit of obstruction, but it was simply to obtain the
information to whieh the House was entitled and which had
not been given by the hon. gentleman. If the bon. gentle
man had given us all the information which would have en-
abled the House to vote intelligently upon this matter he
would have been spared all the questions which have been
put to him and which he bas not yet fully answered. For
instance it is proposed in this resolution that we should have
a connection with France. A very natural question whicb
arises the moment this proposition is made that we should
go out of the way to a French port when we want a fast
line of steamers, is the question which was asked by the
hon. member for York (Mr. Mulock): What will be the cost
of it? What answer to such a natural question do we oh.
tain from the lon, gentleman ? The only answer
we have is simply this : " You can vote against it."
Of course we can vote against it, but what we want is the
information which will enable us to vote intelligently upon
the question. It is not a fair answer to give to a question
that "we can vote against it." If that is the way the
House is to be treated, and that is the way it has been
treated all along on this question, can hon, gentlemen
be surprised that we insist on having information before
we vote "yea " or "nay" to such a proposition as this?
There is another important question that has been asked
by the hon. member for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien): " What
kind of service will you place on the ocean ? " Will it be
simply a service for the passenger traffic to rival the service
between England and New York to.day, or a service for
both passenger and freight traffic ? And what answer have
we bad up to this moment? We have not had an iota
which will enable the House to know whether that is the
intention of the Government, or whether it is their inten.
tion to continue the passenger and freight service we have
had in the lat twenty years.

Mr. FOSTER. I have stated that over and over again.
Mr. LAURIER. If the hon. gentleman has stated it over

and over again, I would ask him torepeat it once more. fle
said that we were to have a service something like the
Umbria. Are we to understand, then, that this is to be a
purely passenger service, or a service of combined passenger
and freight sncb as we have to-day ? If the hon. gentleman
would say so in so many words, we would have something
to go upon.

Mr. FOSTER. I supposed that question was fully
answered when I stated on several occasions that we pro-
posed to have a service equal to the best on the Atlantic.
My hon. friend knows that while the class of vossels making
the fast service to New York are passenger and mail vessels,
they carry a certain amount of freight, though not a very
large amount of freight; and in the discussion my hon.
friend from Halifax (Mr. Jones), who understands the
subject, has stated over and over again that they carry about
800 or 1,000 tons of freight.

Mr. LAURIER. Well, we have had so much after two
days' discussion. I will ask the hon. gentleman one more
question, and if ho will answer without any equivocation, I
suppose we can adjourn. I understand from what ho said
that the contract for the service between France and Canada
has been cancelled, to take effect on the lst July.

Mr. FOSTER. It has been cancelled, and the service
coneas on the lt July.

Mr. LAURIER. Can ho state the reasons-reasons of
state ?

Mr. FosTeR.

Mr. FOSTER. The reasons are these, and my hon. friend
can judge whether they were reasons of state or not: The
service was from the first unsatisfactory; it was not per-
formed according to contract, it was not doing as well as had
been anticieated, and the contract was voided, and on the
lst July the service ceases with the consent of both the Gov.
ernment and the line.

Mr. MULOCK. Are we to understand that each vessel
of this new line will be of the character of the Umbria and
Etruria?

Mr. FOSTER. The vessels will be uniform.
Mr. MULOCK. I call the Minister's attention to the

difference between that statement and the one he as just
made. A moment &go he stated that the service would be
equal to the best on the Atlantic. I suppose he had refer-
ence to the Umbria and the Etruria of the Cunard Lino.
Mlost of the vessels of that line are far inferior to the Um-
bria and Etruria. If he meant that we are to have a service
equal to the Umbria and Etruria, that is one thing, but if ho
meant that it was to be equal to the Canard Lino, that is
another thing. I understand that it is to be something
botter than the best line, and equal to the Umbria and the
Etruria. Is that correct ?

Mr. FOSTER. The vessels are to be of that high class,
and to be uniform.

Resolution reportedà
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of

the liouse.
Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 11:55 p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

MoNDAY, 22nd April, 1889.

The SPEAKER toek the Chair at Three o'clock,

PR.YERS.

SAGUENAY RIVER-BUOYS.

Mr. COUTURE asked, 1st. Whether the Government
included in the cal for tenders for buoys and lights on the
Saguenay River, in 1887, the number of new buoys delivered
to C. A. Sturton after ho secured the contract ? 2nd. Did
the parties tendering know of the existence of the said
buoys ? 3rd. Did the Government take stops to make the
same known to them ? 4th. By whom and by whose orders
were they made? 5th. Who paid for them, and what was
the price of each buoy ? 6th. On what conditions were
they delivered to C. A. Sturton?

Mr. TUPPER. 1st. No tenders were invited for this
service in 1887, and no contract entered into with C. A.
Starton. 2nd. Full particulars of the service were stated
in a handbilt dated 16th April, 1888, inviting tenders, in
which intending tenderers were requested to apply to the
harbor master for full information? 3rd. Only by adver-
tisement by handbill, and in Chicoutimi paper. 4th. By
agent of department at Quebec. 5th. Paid by choque
from the department price. 6th. There were no buoys
delivered te C. A. Starton that the department is awaroeof,
but buoys were delivered to Mr. Ainsworth Sturton, the
contractor,

ROYAL LABOR COMMISSION-LEGISLATION.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin) asked, Ia it the intention of the
Government to introduce, this Session, logislation to carry
into effect the recommendations and suggestions contained
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in the report of the Dominion Labor Commission, lately
laid before Parliament ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The intention of the Gov-
ernment is to read the evidence and the report during the
recess, and to give a chance to hon. members to do the
same; so that we may know, during the recess, what legis-
lation will be required next Session.

CHIGNECTO SHIP RAILWAY.

Mr. MITCHELL asked, Whetber the Government have a
copy of the prospectus of the Chignecto Ship Railway, as
issued in London, on which their money was borrowed?
And whether the Government, if tbey have it, will lay the
same before the louse; and if they have not, will they
take the necessary steps to obtain the same and lay it
before Parliament ?

Mr. FOSTER. The Government bas not in its possession
a copy of the prospectus of the Chignecto Ship Railway, as
issued in London, and, therefore, cannot lay it before the
House. I do not know whether it is a matter with which
the Government have very much con Cern or not. I will be
very glad to get a copy of it as soon as possible. We have
applied to London for it.

Mr. MITCHELL. I should think the credit of the
country has much concern in it, and I think it is desira ble
we should have it.

NATIONAL DEFENCE COMMITTEE,

Mr. HOLTON asked, Has any arrangement been con-
cluded between the Imperial authorities and the Canadian
Government respecting the defence of the coast of British
Columbia? If so, what is its rature ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Negotiations have been going
on since 1885, and are still in progreass between the Imporial
authorities and the Canadian Government respecting the
defence of the coast of British Columbia. So far, their
nature is strictly confidential.

Mr. HOLTON asked, How is the "lNational Defence
Committee " constitnted ? What are the powers of this
Committee, and when wili it meet again ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The Committee is composed
of the Major-General commanding the Militia, the Adjutant
General, the Commandant of the Royal Military College,
and the Inspector of Artillery. The Committee is to report
confidentially ta the Goverriment on any improvements that
can be suggested, or any plan that eau be carried out in the
present system of defence, so as to meet the country's wants
and needs. The Committee will meet from time to time
when it is deemed advisable.

SEIZURE OF THE BRIDGEWATER.

Mr. HOLTON asked, Have representations been received
from the Imperial authorities or the Government of the
United States, respecting the seizure of the vessel Bridge-
water 1 Has any demand bien made for compensation to
the owners of said vessel for damages arising from such
seizure ? If so, what is the amount claimed ?

Mr. BOWELL. Representations hava been made through
the Imperial Governucent by the United States authorities
in reference to the seizure of the Bridgewater. Compen-
sation has been claimed by Kr. Allan, on behalf of the
owners, to the amount of $20,303.'6.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Will you pay it ?

Mr. BOWEL L. That is not part of the question. I can
tell the hon, gentleman that it is not paid.

MANUFACTURES EXPORTED TO AUSTRALIA.

Mr. TROW (for Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT) asked, What
is the total amount of manufactured goods exported from
Canada to Australia from lst July, 1888, to 1et January,
1889, and from 1st January, 1889, to lst April, 1889?

Mr. BOWELL. The manufactures exported to Australia
for the six months ended the 3let of December, 1888,
amounted te $41,530. Returns are not completed to enable
me to answer the last part of the question.

POST OFFICE AT BALTIC, P.E.I.

Mr. PERRY asked, Io it the intention of the Postmaster
General to establish a post office at Baltie, in Prince County,
P.EL, as promised last year by the late Postmaster
General ? If so, when ?

Mr. HAGGART. I am unable at present toe state what
action shall be taken by the department in reference to the
establishment of a post office at Baltic, as the matter is still
under the consideration of the department.

PUBLIC WORKS IN PRINCE EDWA RD ISLAND.

Mr. PERRY asked, Is the Department of Public Works
aware of the amount of damages done to the breakwater at
Miminegash, P.E. I., last fall? If so, is it the intention of
the department to repair said break water immediately ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The attention of the
department was called to the damage done to this breakwater,
and the matter is now receiving the attention of my
department.

Mr. PERRY asked, Is it the intention of the Minister of
Public Works to cause, during the presen L season, a survey
to be made of the shore at Fifteen Point, P.E.I., with a view
of reporting on the practicability of building a breakwater
at that place ? Alo, to report on the probable cost of the
same ?

Sir HEOTOR LANGEVIN. It is not the intention.
Mr. PERRY asked, Io it the intention of the Minister of

Public Works to cause a survey to be made at the harbor
of Summerside, P.E.I., during the present year, with the
view of building a breakwater at that harbor? Alo, an
estimate of the cost of the same ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. An examination was made
for a breakwater at the entrance of Summerside harbor.
Sometime since it was brought to the notice of the depart.
ment, through a petition presented by Sir Adams Archibald,
that further examination was desirable, and an order has
been issued to that effect.

MONTREAL HARBOR POLICE.

Mr. WIIITE (Cardwell) (for Kr. CURRN) asked, là it the
intention of the Government to disband the Montreal Harbor
Police, prior to the fall of this year ?

Mr. TUPPE R. It is net the intention of the Government
to re-engage the harbor police of Montreal this season.

BOUNDARIES OF ONTARIO.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that the House
resolve iteelf into Committee, to-morrow, to consider the fol-
lowing resolution:-

Reokved, That a humble Addreu be presented to Her Majesty, pray.
ing that she may be gracioualy pleased to cause a measure to be sub-
mitted to the Parliament of the¯-United Kingdom, declaring and provid-
ing the following to be the westerly, northerly and easterly boundarles
cf the Province of Ontario, thallie to .ay ;

IMo muni of a linedrawn to the Lake of the Woods through the
waters eastward of that lake and west of Long Lake whiçu4ivide
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British North America from the territory of the United State, and
thence through the Lake of the Woods to the most north-western point
of that lake as rans northward from the United States boundary and
fam the mest aorth-wetoen point of the Lake of the Woods, a line
drawn due north until it strikes the middle line of the course of the
river discharging the waters of the lake called Lake Seul or the Lonely
Lake, whetlher above or, below its confuence, with the stesam flowing
from the Lake of the Woods towards Lake WinUipeg, And thence pro-
ceeding eastward from the point at which the before mentioned line
strike the saiide fine ci the course of the river lst aforesaid, along the
middIe line of the cerse of the saine river (whether called by the name
of the English River or, as to the part below the'confluenoe, by the name
of the River Winnipeg) up to Lake Seul or the Lonely Lake, and thence
aloug ihe middle line of Lake Seul er Lonely Lake to the head of that
lake, and thenee by a straight line to the nearest point of the middle
lire of the waters of Lake St. Joseph, and thence along that middle line
until it reaches the foot or outlet of that lake, and thence along the
middle line cf the river by which the waters of Lake St. Joseph dis-
charge thbmselves to theB hore of the part of Hudson's Bay commonly
k own as James' Bay, and then e aouth-easterly, following upon the
said shore to the point where a line drawn due north from the head of
Lake Temiscamingue would atrike it, and thence due south along the
said line to the ead of the said lake, and thenee into the said lake to
descend the Ottawa River until the latter is struck by the north-western
boundary of the Seigneurie of Vaudreuil, and thence along the said
north-western boundary ruining eeuth twenty-five degreea west, to the
westernmoet a-gle of the Seigneurie of New ongneuil, and theneo run.
ning along the limit between the Township of Lancaster and the said
Seigneurie of New Longuenil la the direction of south thirty-four degrees
east, to a atone boundary on the north bank of tIe Lake St. Francis, at
the cove westof the Poinle-an-Bauiet, in the esid limit betweea the
Township of Lancaster and the Seigneurie of New Longueuil."

Motion sigreed toc.

SHORT LINE R&ILWAY.

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD moved that the Heuse re-
solve itself into Coimmittee, te-morrow, to consider the fol.
Iowiieg resolution:-

That it is expedient that a railway should be constructed, as a Gov-
ernument work, betweon a point of junction on the New Brunswick Rail-
way, at or near Harvey, in the Province of New Brunswick, and a point
of junction wih the Intercolonial Railway, at or near Salisbury, in the
said Province, or somewhere between Salisbury and Moncton, and that
the sum of five hundred thousand dollars be granted towards the con-
struction of the iard Tailway.

Motion agreed to.

STEARSIIIP SERVICE-AUSTRALIA AND B. C.

Mr. FOSTER moved that the report of the Committee of
the Whole on resolution to provide for a subsidy for a fort-
nigbtlysteams*hip service between British Columbia and the

whether, in anything which has fallen from the lips of the
gentlemen on the Treasury benches, on Wednesday or
Saturday last, there has been a single iota of information
which can enable anyone amongst them to come to the
conclusion that the country will really ho benefitted by this
expenditure to the full amonnt. I submit that we have
not any information un this point, and I do not believe that
any legislative body would consent to such a proposition if
submitted with so little information. As to some of
these subsidies, th Government have information and
have invited tenders. This information is refused to
us. The tenders they have reoeived, they refuse to
liy before us. The nogotiations they have opened up they
have refused to make known to us. As to some of the other
subsidies, the Government are no better informed than we.
As to them, the Government are groping ln the dark, and
do not know what results will accrue from them, because
they do not know on what basis they are proceeding. Take
the Australian subsidy. We are asked te spend annually
$125,000 for the object of opening up steamsbip service be-
tween Canada and Australia. I do not condemn the idea
itself, neither do I approve it, because I am not in a position
to do either. The Government themselves say that, in
asking the subsidy, they rely altogether on hopes. They
expect that the Australian Governments will meet their views
and do as much as they do. But they have never opened up
any negotiations with the Australian Goverments in order to
aseertain whether or not they are willing to respond. The
Government have not taken the trouble to inform them-
selves what is to be the cost of such service, They have
not taken the trouble, as far as i know, to inform themeelves
as to whether there is a possibility of opening up a trade at
ail commensurate with the expenditure. Yet they ask
8125,000 a year. I ask them why 4125,000 a year'?
Why not $50,000, or $?0o,000, a year ? What -re the
facts upon which they base their demand for this sum,
or upon which they base their demand for it rather
any other ? Can they give us information as to that point ?
I defy the Governmont to give information upon whica
they rely in asking us to vote this sum or any other auca.
They cannot give a substantial reason to this House why
they have selected that or any other sum. lt might hbave
been, as far as we know, or a3 far as they themseoves know,
juist as well to give 850,000, or $00,000, or any other
amount thoy please to ask. The amount they have selec.ted

Autra Clonies and Ne6w Zîauand, be ead thesecond. is purely arbitrary. Now we are aeked te vote another
time and concurred in. sum to subsidise another lino of steamers, which is already

Mr. L AURIER. I can scarcely hope, yet I would fain ineistence, betwcen B.itish Columbia and Japan. What
hope, t--at the o ojrit fti lesbf» e snin eIis isl'h reason for a-ki ng that subidy ? Thre service ishope, tat te m jiy of this House,.before asse nting to this
resolution, will ask for further information on the subject. already in pa-ation. It la trac that service is subsidisod
Not that I would at all coudemn the idea of extending our by tir. Imperial Govern ment, and we have been told by the
trade relations. On the contrary, any proposition from the nae tween the
other sidu with a view to extending beyond the limite of'Imptried Gavermment and bbc Canadian Goverument
our own country, be it far or near, eur trade.relations, iswhereby bbe Canadian Government bave boand tbemselves,
always sure to meet t'he favorable consideration of this subject te the approval of Partiameut, te contribute one-
side ; but afteraI,,however lauda-ble theo bjeot-may be, there third of ho amont Sttribnted by the Imperial Parus-
are eattain rules of ,gvernment and sae administration me-t. 1 submit that, in allairr'es8 te the House, wasbould
which ought o be kept in view and which can never b. have that agreement But thing have cete this point
departed from with impunity. We are to-day asked to vote thathe Governnt aili not grant by ccurtosy-what
something like 1T='0,M0 a year for the ,purpose of creating for*âerly t.by would have yielded te us as a right. There
a steamsnhip service between Canada and Europe, on the was a time when no Goveru ment would hav dared te
one band, and between Canada, Asia and the far East on the ask tie disbursement of any surn based upon au
other hand. That may be advntagceous to lte country or agreement witbont finit laying that agreement upen
it may not; it depends altogether upon the resulte whichtha Table. Wo have not tint agreement. Nay more,
are to be achieved in -comparison with the expendituro the Goverumant bave undoraken te expend a largo suai
required. Now, we have been debating this question for of money while, over sncb expandiburo, Pariament
two daye, and I submit to the House that-we have not will net have, se far as we can soe, the stightest control.
before as a ingle item of information which can justify us We bave i» tie weet two rising and lively ci tios, Vancouver
in coming to tie coinclusian that the advantages which *1e and Victoria. They stand almret opposite te eue another,
to be derived from this expenditrre-if, indeed, any are to and, as is natural under the circumstauces, thereia
b2 derived -will be at all commensurate with the expendi.- rivalry bebween thea. The eue sees tiatth. other shah
lire itself. 1put it to the hmn. gentlemen on that aide, net excel it, and thore la a rivalry al in reforono. b thia

i ernioer e.riaage nbt nh
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subsidy between the two cities. This subsidy is to be
granted, as we lave beard, for a lino of steamships to Van-
couver, but Victoria wants the Ateamers to call there oither
going out or coming in. Thehas. gentleman who repre-
Fonts Victoria (Mr. Prior) told us the other night tht he had
begged »nI prayd LeGovernment to.agree that the steamers
should call at Vietaia, but the Govermaent wouldMot gie
any answer to esti-fy him, the ony aunswer given being
that this was a matter in the hand4 the Imperial Govern-
ment. I a k 4he maj'rity in this lie.se if the Canadian
Parliament is ready to vote a sem of money over the er-
penditure ofwhieh they are not to have the slightest con-
trol? Under -each circumstances, J[ think it would
be the duty -of te majority in this House to see thati
the Canadian Government have some control over that
expenditure, as the people of .this country will have
to contciete towards that service. Then, we are asked
tW vote $5U,D00 a ynar for a maill nbsidy for a service be-
tween Canada and Europe. As to this we know at least to
some extent what we are going to have, though we do not
know it completely. We are told that we are going to
have a lino of steamers of tihe elsss of the Etruria. That
is, we are to have a lino devoted te passenger traffle, but
not to passenger tra'ffie and freight ti:aWic as well. Whether
this would be batter in the intereste of the country or not,
1 do not know, Wt il do not believe it would, but others
who are more competent than I am ean be heard upon that
question. Hcwever, there is some 1,rther explan&tion
which we should hame. We ought to know from what port
these steamer- are to start on the other aide of the Atlan tic.
and to what por't they are to come on this side, whether it
bo St. John, or Ualfax, or any other port. As to this we
are now completely in the dark. The conclusion I
corne to eis tha the whole of this expenditure is premature,
and that we shouid revert to the old practice, whie'
was a wholesome practice, and should -say to the Govern-
ment, Get information first, and after having obtained that
informatioa, if ySn choose tW come to:an agreement, you
can come with it to Parliament, and thon you wil be
able to enter into an agreement -upon which Parliament'
has pronouneed; at I submit that it is intolerable that we
should recognise a system of placing money in the hands of
the Government to expend at their own pleasure without
Parliament being previously consulted upon it. The G -v-
ornment ask us, in fact, for a blind power of attorney to do
as they please in this matter. This system bas prevailed
already too long and to t-oo greatan textent. Five years
ago, we wre asked te vote $50000 a year for twenty,
years to build a short uine railway wiaich would include a
lino from Harvey to Moncton, and now we see that, though
we trusted to the Government thon, ]Tarliament bas been
deceived, the instructions given by Parliament tW the Gov.
ernment have not 'been carried out, and, in eonsequeBoe ef
that deception, we are asked this year to vote $500,0'0
mome, mid I do not knew how much we may ,hoAasked fer
next year.. That was one deception which has been
practised upon Parliament. Upon another occasion-nay,
on several occasions, session after Session-we were toild
that the erminus of the Short Lino would beat Louis-
burg, and that would be the terminus of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, that it would be the ocean port,
Time aftertime the Parliament of Canada was indueed to
vote money with ihat.objeot in view and with that state-
ment made on the floor of Parliament,; and yet, to-day, what
do we hear of Louisburg, who has a word t say about
Louisburg? I do not say whether it is right or wrong that
we donot hear of it, but I say-again that this Parliament
was deceived in regard to that matter, and, after so -many
deceptions as have been practised-Luse the word deception,
though it may be a hard word, because such conduct cannot
be "therwise charaeterised-it is not fitting that Parlia.
mIt shoild give another blank power of-attorney 40 the

Govern ment to do as they please in -reference to this ust-
ter, and, after perhaps the intentions of Parliament may not
bave been carried out, to come next year with another de-
mand for money. Under thèse circumetances, I beg t0
move in amendment:

That the said resolution be not now oonourred in, but that It be ee.-
solwed, That, whilst this House wili eber be ready to favor auy eason-
able scheme to promote and extend the trade of this country, the
Goverument, in asking an.annual expenditure of £25,000 sterling for the
establishment of a steamship service between Canada and the Austra-
Ean Colonies and New Zealand, bas failed to show that auch a service
woulci result in advantages in any way commensurate with the large
amount of the expenditure required.

Mr. DAVIES (P E.L) Before this motion ie voted upon,
i wish to make only one obervation. Wben we discussed
this question in Commttee the other day îthe Pinane
Minister stated to the louse, as one reason why we should
assent to this large expenditure of money, that a large trade
in manufactures lad been developed, and was still mono
baing developed, between Canada and Australa. 1e then
said it was w.thin bis knowledge that he had the informa-
tion from ihe manufacturers themselves, that thoirr aof
Missey & Co. had, ii one year, exported gooda of their own
manufacture to Australia to the extent of betweena*O00Q00
and $400,00. lturned up the Blue-books of:thelast flancial
year, and I found that the total manufactures of Canada, of
all descriptions and all kinde, .exported to Austraba d"riog
that year, amounted to 839,000, so that it was altogether
impossible that hmessrs. .Massey & Co. could hase exported
goods to the value ofibetween 8300,000 anýd $400.00. The
bon. gentlemen persisted in bis statement. Ho did not
insist that the Blue-books told a false story, but ho saggested
that, as the Blue-books referred to the year which ended on
the 30th June, possibly his statement might be
consistent with the facts, and the increased exports
might be for the remainder of the calendar year. Well,
Sir, we had that matter settled to-day by the answer
the Minister of Customs gave to the question put by Sir
Richard Cartwright. We find that Up to the 31st December,
from the 1st of July, the total exports of manufactures
from Canada to Australia was only $41,000. The hon.
gentleman, it is true, stated that ho was not able WtogWe the
figures with absolute accuracy, but he gave theni with
approximate accuracy, io that between $08 XJ a.nud84,000
was the amount. Now, it is lar that the bhon. gentleman
las asked this flouse to vote this umney on an assumption
of facts which are clearly 'ptoved to be false. We do uot
export, we could not have exported, any msuo.quantities of
gooda-not one tenth, not onefitteenth, of the .goode-tLhat
the hon. gentleman gave the H use to underatatid we did.
The fact is we are Proceediug here on fale data,son a false
basis, e aregozg itblind. Jmnsterialstatementa areanade
whioh, when nhey are teetad, turn out to be entkelyinacour-
ate. The hon. gentleman, if he formed bis conclusion upon
such facts as ihe gave to the House the other day, that it was
desirable to vote obh a large amount of money as be asked
the House to vote, now that he 8ees these facto are not
correct, should reconsider bis proposition, for I venture to
say that the statement made by tie Minister of Oustoms to-
day does absolutely refute the possibility of the truth of the
sLatement made by the hon. gentleman, and ho should with-
draw the proposition based largely upon the truth of that
statement.

Gen. L AURIE. I listened to the statement made by
the Finarce Minister the other day, and I oertainly didi not
gather from him thit he stated that this firm. of Maesey *
Co. hal exported during*last year $100,000 worth of impio-
ments.

Me. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Yes.
Gen. LAURIE. I am open to correction, 'but i *n-

derstood him to s ay thet they had opened up atrade 4o
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that amount. Now, Sir, I have it from Mr. Massey hi mself,
with whom I bad a long interview since this Session opened,
that ho had sent his son to Australia and New Zoaland in
order that ho might open up this trade, and that ho took
orders for a very large amount of goods, to the amount
stated by the Minister of Finance. However, as I did not
like to speak solely from memory, I desired to verify the
statement, and I at once communicated with the firm in
order to ascertain if the facts were as I understood them to
be. Mr. Massey repeats the statement that ho had opened
up trade to this extent. This is what ho says :

4 You are correct in the inference made in your letter in regard to
my sons having been in Australia. They also were in New Zealand,
and we have opened up a trade in these countries which bas bright
promises for the future, and in fact itehas exceeded our expectations in
the pat year. Our trade in South America is also well established."

Thie, perbape, is not a matter that I should advert to now,
but I do so as showing the prospects of trade and the way
they are working it up.

" Our trade in South America is also well established, and there are
large orders for the coming season for that territory. We anticipate a
better trade in the countries referred to than we shall possibly get in
Europe, though it is attended with very large expense ; and therefore,
for the present, we cannot expect the resulta to be as favorable as they
will be in Europe Thus far, our machines in fo eign countries have
received ihe highest commendations, having successfully conpeted
with the beat machines of îoreign make, and we have b en awarded
more prizes than any A merican manufacturers, who are our principal
competitors, so that our position for commanding the trade of these
countries is good, or even better than any of the leading foreign manu-
facturers. We have every reason to expect a prosperous future for
our foreign business."

I think that, with the fact that they h ad to dra.w upon
their supplies in Europe in order to supply the Australian
trade, so Mr. Massey informs me, shows that the position
taken by the Minister of Finance in desiring to open up more
speedy and more rcgular communication with the Aus.
tralian colonies, is justified by the promises that this gen-
tleman, at any rate, one of the leading manufacturers of our
country, has obtained, and which afford him substantial
prospects of increased trade in the future.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.). As to the question of veracity to
which the ho',n. gentleman called the attention of the louse,
I may remark that there was no misunderstanding at all of
what the Finance Minister said, because, after referrinig to
three or four bundred thousand dollars' worth of agricultural
implements which Massey & Co exported, and after the
discrepancy between that amount and the amount shown
by the Blue-book to have been exported, had been pointed
out, the Finance Minister stated :

" My hon. friend must recollect that the Trade Returns only come up
to the lst of July of last year, and that a manufacturer, speaking to me
about the matter, would have the trade year and not the fiscal year in

view."1
Now, we have the fiscal year from the 1st of July to the
1st of January, showing only 341,000 worth of all kinds ;
so that the gallant General, in coming to the rescue of the
Finance Minister, bas rendered him no service.

Gen LAURIE. I stand to the point I made, which was
distinctly that Mr. Massey stated ho had opened up a trade
to that amount.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). You did not read it.

Gen. LAURIE. Mr. Massey stated to me verbally, ab- ut
8400,000 was the extent of the trade b had opened up. I
asked him again, and ho answered that the prospects werc
even more favorable than those ho anticipated. This trade
is in the future, so are the prospects of the Australian steamer
service ; and in canvassing for trade, Mr. Massey sent his
son ont to obtain a trade that ho had not then obtained, but
that ho ho d to obLain, and that ho has obtained.

6en.CUkIz.

House divided on amendment of Mr. Laurier:

Amyot,
Armstrong,
Bain ( Wentworth),
Béchard,
Borden,
Bourassa,
Bowran,
Brien,
Campbell,
Chouinard,
Oolter,
0outure,
Davies,
Doyon,
Edgar,
Ellis,
Fiset,
Flynn,
Gauthier,

Archibald,
Audet,
Bain (Soulanges),
Bernard,
Bel l,
Bergin,
Bowell,
Bryson,
Burns,
Cargill,
Carling,
Carpenter,
Caron (Sir Adolphe),
Cimon,
Cochrane,
Colby,
Corby,
Coulombe,
Daoust,
Davin,
Davis,
Dawson,
Dewdney,
Dickinson,
Dupont,
Poster,

Yus:
Messieurs

Gillmor,
Godbout,
Hale,
Holton,
Innes,
Jones (Kalifax),
Kirk,
Landerkin,
Lang,
Laurier,
Lister,
Livingston,
Lovitt,
Macdonald (Huron),
Mackenzie,
MeIntyre,
McMillan (Huron),
McMullen,

NÂaS:

Messieurs
Freeman,
Gigault,
Gordon,
Grandbois,
Guillet.
Haggart,
Hall,
Hesson,
Joncas,
Jones (Digby),
Ken ny,
Landry,
Langevin (Sir Hector),
Laurie,
Macdowall,
McCUlla,
McDonald (Victoria),

McDougald (Pictou),
McKeen,
MoNeill,
Madill,
Mara,
Masson,
Mills (Annapolis),
Moncreiff,
O'Brien,

Mills (Bothwell),
Mulock,
Neveux,
Paterson (Brant),
Perry,
Platt,
Robertson,
Rowand,
Ste. Marie,
Scriver,
Semple,
Semerville,
Sutherland,
Trow,
Watson,
Weldon (St. John),
Welsh,
Wilson (Elgiu).-55.

Perley,
Porter,
Prior,
Robillard,
Roome
RosS,
Shanly,
Skinner,
8mall,
Smith (Ontario),
Sproule,
Taylor,
Temple,
Thompson (Sir John),
Tiadale,
Tapper,
Tyrwhitt,
Wallace,
Ward,
Weldon (Albert),
White (Cardwell),
Wilmot,
Wilson (Lennox),
Wood (Westmoreland),
Wright.-77.

Mr. TAYLOR. The hon. member for Renfrew (Mr.
White), and the bon. member for East Middlesex (Mr.
Marshall), have not voted.

Mr. WH1TE (Renfrew). I am paired with the hon. mem-
ber for Halton (Mr. Waldie). Had I been at liberty to vote,
I would have voted against the amendment.

Mr. MARSUALL. I am paired with the hon. member
for West Elgin.

Mr. TROW. The hon. member for Lunenburg h not
voted.

Mr. EISENHIAUER. I would have voted for the
amendment, but I am paired.

Resolution concurred in.

STEAMSHIP SUBSIDY-OHINA AND JAPAN
AND B. C.

Mr FOSTER moved that the report of the Committee of
the W bole on resolution to provide for a subsidy between
British Colutubia and China and Japan be read the second
time and concurred lu.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) If we had reason to complain of
want of information respecting the subsidy just voted, we
have equal reason to complain, and, perhaps, greater reason
in regard to the proposition that is now before us. When
in Committee, the other day, on this resolution, efforts were
made by many hon. gentlemen to ascertain from the Finance
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Minister whether ho was in possession of any data or facto
to give to the House to justify him in making this proposi-
tion. The hon, gentleman spoke several times, evidently
under some restraint, and the result was ho produced
nothing. He stated to the House that ho lad no informa-
tion to give. It did transpire, on the cross-examination to
which the hon. gentleman was subjected, that negotiations
had been carried on for some time between the British
Government and the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company
with respect to a subsidy for this very line, and there had
bcen corr espondence, and these negotiations and that corres-
pondence had resulted in an agreement between the British
Government and the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company,
whieh was not yet signed, but was practically concluded.
We also learned that the High Commissioner, acting on
bi half of Canada, had carried on negotiations with the
British Government and the Canadian Pacifie Railway
C mpany with reference to a supplementary subsidy to
b- voted by this country, conditional on the Britisb
Government voting a subsidy. The flouse very natur-
ally asked that the correspondence and agreement
should be laid on the Table before hon. membeis were
asked to vote the money. The hon. gentleman could
not do it; ho said ho had not the documents at hand. To
me it is absolutely incredible that negotiations should
have been carried on by our agent in London, the result of
which would be to commit this country to a subsidy of
£15,000 or £25.000, dependent upon whether the
service is fortnightly or monthly, and that the Iligh
Commissioner should not have made a report to his
Government on the negotiations. It is incredible thatt such
a thing could have happened. The Minister of Finance
said there was a telegram from the High Commissioner to
the Government. But so little respect has the Government
for the House of Commons, which votes the moi-ey, that
they positively asked us to vote the amount without even
producing the telegram of the High Commissioner. I, for
one, do not believe that the High Commissioner carried on
these negotiations for months without having a large
amount of correspondence both with the British Govern-
ment and the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. There
were many terns which had to be arranged. There must
have been a great deal of discussion as to the size of the
steamboats, the speed required, the ports at which they
should leave and call, the terms required, and a thousand
and one other things which are necessary to settle
before an agreement could be arrived at. As my
leader said in the debate on the previous resolution,
parliamentary government now las reached that stage
when members vote like dumb dogs large amounts
of public money, without obtaining any information,
and the Government treat them with contempt. I do not
believe that even the Government called a caucus to give
private information to supporters of the Government. It
is not very creditable to our system of Government, and it
is discreditable to the House, that we should vote these
subsidies in the absence of information. I do not mean to
say that this project is one to which we are oppoed. We
have not the means given us to for m an opinion as to
whether we could support it with due regard to our duty
to our constituents. The information on which we could
come to such a conclusion is withheld, and if the hon.
gentleman las these documents in his possession le keeps
them under lock and key in his desk an I refuses to allow
hon. gentlemen to obtain possession of them. Ie stated,
again, that negotiations had been carried on between the
British Government and the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company, under which a subsidy was to be paid by the
British Government. That agreement las not been pro-
duced. It is very important we should have it, because all
the information as to the size of the ships, the time of the
passage, and the ports at which the voessels would call, and

the mails they would cirry, and everything else must be
contained in the agreement. It is necessary, in the inte-.
ests of Canada, that this agreement should be submitted
before we are asked to vote this money. That, also, was
withheld, and the hon. gentleman told us even that ho had
not got it, that he did not know what it was. fie said:

I All these terms are contained in the agreement, which bas been, as
I said, practically concluded, and which will take the form of a con-
tract. That, however, is a document I am not able to bring dGwn to
the House -"

Mr. FOSTER. Will the hon. gentleman be fair and hon.
eît in dealing with the flouse and with me, and take back
what ho stated a moment or two ago, that I stated to the
flouse that I had not those documents in my possession ?

Mr. DAVIES (P E I.) Does the hon. gentleman say he
bas the documents ?

Mr. FOSTER. Tbe hon. gentleman stated to the House,
and I appeal to you, Mr. Speaker, that I stated to the House
that I had not those documents in my possession. He went
on to frame an argument on that. He now appeals to Han.
sard to prove his assertion, and Hansard proves nothing of
the kind. Then lot the hon. gentleman be manly
enough-

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The hon. gentleman is entirely
mistaken. I referred in the first part of my argument to
the negotiations and correspondence carried on between the
High Commissioner of Canada and the British Government
with respect to the subsidy, and I said thon, and I repeat
now, and I will dare the MiLister of Finance, holding as I
do the Hansard in my hand, to deny that ho said ho had
not one iota of that correspondence in his possession. I
challenge the hon. gentleman to rise in his place and do so.

Mr. FOSTER. You cannot find it. Y;u cannot sub-
stanliate it.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I say the fion. gentleman stated,
with truth or not I know not, but ho stated on his honor in
this flouse that ho had not a scintilla of a letter from the
High Commissioner, nothing but a telegram.

Mr. FOSTER. Prove it. I ask the hon. gentleman to
prove his statement.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Does the hon. gentleman deny it ?

Some hon. MEMB[ERS. Road it.

Mr. D I.VIES (P.,.[.) I want to know if the hon, gen-
tleman denies it.

Mr. FOSTER. You have misrepresented me.

Some hon. MERBERS. Read it.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E I.) Will the Minister of Finance
deny that he was not in possession -

Mr. FOSTER. The hon. gentleman has misrepresented
me hall a dezen times to-day, and I do not propose now to
deny or to affirm until I find he has Hansard at tLe back of
his statement.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E .) I read:
"Mr. FOSTER The information is simply this, that the British

Government will give so much if the Canadian Government will impie.
ment ihat by so much more.

"Mr. LAURIER. Put the correspondence on the Table.

Mr. FOSTER. There is no correspondence."

Mr. FOSTER. I rise to a point of order.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I have not finished my sentence.

Mr. SPEAKE 9. You must give the hon. gentleman a
chance to state hie point of order.

Mr. FOSTER. The hon. gentleman mnst state, before
ho proves his contention, to what correspondence I referred,
He says that referred to correspondenoe.
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Some hon. MEIBERS. Chair, chair.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) If the hon. gentleman had waited

until I had finished my statement, instead of violating the
Rules of the House, hé would have heard me read a further
statement made by him on that occasion:

"lTh lo nerio neerro'pndenoe.The High Gommissioner, when ln
London, carried on the negouiationh, and ail the cerrespondence that
was hai with this Government was in the shape ofa telegram."
I appeal to the House if that is not the exact language I
used a few minutes ago. when I said that the hon. gentle-
rnan stated a fact which to me appeared incredible, that
the only correspondonce in bis possession was a telegram
they had received from the High Commissioner.

Mr. FOSTER. I did not state it.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) It is in Kansaré.
Mr. FOSTER. It is not in Hansard.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I say it is.
Mr. POSTER. It is not in Ha<srd. Now let the hon.

gentleman give me a chance to explain.
Mr. DAVIES (P E.L.) The hon. gentleman will have an

opporturilv directly. and he has got a good deal to explain.
After refeiring to the su-picious absence of ihese negoti.
ations and correspondonce, and to the refusal of the hon.
gentleman to bring them down and put the House in posseo-
sion of them, I then went on to refer to another document
and that was the agreement which the lon. gentleman
stated was made been the British Government and the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. That agreement, he
said, contained all the terms which were practically con-
cluded and largely took the form of a contract. He goes on
to say -

" That document, however, I am not able to bring down to the House.
In any case, it is a matter between the British Government and the
enmpany, and has not yet been forwarded."

That was the statement made in reference to the agreement,
and I then stated to the Hoúse that the correspondence and
negotiations which took place between the High Cam-nis-
sionner and the British Govern ment must have been reduced
to w; iting by the H1igb Commissioner; must have been made
a lherlOatdum of, and that he must have furnished this
Government with a copy of the correspondence h ' carried
on with the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company on the one
band and with the British Government on the other, and
also with the recommendation hé made and on which they
are acting to-day. I say it is incredible that the Gavernment
should ask this louse to vote this resolution without bring.
ing down the documents on which they came to a conclusion
tbenselves. Then, Sir, the hon. gentleman, when hé was
justifying this vote, referred to the exports whieh go from
Ølniada to China and Japan. He was asked whether those
ekoorts were the productions of Canada, and the hon. gentie-
men was unable even to tell us that. I hold that in the
absence of this information, it is not fair. it is not right to
ask hon. members to pledge their votes for an expenditure
of this annual sum of money for a long num ber of years
without giving them some information. More than that,
this House is going to vote a large sum of money,
Canada has eoine interest in this business and Canada
las a right to see that these interests are subserved. The
other night it was argued, with irresistible force, to my
mind, that with the information at present before the
House we should not rive these large subsidies unless
the steamboats called at Victoria. The hon. gentleman who
represents 'Victoria (Mr. Prior) says it is indispensable that
the steamer should call there. Ie pointed out to the
House that the steamer bas been running for a year and a
hálf withiÉ a mnile of the port of Victoria; that ihe stopped
there to take on a pilot, £nd that the Victoria people were
ready to build a wharf to enable these steamers te stop

Mr. DÂVizi (P.E.I.)

there. That stoppage would cause very litfle delay ; and
although no answer was vouchsafed to this, and no reason
given, it is suggested to us to vote without any provision
being made for that steamer to call at Victoria. We have
not got the proper information before us to justify us in
voting this nmoney, and if we do vote the money r hold it is
indispensable that the steamer should call at the port of
Victoria. I, therefore, beg to move in amer dment:

That aIl the words after the word "ThatI" be strack out, and the
following mubstituted therefor: "'this House should not be asked to
agree to a resolution providing for the granting of an annual subsidy
for a fortnightly or nonthly steamehip service betwee British Columbia
and China and Japan, supplementary to one to be grâated by the British
Government, until the correspondence and negotiations relative to the
granting of such a subsidy and the agreements between the British
Government and the Canadian Pac fic Railway Company under which
the subsidy of the British Government is payable, and al other necesaary
informttion relative to the character of the service, have been laid before
it ; and the Flouse is further of opinion, from the informttion at present
before it, that, if any subsidy is voted for such serviee, it should be eondi-
tional on the steamahips calling at either Victoria or Esquimalt."

Mr. FOSTE R. I suppose that now I can properly take
up a littie of the time of the House, and that the House will
not regret giving me a moment or two in order to clear up
one or two of those matters about which a great deal of
tault has been found. It is pretty hard to ait in this House
and to hear what you have stated put in a light which was
not warranted either by the intention you had ln your mind
or by the expression that you gave to that intention. i am
not going to make any charge backwards or foi wards at the
present moment, but I arm simply going to make myseif
right from the Hansard on both of these points, and I think
I can do it to the satisfaction of any candid-minded man
who listens to me. In the first place, with referenceto the
disagreement between the hon. gentleman from Queen's
(Mr. Davies) and myself about the Australian ex-
ports, so far as has reference to agricultural imple.
ments, the hon. gentleman stated to the House that I
had based my demands for the passage of the firat resolu-
tion upon the statement I made, that Mr. Massey had ex-
ported to Australia last year three or four hundred thousand
dollarti' worth of agricultural implements. Now, Sir, even
although I had made that statement, that was not the state-
ment upon which I based the claim that this resolution
should pass the House. I gave, in my opening statement,
the reasons why i thought the tcsolntion ought to pass& lu
thie course of the debate I ha ppened to remember a conver-
sation that I had with Mr. M assey, and when the question
was asked as Lo the kind of manufacturés we sent there, I
stated that several manufacturers had had dealings, not-
withstanding the difficulties, with Australian countries, and
among them Mr. Massey. Now, Sir, the hon. gentleman
from Queen's (Mr. Davies) said that I stated that Mr. Mas-
sey in the last tiscal year had exported three, or four, or five
hundred thousand dollars of agricultural implements. I wili
read exactly what I said:

" To-day, I believe, some of our manufacturers have a field which
they have exploited in the Australian colonies for their products, and
where within two or three years they have built up a trade, under very
disadvantageous circumstances, to the extent of between one-third and
half a million dollars worth of goods in some lnes of goods alone. One
of these lthe tassey Co., of roronto, who have exported agricultural

"1Mr. DAVIES (P.E I.) The total exporta are not half a million.
"Mr. FOSTER. You will and exaoetly what they are by the bie-

booke.
"Mr. JO NES (Halifax) $146, 000 in value.
"fr. FosrER I have Mr. Massey's statement thathlihas worked

up a trade in agrioultural implements in that colony amounting to
bltween $ ,OOu and $40,000, and he has done that under very dis-
advantageous CireufliBtances."

That is the statement I made, that is the statement that is
in the Bansard, and that statement bears out what my
hon. friend from Shelburne stated. What I had in my
mind was the conversation I had with Mr. Massey, who
went very fully into his prospects of trade in that country,
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detailing the stops that had been taken by his son, w'ho
had been sent ont there, and his expectations. I did not
state definitely that a trade to that amount had been car-
ried ont in the last fiscal year; I simply stated that they
had worked up a trade in agricultural imploments to
that amount.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E I.) I wieh to call the hon. gentle-
man's attention to page 1427, where he made the direct
statement.

Mr. FOSTER. If the hon. gentleman will wait, ho will
get everything. I am not disposed, like the hon. gentle.
man, to pick out a lino here and a lino there, but I propose
to give the whole statement. On page 1427 I stated :

" The hon. member for Prince Edward Island (Mr. Davies) made the
best of the Trade Returns which he holds in bis hand, but I still believe
the statement I made will be found correct."

The statement I made was that I believed Mr. Massey had
worked up a trade to that amount.

"I think I have that statement, and I will look it up to see if it is
right or not, but I feel sure it will be found true. I remember a conver-
sation with Mr. Massey himself, going into the question thoroughly, and
he detailed the expense and trouble he ad been put to in the last year
or two in establishing agencies for the sale of his goods."

These are ail the remarks I made on that subject.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I) No, you have stopped just short
of the statement. In the very next sentence the hon.
gentleman stated:

" The statement I made is this, and it will be found true, that within
the iast year a trade bas been opened up in agricultural implements
with Australia to the extent of $300,000 or $400,000. My hon. friend
must recollect that the Trade Returns only come up to the lst of July
of last year, and that a manufacturer, speaking to me about the matter,
would have the trade year and not the fiscal year in view."

Mr. FOSTER. I have marked here in pencil the whole
passage that has been read by my hon. friend, and I thought
I had read it ail. 1 will also read that again:

"I remember % conversation with Mr. Massey himself, going into the
question thoroughly, and he detailed the expense and trouble he lad
been put to in the last year or two in establishing agencies for the sale
of bis goods. Hon. gentlemen must always recollect that the attempt
to establish trade in a foreign country is a costly proceeding. It takes
time to make your constituency of men to trade with and to establish a
name for your goods, and the first years of an opening trade are always
the most costly; but the statement I made is this, and it will be found
ti ue, thatwithin the last year atrade has been opened up in agricultural
implements with Australia to the ertent or $300,000 of $400,000. My
hou. friend must recollect that the Trade Returus only come up to the
lst of July of last year, and that a manufacturer, speaking to me about
the matter, would have tue trade year and not the fiscal year in view."

That, thon, is exactly what I stated, that during the last
year, when Mr. Massey had bis agent in Australia and New
Zealand, ho had worked up a trade to that amount ; and
when the hon, gentleman thinks that ho has made a point
against me in connection with my stating that ho had the
Trade Returns only up to the istof July, 188S, the hon. gen-
tleman will easily find an explanation of that, if ho wishes,
in the fact that ho r ead the fiscal year returns, which did not
show the amount of trade that had taken place in the
calendar year, large or small, as we might find afterwards,
but they had reference to the actual amount exported in
the fiscal year. Since thon, I have received a tolegram
from Mr. Massey, referring to what was stated by the hon.
member for Shelburne, in which ho says

"Have just wired J. W. Laurie as follows :-Foster hai reference to
our prospective trade. Customs records misleading, owing to very large
shipments to Australia from our Europeau house. Prospects warrant
our large anticipations. South America orders already exceed them."

My hon. fricnd sees now that ho cannot rely on the aceu-
racy of the 'Trade Returns which ho held in his hand at the
time, as Mr. Massey had to draw from his European ware-
house last year in order to supply the demands made by
Australia, and consequently that would not be shown in our
Trade Returns as a direct export during that year to
Australia. Se much with reforence to that. Now, Sir, I

wish to say a word with reference to what I stated about
the correspondence. With reference to the correspondence
taking place in regard to the China and Japan mail service,
I stated on page 1433:

" With reference to the negotiations carried on between the British
Postal authorities and the Oanadian Pacifie Railway Company, that is
a matter with which we are not directly concerned, and which we can-
not bring down to the Bouse."

Tho correspondence which I had reference to there, as I
stated, was the correspondence between the British Postal
authorities and the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company.
Tne hon. leader of the Opposition said:

"I may have misunderstood the hon. gentleman; but the hon. gentle-
man says there has been correspondence upon this subject betweea the
Imperial and Oanadian Governments, and yet, though the hon. gentle-
man is acting upon that correspondence, andaskingthe House to imple-
ment their agreement by this vote of money, he refuses to bring to the
Rouse the correspondence."

That was the correspondence between the Imperial Govern-
ment and the Canadian Government, of which the hon.
gentleman, the leader of the Opposition, spoke. lu reply
te that I stated :

" Mr. POSTER. The information is simply this, that the British Gov-
ernment will give so mach if the Canadian Government will implement
that by so much more."

" Mr. LAURIER. Put the correspondence on the Table."

What correspondence ? The correspondence of which ho
spoke, between the Canadian Government and the Imperial
Government, to which I answered :

" There is no corresponàence. The High Commissioner, when in
London, carried on the negotiations, and all the correspondence that
was had with this Government was in the shape of a telegram, and
sarely my hon. friend, haviug the information, is not going to stand on
a technicality and endeavor to stop this vote simply because I have not
formally laid on the Table of the House the information I have given
him over and over again.

"Mr. LAURIER. Are we to understand that this important negotia-
tion was carried on verbally and that there is nothing to show for it?

" Mr. FOSTE R. What I said was simply that negotiations were car-
ried on by the High Commissioner, and that as the result of these nego-
tiations an agreement was come to between the two Governments.

" Mr. LAURIER. I would be sorry to believe that this important
negotiation was carried on verbally, and that there is nothing official
between the Ganadian Goverument and the Imperial Government.
There must have been some correspondence, whether by telegram or
otherwise, and this correspondence the House is entitled to have."

A little time afterwards I stated:

" With reference to what the hon. gentleman said about correspond-
eice, the correspondence passed between the Higu Commissioner and
the British Government; but it is impossible to bring that down until
the whole matter is settled."

The House will see that three different correspondences
were spoken of. There was the correspondence between
the Britisb Postal authorities and the Canadian Pacifia
Railway Company; the correspondence which the High
Commissioner had with the British Postal authorities and
the British Government; and there was the correspondence
had between the British Goverument and this Government;
and if hon. gentlemen will hold in mind these three facts,
and road carefully my statement in the iHansard, they will
find that I have not stated with reference to these what the

bon. member for Queen's (Mr. Davies) has asserted. I stated,
first, that the correspondence between the British Postal

authorities and the (janadian Pacifie Railway Company was

thoir business, that it was not yet concluded, and that it
could not be brought down. I stated distinctly that the

lHigh Commissioner was carrying on negotiations,
and that they could not be brought down, as the
results had not yet been finally reached; and the question
being put to me as to the direct correspondence between
the Canadian Governmont and the Imperial Government, I
stated that it consisted in a telegram to the Government,
and I gave to my hon. friend the purport of that telegram.
That is a plain statement of f he case, and I do not propose
to carry it any further. I propose, however to place the
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statement before the House, so that hon. members my seo iMr. LAURIER. Where is the correspondence between
that I had no wish to mislead it, and that I answered each the Canadian Government and the Imperial Parliament?
question fairly and according to the truth of the matter. Mr. FOSTER. I have already stated to ry hon. friend
Now, with reference to the hon. gentlemen's motion, his several times, with reference Vo tus correspondence, and I
complaint is that, with regard to the China and Japan mail state it again, that the British Goverument made to us the
service there has not been sufficient information. The hon. proposition that they would give se much, provided that we
gentleman says that he cannot decide whether ho would gave so much.
approve or not of the measure, whether ho would vote or
not for the appropriation; and the reason why he cannot Mr. LAURIER. That is what we would like Vo see.
make up bis mind is because he has not sufficient infor- Mr. FOSTERý That proposition is contained in a Vle-
mation. Will my hon. friend just look at what information gram, as I stated Vo my hon. friend.
he bas ? In the first place, there have been negotiations
carried on between the British Postal authorities and the Mr. JONES (Halifax). Bring it down.
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company to carry the mails Mr.FOSTER. TheysaywitbreferenVo thiscontract,
from the Atlantic seaboard to China and Japan. that it ougit to ho laid on the Table. 1 have stated, that

Mr. LAURIER. Where is it ?this is no a contract which as been signed, but an agree-
Mr. AURER.Wber 15itment which is the result of certain negotiations-an agree-

Mr. FOSTER. If on. gentlemen opposite will let me nt which bas been practicaly conclded, but nt finally

make my speech, I bwon getlemn oe eilley, and concluded. The contract bas not been signed, and there-
makemy peeh, wil gV trouh mch oreeaslyandfore the termis of tint contract, and thp negotiations which

then they will have an opportunity to make theirs. There led up to it-Vie wiole bei g incomplete-are Dot in a
have been negotiations between the British Postal authori-pl
ties and the Canadian Pacifie Railway to carry the mails for hon, gentlemen Vo make up tbeir minds, as Vo whether
from the Atlantic seaboard to China and Japan. These ne- or not tbe proposition of the Government is entitled to
gotiations have culminated practically in an agreement with
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company for the carriage of support My hn. frespe arodeallitndrfrc
those mails. Now, everybody knows that the British Gov- wîicî îhey are Vo start. This question will probably core
ernment, when it proposes to put on a mail service, pro- up on Vie third resolution, and wien tiat resolution cores
poses to put on a regular and efficient service; proposes, upIwiîî have sometiing Vo say on it.
under the most stringent rules and regulations, to have the
service carried on; proposes to have the vessels built Mn. LAURIER. I commend Vie answer of the bon.
according to rogulation; and I think my bon. friend may gentleman to tiose wio sit behind him. I want Vie fouse
take it for granted that if the British Government were Vo understand Viat the amendment before it is not one con-
negotiating with the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, demning the resolution of the Government. The hon.mn
and if the BritishGovernment enter into an agreementwith ber for Prince Edward Island (Mr. Davies) did noV say
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company to carry the mails tint ie condemned Vhe proposition of the Goverument, but
from the Atlantic seaboard to China and Japan, they have ho simply complained tint, with Vie want of information
taken care to provide that the vessels in which the mails on Vis question, Vie fouse could net corne o an intelligenV
are to be carried, the schedule of time, the regulations under docision. What is lie answer of my hon. friend? Ho says
which the mails are to be looked after, the departure and Vint we ougit Vo ho satisfied, tint we have as muci infor-
the arrival of the vessels, and their time limits will be such mation as we ougit te geV, in order te corne o a docision.
as will be in consonance with such an important service, lu the first place, ho says tint there bas been correspond-
on so important a route. Why? Because the British ence between Vie Imperial Goverument and Vie Canadian
Government propose to abandon the old route between Pacifie Iailway, and tint Vie Imperial Government bave
China and Japan, and to open up an entirely different route, agrcod te subsidise tint stenmsiip service. I ask, Where
because they propose to take a new route across the con- is tint correspondence, and Vie hon, gentleman says ho
tinent of America and within that portion which lies withVin has gin it. Are we to ho Vold that Vie Canadian
the Dominion, and because, in abandoning the old route by Government agreed Vo interveno in a bangain between Vie
the Suez Canal, it must be taken for granted that the Canadian Pacifie Iailway and Vie British Government,
British Government in so doing will have made sure that witiout knowing wiat Vint contrnct is? Are we Vo ho
the new service will be superior to the old and equal to the old Vint Viey have Dot even seen i, and cannot say wint
magnitude and importance of the task to ho undertaken. are ils terms? And yet, nthougi they do noV know what
And yet my ion. friend, having that satisfactory ex- are Vie terms of Vie contract entened into between Vie Im-
planation given to him, knowing that the British Gov. per l Governmnt and Ve Canadian Pacifie failway, they
ernment, having canvassed the whole matter, are ask Vis Panliament Vo vote £25,000 a yoar, in order Vint
satisfied, and have practically concluded an arrange- tint conîrnet, wiici tiey bave rot seen, may be carried
ment for carrying the mails, says ho does noV ot. I put it Vo Vie fair sense of overy supporter of Vie
know whether or not we ought to make up our minds to Government, wbether iV is rigit tiat hey should be Vins
contribute £15,000 towards that service, because ho bas notcnllcd on Vo vote in lie dark, blindly, anytiing Vint 18
information enough. Now, the British Government say to asked of tim? Is il fair tint we siould ho asked te vote
us: If we send our mails across your country by your rail-nway Vie peopîe's monoy witient knowing whnt we are
ways, with all the advantages that are to accrue to you from about? Wintever may bo Vie intention of hon, gentlemen
making your country the highway for the transmission of on Vint side of Vie fouse, on Vus aide at least we will insi4
mails and of the passenger traffic which will follow in its tint befono a cent of Vie peepîe's money ho disposed of we
wake, and if we give £45,000 for that service, will you give shah always know for wiat and on what conditions iV je te
£15,000? And the Government of Canada concluded to be expended. The ion, gentleman Vell us, moreover, that
give the £15,000 on condition thit IV be a monthly service, wo ongit te ho satîsfied because, forsooti, Vie Imperial
and if it be made a fortnightly service, they concluded, with Government bave ne doubt made Vie best arrangement
the sanction of Parliament, to give £25,000 a year for that possible, because Vie Impenial Government have their eyes
service. I do not think, under the circumstances, that theopen and have looked nfter their own interests. No doubt
Iouse is called on to vote anything in the dark, or tha iV the ImperinitGovernment have been carefal te look after
is a proposition we ought not to accode to. 1their own interests but dees it follow tint Vie Canadian inte-
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resta have been looked after ? If the interests of Canada had
been looked after, surely the hon. member for Victoria (Mr.
Prior) would not have complained, as he did the other
day, that he had been begging, without success, the
Canadian Government to make Victoria a port of call ?
This is the best evidence, that the Imperial Government
have been careful to look after their own interests, but the
Canadian Government have laid themselves open to the
charge of not having taken a similar precaution in our
behalf. And yet, they ask this fouse to vote this large sum of
money. Now we are told also that the correspondence
entered into between the Canadian Government and the
Imperial Government by the intermission of the ligh
Commissioner, is incomplete. Well, if it is incomplete, is
that not the very reason why this subsidy should not be
voted to day ? Lot thom complote it, if it ho incomplete,
and, when it is completed, let it be placed on the Table, so
that every member may come to an intelligent opinion on
the subject. This is the very object which my hon, friend's
motion has in view.

Mr. PATERSON* (Brant). I understood the Finance
Minister, when he was giving the figures in regard to the
export trade which we had, or which we were
likely to open up with Australia, to give us certain
definite figures as to one house. We would all
be very glad to know that our trade was greater
than it is, but the public records do not bear out the
statements made by the Finance Minister on that occasion.
To-day ho strengthens himself by a statement of Mr. Mas-
sey that you cannot get the full amount of their exports
from our returns, because some of them went from their
English house. Weil, 1 find that the total export of agri-
cultural implements from Ontario to Great Britain in the
year ending the 30th June, 1888, amounted to $44,642. If
that statement were to be amended by Mr. Massey, and if
ho had a depot in every country under the sun, I find on
page 771 of the return, that the total exports of agricultural
implements from Canada to all countries was $155,219.
One reason why I rose was to remind the Finance Minister
as well as others, that, while I do not object to the Massey
Company being boomed in this way on the floor of Parlia-
ment, though the statement made does not bear the light
of investigation, you must not thin k that all the agricultural
implements which have been exported, have been exported
by that firm. As the hon. member for North Perth
(Mr. flesson) stated the other night, there is in my own
town of Brantford one of the largest firms engaged in this
lino of manufacture, and their exports are included in this
statement, as well as those of all the other implement
manufacturers of Canada.

Mr. MARA. With regard to the portion of the amen d-
ment which states that the subsidy should be conditional on
a steamship calling at Victoria or Esquimalt, I may say that
thie is not a new question. It las been threshed out in
the British Columbia press for some time past, it has been
discussed in the Boards of Trade, and it has had the attention
of the members from British Columbia in the earlier days
of the Session. It ias been stated by one hon. gentleman
that there are two rival cities in that Province, and that
jealousy exists between them. As far as the members from
British Columbia are concerned, there is no jealousy
whatever. We are all proud of Victoria, and of the position
which Victoria has attained; but this is not a question
relating either to Victoria or Vancouver; it is not a pro-
vincial question; iL is not simply a Dominion question, but it
is an Imperial and Dominion question. We are asking the
Imperial Government to give us $3 to our $1 to assist in
diverting the eastern trade from the Isthmus of Suez and
from American channels, so that it will be carried through
British territory and over Canadian solL. We are asking
the Imperial Government to assist us in bringing the

passenger traffic and the trade of the East over our trans-
continental railway, and in making, as has been previously
said, the termini of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, not at
Halifax or Vancouver, but at Hong Kong and Liverpool.
For these roasons, I must vote against the whole of the
amendment, but I wish to state the position in which the
majority of the members from British Columbia are placed
as to the latter part of it. Of course, my hon. friend from
Victoria (Mr. Prior) differs slightly from us in this respect,
that, as a representative of Victoria, and as the Board of
Trade and the press of Victoria have demanded that the
steamers should call there, ho may feel bound in honor to
vote for that part of the amendment; but as the other
members from the Province take a Dominion view-

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I) That is hard on the member for
Victoria.

Mr. MARA. I do not think seo, and further, I think that
the hon. member for Queen's (Mr. Davies) has inserted
that portion of the amendment in order to place my hon.
friend (Mr. Prior) in a false position. I think, in fact, that
he bas introduced the amendment in order to place, if pos.
sible, the whole of the membersfrom British Columbia in a
bad position. But my constituents do not wish me, nor do
I believe that any constituency outside of Victoria would
wish its representatives to vote for the amendment with
that clause attached to it. Further, although the hon. gen-
tleman may think that the residents of Victoria will thank
him for the amendment ho has offered, I believe they will
look upon him rather as a false than a true friend. Though
I am prepared to admit that the hon. gentleman has intro.
duced bis amendment from fair and honorable motives,
still, from the great distance, not knowing how party feel-
ings actuate members here, I believe the people of Victoria
will not b quite as charitable to him as I am, and they
may think that ho bas done this not only to embarrass the
Government and to embarrass the members from British
Columbia, but that ho las acted the part of a false friend,
and has given them a stab in the back.

Mr. PRIOR. I stated to the House, two or three evenings
ago, the importance of these steamships calling at Victoria,
and I gave the reasons, that Victoria is the capital of the
Province, that it does at least 75 per cent. of the trade of
the Province, and that it is not out of the way of those
steamers to call there. As the hon. member for Queen's
(Mr. Davies) bas said, it would not take more than an hour
and a half or two hours for these steamers to call there and
leave the mails and the passengers, and that is all we ask.
My hon. friend who has just sat down (Mr. Mara) says
there is a jealousy between the two cities. I say there is no
jealousy except the proper rivalry botween two cities which
are endeavoring to get ahead of one another in an honor-
able way.

Mr. MARA. I referred to a remark made by an hon.
gentleman opposite that there was jealousy. I said there
was none.

Mr. PRIOR. Well, if my hon. friend did not say so, I
apologise. In regard to the question of the steamships
calling at Victoria, although the Imperial Government give
$3 to $1 which is proposed to be given by us, I do not see
why the Dominion should not have some say in the matter.
I think it will be a gross injustice to Victoria, 'unless the
Dominion Government does its best with the Imperial Gov-
ernment, to get those steamers to cali there. As to the
amendment of the hon. member for Queen's (Mr. Davies),
I agree with my hon. friend from Yale (Mr. Mara) that it
does put me in an awkward position. If he had brought
the matter down in two different amendments, I should
have known what to do, because, though I am bound to ask
that the Dominion Government ehould mako it imperative
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for the steamers to call at Victoria, still, if they will not or
cannot do that, I could not go so far as to vote for no sub-
sidy being given, because I do not think any member should
stand in the way of the advancement of the Province or of
the whole Dominion. I think I have a right to ask some-
thing of the House. Dr. Bourinot, in his "Parliamentary
Procedure," says:

" As respects what are known, in parliamentary language, as 'com-
plicated questions,' they may always be divided into distinct parts with
the consent of the House. NRo individual member, however, can ask as
a matter of right, that such a question be divided, since the House alone
can properly decide whether it is complioated or not, and into how
many propositions it may be divided. The fect is, the necessity of
dividing a complicated question may be obviated in a great measure by
moving amendments to it. But, in any case, it is always open to a
member to move formally that a question be divided."

Now, Mr. Speaker, I would ask the hon. member for Queen's
if he would not divide his question.

Mr. DAVIES. My question is so very simple that it
cannot be divided.

Mr. PRIOR. I think it is very complicated.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. If the resolution which is
moved by the hon. member for Queep's, P.E.I. (Mr.
Davies), embarrasses the hon. member for Victoria (Mr.
Prior), I think the hon. member for Victoria, in justice to
the hon. gentleman who has moved it, must acquit him of
any such inteption. If he will cast his eye over the reso.
lution ho will see that the hon. member for Queen's has
been too candid altogether in the proposition he las put
before the House. So far from its being as my hon. friend
from Victoria supposes, a resolution indicating the opinion
of this House that the steamers onght to call at Victoria,
the hon. member for Queen's has been so candid as to
couple that with a distinct affirmation that in the present
state of negotiations there shall not be a dollar of money-
given for a Pacific subsidy at all. Under these circum
stances, I think the hon. member for Victoria will see that
the expression of sympathy which the hon. member
for Queen's and his friends are going to vote for to-
day, is carefuly coupled with a scheme by which there
shall not be one dollar given for steam communica.
tion between Asia and British America. This being so,
I fail to see that the sympathy of the hon. gentleman is
at all embarrassing or misleading. But I would call the
attention of the House to the impossibility of the House,
in the present state of the negotiations, undertaking
to lay down and prescribe that this or that condition
shall be made essential to the termination of a contract. In
the first place, as the Minister of Finance has stated, it is a
case in respect of which the negotiations ere not altogether
ripe, and when the hon. momber for Quebec East (Ur.
Laurier) reproaches the Government wi4h inviting the
House to accode to a contract which they have not even
seen, lie had surely forgotten for the moment that which
had been told to him twenty times, that there was nO con-
tract in existence upon this subject, but that the biais of a
contract, with negotiations for a contract, had been submit-
ted and partially agreed to between the Cansdigp Pacific
Railway Gopipany and Her IXajesty's Government. Under
these circumstances it does not lie in te mouthb of the
hon. gentleman to reproach us for beip' willing tp
become parties to a coi4raet wiçp4l wq had not
seen. If, as I have sai4, pd gs heM has bpp' told no
contract bas been 'made, and this is qùestion in whiph
three parties must be consuited, the Canadian Pacific sip
way Company, fer M#jesty's Gover ento and the o eQQvr-
ment of Canada, are we, in defiancp pf ail than with the
two otþer parties to be oonsultg au4 wi h e npgaaons
still unripe, to invite this us, ei e r thi qendment
or by the other that is to l9 offpred, t down s a pro-
iminary coindition bfo-e wego to a (pyvru-
ment, and before this House la willing to givo any money,

Mr. Pmoa.

that this or that condition shall be indispensable, and that
unless the steamers call at Victoria there shall be no
subsidy for a Pacifie service at all ? I think the House
will hardly put us in the position to go to fier Majosty's
Government, after ali the negotiations that have taken
place, and all the efforts that have been made to reduce
this to a practical undertaking, saying : "We regard this
or that item of the contract, however small it may be in
comparison with the great magnitude of the whole service
as indispensible-we are unable to agree, we are unable to
carry forward an enterprise which promises a great deal for.
the Empire, and which promises for Canada more than for
any other portion of the Empire, simply because some sec.
iional interest, however important it may ho, is to be served
before the interest of the rest of the Empire is to be con-
sidered at all-" I am satisfied that is not a position in which
the flouse would be willing to place the Government. The
position in which the hon. member for Quebec East seeks
to place us is still more humiliating. After being told that
these negotiations have been on foot for a long time, and
are waiting the action of this Parliament, what he proposes
as the only other alternative is that we shall do nothing this
Session at all, that we shall say to fier Majesty's Government
that this Goverument are not in a position to come down to
Parliament and ask for a vote, but can only say: "Show us
your contract, show usyour terme, and we will sign it, subject,
of course, as every contract of that kind must be, to the final
ratification cf Parliament next year." Then for one year more,
although we have reason to believe that matters are nearly
in a position to close, for one year until the ratification of
Parliament can be got, we shall not be able to conclude any
satisfactory contract or any contract upon which any steam-
ship company would put their boats on the service. We
all know, Sir, what the answer would be next Session after
we had concluded a contract like that. The answer would
be that, in the absence of parliamentary authority, and
without consulting Parliament, we had no right to make
such a contract and bind the hands of Parliament; and that,
after sitting here for three months in 1889, we ought to
to have taken the flouse into our confidence and got a vote
authorising us to enter into some contract of the kind. Sir,
we have done all that possibly could be done under the cir-
cumstances, and it is not our iault, nor is it the fault ofany-
body else, if we are not in a position to give hon. gentlemen
on the other side of the flouse all the documentary informa.
tion which they desire, and naturally desire on a question
of suoh magnitinde. But we are forced to the conclusion of
asking the flouse to entrust its confidence to the Govern-
ment to enter into a contract simultaneously with Her
Majesty Government because we have only the other alterna-
tive of having this matter put off indefinitely, and perhaps
losing a service which we have come to the conclusion is
one that we ought to recommend to this flouse.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwelly. I must confess that I am rather
surprised at the speech made by the Minister of Justice, not
oply in eriticism of the resolution, but in justification of the
course which the Government las taken upon this question.
The bon, gentleman says that the information in regard to
this Miatter cannot be bronght before the flouse; he says
that negotiations are going on, that the Imporial Govern-

opent are nakipg arrangements and are about to contribute
al#rger amount than the Parliament of Canada are called
upon to contributo, for the establishment of a steamship line.
Well, Mr. Speaker, if the Imperial Government are entering
into correspondence with any parties for the purpose of
establishing this line and granting the subsidy, I suppose
thoy are stating upon wbat conditions they will make this
grant;I byp no doubt the Executive of the Imperial Par-
lMappnt 1gve in thpir minds the terme and conditions upon
yjuçi' iey are willing to grant aid to that steamship coIn-
pany. I think the Minister of Finance has told
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u what is to be the number of calls to be made by these steam-
ship companies, how frequently they are to cross the Pacifie
Ocean ; he bas also told us something about the rate of speed
of som of tbese steamship linos. Now, all these matters are
terme and conditions, and I suppose that the Imporial
Government have made for the United Kingdom the noces-
sary stipulations in these negotiations. Well, Sir, if the
Government of Canada propose to Parliament to subsidise
this line, they are proposing to subsidise it for some purpose
or other that they have in their minds. The hon. gentleman
bas, perhsps, in his mind what he expects to accomplish by
subsidising this lino; he has in his mind some notion of the
way in which the people of Canada are to be benefited by
this steamship lino across the Pacifie Ocean. The hon. gen-
tleman certainly would not grant the money without some
terms or conditions ; he would not grant money to a
steamship company simply because it is a companyproposing
to establieh a line of communication between British
territory on the west and the continent of Asia on the east.
We know that these hon. gentlemen must have in their
minds some condition upon which this company is to be
aided. We want to know what that condition is. The
Minister of Justice says there is no contract; but the
Minister of Finance said the contrary. He said that it was not
signed; but there was a contract, the terms of which were
set out, and, according to the hon. gentleman's own state-
ment, the contract bas been reduced to writing. We require
to know what are the terms and conditions of the contract
in so far as the Canadian Government is concerned. The
simple fact that the Imperial Government bas entered into
this contract is no reason why we should be called upon to
subsidise the same line, unless we affirm to our advantage,
some terme and conditions. We are not supposed to grant
this aid simply from Imperial considerations and for Imperial
benefits; it must be because in some way it will be beneficial
to Canada. The Minister of Finance bas asked, and the
Minister of Justice bas repeated that request, that we should
manifest confidence in the members on the Treasury
benches ; but his request involved that we should express
confidence in the Imperial Government, because the
hon. gentleman has practically said that we have no
voice in the matter, that we have nothing to say
beyond contributing our money, that we have no
right to demand such a condition as that the vessels should
call at the city of Victoria. I do not agree with that
view. If we are going to subsidise this lino, we should know
for what reason we are subsidising it, what benefits
we are going to obtain, what advantages will accrue
from our granting this aid. The hon. gentleman bas not
yet given us this information. Do hon. gentlemen suppose
for one moment, that the Imperial Government would go
down to the Imperial Parliament and ask for a subsidy
without giving hon. members the slightest idea as to the
terme and conditions on which it was to be granted ? If
the contract is not completed, we do not expect the Finance
Minister to state the conditions, wbich, of course, are known;
but we do expeet him to state the advantages which the
Government expect to derive from the service, and some of
the conditions imposed in connection with the subsidy which
is proposed to be granted. The hon. gentleman has not
done so. That is the very least the Government should
have done, and until they are prepared to do that, they are
not in a position to ask Parliament to place a sum at their
disposal for this or any like purpose. The Minister of
Finance bas simply stated that the Goverument have had
negotiations with certain parties, but they were not pre-
pared to state what they were; they have etated that
certain terme and conditions were imposed in connec.
tion with the subsidy, but they said they were not
prepared to state what they were. That is their position,
and it is a wholly untenable position. We say further that
whenever this aid is granted, and the hon, member for

Victoria (Mr. Prior) should bear this in mind, one of the
necessary conditions of granting the subsidy will be that
the steame should call, on its outward and inward pasQage,
at the city of Victoria; and if the hon. gentleman is
prepared to vote against this resolution, ho must ho under-
stood as being prepared to vote against having steamships
call at the city of Victoria, unless they choose to do so.
That is the position which the hon. gentleman occupies.
It is as clear as noonday that that portion of the resolution
provides that whenever this money is granted the steam
vessels shall call at Victoria. That is, however, what the
hon. gentleman proposes to vote down, and his constituonts
will see whether ho can explain away this proposition in
the way the Minister of Justice bas undertaken to explain
it away in this House.

Mr. MITCHELL. I am not going to take up much of
the time of the Flouse in discussing this matter, but I feel
it to be a question so important and involving so important
a principle that I should not give a silent vote in regard to
it. I may tell hon. gentlemen opposite that, notwithstand-
ing that I have very little confidence in the Administration
which is asking the vote, and although they are pursuing a
course of treatment towards Parliament in refusing to give
information to which Parliament is entitled and which it is
the duty of the Government to submit before they asked
for a vote of this kind, I must support the proposition. The
explanation given by the Government for their course is
that their contract is not completed. We, however, under-
stand that the contract is written out, and therefore its
terms are complote. I believe it to be the duty of the
Government, who are the servants of this House and are
nothing else, and we are here supposed to carry
out the will of the people, to give their masters
that information which they have a right to give
and for obtaining which we will be held responsible
to the people. That is the position in which hon.
gentlemen opposite have placed thenselves, and in that
regard I must condemn them. There is, however, a point
beyond the simple question as to whether the Government
have performed their duty in this matter, and it is, as to
how the interests of the country will be affected in this
matter. I am not prepared to allow my lack of confidence
in the Administration to prevent my vote being given for
this measure, although I am voting under protest, because
we have been refused information that we are entitled to
receive, and in the absence of which we can scarcely justify
before the people the granting of this money; but the
interests involved in this question are great, and if we fail
to grant this aid and to carry out the negotiations that have
been entered into with the British Governmont, we may
find ourselves, next year, in the position of being compelled
to impose heavier burdens on our people in order to obtain
this service. I believe it to be of great importance to this
country that the scheme of obtaining communication be-
tween Europe on the one side and Asia on the other, by a lino
of steamers across the Atlantic, by a railway lino across
the continent and by an ocean service across the Pacific, is
one which should have been adopted long ago. It bas been
too long delayed already, and I feel that, while I cannot
have implicit confidence in the Government, it is my duty
to my country not to stand in the way of having this
service established; but I shall hold the Government to a
strict account hereafter with respect to the terms of the
contract, and the conditions upon which they have caused
this country to be taxed for a very considerable sum of
money. I regret that I am placed in the position of having
to vote against my convictions in this respect. for I hold it
to be the duty of the Government to lay all this information
before this House, but I believe that the interests of the
country will be subserved by the adoption of this cheme.
I shall, therefore, have to support the motion, but I do so
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with reluctance, because the House has net had the paper
laid before it.

Amendment negatived on a division, and resolution con
curred in.

MAIL SERVICE-CANADA AND UNITED KINGDOM

Mr. FOSTER moved second reading of resolution respect
ing a fast weekly mail steamship service between Canada
and the United Kingdom.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). During the discussion that ha
taken place on these resoltions it bas been made eviden
that we require informatión which the Finance Minister
has not been able te impart to the House. The hon. gentle
man, in iatroducing his resolution the other night, laid i
down as a proposition that he intended to ask for a contract
with a company owning steamships similar to the Etruri
and Umbria, sailing from New York. The hon. gentleman
stated that those steamers made a maximum rate of 20
knots per hour, and that:

" The Government, after carefully considering the matter, has come
to the conclusion that if it is within the reasonable reach of Canada
without overburdening the financial power of the country, we shall have
a service on the Atlantie erual to the best Atlantic service running t
the porta to the south of us.1

The hon, gentleman then went on to show that taking those
steamers at a 20 knot an hour rate of speed that they were
going to make the voyage between Rimouski and Great
Britain in 144 hours vid Belle Isle, 1.50 hours vd Cape
Race, and 15J from Great Britain to Halifax. The hon.
gentleman also siated in the saine observations, te whichI
desire to draw the attention of the fouse, "that the last
tender was from the Anderson Co. and that the steamers
should have sufficient power te drive them at a speed
of 20 knots an hour." That statement of the hon. gentle
man might be very misleading. He said that they should
have a power sufficient te drive them at 20 knots an hour,
but it is evident that he entered into the calculation with-
out any knowledge of the distance, or that he never ex-
pected those steamers would be driven at the rate of 20 knots
per hour, because, had the hon. gentleman anticipated such a
result, se far from the steamer making the voyage te Rim.
ouski vid Belle Isle in 140 hours,she would, as a matter of fact,
make it in 115 hours. The distance between Rimouski and
Moville is 2,303 miles, and at 20 knots an hour a steamer
would go that journey in 115 hours, se that the hon.
gentleman was either in errer in regard te the distance, or
ho is evidently net contemplating that those steamers shall
run at 20 knots an hour. Then, with regard to the voyage
vid Cape Race. The hon. gentleman stated that it would
be accomplished in 154 heurs. The distance vid Cape
Race is 2,447 miles, and a steamer running at 20 knots an
hour, would make the voyage in 122 hours. From Moville
te Halif x the distance is 2,280 miles, which would be made
by a st im. -er of 20 knots an hour in 114 heurs, whereas the
bon. Minister sets it down at 153 hours. There is such a
marked discrepancy in the distance and time given by the
hon. gentleman, that I am led te the conclusion, and I think
that the House will arrive at the same cânclusion, that the
hon. gentleman has net informed himself sufficiently on
this point, before he made the statement te the House.
Why, Sir, a steamer of 17 knots an hour would make the
distance to Rimouski vid Belle Isle in 135 hours, whereas
the hon. gentleman with his 20 knot boat put it down at
140 heurs; and a 17 knot boat would make the distance vid
Cape Race is 144 hours, as compared with 154 hours calcu-
lated by the Finance Minister for his 20 knot steamer ; a
17 knot steamer would make the voyage from Moville te
Halifax in 114 hours, whereas the hon. gentleman put it
down at 153 hours. If these figure are correct, and I

Mr. MITCHMLL.

s challenge contradiction, the hon. gentleman must see the
result of his proposal, viz.: that while ho is asking the
House to subsidise a lino of steamers at the possible speed

- of 20 knots an hour under pressure, that neither he nor
his Government can have any expectation of their making
that speed. It is, therefore, evident to me that the hon,

. gentleman has been dealing with this subject without due
information with regard to the various distances that

- ought to be run. In passing, I may correct a misapprehen-
a sion which arose the other night during a discussion with

regard to the comparative distances between Halifax and
Liverpool and New York aud Liverpool. I cannot do

s botter than to quote from an authority which will, I am
t sure, be accepted by bon. gentlemen on that side of the
r House-that is, the Government map of the Intercolonial
- Railway, which I have no doubt has been prepared with
t great care and which, at all events, cannot be disputed by
t hon. gentlemen opposite. I find by this authority
a that the distance from Halifax to Liverpool is 2,480 miles,

and from New York to Liverpool 2,986 miles, makinz a
difference of about 500 miles, which was stated by
hon. gentlemen on this side of the House the other night.
This question bas been, no doubt, discussed at considerable
length, but there are some points which require to be re-

e ferred to again. I have taken the ground from the com-
mencement, that the amount asked by this resolution, for a
20 knot steamship service, was in excess of the present postal
traffic requirements of our country. I have taken the ground
that a 16 or 17 knot service and an 18 knot trial speed,

t (being about 3 or 4 knots in advance of the present mail ser-
vice, which I admit requires improvement), would be all
that the public require and would be more to the general
interest of the country than a very fast line of steamers, and
for this reason. A 20 knot service of ships like the
Etruria would be capable ofe carrying only a small pro.
portion of freight, say from 700 to 1000 tons, bocause

. they require so much coal and so much boiler space. There-
fore, if they come either to Montreal or to a winter port in
the Maritime Provinces there would only be a small por-

* tion of freight to come over our Intercolonial Railway, and
. the same applies to the return freight for England. If the

Government were satisfied with a service of 17 knot capa-
city, which would make the time in fewer hours than what
the hon. the Minister of Finance has laid down as required
of this new expensive service, you would obtain a
service for very much less money, while at the saine
time these steamers would be able to carry a very
much larger cargo. Take, for instance, steamers
of the capacity of the Vancouver and Parisian, which
are about 5,000 tons burden, and are supposed to carry
2,500 or 2,000 tons of cargo each way; made somewhat
larger they, no doubt, would carry 3,000 tons. My object
throughout this discussion bas been to show the House that
it is much more in the interest of the country to have
steamers capable of carrying large cargoes, whether of
freight or passengers, than to obtain a line of steamers
which would run one or two knots faster, with a very small
carrying capacity. If the Government are going to vote a
sum of money for a fast service, they will naturally look
around to see by what means they are going to be recouped.
Therefore, if the steamers were such as would carry 3,000
tons of freight inward and 3,000 tons outward each week,
they would afford such employment to our public works
as would compensate us to some extent for the
subsidy which the Government propose. The great
object should be to build up a lino of fast steamers
having such accommodations as would meet the
business wants of the country. The hon. gentleman
may say that we have no assurance that such a
service could be obtained for ]ess money, and that the
Messrs Allan had offered an 18 knot service for about
$10,000 per round trip. I am aware, as I said the other
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night, that there was some difficulty in that matter, because
at that moment there were very important discussions
going on in England with regard to improved machinery
and improved methods in connection with the steamship
service, and they were unwilling to undertake any heavy
obligations until they were satisfied that all the improve-
monts the engineers had in view could either be proved or
disproved by actual test. Since that time these difficulties,
I understand, have been solved, and I believe if the Govern-
ment were to advertise to-morrow for a 17 knot
service, combined with a larger carrying capacity, they
would receive tenders very shortly for a satisfactory service
for not much more than half the amount which they are
asking the House to vote under this resolution; and I have
some grounds for stating that opinion. Therefore I think the
ilouse should hesitate to pledge this large sum under such
conditione. I believe that if the Government would subsidise a
fast line of 17 knots, making the voyage across in less time
than the Finance Minister contemplates by his proposition,
and terminating at a British port, it would probably be a
permanent success; but if the Government seek only to
have a mail line, and the steamers have to go to a French
port, its usefulness will be so impaired that there will not

e sufficient travel from either side to support it. It may
run for a short time, but the steamers will be taken off and
put somewhere else. I quite admit that we want a consider-
able improvement in our present mail service, and I am
willing to go to the extent proposed by the hon, Minister of
Finance the other day, that we should have a service across
the ocean in the time ho mentions; but that can be ob-
tained, as I have already shown, by a 17 knot service.
A 17 knot service will accomplish the voyage in 135
hours, whereas the hon. gentleman stated the other
night that ho was aiming at accomplishing it in 140
hours. We have to look at the permanency of this
service, because this is a new departure, and the
steamers that are to be built for such a line will,
of course, be very exponsive. They will be peculiarly
adapted for a northern service ; in fact, they wiil only
be fit for a northern service; a company entering into
a contract with the Government for the service, must natu-
rally look upon it as a permanoncy, at any rate for a consi-
derable number of years; and we are not likely to have so
many people competing for a 20 knot service as for the
more medium service of 17 knots. If you confine
yourself to 20 knot boats, probably only one concern
will tender, and according to the explanations given by the
hon. Minister of Finance the other night, while they are tu
have that power, it does not at all appear that they are to
make that speed. I invite the attention of the hon. gentle-
man to that very important point, on which it appears to
me he has hardly bestowed sufficient attention. Enter-
taining these views, and feeling that a 17 knot service
would meet the requirements of the Governmont as indi-
cated by the Minister of Finance the other evening, and
that would also serve the intereats of the country generally,
I beg to move :

That the said resolution be not now agreed to, but that it be referred
back to a Committee of the Whole to amend the sane, se as to reduce
the amount named therein te a sum sufficient to provide for a 17 knot
fast, mail service, which, in the opinion of this House, is ail that is re-
quired to promote the postal and passenger service of the Dominion,
and is at the same time better calculated to serve the general business
and commercial interests of the country; and that it be expressly
provided in any contract entered into, that the terminal point on this
Bide shall be at a port within the Dominion of Canada.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Reocess.

Mr. AMYOT. I do not intend to go into the merits of
the question now before this House, but only wish to say a
lew words with regard to the amendment now submitted

to us. The motion made by the hon. the Kinister of Finance
calls for a subsidy to the steamer service between Canada
and England, and the amendment of the hon. member for
Halifax (Mr. Jones) is to the effect that the sum asked for
is too large, that we should provide but for a service of 17
knots an hour, which, he thinks, is all that is required to
promote the postal and passenger service of the Dominion,
and that there be inserted a condition that the maritime
port on thîs side of the ocean will be in the Dominion.
I really do not understand why the Government
should be asked to reduce the amount of the subsidy.
The press of the country, and the whole country, have,
since many years, been clamoring for a faster service, and,
certainly, we will not be able to attain that object by
diminishing the amount of a subsidy already declared to be
insufficient. For my part Iam opposed to any reduction in
the amount. We want a fast service, and we require also
that our winter port be in Canada. We are glad to soe
that the Maritime Provinces are able to furnish that winter
port. We are glad to see that the acquisition we have made
of those Provinces by Confederation gives us the advantage
of such a winter port in the Dominion. We are happy to
have those Provinces with us. We are proud of their
population and resources, and we look upon it as a great
benefit to Canada that we shall be able at last to have our
winter ports witbin the limite of onr territory. If we were
not able to have those ports in Canada, if we remained
obliged to send all our goods through the United States, we
might as well be annexed at once; but if we want to build
up Canada for the Canadians, lot us encurage what will
give us a fast and good ocean service during winter and
summer, and which will be entirely under our control. But
it is not on that Ppecial point that I wish to speak just now.
The hon. gentleman who moved the amendment, and
some other hon. gentlemen, have objected to the resolution
of the Government, because it is provided that the new line
will make connection with a French port. I would like
those hon. gentlemen to give us their ressons. Why
do they object to connection being made with a French
port ? l it on account of commerce, or on account of
nationality. They muat have some motive for their ob-
jection. We are seeking new markets everywhere across
the globe. We are ready to expend millions of dol!ars for
that object, and here is a country with a population of over
40,000,000 people, to which markets the hon. gentlemen
object to sending our subsidised steamers, Why, if we look
at the question from a commercial point of view, we will
find any number of articles which we may sell there with
profit. I have had no time to prepare a complete list of
those articles, but in the few minutes at my disposal, after
having heard the motion, a number of articles occurred to
my mind in which a profitable trade might be engaged
by us with France. Today we export our cheese to Eng.
land, and when it reaches the English market, the mark
is taken off, and our cheese is sent to France and sold there
by English merchants at a profit. Well, if we could send
that article direct to France, and ell it there ourselves,
it would be so much more profit to us. Our woods, our
minerals of ail kinds, our live stock, our farnitures, our
boots and shoes, our maple sugar and all products of the
farm generally, our iron and copper ore, our cement, all
these articles and hundreds of others, of which I have not
had time to prepare a list, could be profitably sold in France.
And in return we might buy from France their light wines,
silks, gloves, umbrellas, clocks, watches, fancy articles,
linon, and a number of other articles which are in great
demand here. Will anybody deny that Canada as a whole
is not largely interested in having commercial dealings
with France? And if it is in the interest of our commerce
generally that we should trade with France, why object to
this resolution ? No one will deny that if we had a oom-
mercial treaty with France, our oommerce would be much
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larger than it is. This resolution is the first serious stop
made towards obtaining a treaty with France. Would these
hon. gentlemen object to the resolution on that score ?
When the Government is assuming the responsibility of
opening up a trade and paving the way for a treaty with
France, are my hon. friends on this side those to object to
the action of the Government? 1 am surprised and sorry
that any such objection should have been raised. I believe
that by making this steam connection with a French port,
we will eventually be able to make a treaty which
that old country desires to see effected-not only with
the people of the Province of Quebec, but all the Provinces
of the Dominion. Those who are at the head of this
new lino must understand something of what they are
doing, and no doubt they see the immense interests we
all have in opening up commercial relations with France.
Do those hon. gentlemen object to our trading with France on
the ground that we will be trading with the French people?
We have passed legislation to prevent Chinamen from
coming to this country, but that does not prevent our
subsidising a lino of steamers to go to China and trade
there. Are the French people more objectionable to trade
with than the Chinese? I would be inclined to believe that
there are in this country certain people of that opinion.
Are they in this honorable House? No; I do not believe
there is one hon. member here who would be guided by
such sentiments, and recent events have proved that beyond
a doubt. Bat there is a class in this country who are
animated by this sentiment. If I take up one of the leading
papers of the Dominion-a paper which receives large
subsidies from the Government and which bas wide circula-
tion-I find in its columns the following lines, which go to
show how a certain class of people understand how to
cement union among C.nadians and build up a Canadian
nationality,

"I trust that some united action on the part of our people will result
in au immediate protest against a project, the purpose of wnich is to fill
upthis British Canadian Dominion with the ezuvia of France and Belgium
a worse than good-for-nothing addition to the population of a country
such as this. We want no more French or Belgians in this country.
God knows we have more than enough of them now. We want English,
Scotch sud Irish emigrants, natural-born adbjects of the Empire. We
want neither the infidelity, socialism, nor ignorance of the continent-
the cankers of a long reign of Popery and its accumulated vices,-to be
foisted upon the Dominion at our own cost."

An hon. MEhMBER. What paper is that?
Mr. AfMYOT. The Mail.
An hon. MEMBER. That is your organ.
Mr. AMYOT. No, it is not our organ. The Mail bas

been paid over $20,000 in a few mônths by the Government,
but I do not hold the Government responsible for those
writings. I speak of the Mail as representing a large class
in this Dominion, and pretending to form a great nationality
in British North America. The hon. gentleman knows that
another paper had to change its course because it was being
financially led by the Mazl, who exceeded him in hatred.
Someone must protest against that nonsense, and against
those brutal attacks. When do we Catholics attack the
Queen as the head of the Protestant religion ? When do
we attack our fellow countrymen, Protestants of any de-
nomination? When do we insult anybody ? We want to
be respected as Catholics. The Pope is the head of our
church, and wo want him to be respected. If Catholios are
to be treated as they arc because we are in the minority in
this Confederation, I declare that the basis of the Confeder-
ation is shaky and cannot stand. I am glad to state that in
this flouse such ideas were rejected, but I must remind the
fools who hold the pen and have the responsibility for these
writings that they do not understand what it is to attack
two millions of Catholica by two millions of Protestants.
They are destroying the peaèe and the prosperity of this
country, and the mutual respect which has existed. They
are not worthy of' the great British Crown, they are not
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worthy of being citisens of Canada; and yet we see that,
not one paper but ton or fifteen papers have adopted this
course, and we know that those papers would not live
unless they were supported by a great number of readers
who believe in them. It is time to remind them that we
have our rights here. We respect every nationality and
will give all their rights to others, but we are entitled to be
respected ourselves and to have justice, and we mean to
have it, and this course must come to an end. I know the
great trouble which the members of the Government have
in regard to that. They should be supported in their efforts
to bring back calm and harmony. When I see these articles
in the press, and when I see them echoed, in one particular,
in another form hare-a milder form, it is true-I feol bound
to protest, and to speak on behalf of those who respect
others but who want to be respected thomselves. The paper
in question goes on further:

" We have got to put our foot down and stop this accursed work as
well in the Dominion as in the Provincial ahambers ; and Libersls and
Oonservatives must join hande in the work, by the formation of a new
Liberal-Union par y similar to that adopted in the mother country, for
the protection of the integrity of the United Kingdom against the
assaults eof Romish sacerdotalism, and the masked atrocities of the
Oatholic party, under the guise of Fenianism and Home Rule."

Perhaps, without the Romish sacerdotalism the British
Crown would not be here to-day. Our clergy bas always
been faithful to Great Britain; our clergy is loyal; our clergy
has nothing to do with Fenianism. As to Home Rule, it is
not our affair, and we try to mind our own business. Our
clergy is loyal, and has instructed the people to be loyal,
and these brutal attacks only prove an equal amount of in.
gratitude and injustice in the heart of those who prefer the
same. The integrity of the Empire, and the integrity of the
Confedoration, we French Catholics desire. We work for it.
Those who attack us in that manner do not desire it. They
want to destroy it. There is the distinction. We are loyal;
we are truly Canadians; we are in favor of all that benefits
Canada. When British Columbia desires commerce with
Japan and other countries, we are ready to say they are right.
Whon other parts of the Dominion want to trade with
England, Scotland, Ireland, or any other country, whether
it be Switzerland or Spain, do not we say : You are right ?
Thon, when this Government wants to give us an oppor-
tunity of communicating easily with France, why should
bon, gentlemen say they are wrong ? We are about
1,500,000 French people in this country, and we have an
equal right with the other portion of the population to a
speedy means of communication for our letters, our books
and our papers with France, as others have with England,
or Scotland, or Ireland. After all, is it because we are
of French descent that we should have to pass through
other countries before reaching France, no matter what may
be the name, or religion, or language of those countries?
I contend that the Government are taking a stop in the
right direction in including that clause in reference to a
connection with a French port. I will giv'e to my vote the
meaning of a protest against the brutal attacks, not only of
one paper, but of many papers, backed by thousands and
thousands of readers, and as a warning to them that
we exist, and that we are able to read thoser articles,
which is an advantage which they do not possess in regard
to ours. We are attached to Conf'deration. We teach
English to our children as well as French. We want them
to be educated in both languages. But we a'e not te be
looked upon as slaves. We are not here by eudàranôe bat
we are here as a right; we are here by virtue of th-eenati-
tution, and wo want equal rights. I knew that the intelli-
gent part of the population, reprosented by those I see
before me now, understand that, and are willing to deal
with us in that way. I-know- that they regret these stupid
attacks, and that -they will allow me to say to the brutal
writers of that press, that they are fools to atteinpt to barh
the temple of Ephèze, I am sorry to'see that de- ofthe
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objections which have been made to the proposition of the
Government is that these vessels are to stop at a port in
France I think that is one of the best reasons why I
should give my vote to support that proposition. I owe
nothing to the Government. I was elected in spite of them.
They fought me bitterly. I received the support of the
leader of the Opposition on that occasion, and I thank him
for it. I was elected by both parties. I intend giving an
independent vote as a solemn protest, as I said. When the
resolution will have passed, I hope we will soon have
another country added to those with which we have com-
munication, and that is France; and, later on, I hope that
Belgium and other countries will bc added to that list.

Mr. LAURIER. I do not think my hon. friend could
have been in the House this afternoon when the motion of
the hon. member for Halifax (Mr. Jones) was placed in
your hands. My hon. friend muet see that, according to the
terms of that motion, the question of a French port is not
in issue.

Mr. AMYOT. I spoke of the terme of the speech. He
said it distinctly, that was one of his objections.

Mr. LAURIER. I take the motion first, but I will refer
to the speech. In the motion there is not a word in refer-
ence to making connection with a French port. Now, coming
to the policy of the speech of my hon. friend, and coming
to the speech of my hon. friend who followed him, the hon.
gentleman must admit that the policy which heand I advo-
cate, that is to say the extension of trade, not only with
France but with all nations-but let us speak of France
-is certainly more favored by the policy which is
advocated by my hon. friend from Halifar, than by
the policy of the Government. How do we stand to-
day? My bon. friend from Bellechasse (Mr. Amyot)
and myself have more than once, upon the floor of
this House, advocated a commercial treaty with France.
I am still of the opinion that we should have a commercial
treaty with France, and my hon. friend is still of that
opinion; and he believes that, having to-day a connection
by a line of steamships with France, the proposed scheme
will develop that connection. But if that is the object in
view, would it not have been far better for the Government
to continue the service which exists to-day between France
and the port of Quebec, than to have a sub-service between
France and England, with connection with a French port ?
Myhon. friend has to choose between these two policies. The
Government have to-day a line of steamers plying between
the port of Quebec and the harbor of Havre. The contract
under which these steamers are so plying is now concelled,
and the cancellation is to take effect on the let of July.
They substitute a line of steamers which is to ply between
Canada and England, making connection with France.
Does my hon. friend imagine that the trade of France will
be better served under the new arrangements ?

Mr. AMYOT. Yes; because the other lino took two
months to go and come.

Mr. LAURIER. I cannot see that. If the subsidy at pre-
sent is insufficient to connect with a French port, that is a
reason to increase it, but not to cancel it. The object my hon.
friend had in view was to create trade with France. The
line now subsidised is too slow, le says; then let the
subsidy be increased, let the time be made faster; but
certainly it is not by an indirect communication with
France that we shall advance the interests of the trade we
have in view. Moreover, my hon. friend has not refdected
that the character of the lino which we are asked to
subsidise is one not adapted for fast freight, but is intended
for mail and passenger traffl alone. Therefore the very
object he bas in view-he has enumerated all the different
articles ýwhich we might export to France-hie object will
be defeated by the present arrangement rather than pro-
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moted. The hon. gentleman forgets that the Minister of
Finance, the other day, stated that the standard of the
vessels which are to ply under the new arrangement, was
to be that of the Etruria, that is to say, to carry only live
freight and passengers; certainly under this arrangement
the very object which my hon. friend has in view, the pro-
motion of trade between France and Canada, will be injured.
It is by reason of this very fact that the motion of my hon.
friend from Halifax should commeud itself to the sympathy
of my hon. friend from Bellechasse. Of course, I know
my hon. friend has acted in good faith, but if he will con-
sider the whole matter he will see, according to his own
reasoning, that he will advance his object by snpporting the
motion of my hon. friend.

Mr. MOMULILEN. I think that the present accommoda-
tion we have got is amply sufficient for the requirements of
thirs Dominion. My impression is, that the electors of this
Dominion are now sufflciently taxed for that purpose, and
that it is not necessary to increase our annual subsidies In
order to have a faster service. When our population be-
comes considerably larger than it is now, and when travel is
increased to a volume that might support faster lines, and
when the finances of the Dominion get into a position that
will enable us to support an increased service, then,L1 think,
it will be ample time for us to consider increased subsidies
for steamships. On Saturday night, I opposed a subsidy to
Australia, and I am opposed to the increased subsidy that
we are now asked to grant to a line across the Atlantic.
Withont detaining the House, I beg to move the following
in amendment to the amendment:-

That aIl the words in the said amendment after the word "ThatI" be
left out, and the following substituted therefor: "This HouEe is of
opinion that the mail and passenger service now rendered by the Allan,
Beaver and Dominion lines of steamers is amply sufficient for the re-
qairements of this Dominion, and that it is inexpedient to increase the
burdens of the people by granting increased subsidies to foster Atlantic
steamship Unes.I

Amendment to amendment negatived on a division.
Amendment of Mr. Jones negatived on a division.
Resolution concurred in.

Mr. FOSTER moved for leave to introluce Bill (No.
144) relating to Ocean Steamship Subsidies.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

COMBINATIONS 1N RESTRAINT OF TRADE.

Sir JOHN THO ,PSON moved that the House resolve
itself into Committee on Bill (No. 11) for the prevention
and suppression of Combinations in restraint of Trade.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The Minister of Justice, I believe,
is taking charge of this Bill, which, so far as I notice, does not
make any alteration whatever in the common law. It pro-
vides for the punishment of what is now unlawful, and for
which punishment is already provided. I do not under-
stand that to be what the hon. member for West York (Mr.
Wallace) firet proposed in the Bill. I understand that he
asked for something more. He proposed to make that a
crime which is not a orime now, he proposed to declare
some acts unlawful which are not unlawful by common law;
and if we are simply going to engage in declaratory legisla-
tion, upon which there ias hitherto been no doubt, we are
entering upon a new policy altogether. We have some-
times, by legislative enactment, in this country, and they
have aiso done so in England, declared that to be the law
in regard to which there was a difference of opinion, where
one division of the court had taken a certain view, and
another had taken a different view; but I do not under-
stand there is any difference of opinion that is te be re-
moved. We are simply engaged in declaring that to be
unlawful which the law says, as it now stands, is unlawful;
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we are proposing that certain unlawful things shall be pun-
ished, when the law already says those unlawful things
shall be punished. I suppose the Minister of Justice bas
looked into the matter, and come to some conclusion as to
why ho thinks legislation is necessary.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. In response to what the hon.
gentleman bas said, I may state briefly what is my general
view of the Bill. I think it is, as the hon. gentleman has
said, mainly declaratory of the common law. I think the
hon. gentleman who bas had the Bill in charge, and those
who are interested in passing it, have come to the conclusion
that it is desirable to declare the common law with respect
to this subject. It bas seemed to me from the first, with re-
spect to legislation of this kind, that the propriety of adopt-
ing it is not at all based upon any view of the law, because,
I presume that as regards the general principles of law
bearing on the subject, they are almost beyond a doubt.
But it does seem frequently to be the case, that it is desir-
able to declare the common law, with respect to matters
which are offences. I need hardly remind the hon. gentle-
man of the multitude of cases on our own Statute-book in
which the common law is declared. The law respecting
murder is common law, but it forms the subject of enactment
also, and so on through almost every grade of the criminal
law; but, as I have said, I think the question as to the pro-
priety of adopting legislation of this kind depends upon a
view of the business outlook of the country. I have said can-
didly to the hon. gentleman who bas had charge of the Bill
from the first, that I think his BiIl as now framed will add no
new penalty, no penalty which could not already be enforced,
and will not create any new offence; but in his opinion
and in the opinion of a number of other hon. gentlemen,
who have studied the business outlook of the country and
the business prospects of the country, it is desirable in con-
nection with these subjects covered by a portion of the crim-
inal law, which is net generally understood, to have the law
proclaimed and declared, as a statute of this kind would do.
On the other hand, we have gentlemen connected with large
business interests who think that legislation is not called for
and that it is unadvisable te bring to public notice the fact
that any such law exists. The question is simply between
the classes holding those two opinions, and my own opinion,
I must say, inclines me to the view that wherever public
sentiment calls, as I think it does in this country, for a pub-
lic declaration of what the law is, it ought not to be objected
te have Parliament declare that law, as a warning to those
who may be inclined to transgress it.

Mr. EDGAIR I cannot see that this Bill declares what
the law is. As I read the Bill which was introduced by the
hon. member for West York (Mr. Wallace), first, it certainly
did seem to attempt te grapple with the evils which he
thought ho had discovered by the investigations of the Com.
mittee over which ho presided last Session, and I think there
was a great deal to be said in favor of a straightforward at.
tempt to deal with the evils of combinations and trusts, and
so forth. The Bill which was originally introduced this Ses-
sion attempted, perhaps unwisely and certainly ignorantly,
to deal with that question, but at all events it honestly did
so. Now, what is this piece of legislation we have before us ?
I entirely decline to admit that it is what the Minister of
Justice bas said, a declaration of the criminal law. It does
not declare anything at all, it simply says that every per-
son who conspires, and so on, unlawfully, is guilty of a
misdemeanor. The other Bill attempted to declare what
the law was, because it said every person who conspires
to do so and so does it unlawfully. Now we
only say if ho does it unlawfully ho is guilty of a mis-j
demeanor. The Minister of Justice must admit there is no
enaetment of a declaratory character in that; there is1
nothing laid down in that proposition except that those un-1
Jawful conspiracies shall be misdemeanors and shall be
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punished in a certain way. If we look at the Statute-book
to day, without going to the common law, we find that any-
one who is guilty of conspiracy is to be punished by the
law as it stands, and in cases where the punishment for con-
spiracy is not otherwise provided for, the Revised Statutes
say that the punishment shall be imprisoument not exceed-
ing seven years. There is, I admit, something in this Bill
when it says that the punishment shall not exceed two
years. That is, so far as I can make out, absolutely the
whole of the new features in this Bill. It does not make
any new crime, it only declares that the penalty for a con-
spiracy of this kind shall not exceed two years' imprison-
ment instead of seven years. So that the hon. member for
West York (Mr. Wallace), if ho succeeded in carrying this
Bill through, would have succeeded in reducing the punish-
ment for the offences at which ho is particularly aiming.
The Revised Statutes of Canada are very clear on that point.
Chapter 173, section 26, reads in this way:

" Any one who is convicted of fraud, or of cheating or conspiracy,
shall, in any case in which no special punishment is provided by any
statute, be liable to seven years' imprisonment.1
My hon. friend now proposes to provide a special punish-
ment by this Bill, and therefore such an offender would not
be liable to imprisonment for seven years but for two years
only. I, therefore, congratulate the bon. member for West
York (Mr. Wallace), on the result which ho will achieve
if this Bill is passed. If the Government really desire to
take some reasonable and proper measures to prevent the
evils of combinations, I would ask them to take up my Bill
introduced this Session, but which, from the pressure of
business, bas not been reached, in order to strike at combines,
not by altering the criminal law, but by dealing with them
in a basiness way and providing for the great class of
combines which do exist, and which may exist to a greater
extent in the manufacture and sale of articles which are
subject to a high tariff duty. Now, the combinations in al
articles which the hon. gentleman from West York (Mr.
Wallace) has referred to exist by reason of monopohies, and
the monopohies are either natural monopolies or artificial
ones, such as tarifs. I admit that there are a certain class
of cases which cannot be reached by throwing the duty off
articles when combines exist; for instance, take the case of
anthracite coal. I am perfectly willing to admit that it
is not the high tariff which renders a combination in
anthracite coal possible, cither in Canada or in the United
States. It is the monopoly that as been acquired by the
aggregation of capital which has controlled the output of
the mines so that they can regulate the prices in Canada as
well as in the United States, until we have anthracite
mines of our own. But in the case of sugar, cotton goods,
and almost any of the articles manufactured in Canada
which come under our high tariff, if the Government will
make provisions that when a combine bas been proved to
exist in that particular article they shall by proclamation be
entitled to declare that the duties shallh be taken off, and
that these goods shallh be put upon the free list while the
combines continue; they would find that this remedy would
meet the case, and that very little revenue would be lest,
because as soon as the investigation bas taken place and the
proclamation issued, the combinations woold cease. Now,
that would be a businesslike way for the Government to
meet the evil, and it would not involve a new criminal law
being created, as is proposed by the original Bill, but as is
certainly not proposed by this. That at all events would
be the sensible way of meeting the evil. In case of combi-
nations in other cases than these, I dare say that some
clearer definition of the law, as it ought to be at any rate,
should be made by this Bill, and if the hon. member for
West York (Mr. Wallace) will undertake in another year
to introduce a straight·orward measure I shall help hini
to put it on the Statute-book. I do not see that thero is
anything to either support or oppose in this Bill, exoept
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that one single feature which reduces the punishment of
conspiracy from seven years to two y ears.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I am surprised to hear the
hon. gentleman say that this Bill does not doclare the law-
ho does so because the Bill does not define the law in
every man's case, and prescribe exactly the evidence that
shall be necessary to convict a man of an offence under the
Bill. When the hon, gentleman bas read, as ho has done,
from the face of the Bill, that a person who unlawfully
conspires to do these things is guilty of a misdemeanor and
is punishable, it is impossible for himn to state that the Bill
does not declare what the law is. It is true that offences of
this kind are at present unlawful as conspiracies, and that
very severe penalties are attached to conspiracies by the
Revised Statutes, but I will venture to say that there are
not two persons in Canada outside the legal profession, who
knew before this Bill was introduced that unlawful con.
spiring in respect to trade was conspiracy punishable under
the Act wtth five years' imprisonment. They will know
the law bereafter, and, therefore, the Bill is a declaration of
the common law; and those who support the Bill say, a
useful declaration of the common law. When the hon, gen-
tleman tells us that the Bill doos not do anything more than
reduce the penalties for those offences, the hon. gentleman,
I submit, does not state half the case. It not only declares
that these combinations in restraint of trade are conspira-
cies, but it establishes the minimum penalty, contrary to
the principle now established by the Revised Statutes, for
under the Revised Statutes the punishment for a conspiracy
of this kind may be almost nominal. But if this Bill
reduces the maximum the hon. gentleman will not forget
that it establishes a minimum far above that which the
present statute provides, for it fixes a penalty of $200 which
is to be the minimum in regard to an individual, and $1,000
in regard to a corporation.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E I.) This Bill ostensibly is a Bill to
punish those engagèd in fraudulent combinations, but it
seems to me that the Bill itsolf is one of the greatest frauds
I ever read. The hon. gentleman (Mr. Wallace) moved a
year ago for a Committee to investigate these alleged frauds,
and at a very great expense to the country ho, and his
Committee, sat and took a great deal of evidence. They
submitted to Parliament a boo.k containing that ovidence
with their report, and I just ask the attention of the louse
for a moment while I read to them what that Committee
reported to Parliament should be legislated against. Thon
I will call their attention to the Bill and ask them whether
this Bill pretends to legislate in the direction that the hon.
gentleman said we should legislate. The hon. gentleman
referred to the different tiades of the country in his report
and I will read you the concluding paragraph of that report,
which refers to sugar and groceries, so that you will see
what the evils are that they wish to remedy. The report
saye :

" Thus facto prove this Grocers' Guild,with its several conbinations, to
be obnoxious to the public interest, in limiting competition, in enhancin g
prices, and by the familiar use of its growing and facile powers tending
to produce and propagate aIl the evils of monopoly. Certain dealers are
refused admission into its ranks, others are admitted and afterwards
expelled, others again are placed under its ban, who, from conscientious
scruples or in a spirit of independence, refuse to join them. Merchants
who have been buyers on equal terms and with equal facilities as
other merchants, suddenly find themselves under the power of this com-
bination.

" Thus establishments, which in some cases are the growth of half a
century of toil and honorable dealing, and rich in valuable experience
and public confidence, are threatened with extinction No reasonable
excuse, much less justification, exists for many of these arbitrary acts
and agreements. The wholesale grocery trade had been for many years
in a flourishing condition; failures were almost unknown. The alleged
demoralisation of the sugar trade was but the same condition of this
trade that had existed for many years owing to the custom of selling
sugar at a low rate of profits. The reason given for fixing prices on
many other articles was that they were being sold at too emall a rate
of profit. Fixed profita were agreed upon and afterwards increased, and
in no instance lowered, thogA values generally had fallen.

"It was seen that an association formed at first to arrange uniform
terms of credits and discounts, and to prevent the dating Ahead of
invoices, &c., soon and rapidly extended its operations to more ambi-
tious schemes. The power used, cautiously at first, soon grasped with
a firmer hand, and at length. 'the simple plan that they may take, who
have the power,' governed the operations of these associations."

In reference to the coal combinations the report says:

" Thus the public is presented with the extraordinary spectacle of a
mercantile association arrogating to itself powers conferred upon law
courts alone, with, in this instance, the judges in the case virtually
condoning perjury by the acceptance of fines to he divided amongst the
importers. This phenomenon is not the less painfal or less objectionable
in character, from the association which perpetrates it being distinguish-
ed by the respectable title of 'The Coal Branch of the Toronto Board
of Trade.'

" Their management of public tenders is worthy of attention as an
illustrative of how popular confidence is betrayed. When tenders are
asked for supplying coal in Toronto for Dominion Government build-
ings, Ontario Government institutions, Toronto water-works, public
schools, charitable institutions, the General Hospital, &c., a meeting
of the 'Goal Branch' is called and the price is fixed which the party
inviting tenders is to pay, and the privilege of filling the contract is
awarded to the member who offers the highest premium or bonus. For
instance, in 1886 for the privilege of filling the Ontario Government
contract of about 2,500 tons, a premium of $1,500 was paid. The same
contract, including some wood, was sold in 1887 for $1,399. The
Dremiums thus paid are divided among the importing members in the
same way as the fines. But in order to lull public suspicion of combi-
nation, and that the parties to be supplied were not obtaining the coal
at its fair market value, other members of the branch put in tenders at
higher prices.

" Citizen consumers in like manner pay, not competitive prices, but
such fixed prices as the combination chooses to extort."

On the coffin-makers and undertakers' trade they remark:

" The inevitable result of this exclusive control is exorbitant charges
to bereaved families; and wherever the hand of affliction most frequently
falls the more oppressive the burden of this combination becomes."

On the biscuit and confectionery trade they report:
" From the evidence, it seems clear that the result of the combination

is to keep prices at higher figures than are justified by the price paid for
the raw material, and altered condition of trade, brought about by the
introduction of new and improved machinery.

"[ t was found by comparison with United States price lista, that
Canadian goods are in some finer and fancy varieties 20 to 30 per cent.
higher than goods of equal quality on the other aide of the Une.

And they wind up by reporting:
" The Committee find that the evils produced by combinations *uch

as have been enquired into, have not by any means been fully developed
as yet in this country, but sufficient evidence of their injurions tenden-
cies and effeets is given to justify legislative action for suppressing the
evils arising from these aai similar combinations and monopolies.'

Now, Sir, that was the report the Committee made On the
large amount of testimony they took; and the hon. gentle-
man, having made that report, introduced into this House
early in the Session a Bill purporting to strike at these evils
and remove them if possible; and that Bill, as my hon. friend
beside me has remarked, if defective in construction, inar-
tistically drawn, and going perhaps too far-drawn perhaps
by some person who did not understand the law on the
subject-seemed at any rate to be honestly framed to strike
at the evils reported upon. In that Bill it was provided
that any person who combined to grant to any other person
who was a party to the combination any facility for the pur-
chase, sale, transportation or supply of any article, which
facility was denied to any other person, should be guilty
of a misdemeanor, and further that any person, who
denied to a person who was not a party to the com-
bination, any facility which was granted to those who
were parties to the combination, should be guilty of a
misdemeanor. Thon the Bill went on to declare that any
person who unreasonably enhanced the market price of an
article, or unduly restrained the traffle in any such article, or
Limited or prevented the production, manufacture, sale or
transportation, or prevented or restricted competition in
the production, manufacture, sale or transportation of such
article, should be guilty of a misdemeanor. That was at
any rate an intelligible Bill; you might either support it
or oppose it ; but what did the hon. gentleman do? Hne
got it referred to the Banking and Commerce Commitee e;
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and, without discussing it or offering one word in support
of it, ho introduced a new Bill similar to the old one only
in the title, had it reprinted, and brought it before the
Committee; and not one of the offinces which ho reported
against, which ho said there should be legislation to pre-
vent, and which ho proposed to deal with in bis first Bill,
is referred to in this new Bill at ail. Therefore I say that
the Bill is a fraud, in ostensibly holding up to the public
the proposition that it is dealing with the evils which the
first Bill was designed to preveni. No one can deny that
it does not deal with or punish any one of these offences.
It bas been argued by the Minister of Justice that this Bill
declares or defines the common law. To some extent it may
do so; but it does not declare that the doing ofany act, or
the leaving undone of any act, shall of itself constitute a
misdemeanor ; it does not punish anyone for doing or
omitting to do anything ; it does not strike at the evils
which the report pointed out; it merely says that those
who do unlawfully certain things shall be guilty of misde-
meanors. They are guilty of misdemeanors now. The
difficulty before was in defining what was lawful or unlaw-
fui. Any conspiracy made between two persons to do any
unlawful act, or to prevent any lawfal act being done, in
restraint of trade, was a misdemeanor. The Bill does not
say that any man may or may not do such and such a
thing ; it merely says, if he does anything unlawfully, he
will be punished. That is merely relogating the matter
back to the indefiniteness of the common law, and leaving
the judge to find out what is lawful or unlawful. In a
book recently published on the criminal law, the author
s.ays :

" The definition Bhcws a cenhpiracy to be an agreement to do an
unlawful act. It is the indefinite meaning of this word 'unlawful' that
gives to the crime of conspiracy its wide extent. The widest discretion
is entrusted to the judges in whose power it seems to be thus to declare
criminal, combinations to do almost anything which they regard as
morally wrong, politically or socialy dangerous or otherwise objec-
tienable."
The indefiniteness which existed before exists now; it is
not touched or attempted to be touched by the Bill. The
evils which existed before exist now; they are not legislated
against, and no attempt is made to legislate against them
by the Bill; it leaves the law exactly where it is now. The
Bill, therefore, is a fraud; it deceives the people in making
them believe that you are legislating on the subject when
you are not, but you are evading the subject. With this
report before them on the existence of these evils, it became
the duty of the Government to take up this subject, and
bring in a proper Bill to punish and suppress these evils,
which not only exist, but which the Committee say are grow-
ing evils, and will, in the near future, become intensified.
Now, Sir, why does the hon. gentleman propose the
Bill ? What good does ho expect to accrue from it ?
Are the public going to be protected by it? No;
they will be just where tbey were before. They
will have to bring a prosecution and prove exactly
what they did before, to the satisfaction of the judge, that
the offence which they are prosecuting any person for, is
an unlawful act against the common law. The Bill does
not alter or facilitate the proceedings in any way; ail it
does is to minimise the punishment which the common law
imposes on those guilty of an unlawful combination. I
I submit to the House that the hon, gentleman bas gone
back on bis report; ho has been either afraid or ashamed
of it. I submit alko that it was the duty of the Government
to take this matter up, and even now I think they ought to
deal with it. It is too important a matter to be dealt with
hurriedly by a private member, and the Government ought
on their responsibility to introduce a Bill next Session
dealing honestly and fairly with the evils pointed out by the
report of the Committee.
. Mr. WALLACE. I amnnot much surprised at the course
of hon. gentlemen opposite. I find the hon. member forj

Mr. DÂvIa (P.E.I.)

West Ontario (Mr. Edgar) first promising his support to a
measure of this kind and afterwards working side by side
with the opponents of the Bill-those men who have
formed those illegal combinations and who came down in
great force to defeat the Bill. They did not corne down to
defeat the old Bill, which the hon. member for P.E.I. (hir.
Davies) says had some merit, but they came down before
the Banking and Commerce Çommittee at its last meeting,
with a great array of lawyers from Montreal and Toronto,
and with amendments carefully considered, to legislate this
Bill out of existence. If this Bill is so innocent and harm-
less why should those people have gone to so much trouble
and expense to dofeat it. We find the bon. member for
West Ontario (Mr. Edgar) taking a position to-night.
Before this we did not know exactly were to find him.
He spoke in Committee against the Bill, and then when
it came to a vote ho lad not the courage of his
convictions, and turned round and voted in favor of
it, and I would not be at all surprised to find him
repeating the operation this evening. So far as the
harmless obaracter of the Bill is concerned, if you com-
pare the two Bills, you will see that they both seek exactly
the same end, and the advantage of the present Bill over
the other is this : The first Bill creoated another criminal
Act, and it bas been said by those who opposed it, and it
may be said with some truth, that its provisions were too
severe. We contended they were not, and that the courts
would decide on that point. The courts would have to give
thoir decision, and it might happen that their decision
would make the Act a good deal more severo than we had
intended it to be; but by the amended Bill, we have exactly
the same remedy and nothing is left uncertain. It is in
accord with the common law. As the Minister of Justice bas
said, the common law is not very much known outside of the
legal profession, and many of these merchants who were act-
ing in this way, not knowing the common law, and many
who found ont they were acting in contravention of the
law of the land, went out of these unlawful and illegal com-
binations when they found the common law was against
them. This new Act does exactly and more effectively
wbat was aimed at in the original, and, therefore, I hope
that this House will pass the Bill. The report of the
Combination Committee of last Session has never been con-
tradicted, the facts stated in it have never been even at-
tempted to be controverted by any of those gentlemen who
belong to illegal combinations, and the report shows con-
clusively that the evils complained of do exist, and that
those illegal combinations are becoming a great power. It
proves conclusively that they are robbing the people and
following the line of the immense trusts and combinations
in the United States, and I do not agree with those gentle-
men who propose that we should leave the matter over for a
year ; but I say that legislation is imperatively demanded
now. We should act now while we have the power and
not wait another year, when those combinations will have
increased in strength and the Canadiau Parliament will find
it a much more difficult matter to legislate with regard to
them. 1 trust this Bill will pass, and any slight amend-
ments can be made in Committee.

Mr. MULOCK. I think that the Bill in question, whilst
it may not meet all the requirements of the case, may very
fairly b passed, if only as an experiment or warning.
Certainly, whatever may be the case, there is necessity
in my judgment for intervention to protect the consumers
of the country. We have seen in the last few years gigan-
tic institutions and corporations forming combinations to
enhance the cost of the necessaries of life, and 1 see very
little distinction between what is called in the criminal
law, larceny, and the result of an arrangement which
obliges the unfortunate consumer to transfer from his
pocket to that of the wealthy producer an unnecessary
amount of money in order that h may maintain life.
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Mr. ELLIS. That is.the result of protection.
Mr. MULOCK. It may be the result of protection, as the

hon. member for St. John suggests. I am not now seeking
for the cause of it. We have the disease and it is our duty
to seek for a remedy.

An hon. MEMBER. Free trade.
Mr. MULOCK. My hon. friend behind me says free

trade ; but the Government of the day control our trade
policy, and we are obliged to seek a remedy elsewhere.
We are told by the hon. the Minister of Justice that we are
in no way interfering with the common law, except by re-
ducing the punishment and providing a different mode of
punishment. To that extent I think the Bill is an improve-
ment. A measure which is too severe defeats itself, and
even if we were making no new law, the fact that we are
by legislation emphasising the existence of the law may
meet the case, and it may never be necessary to put the
law in force. If it should turn ont that this law is a mere
echo of the existing law, except so far as punishment is con-
cerned, that does not take away the existing law; that
does not make lawful what was unlawful before. I am not
aware what the law is on the subiect, and I doubt if many
people are. Certainly the law of conspiracy is a most abs-
truse one, and a conviction under it will be no easy matter.
E9ven if a conviction should take place unider this particular
Act, the punishment would not operate very hardly on
those unlawfully engaged, if, by a mere accident, they are
engaged in unlawful combinations. I regard it as a most
delicate matter to interfere with legitimate trade. What is
a combination ? Where is the line to be drawn between
what is a lawful and what is an unlawful association?
These are, I think, very delicate questions, and will be
found to be shrouded in mystery whenever we have a case-
in the courts. Nevertheless I think that the passage of a
measure sich as this, even if it does but leave the law where
it stood, and reduces the punishment, will have a beneficial
effect. The judge bas it ln his discretion to say what the
punishment shall be. It is not necessarily imprisonment,
for I can conceive many cases in which a judge would hesi-
tate to find guilty a person charged with the offence because
of the severityof the punishment wbich he will be compelled
to enforce. In this case if it should happen that a com-
bination is technically illegal, but that there has been no
mala ?des on the part of the defendant, the judge can
exercise that discretion with which he is clotbed by the
Act, and his sentence will be a nominal one. If, on the
other hand, he is convinced there was an attempt on the
part of the defendant to violate the Act, he will be sentenced
proportionately to the offence. Therefore, to the extent of
making the punishment discretionary, there is a better
chance of enforcing the existing law than there would be
of leaving the law as it stands at present. For these
reasons, I am prepared to support the passage of this Bill,
even if it is open to the objections which have been raised,
and which I think have been well taken to a certain extent,
namely, in regard to its not declaring what is the existing
law. After we have had some cases decided under it, sucb
as have been decided under the Bucket Shop Act, and have
found out the weak points of the measure, we may be able
to amend it. Therefore, I am in favor of the action of the
Government in preventing an existing evil so long as they
do not deal with the matter in a more radical way.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I am sorry that I was not in the
House when the second reading of this Bill was proposed.
The Bill has my full sympathy, and I am very glad that
it has been introduced for the purpose of preventing a
system which is taking root in this country. When we
look at the history of the United States, and see the
evils which have arisen there in connection with these
combines, I think we will decide that it is high time that

something should be done here to prevent the implanting
of these evil and pernicious systems in Canada, which
result in giving to those who are producers the advantage
which should be obtained by the consuming public. In
the State of New York, a commission was appointed to
find out the results of these combines. After the commission
had sat for six or seven weeks, the chairman reported to
the House that the commission would require to take up a
permanent residence in the capital of the State, as it would
take years to ferret out the extent to which combines existed
in that State; that Alps upon Alps of combines existed
which were fleecing the people of that State trom day to
day and from year to year. We know that in other States,
combines have existed. When we take into consideration
several of these combines, we will see at a glance the neces-
sity of taking action in the interest of our consuming
public. Take the Standard Oil Co. The capital stock of
that company is about $90,000,000. That stock is worth
to-day $164 to the $100 in the market. Last year that
Company distributed $20,000,000 amongst the stockholders
after paying a dividend of 10 per cent. quarterly. Take
also the Cotton Seed Oil Company, which had a capital
stock of about $48,000,000. That aiso make enormous
profits. It was formed for the purpose of keeping down the
price of cotton seed. Before the combine was formed, the
cotton seed from the south was worth about $7 a ton, and
about 700,000 tons were crusbed each year. Ever since the
formation of that combine, the price has been going down,
until now it is worth about 04 a ton instead of $7. That
company has made enormous profits in consequence of that
combine. There are many other combines which have
taken root in the United States, and the fact is that com-
bines in that country have succeeded to such an extent that
it seems as if everyone was interested in a combine. When
those companies approach the legislatures, almost every
man sitting in the House is either directly or indirectly
interested in a combine, and consequently they cannot be
reached. In Orange County, in the State of New York,
the farmers formed an association for the purpose of trying
to break up a combine for the sale of milk in the city of
New York. They subscribed $20,000 in order to fight the
milk combine. After they had fought that combine for
thirteen months and had spent $20,000, they found they
bad Io break up their association, and the combine exists
to-day. It takes the milk from the farmers at its own
price, and sells it to the consumers for double the price
which is paid to the farmers. All those people in this
country who are disposed to take advantage of such organi-
sations will undoubtedly transplant that system to this
country, and ultimately our people will be subject to
a system of fleecing by these combines which will
impoverish therm more than they are impoverished
under the present system. It is not too soon to
adopt some measure to counteract this evil. I sympathise
with the hon. member who introduced this Bill,
and I am only sorry that it is not alI that was expected. I
bope it may meet the views of the country, and may put a
stop to the combines which exist in Canada. There is not,
for example, one undertaker in the Dominion who is not a
member of a combine. The remains ofour departed friends
cannot be carried to their last resting place except under
the auspices of a combine I know men who have tried to
enter the business of undertaking, but they found that before
they could do that they would have to get the signatures of
the three nearest undertakers in the section of country in
which they lived, consenting to their becoming members of
the Undertakers' Association, before they could get the ma-
terialis to enable them to carry on their business. It is pre-
posterous that the laws of this country should allow the
people to be fleeced by such organisations. If this Bill does
not fully reach the evils which exist, I hope that next year
amendments will be moved to secure to the people a free
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and independent exorcise of their rights, without being bines on the other side? I have in myhand an ably written
trammelled and fleeced by associations which are no littie pamphlet by Mr. William W. Cook, an eminent
better than disgused robbers. I stated, when the hon. lawyer in New York, who las gone very carefully over the
gentleman was pressing his Bill before the Committee, subjeet, and liegays:
that I was sorry to eee such an array of lawyers appear. lThere can be no denial of the fAot that a 'trust'is organised to do
ing to prevent the passage of the measure. No doubt away with competition. Without that resuit il is a failure; with it it is
they have tasted the advantage of the organisation of com.- &

bines, because if that were not the case they would not have Now, competition is the only guarantea we have that the
taken the trouble to be there to prevent the passage of the article produced will be given to the people at the least
Bill. No doubt they have begun to realise the advantage possible price. We only need look at the sucoess that bas
of these organisations, judging from the attention which attended these organisations thronghout Canada and tho
they gave to this measure, and from the fact that they United States, and Buropean countries; we need only look
brought an eminent lawyer from Toronto for the purpose to their suocesa to know that the aim they have had in view
of throwing dust in the eyes of the Committee .in order to has been accomplished, and the resuit bas been, as the hon.
prevent their adopting the Bill. I was very glad to see, mem bar for North Wellington (Mr. McMallen) very rightly
however, that the Committee adopted the principle of the stated, to bring baok millions of capital to the pockets of
Bill. I am not a lawyer, and I am not capable of seeing those parties wha are engaged in these combines:
the defects in the Bill to which reference bas been made, I"The modern'trust'1je a monopiy in its purposes, ite plans and its
but I hope it will meet the case, and if it does not, I culmination. Lt je a combination that strikes down ail competitors
hope the Minister of Justice, or someone in his place The parties combine to control the market and to control it without
will follow it up and make amendments next Session competition!'
so as to release the people from the extortion of .pay- He gos on to say:
ing a fixed price for all these articles which they I"To ail these the public at each end of the industry, the producer
consume. Take the case of the suger combine in the and consumer, 15, and is intended to ba, in a certain sense at the mercy
United States. The United States consume 2,800,000,000 of the syndicate or combination. The main purpose, management and

effect of ail upon the public is the samne, to wit-the aggregation of
pounds of sugar a year. There was a combine formed a capital, the power of controlling the manufacture and output of varions
tew years ago to raise the price of sugar, and almost every necessary conuodities. The acquisition or destruction of competitive
manufacturer in the United States joined that combine. At properties all leading to the final and conclusive purposes of anuihilat-

thattimesugr wa sod fo $5.3 pr hadre pouds. in g competition and enabling the industries represented in the combina-
that time sgar was sold for $593 per hundontix the prices at which they woud purchase the raw matria
rose immediately afterwa, ds to 6½ cents a pound and to-day from the produce., and at which they would Bell the proluct, refined or
it is selling at about 7 cents. The result of that organisa-useful, to the consumer.'
tion has been that sugar bas been i aised in the United Now, if this is the object of these combines, and their suc-
States about $10 a barrel. When we consider the enorm- ceas, I thînk, is tle best proof thnt il las been their objuet,
ous consumption of sugar in that country, we must see the we might ask: Do they injuriously affect competition?
enormous amount which is made by that combine, and we This same author, wlo las given agreat deal of atteLtien
are all pretty well acquainted with the evils which resuit to tus subject, says most unristakably that they do affect
from such a system. This Bill is only intended to give competitien. Speaking of the sugar trust he says:
effect to the sentiments of the country i this regard, and to t"85 per cent cf the sugar refining business, formcd a combination or
the report which has been submitted to Parliament. By trust. The remaining refineries, being two in San Francisco, two in
adopting that, we will render the country a great service Phiadeiphiaoeen Boston and one in St. Louis, representing altogether
by preventing the introduction, the existence and the 15 per cent. of the business, did not take part."
growth of institutions which are established only to rob the What was tle resut?
public out of their just rights and liberties.IlBy order cf the 'trust' two refineries in Boston have been losed,

two in New York, two others hasve been temporarily shut down, and stili
others have had their production decreased one-fourth. Retlned sugar

Mr. SPROULE. There is no subject which bas engaged las advanced in price from 3 to 1 sent a pound since the trust' was
the attention of this House during the present Parliament tormed. Refined sugar Was worth in Febrnary, 1887, 5-93, but in
so important as the one now undor consideration, and Iebruary, 1888, was worth 6 88.

the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~I eisteotoo fwhcitiIil aitdue "The average price of granulated sugar in 1887 was 6 cents, but the
theaverage price during January, 1888 wase7hcents.tcs petition bas
to remedy. The rapidity with which combinations, practically disappeared. The San Francisco sugar rarely gets further
trusts, monopolies and other institutions of man's inven. ea3t than the Missouri River, and neyer competes east cf Chicago The

tion hae ben ozansedand avegron duingtheobject of the ' trust' is frankly stated to be te 1'liniit the production.'
tion, have been organised and have grown during the Mr. Havemeyer, the great refluer and leader of the ' trust ' stated that
last few years, not only on the continent of America refined sugar in Âmerica coste the consumer about 21 cents a pound
but also in Europe, is most alarming. Capital is piled mure than in England, or about $10 per barrel."
together, men are associated in society who delegate Now, that is unmistakeable evidence tint thc objeet of
their rights to others so as to evade the law, until to-day, in the trust las been attained by the combination et these
almost every line of life, magnificent institutions arc con- capitaliats. ln various other hues we find thc sane con-
trolled by, and great iDterests are centred in a few hands, dition of things exist, I said that trusts sud combines
and the important interests of the producer on the one hand, to-day are growing with startling rapidîty in this country.
and the consumer on the other, are sacrificed by these com- Why do 1 tsay se ? Bcauze I fiad that Iast year ne less
bines. A very able American writer who las looked over than tlree different cQmmittees were appointed, twc in tic
the subject carefully, asks, what is the object of combines ? United States audoeen Canada, te iook into this quontian
We have heard a good many gentlemen, who are them- sud sec low far the law could control thora. What is thc
selves interested in combines, who came before the Com- resuit of that? I taie the commission that wasappeinted
mittee of Banking and Commerce and asserted that the in New York, sud I find that altheugh they enly sat fer a
object of these combines in Canada is not for evil, but hoît time, they examiued into the Standard Oit Trust, me-
only good, that they are harmless in their nature, that presented by ne iess than 39 companies, eprenting over
they allowed men not only to asiociate their capital 850,000,000 of capital. Then we have tic Sugar Trust, re-
together, but to bring their united intelligence to bear upon presenting uearly$à0,000,00et capital aise. They cxamined
some object for the purpose of carrying on the same linos aise juto the Milk Trust, Labor Trust, the Rubbcr Trust,
of commerce more economically than they otherwise could, the Cotton Seed Ou Trust, controlling 85 companies, the
and thereby give the best result of their labor to the country. Enveope Trust, the Elevator Trust, the Batelers' Trust or
la that the object of those gentlemen who have formed com- Combinalion, the Glass Trust and the Parniture Trust. Ahi
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those are only a few that were examined into by the com-
mission that sat last year in New York. It is surprising to
see with what rapidity and in what great numbers trusts
have sprung up during the last few years in almost every
lino of manufacture. I have before me the same author,
who goes on to speak of the Standard Oil Trust, and I find
that in the State of New York there are 14 companies
praotically amalgamated into one, controlled by a few indi-
viduals; in the State of New Jersey, 3; Pennsylvania, 9;
Ohio, 4; Kentucky, 1; Maryland, 1; West Virginia, 11;
Illinois, 1; Minnesota, 1; Missouri, 1; and Massachusetts,
2; Maine, 1; Iowa, 2; in all 41 companies, controlling
a capital of over $50,000,000. In not a single State
is there that live competition that is the best guarantee
that the consumer gets what ho buys at the lowest
price at which it can by manufactured. These great
institutions, some of them having a backing of 850,000,000
behind them, have devised means to evade the laws of the
country, and they have been succesful in almost every in-
stance in evading the law; and it is to-day one of the im-
portant requirements, not only of the State but of the
Federal Government, to devise a law that will reach these
combinations. They have been taken up under the com-
mon law, under the Companies' Act, and under various
laws, but up to the present time they have not been suc-
cessfully combatted. I take the next important trust, the
American cotton seed oil trust. I find that 85 companies
are amalgamated into one, and instead of the manufacturers
paying $24 a ton as formerly for the raw material, $4 a ton
is paid, and still the producer on the one hand is obliged to
receive a pittance for the iaw material he sells, and the
manufacturer is able to sell his article at a higher figure than
when the producer of the raw material received double
the value ho does now for his product. Some say
we have a gigantie issue on band, and the question is
asked as to how we can combat it. Some hon. gentle-
men opposite say that this may be done by free trade. We
have the experience of the Americans who are endeavoring
to combat these trusts. What do they propose ? Do they
propose free trade ? If free trade were a remedy, we would
expect to find combinations only in protected countries. If
so, we would expect to find them existing to a large extent
in the United States. It is true they are to be found there;
but it is equally true that they date back as far in history as
1674, that they have existed in Portugal, Spain and Eng-
land, and on taking up a paper to-day I observed that a
gigantic sait trust bas been framed on this continent in con-
nection with the English sait trust, by which it is hoped to
control the output of the two countries in that product.
This goes to show that these trusts are not only to be found
in countries where protective tarife exist, but also in coun-
tries which have a free trade policy. I find the following
paragraph in a New York evening paper:-

'' New York, 19th.-An afternoon paper says F. B. Thurber and Eras-
tus Wiman are the chief promoters in this country of the projected salt
trust. Associated with them are a number of prominent English capital-
iste controlling $25,000,000."

This Mr. Wiman is the celobrated and patriotie gentleman
who is so much interested in Canada to-day. This combin-
ation has gone so far as to endeavor to control the sait pro-
duct of the United States as well as England, and there is
danger that Canada may fall under a similar combination,
and I venture to say that sait will be advanced from 75
cents a barrel to 81 or $1.25. Not only, thon, do we find
these combinations in coantries enjoying a protective tariff,
but they are equally prosperous in free trade countries such
as England. We find them also engaged in lines of busi-
ness that are mot affected by any tariff. We have the
gigantic combination controlling elevators in America, also
the milk trust, but in noither of these lines eau a tariff affect
the situation. seeing there is no duty on either. I have
here a summary of the means proposed by the various

States to remedy this evil. There are some gentlemen on
the other side of the lino who hold that these combinations
can only successfully be worked where a high protective
tariff prevails, and acoordingly they propose to do away
with protective duties; but there are comparatively few
who assail the combinations on that ground. Several
remedies are suggested for the punishment of those
engaged in combines, trusts and monopolies, as follows :
First, making thom illegal and possibly those who violate the
provisions of the law, reporting them. Second, for admitting
free of duty all articIpes or goods of manufacture or produce
which are controlled or affected directly by such trusts,
combines or monopolies. Third, a third party introduces a
Bill to appoint a commission to enquire into these trusts,
combines, &c., whose duty would be to report to the presi-
dent from time to time, the results of their enquiries, and
that when 60 per cent. of the article or product was
affected in price, or limited in output by it, to provide
punishment for the offence. Fourth, a fourth Bill is to impose
a tax on merchandise, manufactures, commodities or pro-
ducts, manufactured, produced, purchased or beld by said
parties, equal in amount to 40 per cent. of the value of
such commodity. And that no allowance of drawback shail
be given on any goods so held or produced under these
provisions. Fifth, to provide for placing on the free list,-
3 Bills. To define trusts and provide for punishment,-
16 Bills. To tax the products of trusts, &c.,-1 Bill.
A large number of Bills have been introduced into the
different State Legislatures with a view to suppress trusts,
and many members of those legislatures and members of
Congress entertain views in harmony with the view laid
down by the Minister of Justice and the momber for West
York (Mr. Wallace), who bas endeavored to frame a Bill
for the punishment of these parties. lu the United States
14 or 15 Bills have been introduced to meet the evil of
trusts. None, however, have succesefully met the case,
and these trusts are steadily spreading, and we have the
highest legal opinion in the country that the only success-
ful way of combating them is by making known to the
consuming population the nature of the monopoly and the
extent of the evil, to build up a public sentiment showing
the necessity of the law, as a public opinion was built up
behind the Railway Commission so strong that it would
net tolerate the evils another hour. When we do that in
this case, Parliament must place an Act on the Statute.
book to punish those offenders. It is by giving the people
information on this subject that we shall build up public
sentiment. I have shown that efforts have constantly been
made to evade the laws by combinations and trusts
in every country. In Canada the same thing pre-
vails to-day. On the other band, it is said that
this is a monstrous proposal. There is one argument in
connection with the matter which bas not been pointed out
by hon, gentlemen opposite who have said that this Bill is
harmless. If it were harmless, it is strange that its passage
through Committee should have been fought every stage by
interested parties. But whether it i harmless or not, we
desire to hang it up as a warning to the publie that these
iniquitous arrangements will net be tolerated in this coun-
try, and we are prepared to fight these combinations by le-
gislation. Again, we ask from what quarter does the oppo-
sition come ? Does it come from the producers or the agri-
cultural class ? No; they are largely in favor of the
Bill, because they are injured by combinations. Does
it come from the consumera? No; but it comes from
parties interested directly or indirectly in the coni-
bines or trusts. One of its strongest opponents has
been the Toronto Board of Trade, and yet between 50
and 60 of those gentlemen are interested in combinations,
and some of the mombers who came down to tell Parliament
why we should not interfere with harmlese combinations
were the very men who are receiving large profits from
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those combinations. They said that the sugar trust did not
not effect any interest; but a retailer of sugar in my village
said he was satisfied that if the combine did not exist ho
would ho able to sel it to his customers one cent or one
cent and a half less than at present. The trade is controlled
by the sugar guild and the grocers' guild, and the
retailers must pay their prices. Then there is the
oatmeal combine. At one meeting they raised the price
35 cents a barrel, at the next meeting 25 cents a barrel.
The next meeting they raised it 30 cents a barrel and it is
said that each man was bound to sell only a certain quan-
tity from his mill. If he sold less than that quantity the
combine gave him 30 cents for every barrel less than the
quantity allotted to him, and if ho sold more ho paid the
combine 30 cents for each barrel over the amount, which
went to keep mills in some other parts of the country idle.
The iesult was that seven or eight of our important oat-
meal mills were kept idl, even in some localities which
I am informed paid a large bonus for the erection of those
milis, so that the price of oats might ho enhanced to the
farmers of the locality. The machinery of those mills was
left idle and rusting because of those combinations, and, as
a practical benefit which has already resulted from the in.
troduction of this Bill I see that only a few days ago the
oatmeal millers combine was dissolved by mutual consent.
They knew this law was being put on the statutes, they
were afraid it would reach them and so they dissolved. We
find also that many mon who a few years ago were inter-
ested in combines are now in a hurry to tell the people that
they are not connected with them at all, and that they want
fair competition in their fine of trade. We have this feeling
shown by the manufacturers of binding twine, by the oat-
enmeal millers, and by those engaged in several branches
of manufactures. I do not care how little this law
reaches the combines, if it reaches them at allt; if it
punishes one man in a thousand I hold that it is time
that it should be put on the statutes I say that the feeling
against combines is growing so strong in the country to-
day, that whatever hon. gentlemen may ho inclined to
oppise this Bill now, in a year hence he will not dare go back
to his constituents and say: I was one of the men who
opposed putting a law on the Statute-books to punish those
men engaged in combines and trusts. At this late period of
the Session I do not wish to take up the time of the House
fnrther thon to express the hope that this Bill will become
law. If after experience we no not find it is effectual in
reaching the combines, it will ho our duty from time to time
to amend its provisions so as so reach them, until we have
not only a law against combines that will reach all, but also
a public sentiment which will sustain that law and cause
men who contemplate joining such associations to see the
impossibility, in the face of that public opinion, of carrying
ont their nefarions designs. We must deal with the matter
until we have a public sentiment which will enforce that
hoalthy competition which is the only fair guarantee to the
consumer on the one hand and to the producer on the other.

Mr. McCULLA. I believe it my duty to raise my voice
in support of the measure now before the House. I have
the honor to represent a farming constituency and I can
thoroughly agree with the gentleman who has last spoken
that there is a growing feeling on the part of the people
whom we represent that we should legislate against, and
suppress those combines. I know that this feeling is ho-
coming very prevalent in the country because I have had
many communications from our farmers enquiring as to the
likelihood of this measure becoming law, and expressing
anxiety that it should ho placed on the Statute-book. The
people are thoroughly aroused against those combines;
they know what they have suffered from the coal combine,
the undertakers combine, the salt combine lately, and the
other combinations and conspiracies which were to a certain

Mr. SPROULE.

extent filching the money from the pockets of the honest
farmers and artisans of this country. I would also express
my belief that the insurance combine is as bad ai the rest,
if not the most iniquitous. I can give you an instance of
the injustice of the insurance combine in my own town.
Up to the year 1885 we had no fire protection there what-
ever and in certain seasons of the year when there was
most danger from fire the river flowing through the town
would dry up. The town of Brampton set to work and at
a large large expenditure they seoured one of the best
fire protection services in the country. We have water
works there now which cost something like $90,000
and we have 50 hydrants in the town with 60 pounds
pressure on each hydrant. In fact within the last ton
years not $2,000 have been lost by fires in the town; yet
notwithstanding all this our insurance rate to-day is just as
high as when we had no lire protection service at all. That
is unfair and unjust to the business community of our town,
and I hope that the Bill so far as it affects insurance com-
panies will remain a part of the law. I have always been
a supporter of the National Policy. I believe it is a policy
which is in the interests of the country, because by it we
foster and support our own industries and manufactures,
give employment to our own artisans and as a result croate
a home consuming market for our farmers. While I am a
strong supporter of the National Policy and while we have
promised our farmers and our consumers tbat they would
have the benefit of home competition-that competition
which would reduce prices ; and that the protection put on
would not increase the price of any commodities that we
require-I believe, Sir, at the same time that while we
should protect our people from outside interference in trade
we must protect our consumers and give them the benefit of
the greatest amount of free trade in the home market that
we can. I believe we must have free trade in our own
markets on alt the articles people wish to consume, and I
hope the moasure now before the House will become law. I
know that the people in the section of the country I have
the honor to represent are strongly in favor of this measure
and of its becoming the law of the land.

Mr. CAMPBELL. I do not think that there are any
hon. members of this House who will not admit that com-
binations are a bad thing and should be repressed. Whether
the Bill that is now before the louse is sufficient for that
purpose or not I do not know, but I think it is a stop in the
right direction and ought to receive the support of the
House. It must have amused the House, however, to hear
the bon. member for East Grey (Mr. Sproule) donounce in
such eloquent terms the oatmeal millers, the elevator com-
bines and the cotton seed men while ho had not one single
word to say about the combine that he himself is a member
of. One of the greatest combines in this country to-day is
the medical combine. That hon. gentleman in eloquent
terms denounced every other business man and every other
manufacturer in this country because they were forming
combines, and with almost tears running down his cheeks
ho denounced the enormous crimes that were being com-
mitted, while ho forgot all the time that ho was a member
of one of the greatest and most arbitrary combinations that
exist in Canada to-day.

Mr. SPROULE. I would like to tell the lhon. gentleman
that there is no combine good, bad or indifferent among
medical men.

Sir RICHIARD CARTWRIGHT. That is a trades union.
Mr. CAMPBELL. I do not think that the flouse will

agree with the member for Eat Grey there. I regret that
the member for West York (Mr. Wallace) when ho intro-
duced this Bill did not include the medical profession and I
can assure him that if ho had introduced a provision to
make thom regulate their profession a little botter than
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they do, that he would have received strong support and ing this wordI" unlawful," you simply revert to the em-
that it would have been the most popular measure that had mon law, as has been alleged on this aide of the House and
ever been introduced in this Hlouse. With all due sapect has not been denied on the other aide. The hon. mem-
to many hon. friends around me I think the legal profession ber for East Grey presses for the adoption of this Bill, and
ought also be prevented from combining and I think the he says that in the United States they have resorted to
member for West York (Mir. Wallace) made a mistake in the common law, and that they found that effective.
not including then with the doctors. I believe that a little Mr. SPROULE. No, they passed a Bill only last week
wholesome logislation in restraining the lawyers would not in Illinois to change the common law,
be amies at all. Mr. COLTER. It was alloged that they had resorted to

Mr. LAURIER. You may have law suite thon. the common law and to other legislation as well, and that

Mr. CAMPBELL. The hon. gentleman says I may have those attempts had proven unsuccessful, although the parties

law suits thon and if I have I am prepared to defend my. making them had spent large sums of money and had

self, but I do think that a mistake was made that this Bill exposed themselves to risk in prosecuting these cases. We

did not include those two professions which I believe are have to consider that if we put a defective Bill on the

very close corporations. It did amuse me, if it did not Statute-book, and anyone tries to bring these combinesters

amuse the House also, to see the hon. member for East to book and fails, ho may besued for malicious prosecu-

Grey (Mr. Sproule) with tears running down his cheeks tion and muleted in heavy damages, and we have a right to

dilating on the enormous crimes that the poor oatmeal sec that defective legislation does not pass this House, but
millers and some few other manufacturera were perpetrat- that the people will' have something to protect them effeo-

ing on the people of the country. I may tell the hon. gen- tively from the abuses of which they complain. This Bill

tleman that taking all the oatmeal millers in the country simply contiues that which exists at present. It does not
into consideration, I do not believe there is a single one of make it an offence to conspire to restran production, trans-

them who bas made any profit during the last few years. portation or manufacture, and to enhance prices in that

I am not interested in the business at all, but I do know way ; but these things, to constitute offences, muet be done

that with the thousands of dollars they have invested in pro. unlawfully. The whole effective power of this Bill is the

perty, with all the employment they give, and the ready common law, and it bas been said by many that the common

market they furnish to the farmers, I do not think law is obselete, and to some extent uncertain; therefore we

there is a single branch of manufacturing industry to-day are onily giving to the people something uncertain,
which is in such a depressed condition as that of the oat. and only likely to end in disastrous failure. I am

meal millers; and I think that, instead of spending all his heartily in accord with the principle of such a

wrath and indignation on them, the bon. gentleman ought measure as the hon. momber for West York (Mr.
to have reserved a little for the corporation which ho is a Wallace) and other hon. gentlemen opposite seem to

member of. desire; but I do not wish any apology for such a measure,
as this Bill is. Therefore it is highly dosirable that this

Mr. COLTER. This question is a very important ques- louse should sec that the measure which is passed this
tien, and I am very much pleasel to see it taken hold of so Session shall be such as will meet the requirements of the
génerally on both sides of the House. It is important for people. This House will bo made ridiculous if this measure
this reason: It is well known that the great mass of the should be tested and proved abortive; it would be simply
people are suffering from some cause, and that cause is the trifling with the people; and they might become discour-
fact that they are overcharged for the various commodities aged and say: It is of no use to resist these combinations in
which they are obliged to buy. It is true, this evil is due the hope of preventing the attacks they are making on our
in the main to these combinations and trusts, whici the rights and liberties. We do not wish to discourage the peo-
hon. member for East Grey alleges are growing to the de- ple, and therofore I submit that this Bill should receive
triment of the people. Now, it is well known that the much more careful consideration than it has received. It
fasility for forming these combinations increases as the bas been said that certain combinesters were very much in-
scope is narrowed; when we have the production of certain terested in thwarting this Bill. That is true; they were
commodities limited to a few individuals, it is easy to bring interested in thwarting it in its original shape; they were
about a combination; and I feel satisfied that the only way afraid it might be made effective; but now we find them
in which these combinations can be effectively met is by perfectly at their ease; they do not fear this Bill, and they
having the duties very much lowered on many of these have no particular reason to fear it; and if this measure is
articles which are the subjects of these combinations. passed these gentlemen will go on and do in the future as
Now, the people who have voted in the past in favor of a they have been doing in the past. Now, the remarks of the
high protective policy are now complaining, and they have bon. member for West Ontario (Mr. Edgar) were very per-
no just reason to complain. They are simply reaping what tinent indeed. There must be somethimg to make
they have sown, and they demand that they shall this Bill definite if we wish to make it effective.
be protected to a large extent from the consequences It is not deflinite. By the Bill these combinations
of that which they have brought upon themselves. They are unlawful only by reason of the common law, and as the
have asked for something tangible from this fouse. I am common law bas proved unavailing to meet those evils in
not at ail satisfied with a great many remarks which bave the past, it must necessarily prove unavailing under this
been made by hon. members. Some say, let us pass this Bill aleo. I have no faith whatever in the moral effect such
measure, and if it is not found effective, like the Bucket a Bill is likely to produce. If these people are making
Shop Bill, let us thon amend it and put it into botter shape. money by oppressing the mass of the people, moral con-
I submit that that is net proper or juat. We should not siderations will not influence them in the slightest; we re-
sond forth from this House crude and unworkable legisla- quire something stronger. They are not going tobe
tion, and I feel satisfied that this Bill will not meet the frightened by any brave words we may- use; we muet have
just demands and requirements of the people. They are something to punish their offences definitely and thoroughly.
asking for bread, and some hon. gentlemen propose to give I am not disposed to keep the House any longer lu disouss-
them a atone. Some hon, gentlemen have argued as though ing this Bill. I simply wish to put my views on record, in
a conspiracy to limit facilities for transportation, to lessen order that if the Bill should not .realise the anticipations
production, or to increase prices, is unlawful; but that is which hon. gentlemen on the other aide expect from it, they
not what this Bill says. It goes further, and says there will feel that they themselves are to blame, and the country
muet be an unlawful combination to do this. > By introduc- will hold them responsible for such legislation.
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Mr. GUILLET. I am a little surprised at the remarks

of the bon. member for laldimand (Mr. Colter). That
hon. gentleman attended the Banking and Commerce Com-
mittee on the occasion when large deputations, representing
the combines appeared before it to oppose this Bill. They
came to oppose, not the old Bill, but the present Bill, and
they opposed it because they know it will deal effectively
with the combines and punish such associations severely.
These deputations went away very much disappointed, and
loudly declaring their indignation. A great deal of ridicule
has been endeavored to be thrown upon the Bill because it
provides that unlawful acts should be punished. It was
well explained in the Banking and Commerce Committee
by the highest legal authority in this country that
the word "unlawful " was necessary in order to pre-
vent the law being applied to proper and innocent
restraints of trade. The Minister of Justice explained
that under this Bill unless the word "unlawful"
were inserted, if a railway company withdrew one train
service a day, while stili giving ample accommodation by
running two trains a day, it would be liable to the penalty
simply because it withdrew that unnecessary train. In the
same way, under this section with regard to limitirg or
lessening the manufacture or production, if the word
unlawful were not inserted, any individual producer or
importer or vessel owner or grain dealer would be liable
to the penalty if he chose to close down bis industry or
refrained from selling bis grain, or laid up bis vessel. The
manufacturer or the individual has a right to do what he
likes with bis own industry and capital. It is only when
combinations exist that they become unlawful in the
common law, and, therefore, that word must be inserted in
order to prevent individuals, in the exercise of their right,
from being punished.

Motion agreed to, and louse resolved itself into Commit-
tee.

(In the Committee.)
On section 1,
Mr. ELLIS. It i s objectionable to make a difference

between a corporation and an individual. It it true a fine
is imposed on a corporation much larger than on the indivi-
dual, but I think the Act ought to be so drawn that if a pri-
vate member of a corporation conspires, he should be treated
in the same way as any other individual. The result of this
section will be that a rich corporatiohe can carry on its busi-
ness without being subject to imprisonment like the indivi-
dual. It would be easy to alter the Bill so as to make the
individual responsible, and not make our legislation so much
in favor of corporations at the expense of the individuals.

Mr. WALLACE. The penalty of the individual is not
more than $1,000 and not less than $200, while that of a
corporation is not exceeding $10,000, and not less than
61,000. The penalty for a corporation is much higher, but
there could not be imprisonment in its case as in the case of
an individual.

Mr. EDGAR. In order that the mover of this Bill may
have an opportunity of showing whether h really desires
to lessen the punishment for the crime of conspiracy, I will
move an amendment to increase the term of imprisonment
to a term not exceeding seven years, and it is not now ex-
ceeding two years in the Act. That would leave still the
minimum of $200, which the Minister of Justice seems to
think a restrictive provision. I move to insert the word
" seven" in place of "two," in line 26. That will bring the
penalty back to what it is in the Revised Statutes.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. There is no desire on the part
of those who are in favor of the Bill to reduce the pen-
alties of the law but, as I said before, the enact-
ment which prescri 6 cs an imprisonment of seven years for

Mr. COLTER.

conspiracy would never, by any judge, be applied to con-
spiracy merely in restraint of trade. If an hon. gentleman
can put a case in which a person who bas offended against
the provisions of this Bill would be sentenced to seven years
in the penitentiary, I would very much like to hear it. In
an offence of this kind the offender would be liable to a heavy
pecuniary penalty, with the alternative of imprisonment
for a period not exceeding two years.

On section 4,
Mr. COLTER. I would suggest that it might be advis-

able to have these actions brought before the Superior Court
Judges in Ontario instead of before the County Court Judges,
in order to have the law uniform.

Mr. WALLACE. I beg to move that the following be
added as section 5:-

The foregoing provisions of this Act shall not apply to the exercise of
any handicratt or the performance of labor, but, subject to such excep-
tion, it shall be construed as if section 22 of the Trades Unions Act had
not been enacted.

Mr. TISDALE. This Bill bas been before the Banking
and Commerce Committee, and I think we ought not now
to amend it. This amendment may create a good deal of
discussion, and the promoter sbhould know his own mind.
Many amendments were suggested in the Committee, and
several members of that Coinmittee are not here now when
we have an important clause proposed, which may involve
a great deal of discussion.

Mr. WALLACE. I think every member of the Banking
and Commerce Committee is a member of this louse and
should be here if required. I believe this is a clause which
will meet with no objection from any member of the House.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I do not sec any necessity for
this clause. The Bill refers to any combination unlawfullj
formed to do certain things. As I understand, the Trades
Unions may lawfully do certain things. and this only deals
with what is unlawful.

Mr. EDGAR. It is impossible, when a complicated
section like this is read from the Chair, to understand it at
once, without looking into the law.

Mr. TISDALE. If this amendment is pressed, I shall
move that the Committee rise and report, unless we are able
to see the application of it. It is true, as the mover says,
that the other members of the Committee might have been
here, but this is a new proposal by the promoter of the
Bill, and I cannot judge sufficiently of the effect of it with
Out having an opportunity of looking into the law. It may
be quite a proper provision, but I am unable to say whether
it is or not.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I do not agree with my hon.
friend that there is any obligation to pass the Bill simply
as it comes from a Committee. The Committee on Bank-
ing and Commerce is a very important one, but there is
nothing to prevent any member from making suggestions
to improve the Bill in Committee of the Whole, nor should
any member absent himseif under the impression that the
Bill may not be amended. This is not a new provision,
because the last clause of the hon. gentleman's Bill, as it
was first introduced, was as follows :-

" Nothing in this Act contained shail be construed to modify or affect
in any manner chapter 131 of the Revised Statutes respecting Trades
Unions."

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). It was necessary in that Bill.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. Quite so, but the hon. member
for York (Mr. Wallace) is here making it perfectly plain
that the provisions we are enacting shall not interfere with
the right of workingmen to agree among thcmselves as to
the wages for their labor and handicraft, and that the Bill
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shall otherwise be simply declaratory of the common law,
and shall not be interfered with by that particular statute.

Bill reported.

SUPPLY.

House again resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)

n:arbors ad Rivera, Nova Scotia............. ,

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Digby, 81,650. What is this
vote for?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This is a revote of the last
amount, and is to pay contractors. This was a pier or a
block that was built at the end, and the pier itself was im-
proved.

Rarborsuand Rivera, New Brunswick............ $2,692 60

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Here is an item of $355.60
for the River St. John, River Des Chutes to Woodstoek ard
above Grand Falls; also River Tobique; what is this for ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This is to pay the balance
of the expense incurred during the year for the improve-
ment of the channel on the River St. John, by removing
boulders, snags and other obstructions between the Rivter
Des Chutes and Fredericton, and above Grand Falls. The
first half is for navigation, and the remainder for removing
obstructions. Wing dams have also been built and tow
pathe repaired.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). There is no navigation on
that part of the river now. A few years ago tow boats and
steamers ran to Grand Falls, but now the river is bridged
at that point. Three miles above Grand Falls is the
American boundary. Ras the American Government con-
tributed anything ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No.
Mr. SKINNER. I think the money has been expended

for the purpose of imuroving the river for driving logs. I
am not very familiar with it, but by reason of some profes-
sional engagements I have been enabled to learn that
improvements were required to be made for the purpose of
handling lumber, and such improvements have been made.

Mr. GILLMOR. Does my hon. friend suppose that every
one that bas to drive logs down a stream comes to the
Dominion Parliament to get aid for clearing up the stream ?
Do we vote money bore to enable a man who cuts and
hauls logs on the upper St. John, to clear the boulders out
of the way so that he can drive hie loge down the river ?
No such thing as that was ever beard of anywhere. No
money bas been voted to clear the boulders out of the St.
Croix River, nor any other river in New Brunswick. The
hon. gentleman certainly cannot advocate such a use of
public money as that.

Mr. SKINNER. The hon, gentleman need not turn to me
about advocating it. I am not advocating the expenditure
of this money that has been made upon the river. So far
as that matter is concerned, the River St. John drains the
whole range of country for several hundred miles, and it is
to the interest of the general public, and of the lumbermen,
that they should be enabled to send their logs down the river.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. If this money was
expended for the purpose of improving the river lor the
convenience of lumbermen, I most decidedly object.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have no doubt that one
object was to improve the river for the convenience of those
having logo to.drive down the river.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). About 20 years ago steam-
ers went up as far as Woodstock, but since the railway has
been built, these boats have all left the river. Occasionally
a boat comes as far as Woodstook, but above Woodstock
they do not go, because there is a·bridge at that place and
there is another bridge at Andover. There is no such thing*
as a navigation of the river. There used to be tow boats on
the river, but they also are practically ont of use. I do not
see myself what navigation there can be. I believe that
between 20 and 40 years ago a small steamer ran up above
Grand Falls. I do not know what works at Edmundston
could be used for except for driving logs. On the Tobique
River there is no navigation. I cannot understand for what
purpose these sums are to be expended.

Mr. HALE. The money is intended for the improve-
ment of the tow path on the Tobique River. Tow boats
are still used there and also above Edmundston, and they
have been used up to last fall on the Little Madawaska.
This expenditure is not for the purpose of driving logs, but
for the improvement of the tow path and clearing the chan-
nel at these two points.

Mr. MITCHELL. I desire to bring before the Minister
a matter in connection with my own county. I approve of
the vote now under consideration for the -improvement of
rivers, and the experience of the member for Carleton (Mr.
Hale) is quite in accordance with my own experience in re-
gard to towpaths on my own river. I made a modest request
three years ago, when I was in botter favor with the Govern-
ment than I am to-day, and when I overlooked a great many
of their enormous iniquities and voted for them fairly well,
that they should appropriate an amount for an improve-
ment of a wharf at Neguac. I have asked the Minister
of Public Works for this improvement, which is among his
own compatriots, and it is for improving the facilities for
landing from a little freight and passenger steamer that
runs from Chatham to that place. I have asked for $I1,200
for this work. I have been told by the Minister that he
would place the matter before Council and endeavor to have
it passed. I am afraid hon. gentlemen opposite wish mem-
bers to vote for them whether they are right or wrong, and
especially when they are wrong. I have been very mode-
rate in my demands and have been four years pressing this
littie honest claim for an improvement to be carried out
among a colony of Acadians, who were among the first
settlers in the country. I notice that all these items are
for expenditures to be made in constituencies represented
either by members of the Government or their supporters.
The first vote, River St. John, is in the constituency of the
Minister of Inland Revenue; that for Po'int du Chesne, She-
diac, is in the county of Westmoreland, whose representa-
tive supports the Government; that at Grand Anse is in
the county of the hon. member for Gloucester, and that at
Belliveau village is also in the county of the hon. member
for Westmoreland. I am satisfied that if this matter rested
with the Minister of Public Works himself, the amount
would ho granted. I am told, however, there is an obstacle
in the Cabinet, who is put there to stop grants, the Minister
of Finance. I may remind him, however, that the Session
is not yet closed, and that I want this littie vote. It does
not amount to much and it would be a just act, and I can
get certificates from numbers of members on both sides of
the House that the condition of the landing in that locality
should be improved. The aid should be given if only to
show that the Government approve of the few votes I have
given them, If members are only to get money when they
vote for the Government, I can say that I have in former
times, as well as recently, voted with thom, and some pretty
tough votes they have been. I trust the amount I have
asked will be placed in the Supplementary Estimates. It
is not an amount of millions for a Chignecto Ship Canal, or
for a Short Lino Railway, or for steamship subsidies, but it
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has what those proposals have not, the element of justice,
and I hope the sum will be placed in the Estimates.

General repairs and improvemente in the Maritime
Provinces........................................ ..... ...... $3,350

Mr. FLYNN. I call to the notice of the Minister of
Public Works the condition of the breakwater at L'Ardoise,
in the county of Richmond. The upper part of the break-
water has been carried away, and the work is now in a
dangerous condition for the fishermen. I trust the remain.
ing portion of the work will be either removed or the
whole structure will be rebuilt.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The note here says that
the damage caused by the storm can be repaired for five or
perhaps eight thoueand dollars.

Mr. FLYNN. Has the hon. gentleman any idea of re-
pairing the pier ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I cannot say now. I will
take a note of what the lon. gentleman said, and I will
consult the chief engineer and lay the matter before my
colleagues.

Mr. LAURIER. Does this vote complote the work on
the Rivière Ste Anne?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes ; that complotes the
work. I may explain that we have not been in the habit
of putting these small items in the Supplementary Estimates,
because the custom, was that when there was a vote amongst
a large number of items, provided the whole amount was
not exceeded, the Auditor General allowed the special vote
to be supplemented out of the others; but now he objects to

tat, and I do not say he is wrong. He says that each vote
for each work should not be exceeded, and if we have to
exceed it, thon we must ask for a special vote.

Mr. LAURIER. Are these works constructed by con.
traot or days' labor ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. As a rule, they are by con-
tract.

Harbors and Rivera, Ontario...................... $10,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Where is Tolsma Bay,
and what is this revote of $2,700 required for ?

Mr. DAWSON. If I may be allowed to explain. It is a
little bay betweon the Lesser Manitoulin and the Greater
Manitoulin, and it is the route by which vessels come in
from the Great Lake to the north channel of Lake Huron.
A little wharf has-been put there at which vessels can lie
over during night in stormy weather, and that is what this
money is.for.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I spoke to the hon. Minister
this Session, and I also wrote to him, with reference to the
winding ground on the River Sydenham at Dresden, and the
hon. gentleman said that it was under consideration and that
he would submit an estimate to his colleagues; I do not see
any in these Estimates.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. These are for the current
year, I will not forget to lay this matter before my col-
leagses.

Mr. LISTER. The hon. gentleman had some work done
at Point Edward last year. Will he say whether it was
eempleted or not ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I do not think it is com-
pleted. If it is not completed, we will complote it.

Mr. MULOCK. I do not see anything in this vote for
the improvement of the navigation of the Trent waters. 1
would like to know from the Minister of Public Works if'
we may expect anything in that direction this year.

Kr. MITRELL.

Sir HE'TOR LANGEVIN. I must ask the hon. gentle-
man to wait until the Supplementary Estimates come down
for the year commencing the lst of July.

Mr. MULOCK. But these Estimates will not apply to
this year. If we have to wait to the lst of July it means
that nothing will be done this year.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It does not mean that.
Sometimes, if the work is a pressing one, we may undertake
it before thé lst of July, taking care that the contractors
will wait for their pay until we have the amount of money
at our disposal.

Mr. MULOCK. Does not the Government consider the
Trent Canal works very pressing ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have no doubt they may
be; but when the Minister of Railways is in his place he
will tell you.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Who is the Minister of
Railways?

Sir HECTOR LLANGEVIN. The First Minister.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Am I to understand

that the hon. gentleman intends to rebuild the pier at Ports.
mouth Harbor ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.

New dredging plant.........................$5,000

Mr. MITCHELL. I would call the Minister's attention
to the fact that for a number of years-it occurred chiefly
while I was a supporter of the Government-the hon. Min-
ister sent down a dredge annually to the Miramichi River to
deepen the channel from 18 to 22 feet at the opening of the
bar. I am informed by gentlemen interested in the port
that the whole trade ol the port has changed in the last few
years. Instead of the business being done in wooden vessels
drawing 16 or 17 feet of water, they have largely disappear-
ed and it is done by steamers drawing from 20 to 22 fet.
The channel has been cleared, largely by the offorts of the
Minister of Publie Works, for which I thank him very
much, but there is inside the river what is known as Gordon's
Flats, a point which these large vessels find a great
difficulty in passing. A dredge, such as we had there
before, would remove the difficulty in a fortnight or a
month, and give these steamers the deep water necessary.
Gentlemen connected with the trade have informed me that
in making the charters for their vessels, they have to load
them free on board. The èffect of that is this, that the
steamers coming there are so large that they have partially
to load at Chatham and send down a portion of their cargo
in barges. Our people in the spruce trade, in order to com-
pete in Europe with the supplies from the Baltie, have to
work very close to avoid all possible expense, and a
very smail outlay of the time of a dredge would save them
a great deal. I understand that the hon. Minister is sending
a dredge down to the Restigouche River, and if the hon. gen-
tleman would allow her to give a fortnight or four weeks
of her time to complete the work I call hie attention to, it
would be a great boon to the people.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. What depth?

Mr. MITCHELL. The same depth as the bar, an addi-
tion of two or three feet to the present depth. The deep-
ening of the bar of the Miramichi has been maintained, il
remains as it bad been left by the dredge, and it has been
a great boon to that part of the country, and a great saving
to producers of lumber. I trust that the hon. gentleman
will send a dredge there as early as possible during.the
summer to spend two or three weeks or as long as it is
necessary to do that very small work.

Sir HECTOR LANGE V'IN I will make a note of it,
and attend to it.
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Bridges, Ottawa City, over the river Ottawa, the

ulides, the Rideau Canal and approaches thereto.. 33,000

Mr. LISTER. Why is this charge made for building
bridges in the city of Ottawa ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. These bridges were taken
over by the Government, under an arrangement with the
city of Ottawa some years ago, which was laid before the
House, and they have to be kept in repair,

Mr. MILLS (Boqhwell). I do not see why we should do
this work any more than we should build bridges in London
over the River Thames. The people there have their own
bridges to keep up, and I do not see why the Government
should do any more for the city of Ottawa than for any
other city in the Dominion. It seems to me monstrous that
a large portion of the municipal expenses of Ottawa should
be charged to the country.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). The slides are artificial channels
made by the Government for the purpose of facilitating the
descent of timber, and the Government derives very large
tolls from those slides.

Mr. MITCHELL. There is this to be said, that the River
Ottawa is the dividing line between the two Provinces, and
we have always had to sustain the bridge over that river,
and I presume, as regards it, that the Government are quite
right in doing what they are doing.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I take it that this vote
bas nothing to do with the Suspension Bridge between the
two provinces, but that the bridges over the Ottawa referred
to are those which span the small streamlets in the neigh-
borhood of the slides.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes; this includes expend-
iture on the Suspension Bridge between Ottawa and Hull.
We had a special vote, as the hon. gentleman will remem-
ber, of $35,000 I think, for the rebuilding of that bridge,
and we have asked for a revote of that amount, because the
contract could not be executed at the time we took the
vote; but in the meantime we have to keep up the present
structure, perhaps even more carefully than before, as we
do not like to have any accident whilst we are rebuilding
the bridge. 91

Sir RICHARD CART WRIGHT. Isl this for that bridge ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is, and also for the

bridge over the slides, and the bridges over the canal.
Mr. ELLIS. It *seems specially objectionable that we

should maintain what are practically streets in the city of
Ottawa. We cannot get a bridge for a harbor like St.
John without contributing an equal amount, and yet the
Government here pay the expense of keeping up what are
practically highways in the city of Ottawa, and the other
day the mayor of the city and nmembers of the Council
called on the hon. gentleman, and asked him to build a
street to the Experimental Farm. Unless one raises his
voice in protest against such things, they will go on increas.
ing with complez power.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I have not heard any reason why
we should give this. In no other part of the Dominion is
Dominion money expended for local improvements.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There was an agreement
made some years ago between the Government and the
municipal authorities by which these works were to be
taken undr the charge of the Govern ment, and the bridges,
as well as Wellir gton Street, were to be kept up by the
Government. The reason was that we bave very large pro-
perty here which does not contribute a single cent to the
city, and the city could not make up the deficiency
in the revenue and keep n p these streets and bridges at
their own expense. They and the Government thought,

and Parliament assented to it, that there should be compen-
sation of soma kind in order to do our share in that respect.
Instead of paying taxes, which the Government do not psy,
we undertook to keep up those bridges and the street oppo-
site our buildings, from the bridges down to Bank Street.

Mr. MITCHELL. There is another rearon. This being
the capital of the country, we should certainly do a little ex.
tra for it; but the espital generally sends two good support-
ers of the Ministry, and I really think this vote ought to
pass.

Mr. McMULLEN. I must enter my protest against the
extravagant expenditure in the city of Ottawa. On the
street in frcnt of these buildings we spent lat summer
over 87,000. We keep up all the roads around Parliament
at the expense of the Dominion. The hon. gentleman says
the grounds are exempt from taxes. I would like to know
if Parliament Hill and Major's Hill d> not virtually form a
park for the citizens of Ottawa. The city has no park ex-
cept this which we supply them. Major's Hill Park eosts
$10,000 a year, and in addition to that we pay rent for the
water used in and around the Parliament buildings. We
also pay an enormons amount for gas to the city, and in
one way or the other we contri bute an enormous amount
which goes to the benefit of the city. I have no doubt that
the deputation which waited on the Minister of Public
Works and pressed very strongly on him the necessity of
the Government building a road to the Experimental Farm,
will, backed by the Minister of Agriculture, have their re-
quest gratified, and next year a vote will be submitted to
Parliament to build a macadamised highway to the Experi-
mental Farm for the benefit of the citizens of Ottawa. As
the hon. member for St. John has said they cannot get a
small grant for public improvements down there, unless
they grant a corresponding amount themselves, and in soma
cases they cannot get a grant at all, while any amount of
money ia spent by this Govesnment in local improvements
in thr city of Ottawa. No doubt, however, this is done as
a mark of gratitude on the part of the Government for the
kindness and consideration of the people of Ottawa in re-
turning two supporters of the administration to this House.

Mr. PERLEY. I am quite surprised to hear hon. gen-
tlemen complain of the advantages the people of Ottawa
derive from these improvements. If those hon. gentlemen
were here all the time, I assure you, Sir, they would bear
complaints from the taxpayers of Ottawa that the Govern-
ment did not contribute their share to the city expenses.
It must be remembered, that these Estimates do not cover
anything new, but are similar to those which have been
granted for years, and that the amount put down in the
Estimates is simply the contribution of the Government as
its proportion of the expenses, which was arranged for
years ago. The bridge over the Ottawa River is Govern-
ment property and not municipal, The bridge over the
slides is Government property. The bridges over the canal
are Government property, and so is Major's Hill Park;
and there is no reason why the citizens of Ottawa should
pay for all these improvements, while no taxes are paid
by the Government for what they own in the city. It
is ungenerous in hon. members to complain of this expense.
So far as the publie park is concerned, it is visited more by
visitors than by citizens; still the citizens, I hope, appre-
ciate the advantages they get from it. With regard te the
Experimental Farm, the city of Ottawa should not be re-
quired to make a very expensive highway out to that Gov-
ernment property. it is only just that trie Government
should contribute towards making a good road eut to the
Government farm. The Government owns the farm, and
certainly it is incumbent upon the Government te do that.
The officials of the Government do not contribute to the
taxes of the city of Ottawa They are exempt from taxa-
tion, but they get all the benefit of the municipal taxation.
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Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Do they not pay water rates?
jMr. PERLEY. They pay taxes on real estate, but they

pay no income tax.
Mr. MoMULLEN. Is-the Experimental Farm within the

city limits of Ottawa? Why should the Government build
a road to the Experimental Farm ? The city of Ottawa is
not losing any taxes by that farm, because it is not within
its limite. The Government has been doing a great deal for
the city of Ottawa, and still they have the brass to ask the
country to build a road out to the farm. I suppose that,
next, the county of Carleton will say that we should con-
struct certain country roads through that county, and, no
doubt, in view of the agitated condition of that county at the
present moment, if the First Minister should have to run
there again at the next election, they will have all the roades
they want.

Mr. PERLEY. I do not think the question of the Model
Farm is included in this vote at all.

Mr. LISTER. I think the Minister of Agriculture should
have stated the intention of the Government in this matter.

Mr. CARLING. I have not seen any item in the Esti-
mates for this purpose, though I have seen something writ-
ten about it in the newspapers.

The CHAIRMAN. It is all out of order.
Mr. LISTER. In reference to the public park, I do not

know that members of Parliament avail themselves of it
very mach; and in reference to the bridges, I doubt
whether, baing under the jurisdiction of the municipality of
Ottawa, they belong to the Government. However, if there
is an agreement between the Goverument and the city that
they are to be kept up, I suppose they have to be kept up.
I think this city of Ottawa is pretty greedy. If it were
not for the Parliament buildings being here, if it were not
that Ottawa is the Capital of the Dominion, I think it would
still be the village of Bytown. It is the fact of its being the
Capital of the Dominion which brings people here, and
causes large expenditures to be made here, and I think the
city of Ottawa is a little exacting as far as the Government
is concerned. The corporation are constantly asking for
the construction of buildings and streets, and the expendi-
tures for keeping them in repair, and now it is said that they
are going to ak for the building of this road to the Model
Farm.

.Mr. JONES (Halifax). It is quite natural that the hon.
member for Ottawa (Mr. Perley) should be gratified at any
expenditure made in this city. We have discussed similar
items in regard to expenditures in or near this city every
year, but no change whatever has been made. The only
way to test public opinion on the matter, I think, is to do
what I propose to do on Concurrence, wbich is to move an
amendment to these votes. The expenditure for the sidewalk
in front of the new building was, I think, a proper one,
because it was in front of our own building, but that is a
very different matter from the expenditure on the Major's
Hill Park and on other localities which have been criticised.
I shall take the opinion of the House on Concurrence.

Surveys and Inspections ................................. $5,000

Mr. JONES (Halifax). What is this for ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is to cover the balance

of the year, and to have enough to go on with to the end of
the current year.

Gratuity to the widow of the late William Turner,
seaman on steamer Newfeld, drowned while
landing coal at Cape Race..................... ...... $264

Mr. FOSTER. I move that this item be dropped.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Bas this been paid to

the widow ?
Mr. PERLEY.

Mr. FOSTER. Yes; it was paid out of unforeseen' ex
penses.

Construction of lighthouses, kc........... ........ $8,000
Mr. TUPPER. This is in consequence of the vote for

lighthouses being short by this amount.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There are no new

lighthouses ?
Mr. TUPPER. No.
Mr. LISTER. I suppose, in the new"Estimates, the hon.

gentleman will have some provision for the new range
lights in the County of Lambton ?

Mr. TUPPER. I submitted the list of those the other
day.

Steam communication with the Magdaleu Islands.$3,158 34
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How is that expense

incurred ?
Mr. FOSTER. That is done under contract, and the

amount last year was not sufficient to cover it.
Mr. KENNY. I desire to say that the service as it is pre-

sently performed is exceedingly unsatisfactory to the rosi-
dents of the Magdalen Islands. The boat, the Beaver, is a
very inefficient one and too small. The equipment on
board is very limited and inferior. It happened last fall
that in order to get a late mail to the Magdalen Islands, it
was necessary to send a steamer from Halifax. I believe
the contract will expire during the year, and I hope that,
when it is renewed, care will be taken to supply a better
steamer.

Mr. FOSTER. The contract ends at the close of naviga-
tion of this year. Fraser & Haliday have the contract.
I have heard a good many complaints about it, and will
take steps to eoe that a botter service is provided.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Ah additional vote of
83,158 is a very large excess of the original vote of $7,800.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.T.) How is the subsidy payable ?
Mr.FOSTER. So much a trip, I think. The subsidy

paid here is 811,000. She makes weekly trips. The service
is between Georgetown, Souris, the Magdalen Islands and
Gaspé.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. A definite vote was
taken in the Estimates in the current year of $7,800 for
steam communication, and he has not clearly explained how
$3,158 more can be needed.

Mr. FOSTER. She has already been paid more, and
that part has been paid, I think, by the Post Office Depart-
ment.

Mr. ROBE RTSON. I agree with the remarks of the
hon. member for Halifax (Mr. Kenny) with regard to the
boat. She is actually unsafe. This large subsidy is really
more than the- boat is worth.

Mr. FOSTER. The contract is running and must be
carried out.

Mr. ROBERTSON. If the hon. gentleman will take a
portion of his subsidy and give it to the service that I
pointed out to him the other night, between King's County
and Pictou, it would be very much more useful.

Mr. DA VIES (P.EI.) According to statements made in
the press, she is not kept in as efficient a condition as she
ought to be.

Mr. FOSTER, She has passed inspection and muet be
safe.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I fancy she is not kept as the con-
tract requires she should be. I think some.inspection should
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be made by some officer in reference to the complainte that
are made.

Mr. FOSTER. I will make a note of it.

To provide for the payment to Mr. James King........ $2,960

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. This is an item to
which, I think, the attention of the Committee ought to be
called. Here we find a claim of 14 years standing, adjudi-
cated on by a Special Committee of our House, and recom-
mended. It does appear that this kind of thing is extremely
inexpedient. Of all bodies, with all respect to my hon.
friends who may have sat upon that Committee, I believe
Special Committees of this House are the very worst to
whom to refer claims against the Government. Whatever
the merits of this case may be, I doubt extremely the expe.
diency of settling any of those claims through the medium
of Special Committees of our House. The matter ought to
be opposed in the interest of the Government itself. If
these things are entertained at all, they should be settled by
reforence to the Judgo of the Exchequer Court, or some judge
of the Supreme Court.

Mr. FOSTER. I quite agree with my hon. friend. How-
ever, this Committee did sit on this claim, examined it and
reported in favor of it, and it was thought best to pay it.

Indian Affairs, Ontario and Quebec, to cover expenses
incurred by Inspector Dingman while acting as one
of the three Commissioners appointed to investigate
the Township of Dundee land matter............ 1o

Mr. MOMULLEN. I see this man Dingman got $1,877.50
last year. He is down as Inspector of Licenses in the In-
dian Department with a salary of $1,739. Why is it thought
necessary to grant this increase ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. It is not an increase, but it is to re-
imburse money paid out by Mr. Dingman during the time
the commission sat. I have the details of the account here,
which was submitted by Mr. Dingman, and which have been
paid.

Mr. McMULLEN. He is Inspector of Indian Agencies,
is he not ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. Yes.
Mr. MoMULLEN. Wben 'mon are employed by the

country and paid respectable salaries, I cannot understand
why they are allowed to charge extra when they are called
upon to do any other little work. Here we have an indi-
vidual from the Indian Department an engineer, who was
asked to survey the location of the Printing Bureau, and ho
bas charged extra for locating that building, simply because
it is out of his department.

Mr. D-EWDNEY. This is no increase in salary, but it is
to cover amounts paid out by Mr. Dingman. I can give the
hon. gentleman the items if neceseary.

Mr. SCRIVER. That is not necessary. I was present
whon the Commission sat, and I know that Mr. Dingman has
made no charge. I have seen his account and I can testify
to its correctness. While not saying anything about the
principle, with respect to this particular matter I may say
that Mr. Dingman while engaged on the Commission sat
for long hours, late in the evening and early in the morning,
and was entitled to some extra compensation.

Mr. McMULLEN. He got $240 in addition to his salary
of 81,600.

Nôrth-West Mounted Police................. . $80,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the cause of
this very large demand ?

Mr. FOSTER. This is necessary to meet an accumulation
of arrearages which have been gathering up year after year,

the expenditure sometimes not covering the amount for th
year. Having looked over the matter this year and found
that these arrearages existed, I thought it would be botter
to- bring down a vote for the whole amount and wipe tbem
off.

Mr. MoMULLEN. The accounts of the North-West
Mounted Police were brought down by resolution before
the Public Accounts Committee. There has not been an
opportunity for investigating those accounts, but I have
gone through them, I find that in 1887, from 14th March
to the 7th September, James O'Brien, of Montreal, supplied
5,163 paire of riding breeches at 85.56 per pair, being a total
of $28,428. It is strange that with a force of only a thous-
and men they should require in one year that number of
breeches, a quantity equivalent to 5 pairs per man.
Altogether Mr. O'Brien drew $32,313. Messrs. Dowall
& Miller, of Halifax, supplied 2,164 serge coats, at a
cost of 87,436. R. J. Devlin, of Ottawa, supplied 87 fur
coats, at $21.50 each, total $1,670. Were tonders asked
for these articles ? James Hall & Co., of Brockville,
supplied 1,783 pairs of gauntlets, at $2,151. T. Code,
of Perth, supplied 7,024 pairs of socks, at 30 cents
per pair. F. Cole, of Berlin, supplied 9,074 pairs, cost-
ing 82,945. I also notice we have paid for moccasins and
boots $12,640. An inspection of the accounts leads to the
conclusion that the most gross extravagance bas prevailed
in the management of the force. In almost every item we
sec charges of a ridiculous character. For instance, 70
cents is charged per gallon for coal oil in several places.
Robert Watson, of Ottawa, who inspected 5,160 riding
breeches, spent Su days in doing so, and charged 810 a day,
or $815. The department also purchased a large quantity
of duck pants, for I find an item, M. Shorey, 1,500 duck
pants, at 90 cents per pair. Singular to say, the first de-
livery was rade on 21st September, which was after the
hot weather. Then, 2,000 blacking brushes were bought
from the Napanee Brush Co. Millyard & Harris, of Lon-
don, furnished gold braid and regimental trimmings, &c.,
for the sergeants' clothes, at a cost of 8 1,429. There was a
person employed in Regina by Mr. McCulla, on 23rd Nov-
ember to inspect 162 pairs of boots. He charged $10 a
dozon for inspecting -them, or $135; and for three sample
shoes ho charged 85 a pair; and altogether he drow 8150
for inspécting 162 pairs of boots. Any hon. gentleman
who will go to the Public Accounts Committee
room can examine the accounts, and fhe will find the
statements I have made to be absolutely accurate.
There are quite a number of other items which I could give
to the House. I find that the hon. gentleman bought 75 fur
coats at $32 each, and that he also bought a large quantity
of fur coats in New York at $25 each. It appears very
strange to me that he should have sent an agent to New
York to buy fur coats when I fancy they couild have bought
them as cheap if not cheaper in the North-West. I haie
examined these accounts carefully and they show that the
grossest extravagance existe in the management of the
North. West Mounted Police. It appears to me that from
the price paid for everything that it is a perfect godsend to
the people in the North-West that there is a Mounted Police
for they get enormous prices for everything they supply.
I find that in some places 8 cents a pound is paid for flour.
12J cents per pound for salt, 14 cents per pound for sugar
and in one case 88.90 was paid for 100 feet of lumber. All
these items show that the grossest extravagance is con-
nected with the North-West Mounted Police. It is quite
clear that every man in Ontario who has got a factory and
who calls on the First Minister or some one else and makes
a demand, gets his contract. For those thousand police-
men in the North-West last year they bought 7,000 pairs of
socks and over 5,000 paire of riding breeches. I would like
to have some explanation from the Minister as to how it
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came that he gave sncb an enormous order at this enor-
mous price of $5.67 a pair, to James O'Brien, of Montreal.
He also paid 810 a day amounting to something like 8815
to a man for the inspection of those articles when they
were bought.

Mr. MACDOWALL. With regard to the item the hon.
gentleman mentioned-

Mr. McMULLEN. We want an explanation from the
Minister.

Mr. MACDOW ILL. I have not been in the House, but I
heard part of what the hon. gentleman said. I may tell the
hon. gentleman that flour is naturally very expensive in
the North-West, there are a great many posts that are very
far removed from the line of railway, and whatever the
four costs at the place where it is bought the freight has
to be added on to it. Lot us take the Mounted Police sta-
tion at Victoria for instance. Flour has to ho brought from
Winnipeg across the country to Edmonton, and then to
Victoria and Saddle Lake at a very great expense. I be-
lieve that 88 per bag of 100 lbs. is not too dear for four in
the remote districts of the North-West, and I think that
the farmers in that section of the country would think it is
too cheap because everything they require in ord er to pro-
duce this flour is so very dear that they cannot prodace it
at the saine price as you can down here. I think that it will
be admitted that seven pair of socks a year is not too much
for a man to wear out, if we expect the men to keep thom-
selves clean and decont. This question of four is a live
one in the North-West. I do not think the price paid is
too high.

Mr, MITCHELL. If I understand the matter rightly the
hon. gentleman who las just sat down is very anxious to get
a railway built to Prince Albert and one of the strongest
arguments which I have heard him use and which as en-
listed my sympathies in favor of his scheme- is that the
farmners after raising their wheat have no market for it and
cannot utilise it because of the absence of means of trans.
port. If fIour is so expensive and difficult to obtain in that
section of the country it appears to me that a railway to
Prince Albert, the residence of my hon. friend, will depress
the market as the farmers will not be able to get such high
prices as they do now, and that in consequence it will be an
injury to the North-Weat. I regret that my hon. friend bas
brought forward that argument about the expense of the
flour and the difficulty of getting it. I understood that the
county my hon. friend represonts is the most fertile in the
North-West and that all you have to do is to tickle the
ground and the wheat grows in sncb abundance that the
farmers have to stop growing it as they cannot get a market
for it. If the statement the bon. gentleman now makes is
true I cannot see any necessity for that railroad which ho
interested me so much in. I cannot underatand the incon-
gruity of the hon. gentleman's position.

Mr. MACDOWALL. I feel that it is necessary to give a
few words of reply to my hon. friend from Northumberland
(Mr. Mitchell) who bas so justly appreciated the difficulties
that the farmers labor under for want ot a·railway. I sup.
pose that ho knows the North-West, and that ho is aware
that Victoria and the points I have mentioned are at least
500 miles away from Prince Albert. This being the case
I preaume it will b a sufficient answer to my hon. friend
that my rema-ka do not alter the question of a railway to
Prince Albert?

Mr. DAVIN. I may give one fact to my hon. friend
from Wellington (Mr. McMullen) about four. Flour and
other provisions are called for by tender, and I happen to
know that a prominent firm in Regina is supplying the
Mounted Police at the present time at a loss of about $1
a barrel. The hoead of that firm took the contract when

Mr. MOMULLEN.

the tour was high, and flour has fallen and the consequence
is he bas lost.

Some hon. MENMBERS. Ilear, hear!1 Explain ?
Mr. DAVIN. Well, that is my first bull. I should have

explained that ho took the contract when flour was low and
tour bas risen, and the consequence is ho is losing on every
bag of tour he supplies to the police.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell), Flour is intended to rise.
Mr. DAVIN. I know it is when you put yeast in it.
Mr. MoMULLEN. Will the hon. Minister explain how

ho came to buy such an enormous lot of riding pants ?
Mr. DAVIN. If I may be allowed. This merchant took

the contract when flour was at a certain rate. Now ho
bas to pay higher for it; ho has to pay a larger price for
the tour ho supplies the police now.

Sir RICHARD CARI'WR[GHT. I think that now the
diffloult question of four may be said to be solved by the
joint labors of the members of Assiniboia and we should
have this interesting question of these riding inexpressibles
disposed of. It does appear to me, if my hon. friend has
stated the account correctly, that very considerable extra-
vagance bas been committed, and that some explanation
should be given.

Mr. FOSTER. This is an item which I think my hon.
friend will agree with me did not warrant the bringing up
of the questions referred to by the hon. member for
North Wellington. The only explapation which would
have been thought necessary was to show the reason for
this extra sum being voted. I should have thought these
explanations would have been in order when the main vote
was under consideration; consequently, I have not got them
here; but I will find out about the breeches, and will bring
down all the information that can be got.

Mr. HAGGART. In reference to the items the. hon.
gentleman bas brought before the House, he has hardly
been fair. If he ad quoted the price of flour delivered to
the Mountei Police at Qu'Appelle, he would find that it can
be got much cheaper there than at any other part of the
Dominion; but ho takes a few barrels of flour delivered at
a distant point, 500 miles from the railway, and speaks as if
the flour delivered to the Mounted Police cost $16 a barrel.
He knows perfectly well that the flour delivered along the
line of the Canadian Pacifie Railway is cheaper than in any
other part of the Dominion. As to the socks, they are sup-
plied by tender. With regard to the breeches, it does seem
to me an extraordinary quantity to be used by the Mounted
Police, and I think ho is probably in error in that case as
ho was in the others.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) In the account rendered by James
Brown we find charged 3,046 pairs of riding breeches at
016,935.

Mr. HAGGAR-T. They may go into stock and be used
the nett year ?

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) On the 20th of June, 987 pairs
of riding breeches are charged; again 107 pairs, and on the
26th of August 673 pairs, making 2,067, at a cost of $11,492.
If you add these figures together you will find that my
bon. friend bas stated them pretty accurateïy. There is no
use of turning the discussion off on flour; that is an insig-
nificant item, we are not troubled about that; but on the
face of these accounts there appears to be a great deal of
indefensible extravagance, and the item should not be
passed without some explanation of it.

Mr. DEWDNEY. This gives me an opportunity of mak-
ing au explanation which I promised to the hon. member
for Kent in reference to flour. fe asked a question in re-
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gard to 19,000 sacks of four which he found charged in the
Public Accounts at a rate which would bring the average
price up to a high figure. For this fiour there were 21
places of delivery. At Duck Lake, which is pretty far
north, there were 678 sacks at an average of $2.82 per
sack; at Battleford, 937 sacks at 83.03; at the Blood Re-
servation, noar Fort McLeod, 42.'49; at Victoria, 83 50; at
Edmonton, $3 ; at Birtle, near the railway, 81.85 ; at Moose
Mountain, 82.30; at the Assiniboine Reserve, about twonty
miles from the railway, 81.90; at the File Hills, 82.05;
at the Touchwood Hills, $2.25; at Onion Lake, one of the
most inaccessible points, $4.10; at Pesce Hills, 150 miles
north of Calgary, $3.70, and so on.

Mr. Mo MULLEN. Tell us about the breeches.
Mr. DEWDNEY. I think the Minister who las charge

of the Mournted Police will be able to explain that matter.
There are two different kinds of breeches, cloth breeches
and cord breeches, and every man gets his two or three
pairs every year; and this charge may be for two seasons'
issue,

Mr. JONES (Halifax). This item of James McCullough
for inspecting boots requires explanation-inspeeting 162
pairs, $135, and inspecting three samples, $15. This is
copied from the original account to the Committee on
Public Accounts.

Mr. MACDO WALL. I think there cannot be very much
discussion over the breeches, because the Mounted Police
force, aithough by- courtesy called a thousand, are some-
thing more than a thousanat. You must remember that
this force is composed of mounted, not dismounted police,
and anyone who is very much in the saddle must know
that breeches do not last forever. If you take the number
of pairs of breeches charged for and divide them amongst the
number of men, you will find that there would be only one
pair of breeches per man for three months; and if yon con-
sider that the men are trequently in the saddle, I do not
think there can be very much complaint, if the breeches are
cheap.

Mr. BOWELL. You will find the explanation of this
item is simply this, that they lay in stock clothing as they
do in the Militia Department.

Mr. MULOCK. A bad precedent.
Mr. BOWBLL. It is absolutely necessary, as we have

a largenamber of men constantly on duty, that yon should
have a supply on which to be able to draw when necessary.
When the linieter under whose charge the Mounted Police
are is here he will explain ail about this item.

Mr. FOSTER. We will allow this item to stand.
500 copies of Parlia:nentary Companion at $2 each.. $1,000

Mr. FOSTER. It bas been customary for the publisher
to receive a vote, and this year he went upon that assump-
tion and incurred the cot of putting the work in type, as
he had not been notified that another practice from the
usual one would be followed. We considered it only fair
to give him the usual vote.

100 copies Vol. 4 of Jugements du Conseil Sourerain,
$3 each ..................................... $800 00

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This is a work published
by the Quebec Government. It is very presentable as an
exchange for works of foreign governments and libraries.

Mr. LAURIER. It is a most valuable work from a his-
torical point of view.

To aid in the publication of 8th Vol. of Le Dictionnaire généaio-
gique des Familles Françaises.

Mr. FOSTE& I will drop this vote. It will be found
in the Supplementary Estimates for next year, and the vol-
ume will not be published until the year commences.

ISS

Mr. MITCHELL. I think this is a mont valuable work,
prepared by the late deputy of the Department of Agricul-
ture and Statistics.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. By one of the omcers.
Mr. MITCHELL. I got an amount of information many

years ago in relation to that work which astonished me,
and as a matter of caution to English-speaking residents of
the Dominion, it ought to make us pause and think what
the end of this country is going to be. That work contains
the statistics of the completed French families, which is a
matter of the deepest interest to the future of the country.
One of the most learned men I have met who was a visitor
here during the time of the Trent affair, as he was interested
very largely in statistical matters, I introduced to Mr.
Taché, then of the Department of Agriculture, and he got a
lot of information from him as to the statistica of French
families. He came to dine with me afterwards-it was
between Christmas and New Year's-and he gave me a lot
of information which he had derived from the book published
by the officer of Mr. Taché, which made me consider that it
was a most valuable publication- He said that I would be
surprised to learn what the proportion was of the French
Canadian completed families as conpared with other nations,
and that the conversation he had had with Mr. Taché
had tended to elevate the French Canadians above
anything he had thought of before. He said, I have been a
war reporter during the Franco-German war, and I have
visited almost every country in Europe, but the informa-
tion I have received to.day shows me that there is no race
like the French Canadians as a reproductive race. The
average family in France is two, in Ireland five.

Mr, DAVIN. We sometimes go thirteen.
Mr. MITCHELL. I am speaking of the average. Eng-

land and Scotland average 4f, the United States not over 4,
Russia about 4, Norway and Sweden about 5, and so on.
He enumerated every race on the continent of Europe, but,
in regard to the French Canadian race, he said the average
was 10.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Only 10? There must be some
mistake.

Mr. MITCHELL. I say it in to the credit of that race
that this is the fact, whatever the cause of it is.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.

Mr. MITCHELL It may be a subject of laughter for
some hon. gentlemen, but it is a very serious matter for us,
the English-speaking people of this country, when we only
produce an average of four, and the average of the French
families is ten. What is the natural resuit? Where will
we be in fifty years ? They will have driven us out, unless
we marry French women; I, therefore, think that there is
not enough put in the Estimates for a sufficient number of
copies of this book. I recommend that the Minister should
put a sufficient sum in the Estimates to supply at least one
copy to all the English-speaking members of this louse.

Gratuity to W. H. Griffin, late Deputy Postmaster
General............................. .. ..... -...... .. ,0

Mr. MoDONALD (Victoria). It appears that Mr.
Griffin has retired from the service with the very good
pension of $2,240. It is true that he has been in the
service for a long time, but for a considerable portion of
that time he received a salary of $3,800-83,200 as Deputy
Minister, and $600 extra. I think this requires some ex-
planation as to how it is that Mr. Griffin in to receive this
extra amount of 85,000. I have been a member of this
House for two years, and I have had occasion to visit that
department, but I never saw Mr. Griffin to my knowledge,
or, if I did, I had very little business with him, It was
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the secretary of the department, who is the present
deputy, who was doing ail the work, though Mr. Grifuin was
drawing the salary. I think this is one of the votes in
regard to which the House should be very careful before
committing itself to such an expenditure. When some
other gentleman is retiring, he will expect $5,000 or some
other sum as a gratuity, and I think, in the interest of the
House as well as in the interest of the Government, it
would be well to strike out this vote. I think it is a very
bad precedent to set'

Mr. HAGGART. Mr. Grifli was superannuated on the
lst of July, 1888. He was then 76 years of age, and be
entered the service in 1831, so that he had served over 57
years I have been very often in that department when
Mr.Griffin was deputy, and I never knew him to be absent
from his post. Latterly he was very old, and perhaps was
not as capable of performing his duties as he had been, and
consequently they were performed by the secretary of the
department. Mr. Griffin was appointed secretary of the
department in April, 1851, when it was handed over by the
Imperial authorities to the Canadian authorities.

Mr. Mc ULLEN. At what salary?
Mr. HAGGART. He then received 82,000 a vear. That

increased in 1855 to 82,400, as long as he oconpied that po.
sition. In June, 1857, under the Civil Service Act, he was
appointed Deputy Postmaster General. At Confederation,
ho was appointed Deputy Postmaster General of the Dom-
inion at the same salary. For some years before Confeder-
ation, he was receiving $600 a year, in addition to his
salary, as a member of the Board of Audit. That ceased at
Confederation. In 1878, ho was appointed chairman of the
Civil Service Board, at a salary of $400. This ceased in
1882, when the present Civil Service Act came into force.
The Civil Service Act provides that the minimum salary of
a Deputy Minister shall be $3,200 and the maximum $4,000.
Mr. Griffin's salary never exceeded 83,200, notwithstanding
his long service. When Mr. Meredith was superannuated,
bis allowance was calculated on the average of 83,200 witb
the addition of $400 as chairman of the Civil Service Board,
and he received $2,520 a year as a retiring allowance, while
Mr. Griffin, notwithstanding his long service, has only
82,240. In most of the other departments, the deputy
recoives the maximum salary of $4,000 a year, notably in
the Inland Revenue and the Customs Department.. Under
these circumstances, considering the small comparative
amount which Mr. Griffin had received, the Government
thought it proper to recommend the House to make a gift
to him of 85,000.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I agree with the hon, member
who brought this question up (Mr. McDonald). i admit
that Mr. Griffin was a valuable officer, that for many years
and on many occasions, I always found him at his post,
but he was fairly remunerated for his services daring the
time ho was there, and I think this proposition to give him
85,000 on bis retirement, is the introduction of a principle
which may be found to be very dangerons in the future.
If under some especial circumstances the Government were
called upon te deal with a public officer, we might not have
taken exception to it. But if, as in this case, without any
recommendation than his further services, for which he was
fairly remunerated, the Government took the responsibility
of paying this $5,000, I do not see how they can avoid having
applications from other deputy heads when the time
comes for them to retire. They have laid down the prin-
ciple that an officer who has been there a long time, when
,le retires, bas a certain claim upon the Government beyond
hie superannuation allowance. We saw the other day that
a public servant in Prince Edward Island who had been in
the service for 30 years, and had contributed to the super-
annua:ion fund, was dismissed by the Minister of Customs

ir, MoV)oKALD (Victoria),

without any retiring allowance or superannuation, I think
you are dealing with another civil servant in a different
manner, and under circumstances which do not justify it.
The greatest objection I take, is the precedent that is going
to be established. I protest against this new departure; it
is a dangerous one for future Governments, no matter of
whom they may be composed.

Mr. SPROULE. I think the granting of this money is
establishing a bad precedent. We sometimes distinguish
between men. A few years ago, when Mr. Patrick left this
House, after being in the service for 51 years, this House
refused to vote him anything, although a great manythought
he was well entitled to it. The man for whom we are now
asked to vote 85,000 has been in the service 57 years, and
during that time he must have drawn close upon $125,000
from the Treasury of Canada. H1e has been paid, I think, a
fairly good salary during that whole time. Men in other
lines of life have to take the risks and losses of business,
and many of them, on arriving at the same age, have very
little to fall back upon. There also seems to be a disposi-
tion at the present time to add to the number of years, for
the purpose of making a larger superannuation allowance.
This is a growing evil, and it is high time we put a stop to
it.

Mr. MULOCK. I quite agree with the remarks of the
hon. member for Hast Grey (Mr. Sproule). The Postmaster
General gives the long service of Mr. Griffin as a reason for
granting him a bonus in addition to bis retiring allowance.
Now, if yon are to retire a man 20 or 30 years earlier than
you have done in this case, when he bas a good many years
of his life left, then there might be some reason for giving
him a bonus. But in this particular case you have paid
him bis full salary as deputy head until the date of. his
retirement ; now, you are paying him the full superannua.
tion allowance, and in addition to that you are granting
him a bonus which, according to the table of annuities,
must exceed anything that he could be allowed were you
to retire him on the basis of the highest salary ho was ever
recoiving. The Postmaster General appears to justify this
vote on the ground that at some period during his servi e,
this officer has been in roceipt of some special salary. Am
I right ?

Mr. HAGGAR r. Partly.
Mr. MULOCK. Is thore any other reason wby ho should

be treated exceptionally ? He is retired on the basis of the
salary attachod to that office. Yon are now taking the case
out of the general rule and giving him the bonus in addition
to bis regular superannuation. 1 understood the Postmaster
General to base it on the fact that at a certain period of hie
life, once before Confoderation, he had for a short time
enjoyed some special positions. Are these the only reasons
the Postmaster General can give?

Mr. IALiGART. Be was not superannuated, he did not
get bis superannuation allowance on $400 and $600. Thore
im another reason. There was an arrangement made with
him, and a special re-arrangement of the offices, by which
two salaries were saved to the country on his retirement,
one of $2,800, and one at 82,400.

Mr. MULOCK. This officer before Confoderation enjoyed
some special advantage worth to him $600; that lapsed.
Subsequently for three of four years, he was on the Board of
Civil Examiners at $400 ; but at no period of bis lite did ho
ever draw these two special sums of $600 and $400 in
addition to bis regular salary.

Mr. HAGGART. The whole throe were current at the
same time.

Mr. MULOCK. The Minister did not say so before ? I
think hoeis mistaken on that point, one lapsed before the
other took place.
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Mr. HAGGART. In 1867, and for some years prier, he

had $600 a year, and in 1878 ho had $400.
Mr. MULOCK. When did this $600 lapse?
Mr. H AGGIART. In 1867, and the $400 began in 1878,

and ended in 1883.
Mr. MULOCK. Se what I judged to be the case is cor.

rect, that at no period in bis life did ho enjoy these two
extra sums and the regular salary attached te his office at
the same time. Now, are we to understand that whenever
during the lifetime of an officer of the Government, we
choose te give him some special sum of money, that that, at
a remote period of time, is to form a basis for a bonus ?-
because that is the principle involved. If you look through
the Public Accounts you will find that we are constantly
taking advantage of the services of an officer and giving him
sorne special fee for some special service. But that is presented
to us as a temporary affair, and in due time the special ser-
vice drops and the fee attached to the speuial service drops.
Are we to understand that at the expiration of his services
we are to look back to some period of his life when he had
a special fee, and to make that the basis of superan runa.
tien ? It has been laid down in this House as a fixed prin.
ciple that we shall not recognise obligations of this charac.
ter existing prior to Confederation. fHe was not an officer
cf many of the confederating Provinces which will be taxed
te pay this amount. ie was at best an officer of Upper and
Lower Canada. I cannot assent te the doctrineof the Post-
master General that special services, however valuable,
entitle him to a bonus. For 12 years ho did net enjoy the
amonut referred to. For the short period of 4 years ho was
entitled to 8400 a year, and for that sum it is now proposed
to pay $5,000. Mr. Griffia is 78 years old at least now, and
according to the tables of annuities his expectation of life
cannot be more than 3, 4 or 5 years. I am sorry the Post.
mabter General should have inaugurated his régime in this
manner. No doubt ho had done it from his tender heart,
but I am bound to warn him that if ho yields to such
demande many similar demande will be made on the public
treasury.

Mr. H1IAGGART. The arrangement was made before I
became Postmaster General. I am informed that it ws
made on account of this officer's long and valuab!e services
during fifty-seven years, and although he might have de-
manded a higher salary than ho received, ho never asked
for a larger salary. I suppose if he had pressed his claim
ho might have received 84,000 a year, and although ho was
one of the best servants of the Government ho received only
the minimum of his class.

Mr. MULOCK. The hon. gentleman is not quite speak-
ing by the book when ho says a deputy head receives
$4,000.

Mr. HAGGART. Tke deputy heads of Inland Revenue
and Customs each receive 84,000 a year.

Mr. LAURIER. I would be the last man in the world
te treat ungenerously an old and faithful servant, but there
are also some pi inciples of justice which cannot be lest
sight of. Mr. Griffn was a most valuable servant, but
everyone must admit that for his services ho received ample
compensation. We all desire that the officers of the Gov.
ernment shall be paid liberally, and they are paid liberally.
No doubt Mr. Griffin gave faithful service, for which ho
was well paid, and ho now las a pension for the rest of his
life of $2,240 a year. Surely that should be sufficient, and
there can be ne reason te justify this louse in being more
generous in this instance than uin other instances, and if
that door is left open, claims will come in, and if that pre-
codent is adopted no end of demande will be made.

1Mr. HAGGART. Under these circuqnstances I ask that
this item be allowed to sta4d.

To indemnify the St. a&tharines Killing aud
Lumber Oompany for costs in the suit of The
Queen es. The Oompany...... .... ..... $10,#00

Mr. MoMULLEN. Full information with details of the
account should be furnished in connection with this item. It
has also been stated that the St. Catharines Milling and
Lum ber Company have made a demand on the Government
for damages. This was an important case between the
Ontario Government and the Dominion. The Dominion
Government, in the interest of some of its friends, defended
the case on behalf of the St. Catharines Milling Company.
After being heard in our Canadian courts the case was taken
over to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Coun cil and the
decision was given, The result is that we are called upon to
pay a large sum for law costs.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. This amount is to pay the
balance of the costs incurred in the suit. A claim for
damages has been presented, but I am not prepared to ask
a vote at this Session. The matteris forming the subject of
enquiry, but it has not advanced sufficiently far to enable me
to say whether any part of the claim can be properly enter.
tained or not.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). What were the total costs ?
Sir JOHN THOIPSON. About $16,000, which include

85,000 paid to counsel in England.

Mr. COLTER. Has the Minister any detailed statement
of the costs ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. They have been taxed as
tween solicitor and client in the Supreme Court here
in the Hligh Court of Justice in Ontario.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Who were the counsel engaged ?

be.
und

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. Several counsel wero eugag.
ed, sud the hon. gentleman knows some of them. Mr.
McCarthy's firm acted for the St. Catharines Milling and
Lumber Comnany, with other eminent counsel in England;
and Mr. Blake's firm acted on behalf of Ontario, and Mr.
Mowat as well.

Mr. LAURIER. Mr. Blake was not paid by Canada.

Sir JOHN TIHOMPSON. No; nor was Mr. McCarthy. If the
hon. gentleman will refer to the Public Accounts of Ontario,
he will find information in detail as to some of the counsel
employed. I have given him information as to our own
counsel. I may refer him to the accounts here as to the
other counsel engaged in the case. When the item was un-
der discussion last year, I remember the hon. member for
Welliugton (gr. MeMullen) calling my attention to a strik-
ing discrepancy in the payments which were made in this
suit ;by the Ontario Government as compared with those
which were paid by the Dominion Government, and I stated
to the hou. gentleman that I was convinced he was mistaken
if he supposed that the amounts that had been charged in
the Public Accounts up to that time were payment in full on
the side of Ontario. If the hon. gentleman will look at the
Ontario Public Accounts for 1888, he will find a list of 15 or
16 gentlemen, several of them professional gentlemen, and
the services for which they charged in that year alone
amounted to upwards of $20,000.

Mr. MITCHELL. I would ask the Minister who was the
counsel in this cae ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I have already stated who
were the counsel.

Mr. MITCHELL I did not catch what you said.

=Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I stated the case, as far as the
St Catharines Milling Company is concerned, was in the
bands of Mr. McCarthy's firm.
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Mr. MITCHELL. Is it Mr. McCarthy, the member?
Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The member for Simcoe. Mr.

Ferguson was also employed, together with the couneel in
England usually employed by the Government.

Mr. MITCHELL. I do not know whether the amount is
too much or not, but I do think it is an infringement of the
Independence of Parliament Act to have a gentleman oc-
cupying so prominent a position as Mr. McCarthy occupies
with the Government of the day, and a representative in
this House, receiving fees ont of the public funds of this
country for services performed, I presume in the public in-
terest, for there is no other justification for the money being
voted by this Parliament. I saw at a very early period of
the Session a very extraordinary motion placed on the notice
paper in relation to Dr. Robertson, a gentleman on this
side of the House, for having performed a service in the
cause of humanity, and for which he received the very
trifling sum of$J3 or $14 from the Mariner's Fund. That
motion asked that Dr. Robertson should be disqualified from
sitting in this House because of this, and if that was a good
ground for making that motion I do think that the sum of
816,000 taxed for Mr. McCarthy and his firm is a good
ground for having a charge of disqualification against him.
I do not propose to make any motion in the matter, but I
propose to call public attention to the impropriety of a
gentleman occupying a seat in this House receiving fees
from the Administration for services performed.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. Without discussing the policy
of that course at present, I may ask the hon. gentleman to
correct himself as to one or two of the details of it. The sum
paid to Mr. McCarthy's firm was by no means $16,000. The
hon. gentleman probably did not hear me when I said that
of that sum $5,000 was paid in England alone, besides dis-
bursements to other counsel and necessary disbursements
connected with printing whieh were very heavy. Mr. Me
Carthy was not employed nor was his firm employed by
the Government. A lease, of what was claimed to be Indian
lands, was given to the St. Catharines Milling and Lumber
Company and the Ontario Government claiming that the
lease was void sought to restrain them. It became a question
of the ownership not only of the tract of land which was
under lease, but of an enormous tract otherwise in the Pro.
vince of Ontario. The question was simply whether the
Government would indemnify their lessees for the expenses of
that suit or let the lessees retire and th en contest a similar suit
with the Ontario Government. The former course was pre-
ferred. The conduct of the litigation bas been from first
to last entirely in the hands of the St. Catharines Milling
and Lumber Company. They chose their own counsel; the
Government had nothing to do with the employment or
choice of counsel or with the instruction given to counsel,
and so far as I know they never gave any intimation to the
St. Catharines Milling and Lumber Company, even, that
they would be responsible to make good any loss otherwise
than for the mere cost of litigation. That is all I know of
the history of the case. It was well under way and under
appeal before I took office, and the Government had assumed
the cos.

Mr. MITCHELL. I would just say that I think in future
it would be much better for the Government if they would
eonduct their own lawsuits and conduct theinlu their own
name under their own direction and their own responsibility
for the course they might pursue. In the case of Mr. Mc-
Carthy I do not think it was right for the Government to
go on with that suit when a member of Parliament was
engaged in the case and likely to derive fees from it, which
this are to coine out of the public treasury if the case was
if successful. I do think it was wrong for them to go on
with that suit, and I hope that we shall not see the like
occurrence again. Whether the receiving of this money is

?ir JoeN TuoxPaog.

sufficient to disqualify Mr. McCarthy I do not know and I
do not care, for I would be sorry to see Mr. McCarthy lose
his seat in this House, but I do think that it is an improper
thing for the Government, to practically subsidise-for that
is what it means-any gentlemen who support them in this
House and *ho receive from the publie treasury money
which the policy of the Legislature says is an improper
proceeding.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E I.) Why, if these costs were incurr-
ed by and in the narne of the St. Catharines Milling Com-
pany and they alone, should there be any understanding
from the Govern ment that they were to be reimbursed ?

Sir JOiN T1HOMPSON. I did not say that there was not
any understanding that they were to be reimbursed as to
costs; I said that there was no understanding that they
would be recompensed as to damages. They were to carry
on the suit, and if they had withdrawn from the suit and
given up their lease the Government certainly would not
have agreed to indemnify them-I mean as to damages; but
the Government at an early stage of the case, considering
that their title was involved in a great tract of land other-
wise than under lease, did agree to ii demnify them as to
costs.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Then the remarks of the hon.
member for Northumberland are more than borne ont.
Although not technically; practically there has been a
violation of the Independence of Parliament Act.

Mr. CAMPBELL Are we to understand that the St.
Catharines Milling and Lumber Company did not pay any
of the costs at all. Did they pay any portion of the costs?

Sir JOHN THIOMPSON. I presume not.
Mr. MoMULLEN. Did I understand the Minister to say

that the Ontario Government payed 821,000 costs. Was
that over and above the amount taxed against the Domin-
ion ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. It was not over and above the
costs taxed against the Dominion. They were for various
disbursements as the case went forward. Some part will
be included in the costs payable by the Dominion-if any
are-and some part not.

Mr. MoMU LLEN. They taxed all their costs against the
Dominion; at loast a very large proportion of them.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. They are not all taxable.
Mr. oMULLEN. How much is it that are not taxed

against the Dominion ?

Sir JOHN T HOMPSON. I do not know.
Mr. MoMULLEN. I stated the amount, and I think that

if the hon. gentleman will turn up the facts he will find my
statements about correct.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The amount which the hon.
gentleman stated last year was somethin like two or three
thousand dollars. The details to which I referred just now
are sums paid since the hon. gentleman discussed the ques-
tion; for instance, $1,800 for Mr. Mowat's expenses to Eng-
land to argue the case, and he went over to argue it af ter
our discussion last year.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Does $5,000 include all the
counsel's fees paid in England ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. No; the $5,000 was paid t-
the Engliah counsel and solicitors.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I should like to know
what position the St. Catharines Milling Company have
assumed towards the Dominion? Besides this vote of $10,-
000, I amn credibly informed that a very large claim is being
preferred by thift company for damages.
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Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I explained that a large claim

had been preferred. No part of it so far has been recog-
nised; it is under investigation still; there will be no vote
asked for it this Session, and so far as I know there will be
no vote asked at all.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman
thinks, then, that we are not legally iable.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. We are clearly not.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT, In that case I suppose

we may accept the assurance of the hon, gentleman that
nothing at any rate will be done without the authority of
Parliament. It would be excessively objectionable if any
sum were handed over to this company without full discus-
sion in this House.

Sir JOHN'THOMPSON. I may have been hasty in say-
irg that there is no legal liability. My impression is at
present, from the investigation I have given to the matter,
that we are not legally bound to pay any sum ; but whether
legally bound or not, there will be no payment made with-
out the authority of Parliament being taken.

Mr. MoMULLEN. It is time the litigation between the
Province of Ontario and this Dominion should cease. We
bave had it going on now for ten years. Every little inci-
dent by which the Dominion Government could annoy and
bsdger the Ontario Government has been taken advantage
of to hamper that Government in its local affairs. Theycom-
nienced with the Mercer Escheats case, which the Ontar*o
Government fought successfully; then we had the licenso
casN, which this Government had to pay the expenses of.
We had one contest after another until this case came up,
in which the Government shielded themselves behind the
St. Catharines Milling Company, and the country las to pay
all the costs. Last year in going over the items, we found
that we spent over $80,000 in law costs in one way or other.
It is earnestly to be hoped, since we have reached a con-
clusion in this case, that thisinterference in the local affairs
of the Province of Ontario will be stopped. A large amount
of money has been thrown away, just because of the spleen
of this Government; there was nothing to be gained by the
course they took, but because they gave some of their friends
timber leases in that section of the country, they felt bound
to keep them in possession of them. I think the past
history of these contests with the Province of Ontario,
bas at least taught lthe Government of this Domin-
ion that they have met a person in the Premier of Ontario
who is able to hold his own; in every one of these
cases he has fought and received the endorsation of the
courts, I am quite satisfied that if hon. gentlemen opposite
had to pay the coste out of their own pockets, they would
not be so ready to rush into litigation of this kind. I am
glad, however, to see that the case bas ended in a manner
which has left Ontario in possession of her rights and has
added one more laurel to the many of that belong to the
Premier of the Province.

Mr. SPROULE. I think the hon, gentleman will not be
thanked by his friends for mentioning some of the cases le
did. In regard to the Mercer Escheats case, I think he for-
gets that it was undertaken by Mr. Fournier under the
Mackenzie Government, and the present Government had
to follow it up until the case was ended.

Mr. MACDOW ALL. I take a different view from the
hon. member for North Wellington on these questions. I
think the course the Government has taken bas been one
which is likely to preserve the independence of the Incal
Legislatures, by referring all disputed cases to an ind5pend-
ent court. It has always been the boast of Canada that our
judges are independent men, appointed for their attain-
ments. In the same way the Privy Council is thoroughly
independent of the Dominion and Local Legielatures; and

when any question is in dispute between a Province and
the Dominion, the fairest way for both is to have it deciJed
by these independent judges. Besides, if the hon. member
looks into the facts, he will find that the Dominion bas
gained about half a million dollars, and the Province of
Ontario bas undertaken to support the Indians in that
country. Both in justice and in experienee the Dominion
ias gained.

Mr. MULOCK. I am not aware the Government con-
sider that they achieved a triumph in this case. In fact,
the vote under consideration shows that they did not, be-
cause the costs do not generally fall on the successful party.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. There were no coste imposed.

Mr. MULOCK. I understand a portion of this money is
to indemnify the Milling Company for its costs. The Min-
ister of Justice says that the Dominion Government, as a
sort of surety, became liable to pay these costs. It is
clear Io my mind that had the plaintiffs, the Government
of Ontario, not made good their claim, and obtained a per-
petual injunction restraining this company from cutting
timber, the property of the Province, we would not have
had this claim in the Public Accounts. The decision was
adverse to the contention of the St. Catharines Mi-liing
Company, and therefore to the contention of the Govern-
ment who were their suretiesin this case. I conclude from
that, the decision bas been against the Dominion. Every
reasonably minded mind would so conclude, althongh the
Ion. member for Saskatchewan says otherwise, and I am
afraid this country will find it unfortunate that in this, as
in many other cases, the Dominion bas had the worst of it.
To come back to the remarke of the Minister of Justice who
says the Government agreed to become liable for these costs
-I presume to save the company harmless-it is upon
the construction of that agreement that we become liable
for the money. It that is the case, before we vote this
money, the papers rendering us liable should be laid on the
Table.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. There are no papers so far as
I know. I have never seen any. At an early stage in the
litigation, I understand the St. Catharines Milling and
Lumber Company, being served with proces, came to
the Minister of the Interior and asked him to defend the
suit. He declined to do so, but told the representative of
the company that the company would be obliged to go on
and defend the suit as private suitors, but that, inasmuch
as the Government was interested in the result, he would
bear the cost of litigation. I am sure there is no bond. I
do not know of any agreement in writing, or of any writing
on the subject. Ttie St. Catharines Milling and Lumber
Company went on with the suit and incurred the costs. I
do not think hon. gentlemen need feel at all uneasy about
the result of the case as indicated by the mere circumstance
that we have expenses to pay, because if tbey will hook
into the Public Accounts of Ontario they will find, not
only thousands of dollars voted year by year, but the
amount in the last year, ending 31st December, 1888, was
upwards of $..0,000 paid in costs, and that does not close
the account. There is no use discussing as to what the
decision in that case was, nor do I want, on the discussion
of an item like this which las been incurred at the instance
of one public department, to go into a controversy with
the bon. member for Wellington (Mr. MeMullen) or any
other member, as to the merits of the litigation between the
Province of Ontario and the Dominion. If we thought proper
to do so, perhaps we could review with some satisfaction the
result in the case before us, but I presume everybody knows
what the effect of the judgment was. It was that while
the property, which was the immediate subject of that suit,
was decided not to belong to the Dominion of Canada, but
to the Province of Ontario, the expenditure which the Do-
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minion Government had been obliged to incur, as holders of
that property, was held to be payable to the Dominion of
Canada, by the Provincial Government, and the appeal to
the Privy Council was besides amply justified by the fact
that en an important question like that, involving thousands
of miles of territory in the Dominion of Canada, valuable
in the extreme, the Supreme Court of this country was al
most equally divided as to where the right was.

Mr. WATSON. I was very much surprised to hear the
argument used by the hon. member for Saskatchewan (Mr.
McDowall), who said it was a good thing for this Govern-
ment to force a Province into a law suit, and a law suit
which has cost the Province of Ontario over $30,000. I
come from a Province that has had some trouble from the
Dominion Government and am decidedly opposed to the
Government forcing any Provincial case into the courts. It
is a matter we should be thankful for in the Province of
Manitoba that we had the courts to appeal to, and fortan-
ately the courts were in our favor. But it is not simply
the costs that are to be considered in these matters, but the
feeling that is engendered between the Province and the
Dominion Government, and any disturbance of that kind is
injurions to the whole country.

Mr. MACDOWALL. As tbe hon, gentleman has alluded
to me I would say that the Dominion Government is justi.
fied in putting its confidence in the judges, who, both sides
of the House will agree, are men of honor and capacity,
and I think any case brought before them will be properly
decided.

Mr. WATSON. It La the Government I find fault with
and not the judges.

Mr. MACDOWALL. You have to consider that the Gov.
ernment stands in the same light as an individual, and have
to defend their rights in the same manner; and if two legis-
latures find they cannot agree, they cannot do better than
refer their difficulties to the judges, who, everybody must
admit, are independent and able men.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I wish to make a remark or
two arising from the statements of the Minister of Justice
in comparing the cost which Ontario had to pay with ours.
In the first place this Government takes the property of
Ontario.

Some hon. MEMBERS. No.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Sold the property of Ontario,
and then compels the people of Ontario to tax themselves
$21,000 to maintain their rights in the court, and then
takes the money contributed principally by the people of
Ontario to fght against the rights of that Province.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The hon. gentleman puts this
as if it were a perfectly plain case, but he must remember
that, out of five judges on the bench of Supreme Court, two
-and those not the least in eminence-decided that the
Dominion was right and the Province was wrong. Wheu
the case went to the Privy Council, the Province was sus-
tained as to its proprietory rights, but not as to one of the
results which is supposed to flow from that. Besides, this
was a case in which, as trustees for the Indians, the
Dominion Government were bound to stand up for their
rights against any claimants, either the Province of Ontario
or anyone else.

Mr. MULOCK. This particular question was known as
a lismota long before the Government created the particular
interest which they did; and, in this case, the Government,
deliberately and of malice aforethought, leased this property
to the St. Oatharines Milling and Lumbering Company,
after full warning that the Ontario Government claimed
that they were entitled to the land. It the Dominion
Government had desired to have the point of law setled,

Sir JomN TuoPsog.

they had a very simple means of doing so. They could
have had a special case submitted to the courts.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. It would bave cost just as
much.

Mr. MULOCK. No; it would not have cost as much, and
we would not have had the consequential claim with which
we will have to deal before long. If the Dominion Govern-
ment had wanted to have that matter settled, they could
bave had a special case submitted to the proper courts, but,
not only did they lease this particular property, but they
issued leases all over the disputed territory. In fact, it was
made a matter of triumph on the part of the Premier. He
announced that he was right on all constitutional questions,
that he had spent a lifetime in learning constitutional law;
and he awarded this disputed territory to his varions camp
followers without any valuable consideration. I think the
amount charged was 85 a square mile, when the Ontario
Government, if i remember rightly, was receiving $400 a
square mile. This Government proceeded to waste that
property, and now the Minister of Justice says that they
were the trustees of the Indians, and that, to protect the
help!ess wards of the Government, they had to follow this
property into the courts in order to discharge their duties
as trustees. When did they wake up to their duties as
trustees ? How much did they get from this St. Catharines
Milling Company for the lands of their wardse? $5 an acre,
Isuppose ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. No, there were dues and other
thinge besides.

Mr. MULOCK. The amount they got was not one per
cent. of the value.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The hon. gentleman will not
find anyone who knows the locality to agree with him.

Mr. MULOOK. The Ontario Government used to get
75 cents, which I think was afterwards raised to $1 a thou-
sand feet for that timber.

Mr. MADILL. The Dominion Governmont got that,
and these people had to build a mill besides.

Mr. MULOCK. Those are not the terme expressed.
The Dominion Government leased that at $5 a square mile
rental, but there is no comparison between the lease made
by the Dominion Government and the ordinary leases of
the Ontario Government.

Mr. MADILL. I disagree with the hon. gentleman.

Mr. MULOCK. We will meet again on this subjeet, and
I advise the hon. gentleman to look at the terme of the
lease and to see what the advertised terme are under which
the Ontario Goverument sell their timber limite. I think
he will find that there is no comparison between the two.
The terme of these leases show that the Dominion Govern-
ment have been guilty of the grossest extravagance, that
these limits were not sold in an honest open way by public
tender, but they are sold in a secret way to the favorites of
the Government, to their camp followers, who are thus
rewarded for political services, and unfortunately they get
these leases of limite which are much more valuable than
the amounts they pay for them. The Minister of Justice
has to seek for something to justify the action of the Govern-
ment by referring to the wards of the Government. It
would have been better it the Government had conceived a
correct idea oftheir duties in that regard many years before,
but they had to find some excuse, they hunted around for
an excuse for the unfortunate attitude they had assumed,
and now they are trying to obtain this money to pay to the
St. Catharines &illing Company on the ground that they had
to defend the wards of the Government. The Minister of
Justice told us that he did not know whether there was any
bond or deed or anything in writing to bind the Governmenqt
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to pay these moneys. HIe sAid the St. Catherines Milling
Company came to the Minister of the Interior. Well, the
corporation did not come. Some individual must have
come; and does the hon. gentleman mean to say that trans-
actions of this magnitude, involving the rights of the Crown
to a vast property, rights not only to this territory but to
other territories throughout the Province, are to be deter-
mined by a desultory cinversation between some member of
a corporation and the Minister of the Interior, and that there
is nothing of record to show us what action the Government
proposed to take ? Were the Government bound by those
proceedings? When did the Government agree to be bound
by the judgment in that case? When did the Government
intervene? The Government intervened at some time, but
wben was it ? I think it was when the case was before the
Privy Council. It was not in the interlocutory motion
before the Chancellor of Ontario. The Dominion G>vern-
ment did not appear when the case was argued at the trial.
When did they agree to have the country bound by the re-
sult, because until they intervened, everything was between
the private suitor and the Province of Ontarijo? Surely it
will not be pretended by the trustees of the Indians that they
bound this country by some verbal communication, which
no one in this House knows anything about, to pay the costs
in a suit which turned out unsuccessfully for them, that
they bound the country to abide by the decision in regard
to miles of territory which were not involved in the suit,
and yet not a minute of any kind was made to show the
people that they did so agree. There was nothing to show
the terms on which that suit was being conducted, nothing
to show that we were to profit or- lose by it, to be bound
by it or not, and yet, when the decision is over, we are told
that notwithstanding all that has happened, we are to pay
some 8$10,000 more. Before this item is passed there ought
to be laid upon the Table of this House every communication
that has passed between the Government and the St.
Catharines Milling Company, showing what position they
took, and what obligations were entered into, and whether
this suit was conducted as a test case as well as to protect
the interests of the defendant. From the time it became
a test case, then I admit that the Government were bound
to pay the cost. But until it intervened and assumed the
part of a suitor, the country is not responsible.

Mr. SPROULE. Both the hon. member for North York
(Mr. Malock) and the hon. member for Brant (Mr. Pater-
son) endeavored to make a case against the Dominion Gov.
ernment because they contended for the rights eof the
Dominion, and they said that the Dominion Government
was annoying the Provincial Government, that they were
fighting everything. Now, I think these hon. gentlemen
forget that the very system of which they complain, was
carried eut by their own friends from l87i3 to 1878, that of
giving leases in the disputed territory, which system was
afterwards carried out by the succeeding Government. It
was recognised by the Mackenzie AdmInistration that the
Dominion had a right to that timber, and to give leases;
and if they gave leases, they were obliged to protect the
rights of the leaseholders. Afterwards, the St. Catharines
Milling Company becoming leaseholders from the Dominion,
they were entitled to look to the Dominion for the protec-
tion of their rights, when these rights were disputed by the
Province, the Dominion had to look after theirrights. The
contention is to-night that the present Government is respon-
sible for the questions that have arisen in dispute between
the two Governments, when in reality the present Govern-
ment were only carrying out the system of leases adopted
by their predecessors.

Mr. MULOCK. When were these lases made ?
Mr. SPROULE. That is a matter of indifference; I

know that leaes were running in 1874, in 1875, and in
1876, and that some of them are in operatiçu to-day.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I do not think the hon. gentle.
man is conversant with the facts to which ho refers. If
ho will look at those leases ho will see that the Do.
minion Governrnent, apd the Government of the Province,
agreed that a certain lino should be regarded as a conven-
tional line, and the western boundary for the time being, until
the real boundary was properly ascertained; and that ail
titles of leases and everything else west of that linoe should
be granted by the Government of Canada, and ail east of
that lino should be granted by the Province of Ontario.
That principle was recognised by their predecessors in office,
and the correspondence shows that both parties were of
opinion that if the boundary proved tobe further west, it
would ho the duty of Ontario to confirm any title that the
Government of the Dominion might have issued prior to
that period ; and if the boundary was found to be located
furt her east, it would be the duty of the Dominion to confirm
any title that the Province of Ontario might have issued eut
of that conventional lino. That understanding was entered
into on the ground that the right to issue the titles of the
property would be in the Government, within whose limita
the property was situated. So that the doctrine of the pur-
chase of an Indian title would give to the Government of
the Dominion a title to the property, was an after thought,
it is one that had possession of no one's mind prior to that
period. That was well known by what happened in British
Columbia. When the Government of which the present
Premier was the head entored into negotiations with British
Columbia to admit that Province into the Union, the Gov-
ernment assumeI that the paramount interest of the Crown
vested the title of that property iii the Government of Brit-
ish Culumbia, and not in the Indians, although the relation
between the Indians and the Indian title in British Colum.
bia was precisely the same as it was in Ontario and in
every other Province in the Dominion; and yet the Gov-
ernment assumed at that time that the titles of the property
of British Columbia that had not yet been surrendered by
the Indians, was in the Crown and not in the Indians, and
that the Government here, in obtaining surrender from the
Indians, did not acquire any control over the property
surrendered.

Mr. SPROULE. If they did not, why did they give
loases for 20 years ?

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). What leuses does the hon. gen-
tleman speak of ?

Mr. SPROULE. The loase given by the Dominion
Government.

Mr. MILLS (B>thweli). The first leases were issued in
1871, for it devolved upon my predecessor, Mr. Laird, to
carry out some of those loases. The hon. gentleman can
get the necessary information that ho asks for from bis
Prime Minister. The parties who obtained the leases re-
quired a certain time to cut timber, and the man who builds
a mill expects to get timber lmits suffioiently extensive to
enable him to run his mill until it is worn eut, or for a
period of 20 years. The hon. gentleman would have no
difficulty in finding ont that fact from the Minister of the
Interior, who is now sufficiently informed, no doubt, to giv
him the necessary information. I may say that the Gov
ernment of Ontario are content with the settlement, so far
as I understand. I hold in my hand the decision of the
Privy Council. The question before the Privy Council was
an appeal from the decision of the Supreme Court. The
majority of that court held that the property belong&l to
the people of Ontario. The hon. gentleman, through the
St. Catharines Milling Company, appealel, and that appeal
was not granted, and ail the Privy Counoil coald do was to
dismiss the appeal.

Sir JOHN TBHOMPSON. I do not propose to enter into
the details of this case. The hon. momber for North York
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(Mr. Mulock) has intimated that we are to have another
day upon this question, and therefore, as it is nearly 2
o'clock, I refrain from repelling his statement that deliber-
ately regardless of the rights of the Province of Ontario and
of the rights of the Indians, whom we are bound to pro-
tect, the G,)vernment, of malice aforethought, as he says,
granted this lease to the St. Catharines Milling and Lumber
Company. When the day which the hon. gentleman shall
select arrives for the trial of this matter, I will bring the
evidence and read it to him, and satisfy him that his state-
ment is refuted. I have, however, to say that in the asser-
tion he made, that this great territory was parcelled out
among the camp followers of the Government, he is entirely
mistaken. I think only two leases or licenses were given
in this territory by the present Government, and the bon.
gentleman will find when the statement is brought down
that his observations as to the improper management of the
territory are entirely baseless. As regards the content
with which the Ontario Government regards the decision,
I may say that I believe the Government of Canada is also
equally content, and it is well that both should be so, as
they cannot go furthcr.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. If my memory serves
me, we had a list of about 50 licenses granted by the Gov-
ernment laid on the Table of the House.

Sir JOHN T HOMPSON. Not in the disputed territory,
I think.

Sir RICHARD CARIWRIGHT. 50 or more in the dis-
puted territory. Are we going to understand from the Min-
ister of Justice that there are no papers, correspondence or
documents or demands made by the collector or by any
agent or legal firm in their behalf for indemnification ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. Claims have been made from
time to time.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. No correspondence
with respect to these costs under discussion ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The costs were sent to the
department for taxation, and they have been paid from time
to time. I believe there is no correspondence with respect
to the Govern ment assuming these coste. The hon. member
for North York (Mr. Mulock) who pressed that point was
reminded that from the time this litigation commenced
down to the present, the Government have diastinctly as-
samed the cost, and amounts have been annually voted.

Mr. MULOCK. When a vote was taken my impression
is that the First Minister stated that the department had
entered into a certain agreement with the St. Catharines
Milling and Lumber Company. Unless the Minister of his
personal knowledge is prepared to state difforently, I place
my recollection against his uncertainty, and I say there is
correspondence in which the Government said they had
incurred some responsibility.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. From 1886 we have taken
votes for this purpose, and it was on the definite ground
that we incurred liability for costs.

Mr. MULOCK. When we are asked to pay $10,000 the
documents which fix our liability should be placed on the
Table.

Sir JOHN THOIPSON. I have no document whatever.
Mr. MULOCK, The hon. gentleman bas said there is a

liability.
Mr. TAYLOR. The correspondence in this matter was

bofore the Printing Committee-there was nothing but
cheques.

Sir JOHN TLHOMPSON. I have no papers to produce.
I have stated what has taken place. As regards my de.
partment, there is no agreement and no instructions from

Sir Joas TÉOMIsON,

the Minister of Justice. In 1886, when asked to insert a
vote in the Estimates, I inquired of the late Minister of In-
terior what had taken place with respect to this matter. I
have already told the Committee just what he told me : that
when a protest was served on the St. Catharines Milling
Company they came and requested that he would undertake
the defence of the suit. Hie declined to do so, but he told
them that if they would go on and defend the suit, the
Government would indemnify them as to the expenses.

Mr. MULOCK. The Minister only speaks for bis own
department, he knows nothing of the Department of the
Interior. Are we to understand that costs involving
$20,000 or $30,000 are to be incurred on an unrecorded con-
versation between a stranger in the department and a mem-
ber of the Government. This is surely an exceedingly care-
less way of doing business, and the Department of the
Interior will not admit that such has occurred. I can
hardly think that this was the case, loose as the Department
of the Interior is. As I am satisfied there is sometimes some
correspondence, I move that the Committee do now rise and
report progress.

Motion negatived.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. My hon. friend is

reasonable in bis suggestion than an examination should be
made for papers. It is more than probable that some re-
marks were made, as h has indicated, and my hon. friend's
recollection is pretty good, and the Minister of Justice may
not have been in the House at the time when this matter
was brought up.

Sir JOHN TIIOMPSON. I am stating the matter as it
was stated to me by the Minister of the Interior who in.
curred the liability. It is impossible to say now that no cor-
respondence exists, but I am morally certain that such does
not exist. This matter does not, however, depend on the
construction of any agreemeent, because for four years we
have paid amounts and Parliament bas voted the money.
To say that we should now refrain from voting this sum
(on any construction of writings), more than one-half of
which bas been directly incurred by the Dominion Govern-
ment for counsel and solicitors in England, would be to ask
us to put a refinement upon written papers with a dishonest
result. If any such papers are found they shall be produced,
and I shal ask my hon. colleague to make an inquiry into
the matter.

To meet cost of litigated matter.............$4,11 26
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How do you come to

ask for that vote ?
Mr. TUPPER. It is to meet the taxed costs and dis-

bursements in suite that have been instituted in connection
with the seizures of vessels for the infraction of the fishery
laws both in Prince Edward Island and Nova Scotia. For
instance, for the seizure of the D. J. Adams, $479.87 ;
the I. Af. Doughty, $1,367.41 ; the Warren M. Dowghty,
$45.67 ; the Behring's Sea seizures, $1,400; the Ar,onaaWt
seizure, $184.08; court fees of judge in the case of schooner
Argonaut, $19.47; and some otther similar expenses.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think this ought to
have been put in a different form, as nobody could see from
this item what it referred to. There are several of my hon.
friends who are specially conversant with these matters, and
who would have made a point of being here if they knew
exactly what this referred to. If it passes now it may in-
volve a somewhat protracted discussion on Concurrence.

Mr. POSTER. Let it pass now and it can be discussed
on Concurrence.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGH T. Let it be understood
that it will be discussed in Concurrence.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). The Minister will bring
down the bille I suppose?
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Mr, TUPPER. I have no objection to bring down the

taxed bills.

To pay moiety of expenses incurred in connec-
tion with the Survey of the River St. Lawrence $13,5'1.83

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is this vote for the
survey of the St. Lawrence to be a fixed vote ?

Mr. FOSTER. No; it will take about two and a half
years yet. It was done at the suggestion of the Boards of
Trade and the British Government who pay half the
expense.

Mr. WATSON. What is the nature of the supplies furn-
ished to the half-breeds for which $6,000 is asked to recoup
the Mounted Police?

Mr. DEWDNEY. Last spring representations were
made in reference to the destitution among the half-breeds
in Saskatchewan, Battleford and Prince Albert. The appeal
was made at a time of the year when we could not send
supplies ourselves, and the police were asked to give what
assistance they could ont of their own supplies. The sup-
plies were mostly of flour and bacon.

Mr. WATSON. This is to be paid to the police stores
and not to policemen outside of the regular stores?

Mr. DEWDNEY. This was issued from the police stores
and it is to repay them for those supplies.

Mr. WATSON. The Government stores ?
Mr. DEWDNEY. Yes.
Mr. WATSON. I would say while on this vote that I

see by the press that Gabriel Dumont is up in that district
again calling meetings and urging the people to claim a
compensation. I would like to ask the Minister if he has
any information as regards that ?

Mr. DE WDNEY. I have no official information. I know
nothing as to what has occurred since Gabriel Dumont
arrived there. I know nothing except what appeared in
the papers, and I fancy that what we have seen in the
papers is exaggerated.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I hope so.

Castom.s-Miscellaneous................ $9,443 82

Mr. BOWELL. Of this amount $6,500 is required to pay
the costs incurred in the suits which were taken to the Supre me
and other courts. The sum of 82,781.82 is to cover half the
expense of maintaining the yacht Cruiser on the upper
lakes during the last season, the other half being paid by
the Fisheries Department; the yacht coasts principally
along the shores of Lake Huron and Georgian Bay. Then,
there is a sum of $162 to be paid as a gratuity to a young
man named Ambrose, who while working in the bonded
warehouse in Montreal met with a severe accident by which
ho was laid up some 90 days, and by vhich his foot was so
badly injared that he had to have part of his heel taken off.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Have the Government been
informed at all whether a duty will be charged on Canadian
cars going into the United States, as reported ?

Mr. BO WELL. No; the Government have no information
of that kind. I judge from the reading of the report, that
the regulation applies exclusively to cars taken into the
United States for local use. It may possibly have arisen
from the practice, which has prevailed for a number of
years, of cars which have gone into the United States re-
maining there for a long time, and being used in local work.
In this country the same thing happons, and some years
ago I issued an order to stop it, but finding that it was
mutuai on both aides, the order was withdrawn. When-
Over cars are imported into Canada by a oompany for ex-

laS

clusive use in the country, they have to pay the duty, and it
is the same with cars passing into the United States.

Post Office expenses........................,$63,600

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There is a large item
bore of 863,000.

Mr. HAGGART. It was found that the car accommoda-
tion on the Canadian Pacific Railway was not sufficient,
and by an arrangement between the late Postmaster Gen-
eral and the company the accommodation was increased
one-half. That makes the sum nearly $85,Û00 a year to be
paid to the company in addition to about $170,000 paid
now.

Mr. WATSON. Under this item for postal service I
wish to call the attention of tho Minister to the unsuffi-
ciency of mail servi-ve by the Canadian Pacifie Railway on
what is known as the Glenborough Branch, a road running
some 110 miles from Winnipeg. I am not objecting to the
amount for Manitoba, but I am finding fault with the Gov.
ernment for not having seen fit to give another mail to the
Glenb:rough Branch. I submit that when there is a rail.
way service passing several towns, through a well settled
country, to an important town like Glenborough, the lion.
the Minister should be able to furnish a mail service three
times a week, and give the people of that town an oppor-
tunity of answering correspondence within a reasonable
time. As it is a person corresponding from Winnipeg with
another in Glenborough cannot obtain a reply within eight
days. There is not an hon. member who would criticise
the Government for giving that efficient service.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Last Session we had a discussion
with reference to a claim ponding some time against the
Canadian Pacific Railway for the use of soine cars, There
was a claim made by the Canadian Pacifie Railway for hauling
cars down to the Intercolonial Railway-the Onderdouk
stock-which was paid. At that time, it was statod that
there wasa claim of $10,000 or $15,000 againsttheCanadian
Pacifie Railway which was not paid. Has that account been
settled ?

Mr. FOSTER. I will make a note of it and obtain the
information.

For Militia expenses in connection with the
Sunpression of the Rebellion in the North
West-Governor General's Warrant,........50,000

Sir ADDLPHE CARON. Amount required to meet
expenses in connection with the rebellion in 1885, revote of
part of lapsed balance of 30th September, 1888, 850,000;
balance ot vote on 0th June, 1888, 883,121.29.; expended
to 30th September, 1888, 81,757.94; leaving a balance on
30th September, 1888, lapsed on that date, of $81,363.83;
expended lst Outober, 1888, to lst March, 188j, on authority
of Governor Generat's Warrant, by Order in COuncil of 17th
October, 1888, $26,566 ; probable amount required to
pay claims up to 30th June, 1889, $33,500; estimate of
amount required, $50,000. There may be further claims
presented which are supplementary, amounting to about
$15,000, but they are not included in the above statement.

Mr. MULOCK. Does that inclade the allowance for the
York and Simcoe Battalion ?

Sir ADOLPHIE CARON. This amount is to be taken
out of this $50,000. We will have sufficient out of this
amount for claims that we know of.

Mr. MULOCK. How much is to be paid those mon ?

Sir ADOLPHE CA RON. I could not say now. I can
give the lon, gentleman a copy of the clainm sent in.

Mri MULOCK, Hasit been passed?
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Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The hon. gentleman knows
that the First Minister said that the amount would be paid.
Tüere is no question at all about it.

Mr. MULOCK. What amount ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I have already said I have not

got the claim, and, from memory, I cou Id not tell the hon.
gentleman; but it is very easily ascertained.

Mr. MULOCK. Has the amount of the claim been
assented to by the Government ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The hon. gentleman was told
by the First Minister that the claim which has leen sent
in by the battalion to the Government would be paid. It
is impcssible for me from memory to speak as to the figures,
but I can bring down the amounts. I can only repeat what
the Prime Minister has stated, that that amount shall be
paid.

Mr. MULOCK. Of course that does not specify any
amount at which the claim may ho fixed, but simply means
that the Government will pay what they deem right. I
want to know what the amount will bc. Perhaps the Min-
ister will give me that statement to-morrow.

Sir ADOLPRE CARON. Yes; I said I would.
Mr. MULOCK. There is quite a difference between pay-

ing these mon on the basis of 1885, and paying them four
years after. It must be barne in mind that the First Min-
ister was speaking of an uncertain amount. He did not
say how much ho was going to pay each man, and, as some
of the men in Battleford were paid 815 apiece, some in Win-
nipeg $25 apiece and some in Toronto 88.15 apiece, thore
does not appear to be any fixed standard of pay.

Resolutions reported.

RAILWAY CONTRACTORS AND EMPLOYÉS.

Mr. MITCHELL. The hon. member for Glengarry (Mr.
Purcell) bas asked me if I would bring to the attention of
tue Government the fact that ho bas a Bill on the Order
Paper No. 53, which stands for a second reading, and that
there is no chance of its being reached in the ordinary way
during this Session. The Government have permitted two
gentlemen to get thoir Bills placed on the Government
Orders, and I would ask if they would allow the Bill of the
hon. member for Glengarry to be placed on the Government
Orders for consideration in the same way.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I au sorry that the member
for Glengarry (Mr. Purcell) bas not had an opportunity of
taking the sense of the House on the second reading of this
Bill, but I bardly feel free to make the promise to place it
on the Governmont Orders.- I explaiped pereonally to the
introducer of the Bill that,.according to my humble opin-
ion, it wuuld not be one which wewould have a right to
pass. I admit the commendable motives which the hon.
gentleman bas to give every protection to the laborers on
railways, but, as the [ili imposes civil liabilities on railway
companies, it appears to me that this moasure is beyond
our competence, and for this reason, though it is a matter of
public interest, I do not feel free to promise to put it on the
Governmont Orders.

SEIZURE OF THE A DAMS.

Mr. MITCHELL. I will ask the hon. gentleman to give
me an answer on that subject to-morrow. May I ask the
Minister of Marine if ho will bring down to-morrow the
papers in connection with the Adams case ? They are very
short, and I should like them to be down to-morrow, as I
bave something to eay on that subject.

Mr. TUPPER. I will bring thom down when they -are1
ready .1

Mr, MaoOK,

Mr. MITCRIELL. That is a very unsatisfactory answer,
and a rer y flippant one, and considering the importance of
the subject-

Mr. TUPPER. I shall not bring them down before they
are ready.

Mr. MITCHELL. I want to have them when they are
ready.

Mr. TUPPER. They will not be brougbt down before.

Mr. MITCHELL. If that is the way the Minister con-
ducts his businesp, ho may find that ho will not conduct it
as readily as ho thinks.

Mr. TUPPER Heur, heur.

Mr. MITCHELL. "Hear, heai"-Yes, the Session is not
through yet.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of
the House.

Motion agreed to; and fHouse adjourned ut 2:30 a. m.
(Tuesday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

TUESDAY, 23rd April, 1889.

The SPEAKER took the Chair ut Three o'clock.

PAYERaS.

FIRST READING.

Bill (No. 10) further to amend the Dominion Lands
Act (from the Senate).- (Mr. Dewdnoy.)

FRENCH VERSION OF THE DEBATES.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). I wish to call the attention
of the chairman of the Committee to the delay in printing
the French version of the Debates. Inbtead of improving,
matters are growiug worse and worse. The English version
bas now reached the 1469th page, and the French version
bas not reached the 400th page yet. that i, it is more than
1000 pages .behind the English version. Matters are much
worse than they were four weoks ago, when we first com-
plained. I would like to know what is the cause of this
delay ?

ir. DESJARDINS. (Translation.) I will explain to
my hon. friend that atter representations had been made to
the House respecting the delays which had been incurred
in the printing of the Frunch edition of the Debatos, the
Committee met and instructed the Chairmun to. write to
the printer and require from him the reasons of the delay.
After giving certain excuses, ho concluded by saying that
the temporary nature of the printing establishmeiit .did not
admit of his proceeding faster than ho was at present doing,
because he had not suffieient type, but ho hoped that in.the
next Session, the staff being complote in the new building,
ho would possess all that was necessary, and.would.be in a
position to print off in accordance with the rules laid down
by the Committee, that is to say, within the three days
following the publication of the corrected English edition.
My hon. friend knows that the translation is not made on
the daily issue, but upon the corrected copy, which necessi-
tates ut least three or four days further delay before the
translators can have the Debates; and the following three
or four days are spent in the translating and printing off.
This year the printer bas deolared it to be impossible, in
the prensnt state of the printing ofice, to fult the required
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conditions. At the present moment the printing is done
with the type leased from the old office of McLean, Roger
& CO. I aM informed that next year the printer will have
all the type necessary, and that the printing office will be
so ordered as to meet all the demands upon it. But I must
say that aIl possible diligence has been used by the Com-
mittee in order to obtain a more satisfactory state of affairs
than the present one.

Mr. LANGELIER (Qtiobec), The chairman's explana-
tion exposes a most extraordinary state of things. We
have expended some 8300,000 on that Printing Bureau,
and it appears that it is in such an inefficient state
that it cannot do the printing of this flouse as it used to
be done up to last year; and now we are told that, in order
to have the French version of the Debates printed in time
to be of some use to the members of the House and the
public, it would be necessary to purchase some more print-
ing material. There is one point to which I would call the
attention cf the chairman of the Committee. If the
Printing Bureau has type in sufficient quantity to print the
English version, I do not see why it cannot print the French
version also. I can tell the House that the French version
this year will be of no use whatever. It comes so late that
the expenditure is a pure waste of money, and we shall
not find a single individual who will refer to those French
Debates. Newspapers cannot have them in time to make
them of any use to thoir readers, and the general public
do not read those debates; so that if they are of no use to
the French newspapers, and of no use to anybody else, I
do not see for what purpose they are to be prnted. I like
very much to have the French Debates, but I do not like to
see a waste of money, and it is nothing more nor less. If
we cannot have these Debates earlier, we had b.tter dis-
pense altogether with the French version.

Mr. DESJARDINS. (Translation). I think that the hon.
member is laboring under a false impression. He is probably
ignorant of the rule laid down in the matter of the publica-
tion of the Debates. The daily edition onght to contain al
the speeches which bave been delivered, and exactly as
they have been delivered, whether in English or French ;
such bas been the settled rule since the commencement.
The corrected pages of the English version and of the
French version should be bound up into a volume and pre.
served as a record. So that the reason why there are not
more French speeches published in the daily editions is that
that language is not so much used; in all other respects the
two languages are subjeet to the same treatment, in accord-
ance with the rules made by the committee and adopted by
the House.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). That is not what I com.
plain of. I take the last copy we have. We have now
reached the 23rd of A pril, and the French version has only
reached the 27th of February. I ask any member of this
House, who will take the trouble to read the Debates when
they are two months old? Nobody will take the trouble
to consult them.

QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE-ENQUIRIE3.

Mr. MITCEIELL. Before the Orders of the Day are
called, I wish to cali the attention of the acting leader of the
Government to the request I made last evening for informa-
tion from the Minister of Marine, to bring down papers in
relation to the claim of the Mesars. Adams for the loss of
their vessel. I recei ved a reply from the Minister of Marine
which to me seemed rather impertinent. It may be wrong
to use a term of that kind in the House, and therefore I do
not use it with regard to him, but were it outside, 1 would
consider it an impertinent answer to a proper question for
iformation which I have a right to get,

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I asked some time ag, for
surveys or reports of the short lino from Harvey to Monc,
ton. When will those be brought down ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The leader of the Govern.
ment is absent, but as soon as ho comes in, I will enquire
from him whether ho las those papers, if any exiit, and ho
will be able to answer my hon. friend.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Aiso any correspondence be-
tween the Goverument and the Canadiau Pacific Railway,
with regard to that short lino.

COPYRIGHT ACT AMENDMENT,

Sir JOHN TIIOMPSON moved third reading of Bill (No.
101) to amend the Copyright Act.

Mr. EDGAR. Before this Bill is read the third time, I
have a few observations to make. I was, unfortunately, ab-
sent when it was read the second time and went through
Committee, but I have read the Uansard report of the debate,
and I am very glad to see the position the Minister of
Justice took with reference to our constitutional right to
enaat legislation of this kind. I had, as the House is aware,
given notice of a motion for an Address to the Imperial
Parliament, with a view of having Imperial legislation
enacted, making it perfectly clear that Canada had a right
to legislate on the subject of Copyright law, even if it
should affect the rights of English. holders of copyright
under the Imperial Act of 1842. I gave that notice because
I was aware that, in 1872, when the Parliament of Canada
bad passed, I think unanimously, an Act dealing with this
subject in the direction of the present Bill, the Act was
reserved and Was not allowed in England on the ground
that it was held to be beyond the constitutional powera of
the Canadian Parliament. I am very glad, indeed, to hear
that the Minister of Justice holds the opinion that we are
entitled to legislate in the direction, if necessary, of repeal-
ing the Imperial statutes which were enacted before 1867,
so long as the subjects relate to matters within the
jurisdiction of Canada. Well, I hope the Minister of
Justice is right. I was only too glad, after having
bard his views, to lot my motion for an Addresà drop, in
order that we might bring squarely before the Home
Government, the question as to Canadian rights in the
matter. I am sure on this side he will be heartily support-
ed in his contention, bocause I think it is part of our
political creed that we must seek to obtain for the Domninion
full Dominion rights, and that we must give to the Pro-
vinces full provincial rights. In fact we want Home Rale
in Canada as regards England And Home Rule in the
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bate on that point.
Mr. MITCHELL. I am not raising a debate. I am speak.

ing now to a question of privilege. It is my privilege in this
iHouse, as representing my constituents, to ask for informa-
tion to which they are entitled where their interests are
involved. I asked for it in a civil manner and did not get
a civil reply, and I now ask tho acting leader of the Iouse
if ho will bring down those papers, because i want them
before we go into Supply.

Mr. TUPPER. I attempted to rise, when the hon. mem-
ber for Northumberland interrupted me, and made the re-
marks ho has made. To those remarks personally, 1 have
nothing to say, but I desire to lay on the Table of the
Rouse, a return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated
the lst April, 1889, for copies of all papers in connection
with the claim of the Messrs. Adams, for the loss of their
vessel.

Mr. MITCHELL. I am very glad the young man has
come to his senses.
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Provinces as regards the Dominion. I am very glad that
the Minister of Justice, on two notable occasions this
Session, bas adopted the views which the Opposition havei
always held on this point. Now, with reference to the Act
which the hon. the Minister of Justice proposes to amend,
I must say that I would much rather have seen the Act of
1872 brought in again. That Act gave to Canadian publishers
and printers the right to reprint and republish British copy-
righted works in Canada, although the English Copyright
law was held to cover Canada, and did not interfere with
the existing right of the Americans or any foreigners, to in-
troduce in this country foreign reprints of any English copy
righted works. It bas been an inestimable boon to Canada
that we have had the right, in spite of the English copy.
right, to introluce and sell in Canada foreign reprints of
English copyrighted works. That right was only, I fancy,
practically used by the publishers in the United States,
who have been willing to pay, or go through the form, at
any rate, of paying 12* per cent. author's tax, as well
as the Customs duty of 15 per cent, upon books, and
thus enabled our reading public to have works pub-
lished at a reasonable price in Canada which their fellow-
citizens in England are paying enormously high prices for.
Now, the proposed Act of 1872, as I recollect it, did not
prevent those American reprints coming in, but it gave
what certainly was right and proper ; it gave to Canadian
publishers and printers the right also to reprint those
English copyright works upon paying to the British author
or owner of the copyrights, the author's tax. That enabled
us in Canada to have more competition in cheap books. It
gave us the right to have the American reprint, and to
have the local Canadian competition, as well, superadded to
that, and, as they had the protection of the duty of 15 per
cent. upon b>oks, I think it was a very fair thing to expect
that they would be satisfied with that, and I know that the
publishers always, until lately, said they were satisfied with
that measure of protection. This Bill, as first introduced,
made much the sume provisions, except that the Government
were authorised to shut out the American reprints altogether.
That was the only portion of the Bill that I did not quite like.
I think it could be fairly contended that, with a protection of
15 per cent. at the frontier, Canadian publishers ough to
bo able to hold tbeir own against American publishers. I
know that the results of the bigh protective tariff we have
here make it somewhat difficult for Canadians to do that,
because the Canadian publishers point out, with some show
of reason, that they would only be protected by the duty at
the frontier of 15 per cent. on the manufactured book, while
they have to pay 25 per cent. on the paper they import from
the United States, so that 15 per cent. on the manufactured
article is not enough to protect them wben they have to
pay 25 per cent. on the raw material. In that respect
they are in very much the same position as the millers of
Canada say they are placed in by the National Policy, that
they are injured rather than benefitted by it. Still, that is
scarcely a reason why American reprints should not be ai-
lowed to come in. I think that the duty on the raw material
for the publishers should be reduced to such a figure as will
allow them to compete with the American publishers. That,
as I have explained, was the way in which the Bill was
introduced, and, like the Act of 1872, it undertook to
provide against existing English copyrights, as well as
English copyrights in the future. I have a copy of the
Act of 1872 here, and it is quite clear what the effect of
that was. It referred to works "of which the copyright
bas been granted and is subsisting in the United Kingdom,"
and it legislated against them and permitted their republi.
cation here under certain conditions. I find that an
amendment has been introduced into this Bill since it was
first printed, providing that it shall not apply at all to
existing copyrights. That really brings the Bill down
to almost nothing, because English copyrights last for

Mr. EDAR.

42 years, or for seven years after the writer's death, if
ha lives longer than 42 years after copyright is granted,
so that nearly all the important modern works which are
copyrighted in England are not aifected by this Bill at
all, and no Canadians can republish them. Of course,
gradually, in time, as new publications come ont in England,
the provisions of this Act as to licensing Canadian publish-
ers to reprint them will corne into force, but we will not
have that great stimulus which I think we would have had
to the publishing trade of Canada, if we were allowed to
compete with the Americans in reprinting the English
works, and I do not see that the English author could com.
plain either. I think it would be to his advantage, because
it is provided by the Bill that the English author shall re-
oeive 10 per cent. upon the retail price of the work as
published in Canada, as an author's tax. Surely, he would
suffer no harm if the Canadians did not publish his
work, and if they do publish and pay him 10 per
cent. on the retail price, ha will get a very hand-
some return indeed ; and I believe that all the English
authors, unless they have made some arrangement with
American publishers about reprints, would be glad to
receive this subsidy from Canada. I cannot see any reason
wby the Government have shut the Canadian publishing
and printing trade out of the great benefit they would
derive from publishing these existing works. In 1872, this
Parliament passed, I think unanimously, the Act which
applied to a certain extent a retroactive effect, but offered
to the English authors a full and ample compensation for
the interference-as it undoubtedly was-with their vested
rights. By making this amendment, the Government bas
very much reduced the advantage to the Canadian publisher.
I think it would have been more reasonable, instead of
leaving out the provision as to the Bill being retroactive,
to have allowed American reprints still to come in and to
compete with Canadian publishers, in respect, at loast, of
sncb works as have been copyrighted in England. That
would give the authors the double chance of the
Canadian author's tax and the American author's tax which
is collected at the frontier. I would draw the attention of
the Minister of Justice to these points, and also to this.
further point. In the first section of this amending Bill,
provision is made-simply, I think, re-enacting the old
provisions-as to what persons may take out copyright in
Canada. It is provided that any persons domiciled in
Canada or any part of the British possessions, or any
citizen of any country which las an international copyright
treaty with the United Kingdom, may take out a copyright.
When that Act was originally passed in 1875, that provi-
sion was probably right enough, because at that time the
Berne Treaty had not been entered into. That was entered
into 1887, and eight countries were parties to that treaty-
seven besides Great Britain-France, Spain, Germany and
so on. That is an international copyright treaty with
Great Britain, and, under the terms of this Act, any citizen
of any of those countries-France, Spain, Germany and soon
-can come into Canada and take out a copyright or a trans-
lation of a copyrighted work, and the treaty, the Minister of
Justice will recollect, does not apply to Canada in any other
respect,because the proclamation has not been issued by Eng.
land, or at least I hope it bas not, including us in that
treaty. Therefore, we have no benefit from that treaty. No
Canadian can go to France-I think it is a great pity that the
poet Frechette cannot go to France and take out a copyright
there, but ha cannot do it under the treaty. But any French
or any German author eau come into Canada to-day, under
the Bill as it stands, and take out a copyright, because
there is an international treaty between the United Kingdom
and those countries, So, I think, that in order to avoid
that difficulty, which is a real and not imaginary one, a
word or two should be inserted in that part of the Act
after the words "lUnited Kingdom," in the third line, so as
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to make it read thus: " a citizen of any country which has
an international copyright treaty with the United Kingdom
in which Canada is includcd." That would make it fair,
and I dare say that le what the Minister of Justice had in
his mind when he drew the clause.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I am sorry the hon. gentle-
man was not in the Bouse when the Bill was in Committee;
in fact, had I known that he was out of the city, I would
have deferred to move the Bill a little later. I was aware
he had taken an interest in this subject, and was desirous J
bearing his views upon it. 1 think the hon. gentleman is
not strictly accuate in bis reference to the Act of 182. 1
have what purports to be a copy of the Act that was passed,
and while it is true that it provides for the republication
in Canada, under license, of works of which the copyright is
existing, still it provides for the prohibition of foreign re-
prints. The Bill as finally passed, I think, contained this
claute :

l From and after the passing of this Ast the importation into Canada
of foreign reprints of works of which the copyright is existing in
Great Britain, and whicb have been registered bere for republication

In Canada, shall be and la hereby prohibited."1

Now, it is true that it would be desirable, in the interests of
the book manufacturers in Canada, that their rights shoulo
be extended, so as to enable them to reprint works which
are under existing copyright, but I think that would be
legislation of a very questionable character. I think we
are going to have, in connection with this Bill, an im-
portant constitutional question to settle with the Colonial
Office, and that we shall have, in settling that question, to
meet the disadvantage of having against us what bas been a
very powerful influence in Great Britain heretofore, the
influence of tho Copyright Association of that country,
which le in tho interest of the authors of the United King-
dom, and that we would be at a great disadvantage in set-
tling that question if we had upon the face of the Bill that
which would be regarded in the United Kingdom as an inter-
feronce with vested rights. Under the existing laws of the
United Kingdom, the authors who have secured copyrights
have acquired what they conceive to be a valuable property,
a property valuable even as regards Canada. I think it doe
not militate against that argument to say that we would pro-
vide for the payment of an excise duty for them, as for fu¶ure
copyrights, under this Bill; because, although we would
be allowing them compensation by that excise duty, we
would be taking away from them, against their will, what
they conceive to be their property, lawfully acquired under
the laws of the United Kingdom. If they consider the
compensation which an excise duty would give thema an
adequate compensation for their rightq, there can be no
difficulty in their making a voluntary arrangement with
the Canadian publishers by which the publishers will re-
ceive from themn the right to reprint in Canada, and allow
them a pay ment equivalent to that which is provided for
in the Bill. If they do not regard it as an equivalent for their
rights in Canada, secured under the statute of the United
Kingdom, they surely ought not to be deprived by forcible
legislation of that which they do not desire to part with.
As to what the hon. gentleman says in reference to
the limitation in the first clause, I cuite agree with him
that it would be desirable to make that change; and with
your permission, and that of the House, I will move that
the House go into Committee again for the purpose of
amending the first section in that sense, so as to add the
words "in which Canada is inzluded."

Mr.DAVIES(P.E.I.) Beforewegointocommitteoon the
Bill Iwould like to call the hon. gentleman's attention tos)m.
other objections which appear to me to b. worth some con-
sideration. The constitutional question has so overshadowead
the other questions that the details of the Bill did not receive
the consideration of the ~ouse at large which I think they

deserve, in view of their importance to the general com.
munity. The practical eflect of the Bill will be that any per.
son can obtain a copyright for his works in Canada hereafter,
but subject to a condition that h. a ball reprint and publish the
work in Canada within one month after it is publiebed else.
where. Now, the practical effect of that will be to deprive
them of the right altogether. One month seems to e btoo
short; they will hardly have time to make up their minds
whether they ought to publish in Canada or not. But the
effect of it is more observable when we turn to the other
section of the Act which makes provision for licensing pubhi.
cation in Canada in case a copyright in it is not taken
out. It seems to me that the effect of the fifth section
will be this, that, after the license is granted, the Governor
General in Council, being satified that the work is in
course of being printed, may prohibit the importation.
Now, what will be the effect on the reading public? We
know, as a matter of fact, that a large portion of the
people of Canada are a reading people, and that for years
back they have had the privilege of reading the reprints of
the best English works published in the United Statos at a
very low figure. Now, if this prohibition is agreed to, and a
publisher in Canada satisfies the Government that he is
about to bring out a work in Canada which is not copy.
righted here, out at once goes a proclamatiorn prohibit.
ing the importation of reprints from the United States.
There is no doubt that the result of that wilh be very largely
to enhance, to the reading public, the cost of the works -
it is alleged by some 40 or 50 per cent. If that is so, it is
going to be a very serions tax upon tho public. I must
confess that the argument of my hon. friend behind me
(Mr. Edgar) seems to be very strong, that the trado ought
to be sufficiently protected by the duty which we now
have upon foreign reprints from the United States, and if
that protection is not suffiient, the Govern ment might pro.
pose to increase it somewhat. But absolutely to prohibit
and to give a monopoly to the licensee of the Canadian work,
will be so largely to enhance the price that the public
may, under certain circumstances, be fleeced. I real'y
think that if we go back into committee the Minister might
deem it a point important enough to justify us in giving
it a thorough discussion there; and that if the House
gave the matter its attention, it would come to the conclu-
zion that the general interests tof the public are not suffi-
ciently protected, and that the trade will have practically a
large monopoly, the result of which will be to compel the
reading public to pay very much more for their reading
matter than they have been accastomed to pay heretofore.
That course would b. a very unpopular one, and, apart from
its unpopularity, it is one that would be very much to be
deprecated, because the very wide opportunity which
peuple now have to read the bet books of the age, which
they can obtain at low figures, would be cnrtailed. This
Bill, important as it is, did not receive, owing largely to
the absence of the hon. member for West Ontario (Mr.
Edgar), that attention from the House which its importance
deserved, and i trust that if the Governmont accede to the
proposal to again consider the Bill in Committee, they will
consider these points again.

Mr. DAVIN. If I were at all certain that the Bill could
bear the interpretation of my learned friend who has just
spoken, I should certainly oppose the Bill. Nevertheless,
I cannot look at the Bill with the favor manifested by the
bon. member for Ontario (Mir. Edgar). There is consider-
able searching of heart, 1 may tell the Minister of Jnstice,
a bout this third clause, and no doubt whon we go into
vommittee he will b. able to satisfy us with regard to the
neaning of it. Some of the publishers think that the third

clause will give a monopoly to a person or to any number
of persons being a boly which they consider describes a
company. On the other hand, it seems to me that the
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clause is open to the interpretation, that not only one per-
son but any number of persons may obtain from the De-
partment of Agriculture a license to publish thoqe books.
If that be so, it will get rid of the fear of mono.
poly. From the point of view of the author in Lon-
don, it seems to me it will place him in this posi-
tion, that he will be forced, in bis own interests
to come into the bande of a number of per-
sons here in Canada; he will be foroed to do so, because, if
he does not place himsef in their bands and get his books
published bere within one month, anybody may pirate bis
books ; and from tbat point of view it will be worth while
considering whether one month is sufficient time or not.
But the chief thing I am anxions about, is whether this Bill
will place the reading publie, and those persons who are
speaking to me in relation to the latter, the newspaper
publishers, at a disadvantage. If this ring of publishers in
Canada were to so act that they could get hold of the book,
charging probably 10 or 20 cents more than we now get them
for, and selling them at a much desrer rate to the news-
papers, then the public would decidedly suffer. Bt I am not
at all certain that, under the third clause, newspapers could
not come in and get a license from the Department of Agri-
culture, and. if so, it would be interesting to know how ihe
excise would act in regard to the newspapers. When we
get into Committee I shall watch carefully the clauses as
they are considered.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell), This Bill is inz nany respects
an important one, and there are conflicting interests, and
the question is which interest we shall undertake to most
favorably consider. We are not exactly in the position of
the people of the United Kingdom, because this country
lies side by aide with a great English-speaking ration
having the same literature. The iLterests of the publishers
would depend very much more ou our being able to estab-
lish free intercourse with the neighboring republie in
publishing matters than in undertaking to establish for our
publishers an exclusive market in Canada. We never
should sacrifice the general public interests to the interest
either of the author or of the publisher. The interest of
the general public in this question, as in all others, ought
to be regarded as paramount, and any steps taken that
will have the effect of increasing the cost of publishing
works which circulate among the people will diminish the
number of readers of tbose works in this country.
There are thousands, I may say tens of thousands o
our population who have the opportunity to read
cheap republications of English workm, that arc of
very great importance and that tend to improve the taste
and extend the area of the reader's information, that in fact
make our people a much more literary and cultured people
than they otherwise would be, and you will seriously affect
their opportunities for culture by any stop being taken to
promote the interest either of author or publisher at
their expense. It seems to me that while it is ail very
well to secure to the publieber in this coiuntry the right of
repnblishing English copyrighted works, it is also a matter
of the first importance that we should not exclude the
American editions of those works from the Canadian market.
This should not be done, but, on the contrary, we should
sek to obtain free trade between the two countries in the
mattere of literary works publishedi in one or the other
country, subject to any duties that may be imposed for the
purpose of giving to the author a royalty upon the work
he bas produced.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The remarks which the hon.
gentleman has just made are altogether against the prin.
ciple of copyright, and therefore it is impossible that 1 eau
amend the Bil) in any way that will suit that bon. gen-
tleman. With respect to the points to whieh the hon.
member for Assiniboia (Mr. Davin) has called attention, I

Mr, DAVIN.

-r

may say that it was distinctly explained in Committee, and
I think the Bill carries that meaning on its face, that
licenses should not be in any way a monopoly, or be given
to any one person or any limited number of persons. The
Bill was amended in Comrnittee to its present forna in order
specifically to declare that the Minister shall grant licenses
to any person or number of perszons from time to time.
With respect to the romarks of the hon. member for Prince
Edward Island (Mr. Davies), and the pints le has urged
in regard to the shortness of the perio for republication in
Canada and the possible advantages that might ensue, I may
say that that subject has been very carefully considered
indeed, and the dalay in having the Bill printed
was due to the fact that it was considered desirable
to give more than usual consideration to this, which is
really a very complicated subject. I do not apprehend
the evils te which the hon. gentleman has referred. I ex-
plained, as fully as I oou'd on the motion to go into
Committee, the point which he bas now raised, but
I suppose he was attending more to the constitutional
question which he had in view and perhaps lost
my explanation. My explanWion was briefly this: that
if we are te have a copyright system for Canada at
all, if we are te have the republication of works oopy-
righted abroad, we must make some effort te keep the
market for the Canadian publisher. That is an essential
feature of the copyright system. We have already apon
our Statute-book the principle of interim copyright, by
which foreign reprints are prevented from beingintroduced
bere for one month, and we have now adopted ihe same
principle as regards the time for republication in Canada by
the copyrighter, aLd the time for taking out a license te
publimh in case the copyrighter does not cause his book to be
publisbed here. From the information we could obtain we
thougbt that a month was not too a short time, because, in
relation to all the works which are now republished, and
which are likely to be published in Canada for years ti
come, a month is ample time. But, besides that, it now hap-
pens,even in relation to that class of works, that an English
author makes arrangements with a Canadian publishing
bouse, or an American publishing house if h. wants te
repu blish it in the United States, te have his work going
through the press of the two countries simultaneously. One
of the publishers gave me an illustration of that fact in con-
nection with a work recently copyrighted in the United
Kingdom and publisbed simultaneously there and here.
Hie said that he had up:>nl bis shelves thousands of copies of
that book, awaiting a telegram that the book was issued
in London, whn he was to issue it in our market here.
The same thing takes place in the case of authors
who avail themselves of the extremely lax copyright
laws of the United Kingdom, and who qualify, by a tom.
porary residence, to take ont copyright there. They publish
in the United States and England on the same day, secure
copyright in the two couatries, and, as I mentioned to the
flouse on going int Committee, they secure against our
people the Canadian market, while we have no right of get
ting copyright into theirs. The fact, therefore, is that, as
regards the shortness of time, it will not militate against
that class of work which is likely, for years to come, to b.
republisbed in Canada. As regaîds more elaborate works,
if our population and reading public should become so large
ïas to justify the republication of heavier works, the system
of publishing in both countries will b. adopted by
.Fnglish authors who think it worth while te secure
copyright in Canada. The probability ie that an author
will prefer to have his rights secured by the excise
duty which we will collect for him. As te the suggestion
made with regard to the importation of foreign republiea-
tions, the hon. gentleman wili se. tha it is quite tuie tâ
have a Canadian copyright system if we allow the free
importation of foreigu works. Een if it were but for a
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month, 10 eent, 15 cent and 20 cent editions from the
American press would completely take possession of the
Canadian market and would make the labor and enterprise
of the Canadian publisher completely fruitless at the end of
that time. It is tine that to some extent this system will
be an experimet. I have the belief that the Act will be
allowed to go into operation; and this much is certain: tbat
if we have secured that point we will have aceomplished a
good dcal in the interests of our people. We will have
establishd the right to legislate with regard to this whole
subject, and at a future time Parliament can act with perfect
freedom as to the method of improving this Act. We will
also bave-the opportunity of considering the regulations as
to the excise duties and the licenses, which will be made
with great care.

Mr. EDGAR. With reference to the amendment sug-
gested or passed, I do not know which, to the original Act
of 1872, excluding the American reprints altogether, I do
not tbink that it added much to the wisdom of the legisla-
tion. There seems to be a good deal of force in the objec-
tion that a month is too short a time to allow an Englisb
author to copyright in tbis country. The objection the
Minister raises to making the time longer is that the coun-
try might be overrun with cheap American reprints, which
would destroy any object in the author copyrighting. Why
could not that b. met by making an express provision that
we should allow three months to the English copyright
author to copyright here, and that American reprintsbould
not be admitted until the expiration of that time ? I think
that would meet .the difficulty that has occurred to the bon.
the Minister of Justice, and I believe that it would make
this law much more popular among the copyright authors
in Ergland, which seems to be the object of the Minister of
Justice. Besides, it would be a good deal fairer on the face
of i. lIn England it is "publication " that is required by
the Copyright law; and the American author can get bis
book copyrigbted in England, although it is printed in
America, by publishing simultaneously in London and in
the United States certain copies of the work. That cannot
be done here because "printing " is necessary, and,
therefore, as I read the- lbw, a month is a very short
time to have it printed in Canada. The illustration that was
given by the bon. Minister to show how hard it was upon
the Canadian publishers that American authors should take
out English copyrights and obtain possession of our markets
is quite true, and it showed that it was right for us to
make thýs Act apply to American authors who bave already
taken out copyright patents in England, and therefore eut
out Canada. This practice is even harsher on Canadians
than the Minister of Justice bas mentioned. Take, for
example, Marion Crawford, the American novelist, who,
I understand, copyrights his books in England. Hé proba-
bly comes to Montreal or Niagara and lives there for a
short time to establish- bis domicile in British possessions,
for the sole purpose of getting hie bookcopyrighted in Eug-
land. Therefore, he con trols Canada by that English copy-
right, as the Mnister bas stated ; but, more than that, heh
bas obtained the American copyright, and no one else in the
United States can reprint that book and send a cheap edition
into Canada. The readers of bis works in Canada well
know that by reason of his having the American copyright,
as well as the English, he controls the Canadian and Ameri-
can markets, and you cannot get a copy of his smallest work
for less than $1. Now, the provisions of this Bill still leaves
this advantage to Marion Crawford and ail those other
American authors wheo have horetofore copyrighted in
England and in the United States. I think that this is a
great hardship. If the Minister does not see bis way to
correct it this ßsion, I hope ho- will do so in another
4eOWin.

Motion agreed to, and House resolved itesef into Com.
mittee.

(In the Committee.)
Mr. JONES (Halifax). I woul1 like to a k the hon.

Minister, wbether the practical effect of this Bi!l be, as has
been stated, to increase the cost of books to readers in
Canada ? If so, I think it is a rmeasure that should be care.-
fully considered. Canadians are a reading people, and if
we are going to increase the cost of literature to them, I
think we are taking a very serious step. If it only pro-
tects authors in their rights, that is another question; but
if it is going to bave the effect of shutting out American
reprints, such as are largely imported and generally read
in this country, I think it is a stop in the wrong direction.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. With regard to that, the
opinion given to me by those best qualified to speak on the
subject is that it will not have the effect of increasing the
prices of general reading matter. It will certainly cheapen
many publications which it is.impossible to get now, by
enabling them to be republished in Canada by our own
publishers; and it is provided in the Bill, and will, of course,
ho provided in the regulations, that in default of the repub-
lication taking place in Canada the prohibition against
foreign reprints wilI b. revoked. There is one observation
which I had intended to make in reference to the last
remarks of the hon. member for West Ontario (Mr. Edgar),
and I will take the liberty of making it now if yon will
allow me to do so. The hon. gentleman, in answer to my
observations, stated that a month was too ehort a time with-
in which to make the publication, and suggested that the
objection would be met if we made the time three months,
and during that period allowed no importation of foreign
reprints, That would be a prettyequal division of protection
Ltween the author and the publisher, but the reader during
the three months would ho unable to get access to the
work, J think, on the whole, that would not work well.

Mr, WELDON (St. John). The present Billonly applies
to books copyrighted in future. With regard to books now
under copyright, of course they cannot be published in this
countÉy, and I would ask whether it would not be atvisa-
ble that the license should be extended to include books
already copyrighted ?

Sir JOHN TIOMPSON. A few moments ago I sub.
mitted to the House that it would b3 unwise, when we are
endeavoring to get control of this question, to burden the
Bill with provisions which would seriouly interfore with
vested rights in England. These authors have obtained
rigits under the law of England, and in soma instances
they bave sold those rights with respect to Canada to
American publishers and others, and to say that those
rights should be done away for the mere compensation of
the excise duty that would be paid to the author, would, I
think, aggravate the objections likely to be raised against
the Bill. We are not making matters any worse, but are
leavng the law as to existing copyrights in its present
position.

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES.
Mr. FOSTER presented a Message frotn His Excellency

the Governor General.
Mr. SPEAKER read the Message, as follows:-

BTA.NLUT 07 PRISTON.
The Governor General transmitsto the House of Commons, Supple.

mentary Estimates of sums rquired for the service of the Dominion, for
the year endin 3th June, ) 890 and In aedodance -With the provIsions
of"« The British orth Amerias ct, 1867," he recommendi thse Esti
mates to the Hanse of Oommons.
oernmasr Bouan,

Qrnwâ, 32£d Ap, 1N
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Mr. FOSTER moved that the Supplementary.Bstimates

be referred to Committee of Supply.
Motion agreed to.

CO[BINATIONS IN RESTRAINT OF TRADE.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON moved third reading of Bill (No.
11) for the prevention and suppression of combinations in
restraint of trade.

Mr. CURRAN. I have an amendment to offer to this Bill
which will necessitate our going into Committee. My amend-
mentis as follows:-

That the Bill be not now read the third time, but that it be referred
back to the Committee of the Whole House for the purpose of consider-
ing the folowing amendment:

" An appeal sha lie from any conviction under this Act to the
highest Court of Appeal in criminal matters in the Province where such
conviction shall have been mide, upon aIl issues ot law and fact, and
the evidence taken at the trial shali form part of the record in appeal ;
and for that purpose the court before which the case is tried shall take
note of the evidence and legal objections."

As the House will see, there is no attempt to attack the
rinciple underlying the Bill in the amendment I propose.
merely ask that in this matter, which is of very great im-

portance to the whole community, more especially to the
manufacturing and mercantile interests of this country,
such provision will be made as will enable the public to feel
secure with reference to thejudgments that may be rendered
under this Act. The interests ut stake are of the very
greatest magnitude, and a trial may take place, perhaps,
before a tribunal which has not had very much experience
in matters of this kind. 1, therefore, ask that, not merely
in questions of law, but also apon questions of fact, there
should be an appeal to the highest court of criminal juris-
diction in whatever court the conviction bas been obtained,
and that, for the purpose of ensuring an appeal upon
the facts of the case, the court before which the trial takes
place shall have full notes of the evidence given and the
objections raised during the course of the trial. I think it.
will strike most hon. members of this House that the
proposition is a very reasonable one. It is of the greatesti
importance that we should get the opinion of the highest
tribunal in the Province in matters of this kind, and
although it may seem somewhat strange that we
should also ask that an appeal be given upon ques-
tions of fact, stili, in a matter of this kind, the whole
of the facts should be submitted to the highest tribunal.1
I understand that there is some objection to this, on
the ground of its being an innovation upon the practice
which bas hitherto prevailed and which now prevails
in ordinary criminal cases, but it is evident that this legis.
lation is not of the same nature as the ordinary provisions
made against the commission o crime. The law of thej
land, as it stands in England to duy, the statutury law,
makes it impossible almost to indict any person engaged in
a trade combination, and that bas been the principle under-
lying our own legislation up to the present. The attempt
is now made to prevent combinations of all kinds in respect1
of trade, ard the whole question is virtually one of fact, be-
cause the court will have to determine, upon the nature of
the evidence, whether there has been a combination or not,
and it is upon the facts that the courts of appeal should be
called to pronounce. I think that the proposition is reason-
able in its character; it interfores in no way with the work-
ing of the Bill, but makes the Bill more effective by giving
greater securify to the public and to those interested in the
carrying on of large basiness or works. Under those cir-
camstances, I am satistfied the flouse will receive my proposi-
tion with favor.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON.
spoken of bis amendment A4

ar. JFolsa.

The hon. gentleman has
bei.ng a rsonable oneo.

think, with great deference to him, that, although ho bas
made it appear plausible, that it is not a reasonable one. The
system as regards appeals, speaking generally of the dif-
ferent Provinces, is this : that a case may be stated by the
trial judge for the opinion of the whole bench, and there is
an appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada on the question
reserved, provided the judges differ in opinion. There is
also in some of the Piovinces, a remedy, by writ of error, to
review legal defects. I submit to the House that while this
is the case as regards ail crimes in the calendar, including
crimes which involve the forfeiture of life, and including
many crimes which are punished with far more severe pun-
ishments than those in this Bil, it is unwise to make pro-
vision for special procedure in any class of offences ot this
kind. If it is reasonable that we should give greater liberty
of appeal in criminal cases, the general law of appeal and
procedure should be amended in that direction and not one
class of oflences made appealable and another not.

Mr. EDGAR. I think that if we are going to pass this
Bill at ail, we ought not to encumber it by provisions such
as the one suggestei by the hon. momber for Montreal.
We should make it as simple as possible, and not put too
much in the hands of the lawyers.

Amendment negatived.

Mr. EDGAR. With reference to the amendment which
was made last evening to the Bill in Committee, and which
was not very clear in its meaning, I have since tried to
understand it. It seems to me, that the legislation affected
by this last amendment, is by far the most material in the
whole Bill, and it bas undoubtedly the effect of reducing the
force of the Trades' Unions Act to a very large extent. The
Government, who have taken the responsibility of this
Bill, should explain whether or not this is the case. The
Trades' Unions Act would be of very little use, if it were
not for the protection thrown around the members of
'Trades' Unions by section 23 of the Act. That section
provides:

" That the purposes of any trade union shall not, by reason merely
that they are in restraint of trade, be deemed ta be unlawful se as te
render any memb3r of such trade union liable to prosecution for con-
spiracy orotherwige, orso as to render void orTvidable any agreement or
trust. "

I think the flouse will agree in the opinion that that
clause in our Trades' Unions Act is the only one that could
prevent trades unions from being indicted and punished for
conspiracy in respect of restraining trade in many different
ways. And the amendment to this Act repeals, in fact, that
provision altogether, except as to the exercise of any handi-
craft or the performance of labor. I do not want to make
any motion about it, but I desire to lot the House under-
stand, as far as I can make it out, what the effeot of that
provision is, and to lot the Government and the hon. mem-
ber for West York (Mr. Wallace) take the responsibility.

Mr. CURRAN. It would be far better for the hon.
gentleman to marke some proposition, so that we might
know really what he does mean.

Mr. EDGAR. This is a Government Bill.
Mr. CURR AN. Not as I understand.
Motion agreed to, and Bill read the third time and passed.

EXT RA DITION.

Sir JOHN THOHPSON moved second reading of Bill
(No. 84) to extend the provisions of the Eïtradition Act.

Mr. L AURIE R. When this question was, the other day,
before the House, the Prime Minister stated that ho would
consider the propriety of deferring the consideration of this
measure to another Sesion, I hope that the hon, gentle.
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man has not altogether made up his mind to go on with it to cmnfront the majesty qf the Law which they have violated.
this Session. I can only repeat what I sIaid the other day, Independently of this, thora would also 'e a relief frpr' a
that the measure is a very important one, it must take a very grave menace to the properLy and to the lives of Cana-
good deal of time for consideration, it does not soem to be dians, and the morality of Canadian business would be
urgently demanded as yet by the public, it has not been as socured if these people were sont back. There is another
falily eohsidered by the publie as it might have been, and class of criminals whom I may torm commercial criminalk,
perhps, under the circumstanres, the hon. gentteman will w ho have caught more of the public attention, men who
thiek, as Imyset believe, th-at the public interest will not bave wrecked great mo)netary institutions in foreign coun-
suffer if the consideration of this measure were further tries, and, knowing that Great Britsin had with their coun-
deferred. try, no extradition treaty which would cover thoir case, have

JRN T«OM ON~. Th% snbjoct hauheen üonsid- flod northward and made their homes in our cities. I
o ir JORINiTHOPbON . T h wbjetheen 1oni- think they are a very terrible and actual danger. They

ered, asnd it has been decided togo 0 with the Bill. I think corrupt the morals of our young Canadian merchants. Tbeyit is ,nnecessary that I should now diseuse the principle or come here openly and wantonly, aunting their ill-gotten
this Bill, of which the Government approve, and they think gains, and corrupt and taint the morals of our young mon.
it would ho desirable te bave it adopted. The Bill was intro. That is what we hope to do under this Bill, and Il desire
duced some mine or ton weeks ago, and I think it meets t> _cail attention to this as the essential principle of the Bill,
with the general approval ef the fouse, se far as I have and nothing else in the Bill, in my judgment, is ssential,
hoard it spoken of, excepting some details'to which exceP. ail the rest is matter of detail, al the rest could be easily
tien has been taken, but those are not matters, it seems to arenoded without affectiag the vital principle of the Bill,
me, in regard to which there should be ainy very long dis- and therefore this is the sole matter to which, in asking for
cassion. the second reading, I care to direct the attention of the

Mr. L&U91ft. I sÙpposé efther the nmover of the Bill House. The new principle of the B,11 is that we shall
or the ho. gentleman who intioduced it will givesome ex. undertike to do, under statute, thnge that up to this intte,
planation of it. we have been doing under treaty; t hat, going beyond the

linos of a treaty, we shah declare to the whole world our
Mr. WEL DON (Albert). In asking leave to introduce this willingnees to give up to ail nations-even where we are

Bill I made a, brief statement of the reasons why I,thought not bound by any treaty-cortain classes of criminals when
it necessary that the law in respect to extradition should be they are asked for by foreign states wheoe lawd they have
amordoit I will not now repeat what I then said, but it violated. There are soe advantages of proceeding in this
may not ho amiss to point out once again to the liouse that matter by statute ralher than by treaty. First of all,
because of our peculiar geographical position, in view of when we procoed by statute, the matter is entirely in our
the fact that. betwOen our southern boundary and the own hands. We have not to wait till Her fritannic &fajesty
Isthmus of Panama there are contained some seventy and the President of the United Statesluntil Ier Britanni
millions of people, with some of whom we have no Majesty and the President of the French lepublic, until
extradition treaty at ail, and with others of whom fier Britannic Majaety and the President of the Swiss
we have only a very narrow extradition treaty, and Confederetion, for intance, miy have agreed upon a
in view, furthèrmore, of the fact that, for a long term treaty. We eau deal with the matter promptly ourselves.
of years, we have indulged in the hope that the existing There is a secoud element of advantage in dealing
treaty, which IS almbst fifty years old betweea our codntry with this matter by statute rathgr than by tre tyi that ia
and our neighbors to the sonth, Wbuld b replaced by à Io say, if in our jiidgmen tthere be any abuse g the law-
botter and more comprehensive treaty, hoping for a long ais i the experipoc of the past, Bnglad has ought that
term of years that the attempts whichW we learned through foreign nations have abaed 'the extradition law-we cau
the press were being made to replace the Ashburton Treaty terminate this matter of sarrender without any Priction.
by a larger and btter trehty wduld be sticessful, It has flot It will be in the momory Of many members of this flouse
stemed urgently neéesBary, hp tb the present year, to taire that twelve years ago, in the famous Winslow extrµdition
any step In the dirdeUita of thie Billi but I think every case, the relations between Great Britain and tlhëUliited
good annadlan, I am igt evetjy hod. membar of this flouse States were strained for a number ot months by ,reason of
who la following with lbtei-st the course of the Extraditiod the fact that the English people, under the old Ashburton
law, ka'rned with very deep igret that a Bill which was Treaty, were unwilling to surrender the forger Winqiow
draftedi more than two years ago, by th English Foreign without certain guarantees being given. We know hdw
Secretary in Mi. a1adstone's Cabinet and the American Niin- deplorable the state of things was during six month. lit ls
ister in London t that tinie, Mr. Phelps-the so-called mischievous, it is dangerou3 to have suh a state of things
Roseibery Phelps Tr-aty;, *b1ikh was known to have been brought about again, and if we proceed in this mat or y
l3idg in It state of suspindd atbîäntion for more than two statute we have thie matter entirely in our own h nds, and
years, and which;, I thitik, last February, came before the we can put an pnd to the statutes whenevet we ke under
Senat00f the UnIted 8tatès; wathrown oùt. Whenwelearned the section of the Bill which gives podrer to the Govornor
that that Bill, for whoes success we had waited so long, had in CQuneil, by prelamation, to uspend the operation of
been fejected, I think It cttri-bd t iany Canfadiarts that it the Act. If we,thinik it wise andjudicipus, for any repsop,
welAld b wise fbt U to dèfer 6o longer, hoping fo- a felief to tertnipate the operation of the Act, we can do do
froiu the exitig enla through the tgdney of tre&ty, but without friction, witboàt dangor to the enete fdiate
to see whether we could Ètit i3* legiatitih get, dt li oethtB, beteoen two great nations. There are ohypens, now,
a partial mneasure of relief froin those eils undët which we to the method of progeeding by statute. We have aIheard
are groaning. Ail along the border counties of Canada at the objection taken that in this matter yFe are givihg akay
present, as many hon. members who come from these coun everytbing, and we are getting back nothing. I hink thiat
ties know, thero is i floating class of criminals largely made Objection is founded ppon a misconception oftietapts. We
up of burglars and thieves, from the neighboring republie, are giving away nothing of value, but w arg ridding our-
who are now being shadowed by the police of their owo relves of a great nuisance, of a great evil If I Ielt that wQ
country, hecause they have sought .refuge here in the ab- were giving away anythirqg of value to our people, I would
sence of any law Of this kind. If this law were to go into be as unwilling to proceed in this direction as any member
force to-morrow, a great maay of these criminals would be of this flouse; but I cannot agree to the view that we in
taken away frrni our territory baok to their own country, Canada are giving up to any foreigu power anything of
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value, when we say to them that hereafter we do not wish
it to be as it is now, that when fugitive criminals come
from the south northward to Canada, upon our frontier
line they find the doors swinging inward to allow them to
run through, and that when the avenging officer of justice
follows upon their track, the door is shut and barred against
him. We are willing to say that if the officer of justice
following these fugitives can come before our courts,
and make out a prima facie case, we will give these
men back, provided their offences are not political; we
are willing to say that these men shall be taken back to
their own country for trial. We are not making a
criminal law, we are -not defining a new crime, we are
not adding a new penalty to any existing crime - we do
nothing of that kind at all, but we are simply saying to
foreign peoples wbose criminals have fled here: We will
allow your officers to come to the boundary lino and take
these men back that they may confront the majesty
of the law which they have violated. I do not think
it necessary to deal at this stage at length with the
details of the Bill. It may be that objections will be taken
to the details of the Bill. As I said before, I repeat that the
principle of the Bill is this simple one, that it is in our
interest, that it will cleanse the Augean stable, it will drive
out of this country a very mischievous and dangerous class
of men, it will clear our good name, it will make us all the
more proud of our country, if we put upon our Statute-book
a declaration to all the world that we do not desire that our
country shall be made hereafter a den of thieves; that whi le
we desire that the same asylum shall continue to be offered
to people who are entitled te it, we do not desire that this
country shall become a refuge for those who are guilty of
flagrant or fiagitious crimes. In submitting this Bill I calmly
appeal to the intelligence of this House, to the
patriotism of the members of this House. I believe every
one of us on both sides have but one desire, and that is to
preserve the good name of his country. We have all a
desire to put on the records a statement of our witling.
ness to give up those who have no right bore, and I be-
lieve that nothing but good eau come from giving up
flagrant offenders to be tried by the courts and to be con-
fronted by the law of the country from which they have
fled. I may say, in conclusion, that the Bill proposes that
the existing Extradition law which has been upon our
Statute-book for twelve years, which bas been operative in
this country for rather more than six years-the statute
that, I think, was carried through this Parliament when
the hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) was
Minister of Justice, and with which we have now six years,
acquaintance-the proposal is that the provisions of this
Extradition Act shall be applied to certain classes of
criminals from countries with which we have no treaty,
and that countries with which we have a treaty, shall not
be independent altogether of the operations of this Act,
but that we may only surrender a criminal to such a
country if we, in our judgment, think it right so to do.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I understood the hon. gentleman to
say that the Bill was mainly intended to reach a class of crim-
inals who have committed crimes against commercial law,
that Canada was overrun by fraudulent bankers and people
of that class who have committed a breach of trust. Will
the hon. gentleman tell me under which schedule of those
he has attached to the Act, he hopes to reach any one of
this class of people? I have looked over it, and while I am
in favor of the general principle of this Bill, without ex-
pressing any opinion upon the retroactive clause, I fail to
see that hie schedule embraces this class of offenders at all.
I have compared his schedule with the achedules of existing
treaties between Great Britain and most European coun-
tries, and I find ho has omitted very many of these crimes
which are embraced in those treaties. To some of those I

gr. WELDON (Albert).

shall call attention when we go into Committee, because
I think they should be added to the chedule of this Bill.
But the most serious defect that I find in the Bill is that I
do not think that it reaches the class of people that the pro-
moter desires to reach, that is, those who commit fraud in
the capacity of a banker agent, factor, trustee, or director
or public officer of a company. I beg to know if the hon.
gentleman has had that in view, or if there is any section
in his Act which will reach these people ?

Mr. WELDON (Albert). I think the Bill will include all
those whom we desire to get rid of. These are matters that
can be discussed in Committee.

Mr. WELDON (St. John), There is one crime which I
do not see mentioned in the schedule, and that is fraud in a
bailee. My hon. friend bas not put that crime in bis
schedule. I think the people he desires to reach would not
be touched by the Bill as it stands at present. We should
take very good care also that the parties who are sur-
rendered should not be tried for any other offence than the
one upon which they are demanded. There was the Cald.
well ese some years ago, concerning which difficulty arose
where the party was extradited for one offence and tried
for another. le was acquitted, and the question was never
raised. With respect to the retroactive clause, I think that
will require very grave consideration at the bands of this
louse.

Mr. SKINN ER. The House ehould hesitate before it
goes into Committee c ibis Bill. In my opinion it should
be referred to a Special Committee for examination and
report. The Bill is very crude in its provisions, it does not
meet the requirements of the law, it will not carry out
what the heu. gentleman wishes to accomplish, and it will
end in confusion and really make the law worse than it is
now with respect to the very particulars in regard to which
the hon. gentleman seeks to amend it. I repeat that it
should be referred to a special Committee, to be reported
upon, before it is further considered.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and louse
resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)
On section 2,
Mr. WELDON (St. John). It is important that a condi-

tion should be inserted in this Bill, so that a person extra-
dited should not be tried for any other offence than that for
which he was extradited. The Extradition Act provides,
that a person shall not be extradited for any political of-
fence, and the Minister ofJustice must satisfy himself that
it is not for a political offence. We should here provide a
clause, that this Act shall not be used for the purpose of
taking a person back to the United States, for example, to
try him for a crime not within this statute. Bither some
undertaking should be given to the Minister of Justice that
this is not being done, or some discretion should be exer-
cised by him, so that he may provide that a man shall not
b tried for other offences, because when a man gets into a
foreign country, we cannot interfere with the proceedings.
We should be careful not to place ourselves in the position
which the Imperial Government occupied, under the Ash-
burton Treaty, in the Winslow case.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.l.) The hon. gentleman will see that
that ie one of the evils inherent in the legislation before the
Committee. Under a extradition treaty agreed upon be.
tween the two great nations a clause is generally intro-
duced making provision that the offender shall not be tried
for any other offence than that for which ho was extra-
dited. We cannot make provision in this Bill to cover the
point. If the House chooses to proceed on these lines and
enact that, whether an extradition treaty exista or not,
parties having committed the offenes named in the Act
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may be extradited, there is no socurity that, after tbey are
taken back to the United States, they will not be tried for
other oflences. The whole B:ll is open to that objection,
that it may be used for political oppression, thata man may
be taken from this country charged with having committed
an allegel offence covered by the Act, and yet ho may be
tried in tàe United States for an entirely different offence,
even for a political offence. If this be so, our boasted
freedom of asylum for political offenders will be at an end.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). I quite agree with the hon.
members who have just addressed the Committee as to their
unwillingness to surrender a fugitive, who has an asylum
here, to a foreign state, with the result that ho may be
tried in that foreign state for offences different from the
charge on which ho was surrendered.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Even for a political offence.
Mr. WEL DON (Albert), Yes, even for political offences.

But hon. members will observe that in the latter part of the
Bill there is a provision which would make such a resuit
impossible. It is evident to everyone who has followed
the Winslow case, to which the hon. member for St. John
(Mr. Weldon) alluded, that it was regarded as being some-
what a breach of good faith to have extradited a man on
one charge and tried him on another. I quite agree with
what the hon. gentleman has said on that point, and the
drift of opinion was against what the Americans claimed
the right to do in that case. It is clear that, if the Ameri.
cans should undertake to adopt that course, it would be a
breach of faith, and it would lead to an immediate suspen-
sion of the Act, there being power given to the Governor
in Council to suspend it by proclamation.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) There is no mutual obligation or
agreement.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). It is unreasonable to suppose
that an American court, with that knowledge before it,
would abuse our comity and goodwill. They have no
rights in the matter. We have perfect power and control
over it, and it is unreasonable to suppose that, knowing our
Executive bas power in one hour to suspend the operation
of the Act, they will strain and abuse our comity.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). This would be like locking
the stable door after the steed was stolen. What the hon.
member for Queen's iMr. Davies) suggested would be a
breach of faith. If a treaty is made between two nations,
it is an honorable compact to which both nations are par-
ties. Bat bere we sirmply pass a statute by which we give
auLhority that certain things can be done, The Americans
are not parties Io it, because there is no agreement made.
They wilt get the fugitive back and will thon say lhey will
try him for what offence they please. When ho is taken to
the United States ail our power over him ceases, and no
ti eaty rights follow him, as in the case of a treaty. When
ho is there ho will be amenable to the jurisdiction of that
forcigia c:untry for any offence whatever, and the court
would be boun d to try him. It is not, therefore, a question
of international law at ail. Now, again, there would be
another confliet between the Extradition Act and this Bil.
The 14th section of the Extradition Act says:

"No fugitive shal[ be liable to surrender under this Act if it appears
(a) That the offence in respect of which proceedings are takenunder this
Act is one of a political character ; or (b) That such proceedings are1
being taken with a view tu pro3ecute or punish him for an offence of a1
political character."'

And the 15th section says:
" If the inister of Justice at any time determines (a) That the offence

iu respect of which proceedings are being taken under this &ct is one of
a political character ; (b) That the proceedings are, in fact, being taken
with a view to try or punish the fugitive for~an offence of a politicali
character ; or (c) That the foreign State does not intend to make a
requisition for surrender ;-Ele may refuse to make an order for surren-
der and may, by order under his hand and seal, cancel any order made

by him or any warrant issued b a Judge under this Act, and order the
fugitive to be discharged out cf custody on any committal made under
this Act ; and the fugitive shall be discharged accordingly."

Now it seems to me that the Minister would have, even
under this statute, to exercise the discretion vested in him
by the Extradition Act, and that the 14th section would
still remain in force even though the Bill now before the
Blouse passes into law. If the fugitive were tried for an
offence for which ho was not sent back it would be no
breach of international law or no breach of faith as between
the two parties, and therefore it seems to me the Bill has
g ,t to be changed in this direction. If I understand the
hon. gentleman, his object is that a party should not be
extradited for one offonce and tried for another.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). That s so.
Mr. WELDON (St. John). There should be something

in this Bill by which such a thing should be prevented. At
present there is no possibility of preventing it if a party is
extradited or sent back under the Bill.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell) . It would be quite impossible
to make any provision which would be a condition or con-
tract between any executive officer in any State of the
American Union and the Government of the country, for
the several States are not allowed to enter into such com-
pact, nor would any such compact be recognised as binding
upon them. The proposition of the Bill is one that only
can be carried out as a matter of comity, and if any State
at any time undertakes to try a person for one offence while
ho had been extradited for another, it is quite clear that all
the Govern ment of this country could do would be to refuse
to make any further surrenders; but that any compact can
be entered into I do not think is at all possible. The old
practice between the State of New York and some of the
eastern States and the British Provinces bordering upon
these States, was to provide for mutual surrender of fugi-
tives from justice. This was done before any treaty or
compact was entered into between the Government of the
United States and the Government of the United Kingdom,
but this practice was put an end to by the decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States in the case of Holmes
against Jennison, 14 Pet., 540 Supreme Court Reports,
United States. I will just read a note of Mr. Bigelow on
that decision:

i The question of surrendering fugitives from justice from the Pro-
vinces bordering upon the different American States is one that for
many years, while no treaty powers existed upon the subject, became
of the first importance. It was at first attempted to induce the national
Government to act in the matter. But this it uniformly declined to do.
It therefore became matter of more discretion between the Executives of
the conterminous States, to be settled in each particular instance
according to the circumstances. It was nevel" supposed, until the
decision in the case of Holmes, that the.general Uovernment, while
declining to act of itself, and while no legislative provisions upon the
subject existed whereby iit was required to .act, or could afford any
adequate redress, would presume to interpose any obstacle in the way
of the States disposing of such escaped offenders in any way they might
deem preper. But while al this was conceded by theedupreme Oourt st
Washington, and whule it was ceuceded that it was entîrely cempetent
for the states, under their general powers, to regula re their own police,
to remove from their territory every description of offenders who, in the
judgment of the legislature, are dangerous to the peace of the State,-
it seemas to the Government that the fact of expelhing a murderer or a
robber in such a direction and in such a manner as to secure his appre-
hension and punishment in the Province from which lie escaped, and
where he had been guitty of the offence, amounted to 'entering into an
agreement or compact with a foreign power.' It is certain that this
practice, which existed for many years by a kind of courtosy between the
governors of the conterminous Provinces and States was never supposed
to infringe upon this or any other provision of the United States
constitution, or to interfere in any degree with the international relations
of the two countries, until after the decision in the ease of Holmes.
Since that the question has been regarded as one exclusively under
the control of the national sovereignty."

It is, therefore, very clear that no compact or arrangement
can be entered into by any State of the American Union
with the Government of this country under any condition
put in an Act of Parliament which would bind them to try
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a person that was an ofender, or accused- of an offence, of bas been necessary, and it is not so easy as may appear to
that crime, am t, ere only for whic l lias extra- make an Act whereby those criminals may be surrendered,
dited. I do.not very welleèe with whom the Government It is easy enough in our courts to deal with the offencesias
(f this c'unFy couild entqr into a compact, after the if they were committed here; but in the case of offences
decision oti0s cašè of Holmeà vs. Jennison. The only which have been committed abrogd, I hold that the Acet is
patjes tte"Gt' old qïtitutionally enter into such a ccm- wholly ineflmcient. The doctrine ot comity and the question.
pact with"Iu, would t.. V he Executive Government of the of international law have been lost aight of in the drawing
iNit .Stàfes, aindit could not 'be the Govern'or of any one of the Bill, It needs to be taken hold of, and thought out,

of 'tlie States, 'hat decision of the Supreme Court pute and made applicable to the extraordinary circumstances.
tbatQout of the power of any such Governor, and while we we are in, of dealing with criminals who have not oçm-
may make provision for the exclusion of these criminals mitted their offences within this jurisdiction, but have
frm our te-ritory by way of abating a nuisance, we can come from another jurisdiction, and are to be delivered.up
hardly enter into a compact for their protection elsewhere for the purpoEe of being tried in the country from which
after they have been driven out from here. We may regard they have come. I am not opposed to this Act; I am in
them as .,ost undesirable persona; we xMay refuse.to fur- favor of it ; but I am satisfied that it would not do to put a
nish, them any asylum, but I do not well see. that.we can crude, inartistic and unscientific Act of this kind on our
sg wbére theyashall go or to whom they oght to b.given Statute-book, which could not be carried out, but which
up. Would it be an offQe e aginst the sovereignty would only lead to confusion, and would fali short of what
of the United States, to under;take to.aay by your leg- the hon. gentlimgn désires, and rightly desires, to establish
islation that such an offender shaIl be surrendered, no't in the. relations of this country. with other countries in
to any ~offcer of the United States, but to an regard to crimingls. 1, therefore, think that this Bill should
officer of any State who' may choose to apply for him ? be aubmittpd to a Committee, wh4ich would devise a proper
Could it aný lnrger be treated as a mere police regulation Act whichwould gaery ont the intentiona of.the mover of
between the' Govèrnment of this country and the Govern- the Bill.
ment of any adjoining State ? I do not think so. After
the highest 'courtof the neighboring republic has decided Mr. WELDON (Albert). Three or four objections hve
that that cCnnot be done, can we very well make special been taken to the Bill, but I am persuaded that they are
provision for the surrendering of these parties to any other imaginary, Under several of the treaties, with foreign
personsor can we make any provision to say that they should countriea wbich provide f9r extradition, we have no guaran-
ble tried for these offences,' and these only, for which they tees such as.hon. gentlemen opposite are asking, for. If
are extradited ? It Is irue that since the discussion tock they look over the text of the treaties now in existeuce, they
place betwecn the Government of the United States and will find that some of tbem have not those guarantees; we
the Govenument of the United Kingdom upon that subject, have simply the good faith of the foreign countries to reply
there have been several decisionsof -the United States, and upon. What have we to rely upon when we make the
the judiciary of that country have generally concurred in simple declaration that we wili give up a burglar ? We
theview of the Extradition Treaty taken by Lord Cairns, rely on the good faith of the courts who, try the, man on the
thai the person extradited should be tried for the offence charge of burglai y, that they will not try hirm for a political
wit'h which he was charged in the foreign country, and no offence. They know very well that if they did so, that
o;her, without bis having been given an opportunity of re- would be an end of the matter; they would kill ibe goose
turning to the country in Which he had sought refuge. But that laid the golden eggs. Tùere is no law that could not
tbis is a wholly difflerent matter. It seems to me that the be made. absurd, if you assumed that the persons chargod
ouly course open to us is to provide for the arrestof those with the administration of it were a set of raecals. iLde
parties, and. their expulsion from the territory. I do not not charge the Executive, of ou; neighbors to the south, or
see how you are going to arrange for the surrender, unless of Mexico, or of other countries to which this measure would
that arrapgeien.t iqmade with the Government of the apply, with bad faith. By the first section of th Bill, the
UInited Sïates; and then you. haov practically a treaty, provisions of the Extradition Act are made part and parcel
though perhays not surroirnded - by the solemnities of a of this law. I desire to call i he attention of the Committee
tt þich is'for ma1llyp ted int,'a1nd sig to some provisions in our itradition Act which seem to me

to offer excellent guarantees against the dangers that have
Mr. SKINNER. I-would like to draw the attention. of been dwelt upon. First of all,:in sub-section 3 of the 9th

tQ31iutt the.recital, which appars to makg it suffi section, it is provided that where the fugitive bai been
cientfor apy. porson.to bgere l barggd with a crime, in, caught and brought btfore the Extradition officer, magis-
order to be surrendered, withoutany proof being requited trate, or judge, it is the duty of sbuch magistrate to receive
1ô$how that the charge h8any foundqtion in fact. Nor any evidence tending to show that the crime of which the
dpcp4p 8oreqpre.a.primajaçe case to .bp t p ont ugitive ia accused or alleged to have been convicted is an
against the alleged offender. My contention is that the offence of a political chat acter, or is, for any other reason,
rej 'tal dpe net carry the law, far enough to imake t nece - not an extraditable crime, or that the proceedings are
sary th'at tbeniçesioubd, l.c pr.oved pri.afacebphre the being taken with the view of prosecuting him for an offence
alleged-criminal .1 surrendered. Then, with regard to the of a political character. Then we come to the latter stage
provision that the Extradition . Act shall apply, as some of the proceedings. Supposing a man bas been taken up
hpp, gentlemen have repiarked, if there, wrea a tr'eaty, and application made for his release on habeas corpus, and
whereby actual arrangements were made,.andwherebyîthe the sitting judge has remanded him to prison. until the
dpetrine of comity, as between two sovereign States, were Executive issues orders for is surrender, turn to section
e;hgigdQ this A&9t, thét niaiter. wond be mt i bug a 15 and yon will find additional gugàrantees, in case there
sta&latue, Wa ,jyorldplretib1- you wa"l pred sa if should be a suspicion that the man bas been, arested on
there were an extradition treaty, when there is .not one, pne charge and is likely to be tried for a political offence.
weild siinply be iinpracticable, i my opjpiop, an could In such a case the evidence of this suspicion can be brought
not be carried out. Therefore I thik ibis recital is orude, o the notice of the judge and of the Ainister of Justice.
lasot correct as ,a. matter of. principle, and will only faiU $action 15 Bays
ineffectual, and paralyse the purpose whioh theperson who
drew he .Act intended., As lias been.remarkd in order to "Se fugitive shall beliable ta surrender under this Aetif it appefr

-dcr aa that thi ofence in respect of whih; proceeding are ,taken undeje tbis
s Md.cr Minnlaeway.to.. another country, hitherta.tÂaty. s Ç Of ,poligçe e44açtY, o a 9Ptn spçjgM
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with., view to,prosecute or punish him for an ofnoe of a politoal
ci.racer.he shaUllqot surrender the açoued."
11desine to-call'the attention ofthe-Committee to the l5th
section, which provides:

"Itthe Minister of Justice at any time determines-(a) That the
oomer* ií respect·of'which proceedings are being taken onder this Act
is ot-a politieal- character; (k) That the proceednga are, in fact, being,
taken wuh a viewto try or punish the ftgitire for an offene of a.political
character."
These two provisions bear upon this matter and give ex-
cellent guarantees. Assuming that we are dealing with
honorable men and honorable courts of justice, I think the
objections su strongly taken by my hon. friend,who,[ am glad
to see, is in favor of the Bill-and I hope we shal ho able
to su word it, that every hon. member in favor of it, will
find hi& objections removed-I say, assuming that we are
dealing with honorable jadges, it is not likely that, with a
vigilant executive oficer, this danger which is apprehended
can occur. The prisoner is likely to know, whether or not
there is some concealed purpose of this kind in his arrest,
and if ho does know, the Act of 1877 provides abundant
guarantees. As to the danger of a man being taken across
the beundary lino on a charge namedin the list of crimes,
and triedfor-another crime,, 1 quite agree with the hon.
member for Bothwell (Kr. ills) that we cannot in Canada,
notbeing a State, make any compact or internatonal ar.
rangement, or obtain any national guarantee as to good
faith, But, although that be truie, I can only give the hon,

tleman the same answer that I have already given.
Ido not see that the danger apprehended is a
real and.grgve. one, fer the -reason that at this very, time
when our extradition relations are governedby treaty, we
have several treaties in which there is ne, guarantee that the
accused will be extradited for one offence and not tried for.
another., We know, as a fact, that does not happen, and if
it did, astrain would ho put on the treaty, which would
lçrd eogland to suspend it In the English. statute relating.
to Extrad:ition, it i most explicitly declared that,,as far as
Begland isconcerned, ehe wiIl net bringover to ber country
a prisoner on one charge and try hiin on another. She
cannot-compel tF.ance, or Germany, or Italy to·obeerve her,
rule; but we- know that if a foreign state, having an
ex-tradition treaty with England, wished to extradite on
one, charge and try on another, England'. would do, as she
tbreatened to de in the Winslow casei suspend the treaty.
As a matter of fact.that danger has not been found to exist.
The honk member for St. John.(Kr. Skinner) seem to think
the Bifl is not artistic ; he seems te think it is not based on,
a regard for the principle of international law. Il the hon.
gentleman had ihis attention called-te thefact that the Bill
followseclosely in the- linedrawn by the foremost criminal
lawyers under the reigu of Queen Victoria--drawn by, the,
Commiesion of which Lord Cookburn waschairman and Sir-
James Fitz-Stephen, secretary-he might ho disposod tu
change.hisopinion. The!central principle of this Bill is
the priaciple recommended in that report, drawn by the
greatest criminal lawyer who now speakthe English lan-
guagei. The very danger which the. hon. member for St.
John. (Mr.. Weldon), and the hon. member for Qaeen's (.Kr.
Davies), and the hon. member for-the city of St. John
(Mr. Ellis), and the hon. memberfor Bothwell (Mr. Mills),
forecasted, i forecasted inthat report of the Royal Com-
mission of. 1877, and the suggestion given in that report to
meet that difflculty is the suggestion that there shall be
lodged with the Executive of the day power to suspend the
operation. of the Act by proclamation, if the nation to
which so handsome, generous, and manly an offer was made
would b unwise enough to abuse our comity and try a man
on one.offence when arrested on another. If the Bill is not
in accord with the principle of international law, I find
myself, in most excellent legal company. and rely with
some degree of oonfidence on the strongopinion expressed

by those- able. lswyers that this executive power offrr
ample guarantees against the dangers apprehended.

Mr. MULOCK. I am. afraid we have rather a poor gua.
;rantee if we have to depend upon the honor of some
nations. I would just call to mind a circumstance that 1
think is rather againt the security itis said we have hore.
lion. gentlemen will remember the excitement that pre-
vailed in Canada when efforts were made to extradite the
prisoner Anderson, and immediately following the failure
of that movement, an-application was made to extradite to
the United States another refugee who had taken refuge
in the Province of Upper Canada; and on that occasion the
Court of Queen'e Bench rather unwisely gave anorder for
the extradition of the prisoner before the Ameriean war
had concluded. The prisoner notified the courts bore that
this charge on which ho was being extradited was a mere
sham, made with the object of. punishing him for hie sup.
posed connection with the war, and he declared that if he
were extradited, the feeling was so strong aginst him that
ho doubted if he would get even a trial, and that more
likely he would bo handed over to be lynched. Neverthe.
less, owing to the strained feeling that existed between
Great Britain and the:States at the time, our courts - did
give an order for his extradition. The prisoner was taken
across the line, and had no sooner reached the State of
Michigan than he was lynched. They did not even go
through the form of trying him, but handed, him te the
meb, That was doue, it ia-true,: at a critieal period, but it
involved just such consequences that might follow herey-
the abrogation of the treaty,.

Mr. TISDALE. Is that the case of the nagro ?
Mr. MULOCK. No, it was not Anderson that, was

extradited. [ have forgotten the name. ]Bât the hon.
gentleman from Albert (Mr. Weldon) says that, if, in this
case, the country which got the prisoner were to try him
for any other offence, the Act would be suspoded. That
might also have b2en said in regard to the Extradition
Treaty, that it might have been suspended, butit d'id-net
happen to be suspended. Of course, there was excitemNent
at the time, but, 1 think, the security suggested-here, that
the Act being open to suspension will compel the exorcise
of good faith, is a very poor security in some cases.

Mr. TiSDALE. I would ask the hon, member for
Albert (bir. Weldon) if there is any precedent for this ;
whether all the other cases are not under treatieos affM
whether any State has pased such alaw as this?

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The old. Pro#iacel of Upper
Canada did.

Mr. W ELDON (Albert). The State of Mexico gave up
a forger.

Mr. TISDALL. Yes; but I am aaking inrxegard téca
statute law of this kind.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). I do not know.of any pro.
codent except:etbat to which the hon. member for Bothwell
(Mr. Mills) referas

Mr. TISDALE, If we pass this law, and a foreign State
does commit a breach of faith, what is to prevent it from tak-
ing the prisoner from the court and trying him for some other
crime? That is one of the pointe we shouid earefully con-
eider. I arn in favor of this measure if we can work it out
proporly, but I do not want to do anythingwhich'would
interfere with the right of asylum. If a criminal, a thief
or a robber, ie sent to a foreign country because we do not
want him, we do not ask for any undertaking., to protect
the right of asylum, should the Executive of the~ foreign
State take him out of the hands of the court and-try him
for another offence. It is on that ground that I asked if
tirere .was.a precedent for-.such legislation ae thia, b.oauae
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all the other matters are matters of common law. Of course,
if it were a reciprocal thing, it would be different.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I wish to revert to the question
which we were discussing. I think the hon. mem ber for
Albert (Mr. Weldon) is slightly astray in informing the
fouse that, under the extradition treaties now made be-
tween nations, there is no clause put in preventing a perso -
being tried for a different offence from that for which he is
extradited.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). Not in all, but in some.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Under the 1842 Treaty between

Great Britain and the United States, there was no such
clause, but in the Winslow case the question came up, and
Lord Darby refused to allow the prisoner to be extradited,
unless the pledge was given that he would not be tried for
any other offence. However, in the United States, treaties
are considered as part of the law of the land, and the Sa-
preme Court there, as late as 1886, determined in the case
of Ranscher that, under that treaty, he could not be tried
for any other offence than that for which he was extradited,
and that on the ground that the treaty was part of the law
of the land. A great deal of difficulty arose out of that
Winslow case, and the result is that in all the treaties of
late years, an express ciue lias been inserted by the
different contracting parties to the effect that a criminal
shall not be tried for any other offence, which shows how
important this matter has been considered. In the treaty
between Her Majesty and the King of Italy, Article VII
saye :

",The accused or convicted person who has been given up shall not,
until ho bas been liberated, or had an opportunity of returning to the
country in which he was living, be imprisoned or subjected to trial in
the btate to which ho has been given up, for any crime, or on anq charge
other than that on account of which the extradition took place.

That clause, or a similar one, identical in effect, and almost
the same in language, has been inserted in all modern
extradition treaties.

Mr. WELDON (&lbert). I beg the hon. gentleman'%
pardon.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.1.) In the treaty between Her
Majesty and the King ,oi the Netherlands, the same article
occurs.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). Can the lon. gentleman find
it in the treaty with France ?

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Yes ; I think so. In the treaty
between Rer Majesty and the Emperor of all the Russias,
made in 1886, the same clause occurs, and I have gone
through all the modern treaties, and, as far as I have seen
them,.this clause is contained in them all.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). I could not find it in the
treaty with France.

Mr. DA VIES (P.E.I.) I think it is there. It occurs in
the treaty between 1er Majesty and the King of Sweden
and Norway, the 7th article. Every treaty I have come to
is the same. The hon. gentleman sees that, even undor
the Treaty of 1842, we have that guarantee, because it has
been decided by the Supreme Court of the United States
that yon must not try the man except for the offence
specified in the treaty and for which he bas been extradited,
and they decided that on the ground that the treaty forms
part of the law of the land in that country; but no such
ground will apply if we pass this law ; and, when wa con-
Eider that all modern civilised nations insert express
clauses to this effect in extradition treaties, it shows the
importance which all Christian nations attach to this prin-
ciple, and the danger we are running in legislating in this
way without some protection of a similar kind. The
question is so important that perhaps the hon, gentleman

Mr. TuIDALE.

might report hie Bill and consider it. There might be
some means of meeting the objection. The hon. gentleman
called my attention to the French treaty. Article IV of
that reada as follows:-

" The present treaty shall apply to crimes and offences committed
prior to the signature of the Treaty; but a person surrendered shall not
be tried for any crime or offence committed in the other country before
the extradition, other than the crime for which the surrender has been
granted."

That is the Treaty of 1876. I think the lon. gentleman will
find that my statement is correct. I have gone through six
or seven modern treaties and I find the same provision in
each. I was aware that the Treaty of 1842 did not contain
that provision, but I have shown that the decision of the
United States Supreme Court in the case of William
Rauscher gave the same guarantee, because that decision
was that a treaty is part of the law of the land, and the
Supreme Court construed it in that way. Inasmuch as the
treaty with the United States is part of the law of the land,
they construe it to mean that you shall not try a man
except for the offence for which e has been extracdited.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). The matter has been carefully
considered. The Bill was not hastily drawn, and this parti-
cular point received a great deal of consideration. I think I
cannot give a better answer to the danger that the hon.
gentleman has pointed out, than to re-read the paragraph I
read some weeks ago, from the report of the Royal
Cjmmission on the whole subject of extradition. They
recommend that the matter should be dealt with in this
way, by statute:

" We would therefore suggest, that extradition treaties with other
states, which appear to be practically of use only for the purpose of
ensuring reciprocity, should no longer be held to be indispensable, and
that, while the power of the Orown of entering into extradition treaties
with other nations, as now existing by statute, should still be retained,
statutory power should be given to the proper authorities to deliver up
fugitive criminals whose urrender is asked for, irrespectively of the
existence of any treaty between this country and the state against
whose law the offence has been committed. It is as much to our advan-
tage that such criminals should be punished, and that we should get
rid of them, as it is to that of the foreign state that they should be
brought within the reach of its law."

There were distinguished men on this Commission-Lord
Cockbarn, Sir W. Vernon Harcourt, Sir Fitz-James Stephen
and Lord Selborne. It was not acted upon for the reason
that shortly afterwards England had the good luck to have
complote treaties with every important state except one,
and that nation was so far away that she did not feel any
need for it. An hou. gentleman on my left asked the ques-
tion : Why are we pioneers in this legislation? It is because
we are in the most peculiar position of any community in
the world. England has complote extradition treaties with all
her neighbors, containing a large list of crimes. But here
we have a very imperfect treaty with the United States.
Under the Ashbarton Treaty, murderers, forgers, pirates,
robbers and persons guilty of arson who come over from
the south can be taken back again, but there is no pro-
vision for the very large class which this Bill provides for.
If England had been able to get a treaty with the Unitel
States, like that which the hon. member read between
England and France, and England and Belgium, there would
be no need whatever for this Bill.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The hon. gentleman sees that the
plenipotentiaries of England and the United States did agree
on a treaty similar in its linos to the one existing between
Great Britain and Germany, and Great Britain and France.
[ want to call attention to the fact that the diplomats of
thase two countries inserted a special clause, notwithstand-
ing the decision of the United States courts, to the very
effect we are speaking of. A clause in the Treaty of 1886,
which the Sonate declined to ratify last year, provided
that extradited criminals should not, until after having
had an opportunity of returning to the State to which
he had fled, be detained or tried for any offence prior to
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his surrender other than the extradition crime upon which
the surrender was granted. It seems to me that all groat
countries see the importance of this protection, and have
inserted it in their modern treaties; and unless the hon.
gentleman cen suggest to the Rouse some mode by which
we may have a similar protection afforded under legislation
of this kind, I think it would be dangerous to proceed.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). There is one real danger, and
that is, that a man may be taken out of this country for a
crime named in this Bill and tried for a political offence.

Mr. SKINNER. Why don't yon provide against that ?
Mr. WELDON (Albert). There was a debate in the

House of Lords on the Winslow case, and Lord Cairns
declared-and there was an enormons weight of legal
opinion with him-that it was an unnecessary effort to
irsist that the man should not be tried for a charge other
than the one for which he was extradited, provided there
was no invasion of the right of political asylum. If my
mcmory is right, I have seen in the iEnglish Kansard
a great weight of opinion in that direction, though I
thirnk that Lord Selborne was against Lord Cairns on that
point. There were many able lawyers whose opinions were
expressed in that debate to the effect that we need not con-
cern ourselves too much, that we need not be too anxious
in insisting upon that point, which was the point Lord
Darby insisted upon in negotiations with Secretary Hamil-
ton Fish. I do not think that it is an alarming thing that
a man who is taken across for burglary should be tried for
arb on.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). The point raised by my
hon. friend shows the importance of having this question
guarded. We find, notwithstanding the report of that Com-
mission which my hon. friend has read, and which report
Parliament did not act upon, that Parliament preferred to
have treaties. Lawyers generally desire to act by statutes,
whereas statesmen desire to act by treaties, according to
the comity of nations. It is an important fact that in
nearly al modern treaties there is an express clause which
protects parties from being tried for a political offence.
For instance, a man is resident in Canada who is wanted
badly in New York for an offence ereated by the statute of
that State. If the man is guilty of the offence mentioned
in the schedule, we cannot refuse to let him be taken over.
While the parties are here they have a certain amount of
protection within our borders. We say if they commit a
certain crime we will surrender themn for that purpose. We
stand in a different position under a statute than we do
under a treaty.

Mr. LISTER. The hon. gentleman must remember that
he is not dealing with the Government of the United States
at all. The Government of this country will be dealing
witb the several States of the Union, and there is not that
guarantee, there is not that safegnard, that we would have
if wu were dealing with the ederal Government. To my
mind it is a very objectionable leature of the Bill that there
is no provision made for protecting persons against being
tried for an offence other than the offence for which they
have been extradited.

Mr. WELDON (Albert) The Extradition Act does not
deal with the States.

surrendored, and for no other offence. The Bill is objection-
able also because i is retroactive in its effect. I doubt if
any modern treaty can be found which is retroactive.

Committee rose, and, it being Six o'olock, the Speaker
left the Chair.

After Recess.

House again resolved itself into CommiUtee.

(In the Committee)

On section 3,
Mr. LAVERGNE. I object to the 2nd paragraph of

the 3rd section of this Bill. As a matter of principle I
think that the clause which provides that the Bill shall
have a retroactive effect is very objectionable for several
reasons. I could quite understand if this legislation was
proposed for the purpose of affording some relief to some
party without injuring some other party, and it might be
admitted on that ground; but when it is intended to cover
offences which may bave been for years forgiven, if not
forgotten, it is vey unfair, improper and unwise. On the
faith of our laws a man cornes to this country believing that
he will find an asylum here. He settles down and becomes
a good citizen; he often becomes the father of British
subjects ; bis family becones connected very often
with respeetable families; and it would be most nnfair,
and it would be an infringement ,of acquired rights,
for a person from a foreign country to come and accomplish
bis arrest and bis extradition. In many instances, persons
who have been tried and discbarged would be exposed to b.
re-arrested and compelled to undergo a second trial, or even
a third, or fourth trial in this country. I might illustrate
this by a case which happened in Quebec four or five years
ago. This case is reported in the Quebec Law Reports at
page 165 of the 10th volume. He was brought up a second
time, and the case is reported at page 17 4. He was
brought up a third time, and the case is reported at page
177, and he was also brought up a fourth time, and the case
is reported at page 194. Since that time this man bas paid
all bis creditors, and obtained his discharge from them. No
one is interested in prosecuting him now; but if this Bill
should corne into effect that man will be blackmailed by any
one who chooses to do so. He has no means, but he had
very rich relations in the United States, and the first thing
that would be done, and it would be sure to occur, woulcd
be that h would be blackmailed almost every day, and he
would live in trouble the rest of his life. That man might
be liable under this Bill to b tried agrain, although he has
been tried four times under our actual extradition laws,
and discharged every time. For these reasons I hold that
it would b. very unjust, unfair, and a breach of acquired
rights, to permit such a clause to remain part of the Bill.
How many cases would the clause cover ? It might cover
five or six, and for the sake of laying hands o- five or six
offenders, it is proposed to do an unjust acot and to infi inge
on acquired rights. I move in amendment:

That the second paragraph of section three be amended by omitting
the words "whether suclicrime was " in the second line, and the words°before or " in the third line of the second paragraph of the third
section.

Mr. CURRAN. I think the Committea should be
Mr. LISTER. I know that, but the Act you propose bere' unanimous in concurring in the views expressed in the

is to extradite criminals that do not come within the provi amendment proposed by my hon. friend The cases of
sion of the Extradition Treaty. In so far as the United hardship that would arise if it were passed in its present
States are concerned, unless yon are dealing with the United form, would be very numerous indeed. The objecte men-
8tates under treaty, yon are dealing with each State of the tioned as inducing this House to pass thie Bill would all be
Union, and the honor of the United States Government is attained by the measure without inserting this retroastive
not pledged to carry out what the hon. gentleman stated, clause, to which objection has been raised. I know some
viz.; they would try a man for the offence for which he was cases in which the clause would operate witlb extreme
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harshness if it were enforced in the shape in which it is'
proposed. I am satisfied that if we show our desire to,
prevent parties coming into this country who may,
have been guilty of the offences which are aimed at by
this Act, it will convince our neighbors that we are,
not desirous of having an accession to our population of
persons who have been guilty of the offences complained of.
The public sentiment of Canada is against those persons
finding a refuge here ; we do not wish that Canada should
be an asylum for boodlers or persons who have been guiky
of breaches of trust, and frauds which have become noto-
rious and which are a standing shame. But nearly all
hon.gentlemen with whom I have had any conversation on
this subject, are of opinion that it would be far from
just to let the Bill remain as it is with regard to this matter,
nnd they believe that this retroactive clause should be'
expunged. I hope my hon friend from Albert (Mr. Weldon)
will at once relieve the anxiety of the House on this point,
and declare his intention to drop this retroactive clause so
that we may proceed with the Bill and get through in a
very sboi t time.

Mr. TISDALE Will the hon. member for Albert (Mr.
Weldon) drop that part of his Bill?

Mr. WEL DON (Albert). There is no doubt that if we
make a good rule for the future we have done the most im-
portant half of the work. There seems to be an almost
universal opinion, so far as that opinion bas been expressed
in the House, tbat the principle as laid down in this B!il for
the future is a salutary one. With reference to this section,
which I think is somewhat misdescribed as a "retroactive
section," I should like to say a word. I feel very strongly
that we are not doing all the good that we may safely and
reasonably do if we do not go a little further than merely
shut the door in the future against those incoming
criminals; but that we should drive out from our country,
so far as we rray, all the vagrant offnders who are here.
Hon. members have said that a retroactive law is an unjust
law ard that retroactive criminal legislation is unjust legis-
lation. I agree to that; but the element of injustice is in
making a thing criminal and punishable to-day which was
innocent et the time the so called criminal action was done
If a man did a thing not knowing there were penal conse-
quences and that subsequently, legislation attaching penal
consequences was enacted, then the injustice would corne
in, and I agree that if this Bill had such provisions it
would be in its essence retroactive, and would be bad,
We are not now making a criminal law; we are not defin-
ing a crime, wa are not now saying that an act shall be a
guilty act which was not guilty when the offence was com-
mitted. They who burned houses, they who committed
burglaries, they who robbed banks and they who wrecked
railway trains, knew when they committed these crimes
that they were crimes and we are not now legislating to
make them more criminal. By accident these criminal.
escaped the officers of justice and crossed the boundary line
and all we say is that when a prima facie case is made out
against them "let them go back." Hon. members speak
of this retroactive principle as if it were a new one, and as
if it were not an established law of the country, They
speak of this retroactive principle as if it were not already
embodied and a part of the law as between Canada and the
United States in the Ashburton Treaty. Let me remind
the Committee that almost the very first criminal who was
arrested under the Ashburton Treaty, was a Scotch women
named Christiana Gilmour, whose crime was committed be-
fore the date of the treaty. At this very hour as between
Canada and almost all highly civilised states with the ex-
ception of one state-as between Canada and France, as
between Canada and Italy, as between Canada and Germany,
as between Canada and Brazilas between Canada and Austro.
Hungary, as between Canada and Belgium, it is true that the
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very moment the treaties with these -ountries were con-
firmed laying down the extradition law between Canada and
them; that under the operation of our extradition statute,
crinrinals fro'm Germany, Austria, IBazil, _Ialy and the
other countries, who had been larking in Canadian cities
before the date of the treaties immediately fell under the
ban of these treaties in repect to crimes committed before
the treaty, and were subject to extradition. ITherefore the
principle of retroaetive legislation M thi s irpect is not a
new principle. It is the existing prnùipie of law governing
our relations at this very houe as between Canada and
aImost every civilised state. Why should we depart from
that good practice ? Why repeal in this matter the law that
was wisely passed by this Pirliament in 181i ? Why depart
from the good example that the Ëôglish Prliainent set
us in 187O and made clearer stil by the amnendez Act of
the Imperial Parliament in 1873? I dosirè to reihinl hon.
members of this Ilonse thatin 1873 the English Patlhiàent
in amending the Extradition Act made clear the ruh% that
the operation of the treatiés thereafter to be entered into in
so far as England was coËcerned was to hè rtroactive.
With the permission of the flouse I il1 read that setion
of the Imperial Act of 1873 amending the Aet of 1870
which cantained that piovision. Sub-sectiol 2 of this Act
says:

f And whereas doubts bave arisen as to the application of the said
section to crimes committed before th pasing of the principal Act,
and it is expedient to remove such doubts, it is therefore hereby deelared
that-a crime committed before the dat3 of the order includes if the
said section a crime committed before the paasing of tihe principal Act,
and th3 principal Act and this Act shall be construed accordingly.)

We see, therefore, in this Act, which was passed in 1873,
that in the British Isles and in Catnada, %o kg &s that
Act governed Canada, it was true that In the specifle
treaty we made with Austria a few menthe later, In the
treaty with Belgium made four months lateé, In thé treaty
with Denmark made a year later, in the treaty with Franee
made three years later, in the treaty with Le!eibur-g
made seven years later, in the treaty with Russia made
thirteen years later, and in the tréaties with Scan-
dinavia, Switzerland, Uruguay and the other countries
which I need not name; it came about that the very
moment these treaties were entered into, French, or
German, or Belgian, or Italian criminals, or t)riminals
from other countries, who were lirking in London
in the absence of the treaty fell under the bann of the
treaty, and the moment the ratification of these treaties
came to London tbat moment those criminals fled like leaves
before the wind in autumn. This, then, is not a new
principle, and hon. gentlemen are asking us to depart from
a principle well established in the existing law. I recognise
this case of hardship which the hon. gentleman speaks of.
I think it touches the feelings of all of us, but we can
only say that one of the most lamentable consequences of
crime is that innocent parties are liable to suffer. Take
one of those parties who committed crime eight years ago
and who fle &o Canada and bas been doing well ever
since. Take his brother in crime who ded te the mountain
wilds of Idaho in the Anericau territories and it touches
our sympathies that the blackmailers, or offleers of justice,
or whatever you may cal them should follow that poor
fello N into the American territory and bring him back. For
that hardship there is no remedy, and the eeMnnts of bard.
ships are the same here. The facts are that ne legislature
upon this earth bas been so extremely sensitive in guarding
the right of asylum as the English Imperial Legislature,
but when they had occasion to amend their Extradition Act,
I desire to cat the attention of the hon. gentleman to the
fact that they amended it, not in the direction of making
its retroactive clauses weaker, but in the direction of
making those retroactive clauses stronger. We have evi-
dence here, from the practical experience of that Very
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delicate and very sensitive Legislature about guarding the
rights of asylum, that a case of' hardship bas not arisen as
a consequence of their legislation in this respect. I think
hon. members seem to be affected by the appeals to their
sympathy. I do not think it is wise to appeal too much to
our sympathies. There are other sympathies that might
be aroused. I might, if I wished, refer to the victims of
the crimes of those who seek a refuge in Canada. I migbt
refer to the helpless women and children thrown on the
streets as a consequence of these crimes, but I will not
go into the sympathy part of the argument, and I will
confine myself to the legal aspect of the question entirely
I rely upon the legal merits of the case, and the legal
considerations which I have advanced, and I rely strongly
on the fact that the English Legislature bas not moved iii
this direction, but in the opposite iirection. I do not think
it is necessary for me to make any longer statement at
present with reference to this matter. I think the dangers
whichb hon, gentlemen opposite have conjured up arc
imaginary dangers. I think, as a matter ot fact, in the
case of these crimes of long standing, that the parties
interested in the prosecution of them have forgotten all
about them. We know that this is true in oir own country,
that criminals who have not fled beyond the borders, if
they become good citizens, are rarcly distur bed, Therefore,
I do not think the cases which have been conceived will
arise. But the class of mon whom we wish to get at are the
class of men whose cases do tot touch our sy m pathies; they
are men who come to this country with their hands full of
plunder, men who have caused unuttezablo anguish and dis
tress in many cases in the countries from which tbey have
come; and 1 ask the House not orly to do a good work foi
the future, but also to drive out of the country the flagrant
offenders whc are here. This "country surely does not
wish to have these people here. What good can they do ?
What benefit ca we derive from men who have broken
banhs and wrecked railway trains ? During the last five
years there seems to have been a carnival of crime on this
continent. low much money these mon have brought
here, I do not know, but we know thit they have carried a
great deal, and I think it is money that is doing very little
good to this country. Thereforo, I ara extremely unwil.
ling to accept the suggestion of my hon. friend from Mont-
real Centre (Mr. Ciran), wbo supported the principle of
the Bîl, for which I thank him most warmly, unless better
reasons are given than those which hâve yet been advaiced,
to withdraw this sub section 2 of section 8.

Mr. DENISON. Notwithstanding what the hon. mover
of the Biil has said, I an opposed to having this Act made
retroactive. Whether these men have behaved themselves
well or not since they have been bore is not a question we
are to consider, They sought an asylum in Canada at a
time when they might have sought an asylum elsewhere.
While I take this position, I am hear&ily in accord with the
Bill. I think it much to be deprecated that men of this
class should come from the other side to settle in our midst.
It is a bad example to our young mon toe see these persons
giving in luxury on their ill-gotten gains ; but I thiuk the
Act should not b made retroact.vO.

Mr. TISDALE. I think the hon. member for Albert
(Mr. Weldon) hardly showed a parallel case in regard to
the law he spoke of as that relates entirely to treaties. We
are passing a statute; we have no control over the indivi-
duals at ail after they leave our state and go into any
foreigu country; so that the law ho speaks of as being
retroactive under the treaties, while to a certain extent appli-
cable, applies to a different state of affaira from that existing
between this country and the United States. I can remember
cases extending as iar back as thirty years ago, when people
came tothis country for manyof the offences which ho wishes
to nake them liable to be tried for now-people who have
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settled down in the country, have gathered families about
them, and who, if they did commit the crimes alleged
against them, are now in every way respectable and desir-
able members of society. I mention that, not simply as a
matter of sympathy1; I say it is a matter of justice that
those people should not be disturbed. Moreover, while the
hon. gentleman wishes us to experiment in legislation to a
certain extent on matters of such importance, surely ho
ought fnot to press us to go so f r as that, because he him-
soif admitted this afternoon that there is no precedent for
this legislation. I am in accord with the spirit of the Bill;
1 think we should be protected, if we can get proper protec-
tion and we apply it reasonably; but I had no idea but that
the hon. gentleman when asked to doso would withdraw this
retroactive provision. I did not expect that ho woul 1 get
up and attempt to defend it at any length. I was quite pre-
pared to hear him state the reasons why ho inserted that
clause in the Bill. If ho adopts the suggestion which bas
been made I think ho will shorten the discussion, and
satisfy the feelirgs of the Bouse. This feature of the
BAIl is a most dangerous one. Anvone who knows anything
aboat the hitory of many of these people who have come
to this country in the last fifty years will agree with me
that it is so. It goes through every class of offences which
are indictable, such as false pretencos, threatening letters,
petty embezzlements, thefts of $50, &-. These are the
classes of crimes which it would have these people tried
for-people who have come to the country, ma-e respect-
able connections, and settled down into good citizens. Even
if they were guilLy, surely a life of respectability for that
length of time bas condoýned them. I say ne country in the
world bas adopted this kind of legislation, ad no respect-
able legiel ,ture, in my opinion, should be asked, in the case
of a new law, to take all these risks, because the bon. gen-
tieman bas wedded himself so strongly to it. 1 regret that
ho is not willing to be influenced by the protests which
have been made by both sides of the louse, by gentlemen
who have had experience in this country, and who know
something of the state of affairs in Oùtario at any rate. I
want to see the Bill pass, but I do not wish to see it pass
in such a form that it may become an engine of wrong and
of discredit to people who, whatever they have been in the
past, at e respectable people to-day. The United States say
to us that they are not going to have an Extradition Treaty.
We are teaching them, and I think in a proper way; but
seeing that no country bas ever tried this experiment, it is
surely far enough to go to legislate fcr future crimes, and
not to make the measure retroactive.

Mr. MITCRELL. I do not think I will attempt to
improve on the speech of my hon. friend who has just sat
down. ie gives utterance to exactly my own sentiments
ou this subject. The Bill proposes to take a step in a direc-
tion which, as ho properly says, has not been travelled over
before. The expressed objecL of the mover of the Bill is to
teach the Americans, at ail events, that if no Extradition
Treaty exists between the two countries, the fault is not the
fault of Canada ; and I think when we have gone so far as
to place on our Statute.book a law which gives to the execu-
tive of the country the power to deal with questions
such as are stated in the Bill, and to hand these men-
who are charged with certain offences-over, we are
taking a step in advance of anything that bas been done
before by any state that I know of. I entirely agree with
my hon. friend that if men have come into the country ten,
twenty, or four or five years ago, we are not going in a free
country like this to condemn people before their trials. If
these people have settled in the country, have had their
families, have lived respectably, and, whatever their antece-
dents may have been, have become good citizens, i think
it would be an act of extreme hardship to pass a statute
retroactive in its operation, and calculated to place
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thege men under the ban of a law that did not exist when
they came and accepted the hospitality of Canada.
I am not going to take up the time of the House discussing
it, because it bas been so ably discussed that I think I would
only be taking up timei unnecessarily in so doing, but I
will say that the hon. the mover of this Bill ought to be
satisfled if this House is willing to concede the principle of
bis Bill and accept its details excluding the third subsection
and not press this retroactive clause furtber,

Mr. WALLACE. I think one of the best features of the
Bill is this very clause. The principal object of the Lill is
to purify our country, and if you permit those robbers,
and boodlers and plunderers, who are now to be found in
every city of Canada, demoralising the young men of this
country by flaunting their ill-gotten wealth in the faces of
the people, to stay here, the principal objects of the Bill
will be defeated. J, tiherefore, think we shoald retain that
clause. Those men are not wanted in this country, and if
the Bill passes with this clause in it, there will still be
ample time for them to clear out.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman speaks
about purifying the country, but when he remembers that,
according to a recent estimate, there are 188 rascals in this
House to 13 saints, be bas got a very formidable task before
him. Now I think that the Government in this matter are
undertaking to abdicate their functiors. The Government
have put this Bill on the Orders of the Day, and are now
leaving the Bill and the hon. gentleman who has charge of
it, to take care of themselves. If there is any question
which the Government ought to have a policy, it is a policy
relating to the administration of public affairs. Many years
ago a discussion took place in the House of Commons,
England, between Sir Robert Peel and Lord Macaulay,
then Mr. Macaulay, as to how far the Government ought to
undertake to control legislation, but there was one point on
which they were agreed, and that was that every measure
relating to the proper administration of justice and every
measure relating to the administration of any one depart-
ment was a proper measure for the Government to
take charge of and to exercise control over. Now,
this ls a measure essentially of public administration
which affects the administration of justice in this coun-
try. We are told that there are in . Canada a large
number of persons who are fugitives from justice, and
who belong to this class of criminals. It is true they have
not offended against our law, but they have offended against
the law elsewhere, and after the hon. gentleman has brought
bis Bill before the Committee, and the House bas entered
upon its diseussion, the Minister of Justice, who is supposed
to take charge of measures of this sort and to exercise a
controlling influence over them, has, so far, not taken any
interest in the matter at all. So far as I am concerned, I
do not intend to assume the responsibility that rests on him,
and I think that is the intention of the louse generally;
and it seems to me that if this Bill is to be amended, if
it is to go through the Committee and become law, it
should be under the control of the House, guided by
the Minister of Justice. Now, this much is clear. From
the utatetnent that I have read to the louse, the
opiiloh ftpressed by Mr. Bigelow, based upon the deci-
sion of Hholies vs. Jennieson, we will never have a
requisition, under this Bill, from the United States.
They have decided that the States have no right to enter
into any coÊtràet or arrangemdent with any foreign power
or state, they have decided that this matter belongs to the
Governtneut cf the United States, and is to be exercised
o*Ily under a treaty or compact with the foreign state; and
that being the ease, we are never likely to have any requî.
sition undï• this Bill, although we may indicate our good
intentions by pasihg it. I sMh ot objecting to a Bill on
this subject put in p!4oper fori, bt I am objecting to our
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undertaking to discharge bere lihe duties that ought to
devolve upon the Administration.

Mr. SKINNER. I know of two cases of parties who
came to Canada, one about twelve years ago and tbe other
about ten years ago, who committed offences under what
might be called commercial crimes referred to in this Bill.
Since they came to Canada they have lived respectable,
honest lives, so far as we know, and have brought up their
families in Canada. Their children, to my knowledge, do
not know why the parents came here or why they should
be in Canada at ail, but have simply grown up in the com.
munity where they are as others have. Yet if this retro-
spective clause becomes law, those two families wi i become
at once desolate. The hon. gentleman says the parents
may never be arrested, but there would be the knowledge
that they might be arrested, and he knows that nothing
can have a more injurious effect upon a citizen than to know
that he may hear the tramp of the policeman at bis door at
any time, and that his family may thus become destroyed.
The hon. gentleman says that is appealingto sympathy, and
he says he las nothing to do with sympathy, but is acting on
the abstract principles of justice. I do not call dealing with
the question in this way appealing to sympathy. I say it
would be a greater crime to destroy those families than to
commit some of the crimes mentioned in the schedule.
Therefore I ask the House to hesitate before they adopt
this retrospective clause, which will affect parties who have
grown up in our midst under such circumstances. The
bon. gentleman has rLferred, in support of his Bill, to
treaties which, he says, were retrospective in their opera-
tions, and to a certain extent he is correct, but not wholly.
I think that he will find that the treaties to which he refers
covér the more malignant qlass of crime, such as murder,
burglary, and so forth, enumerated in them. But in this
Bill the hon. gentleman bas included every possible crime
that can possibly be committed under thé' statute law of
Canada, or under the common law of the country. There.
fore, he is going much further than did those treaties. Had
these treaties gone as far as bis Bill, they would never have
been made retrospective. I do not'say that I would object, so
far as the grosser and more malignant crimes are concerned,
such as murder, to support a retrospective clause; but
when we come to consider commercial crimes, crimes com-
mitted under peihaps extenuating circumstances and the
perpetrators of which may not be so bad as those who com.
mitted the crimes such as murder, and so forth, and the
perpetrators of which may, by a course of repentance, have
in a measure atoned for them, and by leading proper lives
have become good citizens, have brought up good families,
ornaments to the society in which they live-we ought to
pause before putting forth our hand and sweeping away
with one fell swoop all the rights, liberties and privileges of
innocent people, children and women, and bring desolation
on them too terrible to describe ?

Mr. WELDON (Albert). I did not think it worth while
discussing the list of crimes until we come to them, but the
hon. gentleman says that the treaties with Belgium, France,
Italy and other countries contain a much smaller list of
crimes than these. That is an inaccurate statement. I
will read the list of commercial orimes contained in one
treaty. They are as follows :-Counterfeiting or altering
money, or uttering counterfeit or altered money; forgery,
or counterfeiting, or altering, or uttering what is forged or
counterfeited or altered ; embezzlement or larceny; obtain-
ing money or goods by false pretences; crimes by bankrupts
against bankiuptcy law, fraud by bailee, banker, agents, fac-
tor, trustee or director, or member or public officer of any
company made oriminal by any law for the time being in
force; threats by letter or otherwise with intent to extort.
The list of crimes contained in the treaty with Belgium are
very much the same as those contained here-ounterfeit-
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ing, and the cognate crimes; larcony and the cognate
crimes, offences against the bankruptcy laws, and so on.
When we come to the list of crimes in this Bil. there is an
amendment which I will suggest. There is a limitation
which has been acoidentally omitted from one of the items
in the list, and, when that has been made, I think the hon.
member will find that, instead of this list of commercial
crimes being larger it is narrower than that in the treaties
to which I refer.

Amendment agreed to.

On section 4,
Mr. W ELDON (Albert). I propose to insert an amend'

nent embodying _a suggestion f rom an hon. member across
the floor, which will, I think, remove an objection which
was taken at an earlier stage of the Bill, namely, to secure
that a man may not be surrendered by Canada to the offi.
cers of a foreign state and be tried for some offence other
than that for which he has been surrendered. The object
of the amendment is to put a section in the Bill that the
Minister of Justice shall not be empowered to surrender a
criminal unless, in the requisition which comes from the
foreign state asking for such surrender, there shall be an
undertaking that the person so surrendered shall be tried
for the offence for which ho is surrendered and no other. I
therefore move this:

This Act shall not authorise the issue of a warrant for the extradi-
tion of any person to any State or country in which, by the law in force
in such State or country, such person may be tried atter such extradition
for any offence other than that for whih he hbas been extradited, unless
an assurance shall first have been given by the executive authority of
such State or country that the pirson whose extradition has been
claimed shall not be tried for any other offdnce than that on account of
which such extra'Iition has been claimed.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I would suggest the insertion
of the words "in pursuance of this Statute," because the
treaty is stili in force.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). Yes.

On schedule,
Mr. TISDALE. I move that after the word "larceny"

be added the words "to the extent of $200 and upwards."
We do not want mon to be carried over on trivial charges. I
think it is $50 in the treaties, but it seems to me you ought
to make it a little more important than that. We do not
want them taken over for thefts.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E I.) I would not make that change.
Mr. LISTER. The state demanding the extradition, pays

all the extra esponse. It is no cost to this country.
Mr. TISDALE. It might lead to the gratification of

spite. But I will not insist.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I would suggest that after the
word "abduction," "indocent assault " be included.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). There is no objection to that.
Threats by letter or otherwise, with intent to extort.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.l.) I know that offence is mentioned
in many of the treaties, but it does appear to me that it may
be made an eogine of oppressien. It certainly is not a
very heinous offence in many cases. I do not think it is
realih judicious to put it in.

Mr. TISDALE. I think we should at leaet strike out
the words "or otherwise."

M. DAVIES (P.El.) I would almost press the sense of
tii. leuse upen thât. I think it is carrying it a littie hou
far. On the border states where a great deal of business is
transacted by different people, an enemy might make use
of this clause to punish another person where there is very
little offence indeed.

Mr. WEL DON (Albert). The offenemightbeoremoved.
The Government should have power to proclaim that such
items as, in their judgment they think best, should be
struck ont.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Surely we are not going to delegate
to the Government legislation of this kind. Surely this is a
matter above all others where the House should formulate
its own judgment.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). I differ from the hon. gentle-
man for the reason that we are dealing with many coun-
tries. When you are dealing with this matter by treaty,
you can adjust your treaty to existing conditions in the
varions countries. For instance, Great Britain might make
a different list of crimes with Spain than with Denmark. But
now you are making a law that will contain a list of crimes
applying to all nations. We should give the Government
some power of choosing what offences should be named
when the Act applies to the United States on the one hand,
and to Mexico on the other, such discretion as plen4ioten-
tiaries should exercise.

Mr. BLAKE. The Government has not any discoverable
opinions on this Act.

Mr. DATIES (P.E.I.) I would move to strike out this
section.

Amendment agreed to.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.1.) I do not know whether it was
designedly or not, but the hon. member has omitted from
this schodule the very class of offonces that he said he intro-
duced the Act to cover. lie says we are making an asylum
for bank robbers, swindlers, fraudulent trustees and the very
class which is inserted in every extradition treaty made be-
tween nations, is omitted altogether. I have copied ont the
words which f find in all other treaties, and I move that
they be added:

Fraud comnitted by a bailee, banker, agent, factor, trustee, or
member or public offloer of any company or municipal corporation, made
criminal by any law for the time being in force.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). I gladly accept that amend.
ment.

Mr. TISDALE. Does the hon. gentleman propose to re.
tain the crime of perjury in he liât ?

Mr. WELDON (Albert). I withdraw it.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I suggest that the following be

inserted: "Any malicious act done with intentto injure per-
sons in a railway train."

Sir JOHN TH1OMPSOZÎ. I suppose that will be covered
by section 21.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) That covers a vast olass of un.
defined offences, which I do not think it desirable to have
in this Bill.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). When we come to section 11,
I have an amendment to make which will limit the offenca
to those declared to b. felonies under the Act.

Mr, LISTER. I callqthe attention to section 13, "arson."
The definition of arson according to the common law is very
limited.

Bir JORN THOMPSON. It is oonstrued by statute.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) In regard to theamendmnent I

suggest, I may say that I took it from the schedule of
crimes oontained in the several treaties,

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I do not raiseany-objection to
the insertion of the wordssuggested.

Mr. TISDALE. Wby are the words "municipal law"
added in a subsequent section ? Those words are not in
any of the treaties,
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Mr. WELDON (Albert)à i can give an illustration. If

I mistake not, by the laws both of England and the United
States the slave trade is piracy, although the carrying of
slaves is not piracy by the Iaw of nations.

Mr. TISDALE. Section 21 raises a question too large
to consider to-night. The five Acts there referred to cover I
suppose at least 150 pages, and to say that we are going to
incorporate them in this Bill and to declare that the offences
therein contained shall be misdemeanors is asking too much
from this Committee. I will give an illustration. It is made
a felory by one of these Acts to destroy a poll book. We
do not want to send some one back to the United States on
account of an election row. I give that as an example
which I noticed on glancing at one of the Acts a moment
ago, and it foi ces me to the conclusion that these Acts
should be carefully examined belore we pass this clause.
We have largely extended the list of extraditable offences,
and the hon. gentleman might be satisfied with the progress
made. I do not thiniç we should pass it in this general
shape. I think we should make a list of the crimes.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). I will withdraw section 21 of
the Bill,

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I move that the Committee
rise and report the Bill. In doing so I wish to advert for
an instant to an observation made by the hon. member
for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) with reference to my duty on
the subject of a Bill of this kind. I was satisfied that the
hon. member for Bothwell was in a jocose mood when
ho referred to me and desired that I should express an
opinion on this Bill, and 1 would have continued under
that impression had it not been for the observation which
was subsequently made indicating that it was impossible
to ascertain the opinions of the Government on this Bill.
When I moved that the Speaker should leave the Chair, at
the request of the leader of the Opposition, I made a distinct
statement on that subject. I said that the hon. member
who had the Bill in charge would explain it to the Com-
mittee and I was moved to that by the knowledge that the
hon, member for Albert (Mr. Weldon) had taken a great
interest in this subject, and had given it a great deal of very
careful study, but I coupled with that the state ment that
the Government approved of the Bill, and thought it a Bill
of much publie importance, and, in consequence of that, had
moved it to the Governmont Orders.

Bill reported and read the third time and passed.

SUPPLY-EXPORT DUTY ON LOGS.

Mr. FOSTER moved that the flouse again resolve itself
into Committee of Supply.

Mr. CHARLTON. Before you leave the Chair, Mr.
Speaker, I desire to call the attention of the Government
and of the House, tà a matter that bas been repeatedly
brought to their notice by influential delegations of the,
second greatest industry in this country. I refer to the
export duty upon logs. The attitude of the lumber trade
of Canada, with regard to this question at the present time,
is one of very great unanimity and the removal of the duty
has been urged upon the Government from ail quarters in
this Dominion. I rise here to-night at the solicitation of
the Lumbermen's Association of Ontario, the largest lum-
bermen's association of this Dominion, to bring this
matter publicly before the attention of the Government as
it bas been repeatedly brought to their notice by private
representations. The Lumbermen's Association of Ontario
took this matter into consideration on the 7th day of
of February last in Toronto. The question wasfully debated
before that association and the result was that certain reso-
lutions were passed with but two dissenting voies in the
entire association. A deputation was appointed to wait on
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the Government here and an interview was arranged for on
the 23rd February. That deputation included representatives
from the Lumbermen's Association of Ontario as well as a
large deputation from Quebec and a large deputation from
the Ottawa valley. They came here and held a preliminary
meeting at the Russell House and at that meeting the ques.
tion was again fully debated, and the resolutions passed by
the Ontario Lumbermen's Association were sanctioned by
nearly a unanimously vote; five members I think voted
against the resolutions and expressed the desire that the
duty should be reduced to $1 per thousand feet. The depu-
tation waited on the Privy Council in the afternoon and
it is neediess to say they were received with the utmost
courtesy. It was estimated that some $,5,000,000 capital
invested in the lumbering business was represented on
that deputation that waited on the Government. Subse-
quent to that interview with the Government, deputations
from Quebec, deputations from Toronto, deputations from
the Ottawa valley, and from various parts of Canada waited
on the Government, and memorials were presented to the
Government by the Quebec Board of Trade, the Toronto
Board of Trade, and a large and influential deputation of the
latter body waited on the Minister of Finance with reference
to this matter. Now, Sir, the feeling evinced by the lum-
ber trade, represented by these delegations show most con-
clusively that the lumbering interests of Canada are very
sensitive gn to this matter. I propose to enter into this mat.
ter very briefly and to state the reasons why the feeling is
such on this question. We have a lumber tariff in this coun-
try, and the United States imposes a duty on our own sawn
lumber. The American duty is 82 per thousand feet and
the Canadian duty 20 per cent. ad valorem, so that as far as
reciprocity in lumber is concerned we stand on an equality
with the American Government. lowever, we levy an
export duty on logs and the American Government does not,
so that we havo more than reciprocity in this respect.
While at the present moment our export auty is$ 3 per
thousand, the American Congress is debarred by constitu-
tional restriction from imposing ar>y export daty whatever.
When the duty was raised to 83 per thousand last winter,
it provoked a good deal of ill-feeling in the United States,
and it led to an examination as to the relative amouit,
of the export of logs between the two countries. I be-
lieve the American Consul here was the first to examine our
Trade and Navigation Returns in regard to that quettion,
and the statement he made seemed to be incredible. It was
found, however, on an examination of the returns, that his
statement was perfectly correct. The examination revealed
the fact that the export of logs from Canada to the United
States from 1880 to 1888, nine years, was $3,351,339, while
the imports of logs into Canada from the United States
during the same period was $4,Y09,850, or nearly double our
exports to the United Statea; aud this takes no account of
that vast trade from the State of.Maine down the River St.
John to St. John, N.B, which does not appear at all in our
Trade and Navigation returnis. Of the volume of that trade
we ha-ve only estimates. An estimate made by a gentleman
who is familiar with the business puts it at from 50 to 100,-
000,000 feet of spruce, pine and cedar per annum, and the
value of the trade at 87v0,000 per annum ; so that it amount-
ed to 86,300,000 during the period of nine years. That would
bring our total imports from the United States during that
period up to $10,6 19, 85 0, or four times the value of the ex-
port from Canada to the United States. The trade with St.
John, a large trade in the Rai ny River Valley, and the trade
between the State of Minnesota and Manitoba furnish the
greater amount of the logs exported from the United States
to Canada.

The movement in the United States in reference to this
matter has assumed a form which inspires the lumbermen in
this country with some degree of apprehension as to the
consequences. Our export duty on loge has before this time
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attracted attention. When the Millh' Bill was framed, it
placed lumber on the free list, except in the case of countries
imposing an export duty. In the case of such countries the
lumber remained at the old rate of 82 per thousand feet.
The Senate Bill introduced last winter reduced the duty on
lumber 50 cents a thousand feet, to apply to countries not
imposing an export duty. So that under either of these
Bills, had they become law, we would have suffered from
the imposition of an export duty, so far as our export trade
in lumber is concerned. Now, it is said, I do not know with
what degree of truth, that when the Senate Bill was
considered in Committee last Session at Washington, but
for the existence of the export duty in Canada, our
charces would have stood well for a reduction of the duty
to SI per thousand ; but that the existence of that export
duty prevented a reduction of more than 50 cents per thou-
sand. The most dangerous feature of the matter, however,
is the action taken by the lumber tiade in the United States
in connection with this increase ini the export duty. It was
at once seized upon by the lumber trade as a reason for
demanding from Congress an increase in the lumber duties,
and the demand was also a general one that a provision
should be adopted in the tariff which would provide that,
the lumber imported from any foreign country levying an
export duty, should be subjected to a duty equal to the
amount of the export duty. I have here a blank form of a
petition which was extensively circulated, and I believe
extensively signed, and forwarded to Congress from the
States of Michigan and Wipeonsin; and the clause in this
petition relating to the export duty is as follows:-

" That in case any foreigu country shal imposeau export drity upon
logs. shingle-bolts or other kinds of wood, that may be designed for, or
used as, the raw material of any American saw-mill, mill, or factory,
than the sawn lumber, shingles, or other manufactured product of suchi
kinds of logs, bolts or wood, as may have an export duty imp osed upon
it by such country, shall, when imported from such country, besubject,
in aiddition to the regular duty provided by law, to an additional duty
equivalent to the amount of such export duty, and that such additional
duty shaet be imposed upon any article that might otherwise be uponthe free list."

Now, Sir, if the prayer of that petition were granted, under
the present condition of things, the duty on lumber would
be 85 per thousand on lumber imported into the United
States from Canada-the regular duty of 83, and the plen.
ary or ailded duty of $3 per thousand, so long as our export
duty should be enforced; and I think I may safely say to
the Finance Minister that I do not think he would long re
tain an export duty of 83 per thousand on logs if there
were a provision in the American law adding that much to
the import duty on lamber from Canada. It is this feature of
the case which inspires the lumbermen of this country with
alarm, and the additional feature that the existence of this
export duty is ueed by that vast and influential lumber
interest in the United States as the most potent argument
within their reach to influence Congress to resist any re-
duction in the lumber duties, and to demand, if possible, an
increase of those duties. The pers&nnel of the American
administration is now much more favorable to their in-
terests than was that of President Cleveland. We have
in place of Mr. Bayard as Secretary of State, Mr.
Blaine, a gentleman from the lumber State of Maine, who
is thoroughly conversant with this question, and thoroughly
in sympathy with the lumber interest of that State. We
bave, also, in place of Mr. Fairchiid, as Secretary of the
Treasury, Mr. Windom, from the State of Minnesota.
These facts place their interests on a much more favorablei
basis than they would have stood upon under Mr. Cleveland's
Cabinet; and it is morally certain that the continuance of
the present export duty, or the continuance of any export
duty, will have a most powerful bearing on this question,
W hen Congress comes to revise its tariff at its next meeting,i
the existence of that duty will powerfally influence Con-j
gress in relusing a reduction of the duty, and pousibly will]

result in increasing it. The interest demanding this is a
very powerful one. We have the lumber States of Maine,
Pennsylvania. Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, California,
Oregon and Washington, and we have the vast lumber
interest which has recently grown up in varions parts of the
South. These interests wili make common cause, and they
ask no botter weapon to be placed in their hands than the
existence of this export duty, which they will appeal to for
the purpose of rousing prejudice and animosity, in order to
obtain that which cool and sober argument would fail to
secure

The idea that we are in anywise protected in this matter-
that the Americans must have our lumber, and that the pro-
ducer pays the duty-is the one that no lumberman in
Canada takes any stock in. This country does not export
to the United States one-thirtieth of the quantity of lumber
the United States produce; for every thousand feet we
export to them they produce thirty thoasand of their own,
and our small export to them can scarcely affect in any
degree the vast production or the price in that country. The
extent of tim ber in teho south is practically limitless, and that
business bas recently sprung into existence. Thore is a belt
Of pine from the centre of Virginia, through North and
South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana
having an average width of 100 miles ; and besides Texas
and Florida. have very extensive forests of pine, and it is
said that there is enough pine in that region to supply the
United States for centuries, because the ti mber renews itself
every th irty or forty years, and there being no severe winters,
tbe season or growth extends over the entire year. The
Woods are not subject to the devastation of fire as they are
in Canada and other northern parts, because the fire can go
through those woods, through which you can drive a wag-
gon easily in any direction, there being no undergrowth,
without injuring the timber. A vast amount of capital is
being invested in this region. Michigan men and Wisconsin
me«- are establishing mills and producing lumber there, the
railway accommodation has been constantly improving, and
the competition against Canadian lumber is, therefore, con-
stantly increasing. That competition is driving Canadian
lumber out of the markets of Philadelphia and Boston and
other seaboard cities of the Statei, and is also rapidly
gaining favor in the markets of Chicago, Buffalo, Cleveland
and Albany. In certan grades of lumber the markets will
ho entirely supplied from that district. One of the largest
O.tawa lumbermen, Mr. Booth, told me the other day that,
in certain lines of 10-inch stocks, which ho had been in the
habit of selling in the United States, largely for the purpose
of being stripped into wainscoting, the price last year
averaged 82 per thousand feet less than ho could get
in former years, and the prospect for the sale of thia
lumber is still worse this year-all due to the competition
of the southern lumbermen. This competition is gradually
encroaching on the markets in the north, which hitherto
we regarded as our own, and our botter pine is
besides rapidly giving way to the yellow poplar lumber
of the south, which is u.-urping its place. In consequence
of this competition, the prices of our best clear stuff pine
in New York, Albany and other markets have decreased
from 84 to 86 per thousaud feet board measure within the
last three or four years. So that we are meeting a com-
pttition which is fiercer and more troublesome than any we
have hitherto met, and hence our lumbermen desire that
the export duty, which bas produced but very little revenue
and which threatens to entail se ious consequences upon us,
lar gireater in magnitude than the benefits we derive from
it, should b. removed. Now, if we could secure a reduction
in the American tariff of 81 per thousand feet onour sawn
lumber, which the southern pine is driving~ out of the
market, it would be a very great boon indeed to the lumber.
ing interests of this country, but if the duty be advanced 81
per thousand feet, it would be a very groat disaster for Uthes
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imterests. It would not only affect the lumbormen, Shotil4 this be done we will be placed in a botter position to
but the bankers, merchants, farmers ard laborerm of Ihis seoure concessions with regard to the American lumber tarif
country, because imost every business in Canada is inti- which otherwiso we would not secure. I do not know that
mately connected with the great lumber interest of this one Government bas a mueh botter record in regard te this
country. The prayerand desire on the part of our lumber- daty than the other. The Mackenzie Governmentbha
mon acquainted with the situation is that our export duty somewhat botter record than the othor Governmont, be-
may be removed. cause it refused te abohsh the duty which was imposed, I

I wdl show 'how-small tle financial results of this d'uty believe, anterior to Gonfederation, and was continued by
have been te this Government. We have collected upon the firet Government after Confedoration. When that Gov.
pite loge exported -since 1867 a total amount of $118,424, erumont went out of power, and my hon. friend te my right
being an average of $5,382 per year. The total amount of (Sir Richard Cartwright) became Finance Minister, the
duty collected upon spruce logs bas been $141,273, or an Government refused te abolish the duty entirely, but they
average of #6,421 per year. The total amount of duty upon made two important concessions. They abolighed the duty
loge, shingle bolts, and everything upon the list exported on round oak legs, an 1 they made a ruliùg as to the classi-
Birce Conlederation bas been $259,677, or an annual average fication of timber whicb was in accordance with common
of $11,804; and the average duty on pine which we have sense and the requirerents cf tbe trade. That Gover-
collected since 1881 has been but $3,135; and from 1881. to ment decided by departmental order that log& subjoot ro
1885, under a duty of 81 per thousar.d feet, the average duty sbould ho sticks of timber up te 18 feet in Iength, and
annual amount collected was 61,634. Yet in the face of that round timber upwards cf 18 feet in iength-masts,
that diminution, isodicating an almost extinct trade, the spars, piling and that clas cf timber-shoald be exempt
eport duty was put up to 32 per thousand feet; and thon, from duty. That abolition cf the duty on legs over 18 feet
as if there were a necessity for a further incrcase, it was minimised tho evil by removing the dnty on a clasa cf tim.
put up to $3 a thousand feet, the only effect being the pro- ber usod fer the samo purposos as square tinber, and net
ducing of irritation on the part of the Americans,. the designed fer sawn nuber. The Lumbermon's Association,
attracting of their attention to the relatice and greater on tho 7th February last, adopted a resolution whieh set
volume of their log export to Canada as compared with the forth tho reasons which probably actuated tho Mackenzie
Canadian log export to the United States and the threateu- (overnrent in making that change. The first resolution
ing of disaster to the lumber trade of this country. The waB as folicws
total value of the export of pine logs since 1867 bas been
but 8595,000, an average of $27,000 a year, and the total That theexpert trade in long round timber is an advantageous one

fer Canada. Timber of this class is not exported for the purpose of
value of spruce logs exported si·nce 1867 has been 86 '8,000, being converted into ordiary sawn innber. Its preparation and de-
or $28,565 per year. TLe total value of all exports of logs, hvery at the point cf'shipment involves the expendaure of more money
subject to export duty, shingle bot, pin and apruc ,inanada,as a ru e, than e conversion f the same timber into lumber

,y,,hinle olt, pne nd ' rue 1 1woud do. It lu used for the same general purposes as square pine tîm-
'pine, oak and spruce, has been but 81,224 000 since 1867, ber, sud the waste in squaring the timberi8avoided. Theroundtimber
or en annual average of 855,630. That average since trade le at least as desirable as the trade in board or waney pine, in the
1880, under the duty of $1, bas fallen to 843,000 per year ; preparation of whih the hollow butted, thq shaky, and the knotty

the ota vale c ourexprt c e'erytingportions of the tree are lef t in the woods to rot, while in the preparation
and from 1867 the total value of our export of everything f long round timber, mall hllows in the but end, and the rogpor-
upon which an export duty has been levied, bolts of al tions of the tree in the top are not eut ontcf the stick. There je at least
kinds, logs of all kinds, for these twenty-two years, is only aslitlle reason for the imposition of an export duty upon long round
one-seventh as much as the sawn lumber export from Can- timber asthere would b. upen square pine or board pine'
ada for one single year. Yet this duty threatens te have For Ibis reason, the association sets forth that, in the classi-
the effýct of iracreasing tho duty imposed by the United fication, at toast, a distinction sheuld be drawn between long
States on our lumber, or at any rate, to prevent the rcduc- timbor and short legs which adoignod fer sawn lumbor.
tien that we might hope to obtain, and this threatens te des- 1Inoed net remind the Govornmont that this movoment,
troy this export trade. ibis desire which bas been oxproesod by the trade for the

I am not going to accuse the Government of having rerovai cf tue duty is strictly non peltical. I do net stand
imposed that duty through any desire to injure any interest up here as a mezber cf the Opposition, but as a reprosonta-
n Onada I know this duty was first imposed at the solicta- tive cf the lumber trade, and 1 place bofore the Government
tion of a portion of the Canadian lumber interest, and these censiderations as bearing upon a great interest in this
inorensed at the same solicitation, and increased the second country in which mon cf ail politios are engaged and in re-
time at the solicitation of that same interest. I am willing gard te which they have potitioned the Govorument. The
te give the Government the credit of baving acted in good deputation, large and influeutial in point cf ability and
faith and with the desire of meeting the wishes of the trade, wealth, wbich waitod on the Government in regard te this
but certainly last fall the Goverument increased the duty to matter, was composed cf mon et both parties, and 1 do net
$3 without examining sufficiently the desire of the trade think there was any deputatien in reforonce te this mattor
thronghout the country. I am not bere, however, to charge which bas waitod on tho Gevernament during the present
the Government with having acted with any desire except Session which was confined, in its personne!, te members eo
te promote the interests of the country -but the lumbor on. party atone. There is on. furtber censideration which
trade has changed position in this matter. We know this I wiIl prfse upon the Government. 1 consider h a moral
last increase of duty te $3 a thousand feet has attracted at- certainty that the action cf the Amorican Cengrese, when
tention to the matter in the United Statos, an attention it next ueets, wilî ho such as te cempel tiis Goverament te
whidh bas revealed a state of the leg trade which we our-
selves were ignorant of, and hee been used by the lumber Mr. HESSON. They eannot do it.
interest of the Uniti d States te resiet a movement for the
Teduction of the American duty and to cauce it Lo be re- Mr.CII RLTON. Theycannotdcit? Ltiscnlyayear
plaeed-by a mnovement toretaliate which may lead to disas- age that the hfinisterof Finance askod for power teabregate
trous results. It is these reasons that influence the lumber the duty by Order in Council, the reason givon being that
trade to ask the Govern ment te reverse the action which at the MilI' Bil, whieh had thon been introduced in Congress
their soliâitation the Government took. It je threetened and was likeiy te become law, might affect a country which
"with disaster, and it is solicited with a great degree of bad an expert duty and lad net the perof remeving the
unanimity that the Government will remove this duty and duty, and ho asked fer power te rernve the duty if it was

romote a-better w1ate.offoeling btween thetwo countries.ouudIoeb.neoes.ary. Lt is owing te that requcat made by
eMde w b l i bt to
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Sir Cbarles Tupper that the Government may, if they
choose, abolish this duty to-day. If the threat of a duty of
$2 a thousand would lead the Government to ask for that
power, would not a duty of 83 a thousand on lumber have
the same effect upon the Government ? Certainly it would.
It is absurd to imagine that, if the Americans emact in their
next Tariff Bill that they will retaliate by imposing a duty
on lumber from Canada equal to the export duty which we
place on logs, this Government would be so blind as to
subject the country to such inconveniences and such loss
rather than abrogate the export duty on logs. Congress
bas clearly shown what its action would be. The Mills Bill
would have made it to our advantage to abrogate the duty
to the extent of $2 a thousand feet on all the lumber we ex.
ported to the United States. The Senate Bill would have
made it to our advantage to the extent of 50 cents a thousand
feet. The universal prayer of the lumber trade to the Govern-
ment is that, in view of the fact that the import of logs
from the United States to Canada is four times greater than
the export of loge from Canada to the United States, the
duty should be repealed, as the result otherwise will be to
imperil our intereste in this matter.

This revision of the tarif in the United States is to take
place next winter. Revisions of the tarif in the United
Stats are not made very readily or very frequently. The
last revision was made in 18-3, and, when the next revision
is made, we may reasonably suppose that it will stand at
least during the life of ti e present Administratio, or for the
next four years. It is a matter of very great imp >rtance
for us to place ourselves in the best possible position to
secire concessions in regard to the American lumticr duty.
The removal of the export duty for the present year will
make very little difference. No stock has been got out for
export last winter, and none can be got ont now The Gov-
ernment can afford to wait developments, but the wish of
the lumber interest is that the Government should take off
this duty so as not to increase our difficulties by inducing
the Americans to increase their duty on timber. Wu want
the best chance we can have for the reduction of the
duty to 81 a thousand feet, if not its removal entirely,
and the trade prays the Government not to stand in the
way of the realisation of the hopes of the lumber trade by
keeping this export duty, which operates to a greater or
less extentin the direction of depriving us of the advantages
which we would derive from its removal. Without movirg
any resolution in regard to this matter, I say that 1 Lave
been requested by those engaged in the trade to make this
public statement of the matter. I do not know 'that I have
said anything to my hon. friend the Finance Minister
which is new in that case. It is a little over two months
since one of the most influential and wealthy deputations
that ever waited on the Government waited upon them in
the Privy Council Chamber, and the members of that depu.
tation feel that they are entitled to an answer, that the
importance of the question warrants them in expecting an
answer as to the view the Government take of their repre-
sentations and their petition. In this view I present these
remarks to the Government, and especially to the Minister
of Finance, with the reminder that if the export duty is not
removed, and Congress, at its next session, either retains
the present rate of duty or increases the amount, the lum-
ber interest of Canada will not entertain feelings either
pleasant or friendly towards the Government that refused
their rersonable and urgent request.

Mr. FOSTER. I listened with a good deal of interest to
the statement made by my hon. friend, in not all, of which
of course, I cao agree with him. 'Tie policy of having an
export duty on logs is not, as my hou. friend said, a new
one; it has been the policy of this country for a long series
of years, no doubt adopted because of good reasons, and
retained for thoe same good resons. Within the last few

months, as my hou. friend stated, the export duty was in-
creased over and above the former rate, and that was done
for varions reasons, and at the instance of no class of men
more than of the lumbermen themselves, who, in au almost
united body, approached the Government and brought the
strongest arguments they could to bear upon the necessiLy
and advantage te this country of increasing the expert duty
upon logs te $3 per thousan 1. Now, as my hon. friend says,
the representatives of the lumber interest have seen thinge
in a different light, and hwe approac-ied the Government
in large and influential deputations, asking them to take off
the duty or to lower it. The chief argument of these gen.
tlemen has been the argument which my hon. friend has
used to-night, that is, the probable danger or fear that the
pursuance of this course of policy will bave the effect, in the
country south of us, of inducing thom to enact legislation
which will make it more difficult for the lumber of this
country to find access te the markets of the United
States. I think my hon. friend, in presenting the
case, bas probably strengthend the hands of those parties
in the United States who have a direct interest in not
allowing Canadian lumber ingress into that market,
He has taken a great deal of pains to show that year by
year of late the area of competition from the south towards
the north, with our lumber, hat b3en constantly increasing,
that they have come up each year further and further
towards the northern limit, and have met certain classeg. at
least, of Canadian lumber in markets so fr north as New
York and Bu ffalo, and o:her cities along that Une of paraiel.
Well, Sir, tbis has been pointed out by my hon. friend in
,trong and vigorous language, and the manner in which
he has pointed out the strong interest that the pro.
ducers of this lumber in the United States have in this
competition, and the suc-esi they bave hal in the com-
petition so far, I think, will have the effect of arous.
ing that interest in the United States and producing
just exactly what my ion. friend says ho deplorea-
a united effort upon the Congress to enact logislation
which shall not only not allow Canadian lumber to go
into the United States at a les@ rate of duty than at the
present time, but will, if possible, have that duty raised
in order to give them a greater chance in the compotition
which my hon. friend says they now carry on up to these
northern limits with so great a success. At this late period
of the Session, and with a deal of wcrk before us yet t> be
donc, and which we hope to get rid of within a few days, I
do not intend to go into a long discussion of this matter.
The Government have, by the power that Parliament has
given them, within themselves the ability to lower or to
heighten the duties within certain limite, and thC Govern-
ment taking all interests in its consideration, and taking
into consideration as well the very strong represeitations
which have been made to them by the lumnber interest,
under this fear of future possi ble legislation which they say
haunts them, and which I dare say is present with them,
being interested in so great au extent as they are, I say the
Government having all these representations of the differ-
cnt interests, bave been considering the matter and are still
having it under consideration, and having it in their power,
I have no doubt they will aet as they consider best under the
view of all the circumstances, for the general interest, not
excluding the lumber interest of the Dominion.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think it is very mueh
to ho regretted that the Governument cannot give a plain an.
swer to a plain question. They have had two menthe to
consider this matter, and all they have got to tit my hon.
friend and to tell the great interest of which ho is a member
and for which ho speaks, is that they are considering the
matter still. The Government's duty is to tell the House
before it separates what they have decided to do. It is
apparent, judging from hie language of the Finance iMai.
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ter, that they cannot make up thoir minds what to do, and
I think that the lumber interest will do well, and its repre-
Pentatives in this House will do well, to see that the Govern-
ment do anewer before they leave.

Mr. SPROULE. Coming from a part of the country in-
tereted in lumbering operatiors, and havirg some know-
ledge of the business there, I think it would bo deoidedly
against our interest if the export duty was taken off lumber.
I know the hon. member who brought up this matter to-
night bas carried on operations largtly, I think upon the
Geurgian Bay, and he knows as well as I do that it bas
been a great business for several years past to eut down the
pine in our country and take it away to the United
States. A few years ago we had mills on Canadian
soil which employed a large number of men, these
mills have now been transferred to the American side
and the lumber is manufactured over there that used
to be manufactured in Canada. The result is that
whereas the men engaged in that business used to con-
sume the poi k, the flour, the wheat, and the butter
raised by our farmers when that lumber was being manu
factured here, now those articles are got from the State of
Michigan and our farmers have not the benefit of supply
ing them. Our people are strongly against taking off that
export duty on lumber because our forests are being de-
pleted rapidly. First class lumber is growing dear. You
cannot get dry lumber in that country for less than $36 per
M. ft., and we need ail the lumber we have for the wants of
our people. If it is important for us to have the American
market, nothirg is more likely to induce the Americans to
keep up their tariff on lumber than for us to take off the
export duty upon logs. They are endeavoring in one way
or another to take the logs across and manufacture them
in their country. I think we should prevent that, as much
as possible, becauso every additional man to whom we give
employment in the manufacture of lumber in our country,
is an additional consumer of the products of the agricultur-
ists in the country.

Mr. BARRON. To the motion that you do Ipow leave the
Chair, I beg, Sir, to move an amend ment. The amendment I
propose is one which deals with a transaction, the like of
which, I think, has seldom ever graced, or I sbould more
propcrly sty disgraced, the executivo of ary logislative
body. The transaction I refer to is that of the Government
selling, or I should perbaps more properly say giving away
79 square miles of valuable timber limits to a gentleman,
now a member of this House, for the nominal sum of $316.
There would have been wrong in this transaction had the pro-
erty been of the ordinary property belonging to the Crown,
ut it is infamous in a degree when the fact is recalled that

the property so disposed of was part of the public domain of
this country and belonged to a small band of Indians, in re
gard to whom the Premier of this House, who is directly
responsible for this transaction, stood in the position of
trustee, and over whom he stood as guardian, they
standing towards him in the position of warde. Now,
in order that this Hlouse may thoroughly understand this
transaction, and in order to explain the case upon which 1
arraign the Government opposite, I would ask hon gentlemen
to accompany me in their memories back to 1850, and in their
imaginations travel with me as far as Sault Ste. Marie. At that
place and that year the late Peter Robinson was employed
to make treaties with several different bands of Indians in-
habiting the shores of Georgian Bay, Lake Buron and
Lake Superior. He made successful treaties with all the
different bands inhabiting those localities. A part or por.
tion of the treaty was that each band should have a specific
portion of the land. There were very many different bands
of Indians, each of which got a particular portion of land
allotted to them by this particular treaty, but there was a
band known as Shawanakeshicks band which, though allot-

Sir RicHAnn CARTWaIUHT.

ted a reserve, did not until a few years ago have their re-
serve laid out for them upon the ground. It may not be im-
portant that the House should know these particulars, yet,
perbaps, I may be permitted to explain that this band of
Indians has not, until within the last 3 or 4 years, had their
land or reserve laid out for them, while all the different
bands had winhin two or three years after 1850 their
lands laid out for them. Some have supposed the rea-
son for not laying out Shawanakeshicks reserve, to be
that the particular land reserved for this particular band,
the t mber belonging to which was nominally given away
or nominally sold to the hon the junior member for Ottawa,
was because the reserve was so far inland from the shores
of Gcorgian Bay that the surveyor employed at that period
did not find time to go and lay ont that roserve. On the
other band it is supposed that the reason was the uncertainty
in the description of the reserve. Speaking from memory,
and therefore subject to correction, the description of the
reservo was some such description ae this: Shawanakeshicks
Band, a tract of land three miles square between the waters
of the Whitefish River ard Wanabitesebe, seven miles
inland. Inasmuch as the distance be'ween Whitefish River
and Wanabitesebe is something like seventy or eighty miles,
it ean easily bo understood how difficult it was to exactly
locate the piece of lard under this treaty three miles square.
Ajd then again the particular village inhabited by this par-
tieular band was very much further inland from the shores
of the Georgian Bay than seven miles, something like
twenty miles, and thus an uncertainty arose as to where
this particular land or reserve was to be located.
But within the last three or four years this par-
ticular reserve was laid out for this band, and here I may
say that it was fairly and accurately laidlaid out. It
was laid out by Mr. Abrey employed by hon. gentle.
men opposite. I do not mean to refer to the question
of the accuracy of that survey, although the courts have
held lately that it was not located accurately; still there is
no point in that in my case against the Government. But
bon. members will kindly bear in mind that, although the
treaty was made as far back as 1850, it was not until the
last three or four years that this particular reserve was laid
out for this particular band of Indians. At an earlier period
the Government of the Province of Ontario surveyed all
the lands on the north shore of the Georgian Bay, including
the lands covered since by this particular reserve, into what
wore known as timber berths with a view ofselling the timber
on those particular berths, and in the year 1872 the Ontario
Government sold the timber on the berthson the north shore
of the Georgian Bay, including the timber upon the area
subsequently known as this reserve. It may be said that,
inasmuch as that tract was then known, the Ontario
Government did wrong in selling the timber as they did
in 1872, in laying out the land as reserves in 1872 ; but I
want to show, and I can show conclusively, that when
the Ontario Government did that which they did in 1872,
sell the timber on the berths, which have since been covered
by the Indian reserve on which the timber was sold to
the junior member for Ottawa for the small sum of $316,
they had no knowlodge whatever of this particular reserve.
To prove that fact I shall read two letters. I do this because
it might appear that there was some conflict between the two
Governments, the Dominion Government and the Govern-
ment of Ontario. It might be said that the Government of
Ontario was doing wrong when it sold the timber in 1872,
having laid ont the timber berths previous to thatyear; but
if I can show that the Ontario Government at that time knew
nothing whatever of this reserve, then I think any accusa-
tions against that Government sbould be withdrawn, and I
think 1 can show that successfully. Not only at that time did
the authorities at Toronto know nothing about the Indian
reserve, but the authorities in the Department of Indian
Affaira here knew nothing whatever of the looation of that
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reserve. To prove that I shall read the two letters to which
I, a moment ago, referred. The first is dated the 24th July,
1819, and is addressed to T. Il. Johnson, Assistant Commis-
sioner, Qrown Lands Department, Toronto. It reads :

" Sm,-I have the honor to request that you will be good enongh to
furnish this office with a copy on tracing linen, of the plan of the reserve
occupied by Chief Shawanakeshick and his band, between Whitefish
River and Wanabitesebe, and numbered 6, ou the schedule of reserva-
tions made under the Robinson Treaty of 1850

"(Signed.) L. VANKOUGHNET,
"Deputy of the Superintenient General of Indian Affaira."

It will be seen by that letter that the Dominion Govern-
ment at that time, in 1879, had no map, and as a matter of
fact, there was no map in existence, showing the locality of
this particular reserve. This Government knew nothing
about it, and they applied to the Goverument of Ontario
for information in regard to the question. The reply they
got was this:

" DEPAuRTMENT o, ORowis LANDs,
"DPUTT SURVEYoR GENERAL's OFFICE, 1st August, 1879.

"1 Sm,-In reply to a letter of the 24th ult., requesting copy of plan of
Indian Reserve No. 6, between Whitefish River and Wanabitesebe, I
have to inform you that no plan of such reservation appears of record
in this office. 1 enclose plan of north shore of Lake Huron, showing
al] Indian reserves covered by the treaty.pt 1850, plans of which are of
record in this office.

"iT. H. JOHNSON,
"Assistant Land Commisioner.'

This letteris addressed to Mr. L.Vankoughnet, Deputy Super-
intendentGeneralof Indian Affairs. From these letters itwill
be seen that the Government cf Ontario, when priorto 1872
they laid cut the lands on the north shore of Georgian
Bay into what were known as timber berths, and thon
sold the pine timber thereon, did not know anything
whatever of the existence at that time of the reserve.
But although that was the case, it cannot be said that when
the Dominion Government surveyed the Indian reserve, they
knew nothing at all of the timber berths laid out by the Gov.
ernment of the Province of Ontario, and to prove that the
Dominion Government-and I do this in order to trace up
step by step the knowledge possessed by this Government
of what took place by the authority of the Province of
Ontario-had some such knowledge, I bring in this point,
although i is not a very important one, but I do it for the
purpose of showing step by step that the Government oppo-
site knew all that went on s, far as the Government of the
Province of Ontario was concerned regarding these particu-
lar berths. Now, the letter signed by Mr. James Phipps
who is the Indian Agent at Manitowaning addressed to the
Superintendent General of Indian Affairs is dated the 30th
March, 1883, and is as follows :

"Sr,-I have the honor to state with reference to previons corres-
pondence on the subject of the reserve claimed by the Whitefish Lake
Indians that I have taken every opportunity of meeting with the Obiet
and the most intelligent Indians of the band to ascertain from them the
boundaries of the reserve, claimed as having been in their occupation
at the date of the Robinson Treaty, and now enclose a sketch showing
the reserve claimed, which wiil comprise part of the foilowing town-
ships as laid down in a map issued by the Crown Land Department of
Ontario, dated August, 1880, Nos. 69, 70, 75, 76, 77, 83, 84 and will con-
tain about 60 square miles."

Those were the berthe laid out on the map issued by the
Ontario Government in pursuance of the survey they made,
so that this Government knew at the time they laid out
this Indian reserve within the last three years, that the
Government of the Province of Ontario had previously sur-
veyed it out into timber berths. This Government having
laid out that reserve we next find that the hon. the junior
member for Ottawa appears on the scene.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Name.

Mr. BARRON. I am asked to name the hon, gentleman
but perhaps it would be out of order if I shouli do so. I do
not think it is very difficult to understand who is the bon.
the junior member for Ottawa. It is nt Mr. Perley. The
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" Your obedient servant,
"H. ROBILLARD."

Now, the hon. the junior member for Ottawa, having put
in his application, then Mr. Vankoughnet, the Deputy Sup.
erintendent General of Indian Affairs, writes to Mr. Phipp,
the Indian agent in charge of this band of Indians owning
the timber on the reserve, and urges him to see what can
be done in getting from the Indians a surrender of their
claims to the timber. This is the letter that Mr. Van-
koughnet writes:

"COTTmW, 23rd October, 1885.
" JAs. 0. PmPPrs, Esq.,

"Indian Superintendent,
"IManitowaning, Ont.

"SiR,-I enclose, herewith, for early report, copy of an ap-,lication,
dated the 13th instant, from Messrs. Joseph Riopelle & 00 , of J tawa, to
obtain the privilege of cutting fallen, dead and green timber on the
Indian reserve at Whitefish Lake.

" I have to request that you will report your views to the department
on this matter; ist, as to whether there is more timber fit for lnmber
than the Indians will require for their own purposes on the reserve, and,
if so ; 2nd, whether the Indians are likely to agree to the same being
sold by the department for their benefit. 3rd, What bonus in such event
should, in your opinion, be asked for the timber."

I emphasise the last words "what bonus in your opinion
should be asked for the timber, " because it may be that the
department will set up the defence that they are in the habit
of selling all pine timber lands, especially in the North-
West, at the nominal sum of $4 a square mile, and therefore
that they did not want to depart from that rule in this par.
ticular case. Here it will be seen that so uncertain were
they as to what price they should ask for this particular
timber limit that they asked the Indian agent at Manito-
waning to express an opinion as to what price they should
ask for this particular limit. In pursuance of that letter Mr.
Phipps, the Indian agent at Manitowaning, proceeded to
the Indians at their reserve, and I have heard said, with the
assistance of friends of the hon. the junior member for
Ottawa, he got from the Indians the surrender of the pine
timber on this reserve. le writes as follows of the sur-
render-.-
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next tbing we flnd is an application from this gentleman for
the timber on this particular reserve, covering an area as
was stated in this House by the hon. the Minitter of the In-
terior in answer to my question, of 1i9 square miles of timber
limits, and that application is dated on tbe 13th October,
1885, and is addressed to the Minister of Indian Aff vrs. Let
me say here that I am proving all that I say iy corres-
pondence brought down in a return of this Hou e in pur.
suance of a motion made by me, either last Session or the
Session before. This is the application that I refer to:

" OTTAWA, 13th October, 1885.
"The Minister of Indian Affairs, Ottawa.

Il8ia,-We the undersigned hereby make application to obtain privi.
lege of cutting timber on an Indian reserve situated on the north shore
of Lake Huron and known as the Whitefih Iindian Reserve.

" The accompanying sketch colored red will show the tetritory applied
for.

"Yours respectfally,
4lJOSEPH RIOPELLE & 00."

Before I go any further I wish to say that although a
sketch accompanied this letter to the Department of Indian
Affairs, when the return was brought down there was no
such sketch included. It may be said that "Joseph Rio.
pelle & Co." does not mean the hon. the junior member for
Ottawa, but here we have a letter of his of 1lth, November
1885, referring to this application in these words:

" OTTwA, Ilth, November 1885.
" To the Minister of Indian Affairs,

IlOttawa.
"HON. SiR,-l take the liberty to remind you of my application for

license to cut timber on an Indian reserve.
" Will you please let me know the result of your conclusion in this mat-

ter, and much oblige
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12th July, 1888.
SR,-I have the honor to report my return from Sault Ste. Marie,

having gone there with Joseph Faille, an Indian of Whitefish Lake Band,
chosen by the Council of the band for the purpose of making the affidavit
to the surrender required by section 37, sub-section 2, Indian Act, 1880.

"I enclose herewith the surrender of the timber on the reserve."

The following is the surrender signed by the Indians, of the
19 square miles of timber to this Government:-

" We, the undersigned chiefs and principal men of the band of Indians
owning the tract of land known as the Whitefish Lake Indian Reserve,
or Reserve Nurmber 6, in the schedule of reserves under the Robinson
Treaty, being a majority of the male members of the said band of the
full age of twenty-one years, habitually residing on or near the reserve
in question, duly assembled at a council of the said band called for the
puipose and according to the rules of the said band, and held in presence
of an officer duly authorised by the Honorable the Superintendent
General of Indian Affaira to attend such council, acting on behalf of the
whole people of our said band, do hereby release, surrender, quit claim
and yield up unto Our Sovereign Lady the Queen, Her heirs and succes-
sors forever, all and singular the whole of the merchantable timber on
the said reseive in trust, to be sold for the joint benefit of the said band
on such terns and conditions and as to Her Majesty's Government of
Canada shall seem proper; ten per cent. of the bonus derivable from the
sale cf the said timber to b3 divided among the said band, the remainder
of the proceeds to be invested for our sole joint benefit and for the benefit
of our descendants in such manner as te the said Government of Canada
shall seem to be most conducive to the interest of our said band.

" InyVitness wherecf we, the said chiefa and principal men, have set
our banda and seals unto this instrument, at Whitefish Lake Indian
Reserve, ibis first day of July, in the year of Our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-six?"

Then follows the signatures of the Indiansý The conditions
of the sale as regards the proceeds to be divided among the
Indians are stated in the surrender. The price. as the
Minister of the Interior told us the other day was 8316 and
10 per cent. of that is $31.60. Thore are about 100 Indians
in this bnd, and this would be about 31 cents each for the
Indians, whereas the hon. the junior member for Ottawa, if
my information is correct, got no less than $50,000 for this
very timber limit for which the individual Indians only got
31 cents each. Now, Mr. Speaker, it is almost unnecessary for
me in this House to tell the members, many of whom are
lumber manufacturers, that to sell 79 square miles of timber
limits on the north shore of the Georgian Bay for the sum
of $316 is nothing more or less than giving them away. I
will appeal to the hon. the senior member for Ottawa if what
I say is not correct, that these limits, if worth anything,
are worth f-om $50 1o $100 per square mile. I appeal to
the hon. member for Russell if it is not a shocking trans-
action that these limits should be sold to a suoporter of
the Government who was then soon to be a member of
this House for the nominal sum of 8316, and that
the Indians should be induced to sign a surrender by
being told that they would get about 10 per cent. of
a bonus when all they would get between them would
be $31, while the hon. member for Ottawa pockets from
845,000 to é50,000 out of the transaction. Let me show
you what the value of these limits really is. In the
year 1872 the Ontario Goverument, as I have stated, laid
out all this tract of land into timber berths with the view
of selling the timber thereon. This Indian reservation has
been laid out on a portion of berth No. 69; Messrs. Francis
Bros. purchased the reservation and operated upon that
berth last year-one eleventh part of the whole of this In-
dian reservation. Now, I have a statement here, given to
me by wood rangers who went there with the view of in-
specting the quantities of timber out and the quantity re-
maining on this eleventh part of the whole reserve, and
what do they report ? They report that there was taken
off that portion lat year by Francis Bros., 230,800 feet of
square timber, which, at 880 a thousand, would amount to
0 t862.40. Thon, there was 1,821,300 feet, board measure,
c4t off, wbiph, at-83 a thousand, would give 85,463.90.
Th«phoey wy 451325 feet, board measure, in the rougb,.
w ijh,at 41.50, wopldmake 8682.78. So that there was lest
year 8,009 worth of timber eut off one-eleventh part of the
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reserve, which was gold to the hon. gentleman for $316. But
there was more left upon it. These wood-rangers report
that there are 7,000,000 feet left upon this one-eleventh part,
which at $2 a thousand, would be $14,000 worth still stand-
ing. Altogether, on that one.eleventh part, or 7 square miles,
owned by Francis Bros. and partly worked by them, was
timber worth at least $22,000, and the hon. junior member
for Ottawa gets the whole 79 square miles for 8316. But I
will give somefurther information. Now, I know, because
of the gentlemen who own that berth 69 are clients of mine,
and they refused $30,000 for it ; the proportion covered by
this Indian reserve would be.worth $7,500. Then,berth 70
was examined by a Mr. Macdonald, a wood-ranger, and he
made out that there were on it 40,000,000 feet, which at 81
a thousand would be worth $40,000; the proportion cov-
ered by this reserve would be worth 813,333. Berth 84 was
worth $60,000, and the proportion covered by the reserve
would be worth $10,000. Thon, berths 75 and 83 were sold
to Messrs. Sadler & Dundas. of the town of Lindsay, forS0,-
000; and the other day Mr. Flavel of that firm told me that he
was offered $90,000 for those two berths. The proportion of
these two berths covered by the reserve, would be $10,000.
Now, leaving out altogether a large portion of the reserve,
regarding the value of wtiich I cannot speak with any au-
thority, and leaving out two ont of the seven berthe, we find
that that property was worth $40,833, for which the hon.
junior member for Ottawa gave $316. But I bave another
proof. I have told the House that, in 1872, this property was
sold by the Ontario Government, when, as every bon. member
in this House knows, tim ber berths were very much depressecd
in value; they also know what was realised at that time from
those timber berths at a public auction ? Did the bon. gentle.
man opposite put them up at publie auction ? Nothing of
the kind. Did ho call for tenders? Nothing of the kind. He
merely had the application of the junior member for Ottawa
for these timber berths ; he proceeded, as I have shown, to
get a surrender from the Indians, and ho practically gave it
to the junior member for Ottawa for $316 without any com-
petition whatever. Now, what was got by the Ontario Gov-
ernment for all these berths in 1872, except one, which was
not sold ? The sum realised was 819,305. But it is not fair
for me to quote these figures alone, because the reserve does
not cover all that was sold in 1872; but I will give the
amounts that were realised for the proportions of the berths
covered by the reserve. In 1872 the very property sold in
1886 to the hon. member for Ottawa for 8316, was sold for
the large sum of $8,675, leaving ont altogether the whole of
one berth which was not at that time sold, but which bas
since been sold, in 1885, for $100 a square mile. Now, I
think I have shown enough to satisfy this fHouse that a gross
outrage bas been perpetrated, not only on the good fame of
this country, but on this particular band of Indians. It may
be said by hon. gentlemen opposite: Oh, they knew nothing
about the value of these timber limite; their dealings are so
extensive all over the Dominion from the Atlantic to the
Pacifie that they have not time to worry themselves about
such a small matter as 79 miles.of timber limits, notwith-
standing that the Premier of this country was sworn to do
his duty to these Indians, over whom ho presided at that
time as Superintendent General of Indian Affairs. I have
shown that this property was worth from $50,000 to $75,000.
Now, I will bring the fact right home to the Government, to
prove beyond any doubt that the Government had informa-
tion that this very timber limit was very valuable, and that
they were told to send a man to inspect it, by no less a per-
son than the Indian agent himseli at Manitowaning, Mr.
Phipps. In 1885, a short time before the hon. member got
the limit, Mr. Phipps wrote this letter.

1Si.,-I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of offcial letter
dated 23rd inst., instructing me to report on the application of Messrs.
Joseph Riopelle 0o.-"
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And the louse must not forget that Riopelle & Co. have
been identified as the junior member for Ottawa, -
" -to obtain the privilege of cutting fallen, dead and green timber on the
Indian Reserve at Whitefish bake. I beg respectiully to state that,
althongh I am not well acquainted with the reserve in question, yet I
am satisfied from what I have seen that it contains a large quantity of
pine timber, much more than the Indians will be likely to require for
their own parpose."

That letter was in the possession of the Government and
yet, knowing this opinion of the value of the timber lands
in that reserve, they sold the limit to the janior member for
Ottawa for the palitry sum of $316. The itter goes on :

" I have every reason to believe that the Indians would be willing to
agree to the timber being sold by the departmnent for their benefit. The
chiet stated to me his intention of coming to Manitowaning this fall,
and I shall be able then to ascertain bis viewa upon this point. The
value of the dead and fallen pine should be, in my opinion, realised as
early as possible, as that debeription of timber deteriorates rapilly. As
for the timber, any opinion of mine without a more perfect knowledge
of the quantity would be almost guesswork. I would suggest if the
Indians are willing to surrender that an examination be made by an ex-
perienced lumberman."

Was that done prior to selling this limit to the junior mem-
ber for Ottawa? If it was the repart should have been
brought down at once, but it was not.-

" Although a large portion of the reserve bas been burned over there
still remains a large quantity of nine which if realised to the best ad-
vantage would be of great benefit to the Indians. The reserve being
now easily reached by Canadian Pacifie Railway vid Sudbury, the ex-
pense of sending a competent man to make an examination of the tim-
er would not be very great.

"JAMES O. PHIPPS."

There it is suggested that the expense of sending a man to
inspect this property and report upon it would not be very
great, by reason of its proximity to Sudbury, or to some
other station on the lino of the Canadian Pacifie Railway.
I have mentioned the fact that there was a sale in 1872 by
the Ontario Government, and if our Government here lad
desired to do what was right and proper, they would have
said to the Ontario Government: You sold those limits in
1872; give us the money that you realised, with interest;
give us the ground rent that yon realised, with interest, and
we will assume the sales to your licensees. IHad that been
done, nobody would have been hurt, the Ontario Govern-
ment would have had to give up the money to which it was
never entitled; the Ontario licensees, many of whom were
supporters of the right hon. gentleman, would have ben
protected in what was supposed to be their rights, because
they were innocent purchasers without any notice of reserve
and the Ontario Government were innocent vendors. If that
had been doue, the licensees of the Ontario Government
would have been protected and thé Indians would have had
not less than 818,889.50. That course would have been fair
and just, because this Government could have said to the
Ontario Government: You have sold property which d>es
not belong to you, and the Indîans would have had the sum
of 818,982.50, made up in this way: The amount of bonus
that the Ontario Government got in 1872 was $8,675; the
interest on that at 6 per cent. would give 87,280; the
ground rents since thon, paid for this particular reserve,
were 81,952, and the interest on that would be 898 ,, mak-
ing altogether the sum of S 18,889.50. That weald have beon
a proper and just course for this Government to pursue; but
they had to meet the exigenciesof one gentleman, the junior
:member for Ottawa, who would have been left out in the
cold had they adopted the course I have mentioned, and
who would not have got the nice little sum of 850,000 for
this Indian timber land, for whieh he gave t.he Government
8316. It may bo said that the Government of hon. gentle-
mon opposite did not know of the Ontario sale before selling
to the bon. member for Ottawa, but that they did ls shown
by a letter written by Mr. Vankonghnet to Mr. James
Johnson, Commissioner of Crown Lands at Toronto, dated
the lth July, 1886:

" I have recently learned incidentally that your department bas -sold
the merchantable timber upon the whole or the greater portion of the
Indian reserve at Whitefish L!.ke."

So that this Governmont knew that the Ontario Govern-
ment hal previously sold the timber on this particular
reserve in 1873, and.if they had acted honestly and applied
to the Ontario Government, instead of having only $31h to
divide among tho Indians, they would have had no less a
sum than $18,000. My hon. friend behind me asks if the
Ontario Government proposed anything of that' kind. I
wi!l read, to establish that, the letter written by Mr. John-
son, which is dated the 1st August, 1883, addressed to Mr.
Vankoughnet, and is in these words:

"I am directed to call your attention to the following : It appears
that Provincial Land Surveyor Abrey is about to make a survey of hie
Indian reserve at Whitefish Lake, Lake Huron, for your Departmect,
Tis department not being aware of any Indian reserve there, bas this
season sub-divided townships 70 and 77 as numberel on the topographi-
cal map of nortb Ehore of Lake Huron.

" on this plan ihe Indian reserves are colored red, and the depart-
ment was under the impression that all Indian reserves were laid down
thereon.

" Under these circumstances, I am to suggest if It would not be advis-
able to instruct Mr. Abrey not to make the survey at present, as when
the plan and field notes of thcse townships are in the office, an arrange-
ment may be made with your department satisfactory alike to the Indians
and the idian Department, whereas if Mr. Abrey makes a survey with
the present indefinite information as given in the treaty, complications
might arise, owing to the influx of settlers along the Canadian Paciflo
Railway."

That is signed by Mr. Johnson, Assistant Commissioner of
Crown Lands, Toronto.

Mr. DEWDNEY. What date is that ?
Mr. BARRON. That is dated the 11th August, 1883.

Now I would like to know from the junior rember for Ot-
tawa (Ur. Robillard) how much money ho did get for this?

Mr. ROBILLARD. I got nothing ut all. I had no in-
terest in it more than the hon. gentleman himself.

Mr.IBARRON. Who had ? The Government got $ 116
from the junior member for Ottawa, and the property was
sold to him, or it was sold to Riopello & Co., and the hon.
gentleman was one of that company, and ho cortainly re-
alised some of this booty out of the sale to Francis Bros. If
I am not altogether misinformed, he realised something
between 645,000 and $5,000. The hon. gentleman shakes
his head.

Ur. ROBILLARD. I say it is false.
Mr. BARRON. Well, I supposo I am bound to take his

statement inside this Hion-e, but. if I were outside this
louse I do not think I would take his statement.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order.
Mr. BARRON. It has been suggested-
Samo hon. ME MBERS. Withdraw.
Mr. BARRON. Withdraw what?
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. It is a very offensive statement.
Mr. BARRUN. I say I am bouud to accept the hon.

gentieman's statement.
Mr. KIRK PATRICK. The hon. member said ho would

not take this statement ontside of this louse. That is un-
parlipmentary.

Mr. BARRON. I am bound to accept the statement of
the hon. member inside this House, but it is very extra-
ordinary that Riopelle & Co., one of whom wis himeelf,
shouli have got this money from Francis Bros., and ho,
the junior meiber for Ottawa, should not have got any-
thing aut al. However, it is perfectly apparent that some-
boly made a bi. puil out of this, and the Indians got $316
for property which I think I have successfully proved to
this Rlouse is worth 850,000 or 860,000 or $75,000.
Now, who was the one who was directly responsible
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for this transaction? It was no less a person than the
Premier of this country, who was the Superintendent
General of Indi.n Affairs. Scarcely was the ink dry upon
the letter Fent to the junior member for Ottawa saying
that this was sold to him at $-ta square mile-

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Read the letter.
Mr. BAIRRON. Here is the letter, addressed to H.

RobillarJ, Esq., M.P., Ottawa, and dated 7th October,
1886:

"Sma,-lhave the honor to iiform you that the timber limit compris-
ing the Whitefish Lake Indian Reserve has been awarded to you. The
limit contains 79 square miles. The bonus is $4 per square mile, or
$316;, ground rent, f1 per square mile, $79; license fee, $4; total,
$399,,

That is signed by W. Plummer, for the Deputy Minister of
Indian Affairs. I did not think it was necessary for me to
read that letter in view of the statement made by the Min-
ister of the Interior a few days ago when I asked him a
question the answer to which was, out of his own lips, that
the pine timber on this reserve, 79 square miles in extent,
was sold to Mr. Honoré Robillard for 84 a square mile.
The person who was directly responsible for that transac-
tion, as I said, was the Premier himse>f, who was then tho
hed of this particular department which was guilty of
what I consider a most outrageous transaction. Scarcely
was the ink dry upon the letter which gave that property
to the junior member for Ottawa before, in the self same
year, the bon, gentleman wrote these sympathetie words
regarding the Indians:

"The Indians are in the meantime not encouraged by the delay to
extend their improvements, and they are by bitter experience convinced
of the fact that game and fur-bearing animals, which in years gone by
afforded tham an ample means of supplying their i;eed, are fast failing
them, as settlement advances and the sound of the woodman's axe and
the shriek of the locomotive terrify the much valued moose, the timid
red der and the coy wild fiwl, and hurry them to regions inaccessible
to tbere hunters who are too poor to purchaee sufficient supplies to
carry them so far as their eager propensities for the chase would tempt
them ihus they return to Lake Temogamingue, their home, and
which was the home of their ancestors from time immemorial, disheart-
ened from their failure in the chase, and sitting by the camp fire, as
they gaze on the empty kettle, they brood over the long delay in their
recognition of their just claims to their patrimony, but gratified amid it
all, as their superintendent pathetically remarks. 'at knowing that the
Department is doing all that it eau for them in the matter.' "

That is signed by "John A. Macdonald," and is the report
for the very year in which this timber limit was sold to the
junior member for Ottawa.

An hon. MEfRBER. Who is John A. Macdonald ?
Mr. BARRON. He was the Superintendent General of

Indian Affairs, and at the foot of this report, he says that the
department is doing all that it can for the Indians in the
matter.' The way in which the department does that is to
seli this valuable patrimony to the junior member for Ot-
tawa for this nominal sum. The hon. gentleman says ho
did not make anything out of it, and I suppose Iam bound to
accept that statement. What in the name of common sense
did Riopelle & Co. buy this property for if it was not
to make something out of it? Why did he first send out
an application for Riopelle & Co., and then in order to give
force to the application, @end afterwards the application in
his own name-Honoré Robillard ? Why does the Deputy
ministerrof Indian Affairs write to Honoré Robillarf giv-
ing him this property for the Fum of $4 per square mile ? If
I was tolook for a cause I would find it in the j urnals of
the Iouse at Toronto. The junior member for Ottawa is of
French descent. We all know that in the year 1885 there
wase great agitation throughout the country owing to the
ill-tieatment of the half-breeds of the North-West. Mr.
Meredith, in the Ontario Legislature, throught it was his
duty to bring in an amendment, to the Address which was
brought down, regardirg the volunteers who went to the
North-West. He knew very well that it would be a great
feather in his cap, if ho oould only get the junior member
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for Ottawa, whose feelings ought to be and were justly with
his fellow-countrymen on the banks of the Saskatchewan-
if ho could get i hat hon. gentleman to support him in his
amendment to the Address. The junior member for Ottawa
did vote with Mr. Meredith. But there was another amend-
ment moved by Mr. Fraser, the end of which was this:

ci And this House now hopes and trusts that peace and tranquility
having been fully restored, it may be found consistent with the public
interest te extend the merciful consideration of the Crown to those who
are now undergoing imprisonment for offence3 connected with, or aria-
ing out of, the rebellion."

The men who were undergoing imprisonment for offences
arising out of the rebellion, were countrymen of the hon.
gentleman opposite, and he voted against that amendment
in the Local lHouse. If we were to look for the motive
which guided the Government in lining the palm of the hon.
gentleman, we would probably find it in the fact of the
sacrifice of fealty to his countrymen ho made when he voted
against that amendment of Mr. Fraser. -Now, I think that
I have shown that this tranEaction is a most discreditable
one ; I have shown that the Ontario Government sold limits,
in 1872, off this very reserve, for $8,000 odd ; I have
shown that the Dominion Government sold the whole re-
serve in 1886 to the junior member for Ottawa for the sum
of $316; I have shown by the agreement signed by the In-
dians that they were induced to sign it by the knowledge
that they were going to get 10 per cent. of a cash bonus,
but tbey were not told that this 10 per cent. would be a paltry
831, or amongst 100 Indians, 31 cents each; I have shown
by the statement of the wood-rangers the enormous value of
these reserves ; I have shown from a statement of a member
of this House that it was worth an enormous sum of money,
I do not care whether Mr. Robillard or anybody else made
any money out of il; my concern is with the fact that the
Govorn ment of the uay have been mostinegligent in the dis-
charge of their duty towards this band of Indians; and I
say nobody who views this subject fairly, and who claims
that the samc code of honor should prevail in this flouse
that he practices in private life-I say ro one can for a
moment fait to condemn this transaction. Therefore. I ap.
peal to all the members of this House who discounten-
ance an unworthy act in private life, to condemn the same
act in public life, and I have no hesitation in asking them
to vote for the amendment which I shall now read :

That all the words after the word "ThatI" be left out, and the fol-
lowing inserted instead thereof:-" Mr. Speaker do not now leave the
Chair, but that it be resolved, That it appears from a Return laid upon
the Table of this House, that the GoverLment of Canada, in the year
1886, acquired from the Band of Indians known as Shawanakiskic's
Band ' a surrender of the Indian title te the merchantable pine timber
of the Whitefish Lake Indian Reserve, or Reserve No. 6, in trust, to be
sold for the joint benefit of the said band oa such terms and on sncb con-
ditions as t fHer Majesty's Government of Canada should seem proper,
10 por cent. of the bonus derivable from the sale of the said timber te be
divided among the said band, the remainder of the proceeds te be
invested for their sole joint benefit and for the benefit of their descen-
dents in such manner as te said Government of Canada should seem to
be most conducive te the iuterest of said band."

A nd it appears that at and prior te the time of the sale thereof, herein-
after mentioned, the Government of Canada had been officially advised
that the said reserve contained 4"a large quantity of valuable piae tim-
ber fit for lumber much more than the indians would be haely to require
for their own purposes."

And that in consequence of the reserve not having been surveyed or
laid out until recently, the Government of the Province of Ontario had
no means of knowing of the existence of said reserve, and having no
such knowledge, proceeded in the year 1872 to sell, and did seil, the pine
timb2r thereon fcr several thousand dollars, aIl of which was well
known te the Government of Canada prior te their selling the same, as
hereinafter appears.

And that it further appears from sali Returu that the Government of
Canada, without conferring with the Indians of said band (or any them)
as te the price te be obtained for said pine timber, or in any way what-
ever enquiring as te their views or wishes regarding the same, and
without communicating te them, or any of them, as te the sum ofmoney
for which they proposed to sell said pine timber, sold and disposed of the
saue, cýveing an ares of '9 Equare miles, at a private sale, wi'hout
competition of any kind, to one Honoré Robillard, now a member of the
Bouse, and a supporter of the aid Government, for a nominal Oum
of $310.
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And it appears that the said pine timber is, and was at the time of the

sale thereof, of a value in excess of the sum of $50,000, and, by reason
of the aforesaid facts, the Indians hive been grievously wronged, and
the trust they reposed in the Government of Canada bas been violated
and misused.

That in view of the facts aforesaid this House expresses its disappro-
val of the sale of the pine timber for the nominal sm of $316 and of the
manner in which it was sold, and this House declares it to be a gross
violation cf the trust reposed by the Indians in the Government of
Canada, and it is the duty of this House to record its condemnation of
the transaction.

Mr. DEWDNEY. I am sorry that the hon. gentleman
did not give me some information of the particular class o
land in respect of which he gave notice, I believe to the
Finance Minister, that ho proposed to move a vote of cen-
sure on the Government for having sold, as he said unjustly.
It is well known that I bave had not time to enquire into
the matter, and am not in a position to answer him as I
would like to do. The hon. gentleman has given a very
clear history of the transaction from the start, and I have
no doubt that it is a pretty correct one; and from it there
is no blame, so far as I can see, attaching to the Government
for the manner in which they have dealt in this matter. It
appears that the Ontario Government in 1872 sold lands
which did not belong to them. Whether at that time they
knew such was the case, is immaterial. They did sell lands
which subsequently proved to belong to the Indians. Some
14 years, I think, after that, the Government found that the
timber which had been sold by the Ontario Govern-
ment was in the same position as the land. No timber
up to that time had been touched upon this reserve.
Applications were made for this timber and the usual course
was followed, the course which is followed to-day when ap-
plications are made for timber. The agent was asked to
obtain the surrender from the Indians of the property sought
to be dealt with. In this case the agent did as the law requires;
he met the Indians, and in council they appear to have sur-
rendered the timber on their reserve and authorised the
Superintendent General to deal with it. It appears that
during the time between the sale of the timber and when
Ili case was dealt with by the Department of Indian Affairs,
the timber had very much deteriorated in value on account
of the fires which swept throughout that country. It was
also found, when this timber was being dealt with by the
department, that the cloud placed upon its title by the sale
(f the Ontario Government naturally depreciated the value
cf the property. The Ontario Government had not insisted
on the working of this timber land and it remained in the
same state as formerly except that the fires had run through
it, and the party who was sent to report on the timbr
and who ran the boundaries of the reserve reported that
the fires had done much injury to the timber and that a
great deal of it was small and of an inferior quality. This
was the report laid before the Superintendont Generai of
Indian Allairs, and it was upon that report I presume the
sale was made. The hon. gentleman (Mr. Barron) bas
endeavored to show what the Indians would have received
if they had taken the course which he has suggested, when
it was found that the Ontario Government had sold the pro-
perty which had belonged to them. The Ion. gentleman
has stated that if they had taken that course the Indians
would have made $18,000 out of the property. I think I
shall be able to show that the Indians will make over
$30,000 out of the property. The conditions of sale so far
as the department was concerned were these: The Govern-
ment charged at the rate of $1 per thousand feet board
measure for the timber cut on the reserve, in addition to
the bonus paid down at the time, which was at the rate of
84 per square mile.

Mr. BARRON. I draw attention to the fact that the
Ontario Government have corresponding dues for every
1,000 feet cut. There is no saving.

Mr. DEWDNEY. $18,000 has been statel as the amount
that the Indians would roceive for this proporty. The

ground rent is also 83 per square mile. There was a regu.
lation made increasing this amount from $1 to $3 in 1887.
The Ontario Government, as the hon. gentleman has said,
las charged 75 cents per 1,000; we charge 81.

Mr. WALDIE. They charge $1.
Mr. DEWDNEY. At that time it was 75 cents. How-

f ever, thev did not receive anything because they di' not
eut a stick of the timber. I desire to draw the hon. gentle-
man's attention to this fact, that up to the present moment

f we have derived from ground rent and dues in timber not
less than 85,420, which, in addition to $316 paid for a
bonus, brings the total to $5,736. There is still the greater
portion of this timber remaining, and we shall realise from
this property within a short time, if the dues come in as
they have been coming, from 825,000 to $30,000. These
funds are placed to the credit of the Indians and under the
terms of the Indian Act, they will receive 10 per
cent. of them. I may state that not only was the
report made to the Superintendent General at the time the
sale was made, to the effect that a great deal of the timber
had been burned, but it was also advanced that, unless some-
thing were done with the timber, further fires would destroy
the whole of it, and it was that report which influenced him
in dealing with the timber, in order that the Indians might
derive some benefit from that property. I do not propose
to enter further into this matter. The long résumé which
the hon. gentleman gave from the date of the treaty down
to the present time has very little to do with this question.
The hon. gentleman blames the Government for having, as
ho thinks, treated unjustly their wards. It is an accusation
which is a very serious one, and from my experience of 10
years with the Indians of this country, I think this is not
the case. Everywhere, so far as my information goes, the
Government have promoted and secured the rights of the
Indians. I have occupied these few moments in order to
show as far as I am able to do so, and I believe it to be the
fact, tbat the rights of the Indians have been protected and
promoted in a much higher degree than the hon. gentleman
considers, and they will derive more money from their
property than they would have received from it if the
course had been taken which the hon. gentleman proposes.

Mr. COLTEIR. I am very sorry that it has been proved,
and proved so conclusively, that the Indian Departnent
bas been managed so much to the disadvantage of their
wards, and I was surprised to hear the hon. gentleman who
bas just sat down not make any apology whatever, but en-
deavor to justify the conduct which bas bten pursued.
When this land was conveyed by the Indians to the Gov-
ernment in trust, to be sold and applied for their benefit,
there certainly was an obligation resting on the Govern.
ment to protect the rights of those whose guardians tbey
were, as it was the duty of an ordinary trustee to manage
any estate committed to his charge properly and eco,.omi-
cally for the benefit of the cestni que trust. Ithas been proved,
proved most conclusively, and it has been done out of the and
mouth of the Minister, that there has been a large sum of
nioney, arnounting to not less than 818,000, and in fact it
might have been very much greater if the property had been
sold at this time, absolutely lost to the Indians, and
yet it is said there has betn ro wrong doue to the
Indians in this transaction. One would suppose, to hear
the remarks that were made, that the Government and
Superintendent General seemed to be afraid that the In-
dians would squander their money and property, and the
Government, in order to save them from that temptation,
squandered it for them in this way. The department, I
think, is very censurable, and if our Indian affairs are to
be managed in this way in the future it is clear that the
Indians stiould know it, and that the white people should
also know it, The Indians occupy a very peculiar position
ia his oountry. They have certain rights and oortain
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responsibilities, and it must be remembered that the people
were under very great obligations to the Indiane in the
past. At all times have they proved to be loyal, faithful
and true, and when they bave been proven to be such to-
wards the Government there is, even if there was no legal
obligation, a very strong moral duty resting on the Govern-
ment, and the department wbich manages their affairs,
that the confidence which has been given so liberally
in the past by those Indians should be kept inviolate.
If it be proved, as has been proved in the case, that their
property is squandered in this improper way, squandered
without any just excuse, squandered even when the officers
of the Government report that this property is very valu-
able, and squandered for a mere song, then the Indian
should no longer repose confidence in the Government nor
should the public repose faith in the administration of the
guardianship which has been impoaed upon the Govern-
ment. There was one excuse made by the Government
which certainly was a very thin excuse indeed. It was
said that in consequence of this property being sold by the
Ontario Government that there was a cloud on the title and
that it was a little misty, but I thought the explanation it-
self was a little misty, for the Government did not attempt
to realise in any way a larger sum for this property. They
knew that they could have realised a larger sum; they
knew there were persons under obligation te the Ontario
Government to pay this larger sum of money, and yet they
wilfully abstaineJ from taking advantage of the opportu-
nities which presented themselves to benefit the Indians in
this case. In my opinion that was a shameful proceeding
and such a proceeding as must disgast the people of
this country and the Indians of this country with the
management of the Indian Department by the present
Government. We have many more instances of this
mismanagement going on from day to day. We have
for instance the Government claiming to be a guaidian to
these Indians, we have the Superintendent General claim-
ing to be a father to these Indians (but in many cases he
is only a stepfather, or a stepmother as the case may be) ;
we tind ail through that our Indians have heavy expenses
imposed upon them for which they get no adequate return.
We find, for instance among the Indians, rome of wbom I
have the honor to represent, that there are heavy perman-
ent burdens unnecessarily imposed upon them. Take tho
Six Nation Indians, who, on account of their loyalty, left
the United States and came to his country. They were set-
tied on valuable lands and these lands were sold-not in
this way it is true, for we had botter management at that
time-these lands were sold at from 84 to 86 an acre 40 or
Du years ago and the proceeds were applied for the benefit
of those Indians, and a large suim of money has b.een put
inta the public Treasury in trust for their bepefit, and we
find that to-iay these funds of the Indians are bemig squan-
dered. We have aluo in that vicinity the ississaugaIî, a very,
smaîl band numbering only 245. They were under the
same management as the Six Nation Indians until a year
or two ago and then it was found necessary to make a place
for a supporter of the present Government and an ad-
ditional agent was appointed at a salary of $600 a year
to superintend these 245 Indiana. This band comprises
very intelligent Indians, and they need no agent at ail to
manage their affaira. Nearly all. of them can read, and

most oufthem can write as good a hand asalmost any mem-
bu4t big peu. I doub7 that there are any Indians in
the Province of Ontario so advanced and so intelligont as
they are, yet an agent bas been recently appointed to su-
pervise them as stated, but, in reality, he was appointed to
find room for a Government supporter. We have also a
physician for those indians who is paid $250 a year, while
many of them do not employ that physician at ail. These
Indians have a choice of physicians just as well as white
MWn, and. igàwy of th»m enaoy and py t4r.w physi.

cians, yet we have this man appointed at $250 a year, and
there is very little consideration rendered in return for
that expenditure. We have also, among the Six Nation
Indians a physician recently appointed for political pur-
poses at an expense of $-,600 a year ; at least there is that
mach spent in connection with the appointment. These
Indians numbering 3,362 had a physician previously, not
an old man but a man who was able to do his work
well and the Government superannuated him at an
expense of 8500 a year paid ont of the Indian fund. The In.
dians are taxed for paying these doctors while they employ
their own physicians in Caledonia and Hagersville. Some
of tbem in fact employ no doctor at all, but this bnrthen is
imposed on them and their means are filtered away in this
manner. 1 believe that there is a gross outrage in this and
that the time is near at hand when the Government will
have to cease squandering this money which they bave in
trust. I do not want it to be said, and the Indians would
not allow it to be said, that it was right to squander their
money as was done in the case of the sale of this timber
limit. I hal hoped years ago that we had heard the last of
these transactions, but it seema that they are to be continued
by the Government, and that even when they are brought
before the attention of the House and the charges have to
be admitted as true, no excuse is given by the Government
except to turn around and say: "It is right for us to give
away property worth 818,000 for 8316, the difference for the
ground rent will be very little, there is a ground rent
charged every year by the Ontario Government of 83 and
it is jast the same here." We see this money absolutely
squaridered and no excuse given for the squandering of it
except that the Indians have nothing to complain of. If a
job of this kind had been perpetrated on one of the Ministers
yon may depend upon it there would be complaints very
soon, and the Indians have just as good reason to have their
rights protected and maintained as any gentleman who sits
on the Treasury benches.

Mr. LISTER. The charge made against the G>vernment
by the hon. member who moved this motion is a serious and
grave one, and it calls upon the Government, represented by
the Minister of the Interior, and upon the hon. the junior
member for Ottawa to make some explanation. I wish to
ask the hon. the junior member for Ottawa whother that
Joseph Riopelle mentioned in the correspondence is the
present member for Bonaventure. The hon. gentleman re-
luses to answer, and we may take it for granted fairly that
Mr. Joseph Riopelle, his partner in this nefarions transac-
tion, is the prosent member for Bonaventure. Sir, the re-
presentation or explanation made by the hon. the Minister
of the Interior is a confirmation in full of the charge made
by the hon, gentleman who bas proposed this motion. He
supports it by the statemenethat no blame is attachable to
the Government for the sale of these lands; that they in-
structed the agent of the Government to obtain from the
Indians a surrenderof the timber, bu t does not the bon. gentle-
man remember that at the time they instructed the agent
to obtain that surreuler from the Indians the agent informed
him that the timber upon this particular reserve was of very
considerable value ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. He said he.knew nothing of it. It was
only from heamay.

Mr. LISTER. It was not hearsay, because a letter was
produced by the hon, gentleman who moved this motion,
from the. overnement's own agent on the reserve, notifying
the Government that this was a valuable property and
asking them to send up some competent person to make a
valuation of it with a view to its sale. Tue hon. gentleman
said that fire had run through it, and it was of com paratively
little value ; yet a moment afterwards h. told us that the
grounld rents amounted to85,786; and ho alo tells us that
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there are many dollars to come out from the sale of timber
on this very reserve. The statement ho made was a refuta-
tion of his statement in the first place that the timber on the
reserve was net valuable. It is known to everybody inte-
rested in the timber business.in Ibis country, that the limit
the Government sold te Robillard, be ho a member of this
House or net, was one of great value indeed, and that the
present holders of the li mit would net accept 8100,000 to-
day for it, a limit which was sold by this Government, in
violation of their sacred trust, te a political supporter, for a
paltry, contemptible sum of $316, and his vote it may ho.
What do we find ? It is of very little importance to go into
the early history of this transaction. Suffice il te know
that the Government held this reserve in trust for the In-
dions, and it was their duty, like any other trustees
before selling or disposing of that land, te satisfy them-
selves of its value, and te take such steps as were necossary
te obtain the highest posbible price for it. Did they do Fo?
No, Sir, they deliberately violated the trust reposed in thom
by the Indians, and sold te a political supporter the timber
upon a valuable reserve for a merely nominal price; and I
ask that hon. member now te say what disposition he made
of the timber he bought from the Government on that
occas on ? They went te the Indians without informing
them how this timber was te be disposed of; they obtained
from them a surrender of it; the Indians, believing that
the Government would do whatever was necessary te obtain
the highest possible price for the timber, yielded te the
solicitations of the agent, and executed te the Government
a surrender of their iight. That timber limit is situated in
the contre of the most valuable timber limits in this coun-
try; timber limits surrounding it te the south, te the north
and te the east, have been sold by the Ontario Government for
years past; and persons engaged in the traie knew that it
was one of great value indeed. And what did this Govern-
ment do ? They did net invite tenders from any person.
The public did net know that the timber was for
sale at all ; but the Government made a secret and
private sale te a political supporter for the sum of $316.
Contrast the conduct of this Government with that of the
Ontario Government. The Ontario Governument for years
past has been selling timber limits on the north shore of
Lake Superior and the Georgian Bay by public auction,
after having been advertised for months previons, and what
has bcen the result? We find that in the last sales in
1887, the Ontario Government realised from one limit
$2,000 per square mile of a bonus, instead of 8 per square
mile; and limite in the immediate vicinity of that sold te
Mr. Robillard realised from $1,000 te 82,000 per square
mile. In addition te that, the Government receives the
annual dues, as this Government does. lu 1872, as has been
stated by my hon. friend, the Ontario Government sold a
portion of this very reserve for 88,675; and this Govern-
ment knowing that sales have been made by the Ontario
Government, made this sale wlthout ever consulting that
Government, knowing that if they had done so the Ontario
Government would have surrendered up te this Govern-
ment all the money they bad received from this reserve,
together with interest, which would have given these
Indians $18,000 or 819,000. Yet the Goverument thought
proper te sell it to the hon, junior member for Ottawa for
$316. That hon. gentleman received a title te it from the
Government. What hu he done with it ? He is net the
owner of it now; how long did he own it before ho sold
it ? Whom did he sell it te? What did ho receive for
il ? If he did net buy it for himself, whom did ho buy it
for? Who was ho the ge-between for? What has become of
it ? We know that to-day the timber is owned by the
Francis Bros., and it is held for an enormous sum of money.
You find that prier te the last election one of the charges
made against >th Government was that -they sold the whole
timber wealth of the North-West Territories te political

supporters without competition. But we never dreamed
that the Governrment would pursue a course different from
the course pursued by the Government of Ontario with
regard to the timber limite in the Province of Ontario, for
which they muet have known that high prices could have
been obtained. They have betrayed a sacred trust which
the Indians have placed in them, and which they as trustees
were bound honestly and honorably to perform. It is
scarcely credible that a gentleman occupying the high
poition of the First Minister as Superintendent General of
Indian Affairs, should have so far forgotten himself as to
make such a sale, and it is not creditable to the hon. gentle-
man who now occupies the position of Minister of the
Interior to rise in his seat and make such a statement as
ho has doue. Not only in regard to timber limite has the
Government been unfaithful to their trust, but in the selling
of islands in the Georgian Bay and Lake Superior. We
find that wheu gold was discovered on the island
known as Sultana Island in the Lake of the Woods, the
Dominion Government at once laid claim to that island
without having a survey made, and included it in the
adjoining reservation; and they sold that island to Messrs.
McKicken and Kennedy, client of Hugh John Macdonald
and Stewart Tupper. We do not know what price the
Government received for that ieland, but we do know that
it was sold to political favorites, and that the bargain was
negotiated by a son of the High Commissioner and a son of
Premier of Canada. We know that Sultana or West Island,
in the Georgian Bay, was sold for $,500, witboot any ten-
ders being invited or notice given to the public; and we
know that immediately alter the sale for 82,500 that island
was sold for 815,000. Lacoche Island, in the Georgian Bay,
was sold by the Government without inviting tenders,
without the public knowing that the island was for sale to
Mr. Buehner, of Welland. The Government claim they had
the right to sell tho island because they said it formed a
part of the Indian reservo. It i8 contended on the part
of the Ontario Goverument that it never formed part of
the Indian reserve, but that this Government, for the pur.
pose of acquiring possession, caused a survey to be made
and included it in the Indian reserve on the mainland,
whereas, in point of fact, it never was the property of this
Government, but was always the property of the Ontario
Governmont, and not included in the original survey of the
reservation. In this way, the property of the Indiana,
about which the hon. member speaks so affectionately, is
being squandered away lrom day to day. If the statements
made by the hon. gentleman who proposed this resolution
are true-and the Minister admits they are-in substance
and in fact, thon the conduct of the Government has been
disgraceful in the extreme and should receive the censure
o the louse.

Mr. ROBILLARD. I merely rise to say a few words so
as to place myself right on this question. In the first place,
the hon. gentleman who moved this resolution is no doubt
in t erested in the matter because there was a dispute on
acconut of this land having been sold by the Ontario Gov-
ernment, and I see by the public accounts of Ontario that
ho bas claimed some $L,500 expenses from the Ontario
Government. lHe ou2ht, therefore, to be well informed on
the subject. The parties claiming want to show that these
limite are worth a big price, because they have a claim
against the Ontario Governument for a large amount. I just
mention this in passing. The facts are these: I was thon
an M.P.P., not an M.P. Messrs. Riopelle & Co. were
friends ot mine, and they have nothing to do with the
Mr. Riopelle in this House. They are a firm in the city of
Ottawa, and are not members of this House. They are
Liberals, and particular friends of mine. At least I know
some of them, but not all. I know Mr. Riopelle, and one or
two of the firm. The Franci' I do not know at all. I
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suppose Mr. Riopelle is still with them, although
I do not even know that. I never saw the limits.
These parties asked me to render them a service-
they had done pretty much the same thing for me before-
so that, as an act of gratitude on my part, I asked Sir John
Macdonald about that Indian reserve. I asked Riopelle
if the proposition was a legitimate one and an ordinary
one, and he said it was. I know nothing of these tbings
because they are not in my line. I wrote out the applica-
tion, which was signed Riopelle & Co. I went to Sir John
and I suppose he thought I was one of the company. I did
not say whether I was or not, because it was through my
influence I hoped to benefit Riopelle & Ço. I was at the time
in the Louse at Toronto. These people had written to me
to urge Sir John to grant the license, and I wrote to him
in my own name. I did not know these letters would come
before the House. I am telling you the naked truth. I was
either at Toronto or Baie des Chaleurs when the
license was given, and to the best of my knowledge
I was at the latter place. When the hon. gentlemen
talk about my refusing thousands of dollars, I cannot
help feeling amused. I never saw the limits, but 1 saw
in Mr. Riopelle's office a report from a man named Colton,
who is known as one of the best explorers of limits we have.
I remember reading his report. He says there was timber
sufficient to make one raft, and two-thirds of the limit were
lakes and water end a great deal burnt. But I paid no par-
ticular attention to it, as i was not concerned in the matter.
So I have been amused all along about the wealth I was
making. I am only sorry it was not so. As far as I know
the transaction was as legal as any other. I have seen a
report from the Indian Departmnent stating thore was no-
thing in that section but poor timber and a large portion was
burnt. That timber report can be seen. I paid to get it
from some of tho employés of the department. There was
some little timber fringed on the edges of the lake where
the fire had stopped. I was not interested in the company
more than what I have said. They were Liberals and thought
they could not get the limit without using my influence. I
never made anything out of this sale, and I know nothing
at all about the property.

Mr. LAURIER. The title was in your name and it was
resold and you did not know of it?

Mr. ROBILLARD. The title was transferred. I sui-
pose, naturally, Sir John thought I was one of the company,
and I wrote in my own name to urge this, but the applica-
tion was made by Riopelle & Co. When this license came
in my narne I had already transferred it. No money passed
bands. They may have transferred it, or sold it, for all I
know. I have always laughed at this because I am inno-
cent, and I arm only sorry that I am not as wealthy as it was
supposed I was. Of course, I was thon a member of the
Local House. The bon. gentleman in speaking of my vote
in Toronto speaks of something that is foreign to the ques-
tion. I could easily justify my vote. True, I am of French
origin, and a pure one at that, but, above all, I am a Cana-
dian. I took that stand in the House at Toronto, and my
feelings never went so far as to lead me to say one
of my countrymen was right when I knew he did
wrong. I condemned Riel, but not the half-breeds, be-
cause I thought they wore tools in his bands. An
amendment was moved by Mr. Fraser, and it was easy
to see that, having voted on the one, I would stultify my.
self by voting for the other. I could not see the amend.
ment, and could not say wbat was coming on. I have seen
the hon. gentleman's (Mr. Barron's) name appearing in the
Public Accounts of Ontario for 81,500, and therefore he
ought to know something of this case. I see his name ap-
pearing tor $1,500. That is the hon. gentleman who made
this motion. it is in the Ontario book. lowever, I sup-
pose ho did work for that. I only mention i to show that

,Mr. ROBILLARD.

it is not simply from pure devotion to hie country that he
did this, but that he got well paid for it. However, I sup-
pose he earned bis money. I have nothing else to say.

Sir RICiHARD CARTWRIGHT. I listened attentively
to the explanation offered to us by the bon. the Minister of
the Interior. That explanation did not meet one single
solitary fact brought forward by my hon. friend from North
Victoria (Mr. Barron). My hon. friend's allegation is that
the Government, acting as trustees for this band of Indians,
sold for $316( property which, to bis knowledge, was trans-
ferred by the purchasera who paid the $316 to other parties
known to him, for a sum varying froin 45,000 to $50,000.
Now, if that be so, no human being can doubt that a most
gross fraud was perpetrated on the Indians of that band by
and under the direction of the Government whose sworn
duty it is to defend them. That is as clear as daylight, and
the Minister of the Interior did not venture to deny the
statement that property which was sold by the Government
foc $4 par square mile had changed hands within three
months-or within three weeks for aught I know, at all
events in a very short time--at an enormous advance, hun-
dreds of times as great as the amount which was paid.

Mr. DEWDNEY. I did not know it, and I do not know
it now.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman
was informed that it was so by my hon. friend from North
Victoria, who stated in bis place, as a matter known to him,
that this property was sold at an enormous advance. It
may be that the hon. gentleman was not aware of that, but
what right has the Minister of the Interior or bis colleagues
to plead ignorance in this matter ? It was their bounden duty,
as trustees for the Indians, to take every possible means to
inform themselves in regard toit, and to have, as their own
agent advised, that property examined and inspected, and
to put it up to public tender, instead of selling it in this
hole-and-corner fashion. If any injustice bas been done
them, it bas been due to their own neglect of the com-
monest precautions which any man of bnsiness would take.
It was well known that the Ontario Government had
obtained large sums of money for timber lands sold in that
immediate vicinity. It is known to everyone-in Ontario
at least-that the Ontario Government have obtained from
$1,000 to $2,000 a square mile for the sale of timber limits
situated close to this. All that the bon. gentleman ventured
to pload was that certain stumpage dues were reserved,
from which the Indians would derive a benefit. Very well,
but it is very clear that, supposing the Government had
chosen to accept the sum due by the Ontario Government,
they could have got $18,000 instead of $316 for
these Indians, and every penny of these stumpage
dues, which the hon. gentleman says will amount
to 830,000, would still have been received. But, if it is
possible to get dues amounting to $25,000 or $30,000
for these 79 square miles, it is clear, from the Minister's
own showing, that this was a very valuable property, and
it is clear that, if it had been put up to public auction,
there is the strongest probabili.ty, looking to the sales in
public and open markets which have taken place, that a
very large suma, probably exceeding $50,000, could have
been obtained for this property. If the Minister or the
Government have any spark of honor in them, they will
trace ont this transaction, they will find out what this pro-
perty was sold for, and will give the information to the
flouse. If the statement made by bon. friend is correct,
these Indians have been grossly wronged, they have been
defrauded by the action of the Government of Canada, by
the action of the Superintendent Gencral, and by theaction
of the Minister of the Interior for the time being. They
have been defrauded of precisely the difference between
$316 and whatever sum was subsequently realised by the
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resale of those properties. That is plain and clear, and I tion made, that some hundredsof Orders in Council had been
venture to say that there is no eourt of equity in the world granted for timber limite in varions parte of t Ic 1>hminion,
which, wer.ethese gentlemen deahng in their private espa- covering an area of some 25,000 square miles ; that these
cities as trusteeè, would not make them refund every penny, limite had been given to friends of the Government, to
principal and iterest, out of their own pockets. members of this House and ihe mem bers of the Senate, to

. . . . relatives of members of this House and to relatives of mem-
p fr. WALDIE. Befor this subeiot ie decided, I desireto bers of the Senate. The whole system is utterlv vicious

place a few faots before the House in regard te this le and indefensible. The Government ought t-) adopt the
Tbis portion cf the territory was much larger and more system that is pursued by the Province cf Oitario, and
valuable than it was considered to be in 1872, and the sale wherever it has a timber limit to dispose of, or any other
of a portion of it was made by the Ontario Government. The property to dispose of, it should adverti7-e that property for
Ontario Governmient sold blocks of six square miles for a pale andipote hight bid for i t every forsale and acopt he highest bid for it. In overy case it
sum larger thanlthe amount stated by the hon. gentleman would thus secure more money for the property.
who moved the resolution. Subsequently, when Mr. Abrey,
a Dominion Land Surveyor, surveyed this territory, it was Mr. LANDERKIN. I think the explanation made by
found to contain 19 square miles, and, although a license to the Minister of the Interior clearly shows that this property
cut timber on it had been sold by the Ontario Government was sold far below its vaine. He rerkons that the dues
many years previously for $18,000. it was sold by the Cana- amounted to 820,000, which would indicale that there muet
dian Governnent for 8316. I th4in<k it was sold withQut be twenty million feet of timber there, which, at a bonus of
proper care beiig taken. I do not anppose that the gen ti- 82 per thousand, would be worth 840,000. The Minister
man who presided over that department knew of the value, has conclusively backed u p the statement of tb hbon. member
but the salae was there, and the Iidian agent thero advised for Victoria (Mr. Barron) as to the value of those limite.
the Government to make eriquiry in order to find eut what The member for Ottawa now, who was not then the member,
the value was. If that advice had been followed, 1 do not is not chargeable for any crime in connection with this
believe the Government of the country would have sold the matter. This is a charge that is made directly against the
license to cut timbor for any such sum of money as they Government of having sold a limit worth $50,000 for the
did, but they wouid have got thousands where they got tons. sum of $316; a limit which is held in charge for the Indians
As far as I can learn-and I have some kiowledge whoso trustees the Government of Canada are, who were
of that territory-there bas been no fire there since to ho responsible and faith[ui and diligent in the interest of
1872 which bas lessened the value of the timber. Indians, and ses that their rights were protected. It is
I have seen a large portion of the loge cut upon those limite, against the Government that will perpetrate sich an act
and they were cut from green timber and were of excellent and squander money that belongs to the Indians, that the
quality. As to the sale by the Ontario Government, they hon, member moved and very properly moved in regard to
only sli .the license to cut, as the Indian Department did, this matter. I cannot understand how anybody in this
for 84 per square mile. In 1888, the Ontario Government fouse can justify the conduct of the Government In selling
raised their dues from '5 cents per thousand feet to 81, theese limite for a price below their value. I do not
which is just the amount of duoes roquired by the Indian hold the gentleman who is now representing Ottawa
Department. The Ontario Government also raised their responsible for this, unless he votes to condone conduct
rental from $2 per square mile to $3, so that il it bad been such as this, thon ho becomes a party to the transaction,
sold on as favorable terme as the Ontario Government were and is deserving of the condemnation that should fall upon
selling, the Indians would have the same revenue from dues the Government who are so unfaithful to all the rights of
and frorA rental as they are now receiving. In addition to the Indians and so utterly derelict in their duty in admin-
that they would have, I think, safely 830,000 cf premim istering their funds. I am a little astonished that the hon.
for licenses to eut upon this territory. There is no doubt member for North Bruce (Mr. MONeill) is not in hie place
that it was a wrong principle to adopt. I am glad to in- in the House to raise hie voice against the sacrifice of the
form the flouse that, if the information that I have receiv- intereste of the Indians of this country. Ie has on the
ed is correct, the Indian IDepartment have not pursued that Indian peninsula a large number of Indians, and I am aston-
mode of dieposing of their timber property aince that time. ished that while their interests are being bartered away in
I believe that the French River Indien Reserve was sold at another section of the Province of Ontario, that hon. gentie-
public auction since the date of this sale to Robillard and man is not in hie place, raising his voice in condemnation
Riopel. It was sold by advertisement at Mantowaning. I of an act which, of itself, is suficient to condemn the Gov-
th(nk it was sold at the wrong place; it might have brought ernment for their conduct in this matter. I am also aston-rney i1i hdbçen scld iu Ottawa orToronto' but
more mon if it had or ished that the Minister of Customs doe not rise in bis
it was sold after due advertisement; and if that course had place and condemn this act. I do not understand how it is
been pursued in the; case of the' Whitenfih Reserve, it that the Minister cana sit silent and sce the intereste of that
would not have been dieposed of for 8316. class of people bartered away as they have been in this

Mr. CelARLTQN. I have no reason to doubt the stAte- transaction. I am a little astonished that other members
ment maàe by th hon. memberfor Ottawa (Mr. Robilla-d). in thi fHouse do not rise in their places and condemrn-
No dohult he has done what members often do, ho has seed this transaction. It is something that is, in my opinion,
his good oices for a friend who had called upon him, and very indetensible, and it is but one instance ont of many
bas made application to the Government and secured this in which the public domain has been bartered away
limit'on'favorabi termers. The trouble with this business, for the purpose 6f pleasing or oonciliating the friends of the
thé trouble *ith all transactions of this kind, is the vicions Government. It is about time that thse things should stop;
syutem adopted by le Government. The Government it is about time that the public domain should be honestly
ought noveriVo part with a piece of publie property of this administered. It is time that 4e members supporti8g f.h
kind except upon conditions that *ould secure for it the Government should look to these thinmg and see that they
best tereme and the best sale possible. The system that are not repeated. I certiinly think that the hon, member
should be adopted in all easea where th,, Government bas for Nu th Victoria (Ur. Barroin) desorves the thanks of top
property to dispose of, is to secure by publie aIverLise rnt Hluse for the manner in which ho has prerented hi. case.
a sale to the highet bidderon the best term8obtaiai>ile. We lie has.proved this case so wel that thi inister of the In-
have had a good deal o discussn on this point. Sume two teriior bad to a)dmit that, in the main, he is correct. Tue
or three years ago I pointed ont, after extensive investiga- utterances of the Minister of the Interior have corroborated
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his statement as to the value of this domain. When we see
that bon. gentleman showing such a painstaking desire to
get at the facts, I think ho is entitled to the thanks of the
House for the trouble ho has taken in elaborating the case.
Although it is not pleasant for the Government to look at
it, still the hon. member has discharged a very important
duty, which should entitle him to the thanks of the country.
Other people are interested in the administration of this fund
as well as the Indians. The white people are very anxious
that the funds of the Indians should be properly administered.
1t is the boast of our people that the Indians are protected
in their rights, but if it is shown to the Indians that thoir
rights are bartered away, are given away and squandered
to political partisans of the Government, it will create dis-
cord among the Indians, and lead to mutiny and all the
consequences that may arise and which are so much to be
dreaded in every community. Fair play and the protection
of the rights of the Indians is what we expect, and when
the Government are derelict in this duty it behoves this
louse to vote their condemnation.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). When the time arrived for
this House to consider the question as to whether certain
:f the bands of Indians had not advanced so far as to be
Pntrusted with a larger measuremsnt of the management of
their own affairs than had hitherto been accorded to them,
we were told by the Government that it would be a very
unsafe thing to allow them such management, and that to
give entire management of their affairs into the bands of
the Indians would be fatal to them. I ask bon. members
if they think any body of Indians, the least progressive
bard yon can imagine in Canada, could have been led or
induced to carry out a transaction so utterly ruinous in its
nature as this wbich was performed for them by their
trustees. Why, I think this is a case in which the House
cannot hesitate to condemn the Government for what they
bave done. The Government sold property which, according
to the price stated by the Minister cf the Interior, and taking
the amount which would be realised from stumpage, was
worth at least $40,000, for the small sum of $316, and this
was done by the trustees of the Indian fund> and the Minis-
ter making this announcement in the same breath stated
that it would be an unfit thing to trust the Indians with
the management of their own affairs, I think no more need
be said than wbat has been said to show the gross violation
of the interest of the Indians that bas taken place, and I
trust that a circumstance like this will never be repeated
and never again be brought to the attention of this House.
The Indian community has a great deal to complain of in
regard to the management of its affairs, but I trust that this
case and other cases will make the Government more care-
ful in the management of Indian affaira.

House divided on amendment of Mr. Barron:
YEs :

Messieurs
Armatrong, Gauthier, Mill (Bothwell),
Bain (Wentworth), Gillmor, Mitchell,
Barron, Godbout, Mulock,
Beausoleil, Guay, Neveu,
Béchard, Hale, Paterson (Brant),
Bourassa, Holton, Perry,
Bowman, Innes, Platt,
Brien, Jones (Halifax), Préfontaine,
Campbell, Landerkin, Rinfret,
Cartwright (Sir Rich.), Lang, Robertson,
Charlton, Langelier (iontm'ncy),Ste. Marie,
Choquette, Langelier (Quebec), Semple,
Golter, Laurier, Somerville,
Couture, Lavergne, Sutherland,
Davies, Lister, Trow,
Desaint, Livingston, Turcot,
Doyon, Lovitt Waldie,
Edgar, Macdonald (Huron), Watson,
Biha, McMillan (Huron), Weldon (St. John), and
Fiet, Mcmullen, Wilson (Elgin).-62.
Fisher Meige,

Mr. L&NDERKIN.

Nrs :
Messieurs

Audet, Ferguson (Renfrew), Mille (Annapolis),
Barnard, Poster, Moncrieff,
Bergeron, Freeman, Montplaisir,
Boisvert, Gigault, Perley,
Bowell, Girouard, Porter,
Boyle, Gordon, Prior,
Bryson, Grandbois, Purcell,
Cameron, Guillet, Riopel,
Jargill, Haggart, Robillard,

Carling, Hesson, Roome,
Garpenter, Hickey, ROss,
Caron (Sir Adolphe), Rudspeth, Rykert,
Oimon, Jamieson, Shanly,
Cochrane, Joncas, Skinner,
Cockburn, Jones (Digby), Small,
Oolby, Kenny, Stevenson,
Oorby, Kirkpatrick, Taylor,
0oulombe, Labelle, Temple,
Ourran, Langevin (Sir Hector), Thompson (Sir John),
Daly, La Rivière, Tisdale,
Daoust, Laurie, Tupper,
Davin, Macdowall, Tyrwhitt,
Davis, McDonald (Victoria), Vanasse,
Dawson, MeDougald (Pictou), Wallace,
Denison, McDougall (C. Breton),Ward,
Desaulniers, McKay, Weldon (Albert),
Desjardins, McKeen, White (Oardwell),
Dewdney, McMillan (Vaudreuil), Wilmot,
Dickey, Mare, Wilson (Lennox), aud
Dupont, Masson, Wood (Westm'land)--91.
Ferguson (Leeds & Gren),

Amendment negatived, and House again resolved itself
into Committee of Supply.

(In the Committee).

Unprovided Items................ .... $i65,890.18

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. While it is true that
we find the details respecting these items in the Auditor
General's Report, a good many of them are unsatisfactory.
There is an item of $62,000, unprovided expenses, on the
Intercolonial Railway alone. Considering how late we sat
last Session, it looks like very great carelessness on the
part of the Department of Railways that they should not.
have obtained an appropriation sufficient to bave covered
all the expenditure on the Intercolonial Railway. That
does not appear to me to be any excuse for the department
being so seriously in error. They ought to have known botter
what sums are required for the Intercolonial Railway.
When we sit bre to within a few weeks of the end of the
year it is very objectionable that the expenses of the road
should exceed by such a large sum the total vote unless
there were some special reason which the Minister of
Finance may explain. If there is not this reason the item
cannot be allowed to pass without comment.

Mr. FOSTE R. I bave no doubt there is a special reason
which bas been mentioned in the warrant, but I am unable
to give it to-night, but I will bring the information down.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT.. When the hon. gentle-
man comes down with such an item as this he might reason-
ably be prepared with some information upon it. I find
again that, under the head of Civil Government, 87,280 are
unprovided for in the Privy Council. That is a very large
amount and is utterly disproportionate to the ordinary ex-
penses of tbe department.

Mr. FOSTER. The hon. gentleman will remember that,
according to the conversation which took place across the
floor of the House, each item bas now to run by itself. An
item that is not expended lapses, and those overexpended
are to be provided for by way of warrant.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. 1 do not take the ex-
ception to the smaller Estimates, but the bon, gentleman
will see that a mistake of 87,280 out of a total of $26,000 is
a very large percentage. Of course, in larger departments
we could understand this, but in this small department a de-
ficiency should not bave been found.
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Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I see an item of $3,240 for dia.

grams for the Budget Speech. This is a piece of utter ex-
travagance.

Mr. FOSI'ER. There are no diagrams in the speech this
year.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). They are utterly useless.
Mr. FOSTER. I do not think the country will say so.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Yes; and I believe that five out

of six of the hon. gentlemen who support the Government
will say 80.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I really think that
this is a very extravagant item, and very small value is got
for the expenditure. As I pointed out before a great many
of these diagrams are utterly incorrect. One would not
object to a reasonable charge for them, but this seems very
extravagant.

Mr. FOSTER. These have not been repeated.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. That is to the credit

of the hon. gentleman. It is understood, I suppose, that the
hon. gentleman will bring down this information which we
ask for with regard to the extra expenditure on the Inter-
colonial Railway and other matters ?

Mr. FOSTER. I shall.

Amount required for the repair of roads on Ord-
nance Lands at Grand Falls, N.B.............. ....... $700

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Aie there any settlers on
these ordnance lands ? I understcod that the present town
of Grand Falls was on the ordnance lands, and that where
this money is supposed to be expended there are very few
settlers. Nearly $2,000 has been expended on roads there,
and I have not been able to ascertain what all this expen-
diture is for. I have always understood that the land was
wilderness land.

Mr. FOSTER. I will make enquiries.
Mr. ELLIS. How are the lands managed ? Is there a

caretaker of them ?
Mr. DEWDNEY. I know of none.
Mr. ELLIS. My impression is that thore is a keeper who

gets 8200 a year, and who does nothing, and that 8700 a
year is expended on the roads, and there are no roads.

Trent Canal-Repairs and working expenses......... $1,350
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What do you propose

to do with this vote?
Mr. FOSTER. I find a memorandum of sums required

for completing the landing pier at Lakefield, and repairing
roads at Backhorn. 1 presume it is for that.

Mr. BARRON. Might it not be to clear away the ob-
structions at Cameron Lake, which I have spoken of?

Mr. FOSTER. May be it is.
Mr. BARRON. There is no use of humbugging about

this business at Cameron Lake, because the Government is
humbugging about it. The locks are there, but they are
useless without the removal of this obstruction. There are
two boats in the lake which cannot get down, and boats in
the lower lake which can go as far up as the lock, but no
farther; the railway bridge is in the way, and thore is no
swing bridge to let barges or vessels through, and the
whole navigation is completely stopped. The Government
were told of this matter two years and a-half ago, but they
have not done a single thing.

Mr. MULOCK. I think it is perfectly monstrous to ask
us to pass a vote which the Minister does not know the
object of. It ought either to be struck out or stand over.
W hile on this item I would like to enquire what is going to
be the policy of the Government in regard to this canal
system? Tue Minister of Publio Works was a little shy the

other night, but intimated that ho would be able at some
future time to answer this question. The Government had
a distinct policy with regard to the Trent Canal before the
election. It was going to build it right off. las that policy
been changed ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think the hon. gentleman
is quite rmistaken. I never said a word about that. It was
the First Minister who spoke about that.

Mr. MULOCK. The item stood over because the hon.
Minister of Public Works did not know what the policy
was, but ho said the First Minister would probably be able
to tell at the next meeting.

Mr. FOSTER. I quite remember that this item was fally
discussed between the First Minister and my lion. friend
opposite (Mr. Barron) a week or two ago, and I do not soe
the utility of discussing the policy of this canal two or three
times over. If hon. gentleman object to this vote we can
strike it ont.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). That is making a little capital
at the expense of my hon. friend. He merely asked what
impruvements were included in that item.

Mr. BOWELL. Perhaps it would be as well when the
bon. gentleman is attributing motives that ho should have
the whole story. The hon. gentleman to my left told the
hon. member for North Victoria that ho really was not
aware what the item was for, but that it woald probably be
expended for the object the hon. gentleman had in view.
I ho hon. gentleman for North Victoria at once said: Strike
it out. le evidently has great interest in the canal, or ho
would not feel desirous of baving so many repetitions of the
same thing.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I want to attribute no
motives. The hon. member for North Victoria pointed out
that his objection was not to this work, but ho thought the
flouse ought to know in what way the money was to be
expended.

Mr. BOWELL. Ris suggestion was first to strike it out.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). If the hon. gentleman wants

to strike out any item, we will give him as many items to
strike out as ho desires.

Mr. SI'EVENSON. The item is for taking boulders ont
of the lake, and fixing the waters. The engineer asks that
the money be given for that. .

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Tho Finance Minister
knows quite well that it is the business of every Minister
to be prepared with information on any item touching his
department in Supply.

Mr. MULOCK. L do not think there is anything very
wrong in objecting to pass any item, when there is no ex.
planation given of it. I have an interest in this matter as
a representative of a part of the country which will be af-
fected by it, and the Goverument has many times in years
gone by declared its firm allegiance to this scheme. I have
been on deputatioas with large bodies of citizens from the
territory whieh is supposed to be served by this canal, and
I have hoard members of the Governmtent, and notably the
late Minister of Finance, declaring an undying faith in that
structure, ard I am now surprised to find the Minister of
Customs admitting that there has been a change of policy,

Mr. BOWELL. I did not say so.
Mr. MULOCK. At all events, it has become a question

of doubt. Prior to 1882, the Government announced pub-
licly that this canal policy was a fixed policy of the Gov-
ornment, and that they were going to connect the two
waters. They protended to have all the surveys, and to
know the whole cost of the work. One of the largest de-
putations that ever visited this oity was one which came in
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1883 to press this scheme on the Government. I was pre.
eCnt (n that occasion, and only the Railway committee
room was able to accommodate that deputation. Perhaps
the Minister of Customs was present ?

Mr. BOWELL. I was.
Mr. MULOCK. Perhaps the hon. gentleman heard the

Minister of Railways at that time announce the policy of
the Government. The eloctions were on, the scheme had not
been pressed far enough, and it was necessary for the
Government to announce whether they would go on or not,
and after the little make-believe j)bs had been gone on with
the Government were brought face to face with the serions
aspect of the case. In order to cover their retreat, they
issued a Commission a year and a half ago to-determine that
question, but no report has yet been made. Where are the
CommiEsioners? Is this going to remain over for ail time?
I presn.e there will be another election in 1893w, or perhaps
the Minister can tell us when it will be ?

Mr. BOWELL, To.morrow.
Mr. MULOCK. Befbre the election, we will probably

have the report. le the report ready to be presented to the
Committee ?

Mr. FOSTER. It is not ready.
Mr. MULOCK. Has it been received by the Government ?
Mr. FOSTER. It was stated the other night that the

report had not been presented.
Mr. BARROIN. Now that the whole of Ihe Estimates

have been brought down, I see that thero is no item for
Cameron Lake. The hon. member for East Peterborough
(Mr. Stevenson) can get an item of $1,600 put in, but bc-
caue I am an opponent of the Government nothing 1s put
in for tbis very necessary work. At the net election, I
suppose the p3ople will be told: If you oppose Barron, this
work will be done. I impress upon the Finance Minister
the importance of this matter. Let tho Government send
som'.bdy up to see the truth of what I say, because at
present the whole business is being stopped because this
work is not carried out.

Mr. STEVENSON. I suppose the hon, gentleman refers
to the bridge. No donbt there is an attempt to get a swing
put in there, but I understand that the Grand Trunk have
submitted a plan to go below the locks al together. 1 know
there is a great deal of ill-feeling in referenco to th&t mat
tor. This is above where I live, but I have inipressed upon
the department the necessity of this bridge, and I have
been assured that the Grand Trunk were going to do it, and
I believe it will be done As far as it is in my power, I
will impress upon the Government the necessity for that
work.

Intercolonial Railway-Repairsd working expenses $500,000
Mr. JONES (Hiaifax). I suppose this is the difference

between receipts and expentiiture?
Mr. FOSTER. It is the workihg expenses.
Mr. JONES (lalifax). I am sorry the Government

ai ticipate so large a deficiency.
Mr. FOSTER. This is for 1888-89.
Mr. MULOCK. That is considerably more than the

$360,000 deficit.
Mr. FOSTER. That is a part of the entire wor]king

expenses of the year 1888-89.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E L) It seems to be a very large

margi! , unless something extraordinary happened to cause
an exti a expenditu! e of hall a million of dollars, for working
espo-moue a road wacre the number of miles and the
number of einp!oés are perfectly known, and where con-
sequently tho expenditure could b& estim'ated closer"thit

1r. MULoCI,

that. I think the House should know:the reason for this
extraordinarily large additional amouint.

Mr. FOSTER. Tbe estimate was 82,900,000, and that
was found insufficient te run the road, so that this amount
had to be got to carry it on.

Mr. MULOCK. What do you expect the defeit to be
after you have destroyed the lino with the Hlarvey and
Moncton branch ?

Mr. FOSTER. We will wait till the lino is destroyed.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The expenses for locomotive

power, stations, &C., and general charges foot up $3,268,4b4
for the year ending June, 1888, whereas the estimate was
only $2,900,000.

Mr. FOSTER. It shows there was an insufHeient estimate
for the year.

Mr. McMULLEN. It is quite clear that when tho Short
Lino is finishod the traffie on the Intercolonial Railway will
fall off considerably. We know that the lino las been a
source of an enormous loss to the country for several years.
In order to reduce that sum to the lowest possible amount
the Government have been charging to capital account
items such as heating and lighting cars and snow fonces

Mr. FOSTE R. For the plant and nothing else.
Mr McMULLELN. The Finance Minister that was

here two years ago said the Intercolonial Railway was Then
suffliciently protceted by snow fences, and that they always
charged to expenses the replacing of any snow fences that
were worn out, and they did the same in regard to cars
that were worn iout. Stili we find that a large amount bas
been charged to capital account for snow fences and for
lighting and heating cars.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Arm I Io understand that the Min-
ister estimated the working expenses for last year at
$2,900,000, and the expenses for the lastyear wero $83,268,000
on the Inteiuolonial lRailway, besides the Eastern Extension,
that tiis 8500,000 is required to cover the difference?

Mr. FOSTER. Yes,

Inspection of Weights ad MKeasures......... $1,835 22

Mr. MoMULLEN. R. A. Hughes, salary from 5th
October, 1888, U0O0. Who was Mr. Hughes' predecessor?

Mr. ÉÔSTER. Mr. Hughes is at Windsor, a new ap-
pointment.

Mr. Mc U LLE:N. There must be a new division4

Mr. FOS'ER. I fancy the country is parceled ont into
divisions. This is an assistant inspecter for that division.

Mr. JONES (flalifax). Edward Kelly, salary from frrst
December, 1888, at $500. In whose place was Kelig appint-
ed.

Mr. FOSTER. In
Mr. CAMPBELL.

and Measures ?

the place of Ryan, who was promoted.
Whe is the Inspiotor of Weighits

Mr. FOSTER. I do not know, but the returns will show
the hon. gentleman. The Inland Revenae report is brought
down every year, and it is now on the T ble of the House.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Will the hon, gentleman state
the reason why it was found necessary to appoint an
assistant inspector ?

Mr. FOSTER. I suppose the district was too large for
the officers at that time at work.

Mr. W ILSON (Elgin). Has the gentleman appointed
had any previous experience in the public service?

'. OSTER. I do not know.
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Royal Labor Commission............................. .... $i;

Mr. JONES (Halifax).. Is this a final paymetn? HfLw
much has the Commission cost altogether?

Mr. FOSTER. There bas been spent $94,572t, accunts
for printing and other accounts yet unpaid, 8 13,0I)U, mak.
ing $77,572, which is supposed to be the flual amonnt.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Noue of us,I fear, have
been able to examine the evidence, except so far as it was
contained ii the newspapers. Last year I called the atten-
tion of the Government, and ot the First Minister particu-
larly, to some remarkable statements made, more particu-
larly respecting:child labor, and I demanded from him thon
a statement as to what policy the Government intended to
adopt with respect to putting a stop to abuses which were
alleged to exist, and I was then promised that next Session
the Government would have digested the evidence and made
up their mind as to what was to be done. I desire now to
know whether the Minister of Finance or the Minister of
Justice is.able to state whether the Government bas come
to any conclusion. Some of the statements pointed to'very
great abuses indeed.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. When the bon. gentleman
brought up the matter last Session, the evidence had not
been fully taken. There was, however, a discussion princi-
pally as to the hours of labor and the employrnent of child
labor. The Government have come to no conclusion on the
report, for the reason that it was impossible, considering
the stage at which this report and evidonce was presented,
to examine the report and evidence in tinio to prepare any
measure for this session,

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I am so rryto hear
that, because, after what fell from the First Minister as to
the atrocious abuses which seem to have occurred with
respect'to the employment of children in many of the fac-
tories, I did hope that that particular branch of the subject
would have teen dealt with. The evidence showed that little
children were employed for periods of time that no grown
man could work without serious injury. It is a disgrace to
our civilisation and to humanity that such a state of thipgs
should be permitted to exist in this country. If itshould
turn ont that the Dominion Government had-'no power in
the matter, and if the Minister of Justice had so declared, I
could have understood why the question had not been taken
up, but if such cases come fairly within our pôwei- to
regulate the criminal law, it seems to me that the Govern.
ment ought in all conscience to have taken steps to prevent
such occurrences in future.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. Some of the abuses, no doubt,
would come within our control. The employment of chil.
dren in factories is already providedifor in the criminal law,
and all that was required was a systematicinspectiQnof
factories in order that such abuses should not:occur ; in fact.
all that is required in these cases is to have the existipg
laws enforced and not new ones enacted. In regard te these'
matters, the public were very muchl oxcifed by the evien'e
which transpired about the time when tho hon.,gentleman
mentiôned the subject lat Session. The ovidence was qot
thon fully taken; to some extent the evidence thon taken
was qualified, and we have had information that the publi-
city of those facts at that time bas led, to a great extent, to
the Luppression of the abuse. Still, in order to found any
legislation of a safisfactory kind on the report or on the
suggestions of the labor organisations and the l aor com-
missioners, it is neeessary that the dôcuments should be
given careful petäsäl.

North-West Kounted PoIice ................. .... $80,000

Mr. FOSTER. The explauatiou in respect to boots and
leathergoodâ is imple. It appears that instead of the
WbŸd " dats'" thibn; mêobW fof2ot'h elligton read

the word "dozens," and Mr. McCullodgh ifi lis statenient
mentionçd inspection of bo ts and leather materials 13 and
a-halfdays at"'lOa day, $135.

Sir RICIHARDNRATWIGRT. Who isM. McÓuilotigh?
Mr. FOStE. Mr. McCullough is the gentleman who

inspected the'articles triade frbm leather.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIT. What is his occupa-

tion ?
Mr' FOStËR. Ho is a leather man of sone kind. He

resides in Ottawa. -He inspected 4,986 pairs of boots, of
which ho rejected 160 pairsi ho also inspected stable bal-
ters, blankets, straps, hobbies, &c., in au, 11,371 articles,
for which he received $135, and I think ho did good work
for it. It will be seen that the cost for inspection was one
cent for each article, or two cents for a pair of bqots. Wth
reference to the clothing; they find it desirable that a year's
supply should be kept in store, and the surplus stock of
1885 was so depleted alter the rebellion that they are re-
storing that stock at the present time. They have now a
full year's supply of boots and stockings, and a half year's
supply of breeches. Each policeman gets three pairs df
riding breeches in a year, four pairs of socks and two pairs
of stockings. He also gets seven pairs of long boots and
two pairs of short boots in five years. The service is par-
ticularly hard on the clothing, as the mon are a great part
of the time in the saddle and the wet grass is very bard on
the boots. A policeman is allowed, in lieu of the riding
breeches, two-thirds of the price when ho supplies shapps
for his own wear.

Mr. Mc[ULLEN. With regard to this question of ex.
amination I showed the account that was placed in my
hands to the hon. Minister, and the clerk upstairs pro-
nounced the word "dozens " as well as I did myself. It
certainly looked very much like dozens instead of days. I
understand that this inspection was made in Regina and I
would like to know if a man was sent there to make the
inspection.

Mr. FOSTE R. The man lives here and the inspection
was made in Ottawa.

Mr. McMULLEN. $10 a day is a large surm for an
ordinary shoemaker to receive. My opirion is, as I stated
before, that there has been gross recklessness in connection
with those supplies for the Mounted Police. We have 2,783
pairs of gauntlets at $1 50 aid.S 1.08 a pairand Iwould like
to know where ail'thôse ganutlets go>tò.

Mr. FOSTER. They go into stock just the same as the
clothing, and I think the reasons are ail in favor of keeping
a supply in stock.

Mr. McMHULLEN. When we consider the fact that we
supplied 5,163 riding breeches at 85.60 a pair, 1 thiulk there
must be a n' .er .n the fonce somewhere, They should be
bought a goo defl cheael tha'n that.

Mr. FPSTER. My hon. friend kno.ws that for that ser-
vice yon must have cloth of a special kind and that it is ex.
pensive.

Mr. McMULLEN. If the cloth is so excellent I do nôt
see why a man could wear out'thee'pairs of riding.breehes
in a year.

Mr. FOSTER. I do no think that is too nmany for a
man w lis in the saddle every day inth eyór. hn'U.
friend would wear more than three pairs of brbehes frîsking
around those seats on the opposite side.

Mr..DENISON, They would wear ont six pairs if the
stuff wàs lot good.

Mx.. MâMULLEN. They m be 'very gôo' b'êchas to
obit sO much niôbby
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Mr. FOSTER. They are good.

Intercolonial Railway-chargeable to capital.......8291,500

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Is the increased accommo-
dation at Hahifax for increased elevator capacity ?

Mr. FOSTER. My hon. friend has not looked into the
figures, or he would find that about 578,880 bushels were
put through that elevator.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). How many were put through
last year ?

Mr, FOSTERi Last year was not so good a wbeat year.
I think 71,373 busbels went through last year. This vote
is to provide a pile foundation for a sugar bhed at Halifax.
The contract for the building is let for $5,022 ; the cost of
the piles was estimated at 81,050; other materials, $1,550,
and labor, 8600.

Immigration.................... .................. s $48,100 71

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Explanations were pro-
mised as to this.

Mr. CARLING. That question was disecussed very fully
the other evening, when 1 stated that this vote was to close
up the expenses for assisted passages in connection with
ocean steamers. 'Phese accounts have been carried to a cer-
tain amount year after year, and when we closed up the ac-
counts they wero all sent in by the different steamship
companies up to the 27th of April. They were received
last July or August, and the total amount due to tho esteam-
boat companies was this amount, for which no vote had
been taken.

Mr. FOSTER. It must be recollected, too, that the vote
for immigration was very greatly cut down last year, and it
was impossible to do the regular work with it, and to make
these payments as well.

Resolutions reported.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of the
House.

Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 2:10 a.m.
(Wednesday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

WEDNESDAY, 24th April, 1889.

The SPEAKEa took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERs.

P. E. I.-WEST POINT WHARF.

Mr. PERRY asked, Is it the intention of the Department
of Public Works to repair the wharf at West Point, P.E.I.,
during the present season ? If so, is the work to be let by
tender?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have not had the answer
to this question, but I may say to the hon. gentleman that
if this is one of the wharves which have been taken over by
the Dominion Government, the wharf will be looked after.
I cannot say whether tendets will be asked or not.

Mr. PERRY. It is one of these.

SHORT LINE-HARVEY TO MONCTON.

Mr. SUTHERLAND asked, 1. Has there been a survey of
the route of the propoed railway from larvey to Salisbury

Mr, MOMVLLIX.

or Moncton ? 2. Are there any plans or specifications of
the proposed railway ? If so, will they be laid on the
Table of the House ? 3. Are there any reports, by Govern-
ment or other engineers, with regard to the route to be
adopted ? 4. What is the estimate d cost of the proposed
railway ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. To the first question the
answer is, yes. To the second: there are plans and pro-
files which were laid on the Table in 1886, but there is no
specification. To the third: yes; they were laid on the
Table in 1886. To the fourth: 816,000 a mile.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION-JUDGES' SALARIES.

Mr. CURRAN. Before the Orders of the Day are called,
I desire to draw attention to a statement made in the
Montreal Herald. That newspaper publishes a fictitious re-
port of the Government caucus, in which my name is mon-
tioned. It says:

"Mr. Ourran, M.P., contended that the salaries were already too high,
and that in hie constitueney there were neveral lawyers who were ready
to take the places of gentlemen should they resign. Mr. Curran made
au able and incisive speech in defence of hie position, and was supported
by a large majority of the French Canadian members present."

I merely wish to say that this report is entirely erroneous
and untrue. The gentleman who wrote it may have con-
sidered ho was doing a very witty thing, but, in my opin-
ion, I tbink h lias simply made an ass of himself.

Mr. MITCHELL. Before the Orders of the Day are called,
I want to make an observation. On seeing the paragraph
referred to, I saw it must have been a mistake, because any
one who knows the aspirations of the hon. member for
Montreal (Mr. Curran), knows that he never would have
taken that attitude, with the future probability of his going
on to the bench at no very remote date himself. Knowing
it must b wrong, I telegraphed down that it was Mr.
Cimon's name which was misunderstood for that of Mr.
Curran. As Mr. Curran has denied the correctness of that
particular statement concerning himself, I do not suppose
ho denies the accuracy of the report ?

Mr. OURRAN. Certainly, the whole report.
Mr. MITCHELL. And as to the man having made an

ass of himself, the readers of the erald do not think so.

Mr. CURRAN. The proprietor of the Berald may not.

N. W. T ACT AMENDMENT.

On the order for second reading of Bill (No 136) to con-
solidate and amend the Act respecting the North-West
Territories,

Mr. DEWDNEY. When I introduced this Bill for the
special purpose of consolidating the three Acts now in ex-
istence, my principal reason was that last Session the
Legislative Assembly consolidated the North-West Ordin-
ances, and I thought it would b very convenient to have
the North-West Territories Act also consolidated. IHow-
ever, some hon. gentlemen opposite thought it was too late
in the Session to put through this Bill; but I thought, sub.
sequently, that if they woulI agree to raise no question on
the clauses not amended, we might possibly be able to put
through the amendîment. Since that, several hon, gentle-
men have informed me, that probably there would be con-
siderable discussion on some of the old clauses of the 13ill
which I do not propose to amend, and, as the amendments
I did propose are not of a serious character, and several hon.
gentlemen on both sides have expressed a wish that, if pos-
sible, I might allow the measure to remain over for another
Session, I beg to move that the order be discharged.

Motion agred to, order discharged, and Billwithdrawn,
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RAILWAY SUBSIDIRS.

Rouse resolved itself into Committee to consider reso.
lations (p. 1396) to authorise the granting of subsidies to
certain railway companies, and to the construction of the
railways therein mentioned.

(In the Committee.)

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We will take these up
separately. As the Committee must have seen, these are no
new votes, but they are revotes. Principally they are votes
which have lapsed either from the work not being com.
menced or not being finisbed within the statutory time
for which the subsidies were voted, and we are obliged to
come to Parliament again for a revote. Some of the com.
panies whose subsides have lapsed have not shown any
reason wby those subsidies should be revived. But those
referred to in this resolution are considered by the Gcvern.
ment, under the circumstances, to deserve an extension of
time. The whole of the vote is simply lor an extension of
time.

Mr. LAURIER. There might be some discussion to be
raised as to the propriety of several of these votes, but, as
the House bas already assented to them, I wili not raise
any discssion upon them at ail, but I think the House is
entitled to some explanation in regard to the voting of
these balances of lapsed subsidies.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Certainly.
To the Ontario and Pacific Railway Company, for a line of railway

from eornwal to Ottawa, a subidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor
exceeding in the whole $t172,400.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This is a railway with a
very. magnificent title, but I tbink its pretensions are more
modest. The railway, as chartered, was to run from Corn-
wall to Perth and to Ottawa. The vote was given for the
road from Cornwall to Perth. The company, in which my
hon. friend from Cornwall (Mr. Bergin) was largely inter-
ested on behalf of bis constituents, found that the prospect
of business between Cornwall and Perth was not such as to
enable them to interest capitalists in the road, but he bas
been informed, and I think, from all I can Jearn, bas been
informed traly, that if, instead of making the grant for the
road from Cornwall to Perth, it is made for the road from
Cornwall to Ottawa, it will be possible that the road should
be built, and that will be another important link between
the St. Lawrence and Ottawa, and it will diminiLh the vote
by fully $90,000. I ask the Committee to allow the word
"Perth " in the resolution to be struck out and "Ottawa"
to be inserted, and to diminish the sum by $90,000.

Amendment agreed to.
To the Ottawa and Gatineaun Railway Company, for a line of railway

from Hull Station towards Le Desert, a distance of 62 miles, a subsidy
not exceeding in the whole $320,000.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Perhaps I had better1
read the memorandum which bas been given me on this1
subject: The Ottawa and Gatineau Valley Railway was9
granted a subsidy by the 46th Vie., chapter 25, for the first
50 miles of their railway from Hull station, not exceeding
83,200 per mile, nor exceeding in the whole, 8160,000. By
47 Vic., chapter 8, they were granted a further subsidy for
a lino of railway from Kazuabazua to Le Desert, not exeed.
$3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in the whole,$ 160,000, or alto-
gether, $320,000. By 48-49 Vie., chapter 59, this subsidy was
doubled up on 62 miles, as followa, viz.: for a line ofi
railway from Hull station towards Le Desert, a distance of
62 miles, in lieu of the subsidies granted by 46 Vie.,
chapter 25, and 47 Vie., chapter 8, a subsidy of $320,000.
The Act 48-49 Victoria required the work to be comrnenced1
within two years from the lt August, 1886. No contractk
having been entered intoand no work done on the 1st August,
1888, the subsidy lapsed. A careful location of the line has

been made, and it isa understood financial arrangements are
being negotiated for its early construction. A revival of
the subsidy is therefore asked. The lino runs through a
fine timbered country and the land is well suited for agricul-
ture. It is cousidered th at the extension of ti me is deserved,
and that that country will be rapidly settled.

Mr. LAURIER. Have the surveys made by the com.
pany been laid before the Government ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I fancy so. I bave not got
them bore, but I bave no doubt that the surveys bave been
laid before the Government, and all the particulars were
laid before the House at the time of the original vote.

Mr. LAURIER. As I bave said, I do not propose to
raise any objection to these votes. Great anticipations are
entertained as to the future of the country through which
this road is to run, but we are to a certain extent in the
dark, and I can only hope that those expectations will be
realised.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, Yes, I hope so. It is a
pity that this country which lies so near to the capital
should not be developed.

To the Cap Rouge and St. Lawrence Railway Company, for twelve
miles of their railway, from Lorette vï* Cap Rouge to Quebec, in the
Province of Quebec, a subsidy not exceeding *3,200 per mile, nor ex-
ceeding in the whole $38,400.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Perhaps my hon. friend
(Mr. Laurier) knows something of that country?

Mr. LAURIER. Yes, I think so.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Cap Rouge and St.

Lawrence Railway was granted a subsidy by 49 Vie.,
chapter 10, for 12 miles of their railway from Lorette vid
Cap Rouge to Quebec, not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor
exceeding in the whole, $38,400. The work on this road
not having been commenced within two years from the 1st
Augutst, 1886, it lapsed on the lst August, 1888. This pro.
jected lino runs along the north shore of' the St. Lawrence
River, east of the city of Quebec, a district which is thickly
populated, and much interested in the construction of this
road. A revival of the subsidy is therefore asked.

To the Parry Sound Colonigation Railway Company, for 40 mils
of their railway, from the village of Parry Sound to the village of
Sandridge, on the hue of the Northern Pacific Junction Railway, in
the Province of Ontario, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor
exceeding inthe whole, $128.000.

Sir JOHIN A. MACDONALD. The Parry Sound Col-
onisation Railway was subsidised by 49 Vie., chapter
10, for 40 miles of their railway, from the village of
Parry Sound to the village of Sundridge, on the lino of
the Northern Pacifie Junction Railway. This road was
required, by the Act above referred to, to be commenced
within îwo years froi the 1st August, 1889. On the lst
August, 1888, it not having been commenced, the subsidy
lapsed. The road passes through a district much in need of
railway facilities, and as the prospects of raising the noces-
sary funds for the early commencement of the work are re-
presented to be favorable, a revival of the subsidy is asked.
This road starts from Parry Sound, which is one of the
most important harbors on the lake, and runs into the
country to connect with the Northern Pacifie Junction Rail-
way. It is a splendid country, in futuro. Tbere are few
settlements, except along the margin of the lake. The
company found that they could not finance, to use a com-
mon expression, for the building of that railway on the
coast, and they, therefore, did not go through the form.
which is too often practiced by these railways, of making a
sham commencement by breaking the sod, and grading a
few miles. But tbey felt that unless they could get the as-
sistance of the Federal Government, the road would not be
built. The Ontamio Government and Legislature have only
this last Session granted this road $3,000 a mile, and the
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onmpany is satisfied that with the3 6,200 a mile that will be
granted, the road will certainly be built. It is a very valu-
able road, opening up a very valuable country. My hon.
friend from Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) has got a suggestione
which I think is a good one.

Mr. O'bRIEN. I move to insert aftqr "Sandridge," the
words '"or some other point." on the line of the Nqrthwrn
Pacifie Junction Railway.

Sir JOHN A. ACDONALD. if th limit is atSu4d-
ridge, it does not quite meet the vote of "te Qntarii Le g s-
lature. This would make the terminus at Sndri& , it
cold be at no other plàce; but the Oaro vote ýôr thé
sqme road is not so limited.

Ur. LAJRIEÈ. Does this meet the views of the pro-
]gegý of the railway ?

Mr. O'IBRLIN. It is at their request.
Yor a railway from,$t. Andrew's to the Canadian Pacific alway,

at, or at any point east of the town of Lachute, in the 'CoùnLy of
Argenteuil. in the Province of Quebec, 7 miles, a subsidy fnot
exoeding 53,200 per mile, nor exceeding in the whole, $2%-*0.

SirJOHN A. MACDONALD. This line was subsidieed
by 47 Vic., chapter 8, from St. Andrew's to Lachute, a sub-
ai4y not çxceeding $3,2-0 per mile, nor exceeding in the

j9l S4Wo. This was ga endhd by-49 vJ , chaàptwr101,
as follows, viz.:-For a railway from St. Andrew's to the,
Canadian Pacifie Railway, at, or at any point east of1 the
town of Lachute, 7 miles, in lieu of the subsidy granted by
47 Vie., chapter 8, a subsidy not exceeding 83,200 por-mile,
norexceeding in the whole, $22,400. The work was to be
commenced in two years from the 1st August,1l886, but
not having been commenced on the lst August, 1888, the
subsidy lapsed. Tha Great Northern Railway, it is under.
stood, are prepared to take up the construction of this road
And operate it; it is therefore asked that the subsidy be
revived.

Mr. LAURIER. The Great Northern Railway-that is
somewhere in the moon.

For a line of the Central Railway, from the head of Grand Lake to
the intercolonial Railway, in the Province of New Brunswick, a subsidy
not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in the wh ale, $128,000.

Sir JOHN A. MAC DONALD. The Central Railway
was subsidised by47 Vie., chapter 8, for a lin of railway fromi
the head of Grand Lake to the Intercolonial Rtilway, be-
tween Sussex and St John. a subsidy not exceeding 03,2100
per mile, nor exceeding in the whole, 8128,00. By the
terms of tie Act allove referred to, the road was to be
finished by the 19th April, 18-8; this not having been ac-
complisbed, thie subsidy lapsed on that day. The company
entered ir4to a'contract, u ider the Subsidy Act above refer-

0e eto, n thi 7th July, 18t6, for e constructiop of this
rÈôad,dana bth.work bas been carried on up to this date, the'
tracki1ng laid over the Whole 40 mailes subsidised, but the
road s not fýlly completed according to contraet; but inas-
ipuch" as it is far advanced towards completion, a revival of

X . WELDON (st. John). Ip the old Act the termipal>
point ixed atsome poit hetwee ssex nd St. Jobi.

Sir JON A. MACDONALD1. I have not loolkod #t 4e
Act myself. The memorandumihave isthis: Toanbsdias
a limé of railway from the head of Grand Lake to the lat.4-
colonial Railway, between Susse &And St. John.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). It does not say where, on
the Intereolonial Rsilway.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Lt was not necessary to
set out the whole thing bere, but tiie company entered into
a contract under the Subsidy Act above referred tO. It
must be under the present charter. The wo k has been
going on up to this date, à track bas been laid for the whôle
40 miles BnbNdimd, but bas not been fully completed.

Yr. MoiULL . ow far has this road roegded?
What portion has been nodiplètediï

Sir JoRN A. MACDoNALD.

Sir JOHN A. MAC<JDONALD. Forty miles. The whole
road has been bnilt, but was not oompleted within the
,statutory time, and thèrefore it has lapsed ; se they must
get a forrnal vote of Parliament. The road was coni.
pleted and fit for baing rn, but no money could be pald
out without the vote of Parliament.

To the Albert Southern Rilway Company, the balance remaining
,unpaid of the subsidy granted by the Act 47 Victoria, chapter8, not
.exeeeding in the whole $31,771.43.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This railway was subsi-
.dised by 47 Vie., chapter 8, as follows, viz:-

,For a line of railway from Hopewell to Alma, in the Province of
New Brnswik, a ubsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding

'the wbole $51,20)."

This company entered into a contract under the Sub.
sidy Act on 23rd May, 1885, since which the work of
construction has been proceeded with under difficulties.
The line is 16 miles in length, over 10 miles on whieh
traek is laid, and the balance of 6 miles is partially graded.
Tho company have received on account of the above sub.
sidy, the sum of $29,428.57; but inasmuch as the road
was not finished as required by the Act 47 Vie., by the
19th April, 1888, the balance of the subsidy $31,771.43
lapsed. It is asked that this balance be revived.

Mr. LAURIER. The amount should be $19,428, instead
of $Z9,428.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes; an error appears
to have been made in the figures.

To the Baie des Chaleurs Railway Company, the balance remaining
unpaid of the eubicdy mentioned ia the Act 49 Victoria, chapter 17,
not exceediig in the whoie $244,500.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Baie -des Chaleurs
Railway was granted a subsidy by 46 Vie., chapter 25,
as follows, viz.:-For 100 miles of their railway, frorn
Metapediac, on the Intercolonial RailWay, to Paspebiac, a
subsidy not exceeding 83,200 per mile, nor exceeding in
the whoie the sum of 8320,000. By 47 Vic., chapter
8, a subsidy was granted for the construction of the first
20 miles from the Intercolonial Railway, as follows, viz. -
For a branch of the Intercolonial Railway from Metapediac,
extend ing towards Paspebiac, 20 miles, a subsidy not exceed.
ing $300,000. The company entered into a contract under
the above Acts, on the 7th November, 1885, and have since
been prosecuting the work, about 50 miles being far
advanced towards completion, and having earned and been
paid subsidy to the amount of 8375,500, and as they are
prosecuting the work vigorously, it is asked that the balance
of subsidy, $244,500, be revived.

Mr.1LAAURIER. According to the statute the company
were to complete the road. On the comple.tion of the first
20 miles the company were tô receive $300,000, and for the
np:t 20 rmiles &6,40 per mile. Vow, it becomes anipi.
portant question as to how far the work has been proQe.
cutad, and how fAr completed.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I will furnish the.-infor-
mation.

To the Irondale, Bancroft and Ottawa Railway Company, for a line
of railway from the Victoria Branch of the Midland Railway to the Vil.
la.ge of Bancroft, in the County of Hastings, the balance remaining
unpaid of the subidy granted by the Act 47 Victoria, chapter 8, not
e;kýéaéed nl the whole $145,000.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONA LD. A subsidy was grapted
titis comjpany by 47 Vic., chapter 8, for a line f railwa'y
from 'Oe Victoria branch of the Midlanl Railway, to.the
villageof Baeroft, in te Township of Dungannon, County
ofilastings, not exceeding SJ,200 per mile, nor exceeding
in the whole, $L60,000. This company eiterqd inft
a contract, under the Subsidy Act, on t.e 19e1b
Augurt, 1686, and proceeded with the work, and
were paid on açcount of subsidy the sum of $15,l0;
but as the Subsidy Act abôve 'referred to requir.d ti
road to be completed>by the 19th April, f888 îf w aich *à
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not accomplished, the balance of the subsidy, $145,000,1
lapsed. The road is an important one, serving a number of
iron mines, stone quarries, &o. It is now asked that this
balance of subsidy be revived.

To the NTorthern and Pacific Junction Railway Company, for a rail-
way from Gravenhurst to Callander, the balance remaining unpaid of
the subsidies granted by the Acta 45 Victoria, chapter 14, and 46 Vic-
toria, chapter 25, not exceeding in the whole $35,000.

Sir JOHN A. MADDONAL D. This company was grant-
ed a subsidy by 45 Vie., chapter 14, fro a railway from
Gravenhurst to Callander, a subsidy not exceeding $6,000
p r mile, nor exceeding in the whole, $660,000,and by 46

ic., chapter 25, for a railway from Gravenhurst to Callan-
der, 110 miles, a subsidy not exceeding $6,000 per mile, nor
exceeding in the whole, 8660,000. Total, 61,320,000. On the
12th of April, 1884, the company entered into a contract
under the above Acta for the construction of this road, and
carried it forward near towards. completion, having earned
and been paid $1,280,000, leaving work to the value of
$35,000 to be done, a similar amount being retained from
the subsidy. As this work had not been done on the date on
which the subsidy lapsed, 25th May, 1887, no further pay.
ment can be made, even if the work be finished as required.
It is, therefore, asked that this balance of subsidy be re-
vived. The road lias b3en in successful operation for
some time, and is doing good service to the country.

For a railway from Truro to Newport, in the Province of Nova Scotia,
forty-nine miles, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding
in the whole $156,000.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This road was subsidised
by 49 Vie., chapter 10, for a railway from Truro to Newport,
N. S., 49 miles, a subsidy not exceeding 83,200 per mile, nor
exceeding in the whole, $156,800, and was to be commenced
in two years from lst August, 1886, but as nowork has been
done thereon, the subsidy lapsed on lst August, 1888. This
road runs from the flourishing town of Truro to Newport
station on the Windsor Branch, it passes through a very
well settled and fertile district, the inhabitants attaching
great importance to its construction as a means of develop-
ing trade. It is, therefore, asked that the subsidy be revived.

Mr. McMULLEN. Is there any prospect of the work

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The money has been secured
and the work is about to go on, in fact some work has been
done already. The right of way has been secured, and my
information is that the money necessary to complete the
road bas been obtained. The company received a subsidy
of like amount from the Provincial Goverument.

Mr. MoMULL EN. Our experience in building roads
down there bas been, that when we first grant a bonus of
83,200 a mile, the next year we are asked to double that
amount, and eventually we are obliged to undertake to
build the road ourselves. That has been our general ex-
perience in i hat section of the country. I hope that that
system is going to be dropped, and that we shall not be
asked to increase those bonuses year after year. I do not
know what promises have been made with regard to the
building of this road, but I hope that we shall not be asked
for any further bonuses.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I do not know what roads in
that section of the country the hon. gentleman refers to.
He possibly has reference to what is called the Short Line
in Nova Scotia, and with that single exception, no railway
in the Lower Provinces has received a double bonus, or
eventually been built by the Government. Therefore, the
hon. gentleman is entirely mist.aken in saying that this is
the general ruie.

Mr. LAURiER. My hon. friend was led into error by
the fact that the Short Line has given a bad name to that
section of the country. When was this railway subsidised
by the Local Government?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. Last year.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). There can be no doubt that this

road passes through one of the finest agricultural districts
of Nova Scotia, and connecting as it does the Eastern Rail-
way with the Western Railway, I have no doubt it will be
a very great convenience and a very valuable piece of road.
It will also be of great value to the Intercolonial Railway as
affording additional traffe for that road. I understood
there was some difficulty in the way with reference to the
amount which would be required for the construction of a
bridge, and it was expected that the Government would
render some assistance in that way. I think the Govern-
ment should assist this undertaking, rather than that the
enterprise should not be carried out there. I know that
the Local Government are doing all they can in this
matter, and that they will assist the Dominion Government
in securing its construction at the earliest possible moment.

Mr. MoMULLEN. My reason for making the statement
I did was that it was well known to this flouse that we
first granted a bonus oft 3,200 a mile te the Oxford and
New Glasgow Railway, and Sir Charles Tupper assured the
flouse that the road would be built for that money. After-
wards we doubled that bonus, and, after it remained on the
Statute-book for a time, we eventually had to complete the
road at the entire cost of the Dominion. Not only did we
do that, but we did it under a wrong statement, We
received a statement as to the probable cost of that line,
but we found that in place of costing what was anticipated,
it has cost nearly double the money.

Resolutions reported.

SUPPLY.
House again resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)
Olerk oftthe 0rown in Ohancery,............... $100

Mr. McMULLEN I would like to know, with regard te
this increase of $100 for the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery,
if this is the notable individual whose increased salary we
have persistently objected to? I would like to know who
the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery is. Is he the same
man ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; he is another man.
He is the late sheriff of the North-West, Mr. St. Onge
Chapleau. This increase merely gives him $2,400, which is
the salary of a chief clerk.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I suppose he is not related to the
Secretary of State.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think he as the greau
advantage of being related to the Secretary of State.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. And lie has the advan.
tage of further experience. He as been in other depart-
ments in the service in which he was not equally appreciated.

Mr. MaOMULLEN. It might be well te find out how
many more brothers the Secretary of State has, or this is the
only one we have installed in office. Are the rest of them of
age ; for, perhaps, when they come to the age of maturity
we will have to find places for them.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think all of them now,
like my hon. friend, have arrived at years of discretion, and
know how to hold their tongues more than my lon. friend,

Mr. MoMULLE N. We are all too apt to hold our tongues
in this louse. If we were more ready to tell the hon. gen-
tleman in plain language what we felt, we might do him
good, as well as serve the country's interests.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Well, if I am on a jury
when my hon. friend is tried for holding his tongue, I will
say, not guilty.
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. This gentleman is the

same, I think, who was in the Department of Publie Works,
and was dismimsed by Sir Charles Tupper for irregel#rities.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. He was in one of the
departments.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Is it true that ho was dismissed
for publishing outside of the department private informa-
tion which ho had received there as an official ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is no doubt that
this gentleman had, but I do not think with any evil inten-
tion, or for personal emolument, been indiscreet in stating
what ho ought not to have stated, and it was thought well
that that conduct should be marked.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. In this way, by an
increase of salary ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No. Ho wae afterwards
appointed sheriff in the North-West, and, I believe, ho per-
fermed his duties to the satisfaction of every one. Then ho
was deprived of his office by the new system of dividing up
the North-West into districts, and having a sheriff for each
district. On his office becoming vacant, e was appointed
(Xerk of the Crown in Chancery, and has, I believe, per-
formed his duties satisfactorily.

Mr, MILLS (Bothwell). I suppose ho was so appointed,
because h. keeps secret the counsels and commissions of
the Government with regard to the discharge of his duties.
This man, I believe, was in the Department 61cdPublic Works,
and there were some accusations made against him with
reference to making known tenders for contracts in the
public service. There was an accusation that ho had ac-
cepted pay from some of the tenderers, and that was the
ground on which h. was dismissed.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I really cannot say ; I do
not remember.

Mr. McMULLEN. It might be no harm to know whether
there is any understanding with him that ho is to carry
out the gazetting of members at the next election in accord-
ane with the example set by his predecessor.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. He has been strictly
charged to carry out the law relating to his department.

Mr. MITCHELL. It is a great pity that his predecessor
had not been so strictly charged, and had not complied with
the instructions.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Well, you know, we are
getting older and wiser.

Mr. MITCHELL. I do not think you are getting any
botter, though.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is unoharitable and
unchristian.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Those publie servants who are
spendimg their lives in the faithful discharge of their duties
must feel considerably encouraged at seeing that those who
have not done so receive increases of salary.

Mr. McMULLEÀN. That is not the rule always; there
are some very notable exceptions. We know that a gentle-
man who had discharged his duties in the Civil Service for
many years, in the Marine Department, and who did an a&t
which the Government thouglit hoeshould not have done, in
allowing a man to ship his fish, was dismissed promptly-
Collector Rose. lie was not allowed any retiring allowance,
and ho has not been re-engaged, I believe, nor is ho likely
te be.

Department of Interior-To pay O. O. Pelletier. 150

Mr. MITCHELL. Ie this the celobrated 1r. Pelletier
who mqde the speeches at the last Hll lection, ad got

Sir JolN A. MAODoNALD,

into a very notable row there, which involved some news-
papers in lawsuits fbr telling the truth? I believe he was
in the Department of the Secretary of State.

Mr. DEWDNEY. This is not the same. Hle was traas-
ferred, I think, from the Militia Department, before I took
office. Thore are no politiciana in my departmont.

Mr. MITCHELL. They work the North-West pretty
well.

Department of Marine-To provide for the salary of a third class
clerk, $742 60

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant). Can the Minister tell us
the name of the person appointed?

Mr. FOSTER. The name of the person is Misâ Grant,
who has been a faithful officer in the temporary service
of that department for th e last eight or nine years. She
bas now been made permanent.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. Is this the usual allowance made
to a third class clerk, or does the Government make a dif-
ference in the case of ladies ?

Mr. FOSTER. No. She came in under the law in 1882,
and she can be appointed under the law at the salary he
has.

Department of Indian Affairs-To provide for the salary of a second
clam clerk, $1,100.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Surely there are
enough officials in the department already.

Mr. DEWDNEY. I think if the hon. gentleman would
read the memorandum I have, which has been prepared by
the deputy of the branch-I will not read it, as it is very
long-ho would come to the conclusion that the appoint.
ment was absolutely necessary, as the work has increased
very much.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. In what way has the
work increased ? The number of Indians bas not increased.
Has the work done in connection with them increased ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. Yes, the manner in which the ao-
counts are kept entails increased labor.

Sir RICHARD CARTWR[GHT. The charges of the
department keep increasing. We added nearly $2,000 to
them in the Estimates of 1889-90, and now there is a further
addition of $3,100, including the item for contingencies,

Mr. DEWD NEY. A great deal of labor has been
thrown on this department, as on others, by the require-
ments of the Auditor General, labor involving careful pre-
paxation of voluminous statements every month. The
appropriations for Prince Edward Island, Manitoba, the
North-West Territories and British Columbia, amounting in
the aggregate to nearly $1,200,00à, entail a great quantity
of work and the opening up of new sets of accounts, alsothe
checking of contracts for supplies, and the examination of
vouchers presented for payment. There is also the arrange-
ment made with some Indian reserves by which some fenc-
ing has been made on one of the reserves and paid ont of
the Indian moneys, for which a separate account with
individual Indians bas to be kept, entailing a great deai of
work. I went through this carefully before recommending
that the appropiiation be made.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. The hon. gentleman
has got three extra clerks over and above those required
before in the main Estimatea. Those surely ought to have
been sufficient to do the extra work.

Mr. MITCHELL. At lest, when the main Estimates
were brought in, the hon. gentleman ought to have known
that ho required this additional amount. The neeeseity
could not have arisen in the last month.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Ls the Department of Indiu
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Adkirs now undêr the control of thé Mtniiter of the rnterior?

Mr. DEWDNEY. Yes.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The expenditure of the De-

prt ment of Indian iffairs in 1878 was $36,000 or $38,000.
ow, one department expenda $8,000 snd the other $42,000,

and with thms additional sum, nearly $14,000, so that the
expenditure of these two departments, apart from the extra
expenditure for extra sessional clerks, is now $125,000, as
against *37,000 or $38,000 in 1878. There is no justification
whatever for this increase.

Mr. MITCHELL. The hon. gentleman had better strike
that out.

Mr. DEWDNEY. I cannot do without it. Thé lexpendi-
ture of the Indiun Department In 1878 was $38,000, and of
the Indians $11,000.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The Indians were not separate.
The two together were $38,000.

Mr. DEWDNEY. I have the figures here, and I take
this opportunity eof correctiag the statement the hon. gentle-
man inade some few nights ago. The expenditure of
1887-88, in the Department ef the Interior, was 838,356.13,
and of the Indians $11,254.11, making a total of $49,610.

Mr.JONES (Halifax). What is it now ?
Mr. DEWDNEY. I have not the Indian expenditure

here.
Sir RICHARD OARTWRIGMIT. We know what the

hon, gentleman bas estimated. He estimated for the year,
without counting aby additions, $82,76.3. And that does
not include the Geological Survey, and he estimated for
Indian Affairs, 842,415, making a total of $125,000, plus this
addition of 83,531, or, as nearly as possible, $130,000.

Mr. DEWDNEY. The depArtmient to-day is in a
different position from that in which it was ten years ago.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). What more bas it to do ? The
hon. gentleman bas not made a single treaty since.

Mr. DEWDNEY. We are handling our* Indians now.
We have now 22,000 Indians on the reserves; at that time
we had only a lew hundred. We have to keep all these
accounts, which represent a million of money.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The accounts were kept then
as wellas now, and there is no neoessity for a thousand
dollars more expenditure now than there was then.

Department of Printing and Stationery-Further amount required
for Oontingencies, $3,000

. r. 'OSTESR. In the main Estimates, the amount which
the department required was cut down, and they say it is
impossible to get along with the lesser amount.

Mr. DAVIES (P.EiR.) Ih other words, the good resolu-
tion to practice economy, which the hon. gentleman made
some time ago, is abandoned.

M r. FOSTER. Not at all; but the necessary service
must be carried on, and if the vote is too small, it is poor
economy to let théeallet vote pass, and next year ask for
the additional ainont.

Mr. DAVYES (P.E.I.) It is presumed that the cutting
down was not done in a hap-hazard way, but after some con-
sideration. The Minister of Finance appears to have aban-
doned his promise to retrench.

Mr. 80 ERVILLE. Is the type now set for the voters'
list still stored in the frame shed on Sussex street? I do
not think that is a safe place for sudh valuable plant.

Mr. FOSTER. It is well taken care of, and the other
building will soon be ready to receive it.

Sir lICHARD CARTWRIGET. la this paymeht for
bne person, or is it distributed generally ?

Mr. FOSTER. It is one person who delhvers these mails
lat night.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Such a man would
apparently be only doing two or three hours' worki

Mr. FOSTER. There is a good deal of tramping about
in that.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT, It seems te me that it
is almost an absurdity to detail a special man for a couple
bf hours' work.

Mr. FOSTER. I would net like te do all that walking
for less than a dollar a trip.

Further amount required for contingencies of High
Commissioner for Canada in England ............ $1,200

Mr. POSTER. This has been put in the Estimates year
after year, but it was omitted from the first Estimates this
year.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I see that item 22 in
the main Estimates includes "contingenoies, including
taxes and insurance on official residence, income taxes, rent,
fuel, light, stationery, &e., 86,500." A pparently that covers
the contingencies of the High Commissioner's house.

Mr. FOSTER. That does net cover the High Commis-
sioner's contingencies which have been voted each year.
My attention was called to it, and I found that the amount
which bad previously been voted was omitted.

Sir RICHARD CA RT WRIG HT. This vote amounts to
$14,253, and it contains the vote of $1,200 which was voted
in 1888 89, with $13,053 transferred from immigration.
The Minister will see that it includes this $1,200.

Mr. FOSTER. I think the explanation is correct, but we
will let the item stand.

Post Office and Finance Department contingencies-To make payment
to those officers of the Savings Bank Branch, Post Offce and Fnance
Departments, engaged in the balancing of and computing interest on
depositore' accounta, to 30th June, 1889, $3,100.

Mr. FOSTER. This is an item which we have voted in
the main Estimates in former years. A good deal of fault
was found with that, because we were askirg the clerks te
do this work in extra hours and were paying them for it,
and it was my determination, in conjunction with the Post-
master General, if possible, te have that item strek out
and te make another arrangement. We went inth the mat-
ter very thoroughly, and we find it impossible te do the
work as economically in any otheir way. If we were net
to employ these clerks and give them an extra amount, we
would either have te employ other clerks and make them
permanent, or te obtain special help for the time; and the
employment of special help net used to the work would be
both clumsy and quite as expensive, while the employment
of stated clerks te do it would entail a larger expense on
the departments. Therefore, it has been deemed best to
do as we have beeh doing in the past, and as they do in
Britain, te pay these clerks an extra amount for the extra
and very hard work which they have te do in a tery short
time each rear.

Mr. MOMULLEN. The clerks work, as I underatand,
from 9.30 te 4. Do they perform this work within that
time?

Mr. FOSTER. No, they cannot, because the books have
to be in the hands of the clerks for thé regular work during
those hours, and this work has te be done subsequently.

Mr. McMULLEN. What salaries do these clerks receive ?

emaneratlon teebual mossenge fo delivéry of night maile tein- Mr. FOSTER. The amount they receive under this vote
lsters and Deputy Heads, $300 is very amall. The best acountants are detailed for this
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work, and of course their regular salaries vary. Some of
them are third class clerks and some are second class clerks.

Mr. ELLIS. On what principle is this amount charged
partly to the Post Office Department and partly to the
Finance Department?

Mr. FOSTER. Because the Finance Department have
control of the Dominion Savings Bank branch, while the
Post Office Savings Bank is under the Post Office Depart-
ment.

Mr. ELLIS. This goes to increase the deficit under the
Post Office Department, when it should properly be charged
to the Finance Department.

Mr. FOSTER. I think the best policy is to transfer the
whole of the savings banks to the Post Office Department,
where the business can be much more economically managed
than in the Finance Department, and that is the policy
which the Government has been pursuing. As vacancies
occur by death or resignation, we transfer the offices to the
Post Office Department, and this year we have transferred
twelve or fourteen of them.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I contend that this system is objec-
tionable altogether, and it would be much better to add a
small sum to the salaries of those who do this work, if their
salaries are not sufficient, in order to secure the extra half
hour of their time for this purpose, and to have it under.
stood that they shall do this work. The continuation of
this system and its endorsation by the House will lead
other civil servants, from time to time, to make demands
for an increased allowance for any extra work they may be
called upon to do. It would be very much better that the
hon. gentleman should have it distinctly understood with
these clerks, when they are engaged, that this work will
fall to their lot, even supposing we should be asked to vote
$50 or $100 additional salary, owing to the fact of their
working additional time. There are now 423 clerks who
draw pay for extra services, and the number is increasing.
The result will be that every civil servant will be looking
for a loophole through which he can draw some little allow-
ance for extra work.

Additional salary to 0. Schreiber, Chief Engineer of
Government Railways....................$2,000

Mr. FOSTER. This additional sum was granted for the
extra work which he had to do in connection with the
Canadian Pacifie Railway.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Does the hon. gentleman mean to
tell the House that Mr. Schreiber las to discharge, in con-
nection with the Canadian Pacifie Railway, those duties
for which this sum was originally voted ?

Mr. FOSTER. I mean to say that Mr. Schreiber has yet
a great deal of onerous duty to perform in connection with
the Canadian Pacific Railway, and in connection specially
with the arbitration which is being carried on. Besides,
by the system of bonusing railways which las grown by
accretion from year to year, his services are made greater
in that respeet.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). If Mr. Schreiber las too
much to do, it is about time some change is made in the
management of the Intercolonial Railway. His time is so
much taken up with the Canadian Pacifie Railway and
these railway subsidies, that I think he should be relieved
of his duties on the Intercolonial Railway. *

Mr. MITCHELL. I thought there was a general feeling
pervading the public mind that we are not going to get
many more bonuses for railways; certainly I do not expect
any. If that is so, I do not see that this charge should be
continued. It is true that Mr. Schreiber may have some
of his time taken up with the arbitration on the Onderdonk

Mr. Fon.

contract; but I saw an announcement in the papers the
other day that the arbitrators had adjourned for
a final sitting to Dalhousie, Mr. Schreiber's summer resi-
dence. As this vote will not operate till the next fiscal
year, I do not see why this sum should be required at all.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This is the salary of Mr.
Schreiber. He bas had it for some years, and I think he
has well earned it. I believe he is a very good and faithfùl
officer. Sometimes, of course, in the strict execution of his
duty, he las to thwart people, but he is a very good officer
indeed, and an economical officer as well.

Mr. MITCHELL. All your officers are.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I believe they are. His
duties are very great, and they are not likely to diminish.
What with the Intercolonial Railway, the Prince Edward
Island Railway, and the supervision of the subsidies which
are granted to railways, and which, I fancy, will, to a mod-
erate extent, be continued for some years, bis duties are
very great. I have occasion to know that Mr. Schreiber's
services could be employed elsewhere profitably for himsolf
and bis family. In fact, I know that he was offered a much
larger salary than the Government could afford to give any
officer, however valuable; but he thought it bis duty to the
department, and at the request of the late Mr. Pope, who
had implicit confidence in him, to remain, sacrificing, I
think, a large income.

Mr. MITCHELL. I think the ceuntry could do without
him, and could supply bis place very readily, to the satis.
faction of the country, and the people who have to do with
railways.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I doubt it. I dare say
there would ho a good many more cows to be paid for than
there are now. Of course, that is more chaff. The lon.
member for Northumberland bas been very successful in
getting just;ce dore to bis constituents. I think if Mr.
Schreiber was replaced there would be many more claims,
and they would not be so steadily resisted, nor so success-
fully resisted. But the hon. gentleman, in bis insinuating
way, gets these things donc, and the claims are, as a rule,
admitted.

Mr. MITCHELL. I do not think that the interests of
the country are served by persistently refusing reasonable
consideration for claims presented, when payment bas to
be forced, even at the point of the bayonet, as I have had
to do it in many cases.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The Minister of Finance justified
this mainly on the grounds of the subsidies given to rail-
ways throughout the country. As I understand, it is Mr.
Schreiber's duty to attend to the different public works and
railways under control of the Government. He bas al-
ready a fair salary of $4,000. If, as the right lon. gentle-
man gays, ho believes ho could get much more in a position
elsewhere, ail I can say is that, from what I understand of
the way the Intercoloniel Railway is managed, the sooner
Mr. Schreiber accepts that position elsewhere and leaves
the country, the botter it will be for the railway interests.
I believe that the Intercolonial Railway has been badly
managed under Mr. Schreiber. I am sure there must be
other engineers in this country who could manage that rail-
way more successfully than he bas managed it. I do not see
why the fouse should be called upon to pay Mr. Schreiber
a sum nearly equal to the income of a abinet Minister.
I object most strongly to this item, because the Canadian
Pacific Railway is now in that position, when the amount
paid to Mr. Schreiber can be reduced. If any evidence
were wanting of Mr. Schreiber's uselessness instead of use-
fulness, it is furnished by the correspondence brought down
the Session before last relating to the Onderdonk transactions,
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Mr. Scbreiber there figured as the friend and advooate of
Onderdonk & Co., and not as the Chief Engineer of Canada,
charged to guard ber interests. Had Mr. Sohreiber
accepted, as he was bound to accept, the arbitration of
$72,000 in the first instance, which was made according to
the reference, this country would have been saved 8130,000.
But Mr. Schreiber seemed, in that case,-to guard more jeal-
ously the interests of Onderdonk & Co, than he did those of
the country of which he was the servant. I, therefore,
think that the country would be no loser if Mr. Scbreiber
were to transfer his services elsewhere, and, according to
the statement of the right hon. gentleman, Mr. Schreiber
would be a gainer, and so both parties would be satisfied.
This item is regarded very unfavorably by the House gen-
erally, and, perhaps, the best way of testing this will be to
move on concurrence that the item be stiruck out, and thus
accertain what the opinion of the House really is.

Mr. McMULLEN. I seo by the Auditor General's Re-
port, page 51, D: "C. Schreiber, 64 days, between Septem-
ber 4, 1886, and January 10, 1888, at $20, 81,280; 55 days'
living allowance at $5, $275; parlor cars and porters, 8 '.75:
$1,556.75. Is that amount in addition to his salary of
86,000 a year ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Mr. WILSON (Elgin). We were given to understand

that as the Canadian Pacifie Railway would be soon com-
pleted, this item would not long appear in the Estimates,
That being the case, it is unfair, now that the Canadian
Pecific Railway is virtually completed, t bat this item should
be placed in the Supplementary Estimates. If tho Fiist
Minister thinks that Mr. Schreiber is worth more than the
salary paid him as superintendent of Government railways,

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; ho recilves his
travelling expenses.

Mr. MoMULLEN. Did Mr. Schreiber, as Chief Engineer
of the Intercolonial Railway, and at the same time filling a
position as railway commissioner, receive both salaries at
'he same time ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. A Royal Commission is
a temporary matter, and this was a Royal Commission
respecting the Railway system of Canada. Mr. Burpce, Sir
Alexander Galt, Mr. Schreiber and Mr. Moberly were the
commissioners. We cannot expect that work to be done
con amore unless we give the commissioners a suffIcient
allowance.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E I.) Mr. Schreiber appears to ba in
receipt of 84,000 for salary, and $2,000 is voted annually in
addition, and then $1,500 is paid to him for sixty-four days'
work, and yet when objection is taken to this extra pay, it
is termed cheese paring. The right hon. gentleman has
stated that Mr. Schreiber was not paid as much as the other
railwa commissioners. Such was not the case. Mr.
Schrei er received 820 a day, and 85 a day living expenses,
the same amount that was paid the other commissioners,
and at the sarme time he was receiving pay from the Gov.
ernment at the rate of 86,000 a year.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). While,' no doubt, Mr. Schreiber
should have a certain income, the Premier should not take
tbis4 means of releasing himself from the rcsponsibility of
asking an increase in Mir. Schreiber's salary, if he thinks ho
earns it. On that ground the present vote is more un-
justifiable.

he should come down to the House and ask the Houseto Mr. MULOCK. I agree with the remarks which have
increase his salary. But to ask this House, Session after fallen from the member for East Elgin (Mr. Wilson). If
Session, to pass an item of this kind, under the pretence that it is intended to make this officer's salary $6,000 a year, let
he is actually performing services connected with the Cana. us have itso declared by Act of Parliament, and let that
dian Pacific Railway construction, is absurd, when it is clear particular sum be attached to the office in question. But,
that the Premier desires that he shall receive a larger I believe that this system of securing bonuses to public offi-
salary than ho desires to place in the Estimates. If the cers by the grace of the Government of the day, is a vicious
gentleman's services are worth more, why should the Gov system. An officer in the employ of the Government ought
ernment not propose to increase his salary ? If Mr. Schrei. be entitled to bis salary without the mare contingency as
ber bas the management of the Government railways, he to whether or not some item is to be pnt in the Supple.
certainly cannot have time to perform other services. I mentary Estimates for him. That system destroys his in-
feel it is unfair to the House to be called upon to vote items dependence, and makes him a more creature of the Govern.
of this description Session after Session, and the suggestion ment. The civil servants are entitled to a certain amount
of the hon. member for Halifax is the correct one, that the of independence; they bave not altogether a pleasant time
feeling of the House should be tested as to whether this of it, I have no doubt, for they are probably obliged, on
item shGuld be allowed to pass. many occasions, to act a part which they would prefer not

Mr. MoMULLEN. - Is it the understanding that when having to act. They are obliged to appear always as the
Mr. Schreiber is called upon to do work as an engineer, he defenders of the Government, and I bave no doubt, that
is to be paid 820 a day in addition to lis salary ? their mouths are closed frequently when, if they were more

independent of the Government of the day, they would be
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In this case in question, able to speak with greater freedom, and the public interest

he was acting as a member of the Railway Commission. I would be the gainer by it. Therefore, I think this system of
do not think any Government asks one of its servants to bonuses keeps an official entirely dependent on the Govern.
serve on a special commission without paying him. Mr. ment, makes him subservient to them in many ways, and,
Schreiber was paid infinitely less that the other commis- as we know from past experience, works to the disadvan-
sioners who sat with him. Whenever a Government official tage of the country, I can remember well when Mr.
is placed upon a Royal Commission, he receives an allow. Schreiber bad to be referred to in connection with the On-
ance, always less than that paid to other commissioners. derdonk arbitration, and in that case had ho been free of
That has been the universal practice, and it is of the utmost the Government, had ho enjoyed as a malter of right the
importance that the best men should be obtained, and that salary we were voting to him yearly, do you think that ho
if necessary we should have the services of Government would have remained silent when, w'iat had ail the appear-
officials. ances of, and what I verily believe was a gross fraud, was

being committed on the Treasury of the country. Had the
Mr. WELDON (St. John). As Mr. Schreiber is manager Chief Engineer of the Government at that time been a free

Of the Intercolonial Railway and engineer of the Canadian man, do you think ho would not hve folt bound and justi-
Pacifie Railway, how could he find time to sit on the Rail- fied and free to expose that transaction which las never yet
way Commission ? During the arbitration with the Cana. been explained to the satisfaction of the country. In that
dian Pacifie Railway, is Mr. Sçhreiber to be paid for his case arbitrators were appointed to value certain rolling
services J stock, and they made an award of $72,000. What happene4
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thon ? That award was superseded, not on the motion of
Onderdonk, but on the motion of the Railway Department,
and the Govern ment interceded and begged the arbitrators
to increase their award. When the Public Accounts Com-
mittee were investigating that transaction, a motion was
made to lay before that Committee all the papers connected
with this Onderdonk award. The Government laid before
that Committee, not what was ordered, but they cut out of
the correspondence and proceedings everything that
showed there had been a preliminary award, so that
to all appearances, as they first presented the case to
the Public Accounts Committee, there was but one award of
$202,000. Everybody knew that that was wrong; every-
body knew that there had not been an honest production of
papers and documents, and when the Government had to lay
the complete return before the Committee, it was shown
that the arbitrators had first awarded $72,000 and no more,
and that the Government intervened and coerced the arbi-
trators to revoke that award and to make a new award for
$202,000. That transaction took place in the face of the
advice of the Minister of Justice who is here to-day. It may
bave been the previous Minister of Justice, but, at all events,
the Minister of Justice of the day deoided against it and the
old award was abandoned, in the face of the opinion of the
Minister of Justice that the claimants in that particular case
had no right to the compensation that they were contending
for. It was pretended that the first award was too small,
and why ? It happened that when the contract was entered
into for the construction of that particular portion of the
road, there was no railway by which this rolling stock and
plant used in the construction of the Pacifie section could be
brought into the country. There was a provision in the
contract, that when the work was completed the Govern.
ment might take over this plant if they desired it,
and the Government, in the interest of the con-
tractors, thought it was necessary to pay for this
rolling stock on the basis of the price paid
for it and the cost of bringing it into the country.
On that occasion we were simply buying the rolling stock
at its commercial value, and there was no reason, in the
interest of the country, for making this extra award. The
moment tbis award was made and that the country had
taken possession of this rolling stock, it was the duty of the
Department of Railwsys to make the most of it, but they
did nothing whatever to guard the interests of the country.
They left the rolling stock in the possession of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, some of it in use, some of it
lying rusting on the switches of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, and so it remained until this House took
the matter up, and thon the Dapartment of Railways
manifested an activity, not to protect the interests of the
country, but to escape from ;cen~sure, by having this stock
hauled from the Pacifie down to the Intercolonial Railway.
1 am told that the Government was so negligent in the way
they brought that stock down (and I suppose the active
head of the department is responsible for that) that they
had the engines hauled on the Canadian Pacific Railway
as " dead engines " and the cars hauled light, as freight;
whereas one would think the engines might be permitted
under some arrangement to work their way down, at a very
much less cost to the country. I am told that when this
rolling stock for which we paid $202,000 arrived at
Montreal, and when it was handed over to the Grand Trunk
Railway by the Canadian Pacifie Railway for transportation
down to the Intercolonial Railway, the Grand Trunk Rail-
way was unwilling to assume the responsibility of taking
it, as they considered it was not worth the freight of haul-
ing. Not a member of the Government has ever yet ex-
plained that transaction, and it was done at the instance of
the Department of Railways, and largely at their instiga-
tion. N ow, do you believe that it is right that a high official
tiuch as the Engineer ot Railways should be kept in that

Mr. MUioCo.

f dependent position that he is not fle to come fbrward and
expose a transaction of this kind, amd Prôtect the interesta
bf the country and his own pernoial honor. I am not say.
irg that he was to blame, but I say' that his pôsition should
be made as independent of influences of this kind as it oa
be, and in that view I entirely agree with the expressions
that have fallen from the member for East Elgin (Mr.
Wilson), that ho should have his alry, whatever it is to
be, as a strict matter of right, and not as a gift from the
Governmont. The First Minister says this is cheeseêparing,
t suppose an engineer of the skill of Mr. &hreiber is en-
titled to his salary. The public service demands certain
efficieney in this offiee, and the salary assigned to the offie
should be by Art of Parliament, and not li this irregular
way. I do not consider a matter of $6,000 cheeeo-paring,

Sir JOIIN A. MACDONALD. I did not say that. It
was the objection to his being paid on the Royal Commis-
sion.

Mr. MULOCK. I am net referring to that. The salàry
should be attached to the office, and not the individual.

Sir JOH N A. MACDON&LD. I quite agree with you.
Mr. MULOCK. It is a very embarrassing thing for

members to be obliged to vote yea or bay in regàrd to
individuals. The personal character of the official should
be kept ontirely out of the discussion. I ask the First
Minister if ho does not think he had botter take this amount
out of the Estimates now; and if it is right to increase the
salary, let him bring in a Bill next Session providing what
the salary for the offlee of Chief Engineer shall be.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I quite agree with the
hon. gentleman that the salary should be fixed for the ofice
and I say it was a mistake that this $2,000 was net put in
the main Estimates, ard that the whole salary of $6,000 was
not voted there. Without considering the question the hon.
gentleman has opened, I think $6,000 is not a large salary
for a first-class engineer, which I eonsider this gentlemnan
to be, notwithstanding the opinion of the hon. member
for Halifax. If lie were removed, I do net think we could
get an engineer of the rank and position he occupies at a
less sum. I think it would be unwise to try to economise
in the salary when you want great engineering talent in
the running of our railways, and in the multifarious duties
which are and will be thrown from time to time on this
very important officer. I have no doubt, so far as Mr.
Schreiber is concerned, that ho stands above al suspicion of
being swayed by the question of salary. The fact that be
declined to take another office of great emolument, but
felt it his duty to remain where ho was, shows that.

Sir RICHARD CAIRTWR1GHT. I do net think the
hon, gentleman was here the other night when a question
was put as to what had become of this identical rolling
stock which had been taken over from Mr. Onderdonk.
We were informed that it had gone down to the Intercolo-
niai Railway, but we could not obtain any definite informa-
tion in regard to it, except that one railway was very loath
to haul it, thinking it was net worth anything.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I will get the infor-
mation.

Mr. SPROULE. Although this vote refera to a portion
of Mr. Schreiber's salary for the present year, I think it is
perhaps not out of place to refer to the additional pay ho
got as a member of the Royal Commission. It does seem
to have been very higb, because, if we take the number of
working days in a year, not counting hlidays, his salary
amounts to over 619 a day ; and he got $20 a day in addi-
tion, for the additional work ho did. At the same time, it
must be supposed that his work in his office is being done
by someone else, for which ho is receiving $19 a day. It
does seem that the salary, as well s the appointment, is a
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rogg one, And a little less salary I tbink would have been
more iil p1cÇ

Mr. MULOGK., The First Minister has stated that, in
hie opinion, it is a very vicions system of remunerating
publie officials.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I did not say it was a
viions sy.stem, but I said that your proposition was a botter
one.

Mr. MULOCK. The hon. gentleman entirely approves
of the position I took, that the salary should be attached to
the oSce instead of the individual. How long ie this sys-
tom to continue ? Will the Firet Minister give us a promise
that he will not pursue this practice in another yetar, but
will deal with the matter in a proper way?

Sir JORN 4. MACDONALD. Yes, I will undertake
that.

Mr. MoMULLEN. Then it is definitely understood that
the salary shall be fixed in another year ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, I will definitely un.
dertake that.

Mr. Mo MULLEN. If there is any evidence required of
the correctness of the position taken by the hon. mem ber
for North York, it is the exhibition made by that official i
the Public Accounts Committee the other day.

Mr. MULOCK. 1 would not wish it to be understood
that I said that Mr. Schreiber had given any evidence to
the Public Accounts Committee that he did not do what
was right. What I desired to say was that if he had been
free from such influences as his position might have put
him in, I thought he would, perhaps, have been able to save
this country from considerable loss. I do not know what
part he took in the malter at all, but, under ordinary cir-
cumstances, I think a chief engineer would not have been
silent on such an occasion.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I think the First Minister would
rot be carrying ont the views of the House if ho brought
down a proposition next year to pay the Chief Engineor
$6,000. The 82,000 is given while the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way engages his attention, and when that is off the hands of
the Government, I have no doubt this House will consider
that 84,000 is ample for the chief engineer of the Interco-
lonial Railway.

Dorchester Penitentiary-Additional amount required to pay account-
ant and schoolmaster., $200

Mr. MoMJULLEN. What is that for?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. In the main Estimates there
is a vote of $600 for a schoolmaster's salary. The office is
vacant, the schoolmaster having resigned, and it is pro-
posed to allow the accouLtant to perform the duties, and to
give him $200 out of the $600.

Manitoba Penitn iary.... ........... $1,230

Mr. WATSON. I would like to ask what is the noces.
sity of employivg mason instructors ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON, The intention is to make the
quaries available for the purpose of carrying on the work
there, mainly for building a boundary wall. It is desirable
to do that as much as possible by convict labor. But as we
have no trade instructors in stonework and masonry, I have
asked for the two salaries for quarryman and masonry
insatructors.

any warden of any other penitentiary in Ganada. It has
been stated in this House, and proved to the satisfaotion of
the Minister of Justicewho said he felt it was an ex‡ravagant
penitentiary, and that it was necessary to make some
enquiry into the extravagance of Mr. Warden Bedson, that
the management of this penitentiary is very extravagant.
Mr. Bedson has been appointed to the command of a
battalion, and it appears to me that he should not be allowed
by the Government to occupy a position that will take him
away from his duties any length of time. Re has also been
appointed extra A. D. C. to His excellency, a position which
is also incompatible with the one he holds and for which ho
receives $ ,800. Another officer who occupied the position
of major of a battalion, Mr. White, had to resign the com-
mand of the 43rd Battalion because the Poet Cffice Depart-
ment could not epare his services. If it is necessary that
Mr. White should resign the command of the 43rd on ao-
count of his duties in the Post Office Department, certainly
Major Bedson ehould not be allowed to take command of a
battalion and neglect his duties.

Sir RICHA RD CARTWRIGHT. I think the attention
of the House ought to be called to this Manitoba peniten-
tiary. Of all our penitentiaries it is by far the most ex-
travagantly managed, and I have no hesitation in saying
that the explanations given with respect to it were very
far from satisfactory, when the item was under disoussion.
If the bon. gentleman will look at the Auditor Generai's
report he will find that in 1887-88 there were 70 prisomers
in the Manitoba penitentiary and 74 in the British Colum-
bia penitontiary. Yet the cost per head in the former was
$707, and in the latter 8475. While it may be true that the
cost of maintenance in British Columbia is greater than in
old Canada, I do not think that, except with regard to fuel,
the cost in Manitoba for maintenance is greater than in
British Columbia. Yet we find this additional vote-which
in itself may be reasonable enough-of $1,230 asked for
over and above the vote of nearly $50,000 for the Manitoba
penitentiary. I entirely concur in the statement of the
hon. member for Marquette (Mr. Watson), that it i nmost
inconsistent with the position of warden of a peniten-
tiary, that Mr. Bedson should be colonel of a militia corps,
and extra A. D. C. to His Exellency. I am bound to say
that Mr. Bedbon, in an emergency during the rebellion,
rendered valuable services, and such particular recognition
as might be accorded to him for that I would be willing to
concur in. But, apart from that, there is a crying inconsis-
tency in the warden of a penitentiary being colonel of a
militia regiment, and I doubt if it is proper that ho shoui I
be extra A. D. C. to his Excellency. Oùe thing is certain,
and that is, his administration of the penitentiary cannot
be Fatisfactory to the Minister of Justice, nor to this flouse.
The items, although they were discussed at a very late hour,
showed very gross extravagance in the management, the re-
sult being an expenditure of the enormous sum of 8707 per
head to keep the convicts in Manitoba, while $474 is found
sufficient in British Columbia, $305 in St. Vincent de Paul,
and $274 in Dorchester. This shows there is something
wrong, and if the hon. gentleman will look over the Audi-
tor Generai's Report in detail, he will see that everything
in connection with the Manitoba penitentiary is managed
in a very extravagant way. Now, this partioular item
ought to be reduced, and the warden compelled to admin-
ister the penitentiary satisfactorily.

Sir JOHN THIOM PSON,. The hon. gentleman bas only
given one bide of the question. I explained the other day
that the Auditor General had fot taken into consideration

Mir. WATSON. I think that ie aver7y coimendabie object, the large amount of stores, including upwards of $1,200
but I wouidIlîke to oafl atten~tion t the fact that the warden worth of fuel, that was on hand at the clos. of the fiscal
of that penitentiary jeallowed to kbbçut himiself from hie year, and which, if allowed for, would have Wduced probabT
duties more tha h ahould, id as greate Ulibrgois than1 bZ ono-hid the per capita Sh
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGRT. I do not thirk that

would reduce it by more than $40 a head out of the $707.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. Perhaps I am in error as to
the proportion, but the information I gave the hon. gentle-
man as to the clothing, stores and fuel on hand accounted to
a great extent for the additional cost per head. As regards
his position in the militia, Colonel Bedson bas been for
years, long before I came to the department, in the force,
and on act ive service. Within the last six months, I believe,
he has received promotion, and I am not aware that his
promotion callis for the discharge of any duties more oner-
ous than those he discharged before. As to his appointment
as hon. A. D. 0., that will not entail on him any additional
work which will interfere with his duties as warden.
While making tha admission the other night that the
management of the Manitoba penitentiary was, in some
respects, more expensive than was satisfactory to me, I was
obliged to state, and I repeat it now, that there is not a more
diligent official in the public service than Colonel Bedson,
and that no penitentiary is kept in a botter condition.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Al the reductions
the hon. gentleman speaks of will barely amount to $40 or
$50 per head, and that d.es not affect the material question,
because, even includirîg all these, the experditune asked for
is higher than that asked for in 1887-88. 'Iho expenditure
then was $49,500. The bon. gentleman wanted $50,500 in
bis main estimate, and he now asks for $81,300 more, making
nearly $52,000. Nor can J say I was at all satisfied with
the very general and easy statement that this penitentiary
is well managed. Looking over the details I think it may
be admirably managed in the matter of cleanliness, and so
forth; but that it is very extravagantly managed is, from
tbe items given us, very evident. Nor do I think that the
bon. gentleman's explanation is at ail satisfactory that this
gentleman can discharge the duties of colonel of a militia
regiment efficiently, and those of warden of a penitentiary
at the same time. I know something, though not as much
as the Minister of Justice, of the duties of the warden of a
penitentiary, and I know that if the duties are properly
discharged, they will keep the warden occupied ail his
time, and it is very inconvenient tbat he should be absent
for amy number of days, except it be in somo emergency
such as the North-West rebellion. But, in ordinary cases,
the warden requires to be constantly on the spot, and I do
not see how ho can efficiently discharge the two duties. It
seems to me that the thing is absurd on the face of it.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I wish to call the attention of the
House to the difference in the charges made per head in the
different penitentiaries. Rations cest in Kingston, $36.79
per head per annum, and in Manitoba, $6.21. Chapels
cost 25 cents a head in Kingston, and $7·99 in Manitoba.
Heating costs 819.16 in Kingston, 87.27 in Dorchester, and
$165.49 in Manitoba. Postage, freight and express, cost 23
cents in Kingston, $12 in Manitoba, 81.79 in British Colum-
bia, and 31 cents in St. Vincent de Paul. Printing costs
$1.78 in Kingston, $2.20 in St. Vincent de Paul, 81.98 in
Dorchester, and $ .07 in Manitoba.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I think the matter which has
bcen brought forward by the hon. member for Marquette
(Mr. Watson) is one deserving the attention of the Com-
mittee. If the warden's duties require him to be in the
penitentiary, ho should be there all the time, and therefore

hope the Minister will insist upon this man's resigning one
position or the other. If he be, as it is represented, such
an efficient officer, we require his services in the peniten-
tiary all the time. The Minister of Militia should be very
careful in this matter, as the warden appears to be very
extravagant, and may possibly get hold of some of the
militia money, and I am sure the Minister of Militia is de-
oirous to have the opportunity of spending M much of that

Oir JORN TuoMiwu0,

money himself as possible. I think it is impr that
such an important public officer as that, should beper.
mitted, at his own will and pleasure, tg go off playing
soldier, when his duties may require his presence in the
place for attending to which we pay him a very liberal
salary.

Mr. MULOCK. It is clear that not only will the
penitentiary service suffer from this joint system, but the
militia service also. I suppose the offioe of warden has the
first claim on this gentleman's time, but ho bas certain
duties to discharge as hoad of a battalion. If ho discharges
his duties as warden, how can ho discharge his business as
colonel of a battalion? .I think this is a very objectionable
principle to sanction. Ho is trying to serve two masters,
tLe Minister of Justice and the Minister of Militia. I do
not know that ho will bave much difficulty in satisfying the
Minister of Militia that ho is discharging his duties efficient-
ly, but the Minister of Justice should pay somo attention to
this. As to the third office which ho holds, that of A. D. C.
to His Excellency, I presume that will not require much of
bis attention except when His Excellency visits that part
of the country, which I presume it will b his pleasure
and his duty to do once a year, and on those occasions the
warden will have to put on his uniform and his insignia,
and will be an A. D. 0. to lis Excellency. The Minister
of Justice stated that ho was not aware that the office of
lieutenant colonel of a regiment interfered with the
duties of a wardon. That is hardly sufficient reason for
allowing the two offices to be combined. Is the Minister
able to say that the duties of lieutenant colonel do not
interfere with the duties of warden ? His meroly saying
that ho does not know is not sufficient; and can the
Minister of Militia say that a man can properly discharge
the duties of colonel of a regimeut and also those of the
warden of a penitentiary ?

Mr. WATSON. The Minister of Militia bas referred to
the promotion of Major Bedson to the command of a new
battalion. There is just as much use for that new battalion
being formed in Manitoba as there is for a third wheel to a
cart. These mon are not drilled. The 95th Battalion,
which is a good battalion and bas Major McMillan at its
bead, and ho is a worthy man, have not been able to get
their men drilled. In the face of that fact, a new battalion
bas been formed. Major Bedson has only four companies
in his battalion, and the probability is that the duties re-
quired of him as major of that battalion will not cause him
to ho much away from his duties as warden. In that case
there is not much use for that battalion. If a new battalion
is for med, the man in command of it should be free to attend
tc his duties at all times. As to any services rendered by
Major Bedson during the rebellion, 1 think ho has sufficient
trophies around him to reward him for those services, and
I think the honor of A. D. C. to the Governor General should
have been conferred upon other military men there who
are more deserving of it than Major Bedson.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The Minister of Militia informed
the House, when the question of Major-General Cameron
was being discussed, that ho never allowed political feelings
to interfere with his appointments. That statement was
received with a great deal of incredulity even from his own
side of the House, but there must surely be something more
than appears to induce him to place the warden of a peni-
tentiary in command of one of his battalions. From my
own experience-and I had experience in the militia for
many years - I should say it would be considered a very
irregular and a very undesirable proceeding. If this gentle-
man had been a military man of considerable experience,
and the occasion arose where his services were immediately
required, aud no other man was available, I might admit
that it might be onsidered advisable to make the appoint.
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ment; but I do not suppose there are not other men in
Manitoba who are equally competent to command a battal ion.
I presume that, with all the young and active
spirits that flock to a new country, the Minister
of Militia would have no difficulty in finding
a man suitable to take such an important zommand.
The Minister knows very well that he must either do one
of two things, ho must either make the militia altogether
secondary to his permanent appointment, or he must neg-
lect the duties of his permanent position. He must make
the times for meeting and drilling to suit bis other duties.
I think that military men in this House-and there are a
good many of them-who have in the past and who now
occupy such a position, will agree with me that the two
positions are not compatible with the duties which we have
a right to expect from a pcrson who properly fills either
one or the other. I think it is a matter of regret that the
Minister of Militia has placed the warden of the penitenti-
ary in that very important situation.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON: I do not see, as Minister of
Militia, that there is any reason why I should regret that
Lieut.-Col. Bedon bas been placed in command of the
battalion. During the trouble in the North-West, ho, at
that time Major Bedson, rendered services which everybody
is prepared to acknowledge. He was placed in a position
of trust, in a position of danger, and during the time that
he was accompanying the columns to the front, ho showed
that ho could be trusted in every way, and he showed, more.
over that ho was in every sense of the word a good military
man. N-w, Ur. Chairman, it must be remembered that
Col. Bedson is placed in command of a rural battalion.
I do not see that bis having taken command of a rural
battalion can preventhim from giving ail the time necessary
to the position which ho now occupies. The hon, gentleman
who bas just taken his seat knows that rural battalions
drill in camp at headquarters, and during the 12 days they
are at drill, there is much less to h donc by them than by
city corps who carry on their drill almost every night during
the winter, and much more frequently than rural corps.
So far as the position of aide de-camp to His Excellency is
concerned, I think I explained on a former occasion that
Bis Excellency selected bis aide-de-camps without any
recommendation from the Minister of Militia.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The Minister says that Colonel
Bedson commands a rural battalion, and as they are not
called upon to drill very often, bis services are not takfen
from bis other duties. That would exactly meet the con-
tention of my hon. friend from Marquette (Mr. Watson)
who expressed the opinion that there was no necessity
of creating that battalion until they bad filled the other
one. If this rural battalion bas not been able to drill, it
bas been created merely for the purpose of giving Colonel
Bedson command of it, and it shows there was no necessity
creating that battaliQn.

Mr. WATSON. So far as this new battalion is concerned,
if the Minister of Militia bas funds sufficient to enable the
different battalions to go into camp from year to year, I
have no objection to Col. Bedson's battalion being
formed. But the 95th Battalion bas not been in camp since
1885, and it is, to my mind, absurd to have a new battalion
when the Minister bas not enough funds at bis disposal to
drill the volunteers now enrolled.

Kingston Penitentiary.......... ................. $15,860

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I have no objection in
the world to the introduction of electrie light in the King.
ston Penitentiary, in fact I think it will be a considerable
improvement. But the sum total of $'15,000 for plant and
8800 for salary of electrician, strikes me as very high. I
would be glad to have from the hon. gentleman details of
this item.
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Sir JOHN TIlOMPSON. The hon. gentleman is familiar,
though perhaps other memibers of the Committee are not,with
the difficulties that we have had in lighting the Kingston
Penitentiary. Some years ago, the manufacture of gas for
the prison was establised and the necessary plant put in.
About two years ago, it was found that it was inadequate in
extent, and that to supply the plant necessary for the
manufacture to the full extent of gas that was required in
the prison required new plant to the extent of $10,000. In
fact, I think tenders were called for, and in that way the
cost was ascertained. There was likewise the fact that
tie manufacture of gas had resulted in considerable
inconvenience to the neighbors. That was made a con-
tinual subject of complaint, and indeed legal proceedings
were threatened with a view to putting a stop to the manu-
facture of gas Before I asked the Minister of Public
Works to put in the additional plant for the manufacture of
gas, which, as I have said, was estimated to cost about
$10,000, I thought it was only right to ascertain the result
of the application of electricity in lighting prisons in the
United States. With a view to economy, and with a view
likewise to making permanent any change that we desired
to make-because if we made a large expenditure for the
manufacture of gas and a few years afterwards decided that
electricty was the botter light, we would have thrown
away our first expenditure-I asked the warden, while ho
was attending the prisons congress in the United States, to
take that opportunity of visiting the chief prisons where
electricity was used in lighting. He did so, and
on a subsequent occasion to get further details, ho
visited, I think, almost every large prison in the
United States where electricity is used and made himsef
familiar with the latest improvements and appliances in
work of that kind. And then, in order to ascertain
what the probable cost would ho, with a view of asking the
approval of the House of the change, I had tenders called
for. But the lowest tender was a sum not much below what
I have estimated here; the other tenders range very much
above, and the only apprehension we have had is whether
the tender is not too low. Indeed it was contended by
some of the other companies tendering, that it was impos-
sible for the plant teobe satisfactorily put in for the amount
of the lowest tender. In order to make sure upon that
point, I asked the wardon to go again to some of the prisons
in the United States and ascertain whether the tender that
we had received ineluded all the appliances which they
found necessary there. His report was satisfactory in that
respect. I think ho has made himself thoroughly familiar
with the appliances necessary to be put in, and the best
mode of operating an electric light. I think it would be
conducive to economy, and it would be far more convenient
in connection with protective provisions for the prison to
have an electric light,and to have much more abundant light,
and a light that we can manufacture without inconvenience
to the neighbors. Besides that, we have the advantage
of making a permanent improvement instead of spending
nearly as much for the new plant for the gas.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Will the hon. gentle-
man inform me what ho estimates the annual cost of sup-
plying this, apart from the salary of the electrician ? There
will be an engineer required, or two engineers, will there

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. No; we have an engineer now
for the manufacture of gas. The salary of the electrician
is the only additional salary that we shall have to provide.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Has the hon, gentle-
man any estimate of the cost ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. No.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I have no objection to

the introduction of electrioity, for I think It would be a
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great aiÉprovement both on the ground of health and as a
protection to the prison; but I say this to the First Minister
and the Minister of Justice-and I do not speak withoui
knowledge, because I have had in varions ways te do with
electrie companies-that it would be quite possible probabl
to make a contract with the electric company of Kingston
I have no interest whatever in that company, I may state
te avoid misconception, and I believe it is run exclusively
by friends of the First Minister, I think it would be more
economical te make an arrangement toobtain the electricity
from the establishment in Kingston instead of having a
separate establishment in the prison itself, As a rule, prison
establishments are costly, and I hardly think that more
would be necessary in order to obtain electric light than te
make connection with the lines outside the prison.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I will make enquiry and will
ascertain whether that can be done.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIHT. I think it would be in
the public interest and more economical. Electric lights
at the present moment, are within 100 yards of the prison.
It would be much more economical te adopt this plan than
to have two electric plants, one for the supply of the city,
and another for the supply of the prison, and unless there
is strong reason te the contrary, the hon. gentleman will
find it to be in the publie interest to connect the prison
with the electric company of Kingston.

Mr. MaMULLEN. I find at psge C-68, Auditor
General's Report, that Dr. Lavell was appointed te examine
Riel about the time of his execution, or when he was under
sentence. The Dominion paid 885 for his expenses, &c.,
and also $126.70 for the expenses of Mrs. Lavell. Why
was this country called upon to pay $126 for the travelling
expenses of Mrs. Lavell from Kingston to Winnipeg ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. That was for a service not in
any way connected with the prison. The Government
thought proper to employ Dr. Lavell to go on a very im-
portant mission, and they thought proper to accede to the
request that his wife should accompany him.

Mr. MULOCK. What did it previously cost to light
Kingston Penitentiary ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I cannot state exactly. I
made enquiries a year ago in connection with an offer made
by the city gas company, and I found from the reports of
my officers that we manufactured gas for 20 per cent. less
than it could be supplied by the city, besides the additional
cost that would be entailed in laying pipes te the prison,
which would be very considerable.

Mr. MULOCK. Has any communication been had with
the electrie light company ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. No; I promised to do se before
incurring any expense. I am under the impression that
difflculty would arise with regard te the certainty of the
supply of power where you have to depend on a local con-
pany. In a prison, a great deal of injury might ensue from
the establishment being left in darkness suddenly, or from
an inguffioient supply of ight,or from having the light eut off
at an hour which would suit ordinary citizens. Ail of these
matters will have to be considered. There is no haste. I
do notointend to go into the matter immediately, and I will
enquire with respect to the certainty of supply from the
city and the probable cost as compared with the cost if we
funiàtih our owsupply.

Mr. MULOCK. Are any of the penitentaries lighted by
a municipal gas company ?

Bit.JOfN THOMPSON. No; they are all lighted by oil
e reet Kiogs Un ePenitntiary.

t3ir RIou4AnR CA.RTWRIGHT.

Mr. MULOOK. In adopting this new system, it must
be remembered that you will have to extend it to other

t penitentaries.
Sir JOHN THO!MPSON. No; not the small ones, be.

cause the cost would not justify it.
Mr. MULOOK. That is the present opinion, but opinions

are apt to be changed.
Mr. &McKULLEN. What does the Minister anticipate

as the annual cost of lighting ?
Sir JOHN THOMPSON. For the présent, say a year

or two, we would require to pay in addition to the enginedr
we have now, an electrician, for whom we ask $800. The
companies which were consulted stated that we should
procure an electrician for that amount, and that after a
year or two one of our own employés might be sufficiently
trained to perform the duties at a lower salary. I make no
promise in regard to that matter, as I have no experience
in regard to it, and only the information given by the com-
panies. But as regards the cost of lighting by electricity,
I am satisfied that it will be considerably less than the pre-
sent cost of producing gas.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I desire to know whether this system
will result in a saving or not.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. It certainly will be prodactive
of saving.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Does the han. gentle-
man propose to use the arc system or the incandescent, or
both ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The report goes into that very
minutely, but i cannot state the result arrived at.

Sir RICHARD CART WRiGHir. I should like to know
what the cost is expected to be. I may take this oppor.
tunity of reminding the hon, gentleman that,-although a
most excellent systern in all other respects, the incandescent
system is a pretty expensive one, as great power is required
to produce the light; whereas the arc system produces a
large quantity of light at a comparatively low cost, and,
therefore, I think ho will find he will effect economy by
adopting the suggestion I have made. He muet, of course,
use the incandescent system if ho is going to light the cells.

St. Viacent de Paul Penitentiary....................$1,700

Mr. WILSON. I notice that part of this item is for 150
cords of tamarac. What did this wood cost per cord ?

Sir JOHN T HOMPSON. That expense was necessary
owing to the changes being made in the carrying on of the
work. Heretofore, the quarrying has been done by con-
tract, and the intention now is to have it done by prison
labor, and to incar as little expense as possible for ontside
labor. I have given notice that the contract will terminate.
We ask this vote to pay the salary of an experienced quarry-
man, who will have charge of the convicts and instinct
them.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). How mach of this is for the
tamarac, and how much for the tools ?

Sir JOIHN THOMPSON. A very insignificant portion
is for the tools, and nearly the whole amount will be re-
quired for the wood.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). The Minister will see that he
would be paying about 86.66 a cord for tanarac wood, and
that is very expensive.

Sir JOHN TIHOMPSON. I can assure the hon. gentle-
man that tenders will be asked for, and we will get the
wood at the lowest possible prie.,it is proposed to bring
the warden's salary up te the maximumowhiche erid b.
84,800. R1e wue appointed just at the c1osa of the p.riod
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when perquisites were allowed to the wardens, and I was
unwilling to make any liberal allowance, in lieu of the per-
quisites which ho would have beon entitled to, under ordinary
circumstances. Considering, however, the excellent man-
ner in which ho has discharged his duties, I thought
since tbat I should h a little liberal with Bir. Ouimet, and
increase bis salary. I think ho has well deserved this.

Committee rose, and, it being Six o'clock, the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recose.
House again resolved itself into Committee of Sapply.

Elections-Payments to Returning Officers.......$300
Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Would the Minister explain how

it comes that this money bas beon due to the revising
officers in Montreal and has been left unpaid since 1877 ?
Thers must ho some good reason for delay, as the Government
are usually very prompt in meeting expeuses of this kind.

Mr. FOSTER. These items are on the recommendation
of the Auditor General, who says i- bis report: " The
amount claimed under this head appears to be reasonable
compensation for the services rendered."

To meet expenses in connection with Electoral
Franchise Act...................... $250,000

Mir. MoMULLEN. Does the Minister expect that this
amount is going to cover the entire cost ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. It is expected that this will
cover the costs of the revision for this year. I presume
that the payment to be made to revising officers themselves
will not be more than it was at the former revision, but, by
reason of the provision in the Bill recently passed, we ex-
pect that there will ho a reduction in the expenses of some
of their officers. The cost of printing has been taken out
of the Estimates.

Mr. McMULLEN. This will give oach revising officer
for each riding about $1,200. Is that the amount it cost at
the last election ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I think about $1,000 covered
all the expenses of revising officers, clerks, bailiffs, and ser-
vice of that kind for each riding.

Mr. MoMULLEN. Do not we understand that by the
recent amendment the Act bas been very much simplified ?
Does the hon. gentleman think it will be necessary to in-
croase the sum by $200 a constituency?

Sir JOHN T HOMPSON. It is not intended to increase
the salaries of revising officers. I spoke only from memory
when Isid that it cost $1,000 for each riding, perhaps I am
under the mark. There are salaries to clerks, bailiffs,
office rents and incidental expenses of that kind to be paid.

Mr. McMIULLEN. Upon what basis does the hon. gen-
tleman propose to pay the revising officers ? Some consti-
tuencies are very mueh larger than others and hav<e more
voters. Is it the intention to give them a uniform sum in
eveiy constituency, or a sum in proportion to the number of
votes ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. There is no intention of giving
an equal amount in all the conftituencies. The amount
will depond on the number of voters on the ist. In the
last revision, th amounts were graded in the way that was
explained to the louse. There was an equal allowance in
the first instance of 8300 to the revising officer, a further
allowance up to a ceitain number of votes, and a smaller
allowance above that number.

Mir. MILLS (Bothwell). It would be satisfactory if the
Minister could give us a statenent showing how the expense
for each riding is made ap. The bon. gentleman, I sup-
pose, allows certain sums for the revising officers, certain
suma for the lerks, and certain anme for the coat of hold-

ing the court of revision, to make up this amount. 0f
course it ought to be clearly understood that the revising
officer is paid in a particular way, so that he will be wholly
independent of the Government, because these men, whose
duties require them to act impartially between the two
parties, should,like the judges in ordinary courts, be wholly
independent of the Administration; and they will certainly
be so to a greater extent if tbey are paid by some fixed
rule.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). It did not require this vote to
convince hon. members on this side of the House of the
impropriety and absurdity of the Franchise Act; but I
think it will go far to satisfy hon. members on the Govern-
ment side that the position we took in opposing the Fran-
chise Bill was a sound one. Here we have the Govern-
ment asking for a quarter of a million dollars to put this
Franchise Act into operation. It is money completely
thrown away. There never was any necessity for it, and
there is no necessity for it now; and if the Government had
accepted the proposals made from this side of the House,
which are alsolargely concurred in by mem bers on their own
side, we should have been saved not only this amount, but
an amount averaging $500 in every riding to those who
have to look after the voters' lists. When you add those
sums together, they will make a very large expnditure, to
say nothing of all the inconvenience and trouble caused to
those who have to look after that very disagreeable business.
We have brought down to us now, in black and white, a
statement of the amount whieh the Government are going
to impose on this country, simply that they might take
control of this matter, violating every principle of the
Franchise Act, giving manhood suffrage in two of the Pro-
vinces where it suited them to do so, and taking control in
other Provinces. I think this vote is one of the most inde-
fensible, improper, unnecessary, and wasteful votes that
this Government have asked this House to adopt this
Session.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I presume that this
$250,000 in no way defrays the expense of the Government
printing office. That is an extra, Ipresume ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. Yes ;.it is separate from this
vote.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Oan the hon. gentle-
man state how much that will amount to ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I cannot. It belongs to the
administration of the Secretary of State's Department.

Mr. FOSTER. I will get it on Concurrence.
Mr. MULOCK. I would like to ask the Minister of Jus-

tice how much is to be allowed for printing and how mach
for advertising ?

Sir JOHN TIHOMPSON. We are not able to apportion
the amounts in that way, I estimate that, for salaries of
revising officers and the clerical assistance they need to
get, the expense will be about 8220,000; and in addition to
that, this sum is intended to cover possible expenses of ad-
vertising, bailiffs, rental of buildings, and disbursements
which the revising officers will have to make for getting
copies of the lists, records and things of that kind.

Mr. MULOCK. So that it is expected that this vote will
fully cover ail the expenses ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. Yes.

Mr. MULOCK. If it does, it will do what has not been
the result heretofore of aimilar votes. We have been voting
hundreds of thousands of dollars to put this Act in force,
and we have supplementary votes which are the rosult of
miscalculation. It is well enough to say that it is expected
o be aufMlient in a hap-hazard way, but I am afraid that
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the record of the Government in connection with this parti-
cular vote will hardlyjustify the Committee in assuming that
in this case they are any more accurate than they have been
heretofore. I look upon this money as so much absolutely
wasted. It is nothing more than money wickedly and want-
only wasted for no good purpose, and the sogner the Govern-
ment has sufficient courage to retrace its stops in regard to
this measure the botter it will be for the country. I was
struck with one thing in connection with the debate on the
passage of the Bill to amend the Franchise Act. Speaking
from memory, and so far as my observation went, riot one
momber from Ontario raised his voice to endorse the prin-
ciple of the Bill. True, they voted as they wore told, but
not one of them would commit themselves farther than by
his vote.

Mr. RYKERT. I did.

Mr. MULOCK. During the passage of the Bill ?
Mr. RYKERT. I always approved of it.
Mr. MULOCK. There are other questions the hon. mem-

ber for Lincoln may approve of, but which will not meet
the approval of the country. At all eventsl have no recol-
lection of his speaking.

Mr. RYKERT. Your memory is poor at times.
Mr. MULOCK. I may be in error on that point. I am

inclined to doubt it, all the same.
Sir JOHN THOMPSON. You refer to the Act of this

Session.
Mr. MULOCK. I do. I did not hear the hon. member

for Lincoln speak in support of the Act this Session, or take
part in the debate on the Act of this Session. That is the
matter to which I refer. We could not do a wiser thing
than to suspend voting the money. We are not obiged to
vote it by any immediate necessity; we are not obhiged to
settle the lista this year. The Government passed the Act in
1885, they put it in force for one year, and it was so un popular
in the country that they have never since had the courage to
have the lists revised. There is no greater condemnation of
the measure required than that. Now the Government indi-
cate an intention to have the lista settled, and if what they say
is correct, that the lists now to be prepared are really to be
the voters' lists settled by the Local Legislatures, I would
like to know where is the public advantage to be gained by
spending 8250,000 simply to put a set of names on a differ-
ent set of paper, for that is all that is involved in putting
the Act in force now. We have the admission of the Minister
of Justice that this is not to cover all the expenses of put.-
ting the Act in force; it is not to cover the expense of
printing the lists. We have expended an enormous amount
of money in erecting a building and so forth, and we have
to corsider therefore not only $250,000 to be scattered
throughout the ridings, but the expense involved in print-
ing the lista at the Government printing office. I think we
ought to know what is likely to be the cost of printing the
lists at the Government printing office. I would ask the
Minister of Justice if ho is prepared to give that information
to the House to-night ?

Mr. FOSTER. The hon. member for South Oxford (Sir
Richard Cartwright) asked that same question about ton
minutes ago of the Minister of Justice, and thon of myself.
The Minister of Justice said he did not know, and I said 1
did not know, but that I would get the information, and
the hon. member for South Oxford expressed himself as
altogether satisfied with that.

Mr. MULOCK. He said he wanted that information for
the purposes of Concurrence, and I bold that this informa-
tion should be made known at this stage, because the $250,.

000 is but part of the larger sum. It is illusory to put
down $250,000 as the amount of expenses of putting the

Mr. MLULOoK.

lists in force when we know there is a very considerable
sum to be added. Before we vote this portion of the cost,
we should know what the other portion is, and then we
shall know the total cost of putting this Act into force. The
item should stand until that information is supplied. If it
is going to cost $500,000 to put this Act in force, we might
wisely pause before doing so. There are already plenty of
demrands upon the Exchequer. The Minister of Finance bas
promised an era of economy. The supplementaries of 1889
and those we are now considering scarcely bear ont those
promises. Before we proceed to vote this $250,000, we
ought to know what the whole cost will be of putting this
Act into force this year.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. How much does it cost to print
the lists now set up ?

Mr. FOSTER. That question was asked and answered
some time age. I do not recollect what the answer was,
but I will get that as well.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. If we knew that, we could arrive
at a conclusion as to the probable cost of correcting the
lists. I do not think it will be much less than the original
cost, because a large proportion of the names will be struck
out altogether, and new ones put on.

Colonial and Indian Exhibition-to Pay balance of
freight charges and other unsettled accounts...... $3,500

Mr. CARLING. Some of the goods shipped to the exhi.
bition went astray, and we are now trying to hunt them up.
If they cannot be found, we will have to pay for them.
There are a number of items, amounting in all to about
$3,000 or 84,000.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Some time ago I made appli.
cation for a party who had sent a stuffed animal to the
exhibition, wbich came back in a damaged condition. The
exhibitor is a poor man, and I made the application for him.
I think some recompense should be given him, since this
animal came back entirely destroyed. I have never heard
anything from the department since, but I think this man
Birmingham has a good claim if the Government are going
to pay for goods which have gone astray or have been
damaged.

Mr. CARLING. I am very glad the hon. gentleman has
called my attention to the matter, and I will make enquiry
in regard to it.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.L) I do not think it is creditable to
the large number of officials we sent there, and paid very
highly, that 83,500 worth should have been lost, and that
we should be asked to pay for that. There must have been
not only bad handling, but, I am afraid, there must have
been some misappropriation. It is hardly conceivable that,
with the large number of officials whom the Government
had in charge of these articles, such a large amount of pro-
perty should have been lost. Besides, this is only a small
amount. We have paid sums for this before, and this is
only the balance.

Mr. CARLING. Some of these articles have gone astray.
Perhaps some have been shipped to the wrong parties. We
found that one article had been shipped to the manufacturer
instead of to the owner, because the name of the manufac-
turer was on it.

Mr. JON ES (Halifax). Have you a list of the articles
sent there ?

Mr. CARLING. I have some of them.

Mr. D&YIES (P.E.I.) I do not complain of the country
paying for articles which they recoived and failed to deliver
te the owner. That is right enough. But, as the hon. gentle-
man says, there must be gross negligence on the part of those
in charge either in misappropriating the artioles or in send-
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ing them to the wrong parties. There should have been no
difficulty, because the owners were known, and in most in-
stances their names were attached to the articles. I think
this is absolutely discreditable to the Government officers.

Mr. CARLING. I do not agree with that. There were
a large number of articles shipped by different lines of rail-
way and steamboat, and some were likely to go astray.
We-are endeavoring to trace them, ard we think there are
very few that we will not be able to get.

Mr. MULOCK. What officer was responsible for the mis-
sing goods ?

Mr. CARLING. The goods were shipped to an officer in
London who was selected by the High Commissioner during
the Exhibition, and ho had the duty of sbipping those goods
from London.

Mr. CAMPBELL. The Minister of Agriculture will re-
member that I brought to his attention the matter of a
plough which was shipped from the town of Chatham to
this Exhibition. It was a very valuable plough, silver
mounted, and it was not returned to the owner. I want to
know if the Minister has received any information yet in
regard to that plough.

Mr. CARLING. We are now endeavoring to trace that
plough, and I think we will succeed.

Mr. MULOCK. Are there shipping bills in the posses-
sion of the department for these missing articles ?

Mr. CARLING. Yes.
Mr. MULOCK. Then you will be able to trace them up?
Mr. CARLING. I think so.
Mr. MULOCK. Then they have left the Colonial Office

and have gone into the hands of the carriers ?
Mr. CARLING. We found that some shipments were

made to different parties than the owners, because the name
of the manufacturers was on the article instead of the name
of the owners.

To aid in the further extension and development of
the dairying interests of Canada.......... ............. $3,000

Mr. FISHER. In what way is it proposed to expend
this amount, which I am very glad to see bore ? I hope
this is the result of the recent dairymen's convention.

Mr. CARLING. The convention of dairymen assembled
bore about 10 days ago from different Provinces-I tbink
all the Provinces were represented-and they made appli-
cation to the Government to give them some assistance
towards helping a convention of dairymen next winter.
This item is to assist towards the expenses.

Mr. FISHER. 1 understand thon that it is to be handed
over to the Dairymen's Association ?

Mr. CARLING. No, I do not say that; but this money
has been placed to the credit of the department, and such
stops will be taken as they think necessary to carry out
the wishes of the convention.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I happened to meet the
deputation that waited on us for the purpose of asking for
assistance. They mentioned this sum, and the Government
have agreed to give this sum. They were informed, how-
ever, that if it was merely to pay the travelling expenses
of the convention coming to meet bore in Ottawa or else-
wbere, I do not think the Government would look upon it
with favor; but, if the money was to be expended in really
aiding the dairy interest, we would be prepared to ask Par-
liament for this vote. This amount will be expended in a
manner to be agreed upon by the Minister of Agriculture
and the convention. Mr, JONES (Halifax). A very good object.
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Mr. FISHER. I think this is as good a form as this- could be put in. I bolieve the Government will find the

Dairymen's Association thoroughly worthy of the confi-
dence placed in them, and that the Government will see
that their work is so much in the interests of the country
that they will have no difficulty in granting their requests
in this respect. There is one question to which I would like
to allude in this connection. 1 hoped to see in this connec-
tion some slight recognition of the work and the labors for
some years past of the gentleman who was instrumental in
bringing about that dairy convention-I allude to Mr. W.
H. Lynch. All those who have been connected with the
dairying interest of this country for some years, are well
aware of the untiring industry and the indefatigable inter.
est which Mir. Lynch has displayed in furthering the
dairying interest, in devoting his efforts, without any
compensation from the public, towards contributing to the
information and the assistance of those who are
trying to improve this industry in Canada. I understood
not very long ago that a petition was being circulated and
largely signed in the House, asking the Government to re-
cognise in some way those efforts, and I had trusted that
when the Supplementary Estimates came down we might
find some slight recognition. I happen to know personally
that for a number of years past Mr. Lynch has devoted hie
whole time and attention, and a considerable amount of his
own private means, towards obtaining information and
giving that information to the public at large on this branch
ot industry. I think I am well within the mark in saying
that Mr. Lynch has made no money whatever out of his
work. There has been an impression abroad that ho was a
paid officiai of the Government, but those who sit on the
freasury bouches are well aware that that is not the case.
He has doue this work out of the enthusiasm ho feels for
the advancement of this industry. I trust that it is still
not too late for the Minister of Agriculture to see bis way
clear to do eomething in recognition of Mr. Lynch's ser.
vices to the country.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I notice in the Auditor General's
Account that last year 75,000 copies of Mr. Lynch's pamph-
let were purchased by the Government. Is it the intention
to purchase any more this year?

Mr. CARLING. Those pamphlets on the dairy interests
of Canada were purchased from Mr. Lynch and distributed
amongst the members of this House. Mr. Lynch bas
applied to the Government to purchase 17,500 more pamph-
lets, and a number of letters that ho bas written, to be
printed in pamphlet form and distributed. No action bas
been taken on the matter, but no doubt it will receive the
consideration of the Government.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). What amount was paid for
these pamphlets ?

Mr. CARLING. 84,500. The Government bought the
pamphlets for six cents apiece.

Mr. FISHER. Mr. Lynch was paid six cents each for
these pamphlets, and ho had to supply thom in theo sha
in which they were distribited. Ho certainly did not mae
anything out of them.

To aid in the extension and the development of the
fruit growing interest of Oanada... ................. $2,000

Mr. CARLING. This money is to be exponded in the
same way as the moniey for the dairy interest. The fruit
growers intend to have a convention next autumn or winter,
of representatives from ail the associations in the country,
and they intend to have an exhibit of the hardy fruits of
the Dominion, and generally to discuss the intereste of the
fruit business.1 
1
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Lachine Canal.............................................. $36,600

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG11T. I have nothing to say
to the item contained here, but this constant demand on us
in respect to these canals is becoming a very serious matter.
Eight or ten yars ago thé Canais, at the worst, used to
meet expenses, in the time of my hon. friend, Mr. Mackenze,
we derivcd a little money out of them. But 1 observe that
you put together the annual expenditure which we find
under the head of collection of revenue, and the sumo
chargeable to canals for income, and the sums in the main
estimate by which you get a total expenditure on Canals
chargeablàe to income in one shape or other, of about 8800,000
a year. If i understand correctly the estimate of receipts
for 1888, it, is carcely likely that the average income will
exceed #300,000, so that we are expernding about 8500,000
more than we receive from the canals at present. Now, that
may be quite unavoidable, but it is a very serious state of
things, particularly in view of the fact that we are now
asked for many millions in order to complote the system,
and I hardly understand how the very great discrepancy
las come to arrive. I may remind the Minister of Finance
that in 1878, those paid their own way, and there was a
very amall profit.

Sir JO N A. MACDONALLD. The revenue certainly is
not increasing, and one cause may be that the tolls are
decreasing. There has been great pressure brought to bear
upon Parliament and the Government for the reduction of
the tolls on the St. Lawrence Canais, in order to compete
with the Buffalo and Erie Canals. The tolls on wheat and
flour have been kept at the very lowest, they were reduced
two or three years ago, and are far bencath what the service
is worth. The argument is justly used that if we increase
the tols beyond what they have been for the last two or
thrce seasons, the river will b abandoned, and that the
produce of the west will go via the Buffalo and the Erie

anals, or by Ameriean railways. These two routes are
fighting against each other. The tolls have been removed

together from the Brie Canal, and it is very hard to keep
any tolls on our canais.

Sir RICHARD CARTWR[GHT. I know all that, but
really there is a point at which we shall have to draw the
line. At the present moment apparently we shall have a
deficit of 500,000 a year on the cost of keeping our canais
in order, and the Miniater of Finance told us the other
evening that it would b necessary to expend $13,500,000
of additional capital, coStiug in round numbers about
"500,000 more forever, in order to complote oar 14 faet
ayetcm. All this seems to point very much in the direction
of the soundness of the arguments of the hon. member for
GrenvWe (àr. Shanly), that this 14 feet navigatioç for
really commercial purposes is of very doubtful expediency
ipdeed. I could understand a reasonable increase in the cost
and a reasonable increase in the loss, but such a difference
as exists between the expenditure in 1878 and the expendi.
ture to-day is exceedingly serious, and causes me to doubt
very considerably the wisdom of the policy we are adopt-

Welland Canal............ . ............. $35,000
Mr. SO¥gRVIIL. I desire to ask the Government

whether it is their intention to stop Sauday traffic on the
Welland Canal. During the early part of the Session a
return was brought down, showing the correspondence that
had taken place between the Government and various par.
ties in connection with the opening of the canais for Sun-
day trtfflc, and I learn from that return that public feeling
in the neighborhood of the canal and throughout the Niag.
ara ,enisaula is very much excited with regard to this
question. Resolutions were passed b a publie meeting
by the Trades and Labor Council of Toronto, bý the citi
pns of Kingston, by the Knights of Labor of St. atharines
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by the Welland Canal Seamen's Assembly, by a public
meeting at Thorold, by the Knights of Labor at Thorold,
by the Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners, by a
public meeting at Port Dalhousie, by the Trade
and Labor Council at St. Catharines, by the Knights of
Labor at Port Dalhousie and at Thorold, all oondemning
the opening of the canal for Sunday traffi. There was

also a petition adopted by 96 residents of Port Colborne, also
one from the Hamilton branch of the Evangelical Alliance
and one from the Presbytery of Hamilton to the same effect.
I know that much excitement has been causcd in the Niagara
district in regard to the opening of the canal on Sundays.
I observe that the member for Lincoln (Mr. Rykert), took
quite an active interest in the matter, on both sides of the
question, and for the information of the House I will give
some of the correspondence that passed between that hon.
gentleman and the Government on this question. On 25th
May, 1888, the member for Lincoln telegraphed as fol-
lows:-

"A. ~~~1 . 3ÂLY"25th àMsy, 1888."A. P. eRADLEY 88,
" Railways and Canalis.

"Can you give permission to steamer Ocean as requested'?"
It appears that the parties were anxious for an answer, for
the operator at St. Catharines sent the following message:-

"25th May, 1888.
"Plesue answer J. C. Rykert's inquiry of this a.m.

"OPERATOR AT ST. CATHARINES."

On 4th Jane the hon. member for Lincoln (Mr. Rykert)
wrote as follows:-

"IST. CATHÂiRIns, 4th June, 1888.
"My DEÂA BRADLEY,-Why can you not give the permit asked for in

the case of the Ocean going through the canal bunday. They only
ask to be allowed to go through one lock for the convenience of the
passengers. Yery trul

"J.Ï0. RYKERT."

It appears that in a very short time the hon. member for
Lincoln (Mr. Rykert), changed bis views. He wrote or
telegraphed to the First Minister as follows :-

l ST. CATHARINE, 9th June, 1888.
"To Sir JORN A. MfACDONALD.

" Orders again issued compelling men to work Sundays on the canal.
Great feeling about it. Please see Pope and get order cancelled.
Answer.

"1. 0. RYKERT."

On 21st Jone, the hon. gentleman appeared to get a little
more excited About the matter, and telegraphed as follows

"T. OATH&aHiNu, 21st June, 1888.
"MY DUAR Pop,-I hope you will caucel the order allowing veasels to

go through the canal on Sunday. It is causing a very bitter feeling
here. I wish you would telegraph me that you have stopped it.

"J. 0. RYKERT."

Then, again, on 10th July, the hon. gentleman writes or
telegraphs :

":ST. CATHARNES, loth July, 1888.
" MY DIAR Pors,-l herewith enclose you a cop yof resolution pasaed at

a public meeting hore. I assure you that pub lic sentiment is being
eatly roused against the Government, and 1 am quite certain it will

are a very serions effect upon any candidate who may p resent himself
here. I cannot see why you sbould pander to a few Yankee.

"YVery truly,
"J. 0. RYKERT."

I do not think it is necessary that the canal should be opentd
on the Sabbath, because we have a return showing the uum-
ber of vessels that have passed through on the veik as
Sabbaths during the past season, and from that retr · I
find that the number of vessels passing through lock 7, Port
Dalhousie, eastward, was as follows :-16th September, 6
vessels; 23rd September, 8; 7th October, 3; 14th October,
6; 4th November, 4; 18th November, 1; 25th November,
1. Passing look 7 and Port Dalhousie, westward, from 7Ilth
Jane, as follows: 1st July, 1 vessel; 8th July, 1; 5th
August, 7; 19tIh Augut, 1; 26th August, ; S3eptem-
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ber, 2; 16th September, 1; 28th October, 1; 4th November,
1; 18th November, 11; 2nd December, 2. I think the
Government should attentively consider the fact that the
people in that section of the country are very desirous that
Sunday trafflc should be stopped, and the Governmient should
give the House to understand what their policy will be
with respect to the opening of the canal on Sunday during
the coming season.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Something, I think, has been
omitted from the telegrams which my hon. friend read.
The passage to which I refer was that unless the fourth
commandment were better observed by the Government, it
would go hard with a Tory candidate for Lincoln.

Mr. RYKERT. The hon. member for North Brant
Mr. (Somerville) has taken considerable pains te show thi-
House that I have been on both sides of this question. I do
not doubt that he took his eue from the Globe, which a very
few days ago very unfairly published a portion of one of
my letters. The hon. gentleman says I was in favor of the
canal being opened on Sunday on one occasion, and that I
was afterwards entirely opposed to it. If the hon. gentle-
man willlook at thecorrespondence, he will find that Iasked
permission for the O-an steamer to go through one lock, the
Cornwall Canal, in the event of the boat reaching the en-
trance of the canal at 12 o'clock Saturday night, this being
for the convenience of the passengers. Only half of my
letters was published by the Globe. That paper published
the following :-1

4th June, 1888.
"IY DEAn BRAniny,-Why caniot you give the permit asked for l

the case of the Ocean going through the canal on Sunday."
And there it stopped.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. I read the whole of it.
Mr. RYKERT. But you said I was on both sides of the

question. If you had laid proper emphasis on the latter
portion it would not have so appeared. I simply aiked per-
mission for the Ocean to go through one lock, for the con-
venience of the passengers, in order that they might have
the opportunity to go te church on the Sunday. I wrote
as the hon. gentleman has read, but the Globe, which de-
sires to injure me before the public, left out the latter part,
which, however, the hon. gentleman has read, namely:

" They only ask to be allowed to go through one lock, for the con-
venience of the passengers."

I have been on one side of this question only. I am entirely
opposed to opening the canal on Sunday. I was not urged
te do it by any person, and I did it of my own motion. I
have urged that strongly, not only upon the First Minister,
but upon the late Mr. Pope, but so far I am sorry to say
that I have failed. I entirely agree with what the member
for North Brant (Mr. Somerville) has said with regard to
opening the canals on Sunday. There is nothing to be
gained by it at all, and I do not withdraw one iota from my
telegram that it was done to pander to a few Yankees. I
am satisfied the whole thing was done te gratify the owners
of a certain line of steamers running te Oddensburg, andi
for no other purpose, and I still think the Government
acted wrong in so doing. Public opinion in our section of
the country is strong against it. The look tenders do not
desire it, and very few vessels pass through on Sunday.
Sometimes there are only three or four, and to accommo-
date those few vessels about 150 men are employed on
Sunday at an expense to the country of 20 cents an hour for1
each employé. I think you will find that not over twenty-i
five vessels all told took advantage of the opening of the
Welland Canal on Sunday. I hope the First Minister will
Sec the propriety of having this order cancelled so as not to
give offence te à large portion of the people of the country.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This is a question of a
good deal of difflculty because there are opposing interests.

While those who regard the strict observance of thé Sabbith
are pressing that the canals should be closed positively at
12 on Saturday night until after 12 o'clock on Sanday night;
on the other hand we have the commercial intetest who
think otherwise. The shipping interests are petitioning
against the closing of the canals on Sunday; the Board of
Trade of Montrealihas sent in a strong representation
against it and the late Minister of Railway and Canais, in
order as much as possible te prevent the desecration of the
Sabbath and at the same time without interforing mterially
with the trade, adopted the system which existed last seasdû
and unless altered will exist in the comiug season. That
system is that the canal should be closed from 8 o'clock on
Sunday morning until 9 on Sunday at night. Under this
system the employés on I be canal would net be prevented
from attending te their duties or from going te church, as
the churches hold service after 8 in the morning and they
close at 9 at night. Therefore in reality during the whole
of Sanday as against the night of Sunday the canal is elosed.
The enployés have the whole day to themselves and it is a
very serious thing to close the canal as bas been repre-
sented by those who know most about it. If the canal
are closed there is very considerable delay and there
is a charge for demurrage on vessels in consequence.
On the other hand it bas te be eonsidered that the Brie
Canal is opened on Sunday and with the keen competition
between the two routes it is a serious matter te close our
canals. The employéi of course are in favor of the closing
because they are paid by the year and they would rather
be able te get to bcd by 12 on Saturday night and not be
obliged te got up tee early on Sunday mornirg. Those
who at atrong sabbatarians are aise in favor of the closing,
but it is a matter of commercial expediency altogether.
The bours for worship on Sunday being reserved »and pro-
served net only to the employéi of the canals but to the
crews and passengers on the different vessels the argument
is used very strongly, that unless te those who conscien-
ticusly believe that it is a sin te do anything from 12 o'clock
on Saturday night until Monday morning, the employés get
full rest and full opportunity te attend worship. Petitions
on both sides have been received by the Government; the
question is engaging their attention, and a solution muet
be come t after weighing the arguments pro and con. The
petitions of the shipping interests are very strong and very
urgent that the rules which were adopted last season
should be adhered te.

Mr. SOMERVILLIS. The First Minister will obser#e
that the Erie Canal does not enter into competition with the
Welland Canal.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Oh, does it not?

Mr. SOMERVILLE. The same class of vestls do not
carry freight through the vVelland Canal as throngh the
Erie Canai

Mr. BOYLE. Thia question bas caused a good deal of
excitement among the people along the line of the Welland
Canal, and the different members for that district have been
interviewed time and again on this matter. They are all
supporters of the Administration, and in some respect have
the onus cast upon them of supporting the Governmeùt In
regard te the opening of the canali on Sunday. t haie
listened attentively to the erplanation Of the Premier, but
I regret exceedingly that I cannot agree with him as te
the necessity of opening the canal on Sunday. He told s
that the men could leave work at 8 in the ruorning and come
on again at 9 at night, se as te give the n time to attend
divine service, but I would ask, what condition men would
be in who have worked all night and left off work at 8 in
the morning, to attend their religions duties ? I say i is
a case in which commercial interests should net weigh, and
that nothing but danger to life and ptóperty wonld entitle
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the Government to open the canals on Sunday. I hope
this question will be taken under the serions consideration
of the Government.

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). Ioccasion ally get on the same
side of the question as my friend from Lincoln (Ur. Rvkert)
and my friend from Welland (Kr. Boyle), and I think that
the grounds they have taken on this occasion are well
worthy the consideration of the Government. I can well
nnderstand the pressure that is brought to bear on the
Minister to have the canals opened on Sunday. The com-
petition in business is always keen and active and we know
very well that there is a business class both in Canada and
the United States, who do not pay much regard to Sunday
observance, provided that thereby they can add a little to
their financial gains. I think that it is to be regretted
that the Government should make any more concessions
to that clasi when we take into account the length of
time that our canais have been exempt from Sunday ser-
vice, and that the employés, as my hon. friend from Wel-
land says, who bave to be at work at night cannot properly
attend to their reicious duties on Sunday. I think there
is another reason why it is desirable that the Government
should not noncede what these parties ask for. While it
may be plealed by certain parties that the Erie Canal is
open for Sunday traffie, I would remind the louse that on
the American side there has rocently been a very strong
and decided rnovement for reducing Sunday labor as far as
possible. While there is a large minority of the communit.y
who are quite willing to encroach on the hours of the Sabbath
rest if they can make a little more money by doing so, there
is a very active movement for reducing Sunday labor on
railways, the canals and in other ways ; and I think it
would weaken the bands of the people who are moving in
that direction if it were possible to point to the fact that
while they were exerting themselves to reduce Sunday labor,
Canada was opening the doors for increasing it. Only yes-
terday I sazw in the publie journals that the managers of
the Vanderbilt system of railways were making prepara.
tions to still further reduce their Sunday traffic; and I no.
tice that the traffle managers of both the Grand Trunk and
the Canadian Pacifi' have recently stafed to paries who in-
terested themselves in the Sabbath question, that they were
endeýavoring to stop Sunday traffir¶ on their respective lines
of railway. I think under these circumstances it would be
regretted if the Minister of Railways should yield to the
pressure being brought to bear upon him for the purpose
of securing more Snnday trafflc through our canals. After
the experience we have had of suspending Sunday traffie on
the canals, and in view of the fact that the gentlemen who
represent constituencies through which the Welland Canal
passes so strongly express themselves in favor of the con-
tinued prevention of Sunday trafflo, we ought to respect the4
sentiment of the community in that section and as far as poi
sible avoid wounding their sense of justice and right in this1
matter, to say nothing about the advantage and comfort of1
the employés on the canal who are necessarily more or less
deprived of their Snnday rest.

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. Perhaps the best plani
would be for me to bring down the papers on both sides,
and I will lay them on the Table.

Mr. MULOCK. I would like to ask the First Minister
whether any representations bave been made to the Govern-1
ment in regard to the rebate system in force in connection
with the tolls on the Welland Canal ? I understand that
vessels passing eastward through the canal and going vidi
Montreal are entitled to a rebate, whilst vessels that do not
continue their journey for a certain distance do not get
that rebate.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes ; that ias been in
force for some years, and there have been no representationst
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and no communications with the Government on the sub.
ject that I am aware of.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That is true, I believe;
but the matter has been used to a considerable extent
against us on the other side of the line. Complaints have
been made both in Congress and in the United States prese
that this rebate practically operates as an unreasonable dis-
crimination against their vessels. Of course, thore is no
doubt that legally and theoretically we have a right to do
as wa please with our own property; but still the hon.
gentleman is aware that there is some sort of show for the
allegation made that we do in practice charge a toli which
discriminates to a large extent against American ports.

Sir JOHN A. MACDON&LD. While the Fishery Treaty
was up in Congress, that was one of the various complaints
maie against Canada. I think when the time cornes it can
be easily shown that there is no discrimination, but that
American and Canadian shipping are treated exa-tly alike.
Armerican vessels go to Montreal as well as Canadian vos-
sels. I speak merely from memory, as I did not think the
que3tion was coming up to-night, when I say that within a
certain period, rebates amculnting to something like 88,000
were paid to American vessels in the same way as to Cana-
dian vessels.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I know that in a tech-
nical sense there is no discrimination ; but if I am not mis-
informed, if two vessels come through the Welland Canal,
one bouni for Oswego and the other for Montreal, the prac-
tical effect is that the one which goes to Montreal pays no
toll for passing through the Welland Canal, while the vas-
sel that goes to Oswego pays the full toll.

Sir JORN A. MACDONALD. That is so, but the
vessel passing through the Welland Canal and going to
Kingston pays the same toll as the vessel going to Oswego.

Mr. MULOCK. But there is not much of that.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Oh, yes, there is a con-

siderable shipping trade at Kingston. They stand on pre-
cisely the same footing. I do not think it is profitable to
discuse this question now; it is one that cean botter be
settied hereafter, if there should be any negotiations
between the United States and Canada.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). While it may not be profitable
to discuss the question from the hon. gentleman's point of
view, I think it is pretty clear to the common sense of
everybody that if a tollis charged with the view of com-
pensation for the uqe of the canal, a vessel going to
Miontreal ought to pay just as much as a vessel going to
Kingston. There should be no difference in that respect;
and if the Americans wish to use the canal for the purpose
of going to Oiwego and we wish to use it for the purpose of
going to Montreal, and we allow our vessels to go through
et a smaller toll, it is perfectly clear that we are discrimi-
nating against them.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Not At all.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Suppose no vessels stopped at

Kingston, but suppose all Canadian vessels went to Mon-
treal and all American vessels went to Oswego, could the
hon. gentleman apply the rule that he now lays down ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We will not discuss a
hypothetical case. I would simply say that the tolls were
taken off the Erie Canal for the avowed purpose of taking
the whole trade from our canals. Are we to sit still and
not try to retain some o the commerce on our own inland
waters ?

River St. Lawrence, Improvement of Ship Ohannel
between Quebee and Montrea.................. 100,000

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This is in accordance with
the statement made last Session, when the Government
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assumed the work of deepening the channel between the
barbor of Montreal and the barbor of Quebec. It was then
stated that most likely $200,000 would be required to com-
plete that work. The works to be completed are these:
At Grondines village, beginning by the lower part of the
channel opposite that place, we have to straighten the
chanuel there and remove shaly rock and the estimate of
the cost is $22,500; removing boulders $7,500; opposite
the village of Batiscan, the boulders will cost $5,000;
widening and bard pan and boulders, 817,100 ; Cape St.
Michel, widening, clay and gravel, $19,500; widening, clay
boulders, 821,000; Longueuil, widening and hard pan and
boulders, 812,000. We have to add for deepening in certain
places, to get the 27J feet depth, $39,000; for ceaning
places already dredged to give 27J feet depth, with 10 feet
9 inches on flats. 89,000. We are asking this year 8100,000
to go on with theso works, and I suppose another $100,000
will next year complete the works from the lower portion
of the channel above the harbor of Quobec to the east end
of the harbor of Montreal on the River St. Lawrence.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. When that is done,
what will our position be ? We have assumed the debt, and
I presume we will be responsible for keeping that channel
in order. We do not receive any revenue from it whatever.
ln addition to the loss of interest, what sum will be re-
quired to keep the channel at its present depth, or does the
hon, gentleman contemplate deepening it still further ?

Sir HECTOR LA.NGEVIN. The Government do not
contemplate goingdown lower than Z7x feet. That is what
was asked by the Harbor Commissioner tof Montreal,when
they undertook this work with the consent of the Govern-
ment and Parliament. After this is doue, the straightening
of the channel, the deepening at certain places where a
sort of mound may have been left at the bottom of the
channel, and the angles cut in such a way so that a ship
may not bave to slacken speed in going through the chan-

LI, as she bas to do now at times, in order to get
round an angle, the navigation will be as good as
it was intended to be. It will take these two sea-
sons and perhaps a third one, to complete this work.
Thon the only thing that would be left to keep the channel
in good order would be probably to have a dredge, and
a tug to bring her down every spring, and probably
during the season of navigation, and to see 'whether there
are not boulders that have been carried down by the ice in
the spring and deposited in the channel. Perhaps there
might be some silt in one or two places. As fur as I can
recollect, I think that, opposite the St. Maurice and perhaps
a little below, there may be some silt deposited, and that
may probably have to be dredged in the spring. There
cannot be much, but stili, if we want to keep the channel
open to a depth of 27J feet, that would have to be done.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Roughly, how much
do you put the total cost at ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I cannot tell that now.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Could the Minister
state from recollection how many miles of this channel we
require to deepen ? I think a large part is natural naviga-
tion and is perfectly good.

Sir HECTOR LA&NGEVIN. It will be only a few miles
which they will have to dredge, perhaps only three or four
miles together, but we have, nevertheless, to take care that
the channel shalt not be interrupted by unforeseen circum-
stances, by boulders, for instance, as I have mentioned.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. ls it 300 feet wide, or
300 yards ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. 300 feet.
191

Mr. RINFRET. (Translation.) I desire to draw the atten-
tion of the bon. the Minister of Public Works to 1he peti-
tion of the electors of the parish of St. Jean de% Chai1ons,
asking for the dredging of the river margins at this point.
Since the dredging was done at Cap à la Roche, it is
remarked that the water falls on the beach end that it cer-
tain times of the year boats cannot come alorgside it. I
would wish to know whether the Government intend to
do anything to make good the injury done at this place ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) I must say,
in answer to my hou. friend, that I have given my atten-
tion to the petition which was presented by the hon. mem-
ber, I think, or at any rate sent in to the department, res-
pecting the shore at St. Jean des Chaillons. I have
referred the matter to my engineer; and I think that with-
out sending dredges exprossly to do this work, means will
be found, when the dredges employed in dredging the St.
Lawrence in the neighborhood are not otherwise employed
to utilise them in doing the work which the hon. menber
has just indicated. I cannot rnake a positive statement at
the present moment, because I do not know now the power
of these dredges, but I shall not lose sight of the matter.

Mr. RINFRET. (Translation.) I wish to say to the
hon. Minister that if he intends to do anything this year in
the way of dredging the river margins at the place I have
mentioned, it is absolutely necessary that it should be done
in the high waters of the spring time, because, the moment
that the water begins to lower, be it ever so little, there is
no means of bringing the dredge- alongside the shore, and,
in consequence, the work will be kept back. I will also
remark to the hon. Minister, thiit if the dredging is not done
there are a number of brickyards which will ho compellod
to stop working completely, because the boats will be unable
to come alongshore to tako in their cargoes. If thore was
any means of doing the dredging at once it would be of great
advantage.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) I take a
note of what the hon. membor bas just stated, with respect
to the time at which it is necessary to do this work. I am
not astonished when ho speaks of the lowering of the water
at this point, because the lowering of the water's level is
felt everywhere on the St. Lawrence,-in the small harbors
and on the shores; but it is imperative that this place
should suffer, as others do, the inconvenience of having less
water, in the irterest of navigation at large.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). That corroborates what
I stated to some gentlemen when the 25 feet chan.
nel was tested in 1884. I was on the Peruvian with
some gentlemen from Montreal, and they said it was
intended to deepen the channel to 27î feet at Cap à
la Roche. I said at that time, if you do you will
make the channel shallower than it bas previously been up
to Montreal, and I see that the result which I foresaw has
taken place. The water was very high last summer. In
fact it was raining nearly the whole summer, but, notwith-
standing that, the people on the shores are suffering from the
lowness of the water, not only at St. Jean des Chaillons of
which my bon. friend from Lotbinière (Mr. Rinfret) was
speaking, but in several other places. Surely the water
could not be so low unless the channel had been affected to
some extent, and I am afraid that there must be
a large expenditure of money if that work at Cap à
la Roche is to go on. I stated on the occasion
to which I referred, that if the natural dam at Cap à la
Roche was removed the water would flow down, and the rest
of the river would be lower than it was before. I am afraid
that, if the excavations are proceeded with, and the
channel is made 27J feet deep at Cap à la Roche at low tide,
the whole channel from there to Montreal will have to be.
deepened again. Of course, when the water is high, there
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is no trouble at any place, but at low water there will be
a necessity to deepen the channel in many places. Where
it is intended to have 27J feet, it will come down to 25 feet
probably, and I think the work that is being proceeded
with at Cap à la Roche will have a very different result
from what we have in view.

Sir HECTOR LANGEV[N. (Translation.) I think that
the hon. momber is in error in considering the place to be.
a dam which holds up the water and prevents it from de-
scending rapidly, for it cannot ho considered as being such a
dam. This obstacle need not be considered at the present
moment, for even now vessels can pass in another channel.
But in order to make the channel straighter and to facili-
tate navigation, the Harbor Commissioners have taken
care to keep dredging at this place for many years past, and
if the bon. member bas remarked the material of which
this obstacle is composed ho must bave seen that it is not
rock but what is called shale; it is a kind of tufa, very
bard and which appears to be rock, but which yields to the
efforts of the dredge.

Mr. LANGELIE R. (Translation). That is going to lessen
the depth of water in the channel.

Sir HlECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) No; I think,
on the contrary, that the result will be such as the hon.
member for Lotbinière (Mr. Rinfret) stated just now. that
the water along the banks will be lower than before the
dredging of the channel, but as to the channel itself I do
not think that there will be any danger of seeing the depth
lessened by the dredging which we are goimg to carry ont
at Cap à la Roche and at Cape Charles. I think tbat when
the channel will be thus dredged, it will be possible to have
27J feet of water, as was calculated upon and desired by the
Harbor Commissioners when they undertook this work.

Mr. LAURIER. My hon. friend from Lunenburg (Mr.
Eisenhauer) bas called the attention of *the Government in
this and previous Sessions to the fact that the barbor of
Lunenburg absolutely requires works of the same charac-
ter as those which are now under discussion; and, so far as
I am aware, my hon. friend bas not been able to get a satis.
factory answer from the Government. I think no reasons
can be assigned wby a different treatment should be grant-
ed to the barbor of Montreal than to the harbor of Lunen-
burg. These works in the channel of the St. Lawrence are
primarily for the benefit of the harbor of Montreal, they
are for the purpose of enabling ocean steamers of the largest
capacity to reach Montreal. If the principle is admitted,
cen there be any reason why the reasonabie demand which
my. bon. friend bas made over and over again, and sub-
stantiated, I believe, by the local authorities, should not
also meet with some degree of favor from the Governmente

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think the friendship of
the leader of the Opposition for the member for Lunenburg
leads him to forget that the two works are not the sane at
ail. The deepening of the channel of the St. Lawrence was
effected, not alone for the harbor of Montreal, but for the
bene fit of the trade of the whole country. Parliament has
treated that channel like the Lachine Canal, or the Welland
Canal, or the canals of the St. Lawrence. That channel
was deepened in order to accommodate the trade of the
Dominion west of Montreal, in order that the importe and
exporte from the west should reach ocean navigation as
soon as possible. I have no doubt that if that work had
been proposed simply for tho benefit of Montreal, the
country would not have undertaken it; but it was prima-
rily Jor the great Province of Ontario, and the large popu.
lation west of Montreal. Therefore, the hon. leader of the
Opposition is not justified in placing the harbor of Lunen.
bu.çg on a par with the harbor of Montreal in point of
imupoitance. The.harbor ofLunenburg may be an important
lo#i harbor, and I have no doubt that the hon. member for

M. LANQJLIERI Quebec).•

Lunenburg, if ho will exorcise a little patience, will find
that that harbor will be treated as other places are. We
cannot make ail the improvements at the same time. I
have been besieged all day by a number of my own personal
friends who complained that I gave them nothing; and
thon gentlemen from the other side of the House have
came and told me the same thing. I must say that they
made me sorry ail day, but I hope that they wili give me a
chance of rejoicing with them another year.

Mr. LAURIER. All I can say is, that if the hon. gen.
tleman has been besieged by his friends for more favors, it
is because he bas justified the French maxim that l'appetit
vient en mangeant. He has given them so much that they
want more. If ho would give just a little to my hon. friend
from Lunenburg of what ho gives so lavishly to his friends
behind him, I am sure my hon. friend will be satisfied. I
take issue with the bon. Minister in his remarks concerning
the harbor of Montreal. It is a very good barbor in itself,
provided the hand of man comes to the rescue, but the trade
of the country would be served far botter by the harbor of
Quebec. The ocean trade bas its natural terminus at Que-
boc, but we have endeavored to bring it up to Montreal. I
do not complain of that, but, atter al, I submit it simply
justifies what I have said, that the same principle might
apply to one harbor as to the other. The harbor of Lunen-
burg is not as important as that of Montreal, but in its way
it is very important, because it is the point where the deep
sea fisheries are the largest, and that reason alone
ought to procure it some consideration. The Minister of
Publie Works says that the bon. member for Lunenburg
ought to have patience. My bon. friend has exhibited
patience for years, and if ho had the assurance to-nightfrom
the Minister that next year his request would be complied
with, then ho would have nothing more to say.

Halifax Immigrant building..............%............... $5,000

Mr. EISENHAUER. This is the only item for Nova
Scotia. Now, a few weeks ago when we were discussing
the general Estimates, I asked the Minister on what princi-
ple the Government erected public buildings in different
parts of the country, whether it was according to popula-
tion or revenue, or for political reasons. The bon. gentle-
man said: Oh, no, they always got the best information they
could as to where the buildings were most needed, Their
action shows that they do not follow that principle. The
Government came to the conclusion, in 1886, that it was
necessary to erect a public building at Lunenburg, at ail
events they went so far as to secure a site. I wouid like to
know what information the Government bas obtained since,
and why they have not gone on with the work ? I think it is
evident that it must be for political reasons that they have
changed their opinion. Now, in the town of Lunenburg
there is a post office about twelve feet square, and the pub-
lic, both men and women, have to romain outside un.til the
mails are assorted. I have seen large numbers of people
crowding about it in stormy nights. I think the Govern-
ment must know the importance of that place. I suppose
it is no use to bring the matter up now, as I have brought
it up so many times before and could get no satisfaction, as
to when the Government intend to erect a public building
at Lunenburg.

Mr. ELLIS. Will the hon. Minister tell us what this
item is for ?

Mr. CARLING. This is for the erection of an immigrant
building in the city of Halilfax, where we have no building to
accommodate them when they arrive in the winter season.
Last year 18,000 immigrants arrived at Halifax during the
winter, and this amount is to erect a building sufficiently
convenient to accommodate immigrants on their arrivai, and
make them comfortable until they are ready to take the
train west.
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Mr. KIRE. Dues the Minister say that all the immi-

grants arriving at Halifax came in the winter ? I under-
stood that only 18,000 came to that port altogether.

Mr. CARLING. The larger portion came during the
winter months, and the Allan steamers were coming to
Halifax instead of Quebec.

Mr. KIRK. Might not the Government, instead of erect.
ing a new building for immigration purposes, couvert the
elevator, which bas been constructed there at a very large
cost, into an immigration building instead of keeping it
there unused. Surely something can be done with this
building. Perbaps the object in taking this vote is that
part of the elevator should be converted into an immigra,
tion shed. I understand that if something is not done short-
ly it will tumble into the water. It is ereeted on a wharf,
and the worms are eating the wharf away, and in 5 or 6
years this building, which cost a quarter of a million of
dolars, will be in the harbor. Would it not be botter to
expend this money in utilising part of that building for an
immigration shed, instead of putting up a new building ?

Mr. JONES (Hialîfax). Would the Minister explain
where he proposes to expend this money ?

Mr. CARLING. I have not had the pleasure of visiting
Hlalifax, but it is intended to erect a building near the
freight sheds of the Intercolonial Railway.

bfr. JONES (Halifax). I think the expenditure is a pro.
per one, so far as the wants of the immigrants are concern-
cd, at all events to some extent, although I do not think
tbey suffer much; but the additional accommodation will
be of very great advantage. The building will require to
be near the sheds because the trains run into the sheds on.
the wharf, and the immigrants land there and have. their-
baggage examined and their tickets checked. It will be
necessary to have the sheds as near the wharf as possible.
It has been suggested that the elevator should be utilised.
I suppose it would cost more to utilise that building than
to put up a building for immigration purposes. The eleva-
tor is not valuable to the shipping, but it is very valuable.
to Mr. Alvin Grant, who has charge of it, and who receives
8 1,600 a year for looking after it, and I am sorry to say no
business is done at the elevator. The expenditure seems
rather to have been wasted, but still the elevator is there,
and it would cost more to utilise it than te put up a new
building for immigration purposes.

Mr. KIRK. l bthis Mr. Alvin Grant, who reeeives,
81,600 a year from the Government, the same Alvin Grant
who is employed by the Governmenttocarry asound boodie
during election times?

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The same man.
Mr. KIRK. Is this $5,000 intended to compléte the

building?
Mr. CARLING. Yes.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Mr. Alvin Grant is a very valu-

able servant to the Tory party-politically. Ha is always
on hand to distribute the money at very critical times, and
there is a controversy going on in the publie press there
now with respect to the amount of money distributed by
Mr. Grant during the last election. It was known that ho
landed at Digby and left enough ioney there to defeat my
friend, Mr. Vail.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER. I think this discussion is
going very far from the item.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Ho bas charge of the elevator.
The DEPUTY SPEAKOR. The- elevator is not under

discussion. .
Mr. MULOCK. Is there any Dominion building at

Halifax which could be utilised instead of erecting a new
building for this purpose?

Mr. CARLING. There is no building belonging to the
Government suitable for this purpose convenient tG the
wharf or the station.

Mr. MULOCK, Will $5,000 purchase a site and erect
the bailding?

Mr. CARLING. It is intended' to erect the building on a
site belonging to the Government near the station ad also
near the wharf.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Is there room on the Government
property ?

Mr. CARLING. I sent an offloar of the department there
to examine the site, and he reported there was sufcient
room.

Mr. KIRK. I suppose Mr. Alvin, Grant will be iu ha.rg*
of the new building as well as the elevator, and will look
after the two buildings.

Mr. MULOCK. I Lhink we should hear from the junior
member from Halifax on the subjeet. I am not aware that
Halifax has fully expressed its. opinion on this subject.

Public Works, Prince Edward Island.... .. ..... $1,400

Mr. WELSH. No doubt this amount is ail right. I am
also glad to see in these Supplementary Estimater an
amount for public works at Selkirk, China Point and China
Point Wharf. I hope the work will be offered by publi
tender on plans drawn ont by the Government engineer,
and that the work will be done under his insoection, be-
cause a large sum is wasted if the work is carried out by-
day work. I wish the amount was a little larger.

Public Works, Ontario............... .. 5123,400
Belleville Drill Shed .................. 10,000

Mr. MULOCK. With reference to those grants for
building drill sheds I would ask on what principle are thos
drill sheds erected, and how it comes that drill sheds are
erccted in some places and not in others? For example, it
is known that it is necessary to have improved drill shed
accommodation in Toronto; on what principle are thee
driU sheda built, are they erected on account of the impor-
tunitiesof the locality?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I find; for example, that
$ 10,000 has been granted by the town of Brautford towards,
the erection of the drill shed, provided the Federal Govern-
ment will contribute the same amount. After the Depart-
ment of Militia has decided that the building is required
the fact that this offer is made by the municipal authorities
justifies the Governmont.in asking a uimilar amount from
*Parliament.

Mr. MULOCK. Did Belleville contribute anything to-
wards this drill shed ?

Mr., BOWELL. The corporation of Belleville gave nê
money, tha>drilIl shed was bnilt by the officers of the batta-
ion and others who subscribed various sume for the.purpose
The Government gives them this appropriation to assist in:
paying off the debt. I may add that these drill shed& -a»
transferred to .the Department of Militia when tieGovern.
ment contributes. anything towards them; so, that they
icannot be diverted for any other purpose.

Mr. MULOCK. Whon warthe drill she at Bellevitle
erected ?

Mr. BOWELL. It was built last summer. I observ.dj
that one of the newspapers stated that the towu had gven
a lot for that purpose, but I know that it is not the lot ugen
which the drill shed has been erected.

Mr. MULOCK. Whah was the total cost of the Bellevill
drill shed ?
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Mr. BOWELL. I do not know myself, but from informa-

tion I have received, it was $15,000 or $20,000. Judging
from the size of the building and the locality in which it is
situated, I do not think it cost any more.

Mr. MULOCK. Does the Minister of Customs think it
cost more than 810,000 to erect this drill shed ?

Mr. BOWELL. I should think it would when finished.
I have already told the hon. gentleman that I thought it
would cost about $15,000, but I do not think it will cost
any more.

Mr. MULOCK. It may be that the gentlemen who sub-
scribed for the building of the shed will get back every
dollar that they expended, and that brings me back to the
original question; on what principle are those buildings
connected with the militia service erected in different parts
of the Dominion? Brantford subscribed 810,000, whereas
this vote may cover all the expenses of the drill shed in
Belleville.

Mr. BOWELL. Suppose that were true, I can tell the
hon. gentleman that Belleville has maintained a volunteer
force since 1857, and for part of that time two battalions,
and never had a dollar from this Government or any other
Government to assist in paying for or providing drill shed
or armories. That bas always been paid by the officers
themselves and other gentlemen, and this drill shed has
been built by private subscriptions. This vote is to assist
in paying off the indebtedness on the shed which exists at
the present time, so that these gentlemen will not get any
money back.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Has the city of Belleville contri-
buted anything towards assisting the officers and other
parties in constructing that shed ?

Mr. BOWELL. Not that I am aware of, except from
the statement made in one of the newspapers. I stated in
this House when the matter was discussed before, that
Belleville had done nothing, and a newspaper corrected me
in that statement and said that the town of Belleville had
given them a lot. I do not know where that lot is.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I understand that the usual cus-
tom is to transfer these properties to the Militia Depart-
ment as soon as they are completed.

Mr. BOWELL. In many cases, when volanteers have
been disbanded after a drill shed has been built, it is sold,
and if the municipalities have contributed any portion to-
wards its construction they get a sum in proportion to the
amount they have paid in.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I understood the Minister to
state that these gentlemen had kept up this drill shed for a
number of years. But now it appears that it had been trans-
ferred to the department and kept up by it. I think we
ought to know whether there is any principle underlying
the building of these drill shcds in these cities. It appears
that in Brantford one-half the amount has been contributed,
and the Government ought also to expect Belleville to con-
tribute one-half the amount for the drill shed there. le there
any reason for treating Belleville in one way and Brantford
in another way ? l it because they get a little more sup
port from one locality than from the other ? I am inclined
to think that it is.

Mr. BOWELL. What I said to the hon. member for
North York, was, that the drill shed was only built last
summer-and I am informed now by the hon. member for
West Hastings (Mr. Oorby), that it is not yet fully com-
pleted-that I thought the expenditure would not exceed
815,000, that it had been built by the subscriptions of offi-
cers and others in the city, and thut this was an appropria-
tion by the Government to assist in paying the indebtedness
on that drill shed. If my hon, friend refloots for a moment,

Mr, 30WEmR.

he will come to this conclusion: that men who have given
their tiine and money for years towards the maintenance of
the volunteer force, should receive as much consideration
from tihe Government as a municipality which contributes
a certain amount from the ehest of the town to assist in
building a drill shed.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I have no objection that a private
individual should be compensated equally with a munici-
pality, but wbat I sayis that Belleville receives $10,000, and
the whole shed is only worth $15,000, whereas Brantford is
only to receive· $10,000 on condition that it contributes
another $10,000, and what I argued was that the private
individuals in Belleville are benefited to double the propor-
tion that the municipality of Brantford is.

Mr. MULOCK. Perhaps the Minister of Militia cau now
answer the question I put. I do not wish the Minister of
Customs to understand me as objecting to the grant of this
money for the drill shed at Belleville, but I am asking
whether there is any general principle on which publie
money is voted for the erection of these buildings through.
out the Dominion. Is it a matter of principle or a matter
of pressure ?

Sir ADOLPH E CARON. There is an Order in Council
which regulates the manner in which the drill sheds are
built all over the Dominion. The invariable rule is that
whenever the Government contribute a portion of the ex-
penditure, the title of the property must be made over to
the Crown. Whether the money bas been contributed by
individuals as in the case of Belleville, or as in the case of
Biantford has been contributed by the municipality, the
amount of money contributed by the Government depends
altogether on the outlay for the building of the drill shed.
The Brantford drill shed is more expensive than the one at
Belleville. In no part of the Dominion have the militia
force contributed more from their own pockets for the
maintenance of the force than the Balleville volunteers have
done, and I can say that there is no force whose efficiency
bas been kept up to a higher standard. The contribution
which the Government has made for the Belleville drill
shed is in the same proportion as the contributions we have
made to other portions of the Dominion.

Mr. MULOCK. What is that ?
Sir ADOLPHE (ARON. I cannot say exactly. 'he

contribution the Government made was for the purpose of
reim bursing those who had incurred expenses for the build-
ing of the drill shed, The property was made over to the
Government, as was the Brantford property, and every
other drill shed property in the Daminion.

Mr. MULOOK. Then, perhapg, the Minister can tell us
what the local gentlemen have contributed ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. So far as I cau recollect,
merely speaking from memory, the drill shed in Belleville
cost between $15,000 and $17,000. The property was a
valuable property in the central portion of the town; it
had been bought at a period when its value was not as
great as it is at piosent, and it was considered to have in-
creased in value, and the proportion contributed by the
Government was nothing more than we contributed towards
othur drill sheds in the Do,minion.

Mr. MULOCK. Io this expenditure in this particular
case being made in harmony with the provisions of the
Order in Council that the Minister of Militia has referred
to?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. There is a general Order in
Council to regulate the expenditure in the building of drill
sheds all over the Dominion in ordinary cases. In large
centres, such as Montreal and Toronto, where the militia
force is larger than in others, that general Order in Coun cil
is not followed, nor has it been followed in the cases of

a
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Brantford or Belleville, where the contributions made by
the municipality or the individual members of a corps are
taken into consideration to form a basis on which the
Government contribute.

Mr. MULOCK. The hon. the Minister of Public Works
read a minute last night stating that Brantford had passed
a by-law agreeing to pay $10,000 towards the building of a
drill shed, provided the Government provided another
$10,000. Are the local authorities of Belleville in precisely
the same position ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I consider that, in the case
of Belleville, we bave been paid our proportion, taking into
consideration the value of the property handed over to us
by the Belleville volunteers, and I consider we are treating
them on a footing of equality with every other place where
we have put up drill sheds.

Mr. MULOCK. The property then is worth $20,000.
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I did not value it at all.
Mr. MULOCK. The hon. the Minister of Customs stated

to the Committee that a conveyance of the property had
been made to the Government, that the building had been
erected by private enterprise, and that this $10,000 was to
go towards recouping those gentlemen to the extent of our
grant. If Bellevilie is being treated in the same way as
Brantford, and Brantford bas been paid $10,000 in cash,
then the value of the property in Belleville must be $20,000,
since the decision of the Government is based on the equal
contribution in each case.

Mr. McMULLEN. It appears that this promise with
regard to Belleville was made by some person, and an ad-
vantage is given to Belleville over some other places. Is it
to implement the promise of the Minister of Customs ?

Mr. BOWELL. I never promised the people of Belle-
ville a single dollar, directly or indirectly, neither did they
know that a dollar would be given until it appeared in the
Estimates. It would be much better if we did not indulge
in such insinuations, particularly where there is no neces-
sity for it.

Mr. MoMULLEN. It is quite apparent, from the im-
mense vote for the erection of public buildings throughout
the country, that there is some purpose not publicly known
behind this expenditure. Some influences are being brought
on the Government to secure the construction of buildings
where they are not wanted. Post offices are erected in
places like Joliette, where the whole receipts are something
under $2,000 a year; while in other places, where .the re-
ceipts are over $4,000 a year, no post offices at ail are
erected.

Mr. BARRON. I can see no objection to a subsidy being
given when a contribution is made by a municipality, but I
think it is most dangerous for the Government to let it be
known that private individuals, officers of different regi-
ments, should they subscribe money to build a drill shed,
will be repaid by this Government a portion of the same.
We may find people taking advantage of this, and it ought
not to be assented to. The voting of money to recoup pri-
vate individuals ought not to be encouraged.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. the Minister
of Militia stated some time ago that he was going to buy a
house in Kingston for some military purpose. I do not
notice any vote taken for that. Where or for what was
that money to be expended ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The property was purchased
as a residence for the commandant of the Royal Military
College of Kingston, and the amount paid was $12,500.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes, I know, but what
I want to know is what vote in the Estimates covers that
expenditure ? Has the money been paid ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The amount has not been
paid yet.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. From what vote are
you going to pay it ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I suppose it will have to be
brought down in the Estimates.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Then it is not in the
Estimates.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. It will have te be paid. I
will bring down the information to-morrow from the re-
cords of the department to give the answer.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Has the money been
paid ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I am under the impression
that it has not been paid yet.

Sir RICHARD CA RTWRIGHT. I have not the slightest
desire that it should tc paid. I only want to know from
what vote are yon going to pay it ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I will bring down the infor-
mation to-morrow.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Why was it considered necessary
to buy this residence ? I understand that all the com-
mandants of the Military College before the present one
paid their own rental or bought their houses.

Sir ADOLPHE CA RON. As the hon. gentleman knows
the commandant was allowed $800 a yoar far the purpose
of finding quarters, and it was almost impossible to find
lodgings for the commandant at that time. Wo thought
that it would be in the interest of economy to buy this pro-
perty at the price we paid for it, as we would save the
money allowed to the commandant for the purposo of
obtaining quarters.

Guelph Post Office-Improvements-to complete... .$3,000

Mr. INNES. What ib the nature of the improvements
the hon. gentleman proposes to make there ? About three
months ago the heating apparatus was put in there. Is this
vote for that purpose, or does the hon. gentleman contem-
plate any other improvements in the interior of the build.
ing ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There are a number of
small works to be performed in that building.

Mr. INN ES. What was the amount of the contract for
the heating apparatus ?

Sir HILCTOR LANGEVIN. This is not connected with
this vote.

Mr. INNES. A vote was taken last year for that par-
pose, but I want to know if a portion of this is required to
pay that, or if the vote of last year completed it

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No portion of this vote
will be required for that.

Mr. INNES. Are these miscellaneous improvementa
which yon propose to make?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There are amounts for attice,
spoiled pipes, painting, re-painting outside wall, inside
painting, cleaning, superintendence, and so on, and deduct-
ing a balance left over of $208, it leaves $2,009 to provide
for.

London Military Buildings .................... .. ,000

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). What are these buildings? Io
this for the Military CAlege ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This amount is to be applied
to complete the Infantry School building, the drill shed,
officers' quarters and so on.
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Mr. MULOCK. Is the drill shed for general use or for

the school alone ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. It is for the school alone.
Mr. MULOCK. Does the city of London contribute

anything towards this ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. No, the city of London has

nothing to do with it. It is for the Infantry School.
Mr. MU LOCK. Will it be used for general purposes?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. No.

Orillia Publie Buildings (the town contributing the
Wheeler lot free of cost)......... ....... . ....... $4,000

Mr. MoMULLEN. I do not object to Orillia getting a
post office, but I desire to amk the Government on what
principle they are proceeding in erecting post offices. I
find that in Woodstock, where they derive a revenue of
813,000, there is no post office building. You have already
passed votes for post offices in small places, and I want to
know upon what principle that is done ?

Mr. MITCHELL. How can yon expect a post office in
Woodstock, when the representative votes against the
Government ?

Mr. McMULLEN. I want to find out what the principle
ià upon which these buildings are erected.

Mr. MITCHELL. That is the principle.
Mr. McMULLEN. We have already voted for the erec-

tion of a post office at St. Henri, the revenue from which
is 81,200. There is already a post office in Joliette, from
which the revenue is $1,900, and there are from 35 to 40
places in Ontario where the receipts are over 84,000 a year
but where they have no post offices. How is it that you
erect a post office in Joliette where the rental was only
from $60 to $80 a year, and the revenue was only $1,900,
and apost oflice i St. fHenri, where the receipts are $81,200
and the rent only $60 a year, while in Woodstock, from
which the receipts are $13,000, there is no post office ? I
want to know on what principle the erection of these post
offices is proceeded upon. It is full time that some rule
should be laid down. If post offices are to be erected in
county towns, I have no particular objection to that, if it is
honestly carried out, but I object to peddling round patron.
age in insignifioant places, where the receipts are practi-
cally nothing, and neglecting important places like Wood-
stock where the receipts are five or six times as much, ud
I want to know on what principle the Government. ppofeus
to defend such a course.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). What is the revenue from this
place?

Mr. HAQGART. S7,652.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I do not think my hon.

friend from Wellington (ir. YoMalIen) ean.find fu wh
this item. ln 1887 the post office there yiekld a re*nna
of $6,860, now it is $7,600,; and there is a population of
about5,000.

Mr. McMULLE N. What are the reasons that you do
net build a post office in Woodstook ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Because the Government
has not thought that they should ask a grant of money for
that place this year. We cannot build everything in the
same year. Orillia has been mentioned for three or four
years, and the attention of the, Government has been
specially caljed to it. Finally we found that the place
deserved a post ofece, and although it is not in a consti-
tuency represented by a supporter of the Government, we
did. not think thM was a reason why the people should be
depjiu of thp building. I suppose that if the hon. gentle-
man continues to press the claims of Woodstook upon the

]a

attention of the Government, we may finally become eon-
vinced that it requires a new building.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It is a pity that tha
bon. member for East Simcoe (Mr. Cook) is not here. I
think he could throw some light upon the subject. If his
version of the case be correct, the "Jamaica " car tarried
there once, and there was a strong appeal made the inhabi-
tants of Orillia to turn out my hon. friend, which I am
happy to say, was not successful. But one of the argu-
ments used, as the hon. gentleman stated in the House, was
that in the fulnes of time they should bave a post office,
and that time has now arrived. That appears to be thb
explanation, rather than any fixed rule or system in regard
to population or revenue, at least tbat was the explanatioa
given by the hon, member who represents that couaty.

Mr. MITCHELL. I have to apologise to the Minister of
Public Works for making the remark I did to the hon.
member who bas taken objections to this motion. I pre-
sumed the Government only gave post offices and things of
that kind te constituencies who returned members who
support them, but I find to my surprise that Orilia is in
the constituency represented by the hon. member fbr Hast
Simcoe (Mr. Cook) who does not very often vote in favor
of the Administration. For the constituency that 1 repre-
sent thore is not a single item, although I made a strong
personal appeal the other night to the Government, and I
thought that the Mi nister of Public Works, who is generally
so tair in everything that he does-I cannot apply that
remark to al[ the other members of the Administration

An hon. MEMRER. Name.
Mr. MITCHELL. Why, all the rest of them.

An hou. ME MBER. The Minister of Marine?
Mr. MITCHELL. Oh, I don't care a pin aboat hlm. He

is only a boy; he don't amount te anything anyway. What
I mean to say is this: that inasmuch as they have given thia
post office to a constituency represented by an opponent, I
do not think they should have excluded the County of Nor-
thumberland, when I asked for a trivial matter of the addi-
tion of a small vote to improve a wharf. In the case of
Orillia the Government have violated the rule, or at least
the practice, which they have followed, and I think we
ought to have some explanation why we have departed
from the practice of giving favors only to constituencies
represented by supporters and thus practically purchasing
them.

Peterborough Oustom House .............. . $10,000

Mr. LANDERKIN. There ought to be some explanation
given of this item. If I am rightly informed this vote has
&.history. I would like to know upon whieh lot this eus-
tom house -is to be built.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The other lot.
Mr. LANDERKIN. They bought two lots for a custoin

house and a post office. They bought one lot originally
for the custom house and post office; they do not put the,
poet office on that lot, and they do not put up the custom
house at all. Now they are going to put up a custom house,
and where is it going teobe built ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The post office, bas been
built on a lot on Hunter street, a street that leads to the
village of Ashburnham. We thought that the post office
would be botter there, because it would serve both the town
and the village. The other lot, as the bon, gentleman calte
it, is near the city hall, or the market place. Thuat lot is
destined for a custom house and an inland revenue office..
We think it is a proper place, being in the business part of
the town, upon which the custom bouse and inland revenue
offioe, and any other minor offices we may have in Peter-
borough, may be loeeated
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Mr. LANDERKIN. Which one was purchased first?

Sir H ECTOR LANGEVIN. I think it is this lot.
Mr. BARRON. I wish the hon. gentleman would have the

same difficulty in satisfying his friends about this transaction
as he had in satisfying the gentlemen who came from the
town of Peterborough insisting upon their particular lots
being purchased. The hon. memnber for West Peterborough
(Mr. Stevenson) above all others, should condemn this
transaction. The louse should know that as soon as it was
known that the Government were going ti build a post
office in the town of Peterborough syndicates were formed
composed entirely of supporters of the Government. Each
syadicate determined that the Govern ment should buy their
respective lots and not buy the lots of their opponents. The
members of the syndicate or their friends insisted that their
respective lots should be purchased. The Government found
such difficulty in satisfying their friends that they bought
both lots, and now they make the excuse that it was neces-
sary to have both a post office and a custom house. The
louse well knows that there is not in Ontario a town the

size of Peterborough where the post office and custom house
are not combined in one building. In Lindsay, a town not
quite as large but rapidly growing, and it will exceed Peter-
borough in a very shorttime, the post office and custom
bouse are in one building. The same is the case at Port
Hope. I now ask the member for West Peterborough (hr.
Stevenson), whether this is not the case ?

Mr. STEVENSON. I tell you it is not so.
Mr. BAIRRON. I challenge the hon. gentleman to deny

the fact that there were syndicates foi med. Does not the
hon. gentleman know that?

Mr. STEVENSON. It is not true.
Mr. BARRON. Also that these syndicates owned two

lots, and that each insisted on the Government buying their
lot, and that the Government found themselves in such a
difficulty that they had to buy both lots, and have now been
obliged to go to the expense of putting up an enormous
custom house, towards which a vote is asked of $10,000, as
well as a post office. The member for West Peterborough
(Mr. Stevenson) knows what I say i8 true.

Mr. STEVENSON. It is all humbug.
Mr. BAIRRON. Be candid, and you will say, speaking

from the heart, that every word is true. Tbe hon. gentle-
man knows the members of the syndicates as well as I do,
and he knows that in order to get over the difficulty with
respect to rival claims, the Government boug ht both lots
and are putting up two large and extravagant buildings
when one lot and one building would suffice; and all this
is done for the purpose of satisfying their own supporters.
The Government had not the courage to say to one of the
syndicates that they would not buy their- lot, but they
purchased both lots and have now entered upon an enorm-
ous expenditure to put up two buildings. I ask the hon.
member for West Peterborough to rise and say if what I
state is not correct, that two syndicates were formed and
two lots bought owing to the demands of the syndicate.

Mr. STEVENSON. The hon.gentleman expects this House
to take everything he has said for granted, as he did the
other might in regard to the timber question. There is not
the shadow of truth in a great deal of what he bas said.
There never was a syndicate formed to my knowledge, and
1 know there never was. Four persons, two years before
there ever was talk of a post office, bought the lot from the
late Robert Nichols, and with that lot I have nothing to do,
and I nover was a party to the transaction and never had
any interest in it,

Mr. BABRON. I never aaid yon had.

Mr. STEVENSON. You said I was a party to it or had
an interest in it. The other lot was sold by individuals; I
never owned any part of it. I say more, thatthe Govern-
ment bought the property at a very low price. Where they
bought there was not room for a custom bouse, but it was con-
venient for a post office to supply two places, the town and a
village with over 2,000 inhabitants. The sum of $60 per
foot was paid for it, and to-day it is worth $120 or 8140 a
foot, or more than double. It is true we did not get a very
good post office but only a cheap one, because we were to
have a custom bouse as well. We are not getting as much
spent on it in Peterborough as was spent in Lindsay, although
that town is only half the size of Peterborough-it is not half
the size, what is more it is not likely to become more. I
distinctly contradict the statement that there have been
syndicates formed to tell to the Government one inch of the
land in Peterborough, nor have there been eyndicates formed,
and I am well aware of the facts with respect to the whole
transaction. But more than four years ago the land was
bought by four individuals, whose names I could mention,
some of whom were supporters of the Government and some
were not. They bought it to make money out of it, I think
they sold the whole of it; they sold part.to the Government
and part to other parties. They sold part to the Govern-
ment at $100 a foot, and they received from Mr. Cox $125
a foot immediately afterwards. The revenue paid by the
post office of the port of Peterborough amounts to $15,000 a
year and that at the custom bouse to $36,000 a year, and the
hon. gentleman knows that Lindsay does not compare with
it. The less the hon. gentleman says about this matter the
better, for we could tell something about him.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Tell it.
Mr. STEVENSON. I do not want to be personal, but I

could tell some things. There was not a word of truth in
bis statement in so far as the syndicates are concerned. This
much of it is utterly untrue, and I am sorry the hon. gen-
tleman ever mentioned it. Private parties bought the post
office ground and sold it, and they sold it for less than they
could obtain for the adjoining property. The other lot was
sold for $60 a foot and to.aay it is worth at least 8120 a
foot and it could not be bought at that figure. I am quite
satisfied that it was long ago understood that we should have
bath a custom bouse and a post office, and the Government
chose to ercct two buildings instead of one.

Mr. BARRON. Out of the fulnoss of the heart the mouth
speaketh, and I knew that my case would be proved very
much by the hon. gentleman himself. Hie said that one lot
was owned by four individuals, one of whom was Mr.
Grasett.

Mr. STEVENSON. It was bought three years before.
Mr. BARRON. It was known that the Government

contemplated building a post office. Then the hon, gentle-
man knows that there were four gentlemen who contem.
plated selling the lot to this Government.

Mr. STEVENSON. They never had the least notion
of it.

Mr. BARRON. However, they bought it, and the hon.
gentleman says for speculative purposes. I desire not to be
understood as asserting that the hon. gentleman had any
interest in selling these lots to the Government. I knoiW
very well that the hon. gentleman who could afford to give
at Christmas, just before the election, 400 cords of wood to
the people would have no neceasity to go into such a specu-
lation. But the bon. gentleman bas said the other lot was
owned also by a gentleman who wanted to soel it to the
Government. I think he bas made out my case. Each of
those wanted to sell their lot to the Government, and be-
tween them they got wrangling over the matter, and the
hon. gentleman himself now has admitted out of the fulness
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of bis heart pretty much what I have said. I ask him if
upon that lot for the post office there is not plenty of room
for a custom bouse ?

Mr. STEVENSON. No.

Mr. BARRON. I am bound to take the hon. gentleman's
word, but I have seen the post office and the business is not
sufficient to occupy the whole building.

Mr. STEVENSON. Well, it is all occupied.
Mr. BARRON. The Minister of Public Works may be

sincere in making this excuse, but he bas been misinformed.
The post office is not so near Ashburnham as to make it a
reason why it is to be put on that lot. The Minister of
Public Works said it was necessary to put the custom house
near the market; why, Sir, where the custom house is, is
not a stone's throw from the market.

Mr. BOWELL. Oh.
Mr. BAR RON. The Minister of Customs says "Oh."

Has he been there?
Mr. BOWELL. Yes; last winter.
Mr. BAR RON. Then the Minister could not know as the

custom house was not built. It is perfectly outrageous to
think that the Government is wasting the money of the
country in this way to please two rival claimants, the one
a syndicate composed of one gentleman os the member for
West Peterborough (Kr. Stevenson) said, and the other com-
posed of four. The bon. gentleman cannot get up in his
seat and say (without drawing a long bow at all events, if
I may use that expression) that there was not great excite-
ment in the town of Peterborough as to which of the two
parties was to sell their lot to the Government, and the
pressure was so strong upon the Government that they had
to buy both lots to satisfy their supporters. I know whereof
I speak, and the bon. gentleman has proved my case, to a
certain extent, when he said that one of the syndicates was
composed of four men, one of whom was Mr. Poussette.

Mr. STEVENSON. Your own brother-in-law.

Mr. BARRON. Yes, my own brother-in-law; and I men-
tion him to show whereof I speak. I say it is en outrage
that the money of the country should be expended in ibis
way. I am sorry to see the member for West Peterborough
(Mr. Stevenson) who is so weil off, and so indifferent about
the wasting of money-who can give cords of wood to
the poor of Peterborough-I am sorry to see him get up in
the House and justify this extravagant transaction.

Mr. MULOCK. Was it possible to have combined those
two buildings having regard to the public convenience of
the town of Peterborough.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No.

Mr. STEVENSON. There is not room for them.

Mr. MULOCK. Why bas the rule been departed from
in this case, was it to suit the convenience of the town of
Peterborough or was it for the reasons advanced by the
member for North Victoria (Mr. Barron) ?

Mr. SOMERVILLE. We have not only to consider the
first cost of the two buildings, but we have to remember that
for all time to come they will require different staffs of
caretakers and different systems of heating and lighting,
which will make a great additional expense. I think the
Government have made a great mietake in this, and I think
they should have shown a little more manliness and refused
to be duped by those Peterborough people. They should have
been satisfied with buying ouly one lot and erecting both
buildings upon it, and if they had done this it would have
been a great saving to the public, not only in the erection of
the buildings but in their cost and maintenance afterwards.

Mr. BARRoN.

The Government bas never experimented in this way in
any other town, and it is evidentfrom what the member for
North Victoria (Mr. Barron) says that this was done in
consequence of a disagreement among the syndicates with
regard te the purchase of the lot, and that the Government
found its way out of the difficulty by acceding te their request
and purchasing both lots. The lot first purchased was that
on which the custom bouse is te be erected now, and the lot
I believe was large enough for both the custom bouse and
the post office. The hon, member for West Peterborough
(Mir. Stevenson) says that the lot was not large enough, but
if that is so they should not have purchased it at al, because
in the first place they intended to erect both custom house
and post office on that lot. I cannot see how it is possible
that, in a town of the size of Peterborough, it was found neces-
sary to have separate buildings for the custom bouse and
post office. The population is not so numerous and the ex-
tent of the corporation is not so great that thore should be
two public buildings there. There is no doubt in my mind,
and there can be no doubt in the mind of anybody, that in
this transaction the Government have perpetrated a job
which cannot be justified.

Mr. STEVENSON. There is no job about it.
Mr. SOMERVILLE. I think that this extravagance

should not meet with the approbation of the people of
Peterborough no more than that of the people of the
country, because the people of Peterborough are as much
interested as the people of the rest of the country in main-
taining a system of economy in the public expenditure.
This extravagance doos not suit the people generally, ai-
thoi gh it may suit a few individuats who are the friends of
the member for West Peterborough (Mir. Stevenson).

Mr. STEVENSON. There are no friends about it It is
not the truth you are talking.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. The sensible men of the town of
Peterborough who desire to see this G>vernment carried on
in an economical inanner will be opposed to this extravagant
and unnecessary expenditure, which ought be condemned
not only by the sensible men of Peterborough but by the
sensible men ofi the whole country. The member for Vic-
toria charged bore that the member for West Peterborough
had been gracious enough ard philanthropio enough to pre.
sent to the poor people of his town no less than 400 corde
of wood, just prior to an election. I think it would be in-
teresting to the members of this House to know whether
the mon who got those 400 corde of wood were voters, and
whether the member for West Peterborough was exercising
undue influence over those men by this gift ?

Mr. STEVENSON. That statement is just as true as the
statement made by the hon. member for Victoria (Mr.
Barron). Al I can say is that it ie not true. The bon.
member for North Victoria is laughing at you, and if he
can make you believe it it is ail right.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not know any-
thing about these philanthropic contributions which have
been made by the member for West Peterborough. I
did not hear the Minister state what bas been the total cost
of this post office with the land, or what is expected to be
the total cost for the Peterborough custom house ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The contract for the post
office was 818,000, and the land cost $6,000.

Mr. LANDERKIN. HE[ow much does it contain ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Sixty feet by 100, that is,

for the post office. For the custom house the lot has cost
$3,900, and the building is expected te cost about the same
amount as the other.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The result is that
$24,000 are required for the post office, and the hon. gentle-
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man expects that he will require $22,000 for the custom
house, in all, $46,000. What my hon. friende have stated
as the hon. gentleman knows, is perfectly correct, that in
every case without exception, where the town is no larger
than Peterborough, these buildings have been put together
and there is no doubt they could be put together there, and
maintained at a cost of probably $25,000 or 830,000. It does
look to me as if a very scandalous job had been perpetrated
here for no reason under Heaven except to conciliate the two
wings of the hon. gentleman's Peterborough supporters. Of
course, we know that his position is such that he requires a
good deal of nursing at the hands of the Government. I
think his majority was the same as that of the hon. member
for Kingston, so that there may be a fellow-feeling between
them.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I really forget what my
majority was.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The majority of the
hon. member for West Peterborough was 13, I am told.

Mr. STEVENSON. Twenty-three.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIT. Ten more than that

of the hon. member for Kingston. There is not much
doubt that half the sum would have been sufflcient but for
these political exigencies.

Mr. STEVENSON. The hon. member has had small
majorities as well as myself. In Centre Wellington he
had not much more than I had. We need not complain very
much, neither of us, in that respect; we both did our best.

Mr. LTSTER. I have this to say, with regard to the
building of post ofices, that the system pursued by the
Government is a gigan tic system of bribery. I am not sur-
prised that they should have treated the bon. member for
West Peterborough (Mr. Stevenson) in the way they have
done, in view of the fact that his election expenses cost
$12,000. He said he "didn't care a d-, because Cox's
cost him $13,000."

Mr. STEVENSON. I am sure the hon. gentleman never
heard me say so. That is another story got up by the hon.
member for North Victoria (Mr. Barron).

Mr. LISTER. The hon. gentleman does not deny it.
Mr. STEVENSON. Yes, I do deny it.
Mr. LISTER. The town of Peterborough has two publie

buildings, a post office and a custom house. There were
two wings of the hon. gentleman's party who owned lots
which they wanted to sell to the Government, and they sold
them to the Government for about four times what they
were worth. It was considered that those buildings should
have been put on one lot; but one wing of the hon. gentle-
man's party kicked, and so the Government bought the
other lot, and now they are putting up two buildings in
that town. Two or three Sessions ago [ obtained a return
of the post offices and other public buildings erected by
this Government, and I found that in small towns of 700,800 or 900 inhabitants, yielding scarcely enough revenue to
pay expenses, this Government bad erected public buildings
at a very great cost to the country, when the requirements
of the particular communities did not demand them at all.
The Minister of Finance has a little town of 500 or 600 in
his constituency, where a post office was erected at a cost
of $18,000 or $20,000. If the hon. Minister of Public
Works had to pay the cost of these buildings out
of his own pocket, he would not be so ready to construct
them; but h. draws his 88,000 or 89,000 a year, lives
like a lord, and snaps his fingers at the hard-working people
of the country who have to pay for them. In Walkerton,
a small town of 2,500 or 3,000 inhabitants, a post office is
to be erected. In the town of Strathroy, with only about
2,500 inhabitants, for the purpose of carrying the county,

the Government promised to erect a post office, and the
people there are now having a fight as to which corner of
the town that post office ought to be in. But in large towns
such as Woodstock, yielding a revenue of from 810,000 to
813,000 no public building is erected, because the place is
represented by a Liberal. In the town of Sarnia, a place of
6,000 or 7,000 inhabitants, yielding a revenue to this coun-

1 try of $8,000 or $10,000 a year, there is no talk of building
a post office-why ? Because the intelligent electors of

f the county in which that town is situated have thought pro-
per tob send a Liberal here to oppose the Government. On
no principle is-this Government guided in the construction
of post offices. Not by the revenues of the place, not
by the size of the town, but simply to please their
political supporters, and to make the constituencies sound,
as far as they can do so by the expenditure of public
money. The Minister of Agriculture was formerly
Postmaster General, and in my town his brother-in-law
is the owner of the building in which the post office bas
lately been removed, and the Government pay a rent of 8300
to that very worthy gentleman, and so long as he lives and
the Minister of Agriculture remains in the Government, I
suppose that amount or more will continue to be paid to
him. And thus it goes on, and the people's money is squan-
dered. In the town of Cayuga, with only 8700 or $800 of
revenue, the Government erect a post office, at a cost of
something like $20,000, for the purpose of making that
constituency secure for the late member, Mr. Montague.
We find the small villages thronghout the country are
demanding public buildings. There is no end to this sys-
tem when once started. The towns first, then the villages,
demand this expenditure, and political exigencies force the
Government to yield to their demand. The sooner the
Government lay down a hard and fast rule from which
they will not depart, the better it will be for the country
at large. This system is a cormorant growing every
day; it is a cancer in the body politie, somethiug
like the systen of railway subsidies which, when started,
cannot be stopped, and Heavens only knows where they are
going to lead to. This system is destructive of the inde-
pendence of the country, it encourages the people to put
their bands into the public Treasury, and the sooner it is
put a stop to the better it will be for the whole commu-
nity. The day must come, sooner or later, when the Gov-
ernment will be condemned for this extravagant expendi-
ture. If towns yielding large revenues are not to be en-
titled to public post offices and buildings, on what principle
can you justify the expenditure in the small towns and
villages on public buildings ? We will find every village
demanding a public post office, and then the mere hamlets,
and the Government will have to yield to their demande.

Mr. LANDERKIN. I would like to say another word
before this item passes. If the hon. member for Leeds
(Mr. Taylor) is in the House, I would like to draw his
attention to what I am going to say. Ie goes in for the
purification of the louse and the prevention of placemen
having seats in the flouse. If he is not here, perhaps the
bon. the Minister of Publie Works will send for him. I see
the Governmeut have rented, from Cox & Stevenson-I be-
lieve that is the firm to which the hon. member for West
Peterborough belongs-a building for the Trent Navigation
Company, and pay a rent of $80. I would like to draw the
attention of the bon. member for Leeds (Mr. Taylor) to this,
for I am sure he would like to know it. I am sure he would
like to see if it is true that a gentleman occupying a seat in
this House eau have a cntract with this Government. An-
other little point in history in connection with this matter I
would like to give, and thus spare the Minister of Public
Works, who will be pleased to have this piece of history
known, as it will probably close the discussion. It appears
there was a lot bought in Peterborough, this very lot con-
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cerning which we are now legislating, for the purpose of
building a custom house and a post office. That lot was
bought and paid for, and the deed specified the purposes
for which it was bought. There were four gentlemen who
owned the other lot, known as the Sawers' lot, and they
thought they would sell their lot to the Government also,
They bought it, I believe, for speculative purposes, and they
succeeded in selling it to the Government. The difficulty
that arose was this: The four gentlemen were those who
rode under the banner of the Minister of Customs, that is
when he used to ride under that banner-when he used to
uphold the flag. I wish the hon member for North Simcoe
(Mr. McCarthy) were here, I would like to call his attention
to this matter as it may aid him in his present crusade.
These four gentlemen in this syndicate were of one party,
the gentleman who owned the other lot was of another
party. fHe was an Irishman, and his lot had been bought,
but the building had not been put upon it, for it appears
the policy at that time was based on the motto: ".No Irish
need apply." The followers of King William apparently
were in the ascendant at that time, and they triumphed
over the follower of King James, and so the post office was
taken away from the lot bought for it, and placed on the
other lot, no doubt mainly through the influence of the hon.
the Minister of Customs. That was during the time when
the Minister of Customs used to parade on the Protestant
horse. He does not do that now. Since he got into
the Cabinet he has put the horse in the stable, and some
peeople think the horse starved to death. At all events
he never takes it out now for a canter or a promenade on
any occasion. It is necessary now to conciliate the other
party, to blend the orange and green, and this beautiful
net-work has been devised through the skill and ingenuity
of the hon. member for Peterborough (Mr. Stevenson). The
former member was not equal to the occasion, and he had to
retire between those two factions. I do not know but that
the hon. member for West Peterborough was behind the
Minister on those occasions, and the consequence was the
late member had to retire. The hon. gentleman set his
wits to work to blend in harmony the orange and green in
Peterborough, and what was the means he took ? It was
the expenditure of public money. The Government gave
him $40,000 or 850,000 to build two buildings, where one
would have done, and this was done for political purposes.
The bon. Minister of Public Works knows that every word
I have said is true, and will beobliged to me for giving him
this explanation, because it spares him the disagreeable
necessity of making the facts known to himself.

Mr. SORERVILLE. The hon. the Minister of Public
Works must have made some mistake in the figures he
gave. The Auditor General's Report shows that the first
contract was 816,500. Last year we expended $18,139; less
$840, which makes a total of $34,898, expended on the post
office already, and there is a further grant in the estimates
now under consideration for $1,900. This does not include
the purchase of the lot at all; 86,000 was the price of the
lot the post office was erected on. If the custom house is to
cost an equal amount, we will find the expenses for public
buildings in Peterborough will foot up to something over
$80,O00.

Sir HEOTOR LANGEVIN. I have not the figures here,
but, when one of the hon. gentlemen opposite put a question
to me, I thought I remembered that the amount for the
building contract was $18,000. That was stated simply
from memory. As to the purchase of the lot, I said I
thought it was 86,000, and I think 1 was not far from the
figure in that case. Then for the other lot, I stated the
amount was $3,900. I did not expect that the question of
the post office lot would be brought up, because this vote is
for the custom house only.

Mir. LANDmIN.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. The hon. gentleman will see that
the amount for public buildings in Peterborough will be
over $80,000.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No; if the first building cost
as much as the hon. gentleman says, the second will not be
so expensive.

Mr. MULOCK. I would like to ask if it would not be
convenient to have the post office adjoining the custom
bouse. I thought probably the Minister of Publie Works
hesitated in replying to that question, when I put it before,
because he had not the local knowledge, and, therefore, I
think the member for West Peterborough (Mr. Stevenson)
should furnish the Committee with that local information.
You have now the post office a completed structure, and
have not started building the custom house. Would it not
be botter to have them together ? What is your opinion in
regard to that ?

Mr. STEVENSON. It was intended from the beginning
that we should have two buildings. I was not in the Bouse
at the time, but I know two plans were submitted, one for
the custom house and one for the post office, and the
estimated cost for one building was $16,000 and for the
other $20,00. Our neighboring town of Port Hope bas a
building, including the post office and custom bouse, which
has cost over $46,000, although it has a much smaller popu-
lation than we have. In Belleville, which is a town of about
the same size as ours, the building cost a much larger sum.
The place where the custom house is to be id much more
suitable than it would be if it were placed near the post
office, as it is in the neighborbood of the two railway stations.
I admit that there was a great deal of fighting about the
post office, but I had nothing to do with it; I took no part
in it; I never signed a petition or asked the Minister to
put that building in one place or the other.

Mr. LISTER. You saw the Minister about it.

Mr. STEVENSON. The building lot was purchased in
the place where the post office is now, because the people
said the original place selected would not do, that it was
too far from the business part of the town. That is where
it is now proposed to build the custom house. If the
Government had built the post office, they would have had
to put another office in Ashburnham, but now we will have
only one post office for both places.

Mr. MULOCK. Does the hon. gentleman remember in
what year the lot which is now to be used for the custom
bouse was purchased, when it was intended to be used for
the post office ?

Mr. STEVE NSON. I think it was in 1885.
Mr. MULOCK. It was bought thon with the intention

of being used for the post office, and the plan was after.
wards changed?

Mr. STEVE NSON. The people would not have it there.
Mr. MULOGK. Will the hon, gentleman tell us in what

way the question was submitted to the people ? Was it
decided by a vote of the peoplce?

Mr. STEVENSON. The people petitioned to have the
post office in another place.

Mr. MULOCK. Does not the hon. gentleman think it
would be in the interests of the people of Peterborough,
irrespective of any complications which might arise from
the fact of the Government having bought lots in different
places, to have these two buildings adjoin one another ?

Mr. STEVENSON. No.

Mr. MULOCK. If it had to be done over again, you
would select these sites ?

Mr. STEVENSON. Yes; I think I would.
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Mr. MULOCK. I would ask the member for West

Peterborough (Mr. Stevenson) whether the Government is
under any special obligation at this time to erent this cus.
tom house in Peterborough; whether they have made any
pledge or promise to that effect ?

Mr. STEVENSON. When Mr. Hilliard was member, I
understood that they agreed to build a custom house and
post office, and that they bought the land for both buildings.

Mr. MULOCK. Thon a promise was given to the people
of Peterborough to erect a custom house there. I suppose
that promise was givenafter the lot was bought. Now, we
are getting at the true inwardness of this matter. We dis-
cover now how the Government are obliged to ask for this
vote. A promise was made to the people of Peterborough,
on the eve of the last general election, that they would
ereot a custom house. The hon. gentleman says that Mr.
Hiiliard was promised a custom bouse, and now we are
called upoù to enter into this expenditure in order to fulfil
a promise which was made as a means of promoting a Domi-
nion election. We have the admission made by the hon.
member for West Peteiborough (Mr. Stevenson) that Mr.
iHilliard promised this custom house, having regard, of
course, to the election which was shortly to take place, and
the Minister of Public Works lent himself to this and made
this pledge. I would like to know whether ho really
endorses this pledge of which the hon. gentleman speaks ?

Mr. STEVENSON. I did not know anything of the
Minister in the matter. It is Mr, Hilliard I am speaking of

Mr. MULOCK, However, the Minister of Public Works
is now asking for this vote of $10,000. Are there plans and
specifications in his possession, arid such other information
as will enable him to tell us what will be the outside cost
of this public work ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I suppose this building,
when completed, will have cost $24,000.

Mr. MULOCK, Would the hon, gentleman say whether
this is more guesswork, or have there been plans prepared
showing the character of the work ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The plans are never pre-
pared before the vote is given by Parliament.

Mr. MULOCK. Hlere we vote $10,00, and the building
may cost $40,000. That does not seem to me to be a
businesslike way of proceeding. We should know before
we commenee to build what the cost is likely to be. We
should also have some explanation of this statement made
by the hon. member for East Grey (Ur.Sproule). It appears
that yon are able to Pent buildings in Peterborough for cer-
tain Government officers. That great public work that is
going on now, the construction of the Trent Valley Canal,
has an office there. While you are preparing these plans
you might get a small corner in this great ofilce for that
purpose.

Mr. LISTER. Nobody can charge the hon. member for
West Peterborough (Mr. S:evenson) with a desire to con.
ceal any information he may passess, but there is one thing
he did not tell us. ie did teli us that ho was brought in to
decide between the poiLtions. I understand from the dis-
cussion to-night that there was internai dissension as to
where these public buildings should be, and in order to con-
ciliate one part or the other, it was decided to put up two
buildings instead of one. The hon, gentleman bas told us
that this was done under a promise made just before the
election. He tells us that public opinion was consulted,
and expressed itself by several petitions numerously signed
by the residents of the town from which he comas. He
also tells us that he did not sign either of those petitions.
He wants the House to understand that the sites were
selected purely on account of their suitablenesa for public

buildings. I want to ask the hon. gentleman if he did not
come to Ottawa and see the Government ?

Mr. RYKERT. Don't answer him.
Mr. LISTER. Did he not use his influence for the pur-

pose of having two buildings put up instead of one? Did
ho not see the members of the Government for the purpose
of arranging this little trouble within the camp ?

Mr. STEVENSON. I did not.
Mr. MULOCK. You had no correspondence with them?
Mr. STEVENSON. No, sir.

Public Buildings, Ottawa-addition to Supreme
Court building...... ........................ $5,000

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. There is not suffloient accom-
modation at prosent for the judges and the members of the
Bar and the library. It is proposed to make an extension
of the building to the rear for the purpose of making rooms
for the judges, and to turn the judges' rooms into a library.
This sum will not be applicable for that purpose, which will
cost about 810,000.

Toronto Examining Warehouse.................... $35,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the probable
cost of this building?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This property is composed
of 5 different lots. The Dominion owns 3 lots. There are
2 other lots, for one of which we are paying a large rent on
a lease which has now to be renewed, but the City of
Toronto will not renew it unless we give a large additional
rent. We require that lot. The next lot, which is vacant,
the Government think they should secure for further
extension. The only way to obtain the property is for the
Government to have it expropriated, and, therefore, we
have placed this sum in the Estimates. Excluding the
present amount of 835,000, the total cost has ben $357,935.

Mr. MULOCK. Do we receive any rentals? It was
represented that if $50,000 were expended on the recom-
mendation of the thon Collector of Customs, Mr. Patton,
merchants would store their goods there, and we would
receive rentals, which would pay well for the investment.

Sir HECTOR LANGE VIN. I have no doubt it is so, but
I cannot give the hon. gentleman the information, as the
Minister of Customs is not present.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). With respect to the amount of
$4,000 for the custom house and post office at Walkerton,
perhaps the hon. gentleman will state the population, postal
and customs revenue and estimated cost otf te building ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Walkerton is the county
town of Bruce, and its population is placed at about 3,000.
The judicial offices and registry offices are in the town, and
there are also two banks. The post office revenue is $5,043.
The cost of the lot will be $3,000 or $4,000, of the building
about 812,000, and about $4,000 more for fittings.

Public Buildings, North-West Territories... .. $87,100

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is proposed to
be done with this large sum, and where are these buildings
to be erected ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Buildings are to be erected
at Regina, Maple Creek, Medicine Hat, Calgary, Fort
McLeod, Lethbridge, Edmonton, Fort Saskatchewan, Bat-
tleford, Prince Albert, Batoche, Wood Mountain and certain
outposts.

Mr. DAVIES (P.EI.) On what principle does the Gov.
ernmont contribute towards a hospital at Medicine Rat?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Territories have no
revenue of their own and they have no hospital,
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Public Buildings, British Columbia.............$37,250

Mr. DAVIES (P.-E.I.) Will the Minister of Militia ex-
plain the character of the buildings proposed to bo erected ?

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). What did you appropriate for
these buildings last year and how much of that has been
expended ? I think there was a balance unexpended.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I answered the hon. gentle-
man previously, and the Blansard will show what my answer
was. I think the whole appropriation, as far as I can recol.
lect, was expended. This is to complote. I think seven or
eight, or nine thousand dollars have been expend ed, and
the total cost will be about $30,000.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). You used to have an officer out
there to look after things generally; have you got more
than one now?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. We did not build the barracks
just for one man.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) How many mon are there in "Il"
Battery ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. 100 men and 6 officers.
Mr. WELDON (St. John). What is the Government

going to do with the old penitentiary building at St. John,
N.B. ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There has been an applica-
tion made by the municipality for the building and the Gov.
ernment are considering it, but they have not yet come to
any conclusion.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I do not think this vote of
$400 is any more than sufficient to keep them in repairs,
but I think the Government should accede to the applica-
tion made to them, because the buildings are useless at pre-
sent and an exponse to the country.

Sir HIECTOR LANGEVIN. We are considering the offer.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I have some little reason to com-

plain of the Minister. He has not yet completed the new
fonce around the Dominion buildings in Charlottetown.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I will have to see it myself.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I spoke to the architect about it

and he said he would have the old fonce removed. The
building has been finished there for some time and the old
fonce is an eyesore and destroys the whole square there. It
ought to be removed.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I will attend to it.

Harbors and Rivera, Nova Scotia................ .-....... $38,600
Mr. JONES (Halifax). What is the vote of $1,500 for

Cow Bay for?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is to repair damage done

to the breakwater by a heavy gale on the 12th of February
of this year.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I see there is a vote of 83,000 for
a wharf and repairs at Somerville, which is in Queen's
County. I see Lhere are two items for that county. I sup-
pose the Government thought it necessary, in the interest
of the party, to spend this money now, alter having refused
it for a long time when that county was represented in the
Liberal interest.

eight or nine years. I recognise the fact that there is to be
a small expenditure in the County of Yarmouth. I hope, as
the Minister bas at last recognised the wants of a county
represented by a Liberal, that he will carry his good
feelings a little further and see if there are not some needs
farther east. I want to call the attention of the Minister
to the fact that there are two harbors in Guysborough which
have been reported upon by. his own engineers, but that is
all that has been done. They have reported on the subject
of breakwaters for New Harbor and for Indian Harbor; yet
the Minister can find no money for these works. We have
a large number of vessels and a large number of people
engaged in trading and fishing, and tley require protection;
but although the Government can find millions of money to
throw away on railroads in counties represented by Ministers,
they cannot spare a dollar to protect the poor fishermen of
the country. I remember not many years ago, when in-
stead of receiving $38,000 for breakwaters and river im-
provements in the Province of Nova Scotia, we received
over 8180,000 in order to facilitate the fishing indXistry in
that Province. The County of Guysborough does not get one
dollar for any purpose. Do not the people of that county
pay taxes as well as the people of any other county ? And
have they not a right to a portion of this money ? But
they do not get it. I say it is dishonest and unfair for the
Government to deny the just rights of that county and
other counties represented by Liberals in this House. The
Government had, previous to the last election, voted a sum
of money and purchased a site in the town of Lunenburg
for the purpose of erecting a public building. They dis-
covered, however, very suddenly, I believe from the poll
books, that there was no necessity for the building. It is
unfair to treat counties represented by Liberals in this way.
If the Government think they are going to coerce electors
to vote for them to support such corruption as this they
will find they are mistaken.

Mr. HICKEY. It is very difficult to satisfy some hon.
gentlemen. They find fault with the Government for voting
money in counties where they have supporters, and call
that corruption, and now they say the Government are very
corrupt when they will not stretch their conscience by
trying to corrupt counties which return Opposition members.

Mr. KIRK. The Government placed a sum in the
Estimates for the purpose oi corrupting the counties and
then withheld the expenditure for the same purpose. The
Estimates are bristling from end to end with sums of money
placed there for the purpose of corrupting the electors.

Grosses Coques Breakwater ....................... $8,000

Mr. JONES (Halifax). It appears to me the Govern-
ment are taking great care of the county of Digby. I do
not object to it, but I am led to understand that this pier at
Grosses Coques is at a place where there is no commerce
whatever. There was some shipbuilding, but that has
ceased and no vessels frequent the place at all. There are
five harbors in the counties of Digby provided for. I do
not say that the improvements are not necessary, but the
Government took a number of years to recognise that fact,
and I would remind the hon. Minister that if ho builde all
those wharves, when the elections come on ho will have no
occasion for expenditure in those places.

Mr. JONES (Digby). I am glad the hon. member for
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This Somerville is in HantsHalifax (Mr. oeet s an interest in the county of

County. 1 Digby, but as regards Grosses Coques ho is entirely mis.
Mr. LOVITT. I am pleased to see that the Minister hua taken. IL was wing te the neglect of the old member for

at last found out that the breakwater at Port Maitland the county cf Digby that the wharf thore was going te
requires repairing, and I am pleased to see a vote placed in piocos, and that tho people sont a memorandum te the Gev-
the Estimates for that purpose. ernmont asking for this oxpenditure.

Mr. KIRK. There does seem to be some hope for Mr. JONES (Halifax). I will not eay that the hon.
counties reptesented by Grits in this House at last, after member i net correct in that but it is naturlthat 1 ehou14

Hira x J ) eh.UansLt heevc.
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take some interest in the County of Digby, as it is my native
county, and, when the hon. gentleman makes the statement
that the hon. member who represented Digby in this House
for a number of years neglected these matters, ho makes a
statement which he cannot substantiate, and he should be
careful before ho makes such a statement. If ho looks at
the records of the department, he will find that recommend-
ations were made every year by his predecessor for these
public works, and they were invariably disregarded because
that hon. member was not en rapport with the Government
of the day.

Mr. JONES (Digby). Ican substantiate every statement
which I have made, and i say that the hon. member who
represented the County of Digby for so inany years entirely
neglected that connty, both when he was a member of the
Opposition and when he was a Minister of the Crown.

Mr. JONES (iHalifax). I am willing to believe that the
hon. gentleman ias been informed to that effect before he
would make such a rash, such an unauthorised, and sncb
an untruthful statement in this House; but, if he would
apply to the Minister of Public Works, I have no doubt
that ho would be furnished with the applications and recom-
mendations made by his predecassor for all these public
works during all the time he represented that county in this
Hfouse.

West Jordan Bay-Dredging,.. .... $1,200

Mr. KIRK. What is the reason for voting special sums
for dredging in different harbors when we have already
voted a general sum for dredging ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The amount voted for
dredging is too small to employ the dredges all the time,
aLd in order to supplement that, if we want the dredges to
do the work which is required, we must have these special
votes. Therefore, we state which of these works require
dre. ging. If we have to take out of the small vote of $15,-
000 or $20,000 for dredging, $1,000 or $1,200 for three
places, we could not work these dredges for the season.

Mr. KIRK. Then I should like to ask how it is that the
Minister overlooks the application which bas been made to
him for the use of the dredge at Sherbrooke? Will the
Minister ever get over the narrow principle of confining the
vote to counties which are represented by supporters of the
Government? There are items in these Estimate for places
in Shelburne, but there is noue for the county of Guys-
borough.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I think there is a good deal in
what the hon. member for Guysborough (Mr. Kirk) says.
There is a general item for dredging in the Province of
Nova Scotia, and it appears singular that the hon, gentle-
man takes these places out of the general category. I am
not objecting to this item, but I think the general vote
should cover all.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We cannot do it ont of that.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). I think the hon. gentleman

should rather enlarge the general amount.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I thought that, when I

could state where the dredging could be made, it would be
more agreeable to the House to state it. Of course, if the
liouse prefers, we will put $10,000 more for general dredg-
ing.

fr. JONES (Halifax). If the hon. gentleman would
give a statement of all the dredging work to be done
during the season, it would be all right, but I object to bis
taking both methods. When the general vote was under
discussion, lie said that he could not state where the dredg-
ing was going to be done this summer, but ho has arrived
a a docision to do mome dredging in a county repreented

by one of his brother Ministers. That may ho all righte
but, if hoecan do that in regard to the county of Antigonish,
he ought to be able to do so in regard to other counties.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is necessary to have a
general amount for the working of the dredges. Take, for
instance, the harbor of Kincardine or the harbor of Goderich,
two of the large harbors on the lakes, where a large bar
may be formed in the spring and where we have to send
a large dredge, or perhaps two, to open the entrance, be.
cause otherwise the harbor would be closed altogether. It is
necessary, therefore, to have the general vote, because, in
those cases, we cannot tell what will be required. But,
where the amount of expenditure is foreseen, we have con-
sidered it botter to specify it.

Mr. KIRK. Perhaps the Kinister can now decide whether
ho can send the dredge to St. Mary's River at Sherbrooke
which is not far from Big Tracadie.

Sir H ECTOR LANGEVIN'. I will see whether this work
can be done.

Western Head........,... .. ..... $5,000

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The chief engineer says
this is required for extending the breakwater, the outer end
of which has been carried away during a storm. This
work has been constructed for the purpose of facilitating the
landing of the numerous fishing boats owned in the loca-
lity.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Is this work being done by con.
tract ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Sometimes we do not give
contracts. Sometimes we have to remove portions of the
work that are rotten or damaged, and the rest may be
sound, or it may not. We cannot tell before beginning the
work what it will be, or what is the amount of damage dene.
In such cases it costs less to do it by days' work, but gen.
erally we do it by contract.

Port George-heavy repairs to pier .... .................. $5,000

Sir HlECTOR LANGEVIN. This is in Annapolis, on
the Bay of Fundy. The engineer reports this work to ho
necessary in order to place this pier in a thorough state of
repair. Up to the first of January laet the total amount
expended was 88,076. We will require probably 83,000
more to complote.

Harbors and Rivers-Prince Edward Island.. ,$3000

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) This is a pitiable sum for Prince Ed-
ward Island. After the con ersation that we had in the earlier
part of the Session, and the petitions that were forwarded
from Mount Stewart, and the discussion that took place in
reference to the necossity of the construction of that wharf,
I thought the Minister would put a sum in the Estimates
for that purpose. A very small sum would have done. I
do think that the Mount Stewart wharf would not cost over
$1,500. It is a work of great public necessity, and there
has been an immense amount of trouble about that wharf.
Within a few miles of that place there are five or six hun-
dred people who are concerned, and are praying that some-
thing may be done to get a wharf built. I offered myself
to subscribe towards the construction of one. The Local
Government will not build it, and we have petitioned to
ihis Government to build it, and really I think they should
have put in a small sum, It is too bad. My hon. friend
from King's (Mir. Robertson) attended one of the largest
public meetings that has been held in that section of the
country for many years, and ho says the whole country for
20 miles around is clamoring for this wharf to enable them
to ship their produce. The bon gentleman had all the facts
prosented to his department six or eight week ago, and
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we pressed it as hard as we coald from this side of the
fouse. The people suffer untold inconvenience.

Mr, HICKEY. Why do they not buiid a wharf ?
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I) Wharves are built by the Govern-

ment for the people in all other parts of the Dominion. I
thought once, as the hon. gentlemen opposite profess to think,
that the Government ought not to construct wharves up the
riters, but I foawd I was wrong. I wrote a letter to that
publie meeting saying that I did not think that the Domin-
ion ever voted money for the construction of wharves 20
miles trotn the sea. I found I was wrong, I found the har.
bor of Three Rivers in Quebec, and I found in New Bruns-
wick and in Nova Scotia a number of places where the Go-
vernment built wharves. In this case a great many farmers
are deeply concerned. How are they going to ship their
produce in the fall ? They cannot ship it from Mount
Stewart bridge, and unless the wharf is built I do not see
how they are going to get their produce away. Vessels
cannot get near the bridge, and I do not know what the
farmers are going to do. It is a matter of $2,000 at the
outside.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I happen to know something
about this. Our vessels from Nova Scotia, in the autumn,
when the fishing trip. are over, all go to Prince Edward
Island to carry away the produce. Thore is a general rush
late in the season, and the ports being closed early, if the
vessels do not get away at the proper time, the produce
remaits over. I have to do with these vessels, and I know
we experience the greatest diffion ty in getting them to go to
this place on account of the want of wharf accommod ation.
This very place mentioned by the hon. member for Queen's
(Mr. Davies) las frequently come to my notice. Vessels
going there to load have in some cases been obliged to
leave without doing so. The farmers along that river want
to get rid of their potatoes in the autumn, and if they do not
get vessels to take them away, they romain over and can
be shipped only after navigation is opened in the spring. If
they can get then away in the autumn to the States or to the
other Provinces, they are of some value, but if they romain
over till spring, they decay and become of much legs value.
The farmers cannot get thom away unless they can get ves-
sel8 to take them, and the vesels will not go tiere unless
there are wharves where they can load.

Mr. ROBERTSON. When I attended this meeting this
last winter I was informed that one of the vessels that
came there was damaged from the manner in which shehad
to Joad, and some vessels had to leave the port for want
of accommodation. The Dominion could obtain a good
revenue from a wharf erected there, and in fact it would
pay high interest on the investment. From the wharf at
my village there is a revenue of $;50 to 8300, and the total
amount oxpended did not exceed 82,000 or $3,000, and if a
wharf were built at Mount Stewart it would also pay a large
interest on the investment.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The village contains 1,000 people.
and the surrounding country is fully settled by farmers,
There is only a shipping season of from four to six weeks
during which schooners come there from Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick. This work would cost about $1,500, and
I hope the Miniater will consider the advisability of having
ft executed.

Barbors and Rivers, New Brunswick............ $17,500

Mr. ELLIS. Has any new contract been given ont in
con'nection with the Campbellton wharf ?

Sir HEC rOR LANGEVIN. I think a contract was given
to a firm in Ottawa, which sent in the lowest tender.

Ifr. WELDO.N (St. John). Perhaps the hon. gentleman
wll furnish the names of the tenderers and the amount?

gr, DavMzs (P,.L)

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have taken a note of it.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Whore is the wharf at King-
gton to be built?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The amount asked is to be
applied towards the construction of a wharf at Kingston,
above the bridge and over the Richibucto River. It will
answer both damming purposes and assist vessels in passing
throngb the draw-opening of the bridge. The whole cost
will be $7,000, towards which $4,000 is now asked.

Mr WELDON (St. John). I should like to know how
many vesseis ever passed that draw. I never heard of a
vessel going up there at all. The town of Kingston is below
the bridge, and I cannot understand the object of expending
$7,000 above the bridge. Who wore the parties making the
application ?

Sir HECOOR LANGEVIN. The municipal council ap-
plied for the construction of this wharf.

Mr. WEL DON (St. John). Vessels never go up there.
I know that vessels built up there came down passing
through the draw, but I never heard of any going up the
river except small schooners carrying rigging for the vos-
sels built there. At that time there was quite a good ship-
building yard some distance above the bridge, and it was
the only place in New Brunswick where ships were built
under sheds. It has, however, entirely disappeared. So
far as I know that country, I must say that it appears to
me to be a perfect waste of money, because the business
stops at Kingston. Vessels used to go up there in former
times carrying rigging and material for the ships that were
built there, but no ships are built there now and it is simply
a farming country above Kingston.

Mr. WE!LDON (St. John). Is this breakwater at Ship-
pegan, for which $10,000 is asked, near the end of the Cara-
quette Railway ?

Mr. POSTER. It is north of that.
Mr. WELDON (St. John). When the men of the channel

Islands came there to fish there was a good business done,
but there is hardly sufficient business done there now to jus-
tify this expenditure. Will this be the whole cost ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think when it is completed
that it will cost 820,000.

Mr. ELLIS. The total shipping in the port of Shippegan
last year was five vessels of 560 tons with crews of 30 men.
The total duty collected was 8622, and the goods entered
were valued at 84,262. This work may be necessary, but
it seems to be a most extraordinary expenditure in connec-
tion with a port of that kind.

Mr. POSTER. This expenditare is not so much for the
port. My hon. friend, if ho understands the geography of
the country, knows that just north of this port are the
islands, and the object of this breakwater is to improve the
passage between the mainland and the first island which
cannot be made now by vessels, and at the present time
vessels going to Caraquette have to go 35 miles around. It
will be of utility not only to commercial vessels, but to the
large fleets of shipping vessels which can make this passage
when the work is completed.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Does the hon. Minister think
that considering the shifting sands on that coast the break-
water will have any effect at all ?

Mr. FOST ER. Part of it has been built already, and so
far as it has been built it has had a very good effect. The
engineer believes that when the breakwater is completed it
will have the effect of deepening the passage.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). With reference to this vote
of $1,000 for Linoolu wharf, do i understand the Qovern.
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ment will apply the principle of repairing the wharves on
the River St. John ? If so I am very glad to hear it.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This is one of them at all
events.

Haibors and Rivers, Quebec....... ... 03,00

Mr. JONES (Halifax). A vote of $10,000 has already
been asked for Lévis Graving Dock, and the $4,000 voted
here makes $14 000 in all. Seeing that we received only
$2,000 from that dock last year, I am afraid it is not likely
to be a very profitable investment.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Perhaps not, if it remains
at that point. But I think the hon. gentleman will not
complain if the revenue was only $2,000 this year, becuse
it shows that there were not many accidents to vessels, and
very few repairs to be made. I think he must have seen
by the return I brought down the other day that during the
previous season the revenues of the dock were $21,000. It
may be that, this year, the misfortunes of mariners may be
the good fortune of the dock. Nevertheless, we must make
these repairs and improvements if they are required.

Mr. LANGELIER (Montmorency). (Translation.) I
am happy to see that the Minister of Public Works has
granted a sum of $6,000 to make urgent repaire to the
wharf at St. Laurent, Island of Orleans, but I think that
there will be more than that to do on it. It is necessary
that the wharf should be lengthened. At certain time of the
year, during the season of navigation, especially at i w
water, it is almost impossible for the steamboat which
keeps up the connection between Berthier and Quebec to
come alongside this wharf. At the beginning of the Session
I had occasion to make some representations to the Minister
on this subject. With the prudence which characterises
him, he told me that ho would send his enoine r to examine
the locality, and I see with pleasure that this engincer has
made a favorable report to him. There is aiso the wharf at
St. François, on the Island of Orleans, which was begun
some years past, and if this is not speedily completed it
may happen that the water will carry it away. On the
other side of the Island of Orleans there is another wharf
at Ste. Famille; at this place also a line of steamboats
touches every day and it is of cousequence that this wharf
should be completed. A terrible accident bappcned bore
some years back, and a great number of persons lost their
lives at this place. I trust that the hon. Minister will do
his best to finish these worke. I know that it is too late
this year, but I hope that next year ho will place in the
Estimates a sum sufficient for the purpose.

Mr. LAURIER. (Translation.) What is there to be
done at St. Timothy ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) That will
enable the farmers to receive and send away their produots.

Mr. LAURIER. (Translation.) Are they wharves ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation,) Yes ; little

wharves. The item of 87,500 for Grand River is for a work
for which I wished to ask money from Parliament last
year. The present sum will not be enough to complete the
whole of the work. A breakwater must be built to provide
a refuge for the fishing vessels. Every year there is a loss
of life at this place ; I think that three persons were
drowned there last year.

Harbors and Rivers, Ontario............. ........ $59,788 58

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The vote of $10,000 for
Thessalon Harbor, in Manitoulin, is to provide for repaire
required for the wharf, and for the extension of the same
for a distance of 150 feet with a depth of 22 feet of water,
in order to afford shelter to vessels from south-westerly
storme, and landing facilities for the largest class of vessels.

Mr. PLAIT. I wish to ask the hon. Minister, with re.
gard to the general vote for dredging in Ontario, whether
we are to expect that dredging shallh be done only at suoh
places as ho mentioned in the early part of the evening, or
whether any portion of that $845,000 may be apportioned to
smaller barbors ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. During the recess, as soon
as I have time, I will examine all the applications and all
the reporte of the engineers, and then I shall see what
amount is required for each, and what we can do wiLh the
money that bas been placed at our disposal for that pur.
pose. Of course, I always go to the most pressing works,
for example, the harbor of Goderich.

Mr. PLATT. The Estimates do not preclude us from
hoping that something will be done, and that theo engineor
will visit that barbor at any early day ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I promisothe engineer will
visit it at an early day.

Rondeau Harbor works -to pay F. B. McNamee
& Go , contractors, in full settlement of their
claime .................... ....... 1,286 58

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. MoNamee & Co. had the
contract. They delayed their work, having their plante
elsewhere, and my department was not satisfied with the
delay, so we took the work in our own bande and finished
it. This balance remained to the credit of McNamee & Co.
on their contract.

Mr. CAMPBRELL. Ia there any other work being done
now ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes; some repaire at the
entrance of the barbor.

Mr. C IMPBELL. I want to ask the bon. the Minister
about the bar at the mouth of the River Thames. I under.
stand a contract was let for the removal of the bar.

Sir HEcTOR LANGEVIN. Orders were given to atten4
to that work.

Mr. CAMPBELL. There is another stream close by,
Little Bear Creek, which bas frequently been brQught to
the attention of the hon. gentleman, and which ho promised
to look after as soon as the dredge bas done removing the
bar from the mouth of the River Thames which is only a
few miles from Little Bear Creek. The dredge might be
allowed to go in and clean out that creek, as that work is
important on account of the numerous settlements and the
square timber and loge piled up along the banko. It
never can bo done at a more convenient time than this sumi-
mer.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I cannot make the pro-
mise. We have had the experience of another creek where
we dredged, and the result was that damages were claime4
afterwards by parties along the banks.

Mr. CAMPBELL. This is a different thing.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. "Chat échaudé craint l'eau
froide." I am afraid I cannot promise. The hon. gentleman
has said that there is a great doal of timber and things of
that kind on the shore, and after dredging that little creek,
the people on the shore will say that there were land slides
and that their timber is gone or their warehouses injured,
and they will claim damages. I do not aty that I will no;
do it, but I cannot give any promise.

Mr. CAXPBELL. This Little Bear Oreek was dredged
about three ~years ago and made a navigable stream. It
runs right throngh the county, and there are no warebouses
or buildings along the line of the creek at all. The stream
was made navigable, but on account of the erth not being
thrown far enough o4 .the ban, 4 great deal ha s sipped
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back and formed shoals, so that at certain points vessels
cannot pass.

Roads and Bridges-Bridge over the Belly River at
Lethbridge, N.W.T., re-vote............................3,000

Mr. WATSON. I had expected that in the Supplement-
ary Estimates we would have a vote for building two
bridges over the Upper Assiriboine River. I do not know
whether another Supplementary Estimates are to be brougbt
down. Will the hon. the Minister inform me if there will
be any more ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes, I think.

Mr. WATSON. I hope the hon. gentleman will see fit
to consider the petitions for these bridges favorably. The
hon. the Minister of the Interior, who represents an East
Assiniboian constituency, is probably more interested in the
bridges than I am, as they are intended to allow the settlers
in the nortbern portions of his district to reach the place
where tbey do their trading this side of the Assiniboine
River. The river is almost on the boundary line between
Manitoba and the North-West Territories, and consequently
the bridge should be built by the Dominion Government.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman is no
doubt right about these bridges, but 1 must say that thougb
I wished to submit these works to my colleagues for their
approval, I could hardly do so as I had not the data I require
for works of that kind. There is nothing more difficult than
making an estimate for a work at that distance without
knowing exactly what the bottom of the river is, whether it
is clay or boulders or sand, and then it is necessary to
examine what the difference of level is when the freshets
take place. In order to have a bridge which will romain, we
iieed that information, and I cannot recoive that simply
from a letter sent to me by some friends who where kind
enough to send me that information; but I cannot go tomy
colleagues with that, and recommend that a work of this
kind should be undertaken without having the information
from my engineer.

Mr. WATSON. Surely the hon. gentleman is mistaken,
or has not been properly informed by lis engineer, because
plans have been submitted made by persons on the ground,
as to the depth of water, the approaches, the height of the
water at high water and at low water, and the soil, and
surely the Minister bas sufficient information before him to
come to a decision. I state for bis information-and I sup.
pose the Minister of the Interior has some knowledge in re-
gard to this-that these two bridges can be constructed for
86,000. I speak especially in regard to the north bridge,
because there are many settlers there who have now to go
three times the distance they would have if the Government
would vote 83,000 for the construction of a bridge.

Telegraph Land Line on North Shore of St. Law-
rence-extension to Pointe aux Esquimaux, to
complete.......................................................... $5,000

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Will the Minister explain that?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN& This is a continuation of
our telegraph system on the north coast. This will bring
us as far as the Pointe aux Esquimaux. Thon we will have
probably a cable to go to Anticosti and connect with the
land lines there. Thus we will reach the east point of Anti-
costi, and there most likely we will have to put a cable to
Belle Isle, where the new cable from England to America
will come. If that takes place, thon our lines on the north
coast will be a paying concern, but, until then, we will
have only the local traffic.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I think the Minister is expecting
a traffic over that line which ho will not receive, because al

Mr. ;AUPrLL.

the communications by these cables will go to their own
destination and not over the lines which may be built by
the Government of Canada. The Government proposes a
scheme which will involve a great expenditure without any
return.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That is not doneyet, and
will not be done this year.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The cables from the other side
will go to their own destination and will not be sent in such
a way as to accommodate the Government of Canada. It
appears to me that the Government should hesitate before
undertaking a work of this magnitude. The extension to
the Pointe aux Esquimaux on the Labrador coast may be
justifiable, but I cannot see why. I do not know for what
purpose it can be used.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The result of the extension
of the line on the north coast, as far as the people living
there are concerned, is that by that means we have been
able to save lives, when wrecks 1ave taken place, because
the people have been able to telegraph and get vessels to go
to the relief of the wrecks and to take provisions. In regard
to fishing purposes, also, they are able to obtain information
which they could not otherwise receive. There are people
on the coast who have no other communication with the
world except what they can obtain in this way, and they
are often short of provisions. In addition to that, this
Pointe aux Esquimaux is a station in accordance with the
plan originally adopted. There will probably be three or
four small cables required, but this will save a great deal of
expense in achieving the desire which we have to cross to
Anticosti. In any case, we must go to Anticosti, where our
land lines are. We need not go further unless the cable
comes from Great Britain to Belle Isle, and thon we may
connect with it from the Island.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I think this is a work of very
doubtful utility, and I think the explanation of the Minister
would satisfy the country that, if the people to whom he
refers require this in order to get food, they are a class of
people who would not avail themselves of this telegraph
line in a commercial way or contribute to its value.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There are a number of
fishing establishments there.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). For a very short time. That is
a very poor district indeed, and is growing worse every
year. If a shipwrecked crew could not be cared for by the
people on the coast, that would show that they must be in
such a condition that they could not be very useful to this
telegraphic communication.

To provide for steam communication between 8t.
John, Digby and nnapoli ................... $2,500

Mr. KIRK. 1 notice that in the main estimates the
vote for steam service between Port Mulgrave and Port
Hood, on the north, and Port Mulgrave, Arichat, Cape
Canso and Guysborough on the south, was reduced from
85,000 to 84,000. l that service to be continued with that
lesser grant ?

Mr. FOSTER. The service is to be oontinued as usual.

For steam communication between New Westminster
and Victoria........................$7,500

Mr. GORDON. I would like to ask the Minister if it is
the intention of the Government to contract for a mail ser-
vice direct from Vancouver to Nanaimo. The Board of
Trade of Vancbuver, the City Council of Vancouver, and the
City Council of Nanaimo, have memorialised the Govern-
ment lor that service. At the present time our mail travelo
155 miles vid Victoria, involving 24 hours delay in tho
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delivery of our mails, whereas the distance direct acros
is only 32 miles. Heretofore one of the difficulties has been
that no direct steamers were plying between these two ports
but at the present time there is a direct steamer plying thre
times a week, and the people are willing to accept a tri
weekly service rather than have their mails go vid Victoria
until a daily service can be established. I cannot to
strongly urge the importance of this service upon the Gov
ernment. I would also ask the Government to increase the
service to twice a week, that. the people of Comox have
petitioned for. Large collieries are being developed in thai
district, the population is increasing, and there is genera
prgoress, so that they are entitled to a semi-weekly service
Up to the present time there bas been only one steamer
plying; at the present, however, there is a steamer running
regularly twice a week, and I think the Government ought
to forward the mails twice a week to that important district

Mr. FOSTER. It was proposed that the service between
New Westminster and Viqtoria should follow the rule of
the other services and be paid by the Postmaster Genera]
for the mails that were carried, as provided in the Bill we
passed a short time ago. But in looking into it I found that
there was a contract running for a little time yet, that con-
tract bas to be carried ont. It is quite true, as my hon.
friend says, that there is a more direct route from Vancouver
to Nanaimo. I will call the attention of the Postmaster
General to that matter, in order that he may make provi-
sion in his Bill to send the mails as proposed.

Resolutions reported.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of the
House.

Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 2 a.m,
(Thursday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

THUaeDAY, 25th April, 1889.

The SpEAKEa took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

FISHING LICENSES-RIVER NATASHQUAN.
Mr. FISET (translation), asked, whether the Government

have issued or intend to issue licenses for fishing with the
net in the River Natashquan ? If so, to whom, how many,
and to what distance from the mouth of the river ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) I must ask
the hon. member to have the kindness to postpone this
question as weil as the succeeding one, inasmuch as my col-
league, the Minister of Marine, will not be here to.day, being
indisposed.

DISPOSITION OF SCOTT ACT FINES.

Mr. BARRON asked, What disposition (if any) does the
Government intend to make of the moneys collected by
way of fies under the Canada Temperance Act, and lying
unexpended in the treasi y of those counties wherein the
said Act bas been repealed ? Has the attention of the
Government been called to the justice of returning to the
municipalities in each county the fines so collected from
within such municipalities, and now ne longer needed for
the enforcement of the Act, by reason of the repeal thereof
in such counties ?
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s Sir JOHN THOMPSON. These fines, in so far as the
n Goverument has any disposal of them, have fully been
, disposed of by the Order in Council of the 15th November,
e 1886, and the Government is advised that it bas no further
- control. They have been given to the municipalities for
, the purposes of the Act.

SOUGOG RIVER.

Mr. BARRON asked, Does the Government of Canada
t exercise jnrisdiction over the waters of the Scugog River,
j within the town of Lindsay, as far up the stream as the
. Lindsay lock, or are such waters within the jurisdiction of
r the Government of the Province of Ontario ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. As to any particular Acts in-
t dicatíng the jurisdiction, I am not in a position to give an
. answer unless the hon. gentleman will give some informa-

tion as to when the Acts have taken place. As to the legal
f question, there is a difference of opinion. It bas been re-

l ferred to my department, but an opportunity has not yet
been found to examine the question.

OLD SETTLERS' CLAIMS IN MANITOBA.

Mr. LARIVIE RE asked, Whether it is the intention of
the Government to appoint a Commission to investigate
the old settlers' claims in Manitoba, as requested by the old
settlers' committee?

Mr. DEWDNEY. A deputation waited on me a few
days ago in reference to this matter, and I promised to take
the matter into consideration. It is still under considera-
tion.

POSTAL SERVICE-RED RIVER.
Mr. LARIVIE RE (translation) asked, Whether it is the

intention of the Government to increase the postal service
through the parishes and settlements along the Red River,
by forwarding the mail daily by rail in lieu of the present
mode of conveyance? g

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker,
in the absence of my colleague, the Postmaster General, I
may state to the hon, gentleman that there is already a
postal service carried out by one of the railways, and that
the Postmaster General is, however, considering the mat-
ter. He will be glad to confer with the hon. gentleman if
he is willing to call at his department at any time.

IMPORTATION OF ILLUMINATING OILS IN
MANITOBA.

Mr. LARIVIýRE asked, Whether it is the intention of the
Government, as requested by a petition of the merchants of
Winnipeg, dealing in illuminating oils, addressed to the
hon. the Minister of Inland Revenue, to allow them to
import such oils in iron tanks to be retailed from the same;
and also to allow such oils to be measured at ti me of delivery
to importers of the same ?

Mr. BOWELL. That subject is now under the consider.
ation of the Department of Inland Revenue.

LEONCE STEIN OF QUEBEC.

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth) (for Mr. BARRoN) asked, Io
Leonce Stein, of the city of Quebec, in the employ of the
Government? If so, in what capacity; since when; and
what is his salary ?

Mr. AMYOT. Is the hon, gentleman authorised to ask
that question ?

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). Yea.
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Mr. AMYOT. Did Mr. Barron ask you to put the

question ?
,Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). I was asked by Mr. Barron to

ask the question.
Mr. CARLING. Leonce Stein is the chief clerk in the

Immigration Agency in Quebec. He was appointed by
Order in Council on the 8th June, 1877. His present salary
is 81,000 per annum.

LIGHTS AND BUOYS IN LAKE ST. LOUIS.

Mr. MITCHELL. Before going into the Orders of the
Day, I have been requested by a leading forwarder of Mon-
treal to read the following telegram:

"Kindly ask why lights and buoys are not placed in Lake St. Louis.
Department will not answer me."
Perhaps the department will give some explanation of this.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Unfortunately, the Min.
ister of Marine and Fisheries is laid up with an attack of
neuralgia, but if the hon. gentleman will send me the tele.
gram, I will send it to the department.

ROYAL MILITARY COLLEGE-COMMANDANT'S
RESIDRNCE.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The Minister of Militia,
in reply to a question of mine, yesterday, promised to inform
me under what particular vote a payment was to be made
for the purchase of a house for the Commandant of the Col.
loge in Kingston. I believe he has the information now.
Will ho be kind enough to state it ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The amount required for the
payment for a house purchased for the residence of the
Commandant of the Royal Military College is cbarged to
the vote for the Royal Military College for the year 1888-89.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not want, of
course, to precipitate a disoussion, but I would remind the
First Minister tkat a sui of that kind can with no pro-
priety be charged to the vote which was taken, withont any
statement whatover to the House that such a purpose was
intended. This is the purchase of a house in Kingston for
the commandant. It was purchased, I understand, from a
question addressed to the Minister, within a very few
months, and instead of an item being brought down in the
Estimates for it, my hon. friend informs me that it was to
be paid for out of an unexpended balance. It appears to
me that that is entirely contrary to all sound practice, and
that a distinct vote in the Estimates ought to be brought
down for such a purpose above al other purposes. There
is no sort of justification, I think, for applying an unex-
pended balance to apurpose of that sort.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. As I understand it, my
colleague, the Minister of Militia, discussed that point with
the Auditor General, and the Auditor General said that
was the proper way of doing it. I quite agree with the
statement of the hon. member opposite that, in a matter of
that kind, the House should be fully informed. My hon.
friend might have stated, in some discussion relating to
militia expendituie, that this sum was going te be appre.
priated out of that vote for the purpose of furnishing the
oemmandant's bouse. h

Sir RICABRDCARTWRIGHT. It is a matter of public
importance, and I think. under all the circumstances it

like that I muet say that I differ entirely from him. I think
a distinct vote ought to be brought down.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I would like to draw the at-
tention of the hon. gentleman to the fact that I took the
House into my confidence, and upon an answer to a ques-
tion put to me across the Hlouse, I stated that the bouse had
been purchased, and I gave the details of the purchase, and
the amount of money paid. It may be that the amount
should have been placed in the Estimates. My justification
is, as I explained to the hon. gentleman, that we considered
that it should be charged to an unexpended balance for 1888.

Mr. LAURIER. The question is not viewed, I think, in
its proper light. The First Minister stated, in answer to my
hon. friend, that the Auditor General found this to come
within the statute. It is quite possible that the statute is wide
enought to cover the appropriation, but there is the question
of propriety apart. Though the sum may be legally appro-
priated, still the question is this-and this is the point
raised-that it is not proper that this appropriation sbould
take place, when no mention of it was made to the House.
The voting of the money may be legal, but is it proper ?
That is the point that is made.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is to say, that the
great point is to inform the House of the appropriation. My
hon. friend did inform the House, in answer to the question,
of the purchase. I quite agree with the statement of the
hon, gentleman opposite, that it would be well that such an
expendituro wero put specifically in the Estimates.

Mr. LAURIER. It is a wide stzetch tofdiscretion.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What does the hon.
gentleman propose to do? I think that an item like that
ought to be specifically brought down.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. If the hon. gentleman
opposite will not be very punctilious about the notice, my
hon. friend will bring it down.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. We will make no diffi.
culty about the notice.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved:
That when this House adjourns on Friday, it stand adjourned until

Baturday at three o'clock, and that Government orders have pre-
cedence.

Motion agreed to.

PRIVILEGE-STEAMSHIP SUBS[D[ES.

Mr. A KYOT. Before the Orders of the Day are called, I
would like to say a few words on a matter of privilege. In
the course of tho few remarks I offered to this honorable
House, on the 22nd inst., I asserted that one of the grounds of
objections of the hon. member for Halifax (3ir. Jones)
to the subsidy of a new linoeof steamships between Canada
and England, was that, by the Government resolution, the
steamers would be bound to call to a French port. I had
so understood the speech of the hon. gentleman as far as I
could hear it from my seat. The hon. leader of the Opposi-
tion, in answer, bas intimated to me, on the floor of this
Houe., that he had not so construed the speech of the hon.
member for Halifax. I have since verified hie rernarks by
reference to the advanced sheet of the Hansard, and I find
out that, in fact, I had misconstrued the words of my hon.
friend. As reported in the Bansard, what he said was:

would be better to þave a distinct vote brought down for it. 1"But if the Government *oek only to have a mail lino, and the
The First Minister will see that it will be a most dangerous steamers ave to go to a French port, ita usefuluwilI be mo imp
and a most mischievous precedent, the Auditor General to' that there will not be sufficient travel trom either fide to support it."
the cotrary notithstanding. I have great respect for Mr.'Se ho was comprlaining that the lino subsidised was enly
MoDougall's opinion on matters of d etail, but on a point intended as a mail lino, which, aording to hlm, was in-

Mr. &B N (Wentworth).
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sufficient. He would have preferred, as he says in another
part of his speech, a service "with a larger carrying capa-
city," so as to enable the ships to carry more freight. I
believe it my duty to make this correction to my remarks
of the 22nd instant, and to aoknowledge that the hon.
gentleman has in no way objected to Canalian steamers
having connection with French ports. The hon. member
for Halifax is the last man in this House whom I would
treat harshly or unfairly; his constant and kind courtesy,
his high personal character, and his devotedness to all parts
of the Dominion entitle him to the very contrary. I am
sorry such incidents occur. They are due to the vicious
acoustic properties of this flouse. From the seat which we
occupy, we can hardly hear what is said at six paces from
us. fh construction of the room is bad. An oval cham-
ber should be made, and should do away with those columus
behind which the voice goes not to return. I hope the hon.
Minister of Public Woîks, during the recess, will remedy
that most annoying state of things. It becomes very
tedious when we have to sit for long hours, hearing a noise,
but not being able to hear distinctly one-fourth of what is
said.

I.C.R.-SUMMER RATES.

Mr. LAURIER. I called the attention of the First Min.
ister the other day to the fact that the Canadian Pacifie
Railway and the Grand Trunk had adopted summer rates
to the Maritime Provinces. [suggested the propriety of
similar rates being adopted by the Intercolonial Railway.
The right hon. gentleman was kind enough to say that he
would have the matter investigated. Can he give me an
answer as to the position of the matter now ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Summer rates have been
adopted by the Intercolonial Railway. I received, as per.
haps the hon gentleman knows, a communication from
the Board of Trade of Quebec on the subject. I an-
swered the board at once, and they thanked me for the
prompt manner in which the arrangement had been made.

SUBSIDIES TO RAILWAYS.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD mwed second reading
of resolutions respecting subsidies to certain railways
therein mentioned.

Mr. LAURIER. I have just one observation to offer with
respect to these resolutions, and it is in regard to the reso.
lution respecting the Btie des Chaleurs Railway. That rail-
way was granted a subsidy of 8620,000, to be distributed as
follows : $300 000 to be paid upon the completion of the
first 20 miles of the road. or an amount equtl to $15,000 a
mile. Ti en 86,400 per mile was to be paid for the next 20
miles, and the balance, 60 miles, at the rate of 83,200 per
mile. The bon. gentleman stated yesterday, iu answer to
a question from me, that the company had worked 50 miles
of the road. If tbo company bad confirmed to the agree-
ment they would have completed the first 20 miles, for
which they would have been entitled to $300,000, and hav-
ing received $375,000, Lhere are $75,000 remaining to be
applied on the next 20 miles, and that sun would cover a
little less than 12 miles. That is to say, that the corn
pany should have completed now a little less than 32
miles and a little more than 31 miles. But the
hon. gentleman bas not been able to say that they
have completed that length of road; he las merely
stated that they had worked on the road over a dis-
tance of 50 miles. If the terms of the contract have
nôt been complied with, if they have not completed 31
miles of the road, I submit to the right hon. gentleman
that the company are not entitlei to the balance of the

subsidy they claim, because in order to be entitled to the
balance of this subeidy, they muet bring themselves within
the ternis of the statute, because if they are not compelled
to fulfil the terms of their contract-for they have entered
into a contract with the Government by the statute-they
eau leave the balance of the road unfinished, and they can
receive for the portion of the road they have completed a
subsidy far exceeding the subsidy intended to be granted
the a tor that work. It will be necessary, under such cir-
cumstances, to have an accurate report as to the state of
he road that bas been completed in order to ascertain

whether or not they have fulfilled the terms of the statnte.

Sir JOHIN A. MACDONALD. The statement i submitted
to the House was prepared by the department, but if the
resolutions are concurred in, I will not move any further
stage until the information desired is broug ht down.

Mr. BE RGERON. I may be allowed to say one word
upon the question of railway subsidies. I congratulate the
Government upon their granting subsidies to railways in the
different parts of the country. The policy was inaugurated
in 1879, and it has been a very progressive policy. I am
sorry, however, that the Government have niot seen their
way to subsidise a railway, which is a very short one in
length but a very important one, for which I asked a sub.
sidy at the commencement of the Session, a railway in my
county to run from Valleyfield to the Adirondack Mountains
in the State of Vermont. I understand these subsidies are
granted, not merely for the sake of constructing railways,
but in order to promote the general interests of the country.
Of all the railways that I see subsidised in the resolution, I
do not believe there is one that would be of so much in-
terest to the country as the one I have mentioned. This
road from the St. Lawrence to the Adirondacks would bring
into this country the wealth of that district of the State
of Vermont which is called the ore district. There are
mines there which are of the greatest importance, and the
companies are obliged to take the ores to Cleveland in
order to have them worked.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I would mention to the
hon. gentleman that this motion bas simply reference to
the renewal of lapsed subsidies. The question of new rail.
way subsidies has not yet come before the House, ai.d I
only gave notice of thobe subsidies last night. When those
subsidies oome to be oonsidered, we can properly have the
speech of the hon. gentleman.

Mr. BERGERON. I bave seen the late subsidies, as
well as those now under consideration, and I thought this
was a proper time to bring this matter forward; but I
yield to the suggestion of the Premier, and I will make my
observations later.

Resolutions concurred in.

FRENCH TENDERS.

Mr. CHOQUETTE. (Translation.) I wish to call the
attention of the Government and especially of the hon.
Secretary of State, whom I now see in his seat, upon a state
of things which, I believe, is unbearable. Whenever
tenders are asked for in counties below Quebec, or at lest
in any county, they do not take the trouble of asking for
French tenders, nor sending French forme of tenders. I
have just received these forme of tenders, which are-

Mr. SPEAKER. (Translation.) I do not think that is a
matter upon which the hon. gentleman can now offer re.
marks to this House.

Mr. CHOQUETTE. (Translation.) If the House will
allow me, I have only a few words to add,
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Mr. LAURIER (Translation.) The hon. member will

have an opportunity to offer hie remarks when the House
shall be moved into Committee of Supply.

CULLERS ACT AMENDMENT.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON moved second reading of Bill
(No. 142) to amend the Oullers Act, chapter 103 of the
Revised Statutes.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and House
resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)
On section 1,
Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). Io it proposed to do away

with the supervisor of cullers in Quebec ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I think that was the view of
the Minister of Inland Revenue, but nothing was decided on
as to it.

Mr. LANGE LIER (Quebec). Some information of that
muet have reached Quebec, as I have received a telegram
from Mr. Henry W. Walsh, a former president of the Quebec
Board of Trade, which says:

" As a former president of the Board of Trade and a merchant of 50
years' standing in Quebec, I trust you will oppose the intention to do
away with supervisor's office, as an ast of gross injustice to the present
siBpervisor and to the trade in general."

The other day it was represented that the trade were ask-
ing for these changes, but this telegram shows that such is
not the case and that the trade of Quebec, which is deeply
interested in this matter, is opposed to the changes to be
made by the present Bill.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I have no doubt that the
officers whose salaries will be affected by the Bill are very
much opposed to the measure, and all kinds of representa-
tions they could make have been made to the trade of
Quebec, and that they have endeavored to speak with the
voice of the trade of Quebec.

Mr. LAURIER. The object, as I understand, of the hon.
gentleman was to abolish the office of collector of elide dues
and not the supervisor of cullers.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The latter office is not abolished
by this Bill or this scheme, nor does the Bill or the scheme
make necessary the abolition of that office. I only stated
what might possibly take place.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). If the Bill does not make
it a necessity it will be impossible to abolish the office of
supervisor of callers. I would like to know is it intended
to use the Bill for that object, and if not I do not see why
the Government should take the power. All the merchants
whom I have seen in Quebec recently have told me that the
square timber business would be much larger this year than
it bas been for 18 years past. I am surprised to see
that this year when there will be more need for the services
of square timber eullers than there was for the last 18
years, that it is now proposed to reduce the number of
cullers from thirteen to eight. I was told the other day
that all the square timber cullers we have in Quebec will be
needed this year for the largely increased trade that is
expected.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I did not quite understand the
Minister ot Justice whether this first section provides for
the repeal of that part of the Cullers Act which requires a
supervisor of cullers to be appointed.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The effect of this section is
merely to repeal that part of the section of the Act which
refers to the collector of slide dues. After the Bill pased

Mr. CauqtTTT.

the other day, the colletion of the dues is no longer vested
in the Inland Revenue Department.

On section 2,
Mr. LAURIER. There is no necessity for that now.
Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I think there is. I remember

an expression that the Minister gave me, that the cashier
was a most competent person, who should be retained and
might be put in charge.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebeo). The present supervisor is
the most competent man who could be appointed. I have
no personal interest in him, because he belongs to the party
of the Government, but I believe his appointment is recom-
mended by ail the trade of Quebec. He is a very civil officer,
and he has been in the lumber business, owning a large
mill and doing an immense business, for many years. No
more competeut man could be found in the whole Dominion
for the position.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I wish to add my testimony in
favor of the present supervisor (Mr. Patton). He is a most
courteous and competent official, and I hope, under the
provisions of this Act, whatever may be done in the way of
reducing the expenditure, that Mr. Patton may be continued
in the office he at present occupies. As the hon. member
for Quebec has stated, he bas the confidence of the mer-
chants in Quebec, and I believe he has also the confidence
of manufacturers who have to deal with the office.

On section 3,
Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The effect of this section is to

strike out of section 32 the provisions regulating the num-
ber of cullers.

Mr. LAURIER. I have no opinion to express as to the
merits of this disposition; it may be required or it may not
be; that is more than I can say at present; but it seems to
me that the time is most inopportune at the beginning of
the season to make this reduction in the number of culiers,
from thirteen to eight, because these men of course depend
upon the business season for their livelihood. If this
measure had been postponed for another year, I think no
injustice would have been done to anybody.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebcc). I may add that there is a
great difference between the culling of square timber and
the culling of lumber. I know as a matter of fact that
almost all the lumber merchants say they do not want the
official culling. I know some firms whose lumber sells bet-
ter because it bas been culled by their own private cullers
than if it had been done. by the official cullerri. But such is
not the case with square timber. For that cullers will be
necessary as much as they have ever been, and there will
be as much done this year as in any year during the past
ten years.

Sir JOHN THONIPSON. I can safely promise, on be-
half of the Minister, that the staff will be kept up to the
requirements of the trade in square timber.

On section 4,

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I drew the attention of the
Minister of Inland Revenue the other day to this phase of
the trade, that timber going to Quebec in rafts is usually
what is technically calied measured off, and then under the
specification prepared in the supervisor'e office, it is sold to
the shipper, who hue it called by his own cller and classi.
fied for shipment to the old country. I want the Minister
to state whether, in his opinion, timber which may have
passed through the caller's office and been measured off
under the authority of this Act, can be subsequently culled
by the parties who purchase it withont being required to
have it culled by the Government oullers ?
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Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I have no doubt that this is

the intention of the Act, and unless the hou. gentleman
were able to call my attention to something that would
make it obscure, I think that would be the result of it.

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed, on a
division.

DOMINION LANDS ACT AMENDMENT.
Mr. DEWDNEY moved second reading of Bill (No. 145)

further to amend the Dominion Lands Act.
Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and House

resolved itself into committee.
(In the Committee.)

On section 3,
Mr. DEWDNEY. I wish to amend that, by inserting in

the third line, after the word "Act," "or any prior Acts re-
lating to Dominion Lands."

On section 4,
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). What is the object of that ?
Mr. DEWDNEY. In taking the declarations of settlers,

the department has authorised the homestead inspector in
some cases, to take the declaration, whereas the Act states
that it must be taken by the local agent. One of the
objecte of this clause, is to make valid those declarations
which were taken inadvertently by the homestead inspectors.
Another reason is, that the old Act only provided for a lien
on the construction of the buildings, but not on the material.

Mr. WATSON. I do not particularly object to this
clause, but the Minister ought to instruct the inspectors to
be more careful in regard to the evidence they receive. In
a case with which I have dealt this Session, the inspector
apparently took only one side of the evidence, and the
result was that the original homesteader, whose land had
been cancelled, as I think wrongfully, had no right to put
his evidence in at all, and the patent, on the report of the
local inspector, was nearly being issued to the other appli-
cant. I had reason to believe, and the department had
reason to believe, that that was a one-sided report, because
they stayed the entry until the original homes teader put in
his evidence.

On section 7,
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Suppose, for instance, you have

certified to the Hudson Bay Company that certain sections
shall vest in the company, of course that is under a con-
tract, and does not require a patent from the Crown in order
to vest the title in the company ; but if yon state that these
sections are set out for settlement, although the survey may
have been irregular, what would be the effect of this pro-
vision upon the tit e of that company to these particular
sections. If the sections are, according to the irregular
survey, more in thoir interest than they would be under
the new survey, 1 doubt very much if this will allow you to
prevent their keeping those section3.

Mr. DEWDNEY. The section and township lines are
run much more carefully than stib-division lines, and this
refers almost entirely to sub-divisions.

On section 8,
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). My impression is, without care-

fully considering the provision et the Act, that the hon.
gentleman ought to make some further provision in order
to prevent a valid titie being set up against the surveys. i
think it is a matter upon which the Minister of Justice
ought to be consulted. I would say to the Minister of
Justice that the Hudson B&y Company, under their con-
tract with the Government, are entitled to certain sections
in each.township, that when the land is set ont for settle-

ment the title to these particular sections is vested in the
Hudson Bay Company, and is not dependent upon the issue
of the patent. The issue of the patent is merely a mattet'
of convenience not necessary to a title. The Minister of
the Interior makes provision in certain cases for à new suri
vey after the land has been set out for settlement, after a
title under that land survey would vest. This may be a
very necessary provision to correct gross irregularities in
the survey, but you would require to make some alteration
in the Act to prevent the Hudson Bay Company acquiring
a deed or title under the firet survey, which can be affected
or altered by the survey as it will be made under this Act.
The Act requires some further provision in order to pre.
vent the mischief to which I refer.

Sir JOEIN THOMPSON. I will give my attention to
that section before the Bill finally passes.

Mr. WATSON. Does not the Minister think that 8 per
cent. is too high for these people to pay who borrow money
for building ? Seven per cent.is the ordinary rate in Manitoba,
and you authorise parties to collect as high as eight. I think
these people give good security for the moneys advanced.

Mr. DEWDNEY. I think it is too late to make that
change now. I fancy that the commissioners made all these
arrangements in England with the crofters on these terms.

On section 9,
Mr. DAVIN. Before you proceed further, I would call

the attention of the Minister to one or two suggestions
which I hope he will adopt. I know that the louse is
anxious to get away as quickly as possible, and for that
reason I did not discuss this Bill on the second reading,
for if I had discussed it then, I should again have to make
the same proposals that I have to make now, and, with a
view of economising the time of the Hfouse, I allowed the
second reading to take place sub silentio. Now, the Minis-
ter of Interior is in possession of petitions on the subject
of second homesteading; hbe has read the memorials, not
only of this year, but thai have heretofore been sent down
by the North-West Council when he himself was Lieutenant
Governor. He will be a iare of certain petitions that were
presented to this House by myself and by the then hon,
member for East Assiniboia (Mr. Puiley), who was nis pre.
decessor. Now, these petitions relate mainly to second
homesteading. In 1887, the following petitions were pre-
sented by Mr. Perley and myself:-

John O'Connor et ai, of
J. G. Gordon "
John Secord "
R. Fallis "
Robert Reed "
Geo. Anderson "
B. Limoges "
Adam Johnson "
John Trotter "
David Miller "
W. McInnis "
Wm. MeKillop "
Chas.Stewart
0. H. Hinck "
John Dermody "
Angus McBeath "
A. G. Thorburn "
W. L. Atherton
Thos. Mutrie "
Chas. Watson "
Edward Caroa "
Joa. Deskay
Geo. W. Grant "
John Markin "
W. A. Smith "
R J. Steele
Jas. Russell "
A. xaxwell 4

Belgonia and vicinity,1
Moose Jaw "
Regina "
MeLean "

Parkin "g
Grenfell
Whitewood "
Moffat
Wolseley
Benhecula "
Swift urrent "
Pengarth
Rose Plain "
Strassburg "
Montgomery "
Touchw'd Hill"
Broadview "
Fort Qu'Appelle "
Wishart "
Hayward £t

Carsavale "
Esterhazy "
Saskatoon "
Parklands .
Workman "d
Trigarra "i
Longlakton "
Marcetow "

presented1

"Iid
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"4
t
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i
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94

94
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by Mr. Davin.
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Mr. PerIey.

tg'

tg'

Mr. Davin.

Mr. Perley.
4'

id

tg'

Mr. Davin.Mr. Perley.
Mr. Davin.

id. ony
4'L

In 18>D9 the follo wing petitions were presented by myself
D. L. McPherson et al, of North-West Territories.
John Drinuan et ai, of MedicoE Hat, North-West Territores,
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Chas. Holden et ai, of Regina, North-West Territories.
George Seibold et a, (ermans) of Regina District, Narth-WestTerritories.

A considerable number more were preeented by Mr.
Perley and by myself. The Minister of Interior, before
the meeting of Parliament, had a memorial sent down to
him from the agricultural esieties of the North-West, one
fron M oose Jaw, and others from several other agricultural
societies, insistingon one or two things, but mainly insisting
on the right of those who were entîiled under the Act of
1883 to a second homestead and were deprived of it by
subsequent legislation-praying that they should be re-
established in their rights. It is not a very large affair, and
I will show the Minister why, in common justice, it ehould be
done. I have here in my hand-

Mr. PRIOR. What is it ?
Mr. DAVIN. A guide book, published in 1885 by the

Department of Agriculture. Mind, the date here is of
somo considerable importance.

"In the case of a homesteader being entitled to receive his homestead
patent for land occupied by him for the full period of three years, he
will, on productioa of a certificate to that effect from the Commissioner
of Dominion Lands, be permitted to made a second entry."'
Here- is a book circulated by the Department of Agriculture
in 1885-86 throughout Europe, througbout England, Scotland
and Ireland ; and nevertheless you pass an Act in 1886 by
which every man that had a moral and lega1 righLt to a second
homestead, would have be3n deprived of it; that Act was
assented to on the 2nd June, 1886. I told the House already
this Session how I got Mr. White to put that on to 1867,
and I hope i will get the present Minister to do justice by
putting the date on to 1889. Il ho puts the date in the
clause on from 1887 to 25th May, 1889, he will not leave a
man in the Territories that can grumble on this point. I
would suggest to the hon. gentleman that all that is neces-
sary is the insertion of a suitable clause; and I have a
clause here I should like to submit, but as a private mem-
ber I cannot move it, and I should be out of order if I at.
tempted to do so. The clause reads:

"iClause 43 o said Act as amended by clause 59, chapter 31 of the
Act passed in the Session held in the fiftieth and fifty-first years of Her

M jesty's îeigu, is bereby repealed, and the following substituted
therefr :

"e. No person who bas obtained a homestead patent or a certificate
countersigned by the Commissioner of Dominion Lands, or a member
of the ominion Lands iBoard, as in the next preceding clause men-
tioned, shal be entitled to obtain another homestead entry: P ovided,
however, that any person who on the second day of Jane, in the year
one thousand eignt hundred and eighty-nine, had obtained a homestead
patent, or a certificate of recommendation for a patent, counteraigned
by the Commissioner of Dominion Lands, or who had complied with the
homestead provisions of the Acte then in force relating to Dominion
Lands, entitling him to uch certificate, or any prson who bas been,
permitted under the terms of section thirty-eight of the Dominion Landa
Act, 1883, to create a charge upon his homestead, and had completed
bis bemestead duties on the said second cf Jurne, one thousand eigkt
hundred aLd eighty-nine, shal be permitted te maire a second home-
stead entry."

That clause would then be precisely what the clause is in
the amended Act, with the difference that instead of 1887
you would have 1889. 0f course, the answer that will be
made- by the hon. gentleman is this: The policy is a bad
one. As I said in 1887, if the policy is a bad one, whose
fault is it ? Is it the fault of those who read your pamph'ets
and Act of Parliament, who took your pledged faith in1

amhlets and in Act of Parliament and came irto the
ort-West, as some of these petitioners say they came, on

the faith of y"ur plodged word, nay, on the faith of your
solemn Act of Parliament, and afterwards yo turn rouno
and cut them down as with a scythe, not leaving one man
entitled under your legislation to obtain a second home-
stead but for the change I gut Mr. White to mahe in 18ý7.
I will give the iouse an idea of some of the hard cases in re.
gard to this matter. Takethe case of my friends the Porters
at Jdicine Hat, Tiote men went thero- in 1881; Wtien

,Mr. L)AVIN

they began to pough Mr. Pierce wen t to them ai d warned
them not to plough. He did not give any reason ; ho gave
them the idea that the land was to be part of a reserve. The
railway had not got there thon, and this was done because of
what might be termed the sinister town site policy we had
adopted. When these mon were about to plough and culti-
vate, Mr, Pierce came to them, and told them not to do it.
They stopped thon, and did nothing. The next year the rail-
way had got there, and as they were four and a half miles
north-east of the railway, they had some idea they might
go on, and they orected a tent in the spring of 1884, and began
ploughing and cultivating. At this hour theyare among the
best farmers in Canada, and among our foremost farmers in
the North-West. They have 160 head of cattle, a large tract
of land, well cultivated, and yet these men who came in
during 1683, forsooth, bocause they did not get their recom-
mendation for a patent before legislation that was entirely
unjust, entirely unworthy of Canada, and unworthy of the
Government, these mon, if they wisli, cannot get a second
homestead Tkiere is also, north of Moose Jaw, a friend
of mine, W. C. Sanders. You will see his name in
the report of Mr. Saunders, of the Experimental Farm;
and you will find out from that report that ho is one
of our most intelligent farmers. He went there in 1883,
and was assured by the Commissioner of Dominion Lands in
Winnipeg that ho would be quite safe if ho went east to
purchase stock. He went east for that purpose, and re-
mained seven months purchasing stock; and bocause ho
was only five months of that year on his homestead,
although morally, of course, ho was rea'ly a resident on his
homestead, ho could not get his patent in time for a second
homestead. These are hardsbips, and I entreat the atten-
tion of members on both sides of the House to the case, and
above all, I urge the Minister of the Interior to consider it.
I can assure him hat ho could do nothing, in my opinion,
that would be more conducive to the efficiency of his de-
partment, and, above all, to the satisfying of the people of
the North-West, than the adoption of this clause, which I
cannot move. There is another topic. The other day the
Minister was asked a question about the half-breeds, and in
regard to Gabriel Dumont being among them. I ask the
Minister's attention to this matter, because I have had a
letter from there, and I am told the half-breeds are discon-
tented, and I should also like very much to have the
attention, if I might venture to ask it, of the Minister of
Justioa. Here are men that you go to deal with who were
not in Manitoba when you deaIt ori gnally with the half-
breeds for the extinguishment of the Indian title. They
had nothing to do with the half-breed.s in Manitoba,
when Parliament set aside 1,400,000 acres for the eK-
tinguishment of the Indian title there. Yet you go to
them, and expect them to deal with you on the precise foot-
ing you dealt with thosemon with whom they had nothing
to do, and with the privity of whose contract they had
nothing whatever to do. You ask them to be satisfied with
those conditions. If you want the extinguishment of the
Indian title, as itis acknowledged to rest inthem,you must go
and bargain with them, and with their children. Up to the
present date this matter is trifle; but if you fail to do this
you give an argument to Gabriel Dumont, and men of that
kind, to stir up trouble and strife, and I do hope we shall not
have an exhibition of what we had before, that, the moment
these men get restless and really troublesome, yon send im-
petuously a Commission up there to deal with the matter. I
have a clause here dealing with the subject, but again I can-
not move it. I would be out of order as a private member
if I were to do so, but it is very much at the service of the
hon. Minister if ho will accept it. The clause reada as
follows:

"That whereas it is expedient to end al half-breed claims, and where-
as under the Half-breed Commission of the 28th of March, 18§5, the
Ildian title gudoi half-breeds oul extended to those bora prior to ie
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15th of Jnly, 1870, and as in the Interval between the 15th of July,
1870, and the 28th of March, 1885, a aumber ol children were born ta
parer ta coming ander the said Commission, be it enacted thateuch child-
ren shall be dealt with on the same footing as the half-breeds boru prior
to the 15th July, 1870, and those half-breeds who residing in the North-
West Territories on the 20th of April, 1885, who were otherwise entitled
to scrip but who failed to comply with the conditions of the Order in
Council cf the 20th of April, 1885, ba granted scrip, notwithstanding
such Order in Council. And any judge of the Supreme Court of the
North-West Territories ishereby empowered to hear, investigate and
adjust half-breed claims arising under this Act or previons Acta of the
Parliament of Canada."

I will venture to say, that if the Minister of the Interior
will place this question before the Minister of Justice, that
bon. gentleman cannot come to any conclusion other than
that the suggestion I make is one prompted alike by con.
siderations of morality and also by everything that law and
justice would suggest. There is another matter I would
like to have seen dealt with in the Act, and I will suggest
a clause for the consideration of the hon. gentleman. I
think we ought to do something to encourage tree culture
ini the NorthWest, and I would suggest this clause:

" Any person who has obtained ahomestead or pre-emption entry,
may elect to pay for his pre-emption in whole, or in part, by planting
trees, tree planting being allowed to count at the rate of 5 cents a tree,
plantcd either on homestead or pre-emption, but no credit shall be given
for trees which had not been planted at least three years before the pay-
ment is made, and which are not healthy at the time of making the
payment."
I think if a clause like that were adopted by the Minister
it would lead to a veiy desirable energy being displayed in
the cultivation of trees. There is another prvision that is
probably needed in the Act, or, the object might be deait
with by regulation, and it is this. It is a mistake, in my
opinion, that cancelled pre.emptions are not placed in the
same position as cancelled homesteads. I cannot see why,
if a man can enter on a cancelled homestead, he should not
be able to enter on a cancelled pre-emption. I know very
welJ the idea that will suggest itself ta some minds,
especially to a bureaucratie mind : Oh, that would interfere
with our income; but, Sir, it would interfere very littie
with our income, and if you got a second homesteader
on to a cancelled pre-emption, he and his family will
soon be paying into the pockets of the country a great
deal more than you can get from a person who should
go and purchase that cancelled pre emption. Of course il
m e can get a new comer to go on to a cancelled pre emption
it is as useful as a man having a second homestead. I did
not bring this point before the House when we weroon the
secoLd reading of this Bill, for the reason that I wanted to
economise the time of the House. We are now in Com-
mittee and I will send over these clauses to the Minister of
Interior, with great respect and with my compliments, and
if ho thinks it worth wbile to adopt any of them I shah
only be too glad. I know that that second homestead
question cannot rest as it i8, for the reason that that policy
of the Government is entirely against justice and againsi
the sentiments of the people of the North. West. From every
part of Assiniboia petitions bave como to us in reference Io
this matter, and I hope sincerely that the Minister of

nuterior will see his way to meet the demands of the people.

Mr. DEWDNEY. In reference to the matter of second
homesteads, I think the b-oa. gentieman knows my opinion
with regard to tbem. I think it was unfortunate that a
secopd homestead was ever given, and I am quite sure that,
although he bas named a number if petitioners who are
personally iuterested in getting ihese, I c n get a larger
numbý r a people to proteFt against seccnd homesleading
as a principle. From what the bon. gen deman bas said, I
do not think ho expec s me to introduce these clause, into
our present amended Bil, but I eau as sure him that every
settler who is entitled to a second homestead will get it,
h wever I may feel very much disinclined to perpetuate a
system which i think bas been a very great ijury to the1
country. The hon. gentleman mentions a great number of

reaple in my own district who have sent petitioinsbere.
That may be the case, but, although that is the case it wouid
not affect me one way or the other in making anyohange
in the law which I think wauld be detrimental to the
country. In regard to Ibo question concerning the half-
breed claims, which the bon. gentleman haqtsubm.tted, that
is a matier which requires rome consderation, and I pro.
mised the hon. gentleman, and some others, a short time
ago, that I would look into it. I do not thirk this is a
proper time to consider ibat question, nor is it a proper
amend ment to insert in this Bill. I feel very much in-
clired to assist, in every possible way, the tree culture of
the country, but I do not think we can do it successfully by
the propoition which the hon. geitieman has made. I
think ho had botter leave these mai ters rost for the present.
I propose not to tinker with iho Dominion Lands Act this
year, and I only brought in such amendments as are
absolutely necesary. During the recess i shall go very
oarefully into the matter of tho land regulations, and I hope
before the next Session opens to be able to suggest some
amendments to the Land Act which, I think, will be accept-
able to the people of the North West.

Mr. DAVIN. The Minister says that the persons
who have petitioued are interested. Of course they are
interest( d; but what barm is that ? I. it against a man
who goes into court with a just claim that ho is interested ?
Whht would you tnink of a judge who said to him: I"Sir,
you aie intereste d in this case, and you should be non-
suited." Of cour se, tho peopleof the North-Wost are inter.
ested in tbis matter, ai d why should they iot be? I have
here the speech of the late Hon. Mr. White, delivered at
Qu'Appelle, on this question, and ho describes the people
whom the hon. Minister might get to petition against this,
and Fays that they are mon who have homest ýaded in
Manitoba, and gcne out there and taken up a second home.
stead. Mr. White said:

IBut there je no doubt whatever about this, that where there are
grievances or complainte it is a matter of the greatest possible .conse-
quence that they should be promptly dealt with either one way or the
other. (Bear, hear.) If a complaint is made, whether it be by a com-
pany or an individual settler in the North-West Territories, if a com-
plaint is made, my own conviction is -and I entirely concur in the i tate-
ment of the address on ti at point-that it is a matter of the greatest
possible consequence that it Bhould be dealt with at once. It d oeeinot
follow, mark you, that yon can remove the grievance, it does not follow
that you can do exactly to a man or corporation or community ail that
you ought to do; but it is importaut that they hould have your answer,
whaiever that answer may be-Yed or No. For instance, if a man feels
that a man ahould like bis home stead without performinghis duties on
it, it is better that h eshould be told that he shail not have it than to b.
kept dilly-dallying, writing-or getting his friends to write-and not
knowing what his fate is in regard to it. It je better that the thing
should be settled promptly, and if the Yes is given, then he gives twice
who gives quickly ; and the fact should be recognised by the Govern-
ment in dealing with the public."
He continued to say :

" Now, gentlemen, these are thesubjects referred to in your address;
but there are other subjects referred to in other addresses and lu relation
to which I msy say a word or two. One of these which was referred to
in the very first addreýs presented to me when I came into the country
is that of second homesteading; and last night, at the meeting to which
I referred and which was a meeting of very intelligent fir ners who knew
whatthey were talking about, and many of whom were second home.
steadera, as they stated to the meeting, they dealt with it in a manner
which was entirely in sympathy with the prevailing sentiment I had
heard, and that is that second homes-eAding has proved in its practical
opertion to be.a mistake, and that,iherefore, it ought not to be con-
tinued."
Now, Sir, of course, as I say, some of tbiese persons have de.
nounced the second homesteading as a bad po.icy, and on
the ques ion whether the second hom.esteading s a bad
policy or not, the hon. Minister and I are a e ; but that is
not the question I raise bore; it is not a question whether
it is a bad or a good policy, but the question is whether it is
a bad or good policy to do injustice to people to wbom you
gave certain rights. That is a wholly different question.
The lon. Mr. White then went on to say:

"Now, the ebject theOoversment had in wiew in adopting the prin.
ciple of cwandhomesteading was a ry laudlable one. At ihatime we
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were all in a condition of boom, we supposed al the land of the North-
West would be wortb a great deal of money, and that every ipan who
came bore wonid ba enabied to become very rioh. At thât turne the idea
was that a pioneer farinefrom one of the aid Provinces who knew what
settlement in a new country was, and whn could deal with the condi-
tions by which he was surrounded in a good and proper way; that such
a fariner eoming into the country could, au soon as he got bis patent,
possibly sell to a tenant farmer coming from the old world who knew
nothing about this nioneer work and would be anxioua to get a farin
partially improved, with buildings eeected, and so on."
It will, therefore, be seen that the late Minister of the In-
terior, who was present in this House when this policy of a
second homestead was adopted, tells you that the object the
Government had in view in passing this second homestead
clause was actually to make speculators; to cause men to
come in there and take a farm and thon to sell it and go to
fresh fields and pastures new. I know as a fact that most
of the second homesteaders want to cultivate not only their
present homestead but their second homestead as they
want more land; but even if yon take the very worst view
of the second homesteading, that the man is a speculator,
we have the authoritative interpretation of the late Minister
of the In terior that that view was the very one which was
present to the mind of the Government. Under these cir-
cumstances, 1 do not think that the hon. Minister of the
Interior saving that ho disapproves of it, and that it does not
meet bis views or the views of the Government, will settle
this question, because if you have the whole Government of
Canada against it, or if you have the Government of 500
Canadas against it, the persons who are demanding the
right to a second homestead have, by reason of your Act of
1883, and your pamphlets issued by the department in
1885, promising them a second homeFtead, justice on
their side, and with justice on their side they will beat the
Government in this matter. 1 should be very sorry to see
the Governnent persevere in that policy, because I re.
member the flourish of trumpets with which it was first
announced, and if it is persevered in, we shall have the
spectacle of the Government of Canada strutting into a
difflculty and afterwards sneaking out of it.

Mr. WATSON. My bon. friend from West Assiniboia
bas told the Government what the results will be unless
they yield io the demands of those people who think th y
are en litled to a second homestead. As one who had a seat
in the House at the time the Bill of 1883 was paesed, and
as an advocate of second homestead entry, I wish to state
that the object of providing for a seeond homestead entry
was not to eir courage people to come to this country in the
hope of obtaining two homesteads, but the object was to
retain in our own country people wbo had sold their lands,
and who, if they did not obtain a second homestead, would
have gone and settled south of the boundary line. The
third clause of this Act is, no doubt, intended to provide
that patents shall not be declared to have been ob-
tained fraudulently on account of homesteaders who dis-
posed of their rigbts before the recommend for patent
had issued. Some did dispose of their rights during the
boom days, and they were ready to go to the United States
if they could not get a second homestead in this country;
and the object of placing that provision in the Act of 1883,
was to retain those people in Manitoba and the North-West.
I have no doubt that the interpretation of the clause given
by the bon. member for West Assiniboia is correct, but it
was not the intention of the House or of the Government
at that time to efer such inducement to immigrants coming
to the country. I am glad to bear the Minister of Interior
state that the matter of tree planting is likely to receive bis
favorable consideration. If the Government do not feel
disposed to grant a tree claim, I think the suggestion of my
hon. friend from West Assiniboia, that they should allow,
say 5 cents a tree, for all trees found growing on a home-
Rtead, in lieunof payment for the land, is a very fair one.
Like the hon. member for West Assiniboia, I believe early

Mr. DAVIn.

settlers should have the right to make a second homestead
entry of their pro-emption. A great many people go in that
country who are not able, out of their earnings from their
hom estead, to pay for their pre-e mption, and in a great many
instances the pre emptions have fallen into the bands of spec-
alators; and if theseJpeople were allowed to go on and earn
their pre.emptions by large improvements, it would be in the
interest of the settlers and the Government. Another mat-
ter, which bas not been referred to by the bon. member for
West Assiniboia, but which should receive the attention of
the Government, is, that persons who made entries for 80-
acre homesteads and 80-acre pro-emptions, should be placed
on the same footing as people who have come to the country
later and obtained homesteads of 160 acres. This is one of
the results of a changing and vacillating land policy. The
land regulations, as I have repeatedly stated, change
not only from year to year, but from month to month. A
considerable nnimber of homesteaders took up lands when the
regulations only allowed them to take up an 80-acre home-
stead and an 80 acre preemption at $2.59 per acre. After,
the regulations were changed so that settlers could
acquire 160 acres of homestead and 160 acres of pre-
emption, and those people petitioned the Government that
they should be placed on the same footing as settlers who
came in at a later date. The Goverrment bas modified
the regulations, so as to allcw them to take up 160 a<res,
provided that they will purchase 80 acres or 160 acres of
some other Government land at $2.50 an acre. That is
not a right policy; it encourages a system of speculation,
because speculators will hunt these people up and try to
induce them to purchase the land and transfer it to them;
and I bad hoped that the Minister of the Interior would
have seen fit to have made the Act retroactive, in order to
give these people the same advantages and the same en-
couragement as people who came into the country years
later. There are some other matters which I would like to
mention in connection with the land regulations, but I have
referred to them before, and at this stage of the Session I
do not wish to take up any more of the time of the louse.

Committee rose and reported progress.
SUPPLY-BRITISHI COLUMBIA MINING LAWS.
Mr. FOSTER moved that the House again resolve itself

into Committee of Sapply.
Mr. MARA. I wish simply to call the attention of the

Govern ment for a few minutes to the. complicated state of
the mining laws in the railway belt in British Columbia.
During the past four years, the mines there have been
practically locked up on account of the suit between the
Provincial Government and the Dominion Government, and
it is impossible to estimate the injary the Province has
sustained during that time by reason of the Government
not being able to give titles to mining lands. It is true the
miner bas been able to prospect and work hie mines, but an
individual miner or a company of minere can do very little
in quartz mining without the aid cf capital, and capitaliste
will not invest when there is any doubt or uncertainty as
regards title. I may mention one case which will show
how mining development bas been retarded during the past
four years through the legislation of both Governments.
The Selkirk Company, of Ille-cille-waet, spent two years in
opening up wbat are believed to be rich and valuable mines,
and had laid cut about 8100,000 when they found they
would require a f urther ontlay ot about $200,000 or $300,00L
to enable them to erect works, build a tramway and develop
the mine in such away as to enable them to ship oie.
Not baving the means themselves, they endeavored to secure
outside capital. They succeedect- in interesting a firm of
English capitalist, who, atter an examination of the mine,
agreed to float a company in England, to give them one-
third paid-up shares, and to reooup them the $100,000
they had expended, provided they could obtain a title. Yet,
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although the old company recorded their claims with both
Governments, and did everything the law reqnired, they
were not able to saisfy the English capitalists, who said
that where there was so much uncertainty about the title,
and when there was a direct conflict between the mining
laws of the Province and the mining regulations of the
Dominion Government, they could not invest, and that valu-
able mine is to-day at a standstill. It is generally supposed
that the decision of the Privy Council, given a short time
ago, settled these difficulties. I am sorry to say that is net
the case. Although settled satisfactorily, so far as the
Provincial . Governmont is concerned, it has, in an-
other direction, only tended still further to complicate
matters. The Provincial Government are, of course,
satisfied with haviug gained their suit, and having
established the claim for which they contended,
the miner also is satisfied because ho is more favor-
able to the mining laws of the Province, believing
them to be more liberal, and that ho will have less difficulty
in obtaining a Crown grant fron the Provincial Govern-
ment than from the Dominion Government. But the capi-
talist is not satisfied, because ho has now two Goveruments
to deal with instead of one, two staffs of officials to deal
with instead of one, and two sets of mining laws, which, in
one essential point, are diametrically opposed teoeach other,
The position is this: The Provincial has control over the
precious metals, which only include silver and gold; the
Dominion bas the control over the baser metals and surface
rights. A miner may obtain a license from the Provincial
Government, and record bis claim with the Provincial Govern-
ment, but the Dominion Government may say to him:
Before you cut a single stick of timber ou that ground, you
must get our permission; before you put a pick into the
ground, or erect a building for your works, you must get
our permission. They may go further, and say: It is truc,
you have acquired the right to mine for precious motals,
but we have control over the baser motals; we believe that
the ore on which you are now going to work contains base
metals, and we will give a license to anyone wishing to
mine for base metals in that ground. Hence, you have to
apply to the two Governments-to the one te mine for
precious metals, and to the other te work for base metals.
In a case of that kind, who is to decide? The law courts
will have to decide. Of course, it may be said
that the Dominion Governmont will not interpret the law
harshly. But if yon follow up their own regulations, and
if the land is vacant, eny miner may ask that a claim be
recorded in his favor. Once recorded in his favor it is
alienated to him. He then las ail the rights of the Dominion
Government and can say to the miner who obtained his
licerse from the Provincial Government: If you do net
abandon your right in favor of mine, 1 will apply to the
courts for an injunction, or you must buy me off. It is well
known that along the line of railway there are large bodies
of low grade ore, and it is impossible te determine whether
they contain precions or base metals. If the galena carries
more silver than lead, it is a precious metal; if it carries
more lead than silver, it is a base metal. And the
Dominion Government may have jurisdiction one day and
the Provincial the next. The character of the ore fre-
quently changes. One day the ore will carry more silver
than lead; another day more lead than silver. In support
of this view that we have these low grade ores with the
precious metals side by aide, found in the sane claim, I will
read a few short extracts from the report of Mr. James
Brady, mining engineer:

" Field on the Canadian Pacifio Railway, and on the western slope
of the Rocky Mountains, is reported to have been shipping argentiferous
galena at the rate of about 100 tons a week to Vancouver in anticipation
of the smelting works at that place starting up. The 'Monarch' and
other claims in this district are in a fair base metal and silver bearing
belt which crosses the railway, and extends from above Funnel Mountain
to Otter TailOreek"
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Again:
' Jubilee Mountain and Spellumacheen on the west aide of the Co-

lumbia River above Golden, make a good showing, and have a consider-
able quantity on the various dumpi, and will, undoubtedly, be in a
condition tenship'considerable quantities of smelting ores as soon au
navigation opens."1
These setions are partly in the Dominion boit and partly
ont of it. There is only an imaginary lino dividing them.
The miner will be unable to tell whother ho should record
bis claim with the Provincial Government or with the )o-
minion Government, and, if afterwards the mine proves to
be valuable, and the survey is made, it is only thon that it
eau be determined which Governmont will have jurisdiction
over the mines. Then again :

"i cMurdo's eamp is a promising district for base metal and silver
ore, and can ship by steamer ta Golden."
tIere we have the authority of a mining engineer of high
standing, that base and precious motals are found side 1 y
side, and, as my hon. friend to my left (Mr. Colby), an old
miner, reminds me, even in the same shaft. That reminds
me of another point which I had almost forgotten to men-
tion. The mining laws of the Province of British Columbia
are based upon tbe laws of California and ail the mining
States in the Union except one, but the Mining Regulatiorns
of the Dominion are different. The laws of British Columbia
permit the miner to follow dips, spurs and angles of bis Iode
or vain. The Dominion regulations insist upon the miner
adhering to vertical lines. Under the provincial law
the miner may go outside of the vertical lines, if the Iode is
found to be a spur or angle of his lode. A raan may have a
Iode or vein which may be base metal whan ho takes up
bis claim under the Dominion Government, but ho may sud-
denly find precious metal, and that hoeis working the spur
or angle of a man who bas been previously licensed under
the Provincial Government, and though ho has spent money
upon it, the other man can take hie claim away frcm him.
We have two Governmonts in these lands, and two sets of
officers administering two sets of laws. What I think should
be done is this. The law should be assimilated, but perhaps
that is not going far enough. You may assimilate the laws
and yet have two sets of officers administering the sane
laws, but not thinking alike, and therefore there will con-
stantly be trouble, as one is dealing for the Dominion and
the other for the Provincial Government. What we require
is that the mining laws shall be administered by the same
Government, and that the laws enacted, while liberal to the
miner, will afford such protection to the capitalist as will
enable him to feel that ho has an assured title, free from any
doubt, cloud or uncertainty. Now, as to the remedy. Our
Province bas in the Peace River district a large area of
what is believed to be rich agricultural land. I would
suggest-and the idea does not originate with me, but bas
been before the public for some time-that an exchange
sbould be made with the Provincial Government of those
lands in the Peace River district for the lands in the rail.
way boit. Those lands are contignous to your North-West,
and are more easy of access from the North-West. If it can
be shown that the Dominion Government can administer
the lands botter in the interest of the Province than the
Provincial Government, I would say, let the Dominion
Government administer them, but I think it can be proved
that the lands can be botter administered by the Provincial
Government. Their Government is on the spot. The mem.
bers of that Governmont are brought more closely in con-
tract with the people. They have made mining laws a study,
and will be botter able to make such changes and modifica-
tions as may from time to time be required. Another im.
portant point is that the mining laws can be administered
more economically by the Local Government, because they
have officials ail along the lino at every important pint,
while the Dominion has officiais only at two points West-
minster and Calgary. 1, therefore, think the law can be more
economically administered by theProvincialGovern ment. of
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course, the exchange of lands requires negotiation, and we
hold that no time should be lost. Mining development bas
been retarded for four years, and I would press upon the
Government that, in a matter of such vital importance to
the Province, they should ask the Provincial Government
to administer the base metal mines. There is no class of
the community which pays so much to the Government in
the way of duties as the mnining community. I have shown
that the mining laws within the belt are in the most
complicated state. All wè ask is that the Government
should take some stop, and at as early a date as possible.
to remove those difficuities and place the laws in such a
stato that the miners will be encouraged to prospect, and
the capitalist to invest bis money and assist in mining
development.

Mr. DEWDNEY. I have listened with a great deal of
attention, and I think with sorne profit, to the remarks
made by the hon. member for Yale (Kr. Mara). I under-
stand quite well the anxiety which he las on this subject,
and I aiso know the anxiety which is foit by a very'large
number of people in British Columbia in regard to this
matter. I am an old British Columbian myself, and I am
an o!d miner, and, consequently, I have a fellow feeling for
British Columbians and for the position in -which they are
placed in regard to this matter. The complication has been
going on for the last four years, as the hon. member for
Yale (Mr. Mara) bas stated, but it was thought that the
decision of the Privy Council in the case lately before them
would have, to some extent, brought us out of the difficulty.
Bowever, when 1 saw a copy of the judgment in the
Tines a few days ago, I founa that the decision was given
cnly with regard to the precious metals. Probably that
was the only claim made by the Province of British
Columba. The uniortunate claim of the Local Goveru.
ment bas certainly placed the matter in a more unsatisfac-
tory state than it was previously. The hon. momber for
Yale (Mr. Mara) bas shown that it is very difficult to
dissociate ihe precious metals from the baser metals. I
have always found that the difficulty with regard to the ad-
ministration of the minerals in the railway belt has been
iucreased to some extent by the difference between the laws
of Britih Columbia and the mining regulations of the Dom-
inion. This is a matter which could be very easily rectified
if thought necessary. The larger question which the hon.
gentleman referred to, namoly, the transfer of the railway
belt for lands in the Peace River, is a very serious matter.
With regaid tothe smaller matter, an arrangement has been
suggested by which the two Governments might come to
ternms. I agree that no time should be lost by which sone
such arrangement should be come to for the working of those
mines. We all know that capital is ready to -be put into
the mines, already a considerable sum hias been invested.
I can assure the bon. gentleman that, so far as I am con-
cerned, I shall invite my colleagues to communicate at an
early day with the Govet.nment of British Columbia with a
view of coming to some arrangements. I find that before I,
took office a proposition had been made to the Government
of British Columbia to exchange our railway belt lands fer
lands in the Peace River country. This has been considered
by my predecessor, and I am informed that he did not look
upon it very favorably. Last summer Mr, Robson, one of
the members of the Local Government, visited Ottawa, and
also placed this proposition before the Government, but on
account of this claim being at that time before the Privy
Council, it was not thought advisable to deal with the
matter. Ilowever, I am quite sure that the Government
wilil be ready to consider any proposition that the British
.Co'umnbia Government might make, and I can assure the
top.. member for Yale that I shall do everything that I oan
in order Io bring about a satisfactory settlement, so that'
these aines may be worked.

Mr. MARA.

9A .APRI 5,
MILITIA AND DEFENCE-CLOTHlING4

Mr. MULOCK. Before the House-proceeds again into
Committee of Supply, I deire to invite the attention of the
House to an important branch of the public service- refer
to the Department of Militia and Defence. I am sure that
the interest which hon. gentlemen, without regar'd to party,
take in that important service, will be allowed a sufficient
excuse for my taking up the time of the House at this late
period of the Session. It is within the recollection of all of
us that it is but a short time since the regular army of Eng-
land was found represented in varions parts of the Dominion
of Canada; but, about the time of Confederation, a change
of policy in that regard was adopted by the Imperial
authorities, and since that time we have been left to our
own resources, and allowed to develop in our own way
whatever system of militia might commend itself to the
people of Canada. Well, Mr. Speaker, the, people of
Canada are not, as a whole, I think, in favor of a standing
army. We desire, if possible, to develop and maintain a
volunteer systen, believing that it will sufficiently attain
the objects of the force, and, at the same time, aid in build-
ing up and developing a proper sentiment in the
country. For 21 years, or thereabonts, we have been
engaged in developing this system. During that time the
people have submitted to censiderable burdens in order to
give the system a fair chance. Year by year, this Paria.
ment has been called upon to expend large sams of money
to aid in developing the force. That taxation on the part
of the people up to the present time, acquiesced in, unpro-
tested against, is good evidence, I think, that the people de-
sire the system to be maintained according as the resources
of the country warrant. My remarks being particu-
larly directed to the present Administration, I wiil not
refer to the system prior to coming into office, under the
present Government, of the Minister of Militis, to whose
administration I intend especially to direct my remarks,
not holding him responsible for the state of affairs prior to
the year 1880. I may state, for the information of the
House, that in that year the people placed at his disposal, in
order to maintain this system, the sum$690,018.93. That
was the amount necessary at that time to maintain the volun-
teer system of Canada. Since that time that expenditure has
increased by leaps and bounds, and during the year closing
30th June, 1888, the ordinary expenditure of the department
of Militia and Defence amounteci to,$1,273,178 59 ; in other
words, the expenditure of $690,000, with which the Minister
began bis administration in 1880, las, within eight years,
increased by 85 per cent., or by the sum of $583,160. That
increase, spread over the full period of eight years, amounts
to the sun of 876,95, as representing the annual growth of
the expenditure under his administration. This year we
have been called upon to vote, and are about to vote and
place at the disposai of the hon. gentleman who presides
over that department, the sum of $1,290,200, being the
largest sum ever yet placed in the bands of any Minister of
Militia in Canada; in other words, we are now asked to
place at his disposal in the department a sum almost double
that which was found sufficient to carry on the system
in 1880 under his own administration. Now, Mr. Speaker,
is there any reason why the expenditure bas in-
creaged to this extent, and at this rapidity? 1 €ask
the hon. gentleman whether the service has doubled
in efficiency within the last eight years. Is there
any record, either within or without Pàrliament, that
would justify any hon. gentlenian in saying, on the
floor of this House or outside of it, that the incroased ad-
vantages afforded to the force have been in proportion to
the increased expenditure ? las this expenditure produced
satisfaction in regard totheadministrationcofthedepartment?
I har'dly think y prsob Ét all famiIiar with- the public
opinion of the country will ventare to assert t4Lt it has,
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Unfortunately, in this case, it appears to me that the more
money that is placed in the hands of the Minister of Militia
and Defence,the more unwisely the expenditure is inade, andl
the greater the sum placed at the disposition of the depart-
ment, the more the public interests are neglected. I speak
advisedly *hen I say that, with respect to a large portion of
the volunteers, and I speak for the volunteers in the dis-
trict from which I come, Toronto and that district, and re-
presenting, as I think they do, te a very large extent,
the opinion of the volunteers of a large radius around
that district,-I say, speaking as I think, their opinion,
that there is but one opinion with regard te the adminis-
tration of the Department of Militia and Defence, namoly,
that i is net administered in the interest of the force, and,
as a result, the volunteers of that district, at least, have on-
tirely lqst'confidence in the Minister of Militia. I may be
in errof .on this point; I speak from my own experience.
There are other hon. gentlemen who are familiar with the
feeling that obtains, and they are supporters of the Adminis-
tration. I do net know what their sentiments are in regard
te this matter, but they are here to contradict me if I am
wrong, and in their presence and with the full knowledge
of what I say, I asserL that the volunteers, the militia forge
of that part of Canada te which I have referred, are, I be-
lieve, unaninously in favor of a change in the head of the
Department of Militia and Defence. One migbt naturally
ask, what is there to show for this vast increase of expendi.
ture at the hauds of the departmont ? It will be said that
we got full value for aIl the money that we expended. It
is known to this louse that it is almost impossible for a
member in Opposition te ascertain all the details connected
with the expenditure of that sum of money, but, notwith-
standing those disadvaitages, it bas been within the power
of a Committoc of this flouse, to some extent, te ascer-
tain whether there *as any real foundation for the
charges that have, from time te time, been made against
the department. It bas been charged against the head of
the departmont that he bas made improvident contracts,
that he as wasted public money, that in hs administration
of the department ho has departed fiom sound business
principles, that he as degraded the service, that he has
introduced political considerations into the administration
and patronage of his office. These acts have baen charged
against the hon. gentleman, and if one-tenth of them be
truc, this Hioue should net allow then to be continued for
one monient. Se far as the opportunity afforded by the
Public Accounts Committee was concerned, I say these
charges have been sustained and more than sustained.
That Comniittee has only been able te take up one slight
branch of the expenditure this Session, but se far as that
enquiry has gone, it has established the grossest misappliî
caueh of the public fuads by the Minister of Militia atid
Defenco.

Mr. HESSON. That is net true.
Mr. MULOCK. Perhaps, when 1have read the evidence,

the House will find whether it is true or not, and if the
liouse fails te do se the countty wilt find it, and so, at ail
evente', Iihall have discharged my duty by giving the
louse and the country the evidenoe in support of the
statenient which I have made.

Mr. HKSSON. You utterly failed te sustain the case.

Mr. MULOCK. We shall see from the ovidence what I
have accomplished. I charge the Minister of Miftia and
Defence with having issued contracts for supplies of clothing
for his 'department without regard to sound business prir.-
ciples. I charge him with having made contracts et
unnecessarily higli figures and without having invited
tenders. I charge him with having issued contracts te
political supportèrà of the Administration te supply the
Milia f9re QoiCanaada with clothing at prices 5 per etnt,

and more bigher than the price for which he canld have
obtained botter mateialin other quarters.

Mr. RESSON. It is not correct.
Mr. MULOCK. I shail show whether it is correct or not.

I am making the charge, and I am going to give the
evidence. I may say that we have only boon able to inves-
tigato the details of one contract, so diicult is it to conduct
an enquiry of this kind before a cunibersome body like
the Publie Accounts Committee. I charge that the
Minister of Militia and Defence sanctioned the isouing of a
coritract to one W. E. Sanford, now a member of tho
Sonate of Canada, to supply the Miltia force of Canada
with a large quantity of clothing, and that ut the timo he
issued that contract ho had in his possession a teucer
from the firm of Webb & Ca. of E gland to supply clothing
at a very much less pice. The lacts were iblse: That
shortly after the tender of Webb & Co. was received the
Minister signed the contract with Mr. Sanford, giving him
a greatly increased priceover the price for which those
goods could have been procured froi Webb & Co. Lot me
say that in 18b6 the Department of Militia issued an adver-
tisement for certain supplies. From that time down to
the present they have never called upon the public by
advertisement t.o compote for contracts connected with the
Militiu Department. Thore was but one advertisement
ever issued, and that was in 1886. After that year, what
do we find ? In 1887 there was a general election, and
Mr. Sanford, now a member of the Senate-and as a
member of the Sonate I would dosire to speak of him with
ail respect, but as a public contractor I must, in the dis-
charge of my duty, refor to him in the capacity
ef a contractor-rendered valuable services to the Con-
servative party during that election. I received informa-
tion which justified me in stating to the Committue
that Mr. Sanford had contribuled a very largo sum
of money to secure the success of the Conservative
party during that election, and I proposed, if I wore per-
mitted to do so, to enquire as te whether those improvident
contracts subsequently let to him wore not intended to
serve tbe purpose of recoupment. The Committee declined
to allow that enquiry. Tnere is the fact, hôwever, that the
Ministor did, as t say, give to Mr. Sanford in 1887 a con-
tract to supply the dopartment with a laige quantity of
militia clothing, and issueI that contra ,t to him without
having published any advertisement in any paper in Canada
calling for tenders. Tue only thing they did on that occa-
sion was to issue a circular to four merchant tailors in
Canada calling upon them to tender; these four boing favor-
ites of tho Government who had alreudy held contracts.
That circular letter was issued in Aug'ust, 1887, and, ut the
same time, the Department of Militia sent a letter to Webb
& (;u., of London, England. This firm, I understantid, had
for many years supplied the Government with militia
ciothing, and they also supplied large quantities of these
articles to the British armny. The following is the letter
which was sent to Messrs. Webb & Co.:-

" HIADQUAaTsR, OTTAWA,

"29th August, 1837.

"GENTLEMEN,-[ have the honor to request you will be so geod as to
send in a list of the lowest prices at whion you will undertake to supply
for the Mlhtia of Canala, tha undermentionei articles, in the event of
its bjing decided to import such articles from England, viz

" (1) Cavalry tunics 6th Dragoon Guards.
si'13th Hassar.

(2) Artillery cloth tunica.
i serge jackets.

(3) R fle cloth tunics.
jackets.

(4) Infantry scarlet cloth tanics,[No. 2 cloth.
No. 3 cloth.

" serge jackets.

"The quality of the tunics to be the sane as used by the above arme
of the Imperial regular army. Alo kindly quote prices for artillery and
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infantry serge trousers same as those last suppiied by you to the
Department.

"sI have the honor to be, Gentlemen,
"sYour obedient servant,

'' (Signed) Wf. POWELL,

fi MEsSRs. WEBB & Co , London, E.0."
On the 12th September, 1887, the Department of Militia and
Defence received a cable message from Messrs Webb & Co.
in reply to this letter, and that cable was followed by the
following letter to the Militia Department here:-

"L ONDON, 16t!i September, 1887.
'" To the Adjutant General of MilitTa,

"ICanada.
"Sa,-In reply to your letter 20,261 dated the 29th August last, we beg

to inform you that we have this day wired as per copy enclosed, which
we now confirm:-

s. d.
"Oavalry tunics 6th Dragoon Guards....... .... ..... 14 11

13th Bussars... ...... ...... ...... 9 6
"Artillery cloth tunicea... ............................... 15 8

"l serge jackets. ............ ....... 6 1
'Rifle cloth tunics ..................... ...... 14 1

" serge jackets.......................5 9
'Infantry scarlet cloth tunics, No 2 pattern......... 12 6

"6 "4 No 3 new pattern.... 10 8
102 heavier than old

"Infantry serge jackets....................................... 6 5
" Serge trousers, artillery...............,.................... 6 10

'' infantry..................................... 6 7
"The quality of the cloths and eerges to be the same as used here for

the regular army. We trust these prices will ensure your esteemed order.
" We are Sir,

"Your obedient servants,
''"(Signed) G. 8. WEBB & Co."

That letter was sent on the 16th September, by Webb & Co.,
who supply the regnlar army in England, and for many
years supplied the Canadian forces to the entire satisfaction
of the department bere, and to the sati.faction of the people.
But what did the Minister of Militia then proceed to do ?
Ie procecded to let out a contract to William E. Sanford, of
hamilton, dated 16th November, 1887, to supply a certain
quantity of those articles, the total cost running up to thou-
sand sud thousands of dollars. I may state that, in the com-
parison of prices which 1 wiil make, I have turned the ster.
ling money into currency at the rate of $4.90, which, I
think every hon. gentleman will admit, is very liberal. I
may state tbat, at the Public Accounts Committee, Colonel
Powell, of the Adjutant General's Department, stated that 5
per cent. added to the English price would pay everypharge
of freight,&c., and lay down the clothing from the manufac-
turer s in London at the stores of the department at Ottawa.
Now, we will compare the prices. Webb & Co. offered to sup-
ply the cavalry tunics of the 13th Husar pattern at 19s. 6d.,
add 5 per cent. for freight to this, and $5 currency is the price
at which the Minister could have supplied the English-made
cavalry tunic of the kind to which I referred. Instead of
doing this he gave the contract to Wm. E. Sanf ord tosup; ly
the same kind of cavalry tanics at $7.64; in other words, he
gave him a bonus of 53 per cent, on that clase of goods. I
make that charge and 1 prove it. Webb & Co. offered to
supply the Government with cavalry tunies of the 6th
Dragoon Guards pattern at 14e. 1 Id.; add 5 per cent , which
it would cost to lay the goods down at Ottawa, and the
price in currency would be $3.83. What did the Minister
do? He issued a contract for a large quantity of these to
Wm. E. Sanford at a price of 85.89, or he gave him a bonus
of 54 per cent. above what the English goods would cost
laid down in Ottawa. Webb & Cou. cffered to supply the
Government of Canada with artillery cloth tunics at lös.
Bd., or $3.92, laid down in Canada, but the Minister of Mili-
tia issued a contract to Wm. E. Sainford to supply these
tunics at $6.04; or a bonus of 55 per cent given to W. E.
Sanford. Webb & Co. offered to supply the Government
with infantry scarlet cloth tunics, .No. 2 pattern, at 12s. 6d.,
or $3.21, laid down in Canada, but the Minister of Militia
issued a contract to W. E. Sanford for those tunios at 85, or,

Mr. uloco.

in other words, ho was given a bonus of 55 per cent. Webb
& Co. offered to supply rifle tunice, green cloth, at 14a. id.,
to wbicb, addirg 5 per cent. for all expenses of freight,
&c., the cost of laying down at Ottawa would be 83.60J.
Then the Minister of Militia issued to W. E. Sanford a
contract to supply these garments to the Government at
$5.58J, or 55 per cent. more than they could be
supplied for in the way I mentioned. I might further state
that Webb & Co., in their tender, offered tg supply a large
number of other articles, I presume at the same rates. They
were not supplied by Mr. Sanford, but by other tenderers,
I presume, but the Committee did not attempt to investigate
the dealings of any other firm with the Militia Department
than that of W. E. Sanford. Well, I charge the Minister
of Militia with more than that. I charge him with having
issued a contract to the firm of James O'Brien & Co., of
Montreal, in the fail of 18b7, for three years, for thousands
of greatcoats, costing in all perbaps $30,000 or $40,000,
without even baving gone through the form of a circular
letter or of advertising for tenders. There never was an
invitation to the public to tender for these su pplies; and be
issued that contract, not at a price which was current in
1887, but at the price at which those garments were
supplied to the department in 1884. In that year James
O'Brien bad contracted to supply greatcoats to this
Department at a certain price; and as every bon. gentle-
man knowE, there was between 1884 and 18b7 a very con-
siderable shrinkage in the cost of such goods. These
charges I will verify by a perusal of the evidence later on.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.
Mr. MULOCK. Before you lot tbe Chair, I mentioned

to the flouse that Mr. Sanford, while a contract was in
force between him and the Government to supply the de.
partment with clothing, bad been called to the Senate4
Allow me to give the dates of some matters about that time.
The .irst contract that was entered into with him was in
1886. That contract was current in the spring of 18b7, and
on the 12th of April of that year Mr. Sanford was called
to the Sonate. As his contract at that time was only partly
executed, within a couple of months after being called to
the Sonate ho made an assignmont of this contract to a Mr.
Stephen. Yet after that Mr. Sanford continued to carry
out the terms of the contract, to conduct a correspondence
with the Government, on behalf of Mr. Stephen, to present
accounts under the contract, and in every way to
act as the substantial contractor, the only possible change
being the formal or nominal transfer of the contract to
Mr. Stephen. Lot me state, too, that in lthe month
of June, 1887, Mr. Sanford converted his business,
which Lad been theretofore conducted in his name exclu-
sively, into a joint stock compary,in which he contirined to
be the principal proprietor, to work ont this contract, and
to accept a Y cw contract. Ris company is known in the
correspondence as the W. E. Sanford Manufacturing
Company. Thon, on the 15th of October, 188ý, the Minister
of Militia, without having advertised for tenders, without
having adopted any system to obtain competition, awarded
a new contract to Mr. Sanford to supply the department
with 9,200 garments of varions kinds for the use of the
force, including those for which Webb & Co. had tendered
in the previous year. That con tract was issued on the same
basis as the contract of 1887, and it involved a cost to the
country of 847,39S, the piice of the goods being 55 per
cent. bigLer than the same goods oould have been supplied
for in the way I have referred to. Notwithstanding the
colorabie assignment to Frank Stephen, and the converting
of Mr. Sanford's business into a corporation, throughout
the whole of this traneaction W. B. Sanford was the
prinoipal beneficiary, for a long time theonly one, and
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during this time ho was, and ho still is, a
member of the Senate of Canada. So that we
have this transaction as a more bye.product of this
enquiry, thowing not only the misconduct of the Admin-
istration in their use of the publie money, but dealing
directly with one of the members ol the Senate, a supporter
of the Administration. I do not at this stage dwell upon
ihe propriety or otherwise of using the Department of
Militia for the purpose of securing friends in another part
of the Legislature; but I think that branch of the case is
still open to proper comment. It is, in my opinion, highly
unbecoming any branch of this Legislature that its members
should either, directly or indirectly, profit by contracts made
with the Parliament of which they form a part. Never-
theless, that state of affaire las continued up to the present,
and what I have stated as to Mr. Sanford's connection with
the affair is not a more matter of hearsay or dispute, but
we have Mr. Sanford's own admission that ho merely made
the transfer of the contract to avoid pains and penalties,
while ho remained substantially in the same position
as when a personal contractor and had the same
interest. In his defence ho said ho considered ho
had been acting in perfect propriety in adopting
that mode of evading the Independence of Parliament Act.
i charge theb hon. Minister of Militia with this matter, with
having so negligently looked after the contractors that they
were enabled to foist upon the country large quantities of
manufactured goods for the use of the militia, inferior in
material, workmanship and appearance and inferior in
every other respect to what could have been obtained at 55
per cent. less if the Government had chosen to accept
another tender. I nderstand theb hon. Minister of Militia
says that in all this matter ho was developing the great
principle of the National Policy; that ho had the alterna-
tive of ordering these goods from England at a reduced
price, or placing the contracts with Canadian manufacturers,
and thus encouraging the home industry, and ho chose the
latter course. But will the hon. gentleman pretend to say
that the National Policy involves the abandonment of
overy wholesome business principle, and that in order to
live up to the National Policy it is necesaary, in buying
supplies for the country, to abandon the principle ot
advertising for tenders beforo entering into contracta?
Does the National Policy involve corrupting branches
of the Legislature and creating disaffection amongst
the militia of Canada? Surely the National Policy is
not intended to operate in that way. Would it not
have been wholly consistent with the National Policy,
after you had decided not to accept any competition froin
abroad, to adopt a healthy, honest system at home, and
issue your contracte on business principles? Whilst I admit
that it would be preferable in ail cases, other things being
equal or nearly equal, to expend our money among our-
selves, atill no excuse can be advanced for disregarding
those ordinary and well recognised principles that ought
always to attend the letting of publie contracte. If those
charges which I have made are true--

Mr. HESSON. They are not true.
Mr. MULOCiK. There are witnesses who have proved

them. If these charges, which I have made, have borne no
fruit-

An hon. MEMBER. No.
Mr. MULOCK. There is not an hon. gentleman before

me who can say that those things have not borne fruit. Let
me tell you what bas happened in the case of the Queen's
Own Rifles. We were informed by credible witnesses, men
in the force, that that battalion, which has been in the
service since 1960, were dissatisfied with the material
nerved out to them.

Mr. TAYLOR. No,

Mr. MULOCK. That the men refused to acoept froin
the Gavernment the uniforms tendered to them, preferring
to buy ont of their own pockets suitable uniforms from
England. I say that is proved.

Mr. TAYLOR. No.
Mr. MULOOK. It is proved by the evidence. The hon.

member for Leeds may say "no," and may obstruct, but it is
not possible te enlighten that hon. gentleman. His position
is to serve bis Government through thick and thin and
per nefas rather than per /as.

1Mr. FOSTER. Explain.
Mr. MULOCK. I will come to the evidence. What I

say is that the Queen's Own Rifles refused to accept the uni-
forms served out te them by the Government for the reason
disclosed by the evidence, and taxed themselves te supply
themselves with proper uniforms. They who are engaged
in this patriotic work of serving in the militia were truer
te their country than theb hon. the Minister of Militia, for,
instead of abandoning the service, they chose to bear the
additional burden of paying out of their own pockets that
which ought to have been paid by the public. The hon.
member for Leeds says none of this is true. Let him look
at the evidence.

Mr. TAYLOR. What I said was that none of the
clothing served under these contracta were found fault with
by the troops in Toronto.

Mr. MULOCK. I will give some extracts from the
evidence taken before the Committee.

Mr. TAYLOR. Give the whole of it.
Mr. MULOCK. The evidence is before the House for

any hon, member to read who desires to do se.
Mr. TAYLOR. We could not get it printed,becauseyon

kept it all the time.
Mr. MU LOCK. May I ask, Mr. Speaker, for your pro-

tection? It is quite clear the hon. member for Leeds feels
ho has been driven into a corner.

Mr. TAYLOR. 1 have net.
Mr. MULOCK. If ho were net, ho would allow this de-

bate to proceed in the usual way.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, You do not need protec.

tion if ho is driven into a corner.

Mr. MULOCK. I will give some extracts of the ovidence
before the Committee of Public Accounts, and show how
far it bears out the serious charges I have made. The first
witness was Lieutenant Colonel Powell, Adjutant General
of the Forces, and who las for many years been in the ser-
vice of the department. Colonel Powell gave the follow-
ing evidence:

"Q. How dos EnglisB.made clothing compare in durability, fit and
appearance with the canadian made, suoh as bau been supplied within
the lat year or two ?-A. It is better in fit and appearance.

"Q. How about durability?-A. We have not been able to test that
yet. It would take some time.

" Q. What As the average life of a well-made English uniform as
compared with what the department as obtained in Canada ?-A. It
As intended to be the same.

" Q. I know it is intended to be the same, but what ls the experience
by you?-A. Experience bas shown ni that the articles are not so good
nor so long lived.

" Q. Are you aware that there is quite a feeling of dissatifaction
among the militia of Canada in regard to the quality of clothing now
being served ont?-A. There have been a good many complaints.'

Thon, in amswer te the Minister of Marine, the examina-
tion goes on :

" Q. Practically, you have to give a monopoly to thes. men to get a
better class of good ?-A. Yes, practically that.

T.)luZr. Ligier :

" Q.Is it not a fact that durinthe laut five yeare you have had
offs»tn omplaints from the3litrnt battalous throughout the
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country of the quality of the trouera furnished to them 7-A. Yes, that
is, in many cases.

" Q. Have not these complaints been made that the trousers have
worn out and become useless during fourteen days these battalions are
out on annual drill ?-A. In some cases they have.

" Q. On the 5th August, 1887, without asking for tenders from any
manufacturera in Canada or England, you informed James O'Brien &
Co., that they were to have the contract for three years more at the
same rate that had been paid to them before ?-A. They submitted a
tender as to price.

Q. At the same price paid to them previously 7?-A. Yes.
"Q. Did you take any steps to ascertain if greatcoats could be

furnished by other firms ?-A. No."

There the department itself, on the information of the
Adjutant General, admits that a contract was made with
James O'Brien to supply overcoats for the period of three
years, and that no efforts were made to obtain tenders.from
any other source. Do you want any botter evidence than
the evidence of the department itself ? Probably the hon.
gentleman will contradict Lieut. Col. Powell. 1 chargod
before the Public Accounts Committee that the Queen's
Own Riles were dissatisfied, as I have already stated, and
some witnesses from that battalion were produced, among
others, Capt. Bennett. Capt. Bennett has been, as ho states,
in the service since the year 1877, about 12 years ago. He
has been a private in the force, and has gradually risen to
the position le now erjoys of captain. Ris examination is
as follows :-

" By .Mr. Mulock:
" Q. I stated to this Committee, last week, that there was dissatis-

faction ia the Queen'e Own in regard to the character of the uniforms
iesued by the department. I have been so informed. Surely that is not
the case? A. There has been great dissatisfaction among the officers
and me for the last five or six years.

4 air A. P. CaoN. Before this question is gone into, I should like
to submit to the Chairman of the Committee "--

And he goes on to object to auy enquiry as to the cause of
dissatisfaction.

Sir ADOIfIHE VA.RON. Hear, hear.
Mr. MULOCK. And the Chairman and the Committee

being adverse to my proceeding with that branch of the
enqury-

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew).
Mr. MULOCK. Does au
Mr. WHITE (Reufrew).

adverse to any body.

Oh.
ny one contradict that ?

Surely the Chairman was not

Mr. MULOCK. I was only going on to give a narrative,
of what occurred. Then Capt. Bennett was examined as
follows. lie produced some uniforms:

" Q. Will you select some of theee samples cf uniforms? A. These
are two tuaics taken out of the regimental stes that have never been
used.

"Q. What do you object to in regard to ihese? A. These are two
différent colore.

dQ.ernt should be the color? A. Rifle green.
"Q. What do you call this color ? A. A sort of.blue, as far 4a

I aun ee.
".Q. Doe th&t fairly represent the lack of uniformity in the cçior of

the issue? A. Wheu l the new issue, that is when isued first, but
when the tunies are worn a year or two, they become aLl kinds.of
shades. We have a dozen differesit shades. When:that tunie is worn a
year, it turns one shade first and then another.

"1Q. There is alack of uniormity in the color ? Haveyou got any
that have been worn so that we may see how tbey stand the wear ?
A. That is a uniform which a man in my c>mpany returned last Friday
night. .It bas had two jear' wear. That is the sAate of it,

ye Q. How long ought it to be good for ? A. They.were issued for five
years.

"Q. Will the issue last five years? A. It will not Isotthat long.
i b. eo th isa ic (iaking up another)?- A. ttat isone of thse

ieenecf 187.7,,au Jtîgbeb tunie.
"Q. And this other one was issued in 1887? A. Yes.
"Q. What le the condition of the two ? How -.do they-uompare? A.

I think the comparison is against the Canadian tunie.
" Q. Then the tunic of 1877, issued about ten years before this one, ie

in a better condition than the one you are complaintng of?- A -Yes,,
we have uniforms in the regiment that .were issued- in 18617 that are
better than this one. We have a few isued at that date.

" Q. This uniform of the issue of 1877, bas it been In use as constant-
Iy as this one ut 181?1? A. Mbreo Thesy, betis comne outef the.coî$pay.

"Q.abeyare bothissensLu. 24 U
Mx, .&lUagOs;

" Q. This one was used as much ? A. Yes, and the man refused to
turn out for spring drill unless I gave him another tunic.

" Q. I ask you whether the ftnic of 1877, which you produce, bas
been worn as much as the one issued within the last two years ? A.
Yes.

" Q. And, as a result of the comparison, the one issued two years ago
has suffered more from wear in two years than the other in twelve
years ? A. Yes.

'' Q. You eay that on your honor as an officer of the Queen's Own ?
A. Yes.

" Q. Well, does that evidence apply generally to the issue in ques-
tion ? A. It does.

" Q. It applies generally to the issue to the men ? A. There ii the
greatest dissatiefaction among the men of the regiment in regard to the
Canadian issue.

" Q. How do you know that? A. I know that from my personal expe-
rience in my own company.

" Q. I am told that the whole of the Queen's Own Regiment are
ordering new uniforms at their own èxpense froïn EnglandI lethat net
correct ? A. That ie perfect1y correct. They are not al ordered yet, but
they will eventually order, 1- believe. The majority of the companies
have ordered now.

" Q. What companies have ordered now ? A. A, B, 0, D, G and H.
I think these are'all that have ordered

" Q. Ordered what.? A. Newclothing, both tunice and trousers from
England.

"Q. Why? A. Because the men are ashamed to turn out in the
uniform that they have now.

I Q. Those worn out or new ones ? A. What is in the regiment
now. We have all kinds and all sorte and conditions of uniforme.

" Q. Would they be safisfied with new uniforms from the department?
A. They would not, froi- the experience they have of thote in use now,
and beside that we can get therm much cheaper thab what the
department charge.

3 Q. For $5.68 yon have an English uniform, and for $9 yon have a
Canadian. Now jdât give un your opinion as to the relative merite of
what the volnnteer gets between the Ehglieh and Ganadian militia
unitorms ? A. Of course this is an English uniform, and we have never
h -d aey experience with that particular uniform, but I belleve it has
been tested here and found to be nearly ail wool beaver that is the
expression used. t wiH-Iast from five -te six andseven years, while the
aanadian uniforme 'will only las4 as your experience proves, about two
years.

"Q. Bo much for durability. What about. appearance ? A, There
are no two questions about the appearance, any pereen who examines
these tunics will see.

"Q What are yoar politicas? A. Conservative. I havealways been
so, and My family have always been.

Q. Wh'ats i condition of the uniforme of the Queen's Own band ?
A. Well,4 kheW that- they are juet about getting a complete new out-
fit.

" Q. Why ? A. Because the others are worn out.
"Q. When were they ismued to them? A. In October, 1886.
"Q. Hew long should that isue have lasted ? A.. Five years."

This gentleman was cross-examined in various ways, and
these are some of hie questions and answers. I stated in
regard to the contract made with James O'Brien in 1888,
that it *as made on the basis of the terms granted in 1884,
that is, that the prices given to him in 1884 were exactly
the same pices that were given to him to supply great
coats to the force in 1888; and I stated that there had been
a shrinkage in value, and, under those circumstances, it is
£air to assume that had the Government adopted the proper
xarse of=ad vertising for tenders in 1888 for great coats,
they would have obtained them at prices far less than those
witieh they awarded in,1888. Oliver Wilby was subpænaed
and he gave evidence in regard to the shrinkage. His
cross-examination at some little length shows that the
woollen coats-these great coats are woollen-were a great
deal cheaper in 1888 then they were in 1884; he was un-
able to state the percentage, but ho stated'tht fact, w hicl
shoWs how it would bavobeen ir the publieihterest hhadth 3
departmerit seen fit to invite public tenders. The Hon.

ir. Santord was examined, ard 1 merely read his eiidene
now to cotroborate whut I have stated:

." Q. I bolieve you had a contract with the Militia Departmeo t in 1886?
A. Yes

"Q. You had a contract with the Militia Department for the supply of
'clothing? A. Yes.

" Q. hat contract, I beliçve, is here among the papers ? When were
you appointed îo tie senate ? A On th 12th'April, 1887.

" Q. 1e contract offf8t wa in fore-sat that time&?
A" hou Mr. Bow$LL. Thiiu 15 net the semipittel of Privileges anI
lections
" Mr. SANsoai. The contract was assigned to Yzank Stephen, aid

you will se .the asuigument among the papmr
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" Welthe, wqetm.d out the terms of that contract ? A. The

fitm o -Fxank Siephen. We manufactured the gooda simply to com-
plete the contract.

"Q. Who areTrauk3tephen & 00. ? A. They are sirnply agents for
the oth.

t. Yourhdi.a rethaining interest in it not*itbhtandiïg thi sign-
mert? A. IWe hai the finterest 0f conpeiting the contract.

Q. Did yoï share any of the profiïs in c4rrying it out? A. We re-
tained exaàciy the Saine poiltion* in regard to the contract as bèfore, so far
as ite i.euise were.concerned. The simple obji et, I may say Equarely, in
msking liat assiganí¥nt, was to a"oid; and very necessarily on my part
a question which might arise in regard to public criticism. As j stated
before, I was aithorisei by the higbest authority to complete a coontraét
which was necessary in the interest of the country, and would make me
liable for damages if Ineglected to complete the contract entered into
priàrto My being called to the Senate.

''Q. So you ceased to be the real contraotor, but your intereet re-
mained exactly the same ? A. Exactly the same."

He oeased t.o be the real contractor, and he con tinued to be
the real contractor.

"9. When you -peak of W. E Banford &~OJo. as the first contractor,
Was there snyone in the company, but yourself ? A. Notduringthe lest
yeatr.

"Q. When the contract of 1886 wWÉ entered into? A. It was W. E.
Banford & Co., but W. E. Sandfordwas alone. I was the only abn
tractorl"
That is, Mr. Sanford was the 'oly contraetorat the time
these contraUtA were in existence and being carried out,
and he ad been called to the Senate.

"Q. When did it become the manufacturing company ? A. It became
the manufaeturing cotngany in June.

'r Q. I ask whetherfMr.8tfotrd is the principal member'of that corpor-
ation during the continuance of this contraef, during the time the W. 0
Sanford Manufacturing Company laàd their contract with the Govern-
mént. Were you or were you not ? Are you yourself one of the prin-
cipal shareholders? A. Yes.

' "Q. Now, I come to a branch of the case that I raised before. I want
to ascertain Mr. Sanford's contribution to the Conservative party ?

" The CHAIRMA. I ruled that ont before. It is of no intereet to the
Committee and we have no right to interfere."

Then the examination goes on and shows that on the 15th
October, 1888, a new contract was entered into with tho
Sanford Co. for 9,200 garments at the prices of 1887.
So we have it from Mr. Sanford himself that the Sanford
Manufacturing Company, whioh in no sense had ever been
a contractor with the Government in 1888, became a con-
tractor to Bpply the militia force of Canada with uniforms
at prices which had been given in 1.87 to W. E. Sanford,
which prices I have shown to be 55 per cent. higher than
was necessary. The next witness examined whose evidence
I have noted, is Mr. Irving, who was called by Dr. Bergin.
In the course of his examination he makes this stato-
ment, which may be considered as bearing upon the question
of quality:

"Lat year I examined some stores in Ottawa,. Watson showe d us a
pair of trousers which were originlly supposed to be blue. The front
part was a red color, a claret color, and the back part was blue, and
that wa a reddish color."

After some difficulty we snceeeded in obtaining some
further evidence from the Queen's Own. I now read the
evidence of Lieutienant J. S. Crean. This man had been in
the service from 1877 to the present time, and had risen,
like many other good mon, from a humble position to
occupy the proud position of lieutenant in the Queen's
Own. He and his father before him were merchant-tailors
in the city of Toronto, and military outfitters:

" Q. Have you had an opp>rtunity of seeing the character of the
clothing of the Queen's Own ? A. Yes, i hav.e seen a great deal of it.

" Q. What is you opinion of it ? A. My opinion of the clothing that
is now issued i that it is exceedingly bad-very bad.

" Q. In what respect? A The materie bsad, the eut ia bad. It ia
impossible to get a tunic to fit a man. The tunici are not ut snd made
up according to the measurement. Them aterial is bad, and it is not
always of the game color."

Then further, in speaking of the Cad eut of the tunies be
says in answer to another question :

" They are out out cf proportion tud'would only fit me of mature
years. In every éingle instance tht taules were altered more or les.
There was not an exception.

" Q. dW *abut e ;h.aaie Iosmeet t*îhe privatu? A.?lhey are
exactly the ame.
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QI'. Are the tunics often of uniform color? A. No, they are aot.
" Q. How dues the cloth in the present issue of tunics compart with

the e'ioth of the English clothiug ? A. It does not compare at ali. It is
of very much poorer quality.

" Q. How dose the colo-r of th, present issue compare witb the- color
of the English clothing ? A. Well, the color of the English tunics
I have seen some blue and some green.

"Q. Are you a supporter of this Government? A. Yeg, I have
always voted Conservative, but I do not think the militia shonld su«er
for the sake of the party."

Color Sergeant McKell, who has been in Queen'a Own
Rifles 13 years, says :

"I miaed by Mir. Malock:
"Q. Have you any prejudice against this G:ynernment ? A. I am a

red hot Goneervative myself, and always bave been. I have worked
againet yourself before now.

" Q Do you know if any of the Oueen's Cwn have purchased, out of
their own pockets, uniforme lately ? A. Yes; I have purchased them
myself.

" Q. When ? A. Last year
" Q. Why did the men buy their own uniforms from England instead

of what wae issued by the department ? A. Owing to the poor quality of
the nlotbing supplied to the regiment by the department.

I call the attention to the fact that Color Sergeant MeKell
said that tbey took this particular action on account of the
poor quality of the elothing issued to the service by the
iDepartment. It is immaterial under what contract this
clothing was obtained, as far as this question is concerned.
The clothing issued to the Queen's Own was of such an
inferior quality that the regiment did what Sergeant Major
McKeil said they did--they threw it back on the Govern-
ment and preferred to tax themselves and properly clothe
thomselves. The examination continued :

"fQ. low long have you been in the service? A. Thirteen years.
Q. You were in, in 1876 ? A. Yes

" Q How does the issue of rerent years (of 1897 and 1898) compare
as to the issues of ten years ago ? A. The general opinion throughout
the regiment is that they are getting worse.

I By Sir Adolphe Caron :
"Q. Getting worse ? A. Yes, that is the uniform impresEion of the

men generally. I am speaking now as a non-commissioned offie r, and
i hold the same opinions as the great majority of the regiment do at the
present time.

"By Mfr. lesson:
"Q Is that as to workmanship or material ? A. As regard the cloth

and fit, we cannot get a fit withaut taking the clothes to Crean, or
someoue else. i paid $9 to get this tunic fixed here with stripes, and
one thing or another on it.

' Q Why didn't you get a new one? A. I got that one, and the
tronsers for %9 in England."

They got for 89 in England a complote ou fit, whilst here for
that sum they could only have got part of the uniform under
tbe wise administration of hon. gentlemen opposite. The
Minister of Militia called a number of witnesses, to prove-
what ? That they had not got any of the bad uniforms. Who
were they ? A number of members of the House. The hon.
member for Muskolra (Mr. O'Brien) and the hon. member
for Victoria (Mr. Prior), and several other gallant mem-
bers, and one or two officers of the service who are not
mombers, were called to prove they had never got any bad
stock, and so the Minister proposed to dispose of the charge
of the Queen's Own and the proof that they got bad material,
by showing that down in New Brunswick in the one case
and out in British Olunmbia in the other they did not hap pen
toget stock of which they complained. That is the character
of the defence. Daring the examination, I desired to have
examined all the officers of the Queen's Own, intending as
far as the opportunity presented iteoif to exhaut that sub-
ject and thon proceed with another. I have had during this
Session communications sent me by leading members of the
force, colonels and field officers and men in-different phrts
of the country, and bad the opportunity presented I
would ' have eontinued this examination and per.
haps have been able to have had a larger quantity
of evidence, and evidence covering more ground
than I have now. But the time of the Committee being
exhauted,-it «wa-agreed that, in so far as the opinion of
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the Queen's Own was concerned, instead of obtaining the
opinions of the superior offleers we should take the opinions
of the captains. When Captain Bennett appeared before
the Committee, and was asked what the opinion of the
rogiment on the whole was, ho said that in ord3r to satisfy
himself thoroughly upon that point ho had directed a
circular letter to every captain in the regiment and bad
received replies from a great many, which replies ho effered
to produce to the Committee. At that moment ho did not
happen to have with him the circular letter ho had addres-
sed to the captains, and accordingly the Committee, having
such a fine appreciation of the rules of evidence, declined to
allow him to put in those letters which ho had reoeived
from the captains, claiming that they would bo unintel-
ligible in the absene of the letter of inquiry. According-
ly, ho went home, and ho subwequently forwarded to me
the circular letter, and the result was that these documents
were accepted by the Committee and finally made part of
the evidence. The following letter was sent me by Captain
Bennett :

"TOnWTO, 29th March, 1889.
"MY DrAn SiRn,-Enclosed you will find a copy of the cireular letter

which I referred to in my evidence yesterday before the Public Ac-
counts Oommaittee, as having sent to the officers commanding com-
panies in the regiment with reference to the clothing supplied by the
Militia Department. The replies 1 produced when before the Committee,
and handed them to you as requested.

"Yours sincerel 0 .
O. E. BENNETT.

"WX. MULocE, Es 3., M.P.,
"dOttawa.'

Then follows a list of captains to whom was sent the cireular
letter, viz, Captains Thompson, Pellatt, Greene, Mason,
Matton, MoGee, Sankey, Murray, Brock. The following is
the circular letter sent by Captain Bennett to the officers:

' ToRONTo, 23rd March, 1889.
"My DEin MAsoN,-I have received a summons to appear before the

Public Accounts Committee of theF House of Commons, Ottawa, next
Tharsday, to give evidence with regard to the state of militia clothing.
I would like to have an expression of opinion fron you as to the feelings
amongst your men regarding the wear and state of the present issue of
uniforms; aiso if your co pany have ordered new uniforms from Eng-
land, and If so, what was the cause that led them to do so. I shall be
glad to have your views by next Tuesday if at al possible.

"Sincerely yours,
'C. E. BENNETT.

"Captain MAsOS, Q.O.R."

Here are the replies :
"lemorandum.

"From Pellatt k Pellatt, 40, King St. East,

To apt. BENNETT, '' ToRoNTo, 25th March, 1889.

" MY DEAR BENNTT,-Your mMeo. to hand re clothing Queen's Own
Rifles. I have ordered 20 tunice from England for the reason that we
get them at $5.75 delivered in Toronto, and made to fit the men
according to the measurement whici we send over, also the cloth is
very much better Indeed than what we receive here at $6.50 and have
to smpend some $2 to get them altered to fit the men.

" Yours, &c.,
"H. M. PELLATT,

" Captain t B."

"SuRvIT DUPARTUENT.

"V. SANKEY, P.L B., City Survor.
'' TORONTO, 26th March.

"DEAn BESNNETT,-In reply to your letteron uniforms, I would gay:
lut. My company bas ecidetd to order uniforme from England, the
order bas not yet been yosted, but it ls to go this week. The reason is
that the Canadian made uniforme do not wear well, either as to color or
material. The slightest thing will tear it. The foresight of the rifi tor
drag of etrape at the shoulder. The cost also je more. We have paid
$6.50 for the Canadian tunic, and then have to get it altered to fit,
which coste from $2 to $4 more, and have also to pay for having the "Q.
o. R." marked on the shoulder etraps The English uuiform cote us
$5.75 for tunic made to fit. "Q O. R." workel on, of first-class material
and finish. The company think that when they have to Pay for uniform,
they hact better get such as will look best and cost leamt. At present
the company look decidely motley, some in old and some in new tunics.
Excuse haste.

Yours truly,
Mr.rs U"rus SANu."

Mfr. IULooK.

"ITooto, 25th March, 1889.
"NMy DEAn BUNNTT,-l have yours of 23rd March, and have to say

that very generally the reason given by men resigning and not serving
their full term is that they 'wont wear that rotten clothing,' and as
to the difficulty experiened in recruiting, I will say nothing, as your
own experience with that matter will prove suficient. If fit and proper
clothing is not providied at once for the Militi, and a more liberal
policy adopted regarding this and other matters, the active militiaman
or volunteer will soon he a thing of the past. My company have not
ordered uniforme from England, and won't as long al I am in command.
If the volunteer is to be worth anything to the country. he shouli be
properly equipped, clothed and trained, and, under existing circum-
stances ho is neither the one nor the other,

"I am, &C , sincerely,
"JAS. 0. KOGEE.

"Captain 0. E. BuNNETT, &c., &o."

"ToUONTO, 27th March, 1889.
"MY DEIR BENNT T,-In reply to yours of the 23rd instant, I beg to say

that the reason for ordering new uniform3 by my company, is that those
on hand are no longer in a condition that the men can take any pride
in wearinoe them, and most of them a'e longi since unfit for wear.

"Our resons for ordering new uniforms from England, are that both
in quality of material and price, we have been able to do much botter
than with the department, beQidee which a perfect fit is guaranteed,
each uniform being made %o order from meseure.

" I may eay, the uniform we have in the past received from the
militia stores have given great dissatisfaction, the quality being poor,
and color irregular, eo that under certain conditions of light, harly
two uniforme could ie found exactly of the samie color. I am of opinion
this is due largely to the dyes used, failing to stand exposure, though a
difference has been found in color of uniforme received fresh from etore.

" English uniforme on the other band received eight or nine years ago
are still in wear and color has not failed at all.

"Yours sincerely, P. L. MASON."

Here is another letter:
"ToRoNTo, 27th March, 1889.

"MY DEAR BuNvNTT,-Replyinog to your letter, re uniforms, I have
ordered tunies for my company from Messra. sobeon & Son, London.
My reasans for doing sO are ai follows : I find that the tunics issued by
Government to my company became unfit for use after abouit nue year's
wear. The cloth becomes rough and loses its color, and the general
appearance of the tunies is at no timesoldierlike or military, even when
the garment is correct size around the chest I find that it is not well pro-
portioned in other respecte. I have rarely found one to fit without altera-
tions. which alteration in most cases coite from one to three dollars.
The Canadian tunies in my compauy which have been in use not more
than two years are past use, and I find it impossible to induce new men
to enter the service unless they are given a respectable outfit.

"I have ordered English tunics, which are to be made to the measure
of each individual man in my company.

" The cloth is all wool beaver, very much superior to the Canadian
goods, and te cost laid down for the Canadian ones, and the cost laid
down in Toronto, will be fully 15 per cent. less than I have to pay for
the Canadian ones. Any further information I can give you I will be
happy to supply.

" Yours truly,
BOYOE THOMPSON,

"Captain '1A' Co. Q. 0. R. of Canada."

Here is still another letter on the same subject :
"IToRONTO, 27th March, 1889.

" MY DEiA BNNrTT,-Your letter dated the 23rd to hand re clothing,
which I have received from the Militia Department. I regret to say that
they are not what they should be. In some cases I hare known them to
hi moth-eaten and the colore anything but satisfactory. In lieu of rifl3
green we get navy blue which gives the men a shabby appearance when
in a body.

" In epeaking for the men I muet say the commenta they make on the
clothing is not very flattering to the maker or to the Militia Department.

" Yours very truly,
"J. A. MURRAY.

"Capt. BIONETT,
"6Queen's Own Rifles."

Here is another letter on the same subject:
ToRoNTo, 25th March, 1889.

" DuAR BENNETT -I reply to you letter of the 23rd instant respecting
the clothing issued to my company by the Militia Department, all I can
say is that were it not for the continual complaints regarding the
clothing which an officer commanding a company has poured into hie
ear night after night ot drill, there would be some pleasure in being
connected with the militia force.

" Apart from the con glomeration of shades of blue and green hy the
color in the tunice fading, the chief cause of complaint is the lack of
wear in the clothing We now have tunics made in England and issued
to the company years ago which are in better condition than the recent
Canadian issues, the latter being in many cases unfit to be worn in day
time;
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" At the recent meeting of my company It was decided unanimoesly te

order uniforms in England to be uniform with the remaining companies
of the regiment sud on account of the wretched condition of those in
stores.

" In a word, the Canadian-made clothing will net wear nor will the
color stand. I am inclined to think too that the contractors do not
stick te one shade of coloring, for at least a dozen shades of blue and
green eau be picked out ef any two companies any day on parade.

"Yours truly,
"H. VINCENT GREENE."

",0. O. ENNNUTT, Ew."

So mach for the opinions of the officers and non-commis-
sioned officers of the Queen's Own Rifles. I think I have
established to the satisfaction of all reasonable men, what I
stated before the Publie Accounts Committee, that at least
one regiment-the Queen's Own-was generally dissatisfied
with the treatmont it had receivel in this respect. Per-
haps it might be instractive to soma hon gentlemen if I
were to give a lass of evidonce that is beyon'd controversy
-evidence of persons directly in the pay, in the hiring of
the Minister of Militia; his own men of the regular foroes
'hardly think they can be discrodited, and lot ns soe what

they have got to say about the matter. The hon. the Min-
ister of Militia comes from Quabac, and ho bas a battery
there presided ove-r and managed by his own political
friends.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. It is not true. Thore are no
political friends of mine in the battery.

Mr. MULOCK. I don't know whether they are friends
of the Minister now.

Sir AD3Pj6 E CAROT. Than you should not say so.
Mr. MULOCK. I think they can harJIy be considered

bis friends now in view of what lie has beon doing, but at
all events they are sympathisers of the party to which ho
belongs.

Sir ADOLPHE CACRON. No.
Mr. MULOCK. I hardly think the Minister will be able

to establish the contradiction. I will give the names in time
and then he can make his reply. At ail events the depart-
ment hbre issued such wretched stuff to Battery "B " that
on the 13th May, 1887, some of bis own employés convened a
meeting of a board of officers in the citadel at Quebec to report
as to the quality and make of the tunies supplied by the Min-
ister. The president of the board of officers was Lieutenant
Peters and the other memberg of the board were Captain
Rutherford and Captain Payes. Lot me read to the hon.
gentleman the document which was sent to himself by these
officere:
"PRocossDiNGs of a Board of Officers assembled at itadel, Quebec, on the

13th day of May, 1887, by order of Major C. J. Short, Comg. R. S. A.,
for the purpasi of examining ad reporting upon quality and make of
tunics supplied to "B." Battery Reg. O.
"C resident, J. Peters, Regt. A. ; Members, Captains A. H. Rutherford

and P'. A. Payes, Regt. 0. A
" The Board having assembled pursuant te order, proceed te carefully

examine the tunies one by one and after such examination find that 105
are unserviceable for the following reseons : The cut and the general
construction is most faulty in almost every respect as there is no per-
ceptible attempt te follow the ordinary rules pursued in tailoring in
regards the proportions of the human figure.

"I beeoMe tiretefore i&pDAible te fit men out in keeping with the
ideal of a sodiers neatnes, and though in cases were the tuies are taken
to pieces and made over, owing te the neglect in the original manu-
facture it is impossible for the regimental tailor te tura out a proper
garment.

" The B>ard aluo find thât there le a multitude of shaies and quality
cf cloths among the lot now in store This destroys uniformity and the
stuff is se shody and limp that in a few weeks wear it fades, wrinkles
up andbecomes inestoneightly on parades. The Bord find that noe of
the rdie are what they shoutd be, but they hqve selected the above
mýntioned number as the worst au totally unfit for issue.

" digned at Oitadel, Quebec, this 13th day of Jday, 1887.
"J. POTE RS, Presiden4
"R. N. RUyHERFORD, Captain,
"J. A. PAYES, Captain.

''Kembera.
" Approved,

"V. J. SHORT, Major.
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" Forwarded for the info'mation of the offieers commanding Regiment
Canadiau Artillery. i% l

"I14th May, 1887."

. E. MONTIZAMBERT, Lieut.-Col.,
"Icommandinsg R. C. A.

Some correspondence took place between the departmeit
and the authorities at the Gitadel in regard to this charge,
and Lieutenant Colonel Montizambert, one of the hon.
gentleman's supporters, a strong Tory, not a Liboral-Con-
servative-a Tory of the Tories-

Mr. BLAKE. Dyed-in-the-wool, not like the tunicq.
Mr. MJLOCK. A controversy took place between Mr.

Watson, the inspector of the stores, and the authorities at
Montreal, and Colonel Montizmbert writes to Ottawa the
following communication :-

" I have the honor to forward herewith photographs ehowing a 5 ft.
7 in. tunie on the body of a 5 ft. 8 in, man. This tunie is marked as 37
in. in the waist. The actuai measurement is 41 inches. The trousers
reach nearly to the shoulder bladea behind, and cap marked 21 in. is
really 22. You will see from the fit in the photograph wlist an amount
of alteration is required, causing endless trouble ani expense to the
men, unsatisfactory alike to the tailor, who has te make alterations at
the lowest cost, and to the man who bas to pay for them out of a very
small income. I also forward herewith a letter of complaint addressed
to the officer commanding " 8" Battery by the civilian master tailor on
the same subject."

This ltter was referred to the highest military authority
in Canada, Major General Sir Frederick Middleton, and ho
expressed his opinion in regard to the matter as follows :-

4 9I quite concur in the remarks of the Commandant as to the hardship
of the soldier in furnishing him with uniform that requires such an out-
lay for alteration."

You will observe that Colonel Monti7ambert pointed out
that the cut of the trousers was so wholly regardless of the
human figure that at the back they reached up to the
shoulder blade. This complaint was referred to the in-
spector of stores, and how do you think he proposes to get
over it ? He says:

I With reference to the trousers being high in the back, I may say our
sizes and lengths are taken from and measure the same exactly as the
' English sealed pattern,' and if put on men whose wai4t snd leg mess-
ure corresponds with that marked on trousers, they will lit every time."

If you can get men into the service who are all leg, then
they will fit this uniform. lu regard to the charge made
by Colonel Montizambert and his battery as to the quality
of the goods, what do you suppose was the answer of the
inspector of stores at Ottawa, who contradicts every officer
in thecountry? Ie says;

" I have the positive assurance of Mr. Rosamond, the manufacturer,
that the goods are made from pure wool."

He is satisfied to ask the manufacturer of the cloth, who
telle him that there is no truth in the statement of the
officers at Quebec that the cloth is shoddy and bas all these
defects. Well, Sir, that communication was brought to the
knowledge of the Minister of Militia, but it made no impres-
sion on his mind, and about the same time complainte were
coming in from ail quarters. For example, the depart-
ment issued a lot of stuff to the battery stationed at Toronto ;
and after endaring til patience ceased teobe a virtue, the
battery there convened a board of officers on the 2th of
September, 1887, to enquire into the issue of regimental
trousers to the mon of that battery. There were present,
as president, Lieutenant Sears, temporarily with us, but of
the regular army, Lieutenant Wadmore, and Lieutenant
Cartwright. That board reported:

"l It considers the serge trosers unfit for issue, being largely com-
posed of shoddy, and having been burnt in the dying proceso, rendering
theum rotten and liable to tear with the slighteet strfin, as per sample
enclosed. The cloth trousers appear to be of fair quality, but in the
cade of both cloth and serge trouser, sufReieut care does not seem to
have been taken in the make or outting."

This communication was laid by the board of officers before
Lieutenant Colonel Otter, the commanda-nt, and ho ex-
pressed his opinion of the matter in the following words:-
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" Approved and forwarded on the 8th instant, and reported upon the

serge trousers issued W. C. Company, and since thon several other in-
stances have occurred, ail showing how bad is the material of which
they are made. A sample is herewith enclosed."
Colonel Otter gotno redress, and on the 20th of August,
1887, ho sent this communication to the department at
Ottawa: -

" I have the honor to report, for the information of the Major General
commanding, upon the articles of clothing named in the margin. and
issued for the urne of 0 Company, I. S. 0. T1t, tunies. Those made of
Canadian cloth, by Sanford anCo, Hamilton, seem to be dyed only on
the surface, and not in the wool ; the result je that whenever wet either
from rain or perspiration, they turn black, and thus become infit to be
seen. 2nd, serges. While the cloth in these articles is very good, the
price charged ($4.50), when issued upon repayment is more than a
soldier can afford to pay. Great fault is also to be found in marking
the sizes of these articles. It is very incorrect."

This communication, at last, came before Sir Frederick
Middleton, and he makes this note upon it:

" I would take the opportunity of urging the necessity of furnishing
the uniform, &c., for the different schools of instruction from England,
for the reasons given in the second and third paragraphs."

Namely, because Mr. Sanford's supplies were of the defec-
tive character referred to by Colonel Otter. I commend
this charge to the hon. Minister of Customs and to the hon.
member for North Leeds. Again Colonel Otter has to fol.
low up this subject, and he says, in a letter of the 6th Sep-
tomber, 1887, to the Adjutant General at Ottawa:

"The serge tronsers, in many cases, turn green after a few weeks
service. They tear very esily and are badly made, particularly in the
fork and seat, the former not been firmly sewn to the latter. They are
go cut as to cause such a strain when a man stoops as to rip. An expert
telle me that the material is shoddy and also burnt in the dyeing."
Again, on the 20th September, 1888, Colonel Otter writes
to the Adjutant General at Ottawa as follows:-

"TORoNTo, 20th September, 1888.
"SR,-I have the honor to report most adversely upon the quality of

the serje trousers issued to '0 ' 0ompany, in proot of which I forward-
ed a pair by mail to-day, which have not been in wear a month and
became tom without having any heavy strain put upon them. We have
had half a dozen similar cases in the last six months, which bas noces-
sitated another issue to the soldiers.

"W. D. OTTER."

In the year 1887, Lieutenant Colonel Montizambert thought
ho would make a report to the Minister of Militia on this
subject, and you will find in the official reports laid before
Parliament Lieutenant Colonel Montizambert's report as to
the general cbaracter of the clothing issued by the depart-
ment to " B " Battery. It is dated 31st December, 1887,
and appears on pages 179 and 180 of the Militia Report of
1888. Speaking of the great coats, he says: •

" The material of the great coats issued to the men is so indifferent
that it does not wear as it should."

In connection with this matter, let me emphasise what I
complained of before In face of this notice by Colonel
Montizambert, I find that Mr. O'Brien, who had issued this
unfit material, received a few months after, without compe-
tion and tender prises far in excess of the current prices for
additional clotbing.

"I The eut of the tunics and trousers i eso bad that expensive altera-
tions are necessary in every case, and in many suite the size does not
agree with the marks. Either properly cnt clothing should be supplied
or the allowance to the men increased from 50 cents to $2 or $3. The
quality of the material, especially in the cloth tunics, is very inferior."
What does the hon. the Minister of Militia say to this com-
munication referring to the whole issue of 1887, and con-
demning it both in regard to quality of material and
workmanship. In the same report, the Militia Report of
1888, another high official in the service of the Govern ment,
Lieutenant Colonel Cotton, Commandant of the Royal
School of Artillery, says :

" The clothing not yet perfectly satisfactory. The greatest fault lies
in the cut of the tunics and serge patrol jackets, the latter, supplied by
a Hamilton firm, being too large, large sizes have to ho taken by men of
medium height, and thorefore are cut to waste in the fitting. The dye
of some is mferior ; the clothing which is blue in the shed shortly turne
to a green and claret color."

Ur. MtLOog.
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Then we come to British Columbia. »On the 11th May
1888, thé board of officers at Victoria took up this matter
by order of Colonel Holmes, who dire cted that a baard of
officers should be convened to enquire into the complaint,
and report. On the lth May, the président of the board,
Major Peters, the other members boing Lieutenant Ogilvie
and Lieutenant Gaudet, reported as follows :-

" The serge clothing in many cases is made up of remuants of different
descriptions of cloth, portions of which fade, while others remain their
color, and so a sol dier presents an appearance as if his apparel was
made up of two dif'erent kinds of clothing."

That report was forwarded by Colonel Holmes to the
department in Ottbwa, so that in May, 1888, the depart-
ment bad due notice of the grievance in British Columbia.
I am sorry I can scarcely refer to a month of the year
without coming across the official report of some corps con-
demning the clothing supplied. Here is a report of the
Volunteer Battalion for Militia District No. 1, London, Ont.
On the 6th of June, 1888, Lieutenant Colonel Fimher, of the
27th Battalion, sent the following communication to the
Brigade Major of Militia District No. 1 :-

"LONDON, 6th June, 1888.
"Sra,-I have the honor to call your attention to the matter of

clothing, applied for by requisition last April for the use of the several
companies of the 27th dattalion.
After speaking about the réquisition ho goes on to say:

" Companies Nos. 7 and 9 received an issue of clothing in 1886, but the
trousers then issued were of such miserable material that a few days in
camp used them up. In fact they were totally unserviceable and should
never have been issued to the force.

He proceeds further to say :
" The officers commanding the corps find much difficulty in inducing

young men to join the force, and the difficulties are ereatly increased
when the supply of clothing is poor and unserviceable.
When this communication was laid before the Brigade
Major, he endorsed bis experience on the margin as follows:

" The experieuce of companies of Military District No. 1, 1to which
trousers were issued in 1886, and that the trousers were made of a very
inferior cloth, or whatever it might be designated."

The Brigade Mjor would not so far compromise his reputa-
tion as a judge of cloth as to admit they were made of cloth.
On the 1lth June, 1888, another court was held in the city
of Quebec. On that occasion, the president was Capt.
Farley, the members being Captain Fayes and Lieutenant
Pelletier. The report says:

" The board having assembled pursuant to order, proceeded to ex-
amine the trousers and to cal witnesses. No. 2055, Gr. Holdernes, 'B'
Battery, R. C.A., states : I was issued with a pair of serge trousers in
April last ; I wore them about 20 minutes, when they split across the
seat. I went to the Quartermaster's store and got another pair on re-
payment. I bave worn them not three weeks yet, and they bave also
split at the same place. The trousers were not subjected to any extra
strain. I consider the splitting of the pants due to the inferior quality
of the cloth.
" No. 2036, Gr. L. Watters, 'B' Battery, R.C.A being called, states:

I was issued with a pair of serge trousers in May last. The filth time I
wore them they broke across the back part of the leg beyond the seat.
They were not put to any extra strain. The inferior quality of the serge
is the cause of the trouble."

On the evidence before that board, the board came to this
opinion :

" The board, having examined the trousers and heard the above evi-
dence, are of opiaion that the trousers are made of an inferior quality
of cloth, were unfit for issue, and recommend that they be replaced at
the public expense."

This communication was laid before Lieutenant Colonel
Powell of the Adjutant General's Office, Ottawa, and he
made the following mémorandum:-

" The material of which the trousers were made appears to have been
defective. There is much complaint about many of the serge trousere
issued to other corps."

In connection with the serge trousers, I see that thé depart-
ment offers the excuse that. in 1887, some inferior articles
found their way into store, but that will hardly explain the
complaint of Military District No. le London, which was
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made in 1886, and which in the mo4 thorough way con.
demned the whole issue. On the 16Lh June, 1888, another
court of enquiry was held in the Citadel of Quebec, to deai
with the same matter. On that occasion Captain Farley
was president, and Captain Payes and Lieutenant Pelletier
were members, and they say:

" The board, having hoard the above evidence, and having inspected
the clothing, find that 54 tunics are of good quality of cloth and make,
and fit for issue, and 46 are of an inferior quality of cloth, 36 of which
the backs are cut at the waist. The board therefore recommend that
the 46 above montioned tunics be condemned. As to the cloth trousers,
the board inspected 100 pairs, all of which are of good quality of cloth,
but as pointed out by the master tailor, some of the larger sizes are no
larger at the forks than those of smaller sizes."

Mr. Watson, the inspector of stores, tried to offer some
excuse for having passed such defective material, and what
do you suppose is his excuse ? On the 30th July, 1888, ho
seriously presonts to the Minister of Militia this explana-
tion:

" Having so much difficulty in watching defecte at other points, vis.,
widths and lengths of iollars and shoulder straps, this matter escaped
my attention, which I very much regret."

The matter he referred to was that a serious mistake had
been made in cutting tunics at the back. It appears that
the same thing occurred before and on the 16th June, 1888,
it was pointed out that the manufacturer of these garments
was cutting them in an erroneous way. Mr. Watson sug.
gests that the whole of this difficulty can bo got over in
this fashion :

'' However, as the waist bolt covers the seam in ail other tunics, so it
will in the artillery, and consequently when worn will not ho noticed,
and is no defect.''

On the 31st July, 1888, Lieutenant Colonel Cotton, of
Kingston, sent the following letter to Lieutenant Colonel
Macpherson of the Department of Militia :

" DEAR COLONEL MAcPHERSN,- I have numerous complaints made to
me of the quality of the trousers and forage caps issued to the men.
Two or three pairs of the former, only a short time in use, were brought
to me burst through stooping. Our tailor says that the material is
shoddy In this matter I cannot express an opinion, but I c in vouch for
the fact that they certainly go long b.4ore they should. The forage
caps turn green in a few days' exposure to the sun. The men buy
English made caps to wear for valking out. All this, of course, causes
discontent and grumbling, and any redress is out of my power."

Farther ho says :
" I am sorry to trouble you with these matters, and would not do so

did I not know that yon are anxious to effect improvements.
"Yours sincerely,

"dW. H. OTTON."
He admits the anxiety of Colonel Macpherson to effect im-
provements, but he evidently feels that there is a superior
power not so anxious. Another month does not go by before
another court sits on this. On the 10th August, 1888,we find
the follùwing letter from Lieutenant Colonel Montizambert,
directed to Lieutenant Colonel Irwin, of the department at
Ottawa:-

" I have the hontr to forwarl to you by parcel post this day a pair
of serge trousers issued to No. 2156, Gr. G. 0. Goldie, on the 20th July,
as a sample of th3 msterial of clothing thit la being issued to the Bat-
tery. This pair is only one of the lot ; they are ail alike. As you will
notice, they have not been in wear three weeks, though issued for a
year, and now the mai has ouly his cloth trausers to wear for all duties
parades, fatigues, &c."

That is signed by C. E. Montizatmbert, Lieutenant Colonel,
Commandant. Tnis came before Liotenant Colonel Irwin,
and, on the 13th August, 1883, ho makes this memoran-
dum:

" With reference t> accompanying application, which is only one of
several of the same naturc, it is requestel that authority may be
sanctioned fqr the return t> store by Commaidants ' A' and 'B'
Batteries, &.8A., of all serge trousers of the same issue, in order that,
if possible, an issue of a serviceable nature may be made from store.
These serge trousers are intenIed to lait for twelve montha, but, from
the nature of the material employed, it appears evident that fron tiree
weeks to a month's wear is sufficient to render them unserviceable, and
in eonsegueace the men have to purchase other pairs at their own
expense.

"D. T. IRWIN,
" Liuteant Coone, Commanling 0. 4. Reiment.

This application came before Major General Sir Frederick
Middleton, and he makes this memorandum :

" The badness and unsuitability of the elothing issued to the perman-
ent troops has been several times brought to my notice during my late
inspection. The men of the permanent force are obliged to keep up
their eupply of clothing, &c., after issue, from their own pookets, and it
is, therefore, hard for them if the article originally issued is not good."
rhis communication came before Lieutenant Colonel Powell,
and he made the following minute upon it:-

" The material of which the trousers are made is not good enough for
the purposes of permanent corps."
On the 27th August, 1888, another court was held in the
ci.y of Quebec. The president on -that oacasion being Cap-
tain Fayes and the members being Lieutenant McGregor
and Lieutenant Mailloux. On this occasion the court exam-
ined a great many witnesses, among them being KcCormick,
Holderness, Richardson, Armstrong, Lennon, Harrison,
Mulcahy, Murray, and so on. Without going into detail I
may say that the court on that occasion unanimously
reported as follows:-

" The board having heard the above evidence, and carefully examined
the pants and tunies above referred to, are of opinion that the following
articles of clothing are of bad material and condemn them."
And they go on to enumerate a lot of clothing and a lot of
tunics of cloth and of serge, and trousers bf cloth, which
they sent back to the store condemned. Later on another
board of survey was assembled at the Citadel of Quebec,
the president being Captain Parley, the other mem bers being
Captain Rutherford and Captain Pages. They had on that
occasion to deal with some of these old grievances never
redressed, and in their report they say:

"They are of opinion that the serge tunics are not indigo dye, but are
otherwise of good quality, and fit for issue. The board are further of
opinion that the cloth tunics are from half an inch to an inch too long ln
the waist. "

The report thon goos on to speak of a lot of 30 tunics that
they had examined:

" Of the other 10 the board are of opinion that 9 of them are of bad
quality, the material being woolly in texture and bad make, being cut
right across the back instead of the back being in one piece, and one is
made of different material, the sleeve being of one piece of cloth, and
the body of the tunie of another, and, thorefore, we condemn the last
named 10 tunies."

On the 26th September, 1888, Lieutenant Colonel Cotton of
the battery at Kingston, was obliged to call a board of survey
to investigate similar matters, the president being Major J.
Wilson, and the members being Captain Rivers and Captain
Hudon. They took evidence and reported :

" They are of opinion that the trousers are damaged in fair wear and
tear, we find the trousers of inferior quality, and recommend a new
issue.

They also recommended that all serge trousers of this issue
be returned to the store as unsuitable to issue to permanent
corps. The last expression of opinion is from Lieutenant
Colonel D.T. Irwin who, since this last communication, stated
that the total issue of serge trousers was unsuitable, in fact
should never have been issued. Now, I have given you
Mr. Speaker, the testimony of 11 boards of survey composed
of officers entirely in the service of the Government. I
presume that the mombers of these boards are entirely
credible witnesses, I hardly suppose that any member of
the Government would discrelit these witnesses. Yet all
these men in the pay of the Government, under the thumb
of the Government, from a sense of duty, and from loyalty
to the force, over their own hands condemn the quality,
both as to workmanship and material, of the garments issued
to the force. Have I not, therefore, made out to the satis-
faction of any reasonable man that the character of the
material, the character of the workmanship, in fact, the
general product of these contracts, has been of an inferior
character? Let me tell you who have given evidence in
support of the contention that I have established. I
have read to you the evidence of one color sergeant,
nine lieutenante, fourWoon oAptainu, throo aajors, aevOU
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lieutenant colonels, one brigade major and of Major General
Sir Frederick Middleton-3P ofmoers in all, every one
corroborating what 1 have stated, that the militia service
has b ep airly treated ii the respect of which I co plain.
Let nw Aall Atte4tion; o on 1it4e instance. When we were
exaning certain witnesses before the Public Accounts
Copmittee, i refer particularly t Šir. Crqan and Color
Sergeant McKell, there was an extraordinary revelation.
The department laid upon the Table certain goods of an
exceptional quality, beyond all question good, and when
these were .placed in the :hands of these -witneeses they said
candidly, if garments of this character were served out to
the men, they would be satisfied with them; but they said,
these are not of the quality we have seen, we are not com-
plaining of what you have got in store, we are complaining
of what have been served out to us. A short time after that
these gentlemen went down to the stores by invitation, I'
presume, and there they were shown garments which met
with their entire satisfaction, and I impress this upon the
consideration of the Hlouse. You will find in the public
press letters from these two -gentlemen which I will read.
fere is a etter from John Crean to Mr. Sanford :

" DiA i,-ince aimving my evidence yesterday, 1 ave been shown
the clothin now in store, which has been mainufactured by the Sanford
Company within thelast two years. I think it quite up to the gnglish
manufacture, both in material, workmanship and fit, as we tried some
of them on. If te Queen's Own had been served with as good
clothing a I s w yesterday, I feel cer tain that there wqaiçlemot have
been the dissatisfaction which now exists ; and so long ai the clotliing
ie kept up to the stan dard of ibat in the âtôres now, there cannot be any
just q6use for complaigt."Yours,

"JOfN F. CREAN,
"Sergeant qjor of the Queen's Own."

Then Color Sergeant MeKell wrote as fol4ws:
"si,-I was shown clothing in store yesterday. I examined the'

material and also tested the fit, and found it very good in both particu-
lare, and think that if the zaterial used in the rifle tunic was as good as
what I saw in the scarlet, there would be no ground for complaint..
The material in the rifle tunic that i.saw in the stores, however is of
much better quality and fit than those which have been laesued by the
Queen e-Own for the last few years.

"8. 0. MoKELL,
Color Sergeant, gD.' Co., Q.O.R. of Canada."

Now you will observe, Mr. Speaker, there are two qualities
of clothing furnished by the contractors, one qality for
use and one for show.

Sir ADOLPRB CARON. No.

Mr. MILOCK. All I can yy about th4 is th4 here
are 1yo wityse-yo' yilJ pot question the credibiliy of
Mr. Crean and McKeli. Will the Minister question their
veracity.? .

Sir ADOLPHRE CARO0N. I question your statement.
Mr. MULOICK. I am speaking of their veracity.
&ir A OJ4PHE CARON. 1 question your statement.
Mr. MULOCK. The question now is as to the evidence.

I am not a witnes; I am giving the evidence these men
stated in the Public Accounts Committee, and they have
stated over their own hiands in the public prints at the
request of the Minister's friend and contractor, Mr. San-
ford-

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. That is gain a statement you
cannot prove and cannot substantiate.

Mr. MULOCK. That thoeo letters were not written at
the xequest of your friend ?

Sir ADOLPHJE CARON. You cannot make -that state-ý
mwA because yen now i is not a fact what you etate.

Mr. MULOCK. I say it is 8 faut. I say these coImçni-
cations ere addreseQd to Mr. Sanfor and it is fair to,
assume-

r»Fe poK

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. You stated that it wasat Mr.
Sanford's desire that those letters had been written; and
now yon change it.

Mr. MULOCK. I say so still.
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. No, you change it.
Mr. MULOCK. I say they bear on their face evidence

of having been written at the request of Mr. Sanford. It la
immaterial; I am not discrediting those witnesses, but I
accept their evidence in its entirety. When they went down
apd examined the stock on hand as well as the sampiles
shown before the Pvbli, ç Acounts Committee, they AWi:
gad you used for the force and for us the grade of ,clotimg
yeu have produced as exhibits in Parliament and shown
to the public, there would have been no dissatisfaction in
the country. I have a letter from Mr. Sanford himself
showing that he as uone kind of goods for one part of the
country and another kind for another. I will read this
letter of Mr. Sanford, and hon. members will find it on the
ffles9fd;4e Militia Department produced hefore the Pubhic
Accounts.Committee. It is as folows:-

"IHAMLTON, 28th January, 1888.
"My dear Colonel MACPHERsoN."-

Fancy a contractor directing a communication in that
tenor to one in the service -

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. That is awful, it is worse than
the tunies.

Mr. MULOCK. The letter continues:
" I underetand a request has been made by the Batteries in Toronto

for the cavalry tunics, and while the cloth indeed is very fair, yet the
balance of the same will be if anything much botter. I would suggest
not delivering their lot (being in such a promineRt place as Toronto)
until we can give them the best goods.

" Please do not misunderstand me. The cloth of which these are
being made has been inspected by Mr. Watson, but they are improving
it aU the time at the miin, and it is most desirAble Abat theepromninent
pointe (such as Toronto) should be well taken.care of.

"I remain, yours faithfully,
"W. E. BANFORD."

Any kind of clothing would do for the çountry bittplion,
but there is to be special care, according to the coptr.autor,
to guard those prominent points like Toronto. If they gave
their best quality to Toronto, considering the complaints
that have come from that city, what must have been tihe
quality of the goods served outeide of it ? It strikes re as
scandalous that any contractor should propose such a thing
to the Department of Militia. It is clear that those proper
relations 'that ought to prevail between a contrctor and
the department do not exist in tbis case. Who is the real
blinister of Militia in so far as the clothing branch is con-
cerned? H-e occupies a seat in the Senate. It is not this
hon. gentleman who is now declaring that he as been faith-
ful to the public service for all these years. Would any
honest contraotor, any man who had no relations
with the Governmeut except those of a contractor
-would any honest contractor, I say, dare to sign
his name to such a document as that, proposing
thet a frsud should be committed upon the service,
that one kind of goods hould be meted out to one part of
the service and another kind to another, that tricks should
be resorted to, but that special care should be exercised to
guard prominent points and let the inferior goods go to the
other points ? lHad a proper feeling existed, had the
Minister of Militia been alive to his business, had he been
at all true to the public service he would, if he had
properly appreciated his duty, have caused a thorough in-
vestigation into the matter; he would have dispensed with
his og luspector wio had bean doiug thes wrk for rnany
years. I ýthink I have made good the stabements with
which I began. I think I have established by evidence
beyond all controversy thAt the Minister has negleoted his
trust and has violated his trust, and has sown the se4e ç'
4lisatisfactin nong the force.
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-soge han. MEMBERS. No, no.
Mr. MULOOK. Hon. gentlemen may protest as they

like. am gwiing my impression, and they will have an
opporMunity to express theirs. But considering the sacri-
fices made Jby the country, considering the sacrifices made
by the volunteers, they are entitled to botter treatment than
this from the department. The country has foyally and
williigly poured out millions and placed them at the dis-
posal of the Minister of Militia. The volunteers for years
have imade many sacrifices for the benefit of their country.
They have paid out thoir money cheerfully, and they have
given their time. The rank and file, and even the officers
have arenr£eidered days that might have been theirs for
amusement in order to perfect the organisation. They have
surrendered a good deal of their personal liberty, they have
rendered themselves liable to be called upon to perform ac.
tive service, as they have done in the past. They have
willing'ly put their hands in their pockets in these various
ways, and yet when I ask that they shall have justice from
them in regard to their uniforms, and that the money sh all
not be taken cnut of their own pockets, the Minister protesta
against this attitude. What have the volunteers done that
they should, by this mismanagement, be thus taxed in
order to enjoy the privilege of serving the country as
soldiers? What is to be the effteet of treatment like this ?
Is not such treatment calculated to chill the ardor of the
volanteer, to destroy that spirit upon which the whole sys-
tem hangs ? It is a voluntary system. Mon join it from
choice, from good wili, from patriotic motives, and if the
Minister sows the seeds of dissatisfaction, ho will produce
greater injury to the service than his Government or a
dozen Governments cau undo. There is in my judgment a
remedy. Before it is too late, lot us place at the head of
the department, in the high position of Minister of Militia,
a man who will sympathise with the force, who is of the
force, who has been with the force, who is a volunteer, who
knows the trials of the force.

Sir ADOLPIIE CARON. Are you a volunteer.
Mr. MULOCK. I have been a volunteer ; but I am not

Minister of Militia, I am trying the Minister of Militia. I
say l.t us Y emedy this evil by creating a sympathetic feeling
betWeen the force and the head of the department. Why,
the hon. gentdeman who is Minister of MiLtia is a man who
is, so far as I know, innocent of any military experience.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Hlear, hear.

Mr. MULOCK. HRe acknowledges it, and I doubt if he
would be capable of manouvring a battalion of barnyard
fowls if he lad the opportunity, and yet ho is supposed to
sympathise with the volunteers, to know their wants and
relieve them. I attach great importance to the militia
syste* of Canada. Apart from the service it has rendered
as e protective institution, and apart frumathe service it may
hereafter render as a protective institution, it is a great
schem1 for educating public opi:niçn, and in that regard I
think we.cannot;oo highly feel theimportance of developing
in it a healthy spirit. We have a country here to which wo
invite,*e people of all races,aând varied as is the racial origin
of our people we can ail rejoice, or we should all rejoice, that
while true to the memories of the past we can meet on one
common gr»ond, that of true Canadian patriotie sentiment,
an4 if Lit proper admxinistration of the Mditia Department
will tn4d to develop that sentiment, 1, for one, say: Let
us 4ring about thai improvement; let as impart that true
national entiment to the Canadian volunteer-a nationalj
Canadian ommog brotherhood in arme. Then if that is1
dore the militia service will be doing good work, not
only as an organisation of a military character, but in1
assisting to cement together all the varions nation-i
alities which cenatitute this 1ominion. i say that our1
Çanadi militia service has fauen a brt is this regardj

or that it is calculated to fal short in this regard,
owing to the dissatisfaction with the Minister of Kihtia's
administration as shown in these matters. Before it is too
late lot us restore confidence, lot us tell the militia forces of
Canada, that the bighest military position that the Govern.
ment of the people of Canada can confer is within the reach
of one of their own force. I see around me in this chamber
many hon. members of the militia force; men who have
gallantly served in the field and who have not failed at the
hour of duty. Are all these gallant gentlemen to be denied
position, and is the force to be told that the force exists
in order to supply a place for a politician, who has
no sympathy with them. If time would permit I would
renied the Minister of Militia of another grave act of
dereliction of duty on his part, but I will be brief in my
reference to that. I say that his action in denying to the
volunteers of the York-Si-mcoe Battalion that same treat-
ment that was accorded under like conditions to other
volunteers, was in itself an act which disqualifies
him to act as Minister of Militia. He has treated the
mon of that battalion most unfairly, and they did not de-
serve unfair treatmnent from the department or from the
country. They responded to the call of duty, and they left
their homes when called upon to defend the country. They
went forth not knowing they were to return; they served
as they were ordered to serve, and the head of that batta-
lion discharged one of the most noble deeds that took place
during the iroubles of 1885. They came home with honor
meted to them deservedly by the country, and the only
person in the whole of Canada who was found ready to
deny them justice, was the Minister of Militia. Now, after
four years; after importuning the Minister, after argument
upon the floor of this louse, after years of clamor both in
this House and in the Militia Department, that justice
should he rendered Io this battalion, the Government was
compelled to render this tardy measure of justice by pro-
mising that they would do what the Minister of Militia
bhould have recommended them to do four years ago. Is
that the way in which to develop a military spirit ? lis
that the way to treat men who are prepared to make
these sacrifices for the b3nefit of the country ? No,
Sir, it is not. I cannot find language in which to
express my strong disapprobation of the treatment accorded
to the men of the Yoik Simcoe Battalion by the Min-
ister of Militia. Hie of all the militia forces of the country
is profiting by his position. These mon are making their
sacrifices while lie is ere jaunting and enjoying himself
and fattening upon the wealth of the land. Under these
circumstances i say that it is time for Parliament to call
upon the Government to reorganise this department and to
place at the head of it a man wo has sympathy with the
torces; a man with whom the force have sympathy and
in whom the country has confidence. Until the Govern-
ment do that I subint that the militia force of Canada are
not receiving fair play at the hands of the Government. I
therefore beg to move, seconded by Mr. Lauriet, in amend-
ment :

That all the words after "That " be etruck out and that the following
be substituted : 'The administration of the Department of filitia
aid Defence at Ottawa as at present constituted is unsatisfactory to the
militia foice of Canada and does not command public confidence."

Sir ADJLPHIE CARON. Mr. Speaker, since the be.-
ginning of the Session we have lad threatening indications
of an attack against the Militia Department by the gentle-
man who has just resumed his seat. The fight has now been
fought, the attack has been made, the smoke has lifted
from the battietield, I sec very few wounded, and I must
say Lhat the attack if it has been a long one, has not
been a brilliant one. The hon, gentleman in his address
might possibly have interested a meeting of tailors, but
ho cannot expect to appeal to the judgmeont and to the com-
mon sense of hon, memjber of thip Rouse and pt .rQ
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shown it to be, when it comes to defend the flag and to pro-
teet Canada and Canada's institutions and constitution
against attacks from inside or outside, ho is not pursuing
the course calculated to make it so. Sir, that hon. gentle
man stands up as the spokesman of the volunteer force, and
regardless of his statements, as he always is, ho says that
I, in the position I occupy tonight as Minister of Militia,
have never been known to the militia force, and have
never, at any moment in my life, taken any interest
in the militia force of Canada. Sir, when I was almost
a boy, at the time of the L Trent affair, when many
mon expected that at any moment their services might
be required for the defence of their country, when I
was studying my profession in Laval University, I fol-
lowed the current, as did all my compatriots in that old city
of Champlain-the old fortification of Canada, in the old city
of Quebec-and with others, friends of mine, got up com-
panies, and I served under Lieutenant-Colonel DeSalaberry,
the name of whose ancestors bas been written in the golden
pages of Canada's most biilliant history. Sir, it was during
that time that I enlisted, as most of my compatriots in the
city ofQuebec did, to fight for that old flag which we French-
men in Canada recognise as our own flag-that old flag
which bas made and is making the people of all parts of
Canala one people. The interests of Canada require that
there should be na fanaticism on one side or on the other aide,
but that we ohould all join hands togother to develop that
brilliant future which Providence has laid out for Canada.

!r ADoLP0 u C.AoX,

"Some British Canadian should now hold office, one who is above
race and prejudices, and who would only care for the true efficiency of
the militia."

Now, that may mean the hon. gentleman-I do not know;
no doubt ho would only care for the true efficiency of
of the militia. Of course he is free from any prejudices,
and of course ho would consent to hold office only in the
interests of his country. Nothing else would induce him
to do so. Looking over the records of the Department of
Kilitia, I find that we have had as Ministers of Militia,
taken according to date, Sir George Cartier, Mr. Hugh
Macdonald, Mr. Ross, Mr. Vail, the Hon. Mr. Jones, who
has taken a great deal of interest in the charges brought
to-day against the department, Mr. Masson, and the Hon.
Sir Alex. Campbili, whom I succeeded. I leave it to any
hon. gentleman who will impartially look into the records
to say whether the French Canadians who have eccupied
ihis portfolio have not filled the position as brilliantly, at
least, as the Britith Canadian that the Broad Arrow, under
the inspiration of that brilliant Canadian, would like to
have at the bead of the department ? Now, Sir George
Cartier left the Treasury benches for what cause ? Because
ho wanted to organise the militia force of Canada, because
ho wanted to have in this portion of the British Empire a
force that, at a given moment, under certain circumstances,
would be prepared to join with the Imperial forces to fight
the battles of the Empire and Canada. Well, Sir George
Cartier organised th military force whioh has been the
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duce that effect which I have no doubt ho possibly fancies Now. Sir, how eau I answer the hon. gentleman? This
ho may have produced. As usual, the hon. member bas not attack has bean made before, Sir, and the charges brought
been courteou8 in the manner in which ho bas made bis by the hon. menber have been disproved. Ris attack
attack, although I have tried to be courteous since I have against the Department of Militia before the Committeo on
had-not so much the advantage-but since it bas been my Publie Accounts bas resulted in a shameful defoat; and,
experience to meet that gentleman on the flaor of Parlia- Sir, if 1 cannot prove that these charges are ridieulous and
ment. Under the constitutional principles of old England, faise fror the evidence produced by the hon. gentleman
Parliament was supposed to be a club of gentlemen, but I himself, 1 ar prepared te give up my case, and I
fail to sce why, if that distinction which bas been recognised am prepared to follow the advice which the hon. gen-
in England, were to be applied bore, the bon. gentleman tleman gives-that it is tire another should be plaeed
should find a place among us. He is discourteous, ho is at the head ef the Department of Militia. Mr. Speaker,
rude, and at times insolent. It may be that ho feels there are it is not the first time that that suggestion ba been made.
privileges in the House of Commons which protect him I feel that the hon. gentleman is carrying ont a system.
against his insolence and his discourtesy, for I know that which was inaugurated bofore ho made his attack
hon. gentleman does not show that same amount of insol- to-night. Que who signe hinseifI"Canadian" has beon
ence outside of the House of Parliament which ho shows writiug in the Broad Arrow, of London, Englandi Fancy,
here. Now, Mr. Speaker, in resenting the attack which bas Mr. Speaker, a Ganadian not having the pluck te fight bis
been made by the bon. gentleman, I wish meroly to defend batties in Canada, but bas te select the columns of the
the department over which I preside. I wish not so much Broad Arrow in bondon te attack the institutions of his

to defend myself as to defend the manner in which the depart- country. That Canadian, possibly a Canadian of thestamp
ment bas been administered ; not because I happen to be the of the gentleman who has just been making this attack, I
political bead of the departmcnt, but, because, as such, ar informed is known in the literary cireles by the pooti-
I have been following the advice and inspirations of men cal name of" Linchpin."' t was IlLinehpin " who led the
who for years have beon serving their country, who should attack in Toronto, and who levelied accusations against me
not ho exposed, as we publie mon are, to the attacks which as a French Canadian, which I do net rosent. I bave te
can be levelled at any moment against a p' ,litician in Parlia thoso wha know me, te these who bave read the history of
ment, but who as Deputy Ministers or as head of the difier ry native Province, te those who knew the French Cana-
ont branches, have been receiving from their country pay for diane, whether we French Canadians ean eccupy a position
the valuable services they render to the public. Upon that of trust which throws enormous responsibilities at certain
ground, and that ground alone, I am prepared to take times upon the shoulders of the occupant of that position.
up the cudgels and defend the Dapartmont of Militia That position, I am prend te say, bas been eccupied by coun.
against the malicious attacks which have been levelled trymen of mine; and I cail countrymon of mine me of every
against it by that gentleman, who pretends to speak nationality living in Canada. I eau couatrynan of mine
on behalf of the volunteer force of Canada, and who, a Canadian, wbether bis ancestors came from the fiwery
in winding up his speech, appealed to that patriotic Provinces of France, or freni the Green Isle, or fron Scot-
feeling which exists in the breast of every volunteer, land, or Germany, or any other portion of the knewn world.
to avoid disunion and to bring together the different ele. I cail Canadians those who live in our country, whe wish
monts composing this country. And, Sir, of whom is ho te develop its resourcos, and, above ail, who wish to mako
the advocate? Not of the volunteer force, nor of the Do- this country one inhabited by a united people, ioving its
minion, nor of Ontario, but of one battalion-of the Queen's institutions, and trying te make of it one et the happiost
Own Battalion. Every word which he bas uttered expressed and most prosperous countries in the worid. But, Sir,
the views of that one battalion, ard not those of the volun-IlLinchpin," or a friend of "Linchpin," who signe bim-
teer force of Canada. If he wants union, if ho wants the selfI"Canadian," writes and says, in the Broad Arrow of
velunteer force of Canada te be what history bas always the 2hth October, 1888:
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foundaqtion stone of our military organisation. The Hon.
Mr. Macdonald, although not a French-Canadian, did not
contribute very much to what Sir George Cartier had done
in organising the militia. Mr. Ross, I am perfectly safe in
saying, did not get up any foreign war, or organise a militia,
or contribute to its success. Mr. Vail, be it said to bis
credit, organised the Royal Military College. The Hon. Mr.
Jones, I am sorry to say, no doubt owing to the fact that
he did not remain long enough in office, did not mark his
passage at the Department by any brilliant feat. Mr.
Masson established the cartridge factory, which to my
mind not only is indispensable but is destined, under cer-
tain circumstances, to render great services to Canada. Sir
Alex. Campbell was only a short time in office; and with
regard to myself, I am bound to say, since I have been at-
tacked, that in the number of years I have fillcd the office
i have contributed my quota towards the organisation of
the Militia. When I came to occupy the position I now
oc'cupy, I found two batteries of artillery, "A " and "B,"
giving us a contingent in the permanent corps of about 300
w en. Since I have been at the head of the department, the
Cavalry School at Quebec bas been organised, the Mounted
Infantry School at Winnipeg, the Infantry School at St.
John's, the Infantry School at Fredericton, the Infantry
Sohool at London, the Battery of Garrison Artillery at Vic-
toria, the Engineer's branch of the department, to which is
entrusted the carrying out of the repairs and certain con-
structions as part of the public works of the Department of
Militia are concerned. The hon. gentleman says that the
expenditure has increased since 1881), and he asks, if it is
possible that we can have value for this increase in tbe ex.
penditure? Why, if the hon. gentleman, instead of measur-
ing ail these trousers and looking into every tunie and
turning every coat inside out, had taken the trouble to con-
suit the Blue-book, he would have seen how the increase in
expenditure can be accounted for. It has been caused by
the addition of the Cavalry and Infantry Schools; by the
formation of "C" Battery in British Columbia, which did
not exist in 1880; by the Government grants to the Do.
minion Artillery and the Rifle Associations; by the issuing
of pay for the annual drills of the said corps. Now, the
hon. gentleman, with the accuracy which distinguishes
him, stated that I took no interest whatever in the Militia
Force. I can tell the hon. gentleman that it was I who
asked that the officers be paid according to rank. Until I
took charge of the department, the officers, whether be-
longing to one rank or the other, received a dollar per day,
whether out on special service or going through
the annual drill. I thought they should be paid ac-
cording to rank, just as the British officers are
paid in the British army. There is also the assumption by
the Department of Militia and Defence of the cost of con-
strncting and repairing barracks and military buildings
which formerly were in charge of the Department of Public
Works. That is an additional service which goes to increase
the militia expenditure as compared with 1880. In other
respects, there has been no increase, but rather a reduction.
-As Minister of Militia I consider I am exposed to every
possible attack that any hon. gentleman wishes to bring
against me, and, indeed, my usefulness as Minister oft ilitia
would have been gone long ago, if I could not withstand
attacks such as the one that has been made against me
to-night. The hon. gentleman, following out the policy of
his party, bas attacked the contracts which we gave out,
solely for the purpose of abusing the Government of the
day and the policy of the Government, and was ready to
publish to the whole world that the manufactures of Canada
were absolutely dead and useless, just for the purpose of
making a point against the Goverument. The poleiy of
this Administration is a different one from that of the hon.
gentleman and his friends. We felt that we wanted to build
up a strong nationality in our own country. Following in

the wake of the great republic on the other side o: the line,
we carved out for Oanada a policy that has created in
Canada Canadian manufactures, which has developed the
industries of the country, and keeps within Canada the
amount of money which every year we were sending to for.
eign countries to purchsse wh1t we could produce ourselves.
We considor it of the first importance to establish manu-
factures of the various articles necessary for the clothing
and equipment of the militia forces. And I am proud to
say, whatever may be the result of the attacks of th. hon.
gentleman against me, that what I have done, if it were to
be done over again, I should do so to-morrow. I have contri-
bated to keep within Canada, since I have been Minister of
Militia, about $200,000 which were leaving every year the
pockets of our Canadian people and were being expended in
foreign, though f riendly markets. This amount was sent
to the tailoring establishments of England, but now it con-
tributes largely to give an impetus to our manufactures
here, to teach our Cinadian people to be independent of the
resources of othors. To-day we are in sncb a position,
through the impetus which bas been created among our
manufacturers by the policy followed by the Government,
that in ten weeks we can equip and dress ten thousand
men without any possible trouble. I admit, and I am not
ashamed to admit it, that, like everything eb.e, the begin.
nings of the system were rather difficult. We felt that w. were
a people strong and intelligent enough to goon and work out,
a4 other people had done, our own destiny. I heard theb hon.
gentleman discuss our clothing from the standard of the
clothing of old England. Old England has been for cen-
turies manufacturi ng the clothing required not only for the
English army, but, through the competency of ber manufac-
turing establishments, also largely to the clothing and equip.
ment of the continental armies of Europe. And wbat do
we see to-day ? The hon. gentleman saved me a great deal
of trouble before the Public Accounts Committee by bring.
ing forward witnesses whom I should have been obliged to
bring forward to prove that, although England had had the
experience of centuries in this matter, Canada was manu-
facturing to-day an article so far superior to anything
which we could import from England. I leave it to any
impartial member of the Committee of Public Accounts
which at times was kept waiting for the convenience of the
bon. gentleman who is formulating these charges against the
Department of Militia, whether it was not proved beyoni any
possibility of discussion by the witnesses brought forward by
the hon. gentleman himseif, and after seing the samples whioh
were produced before the Committee of Public Accounts,
that our marufacturers, who had started for the purpose of
equipping and clothing our citizen patriotic soldiery, had,
in a comparatively short period of time, succeeded not only
in rivalling but in surpassing the clothing which we used
to import from England, and to pay money, which we
h've now kept for Canadians. I am prepared to say that,
if the same policy had to be formulated again, I being
Minister of Militia and oeocupying that position and that
responsibitity, I would believe that I was helping the mili-
tia force of Canada by helping the country. The militia
force loves that country more than anything else. The
members of that force are preur el to sacrifice their blood
to defend it, and I say that, if we can make that country pros-
perous, we are doing what the militia more especial-
ty desire. It is possible that a swell regiment, composed of
gentle-nen occupying prominent positions in ban ks, friends
of the bon. gentleman opposite (Mr. Mulock), gentlemen
occupying prominent positions in commercial institutions,
may pref r to sond their measure to a London tailor and im.
port a tunic which fits like a glove on a well shaped band. If
they add to their patriotism a fonduess fur style, and desire to
be dressed in the height of perfection, and desire to import
a tunie from a Lonaon tailor for 89 instead of wearing the
one whioh Canada ca aftord to give to aa4a's soldier, I
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do not blame them for that. 1 appreciate their good taste,
and I congratulate thm on their ambition as a battalion to
look botter than any other battalion, but I beg these gentle-
men not to expect me, extravagant as I may be, extravagant
as the bon. gentleman says I am, to serve ont to the whole
forue of Canada snob tunics as the bon. gentleman and the
witness he brought forward stated were models of what the
Militia Department should have adopted for the use of the
service. Can we imagine Queen Victoria, and England,
with all England's wealth, applying to Poole, the great
London failor, to fit out the whole British Army ? It
would not only be extravagant, but the people of England,
with their common sense-and I wish I could say that the
hon. gentleman would share in the same gift with the
English people-would frown down as ridiculous and
absurd the idea of a battalion or battalions being fitted out
by the swell tailors of London. Irrespective of the out of
the tunic or the fit of the trouser, whether the dye on
one side is a little lighter than the dye on the other
or not, I know that under any uniform the militia-
mon of Canada have fought the battles of their country,
and that is enough for me. The py#ade to the people
of the country is a pleasure, because in seeing their soldier§,
under the uniform which they wear, the Queen's uniforms
we know that they are training for the day when their
services may be required for more important purposes, but
I have never heard of a Canadian militia man who has hosi-
tated to perform bis duty because his tunic had not been
imported from London, or because, forsooth, the fit of the
trousers was not exactly whait they would have liked it to
be. I said that I had admitted that the beginnings of this
Canadian manufacture of clothing was not as brilliant a
success as we would have wished it Io be. The mills in
Canada, as in any other country had to acquire the experi-
ence wbich was indispensable in order to produce a fabric
equal to what we had been importing frorm England and
which had been issued to the force. But, Sir, our man went
to work under the impulse given by the policy wa had
established, our millowners went to work and imported
machinery and plant; they even sent to England to irfport
skilled labor, and they bave produced an article which is
superior to arything we have everimported from England,
Sir, the bon. gentleman with that delicacy of touch which
is characteristic of him, accuses me of having corruptly given
contracte to political friends and allies on the eve of a gen.
eral election. Sir, I fight my political battles as a politician,
but when I am given a trust by the people of Canada, I feel
the responsibility that rests upon me. I have been severely
attacked in this louse and in the press, but I stand my
ground, relying upon those who will take the trouble to
Iook into the administration of my department. I admit
that more capable mon than myself could be found to aI-
minister the Department of Militia, but I do not admit that
one could be found who loves his country more sincerely,
who is more devotei to the militia force of Canada than
myself. My master is the Parliament of Canada, that Par-
liament votes a certain amount of money, and I am told that
with an amount of money that is intended to kee p up a force
of 20,000 men, I ought to keep up a force of 41,000, and givo
them everything they ask. Sir, I am not afraid of attacks.
During the last eighteen years I bave fought the severest
political battles in the Province to which I belong, and I am
ready to resist the attacks to-day or tomorrow, to a public
man, whenever called upon to do so. But it is discour-
aging to be treated with injustice for my conduct at a timej
when, under circumstances which we all regret, I was called
upon to assume a responsibility which had never been as-
sumed before by any other Minister of Militia in Canada, and
1 take this opportunity of returning my thanks to the press
on both sides of politics for the justice which they meted
out to me for the manner in which, according to my abili-
ties, I did my duty on that occasion, and I did it in sncb

Sir ADOLPUEoCAoU.

a manrer that 7anada, I trust, had se reason to be ashamed
of the way in which those troubles were put down in the
North-West. I want fair play, thefair play of every Britisher,
even a French Canadian Britisher expects fair play., Now,
the hon, gentleman says that we gave contraets without
any advertisement whatever. The Zons gntleman, in case
I did not thoroughly understand hie classical language, asked
me to take down his statement, and I did as h told me.
The bon. gentleman says that in 1887 we issued contracts
to Mr. Sanford and to other people, and that we had a ten-
der from Webb & Co., at lower prices. Now, if it is possible
to appeal te the fair play of the bon. gentleman, if it is pos-
gible for bon. gentlemen sitting on the right of the Speaker
to appeal te his sense of fair play, I ask him wh-ether it was
not proven by Colonel Powell, that no tenders Were sent in
by Webb & Co., from England. The dates speak for them-
solves, and the bon. gentleman, I was going to say, is dis-
ingenious in referring as hehas tothese dates; butI seahon.
gentlemen sitting around me to-night, Iseoememberseofboth
sides of the louse who are members of the Coemmittee on
Public Accounts, and they know perfectly well that it was
establshei by Colonel Powell himself that he wrote on the
16th September, a letter te Messrs. Webb & Co., to ask their
prices for the different articles which wa were desiraus of
obtaining by contract from Canadiin manufaoturers, Now,
1 will give you a reason for that, and any bon. gentleman
who knows anythig about it would not require te have it
explained to him; but for the benefit of the han. gentleman
I will tell him exactly why we wrote to Wob' & C,. We
are net tailors in the Department of Militia, and before en.
tering into contracts for the clothing of the militia force, it
was necessary for us to get information upon which we
could apply to tenderers te ask them for the kind of material
that we wanted , and the prices at which they eould furniah
it. This lotter was sent on the 18th Sptember, and I would
draw the attention of the House to the faet that Col. Powell,
the Adjutant General, was particular in stating that Webb
& Co. made no tender, that it was not intended te enter into
a contract with them, but ho bal been instructed by the
head of the department to write and get their prices, speci-
fying the different articles. The reason was that we wished
to know upon what grounds we could apply to Canadian
manufactur ers to furnish the clothing for our force. That
letter was sent on the 16th of September, 1887, and on the
16th of November, 18S7, a contract was entered into with
Mir. Sanford. Now, if these dates are taken in relation with
the evidence of Colonel Powell, it will be soen that the in.
tention of the department in writing te Webb & Co. was
only te get information which would enable us te ask for
tenders from Canadian manufacturers-if those dates do
not show that that was our purpose, I do net know what
other evidence could show it. The hon. gentleman, of course,
had his fling at Mr. Sanford, a senator and a brilliant orna-
ment of the Sonate, a gentleman who has arrived at that
prominent position throngh his own energy, a self made
rman, who has contributed his large share te the prosperity
of Canaia, and who was deserving of the recognition of hi&
merit by the Government of the country te which he belong&.
It seems to me that the hon. gentleman sbould bethe friefid
of a gentleman who has contributed, by his owa energy, to
the prosperity of this country, and whe las carved out for
himseolf a career which enables him te lay laim tlethe high-
est position in the gift of the country. It is men like Mr.
Sanford and Mr. James O'Brien we want in our midst, and
not those who find everything wrang. who see everything
through the darkest possible glasses and always imagine
that unless they are in power the country cannot poseibly
prosper. Tthe hon, gentleman said that we had given to r.
O'Brien contracts for 3 years at the prices of 1884, and h.
declared that since that year therre had been uonsiderabe
shrinkage in woollenr gaods, ad that consequently we had
b3en paying a higher price to Mr. O'Brien than we should
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have paid for the goods which he ii manufacturing lor the
department, The hon. gentleman, and this is not the first
time, is completely wrong. There has been no sbrinkage
in woollen goods, so far as I can ascertain, since 1884. The
fact is that from that year up to the present time wool has
been going up, and we fancied we were doing the best we
could for the department when wa insisted on the contract
being continued for 3 years at the prices of 1884. The
prices of wool were as follows

" Wool prices from Journal of Commerce
October 9,1884:

Medium-..................... ......... 17 ets.
Selections........... ...... ....................................... 19
Supers. ........ ...... .................. ........... 21
Extra...... ................ ......... ......................... . 25 "

October 27, 1887 :
Medium ................................. ,.......21 to 23 cts.
Supers............... ................. 24 to 25 "
Extra................................28 to 29 "

These figures show that the average of the prices since I
entered into the contract with Mr. O'Brien has been alto-
gether in favor of the department. That is not all. I was
Minister of Militia, and this fanatical French Canadian at
the head of the department was entering into corrupt bar-
gains with manufacturers. And when upon this point I
may state that in addition to the fanatical charge which is
being made against me to.night by the hon. membor for
North York (Mr. Mulock), I am condemnned in a newspaper,
the Mail, as conducting the Militia D,3partment upon lines
laid down by the Jesuits. Strange as it may appear to
reasonable men it is a fact. This charge is made in a letter
from a "Lieutenant Colonel," who selects the coluns of the
Mail as the organ of the militia force, aithough the militia
force generally like their organ to stick to their flag. The
militia force of Canada has never given up its flag, and I do
not see how the Mail can -pretend to speak for the militia
force. 1 should not like it to advocate my case at all events.
This patriotie "Lieutenant Colonel " says:

" The wants and needs of the men, the wishes or feelings of the offi-
cers, the questions of organisation, equipment, arms, ammunition, re-
cruiting, clothing, drill, discipline, &c, &a, are ail Peroian to one who
is only a politician and holds lus present position by virtue of his power
(aided by Sir Hector) to keep en rapport with the Jesuits, and through
them to keep Quebec in line for the Government."
Hon. gentlemen can imagine the difficulty of running the
Department of Militia and having to consult the Jesuits to
know exactly what to do about tunics, trousers, and every-
thing else, in regard to which the hon. gentleman has at.
tacked me to-night. But the hon. gentleman accuses me
of having entered into a three years' contract for political
objects. I will give hon. members the reason why I en-
tered into a contract for three years. The permanent bead
of the department, Colonel Panet, who was selected by bon.
gentlemen opposite for promotion to the high position of a
senator, and afterwards appointed by them Deputy of the
Minister of Militia, during their short life on the Treasury
benches, who was not a political friend of mine, aithough a
personal friend, and 1 can say without reference to pohtics
that he las been true and faithful to every Minister of
Militia who bas occupied the position I now occupy, wrote
as follows :-

" DEPARLTIENT OP MILITIA AND DEFENcEc.
"OTTAWA, 5th August 1887.

" The undersigned has the honor to report that the military Grey Coats
supplied in Canada for the past 4 years by the contractorb, Messrs. James
O'Brien & Co, of Montreal, have been found most satisfactory to the
department, both as regards quality of cloth and workmanship, the cost
comparing most favorably with prices paid for similar articles formerly
purchased in Eugland. In view of the above facts, and as ihe present
contractors have taken pains to meet the department's requirements in
every respect and have become fully acquainted with ail the details
connected with the manufacture of the Great Coats, it is submittAd that
it would be advantageous to the service if in future a contract could be
extended for 3 years instead of calling for tenders annually, it being
understood, of course, that payments to the contractor in each year
should be subject to the votes of Parliament for the respective year.

"Respectfully submitted,
"EUGENE PANET,

"Deputy Misniter ofMiitiiia and Defence."
1965

I was noVsatsfied with that. I oIt almost in the ai, that
I might be attacked, that I might be told by some hon.
gentleman that a French Minister got a report from a
Frenchman, who was under his control, and it might be
brought up that I had usel undue influence. So I went to
a good Scotchman, John Maepherson, Lieutenant-Colonel
Macpherson. I received as Minister the following commu.
nication :-

(Memo.) "OTTAWA, 5th August, 1897.
"The undersigned has the honor to report that the military Grey Great

Coats supplied in Canada for the past four years by the contractors,
James O'Brien& Co., of &fontreal, have been found most satisfactory to
the department, both as regards quality of cloth and workmansbi-, the
cost comparing most favorably with the prices paid for similar articles
formerly purchased in Englaud. In view of the above facts and as the
present contractors have taken pains to meet the department's require-
ments in every respect and hive become fully acquainted with ail the d -
tails connected with the manufacture of greatcoats, it is submitted thit
it would be advantageous to the service it iu future a contract could be
extended for three years iustead of calling for tenders annually, it being
understood of course that payments to the contractor in each year should
be subject to the vote of Pariament for the respective year.

" Respectfully submitted,
<'JOHN MACPHERSON,

" Director of Alilitia Stores."

I read this to show that in the administration of the affairs
of the department I consultod with my officere, who have
been for years at the head of the different branches, and
who have had very much more experience than I have
in regard to such matters, and they stated it would bi in
the interost of the force and the dopartment and of Canada
to enter into these contracte. That is not all. In 1684 we
advertised, as we always had done, through the press,
for tenders for the difforent articles of clothing required.
I call the attention of the flouse to this tact, that tho
system of advertising for tenders, when only a fow
firms tender for the goods, in every newspaper in every
village, town and city is a piece of wanton extravagante
that should be put down. What was the result ? It may
have cost $1,000 to the department to pay for the cost of
advertising for these tenders all over the Daminion.
Even papers not authorised, with that spirit of enter-
prise which characterises the press of our country
published the advertisement, and under gentle pressure I
found it almost impossible not to have the accounts which
they sent in paid for these advertisements. As a result of
all the advertisements which we paid so much money for
only five firme in Canada tendered. In 1887 the depart-
ment sent a circular to the five tenderers-in fact the only
tenderers we had-asking them for their prices. We fol-
lowed the same system that is followed in England, for tho
army clothing supplies, there are only a few firme who
have the capital, the machinery and the experience required
to enter into a contract with the British Government for
the equipment and clothing of the army. The result of
our circulars was that four of the best firms of Canais
tendered and the lowest tenderer received the contract.
Those men entering into contracte for three years have
gone to the expense of importing machinery which in some
instances cost as much as $2,000 or $3,000. This machi-
nery will out by hydraulic power hundreds of pairs of
trousers or riding breeches in a short time. The
rasult of the system which las been organised under the
protective policy which we have adopted towards the
manufacturers is, that under any emergency we havegot to-
day within the limits of Canada a system by which we can
equip any number of mon in a very short period of time.
When we first commenced this policy,[ admit that we did not
succeed well. We commenced with the dark dyesfQr the cloth;
we took the blue and took the dark green, and it-was declar-
ed to be utterly impossible for Canada to ever attempt to
manufacture the scarlet cloth. It was explained by those
who understood the business that the difficulty about scaret
cloth was that the whole of the factory had to be decked out
in white while the dyeing procesa was going on, that canvua
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had to be put all around the factory, and it was explained
that if a particle of any foreign color dropped upon the
material that was going through the process of dyeing
it would destroy the whole piece at an enormous loss
to tho mtnufacturer. We triumphed over those difficulties
and to-day we have Canadian scarlet cloth which is
declared by experts to be superior to anything maDufactured
in England. Why should we not be prond to do as other
people do, clothe our own soldiers and find within our midst
al that we require for our own wants. Why should we
expend the money of Canadians in foreign markets, when
we can get what we require as well at home ? Now, Sir,
the member for North York (Mr. Mulock) bas spoken about
the evidence which be produced at the Publie Accounts
Committee. I regret to have taken up so much of the time
of the House and I have only a few words to say upon that
point. le is a lawyer and I belong to the same profession,
and I saw, as most hon, gentlemen must have seen, that
ho did not feel exactly comfortable when he was examining
his wilnesses. I have no doubt that before a court of jus,
tice ho would wish to have better witnesses than those he pro-
duced before the Public Accounts Committee. He brought
down Cap!ain Bennett from Toronto, a grocer, to judge of the
cloth, and the eut, and the fit of the tunics. A very charm-
ing gentleman this Mr. Bennett was, but he declared that
really everything Canadian in so far as the uniforms were
concerned, was nasty, and it did not fit ; and he said that
the Queen's Own, having at heart the interest of their
country, had dt cided that it would be unbecoming for them
towear the tunics that were served out by the Depart-
ment of Militia; but they had forwarded measures to
England-to London tailors-and that they were going
to get out tho tunies. Captain Bennett produced one
of these tunies. No doubt it was a remarkably well
turned out tunie, it looked very nice, and I have no
mannor of doubt that he would look very nice in the
tunie too. But, Sir, it was a very expensive tunie and
we could not afford to pay that money for it. This pro-
minent witness was brought down from Toronto and he
brought down a number of tunies with him and of course
he said that what were supposed to be Canadian tunics were
perfectly useless and the men were ashamed to wear them.
1 leave it to aiy member of the Committee if it be nota fact
that when a tunic was shown to Captain Bennett it was
impossible for him to say whether it was an English tunic
or a Canadian tunic-and the worst tunic that he inspected,
one that fie said was perfectly useless, that was of bad cloth
and bad make and bad everything else, turned out to be an
imported tunic from England. That is the kind of evidence
upon which the hon. gentleman wishes to destroy the repu-
tation of the administration of the Department of Militia.
My hon. friend the Minister of Customs reminds me that
wheu two tunies were placed in his hands Captain Bennett
selected tho better of the two, and ho made no mistake
about that, for the difference ho saw was so great that even
with his experience, ho not being a clothier, nor a military
tailor, but being a grocer, made no trouble about it and ho
immediately selected the best of the two which turned out
to be a Canadian tunic. 1 say the hon. gentleman was a
little disappointed in this for he did not expect i. Again
the hon. gentleman brought down from Toronto Sergeant
Major Crean, the regimental tailor of the same battalion,
and he also ronounced in his opinion the inferiority of the
issue of 1885. Now, Sir, I have stated candidly, and I wish
to repeat it, that the beginnings of our Canadian manufac-
turc ot clothing were not a success. We had given our
contracta to the lowest tenderers, and they, having no capi-
tal, produced articles which were not up to the standard.
We, therefore, gave them up and adopted the principle of
sending circulais to those whom we knew to be competent,
from thoir financial position, their experience, their ma-
chinery, and the other means at their disposal, to carry out
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the contract. What was the result ? We are producing
to-day an article which I assert is superior to anything we
have ever imported from England. The hon, gentleman
spoke of the visit paid by some hon. members to the stores.
I was glad indeed to find that some gentlemen took suffi-
cient interest in the matter, before criticising, before giving
a verdict against us, to go down the short distance necessary
to visit the stores on the banks of the canal, and to inspect
the clothing manufactured in Canada for Canadians. What
was the result? The bon. gentleman disingenuously stated
that we had goods for show and goods to serve ont to our
men. In the militia stores, which were filled with tunies,
trousers, and every part of the equipment of a soldier, in
every flat of that huge building, any gentleman was at
liberty to go from one shelf to another, to take down the
varions parts of a soldier's equipment and inspect them, and
then to say whether the hon. gentleman's statement was
true, that we have clothing for show and clothing for use.
Sergeant Major Crean, the regimental tailor, said the articles
shown to him were not up to the mark, and ho expressed
the opinion that the tunics of the Queen'sOwn, who sent to
England for them, were far superior to anything we had.
The hon. gentleman might have done as Mr. Crean did. He
should have gone down to the stores before making his
speech to-night, if impartial enough, and should have exam-
ined those different articles of clothing for himself. Sergeant
Major Crean is a good tailor, and ho gets the benefit of
refitting of the tunics served out to the militia force in
Toronto. The hon. gentleman tried to establish before the
Committee on Public Accounts that the Caradian tunics
had to be refitted by a tailor. Sir, every tunic whieh
we imported from England had teobe refitted by a
tailor. Sizes are given, and in some instances the men
may be exactly fitted. In our Government corps we get
all the tunics made according to the requisitions sent in by
the commandants of the schools, and every man has teobe
refitted by the regimental tailor before hoelooks as smart as
he wants to look in bis tunic, and we allow 40 cents each
for refitting the tunies. Sergeant Major Crean charges 82
and some cents, and of course, I can understand that. We
have an ordinary tailor whose only ambition is to refit the
tunic and make it fit when it does not fit; but ho has not a
great name to keep before the publie, as Mr. Crean bas, and
consequently ho does not charge for the name, but only for
refitting the tunic. Now, here is the letter which Sergeant
èajor Crean sent to Senator Sanford, and it should have
been beneath the hon, gentleman to charge Senator Sanford
with having obtained those letters, or that they were sent
to him through any pressure of mine. Hon. gentlemen who
are members of the Committee on Public Accounts know
that while I was not unfriendly towards Sergeant Major
Crean, I made no attempt to gain his gool will ; but it was
my duty to ask him the questions I did. Before ho left
for Toronto, he came to my room of his own accord
in company with Color Sergeant McKell, and ho said :
" Sir Adolphe, before I leave for Toronto, I wish to
tell you that after going through my examination before
the Committee of Public Accounts, Mr. Watson asked me
to go and visit the stores." 0f course, the hon. gentleman
who attacks Mr. Watson does not know that ho is a strong
political opponent of mine, and that ought to cover a good
many sins. He is a good Grit, who votes steadily against
us, and I have kept him because ho is a good Grit; there
are a few of them, and I think we ought to preserve those
we have. Sergeant Major Crean went on to state that ho
had sent a letter to Senator Sanford, and ho added, "If you
will kindly send for that letter, if you require it, youe can
make any use of it yon like." The hon. gentleman read
that letter. It was good policy on his p.rt to do so. It is
a great blow to the whole of his plans, and, as a good
general, ho thought ho should take the lead in reading it,
That letter is as follows:-
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."OTTmWA, 13th April, 1889.

"DEAR SmR,-Since giving my evidence yesterday, I have been shown
the clothing now in store, which lias been manufactured by the
Sanford Company within the last two years. I think it is quite up to the
English manufacture, both in material, workmanship, ani fit, as we
tried some of them on. If the Queen's Own had been served with as
good clothing as I saw yesterday, I feel certain that there would not
have been the dissatisfaction which now exists; and so long as the
clothing is kept up to the standard of that in the stores now, there
cannot be any just cause for complaint.

"Signed, JOHN F. CRE AN."
The hon. gentleman may try to explain away this letter'
but I contend that it decides the whole matter in contro-
versy between us. Here is the witness called by the hon-
gentleman, who goes down to the stores and picks out the
identical articles of clothing complained of, and ho cornes
back apd says that Canada cannot do botter than it is doing
for the militia force, and that if clothing such as that had
been supplied to the Queen's Owo, tbere would have been
no reason for complaint. Of course the Queen's Own is a
swell regiment, and its men prefer Mr. Crean to an ordinary
tailor. If they prefer a swell tailor like Mr. Poole, the
London tailor, they are quite free to have him if they pay
the price; but they cannot expect us to pay the price,
when we have already an article which is not only equal,
but superior to anything that we have ever imported from
England. Color.Sergeant MeKell is an Englishman, and
I was glad to see that we have, in Canada, English-
men as intelligent as ho to corne and settle among us.
He had very strong prejudices and ho declared the Canadian
clothing was far inferior to what it should be. He went to
England and purchased his tunic, which was really very
well turned out, and superior to anything we could pro-
duce, but it was lined with a most expensive lining, and
the trimming and everything was perfect. Of c:,urse ho
could afford to pay for it, and I congratulate him on the
pride ho takes in the appearance of bis regiment, but ho
cannot ask me to pay these high prices. S. C. McKell,
Color.Sergeant of the Queen's Own, wrote as follows:_

"IOTTAW, 12th April, 1889.
"HoN. MR SANFORD,

" S,-I was shown the clothing in stores. I examined the material,
and also tested the fit and find it very good in both particulars, and I
think that if the material used in the rifle tunies was as good as that I
saw in the scarlet, there would be no ground for complaint. The
material in the Rifle tunic that I saw in stores, however, is of much
better quality and fit than the tunics issued to the Queen's Own for the
last few years.

s fSigned, S. C. McKELL.',

]Rome was not built in a day. The first tunics turned out
were not as good as those we have now, and if the Queen's
Own are a little patient they will soon get the best tunies
we are, through the success of our policy, now able to tui n
out in Canada. The hon. gentleman one day insisted in
bringing before the Committee two important witnesses,
who were going to decide the whole case in his favor. Tho
hon. gentleman did not read their evidence, but I will read
it to you. Mr. Willby, manufacturer of woollen goods,
at Wilton, Ontario, and having 37 years' experience as a
cloth manufacturer, on being sent for by the bon. member
for North York gave evidence, as follows:-

" The eloth of which the English overcoats are made was of the worst
possible character."
The hon. gentleman before coming into court had lawyer-
like seen bis witness, and the evidence of this witness was
to be the culminating point of the attack, and the proof of
all the charges.

" Clearly the cloth of which the English overcoats are made is of the
worst possible character. I was not aware that anything se poor was
manufactured in that country. It was absolute rubbish.'

These are the imported goods that the hon. gentleman
wanted me to continue to import, and to send a couple of
hundred thousand dollars of Canadiaa money every year
to England to import these goods.

" The Canadian coats, however, he pronounced good in style and oft
the best quaiaty, and worth four times as miuch as the other."

Now, at this par ticular point, I wish to say that the sys-
tom followed in England is very diffferent from the systemn
followed here. The life of a tunie in Engltn is a year, and
on active sevice it is immaterial how long it lasts. The
important point in England is the cost, and it is all manu-
f actured of the worst possible shoddy, kept together by glue
and wax. But in Canada we use a tunic that is to last five
years, and if we issued such rubbish to our mon as Mr.
Wilby says the English tunics are made of, they would not
last any longer than the year. He pronounced the Cana-
dian goods all wool and worth four times more than the other.
Another witness was called by the hon. prentleman, and the
hon. gentleman's witnesses save me a great deal of tiouble
as they prove the reverse of what ho wanted them to prove:

'' Mr. J. C. Maclntosh, cloth manufacturer, of Woodbridge, pronounced
the English cloth worth 20 cents pery4.rd. as againsîthe Canadian clotih
worth 80 cents, and stated that the English g.ods were the worst po3-
sible shoddy, held tagoer with flur and glue, wiherois al the Cana-
dian goudsairere made of pure wool, and were mueli more durable."

These were not my witnesses. The hon. gentleman had
proved enough in my favor to enable me to dispense with
calling any. Sonator Sanford was examined. His testi-
mony was to the effect that ho, in respanse to the depart.
mental advertisement in the press from 1884 to 1886 calling
for tenders, their company tendered with other, securing a
portion of contract through the last two years. In 1887
their company, together with all the manufacturers who
had previously tendered or manifested any desire to com..
pote for this work, received a circular calling for tenders,
His company was the lowost for a portion only of the goods
required. Upon this point Sonator Sanford, although a
very good friend of mine and of Canada, and a man who
has done bis share towards developing the interests of
Canada, complained of the Minister oi Militia. He says:

" The Minister of Militia having called for tenders reduced my con,
tract 12 per cent.'
Bis contract was the lowest for the portion ho had tendered
to supply

" The contract was not awarded, the department informing them that
as th, sum voted for the clothing of the Militia was not sufficient to per-
mit the d wartment giving the contract at that pric", that if this com-
pany would reduce tiueir price they should have the contract for three
years, but as this would reduce their gooda to cist they withdrew their
tender."

INow, Senator Sanford, who his been so corrupt, finds our
prLces to Olw, and says : Keep your favors to yourself, I
am going to give up this contract:

" They withdrew their tender some time later, the manufacturers of
the cloth, in view of their having gone to a large expease taking skilied
workmen to Engand to perfect them in the art oa dveing the scirlet
and green, having put in expensive vats thîey were unwilling to loose this
work, and they wouli reuce the price of cloth b tween 6 per cent. and
7 pr cent. Tne makers ar inof tunhcs re u.et e teir price for making
ratiier titan te baose titis work during the d uit eson.'

lere is is extravagant Minister of Militia giving the con-
tract to the lowest tenderer, and sending for the successful
competitor, and telling him that unless ho reduces his
prices 12 per cent. or 13 per c3nt. ho will not get the con-
tract. Upon the advice of my officers, upmn the Order in
Council-for I did not proceed upon my own responsibility,
but took every precaution and laid the report of my officers
before my colleagues-I was prepared to give the contract
for three years in consideration of his reducing his rates
and in consideration of bis having imported expensive.
machinery and skilled labor, I said: If you will reduce
your price 12 per cent. I will give yon a contract for three
years. Canada has benefited by this, and I would, under
similar circumstances, do again exactly as I did thon.
Now, the hon, gentleman who expresses bis deep sympathy
for that militia force, hositated somewhat when ho said that
some of the gentlemen belonging to that force who also
commanded sau£iently the confidence of their own people
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to sit bore to represent their interests in Canada, gave thoir
evidence, because ho says they are all behind the Treasury
benches. The hon. gentleman said he was a volunteer.
I never beard of bis belonging to any volunteer com-
pany, but, if ho belongs to the torce, ho must know that these
witnesses came here as officers and gave their evidence on
their honor as such. I did not send for grocers from Toronto
to say what cloth was worth, but I took the gentlemen who
fad been wearing these tunics, and I said: Your men bave
been wearing these tunics in camp and out of camp, and
they expressed their opinion in the most independent man-
ner possible. Some said the tunics were very good indeed.
Others said they might be botter. My friends Colonel
O'Brien, Colonel Tyrwhitt, Colonel Prier and others laid
before the Committee the experience of the clothing which
had betn used by their own men. Could we get better
evidence than that to appeal to the sense of justice of the
Committee before which this investigation was going on ?
The hon. gentleman indignantly appealed to the House, and
said that the contract had been awarded to Senator Sanford,
and that ho had made large contributions towards the Con-
servative party. Now, that is unwarranted. The hop.
genteman cannot make that statement, because ho knows
very well that ho cannot prove it, and no man should make
a sta ement of that kind affecting the character a gentleman
sitting in the other branch of this Legislature unless ho
would be prepared to prove it; but, of course, the hon.
gentleman krows botter than I can tell him that
"suspicion haunts the guilty mind," and possibly ho
thinks we bave done what ho would bave done under
the same circumstances. I never heard of the hon, gen-
ileman (Mr. Mulock) being a paragon of virtue as far as
eloctoral matters were concerned. I have heard a great
many things of him in North York, bat I never beard that
the hon. gentleman could boast of his extraordinary virtue
in connection with electoral matters. I will not go beyond
this: that if the hon. gentleman is prepared to prove what
ho stated well and good; but if ho is not it is boneath the
hon. gentleman, as a member of Parlinment, or, at ali
eventý, it is beneatb members of Pauiliamert to make astato
ment which bthey aie not prepared to prove, attacking the
character of a gentleman such as Senator Sanford. Irtgret
to have taken up se much time. I very seldom take up the
time of the louse, but 1 felt it te be my duty, as reproent-
ing the Department of Militia-though, as far as I am con-
cerned, I am prepared to ho attacked and to resist such
attacks, and i do not believe this one will hurt me, and the
hon. gentleman may repeat such attacks every day if ho
likes- but it was my duty as head of the department to
stand up and say that the officers uuder my charge, who are
at the bead of the various branches, acted in the interests of
Canada. They are the paid seivants of the public, to look
alter the interests of the public, and I bave no doubt that
tbey did their duty. But for this assault which was made
upon them, I would not have got up here to speak as I have
spoken. The hon. gentleman bas been very liberal in giving
us the different porions of the evidence, and 1 must
thank him for bis courtesy in writing to me to tell
me that ho intended to lay upon the Table a motion attack-
ing my department. But I must say that ho left me sone-
what helpless. He had asked the Committee on Public
Accounts to have theo evidence printed, but, pending that
time, ho took possession of the evidence, and, when 1 wenti
np to conult the evidence and to see how I could get out of
this frightful attack which bas been made againet me, I
found that the hon. gentleman had taken all the powder
away with him. iowever, speaking from recollection, andi
lrou the few notes 1 took before the Conmittee on Public
Accounts, I trust that, although not as perfectly as I should
h-ve likcd to have done, I have shown that the charges
are absolutely idle, that there is nothing in them, and
that the great attacui cf the hon. gentleman has culminated
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in a hugo fizzle. I have proved that by the very witnesses
produced by the hon, gentleman himself. I bog to express
my regret at having taken up so much time, but, if I had
gone over ail the notes I have here, I should have taken
much longer. I consider that the little I have been able to
show to the House, so far as evidence is concerned, and so
far as the case bas been conducted before tbe Committee on
Public Accounts, proves that we have done in the Depart-
ment of Militia what it was our duty to do in the intereats
of Canada and of the public.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I have followed with the closeet
attention the long and labored argument of the hon. the
Minister of Militia in reply to the statements made by the
hon. member for North York (Mr. Mulock), fortified by
official documents emanating from the Minister's ôwn de-
partment. I think, if the hon. gentleman had considered
the reports which have been submitted to this House, ho
could h rdly have arrived at the conclution with which he
seems to have satisfied himsilf on resuming lis seat. The
hon. gentleman at the commencement assumed one position,
wbich I think was very unworthy of him and of the high
position ho occupies. He attempted to impute to the hon.
member for North York (Mr. Mulock) the suggestion that
ho was endeavoring to bring this forward because the hon.
Minister happened to be a French Canadian. I thought that
the Minister of Militia would have hardly condescended to
the lowest level of ward political clap.trap on such an im-
portant occasion as this, in conducting a discussion in this
Parliament of Canada. There was not a word from tbe hon.
member for North Yoik referrirg to the hon. gentleman as
being a French Canadian. Ho made no such referenceo either
directly or indirectly, but ho said ho believe that gentleman
was not qualifiel by previous military training or experience
to place himsef in sympathy with the militia force ot this
country. Again, the Minister of Militia placed himseolf in a
position whieh [1thought, judging from my own experience
-and I think it would corne home to the experience of
ever3 honorable and high-minded member in this House-
was a very improper position for him to assume. He en-
deavored to shelter himself against the accusations brought
againast him by my hon. friend, under the plea that he was
not only following, as ho said, the inspiration of the depart-
ment, but ho submitted a document to prove bis contention
that ho was following the suggestions made by the
officers of the department. Would that satisfy this House
or this country ? Does ho endeavor to sholter himself be.
hind the officers ofb is own department ? I think every
member must have felt that ho was placing the officers of
bis departmont in a false position. Any hono.able and
high-minded man would bave said: I take the responsibility
of the act ; I judged it in the interest of the country to
follow this policy, instead of sheltering himseolf, as ho at-
tempted to do, behind the officers of bis own department.
The older members of this House will recollect (hat when the
leader of the last Liberal Administration (Mr. Mackenzie),
made a purchase of steel raile, and when hesubmitted to this
louse in justification ofbis action, a recommendation made
by that eminent engineer, Sandford Fleming, that idea was
sconted by the Conservative party in this House and
throughout the country. Sandford Fleming, your authority
for making a purchase of thatkind, the Tory orators would
say : Yon are the head of that department, and you must
assume the responsibility, and you are placing Mr. Fleming
in a false position in endeavoring to show that it was bis
act and not your own. Mr. Mackenzie did not do that to
shield himself from responsibility, but to show that a man
like Mr. Fleming, who was familiar with that class of rail-
way articles, hud committed an error of judgment, but Mr.
Macikazie took the whole responsibility of that act. So the
Minister of Militia should have taken the responsibility of
this act from the very commencement. The Minister made
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one statement to this House which I call upon the members
to note. He says they had no tender from Webb & Co., of
London, to furnish the militia clothirig. He dwelt upon
that fact as going to prove that the prices obtained from
Webb & Co., in answer to a communication from the
department, were only a statement of prices without any
reference to their supplying the goods to the Government.
Now, let us read the letter, which has already been read,
which was addressed to Webb & Co., by the department,
dated 29th August :

"GENTLEMEN,-I have the honor to request that you will be so good as
to send in a list of the lowest prices at which you will undertake to
supply for the Militia of Canada the undermentioned articles, in the
event of its being decided to import such from England."

Here was an expressed desire on the part of the Govern-
ment to obtain from this firm in England an offer of the
prices at which they would supply the articles to the
Government. Webb & Co. cabled a list to the Minister,
and, subsequently, on the 16th September, wrote a letter, a
part of which I will read again as going to disprove entirely
the position taken by the Minister of Militia:

"In reply to your letter dated 29th August last, we beg to inform you
that we have this day wired you as per copy enclosed, which we now
confirm."l
They thon give the lowest prices which they had given by
cable, and at the conclusion of the letter they say:

" The quality of the clothing and serges to be the same as used here'
for the regular army. We trust these prices will ensure your esteemed

Now, Sir, how the Minister of Militia could star.d on the
floor of this House and state as ho did so positively, and
base bis argument on that one fact that they never had a
tender from Webb & Co., in face of these documents which
have been laid before the House from his own department,
I think will surprise any hon. member who bas an idea of
fair dealing and proper representation that sbould prevail
between public mon in the Parliament of the country.
That one statement will go to prove how much reliance cani
be placed on every other state-ment made by the Minister
to-night; and if, at the commencement of these observa-
tions, I prove that the Minister bas been guilty of a gross
m srepresentation of the facts, I think hon. gentlemen will
then arrive at a conclusion of how much importance they
can attach to any other representation which fell from the
hon. gentleman. The charge made by the hon. member
for North York (Mr. Mulock), while embracing a great
variety of improper transactions, was mainly confined to
tLis central proposition: You were offered, by Webb & Co,
of London, English clothing at a certain price, and instead of
accepting that tender you, two months afterwards, entered
into a contract with Sanford & Co. for a contract for these
goods on an average of 55 per cent. over the rates at which
Webb & Co. offered to supply tbem. Has the Minister
dealt with that transaction at all ? No, Sir, ho bas not
pretended to deny, ho bas not pretended to disprove the
figures given by my hon. friend who laid the case
before the House. Why, Sir, my hon. friend proved that in
regard to cavalry tunics that we could import for 85, what
we were paying Sanford & Co. 87.64. Again my hon. friend
showed that the cavalry blue clothing of the dragoons which
we could import for $3.83, we were paying Sanford & Co.
85.89. He showed again that artillery tunics which we could
import for $3.92, we were paying this Hamilton manufac-
turer 86.04. He sbowed again that the infantry scarlet
tunics which we could import under this ofrer from Webb
& Co. at 8 .21, we were actually paying 85 to Sanford & Co.
For the rifle tunics, which we could import from England
under the same tender for $3.60, we were paying 85.58J to
Mr. Sanford. Did the hon. gentleman say one word to dis-
prove that fact, did ho state it was erroneous, did he attempt
to meet that plain, positive, direct issue ? No. What did
ho do ? He went off on to the National Policy, ho went on
all imaginary side issues ho could raise, and I was surprised,

I must confess, when the hon.gentleman justified his action
and the policy of his Govern ment on the ground that ho was
not going to spend this money in a foreign country. Io Eng.
land a foreign country ? Do hon. gentlemen opposite, who,
whenever they feel a little jubilant, sing "God save the
Queen," call England a foreign country ? I had an idea that
we belonged to that counotiy. The hon. gentleman, however,
repeated over and over again that the policy of bis party was
to spend the money in Canada and not in a foreign country.
One would have thought they were referring to Russia,
Turkey or Gormany, but certainly no one could for one
moment have supposed that they were referring ta the
mother country. Another point which the Minister failed
to grapple and deal with was the statement made by the
hon. member with respect to the military boards which
had condemned bis clothing. What bas the hon. gentle-
man to say in regard to that matter ? Did ho make any
reference to it whatever, did ho attempt to explain why
those eleven military boards in various parts of the country,
some of them as late as 26th September, 1888, at Kingston,
and in the same month in Quebec, and in August in Quebec,
and July in Kingston, and June in London, and March in
Victoria, and September, 1887, in Toronto, condemned bis
clothing. Did ho endeavor to explain that those military
boards were composed of men who wilfully, designedly,
maliciously and politically reflected on the administration of
the bon. gentleman ? And did ho attempt to explain that
those men were unqualified to express an opinion ? It is
true the bon. gentleman censured or attempted to censure
some of the officers of the Queen's O wn who gave information
as witnesses before the Public Accounts Committe. But I
think the Minister will bardly go quite so far as to insult
the high military gealemen who composed those varions
eleven boards, sitting in the varions cities of the Dominion,
on the occasions to which I refer. Suroly these men were
not doing it simply to annoy the Minister of Militia, or the
Government of which ho is a member. Surely they had a
higher motive than more political animosity against the
hon. gentleman!1 We know what was the reason. We
know that the clothing whieh had been distributed to the
various he adquarte rs and various battalions had been of the
mot unsatisfactory character, that when it came to be ex-
amined by those boards, by officers competent to express an
opinion, who had seen it in wcar, they all pronounced a
strong, a most emphatic opinion in condemnation of it.
What had the Minister to say ? Not one word ; ho
never referred to the subject. Was it because ho
was afraid and dare not deal witb it, and dare not
tell those military men they did not know what they
were talking about ? It was rather, perhaps, because
ho knew that ho could not deal with, in any other
way. If any hon. gentleman will take the trouble to re.
fleot for one moment ani consider this great central fact,
that these various boards at prominent points in the Dom-
inion have frequently and de[iberately hold a survey on the
clothing which bas been furnished by , ho Government, and
have conde nned it with a unanimity which would astonish
anyone, because it might be supposed that some one might
have held a contrary opinion and bave endeavored to show
that under some circumstances it might bave been more
satisfactory. But on every occasion which bas been referr-
ed to by the hon. member for North York (Mr. Mnlock),
these boards have most emphatically condemned the cloth-
ing supplied by tue Goverument. Was it because they
have any feeling against the Government ? I think not,
because those gentlemen who were examined before the
Public Accounts Committee all admitted most frankly that
they were supporters of the Administration. We cannot
even give creait to the manufacturers for having sent this
clothing by accident. We cannot even give them the bene.
fit of LaL doubt, because it there was anything poorer
thaa thaL which the evidenoe shows was supplied
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to those places, the rest must have been very poor
indeed. The suggestion of the manufacturer that poor
clothing could be supplied to the outlying districts, the
rural battalions, was an intimation which has been properly
characterised by the hon. gentleman who moved this
motion. In the relations which should exist between a
contractor and the Government it is highly important that
no such familiar terms should be used as those that were
addressed by the contractor in the letter to "My dear
Macpherson," and to state that it would be better perhaps,
in order to avoid all scandal, that some of the clothing
which was not quite so good as we would like should be
sent to the couatry districts where we will not hear of it,
where there is no public opinion, but send the best clothing
to prominent places like Toronto, Montreal, and Quebec.
The Minister did not tell the ilouse what action he took
upon that letter, but from the readiness with which he fell
into the suggestion of the manufaaturer, no doubt he fell
into that suggestion as well.

Sme hon. MEMBERS. Read the letter.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). IL has gone to the reporters.

Hon. gentlemen will find it in Ransard to-morrow morning.
id the Minister endeavor to show that those pricas were

not excessive at the time the contract was made? H[e
took no opportunity to ascertain whether they were in,
excess of what was the legitimate price of the day. Ho had
no right to assume that the prices in 1887 would be the
same as they were in 1884. Tac Minister gives a list of
certain wools or woollens as being the same price in 1884
and 1882. I do not pretend to bean authority on that point ;
but an hon. gentleman assurea me to-night that wool, which
in 1854 was 30 and 32 cents, was 10 cents lower in 1887.
Whether that be so or not, I do not venture to say, as I am
no authority ; but I have the authority of an hon, gentle-
man, who is not now present, that such was the condition
of affairs. I have no doubt about one fact, that there must
have been a material falling off in the value of wool from
1884 to 1887. If the Minister had used that precaution and
prudence which any business man would have exercisel in
his transactions, he would have been able to have secured
for this country a very large saving, if he had still been
determined to buy here and tot import from the old
country. What came out in the Committee on Public
Accounts ? When those varions tenders were given,
one was given to Mr. Sanford, another to Mr. Shorey,
another to Doull & Miller of Halifax and poor Mr. O'Brien
was shut out in the cold. They did not say that Mr. O'Brien's
tender was not as low as any of the others. They gave Mr.
O'Brien no answer with respect to his tender which had
been submitted, but they said to him-and that came out in
the evidence: " As we did not give yuu any share ol the
tunics we will give you the contract for overcoats at your
own price, without asaing anyone else to tender." That
was the way that transaction was concluded. They asked
no one else; they even did not ask Mr. Sanford & Ca., or
DouIl & Miller, or Shorey & Co., but to conciliate Mr. O'Brien,
after taking from him what he had formerly enjoyed and
divided with the other three friends, they turned around
and gave hin the contract for the overcoats. Those coats
were submitted to the Committee and there again the Min.
ister of Militia, with that disingenuonsness which charac-
terised his whole argument, endeavored to throw upon the
member for North Yurk (Mr. Mulock) the accusation that he
had endeavored to prove that these coats were not as
good as those of English manufacture. No such state-
ment was ever made. No exception was ever raised by
that hon. gentleman or by any of us who were present.
The only exception we took to that transaction was that it
was given to M r. O'Brien without competition. That was
the whole ground upon which we based our objections. The
hon. Minister said aiso that if the Toronto battalion dsired

Mr. Joua alifx).

to import their tunics and to look more"trim and soldier-
like they could do so, and he endeavored to create a laugh
at their expense (which I have no doubt they will appre-
ciate) when he pointed to the fact that they were unwilling
to be clothed by the ordinary good tailor in this or any
other country, but that they must go to the great English
tailor, Poole & Co., to have their tunics and uniforms rMade.
That was not the only sneer which the Minister of Militia
threw ont against the Queen's Own Battalion. I know
nothing more about the Queen's Own than that during the
time I had the honor to administer the Militia Department
I always heard of them-and I have always heard
of them since-as one of the smartest corps in this
Dominion. If the officers and gentlemen composing
the Queen's Own Regiment desire to present themselves
on parade at their ordinary gatherings in neat and
fitting uniforms I think the hon. gentleman should
have given them credit for that desire instead of sneer-
ing at ther and saying that they had to have their
uniforms made by Poole, the great London tailor. I repeat
that the Queen's Own will no doubt appreciate at its full
value the reflection which the Minister has cast upon them.
His whole argument wentto ridicule the contentions of the
men composing that fine battalion; his whole argument
went to prove that the men composing that battalion were
not satisfied as men of other battalions were and as they
should be with the uniforms they receiveli We showed
before the Committee on Public Accounts that in addition
to the difference of cost between the imported and the home
made article that there was a very large proportion of home
made uniforms which had to be refitted, and that this cost
from 82 to 83 each.

Mr. HESSON. Not true.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon. member for Perth says
"it is not true," and I suppose he knows a great deal upon
most subjects, but I have never heard him quoted yet as a
high authority on Military subjects. The only ground
upon which the minister could justify this was that some
of the uniforms from England have to be changed as well
or the Canadian-made uniforms. That is quite true. I do
not wish to present an unfair argument to the House. Some
of those articlei either manufactured here or brought from
England have to be fitted to the men, but it was proved
before the Comnittee that a very much smaller percentage
only of the English uniforms had to b3 refitted, as they
were cut more artistically, and more to the shape, and
better made. I know nothing about the matter further
than from the evidence of these military men who were
examined on this subject. Now, Sir, thore is another point
involved in this besides the militia uniforms. We spend
about $70,OO a year for the uniforms of the Monnted Police
and that comes unler these contracts as well. The state-
ment made by an hon, member of this House of the cost of
the clothing lor the police may lead as to imagine how
large the Sau would run up to in view of the high prices
which are paid. 870,00 a year is paid for the clothing of the
Mounted Police and that is divided among the few favored
clothiers of the Goveranment. Therefore, we are'not now
dealing only with the militia of the country, but we are
dealing as well with an equally important and costly
branch of the public service the Mounted Police, and it
becomes us to consider the whole question as to how the
interests of this country are sacrificci to canciliato a few
favored manufacturera in Canada. We have proved, that
we can import a better article from the old country and at
55 per cent. less cost. I remember well when I was in the
Department of Militia, and I think the samo thing applies
to almost the same extent to-day, though p-ssibly not te so
great an extent; that we always considered that there was
a difference in value arising froin the fact that English uni-
forme woId wear for three pars as against thed anadiani
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uniforme wearing two years. There may bave been im
provement in Canadian manufactures since that time. I am
willing to believe there bas been. I do not wish to under-
value any improvements that have been made by the Cara-
dian manufacturers, or to undervalue Canadian manufac-
tures at all, but the only ground on which the Minister
can justify the purchase of Canadian manufactures for
our military service in preference te the English manu.
factures, is, if we can buy them on as favorable terms.
The only ground on which they could justify to the people
of this country or to this Parliament the giving to
Canadian manufacturers any preference over the Englisb
manufacturers, would be that they serve us as well and as
cbeap!y; but so far from that being the case, it bas been
established beyond doubt by the statements submitted by
the department, that while we are paying 55 per cent.
more, we are not obtaining a better or even as good an
article as we could obtain from the Englieb manufacturers.
What will the taxpayers of this country, the great majority
of the farmers, the fishermen, the agricultural laborers and
the mechanics, say of this ? Are you going to pay 55 per
cent. more to three or four manufacturera of this country,
and put hundreds of thousands of dollars into their pockets,
when we bave to pay the expense? I say it is a policy
ibat should ho denounced in this louse, and which will be
denounced by the country at large when it comes to be
understood. But there are other grounds on which to
justify this resolution. The administration of this depart.
ment bas been as unpopular with a large number of mem.
bers on that side of the House as it bas been with members
*on this side and with the country generally. I know hon.
members on that side who entertain the feelings we express
to-night, and who if they act on their own independent
judgment, will be found supporting the resolution in your
hands. On the occasion of this investigation before the
Public Accounts Committee, one hon. member on that side,
the hon. member for West York (Mr. Wallace) made
these observations:

" We ought to proceed in the investigation, but I do not think we
ought to proceed with an investigation as to whether the militia of this
country are satisfied with the Minister of Militia, because I think if that
was the question, there would be a unanimous opposition against the
Minister of Militia."

That I beliove to h the opinion honestly entertained by a
very large number of hon. gentlemen opposite. Now, Sir, 1
will give yon other reasons than this bungling in regard to the
militia clothing, and they are higher considerations, because
they are matters of principle. Yon may get over a question
of dollars and cents; but if you offend a people's sensibilities,
and their idea of what is right or wrong, that is a matter
which cannot be righted by a vote of this House. The fact
that the Minister of Militia has spent more money than ho
ought to have done may ho commented on and deprecated
by both sides of this House; but when heundertakes to deal
with the great and important matters connected with his
department, in a narrow, prejudiced and unprofeassional
manner, he offends the amour propre of every military man
in this country. What did we find bore a short time ago in
connection with pensioning the relatives of Sergeant Vali-
quette ? That man, who unfortunately lost his life in the
North-West, left a father, a mother, two brothers and three
sisters, who were granted a pension of 8307 per annum,
whereas, if the man had lived and had been able to work as
he had been doing, ho would have earned 8273, or 835 less
than was paid to his family after his death. i denounced that
on the floor of this fouse, and the leader of the Goverument
was so surprised at the statement that ho promised to in-
vestigate the matter, and see that the law was properly
carried out; but up te the present moment no change has
been made in that matter. Then, again, we had occasion
lately to mention a political appointinent made to the coin-
mand of the Military College, We saw that the political

influence of the High Commissioner had secured the appoint.
ment as commandant of his son-in-law, who had retired
from the service a year and a half or two vears before, and
who would have been completely disqualified from holding
any such position in the old country. I say that was a
political appointment for a political purpose, which is most
destructive of the confidence the people of this country should
enj-y in 9l our institutions. During the time I administered
the affairs of that department, strong as my political views
and sentiments are on all public questions, I never allowed
my political feelings to enter intoanV part of the adminis-
tration of that department. I had the prond satisfaction of
hearing, during the shorttime thatI administered its affairs,
that Iuenjoyed the confidence, not only of the department,
but of a large portion of the military tbroughout the coun-
try; and I can point with some satisfaction to a remark
made across the House last Session by the right bon, leader
of the Government, that he had always understood that I
had fairly administered the business of the Militia Depart-
ment. I remember on one occasion I found that by a sys-
tem of service of so many years as a captain made a man
a major, and a major a colonel, until every battalion
throughout the country was getting full of majors and co.
lonels ; and with my own knowledge of what was right
and wrong and good for the service, I put an end to that,
and compelled every man to serve so many years before he
could reach the bigher grades ; and the hardest stroke on
that occasion fell upon some of my own friends. I remem-
ber the hon. member for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cart-
wright), who was thon Finance Minister, coming to me
with a letter, and saying : " A friend of mine has written to
me complaining of the order you have issued, under which
ho is prevented from obtaining his majority, which he
would have obtained in three days had your order not
been issued." He did not ask me any particular favor,
but ho wanted to know what I should do, I said
"The answer yon will have to convey to your friends is
this, that the Minister of Militia regrets very much that
ho did not enter three days before he did." I refused in so
small a matter as that to be influenced by political feeling,
and no man from uon end of this country to the other can
point to any act of political favoritism on my part during
the time I had charge of that department. Thero is a posi-
tion connected with the department which hon. members
of this Hlouse who belong to the service, and other military
men in the Dominion have always naturally'and very prop-
erly aspired to, viz, the command of the Wimbledon team.
And men have heretofore been taken who have been identi-
fied with the militia service of the country. The officers
selected hitherto have invariably been men who have served
in various regiments, or who were in command of battalions
to which they were attached, and men who have rendered
yeomen's service in the militia force. What do we sce
now? The Minister of Militia takes a clerk out of his de-
partment who never commanded a regiment or a battalion,
and places him over the head of old and faithful militiamen
to command the Wimbledon team. IL say it is an out-
rage, which the military instinct of the country will rebel
at. I have nothing to say against Colonel Bacon indivi-
dually, because 1know nothing in any respect for or against
him. No doubt he fills his position very well, but it was
an insult to the military instincts of the country to take a
clerk out of the department and place him in command of
the Wimbledon team when ho had men who had identified
themselves with the militia affairs of the country and had
served in the field in many ways, and who deserved recom-
pense at the hands of the Minister of Militia. The hon.
gentleman said that I was giving particular attention to the
Militia Department. I always have and shall always do so,
as long as I have a seat in this House. I served in the
Militia Department a short time, but during that time found
every man oonnected with the department ready to render
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me every possible service and information. No public man
ever was associated with a better set of officers and men than
I was during the time I occupied the position of Minister of
Militia. They were strangers to me wben I entered the
office, but rendered me the most cordial assistance and co-
operation, and when I left the department it was with the
good will and kindly feeling of every one connected with
it. Therefore, I shall always continue to take an interest
in the department, and for that reason I do not wish
to see its influence destroyed. I do not wish to see
an hon. member like the Minister of Militia, by his caprici-
ousness and bis political designs and aspirations, introduce
into every branch of the department an idea which is go-
ing to work a serious wrong to the militia generally. That
one department should stand above all political considera-
tions and be administered from public necessity aloue. For
this reason it is I bave endeavored to criticise and to bring
before the flouse anything wrong in the department which
required a remedy. I do so, not from any feeling of ani-
mosity towards the Minister of Militia, but because I bave
been enabled to gauge public opinion in this House and the
country, and can see that he bas not been administering his
department according to the well understood wishes of the
people and the interests of the militia force. I believe
many hon. members opposite share my views and I hope
that on an occasion like this, wben party feeling sbould be
thrown aside, thoy will join with us in the endeavor to re
medy the evils in the administration of the Militia Depart-
ment, and endeavor to bave that department administered
in the interests of the country and not of political hangers-
on.

Mr. KENNY. There are few questions in which the
public and this Parliament are more concerned, Mr.
Speaker, than on the question of militia and national defence.
There is hardly one that appeals more strongly to that
sense of patriotism which should animate every man. As
regards the militia management I do not stand here as its
defender. 1 suppose like many other matters of publie con-
corn it may not be perfect, but when it is to be criticised,
it should be criticised fairly, impartially and honestly,
and when an hon. gentleman stands up here and poies be-
fore us vs an assailant of the militia force and the adminis-
tration of the Militia Department we ought to consider who
he is. When the senior member lor Rlalifax stands up, as
he frequently does, and reminds us that once upon a time
he was Minister of Militia of Canada, we have the right to
ask how he administered that department. During the
short time he served there, what was the principal feature
of his administration ? I cannot tell now from memory
whether that hon. gentleman occupied that position six or
eighteen months, but it was long enough for the people of
Canada and the people of Nova Scotia, for on the very first
occasion on which that gentleman appealed to the constitu-
ency of Halifax to endorse bis administration of the Militia
Department the electors of that constituency told him that
bis administration was-shall I use the hon. gentleman's
own words ?-" unworthy of lis bigh position." 1 have the
right to apply to the hon. gentleman the language he ap.
plied to the Minister of Militia. It is a language I am not
?ersonally in the habit of using, and I took it down as it
fell from the hon. gentleman's own lips:

" Unworthy ofb is position, unworthy of a high-ninded gentleman,
narrow, prejudiced, unprofessional, and offending the amour propre of
every militiaman of Canada."
That hon. gentleman's administration of the militia was
such that on the very first occasion when he appealed to
bis constituents at Halifax he was defeated by an over-
whelming majority. Let us look at that hon. gentleman's
conduct, from 1878, when he was driven out of office for
bis maladministration, down to the present year. From
1878 down to 1888, he bas never said one kind word of the
militia of Canada. Any reference le made was in the shape

Mr. JoNIS (Halifàx),

of a sneer or an insult. When bon.gentlemen stand up here
and claim consideration because they have served the
Militia Department of Canada faithfully, it is well this
House should be reminded of how they conducted them-
selves when the Militia of Canada were taxed in a way in
which they bad never been taxed before. When the unfor-
tunate rebellion broke out in the North-West Territories
and a regiment was ordered from the city of Halifax,
the whole community was excited. Wives were separated
from theit husbands, mothers and fathers from their sons,
but the people of Halifax, farther away from yon than any
other portion of this great Dominion, responded as cheer-
fully to the call of duty as did the citizens of Toronto, Mon-
treal and Quebec. There was one man in that community
from whom we bad a right to expect a good example. We
had the ex-Minister of Militia in that community, and dur-
ing all that time le had nothing but sneers and unkindness
for the militia of. bis own country. He bas accused the
Minister of Militia of sneering at the Queen's Own, because
the Minister explained that that corps, being composed of
gentlemen of wealth, desired very laudably that their cloth-
ing and equipments should be of better quality thsn the
country can afford for the militia generally. The Minister
of Militia explbined candidly that he fcund no fault with
the Queen's Own ; but, when the ilalifax regiment was or-
dered to the North-West, the ex-Minister of Militia, who
poses as such a pattern that every other Minister of Militia
must follow bis example, had nothing but sneers for the re-
giment from bis own city. T defy any man to search the
press of H alifax when that regiment was leaving for the
North-West, when appeals were made and subscriptions'
were made for them, to find on record from the ex-Minister
of Militia a kind word or a kind act for thatregiment. Are
we to hear criticisms of this kind and to sit silently by?
When questions of national defence are before the House,
are these men to tell our Ministers what they are to do ?
No man who knows the career of that hon. gentleman (Mr.
Jones) can listen to such remarks with ordinary patience.
I have not the honor of being a member of the Committee
on Publie Accounts, but by accident I strayed into the Com-
mittee room when an hon. gentleman who occnpies a pro-
minent place in the other end of this building was under ex-
amination, and I heard enough of the evidence to satisfy
me that the hon. gentleman who had assumed the role of
cross-ex aminer was exceedirgly dissatisfied with his wit-
ness. Any man who is engaged in the business in which I
am engaged knows that no firm in Canada stands higher
than the firms of Sanford & Co., James O'Brien & Co.,
Shorey & Co., and Doull & Miller. I was gratified to learn
that in Canada to-day we are much more advanced in manu-
facturing productions than my knowledge of the business
led me to believe, and I was exceedingly gratified to hear
that these uniforms can be produced in Canada of excellent
quality, and that we can manufacture then within our own
country, which I think is eminently desirable. There was
a most amusing incident connected with the investigation
before the Public Accounts Committee. It followed the ex-
amination of the hon. Senator. A witness was called by the
hon. member for Cornwall (Mr. Bergin), whose absence now
is very much to be regretted, and it turned out that this wit-
ness was an employé of the Mowat Government. It appeared
that the bon. member for North York (Mr. Mulock) had been
in correspondence with that gentleman, and the witness
had to admit, during his cross-examination, that ho had been
a constant assailer of the Department of Militia and of the
hon, gentleman who administers that department, and that
bis nom de plume was "Linchpin." I must say that the gen-
tlemen who were crittcising the Minister of Militia made
very little out of the examination of that gentleman. I re-
gret exceedingly that these papers were not printed. I
think it is very unfortunate that, on a matter of this char-
acter, in which we all take great interest, ali the information
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should have been restricted to the bon. gentlemen who are
inembers of the Committee on Public Accounts. Before
the discussion was introduced, before commercial men were
assailed, men who occupv as good a position before the
country as those who assail them, it would have been better
for the House to have bad the opportunity of looking over
the evidence. But, taking the statement of the Minister of
Militia and comparing it with that of bon. gentlemen
opposite, I do not think there is mnch fault to be found with
the clothing. I bave served in the militia in years gone by,
and I profess to take a deep interest in ail that concerns it,
and I tbink that, before anyone poses as an authority on this
matter. be should satisfy us that be is at heart and in earn-
est a friend of the militia of Canada,

Mr LISTER. It would ho a somewhat amusing tbing
for this flouse to watch the junior member for Halifax (Mr.
Kenny) wben the senior member (Mr. Jones)-is speak.
ing, because if the junior member did not rise immediately
after the senior member had spoken who knows what the
resuit would be? I think there must be an underground
string in some way arranged betweon the two sides of the
House, because I bave observed that, as soon as the senior
member takes bis seat, the junior member springs Up with
surprising elasticity. and it is evident that, no matter on
what subject the senior member speaks, the junior member
will not fail to do his duty, but will get up and face the diffi-
calty whether ho knows anything about the subject or
not. It is evident that ho feels it to be bis peculiar duty to
oPpos, everything which the senior member srnnport. Hias
the jiunior membor for Halifax (Mr. Kenny), I wouild like
to ask him. been always as zealous in defending the Minis.
ter of Militia as ho bas been to-night ? Has ho not this
Session spoken very strongly against the Minister
of Militia and the administration of bis department?
How is it that, to-night, we find the bon. gentle-
man speaking so fervently in defence of that Min.
ister ? Is it possible that ho has got the claim
of Mr. Tobin settled, in regard to which ho bas
been dodging about the department for the last two months ?
Is it possible that the acerbity which characterised him in
the past has been mollified by the action of the Minister of
Militia, so that my hon. friend now defends him as kindly
and as zA-lously as a sucking dove ? Ho talks of the senior
member for Halifax sneering agairst the militia. Does he
know wbat ho is talking about ? iDes ho know that that
hon. gentleman controlled the Department of Militia before
ho bad a seat in this House? His record is before the
country, and nothin the bon. member can say can affect
bis reputation in Halifax and tbroughout this country.
Does the hon, gentleman forget that the senior member for
Halifax was elected by a much larger majority than ho
received ? As to the ordering out of the volunteers, did
not the senior member (Mr. Jones) desire just what the bon.
gentleman (Mr. Kenny) wanted, that the volunteers of
Halifax should be asked to volunteer for the service instead
of being ordered out without regard to the necessities of the
people or their families ?

Mr. KENNY. The people of Halifax know all about it.
Mr. LISTER. Does ho not know that the martial spirit

of the voung men of Halifax animating thom as it does,
would bave induced vastly more mon to volunteer for that
service than the country demanded ? Thon why does ho
attempt to refute the senior member for Halifax? Sir,
many bon. gentlemen sitting opposite me know that the
administration of the Militia Department of this country,
bas been Ecandalous in the extreme.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, no.
Mr. LISTER. Hon. gentlemen who know nothing about

it may say ",oh, no," but people who do understand it know
that it is so. The expenditure for the Militig Departnent
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bas been doubled, and the efficiency of the department has
been little or any increased. The Minister of Militia bas
violated the cardinal principles which should prevail in the
Government of this country, inasmuch as he bas awarded
contracta for the military supplies to political friends with-
out tender and at prices greatly in excess of what they
ought to have been purcbased, the articles being inferior to
what they ought to have been. Does not that hon. gentle.
man know that from one end of this country to the other,
for the past three or four years' complaints have been coin-
ing in to the department that the clothing furnished to
the militia bas been inferior in every respect ? Why,
Sir, the hon. gentleman, in the Committee, said that
the men ought to grow to the clothing, instead
of the clothing being made to fit the men. To my knowledge
a company going ont of my town and serving for 14 days,
came back ragged and tattered and torn, because the men
bad been fumnished with nothing but shoddy cloth to cover
their backs. The Minister, for the purpose of assisting
political apostates who are paid for following the Govern-
ment, has disregarded the principle which ought to prevail
in the administration of the department. We find him,
without inviting tenders from people who are prepared to
furnish these articles, giving contracts for three years to
polit cal friends of the Government, to political apostates, at
prices 60 per cent. more than these same articles could have
been supplied from other sources. What do we find ? He
sends a circular around to four manufacturera of military
clothing, and ho awards a contract to three of these men,
after ho has information from England that the price he
was giving them was 60 per cent. higher than the articles
were worth, and much inferior than could be furnished
from England. James O'Brien, of Montreal, was one of the
men who had received a circular from the Government.
James O'Brien was never told that bis tender was not
accepted. But in order to make political capital, for
reasons for which the hon. gentleman knows - and
which I can tell him if he does not know-James O'Brien
was never told that ho was not to receive a portion of
the contract for clothing; and, without notifying him
at all, the Minister asked him to tender for overcoats,
and hc was awarded the contract for overcoats at prices
fixed by the department. James O' Brien furnisbed the
<>vercoats, and no tenders were ever asked for them from
anybody, but at the ipse dixit of the Minister of Militia the
contract was awarded. I want to tell the hon. gentleman
that we bave ni Czars in this country. Hi, conduot will
be criticised by the people, and if bis actions in the admin.
istration of the department are such as will not bear the
light of criticism, he must expect the consequences. I say
I am voicing the feelings of the volunteers from one end of
the country to the other when I say that the administration
of the department has been scandalous in the extreme, that
favoritism has been shown in that department to political
friends. Need we go less than 300 miles from this place
to find that, as compensation given for the grossest political
apostacy, ho bas put into the hands of one man tens of
thousands of dollars yearly, without tender and without
contract, at prices 60 per cent. more than the articles could
be furnished, and for articles so inferior that they could not
be worn for the short time of 14 days. The time has come
when the Minister of Militia should vacate his place and a
better man should occupy it. There is nothing but discontent
pervading the militia force of this country, there is the feeling
that the Minister of Militia bas lost bis usefulness, and that
bis place should be filled by some other man more abreast
with the times, who knows the wants of the volunteers of
this country. If we are to spend a million and a quarter a
year upon the volunteers of our country, surely we have a
right to expect that the money shall be honestly and
properly expended, and not be expended for the purpose of
rewarding the friends of the Minister. It is time for every
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mat who takes an interest in militia matters to express
bis opinion 6n the administration of the affairs of that
departrnuent I say to the members of this House who are
members of the militia force of this country, if you feel to-
night as you have felt in the past, it is your duty to vote
against the administration of that office. I repeat again
that froin what I have seen, from what I know as a member
of the force, and as a member of the Public Accounts Com-
mittee before whom this matter has been brought, the
administration of that office bas been little less than dis
honest- to put in the mildest terms. The hon. gentleman
bas reglected the duties pertaining to that office in award-
ing the cntracts as he has done. If hon. members are
content with the conduct of this department, then, of
course, we will have to submit until the people of the
country have an opportunity of passing a verdict upon this
case. But I believe that, from all the evidence that bas
been brought forward, the House will find the Minister of
Militia guilty of the charges brought against him.

Mr. HESSON. If anything could show that the hon.
gentleman who brought this matter up bas got a bad case,
it is the tone of the address of the hon. gentleman who has
just taken his seat. If he were actuated by the motive which
bon. gentlemen, I presume, on that side of the House would
rather have it understood as being proper motives to actuate
hon. gentlemen in the discussion on this subject, ho would
not hate lost bis temper in the way he did, or have need
language that appeared to me to be not only ungentlemanly
but exceedingly improper on the floor of this House. The
bon. gentleman had a very weak case when he abused an
hon. member who thought it bis duty to rise in his place
and point out that the senior member for Halifax (Mr.
Jones), who lias to-night posed as a friend of the volunteers,
lad in other places acted altogether in a different direction.,
That hon. gentleman's management of the Militia Depart-
ment has not yet been forgotten in Canada. We all remem-
ber perfectly well that he was at no time considered a verv
brilliant man or a warm friend of the volunteers, nor had
he a reputation as a man who would stand up either for the
volunteers of Canada or for the motherland and the old British
f ag. If there is anything to show the failure of the attack
upon the Minister of Militia and the administration of that
department, it is to be found in the evidence produced
before the Committee on Public Accounts-and hon. gentle-
men opposite will give me credit for watching proceedings
pretty carefully-and the evidence produced by the hon.
meinber for North York (Mr. Mulock) to a large extent
showed that he was actuated by personal motives, instead
of honestly attempting to act in the interests of the country.

Some hon. MEMREBS. Order.
Mr. FISHER. I ask the hon. gentleman to withdraw

opinion it was the most utter fa"Iure I have witnessed since
I have been in Parliament. I have never witnessed any
case that has so utterly broken down in spite of ait the pri-
vileges which have been afforded the hon. gentleman to
produce his ovidence, and that evidence consisted of testi-
mony of mon who were no doubt dissatisfied with the
supplies furnished them, and I dare say they are not alone
in this respect. Before I take my seat, I shall show that
there is good roason why they are not ail satisfied with the
supplies furnisbed by the department. One after another
the witnesses before the Committee testified that tbey did
not know whether the goods were of Canadian make or
not; all they knew was that they had been issued to them
by the department. The evidence of the hon. gentleman's
own witnesses was of this character, that they knew they
had received a distribution of tunics and other supplies
Pfter the return of the troops from the North-West, and
those supplies had not proved satisfactory. They believed
those were Canadian goods, but when they were confronted
with the fact that there was no contract with Canadian
contractors, and that the stock on hand was composed of
English supplies, when those gentlemen found the evidence
as to the bad value, and that the bigh charge of from 82 to
$3 was made for altering a tunie, when it was showâ that
these goods were almost ail, if uot entirely, taken from the
supplies in stock which had been brought to this country
in 1885 and 1886 from England, and before contracte
were made with those gentlemen with whom so mach fault
is now being fournd, when this was shown by experts
and by officers in charge of the goods and it was shown dii-
tinctly that they were English goods, the whole case utterly
failed. When the hon. gentleman's own witnesses were
taken down to sec the stock supplied by Canadian con-
tractors, and when the hon. gentlem in by way of taking
the wind out of the sails of the Minister read a letter stating
that those gentlemen, after seeing the stock supplied by
our Canadian marufacturers honestly admitted they were
superior to English goods, the bon. gentleman might have
allowed the case to drop. But he bad made such utterances
and such promises with respect to exposing the contractors
and the department that he could not permit himself to
allow the matter to be dropped without allowing it teobe
brought before the Huse. The hon. gentleman's own
witnesses turned upon him; and when the hon. gentleman's
own supporters saw the case was utterly broken down, even
so far as his own evidence was concerned, many of them left
the room, until at last only two or three were left when he
was conducting his examination. With respect to these
goods I have some knowledge, after handling dry goods for
forty years. There is not an intelligent man in this House
who, if the goods were laid before him, would not say that
the very best were Canadian goods.

that statetnent ? A hon. ME MBER. Oh, oh.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER. I did not understand the on. Mr. HESSON. The hon. gentleman may laugh, but letgentleman to say that the motives, although personal, were him go down and look at the samples of English goods in

improper. stock. I do not deny that the first issue of Canadian stock was
M. HESSON. I say that if the hon. gentleman was not not very good; but these goods are now manufactured as

actuated by personal motives in hie attack, if he had an perfectly as any goods manufactured in England. The depart-
honest desire to promote the interests of the country, he ment deserve credit for procuring contractors who can, with
would not have made the attack ho did. I watched the pro- the appliances they possess, turn out a satisfactory and
ceedings before the Public Accounts Committee very care- valuable article, besides giving employment to our own
fully. The bon. gentleman had the fulleat opportunity to people. With respect to contracts being given without
produce all the evidence ho could produce. He bad been in advertising for tenders : In that respect hon. gentlemen
cortespendence for a long time with different parties, and opposite should not complain, when it is remembered that
the House has had evidence of this from the numerous letters only 5 firme tendered a lter advertisements had been issued
the hon. gentlemban has read ; in fact, he was fishing every- throughout the country. One I believe undertook to supply
where to find smome gntleman to lay a charge against the stock in Ottawa, and as some portion of the stock had to be
administration of the Department of Militia. If there was farmed out the contractor was not able to tarn out a very
anything likely th prove that those charges were bad, it is excellent article; but those who had tendered under the
ftund in the character of the attack made on the Minister advertisements of 1886-87, who had been tried and given
and on the evidence submitted to the Committee, and in my satisfaction, and they being the only firme in Canada

Mr. ISTER.
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who could iundertake such large contracta and go to'
such an enormous expense to prepare themselves te take
them-I say the reason given by the Minister for net going
te an expense of $1,000 or 82,000 to advertise in every news-
paper of the country, when there are only four firms who
are thoroughly qualified to do the work, is a reason that
should cover the whole case. It was stated by Sergeant
Crean, of ·the Queen's Own, that for such tunis as are now
furnished by the department he would have te charge $10.25
te get up, whereas the Governmrent contract with the Cana-
dian manufacturera was but 85. Sergeant Crean was oharg-
ing from $2 to $3 for altering tunics, but it was shown
·they were of the issue of English goods, net Canadian.
At this time of the evening I do not desire te prolong the
debate, but I felt that as a member of the Comrnittee I had
a right te say that, Bo far as my judgment goos, I am per-
fectly eatisfied that as regard the ad ministration of the
Department of the Minister of Militia there is no ground for
this vile attack upon the Minister, an attack that was
utterly uncalled for after the evidence submitted te the
Committee.

Mr. HICKEY. I did intend te make some lengthened
remarks on this question, but as the heur is late I shall con-
tent -myself with only a few observations. I believe that
the very full and very eloquent speech of the Minister of
Mititia has completely met the charges which so maliciously
and se unnecessarily have been brought before this House
by the member for North York (Mr. Mulock). As to the
quality of the goods supplied to the militia, it was quite evi.
dent te the Public Accounts Committee, of which I am a
member, that the Canadian goods were superior to the Eng-
lisi goods. IL has been urged by the member for Halifax
(Mr Jones), and some other hon. members on the other side
of the House, that we paid a higher price for the Canadian
article than we did for the English; but even admitting that,
the fact was clearly proved to the Committee that the Cana-
dian goods were at least 50 per cent. better than the Hnglish
goods. It was shown also that the make and finish of the
Canadian clothing was unexceptionable, and any man who
bas a streak of patriotism in bis veins ought te be proud
that such goods were manufactured here and purchased in
our own country. We know that advertisements for tenders
for these supplies had been published up to 1886. In Eng.
land-great England-whose practice we were asked te
follow, does net advertise for tenders for such supplies, but
issues circulars the same as the Department of Militia did
in this instance. The fLct that only five firms in Canada
responded te the advertisement up to 1887 was a sufficient
reason for the Militia Department to appeal te those te do
the work in future, and no hon. gentleman who reasonably
considers the matter will deny this. It has been charged
against Mr. Sanford that be got this contract for corrupt
purposes, but it has been shown that while Mr. Sanford'a
tender was lower than any other, the Minister of Militia
refused te give him the contract, and said to him: Yeu
inuet lower your price by 15 per cent. or you cannot have
the contract. Mr. Sanford and bis company could not accept
this offer in justice te themselves, but rather than that this
work should go out of the country, they conferred with the
-manufacturera of the cloth, and with the tailors who were
te make the clothing, and these two parties both agreed te
lower their prices se that the contract might be continued
in Canada. There was a patriotism in that action which
should be made known te the public and which is worthy
of praise. Through the effârte of the Militia Department,
and through the desire of Mr. Sanford (whose enterprise
and energy as a business man every Canadian mest be proud
of, as well as they should be proud of bis high character) that
this industry should be developed in Canada, we have sue-
eeeded in producing that fine quality of soarlet cloth which
çannot be excelled in any country, and whieh is worth 50 per

cent. more than the scarlet cloth manufactured in England,
the greatest manufacturing country in the world. I hold that
through the efforts of the Minister of Militia we have been
enabled to have this quality of goods manufaotured in Can-
ada-a quality far superior to that exhibited by the couple
of gentlemen from Toronto who imported the material from
England. The success of our Canadian manufactures in
this industry is an important matter for the country, and
every Canadian ought to be proud of the success achieved.
Some gentlemen on the other side have tried to blame
Sanator Sanford because, as they say, ho had written to
the department to the affect that some goods which were
not so well-fitting as others should be sent to the country
districts. As a member of this House I feel bound to pro-
tect Senator Sanford in bis absence. The fact is that these
goods which were objected to were of the same cloth exactly
as the beat goods manufactured, bat they were not as weil
sheared as the others, and it was natural to suggest that
the battalions in the country districts would probably have
less objection to thema than the city corps would. That
suggestion after all was not such a desperate thing as some
hon. gentlemen on the Opposition bouches would have us
believe. It has been repeatedly told us by the member
for Lambton (Mr. Lister), the member for Ialifax (Mr.
Jones), and the member for North York (Mr. Mnlock),
whose animus in this matter bas originated in prejudice
and ignorance, that we pay a higher price for Canadian
than for English goods, and that the Canadian goods were
inferior. Never was a statement more false made to intel-
ligent men. I am quite sure that any gentleman who will
go down and visit the stores, and examine the uniforms and
materials there, will be satisfied that any person who would
grumble at the supplies given out by the Minister of Mili-
tia would be very hard to please indeed. The Minister of
6lilitia bas very fully answered the charges which have
been made against him, and I believe that every hon. mem-
ber of this House who wishes to take an impartial view of
the subject will believe that in the matter of this military
clotbing the country got good value for its money. The
fact is that the issue of 1887 was 15 par cent. lower in price
than the issues of 1884 and 1885. Under the eystem of
advertising for tenders adopted in 1885, the contract was
jobbed out to everybody, the qualities got mixed up, through
no fault of the department, bocause the contracts were taken
by persons who had neither the experiene),nor the facilities
to make the uniforms in snch a manner as would be credit-
able to the country, and the Queen's Own, no doubt, got
some of these uniforms which were purchased as aresult of
the advertising system. The Minister of Militia like a wise
man, like a taithful man, and like a patriotie man caring
for his people (and especially for the militia over which ha
was the special gaardian), saw that this system of 1880
would not suit the requirements of the service and immedi-
ately he took steps to accomplish the great work which ho
bas achieved of having the clothing supplies for the militia
manufactured in car own country. That is a result
which every Canadian ought to be proud of. The hon.
member for Halifax referred to the overcoats supplied by
Mr. O'Brien, but we must remember that in the Public
Accounts Committee neither the hon. member nor his
frieuds ventured to criticise the quality of the overeo»t,
because it was mach superior to anything that could be
purchased in England; neither did they criticise the price,
with whioh they appeared to be satisfied alo. I may etate
that one member of the Opposition, who js a merchant and
who is well qualified to speak on the subject, said that the
Canadian goods were 50 par cent. botter than the imported
goods. Before the Public Accounts Committee all the in-
ferior goods produced and which were found fault with, were
not of Canadian make. I believe that any gentleman in this
louse who has witnessed the character of the person who
to-night moved this rsolation ond.mning the Minister of
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Militia, will be satisfied that the resolution did not come
from any desire on bis part to promote the best interests of
the country. It should be remembered that Sergeant Major
Crean, who was a witness, whose letter the Minister of Militia
read to-night, acknowledged that the Canadian goods, before
the Committee,were perfectly satisfactory; and the member
for North York (Mr. Mulock) knowing this well, knowing
that most of those inferior goods were not of Canadian
manufacture and were not made by Mr. Sanford, tried to
leave the House under the impression that the objectionable
goods were of Mr. Sanford's make and ought to be con-
demned. In view of all the circumstances, I believe that
the flouse is justified in supporting the Militia Departmont
and the policy it bas pursued.

Mr. TYRWIHITT. Probably you, Sir, and many other
members of this flouse, are not aware that I am a resident
of the county which is represented by the hon. mover of
the resolution now before the House. Having watched bis
course during the number of year3 that we have had the
opportunity of being here together, I am extremely grati-
fied to find that ho takes such an active interest in militia
matters, and I should be still more gratified did I not be.
lieve him to be aotuated not so much by a desire to see the
militia of the country prosper, as to gain a little favor in
the eyes of the militia in the county in which we live. I
may say, for the information of hon. members with whom I
am not acquainted, that I have been in the active militia
for about 26 years, or two-thirds of my life, and during
that time I have attended almost every camp in this coun-
try east and west. I have never during that time missed
any camp or missed laking part in any service in the coun-
try in which it was possible for me to be engaged. Thongh
1 cannot profess to be a very great judge of clothing, I cer-
tainly must have had some little exporience with it, though
I should have been more satisfied possibly if the
debate in the Bouse had reference to matters witlh
which I have been more particularly connected, that
is the active service in the field, and the manner in
which that part of our duties should be conducted.
The hon. member for North York bas challenged myseli
and other members froin the Toronto district to deny that
discontent exists in the volunteer force there. 1 most
emphatically deny, Sir, that any such animus or discontent,
or any such mutinous spirit among the men, as the hon.
member has described, exists in that district even in the
slightest degree. I may also inform that hon, gentleman
and the flouse that the officers in command in that district
see to it that no such mutinons spirit is allowed to exist.
I may state that one member of my own regiment under-
took to correspond with the Militia Department during the
last annual drill without my knowledge, and I think it is a
great pity that the hon. member for North York should not
have been put into communication with that individual.
He was a private in No. 4 Company, named Wolfe. I shah
be very happy to give tbe hon. gentleman his address,
and i have no doubt this man will be glad to furnish him
with some very valuable information as to his treatment
during the time he served in the force, and the cause of his
leaving it. I heard accidentally that this member of my
regiment had been corresponding with the Militia Depart-
ment at Ottawa and making complaints. Amongst other
things, I believe ho complained that the quantity of
rations allowed to the force was insufficient, that
he was improperly treated, and that he had too much
work to do-it was drill morning, noon and night,
and very often ho was on guard at night. Having heard
this casually, I did not consider it my duty to investigate
the matter very thoroughly. However, a short time after-
wards, I overheard this man making use of this mutinons
language, and I may describe to the hon. member for North
York the treatment which we accord to those who exhibit

Mr, lRK.r

that sort of spirit. I had this man brought into my pre-
sence, I ordered him on kna> sack drill for the remainder of
the camp, and to be dismissed from the force at the expira-
tion of the camp. I am not quite sure whether that is
good law, but it is the system I have followed during the
time I have been in the service. I have known that system
to promote-I was going to say good feeling -certainly
good discipline in the force, and I have never had any diffi-
culty in obtaining good, intelligent and efficient mon. I
may also say that under this system, which is not peculiar
to the 36th Regiment alono, but which prevails Ithink
throughout the Toronto district, in the camp last year my
battalion was 20 over strength, and the difficulty the com-
mandant of the camp had to encounter was not to fill up
the ranks, but to know wnat was to be done with the spare
men. So popular was the service, possibly owing to this
treatment which we accord to the men who serve under us,
that we wore troubled with baving too many men flocking
to our standard. In making out my parade statement in
Toronto, I found that I had exactly my strength, but the
next day 1 found that I was twenty over strength. I sup-
pose that these mon, knowing that I had been 26 years in
the service, and knowing the strict discipline enforced,
smuggled themselves into our ranks; and I believe the
same was the case with other battalions. Now, I know
whereof I speak, for the simple reason that I have been in
a camp with the different battalions in the Toronto district.
I think I am safe in saying that I know every officer in
that district; I am also safe in saying that I know persftn-
ally a very hrge percentage of the mon serving in the dif-
ferent regiments; and I can say that the service is most
popular in the Toronto district, and that we are troubled
with a superabundance of men. That does not look as if
the service wore unpopular or as if the force generally were
dissatisfied with the Minis er of Militia. Now, the mode of
obtaining information which bas been pursued by the bon.
member for North York is, I must confess, to my mind,
looking at the matter from a military point of view, a
rather improper one; and I will take this opportunity of
warning him that if I find him corresponding with
any of my junior officers, and attempting to croate
discontent in my ranks, I will take proceedings to
have him punished. I consider that if the hon.
member had wibhed to procure evidence-and I think
the hon. member for Shelburne (Gen. Laurie) will bear me
out-it was his duty to have gone to the commanding officers
of the different regiments, and asked their permission to
obtain the information he desired. In every regiment we
can find sorebeads. In almost every section we can find
mon dissatisfied with the existing state of things. But I am
happy to say that the Toronto district is an exception at
any rate. Another thing I would like to say is that in the
Toronto district we recognise no politics in the force what-
ever. The best captain in my battalion to-day is a member
of the Reform party, and a very active one.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell.) That is quite natural.
Mr. TYRWIIîT. For the simple reason that we acknow-

ledge no politics. We never allow politics to be discussed,
and it is only proper that the Militia Department and every-
thing connected with it should be non-political. This res-
olution has gone ovtr a very extensive sphere, but I think
the object of the hon. member for North York was to prove
more particularly that the country had not received value
for its money in the way of clothing. I am nlot a very
good judge of cloth myseif, but I have seen and worn a
great many different uniforme. I have never found any
difficulty in fitting my men with the uniforms supplied to
us by the different Ministers of Militia. In fact, until I
entered this Hlouse I paid very little attention as to who
occupied the position of Minister of Militia. I contented
myseif with working in the militia in the sphere to whiob
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I belonged. But with regard to the clothing, I have taken
some little interest in it since I have entered the Honse.
The clothing of my corps has been altogether of English
manufacture, and, except thqt the sizes are small and we
should prefer larger sizes, for the reason, perhaps, that my
part of the country grows men a little over the average size,
I have no complaint to make. [ take enough interest in the
militia to visit the stores every year, since I have been
coming to this House, and am pleased to say that the cloth-
ing manufactured in Canada is, in my opinion, much
superior to that which was supplied us lormerly. I
know nothing of shoddy, but I know I have never
in my experience seen a scarlet tunie wear out
quickly under fair treatment, and as for this discolora-
tion, and all these fine points brought forward, I
can only attribute them to causes other than those de-
scribed. In speaking of the fine regiments which come to
camp with me annually, I wili not say anything of the
Toronto corps, except that 1, as well as other Ontario
people, am justly proud of the excellence which the Toronto
regiments have attained. On this point I will quote a
remark made by Sir Henry Wilmot, President of the Na-
tional Rifle Association, who, perhaps owing to my being
present, alluded to the Toronto regiments and spoke of
them as two of the finest regimente in Her Majesty's service.
I can only repeat what I have said that no such mutinous
spirit as has been ascribed to the militia exists in my dis-
trict at any rate. There is one little matter which has
been before the House and which the hon. member for
North York never fails to introduce, and that is the kit al-
lowance of the York-Simcoe Battalion. Iknow the mem-
bers of that corps pretty weil. I think they number about
550 men, and I flatter myself that 350 of them are personal
friends of mine. Possibly the hon. member for North York
imagines I am here neglecting the interests of my friends.
I must say I agree with him to a certain extent in the con.
duct he has ascribed to the Minister of Militia ; and I must
say that it has been my experience almost every time I
approached the hon. gentleman with a view of getting any
money, that it is not only very hard to get him to pay his
just debts, but sometimes he takes very peculiar views on
the subject. One was that we were not entitled to a kit
allowance, although I am pleased to see we are going to re-
cei% e what I always contended we should receive; and I feel
it my duty to thank, not the Minister of Militia, but the
First MiL ister, who, I believe, through the influence he used
with the Miniter of Militia, obtained for us this favor
which the Minister of Militia, in his wisdom, thought here-
tofore we were not entitled to. For my part I a·m prepared
to defend in the future, as I have attempted to do in my
quiet way in the past, the few thousand men who have
passed through my hands in the counties of York and
Simcoe.

Mr. PRIOR. I did not intend to make any remarks on
this subject to.night, but I will say this in regard to British
Columbia that the clothing for the militia there has bet n
more statisfactory within the last couple of years than it
was before. I do not think I need say anything more,
because I think the Minister of Militia has, in a most
brilliant and able speech, convinced this side of ·the
House, at all events, that he has done his best to give
good clothing to the militia. I rise, however, to take
exception to the extraordinary remarks of the hon.
member for West Lambton (Mr. Lister) when he com-
mended the hon. the senior member for Halifax for not
asaisting the militia when they were going to the North-
West, because they were ordered out instead of being asked
to volunteer. This is the first time that I have heard any-
body take exception to the militia being ordered out. •1,

as an officer of militia, am proud to stand here and express
$he sentiments of my brothçr egoers in saying we are

ready to be ordered out by any proper authority, and I can-
not see why the hn. gentleman came to the conclusion that
the milit ia should be expected to volunteer on every occasion.
We are paid by the Govern ment and are ready to do our
duty and risk our lives if necessary. There is not a raan in
the ranks wearing the uniform of Her Majesty who is not
willing to be ordered out on every conceivable occasion
when the proper authority cals on him to support law and
order. It would not be right that the assertion of the hon.
gentleman should go to the country, and that outside of this
House people should think that the militia of Canada ex-
pected to be allowed to volunteer and was not ready to go
out when ordered.

Mr. DE NISON. I only wish to say a few words in reply
to the question of the hon. mem ber for North Yo k, asking
if there is ar.y disaffection in the Toronto district. There
was some grievance there before this Session. I refer to
the York-Simcoe kit allowance, and if that matter had not
been settled, probably I would support this resolution. But
the Government have removed that grievance, and the men
are satisfied. As to the remarks of the hon. the Minister
of Militia, i do not see how the hon. member for Halifax
(Mr. Jones) could have construed them as being anything
against the Queen's Own. i understand the Minister to
bpeak in the highest terms of the regiment and I am sure
that those are his opinions, because the Queen's Own is one
of the best regiments in the militia.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Hear, hear.

Mr. DENISON. It las always been ordered ont when
there was work to be done and the men are always to be
depended on. I have only one other word to say, and that
is in regard to the uniform. I know that the uniform
served out to my own corps has been most excellent, and
we have never had any occasion to complaiB of the uniform
which has been served ont to us.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I desire to say one word in ex.
planation. Tbe hon. member for Halifax (Mr. Jones) stated,
I think, that I had appointed Lieutenant Colonel Bacon
to take command of the Wimbledon Team, and that he was
one of the clerks in my department. It is true that Colonel
Bacon is a very valuable member of the Civil Service, who
renders invaluable service in my department, but, before
he became a member of the Civil Service, he was known to
the militia force of Canada as being a Brigade Major in
one of the districts where the force is very strong, the dis-
trict of Montreal. le was not appointed to command the
Wimbledon Team by me, for the simple reason that I have
no authority to appoint him. The Commandant of the Wim-
bledon Team is appointei by the Dominion Rifle Associa.
tion, and his name is submitted to me through the courtesy
of the gentlemen composing that association. I concur
with every recommendation made to me by gentlemen who
take such a deep interest in that association as they do,
and I am sure that Colonel Bacon will do his duty as the
commandant of that team, as he las always done it when-
ever I have had the opportunity of testing it, and I am cer-
tain that he will give satisfaction in the command which is
entrusted to him by the Dominion Rifle Association.

flouse divided on amendment of Mr. Mulock:

-Yuas:
Messieurs

Armstrong, Fisher, . Neveu,
Bain (Wentworth), Gauthier, Paterson (Brant),
Barron, Godbout, Platt,
beausoleil, Guay, Rinfret,
Bernier, Holton, Robertson,
Bourassa, Innes, Rowand,
Brien, Jones (Halifax), se. Marie,
Campbell, Lang, Semple,
Cartwright (Sir Rich'd)iangelier(entm'ency)Somrville
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Oasey,Cinon,
Qolter,
Davies,
Dessli,
Edwards,
Elli,
vioet,

Aadet,
Bain s(douIaages),
Barnard,
Bell,
Bergeron,
Boisvett,
Bowell,
Boyle,
Browa,
Bryson,
Burna,
Carling,
Oarpenter,
Caron (Sir Adolphe),
'Choinard,
Aloetbrane,
Onckburn,
Colby,
Ooulombe,
Ourran,
Daly,
Daoust,
Davin,
Davis,
Dawson,
Denison,
Desaulaiers,
Desjardins,
Dewdney,
Dickey,
DAosiaoa,
Dupont,

Langelier (Quebe), Sutherland,
Lvergne, Trow,
Livgagton, Turcot,
Lovitt, Waldie,
McMtnla,(Huron), Wallace,
mcmallen, Watson,
Mills (Bothwell), Weldon (St. John),
Mitchell, Welsh and
Mulock, Wilson (Elgis).-54.

NÂrs:

Messieurs
Ferguson(Renfrew), Montplaisir,
Foster, Patterson (Essex),
Freeman, Perley,
Gigault, Porter,
Gironard, Prior,
Grandbois, Riopel,
Guillet, Robillard,
Haggart, Rosa,
Hesson, Rykert,
Hickey, Shanly,
Hudspeth, Skinner,
Jamieson, Small,
Jones tDigby), Smith (Sir Donald),
Kenny, Sproule,
Kirkpatrick, 'tevenson,
Labelle, Taylor,
Landry, Temple,
Langevin (Sir Hector),Thérien,
La Rivière, Thompson (Sir John),
Lépine Tisdale,
McCulla, Tyrwhitt,
McDonald (Victoria), Vanasse,
Mc Dougald (Pieton), Ward,
McGreevy, Weldon (Albert),
McKay, White (Oardwell),
McKeen, White (Renfrew),
McNeil, Wilmot,
Madill, Wilson (Argenteuil),
Mara, Wilson (Lennox),
Marshall, -Wood (Brockville), -and
Mamoa, Wood (Westim'l'd)-95.
Mills (Annapolis),

Amendment negatived.
Mr. TROW. The hon. rnember for Quebec East bas not,

voted.
AMr. LAURIER. I am paired with Sir John Macdonald.
Mr. TROW. The hon. member for Victoria, N.S. (Mr.

Macdonald) voted. I understand that ho is paired with Mr.'
Perry. The hon. member for Cape Breton (11r. McKeen)
also voted, and I understool that he was pared with Mr.,
XcIntyre.

Mr. MoKEEN. I had an arrangement with Mr. Perry to
pair when we left here to-morrow. I could not see the
whips, and I do not know whether any arragement was
made-or not.

,Mr. TROW. This h ippens to bo to-morrow.
Mr. SMALL. The hon. member for Argenteuil (Mr.;

Wilson) *has not voted.
Mr. TAYLOR. The hon. member for Shelburne has not'

'eoted.
Gen. LAURIE. I have paired with the hon. member for

King's, N.S. (Mr. Borden).
-r. TROW. The hon. member for Victoria was also

"lred.
Mr. McDONALD (Victoria). I would like to know wlth

whom I am paired:?

Mr. TROW. With Mr. Choquette.

Mr. LAURIER. I rise to a question of order. I under-
stand that thehon. member is paired. Sometimes-members
are paired by the whips, and we ought to understand
whether these pairs are to be respected or not.

Sir JORN THOMPSON. That isnot a question of order.
The bon. member for Perth (Mr. Trow) had a right to cal
attention to the faMt that the hon.gentleman ws.U,

Sir ADoUZ ,CAMO.

but it is not a question of order or a question upon which
the Speaker can rule.

Mr. LAURIER. I think it is a question of order. Time
and again pairs have been arranged by the whips without
the members knowing with whom they were piired. Of
course the arrangement is purely voluntary on the part of
the members, but, if it is to be repudiated, we ought to
understand it.

Mr. TROW. The hon. member for West Lambton has
not voted.

Mr. LTSTER. I am paired with the member for East
Lambton (Mr. Moncrieff).

Mr. TAYLOR. As one of the whips, I may say that I
have no knowledge of the hon. membei for Victoria (Mr.
McDanald) being paired.

Mr. MITCHIELL. I can only say that Mr. Choquette
told me, as he was leaving the House, that he had paired
with the hon. member for Victoria (Mr. McDonald).

House again resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)
To defray the expenses of examining lande in theCanadian Pacifie Railway belt.................. $2,500

Mr. Me MULLEN. How does the hon, gentleman expect
to ex pend this money ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. We expect to have every section
examined and a report made on it. In the Canadian Pacifie
Railway reserve the company select lands that are fairly fit
for settlement. There is a question with regard to a very
large quantity of land which they refuse to take, and the
Government wish to inspect it in order to know whether
the company shall receive it or not.

Mr. MOMULLEN. Don't your survey show what quality
of land this is? fHas not a very careful survey been made?

Mr. DEWDNEY. Not sufficient by any means.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Are these lands which

the company refuse to receive within the 20-mile belt, and
if so, are they largely within that region which stretches
westward of Regina ?

Mr. DEWD EY. They are within the 20-mile belt, and
the bulk of them are west of Regina.

Sir RIO HARD OARTWRIGHl P. Because a good deal
was said, as the hon. gentleman knows, at the time that loca-
tion was taken up, as to the utter unsuitability of that land
for -settlement. Idesire to know whether the Government
and the'Canadian Pacific Railway-Company have made up
their minds that a great deal of the land through which the
railway passes is not fit for settlement.

Mir. DEWDNEY. I have travelled a good deal over the
country, and I hold very strong opinions in regard to this
subject.

Sir RICHARD CART WRIGHT. Does the hon, gentle.
man think there is an average rainfall that will enable the
country to be used ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. I think so; that has been our ex-
perience so far. It is a very rolling country, and there are
many valleys of great width, 2 or 3 miles wide, and the soll
is magnificent; in fact there is no better soil in the whole
of the North-West.

Bir RICHARD ,CARTWRIGHT. Then how comes it
4.hat no portion has been homesteaded ?

-Mr. DEWDNEY. There is no fuel.

Sir RICHARD CARTWd.IGHT. Does the Canadian
Pacific Railway contribute to this inspection, or is the
Itopootion wholly our?

1.570
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Mr. DEWDNEY. It is wholly ours; they have made

their inspection.

Mr. WATSON. la it the intention te compel the Canea-
dian Paeific Railway Company to take the land which their
inspeetion proves to be fairly fit for settlement·

Mr. DEW DNEY. That is the intention, and also the
understanding that the Government shal have the last say
with respect to the lands.

Mr. WATSON. There is a large quantity of land in
Manitoba which at present is supposed teobe Canadian Paci.
fic Railway land, but that company apparently do not feel
disposed to take control of it, unless some one wishes to
purchase it at a very high figure, and then the company say
it is their land. There are large tracts in Manitoba which
would be thickly settled if they were thrown open for
homesteading, but they are at present locked up as Canadian
Pacific Railway lands. The Minister should take the earliest
possible opportunity te have the lands inspected, and either
compel the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company to take them
er let the Government take them out of the hands of the
company and throw them open for settlement.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. Suppose the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company cannot agree with the Govern.
ment, how is the matter to be determined? I di) not think
that the Government can force the company legally to take
certain lands. la the Government prepared to take the
responsibility of compelling the company to take certain
Lands ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. That is the position the Government
take.

Government Printing ..... ............ ,0

Sir RIOHARD CARTWRIGHT. We were to have a
statement of the total cost.

Mr. FOSTER. The cost of plant up to date is 863,849.
A question was asked in regard to printing the voters' lista.
The total cost up to 1lth February was $21,502.79, since
thon $100, total $21,602.79.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRGIIr. What is the total esti-
mate of the cost to be incurredY

Mr. FOSTER. I will furnish those particulare.

Mr. McMULLEN. I observe, according to the Aulitor
General's Report, that 863,900 had been paid for-plant up to
30th June last.

Mr. POSTER. The plant was bought last year.

Mr. BOWÊLL. If hon. members will turn op Ransard
they will find the details given in full.

Mr. MULOCK. What is the proportion of the cost of
printing the voters' list covered by the amount of $21,000.

Mr. POSTER. That amount covers the setting of the
type for the entire list, of course I cannot state what the
further cost will be.

To pay Dr. Jukes for medical servies........ $700

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Why has this item been allwed
to stand so long unpaid, if it is a proper claim ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. This cLim has been made by Dr.
Jukes for some time, and it was for a larger amount than
appears in the Etimates. It was for atte idance on prisoners
and lunatica during the ye trs named. The work was heavy
some years and light others. Tbe Re ina jail wili soan be
completed and thon this attendance wiI cease.

Mr. WILSON (Rigia). Dr. JnkeSl ai surgeon in the
Mounted Police, and is therefore an employé of the Gov-
ernment, and therefore either there should bave been an
agreement between the Government and Dr. Jukes that ho
should ho allowed a certain ainount for his work, or that
the work was covered by bis other psy. It certainly ap-
pears from having remained unpaid for six or seven years
as if the Government did not cansider themselves respon-
sible.

Mr. DEWDNEY. The hon. gentleman wiil understand
that thie duty is quite outside his regular duties, and a very
disagreeable duty it is to my own knowledge.

Mr. MoUULLEN. This is another of the cases whieh
we have been bringing before the notice of this BHouse of
civil servants applying on every litt!e pretence for an in-
erease of salary. Dr. Jukes gets 81,400 a year, and yet h
must charge for extra services. Every man who oe upies
a position in the service must bave his little bill for extia
work.

Mr. BO WELL. Oh, not every man.

Mr. Mc MULLEN. Well, there are a great many of thern
and they are inereasing rapidly, I am sorry to say.

Mr. DAVIN. I think the sumn is ridicu.lously smali for
the duties which Dr. Jukes had to discharge. It it his
duty to atten I to the Xounted Police, but it is not part of
hia duty to attend to the lunatics and prisoners who are
sent ine jail. This is the work for what the extra charge
is made, aud I thiak, as i said before, it is a ridieuilusly
small sum.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). If what the hon. member states
be true that this amount is ridiculously small, then I
think the Government bave been acting unfairly towards
Dr. Jukes, and that the member for Assiniboia (Mr. Davin)
has reason to complain. If Dr. Jukes had a right to thia
money this item should not have been allowed to stimi sinie
1883, and ho should have been paid before this time. It shows
a dereliction of duty on the part of the Government, but [
think my hon. frieand from Wellington (3fr. MeMullen) ia
right in what ho said, that it was a olaim that the Govern.
ment did net acknowledge and negleoted to pay it until it
became outlawod. I would suggest to the Minister of Ous.
toms that this is an item that ought to be struck out, and
which ho probably would strike out under other circum-
stances. Either the Government have been using Dr Jakes
wrong or he is not entitled to this amount. At this un-
reasonable hour of the night I think we shoald not be asked
to pass an item of this kind.

Mr. BOWELL. If the hon. gentleman's views are cor-
rect I would suggest to my hon. friend the Minister that
Dr. Jukes should be paid interest.

Mr. WILSON (EIgin). Why not pay it if be is entitled
to the amount ?

Mr. BOWELL. Perhaps we will.

Mr. FOSTE R. Before the Committee rise let me give
some information which I was asked for last night. The
Intercolonial Railway earnings and expenditure for the
eight months ending February, 1889, are aq follows:--
Earnings, $1,969,597.38; expenditure, 82,316,756.00. Sold
to Caraquette railway, two locomotives at $3,500 eaoh;
money paid on delivery.

Resolutions reported.

Mr. FOSUER moved the adjournment of the louse.

Motion agreed to; and Houe adjourned at 8:20 a.m.
(Friday).r 2



1572 COMMONS DEBATES, AIR 26,
HOUSE OF COMMONS.Toe North-W tern Railwayompanyf Canada, Dominion LandflO SE F C MMO S.te an, exten t n et exceedi ng ten thousand acres for eacb mile cf the en-

pany'a railway from Calgary. on the tJanadian Pacifie Raillway,
FR1DAY, 26th April, 1889. northerly te a point on the North Saskatchewan River, at or near Ed-

menton, a distance of about two hnndred and ten miles.
Aise te the North.Western Railway Company of Canada, Dominion

The SPEAiC:R took the Chair at Three o'clock. Lands te an extent net exceeding ten thousand acres for each mile of
the compauy's railway from Calgary, southerly te Lethbridge, a diE-

PRATER. tance of ahout one hundred and twenty miles.
Te the Lake Mfanitoba Railway and Canal Cempany, Dominion Landu

FIRST READING. te an extent net exceeding six thousaud acres for each mile of the cer-
pany's railway f rom Portage la Prairie te the southern bonndary cf

Bill (No. 146) to amend the Revised Statute respecting Lake Manitoba, a distance of about seventeen miles.
the North-West Mounted Police Force.-(Sir John A. Mac. Motion agreed to.
donald.)

QU'APPELLE AND LONG LAKE RAILWAY CO. SUBSIDIES TO RAILWAYS.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that, to-morrow, the Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD movèd that, to.morrow,
House reolve itself into Cmmitte of the Whole to con-ho se resolve itself into Committe of the Whole to

sider the following resolution:-
Resolveï, That it is ernedient, in order to enable the Ou' Appelle, 1. RQoltId. That it is erDedient te anthorise the Governor in Oonn-

1 ong Lake and Saskatchewan Railroad and Steamboat Company to cil te grant the subiidies hereinafter mentioned te thi railway com-
complete their railway from Regina to some point on the South Ses. pan s, and towards the construction of the railways alec hereinafter
kfeche(wan River, at or near Saskatoon, and thence northward to Prince mpntioned, that ls te say
Albert, te enter into a contret with snch company for the transport o For a railway from some point on the Joggins Railway. near the
men, Pupplies. materials ani mails, for twenty yeare, and te pay for Heben River, te Youngs Mille, in the Province of Nova Scbtia, a dis-
such services dlaring the said term, eiahty thousand dollir per annum, in tance of five miles, a subddy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, and net
nanner following, that is to say :-The nsm of fifty thousand dollars te exeeding in the wbole $16,000

be rnid annunlly on the construction of the railway, te a point at or near To the St. Clair Frontier Tunnel Company, for the construction of a
Saskatoon, such payment te be compiited from the date of the comple- tunnel under the St. Clair River, from a point ai or near Sarnia, te a
tien of the rsilway to such point; and the remaining thirtiy thousand point et or near Port Huron, a subsidy net exceeding in the whole
dollare annually on the extension of the railway te Prin ce Albert; such 375 000.
payment te he computed from the date of such last-mentioned comple- To the Pontiac and Renfrew Railway Company, for six miles cf their
tion: Provided that, in case the second portion of the said railway shah railway from the north bank f the Ottawa River, opposite Breside. te
not be huilt and operated to Prince Albrt within two years after its the Pontiac Pacifie Junction Railway. near the Qnin River, in the Pro-
completion te the South Saskatchewan, as aforesaid, the Dayment of vince of Qnebec, a subsiiy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, and net
fifty thousand dollars shall cease until the whole railway is finished te exceeding in the whole $19,200.
Prince Albert. Te the Quebec, Montmorency and Charlevoix Railway Companv, for

tbirty miles cf their railway, from the east bank cf the St, Charles Ikiver,
Motion agreed to. te or near to Cape Tormente, in the Province cf Quebe-, a subsidy not

exceeding $3, 200 per mile, and net exceeding in the 'whole $96,000.

TOWN OF COBOURG-RELIEF. To the Fredericton and St. Mary's Bridge Company, for a bridge everthe St. John River at Fredericton, lu the Province cf New Brunswick,

Mr. FOSTER moved tat, tomorrow, the House resolve bsidy net exceedig in the whle ,00.
Mr. OSTR moed hatto.orrw, te leusereslve To the Napanee, Tamworth and Quebea Railway Company, for ten

itself into Committee of the Whole to consider the following miles cf their railway, from New Moscow, te a point ator near Harrow-
resotion smithaubsidynot exceeding $3,200 per mile, and net exceeding in

Resoived, That it is expedient te provide that the Governor in Coun- For a railway from a peint near Sicamons, on the Canadiaa Pacifie
cil may, on such condition! as he deems expedient, release the Corpo-IRaiiway, te a point on Lake Okinagan, for fifty-one miles cf their rail-
ration of the Town of Cobourg from the payment of the balance due by wsy, a suhsidy net (xeeeding $3,200 per mile, and fot exceeding in the
the said Corporation under the Act of the Parliament of Canada, forty- whole $163,200.
ninth Vctoria, chapt-r thwtv-three. intituled : " An A et for the relief To the Cornwallis Valley Railway Oompany. fir one mile cf theirrail-
of the Corporation of the Town of Cobourg," togeth"r with all interest way from the end cf the Ue subsilised by 50-51 Victoria, chapter 24, te
now unpaid thereon ; provided always, that one of 'h conditions of Kingsport, lu the Province cf Nova Setia, a subsidy not exceeding
such release shall be that the said Corporation shall abandon al· $ 3,200 per mile. ner exceedinq in the wbole $3,200.
elaims they have in respect te the Port Hope and Rice Lake Road, To the Lake Témiscamingue Colonisation and Railway Company, for
whether as te the collection of tolle or in any other respect whatsoever. fifteen miles cf their railway, from Mattawa station on the Canadian

Pacifie, Railway towards the Long Sanît, or trom the Long Sault towards
Motion agreed to. the Mattewa station on the Canadian Pacifie Railway, in tbe Province

of Quebec, a subsidy net exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in the

NORTH.WEST RAILWAYS-LAND SUBSIDIES. whole $48000
To the Maskinonge and Nipissing Railway Company, for fifteen miles

Sir OHNA. ACDN&L moed tatto-orrw, he f their raiiway from a peint on the Canadian Pacifie Railway at or
Sir JOH N A. M AC DON L D moved that, to-morrow, the ar askinone or Loivile, towards the Parish of St. Miel-des-

lIeuse resolve itself into Committee of the Whole to con- Sainte, on the River Mattawa, in the Province cf Quebeo, a subsidy net
sider the followirg resolution exceeding $3200 per mile, uer exceedinz in tbe whole $48,000.

To tbe Kingston, Bmith'e Felle and Ottawa Rilway Company, for
That it is expedient te authorise the Governor in Council te grant twenty miles cf their rai'way, from the city ofKingston tevards Smith's

the subsidies of land hereinafter mentioned te the railway companies, Falls, in the Province cf Ontario, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per
and towards the construction of the railways aise hereinafter mentioned, mile, nor exceeding in tho whole $64,000.
that is te say: To the Soth Ontario Pacifie Rilway Company, for forty-nine and

To the North-Western Coal and Navigation Company (Limitei), in one-haîf miles cf their railway, from Woodsteek te Hamilton, in the Pro-
addition te the grant provided for by section 1 of the Act 48-49 Victoria, vince of Ontario, a subsidy net exceeding $ 3,200 per mile, nor exeeeding
ebapter 60, Dominion Lande te an extent not exceeding two thousand in the wboie fl8,400.
six hundred acres for each mile of the company's railway from Dunmore For a railway from St. Césaire te St. Paul d' Âbbottsferd, in the Pro-
Station, on the Canadian Pacifie Railway, te Lethbridge, on the Belly vince cf Quebec, five miles, a subsidy net ezceeding $3,200 per mile, nor
River, the present terminus of the said railway, a distance of one hun- ezeeeding in the whole $16,000.
dred and umne and one-half miles, such additional grant to be made only Te the Great Eastern Railway Company, for tweuty miles oftheir rail-
on condition that the gauge of the said railway be made of standard way, from the eet end cf the lino snbsidised by the Act 50-51 Victoria,
width. chapter 24, et St. Grégoire, towerds the Chaudière Junction station on

Alo to the North-Western Coal and Naviration Company (Limited) the Intercolonial Raiiwey, lu the Province cf Qnebec, a eubsidy net
Dominion Lande te an extent net exeeeding six thousand four hundred ezeeeding $3,200 per mile, uorexceeding lu the whole $64,00.
acres for each mile of the company's railway from Lethbridge te the In-jTo the Drummond County Rilway sJempany, for four and one-baîf
ternational Boundary, a distance of about fifty miles.miles cf iheir railway, from the end cf the hue snbsidised by the Act

To the Red Deer Valley Railway and Coal Company, Dominion 50-51 Victoria, chapter 24, te Ball's Wharfen the St. Lawrence River,
Lands te an extent net exceeding six thousand four hundred acres for iluthe Province cf Quebee, a subsidy net ezceedlng $3,200 per mile,
each mile of the company's railway from headle Station, on the Cana- oe St. Ciathes nde g Cnl,4e n f
dian Pacifiec pailway,to its terminus at a point in or near township exceedt.glutheswNorenaR4,C pyf
twenty-nine, range twenty-three, west of the 4th meridian, a distance of twenty miles cf their railwey, from the end cf the lino subsidised by the
about fifty-five miles. Act 50-51 Victoria, chapter 24, at St. Catharineol towards the ity cf
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Hamilton, in the Province of Ontario, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200
per mile, nor exceeding in the whole $64,000.

Te the Quebec and Lake St. John Railway Company, for twenty miles
of their railway, from the end of the section of thirty miles from Lake
Et. John towards Chicoutimi subsidised by the Act 61 Victoria, chapter
%, towards Chicoutimi, in the Province of Quebec, a subsidy not exceed-
ing $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in the whole $64,000.

o the Grand Trunk, Georgian Bay and Lake Erie Railway 0ompany,
for fifteen miles of their railway, from the village of Tara to the town of
Owen Sound, in the Province of Ontario, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200
per mile, nor exceeding in the whole $18,000.

To the Hereford Railway Company, for fifteen miles of their railway,
from Cookshire to a junction with the Quebec Central Railway at
Dudswell, in the Province of Quebec, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per
mile, nor exceeding in the whole $48.000.

To the Massawippi Junction Railway Company, for fifteen miles of
their railway, from Ayer's Flat to Coaticook, in the Province of Quebec,
a subsidy not exceediug $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in the whole
$18,000.

To the Brockville, Westport and Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company,
for twenty miles of their railway, from Westport to Palmer Rapids, in
the Province of Ontario, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor
exceeding in the whole $64,000.

To the Thousand Islande Railway Company, for four miles of their
railway, from a point near the St. Lawrence River, in Gananoque Vil-
lage, to Gananoque Junction of the Grand Trunk Railway, and for
thirteen miles of their railway from Gananoque Junction of the Grand
Trunk Railway to a junction with the Brockville, Westport and Sault
Ste. Marie Railway, in the Province of Ontario, a subsidy not exceeding
$3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in the whole $51,400.

For a iailway from Cape Tormente towards Murray Bay, twenty miles,
in the Province of Quebec, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor
ezeeeding in the whole $64,000.

To the Amherstburgh and Lake Shore Railway Company, for twenty
miles of their railway, in the Province of Ontario, a subsidy not exceed-
ing $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in the whole $64,000.

2. Resolved, That so much of the subsidy of $3,200 per mile which,
under the provisions of the Act 49th Victoria, chapter 17, and of any
subsequent Act, may be paid to the Baie des Ghaleurs Railway Con-
pany in respect of the last thirty miles of their railway, eastward from
Metapediac, shall be applicable to the section of the said railway com-
prised between the fortieth and the seventieth mile thereof, eastward
from MetaDediac, instead of to the said firet mentioned section of thirty
miles, making six thousand four hundred dollars per mile, applicable
to the secondly mentioned section of thirty miles ; but the foregoing
provision shall be subject to the condition that the said company un-
dertake to complete the thirty miles of their railway from the seventieth
to the hundreth mile eastward from Metapediac, within a reasonable
lime, not to exceed four years, to be fixed by Order in Council, and
without any further subsidy from the Government of Canada, and that
they deposit with the Minister of Railways and Canals, as security to
the Crown that they will well and truîy carry out their undertaking,
their bonds to the amount of two hundred thousand dollars.

3. Every subsidy so granted, shall be granted on the ternis, and sub-
ject to the conditions, upon and under which subsidies were granted by
the Art passed in the Session held in the fiftieth and fitty-first years oi
her Majesty's reign, chapter twenty-four, iu aid of the railways and
railway bridges in the said Act mentioned.

Motion agreed to.

MORTGAGE ON PROPERTIES AT KINGSTON.

Mr. FOSTER moved that, to-morrow, the House resolve
itself into Committee of the Whole to consider the following
resolution:-

Resoled, That it is expedient to make provision by statute to enable
the Minister of Finance and Receiver-General to carry into effect, the
recommendation contained in the Report of the (ommittee on the
Public Accounts, in relation to a certain mortgage on properties in the
city of Kingston, given to the Crown by the lon. George H. Markland,
which report waa concurred in by the House of Commons on the 16th
day of May, 1888.

Motion agreed to.

INSURANCE RETURNS.

Mr. FOSTER laid on the Table of the House an abstract
of the business of Insurance Companies. He said: I would
state, in reply to an enquiry made yesterday in relation to
the annual report,that Government have until the Ist ofMarch
to make the report. The abstract which I lay on the Table
is prepared before the companies are inspected, and as
soon as that is over, the report will be prepared. The very
last day yet has been July let. It extends the delay in
reference to the main report.

198

PR1VILEGE-RETURNS IN HIANDS OF MENIBERS-

Mr. SOMERVILLE. Before the Orders of the Day are
called, I wish to state that a report of the Public Accounts
Committee was sont down for the information of this Hiouse,
containing the evidence taken in the investigation which
took place with regard to an account which was prosented
by Mr. Smyth, of Chatham. That report cannot be
obtained by members of the House. I have made enquiry
at the Records Office, and found that it has been taken out
by the hon. member for Cornwall (Mr. Bergin), and bas
been in his possession for more than a week. I cannot
obtain possession of the document. Now, I fancy that the
evidence was reported for the benefit of this House, and
that it ought to be accessible to any momber of this House
who wishes to look over it. I think tiere ought to be some
means of obtaining that evidenco from the member for
Cornwall, who now has it in his possession. When I
enquired at the Records Office to day, Mr. Polkinghorne
promised to go down to the botel and ask the member for
Cornwall for the document. He was informed by the
me:ical gentlemen who were attending him that ho could
not see the member for Cornwall, therefore ho was unable
to get the document. I think you ought to order that that
document be kept in the Records Office, so that it may be
seen by any member who wishes to see it.

Sir JO IN A. MACDONALD. I think it would bo a
very proper rule that the papers should not be allowed to
be taken out of the custody of the proper officer. That rule
bas never been obeyed, unfortunately. For instance, in the
case under discussion last night, the hon. membor for North
York (Ur. Muloek) had the papers for a week, and nobody
could see them, and so it is with other hon. members.
When any bon. member gots possession of the papers that
ho is interested in, he keeps them as long as ho can, but I
think it would be a very good rale to prevent that for the
future. I do not mean to make any charge against the hon.
meiber for North York, for ho enly did what every other
member does.

Mr. LAURIER. There should be a tacit understanding
that there papers shonld not go out of the building.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They ought not to go
out of the building.

Mr. MULOCK. It is quite correct that I borrowed the
evidence which ias been alluded to by the First Minister,
but I borrowed it through the Clerk of the louse, and held
it to ho returned at a moment's warning whenever required.
I hold it subject to that understanding, and it is not correct
to say that it was not in the custody of this House prior to
this debate. I returned it some time prior to the debate.
I borrowed it a second time, and I did not have exclusive
possession of it during the whole period referred to.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is unfortunate with
respect to the point that has been raised, but th, hon.
member for Stormont (Mr. Bergin) is really very ilM, and
his medical men will not allow him to be disturbed.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. I should like to get possession of
the document, if only for one hour. There should be some
arrangement for getting documents for the use of members.

Mr. MULOCK. When I borrowed the papers referred
to from the Vlerk of the House, I requested him to notify
me at once in case any person desired the papers, and I
would return them the moment they were applied for.

MONTREAL HARBOR POLICE.

Mr. OURRAN. Before the Orders of the Day are called,
I take the liberty of asking if the Government have finally
dezided the question as to whether the harbor police of
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Montreal are to be disbanded prior to the fall of this year,
or not ?

Mr. TUPPER. The Government, in response to appeals
from members representing the different districts of Mon-
treal, have reconsidered the decision at which they reocently
arrived with respect to the maintenance of the harbor
police at Montreal for the coming season, and on recon-
sideration it has been de3med advisable to meet the desires
of those hon. members in this regard and not to out off
suddenly that service, so that for this season only the
police will be continued at Montreal as heretofore.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). In arriving at that decision the
Minister will not be carrying out the understanding arrived
at with the Hlouse when this vote was allowed to pass
through. He thon intimated the course which he subse-
quently adopted with respect to the harbor police of Mon-
treal, a course which I think was the proper one. It is to
be regretted that, at the solicitation of the members for
Montreal, the hon. gentleman has gone back on the state-
ment made to the House when the vote for that purpose
was submitted.

Mr. TUPPER. I have not at all gono back on the state-
nment made in Committee of Supply, as the hon, gentleman
has suggested. I made no pledge to the Committee that
the harbor police of Montreal would be abolished. I did
tell the Committee, and I acted upon the statement, that a
substantial effort would be made to reduce the very large
expenditure in regard to both the police at Montreal and at
Quebec. As was pointed out, the expenditure exceeds the
receipts. I may add to the statement I made a moment
ago, that the dues on shipping arrived at the port of Mon-
treal will, of course, be levied as heretofore, and the police
will be retained this season.

MAIL SERVICE WITH ENGLAND.

Mr JONES (Hialifax). I should like to enquire of the
Finance Minister, in the absence of the Postmaster Gen-
oral, whether, in the arrangement with the Allan Company
for the coming year for the carrying of the mails, there
was any understanding with them that the Dominion Lino
were not to participate in the contract ? 1 put tnis question
in consequence of enquirios sent to me on the subject.

Mr. FOSTER. There was no such understanding. The
company were permitted to make any arrangement they
chose with the Dominion Line.

LAKE ST. LOUIS BUOYS AND LIGHTSHIPS.

Mr. MITCaELL. I called the attention of the First
Minister to a request I made regarding a matter of some
importance to the commercial people of Montreal. I sent
a telegram over to him, and he said he would give an
answer to-day.

Mr. TUPPER I regret that I was not able to be present
at the session of the flouse yesterday. The only difflculty
that bas occurred in regard to the contractor who las the
contract for placing the lightship in Lake St. Louis and
buoys there, is, that he hesitated, until special orders were
sent him, to place the buoys and lightship, on account of
the ice not having yet come down. Instructions have been
sont him, however, to place.them immediately.

Mr. MITCHELL. I have had another letter from the
gentleman who is one of the chief forwarders in the trade,
and it rather reflects on the hon. gentleman's management.

1 PERSONAL EXPLANATION.

Mr. DAVIN. I wish to make a statement, at the sug-
gestion of some of my friends. At their suggestion I put a

M.r. CuaA.

notice on the paper for a motion on going into Committee
of Supply. It was discovered that the leader of the
Opposition intended to move in the same direction, and my
friends asked me if I brought the matter up that I would
give notice when I would proceed with it. I do not intend
to do so, for this reason: I have.received a communication
from the leader of the Government which places the matter
with respect to that motion in a satisfactory position.

PAIRS.

Mr. TROW. I desire to make an explanation with
regard to the votes of two hon. gentlemen opposite, Mr.
McDonald of Victoria and Mr. McKeen of Cape Breton. I
was under the impression that the hon. member for Victoria
(Mr. McDonald) had paired with the lon. member for Mont-
magny (Mir. Choquette). It appears, however, that a pair
between them was in contemplation, but it failed, and the
hon. member changed the pair to the hon. member for
Saskatchewan (Mr. Macdowall), who did not vote. Conse-
quently, the matter was made all right, and the hon. mem-
ber for Victoria (Mr. McDonald), was justified in voting as
he did. I regret that I called his vote in question, as it
was a misunderstanding betwen myself and the hon. member
for Montmagny. In regard to the lon. member for Cape
Breton (Mr. McKeen), I was strongly under the impression
that he and the hon. member for Prince (Mr. Perry) had
paired from yesterday evening. I now understand that he
was under the impression that it was from this morning.
I believe both hon, gentlemen are honorable men and that a
misunderstanding occurred, and Mr. McKeen was justified
in giving the vote he did.

CAPE BRETON RAILWAY.

Mr. FLYNN. I call the attention of the First Minister
to an answer given by him to a question I put on the 17th
inst. 1lasked:

"Has a contract been entere1 into by the Minister of Railways and
Canais for the erection of stations and other buildings on the line of the
Cape Breton Railroad from Sydney and North Sydney to the Grand
Narrows ? If so, to whom was the contract given ? What was the
amount of the contract? Were tenders invited for the work? How
many tenders were received? Was the lowest tender accepted ?

The hon, gentleman replied :
" The answer to the first question is, yes; to the second, to Sims &

Slater ; to the thiri, it was a schedule price contract; to the fourth,
yes; to the fifth, 18; to the sixth, yes. The work from Sydney and
North Sydney to the Grand Narrows is being carried on by the Govern-
ment at the contractors' expense.

I am informed by Mr. Sims that lie las not entered into any
contract. He had a contract, with Mr. Siater, with the
Government in the winter of 1887. They failed to fulfil the
contract, and it was taken from them by the Government,
and the Government have prosecuted the work ever since,
and Messrs. Sims & Slater have not entered into any
further contract.

Mr. SPEAKER. I call the attention of the hon, gentle-
man to the fact that this is not a proper subject to bring up
at the present time.

Mr. FLYNN. I desire to explain, as this is the only
opportunity I will have.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I rise to order. The hon.
gentleman asked a question and was answered, and he now
rises to make an argument to show that the answer was in-
correct. If le desires to do so, he must give notice of a
motion.

Mr. LAURIER. The right hon. gentleman, I think,
does not rightly apprehend the motive of my hon. friend,
who thinks there was a misunderstanding as to his
question.
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Then he should have

communicated with the Government on the matter.
Mr. CASEY. I move the adjournment of the House.

Mr. FLYNN. I was about to say that there was no con-
tract with Sims & Slater since the contract was entered
into with them in the winter of 1887. The work was taken
from them without any fault being found, and it has been
carried on by the Government ever since. I was informed
by a letter from a person in Sydney, that all the buildings,
and sidings, and round houses, between North Sydney aud
the Grand Narrows had been given to a friend of the Gov.
ernment to build, and given by private arrangement, and
that no tenders were invited. This friend of the Govern-
ment has now got the contract for these buildings without
competition, and the work involves an expenditure, as I
was informed, of nearly $8100,000. I thought that if that
was the case I should put a question on the Notice Paper
and get the information I desired from the First Minister.
If I allowed this to pass without comment, the public would
be under the impression that tenders were invited, that
eighteen tenders were received, that the lowest tenderer
was awarded the contract, and that everything in connec-
tion with this matter was fair and honest. I know, from
the information I have received, and from the answer given
me in this House, which was not an answer at aIl to my
question, that the facts are simply these: The buildings
about these stations, on that part of the road, were given
by private arrangement without the Government inviting

the principle of the Bill is commendable, I do not feel pre.
pared to recommend to my colleagues to proceed with it
this Session. I stated as much to the gentleman who had
the Bill in charge in the Senate, and I shall, later on, bring
its provisions before the attention of the Government.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I am glad to se3 the Minister of
Marine and Fisheries has expressed his approval of this
Bill.

Mr. TUPPER. Yes; of its general principles.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Looking at the Bill itself, I think

there are some alterations which will have to be made, but
I have long thought that legislation is desirable in this
direction.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. This is not the proper time to
discuss the merits of the Bill.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). There has been a motion to
adjourn.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. Yes: but I submit, Mr. Speaker,
this ii not the proper time to discuss the details of the BilL

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I trust that the Governmont will
take the Bill into consideration, and deal with it next Session.

Motion to adjourn withdrawn.

SUPPLY-BEHR[NG'S SEA SEIZURES.

Mr. FOSTER moved that the House again resolve itself
into Committeceof Supply.

the pubie to tender, and while there were competent per- Mr. PRIOR. Beforo the fouse g0os into Supply, I Wish
sons in the Island of Cape Breton to do the work as well as te make n fcw remnrks on a subjoot which 1 con4der
any person tbey could import from the Province of New te bc the most important matter new engnging the at.
Brunswick. The answers to my questions were not trire tention cf the Governmnt-I refer te the seizure cf
answers and they were misleading. Canadian vessels by American cruisers in Behring's Sea, in

PROTECTION OF FISHERMEN. the year 1886-87. This matter was flly disussed by
hon, gentlemen on both sides cf this flouse during last

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I desire to call the attention of Session, se that I need net go into the details at any
the Minister of Marine and Fisheries to a Bill which was entbnow; but as therem dbso ntlemenpe
introduced and carried through the Sonate some time ago, st n who d deharthe dis i ast Sesin,.
and which I consider to be of such importance as to justify Iheste i , af o s te arecateon made
me in calling his attention to it before the House closes, in in the y er8,Rasaied a roclaTion c ag
order that, if possible, ho may adopt the Bill as a Govern- jurisdiction or the woefnng'stSont ing.
ment measure and have it made law. The Bill is one foray
the botter securing of the safety of fishermen. The Bouse dem and the Government of the United States, and se stren-
knows that for years past there has been a lamentable loss uously did they oppose itthnt, in 1824 and 1825, treaties were
of life caused by the fishing vessels sending out dorys with signed between thoGernment cf Rssia and the United
men in them, and which are not supplied wlth either com- States, and botween Russin and Great Britain, by whieh
pass or food or water. The Bill in the Sonate is for the Bassin gave up al daim te the solo juriediction over thosa
purpose of preventing that system in future, and providing sons.nt
that no dory or other boat shall be launched or shipped from Alaska from the Ruesian Governrnent, and the lassian
any shipping vessel unless that dory or boat is supplied Government thon and there cedod te the United States al
with a compass and with a certain quantity of food and the riglts, privileges and franchises which behonged te
water. The Bill is a very short one, containing only two them at the time. I would ask the fouse to take notice of
clauses, and I am sure that it will commend itself to the ap- these words; that Russia enly gave the rights and privi-
proval of this House. It passed the Sonate without any loges which belonged te her at the timo, and cf course these
opposition, and received the warm approval of the leader of were the enly rights which she could give. In 1870 the
the Government in that Chamber. It would not take five United States Govennmont gave a charter te n company,
minutes to pass the Bill bore, I amquite sure, for the object caUed the Alaska Commercial Company, for the priviloge
is an excellent one, and the evil against which it legislates of, taking sente on the islands cf St. Paul and St. George,
is known to all maritime members. I think the Minister cf two isands situated in Behring's Son. In 1886 the

Marie ad Fshoies boud gve he Bilhpreodece vorUnited States cruisers seized three Canadian vessehe whichMarine and Fisheries should give the Bill precedence over sie rmVcoiBCwiete oeprun hi
all others, and let it be passed this year. I hope the hon.
Minister will be able to say that the Bill recoives his ap-aveention cf soning in Bebnings Son, at a distance cf
proval as it did the approval of his colleague in the Sonate. from 68 te 139 miles from any land. These vels were

seized by these United States cruisers, and their cargees cf
Mr. TUPPER. The Bill has been mentioned to me by senskins were confiecated, and the captains, mates

its introducer in the Sonate, and, personally, I think, that and crews cf the vessehe were imprieenod and fined.
before the Bill becomes law, certain changes will have Mnny cf tbem wore turned eut undor conditions cf great
to be made. It refers to the control over the bank fisher. hrdship te flnd their wny back te British Columbia. One
men, and as such is logislation of an entirely novel char- very important circumetance in connection with this mattor
acter. I oertainly think that this is a Bill which it would is, that somof thesealskine which were seizod bad beon
b. w'Ise te consider well beloro pasing it into law. While takn from sels capturd a long w y outeide of Behring's
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Sea, and a long time before the vessels got into Behring's
Sea. They commenced sealing down about San Francisco,
and gradually worked their way up to Behring's Sea. In
1887 the United States cruisers seized six more Canadian
vessels, at distances averaging about 90 miles out. They
also seized eight of their own vessels for the violation, as
they said, of the law, that only vessels belonging to the
Alaska Company had any right to take seals in those
waters. Now, Sir, what I particularly wish to call the
attention of this louse to is the fact that up to the present
time no settlement bas been arrived at between the two Gov-
ernments, and no compensation whatever bas been given to
those men who have been such great losers by the seizure of
their property. It bas been utter ruin to some of these men.
One of them whom I remember particularly, an energetic
and wortby business man, whose schooners had been seized,
bas been obliged to go into bankruptcy; and a great many of
them have been greatly crippled in their commercial enter-
prises in consequence ofthese seizures. If I remember rightly,
the value of the first three vessels seized, the value of the
sealskins, the compensation for injuries sustained, and the
value of the probable catch would amount to something like
8153,000; and eight more schooners were seized in the
following year. The seizure of these schooners has also
entailed a greut loss on many other citizens of the town I
represent, from t he fact that they have invested a great
deal of money in these sealing schooners; and at the pre-
sent time they are utterly useless, because they are afraid
to send the schooners up to Behring's Sea, onaccount of the
threats made and the proclamations issued by the United
States Government; and up to the prosent time no assur-
ances have been given by the Dominion Government or the
Imperial Government that they would be protected if they
went there. I have bore a telegram from Washington,
dated April 15, which appeared in the Victoria Colonist,
as follows: -

" It is reported that Lieutenant-Commander Stockton, of the Thetis,
bas received special instructions regarding the course to be pursued in
the event of British sealers being found in Behring's Sea during the
coming season. Lieutenant Stockton is said to be instructed to be very
vigilant in following out his orders, and capturing any foreign, as well
as American, vessels found in the Behring waters."

So we see that at the present time our sealers with
their cargoes are just as liable to be seized, and their
captains and crews to be ill-treated, as they were in
1886. I alse see a notice in the press that on the

ith of March four of these Canadian schoners, the
Grace, the Dolphin, the Ada and the Anna Beck were sold
by public auction at Port Townsend, in Washington Ter.
ritory, by the United States marshal. Those vessels were
seized in 1886-87, and they were sold for next to nothing;
they were simply sacrificed; and at the present time three
more are rotting on the beaches in Alaska Territory. Now,
I would ask the right hon. leader of the Government to
explain to this fHouse what the reason is that no settlement
bas been come to between the two Governments? We
wore told last Session that this Government have per.
sistently urged on the Imperial Government the necessity
of taking action in the matter, and bringing it to a speedy
settiement. But it is now nearly three years since the first
seizure was made, and, so far as 1 can learn, we are ne
nearer to a settlement than we were thon. We were also
told that the Government were obtaining data on which to
base a claim for compensation from the United States
Government ; but surely, Sir, nearly three years is suffi.
cient time in which to gather the data required to put in a
proper claim. I hope the hon. gentleman will give us a
full and explicit explanation, Last year the correspond-
ence brought down, in answer to a motion made by
my hon. friend the member for Vancouver (Mr. Gor-
don),, showed conclusively that up to that time this Gov-
ernment had doue their utmoet to induce the Imperial
Government t& take speedy action in the matter. But that

Mr. PÉIOR

was a year ago, and I know that the hon. members of this
House would like to hear what has been done since. It
seems to me that, during the very long period which has
elapsed, this matter might have been settled. Consider, for
instance, the dispute between the United States, Great
Britain and Germany, regarding Samoa. I do not think it is
more than six months since the first trouble occurred there;
and I see by the press that the members of the conference
on that subject have been chosen, and I do not suppose it
will take more than from thirty to sixty days to bring the
matter to a satisfactory settlement. I only wish I could
say as much with regard to the Behring's Sea difficulty. I
will not discuss whether the question of jurisdiction over
the seas could not be settled first, without waiting for the
data upon which to base a claim for compensation. I will
leave that question to other gentlemen in thie House who
have had a legal training, and who can do botter justice to
it than I can. I only hope they will take the matter ap.
But I would impress upon the Government the necessity
that exists for bringing this matter to a speedy settlement,
and for endeavoring to get justice for those men who have
been such heavy losers from the seizures. Last year, when
speaking on this subject, I stated that a large portion of the
American press, as well as a great portion of the American
people, were not in accord with the opinions put forward
by the President of the United States. So far f rom that
feeling having lessened, it is stronger to.day than it was
then. I have here a pamphlet published in dan Francisco,
where there are a great many people interested in this
question, and where the feeling in regard to it runs pretty
high. The pamphlet has been very extensively distributed
throughout the United States; and, with the permission of
the House, I will read what it says in regard to one portion
of this claim:

" We will now look at the chart of the Behring's Sea and see on what
grounds our Government claims this. You will notice a long chain of
islands, calied the Aleutian Islands, extending in the form of a circle to
the westward, dividing the Pacific Oceanfrom the Behring's Sea. These
islands are undoubtedly of volcanic formation, and while they extend
some 1,200 miles to the westward, they do not enclose the Behring's Sea.
The Island of Attou is our extreme western possession. The distance
f rom the Island of Attou to Copper Island is 175 miles, and to the near-
est point of the Kamchatka coast or Siberian side, 370 miles. Now, if
our Government can claim and control a sea with a passage 370 miles
across, we want to know how she is going to do it, and on what grounds.
Certainly not that it is an enclosed sea. More especially, when you
again look at the chart, you see that the Island of Attou is at the ex-
treme end of the chain of islands, and as you follow this chain of islands
back to the eastward as far as Unimak Pass, that between these isian -a
are wide passages, allowing vessels of the largest dimensions to pass in
and out of the Behring's Sea at will, a distance of some 1,200 miles to the
Siberian coast, in a direct westward line. By carefully perusing this
chart it must convince the most skeptical that our Government bas no
claim to the Behring's Sea as an enclosed sea.

' &We now come to the question of the jurisdiction of the Behring's Sea
as taken by our Government, caused by the seal question. For this
reason the chart of the North Pacific Ocean and the Behring's Sea is sent
te yo, so that it may show just how broad the claim our Government
has taken in this matter. Yon will notice on the chart of the Behring's
Sea the line called the United States imaginary boundary line; calied
this for lack of no better name. This ine has been laid out or imagined
to exist in an open sea 1,200 miles across in its widest part, something
never before claimed by any other power in the history of the world.
The impression has gone out that the Behring's Sea is an enclosed water
and under the full contral of the United States and Russia. Just how
or where this claim was first obtained no one seems toknow. It sprang
into existence like a mushroom and apparently with about the same
strength and standing. Our Government could, with the same consis-
tency, all of a sudden, claim the control of the Gulf of Mexico. It is
considered bv all maritime laws that a nation can only control a certain
distance of the sea from her shores. This has been the established
castom as a maritime law for an indefinite time, and our Government
insiste that our American-fishermen shall have all right, outside of the
three-mile limit from land, in the controveray between the Canadianand
Anerican fishermen, and would not consider the ten miles headland
point as asked by the Oanadians,, but when they come on the Pacifie in
the Behring's Sea they go directly back on what they claim on the esater.
aide, and say we own all this sea and if you are found in it your vessels
aie subject to seizure and yourself fined, making noallowance whatever
for what portion yon may be in, whether one mile or 100 miles fromland.
Our Government then going directly back on what it claims from the
Canadian authorities on the other side, we ask, can this claim be held
when it comes to a final.iasse ? So far it ha been done by force, but
naight is not always right, and eau.ayone elai but what onr Goves-
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ment wilIl have yet to pay for the damages to the Canadians and her
own citizensifor the losses they have sustained by the seizure of their
vesels and forfeiture of same by our Government in its raid among the
saalers in the year 1887 in the Behring's Sea ?"11
That>ls from an Amerioan pamphlet, distributed widely all
over the States, and it shows pretly well what is thought
about the question on the Pacifie coast. I have here also a
copy of the Victoria Daily Uolonist, which gives an extract
from a paper called the Argonaut, publisbed in San Fran-
cisco, one of the leading papers in Cal fornia. In regard
to the proclamation of Mr. Blaine lately issued, by whieh it
is evident he is determined that the United States shall
stili hold jurisdiction over the sea, the Argonaut states :

" Two dangers impend. The first is that, for the sake of still further
enriching the Alaska Commercial Oompany, the Governuent will con-
tinue to violate a principle of international law which has been em-
phatically asserted from time immomorial by the United States. That
principle is, that no nation can claim jurisdiction over uninclosed
waters beyond a certain distanee from low water ma th The distance
ira@ beeu variouslv stated at oue mile, or ene league, or three ivagues,
or one hundred miles (in the Treaty of Utrecht). That principle, which
was firet stated by Grotins in 1609, was adopted by the United States at
tire very beginning of tireir national career., It wes esserted by Jameui
MKdison, when he refused te acknowledg tie sovereignty of Algiers

over the Mediterranean, and went to war rather than pay tribute; it
waa. auerted by John Quincy Adams as to this very se& of Behring,
when Russia insisted that it was a closedsa; Mr A.dams denounced
the 'vain and extravagant pretensions' of Russia, and had the satis-
faction ef hearing from Governor Speranski, of Siberia. that the claim
had been abandoned ; it was again asserted, in 1848, when Mr. Tyler
refused to pay Sound dues t.o Denmark; a national congresa met at
Copenhagen, and Great Britain, Russia, France, Prussia and the United
States agreed that Denmark had no jurisdiction over the Sound, which
was an uninclosed sea, and that the dues must be abolished; it was re-
asserted by Mr. Seward as late as 1866, when Russian cruisers at-
tempted to interfere with American whalers in Behring's bes."
I think, after hearing these extracts read, every hon.
gentleman will agree with me that the United States
must know perfectly well that they are in the wrong,
but are determined to violate international law in order
to protect the Alaaka Commercial Company. There is
no doubt, according to Governor Swinford'e report, that
this company, which pays something like $239,000 per an-
num to the United States Governmient, is the power behind
the throne, and no doubt they use their money and influ-
ence in the lobbies of the House of Iepresentatives to keep
the United States Government to their word and to the ac-
tion they have taken in the matter. I can only say that I
earnestly hope the right hon. the leader of the Government
will persist in still urging the Imperial authorities to bring
this matter to a final issue and to give these men, who have
lost so much, compensation, and that within reasonable
delay, or they may be irretrievably ruined. I would also
press upon the Government, if they have not already cabled
to England,. the necessity of doing so without delay, urging
the Imperial Government to send one of the war vessels
now on the Pacifie coast to protect British sealers there.
If an English gun-boat would show ber nose around the
Aleutian Islands, we would hear no more of the British
flag being hauled down or of our citizens being ill-treated.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I think the hon. gentleman is
right in saying that the subject-matter he has brought to
the attention of the House is one of the greatest importance
that can engage our attention; and, late as the Session is,
the importance of the subject justifies him fully in calling
the attention of the House to it. The personal grievances
of the owners of the vessels seized and confiscated by the
United States Government would in themselves justify him
in bringing the matter to the attention of the Government,
but the question involves considerations more important
even than the personal ones which attach to the owners of
the vessels. There are national questions of the highest
and very gravest importance involved in the seizare of
these vessels and the refusal, up to the present, on the part
of the United States, to give any compensation or make any
apology. Nothing, to my mmd, could be a stronger com-
ment on the ddEolties which exist; under our prcsent sys-

tem, between Canada and the Unitel States than the fâcts
which the hon. gentleman has presented. The Opposition
in this louse appreciated this sorme time aga, and they
brought to the attention of the louse the absolute necessity
of our obtaining, in some way or another, more direct com.
munication with the United States Govern ment. I have read
very carefully the very lengthy correspondence which bas
been submitted to the louse on this question, and I am not
prepared to say that the Canadian Government, for the first
one or two years, were open te any reproach in the matter,
but they are tied down and hampered by the fact that their
communications cannot be made directly to Washington,
that no protest can be made officially by them to the powers
that be, and that no effective action can be taken by them
to remedy the grievances which Canadian subjects are
subjected to. Thev have to send their protest, their minutes
of Council, and other papers, to the Home Office, to be
forwarded by the Home Office to the Foreign Office, and by
the Foreign Office to the British Ambassador at Washington,
and by the British Ambassador at Washington to the
Secretary of State ; and so, after passing through a dozen or
two bands, at the end of six or eight months the answer
arrives back. It is perfectly evident that it is almost
impossible to have our grievances remedied or rights
maintained until we have conceded to us a larger measure of
government in relation to these matters. If we had the
right to have a recognised agent appointed at Washington,
to whom we could transmit these complaints and papers, and
who would have the power and authority to treat directly
with the Secretary cf State, no man can doubt but that
long ago these grievances would have been remedied.
Now, what are the facts? As far back as 1886, we find
that threc British vessels were seized for the alleged offence
of fishing in Behring's Sea at a distance of from60 to 120
miles from any land. The vessels were sezel and confis-
cated, the cargoes were confiscated, and the captains of the
vessels were imprisoned for three or four months. One of
the captains escaped and wandered to the woods and lost
bis life. The vessels have been sold for a nominal sum, and
no redress bas so far been obtained from the Government
under whose authority these vessels were seized. In 1887,
there was a repetition of the same action. Three more
vessels were se zed and the same proceedings followed.
They were libelied in the Admiralty Court of Alaska, they
were condemned and sold, their cargoes were confiscated,
the captaine were imprisoned, and the owners are without
any remedy. I acknowledge frankly that the matter was
taken up in what appeared to be a firm and determined
mode by the Canadian Government. They represented to
the English Government the enormity of the outrage
perpetrated on British subjects, they pressed the matter,
in my humble judgment, with sufficient firmuess, and
did what appears to have been all that lay in their
power at first to induce the Imperial Government
to take such action as would have these grievances reme.
died. Here we stand to-day, three years after the outrages
were committed, and up to this time nothing has been done,
and the people are without any remedy. I wish to call the
attention of the Government and the fouse to the fact
that, although this matter appears to have been pressed at
first by the Canadian Government, with promptness and
firmness, there came a time when their efforts seem to have
stopped. In the spring of 1888, two years after the first
step had been taken, from all that appears by the papers
brought down to the House, the Canadian Government
seem to have ceased. Wearied out, perhaps; possibly
coming to the conclusion that they could not do anything,
they seemed to have stopped, and nothing more bas been
done. This case, therefore, is of importance, not only from
the personal grievances which the individuals have suffered,
and for which they are to this day without any remedy,
but it is important also, from the international nature of
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the claim, If it is true, that Canadian intereste can be
outraged in this way, and no remedy can be achieved, it is
well for us to know it. If the British Government are not
able to protect our fishermen in Behring's Sea or wherever
else they may fish, carrying the British flag, it is well
that the Oanadian public ebould know it, We know that the
relations between the Imperial Government and the United
States Government were somewhat strained during the
year 1888. We know that, owing to the dismissal of Lord
Sackville from his position as Ambassador at Washington,
the relations between the Government of Great Britain and
the Government of the United States were not as cordial as
they were previously. But there ought to be no reason,
because, for Imperial reasons, the relations between those
two Governments are somewhat strained, and are not as
cordial as they ought to be, and as we all wish they were,
why Canadian interests should suffer; and I repeat that, if
we had, as we have demanded time and again, the right to
negotiate commercial treaties and to have an agent at
Washington to represent our claims and interests, I have
no shadow of doubt that this matter would have long agoý
been settled. I can see no substantial reason why the
United States should not grant compensation for these
outrages. The hon. gentleman bas referred to the hie-
torical aspect of the question. We know that in 1821, the
Emperor of Russia issued an edict forbidding any fisher-
men from fishing within 100 miles of Alaska. That was
resisted strongly by the American Minister, and hie
representations were such that in 1825 a treaty was agreed
upon between the United States and Russia which put an
end forever to the pretensions of the Russian Government.
In the same year or the year following, a similar treaty
was entered into between Great Britain and Russia, con-
ceding the same rights and privileges to British subjects as
were conceded in the American treaty; aud from and after
that time the Russian edict was a dead letter as f ar as British
subjects were concerned. That treaty remained in force
and Russia did not claim subsequently any exclusive right
over the waters of the Bebring's Sea up to the time when
she ceded Alaska to the United States. The Marquis of
Salisbury, in a despatch which ho sent to Sir Lionel Sack-
ville-West in September, 1887, in reviewing these provi-
sions, called special attention to the fact tbat in the cession
of that country of Alaska by Russia to the United States,
Russia did not pretend to cede any rights to the waters
over which it is now claimed that the United States have
exclusive jurisdiction. The noble Marquis says in that
despatch:

"The claim thus set up appears teobe founded en the exceptional title
said to have been conveyed to the United States by Russia at the time
of the cession of the Alaska Territory. The pretension which the Rus-
sian Government at one time put forward to exclusive jurisdiction over
the whole of the Behring's Sea was, however, never admitted either
by this country or by the United States of America. On the contrary, it
was strenuously resisted, as I shall presently show, and the American
Government can hardly claim to have received from Russia rights
which they declared to be inadmissable when asserted by the Russian
Government. Nor does it appear from the text of the Treaty of 1861 that
Russia either intended or purported to make any such grant; for, by
article 1 of that instrument, Russia agreed to cede to the United
States all the territory and dominion then possessed by Russia 'on the
continent of America and in the adjacent islands,' within certain geo-
graphical limite described, and no mention was made of any exclusive
right over the waters of Behring's Sea."

So it would appear, from the terme of the treaty by which
Alaska was ceded to the United States, that the Russian
Government did not pretend to cede, and did not, as a mat-
ter of law or fact, code any other rights to the United States
than the rights Russia herself possessed "on the continent
of America and in the adjacent islands." And, as Russia
had, by the treaties of 1825 with the United States and with
Great Britain, yielded up the claims she had previously put
forward to the exclusive right to Behring's Sea, there does
not scem to be the slightest pretension for the argument
which the Judge of the Admiralty Court assumed, that the

Mr. DÂvias (P.B.I.)

whole of Behring's Ses belong, s a matter of territorial
right, to the owner of the State of Alaska. Now, the Ameri-
can Legislature passed a statute some years ago prohibiting
the killing of seals in these ses; but, on looking at the
terms of the statute, I find that it does not pretend to claim
any jurisdiction over the waters of Behring's Ses beyond
the limits recognised by all nations as those limits which
the territorial owners have rights over. It only pretended
to legislate against the killing of seals on the Islands of St.
Paul and St. George, or the waters adjacent to those islands,
and the construction which the Judge of the Admiralty
Court put on that provision, that the w.ters adjacent to the
islande extended 100, or 200, or even 400 and 500 miles from
those islands, seems to me to be utterly untenable, and I be-
lieve it would never be recbgnised by any court, and could
never be successfully asserted by the United States Govern-
ment. In the first place, the words themselves will not bear
that construction; in the second place, the words in the treaty
of cession from Russia to the United States, do not bear
that construction; and in the third place, the United States
are estopped by the formal manner in which they vigor-
ously and effectually protested against the assumption of a
similar claim put forward by Rassis when she owned
Alaska. The thing seems to be utterly absurd and will not
bear argument for a moment. Now, what do we find ?
We find that the cruisers of the United States, acting in
pursuancoeof instructions from Washington, which instruct-
tions are directly at variance, as is shown in the official
papers brought down, with similar instructions issued when
Mr. Boutweil was Secretary of the Treasury-acting in
pursuance of those instructions, they have seized vessels
and continued to seize vessels fisbing in pursuance of their
lawful avocation upon the high seas, one and two hundred
miles from land. It is incredible that such pretensions can
he recognised by the Government of Great Britain or by
Canada. These seal fisheries are no doubt of the most
valuable kind; we have rights in them as citizens of the
world; any vesselb as a right to go to those seas and to fish
there. To allow such a pretension to be successfully
maintained by the United States would be to surrender on
our part those national rights which we inherently possess.
The grievous character of the complaint was very well
summed up in the minute of council which our Govern-
ment forwarded to the Imperial Government in the fall of
1887, in which our Government appear to have been suffi-
ciently impressed with the magnitude of the interests in-
volved, and with the serious character of the grievances
under which these people labor, It is stated there:

" It is respectfully submitted that this condition of affairs is in the
highest degree detrimental to the interests of Oanada, and Ehould not
be permitted to continue. For nearly two years Canadian vessels have
been exposed to arbitrary seizure and confiscation in the pursuit of
their lawful occupation upon the high sea, and Canadian citizens sub-
jectei to imprisonment and serious financial loss, while au important
and remunerative Canadian industry has been threatened with absolute
ruin."

No language could put the fact stronger than the language of
this minute of council, and if you substitute three years in
place of two years, we have a capital epitome of the facte
as they exist at the present time. The question which this
Parliament has to ask, the question which this country has
to ask, the question which those who suffer from these
illegal seizures are asking now, is, what is the Government
doing in the matter? I cannot find that since the spring of
1888, anything has been done. I find that in February,
1887, in reply to repeated remonstrances and proteste
from the Imperial Government, Mr. Bayard, the
Secretary of State, wrote a despatch to the British
Ambassador in which he stated that orders had been
issued discontinuing the proceedings against these
vessels, and discharging them from detention, and
releasing the prisoners. Well, Sir, marvellous to relate,
it is almost inoredible that the despatch reciting
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that orders had been issued by the United States to its
officers in Alaska directing them to give up this property,
to discontinue proceedings, and release the parties impri-
soned-singular to relate, that order was ignored by those
officials and treated with contempt, and for a period of
another year, although that despatch was issued and sent,
no attention whatever was paid to it; the parties were not
released from imprisonment, the vessels were not released
from detention, and no compensation was offered. The
Marquis of Salisbury, in a subsequent despatch, declared
that he drew the inference from that despatch that it was
the intention of the American Governmont not to continue
the system of depredation-I suppose that would be the
correct word-which they had carried on in the summer of
1886, and I think he was fairly justified in drawing that
inference. It is true it was stated in the despatch that this
release was granted without expressing any positive opinion
upon the case. But the facts were before the Secretary of
State at that time, and it is inconceivable that ho should
have granted an unconditional release of the vessels and the
prisoners unless ho had made up his mind that they had

een illegally seized. It is true, no express undertaking
was entered into by the United States Government that
they would not repeat the seizures made in 1887, though I
think that his lordship was fairly justified in drawing the
inference that ho did, that the seizures would not be con-
tinued. But in 1887 we find United States cruisers again
seizing these vessels, we find the Secretary of State repu-
diating the inference which the Marquis of Salisbury had
drawn from the despatch of February, 1887, and we find
British and Canadian ships driven from the high seas by
the same high-handed acts in 1887 by which they had been
driven away in 1886. Now, I have no charge to make the
against this Government except that I cannot find, in the
papers, that they have used all reasonable diligence in
pressing the claim since the spring of 1888. They seem to
hav;e dropped, so far as the papers show, pressing the
matter any further. If that is so, they are properly
chargeable with culpable negligence. Of course we will hear
what the First Minister has to say when he comes to address
the Hlouse, as I have no doubt ho will, on this important
matter. I cannot think, myself, that the action of the
American Government is such that the citizens of that
country ought to be proud of it. I think their conduct has
been reprehensible in the extreme, I think their conduct
calls for disapproval, I think the conduct of Mr. Bayard
is such as to cal for disapproval. I think there is nothing
in his action-and I have read his correspondence over
carefully from begining to end-showing that he had a
sincere desire to do right in the promises. The fact is that
he seems to be fencing fron month to month and year to
year, against the expression of any positive opinion one
way or the other, strongly as he was pressed to do so. But
I think the matter ought to be pressed, I think the matter is
of such importance that it cannot be allowed by this
Parliament to lie dormant, I shall be delighted to bear from
the leader of the Government, or from any other member of
the Government, that they are now taking effective stops to
ensure that British interests shall be protected on the high
soas of Behring's Boa, the same as they are protected on
the high seas of the Atlantic. At a time when the United
States were protesting with all their force against what
they alleged to be arbitrary and illegal detentions and
seizures of thoir vessels within three miles of the land on
the Atlantic coast, they are practicing and claiming sover-
eignty over the sea one and two hundred miles from the
shore on the Pacifie coast. Sir, these pretensions seem to
be such as cannot be recognised or submitted to, and [hope
that the Government will be able to give some assurance to
the House that this claim has been pressed, to some extent
effectively, during the past year, and that it is being pressed
now, I hope alo that those who have sugered suoh srious

lose in their fishing interests, will have some early assur-
ance given to them that the damages of the past will be
repaired, and that in the future they will be allowed peace-
ably and quietly to carry on thoir fishing avocations on the
high seas. I shall wait with some degree of anxiety the
explanations which the hon. gentleman may have to make.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I hope that at this
period of the Session we will not be drawn into a discussion
of the question of whether Canada should make commercial
treaties directly with the rest of the world. We have lad
that already before the House, and I have no doubt that
when Parliament meets again, we wil[ have a discussion of
the subject. The hon. gentleman affirms that h hlas no
manner of doubt-those were his words-that if Canada
had a representative at Washington, compensation
would have been granted long ago; in five minutes after-
wards ho said that the American Government had made an
unfounded claim to the exclusive right to all these seas.
Now, if they had exclusive right to all theRe waters, and if
these waters were trespassed upon by British or any other
foreign vessels, no question of compensation could arise.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I said the Secretary of State
appeared to fonce, and did not appear to give any direct
statement as to what his claims were, and that there was
circumlocution.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think there i more
than the Socretary of State on the fonce at this moment.
The hon. gentleman did say, that if we had only had an
ambassador at Washington, compensation would have been
granted. First, there must be the admission that there
was a claim for compensation. The United States has re-
sisted that, and, as the hon. gentleman says, there was no
positive assertion on the part of the Secretary of State on
the subject.

Mr DAVIES (P.E.I.) Hear, hear.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, that is so. But

there is no admission, in any way, of a claim. The hon.
gentleman says, that if we had only had an ambassador
there, it is quite certain we would have been granted com-
pensation. Although we have no ambassador there, Ameri-
can ships have suffered exactly the same wrongs a British
Columbia vessels. Their vessels have been seized, and
many people have been ruined; they have made complaints
loud and long to Washington, and to Congress, as American
citizens, pointing out tiat they have been bankrupted and
ruined. The newspapers of San Francisco, to which the
hon, gentleman beiind me referred-and I may say, that I
think my hon. friend handied the matter with more judg-
ment than did the hon. gentleman who spoke last-have
declared that &merican citizens have been used and abused
by this Alaska Commercial Company, and that the American
Government have been wanting in their duty towards their
own citizens, in allowing this aggressive monopoly to act in
such an atrocious manner, as they have done in Behring's
Sea. The hon. gentleman should remember, that this
question is not ony a Canadian question. It is not like
the question of our own fisheries; it is not like any question
arising between the United States and Canada in regard to
our own inland waters. It is a question that affects the
whole world. It affects specially the interests of the
maritime nations, and all the maritime nations
are concerned in resisting what I must call
the iniquitous attempt of the United States Gov-
ernment to claim 3ehring's Sea as a mare clausum
These nations are all concerned. Canada, from its proxi-
mity to those waters, is specially interested, because we
have large fishing interests and hope to develop fishing en-
terprises both in whale and seal fisheries. But we know
also that England has whale and seal fishing vessels wander-
ing over overy sea, Arotioc andAntmartio. So it is with tho
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fishermen of the Netherlands, and Germany now is pushing unoeasing in their desire to have a successful resuit follow
lber way into every sea as a maritime nation. It is an in. the negotiations. I believe, why, I am sure, though I have
ternational question ; it is not a Canadian, a Dominion or a it not in writing, but I am as sure as if I saw the writing,
provincial question; and when we find that England has, on that Sir Julian Paunoefort is specially charged with this
our strong remonstrance, taken action, we have no doubt question and with others to bring them to a speedy con-
that she will press it. England has pressed it, and clusion, and I hope to a sucessful one. If naught else can
is pressing it. We know perfectly well that in any be done-I do not know it as a fact, but I have little doubt
international question of this kind great delays always on the question-he can oal the ýattention, the serions at-
occur, where one of the negotiating parties is anxious to tention of all the maritime powers to this question, because
postpone the negotiations. Perhaps, for the reason the hon. it is to the interest, as I have already said, of ail these
gentleman gave, the strained relations which for a very nations to prevent an important sea of that kind from
short time existed between England and the States formed being closed against the enterpriso and commerce of ail
one reason why the United States bas fenced the question the rest of the world.
and not come to any conclusion, or it may be for other Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not know that it
reasons, perhaps not quite as creditable even as that. We isany consolation to Canadian citizens whose property bas
have now a new Government in the United States and a been seized and who have been maltreated to know that
new President, and we have a Minister sent specially from American citizens have been equally maltroated. They
England. I believe that Sir Julian Pauncefort is a have got far better opportunities to obtain redress than our
man who is singularly adapted to deal with those Canadian citizens can possibly have from the American
questions, baving been the permanent bead of the Government, and therefore we can dimiss that portion of
Foreign Office for a good many years. He is thoroughly the hon. gentleman's plea. I do not think it affects the
acquaited with the question of all our relations with situation one way or the other. The case is this: We do
the United States, not only with this question of the not mean to allege that the British Government are indifer-
Behring's Sea, but with our Fisheries question; and as he is ent to what bas occurred, nor do I mean to ailege that tbe
a vigorous man, thoroughly experienced in all these sUb- Canadian Government are indifferent to what has occurred.
jects in which we are interested, I think we are very I do say that this is, as My hon. friend from Prince Edward
fortunate in having him ut Washington. Whether ho will Island (Mr. Davies) has justly pointed ont, another of the
be more successful than hie predecessor was in bringing prools which are accumulating from day to day and from
these negotiations to a conclusion, we cannot say. With morth to mOnth and from year to year, that this round-
respect to the conduct of the Canadian Government, the about system under whichi we now live and by which if a
hon. gentleman was good enough to say that we had Canadian citizen suffrs injury, application has to be made
in 1886, l87 and 188b pressed the claims cf Canada with to the Foreign or Colonial Office as the case may be, then
sufficient persistency. I can only assure the hon. gentle. to the British Minister at Washington, then roundabout to
man that the British Government have thoroughly and our own Secretary of State, and then back to the Foreign
frankly responded to our claim, and have aEserted that our Office-is antiquated and unbusinesslike to a degree, and
contentions are correct, that our claimb are just, and that is tending powerfully to complicate in a mischievous
the claims of the Americans are unfounded. The negotia. maner the reations between Canada and the United
'tions wili go on, and no one can foresee what the result may States. I say that this is a case in point. I am as well
be. One thing is clear, that if the United States are aware as the hon. gentleman is that Canada is not strong
resolved to insist on their pretension, that Behring's Sea is enough by force of arms to compel the United States to do
closed to the Whole of the world but the United States, a her right, if the United States be determined to do her
grave complication will arise. To what extent that com- wrong. But I do say that this is one of these instances in
pàication will extend no one can foresce, and I do not even which there is hardly room for reasonable mon to doubt
desire, by a single expression, to point out what I perhaps that if the Canadian Government had possessed an author-
fear or apprehend might be the ultimate consequence of a isod agent at Washington who could have put himself
permanent determination on the part of the United States to daily and weekly (and not at intervals of eight months) in
insist upon their claim that Behring's seau is a mare communicatioh with the American authorities, that wewould
clausum. But I will eay this, that Canada lias not have had-not, perhaps, a certainty-but an infinitely botter
been forgetful of its interests or its rights, and bas resisted chance f having the wrongs dose te our fellow citizens re-
the wrongs offered her; and I freely admit, with the hon. dressed, than by the process which now goes on. The lon.
gentleman, that these are wrongs-wrongs suffered by geintltnan did not deny, and ho could not deny, that three
American citizens inflicted by their own citizens, as wel sa years have elapsed since these seizures commenced, and
wrongs inflicted on foreign subjects, and wrongs which that we are as far now from having these wrongs redressed
sonie day or other, in my opinion, must be compensated for. as we Were at the beginning.
I would say only one thing further, and it is this: That the
late Go1Vernor General-and, perhaps, the hon. gentleman Sir JOIN A. MAODONALD. And it is six years for
knows it, and it was intimated in the public press-took the United States citizens who have the sane wrongs un-
great interest in this question. I am not committing any redressed yet.
breach of confidence or etiquette in sating that, besides Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That may be, but Ien-
taking such interest as he was bound to take as Governor tirely deny that thero is any parallel between the action of
General, ho took a warm perseonal interest in ail the ques- the United States towards their own citizens and the action
tions connected with the fisheries and with this special of the United States officers tcwards the citizens of another
question, and when he went to England ho took memoranda State. Tho United States may choose for their own pur-
with him from the Canadian Government-and he went poses to prohibit their citizene, and they have a right to
to England only last year-with the understanding that prohibit their citizons on grounds of public policy, from
before he loft tor India he would press, personally, fishing in Bebring's- Sea or anywhere else, but t-heyhave
upon Her Majesty's Government the great wrongs that no right to prohibit our citizens. It is ail very well for
Canada had suffered originally by the position taken the right hon. gentleman to point out that this affects ail
by the American States, and the great injury that our sub. maritime nations. That is true techioally, but, praotically
jects had suffered by delay in granting compensation. Ail speaking, it is England and her colonies who are abnost
.i ôan say is, that we have done everything we possibly the only parties concerned in this matter, for I do net
çould do. I believe Her Majesty's yVernmùt have b ee boeve fa wainglo v*"l ef auother eationalty has be
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seized or interfered with in this matter of fdshing in Beh-
ring's Suas. As to the contention of the United
States, I am not going to discuss that now, but it
appears to be absurd on the face of it. We
would have infinitely butter grounds, and infinitely more
justice on our side if we asserted that the Gulf of St.
Lawrence, or, still more, the Hudson's Bay, is a mare
clausum. We have ton times more justice on our side for
claiming that than the United States have to assert that
Behring's Sea is a mare clausum. Although we are not of
ourselves able to force the United States to do us justice,
yet we would have an infinitely butter chance of getting
our demands attended to if we bad an agent who would be
in constant communication with the United States autho-
rities. Theso interminable delays, as we have seen in the
flihery negotiations, as we have noticed in the case of that
Blue-book in my hon. friend's bands, by which it takes
eight months, when it might be accomplished in a few
days, for a communication to be made by our authorities
and an answer received-those delays, as we have shown
time and again, are not conducive to the good conduct of
the nation. If we had this direct communication with the
United States Government we would have an infinitely
btter chance although, perhaps, not a certainty, of getting
these things satisfactorily settled, than we can under
existing circumstances.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I fully agree with the
remarks which have fallen from the hon. gentlemen who
have spoken with regard to the importance of this case
It seems to me, without discussing the general question,
that there bas been some fault, to a certain extent, on behalf
of the officers inerested in this matter for the Canadian
Government. When these vessels wore seized, and the
judgment by Judge Dawson delivered in the district court
of Alaska (which judgment I have read, and I must say
that it seems to me, in point of law, utterly untenable), we
should have taken steps to have appealed from that decision
to the highest court of the United States.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The United States in-
formed us that there was no appeal from that court.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). That is not the case, so far
as I understand. My recollection of the code of the United
States tribunals is this ; that there is an appeal from the
district court to the circuit court, and from the circuit
court to the United States court, but my impression is that
after Judge Dawson gave his decision the motion for appeal
was dismissed by him on the ground that the time for appeal
had lapsed, and that it was then too late for the officers in-
terested, on behalf of our Government, to take au
appeal. My hon. friend will find in the correspondence
between Lord Sackville and Mr. Bayard, that the
United States Government was asked to waive the
question of appeal and allow the matter to be
brought before the Supreme Court, which, apparently,
tbey declined to do, It seems to me that this is unfortunate,
because we have, as the Americans can point out, a judg.
ment against these vessels, which bas not been appealed
from and under which they have been sold. Therefore, to
a certain extent, their courts have maintained the position
of the American Government. It appears te me that if au
appeal had been brought before the Supreme Court of the
United States, they would have adopted the doctrine which
bas been laid down by their distinguished jurists on national
law, and reversed the decision of the district court. If this
appeal had been taken it would have facilitated very much
the settfiment of the question. It is quite true, as the Firat
Minister sbys, that this is a national question and that other
countries have an interest in it. That may be so, but, never
theless, we find that in 1821, when the difficulties first arose
over the claim of Russia to those seas, that although it was
then a national question, eonly two.ountries interfered, and,
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finally, the treaties which have been referred to were con-
cluded between the Unitel States and Russia, and Great
Britain and Russia.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is 60 years ago.
Mr. WELDON (St. John). Quite trua; but they were the

only countries who entered into protest against the assump-
tion of Russia. Subsequently the treaties were made, upon
which treaty Judge Dawson seems to have found a doctrine
of estoppel, which, I must say, would be new to any lawyer
who bas carefully rend the judgment in this case. The
United States having purchased Alaska from the Russian
Government, they are now claiming what they repudiated
on the part of Russia in 1821 and in 1825. The Behring's
Straits cannot be considered a mare clausum in the same
sense as Hudson's Bay. The position taken by the United
States in 1821, sustains the view taken by the Court of St.
James in regard to that matter. My hon. friend referred
to what has been done by this Goverument, and
there is no doubt, that a very able minute ot
council was sent home, of which my hon. friend bas
read an extract, and in which the Government forwarded
the claims of those parties who have suffered so severely;
and the manner in which thoso sealers were treated by the
American authorities, I think, calls for the most severe
condemnation, and was hardly worthy of a civilised nation.
That minute of council was sent, and thon it appears
nothing more was doue. The United States Goverument,
however, proposed at that time to have a convention, and
communications were opened between Great Britain and
the United States with that view, and other nations were
invited to concur. The hon. First Minister states that the
late Governor General took a great interest in that matter,
and took home a communication; but it seems to me that
the Canadian Government must have been very dilatory,
because we find that while the negotiations were going on
with regard to the convention, a despatch, dated 20th June,
was sent by Mr. White, Secretary of the American Lega-
tion in London, to Mr. Bayard, which I will read:

" 8,-1 have the honor to inform yon that I availed myself of an
early opportunity to acquaint the Marquis of Salisbury and the Russian
Ambassador of the receipt of your instructions, numbered 864, of May 3,
and shortly afterwarde (&fay 16) His Excellency and 1 called together
at the Foreign Office, for the purpose of discussing with His L>rdship
the terme of the proposed convention for the protection of seals in
Behring Sea. Unfortunately, Lord Salisbury had just received a com-
munication from the Canadian Government, stating that a memoran-
dum on the subject would shortly be forwarded to London, and express-
ing a hope that, pending the arrival of that document, no further steps
would be taken in the matter by Her Majesty's Government. Under
these circumetances Lord Salisbury felt bound to awaft the Canadian
memorandum before proceeding to draught the convention."

It will be seen, that on May 16, when the Russian Am-
bassador and Mr. White called on the Marquis of Salisbury,
they were informed that the English Government were
awaiting a communication from the Canadian Government,
and that a memorandum on the subject would be forwarded.
But, on the 20th of June, nearly a month afterwards, when
Mr. White called on the Marquis of Salisbury, no note had
been received, and the English Government had been
obliged to send out a telegram for that memorandum to be
sent forward. Whether it was sent forward, or whether
any other steps was taken, does not v ppear from the papers.
Nothing further occurred between the United States and
the English Government until the month of October, when
the difficulty took place with regard to Sir Sackville West,
causing his return to London. The fact that both Govern.
ments were willing to enter into a convention for the pur.
pose of settling all these questions with regard to Behring's'
Sea, which is probably a matter of importance to both
American and Canadian fishermen, seems to indicate that
the delay was due to the neglect of the Canadian Govern-
ment. The British Government were apparently desirous of
consulting the wishes and interests of our Government in
this matter in every wayi but &Lord.Salisbury.s band»
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were apparently tied because of the non-receipt of the Mr. WELDON (St. John). "The United States district
memorandum from the Canadian Government. However, court in and for the district of Alaska, of the United
I hope that the matter will be pushed now that there is a States of America."
new Government in the United States, and that diplomatie
relations have again been entered into with Great Britain, Sir JOHN THOMPSON. Hie is simply a magistrate, and
and that justice will be done to those individuals who have nothing else, although he is vested for certain purposes with
suffered so severely at the hands of the American authori- the powers of a United States' district judge; but in this
ties. respect he does not correspond to the United States' district

judges in the States. However, that is omewhat beside
Sir JOHN THOMPSON. Although our friends on the the question. If an appeal lay, it would have been success-

opposite side of the House have given us the credit of fully prosecuted by the American owner. It seemed well
having represented pretty fairly and strongly the righ's established that an appeal did not lie. It was admitted by
of our people on the high seas, we could expect them the authorities in Washington that no appeal would lie, and
to make that admission without accompanying it with that therefore it became purely an international question.
some items of blame against the Government of Canada, When we applied to the United States Government for
whether their contentions were well founded or not. redress there was no attempt on their part to assert that it
The hon..gentleman whohas just sat down, in making was amatter for the courts of the country to decide, as theythat admission, states that there are two particulars in have always contended when there was any remedy by way
which Canada bas failed. One of these is in not having of litigation. even until the last stage of such litigation was
taken an appeal from the magistrate in Sitka to the concluded. The other objection to our procedure in this mat-
United States Supreme Court, and he entertains the ter is that there was delay on our part in entering into the
idea that if such n appeal had been taken, it would convention to which the lon. member for St. John (Mr.
have been decided by the United States Supreme Court Weldon) bas referred. When the House is reminded what
that the contention of the United States Government in kind of a convention was proposed, they will see how pre-
regard to Behring's Sea being a closed sea was an erroneous posterous it was that we should ever enter into it, and how
one. I need hardly say that it is not for the Government of utterly immaterial itwas whether we ever made anyanswer
Canada to take an appeal to the Supreme Court of the or ny totea prosa of te e very n
United States. It is only the owner of one of the vessels ment. What was their proposai? The hon. member for St.
who would be in a position to assert the right of appeal; John states it to have been a proposa] to form a convention for
and for the Government of Canada to submit themselves to a the settlement cf ail questions, relating to Behring's Sea
foreign jurisdiction in regard to the rights of Hier Majesty's and the killing of seals. [t may have had that high-soundinci
subjects on the higb seas would be a very questionable step title, but, in point of fact, it was a proposal that all thr>
indeed. It may be that if any of those parties had chosen nations of the world, except the United States, should be
to assert an appeal, the Government of Canada might have forbidden in the Pacifie Ooean to hunt seals. The fact
given them its support. It is a fact, however, that they is, that the United States own, as part of the territory of
never did so, although we have not remonstrated against Alaska, the only islands on which the seals are known to
their pursuing a course of that kind. Now, the cases that ]and. Those islands are under lease to that absolute
arose on the Pacifie coast are entirely distinct from those monopoly, known as the Alaska Seal Company, and
which arose on the Atlantic coast. In the latter cases the proposal of the United States authorities was that,
defences were raised in our own courts by owners of for the preservation of these seals, all killing at sa
Amenrican vessels which were found in our waters should be forbiddon, and that the sea should onlty be
It is, a well-known principle that vessels coming within allowed to be taken on land, and inasmuch as they own the
the jurisdiction of a foreign country must submit themselves only shores on which the seals landndhadmleased them to
to the municipal laws of that country; and therefore it the Alaska Seal Company, the proposa with regard to this
was right for the owners of vessels seized on the Atlantic convention waC a proposal that all nations of the earth
coast to set -up their claims in the courts of Great Britain. should be for bidden to pursue the seals on the high seas,
They were within our waters and subject to our laws as should leav e the sea is on the monopoly
much as citizens of the United States coming mbt Nova and should leave the seal fishing industry as the monopoly
mchtias citizens b jete Ute Saes preaing intt Po of the Alaska company. That proposition fell through, andScotia would be subject to the laws prevailing i that Pro it should bave been treated with nothing but indignation,vmece. On the other hand, Canadian vessels seized by the moderated only by the civility which is necessary to keepAmericaunuthoritie on the high seas are in no way within up international intercourse. Therefore, when the hon.
the jurisdiction of the courts of the United States; and gentleman accused us of having prevented the settiement
Her Majesty's Government, v thea stance of the Govern- of the question, by delaying that convention, he shows that
uent of Canada, took the view that the questions at issue ho las misunderstood the object for which the convention
were not questions which either of the Governments ought was
to submit to the adjudication of the courts of the United proposed.
States, but related to the treatment on the high seas of Her Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). It is not my purpose to detain
Majesty's subjects in the pursnit of their lawful calling. It the House at this stage of the Session by an elaborate dis-
has been overlooked that some of the seizures which took cussion of the ments or demerits of the American claim to
place were those of American vessels, and an appeal was the exclusive jurisdiction of Behring's Sea. It is to be re-
asserted on their behalf. The whole question of the right gretted that the hon,. gentleman who brought this question
of appeal was not overlooked. The best advice that could be to our attention did not bring it up at an earlier period,
obtained on that subject was clearly that no appeal would when greater consideration could have been given it. I am
lie from the magistrate at Sitka. sure that hon. gentlemen on this side refrained from bring-

Mr. WELDON (St. John). He is a judge of the district ing it before the bouse for discussion ont of courtesy to
court. that hon. gentleman, and it is, therefore, aIl the more to be

regretted that he did not bring the question forward at an
Sir JOHN THOMPSON. He was a magistratemerely earlier period. I do not understand that the hon. member

and thre wu no means of getting a decision frof the for Queen's (Mr. Davies) or the hon. member for St. John
Supreme Court except by a sait inastituted in one Of the (Mir. Weldon) complained of want of diligence on the part of
Sourts in the States, and an action was commenced in the the Government in pressing this claim when the dispute
State of Massachusetts by one of the &mericam. owners,|first arose, but they called the attention of the bouse to a
which action is now pending. fact upon which the Ministers have given no information

gr. WELDON (St. John).
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for there does not appear to have been any correspondence
or discussion on this question since May, 1888. They ask
the Government to account for their seeming want of dili-
gence since that time. It may have been that the Govern-
ment allowed this question to romain in abeyance im-
mediately after the discussion of the fishery dispute,
but however that may be, as this is a wholly separ-
ate and distinct question, one which was not in any
way confised with the fishery dispute during the
negotiations, it was a matter of some importance that the
pretensions of the United States should not have seemed,
for a single moment, to be recognised. Now, I would say,
in the first place, that it is a pretty well-settled rule of inter.
national law that the condition of things which exists when
a dispute begins between two states ought to continue until
the question in dispute is disposed of. There can be no
doubt whatever that this sea was treated as an open sea from
1825 down to 1885, and it is important that the freedomn
which was exercised-wrongly exercised, according to the
contention of the United States-down to that period of
time should be continued; and it does seem to me that the
British Government ought to have been careful to have put
a cruiser into those waters for the purpose of resisting, if
necessary, the pretensions of the United States beyond the
ordinary limit recognised by international law. That has
not been done, and the failure on the part of the Imperial
Government to do that is a dereliction of duty. The United
States would not for a moment have permitted such a claim
to have been made by the Canadian Government, if such a
claim had not continued to exist for an indefinite period of
time, and so we ought not to permit the United States
Government to make this claim without its being disputed;
and I am perfectly sure that, however strong the United
States Government may feel their claim to be, it is
a claim that ought not to have been called
.into action until recognised by the opposite party. Now,
we have never recognised their pretension, and they ought
never to have undertaken to enforce that pretension, and
we ought not to have permitted it. Now, the right hon.
the First Minister says that the Alaska Sal Company are
enforeing their claim as vigorously against other American
fishing vessels or sealers as against Canadians, but I under-
stand the differeï ce to be tbis, that it is the interest of the
United States that the claims or pretensions of the Alaska
Sealing Company should be upheld. The upholding of that
claim upholds American sovereignty and American ex-
clusive jurisdiction over these waters, so that it is their in-
terest to maintain the pretensions of that company against
any other American sealers; and it would be the greatest
possible delusion on our part to feel that we were safely
resting our case upon any pretensions put forward by any
other parties in the United States. Our safe position
is to rosist the pretensions which the A merican Government
are putting forward. The position of the United States in
this question is not the position of Rassia in 1825. Russia
owneJ the Asiatic as well as the North American coast.
She owned the Aleutian or Fox Islands to the south just as
the Americans do at the present time. If that had been a
very much smaller body of water than it is, the rule that
was laid down in tbe seizure of the Washington in a portion of
the Bay of Fundy shows that, when Russia became pos-
sessed of or:e coast and the United States of another, there
was no possibility of treating Bohring's Saa as a closed
sea, evon if there bad been an opportunity of claiming it
as such before the cession of Alaska. It seems to me that
there is no ground whatever for this pretension. There is
no analogy betweea this case and that of the Hudson's
Bay which was referred to by my hon, friend from Oxford.
That is a mare clausun, lying within the jaws of the land,
and in the case in regard to the Bay of Fundy, Trinil y
Bay and other bays, they are bays lying within the land,
they are not ased by any vessel navigatin& the high seas,

which may come close to the shore, and may for this reason
have an esement on the waters, even under the control of
another foreign state. But this is a part of the high sea
itself. It is not enclosed. There is Behring's Strait to
the north, there are hundreds of miles of water lying b.
tween one island and the other, and between the mainlands.
Hore is a sea from 3,000 to 4,000 miles in width, and it
seems preposterous to treat that as a closed sea. I am not
finding fault with this Administration,but they have not yet
disclosed how far they have exercised due diligence, since
April, 1888, and I am sureit would have been satisfactory to
the House to have learned how far they have exercised due
diligence. It is clear, however, that the condition of things
which existed before the American pretensions were set up
must be the condition of things which should continue, and
must be insisted upon, not so much by this Government,
perhaps, as by the English Government, until the Canadian
laim is recognised or the question is otherwise settled. It

appears, however, as if the English Government had not
exercised that diligence which we are entitled to expect at
their hands. It is their duty to protect our rights, and to
resist-by force if necessary-American encroachment
until this question is disposed of and a different condition
of things established sncossfully from that which existed
before. That has not been done. Until the American
Government do that, they must be content to allow the
original condition of things to continue. They may enter
their protest. They may say : You have no right to fish
here or to do any sealing here; but, until they establish
that, and until it is recognised as the proper rule, the
former practice must continue. Anyone who will trace up
the growth of this feature of international law will see that
formerly the sealing and fishing were appartenant to some
shore. That was recognised· in 1713, under the Treaty of
Utrecht, when the French were excluded from fishing with.
in thirty leagues of the Nova Scotia shore. In 1783,
the Americans resisted that arrangement, and it was
abandoned ; their right was recognised to fish on the banks,
and their liberty, though not their right, to fish in the
Gulf of St. Lawrence, which was a mare clausum. Now, it
is said that the sealing is appurtenant to the shore, and
that you have no right to fish out on the high seas. That
contention was abandoned in 1783, and I say it is the duty
of the Government to press this matter vigorously on the
attention of the English Government and to insist on the
freedom of those seas until a different rule is established.

DUTY ON MINING MACHINERY.

Mr. BARNARD. I desire to make a statement with the
object of showing to the flouse and to the Government the
importance of placing mining machinery on the free list
for a few years, with the hope of inducing the Government
to accede to the requests which have been made to them by
the representatives of the Province of British Columbia and
the Legialature of that Province, and in'the petitions re-
ceived by them from the Boards of Trade at Vancouver and
at Victoria. It is a matter of very great importance to
that Province, which is, to a very great extent, a mineral
Province, and I think it is a matter of very great import-
ance to the whole of this Dominion that the mning industry
should be encouraged, and that every stop should be taken
both by the Dominion Government and by the Provincial
Governments to encourage the development of our mineral
wealth. I am a firm believer in the National Policy, and
I believe that the object and aim of that policy is to encour-
age the development of our national resources as well as to
foster our different industries. I believe there in no Province
in the Dominion that will benefit more by the National Policy
than the Province o British Columbia. I believe that
Province is destined to become one of the greatest manufac-
turing Provinces in the Dominion, and possibly one of the
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greatest manufacturing centres on the continent of America.
Althongh, up to this time, we have not benefited te any
great extent, directly from that policy, we have benefited
indirectly, because we attribute the building of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway to the revenues whicb were derived by the
Government through the inauguration of such a policy. I
think the present rate of duty on mining machinery, whicb
is atout 30 per cent. all round, is preventing the develop-
ment of the mining resources of British Columbia. There
is no doubt, that we have a variety of ores there. We have
gold, silver, copper, lead and iron, and other ores. There
is no doubt that the mineral bolt-the development of which
bas resulted in building up the State of Colorado and the
Territory of Montana, and which is now making Washington
Territory and Idaho-does not stop at the boundary line, but
goes north; and it is a misfortune that the only portions of
the mineral belt which are being developed, are those in
Alaska and south of the boundary lino. We find gold and
silver quartz mines north of the Alaska boundary and south
of the boundary within the borders of the United States ;
and we have every reason to believe, from the indications
which are te be seen everywhere in the Province of British
Columbia, that the mineral belt in that Province is of
greater area than in any of these States which have
been built up by their mineral wealth. The only ob-
jection that I can find is felt by the Government to plac-
ing mining machinery on the free list is that there are
a few small factories in eastern Canada-one or two in
Ontario, and a few in Nova Scotia--that are manufacturing
mining machinery on a small scale. I contend that it is in
the interest of ihese factories and of the manufacturers
themselves, for a few years, to have the machinery which
is required for the development.of our mines placed on the
free list. The miner bas great difficulties to contend with.
In the first place, a mining country is always, to some
extent, an inaccessible country. The miner bas probably
to secure bis provisions at a high rate, ho has to go some
distance away from communication, and has to spend pro-
bably one or two summers before ho discovers a mining
location. He finds that after ho bas spent some little time
it is necessary to procure machinery, and thon he sees that
ho is hampered by the enormous duty he has to pay.
British Columbia differs in many respects from Nova Scotia
in the character of her ores. At present I believe these
manufacturers are making some mills for the gold quartz
mines in Nova Scotia. In that Province their ore is free
milling and, from what I can learn, machinery bas been
manufactured solely for the reduction of free gold ore. In
British Columbia we have very little free gold ore; in fact
we have found, se far as our mines have been developed,
that free gold does not extend to any great depth, but it
turne into sulphites, or the gold is contained in other metals,
and requires a different treatment from the treatment of
the ore in Nova Scotia. We have in British Columbia
several varieties. Where free gold is found with sulphites
it is necessary that it should first be reduced, either by
stamps or rolis, and thon other machinery is necessary,
which is not manufactured in Canada, for concentrating the
baser metals and for the roasting of that metal after con-
centration, and the treatment of the mineral after it has been
roasted. Then we have, in addition to that, chloride sulphur
ore. This also requires a different class of machinery from
that manufactured in this country. Then we have silver
part chlorid or decomposed, and part sulphurets containing
gold. These require roasting. Then there are galena ores
and silver ores, with baser metalis which requires smelting.
Now, for concentration of any kind or for smoting, there
is no machinery manufactured in Canada, as far as I can
ascertain, and I have been in correspondence with many of
these manufacturers who claim te manufacture mining
macbinery. The greater part of our ores in the Selkirk
range that are at present being developed, and have
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been rendered accessible by the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way, are ores carrying silver. These ores require both
plain and oearee concentration. After concentration
they are shipped to the smelting works. There is no
machinery manufactured in Canada which can be used for
smelting works. A short time ago an English company
was formed for the purpose of establishing smelting works
o a small scale in Vancouver. This company procured
from Fraser & Chalmers, of Chicago, all their machinery,
their boilers, their engines, their water jacket furnaces, and
a variety of other articles. I have the invoice here, but it
would take up too much time to read it. The most expen-
sive article used by them in these worksis the water jacket
lead pipes. These cost 82,000 apiece, and have never been
manufactured in Canada. The only bit of machinery I see
here that is manufactured in Canada, is the Blake crusher.
They obtained that at the same time from Fraser & Chal-
mers, in Chicago, which firm manufacture quartz mining
machinery more largely than any other firm in America,
and smelting machinery of all descriptions. A Blake
crusher was required in connection with their mill. But
there are other crushers manufactured besides the Blake
crusher, I refer to the Comet rock crusher for concentra-
tion. The Blake crusher is usually used in stamp mill.
Then there is the Dodge rcek crusher and the Foster rock
crusher for blasting furnaces, whieh are not manufactured in
Canada. Now, as I have said before, the only class of
machinery manufactui ed here is that required for f ree gold
milling. We have no free gold ore yet discovered in British
Columbia. It may exist, but our experience is that after
a little depth the ore is found in other minerals, and
other processes are required. 1 trust that the Government
will see their way to placing for a few years reducing,
mining and smelting machinery on the free list. At
present we have these companies manufacturing mining
machinery in Canada: The J. G. Brown Manufacturing Com-
pany of Belleville, the F. G Beckett Company of Hamilton,
the Truro Manufacturing Company, and the Engersoll Rock
Drill Company of Mon trealt; and if it could be shown to these
companies that it is to their interest that this machinery
should be put on the free list for a few years in order to
develop the mineral wealth of British Columbia, I think
they would not object. As soon as we have that wealth
developed a demand is created for more machinery, and
when a demand is created these companies will reap the
benefit. It will then be to the interest of the country that
the duty should be put upon these articles of machinery in
order to foster their manufacture, for I am satisfied that fac-
turies fLr this purpose will spring up in British Columbia.
I trust that the Government will consider this matter and
before long assist the development of our Province in this
respect.

DUTY ON SAW LOGS.
Mr. BARRON. I feel that I must take this opportunity

of expressing my opinion upon a subject which bas already
been mentioned in this House, and which i shall embrace in
a motion before I sit down. I represent a riding that is
deeply interested in the increased duty on saw logs exported
from Canada. I have been twitted, inside this House and
out of it, with speaking from the standpoint of my own
constituency. Ithink it is well for new members to speak
from the standpoint of their own constituency, and I believe
if each member of this louse were to do so the combined
opinion would have more effect than the remarks made
sometimes purporting to express the opinions held through-
out the country. It would be, perhaps, unwise in me to
speak at length upon this subject, seeing that the hon.
member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) spoke, a lew days
ago, in regard to the increased duty on exported logs.
I am well aware of the fact that his remarks must minimise
anything I may say to-day. They must, in fact, drive into
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insignificance anything I may say, and being conscious of
that fact I do not propose to deal at length with the sub-
ject. But I may say that this matter is deeply interesting
to, and is agitating, to a very great extent, the people of the
northern parts of the Province of Ontario. Let me draw
the attention of the House, and especially of the Minister
of Customs, to the way in w'hich it affects some lumber
manufacturers, especially in the riding I have the honor to
represent. In past years purchasers of shingles, and the
different kinds of manufactured lumber, have been in the
habit of coming into our yards and buying the stuff from
the manufacturers free on board on the cars in these par.
ticular yards, but latelv it bas been iound that purchasers
of lumber from the tnited States, when they come to
Canada to buy, at all events from the smaller dealers,
have said that they cannot buy lumber delivered in
the yards in Canada, but they muet ask the
manufacturers of this country to deliver the lumber,
especially shingles and other manufactired stuff, in the
yards on the other aide of the lino. When asked
why tbis change in the mode of doing business
has arisen, answer is made by the American buyers that,
inasmuch as this Governiment have seen fit to increase the
duty on exported loge, they are timid and friglitened and
not aware as to what course the American Government
may take respecting the duty on manufactured lumber
going into the United Siates, and they tell the manufac-
turers in this country-at all events I am so informed by
manufacturera in my riding-that they do not want to run
the risk of this duty being increased by the American
Government. The Canadian manufacturera say: Well, if
you do not like the risk, we also do not like the risk. The
result is tbat trade is more or less paralysed. I understand
the reason which has been advanced for putting on this in-
creased duty is that it may encourage tthe manufacture of
loge into lumber in this country, and that it is in order to
increase the labor employed, and thus to augment the cir-
culation of money here. I do not propose to give the
details upon which this statement is built, but if any mem.
ber of the Govermnent, or any member of the House, desires
this information, I will hand it to him. I desire to show
the Minister of Customs that Canada gained annually by
the importation of logs'from the United States to manufac-
ture in this country. The particulars are as follows :-

mien. Rarniage.
Canada gained annually.............1..........,1068 $222,000 00
Lost......................... ... 22 4,500 00
canada's annual net gain ............. 1,046 217,500 00
Or for nine years gained....................... 9,612 2,000,000 00
And loat ...... .......... .......... ...... .198 40,500 00
Canada bas bad the bet~of it.".......'....... 9,414 1 ,59,500 0

That is the labor aspect, and those figures cannot be con-
tradicted, and I am willing to hand the details over to any
member of this House to check over and ascertain if they
are not correct. I say that the trade is being paralysed,
especially that done by the emaller manufacturera of lumber.
It may not be the case to the same extent with the large
manufacturera of lumber, such as those at Ottawa. It is
another reason for the uncertainty as.to what the American
Government will do, in view of the aggressive policy of this
Government, especially in reference to the increased duty
on logs, and the position is such as to more or less paralyse
the trade of the amaller manufacturers throughout the
northern portion of the midland district of Ontario. In
order to show that there is some idea of ietaliating, let me
read a portion of a letter written by no less an authority
than Mr. Hotchkiss, United States Consul at Ottawa, to the
Hlon. G. L. Rives, Assistant Secretary of State, Washington,
under date January 19th, 1889. I shallnot take up the time
of the House by reading the whole of it, bat I shall read por-
tions of it which I think will startle hon gentlemen sup-
porting the Government in imposing increased duties from
time to time. Mr. Uotohkisa says;

" The dissatiefaction which this increased import has caused in the
ranks of the northern lumber fraternity of the United States la of go
serious a nature, and the provocation to retaliatory action ie so well
defined, [ have been led to address an unofficial communication to the
Hon. Mr Bowell, Minister of (ustoms, in the hope, though latent, that
[ might possibly be instrumental in inducing a reconsideration of the
measure'

Further on Mr. Hotchkiss says:
" The American limit holders of pine in Canada have an immense

amount pecuniarily at stake in this question of export duty, and on the
mer e rumor of an intentional largeincresse of cut of loge the présent
winter, the imposition cf thbs increase of 33 per cent. was declared.
They have bought their holdings in good faith, and the pine loge pro-
duced therefromis the only article produéed in Danada which i sab-
jected to an export duty."

We have the statement of the Mineister of Finance the other
day, in response to the statement made by the hon. mem.
ber for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton), that the Government
have power, under the statute, at any time, by Order in
Council, to reduce this duty; and I have no doubt that every
hon. gentleman opposite will, on this motion which I shail
soon submit to the flouse, vote nay against the proposition
to reduce this export duty. But I have no doubt also in my
mind, and sometimes I may prophesy correctly, that it will
not be very long after the Session is over before the Govern.
ment will reduce this increased duty. I only hope that
such will be the case, and, I believe, such will be the case,
but we will have the astonishing circumstance that to-night
hon. gentlemen will rise behind the Finance Minister and
vote against the amend ment.

Mr. H ESSON. Hear, hear.
Mr. BAR RON. No one doubts that the hon. gentleman

would vote an vway the Government wished him to vote. I
remind the flouse that there bas been a united desire on
the part of lumbermen in this country that the increased
duty shall be removed, and i bat we shall go back to where
we were befor e. The Lumbermen's Association of Ontario
passed a resolution in favor of the reduction of this export
duty. A deputation of lumbermen from Quebe, Toronto,
the Ottawa Valley and other places waited upon the Gov.
ernment asking to have this export duty reduced, and I
believe memorials have been presented to the Government
from the Board of Trade of Que bec, and the Board of Trade
of Toronto. But the FinaLce Minister, notwiihstanding all
these demands, said he was induced to do what he did by a
deputation that waited upon him a short time ago in regard
to this matter. 1 am sorry to say that perhaps the Minister
of Customs and some other members of the Government are
too often influenced by deputations. We seealmostevery day
deputation after deputation for increaeed duties-to do what ?
It is not for the benefit of the general consumer, but for the
benefit of individuals, and in order to increase the ill-gotten
gains of some mon in this country. I say, Sir, that the
Government is too much infiaenced by deputations which
come before them. ln this case there have been deputations
of the most influential nature, asking to bave the export
duty on these logs brought back to what it was before, and
although I feel that this motion will not carry, I believe it
will not be very long after this House closes before the
Government of the day will do in effect what we are now
asking them to do, and which I ask them to do by the
following amendment. I move

That the Speaker do not now leave the Chair, but that ill the
words after "lrhat" in the main motion be left ont and it be resolved:
" this House regrets that the Govarnment ehould have inéreaeed the
duty upon saw loge exported from Oanada."

Mr. CHlARLTON. I took occasion, Sir, on Tuesday
night last, to make a statement to the House in regard te
this question of the export duty on kgs. I made that atate-
ment at the request and by the authority of the Lumber-
men's Association of Ontario. I set Iorth in that state-
ment the reasons which, in the opinion Of the great mbjority
of the lumbermen of thi Province, shoulçit iduc &he
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Government to remove the export duty upon logs, and I
stated distinctly that I refrained from making any motion
with reference to the matter because the lumber trado cf
this country did not wish to embarrass the Government in
the action they desired them to take on this question. I
consider, Sir, that the motion which has just been put
into your hands is ill-advised in the extreme. It is a motion
that bas been made without consulting the interests of
those whose interests are affected by it, and I stand up to
protest against the interference by any person in this House
with a great interest in this country which has chosen
for itself a lino cf action, and bas the right to have its
wishes as to what line of action it shall pursue respected in
this House. It is very true that pressing invitations
have been made to the Government, and it is very true
that the ans ver of the Government bas not been made yet,
but it is alo true that no unfavorable answer has been re-i
ceived by the trade from the Government, and I think we
have good ground for hoping that the Government either
intend to abolish that duty, or to modify it in some respect.
I, therefore, deprecate the introduction of this resolution.
I say it is ill-advised, and it is contrary to the desires and
interests of those who are interested in the matter. With-
out entering into a discussion of the question, I may say
that the Government is placed in just as bad a position, on
account of the statements which I have made in this fHouse,
if they do not remove this duty, as they will be placed in
by voting upon this resolution. The Government cannot
allow this resolution to pass, and its result will only be to
embarrass the Government in dealing with this question.
For that reason 1 hope my hon. friend will withdraw his
motion, and I can assure him, and the parties in favor of the
removal of the log export duty, that if it is not withdrawn
there is a strong business industry in this country which
will consider this a reckless trifling with their interests.

Mr. O'BRIEN. There is no member in this House who
has a deeper interest in the question of export duty on logsi
than I have or than those whom I represent have, because
a very large proportion of the industries of the great dis-
trict of country extending for more than a hundred miles
across the coast of the Georgian Bay and 40 miles to the
east, is directly interested in the lumber traie. It is all
very well for the owners of timber limits to deal with this
question, but the people of the country have something to
say in the matter. There is a larger and greater interest
in the general public of Canada than is represented by the
lumber interest, great and important as that interest is.
This is a question which has to be decided in the interesti
of the people of this country generally and not in the in-
terest of the few who own valuable timber limits and who
have made large profits out of them. At every sale of tim.
ber limite wbich has been made by the Ontario Govern-
ment during recent years (and I speak under cor-
rection if I am wrong) American lumbermen or
their agents in Michigan and elsewhere have been
making the largest purchases and offering the high-
est prices, and we know that there is no botter in-
vestment to-day than the pine tree; I do not care whother
it in in Michigan or in Ontario. We can quite understand
that the owners of timber lands in Michigan, are most de
sirous to get a supply for their mills at a distance, without
cntting their timber limits nearer home. If they can come
to Ontario; if they can cross Lake Huron and cut into the
limits on the east side of Georgian Bay, and obtain a supply
for their mills for some years to come, they are making
the best financial operations that they possibly can. Bat
what would be the result of that to the people of this coun
try ? I mny state to the louse, that a few years ago, a
Michigan firm made the most elaborate preparations for
taking Canadian legs acrose Lake Huron. They built
bargeo, or they were preparing to do so, and they had the

Mr, ORA ON.

plant prepared for loading the barges with sawlogs and for
unloading them. They had the control of certain limits in
Canada and had not the Government stepped in and imposed
an export duty upon logs, millions and millions of feet of
timber would have been carried across the Georgian Bay and
across Lake Huron and manufactured in Michigan and our
own people would have lost the whole profit from the indus-
try in connection with the manufacture of that lumber in
Canada. I say that this is a question which the people of
the country are interested, and the Government of this
country are bound to consider the industrial interests of
the people of this country who obtain their livelihood by
the manufacture of lumber, as well as the interests of the
lumber kings and those who are owners of limits. When
this question was being discussed some time ago I happened
to meet a large lumber manufacturer who also deals in
square timber. We were talking thon about commercial
union and reciprocity in lumber. I said to him: I do not
think it would be a good thing if the Americans had free
access to our forests for it will be a great loss to the people
of the country that the manufacturer of the lumber should
be transferred from the Province of Ontario to the State
of Michigan. His reply to me was: What is the
difference? We get the money for the timber all
the same. I said that is all very well for you, you are
an individual, youarea wealthy man, you can take your two
or three hundred thousand dollars cash from the sale of your
limits and go to London and Paris or elsewhere to spend
it, but how would it affect the people of the county which
I represent and who hitherto have made their living out of
the industry of manufacturing the lumber in Canada ? Of
course he did not answer that. His view was a perfectly
selfish one and the Government are bound to consider that
there is a selfish interest on the part of the lumbermen in
this matter and that the Government is bound to protect
the people of this country. I trust that when the Govern-
ment is dealing with this question they will deal with it not
simply from the view of the lumber manufacturers, but they
will deal with it from the view of those who are
deeply interested in the question and who epend for their
livelihood on the manufacturer of lumber in this country.
Whon that duty was first put on, this elaborate scheme for
the transport of logs across Lake Huron was abandoned. It
would not pay. Another firm thought they would try
rafting, but when the duty was increased, they made up
their minds that the risk was too great, and the logs were
all sawn at Midland, They took a mill there, and our
laborers and mechanics, and the makers of our machinery,
all got the benefit. That is a practical development of the
National Policy. But what could they have done if the
export duty had not been in force, and if all those logi had
been transferred to the United States to be sawn into lum-
ber there ? That is the view I take of this matter, and I
decidedly protest, in the name of those who are interested
in the manufacture of lumber, against the proposition which
has been made. There is another question, although per-
haps it may not be one with which this Government has
any practical right to deal. The people of this country
have an interest in preserving the timber of this
country. I venture to predict that in 20 years from
this time, a pine board will be almost as dear in
the Province of Ontario as black walnut was a few years
ago. [a the districts of Muskoka and Parry Sound, which
are the principal sources of supply in ordinary lumber for
the Province of Ontario, the process of destruction of the
forests is to-day so rapidly going on, that it is estimated
that in twenty years there will not be a single sawlog to be
got. At this moment the best mill owners are taking ont
of the wojods, in the most flagrant deflance of the interests
of the settlers, logs which a few years ago, a man would
have been ashamed to see in his pond. They are taking
out overything with a reen top which two mon can carry
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on their shoulders. That je the way the destruction of the
forests is going on in Ontario. We are told that we have
magnificent resources of timber farther north, towards
James' Bay. We may have, or we may not, but from wh4t
I have seen of the timber of that district, I do not think we
shall get very much eut of it, and I think the Dominion
Government is well out of that territory. But the lumber-
mon in Ontario are every year going farther back ; and
the Government of this Dominion would be false to their
trust if they did not consider how valuable every pine tree
je becoming to this country. For my part, I do not wish
to see the lumber trade stimulated, or the lumber going
ont of this country any faster than it is going, because I
know that in a generation hence people will ask, how le it
that the people of Ontario were sncb absolute fools as to
seil all their timber resources ? We might as well sell all
the top soil off our fieldse; and in the course of a few years,
unless some substitute je found, the people of this Dominion
will deeply regret that the Government has not taken some
stops to prevent the wanton destruction now going on.
In the name of the lumber interest of this country, and
more particularly in the name of those engaged in the
manufacture of lumber, I protest against any stops being
taken which will have the effect of transferring the manu.
facture of lumber to the other side. Our policy bas been
to allow the free importation of all raw materials; and to
allow the export of sawlogs to the other side would be not
only a contravention of the National Poliey, but also a
contravention of every principle of common sense and
Sound economical science.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I think it is to be regretted
that the Government increased the duty on pine timber; I
do not think it was in the public interest; and, besides, it
has always been a grave question whetner Parliament
really bas the right to impose an export duty at all or not.
I do not propose to raise that question; but I wish to call
the attention of the House for a moment to what seems to
me to be an extraordinary doctrine laid down by the hon.
member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton). If I understand
him rightly, he says there are certain classes of questions
of public policy with which this House ought not to inter-
fere, but which are matters of private arrangement between
certain interested parties, or certain delegates or repre-
sentatives of those parties, who appeal to the Government
in some other capacity than that of representatives of the
people. Well, Sir, I do not admit that for a moment. I
think the members of this flouse fairly represent every
possible class of the community. As a representative of a
constituency, I do not appear here as a delegate of any
particular class of the community, nor have I any right to
promote the interest of that clase as di-tinct from any other
portion of the people who are assamed to be represented in
this flouse. It seems to me, Sir, that it is our duty bore to
adopt whatever policy may be in the interest of the public at
large, at.d not in the interest of any one particular class. At
the same time, Sir, in my opinion the best interests of the lum-
bermen of this country would be pro moted by the adoption of
the principle enunciated in the resolution submitted by the
hon. member for North Victoria (Mir. Barron). Certainly it
ie not in the public interest that we should invite retalia.
tion, and it was not necessary in the interest of any section
of the lumbermen of this country that this additional duty
should be imposed. So far as I understand the views
expressed by the hon. member for North Norfolk, ho does
not object to a reduction of the duty. The very things
which we are proposing by the resolution je that which the
lumbermen themselves bave asked for, namely, that those
duties which the Government bave recently imposed should
be taken off ; and can it be for one moment suppose t that
the Government are geing to refuse to the louse a reason-
able proposition which they were ready to concede to the

lumbermen? HRas it corne to this: that the representatives
of the people in the [tou-e of Commons have less influence,
or are entitled to less consideration at the bande of the
Government, than the delegates or the representatives
of the lumbermen of this country, however inflaential a
body they may be? It i4, a sound maxim in mathematicS
that the whole is greater than any of its parts, and
that the whole is equal to theo sum of all its parts; and
1 assume that the iuse of Commons speaks, net for a
part of the people of this country, but for the whole
people, and that it includes the lumbermen as weIl as
others; and if it can be for a moment supposed that the
lumbermen of this country have no confidence in Parlia-
ment, that theyare not willing that any portion of Parlia-
ment shall be the exponent of their views, the sooner we
reform Parliament the better. If there is any wrong done
to the lumbermen in that particular, it is time that wrong
should be redressed, aud that that important section of the
community sbouId have an opportunity to give adequate ex.
pression to their views in this flouse, as well as every other
se.tion of the community. I do not understand that the
lumbermen of Canada have withdrawn their confidence
from Parliament. I will not offend hon. gentlemen who
are lumbermen by saying that they represent the lum.
ber interest, but I say that they, like the rest of us, repre-
sent every interest, ard I hope they specially understand
the lumber interest, and I do not for a moment suppose that
they feel they cannot trust Parliament as the exponent of
their views.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.
Mr. MILLS (Bothweli). I was saying before recess,

that the pOeition taken by the member for NorLh Norfolk
(Bir. Charlton) is a position not only at variance with the
principle of Parliamentary Government, and the represen-
tative character of this liouse, but it is also noticeable, that
the resolution itself, expresses sentiments exactly in accord
with those expressed by the hon, gentleman a few evenings
ago, in putting the question te the hon. Minister. The hon.
gentleman said, when ho interrogated the Government,
that these facts, referring to the increased quantity of lum-
ber produced in the Southern States:

" These facto place their interests on a much more favorable basis than
they would have stood upon under Mr. Cleveland's Cabinet; and it la
morally certain, that the continuance of the present export duty, or the
continuance et any export duty, will have a most powerful bearing on
this question. When iongress comes to revise its tarif at its next
meeting, the existence of that duty will powerfully influence Congres
in refusing a reduction of the dnty, and possibly increasing it"

Then further the hon. gentleman said:
" It is absurd to imagine that, if the Americans enact in their next

Tarif Bill that they will retaliate by impouing a duty on lumber from
Canada equal to the export duty which we place on logs, this Govern-
ment would be so blind as to subject the country to such inconveniences
and such loss rather than abrogate the export duty on logs."

This is a contention precisely in the line indicated by the
present resolution. We say that we think the step taken
by the Government in increasing this duty was in every
way a mistake. Even admitting the contention of the
Government, that it was desirable that this lumber should
all be cut in the Dominion of Canada instead of any portion
being exported aud cut in the United States, nevertheless,
as it was in the power of the American Government te im-
pose an increased duty on lumbfr and thus seriously affect
the manufactured product of this country whi-n sent te the
American market, it was a serions mistake on grounds of
public policy, even though it were wise policy te adopt as
a more fiscal regulation. Further on the hon. gentleman
continued :

"I do not know that 1 have said anything to my hon. friend the
Finance Minister which is new in tha case. It as alittle over two
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months since one of the most iûn5'mntiaI and wealthy deputations that
ever waited on the Government waited upon them in the Privy Oouncil
Chamber, and the members of that deputation feel thai they are en.
titled to an answe", that the importance of the question warrants them
in expecting an answer as to the view the Government take of tbeir
representations and their petition."

These were the views expressed by the hon. gentleman,
when interrogating the Government the other evening, and
they are in accord with the public policy laid down in
this resolution.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yon are quoting a former
debate.

Mr. MILLS(Bothwell).
same subject.

No; it is a discussion on the

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. But a former debate all
the same.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman will see
that it was a mere interrogation of the Government as to
their lines of public policy, and the Finance Minister said
in reply to the hon. member for North Norfolk on that oc-
casion very much what the bon. member for North Nor-
folk has said to my hon. friend the mover of this resolution.
The hon. the Finance Minister indicated to him that he had
made rather a foolish speech, that it was against the public
interest and not calculated to further the object he had in
view. The hon. the Finance Minister said:

"The chief argument of these gentlemen has been the argument
which my hon. friend has used to-night, that is, the probable danger or
fear that the pursuance of this course of policy wil have the effect, in
the country south of us of inducing them to enact legislation which
will make it more difficult for the lumber of this country to find access
to the markets of the United States. I think my hon. frieid, in present-
Ing the case, has probably strengthened the hande of those parties in
the United States who have a direct interest in not allowing Canadian
lumber ingress into that market."

This is the charge made by the hon. the Minister of Finance
against the hon, member for North No folk, namely, that
he strengthened the banda of those who are seeking to ex-
c!ude Canadian lumber from the American market. He
then further says:

" This has been pointeI out by my hon. friend in strong and vigorous
language, and he has pointed out the strong interest the produced of
lumber in the United States have in this competition and the success
they have had in the competition so far."

I need not further refer to this preliminary discussion of
this subject which took place here the other evening. That
discussion shows that the hon. member for North Norfolk
was anxious in the interest of lumbermen to ascertain the
views of the Government on this question, and the Govern-
ment declined to give any intimation of what they would
do. The hon. the Minister of Finance said:

"I have no doubt the Government will act as they consider best, in
view of al circumstances, for the general interest of the Dominion, not
excluding the lumber interest."

That was the answer the hon. gentleman got. Now, as a
representative of the people and not merely the lumbermen,
my bon. friend proposes this resolution, which affirms the
views entertained by hon, gentlemen on this side. It is not
a question of convenience. It looks very much as if the
Government were anxiously waiting to see what the Ameri-
cane will do; and if Congress were disposed to increase this
duty on lumber by way of retaliation, our Government are
prepared to take the duty off logs, but if they do not see
any intention on the part of Congress of so doing, then they
will be prepared to keep the duty on. Aithough that seems
to be the view of the Government, so far as they are dis.
closed by the discussion, I think it is not, at all events, the
view of hon, gentlemen on this side. I have said, and I
agree in this respect with the statement of the hon. mem-
ber for Muskoka, that besides the lumber interests there are
other icteresta affeeted. Supposing the bon. gentleman eould

Mr.,1Mar.s (BethweN).

impose so high a duty as altogether to exclude American com.
petition in the purchase of timber limita in this country.
I suppose he might think that would be a proper measure
in the public interest, but I do not think any Government
in this Dominion, exoept perhaps it might be the Govern-
ment of Manitoba, would take that view. I think that, so
far as the Province of Ontario is concerned, it would seri-
ously affect its publie revenues, it would seriously affect
the value of the timber and the timber limite, it might have
the effect of transferring a large portion of the pecuniary
interests of the public in the actual value of these timber
limita in an open market to those parties on this ide of the
boundary who might make these purchases. While it is
very well for us to do everything we can to protnote
and protect the interest of our population, it is no part
of the public duty, it is no part of the duty of the Gov.
ernment, or of the irepreientatives of the people, to do eo
by transferring the actual property of the community
at large to any one section or portion of the community
at a value less than that which it would bring in
the open market, and with fair competition. How-
ever that may be, there can be no doubt that this
resolution simply invites the Government to say what they
will do. The Prime Minister shakes his head, but I think
that is a fair inference from the resolution. We affirm a
proposition which is in exact accord with the views the
representatives of the lumbt rmen have, within the past two
or three months, expressed by their deputation to the
Government. We have asked for the removal of those
duties which the Government have recently imposed upon
the exportation of logs. The hon. gentleman las not said
whether the Government are prepared to do that or not.
Every economic consideration which can present itself to
any member of this House muet have presented itself to the
members of the Government, whose duty it was to consider
this proposition. There can be nothing known three months
hence or two months hence which is not known now. There
is no conclusion whiche can be reached by the Government
two months hence which may not be drawn by them now,
and which they are not able to reach at the present
time. They are as capable of drawing the proper inferen.
ces to-night as they will be after Parliament has riten
and there is this difficulty that we are in a position toi
express our views on the question to-night, and we may not
be able to do so two months hence. We have waited pa-
titntly up to the last moments of the Session to allow the
Government to comply with the wishes of the lumbermen
without any interference on our part, and now we take
the opportunity of saying to the Government: we concur
with the opinions the lumbermen have expressed, and we
believe that this is not only in the interest of the lumber-
men, but in the interests of the public at large, that it will
be advantageous to the whole community, will facilitate the
trade relations between Canada and the great republic to
the south of us which the hon. gentleman has had for so
many years so much at heart.

Mr. DAWSON. I think there must be some mistake
about the importation of logs from the United States. I
know that, in regard to one place which has been referred
to and which was referred to in a published report which
was very widely circulated, it was represented that a large
quantity of logs came down the Rainy River to Rat Portage
and that a large quantity also came down the Red River to
Winnipeg. The greatest quantity that ever came down the
Rainy River in one year from the United States aide was
10,000,000 feet board measure, and that is certainly not a
very large quantity. Some years ago a large quantity of
lumber used to come down the Red River from the State of
Minnesota, but of late years the quantity las very greatly
diminished. The hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills),
who spoke just now, spoke of the interests of the community
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and the interests of the lumbermen. The interest of the
lumbermen and the interest of the community are identical.
When I speak of lumbermen, I do not speak of those mer-
chant princes who buy limits and expert logs, but of the
large number of men who work in the woods, and I think,
if we can get them employment at home in our own country
by manufacturing the logs into boards here, it le much to
be desired. In Algoma, the district which I represent,
there bas been up te this time a duty of $2 a thousand on
logs, and now it is inc-eased to $3 a thousand. Wbat
has been the effect of this ? It has had the effect
of bringing lumbermen from the United States, from
Michigan, where the lumber is exhausted and where there
is abundance of capital, and a number of those men have
come cross and are now engaged in the lumber trade in
Algoma. The consequence is that new mille have been put
up, that there is ample employment, and that the settle-
ment of the country extends, because there is nothing calcu-
lated to promote the settlement of a forest-covered country
like the lumber interest. On the north coast of Lake Huron,
there are mille at Thessalon, at Mississagua, and at Spanish
River, and at Little Carrent we have two large mille now in
operation. The effect of this on the country is al that can
be desired. Settlement is pouring in everywhere. and is now
extending 40 miles back from Lake Huron alóng the coast
I do not know of any considerable importation of logs from
the United States side unless it is in New Brunswick. Of
course, from the rivers which rise in the State of Maine and
flow down te the St. John, there is a considerable importa-
tion, but west of this there is no place where there can
possibly be any considerable importation of logs. The logs
are pretty much exhausted on the American side of the
lino, and in any case we do not require them on this side,
because they are much cheaper in our own country. In
keeping up this export duty on logs, speaking of the dis-
tricts with which I am acquainted along the waters of
Algoma, along the coasts of Lake Huron and Lake Superior,
and in that direction, I believe the action of the Government
has led to the manufacture of lumber on our own side of
the line, to the putting up of mille and to a good effect on
the country at large.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I listened to the remarks
made by the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mille) on this
subject, and I think they would have been more apposite if
he had read the resolution. He says this is simply affirm-
ing the opinion which had been announced before by the
hon4 member for Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) that the duty
should be reduced. It is not so. That is net the motion.
The motion is a censure on the Government for having in-
creased the duty. If the resolntion had been simply ex-
pressive of the opinion of this House that the duty ought to
be reduced, the hon. gentleman's statement would have
been more accurate, but the fact of the matter is this duty,
instead of being opposed te the wishes of the lumbermen
and of those who had saw mills and were engaged in the
manufacture of lumber, was imposed in accordance with1
their wishes. At first the duty was $1 a thousand, and1
thon, at the special instance of the whole lumber interest,1
it was in\creased by the Government te $2 a thousand, and1
at the time that duty was put on, the lumbermen werei
exceedingly dissatisfied because it was not larger.(
They said that $2 would not be sufficient to prevent the1
export of logs, and they pressed the Government to increase (
it to $3, and some of them went so far as to ask an increase 1
to $4 per thousand. The Government said: Well, it is part
of our policy te encourage the manufacture of lumber in
our own country, and we will increase it to $2, and if that
won't do, we will increase it to $3. It was afterwards in-E
creased to $3, at the request of the lumbering interest ; and e
it was not until some time afterwards, in consequence ofi
the fear of threatened retaliation at Washington, thati
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the lumbering interest changed their mind. I have my.
self received deputations, and they all said : We asked for
the duty, we believed it was a just and proper duty to im-
pose, but we are afraid, we are apprehensive of this retalia'
tion, therefore, although we admit that the duty was im-
posed at our request, although we admit that it is a just
duty, yet, from the apprehension of hostile action at Wash-
ington, we would prefer to take the duty of. That is
exactly the position of the case. Now, Mr. S,oaker,
I agree with the hon. member for North Norfolk
(Mr. Charlton) that this motion is made at an improper
time, and in an improper way. and eau possibly do
no good. It is a censure passed upon the Govern-
ment for imposing a duty at the request of one of the
greatoest*interests in the country. Look at the peti-
tions we are receiving now from the lumber interests; in
not one of the petitions sent to the Government, and they
are numerous, is it affirmed that the duty was not properly
imposed; but they say: We are afraid that our interests may
be affected by the continuation of the duty. Of course, no
supporter of the Government can vote for that resolution,
and I do not think that any hon. gentleman on the other
side of the House who knows the facts of the case, and the
interest involved, can properly give a vote of that kind.
But when the vote is passed, and when the House declares
in effect that the duty ought to be kept up to $3, it puts an
obstacle in the way of the Government in negotiating at
Washington, on this as well aîs on other subjects. It is a
great mastake, and I regret that this motion was not with-
drawn according to the suggestion of the hon. member for
North Norfolk. The hon. gentleman who movei this reso-
lution said: I know perfectly well that the Government cau
take the duty off, I am sure they are going te take the duty
off. If that be the case, what is the necessity of that motion ?
What is the necessity of bringing up this question at this
inopportune time, just before there are good hopes of
negotiating with the United States. When the hon. gentle-
man said that ho was quite certain that the duty was going
to be taken off, he showed that it was simply a factions
party motion made by the hon. gentleman, more in the
interests of what ho thinks party than in the interests of the
country. There cannot be any doubt of that. But my hon.
friend from Bothwell (Mr. Mills) says: "Oh, well, we know
that it is in the power of the Government, if the United
States threaten the Government to impose a duty, we will
take the duty off." Is there not another way of putting it ?
Se long as we have this duty on, we are certain to say to the
proper authorities in the United States : We have a right
to put that duty on because you have an import duty on our
lumber. You cannot impose an export duty, your consti-
tution won't alow it, but you have import duties upon our
lumber.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. So have we on theirs.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We can say, as a matter

of negotiation: We have got this export duty, we
have got that advantage, because there is no consti-
tutional restriction on our side against the export duty.
Of course, notwithstanding the opinion of the hon. mem-
ber for Bothwell to the contrary, we have put this duty
on, and we give you fair notice that if you take up this
question in a liberal spirit as yon promised to do in 1871 at
the time of the Washington Treaty, if you will deai with
our lumber interests in a liberal spirit, we wili do the same,
If yon take off your duties from our lumber, we will take of
our duties of import and export. We want to be in the
position of saying so to the United States, and that is the
policy that ought to be carried out. But this motion is
simply an obstacle in the way of doing so, because, after a
solemn instruction from the majority of this louse that we
were right in imposing this duty, it is an expression to a
very considerable extent of the opinion of this louse that
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the duty ought to be continued. This motion therefore
would harass the Government and put an obstacle in the
way of the Government in dealing with this question.I
quite agree with the hon. mnember for North Norfolk in tha
regard. It is too much to hope for after the speech of my
hon. friend from Bothwell, but I had hoped that he woul
have persuaded the mover to withdraw this resolution.

Mr. PERLEY. After the remarks of the right hon
leader of the Government, I may be permitted to give
some practical explanations regarding this lumber interest
My experience bas been large in that business, and I can
say with regard to this export duty on sawn logs, thal
the facts are as stated by the leader of the Government.
Two years ago a deputation asked me to go with them
to present their views to the Government on thé matter.
That deputation was composed of prominent lumber.
men in this country, and I had the honor to accom.
pany them in the interview with the Government. The
ground taken there was that a much higher rate of duty
should be placed upon logs for export, and the opinion
ranged all the way from $2 to $4. After full deliberation it
was agreed that if we placed the duty at 82 a thousand, the
same as it was on sawn lumber, there would certainly be
no cause for complaint. That ground was taken in view of
negotiations on the trade relations between Canada and the
United States, which were then expected to be taken into
consideration. The opinion of the logmen was that $2 on
logs was quile inferior to 81 on lumber ; that the fact of
the logs being sawn in the United States instead of Canada,would give them the advantage of having what we term
the refuse, the slabs and the edgings and all those things,
which they would get for nothing. It was justly
argued that $3 per thousand, 81 more than was placed
upon lumber, would only be a fair adjustment of the matter.
That is, no doubt, a correct and a justifiable estimate of
the advantage that lumbermen taking logs across to saw
in the United States at 82 a thousand would gain over the
sawmill men of this country. That bas always appeared to
me to be an unjust advantage and a detriment to the
interests of this country, not only to the lumbermen, but to
the general trade interests and to the employment of labor
here. I have taken some pains to get at the facts with
regard to the value of the waste, and I find that it is worth,
at lest, 60 cents per thousand as we work it up. The
labor is a very impo; tant item in the working up of the
waste, and I consider quite equal to as much more; conse-
quently the advantage we would get from working it up
would be equal to $1 a thousand, at least. I am satisfied
that that statement is correct. Upon the basis of 82 per
thousand on sawlogs I take it that people taking those logs
across the line to saw on the other side have had an advan-
tage which they thus appreciate over sawing lumber in
Canada, and the purchases of limits and the getting out of
logs for that special purpose appears to have enormously
increased, as was reported to the Government last fall. lu
the interest of this country the Government considered the
propriety of raising the duty to $3, which two years ago
they took the power to do. As a matter of fact i am
willing to submit to any saw-mill man who has had
experience, whether this does any more than equalise the
advantages which these people have as compared with
the mili men here. I am well aware that deputations
of lumbermen gathered to ask the Government to take
off the extra duty, and not only to do that but take the
duty off altogether. Some of my partners joined in that
request. Consequently my position may be considered
somewhat embarrassing, but I do not consider it so. I hold
that in giving my vote in this House I must lay aside per-
sonal and private interests if I have any which may con-
flict with my public duties here, and deal with questions
submitted upon the broad ground of public interest.
Upon that ground I suggested it would be a proper thing

Sir JoHN A. MAoDONALD.
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for the Government to incroase the export to $3. I did it

e from my bonest conviction of the fairnese of the thing as
I between that and 82 per thousand on lumber to the United
t States, and I think I am able to show any practical man in

the business that such is the case. The next step was the
d movement to have not only that dollar, but the whole export

duty taken off. I have heard a great deal said about that
. question. After having hoard the statements and explana.

tions of the lumbermen, I must, however, say that I have
never heard any but one argument in favor of the removal
of such duty, and that argument is the fear of inspiring

t retaliation by the United States Government and imposition
of an increased duty upon lumber. I may be dull in my
comprehension and consideration of such matters, but I
have no fear of anything of the kind. I have a high-

. or opinion of the Government and the people of my native
country than to consider that they will resolve upon retali-
atory measures as against Canada. I have never heard in
all my travels among, and intercourse with, the people of
the United States any expression to that effect. As regards
the duty upon lumber, I find by the statisties that less than
30 per cent. of the whole product of the lumber of the coun-
try goes ont subject to duty and that goes to the United
States. The consumption of lumber in Montreal alone, as I
stated to the House, amounted to 20 per cent. of all the pro-
ducts of the Ottawa section last year. I am told there has
been an increase of 5 per cent. in that city since I gave that
statement. I am perfectly satisfied there is a steady increase
in the home consumption in this section of country of from
5 per cent. to 6 per cent. every year. I am further satisfied
that the export of lumber to the United States subject to
duty is diminishing every year; consequently there is no
object for the United States to increase, but, on the other
hand, to decrease their duties, and that the interests of that
country will soon induce that Government to remove the
duties on lumber. Whether they do so qr not, or whether,
as has been stated by the right hon. leader of the Govern-
ment, they are prepared to enter into negotiations on that
basi, I have no doubt the export duty on logs will be a
factor in the case, and until that occurs I do not see any
reason why the export duty should be taken off logs. Every
one knows perfectly well, who is acquainted with the trade,
that the business of taking logs across the lino to have them
sawn there is confined to a district in western Ontario. It
does not interfere with our local interest, but it is well
known that parties from the United States, who have been
buying limits for that purpose with the existing duty of $2,
appeared to be perfectly satisfied, and were making prepar-
ations to increase their business to large proportions. As to
the $1 a thousand, it is a matter well understood by the
lumber interest as only fair. Furthermore, I submit that
in case the 81, or the whole export duty, he removed, in-
stead of it being held as a matter of negotiation, the ton-
dency would be to build up a power whose interests would
lend them to oppose in every way, however formidable they
might be, the removal of the United States duties on our
lumber. For these reasons I do not see why this Govern-
ment shculd give way n this matter, and why they should
say to the United States that we will remove our duty now,
and will trust to your removing ycurs at some time in the
future. Upon these grounds 1 oppose the motion offered by
the hon. member for North Victoria (Mr. Barron). I can
quite appreciate the efforts of the hon. member for North
Norfolk and acknowledge his great ability and his long
practice in the iumber trade, but with the statements that
unless our export duties are removed, it may be used as a
leverage against our exports of lumber to the United States,
I do not agree at all. I am perfectly satisfied that the Gov-
ernment will deal with the question in suoh a way as shall
be for the best interests of the country in oonnection with
the great question of the trade botween Canada and the
United States.
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Mr. WEL DON (St. John). The conclusion to be derived

from the argument of my hon. friend from Ottawa (Mr.
Perley) would be that there should be almost a prohibitory
duty on the export of lumber, and rny hon. friend as I
understand was one of the delegation who went to the Go-
vernment for the purpose of having the increased duty
taken off. Ontario does not do the entire lumber trade of
Canada and the Province from which I come is largely
interested in this trade and is rather peculiarly situated
with regard to the export duty. The great river which
runs through our Province takes its rise in the United
States and some of its largest branches are in the
American territory. A l.arge number of logs come down
that river and are shipped from the city of St. John to the
United States. This is an important matter to us, because
in reality about one.half of the lumber shipped from St.
St. John to the States is American lumber and an export
duty would seriously hamper our trade and put the lumber
trade of New Brunswick almost entirely in the hands of the
Americans. Up to a short time ago we did not feel the
export duty to any large extent, because for a considerable
while we had been supplying the American mills with
cedar logs for "shingles " and also for "piling " which were
shipped to the United States. There is another point in
which the Province of New Brunswick stands in a pecu-
liar position with regard to this matter. When the
Ashburton Treaty was made by which the navigation
of the River St. John was ceded, the lumber of the Ameri-
can territories was subjected to the sane burdens and
obtained the same rights and privileges as the lumber of
New Brunswick. After that treaty came into force our
Province put an export duty on all lumber shipped from
the Province and that was in force at the time of Confedera-
tion. The right of imposing a duty was preserved to us by
the British North America Act and the matter so remained
until the Treaty of Washington when by that treaty the
Imperial Government was requested to urge upon the Dom-
inion Government and upon the Legislature of New Bruns-
wick the abolition of the export duty. In consequence of
that treaty and after negotiation between the Dominion
Government and the Province, the Province of New Bruns.
wick agreed upon certain considerations to renounce and
give up that right of imposing an export duty. They did
not, however, transfer that right nor did they assign it, but
they abandoned it. It seems to me that under these circum-
stances we are placed in a very peculiar position in New
Brunswick and that either we have the right which was
extingnished and abandoned by the arrangement between
the Dominion Government and the Provinces to impose the
export duty or having given it up, it would be a breach of
faith on the part of the Dominion to impose that duty. The
duty so far as we are concerned is not very onerous as regards
the amount, but it is onerous upon small lumbermen who
make very little profit outside a livelihood, as well as upon
some of our people who have obtained employment in this
business. It might be contended that ail logs coming down
the St. John Ri ver would be liable to a duty, and if that was
the case, we would be put to great disadvantage, because
the Americans would claim they were not entitled to pay
an export duty, and if they did not our lumbermen would
be placed at very great disadvantage. It would be the
amaller lumbermen, who engage in cutting the cedar for
shingles and piling for the United States market, who
would suffer most.

Mr. MITCHELL. There ought to be but one opinion on
the course which the Government should pursue with re-
gard to this export duty on legs. The hon. member for St.
John (Mr. Weldon) bas very clearly explained what the law
was at the time of Confederation when the Province had an
export duty upon lumber cut in American territory, floated
down to British territory on the St. John River, and thon

exported to the United States. For a consideration which
was paid by the Confederation the Province of New Bruns-
wick abandoned that right, bat the British .North America
Act expressly reserved that the Province of New Brunswick
had the power to put on that export duty. As my hon. friend
says the Province of New Brunswick received a considera-
tion to abandon that right, but it does not necessarily follow
that that right was assumed by the Dominion of Canada.

Mr. BOWELL. Might I ask the hon. gentleman whether
that arrangement applied, as intimated by the hou. member
for St. John (Mr. Weldon), to the export duty on logs cut
in the American territories and floated dowa the River St.
John to be exported at the city of St. John, or did it apply
also to the New Brunswick forests ?

Mr. WELDON (St. John). lt was paid on both.

Mr. MITCHELL. It dii apply to the lumber cut on
American territory and floated down to St. John. BaL out-
side of the legal question whother the Parliamont of Cana-
da has a right to impose an export duty on lumber going
to the United States, which is the only market for unsawn
lumber from the Province of New Brunswick, outside the
Province, as a matter of policy we ought to set our faces
against the imposition of an export duty on any o the natu-
rai products of our country. lu the great country to the
south of us, it is contraiy to the constitution to impose an
export duty on anything. It is against the interests of
that country to do so, and it is against the interests of this
country that it should be donc here for the sake of a few
lumbermen in particular localities. It is going, at ail
events, to injure the people of the Province from which I
come. What will be tho effect of it ? From what I can
learn froma gentlemen who are intimate with those who
control the legislation of the United States to-day, I beliove
that, in addition to the Tariff Bill, this quostion bas bon
taken up and deliberated upon, and the mon who control
that character of legislation have decidel that if this ex-
port duty is continued, they will add to the duty of 82 per
1,000 feet now paid on Canadian manufactured lumber,
the $3 which we impose on the export of round logs,
making $5 which we shail have to pay. The hon. gen-
tleman who represents ti city of Ottawa (Mr. Perley)
and who is so iargely engaged in the lumbor trade, is pre-
sumed te know a great deal more than L do on this subject;
but wny, if that state of facts is correct, he can sec it to be
in the interest of the community he represents, and the in-
terest of the business in whtch he is engaged, to have a duty
of 85 on sawn lumber going iuto the United States I can-
not imagine. It appears to me a most ridiculous kind of
legislation, and I do hope this liouse wilU not rua the risk
ot creating a feeling of antagonisn in the United States
whiuh will result in great injury to our lumber trade. Sir,
the lumber business of this country cannot btand it. It may
be that the pine lumber of the Ottawa district and other
western districts can stand it; but the business in cheap
spruce, which i the character of the lumber got out in the
Maritime Provinces, wiil not stand it at ail. It will close
up a market which is open to us now, and destroy a busi-
ness upon which our people in some measure depend for
getting the imports which they bring into the country.

Mr. TISDALE. I had no idea of saying anything on
this question, and probably I should not have done so except
for the remarks of the hon, gentleman who has just sat
down. I am glad to say that in regard to a great deal of
the legisiation of this House, I pretty much agree with the
hon. member for Northumberland (Ur. Mitchell) ; but I
regret very mach to hear so independent a man as ho
generally is, voice the sentiments ho has voiced to-night.
The sort of argumente the hon. gentleman has just addressed
to this louse shows two things: first, a want of proper
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appi eciation of the independence of this Legislature and of
tbe people of Canada, and, secondly, a want of knowledge
of the character of the independent people of the United
States. There are no people in the world for whom I have
more respect for enterprise and for the protection of their
liberty, than the people of the United States, and as a rule
they are fair people when you stand up to them, and they
are, therefore, the last people in the world who will respect
any Legislature or any people who truckle to them, or who
show no sense of their own independence and their own
rights. I know a great deal of the independent people of
the United States. While I am a Canadian, I have had a
great deal of business intercourse with them, and I have
travelled mach among them ; and on the face of this earth
there are no people who appreciate more than they do the
independence of any nation which, while it does justice to
them, stands up for its own rights; and I say it is an abne-
gation of the rights of the independent Canadian people, to
say that we must defer to them and shape our legislation to
please them. As a Canadian I repudiate such a proposi-
tion ; and any hon. gentleman who has travelled as much
among them as I have, will find that they do not respect
any independent nation which does not demand the right
te control its own liberties and its own legislation. The
mover of this resolution has made a great mistake ; I regret
it exceedingly, ard I will tell you why, and I believe that
any man who bas a knowledge of the lumber business of
this country, and of the United States will agree with me.
Tbe hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) bas a
knowledge of both, and that hon. gentleman, if he
bas not spoken, will I venture to say agree with
me that this is a most inopportune and regretful
time to bring up this question and to tie the hands
of the Government in regard to it. Whether rightly
or wrongly, the Government have imposed this additional
dutv. 1 am not here to discuss that duty on its merits, or
to discuss the question whether we should have an export
duty, but I am here to discuss the broader question. We
hoPpe that there wilil be negotiations with the new Adminis-
tration in the United States in regard to the fisheries, the
lm ber and other matters; and, therefore, it is a most inoppor-
tune time to bring this question up ; and if the hon. mover
of the resolution has any interest in the large lumber trade
of this country, I hope he wi withdraw it. Whatever party
is in power, let ther go untrammelled into the negotiations
on this important question. But when the hon. gentleman
stands up in this louse and says that it is a necessity te
this country that we should shape the legislation of this in-
dependent tribunal, which is only second to the English
House of Commons in the world, in order to please the
United States, or that we are to be afraid to legislate ac-
cording to what we believe to be right, because the United
States do not like it he makes a great mistake; and, further,
this trade, of whichlI profess to have some knowiedge-1
have now an important interest in the lumber trade,

Mr. MITCHELL. Hear, hear.
Mr. TISDALE. Why should I not ? The man who says

that the citizens of one country shail not have business in
another country-

Mr. MITCHELL. Who says it ?

Mr. TISDAL S. The "hear, hear " was ironical. I am
not afraid to proclaim that I have important business in-
terests in the United States, and 1 know men there, friends
of mine, who have great interests in the lumber trade of
this country, and we know that the financial men of London
have interests in all parts eof the world. Why should not
free and independent men of business, who wish to exercise
their energies and their brains, strike out in other countries ?
I bay it is a proot of enterprise, that is al. We are glad to
get Americans to invest thoir oapital here, and I am

Mr. TIaDmL.

glad to say that there are some Canadians who will
aiso invest their capital and trade in the United 8tates.
My hon. friend from North Norfolk, my opponent,
politically, but a successful man in many respects, a
man who fearlessly represents his views, has made large
ventures in the United States, and I am glad to say he has
been successfui; and when hon. gentlemen say "hear,
hear," because I say I have interests in the United States,
I merely throw this out as a justification, if any were
needed. We need not be afraid of the United States in
regard to this question of duty one way or the other. The
white pine timber of the United States is largely con-
fined to three States: Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan,
and is becoming rapidly exhausted. I speak of what I
know. A few men, comparatively speaking, own what is
left; and in the small district of Georgian Bay and up the
Nipissing district, we have a thousand fold, if not ton
thousand fold, of white pine growing in the United States.
We have a heritage there equal to all the timber interests
left in the United States.

Mr. MITCHELL. Nonsense.
Mr. TISDALE. Let the hon. gentleman examine it.

What have they got ? They have got west of the Rocky
Mountains the Douglass pine, and no white pine. They
have in the Southern States any quantity of yellow pine,
but it is so heavy to transport and difficult to work that it
cannot compete with our white pine. They must have our
white pine. I do not want hon. gentlemen to misunder-
stand me, I say it would be a great boon to us to have the
States market open to us; I say it would be a great boon
to us to have our export duty taken off, if the Americans
will take off the lumber daty, but if they will not do that it
is only fair and equal that we should not take off ours. Just
let yon propose to them, if they had our white pine, to in-
troduce any policy that would allow us to bring their
nataral product, white pine, into Canada and manufacture
it, and you would soon find out what they would do.

Mr. E'[CHELL. What would they do ?
Mr. TISDALE. They would not allow it; they would

clap on a duty of $10 per thousand feet.
Mr. MITCHELL. They cannot prevent it by the Consti-

tution of the United States.
Mr. TISDALE. Then they would do it in some other

indirect way.
Mr. MITCHELL. Point out the way.
Mr. TISDAL . There are three propositions I want to

submit. First, and I have never said a word about it
before-but I am tired of listening to some hon. gentlemen
on the other side trying to shape our legitlation to please
the United States. First, it is an abnegation of our inde-
pendence. If we are to be a nation, we ought to be asham-
ed of not being able to say we will shape our legislation to
suit our eountry. Second, the independent American
citizen will feel a contempt for any nation that he thought
would abnegate its independence. Third, our white pine they
must have, and if we put the duty up to 85, they will have
to pay it, because there is no other place than Canada
where they can get it. Fourth, if you want to deal with
the American people, you will find they are a very practi-
cal people. I fike them. There is only one country in
the world I like botter, and that is Canada. I would not
even bar Great Britain as a people.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh.
Mr. TISDALE. Do not misunderstand me.
Mr. MITCHELL. Where is your loyalty now?
Mr. TISDALE. There is one thing that I regret in this

bouse, that when a man gives expression to something that
may tell againt himself aooording to what other hon, gen.
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tieman may think of him, though they are his honest senti-'
ments, they cannot believe he is sincere. That is the only
way in which I can explain the expressions of disapproval
that I hear. Hon. gentlemen opposite did not allow me to
get through. I say again, and I do not want to be misun-
derstood, there is only one people, they are the next people
to Canada, that I admire most, but I did not say 1 admired
their laws and institutions more than those of Great Bri-
tain. I say, however, as a people, going amongst them and
trading with them, if you take the educated classes, there
are no gentlemen or ladies in the world who are their su-
periors. I am speaking what I believe, and I do not care
whether it suits hon. gentlemen on the other side or on this,
I am speaking from personal knowledge and fron tie senti-
ments I feel. I say their institutions are not equal to ours;
but they believe they are, and let them keep that belief.
The great inducement after ail in commercial matters among
nations is to have something, as the Americans express it,
" to swap," and if we give up everything, if we take away
every inducement, if out of fear of them we abnegate our
independence, what are we to do when we ask the Ameri-
cans to do something, and have nothing to offer them ?

Mr. MITCHELL. I will tell you what I would do.
Mr. TISDALE. I did not interrupt you.
Mr. MITCHELL. You asked what I would do.
Mr. TISDALE. I must say that the third party as a

rule is fair, but it is hardly fair, and I appeal to the hon.
gentleman as an old parliamentarian, of old experience and
great ability, but who has made the great mistake of trying
to run a party with only one member, 1 appeal to him for
fair play. I regret that a man who ought to have a botter
appreciation and knowledge of the American character-a
man of grit right through-should rise and say that w6
ought to legislate to please the United States. We are
either to become a part of the United States or to be an in-
dependent country. If we are an independont country let
us shape our legislation with ail modesty, but with ail firm-
ness and according to what we believe is right. The cour-
ageous man is one who, when ho thinks a hundred men are
wrong, stands up and faces them. So, if we are a small
nation compared with the 60,000,000, let us take an inde-
pendent stand, let us take the first independent attribute of
a nation, by making laws in our own interest; and if wc
cannot run our country as an independent country thon let
us ask the United States to run it.

Mr. MITCHELL. The hon. gentleman has chosen to
refer to me as running the third party with but one supporter.
I say that is not true to start with, because three-fourths of
the people in this House-

Some hon. ME MBE US. Order, order.
Mr. BARRON. I move the adjournment of the House.
Mr, SPBAKER. The adjournment cannot be moVed

because there has been no intervening motion since it was
last moved.

Mr. MITCHELL. I rise to a question of order. I
simply say that if I manufactured 50,000,000 feet of Ameri-
can lumber as the hon. gentleman does, I would speak as ho
does.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). The hon. member for Bothwell
(Mr. Mills) and the hon. member for St. John (Mr. Weldon)
and the hon. member for 'Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell),
declare that in their judgment the existing legislation of
Canada, which imposes an export duty on lumber from the
Province of New Brunswick, is unconstitutional. I would
ask the indulgence of the House while I address an argu-
ment to the House to the contrary.

Mr. WELDON (St.John). I did not say it was uncon-
stitutional.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). I understood the hon. gentle-
man to say so. I took down the words of the hon. member
for Northumberland, and ho explicitly declared that in the
British North America Act, the power to impose an export
duty on lumber from the Province of New Brunswick, was
expressly reserved to the Legislature of that Province. I
think that the hon, member is wrong in that statement, and
that the text of the Constitution will not sustain him in that
position. There cau be no doubt that, in the distribution
of powers between the Canadian Parliament and the Logis-
latures of the Provinces contained in the British North
America Act, there is one category of powers, twenty-nine
in number, which are exclusivoly reserved to this Parlia-
ment ; there is another category, sixteen in number, con-
tained in the ninety-second section of the Act, of matters
which are exclusively reserved to the Provincial Legisla.
tures, and again in the ninety-third section the matter of
education is exclusively reserved to the Provincial Legisla-
turcs. There are other powers which are concurrent. Sec-
tion 91, sub.section 3, authorises the Parliament of Canada
to raise money by any systen of taxation, unless it is
limited by some other section, and that I consider allows
the Parliament of Canada to impose an export duty on
lumber from any Province. The other section, to which
the hon. member for Northumberland (Mr, Mitchell) un-
doubtedly referred, is the 12tth section, which reads as fol-
lows:-

" Nothing in this Act shall affect the right of New Brunswick to levy
the lumber dues provided in chapter 15, of title 3 of the Revised
Statutes of New Brunswick, or in any Act amending that Act before or
after the Union, and not increasing the amount of such dues; but the
lumber of any of the Provinces other than New Brunswick shail not be
subject to such dues."

I call the attention of the House to the fact that that attribu-
tion of a power te the Local Legislature of New Brunswick
is not declared to be an exclusive power. The adverb
"exclusively " is conspicuously absent. In section 92, the
word "exclusively " is incorporated in the opening para.
graph-" the Legislature may exclusively make laws in
relation to maters," &P. In the clause as to education, the
adverb "exclusively " is also used. I say that the omission
of that word in section 124 is significant, and it is a fair
conclusion that the power so given was not exclusive but
concurrent. I agree with the argument of the hon. mem-
ber for St. John (Mr. Weldon) and the hon. member for
Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) that the Parliament of
Canada in 1873 did bny out from New Brunswick, by agree-
ing to pay $ 150,000 in perpetuity, New Brunswick's exercise
of the right to levy that duty on lumber, but .1 contend that
that legislation cun neither augment nor take from the
powers conferred upon the Province or those conferred upon
the Pa-liament of Canada by Imperial logislation. For
these reasons, I think the Parliament of Canada is quite
within its powers in imposing an export duty on New Bruns-
wick lumber shipped from the ports of New Brunswick. I
do not desire to conceal fi om the Hlouse that the Treaty of
Washington, Article XXXI, imposes upon us the duty of
relieving lumber which is cut on the upper waters flowing
through New Brunswick territory but cut in American ter-
ritory from these export charges, and I undorstand, from
what the Minister of Customs bas said, that care has beon
taken to provide for that, and that those who ship from
American territory by these rivers to American porte are
not compelled to pay duties on that lumber.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Then I understand that the
Americans do not pay duty on their lumber, and that the
exporter in New Brunswick does.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). That is what I understood the
Minister of Justice to say.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG11T. I must express my sur.
prie at the linue taken by the Firat Minister in endeavoring
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to prevent, if his influence could prevent, the Opposition to reverse it. I would not blame tbem, if they requested a
from discussing this subject of public policy and of great reasonable time to consider the matter, but they have taken
moment, apart from its bearing upon an important indus- two full months to consider it, and now they refuse to tell
try in this conntry. This whole discussion is only a strong us, just when we are about to separate and will probably
illustration of the impolicy of this House surrendering to not come together again for nine or ton months, what they
any Governmont its undoubted right te decide whether an are going to do on this question. I say that the Govern.
additional tax should be put on the people of this country ment are taking to themselves prerogatives which a free
or not. I have never approved of allowing the Government Canadian House of Parliament should never let thom take;
to add to the taxes of the people by proclamation or Order I say it was their duty to have answered the question of
in Council, as was unfortunately done by the clause of the my hon. friend; I say it is their duty to tell the House, yea
Act which allowed the Government to raise the duties on or nay, what they propose to do in this matter.
sawlogs from 82 to 83. I think that it is always a danger- House divided on amendment of Mr. Barron:
ous power, and here we have a proof of it. We find that
the Government, acting in coneert with a particular depu- YEÀB:
tation, who afterwards changed their minds, thought Messieurs
fit to raise this duty some months ago from 82 to Armstrong, Fiset, Mitchell,$3, and now the Government find themselves in a Bain (Wentworth), Fisher, Mulock,
serious dilemma. I want to call the attention of Barron, Flynn, Neve:,
the House to the lino taken by the hon. the First Beausoleil, Gauthier, Paterson (Brant),
Minister. He declared that, if this motion is voted down, Brehard, Gilior, Rinrt,
the Government would be bound to respect the instructions Brien, Guay, Robertson,
of the House. Well, this is a new light to the Government, Campbell, Holton, Rowand,
I am sure. It it not many weeks ago that my on. friend Oartwright (Sir Rich'd),Innes,(Ste.H Marie,rin asey,. Jones (Halifax), Scriver,
beside me moved that we should maintain the modus vivendi. Casgrain, Lang, Semple,
His motion was voted down. Did the Government then Ohoquette, Langelier (Montmor'ey)Somerville,
feel themselves bound to respect the instructions thus givenOolter, Langelier (Quebec), nStherland,gvnDavies, Laurier, Trow,
to them by the House ? Did they not, a few weeks after Dessaint, Livingston, Turcot,
the House had deliberately instructed them, as the hon. Doyon, Lovitt, Watson,
gentleman says, reverse the instruction of the House, and Edwards, MMnBtlen, Weldon (St. John),
did their faithful foliowers take umbrage at their action in
regard to that matter ? The hon. gentleman blames us NÂYs:
because he says we ought net to interfere with the power of
the Government to negotiate with the United States. I Messieur N
ask what sort of way is it to induce the United States toBaudet, Fer n Mas,
negotiate with as on fair terms, deliberately to have recourse Barnard, Freeman, Mille (Annapolis),
to a policy which can only be interpreted, and which is Bell, Giganît.,Montplaiuir,
being interpreted as a challenge to the United States. Bear- Bergeron, Gordon, Perley,

Boisvert, Grandboise Porter,
ing in mind all that bas taken place and the time when thie Boweîî, Guillet, Prier,
duty was imposed, that was a direct challenge to the people Boyle, Haggart, Rykert,
of the United States, or to certain sections of them, to Brown, Hall, Slanly,
go on and increase the duty on our lumber; and I say Born, Hesson, Skine,
that, for that reason if for no other, it was a most iliCarling, Hudspeth, Smith (Sir Donald)
considered proceeding on the part of the Government. Caron (Sir dolphe), Jamieson Sith (Ontario),
What bas been the course of the Opposition on this inatter? Ohapleau, Jones (Digby), Sproule,

Oochrane, Kenny, Taylor,
They have waited for months in order that the Government Ooekburn, Kirkpatrick, Temple,
might have full opportunity to consider the situation and te Oolby, Labelle, Thérien,
inform the House as to what they were willing to do, and it oulombe, Labrosse, Thompson (Sir John>,

Curran, Landry, Tiadale,
was not until after the Government had had two full months usouet, Langevia (Sir Hector), Tupper,
to consider this question, having obtained ail the informa. Davin, La Rivière, Tyrwhitt,
tion they possibly could, they refused te take this House Davis, Macdonald (Sir John), Vanasse,

Dawson, Macdowall, Wallace,
into their confidence, refuse to tell us or to tell their sup- De.1soný Mculla, Ward,
porters whether they will or will not take this course, that Desaulmera, KcDougald <Picton), Weldon <&bert),
this motion is put before the House. The Government have Dejardins, &tGreevy, White (Oardwell),

thy il aop ad o p.Dewdney, MoKayt Wilmot,
a right te decide on the policy they will adopt and tap Dickey, Meilla (Vaudreuil), Wilson (rgenteuil),
peal to their supporters te support thom in that policy, but Dupant, MeNell, Wood (Brockville,
it is not just, it is not right, it is not respectful to the House erguson(Leeds à Gren)Madill, Wood (W'morel'd).-90
or to the country that we should be called upon to separate Amendment negatived.
while the Government, after ample opportunity, refuse to
give us the information which was applied for by the hon Mr. TAYLOR. The hon. member for East Bruce (Mr.
member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton). I took occasion Cargill) and the hon. member for Shelburne (Gen. Laurie)
at that time to express my opinion of the unfortunate posi- have not voted,
tion the Government were placing themselves in. I do Gon. L&URIE. 1 paired with Mr. Borden.
not say that it was unnatural for them, when a large
number of the lumbermen applied to them te raise the Mr. CARGILL. I paired with the hon. member for South
duty, to have done so, although I think it was Grey (Mr. Landerkin). Rad I voted, I would have voted
ill.considered and inexpedient, and that they should have agaioat the amendment.
looked at the whole relations between Canada and the
United States, and should have been most reluctant at that
particular time to do anything which was likely to call oui voted.
a hostile feeling from a powerful interest in the United Mr. LISTER. I paired with 1h. hon. member for East
States. Still, there might have been some excuse for that. Lambton (Mr. Monorief). L would have voted for the
They were asked to adopt that polioy. Now they vr aukd amndm.nt
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House again resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)

Department of Indian Affaire-Manitoba and the
North-Weat Territories ...................... ...... ..... $28,796

Mr. FOSTER. The increase in the salary paid the prin-
cipale for the three Indian industrial schools at Qu'Appelle,
High River and Battleford, 8600-these principals wore
paid $1,200 each. In the main Estimates they were only
estimated for at the rate of $1,000 each. It l proposed to
retain their salaries at $1,200 each, so that there is no in-
crease in the salary.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Are these schools under the
control of missionaries, or are they public schools established
by the Government ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. They are entirely Government achools.
I mentioned when the main Estimates were being consid-
ered, that we proposed in future, in schools of this kind, to
commence the salaries of the principals at a lower rate. At
that time I thought to be able to reduce the salaries, but
representations have been made that these gentlemen have
done Fo well since the schools were started, that I think it
would be unfair to roduce their salaries now.

Sir RICH7AR D CARTWRIGHT. Do the Indian pupils
lodge and board at these schools?

Mr. DEWDNEY. Yes. The pupils come from all the
different Indien bands, and they are lodged and clothed
entirely by the Government. In the Qu'Appelle school,
when this return was made, there were 97 papils; there
are now 125. In the Battleford school there were 41 ; in
the High River school there were 27 when this return was
made, and some few have been added since. Thoy are taught
the English language, some of them are speaking English
fluently, and are writing it very well. We take them in
from six years old to ten years. We expect them to remain
until they are 16 or 18 years old. In the older schools we
are endeavoring to teach them trades, and some of them
who have left are doing pretty well. A few have gone
back to the reserves. There are some in Qu'Appelle Val-
ley who are doing very well indeed, putting in crops this
year, and they correspond with the department about their
affaira. These three schools were all established about four
years ago. Some of these pupils, after being four years in
the school, have left at the request of their parents.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. A grant to the Roman
Catholic schools at Lesser Slave Lake, $300. I see you are
going in for the union of Church and State to some extent
here.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Has there been any objection
on that score?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.

Mr. FOSTER. They have not found it out yet.

Mr. DEWDNEY. A school bas been established in
Manitoba about 12 miles from Winnipeg, on the Red River.
It la a Protestant school, in the diocese of the Bishop of
Rupert's Land.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I see that the hon,
gentleman is distributing his favors impartially all round,
1 do not know that I shall object to that. Whatever I may
think of the union of Church and State, I am inclined to
think that in the case of Indian schools, these bodies are
prepared to take care of them better than we can.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). For the time being.

Sir RICHARD CA&RTWRIGHT. But it is a pretty
large grant. Do the Anglican Church furnish some of
this, or is it the intention of the Government to build these
schools, and hand them over to that church ? Or does the
Dominion retain authority over them ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. This school is similar to those I first
spoke about. The Government are paying the whole ex-
penses of that school.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Do the Government
merely loan this school to the Anglican Church ?

Mr. DEWDN SY. We furnish the property and they
run it.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG HT. Do they not contribute?
Mr. DEWDNEY. No; not inthis case.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. In other cases the

grants are in aid?
Mr. DEWDN EY. Some are entirely supported by the

Government, others are partially supported by societies and
partly by the Government.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Where will this school be ?
Mr. DEWDNEY. Near the old stone fort, between Win.

nipeg and St. Peter's Reserve.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). When these schools were first

aided, amounts in aid were granted from year to year to
the various denominations, and the Government reserved the
right to supersede denominational schools by Government
schools whenever it might be in tho interest of the country
to do so. It is very important that a proper record should
be kept by the department of the progress made, and some
comparison instituted between the different schools. They
might all be compared with schools under Government con-
trol. It would be a mistake if the Government did any-
thing to tie their hands so that any denominational body
could say that the Government were obliged to support
their schools and that it be a breach of faith to withdraw
the present support.

Mr. DEWDNEY. We receive as accurate records each
month of the rate of progress made in the schools as is fur.
nished by a public school.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). That is a very important mat.
ter, but it is important not only to obtain the regularity of
attendance but also the intellectual progress made, and
proofs of the efficiency of the system. It is specially im-
portant that the Government should retain their indepen-
dence to supersede these schools whenever in the public
interest it is deemed expedient to do so.

Mr. MaMULLEN. I protest against these items now
under consideration. If schools have to be organised for
the Indians and conducted at the expense of the Govern-
ment, the Government should control them and support the
teachers. This is inserting the thin end of the wedge. In
this case we are going to build a school and hand it over to
the Anglican Church, at a cost of $10,000. It is a wrong
system, and is the re-introduction of connection between
Church and State. If it is absolutely necessary to have
these schools, let them be established by the Government,
but not under the guidance of any particular denomination.
I enter my protest against these votes.

Mr. WATSON. I had hoped to see in the supplement-
aries a grant to the school at Portage la Prairie. It was
established 3 or 4 years ago, and is attended by the children
of Sioux and Cree Indians, a number of whom have made
considerable progress. It is a boarding school, with an
average attendance of from 15 to 18. They have bought a
building for a schoolhouse, and where the people in the
locality have granted assistance, theC Government should
encourage them by aiding thema.
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Mr. DEWDNEY. Ar it is a boarding school, I do not

see any objection, and I will take the matter into considers-
tion.

Mr. WATSON. It is a boarding school, and the children
are not allowed to go home to their parents. l consequence
of these children being at school, there bas been a marked
improvement not only in the children but in their parents,
and they are endeavoring to imitate the whites.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Can the hon. gentle.
man give particulars with respect to the proposed grist
mill at Prince Albert ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. It bas been the custom to assist in
erecting mille in the neighborbood of Indian reserves. Un-
less we have a mill near a reserve it is useless to try and
raise grain. This will be for a steam mill situated in Prince
Albert district. With these mille we make a special agree.
ment that they shall give so many days to grinding the
Indians' grain, and grind it at a lower rate than is charged
white people.

Mr. WATSON. It is very important that the mill should
have a certain capacity. Nearly ail the mille erected in the
western country have been bonused by municipalities
which required that they should be of a certain capa-
city. When this is the case they benefit not only the In-
dians, but the settlers in the district. The Government
should sec that the mill is of as large capacity as possible.

Mr. MACDOWALL. There is no municipality in the
neighborhood to which the member bas referred. The only
municipality in the whole Saskatchewan country is the in-
corporated town of Prince Albert, and consequently there
is no munioipality to assist in the erection of a grist mill. I
agree that it is a good thing to bonus the mill and that it
will do a great deal of good not only to the Indian Depart.
ment but to the settlers in the neighborhood.

Mr. WATSON. The hon. gentleman pro bably thinks that
when I speak of the "West " I only refer to the North-West,
but I refer to Manitoba as well, and ail the mills erected in
Manitoba are bonusel by the municipalities. I have no
doubt that if a mill is erected in any portion of the Terri-
tories, that it is found necessary for the people who live in
that particular settlement to assist in some way in encour-
aging the persons who wish to erect a mill.

Mr. MACDOWALL. I mercly thought the hon. gentle-
man was referring to the item under discassion.

Mr. WATSON. I know there are no municipalities in the
North-West.

Mr. ARMSTRONG. Before leaving the items for Indian
Affairs, I would like to ask the Minister of the Interior if
the Government find they oan do anything towards assist-
ing the Indians on the Thames to hold their agriculturali
exhibitions.

Mr. DEWDNEY. I had a communication with Mr.
Vankoughnet, and he agreed that it was important and
desirable to assist any society of that kind among the
Indians, but he stated that we had no funds for the purpose.
He suggested that the only way it coold be done was by
placing a vote in the Supplementary Estimates, but I feared
to recommerd it to my calleagues as I do not know what
the resuit might lead to. I perfectly agree with the advis-
ability of assisting those societies where possible. I have
spoken since to the Mimister of Agriculture and ho said that
it was not possible to give this assistance out of his funds.

Mr. ARMSTRONG. I see that there are appropriations
for assisting Indian schools, and I think that is a very good
thing, because the Indians are making excellent progress in
educational matters. In fact, it is astonishing to see how
clever some of them are and what a beautiful band they can
write, althoughsome of them do not spell very well. If the

Mr. WasoN.

Indians get the rudiments of education it is just as impor-
tant that they should be taught to be industrious. They
have not usually been remarkable for industry in farming,
bnt still they are making progress. The Oneidas, Chippe-
was and Muncies, three bands in my district, have esta.
blished agricultural exhibitions. The Oneidas have made
very great progress and their exhibition, which I had the
opportunity of attending last fall, was a very good one. I
also believe they had an exhibition in Toronto as well
as at London. Their grain and roots and other products
were certainly creditable, in fact the exhibition I saw on
their reserve was just as good as it formerly was in some of
the best townships among the white people when they
started out first. The Muncies' Agricultural Society has
been in operation for two years. 1 saw their exhibition
last fall, and although it is very new and very crude, it was
still creditable to the condition in which the tribe is. I
have not seon the Ohippewa shows, but I understand that
they were very creditable. In the case of the Oneidas they
have a good show ground, well fenced, and they charge an
admission fee for entrance. The Muncies have purchased
an exhibition ground, but they have not been able to fence
it, and a small grant either to help them to fence it or to be
expended in prizes would go a long way towards encourag.
ing them in agriculture. They are making considerable
progress, and a little encouragement of that kind to provoke
emulation amongst them would be of immense advantage.
I was told that last year the Indians were purchasing good
cattie with the avowed object of exhibiting them at the
shows. We can easily sec what impetus it will give them
in the march of progress if they are encouraged to purchase
and to breed good stock and to raise good grain. If the Gov-
crnment could see their way to make a small grant to each
of the tribes it would do a great deal of good.

Post Office Department.,.................. $90,360
Mr. MoMULLEN. How many letter carriers are there

now in Toronto ?
Mr. HAGGART. I think between 75 and 80, which

number we propose to increase by 13, in order to supply the
increased population, caused, I suppose, by taking in some
of the suburbs.

Mr. DENISON. Toronto has been really undermanned
for some time. It has been bard for the department to be
convinced that the population has been growing so rapidly
as it las. We add a small city every year.

Mr. McMULLEN. About what number of people in a
city is a letter carrier supposed to accommodate ? le there
any system ?

Mr. HAGGART. There is a system, I believe. I have
introduced a new kystem into the city of Toronto, which I
intend to apply to other cities.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). How many families to each
carrier ?

Mr. HAGGART. About 77.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Ishould like some ex-

planation of the additional amount required for mail service
over the Canadian Pacific Railway. The sum total is very
large, and in the case of Manitoba $32,200 extra is required.

Mr. HAGGARPT. It is estimated by the mileage. As
you are aware, the distance from Montreal to Vancouver is
2,900, and the car accommodation is increased one-half, ne-
cessitating an increase in the cost from 8 cents to 12 cents
a mile. The amount is distributed according to the dis-
tances travelled in each Province.

Mr. WEL DON (St. John). I would call the attention of
the Postmaster General to a letter I sent him the other day
with regard to the case of a post office clerk named Camp-
bell, who lost his life the other day on the Maine Central
Railway. The hon. gentleman said the rule was to give
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two months' gratuity in case of the death of public officials.
That is when they die in the course of nature, but this man
was 15 years in the service, and he lost his life by the burn-
ing of the mail car. I believe his family are in rather
straitened circumstances, and 1 think the case should receive
special consideration. I trust my ton. friend will deal
liberally with the widow and orphans of this man under
these circumstanccs.

To pay extra allowance of $240 per annum to W. Wal-
lace, ex-postmaster at Victoria, B. C., from lst Jan-
uary, 1888, to 30th June, 1890............,.................. $600

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the reason of
this?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Mr. Wallace, after a very
long service at Victoria, was superannuated, and in conse.
quence of that long service ton years was added to bis super-
annUiation. In the absence of thePostmaster General of that
day, ho was superannuated at 5 years instead of 10, and the
Treasury Board passed the pension at that rate. On the
error being discovered, the Order in Council put it at 10 in-
stead of 5, but when it came to be considered it was found by
the Minister of Justice that the power of fixing the salary
having been exercised, Mr. Wallace could not get the 10
years, and it was necessary to come here to have the pension
made right. Mr. Wallace went home as an invalid. Bis
wife is still a greater invalid, and he writes that be cannot
come back to British Columbia, where he wishes to end his
days, without having this pecuniary assistance.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is his total super-
annuation allowance ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. 8672.

Mr. McMULLEN. Of course 1 have always taken ex-
ception to the superannuation system, and I consider this
another case whore a man, perfectly capable of discharging
bis duties, was removed to make place for a man who form-
erly had a seat in this flouse. I bave nothing to say against
the occupant of the position, but Mr. Wallace, when super-
annuated, was perfectly able to fill the position, and, accord-
ing to report, he was persuaded into sending in his resigna-
tion, and this $200 is to quiet him and to prevent the cir-
cumstances under which he tendered bis resignation being
much known.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is not so.

Intercolonial Railway ..................................... $13,500

Mr. FOSTER. This is an amount in addition to the
Supplementazy Estimates required to pay for land damages
and legal expenses, and a number of unsettlod claims.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). The other evening I referred
to some cars of Harris & Co., which were condemned by the
departiment. Messrs. Harris & Co. wrote feeling that I
intended Lome refisction on their work, and I wish to dis.
claim any such inlentiori. They do their work very well.
What I aid refer to was the staternent in a newspaper that
the cars were built on a plan that was disapprovei, but the
plan was pertisted in anu the work done by Harris & Co.
bubsequently to make them fit, they had to be repaired at
an increased expense in the works at Moncton, but 1 had no
intention of attrit>uting any blame to iarris & Ce.

error the hon, gentleman was naturally led into arose from
the fact that in that vote are included taxes and insurance
on official residence, which should not have been included
in that, or, if included, the sum should have been $1,200
more.

tir RICHARD CARTWRIG HT. If the hon. gentleman
will look at the main Estimates and add this $1,200, i will
give a total of $15,503, of which ho himself states only
$13,053 was transferred from immigration.

Mr. FOSTER. That ought to have been transferred from
immigration. The statement is in the note at the foot.

Resolutions reported.

CONCURRENCE.

House proceeded to consider resolutions reported from
Committee of Supply.

Salaries and Contingent expenses of the Senate......t560,638

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It will be remembored
that there was a commission appointed, from which I did
not expect much result, which was composed of members
of this House and members of the Senate, with the view to
reduce the expenditures of these two bodies. I regret that
my hon. friend from Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) who,
in right of the third party, was created a member of that
commission, is not present, but I think that this is a fitting
opportunity to ascertain what bas been the fruit of the
labors of that commission; how much saving they have made
or expect to make, and in what direction ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The commission appointed
by this House and the Sonate, or rather the joint committee,
has sat several times, and has come to a number of decisions.
The report is now being prepared, and I suppose we wili
be able to present it either on Monday or Tuesday. We
recommend a number of savings for the future-less in re-
gard to present salaries than in regard to those which will
have to be paid as vacancies occur. We have also taken up
the question of stationery and other expenses connected
with both Houses which we aliso report upon. We have
also taken up the question of certain officers whose rosi-
dences are in these buildinge, and we report about them also.
If our report is accepted, those changes will have to take
place during the year. I am not in a position to say what
will be the amount of saving effected by that report, but I
know it is more for the future, when vacancies occur, than
in regard to present officers, though we have also recom-
mended a reduction in the number of certain classes of officers
and also the reduction of the number of temporary clerks.

Manitoba Penitentiary _...... . ................ $50,526 48

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. With respect to this
penitentiary, I am sorry to say that I am not satisfied at all
with the explanations which were given with respect to it.
It appears to me that in spite of all the Minister of Justice
was pleased to state, this penitentiary bas been managed in
a very extravagant manner, and that a great number of
items which we are called upon to concur in, were not jus-
tifiable. I am willing to admit that there was a certain de-
duction to be made, as stated by the Minister, with respect
to the amount for fuel, which, as I understood him, was pur-

High Commisaioner for Canada in England-Further chssed in a greator quantity than was required for a parti-
amount rtquired for contingencies.... ................. $1,200 calar year. But that, after ail, only amounts te a aralIsuMP

and would net reduco the total expenditure by more than
Mr. FOSIER. This is the item for contingencies. The $30 or $40 per hoad, for oach convict. Now, I do net think

hon. gentleman thought 1 must have estimated for ihat be- that il is right that we should allow these items te pa8s un-
fore. 1 was quite sure 1 had not, and 1 find on enquiry challenged. Althougi 1 arnnt desirous ef entering into a
that I had not estîiated for it. lf you turn to the main lengthy discussion over the matter, I think we must record
Estmates on page 9, you will find $6,500 for contingencies eur disapprobation of the mode in which that expenditure
that was formerly paid out of the immigration vote. The1Ibu beon oonduotod. Thorefore, 1 wil me

soi
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That the item be not concurred in, but that it be Resolved, Thet, as it

appears from the report of the Auditor General that the cost of each
conviet in the Manitoba Penitentiary is, on the average, $707.51 per
head, as against $203.38 In the Kingston Penitentary, $305.5O at St.
Vincentde Paul, $274.81 at Dorchester, aud $45.53 in British Columbia,
and that it is expedient that the said vote for $50,526 be referred back to
the Committee of Supply with instructions to reduce the amounto$40,000.

Mr. MoMULLEN. This item has been before the Com-
mittee for three years in succession. Last year the members
on this side endeavored to make an impression upon the
Government that some change should take place in order
to have a per capita reduction of the expenditure of that
penitentiary, but no reduction has taken place. A year ago
the Committee aliso was urged to look closely into the items
of this expenditure. Notwithstanding that, the increase
has gone on. I think it ie quite clear, upon the investiga
tion that took place before this Committee, that the man in
charge of the penitentiary is very extravagant, and is only
anxious to get everything he can out of his country and
spend it. I do not know whether the inmates benefit from
it or not. I think it is evident that there is gross extrava-
gance in the manner in which that institution is managed.
Even in Victoria where everything is so high, the rate of
expenditure is much less than in Manitoba.

House divided on motion of Sir Richard Cartwright:
YIMAs:

Messieuro
Armstrong, Fiuet, Neveu,
Bain (Wentworth), Fisher, Paterson (Brant),
Beausoleil, Gillmor, Platt,
Bernier, Guay, Rinfret,
Bourassa, Hale, Robertson,
Brien, Holton, Ste. Marie,
Campbell, Innes, Scriver,
Cartwright (Sir Rich.), Jones (Halifax), Semple,
Casey, Lang, Somerville,
casgrain, Langelier(Wontmor'ey),8utherland,
Choquette, Langelier (Quebec), Trow,
Colter, Livingston, Watson,
Davies, Lovitt, Weldon (St. John),
Dessaint, MuMullen, Weleh, and
Doyon, Mills (Bothwell), Wilson (Elgin).-47.
Ellis, Mitchell,

tain (Soulange.),
Barnard,
Bell,
Bergeron,
Bolsvert,
Bowell,
Boyle,
Bryson,
Carling,
Carpenter,
Caron (Sir Adolphe),
Chapleau,
Cochrane,
colby,
Ourran,
Doast,
Davin,
Davis,
Dawson,
Denison,
Desjardins,
Dewdney,
Dickey,
Dickinson,
D9pont,

NTs :
Messieurs

Ferguson (Leeds*Gren)McNeill,
Foster, Madill,
Freeman, Mara,
Gigault, Mille (Annapolis),
Gordon, Montplaisir,
Grandbis, Porter,
Guillet, Prior
Haggart, Robillard,
Hemeon, Skinner,
Rickey, 8mall,
Jamieson Smith (Ontario),
Jones (Digby), Bproule,
Kenny, Taylor
Labelle, Thompson (Sir John),
Langevin, (Sir Bector),Tiedale,
Lalivière, Tyrwhitt,
Macdonald (Sir John), Vanasse,
Macdowall, Wallace,
Moulla, Ward,
McDonald (Victoria), Weldon (Albert),
McDougald (Pictou), White (Cardwell),
MoGreevy, Wilsou (Argenteuil),
McKay, Wood (Brockville), and
MoMillan (Vaudreuil>, Wood(Westmorel'd.-73.

Amendment negatived.

Mr. GUAY. (Translation.) Mr, Speaker, 1 observe that
the hon. member for Portneuf (Mr. De St. Georges) is in his
seat and has not voted.

Mr. DE ST. GEORGES. (Translation.) In my absence I
was paired with the bon. member for New Westminster
(Mr. Chisholm), and I respect the arrangement. If I had
been allowed to vote, I should have voted for the amend-
ment.

Sir BioHAD ARTwRiuT.

House of Commons, 00ntinaencies......... $24,000

Mr. CASEY. I desire to record once more my protest
against this large amount voted for contingencies. The
Government should be able to estimate more cloeely the
amount required for legislation during the year, and no
such large sum should be placed in the Estimates of this
House. Contingencies should only cover items which cannot
be reasonably estimated, and this amount could be more
closely estimated.

Patent Record....... ... $8,000

Mr. CASEY. What good purpose is served by the pub-
lication of the Patent Record? iI have received it for 16
years, and it has no doubt been sent to all members of this
House. It is wholly useless except to inventors and those
who wish to know what patents have been issued,

Mr. CARLING. There was a reduction of 81,500 made
last year in this expenditare. The Record bas been published
many years and it is considered to furnish valuable infor-
mation.

Health Statistices.........................$10,090

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I had hoped that the
Government in moving this item would have been prepared
to state what decision they had come to, or whether any
decision was possible with respect to the proper employ-
ment of this money which at present is to a very great ex.
tent wasted. It is too emall an amount to enable us to
obtain reliable statistics, and it is pretty much frittered
away.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) Inaccurate statistics are worse
than none at all, and the statistics we have are inac-
curate ; no gen eral result eau be deduced from them, and
they are of no possible benefit. I look at this 810,000 as
money practically thrown away.

Experimental Farms ....... ....... .................. $70,000

Mr. MITCHELL There is entirely too much mobey
spent on these experimental farms. The amount should
either be reduced or struck out, The expenditure is of no
use whatever.

Census and Statistics ....... ........ ......................... $15,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. W hile I have no objec-
tion to this item, I call the attention of the Minister to a
suggestion I made a good while ago which, if acted upon,
would prove advantageous to the country. In most other
countries except Canada, in taking the census, care is exer.
cised to give a general siatement of the character of the
houses inhabited by the population, whether they are of
brick, wood or atone, whether they contain two rooms or
four rooms, and of how many storeys they consist. There is
very little difficulty in doing this because every house is
visited, and in other countries it is regarded as a very im-
portant item as showing not merely the condition of the
population but the progress made from decade to decade. If
this matter is not being considered by the Ministerhe should
consider it in preparing for the census to be taken in 1891.

Mr. CARLING. Of course the census cannot b. taken
until April, 1991, and I will consider the suggestion made
by the bon, gentleman.

Militia-Drill pay......................... ........ $290,000

Mr. CASEY. I should like to ask the Minister of Militia
whether he is prepared to carry ont the suggestion I have
frequently made with regard to the drill instruction pay.
We have discussed the matter frequently. The last time we
discussed it the bon. gentleman agreed that this pay of $40
given to captains nominally for drill instruction, and which
we all know has to be handed over to the band fund or some-
thing of that kind, should be put under some other beading
which would show what it was really voted for. If Iremem-
ber correctly, the hon. Minister agreed with my views wheu
we discussed the guestion. I would like to ask him wha$
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decision h. lias eome to If he ha not explained it before,
and if he has, a reference to the page in Haasard will do
me?

Sir ADOLPH EOCARON. I knew the hon. gentleman
wa salled away at the time when these Estimates came
before the House, and it affords me great pleasure to give
him the information which he asks. As the hon. gentle-
man has stated, we frequently discuss the question together,
and I concurred with him, and to a certain extent have
been able to carry out the suggestion lie made. The amount
which we paid for drill instruction has been reduced, exaept
to those companies which have received a certificate from
the inspecting officer of their perfection in drill. Those
who have not received the certificate to which I have re-
ferred have received only half the am'unt. The hon. gen-
tleman knows as well as 1 do that it would be impossible to
remove that contribution which was made to the officers
who keep their corps in a state of efficiency. I hope we
will be able, when the Estimates come down next year,
either to put this item under a different head or in a differ-
ent shape to what it is now.

Mr. CASEY. The Minister has correctly represented
my ideas. I did not ask that this amount should be struck
out, but that it should be put under its proper heading. I
am glad to hear that he intends to carry out that sugges-
tion.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Whatdecision has the
Minister come to as to the point which was raised yesterday
about the apprnpriation for this property which is to be
purchased at Kingston ?

Sir ADOLPH HE CARON. The item shall be brought
down as the hon. gentleman suggested .

Harbors and Rivers-Ontario ....... ........ $257,0o

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGI'. What was the total
amount that the Minister statel would be wanted for the
Kingston Graving Dock and for this improvement at Port
Arthur Harbar ?

Sir HECTOR LJANGEVIN. I think this vote will com-
plete Port Arthur Harbor. The Kingston Graving Dock
will cost between $350,00 and $400,000 altogether.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I cannot allow this itom to pass
without taking exception to the policy which the Govern.
ment are pursuing with reference to public works of this
oharacter, in making public works in all the ports of the
Dominion except Halifax. I protest against a policy which
is in the interests of two or three cities and not in the in-
terest of the city I have the honor to represent.

Public Buildings-New Brunswick ........... $14,I150

Mr. MITCHELL. In connection with this vote for
public works in New Brunswick I would like to ask the
Minister of Public Works what bas been the result of the
feeling appeal I made for that little itsm of S1,000 for a
steamboat wharf at Negnac. I do not often make an
appeal to the Government, but I expected that the appeal I
made would excite their sympathies if not their sense of
justice, for I could hardly expect to excite their sense of
justice. I thought I had touuhed the feeling of the Minister
of Public Works, because he looked over At the Minister of
Finahnce as much as to say there is a case which would be
proper to look after and to make an appropriation for. I
would like to ask the Minister of Public Worka what ho has
to say about that little item for Negnac ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIT. Thit little item bas been
considered by the Government, but wa did not see our way
to put it into the Estimîtes this year.

Mr. MITCHELL. Will you do it next year ?
Sir H ECTOR LANGEVIN. We will oonsider.

Mr. MITCHELL. Inasmuch as I do not vot with the
Government I cannot get a single thing for my consti-
tuents. I represent one of the most important constituencies
of the country and the fact that they bend here a repre-
sentative who occupies a prominent position in this House
oaght to commend a little respect for some request which
he has made. I regret that the Government has not con.
sideration enough, and prudence enough, and policy enough
to concede to the request I have made.

Mr. CASEY. In connection with this item for post
offices I wish to call the attention of the Government to a
matter which I spoke of on a motion which I gave notice
of in regard to public buildings. I find they have been
orecting very extensive public buildings throughout the
Dominion in places of small siza. For instance, at Aylmer,
in the Province of Quebec, a town of 2,000 or 3,000 people,
they are erecting a costly post office, while for many
towns in Ontario of larger population and greater business
importance, they are doing nothing. Early in the Session
I called their attention to the claims of the town of Ridge-
town for a post office, and I shall continue to remind themn
of the claims of that town as long as they continue to put
public buildings in places of smaller population and where
less business is being done.

Harbora and Rivera-Nova 8cotia~....................... $22,100

Mr. Mc MULLEN. I beg to move:
That this vote be not concurred in, but that it be Resolved, That It

appears from statements made in this House that the sum of $500
demanded for the East Picton tiver improvement is not for the purpose
of benefiting the navigation, but to asist lumbermen to float timber
down said river ; that it is inexpedient that the Dominion should charge
itself with the task of improving any river for auch purposesa, and that the
said vote of $32,100 be referred back to the committee of Supply, with
instructions to reduce the same by stricking out the said item of $500.

Amendment negatived on a division.

Public Buildings-Repaira, furniture, heating, &c. $170,000

Mr. MoMULLEN. We have drawn the attention of the
House several times to the extravagant expenditures con.
nected with the public grounds in the city of Ottawa. In
that connection we drew attention to the expenditure on
Major's Hill Park, which is virtually wasted. Any person
who will look over it and estimate what the improvements
have cost, wilI come to the conclusion that a number of men
must be engaged there to stand looking at each other and
virtually doing nothing. We have paid no less than $2,500
for broken slate for the walks, and I see we have provided
a number of seats for the accommodation of the citizens of
Ottawa. We have no objection to encouraging the laying
out of parks in the city of Ottawa with a grant now and then,
but I do not think it is right to impose on the country the
expense of converting a rocky, barren piece of ground into a
pleasant cultivated place for the convenience of the people
of Ottawa at an enormous cost. I move:

That this vote be not concurred iu, but that it be referred back to the
oommittee of Supply, with instruetions to strike out the item Major's
Hill Park, Ottawa, $7,000.

Amendment negatived on a division.
Mr. CASEY. In regard to the item for repaira, furniture,

&c., as one who has had long experience of the way affaire
are managed bore, I think that vote could be materially
reduced. We know that every year we come back here,
new furniture and oarpets are found to a large extent in
the committee room and in al parts of the Hlouse. When
the carpets get a little used up or the furniture gets a little
shabby, they are either thrown away or given away and
new carpets and furniture are obtained. The idea that
S 170,000 can be required for necessary repairs and new fur-
niture to these buildings is perfectly absurd ?

Sir H0CTOR LANGETIN. This is for repaire and fur-
iiiLure all over the Dominion.
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Mr. CASEY. The system of heating these buildings is

inost extravagant. It was first resolved that the House
should be heated by hot air, which was to be previously
warmed in vaults beneath the buildings and sent up through
holes in the flooring. That not having been found satisfac-
tory, the system of heating by radiators was adopted, and
there is now a double expense-the expense of heating air
in the vaults and the expense of the radiators; and with all
this and with all the ventilating devices, the building is ill-
heated and ill-ventilated. As to the fuel, we go on using
wood, and I cannot imagine why we do so except to benefit
the contracter, a strong supporter of the Government. The
system of using wood for fuel is absurd when there are so
many other cheaper kinds of fuel obtainable. As to the
electric light system, I never could understand why in
a city where that system is in operation, we should
deem it necessary to have our own dynamo and steam
engine te drive it. This must be more costly than to buy
our electric light from the company which supplies the
city. Wby should we have electric light and gas ? Either
discard the one or the other, even although a prominent
supporter of the Government is manager of the Ottawa Gas
Company. It is simply a piece of jrbbery to keep the gas
when we have this electric light system. Again, when we
have our own dynamo and are not dependent on the electric
system of the city, I do net see why the electric light
should not be going as long as it is required in the build-
ings, thus dispensing with gas. The present system of
ventilating the water closets is aise very defective, the
result being te drive the foul air into the corridors. I would
call the attention of the hon. the Minister to that question.

Dredglng-Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick...... ........................... 40,000

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) When the Committee was in session
over this item I called the attention of the hon. gentleman to
New London Harbor and the necessity for having it dredged
this year. I have heard from Prince Edward Island since
that the hon. gentleman intends sending the dredge up one of
the rivers instead. No doubt it will be useful there, but
the New Lindon Harbor is situated at the north side of the
Island, and unless it is dredged it will be impossible for
people te use it in the fall at al. As it is, vessels going
round there in the fall have to pay enormous insurance. I
think the harbor should receive the consideration of the
hon. gentleman.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of
the Houfe.

Motion agreed to; and louse adjourned at 12:10 a.m.
(Saturday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

SATrRDAY, 27th April, 1889.

The SPIAZmu took the Chair at Three o'clock.

Parzas.

PONTIAC AND PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that the House
resolve itself into Committee to consider the following reso.
lution :-

Resolved, That it be declared that the provision in the Act 51 Victoria,
chapter 3, respecting the Pontiac Pacifie Railway Company extends the
several subsidies in aid of the said company for four years from the
passing of said Act, that is to say, from the 22nd May, 1888.

le said: In the Pontiac and Pacifie Railway Co.'s Act last
Session, there is the following clause:-

Mr. CAszy.

"To the Pontiac Pacifie Junetion Railway Company, for bridging
the several channels of the Ottawa River at Culbute and west thereof,
a subsidy of $31,500, to be paid ont monthly, as the work progresses,
upon the certificate of the Ohief Engineer of Government Railways, in
the proportion which the value of the work executed bears to the value
of the whole work undertaken, and for three miles of their railway
extending from a point three miles east of Pembroke to Pembioke, in
the Province of Ontario, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor
exceeding in the whole, $9,600 : provided thal the entire work ubsi-
dised upon this railway shall be completed within four years from the
passing of this Act, the subsidy granted by this Act not to exceed in
the whole $41,000."
The clause should have stated that the subsidy would be ex-
tended over 4 years, but instead of doing so it stated that
the works subsidised should be extended over 4 years. It is
now proposed to correct that clerical error, and extend the
subsidy for 4 years.

Motion agreed to, and resolution considered in Committee
and reported.

QUESTIONS OF PRIVILEGE.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. I wish to again mention that the
report of the Public Accounts Committee, contairiing
evidence taken before that Committee with respect to Mr.
Smyth's account, is not yet forthcoming. I enquired at
the Records Office just before the House met, and the clerk
having charge of the documents laid before the House, said
he had not been able to obtain it. I should like to know
what steps I am to take in order to get possession of it, for
the documents of the House should be at the service of
members of the Ioue?

Mr. SPEAKER. Owing to the very serious illness of the
hon. member for Cornwall (Mr. Bergin), it bas been im.
possible to obtain possession of the document to-day, but I
hope it will be the last time it will be necessary for the
hon. gentleman to mention the matter. Very strict instruc-
tions have been given to the different clerks of the Committees
not to allow any of the statements of records to be taken
away, and this was doue without the knowledge of the Clerk
of the House.

Mr. DICKINSON. I beg to draw the attention of the
House to an article that appeared in the Free Press of this
city last evening. The article is as follows:-

" Manitoba's representatives in the House of Commons are much
dissatisfied because the only subsidy to be voted this Session in ai- of
railways in that Province is a land grant to the Lake Manitoba Canal
and Railway Co., acorpoTation inwbich Mr. M. K. Dickinson, ex-M.P. for
Russell, is the central figure. Possibly the grant to this company may
account for the vote of the member for Carleton against Col. O'Brien's
resolution calling fr the disallowance of the Jesuits' Bill."

1 have only to say, Sir, that fr. M. K. Dickinson, the gen-
tleman referred to, bas no' connection whatever with that
company, and bas no interest in any grant that company
may receive. i may say that, personally, I was not the
promoter of that company. I have no connection whatever
with the company, and have no interest in any grants that
that company may receive. I here state that the base,
implied charge in that article is without foundation and
truth.

Mr. LARIVIJ RE. As a representative of Manitoba, I
may state that there is no such opposition at all among the
representatives of Manitoba.

TODD'S PARLIAMENTARY GOVERNMENT.

Mr. LARIVIÈ RE. Before proceeding with the Orders of
the Day, I wish to call the attention of the Government to
the fact that a very important book is being distributed to
the members of this louse, but, unfortunately, the members
who were not here last Session are not receiving it. I think
that we who were not here last year should have the book,
and I hope that some step will be taken to distribute Mr.
Todd's work on the Parliamentary Government of England
to the new members as well as to the old members, Some
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of the old members have not only left the House, but that we have an annuity for 20 or 25 years of 81,000, to be
departed this life, and 1 do not see why the book should be paid on account of the Short Line as far as St. John, and we
sent to their former addresses. have got an aunnity besides of $Il 5,000 for a long 1 ermaof

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. A certain number of the years for the Chignecto Canal. This, capitalised, 1 beg te
new edition of the work of the late Mr. Todd was pur. point ou, would b. fully equivalentte$4,00O,000. Then,Sir,
chased and distributed during the existence of the last we bave a proposition beforo ai for a road from Harvey te
Parliament. The members of the last Parliament got the Nioncton, whicb, even on the hon. gentleman's own showing,
first volume of the work, and that volume would be of little would probsbly involve an expanditure of not les (han
use without the second volume. It is for Parliament to $3,000,000, but which, if the atatements made by those who
say whether a vote shall be taken to provide members of are acquainted with the ciuntry are to b-roliel upon, wilt
the present liouse, who were not members of the old House, be nearer four or five millioùýdolars than the suni estimated
with copies of both the first and second volumes. I have by the Frst Minister. E çen taking this sma ler amount of
had a communication with my hon. friend from Shelburne $3000,000, and adding to that amount the anont probably
(General Laurie) on this matter, and I think we will make likely to bo paid for minor works, w. flnd that a sum of
it all right. about 81,000,000 additional wiIl b. required, making, in ail,

a laim of abaut $30,000000 on capitïl aceoant, instead of
$12,789,79 wbich the bon. gentleman appeared to think,

CONCURRENCE. when he made bis budget speech, would be amply

House proeeeded to consider resolutions reported from suffcient for all purposas. In addition to this the
Committee of Supply. hon, gentleman bas brought dowa proposais, whicb, 1presurne, will becorne lawv, involving an expenditure for

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. The flouse, I dare say, subsidies of $759,000 a year, for many years to core.
will remember that in the course of the budget speech of From that ray be dednctedperhsps,8$125, 000; but even
the Minister of Finance, h. took occasion to give us a total se, there would remïin a very large anount, in ail, nearly
statement of the amounts which were likely to be required 8700,000, as an addition to our flxed charges, whila the
for capital expenditure, and which the hon. gentleman interest on these various sums which I have enamerated eau.
made up as follows, apparently. The hon. gentleman, on not b.muchIessthan$1,050,090. 0fourcontingentliabili.
that occasion, gave a detailed account, showirg the capital ties and our guirantee 1 will say notiing, exoept to observe
charge for canais, for Government railways, for public that tbey inuý.t ba taken into account in estimating the wis-
works, for railway subsidies, and far Dominion lands; and dom of this capital expanditure which we are ealled on to
he estimated the sum total at $12,7-9,789. This, according make. Nor wiIl I do more at this time than allude to the
to his express statement, was quite sufficient to give us a fact, whicb every member of this flouse is painfully aware
depth of water of 14 feet, from Lake Superior to Montreal. of, that, frequently, these grants invoive furher demande-
Now, since that time, we have had an opportunity that a proposition to pay three rr four million dollars, or it
of testing the accuracy of the hon. gentlemin's state- may b. 8v. millions, for a lno like thAtfrom Harvey to
ment in detail, and any hon. gentleman who will take the Salisbury, is net at ail ke'y to pass tus fouse without
trouble to refer to what owcurred in the Committee of invelviug, in future Sessions, the addition of very muoh
Supply, will observe that the estimate then made by the larger sumo, probably many millions, te the publie indebt.
Minister ofFinance falls very short indeed of the sumas for eduess. Sir, it 18 quite elear, wben we look at the Estimates
which we are likely to be liable. Now, of course, it is wbich the bon, gentleman bas laid on the Table, and when
possible (although I think improbable) that one or two of we see that, in addition te the original Estimates brought
the items may be a little less than the sums which were down, he has beeu obliged te dumand about 81,.,b0,0U0
estimated for by the hon. gentleman. On the other hand, more for the service of the current year, it is reasonable te
I think there is an equally strotg probability that other estimate that the expenditure for the current year will
sumas wili be very considerably in excess; and, as far as Iamount te $37,893,000, and wlien we remember that w.
can see at present, looking at the proposais now before us, shaîl probably bave furtber estimates brougbt down next
and which we are only able to consider for the first ti me year for the service of 1890, it is painfully clear that the hoa.
now, as far as I can see, where the hon, gentleman estimates gentleman's expenditure is Iikely seen te swell up Le 8 10,-
that $12,789,789 are likely to be required, our total expen- 000,000 a year. It may net reach that amount this year,
diture on capital account can hardly be estimated at leas but am atraid that before two yeashah have passed
than $30,000,000, not to speak of contingent liabilities. over our heads, we shah be confronted with a grogsannuai
These sums I would make out somewhat as follows: On expenditure of net less than $10,000,000 a year; and wbat
reference to the Hansard, I perceive that the hon. gentle- makes the case worse, the interest on this capital expendi-
man finally estimated, as necessary to be expended tare and these subsidies, wbich will be grauted, if at ail, for
for the canal system, $13,551,109, being very nearly long teracf years, will involve an addition cf Very little
a million in excess of the sums total which te thought short of 82,000,000 a year te our annual flxed charges
were likely to be incurred for all purposes. So far alone, Now, Sir, the whe of these questions, in which
as I can perceive, for the Intercolonial Railway and publie works are involved, deserve a litLle consideration
subsidiary lines of Govern ment roads, it is scarcely pos- irom this flouse. Puuing wholly aside the question cf
sible that we can expect to get off for a smaller expendi- wbether a number cf items are or are net cbargad properly
ture than $3,000,000, and in these curront estimates, as te this Intercolonial expunditure, tbat is te say, whether
the House will see, sums amounting to very nearly 81,500- tbey should net go te swell the aunual deficita in place of
000 are required. We have got, to-day, subsidies brought being charged te capital, we knew from the bon.
down by the First Minister in his capacity as Minister of gentleman% own Public Accoants, tâat the deficit
Railways, and we have in these publie accounts the details on the Intercolonial Railway in 1888 amouuted te $363,000
of other items for which we are liable, which show that ever and above our regular receipts; and th. hon, gentleman,
the total charges in the way of subsidies for railways can the other day, in reply te a question of mine, bhowed (bat
haidly be estimated at les than 86,000,000, alt to'd. for the first eight monthscf 1889 the defloit amounted te
Probably, I think, they will considerably exceed that. 8350,000. If that condition cf thiug continues, we shah be
Then, Sir, we have, to-day, a proposal for an annuity of eonfrented witb a defloit cf about 8500,000 on the Inter-
$80,000 a year for some 20 years, if the hon. gentleman is clonial, and t need hardly tell the fouse that a great deal
geing te procoed with that. W.bave ai"t the know gaf this expenditure, whio the hon, gentleman nw ask
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the House to ineur, is going to add enormously to the huge
deficit which exists on that railway. I take the case eof
the canais, so that the House may understand that it is not
on the Intercolonial alone that we are threatened with
heavy deficits. I find that in the last year of the adminis-
tration of my hon. friend from East York (NIr. Mackenzie)
the total receipts from our canal system amounted to $363,-
857, and the expenses to $346,996, leaving a small balance
to the good, In 1888, the year for which these votes are
asked, our total receipts, including 830,000 received from
mitcellaneous sources, amounted to 8310,000, and our ex-
penses amounted to $695,367-8544,000 for what are called
crdinary expenditures, and the balance for sums which are
ohargeable to income; and in this current year, 1889, judg-
ing from the Estimates, about $800,000 will be incurred,
although there is very little chance that the receipts will
increase one single farthing; and, I may add, that takes
no notice of the fact that under the administration of my
hon. friend the civil government expenditures for railways
and canais were united with those for other public works,
and consequently, if I were making a perfectly fair com-
parison, I would be obliged to add a considerable sum for
the extra expenditure incurred at headquarters. Now, Sir,
this is the more important, because, I am bound to say, I
think the hon. Minister of Finance, at the commence-
ment of his official career, was earnestly desirous of re>
trenchment. I think the statement which he made here,
that he hoped to confine our expenditure to the figures
which he brought down, and that there was very little
reason to fear that any grcat inerease would take place,
was honest and well intentioned. But, Sir, in spite
of what I am willing to say was his sincere desire to re-1
trench, we find that he is obliged to add very nearly 02,-1
000,000 a year to our fixed charges under the special pro-
positiors he now lays before us, not to speak of the fact,i
which is quite clear, that our other expenditures, instead of
being diminisbed, are likely to be increased from time to time.
Now, I bave called attention over and over again to two1
facto, one positive and the other relative. I sayi
we are apparently obliged to raise $32,000,000, likelyg
soon to be 833,(00,000 or 834,000,000, by taxes upon1
our people. Even admitting that the statements given1
by the hon. gentleman are correct, even admitting
that we possess a population of about 5,000,000 souls,
which I think, for my part, to be a considerable exag-
geration. it is quite elear, that we are obliged, taking the
ordinary standard of wages in this country, to deduct fromi
the earnings of our people, a sum which would be sufficienti
to maintain 100,000 families in perfect comfort in this Dom-
inion, at wages rather larger, I am afraid, than those ordi-1
narily paid to the mass of our artisans and laborers. Takei
another standard of comparison, which hon, gentlemen will1
do well to bear in mind. We find, by their last return-,
that the United States are expending something like $380,-1
000,000 a year, apart from the sum that goes to the reduc-1
tion of their debt. If we, with a population one-thirteenth1
or one-fourteenth of theirs, are committing ouselves to an
expenditure of nearly $40,000,000 a year, it requires veryi
little calculation to show that we shall be in the unenviablet
position of expending nearly double the gross amount per f
head that they are expending in the United States. And
this represents but part of our burden, I am speaking of
the amount that goes into our Treasury, and every man,
whether he is a protectionist or a free trader, knows per- i
fectly well, that, under the protective system, the amount i
taken out of the pockets of the people, is vastly in excess of
that which goes into the Treasury. The other day, I put aq
question across the floor to the hon. Minister of Customs.
From the returns given by him, it is apparent that, for this
year at any rate, our exports are diminishing. This year,i
they amount to a little over $59,000,000, and they werei
$300,000 or 8400,000 les up to the time that answer was

Sir BIUARD CARTWRIGUT.

given, than they were for the preceding year. Our imports,
on the other hand, had increaed considerably. Now, Sir,
on the showing of the hon. gentleman, or his predeces tor,
that is a very bad state of things. Here we find our exporta
stationary, and our imports largely increasing. Conse-
quently, on their showing, the balance of trade is becom.
ing heavier and heavier against us from day te day. Now,
I note that some of the hon. gentleman's supporters-I do
not think the hon. gentleman himself-allege that this is a
matter of very small consequence, because, forsooth, our re.
turns of receipts and expenditure show a surplus of about
$4,000,000. I am perfectly aware how that was produced,
but, in order to prevent any mistake, I will explain to the
hon. gentlemen how the account stands. Our charges, as
the hon. gentleman well knows, for interesta and sinking
fund, now amount as nearly as possib!e te $1,000,000
per montb, or $12,000,000 per year, and I find that in this
account, which shows an apparent surplus of $4,000,000 to
the 1st April, only 85,000,00) are charged for interest and
sinking fund. In other words, if the interest which should
have been charged, and which undoubtedlyhas been paid up
te the 1st April, had been charged, this alleged $1,000,000
of surplus would have vanished altogether. There was a
nominal 84,000,000 of surplus, but as only 85,000,000 out of
the 812,000,000 have been charged for interest, it is
quite clear that on the 1st April no surplus at ail would
exist if our books were accurately balanced, and that the
alleged $4,000,000 surplus in our exchequer is entirely de-
ceptive. I am net imputing that to the hon, gentleman nor
censuring him for it, because I know that for various
reasons it has been our habit to delay charging those mat-
ters for a long time; but it is right that the House should
understand what the real position is, and that the hon.
gentleman's press sbould cease to talk about the alleged
surplus of $4,000,000 which las no existence and will
vanish so soon as the sums due by us in England and
elsewhere are properly entered in our books. I may
brefly, before putting the motion that I am about te place
in your hands, Sir, sum up the results of the policy of
economy announced by the hon. gentleman. Hon. gen-
tlemen are desirous, I know, of boing economical, for cer-
tain reas-ns, at this particular time, but, in spite of their
desire to economise, we find, as a practical result of their
policy, that about $2,000,000 a year are going to be
added to the fixed charges of this Dominion. We find
that the estimate of $12,750,000 which the hon. gentle-
man brought down, if you choose to take account of ail the
items that have been lately introduced, will increase te
$30,000,000, instead of remaining at $!3,000,000. We find
that the balance of trade on which hon. gentlemen opposite
used to lay great stress, is, according to the statement the
hon. the Minister of Finanse made in the House, exactly
$19,000,000 against us for the first eight or nine monthe of
this year, our imports being $78,000,000, and our export@
$59,000,000. Though I do net attach se much importance
te that as hon. gentlemen opposite, still, when we recollect
aU their declamations on the other side on that head, they
must admit that that is a serions state of things. I find also
that if the hon. the Finance Minister will add up the sums due
for interest, so far from there beingany large ameuntof sur
plus, the fact is that ends barely meet at this moment, when
he is proposing te incur very large and, in my opinion,
very injudicious additional expenditure. We know there
are heavy conditional liabilities, a large part of which, in
aIL human probability, we will be called on te meet, and
we know perfectly well, if anything can be predicted
which lias net already happened, that the result of this
policy must be very largely to increase the enormous los
which alreaiy exists on the Intercolonial Railway, and te
which I have called attention. Therefore, feeling that it is
my duty that, before the House votes these large sams on
capital account, I should, at any rate, state what are the
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adtud ifcts of the case, and give the remsons whith appear
to hie ti, be sffient why this louse should demur to a
great Mahy of these proposals, I beg to move:

Thtt thè r€solitions relating to railway and other expenditures, be
Dôt dio' read a swcoùd fime, but that it be Resolved, Tbat in the course
of hie budget sWeech, it was stated by the Minister of Finance, that an
expenditure of $t2,738,849 would suffice to meet al the engagements of
tfle Dontinin on capital aceount up to the lit July, 1892, and would
seeuie à fourteen foot canal system from Lake Buperiol. to Montreal.

That it now appears, from subsequent statements made by the said
Miaister of Fnante and other members of the Government, that the

uitefneàts of the Dominion on capital acco'unt muet be estimated for
as lillows t-

1. For Canals, as aforesaid, $13,551,109.
2. For Lnetwooniâl and subsidiary lines of road, $3,000,000.
3. Fc* mýiubsidies, e6,000,000.
4. For annuities capitalised, $1,000,000.
5. Road from Harvey to Moncton, $3,000,000.
6. For minor works, $1,000,000; being in all, about $30,000,000.
That the Government have further agreed to expend $750,000 per

annum, for terme of years, in subsidising certain lines of steamers, less
the amount now paid to the Allan and Dominion lines.

That the said annual charge for subsidies, and for interest on the
said $30,000,ób0, will involve an addition to the fixed charges on the
revenue of $1,700,000 per annum.

That the estimated expenditure for the year ending 30th June,
1888, is $37,893,384

That the inevitable effect of a large portion ef this expenditure on
capital account will be to diminish the traffic and to further increase the
heavy deficit now existing in working the Intercolonial Railway.

That, under these ciroumatancs, the conduct of the Government in
assuming these other and further obligations, is reckless and im-
provident.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. How eau you put in a
resolution on Concurrence?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. I can make it on Sup-
ply, if you obj3ct to this. I am pointing out the reasons
which render this capital expenditure inexpedient, and the
hon. gentleman, having a logical mind, will admit that it
is perfectly in order.,

Mr. FOSTER. I suppose neither my hon. friend, nor
the louse, will expect me, at this late period of the Session,
to enter into any lengthy reply to the figures which my
hon. friend has addressed to the House, and, indeed, as he
knows, and the louse can well understand, it would be im-
possible for me to do so, without having had his figures,
and being able to consider them for a little time. I will,
however, point this out to the House, that, despite all the
remarks of my hon. friend with reference to the present
year, and its estimated expenditure and income, and in
spite of all that he has said with reference to the surplus,
as given in the last monthly returus, I think the House
will find ont next year the fact, which will be a great deai
botter than the suppositions of my hon. friend, that not only
will the expenditure that I estimated for the present year
not be exceeded, but that the surplus I estimated will not be
diminished. Looking at affairs as they are at present, with
the few months to run for the remainder of the year
as presperous as the preceding emes, not only will
the expenditure be no greater than my estimate, but the
revenue will be a little in excess of it, and the surplus for
this year will, I think, certainly not be less than that which
I estimated. My hon. friend has taken the ingenious way
of adding up all our possible liabilities, and taking into
aecount railway subsidies and steamship subsidies, and ex-
penditure on capital account on railways, with reference to
which the expenditure is not certain, and with reference to
a good deal of which the additional expenditure will not
commence for a considerable time, and possibly, in some
cases, for more than a year or two. e has taken all those
as if they were certain liabilities, and entailed a charge
which would commence upon the revenue at the present
time and continue for the period of whieh I spoke. I sim.
ply referred in my budget speech to the engagements the
country was under for the three years, not what possibly
might be engaged. in, and, having itade a statement in
rferene to that, I also aid that if no etraordinary

expenditures were incurred other than those, and the years
were equally prosperous, I thought the estimate I made for
capital account would be sufficient to carry us through the
three years. Whatever may happen through extraordinary
expenditures wbich, in the opinion of the Government and
of Parliament, may be necessary to incur, I think it will
b. found that my forecast as to the engagements under
which we are will turn out to bo true. i think it is not
necessary, as I said before, for me to take up the time of the
l.ouse iu endeavoring to follow the remarks of my hon.
friend without having the figures before me, and I hope
that events will show in future, as tbey bave in the past,
that the extraordinarily dark forecasts in which my hon.
friend occasionally, as a financial pastime, indulges, will not
be proved to be true by the march of events.

House divided on amendment of Sir Richard Cartwright:

YTAI:
Messieurs

Armstrong, Eisenhauer,
Bain (Wentworth), Ellis,
Beausoleil, Fiset,
Brien, Fisher,
Campbell, Plynn,
Cartwright (Sir Rich'd),Gillmor,
Casey, lunes,
Casgrain, Jones (Ralifax),
Oharlton, Laurier,
Choquette, Livingston,Colter, Lovitt,
Davies, Mackenzie,
Doyon, McMullen,
Edwards,

Nis:
Kessieurs

Archibald
Bain (Soulanges),
Barnard,
Bergeron,
Boievert,
Bowell,
Brown,
Bryeon,
Burns,
Carling,
Caron (Sir Adolphe),
Ohapleau,
aochrane,
Oockburn,
(Jorby,
Ooulombe,
Daoust,
Davin,
Davis,
Dawson,

Denison,
Desjardins,
Dewdney,
Dickey,
Dickinsont

Dupont,
Foster,
Gigault,
Gordon,
Grandbois,
Guillet,
gaggart,
Hall,
Hickey,
Jones (Digby),
Kenny,
Kirkpatrick,
Labrosse,
Landry,
Langevin (Sir Hector),
La Rivière,
Macdonald (Sir John),
Macdowall,
meculla,
Mc Donald (Victoria),
McDougald (Picton),
McKay,
McMillan (Vandreuil),
Madill,

Mills (Bothwell),
Neveux,
Paterson (Brant),
Platt,
Rinfret,
Ste. Marie,
8emple,
Somerville,
Trow,
Waldie,
Watson,
Weldon (St. John),
Wilson (Elgin).-40.

Mara,
Montplaisir,
Perley,
Porter,
Prior,
Putnam,
Riopel,
Robillard,
Shanly,
Skinner,
Small,
Smith (Ontario),
Stevenson,
Taylbr,
Temple,
Thompeon (Sir John),
Tupper,
T rwhitt,
Wallace,
Ward,
Woldon (Albert),
Wilmot,
Wood (Westmoreland),
Wright.-73.

Amendment negatived.

Mr. TROW. The hon. member for Iberville (hir.
Béchard) has not voted.

Mr. BIICHARD. I paired with the hon, member for
North Lanark (Mr. Jamieson).

Mr. McMILLAN (Vaudreuil). Mr. Speaker, the bon.
member for Montcalm (Mr. Thérien) has not votedé

Mr. THE RIEN. I have paired with the hon. member
for L'Assomption (M. Gauthier).

Mr. WOOD (Brockville). I paired with the bon. niember
for Quebec Centre (Mr. Langelier).

Gen. LAURIE. I paired with the hon. member for
King's, Nova Scotia (Mr. B>rden).

Oxford and New Glasgow Railway construction.. $300,o0

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. Whon the flouse was
in Committee of Supply, certain fact were broughtQut rq:
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specting this railway which were of a very remarkable
character. It is not often that we find that the flouse bas
been induced to enter into an expenditure, which is certainly
not less than $1,500,000, by statements made officially by
inisters which have been utterly and completely dis-

proved within so very sh >rt a time as these appear to bave
been on the evidence of no less a person than the First
Minister himself. I dire say the House will recollect the
circumstances connected with the construction of this
branch, or this Oxford and New Glasgow Railway, and to
these I will only allude very briefly. It is enough to say
that in the first instance the Bouse was induced to render aid,
I believe, to this railway on the assumption that a company
would be formed which would construct it and defray the
balance of expenses out of their own private means. That
company having utterly failed to discharge their engage-
ments, an appeal was made by the Government, through
the Minister of Railways at that time, to construct the
road, and the Minister, in advocating its claims, made the
following very remarkable statement, to which it is right
that the attention of the country should be drawn. The
hon. Minister stated :

That the said resolution be not agreed to, but that it be Resolved,
That it appears, from statements made in this House by Bir Charles Tup-
per, then Minister of Finance, that, "the construction of the road(Oxford
and New Glasgow Junction), which I praposed to this Parliament to
secure, shortens the distance between the whole of that great portion of
Nova Scotia and the rest of Canada by no less than from forty to forty-
five miles for every pound of freight and for every passenger that is
carried."

That, on the faith of this statement, the House was induced to un-
dertake the construction of this road as a Government work, and to in-
cur an expenditure of not less than $1,500,000.

That it now appears, from statements made in this House by the
First Minister and others, that the distance, instead of being reduced
from forty to forty-five miles, has only been reduced by a distance vari-
ously estimated at from four to seven miles, aid that the statement
above mentioned was without foundation in fact, and that the House
was induced to undertake the construction of the said road by false
representations.

flouse divided on amendment of Sir Richard Cartwright:

YMAs:
Messieurs

Armstrong, Eisenhauer,
Bain (Wentworth), Ellis,
Beausoleil, Fiset,
Brien, Fisher,
Campbell, Flynn,

Mills (Bothwell),
Neveux,
Paterson (Brant),
Platt,
Ste. Marie,
Sem le-

"I eau best illustrate to the House the position if I say that that u.rtwrigni (oirmien-U)iJe
carner of the Chamber is New Glaszow, that corner is Oxford JunctionaseJones, Soterle,
on the Intercolonial Railway, and that corner is Truro. At present the0Carain, Joneraxtrn,
people of the whole of the' eastern portion of Nova Scotia, the whole ofOhoquetteLivingstoneadie,
the great County of Pictou, the County of Guyboro', the County of tlason
Antigonish, and the whole lsland of Cape Breton in addition, have, in Mackezie, Weldo(
order to reach Moncton, in ew Brunswick, to travel to Truro ; and this Davie
intersection, taking the hypothenuse of seventy-five miles-that the Doyon,

construction of the road which I proposed to this Parliament to secure KÂYs:
shortens the distance between the whole of that great portion of Nova Messieurs
Seotia and the rest of Canada by no less than from forty to forty five
miles, for every pound of freight and every passenger that is carried.',erchibald, Gigauît, Mars,

Now, if ever there was an explicit and distinct statenent Bain (Soulanges), Gordon, Motplaisir,
yBreoGuillet, Perley,made te the Hlouse on the authority of the Minister specially BreoHgat otr

charged with these matters, it was this statement made by Boisvert, Rail, Por,
Sir Charles Tupper, that the construction of a line of rail. Bowell, HlleyPrina,

way which I understand does not exceed 80 or 85 miles in Brn, Jones (Digby), Riopel,
length would shorten the distance between those points by Carling, Kenny, Robillard,
40 or 45 miles. The House will remark that, in constructing Cron(Sir Adolphe), Shauly,
a short line like that, there is hardly any possible ground Cochrane, Landry, Emall,
for saying that a Minister could be mistaken to the extent Oockbnrn, Langevin (Si Hector), Smith (Ontario),
of 40 or 45 miks. Tho matter was taken up in this HouseOolby, La Rivière, Stevenson,

wil se b rferin t th dbat wic Daoust, Macdonald (Sir John), Taylor,
as anyone will see by referring to the debate which took Davin, Macdowall, Temple,
place on April 5, and we find that, after a full di>cussion, Davis, McCulla, Thompmon (Sir John),
the right hon. the First Mirister informed the House that Dawson, McDoald (Victou), Walae,

he believed the distance would be shortened by about seven Denison, McKay, Waloacer
miles instead of by 40 or 45 miles. Other gentlemen con- Dewdey, Mc&illan (Vaudreuil), Wilmot,
tended that the shortening was even less. Some said four Dickey, MoNeill, Wood (Westmorelaud),
miles, some said two miles, but I give the House the benefit Dckon, MadilI, Wright.-70.

of the statement made by the present acting Minister of Foster,
Railways, the FirEt Minister, and i assume that his statement Amendment negatived.
that the line would be shortened by seven miles is the correct Intercoloulal Railway.................. $30,000
one. Everyone must admit that, when a Minister of the
Crown comes down to the House and formally states in his Mr. DAVIES. The annual and increasing deficits which
place and on bis responsibility that a particular route will have occurred on the Intercolonial Railway for some years
shorten the distance between two given points by 40 or 45 pat challenge the serions attention of this fouse aud
miles, and when thereafter the Prime Minister, himself, country. Apart from the insane policy that the Goveru-
charged with the conduct of the department, states that ment huslately adopted, of building Competing lnes te our
the utmost distance that he can claim the road will be ewn railway, a policy which resuits in largely increasing
shortened by, is ocly seven miles, unless some very clear the expenditure while at the same time reducing the
explanation, which las not been vouchsafed to this flouse receiptB, and a policy which the flouse may have an oppor-
as yet, can be given by the Government, they stand cou- tunityet'passing an opinion upen at a later [stage, when
victed of having induced this House to enter on the expen- the Government bring down their resolutions for the con-
diture of a million and a half under representations which struction ol a railway hem iarvey te Moncton, there is
can only be characterised as entirely false and misleading. anether policy they have adopted, the resuit of which has
It is a -.ery serious matter. I do not remember ever to been largoly te cause the increase ef these deficits; that
have known a case in which so very gross a misrepresenta- policy is Io discriminate in favor of ene special industry as
tion was made belore. As I think that these facts, unlees again t other industries e the country. J)uring the last
tbey can be explained-and I shall be glad to hoar them ex- financiai year, the deficit on the Interwloniu.lRailway
plained, if they can be-cannot be allowed to pass withont a amounted te 8363,000; for the firat eight months of the pre.
record being put in Parliament of the way in which Par- sent year it ameunts te $350,000, and, as was stated by the
liament was deceived on that occasion, I beg to move : hu. gentleman a few moments age, if the ceficît

Oir BiOKÂRD O&aTwjuuT,
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goes on at the same ratio for the next four months,
it will amount to half a million of money. This
is a state of facts which deserves to challenge the very
caroful and serions consideration of this House. I find that
we have been in the habit of carrying coal from the Spring
Hill mines on the Intercolonial Railway at a non-paying
rate, at a rate which causes a loss of from 1 to $1.50 a ton
in the carriage f rom Spring Hill to Montreal. An hon.
gentleman-I think it was the Minister of Railways--
boasted, at an early part of the Session, that the carriage of
coal on the Intercolonial Railway aggregated 200,000 tons,
and if these figures are correct, they show a loss on
that one article alone of 200 000 dollars. There may
be those who can persuade themselves that it is a fair
and just tax upon the general interests of the country in
favor of those who are specially interested in the Spring
Hill mine. I do not think so, and I propose to tender a
resolution asking the House to disapprove of that policy.
But the actual loss which the country ineurs by carrying
that coal at non-paying rates, does not represent the
real loss which the country is called upon to suffer.
The carriage of this enormous quantity of coal has resulted
in the purchase of a largely increased quantity of rolling
stock, and the increase of the rolling stock has necessitated
a large expenditure in providing car sheds in which toi
house that stock. I find that last year tbey spent for in-
creased rolling stock on the Intercolonial Railway, $258,-
334; I find by the report of the Chief Engineer that a large
portion of this is fairly chargeable to the increased quantityi
of coal which the railway has been called upon to carry. He
then goes on to say that he auticipates, during the coming
year, a stili further increase in the volume of that traffie,
and ho calls upon the House to vote a large sum of money
to provide what ho calls stable room to house this increased1
stock. That being the case, I think that we may fairlyi
state that the annual loss to the country, in order to favorj
the special inter ests of these gentleman who own stock in4
the Spring Hill mines, does not fali short of $300,000 a
year. Before moving my resolution, I will quote the pas.
sage from the Minister's report which I rely upon largely
for the truth of the statement which I have made, and which
I incorporate in this resolution. The report says:

" For several years past I have drawn attention in the annual report
to the extremely low ra.e at which this coal is carried. There can b no
doubt that it i one of the chief causas of the annuai deflit"

I, therefore, move:
That it appears, from the report of the Kinister of Railways, that

one of the chief causes of the very large deficit of $363,000 ineurred in
the working of the Intercolonial Railway for the financial year ending
June 30th, 1888, ws the carrying of coal from the Spring Hill Mines at
-%tes far below paying ones. That such a poliey, while very advanta-
geous to the shareholders of the Spring Hill Mines, is unfair to the
!armers, Fishermen, Artisans, and other tax payers and industries of
this Dominion and results in taxing the vast mass of the community in
the intereste of a smail and wealthy clase. That the policy of discri-
minating in favor of the carriage of coal on a Government railway
and against Parin prodice, Lumber, Flour, Fish and other arti les
does not meet with the approval of this House. and that the Vote No.
201 for Intercolonial Railway of $3,200,000 he not agreed to, but be
referred back to the Committee of Supply, with instructions te reduce
the same to the sum of $3,000,000.

Mr. DICKEY. I wish to say a few words, because I r
think the hon. gentleman is under some misapprehen-
sion. Tnis is not a rate for Spring Hill mines, this is a rate 8
for the whole of Nova Scotia, and all the coal fields of b
Nova Scotia get the benefit of it, the Pictou coal mines, and
numerous other coal mines in the Province, and it is an r
entirely misleading statement to make to eay that it is a
poliey in favor of one particular company. As to the
general question, I have not time now to discuss it, and I
would not weary the House by disoussing it; but this rate
is for the purpose of promoting interprovincial trade. The
hon. gentleman stated that it was an unjust discrimi-
nation as compared with the rate upon flour. I would like
to remind the hon. gentleman that the rate upon flour
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to the Maritime Provinces is considerably loss than the
rate upon coal from the Maritime Provinces, the rate on
flour being 23-100ths of a cent as against hO-100ths of
a cent for coal. I also think there is a misappre-
hension as to the amount of loss incurred in carrying coal
at this rate, and I will give my reasons for holding
that opinion. On a number of roads in the United
States coal is carried at less than it is carried on the Inter-
colonial Railway. Coal is one of the lowest classes of freight,
and can be carried cheaper than almost any other article.
An instance to hand is the Grand Trunk Railway. The
Grand Trunk Railway carries coal from Chaudière Junction
to Montreal for 5-10ths of a cent per ton per mile; deduct
a payment of l cents per car per mile to the Intercolonial,
and if you take ton-ton gondola cars you find the Grand
Trunk receives for carrying coal from Chaudière Junction
to Montreal only 35-100ths of a cent per ton per mile as
against 30-100ths which the Intercolonial Railway receives,
and I do not think that is a very serious matter. I presume
the hon. gentleman would not charge the Grand Trunk
Railway with unduly favoring one particular industry.
Western coal is hauled from Buffalo to Chicago, 530 miles,
at $1.65, or 2.10tbs of a cent per ton per mile, so I do not
think tbis rate of 3-10ths of a cent per ton per mile can be
sncb a very serious matter. The Michigan Central, the New
York and St. Louis, the Lake Shore and Michigan South-
ern, and the Grand Trunk, each receive 38-100ths as against
30-100ths by the Intercolonial Railway. That rate is for
coal in box cars, which has to be handled, and not for
coal in gondolas, as in the case on the Intercolonial
Railway, and this very ncarly represents the 8-100tha
additional which these roads receive. The Grand Trunk
Railway has bought coal this year at Suspension Bridge
from the Pennsylvania mines at $1.73 per ton. This
coal is hauled 300 miles to Suspension Bridge, and
allowing 73 cents for the coal loaded on board the
cars at Pennsylvania, whieh is a small enough estimate,
the railway company would get exactly 3-10ths of a cent
per ton per mile for the haul to Suspension Bridge, and this
is a shorter haul than that on the Intercolonial Railway.
I will go back for a moment to the Grand Trunk Railway
rate. They get from the Chaudière Junotion to Montreal
very little more than the Intercolonial Railway rates, but
that is a shorter haul, involving the expense of shunting
and that service which makes all the difference in railway
freight. One word more. This rate was imposed in 1879.
In 1883 the convention with the Grand Trunk was adopted
and the present rate made. A few months afterwards, on
the faith of that rate, and with a view to getting the
Montreal market, over $1,000,000 were invested in the
enterprise at Spring Hill. The effect bas been to build
up a iaige population at that place, and not only a large
population, but a very thriving population and an
industrious p:>pulation, every man of them doing an honest
day's work and being able to spend largely and become a
consumer of dutiable goods. This rate prevailed
until a few mý'nths ago. It was then raised by the Railway
Department, but the Government were afterwards asked to
reduce it. It was found that, a very few weeks before the
rate was raised, a new line had been opened from the Penn.
sylvania mines, from Massena Springs to Montreal, which
had brought Pennsylvania coal hundreds of miles nearer thé
Montreal market; it was found that if this rate was to be
raised the Intercolonial Railway would have to meet
Pennsylvania competition, Penneylvania coal having
obtained at that very moment botter asoess to the Montreal
market. It was found that this would also paralyse the
industry at Spring Hill and would throw at least 500 mon
out of employment, it would rin a number of merchants
and paralyse the whole section. Not only so, but it would
injure the Pictou mines and the Cape Breton mines by
throwing a large surplus of coal on the local markets, thtu
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depressing prices there. When these facts were pressed
upon the Governnent they very properly returned to the
old rate at which they had been carrying coal for a number
of years. These considerations, I think, are quite sufficient
to justify the action of the Government. I submit th::t the
Intercolonial Railway is not to be rn upon narrow business
principles. The late Government, led by the hon. mem ber
for East York (Mr. Mackenzie), ran the road upon
commercial principles, and I think the experience
wassuch as not to justify any Government, whicb
expects any degree of satisfaction in the Maritime
Provinces> to adopt that principle again. The
Maritime Provinces see the canals of this counti y
which cost this country $53,000,000. They sec them run
without a pretence of the expense being balanced by the
receipts. There is no murmuring upon that account.
They are run for the purpose of stimulating the trade of
the country, and, therefore, I say that the attack upon the
Intercolonial Railway management comes with very bad
grace from anybody in this House, and I think it comes
with particularly bad grace from he hon. member for
Queen's, P.E.L (Mr. Davies) and the senior member for
Halifax (Mr. Jones), who ought to have the interests of
the Maritime Provinces at heart. I do not believe in
sectional appeals, but I think it is fair, when a question of
this kind is brought up, to remember that the Maritime
Provinces have paid their share of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway construction ; that they bave paid their share
of the canal construction, and they have never raised
any sectional cry or taken any such step as this ; and when
a policy of this sort, for the purpose of fostering one of the
most important industries of the country, is carried out, I
think we should hear no opposition to it. The hon. gentle-
man seems to think that the Intercolonial Railway is run
in the interest of the coal owners, but I hold that this rate
is in the interest of every factory in Quebec, because.if we
were not able to send our coal there the Americans would
at once raise the price of coal and it would cost every one
of the manufacturers in Quebec more than they pay now.
Therefore, this rate is a protection to every manufacturer
east of Montreal against exorbitant charges for coal ; and
I hope that the House will not adopt the resolution.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I am not surprised that the hon.
gentleman should wish the Government to carry coal from
his own uounty at a loss. It is only natural that he should
wish that the industry should be benefited, which I admit
is a very important one in that section of the country. The
hon, gentleman says that this rate is open to the whole
Province of Nova Scotia, and so it is; but that only makes
his case worse, because if Pictou were shipping coal over
the Intercolonial Railway to Montreal, the dist ce would
be greater and the loss to the country would e much
heavier, and consequently it is an advantage -to the country
generally that the Pictou coal owners do not avail them-
selves even of the very low rate to any greut extent; and
notably the -chief shipment of coal goea from Spring Hill.
The fact is, this is just a question between the hon. gentle-
man and the managers of the Intercolonial Railway. I
have no great confidence, I admit, in the managers of the
Intercolonial Railway, for I think the road bas been run on
very bad business principles and without any reference to
economie administration. The year before last we had
representationa from the managers of the Intercolonial
Railway, accounting for the deficiency in the receipts on
the ground that we were carrying coal at a loss, and I
remember that when I asked the late Minister of Railways
if we were losing money he frankly admitted that we
were. Again, last year, in the report of the Department of
Railways, which has been quoted so frequently, they say
that the loss is entirely owing te the carrying of the coal
over the Intercolonial Railway.

r- IIOyCET.

Mr. DICKEY. No,
Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon. gentleman says "no,"

but if he makes an estimate himself he must arrive at the
same conclusion as the head of the department did. Two
hundred thousand tons of coal were carried over the Inter-
colonial Railway last year, and, taking it at a half-cent rate,
which is the lowest which it is carried at in the United
States (as I am informed by my hon friend from Grenville,
Mr. Shanly), we are losing from a dollar to a dollar and
a quarter on every ton of coal carried over the Intercolonial
Railway, and that would account at once*for 8200,000 of
the deficiencv in the working expenses of last year. We
hear occasionally from gentlemen intorested in this in-
dustry, of the progress the Intercolonial Railway is making,
and they point to the increase of the coal traffie over the
Intercolonial Railway as an illustration. The more it in-
creases the worse for the country generally. It may be
botter for the Spring Hill coal owners, but we are here to
legislate, not for Spring Hill alone, but for every industry in
the country; and that resolution in your hands, Mr.
Speaker, is a protest against one large industry, valuable
and important as it is, I admit-and I do not desire in any
way to minimise ils advantages to the country-but, at the
same time, I say that no hon. member who is interested in
an industry in his county, can expect this country to go on
year after year, carrying the products of that one industry
at a very heavy loss, in the face of the remonstrances from
the heads of the Railway Department. The Government
should not have required a resolution of this kind at all, and
the Minister of Railways should have auted himself in this
matter. It appears that whoever was administrating the
affairs of the department during the illness of the late Mr.
Pope, did very properly act on this recomnendation, and
he put on a rate which he considered would be paying, but
owing to influences to which I have frequently referred,
they lowered that rate. The department says it does not
pay, that the coals are carried at a heavy loss, and the hon.
gentleman says: "Never mind the loss, we have an in4ustry
down there in which we put money, and there are stores,
and shops, and houses and men to be employed down there,
and the Government must pay $200,000 a year to keep them
up." I protest against that policy if we are not going to
apply the sane principle to every other industry of the
country.

House divided on amendment of Mr. Davies (P..I.):

YEÂs :

Messieurs

Armstrong, Eiseuhauer,
Bain (Wentworth), Ellia,
Beausoleil, Fiset,
Brien, Fiaher,
Oampbell, Flynn,
Oartwright(Sir Rich'd),Gillmor,
Caisey, Innes,
Casgrain, Joues (Halifax),
Charlton, Laurier,
Choquette, Livingston,
Colter, Loritt,
Davies, Mackenzie,
Doyon, MoMullen,

Archibald,
Bain (Soulanges),
Barnard,
Bergeron,
Boisvert,
Bowell,
Brown,
Burns,
Carlin g,Caron (Sir Adolphe),
Chapleau,
Cochrane,
Oockburn,

NATs:
Messieurs

Poster,
Gigault,
Gordon,
Grandbois,
Guillet,
Haggart,

Hall,Hickey,
Jones (Digby),
Kenny,
Labroase,
Landry,
Langevin (Sir ector),

Mills (Bothwell),
Neveux,
Paterson (Brant),
Platt,
Ste. Marie,
Semple,
Somerville,
Sutherland,
Trow,
Waldie,
w atson,
Weldon (St. John),
Wilson (Eigin).-39.

Montplaisir,
Patterson (Essex),
Perley,
Porter,
Prior,
Putnam,
Riopel,
Robillard,
Shauly,
Skinner,
Small,
Smith (Ontario),
8proule,
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Oolby,
Daoust,
Da in,
Davis,
Dawson,
Denison,
Desauniers,
Dewdney,
Dickey,
Dickinson,
Dupont,

La Rivière,
Macdonald (Sir John),
macdowall,
Mcoulla,
McDonald (Victoria),
McDougald (Pictou),
NeKay,
MeMfllan (Vau Ireuil),
McNeill,
Madill,
Mara,

Stevenson,
Taylor,
Temple,
Thompson (Sir John),
Tupper,
Wallace,
Weldon (&lbert),
Witmot,
Wood (Westmoreland),
Wright.-71.

Amendment negatived.

Fisherie ......................................................... $231,500

Mr. FLYNN. I wish to bring a matter of considerable
importance to the attention of the Governmont. I presume
that the cruisers for the protection of the fisheries will be
sent out this year, as heretofore. Last year they did not
make their appearance on the coast before the 1A of June.
As the hon. Minister of Marine is well aware, up to that
time the American fiphermen are prohibited from fishing
on their own grounds. The mackerel come down towards
the end of May, and this year I presume they will corne
down much earlier. Tho American fishermen last year fol-
lowed them down to Chedabucto Bay, where our fishermen;
had their nets se', and the American fishermen, who
brought purse seines with them, not only put out their
seines for mackerel, but actually cut the nets of out fisher-
men which wore sot, and they did this within the three mile
limit. The matter was immediately telegraphed to the
Halifax papers, and the cruisers were sent out, but they
arrived a day too late. These American fishermen drove
the fish right down the coast. The consequence was that
there was a complote loss to our people of the spring fish-
ing. I desire to bring this matter to the notice of the
Minister, in the hope that the cruisers will be earlier on the
coast tbis year than they were last year. They should be
there about the 20th, or the 25th of May.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.L) Before this resolution passes, I
wish to offer my congratulation to tho Government on
having adopted for the current year the modus vivendi in
respect to our fisheries, a policy whieh the First Minister
proved so eloquently and conclusiveIy a few weeks ago, in
answer to our motion, to be so injurious to the general
interests of the Dominion.

Mr. WATSON. I would like to call the attention (f the
Goverument to a matter which I hope will be attended to,
now that they are providing proper fishways for the fish.
Complaints were made in Manitoba last year, and they are
also being made ihis year, that a dam on White Mud River,
at Westbourne. prevents the fish going up. The principal
fish that go up that stream are jackfith and suckers, andbthe
fishway is not suitable to allow these fish to go np. Settlers
for R0) miles of that river and its tributaries have not been
able to get any fish at Ial this year in consequenice of the erec-
tion of ibis dam. I hope the Minister will see that such a
fisLway as will allcw these fish to go up will be placed in
that river. As the hon. gentleman knows, suckers are very
good food in the spring, but a fishway somewhat easier of
atcent than the ordinary fishway is required to allow them
to go up, because they do not jump and cannot go up rapid
water like other fish.

Mr. TUPPER. I may mention to the hon. gentleman
that after ho brought this matter to my attention the other
day, I communicated with the fishery inspector in Mani-
toba and lent him to the place in question. In reply ho
sent me the information that the fishway was made right,
and that the fish were now going up to the satisfaction of
all concened.

Dominion Lands, chargeable to Income..$.185,748 25

Sir RICHARD CARITWRIGHT. I will not, on the
present occasion, do more than read the resolution which I

propose to move, inasrnuch as it probably contains all the
facts, and I am af raid that expatiating on them at the present
hour in the present temper of hon, gentlemen opposite,
would not be likely to do them any particular good. The
resolution, 1 May state, involves the three several items of
headquarters management, the vote now under discussion
and the vote which is customarily charged to capital. I
move :

That it appears from the Public Accounta that the cost of managing
the public lands in the North-West amounted to the suma of $461,474 in
the year '887, and $436,820 in the yeir 1888.

That the total receipts from ail sources amounted to $191,781 in 1887,
and $217,083 in 1888, showing a deficiency in two years of $479,432.

That in the year 1880, the Firet Minister, being then Minister of the
laterior, stated that he estimated the net proceeds to be received from
these lands before 1890 at $68,900,000, atter deducting the coite ofeurvey
and administration.

Tbat on the 4th May, 1883, Sir Charles Tupper informed the House
that the Deputy Minister of the Interior calculated that the receiptu
from said landI "would amount to $58,000,000 from lit January, 1883,
to Bst December, 1891, both days inclusive."

That the total expenditure for North-West lands up to the lst Jnly,
1898, on capital account is stated at $5,778,777, and the total receipts
credited against the said expenditure were $1,275,536, leaving a deficit
of $1,503,251 on capital acc>unt only.

That the expenditure of the said Department of the laterior is extra-
vagant, and that the said vote of $185,748 for Dominion Lands be not
agreed to, but that it be referred back to the Oommittee of Supply, with
instructions to reduce the same to the sut of $100,000.

Mr. DEWDNEY. I will take this opportunity of refer-
ring to a ciroumstance which occurred a few nights ago in
Supply, when this matter was under discussion. I made a
comparative statement with regard to the exponditure of
the Department of Interior for the years 1873 to 1878, and
the subsequent years, and quoted some figures which were
doubted by the hon, member for Bothwell. At the moment
I was unable to satisfy myself, as I had not the figures with
me, as to whether the statement I had made was as coa-
tended by the hon. gentleman. His contention was that
the Indian expenditure for those years had been included in
the Department of the Interior. I could not believe at the
time that such was the case, and subsequently made enquiry,
and I have in my hand the figures as they are and as I
gave ther ato the House. The expenditure of the Depart-
ment of the Interior for 18î6-77 was $36,409.74 and Indian
expenditure $9,672.26, making a total of $46,082. For
1877-78 the expenditure of the Interior Department was
$33,356.13, and of the Indians 811,254.14, making a
total of $49,610.27. So that the Indian expenliture
was deducted from the figures by which I made my com-
parison. Not only was the cost of the Indians deducted
but also the cost of the ordnance lands and the value of
lands under military land leses. I make this explanation
in order that tho hon. member for Bothwell and the hon.
member for South Oxford may be convinced that the state-
ment made by tbem was incorrect. My Deputy Minister,
a gentleman whom they have known longer than I have,
they should have known was incapable of patting false
figures into my hands. There were some very harsh words
used by the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) with
reference to the Deputy Minister.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I did not say a word about him.

Mr. DEWDNEY. And the hon. member for Lambton,
as to bis putting false figures into the hands of the Minister
in order to make this comparison adverse to the opposite
party. The hon. member for Bothwell knows t t my
deputy is not capable ol doing acts of that kind.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I could not say that.

Mr. DEWDNEY. I am quite sure the hon. gentleman
will admit the figures were correct. I hold in my hand a
statement of the expenditure ofthe Department of Dominion
Lands from iDecember, 1883, to December last year, whioh
I do not wish to take up the time of the House by reading
but would like to have placed in record in Iianard;
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Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I am not going into the discus-
sion of tbe comparative merits of the Government of which
I was a member, and the present Government. If we had
been ever so extravagant, that would have been no defence
lor the Administration of to-day. They must answer for
their own aots, and it is hardly possible to make a com-
parison on the lines the hon. gentleman has laid down, of
to-day with what happened in the administration of affairs
of that country twelve years ago, when there existed no
means of cmmunication between one portion and another,
such as are afforded at present. But I will say this, that our
expenditure wasalmost incomparably less in proportion to the
amount of work done than the expenditure of to-day.
The hon. gentleman, in a statement made a few days ago-
a statement which indicated his anxiety for a discussion,
and whieh I regret was not made at an earlier poriod of

Mr. DZwDxzt.

the Session-intituted a series of comparisons by percent-
ages, as if there could be any comparison of percentage
between a country in its first stages of settlement, and afor
settlement had been carried on for a dozen years or more.
The hon, gentleman knows well, that in the settlement of
the North-West, there would be necessarily a emaller
amount of revenue received in proportion to the amount
of settlement, and the amount of work done, than at a later
period; for it was only after settlemont had been carried on
for several years, that revenues began to be received. That
was the assumption of the hon. gentleman's chief, when he
predicted that the revenues received from lands at a later
period than the one of whieh he was speaking, would be very
much greater than they were at that particular time, or
else ho never would bave assumed that the revenue to be
derived from the sale of public lands would be
sixty odd millions in excess of the actual expenditure, for
at the time the statement was made the revenues received
were altogether less than the expenditure. Therefore,
when the hon. gentleman undertakes to institute a com-
parison by percentages, he undertakes an impossibility.
But what may be fairly compared is the actual expenditure
that took place in the period when the hon. member for
East York had charge of public affairs, and what bas taken
place at present. If the hon. gentleman will turn to the
number of employés in the public departments bore and
compare the one period with the other, he will see that
extraordinary progress has been made by way of increased
employment and increased cost. The hon. gentleman
knows that at that period the Department of the Interior,
and the departmont includcd the Indian Branch as well
as the public lards and the Ordnance Branch, expended
something like 844,000 all told. The expenditure in sala-
ries to-day is, according to the hon. gentleman's statement,
$82,000 for the public lands branch alone and 842,000 for
the Indian Branch. H1e wiIl also see that there is a charge
of $35,000 for extra sessional clerks employed in the
department, which he had not the courage to so charge at
present, but charged to expenditure on public lands in the
North-West Toriitories. Then for salaries to parties con-
nected with the )and branch in the North-West: in 18;8,
the expenditure was about $20,000, while to-day the hon.
gentleman is aFkirg $185,000 for the same purpose. The
expenditure thon for salaries of Indian agents, and others
connected with the Indian service was 818,000, wbile to-day
the hon. gentleman is asking 8162,000 for the same service.
Now, if you put the $162,000 and the 8185,000, and the
842,000 and the $82,00 against the expenditure of $18,000,
820,000 and 844,000, the House will see the difference b-
tween the cost of conducting the administration in 1878
and the expenditure of to-day. It is impossible that the
hon. gentleman can show that the expenditure of to-day is
as economical as it was then; it is impossible for him to
show that the increase of the work connected with the pub-
lic service is proportionally greater than it was in 1870; so
that is quite beyond the capacity of the hon. gentleman, as
it is beyond the capacity of any other hon. gentleman, to
prove that the administration of the Indian branch and the
public lands branch is as economical as it was in 1878. Tho
hon. gentleman bas adopted a policy which makes economy
impossible. I am not at this last moment of the Session
going to diseuss that question with the ion. gentleman, but
I may say that if the opportunity had been offered at an
earlier period, I would Lave proposed a resolution some
what more comprebensive than that proposed by my hon.
friend, and I would have taken the trouble of showing to the
flouse-what I will not undertake to do to-day, but I
promise him that I will do it next Session, if hoe is anzious
for the institution of comparison-what the expenditure of
hie department bas been, and I am satisfied that with one-
half the expenditure, the elliciency of the publie service
could be proporly mintained,
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Mr. DAVIN. This late period of the Session is an in.

oonvenient time to discuss such a large question as the
oomparison between the policy of this Governmont towards
the North- West, and the policy of their predecessors. But
I may say this, that of course there is no comparison what-
ever in the extent of the work done by the Department of
the Interior to-day, and the work done when it was under
the guidance of my hon. friend, the member for Bothwell
(Mr. Mills). Why, Sir, at the time the hon. member was
Minister ot the Interior there was the merest fraction of
work to what now has to be administered, and for him to
take the figures that he has done, and then the figures that
the Minister of the Interior is assuming for to-day, and
making a comparison with them, showing that his depart-
ment was more economical than it is at present, seems to me
a piece of absurdity, especially at a time like this. Now, if
this was a fit time to make a comparisoi, I might make one
between the policy of my hon. friend from Bothwell and the
policy of the Government cf the right hon. gentleman.
Why, if ainy man will get the O der, in Couneil passed by Mr.
Laird, when he was Minister of the Interior, and the Orders
in Council passed by my hon. friend from Bothwell, he wili
ho face to face with the most inept management of the
North-West Territories and Manitoba that could possibly be
conceived. A child placed in charge of the Depar ment 0f the
Interior, would have devised a botter Echeme for governing
the North-West and dealing with North-West affairs than
Mr. Laird ; and the hon. gentleman, when he came into
power, succeeding Mr. Laird as Minister of the Interior, did
not repeal these Orders in Council, they remained there, and
what was the consequence to the North-West ? Any body
will sec that if the hon. gentleman and his friends had
remained in power, instead of having the population we
have now in the North West and Manitoba, a population
which is grossly misstated from this side of the House-
instead of having a population like that, we would have
had a paltry array of empty benches. That had nothing
to do with the point with which we are dealing bore, but if
it were recssary I could show that the statement made here
and the statements I have heard made elsewhere, about the
population of the North-West, and the prosent population
of Manitoba are incorrect. I could show from the census of
1885 and the census of 1881 that those comparisons are falla-
cious and misleading, and if they are made bond fide, they re-
ficet upon the intelligence of the hon. gentleman who made
them, and if they are not made bond fide they reflect upon
his ingenuousness. But it is not part of my intention to go
into that. Ail I have to say now is that if this were the
pioper time to go into it, 1 would be glad to do so; but
1 hope it will be raised next Session, if we are all bore,
as I hope, with God's blessing, we shall be, when I
shall be glad to make a compai ison between the treatment
of the North-West and of Manitoba by the Govern ment and
the Ministers of the bon. member for East York, and by
the Government and Ministers of the right hon. gentleman.
If that question is raised again I shall be glad to have a
hand in ; and I shall ho glad to show that from the point
of view of statesmanship, from the point of view of economy,
from the point of view of everything that ought to guide a
Minidter in dealing with such a large interest, there is no
comparison whatever between the two Administrations.

the land regulations of this Government as the mOst
ujuast and unwarrantable thing ever perpetrated on
British people who expect fair play; that the Government
were deceiving those people who went to settile in
that country, who could not acquire what they claim
they should acquire when they arrived in that country.
I venture to say that one-half of the cost of the Department
of the Interior, particularly the Ottawa portion of it, ie
caused by the iniquitous land regulations that bave been
enforced by the present Administration. I venture to say
that the hon. gentleman will find that two-thirds of the
work that has to be done is owing to the changes that have
been made in the land regulations in the North-West,
He says that a child could devise a better scheme
of land regulations than was given to the people of the
North-West by Mr. Laird. Now, Mr. Speaker, I say that
to my mind, and I think to the mind of the hon. gentle-
man who has just addressed the House, there never bas
been on the Statute-book, since Mr. Laird went out of
office, land regulations as favorable as those that were en-.
forced at that time. Then, there was a free homestead of
160 acres to a settler, on onndition of actual settlement, all
the lands being open to settlement, no reservations being
made, either of odd or even-numbered Eections for any
purpose. It mu-t be apparent to the minds of members on
both sides of the House, that if the policy of that Minister
had been continued for the North-West, there would be now
none of these grievancos that have been ventilated in this
House fromu time to time by the hon. gentleman from West
Assiniboia (Mr. Davin). I think we would not now wit-
ness the spectacle of an hon. member from the North-West
coming hore and apologising-for [ cannot accept anything
less than an apology for hie statemet-that the census
returns were not truc.

Mr. DAVIN. It is true. Look at the census.
Mr. WATSON. According to the census of 1885, there

are 108,000 whites and hali-breeds in Manitoba and 40
in the North-West Territories. In regard to the statement
made by the Minister of Intetior, when he read a com-
parison between the administration of the North-West in
1873 and the present date, at that time I was not in a
position to got up on behat of a gentleman who, as he said.
had not an opportunity of defoding hmself iin this House,
but ho stated that the document ho was reading to this
flouse at that time was prepared hy the Deputy Minister.
If such was the case, believe that the language that was
used by the hon. member for East Lambton (Kr. Lister)
was used properly, but I could not believe that such was
the case, and I have satimfied myseif that it was not. Of
course, figures furnisbed by the hon. gentleman were
figures which ho could ouly have acquired from the officera
of his department, but the construction placed upon those
figures was not placed upon them by the Deputy Minister.
I am glad to hear the explanation which the Minister of the
Interior has made to tbe House, because, as far as I know,
the Deputy Minister of the Interior worthily fiile his posi.
tion. ie is a very bard working officer, and, after the
statement made by the Minister, I feel it my daty to state,
having bad a good deal of business to tranesat with that
gentleman, that he is a man who endeavors to do his duty
as Deputy Minister.

Mr. WATSON. I was surprised to hear an hon. gentle-. Mr, KaMULLEN. When the M.nister of the Interlor
man comirg from the North-West and knowing the state ofmado hieatoment, ho tried to show that the late Govern-
affairs as well as that bon, gentleman knows them, who mont bed expendod overy dollar they had received in tbe
has just taken his seat, attempt te apologise on behalf of mnagement of thoiNwh Wutt, sud a uttle ovor, and ho
the Government for the very small number of settlers i thon comparcd thc ton years of the presont Government's
that country, and claim that the land policy of the present adminisLrhtion of the North-West with that, ad ciaimed
Administration has been favorable to the settlement of that Ibat they had not spent more than a percerrtage. 1 wii
country. Why, Mr. Speaker, we eenld almost hear thc ed the hon. gentleman's words:
echo of he wurde uttertd in this Chamber only a day ori During thepod of five yean for which hou. gentlemen oppositetwo &go by th hon. ige'tJe , wben h.criticiaed aMrM i .h ULL of mahsement wheihiser owf thsred to Dor
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»mion lands income. was 42 per cent. of the revenue, while for the ten
years of Conservative rule. it has been but 20 per cent. of the revenue.
Adding together the cost of Civil Government, and management in
Manitoba and the North-West, the total expenditu-e during the five
years of Liberal Administration was $351,735, against a total revenue
of $350,440, or 100 per cent of the revenue, whereas, during the ten
years of Conservative Administration, the cost of Civil Government
and management in Manitoba and the North-West has been $1,052,070
againit a total revenue of $6,375,828, that is to say, instead of swallow-
ing up the whole revenue it has bien but 32 per cent of it."

Now, I hold in my hands a statement of the annual expen-
diture for all purposes of the Department of the Interior
for the ten years, taken from the records of Parliament, and
I will read it :
EXPINDITURE, Department of the Interior, for years ending 30th June,

1879 to 1888, inclusive.-IsîDu SmRvIcu.

Year.

1879.
1880.
1881..
1882.
1883........
1884.........
1885.......
1886........,
1887... .....
1888.......

Salaries.

$ ets.

9,109 87
10,402 50
45,554 54
40,674 95
51,631 81
60,254 22
62,961 17
67,174 54
7à,320 78
78,060 67

498,145 09

Oontingencies.

$ ets,

8,607 34
10,631 26
12,041 50
14,016 18
14.3357
20,323 55
17,960 53
31,414 84
23,360 67
22,127 02

.174,816 46

Minister.

$ ets.

7,706 98
8,000 00
8,000 00
8,00) 00
8,000 00
7,293 00
7,0 0 00
7,oo 00
7,000 00
5,658 30

73,658 28

Total.

$ ets.

25,424 19
29,033 76
65,596 04
62,691 13
73,965 38
87,870 77
87,921 70

105,589 42
102,681 45
105,845 99

746,619 83

OUTsIno SERVIos.

Year.

1879. ...
1880....
1881 ...
1882....
1883.
1884.
1885........
1886...
1887....

Dominion
Surveys.

$ Cie.
89,311 34
83,676 91

323,573 35
408,455 34
517,595 73
727,464 95
301,190 22
139,316 99
127,416 71
106,185 59

2,827,216 93

Lands, sala-
ries, &c.

$ cts

47,717 05
93,469 19
78,854 03

185,326 55
160,972 47
167,875 07
178,727 29
194,965 58
231,366 45
2L6,538 61

1,555,212 29

Total.

$ cts.

137,028 39
177,146 10
402,427 38
593,781 69
677,968 20
895,340 02
482,917 51
31,282 57
358 813 16
312,724 00

4,382,429 22

Grand total.

$ ets.

162,452 58
206,179 86
468,023 42
6b6,473 02
751,933 58
983,210 79
570,839 21
439,871 99
461,494 61
428,569 93

5,129,049 05

What were the receipts ? The total receipts for the ton
years, as shown by the hon. gentleman's own speech, were
$4,961,215. Deducting thit sum from the total expenditure
of $5,129,049, it appears that the expenditure bas actually
exeeeded the entire receipts of the North-West by
$157,834. The hon. gentleman stated in i speech that,
including expenses of the outside board and expenses of
every kind, we had only spent 79 per cent. of the entire
receipts of the North-West, when ho had really expended
$157,834 more than the entire receipts. I considered it to
be my duty to bring this matter before the House to bear
ont the tacts that I stated in the House on a previous
occasion. The Minister of the Interior challenged a state-
ment I produced with respect to the expenditure of recent
years, and he proceeied to show that that statement was
incorrect. He thon went on to assail the late Govern.
ment with respeCt to this expenditure and showed by a
statement ho produced to the House that they had expended
100 per cent. of the receipts; in other words, that ail the
monoy recoived by the Government from the North.West
bad been expended in payment of officials and surveys, and
ho claimed for hid owa Government that there was quite a
surplus after paying all the expenses. I deemed it to be
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my duty to present this statement of facts in order to put
that statement on record, and i challenge the hon. gentle.
man or any officer of his department, even the Deputy
Head, whom I look upon as a most efficient man, to criticise
the statement I have made and show that it is incorrect
in any particular.

Mr. DEW DNEY. The figures are all wrong.
Mr. Mc KULLEN. I say that they are all correct. I

defy the hon. gentleman to prove that this statement is not
accurate. When Ministers present statements to the louse
and the country, we have a right to expect that they will
be correct statements. But we have been so accustomed
for years to receive statements with respect to financial
matters and the condition of the different departments that
were incorrect, and we have been in the habit of permitting
them to escape without that criticism and revision which
they should receive, that I considered it to be my duty, in
order to place on record a refutation of the statements niade
by the hon. gentleman, to present this statement to
the louse. I hold it to be correct in every particular. It
shows a most deplorable state of things in the North-West,
and when we consider the facts in connection with the ad-
ministration of affairs in the North-West, that every dollar
received is swallowed up, it is a matter that requires to be
brought before Parliament. What I find fault with is this,
that statements submitted to this House are frequently
iLaccurate, and I hold that when hon. gentlemen opposite
present statements to Parliament with respect to expendi.
ture, whether in the North-West or elsewhere, they should
be based upon facts and presented in such a way that the

louse can place confidence in them. When we come to
criticise very many of their statements, we find they do
not bear investigation, but have been concocted for the
purpose of misleading the country as to its true condition.
[ have proved conclusively from the figures taken from the
records of Parliament that the statement presented by
the Minister of the Interior was not correct.

Mr. DEWDNEY. It was correct.
Mr. MaULLEN. And that the figures were not true,

and that they we're calculated to mislead the House and the
country with regard to the expenses in the North-West.

House dividcd on amendament of Sir Richard Oartwright:

Armstrong,
Bain (Wentworth),
Beausoleil,
Brien,
Oampbell,

artwright (Sir Rich'
Casey,
Casgrin,
Charlton,
Choquette,
Colter,
Davies,
Doyon,

Archibald,
Bain (Soulanges),
Barnard,
Bergeron,
Boisvert,
Bowell,
Brown,
Burns,
Carling,
Caron (Sir Adolphe),
0hapleau,
0ochrane,
Oockbarn,
Colby,
Daoust,
Davi%,

Ys&s:
Messieurs

Eisenhauer,
Ellis,
Fiset,
Fisher,
Flynn,

d),Qillmor,
Innes,
Jones (Halifax),
Laurier,
Livingston,
Lovitt,
Mackenzie,
MoMullen,

NAs:
Ilessieurs

Mille (Bothwell),
Neveu,
Paterson (Brant),
Platt,
Ste. Marie,
Semple,
Somerville,
Sutherland,
Trow,
Waldie,
Watson,
Weldon (St. John), and
Wilson (Elgin).-89.

Poster, Montplaisir,
Gigault, Patterson (Essex),
Gordon, Perley,
Grandbois, Porter,
Guillet, Prior,
Haggart, Putnam,
Rail, Riopel,
Hicitey, Robillard,
Jones (Digby), Shanly,
Kenny, Skinner,
Labrosse, Small,
Landry, Smith (Ontario).
Langevin (Sir Hector), Sproule,
La Rivière, Stevenson,
Macdonald (Sir John), Taylor,
Macdowal1, Temple,
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Davis, KeOulla, Thomson (Sir John),
Dawson, KeDoumld (Victoria), Tppr,Deison, eDougail (Pieta), PWalIace,
Desaulniers, McKay, Weldon (Albert),
Dewdney, McmilLan (Vaudreuil), Wilmot,
Diokey, KeNeili, Wood (Wetmoreland),
Dickinson. Kadîli, Wright.-7I.
Dupont,, Mara,

A.mendment negatived.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.
Immigration......... ........................ 4 .. $95,135

Mr. SOMERVILLE. Before Concurrence is taken on
this resolution I wish to offer a few remarks with regard to
the immigration policy of the Government. At this late
stage of the Session I shallh be as brief as possible, because
I have no desire to extend the Session, but the remarks
which I intend to make are such as ought to be heard in
this House and in the country. I see that the immigration
expenditure for 1887-88 was very large, although not as
large, perhaps, as it was in some former years, but still it
amounted to nearly a quarter million dollars. I find under
this expenditure that the salaries in Canada wer#835,106.-
11 ; in England, not including the expenses of Sir
Charles Tupper, 87,955.?6 ; agents in Europe
e6,625.08; gratuity to the late agent at Pelf&st 81,000;
contingencies, Canadian agencies, 820,797.96 ; contin-
gencies, European agencie-, 813,024.14; gener4l im-
migration expenditure, 815>280.24 ; Montreal Women's
Protective Immigration Society, 81,000-total 844,78J.0,4.
The salaries and contingencies in Canada alone amounted
to $55,904.07. The expenditure of this large amount of
money for contiagencies in Canada leads, i believe, to a
great deal of money being spent which is not expended in
the interests of the country, but which is expended for the
purpose of giving a livelihood to men who have been ardent
supporters of the Government, and who, for litical rea-
sons, are put in positions of trust, under the mmigration
Department. I find that there are agencies established in
the Provinces at Hamilton, Kingston, London, Ottawa, Port
Arthur, Prescott, Toronto, Coaticook, Danville, Melbourne,
Montreal, Quebec, Richmond Sherbrooke, Halifax, St. John,
Brandon, Deloraine, Emerson, Gretna, Winnipeg, Calgary,
Mo0150 Jaw, Mvedicine Riat, Regina, and other places, and I
believe that a great many of these agencies are altogether
unnecessary, and that the expenses incarrod in carrying on
the business of these agencies might be saved with
great advantage to the people of Canada. As
was remarked the other night, the attention of the
Minister was called to an expenditure in one item alone by
which it appeared Mr. J. J. Daley, the immigration agent
in the city of Montreal, was allowed Iast year no less than
81,283.70 for cab and horse hire. The Minister could make
no explanation of this item, and all through the Auditor
General's reports from year to year, we find just such items
as this-a scandalous exhibition of the wasteful expendi-
ture of the people's money which in no way benefits the
people of Canada or the country at large. In addition to
all these numerous immigration agencies in the different
towns of the Dominion, we have travelltng agents besides.
We have men who are authorised to travel all over the
Dominion of Canada and some of them travel in the locali.
ties and are to be found where bye-elections are held,-one
particularly is Mr. Webster. We bave another agent, who
had a roving commission given to him in 1887. Mr. Henry
Smyth, ex-M.P. for Kent, who resides in the town of
Chatham, and who, according to the evidence given
by Mr. Lowe, Deputy Minister of Agriculture, before the
Public Accounts Committee, was instructed that he was at
liberty to rove Wll over the North American continent,i

He hsd rather an extensive field to travel over. I do
not think it is at ail for the benefit of this country
that we should have these travelling immigration agents,
who are supposed to work especially in the older Pro-
vinces. The only thing that they eau accomplish is to in.
duce the settlers in Ontario, and the older Provinces, to
go to the newer Provinces, and I do not think that this
system benefits the country generally. If the Government
expended their energies and their money in bringing te
the country new settlers, instead of transferring so-ne of
the best settlers of the older Provinces to the newer Pro-
vinces, they would be accomplishing some good for the
country. The Government have failed altogether in their
immigration policy, and they have failed also in the many
promises that they have made to this House from year to
year, with regard to the imcroased number of immigrants
who would rush to the North-West ard cultivate the fer-
tile fields there. It bas been shown that these promises of
the Government have all failed, and that the ppulation of
the North. West is not increasing by the immigration which
has been brought into it from foreign countries, but that it
has been incrcased mainly by the immigration from the
older Provinces of the Dominion. This cannot be said
to be a benefit to the Dominion gener illy. I wish
particularly to call the attention of the House to
the account which was rendered by Mr. lIenry Smyth, ex.
M.P. for Kent, and whioh underwent investigation before
the Public Accounts C>mmittee. The matter was thorough-
ly gone jutu there and evidence was taken bearing on the
character of the acount. I may say here that this account,
which wns iendered by Mr. Smyth, is, perbaps, the most re-
markable document that was ever rendered in the shape of
an account by any individual in this country. It is remark.
able from the fact that the min who rendered the account
to the Government repudiates it now, and says it is not to
be relied upon in any respect whatever. fie says that the
dates are not to be relied upon, and all he knows about it is
that he expended the money which he obtained. f say here
boldly, and without fear of contradiction, that this money
was obtained fraudulently from the Government. I do not
know why the Governmont paid this amount, but it must
be because they thought Mr. Smyth deserved some support
for the assistance which he gave them as a paity man both
inand ut ofthis House. The Government muat bave known
when Mr. Sniyth was appoinîted chat he was net well poBted
for the work he was going to undertake, and they must
have known that he had no right to collect the amount of
money he received in connection with this account, because
when Mr. Smyth was appointed to fill the duties which were
expected from him he received a letter of instructions from
the Minister of Agriculture, in which he was told what bis
duties were, and in which he was also told :

" That aIl expenditure for railway lares and other conveyances must
be accompanied as far as possible with vouchers, and in ail cases the
dates and names oftrailway stations between which tickets are purchased,
should be furnished in accordance with the requiremeuts in such matters
cf the Audit Act"

And he was further required to report to the department
monthly. Mr. Smith occupied this position for six months;
he was appointed for six months, but clcimed that he work-
ed longer; and during the whole of that time, %bile pre-
tending to discharge the duties of bis office, he never re-
ported to the department or the Minister in accordance
with this letter of instructions, and when he rendered bis
account to the department he did not accompany it with
any vauchers whatever for the expenses he had incurred,
as he had been instructed to do. 'l here a e other remark-
able features in connection with this account. According
to it we find that Mr. Henry Smyth started on
his way westward on lst July, when he took a
sleeping car. ticket to St. Paul. From that tinim
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ho travelled conseculively day after day, giving
the places where ho purchased tickets, the places ho went
Io, and the hotels he stopped at Al through the month of
July and August, day after day, and even on Sundays, ho
never ceased doing business; and he kept on right through
September and until the 4th of October, when, according to
bis account, ho came back to Chatham for the first time
after he had left on the 1st of July. Then ho stayed four
days in Chatham, and on the 9th of October ho bought a
ticket for Kansas City. Thon ho continued to state where
ho was, day after day, what railway fares ho paid, what
hotels ho stopped at. The account states that in one place
ho stopped with W. W. Lewis, an old Chatham, Ontario,
man, and after this Etatement ho puts the words, "no ex-
pense." He wanted to show to the Government that ho
was particularly honest, that ho was a good and faithfnl
servant, and that when ho stopped with a friend there was
no expense to the Government. He also stopped with James
Wrencher, an old Kent man, and marked on his account "no
expense.' But ho kept on with bis travels without inter
y option ail tbrough the months of October and November
until the 30th of November, when ho came back in a sleeper
to Chatham. When the matter was investigated in the Pub
lic Accourts Committee we found that Mr. Smyth's account,
which represented that ho bad exponded $1,542.95, was
inaccurate, unreliable and untruthful from beginning to end;
in fact, that it was a fraudulent account which this Govern-
ment had paid to Mr. Smyth. Mr. Smyth bad not complied
with the instructions given him by the department. He nev-
or produced any vouchers for the expenses ho had incurred,
nor had ho made any report to the department. In his evi-
dence before the Committee Mr. Smyth told us that the
dates were all wrong and were not to be relied on ; ho did
not remember anything in connection with the expendi-
tures except that ho had spent the $1,542; that wis the
only thing hoecould remember. He said that ho was not
responsible for the account, that ho had deputed a man who
had been a confidential clerk of his, a Mr, Mitchell, to make
out this account, and that be had given Mr. Mitchell a pass
book and diary in which all the dates and expenditures wore
noted down. We had this Mr. Mitchell before the Public
Accounts Committee and what did ho say ? He said ho had
tried to make out the account according to the memoranda
and diaiy he hand got from Mr. Smyth, but ho could not
make it out, and ho went to Mr. Smyth for instiuctions, and
ho instructed him how to make out that accoant. But when
Mr. Smyth came before the Committee ho pleaded not guilty,
becausehe said that Mr. Mitchell whom ho had hired, had not
made out the account properly ; and it was convenient for
Mr. Smyth to lose his pass-book and diary, so that no evidence
could be given against him in regard to that point. When
Mr, Smyth gave his evidence, ho changed the character of
his defence altogether; ho took a new tack. We bad evi-
dence that Mr. Smyth was in Chatham during the time ho
cbarged as bas having been out west, and if ho bad not
changed bis defence he would have been tripped up at every
p"int. What was the best defence ho could put in ? Ie
claimed that ho made not one trip, but four or five, to the
west that summer, and we found great difficulty in extract-
ing from him any particulars as to the dates when ho started,
how long ho stayed, or when ho came back. However,
after perseverance I got him to state that ho started from
Chatham for St. Paul, hoe could not say whether it was on the

Ist or the 15th of June, but ho said ho was sure he went there.
On the second trip ho started about the -Ist Jaly, and ho
stated positively that ho was away for at least six weeks.
Now it was proven conclusively botore the Public Accounts
Committee by a respectable citizen of Chatham, Mr. Martin,
that Ur. Smyth was in Chatham on the 6th July, and that
Mr. Smyth had presented certain certificates with regard to
a loan which ho was trying to secure on a certain property
in the neighborhood ofOChatham. These docunments were pro-
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duced before the Public Accounts Commaittee by Mr. Martin,
who declared that Mr. Smyth had brought them into his
office on the 6th Jaly. Thus, despite Mr. Smyth's déclara-
tion that he had started on his trip on the 1st July, we find
ho was in Chatham on the 6th. Further, Mr. Martin
declared that Mr. Smyth was in and out of hie office la
Chatham negotiating this loan almost every day in July up
te the let August, and later on until October. Yet Mr.
Smyth, in hie evidenoe before the Committee, declared that
ho started on the 1st July and was away at least six weeks
from Chatham. Smyth, in his evidence, further said that
ho came back te Chatham in the lIter part of October.
Mr. Martin proved before the Public Aocounts Committee
that Smyth was in Chatham and signed an agreement in
bis office on the 12th October, at the time when Mr. Smyth
said ho was away in the wesern States. Then whon Mr.
Smyth was questioned as te dates, ho said that ho started
the latter part of October, but could net give any evidence
as te how long ho stayed or when ho came back. He was
in Chatham on the 2nd and 3rd of November at an election
trial held there te unseat the member who now site in this
lieuse reprosenting the County of Kent; yet by his own
accoant he claims that on the 2nd November ho was at
Plum Credk, away ont in the west. On the 15th November,
Smyth gave evidence at the election trial at Chatham,
when, according to his own account, ho was out
West in Omaha. On the 16th November, ho insti-
tuted a suit for perjury in Chatham, and gave evi-
dence in the suit against one Thornton. Fancy a man who
makes out an account of this character and fraudulently
gets payment of it, charging a man, at the very time ho
represented ho was in the Western States, with being guilty
of perijury. I would like te know what kind of a servant
this is for the Governmont te engage te discharge important
functions. On his last trip, Mr. Smyth started from Chat.
ham on the 24th November for Omaha. His account, as
made out and rendered to the department, is only up te the
30 th Novem ber. He claimed that ho had put in the whole of
his services, according te his account, up te the 30th Novem.
ber, but when ho came here ho discovered thathe would net be
able te satisfy the Committee that ho had rendered the ser.
vices, if ho did net add another month, and ho stated before
the Publie Accounts Committee that ho started from Cha-
tham on the 24th November. In answer te questions put te
him in the Public Accounts Committee, ho gave day and
date, ad the name of every place where he stopped at, up to
the 23rd December, when ho claims ho came back to Chatham.
HIe positively declared that ho never was in Chatham or in
Canada at ail from the 24th November, when ho started for
Omaha, until the 23rd or 24th December, but was continu-
ously in the Western States during the wbole of that time.
Ho declared ho was willing to swear te this. This was
another matter in which ho was positive. Ho was net
positive in regard te anything except that ho spent the
money and during this whole month was in the Western
States discharging his duties as immigration agent. Well,
you will scarcely believe that, after declaring that ho could
swear te the truth of the statement that ho was net in
Chatham from the 24-h November till the 24th December,
he immediately turned round and within ton minutes
declared, under crpss-examination, that ho believed ho was
in Chatham on the 3rd December, when the Conservative
convention was held there for the purpose of nominating a
candidate te oppose Mr. Campbell, the Reform cndidate,
and member for the County of Kent. Mr. Smyth was in
Chatham the 3rd of December, and Mr. Martin, who resides
in Chatham, and gave evidence before the Committee, de-
clared that ho saw Smyth on the 3rd December, and bad
spoken te him. Mr. Smyth could net deny this. Mr. Smyth
declared again ho was in Chatham at a second eonvention
which was held by the Conservatives on the 17th December,
although, only a few minutes before, he declared that ho had
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never been in Chatham from the 24th November till the
28rd December. I congratulate the Oonservatives of the
County Of Kent on the honOsty and integrity of the mon
they select to canvass the county in their interest. Here we
have this man doclaring, all within a quarter of an hour,
that ho was out of the country for a whole month, and that
he was in the country during the same period. I think it
in fortunate for Mr. Smyth that ho could not produce his
so-called vouchers for this expenditure, and that ho lost hie
diary and pae-book. I believe he lost them on purpose.
I do not believe he desired to produce them, or dared pro-
duce them, before the Publie Accounts Committee, bocause
I am satisfied that if ho had, they would have convicted
him of gross fabrication. In connection with this matter,
I will say that the members of the Government who
were present at the Public Accounts Committee, de-
serve some credit. I know they are capable, and their
followers are capable of supporting some things that
will scarcely bear the light of day. They have done
so in times past; but on this occasion I will give
them this credit, that not one Minister of the Crown
who was present during the whole of that examina-
tion, which extended over two days, ever said one word in
defence of Mr. Smyth, or made any attempt to assist him.
They knew to well, from the character of the evidence ho
had given, that ho had committed a fraud upon the country
and dared not defend him. For this the Government deserve
credit, but at the @sme time I contend that, as they have
been imposed on, they, as the guardians of the money of
the people, should take some steps to make this man pay
back the money he fraudulently obtained. 1 would suggest,
therefore, that the right hon. the First Minister take this
into hi@ serions consideration-to-morrow.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. To-morrow is Sunday.

Mr. SOMERYILLE. It will be a good Sunday's work.
Now, I do not wish te detain the Houge any longer. I
would just say this, that I think the case was complotely
proven te the satisfaction of the members of the Govern-
ment and every man who sat on that Committee, and I
think it is high time that this system of appointing agents
to act under the Immigration Department should be put a
stop to. I think that this huge boodle fund whic lis voted
every year for the purpose of feeding the hungry hangers-
on of the Tory party ehould be put a stop to. We all know
the history of this fund in the past. W. know that a few
years ago they used to spend over 8100,000 a year for the
purpose of giving boodle to the Tory newspapers through-
out the country, and we know that we paid them four, six,
and in some cases fourteen prices for the work. This I
proved to the entire satisfaction of the House on a former
occasion. We know that this money has been squandered
on every occasion in order to assist needy friends of the
Government, and I do not wonder that the evidence which
was taken before the Public Accounts Committeein this case
and reported to this House was conveniently put out of the
way so that extracts could not ho read in this Hlouse. I do not
wonder at all that some earnest, devoted friend of the Gov-
ernment should have thought it his duty to lay hold of this
evidence and keep it in his grasp till the louse rose, so that
the House would not be put in possession of all the facts in
connection with this investigation. I believe Mr. Smyth
made at least one trip to the North-West during the sum-
mer of 1887, and that that trip was for the purpose of
taking a load of horses out there to a ranche. He made this
trip net in the interest of the people of this country, but in
hie own interest. I think the Minister ought to give some
explanation as to how ho came to pay this man when ho
refused and neglected altogether to comply with the letter
of instructions whieh the Minister gave at the time of hie
appointment. I believe the wholematter was a fraud from
beginning to end. I believe it was deliberate fraud on the
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part of Mr. Smyth, and I blame the Government for ap.
pointing a man of that character to discharge such duties.
I am firmly convinced that this account which he rendered
to the department was umade np from railway time tables,
and that he was not out of Chatham during that summer
except for short periode. I have, therefore, the more reason
to urge the Government to take the course which I say they
should. With regard to Mr. Webster, we know that
he appeared before the Public Accounts Oommittee
and boldly and openly admitted that he had done
good service to the Government in election campaigns
and in bye-elections. We know that he was busily engaged
in addressing public meetings in the County of Haldimand
at the time he was being paid by this Government his
salary and expenses as immigration agent. His accounts
show the dates when he made the charges, and we have the
records of the House to show when the Haldimand election
was beld, and these bear out the statement of the hon.
nember for laldimand (Mfr. Colter) that this Webster was

engaged in electioneering work in that connty at the time
when he was being paid by this Government. Believing,
therefore, that the greater portion of the appropriation for
immigration is wantonly wasted, I beg to move:

That it appears from evidence reported to this House from the 0Com-
mittee on Public Accounts that one Henry Smyth, heretofore employed
by the Department ofImmigration, had furnished a return of expendi-
tore under false dates, and for services which he did not render; and
that one W. A. Webster, likewise an employó of the said department,
was shown to have been actively engage 1uin bye-elections while drawing
pay from the department; that it is improper and inexpedient that the
public funde Bhould be used for the payment of such persons, and that
the said vote for $95,135 for immigration be not agreed to, but that it
be referred back to theO ommittee of Supply, with instructions to reduce
the same to $50,000.

Ilouse divided on amendment of Mr. Somerville:

YuÂs:

Messieurs

Armstrong, Eisenhauer,
Bain (Wentworth), Ellis,
Beausoleil, Finet,
Brien, Fisher,
Oampbell, Flynn,
Oartwright (Sir Rich'd),Gillmor,
Casey, Innes,
Oasgrain, Joues (Halifax),
Charlton, Laurier,
(hoquette, Livingston,
Oolter, Lovitt,
Davies, Mackenzie,
Doyon, McMullen,

NAÂs:

Messieurs

Archibald,
Bain (Soulanges),
Barnard,
Bergeron,
Boisvert.,
Bowell,
Brown,
Burns,
Carling,
Caron (Sir Adolphe),
Ohapleau,
Cochrane,
Oockburn,
Oolby,
Dsount,
Davin,
Davis,
Dawson,
Denison,
Desaulniers,
Dewdney,
Dickey,
Dickinson,
Dupont,

Foster,
Gigault,
Gordon,
Grandbois,
Guillet,
Haggart,
Hall,
Hickey
Jones (Digby),
Kenny,
Labrosse,
Landry,
Langevin (Sir Hector),
LaRivière,
Macdonald (Sir John),
Macdowall,
MCuOlIa,
McDonald (Victoria),
McDougald (Pictou),

.McKay,
MeKillanu(Vaudreuil),
MoNeill,
Madili,
Mars,

Mill (Bothwell),
Neveu,
Paterson (Brant),
Platt,
Ste. Marie,
Semple,
Somerville,
Sutherland,
Trow,
Waldie,
Watson,
Weldon (St John), and
Wilson (Elgin).-39.

Montplaair,
Patterson (Eosez),
Perley,
Porter,
Prior,
Putnam,
Riopsl,
Robillard,
Shanly,
Skinner,
Small,
Smith (Ontario),
Sproule,
Stevenaon,
Taylor,
Temple,
Th mpson (Bir John),

Welo (Albert),
Wilmot,
Wood (Westm'land)and
Wrîiht.ll.

&mendment negatived.
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Murray Canal............................$140,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Did the hon, gentle-
man state that would finish the Murray Canal ?

Mr. FOSTER. That is to complote,
Further amount required to meet the expenditure

connected with the Royal Labor Commission,..... $40,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I put the question to
the Government in the absence ot the First Minister, as to
their intentions with respect particularly to the question of
the abuses in the matter of child labor that had been dis-
closed in the evidence of this Commission. Some discussion
ensued with the Minister of Justice, but I intimated at the
time that I thought the Government should state definitely
what decision they had arrived at, and whether they pro-
posed to take any action in the way of mbking the law
more stringent in order to prevent such abuses as had been
revealed.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I can only repeat what
the Minister of Justice said : That the report was only lately
printed and distributed; that we have had no opportunity
and no leisure in fact to examine it, and, therefore, have
come to no conclusion upon it. I believe the reports are
very elaborate and the evidence very voluminous. Both
reports will be read and the evidence perused, and the
Government will be prepared next Session to come down
with such legislation as the Commission shows is in the
interests of the country.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Of course as regards
general matters, I admit the justice of the hon. gentleman's
plea. But in regard to the particular question as to abuses
in the matter of child labor to which I called attention last
year, I thought thon, and I think still, that it should have
engaged the attention of the Government, bocause the hon.
gentleman and the House know that utterly irremediable
mischief may easily be inflicted on a great number of those
unfortunate children while the Government are thinking
about it in the interim from Session to Session.

Intercolonial Railway-Rolling Stock....... ......... $170,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. This is an item to
which I think tho attention of the flouse should be called,
that is the use of the Governor General's warrant for so
large a sum as $170,000 for rolling stock. It does not
reflect much credit on the administration of that department
that it should have been necessary to have had recourse to
that expedient in order to provide rolling stock. $170,000
taken in that way seems to be a decided abuse of the power
which was conferred for the purpose of guarding against
utterly unforeseen accidents. I do not think it is a proper
use of the Governor General's warrant.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. As to the general rule,
I admit the hon; gentleman is correct and that the Gov-
ernor General's warrant ought not to be used excepting in an
emergency or in special cases as they arise. In this case,
however, if I remember rightly, the late Minister of Rail-
ways found he was obliged to increase the rolling stock
very rapidly in consequence of the large increase in the
coal trade. There was great lack of means of transporting
coal from the Maritime Provinces. It is, however, an ob-
jectionable practice, and I quite agree with the hon. gentle-
man that the Governor General's warrant should not be used
with facility.

Department of Marine-salaries............y.... $2,482 50

Mr. McMULLEN. I beg to move:
That it appears that the Minister of Marine stated in his place in the

Bouse that the appointment of Mr. Chipman to a new additional chief
clerkship in his department at a salary of $2,300 would impose no ad-
ditional tax on the people of this country.

Mr. SOMEIRVILLE.

That it subsequently appeared that the said statement had no found-
ation in fact, and that the said resolution be not agreed to, but that It
be referred back to the Committee of Supply, with instructions to strike
out the item-: Salary of 0. 0. Chipman, $2,300.

I desire to read the words to which I refer. On 15th Feb-
ruary, in answer to Sir Richard Cartwright, the Minister
Marine and Fisheries said:

"I would say in regard to this matter, and as offering some explana-
tion to the hon. gentleman, that it would not be possible, or, at all
events, I do not suppose the hon. gentleman would propose that if an
officer with a less salary could do the work in London, this officer should
lose bis salary altogether. This officer receives simply the same salary
this year as he received last year. There is not one farthing increase to
the public."

And again he stated in reply to the same hon. gentleman :
" The transfer imposes no additional tax on the people of this coun.

try."
I contend that the item now before the Hlouse shows very
clearly there is an increased tax. It shows that the $2,300
proposed to give this man increases the amount of expendi.
ture in the Department of Marine to that extent, and al.
though the Minister led the House to understand that no
increase should take place, we have now in the Estimates
the most positive evidence that an increase does take place.
The hon. gentleman, in presenting his argument in favor
of the transfer of Mr. Chipman from London, declared that
as Minister ho had the right to choose his own private
secretary. It is weil known that there is no department
to which a private secretary is attached, who is receiving the
very large salary paid to Mr. Chipman. It was altogether
unnecessary that a man drawing such an enormous salary
as $2,300 per year should have been appointed as private
secretary to the Minister. There is no other Minister who
has a secretary at that cost. Under these circumstances,
and considering the representations of the Minister when
the item was under discussion, I present to the House the
resolution I have offered, that the item be struck out owing
to the fact that the Minister mislead the House when ho
made the proposition in the first place.

House divided on amendment of Mr. McMullen:

YÂS :
Messieurs

Armstrong, Eisenhauer, Paterson (Brant),
Bain (Wentworth), Ellis, Platt,
Beausoleil, Gillmor, Ste. Marie,
Brien, Innes, Semple?
Campbell, Jones (Halifax), Somerville,
Cartwright (Sir Rich'd), Laurier, Sutherland,
Casey, LivingstoneTrow,
Charlton, Lovitt, Waldie,
Colter, McMullen, Watson,
Davies, Mills (Bothwell), Weldon (St. John), and
Doyon, Neveu, Wilson (ilgin>-33.

NÂs :
Messieurs

Bain (Soulanges),
Barnard,
Bergeron,
Boisvert,
Bowell,
Brown,
Burns,
Carling,
Caron (Sir Adolphe),
Chapleau,
Cochrane,
Cockbura,
Colby,
Daoust,
Davin,
Davis,
Dawson,
Denison,
Desaulniers,
Dewdney,
Dickey,
Dupont,

Foster,
Gordon,
Grandbois,
Guillet,
Haggart,
Hall,
Hickey,
Jones (Digby),
Kenny,
Kirkpatrick,
Labrosse,
Landry,
Langevin (Sir Hector),
La Rivière
Macdonald (Sir John),
Macdowall,
McCuila,
McDonald (Victoria),
McDougald (Pictou),
McKay,
McMillan (Vaudreuil),
Madill,

mara,
Patterson (Essex),
Porter,
Prior,
Putnam,
Riopel,
Robillard,
Shanly,
Skinner,
Small,
Smith (Ontario),
Sproule,
Stevenson,
Taylor,
Temple,
Thompson (Sir John),
Tyrwhitt,
Wallace,
Weldon (Albert),
Wilmot, and
Wood (West'1'd)-65.

Amendment negatived.
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M. GRANDBOIS. Mr. Speaker, the hon. member for1

Montcalm (Mr. Thérien) has not voted,
M. TH.ÉRIEN. I have paired with the hon. member for

L'Assomption (Mr. Gauthier).
Railways and Canalu-Mr. Schreiber's salary......... $2,000

Mr. ELLIS. I do not rise to object so much to the in-
crease to Mr. Schreiber as Chief Engineer of Government
Railways, but to say that Mr. Schreiber as Gencral Manager
of the Intercolonial Railway is very distasteful indeed to
the people of the Maritime Provinces. I attribute very
largely the deficit in the working of that railway to the bad
management of Mr. Schreiber, and to the fact that the
freight of the road is not looked after with that care which
it ought to be looked after in the interests of the people of
the chief cities of the Maritime Provinces. So far as St.
John is concerned, Mr. Schreiber is most distasteful to the
people there, not only to those who are opposed to the Ad-
ministration, but to the friends of the Administration as
well. The chief organ of the Minister of Finance in that
city has continually attacked Mr. Schreiber for the bad
judgment he displays in the government of the road, for bis
general impertinence to the people and for his neglect of
the public interost.

Kingston Penitentiary...... ......... . $15,86

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Can the hon. the Min-
ister of Justice inform me if in the papers he las sent across
to me there is an estimate of the cost of the supply of gas
to the Kingston Penitentiary at present ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I have looked carefully through
the papers and find that I have no satisfactory estimate
upon that point. Of course, I will make every enquiry pos-
sible to ascertain that the expense attending the change is
not an unreasonable one before the change is made.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It would be expedient
before going to the expense of purchasing this electrie light
apparatus for the prison, to find out whether it can be sup-
plied by the Kingston Electrie Light Company or not.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I certainly shall consider that.
One difficulty we apprehended was the want of certainty in
getting the supply from a public company. I believe that
most large establishments using the electrie light have a
plant of their own.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. On the other hand
the apparatus the hon. gentleman proposes to introduce is
of course as likely to get out of order as the apparatus in
the city of Kingston is likely to be. I presume that the
Minister intends to retain the gas fixtures as a kind of
second string to bis bow.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I think it would not be safe
to dispose of the gas fittings for some years. Of course it
is true that our own apparatus is likely to break down, but
not so likely as the city supply, which is dependent on a
great many accidents. The matter will be carefully con-
sidered.

To meet the expenses of Dominion Franchise Act . $250,000

Mr. PLATT. The amoant of this item and the purpose
for which it is voted demand that it should be challenged
by this flouse in the interest of the public on every
eccasion I consider the expenditure of public money for
the preparation of votera' lists for Daminion purposes as
useless, nay, Sir, it is worse than useless. This vote docs
not show by any means the amount of expenditure which
this revision entails on the country. We may take it for
granted that this vote will be inadequate to meet the ex-
pense; but the revision likewise involves an equal expondi-1

ture on the part of individuals in the country, and besides
that it entails Joss of time and paralysis of labor the value
of which it would be difficult for us to estimate, and all
this to obtain a list which is far inferior to the list now in
our hands in every constituency in the country. I beg to
move in amendment :

That the said Resolution be not now agreed to, but that it be Re-
solved, That a complete and satisfactory voters' list is now and will con-
tinue to be available for Dominion election purposes in every Province
of Canada, and that such list may be secured for Dominion purposes
without expenditure from the public Treasury."

Amendment negatived on a division.

Harbors and River--New Brunswick..........$17,500

Mr. FOSTER. When this item was up in Committee the
hon. senior member for St. John County (Mr. Weldon) took
exception to the vote for building a wharf on Richibueto
River, and I think he expressed the opinion that nio vossels,
or very few, went above the bridge. I took occasion to
enquire as to whether that were true or not, for the infor-
mation of the Gwernmont and the House, and I thirnk the
hon. gentleman would like to hear the information which I
have received. I have this telegram from Mr. Brail, of
Kingston:

"l 91 vessels passed upwards through draw of Kingston bridge last
season. Same number, laden, passed through downwards."

Roads and Bridges............... ........... $85,500

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I see that there is a
revote here of 835,000 for a new iron truss bridge to re-
place the Union Suspension bridge at Ottawa. la that the
total cost of replacing the bi idge?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.
Mr. FLYNN. The other night I directel the attention

of the Minister of Public Works to the fact that a site had
been purchased for the erection of a publie building in the
town to Arichat a few years ago at a cost of $1,000, and
that tenders had been invited for the erection of a building;
but for some reason, which has nover been explained, no
contract bas ever been let for the construction of that build-
ing. I presume that the Ministor must have known that
the town was of sufficient importance to justify the
erection of a public building, because previous to the pur-
chase of the site, considerable correspondence was entered
into with the departmont on the subject. Engineers were
employed to survey and report to the department, and after
they had made a full report to the Minister, giving all the
information necessary, a site was purchased, and tenders
were invited; but up to this hour no explanation has been
given why the building bas not been erected. As I shall
probably be asked on my return for some reasoas, I shalt
bo unable to give any, unless the Minister of Publie Works
can state them before this item is concurred in.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Whon the hon. gentleman
spoke of this post office, as there w as nothing in the Esti--
mates regarding it, I couli not give him any explanation ;
but as I expected that the hon. gentleman would bring the
matter up again, I took care to obtain the information.
The site was purchased on the 9th of August, 1883 or 1884,
for $ l,000. After purchasing the property we found that
the present building could ba repaired, and improvements
and repairs were made at a cost of $575; and we purchased
some stoves, pipes, &c., for $51 ; making altogether an ex.
penditure of $1,635. Having done that, the Government
thought they could delay the erection of a new building for
some time, and that is the reason it has not been erected.

RAIL WAY SUBSIDIES.

House resolved itself into Committee to consider resolu-
tion (p. 1572) to authorise the granting of subsidies to cer.
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tain railway companies and towards the construction of cer-
tain railways therein mentioned.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

(In the Committee.)

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. We are entitled to hear
from the Firet Minister how it is the virtuous resolutions
which h. was given credit for, of bringing these innumerable
subsidies to a termination seem to have evaporated so com.
pletely. We were given to uxderstand that the hon. gentle.
man's conscience was smiting him for all the money he was
getting through for the benefit of hie supporters and other
people, and that ho had determined to put a stop to the in-
numerable grants made, but this does not look like it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman will
consider my explanation very satisfactory when I tell him
that the number of applications of more or less merit, some
of great merit, for aid in the way of railway subsidies in the
whole Dominion amounts to the moderatoesum of 821,000,000
or thereabouts; and when I tell him that I believe that the
whole of the aid asked for now will be under $2,000,000, the
hon. gentleman will quite appreciate how rapidly I am ap-
proaching to the state of excellence he would like to sec me
reach.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I appreciate another
thing, and that is how thoroughly the lesson the hon.gentle-
man has been teaching the various constituencies has been
learnt. I am not surprised to find that 821,000,000 or
831,000,000 have been applied for from one end of the
Dominion to the other. The prospect is an interesting one.
821,000,000 divided by $3,200 per mile, which seems to be
the fixed rate, would give something like 6,000 miles of
railway.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Very large.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It shows that the sys-

tom h. has inaugurated of subsidising railways indiscrimin-
atcly, for tlthough some of the railways are of great service,
a great many are of very doubtful utility, has had such an
effect on the public mind from one end of the Dominion to
the other that the hon, gentleman is perfectly overwbelmed
with applications, and I am afraid, sooner or later, accord-
ing to the exigencies of the situation, we will find a great
number of these $21,000,000 will come before us if we are
ail alive and remain here to witness the annual depletion of
the Treasury initiated by the hon. gentleman.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman does
well to make the proviso, if we are alive, for i believe if we
only grant 62,000,000 out of $21,000,000, some of as will
not be alive to speak of those, not to mention any new ones
that may come in as well.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is that a sort of life
insurance of the hon. gentleman ?

For arailway from some point on the Joggins Railway, near the
Heben River, to Young's Mills, in the Province of Nova Scutia, a dis-
tance of five miles, a eubsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, and not ex-
oeeding in the whole $16,000.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). This policy was initiated in 1883.
What has been the annual amount that Parliament has paid ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The average amount
granted up to this lat year was under $2,000,009, and there
has been a sudden outburst here, as in the United States, a
frenzy for railway extension, which hie culminated in this
extravagant demand.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). It will take only about ton
yeara to give the whole country the 8 1,000e000.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Doces this connect with the Inter-
golonial Railway ?

bir IEOTOa LANoEVtz<.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Mr. L&AURIER. The hon. gentleman has departed from

the usual practice of bringing down the correspondence.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It will be on the Table to-

night.
Sir RICHARD CARrTWRIGIIT. This is not a new road,

but an extension of a road already existing. What is the
length of theroad?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Sixteen miles.
Mr. LAURIER. Io this for the general advantage of

Canada?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think it is. It will

bring a large lumber trade to the Intereolonial. We have
heard a good deal about the deficit on the Intercolonial, and
this is one means to remove that deficit.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It would save trouble
if the hon. gentleman would give us a definition of under
what circumstances a road is not for the general advantage
of Canada, because, looking over the list which I have be-
fore me, of the grants to various railways, I should think
it would be a most difficult thing to imagine how, from one
end of Canada to the other, any railway could be con-
structed which is not "for the general advantage of
Canada," under the construction put upon those words by
hon. gentlemen opposite.

Mr. FLYNN. I think I am able to answer that point.
There is one portion of the Dominion to which I expected
to see a subsidy granted for the Inverness and Richmond
Railway, but that seems to be considered not a railway for
the general interest of Canada. That is a most important
road, and I understood that the hon. member for Inveiness
(Mr. Cameron) had been urging on the Government that a
subsidy should be given for that road. I believe the reason
has been assigned by him that the Government would not
give a subsidy unless the Local Government had entered
into a contract with the company, which they had already
subsidised to the extent of $3,200 a mile. Tnat cannot be
the reason, bocause the Government have given subsidies
in other cases when the Local Government had not entered
into contracts. I should like to know whatthe Government
iLteLd to do in that matter, and that is principally in the
interest of the people of Inverness, bocause, though the ter-
minus of the road is at Fort Malcolm, in the County of Rich-
mond, the principal portion of the lino ruas through the
County of Inverness.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think the hon.
gentleman sbould put the construction upon that which he
does, simply because the railway does Lot appear bere,
which may be one of the $21,000,000 to be oonsidered in its
turn. I think one reason is that there is and has been a large
expenditure of late for railways in Cape Breton. Cape
Breton had no railway communications at all, but now the
lItercolonial Railway is being extended into Cape Breton.
That involves a large expenditure there, and every part of
the country must have its turn. I think Cape Breton and
this road may stand over now for its turn.

Mr. NEVEU. (Translation.) Mr. Chairman, I cannot
allow those resolutions to pass without making some re-
marks. I see by these resolutions that the Government
have not vouchsafed to subsidise the projected railway from
St. Félix de Valois to St. Jean de Matha, in the County of
Joliette. The company is incorporated and has asked from
this Parliament a subsidy of $J,200 per mile, on a distance
of eight miles, a sudsidy which the Government has grant-
ed to ail the subsidised railways. This railway wilt render
great service to the population and to trade, for the parishes
which it is intended to traverse are very populous and raise
a great quantity of agricultural produce. Furthermore,
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this railway will connect the parishes through which it
rens with other railways already built, such as the
St. Félix de Valois Railway and the North Shore Railway.
I see by these resolutions that the Government subsidises
oertain railway linos which do not appear to have the same
importance as the one I have just spoken of. You will
observe, Mr. Chairman, that before the building of the rail-
way from Joliette to St. Félix de Valois, any company
which would undertake the construction of a railway from
Joliette to St. Félix de Valois would have incurred a very
considerable expenditure. But at the present time when the
railway is oompleted from Joliette to Saint Félix de Valois,
which is the most expensive portion, inasmuch as the land
in that locality is more rolling,-the remainder of the rail-
way is easy to make. But stili some thousands of dollars
are required tolbuild it. It is, perhaps, somewhat late for the
Government to introduce new resolutions this Session, but
I trust that they will take the matter into consideration,
and that next year they will grant the required subsidy and
do justiee.

Mr. BEAUSOLEIL. The railway project referred to by
the hon. member for Joliette (Mr.«Neveu) is not a new
enterprise, and I believe the Secretary of State will remem-
ber that in 1880 or 1881, when ho was Prime Minister of
Quebec, the parish of St. Jean de Matha was induced to
have surveys made, understanding that this railway was to
ho built. That parish voted a large amount of money for
the preparation of plans and estimates for the construction
of the road. Since that date no steps have been taken. It
was underetood that a company would be formed to construct
the road, that it would be aided by the Government, and
that it would be made part of the Canadian Pacifie system.
The parish of St. Jean de Matha is one of the largest on the
north shore, and is most important in regard to its products
of lumber and minerals, as well as its agricultural
products. In the district of Joliette, some valuable
mines bave been found, and there are undoubtedly
other rich minerals in that neighborhood. This was only
to be the commencement of a railway which will go
to the heart of the Laurentian mountains as faras Mattawin,
and I hope the Government will inform themselves as te
the importance of this enterprise. While I am on my feet,
I may say that I have been surprised that the Government
have not proposed to give any aid to the Montreal and Lake
Maskinongé Railway. That has been pressed upon the
Government for a long time past. In 1886, $3,200 was
voted for ton miles of the railway between St. Félix de
Valois and St. Gabriel de Brandon. It was considered by
the engineers that the point selected for the commencement
of the road was not in a convenient place, and that it should
be at a distance of about two miles from that. The plans
were submitted to the Government, and approved by Order
in Council, and a contract was entered into. Of that road,
1,3 miles have been built, though the subsidy has only beent
voted for ton miles. The company bas gone to the expense
of building three miles of road so as to have a first class
communication between the Canadian Pacific Railway andr
St. Gabriel de Brandon The company made representations
to the late Minister of Railways, the late Mr. Pope, on several
occasions; and Mr. Pope stated many times, both to myself
as president of the company, to the Hon. Mr. Thibaudeau,
one of the directors of the company, and to Mr. Arm-
strong, who built the road, that an additional subsidy for
the three miles would be granted the first time that new
railway resolutions were brought down. Consequently, when
I looked over the resolutions presented to the House and c
did not find any reference to this road, in favor of which
niumerous promises had been made by the Minister of Bail- e
ways, I was very much aurprised. This extension line ias
»os been onstructed without duo consideration by the
Canadian Paoifto Bailway Company, who are now operatig I

the road, and by the promoters, who acted under encourage.
ment given by the Govern ment. The engineer of the Gov-
ernment made a survey of the route, which was approved,
and the road was built in aceordance with the report of the
engineer. I find that the Government have failed entirely
to keep their promises, since nothing bas been put in the
Estimates to allow the company to meet the additional ex.
pense they have incurred, and the additional responsibility
they have taken.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The answer given by the First
Minister to the hon. member for Richmond (Mr. Flynn)
justified this vote on the ground that a largesum of money
was being spent in Cape Breton just now, and that other
places must have their turn. If the hon. gentleman had
allowed bis memory to go back a year or two ho would
remember that the Session before last when the High Com.
missionner was here, ho proposed votes for four branch
lines in the County of Cumberland, and last year we had
more. I am not objecting to any branch lines there,
but I think the County of Cumberland has its share, and
if the Government are disposed to @pend money, there are
a good many other places in Nova Scotia that are entitled
to consideration. In the western part of the Province
the road connecting Annapolis with Shelburne and Liver-
pool, I think, is a road deserving of aid, partioularly as
those people have no railway communication whatever,
whereas Cumberland is intersected with railways and branch
linos from one end to the other. Ido not object to thoir getting
a road, but I do object to their absorbing everything. The Go-
vernment have in addition made au appropriation of about
three million and a half to build the Chignecto Ship Canal,
which I am afraid is so much money thrown away, at least
that is the general impression. It appears that almost every
time an election takes place in the County of Cumberland
they corne down with new applications, but I am in hopes
that at the rate they are going on, there will not be many
places which are not intersected by roads, so that we will
have no further application from thom unless the High Com-
missioner somes back again. Now, the Joggins Road, I
believe, runs to a shipping port, and this seems to be a
private lino reaching to Young's Mills. It does not seem to
be a publie road at all. But we are having a road which
may, as the leader of the Government says, bring trafflc to
the Intercolonial Railway. If it i to bring traffl to the
Intercolonial Railway, I hope the leader of the Government
will see that the lumber is not carried as cheaply as coal,
because it would hardly be worth awhile to give a subsidy
to extend a road to obtain traffic on which we loose as much
money as on carrying coal.

Gen. LAURIE. The hon. member for Halifax (Mr.
Jones) has altuded to a road, the sabject of which I have
pressed upon the consideration of the Govern ment. I am
sorry they have not seen their way to do anything for us
this year. I suppose the reason is because there are so
many different schemes proposed. Last year the then
Minister of Finance stated that railway communication in
my oounty wae under the consideration of the Government,
and I suppose that until opposing intereste are to some ex-
tent reconciled we must bide our time.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Where is Young's Mills ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Itis on the Heben River.

,Kr. WELDON (St. John). This is owned by an Ameri.
an living i Calais.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I believe hoeis doing an
normous business.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Io there no town in this place?
e i aothing but a mll owned by a private individual?
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Mr. DICK EY, This is called Young's Mills, because that

is the name of the settlement at the terminal point of the
road. It is on the Heben River. The road runs up the
river through a marsh and through a very fertile country,
producing a large quantity of hay. I believe there are
four mills on the river between the two points, and they
export a large quantity of lumber which now has to be
rafted down the river. This lumber will go, like the other
lumber in Cumberland, largely to the English market.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.1.) What company is constructing
the road ?

Mr. DICKEY. I presume that the Joggins Railway
Company or the Minudie Railway Company will construct
the road. Either of them is prepared to do it.

Mr. KENNY This company has
the Provincial Government, which1
Joggins company. This is an adjuneti
way Company.

been recognised by
has subsidised the
of the Joggins Rail-

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I think the First Minister ought
to tell ns whether there is an organisation of any kind
making an application, or whether it is only a private indi-
vidual.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We have been in the
habit of adopting two descriptions of votes, one to incor-
porate railway companies and another to a railway from a
certain point to a certain point, with the object of inducing
some railway company to take up the project. There are
two rival companies applying for this work, and the Govern-
ment will consider which company is the better one to whom
to give it.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) To the re-
marks of the bon. member for Joliette (Mr. Neveu) I will
reply in French, in spite of the majo)rity of the Hiouse being
E£nglish, seeing that he has spoken in French. This will
serve equally as an answer for the hon. member for
Berthier (Mr. Beausoleil). The hon- member for Joliette
has spoken of eight miles of railway between St. Félix de
Valois and St. Jean de Matha, which he would have liked to
see subsidised. This question I must admit bas not been
considered by the Government. The death of the hon. Mr.
Pope, bas, necessarily, created difficulties in the matter, and
has prevented us irom receiving the same information
which he was now in possession of. It is the same answer
I have to make to the hon. member for Berthier respecting
his three miles. It is too late now to add anything to the
resolutions; but during the recess the matter will be con-
sidered, in order to ascertain how far we will be able to
meet the wishes of the hon. members.

To the St, Clair Frontier Tunnel Company, for the construction of a
tunnel under the St. Olair River, from a point at or near Sarnia, to a
point at or near Port Huron, a subaidy not exceeding in tne whole
5375,00O.

Sir RICHARD cARTWRIGHT. I do not see how the
First Minister cau possibly reconcile to his conscience the
aiding and abetting of an enterprise evidently for the nefa-
rious end of promoting the speedy transport of Canadian
goods to the United States and vice versa. But meantime,
and leaving that question to be settled betwen himself and
his conscience, I should like to know what the estimated
cost of the tunnel is. It is part of the Grand Trunk system.
For other reasons I do not object to this proposal, and if
proposals of this kind are to be gone into at all, this is one
of the schemes wnich is decidedly for the general benefit of
Canada, from my point of view, though not from the bon.
gentleman's point of view. But I should like to have all the
information the hon. gentleman possesses as to the probable
cost, and what probability there is for this being speedily
oompleted, and also the length of the tunnel.

M.r. WusoN (Elgin).

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon.gentleman need
not concern himself about my conscience. He has said that
from his point of view, this project would be of general
benefit to the country: so he and I for once agree on this
point. The length of the tunnel proposed will be 5,280 feet,
and of the approaches 9,870 feet.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. When the hon. gentle-
man says the approaches are about 10,000 feet, does he
mean that the approaches are 10,000 feet plus the length of
the tunnel?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Plus the length of the
tunnel. The estimated cost is $2,500,000. The work of
construction is well under way, and good progress is being
made. When finished, it will give easy and direat con-
nection between the Grand Trunk and the western railway
system of the United States. The proposed subsidy is
$375,000, being 15 per cent. on the estimated cost, that
being the percentage we have given to bridges which cost
over $100,000. The application is made on behalf of the
Grand Trunk Railway Company, and it was pressed because
the company said, tiat tbis was a very expensive and
hazardous enterprise, and if there is anything uncertain it
is the cost of sinking a submarine tunnel. There may be a
flaw in the bottom where the tunnel is to be built, and such
has been the history of the tunnels in London and other
places, and the work being so very hazardons, the Grand
Trunk Railway Company thought they could fairly apply
to Parliament to assist them. We thought it was a matter
that could be fairly submitted to Parliament. The under-
standing is, however, that should the estimate exceed the
sum specified, the Grand Trunk Railway Company are to
have no claim whatever for an increased percentage.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) On the question of submarine tun-
nels, there is an enterprise in which the right hon. gentle-
man expressed an exceedingly warm interest previous to
the last elections, and there is on record here a letter writ-
ten by him to a leading gentleman in Prince Edward Island,
in which the hon. gentleman stated that he would give Gov-
erament assistance for a survey to be made of the Straits of
Northifmberland with the object of ascertaining whether it
was feasible to construct a tunnel from the island to the
mainland. That survey was made. That survey established,
I believe, beyond al possible doubt the feasibility of the
construction of a tunnel. That survey established the fur-
ther fact that the distance to be tunnelled would be six or
six and a quarter or at the outset six and a half miles. It
established the further fact that the difficulties to overcome
are not nearly so great as are generally supp>sed to exist;
and it is now believed, and I believe the opinion has been
expressed by scientific men whose opinion is worth some-
thing, that the tunnel could be constructed probably for an
expenditure of 85,000,000. That being the case it brings
the matter within practical politics. The hon. gentleman, in
the letter to which Ihave referred, and which no doubt he well
remembers writing, says that if after surveys had been
made construction appeared to be within reasonable grounds,
it would be a matter for Parliament to consider. I enter-
tained the hope, therefore-and it must be remembered
that the hon, gentleman alone can bring down a resolution
to test the opinion of Parliament on the matter-that the
hon. gentleman would have laid the resulti of the surveys
before Parliament, and asked the opinion of Parliament
whether or not, backed up by his own favorable opinion,
such a tunnel could be constructed. There is no doubt that
heretofore the matter bas been treated in a jocular way,
because it was thought that it would cost ten or twelve
million dollars. I held that opinion then, and I thought
that it was a very much larger sum, and that it would be un-
reasonable to ask the Parliament of Canada to grant it. If
a tunnel oan be construoted for j4,000,000 or 85,000,000 it
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becomes a matter to be seriously considered by this or any
other Government in a very short time. I have no doubt
the construction of such a tunnel would have a traffl far
exceeding any other tunnel which could be built in any
part of Canada.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In potatoos.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.L) Not only in potatoes. The hon.

gentleman knows Ihe Island is noted for the production of
a great many articles besides potatoes.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. For eloquence.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) All kinds of agricultural products
are produced in the greatest abundance, and the products of
the dairy are now assuming no insignificant proportion. I
suppose the Island is more thickly populated than any other
place in Canada of the same area, and there is no land in
Canada that produces more than the Island does. I do not
want this matter to be lost sight of. I hope it will receive
consideration, and that the results of the surveys will be
presented to Parliament, and that the conclusion at which
the hon. gentleman and bis colleagues may have arrived at
with respect to the construction of the tunnel will also be
communicated to the House.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I quite agree with the
hon. gentleman that if that could be constructed at any
reasonable cost it would be well worth building to settle the
question of communication with the mainland. The survey
was made, but there are a good many contradictory opinions
with respect to its feasibility or of its being permanent when
built. We have to consider the great depth of the water
there, and one of the schemes was to abandon the idea of
building a tunnel there, and that it should be a tubular iron
structure resting on stone piers.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) That has been abandoned.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Those who know all about
the circunistances say that the icebergs would certainly
sweep it away the first season after it was built. The whole
scheme is surrounded with so much difficulty that the Gov-
ernment have not come to any conclusion in the matter. It
is obvious that if there was any serions risk of the tunnel
when constructed being broken up in a year or two it would
be a very unwise expenditure. However, the Government
will bring down, next Session, all the varions reports we
have on this subject for the information of the House.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) The scheme to build a tubular
tunnel resting on piers, and which was known as the sub.
way scheme, emanated from the Hon. Senator Howland, and
was very energetically agitated by him for two or three
years. After having taken the opinion of a number of em-
inent engineers in different parts of the world and gone to
a great deal of expense in the matter, I think the Senator
came to the conclusion that that scheme was not a practical
one, and he gave his adhesion to the other scheme which
has I believe the approval of several eminent engineers not
only in this country but in the old country as well. I be-
lieve Senator Howland has letters from Mr. Walker, the
contractor for building the tunnel under the Severn, a man
who knows precisely all the ground there, and to whom
copies of surveys were sent, and I believe Mr. Walker ex-
pressed a very favorable opinion as to the practicability of
the construction of this tunnel.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes; but the Severn is
not six miles wide.

Mr. DAVIES (P, E. I). Yes; but that gentleman had
surveys of the straits, and expressed an opinion favorable to;
the scheme.

The Quebec, Montnorenev and Charlevoix Railway Company, for
thirty miles of their railway from the east bank of the St. Charles River,
to or near to0 ape Touimente, in the Province of Quebec, a subsidy net
exoeeding $3,2Co per mile, and not exceeding in the whùle, $96,000

Mr. LAURIER. Is not this road already constructed ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is being constructed.
I believe it is finished from Quebec to Ste. Anne de
Beaupré.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How much has it got
from us already ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Nothing; this is the first
vote.

The Fredericton and St. Mary's Bridge Company, for a bridge over the
St John River at Fredericton, in the Province of New Brunswick, a sub.
sidy not exceeding in the whole $30,000

Mr. WELDON (St. John). What is this vote for ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This is the bridge at

Fredericton over the St. John River. It is a very sebstan.
tial work of steel superstructure and massive masonry piers
with a swing to permit navigation to pass through. It bas
besides a mile of an approach on either side. The works
which are now complote have been carried on by the Fred-
ericton Bridge Company under a loan of $300,000 from the
Dominion Government which amount has been paid under
the certificate of the Chief Engineer of Government rail-
ways. The bridge is a most useful structure, as it affords
communication between railways on both sides of the river
and is open to all railways on equal terms.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). The bridge and the ap.
proaches are complete, and the Government bas advanced
nearly $300,000 loan to this company, and I do not see on
what principle this money is now given. I understand
these railway subsidies are for the purpose of enabling a
work to be built, but it appears to be entirely against the
principle to make a grant when the work is comoleted.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They got a loan to build
a bridge, and the Government promised to subrmit this vote
for the favorable consideration of Parliament, and upon
that promise the company went on and continued the work.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). At the time of the proposi.
tion for a loan, there was nothing said before the House of
any private agreement on the part of the Government that
they should advance this money. The Dominion bridge at
the mouth of the St. John River is much more important
than this bridge, and the same principle might be applied
to it. The Government made the proposition to give a loan
to this company, and now we find that the First
Minister bas said that there was some agreement to give
them $30,000. Has there been any advance made on ac-
count of this 830,000 ?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Who composes this
bridge company ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I believe Mr. Gibson,
who perhaps the hon. gentleman bas heard of, and I think
the member for York is also a shareholder. I do not know
the others. I know those two gentlemen are connected
with it.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. They are the company,
perhaps ?

Sir JOHN A, MACDONALD. That I do not know.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It is extremely proper

and desirable that we should know, particularly under the
circumstances stated by my hon. friend. Mioreover, I think
in all these cases we ought to have among the papers a liât
of the shareholders of the various companies applying.
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That would be a terrible

work.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes; but it is a thing

we ought to be possessed of, particularly in a case like this.
I want to know from the hon. gentleman what the cost of
this bridge has been, and at what rate of interest we had
advanced the $300,000, less the instaiments by which we
are gradually to liquidate it, pending, I suppose, absorption
on account of the Short Line, as the hon. gentleman hinted
just now.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). At present that bridge con-
nects with the Northern and Western Railway, which runs
from St. Mary's to Chatham, and there connects with the
Intercolonial Railway. It does not connect with the New
Brunswick road; but really the bridge has been open for
traffic over a year.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The cost of the bridge is
$376,000. The bridge has now been operated for a year, as
the hon. gentleman says. I was there last September and
saw the final stones laid before the opening of the bridge.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). This is a strange amount of in.
formation we are getting. We have advanced $300,000 for
the construction of this bridge which has cost $375,000, and
the question now is bas the interest been paid up to the pre-
sent time? Very likely we are going to lose the $300,000
and the interest in the bargain, and we are now asked by the
First Minister to vote another $30,000 without a particle of
information. Then it turns out that a member of this
House bas a very great interest in this bridge. It is not
shown that the bridge, althongh constructed, has performed
any very useful purpose, or has been used to any extent at
all. I think the First Minister had better let the resolution
stand until he brings down some information giving us
some reason why we should vote this money.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think there is
any necessity of letting the resolution stand. The hon.
gentleman must know that at the time the loan of 8300,000
was authorised by Parliament, explanations were given
satisfactory to Parliament as to the loan. That loan is
secured on the bridge, and I have no doubt that if the hon.
gentleman goes down to Fredericton, he will admire it
esthetioally and architecturally; it is a very handsome
bridge over a fine river.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Has the interest been paid ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; I think not, and I

think the Government would have been exceedingly un-
wise to press the company to pay the interest when they
were expending all their energies on building the bridge
itself. No doubt the bridge is good security for the money.
This $30,000 which was promised, is simply the 15 per
cent. which bas been given to other railway bridges whieh
have cost over 8100,000. This is a subsidy, a free gift, in
aid of the construction of the bridge. The loan is secured
on the bridge.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Does the hon. gentle-
man mean to tell us, as a busines man, that he considers it
a safe transaction to lend $300,000 on a property which by
his own showing only cost $375,000?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No ; I do not mean to say
that if I were a money-lender, which I never will be, I would
not require a larger margin than that. But that loan was
made for the purpose of constructing a public work.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What rate of interest
does it bear ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. 4 per cent.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) He muet be a veryverdant mem-
ber of Parliament who says that any portion of thia 8300,000i

Sir rIoann CARTWRIGUT.

wili ever be returned, or who will deny that the practical
effect will be that we are going to pay the whole cost of
building the bridge. We advanced $300,000 a few years
ago under circumstances in which I think the most perfect
good faith was not kept by the Government with the House.
The House was led to believe that this was a perfectly good
loan and perfectly well secured, and it was not hinted at
that time that there was any private or secret agreement
that this money should be given.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There was no secret
agreement.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The advance was made under
circumstances which I think the hon. gentleman has a right
to explain to the House. The 8300,000 which was voted,
and the 830,000 to be given to-night will very nearly build
the whole bridge. There is no evidence befoare the flouse
that the bridge cost even $376,003, as the hon. gentleman
states. For all we know, the $330,000 has already more
than built the bridge, and the fact that a member of Parlia-
ment is a leading owner of the bridge is a very suspicious
circumstance. I do not believe that it is right that mem-
bers of Parliament should come and support the Govern-
ment and get these loans and grants year after year. How
is i possible that there can be any independence in Parlia-
ment at all? These public works are made for those follow-
ers of the hon, gentleman opposite who are the most sub.
servient-that is the English of it; and I suppose hon. gen-
tlemen from the west wili be able to explain to their con-
stituents hoçw they voted so cordially 8330,000 for the build-
ing of a bridge at Fredericton, which is not a public bridge,
but which is used by Mr. Gibson's railway and no other.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Short Line.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.1L) The Short Line is not there, and

never will be, I hope.
Mr. E LLIS. The fact seems to be this, that the bridge

is built across the river and there is practically no business
on it. 1 think two trains a day may cross it, and now it
is proposed to expend 83,000,000 or 84,000,000 on another
railway to bring business to this bridge. There ought to
be some explanation of how the money is to be expended.
The bridge has already got $300,000 from the Government,
and the company had bonding powers under which they
probably raised some more. It does not appear to me that
they have spent any of their own money at all, and there
ought to be some explanation as to how the 830,000 is to be
used and what it is given for.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would like to ask
the right hon. the First Minister, as he is so abundantly
satisfied with the security of the bridge, what is the annual
income of the bridge and how is it made up. Is this $30,000
to be paid in cash, or to be deducted from our loan ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. When this is oarried we
will have a debit and credit account.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Are you going to stop
it out of the $300,000 they owe us ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not know how much
they owe us; I do not know how mach the interest is.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. This company owes us
$300,000. Here is a grant of 830,000 to them. Does the
hon. gentleman propose to pay this $30,000 to the bridge
company inu cash? Or does ho propose to apply it to the
reduction of their debt ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That I have not con-
sidered. Now that the hon. gentleman has raised the ques-
tion, I will consider iL.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. We have the right to
understand, because it makes a material differenoe It
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might diminish my opposition considerably if the hon.
gentleman were going to apply this $30000 in the reduction
of the debt, inasmuch as 1 am inclined to look upon it as a
debt. The payment of $30,000 more under the circum-
stances would be decidedly objectionable. What is the
estimate of the annual profit of this bridge, or the annual
revenue.

Mr. TEMPLE. The bridge is finished only two months.
I am in hopes the profits will be thousands of dollars when
we have the Short Line built.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. So 'that unless the
Short Line is built, there will be no profit at all ?

Mr. TEMPLE. There are three or four roads connecting
on both sides of the river with this bridge.

Sir RICHA R.D CARTWRIGHT. Apart from the Short
Line, what profit does the hon. gentleman, who is largely
concerned in this road, expect to achieve ? What is the
annual income likely to be got from the toll ?

Mr. TEMPLE. The cost of keeping up the bridge will
not exceed $2,000 a year, and we expect to get 630,000 a
year out of it.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). The hon. gentleman said he
had arranged on the principle of giving 15 per cent. to the
bridges. Whon the Dominion bridgo was built no such an
arrangement was made. It was understood that this bridge
was to be built on the same terms as the Dominion Bridge
Company built theirs, but no 15 per cent. was given them,

Mr. McMULLEN. The right bon. the First Minister bas
refused to answer the question put by the hon. member for
South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright) with regard to the
manner in which the Government intend to apply this $30,-
000. H1e says he is not prepared to say whether the Gov-
ernment will vote 830,000 frcm the amount due the Domin-
ion on account of their loan for the construction of the
bridge. But whether the Government are going to pay that
amount to the owners or to use it to moderate the debt is
not known. Perhaps the bon. member for York in whose
hands the right bon. the First Ministor evidently is, will
say whether he intends to apply the moncy to the debt
already due. The hon. member for York admits that he
anticipates annually a receipt fro this bridge of $30,000
and he says the cost of keeping it up will be ouly 82,000 a
year, leavinDg a net profit of 828,000 a year. In the face of
a statement of that kind, the Government should explain
how they come to grant 830,i00 towards a bridge which
the owner declares is a good paying institution, and which
beuars all the mai ks of a 'job." We are also asked to grant
a bonus of $3,200 a mile to the building of one mile of road.
Is this a eut to some mines or what is it?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We will explain when we
get to that item.

Mr. McMULLEN, This resolution is nothing short of a
political scandal. This bridge, it is estimated, will give a
revenue of $30,000 and only cost $2,000 to keep in repair,
and yet the bon. gentleman is to give the company a
further bonus of $30,000. This is an outrage upon the rate-
payers of this country.

Mr. KENNY. The hon. gentleman who bas just sat
down concluded that there is something irregular and
improper in granting 8'3,200 to one mile of railway. The
hon. gentlcman iiteriested is not hare to defend himself, but
ho is quite as iiücpable of perpetrating a j)b as the hon.
gentleman himself.

Mr. McMULLEN. I rise to a question of order. I was
about making further remarks upon this point when the
right bon. tie First Minister stopped me, and said ho
would give explanations when the item came up. I think
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that the hon. member for Halifax should have applied to
him the sane rule that was applied to me.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I would like to know whether
the bridge company have got bonding powers, and, if so, if
they have issued any bonds, and what amount they have
sold ? This information is necessary, as we are the princi-
pal creditors.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. As we have the first
mortgage, it is of no consequence.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I am aware of that, but I want
to know what this company has now. If we have lent them
$300,000 and give them 830,000 more, and the bridge costs
8375,000, it seems that they have $45,000. I want to know
if they have issued bonds; if they have sold those bonds,
what they have realised on the sale; I want to ascertain
whether the company to.day has not actually received more
than the bridge cost ? The First Minister says we have
nothing to do with that. Have we not ? Is it not in the
interest of Canada that our credit should be good abroad,
when we are asked to give bonding powers to a company so
that they can go to a foreign market and sell bonds, and that
it can be found afterwards that those bonds are worthless ?
The Minister must have surely forgotten himself when ho
says that we are secure and that he does not care whether
people have lost money or not. I ask the First Minister,
and, if he cannot tell us, perhaps the hon. member for York
(Mr. Temple) can tell us how many bonds he issued, what
amount of those bonds he sold, and what amount ho has
received for those which he bas sold ?

Mr. LAURIER. Surely, in face of the statement which
bas just been made by the hon. member for York (Mr.
Temple), the Government cannot intend to proceed with
this resolution. The policy which bas always been adopted
and followed as the basis of these railway grants is that we
assist in building railways. It is a fact that people who
put their money in railways generally find poor returns for
their investments, and, perhaps, because of that, railway
development has not been so satisfactory as it otherwise
would have been, but the Government bas adopted the
policy of assisting railways that would not otberwise come
into existence. There was no other reason for the adoption
of that policy by the Government, and for those grants not
being opposed on this side of the House, but when the pro-
moter of this bridge states that he expects a return of
$30,000 a year out of the amount of $33,073 capital, it is
monstrous to pretend that this money is required to assist
him. I put it to the Prime Minister himself to say what
assistance is necessary when, on a capital of $33,073, there
is a return of $30,000 a year, according to the statement of
the hon. gentleman himself. The appropriation, therefore,
has no basis at all. It is not to assist a railway and it has
no basis in the policy which bas been adopted by the Gov-
ernment, and we must divide the House upon that question.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The Government may be wise
in their generation, because, instead of buying up districts
by large grants for public works of doubtful utility, they
are now buying up members by direct vote, and perhaps A
direct vote to a member of this House of $30,000, though
it may be large, may be cheaper to the Dominion than a
vote for a public work which would be of no utility to the
country. I should like to krow what would be thought in
,he Imperial Parliament if a discussion similar to this came
on there, if it were stated that a member of the Imperial
Parliament was sitting in the House and listening to a
discussion in regard to a vote which the Prime Minister had
submitted to the louse, for a grant to a work in which he
was directly interested ? Can. we imagine for a moment
what the feeling in England would be ? Does anyone
suppose that there would be an hon. member in the
Imperial Parliament who would take the responsibility of
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defending sueh a grant ? We know that no Ministry there
would propose it, and consequently no member would have
to justify it. Public opinion there is different from what
it is, unfortunately, in this country, because public opinion
here has been so demoralised by these grants which have
been made to enterprises from one end of the country to the
other, in which members are interested, that I suppose
the Government are trading upon the fact that
no healthy, wholesome public opinion exista at all.
But for that, they would not venture to bring
down such a proposition as this to make this grant to a
member of this House. We have seen other votes which
have been equally reprehensible, but mot so candid. We
have seen votes for railway enterprises in which members
on the other aide of the House were interested. But in
most cases those works were not ail completed. There was
an element of uncertainty as to their completion, and the
money was voted for the purpose of completing them; but,
in this case, the work is completed. This amount is not
granted in the shape of aid to an enterprise whieh is con-
sidered of itself desirable, because the work has already
been donc. That stands in a very different position from
that of any other grant whatever. However desirable it
may be to assist a public enterprise which is to accom.
modate the public in the general interest of Canada, that is
one thing, but it is altogether another thiDg when you ask
for a vote of money for a work which is completed and in
operation, and, according to the hon. gentlemau's own ac-
count, is returning a handsome amount for the expenses.
It is an outrage on constitutional government and the
country should understand it. I return, however, to my
first proposition, that it is, perhaps, the cheapest way of
buying members of the House. If those who are for
sale can be had for $30,000, no doubt the First
Minister can buy them up one after the other. I
do not mean to apply that to ail hon, gentlemen on that
side of the House-far from it-but, when they sustain
such votes as this, their sense of public and political moral.
ity cannot be as high as we would desire it to be. When
they vote for such an improper appropriation as this, it
would almost indicate that they themselves would be will.
ing to accept the same position. I do not mean to say they
would, and possibly many of them would not, but the in-
ference is not unnatural; and the hon. member for York
(Mr. Temple) can have the consolation of thinking-if he
requires any consolation-that those who vote to give him
that money would take it themselves if they had the op-
portunity. I think this proposal should be r, considered by
the Government, and that it should not be allowed to pass
without the strongest opposition from all those who remain
here to guard the public interest. At this period of the
Session, we may not be very strong numerically, but we
are here to raise our voices against such a misappropriation
of publie funds for such a purpose, and I am sure that,
while there is one man on this side of the Bouse, he will
raise his voice against such a flagrant violation of the rights
of the public of Canada. I do not envy the bon,
member in acoepting this money under the circumstances,
nor do I envy the feelings of hon. gentlemen on that aide
who are called upon to defend it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. I am not surprised in
any way at the language of the hon. gentleman, unparlia-
mentary as it is, because abuse and calumay are part of
bis stock in trade, it is his only stock in trade. I remember
the time when in intellect and in morale, he would not go
so far as ho bas done to-night. Here is an enterprise in New
Brunswiek, and because a member of this House bas inter-
ested himself in it, he is to be abused and attacked by the
hon. gentleman, who objects to any reasonable assistance
beieg given to any of the enterprises with whioh h. may
j» coonected. Is it to be anderstood that no member of

kli, JoNus (Halifax)

this House oan join in any enterprise in Canada? la it to
be understood that he is to be prohibited from taking any
stock or share in any railway, or in a bank, or any other
enterprise, and that if he does ho is to be abused and at-
tacked and charged with violating the Independence of
Parliament Act? l he to be abused because Parliament is
asked to assist an enterprise in which he has been enter-
prising enough to put his money ? It is shameful, it is dis-
graceful, to the hon. gentleman, it is unworthy of him;
but calumny is the badge of that tribe.

Mr. DAVIES (P.EI.) What tribe?
Mr. TUPPER. The tribe the hon. gentleman belongs to.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Besides all that the hon.

gentleman muet not only abuse Parliament, but ho muet
abuse the whole country. He says there is an utter want
of moral sense in this country. If Halifax hall not redeemed
its morale by electing my hon, friend who sits behind me
(Mr. Kenny) I might, perhaps, consider that there was no
moral sense in the city of Halifax in electing the hon. gen-
tleman. Now, what is this transaction? A railway bridge
company applied to Parliament to bauild this bridge. There
was nothing wrong in that, there was nothing wrong in my
hon. friend holding stock in that, there was nothing wrong
in the fact of the company, of which ho is a director and
shareholder, applying to Parliament for a loan. He got the
loan ; Parliament had a right to vote it, and there is no
reason for any attack or slur upon anybody because that
grant is made. Then, after the loan was made, and before
the bridge was finished, the company applied to have the
same raie meted out to them as is applied to other enter-
prises of the same kind, that is, for a subsidy of 15 per cent.
The Government said : Yes, we think your enterprise ought
to have the same assistance as other bridge companies.
That is the whole of it. My hon. friend says that he expects
to get 15 per cent. I would be very sorry to take his stock
off his hands, and so would the hon. member for South Ox-
ford (Sir Richard Cartwright), who said a little white ago
that he would like very much to know what the receipts
had been. My hon. friend who is so attacked and reviled
says that ho could not tell because the bridge bad only been
opened recently. I am quite satisfied that his 15 per cent.,
or his $30,000, is a myth.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Well, as the hon. gen-
tleman made the statement himseolf, and as ho is a large
shareholder, I think that his authority, pending other de-
tails, muet be taken. Now, it is a very old trick of the Firat
htinister, whenever ho bas no argument, to get into a rage.
I am bound to say that he gets out ot it again with remark-
able rapidity. But my hon. friend here, and the supporters
of the hon, gentleman opposite, know perfectly well that
where there is no satisfactory answcr, then the hon. gentle-
man is always capable of putting himself in what fairly
resem bles a passion, in very short rotice, as h. did with
the hon. member for Halifax just now, What is the case
bore ? The hon. gentleman says that nothing has been done
for this bridge company that has not been done fer other
companies. Does the hon. gentleman mean to state that ho
bas loaned at 4 per cent. per annum four-fifths of the whole
cost of constructing bridges to al the other bridge com-
panies in this Dominion ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; I refer to this vote.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. All that was put into
this bridge company by Mr. Gibson and the member for
York (Mr. Temple), and the other parties, was just 20 per
cent. of the whole cost. They put in 875,000. The bon.
gentleman would not tell as whether ho proposed to reduce
their z0 per cent. by $30,000, or whether he would apply it
in the reduction of the mortgage we have got. Now, we
are called upon to take the* tatment of the hon. member
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for York as to the profits ho expect& to make. He expects
te make 828,000 a year, ho may be right or ho may be
wrong. e has got to pay out of it 812,000, so that his
investment, on his own showing, would return him $16,000
on an investment of $75,000. That is the statement he
made to us, and it is to relieve a struggling industry of that
kind, that ho now proposes to grant $80,000. These are the
statements made to us. They may not be perfectly veriffed
by the facts, but at any rate, the man who is best qualified
in the country to state the facts to us, bas made that state.
ment on the floor. Now, I cannot agree at ail iith the hon.
gentleman. He knows right well that E aglish constitutional
practice is entiroly adverse to this system of allowing
members who have large interests in enterprises of this
kind, to come to Parliament for large sums in aids
The thing strikes at the root of all sound parliamentary
institutions. I have nothing to say to the bon. member in
his individual capacity other than this, that no man can
receive snob favors from the Government, as the member
for York bas roceived, and maintain his independence, it is
not in human nature to do it. It is not in human nature
that, during the last Session or two, white he has been
expecting, as the hon. gentleman has explained to us, this
large gift-because $30,000 out of an expenditure of $75,000
is a very large gift in prop>rtion-it is not in human
nature that that hon. gentleman coutl have given an inde.
pendent vote on the floor of this House, having always
present to his mind that this company, in which he is largely
interested, was going to receive from the Government agreat
advantage in loaning them on very insufflaient security
8300,000 at 4 per cent, and that they further expecLed a very
large percentage, on the very smallsumasthey hve invested,
to be returned. Now, I repeat, you cannot under anycircum.
stances, no gentleman in this louse need pretend that ho
can maintain an independent attitude toward the Govern-
ment from which he is in expectation of receiving
favors, and from which ho bas received large pecuniary
favors. You may not be able to draw an Independence of
Parliament Act which shall exelude mon from holding
stock in banks and other institutions which have dealings
with the Governmont-that, I admit, is almost impossible;
but it is in the power of the Government not to put them-
selves in such relations as they have chosen to put thom-
selves to hon. members on either side of the House, and
particularly to their own supporters, That is entirely con-
tiary to the spirit of our constitution, which requires that
the Government shall so use their power as not to put gen-
tlemen bebind them under pecuniary obligations to them,
as bas been done in this case, and is being done by this
identical vote.

Mr. K ENNY. I desire to say a word or two in reference
to the remarks of the senior member for laliffax (Mr.
Jones). That hon. gentleman bas grossly insulted the
members on this aide of the House; he has had the effron..
tery to say that membors on this side of the House have1
been bought by subsidies. When an hon. gentleman makesj
such a charge as that, I think ho should be prepared to
prove it, or, if nut, it is evident that he jdges others by
himself. The hon. gentleman is nothing if he is net abusive,
and this evening ho has excelled himself. He has referred1
to the fact that an hon. gentleman is identified with a public
work, which is of great utility tu the community in which
that hon. geL tleman lives, and on that account, because that
publio work has beon aided by the Dominion Government,
that gentleman is to b held up to public ensure. The bon.
gentleman who bas made this attack did not consider it anyi
impropriety on his part to stand up and advooate a subsidy
for a line of steamers for which ho was the agent, and to
advocate that too in opposition to the well-understoodi
wishes of the community which he represents, as1
expressed in' meetings of tl*e Chamber of Commerce .

of Halifax and of the Board of Trade of that city.
That hon. gentleman with those resolutions in his hands,
showing that the merchants in that community desire
that a fast lino of steamers should be established, advocated
a slower line of steamers, such as the Vancouver and the
Parisian and steamers of that class, for one of which lines
ho happons to be the agent. I da not mean to say that the
more fact of an hon. gentleman being the agent for a lino of
steamers or identified with any other enterprise is a reason
why ho should not advocate it bore, if it is in the public
interest; but when the hon. gentleman poses as a great
moralist and attacks the whole of the hon. gentlemen or a
number of members on this side of the House, I think he
should come bore with clean bands. Two years ago that
hon. gentleman stood up here and advocated that we should
not have steamers to tie West Indies, because, forsooth,
those steamers might interfore with sailing vessels in which
ho was interested. Is ho the member to stand bore and
teach morality to this House of Commons of Canada ? I
regret exceedingly that any bon. gentleman coming from
Halifax should have so far forgotten himself as to have ex-
hibited himself in the light in which that hon. gentleman
bas addressed the louse this evening. I have no personal
knowledge of the bridge at Fredericton, I have never seen
it. I hope to have the pleasure of seeing it and crossing it
as soon as the Short Lino Railway is built, but I always
understood it was a work of public utility. I did not, how.
ever, rise to refer to that point, but I rose to rosent the in-
sinuations which the senior memb3r for Halifax (Kr.
Joncs) bas thrown aoross the flouse, that members of this
Houso can be purchased by subsidies for any work.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). It is evident to hon. members of
this House that I have one follower in this House at all
events, even, as an hon. friend beside me says, if ho is the
one who bas just taken his seat. Ever since I came into
this flouse that bon. gentleman has always thought it to
be his duty to follow me on every subject on which I spoke,
whether ho knew anything about it or not. It did not
appear to make the least difference whether it was a subject
which ho had considered, or whether it was a subject which
he bal never considered before, and respecting which ho
imparted no information to this Huse. The hon. gentle.
maa said that I insultel me mbers on that sile of the flouse.
I said "there were, no doubt, many hon. gentlemen on that
side of the House-" and if the hon. gentleman did not
considor ho belonged to the exception, that was not my
fault; I did not place him in that category, at all events.
The hon. gentleman and the leader of the Government
were good enough to say that my remarks were not parlia-
mentary, and that in fact they were abusive. The warmth
with which the leader of the Governmont replied to my
observations gave evidence as to how trae the arrow
had struek. The bon. gentleman is too well up in parlia-
mentary rules and practice to ho indignant unless
ho feels the course ho is pursuing is open to oondemnation
and will not bear public discussion, and that was the reason
the bon, gentleman folt so strongly the force of the obser.
vations which I addressed to the flouse on that occasion.
But I was amazod when the right hon. gentleman addressed
to me observations respecting my conduct in this flouse.
If there is a man in this country whose parliamentary
course bas been open to public oriticism and oondemnation,
it is the course of that hon. gentleman on the Pacifi seandal
and other matters of that kind, his telegrams to "send me
the last ton thousand," "these bands are clean," and "I
wish to God I could catch Riel," when he was paying him
£600 a year to keep out of the country. The hon. gentle.
man must think I am as new to parliamentary life as my
respected colleague bas proven himself to be to-night and
on other occasions-my respectel follower as I am reminded.
Bat my colleague says that I stood up here and advocated
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a subsidy to a line of steamers of which I was the agent.
I beg to say to my colleague in as strong language
as parliamentary usage will permit, that he was completely
in the wrong. I never made any reference to the Dominion
Line in all the observations I addressed the House, because
they were not applicants for this subsidy. My reference
was to the Allan Line, with which I have no connection
direct or indirect, and, therefore, the hon. gentleman should
be a little more acquainted with the subject on which he is
speaking before he stigmatises my conduct and places him-
self in that position which ho occupies to-night, and in
which he places himself on every occasion Thon my col-
league -aid I took exception to the grant to the West India
line of steamers because I had vessels in that business. I
had vessels in that business, and so had every merchant in
Halifax, and ail the merchants in Halifax and along the
coast were opposed to that scheme, and it was merely for
political considerations, because the hon. gentleman thought
it would injure me, that he brought that question iere and
brought it up on other occasions. But the hon. gentleman,
when ho was running an election there, took the extraor-
dinary course of putting my name to a forged document.

Mr. KENNY. I did not.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). With reference to that transac-

tion, and ho had not the manliness to withdraw it when it
was brought to bis notice, I say that hon. gentleman is not
the man to bring up that question to me in this House. If
he chooses to follow the Government, lot him follow and
support them. We know he will support tbem on ail
occasions whether they are right or wrong. He belongs to
a class described by Macaulay as following a wicked govern.
ment:

"His loins girt up to run with speed
Be the errand what it may."

No matter what the Government may desire to do, no doubt
my colleague will be roady for the occasion. Ever since I
came into this House, and I think hon. gentlemen on both
sides will bear me out in this statement, there has been a
persistent daily, weekly attack by my colleague with
respect to every public utterance I have made, and he as
endeavored to place me in a false position before this House
and before this country. I am well known in this House,
I am well known in the country. I was known in public
life before the bon. gentleman ever entered it. I was so
well known in my own county and city that I left my col-
league very considerably behind at the poli, and had it not
been for the 400 or 500 railway and other Dominion votei s
who were coerced to vote for him and others on that occa-
sion, the hon, gentleman would have been relegated to pri-
vate life. But despite 400 or 500 of those voters who voted
for him and against me, I am hore to-day as the represen-
tative for Halifax and the senior member for that city; and,
therefore, if the hon. gentleman chooses to direct public
attention to the relative positions we occupy in that con-
stituency, why I very much regret he has acted in this
manner. I very much regret indeed that he bas forced me
in self-defence here to do what my friends have urged me
to do on previous occasions, and retaliate against the unfair
insinuations which day by day ho las made against me in
this House, and which I can tolerate no longer. Those who
know us both in the county which we represent will judge
us both at our fair estimate, and I am not afraid for one of
the position in which they will place me.

Mr. KENNY. Nor I.
Mr. KcMULLEN. We have unearthed through the

confession of the member for York (Mr. Temple) a most
scandalous job which deserves the condemnation of this
House. The Firet inister has endeavorei to draw a
herring across the track by losing his temper and professing
to reflect on the course pursued by the Opposition whon

Mr. JONEs (Halifax).

dealing with these questions. He has said that ho has
enjoyed the confidence of the country, and he las the
evidence behind him in those men who are prepared to
support him whether he is right or wrong. The country
has realised the consequence of transactions such as this,
for from the time the First Minister has held office, over
$100,000,000 of debt has been added to our burdens as a
result of similar transactions to the one we are now con-
sidering ; as a resuit of how the money is lent out to private
individunals, in some cases, and to supporters of his Govern-
ment. If w. go over the members' list in this House there
are a great many mon who ought to blush when they think
of the amount of boodle they bave been receiving by grants
to railways and grants of one kind or another. I say that
it is unfair that we should be asked quietly to consent to
an action such as bas been brought before the Committee
without resenting the conduct of the Government in this
abominable transaction. Here is a man who came and got a
loan to construct a bridge. He put $75,000 into it, but ho is
getting $30,000 back from the Government, which leaves a
balance of only $45,000 in the work over and above the
amount which the country has given at a rate of 4 per cent.
In four years, according to the hon. gentleman's admission,
ho will have every cent of principal that he bas put in, and
interest to boot, out of the undertaking. The First Minister
says: He has confe'sed too mnch. I would not take the
stock off his hands. He bas made a confession to this flouse
that the hon. gentleman will not realise. What does the
First Minister kn>w about it? The member for York (Mr.
Temple> kows ail about it. He knows very well what the
probable annual receipts will be; but not thiakiug of the
difficulty he was going to get the (4overnment into ho con-
fessed the whole thing, and the First Minister tries to waive
off the effects of that confession by saying the hon, gentle-
man is mistaken, and ho tries to show us that we should
quietly consent to the money being voted for this structure.
We bave a great many such jobs as this, east and west and
south, in every section of the country, and after the confes-
sion made by the hon. member for York (Mr. Temple), it
will be found how ridiculous, how absurd, how unreasonable
it is to think the people will consent to such nefarious jobs
being perpctrated by the Government.

Gen. LALURIE. In reference to the remark which fell
from the scnior momber for Halifax (Mr. Jones) to the effect
that the hon. the junior member for Halifax (Mr. Kenny)
had been returned because of the influence brought to bear
on railway mon and the coercion exercised against them,
I may state that I have it from the railway men employed
on the part of the railway which runs through my section
of the coantry, that every one of them received letters from
membors of the committee appointed to promote the election
of my lon. friend the senior me mber for Halifax (Mr. Jones),
stating that the Government was sure to be defeated, and if
they dared to vote for the Conservative candidate that every
one of them should be dismissed as soon as the Liberal
party came into power. I have this from the railway mon
themselves and they would not have alludel to it were it
not for the statement made concerning my hon. friend from
Halifax.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Where is the letter ? I don't
believe a word of it.

Gen. LAURIE. I think, Sir, that ram as much entitled
to be believed in this House as the hon. member for Halifax
(&ir. Joues). He dares to say that ho does not believe a
word I say. How dare ho do so? What right has ho to
say that 1 am telling an untruth ? I stated that I have this
from the word of mouth of these men, and I claim protec-
tion from you, Sir, when ho dares to charge me with false-
hood.

fMr. BOWELL. He would not do it if you were not lame,
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Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon. member for Shelburne

quite misunderstood my observation.
Mr. BOWELL. You ought to be ashamed of yourrelf.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). If the Minister of Customs does
not keep quiet we will deal with him too. When the hon.
member for Shelburne (Gen. Laurie) stated that these men
told him they had letters from the Liberal committee
threatening them in this way, I said I did not believe they
had the letters. I did not doubt the hon. gentleman's
statement that they told him this.

Gen. LAURIE. I accept the apology.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon. gentleman with the
entbusiasm which characterises him on all occasions went
off, as sportsmen say, at half-cock and he would not listen
to me at all. It is just one of those absurd statements;
one of thome political tables which are told day by day and
the hon. gentleman must know himself that it is not true.

Mr. ¶ UPPER. I am not ready to accept the statement
made by the senior member for Halifax (Mr. Jones), consi-
dering that last Session I read from bis own paper, the
Morning Chronicle, the report of a speech made by that gen,
tieman when he spoke as Minister of Militia at the election
in which ho was bcaten by a very handsome majority and
in which he threatened from his own lips, and not through
the indircet means of an election committee, all Govern-
ment officers if they dared to vote against him in that elec-
tion. Hie said if they dared to do so that they took their
offices in their hands, and when i read him from bis own
speech and gave bim the date of the Morning Chronicle in
which that speech was reported, the hon, gentleman sat
down and ho did not deny, and bas not yet denied the
accuracy of the speech from which I quoted. The circum-
stance referred to by the hon. member for Shelburne (Gen.
Laurie) is exactly of the same character as this. I was
amused to hear the hon. gentleman pretend that he would
not resort to this means, when I have proved (if the hon.
gentleman's organ can te relied upon) that ho used that
threat and ho usel it at an election for the purpose of soeur-
ing himeolf votes.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). If the hon. gentleman thinks
that I consider it of sufficient importance to reply to all
his observations, I might tell him ho is quite mistaken.
Whatever he may have quoted then, I paid no attention to
nor did I agree in it. I never made any threat against any
man during any time, who occupied a public position in the
Government or out of it. My advice to the railway men
always has been to keep out of politics, and I have urged
on the Government both Local and Dominion to disfranehise
them ; and when men occupying a public position have
come to me, I have stated : "Youoccupy an equivocal
position, you are not the servants of the Government, yon
are the servants of the State, and although it is true that
the Conservatives may be in power to-day, the Liberals will
be in power to morrow and I advi-e you to keep out of
politics." That is more than the Government would do,
because during the last dection every official was driven
up to the polls, and every engineer and every man on the
road who is supposed to have any sympathy with our
party was sent on election day away from Halifax to Pictou
or other parts of the line. Mon went down over the road.
Men who were supporters of the Government were given
books of railway passes, which they themselves filled up,
and these mon were carried over the road from one county
to another, from Pictou, from Colchester, from Cumber-
land; and every man in Halifax who was thought to have
any Liberal sympathies wassent to Cumberland or to Pic-
tou, and any one thought to have Liberal sympathies in Cum-
berland or Pictou was sent to Halifax. I saw the order my-
self; it was brought and shown to me at that time; and

when the hon. gentleman attempts to talk to me about the
management of that road, which is a sink of political cor-
ruption from beginning to end, which accounts for the defi-
ciency of $350,000 a year-because it is run for the party
and not for the country-I tell him ho had better enquire
into the management of tho accounts of that road before ho
undertakes to reier to my action in the House. That road has
boen run as a political engine, ar.d it will continue Po until
there ie sufficient wholeEome public opinion in this country
to place the officials of the country beyond the eontrol of
either one party or the other. That has been always my
contention, although I am sorry to say I have never yet
seen it carried into effect; but I think the time will arrive
when there wi-l ho a more wholesome public opinion in the
country, and when the course I rccommend will h adopted.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E I.) I am not going to detain the
Committee by entering into this personal squabble which
the junior member for Halifax (Mr. Kenny) is responsible
for. It bas not been once, but a dczen times, that the hon.
gentleman bas attempted to drag down the discussions of
this House to the level of some Nova Scotia paiish polities.
He does not seem to be able to rise above them, and his
personal animus and hatred of the hon. gentleman on this
side who leads him, is such that it very often induces him
to descend to a level which outside this House ho never
descends to. Sir, we are not going to ho dragged down to
discuss here more Nova Scotia parish politicsi. The ques-
tion was raised whether it was proper for a member of
Pat liament to ho receiving gratuities from the Government
from year to year, whetber it was right for him to bave
large interests in public undertakings which are seeking,
througb their officers, advances, loans and gifts from the
Government of the day, and whether, holdirg that posi-
tion, ho could at the same time maintain his independence?
That was the question being discussed, and we on this side
of the House have held, and hold now, that gentlemen
occupying the position of the hon. member for York,
N.B. (Mr. Temple), have, and can have, no pretence of
independence. That independence has been surrendered.
They are perforce followers for the time being of the gentle-
men who hold the purse strings. They vote, not as their
conscience dictates, not as the electors' intereste require
them to vote, but as the interests of their own pockets
dictate ; and that hon. gentleman is in the position-not
of all the members on the other side-that charge was not
made-but of a certain number on the other side who were
compelled to prostitute their position to support the Minister
who bolds the purse strings for the time being. Parlia-
ment bas been reduced to a pitiful condition by the Prime
Minister of the day; and when ho boasted in Quebec two
or three years ago that when ho left this country to the
Grits, ho would leave them with a great debt and an empty
Treasury, and that if ho bribod the people ho bribed thom
with their own money, ho might have also made the boast
that ho would redace Parliament to a position of depen-
dence on the man who for the time being held the purse
strings. It is a pitiful condition for Parliament to stand in.
We have the hon. member for York, N.B., s.anding here
to-day defending a proposition to vote 830,000 under a
secret promise made to him a year ago, and under which
ho bas been voting in this House for the past two monthe.
What independence could the hon. gentleman have during
those two months when ho was voting under a promise
which ho had from the Prime Minister that ho was to get
830,000 before this Session ended? I wonder whether
other subsidies are voted under promises made by the Prime
Minister to the promoters-wo will hear. When this discus-
sion was improperly and unjustifiably dragged away from the
matter before the House by the junior member for Ralifax,
we wanted to know as a matter of public interest what
amount of bonds had been isued by this company on this
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bridge. There is no doubt whatever that Parliament in a
short time will own that bridge. We have advanced $300,-
000, or over 80 per cent. of its cSt, and we ahall have to
pay the bonds in a few years I flnd, looking ut the Act
authorising the issue of these bonds for 875,000, that they
were to be made a first charge and preferential claim on the
undertaking. That provision clashes to some extent with
the Act under wbich we made the loan, and it is hard now
to tell whether the bonds or the loan take the preférence :
but I bave no moral doubt in my own mind, whatever the
legal position may be, that this country, which bas ad.
vanced the 8300,000 and which is now making a présent of
830,000 to the hon. member for York, will have to take up
thoEe 685,000 of bonds too. Therefore it is ef the highest
importance, before we pas out of Committee, that the Prime
Minister should tell the House-and if hé does not know,
the gentleman assisting him should tell us-what amount
of bonds this company has issued on this bridge ? I think
that is a fair question to ask, and we are entitled to have
the information before we pas this vote.

Sir RICHARD CA RTWRIGHT. I was not aware that
there were any first mortgage bonds on this bridge.

Sir JOHN A. MACDON A LD. There are no bonds issued.
Mr. TEMPLE. There were no such bonds issued as the

hon. gentleman asks for ut all.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Have they power to

issue them under their mortgage ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDO NALD. The Government have

got the first mortgage, and can foreclose in case of default.
Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) Did I understand the hon. mem-

ber for York to say that there were no bonds issued by
that company ?

Mr. TEMPLE. I have given you my answer.
Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) The hon. gentlemen has given

me an answer. Of course hé bas a perfect right to refuse
to answer anything; but hé must remember that hé stands
here in the position of a suppliant, aEking the members of
this Bouse on both sides to vote him 630,000, and it is not
becoming on his part to refuse to answer a pertinent ques-
tion on the important subjcct before us. I have been in.
formed by a gentleman who said hé was correct, that bouds
have been issued by that compary on that bridge, and are
now outstanding; and if that i the truth the House bas a
right to know it. Hon. gentlemen sitting beside the hon.
member for Yo k are as mucb interested as we are in this
matter. The country will have eventually to take those
bonds up beyond all reasonable doubt. I will read the first
section of the Act regarding the issue of thèse bonds. After
givir,g authority to the directors to issue them, it says:

"Such bonds shall be taken and considered to be the first and prefer-
ential claim and charge upon the undertaking, and the tolls and pro-
perty of the company, real and pereonal, then existing and at any time
thereafter acquired. save and except as hereinafter provided for in this
section; and each hoider of the said bands shall be held and deemed to
be a mortgagee or encumbrancer upon the said securities pro rata with
the other bondholders, and shall have priority as such: Provided, that
the amount of bonds mo issued, sold or pledged, shall not exceed three
hundred thousand dollars: Provided also, that no such bonds shall be
issued until at least two hundred thousand dollars have been subscribed
to the capital stock and ten per centum of the same boa fde paid
thereou."

That i the whole clause, and I think the House has a right
to be informed whether any bonds have been issued, and
what the amount of the bonds is.

Sir JORN A. MACDONALD. I do not know and I do
not care, because the Government have the first mortgage
and can foreclose that mortgage and take possession of that
property in case of default.

Mr. McIULLEN. There muet be a change in the eta&
tates.

Mr. Dkvas, (e .)

Sir JOHN THIOMPSON. There is nothing in the sta-
tutes on the subject of the loan by the Goverument.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) There is this to be onsidered.
The First Minister has already stated that the $300,000 are
the first mortgage, and he aiso stated the total cost was
$375,000, of which $300,000 were advanced by ourselves.
The hon. gentleman knows well that hé may refuse to an-
swer and that the Committee may pass the resolution, but
we cannot allow this to go through the second reading with.
out taking the opinion of the House on it. Does the hon.
gebtleman ask that we should pass this resolution tu-night
withont this information, which might influence largely the
votes of members ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Nothing will influence
your vate.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) It is a gross piece of impertinence
for the hon. gentleman to say that.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It may be, but it is true.
Mr. DAViES (P.E.I.) I tell the hon. gentleman it is

falise.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have never yet seen

the hon. gentleman give one single vote which was not a
strict party vote since hé has been in Parliament.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I tell the hon. gentleman that his
memory is entirely at fault. I voted with him on more
than three occasions against my party. I[voted five or six
times against my party on strict party votes.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). You are to blame for doing it.

Mr. TUPPE R. Name one.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.1.) I voted against my party on the

Orange vote. I voted against nine-tenths of the party.
An hon. MEI&BER. That was not a party vote.

Mr. COLTER. I think when a vote of this character
comes before the House it should hé very fully oonaidered
and freely criticised. It appears that the Government is
under no obligation whatever to vote this money, and that
already the Government have invested in that work a very
large sum for which the country is not liable to receive any
adequate return. While the Government has done this, it
appears they have not time to give fair and full considera-
tion to claims pressed against them and to obligations de.
volving upon them. There bas been a good deal said with
reférence to people being bribed with their own money.
There is one thing I had intended to call the attention of the
House to before the close of the Session. In the counfy I re-
present woi ks operated by the Government have caused a
large amount of damage as a whole, and a year ago the
Gavernment admitted that the damage caused ut York alone
amounted to $10,000.

The CHAIRMAN. That has no reférence to this item.

Mr. COLTER. I am merly showing that the Goveru.
ment ought to be just before it is generous. I think there
is a great difference between the position the hon. gentleman
for York, N.B., occu pies in this louse and the position many
other gentleman occupy. Hon. members are sent here to
represent the public generally, and it is their duty, when
items such as this are brought up, to criticise them and
consider them on their mérits, a part altogether from party
consideration, because it is unfair and improper that a
person should be entrusted with the publié interest and at
the same time advocate his own. Now there have been a
large number of votes of this kind, and it is about time
they should be put a stop to. The debt of Canada is
increasing and the general expenditure of Canada is in-
erbasing, and I feel it my duty to express mymelf most
strongly agaiest any vote of thie character,
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Mr. McM IULLEN The question of veracity ha been cause, rightly or wrongly, the House passed upon it ln

up to-night, and I wish te allude to some statements made 1883 when I was not here, I say that while allowing these
in connection with grants already passed, by which the matters to pass without raising an argument now, I do
Committee was misled. For instanee, there is the state. not at all admit that we have the right to grant aid and to
ment made in connection with the Oxford and New Glas- give charters to rail way corporations which are wholly with-
g ow line. The hon. the Minister of Fisheries stated to this in the limite of a Province. A road may be declared for
House that that road would b. forty-five miles shorter than the general interest of Oanada if, when constructed, it forme
the line on the Intercolonial Railway ; and we hear now part of a general work such as that spoken of in the two
when that road is completed and surveyed and the line previous sub.sections.
located, that it is not five miles shorter than the old Une. Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not object to the

The CHALRMAN. That matter was pronounoed upon hon. gentleman making a saving protest. That is a most
this afternoon. important question, and it is quite right that h. should put

Mr. MoMULLEN. I allude to it to show that we should in his protest now.

not paa this item without further information, and I say Mr. LAURIER. But it does not affect the result.
we are entitled to compare the statement with regard to Committee rose and reported progress.
this undertaking with those made in other cases before the
0oemàiittee. I consider that this Committee was misled by MESSAGE FROM HIS EXCELLENCY.
the hon. the Minister of Marine and Fisheries on the item
of the Short Line, and yet that hon. gentleman now dares Mr. FOSTER presented a Message from Ris Excellency
to challenge the veracity of an hon. gentleman on this side. the Governor-General.
I wish to enter my solemn protest against the expenditure Mr. SPEAKE R read the Message, as follow:
of money in connection with this bridge. Suh a proposi-
tion bears on its face the impress of a "job." It is a scan- The Governor-Generl transemite to the ouse of Oommons ridi-

ion rei beinnng o en> sd te rghttional Supplementary Estimates of suma required for the service for thedalous transacïon from beginmng to end, and the right year ending 30th June, 1890, and, in accordance with the provisions of
hon. the First Minister, in refusing to give the information tbe British North America Act, 1867, he recommends these Estimates to
asked, makes that fact only the more evident, fie dare not the louse of Oommons. STANLEY OF PRESTON.
inform the Committee whether bonds are issued or not. GOVERNMIENT HoUsE,
There is an Act under which the bridge is constructed, OTTAWA, 27th April, 1889.
which provides that bonds may b.eissued that will take Mr. FOST ER moved that the Message, with the Esti-
precedence of the Government lien, and put the Govern- mates, be referredto Committee of sapply.
ment in the position of second mortgagee. I want to know ,
if that is our position before consenting to this grant of Motion agreed to.
330,000. I want to know how the title stands-whether it Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of
is encumbered to the extent of $75,000 as an issue of the the fouse.
firet bonds. Motion agreed to; and Rouse adjourned at 12 o'clock.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. You have been told that
we have the first mortgage.

Mr. MoTULLEN. Are there no bonds issued ? If, let
us say, 875,000 had been issued either as second mortgages
or in any other way by the gentlemen who are con-
oerned in it, it is olear that none of their money bas gone MONDAY, 29th April, 1889.
into this bridge, and it might therefore very well b. that
this $30,000 might be appropriated neither to the reduotion The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.
of the mortgage nor to the payment ofthe bonds, but might
go into the hands of the promoters of the bridge. I do not
mean to say that it will be the se, but it is quite possible, rîSamo LICENSES.
and it is not the intention of the Government, I presume,
that snob a thing as that should occur. I should regard Mr. TROW (for Mr. FISUT> asked, Whcther the Govern-
that as making the grant doubly objectionable. ment have issued, or intend to issue, liceuses for flshiug with

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The question has only the net in the River Natashquan? If so, zo whom, how
arisen now, and it never occurred to me that the obligations many, and te what distance from the mouth of the said
thehon. gentleman speaks ofcould be treated in that manner. river?
I ean only say now that this $30,000 will not b. paid over Mr. TUPPER. Qne icene bas been issud to Mr.
mntil the Government perfectly understands the position of Charles Bertrand, of Isle Verte, to a point three mile%;bc-
affaire. low le à Bus, which wonld bo, it is ca!culated, in the vici-

To the Napanee, Tamworth and Quebec Railway Company, for ten nity of six miles from the mouth of theriver.
miles of their railway from New Moscow, to a point at or near Harrow- Mr. TROW (for Mr. FiszT) asked, Wh.ther the.Goveru-
smith, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, and not exceeding in the ment have considered the legal question raieed by the non.
whole $32,@00. Prime inister of the Province of Quebee, as te the right

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I do not believe that this House, of the Dominion Government to grant lioenses for ft8bing
by declaring that a road is for the general advantage of in the River St. Lawrence, and especially at the menthe of
Qamada, can make it such in a legal sense, and, until I se. rivet
a decision of the Supreme Court or some higher tribunal to Sir JOHN TROJ&PSON. They have coneidered it.
that effect, I will not believe it. That raie would allow
the Government to take away altogether the exclusive BRIDGE AT GANNON NARROWS.
power given to the Provinces, and I do not think that was
the intention of the British North America Act. The Mr. TROW (for Mr. BÂRRON) asked, Doee the.Govern-
third sub-section in that Act refers, I think, to the previeus ment intend te grant a sum of money (il so, how much) for
oua"s; and whilo I am Dot rm*oing this q uoetiu.nowe b.. the construction of afoating bridge T r 'GAc o ar.
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rows, in the County of Peterborough? fHas a deputation 1 Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I arnot aware of any. That
from the County of Peterborough waited upon the Govern- is the information I got from my department.
ment in regard to said undertaking? If so, what reply was
made to said deputation ? Has the Government been in- HI>SON'S BAY RAILWAY.
formed that the County Council of Peterborough will grant
the sum of $5,0O0 towards the undertaking, if the Govern- , r.
ment will bear the balance of the expenditare ? ernmen bas been directed to the question which, on the4th April, in the English flouse of Lommons, was put by

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman wiIl Mr. . Beckett to the Under Scretary of State for the
see by the Estimates laid before the House, that there is fo Colonies, respecting the action of the Manitoba Legisiature
appropriation for this sum of money. It is not the inten- in passing an Act on the 2nd of March, 1889, repudiating
tion of the Government to bring down any further Esti. the stattory guarantee of interest on the bonds of the
mates. fudson's Bay Railway Company, for 25 years, which

SHAWINIGAN DISTRICT-SENATOR. was provided for by an Act of the said Lgisature in 1886,
and the ariswer of Baron de Worms, in which he stated it

Mr. TROW (for Mr. LAVERGNe) asked, When will the was a matter entirely for the Provincial and Dominion
Government appoint a Senator for Shawinigan district ? Legilatures. Whether, furtber, the attention of the Gov

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is under considera- nment bas been drawn to a article in the London Finan.
Sir OHNA. AC ONAD. hatis nde cosidra-cial N'ews, beaded: IlManitoban Repudiation," iu which the

tion. following, among other statements, appears:-' The ques-
tion put by Mr. Beckett, in the flouse of Commons last

LAKE ST. JOHN MAIL SERVICE. Thursday, to Baron de Worms, as to the repudiation by

Mr. TROW (for Mr. COUTURE) asked, Whether it he Provincial Government of Manitoba of its engagementsMr. TR th(Go veMr.nCUTUEt tedrry theaiis in connection with the bonds of the Winnipeg and Hudson's
the intention of the Government to carry the mails from Bay Railway, raises an issue of considerable importance.
Chanbord to Roberval by the Lake St. John Railway, as is IL1886> the Legislature of Manitoba passed an Act guar.
asked .or by numerous petitions ? anteeing for 25 years, interest at 4 per cent. pon

Mr. HAGGART. That matter is being considered by an issue of 84,500,000 of bonds of the railway to connect
the Government. Winnipeg with Port Nelson on Hudson's Bay. Accord-

ingly, a portion of the funds were obtained in England,
on the security of bonde, which baar on the face the statu-

CHANNEL SUBWAY COMPANY'S ACT-NEW tory guarantee of interest. The bonds were issued, the first
BRUNSWICK. 40 miles of road were bult, when, lot on the 2nd March

Mr. ELLIS asked, Has the Act of the Legislature of the last the Government of Manitoba, without a word of warn-
Province of New Brunswick passed in the Session of 1888, îng, repudiated the obligation to pay interest. If Manitoba
intituled: "An Act to incorporate the Channel Subway is to be allowed t obtain money under a Provincial guar-
Company," been disallowed ? If not, will the Act beallowed antee one day, and having got what she wants, trepudiate
to go into operation ?a the next, then there i8 not a Provincial guarantee municipaldebt in ail Canada which can be looked upon other than as

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The Act has not been dis- a fly.trap. Manitoba le a youthful giant, with a future pro-
allowed. It is the subject of communications which are not mise of a very rapid development. Honesty is her best
yet concluded between the two Governments. policy; nothing will se snrely retard tus development,

and nothing will check the immigration, both of capital
DUNDAS AND WATERLOO ROAD-SURVEY. and the capitalist settier se effectually as a policy offluan-

cial crookedness. The sooner Manitoba brings her Premier
Mr. BAIN (Wentworth) asked, Is the Minister of Public to book, the better for her reputa'ion and for ler prosperity."

Works piepared to bring down to the House the report of Whether, in the interest of (anadian credit, such officiai re-
the engineer who recently inspected the Dundas and Water- presentation on this subject will be made to the Provincial
loo Macadamized Road ? If so, how soon can he lay it on Government of Manitoba as would cail for a reconsideration
the Table? cf the matter?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I cannot bring down that Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The attention of the
particular report, but I shall bring down, probably te. Governmentbas been called t that conversation in the
morrow, the report of the Chief E ngineer which contains al English House of Commons, and I dare say that some
the material points of that first report. membere cf the Government have seen tue article in the

Financial News; I have, for one. S,, soon as au authentic
PAYMENT TO JAMES P. LAKE. copy cf the Act cf the Legielature cf Manitoba reaches

here, it will be taken into consideration.
Mr. MACDOWALL asked, Whether a letter was written

James P. Lake, stating that he would be paid $270 for a WOOD MOUNTALN AND QU'APPELLE RAILWAY.
wire rope and use of scow by the Militia in 1n85 ? Has this Mr. DEWDNEY moved that the fouse relve itseif
been paid ? If not, why not ? into Com mittee, to-morrow, t consider the following resolu

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I beg to state in answer toin
my hon. friend, from information received from my depart- Reaolved, That it is expedient to authorise the Governor General in
ment, that no letter was written to James P. Like The Uouncil to make the grant of land provided for by section 3 of the Act
Award Claims Commission did not award him $210 foir a 49 Victoria, chapter i1, being for the une ofthe Wood Mountain and
wire rope and use of a scow in 1885. The award was not Qu'Appelle Railway, of about 240 mile, in leagth, applicable te

madeat ny imete y kowlegeandwas et aid ~ he lune ef railway of the said company, as autborised by the
made at any time, to my knowledge, and was not paid. It repecting the Wood outain ad Qu'Appelle ailway C-
is only quite recently that Mr. Lake has had this account pany passed during the present Session of Parliament, upon the like
certified to by Mr. Secretan. terms and subjeot te the like conditions as those upon which the grant

berelubefore mentloned eas authoriaed te be made te, the said company
Mr. MACDOWALL. The letter referred to was written by the ad Âct."

op the 29th February, 1888. Moti t
Kr. Tsow.
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BILLS OP EXCRANGE, PROMISSORY NOTES, &c.

On the Order, House again in Committee on Bill (No 5)
relating to Bills of Exchange, Cheques and Promisory
Notes.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. With the assent of my collea
gues, and according to the wish expressed by the House
that this Bill be not proceeded with, I will take the oppor-
tunity of stating now that I hope to re-introduce it at an
early stage next Session, and I am sure that the members
of this House who urged its postponement until next Session
will be disposed thon to give it full consideration, notwith-
standing the length of the Bill. I move that the Order be
discharged.

Motion agreed to.

MILITIA ACT AMENDMENT.

On the Order, second reading of Bill (No. 29) to amend
chapter 41 of the Revised Statutes, respecting the Militia
anà Defence of Canada.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Since I introduced this Bill,
I have received from several members of the force and
members of the staff some very valuable suggestions, and
in consequence of those suggestions, some ot which have
come in quite lately, I think it might be botter to hold over
the Bill until next Session. Therefore, I move that the
Order be now discharged.

Motior agreel to.

ROCKY MOUNTAINS PARK ACT AMENDM1ENT.

On the Order, second reading of Bill (No. 141) to amend
the Act respecting the Rocky Mountains Park of Canada.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In the absence of the
Minister of the Interior, I move that the Order be dis-
charged.

Motion agreed to.

JUDICIAL SALARIES.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I would like to ask the hon. gen-
tleman whether it is the intention of the Government to
proceed with the Order in relation to the Judges' salaries ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We have mentioned all
those that the Government have at present resolved to
discharge.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I mention it because a number of
gentlemen returned home, acting on the newspaper report
that it was not the intention of the Government to proceed
with that measure.

TILIRD READING.

Bill (No. 145) further to amend the Dominion Lands Act.

OCEAN STEAMSHIP SUBSIDIES.

Bill (No. 144) relating to Ocean Steamship Subsidies
was read the second time on a division, considered in Com-
mittee, reported, and read the third time and passed on a
division.

RAILWAY SUBSIDIES.

House again resolved itaelf into Committee to consider
resolution (p. 1572) to authorise the granting of subsidies
to certain railway companies, and towards the construction
of certain railways therein mentioned.
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(In the Committee.)

For a railway froin a point near Sicamous, on the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, to a point on Lake Okanagan, 51 miles, a subsidy not exoeed-
ing 33,s20 per mile, and not exceeding, in the whole, $163,200.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGET. Where on earth are
these places ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This road is considered
to be of very great importance to British Columbia. Besides
opening the country through which it will pass. there is a
fine agricultural district lying between the mountains, and
it is believed to be a very fertile region which only requires
the means of transport. There are great mining facilities
in the neighborhood, and it is important not only to get
the ore out when it is mined but to get machinery in for the
purpose of mining it, as perhaps my hon. friend from
Bothwell (Mr. Mills) will admit, as he has, no doubt, had his
attention called to that region, and he knows that one of
the great impediments to the development of the mining
interests in a country which is so rich in minerals, which
is perhaps as rich in that resprect as any part of North
Ameriea, has been the enormous weight of the machinery
required, and the impossibility of getting it to the spots
where it was most required. This railway of 51 miles in
length gives communication with a large water etretch on
Lake Okanagan, and, I understand, will be the means of
opening up and developing that part of the country. This
is the only vote we are asking in the way of railway
systems for British Columbia. I will ask my hon. friend
from Yale (Mr. Mars), who knows that country intimately,
to make a short statement in reference to this railway.

Mr. MARA. The lino will run from Sicamous, on the
Canadian Pacific Railway, to Lake Okanagan, and will be
51 miles long. This will open up the Spallumcheen Valley,
and that, with the adjoining valleys, form the best wheat-
growing section in the interior of British Columbia. When
this line is constructed, we believe that these valleys will
be able to supply the whole Victoria market with flour,
instead of having to obtain it, as it now does, from Oregon
and Washington Territory. Okanagan Lake is 75 miles in
length, is navigable all the year round, never freezes, and
is only a short distance from the boundary lino, and I
believe that, at a slight expense, the Okanagan River could
be made navigable to the boundary line. With these con-
necting links, the Canadian Pacifie Railway will be able to
supply the whole of that northern country. There are
about 350,000 acres of good agricultural land in the Spal-
lumcheen and adjoining valleys. The Okanagan Lake will
be tributary to 1,750,000 acres of mineral, pastoral and
agricultural lands. I do not know of any lino which will
do more good, not only to the Province but to the whole
Dominion, than this, as it will stop the importation of flour
from the United States to a great extent.

Mr. LAURIER. Amongst the papers which have been
brought down, I cannot find anything in reference to this
railway. Ie this subsidy granted to a company ?

Mr. MARA. There is a company, and the Provincial
Government are so alive to the importance of this railway
that, out of their slender resources, they have voted
$4,000 a mile te that company. The company is formed,
and its head offices are in Victoria.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). What is the population of that
district ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Sparse.
Mr. MARA. I should say probably a couple of thousand

eou le, but there are large farms there which are raising
arge quantities of wheat which at present cannot be taken
to the market.

Mr. LAURIER. Io .there a company formed for this
purpose ?
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Mr. MARA. Yes.
Mr. LAURIflR. Is it ineorporated?
Mr. MARA. It la iticorporàted.
Mr. LAURIER. They are the applicants for this subsidy ?
Mr. MARA. Yes; they are. Captain Larkin, of St.

Catharines, who is probably well-known to hon. gentlemen
opposite, is one of the company; then there are Mr. Rithet,
of Welch, Ritchet & Co.; Mr, E. A. McQuade, of Messrs. P.
McQuade & Son, and Dr. Jones. They are ail of Victor is,
with the exception of Mr. Larkin, who is the only Ontario
mon in the company.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG ET. Has this company been
incorporated by the British Columbia Legislature, or by this
Parliament ?

Mr. MARA. By both.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONILD. There was a special appli-

cation made by the Board of Trade.
Mr. CHARLTON. When the hon, gentleman speaks of

1,150000 acres as beirg tributary to Lake Okanagan, I
would like to ask him what portion of that is agricultural
land ?

Mr. MARA. I would not like to state exactly what part
of the 1,750,000 acres are lands fit for agriculture. Of the
!50,000 acres which I spoke of, all are agricultural lands,
bât a large quantity of the 1,70,000 acres are pastoral
lands, and there are also some very rich mineral lands in
that section. The Rock Creek district will be tributary to
this railway and to the steamers that will run on the lake.

Mr. CHARLTON. Would 350,000 acres of that be agri-
cultural land ?

Mr. MARA, More than that. That is in the Spallum-
cheen district.

Mr. CHARLTON. Would that be the same quantity as
on the Spallumcheen ?

Mr. MARA. Yes, I think so.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What capital does this

company possess ? It seems to me that, whatever the re-
salt may be, the responsibility rests upon the Government,
because they should be sure that the parties to wbom these
grants are given, have subscribed sufficient stock and paid
up enough to make the thing a bond fide undertakin, and
it should not be, as we have seen in too many cases in this
House, that a charter is granted for a road which will be
prooeeded with if the bonds are sold and luck favors the
company, but not otherwise. The hon, gentleman did not
state what capital had been subscribed, or how much had
been paid up.

Mr. MARA. I am not quite sure how much stock has
been subscribed or paid up, but they must comply with the
Railway Act, that,fIthink, requires 10 per cent. Therefore,
10 per cent. must be paid up.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes, but it may be a
very small amount. The Minister of Railways has, no
doubt, informed himself as to the status and solvency of the
company.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman will
see in the resolution that we do not ask for a grant to a
railway company; we ask for a grant to this road, which
will be a great advantage to British Columbia. On the
whole, I think this is a botter system than to grant a sub-
sidy to a railway company which may bè a mere paper
company. llere the Goveinment are satiefied that it is for
the advantage of that portion of the country, and for the
country generally, that this railway should be built. Then,
when the money is granted, the Government will see that

Mir. MAa&,

it is not given to a mere bogus oompany, but that all the
requiremeuts of the Railway Act shall be carried out, and
the Government will be sstisfied that the company is sol-
vent and able to construct the railway.

Mr. LAURIER. -But how is the subsidy to be applied ?
The hou. gentleman grants a subsidy in generûl terms to a
railway, without giving it to any company.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If the hon, gentleman
will look at the railway legislation of the last year or two,
he will find tbt a distinction has been drawn where a com-
pany is given a charter, and when there is reasonable ex-
pectation that the company, with the aid of the grant, will
build the road. When there is a region of country that
wants a railway, and, if Parliament is willing to assist, a
vote is made for a subsidy. It does not at all follow
because this company bas got a charter that the Govern-
ment will promise them individually the subsidy. The
Government will sec, as they have done in other cases, that
the comparly which gets the grant is, aceording to ail
reasonable expectations, able to build the road.

Mr. LAURIER. If they do not get the grant, the
Government will keop it.

Sir RICHARD CAIRWRIGHT. I observe by the state-
ment made by the hon. member for Yale (Mr. Mara), that
84,000 had been set apart by the British Columbia Legisia.
ture, as I understood, for this particular corfipany. That is
a pretty good guarantee that no other company will be
likely to apply, and il rnakes it all the more important that
we should know that this parLicular company, which it is
clear must take it, is a sufficiently solvent company to give
a reasonable probability that the work will be carried on.
I think we ought to have information of the resources of
the company. Some of the names the hon. gentleman gave
are good names, and if they are subscribers for a sufficient
amount, it will be some guarantee. But I have always felt
that where large sums like this, 8163,000, are to be granted,
the Government ought to take more precaution than a mere
guarantee of 10 per cent. on possibly a very small capital
stock. There ought to be, as in Eogland, some substantial
deposit which oould be used to enforce compliance with the
obligations that they enter into on their side, as we enter
into on ours.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman will
see that eveiy precaution is taken that can reasonably be
asked for without preventing a company taking up these
kind of thirgs at ail. In the first place, they must takethe
amount of stock required in the General Railway Act, and
pay 10 per cent., and when they, do commence work, they
will only got their proportion of the vote for every 10
miles of road actually built and running. That is the only
security that can be taken. As the hon. gentleman has
called attention to it, it is an additional security that the
Legislature of British Columbia, who, of course, understands
the matter botter than we do, are satisfied to give a vote of
money to this company, which is an addition1 guarantee of
the solvency and ability of that company. But the Goverc-
mént here will require satisfactory evidernce that within ail
reasonable probability the company will build the road.

Mr. MARA. The British Columbia Goverument, giving
a subsid.y of 8t,000 a mile, is the best guarantee this Govern.
ment can have that the company will be a bond #de com-
pany, and that ihe work will be carried on economically. Re-
garding the amount paid in, I may state that the company
have already expended over $15,000 in surveys, which aiso
shows that they are a bond de company.

Mr. CHARLTON. Are there any engineering difficul-
ties ?

Mr. MARA. There are no engineering difficulties other
than heavy rock work along the lake,
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Mr. CHARLTON. What is the estimated cost per mile?
Mr. MARA. The estimated cost of building and stock-

ing the road, is $25,000 per mile.
To the Cornwallis Valley Railway Company, for one mile of their

railway, from the end of the line subsidised by 50-51 Victoria, chapter
24, to Kingsport, in the Province of Nova Seotia, a subsidy not exceeding
$3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in the whole, $3,200.

Mr. LAURIER. This is a modest grant.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The grant was made for
so much a mile between Kingsport and Westport. The Act
says that it is in aIl 13 miles. That bas been paid But
the subsidy was intended to go from one point to another,
and it is found that instead of 13 miles it is 14 miles, and
this is merely a grant for one mile additional in order to
give a subsidy for the whole line botween those two points.

To the Lake Témiscamingue Colonisati, n and Railway Company,
for 15 miles of their railway, from Mattawa station on the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, towards the Long Sault, or from the Long Sault
towards the Mat ýawa station on the Canadian Pacifie Railway, in the
Province of Quebec, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor ex-
ceeding in the whole, $48,000.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I would enquire from the act-
ing Minister of Railways as to whether this company has
ever submitted to the Government a tariff of the charges
upon that portion of the line extending from the foot of
Long Sault, toghe foot of Lake Téaiscamingue ? I may say
in reference to this matter, that it bas been stated to me
that the charges upon that portion of this road are exorbi-
tant. I would also like to draw the attention of the Govern.
ment to the fact that this company was incorporated by an
Order in Council, and, so far as I can see, the authority
given to the company was to lay out, construct and operate
a railway from a point on the Ott twa River from or near
Mattawa, at the lower extremity of the rapids known as the
Long Sault, to a point at or near the foot of Lake
Témiscamingue on the said Ottawa River, that branch line
not exceeding 6 miles in length and reaching, as 1 under-
stand, to Lake Kippewa. S) it appears to me that the
Company have no authority, under this Act of incorpora-
tion, to extend the line towards Mattawa at all.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. My attention bas not
been called to the terms of the Act, but a grant bas already
been made to the road, and this grant is for the purpose of
extending it.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). Under the Railway Subsidies
Act of 1886, a clause was introduced authorising the Gov-
ernor in Council to incorporate this railway without the
company applying for a special Act of incorporation.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If the company had no
power to extend their line, of course this would be of no
value. That point had not been called to my attention
until now.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwoll). The power of the Governor in
Council is exhausted ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I presume so. Supposing
that is not the case, and that the company have power, I
ask the House to vote this nid.

Sir RICHARL) CARTWRIGHT. What is the position
of the company ?

Eir JOHN A. MACDONALD The Lake Témiscamingue
Colonisation and Rai.way Company were chartered under
authority of 49 Victoria, chapter 10, and is essentially a
colonisation road. It has received a subsidy of $3,. 00 a
mile for 18 miles, and las about 8 miles under traffic, and
grading is well advanced on the remaining 10 miles. The
section under traffic has done good service in carrying
colonisera into the district, as well as forwarding supplies

to lumbermen in that district. The object of the subsidy
now asked, is to enable the company to ertend the line to
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, a distance of 15 miles. It is
Faid that since the road las been in operation, more than
'00 families bave settled in the district. I am satisfied this
is a most meritorious road. I am glad to say that in that
region of country our French-Canadian brethren and fellow
subjects, instead of going to the United States, as hon.
gentlemen opposite say they are doing, are going very
rapidly into that section of country and settling it. I ask
the House with every confidence to vote this aid. Of course,
if it is proved that the company had no power to build this
road, the vote must stand untit they get that power from
Parliament. Meanwhile, assuming they have the right, I
ask this vote.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). There is another question, as
to whether they have submitted a tariff of rates charged on
that portion of the road already constructed fromn the Long
Sault to Lake Témiscamingue. It bas been alleged that
the charges are exorbitant; that, in point of tact, this
company, having their connection from Mattawa to Lake
Témiscamingue, charge for the 6 miles of their road from
the foot of the Long Sault to the foot of Lake Témisca-
mingue as much as if a lumberman carried his goods from
Mattawa by boats and other means to that point.

Mr. BRYSON. I am somewhat familiar with this road.
Several communications were forwarded to me with respect
to the tariff on it. I believe two years ago there was some
difficulty in regard to the tariff froin the foot of the Long
Sault to the foot of Lake Témiscamingue, 6 miles. It was
then alleged by the company that the charge made over
that short line was on account of the fact that they were
merely running a construction train, that the road was not
fully ballasted, and they alleged that so soon as the road
was properly completed they would be in a position to
give satisfactory rates. I may say that the rate existing
from Mattawa to Priest's Bay, near the head of Lake
Témiseamingue, a distance of 100 miles, where the French
Canadian colony is now established, is 85 cents per 100 Ibs.,
as reasonable a rate as could be expected. The charges by
the winter route are $1.35 or 81.40 per 100lbs. So the
present charge over the road is not excessive, as ther. are
five different transfers of freight to be made.

Mr. CHARLTON. It is about four times the regular
charge from Chicago to New York6

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. But it must be remein-
bered that there is an enormous traffie over that road. In
reply to the hon. member for Renfrew (Mr. White), I may
say that a tarif hias been submitted but not yet approved.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I desire to draw special atten-
tion to this point, that persons carrying their own goods by
their own vessels from Mattawa to Lake Témiscamingue
shoud have the use of the road from the Long SanIt to the
foot of Lake Témiscamingue at a reasonable rate. I do
not dispute the statement of the hon. member for Pontiac
(hir. Bryson), that the rate from Mattawa to Priest's Bay
may be quite reasonable, but if the rate from the Long
Sault to the foot of Lake Témisoamingue is unreasonably
high it will give the company a monopoly of the carrying
trade.

Mr. BRYSON. That was precisely our case. We utilised
the water stretches.

Mr. LAUBJER. I cannot believe yon would "utilise
the water stretches."

Mr. BRYSON. We carried our freight by our boats over
the water stretches to that railway, and we had it carried
over this distance of 6 miles-this was two yeas ago-.
without any extravagant charge being made.
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Mr. LAURIER. There is the other diffliculty which the

First MiDister bas not met. The powers of the company,
according to the hon. member for Renfrew (Mr. White),
are now exhausted.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I say their power to construot
any further portion of the road seeme to be exhausted,
because the Order in Council only deals with the road for a
certain distance.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Power under statute is
not exhausted, and if the company have no power to build
this additional portion of the Une, of course they cannot
build it, and there will be no subsidy given them. But
assuming they have the power, I aek this aid to be granted.

To the Mskinongé and Nipissing Railway Company, for 15
miles of their railway from a point on the Canadian Pacifie Railway, at
or near Maskinongé or Louisville, towards the parish of St. Michel-des-
Saints, on the River Mattawin, in the Province of Quebec, a subsidy not
exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in the whole, $48,000.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This company, the
Maskinongé and Nipissing Railway Company, was chartered
by 4. Victoria, chapter 79. It is a colonisation scheme, and
so great an interest is taken in its early construction that
the Quebec Legislature have granted aid for the first O(0
miles to the extent of 240,000 acres of land. It is stated
that the municipalities have agreed to give a cash subsidy
of $20,000 for the first 10 miles. The road is said to pass
through a very fine agricultural country, well timbered and
abounding in minerals. The line will be 360 miles in length,
and the proposed subsidy is for the first 15 miles.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). How much is in Quebe c and
how much in Ontario ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The 15 miles for
which we ask aid are in the Province of Quebec.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. To all intente and
purposes we must consider that if we pass this vote we are
pledging ourselves to subsidise all the balance of the road
as it is constructed.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, Oh, no.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That is exactly what

I foresee will be done in all these cases. We are under-
taking a liability of which no man can see the end, and I
have very little doubt the rigbt hon, gentleman will
fiud it to be quite impossible, on the lines of his present
policy, to refuse subuidies to other sections as they are
constructed.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No. As regards any fur-
ther vote, that is left to the wisdom of Parliament. All we
ask is this vote for a subsidy for 15 miles.

To the Kingston, Smith's Falls and Ottawa Railway Company, for
20 miles of their railway, from the city of Kingston towards Smith's
Falls, in the Province of Ontario, a sblidy not exceeding $3,200 per
mile, nor exceeding in the whole, $64,000.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not object to it. The
Kingston, Smith's Falls and Ottawa Railway Company was
chartered last year, and will run from Kingston to Smith's
Falls and thence to Ottawa. The road is an important one,
.and the residents along the route manifested their interest
in it by granting a bonus towardB its construction. Already
it bas been bonused by Kingston, Smith's Falls, and the
Townships of Elmsley, Crossley, Leeds, Lansdowne and
Barker. The railway will run through a fertile district
which it will tend to develop. With the object of aiding
this enterprise the subsidy is now asked for the firet 20
miles from Kingston.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not see on what
prin loithe hon.gentleman will stop granting the balance.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. A subsidy for 20 miles
of the road is substantial assistance. I do not mean at all
to say that the Smith's Falls Railway will not come back for
further assistance.

Sir RICHARD CARTWBIGHT. I think the hon.
gentleman ought not to make any rash promises.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am not making any
pledges one way or the other, but when you see all the
municipalities along the line coming forward and voting
large sumo to the railway, it is reasonable to infer that it is
a r oad of great importance. I think this is an evidence that
it is a road that ought to be encouraged.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHP. All that may be; but
what I want to find out from the hon. gentleman is this: It
seems to me that the Government ought to state to Parlia-
ment, in such a case as this when it is morally certain if they
make this grant they will have to grant aid again, at any
rate to Smith's Falls, to what extent he proposes to subsi-
dise this road, if he is going to subsidiee it further, but if he
is going to stop here, 1 for one will not object.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I hope I shall be able to
persuade the House by-and-bye of the necessity of subsidis.
ing this line as far as Smith's Falls. If the hon gentleman
wili look over the subsidies he will see that we have given
aid to several of these railways to a certain extent, and
of course further grants will depend on the will of Parlia-
ment and of the state of the public chest, and also upon the
progress which the railways have made.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. My point was chiefly
directed to ascertain the amount of liabilities involved.
There are a good many of these railways in which it appears
perfectly clear to me that we commit ourselves to an extent,
to double or treble the sum that is put down here.
It is impossible for the hon. gentleman to stop half way in
a case like this, and I am sure he will bave to go on.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That may be, but there
is no legal or moral obligation on Parliament to do more
than they engage to do. [t is quite free to Parliament to
refuse to vote any more than for these 20 miles. They may
say: The first 20 miles are built; you can bond that or you
can go to the municipalities ; we will grant you no further
aid. I hope in this case, as it affects my constituents, that
Parliament will be generous if the circumetances of the
country will permit.

Mr. PLATT. It seems to me that this is an ingenious
way of committing Parliament to subsidise the whole line.
I do not know what the line is which the hon. gentleman
proposes to subsidise now, but it must be considered to the
general advantage ot the country from Kingston to Smith's
Falls. If only the firet 20 miles of the road is built from
Kingston, can it be said that this 20 miles alone is to the
general advantage of the country. I it right that we
should subsidise 20 miles without knowing that the rest
will be completed ? We know that an estimate will come
down next Session or the Session after, asking us to subsi.
dise the remainder, and if we do not do so the subsidy we
have already given wili be thrown away. I think this
principle is simply committing Parliament to subsidise the
whole line, by granting a smaller amount for a few miles.

The South Ontario Pacifie Railway Company, for 49J miles of their
railway, trom Woodstock to Hamilton, in the Province or Ontario, a
subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in the whole,
$168,400.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONA LD. The South Ontario Pacific
is already chartered. lt runs from Woodstock to Brantford
and Hamilton, and thence to the Niagara River, through a
fine agricultural country, and it touches the cities of Brant.
ford and Hamilton, develops an important district and gives
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a good, wholesome competition in rates. The present sub-
sidy is for âj miles from Woodstock to Hamilton.

Mr. LAURIER I understand that this section of the
country is already pretty well grid-ironed with railways,
and that this road will be likely to come into competition
with other existing railways. Has the hon. gentleman
considered that aspect of the question ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is quite true that there
are several railways running through the western peninsula
from east to west, and this railway gives, I think, whole
some competition. It connects Hamilton with Brantford,
and runs to Woodstock and London towards Chatham, and
will, I fancy, go through to the western extremity of the
Province. The demand for this line is very great, both in
the city of Hamilton and the intervening country, and, I
think, I can leave it to the explanations given by the hon.
members who ai e connected specially with that part of the
country to show the absolute commercial necessity -neces-
sity is not the word, perhaps-but the commercial import-
ance of this railway being constructed.

Mr. PLATT. It is simply a colonisation road.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Oh, no.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Did I understand the hon. gen.

tleman to say this road would run west of Woodstock ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is built west of Wcod-

stock.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). It is a branch of the Canada

Pacifie?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, from Woodbtock to

London, and then from London to Chatham. It is now
being constructed to Windsor.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Are we to subsidise from London
to Windsor-first to Chatham and then from Chatham to
Windsor ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.
Mr. WILSON (Elgin). It appears to me that that section

of the country is as much entitled to a subsidy as this
portion.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There bas been a bonus
given from London to Chatham, and the road is being con.
structed. The road west from that to Windsor is not subsi-
dised.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Am I to understand that when
the Canadian Pacifie Railway come down here for a subsidy
from Chatham to Windsor, that we are virtually pledging
ourselves to give them a bonus ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; the Government have
too great a fear of my hon. friend's economical objections,
t> make any proposition of that kind. We only ask for the
line from Hamilton to Woodstock.

Mr. WILSON (Bigin). If this road is going to open up
this extensive trade to the west, it certainly is no more
than right, if it goes t' Chatham, that it should have a
bonus to open up that trade.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I would state to my hon
friend that the road is nearly finished from Chatham to
Windsor, without any subsidy; and unless the bon. gentle-
man, in his own personal interest, desires that we should
vote a subsidy, there is no necessity fLr it. But that is a
mere joke.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). A big joke, to. I think my hon.
friend is quite mistaken. I believe the surveys are made
and some grading has been done, but I was not aware until
now that the road was nearly oompleted. Even if the con-

tract is lot, the rond will not be completed until the House
meets again, and there will then be an opportunity for the
company to come down bore and ask the hon. gentleman to
grant facilities for this extended trade westward.

Mr. PATTE RSON (Essex). The right of way bas been
aurchased, and trackmen are at work, and there is no in-
tention of asking for a bonus further than that which is
now given by the Government.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Will the bon. gentleman say
how far this line is from the Grand Trunk Railway ?

Sir JOHN A.
runs pretty close.
fact, for the great
ire a considerable

MACDONALD. For some distance it
Both lines run westward, competing, in

western trade. In otier portions, they
distance apart.

Mr. McKAY. This road is intended to run through a
part of the countty not served at present by the Grand
Trunk Railway. Although running parallel to the Grand
Trunk it will be some distance from it, several miles in
some places, and it will afford railway facilities to a large
tract of fully settled country which has never had them.
The municipalities which are directly interested have them.
selves granted large bonuses to railways; and they now
ask, for the purpose of utilising the national railways which
are in existence, that that part of the country which this
railway serves shall have the benefit of those railways.
Although the Governmont are aiding this railway to a small
extent, the municipalities interested are prepared to aid it
to a very much larger extent. The road is very necessary
for the purpose of giving the Niagara Peninsula more direct
connection with the Canadian Pacifie Railway, which the
people there feel that they very much netd, and for the
purpose of securing competition for the towns and cities of
that part of the country.

Mr. SIANLY. Before this item passes, I desire to put
on record my dissent altogether from subsidies of this kind.
I do not think it is the propzr way of applying railway aid,
in subsidising roads through a country such as that which
my right hou. friend bas described. The line is, in fact, a
competing lino with the Great Western Railway, and will
come into competition with a line which admirably serves
that country ; and thi, in my view, is a sort of interforence
with vested rights. My right hon. friend has described the
country and the towns through which this lino is to pass, as
wealthy and prosperous. It is quite true, that section of
country may be aid, withont exaggeration, to be the
wealthiest part of the Province of Ontario; and I do think,
if the people there really want this wholesale competition
which we are told this subsidy is to assure to them, they
ought to be able to subsidise roads for themselves, without
drawing on the publia Treasury. This kind of subsidies, I
think, are likely to croate a very bad impression on the
capitalists abroad who invest their money in good faith in
the railways of the country.

M r. SUIIERLIAND. My bon. friend from Grenville
(Mr. Shanly) seems to have got a little new light on the
principle of granting subsidies to railways. My hon.
friend may not know that a large number of the securities
of this road have been sold in England, and have brought
the highest price ob'ained by any securities sold in that
market for many years, which shows that the capitalists
uhere regard this as a goad property for investment. There
s no doubt that the country tu be served by this railway is
thickly set tled with a prosperous agricultural, commercial
and manufacturing community. At the same time, when
the hon. gentleman comes to rec -gnise that that section
has granted municipal aid and large amonuts of private
money for railway facilities, I do not think it is at all out
of place now, whon this prinoiple of granting sabsidie tg
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the different sections of the Dominion prevails, that a se,
tion which has done so much for itself should receive somo
Government d for an important railway liko this, te
afford competition, and to be a feeder, as it will be, to our
national system of railways, and also to connect the systens
of railways in the Bastern States with the system in the
Western States. It is one of the most important railways
which has been projeeted in this country for many years,
We can agree with the hon. member for Grenville (Kr
Shanly) on the general principle of granting subsidies at
all ; but if we are to grant them, this is a lino which wili
serve the whole Dominion perbaps more than any other
named on this list, or that bas received a subddy since Par-
liament has been in the habit of granting them.

Mr. McMXULLEN. I fully endorse the sentiments of the
hon. member for Grenville, that if railways are to be as.
sisted, we should only assist themn in sections wh*ch de
not yet possess railway accommodation. When tbe Ontarie
Government began assisting rai!ways by bonuses, the sec,
tion of country through which a railway ran had first te
lay a financial basis equal to $1,000 a mile, and the proposgt
road was not to compote with an existing lino. These are
two good sound principles, but here we are voting subsidies
for linos running alongside of existing linos. I think it is
wrong. Suppose this u.ie, which we are subsidising to
compete with the Grand Trunk, sbould afterwards poc*l
receipts with it; then we will have, 1 suppose, an applica-
tion to Parliament in a few years for a subsidy to another
independent line, so as to overcome the combinatioa
which may possibly exist botween the two existing linea.
It is a wrong principle. Either the country should take
into its hands the right to legislate in the direction of regu-
lating railways as they do in the United States, or olse
something should be doue to prevent combinations that
have been formed, because I can easily understand that the
pooling arrangement entered into by the railway companies
is the cause of the agitation for competing linos. I fully
endorse the sentiments of the hon. member for Grenville
(Mr. Shanly), and think it is a pernicious system to go on
subsidising linos running right alongside of other lines that
are now giving effioient and desirable service to the country.

Motion agreed to.

For a railway from St. Césaire to St. Paul d'Abbottaford, in the
Province of Quebec, 5 miles, a subsidy not exceeding $ J,200 per mile,
&or exoeeding in the whole, $16,000.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This is a short Une frorp
the terminus of the Montreal and Portland, a subsidised
branch of the South-Eastern Railway, to the Uamplaic
division of the same road at Abbottslord, in the Cotinty C
Bouville, 5 miles in length.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is this a branch of av
existing railway, or a new railway ?

Mr. GIGAULT. The Montreal, Portland and Bostop
Railway Company, in 1881, obtained a charter, or an amend-
ment to a charter, by which they were empowered to build
a branch from Marieville in Rouville County to Abbottsford.
A portion of the branch from Marieville to St. Césaire has'
been built, and there remains to be built the line from St.
Césaire to Abbottsford. St. Césaire parish has given
830,000 towards the building of that branch. There is a
very costly bridge to be built over the Yamaska River, near
1t. Oésaire, and we hope with this grant the Montreal,
Portland and Boston Railway will be able to make a cos-
nection wiLh the Lake Champlain and St. Lawrence Rail-
way.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Io it a branch of a
branch ?

&r JOHNIA. MAODONALD. Ye ,it, ook lik that,
Mr. SUMUZaANo.

Mr. GIGAULT. It is a shorter road from Abbottsford
to Montreal. This railway is asked not only by the Rouville
people but also by a large portion of Shefford County.

Mr. LAURIER. At Abbottsford have they any con.
nection by railway ?

Mr. GIGAULT. There will be connection at Abbottsford;
that is, the Montreal, Portland and Boston will connect with
the Lake Champlain and St. Lawrence Railway.

To the Great Eastern Railway Company, for 20 miles of their railway,
from the east end of the line subsidised by the Act 50-51 Victoria, chapter
24, at St. Grégoire, towards the Ohaudière Junction 8tation, on the
Intercolonial Railway, in the Province of Quebec, a subsidy not exceed-
ing $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in the whole, $61,000.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Great Eastern Rail-
way Company are incorporated to run fiom the village of
Dandee, in the Uounty oflHuntingdon, to the town Qf Lévis.
The object of the road is to give another railway connection
between Montreal and the Maritime Provinces. Forty miles
from Yamaska to St. Grégoire has been subsidised. The whole
distance from Montreal to Lévis is estimated at 146 miles.
The road will run through an agricultural country, and the
grades are very light, and the bridges lew. It is con-
sidered this road will be of great public benefit and the cost
of transport light. The 23 miles now proposed to be built
would bring the length of the subsidised road to 60 miles.

Mr. LAURIER. I understand the lino is not completed
from Nicolet to St. Grégoire.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is not completed, but
the work is progressing very well.

Mr. LAURIER. It is not progressing very well. Is the
bridge constructed by another company ?

Mr. VANASSE The bridge is contracted for by the
Great Eastern Company.

To the Drummond County Railway Company, for 4j miles
of their railway, from the end of the line subsidised by the Act
50-51 Victoria, chapter 24, to Ball's wharf, on the St. Lawrence River,
in the Province of Quebec, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor
exceeding in the whole, $14,400.

Sir JOHN A. M&ACDONALID. The Drummond County
Railwav was chartered by the Quebec Legislatnre, and 7
miles of it was sub.idised at the rate of $3,200 per mile.
The work of construction of this section is far advanced,
ar.d a portion under traffic. It is important that the road
should reach the St. Lawrence, and to do so requires the
construction of an additional 4j miles.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGH T. Is this road a feeder
of the Grand Trunk ?

Mr. LAURIER. It will connect the South-Eastern with
the St. Lawrence.

To the St. Catharines and Niagara Central Railway Company, for
20 miles of their railway, from the end of the line subsidised by the Act
50-51 Victoria, chapter 24, at St. Catharines, towards the city of
Hamilton, in the Province of Ontario, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200
per mile, nor exceeding in the whole, $84,000.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. -This company is assisted
by a subsidy from Niagara Falls to St. Catharines. It is
proposed to carry on the railway froma St. Catharines to
klamilton, and this is to assist the company in building the
20 miles.

Sir RICHARD CART WRIGHT. As a matter of curiosity,
does the hon. gentleman believe that there is a single yard
of this railway which is not within 5 miles of some other
already constructed and operating railway ? This particular
portion of the peninsula is absolaely gridironed with rail-
ways, and I should think this railway muat run within an
exceedingly short distance of other roads in actual oper-
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have not a map before

me to tell what the distance is from other roade, but the
policy was adopted of carrying this railway from Niagara
to Hamilton, and it has been finished as far as St. Catharines.
It will connect two important points.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Would the hon. gentleman tell
us the necessity, or the representations made to him as to
the necessity, of a grant to this road ? What useful purpose
will il serve? While we would be perfectly willing to
grant subsidies, we certainly have the right to know that
the country is going to be benefited to the extent to which
money is granted, and if we are to be asked for a sum of
money for the construction of this road, we ought to have
some information showing that this section of the country
ieally requires the road, and on construction it will accom-
modate a section which had not before been accommodated.
This information is essential, and I think the Minister
has not given us that information, but bas merely said they
want to get connection with Hamilton. We have already
opened a road to Hamilton at a very large figure. We
have granted a subsidy to a road Irom Woodstook to fHamil-
ton; now we are asked to grant one for a road from St.
Catharines to Hamilton, and no doubt, later on, we shall e
called uponto aid in another connection between Hamilton
and the Niagara River. That section of the country is
fully supplied with railway accommodation, and [ do not see
the benefit this road is to produce. If it is a bernefit at all,
I am afraid it is only to the company. I do not think the
country requires another r .ud to be built there, and the
First Minister is unable to tell us the distance between this
road and the other roads competing for traffic, and we ought
to have that information.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. As I understand the
casre, it stands in this way. Niagara is the point of contact
with American trade, and, looking east ward, there is no
other point of contact, in consequence of the width of Lake
Ontario, until you get far east. The western peninsula is,
therefore, so far as Canadian trade is concerned, coming
across vid Niagara Falls, confined to one line. The whole
people of that country have asked that they should not be
confined to one line. I do not mean that it is a local line,
but that there should be full access by Ibo whole cf the rail-
way systems in western CaLa la at that point to the
American system, because that is the most convenient point
for general trade with the United States. For that reason,
they all ask that this road should be carried through, so as
to prevent a monopoly of the American trade being created
there.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. This is too large a sub
ject to discuss now, but I must say that the policy which
the hon. gentleman is inaugurating will, and that before
any great length of lime elapses, have the result of dupli-
cating lines, and thus will pave the way to an amalgama-
tion of these lines into one vast railway system, whether
the hon. gentleman intends it or not, or whether the country
intends it or not. I very much doubt the wisdom of push.
ing that result forward faster than is necessary, but this
policy seems to be tending in that direction. '

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). We desire, as I understand, to
retain as much as possible of the Canadian trade in our own
ports, but does the Firt Min ister declare that it is desirable
to have American trade passed through our owa territory ?
Though he bas a canal which can convey our freight
down to the St. Lawrenco, ha is desirous to make connco-
tion with American pot ts. Ho ig a loyal Canadian, and
says he is desirous to keep as mich as possibie our own
trade in our own country. Is it reasonablie, then, that we
should be asked to spetid money to divert our own trade to
American porte? If the hon. gentleman would state that

he desires te rush into the arme of the Americans, we can
understand his motives, but it is unreasonable te ask as to
grant a subsidy for this road, which is net entitled te a
subsidy, but will divert the traffle from our own parts to
American ports.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman proposes
te subsidise a road from Hamilton te St. Catharines. I
suppose that it will be located in the immediate neighbor.
hood of the Great Western, and, in that cse, it will not
open up a Eection of country which has net railway facili.
ties already. If this were a section of country at a great
distance from any railway, there might be some reason in
these propositions, but if this is merely te create a com-
peting line, I believe it would be botter for Parliament te
interfere and fix the rates, te act upon the principle of the
Railway Commission in the United States, rather than te
assist in building two lines of railway through the same
district, neither of which will be able te pay a cent of divi-
dend to the people who have subscribed for the stock. This
is a very serious matter. We have te look after the public
interests. Wu may construct railways in order te inerease
our population and te develop our country, but all railways
of this kind may ultimately combine, and we may find
that Parlianent is governed by these railway corporations.
It may be somewhat a heroic course te pursue, but in the
public interest I think it would be better te interfere te
regulate the rates than to endeavor te create a regulation
of rates by c rmpetition when there is no real necessity for
it. I can undet stand, where two railways are situated at a
considerable distance from each other, but converge te one
point, that they may be of service te the country, but, if
you are te aid two roais which run within a mile or two
of each other, there is no advantage to i gained by the
country.

Mr. MoMULLET. In the town in which I live we
have the Grand Trunk and Canadian Pacifie Railways.
From that point to Liverpool you have te pay for peas 82
a car more than from a point six miles behind that. Those
two companies bave come te an understanding that the
rates shall be a certain sum te all shippers, and thus the
rates are less where there is no competition than they
are where there is conpetition. Very possibly the people
te whom we are giving money te build this road anticipate
that they will have much less rates te pay than they have
now, but, if they are under that impression, they are very
much mistaken, unless some change is made in the Railway
Act, because I know that, where these two roads meet, com-
petition has been put out of the question Ly an arrangement
as te freight rates; and I was told by a man who is engaged
in the shipping trade in my own town that he was under
the necessity of going six miles behind the town te bny
peas te ship te Liverpool, because he could ship thom for
less than ho could from the point of competition.

Mr. CHARLTON. I think it is a very doubtful policy
on the part oft he Gvernment te engage in the business of
aiding te make corporations in this country bankrnpt. Very
many of these subsidies are essentially fer the purpose of
injuring roads already existing, and the Government, so far
as its influence goes, is using it for the purpose of making
bankrupt corporations in this country that deserve the
regard and the protection of the Government. Now, it isi
an absurdity te grant subsidies for parallel lineA of road in
cases such as the one we have under onusideration, where
the public does net require the building et the additional
road, where it is not in the slightest degree necessary. The
only result of creating these lines is shown in the history of
railway corporations te lesd, as has been pointed out by the
member for South Oxford, ultimately te oombinations on
the part of these lines; and so far from the publie being
benefited by the construction of rival lines by copietition
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in rates, the ultimate result invariably is that the public
pays for the maintenance of two linos instead of one, and
tue public I actually damaged by the construction of railway
linos where there is no necessity for them. I believe there is
nothing in connection with our policy that threatens graver
dangers to this country than the system that bas been adopted
by this Government in regard to railway subsidies. I suppose
my right bon. friend bas discovered by this time that the
demands of localities are insatiable; I suppose he bas dis-
covered that in nine cases out of ton wbereohe is called upon
to make grants, he is obliged to make them under circum-
stances that bis judgment does not approve, under circum-
stances where the necessities of the public at large are not
concerned, wbere grants are made for the purpose of securing
a riding, for the purpose of placating a supporter, for the
purpose of adding to the political strength of the hon. gentle-
man. It is for this reason that millions upon millions of
dollars of this country are being expended, expended in a
way that does not advance the public interest, expended in
a way that is in effect detrimental to the public interest,
as in the case of this vote before us. If this thing is to con
tinue, if this evil is to grow, as it promises to do. I foc
tborougbly alarmed fcr the future of this country. We are
already raising about all the money we can raiseto meet our
expenditures, we are in danger from year to year ofhaving
a deficit if there is any derangement of trade; we
have a public debt of at least 6275,000,000. Every
man who has considered the situation of this
country knows that our financial position is straitened,
that our debt is too large, thAt our expenditures are
too large. Every man knows that these railway sub-
sidies are in the main useless, not calculated to advande
the prosperity of the country, not made for the purpose of
advancing the prosperity of the country. But the thing
bas run into this vicious groove, of using them in con
nection with political affairs, for the purpose of advancing
the political interest and of strengthening men in their
ridings. I certainly think that the whole system is vicious
from begining to end, I do not blame the Government. I say
that the Goverument are incapable of confining themselves
to grants within the lines that they should do, with due re.
gard to the interest of the country. They cannot do it.
It is impossible for them to confine themselves to grants
that can be justified upon any hypothesis of benefit to the
oountry, or of being in accordance with the principles of
sound business maxims. They have begun it, and the
country is to reap, I am afraid, disaster from the inception
and carrying forward of this policy.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Could the First Minister say
what amount of work bas been accomplished by this subsidy
during the last year? They certainly ought to have made
a return as to the amount of work performed, and how
much of the road bas been accepted, and whether the road
bas been completed in the manner required under the
subsidy ?

Sir JORN A. MIACDONALD. The road from Niagara
Falls to St. Catharines is running, and payments have been
made on account. The whole of the subsidy bas not been
paid over, because there are some requirements of the De-
partment of Railways that bave not been complied with.
Unless the department is fully satisfied, the Governmont
do not pay the full subsidy. They always retain enough to
finish any incomplete work, according to the opinion of the
engineer of the department. I tbink in the future that the
railway traffic from Niagara Falls into the western penin-
sula will be very large, and the railway will have to have a
double track by-and-bye. Now, I conceive that it is im-
portant that, instead of one railway having a double track
and a monopoly of all that freight, there should be two rail-
ways. The bon. gentleman opposite thinks there may be a
combination to raise rates between the two railways. I
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doubt, even if so, that the combination would produce any
different result than a single railway having the monopoly
of the trade. If two railways combined to raise the rates,
they cannot raise them beyond what is allowed under the
Railway Act. If two railways can do so, one railway can
do the same thing, and, having the sole monopoly,
they are not so obliging, they do not meet the
trade as well as the two railways. As to combinations of
different railways, that is a matter that, when it becomes
a nuisance and a peril to our railway system, the Legisla-
ture will have to deal with it. At present we do not hear
of anything of that kind occurring in Canada. [ am sure
the powers of the Legislature are quite sufficient to prevent,
and altogether to render impossible, any unwholesome
collision between railways to the disadvantage of the general
public. The hon. member for Elgin says that it is an
interference with the trade of the canal. I do not see how
it can be. The trade of the canal runs from east to
west, and from west to east, bringing in trade by the Falls
of Niagara, and how the railway can interfere with the
Welland Canal in the slightest degree, I do not see.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Perbaps the Minister would say
bow much bas been paid on account of bonuses and of con-
struction during the last year. He said the sub4idy was
paid in proportion as the road was completed. Perhaps he
would also give information whetber this company had not
already offered their road to another company.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. How can I tell that?
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I see this company

has been figuring in the accounts of the late Central Bank,
as a debtor who had not paid.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That may be.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes; but I do not think
that a company who figures as debtor of an institution in
difficulties, is very safe to advance public moneys to.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They certainly did not
get the money out of the bank when it was in difficulty.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. But they brought the
bank into difficulty.

Sir JOHN A. MAGDONALD. Like other railways,
they went to the bank and got money out of this bank.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It strikes me that they
were figuring as the defaulters. I happened to have noticed
some reference to the matter, and, so far as my recollection
goes, the transaction was a perfectly legitimate one. It is
true that the bank got into difficulty, but it was in no way
attribu'able to this railway subsidy. It was made appar.
ent before the court, when the bank was being liquidated,
that the loan to the railway company was a perfectly good
one, secured beyond all question, although it happened not
to mature at a time when the bank was in need of money.
I think the only possible criticism of the transaction is that
the loan was made, perhaps, for a longer period than that
for which bank loans are usually made. Usually they are
at short dates, and the extended time was probably granted
on account of the excellent collateral security.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I desire to obtain information as
to the amount paid on account of the subsidy in previons
years, and the amount of work yet undone. If the om-
pany have not been able to complete the road already
undertaken, they cannot be in a position to undertake
additional work.

Sir JOHN A. MACDO.ALD. I cannot give that infor.
mation, but 1 will furnish it.

Mr. PLATT. I rise, on behalf of those portions of
Canada which have not exteusive railway facilitie, to repu.
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diate the argument of the First Minister, that the existence
of one railway in a section of country is the strongest pos.
sible argument for the construction of another railway.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I did not say that.
Mr. PLATT. There are plenty of parts of Canada that

would like to enjoy the benefits of a single railway, but the
wealthier portions of the country now claim a second rail-
way because they have one already; and if a railway
charges exorbitant rates, the only way is to construct
another. The First Minister bas a plan in view, in case
two rival companies unite in charging exorbitant rates, and
in that event he will apply to Parliament, and Parliament
has power to prevent two such companies charging such
rates, but no power to prevent a single company doing so.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It las.
Mr. PLATT. Except by building another road. If

that is the argument of the western portion of Ontario, the
eastern portion and other portions of the Dominion may
very justly complain. I grant that there is very little
object in criticising any one of these items. Taken as a
whole the resolutions for granting railway subsidies, the
proposal cannot be cbaracterised as other than as a system
of log-rolling, one resolution supporting the other all
through, the whole being merely tho result of thc vicions
system entered upon years ago. I wish to be understood,
although I do not expect to effect anytbing by criticising
any particular item, as declaring that the system is a most
obnoxious one, and I trust the warning given by some hon.
members on this side of the House, in regard to the effect
of this system on the country, will cause the Govern ment to
hesitate. If this system is continued, something will have
to be done by the people, if not by Parliament or the
Government, to check this kind of expenditure. The First
Minister said that these were sums out of applications for
821,0J0,000. We do not know but that the First Minister
bas commenced the expenditure of $21,000,000 by giving a
small sum to each of the various lines, for many of the
resolutions are for 10, 15 or 20 miles. We are not told
what the entire length of each road will be, but this is
merely a first instalment, and Parliament thereby commits
itself to subsidise the whole.

To the Quebec and Lake St. John Railway Company, for 20 miles of
their railway, from the end of the section of 30 miles from Lake St. John
towards Chicoutimi, subsidised by the Act 51 Victoria, chapter 3,
towards Chicontimi, in the Province of Quebec, a subsidy not exceeding
$3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in the whole, $64,000.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This is one of those rail-
ways which we assist in the construction of a branch line.
The Quebec and Lake St. John Railway starts from a point
about 4 miles from Quebec, and runs to Lake St. John, a
distance of 190 miles. It serves ail the country. The ob-
ject of this subsidy is to enable a branch to be constructed
from Chicoutimi to join the main line. Most hon. gentle-
men have, no doubt, gone up the Saguenay in the summer,
and, if not, I recommend them to do so and see one of the
most magnificent scenes on the continent. The River
Saguenay is navigable as far as Chicoutimi, and when I
visited the place some years ago, I considered that the coun-
try was not calculated for settlement. If you visit Chicou-
timi now, you find a really handsome town there, pictures-
quely situated and having a very considerable trade. The
fact of there being a town there shows that there is a coun-
try to support it, as no town can exist without it. The
people have ample communication with the St. Lawrence
during the summer, but during the whole of the long
lower Canadian winter they have no communication with
the rest of Canada, except by going across the snow from
COicoutimi to Quebec. This proposition is to aid the rail-
way connecting Chicoutimi wiLh the Lake St. John Railway
and thus the people will have by water and rail in summer
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two modes of transport, and in winter they will be able to
communicate with Quebec and the rest of Canada vid Que-
bec, by building this railway across the country.

Mr. LAURIER. Can the hon. gentleman say how much
of the subsidy granted last year has been earned ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think any of it.
Mr. LAURIER, Have they commenced work on the

road ?
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Some work bas been done,

but they have had very littie time on account of the late-
ness of the season last year.

Mr. SHANLY. Before this item passes I wish to give
this subsidy my most unqualified approval. It is exactly
the kind of road that ought to bo subsidised. I had occa.
sion to go ovor that line throngh that country 25 years ago
and I went over it again last year, and that country we are,
so to speak, adding to our own country by the construcion
of that road.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Hear, hear. We are ad-
ding to the extent of our own country.

Mr. SHANLY, In view of the fact as I say that we are
adding toour own country by the construction of this road
any person, however opposed to railway subsidies generally
who would see that country as I saw it a quarter of a cen-
tury ago, and, who would seeit as it is now being opened
up by this railway will say : " Wcll done," when we grant
a subsidy of this kind.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). If I understood the Minister
correctly we have already given a subsidy to thirty miles
on which no work bas been done yet. Would it not be
well to let them finish that portion of the road before n e
grant a subsidy for another portion?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD It is intended to begin
the twenty miles which is to subsidise all this road, from
the Quebec and Lake St. John Railway to run to-
wards Chicoutimi. The construction of the portion of the
road which was formerly subsidised from the Saguenay to
Chicoutimi, can be postponed, because they have a summer
trafflc on that portion, and this subsidy will enable them to
work eastward and then go on towards Chicoutimi and
Saguenay.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). You want to subsidise both ends
of the road, so as to make sure they will get the balance of
the subsidy from the Government?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.

To the Grand Trunk, Georgian Bay and Lake Erie Railway Com-
pany, for fifteen miles of their railway, from the Village of Tara to ,he
Town of Owen Sound, in the Province of Ontario, a subsidy not ex ced-
ing $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in the whole $48,000.

Mr. SPROULE. I wish to amend this resolution by insert-
ing after the words "from the village of Tara " the words:
"or some point between Tara and Hepburn."

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Will the hon. gentleman explain
why he wishes to bind the company down to construct at
this particular point ?

Mr. SPROULE. My object is the very reverse. By the
resolution, as it stands now, it is confined to a certain point,
and it is thought that engineering difficulties and other
circumstances would make it necessary to allow a little
more latitude. This amendment only covers the space of
a few miles.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman is
desirous that the terminus should not be fixed at the village
of Tara, but at soma place near it, and the village of Hep-
burn is some 2 miles from it, and he, therefore,proposes this
amendment.
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Mr. BROWN. This line is of very great importance,

and I speak advisedly, as I know the country well.
Although it is a short lino it is a very important one. I
hope that no engineering difficulties will exist te prevent
the lino from being constructed from Tara, but, as my hon.
friend says there may be sncb, there is no objection to the
amendment. I should say that if there are no engineering
difficulties, Tara would be the proper point. This line, as I
said before, is an extremely important one, as it connects
the Grand Trunk Railway system with the town of Owen
Sound.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). If the village of Tara has granted
a municipal vote or rendered any assistance to the road it
would be very unfair to have it run from some other point.

Mr. SPROULE. There have been no municipal bonuses
granted, but this amendment will make it a little more pro-
bable that a municipal bonus can be got.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is this a separate line?
Sii JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is part of the Grand

Tr unk .Railway system. The parties interested in the port
of Owen Sound are most anxious for connection with the
Grand Trunk Railway system.

To the Hereford Railway Company, for 15 miles of their railway, from
Cookshire to a junction with the Quebec Central Railway at Dudswell,
in the Province uf Quebec, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor
exceeding in the whole $48,000.

Mr. LAURIER. The hon. gentleman is aware, and
everybody in this couniy is aware that on this road last fall
there occurred very serious trouble because the workmen
were not paid their wages. As far as my information goes,
up to this day the workmen have not been paid. Is it the
intention of the Government to do in this instance as has
been done already, to see that the workmen shall be paid
whatever may be due to them out of this subsidy?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If we grant a subsidy to
a railway, we grant it for the purpose of building the rail-
way, and not for the purpose of paying the debts of the
company. The hon. gentleman knows that the Govern-
ment take every pains to socure the workmen employed
on the railway by contractors, and I think that a large sum
of money bas been already paid to these laboring men,
$4,000 or $5,000.

Mr. LAU RIE R If they have been paid, of course I
have nothing more te say; but supposing there are claims
still existing, I think it would be only prudent to the coun-
try and fair to these mon, that the Government should do
what was done, if my memory serves me rightly, in connec-
tion with the subsidy te the Pontiac Railway three or four
years ago, viz., provide that the outstanding claims of the
men on the company should be satisfied.

Mr. HALL. The workmen on this Une of railway were
subjected to a groat deat of hardship, and I am aware that
an impression has prevailed with the public, and it is now
communicated te the Hlouse, that the company were in
some way responsible for this hardship. I have no interest
in the company and no connection with it direct or indirect;
but 1 know enough of the circumstances te be able to con-
tradict that impression entirely. The directors advertised
for tenders for the construction of the lino. Shirley, Cor-
bett & Co. were the lowest tenderers; but beforegiving them
the contract, the directors made enquiries as to their con-
struction of a portion of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and
as to their financial responsi bility. As an evidence of their
financial responsibility,thecompanyinsisted thatthey should
make a deposit of $5,000, which was done. This was to be
returned when the percentages which were kept back from
the nonthly payments amounted to that sum. They were paid
from month to month On the 15th September they were paid
825,000 for the work of the month of August, and with that

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD.

sum the contractors absconded,leavimg their workmen unpaid
for the whole of the month of August and half of the month
of September. The directors afterwards paid these work-
men for the half of the month of September and they gave
them employment at an increased rate of wages over what
they were paying to other men. The case of the Pontiac
Railway which the hon. member for Quebec East (Mr.
Laurier) has referred to, was a case, I believe, in which the
company themselves were in default in the payment of
their laborers. The present case is of course not similar,
because the company contracted with contractors, the con-
tractors employed their own laborers, and these contractors
themselves are in default and not the company. The share-
holders have no more right to pay these men than they
would have to levy the same amount of contribution on the
public, unless an enterprise of this kind is to be carried on
sentimental principles instead of business principles. I am
sure there is no foundation for the impression which ha&
prevailed.

Mr. LAURIER. There are more ways than one of look-
ing at this matter. I have no fault to find with this com-
pany, and from the statement of the hon. gentleman they
are not in fault. But we have the fact that certain laborers
have given their labor, and this company will have the
benefit of it. Apart from the case of the Pontiac Railway,
there is another which occurs to my mind, and which is
still more in point; it is that of the Oxford and New Glas-
gow Railway, in regard to which the Government under-
took, and I believe my hon. friend assented, to pay all the
laborers who worked on that railway. I admit that the
company are not responsible legally for the arrears of the
workmen. They have paid their contractors probably, and
so far the company are entirely free from blame. But, on
the other hand, we are helping the company with this
further subsidy, and they have had the benefit of the work
which has been done upon the road by these poor men.

Mr. HALL. And paid for it.

Mr. LAURIER. At the same time they have the benefit
of their work, and now that they are asking the country
for this assistance, it would be nothing unfair or unjust to
say to them: "Very well, we will assist you in the prosecu-
tion of your work, but out of that subsidy we will see that
the parties who have put their labor on your road shall be
recouped for the labor they have given."

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If we adopt the principle
of a paternal government, whenever a railway is built or
subsidised, and, in case the contractors or the sub-contract.
ors, or the sub-sub contractors fail to pay their men, the
Government should come forward, and, after paying for the
work done, should pay the workmen and these sub-con-
tractors, we should be assuming a burden that would stop
all railway building in this country. The hon, gentleman
speaks of the New Glasgow road. In the first place, that
railway was purchased by the Government, and an extra
security was taken for the repayment of the advance to the
workmen.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What was the security?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. There was a mortgage given
to trustees for the payment of the laborers' claims, and the
Government paid the laborers' claims, and availed them-
selves of this mortgage.

Mr. LAURIER. Who gave that mortgage ?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The eompany.

Mr. LAURIER. I understood that the company could
not prosecute the work, and beocame bankrupt, and that the
Government took the mortgage from the company.
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Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The company had a very

good property, more than sufficient to pay all those claims.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What property had

they ?
Sir JOHN THOMPSON. They had the right of way and

the work done.

Mr. MITCHELL. The point that strikes me in this
matter is this: If this company had not come to this Par-
liament and asked for aid, the Government might rightly
say we have no right to interfere in the claims between the
individuals and the company. But as they have come and
asked for aid, the Government have the right to deal with
the facts as they find them. A number of workmen have
spent their labor on this road and they have not been paid,
and I think it is the right, nay, more the duty of Parlia-
ment, in granting this aid, to stipulate that these laboring
men shall be paid ont of this subsidy. As the hon. gentle-
man has said, we have no right to act as a paternal govern-
ment if the company do not come and ask for aid. Having
come to ask the aid of the Government, the Government
should see that the honest laborers who have suffered by
not being paid, should be paid by the company before they
are given this subsidy, and a condition to that effect should
be attached to the subsidy.

Sir JOHN A'. MACDOONALD. I am sory, my hon.
friend from Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives) is not present,
but I think he informed me that all these men had been set-
tled witb. I am almost positive that they have been settled
with some way or other. I disagree with the hon. member
for Northumberland. He speaks, as did the hon. member
foi Quebec East (Mr. Laurier), as if this were a favor grant-
ed to this company. The favor is granted to the country
through which the railway passes. Now, if we vote this
money and if, instead of its being applied in extending and
finishing the road, it is applied in paying the debts of the
company, the object of the vote would be in a great measure
frustrated. This money will be applied in this way. When
ten miles are built and not before, and upon the certificate
of the Chief Engineer that they have been built, the money
i paid for the b7uilding of those ten miles. I quite agree
that the Government should see as much as possible that all
the laborers are paid, and the Government has adopted that
policy as much as possible. Of course we have nothing to
do with the sub contractors, but in every contract made
between the Government and a subsidised railway, pro-
visions are inserted for the purpose of protecting, as much
as the Government can, the workmen. All the influence
that the Government can use is used to this effect, and we
find that in very few cases do questions like that of the
Hereford Railway arise. I can promise, on behalf of the
Government, that we will do all we can to see, not only
with regard to this, but every other railway, that the coâ-
tractors will pay their workmen, and we will be slow to
hand over those subsidies until some satisfactory arrange-
ment is made.

Mr. MITCHELL. The hon. gentleman is evading the
question. He regrets very much that the hon. member for
Richmond and Wolfe is not in bis place. Why is he not
here ? It is his duty to be here.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Perhaps the hon, gentle.
man may know why he is not here.

Mr. MITCHELL. I do not know.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. He is attending to the
estate of bis relative.

Mr. MITCHE LL. is duty to the people is to be here,
particularly when he is asking for a vote of money out of
the public Treasury. The hon, gentleman in begging the

question when he states that the object of Parliament is
not to pay for past expenditure, but to advance money for
the purpose of building a road to be constructed for the
benefit of the people of the locality. What do these gentle-
men get charters for and construct roads for ? Is it for the
benefit of the locality ? Is it for their own personal benefit ?
There are very few patriots among them, and my experience
of people connected with railway charters is that they ob-
tain them for the purpose of making money. If the hon.
gentleman states that this money should be granted only
for the continuation of the road and not to pay past debts,
let him look at the votes of past years and he will find that
many of them are not for the purpose of constructing roads
but for the purpose of paying for roads already constructed.
I would ask was the $150,000 granted the International Corn-
pany for the construction of a road ? Many of these subsi-
dies are not given for the benefit of the public but for the
purpose of recouping friends of the Administration for
services they have already rendered.

Mr. LAUICIER. The language used by the right hon.
the First Minister admits there is justice in the claims of
the laborers, since he says he will do his best to have them
paid by seeing, before paying the subsidies, that every
justice will be doue. The hon, gentleman stated truly that
the Goverument had power and influence over the com-
panies; but there is something which is equally true, and
that is, that the railway companies have great power and
influence over the Government.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I doubt that.

Mr. LAURIER. I have no doubt of it at alL All the
comfort the hon, gentleman has to give the workmen is the
assurance that he will do bis best for them. But I am
afraid the blandishments of the hon. member for Richmond
and Wolfe, who unfortunately is not bore, used ut the pro.
per moment will cause the hon. gentleman to forget his
good intentions; and I prefer to bis good intentions bind-
ing Acts of Parliament, which he cinnot forget. Since the
Government have establishod the precedent of taking a
mortgage from a company as security that the laborers
woull not be defrauded of their carninge, I see no reason
why a similar course should not be adopted in this instanee.

Mr. MULOCK. The right hon. the First Minister says
he will take good care to see that those laborers are paid, so
far as his influence goes. That is hardly sufficient security,
because we have no ovidence that this company, which bas
already received a bonus, and made default to the laborers
in the past-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Not the company.
Mr. MULOCK. I understand that the company is in

this position, that labor has been exponded on their road
that bas not been paid for. The right bon. the First Min-
iéter says, on the information given him by the hon. mem-
ber for Richmond and Wolfe, that there l nothing owing
to the laborers. Perhaps the hon. member for Sherbrooke
(hir. Hall) could give us detinite information on that point.

Mr. HALL. My impression is that there is a balance
still unpaid. The directors assume that they have no right
to use the funds of the sharebolders to pay those wages,
baving already paid the contractors.

Mr. MULOUK. The matter stands in this position, that
while the right hon. the First Minister understands, on the
information of the hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe,
that there is nothing owing either by the contractors or the
company to the laborers, the hon. member for Sherbrooke
tells us that there is money due the laborers. Whoever
owes the money, and assuming for argument that the money
la owing by the absconding contractors only, the company
and the country have obtained the bonefit of the labor which
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bas been expended. The First Minister says that this is not
an issue for this House because the moncy is voted for the
Lenefit of the locality, and, therefore, we have no right to
interfere with it by diver ting a portion of the money which
is intended for the benefit of the locality. If it is a question
between the country and the Government, the country bas
obtained the bonefit of the money expended on the line. It
was the duty of the Government to see that these laborers
were paid before the last estimate of September was passed.
If that had been properly attended to, this complication
would not have arisen. Now, the country bas obtained the
benefit of the labor which bas been expended, but the hon.
gentleman says this money wasgiven to the company.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They have been paid for
that labor.

Mr. MULOCK. But the men have not been paid, and
the Minister must realise that fact. He knows that in some
of the Provinces, at least, the laborer bas a lien on the
product of bis labor until the amount is paid. According
to the advanced liberal doctrine in the Province of Ontar io,
a man cannot be contracted out of the value of bis labor,
and, when Parliament is coming forward voluntarily to
make a present to this company, the Government should
make provision to protect the rights of the laborer. What
did the Government do two years uago in the case of
the Souris and locky Mountain Railway Compary ? There
was money owing by sub-contractors for labor performed
on the road from some point near Brandon, in a northern
direction. The sub-contractors were the nearcst persons
to the company wbo were liable, and yet, when this Govern-
ment was called upon to give a land subsidy to that
Comparny, they expresisly provided in the Act of Parliament
that the amount owing by the sub-contraetors to the laborers
for labor expended upon the line should be paid by the
rew company as a condition of the new company
getting control of the charter. Is there one rule for
the North-West and another for Cookshire ; is there
no fixed rule, and is this simply left to b decided by the
whim of the Govcrnment of the day ? There are any num-
ber of precedents as far as this Government is concerned,
and the principle which should be adopted is to make the
work responsible until the labor is paid. The original con-
tractor may hare paid bis sub-contractors, but the laborer
bas rot beeu paid. I am surprised that the First Minitter,
who professes to b au courant with the times, and to brush
away all technicalities in this case, cannot see this matter
clearly, and cannot see that justice is donc to these work.
ingmen. In view of all the information which bas been
given by the member for Sheibrooke (Mr. lall), I think
the Government should make it a condition precedent to
the handing over of this money that the labor which has
already gone into this enterprise should be paid for, and
short of this an injustice will be done.

Mr. WATSON. To my mind, the laborers will have a
very poor chance if the question is left to the member for
Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives) at one end and the laborer
at the other. The pressure of the hon. member will be
greater than the pressure of the laborer. As to the Great
North-West CeLtral BRailway, originally the Souris and
iRocky Mountain road, this Legislature passed upon that
question two years ago without making the claim for labor
the first lien on tLe road. We incorporated a new company,
and this House provided that the charges for labor between
Melbourne and Rapid City should bo a first charge. A f ter-
wards the Government gave them a land grant. The whole
cost of the road from Melbourne to iRapid City was about
$100,000, and the land grant there was of no value at all.
This flouse should see that the laborers who bave doue work
already should be paid.

Mr. GILLMOR. I think if the laborers are to be paid, it
must be for the House to pay thon. The Government voted1

r. Mu&oor,

rnoney to the company, they paid the contractors, and
these contractors have run away with it. The only way
in which I see te laborers are Io be paid is to put an addi-
tionual sum in tie Estimates. Why shouldyou take any-
thing out of the pockets of the company who have paid for
the labor, because the sub-contractors run away, and the
laborers did not get their pay? I sympat bise very strongly
with the laboreis, and I think they ought to be paid, and
the Government promises to see, as far as they can, that
the laborers shall be paid, but I do not think that our sym-
pathy for the laborers should lead us so far as to take
money out of the company. I am willing to vote an addi-
tioral sum to pay the laborers, but, if I were a member of
the company and bad paid my obligations, I should think I
had done my duty. I do not think I am showing any want
of sympathy with the laborers when I say that I see noway
for us to pay them unless we make a special grant for that
purpose.

Mr. FISHIER. When the company made the contracts,
ard paid the money over to the sub-contractors, they were
culpable in not providing for the men who had to do the
work. It is well known that the sub-contractors were paid
very hastily, indeed, and that there were laborers who had
done the work and did rot get any money at all. If the rail-
way company had done their duty, they would bave held
back a certain amount of the money until the contractors
had fulfilled their duty, and, as they did not take that pre-
caution, they ought to suffer:

To the Massawippi Junction Railway Company, for fifteen miles of
their railway, from Ayer's Flat to Coaticook, in the Province of Quebec,
a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in the whole
$18,000.

Sir JOHN A, MACDONALD. Tbe Massawippi Junction
Railway was chartered by 51 Victoria to inn from Ayer's
Fat on ILe Massawippi Valley Railway to the Atlantic
and Noi th-Western Railway in the Townships of Magog and
Orford. During the preFent Session of Parliament an Act
bas bcen passed empowerirg the company to extend its line
from Ayer's Fat 10 Coaticook, a distance of 15 miles,
which this subsidy is proposcd to cover. By the constiuc-
tion of this line, Coaticook and other business points in
the County of Stan stead will be brought 25 miles nearer to
Montreal. The distance from Montreal to Portland, Boston
and other New bngland points, vid the Atlantic and North-
Western Railway, will also be shortened by the same dis-
tance.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. In what respect does
this road benetit the country generally ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. It shortens the distance
between Montreal and Coaticook, and from there to the
United States.

To the Brockville, Westport and Sault Ste. Marie Railway oûmpany,
for twenty miles of their railway, frem Westport to Palmer Rapida, in
the Province of Ontario, a subsidy not exceeding $3,2CO per mile, nor
exceeding in the whole $64,000.

Sir RICHARD QARTWRIGHT. This bas Sault Ste.
Marie as an objective point-about how many miles ? The
hon. gentleman, no doubt, as Minister of Railways, knows
how many miles it is to Sault Ste. Marie.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. About 540 miles. The
railway bas been finished from Brockville to Westport, then
from Palmer's Rapids, 20 miles, to the north of Westport,
running westward in the direction of Sault Ste. Marie, 55
miles. The Ontario Government subsidised that portion
of the line last Session for 55 miles, starting from Palmer's
Rapids, 83,000 per mile.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the distance
from Palmer's Rapids to the point where this crosses the
Canadian Pacific Railway?
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Sir JOHN A. MAC DONALD. This vote is to fill the

gap between Westport the terminus of this road, and
Palmer's Rapids, where the Ontario Government have
taken up the lino, going into a country of great value to
the Province for its various resources, especially timber.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Especially agriculture.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not say anything

about agriculture; at all cvents, this is to fill up the gap.
Then I presume the Ontario Legislature will continue the
lino, if the country is fit for it, perhaps to Sault Ste. Marie.

Mr. DAWbON. As this linoeis intended to run to Sault
Ste. Marie, a place in the constituency which I represent, I
may take this opportunity of calling the attention of the
Government to another very necessary railway in that dis-
trict, and that is a railway from some point on the Algoma
branch of the Canadian Pacifie Railway to the Manitoulin
Island. Manitoulin Island has seventeen townships, with a
large population. It is completely isolated, but a railway
30 miles in length would connect it with the Canadian
Pacifie Railway and render it easy of access. At present
it is completely shut off during the winter scason from all
communication with the mainland. Now, I quite approve
of such railways as that spoken of by the bon. member for
South Grenville (Mr. Shanly) a few moments ago, becauso
they open up new and valuable regions; and this line would
open up a well settled country that at present has no outlet
whatever in winter.

Mr. CHARLTON. The building of this lino referred to
by my hou. friend from Algoma (Mr. Dawson) would open
up and connect with the Canadian Pacifie Railway an island
containing over a million acres of arable land, and one of
the finest portions of the Province of Ontario. I have been
over the ground myself, and I can state that tho engineering
difficulties are of no consequence. A bridge connecting
Manitoulin Island with the LaCloche Island across the
Little Current, would be about 800 feet in length; for
about 200 feet the greatest depth of water is 16 feet,
while the balance of the channel is a rocky bottom
over which it would be very easy to construct a bridge.
After crossing the LaCloche Island a channel of about 600
feet wide is to be crossed in order to reach the mainland.
The entire route from Manitoulin Island to a point upon the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, presents no engineering difficulty
whatever. There is certainly no portion of the Dominion
of Canada where, if the Government is to persist in building
up a system of subsidising railways, money could be ex.
pended more judiciously and more in the public interest,
than in subsidising a lino to the Manitoulin Island.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I propose to amend this
resolution by striking out the words I Westport to" and
inserting after the word "from a point at or near New-
borough towards." There was a subsidy for building a road
of 40 miles to Westport, That bas been built, and the
company bas built five miles further to Newborough.

Mr. MULOCK. It is merely an extension of the present
line ?

Mr. WOOD (Brockville). Yes.
Committee rose, and, it being Six o'clock, the Speaker

left the Chair.
After Recess.

House again resolved itseolf into Committee.
(In the Committee.)

To the Thousand Islande Railway Company, for four miles of their
railway, from a point near the St. Lawrence River, in Gananoque Vil-
lage, to Ganancque Junction of the Grand Trunk Railway, and for
thirteen miles of their railway, from Gananoque Junetion of the Grand
Trunk Railway, to a junction with the Brockville, Westport and Sault
Ste. Ktrie Railway, in the Province of Ontario, a ubsidy not exceeding
P,200 per mile, nor exceding in the whole 8,400,

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This is simply a revote
of a previous vote. The Gananoque and James' Bay Railway,
running over the same ground, was subsidised by 49 Vic-
toria, chapter. 10, for a distance of l miles. That railway
and the Thousand Islands Railway have been merged into
one, and it is now proposed to grant this subsidy of $54,400
to the Thousand Islands Railway.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the total
chartered length of this road ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is chartered to run
from Gananoque to James' Bay. All theso railway com-
panies are very ambitious, and put their final terminus
in the clouds almost, at all events far west. The Thousand
Islands Railway has been subsidised by the Ontario Logis-
lature.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT, What did the Ontario
Legislature give to it ?

Mr. TAYLOR. The Gananoque, Perth and James
Bay Railway Company was chartered to build a line from
Gananoque to Perth and James' Bay. They applied for a
subsidy, and obtained a subsidy for 17 miles, to connect
with the Brockville and Westport road at Delta. The Gan.
anoque, Perth and James' Bay Railway and the Thousand
Islands Railway have since become merged into one com-
pany, as it was found it would cost 870,000 to enter the
village to the water. The two linos, by Act of Parliament
last Session, were merged into one, and this resolution is to
revote the subsidy of two years ago, granted to the other
Company.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGRT. What did the Ontario
Legislature give to this road?

Mr. TAYLOR. Nothing. The First Minister was no
doubt confounding this road with the Brockville and West-
port road with which this road connects at Delta.

To a railway from Cape Tormente towards Murray Bey, twenty
miles, in the Province of Quebec, a subsidy not exeeding 53,200 per
mile, nor exceeding in the whole, $64,000.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This road is to continue
the railway running from Montmorenuy to St. Anne and
from St. Aune to Cape Tormente. It was subsidised and
bas been built, or is building. This subsidy is to carry it
on towards Murray Bay from the road ending at Cape Tor-
mente.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGBT. By a provions resolu-
tion we are granting $96,000 subsidy to tho Quebec, Mont.
morency and Charlevoix Railway Company. ls this the
same company ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is to continue the
road, perhaps not by the same company.

Sir RICHARD CAR rWRIGHT. Then to whom is this
to be granted?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This is like many other
votes, it is teobe given for this road, and I hope we will
make satisfactory arrangements with the Montmorency
Company who have built so far; but, if we cannot make
satisfactory arrangements with them, the subsidy will stand
until we can obtain a satisfactory body to build the road.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Then there is practi-
cally no proposition, and no one at present entering into
negotiations for this work, and fiom whom the Government
can obtain security,

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. 1 take it that the Mont-
morency Company are very anxious to build it; but per-
hape they may not undertake it in theF pirit in which we
desire it to be undertaken. ILt is important that a railway
should be oarried to Murray Bay, whioh is now a town of
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considerable importance on the north shore of the St. Law-
rence. During the summer it has connection with Montreal,
Quebec and the west. They have no means to get westward
in winter and the railway has been extended as far as Cape
Tormente by the Montmorency Company. This will be
worked by this company, but if not we want to have that
road built, so that if this company will not build it we will
get another company.

Mr. MITCHELL. As I understand this grant it is for
the same railway which runs from Quebec to Montmorency
Falls. The road is now built to Montmorency Falls and
the people who built that road are getting the subsidy. The
information I have received is that the subsidy which is
being granted will cover that portion of the road built and
running.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That part from Mont-
morency Falls to Ste. Anne de Beaupré is built.

Mr. MITCHELL. I am told that this subsidy.is intended
to cover that portion of the road.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No, no portion of it.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. la the preceding esti-

mate to cover part of what is built, or is it new work ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We voted in the begin-

ning of these resolutions 896,000 to the Quebec, Montmor.
ency and Charlevoix Railway Company from the cast bank
of the bt. Charles River to or near Cape Tormente.

Mr. MIL LS (Bothwell). Practically we vote $160,000 to
the same road.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). It would be better to put it in

one item instead of two. I would ask the hon, gentleman
are the company allowed to locate the road where they
please ? la it to be built along the bank or close to the
shore of the St. Lawrence, or is to be located furtber into
the country ? I understand that the advantage to the
public depends very much on the location of the road.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is no very great
depth of country therej as the hon. gentleman knows as the
mountain range comes perilously near the coast. The
object is to give accommodation Io ail that section of the
country, and the lino will be settled by the railway company
on the most inexpensive route and which will be the most
profitable and best calculated to the wants of the people.
In all these cases the location between the terminal points,
which are stated in the statute, is approved of by the
Government.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Have the Government an,
engineer who inspecta all these roads and makes a report
before the road is undertaken ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Always.
Sir RICIARD CARTWRIGHT. What population would

that road serve from Montmorency to Murray Bay?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Sixteen thousand or 18,000

I suppose, in the first row of parishes. As to the parishes
in the rear I cannot say.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I fancy the other
parishes are very few and that when the road is built it
will be a matter of greatest difficulty to makeit pay. We
had our experience in the case of the branch from Quebie
to River du Loup, which nobody knows botter than the
Minister of Public Works for many years after its construc-
tion was a heavy dead loss to the Grand Trunk Railway,
and I au afraid that it bas not been much more profitable
on our hands. It peems to me that this is more than a
questionable expenditure of public money, for 16,000 or
18,000 people.

ir JGE A. M oin.,

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. But the hon. gentleman
must remember that this is opening up this country and
that if there are no facilities for reaching Quebee, the
centre of that district, the parish will not increase. This
road will increase the population and cause the people to
open up the land and settle there. Lt was the same with
the Lake St. John district. The people were leaving there
until the Lake St. John road was built, but now the popu-
lation is increasing and the people are coming from all
parts to settle there where they have good lands and where
they can roach Quebec in 6 or 8 or 10 hours.

Sir RICH ARD CARTWRIG HT. The hon. gentleman's
acquaintance with that country is of course much better
than mine, but my im pression is that there is a very narrow
strip of land between the mountain and the River St. Law.
rence which can by any poesibility bo fit for agriculture.
The people there have already very full facility for trans-
port by water, whereas in the case of the St. John district
I have always understood that there was a very large area
of land capable of being brought under cultivation.

Sir HECTOII LANGEVIN. From Cape Tormente for 5
or 6 or 8 miles you are in the mountains, but on this side
of the mountains towards little St. François Xavier and
Baie St. Paul and other parishes down to Murray Bay, there
are three or four parishes in depth, and a much larger area
than there is in the mountains. The people of those par-
ishes for six or seven months in the year are perfectly
closed up, and they cannot get to the city except with great
difficulty.

Mr. LAURIER. Who has asked for this railway ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The people there have asked

for communication between the County of Charlevoix and
the city of Quebec. When they saw that this railway was
being subsidised between Quebec and Cape Tormente, they
saw that their aid was coming if they waited three or four
years more.

Mr. LAURIER. Is the company organised?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There is the Quebec, Mont.

morency and Charlevoix Company, for the first portion of
the road.

Mr. LAURIER. Does their charter cover this line of
railway ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I do not know, but the title
of the company would seem to indicate that they have a
charter or that they intend having one, which is the idea
we have in granting this subsidy.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I understood the First Minister
to state, in reply to the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr.
Mills) that the Government sent their engineer over the
line before its location, and before any bonus was granted.
;Am I to understand that that was his answer ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Os enquiry, I find that
the process is tbis: A subsidy is granted, the termini are
fixed; the railway company submita the plan and location.
The road may or may not be examined, especially bacause
the department have wide experience ail over the country,
and they know whether a road ik favorably located or not.
They frequently object to the location as not being the best.
If they do not know, of course they make the necessary
enquiries. When the road is once located and any work is
done on it, and before any money is paid, the parLion com-
plated is examined carefully, and the work is reported upon
as being satisfactory and coming up to the standard before
any money is paid.

Mr. MITCHELL. From any experience I have had, the
way they take is thisa: They get out a charter; they then
look for a subsi4y, and if they get the subsidy, they com.
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mence building the road where it suits them; and after they
have got ten or twenty miles built, or whatever portion is
necessary to comply with the conditions ofthe subuidy, they
get the Government to send an engineer to see whether the
work is constructed in accordance with the requirements of
the Government. Now, Sir, I feel a little interest in this
road, for I understand that I have an addition to my party,
from the fact that a gentleman from one of these eastern
counties, is dissatisfied with the manner in which this grant
is made. I was looking around to sea if my supporter was
in. I do not see him just now.

Some bon. MEMBERS. Which one?
Mr. MITCHELL. Do not all speak at once. But speak-

ing seriously, I under stand that some objection bas been
made to this grant because of the manner in which it is to
be applied. I do not know the particulars myself nsufi.
ciently to enable me to enter into the question succinctly
and clearly, and it is evident that hon, gentlemen opposite
know about as little about it as I do. I believe the grant
will be made, but in the interest of my only follower, I
felt it necessary to make some little enquiries about it.

To the Amherstburgh, Lake Shore and Blenheim Railway Company,
for twenty miles of their railway, in the Province of Ontario, a subsidy
not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in the whole 864,000.

Mr. HAGGART. This subsidy is given to a company
that got a charter from the Local Government, called the
Amherstburgh, Lake Shore and Blenheim Railway Com-
pany. There are some special advantages in the local
chat ter by which they are allowed to borrow for thirty
y ears, and parts of municipalities can contribute bonuses.
It is an extension of a road which is at present in existence,
and of which I believe nine miles have been built between
Amherstburgh and Blenheim.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). This will make about 60 miles.
Mr. H&GGART. The distance from Amherstburgh to

Blenheim is about 60 miles.
Mr. BRIEN. This railway is partly in my constituency,

and if all the subsidies are of the same merit as this, I can
congratulate the Government on their railway policy. My
only regret is that the subsidy is not larger, so es to enable
the railway to be completed. The people of the Dominion
do not realise the great needs of that section of the country.
It is a section in which a great quantity of fruit is grown,
and it is necessary that the fruit growers sbould have rapid
communication to get their grapes, peaches, and other
fruits to market. However, the Government are moving
in the right direction, and I hope, if the finances will per-
mit, that in a few years the road will be completed. I
may state that towards the construction of this nine miles
the hon. Minister speaks of, the township of South Colches-
ter gave a bonus of 820,000, Kingsville gave a bonus of
810,000, and South Gosfield gave a bonus of 815,000, and
the road will serve a very useful purpose. The Grand
Trunk and Michigan Central pass through that section, but
they are through lines and do not serve local purposes. It
is hoped by the people of the lake district that that road
may yett rn throngh to St. Thomas.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). To what point is the road already
built ?

Mr. HAGGART. I think from Amherstburgh toward
Blenheim.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I understand that this subsidy
is granted for the construction of that road running from
Amherstburgh east ? Is that the case?

Mr. HAGGART. Yes.
Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Thon if the road is constructed,

why do you offer a bonus for the portion oonstructed ?

Mr. HAGGART. None of it will be given for the part
oonstructed. That bas received a bonus already.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). What part is that?
Mr. HAGGART. It is the part of the Brie, DetroiL and

Essex Road.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This road is intended to

run through the Lake Brie townships of Essex and Kent
connecting at Blenhei m with the Provincial railways. The
total length of the road is 61 miles, and it is propoSed to
amalgamate with the Lake Brie and Detroit River Railway
which runs from the Detroit River at Windsor, and has
been built a short distance along the same route as the
Western and Lake Shore road. What is asked for the
Amherst and Lake Shore Railway is a subsidy from Am-
herst to Harrow, 17 miles, and from Cedar Creek to Blen.
heim 41 miles. That portion of Ontario bas long felt the
inconvenience arising from want of railway communication,
and the municipalities have exprossed their willingness to
aid in the construction of a road by way of taxation, which
is the best evidence of the anxiety of the people of Essez
and Kent for the construction of the road.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Are we to understand that they
have no railway accommodation in that looality?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If they had, they would
not want this road.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). The Canada Southern, I under.
stand, runs through there.

2. That so much of the subsidy of $3,200 per mile, which, under the
provisions of the Act 49th Victoria, chapter 17, and of any subsequent
Act, may be paid to the Baie des Chaleurs Railway Company in respect
of the last thirty miles of their railway, eastward from Metapediac,
shall be applicable to the section of the said railway, comprised between
the fortieth and the seventieth mile thereof, eastward from Metapediac,
instead of to the said first mentioned section of thirty miles, making six
thousand four htindred dollars per mile, applicable to the secondly men-
tioned section of thirty miles; but the foregoing provisions shall be sub-
ject to the condition that the said company undertake to complete the
thirty miles of their railway from the seventieth to the hundredth mile
eastward from Metapediac, within a reasonable time, not to exceed four
years, to be fixed by Order in Council, and without any further subsidy
from the Government of Canada, and that they deposit with the Minis-
ter of Railways and Canais, as security to the Crown, that they will
well and truly carry out their undertaking, their bonds to the amount of
two hundred thousand dollars."

Mr. MITCHELL. What does that mean ?
Mr. FOSTER. This road starts from the Intercolonial

Railway at Metapediac. For the first 20 miles a subeidy of
$300,000 was granted; for the second 20 miles $6,400 per
mile, making 8128,000. The succeeding section of 60 miles
was granted a subsidy of 83,200 per mile, which amounted
in all to $192,000, That-last section of 60 miles, is divided
into two sections of 30 miles each. The first 30 miles is a
difficult road to build. This proposes to take the subsidy
which was applicable to the second 30 miles of that section
and put it on the first 30 miles from the end of the 40 miles
down in the direction going east, making for that first 30
miles of this last section $6,400 per mile. But the com-
pany bind themselves to build the last 30 miles of the sec-
tion without a subsidy, so that the amount of money is not
increased. Owing to the heavy nature of the first 30 miles
of the last section, the subsidy is placed upon that.

Mr. CHARLTON. Io there any danger of their coming
for another subsidy for the last 30 miles ?

Mr. MITCHELL Certainly there will.

Mr. LAURIER. The practical result is that the com-
pany have undertaken to build 100 miles of railway for a
subsidy of $620,000, and now they will build only 70 miles
of railway.

Mr. FOSTER. But they undertake to build the whole
railway.
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Mr. MITCHELL. That is they promise to build the

whole, but what assurance have the Government that they
will build it ?

Mr. FOSTER. They deposit their bonds as security.
Mr. MITCHELL Who are they ?
Mr. FOSTER. The railway company.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. I suppose, like most of

the rest of them, they are allowed to bond the road for some
$20,000 or $30,000 a mile, in which case the 8200,000 bonds
will be exceedingly valuable security.

Mr. MITCHELL. I think this is the first instance within
my knowledge or within that of the right hon. gentleman of
this way of granting bonuses. I do not think we can point to
another instance where the bonus has been doubled up in
this way, and the more personal security of individuals
taken for the completion of the balance of the lino for which
the whole subsidy was given. I do not think it is a healthy
system of granting bonuses.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is not the bond of
individuals but the bond of the railway company.

Mr. MITCHELL. That is still worse. If it were the
bond of individuals I could quite understand how there
might be something in it.

Mr. LAURIER. What reason can there possibly be for
thus changing the statute? We agreed to pay the company
so mach per mile of the railway built. Now, we are asked
to withdraw this agreement. What reason can there be
for the change ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Simply because these 30
miles are particularly difficult and expensive and beyond
the means of the company to bauild. As there is a vote of
$3,200 per mile for 60 miles, what the company asks is to
have the whole subsidy put upon these 30 miles of heavy
work, the eompany undertaking and giving security to
build the last 30 miles down to the sea coast, which is com-
paratively easy, without any subsidy.

Mr. LAURIER. Or not build it at all. I ask is that an
adequate reason ? The road is not more difficult to build now
than when the company made the agreoment which Parlia.
ment sanctioned a fow years ago.

Sir JOHN A. MACDDNALD. These 83,200 per mile
were never supposed to be sufficient to bauild the road. It
was simply an aid. 83,200 a mile will not build a railway
anywhere in any country. When the company have got to
their present terminus, they find that the expense of the
railway is so great that, with the aid of $3,200, they have
come to the length of their tether, they have no more
money, and for the next 30 miles, that amount would be
altogether insufficient, and the road must stop. By giving
thom 86,400 a mile for that distance, they will be able to
build the road. If they do not build it, they will not get
the money, but if they do build it, they will be within 30
miles of the sea coast, and I have no doabt the remaining
30 miles can be built without any trouble.

Mr. LAURIER. I am quite sure that,afterthe statement
of the First Minister, the fHouse will come to the conclusion
that it is very imprudent to undertake to build railways
without having saufficient surveys first.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Then the total amount granted
to this railway will be 6590,000 ?

Mr. MMULLEN. It is very unfortunate that the First
Minister should have broken through his rule in regard to
subsidies to railways. This appears to be the first instance
in which the amount of subsidy has been doubled.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, It is not the first instance.
.r. FOsTUa.

Mr. MoMULL EN. Well, it may not be the first, but this
will be an encouragement to other parties to build a railway
and expend the money they get, and then say: We cannot
go on unless you give us more money for the rest of it.
The result will ho seen when a company gets into financial
embarrassments and say they have spent their own money
and the money they got from the country and cannot go
on unless they get $6,400 a mile. Before the bonus was
granted to the road at all the First Minister should have had
laid before himseolf or before the Minister of Railways a
survey and a detailod statement of all the work necessary to
be done, with some idea of the cost per mile of the road.
That should have been placed before the Chief Engineer in
order to ascertain the probable success of the scheme, and,
then, if the promoters of the road presented a sound finan-
cial basis, showing the Goverument that, with the aid of
83,200 a mile they could complote the road, the Government
might be justified in voting that amount, but I contend that
the system of giving these amounts as premiums to parties
to build lines in this way is a pernicious system.

Mr. DAWSON. As I understand it, this is not granting
83,200 a mile more, but it is shortening the lino, and taking
a part of that which was granted before and applying it to
the other portion of the road.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). How was the first 20 miles
provided for ?

Mr. FOSTER. The first 40 miles are nearly finished.
Mr. WEhDON (St. John). By whom have they been

built?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. By the Baie des Chaleurs

Company. The lino is of the length of 100 miles. The first
30 miles were subsidisêd at the rate of $3,200 a mile. The
subsidy of $3,200 a mile for the last 30 miles is added to the
first, making the same thing as 60 miles at $3.200 a mile
but instead of that the first 30 miles reccive $6,400 a mile
and the remaining 40 miles $3,200 a mile. The first 40
miles are nearly finished, and the track is laid for nearly 17
miles further.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Thon the first 20 miles have
been subsidised to the extent of 815,000 a mile or $300,000.

Sir JOH N A. MACDONAL D. Yes ; $300,000.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Thon the road is to

get 86,400 a mile?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Sir RICHAßtD CARTWRIGHT. That is a most exor-

bitant subsidy. Whom is the company composed of ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Baie des Chaleurs

Railway Company.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Who is the president ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not know.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Perhaps the hon.

gentleman behind him might be able to tell. I am informed
that Senator Robitaille is the president of the company, and
that may explain this extraordinary subsidy. Has this road
received any subsidies from municipalities or from the
Quebec Governmont ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think it has
received any from the Quebec Government.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Perhaps the hon. member for
Bonaventure (Mr. Riopel) could give us some information
on the subject? I believe he is a member of the company.

Mr. RIOPEL. I think, so far, the information given by
the Government is quite satisfactory and complote, except
in one respect. The First Minister has stated that 40 miles
of the railway are nearly ready. There are 60 miles nearly
completed. By the 15th May, the line will be fully com.
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pleted so far as to allow the Governor General's palace car
to be landed at a distance of 60 miles on the banks of Grand
Cascapedia River.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Of course, to run His Excel
lency's palace car to that point, it la cheap for us to pay
8600,000.

Mr. RIOPEL. If the hon. gentleman will refer to the
subsidies which have been granted to other roads, which
are of no more importance, he will find that this subsidy
does not exceed any granted to the ordinary roads.

Mr. MITCHELL. Surely that is not correct.
Mr. RIOPEL. The Lake St. John road and other roads

have been aided to the same extent. The Gatineau Valley
road, which is in the Province of Quebec, bas also been
aided to the same extent; and, in the Province of Ontario,
I might speak of the Gravenhurst and Callander Railway,
which has been aided to the extent of $12,000 a mile. The
Baie des Chaleurs Railway will give much needed accom-
modation to the population along its route, which is
altogether isolated during the winter, as is well-known.
There is a population there now of nearly 50,000, and the
fisheries of that coast are increasing in value every year.
Agriculture has developed very rapidly indeed, and the re-
ceipts of the traffic on the Intercolonial Railway show that
there will be a sufficient traffic along the coast to justify the
expenditure on this road. The section at the end of the
60 miles is a very expensive one. Large bridges have to
be built over the Grand Cascapedia and the Little Cascape-
dia Rivers. The bridges which have been built and which
are to be built over the road, instead of being wooden
bridges, as the Government specifications called for, have
all been built of solid masonry and steel. The conditions
as to construction have been fulfilled, and it is expected
that the road will be of very great benefit to the population
of that district. I do not see why there should be any ob.
jection taken to doubling up this grant, which is only $3,200
for 60 miles.

Mr. DAVIES. Who are the directors of the road?
Mr. RIOPEL. If it is of interest to the hon. member from

Prince Edward Island I can give him the names of the direc-
tors. The president is the lion, Senator Robitaille, and the
directors are Mr. Robert Mcgreevy, Mr. E. A. Gervais, Mr.
Fosbrooke, Mr. Martin, and Mr. Giroux. One of the direc-
tors died lately, and he will be replaced to-morrow at a
general meeting of the company.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Is the hon. gentleman one himself ?
Mr. RIOPEL. Yes ; I am one of them.
Mr. DOYON. Is Mr. Martin the local member ?
Mr. RIOPEL. No.
Mr. MITCHELL. According to the argument of the

hon. member for Bonaventure (Ur. Riopel) he seems to
think that $15,000 a mile for the first 20 miles is not an
unusual sum. le then justifies getting $6,4U0 a mile for
the next 30 miles, and he thinks it is not an unreasonable
thing to ask that we should double up the balance of the
subsidy and reduce the amount of construction which has
to be done, by one-half. He quotes as an analogy the Lake
St. John Road, and the Gatineau Valley Road, all of them in
the Province of Quebec. In the other Provinces of the
Dominion, except the pet road in the western part of Ontario
tha t we had some fighting over two or three Sessions ago,
I believe there is scarcely a road, certainly not in our Pro-
vince, that I know of, where more than 83,200 is given by
the Government.

Mr.. RIOPEL. They are being built nearly altogether
by the Government.

Mr. MITCHELL. None of them that I know of.
207

Mr. RIOPEL. The Indiantown Branch.
Mr. MITCEELL. There is a branch of the Intercolonial

Railway, 18 miles, built by the Government, and the Gov.
ernent own the road, but this road i's oing to be built out
of Government money, and my hon. friend and the other
gentlemen who are associated with him, will own the road,
and very likely they wilt come back next year, or the year
after, and ask that these 30 miles taken off the longth of
the road, get an additional subsidy. I think it is an out-
rageous thing, that ought not to be sanctioned. It is not
right to give as an illustration in connection with the sub-
sidising of roads, these three roads in the Province of Que-
bec, as a standard, and a standard only for that Province.
If one Province is to get $15,000 a mile then the other Pro-
vinces should get it also. If the Governmont is to give
$6,400 in one Province they should give it in another. They
should not allow people who enter into a contract such as
this, to come and ask for 30 miles of that road to be taken
off, and get the sarne subsidy, when they originally con.
tracted with the Government that they would build the
whole distance,

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Perhaps the hon. member will
tell us, as one of the directors of this road, how mauch it
has cost per mile to build the first 20 miles.

Mr. RIOPEL. The first 20 miles of road were advertised
as a section of the Government branch of the Intercolonial
Railway. Tenders were called for. The work to be done
was merely the cônstruction, not ineluding the rolling
stock, nor the exponse of survey, nor the expense of engi-
neering during construction. Three tenders wero sent in,
of which the lowest was $27,000 per mile. The company,
having got a contract for the construction of the rond at an
uniform rate distributed this money over 20 miles. The
company has not yet a thorough account of the cost of
every section of the road; that is impossible.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). las there been any bonds issued
over this line of road ?

Mr. RIOPEL. The company is authorised to issue bonds,
and has decided upon an issue of bonds for $20,000 per mile.
IL was the intention of the company'to place these bonds at
an early date upon the market. lit is wel known thatduring
the last 12 months particularly, all provincial enterprises
have been placed at a great disadvantage on the money
market; I may s#y it has been almost impossible to dispose
of the securities, and the bonds of the company have not
been disposed of It is well known that such seourity could
not fail, inasmuch as there was a Government guarantee of
interest for a number of years which will cost something
like 40 or 50 per cent. of the prooeeds of the sale of the
bonds. I quite understand my hon. friend's idea, and if he
would jnst make a calculation he could easily ascertain that
when the cost of the road is considered and the amount of
the subsidy granted, and the amount of money necessary to
pay the contract price, the amount necessary to meet un-
foreseen expenditures, and to pay for the rolling stock, and
to put the road in working order, the expectation of the
promoters of making money out of it, is more a matter of
fancy than anything else. I think that it is a pretty hard
task to find who had made any money, so fafr.

Mr. MITCHELL. I think we know some of them.

Mr. RIOPEL. Well, I do not. I only hope that I may
be one, when we get through.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). It appears from the hon. mem-
ber's statement that the Government built the first 20 miles.
Only 815,000 were paid out. The company took that sec-
tion out of the hands of the Government and built it them-
selves.
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Mr. LAURIER. Do I understand that when they made

an arrangement they issued bonds on this road to the extent
of $20,000 a mile, and they could not float those bonds ?

Mr. RIOPEL. The company has not floated bonds.
Mr. LAURIER. What is the reason ?
Mr. RIOPEL. One of the reasons is this: that it was

ascertained last summer that, without the guarantee on the
bonds which was intended to be given, the bonds could not
be placed upon the market; and as a justification I may
state that the Lake St. John Railway bonds bave not, so far
as I.understand, been disposed of, although they appear to
have been disposed of.

Mr. LATRIER. The Government are going to release
the company from building 30 miles and are going to take
the bonds of the company and their guarantee that they
will bauild the road, although the bonds of the company are
perfectly worthless and could not be floated and realised
upon.

Mr. RIOPEL. I have not said so. The company bave
not thougbt proper to place them.

Mr. LAURIER. The hon. gentleman said a moment
ago that those bonds could not be floated, and he cited the
example of the Lake St. John Railway Company where the
same thing had occurred. He stated also that the bonds
could not be floated unless they bad the guarantee of the
Government, and yet these bonds, which no capitalist will
accept, the Government are going to take as security for
the contract to be fulfilled.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. One can quite understand
that a capitalist in England might say ho could not advance
the money on those bonds; but ail the same they will
operate as a charge on the railway. The whole of the rail-
way constructed is liable for these bonds, and the railway
and the bonds are both the security of the Government,
although if the Government sont them to England no
doubt they could raise money on them.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Have the shareholders paid up
any stock in the road?

Mr. RIOPEL, Certaiply we have.
Mr. D AVIES (P.EL) Howmuch?
Mr. RIOPEL. $30,000.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Thon we are now advancing

$620,000 for the construction of this road, and after the
road has been built at that cost, it will be handed over to
the company that hias altogother only put in $30,000.

Mr. RIOPEL. They are doing for this road what they
are doing for other roads, as is well known.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The leader of the Government
said that the Government only gave subsidies in aid.

Mr. RIOPEL. So they are. The road itself is the
guarantee for the balance.

Mr, MLTCHELL. A very poor guarantee.

dollar in the concern so far as the company is concerned.
The Government propose to place over $600,000 into a
flimsy affair in which the promoters have only put $30,000,
and the Government are taking the bonds of a company in
which only $30,000 has been invested. I should like to
have some more inlormation in regard tothis scheme. The
hon. gentleman said that when the contract was let, the
company had an offer to build the road for $27,000 a mile.
We are contributing $15,000 a mile towards the construc-
tion even on that basis. I defy the First Minister to point
to any railway enterprise to which we have contributed one
half the cost. $3,200 per mile is the outside ever con-
tributed to any Ontario road, and no road is constructed for
less than $12,000 a mile, which would make the aid equal
to about'25 per cent. But in this case we give 50 per cent.
and now when the road has reached a point in its financial
history when it can go no further, we propose to take as
seeurity the bonds issued. This is another rotten arrange-
ment, rotten arrangement No. 2, and it should not be al-
lowed to pass without being further sifted.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I understood the hon. gentleman
stated they had an offer to build the road for 827,000 a mile.
The Government according to his statement paid $15,000 a
mile, and the company put into the undertaking 830,000
all told, which would make $16,000 a mile. The company
have issued bonds, and have not floated them. Would the
hon, gentleman explain how he made up the difference 8o
as to complote the road in the manner in which it was com-
pleted ? A considerable amount must have been provided
for. If lie does not, I have to offer my protest in regard to
the manner in which this subject has been treated. A
similar proposition bas never been submitted to this flouse.
Why the Government should come down with such a pro-
position is more than I can understand. The bon. gentle-
man and his associates may be very important in supporting
the lovernment of the day, but certainly, however valuable
they may be, we are paying more than the hon. gentleman's
services are really worth to the country. The Government
are proposing to accept the bonds of this company, when one
of the promoters of the road has declared here in his place
in the flouse that the company were unable to float the
bonds and unable to realise one dollar on them unless the
Government guarantee them, and yet we are asked to ac-
cept the bonds of this company. Has any hon. member
any idea that the balance of the 30 miles will be com-
pleted by the company ? I do not think so. It is no secret
that the bonds are not worth one dollar without the
guarantee of the Government. Their bonds for the com.
pletion of this road are not worth a cent. I say the Gov-
ernment should cancel this proposition for the present and
wait until they are able to get sufficient information to pre.
sent a decent proposition to this House. Talk about theie
being a nigger in the fonce or half a dozen ot them, but it
requires an enormous amount of concealing for the number
of niggers in the fonce there. I say it is a disgrace to our
Parliament to come down with a proposition of this kind.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). 1 would like the hon. memberMr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) We are going to give $620,000 for Bonaventure (Mr. Riopel) to explain the statement
when the company itself has invested only $30,000. which he has made. He said that the first 20 miles cost

Mr. McMULLEN. We want to sift this matter a little $27,000 a mile; that the Government spent $15,000 a mile
farther, for it is quite clear there is a nigger in the fence. upon it and this would leave remaining 812,000 or a total of
This is another case similar to the York Bridge, which we $240,000. The hon. gentleman says that the company bave
discussed the other night. It is another pioce of political put of their own money in the 20 miles $30,000 in all. That
iniquity. It is clear trom the confession of the hon. gen- would leave $210,000 tor the mere work of construction to
tleman that the Government are about to build this road, be paid for by some other subsidy or in some other way. It
towards which the stockholders have contributed only costs about $3,000 a mile or 860,000 in all to rail the road,
830,000. I should like the hon. gentleman to state how and it will cost $50,000 for rolling stock. It is quite clear
much bas been charged for services in connection with se. that it will cost $240,600 for the construction part of the
curing the charter and the preliminary expenses. The work, and the hon. gentleman bas only accounted for
probability is that, when this is deducted, there is not one I1$30,000 of that. Uo* is the other $210,000 accouâtèd for ?

MR. tIOP]L.
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Mr. RIOPEL. I may say that the amount for the con.

struction of the 20 miles is paid and the cost of the construc-
tion of all the work so far is paid alho. There is no indebt-
eduss as to the construction of the road. There is no out-
standing claim, and so far there has been over $1,000,000
expended and paid.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Where did it come from?
Mr. RIOPEL. I hope the hesitation and doubt expressed

by the hon. member for Northumberland (Mr. Mlitchell)
will disappear. I am asked: "IHow was it done ?" Well, if
the money was found to bauild 60 miles of the road and pay
f or it, there should be no trouble in getting the balance. My
hon. friend wants to know where did the money come from ?
The money was found.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Where ?
Mr. RIOPEL. I do not suppose that a person who is

doing business is bound to say what are his transactions. I
think alil the company is bound to say is that they properly
applied their subsidies and that they have carried out the
term of their contract so far and that the balance of the
work will be done. This is not an additional subsidy; it is
only an advance of the subsidy already voted and there is a
guarantee that the balance of the work will be done. That
is not such an extraordinary proposition as bas been repre-
sented by hon. gentlemen opposite.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman says that
a million dollars have been paid and that the company owes
nothing. The company have beon unable to sell their
bonds and the hon. gentleman will not say how the other
$210,000 have been paid. He says there was no liability on
the road.

Mr. RIOPEL. I did not say there was no liability. It
is quite the reverse, for you must expect there will be a
liability.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman will see
that if the Government and Parliament take the bonds of
the company for security for any advance, they have a right
to know the value of the security and circumstances of the
company.

Mr. RIOPEL. I have stated the circumstances of the
company clearly enough.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E..) fHas the company deposited any
bonds for security with those who advanced the money ?

Mr. RIOPEL. The company bas a contractor and the
contractor makes his arrangements, and the company carries
ont the terms of the contract; and as far as the company is
bound to make their payments to the contractor they have
been made, and the coAtractor has made bis payments to
parties to whom money was due,

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The hon. gentleman has not
answered my question.

Mr. RIOPEL. Authorisation has been given for the
issue of the bonds, but they are not out yet.

Mr. MOMULLEN. Have the bonds been executed by
the company ?

Mr. RIOPEL. They are just being engraved.

Mr. MoMULLEN. How much of that $30,000 was paid
in cash at the time the company was formed ?

Mr. RIOPEL. The company has a charter from the
Provincial Legislature, and it has carried. ont the. terns of
that charter. That will be a sufficient answer for my hon.
friend.

Mr. MOMULLEN. We have a perfect right to find ont
the financial condition of the company before . we permit

this resolution to pass. If the hon. gentleman wants to get
through peaceably he will have to state to the Committee
how much was paid in cash in order to form that company ?

Mr. RIOPEL, The terms of the law have been complied
with.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) How much have the company
received, by way of subsidy, from the Local Government?

Mr. RIOPEL. 10,000 acres of land per mile. The land
grant was converted into cash, and 63,500 per mile are pay-
able on construction, and 83,500 when the lands which have
been converted into cash will be sold for colonisation pur-
poses.

Mr. LABROSSE. (Translation.) I made no objections
when the Government proposel to grant subsidies to rail-
ways, because 1 believe that the policy of subsidising rail-
ways is in the interest of the Provinces and of the country
in general. But I regret that the subidy asked for by the
Yaudreuil and Prescott Railway Compauv last year, and
again this year, bas not been granted. The company has
alroady obtained a subsidy for 30 miles of its road, but there
still remains more than 50 miles yet to build. The com.
pany and its promoters expected to extend the road as far
as Ottawa this year, but as the company has not received
the required subsidy, I think that ouly a portion thereof
will be built, namely, the 30 miles already subsidisod. I
would like to Icarn from the Government, whether they
will be prepared to grant fresh subsidies to this railway
next year, if the railway ges on. I perceive, that in the
varions portions of the Dominion, and especially in the
Province of Ontario, subsidies have been granted to counties
which are already checkered over with railways. The
County of Prescott is the only one in the Province of On-
tario which does not possess one mile, riay, not even one
furlong, of railway. Under these circuinstances, i think
that it would be but right that the company of which Ihave
spoken should receive a subsidy-or at least, that the Gov-
ernment should pledge themselves to subsidise it if it con-
tinues the building of its road, and makes it complote from
Vaudreuil to Ottawa. This would be an immense advan-
tage for the population of the counties which are traversed
by this road, where there are already important mills and
inanufacturing establishments; thera aie, besides, in the
County of Prescott, the Caledonia and Plantagenet Mineral
Springs. I trust that the Government will take this sub-
ject into considt ration, and that they will be willing to
grant us the subsidy desired to continue the building of this
railway; which will piobably have for its effect, theI r-
crease of the numbers of the French Canadians in the Pro-
vinçof Ontario, but I think that this wil b e no detrimuent
te the Dominion.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I want to ask the hon. Minister who
is taking charge of this matter, who is the contractor for
this line ? Perha&ps the First Minister would kindly say ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. How can possibly know
who the contractors are on any of these lines which we
grant subsidies for ?

Mr. CASEY. The member has evidently become dumb;
he has lost bis tongue ; and the Committee can corne to no
other conclusion from his refusal to answer regular and
proper questions than there is something he wishes to con-
ceal; and I think it is not bard, even without the corrobo.
rating testimony of the hon. gentleman's sulky silence, to
corne to that conclusion from ,he terms of the resolution it-
self. Here is a company calmly proposing that the subsidy
which was to be paid for the last 3 miles of their iue,
for the purpose ofe securing that the whole line should be
built before this subsidy is paid, should be given, not to the
last 30 miles, but to the 30 miles before that, thereby giving
up the seourity we had for the construction of the last 30
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miles. When a company mako such a proposal as wili re-
lieve them of the necessity of constructing the last 30
miles they need to show us good reasons for it; and in the
course of trying to show such roasons the hon. gentleman
bas made several startling confessions. ie bas admitted
that this company, who are to receive something over
81,000,000 from this House and the Local House combined,
have only risked 630,000 of their own capitai in the under-
taking. He bas refused to tell whether that 830,000 was
cash or whether it was notes, or merely checks put in and
counted as cash. le bas refused to tell us which of the
tricks usually resorted to in floating bogus companies ias
been resorted to-I do not say this is a bogus company-
but the hon. gentleman has not made it clear to us that the
tricks used in floating bogus companies have not been u-ed
in floating this company. He bas refused to make iL clear
that the shareholders have a real financial intei est in the
undertaking. He las not told us that they are not men of
straw, put thore because their names could be used to boom
the company and to obtain subsidies from Parliaments,
Local and Federal. We know that these things have been
going on in other cases. We know that members of Par-
liament bave been put on the boards of companies simply
for the sake of their political influence, and the hon gentle.
man, by bis silence, leaves us frce to imagine what we
like in that respect, and we are very apt to take the liberty
allowed; whereas by afrankstat.ementof the facts of the case,
if they are not too bad altogether to be stated, he would clear
away the suspicions from our minds and put the transaction
on a business basis. He may tako bis choice. After asking us
for this extraordinary change in the allotment of the subsidy,
which gives the company a tremendous advantage, ho las
confessed to us that the company have already obtained
from the Local Government a subsidy of 87,000 in cash for
this piece of road, for which he asks this House to give
86,400 a mile, making in ail 813,400 a mile in cash, granted
for this road which is to become the property of the share-
holders who put in 830,000 for the whole 100 miles of road.
I certainly cannot but characterise it as a very bare-faced
demand under the circumstances. Thon the resotution, which
I suppose was framed to suit the company, says that if this
re-arrangement is made, the company will undertake to
finish the other thirty miles within a reasonable time, say
four years, without nsking any further subsidy from the
Dominion Government. The hn. gentleman refuses to
show the company's financial standing, so that we may
know what their undertaking is worth. No doubt the com-
pany will promise anything to get this re-arrangement of
their subsidy made; but we want to know what their pro.
mise is worâb, viz., to put up 8200,000 of bonds, which is
barely more than their subsidy amounts to. Then, when we
try to find out what the bonds of the company are worth,
whether any have been issued, and what amount, and
what their other liabilities are which might constiLute
a lien on the property of the company prior to the
bonds, the bon. mqember becomos silent. We can only con-
clude from his silence that he dare not, in the interest of
the company, tell what the facts of the case are, and snch
being the suspicicus nature of the whole transaction and
the suspicions silence on the part of the hon. promoter of
the Bill, such being the fishy character of the proposai con-
tained in the resolution. I think it is rather hard to ask
any member of this House, even though he be a Government
supporter, to support an arrangement of this kind, and that
a good deal of self-confidence is required in the man who
asks it. I should not bave had occasion to say ail this if
the hon. gentleman bad made a ful! and frank statement of
the affai s of the company, as he was invited to do by
several of my colleagues. I should not have had the same
opinion of the railway if he had male that full and fr-ank
confession, but he must take that as due to the suspicion
which his silence bas thrown around the whole affair.

Mr. CAsIr.

Mr. RIO PE L. I wish to say just one word after these
remarks. I think I have the right, after the very open
explanation I bave given the House, to say I have answered
ail the questioEns.

Some hon. MEMBERS. No.
Mr. RIOPEL. I do not certainly think that the remarks

just made are applicable.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I do not think that the hon.

gentleman was as frank with the Committee as he might
have been. lie replied to the lon, member for Bothwell
that no money had been raised on the bonds of the com-
pany. The bon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) per-
tinently enquired where the money came from, and the
hon, gentleman was silent. When I asked the question, he
said the subsidy received from the Local Government was
a land subsidy. The statement was true, but it did not
contain the whole truth. The hon. gentleman kept back
the fact that the land subsidy, which was originally given,
was afterwards commuted for a cash subsidy of $7,000 a
mile.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. He said that.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E I.). So that, as a matter of fact, the

way the company stands is this, that they have received a
subsidy or will recoive a subsidy from the Local Government
to the amount of $560,000 in cash and a Dominion subsidy
to the amount of $629,000; or a total of 61,189,000. That
seems to be more than the road will cost for the 180 miles.
What will be the result in the future ? The company are
going to build the part nearest the Intercolonial Railway
out of their subsidies, and w, hen that is bailt the part near-
est to the Bay of Gaspé will remain unbuilt. We have no
guarantee that the company will bauild it, and in a year or
two, in alil probability, the people of that section will insist
upon this Government building it. They will say they have
as much right to a Government subsidy for the construc-
tion of the road at that end, as the people near the Interco-
loniail Railway bad for the construction of the road there.
This road will cost both Governments in the neighboorhood
of $1,250,000 and will be the most heavily subsidised road
in the Dominion of Canada.

Mr. MITCHELL, There is another point in-relation to
the security oitered. ln addition to the cash subsidy to
which the hon. gentleman who has just spoken referred to,
the company are entitled, when 100 miles are built, to issue
bonds at the rate of $20,00O a miue, making $2,000,000. Out
of that $2,000,000 they propose to put up a security for the
building of the last ho miles, fron which we are deducting
the subsidy to double it up on the other, these $200,000 of
bonds is only one-tenth of the total issue, What will be the
value of that one-tenth ? That will not sell for five cents
on the dollar, so that practically the company is giving no
security at ail. The company have had a very good ar-
rangement with both the Local and Dominion Governments.
They entered into an agreement to construct the road on
certain conditions and terme, and have no right to ask us
to depart from those terms and double up the subsidy, when
only offering such a flimsy guarantee. If they were putting
up the whole 82,000,000 bonds as guarantee there would be
some sense in it, but to put up one-tenth after receiving se
much in cash seems an outrageous proposition.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The fact that the com-
pany has power to issue bonds to the extent of 820,000 a
mile is simply a provision that is in ail these railway char-
ters. If the $200,000 bonds are made a first charge on the
road, they are valid security and come before any other
bonds.

Mr. MITCHELL. No.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The 8200,000 bonds will

prevent the sale of the rest in the English market, for the
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hon, gentleman knows that to place the bonds they must
put the whole of them on the market without any prefer-
once. The hon. member for Northumberland knows the
country pretty well; he knows its mountainous character
extending from Gaspé to the Baie des Chaleurs, and ho
knows that it is a very expensive road.

Mr. MITCHELL. I know that.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. He knows that a subsidy

of 63,200 per mile would not be sufficient to build that road
or anything like it. If it is te be built at ail the company
must get more.

Mr. MITCHELL. But 'they are getting $22,000 a mile.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They must get consider-

ably greater aid than a road across a prairie or through the
greater part of Canada. The whole of the assistance that
Parliament is giving for the road up to the last 30 miles, is
less that $9,000 a mile-about 88,600 or 88,800 a mile.
That is all this Parliament will give, and that is not very
much aid to a road going through that very difficult coun-
try. This is not a bogus road, as shown by the fact that 40
miles are very nearly finished, according to the report of
the Government erigineer, and that 17 miles more than
those 40 are graded, so that nearly 57 miles of the road will
be completed this season. Well, 88,800 a mile is no very
great assistance for that road, if it is to be built at ail.
It is not a bogus road; it is being pushed through
with difficulty, and all the questions that have been
put in order to ascertain the financing that las been
done to build it so far, I do not think are quito
relevant or quite fair. The company have shown their
desire to carry out their undertaking by building 40
miles of the whole 100, and they state on getting this
bonus they will build the other 30 miles and give socurity
by bond or otherwise for the completion of the whole line.
1 have no doubt they will give any security on the road
that the Government may ask, that they will finish the easy
slope down to New Carlisle. The bon. gentleman knows
that the road will be quite imperfect if the last 30 miles are
not built. By building the last 30 miles to the shore they
will have communication with the fisheries of the Baie des
Chaleurs and ail that country; and under the circumstances
there should be no charge brought against my hon. friend
that he has not frankly answered ail questions that have
any relevance to this vote.

Mr. McMULLEN. INo; h bas not.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The House may grant
or refuse this vote, but it is reasonable to assist that road to
the extent of 88,800 a mile if the House thinks it ought to
be built; and the House bas already decided in that sense.

Mr. MITCHELL. The First Minister has appealed to
me by name as to my knowledge of this road, He bas
correctly stated that portions of the road are very dieficuit
to bauild. There is no question of that, but they have got a
large subsidy for that. Bat there are other portions which
are net se diffilult. I am not prepared to speak as to the
comparative quantities, but, when such extraordinary
changes are asked for as are demanded here, the Govera-
ment should have had the quantities in the different sections
for which these subsidies are asked and submitted them tothe
House. In relation to another point referred to by the hon.
gentleman, when I said the company were authorised to issue
#2,000,000 .of bonds, the hon. gentleman said that 8200,000
of the bonds they were to issue were to be given te the
Government as a first security, and that they could net deal
with the rest until after that security. i think I have a little
common sense, and I think I can judge of that as weil as the
right hon. gentleman, and I do net accept his statement as
to the relative position of the $200,000 and the balance of the
*2,000,OO0 which they are authorisd to isue1. I say that

the fact that we take $200,000 of bonds as security for the
building of the rest of the road simply means that we will
rate pari passu with the other 81,800,000.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONA.LD. Oh, no.
Mr. MITCHELL, The hon. gentleman savs "lno." I

say, if he put in this resolution a statement that the $200,000
would be the first issue and would rank ahead of the bal-
ance, ho would be right, but, if ho does not, and he has
not proposed to do it, our $200,000 will rank with the other
$l,8u0,000, and perhaps it may not be worth the paper it is
written on.: No doubtit is desirable to get connection with
the great fishing depôt of New Carlisle, and to have the
shores of the Baie dos Chaleurs brought into connection
with the rest of the country, but, whon it comes to spend
such an enormous sum of money, when the country is boing
taxed so enormously to raise this monoy, and when there
are other portions of the country which are entitled to a
'fair share of it, I think the amount is altogether ont of pro-
portion to the services to be renderod by this road, and,
therefore, I think this vote ought not to pass in this way.
Hon. gentlemen have asked questions as to the financial
status of this company, and thoir manner of oxpending their
money. I have not sked any such questions, but have
confined myself to the legitimate discussion of au important
question in which the finances of the country are involved.
If the hon. gentleman wishes to do what is right and to give
some seouricy to Parliament that the balance of the road
shall be completed, ho should alter his resolution and make
the S200,000 a first charge, allowing the 6$1,800,000 to rank
afterwards, and thon we will have some eocurity.

Mr. CASEY. The right hon. gentleman (Sir John A..
Macdonald) urges, as a reason for this change, that 83,200
is not a sufficient subsidy to build this line. No one sup-
poses that it would be, but surely that would be sufficient to
guararteo the interest upon a very considerable amount of
bonded debt. Whether it is enoughi or not, it is clear that
the company accepted this amounL and agreed to be con-
tent with 83,200 a mile for the whole road, in the same way
as other roade have doue. Now they ask to be given a sub-
sidy for the whole road, when they have built only 70
miles of it, and that brings us to the point which my hon.
friend from Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) bas alluded to.
The promise to build the othec 30 miles is worth nothing
commercially speaking. It 1e only a promise, and, when
they offer that promise as a part of the bargain, the com-
pany should be prepared to show their financial standing.
£hat is where 1 differ from my hon. inoend for Northum-
berland (Mr. Mitchell), who seemed to doubt the propriety
of enquiring into the financial standing of the company.

Mr. MITCHELL. I did not say anything of the sort.
I only said I had confined mysoif to the general question.

Mr. CAS KY. When a company ask us to take their word
that they will do something in the future, we ought to
know thoir financial standing, what is the amount of the
paid-up stock, what that stock is composed of, whether it
consists of notes of hand of the sharehoiders, or cheques for
which there is no money in the bank, or on what basis it
put up this enormous sum of $30,000 which they are willing
to risk out of their own poekets in order to etart the road.
We should aiso know what other debts the company may
have, whether the contractors have been paid, and who the
contractors are? The right hou. gentleman says the pro-
moter of the Bill bas given sufficient information. He has
not told us who the contractors are. We know of cases
where promoters of a road have formed themselves into a
construction company and lot the contract for the construc-
tion to thomselves. I do not say that is the case here, but
the lon. gentleman (Mr. Riopel) will not tell us, and it is
therefore open to us w imagine taat the promoters did form
thomelves into a consrtution company and did pay thon>
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selves out of the former subsidy with a view of getting
another subsidy from the Government. Again, as to their
financing, the First Minister said we should not enquire
about the finances. I think we should for the rersons al-
ready given. Then the right hon, gentleman said he had
no doubt the company would give any security the Govern-
ment asked. It would scarcely seem that te heon. gentle-
man remembered the last clause in this resolution, because
it appears that the Government have asked and have re-
ceived a security of $200,000 bonds which, as my hon.
friend from Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) said, may not
bo worth five cents on the dollar when the Government
come to enforce the security. But, according to the state-
ment of the First Minister, if the Government had asked
more security, they might have got it. It may not b too
late for the Government, after this discussion, to reconsider
the matter and to ask for efficient security, and I do not
think any better plan could be devised than that which bas
been suggested by my hon. friend from Northumberland
(Mr. Mitchell), that the issue of $200,00.0 of first mortgage
bonds, which are to be given to the Government, should
take precedence of all other bonds. The responsibility now
rests with the First Minister to obtain some real security,
and not merely to ask the company to advance 8200,000
worth of bogus security, for no other name can be given to
it, in regard to a company of which we know nothing.
There was one remark made by the First Minister which I
was glad to bear. ie said the Committee, after hearing the
proposa], might accept it or reject it. Now, that can only
menu that the right hon, gentleman proposes to leave ths
question open and not make it a question of want of conti-
aence, because we know that if ho makes it a question
want of confidence, the Committee is not at liberty to ac-
cept or reject it. I hope, however, the right bon. gentle-
man meant his words in the literal sense, the only sense in
which they could menu anything, and will allow his sup-
porters to vote according to their consciences, according to
their idea of business in this matter, and if le puts it in that
way, I am satisfied what the fate of this resolution will b.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). In 1886 when the Minister
of Public Works brought in the Bill dealing with this road
ho said that the Government was satisfied that the road
would be built in two years. I find a curious thing in con-
nection with this matter, that of the three tenders for the
construction of this road that was mentioned by the hon,
member for Boneventure, one was under 8300,000, but the
man never could be found, and the bank repudiated the check
he had furnished the department. I also observe in course
of that debate that the names of the principal shareholders
were stated as follows :-Hon. Theodore Robitaille, 500.
shares, 825,000; Hon. Thomas McGreevy, 1,000 shares,
$50,000; Hon. Louis Robitaille, 1,000 shares, 850,000;
Robert H. McGreevy, 500 shares, 825,000; L. J. Riopel,
1,000 shares, $50,000; L. A. Robitaille, 960 ares, 849,000,
and a few others. That seema tobe a family compact.

Mr. MITCHELL. The Hon. Thos. McGreevy withdrew
from the arrangement and has had nothing to do with it
since.

Mr. MoMULLEN. We simply want to know who was
the contractor for the work so far as it has gone.

Mr. GILLMOR. I have been frequently surprised at
the cost of building railways as represented by railway
men in this House. I think it is a very difficult railvay
indeed that costs over 815,000 per mile. I have not had
much experience in railways, but I have some knowledge
of about 80 miles of railway that has been built through a
most difficult country, and has been running for years, and
that only cost $10,000 a mile, although the road had a great,
many bridges. I do not believe the road in question isj
goIn to cost $15,000 a me--tha m ho-4 opi* n,'

,Mx QILLMos.

[This company composed of the gentlemen whose names we
nave heard read, has got 815,000 a mile of subsidy out of
the Local and Federal Governments. I do not know any
one here who is acquainted with the country, but I am in-
formed that a large part of that road is buiù on a very easy
line, particularly along the shore. It is not built through a
mountainous country, and the company undertaking to
build a road through these mountains that the Prime Min-
ister speaks of, ought not to undertake it without having
some money of thoir own to put into it. This countrycan-
not afford to build roads at such a cost as that. I care nothing
about the securities on roads. The securities of railways
are not worth a snap, they are never enforced, and they are
never got back. But this is an enormous subsidy to give
any railway in this country. I never dreamed that the
Government was giving more than $3,200 a mile to aid in
building railways, but here we find that the Quebec Govern-
ment and this Government are giving $15,000 a mile. I am
satisfied if the trath were known the road will not cost
more than $15,000 a mile, I remember years ago whenwe
undertook to bauild the road I am speaking of, it was thought
by all those who had any experience that it would cost
S20,000 a mile. Those times are altogether changed, and
it has been ascertained since thon that railways can be built
very much cheaper. I am satisfied that company will never
put a dollar of their own money there.

Mr. CASEY. When my hon. friend who has just sat
down spoke of the lower cost of constructing railways in
certain districts, he forgot to take into account the contri-
butions to the campaigu fund. That is one item that
increases the cost of building roads on the Bay des Chaleurs.
Another item which probably increased the cost of this
road is the great personal and political influence of the four
or five gentlemen who compose the company. You cannot
expect to build a railway as cheaply with gentlemen like
Mr. McGreevy, and Mr. Robitaille, and Mr. Riopel and one
or two more, as the sole owners of the road-as that of
which my hon. friend has spoken. Such great political
influence costs heavily. I am not astonished that so much
has been taken. On the other hand, one would be more
inclined to wonder at the moderation of those hon. gentle-
men who have it in their power to obtain, apparently,
whatever they ask for. But I want to makoeone more
appeal to the promoter of this B.11. After the list of the
names of shareholders has been read, after his own name
las been mentioned in connection with it, it appears he is
one of the very few who owned the stock of the road, and
who has contributed at the rate of $300 per mile towards
its construction. Can he not ho shamed into making a busi-
ness statement of the affairs of the road ? Is he willing to
lt the matter go in the present shape, and with the suspi-
cion that must rest upon himself and the whole transaction
t*hile h maintains tbat silence? So far as it stands,
the affait is,.on the face of it, merely a political job for the
purpose of putting money and influence into the bands of a
few prominent supportera of the Government. It is such a
palpable job on the face of it, that any explanation the lon.
gentieman chooses to make would be of value in reducing
the scandalous nature of the transaction-I do not say it
could be wiped ont altogether. But I am very sorry for
him, and am sorry for the Minister who has agreed tA this
transaction, if, after all this evidence brought forward as to
who owns the road, ho insiste upon maintaining the sulky
silence which he has hitherto maintained. We shall be
forced to come to the conclusion that I hinted at before,
Lhat the affairs of the company that have not come to light
are so much worse than those which have come to light
that he dare not tell therm across the floor of the House.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I would ask the M.nister
whetier a construction company was not formed. by C. N.
A r , w4omade a contract to buid the roA4 f9r $14
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000 a mile, and a certain portion of the bonds, he being a
shareholder te the extent of 580 shares ?

Mr. DUPONT. (Translation.) I think, Mr. Chairman,
that it will be as well toe speak in French, at least for halfi
an hour, in order te give some information t tbe huon.
gentleman-who will, however, not understand me-res-
pecting Gaspesia, as to permit this trifling discussion on the
railway in question to continue. It would appear that all
these details which are asked for, have as their object the
ruining of the credit of the company of which my hon.
friend the member for Bonaventure (Mr. Riopel) is one of
the directors. I do not see why the hon. members of the
left push so far their animosity against a company and
against men who have had sufficient energy to undertake
the construction of a railway so difficult to build, across a
country which has such need of a railway like this. Gas-
pesia, in the opinion of those who know it, of those who
have studied its history and are acquainted with the re-
sources of this vast territory, Gaspesia, I say, is one of the
most important portions of the Province of Quebec. The
hon. the leader of the Opposition and his hon. colleagues
from this Province of ours, should be as anxious as I am
that this vast portion of their native Province should be de.
veloped by the building of iron roads, in order that this vast
country may become colonised. They ought to boas anxios
as I am that the Baie des Chaleurs Rilway Company, of
which the hon. member for Bonaventure is one of the direc-
tors, may succeed in carrying out this project so useful to
tne Province of Quebec in general and te Gaspesia in par-
ticular. But, Mr. Chairman, they wish to know who are
the pi omoters of the road; tbey desire te know whether
the company bas issued any bonds. This information is
given, and the hon. members of the left are even less satis-
fied than they were before my hon. friend the member for
Bonaventure had given all these particulars. I remarked
just now that the leader of the third party, the hon. mem-
ber for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) after certain re-
marks made by the hon. the First Minister, that probably
the bonds of the company when the Government beld them
to the amount of $200,000, could not be placed on the Eng.
lish market. I remarked, 1 say, that the hon. member for
Northumberland observed, to the Committee of this House,
that the fact that the Government accepted the bonds of th'
company for the amount of $200,000 as collateral security,
would give a value to the bonds and would enable the com-

any to negotiÉte them and retire them te a large amount.
eli the hon. member ought te rest satisfied. If the com.

pany can procure the means ->f negotiating these bonds,
and of gaining a profit on them in the English market, this
will give them the means of completing the 30 miles which
remain to be built, and all the hon. members on the left
should remain satisfied with the success foresbadowed by
the hon. member for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell). I
think that the hon. member for Bonaventure (Mr. Riopel)
and the Government, instead of wishing to know the capital
which the company had at its disposai; of. wishing te lay
all the affaire of the company open before the public; and
exposing perhaps this company, which las a very import-
ant project to carry ont, to the risk of seeing its credit
ruined, ought on the contrary to give their support to so
patriotic a scheme. The hon. members would not like in
their own cases if they had a project as considerable as the
one in question to carry out, to have their business brought
before the public.

Mr. LAURIER. For what reason?
Mr. DUPONT. (Translation.) For what reason? Mr.

Chairman, the leader of the Opposition is too good a man
of business, I am persuaded, not to understand when I have
given the explanations which I intend giving to the Com-
mittee. It is neither good for a private person nor for a
oompany to lay thoir ataira before the public, and to keep

the world thoroughly acquainted with their private mat.
ters; for after tll the affaire of a railway company are
private affairs; sometimes it may happen, it certainly does
happen, that a great number of private persons are ruined
on account of their indiscretion in makig mon acquainted
with their affaira, men who ought not to be so trusted. It
is stated that the hon. members who have charge of this
undertaking wish to make political capital ont of it. I see
no one in this flouse more desirous of making political
capital at the present time out of this railway, of which my
hon. friend is one of the directors, than the hon, members
of the Opposition. It seems to me that all the questions
which they are putting to the hon. member for Bonaven-
ture respecting the company of which he is one of the
directors, are put with a view of making political capital,
and that if there was no political capital to make, our hon.
fnonds would be as dumb as oysters. The hon. members
are seeking to make out that the hon. member for Bona.
venture (&Ir. Riopel) has pecnniary interests to protect,-
that his political future is bound up with this scheme; and
it is in the political interests of these hon. members to make
out that the hon. member for Bonaventure is acting with a
regard to bis personal interest or with the sole view of
making himself popular. A moment ago, the bon. the First
Minister appealcd to the leader of the third party, and the
latter frankly admitted that Gaspesia was an immense
country and that the railway was a difficult one to make. I
will add that it is imperatively necessary that this road be
built, for this country is a vabt one and fairly settled at the
present moment. The hon. members of the left are
grievously in the wrong in placing sticks within the spokes
of the chariot of the company of which my hon,. fniend the
member for Bonaventure is one of the directors, and in
endeavoring to prevent the attainient of the end which
this company bas in view. Mr. Chairman, I cannot explain
the reason of the opposition of the hon. members from the
Maritime Provinces made to the subsidy given to the com-
pany in question. They appear to object to the consider-
able sum to which tbis subsidy amounts to. I must admit
that several of the hon. members now before me made no
objection to the subsidy granted to the Baie des Chaleurs
Railway, but I percoive that several others of them wax
somewhat violent with respect to a subsidy when granted
to the Province of Quebec. It is stated that to no other
Province but Quebec are subsidies to such an amount
granted. That is possible, Mr. Chairman, but the Govern-
ment does a little better than that for the Maritime
Provinces; they construct all their public works. I do not
wish to reproach either the Government or any one else,
but I state that the members of the Maritime Provinces
are still more favored than we are, because the Govern-
ment as I have stated, wholly executes their public works.
I should like to know wbat are the public works which
have been made, under the present Governmont, in the
Maritime Provinces and even in Ontario, without the
assistance of the Government, what are the works which
have not been constructed altogether by the Government ?
In the Province of Ontario, the whole of the Pacifie Rail.
way from one extremity to the other has been built by the
Government. In the Maritime Provinces the whole of the
Intercolonial Railway with its branch lines in all directions
has been built by the Government. I do not say that it was
not a good policy to build all these branch lines; on the
contrary, although a member from another Province, I ain
content that the Government have considered it proper to
develop the numerous resources of these noble Provinces
which the hon. members who criticize with so much bitter-
Doss the subsidy granted to the Baie des Chaleurs Railway,
represent in this House. But if the Government show them-
selves so liberal with regard to the Maritime Provinces
who are not always the first to support the policy of the
Government, for I see tbat A considerable number of the
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members of the Maritime Provinces oppose the policy of
the Goveinment when this policy takes effect in other
places than their own-it appears to me that these hon.
members who have received for their Provinces, in cash
and public investments, more than bas been received by
any other Province in the Confederation, it seems to me, I
say, that these hon. members should not raise their voices
so high against the subsidy granted to the Baie des
Chaleurs Railway. It is useless for me to occupy further
time in endeavoring to show the immense resources of
Gaspesia. I am certain that the hon. the leader of the Op-
position has already moved in the direction of favoring
this portion of the country; and that he knows, as I do,
that it is a magnificent country from an agricultural point
of view, which only asks for railway communication to pro-
duce good results. I say, then, that a raiiway in this
region will give comfort to a numerous population. In con-
nection with fisheries and mines, I may add that Gaspesia
is a rich country. It is the same in respect to the timber
industry. I trust, therefore, that the hon. members from
the Maritime Provinces will excuge our listening to all
their trifling questions, and that they will say, as we do,
tiat the Gaspesian railway is a useful one, and that of
necessity it must be built. I hope that they will think, as
I do, that we ought to give a strong helping hand to the
hon. member for Bonaventure, and recognise the merit
which belongs to him for having taken so active a part in
this enterprise.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Notwithstanding the full expla
nations given by the Frst Minister and the hon. member
for Bonaventure, (Mr. Riopel), there are very few mem-
bers on this side of the House who consider this a satisfac-
tory transaction. I have waited for some time to see what
answer the First Minister would give to the very reason-
able proposition of the hon. member for Northumberland,
(Mr. Mitchell). I thought the hon, member was going to
acquiesce in it, but ho intimated that they would make the
bonds or some other securities, but he did not say what,
the first charge. The proposition of the member for North-
umberland would be a certain improvement on the Govern-
ment arrangement, that if the Government are determined
to force this arrangement through the House, although we
consider it a very unsatisfactory one, they should take care
that under this resolution these bonds should be the first
charge on the road. I hope before proceeding further the
First Minister will adopt that view.

Mr. MoMULLEN. The First Minister is assuming the
responsibility of forcing this resolution through Committee
without giving the information required. We have asked
the name of the contractor, and whether the contract was
let by public tender, and that information hon. gentlemen
opposite have refused to give. It appears we have two or
three political sinks of iniquity. The St. Charles Branch,
which was to cost $500,000, but on which 81,600,000 have
been spent; then we have this matter, and we had the other
night the Fredericton Bridge matter. These are abomin.
able transactions w hich bear on their face evidence of cor-
ruption and bribery. They eziet, and they will come to
the surface now and thon.

Mr. LAURIER. The hon. gentleman will admit that we
have treated these resolutions fairly and generously. But
we cannot agree to this proposal, and we must record our
protest from the very inception of it.

Resolution agreed to. Yeas, 43; nays, 23.
Resolutions reported and read the second time.

LIGHTSHIPS AND BUOYS ON LAKE ST. LOUIS.

Mr. MITCHELL. Would the right hon, gentleman give
an answer to the telegram I placed in his hande?

Mr. DUPONT.

Mr. TUPPE R. I have nothing further to say in addi-
tion to what I said the other day, and the hon. gentleman
surely can understand the matter from theanswer Igave him
before. There is a three years contract for the placing of
the lightships and buoys in Lake St. Louis. The responsi-
bility of doing the work for the time being rests with the
contractor. He is bound at the first available opportunity
to place the lightships and buoys in position, and I told the
hon. gentleman the other day that, as he had not done so,
he was asked why ho did not doso, and ho explained it was
in consequence of the danger from ice. The contractor was
ordered to place the lightships and buoys in their proper
position. It was understood he would do so to-day, Mon-
day. The hon. gentleman has sent a telegram across the
House that at noon to-day those lightships were not placed.
That may be so, but I take it they are placed before this.

Mr. MITCHELL. I can only say that the leading for-
warder of the whole city of Kfontreal has sent these tele.
grams and letters to me, complaining that, although navi-
gation has been open for several days, the lightships and
buoys have not been placed, and one of his tows went on
shore. In regard to the excuse made by the contractor,
that he was not able to place them on account of ice, there
is no foundation whatever for such a statement.

Mr. TUPPE R. The hon. gentleman's course of proced.
ure is entirely irregular. Out of courtesy I answered his
question. I understand that both his newspaper and he him-
self are very anxious to make a point of attack against the
department over which I preside; but tho hon. gentleman
takes a very poor way of doing it. The hon. gentleman
ought to know that these lightships cannot be placed just at
the time some forwarder thinks they should be placed.
Certain precautions have to be taken, notwithstanding the
fact that some sbipper may be very anxious that great risks
should be run with Government property and lightships
and buoys placed in position whother there is danger or no
danger.

Mr. MITCHELL. The hon. gentleman is quite wrong-

Mr. TUPPER. I wish to call the hon, gentleman to
order. I answered his question.

Mr. MITCIE LL. I think I have a right to a personal
explanation, as the hon. gentleman has brought a personal
charge against me. ie says that I want to make some
attack against his department. I do not want to do so. I
took care to hand the tolegram to the Premier, because the
impertinence of the hon, gentleman to me the other day led
me to adopt that course. I wish to get information for the
people and it is right I should get it, and instead of public
business standing still because the contractor does not choose
to carry out the arrangement at the present time, the de.
partment should look after him.

Mr. TUPPER. The hon. gentleman should content him-.
Eelf with the Morning Rerald. He has an article every
morning on my department.

Mr. MITCHELL. I shall deal with the Morning Jerald
as I think fit, and you may rest assured you will be looked
atter.

RAILWAY SUBSIDIES-CONCURRENCE.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that the first
resolution be concurred in.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E I.) Last night we had a debate on
the proposed grant of 830,000 for the Fredericton Bridge.
I need not repeat the arguments urged either in favor or
against the proposition. On this aide of the House we are
satisfied it is a vote whiçh no man can justify to his con-
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stituents or to his conscience. That being the case, I move
in amendment:

That said resolution be not now agreed to, but that it be referred back
to the Committee of the Whole to amend the same by striking out the
vote to the Fredericton and St. Mary's Bridge Company for a bridge
over the St. John River at Fredericton, N. B., a subsidy not exceeding
in the whole $30,000.

flouse divided on amendment of Mr. Davies (P.E.I.):

Messieurs

Armstrong, Davies,
Bain (Wentworth), Doyon,
Beausoleil, Edwards,
Brien, Ellis,
Campbell, Fisher,
Cartwright (Sir Rich'd),Holton,
Casey, Innes,
Cagrain, Jones (Halifax),
Charlton, Laurier,
Choquette, Lovitt,
Colter, McMllen,

Mills (Bothwell),
Paterson (Brant),
Platt,
$te. Marie,
8eriver,
Somerville,
Sutherland,
Trow,
Watson,
Weldon (St. John), and
Wilson (Elgin).-33.

NAY:

Messieurs

Bain (Soulanges), Dupont, Mara,
Barnard, Ferguson(Leeds & Gren),Montplaisir,
Bergeron, Foster, Porter,
Boisvert, Gillet, Prior,
Bowell, Haggart, Putnam,
Brown, Hall, Riopel,r
Bryson, Hickey, Robillard,
Carhing, Joncas, 8banly,
Caron (Sir Adolphe), Joues (Digby), Skinner,
Chapleau, Kenny, Small,
Cimon, Kirkpatrick, Sproule,
Colby, Labelle, Taylor,
Ourran, Labrosse, Thompson (Sir John),
Daoust, Langevin (Bir Hector), Tupper,
Davin, La Rivière, Tyrwhittà
Davis, Macdonald (Sir John), Wallace,
Dawson, Macdowall, Ward,
Denison, McCulla, Weldon (Albert),
Desaulniers, McDonald (Victoria), White (Oardwell)
Desjardins, McKay, Wilmot, and
Dewdney, McNeill, Wood (West'l'd).-65.
Dickey, Madill,

Amendment negatived.

On the main motion,
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT moved in amendment i

That the resolution be not now agreed to, but that it be referred
back to the Committee of the Whole to provide that the sum of $30,000
to be paid to the Fredericton and St. Mary's Bridge Company, be ap-
plied in reduction of the sum of $300,000 auvanced to the said bridge
company.

House divided on amendment of Sir Richard Cartwright:

Yuas:
Messieurs

Armstrong,
Bain (Wentworth),
Beausoleil,
Brien,
Campbell,
Carwright (Sir Rich.),
Casey,
Caagrain,
Charlton,
Choquette,
Colter,

Bain (Soulange.),
Barnard,
Bergeron,
Boisvert,
BowejlI
Brown,
Bryson,

20%

Davies,
Doyon,
Edwards,
Bllis,
Fisher,
Holton,
Innes,
Jones (Halifax),
Laurier,
Lovitt,
McMullen,

Messieurs

Mills (Bothwell),
Paterson (Brant),
Platt,
Ste. Marie,
scriver,
Bomerville,
Sutherland,
Trow,
Watson,
Weldon (St. John), and
Wilson (Elgin).-33.

Dupont, Mars,
Ferguson(Leeds&Qren), Montplaisir,
Poster, Porter,
Guillet, Prior,
Baggart, Putam'
Hall, Rioba,
BMokey, Rbfad

Oarling,
Caron (Sir Adolphe),
Chapleau,
Cimon,
colby,
Ourran,
Daoust,
Davin,
Davis,
Dawson,
Denison,
Desaulniers,
Desjardins,
Dewdney,
Dickey,

Joncas,
Jones (Digby),
Kenny,
Kirkpatrick,
Labelle,
Labrosse,
Langevin (Sir Hector),
La Itivière,
Macdonald (Sir John),
Macdowall,
Meculla,
McDonald (Victoria),
McKay,
McNeill,
Madill,

Shanly,
Skinner,
Small,
Sproule,
Tayloi,
Thompson (Sir John),
Tupper,
Tyrwhitt,
Wallace,
Ward,
Weldon (Albert),
White (Oardwell),
Wilmot, and
Wood (Westm''d.)-65,

Amendment negatived, and resolution concurred in onA
division.

On motion to conour in second resolution,
louse divided:

Messieurs
Bain (Soulanges), Dickey, Madill,
Barnard, Dupont, Mars,
Bergeron, Ferguson(Leeds&Gren), Montplaisir,
Boisvert, Poster, Porter,
Bowell, Guillet, Prior,
Brown, Haggart Putnam,
Bryson, HaU, Robillard,
Burns, Hickey, Shanly,
Carling, Joncas, Skinner,
Caron (Sir Adolphe), Jones (Digby), Small,
Chapleau, Kenny, Sproule,
Cimon, Kirkpatrick, Taylor,
Colby, Labelle, Temple,
Curran, Labrosse, Thompson (Sir John),
Daoust, Langevin (Sir Hector), Tupper,
Davin, La Rivière, Tyrw hitt,
Davis, Macdonald (Sir John), Wallace,
Dawson, Macdowall, Ward,
Denison, McCulla, Weldon (Albert),
Desaulniers, McDonald (Victoria), White (Cardwelq,
Desjardins, McKay, Wilmot, and
Dewdney, McNeill, Wood(Westmorl'd) -66.

NAYs5:
Messieurs

Armstrong, Doyon, Mitchell,
Bain (Wentworth), Edwards, Paterson (Brant),
Beausoleil, Ellia, Platt,
Brien, Fisher, Ste. Marie,
Campbell, Gillmor, Scriver,
Cartwright (Sir Rich'd)Holton, Bomnerville,
Casey,. mues, Sutherland,
csegrain, Jones (Halifax), Trow,
Charlton, Laurier, Watson,
Choquette, Lovitt, Weldon (St. John), and
Colter, McMullen, Wilson (algin).-35.
Davies, Mills (Bothwell),

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I observe that the hon. member
for Bonaventure (Mr. Riopel) voted. I do not think that
ander our rules the hon. gentleman ought to vote. The hon.
member has admitted himself to.night that he is a director
of the company, and has an interest as a shareholder. He
is therefore voting money in which he has a pecuniary in-
terest and is therefore not entitled to vote.

Mr. CASEY. I may call attention to the fact that when
Mr. Abbott was a member of this House and solicitor of the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company at the same time, he
invariably refused to vote in matters relating te the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway. I think this case is much stronger.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD.
a right to vote.

The hon, gentleman has

Mr. MITCHELL. It is not a question whether he has a
right to vote or not, it is a question of good taste.

Mr. SPEAKER. I should think that the hon. member
ought to be astked at first what kind of an interest he has.

Mr. MITCHELL. He has been asked. Itwas in the Con-
mittee and you were not in the House, Mr. Speaker.
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Mr. RIOPEL. If I had the right to vote I intended to passed by the Parliament of Canada, defining the boundary

give it. As the attention of the louse has been called I lne betwoen Upper Canada and Lower Canad.
wish to withdraw my vote. Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I am pleaeed that the hon.

Resolution concurred in. gentleman bas mado this motion, although I would have
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved for leave to intro- been botter pleased if ho had brought down a Billsimply

duce Bill (No. 148) to authorise the granting of subsidies in conflrming the Bil already passed by the Logisiaturo of
aid of the construction of the linos of railways theroin mon Ontario As the hon. gentleman knows, by the Act of
tioned. 1871, the second British North America Acte tho power to

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first and second times. establish or to alter a boundary was granted, and a rofer-ence would have beon unneoosisary. But as the hon. gentle-
BOUNDARIES OF THE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO. man bas seen proper to adopt that course, 1, of course, doDot objeet. The boundary which the hon, gentleman lia

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that the House re-suggested here is precisely that which was indioated by
solve itself into Committee to consider the following reso- the Judicial Committee, and which was iound by the
lution arbitrators in 1878. The Judicial Committee, of course,

Resolved,-That a humble address be presented to Ber Majesty, py-adPotbeforo thern ny portion of the boundary est of a
ing that she may be graciously pleased to cause a measure to be sub-
mitted to the Parliament of the United Kingdom, declaring and providingfMississippiiRivers. The hon. gentleman his ezpressod some
the following to be the westerly, northerly and easterly boundaries of doubt as to their right to have proceded to a decision of
the Province of Ontario, that is to say :-Commencing at the point
where the International boundary between the United States of America
and Oanada sirikes the western shores of Lake Superior. thence west- suppose hoebasfollowed the argument, and ho knows how
erly along the said boundary to the north-west angle of the Lake of the that decision aroso. 0f course Manitoba claimed as far
Woods; thence along a line drawn due north until it strikes the middle nortb as the 54th parallel and as far east as the meridian
line of the course of the river discharging the waters of the lake called
Lake Seul or the Lonely Lake whether above or below its confluence drawn due north from the confluence of the Ohio and Mis-
with the stream flowing from the Lake of the Woods towards Lake sissippi. Beforo the Judicial Committee the Province of
Winnipeg, and thence proceeding eastward from the point at which the Ontario claimed that portion westof the due north lino lying
before m-ntioned line strikes the middle line of the course of the river
last aforesaid, along the middle line of the course of the saine river south of the Albany River, and the sight of tho Dominion as
(whether called by the name of the English River or, as to the part against Manitoba to that portion of Manitoba norlh of tho
below the conflence, by the name of the River Winnipeg) un to Lake
Seul or Lonely Lake, and thence along the middle ine of Lake Seul or
Lonely Lake to the hesd of that lake, anid thence by a straight une tonmitteo. What both the representative of Manitoba and the
the nearest point of the middle line of the waters of Lake St. Joseph, representative of the Dominion maintained was that this
and thence along that middle line until it reaches the foot of the outlet
of that lake, and thence along the middle line of the river by which the
waters of Lake St. Joseph discharge themselves to the shord of the part and being thoasteru boundary of Manitoba, s0 much of
of Budson's Bay commonly known as James' Bay, and thence south-east- Manitoba as lay north cf the Albany River semained in
erly, following upon the said shore to a point where a liune drawn due Manitoba under that decision. h was nover argued before
north from the head of Lake Temiscamingue would strike it, and thence
due south along the said line to the head of the said lake, and thence
through the middle channel of the said lake, into the Ottawa River, and any portion of the territory south cf the Albany River, sho
thence descending along the middle of the main channel of the said would not le entitled to any portion north of that river.
river to the intersection by the prolongation of the western limit of the That question was not raised, and I do not se how the
Seigneurie of Rigaud, such mid-channel being as indicated on a map of
the Ottawa Ship Canal Survey, made by Walter Shanly, C.E., and ap- mitteo could do otheswise than as it dtd-
proved by Order of the Governor General in Council, dated the 21st of bave to Manitoba that portion which was uncontosted, and
July, 188d, and thence southerly, following the said westerly boundary
of the Seigneurie of Rigaud to the south-west angle of the said Seigneurie aigu to Ontario that portion west of this meridiau lino
and then southerly along the western boundary of the augmentation of which they bohieved belonged te the Province of Ontario.
the Townsh p of Newton, to the north-west angle of the Seigneurie of Iaapleaed that the hon, gentlemen las brought forward
Longueuil, and thence south-easterly along the south-western boundary
of said Seigneurie of New Longueuil, to a stone boundary on the north have t clis ns I t udaris efOnaethe Priam ont
bank of the Lake St. Francis, at the cove west of Pointe au Baudet, such
line fiom the Ottawa River to Lake St. Francis being as indicated on a cf Canada.
plan of the line of boundary between Upper and Lower Canada, made in
accordance with the Act 23 Victoria, Chapter 21, and approved by Mr. DAWSON. This is a vosy important question, and
Order of the Governor General in Council, dated the 16th of March, 1861. it is much te be segretted that it bas core up at se
He said : This boundary carries out the decision of the Judi- late a period in the Session. It will have a vosy serions
cial Committee of the Privy Council, to whom was referred effeot eitles for good br evil on tho dostinies of this Domi-
the settlement of the boundary between Onrtario and Mani- nien. Ths resolution makes oves-te Ontas-o a tesritory
toba. Besides establishing that lino, the Judicial Committee quito as largo as that which las lithoebn snpposed te
described a portion of the northerly boundaries of Ontario, bs-nithe Province of Ontarie, and it must net be supposed
although, perhaps that was not a portion of the reference to that it id a wildorness unfit for settiement or a barsen
them-we will not raise that point just now; and if at any country. On the contrasy, Ontario gets by this one cf the
time a question should arise as to the northerly boundary, fineat rogiene on the American continent. It is true that
they would uphold the judgment thon given. The lino fol- along the lino of tho Canadin Pacific Railway thoro is a
lows the waters northward and eastward from the Lake of great deal of bars-n Iand, but te tho north of that, ou a
the Woods to a point which will be touched by a lino drawn lower lovel, along tho waters cf the toose, wo have 30,000
due north from the confluence of the Ohio and the Missis. square miles of beautifl country, watered by fine
sippi. From that point it continues to follow the sanie rives-, rany cf then navigable for hundreds ef miles and
waters and the Albany River, until it talle into James' Bay. with a climate and boit equal te tho average in the best
This line is in effect the same line as was recommended by the parts et tho Dominion. Again, on the waters of the Rainy
commission consisting of Sir Francis Hineks, Chief Justice River there are 30,000 square miles cf foreet Iands which
Harrison and Judge Wilmot. Thon, from the mouth of the are now of immense value. 0f course, Ontario las1te
Albany River it skirts the shores of James Bay until it congratulatod on accuising 6uch a vast tesitory, a territory
arrives at a point drawn due north from the north end of as large as that which sho now possesses, and perhaps I
Lake Temiscamingue, and thon it follows the boundary be- shoulc congratulate thoso who by thoir ekili and untiring
lween Ontario and Quebec as laid down, first in the Royal energy and industrT succeeded in aquiring that for lir;
Proclamation, and, thon, in the Statute of 1860, which was but there I arnafràid my congratulations muât cois. l ae
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sure I cannot congratulate them on the manner in which
they have accomplished this grand result. There is no
doubt that, with a knowledge of the subject superior to
what the other side possessed, with an intelligence also
superior to that which was brought to bear on the other
side, they gained a case which, if fairly considered on its
simple merits, they never would have gained. I have ai-
ways held that Ontario was boundid on the north by the
St. Lawrence water-shed, and I believe there is abundant
evidence to prove this. It is a great pity that the lino
from the confluence of the Ohio and the Mississippi run-
ning due north was so much persisted in by the Dominion
advocates for the western boundary of Ontario. It had a
judicial decision in its favor, the decision of the three
eminent judges of the Province of Quebo, in the de Rein-
hardt case, but that decision was not given with a full
knowledge of the circumstances. We ail know how the
Act of 1774, enlarging the boundaries of Quebec, was
worded; wo all know that the boundary was to pass by a
given route by Lake Ontario, thence to the Province lino
of Pennsylvania, then ce to the Ohio River, then along the
Ohio west to the banks of the Mississippi, and thence
northward to the southern boundary of the territories of
the Merchant Adventurers of England trading to Hudson
Bay. In the decision in the de Reinhardt case, the judges
had only this before them, and they concluded that
the lino northward meant a lino due north, which proba-
bly, under the information they had, was as fair a de-
cision as they could have come to. But what was not be-
fore them at that time has been unearthed since, and is now
well known. At the time the Act was drawn, surely the
framers ofthe Act, surely the British Government, were
better able to interpret the Act than we are now. Well, it
turns ont that after the Act, which was passed in January,
1774, had received the Royal Assent, in August, 1774, there
was, on the 17th December, 1774, a commission issued
to the Governor General, Sir Guy Carleton, afterwards
Lord Dorchester, describing what was meant by northward.
The commission thon issued described the boundary as
extending northward, along the east bank of the
Mississippi to the territories of the Merchant Adven-
turers of Englsnd trading into Hudson Bay. This
clearly shows that the watershed of Hudson Bay was, in
the view of those who drew that commission, the southern
boundary of the Hudson Bay Company's territory. That
watershed touches on the head waters of the St. Lawrence,
the Mississippi and the Missouri, and, further east on the
watershed of the Ottawa, the St. Maurice and the Saguenay
and other great rivers falling into the River or Gulf of St.
Lawrence, so that there could be no doubt as to what they
considered the southern boundary of the Hudson Bay Com-
pany's territories. Well, the matter stood in this way,
and was under dispute from time to time until, in 1884, it
was agreed to carry the case between the Government of
Manitoba and the Governmeùt of Ontario for decision to the
Imperial Privy Couneil. It *was agreed that a joint case
should be made up-that a case should be made up by Mani-
toba stating her views, and a case by Ontario stating her
views, It was agreed that such documents should be put
in it as were mutually agreed upon. I believe that on the
part of the Governments of Manitoba and the Dominion a
lawyer of some distinction, Mr. Christopher Robinson, of
Toronto, was appointed to look at documents and select
such as were to be put in. It is well known that before
that period Ontario bad a great many works dealing with
this question. The hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills),
with very praiseworthy industry, had searched for docu-
ments in all directions, and had amassed as many as five or
six very large volumes. The Dominion had nothing to show
except the report made by the Committee which sat upon
the question in 1880. This joint case was made out and a
joint appendix prepare d. Now, what did this joint ap-

pendix contain? All the more important documents for the
Ontario Government and for the Dominion little or nothing.
Even the report of the Committee of 1880 was omitted.
Now, this gentleman who was appointed on the part of
Manitoba and the Dominion, Mr. Christopher Robinson,
yielding, I suppose, to the blandishments of the Attorney
Genoral of Ontario, in consenting to bave that report left
out, took a groat deal upon himself. Who sat on that Com-
mittee ? There were Mr. Robinson, late Lieutenant Gover-
nor of Ontario, Mr. Geoffrion, who was Minister of Justice
at one time, Mr, DeCosmos, who had been Premier of British
Columbia, Mr. Brecken, formerly Attorney General for
Prince Edward Island, Mr. Royal, a sound lawyer, now
Lieutenant Governor of the North-West Territories, Mr.
Trow, of whom I cannot speak too highly, Mr. Mousseau,
atterwards a judge of the Superior Court of Queboc, Mr.
Caron, now Sir Adolphe Caron, the Minister of Militia, Mr.
McDonald, of Cape Breton, now a Senator, Mr. Weldon, of
St. J.ohn, N. B., Mr. Ouimet, now our worthy Speaker,
Mr. Ross, now Minister of Education in Ontario, and
my humble self. There were some distinguished law-
yers on that Committee, and yet this Mr. Robinson,
a Toronto attorney, took upon himself to throw that
report aside, and those who prompted him must have
known that that report dealt most clearly with those
points which their Lordships of the Privy Council were sure
to consider most important, and in fact it pointed ont the
very matters which subsequently in their opinion, as the
result proved, were the most important. There wero a few
extracts put in the back part of the voluminoius docu-
ment which was placed before the Lords of the Privy
Council, at the end, where they would attract no notice. In
that report were given the opinions of three distinguished
judges, Chief Justice Armour, Judge Johnson, of the
Superior Court of Quebec, Canada, and Judge Ramsay, of
the Court of Queen's Bench in Lower Canada. These men
might be supposed to form a proper opinion on the ques-
tion, and they all said that the watorshed of the Hudson
Bay, the height of land, was the true boundary on the north,
but they differed as to the due north line being the true
boundary on the west. The report of the Committee dealt
with these and other matters essential to the proper under-
standing of tho case, and, if the reports which are now bore
of the arguments before the Privy Council are read, it will
be seen that the views expressed in that report were
not lully luid before their Lordships. The decision of the
arbitrators rested upon a revoked commission to a Governor.
The conission to Lord Dor:fhiestcr, issued on the 22nd
April, 1786, was the only commission which carried the
boundaries to the north of the watershed, but, whon the
Constitutional Act was passed in 179 1, the first words of
the succeeding commission revoked that provious commis-
sion absolutely. Every matter, article or thing therein
contained was revoked. This was not brought to the
notice of the Lords of the Privy Council. We had no ad-
vocate to cail their attention to that, and the whole case
depended upon these commissions. Now, as to the argu-
ments brought forward on the other side. I can conceive
of nothing more silly on the part of a distinguished man like
the Attorney General of Ontario, than his saying: If you
do not give us this, we will have less territory than the Pro.
vince of Quebec ; the Province of Quebec has 188,000
square miles, while we have only 100,000 square miles.
What an argument ! When everyone knows that Ontario
is the gardon of the Dominion, while much of Quebec is
on the sterile region of Labrador, or the country to the
north of it! I have known a distinguished philosopher to
talk about the Indian lands being on the Arctic watershed;
and arguments and statements of that kind were brought
forward in order to influence the Lords of the Privy
Council. In order to show what the views of the Lords of
the Privy Council were, I have read over the arguments
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very carefully. When the award was disallowed, as it had
to be disallowed because it had not received the assent of
the D,>minion Parliament, which was one of the conditions
to the award, the Attorney General of Ontario put forward
a claim to the whole territory up to the Rocky Mountains,
which my hon. friend from Bothwell (Mr. Mille) had ad-
vanced before. That claim went, at all events, to the
sources of the Saskatchewan, and, in that claim, ho was
logical, because, if you admit once that you eau cross the
watersbed of the Hudson Bay and the height of land, there
le nothing to stop you until you reach the sources of the
Saskatchewan. But, wben Mlr. Mowat said: You only
give us by this award 100,000 square miles, and our claim
is to have 962,000 square miles, up to the Rocky Mountains,
what answer wae made by the Lord Chancellor ? He told
him at once: Your claim is perfectly absurd. That is here
in the proceedings. Then the Attorney General of Ontario
said: Your Lordship must be perfectly right; I will not
dispute that; we will take the award. Mr. Mowat, with
his great knowledge of the case and with the maps before
him, succeeded so well in showing the Lords of the Privy
Council the right view of the case, and they were getting
so much information that I believe if the case had rested
there, the Dominion Government would have got what it
demanded, and Ontario would not have got more than her
just limits.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I will remind my hon. friend,
if ho will permit n.e, that so far was the Lord Chancellor
fron saying that the contention of Ontario was absurd, that
if it had not been for the doctrine of acquiescence, he would
have given her the whole territory to the Rocky Moun-
talus.

Mr. DAWSON. The expression is in the report that we
have here. At all events, 1 do not believe that that was the
view they took of it. Our counsel, Christopher Robinson,
before the arbitrators, was so confused that when the maps
were called for he did not seem to know where to turn his
band for them, and the Lords of the Privy Council had actu-
ally to point out things to him on the map. On one occasion,
when they called for some maps to show the position, he
brought out a map of 1810, toshow what the Dominion was
claiming, with a line marked down to the Albany. Of
course, they must have looked at it with amazement; it must
either havo been a spurious map or a partisan map of the
Hudson's Bay or North.West iur Companies. If the hon.
member for Bothwell was present, ho must remember that
incident. Now, in the report of the Committee of 1880, there
was one matter brought up which was never brought out
befere, a matter on which the whole question naturally
hinged, and that was the position of the Indian territories.
In 1803 there was passed an Act of the Imperial Parliament,
the Act 43 George II, chapter 138, providing for the main-
tenance of order in the territories called the Indian terri-
tories. Where were its boundaries ? You can best ascer-
tain that by looking at the Act and considering the action
taken under it. Under that Act there were commissioners
appointed who went thore, arrests were made in this dis-
puted territory immediately to the north and west of the
height of land, and people were taken down and tried in
the courts of Canada which had been given jurisdiction to
try such cases. Now, that Indian territory was prac.
tically defined by Sir John Coape Sherbrooke, Governor
General of Canada in 1816. The proclamation which was
issucd, was studied by the Imperial Government, it was
cam efully thought over before they sent it out to this coun-
try; having been passed by the Imperial Government it
was surely of equal authority with the commission o
1786 to Sir Guy Carleton. That commission followed the
wording of the Treaty of 1783 between Great Britain and
Unitud States after the War of Independence. It described
a ceitain line, and the commission to Lord Dorcheeter

Mr. DAwson.

followed that line, but when the Constitutional Act was
passed in 1791, that commission was absolutely and com-
pletely revoked. Weil, this matter of the Indian
territories was dcalt with in that report of the Com-
mittee of 1880, which Mr. Robinson, counsel for the
Dominion, took upon himself to leave out of the joint appen-
dix, and left it out, notwithstanding it was at first ordered
to be put in. The hon. member for Simcoe made as good a
case as ho could make with the knowledge ho could bave
had of the matter in the very short time ho had had to study
it, and his pleading in some cases was very good indeed4
He drew the attention of the Lord Chancellor to this fact:
" If you confirm this award you double the size of Ontario."
Ontario which has now in the Dominion Parliament 92
members. Supposing Ontario continues to fill up as she has
been doing, she now has 92 members, and when she shall
have 92 mombers more, and Qaebec only 65, what beoomes
of Confederation ? Well, they have gained their case, but
it has not been all a victory for Ontario. They have to
provide payments for ail time for the Indians. It is very
properly decided by the Privy Council that the Province
getting the land has to provide for the Indian payments.
That will compel Ontario to provide for the pay-
monts to the Indians in the disputed territory, which
are very considerable, and she will also have to
provide for the payments under the Robinson Treaties
in the territories ceded to the south of the height of land
on Lake Superior and Lake Huron. These payments to
the Indians are made a lien upon the land, or equivalent to
a lien, by these two Robinson Treaties. So Ontario has not
got the territory for nothing. Again, by getting this terri-
tory she incurs very large and serious responsibiiity. Here
is a vast region lying to the north. Where are the means
by which to open up this country to be found ? Although
at present, fiinancially, Ontario is the first Province of the
Dominion, where is she to find all the capital necessary to
develop this country, as large as Ontario was when she
entered Confederation ? Not only doos this addition double
ber size, Lu; itcextends ber territory to a new and promising
region. Beigium and a great portion of France are in the
same latitude. Our explorera have shown that when you
pss the height of land and get on a lower level on the other
side towards the Hudson Bay, there is a beautiful climate,
botter than a groat portion of Quebeo, and an enormous
extent of the most excellent land. You have there a magni-
facent country, navigable rivers running hundreds of miles
through it, a country which can easily be rendered accessible.
And with all this Ontario will now have command of Hud-
son Bay. As to this great Moditerrartean of the North, we
do not fully know what its resources may be: we know the
region has coal, that the fishories are inexhaustible, but we do
not know what its possibilities may be. No doubt there is
wealth there. I am not one to regret anything that
Ontario can gain, for that is the Province in which my
lot is cast. But by adding this vast region to Ontario,
in the course of time you render it evident that Confoder-
ation cannot succeed? I say that the representatives of
Ontario in the Dominion Parliament are as much the re-
presentativeS of ail the Provinces as they are of any par-
ticular Province, and it is their duty to legislate for the
Dominion at large, and not seek to aggrandise their own
particular Province at the expense of the whole Dominion.
Yet, that is what the representatives of Ontario, who have
had this case in hand have done. While they bave certainly
gained a great victory by thoir industry and capacity, it
was no doubt due in a large measure, I am sorry ta say, to
the apathy and incapacity of some of those oppoeed to them.
If Mr. Robinson is the clever lawyer that they give himr
credit for being, I cannot avoid saying that in reading over
the discussion before the Imperial Privy Council, the ides
stamped itself very'strongly on my mind that ho had suc-
cumbed very easily to the Attorney General of Ontario, and
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given away the case. I will conclude by giving in as few
words as possible the result of the investigation of a
Committee on this subject some years ago. It is in these
words :

" Referring to the award made by the arbitrators on the 3rd day of
Augnst, 1878, a copy of which is appended, your Committee are of opinion
that it does not describe the true boundaries of Ontario. It seems to
your Committee to be inconsistent with any boundary line ever sug-
gested or proposed subsequent to the Treaty of Utrecht, 1713. It makes
the Provincial boundaries run into territory granted by Royal Charter
in 1670 to the Merchants' Adventurers of England trading into Hudson
Bay, and it cuto through Indian territories which, according to the Act
43rd George III, chapter 138, and 1-2 George IV, chapter 66, form 'no
part of the Provinces of Lower Canada or Upper Canada or either of
them,' and it carries the boundaries of Ontario within the limits of the
former colony of Aseiniboia, which was not a part of Upper Canada."

That was the conclusion at which the Committee arrived.
lowever, as the Session is so far advanced, I shall not de.
tain the House much longer; but. to go into detail for a
moment, I may say that the decision of the Privy Council
made Manitoba extend to the north of Ontario, We have two
Acts of this Parliament which show it is impossible that the
one Province can lie to the north or the south of the other.
They are separated by a meridianal line, and of course that
must be taken into consideration, and Manitoba curtailed
into ber proper limits. In dealing with this matter the
description is very imperfect, and in the description, taking
it verbatim as given by the Privy Council, it is strictly im-
partial, and gives the territory equally to both Provinces.
It sets ont by describing Ontario as being bounded on the
west by a lino drawn dao north from the north-west angle
of the Lake of the Woods, and winds up by making the due
north lino the boundary eastward of Manitoba, and it gives
the Provinces a good slice of the United States. Dosiring,
as I do, to speak of anything that emanates from that august
body with the utmost respect, I must say, nevertheless, that
their decision, taking it as it is worded, is absurd.

Mr. DESJARDINS. (Translation.) The remarks which I
have to make, will not affect the merits of the speech of the
bon. member for Algoma (Mr. Dawson). He has estab.
lisbed how greatly the portion of Ontario bas been advan-
taged by the judgment rendered by the Privy Council, by
which there bas been ceded to it so great an extent of ter-
ritory. When Confederation was entered upon not one of
the Provinces-not even Ontario-expected that the terri-
tory of Ontario could become as great as it bas become
through the decision cf the Privy Council. Inasmuch as
this judgment bas been rendered, and the Federal Govern.
ment, after coming to an understanding with the Province
of Ontario, desire to have the boundaries of this Province
definitely fixed, granting to it a territory which doubles its
extent, it appears to me that the occasion would be oppor-
tune to render justice to the Province of Quebec in this
matter. And I think that there will be an uneasy feeling
in this Province when it is understood that an immense
extent of territory bas been granted to Ontario, and that
the occasion was not thought opportune to state what will
be the northern boundaries of our own Province. I am
persuaded that the Province of Quebec will only be satisfied
by taking, as the basis of the northern limits of territory,
the existing line which has just been determined as settling
the northern boundary of Ontario. Seeing that Ontario
extends as far as James' Bay, it appears to me that a lino
which naturally presents itself, that of East Main River,
ought to be followed and that the territory extending as far
as this river should b recognised as part of the territory
of the Province of Quebec. The opportunity at the present
moment presents itself of going before the Imperial Parlia-
ment and asking for a statutory settlement of boundaries
for the Province of Ontario. I inquire when will the
opportunity arrive for the Province of Quebec, if she does
not do so at the same time with the Province of Ontario,-
to reaoh this settlement of boundaries, whioh ohe asks for

at the present time ? I believe that a declaration made by
the Government in this matter would reassure our Province,
and we ought to have it before this resolution is passed.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) In reply to
the hon. momber I must say that the Government has not
lost sight of the petitions which have been presented on
the part of the Legislature of Quebec, and by its Govern-
ment, at various times. The question was discussed with
the delegates from the Province of Quebec, but we have
not come to a final decision. The difference botween us is
not great, but still it has been impossible for us to come to a
perfect agreement before the submission of this resolution
to the House on bshalf of the Province of Ontario. I do
not think it would be to the interest of the Province of
Quebec to discuss the question here at this time. I think
that it will ho botter if the hon. member, having confidence
in the administration, as I know that ho bas, should leave
the matter in the hands of the Government, in order that
we may, during the recess próbably, settle the question
with the Province of Quebec. In any case the hon. mem.
ber may rest assured that the interests of the Province of
Quebec will not be neglected.

Mr. DESJARDINS. (Translation.) I trust, at any rate,
that the Fedoral Government will not hob stopped by every
demand which may be made in a non-conversant and ill-
considered manner upon the boundary settlement already
proposed.

Mr. LAURIER Before this resolution passes did I un-
derstand the Prime Minister to say that there were some
slight variations ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The only variations are
these : In the proclamation the language is erroneous in
some respects, as for instance, it speaks of the I"Seignory
of Vaudreuil," where it is meant the "Seignory of Rigaud,"
and so on. I the hon. gentleman will look at the statute
of 1881, when thore was a commissioner appointed by the
Province of Lower Canada and a commissioner appointed
by the Province of Upper Canada-Mr. Kirkpatrick, father
of the hon. member for Frontenac, was representative of
Upper Canada, and Mr. Quesnel was the reprosentative for
Lower Canada-he will see they issued a proclamation thon,
but the names were not quite right. The lino is precisely
the same in this resolution as are staked out on the grounds
up to Lake Temiscamingue. This description is approved
of by Mr. Deville, the Sarveyor General, and by Mr. Taché,
as being the proper description under the statute.

Mr. LA URIE R. I merely ask for information ; does the
resolution carefully follow the boundary as defined by that
commission ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes; word for word.

Mr. LAURIER. With regard to the boundary north of
Lake Témiscamingue to James Bay, is that satisfactory to
the Government of Quebec ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Government of the
Province of Quebec said: We would rather that the question
was lett open until the boundaries of the two Provinces are
settled, and they said, they would rather enter a formal
protest against our proceeding at ail, but they permitted
and allowed Mr, Taché to settle the boundary with Capt.
Deville.

Mr. LAURIER I do not pretond to be familiar at all
with this part of the question, but 1 understood that the
contention of the Quebec Government was that north of
Lake Témiscamingue instead of determining such a boun-
dary as this which would have to ho laid down on the
ground ther e, tLucy would prefer to have some natural boun-

ary, sach as the course of a river.
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No. They admitted that

the line must run due north from the north end of Lake Tém-
iscamingue until it strikes James' Bay. The report of the
Committee of the Legislature of Quebec says that the 52nd
parallel is the northern boundary, but they say that line is
an inconvenient boundary and an expensive boundary, and
they suggested that the River East Maine, which rises some-
what to the north of the 52nd parallel, should be adopted as
a botter boundary than a degree of latitude. We discussed
that point a good deal and we made this offer: That the
52nd parallel, which is stated to be the northern boundary,
should be followed running eastward. They said the
height of land which they claimed in some portions
going eastwards runs to the north of the 52nd parallel, and
we said that we would follow the 52nd parallel until it
strikes the beight of land, and then follow height of land
if it runs te the 53rd parallel and until it comes back to the
52nd parallel. After that following the 52nd parallel until
it strikes the Newfoundland coast of Labrador and following
that until it comes te Ile aux Sables.

Mr. LAURIER. I take some exception to what was
stated by my hon friend from Hochelaga (Mr. Desjardins)
a moment ago, that this award of the Privy Counil and
the arbitrators in 1878 granted anything. They declared
what were the existing boundaries merely.

Mr. DESJARDINS. I know it was not a grant, but it
went far beyond what we claimed.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I think there can be no doubt
as to where the boundary is situated that must divide On.
tario from Quebec. There were two papers laid before the
Imperial Parliament when the King proposed to divide the
Province of Quebec into two Provinces. TheKing retained
the right to himself to divide the Provinces but having ex-
ceeded his power he had to have recourse te Parliament,
and in one of those papers is stated where the lino should
be located that should divide the Province of Qaebec into
two Provinces and there is another provision stating what
the Province of Ontario should be. The paper dividing
the Province says that boundaries shall be continued up
the Ottawa River to Lake Témiscamingue and thence north
to the southern boundary of the territory granted to
the Hudson Bay Company. The second paper defining
tie eastern boundary of Upper Canada foÌlows exactly tho
same boundary word for word until, it comes to the head
waters of Lake Témiscamingue, and then it says
the boundary shall be extended northward to the
boundary of Hudson Bay instead of to the bound-
ary of the Territories. These words are again used
in the description of Upper Canada. They are included in
the proclamation and it is said that al that portion-not of
the Province of Quebec-but all that portion of Canada, or
of what was known as Canada thon, to the tiutmost limits
westwaid and southward shall be included in the Province
of Upper Canada. Now, my hon. friend from Algoma said
that our Territories extended westward far beyond what ho
had a right te claim. I think we claimed be:ore the Privy
Council, and they admitted, thaL the French had dominion
as far west as the Rocky Mountairs. In wlat is now called
the North-West Territories there were 10 French soldiers
and 700 French tradere,and a license of the date of 1759 was
produced before the Privy Council ; but the Committeo said,
you cannot claim that because you have not continued in
the occupation of that territory; and they did net allow as
te go farther west than the ALsiniboia district ; and the
Albany River north had been the boundary suggesed at one
time by the Hudson Bay Company themselves. I have no
doubt the boundary of Quebec wih extend very much farther
north at the eastern extremity, but not se far at the west ;
and I have no doubt that the Province of Quebec anud the
Dominion will find it convenient, instead of accepting the
legal boundary to establish a oOnventional boundary on the

Mr. LLVEM.

north. I think there is no difficulty in taking all the
papers and saying precisely where that legal bound-
ary must be drawn on the map. Then I think they
might employ engineers to lay it down on the ground.
But I believe that would be an expensive boundary, and not
a satisfactory one to Quebea. If a river boundary could be
found, which extended to Hudson Bay, that would give the
Province of Quebec access to Hudson Bay. It is no part
of my business to give advice to the House on a question
not before it, but it seems to me that it would be advantage-
ous if both Governments had an expedition sont out there
to ascertain whether a natural boundary could not be
had.

Resolution reported and concurred in.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved :
That the said resolution be referred to a Select Committee composed

of Sir Hector Langevin, Mr. Mills (Bothwell), Mr. Shanly and the moyer,
to draft an address embodying the same.

Motion agreed to.
SirJOHN A. MACDONALD, from the Select Committee

reported an address to Her Majesty embodying the said
resolution, which resolution was agreed to, ordered to be
engrossed, and ordered to be communicated to the Senate,
with the request that their honors unite with this House in
the said address.

SHORT LINE RAILWAY.

House resolved itself into Committee to consider the
following resolution :

That it is expedient that a railway should be constructed, as a
Government work, between a point of junction on the New Brunswick
Railway, at or near Harvey, in the Province of New Brunswick, and a
point of junction with the Intercolonial Railway, at or near Salisbury
or Moncton, in the said Province, and that the sum of five hundred
thousand dollars be granted towards the construction of the said
railway.

(In the Committee.)

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Committee will re-
member that Parliament subsidised a line running in fact
from Montreal vid Sherbrooke to Mattawamkeag, and from
Mattawamkeag to Salisbury to a junction with the Intercol-
onial Railway. This short line was divided into three por-
tions, and $63,000 were reserved for the construction of this
portion from Harvey to Salisbury. The subsidy was
granted to the International Railway. This company as-
signed it to the Atlantic and North-Western, who again
leased the line to the Canadian Pacifie Railway.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). The whole line.?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; this portion. The

Canadian Pacific Railway would have control of the whole
lino from Sherbrooke to the junction with the Intercolonial
Railway at Moncton.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Was the part now proposed to
be built leased to the Canadian Pacifia Railway ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It was by the Atlantic
and North-Western Railway Company. This railway is a
link of the short lino from Montreal to Halifax so strongly
advocated in 1881 by Mr. Blackmann, of New York, a great
railway promoter, who represented to the Government and
the shareholders of the company that the construction of
such a lina would bring together the great Canadian sea.
ports on the Atlantic and Pacifie oceans by the shortest
direct route, thus securing to the Canadian transcontinental
line the moet rapid mail and passenger transit between
Europe and Asia, and to Canada all the advantages attend.
ing the handling and transport of the heavy traffic between
the eastern and northern hemisphIeres. I 1882, Mr. Black-
mann and his aasooiates seouted by Aot 45 Vio., cap. 2, a
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obarter for this road under the name of the Great American
and Ruropean Short Lino Railway. They sought Govern-
ment aid, and by the Acts 45 Vie., cap. 14, and 46 Vie.,
cap. 25, a cash subsidy was granted towards building the
eastern section. Up to the end of 1883, the company had
accomplished very little towards its construction, being
much embarrassed by tightness in the New York money
market. Work on the lino ceased, and the public mind be.
came somewhat exercised over the delay, and as it was found
that no further progress was likely to be made-

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Io that the Oxford and Cape
Breton lino?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No. As it was found
that no further progress was likely to be made with the
construction of this important work unless further Govern.
ment aid was granted, a cash subsidy of 8170,000 per an-
nunm for 15 years was given for the construction of a line
between Montreal and the harbors of St. John and Halifax,
following the route which the report of a competent engi-
neer laid down as the shortest and most practicable. Upon
the prorogation of Parliament, the Government issued
orders for surveys to be made of several of the most feasi-
ble routes, and early in the summer of 1885 a large staff
of engineers took the field and explored the country. They
made surveys of a number of routes, and we obtained
sufficient information to enable the Goverriment to select
the shortest route practicable. The result of their surveys-
was the adoption of a lino from Montreal viá Sherbrooke
and Mattawamkeag, to Harvey, Fredericton and Salisbury.
The subsidy available, however, proved to be insufficient
to induce capitalists to embark in the enterprise, and during
the Session of 1885 it was increased to $250,000 per annum
for 2J years. Shortly after Parliament rose, a representative
of the International Railway examined the general map of
the route and the plans, profiles, and survey of the lino subsi-
dised, and having apparently satisfied himself of the feasi-
bility and soundness of the enterprise, the company offered
to enter into a contract for its construction and operation
under the Act 48-49 Victoria, cap. 58. On the 14th of
December, 1885, a formal contract was entered into. The
International Railway Company owned about 100 miles of
railway running eastward from Lennoxville, which would
form a link in the short line. Subsequently, in 1886, the
Atlantic and North-Western Company purchased this road,
and agreed to construct the balance subject to the consent
of the Government to accept them as contractors and to
confirm the arrangement. This company seemed to be
equally reliable as the other, and the Government confirmed
the arrangement, and accepted them as contractors by
agreement of the 12th of January, 1887. Having found
difficulty in obtaining the capital requisite to proceed with
the work under contract, they sought the aid of the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway, who agreed to furnish the money for
the construction of the two first sections, that is,
from Montreal to Sherbrooke and from the International
boundary to Mattawamkeag, on condition that these sections
should be leased to them and the amount of the subsidy con-
tinuable to this section secured to them. An agreement for
a perpetual lease was entered into on the 6th December,
1886, and was confirmed and accepted by the Government
by the agreement above referred to on the 12th of January,
1887. This course placed beyond peradventure the construc-
tion and operation of two out of the three sections of the
lino. The financial arrangements being completed, the com-
pany proceeded vigorously with the construction of the
work, and it is expected the road will be under traffle fiom
.Montreal to Harvey early next month. The Atlantic and
North-Western Railway Company being called on to pro-
ceed with the construction of the third section from Harvey
to Salisbury, expressed themselves unable to raise the noces-
eary capital, and the Canadian Pacifie Railway was not dis-

posed to embark in an enterprise which they alleged would
only be the saving of fron 14 to 16 miles in the distance to
Halifax. The distance saved in fact will be really 27 mileq.
Every effort has been made to induce them to undertake
the construction of this section of the road with the
Government subsidy. That is exactly the position of
the case. Parliament agreed to give 863,000 for 20 years
for the construction of this portion of the road, under the
impression that the Canadian Pacific Railway really were
the Atlantic and North-Western. It wae stated in Parlia.
ment that the Canadian Pacifie Railway had undertaken to
build the road, and my hon. friend the Minister of Public
Works stated in Parliament when the matter was before
the House that it was considered that it was perfectly safe
and certain the road would be built and the Government
would see that it was built. The Government feel that
they have pledged themselves to Parliament and the
country through which this road passes that the road sbould
be built. As the Atlantic and North-Western Railway
Company are unable to build it, and as the Canadian Pacifie
Railway does not desire to assume the responsibility, the
Government have asked Parliament to build that portion of
the road from Harvey to Salisbury, or to Moncton, which is
on the same line. The road is estimated to cost 816,000 a
mile. That has been considered carefully by the Chief
Engineer.

Mr. MITC HELL. What is the whole distance?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. One hundred and thir-

teen miles. The Fredericton Bridge Company, which the
hon, gentleman bas heard something about, have offered to
take the contract to build it for 816,000 a mile, and I know
now that another party has offered Io build the road for
the same sum. As to the solvency of that party, I am not
yet informed. I had a letter from an agent of theirs this
evening, but I have not laid it before the House, because I
do not know anything about the parties who offer to build
the road. But this offer is the sane in fact as that made by
the Frederiction Bridge Company to build it for $16,000 a
mile. The Government made a provisional arrangement
with the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, who, I do
not think, were very willing to undertake it, but they
have agreed that, if the road is built from Harvey to Salis-
bury by the Government, they will operate it, they will
run it, they will keep it in good order and repair, and it will
become a portion of their short line from Montreal to
Moncton, joining there with the Intercolonial Railway.
They will have it at a nominal rent for 20 years, and at
the end of 20 years they agree to pay 873,000 in perpetuity.
That contract is, of course, not operative until it is sanc-
tioned by Parliament. The resolution now before the Com-
mittee is simply that it be resolved that the railway be con-
structed as a Government work, and that Parhiament will
appropriate $500,000 towards the construction of the rail-
way.

Mr. WELDON (St4 John). Do I understand this is to
go to the Fredericton Bridge?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Where is the agreement
with the Canadian Pacifie Railway ? Ia it on the Table?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes; I have laid it on the
Table.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What privileges does
this give to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company ?

Sir JOHN A MACDONAL D. They run the road.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Does it give them

running privileges over the Intercolonial road proper ?
Sir JOH.N A. MACDONALD. From Salisbury to

Moncton.
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. And beyond to Halifax ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Have they any privi.

leges beyond ?
Sir JOHN A. hMACDONALD. They have the lease

from Harvey to Salisbury.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. But they get no other

privileges on the Intercolonial Railway besides?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is only from Moncton

to Halifax. The Government think that the Intercolonial
road, running from Halifax to Lévis, is a great public work,
and not only that, but it is the basis of the original union
between the Maritime Provinces and the old Province of
Canada; and the Government think, and I believe Parlia-
ment will concur in that opinion, that that road can only
be properly kept up, and the bargain with the Maritime
Provinces can only be maintained by that road being
always kept as a Government work. If that railway were
sold or leased to any company in the world, it would be run
only with a view to pecuniary and commercial advantages
by the company which would purchase it; but the great
object in building that lino was that the country should have
a road belonging to the Government of United Canada, un.
der the control of the Parliament of United Canada, and to
be dealt with aq Parliament should think proper for the
benefit of the United Provinces, so as to carry out in spirit
as well as in letter the agreement which was made between
the different Provinces, which resulted in the Confederation
of 1867.

Mr. MITCHELL. And thabroad is in no case to be trans-
ferred or abandoned ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In no case to be trans.
ferred or abandoned.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It appears to me that
all that is to be saved by the construction of these 113
miles of railway will at the outside be 14 miles, according
to the information I have from gentlemen who know the
district, but, on the extreme opinion of the hon. gentleman
himself, it will be only 27 miles, and for that, we are to
expend about two millions of dollars of the public money,
with the result that we will, in ail human probability, add
enormously to the enormous deficit which now exists on the
working of the Intercolonial Railway. That deficit will
probably reach $500,000 for the current year. It did reach
$363,000 in 1888, not including a vast number of items that
should have been charged to that. That property has cost
us 847,000,000, and the Government propose to expend
$2,000,000 more in making that road still more worthless,
still more unproductive, and a still greater burthen on the
people of this country. I venture to say that, of ail the
proposais which have been made in this House for many a
long day, this appears to me to be the most irrational, the
most absurd, and, politically speaking, the most dishonest.
The House was told, when it granted 8250,000 a year for 20
years to the Short Line-very improperly as I thought,
because, as I then stated, it would injure the Intercolonial
road, as it will-that that was the utmost which we were
to pay; but instead of that, now we are to be engaged to
construct a work, the cost of which the hon. gentleman
puts at $2,000,000, though I am informed that the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company themselves have estimated it at
a very much higher figure. I think they have stated that
it would cost from $3,000,000 to 84,000,000. We have had
abundant opportunities of judging how utterly worthless
the estimates of the Government are in regard to the cost
of these roads, and how utterly worthless they are as to the
shortening of the distance by these roads. Sercely twenty-
four hours have elapsed since I put on record in this House
a statement made by the then Minister of Finance or Min.

Sir JoN A. MACDONALD,

ister of Railways, whichever he was at the moment, where
he formally declared that 45 miles would ho saved in the
construction of a strip of some 80 miles of road, and I
showed that the Prime Minister had declared that these 45
miles had been reduced to 7. I also proved at the same
time, and so did other hon. gentlemen here, that time
and again we had been told that the branch to Lévis, would
cost $400,000 or $500,000, and yet it had cost a million
and a half or more, and we have not seen the end of
the expenditure yet. Therefore, for my part, I wholly
and entirely decline to accept any of these statements
as to shortening the distance, and doubt extremly, when
this road comes to be constructed, whether it will not
be found that in all probability not one mile will h
saved, that we will be duplicating the Intercolonial Rail-
road to our great loss, to the great injury of the trafflc that
exists upon it, in that locality, at a cost which, I ven-
ture to say, will prove ultimately to be nearer four or
five milliors than two. That, I take the House to witness,
is the opinion we have been obliged to form in consequence
of what we have already seen, and the result of the state-
monts formerly made to us. But I protest against this
most of all because I say that this road, if built, will be
nothing less than a means of destroying what little value
remains in a pièce of property in which this country, from
one end of the Dominion to the other, is interested to the
extent of $47,000,000, and I say that a more improper pro-
posal was never laid on the Table of this flouse.

Mr. WEL DON (St. John). With regard to the state-
ment made by the Minister I would like to know whether
any surveys have been made since 1885 ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No. Thère were no
surveys since 1885.

Mr. WEL DON (St. John). When the arrangement was
entered into for building the Short Line, and when the
members for New Brunswick were advocating a short line
from Mattawamkeag, and when the members from the
Eastern Townships were also advocating it, the Halifax
people and the other people of Nova Scotia insisted upon
this road being put through, and an arrangement was made
that this amount should be appropriated towards building
that road. While the arrangement was in force it was
repudiated by the Halifax people. When Mr. O'Sullivan
brought forward his project for a line to Moncton they insist-
ed that it should be adopted. Yet we are perfectly willing
that the original arrangement should be carried out because
we know the exact amount which the country bas got to
bear. But here we are embarking on a totally diffèrent
arrangement, which is made simply for the purpose of
taking traffic away from the Intercolonial Railway.
Instead of its being a line connecting the ports
of St. John and Halifax, the great sea ports put
forward by the Minister of Finance, it is simply a
means to draw away all the advantages which were given
by this arrangement made by the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
it is an agreement made for the purpose of drawing away
traffic from the City of St. John, and so far as New Bruns-
wick is concerned, we wiil get no benefit from it. The Min-
ister has said that this road was leased to the Atlantic
Railway to build. Now, I have a copy here of the contract
entered into by the Government on the 14th December,
1885, with the International Railway Company to build this
road, and to build it for the terms and under the agreement
then made. Further than that, I find a special specification
attached to that contract setting forth the style of the road,
and what its construction was to be. Now, we find, that
subsequently the International transferred that agreement
and contract to the Atlantic and Western Railway, that this
company thon commenced to build two sections down to
Mattawamkeag. The road was finished to Mattawamkeag and
the Canadian Pacifie Railway than leased it in perpetuity,
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not the whole road as put forward by the Prime
Minister, but only the sections to Mattawamkeag. Au
agreement was entered into on the 6th December
1886, by which they accepted the Atlantic and North-
Western and an agreement was then made between the
Atlantic and the North-Western and the Canadian
Pacifie Railway by whidh a certain amount was to be paid.
The subsidy was to be applied towards the interest on the
bonds, and after the expiration of the subsidy the Canadian
Pacific Railway was to pay a certain amount for the use of
that road. The Government provided a subsidy, then, of
$63,000, and it was clearly understood at the tine between
the Atlantic and the North-Western, the Canadian Pacifie
Railway and the Government, that the subsidy was to build
the road between Harvey and Salisbury and Moncton.
What do we find now ? We find, when this contract is en.
forced, the Minister says the Atlantic and the Nortb-Western
have not the means to build, and the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way refuse to build it. Practically, it is the Canadian Paci.
fie Railway, which controls the Atlantic and North-Western,
who do not wish to undertake that work. The Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company, knowing the matter, having
the sole means of information, refuse to build the road
for the amount of the $63,000 representing a capital of two
million dollars,and we find that the Fredericton and St. Mary's
Bridge Company, getting 8300,000 to build their bridge,
which has only cost 875,000, come forward and undertake
to build this road. We find here the very same contract by
which the Government have undertaken now to bauild this
road, subject to the supervision of the Canadian Pacific
Railway, and I find the same description and specification
of the roads as were in the agreement signed by the Atlan.
tic and North-Western. Now, it shows that that road can.
not be built. I think the best test that we are embarking
upon an enterprise that we know nothing about, that we
have no reliable information as to what the road will cost,
is the fact that the Atlantic and North-Western decline to
build the road according to their express agreement, and
when the Canadian Pacide Railway is about to
build the road, they, after examining it, also re-
fuse to build it for the amonot in that agreement.
Let the original agreement be carried ont, we are perfectly
willing to be bouad by it, although, so far as the moral
obligation is concerned, this had been repudiated and they
had wished the country to adopt another lino. With respect
to the distance we have had many various statements made.
The First Rinister-stated the difforence in distance to be
27 miles, the Canadian Pacifie Railway make the difference
to be only 14 miles. I take thosetwo figures, althoagh they
are not accurate. According to the reports of the engineers
the aistance is 119j or 120 as &gainst 142 miles, showing
the difference to beonly 22 miles. It must be remembered,
however, that 4hese are only proliminary surveys and do
not show detours that may b. made. I should further like
to ask if the crossing is to bo at Frederiction or below
Frederiction, because if the road goes to Fredericton it will
make 10 or 12 miles difference, for a deduction from what
the Canadian Pacifie Railway have stated, namely less
than 14 miles. If I read the reports of the engineers
who have made the preliminary surveys correctly, I
find they attempted to cross the St. John River, 12
miles below Fredericton, where they could obtain a
grade and reach the river. We have no surveys with
respect to the line towards Fredericton. Again, with res-
pect to the question of cost. It has been pointed out by the
bon. member for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright)
that we have had considerable experienoce of (Government
works far exceeding the original limits. What guarantee
have we that this road is going to cost only 416,000 a mile?
There has been one contract in connection with this road
which the company have not been able to carry out, and
which theGoverameut do not ek to unforoe, and what
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means have we to ascertain that this road can be constructed
for even two millions ? It is to be built by the Government

, and they have entered into an agreement with the Canadian
- Pacifie Railway Company to lease it to thora for perpetuity,
a for 20 y'ears at a nominal rent and then for a certain term
n at 873,000 a year. This road is to be subject to the Cana-
. dian Pacifie Railway. Further, it is to be built as short as

the physical features of the conrtry will permit. With
respect to the proposal to go to Fredericton to take the

f bridge, which has been the subject of discussion here, there
f is no certainty that that can be reached, and whether it

would require a longer line to reach it. At present the dis-
tance from Harvey to St. John is about 32 miles, but if you
go to Fredericton that would reduce the length by '0 or 12
miles, and reduce it to the length stated by the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, and according to the reports of the engineer.
To expend even 82,000,000 in order to save 14 miles on a
long extent of mileage through a country whore thore are
existing lines, the capability of which has not been tested, is
a simple waste of publie money and is utterly unnecessary.
So far as New Brunswick is concerned, we shall not get any
special benefit fromi this except after the road is built. The
portion of country through which the road goes, between
Harvey and St. John, bas already railways, the Fredericton
Branch and the New Brunswick Railway; and with respect
to the other side, so far as I can gather froma physical fat-
ures of the country, it will always be very sparsoly settled,
and althongh a large coal field is at the head of Grand Like,
it has an outlot by the Central Railway running to Norton
in King's County. So far, thon, as our Province is con-
corned, this road is utterly unnecessary. Before this expen.
diture is undertaken, an oppertunity should be given to
have the present railway facilities tested. New Brunswick
is fully equipped with railways, and the line frou St. John
crossing at the Falls joins with the Intercolonial Railway
running to Moncton, a road fully capable for many years
of carrying ail the traffie roquired from Montreal and the
West to Halifax and points east of St. John. That ques-
tion of capacity should be tested before we embark on this
schemewithout dat% as to the expenditure, e3pecially when
already we have means provided for carrying the traffic.
We are now willing to have tue agreement entered into in
1885 carried out. I protest on behalf of the constituency I
represont, and which is deeply interested in this question,
against the G3vernment making sucuh an agreement with
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, and giving such
facilities over the road, and also facilities over the Inter-
colonial Railway, to induce them to withdraw the traffic
entirely from St. John. Give u@ fair play and a fair chance,
and if it is proved we lack in enterprise and energy, lot us
take th1econsequences. But let us not be handicapped by
the Government, and have the Govern ment set to work to
make an arrangement to draw traffic from our city ; and
instead of this being a line to conneot St. John and ilalifax,
the Government have come in and used this lino for the pur-
pose of diverting our logitimate trade and enterprise and
business from the city. So far as the building of the road is
concerned, let us be put on equal terras. Under this agree.
ment 83,000,000 or 84,000,000 may be expended, because
we have the St. Charles branch expenditure before us and
also the expenditure on the Picton branch, which has
cost nearly double the amoant stated, 8300,000. Thoe
estimates are most reasonable, and the road is to
be given to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company
without a guarantee, although the Goverament may start
with an exponse of half a million they will be obliged to
complote too work at an expense of even three and a half
million or four million. This contraet with the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company will simply give thora certain
rights and privileges connected with this road and also the
Intercolonial Railway. The Canadian * Pacifie Railway
Çompany have the right to sell tickets on the Intercolonial
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Railway and quote freigbt rates, and have running powers stead of being for the benefit of the whole of the Maritime
betwc0n Salisbury and Mccton, and in faot control the Provinces it wilI simply be for the benefit of one small por.
whole business. Al these privileges are granted by the tion of them.
Government to this railway contrary to the arrangement of Sir RICHA.RD CARTWRIGIIT. I notice another thing1885, and it is done for the purpose of withdrawing business which bears on the remarks of my bon. friend and that is,from the existing roads and miaking the Intercolonial Rail- that it is expressly stated in the contract that the railwayway practically useless for through traffic. I presume the to b built shall be fit for fast frei ht and assen er service.Government will have to purchase this bridge bocause I find to honniltsh h e afi t for fast freight andthe Government undertake to furnish a bridge in perpetu- Every one knows that a railway buit for fast freight an
ity to the company, and the only thing which the company passenger service must be very much more expensive than
is obliged to provide is their share of the repairs. That an ordinary country railroad, and all this would involve a

bridge cost $375,000, which will have to be added to the much largor expenditure than the $816,000 which the hon.

cost of this road. This bridge is in the bands of the Fred- gentleman speaks of; and ho apparently speaks without
ericton Bridge Company and we will have to pay freight having any engineers' report of any sort to go on.
upon it, so that on the one band the Government Mr. MITCHELL. I have listened with some little inte-
is giving a free bridge to one ompany and refusing it rest to the discussion which bas taken place on this motion,
to another. I consider this most unfair and a most and I may say that I heard with pleasure the remarks made
unjust arrangement. I protest against the construction of by the right hon. gentleman at the head of the Government
this lino, for I consider that for the present at alil events it as to what the future of the Intercolonial Railway would
is utterly unnecessary. I believe that the existing road be. Hoe very properly represented that road as a road which
can give all the facilities required for passenger and freight was not built for the purpose of making money for the
traffic through from Montreal to Halifax, and that the sav- Administration. It is part of the original contract under
ing of 14 miles in thejourney-or even of z7 miles taking which the Maritime Provinces entered this Confedera-
the hon. Minister's own statement-is not a sufficient reason tion. It was a contract forming part of the constitution of
for our undertaking an expenditure of $3,000,000. We this country, that that road was to hb built in order to make
have no positive information about this roal, no surveys the Confederation of the British Provinces a fact, as it wonld
have been made which will show us what the grades are,or not have been if the road had not been built. The hon.
what the road will actually cost and how could any con- gentleman stated, and I was glad to hear him state, that
pany undertake to build that road un the basis of the papers under no consideration could that road b alienated or
brought down to this flouse. I believe that those are not given away. It is true, some years ago a gentleman who
bond fide offers, but that they are wild eut offers for the pur- was a prominent member of his own Cabinet had entered
pose of inducing the Government to embark into the con- into negotiations for the purchase of that road. I took some
struction of this road with the belief that the Government steps to try to prevent that sale being carried out, and the
will thon carry it through to completion. i think we have project was dropped-I will not say on account of the
expended quite enougi on all these alleged short linos and steps I took-and I was very glad it was. Now, Sir,
the cnly rosuit of our expenditure is that a large debt bas that road was built, and has been run in the in-
been orever settled on this country, The hon. the First terest of this country, as a national road, not a
Minister read Mr. Blackburn's statement with regard commercial road; and any attempt to close up or hand
to this lino, but Sir Charles Tupper put forward over to any corporation or any company of any kind that
that gentleman's statement in 1882 in reference to great international work for the purposes of commerce as
the Oxford and New Glasgow Railway, stating that it against the national purpose of its construction, would be in
would b a short lino to Louisburg. We do not hear my opinion a violation of the compact which drew the Mar.
much about Louisburg now, however. The Oxford and itime Provinces into this Dominion. A proposition was
New Glasgow .Railway was palmed off on the Ho uso as a made four or tive years ago for a short line. That proposi-
short lino which would save 45 miles, and which would be tion I supported. I felt that if we cmuld, by the adoption
one of the great links of this international highway, but of a short lino, which would lessen the distance between
this prediction has been a failure. We find now that the Halifax and Vancouver, attract foreign travel over our
Government have made an agreement with the Canadian country, which would tend to promote a more advanced and
Pacic Railway such as I believo cannot be paralleled in rapid class of steamships, not alone upon the Atlantic, but
the bistory of railroad building. They propose to em- on the Pacifie, it was the duty of every patriotic man in the
bark on a scheme the detailsof which are unknown to them country to support it, no matter whether or not it bonefited
and for the purpose of destroying the trade over the Govern- tho road in which twenty years ago many of us took a deep
ment's own lino. I submit that the scheme now proposed is interest, When it was proposed to get a shorter lino to the
one which the Government bas not sufficient information Maritime Provinces, I was one of those who recorded my
about and is one which should not b sanctioned by the vote lu laver of that lino against many cf the gentlemen
House. The survey, as far as I am enabled to understand, who sit on this ide of the leuse. I recorded that vote on
does not go to Salisbury, but strikes about 12 miles below the basis of a lino being cempleted for the guarantee cf
at a place called Boundary Croek. Before the House should 0250,000 a year, which the Parliameut cf Canada agreed te
embark cn this expoditure I believe that they should know give for ha construction. The right hon, gentleman bas
positively what distance will be saved by the construction of, stated that the International Company undertook tebuild
this lino and whether it is worth the expenditure proposed in that lue. Well, Sir, we know what the International
connection with it. We also should know that whenever the Company waa, and I have ne hesitatien la ssying
Government enter in to a contract with a company that that lu my opinion ïhat oompany and the interests cf
the Government will take from the company sufficient those connected with it had a geod deate do with establish-
guarantee to build according to the terms of the contract. ing that short lino. I believe it was originaliy established
1 bolieve that the great bulk of the Province of New Bruns- in the interest of thut cempany. But if we could obtain a
wick does not want this road. It opens up no country fit more rapid transit te a winter port in Canada for the éum
for tottlement and the only benefit would b the expendi- cf meney for which that cempany proposed te build the
ture of money while it is being built, but after being built line, I for one, theugh deeply interested in the Intercolonial,
it will be perfectly useless to the country and more especi- wai propared te accept it and to assume the responsihility
ally to the lower portion of the Province which borders of veting for it. But the proposition made te us to-day is
on the Bay of Farndy. I p; otest against this road for in. au Dtiroly ditaent one. The InternationalOompany

vrr. WoaDON (St. Jogen)a
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failed to carry out their engagement; they had not the
means to do it; thrre was no basis for the engagement they
entered into at that time. 1 do not know-that I am right
in assuming that the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company's
necessities induced them, by one of their subsidiary lines, to
consent under pressure from the Governmerit to certain
arrangements by which if that subsidiary lino built the
road-I speak of the Atlantic and North-Western-the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company agreed to run
it. An estimate was made -at that time of the pro-
bable cost of the road. I have it on probably the best
authority which it is possible to offer to this House, that
the estimates for the construction of that road, as regards
the two sections built out of the three proposed, exceeded
the original estimates of the Government by between
$2,000,000 and $3,000,000. The Atlantic and North
Western Company took over the obligation of the Inter-
national Company; but they took it over as little
prepared toe carry it ont, perhaps, as the International
Company were. The Canadian Pacifie Railway Company
stepped in. They were under obligations to the adminis-
tration of the day. The administration of that day were
anxious that this road should be built. I do not know of
my own knowledge that any pressure was brought upon
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company to induce them to
enter into any obligation; but I believe pressure was
brought to bear upon them by which they were induced to
enter into arrangements to run that road when it was built.
But the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, finding that
the cost Of construction had so greatly excoeded the
estimates, naturally felt, as they had endorsed the bonds of
the Atlantic and North-Western Company for the construe-
tion of two sections of the road, that they would not be justi-
fied in going on and endorsing those bonds to any further cx-
tent. The Atlantic and North-Western Company failed to
complote the portion from Harvey to Salisbury, and as the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company felt no interest in ,he
construction of that portion of the road, the matter came to
a stand still. When they secured connection with the New
Brunswick system at St. John, and thus with Halifax, the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company felt-1 assume that
they felt, for I do not speak for them, but from the records
of this flouse and from what I know as a common sense
business man-that they were not justified to going beyond
the obligations which they had entered into to run
the road when it was built. Then, why is it that we are
called on to-night to enter into this new engagement ? I
will tell the House; A gentleman who has had a good
deal to do with the control of affairs in this country, Sir
Charles Tupper-I am told, and I believe te be true-gave
a pledge to the people of Halifax, on the hustings there, that
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company were bound to build
this road, and had entered into a contract to build it. That
statement was not true. The junior member for lalifax (M r.
Kenny), I have no doubt believed what was stated at that
time, andlI believe I myself have heard him repeat that state-
ment in this House and in the Railway Committee not long
ago. The hon. the Minister of Publie Works, in the absence
through temporary illness of the right hon. the Premier,
made the same statement, when the question was put to
him in this House, that the Canadian Pacifie Railway were
bound to build that road, Not one of these statements was
true, and because they were not true; and because the hon.
the junior member for Ralifax (Mr. Kenny) was pledged
to his people on the statement which ho bolieved to be true
and whieh ho made in good faith, and which had largely the
effect of giving him a seat in this House, and bocause of the
statement of the hon. the Minister of Public Works, and be-
cause of the incorrect statement of the High Commissioner
on that occasion, we find that the right hon. gentleman at
the hoad of the Government was embarrassed troughout
this Session by those misstatements and misrepresentations
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which led the people to believe that the Canadian Pacifia
Railway were bound to build the road when they were not.
Now, we are asked to change this whole arrangement. I
do not wish to be misunderstood. I was in favor while we
had the advantage of the construction of the Intercolonial
Railway-and I thank nobody for it; it was a matter of
bargain under whichi the Maritime Provinces came into
Confederation, and I was ploased to find the right hon. gen-
tleman declare that under no conditions would that railway
be transferred out of the hauds of the Government for a
purely commercial purpose. Still we were in that position,
and while I felt inclined to support a measure for the pur-
pose of giving the people on the southern side of the Pro.
vince the traffic of the shortest lino from Montreal and for
the purpose of having a winter port in Canada-while I was
inclined to do that, and supported the vote of $250,000 a
year, the engagement was accepted and entered into by the
International, and I am not prepared to say to-day I eau
support the motion now before the House. What ara we
asked to-day? The hon. member for St. John (-gr. Weldon)
says it would shorten the distance at the outside 2. miles.
The authorities of the Canadian Pacifie Railway have said
it would shorten the distance probably 14 miles. I have
the authority of those who know that section of the
country, and I know something of it myself, for believing
it will not shorten the distance two miles. If we cannot
shorten that lino a sufficient distance to make it an objoct-to
spond money for that purpose and of shortening the time
in the transit of passengers from Europe to the Pacifie
Ocean, are we going to enter into an engagement of this
kind, which may involve the expense of $3,000,000 or
84,000,000? Tbe right hon. the Premier says it can bi donce
for about $2,000,000. I had figured the matter up, and I
believe it will cost the country $3,500,000 to build that road,
and with the Fredericton bridge thrown in, which the
Government are bound under their agreement with the
Canadian Pacifie Railway to purchase, and which the Cana.
dian Pacifie Railway are bound to contribute their share of
expense in maintaining, it will involve, if they build a road
equal in character, as they are bound to do, to the lino the
Canadian Pacifie Railway built, an expense of at least
84,000,000. And for what? Take the most extreme view in
relation to the shortening of the disitance, the time gained
from Vancouver to ialifax would be simply 20 minutes.
Will we be justified in doing that ? For my part, I do not
believe we will. Suppose a train starts from Montreal on
the Short Lino and reaches Mattawamkeag, it must have a
sleeper for Halifax and a sleeper for St. John. The one
goes down from Harvey to Salisbury and thence to Moncton
and the other goes down to St. John and thence on to
Moncton. The shortening Of the time is 20 minutes. Daes
any man of common sense suppose that a corporation such
as the Canadian Pacifie Railway would consent to start a
train 20 minutes before the St. John arrives and run into
Halifax and have the other running in 20 minutes later.
Whatever arrangement may be entered into, if this line is
built-and I suppose it will, for the Government are all
powerfl-it will cost $3,500,000 to 84,000,000, and it will
be that much money thrown into the sea. It will not be
a lino that wilI open up and colonise a portion of the
country likely to be settled. It will be no great advantage
to the country to have the time shortened twenty minutes
between the Atlantic and the Pacific at such au enormous
expenditure. The fact is the people of Halifax are jealous
of the people of St, John. I am not going to say anything
in favor of St. John or against Halifax. Tne people of Hali-
fax dread that if the traffle from Montreal and the west goes
around by way of St. John, some portion will drop off at St.
John and will lessen the amount of trade Halifax will re-
ceive. But bocause of that jealousy which exists, are we of
the Dominion, outside of these two interests, to vote away
millions of dollars which might be usefully disposed cof ise-
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where, simply for the purpose of gratifying the jealousies
of these two cities and because of the misstatements of Sir
Charles Tupper and the other gentlemen who accepted these
misstatements as true. I am a New Brunswicker. It may
be that I will be doing a foolish thing frorn a provincial
po nt of view in voting agamnst the expenditure of $4,000,-
000 in my own Province, for the road will cost every dollar
of it, including the bridge, which the Government are
bound to take over. When I look at the contract with the
Canadian Pacifie Railway which is laid on the Table, I find
the Government are bound to build a road, equal in char-
acter and gradients, and in every particular to the road the
Canadian Pacifie Railway have built. When the existing
road has cost two or three millions more than the estimates,
I ask where they will build the road for the sum I have
named. The officers of the hon, gentleman may say that it
will be built for that amount, but they have made similar
statements in other cases, and we are now paying hundreds
of thousands of dollars for costs alone in an arbitration
which is taking place in reference to the Onderdonk con-
tract on the Canadian Pacifie Railway, on an impoverished
road, and that is the result of their reports. We may have
the same thing to undergo when this road is constructed.
We may have another arbitration on a claim that this road is
not up to the standard. As a New Brunswicker, no doubt
my constituents would like to see three or four millions of
dollars spent in the Province. This road will rmn not very
far from the constitutency which I represent; but the ques-
tion for me is whether, in the interests of my constituents,
I should feel it my duty to see this amount of money spent
there or whether I should consider it my duty to put my finger
down and say I will not se. this money squandered against
the interests of the country, though my constituents might
desire it. That is the course I intend to adopt. I regret that
the Government have placed themselves in such a pssition.
I think the leader of the Government should have taken a
firm stand, and should have said: It is truc that Sir Charles
Tupper took this position, and made these statementewhich
were untrue. He should have said to the junior member
for Halifax (Mr. Kenny): It is true that you repeated these
untrue statements, and I regret it. He should have said to
the Minister of Public Works, who repeated the same state-
ment: You have got into the same false position by repeat-
ing what yon believed to be true of the statements of Sir
Charles Tupper. But there it is; are we going to put the
Dominion to a cost of three or tour million dollars for the
sake of supporting these statements ? No; I say that if
Sir Charles Tupper-to use a most moderate term-made a
mistake, and if the junior member for Halifax (Mr. Kenny),
believing what hc said to b. truc, repeated that statement,
and the Minister of Public Works, in the absence of the
Premier, fell into the same error, the First Minister should
bave said: Our principal duty is to guard the interests of
the people, and the representatives of the people, and not
to sit by and allow three or four millions of the people's
money to be voted away in tbis manner in consequence of
these errors, simply in order to place these gentlemen right
before the public and before their constituents. I believe
that even if the distance can be shortened by 14, 15, or even
25 or 30 miles-and I say that not more than 20 minutes
can b. saved in time-we will b. recreant to our duties if
we-consent to vote away three or four million dollars for
the purpose of that small advantage.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). This is a matter in which I have
taken considerable interest, and, now that it is coming to a
point which ,ome of us desire to see-though I am aware
thatsome of our friends on this side of the House, and par-
ticularly from St. John, do not agree with us in that view
-I must address a few words to the bouse on the subject.
In 1885, the sum of $250,000 was granted by Parliament
for the construction of this road to Salisbury, and, at that

Mr. MITCHELL.

time, after due examination, it was considered a sufficient
sum to complete the road to that point. I cannot but re-
gard it as a matter of extreme regret that, owing to the
bungling arrangements of the Government, owing to their
want of care in utilising the vote which Parliament placed
at their disposal, they only secured the construction of the
road for a part of the distance, and left the very important
portion from Harvey to Salisbury unfinished. That, of
course, is the cause of the awkward position in which the
matter stands to-day. The action of the Government in not
building that originally has placed this Parliament in the
position in which it now finds itself, and, of course, that is
a very regrettable circumstance when you take the whole
matter into account, because it would be a great deal better
for the taxpayers of this country if this connection with
Salisbu,y could have been secured, as it should have been,
under the original subsidy. But, fron want of pro-
per care and supervision, from carelessness or rather
from errors on the part of the Government, that was not
accomplished, and now they have to ask the House to sup-
plement that vote by the expenditure which is now pro-
posed. Of course, our people looked to the completion of
that road with great interest. Whether we are right or
wrong in regard to the advantages to be derived from the
completion of that road, the people in that part of Nova
Scotia from which I come have had it so instilled into their
minds by the Government organs and the Government re-
presentatives on ail occasions that it would be to their ad-
vantage to have the Short Line completed, that they have
arrived atthat conclusion and therefore they have, perhaps
unreasonably, determined that coute que coute, that contract
shall b. carried ont. Therefore, early in this Session I took
the ground that it was the duty of the Government to carry
out their pledges to the people of Halifax, and this is the
first step they have laken to carry out their promise. I only
regret, in the absence of a satisfactory arrangement at the
outaet, that this proposal will extend the construction over
many years. I would rather have seen the Government
make a proposai to conclude the construction of this road
at the earliest possible day. I hope the First Minister will
not be disappointed as to the saving in point of distance
which he anticipates. In a conversation with the hon. mem-
ber for York (Mr. Temple) the other day, he said he would
undertake to construct the road and build the bridge for
82,500,000. I think, if the Government could make an
arrangement with the Fredericton Bridge Company for
816,000 a mile, they should close the bargain at once.
If they are to secure. the construction of that bridge by
agreement with the Canadian Pacifie Railway, they had
better make the arrangement at once with the Fredericton
Bridge Company and secure that in the contract. I repeat
that no matter what the distance may be-wbich may be a
matter of question until the surveys are finished-I believe
it would be in the interest of the country, if there was an
offer by respectable and reliable parties to build that road
for $16,000 a mile, that they should at once complete the
contract and let the work go on. This voting a sum of
8500,000 a year and extending the expenses over a good
many .years, will neither be satisfactory to the people nor
advantageous to the country. Now, with regard to the
agreement entered into between the Government and the
Canadian Pacifie Railway respecting this road, there is one
point of their agreement which I am inclined to look upon
with regret, that is the portion which gives them the
absolute control in perpetuity of the branch from fHarvey
to Salisbury. 1 have understood that the Grand Trunk
Railway people were about making arrangements to con-
nect their Edmundston road with Fredericton, and that the
railway were anxious to secure running powers over
that branch and subsequently over the Intercolonial
Railway. Now, if the Grand Trunk Railway are
in that position, and desire to secure ranning powers
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over the Rivière du Loup Branch, I think it woul(
be of considerable advantage to the country to have
the traflc go over that road, and then for the rest of the
distance from Temiscouata to go over their own road down
to the point where it would intersect this branch that it i8
proposed to build. I think it would be of great interest to
Halifax and that yortion of the Maritime Provinces, that
they should have running powers over the Intercolonia
Railway or the Gevernment road which may be built under
this bill to Halifax. The Canadian Pacific Railway will of
course, have their running powers, and I think the Grand
Trunk Railway sbould have running powers as well. Then
with these two roads and the Intercolonial Railway as well,
we might fairly expect that the people of that section of
the Dominion would be fairly served. I think it would be
much botter if the Government had left themselves in a
position to give running powers to the Grand Trunk Rail-
way over that portion of the road, and not to have made
arrangements to transfer it in perpetuity to the Canadian
Pacific Railway. I listened to the remarks of my hon. fi iend
from St. John (àfr. Weldon), and I understand, perhaps, that
there is a little soreness in St. John about this road going
past them on the way to Halifax. It is proposed now that
it sbould be so, but I do not think that it wili hurt them as
much as they imagine. If we can get any advantage
out of it, we are entitled to it, and if it is of the advan.
tage to us which bas been predicted by sanguine people,
the country will be in a measure recuperated for the expen-
diture. Under these circumstances I am glad to seo the
Government are carrying out the pledge to build the road,
although I repeat that I regret that they put the country to
such an expense, which they might have avoided if they
had been more careful in disposing of the subsidy which
Parliament placed at their disposal four or five years ago
for that purpose, and which was considered ample to secure
the construction of the whole lino. I repeat again, also,
that the people of Nova Scotia will look with very jealous
care at the progress which has been made with this work.
I have heard it spoken of in various quarters that the Gov.
ernment only proposed under this appropriation to make
the surveys, but did not propose to enter into any final
arrangements until the cost of the road was ascertained and
until the surveys were submitted to Parliament. I do not
know whether that is their determination or not, but of
course the sum at their disposal under this Bill is not vcry
large, and it will not enable them to go on very far,
although it is as much as they can expend this summer.
But if they can make the contract at the rate mentioned by
the First Minister, I would be of the opinion that the Gov-
ernment would save money by making it, and running the
risk of building the road under their supervision.

Mr. SKINNER. I think that one of the tests as to
whether or not Halifax simply wants to take business away
from St. John, would be that, if the proposed line is substan.
tially not any shorter than the New Brunswick and Inter.
colonial Railway to Halifax, thon if they are willing that
this arrangement should not be carried out, that, I take it,
would be a test of the whole matter. But if they desire
this road to be built across the country, whether it shortens
the line between Mattawamkeag and Lévis and Halifax or
not, thon it shows that they -want it for the very purpose of
diverting the trade that naturally goes to St. John from
those pointa. Now, my colleagues representing St. John
know that our people are going through a state of consider-
able interest and excitement with reference to that point,
and persons who understand the history of these matters
would not wonder that they are undergoing the influence
that is exerted upon them now, considering the matter from
their standpoint. It bas been, as 1 remarked on another
occasion here, the idea that commerce should be able to get
a short lino to make up for what we have always consider-i

d ed the mistake of building the Int ercolonial Railway where
e it was built, and not making it more of a commercial road
a than it is.

Mr. MITCHELL. They made no mistake at all.

D Mr. SKINNER. I am speaking from my standpoint.
Instead of putting it where they did and giving my hon.

l friend a branch that would accommodate him and his con-
r stituents, all that they required was to develop the matter in
f harmony with the true interests of the Province. But such
1 was not done, and one reason why it was not done was be.

cause Halifax and Nova Scotia intereste were pressed so
strongly upon the Goverment of the day. Well, the people
of St. John tried to do what they could in a reverse direction,
that is te say, to get the Intercolonial Railway throngh
the centre of the Province. We did not succeed. During
the time this agitation for the short lino bas been going on,
iHalifax did not have a real interest in the short line. Ail
the ti me that the International Company was going forward
in the work of promoting their road, it was with a view of
going down to the maritime ports of New Brunswick.
That was the point, to get the shortest route between the
maritime ports and the city of Montreal. Thus the matter
developed from year te year, and in 1884 it was proposed te
have legislation. Thon, of course, Halifax again came te
the surface, and she exercised all the influence she could
against us. Halifax bas always been potent in ber influ.
ence by having certain reprosentatives who were able appar-
ently, to secure her interests, while we at St. John always
seemed to get into the background. But at all events, in
1884, when this matter came forward, when we had
legislation upon it in this Parliament, Halifax succeeded
in getting the idea introduced into the Act that
Salisbury was the objective point on the Intercolonial Rail-
way. During and since that time, I know that it was con-
sidered to be a very much shorter lina from Harvey to Salis-
bury than from Harvey to Salisbury by way of the Inter.
colonial and New Brunswick Railway. That was acquiesced
in, and it was admitted to be very much shorter. In fact, it
bas been all along pressed that it was very much shorter.
When surveys were made in 1881-85 it was found that it
was not so much shorter as it was expected to be, and I
rather think that had something to do with respect to having
a contract made between what I shahl call for shortness the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company and the Government
for the building of that portion of this short lino west of
Mattawamkeag. When it was found that the line from
Harvey te Salisbury vid Fredericton was not so short as
Halifax had anticipated, it was very largely dropped out
of sight. Although it was to be built to Salisbury, still
to a large extent it came to be overlooked, on the suppo-
sition that Halifax would not wish to put the country to a
very large expense to build a road across the country if it
would not materially shorten the lino. So it went on until
the Short Lino was about being finished. At the close of
last year the agitation began as between Fredericton, Mone-
ton and Halifax with a view te getting the Short Lino put
through te Salisbury. Thon it was that the people of St.
John found that the lino of argument pursued by the per-
sons, who spoke on the question as reprosenting those three
cities and put forward their ideas, was inimical to the city
et St. John, with the view of keeping the trade away from
that city and driving business through legislative enactment
and Government power rather than by òommercial in-
fluences past St. John.

Mr. MITCH ELL, It was very selfish.
Mr. SKINNER. All have a right te be selfish, and it is

just to be selfish, but there are laws of justice which ac-
company selfithness as well as everything else. Atter con-
siderable agitation, the matter was brought down until we
are here at this time considering the ma Lter. What do we
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find to-day? We bave the survey rn out in 1881-85, a
flying survey, not a survey by which you can locate the
road or by which yon can ascertain how long the road is
going to be, but a survey by which the distances are calcu-
lated between two given points, and somethine is ascer-
tained with regard to the formation of the country. It is
also well.known, when you come to locate the road after it
has been surveyed in this way, you have to add a consider-
able percentage to its length. I believe this, and in this I
am supported by engineers who have been able to study
surveys from a scientific standpoint, that af ter this road is
located, it will not substantially be anything shorter than
the distance round by the Intercolonial Railway. From
Harvey to Salisbury is exactly 141 miles vid St. John. Ac-
cording to the survey by which this road bas been run out,
it will be 118 miles to go by the way they say they can go.
In addition, there are varions difficulties which engineers
know about. In order to use the present bridge at Freder-
icton you would have to come in by a very expensive way,
bocause the bills are very high north of Fredericton and
north-west up the river, and the work would be very ex-
pensive and difficult. If you do not go into Fredericton
but go below it adds very materially to the expense. The
citizens of St. John, seeing that the road is now being
pressed forward, and that the Halifax and Nova Scotia peo-
ple are forcing the Government and determined to have
their pound of flesh because it has been promised-whether
the lino was longer or shorter was a matter of no conse-
quence, saying that the road is not being pushed through
on commercial reasons in the ordinary sense-are greatly
agitated as they sec that their commerce and trade are
threatened. That is the reason why St. John is up in arms
about this matter. It is not less or not more selfish than
other cities. Ail cities and all citizens have a right to be
selfish. But St. John should not forever have the keen
edge of the sword turned towards ber, and whatever
is the outcome Halifax reap the benefit. Halifax is
standing on the promise made by the Minister of
Public Works when he said that the road should
be built, but he said it should be built under the subsidy.
The Minister never said that the road should be built
with the power of the Government to push it through, no
matter whether it stood on its own merits or not. I put
this argument forward for the purpose of explaining to this
House and the country why St. John is up in arms in
regard to this matter, I do not intend to enlarge on the
question. I say that my constituents protest against this
proposai. My constituents desire that ihis long looked for
trade shall not be taken from then especially at the moment
when they think they are going to obtain it. We ask that
first of all accurate measurements of the route should be ob-
tained, and if it is found that the adoption of this route would
only involve the saving of 8 or 10 miles, the Government is
not surely going to build it. The Government feel they
are pledged with respect to this matter, and that their honor
is given, but at all events let them ascertain whether this
is going to be a shorter line or not. I do not think it would
be the policy of the Government to adopt the line if
it is not shorter than the existing route. A longer
road than that now claimed to be ascortained will un-
doubtedly be found necessary if actual surveys are made.
I wish it to be remembered that whatever traffic passes over
this Short Lino, as it is called, will be so much taken off the
Intercolonial Railway. I also wish to say that that por-
tion of the Intercolo nial Railway that runs between Si. John
and Moncton is, as 1 understand, the best paying portion of
the Intercolonial Railway, and is capable of doing vastly
more business than it does. It is capable for the next half
century of doing ali the business between Montreal and
Halifax that will require to pass over it, and this expendi-
tare on building this proposed lino, through a wilderness
comparatively speaking, from the time it starta until it ends,

Mr. SINNzR.
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and through a country which does not require development,
is a waste of money. It is proposed simply because some
persons in Nova Scotia say they will have it because it bas
been promised whether it will be of advantage to the coun-
try or not. I say : "Do not do such an injustice to St. John
as to divert our national trade, and the trade which belongs
to us by right, unless you find-what was understood at the
time the promise was made-a really very much shorter
road than the one existing now."

Mr. ELLIS. I desire to say a very few words on this
matter. The ground bas been so well covered by my hon.
friend and my colleagues as to make it unnecessary for me to
do any more. Every person who bas listened to the debate
must be satisfied that there is only one side to the argument.
The hon. the Premier himiself in stating the case presented
no argument to the House why the line should be built.
The hon. member for Halifax (Mr. Jones), who might be
supposed to have an argument if there were one, failed aIso
to present one. Whatever may have been the original in-
tention, or the original contract, the House is now called
upon to deal with what is practically a new matter. The
question is now in a new position and I taire it that the
Government might, before they propose to build this road
at the expense of the country, fairly say to the House and
to the country : "The road has been built as far as Harvey;
the lino is built now to St. John and Halifax, there is no
ovidence whatever as to what the saving in distance by the
proposed line will be, there is every reason to believe that
there will be no saving, and we can very well wait until a
trial is made of the road as it is." Instead of
doing that, the Government, as my hon. colleague
(Mr. Skinner) has said, bas thrown all the weight
of its influence and gathered up all its force as it
were to put this road through at the expense of the
entire country. The Pirst Minister himself is not able to
state what the length of the lino will be. The trial linos
are said to be 113 miles from Harvey to Salisbury, while
there have been no perfect surveys. Mr. Vernon Smith
who conducted the survey of a portion of the road to Har-
vey, threw out a trial lino, in 1885, from that point as far
as Fredericton. He found he could not cross the country
by the 2L miles which separate Harvey from Fredericton in
an air line, and that ho would have to follow one of two
river courses. One of these, and the one which ho favored,
would land him forty miles up the river St. John and above
Fredericton, so that you would have forty miles to build, as
well as to cross the divide, which is at least 15 miles. Mr.
Smith does admit that there is another lino-that by Gar-
diner's Creek-upon which the road can be built, but I
think ho does not favor it. That is a scheme which would
still leave the road 20 miles above Fredericton. Assuming
that the distance of the divide is 15 miles, thon we would
have 35 miles to reach Fredericton. It is quite clear that
this is the road intended to be built, and this would make
the road1 35 miles to Fredericton alone. In order to cross
the Nashwaak stream it would be necessary to run a distance
up that stream to get a good lino to the hoad of the Grand
Lake and thon to cross from the Grand Lake to Salisbury.
It is, therefore, quite within the probabilities that the road
will be as long, if not longer, than the present lino. The
question thon is : Is it worth while for the country to waste
this money in building a road in this way ? Surely it would
be the part of reason and surely it would be what a business
man would do to ascer tain what the actual distance would
be before mnney is expended on this road. Surely we
ought to have surveys made, and if it is necessary to build
this road, we should know what the saving is to be. These
precautions to gain information have not been taken, and
notwithstanding the country is asked to give $500,000 as a
commencement for a work which undoubtedly will cost
three or four millions. Probably if a vote were asked for
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this last amount of money in the first instance, the flouse
would hesitate to grant it, but taking it piecemeal in this
way it is considered that it is perhaps esier to vote the
expenditure. I need not refer to our past experience with
the Oxford road, in Nova Scotia, in the case of which
the new line is not any shorter, or at any rate not much
shorter than before the country was called upon to
enter into the expenditure. Then again, Sir, the greatest
objection to this road from the point of view cf one
who has patriotie feelings is that this money is being
wasted to destroy the railway now between St. John and
Moncton. As my colleague poi nted out this is the best paying
part of the Intercolonial Railway to-day, and why should
the Government try to injure a work which has cost it so
much money to maintain ? Why should it endeavor to
parallel that road by another road; why should it put all
its forces into building a road in opposition to its own rail.
way ? There seems to be no reason for this and certainly
it cannot be justified in any way. The people decidedly
object to the terms which are given to the Intercolonial
Railway which is to be a part of this road. The agreement
entered into by the Government says :

" The rates and passenger traffi interchanged between the parties
shall, in respect of Halifax, Pictou and New Glasgow, be divided on a
pro rata mileage basis, and in respect of passengers to and from inter-
mediate local points, the Intercolonial Railway shall be entitled to its
local rates; provided that should the Government make any concessions
in local rates or round trip or excursion rates in favor of any line in
competition with the lessees, then the lesseess shall be notified thereof,
and shall be granted corresponding concessions. The lessees shall have
the right to maintain freight and passenger agents at such points on the
Intercolonial Railway as they may elect, and to sell tickets and make
through rates for passengers and freight either way over the lines of the
Intercolonial Railway east of Moncton, to or from points on their own
lines of railway."

Now, it seems to be quite unfair on a Government railway,
built by the whole people, to give this exclusive right to
another railway. That is one of the strong points upon
which the people of St. John base their objections. I have
a telegram from the Board of Trade of that city which I
received to-day; of course it is quite hopeless for the Board
of Trade to telegraph in the matter, but they say:

" The council of the board, at a meeting held this afternoon, passed
a resolution protesting against the building of the Harvey-ialisbury
Railway on the terms lately made with the Uanadian Pacifie Railway."

There is just one word more I desire to say, and it is this.
The people of St. John have for a long time lived in hope
that out of this road some good would come. They seemed to
have a feeling that the shortening of the distance from St.
John to Montreal and other Canadian points by this road
would realise hopes which they have entertained for a long
time. The city has struggled against a great deal of mis-
fortune in a variety of ways. The railways which have
been built, owing to its peculiar position, bave not
operated in its favor as they have done in favor of
other points. We have witnessed year by year a decline
in our population rather than an increase. The general
policy of the Government has been against us, and year b3
year, as the assessors have made up their rolls, they have
found the assessable population of the city declining. The
figures of population of the two cities for last year were less
than they were in 1881 or in 1882, and I do not know that
there has been any increase in one year over another during
that period. Yo can well understand how hard, how
vicious I may say, the people feel every blow like this ad-
ministered by the Government, for which there is no neces-
sity, and which will result in a destruction of public pro.
perty, and which will injuriously affect the interets eof the
whole country.

Mr. KENNY. At this late hour, I will not detain the
Committee for more than a moment or two. Hon. gentle-
men who were members of the last Parliament will remem-
ber that this matter wa uunder considerAtion in the Sesions

of 1884 and 1885, when the resolution providing for
$250,000 for twenty years was passed by the Parliament of
Canada. The distances, and the merits and demer its of this
road, were discussed and decided on that occasion; and when
the Government of the country to-day asks Parliament to
vote this money, it is simply asking Parliament to redeem
the promises made in 1885. My hon. friends who were
members of the last Parliament will remember that this
whole matter was the subject of negotiation and arrange-
ment among the representatives of the Maritime Provinces.
My hon. friend fromNorthumberland (Mr. Mitchell) bas said
that he was quite willing to commit himself to the expense
of $250,000 for twenty years to secure the Short Lino. I
may say en passant that I agree entirely with my hon.
friend's view of the mission of the Intercolonial Railway.
But if my hon. friend will look at the records of this House,
ho will find that in February, 1884, he, with a majority of
the representatives of the Maritime Provinces, advised the
Government of Canada to incur a liability of $300,000 par
annumn for twenty years to shorten the distance to the
Maritime Provinces. I am not finding any fault with my
hon. friend for the action ho thon took. That request to
the Government was signed by 28 of the representatives of
the Maritime Provinces, and there were four mombers from
those Provinces in the Cabinet, so that out of the 43 repre-
sentatives which the Maritime Provinces sent to this fouse,
32 signed this memorial asking the Government of Canada
to incur an annual expenditure of $300,000 for twenty
years. Under the arrangement now before the House
t do not think the expenditure will exceed what
the representatives of the Mtritime Provinces advised
the Government to incur in 1884. Hon. gentlemen will
rememoer that, in 1885, when the legislation was finally
enacted providing for the construction of the Short Lino,
the money thon voted was not for the construction of a lino
simply to Mattawamkeag, but for a lino from the south side
of the St. Lawrence opposite Montreal to Salisbury and
Moncton. Now, it is exceedingly to be regretted that that
arrangement was not carried out. If that arrangement bad
been adhered to, and if the mistakes had not occurred which
unfortunately have occurred, we should not be bothered
with the consideration of this question to-day; and under
the circumstances it is hardly fair for the hon. member for
St. John to turn around and say, oh, you must suspend your
expense, becauso you are doing us a very great injury. The
injustice to St. John would be done by repudiating the bar.
gain with all the rest of the Maritime Provinces.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Carry out the bargain as it
is.

Mr. KENNY. The hon. senior member for St. John
says this road is of no value at all to New Brunswick.
That is a very extraordinary statement for him to make.
I can hardly credit the statement that the construction of
113 miles of railway running through the very contre of
tht Province, and opening up the only coal fields it has,
will not benefit the Province. The hon. senior member for
St. John tells us that there was an agitation in Moncton
and Fredericton in favor of this road. Are they not both
very important points in the Province of New Brunswick ?
Moreover, il the senior mlember for St. John wili refer to
the vote ho gave in 1885, ho will find that ho then voted
for the construction of this very road from Harvey to Sal-
isbury and Monoton. My hon. friend, in the course of an
address which ho made to the House on that occasion, said:

" I am not going to enter into a discussion with regard to surveys
and matters cf that kind. In the lst Session, when we had a resolution
of the same character and when the hon. member for Quebec East
moved that the matter should not be left with the Government but that
the subsidy should be voted by Parliament, Ifelt it tobe in the interests
of my constituents, and of my Province, as well as of the Maritime
Proviees generally, to vote again.t my hon. friend on that occasion,
and now,asthe Ouernment a decided the matter, I am prepared t
endorse %heit action in "hi eae.",
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The action of the Government was to build a railway from
Harvey to Fredericton and thence to Moncton, and that is
what my bn. friend voted for, and yet he saysnow that the
Government are doing something criminal and a great in-
justice to St. John, and are depriving St. John of all its
natural advantages and drawing the trafflc from St. John on
unfair terms. My hon. friend must recognise that there are
no more opportunities for doing that to-day than there were
in 1885, when he voted in favor of the very project he is
now opposing. As regards the distances, one hon. gentle-
man says that it is mot going to reduce the distance to Hali-
fax. Everybody knows that St. John is some 270 miles
nearer Montreal than Halifax, and therefore if this road is
mot going to reduce the distance to Halifax, certainly no in-
justice will be done St. John. I think we ought mot to look
at this question from such a narrow standpoint. This is a
national question, and we ought to look at it in a proper
national spirit. We have already voted a large sum of
money for ocean service, and it is in the interest of Canada
to shorten the distances as much as possible between the
different sections of the country, As regards Fredericton,
the hon. gentleman knows that to.day at Fredericton there
is connection by the Temiscouata road to Rivière du Loup,
and the junior member for St. John muet recognise that it
is of value to the people of MoLcton, and the people of the
eastern side of New Brungwick and of Nova Seotia, to have
as ready access to that road as possible, which affords
another means of communication with the west. That it
must have some value is proved by the very fact that the
Grand Trunk Railway, finding out that this arrangement is
to be made, comes down here and claims a share in the
advantage of the road. If the route is to be of no advantage
I can hardly imagine the Grand Trunk Railway would
be an applicant for the same facilities over it as
the Canadian Pacifie Railway are expected to erjay.
Out of consideration for the Committee I shall say nothing
further, except to allude to the reference made by the hon.
member for Northumberland to some statements I made in
Halifax and in the Railway Committee room. I plead
guilty to not being able to tell the hon. gentleman what I
said in Halifax, for that has escaped my memory ; but if he
refers to what occurred in 1887, it is true I had to make
reference to it this year. I did contend that the Canadian
Pacific Railway should be held to thoir promise, and in the
Railway Committee I contended there was a moral obli-
gation on their part to carry out their bargain. I am quite
sure that Sir Charles Tupper, when he made hise statement,
and the Minister of Public Works when he made the positive
statement he did, had a right to suppose the obligation was
binding on the Canadian Pacifie Railway.

Resolution reported.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think perbaps we

had better arrange to have two separate sittinge to-mori ow,
as it is objectionable that we should EuspeLd our rules in
the case of money Bills, the separate stages of which ouglit
always to be taken at separate sittings.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAILD. There is no suspension
of the rute required to read a Bill three times in one
Sitting.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIT. But there is strong
objection to money Bills being read three times in one day.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I move that when this
House adjourns it stands adjourned until 1:30 pm. to-day.

Motion agreed to.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the.adjournment-of
the Houe.

Motion agreed to ; and House adjourned at 2:25 a.m.
(Tue •
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The SpEAmR took the Chair at Half-past One o'locka

PRATEas.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE-PRINTING OF
REPORTS.

Sir EECTOR L ANGEVIN. On Thursday last, it seemed
to be the desire of the Flouse, on the request of the hon.
member for North York (Mr. Mulock), that the second and
third reports of the Public Accounts Committee, together
with the evidence and documents laid before the House,
should be printed forthwith for the use of memberé. The
hon. member thought those reports could be printed imme-
diately, so that ho could use them on the motion he made
in the Hlouse. It was found that the printers had so much
to do that that could not be done, and, therefore, the hon.
gentleman used the documents in manuscript form. The
question is whether it is now necessary that they should be
printed, seeing that the hon, gentleman as attained his
object. Therefore, if the House do not object, I will move
that that order be rescinded. The reports wil be printed
in the Journals in any case.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. The expense of printing them for
distribution would be very little extra, if they are to be
printed in the Journals.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The reports and the evi-
dence taken by the shorthand reporters might be printed.

Mr. MULOCK. What is the reason for not printing the
exhi bits ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The expense. Thon, these
documents belong to the department, where they are
wanted, and while they are in the possession of the louse
they cannot be returned to the departmont until the print-
ing is completed. The reports and the evidence will be
printed.

Mr. MULOCK. It is proposed simply to amend the for-
mal order by dispensing with the printing of the corres-
pondence, and to leave the order for printing the evidence
taken, and also the reports produced by the department?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.
Motion agreed to.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved that the second and

third reporte of the Public Accounts Committee, together
with the evidence accompanying them, be printed for the
nse of members.

Mr. MULOCK. I would ask tbe Minister to add to the
motion, "including the reports produced by the depart-
ment."

Sir HECTOR LANGBVIN. Yes.,
Motion agreed to.

IMPORTATION OF SKILLED ARTISANS.

Mr. MoKAY. Before the Orders of the D.ay are called,
I would like to cati the attention of the hon. the Minister
of Agriculture to a copy of an advertisement which appears
in an old country paper. It reade as follows : -

"Wanted-Briklayers, carpenters, musons, navvies, quarrymen, rock.
drilere, etc., for the construction ofreanai.locks, railways, government,
public, and other buildings in Oanada; also fam laborers, farm pupils,
accompanied (if possible) by fenale relatives, for domestie and other
oocpanon, good wage and steady employnent. Referenss required.
Apply, oloni ag y, 3 àillter street Loadon, £ ."
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The matter bas been brought up before the Council of'
the Trades and Labor Organisation of the city of Hamilton,
and my attention was called to it too late to have it
bronght before the louse in the shape of a question. I
therefore ask the hon. the Minister of Agriculture if he
will reply to the question, as this is the ouly occasion on
which the matter can be brought up before the close of the
Session. The Trade and Labor Organisation think that the
Government are connected with this advertisement, and I
would ask the hon. gentleman whether he will say if that
advertisement has been authorised in any way by his
department ?

Mr. CARLING. (1.) It is not true that the Government
either assists or invites any artisans or mechanies to corne
to this country. (2.) The assistance to agricultural laborera
and female domestics formerly afforded ceased abso-
lutely on April 27th, 1888, and has not in any way since,
directly or indirectly, been continued. (3.) The Govern-
ment is not in any way responsible, either directly or indi-
rectly, for the advertisement quoted by the Trades and
Labor Council in their report published in the Hamilton
Spectator, on April 23rd. The Government cannot control
advertisements which may be placed in newspapers by pri-
vate parties, and cannot be in any way responsible for them.
The term "Colonial Agency, 2 Billiter street, London,"
refers to a private enterprise with which the Government
has not in any way any connection whatever. (4.) The
Goverunment, by its own publications, issued from its own
agencies under the direction of the High Commissioner,
defines with clearness the classes who should and who
should not come to Canada, and respecting farm pupils, as
referred to in the advertisement in question, the Govern.
ment publications dissuade the paying of premiums, and
recommend application to Government agents.

REDUCTION OF EXPENDITURE.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Do the Government intend to ask
the concurrence of the House in the report of tLIe Joint
Committee with reference to reducing the exposeof Legis-
lation ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The intention of the Govern-
ment is not to ask the concurrence of the House on that
report, but to leave it on the Notice Paper, in order that it
may be considered at leisure.

SHORT LINE RAILWAY&

Report of Committee of Whole on resolution (p. 1658)
providing for the construction of a railway between a point
of junction on the New Brunswick Railway at or near Ilar-
vey, New Brunswick, and a point of junction with the
Intercolonial Railway at or,»ear Salisbury, New Brunswick,
or somewhere between Salisbury and Moncton, was read the
first time.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that the said resolu-
tion be now read the second time and concurred in.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). It is to be regretted that this
miatter, which is one of great importance, involving a large
expenditure of money, should be brought before this flouse
at this last hour of the Session when many members are ab-
sent and when necessarily, owing to the anxiety of the mem-
bers to loave, the discussion must be short. But I feel that
in a case of this kind which so greatly affects the interests of
the Province of New Brunswick, and of the city and county
I have the honor to represent, it is.my bounden duty to ask
the attention of the House for a few minutes while I discuss
the matter. The hon. the junior member for Halifax (Mr.
Renny) has spoken as if it were a matter of agreement.
When the ltervolonial was built on the north shore, it

M10

praetically was of very little benefit to St. John,
as we were obliged to go eastward 100 miles for
the pur pose of getting on the line to Quebec and Montreal.
It was agitated at the time; and, when the Intercolonial
Railway was first brought before the Dominion Parliament,
shortly after Confederation, a strong effort was made to
have that road run by the valley of St. John, the route
which is now formed by the Témiscouata Railway and the
New Brunswick Railway, and to run in tbat way to St.
John and Halifax. The hon. member for Northumberland
(Mr. Mitchell), who was at that time a member of the Gov.
ernment, interested himself in getting a road carried by the
north shore instead of by the valley of St. John. I do not
blame my hon. friend from Northumberland for that, because
ho was acting in the interests of those who had sent him
here, but I do blame those who had the interests of St. John
at that time to defend, for having stood by and made no
effort to have the road constructed on a line which wonld
have been the proper one, in justice not only to the Do.
minion, but to the Province, a line which, if it had been
adopted, would not only have saved a large amount of the
money which was expended on the north shore route, but
would probably have saved the expenditure on other rail-
ways which have had to be aided in consequence of that
railway being constructed in that direction. After the
railway was finished, it was naturally felt that in
the western portion of New Brunswick it was of very
little benefit. We were geographically situated 300
or 400 miles nearer to Montreal and the western
Provinces than Halifax, but by that road we were only
about 100 miles nearer. This agitation was continued down
to 1884, when the present High Commissioner, who was thon
Minister of Railways, brought forward a scheme with
respect to the Oxford and New Glasgow lino, which ho con-
tended would form a link in the great international road
runniug from the west to Louisburg, as the nearest and best
port for the eastern point of departure for Europe. The
members from New Brunswick aud Nova Scotia felt a deep
interest in that, and in having a shorter communication,
and in 1884 a subsidy for that lino was placed before Parlia-
ment. My hon. friend, the junior member for Halifax
(Mr. Kenny), seems to think that the members from New
Brunswick at that time favored a vote of $300,000 a year
for 30 yeara, to build a lino from Montreal by way of Matta-
wamkeag, as the shortest line to Moncton, and now ho says
we are going back upon ourselves in opposing the present
proposition. What was the proposition thon pnt forward ?
This is dated the 13th March, 1884:

" We, the underaigned members of the Parliament of Canada from the
Maritime Provinces, would urge upon the Government the extreme desi-
rability of taking immediate measures for procaring the extension or
connection of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, from Montreal to or with
tbe following porta of tbe Maritime Provinces, to wit: St. Andrewi, St.
John, Hatitax and Louisburg, by the shortest practicable line, and having
reason to believe that the appropriation of $300,000 per annum for 20
years to whatever company may have satisfied the (Government of their
ability to promptly complete the lie, will secure the immediate con-
struction of this important work, request that Government be asked to
make provision for iuch a subsidy."

You will see there that the application thon made was not
for a line from Montreal vid Harvey to stop at Moncton,
but it was or a short line by the most practicable route to
the ports of St. Andrew's, St. John, Halifax and Louisburg.
At that time L-nuisburg was put forward, not only by the
the inister of Railways, now the ligh Commissioner,
but 1 find that the First Minister thon said:

" My hon. friend, in moving the resolution, has stated that we look
forward to Louisburg being the great Atlantic port for Canada some
day or other, that it is the port nearest to Europe, shortening the distance
to Europe, and there are great expectationsby those who have considered
the question-for instance, certain men such as the president of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, Mr. Stephen, who is very enthusiastic on
that point, believe that will be a :oint of departure eventually for fiest-
class steamers carrying passengers from the Atlantic States as weil au
trom canada tO Europe,
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That statement was put forward, and it was vith that view, ! bnild tlis bne. 1 mav ssy ihat ft ihat lime the present
ard with the intention of doing justice to ali parties, that menber for Gnysborough (Mr. Kirk) moved that lhey
this memorandum was sent in for the whole line, and not, should commence work smiraneiusIy at boih ends. The
as put forward by the junior member for Halifax (Mr. lIon. Mr. Burpee of New Brunswick, and Mr. Ray, Mr.
Kenny) for a road only to Moncton. Upon that statement, Vail and Mr. Fvi bes, members from iNova Scotia, voted for
the subsidy was granted in that year. Sir Charles Tupper the motion. But it was Iost, snd the Government refused
brought down a resolution as follows:- to enter into an undertaking of that hind.I may mention

"For the construction of a line of railway connecting Montreal with that in August, i885, engineors had been sent down to
the harbors of St. John and Halifax by the shortest and best practicable make what is called a prelininary survoy of the lino bc-
route, asubsidy not (xceeding $;70,00 per annuum for 15 years, or tween llarvey and Moncton. The report of those engineers,
a guarantee of a like sum for a like period as interest on bonds of the which is datcd January ISth, 1816, is on file in the uffice of
company undertaking the work." the Minister of Railways. The Dominion Government thon
That was the resolution brought down in 1884, and the entered into an arrangement by which thoy divided the
House will observe that it is simply for a lino of railway subsîdy, by Order in Council dated i4th June, 1886; they
connecting Montreal with the harbors of St. John and gave 671,00 to the first section, $115,5:O to tho second
lalifax. On that occasion, the report of the Chief Engi- section, and 863,400 to the section between Harvey and

neer was put in, and I allude to that now because, when IMoncton. Ât the time they made that provision, the Gov-
corne by-and-bye to deal with the question of cost, that will ernment considered that that amount was sufficiently ample
be very important. Sr Charles Tupper said, that the Chief to induce a company to core in and build the railway.
Engineer had reported as follows:- That amunt was appropriated, as I said, with at the know-

" For the construction of the western section, a grant of $140,000 per ledge of tho facts; the Government hal fnlly consi-
annum for 15 years be made for a guarantee, or a similar sum asinterest dered that subsidy and thougbt it Eufficient. Whon
on the bonds of the company undertaking the work tor 15 years, in aid we compare the subsidy of 1884 with the subsidy
of the construction of the shortest and best line to be found from Mon- in 1885, we find that the last subsidy was larger
treal to St. John and Halifax, in accordance with the resolution of last
year, appiopriating aid to the International Railway.''anthe forterand No,0th-W estenoRtoway rcoot

That was the idea of the Chief Engineer at that time, that with the contract and finished the first and second sections
a subsidy of 6140,000 would be amply sufficient. The motion to Mattawamkeag. Then an agreement was entered into
ot Sir Charles Tupper gave 8170,00l for 15 years for the by which the Intorngtionat road was transforrod to the
short route simply to St. John and Halifax. The next year, Atlantic and North-Western, and the Canadian Pacifie
in 1885, it appeared that that was not sufficient, and thon Railway leased it in perpetuity, aecordirg to agreement
for the first time the members for Halifax raised the con- made in December, 1886, between the Government of
tention that the short line should bo brought across the Canada and the Atlantic and North-Westorn and the
country, and, while endeavoring to get the subsidy, those Canadian Pacifie Railway. In this agreement the Canadian
gentlemen insisted on the line being constructed from Pacifie Railway became Lo party to any contract to build
.larvey to Moncton. After considerable discussion, that the road or te base what is called the third section, but
was agreed upon, and 8150,000 was granted, being, as hon. they simply became the lesce of the road in perpetnity.
gentlemen will see, about 880,000 additional to the amount Sueh is the position of affairs. The Government have a
which was granted in 1884. At that time, it was agreed contract xiîh the International Railway Company which,
that the lino should be run from Harvey vid Fredericton after the whole Atlantic and North-Western was subsidised,
and Salisbury, to be built by the company. I may say, in-romains to day in fuit force and effeet. Therefore the
passing, that, after this agreement had been entered into, Governmont have no right to come forward and say that
and the subsidy had been proposed, a Mr. O'Sullivan, an tho Atlantic and North-Western are not in a position to
engineer, undertook to show a more practicable and a build and that the Canadian Pacifie R titway will net do it,
shorter route, and another point ho put forward was that that the Canadian PacifieiRailway are under no obligations
this other route would keep the lino altogether on Canadian to do it. Lt appears now that the only objoot the aovorn-
boil, insteai of it baving to go through the State of Maine. ment eau have in ceming in and releaeing the Atlantic
A large publie meeting was held in flalifax on June 20th, and Nurth.Wes'ern from the contreet, is simply to
1680, at which the junior member for 1alifax (Ur. Kenny) redeem a statemint mado by Sir Charles Tupper to
was present, and telegrams were sent up here urging upon the hon. membor for Halifax at the tirne ho was opposing
the then representatives of Halifax County to abandon this the motion of my hon friend (Mir. KÙ'k) when ho statod
scheme. I mention this now because the hon. member for that that agiooment was entered into by the Canadian
lialifax undertakes to say that we are bound under this Pacifie Railway. The Ministar of Publie Works also made
arrangement. When the Hatîtax people discovered that a statement in 1885 of a similar purport. Such, however,
thore was a shorter route which would bring tnem within doos not appear to have been the case. As was pointed ont
70 miles of St. John, they were ready at once to repudiate by the hon. membor 1or Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell),
that arrangement, and instructed their representatives to it may have been a mistake, because the Atlantic
abandon the road. I must say, in justice to those gentle- and North-Western was eonsidered to bc a sort of adjanot
men, that they did not recognise this arrangement, but stoed to the Canadian Pacifie Railway. Be that as it may if a
by the agreement they had made. And so I say in re- mistake has occurrod, if now it fa known that no sucl
gard to this matter, let that agreement remain, let that centract was entered into, I say that is no reason why the
road b. built under the terms set down, because thon we present Govern -nent should niw stop in and embark upon
will be put on equal terms, and thon it wil ho left to thu au enterpriso of which îhey know net the end, and thoy
energy and enterprise of the people of St. John to take ad. know nt the cost or the acivantage. They propose to baud a
vantage of the facihties afforued. But 1 point ont that this road whioh is entiroly useless and certainly ongbt to b.
places us at a disadvantage, that the Gtovernment have avoided at the present time, when wo are begînning to
deliberately gone to work and placed that lino be-' practico oconomy. As I have said, the surveys are simply
tween .liaiifux and Moncton so as to give an unfair preliminary and do net at ail show the expense that the
cumpetition as between the two lines. Now, such was road is likely te cause, nor the diffieulties of an engineering
the history of this matter until we find that a con- eharactor which it will encountor. Any porson reading
tract was made on the 14th of' December, 1885, between the report wîU se. that thore are very serions-diffieulties
Ine international Railway Company and lier Majesty, 1.0botlatrtgf£muvey and i tarLing frooe aliary.

Ho. W.oLBrOua(bt. JonRn).
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Now, I take the road and I take the figures which I find in and by utilising the Prederieton and St. Mary's company's bridge over
the report, and I think that a careful perusal of the report the St. John River) at $18,000 per mile."
will show that the intention was to cross the river But that is not th ) kind of road it is agreed to construot,
at a lower point where the grades will be easier The standard of road agreed upon is that of the Intercolo-
By that survey we fnd it is 119 miles. We may fairly nial Railway botween Truro and Moncton, and not a section
allow 10 per cent. addifional for changes necessary to avoid of the New Brunswick Railway. Little reliability can be
difficulties, and that will bring the distance up to 121 or 1.2 placed on railway estimates, as members of this House
miles. The distance by the present road is 141 miles. That well know. The St. Charles Branch, which extends a dis.
makes a difference of between 9 or 10 miles. No person has tance of only 14 miles, was estimated to cost 8350,000, but
been able to come forward and say that the difference will it bas cost $1,300,000. The Pictou Branch, 30 miles in
be any more. It is true the Minister has said it was 27 length, was estimated to c st 8300,000, but to-day over
miles, but ho bas not the slightest data upon which to base $500,000 have been expended; and if there is so much diffi-
bis assertion. The statement made by Mr. Van Horne culty in obtaining a correct estimate for a short road, how
gives a difference of 14 miles. The Canadian Pacific Rail- much greater is tho difficulty with regard to a road 120
way, however, with interest secured by the Government on miles long. I have no doubt the cost of the road will be
a capital equal to 82,000,000, refused point-blank to build from $3,000,009 to 84,000,000. It is true we have the
the road, and now the Government come down and under- statement of the hon. mem ber for York (Mr. Temple), that
take it before anything is ascertained as to cost, as to be would undertake to build it for 82,000,000. No doubt
whether it will prove advantageous, without the necessary he would do so, with the prospect of obtaining half
information relating to surveys, in fact before surveys have a million for the bridge, and ho would undertake
been made, and withont ascertaining whether existing facil. to land the Government at Cariboo Plain, at the
ities for carrying freight are not ample. The Government head of Grand Lake, for $2,000,000 at least. If
bave entered into this agreement to build theroad, no matter the Government are going to build this road, they should
what the cost may be, and to build it to the satisfaction of first have a sufficient guarantee from reliable companies or
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, the road to be reliable parties that the road will not cost over $2,<0O,000.
equal to the Intercolonial Railway between Moncton and If that is not donc, lot the Government adhere to the origi.
Truro, and to be subject to the satisfaction of the Canadian ral scheme to guarantue 86 1,000, and lot those who build
Pacific Railway, and if not satisfactory to them the question the road own it and stand on eqlual terms with us, but do
bas to be left to the arbitration of a comp-tent engineer not lot St. John and New Brunswick be handicapped by a
appointed by the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of contraet mnade in perpetuity ftr the purpose of diverting
Canada. In addition, the Government have undertaken to the traffle from that portion of the Dominion, and for the
secure a bridge across the St. John River and lase it to the purpose of destroying the onergies of the people of New
company at a nominal rate. The Government have em- Brunswick and of the people of the county which tihe
barked on this undertaking without obtaining the slightest Minister of Finance represents. I should like to know how
reliable information in any shape or form. The Canadian the Minister of Finance is going to defond the action of the
Pacific Railwav are given faciliiies and advantages to com- Government before his contituents in running this lino
pete with the Intercolonial Railway, and they are bound through a part of the country which is not fit for sottle-
band and foot to the Canadian Pacific' Railway in this mat- ment, and in constructing it so that it draws away the
ter, and they give that company advantages and facilities traffic from the most fertile part of the Province.
over the Intercolonial Railway which other companies are Mr. POSTE R. Come up next summer, thon you will see.refused, and the effect will be to cause the company to use
that line to the detriment of the city of St. John, to whieh Mr. WELDON (St. John). I think the Minister of
the Government is as much pledged to take the short line Finance will roceive from his constituents a reception
there as it is to Halifax or any other port in Nova Scotia. worthy of the occasion.
It is stated tbat a company is ready to build the road, that Mr. POSTER. I always do.
the Fredericton and St. Mary's Bridge Company are ready
to construct it for 82,000,000. But who form thatcompany, Mr. WELDON (St. John). I think you will find that
and what stock have they subscribed ? It is stated that the people of 8t. John as weil as your own constituents wilI
they expended 8375,000 in building the bridge at not thank the Minister of Finance for destroying the legiti-
Fredericton ; towards that amount they have received mate traffic which should run through the most fertile part
830,000 as a gift, 8295,000 bas been advanced by the of that Province. We have been betrayed in St. John time
Government, making $300,000, and that leaves $45,000, and and time again. We were induced into Confederation by
it is rumored that they have not paid that amount. It bas the great idea that we were to be the Liverpool of America,
been stated that there is another company ready to build but to-day our people have cause to bitterly regret placing
the road. It is true that a few days ago a company was in- faith in those promises. With regard to the Lutercolonial
corporated by the Provincial Government to build a railway Railway, as I said before, my friend from Northumberland
from Harvey to MonctGn. That possibly may be the road (Mr. Mitchell) was powerfui enough in the Cabinet to carry
indicated. The people are, however, strangers and foreigners the line along the shore, admittedly not for the commercial
in this country, and we do not know anything about their purposes of the road, bat for the benefit of his own consti-
financial position. I protest against the Government em- tuents. I do not blame him for that; I rather honor him
barking in this undertaking, unless with a reliable company, for that energy in carrying ont that project, but I do blame
which will give sufficient guarantee that they will complete the men to whom the interests of St. John were then en-
the road. Here we are without surveys and without state- trusted, and who stood coldly by and allowed those
monts on which any man can estimate the cost of the road. interests to be sacrificed. This line now under discus-
It is true we have a letter, written on April 8th, by Mr. sion is another blow at the city of St. John, and it
Collingwood Schreiber. It reads: is the worst of all. If the Government had built that

"I have the honor to report that upon a careful examination of the road according to the original arrangement, we were
plans of the preliminary survey of the proposed line of railway between prepared to stand by it, but we cannot compote with
Harvey and Salisbury, and from general knowledge in regard to the it under the conditions now imposed which will handieap
country traversed, and after fully conidering the matter, I estimate the us in the race for commerce We have suffered a good
approximate cost ofcountruting a road (equal in every renect to the
g"tion of the New Brunswick R"iway between Harvey and St. John, mauy times iun New Brunswick. Tho hand ef Frovidonoo
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bas struck us several times in St. John ; fire and fire again
bas devastated our city. The last fire there, in proportion to
the size of the city, was one of the greatest conflagrations
which ever took place in America. We have survived all
that, for our people are energetic and willing to work and
prosper. Give us fair play in regard to this railway, and we
are prepared to compete on friendly or unfriendly terms
with Halifax or any other port, but handicap us, and we
cannot compete, and I believe our people will resent it.
There is a feeling of unrest for a long time with regard to
our treatment by thie Dominion, and I think this will tend
to increase this unrest, and intensify the wish to seek con-
nection with another country. I believe that the position
which the Government has nos taken will intensify that
feeling of unrest in the Lower Provinces, and before long
yon will hear of a cry for repeal of the Union or a desire to
seek refuge in another country. I move in amendment:

That the said resolution be not now agreed to, but it be resolved, that
no action should be taken by this House authorising the construction
by the Government of Oanada of another line of railway between Harvey
and Salisbury or Moncton until a proper survey of the proposed line
and reliable estimates of its probable cost are laid before Parliament,
and until time bas established that the existing line of railway between
the points named is not sufficient to meet the demands of passenger and
freight traffic."

Mr. ELLIS. I do not propose to say more than one word,
and it is just this, that the membere who are supporting the
Government from the Province of Ontario and from the
other Provinces cannot have fairly looked into this matter,
or they would not support this proposition at all. All the
circumstances of the case have been pointed out, all the cir-
cumstances which will arise in the future to the great in-
terests which are involved in this question, so far as il
affects the Maritime Provinces, and which are of so serious

He went at great length into the subject to show that this
line was the shortest-that, taking the curves and grades
into consideration, it was the best line that could be adopted ;
and the anxiety which hon. gentlemen opposite expressed
on that occasion was not that this portion should not be
constructed, but that atter the line was constructed as far as
Mattawamkeag this portion of the line might be abandoned.
The hon. member for Guysborough (Mr. Kirk), in speaking
on this subject, used this very strong language:

" When the road is built to Mattawamkeag we have oonnection, but
the Short Line is not complete unless it is built to Harvey, Fredericton,
and Salisbury. Unless this section is built, the road will be of no
earthly use to the Province of Nova Scotia or to the city of ialifax."

That language was used in moving an amendment, which
reads as follows:-

" That the report be not now considered, but be referred back to the
Committee of the Whole for the purpose of amending the Bill by provid-
Ing that the work on the sections of the line between Harvey, Fredericton
and 8alisbury shall be begun and prosecuted simultaneously with the
portion of the whole line west of the boundary between New Brunswick
and Maine."

Hon. gentlemen opposite, I believe, unanimonsly supported
that amendment in the House.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I beg your pardon. I voted
against it. Yon will find my name recorded in Hansard on
both sides; but in the Journals you will find my name re-
corded against that resolution.

Mr. WOOD (Westmoreland). I certainly find it among
the yeas on that occasion.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). And among the nays too. It
is a misprint in Bansard, where I am recorded among both
the yeas and the nays, but in the Journals I am recorded
with the nays.

a enaructer LHaL ny mri nu unvtg îu meuuîUanaiulnli t rI Mr. WOOD (Westmoreland). However it may be withand in his mind a consideration of the future of this coun- the hon. member for St. John, I think it is a good answertry would hesitate before he would vote to build another rail. to the remark of the hon. junior member for St. John, thatway p'arallIel to the Intercolonial Railway to the Province of the members from Ontario and Que bec should not support
New Brunswick for the purposes for which this railway is this measure now, to say that they supported on that occa-
to be constructed. The whole expenditure of the money is sion a resolution as strong in its terms as the one I have
an extravagance; the circumstances are bad; and it 1s such read. I believe, too, that there would have been a muchan evidence of misgovernment which no man who desires larger vote in favor of that resolution had it not been forto do his duty by the country would support if he fairly the very positive assurances given to the House by theexamined it. Government that they would undertake to see that this por-

Mr. WOO D (Westmoreland). I wish to say merely one tion of the line now under consideration was constructed.
word in reply to the hon. gentleman who has just ad- Now, Sir, it is incomprehensible to me at lest how hon.
dressed the Hlouse. He has said that the members from gentlemen who supported that motion can now advocate the
Ontario and Quebec could not, if they properly abandonment of this portion upon the ground that the sav-
understood this measure, vote in favor of it. It ing of distance is trifling, and that its construction will
appears to me, however, that the gentlemen who are involve an unnecessary expenditure of money. Hon. gen.
opposing it at the present time have furnished no tlemen, too, have stated that they would have been satisfied
sufficient reason for the changed attitude which if the company had built the road under the original
they have assumed towards the construction of this line arrangement. Now, I claim that the fact of the company
since 1884 and 1885. ion. gentlemen, it appears to me, failing to carry out their contract does not in any way re-
must forget the circumstances upon which the Government lieve the Government or Parliament from the responsibility
and Parliament were first committed to the construction of of completing this enterprise. It is true if it were an open
this lino. When first submitted to t.he House, as the hon. road, and aid were given by Parliament towards its
senior member for St. John (Mr. Weldon) stated, the pro- construction, and if the company undertaking to build
position was to construct the shortest and most practicable it failed to carry out their arrangement, Parliament
line between the city of Montreal and seaports of the Mari might be relieved. But that would be a wholly dif-
time Provinces. A discussion arose during the Session of feront case. The road was undertaken, not as a local
1884 as to the course the line should take, and an amend- road, but as a part of a great national work, and the
ment was moved and adopted that the question should be money given was not simply to aid in its construction,
submitted to the decision of competent engineers. During but to secure its construction. In 1884, a subsidy of 8170.
the season following a number of surveys were made, and in 000 a year for 15 years was given. In 1885, it was
the Session of 1885, when those surveys were submitted shown that that was wholly inadequate, and a subsidy of
to Parliament, the Government decided that the line which $250,000 a year, for 20 yeare, was given, which, practically,
it is proposed to construct now was the line which would was double the amount of the firet subsidy. The principle
best conform to the conditions of the resolution of 1884, and acted upon by the Government and Parliament was that
which under all the circumstances was the best and shortest this was part of our great national1highway, and tat it ws
practicable line. The Minister of Public Works, when intro. the duty of Parliament to .se. tat it was coestnueJid, and
ducing the measure, gave the results of the surveys in detail. i to vote-whatever money was necessary for its oonstruction.

Ma. WELDON (St. John).
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Now, the hon. senior member for St. John has said that the knows there is already a road running from Montreal to St.
Canadian Pacifie Railway Oompany did not consider this John and Halifax, and he knows the proposition of the
link worth building, that they were not favorable to its con- Government is to build over a portion of that lino a dupli.
struction. It is true, the attitude of that company has cate road, and the question is whether our national interest
somewhat changed towards this section of the line; but that requires the expenditure of that large amount to duplicate
is easily accounted for by the fact that the cost of the line this portion of the road. The hon. member for St. John
through the State of Maine has been very much in excess of (Mr. Weldon) tenders this proposition, that the length of
their expectation. if i am not misinformed, that section the lino proposed to be constructed is now unknown. There
bas cost as much as the estimated cost of the whole lino have been no survey, made of this new line. The House
from Montreal to Moncton, and it is not to be wondered at, was led to believe, from the remarks of the right hon. the
under those circumstances, that they may desire to be First Minister the other day, that surveys of the proposed
relieved of their contract. But bon. members will notice lino have been made and laid on the Table. Such is not the
that the principal opposition to the present measure comes case. It cannot be emphasised too strongly and understood
from the hon, gentlemen who represent the city and by the country too clearly that we are asked to embark on
county of St. John. That opposition is entirely local and the construction of a road, the survey of the lino of
soctional in its character. In 1884 and 1885 they which bas not yet been made. It is true that the survey
supported the construction of this lino in its entirety. las been made between the points named, but not
But now, since that portion has been constructed which over the lino of the rond proposed to be built.
gives the section of the Province they represent direct con- The surveys which have been laid on the Table of the
nection with the west, they have cbanged thoir attitude and House are surveys from Harvey to Moncton, crossing the
are opposing the construction of the remaining portion of St. John at Maj->rville. That is a distance of some 10 or
the line. [1do not think that the views of the hon. member 12 miles further down the river than Fredericton, and
for St. John (Mr. Weldon), or the arguments which come the length of the lino by way of Msjr>rville, or the diffioulties
from those who are moved by motives of this character, wili in the way of construction by way of Maj)rville, (-r the
bave very much weight with the independent members of estirmate of the cost of the construction of the rond, offers no
this House. Although the vote for this portion of the lino index of the length or cot of construction by another and
does not receive the unanimous support which it did in 1884 toally different route. You must remem ber, Sir, that the
and 1885, it bas the same merits which it had thon. The House is asked to come to this conclusion upon data sup.
conditions have not changoed. It was never claimed that posed to have been furnished by this preliminary survey
the saving of distance would be more than 26 or Z7 miles. by way of Majorville. If the lino runs by way of Maj>rville,
I believe when the location surveys are made, from all the a new bridge will have to be constructed over the St. John
best information I can get, there will be fully this saving in where the river is much wider. No doubt such a bridge
the distance, and I have every reason to believe tho saving will cost $500,90, but the House is not asked to run a lino
will be somewhat increased. I support this proposition on thore. The surveys made by that lino, therefore, offer no
account of its intrinsie merits, because I believe, in the index of what our expenditure will be over the new lino pro-
opinion of a great many men well competent to judge, this posed. We are asked to build a lino from Harvey to Frederic.
is an important portion ofour great national highway across ton. Lot us seo whether the estimates given the House by
this continent, and, besides that, there is one consideration tho Chief E ogineor are suoh that any credence can be placed
above all others, and that is the importance of preserving the in thom. In 188 1, the cost of subsidising this lino from
honornand thefaith of the Governrment and of this Parliament. Montreil to the sea was estimated at 8170,000 per annum

for 15 years. Whon Sir Charles Tupper came down to
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) It is painfully evident that in the House and asked us to vote this subsidy, ho pledged bis

these, the dying hours of the Session, this important resolu. word that ho had made the most careful examination, that
tion cannot receive that attention to which it is entitled. I ho had taken uint his confidence those who understood
look on this as one of the most indefensible propositions thoroughly the subject, and that ho had informed binseif
ever presented for the approval of this House. Theb hon. to such an extent that ho was able te assure the fouse bo-
gentleman who has just resumed bis seat has charged that yond doubt that this lino coutd ho coustructed undor that
tue opposition of my hon. friend from St. John (Mr. Wel- subsidy et $170,000 per yoar 1er 15 yeans. Upon this state-
don) bas been prompted largely by local considerations. I meut the fouse voted that subsidy, and one short yean had
think the retort might be made against him that bis sup- hardly gene by whon the hon, gentleman m
port of the Bill is prompted purely from local considera. the Bouse and acknowledged that ho was altogother wrong.
tions. But apart from the local considerations which may Ho thon preposod that the subsidy ebouki ha incroasod by
prompt hon. gentlemen who represent the interests placed the sum oet$80,000, mnking $250,000, and that the tom
at antagonism here, namely, those of St. John, Halifax, and sbould ho incronsed frei 15 years te 20. The proposition,
Annapolis, there is a duty incumbent upon the members of in other words, meant an addition of $1,600,00,9te the capi-
this flouse who are not, from the nature of the case, influ- tat value of the original subsidy. That proposition wns
enced by local considerations, to decide this question, net opposed by the vast numbr of mombers on tbis
upon legal grounds, but in the national interest; and when side, wbo argued that it should net bo givon until a
we ask, as men who have no local interest in this matter, proper survey lad been made and propen estimates
whether there are national interests demanding the expen. submitted te the fouse based on thnt survey.
diture of this 84,000,000 or $5,000,000 for the sake of dupli- What did that proposition of Sir Charles Tupper
cating the railway, I think there eau b but one answer involve? W. were told, in the frst place, that a subsidy
coming from those who are not bound to answer other- et the capital vaine ef 61,900,000 would huild the rond.
wise than in accordance with their party leaninge. The The next year w. we told iL would take a snbsidyoetLe
proposition which the hon. momber for St. John (Mr. capital value of 83,400,000 te bnild it. That subsidy wns
Weldon) seoms to me an eminently reasonable one; in- voted by the majority ef this liuse, and whnt was the
volved in it there are three or four statements of facts. resuit? The resuit wns that, in 1886, tbe Chef Engineor
First, that there is to be a duplicate rond. The hon. gentle. of the Govrnment took that subsidy and dividod it into
man talks about our constructing this great national high- tlree parts. We need net coucern ourselves now witb the
way from Montreal to the sea, but he knows that we have part ho appropriated for the other portions et the lino; but
at present already, or will have in the course of a week orw. know tle part ho nppropriated for the construction of
two at the furtlint, that national -highway completed. Ho te lino now befoen tt Hewous athe lino from Harvey to
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Moncton, which part amounted to $63,000 of the $250,000.
On the 14th June, 1886, an Order in Council was passed, on
the recommendation of the Chief Engineer, appropriating
for this section of the road between Harvey and a point on
the Intercolonial near Salisbury, $63,400 a mile. Now, what
value can ho attached to that report of the Chief Engineer
and the action that the Government took upon it? At that
time the Chief Engineer had before him the preliminary sur-
veys which had been made of this route by way of Majorville.
With these surveys inb and, ho estimated that $63,000 a
year for 20 years, would ho sufficient to construct that road,
or to pay the interest on a capital value of 8700,000. That
was the estimate made by the Chief Engineer in 1886,
when ho had before him the surveys and the estimates of
the surveyors. To.day ho comes before the House, and has
not one solitary bit of information more than ho had when
ho made that estimate, and yet ho tells us now that the
constrrction of that road will require nearly three times
as much money as he estimated in 1886. We are now told
that it will take 816,000 a mile to construct that road, that
the distance is 113 miles, and consequently, supposing its
length- does not exceed that, the expenditure will ho,
without counting the bridge, 81,808,000. The Chief
Ehgineer pledged his word in his report to the
Executive in June, 1886, when ho had the surveys
before him, that the road could hob auilt for 863,000
a mile. The cost at that time was supposed to be, in
all, 8700,000. Now the same officer reports that it will
cost $1,808,000. If it is built by way of Fredericton, we
will have nearly a miilion more to pay for the bridge,
making about two millions and a hilf, assuming that the esti-
mateis correct. Bat are there any data for that assumption ?
Those who are acquainted with Fredericton, and we have
had it stated also by the hon. member for St John (Mr.
Weldon), are aware that, owing to the bigh land west of
Fredericton, it will be impossiile to reach that bridge which
the Government have bought from the hon. momber for
York (Mr. Temple) without making a detour of at last 8
or 10 miles. They meet the Naswaak River in that way,
and they will have another bridge to construct, which will
be nearly as costly to bui d as tbis, and that is not estimated
at all. It is rumored that the Government are not going
to build that bridge. If not, they will have to make a
detour of another 12 or 14 miles, and that will make the
length of the road from 130 to 140 miles. We have now a
road 141 miles in length, and I wish to know why the
House should ho asked, in the absence of information, to
lengthen the lino, or without accurate information as to
the cost of the lino to indulge in a large expenditure to
construct what will simply ho a lino parallel to the present
one. I do not speak in the interests of St. John or of Halifax.
I speak in the general interests of the country, but it does
appear to me that St. John is being sidetracked for some
reason or other, and is not being fairly dealt with. I say,
speaking from the interests of the Dominion at large, that
this vote is indefensible, that, with the information. before
the House, it is more than indefensible, it is shameful and
disgraceful that the House should enter into an unknown ex-
penditure on 130 or 140 miles of rail way running parallel to
a road they now possess. I have watched to see if hon.
gentlemen opposite would advance a single argument in
support of this proposition. The lon. member for West.
moreland (Mr. Wood) has indulged in some reerimination
as to what was suggested three or four years ago, and has
asked if the Opposition were not pledged to what took
place thon. If the Opposition were pledged to anything at
that time, it could only be to that expenditure. Now we
are entering upon an expenditure which is nearer $7,000,-
000 than the amount thon spoken of, 8700,000. I say it is
a disgrace to the Government that proposes it, and will be
a disgrace to the House that votes it.

Ur. DÂvIas (P.E.L)

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I have been looking over this
agreement with the Canadian Pacifie Railway in relation to
this nndertaking, and I have again to express my regret
that the Government should have confined themselves so
entirely to the Canadian Pacific Railway in regard to the
running powers ihey are giving over that branch to Monc-
ton. It must be in the interests of the Maritime Provinces
generally that railways which have the means of building
or extending their lines should be in a position to use the
Government lino when they can, but, as far as the Salisbury
branch is concerned, it appears that the Government intend
to give to the Canadian Pacific Railway the sole running
powers. I do not know whether they may consider that
they will be exonerated by the clause that provides that, if
the Government permit any competition with the lessee,
thon the lessee shall be granted corresponding conces-
sions. That may be only on the road from Moncton into
Halifax, but the principle, if there is any principle in the
arrangement at ail, would, in my judgment, apply to the
whole Government road, and to the undertaking which we
are now considering. I look upon it as of the greatest im-
portance that the Government should be able to deal with the
Grand Trunk Railway Co. when they have completed their
road and are able to make their connection with this branch.
The full advantage of this would be obtained if, as doubtless
they will, the Grand Trunk should require running powers
over the Rivière du Loup branch, which is not now used to
its fullest extent, and therefore, if the Government could
give runnirg powers to the Grand Trunk over the branch
we are now considering, and could also give running powers
over the Rivière du Loup branch, it would largely be in the
interest, not only of the Maritime Provinces, but of the
whole country. This discussion bas taken a different range
to-day from that which it did yesterday, and hon. gentle-
men seem to forget-and particularly the hon. member for
Westmoreland (Mr.Wood)-that we are placed in this posi-
tion to-day in consequence of the want of proper foresight
on the part of the Government That bon, gentleman says,
the faith of Parliament is pledged to this undertaking. The
faith of Parliament was piedged to an expenditure of $250,-
000 a year, which it was said was suffioient to construct the
lino, and, had the Government exercised ordinary business
care, and had they made their arrangements on business
considerations, there is no doubt the road could have
been built without its being necessary for therm to come
to Parliament to-day and ask for a larger grant.
Therefore if the road has not been built unIer the arrange-
ment proposed to Parliament and by the amount placed at
their disposal, the House and the country will understand
that it is entirely owing to the want of proper considera-
tion, and owing to the want of business management and
prudent arrangements in carrying out the arrangements
with the other companies. Thon, again, we have iere the
Atlantic and North-Western Co., who are bound to finish
this road at all events. It was stated in Parliament this
year, that when their charter was extended they were
going to spend a certain sum of money to finish the line
at so much per annum, and that announcement was tele-
graphed to Halifax and to all the Tory papers in the Lower
Provinces, as an evidence that the Governmont were afford-
ing the Atlantic and North-Western Co. the means of koep-
ing their charter alive, and that they were going to carry
it out. While I am in favor, as I have said before, of
having the lino completed, I cannot but regret that the
country is suffering to such an extent through the incom-
potency of the Administration, which las placed us in the
position we are in to-day. Thon, I think that theb hon. mem-
bers from St. John are a little unreasonable in this matter.
Fhey have their short line to St. John, which makes
a road for them about 280 miles shorter than it was before
lis lino was built. The people of St. John should remem-
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ber that by the completion of the lino to Mattawamkeag
connecting with existing lines, they are placed about 2b0
miles nearer Montreal than they were before this short line
to Mattawamkeag was built; whereas the people of Hali-
fax are only placed 80 miles nearer. Then, again, the
people of St. John are placed by this arrangement 859
miles nearer to Montreal than Halifax is by the Inter-
colonial Railway, and one would think that they would be
satisfied with such a large mileoge in their favor as 359
miles over the Intercolonial Railway from Halifax to
Montreal, or 277 miles from Halifax to Montreal by the
way of St. John. I think the people of St. John are at
least a little unreasonable, and that they have not dealt
with this matter in the light in which I would have ex-
pected to see them deal with a public matter of this import-
ance. If there is any advantage in being 277 miles nearer
by their own route to Montreal, or 359 miles nearer than
they are by the Intercolonial Railway, why, the city of St.
John ought to enjoy that advantage, and therefore they
are not reasonable in putting it upon the ground on
which they have -placed it to.day. The hon. member
for St. John (Mr. Skinner), in the course of his address,
put the whole blame on the people of Halifax for
having induced the Government to undertake any short
lino there at al]. le seems to think that St. John wants to
have the only advantages which this Act might afford by
the construction of new lines. Well, I am very glad that
St. John bas the advantage which they possess under this
new arrangement, and I think it should be of very consider-
able importance to them, and I repeat that I think that my
hon. friends are very unreasonable in desi ring to obstruct an
arrangement to complete the lino on to Halifax. It may
be that it will not shorten it more than the hon. gentleman
mentioned. If it does not shorten it more than the mileage
they have mentioned, so much the better for St. John and
so much the worse for Halifax. I am not in a position to
say how much this Salisbury and Morcton lino vill shorten
the distance. It bas been estimated by the Canadian Pacific
Railway at about 17 miles ; others estimate it at about 30
miles. Well, 17 or 30 miles are of no great importance, I ad-
mit, but still while the road will accomnodate certain sections
of New Brunswick, and will at the same time shorten the
distance to that extent, I think on that grounds the under
taking is defonsible, although I regret that the action of the
Goverument has placed this country in a position to have
to pay for this road twice. We placed at the disposal of
the Government a sum to complete it once, but which, by
their own mismanagement and want of business ability,
they have lost the advantage of. Now, afier baving failed
in that arrangement, they come down to the House and ask
for a second appropriation. On that ground, I think, as
one of the representatives of this country, it is much to be
regretted, although rather than have the road not built, as
a representative of Halifax, why, I, of course, support the
motion. But I should have been much botter pleased had
I been able to support the motion on other grounds, and to
have seen such arrangements carried out as were reason-
ably contemplated under the subsidy of $250,000 whien
was placed at the disposal of the Government three or four
years ago.

Mr. COLTER. I do not intend to occupy more than a
few moments in discussing this question; I merely wish to
put on record my view, and the views of my constituents,
and the views of a great many who are now living in the
Province of Ontario. I am opposed to all these railway
subsidies. I believe that the railway development of this
country, particularly in the older sections, bas excoeded
altogether the progress of the country, and that we have, in
many cases, railways competing with others when there ie
no necessity for such competition. When we have, as in
this Qse, the Government proposing to subsidise a lin, the

only effect of which is to depreciate the value of the linos
or the property of this country, I believe it is time to call a
halt. Now, if this line had any special local significance,
there might, perhaps, be something allegod in its defence.
[ admit, there m.y be somothing alleged in defence of the
money subsidies proposed, but thon the subsidios are
all of a local character, and have no right to assistance
from the goneral Government. Il they are required
in consequence of the business exigencies of any sec.
tion of the country, lot the people of that section
subsidise them, and let the people of that section pay for
them. I believe that when this country constructed the
Intercolonial Railway, and constructed the Canadian Pacific
Railway, they did ail that was nocessary in order to meet
the national requirements of the people ofCanada. But for
this Government and this Parliament to be called upon to
aid railways such as this, the only effect of which is to
build up a portion of the Dominion at the expense of
another, then I say we are doing something which I believe
to be radically wrong. Thon, if we consider the section of
the country through which this railway passes: on the
west side is the St. John River, whera the people have suf-
fiaient railway accommod-ttions, and tbe, have railway
accommodations by the lino from Woodstock. On the east,
they have railway accommodation at Fredericton, and they
have all the facilities that are necessary to onable tbem to
get thoir produce to market. And further, in order
to get into Fredericton, the lino will have to overcome
a great difference in the level of the land, because to
the west of the city there is a large mountain, and a
convenient grade cannot be obtained unless they make
a considerable detour. On crossing the St. John River there
is the Nashwaak, a considerable stream, and there are low
lands on both sides of ihat river, called intervales, wbich.
will require very extensive and very exponsive bridging.
When we go down further, back of Sheffield, we have a
barren section of country, a section which can never supply
any local traffic to this road. Sheffield is cut off by low
lands lying back of it. It is, therefore, evident that the line
bas no recommendations whatever on local grounds.
When we consider that all this expenditure is to be incurred
simply to shorten the route by a distance variously esti-
mated at from 2 to 30 miles, that we incur all this expendi-
ture for that and for no other purpose, simply to save a few
minutes, less than one hour, in transit from Halifax to
Montreal, and we are entering upon an expenditure, the
amount of which is uncertain, and which, therefore, must
be taken to be much greater than we have any idea of atthe
present time, especially judging by the expenditures made
on Government railways in the past. Whon we take into
consideration all these circumstances there should be a halt,
and I feel it my duty to enter my most solemn protest
against any undertaking of this kind.

Mr. MULOCK. I think that before the House assents
to this proposition it is entitled to receive more accurate
information than has been furnished, and this question
should have been submitted at an early stage of the Session
when there was a fulliouse. Why is this proposition
brought down at this late hour, when more than half the
people's representatives have left for their homes ? The
very fact that it is brought down bore at this hour of the
Session, when the Ministers think, probably, that the louse,
wearied of discussion, will snbmit to the demand rather
than prolong the Session, is sufficient to convince any
reasonable man that the measurebas no merits. If itcould
stand the light of day and public criticism, why was it not
brought down months ago, when it might have received
that consideration it ought to have roceived ? What ie
involved in it? No man can tell. The First Minister will
not pledge bis reputation as to the outside cost to the
country. Are our finances in that position that we
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can take a leap in the dark, as is proposed hure?
Is every other part of the Dominion so well sup,
plied with railways that the time has now arrived
when we should duplicate them in the older parts
of the country ? Is the North- West so well sup-
plied with railway accommodation that they have no
longer any need of assistance ? Is our Treasury so full and
overflowing with money that we can now ask for neasures
to relieve its bursting condition ? Are these the conditions
of the country ? If not, then I think the Government might
well pause before plunging the country into this new and
unwise enterprise. I asked a moment ago, what was the
amount involved. It not only involves the expenditure of a
large sum of money on capital account, but look at the ex.
penditure after completion. The Government openly enter
into partnership with the Canadian Pacific Railway and
undertake to purchase rolling stock in partnership with
that company, and be common carriers with that com-
pany in the running of an express line between Mon-
treal and Halifax. That is an enterprise which should be
conducted by a railway company itself. It is true we have
Government railways as a matter of necessity; but why
shonid the Government go into the railway business when
the Canadian Pacifie Railway itself would be prepared to
run a fast line between Halifax and Montreal without Gov-
ernment interference. Then the Government propose to be-
come rivals to themselves. They enter into partner-
ship with the Canadian Pacifie Railway to become'
competitors with the Intercolonial Railway, a Gov.
crunment railway, and thereby destroy Government
property. The Government proposes to invest not less than
&2,000,000, but the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company have
stated to various members witbin the last few months that
this road could not be built for less than 84,000,000, and if
that was their estimate, a considerably larger bum will no
doubt be expended by the Government. When built it is to
be leased to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Compary for 20
years for $1 a year. The hon. member for Harmilton says
"Question." He desires evidently to stifle discussionu at
this moment. But I do not propose to appr och this q4eLtion
any sooner than the necessities of the case demand. 'Ihe
hon. gentleman and others may seek to obstruct dicseussion,
but in doing so they are not discharging their duties as
members of this House. The hollowress of this concern is
established by the tact that for 20 years the Dominion, on-
an expenditure of $2,000,000, will receive just 81 a year.
That is the financial enterprise of the new-born Financel
Minister. That is the way he proposes to economise, to
restore this country to a healthy firancial position, to build
up our finances, and to again, 1 suppose, float a successful
loan in old England. Not only for 20 yeàr's- is
this to be handed over to the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
but at the end of 20 years the Goveinment are to'r'èöèiveé
an annual rental of 873,400. What is the value of the pro."
mise of a railway company to the Domin ion Governmen
to mature at the end of 20 years ? Look at the history of
this country, and whàt do we see? TÉe G'rand Trunk Rail-
way borrowed vast sums of money from'this country, gir.
ing a first mortgage, and that security g .îdually became
valueless and bas been wiped out. ThU Northern Railway
borrowed a large saiu trom the Dominion, first giving ai
lieu upon the property, and as the exigencies of tie case
justified, political or otherwise, I do not know, so pressure
was brought to bear on the Government, presided over by
the First Minister, and with those in sympathy with him;
The value of the security diminished, until at leàât thé
Go, ernment of the hon. member for East York (Mr. Mac-
kenzie) compromised the claim for a mere trifie. And so it
will be with respect to this arrangement for the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company to pay $73,400 as rent. In other
words, the money we are now expending maybe consideredi
as so mU'li money throwii ålway. Ther ià zl0 us8'dênylngitg

Mr. Muoos,

the fact and trying to humbug the people, for it is
just so much money to enable some of the hon. gentle.
men opposite to go back and face their constituents.
The First Minister knows perfectly well the position, and
he placed the Government in it, not as the result of an
accident. He knows, and members on the Government
benches know, that there was a deliberate release by the
Government of the Canadian Pacifie Railway from the
obligation to build this branch from Harvey to Salisbury.
When Parliament, in 1885, entered into a contract to subsi-
dise the Short Line Railway to the extent of M50,000 a year,
for 20 years, that suai of money was given as one sum for
the completion of one work, and that one work was to build
the line to St. John, and from Harvey, vid Salisbury, to
Moncton; when it was found by the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company that the branch from Harvey to Moncton
was an unnecessary and an unprofitable work, and was of
no use to the company or to the country, they sought to be
relieved from it, and the Government lent themselves to
the scheme and proposed a division of the subsidy. The
subsidy was divided int o three parts, two parts being appli-
cable to the construction of the line as far as St.
John, and 863,000 a year being applicable to the
building of the line from Harvey to Moncton. At that
stage of the negotiations the dealings between the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company and the Government established to
my mind conclusively-and I charge that it would be the
result of an enquiry on the subject-that it was a deliberate
arrangement on the part of the Government at that time to
rel:eve the Canadian Pacifie Railway or any other company
from the construction of the line from Harvey to Moncton,
because they allowed the contract, and all its advantages,
to be transferred to the Canadian Pacifie Railway, leaving
the liability to build from Harvey to Moncton to be assumed
by a company that had no assets. The circumistances show
that thec Government at that time had the deliberate policy
in view of withbolding that information from the people of
the ea>t, and representing that the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way was 6till liable to build the road. Now we are called
upon to redeem pledges made by them; and pledges given
either in ignorance of the situation, or with the knowledge
of the situation. I hold that this House should not be
called upon, under these circumstances, and at this late hour
in the Session, to commit itself to this wildcat scheme. In
view of the condition of the finances of the country, and the
reckless manner in which the Governmont has here-
tofore plunged the country into enterprises of a non.
paying character, in view of the stringency that
prevails in the country, in view of the fact that
the Minister of Finance is adding millions and mil-
lions to our capital account irrespective of this transaction,
in view of thu Lect that our expenditure is greater than
éver'bèfore, in view of the fact that our population is not
increasing as it ought; there is nothing to justify the Gov-
ernment heaping additional burdens on the people unless
there is good grouLd to believe there will be a return to the
people. I believe that if the Governmont be wise or just it
will pause in this seheme, and have correct surveys made
and a full statement of what the line will cost this'country,
so that we can proceed deliberately, rather than they should
spend millions of money to secure the seats of threc or four
members. If that is the object of this proposal, why cannot
they be secured in the samrne way that the support of'the
hon. member for York (Mr. Temple), who owns the bridge
at Frederieton, was secured; It would be a much cheaper
transaction to the country and it would sedure the same
faithful subserviency on the .part of the members. In that
case the whole of the promises were in the future, but in
this case the promises are in the past and the Government
will have to buy those gentlemen over again, or their suc-
cessorg, when the time comes. The transaction is a disgrace-
ful on uand deserves the severe censure of the ountry if il
is persistd in by tho Govriet,
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Mr. GILLMOR. I recognise how unwilling the louse

is, at tbis stage (if the Session, to listen to any lengthened
speeches, but the fact that only a few members are here
does not alter the case, nor does it alter the vote in respect
to numbers, because this Parliament bas ceased to be a de-
liberative body. No one expects to convince members on
the Government benches by any argument which they may
use on the great questions which are introduced into this
Parliament. I will not detain the House long, although I
have a perfect right to speak as long as I choose upon this
question. This is a very important question, and that
members have gone home is no reason why it should not
be thoroughly disoussed. I am surprised, if there is a good
and sufficient reason for this appropriation, that this reason
bas not been given. I know the ability of my hon. friend
the Minister of Finance, and that when ho bas a good case
no man can advocate that case better. From bis locality,
from bis constituency, from the position he occupies in this
Government, from the arnount of money he bas got to fur-
nish to this road if it is built, I say that ho is called upon to
give a reason for this expenditure. Speaking of localities, I
am as influenced as other men are by local considera-
tions. I voted for the subsidy of $250,000 very reluctantly
indeed, but I was influenced to do it from local considera-
tions, and if there was a proposition now to build that short
lino for the $63,400 annually, I would not vote against it
I then thought differently, however, as regards to distances
to be saved, becaue it was variously estimated at that time
that this lino would be from 40 to 50, or even 60 miles
shorter than the existing route. These were the estimates
that were current in the air. The bon. menmber for York
(M r. Temple) told me and ho told the fHouse that ho would
show us how much shorter it was by this proposed linothan
it is by the lino from Harvey to St. John and thence on to
Moncton. Why bas he not shown this to the House ? for the
information that we have before us is very indefinite in-
de-d. This proposed line bas been described by the Prime
Minister as being some 7 miles shorter. I do
not wish to exaggerate, but I am pretty well
acquainted with the country there, as I have had
for many years occasion to drive over from Harvey to
Fredericton on the mail road, and I know ibat you cannot
approach anywhere in the vicinity of the city of Frederic-
ton, to connect with the bridge which is erected there. I
know ibat you cannot get across the St. John River at less
than 10 or 15 miles above Fredericton, for you have to
make a short curve, and come down near Long Spring, and
then down to Fredericton on the shore of the St. John
River. If you build the road on the survey made to Major-
ville, you have got to come that distance up to Fredericton,
because you bave the same physical difficulties to overcome
below the city as you have above the cily. I venture to
predict, that when the surveys of that road are made, that it
will not be 27 miles shorter than the existing route, but the
chances are that it will not be a mile shorter than the road
from St. John. I know that, looking at the map, the
route would appear to be a good deal shorter, but you
cannot overcome the physical difficulties in the way of mak
ing it a shorter route. This question involves a large sum of
money, variously estimated at from 82,000,000 to 84,000,000.
The information is too indefinite; if the Government bave
it, tbey have not communicated it to the House sufflciently
to justify this enormous expenditure. I can understand
the position of the Government; they were bound to carry
out their pledge to build that lino, and I voted reluctantly
foi the subsidy of 8250,000. I istened to the speech of the
hon. senior member for Halifax (Mr. Joues), and with all
due respect to him, I think ho bad botter bave held bis
tongue than to have made the speech ho did. He stated
that no matter if it would only save 10 or 15 or 20
miles, he wanted it built. What for, if ho can reach Hali-
fax by the same distance on other lines already constructed ?
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Why does ho want to involve this Dominion in a f urther
expenditure of two or three, or it may be four million dol-
lars, if ho can get to Halifax as quickly now ? For no
other reason than to take the freight past St. John. The
bon. gentleman may jastify his position to the people of
Halifax. but ho cannot justify to my mind or to the people
of this Dominion, that this money ought to be expended
unless in the public interest. Now, very little bas been
said about the nearest Atlantin Ocean port to Montreal, and
that is the port of St. Andrews. The Prime Minister did
my county the honor of a visit last year, when ho saw
one of the finest harbors ho ever saw, the port of
St. Andrews. I do not know what ho has said
about the Short Lino; but I know what bis col.
leagues, Sir Charles Tupper and Sir Lonoard Tilley, have
said about it. Both of them have gore to pastures green
now; but they both had their summer residences at St.
Andrews for many years, and tbey used te tell the people
there that St. Andrews had the advantage over all the other
ports of the Dominion of Canada, and that it must even-
tually have the terminus; and they asked, Why are you
sending to every Parliament a man to oppose a Govern.
mont that is trying to get this lino for the port of St.
Andrews? Now, I think the Government would have
fulfilled their obligation if they had held these companies
to their bargain to build the lino, but further than that I do
not think there was anything necessary to keep good faith
with Halifax and the other Maritime Province ports. This
short lino bas been a fruitful source of discussion for many
years. How many ocean ports have been promised the
terminus for this great western trade which it was to
develop ? There are the ports of Luuisburg and White-
haven in Cape Breton. The originator of this undi.
taking, the man who has created all this trouble, the
present High Commissioner, bas gone to every one o
those ports, and held out the prospect to them
one after another. At Louisburg and Whitehaven, ho
stood with one foot on sea and the other on solid
land, and told them that the great trade from China
and Japan, the silks, the teas, and the wheat and the corn
from the West, would flow down to Louisburg and White-
haven ; and then ho comes back to Halifax and telle the
people there that Halifax is to be the place. Halifax bas
enough wilhout this Short Lino. You eau go there by the
Intercolonial Railway, or you can go by the lino from
Rivière du Loup, or if you are not satisfied to go that way,
you can go by Mattawamkeag. But does my hon. friend
from Halifax want to spend two or three millions te build
an unnecessary work and to tax the people of the country
for that amount ? There is no argument in favor of it. If
anything reasonable and convincing could have been said
for it, it would have been said by the gentlemen occupying
the Treasury bouches, who eau speak logically ard foroibly
enough if they have a good et se. Then Sir Charles Tupper
would hold hie meetings at St. John and tell the people there
tbat it was the great commercial centre of New Brunswick,
that it had every facility for the terminus and muet have iL.
But after the Short Lino bas been opened, instead of
allowing the ports of St. John and St. Andrews to compote
for this trade, the Government propose to tax the people of
this country to an enormous extent te build this useless
link. It bas corme to be the case now that no man can
speak of economy or make reference to the taxpayers of this
Dominion without being considered childish or imbeoile to
give a thought to the mon who are toiling with all these
burdens on their backs.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, ohl1
Mr. GILLMOR. Oh, yet, it hurts you te consider how you

are going to justify this measure te your constituents. I am
astonisbed that millions should be voted in this way when
our bardons are already very great. No road ought to be
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built which the public interests do not demand. We are that subsidy was voted. We knew nothing about it before,
building ahead of our means altogether. I was reading the and I do hope, for the sake of the people, that before this
other day about a foolish company that undertook to build expenditure is entered into the Goiernment will satisfv
an enormous hotel at Rcckaway, a summer resort in the themRelves thqt the digfance will be shortened ennuLyh
State of New York. The hotel cost 81,500,000, and it had to justify this line. It will have to be a goed deal
999 bedrooms in it, and after it was opened and kept opened shorter than it is to justify that expenditure. I have
for six weeks, it was closed and never opened again. For pointed out the facilities which Halifax has now.
eight years they had a keeper there, but nobody patronised In regard to Fredericton, why should we consider it
it, and they got an auctioneer a little while ago and began to at all, as it is well supplied now with railways. There ais a
seli everything in the hotel. There wore 1,500 soup plates, railway from Woodstock to Fredericton which will soon be
2,000 dinner plates, and 2,000 or 3,000 knives anud forks, a completed. There is on the east side the line running from
range 20 feet long, and several thousand towels, and they Rivière du Loup to Fredericton. This bridge would never
sold everything for little or nothing, as the Intercolonial have been built if it was thought that this lino was going
Railway would be sold now if you could get anyone to to be built. With regard to Moncton, which some hon.
buy it. gentlemen say ought to be considered, why Moncton bas

Mr. MITCHELL. Do not say that about the Inter. been built up ont of the pockets of the people. It is a great
colonial Railway. railway centre, and anyone who knew Moncton before and

b . p knows it now, will know what railways have done for that
Mr. GILLROR. I listened te my hon. friend's speech city. I am sorry to have spoken so long. but T felt that

on this subject, and it was one of the best ho ever made; coming from a county with 27,000 peole, which ha never
but he will not deny the fact that anyone owning the yet had a cent out of the Dominion Treasury, and I doubt
Intercolonial -Railway and losing 8250,000 a year on it, ifit ever shall, I say there is now an ornortunity to carry
would be not only glad to sell it, but would pay people to out Sir Charles Tupper's promise te build up St. Andrews.
take it off his hands.onSiChre uprspoiet ilu t.AdwB

There is no certainty in this matter at all. It has been

Mr. MITCHELL. I would say to my hon. friend that I made a football to serve the purposes of the Government,
believe the Intercolonial Railway can be run to pay all its and we are only following the course of the lamentable pre-
expenses at least, if not more; but if it is run on political cedents that the Government have set.
grounds, it cannot. fHouse divided on amendment of Mr. Weldon (St. John):

Mr. GILLMOR. I believe it can be made to pay a
great deal better than it does. If the Government will
give me the contract of furnishing the oil of the
same quality and at the same price, I will give
them $2,000 a year for the contract. I know enough
about the oil that is used to be able to make that
offer. They are tearing this great building there
down and selhng the fragments. They are rich people
in New York, they have got ahead of the population, and
we are getting ahead of the population, and are investing
millions of dollars a year, all of which must come ont of the
pockets of those who toil. The money will not come out o
the pockets of many of us, for we are not among the toilers;
it will not come from Sir Charles Tupper, or Sir Leonard
Tilley, or Sir John Macdonald, but from the workingmen
of this country. Our exports of fish and lumber and agri-
cultural products are ail produced by the toiling masses,
wh.m we are taxing beyond endurance; and I say, as a
representative of the people, that we have the right, when
any demands of money are made, to know that the public
interest really demands the expenditure before we vote it.
There is no justification for this expenditure. If the road
is 10 or 15 miles shorter, it is only a few minutes
saved; and with regard to this arrangement with the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway, I look upon it as one of the most
prejudicial that could be made to St. John and St. Andrews,
for I believe still that St. Andrews is destined to be a very
important place. I do not feel that I am inconsistent in the
course I am taking. If I make a bad promise I have always
been man enough to keep it, and if I have given a bad
vote I am man enough to stick by it. When the policy of
subsidising railways was introduced, I believed it was one
of the worst we could introduce. I saw in it an engine
that could be and would be worked to its fullest extent for
political purposes. But it brings its own revenge. The
way of the transgressor is bard, and no crime has ever
been committed that has not carried with it its own penalty.
This money will be thrown away if it is voted. The proper
course for us to adopt would be to aseertain first if any con-
silerable distance can be saved, for the only argument that
can be urged in favor of this expenditure is the saving of
distance between Moncton and Harvey, and that is unknown
In fact the very intimation we have now we had before
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Amendment negatived.

Sir RICHARI) CARTWRIGHT. 41 desire to offer
another amendment, which I hope will receive a better re-
ception than that of my hon. friend from St. John (Kr.
Weldon), though I do not think it deserves any more,
inasmuch as I think my hon. friend's amendment should,
in the interest of the country, have been carried. However,
as the louse has now decided that it prefers to construct
this road purely in the dark, there is nothing to be said
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except this, that the House having decided that it will con-
struct this road from fHarvey to Salisbury as a publie work,
it becomes us to consider what ought to be done in the case
of the other lines which no doubt will be desirous, at no dis-
tant day, of making use of this publie work. It is well
known to the House, and particularly to the Minister of
Publie Works and the Minister of Militia, that a road has
been constructed from the neighborhood of Quebec, which
is known as the Témiscouata road, that by this road the
distance from Montreal and Quebec top oints in the Maritime
Provinces, such as St, John and Halifax, vid Moncton, will
be very greatly shortened. By this road the distances from
Montreal to Moncton would beoas follows:-From Montreal to
Rivière du Loup, 288 miles; from Rivière du Loup to Ed
mnndston, 81 miles ; from Edmundston to Salisbury, even
going round by the River St. John, will not exceed 191 miles;
and from Salisbury to Moncton,33 miles,or a total of 572 miles,
as against a distance, even taking the hon. gentleman's own
statement, from Montreal to Salisbury and Moncton, of 534
miles. It is, therefore, quite clear that on this road which
is now in process of construction we could obtain a line to
this identical point which the hon, gentleman desires to
reach which, at the outside, would only be some 25 or 30
miles longer than the road which he proposes to construct
at such an enormous charge to the public. I desire to call
the attention of the House, and the attention of the First
Minister, and particularly the attention of the representa-
tives of the Province of Quebec, the Minister of Public
Works and bis colleague, who ought to be especially inter.
ested in promoting the interests of their Province, to the
fact that this Témiscouata road goes entirely through Cana.
dian territory. It will bring us, within a vory few miles,
by as short a route to Moncton as this so-called Short Lino
Railway, which, as the House knows, passes for a long dis-
tance through the State of Maine, through foreign
territory. We have had proof within a very short
period that the United States are disposed to apply their
Inter-State Railway Law very rigorously to Canadian roads.
They have already, I am told, or I gather from the reports
in the public prints, intimated their intention of interfering
with the traffic passing over the Grand Trunk Railway, by
reason of its American connections, and I call attention to
the tact that the Short Line Railway, as it passes for a con-
siderable portion of its distance through the State of Maine,
is absolutely and entirely at the control of the United
States Government and subject to their law. That being so,
1 say that, if the Government, in opposition to our protests,
will rush blindly into the construction of this road as a
public work, they are bound, in all honor and conscience, to
see that roads which are almost as short, which, in point of
fact, 1 believe will be quite as short, and which will pass al-
together through Canadian territory, should be allowed to
have full running powers over this road which is to be built
at the public cost. I propose to test the sense of
the Bouse on this question. I say it will be an out-
rage if you give to a road which goes througb
American territory, powers which you deny to a road
going thî ough Canadian territory alone; and I say further,
that the interests of the Province of New Brunswick will
be botter served by the extension of this Témiscouata line
whih already goes from Rivière du Loup to Edmundston,
and there, as I understand, is in conneotion with the New
Brunswick lines, by enabling that road to go to Moncton.
But if the Government are determined to put this road
from Harvey to Salisbury or Moncton, then I say, they are
bound, in all honor and conscience, to allow full running
powers over this road to the Témiscouata railway, which
is already constructed for a great portion of the way, and
which may be, under certain conditions, a most valuable
thing in the interests of all Canada. Irepeat, that the Gov-
ernment will be false to their own policy, and will injure
very greatly the future interests of this oountry, if they

hand over to a line which goes through the State of
Maine, and which will be under the control of the United
States, exclusive running powers over this road. Therefore,
as I do not wish to detain the House longer at this stage,
and as the point I desire to make, is one which I think
ought to be perfectly plain to every member of this flouse,
and should commend itself to every member of this House,
I shall, without further preface, move:

That this report be not now received, but that it be declared, that in-
asmuch as the Témiscouata Railroad has already been constructed en-
tirely through Canattian territory, from Rivière du Loup to Edmund.
ston, on the River St. John, and inasmuch as the distance from Montreal
to Moncton is thereby capable of being greatly reduced, and cannot, in
any event, be more than a few miles lu excess of tbe distance by the so-
called Short Line Railway, across the State of aine, and whereas it il
now propose I to construct a line from Harvey to Salisbury, entirely at
the public expense, it is expedient that the said Témiscouata Railway
should be granted full running powers over the said lino from Harrey
te Salisbury.

Mr. MoMULLEN. It is very unfortunate that the louse
should be called upon to discuss this question at this late
bour. If the First Minister had made up lis mind early in
the Session to bring this question before the House, I have
not the slightest doubt that a more extended discussion
would have taken place upon this iniquitous Bill than upon
sny Bill that has been brought before the House this Session.
When you consider the additions that have been built for
the Intercolonial Railway, and the promises that have been
made from time to time by sir Charles Tupper, and when
we come to consider the enormous amounts of money that
the country bas got to give to fulfil those promises, it is
earnestly to be hoped that should an election come on in
the course ot a year or two, if that hon. gentleman is in
London he will be eft there. It is quite apparent to every
man in this House, and it is well known throughout the
country, that every time an election comes on, and
that he goes to the Maritime Provinces, he makes
extravagant promises that Parliament has afterwards to
carry ont, and solely and only in the interest of the
followers of the hon. gentleman opposite. Now, Sir,
we are quite aware that early in the history of this
undertakin, his following in the Province of Nova Scotia
were promised tbe Pictou branch. We know under what
circumstances that branch was promised. We know who
represents the county. We can look back upon the first
election, and we eau remember what a small majority the
hon. gentleman had. We can remember that the next time he
ran for that constituency, he had a largely increased major-
ity, and when he goes back the third time, he is elected by
acclamation, solely because the people of' this country has
spent in the construction of that branch 8535,000, and that
money has been spent for the purpose of electing that hon.
gentleman to Parliament. Then we have still a consider-
able amount of money to spend before that branch is com-
pleted--about a hundred thousand, I fancy, from the infor-
mation given to Parliament, will be required before the
Picton branch is completed. Then we have the extrava-
gant New Glasgow lino. That is another line that is
virtualjy doubling the Intercolonial Railway. The High
Commissioner, in order to make sure not only his own
seat, but the seat of the member for Colchester (bir.
Archibald) and the seat of the momber for Pictou
(Mr. Tupper), made up lis mind that it would
be desirable to build another branch and another short line.
These short linos are very numerous in the Maritime Pro-
vinces. They are all called short linos when they are
started, but when we have got them completed they are as
long as the old linos. The New Glasgow lino was to be 45
miles shorter, anzd we find when it is finished that it is net
45, that it is not even 5 miles shorter, that it is about as
long as the old lino. Now, this line we are called upon to
build is to be a great many miles shorter. The First Minister
stated, I believe, that it is supposed to be 20 or 25 miles
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shorter. The probabilities are that if it turne out in the same
way that the other short lines have turood out, when it is
bilt, if ever it is built, it may be a mile or a mile and a
half shorter, and the country will be called upon to expend
three or four millions of money for the purpose of
producing a line, not because it is a necessity,
not because trade requires it, not because there is a
new section of the country, a valuable agricultural
section, to be devoiuped, but simply because the High
Commissioner, on some occasion, made a promise to
the city of Halifax that that particular road would be
built, and that the Government were going to carry through
the construction of that lineo; and in order to implement ali
these promises that ho had made when ho was on these
election tours, the Government are now bringing down to
the House a measure, in the dying hours of this Session, to
pass through this louse, in order to produce a line in fulfil.
ment of the promise that was made by the High Commis-
sioner. Now, I find that the First Minister has got into a
dilemma over the construction of this line. In the first
place, the city of Halifax sent here a junior member (Mr.
KenLy) and a senior member (Mr. Jones). The junior
mcm ber supports the First Minister, and brings all the influ-
ence ho can in favor of the Government to help them pro-
duce this line, and we find this time that the senior member
has gone with him. I am exceedingly sorry. We have,
at least in that case, one illustration of the tail wagging
the dog.

An hon. MEMBER. Who is the dog?
Mr. McMULLEN. I am sorry to think that my hon.

friend who sits in front of me (M1r. Jones) should have de-
serted bis party for the sake of getting a line. I think that
we should have evidence of the necessity of this line if we
are going to build it at all. Now, I wish to draw the atten-
tion of the House to some facts. In the first place, there is
no certainty whatever as to what the road is going to cost
There bas been no survey, no careful investigation made,
and no estimate made as to what the road wili eventually
cost when it is completed. Thon, again, there is no cer-
tainty as to w bat the length of the road is going to be. In
the thiid place, there is no evidence before tbis House to
show that this road is a necessity. The Intercolonial Rail.
way is able to do all the work. There is no evidence that
that road is overburdened with traffic at the present mo-
ment-fnot the slightest. The only reason, and the sole peg
upon which the whole thing hangs, is that Sir Charles Tup-
per made a promise, and that promise bas got to be imple-
mented. Well, Sir, I do most sincerely regret that the fol-
lowers of the First Minister from the Province of Ontario
and from the west, have got to swallow this most
abominable and ridiculous contract, for it is noth-
ing else. I cannot tell how it is that the First Minister
bas made up bis mind that they shailollow him from time
to time through political mire of this kind. I du not think
there is another man in this Dominion that could get a
following that would stick by him from time to tine through
every job such as this. We have huard a statement from
the hon. gentleman quoted that ho would not give a farthing
for a man that would support him only wheu ho was right,
but ho wants a man thaL will support him whether ho is
right or wrong, and ho appears to have a great many of
thum. i do not think he has taken a very just way of getting
rid of his kickers on this occasion, because i am satisfied
that some wexe disposed to kick bgainst ithis job. But in
order to gui, rid of them ho has sent his whip to work-and
1 amn soiry o tihbk that our whip has consented-and a
great many mon that might have rucorded their vote against
the Firsti Minister have been paired off and paid in full,
and h has sent uthm home. Now, i cannot unuerstand how
the First Mr.iser bas undertakon to do that. i cannot
understand how ho bas a right to send an order to the

Mr. MoM.ULLaI[.

accountant of this House, and that a man should receive
his money in full and go off home in order to escape voting
upon an important question of this kind.

Mr. SPEAKER. Order.
Mr. MoMULLEN. That man can go to his constituents

and say, Well, I happened to be away from the House at
the time that question came up, and I did not vote upon it.
I fancy that bas been the reason why a great many members
are not bore. But I say this question deserves the serious
consideration of all the representatives that are left. It is
an unfortunate thing that the First Minister should persist
in pressing upon this House a question of this kind. Ho
bas enjoyed the confidence of this country for a great many
years; he has had an unswerving following of men who
bave stuck to him through thick and thin, and it does look
as if ho was going to lead them into the mire up to the
neck, and over head, before he leaves them. This is one of
the jobs that I consider the most abominable, and the most
corrupt, and the most unnecessary that have been brought
before this House this Session. I know very well, at least
public report bas it, that there has been a great deal of
dissension among the hon. gentleman's followers in regard
to this particular lino. I bave not the elightest doubt
that there bave been revolt, but still i suppose ho
will keep them all right. An election will come
on in a year or two, and he wants to get two
members from the city of Halifax, and two frcm the city
of St. John. He goes to the St. John's people, and, in a sly
way, says to them, Now, you fellows keep quiet, don't say a
word. I am going to lead those Halifax fellows to under-
stand that I am going to build this line, but I will not do it.
He will go to Halifax and tell them, Now, you support us,
and we will produce that lino. I am making these fellows
from St. John believe that they are going to get the road,
but, of course, Halifax will get the start f them. We only
tell them this in order to keep them quiet. In that way
ho tries to get supporters from both cities. He bas both
members from Halilax now. He bas got the junior mem-
ber supporting the Government and the senior member
opposing the Government. It appears to me that down in
the east a great many people are disposed just to go in what-
ever way the tide runs, and they are disposed to support
the Government if they think they are going to get any.
thing. It appears that is the case in Halifax; it appears
that is the case in St. John. We have seen one man from
there who has continually supported the Government,
with very few exceptions. In this case ho bas gone
against them. I suppose he was afraid ho would
get skinned when ho went home, and that is the
reason he does not go the way he usually goes.
I am sorry that in the dying hours of this Session this
question should bave been brought forward. I have sum-
med up the number of expenditures promised by Sir Charles
Tupper one way or the other, and i find there was the
Pictou Branch, costing 6535,000; the Oxford and New
Glasgow, $1,150,000, virtually a duplication of the Inter-
colonial Railway; the St. Charles Branch, costing about
82,0U0,000, although first estimated at about $500,000, and
i believe all the items are not yet paid. Thon there is the
proposed road which this Parliament is asked to under-
take, which will cost, including the bridge, about $1,000,000.
Tnese suns make a total uf about 8$,450O,OO necessary to
implement the promises of Sir Charles Tupper during the
two last gencral elections. This is the most iniquitous
scherpe, and it reflects upon the integrity of the First
àinister himself. When we consider the financial position
of the country, and that our annual expenditure next
year wiil be up to $40,000,00o for 5,000,000 of
people, when we consider' that we shall have added
8 iO0,t)OU000 to the public debt auring the lait 10
years, the people wiil cry a hait if their iepre-
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sentatives fail to do so. In the face of the present
financial embarrassment of the country, and the embarrass-
ment of the people, the stringent and unsatisfactory condi-
tion of business generally, it is an outrage upon the people
to ask Parliament to expend $4,000,000 to build a wild-
goose road of this kind, a road not wanted, a road built
simply for election purposes, and which, when built, will be
another monument of the folly and absurdity of construct
ing lines of this kind, not because they are wanted, but, be-
cause for politiual purposes, it is necessary to bring people
into line, and secure political support. I hope the day is
not far distant, when the people will open their eyes, and
whoever is to rule them, whether Grit or Tory, I hope they
will set their foot upon such transactions as this, and show
their disapproval and disgust of any party which will sub-
mit such a proposal whioh tends to bring rain and poverty
on the country.

Kr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Much as it is to be regretted that
the country should be committed by the vote given to-day
to &n expenditure of 84,000,000 or 85,000,000 for the con-
struction of a road which seems to me to be quite unneces-
sary, still it becomes our duty, now that the House hasm
committed itself to the expenditure of the money, to see
that no monopoly is given to any one company of running
powers over the road. The interests of Moncton and
Halifax and all the intervening country between those two
points, demand that the road to be constructed with
Government money at the Government's expense, between
Moncton and Harvey, shall be a road which ought to be
capable of being utilised by ail the linos converging towards
Harvey. The Témiscouata lino is one of these, and it may
bring a large quantity of traffi towards Moncton and Hali-
fax. Itis a monstrous proposition that, having built this road
at the country's expense, we should lease it exclusively to
the Canadian Pacifie Railway and prevent the Grand Trunk
or Témiscouata road from having running powers over it.
As an eastern Province man, and in the interests of Halifax,
Moncton and the country generally, ILahall support the
motion of my hon, friend. The fact that the Short Line,
so-called, runs partly through a foreign country is another
very powerfa4 reason why we should vote in favor of
granting running powers to the Témiscouta road. We do
not know what effect the inter-state regulations may have
upon the traffie in that part of the road running through
the State of Maine; those regulations may prove in the
long run to be very prejudicial and hinader Ireight traffle
over the road. It is in the generai iriterests of the country
that exclusive raunning powers should not be given to a line
running through a foreign state. This ine mentioned in
the motion, which runs entirely through Canadian terri-
tory, sbould, in al fairness and justice, have equal powers
with A line running through the State of Maine, For these
reasons I shall support the motion.

Mr. SKINNER. This resolution is directly in the inter-
eats of Halifax and against the interests of St. John. If
this road is to be built, it will be built for the purpose of
taking traffic and business away from St. John, and, in our
interest, the fewer companies that obtain running powers
over it the botter, and I shall, therefore, oppose the resoli-
tion. During the recent Session of the Local Legislature in
New Brunswick, a company was incorporated with the view
of extending the Témiscouata road from Edmundston, the
point at which the road debouches into the valley of the
$t. John, near Fredericton, and passes into the valley of
the St. John. Knowing the railway will be sufficiently
*shot t to give the Témisoouata Railway, and any other rail-
way that desires to reach deep water, ail the advantages
they want, it will be in our interest-and I shall vote that1
way-to do so, in order that they may come to St. John.1
Mase»nger eanu join the Intercolonial Railway to ail easterna
pointé that an be reaohed by any railwaynow ontraUoted,q

The proposition is, therefore, to my mind, making worm a
bad job, so far as St. John is concerned. When the short
line is boing pushed forward ostensibly and really for the
purpose of preventing traffie reaching deep water or the sea
at the most convenient place, surely it is in our interest
that other companies should not have running powers over
this road.

Mr. MITCHELL. I was a little surprised at the speech
of the hon. member for St. John (Mr. Skinner), and the
ground ho took on this question. He discussed it purely
on personal grounds as regards St. John. We have heard
altogether too much of Halifax and St. John, and we should
deal with these questions on publie grounde and iu the
interests of the country. I should like to ask the First
Kinister a question, and on his answer it widl depend
whether I shall support or oppose the amendment. I will
explain to him before I ask the question what my motives
are for asking. I feel, and partioularly at this stage of
the Session, that we should not unnecessarily embarrasa the
Government in carrying through a measure. My hon. friend
from Norfolk baside me lanughs and says "hear, hear." I am
honest about this thing. He may be a partisan and support
his party whether they are right or wrong, but I do not
propose to do that in such an important vote as this. I want
to know from the Administration whether or not, under the
agreement made with the Canadian Pacifie Railway, they
are bound to give them the exclusive right on that road,
and whether, if this amendment should carry, it would
interfere with the Government in carrying out their policy ?
If this thing was an open question and that there was no
arrangement with the Canadian Pacifie Railway, I want
to say that the Grand Trunk Railway or the Témiscouata
Railway have just as muah right to running powers over a
road built by the Government as the Uanadian Pacifie

-Railway or any other company, Inasmuch as the
Canadian Pacifie Railway have entered into an arrangement
with the Government to carry ont their policy, which I do
not approve of, I believe that no good can be served by
passing this amendment, which must embarras. them, if
they are in such a position under their contract with the
Canadian Pacifie Railway that they could not accept the
amendment. I would like to ask the right hon, gentleman
to state if this amendment wili interfers with the arrange-
ment h. has made with the Canadian Pacifie Railway?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD9. In the first place I do
not sec the sense of this amendment as to the Témiscouata
road, which cannot touch any portion of the road from
Harvey to Salisbury-

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Oh, yes, it will.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No, it will not. It stops

at Edmundston.
Mr. MITCHELL. A local charter in New Brunswick

has been granted to the Témiscouata road from Edmaunds-
ton down in that direction.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That I am not aware of,
but I do not see how that can be. It cannot be a hybrid
road; it cannot be a provincial railway and a Dominion
railway at the same time. It cannot be the same company.

Mr. SK[NNER. It is not the same company, but it is
in the interests of this company.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That may be. It de-
pends altogether on the meaning attached to the words
" running powers." If all railways are to have the sanme
running powers over this country, how is it to be kept up ?
It must be kept up by the Government, and, therefore, a tol
levied on the different railways that go over it. Under no
arrangement with the Canadian Pacifie Railway, or wit h

uny oher raiiway, wi there be a preventioS fI the intes
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change of trafe as is provided under the general Railway
Act.

Mr. MITCHELL. That is the point I wished to get at.
It is evident, from the arrangement made, that the Govern-
ment cannot accept this amendment, and allow any number
of roade to have running powers over a road they have
ceased to have connection with. I feel that to vote for this
amendment is to embarrass the Government, and I have too
much interest in the Government of this country to
embarrass it for the more sake of embarrassing it.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The Government ought not bind
themselves down to prevent giving running powers to other
companies. I regard it in the interest of the Maritime
Provinces generally, and that whatever roads may be con-
structed there, they should have running powers under pro-
per arrangements. With regard to the observations which
fel from my hon. friend behind me, as to the lateness of the
Session and the number of members absent, I think ho
made a statement which should call for general investi-
gation. I do not pretend to be sufficiently familiar with
the manner in which the payments to members have been
made, but there is a law, I believe, under which members
can only receive their indemnity. It bas been stated that
by arrangement with the leader of the Gavernment, mem-
bers can receive their full pay some days or weeks in
advance of the close of the Session, if they get a pair. I
do not mean to say they were induced in a proper sense to
leave, but if they geL their full subsidy they are anxious to
return home. 1 do not think such arrangement should be
made.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) It is contrary to law.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). It appears to me that the system
is very improper, and that it should be put an end to in
future.

Mr. BEAUSOLEIL. The agreement made between the
Government and the Canadian Pacifie Railway states that
the Canadian Pacifie Railway will pay so much a year for
the use of the road after 20 years, and they are to keep it
in repair and in proper working order. i do not think it
would be proper to allow any other railway to use that road
without some condition that they should pay their propor-
tion of the maintenance of the road. If the hon member
for Oxford would add t his amendment that the running
powers ehould be granted to any other railroad having con.
nection with this line on the same terms as the Canadian
Pacific Railway, I think it would meet with the approval
of more hon. gentlemen than at presont.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There is no objection
to that.

Mr. ARKSTRONG. There have been many useless ex.
penditures of public money by this Government, but I
think, of all the motions I remember ever coming before the
Hlouse, there never was one which was more thoroughly
bad than the one we are nowconsidering. We have decided
to build a road that has been shown to be of no use ; a
road that there was no need for, and a road that is not
going to be of any advantage to the company which will
ute it, or to the country at large which hue to pay for it;
a road that no argument can be bronght forward for the
building of ; and, Sir, in order to accomplish that the coun-
try is to be involved in a large expenditure of money,
which we are told, on the best authority, will amount to at
least $4,000,000, and it may ho a great deal more. We
were told that thie was intended as a short line. We do
not know whether it is going to be a shorter or a longer
line until it is finished. But we are committed to it by the
resolution passed in the House to-day; and having decided
dhat the work shall be done, the part of wisdom, ie duty

Sir Jo"& A, WD6poNp,

we owe to the country, imperatively demands that now
that the mischief has been done, we shall carry it out with
the least possible damage to the country, Sir, I need not
tell this House that the money to be expended in building
that road is only a part of the cost which it is going to be
to the country. We are rpnning the Intercolonial Railway
every year at an increasing loss to the country, and the
road we a e now deciding to build is just going to
further reduce the earnings of the lntercolonial, and
entail a further loss to the country. That could be
met, and met very easily by giving another company
running powers over this line. It would materially reduce
the expense of keeping it up, bocause whatever line is
given running powers over the road, must necessarily have
to bear the expense of keeping it in order. Some may say
that the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company are bound to
keep it up; but they are not going to keep it up at a loss,
you may depend on that. They may agree to do it, bnt it
is only a question of time, perhaps of two or three years,
whon they will come down to this House and declare that
they cannot keep it running, and there is no reason why
they should keep it in running order when they have
another lino that will do as well. This road, is in fact, of no
use to the country; it does not save time or serve any
public interest whatever. It would be the part of wisdom
to give running powers to·the Témiscouata Railway or any
other that asked for the privilege, and thereby reduce the
future expenses to the country. There is another consi-
deration. I understand that the Grand Trunk Company
virtually own the Témiscouata Railway, that in fact it is
boing built with thoir money and in their interest. , Now,
I submit that if there is any road in the country that is
entitled to consideration at the hands of the Parliament
of Canada, it is the Grand Trunk Railway. We all
know that that road was built at a time before the
science of building railroads was brought to its present
perfection, and that it cost nearly three times as much as
it would cost to-day. It is loaded down with debt, and one
enterprise after another like the Rivière du Loup road,
was tacked on to it when it sought to get Bills through
this louse, until the company stagger under their load.
Now, I think it is fair for them to ask this House that
they who have borne the burden and boat of the day should
have running powers over this line. But the Government
have been so short sighted that they have made no arrange-
ments to give that or any other railway such running
powers. They have agreed to bauild the road at an enor-
mous cost, and after a few years, they will find that they
will bave to keep it up ; and yet they give anther com-
pany power to use the dog-in-the-manger policy, and of
relusing to another company power to use it while it is of
no use to themselves. Thon, Sir, you are aware that the
road which is going to have the exclusive use of this road
runs for a long distance through the United States. It is
within the recollection of every hon. gentleman in this
House that when we objected to the monopoly in Manitoba,
we ware accused of wanting to divert the trafe into the
United States, when it was only going to pass through a
small portion of it and cross again into Canadian territory.
But what have the Government done? They have built
the Intercolonial Railway at an immense cost to the coun-
try, and saddled an uannually increasing loss on the country
for ail time to come; thon they have subsidised a road
through an alien country to take away the traffe from that
road. Now, it bas been pointed out that the doctrine of
inter-3tate traffle bas been very mach agitated in the United
States, and we do not know in what year or what month
the traffe may be stopped on this very road, and thon of
what use will it be to us ? I regret that we have done a
deed to-day which we ought not to have done; but having
done it, we ought to be in a position to make the best of
the bargari we possibly can,
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Mr. CASEY. All the argument on this matter is on one

Bide. Not only are all the reasons on one aide, but all the
discussion is on one side. The Government feel the
weakness of their position to such an extent that they do
not attempt to defend the course they are taking. The only
defence I have heard was the mistaken statement by the
Premier that the railway to which this motion refera would
not touch the road which the Government are proposing to
build. But since he has been informed that there is a pro.
bability of its touching that road in the near future, the last
shadow of defence of the Government's refusal to accept this
resolution bas disappeared. In 1884, when Sir Charles
Tupper was asking this House to vote a subsidy for the
Short Line road, it was distinctly a part of his argument that
it would not be an outlet for one road merely, but an outlet
for both the Grand Trunk and the Canadian Pacifie iRailway.
The idea had not entered his head at that time of making
a link in that chain the exclusive nroperty of one company.
That idea was reserved for the Adininistration, as at present
constituted, to discover. In fact, it is perhaps saying too
much to say that they discovered it, or that they had any
volition at all in taking this course. It is evidently a waste
of time to address them on this subject. It is never worth
while to deal with subordinates in a matter of this kind.
If w9 could address our arguments to Mr. Van Horne, or to
some other official men connected with the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, there might be some hope of convincing them
that they would lose nothing, and the country would gain
a good deal by allowing free use of this road, which is
being built at the (Government's expense, to different rail.
ways. My hon. friends, who have wasted a good deal of
time arguing this question, seemed to forget that the gen.
tlemen who sit opposite are merely the political department
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. It is really the Canadian
Pacifie Railway which governs. This is a conclusive proof
that these hon. gentlemen are mere trustees for that rail-
way of the political power of the country, as other
gentlemen may be trustees for their bonds, or land
grant. It is waste of time to argue with them as to
whether they should obey the orders of their masters or not.
They must carry out the behests of the company, and
the only advantage to be gained by laying our arguments
before thei ouse lies in the hope that they may go before the
conntry, whose electors are the ultimate masters both of the
Canadian Pacific Railway and the Government. There is
some chance that they may, if they are fully awakened
to the enormity of what is being done, take the reins
into their hande and dispose both of master and servant
through the elective power which they control. To show
how clearly this is a matter arranged by the Canadian
Pacifie Railway and forced upon the Government, it is only
necessary to remember that no notice was given of such a
policy as this when the Huse met, or even when the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway Bill was under discussion. It was
quietly arranged in secret between the parties; and after
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Bill passed, after the
Government had refused to insert a proviso in that Bill
compelling the Canadian Pacifie Railway to carry out what
was understood to be their agreement in regard to this
road, then, like a thunderbolt out of the blue, the Govern-
ment brought down this extraordinary policy and proposed
to force it through, as no doubt they will, at the end of
the Session. But how their supporters, who are not
individually controlled by the Canadian Pacifie Railway-
their supporters especially from the Province of Quebec
who are interested in the Témiscouata Railway-can refuse
to make this modification of the terms of the bargain,
I cannot conceive. I cannot conceive at least how, after
having giving such a vote, they can go back and
explain it to their constituents. The Témiscouata Rail.
way is not only a Canadian road entirely in Canadian
territory, but is the only outlet for railways, independent

3 of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, towards the east to
5 connect with this short lino. How the people of the Pro.
D vince, and especially the district of Quebee, can justify the
) refusai to give that road running powers over the Queen's

highway on rails, I cannot imagine. The hon. gentleman
3 knows the Government have decided to give no reasons.

As a Cabinet, they are adopting a course which is being
individually followed by the right hcn. the First Minister,
of resting their bonds on their hands and quietly waiting

b for the end of the discussion. ThiL will work very well in
the House, but when hon. gentlemen opposite come to

a explain te the people of Quebec in the first place, and the
people of the Dominion in the second place, they will find
this is not such a simple matter as they think.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Add the words "on
same terms."

Amendment negatived on a division.
Resolution concurred in.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved for leave te intro.

duce Bill (No. 149) to provide for the building and working
of a line of railway from Harvey to Salisbury or Moncton,
in the Province of New Brunswick.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I beg to move second

readiog of the Bill.
Motion agreed to, Bill rend the second time, and House

resolved itself frito Committee.

(In the Committee.)
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The Government have

laid on the Table their arrangement with the Qanadian
Pacifie Railway. Wil theuhn. gentleman explain what
these renewals touching the freight traffie implies ?

Mr. SHANLY. Is that draft of the contract now before
theI House for ratification ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.
Mr. SHANLY. It should certainly be printed and dis.

tributed before thei House is called on te ratify it.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Certainly. Atthesame

time, as we are deuling with this subject, we ought te have
a litite unders anding as to what the Government proposes.
I will pass over the contract to the hon. gentleman.

Mr. SHANLY. This contract would have to be read lino
by line in order that a railway man would feel competent
to paso an opinion on it.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. My hon. friend hs
shown in the clearest possible way, the extreme impropriety
of calling on us to consider this Bill or contract the very day
before the Goverument proposes to prorogue theI House. 1
think we ought to have had that printed. I think this whole
discussion ought to have been brought on at least a week
ago, and I agree with the hon. member for Grenville (Mr.
Shanly) that the agreement should have been printed and
in our hands, to allow us properly te understand it. If a
man of his experience in railway matteri would require a
day or two te consider the document, how long would it
take an average member of Parliament te understand it,
that is, if the average member of Parliament desired to
understand it. I should like to know what that particular
clause meanus.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This Is simply anem-
powering Act to enable the Government te build this lin.,
and contains a vote of money to enable the Government to
commence the work.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I know that, but hore
we have A contraçt, formally entered i4to by the Right
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Hon. Sir John A. Macdonald, Minister of Railways, re-
presenting the one part, and Mr. Van Horne, representing
the other, and that is part of the proposition now before the
House. Does the hon. gentleman propose to have this
agreement affirmed by the louse ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDON ILD. The Bill says nothing
about that.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT, This agreement has
been produced and laid on the Table. We find an agree-
ment between the Government and the Canadian Pacifie
Railway which largely affects, and ought largely to affect,
this very matter which we are considering in Committee.
The paragraph to which I refer is as follows :-

'' On all freight traffle, except coal and iron, produced on the Inter-
colonial Railway east of Moncton, carried between points west of the
State of Maine and Intercolonial Railway points east of Moncton, either
way, the Intercolonial Railway shall be entitled to Halifax divisions
of rates, which divisions shall be based on a constructive distance equal
to the distance from Moncton to Halifax plus 15 per cent., and on such
constructive distance and the actual distance carried by the lessees, the
through rate shall be pro-rated; provided that in no case shall the
Intercolonial Railway b3 entitled to a proportion of the through rate
exceeding its local tarif rate for the time being for the portion of the
line over which such freight shall be carried."

I understand that the only limitation is that, if the rate for
the 300 or 400 miles from Halifax to Harvey be found to be
not in excess of the charge made for the 113 miles, the In-
tercolonial Railway must content itself with taking the
whole. That appears to be the meaning, but it is wrapped
up in so much verbiage that no one who is not a railway
man can possibly understand it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. When the House is asked
to ratify the agreement, that can be explained, but it is not
a portion of this measure, and it is just wasting time to dis-
ouas it now.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not think so. The
agreement is made. We are to build this road for no pur-
pose except to get the Canadian Pacifie Railway to take
charge of it, and these are the terms on which they agree
to take charge of it. The Government repudiate arny idea
of running it themselves. They say they propose to lease
it, after 20 years, for S70,000 a year, and we find here the
terms of this agreement which are part of the bargain.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is a provi-ion that
that lease is sabject to the ratification of Parliament and of
the company as well.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The company, by their
chief officer, have signed it.

Mr. SHANLY. If I understani this matter of ratifica-
tion, suppose the agreement is not ratified this Session-
and I do not see how it can be, if we make the printing of
it an indispensable preliminary, as I think it should be-
the contract will remain open for discussion next Session.

Bir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Certainly.

Mr. SHANLY. I thought my hon. friend from South
Oxford (Sir Richard Cariwright) felt rather inclined to
force either ratification or rejection.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. No; I wanted to know
something as to the sort of bargain which was being made.
Everyone knows that, if stops are taken on the faith of a
bargain which has been laid before Parliament, it would be
pleaded to us that, if we had objections, they were not taken
when the bargain was laid on the Table, and that, therefore,
the Government and the company were justified in proceed-
ing on the asumption that no objection would be taken.
That is the argument with which we will undoubtedly be
met next Sessionà

fr JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; you will not.
Sir RIQUA&R CARTWaagri1

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes; I have seen that
time and again. I am well aware of the strategy which is
adopted on these occasions, and I think there would be
something in the contention if we did not now call attention
to it.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I cannot ee the clause in the
agreement which makes it subject to the approval of
Parliament or to the approval of the company. I would
ask the First Minister what course the Government propose
to adopt as to the construction of the road, whether they
are going on at once energetically, or, as it has been
reported, whether they only intend to survey the line at
present ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The intention of the
Government is, as soon as they are empowered to do so
and have this Bill passed, to have accurate surveys made
by competent surveyors, to have location surveys to show
the best line between the two points, Harvey and Salisbury
or Moncton. We must have that first, and then we will
decide on the best and shortest line.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Does t.he Government pro-
pose to build the road or to give it to a contractor ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Of course the Govern-
ment will not build it by day's work, but by contract.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Does the Government pro.
pose to hand it over to a company or to a contractor to
build it ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We will do what is
considered most advisable, but at present, under this Bill,
all that we can do is to survey the road and to ask for ten-
ders to build the road or a portion of it.

• Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). As I understand the agreement
and the Bill taken together, this agreement is not opera-
tive unless Parliament places the necessary moneys at the
disposal of tbe Government.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Certainly.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). But, when the road is built,

this agreement may be enforced by the company as a
right.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Yes; as soon as the money is

voted, and the road built, the agreement becomes operative.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If the money is votod to

build the line, that is a lease of the road after it is built.
That lease has nothing to do with the building of the road.
The hon. gentleman knows that principle is laid down in
the case of the contract for carrying the mails betweon
France and England.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I mean to say that this agree-
ment does not require the sanction of Parliament-the
agreement between the Government and the company
when the road was built. I do not see any provision in
the agreement that the sanction of Parliament is necessary.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Government have no
power to release Government property without the consent
of Parliament.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The statement of the hon. gen-
tieman that they propose to take a complete survey, is
what might have been expected. I would ask whether, as
soon as the survey is completed, they will thon proceed
with the construction of the road.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is an after con-
sideration. We cannot do very much with 8500,000.

Mr. DAVIES (P..I.) This agreement is little more than
the hon. gentleman stated, a lase from the Government to
he Canadian Pacife 1ai1way. Parliament is now actively
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engaged in ratifying this agreement in part. This days before actual prorogation. Now, I understand in this
agreement is a consent whereby the Government con- case it has been weeks, ton days, before we were prepared
venants with the Canadian Pacific Railway that they will to prorogue. There is a vast difference between the two
construct the road between certain points, of a certain clase. cases.
The Government have laid that agreement before Parlia- Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The bon. gentleman is
ment, and are now asking Parliament to enable them to mistaken, the two things are quite separate. When thecarry that out. announcement is made like the one I made yesterday, that

Mr. SIIANLY. I agree with the hon. member for the House would prorogue on Wednesday, if public business
South Oxford that it is very important that there should permitted, thon the accountant issues to every member
ho some expression of opinion put on record now as regards a declaration to sign. Morever, if a few days, a week or
this agreement. I have not read the document; I have not so, before the House is prorogued, any members are obliged
had time to read it. I supposed, of course, that if the matter to go away, if they can get pairs, they have always been
was to corne before the flouse for ratification, it would allowed to do so.
be placed before us in printed form. I must say that I am Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not think the hon.
greatly surprised, more particularly with the observations member for East York (Mr. Mackenzie), ever used his posi-
that have fallen just now from the hon. member from Both- tion as leader of the House and leader of the Government
well (Mr. Mils), who is a legal gentleman. Idid not think to allow that practice to exist during bis term of office. If
so much of what the senior member for Halifax (Mr. Jones) it was done, I think it will be found to have been done with-
said, because 1 believe lie is not a lawyer ; but when out his consent or direction.
so high a legal authority as the hon. member for Both-
well takes exception to the contract itself as not providing Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). It did exist.
for ratification, and as being operative witbout ratification, Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would tell the right
I think it is a very serious matter. I am opposed to any hon. gentleman, a statement made to me very recently. I was
contract being made without due consideration. I am so told that an bon. gentleman, who had business calling him
much opposed to it that I was prepared just now to vote away, went to the accountant and said that he desired to do
for the amendment of the hon. member for South Oxford, as others had done, and he was told, forsooth, that be could
had it come to a vote. not be allowed to go unless ho obtained a pair, and, as I am

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The first clause of the informed, the certificate of the First Minister that it was all
document says that the agreement is made subject to the right.
approval of Parliament. Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. I will tell the hon. gentle-

Mr. SHANLY. That is quite satisfactory.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Ali that shows that

this document ought to have been printed and put in our
hands. It is almost impossible for the members, with the
multiplicity of affaira on their hands, to read this long
document with anything like care. I do not think the
House was well treated in that one or two copies only were
laid on the Table. Here is a gentleman interested in every
way in these matters,the member for Grenville (Mr. Shanly)
who never saw this docnment until I sent it across the
Table for him. It ought to have been printed and dis-
cussed at least a week ago, when the members were ail
here. The hon, gentleman heard the statement made by
a member of this House a few minutes ago, that many days
before the Session was over, members had been permitted
to go, as ho stated-I do not state it, because I do not
know-on the authority of the Prime Minister. If that
be the case, I think the attention of the House ought to be
called to that irregularity. The consequence is that now
we are discussing orie of the most important questions that
have been before Parliament this Session, with a bare
moiety of the members here.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. With respect to that I
would only say that in this instance the practice bas been
carried out that has existed for years, namely, that a few
days before Parliament closes when the members are
obliged to go away, they pair on both sides; and, in this
case, the accountant was told that, so far as we were con-
cerned, there would be no objection. If the hon. gentleman
will look over the accounts in the accountant's office, he
will find that that practice las existed for years.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Not under the cir-
cumstances that prevail this year. A declaration was sent
round, after it was understood across the floor that the
business of the House was practically closed, that at any
rate nô new business would be brought down.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Oh, no.
Sir RICHARD CARTWIRIGHT. Oh, yes. That was

generally understood to take place only within a couple of
212

man that it is true that members were required to pair.
Supposing the other practice had prevailed, and I had with
a desire to swell the majority given leave to any of the
hon, gentlemen opposite to go without taking pairs with
them, what would have been said ?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I am sure you would
not do so.

Mr. LABELLE. I suppose no one doubts that I am a
supporter of the Government. I went to Mr. Brewer and
asked him to give me my pay so that I might go home as
I had business to attend to. Mr. Brewer refused, and said
I could not get my pay unless I had paired with someone on
the other side of the louse.

Sir JOHN A, MACDONALD. That was so.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) It is quite evident that the whole

of these proceedings have been entirely irregular and
contrary to the statute. A practice has grown up that after
the Government had announced that no new business would
be introduced the accountant paid the members on the
certificate of the Speaker.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is so.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) But this practice of getting a
certificate is a new one. We know as a matter of fact that
the most important business of the Session has been trans-
acted during the last two days and we have merely a rnmp
Parliament. It is hardly fair to those who romain.

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

RAILWAY SUBSIDIES.

House resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 148)
to authorise the granting of subsidies in aid of the con-
truction of the lines of railway therein mentioned.-(Sir
John A Macdonald).

(In the Committee).
On section 3,
Mr. WHIITE (Renfrew). I look upon that as being a

very curions kind of provision to introduce into this Act. In
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1886, a clause was introduced into the Railway Subsidies
Act giving the Governor in Council power to incor-
porate a certain railway therein named. That seemed to
me to be a most extraordinary provision, and if I had been
in the House at the time, I would have opposed it. This
clause, which was introduced for the first time last year,
gives the Governor in Council much more extended
powers than even the clause to which I refer in the Act of
1886, in point of fact it gives power to incorporate any of
the railway companies mentioned in these resolutions and
to confer upon them powers which they do not at present
possess. It seems to me that this is a pernicious principle
to adopt. I think that all these railway companies seeking
more extended powers than those they already possess
ought to go through the form of appealing to Parliament
in the ordinary way to obtain the amendments to their
charter which they desire.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). This seems to me a very objec-
tionable clause as it stands. If we have the system of free
incorporation of railways, there would be no objection to
the Government having this clause, but we have never re-
cognised any such rule here. If this proposal were carried
out, Parliament would have no information of what the
terms or conditions of a road subsidised by the Government
are to be, or what is to be the character of the road, and
our General Railway Act makes no provision for the con-
struction of the railway in this respect. I believe that the
right to charter these roads should be left in the hands of
Parliament.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This is not a new clause
and the object of it is that, whereas in this case the money
is voted, and on the strength of the subsidy parties forn
themselves into a syndicate to build the road, they can
come to the Governor General in Council and get a charter
which shall have the effect of a charter granted by Parlia-
ment. If some provision of this kind were not made, great
delay would occur in the construction of roads, as the
parties would have to wait until the next Session of Parlia-
ment. This provision was in the previous Bill, and I do
not see that any harm is done by it.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). It appears for the first time in
the Act of 1887. If we are to adopt the principle that rail-
ways must apply to Parliament and must give notice to
apply for an Act of incorporation, it seems to me that it is
improper that any railway company should be incor-
porated by Order in Qouncili If the principle be adopted
that the Governor in Council may incorporate a railway
company, then I think it should apply to all railway
companies. For my own part, I am thoroughly opposed
to this principle. Let every railway be incorporated by
Order in Council or let none be incorporated by Order in
Council. If the railways are enterprises of public im-
portance, as I suppose the Government must be persuaded
they are, surely the persons undertaking them can apply
to Parliament and have corporate powers conferred upon
them by this Parliament. I protest against such powers
as this Act assumes for the Governor in Council, uniese they
are conferred in regard to the incorporation of all railways.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I think the right hon. gentle-
man should strike that clause ont. If a company is formed
they can make surveys while they are waiting to come to
this Parliament for incorporation, and they then would be
able to give information as to the character of the road and
they would make substantial progress in the meantime.
This principle ie an objectionable one unless the Govern-
ment is prepard to go so far as they do in those countries
where there is free incorporation of railways.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I will have that clause
struck out.

Mr. WrITE (Renfrew).
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Curran,
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Dawson,
Desaulniers,
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Somerville,
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Dickinson, Montplaisir,
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Ferguson (Leeds&Gren)Putnam,
Foster, Ross,
Guillet, Shanly,
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Macdonald (Sir John), Wallace,
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Mara, Wood (Westm'l'd).-48.

Amendment negatived.

Mr. MULOCK. The hon. member for Russeli (Mir.
Edwards) did not vote.

Mr. EDWARDS. I was paired, ôr otherwise I would
have voted for the amendment.

Mr. GORDON. I paired with the hon. member for North
Oxford (Mr. Sutherland).

Mr. WARD. I was paired with the hon. member for
Russell (Mr. Edwards).

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I am paired with the hon.
member for Albert, N.B. (Mr. Weldon), or if not, I would
have voted for the amendment.

Bill read the third time and passed.
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Mr. CA SEY. The discussions that have arisen in the

last few moments show the extreme inconvenience of asking
us to pass a Bill which has not been printed. There are a
good many things in this Bill which do not appear in the
resolutions. I cannot call it anything else than a scandalous
thing that we should be called upon to pass a Bill of this
kind that we have never seen.

Committee rose and reported, and, it being Six o'clock,
the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved third reading of the
Bill.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I move:

That the Bill be not now read the third time, but that it be referred
back to the Oommittee, with instructions to amend the second section
by providing that the bonds therein named shall be a first lien or charge
on the said railway, and shall have priority over all other bonds issued
by the said company.

I wish to apply to the Baie des Chaleurs Railway Company
the same principle which the Government have applied to
the Fredericton Bridge Company and the Dominion Bridge
Company, that the bonds of the Government should be a
first lien over the general bonds of the Company.

House divided on amendment:
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MONTREAL FLOOD COMMISSION.

Mr. CURRAN moved, That that part of the Report of
the Printing Committee presented to the louse this after-
noon relating to the Flood Commission be referred back to
the said Committee for the purpose of reconsidering their
decision with reference to the printing of the same.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. That matter was discussed in the
Printing Committee, and it was decided, with only one dis-
senting voice, not to print the report. It was considered a
purely local matter pertaining te the city of Montreal, and
the fact that the corporation of Montreal was willing to
pay $500 for extra copies of the report confirmed the Com-
mittee in that opinion.

Mr. CURRAN. A similar motion was carried in
the Sonate this afternoon. The Commission was not at all
a local matter because it concerned all the constituencies
around the Island of Montreal and on both shores.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is this in order?

Mr. TROW. No matter was more thoroughly discussed
than that in the Committee. The Committee have dispers-
ed, and many of its members have left for their homes, so
that if referred back to the Committee a quorum could not
be got together to consider it. It is a very expensive docu-
ment; there are plans and surveys connected with it, and
the printing of it would cost a great deal.

Mr. TAYLOR. It was the universal opinion of the
Committee that the report should not be printed, and
unless the House wants to squander $2,000 or $3,000 with-
ont any practical value being obtained in exchange they
will net pass this motion.

Mr. BEAUSOLEIL. It is not at all a local matter. It
interests eight or ton counties, some of the most important
counties of the whole Province. Three men were ap-
pointed-one by the Government, one by the Montreal
Corporation, and the other by the Harbor Commission of
Montreal, and each body bore one-third of the expense. If
the Committee had been better informed, they would have
been unanimous to print the report instead of unanimously
not to print it. I hope the Committee will allow the
motion to pass.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. Is it not necessary for the hon.
member for Montreal Centre (Mr. Curran) to give notice of
this motion ?

Mr. CURRAN. I ask as a question of privilege to be
allowed to present it.

Mr. DEPUTY SPEAKER. The motion is not in order
being objected to by hon. members.

MONTREAL HARBOR POLICE.

Mr. MULOCK. Before the Orders on the Day are
proceeded with further, I wish to cal[ the attention of the
hon. the Minister of Marine and Fisheries to a matter con-
cerning which I have just received a telegram. I am sure
he wili give it prompt attention.

"NONTRAL, 30th April, 1889.
"8.15 p.m.

"Several vessels arriving here, and no harbor police sworn in yet.
Considerable inconvenience arise."

Mr. TUPPERS So far as my information goes, this time
of the year is not the time the harbor police are usually
sworn in, and no great damage will occur in consequence
of their net being sworn in, as the vessels can arrive and
discharge their cargoes and take other cargoes and leave,
without the necessity ofthe police' being present. Arrange-
ments are being made in the usual way to have the police-
men sworn in, and they will be sworn in in a day or two.

Mr. MITCHELL. This is a most extraordinary state-
ment. Vessels are arriving in port, and the hon. gentleman
states this is not the usual time to swear in tho police. The
police are generally sworn in, and if not they ought to be
as soon as navigation opens, as they are wan ted from the
time the first vessel arrives. To talk about vessels arriving
and leaving without the services of the police being noces-
sary is only deluding the House. Their services are
required every day after the opening of navigation, and the
hon. gentleman ought to know his business better.

Mr. TUPPER. There is no occasion for impertinence of
that kind when I answer an hon. gentleman. The hon.
gentleman is out of order.

Mr. MITCHELL. There is occasion to keep the hon.
gentleman right.

JUDGES OF PROVINCIAL COURTS.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON moved that the tiouse resolve
itself into Committee to consider resolution (p. 557) to
amend the Act respecting the Judges of Provincial Courts
and to provide that the salaries and allowances of such
judges shall be as stated.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I hope the Govern-
ment do not intend to proceed with that. It is a motion
which will undoubtedly provoke a great doal of dis2ussion,
and will probably delay us a considerable time.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The resolutions which are on
the paper involve several important changes. In the first
place there was a proposal to increase judicial salaries
of the Superior Court judges of Canada; in the second
place, there was a provision for an additional judge in the
Province of Quebec, and in the third place there was a pro-
vision for three judges in British Columbia of County Court
rank. It is proposed not to proceed during this Session with
the first item, but it is proposed to proceed with the resolu-
tion as regards the County Court judges of British Columbia,
and to make provision for the appointment of an additional
judge in the Province of Quebec. The circumstances under
which these changes are proposed are these : Several
years ago the Legislature of British Columbia passed a
statute creating County Courts for the Province, and divid-
ing the Province into judicial districts for County Court
purposes. The jurisdiction vested in the court was a large
jurisdiction, extending to $1,000 in cases of contract; and
herotofore, in consequence of the Federal Government hav-
ing declined to make provision for the salaries of the County
Court judges, the duties have been discharged by the judges
of the Supreme Court of that Province. At that time, [
believe, an additional judge was appointed to the Supreme
Court, and it was supposed that the County Court duties
would be adequately discharged by the increased number
of the judges of the Supreme Court. Hon. members are
aware that since that date, which was some time before I
took office, the means of communication in that Province
have greatly increased, the population has considerably
increased, and the necessity for holding a greater number
of recruits in the various parts of the Province has likewise
increased. It has therefore been considered desirable,
and indeed has been pressed upon the Government
for two or three years past by the Provincial Gov-
ernment, to make provision for the County Court judges
provided by the Provincial Legislature. I propose,
therefore, in addition to the County Court judge whom
we have now-there is only one-that there shall
be County Court judges appointed for New Westmin-
ster, Yale and Nanaimo, and that they shall receive the
salaries provided elsewhere for County Court judges I pre-
sume it will be unneoessary to urge upon the flouse, the
propriety of the claim of the Provincial Government for
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the equipment of these courts, as they have been organised,
equipped and in force in other parts of the Dominion for
years. I will say a word or two as to the proposal to estab-
lish an additional judgeship for the Province of Quebec.
Those members of the House who have paid attention for
some years past to the legislation of the Province of Quebec
in regard to judicial matters are aware that, two or three
years ago, provision was made for two additional judges in
the district of Montreal, but whilst one of these additional
judges was provided for, in the absence of what we thought
adequate proof of the necessity for the second judge, we
declined at that lime to ask Parliament to make the neces-
sary appropriation. I presume it is not important that I
should now discuss the necessity which seems to me to
devolve upon the Dominion Government, in asking for a
vote for the salary of an additional judge, to present to
Parliament the case for this enlargement of the judiciary.
I think, in view of the constant growth and development of
the great city of Montreal, that it will not be thought
unreasonable to make provision for this additional judge,
and thus remove, as I hope, any grievance which may be
felt by the Provincial Government in regard to the judiciary
of the Province. Being unable to proceed with the other
provisions, in consequence of the general expression of
opinion by the House, I propose to ask for the appointment
of the additional judge for the Province of Quebec, and for
the three County Court judges for the Province of British
Columbia.

Mr. BEAUSOLEIL. I congratulate the Minister of
Justice on proposing to appoint an additional judge for the
Province of Quebec. Three years ago the Provincial
Government thought it necessary to have two additional
judges for the district of Montreal. That necessity was
pressed on the Government by the Ministers of the Province
3f Quebec. When the present Government of Quebec came
into power, more pressing representations were made to
have these judges appointed, and the position of affairs was
so bad that, of necessity, the Government of Quebec had to
create a new tribunal for the district of Montreal. Although
the Governmont of the Province of Quebec took the trouble
to decide that, before the new court went into operation,
sufficient time should elapse to allow the Dominion Govern-
ment to make the necessary appointments, still the Domin-
ion Government allowed the time to pass, and then dis.
allowed the legislation of the Province of Quebec. After
that conflict is over, I am glad to find that this Government
admit that the district of Montreal requires these two
judges, and I hope the new judge will be very shortly
appointed.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I must guard against my
statement being supposed to convey the admission which
the hon. gentleman has suggested. I do not by any means
adinit that the failure on the part of the Government to re-
spond to the desire of the Provineial Government in this
matter at all authorised the Local Government to proceed
to appoint judges themselves, nor do I admit that the Pro-
vincial Government were right at first in their demand that
these three judges should be appointed. My proposal is
simply that the time has now come when this demand
may be complied with, and I may say that we are without
any information from the Provincial Government in re-
gard to that matter.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.L) I am sorry the hon. gentleman
has not seen fit in this matter to deal with the anomalous
position of affairs which have long prevailed in regard to
the judiciary in Prince Edward Island. The hon. gentle.
man knows that for some reason for which I never could
understand, the position of the judges in Prince Edward Is-
land has not been satisfactory. The salaries of those judges
are fixed below the salaries of any other judges in the Dom-
inion, The chief justice of that Province only receivesi

Sir JOHN THoMPsoN.

$4,000, and the puisne judges 83,000. That is not as
it ought to be, and I was under the full belief that
the hon. gentleman, knowing the circumstances of
the case, would at least have remedied that anomaly
and placed these judges in the same position as the judges
of the other Maritime Provinces. The question of increas-
ing the salaries of the judges all around was another and
different question altogether; but I do not think there is an
hon. member in this House who would justify the continu-
ance of a very much smaller salary to the judges of that
Province than is paid to the judges of any other Province
of the Dominion. The chief justice of the Province now is
a gentleman who bas occupied the position fora good many
years, and probably, owing to bis great age, will not be
able to fill the place very much longer; but I do think that
the salary attached to his position, and the salary
attached to the position of two puisne judges, who also
acted as Vice Chancellors, and di>charge the duties
of the Admiralty Court, should have been put in the
same relative position as the salaries of judges in the other
Maritime Provinces. There can be no possible reason for
branding them, as they are branded, and placed on a level
inferior to the other judges. They discharge the same
duties; tbey require the same qualifications. The present
judges are men of the very highest learning, who have dis-
charged their duties for many years. The fact is that if one or
two of them had not had private salaries of their own,
we never could have been able to retain them in the posi.
tion at all. Two of the judges who have been there for a
long time happen to have private salaries. The time is
very near now wben there must be a change made upon
that bench, and I am quite sure that the hon. gentleman
must acknowledge the justice to the demand I make. The
judges of that Province should not be placed in an inferior
and degrading position, as regards the positions they hold,
relatively to the judiciary of the rest of the Dominion. I
am not raising the larger question at all as to whether the
judges of the Maritime Provinces should be placed in the
same position as the judges of the larger Provinces. That
involves different considerations altogether, and that, I have
no doubt, will be discusscd when we come to consider the
question. But there can be no reason, no justification, for
maintaining the judges of that one Province in a position
inferior, as regards the pay of judges, to all the other Pro-
vinces of the Dominion. The fact of the matter is, the
common court judges elsewhere get paid larger sums than
are paid to the Chief justice and the judges of Prince Edward
Island.

Motion agreed to, and resolution considered in Committee,
reported, and concurred in.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON moved for leave to introduce
Bill (No. 150) to amend the Revised Statutes, chapter 138,
repecting the Judges of Provincial Courts.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first and second times.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I think it is unfortanate that

this Bill was not brought before the House at an earlier
period, so that we might have had an opportunity of ob.
serving the Rules of the House in taking the various stages
of the Bill.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) There is another reason which the
hon. gentleman might have added. This question of increasing
the judges' salaries is a very important one, and had the
Bill been introduced at an earlier period, the House would
have had an opportunity of passing upon it, and the Gov-
ernment would have been able to judge pretty well what
the opinion of the House was. But the Bill being now
brought in at the closing bours of the Session, preclude
discussion.

Sir JOHN TIHOMPSON. That is true to a great extent,
but at the present time I am confining myself to those
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matters which seem to involve the least dispute. I move
that the House resolve itself into Committee.

Motion agreed to, and Bill considered in Committee and
reported.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON moved the third reading of the
Bill.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I must congratulate the Gov-
ernment on having changed their opinion since this subject
was before the louse on a former occasion. It will be
remembered by those members who were in the House,
and I am sure it will be remembered by the First Minister,
that when British Columbia provided for the appointment
of a larger number of judges, it was objected to by this side
of the House on the ground that as we had to appoint a judge
and pay the salary we had a right to consider the propriety
of the appointment, but the First Minister maintained that
the Province was the sole judge as to the propriety of
creating the court and of determining the number of judges
that sbould be appointed to fill the various offices. Now, I
notice from the observations that have been addressed to
the House by the Minister of Justice that the view we
maintained on that occasion, when the constitution of the
court in British Columbia was under consideration, has been
adopted by the Government. Of course they are following
in this respect at a respectable distance, but it is gratifying
to see that they are following and have adopted the view
we pressed so unsuccessfully on their attention some years
ago.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. It is very gratifying to find
that after a lapse of several years hon. gentlemen opposite
are able to agree with us.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the third time and passed.

COMBINA'IONS IN R ESTRAINT OF TRADE.

Flouse proceeded to consider amendments made by the
Senate to Bill (No. 11) for the Prevention and Suppression
of Combinations formed in restraint of Trade.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. One of the Bills returned from
the Senate amended is the Bill for the prevention and sup-
pression of combinations in restraint of trade. The Billhas
been amended in several particulars, which, with the per-
mission of the flouse, I will explain. The first amendment
is in lino 10 of the Bill and consists of the insertion of the
word "unduly " before the words "limit the facilities."
Line 16, the word "unduly" is again inserted before the
word "limit." The word "unreasonable " is also inserted
before the word "enhance." At line 19 the word "unduly "
is inserted before the words "prevent or lessen," At page
2, line 7, the following amend ment is inserted :

" An appeal shall lie from any conviction under the Act before a
judge without the intervention of a jury to the highest court of appeal
in criminal matters in the Province where such conviction shall have
been made, and the evidence taken on the trial shall form part of the
record of appeal, and for that purpose the court before which the case
is tried shall take note of the evidence and all legal objections thereto.','

On the same page at line 8 the following words are struck
ont: "shall not apply to the exercise of any handicraft or
labor or to the performance of labor, but subject to such
exception they shall." Of course we were bound by cour-
tesy, as well as by duty, to consult the hon. gentleman who
had charge of the Bill up to the time when it was placed
on the Government Orders of this louse, and that hon.
gentleman is of the opinion that it will be desirable to
adopt the Bill even as amended, rather than to jeopardise
the passage of it this year. I move that the amendments be
concurred in.

Mr. WALLACE (York). Before the amendments are
concurred in I wish to say that I think the amendments
made to the Bill have not improved it. The words " unduly "

and "unreasonably " in the first clause lessen the effect,
which is quite unnecessary. At the fifth clause a portion
is struck out, and the new clause five is very similar to a
clause that was before this House. As we are within one
day of the end of the Session, and as this Bill, if it were
returned to the Sonate, would no doubt be thrown over to
another year, I have consented te the amendments made
by the Sonate, because I consider that still, with these
changes made, which weaken its effect somewhat, it is an
effective Bill, that it will be a terror to evil doers, and it
will show that the Parliament of Canada have put on record
their condemnation of the illegal practices we have been
legislating against. 1, therefore, consent to the Bill being
passed as amended by the Sonate, and if after the experi-
ence of a year it should be proved that further amendments
are necessary and that it is desirable to restore the Bill to
its original shape, thon that should be done.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Of course I am not going to
interfere with the hon. gentleman's Bill. The Government
have given their approval to it. The Bill did approve
when it left this flouse for the punishment of acts that
were unlawful for it left the law jiist as it was except that
in certain cases i modified the punishîment that was
attached to this particular offence. It made nothing unlaw-
fui that was lawful before, so that in every respect the
Bill was absolutely colorless. The hon. gentleman accepts
of an amendment by the Sonate which modifios and weakons
the law as it before stood and the law after it receives the
royal sanction will be more favorable to combinations than
it was before. The introduction of the word "unduly"
makes that difference. I pointod eut to the hon, gentleman
wben bis Bill was beforo this House that the seetion relating
to Trades Union was an unnecessary section because bis
Bill only deait with offences that were already unlawful
and as combinations amongst trade unions were not unlaw-
fui, but were made lawful by statute there was no necessity
for that reference to them. The hon. membor for York
(Mr. Mulock) took evidence before the Committee. He
says ho established that there were combinations injurious
to the country and ho introduced a Bill to cure that evil.
The result of that Bill is that it has altered the law, not in
the interests of the consumers, but to protect those combi-
nations from the mischievous effeocs, according tohisview,
of the common law as it stood.

Mr. MULOCK. I understand the Minister of Justice to
say that ho las consulted with the member for West York
(Mr. Wallace) and that they both agreed to recommend
the adoption of the Sonate amendments. We have not bad
the opportunity of studying the amendments on this side
of the flouse, but so far as I understood the explanation of
the Minister of Justice it is that the former limitation of a
combination is cut down now, and it may not be only an un-
lawful limitation in regard to advancing prices but must
be unduly so and to increase the price on the purchaser
must be deemed an unnecessary increase of price to the
purchaser. Therefore this very weak measure as it left
our flouse lias become weaker stili when in the Sonate. In
one regard the Sonate have made a radical change in the
Bill. When the Bill left this flouse it was pointed out to
the Minister of Justice that the last section of the Bill
alrnost repealed the 22nd section of the Trades Union Act.
It was open to argument as to whether it did or did net
absolutely repeal that section, but now as I understand the
Bill as explained by the Minister and as approved of by the
member for West York (Mr. Wallace) there is no longer
room for doubt and according to the amend ment madein the
Sonate it absolutely repeals the 22nd section of the Trades
Union Act. If so the Bill is legislating fi the wrong direc-
tion. I regret that the promoters of the Bill have given those
amendments their sanction. I suppose that they cannot
prevent its passing and it would be idle to spend further
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time upon it, but so far as I am concerned and in the inter.
est of those who were concerned in the passing of the
Trades Union Act which up to the present time does not
appear to have acted unjustly, I say that they were already
sufficiently legislated for. It appears to me that it should
have been provided that nothing in this Bill should affect
the Trades Union Act. However, sinee the Minister of
Justice and the member for West York (Mr. Wallace) have
approved of the amendments made by the Sonate, I can
only record my dissent from the Bill.

Mr. WALLACE. I think that the hon. gentleman is
mistaken in saying that I approved of these amendments.
I distinctly stated to the House that I did not approve of
these amendments because I considered that they weak.
ened the Bill, but at this stage of the Session if the Bill
were returned to the Senate there is a danger that it would
be killed altogether, and the risk of that was so great that I
preferred to take the Bill as it stands now, and I believe
that even yet it will be an effective measure. If you read
the sections of this Act yo cannot find one word in it
which refers to the operations of the workingmen or their
organisations. This Bill refers entirely to trade and com-
merce, and it does not refer except very indirectly in-
deed to the workingmen or to legitimate Trades
Unions. Therefore the 5th section of this Act saying that
"the foregoing provisions of the Act shall be construed as if
section 22 of the Trades Union Act had not been enacted,"
shows that it does not refer to workingmen or workingmen's
organisations, and that it cannot affect them in any degree.
It will affect only combinations by those engaged in trade
and commerce. The fact that the Session has arrived at
this late stage compels me to assent to these amendments
in preference to asking to have our Bill restored to its
original shape, as the result of that might be to kill it alto-
gether for this Session. I believe this Bill will prove very
effective just as the Abbott Act proved effective last year,
although in many cases not put into operation. Those men
who are acting illegally were warned that they were break-
ing the law and warned to desist, and this Bill will exactly
have the same effect on the combinations. I have no doubt
that the effect of the Bill will be to prevent combinations
and that it will prove beneficial throughout the country.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The Bill as introduced by the
member for West York (Mr. Wallace) professed to legislate
in the direction of the report of the Committee of which he
was chairman. When that Bill reached the Banking and
Commerce Committee, the hon. gentleman withdrew the
clauses in toto, and substituted other clauses, the only merit
of which le expressedly asserted over and over again was
that they declared what the common law was. The Sonate
amendments, so far from declaring what the common law is,
introduced an element of doubt and difficulty, and minimised
the common law. The common law as it stood provided for
the punishment of illegal combinations in restraint of trade.
Ris Bill prevents that. It need not be opposed; it will die
from sheer inanition.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. I should be sorry if, for the
purpose of making a political point against the hon. mem-
ber for West York, the real effeDt of this Bill should be
misunderstood or misstated by hon. gentlemen opposite, and
I think the public would at least derive an erroneous im-
pression of those amendments from what has been said. It
is truc, to some extent, the Bill as now amended will be less
severe against combinations in restraint of trade thau was
the common law or the statute regarding conspiracies. The
common law, however, was exceedingly severe in these
cases-so severe that it became an indictable offence to
combine in any way in restraint of trade, while the statute
on the subject of conspiracies levied a punishment of five
years in the penitentiary, a punishment so severe that
everybody acquainted with those offenoes will admit

Mr. Mutooz.

that it was entirely inapplicable to them. While, there-
fore, to some extent, the Bill as amended by the Sonate
may be said to mitigate the force and severity of the com-
mon law and the statute regarding conspiracies, I think it
still serves the purpose of the introducer, as an announce-
ment of the severe penalties which will follow the offence
of combining to unduly advance prices or to unreasonably
restrict competition in trade and commerce. As regards
the effect of the Bill on the 22nd section of the Trades
Union Act, it simply renders unlawful those combinations
which are formed for the purpose of restraining trade; and
as my lon. friend from York bas said, inasmuch as the
lawful combinations among workingmen are not for that
purpose, I think there is little danger of their coming with-
in the operation of the Bill.

Mr. MULOCK. Would the Minister of Justice give his
reasons why misdemeanants under this Act Ebould have
greater rights than other misdemeanants. The Sonate re-
commend that in their case there should be an appeal on
both law and fact-a trial de novo, in fact, in the highest
court of the Province. If that is the law applicable to
every misdemeanant, well and good; but if not, why should
there be one law for them and another law for ordinary
misdemeanants?

Sir JOHN THOMPSON. The duty would have been in-
cambent on me if I had been the promoter of the amend-
ments, but because I have moved concurrence in the amend-
monts, the duty doos not devolve on me of defending them.
All that can be said with reference to the exceptional pro-
cedare is that it only applies to the exceptional mode of
trial provided for these cases. In the case of other misde-
meanants or persons charged with felony, there must be a
trial by a judge and a jury, while the Bill provides for an
exceptional kind of trial, by a judge without a jury.

Mr. MULOQK. That is the law in Ontario in regard to
misdemeanants.

Mr. CURRAN. Another reason is found in the introdue-
tion of the word "unduly." I proposed this amendment to
the Bill in its original form, and it is much more necessary
now that the Sonate has thought proper to insert the words
" unduly " and "unreasonably," that we should not have a
solitary decision, as to the undue or unreasonable character
of an act by a judge in the court of the first instance, but
that in matters involving the commerce of the country, we
should have the expression of the very highest tribunal, at
least in the Province where the offence is alleged to have
been committed. With regard to the contention of my hon.
friends opposite, that these amendments make the law less
severe than it was, I can hardly agree with them, because
the Trades Union Act does not apply simply to trades
unions of workingmen, but it applies as well to unions of
traders and all classes of persons engaged in manufacture
and trade. I do not know that this law is very desirable in
its present form. A law applicable to the circumstances of
our country would be most difficult to enact and frame in
such a shape as not to do injury as well as good. But I am
under the impression that the provision for an appeal is one
highly necessary for the protection not only of those car-
rying on business, but of those who have to earn their bread
as employés of manufacturers and commercial men. It is
equally important for the worker as for the employer.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). If I could feel satisfied that this
Act would in no way affect the Trades Union Act, I would
be more inclined to allow it to pass. The original promoter
of the Bill says he does not approve of the amendments
made by the Sonate; yet from his acceptance of the
Bill, it is useless for him to say that he does not approve of
it. From what the Minister of Justice stated, I think this
Act does cast a cloud on the meaning of the 22nd section
of this Trades Union Act. If it does so, it is doing an
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injustice to a class of men who have been perhaps unjustly.
dealt with by the Trades Union Act as it exists at present.
If injuries heretofore and hardships have been endured
under the existing law, there will be a greater tendency to
injustice under this amended Bill. All that I can say is
that I raise my protest against the passage of an Act of this
kind. If we are disposed to have one law on the Statute-
book for the rich and another law for the laboring classes,
that should be known to the people. If the promoter of
this Bill and the hon. the Minister of Justice desire it to go
abroad that a Bill of this kind should be adopted, upon
them will be the responsibility. I.am satisfied that the
trades unions disapprove in toto of these amendments and
this Bill, but the responsibility is upon those who have
charge of it, and who will have to answer for the injustice
they are prepared to inflict on the laboring classes.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I wish to express my regret that the
Sonate have seen fit to further reduce the effective clauses
of this particular measure. If the Bill originally introduced
had been passed without being seriously impaired through
influences which I have no doubt were bought to bear upon
individual members of the Committee and upon members of
this louse, it might possibly have been of some use, but it
appears now that not only in this House and in the Com.
mittee, but also in the Sonate, means or influences unknown
to the country have been at work to so alter the Bill as to
make it almost useless. I regret that the Sonate have
allowed themselves to be influenced in that direction, if
they have been influenced-and I do not know whether
they have er not. But there is one thing clear, and that is
that the Government must certainly assume the responsi-
bility for the manner in which this Bill has been handled.
The hon. the Minister of Justice undertook to carry it through,
and no doubt if the Government had chosen to exorcise the
overpowering influence which they possess in the Sonate,
this Bill would have corne back to us without any change.
The Government must either have winked at the amend-
monts in the Senate or quietly acquiesced in them and made
no attempt tooxercise the influence which they undoubtedly
possess over that body. That is a point the House will
not lose sight of, and I am sure the country will not lose
sight of. I am srry the word "unduly raised " should have
been substituted for "unlawfully," because to take an undue
advantage and to take unlawful advantage are two different
things. Who is to decide what is an undue raise in the
value of an article ? Is it the judge ? And even if ho decides
as to the value of an article, there is an appeal from his
decision to the higher court. It is quite clear that the Bill
in its present shape, surrounded as it is with protection to
those who are disposed to combine, will largely be ineffect.
ive. Next Session, if it is found that the evils which this
measure is intended to prevent, continue to grow, I hope
this House will take a more decided stop to put an end to
these combines. There is nothing will tend to ruin the
farming classes and the farming community more than to
allow these trade combinations to get a footing in our
country, and I am sorry to say that, to a considerable
extent, they have obtained a footing. I am exceedingly
sorry the Government have permitted this Bill to be so
impaired. No doubt my hon. friend from West York (Mr.
Wallace) was sincere when ho introduced the Bill, and I
think ho made an honest effort to have it adopted. It is to
be regretted that ho did not succeed better; b ut next Ses-
sion we will have an opportunity of introducing a more
effective measure, and I earnestly hope that then the Sonate,
which has on this occasion been unduly influenced, will not
again adopt the course they have just taken.

Mr. GUILLETT. I wish also to express my regret that
the Sonate has intorfered with the measure in any respect.
It was unanimonsly passed by this House, and the subject
was botter understood here than it could be elsewhere,

owing to the fact that it was considered by a Special Com-
mittee and was prominently before the House this Session
and last Session. I wish those hon. gentlemen opposite
who have spoken had all been as fair as the last speaker
towards the hon. member for West York (Mr. Wallace)
who has devoted so much time and labor to the promotion
of the Bill this Session and to the promotion of the investi-
gation last Session. It is altogether unfair to him to say
that ho thoroughly aucepted this measure as amended,
because he declares that ho did not approve of the amend-
ments, but accepted them on the principle that a half loaf
was botter than no bread. I trust that next Session a
stronger measure will be introduced. The hon. member
for West York (Mr. Wallace) ought to receive credit from
hon. gentlemen opposite for his course in relation to this
matter. With regard to the word "unduly," I believe it is
understood by a great many employers to meanI "unlaw-
fully," but the change weakens the force of the measure.
As regards the statement of the hon. member for East
Elgin (Mr. Wilson) that this Bill will not interfere with
the operations of the trades unions, I entirely dissent from
that opinion, and it is noticeable that hon. members who
belong to the legal profession agree with me in this respect.

Amendments concurred in.

BILLS 0F LA.DING.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON moved second reading of Bill
(No. 92) relating to Bills of Lading. He said : This
Bill is almost a transcript of an Imperial Statute passed
nearly 35 years ago. The object was to vest in the
consignees of goods the rights of action arising under the
bill of lading. The theory of the law upon the subject, irre-
spective of the statute, was that the contract was between
the carrier and the consignor, and that, although the goods,
by operation of mercantile law, would pass to the consignee
by an endorsement of the bill of lading, the consignee had
no rights of action under the original contract. The
property in the goods passed, but the right of ac-
tion did not pass. The consequence was that, al-
though the consignee had the right to recover his
goods, he had no right of action for damage done or
anything of that description. The English statute has been
found to be benoficial, and it has been adopted in the Pro-
vince of Ontario, in the Province of Nova Scotia, and I
think in Manitoba, and it is in effect embodied in the Civil
(ode of the Province of Quebec, though not in express
terms. When the statute was passed in Ontario after Con-
federation, the competency of the Provincial Legislature to
pase it was doubted, and it was made a subject of report by
the Minister of Justice, who desired that it should be left
for a subsequent report. That was delayed in consequence
of public business, as is explained in the subsequent report
which was presented. The other Provinces have adopted
this legislation, and, as it is a matter of trade and commerce,
and one which, if in force in any part of Canada, should be
in force throughout the Dominion, it has been considered
desirable, because of the usefulness of the proposed change,
and also because of the doubt as to the validit of the Pro.
vincial legislation, to embody it in a statute or the whole
Dominion.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). This is a very important Bill,
and I am sorry it was not brought before the House before
this time of the Session. Of course it is following exactly
the English statite, and no doubt the change is a very im-
portant one as to transferring the contracte under the bill
cf lading. I think that should be passed. It has worked
well in England, and I think the contract ehould be trans-
ferred as well as the property in the goods. The third
section opens a wild field of discussion. I thought the
English statute went a little further till I found that the
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owners of the vessels were not held liable for goods shipped
on board, and cases have occurred in Canada where railway
receipts have been given by persons fraudulently and the
companies were not held liable. The Minister of Justice might
consider whether he could not make a provision that, when
the master of a vessel or the agent of a railway delivers
railway receipts or bills of lading, the company should not
to a certain extent be bound by them. Banks and other
people advance money on those bills of lading, and,
although the railway company may be innocent, the legal
principle is that, where two innocent persons suffer, the
one who bas innocently caused the fraud sbould bear the
burden. That is a matter in regard to which there
migbt be considerable discussion. I would also suggest
another very important chavge, which is also in accordance
with the English law, and that is in regard to the position
of a master of a vessel where the cargo is in dispute with
the consignee or the consignee refuses to pay the freight.
The question now is, what will the master of the vessel do
with the cargo. In England there is au Act by which ho is
allowed to warehouse the cargo and put a stop order upon
it There is no such thing here. The question has recently
been discussed before the Supreme Court of Canada. I think
that would be a very necessary and very important change
to make in the law. The difficulty I find is, at this late stage
of the Session to discuss this Bill as it ought to be discussed,
because I think these points are well worthy of discussion,
and, under the circumstances, the Minister might allow the
Bill to remain for another Session so that it might be fur-
ther considered. I quite agree with the objects of the Bill
and the scope of it..

Sir JOHN TOMPSON. I would prefer to give consi-
deration hereafter to the suggestions which the hon. gentle-
man bas made. and in the meantime to adopt the changes
proposed in the Bill, which will remove any doubts as to
the validity of the provincial laws.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the second time, con-
sidered in committee, and reported.

Mr. Mo.MULLEN I rise to a point of order. I question
the propriety of a mem ber of the Committee reporting a Bill
to the Deputy Speaker. We have seen this thing too often
now. 4\ e have a Speaker and a Deputy Speaker, we pay
both, and I do rot think it is right that this system should
be introduced. I do not think it is the course in England,
and I do not think it is proper for a member of the Commit-
tee to report to the Deputy Speaker.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We are pursuing exactly
the practice adopted in England.

Sir JOHN THOMPSON moved third reading of the Bill.
Motion agreed to, and Bill read the third time and passed.

SUPPLY-MANITOBA RAiLWAYS-JESUIT
ESTATES ACT.

Mr. FOSTER moved that the flouse resolve itself into
Committee of Supply.

Mr. ROSS. Mr. Speaker-
Mr. CHARLTON. Mr. Speaker-

The- DEPUTY SPEAKER. The hon. member for Lisgar
(Mr. Il ss) bas the floor.

Mr. ROSS. I think the people of Manitoba generally
will be surprised when they peruse the resolutions brought
down in aid of railways, to see that there are only 17 miles
of rai lway in that Province aided by these resolutions. Now,
there are a number of railways being built in that Province
by direct aid of the Local Government. In the western part
of our Dominion, in Manitoba especially, and in the North-

Mr. WELDON (St. John).

West Territories as well, you have got to consider that
matters are entirely different from what they are in the east.
Railways ought to go ahead of settlement, or at least go with
it; in the east settlement, of course, is a long way in ad-
vance of railways. Now, in certain portions of the Province
the settlers reside from 50 to 100 miles away from a railway,
and it is impossible for them to take their produce to mar-
ket and dispose of it to advantage. There is one road in
particular to which I would call attention, running south-
easterly from Winnipeg to the boundary, through a part of
my county, and also through the county of hon. member for
Provencher (Mr. LaRivière). This railway would be very
aseful in opening up a tract of country that is partially set-
tled, and which would be still more fully settled if there
were railway facilities by which the people could get
there. Now, this road would not only give facilities to the
people who are settled there, but it would be of great advan-
tage to the people residing in Winnipeg and on the prairies
by enabling them to get their tie timber and their
fuel at less cost and to greater advantage than they
can do now. This railway would also give another outlet to
the produce of Manitoba. We have the Canadian Pacifie
Railway and the Northern Pacifie Railway, but we want
another line which would give us the shortest route to
Duluth. 1 bave no doubt whatever that if a land grant
were given this railway it would be put under construction
and come into operation in a short time. I would beg to
remind the House that the company is not asking for any
valuable land in connection with this railway. They are
only asking for lands that are at the present time valueless,
both for settlement and for sale. No person would go in
there and purehase these lands and settle, unless railway
facilities are given, and the railway company who have got
a charter this present Session, would go right on and con.
struct this road if a grant were given to them, and these
very lands to-day valueless would become valuable to the
Government. There are three million acres in the south-
eastern portion of Manitoba which settlers cannot reach, and
less than a million acres is asked for by the company, so
that two million acres would be left which would remain in
the hands of the Government, and the Government would
receive value for them. Some of them could be sold which
would yield a revenue to the Government, in the sale of
timber dues, and timber limits could be disposed of to
advantage. I will close by moving in amendment:

That the Speaker do not now leave the Chair, but that it be resolved
that this House regrets that no proposai for a land subsidy in aid of the
Manitoba and South-Eastern Railway Company, has been laid before
Parliament.

Mr. CHARLTON. Yesterday, I spoke to the Speaker
of this House and received his promise that I should receive
recognition upon going into Supply. This afternoon, Sir, I
spoke to yourself (the Deputy Speaker) and I was informed
by you that the member for Yale (Mr. Kara) had spoken
to you. I see that the Speaker is absent, and I see that
the hon. gentleman whom you stated had spoken to you
to receive recognition, has not risen; and I have to state
my belief, Sir, that the motion that I intended to move to.
night it was the intention of the Government to burk, and
that this course has been taken to do so; and I have to say
that both yourself and the Speaker have violated the cour-
tesies of this House in this matter. Now, I wish to state
for the information of the House and the information of
the country, the character of the motion that I wished to
move, and the motion that it is evidently the desire of the
Government should not be placed before this flouse. I
intended te move :

" That in view of the doubts which have been expressed by many
leading constitutional authorities as to the constitutionality of the Act
of the Legislature of Quebec, entitled: 'An Act respecting the Settle-
ment of the Jesuits' Estates,' this House is of opinion that the Govern-
ment of Canada should without delay obtain the decision of the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Oouneil, or other competent courts of jurisdic-
tion, as to the constitutionality of the said Act."
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Now, Sir, it is evident to me, it will be evident to the mem-
bers of this House, it will be evident to the people of Can-
ada, under the circumstances of the case to-night, that the
Government do not desire to meet that question, that they
desire to burk that question, and to avoid it. I believe that
in doing so they have acted very unwisely indeed. The
excitement that exists in this country on this subject
demands on the part of the Government some such steps as
that mentioned in the motion that I intended to move, and i
believe the Government are recreant to the duty they owe
to this country in refusing to allow such a resolution to be
put to the House, in order that the popular agitation
might be allayed by the authoritative assurance that the ques.
tion as to the constitutionality of the Jesuits' Estates Act
should be settled by the highest court of competent jurisdic-
tion. I intended, if I had moved that resolution, to offer to
withdraw it if the Government would give the assurance to
the House that they would comply with the terms of the
resolution by submitting the Act to the Judicial Committee
of the Privy Courcil for their opinion. Why the Govern-
ment should refuse to do that, wçhy the Government should
fear to do that, I am unable to say. I have nothing further
to say in regard to this matter than that I hold them re-
sponsible, under the circumstances of this case, for having
refused this reference to a competent court of jurisdiction
in order to get a settlement of this burning question, a
question that promises serions resuits to tbis country,
which has aroused an agitation that ought to be allayed,
and an agitation which the Government, by accepting the
conditions of this motion, and referring the question of the
constitutionality of this Act to the courts, could have al-
layed. I have nothing further to say except that 1 have
never seen in the course of my parliamentary experience a
dodge of this kind resorted to.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The dodge is on the part
of the hon. gentleman.

Mr. CHARLTON. Not at all, Sir.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, The right to speak to the
Speaker does not belong to any hon. member, the right
belongs to the first hon, member who catches the Speaker's
eye. The bon. gentleman had no right to suppose that ho
had canght the Speaker's eye.

Mr. CHARLTON. I caught the Speaker's back, he was
looking over that way.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman had
no right to suppose that ho or anybody else who chooses,
when he wants to get in a pet motion, can run frrst to the
Speaker and then to the Deputy Speaker so as to prevent
any independent member of Parliament in rising and claim-
ing the riglht to free audience. It is an absurd statement
of the hon, gentleman, it is a great piece of presumption
of the bhon. gentleman to suppose that because he wishes to
speak at a particular time in a particular way that every-
body else must stand aside and do bim reverence. The hon.
gentleman who moved this amendment is quite in his right
I will eay with respect to that, Mr. Speaker, that the hon.gen
tleman did apply, with another hon. member of this louse,
to me and the Ministerof Railways, to see whother they could
not this year get a subsidy for therailway, and he proposed a
grant of land for the reason that he gave just now. At the
time he addressed it, and for reasons which I need not give
now, because the lateness of the application is a sufficient
explanation, it was not thought proper that it should be
included in the land subsidies that have been laid before the
House during the present Session. That is the answer we
gave to the motion of my hon. friend, which I hope will not
be carried.

Mr. CHARLTON. Perbaps the hon. gentleman would
answer a question.
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No, I will not answer
any question.

Mr. CHARLTON. Is the hon. gentleman willing t6
accept-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman has
no right to put any question to me. He has not taken the
right course to do it.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I wish to say a word. The bons
gentleman intimated his intention to move a resolution and
spoke to me yesterday in regard to it, and I consented to
second it. 1, with the hon. member, thought it was pru-
dent under the excited condition of the country that the
Government should be made aware of the fact that we pro-
posed to present such a resolution. The hon. gentleman
took a copy of the resolution over to the First Minister's
desk, and put it upon that desk. The First Minister, when
he came to his place yesterday, received the copy of that
resolution which the hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr.
Charlton) intended to move, and he no doubt read it. That
hon. member who thus courteously treated the First Minis-
ter with respect to this question has received from him that
treatment which the right hon. gentleman always metes
out to a political opponent when he bas an opportunity.
The hon. member for North Nor folk in justice to the Gov-
ernment and with a desire teoeffect a settlement submitted
to them a copy of his resolution.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Question.
Mr. MoMULLEN. I contend that advantage has been

taken, because the First Minister was made aware of the
fact that the resolution would be moved.

Mr. SPEAKER. I must remind the hon. gentleman that
he must address his remarks to the question before the
Chair.

Mr. MoMULLEN. This is a question we have a right to
discuss at some considerable length, as it is one of vital im-
portance to this country. I consider it my daty to make
this statement, and I wind up by saying that I believe a
contemptible trick has been practiced on this side of the
House.

Mr. SCRI VER. I desire simply to say that while the
leader of the Government is technically right in his state-
ment that every member bas the right to catch the Speak-
er's eye first if he eau do so, yet I think no one knows
better than the right hon. gentleman the practice which has
generally prevailed with respect to this matter. An under.
standing between a certain member and the Speaker is very
often made, that tbe hon. member wishing to move a cer-
tain important resolution shail be recognised. Such a
practice has prevailed as the First Minister knows very
well.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Complaints have been
made not unfrequently that notice of the desire of an hon.
gentleman on this side of the House to move a particular
motion on going into Supply bas not been given. It appears
from thestatement made that my bon. friend was particular
in giving the notice, as desired and requested in former
days, to the First Minister, and it also appears that that bas
had a result which, of course, as a piece of Parliamentary
strategy, is not unfrequently resorted to in order to enable
the Government to avoid entering into a discussion on a
particular subject.

Amendment negatived on a division, and House again re-
solved itself into Committee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)
Royal Military Oollege, Kingston-Bouse for

Uommandant..... ..............-. ... $12,500
Mr. MoMULLEN. We desire tohave a little discussion

Son this item, It is singular that, notwithstanding the tu%$
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that we have had militia matters and the Military College
discussed, this item is brought down in the dying moments
of the Session. It is a most objectionabMe item. We know
who the commandant is, that he is closely related to the
High Commissioner, that h3 drew, during last year, over
$4,000 of the money of this country, and he will draw, this
year, about that sum in addition to a free house. It may
be that a house is required, but, if so, it is strange that it
should be erected a mile and a half from the college. Next
year, in all probability, we shah have a vote to provide a
carriage to take the commandant from his house to the
college and back. It is considered proper by hon. gentle-
men opposite that the High Commissioner's relations shall
be all well paid by the country. I believe Colonel Cameron
is a soxn-in-law of the High Commissioner, and of course ho
has to be provided for in some way. We have evidently
more belted knights than one in Canada, and I be-
lieve the most highly decorated one is the ligh Commis.
sioner, and I suppose that, occupying that position, we
should not only look te providing him with a comfortable
position in London, but also provide for the members of his
family.

Mr. MITCHELL. We have done that pretty much
already.

Mr. MOMULLEN. We are continuing todo it. I much
regret that the First Minister has to take second place now.
He used to be the chief belted knight of the Dominion;
but, since the IHigh Commissioner has added honors to thos'
which ho possessed before he went away, he now appears
to b. the chief and the highest and the most honored by
Her Majesty, and I suppose it is thought proper, under those
circumstances, that we should find positions in the Dominion
for members of his family. He himself is comfortably
located in London. His son occupies a position as Minister
of the Crown, and no doubt he occupies it in the interests
of the family, of which he is no doubt an able and
bright member. He, no doubt, site at the council
board to hear that no word is uttered detrimentalî
tW the position occupied by the High Commissioner.
Re will also bo there to see if there is any law costs to be
expended that they will be given to Tupper & Graham,i
and if there is anything out west it will be given to Mac-
donald & Tapper, and ho will also be there to see if therei
is any good lucrative easy position that can be filled up byi
anoy other relative who ls not already installed in offie that
that relative should get it. As to Chipmùan I do not know
what relation he is to the Tappers; I have not been able to
find that ont yet.

Mr. DEPUTY SPEAKER. Perhaps the hon. gentleman1
could confine himself a littie nearer to the question under1
discussion.0

Mx. MOMULLEN. I am doing that. I am travelling a1
little around just to show what this House has beon asked
to do in the past and what it may be expected to do in the
future. In ail probability we will have to purchase a horse
and carriage for this commandant, for it would never do
to have him walk a mile and a half.

An hon. MEMBER. Get a cab.

Mr. MoMULLEN. Oh, a cab would not suit the com-
mandant of the Royal Military College. We have enough
to pay for the cabs for Ministers at Ottawa, and if we paid
cabs for the officials throngbout the Dominion, we would
have a larger expenditure in the way of contingencies than
would be desirabie. I say it is a gross piece of barefaced
nonsense for us to have to provide for Commandant Cam-
eron because hoeis a relation of Mr. Tupper. I wonder if
we are going to furnish this house for him too.

AP hon. MEMBEIR. Oh, no,
Mr, McMULLEN.

Mr. McMULLEN. Weil, that is a good thing. I b-
lieve that it is unreasonable and unfair to ask the Houe to
consent to this purchase of a residence, when we might
have built one on the grounde at Kingston, and especialIy is
it unreasonable to build one at such a distance from the
college. However, I suppose Commandant Cameron's
duties will be very light, and he will not be required to go
from his bouse to the college more than twice a week. We
will have to keep that bouse im repairs at considerable et-
pense. I pointed out at the beginning of the Session that
we had to pay an enormous sum to the Tupper family to
keep them in comfortable easy positions, and this will
bring the amount up to a sum of #40,000 a year for the
entire family, Chipman included.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. We should have some
explanations as regards this, I am quite aware that Colo.
nel Hewitt resided at as great a distance as Colonel Cam-
eron resides Irom the college, but I am aware that it was
found an inconvenient practice. I think it would have
been botter if the Government had built a honse on the
colloge grounds wbere the commandant would be quite
convenient to bis duties. This house is at a distance of
If miles, or 2,000 yards, as the Minister stated, fron the
college, and it really seems to me that the precedent is a
very bad one. I have been informed that the college is
very crowded and that there is not sufficient dormitory
accommodation. I do think that, if we can spend this large
sum of money, the first thing that ought to be done is
to provide sufficient dormitory accommodation for the
cadets. This is a matter of health, and I certainly think
it is of the first importance as concerning the well-being of
the college. My hon. friend from East York (Mr. Mac-
konzie) laid out a bouse for the commandant on the college
ground, but Colonel Hewitt, having a large ftmily, pre-
ferred going to a house of his own.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I tully agree with the hon.
gentleman that if ithad been a question of building a house
it would have been botter to build it on the Royal Military
College grounds, but I think it was a matter of economy to
purchase the Horsey property at 812,500. It is not
really of very great importance that the commandant
should be located in the building itseolf, and I think the pre.
sent commandant is not any further away from the build-
ing than Colonel Hewitt used to be.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. But Colonel Hewitt to
my own knowledge found it incouvenient.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I am not prepared to say
whether h. found it inconvenient or not. We were paying
an allowauce of 8800 a year to the commandant for house
rent. I think it will be found that the purchase is a good
one, and the property can bu disposed of to advantage at
any time that we are prepared to build on the grounds of
the Royal Military College, as suggested by the hon. mnem-
ber. But until we did so it was necessary to find accom.
modation for the commandant, and it was reported to me
that it was impossible to find a house to rent at the parti-
cular period whon the commandant came ont. Under the
circumstances I think we made the very bost bargain that
could be made.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I fancy that the $800
included an allowance for fuel and light.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. It was independent of fuel and
Iight.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I am speaking from
recollection, and I would recommend the hon. gentleman to
look back to the public accounts, by which I think he will
find that the allowance to Colonel Hewitt was 8800, for
lodging, fuel and light ; and if that be the case, there in no
doubt that the purchase of the bouse, plut fuel sud light,
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&id the repirs which will always be neoessary, will add
very considerably to the sum of $100. The interest on
012,500 is $500, the fuel and light allowance will amount to
about $400, and you may rest asaured that repairs will come
to $300, so that we shall be paying $1,200 a year instead of
$400 as a practical resuit of this arrangement. But my main
point is that having a hundred acres on the college groands,
we ought not to purchase a house, because it is quite clear
that you could build a bouse for the accommodation of the
commandant for a mach smaller aum than $12,500.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I hardly think so.
Sir RICHARD JARTWRIGHT. Where you have the

ground I think you could. The salary of the commandant
is $3,200 a year, with an allowance of $800. What Mr.
Mackenzie did was to build a house for the commandant on
the grounds. That was handed over to the officer second
in command, and Colonel Hewitt having a very large
family, was allowed as a special convenience to reside at a
distance.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The situation was this:
General Oliver went to England, and General Cameron was
appointed in bis stead. He had a right to have a bouse
somewhere, and there was no bouse on the grounds at
Barriefield or near the fort. The building 8riginally put
up for the commandant is occupied I think by the senior
professor. As the hon. gentleman knows, Colonel Hewitt
lived in the town, and General Oliver afterwards. When
General Cameron was appointed, he could not get a house
to rent, and this house was offered for sale. It was valued
at I think more than the price we paid for it, and a
gentleman whom the hon. gentleman knows very well
wanted to get it at that price, and would have paid
the money readily. But it was thought well to buy
that bouse, as it was quite clear the price was so moderate
that it could ho disposed of at any time. The question of
putting up a residence on the grounds was discussed in
Council at the instance of the Minister of Militia. There
are good reasons, I think, on the whole, why the comman-
dant should live there, although the commandants them.
selves do not agree to that. We had, however, a comman-
dant who was quite competent, a very able man, although
ho bas the misfortune to be a son-in-law of Sir Charles
Tupper. Notwithstanding that great drawback, ho is a
distinguished officer and a most efficient commandant, and
there bas been a considerable improvement in the discipline
of the college since General Cameron took the command.
1 think, with the growth of the college, there onght some
time to be a building put up on the grounds. Whenever it
is put up, it is quite certain, with the rapidly increasing
value of property in Kingston, that the Government could
soll this house, which is a new one and a very good one,
without any loss.

Sir RWCHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would not like to
guaraîntee that by any means.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I do not think that in towns outaide
of Toronto, except, perhaps, Woodstock, property is
increasing in value.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I know it is.

Mr. MoMULLEN. Id Kingston there may be somne, but
a house must be a very good one to cost $12,500. I quite
agiree with the suggestion that if we have a bouse for the
commandant, it should be on the grounds near the college.
I believe the Minister of Militia could, with very little
difficulty, have secured a bouse to rent which would have
suited the commandant for a short time, There are some
very fine bouses in Kingston.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They are occupied by
very fine people.

Ki
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Mr. MOMULLEN. I know there are morne that are not

occupied in Kingston at this moment, so that I think h.
could have got a bouse without much trouble. Thon we
could have built a bouse on the grounds and the command-
ant could have moved into it. The hon, gentleman says
we will have no difficulty in selling this bouse when we
wish to get rid of it, but I doubt, taking past experience of
the bon. gentleman's administration, whether we would ho
able to realise this promise any more than the many others
ho has made.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. You are an unbelieving
Thomas.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I know the hon. gentleman is always
ready with promises, but I have no doubt that in a few
years ho will be compelled to dispose of this bouse at from
82,000 to 81,000 les than we have paid for it. Again it is
one mile and a half away from the college. I am sure the
commandant will nover walk that distance, nor will ho ride
in a street car; ho could not be expected to do that, consid-
ering the distinguished connection he belongs to, and we
will, in all probability, have to go to the expense of provid-
ing horses and carriages to take him from the bouse to the
college. I have been looking over the expenses we have
made recently, and I see that this worthy gentleman was
away 118 days as au additional private secretary to Sir
Charles Tupper when at Washington. Sir Charles Tupper
had already a private secretary in Mr. C. C. Chipman, to
whom we paid 62,499.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. He was not appointed nor did
he act as secretary.

Mr. MoMULLEN. The commandant was there for 118
days, for which ho received $2,716.60. Whether he was there
as subsecretary or not I do not know. Mr. Chipman was
engaged as secretary to Sir Charles Tupper, and I suppose
ho took the commandant along as a kind of assistant in case
something should occur. At any rate we paid a very nice
sum for bringing him there. Judging by the items in the Audi-
tor General's account we feasted him at the highest prices
and best places, for during that 118 days ho drew $2,716. I
consider it my duty, and I do it fearlessly, to bring this mat-
ter before the flouse. It is not right that the people should
be subjected to taxation in matters of this kind, and to this
useless expenditure running up into the millions. We have
expended $40,000,000 during the past year finding bouses
for commandants, giving railway bonuses, and lavishing
money in every direction, so that there is not a branch of
the Empire of Great Britain to-day which is more heavily
taxed than we are, and all because one man bas occupied
the position of First Minister for twenty years, and, backed
up by his followers who do bis bidding blindly, we see this
extravagance in every direction-Short Line, the Oxford and
New Glasgow line, the St. Charles Branch, and all these ex-
penditures that bear on their face ovidences of the most
abominable corruption.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It appears from the
Public Accounts that probably I was correct in saying that
the $800 covered fuel and light. I have the Public Accounts
of 1878, and I se there that the rent of the house for the
commandant is put down separately at the rate of about 8100
a year and the coal furniahed is put down at $270 a year, so
that I prestime I was correct in thinking this $800 covered
the ligt and fuel. If that be the case, the hen. gentleman
will see that the arrangement ho las now made will not be
likoly to eat*ila aaving but will probably moan a consider-
able extra expense. I ahould like the bhon. the Minister to
ascefrain what the facts are.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I still think I am right.
Sir RICHAR D CARTWRIGHT. The Public Accounts

show that I was right asto what has occurred in the past.
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Mr. COCKBU RN. I would like to draw the attention of
the hon. member for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright)
to the rather curious calculation he bas made. He thinks
that $800 will about cover the amount now as before. The
house cost $12,500, which, at 4 per cent. means a rent
of $500 a year, and he puts the repairs down at $300, a
year or 60 per cent, of the rental. Does the bon. gentleman
know of any landlord in this or any country who is prepared
to pay 60 per cent of his rental for repairs ?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. No; but I know what
it costs to keep a bouse in good order, and I know that in
this house owned by the Government bills to that extent
will assuredly be sent in, taking one year wtith another.

Mr. COCKBU RN. You will be astonished to hear that
$300 out of 8500 is required for repairs. Why, 10 per cent.
is the ordinary rate among real estate men allowed for
repairs, so that, taking the rent at $500 and adding the
repairs we will have a total, annual expense of $550.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman is
entirely wrong. He is talking of what he knows very
little about. I have plenty of bouses on my hands, and I
say that a bouse of this character will most assuredly re-
quire, to keep it in thorough good order, a considerable
sum each year.

Mr. COCKBURN. $300 a year?
Sir RIOHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes; every penny.

If the bon. gentleman knew the bouse, he would understand
well that it would ho extremely easy to spend quite that
sum from year to year to keep it in thorough order, and in
a louse which is the property of the Government, people
are not so particular about ineurring expenses as if it were
owned by an ordinary landlord and used for ordinary pur-
poses. I have not the slightest doubt, the hon. member for
Toronto (Mr. Cockburn) to the contrary notwithstanding,
that when we come to take into account the supply of fuel
and light and the charges for keeping in repair, the sum I
named will one year and another be called for. In a house
of this kind we could easily spend 81,000 in a single year
and see very little for it.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I am told it is in very good
repair.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. lu a very short time
it will require an expenditure for all kinds of purposes.
However, that is a minor point. The essential point is this,
that if we are going to buy a house in Kingston at all or to
incur a charge for the expenses of a bouse for a commandant,
the money ought to be spent on the college grounds, where
the commandant ought to reside.

Mr. COCKBURN. However little the hon. member for
South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright) may, I think, know
of matters of this kind, I can assure him that for 20 years 1
occupied a louse belonging to the Government as a Govern.
ment official, and during that time the average expenditure
in the shape of repairs did not exceed $100 a year, and the
house was a great deal larger than that purchased for the
commandant.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Was that owned by the Domin-
ion Government.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Not much.

Mr. COCKBURN. It was owned by the Ontario Govern-
ment.

Sir ADOLPHE CARONa I do not express my own per-
sonal opinion about the property because I know very little
except from the reports and representations which were
made to me, and from the fact that I had it valued by two
of the bot men of Kingston, in so far as real estate is con-
cerned, but it was represented to me that the original cost
of that property was $20,000. I was told that the house

Sir RICHARD CARTwaIUT.

was in very good repair and order, and that there would be
very little money required for some time to corne to keep
it in repair.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. Was it bought directly from the
proprietor or through a land agent ?

* Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Directly through the pro-
prietor. We had the property valued and the title deeds
were sent down te my department and referred by me to
the Department of Justice for verification. I am not aware
of anybody ex-,ept the original proprietor, in whose hands
the property was, writing to me directly and making his
conditions as to the sale, and my referring the whole thing
to Council.

Mr. MITCHELL. The members of the Committee have
been skirmishing around this thing for an hour and a-half.
They have talked about Tupperism, and about the Tupper
family, and aboqt Sir Charles Tupper and about all the
Tuppers, but they have not touched the real gist of the
thing. For 10 years I have been struggling to get this ex-
crescence wiped ont. This Military College and School of
Gunnery and so on-what is it ? lt is nothing else but one
of those excrescences which have been established from a
desire to build up in this country institutions to educate the
sons of the Rch men at the expense of the people. When I
was first attacking this institution, I think the expenditure
was about $30,000 a year. Now, I find it is c:ose on
870,000 a year. Who are educated in that institution ? Are
there any sors cf poor men ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Yes.
Mr. MITCHELL. Who are they ? Can the hon. gentle.

man name one ? Are there any sons of ordinary middle
class men ?

Sir ADOLPIIE CARON. Yes,
Mr. MITOELL. They may be poor men, but, if se,

they are poor men in the superior classes, like my hon.
friend the Minister of Militia. When these young men are
educated, where do they settle down ? Do they settle in this
country and develop its great resources? Some may do so,
but they are the exception to the rule. We find their
fathers figuring to get recommendations for commissions in
the British army; we find some of them figuring in the
United States as engineers on American railways, but we
do not find these young men, who are educated with such
high notions, settling in Canada and assisting Vo develop the
resources of this country ; and it is for that purpose that
the poor people of this country are taxed. I have been for
ten years protesting against this, and, while my hon.friend
from North Wellington (Mr. McMullen) has been talking
about General Cameron and Sir Charles Tupper and
Tupperism generally, I say that is all a drop in the bucket,
compared with the question of the continuance of this
excrescence. I am not going Vo deal with the Tupper
question at all, but I want to see this excrescence wiped
ont.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). What excrescence ?
Mr. MITCHELL. This college.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I thought you might mean the
Tupper family.

Mr. MITCH RLL. No, yon cannot get them wiped ont.
They are too firmly fixed ; but there is an amount of money
expended in connection with that Military College which is
useless to Canada, and it is constantly increasing, and God
knows where it will end. I think we should put a stop to this,
and I say to my hon. friend from North Wellington (Mr. Mc-
Mullen) that he would do more good if, instead of skirmish.
ing round, he would attack the centre.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Not the left centre?
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Mr. MITCHELL. If the hon. gentleman who bas chosen

to interrupt me would devote a little attention to economis-
ing the resources of the country, I think that between him
and myself we could save a good deal of money, and 1 advise
him to commence by wiping out that institution, and to tell
the better classes of this country, wbo desire to get iheir
sons educated at the public expense, that they must pay for
it. It is true that they say they do pay something, but we
find from the Auditor General's Report between $60,000 and
870,000 charged for the expenditure on that institution. I
do not blame the right bon. gentleman opposite alone for
this. When my hon. friend to my right (Sir Richard Cart-
wright) was Minister of Finance, and the hon. member for
East York (Mr. Mackenzie) was Premier, I took the same
ground as I do now. They are all prepared to support that
institution, and to continue it, as I consider, unfairly and
unjustly, as a charge upon the laboring classes of this
country.

Mr. MULOCK. What amount does the Minister of
Militia intend to deduct from the salary of General Cameron
when ho supplies him with a bouse?

Sir ADOLIPHE CARON. I do not intend to deduct any.
thing.

Mr. MULOCK. There was $800 allowed for a residence.
That includes something, does it not?

Sir ADOLPHE CARO N . It includes just what we paid
to Colonel Hewitt and Colonel Oliver, and any one else in the
same position for rental. I say the rental we paid to Colonel
Ilowitt we bave invested in capitalising the amount. The
property which we have purchased for S12,500 cost Dr.
Horsey $20,000. I know very little about property in
Kingston, but during the visit 1[paid to that city, I saw
this property, and it was one of the very beat residences I
could see. Whenever it is found convenient for the Gov-
ernment and Parliament to construct a residence on the
Royal Military College grounds for the commandant of
that college, we can find no difficulty whatever in disposing
of this property for the price we paid for it. From infor-
mation I have received from gentlemen residing in King-
ston, I believe it could be disposed of' to-morrow without
any inconvenience. It was a very good bargain, and I do
not think we have increased the expense to the country.
Of course the allowance of $8300 is eut off.

Mr. MULOCK. That is all I asked about.
Mr. MITCHELL. Does the Minister say the expenses

have not increased ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. When this question was up
for discussion before, the hon. gentleman was absent.

Mr. MITCHELL. I am hera now.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Yes, I am aware of it. When
the bon, gentleman is bore, every one knows ho is bore. At
that time ho happened to be away, and I explained that the
expenditure on the Royal Military College had not increased,
but that, in keeping the accounts, it was thought better to
place the amount of money paid by the cadets, in the
shape of what they contribute towards their education in
the college, to the credit of the college, instead of letting it
go into the books in a different shape as it did in previons
years. It was considered that the change which we made
indicted to Parliament and to the country the exact anount
of money which was being expended. I can tell the
hon. gentleman that I followed the good advice which he
occasionally gives to Parliamont, and I have tried to reduce
the expenditure on the Royal Military College, and have
increased the amount of money paid by cadets by 8100
a year. It bas not been insisted upon this year, but every
new cadet entering the Royal Military College will have to
pay $200 instead of' $100 as heretofore, I hope that it will

be within the period of time when the present Governmont
will be in power that we can make the Royal Military
College a self-supporting institution. I cau hardly under-
stand that the bon. gentleman should advocate the aboli-
tion of the Royal Military College. The results of the
college so far bas been very good indeed.

Mr. MITCHELL. We cannot see muoh good to the
country from it.

Sir ADOLPEHE P. CARON. I do fnot ig-ee with the
hon. gentleman. H1e says the sons of wealthy men are
educated there. Some of the most prominent cadets in that
institution are sons of Ontar io farmers who have taken a
proud position, not only in Canada, but abroad. Mr. Perry,
who is now serving in the Mounted Police, and Mr. Mackay,
from Montreal, and several others whose names I could
mention, are the sons of needy gentlemen, not like the
Minister of Militia and that class of people belonging to the
upper ton, but of the artisans and farmers who are contri-
buting by days' work to bring up their family respectably;
and they found in the Royal Military College a means ot
giving their sons a position which they never could have
obtained otherwise.

Mr. MITCH ELL. At the publie expense.
Mr. MULOCK. I understand that the sum of $800 a

year bas been allowed to the commandant, as the Minister
of Militia says, in lieu of giving him a house.

Sir ADOLPEIE CARON. Yes.

Mr. MULOCK, Will that item of $800 be discontinued
after this ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Yes.

Mr. MULOCK. It appears to me that to purchase a
bouse that costs 820,000, even though you bought it at a
discount, for a person who bas got an income of but 83,200
a year, ia a mistake.

To aid in defraying expenses In connection with the
meeting of the American Association for the
advancement of science ................... .................. $2,000

Mr. FOSTER. This is a very representative association,
the members of which live in the United States and in
Canada, and which this year has its meeting in the city of
Toronto. A large contribution has been given by the
Ontario Government, and it was thought well to give this
amount in addition.

Mr. MITCHELL. I object to this item. When this asso-
ciation, or-a similar one, visitei Montreal three years ago,
the people of that city did not come to Parliament and ask
them to aid to entertain these people.

Mr. FOSTER. That was the British Science Associa.
tion.

Mr. MITCHELL. It was the same association, as I un-
derstand it, or a similar one. The people did not come to
Parliament and ask for aid, and I think it is a wrong thing
to take the hard-earned money of the people and divert it
to a purpose which was never intended. If one city is
entitled to it, another city is; and if Toronto je aided, next
year when they come to Montreal or to Quebec, those cities
will quote this as a precedont for asking for aid. I should
think this wealthy city of Toronto, that boasts so much of
its expansion, of its new buildings, and increasing wealth,
if they want to entertain an institution of that kind, ought
to be able to do so themselves without coming to this Par-
liament for aid.

Mr. COCKBLJRN. I am rather astonished to hear the
hon. member who is interested in the city of Montreal, and
who bas a paper there, talk in the way ho does of Toronto
being willing to accept an offer of this kind. 1 think if bis
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memory will carry him back a year or two, ho will recol-
lect that a um of 820,000 was given to the city of Montreal
to entertain the British Association of Science. Now, this
association is kindred in its character and embraces in its
ranks a great many leading men in science both in Canada
and in the United States. My only regret is that the Gov.
ernment bas given so paltry an amount. It seems te me
that if a city of the wealth and star ding of Montreal could
be granted the sum of 820,000 to entertain an association
of a similar character to this, the sum of $2,000, a mere
tithe of that amount, is indeed a very paltry sum to
give te Toronto. I thought when my hon. friend rose
from his seat that he, with his usual love of learning,
was going to lay hold of the Government for granting
such a paltry sum. I was astonished to find a gentleman
given up to literary pursuits, as he is, attempting to throw
any discredit on a distinguished association of this kind.
As to Montreal being visited by the same association and
making a similar demand for aid, my hon. friend May keep
his mind and beart content in that matter, because it is net
likely that for manv years to come anyother Canadian city
will be honored as Toronto will be honored this year, be-
cause it is rather a difficult thing to get a body like the
American Scientific Association to hold its meetings in
Canada. It will perbaps be 20 years before they come
round again. I hope if my hon. friend is here then, repre-
senting the third party with the same efficiency that he
does now, with the same solid following which ho bas now,
ho will be able to help us to vote a similar amount te the
City o Mofntreal,

Mr. MITCHELL The schoolmaster abroad bas under-
taken to read me a lesson, and bas referred te my literary
pursuits. I have never put forward my literary pursuits in
this House, and I do not know why the hon. gentleman
sbould refer to it. The hon. gentleman attempts to recall
to my recollection the visit of the British Association to
Montreal some three years ago when hoesays a vote was
asked from this House for the purpose of entertaining them.
I beg te tell the bon. gentleman that ho is speaking without
the book. The amount of S35,000 that was asked for, was
for the pu-pose of paying the passages of these people to
this nuntrV, and to carry them over the country. But the
city of Montroal never asked for one dollar for the purpose
of entertaining them. I would like to ask this schoolmaster
abroad just te look up the records, and ho will find that my
statement is correct. Montreal never asked for a dollar to
entertain these people, as the city of Toronto seems to be
doing, or perbaps it is their representative who is doing it,
te gain kudos in St. John's ward when ho goes there to got
nigger votes. If the hon. gentleman will turn up the Ban-
sard ho will find that I voted against that very a ppropriation
being given to pay the expenses of the British Asso-
ciation. Why should public money be voted for any
auch purpose? The people are taxed enough without
taxing them te pay the expenses of ploasure seekers travel-
ling through the country. It is true there were in that body
very distinguished men. But what boenefit bas that expendi.
ture been to this country? Have we benefited to the extent
of $25,000? I do not think so. Perhaps the hon. gentle-
man may have made the acquaintance of some of these very
distinguished people, and it may be very pleasant for him
when ho is travelling abroad to figure in the front rank of
the hospitable people of Toronto who entertain at the pub.
lic expense these people as their guests. If it is dosired to
entertain these visitors let the hon. gentleman put bis hand
in his own pocket and let the council of Toronto assist, and
do not come to this Parliament and ask that the people's
money ho misappropriated by voting it for the purpose of
entertaining the guests of a wealthy city like Toronto. I
opposed a similar vote two or three years ago when it came
up asa proposal te bring the British Assoeiation asroe l the

Mr. CocoLuN.

ocean, aa, the hon. member ha said, to visit Montreal and
that Montreal made application, whicà I say was not the
case. Montreal never asked the vote, and never got one
dollar of it. I oppose the present vote and I hop$ it will
not pass this Committee.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. Is this amount to enable these
scientists to pursue their scientific investigations, or is It
for the purpose of entertaining them? If it is for the latter
purpose I think this Parliament has no right to vote the
money, and furthermore it is not a proper vote to make.
We have conventions constantly meeting in different cities
and towns, such as the Knights of abor, the Master
Mechanies, Trade Councils, Locomotive Engineers and
Conductors' Associations: ail these associations are intend-
ed to promote the interests of men who are engaged in the
active pursuits in life, but these people never come and ask
an appropriation from Parliament to pay their expenses.
This is a smail pioce of business for these scientifio mon,
whD are no doubt wealthy mon and me able to maintain
thoir position, to come to the Parliament of Oavad* and ask
this vote.

Mr. SCRIVER. They do not ask iL.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. If the city of Toronto askis it, the
people should be able to entertain their own guests, and to
put their hands in their own pockets. It is absurd to ask
the Dominion to pay these expenses, and it may be noted
that when the common class meet in convention in Toronto
or elsewhere to promote their interoet, no Parliamentary
appropria-ions are made. It is only when scientific men,
persons high up in the social scale, come here that the no-
bility of the city of Toro4to ask the Dominion Parliament
to appropriate 82,000 for the purpose of wining and dining
those people in Toronto, whereas, if those people desire to
entertain visitors from the United States, they should have
tho manliness to put thoir bands in their own pockets and
pay the exponses.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONA.LD. The hon, gentleman as-
sumes a good deal. He assumes that Toronto has asked for
this money for the purpose of enabling those gentlemen to
wine these American visitors and alt the rest of it. He is
mistaken in both assumptions. First, I am not aware that
Toi onto is asking this vote at aIl; but I am aware of this
faot, that the Canadian Association for the Advancement of
Learning, which contains most of the men of scientific
learning and literature, in Ontario at all ovents, have asked
the Goverument to aid themr in entertaining, in what way
[ do not know, these visitors, very likely by giving them
excursions to different parts of the country and calling at.
tention to our mineral wealth, and so on. The expenditure
of the amount wil be left in the hands of that distinguished
association. It may be right or wrong to make such votes,
but it bas been the habit for a good many years. Ron,
gentlemen opposite did not object to the vote of $3,000 for
the Dairymen's institution.

Mr. SOMERVILLE, That L a home institution.
Mr. MITCHELL. There is some sense in that.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I take it that the dairy-

men are rioher mon that the scientists. Science nd wealth
seldom go together. Thse men who devote themselves to
a life of science are not speculators, not mon in busieess,
they are generally impecunious, as everybody knows; and
no doubt when the scientiflc men of the United States offor
to come here and visit Toronto, one of the chief cities of the
Daminion, and meet leading men of science and literature
there, it will result in a very useful interchange of know-
ledge, and these scientific men will become better acquainted
with Canadian resources. Besides the grant of $3,000 to
the Dairymen's Association we have voted $2,000 towards
the Mlning Association. It is a spirit of oarping whiçb
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dram diltinctio*s of thia kind. The hon. inember for

iorthwmberland (Kr. Mitchell) bas stated that he voted
ageid t the grant to this association, I am very glad that
mney was voted, and I think that if the hon. gentleman
will look into the variois scientifie journals in England he
will find that Sir Henry Roscoe, the greatest chemist in
England, spleaks of Canada, and Sir Lionel Playfair and
other 6minent men speak of this country with knowledge
as to ifts réeources, and havea high appreciation of its future.
I think that money was very well pent, and I think this
money will be equally weil spent.

Mr. MITCOIELL. The hon. gentlemau bas said a good
many things, and stated them in the way he generally does
when he wants to carry a very doubtful vote. The hon.
gentleman bas spoken of Professor Playfair and Professor
Roscoe, and as to what they have done in England for
Canada. I pay a reasonably fair attention to the public
prints, but I do not see that they have very much benefited
Canada as yet. No doubt, in some scientific reports they
have referred to Canada, and perhaps in a very flattering
way, but that is not sufficient justification for granting this
amount. The hon. gentleman has made a statement which
I think he would not have made on refiection. He said
that Toronto did not apply for a vote. It is possible the
hon. gentleman may be right, and the impression i have
got as to what bas been transpiring during the Session may
be quite wrong. If I am not misinformed, a committeo of
the Coucil of Toronto visited Otawa, I understood at the
time for ihe purpose of obtaining a contribution from the
Parliament of Canada for this purpose.

Mr. COCKBURN. No.
Mr. MITCHELL. The hon. member for St. John's

Ward says no.
Mr. COCKBURN. I beg pardon, 8t, John's and St.

James.
Mr. MITCHE LL. I do not think the addition of another

apostle helps. If so, add St. Peter also. I think my hon.
friend the First Minister will recollect that a deputation
f rom the council came down to ask for this aid, and I am
told that when they did not find it in the Supplementary
Estimates tl-ey have been firing telegrams at my right hon.
friend, or the representative of the city, asking for the in-
sertion of it in some other estimates. This is an illustration
of what was done last night when that Baie des Chaleurs
railway job was up. Because it was said that the St. Lake
St. John and Gatineau road had got $00Q a mile it was a
sufficient reason to give this road 86,000 also, or in some
places 815,000 a mile. The Dairymen's Association is a
practical ass)ciation which does service to an important
class in this countr, and a vote to an institution of that kind
may be jnstified, but I do not think this vote to the city of
Toronto can be justified.

Mr. SOIIERVILLE. I may tell my hon. friend that in
addition to the addermen who came down from the city of
Toronto there were also some tavern keepers who were
interested in getting these Americans to go to the city. I
happened to recognise one very well developed tavern
keeper who came down to get this vote, and no doubt he
had bis influence with the First Minister. Ih this to be ex-
pended in furthering scientific pursuits, or is it to be ex-
pended for entertaining these people ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I wish not to be inaccu-
rate in my statements. A number of gentlemen came down
from Toronto and perbape among them was a tavern keeper
of my hon. friend's aequaintance.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. And your acquaintance too.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Oh, no. The statement
Mg .ade that it ws on behalf othe- Slety for tite Ad-

vancement of Literature and Science that the vote *as
asked, to assist in entertaining these scientific gentletnen.
Mir. King-Dodds a gentleman well known in the sporting
and scientific world was the secretary of that assoeiatidn,
and he read an address and be pressed for the vote. There
were a number of gentlemen with him and perhaps some of
the city couneillors, but I do not remember that Mr. Clarke,
the mayor, was among them. He was here once this Session,
but I do not know if it was then.

Mr. MITCHELL. He fired telegrame down since.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That I do not know any.

thing about. I understand that the money is to be ex-
pended in giving excursions to these gentlemen and show-
lng them places of public interest in different parts of the
country.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The right hou. gentle.
tnan has said enough. It is quite evident that the Minister
of Finance could not ref use anything that Mr. King-Dodds
asked.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. The fact that Mr. Dodds was one
of the deputation would probably indicate that this will be
a " horsey " investigation.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Natural history will be
one of the branches no doubt.

Mr. MULOCK. I like when I can agree with aby action
of the Government to be able to do so, and in this particular
case I am willing to take the responsibility of this vote.

Mr. MIICHE LL. You are pandering for political sup.
port niow.

Mr. MULOCK. No, I am not. I understand that this
association will have amongst then persons deeply inter-
ested in the mining world, and scientific men who perhaps
will make excursions into the interior of the country, and
visit some of our great mining industries. When they return
home they will no doubt write papers and make known to
the enterprising American people some of the undeveloped
wealth of the country. If it was desirable to have expended
$25,000 on a somewhat similar association previously, i fail
to see why a vote of less than one-tenth thit amount should
not be given here. I regret that there has been any objec-
tion to the vote.

Mr. CHARLTON. I rise to say that I believe that this
is a judicious vote, and the members of the Ontario Miniog
Commission were very anxious that some aid of this kind
should be afforded by the Government. We were anxions
that this scientific body should have facilities afforded them
for examining into our great mining resourees, both in
Ontario and in other parts of the Dominion. I ara aware
that these resources are very great indeed, but they are not
generally known and it is a matter of great importance
that they should be known to the world. We should do
everything in our power to have the undeveloped rosources
of our country more fully plaeed before the capitalistsof
the United States. I thi k the vote is one which will yield
large returns, and if the Government never made a worse
appropriation than this there would be little room for criti-
eism.

Mr. WATSON. With reference to the vote of $25,000
given some years ago I wish to say that if such a vote came
up again in this House I wou'd oppose it, because from my
own observations, and from information I received from a
person who knew whereof he was speaking, a large number
of persons who came here to partae of the hospitality of
strangers were nothing more than a lot of dead beats; nicn
who secure their position in the association by paying a fee
of a guinea a year for the purpose of having those excur.
sions. While there were some half dozen nien among them
who shodild be entertained antd who are prominent aù4
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eminent men, yet about three-fourths of the whole crowd and became.nembers for the purpose of getting free trips
that came out here were nothing more nor less than a lot through this country. I had it from some of themselves
of dead-beats. that such was the case. The hon. and gallant member for

Mr. MITCHBLL. In reference to what the hon. gentle- Shelburne has referred to the hospitalities he received from
man bas just stated, I may say that I was quite familiar the Lord Mayor of Dublin and the Lord Mayor of London
with the talk that occurred at the time those persons visited and the gentlemen from Scotland and elsewhere. I do not
the country, and I heard remarka similar to those made by wonder at that, because that gallant gentleman will receive
themember for Marquette (Mr. Watson). I had the curio- hopitality wherever he goes; his courteous manner and
sity to enquire how that could apply to a body of men who his gallant exterior command that admiration which
professedly stood so high, and for whom the country was everybody would like to bestow on a deserving object
spending $25,000 in entertainment and facilities to travel such as my hon, and gallant friend. But I will give
through the country. I Iearned that, although there were my hon. friend the other side of the shield. I have
some leading men among them, the large majority of those had conversations with several gentlemen who went
in that immense delegation were men who became members to England and exhibited the productions of the industries
of the association by the subscription of one guinea a vear, of this country; and in place of being invited-and they
which ensured them the privilege of free travelling over are respectable men, too, some from Toronto and some from
this continent for three or four months. We have had justMontreal-by the Lord Mayor of DubLnn and the Lord
enough of that kind of boodling business going on. I find Mayor of London and those distinguished men from Scot-
my hon. friend on my right, and my bon. friend on my left, land in the English country bouses, they were a litte sur-
who is a Lord ligh Chancellor or sometbing of that kind prised that some attention was not paid to them even by
in a university, supporting this grant, and I am told that the High Commissioner. Some of them complained to me
my hon. friend was using bis influence with the Govern- that even the High Commissioner did not invite them to
ment to obtain it. I believe the bon. gentleman who dinner. No doubt he as invited my hon. friend and will
represents St. John's Ward, being a school teacher or do so again, because he has stood by him so of ten. But the
something of that kind, and my hon. friend being the Lord hon. gentleman has given no reason to show that the state-
Eigh Chancellor of the University, were only influenced ments made are not sustained by the facts, and that this
by the authorities of the college to endeavor to obtain this vote should not be rejected.
vote for the entertainment of those visitors to the country. Gen. LAURIE. Some hundreds, I may say some thou-

Gen. LAURIE. I would like to say a word in reference sands of colonists who visited England during the Colonial
to the visitors from the British Association. I had the Exhibition received the courteous treatment 1 have de-
pleasure of meeting a large number of those gentlemen. scribed. I should be very sorry, after we turned our backs on
Some of them were most prominent men, well known in all the country, if we should bo referred to as the dead-beats
branches of science in the old country. It is true, a person from Canada.
can become a member of the British Association by subscrib. Mr. SOMERVILLE. I would like to know if the Lord
ing one or two sovereigns ; but they were members of the Mayor of Dublin and the Lord Mayor of London asked the
British Association and they had a right to come. When British Parliament to indemnify them for the expense they
they came, we were exceedingly glad to show them hos- were put to for entertaining the gallant gentleman on that
pitality. But the money of the country was not devoted to occasion. It was well enough for the high people of -Eng-
carrying those visitors around. It was devoted to paying land to entertain the hon, gentleman if they paid the ex-
the expenses of the offieers of the association who were pense ont of their own pockets and did not ask the British
expressly selected from scientific institutions-professors people to pay the expense by a vote in Parliament. But
and other prominent men. Those were the mon on whom the case was different; in this country when the British
that money was spent, and I think very judiciously spent. Association came here, And I fancy, now that the gallant
But our railway companies and others extended hospitality gentleman's attention is called to the matter, that he will
to the visitors as a whole, and I believe that it was well see the difference. While admitting that many men accom-
done, and that those who did it would be satisfied to do it panied the British Association who occupied high positions
again if vieitors came here under similar circumstances. in scientific circles, I must say that a large proportion of
Only three years ago I as a Canadian visited England them were men who joined the association for the purpose
with a large number of friends on the occasion of the of getting travel and free entertainment in this country. I
Colonial Exhibition. There we received the same attention have heard a gentleman in this city say that it was exceed-
bestowed on our visitors as when the British Association ingly difficult to satisfy those men. They were driven out
came here. We were taken through the country; they through the country to Chelsea, and at the principal hotel
opened their country bouses; gentlemen of the highest here they were given a grand dinner; but when they got
standing in Scotland, England and Ireland came as the rep. back from the drive, they were almost breaking into the
resentatives of varions cities-the Duke of Westminster, the dining room, and wanted to know what kind of a "blaw-
Lord Provosts of Edinburgh and Glasgow, the Lord Mayors sted " country this was. They wanted to be fed and to be
of Dublin and London -to entertain the visitors to England, travelled over the country, and I think it is not for the
simply because they came from Canada and the other colo. country to pay the expenses of those people who are quite
nies. I should be very sorry to have the views which have capable of paying their own expenses.
been expressed go to the public among the proceedings of Gen. LAURIE. The bon. gentleman is entirely wrong,
this House, without somebody standing up to say that when they were not entertained at the expense of the country. I
visitors from England come to this country we hope to treat am a member of the British Association, and I think I
them well, as when we go to other parts of the Empire we would keep if only served one meal a day. But the
receive the same ti eatment• question is, were those people entertained and driven

Mr. MITCB LL. I want to say one word in reply to around at the expense of the country ? I say decidedly
the hon. member for Shelburne. I have, no doubt, that what not. The money voted was simply to pay the actual
he sgys is quite true, that quite a number of distingui-hed travelling expenses of certain officers of that association or
men werc among the visitors we had on that occasion ; the " guinea pigs " as the hon. member for .Northumberland
everyone who has spoken admits that; but I venture to say (Mir. Mitchell) calls them. i am one of them myself.
that nine-tenths of the people who came over were "guinea 1 They paid their own expenses, and where they received
pigs " such as I have described, who paid theo subscription iinvitations to visit oertain localities, those invitations were
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conveyed to them of the free will of those people who de-
sired to be visited. I object to the term "dead-beat " being
applied to those who were guests coming to Canada, as I
object to the term "dead-beat " being applied to us colonists
when we visit England.

Mr. GILLMOR. The hon. member for Northumberland
(Mr. Mitchell) was one of the delegates who went to
England to bring about Confederation. I was pleased to
learn that he was entertained by some of the lords or
dukes or noblemen over there and that the whole dele-
gation were invited to take part in the fox hunt. The
Prime Minister declined the invitation to mount a fine
blood horse to hunt the fox and so did all the rest with the
exception of the hon. gentleman, for he was the one man
of the delegation who had the courage to put on the
buckskin breeches and ride in the chase, and I was very
proud of him thon.

Mr. WATSON. I was just going to say that, so far as the
British Association is concerned, it was composed of just
such characters as have been described. It is not what the
Government paid that is the chief objection, but a fraud
was perpetrated on the general public indirectly through
the.Government contributing $25,000 to bring those people
out. Our people naturally felt that they were a body of
men who should be entertained, and in every town they
were entertained at the expense of the residents. It was a
fraud perpetrated on the residents.

For a Une of steamers to ply between the ports of
Halifax and St John, N B,or either, and the West
Indies and South America, or either...... ..... ....... $60,006

Mr. FOSTER. This is the sum which Parliament was
asked to vote for the establishment of a steam service be-
tween either or both of those ports named and the West
Indies and South America. We are very diligently gather-
ing information from vractical men, merchants, in the
various centres of the Dominion, especially those which are
interested in the trade with the West India Islands and
with South America, with the view of finding ont, in the
first place, what are the chief lines in which trade can be
profitably carried on, and, in the second place, what are the
best portions of the widely scattered islands and the very
long extended coast of South America with which we can
trade. When that information is gathered, and I hope
it will be within not a very long time, it is the
intention of the Government to go very thoroughly into
this matter and to establish a route or two routes which
may seem best adapted for the furtherance of profitable
trade, and thon endeavor to get the best possible service
that the amount placed at the disposal of the Government
will obtain. Hon. gentlemen well know the expense of
carrying on traffic with South Amorica, especially the
Argentin-e Republic. The long distances which intervene
make it very costly, and whether or not with the amount
that is bore to be voted the service can be started and
carried on to the Argentine Republic is quite problematic.
But it is not impossible that some ports of South America
may be taken in in connection with the West India service.
Hlowever, that will appear more clearly when the informa-
tion I am gathering has been collected, and thon the Gov-
ernment will be responsible for obtaining to get the best
service it can with these ports.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). What are the ports ?
Mr. FOSTER. That romains to be seen. We will try

and arrange the route which promises to be most useful for
the trade likely to be developed.

Mr. JONES (flalifax). Of course anything which tends
to the development of trade must be interesting to every
Canadian, and being a merchant myself I would look with
great satisfaction upon any praotical effort to bring about

911IL

any practical result. I have read carefully the report of
the commissioner whom we sent to the Argentine Confeder-
ation, and I think hon. mombers who have read it wil
come to the same conclusion as I did, that there is not much
prospect of any profitable trade in that direction in our
staples beyond what is already carried on. Our coal,
unfortunately, is not adapted to those long voyages. It is
not suited even for the West India market as it will not
keep in that climate, because it is soft coal and in the hot
weather goes into fry. That same remark applies to the
Argentine Confederation. With regard to lumboa that is
all carried by sailing vessels, and we are now sending the
largest portion of that from the St. Lawrence and ports in
the Maritime Provinces. No steamer could carry lumber
with profit. With regard to anything else along that coast,
I am afraid the Government will find a ropetition of the
failure experienced in our attempt to open up a trade with
Brazil some years ago. The hon. the Finance Minister
will remember that a subsidy was granted to a very fine
lino of steamers to run frou Montreal in the summer and
'Halifax in the winter to Brazil. Two or three
steamers were put on the route and after making
two or three voyages they bad to give it up
for want of trade, notwithstanding that they had a fair
subsidy. With regard to the West Indian business, I think
I have already expressed my opinion on other occasions. I
do not think that can be carried on by steamers. The New-
foundland people had a number of steamers and they did
on one or two occasions send their fish in that way. But,
while they sent to the Mediterranean 10,000 or 20,000
quintals in a cargo, they never sent their steamers to the
West Indies. They found that sending fish in such large
quantities to the small markets have the effect of reducing
the value. Some years ago we had a lino of steamers run-
ning from Halifax to Jamaica, which where subsidised by
the British Government to the extent of £15,000 a year. As
long as the subsidy lasted, the steamers ran, but the mo-
ment the subsidy was taken away the steamers were with-
drawn. They balongod to the Canard Lino. There was
no trade betwen those ports except a trade from Halifax in
our natural products of fish, which the steamers took
out at a very good rate; thoie was no return cargo
from Bermuda or Jamaica, and it was not a pay-
ing concern. Those steamers weru thrown on the
nmarket, and they were bought by a business firm in Halifax
at a veiy small price, and that firm put them on the West
India route last fall, and I have understood that they have
been applying for a subsidy for their lino. One of their
steamers they put on the roule from Halifax to Havana.
For some time, while there were potatoes to ship in the fall,
they had a full cargo of potatoes, but directly there were no
potatoes to ship they took the steamer off the lino, because
at that time there were no fish to go, and we had no other
natural products to send. That steamer is now chartered
by another company, and is running between Newioundland
and Halifax. They found by experierice what those of us
who are tamiliar with the trade advised them at the outset,
that there was no field for enterprise in that way betwoen
those ports, as people would not ship in any large quantities.
They have a steamer between Halifax and Jamaica, and
they have stated that they also expect to share in this sub-
sidy. I call the attention of the Finance Minister to the
fact that this steamer is competing in a trade which is
already fully developed by our own sailing vessels from
Lockeport and Lunenburg, and Halifax. The total
exports to Jamaica amount to from 80,000 to 100,-
000 quintals of fish a year, besides pickled fish. These
vessels take about 2,000 quintals at a time once a
montb, or about 21,000 quintals a year out of the 100,-
000 quintals which is the consumption of that island,and they
contend, I believe, that they are entitled to a share in this
subsidy. This steamer ha always had a full cargo from
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Halifax at a very full rate. They charge tùwo shillings ster-
Jing a quintal, or about $10 a ton, but there is no return
cargo. It is simply the fish going in moderate quantities
al the time by our sailing vessels, and that is distributed
all over the island without causing a decline in prices, as
fish going by the steamers which are regularly expected,
does cause a decline. The effect of the employment of
steamers in that trade has been found by the merchants to
keep the prices down, because, no matter how scarce the
article may be in the market, the steamer being known to
be on te way, and arriving with tolerable certainty, the
prices are kept down, but, in regard to the sailing vessels,
there is speculation in the market, and the prices are kept
up. I think a steamer running in that way would have the
effectof lessening the price by two or three shillings a quintal,
which reacts on our fishermen, because, of course, merchants
will only pay in the market what they sce a prospect of
securing in the West Indies. There is no return trade
whatever, comparatively speaking. I have referred to the
newspapers, and have taken the return cargoes of this
steamer for the last three voyages. On the 8th February,
this steamer, Alpha, had 100 bags of coffee, 52 bags of
pimento, 191 pieces of lignum vito, 10 barrels of sugar, 9
bags of cocoa, 1 bag of cocoanuts, and 71 barrels of fruit.
That, in the summer, for a vessel of 1,200 tons, was prac-
tically nothing. On 8th March, she brought 134 barrels
of fiuit and 4 bags of cocoa. Sth On April, she brought
25 barrels of sugar, 7 barrels of ginger, 26 bags of cocoa,
288 barrels of oranges, and 132 bunches of bananas. That
will show the hon. Minister that there is no prospect of any
business growing up between these ports. The whole busi-
ness is done one way, and that at a rate at present about
double what the Atlantic steamers get for carrying cargoes
aeross the ocean. I hope, therefore, that the Government
will hesitate before they will subsidise a steamer under
such circumstances. lt may be asked why those steamers
do not bring return cargoes ? It may be answered that
they can only go to Kingston, where no sugar is pro-
cured. The sugar is procured at the other ports, where
steamers cannot go because the water is shallow,
and the sugar is loaded in sailing vessels for Eng-
land, the United States or the Dominion of Canada.
There is in this proposal no prospect of any increase in our
trade in manufactured goods. The goods which go to the
West Indies are largely taken from England, and, if -we
have to require a duty of 20, 30 or 40 per cent. to keep
those goods out of our own markets, I think it is evident
that it would be impossible to compote with those manufac-
tures in the West India markets. A short time ago, and I
mention this as a illustration, the Cotton Company in iali-
fax brought some samples to my firm and aked if we would
be good enough to send them to our agents in the West
Indies and see if they could be introduced. They looked
like very fine goods, and they were marked at 5 cents, and
had been specially prepared for the West indian markets.
I said: These goods seem very cheap and should be easily
sold at a price like that in Jamaica. Shortly aftewards a
gentleman in the dry goods business came in and I pointed
to these samples and said they seemed to be very cheap
He %aid they seemed cheap enough to me, but these same
goods could be purchased in England for one penny. When
i learned that, I said to the Cotton Company: It is useless
for you to send your samples to the West Indies,and expect
to cope with them under these oircumstances. Now,
with regard to the West Indies, we bave no competitors
in our natural product, that is fish, except Newfoundland.
Thie Americans do not compete with us there. Their fish is
not cured in a way that enables them tosend it to the West
i ndies, therefore to that extent we have the whole market.
No matter what subsidy is granted to steamers, no more
fioh would go then that goes now. Newfòundland exports
a considérable quantity, but we cannot control them in our

Mr. Jouas (Halifax).

legisiation here. Therefore any subsidy granted to a
steamer in that way would not increase our exports in the
slightest degree, because those markets take all they require,
and sometimes they do not take as much as we would like
them to take on account of the quantity we have to go for-
ward. Under these circumstances I hope the Government
will be very careful in considering all these points, because
I presume there is no desire to interfere with legitimate
business unless some object is to be gained, unless it can be
made to appear that by a change in the mode of business
somo great stop in advance is to be accomplished, and
that our exports are going to be increased. I do
not see on what grounds any such expectation can be
based, because I pretend to be somewhat familiar with
the course of trade with all the West Indian Islands. I
know how sensitive markets are, and if a cargo of
fish went into those markets by steamer, a cargo
of three or four thousand quintals, it would simply
result in a sale of a dollar or a dollar and a half a quintal
less than if they went in as they go now by way of maller
vessels, with a thousand quintals at a time, and being divided.
Another point in which my hou. friend from Lunenburg
(Mir. Eisenhauer), and Yarmouth (Mr. Lovitt) will corro-
borate me, is that these fisheries are carried on by a certain
class of vessels which are called bankers. They go to the
banks and fish all summer up to September or October.
They are vessels of 100 or 120 tons, some not quite so large.
When they come back from the fishing business they then
enter into the carrying business until spring, when they re-
sume fishing operations. Anything like subsidising steamers
would have the effect of throwing that class of vessels out
of employment. You can see how important that would
be from the fact that these schooners from Lunenburg,
Lockeport, Yarmouth and Halifax, take out those cargoes
during that time and they bring back return cargoes
of sugar and molasses from the various ports, or bring back
return cargoes of salt that is required for the prosecution of
the fisheries during the summer months. One part of the
season is made to work in and harmonise with the wants
of the other part of the season, and in that way these ves-
sels which are employed during the summer, complete their
work by bringing home what they require the coming season.
This of course could not be doue in any other way. It is
the result of the trade which has grown up and which has
been developed to its fullest extent, and only re-
quires a large market to enable us to develop that
iudustry stili more. Al we want is larger markets,
and those we cannot get, I am afraid, until the neighboring
market is open t' us. Under these circumstances I venture
to hope that the Government will be very careful in enter-
ing into any arrangements with regard to this West India
business. 1 think they should consuit with business mon
who are familiar with the trade to prevent their agreeing
to the applications which I know will be made to them.
In these days there are people always looking out for subsi-
dies in every branch of trade, people who buy a steamer
having littie means of their own, and thon attempt to get a
subsidy from the Government to help them carry on a trade
that ca4not be made self supporting. Now, with regard to
the mails, the steamers to the West Indies are of no advan-
tage to us in that respect. They go once a month from
Halifax, and, of course, they carry a mail; but we havea mail
two or three times a week vid New York in the same way
that the British Government send all their correspondence.
The British Government subsidised this lino for a time,
under the impression that it was necessary to have a steamer
to carry their own mail matter, but they have done away
with that subsidy, and the English mails now for Bermuda,
Jamaica and those places go by the way of New York.
There is also, of course, a lino from England as well. Thore-
lore, if these routes are good enough for the British Govern-
ment to forward their correspondonce, I think they aro quite
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sufficient for ns; at a events they are more frequent, and
more convenient to our trade. Ail you have to do is to drop
a letter into the post office, any time, in Halifax, and you
find a steamer from New York to almost any port in the
West Indies during the week. These are the conditions in
the trade at present. I hope the Minister of Finance will
carefully consider the position and not embarrass the trade
there, which is in the bands of a good many merchants, un-
necessarily embarras it by putting in, at the public expense,
steamers to interfere when there is no public advantage to
be derived from it. If there was any development that one
could look forward to in the lines of their industries, that
might be defended ; but they take nothing from us, except
those articles to which I have referred, and in which, at
present, we have no competitors except Newfoundland.

Mr. ELLIS. The hon. member for Brant (Mr. Paterson),
in a previous discussion, caLled the attention of the House to
the fact that the manufacturera of the country who are
endeavoring to croate a foreign trade, were not fairly
treated by the Customs Department with regard to draw-
backs. Now, we have at St. John a gentleman who bas
made considerable effort to croate an export trade in horse
nails of a particular kind and fine manufacture, which ho is
endeavoring to put on the markets of South Amorica and
Australia. Ie says that ho is not able to command these
markets against foreign competition by reason of the fact
that a fair drawback is not allowed. He claims there is a
loss of one-third of the material in the manufacture of these
horse nails, and ho is not allowed a drawback sufficient to
cover that, I have bis statement bere which I will hand to
the Finance Minister. I called the attention of the' late
Finance Minister to the matter, and ho promised to
look into it, but I am satisfied ho never did The
statement this gentleman makes is so clear that it seems
to me there ought to be a relaxation in the drawback
system, and the manufacturers who are now endeavoring
to croate an export trade should be allowed a fair draw.
back. At any rate they should be put upon the same foot.
ing as the manufacturers of the United States, where a
system of drawbacks is much more favorable to the exporter
than it is in this country. I know that the people of St.
John entertain the hope that trade can be established be-
tween the Maritime Provinces and South America. But
the effect of the tariff of this country is entirely against the
fulfilment of any such hope. Anyone who looks at the
trade returns of the country will see that our imports from
South America have declined, and there has been no material
increase in the exports from this country to South America
during the last ten years. One year shows a slight gain,
and another year a loss. I have before me the figures for
the two years 1873-74, when the total exports from
Canada to South America were of the value of
$2,498,412, and in the corresponding two years
1883-84 $2,767,430, or an increase of about a quarter
of a million dollars in that period. But taking
1884 as against 1874 there is practically no increase. If
we look at the imports we fine we imported in 1882 goods
to the value of $1,373,617, the duty on which amounted to
only a million dollars; while in 18b8 the imports were
only $S76,000, but the duty was greater by 8100,000 on the
$876,000 than it was on the $1,373,000. So, if the trade is
to be increased, the first thing to do is to put the tariff on
such a basis that it ean be carried on successfully. It seems
to me to be contrary to every principle of common sense
that we should place heavy duties on goods, and thon
endeavor to create a trade by taking part of the duty and
giving it as subsidies to steamship li nos. First, make the
tariff practicable by lessening the rate of taxation.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I cannot say that I was
very much impressed with the accuracy or the extent of the
ipfmation given by the Finance Minister. He did not

appear to have any distinct idea as to where the steamers
were to go, or in regard to other points. Neither did 1
observe whether ho was asking the House to give authority
to enter into the arrangement~for a number of years or for
only one year. I objeet exeeedingly, on the inlormation we
possess, to ihe Government entering into an arrangement
for a number of years. We have practically no information
with respect to this matter.

Mr. FOSTER. I purposely stated to, the House that the
object of this vote was rather to empower the Government
to enter into negotiations and make arrangements as to the
route, and as to the most favorable routes by which trade
can h car'ried as between our ports and the different ports
in the West Indies and South America, and as to how far
south it will be possible to go. It is not the intention of the
(overnment to enter into hard and fastcontracts for aseries
of years without coming again to Parliament, but, having
this vote, it will give the Governmont a chance to negotiate
and find out what route shall be taken, and the next Session
we may come down to the House and ask for power to enter
into a contract for 5 or 10 years.

Mr. MULOCK. How did the hon. gentleman arrive at
the sum of $60,000 as likely to be required, if ho does not
k now where the vessels are to start from or go to, the route
and other matters ?

Mr. FOSTER. 1 did not ask a very extraordinary sum.
I asked only a moderato sum on that account, and I stated
to the House before that I did not suppose that would give
a service to the most distant ports of South Amorica.

Mr. SKINNE R. Since this proposed grant has been
upon the paper I have been in correspondence with sone
merchants who are well acquainted with the trade. I find
it is the opinion of those with whom I have been brought in
contact tbat if rogularity were had in the trade as between
maritime ports, such as St. John, and the West Indies, and
South America, a large trade could be developed. As a
matter of fact, the present is the most propitious time for
the commencement of this undertaking we have ever had
in the history of Canada. For example, on investigation I
find that from iBoston and New York during the last year
there has been exported to South America over 100,000,000
superficial feet of lumber, all of which has gone from Que-
bec to Boston or New York.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). That could not go by steamer.

Mr. SKINNER. Probably not. I am, however, giving
that simply as an argument in order to show that at the
present time this subject is one which should receive special
consideration. These 100,000,000 feet of lumber would be
equal to about 250 ordinary small vessel or schooner loads,
that carry about 300,000 superficial feet. That lumber
is carried from Canada to the United States. The
reason has largely been that Boston and Portland have
hitherto been the easiest points to which lumber could
be taken, especially by railway. With the construction
of the Short Line to Mattawamkeag, there opens the
possibility of all this lumber going down to one of our
maritime ports. Last year there were received in Canada,
at Montrealu and the west, over 81,500,000 worth of hides
from South America. These were taken to the United States
and thon brought over to Canada. There is no reason why
a great deal ofthis trade should not be done from Canadian
ports. The Government should keep this in v;iew with respect
to granting subsidies, that in the past a subsidy bas really
been granted to the steamer and has been controlled for the
tinme by the owner of the vessel. Whereas, in granting the
subsidy it should bedone on this anderstanding that through
bills of lading to Toronto, Hamilton and Montreal from places
from which the goods are brought and also to places to
which goods are taken, should be granted. The difficulty
that has been hitherto felt, and it is one which continues to
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be feit, is this, that a merchant in Toronto wanting to sel
goods abroad or receive goods from abroad gets them landed
in Boston or New York, or sends them there, and he enter
into this calculation : Wbat is going to be the cost to re
ceive my goods from Boston or New York, or to send them
to those cities, and how much less will it be to receive them
from the Canadian Maritime Provinces ? What throws th
business into the United States ports is that they can carry
the goods to and from the West Indies cheaper than th
Canadian ports cau, considering the intermediate railway
freights. Therefore any subsidy that may be granted t
steamers should cover these particular points and enable
persons, in Toronto for instance, to send their goodi
to a Canadian port as cheaply as to an American port
If that is kept in view, the business will be developed
and we will have trade for our Canadian ports summer and
winter. I may state also that in granting subsidies it would
be better to grant them to a Canadian company, which
would be interested in developing the business and being so
interested, I am sure a great deal could be done. In propor-
tion as we can bave that lumber from Quebec, going from
Canadian ports, a great assistance can be given to commerce
by this trade. The hon. member for Halifax says that lumber
would not be shippeýd in steamers but it should be remem.
bered that it is not alone what the steamers may do. What
we want is a regularity and certainty in the service between
Canadian ports so as to accommodate freight and pasenger
traffic. The exports which are sent from Canada to the
United States ports for shipment to the West Indies is
because there is a regular and efficient service from the
United States ports. My hon. friend from St. John (Mr.
Weldon) says you cannot send your pioducts forward so
long as you have a beavy duty upon goods coming into this
country, but in answer to that it may be said that the
heaviest competitors with England in the markets of South
America, are Germany and the highest protected countiies
in Europe. In reference to the West Indies I have been
told by a merchant of St. John, who is as well pested on
that matter as the hon. gentleman from Halifax, that a
ready and continuons supply of lumber in St. John would
materially assists the trade of that port. It must be remem-
bered that if you send fish and other produce as a staple
article of your export you may be liable to overstock the
narket, but the lum ber business is not liable to any such cir-
cumstances, and therefore if you are trading from a port in
which you can supply a cargo of lumber any time it is re-
quired, the vessel conducting the business can load up with
lumber as far as it may be necessary, and then take the ba-
lance of her cargo of other merchandise. I may also tell the
hon. gentleman from Nova Scotia that the reason why the
ships going to the West Indies from Canada have not return
cargoes is because of the heavy competition which we have
with the United States. These subsidies do not mean that
they are given to develop a business in which the Maritime
Provinces are alone interested. They are calculated and in-
tended to get back some of the trade the United States have
taken from us. We desire to develop the business through St.
John with reference to the western portion of our country.
What we ask the subsidies for is not for ourselves alone, but
in order that we may enable the merchants and manufactu-
rers and producers of Western Canada to export their pro.
duce from our own ports and to bring back what they desire
through these same ports. When that is accoraplished, we
will have our export and import trade carried on by our
own people and for the benefit of our own people.

Mr. KENNY. This question of the trade relations with
the West Indies have been several times before the Parlia.
ment of Canada, and the moet recent addition we have had
to our information on that question is the address which
was delivered by the Hon. John Macdonald, of Toronto, to
to the Board of Trade in January last. The hon. Senator

Mr. SKINNER,

.1 at considerable trouble has submitted to the Canadian pub.
Ed lic an amount of information in reference to the trade re-
s quirements of the people of the West Indies which entitles
- him to the thanks of the people of Canada. e has pointed
" out that in those West Indies there is a population about
" the same as in Canada, and requiring many of the articles
e that we produce and of, which we have a surplus. That
y hon. gentleman has also pointed out that the people of the
e West Indies are now supplied with all these commodities
y from the United States, and has also showed us that
o the reason they are supplied from that market is
e the fact that they have a botter means of com-
s munication by steamers than we possess in Canada.
. I agree with the remark which has just fallen from
1 my friend, the junior member for St. John (Mr. Skinner)
1 that if we had steam communication from Montreal, or St.
1 John, or Halifax, whereby the flour and the grain and the

cheese and other articles of which we have a surplus in
Ontario, and certain manufactured goods of which we have
a surplus in Quebec, whereby these articles could be shipped

L at as favorable terms from our own ports, we would divert
to our own ports that trade. It has been contended that
we could supply the West Indies with flour. In the speech
to which I have referred, the hon. senator says:

"I am glad that I am able also to disprove a statement which I had
to meet in the West ladies, and which I was unable to contradict-that
ise, as to the character and price of our flour, as to the flour itself being
unsuited for a tropical climate, and the price being too high. Both of
these objections are dealt with by practical men, and the information
comes to me through a letter addressed to the Secretary of the Board of
Trade."

Satisfying the hon. gentleman who made this address that
we can produce flour quite suitableto those climates, but we
must bave rapid means of transportation. At present our
trade with the West Indies is largely a Nova Scotian trade,
and it is conducted by sailing vessels which in their time
were very suitable ; but when hon. gentlemen consider that
at present from the United States there are from fifteen to
twenty linos of steamers, some starting from Boston, some
from New York, and some from southern ports like Balti.
more, hon. gentlemen will sec how much greater advan-
tages that country possesses for exporting all the articles
the West Lndies require than we possess. L regret to say
that our West India trade is a diminishing trade, that the
number of firms as well as the number of vessels engaged in
it are diminishing, and it is contended by those who have
studied the question that that is due largely to the fact that
we have not equal means of communication to those the
Americans enjoy. In 1878 the trade of Nova Scotia with
the West Indies amounted to $2,412,361, and it dimi-
nisbed to 61,555,188 in 1887. But this is not a local
question, and I do not desire to view it from that point. It
is a question in which all Canada is concerned, though
Ontario and Quebec perhaps not to the same extent as Nova
Scotia. In 1886 the trade between the United States and
the West Indies, imports and exports, amounted to 8102,-
000,000, while the trade of Canada with the West Indies
amounted to $5,553,892. As a matter of fact we are now
sending a considerable quantity of fish to the West Indies
by way of the United States, because it is transhipped
quickly by steamers, and we all know that fish is a perish-
able article which must be transhipped speedily to secure
such a market. The great object of commerce at the
present day is regularity, and that can only be obtained by
steam. Now, my hon. colleague has referred to the fact
that from 1880 to 1886 there was a steam service from
Halifax to Jamaica. In 1886, when the subsidy was with-
drawn, as that hon. gentleman has stated, this service
ceased. Bat, Sir, it has been renewed, and the first steamer
of the lino, I find, sailed on the 17th of September, 1888.
Up to the date of my departure from Halifax to attend my
sessional duties in February there were only six sailings.
I find that those vessels accommodated a large number
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of shippers, and there were naturally a number of
competitors in the market for the supply of the articles
required by the West Indies, and I consider that
it would be a very great advantage to our fishermen, if
that service were continued. The question was asked by
an hon. gentleman opposite as to the disposition the Gov-
ernment intended to make of the 860,000. I think they
were right to inform themselves of the different require-
ments in the West Indies, and sub-divided this subsidy
amongst them. Now, Sir, I find that the Collector-General
of Jamaica, in his last report, attributes the decrease of the
trade with the sister colony of Canada to the direct com-
munication having been done away in 1886 for the lack of
a small subsidy. At this late hour of the Session and this
early hour of the morning I am not going to detain the
Committee by any lengthy remarks. I am simply going to
give the opinion that bas been expressed by the Chamber of
Commerce at Halifax, that it would be in the interest of that
community and the trade of that locality and the country, if
we had a line of steamers to the West Indies; and to seoure
this we must at the inception subsidise them.

Gen. LAURIE. Last Session I was told, in touching on
the question of the West India trade, that I knew nothing
about it, and I therefore decided that I would try and learn
s3mething, so I put myself in communication with those
who I thought knew most about it, that is, the West India
people themselves. I sent ont as many as 250 letters to
merchants and legislators in the West Indies, and asked
their opinion on the whole question raised in the debate in
this House last year. I am not going to weary the flouse
by referring to many of the letters I received, but there are
one or two to which I think I should refer. Some of these
came from governors of the colonies, who are perhaps in
the best position to express sound views on the subjects
For instance, Sir Wm. Robinson, the Governor of Trinidad,
says :

l I have received your letters of the lith and 21st May, with copies of
the reports of debates in your House of Commons, and in reply to your
question, I am of opinion, and my Executive Council concur with me,
that much mutual advantage would accrue to Canada and to Trinidad
if there were more commercial relations established between us."

He sends a number of blue books, and says:
" From these papers you will see what we can supply you with, and

what we can take fcom you, and also what strides the colony has taken
during fier Majesty's reign. I have directed a copy of our last blue
book to be forwarded to yon, and would recommend a careful perusal of
that portion of it which refers to the general importa into this island.
You can make whatever use you like of this letter and of its enclosures.
If you desire any further information, I shall be happy to supply it."

That is the view of the Governor speaking for his Execu-
tive Council. The discussion hinges largely on the question
as to whether sailing vessels or steamers are best adapted
to this trade. The last returns show that whilst the sailing
commerce entered increased to 1,46.J tons and cleared re-
duced by 8,553, the steamer entries increased no less than
37,828 tons entered and 26,386 cieared, thus showing that
the steamer trade is largely increasing, whilst that by the
sailing vessels is largely diminishing. That is a justifica.
tion, I think, for our taking hold of the steamer trade. I
do not propose to read many of these letters, but we have
been told by the hon. member for St. John (Mr. Weldon)
that a protected country cannot hope to develop its exporta.
I will read the views of the first magistrate of the most
protected country in the world as to the possibilities of
export. President Harrison, in his inaugural addres, says:

" The exigencies of commerce demand safe, reliable and rapid means
of communication and until these are provided, the development of our
trade with the States lying to the south of us is impossible."

If he, ruling and regulating the trade, as he must to some
extent, of the most highly protected country in the world,i
finds that he can develop his exporta by urging on the
people of the« United States the Iargely subsidiaed steamers

running to the country to the south of them, I tbink that
we, a less protected country, are in a similar position and
should follow hie advice.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Although it may seem perbaps
ratherbazrdous to offer an opinion against the views of
President Harrison and the Governor of Trinidad and my
respected colleague as well, still considering that I have
had forty years experience of the trade, I think I under-
stand that business perhaps as well as any of these distin-
guished individuale. My respected colleague refers to the
number of steamers trading between the United States and
the West Itdies. But these steamers are not subsidised. I
do not object to any steamer going to the West Indies if
she can find any trade that will be remunerative. On the
contrary, anything that develops trade by steamer or by
sailing vessel I am heartily in favor of, but I object to our
being called on to subsidise a line of steamers that will
enter into competition to secure a trade which is already
developed to its fullest capacity and which competition
will entail heavy loss on the people who are now engaged
in that trade and who will have to bear a part of the tax
for subsidising these steamers. In the United States these
steamers are run as a business venture without any subsidy
whatever, and th at is the proper way. They have an ad-
vantage which we have not and never will have, and that is
they can come back to the various American porte with
cargoes of fruit. I have seen fifteen cargoes of fruit arrive
in one week in New York alone, all of which was absorbed
directly in their markets and a part of which no doubt
came to Canada. But if one cargo of fruit came to Halifax,
there would be no market for it, and it would decay on the
wharves and would have to be thrown away. My hon.
colleague says the West India trade has declined. He is
mistaken. The hon. gentleman is not versed in that trade,
and cannot be supposed to be familiar with it. In Halifax
there are not many firms in the business thore, but there is
as much fish as ever exported from Nova Scotia and fli-
far and more from the other ports of Nova Scotia than
ever before. The business has been transferred from Hali-
fax to Lunenburg, whore they carry on a large buiness with
the vessels on the bank, and to Lockeport and to Yarmonth.
Instead of alt the fish being sent as fornerly to Halifax, a
great part of it is shipped direct frorr these latter ports, so
that while there has been this change in the trade there
has been no actual falling off in the export. On the con-
trary there is more fish than ever exported. We have no
competitors at present except the Newfoundlanders whom of
course we cannot control. Therefore, it is unnecessary to
waste the people's money subsidising steamers to carry
fish to the West Indies which are now carried there in
sailing vessels. But my hon. colleague said it was neces-
sary these fish should be carried as quickly as possible.
Again his judgment is in fault for the fish arrive in much
better condition in a sailing vessel after a 15 or 20 days
voyage than in one of those steamers, where they are liable
to be heated with the furnace and hot coal.

Resolutions reported.

CONCURRENCE.

House proceeded to consider resolutions reported from
Committee of Supply.

Purchase of residence for Commandant of Royal
Military College, Kingston........................ $12,500.

Mr. MoMULLEN moved:
That the vote be not now concurred in, but that it be Resolved, That

it appears from statements made in this House by the Ministerof Militia,
that it is propised to purchse a rei'ence for the Commandant of the
Royal Military College, situated at the opposite extremily of the city of
Kingston, at a distance of about one and a half miles from the said col-
lege; that if it be necessary to purchase a reaidence for the said com-
mandant, said residence should be erected in the grounds or immediately
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adjacent to the said college; that the said purohase is inexpedient, and
is a misappropriation of the public funds.

Amendment negatived on a division.

QU'APPELLE, LONG L AKE AND SASKATCHEWAN
RAILWAY AND STEAMLBOAT COMPANY.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that the House
resolve itself into Committee to consider resolution (p. 1572)
respecting a contract proposed to be entered into with the
Qu'Appelle, Long Lake and Saskatchewan Riilway and
Steamboat Company. He said: It is known that, in 1886,
a railway company was chartered from Regina to Long
Lake, and so on to the North Saskatchewan, and the usual
land grant was made to it. Great efforts were made by the
company, and in fact there was a junction of two companies
that were interested in that region of the country, and that
formed this company as the Qu'Appelle, Long Lake and
Saskatchewan Railway and Steamboat Company. They
succeeded in building from Regina to Long Lake straight
north. Then the charter enables them to go on to Prince
Albert with a branch to Battleford, or rather to go straight
north from Long Lake to a certain point and then make a
"Y," one branch going to Prince Albert and the other
branch going to Battleford.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is it operated for 21
miles ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No. It has been running,
but it is not operated now. It is a short railway. Although
it goes through a fine country, the population cannot sup-
port the road. A great efort has been made by those in-
terested in the road to get capital to build it, and they have
had very provoking appearances of success, but in some
way or other they failed. They, however, have not lost
heart, and they have tried every possible means to carry on
the road further. Meanwhile the people of Prince Albert
on the North Saskatchewan are becoming almost desperate.
They threaten to abandon that part of the country, because
they have almost no acceass to the onter world except by the
North Saskatchewan, which is a summer route, and their
business which formerly was locally valuable to them, has to
a certain extent disappeared. The building of the Canadian
Pacific Railway has carried off a great deal of their freight.
Now, the Government are exceedingly anxious to connect the
valuable lines of transport, the Canadian Paciflic Railway run-
ning from east to west, with the main body of the Saskatche-
wan, and we have come to an arrangement with this company,
if Parliament will sanction it, by which we believe the com-
pany will be able to build the road to Saskatoon, a point on
the South Saskatchewan, and thence, at or near Saskatoon,
to Prince Albert. The distance to Saskatoon is 161 miles.
In order to give the company some means of raising money
in England an arrangement has been made. The company
will get no money until the road is finished to Saskatoon,
this is 161 miles from Regina. Upon building to Saskatoon
they will receive $50,000 a year for 20 years.

Mr. MULOCK. What is the present value of that, con-
sidered as a cash bonus ?

Mr. FOSTER About $'00,000.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The proposition is that
after this 161 miles are finished, and not before, we wil pay
them 870,000 for ten years, and for tbht thay will carry the
mails and all materials, men, troops, and everything of that
kind, which will be an account kept against this monay. If
at any time the amount earned by the railway will not meet
this advance, then the sum paid it shall be charged against
the company, and the Government will hold as security one
half of their land to make u p any defioie acy in the earaings.
As regards pro b[ble earnings, we can only make an approxi-
mate esipigte and that estimate is founded upon the expon-

Mr. MCMULLEN.

diture by the Government in the past. The calenlation is
made from what the Government has already paid. The
lIndian Departrment has hitherto paid an average of $22,380
for transport, the Mounted Police, 830,375 ; Post Offlee
iDepartment, 816,000; Telegraph Service, 83,000; messen-
gers and others, 82,000; a total of 872,755. Of course, when
the railway is constructed this very large expense we have
hitherto incurred for transport, will be diminished in quan-
tity, but as that quantity diminishes the country will be
settling, and the compensation will come from the settle.
ment of the country and the increasing trade on the railway.
The moment the railway is built the land will become
saleable, and the money will be funded for the purpose of
paying any deficiency. After being charged to the earnings
the balance will be charged against the land.

Sir RICHARD CART WRIGHT. The value of the land
is already hypothecated to meet that bill of 858,000,000
which the hon. gentleman's colleague promised us on the
Lst ofJanuary.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Then it is proposed with
$50,000 to finish the road to Saskatoon; then, whenever the
road is finished from Saskatoon to Prince Albert, it shall
receive for the same $30,000 more.

Mr. TROW. What is the distance from Saskatoon to
Prince Albert?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. 85 miles. Thatis about
the same rate. The hon. gentleman will understand that
perhaps this is one of the most important roads in the
North-West. It brings into communication with the rest
of the North-West people who are isolated along the North
Saskatchewan. There will be a very considerable trade
along the Saskatchewan of goods and passengers coming
out of Prince Albert and going by the summer route,
by the North Saskatchewan to Edmonton, Fort Pitt,
Battleford and so on along that lino eastward to
Winnipeg. There is little doubt that that country
will be greatly sought after on each side of this railway.
It is in consequence of the great importance of opening up
this country and giving the people of Prince Albert and
the North Saskatchewan an outiet, that the Government
has proposed a larger grant than usual in the North-West.
flitherto grants in aid have been, with the exception of the
Canadian Pacific Railway, altogether in land. In this
case, in addition te land, it is proposed after the road is
built to give a money grant, and until it is built to Siska-
toon there will be no payment of any portion of the 850,000.
Unless it is finished from Saskatoon to Prince Albert with-
in two years after it reaches that point, the grant of money
will be suspended until it is finished toPrince Albert. Con-
sidering the great object in view, that of settling the
country and giving a connection te the outer world to
Prince Albert and Saskatchewan District, the House should
have little difficulty in acceding to the proposition of the
Government.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There is no doubt
whatever that this is a very important matter, and I can-
not but regret exceedingly that this proposai, which re-
quires and deserves at least considerable discussion, should
have been brought down at a time when it is not pçsible
to discuss it rationally or intelligently. Now we are called
upon te vote this amount at one o'clock in the morning.
It is trifling with the great interests committed te our
charge that the Government have withiâald a matter of this
importance up to this ti.me. I must protest agains.t being
called upon to consider this question at one o'clock in the
morning without having a reasonabe chance of obtaining
the information required. Who formed the Qu'Appelle
Long Lake and Saskatchewan Railway Company in reality ?
Are they Canadians or forsignor?
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. One of them is the lon.

Senator McInnes, who has taken a warm interest in this
question. First his eye was turned to a railway running
south to Prince Albert and to South Saskatchewan. An-
other gentleman is Mr. Pugsley, the manager for the origi-
nal railway running from Regina to Long Lake. He is a
New Brunswicker. Mr. McInnes, though a Scotchman
like myself, is considered, as I hope I may be considered,
to be a Canadian. He is a man who bas been in business
for many years, of high character, and anything with which
he is connected will certainly bo bond fide.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. Do these gentlemen
form the Qu'Appelle, Long Lake and Saskatchewan Com.
pany ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not know the
names of their coadjutors, but these are the two gentlemen
with whom the Government have been in communication.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Io not Mr. Maynard
mixed up with it?

Mr. DEWDNEY. No. He was connected with the first
twenty miles, and purchased the land grant. He is not
connected with this enterprise.

Mr. TROW. Will the road cross the South Saskatche-
wan at Saskatoon, and run by a lino through St.
Laurent to Prince Albert, between the two rivers, or will
it go on the south side by Batoche ?

Mr. MACDOWALL. It is to go to Saskatoon and cross
the South Branch near there, and three or four crossings
have already been surveyed by engineers, and it is proposed
to take the most advantageous one. The road will then be
within 90 miles of Battleford. The road will then be con-
tinued botween the two rivers in as straight a course as
possible to Prince Albert. It is intended afterwards to
build from the crossing near Saskatoon to Battleford, so as
to give connection with these two leading settlements.

Mr. TROW. There is already a charter granted to the
Manitoba and Nortb-Western to go to Prince Albert, which
would be more direct than the route now under discussion,
because theSaskatchewan runs 80 miles to the north.east,
while the other scheme is for a railway from Portage la
Prairie to Prince Albert, crossing at the junction of the
North and South Saskatchewan.

Mr. MACDOWALL. There are two advantages in as-
sisting this road. The Manitoba and North-Western is a
longer road to Prince Albert, namely 270 miles in a straight
lino. This road will be 180 miles in a straight lino as the
crow flies. It is, of course, cheaper to build the shorter
line.

Mr. MULOCK, What is the approximate cost.
Mr. MACDOWALL. The cost of prairie roads is estimated

at from 813,000 to $15,000 per mile. It cost 816,000 a mile
to build the Manitoba and South.Western. It bas this ethber
advantage: that it will reach the three principal settlements,
Prince Albert and Battleford, on the North Saskatchewan,
and Saskatoon, on the South Branch, whereas the Manitoba
and North-Western would run through an uninhabited
country until it reached Prince Albert, Battleford and Sas-
katoon boing left out. Therefore, if it is desired to serve the
country, this road is the best to attain that object, and as it
is a shorter route it will consequently be cheaper.

the public money in developing the North-West. With
regard to the land grants that are being given to the roade
in the North-West, I believe it would be much botter if the
Government gave cash drawn from the land, because the
cash would secure the prompt construction of the road alid
the lands would at once be available for settlers and trafflo
would be supplied for the railroads in general. I think that
the member for Saskatchewan (Mr. Macdowall) bas over-
statèd the cost of building railroâds in the prairie section.

Mr. MACDOWALL. I am informed on the best author-
ity that the Manitoba and North-West road cost 816,000 a
mile.

Mr. MULOOK. That may be quite correct, and yet my
statement quite correct too, because it was more expensive
to build roads when railroad building was in its infancy in
the North-West than it is to-day. 1 was about to say th'at
it would be wise for the tGovernment to spend Po much per
annum towards railway development in the North-West.
Suppose we spent one million dollars a year in cash towards
developing the North-West Territories with railroad build-
ing, even at the high estimate of $18,000 per mile we could
get 125 miles of road which would develop a country 50
miles in width and 150 miles in length. If that were doue
every settler would have a guarantee of a certainty of a
road being built somewhere in bis vicinity in the North-
West and our country would be rapidly filled up. While I
cannot say whether this particular lino is a wise secheme or
not, yet 1 am in favor of the direction in which the money
of the country is to be expended. I am sorry, however, that
we cannot have some scheme in wbich some hon. mnember
of Parliament is not concerned, and I say this with all re-
epect to the gentleman who is promoting this Bill. He may,
and ho probably is, actuated with a sense for the bost inter-
ests of the country. i know the bon. senator who bas been
referred to in connection with this scheme as a public-spirited
and ahigh-minded man, and I will assume that hoeis moved
in this enterprise by the same honorable feelings, but yet
it wouldbe far better to bave these difforent grants made
to corporations not controlled by legislators. I say this
without a single element of partisanship, and I care not
whether it refers to a member on one side or the other of
the Speaker. I say that I wish we could prevent those
painful scenes which constantlytake place wherereferences
have to be made to the bond fides, and reflection cast from
time to time. I am sure the First Minister knows that this
commeüds itself to bis botter judgment, although I can see
from the expression on his face that he cannot say the
point is weil taken. I wouldjoin cheerfully with the policy
of any Government that would be conducted on the lines I
have referred to, but I would prefer that the money for the
development of the North-West should be expended in
such a way that it should be for the development of the
country, and not get into the pockets of any one except in
a legitimate way. I rejoice to see people making money
in a legitimate way, but for the sake of the institution
which we are all so proud of, I think that persons directly
or indirectly connected with the members of the Legielature
shall not bu concerned in these enterprises.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I partly agree with the
hon. gentleman, afthough I cannot go with him to thefullest
extent to whîch ho required me to go. I may say, however,
that the Hon. Mr. MeInnes entered into this enterprise and
invested bis money in it before ho was a member of the
Señáte.

Mr. MULOCK. While it is impossible for the House to
give an intelligent opinion as to the details of this scheme, Mr. MULOCK. I do net make any refleotion on the hon.
I desire to say that 1-entirely approve of the wise policy of'enator. I culd net do se, and I don'L intend te do so in
the rapid development of the North-West. I am not able ""Y WaY.
to say whether this particular scheme is one that should be Mm. MITCHELL. Thore j a ret dea1 lu what the hpn.

- asead :to or not, but for sore yeare I bave been of the entleman said as te thé'deâi'abihiîyof koeping mumbra
opinion that we might to grit adaïttge upend oirnst j o Ia nent out of aby 6eiobiioch l su!péör1ed bfho
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country. It is too late in the Session to philosophise about
what can be done in future, but 1 think it is desirable that
it should be kept in view. While the member for East
York (Mr6 Mackenzie) was Premier of this country he run
a line, i believe, through Prince Albert, and as a number of
settlers were induced to go there, I bave always thought it
cruel to those men, who invested their capital in that
part of the Dominion, that they had no market for the sur-
plus products which they produced by their industry and
enterprise. I know nothing about the merits of the scheme
now proposed, but they are getting a pretty good subsidy
and the Government is getting a return, in the conveyance
of mounted police and troops and supplies and mails. I am
willing on this occasion to give the Government credit for
doing the right thing in the right direction. I do say it is
the duty of the Government to give those people a railway
who went into the country during the administration of my
bon. friend from East York.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I understand that the
company, in addition to the money subsidy gets a grant of
6,400 acres a mile.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That of itself will mean.
on a line of this length, about 1,250,000 acres at least. Is
the hon, gentleman going to allow the other railway com-
panies, whether the Canadian Pacific Railway or some of
the others about to be subsidised, in addition to this road,
to take possession of lands which will lie along to the right
and left of this road, and will be made valuable by its con-
struction ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The land grant will be
made on each side of the line as it is built. The land on
each side will belong to the railway company, subject, of
course, to any prior claims of individuals or corporations
I do not think they come materially into collision wiah the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. Their line will very
soon run north of the railway belt, along the main lino of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway. The Canadian Pacific Rail.
way Company are bound to accept the lands in their rail-
way belt which are fairly fit for settlement. They are not
to be the judges. I fancy they wouli be very glad to take
them if they were only fairly fit for settlement, because
their proximity to the railway would more than compensate
for the inferiority of the land. As it is not supposed that
the land fairly fit for settlement along the main lino of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway will amount to 25,000,000, there
is a reservation to the north so large that it is quite certain
the deficiency will be made up out of it.

Sir RICH &.RD CARTWRIGHT. Then they could not
come down on the Government for the balance along the
lino of this railway ? M

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Oh, certainly not.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I believe that the
checkerboard system of dividing the land into blocks of one
mile square is held by the general consensus of opinion to
have proven very mischievous. Does 1he hon. gentleman,
in granting the land to this compauy, propose to contiinue
that sy)stem, or has ho considered the advisability of
granting large blocks of say 6,400 acres to the railway, and
allowing settlement to go in on another block of 6,400 acres?
The late Mr. White, in reply te me on several occasions,
expressed his individual opinion that it would be very much
botter to do away with the system of dividing the land into
blocks a mile square, and to grant large blocks to the
companies if they would take them.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. With respect to surveyed
lands, the system of alternate sections will be continued.
That is the arrangement with the Manitoba and North-

Efr, àiUzau&o,

Western and with the Canadian Pacifie Railway. I think
the great mistake was in adopting the American system of
survey, which was very captivating to the surveyors. I
think the system that prevailed in Upper Canada, where
the length of the lot far exceeded its breadth, which brought
the farmers closer together, was preferable. But the sur-
veys have been gone on with according to the American
system, and it is too late, except in unsurveyed portions of
the country, to alter that system.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. You might give town.
ships alternately.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Oh, yes; the grant to the
Alberta and Athaba sca Railway, running from Calgary to
Edmonton, was give n in townships.

Mr. TROW. i highly approve of these resolutions for
the construction of the line from Regina to Saskatoon, and
direct to Battleford. That portion is highly approved of to
Saskatoon. It passes through a country adapted for suc-
cessfui settlement, from Saskatoon to Prince Albert, a
distance of some 80 miles on the north side of the Sas.
katchewan, between the two rivers, which are only about
20 or 24 miles apart. In the groater part of that angle,
Saskatoon or Clark's Crossing to Piince Albert and clear to
the junction, it is not over 24 miles apart. Now, there is a
line of railway already chartered going through that angle,
the Manitoba and North-Western, whieh I should say would
give sufficient accommodation for the 24 miles clear up to
Saskatoon. I approve of this system of survey, for it is
certainly the best adapted for the country out there, but I
think this would be a waste of money because your road
from Saskatoon to Prince Albert runs to the north-east,
while your line to Battleford is to the north-west. The
one is entirely different to the other; and it strikes me the
other lino of railway would answer ail the purposesè

Mr. WATSON. There apparently is a unanimous feel-
ing in the House that the Government are doing right in
assisting a line of railway to the 8askatchewan country.
In fact it has been evident for the last two or three years
that these people either had to have railway communica-
tion or get out of the country. While I approve of the
Government taking this means of assisting the company, I
do not altogether approve of the route they have chosen to
assist, and am strongly of opinion that the country would.
be as fully as well served and served in a much botter direc
tion by assisting by a cash bonus or loan either the Mani-
toba and North-Western or the North-West Central. I
entirely agree with the hon. momber for North York (Mr.
Mulock) when ho states that railroads cannot successfully
be built on land grants. That has been clearly proven in
the .North-West. It is much better in the interest of the
whole Dominion that instead of giving these land grants of
6,400 acres per mile, the Government should pursue the
policy they follow with regard to eastern railways of giving
a cash bonus subsidy of $3,200 per mile or more. A road
would be botter built on that than on the 6,400 acres of
land, and the cash subsidy would be only 50 cents an acre.
I am satisfied the Government, once the railway is con-
structed, would be able to roalise more than that for the
land. The distance from Portage, by Regina to I[rince
Albert, is 529 miles. From Portage by the North-Western
route, Z00 miles of which is built, to Prince Albert is about
435 miles. That isa aeshorter route by over 100 miles, and
that is opening another road which will ho built and will
serve the country just as well if not botter than the pro.
posed route, because the produce of the country will have
to go east to find a market.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. A good deal of it will go
west to British Columbia.

Mr. WATSON. I think the people of Saskatchewan dis.
trict look mor to the ut than the woet.
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Mr. MACDOWALL. They look anywhere for a market.
Mr. WATSON. They have been looking in vain the last

two years and have not seen the market yet. I entirely
approve of the assistance the Government is giving, and no
doubt they will find that the saving on the freights that
would be sent going west or north of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway to reach that Saskatchewan country will be con-
siderable.

Mr, DAVIN. I have just a few words to say in regard
to this matter. As a fact the country around Regina is find-
ing a market west, and of course the country around Sas-
katoon and Prince Albert would look also to the west, and
throws into the shade the argument of my hon. friend for
Marquette (Mr. Watson). I may say that the Board of
Trade at Regina has surveyed the land from Regina to
Saskatoon, and I am therefore in a position to say with
authority that the land on each side of that railway going
north from Regina to Saskatoon is among the best land in
the North West Territories. I have heard with great plea-
sure the liberal utterances of the hon. member for North
York (Mr. Mulock) in the early part of his remarks. I
think myself that in the interest of the whole Dominion
such views and principles as he enunciated in the manage-
ment of the North-West would be fruitful of the best con-
sequences for the North-West Territories and the Domi-
nion.

Mr. MULOCK. When does the company draw the first
portion of the subsidy ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. As soon as the road is
finished and running.

Mr. MULOCK. That is where the Government I think
is overreaching itself. It would be much botter, if you
want to ensure the rapid building of the road, to pay out
the money in small sections. The distance to Saskatoon is
160 miles from Regina, so that the company have to build
140 miles before they can draw a dollar and will be embar-
rassed in their financing. Why not pay out so much ac.
cording as every section of five or ton miles is finished ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I pointed ont to the hon.
gentleman that this is the proposition of the company it-
self.

Mr. kULOCK. Well, it is an unwise one.
Sir JOHN A. MACLDONALD. On the other hand it

would be a greater inducement for the company to have
the line speedily built so that they may be able to draw
their subsidy.

Mr. MU LOCK. I quite appreciate the object of the
hon. gentleman, but I am satisfied that he is taking the
best way to defeat that object. The company, if it takes
$16,000 a mile to build the road, will have to find financiers
prepared to build 140 miles at that rate. That will be
over :2,000,000 besides the rolling stock. The company
will bave to finance for 83,000,000 before one spade can be
put in the ground. It is far more difficult to finance for
$3,000,000 than for $300,0OJ, and I think the Minister
would be wise to take power to pay money out as sections
of five or ton miles are constructed.

Motion agreed to, resolution considered in Committee,
reported, and concurred in.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved for leave to intro-
duce Bill (No. 151) respecting a certain agreement therein
mentioned with the Qu'Appelle, Long Lake and Saskatche-
wan Railroad and Steamboat Company.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the first and second times,
considered in Committee, reported, and read the third time
and passed.

215

NORTH.WEST MOUNTED POLICE.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved second reading
of Bill (No. 146) to amend the Act respecting the North-
West Mounted Police. ie said: By the original Police
Act, the Commissioner and the Assistant Commissioner had
the powers of stipendiary magistrates, but, in the Act of
1886, that was omitted, and this is merely to restore to the
Commissioner and Assistant Commissioner the powers they
had under the original Act. In order to meet the difficulty
in the meantime, commissions were issued to them under
the Dominion Police Act, and they have been acting as
stipendiary magistrates under that, but it has been thought
better to restore the powers to them in their representauve
capacity. Then, at present every constable of the force is a
constable in every Province in Canada, but the officers are
not. This will give the officers the power which they have
in the North-West in adjacent Provinces. The force is em-
ployed very considerably in Manitoba in stopping raiders
and cattle stealers and others; and so in British Columbia.
In consequence of the representations of the British
Columbia Government lst year that there was an
imminent danger of an Indian war, and on a requisi.
tion from that Government, a strong force was sent
into British Columbia and remained there nearly a year, but
the officers had no control in that Province whatever. This
is intended to cure that. Thon the second clause has refor-
once to the entry of constables into houses for the seizure
and destruction of intoxicating liquors. It was held by
Judge Rouleau, though I believe bis judgment was not
concurred in by the other judges, that the police could not
go into a saloon or a place which was known to have liquor
for sale, and search it, unless they first saw the liquor. This
clause is intended to cure that. I have a letter from the
Deputy Minister of Justice stating that, wbile ho cannot
understand how such a decision was arrived at under the
existing law, it would have the effect of law in the district
over which that judge had jurisdiction, and suggesting
that it might be necessary to pass a declaratory Act. It is
to meet that view that this section has been introduced.
The next clause is an amendment of the Act to remove a
doubt as to whether a deserter can be arrested after the
expiration of the term for which ho was engaged to serve.
We can well understand that the man who deserts ougiht
to be punshed for that desertion even if the term of his
service has expired.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT, Do you put any limita-
tion, because it is hardly desirable to keep that hanging
for ever over the man.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is true. Several
cases have occurred where men arrested in eastern Canada
have been let off by the justice of the peace. A man is
arrested, ho deserte and comes down to Ontario or Quebeci
ho goes before a magistrate and is tried and fined 85. This
clause makes the minimum $100. The next clause deals
with persons who desert, or who persuade any other to de-
sert, and fixes the penalty. This Act was introduced in the
Senate, and has been gone carefully over by the Deputy
Minister of Justice. The hon. gentleman will se. that the
Bill is merely for the improvement of the discipline of the
force. I move the second reading of the Bill.

Mr. MaMULLEN. Does the Minister intend to give the
powers of a magistrate to certain members of thei Mounted
Police ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, in Manitoba and
British Columbia.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, considered
in Committee, reported, and read the third time and
Passe.
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of

the House.
Motion agreed toi and louse adjourned at 1:55 a. m.

(Wedneday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

WEDNEBDAT, lst May, 1889.

The SP=Arma took the Chair at Eleven o'clock.

PaArzus.

SICK MARINERS' FUND.

Mr. TAYLOR (for Sir DoNALD SmITH) aked,With respect
to the Pund for the relief of sick and distressed Marinera:
1. Does not the Act 31 Victoria, ohapter 64, req uire that the
Minister of Marine and Fisheries shail make periodical re-
porte of the receipts and expenditures under the saidAct?
2. Was not a summary of these reporte for the previous
eighteen years given in the Nineteenth Annual Report of
that Department, page 34? 3. Did not that summary
show the total amountof disbursements as being 8752,238.47,
and of receipts as being $725,679.84, leaving an apparent
deficit of $26,558.63'Y 4. Did not this item of diaburse-
ments, $752,238.47, includei (1.) The hospital care in the
Marine Hospital at Quebec of 8,293 persons, who were not
sick mariners, for an aggregate of 272,617 days, at
an average cost of 86¾ cents per day, amounting to
the sum of 8235,541.w8; and (2)- The sum of $16,-
500, being subventions from time to tine paid to
two local hospitais, one in St. Catharines, and the other in
Kingston, together aggregating the sum of $252,04l.08?
5. Are not these expenditures outside the scope of the Sick
Mariners' Act, which provides that " The moneys so received
shall * * fora a fnd, to be called and known as the
Sick Mariners' Fund, for the purposes mentioned hereinafter,
and no other " ? 6. Instead, therefore, of there being, as on
30th June, 18e6, a debit balance against the Sick Mariners'
Fund of 826,558.6m, as shown in the said Nineteenth Annual
Report, was there not, inl act, a surplus of $225,482.45 at the
creuit of the Fund on said date, il the account had been cor-
rectly stated? 7. Were not the dues, levied onahipping by
the said 31 Victoria, increased by 50 per cent. in 1e75, by
38 Victoria, chapter 31, on the erroneous plea that the re-
ceipts from the tax were insufficient to meet the expendi.
tures of the department for the care of sick and distressed
seamen ? 8. What steps do the Ministry propose taking ?
(1.) To correct the returns made to the louse, and to show
the foregoing surplus, 8z52,041.08, at the credit of the Sick
Mariners' Fund, as on 30Lh Jane, 1886; and (2.) To red uce
the tax on shipping, so as to make it no greater than is
necessary to meet the expenditure for care of sick marinera,
as proviaed by law?

Mr. TUPPER. 1. Yes. 2. A summary of receipts and
disbursement in connection with the service ia given on
the page reterred to. 8. Yes. 4. The cost of persons cared
for in Lhe Marine Hlospital at Quebec during the eighLeen
years referred to, iis no included in the item u1 dirburse-
monts, and special care is taken to state, in each Annual
Report, thaL the expense of maintaining residents of Quebec
and immigrants in the Marine Hospital is not included in
the entire expenditure for sick, disaoled, shipwrecked and
distressed seanen. The diabursements referred to do incolude
the grant made to the hospitals at St. Catharines and Kings.
ton. A typographical error appears to have occurred
in the a uOurse mn its given for th yeur 1886, the
expenditure lor that y ear, ater meking a deduction
for resideLts and immigrants in the Marine loêpftal,
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amounting to $40,377,62 instead of $49,343.46, but
this has been corrected in the reports for 1887 and
1888. Answers do not appear to be required to the
remaining question of Sir Donald Smith as these questions
are based on the assumption that the expense of maintain-
ing persons who were not sick marinera in the Marine Ho-
pital at Quebec is included in the item of disbursements as
given by him, which is not the case.

THE SIX PAGANS IN JOLIETTE.

Mr. TROW (for Mr.CHARLToN) asked, What are the names
of the six Pagans returned for the Parish of Ste. Elizabeth,
in the County of Joliette and Province of Quebec, in the
Census Returne of 1881, as appeats from the original ache-
dule of the enumerator for that parish ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They are ail over there.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. They may be christians

of a different type from those I see before me.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. the Minister of

Agriculture will answer that question when he comes in.

SESSIONAL INDEMNITY OF MEMBERS.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I desire to refer to a conversa.
tion that took place yesterday with reference to the pay.
ment of members. The right hon. gentleman stated that
it had been the practice under previous Administrations to
pay the members under the same arrangement. I took
occasion to interrogate the hon, member for East York (Mr.
Mackenzie) on the subject and he assured me that such an
arrangement was never sanctioned by him or carried out
during the time he was at the head of the Government. He
also expressed the strongest disapproval of the action of the
leader of the Government in taking it into his own hands
to contravene the law in regard to this matter.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAPLD. Perhaps my hon. friend
who sit behind the hon. gentleman can say something
about the practice for years past ?

Mr. TROW. Since I have had the honor or otherwise
of being chief whip for the Liberal party, I may Fay that
the practice bas been similar to what it is to-day. 1 do not
know anything about any writings or anything of that
description given during the term of anyone else, but this
1 do kno w, that under Mr. Macketzie's Administration mem-
bers frequently left a day or two or three days before the
end of the Session ënd received their pay. Sometimes
imperative affairs called them away, It would be a hard-
ship to force hon. members, when there is no necessity, to
remain bere a day or two after the work of the Session is
closed up. We are not here as slaves to remain until the
last moment once the work is practically closed. If there
is r o occasion or necessity, I do not see why hon, gentlemen
should not be allowed to leave and receive their full pay.
I even suppose that sone of those who made objections are
away to-day. Wby should they not have stayed until
to-morrow ? Those who were most forward in their state.
ments regarding the practice are away to-day.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon. gentleman says it was
the practice gencrally for hon. members to be allowed to
leave. That has been always understood. Once the day
has been fixed for prorogation, it has not been unusual to
grant this privilege, but it is altogether a different thing to
allow mem bers to go a fortnight bef ore the flouse adjourns.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There were only two
gentlemen, and they were on the opposite aide. They
were both members from Prince Edward Island who, as a
particular favor, wanted to leave-Mr. Yeo and Mr. MeIn-
tyre.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). &nd Mr, Sarth.
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD As a particular favor

they asked leave to go, and the accountant, as usual, asked
what he should do. An arrangement was made by which
two pairs were got, and two gentlemen fron this side went
away also.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The solicitation came from the
other aide.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; it did not.
Mr, JONHS (Halifax). The hon. member for Winnipeg

(Mr. Soarth) was one of them.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG1HT. The matter ia of some
importance, and the right hon. the First Minister knows
well there are two distinct practices. One has always been
allowed and I sec no objection to it. That is the one the
hon. member for Perth (Mr. Trow) alluded to.

8ir JOHN A. MACDONALD, Oh, no.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That is, that after pro.
rogation is fixed and it is understood there is no other
business to be taken up, members may be allowed to consi-
der the last two or three days as dies non, so to speak, but
the practice to which the hon. member for Halifax (Mr.
Jones) refers is a totally diffoerent practice. That pra.tice,
I understard, is this, that members whoe can obtain paira
take upon themselves to go away a week or ten days before
it is ekar the Session eau be closed, and they sign their
declaraiion and receive full pay. Now, that practice, to
the best of my knowledge, did not prevail during Mr. Mac-
kenzie's Administration and my friend's recolleotion is to
the same effect. It was not sanctioned, and if it was doune
at all, it was done entirely without his knowledge or con-
currence, and, I may add, without my knowledgo or con-
currence, as a member of the Government. It appears to
me it is a very objectionable practice. Of course, hon.
members, if they have special business, eau go away. No
one expects them to stay here if they have urgent business
elsewhere; but the point is that members who pair should
uot go to the accountant and receive full pay a week or
more before the Session is over. That by whomsoever done,
and under whatever circumstances it is done. is a breach of
the law.

Mr. TROW. I know of ouly one instance of that kind
and that was that of the hon. member for Winnipeg (Mr.
Scarth). In the other cases hon. members left only a few
days before the close as usual from year to year.

Mr. TAYLOR. I would ask the hon. member for Sonth
Perth (Mr. Trow) if that is not the practice which has been
folowed every year by arrangement between the whips,
without eonsulting the Premier or any one else?

Mr. LOVITT. I should like to know if we are to get
our pay from the whips. I went to Mr. Brewer to get paid,
He asked me if I was paired. I said no. He said, if you are
paired you will be paid in full. I decline to be under the
control of the whips in that way.

Sir RICH ARD CARTWRIGHIT. It has been the custom,
I know, when the prorogation waa fixed, that bo. gentle-
men abould be allowed t couint the last two days. It might,
perhaps, have been botter to put it in the statute, but, un-
doibtedly my hon. friend is quite right, that the accountant
hano businesstogo to thewhips, either my hon. friendfrom
South Perth (Mr. Trow) or the hon. gentleman opposite
(Mr. Taylor). 'The duty of the accountant is to pay accord-
ing to law. If we sanction, by resolution of the House,
that for the last two days he may consider the Session vir-
tually closed, that is one thing, but no hon. gentleman here
ahould be obliged to have recourse sither to the Premier or
to the whips for what is legally due to him.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Paying members for the
last two days is as much against the law as paying thom
for the last eight days.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon, gentleman is
right in saying that there ias been a custom tacitly recog-
nised for a long time to count the last two days, but I am
inforrned that the cases here are not quite as they have been
stated by the hon. gentleman opposite, because these are
cases, I understand, of gentlemen who went away for four
or five days, independently of the particular cases referred to.

Mr. MULOCK. I think it is very objectionable to allow
members to leave even after prorogation is announced, be-
cause now we see that the practice is to reserve a vast
amount of work for the last few days of the Session, when
members are unsettled and on the wing. By having a system
of this kind, a direct inducement is given to the Govern-
ment to reserve, as we know they do, many measures they
do not wish to have thoroughly discussed, they having in
the meantime given permits to the members to depart. I
think, until the House is through with its work, no member
should be paid, and if during the last two days we do more
work than in the previous two weeks, there is no reason
wby members should be paid for neglecting the last two
days of the Session. It may be that this practice began
when the work was doue before the last two or three days,
and there was practically nothing left, but now that the
practice is reversed and a large portion of the important
business of the Session is done in the last two or three days,
I think we should abandon the practice.

PROROGATION.

Mr. SPEAKER communicated to the House that b had
received the following letter from the Governor General's
Secretary :-

GOVERIMENT HOUs, OmTTAW.

"81,-I have the honor te inform you that His Excellency the
Governor General will proceed to the Sonate Ckmber to prorogue the
Session of the Dominion Parliament on Thursday, the 2nd May, 4t
three oelock.

"Captain,
" Governor Generara Secretary.

'The Honorable
"The Speaker of the House of Commons."

THIRD READING.

Bill (No. 151) respecting a certain agreement therein
mentioned with the Qu'Appelle, Long Lake and Saskatche,
wan Railroad and Steamboat Company.-(Sir John A.
&tacdonald.)

WAYS AND MEANS.

House resolved itself into Committee of Ways and Means.

(In the Committee.)
Resolved, That towards making good the Supply granted to Der

Majesty for the financial year ending the 30th June, 1889. the um of
$2,O9,I77.%3 be granted eut of the Couolidated Revenua Fuad of
Qaasda.--(Mr, Poster.)

Mr. MULOCK. Before the Committee rises, I desire te
cali attention to a matter whieh I underetood had been
brought to the attention of the Government, not only this
Session but in previons Bessions. I refer te the applieation
of the millers of Ontarie for relief from what they complain
is the unjust discrimination in regard to their industry.
The millers of Canada represent, I presume, one of the
largest manufacturing industries in this country.

The CHAIRMAN. I hardly think that is pertinent tg
the resolution.
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Mr. MULOCK. I believed it would be in order, in the

Committee of Ways and Means, for tariff changes to be in.
dicated.

Mr. BOWELL. But there are none indicated.
The CHAIRMAN. I think the hon. gentleman will find

some other opportunity.
Mr. MULOOK. I was in hopes the Minister would have

announced something in regard to this important matter,
but I will endeavor to get another opportunity to bring
it up.

Motion agreed to.

Resolved, that towards making good the Supply granted to Her
Majesty for the financial year ending 30th June, 1890, the sum of $25,.
643,275.93 be granted out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Canada.
-(Ir. Foster.)

Motion agreed to.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Does the hon. gentle-
man propose to renew in this Bill the authority to borrow ?
Io this the whole Billhe proposes to put through ?

Mr. FOSTER. Yes.
Resolutions concurred in.

SUPPLY BILL.

Mr. FOSTBER moved for leave to introduce Bill (No. 147)
for granting to Her Majesty certain sums of money required
for defraying certain expenses of the Public Service for the
financial years ending respectively the 80th June, 1889,
and the 30th June, 1890, and for other purposes relating to
the Public Service.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the firet, second and third
times, and passed.

LAND SUBSIDIES TO RAILWAYS.

House resolved itself into Committee to consider resolu.
tion (p. 1572) to authorise the granting of subsidies of land
to certain railway companies.-(Mr. Dewdney.)

(In the Committee).
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Before we proceed

with the discussion I would say this, here we have a toler-
able strong illustration of some of the matters to which my
hon. friend beaside me called attention. We are going to be
asked by these resolutions to dispose of something between
5,000,000 and 6,000,000 acres of land to various railway
companies; that is to say, within 24 hours of prorogation
we are going to give away to a few individuals the absolute
control and ownership over a territory about one-third as
large as the whole cultivated part of Ontario, if I make
these estimates correctly, something like 8,000 or 10,000
square miles. We are going to discuss that probably in the
course of an hour or two, with about 50 members out of our
215. Now, I am inclined to think that the country will
regard that kind of thing with considerable disfavor. It
does appear to me that huge grants like this, involving
territories nearly as large as a province, equal to a round
dozen of our largest constituencies, it does appear to me
that in all conscience these matters ought to be discussed
at a much earlier period of the Session than this. The
principle has gone from bad to worse, but here we are
expecting to prorogue within 24 hours, and in that time we
are gravely to deiiberate and obtain all the information
necessary and dispose of about I10,000 square miles. Apart
from that, we ought to be put in possession of the informa-
tion as to the various parties who are applying for these
amounts, and we ought to know -and that is a point to
which I directed the hon, gentleman's attention yesterday-

Mr. MuLoor.

we ought to know how we stand as regards our land in the
North-West. We have granted at various times subsidies
which muet range up to 40,000,000 or 50,000,000 acres,
including our original grant to the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way. I have my doubts, looking at the land that has been
taken up and the land that bas been stripped, as to what
territory is really remaining to us in the fertile belt gener-
ally available for settlement. Now, the experience of the
United States bas proved that the practice of giving away
large areas of land to the railway companies, has been pro-
ductive of great evils. Among other things I might remark
that it appears to me we are very much more in need of
concentrating settlement in the North-West, and particu-
larly in the Province of Manitoba, than of concentrating
settlements at very long distances. I think we have lost a
great deal for the want of concentration that bas taken
place, owing largely to our land policy. Now, I want to
know from the hon. gentleman, before we proceed to con.
eider these items in detail, firest of all, if he ca tell me what
is the total quantity of land in the North-West that has
been granted in subsidies to the miscellaneous railway
companies which at various times we have dowered with
grants of land.

Mr. DEWDNEY. We have given subsidies to the different
railways to the number ot 12, including the Canadian Pacific
Railway, amounting to 35,000,000 acres, not including the
present grants.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Including the amount
that was repurchased from the Canadian P"cific Railway ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. No ; it does not include that. It is ouly
18,000,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHTT. We now propose to
grant 5,000,000.

Mr. DEWDNEY. About 5,000,000. This makes about
40,000,000 in all.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Can the hon. gentle-
man inform me how muth Canadian Pacific Railway land
bas been assigned and accepted by them, and how much
romains to be assigned ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. I can state nearly from recollection.
They have notified tho department that they have selected
between 7,000,000 and 8,000,000 in the railway belt proper.
They have not gone boyond that.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Then there romains
10,000,000.

Mr. DEWDNEY. About that to be taken up.
Sir RICEIARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not suppose that

anything like exact accuracy can be expected; but we
have now, for a great many years, been making some sort
of estimate of the available land in the North-West. Can
the Minister give us an idea of the quantity of arable land
that, in his opinion, we possess for settlement soath of par.
allel 4> ? I mean these parallels of latitude between Winni-
peg and the Rocky Mountains-can he give us roughly any
sort of idea of what amount of land we possess ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. I have thought over that matter and
made a calculation, bat as the hon. gentleman sees, I cannot
vouch for its accuracy. I estimate that in the fertile belt
we bave about 300,000,000 acres of agricultural and pas-
turable land. I would doduct from that 30,000,000 for water
and inferior land.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman,
of course, includes the whole area of the Province of Mani-
toba.

Mr. DEWDNEY. lu the North-West Territories and
Manitoba.
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Of course, I do not

want to bind the Minister to figures. I am only asking to
get the benefit of his opinion as a man who bas been in the
North-West a long time. Ie calls that pasturable and arable
land. Roughly, how much of that does he snppose to be
pastural ? This is not outside of latitude 55, I suppose

Mr. DKWDNEY. No. The quantity of pasturable land
is very difficult to calculate, for this reason: that what we
call our ranche country pasturable, which extends from the
Rocky Mountains east, I have always held to be very much
more extensive than las been generally supposed. I think
the cattle can winter over a very much greater area of coun-
try, east of the Rockies than bas been supposed. As I ex-
plained the other day, in the broken country there is a
great area in which there is as good agricultural land as
exists in any part of the territory. It would be very diffi-
cult to make an estimate as to what that proportion would
be, but at least half would be first-class agricultural lands.
On the ridges and in the rolling country there is a kind
of bunch grass, which ripens as it grows, and is as good
fodder in winter as in summer, and that country is much
moie extensive than cattle raisers generally suppose.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Then your opinion is
that about 135,000,000 acres of fair agricultural land are
what we have to dispose of in the North-West, or what we
had to dispose of ? That includes Manitoba.

Mr. DE WDNEY. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIT. Which is pretty well

out of the hands of the Government.
Mr. DEWDNEY. The bulk of it is.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the present

area of Manitoba ?
Mr. DEWDNEY. About 40,000 square miles. My cal-

culation of agrieultural land is south of the North Sas.
katchewan.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What parallel would
that be ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. About 53.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Then, south of the 53rd

parallel, we have about 135,000,000 acres ?
Mr. DEWDNEY. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT, That does not include

the Peace River country ?
Mr. DEWDNEY. No.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGH1. If we deduct from that

area Manitoba, it would seem to follow that we have at our
disposal 40,000,000 acres, reserving a corresponding quantity
for homesteading, which is a part of the hon. gentleman's
policy.

Mr. DEWDNEY. That is about my calculation.
Sir RIÇHARD CARTWRIGHT. The House will see

that this makes the question of even greater gravity than I
supposed, because practically when we have given away
this land with the other quantities we have to provide for,
we have in the district bounded by the 53rd parallel on the
north and by the Rocky Mountains on the west, practically
disposed of all our available lands, that is to say, the grants
to railways and free homesteads would use it ail up.

Mr. DEWDNEY. I estimate that we have about
136,000,000 acres available for railway grants and other
purposes, out of which, according to the return I have, not
including these grants asked for now, there have been
35,000,000 acres disposed of.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman
includes Manitoba, which is praotically gone, in hie 136,.

000,000 acres of arable land. He would have, according to
the statement he bas made as to the ares of Manitoba,
within that parallel, something like 80,000,000 or 90,000,000
acres at the out>ide, ont of which we have to give 40,000,000
to the railway companies and set apart at the lowestestimate
40,000,000 acres for homestead purposes. That would
pretty well use up the territory within those limite. Of
course there is an extensive territory outside, some of which
may be available.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Homesteads include pro.
emptions, which are paid for.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I know that well, but
the pre-emptions are only about one-fourth of the whole
amount. Still, practically speaking, this will about dispose
of our available lands within the limits I named, or at ail
events within the limits named by the Minister of the
Interior and parallel 53.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In regard to homesteadu,
Parliament can of course alter that policy.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes; but the Govern
ment could hardly alter it without very grave consideration.
It bas been in existence for so many years that we are in a
manner pledged to it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We could not do itwith-
out a couple of years' notice.

Mr. WATSON. What is the quantity of land earned and
transferred under the Railway Subsidies Act to the Mani.
toba and North-Western, the Manitoba and South Western,
the Glenborough Branch and the Hudson Bay Railway ?

Mr. D EWDNEY. I did not include the Hudson Bay lands.
The Hudson Bay sections are calculated as even-numbered
sections. I deducted the school lande, which are 14,000,000
acres. The odd-numbered sections in Manitoba and the
North-West which have been disposed of were also deducted.
In answer to the hon. member for Marquette (Mr. Watson),
I may state that the Manitoba and North- Western have
earned 535,400 acres; they have earned more for which they
will make application, but I forget the exact quantity. The
Manitoba South-Western have earned 1,133,384 acres, which
quantity bas been transforred to them, leaving a balance of
243,000 acres still owing to the company. The Glenboroigh
branch is included in the estimates of the South Western.
The Hudson Bay Railway Company have not received any
lands.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Are they entitled to
it ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. I fancy not.

Mr. WATSON. Could the hon. gentleman tell me if
they have made application ? The Local Government of
the Province of Manitoba are in rather an awkward posi-
tion with regard to the Iludson Bay land grant, for they
issued to them $256,000 in bonds on the strength of the
guarantee. It was understood from the Ministers of the
Local Cabinet, who were in Ottawa at the time these nego-
tiations were going on, that the Government had guaran.
teed to tarn over these lands on the land grant. I believe
there was some misunderstanding between the Government
at Ottawa and the Local Government of the Province of
Manitoba with regard to the transfer of these bonds, and
on the strength of a telegram from the Provincial Treasurer
of the Province of Manitoba to the Premier of the Province
of Manitoba ho handed over $256,000 worth of provincial
bonds to the directors of this Hudson Bay R Ailway. After-
wards they found that this road was not up to the standard,
and at present the Province of Manitoba bas no security for
the redemption of these bonds, which were issued on the
road. Can the hon. gentleman tell me what is really re.
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quired of this company to entitie thom to the land grants,
so that the Province of Manitoba may have some security?

Mr. DEWDNEY. Within the last few days application
bas been made to me for an extension of the land grant for
the first 50 miles; 40 of which, I think, have been nearly
completed. I have not had the opportunity of submitting
that application to my colleagues, but in consideration of this
the company have agreed to finish the 40 miles and extend
it another 10 miles.

Mr. WATSON. I hope the Govern ment will understand
the position that the Province of Manitoba is placed in and
that they may not want to confine themselves to the letter
of the law in connection with that 40 miles of road. If it
were not that it is so late in the Session I should take up
mome of the time of the House in letting the House know
the position in which the Government here stands. That
certainly has not been a creditable transaction between the
Dominion Government at Ottawa and the late Government
of the Province of Manitoba. It is a matter that shou!d be
ventilated, and if it had been earlier in the Session I would
have taken an opportunity to do so. I hope that the Pro-
vince of Maniioba will not be placed in a position that they
are not entitled to be placed in on account of that work not
leing as it should have been, when the Government pro.
mised to pass an Order in Council authorising the land grant
to be transferred to the company.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think those two
grants to the North Western Coal and Navigation Company
should be taken together. 'What amount has that company
already received in land grants?

Mr. DEWDNEY. 395,912 acres.
Sir RICHARD CARTWR[GHT. It appears rather a

curious thing that 2,600 acres a mile should be granted for
merely altering the gauge of the road, particularly as this
company have had very valuable coal privileges granted tQ
them for a nominal sum by the Government.

Mr. DEWDNEY. They purchased their coal lands in the
ordinary way, and the total grant of 6,400 acres is the
regular grant given Io railway companies of that gauge. I
do not think tbat this 2,600 acres will repay them for the
extra work which they propose in widening the gauge.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Are they to be allowed
to choose the land or is it to be granted to them in alternate
lots on the line of railway ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In alternate lots as near
as possible.

Sir RICH ARD CARTWRIGHT. Within what limit are
tbey allowed to select this land ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There are no specified
limits.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Do I understand this
eompany might select land a hundred miles from the
railway ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is for the Govern-
ment to say. The further away from the railway the lands
are, the less valuable tbey will be, and the company would
inaturally desire to get land as near the railway as possible,
for the moment the railway is built, the lands become more
valuable and the more settlers there are the more traffic
will be furnished to the road.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGH f. That is as may be. If
the railway goes through a uniform fertile territory well
and good, but suppose it does not, the company might se-
lect lands in other districts which would be opened up by
railwaye in some time to come. It appears to me that
wQuld b very objectionable indoe4.

Kr. WATson,

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Oertainly It would.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It appears te me that

some limit should be fixed.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Perhapa.
Sir RICHARD CA RTWRIGHT. The hon. gentlemaa

says " perhaps." We may not se. his faoe in this fashion
for soma months to come, and he might tell ua what "per.
haps " means.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Government would
prefer that they should take forty miles fi om the railway
rather than twenty, unless these forty miles bring the land
within the range of another railway.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think the hon. gentle-
man should put that in.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think that would be
unnecessary. The Government will take care to preserve
as much land as possible in the public interest. I think the
limitation would not be in the interest of the public.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I doubt that. Great
pressure is often brought to obtain grants of land at unrea-
sonable distances where the land happens to be good, and I
think it would be an advantage both to the Government and
the public that some limitation should be fixed. In the
United States, the land has to be taken along the line of
the railway, good and bad, just as it comes, I think within
20 miles of the railway on either side, and there is a great
deal to be said for that system. In our territory, I would
not confine the railway companies quite so strictly, but I
think a lirmit ought to be imposed, even though we gave
them a little more land.

Mr. DEWDNEY I quite agred'with the hon. member
that it is undesirable to give the companies land too far
away from the railway, and I have always reported against
that policy. If you give them good land far away from the
railway, you may be giving it in a district which may in
future ask for a railroad of their own, and if the land is ap-
propriated already, it may work disastrously against that
district. I have always objected to land being granted far
away from the railway unless there was no other to be
got. The companies will generallv take up the land as near
their own railway as possible. The North-West Coal and
Navigation Company have taken alternate townships.

Sir RICHARL CARTWRIGHT. The land which has
been taken is all close to the railway?

Mr. DEWDNEY. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Ia that patented ?
Mr. DEWDNEY. Yes.
Mr. WATSON. The hon. gentleman says that the land

is granted to a distance of three or five townships on each
side <f the railway. That is about 20 miles, There is
another railway company which has a charter from Calgary
to Lothbridge, and I certainly think the distance to which
these land grants shall extend on each aide of the track
ought to be limited, because otherwise they must overlap
each other. Unless the Government limited them to a
certain range, they will go outside and select the beat
lands they can possibly secure. I know that the Manitoba
and North-Western Company hold lands through the very
centre of which the North-West Central run& That is to
my mind very unfair. A company that might get the ear
of the Government in preference to another company would
be enabled to make the selection right on the line of the
other company's road. I do not at all object to the Gov-
ernment giving land grants to colonisation roads for the
purpose of opening up new districts for settlement; but I
do decidedly object to the Government granting large
subsidies to any company for their own benei4
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almost entirely, as in the case of this Gait Coal Company. public lands--it does not matter two straws what doctrines
The principàl trafflo on that railroad is and will be coal; of political economy may intervene because we are violab.
and while I do not object te the Governinent giving a land ing the laws of political econorny every day in this House-
grant to aid ii developing the coal mines, I contend that they should sel the coal at such a rate as wili bring it
they ehould limit the Company te charging a certain rate reasonably within the powers of the North-West people to
on the coal. I brought this matter up some time ago, when purchase. There is no doubt whatever they could soli it at
I showed the House the rates which this company were such a point as Calgary at a fair profit, as cheaply as in
charging for carrying coal. I contend that any company Winnipeg, and the Goverument ought to see that something
which ie assisted by this Government for the purpose of the kind the hon. gentleman suggests wiil be done.
of developing the natural wealth of the country, should not Mr. DEWDNEY. That will cure itself.be put in a position to exact the lst cent that can be ex-
acted out of the settler for fuel. When this company first Sir IRICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. Aye, at the expense of
received a land grant, I advocated giving them a larger the country.
grant, se as to enable them te have a broad gauge rail way, Mr. DEWDNEY. If you look farther, you will see two
which would save the transhipment of the coal. When a or three other companies who are applying for land grants
company comes here asking for powers simply te build a in that neighborhood. It is almost a certainty that these
railway, it is not right that we should pledge them to cer- roads will be constructed, and will be competing coal min-
tain rates; but when the country is practically building the ing indu-tries with the Galt Mines, and I think that is
road, as in this case. the House should see that the general more likely to reduce the price of coal than anything else.
public are benefited by the grant. With regard te the With regard to the value of the land, the hon. gentleman
price of coal, I happened te state in this House that it was muet recollect that these lande are being sold by the Galt
old at Calgary for 88 per ton. The Calgary Tribune, Company at 81 an acre, and are not landse similar te what
referring to my remarks, says: we are giving in other parts of the Territories te some of

I The ptice paid fot coil lant year was $7.50 per ton. The price at the other linos.
the begainning of this sesson was s per ton. But we are now paying Mr. S.AN.LY. W.on thisqwas u lu$.50 per ton for the poorest quality of coal that has ever been placed onquestion broughtthe market." the louse before, of Parliament fixing a rate upon coaI on
That is at a distance of only 290 miles from the Lothbridge this road, I had occasion to mention thon that the company
mines. has nO power to fix the railway rates upon coal beyond its

point of junction with the Canadian Pacific Railway, and IMr. DE WDNEY. e it Lethbridge ceai ? made sorne enquiries thon of the manager of the mine, Mir.
Mr. WATSON. I do not care whether it is or not. When Galt, who was in the city at the time, as to the price of coal

I tell you that this company are allowed te exact from the in Calgary and other points. His reply te me was that they
people $8.50 a ton for their coal, while the same coal is sold sold no coal in Calgary, and that the only place where they
in Winnipeg, some 700 miles from the coal mines, for 87 50 have an agent for the sale of coal is in Winnipeg. The
per ton, you will see that it is only the competition in the coal is boýught by retailers, and the company cannot control
market which regulates the price. This company charge its price in Calgary. If the dealer finds himself in a posi-
every cent they possibly can. At Regina and Portage la tion to exact a large price through the want of competi.
Prairie coal is dearer than it is at Winnipeg, simply because tion in Calgary, the company are net responsible. The
American ceal has te be hauled se much farther. Now, widening of the gauge seems to me of the most vital import-
when this House is granting substantial assistance to any ance to the very interest the hon member for Marquette
company they have a right to state on what conditions it is speaks of, as it will enable the company to carry the coal
granted. I do net see that it is any particular benefit to much more choaply. There is an extra charge now upon
the people of Manitoba or the North-West that the the coal from the fact of its having to be transferred from
Government should aseist this Galt Coal Company. This a narrow gauge car to a wide gauge car at Daunmore. The
grant is simply te benefit Sir A. T. Galt and his cor. widening of the gauge will undoubtedly be a stop towards
pany. If we were to argue in the sarne way reducing the price of the article in the market. My hon.
as the hon. members from St. John argued last iriend says that the company will pay for the widening of
night with regard to the Short Line Railway, we should the gauge with the additional land grant, but the 2,600 acres
strongly oppose this land grant to extend the Galt line to per mile will not go near paying for that work. This is a
the American boundary, because it will enable the Ameri- country where the very freight upon the rails almost doubles
cans te compete with our own people for this coal, and con- their market price, and the ties are doubled and sometimes
sequently if Sir A. T. Galt finds a better market for his trebled in cost by the freight in that part of the country.
coal, the chances are that he will devote ail his energies to The widening of the gauge is going to be very costly, and
shipping coal te the south. It is net worth while dividing pending the sale of the lands this company has to provide
the House on this with the miserable remnant left here of all the money for that purpose. They have hitherto found
some 50 members, but, considering the importance of this all the capital necessary, and I do think it would disarm a
matter, I bad hoped, after the discussion we had before, great deai of the opposition to the land grant in this case if
that if this company came te the Government and asked the hon. members who object te it could sce the extraordi.
further assistance the Government would make that assist. nary town that bas grown Up around the mines at Lethbridge.
ance conditional on the company agreeing not to charge There is no other instance in the North-West Tetritories so
over a certain rate on their coal per ton per mile. forcible of what capital can do as is there presented. An

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It does appear te me enormous capital bas been there expended by this company,
that this is net a case in which we eau proceed on the ordi- eve:-y dollar of which bas come from abroad; the lands
nary commercial principles of supply and demand. We already sold have not dminisbed that capital burden te the
are, to ail intente and purposes, building this road for this extent of five cents in the dollar.
company, and this additional grant is going to be of enorm 8ir RICHARD CARTWR[GHT. What is the freight
ous importance te them. If I am correctly informed, they from Lethbridge te Winnipeg ?
have for the time being, at any rate, a monopoly of the (oal
in that region, and this is a case in whica the Government Mr. SH ANLY. I really could net say. I think I
could with perfect propriety interfere and say that il the asked Mr. Galt, and he gave me some figures, but I do not,
compamy are to receive this 40,Q0 acres additional of romember them. As regards the i ling of the rate freq
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Lethbridge to Dunmore, that is'simply a question for the
Canadian Pacifie Railway to decide. The railway and the
mine is one concern. The compary run the coal out to
Dunmore, where people purchase it.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. What is the freight
from Daunmore to Winnipeg ?

Mr. SHANLY. I cannot say. That is fixed by the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. I know this, that the Gait
Company is always fighting to get it lowered. They could
sel more coal if the Canadian Pacifie Railway freight was
lower.

Mr. WATSON. The freight on coal is a small fraction
better than half a cent per mile. That is the rate of the
Gait Coal Company. That company are making, according
to reliable figures, over 82 a ton on every ton sold in Winni-
peg; and as to their having only one agent, they must have
a sort of combine, and this agent must be making tremen-
dous profits. I do not ask that we should compel this
oompany to sell their coal at certain prices atdifferent points,
but i abk simply that the Government should place a maxi-
mum rate which this company will be allowed to
charge on the coal placed in their bands for shipment at
Lethbridge. While there is a vast amount of coal there it
is of no use to the country, because it cannot be got out.
Companies would g) in there and operate coal mines and sell
them at a much less rate than coal is selling et to-day, if
they could be sure of having a fair freight rate from this
company. But the company control the whole of the road.
It is built for the development of their own mines, and the
general public bas no benefit at all from it; and, so far as
regards the price of coal in Winnipeg to day, it is not re-
duced on account of the coal mine, butit issimplya question
of the cost of bringing in American coal that regulates the
price.

Mr. SHANLY. Do yon want Parliament to fix the
price of coal ?

Mr. WATSON. No, but I want Parliament to fix the
price of freight on this road that runs from Lethbridge to
Dunmore, and the Government ought to do that since tbey
are giving so much assistance to the company.

Mr. SHANLY. The House bas settled that questi n.
Mr. WATSON. The House did not settle it satisfactorily

to myself, nor to a great number of bon. members in this
loube, and i believe that if we had ail the members here

who were here three or four weeks ago, when the other
vote was taken, and knew that the Government were ask.
ing furtber assistance to that company, they would ap-
preciate the reasonableness of our request, and insist on the
Government fixing a maximum rate from Lethbridge to
Danmoie. But, at this stage of the Session, when the whip
on the other side has got ail our good voters away, we have
very little chance in working this thing. I am told, in
fact, that the whip on the other aide offered to give two, or
even three Conservative voters for one Liberal voter, if he
was a good figbter on this aide, and a regular voter. We
have not enough members here to divide the House on this
question, but the utmost we can do is to appeal to the Gov
ernment, and especially to the Minister of Interior, who
lived in that country so long, and who knows the import-
ance of cheap coal, to accede to our request.

Mr. DAVIN. There is no doubt whatever that this line
will be of great use to the portion of the North-West through
which it runs. It will not be used simply for carryirg
coal to the south of the line, but for general traffic. The
Medicine Hat people and the people who live aroand
there are looking forward to the construction of that road.
I must say, however, in regard to what the hon. member for
Marquette (Mr. Watson) contends for, that I do not know
whether the Committee see the point he makes. We had

M.r. $SauaL,

the same point here before. The idea which my hon. friend
meant to convey and which he has very clearly expressed,
though the Committee, not being familiarwith the locality,
may not have taken that point, is that, for coal purposes.
this road may be used as a private road. There are coal
mines other than the Galt mine near Lethbridge, and, if
this road, assisted by public gran ts, as we are assisting it,
says to a company established near the Galt Company's
mine, We will not give you running powers over our road,
but we will fix a rate for you which will handicap you, they
will prevent the transportation of coal from those other
mines. No doubt that is the point which was in the mind
of my hon. friend from Marquette (Mr. Watson), and
in the minds of many in the North West, but that is quoad
coal only. There is no doubt that the widening of the
gauge is advantageous for the general traffic, and, in that
respect, I think there can be no line brought before this
flouse which the House ought more properly to assist. I
see how hard it is for the Government to do what my hon.
friend and myself asked the House to do before, but the
House decided against us at that time. Nevertheless, it is
worthy of consideration, when this road has had publie
assistance, in case other mines are developed near Leth-
bridge, whether they should not have the power of sending
their coal over that road at the same rate as that which is
charged for the coal from the Galt mine. I can corroborate
all that my hon. friend (Mr. Shanly) says in reference to
Lethbridge. Anyone who visits Lethbridge will sec that
this Galt Company has been a great blessing to it, and to
the North-West generally. The growth of that town and
the population which the Galt Company has brought in, and
the general rush forward which that comnpany has given to
that territory, must make every North-West man feel grate.
ful to the Galt Company for what it bas done. I admit
that the argument we have made is open to the objection
which bas been indicated by my hon. friend, the Minister
of the Interior. Of course, we have lots of coal north of the
line. We have passed in the Committee subsidies for several
lines, and, when these Unes shall exploiter the immense
amount of coal in that district, it will be a different matter,
because it is a mistake to imagine that there will be any
scarcity of coal in the North-West. I expect that, in
the future, coal will be a drug in the market in the North-
West, but that is a long way off, and, in the meantime,
we are in the position which bas been correctly stated
by the bon. member for Marquette (Mr. Watson), that
we are paying more for coal in Regina, in Calgary and
at Moose Jaw than they are paying in Winnipeg, and that
anomaly strikes the economical conscience of our people.
No doubt what he said was stated by Mr. Galt is correct,
that he las no direct agent at Regina or Moose Jaw, or the
other places, but, when that company had an agent in
Regina, and an agent at Moose Jaw, and an agent in Winni-
peg, the same thing prevailed which prevails now, that is to
say, that we paid more at those points for coal than they
paid at Winnipeg, and that is what strikes the settler as
being anomalous. It may turn out that the explanation is
that the Canadian Pacifie Railway gives the long haul at a
cheaper rate than the short haul. We sec that system pre-
vails in other matters. For instance, we can get a much
lower rate from Regina to Montreal than from Regina to
Winnipeg. The long haul gets the advantage the whole
time, and on all lines of railway on this continent, and any
railway man will explain that to you on account of what
he cals railway economics, and he will show that it is on
what he considers a rational base. I have no fear as
to the future, and even the near future, because I
believe it is more likely that coal will be a drug
in the market in the North-West than that it will be
scarce. In the meantime, if the Government can ease us
off, we shall be very much obliged. Apart from this
question of coal, nothing could be more in acord with the
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feelig of the NMrth-Wet than the proposed aid te this
lime.

Motion agreed to.
To the Rel Deer Valley ERilway and Goal Company, Dominion

landi to an extent fnot fexcelng 6.4o acres for each mile of the com-
pan.e=.ilway from Cheadle hstaion,,on the 'anadian Pacific Railway,
to w termiaus ata pointi n or near Township 29, Range 23, west of the
4th Meridian, a dstance ef about 55 miles.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is this company in-
corporated f

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Who compose the

company f
Mr. DEWDNEY. There are Joseph Ick Evans, Daniel

Macfarlane, Jo-hua T. J'hnson, Hltnry Percy Withers, and
John Bain, all of the city of Toronto.

Sir RICHARD CARTWIGHT. Oh, Ick Evans-a
capitalit of that kiud ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. I only know the first of these, who is
now in England, or, as I understand, on bis way out.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. Then, this is a Toronto
company to whom the G Pvernment propose to grant some
300,060 acres. What guarantee have they given the Gov-
ernmnent that they possess meane enough to build a railway
55 mites Joug on the stre*gth of this land grant ? We have
had a good many conpanies, some of them hailing from
Toronto ard some engineered by former members of this
Houe, which did not result very satisfactorily, in which
cer tam gentlemen obtained these grants and obtained
chai ters whioh they disposed of. If the Government, on
their responsibility, are prepared to state that this con-
pany have sufficient means, that they have subscribed suffi-
citnt capital, and that they have paid up a sufficient amount,
theme may be something o be said on the merits, but the
experiments we have in the pa-t should make us very care-
ful in granting 300,000 or 400,000 acres of land to companies
formed ini other parts of Canada.

Mr. DEWDNEY. In the course of the snmmer, a gentle-
man "nmed Brereton, a representative of English capitalists,
and a weautby man himself, on his return from Alaska,
where te had purchased large mining claims-a gentleman
whom I knew 20 yea-s ago when he was in Çalifornia and
was in charge of a large irrigation scheme-called on me to
make equiry as te the Red Deer country, and hoestated
that he was prepared, if the land grant was made to this
company, in oonjuunction with his frinds, to supply capital
to proceed with that line this spring. Since that I have
heard that he was to leave at the end of last month. I fancy
ho is on the water aow, ou his way out to commence opera-
tions.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. We ought to have a
map accompanying this, because to those of us who are not
like the hon. gentleman, familiar with the country, it is
impossible to gather froin these naines any idea of what is
proposed to be doue. as the hon. gentleman got a map
of this section traversed by this railway ?

Mr, DEWDNEY. I iave not got it here.
Mr. MITCHELL. ls thisK T. Brereton the same Capt.

Brereton that was police magistrate ut Rat Portage ?
Mr. DE WDNEY. No.
&ir RICHARD CARTWR[GHT. Does this ge north r

south ?

Mr. DEWDNEY, It goes north.
air RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. le this intended to

open up the aew snd ddReut district, or is it for colonisa-
tion purposes?
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Mr. DEW DN EY. The coinpany have had for two or
three years a large ranch leased in that neigbborhood. They
propose toe stock it with cattie, and alseo to develop the coal
mines in that neighborhood, which are very extensive and
very easily worked.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Are these lands sup-
posed to have coal underneath ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. Yes, but the company have onfly sur-
face rights.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. ias the mine been
visited ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. Mr. Brereton examined one on the
'outside and pronounced it of first-class quality.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. Are the Government
satiLfied that this is controlied by men of means?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
To the North-Western Railway Company of Canada, Dominion lands

'to an extent not exceeding 10,000 acres for each mile of the cm-
pany's railway from Calgary, on the Canadian Pacifie Railway, north-
erly to a point on the North Saskatchewan River, at or near Edmonton,
a distance of about 210 miles.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What about this con.
pany? Is it in existence ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. There was a charter granted this year
to this company, which virtually is the old charter revived.
This company ie represented by the following gentlemen :
Mackworth Backley Praed, John Maurice Lleyd, John Dale,
aind James Lloyd, of the city of London, England, Charles
T. Drammond, of Winnipeg, ion. Geoge A. Dram mond,
Senator, and C. C. Colby, M.P. Mr. Drummond, who had
been in England, accidently met Mr. Praed, and in talking
over the courntry with Mr. Praed, indnced him to visit this
country, which he did this winter. He travelled over the
whole North-West from Calgary to Edmonton and Fort
McLeod, in the months of January and February. He was
so enchanted with the conuntry that he made strong repre.
sentations to bis people, and they have taken the matter
up, and we believe they will at once commence comntruction,
provided the land grant is given.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. liere we are peposing
to grant over 3,u00,000 of acres to the North-Western Rail-
way Company of Canada. They will have, according to the
declarations of the hon. gentieman, the right of selecting
that, and, I suppoee, within a oonsiderable distance of their
line of railway, The hon. gentleman said oothing about
any limitation that is made there.

Mr. DEWDNEY. I think it would be quite possible to
make a limitation on that line, because there is nothing to
confliet, either on the north or the south. They are most
anxioas te get their lands as near to the railway as possible.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Have the Government
decided on the policy of granting the lands la blocks and
not in alternate sections ?

Sir JOHN A, MACDONALD. l alternate townships.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It appears to me that

where you are granting sncb enormous masses of land it
ïnight be pro bono publico, that, with reasonable reservations
wMh toold easily be defrned, these parties who receive
lands froma as, should be reqired to sel at a Exed rate. I
remember years ago when we abolished the claim of $ 1un
acre on lands going into the hands of thie railwayoompany.
I pressed itrongly on the Government the poliey of doing
that. The Government refused to listen to the advice of
this Bide of the House, and the consequence has been, to my
positive knowledge, that prohibitory prices were placed on
a very large section of south-western Manitoba, and many
of those people who desired to settle there, were by that
most foolish and ill-judged policy, practically driven ont of
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Manitoba. Now, it is possible, although the true interest
of the company is not that way, that this may result in
large quantities of land being held at higher rates than
they are capable of being sold at. We have seen, and the
people of the United States have seen, that kind of a thing
practiced more than once. It appears to me that while you
are granting such a huge tract as 3,000,000 acres, it is the
duty of the Government to take some precaution that the
land will be put on the market at reasonable figures.

Sir .TORN A. MACDONALD. I think to put a price on
the land would thwart the construction of the railway.
This company especially is an English company composed
of representative men, whose names have been read, and
some of whom myhon. iriend knows. Mr. Praed the hon.
gentleman knows. Mr. Wakeland also is a well-known
man, and father of the Governor of the Bank of England.
Mr. Ros sis well known in Canada as a railway contractor,
and is himself a millionaire. These men mean business.
They want to get this land, and it is upon this land that
they will finance. Any interference in that way would greatly
tend to spoil the market for them. They have raised the
money and intend to build this road, and are anxious to
build it at once. It is of the greatest importance that there
should be a railway running north and south on to Edmon-
ton, opening access to the Peace River district lying north
of Edmonton, and bringing in that great petroleum district.
With that road built, as well as the Qu'Appelle road running
to Battleford and Prince Albert, and the North-Western
running from Portage la Prairie to Prince Albert the whole
country will be pretty well supplied with trunk lines of
railway. This line running to Edmonton is oDe of the most
important. It will pass through an agricultural and pastoral
country,. it will give access te the markets to the people of
that country, and it will bring Edmonton and the country
to the vorth of it, which is filled with minerals, especially
coal and petroleum, within the reach of settlement. So I
think any limitation which would view those lands as source
of profit would greatly tend to discourage the people and
thwart the object of the grant. If we cannot give them
money, let us give them a land grant out of which the
parties will be able to build the railway.

It may be that this is a very important road. I am inclined
to think that part of it is so. We cannot tell, from the in.
formation furnished by the Government,what kind of country
it will pass through ; but we can tell that time and time
again the granting of very large tracts of land to these
companies and corporations bas resulted in a great deal of
land being held in mortmain. At first the corporations are
willing to dispose of it, but after a time, they are very apt
to hold large portions of it for a future rise, and in this
way very seriously to retard that which is to the interest of
the people of Canada, the rapid settlement of the North-
West.

Mr. WATSONT. I entirely agree with the remarks of
the hon. member for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright)
as to the advisability of placing a maximum price on the
land. If this were something new, and if the Government
had had no experience in connection with land grants to
railways in the North-West, there might be some exeuse
for the argument of the First Minister, that it might affect
the financial arrangements of the company. I know that
in south-western Manitoba a large number of settlers
crossed the boundary line because they could not get land
bre on reasonable terms. The sections were pretty well
taken up. Thé Government conceived that there might not
be sufficient land in the odd sections for the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company, and reserved even sections, and
the settlers left the district because the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company would not sol] land at terms which they
could afford to pay. I do not care what the rate is, 83 or
$4. I hold it is important that the Government should fix
a maximum price, so that settlers who go into the country
would know the upset price of the land. The road in ques-
tion under discussion is an imprtant one, and worthy of
consideration, but in view of the exnerience of the Govern-
ment in the settlement of the North-West, they should
guard against any company holding lande at very high
figures.

Mr. ROSS. It must be remembered that in regard to
fixing a maximum price, one part of the country may be
worth $10 an acre while another part not more than a mile
distant may not be worth $1, or hardly worth paying the

Sir RICHARD CA RTWRIGHT. Suppose yen place a taxes on it. LI some sections of the North-West the land
limit of $2.50 or $2.00 per acre on the land as a maximum is excécdngly valuable, whilé othèr sections are wertlivery
priée, that would give $2,500 a mile, which would be amply littié. If ther was a maximum priée fixod, it would
sufficient to build a road through that country, unless it is apply te a certain extent te peor lands. Thé less restriction
very difficult. I have heard all those statements made by placed on ruilwuy grants or aid given te the North-West,
the hon. gentleman time and time again, and precisely this thé botter. If théré is any part cf thé country that cannot
line of argument was used by him in opposing the conten- afford to have restrictions impesed, it le the North-West.
tion of the hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) and Railway companies to-day, éven railwayR under discnssion,
myself with respect to those grants, and in respect to south- liké the Manitoba and North-Western, with very etrong
western Manitoba. The Canadian Pacific Railway Com- men on thé diréctorate, flnd it almost inpossihle te raise
pany acted a dog-in-the-manger policy and stood in its ownmonéy in thé highost market to.proceed with thé work.
light. I am speakina of what I know when I say that they
drove ten@ of thousands out of south-western Manitoba Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That may hé ail true
from the prohibitory prices at which they placed the landste a certain éxtent, but it la atter which rpquires more
whieh they had obtained from the south-western Railway attention than thé fouse las given it. This practice bas
Company with the co- sent of the Government. I have cansed untold mischief la thé United States, and it 18 geing
very great doubt whether thèse railway companies, or any to have thé samé efféct hère. One fuet l8 worth a very cen-
English company, are to be trusted without reservation sidérahie quantity of this a priori argument. I kaow very
with the control of such large territories. We are well, as the lien gentleman las stated, that there je gréat
giving these people half a province, a territory of différence in thé value cf thé land, but a terably fair
5,000 square miles, or equal to a tract 100 miles long average can hé obtained, and it muet hé remémbered that
by 50 miles broad. I repeat my individual pro- thé company will not accopt lande whicl are uttérly worth-
test against the disposition we are making of these lees, at ail evonts théy wil accept only a emaîl perceatage
vast areas of land, under the present circumstance cf such. I havé seén in sonthern Manitoba thé gréateet
This is a proposition which should be carefully considered posible mischief resuit from alcwing a railway company
by the House as well as by the Government. Of course, 1 ufettéred management cf its lands. I am awaré thât thé
cannot say whether it has been carefully considered by the Canadian Pacifie Railway chargé $t, $5, and evén 86, 87, 88,
Government or not ; judging from past experience, I should 89 and $10 per acre for thosé lande. I know, moreer,
rather think it las not, but this House can bestow no con-that many thousande cf persons whe désiréd te settle there
sideration on it worthy of the importance of the situation. wéré drivén ont by réason cf thèse prohibitory pricés.

p nr Rl o wn» CaaTwcggne.
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do not know that, under the circumstances, I can do more
than protest, but I do protest strongly against giving a
oompany, under the circumstances, power to hold its land
grant in mortmain.

Mr. MULOCK. When do these lands become liable to
taxation ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. As soon as they are granted to the
railway company.

Mr. MULOCK. As soon as they are entered or patented ?

Mr. DEWDNEY. They are patented as soon as earned.

Mr. MULOCK. I call the Minister's attention to one
weak spot in this measure. It may be that the company
will decline to patent the land as soon as they entitled to
it, as they will have no object in doing so unless they have
the opportunity to sell them immediately. The contract
by the Crown to deed the land is just aq good as any patent,
but I believe they held in the North-West that, until the
land is passed to the purchaser it is not liable to assess-
ment. Unless you put in a clause making the lands liable
to assessment as soon as they are earned, the company can
escape taxation in respect to the earned lands just so
long as they cho<se to withhold taking a patent. If the
lands are male liable to assessment the company willi have
to sell at reasonable prices to settlers. I do not think the
railway company should be allowed to have them vested in
the Crown when they are earned.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The consequence of
that would be that a grant of land to a railway would be a
curse instead of a blessing. If the company had to pledge
themselves to pay taxes on the lands they would rather not
have the land at all.

Mr. MULOCK. I do not think that argument is sound.
I believe that when the company becomes entitled to those
lands they should be in the t ame position as indi viduals and
be obliged to pay their assessment to the municipality.

Sir JOHN A MACDONALD. But there are no munici-
palities and no people.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Then they will not be
taxed.

Mr. MULOCK, When there are settlers there will be
municipal organisations, and if those lands are vested in the
Crown it will interfere with settlers. 1 think it is most un-
fortunate that when a serious remark is made on this side
of the House the First Minister should dispose of it in a
jocular way. That is no argument.

Mr. MITCHELL. It is very successful, though.

Mr. MULOCK. Yes, it is very successful. It is my be-
lief that, in the interests of the country, the better plan will
be for the Government to withhold the land and give a
proper equivalent in money.

Mr. DEWDNEY. My experience is that when a company
becômes entitlod to the land it is very anxious to get it.

Mr. WATSON. I think that this exemption from taxa-
tion in the Province of Manitoba retards the progress of
settlement, and it is a great inconvenience to munici palities.
Some of the municipalities depended on the taxation of
these lands for their maintenance, but because the patent was
not issued the municipality has no power to sell the land, and
the result is that a great many municipalities have gone
behind on account of figuring on a revenue they were not
entitled to. I think the Government should say that these
lands as soon as they are earned by the companies should
be subject to taxation when they run through a municipality.

To the Lake Manitoba Railway and Canal Company, Dominion
lands to an extent not exceeding 6,000 acres for each mile of the
company's railway from Portage la Prairie to the southern boundary of
Lake Manitoba, a distance of abont 17 miles."

Mr. WATSON. I am not going to find fault with the
Government for giving a land grant to this company. I
think it is very important that it should receive all the aid
possible from the Government; but I would like to have
seen the assistance given in a different manner. Of course,
as the Government well know, the object of this company
is to open up and develop the timber limite on Lake Win-
nipegosis, the Red Deer River and some of the tributaries
of those waters. I would rather that the Government bad
given a cash bonus to the company instead of the land
grant, and allowed them to apply the money on the con-
struction of either the railway or the canal. The most im-
portant portion of this work for opening up aud developing
the timber limite, is the canal aeross Meadow Portage.
This matter has been considered by the Government
for several years. They have had surveys made,
and have obtained reports on the construction of that
work. If the proposed road is constructed, as I have no
doubt it will be, provided the Government give a fair
amount of encouragement, it will open up tho navigation of
Lake Winnipegosis, and make connection with the waters
of the Saskatchewan. From the south end of Lake Manitoba
to the northern end of Meadow Portage the distance is
120 miles, and Lake Winnipegosis is about 140 miles in
length; in all, about 260 miles of navigation would be open.
ed up if this canal were cut across Meadow Portage. The
Red Deer River is over 100 miles long. There are some-
thing lke 200 miles of timber limita under lease on Lake
Winnipegosis and on the streams tributary to that lake,
which that work would make accessible. I do not know
that 1 can show the importance of this work botter than to
refer to the report made upon it by the Crown timber
agent, which is contained in the report of the Minister of
the Interior. Speaking of the district which I have just
described, he says:

"I beg to report that representations have frequently been made to
me by the holders of timber licenses on the shores of Lake Winnipegosls
and streame tributary thereto, of the uselessness of attempting to oper-
ate their limita until means are provided by the Government for affprd-
ing them an outiet for their timber, there being no way at present of
bringing it profitably to market. There are two ways by which this
diffi.ulty could, in my opinion, be overcome. One is by clearing the
rock obstructions from Water-hen River, to make the same navigable;
the other, by cutting a log channel acrosi Meadow Portage, a distance
of about a mile and three-quarters, to connect Lake Winnipegosis witl
Lake Manitoba. The last-named plan I believe to be the leas: difficult
as weil as the least expensire.

" Prom information collected during the lat four years, Iestimate there
are about 400,000,000 feet B.M. of merchantable timber in the district
mentioned, which, if egress were provided, would become a valuable
source of revenue to the Government, as well as to the settiers."

A strong reason why this work should receive the considera-
tion of the Government is, that there is a prospect of an
immediate return for the outlay. The timber dues that
would be realised from the operation of the timber limita
would more than compensate them for a very liberal grant
towards the construction of this work, and the country
would be opened up for settlement. There ia also a stream
running from Lake Dauphin into Lake Winnipegosis, sorne
ton miles in length, which I am informed could be navi-
gated by river boats; and, if that be the case, it would afford
not only communication with Lake Winnipegosis but also
with Lake Dauphin, in the neighborhood of which con-
siderable settlement is springing up. I suppose it is too
late in the Session for the Government to make any change,
but I have no doubt the promoters of this scheme have
brought to their notice the importance of the work.
There are some 200 miles of timber limite at present
under lease, and I believe as many more will be
taken up, from which the Government would derive

, large revenues, if this work were constructed, Whou
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these timber limita were dispoad of by the Government
in 189, thpse who took them ,p were given to understand
that the Governmeat woeld see that the Water-hea River
was made navigable, so that they could run their logs down.
I agrqe with the enginieer tht it would be imppaetbicble to
mke t e p Water.hen River uvig ble, and it is not possibbe
to run the lpgs down, becase Sabout half way down from
Wuter-hen Lake to Lake Winniipeg<mis, it opens out into a
lake about three miles in length. The chebpost and best
way to accommodate these timber limits would be to coe-
struct this short canal aoross Meadow Portage. The fail ia
1t4 fet, and the canal would iequire two lock.. I would
be glad if the Goyernment would assist this coimpany, some
of whom are interested in the timber limita, to construçt
tbat anl. I believe it would be a work generally appre-
ciate4., nd the, Goveirnment woulG. reesive a good return
fp,ç aniy Qtlay in that direction.

Resolution eoncurred in.
Mr. DEWDNEY moved that the House resolve itaelf

into CommittZee te consider resolu,tion (p,. 1628) respect-
ing the grant of land provided for by section 3 of the Aet
49 Victoria, chapter 14, for the Une of the Wood Mountain
and Qu'Appelle Railway. Ie said: This is the land graunt
applied for by the company. I have the land grant whioh
tbey already have under the old charter, transferred to this
nxw charter; it is for thesame distance and the same 4am-
ber of acres, 6,400, pexz milp, on,y, thie direetion o the road:
has beu altered.

Motion agreed to, and House resolved itself into Com-
mittee.

(In the Committee.)
Mir. MITCHELL. I woWid ask the right hon. gentleman

if, at the caucuw which waa held and of which the llerald
gave ich a correct repor4, thja was one of the grants
proposed ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Berald was wrong.
Mr. MITCHELL. It was stated this was mooted, and

the right hon. gentleman, with that sharpnese and astute-
ness and knowledge of human nature which has always
characteri4ed him, thpught it desirable toi reconsider his
decision. This is one of the grante which Mr, Jackson, by
the iLfluence he posseses, persuaded the right bon, gontle-
Man to recommend to this aouse.

Sir JO1jN A. MACDONALJD. I do not kapw l o the
hon. gentleman go& ail the information ho did for the Mon-
treal Berald. Some of it is correct, I must admit, but a
good deal is wrong. In, this regard, it is altogether wrong.
The qustion of land gan subsidios for railways waunot a
subjeut oftdisonasion at all.

Mr. MITCHELL. I do. not think the Bera!d said it was,
but I bave since heard from other sources that it was, ad
I aaked for an explanation because I wished to have the
Berald report of the caucus thoroughly verified, and the
honu. gentleman haa veriýfid a goo4 deal of it.

Sir RICHARD CAR1'WRIGHIT. Perhaps the right hop.
gentleman will say wh4t other subjects were discussed?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL». I have no intention of
reignAug my position to the hon. gentleman.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I never believed, what-
ever other Christian virtues the hon. gentleman pos.esses,
that resignation is one of them, except when co.mpulsory.

Sir JORN A. MACDONALD. I did not think the hon.
gentleman was; so riah as to talk of compulsory resig-

Mr. WATSON. I only regrQt thMa, oo r4nme, rs
have not the same influence with theo Government s Mr.
Jackson has outside the House. If they ad, they would
probably use the same means te obtain a land grant.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. What mQans?
Mr. WATSON. The hon. member for Lisgar (Mr. Ross)

moved a sort of buncombe resolution in this alouse.
Some hon. MEMBERS. Order.
Mr. ROSS. The hon. gentleman hasno rigit to make

such a charge.
Mr. DEPUTY S.PEAKEt. He has net.
Mr. WATSON. If I am out of orcle,, of Qoarse I will

have to take it back.
Mr. MIr'CHELL. It is true all the ane.
Mr. ROSS. I do not make as many bumptions speeches

as the hon. gentleman, who is all the time making bumptious
speeches.

Mr. MITCHELL. Do you refer to me or the hon. naam-
ber for Marquette ?

Mr. ROSS. The hon. member for Marquette.
Mr. WATSON. I generally try to speak to the point,

and if I have made a mistake and the hon. gentleman'a reso-
lution was not a buncombe resolution, I take it back; but if
I moved a resolution of that description and meant anything
by it, I would take the sense of the House upon it. If the
same pressure were bronght on the Government as gentle-
men like Mr. Jackson are enabled to bring, tbe:Winnipeg
and Sont h Easntern Railroad would. have a grant of land, and
the Government would bave been porfectly justified. ii g:iving
them a. grant of lanc The road rua. thrQugb a tract of
country which is not open to settler4it and wiJl ntot be
until a railway is opened through it.

Resolution concurred in.
Mr. F>9WDNEY moved for leave to, iaroduce B#- (No.

15Z) to authorise the granting ofsubsidiea in laud-toemtain
railway companies.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time,
Mr. DEWDNEY moved second reading of the Bill.
Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and Moue

resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee,)
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. ls this $80,000 of ub-

sidy included in this ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; the Bill was passed.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. For what distance and

during what portion of the year is the Saskatchewan
navigable east and west from Prince Atlert?

Mr. DEWDNEY. Navigat'on commences on the Sas-
katchewan about the lst June. The lower part of the
river in the neighborhood of Cedar Lake remains frozen
until Jane, the upper part is navigable six wee.s later to
Emonton, that i as far as business brings the steamers.
It is navigable further up the river than that, some 60
or 70 miles. That takes in the whole of the river
from Grand Rapids to Edmonton. The south branch is
also navigable for a certain class of steamers Irom the forks
of the river to Medicine Rat,

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGH'. Can they run down
from Prince Albert the whole way in the present condition
of navigation?

]ia.In. 1 Mr. DEWDNEY. Yes; they run from June intap OQto-
$ir R[JfiARD CARTWRGKT. It is the oply reaigna- ber. In November the water is pretty low for th.e eta of

tiou thea 4hon, gqeýleman wIîl ever satt t, saamersthatsail on that river,
Mr. WATsoN,
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Sir RICHA.RD CART WRIGHT. What depth of water

do. thfee, bQots drakw?
Mr. DBWDNEY. From 4 to 5 feet of water. They draw

muoh more han thie ordinary steamers which I have seen
running on tbe Fraser River. Those carry almost as much
reighi, and do not draw over 18 Inches of water.

Mr. WATSON. I think some of the boats running on
tbe Assiniboine and on the Saskatchewan do not draw more
than 30 inches of water.

Bill repo ted, and read the third time and passed.

TOWN OF COBOURti--ELIEF.

House rueolved itself into Committee to consider resolu-
tion (p., 15'2) to release the corporation of the town of
Cobourg from the payment of the balance due by the said
corporation under the Act of the Parliament of Canada, 49
Victoria, chapter 33, iunr certain conditions mentionedt.

(In the Committee.)

Mr, FOSTER. lu 1850 the town of Cobourg bought the
Port Hope and- Rice Lake road for £4,600 currency, and
also bought the barbor of Cobourg for £4,000. The inter.
est fell in arrears, and an arrangement was made for the
principal and accrued interest, and debentures were issued
for a total of $44,798- on the harbor and the Rice Lake road
in 1876 or 1877. At that time a proposition was made to
censtruct a harbor of refuge at Cobourg, and the town con-
tributed, to the works some $25,000. The harbor was used
as a harbor of refuge for vessels on the lakes, far more
for that purpose than for the tonnage of Cobourg itself. lu
18t6 a Bill was introduced and became law by which
Cobourg was given credit for the 825,000 which it had con-
tribated to the creation of that harbor of refuge, on the
ground' that it was a Dominton work. That left an indebt-
edness of about $20,000 upon which Cobourg was to pay at
the rate of 4 per cent., and thal was a little less than
the amount of the debentures issued on the Port Hope and
Rice Lake road. It is proposed to relese that indebt-
edness on the condition, among others, that the town

ft Cobourg shall give up the levying of tolls upon the Port
Hope and Rice Lake road. That will have two effects. It
will relieve the town of Cobourg from its obligation, and
it will alseo relieve the town of Port Hope, which has, on
Îts own account, gone to a very large expenditure in harbor
imrovements, and has this year put in a strong claim
for Government aid in reference to its harbor. Instead
of granting aid to that harbor directly, the Goveinment
came to the conclasion that it would be best to relieve the
town of Port Hope of the burden which bas been caused by
this toll road which leads into that town, and thus leave
Port Hope in a better position to maintain ita harbor
improvements. This road is the last of the old toli roads
which belonged to the United Government of Canada, and
which, in 1867, were made assets of the Dominion to the
extent of 81,500,000. luIUpper Canada those roade were
wiped' out to the extent of about half a million, and in
Lower Canada to a larger amoant. This wiit get rid of the
lasIt vestige of barbarism, so far as this Government is
responsible for the toll roads.

Mr. MULOK. I understand that you are making the
thing qguae between those two towns. I dare say it may
be a wise settlement, but I think another argument migtit
have bee. advanced. The original foundation of Cobourg'o
financial diMulty ameunted in 1880 to the sum of $41,000.
The Government have come to the- onclusion that Cobourg
harbor, being a harbor of refuge, onght, to be relieved of the
iesponsibilibty in respect to that barbQr, inasmuch as most
of the use ef t heharbr was for vessel not transacting

hainless at. Cobouz. It i olear th% 620,000 at least o«

the debt was used for providing a harbor of refuge, ad I
think, therefore, that you nmight have disposedof your wJlole
sciiere in Ihat way, by sayitng that you. propose te relieve
Cobourg of the wole of this indebtedn esr,.as iefanaeil
depended upon the money expended in building a harbor of
refuge. Nevertheles, I siould think it wise to reUeve
Cobourg of any embarrassment in respect to the harbor of
refuge. We know Cobourg is not as progressive as it had
reason to expect it would be when it went into the enter-

prise; and while it is not wise to encourage manicipalities
to plunge into enterprises, after they have got into diffi-
culty, I am not disposed to question too clotsely the means
by which we help them out of it.

Mr. BAIN (Nentworth). I concur with the ide& ex-
pressued by the Finance Minister, that it is desirable te
sweep away what he calls that relie of barbarism, the toli
question, so fAr as the town of Cobourg is concerned. I
would remind him that in my county the Government,
after experiencing for years the difficulties of a tell road,
did not scruple to offer that road for sale, and undertook
to transfer it to another party about three years ago. I
would like to suggest, seeing that the title to that road is
in dispute, whether it would not be botter te aid us iin
Wentworth in getting rid of that relic of barbarism, and
then present their interest in that road either to the town
of Dundas or the county, with the understanding that the
bulk of the tolls should be abolished, and give the people
the benefit of free highways, and thus close out these toli
road difficulties.

Mr. BEAUSOLEgIL. I do not see why the city and
island of Montreal should not be treated as generously as
the city of Cobourg. Tie island of Montreal is covered
with toll roads. The,.old Government of Canada advanced
about $200,000 to commissioners to build these roade, and
keep them in repair, sud bonds were issued by the commis-
sioners which are now in the handa of the Government.
Those roads have been transferred to the Province of
Quebec as an asset, and the Government is keeping about
8.00,00J worth of bonds and are deducting the interest
thereon at the rate >f 6 per cent. from tihe subsidy of the
Province of Quebec. If it is just for the Government to
come te the relief of Cobourg, it seems te me that the
island of Montreal is entitled to equally liberal treatment.

Resolution concurred in.

Mr. FOSTER moved for leave to introduce Bill (No. 153)
for the relief of the corporation of the town of Oobourg.

Motion agrà to, Bill read the first and second times,
considered in Committee, reported, and read the third time
and passed.

BUSINESS OF TRE HlOUSE-FLOUR DUTIES.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This i8 the lat measure
to which we will call the attention of te Hlouse. After
communicating with the lon. Mr. Abbott, of the Senate, we
think that the Speaker had botter leave the Chair until 0.30
o'clock this afternoon, when h. will again take the Chair in
order that the House may consider any business or amended
Billé that may come down to ns from the Senate.

Mr. MULOOK. I would like to renew the rmarke that
I was about te make before, if it is agreeable,

Sir JO HN A. MACDO NALD. Go on.

Mr. MULOCK. There are a couple of matters that I
desire to refer te briefly, and I hope in the best spirit,
desiring that whatever I say wii b. regarded as haeving no
reference te our respective positions in ths House. First
of all, with regard to the position of flour. Tue Minister
of Finance has eoe.iYed deputalinoD daiing the paI year
on, tbe subjetofftQur.. Th&-milia..ie dar W
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point out to the Minister of Finance that their industry is
discriminated against, and I need not inform an hon. gen-
tleman of his extensive acquaintance with our industries, as
to the extent of that great mannfucturing industry. I
remarked a short time ago, and I repeat it now, that it is
one of the largest industries in Canada. For several years
that industry bas been greatly depresEed, and while I do
not venture to express an opinion myself upon it, the cause
of the depression is alleged by the millers to be that they are
discriminated against by the tarif[ which imposes a higher
duty upon the raw material than upon the manufactured
article, I believe they have informed the Minister of Finance
that the duty on the ruw material necessary to make a
barrel of four amounts to 67J cents, which the duty upon a
barrel of flour imported is 5t cents. That is an unjust dis-
crimination, in the eyes of the millers, and, I believe, their
opinion bas been brought to the notice of the Minister in
varions ways. During the Session that is just drawing to a
close, a communication was prepared and distributed
amongst the members of this House, setting forth the fact
of this unjast discrimination, an:1 they showed that during
the few years which terminated on the 31st December last,
a considerable quantity of flour bad been imported which
they alleged would not have been imported had the fiscal
arrangements under which they suffer been otherwise. Now
the Government have adopted a poliey of protection which
purports to protect ail the manufacturers of this country,
and if it is to operate as alleged, then it is strange that the
Government, possessing the power of relieving these manu-
facturers, have, for some eight years, reglected to give
that aid to this industry that it appears to be entitled to.
This has been brought to the attention of the Government
year after year, and it is time for the Government to give an
authoritative announcement as to whether or not they in-
tend to give some remedy to the millers, Deputations
come to Ottawa, Boards of Trade meet and pass resolu.
tiors, advice Io giver, and the Government assure the millers
that they have the deep sympathy of the Govern ment and
that the Government hope at some period to remedy the
evil. But time goes on and the Session draws to a close,
and the matter remains as it bas remained for the last eight
years. It is the duty of the Government to solve this pro-
blem; now let them determine. They are the creators of
the fiscal policy of to day, which is understood to do justice
to ail. It is manifest, however, that it is not doing justice
to ail if the charge made by the millers is correct. Again,
with respect to the conditions of the pork trade. The Trade
and Navigation Returns show that during the last fiscal year
20,000,000 lbs. of pork were imported, and the features of
the tarif present some very curions results, and these
results have prevailed since 1878. Different portions
of the carcas coming into the country are charged
different rates of duty. Mess pork in barrels pays a specific
duty of I cent a pound; if the sane raw material is salted
in boxes it is subject to a duty of2 cents per pound. I be-
lieve the explanation is that mess pork is used by the lum-
bermen and is therefore a part of their raw material, as it
is considered necessary to carrying on the lumbering in-
dnstry. But how does that operate on the farmer? The
price of pork at home is depressed necessarily when 20,000,-
000 'bs. of foreign pork find their way into Canadaeach
year. The truth i that the farmera are operated against
in every way under the present tarif, although wu were
told that their industry would be benefitted. I had intended
to refer to other matters in connection with the tarif, but I
will not do so at the present time. I desire, however, to
bring one çatter, which is not of a fical character at ail,
to the attention of the First Minister. On a recent occa-
sion I ventured to express the hope that in dealing with the
soettlement of the vexed question of the Jesuits' Estates Act
it would be deaIt with in a way to meet public criticism, by
a reference to the highest jadicial tribunal open to the

Mr, ReVsO,

people of Canada-I refer to lier Majesty in Council ;
and now that the Session is drawing to a close, I
again venture to call the First Minister's atten-
tion to this matter. In all controversies that are
likely to divide our people seriously, if the subject of dis-
cussion is one that is determinable by the courts of the
land, I deem it of extreme importance to the peace of the
country, and the promotion of that harmony that should
prevail among all classes, that the settlement of such a
delicate question should be as far as possible removed
from tribunals of a popular character, such as legislative
assemblies, and the settlement committed to the hands of
those whose decision would be accepted with confidence by
all classes of the people. There is, I understand, a very
ready and simple means whereby such a question as that to
which I refer may be settled to the satisfaction, so far as
the law is concerned at ail events, of all classes, as to what the
law is. Under a statute of William the Fourth, I believe it is
open to the Government to ask Her Majesty's Government
to take the advice of the law officers of the Crown, or of the
Privy Council, upon any matter touching the welfare of
HIer Majesty's subjects, or touching Her Majesty's pro-
rogative, and under these circumstances it appears to
me it is a peculiarly fitting occasion now, when we find able
lawyers on the other side of the louse, and on this side of
the House, expressing opposite opinions as to the validity or
otherwise of the Act of the Legislature of Quebec, which
has received so much attention-I say it is a fitting occa-
sion on which a settlement of this controversy should be
arrived at, so far, at all events, as the law of the question is
concerned, by asking the opinion of a tribunal in no way
amenable to the public opinion in Canada, and in no way
influenced by considerations other than those bearing on
the law of the case. Under these circumstgances, I hope
that the First Minister, having endorsed the suggestion
which I made on the oceasion to which I referred, as I un-
derstood him to do-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. What occasion ?

Mr. MULOCK. An occasion that occurred about a
month ago, when, in discussing a certain question- -I do not
say the discussion took place in this louse, and I believe
I could not refer to a discussion that has been disposed of
during the present Session-I do not say the discussion
took place in this Chamber, but in a discussion on a certain
occasion concerning the settlement of the Jesuits' Estates
Bill, when some people thought it was wise for Parliament
to call upon the Government to disallow that Bill, I ven-
tured to express the opinion thon that if there was a choice
of tribunalis, if the one tribunal was the Governor in Coun-
cil, and if the other tribunal was the courts of law, I von-
tured to express the opinion that the wiser course would
be to obtain, if possible, the settlement of this question from
that tribunal which would give an opinion most satisfac-
tory to the people. In that opinion the First Minister con-
carred, and that being the case, I have been looking for-
ward with hope and expectation to an announcement from
him that he would use his position in order to obtain an
opinion from such a tribunal, namely, from the courts.
That being the case, I now, before the Session closes, would
remind the right hon, gentleman of the attitude taken on
the discussion on the question by himself, and by myseif,
and by other members of the House, and to express the hope
that ho will on this occasion see his way to obtain such
an opinion on that very important point in the dis.
cassion as will settle the question of legality, at all
events, in regard to the subject under discussion.
Not on ly in dealing with this question, but in all questions
that are likely to divide our people, where there is a ques-
tion of law involved, I think it is extremely important that
the people should recognise that whatever the law is in a
case muât govern. Il a prinoiple like this is r eognised in
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all matters, we will not have this clamour to have a law
made on each occasion, but we will find the people ready to
ask what is the real law on this question, and when they
know what the real law is they will be satisfied. I, there-
fore, hope that on the present occasion, as well as on other
occasions, wherever any public questions arise that are cal-
culated to interfere with the welfare of our people, that this
Government, and all Governments, will endeavor, in the
way that I suggested, to satisfy the public mind, at all
events, upon the constitutional questions involved. I am
sure there is no class in Canada. that desire anything
unconstitutional, and if the constitutionality of a question,
such as the one I have in mind, is determined, it will go a
long way to enable persons to corne to conclusions on other
phases of such questions.

Mr. BOWELL. I would call my hon. friend's attention
to the fact that, with reference to the tariff on pork, he is
in error in his figures by about 8,000,000 lbs.

Mr. MULOCK. Are not $12,000,000 worth of imported
pork sufficient to call the attention of the Government to
the question ?

Mr. BOWELL. That is a questign which we will con-
aider.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This discussion is rather
irregular, but I may say a few words upon it. Although it
is quite true that there is a large quantity of mess pork
brought into this country for the special benefit of the
lumber trade, yet there is no trade in Canada that affects
the farmers as does this lumber trade. The farmers ofdanada
supply the lumber trade with almost everything they want,
except mess pork, and as mess pork is especially in the
interest of that trade to furnish the raw material as cheaply
as possible, I think the farmers will be satisfied if by the
increasing prosperity of the lumber trade, they also have
an increased prosperity in supplying most of the articles
which the lumbermen and their employees need. With re-
spect to the position of the mtiller@, I would simply say, that
although there is a higher duty upon wheat than there is
upon flour imported into the country, the hon. gentleman
must remember that these duties are fixed by the special
consent and in the interests of the millers of the day-the
50 cents a barrel was agreed to by the milling interest, as
reprosented by a gentleman who was afterwards my
colleague, the Hon. Mr. Gibbs. The millers were
quite satisfied with the arrangement then, but from
the alteration of the circumstances cf the past year they
are, I believe, somewhat dissatis0ed. As the area of wheat
under cultivation is largely increased in Canada, and especi-
ally in the North-West, we trust, under beneficent Provi-
dence, that these causes of dissatisfaction will disappear
after the next harvest. At all events, as the Government
having come to the conclusion, as was intimated early in the
Session, that the Government would not ask the flouse to
deal with any changes in the tariff, they did not feel it their
duty to propose changes in this respect. We will meet
again, as we hope, early in January, or, at ail events, as soon
as we can in January, rather than on the last day, and we
will have the experience and knowledge of another year to
assist us in deciding upon this subject. I am glad to find
that a member of Parliament so influential and so powerfil
as the member for North York (Mr. Mulock) bas at last
agreed that there may be exceptions to the doctrine of
frue trade to which his party so closely adhere. fe is
severing himself on this point, and, perhaps, I may hope
that he will sever himself on others. I can only say
that we on this side would be very glad to have him as a
most promising convert, and a most inffluential man to earry
his oonverted views into action.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG HT. Perhaps you will ex
plain how the millers are protected under your arrange.
ment?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They are protectei by
having 50 cents on every barrel of American flour that
comes in.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. And 67 oents on the
wheat that makes it.

Sir JOHN A. MHCDON ALD. The Canadian millur ha
also the advantage of being on the spot, in proximity to
the Canadian consumer. At the same time, I do not at all
mean to say that there is not an anomaly; and after an.
other season's experience, some eight months or so, we
shahl be botter able to put this part of the tariff upon a
permanent basis. The hon. gentleman bas spoken about
the subject of the Jesuits' Estates. I do not agree witb
him that the moment a constitutional question arises, we
are to send it off to the Judic al Committee of the Privy
Council. I believe it is only on a matter of very great
doubt and under very p.eculiar circumstances, that that
course should be adopted. I believe the Parliament of
Canada are to judge primarily and principally on ail
matters of constitutional law; and after the overwhelming
decision of this House-I think the hon. gentleman was
one of the majority-that the measure spoken of was con.
stitutional, I think the Government would be wanting in
respect to this Fouse if they did not bow to its decision.
As regards the mode of bringing up the questioa, I do not
think it is nec-ssary to discuss it bere, because I see in the
press that those gentlemen who think that the legislation
in the Province of Quebec is unconstitutional, are going to
take the proper stops to have it thoroughly decided. They
will, I have no doubt, press it, and we will got the decision
in that way; and at the same time the Government will
not be seen to act decidedly in contravention of the over-
whelming opinion of the representatives of the people in
Parliament.

Mr. MITCHELL. This interesting discussion has de.
veloped two or three very important points. In the first
place, the right hon. gentleman bas satisfied me, that he ai
going to bring in a measure next year to readjust what
some gentlemen believe to be a discrepancy between the
protection given to the millers of 50 cents a barrel on flour,
and 67 cents on wheat. The hsn. gentleman has stated,
that that tariff was made by the representative of the
millers, Mr. T. N. Gibbs, a gentleman well informed and
capable of giving a fair opinion as to what would be the
right ratio between flour and wheat. If the hon. gentle.
man means to imply that h is geoing to increase the duty
on flour, I will tell him right bore, that the people of the
Maritime Provinces will not consent to any additional tax
on their food, and I hope that, if ho is going to make
any change, ho will reduce the d uty on wheat.
The hon. gentleman has intimated that ho is going to call
the House together nxot Session very early in January.
We have heard some rumours that there are going to be
six Sessions in the term of this Parliament, and, reading
the bon. gentleman's statement between the lines, I think
there must be some truth in the rumour. I think there are
more than ho who will not want to go the people. I feel
that way myseif, and it is one of those consoling thoughts
that is not at all unpleasant. Perhaps the right hon. gentle-
man will tell us whether that is the case or not.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I would say that now
that the attention of the Government has been called to it,
we will give it the fuallest consideration.

Mr. MITCHELL. With the view of retaining your
position in the Cabinet.
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Mr. MULOCK. I wish to correct my statement as to1

the quantity ef pork imported, in wbich the Minister of
Customs bas been kind enough to eall my attention to an
error. 1 did not notice that in the middle of the list o:
breadetuff there was an item of beef, which, if deducted,l
would leave 13,000,000 lbs. as the quantity imported. I do
mot wish the Minister to understand that my reference to
pork had anything to do with creating embarrassment for
the lumbermen. I sppke on bet alf of the producers.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that when this
Hlouse adjourns, it do stand adjourned until to-morrow at

lolock, a.m.
Motion agreed to.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of

the House.

Motion agreed to; and the House adjourned at 5.15 p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

THtunSDAY, 2nd May, 1889.

The SKEEuRa took the Chair at 11 o'clock, a.m.

THE SHORT LI-NE RAILW.AY.

Mr. JONES (Balifax). I desire to ask the acting leader
of the oGovernment if the Government bave any explana-
tions to make to the House as to what course they intend
to pursue with reference to the Short Line, the Billin
reference to whicb was defeated last night in the other
Chamber. Of course the country will be interested in know-
ing at as early a date as possible wbat course the Govern-
ment intend to adopt in reference to that undertaking.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The matter which the hon.
gentleman speaks of occurred, as I understand, enly last
evening, and I do mot think he can expect to receive an
answer now. Thii mattcr will be, like all other such
matters, taken irdo ronsideration by theO Ceurcil as soon as
they can do so, and, s the bon, gentleman knows, there
has been no time for considering that matter or any other
since we met yesterday, and I think be muet therefore be
content to wait a little longer before receiving an answer.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). It seems to be the general un-
derstanding that the result was not altogether a matter of
surprise to the Government, and, therefore, I thought the
hon. gentleman might have been prepared to state their in-
tentions on the matter.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Government eould not
know what the members of the Senate intended to do.
Those gentlemen are as free as we are in this House, and
they have exercised their own judgment.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). For the first time.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Though their decision may

not be pleasing to the Government, novertheless they are
au independent portion of Parliament and they bave taken
their own course, no doubt thinking it was in the interest
of the country. In this louse we thought otherwise, and
we had a large majority of the representatives of the peo.
ple who thought otherwise. As long as we have the con-
fidence of Parliament, we will go on with our measures as
Parliament will allow us to do.

Mr. TROW. I think it is highly commndable and cre-
ditable that the Sonate have shown a spiritof independence
in this matter. It hua been frequently stated in the prose

1r. MTOoBLI.

and in this Chamber that the eSoate, not being accountable
te the people for their actS, re led by the Government, but
it is now evident that they are mot. I know bat oflerts
were made and that the leader of theSenatewasetrongly in
favor of the passage of the measunre whieh was passed in
this House in referene te the Short Line. I heard hie
speech, and he certainly did hies utmost, and stated that the
Government wore favorable to that Short Line,-and that no
influene had been used, net morely on himself but on other
members of the Sonate, to defeat that meusure. He
strongly pressed upon them the propriety of earring it.
[t is pleasing te know thut that body'have tÂken thet -part
they have. It is gratifying to the eountry and partienlarly
to members who have hitherto thought they were a little
vacillating in their course to find them showing that they
are thoroughly independent of Government indeaene,and I
think the resuit may be that we may grant them a longer
lease of life in that Chamber.

Mr. SHANLY. I entirely agree with what has fallen
froîm my hon. friend from South Perth (&r. Trow). My
friendtie on this side of the House know perfectly wol that
I was not in favor of the undertaking referred to. I also
concur with him in saying that the country may consider
it very fortunate that the Sonate bave assumed a spirit of
independence in that matter. I will simply say, as I be-
lieve was unce said in another place: Thank God we have
a louse of Lords.

Mr. TROW. I can read human nature pretty welt at
my time of life, and I know it would be quite out of place
now te make any lengthy remarks. But since I entered
the Chamber, I have gathered a few things that might be
mentioned, but my references to them will, of ours, de-
pend on the length of time that wil now etapse before
we are summoned te the other Chamber by Black Red. I
observe in looking round me that the Opposition ranks
are few and far botween. No deubt it is highly satdSfae.
tory te hon. mombers that the Session has been brought
te a close, for they were al anxious te return home to
their domestic affairs. It may net be out of place for me
to allude te the oonduct of the whips, which was referred
to the other day. This Session has been somewhat re-
markable in this respect: It was generally believed our
legislative duties would be brought te a elose about Baster,
and failing to close at Easter it was confidently expected
that the Hlouse would close a few days later. Therefore,
the whips had no hesitation te allow members anxions
te return home te leave, as they thonght only a day or
two would pass at the furthest before the House would
close. This created a little disturbance., I do not know
that the Opposition have lost by the pairing off, for the
simple reason that the vote only gave a majority of the
House of 20, when, if all had remained, it might have been
40. Se that no undue advantage was taken. and in factthe

'Opposition were in a better position than they would have
been othei wise. I must give the Government considerable
credit this Session for having brought down, the first week
of the Session, the reports of the varions departments.
Their promptnees in this respect excoeds any that we have
experienced during my parliamentary career. I must alse
congratulate the hon. Minister of Finance upon having
brought down hie ostimates and made his Budget Speech se
early lu the Session, so that instead of our having to wait
three or four weeks before getting into harness we set to
work immediately and kept incessantly at it during three
months. We bave done considerable work. A large num-
ber of Private Bills and several Public Bille have been pas-
eed. For my part I never did believe very much in exces-
sive legislation. I believe we are legislzting too much
instead of too little. There are many professional men here,
each of whom seems te think he is in duty boand te 10-
moto a Bill, and such Bills are very often passe in
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a very crude state. We have often discussions even at you are prepared to send us to the right-about, sudask Our
the last stage of the Bill, and amendments of considerable constituentR to give their verdict as to who shah returu
importance introduced. The very last Bill passed, that here, you will see that we wiIl get your places. I have
relating to combines, bas been so tortured and twisted in no donbt that, if we oocupied your position, von woutd
the other House that it is questionable if the promoter (Mr. criticise our work as severely as the present Opposition
Wallace) knew his bantling when it came back. The re- have critici@ed your work during this Session. I know,
sult is that when cases arise in our courts on which these when we were on that side of the fouse, wu neyer
statutes bave a bearing, there seems to be no possibility of saw or heard any gentleman who would criticise the work
professional men agreeing as to their interpretation ; even of the Administration more severely or more closelv than
the judges of the Supreme Court disagree on material points the presert Ministcr of Customs. I have known him for
of interpretation. I think we ought to try to draft our three hours to criticise items which were brought by that
measures in such a way that their meaning would be Administration into the fouse, He was a man who per.
plain to every man of ordinary judgment and not draft sisted iu hanging on with sucb tenacity that you could not
them in tortuous phraseology from which it is often difficul get iid of him or shake him off under any circumatances.
to draw any meaning. I am glad the right bon. the First Moiai suasion or anv hospitality you could show him would
Minister bas enjoyed good health. I believe we are ail not interfère withlm. I do not see, thon, why some of
gratified at seeing him constantly in bis place. At al our friends opposite sbould be annoyed beause of the
bours he has been assiduous in attending to his duties, and criticism wbich they have received from mombers of ths
it is wonderful to see, in a gentleman of bis age, suchun Opposition. Te Minister of Agriculture, I know, l
adaptability to hard work, and to the responsibilities, not doing a great work. h is not an inexpensive work, but
merely of bis own, but of other denartments. In the I consider it a great work. It wiIl take time to develop.
lamented death of that good man, Mr. Pope, who was a per- It takes some time ta grow a tree, though you may
sonal friend of mine, and who had more intelligence than grow a turvip in a very short time, and I predict that, in a
he sometimes got credit for, the right hon. gentleman lost few years, the work of that institution will show ita hene.
one of bis best supporters. The lamented gentleman was fieial influence in the great North-West and in the eastern
thoroughly versed in his own department, was a Provinces of this Dominion. I have great faith ln that in-
good counsellor, and in every respect a great belp stitution. It is truc that, at the outset, you must have
to the Government. Another Minister, no doubt somcwhat lavish. expenditure, because you Must have al
useful in bis way, was also, through illness, com- your buildings erected and your drainage made and ail mugt
pelled to be absent nearly the whole of the Session. be neoessariiy very expensive ut the outsot, but we expeot
Therefore the Prime Minister bas been at a great deal of good results from that. The Minister of Militia has heen called
disadvantage in the absence of members of his Cabinet. inquestionagooddealthisSession. Idonotknowwbetber
There are some members of bis Cabinet who have worked be bas ot been in fant. I have not examined the cloth.
successfully. I bave always mentioned one, since I have ing, and, if l did, I would know nothing about it. I have
known hlm, as heing always at work, lu bis office or other- often bought articles myseol which found wr not as good
wîse, as being practical in every respect-I have reference as they were represented to be. We ares ailable tobe
to the Minister of Public Works. He is aaways ready on imposed upon, and the result of this critiCism. may be that
any question wbich has reference to lis deparîment to ho wille wemore caref l in future lu the purchase of these
answer in a businessike manner, and it seems to me that it articles, and n purchasing them from reiiable ftrms. Ido
is a great relief to the Minister when lic is thoroughly pre- not know thatlio bas not purelased thom from reliable
pared to answer questions in regard to bis department. I firms in tbe past, but I hope ho will purchase articles which
cannot sec wby any member of the Goverument caninot will wear, and wil ho of service to our volunteers. I arn
prepare bimslf to do that. I was surprised at the Minister sorry that I do nt se the Minister of Finance b kerah
of the Interior. There is no better Deputy Minister in any of wish he was bere, becs w I must say that I do not approve
the departments than the Dcputy Minister of tbe Interior. of bistcheese-paring poicy. I wm favor of eonomy. I
He bas not been placcd in that position througl any poistical bave been angeconomist ahi my hife, but driving this idea of
influence, but lie rose to that position by menit. Heie l an economy to thc extreme is an injury instend of a benefit. I
exoeptionally elear ieaded officiai, and I think tbe Minister utderstand that the Minister of Finance bas made a redue-
of the Interior wiil be able, by next Session, to plaoe bimanf tion ofsome paltry $50 on the salary of sone of the most
in sud a position that hoe can discbarge thc duties of bis useful officiais of this fhouse, an amount wbich they are
department with greater credit to himueif next Session cntitied to under the Statute. If that is the case, I think
than be bas tbis Session. I know that hoe bas no desire te do it le wrong. I know that thc hon, gentleman voted
wroing. I have been acquainted with the Minister of theIn- for tio expenditure of tre or four millions a nigt
terior for anay years, and I knowtbat ie is desirous df doing or two ago which, to my mind-and I do not think
right, but there is a want of that knowledge whidh should my bon. fieind from Haifax (Mr. Jones) will say anything
be possesscd by a Minister to state to theflouse everything to the contrary-was a useless and worthlegs expenditure;
lu connection with the questions whicb have reference to and it is one wich our friends in the other ,ae haave
bis department. Other Ministers bave been calhed in ques. trown ont, showing therby that tbey are not the men
tion from this, side of the fouie, but it is not to be supposed they have been reprsented to a be, tat they are not, like
that theyjnuist tbink it severe criticism on the part of thc the fifth wlieel of a waggon, uttcrly useless. On the con-
Opposition. We are bere for that purpose, and it is not trary, tey bave saved millions tote country by their
b. expected that their measures and departmental work and action. If we eau save millions of dollars in that way, I
expenditure wil pass without soue criticism. Ministers are think it is our dcty to give that d d ouse a longer lease of life.
held resposible for ail that le donc, and naturagly we cast I hope the Minister will reconsider th ocheese-paring policy

ie blame upon the Administration. We have no other e bas adopted in regard to these officiais. If your offiaetis
resource, and the Opposition have been-I do not say severe ar s good trstwort y servants ad understand threspon-
or factios-but extremely careful and caution s in their sible positions in whidh tey are placed, they should be suffi-
criticism this Session. I lwieve there is not an item in the ciently remuneratced. There are Mr. Hartney and Mr.
Estimates which bas been passed this Session withont being Brew er and several others from whom the Miniter be
triticised, and that more than ever before. We are an x- taken certain sums whicb, properly speaking, thy are
pre nt party. We expet occupy your position, and that etitled pa, and I hope he will reconsider the matter and
pfore long> and yoa are perfectly aware of that. Whenever allow those gentlemen their juot dus. Pion. member
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tàlk of the bad ventilation and of the unhealthy position
they are placed in in this Chamber, but their labors are not
so onerous as those of the men in the paste room. Those
men have to work in a little oven, an unhealthy, miserable
hole, incessantly fromn morning to night. They were
allowed last Session $50 extra, but I underàtand this has
not been allowed them this SeEsion. To my mind there
are no men worthier of an extra allowance, and I hope
the Government will give these men a fair remaneration
for their services. As an Opposition we are very fortunato.
We number some 84 or 85, and no doubt, if we had the
opportunity, we would number probably 140. However,
that is in the future. We have unbounded faith in our
leader, and ho has a mcst devoted following. We have
never had any trouble with our leaders, and are the most
fbrtunate class t people imaginable. We commenced with
Mr. Mackenrzie, who owes bis present ill-health to his exces-
sive labors and strict devotion in the cause of bis country.
If he had indulged in riding in cabs as some members of this
Administration do, he would probably be in better health
to-day, and if ho had employed an extra clerk at a
few hundred dollars that would have aided him materially
and perhaps have preserved his health. Wo have had pre-
sent here this Session our ex-leader (Mr. Blake), but by the
advice of bis physician he was not allowed to take any part
in the debates. ie also owes his ill-health to the severe
strain to which bis arduous labor submitted him. The
Opposition, I must say, have shown very creditable, con-
sicerable ability this Session. In the debate on the disal-
lowance of the Jesuit Bil, a question of vital importance,
which required men of talent, thorough statesmen, to dis-
cuis it, some of the best speeches ever delivered in this
flouse wore delivered on both sides. The hon. the Minister
of Justice, in the opinion not merely of his own friends,
but of others, made a speech that was creditably delivered,
and the legal points which ho adduced were a credit to him-
self, and will have a tendency to do good throughout the
country. Other speeches on other subjects have also been
satisfactory to both sides. I hope that our hon. friends
opposite and our own friends will return with renewed
vigor and health next Session. We are all friendly after
our little discussions are over. The animosity which out-
siders think exist between members on different sides, I
am happy to say, does not exist. I know something of
felings of the Opposition and the sentiments exprosed on
our side of the Chamber, and I can only say that no feeling
of unfriendliness is feit by mombers of the Opposition
against any member on the Ministerial benches. With re-
gard to yourself, Mr. Speaker, I cannot conclude without
giving expression to the respect and the appreciation hon.
merMbrs have on this side of your uniform courtesy towards
them. Your hospitality, your courtesy, and your knowl-
edge of the dities of your position, have made you a gene-
rai favorite with our people. As to the Deputy Speaker,
everbody knows him, and we like to see him always around
the louse. We did expect ho would be calied to a bigher
position before next Session, but it is rumored that another
hon. gentleman would be called to that place. I hope the
right hon. Firat Minister will change his tactics and give
our Deputy Speaker the position ho is entitled to.

Some hon. ALEBERS. Davin, Davin.
Mr. DATIN. Mr. Speaker-

PROROGATION.
A Message from His Excellency the Governor Genoral by

the Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod:
lir. SPuAIRn:

Bis Excellency the Governor General deaires the immediate presenoe
of thie House in the Senate Chamber.

Accordingly, Mr. Speaker, with the House, went up to
the Sonate Uhamber,

Mr, TRQw,

IN THESENATE CHAMBER.

His Exeellenoy was pleased to give, in Her Majesty's
Dame, the Royal Assent to the following Bills:-

An Act to incorporate the Supreme Court of the Independent Order
of Foresters.

An Act to incorporate the Union Railway Company.
An Act to amend the Revised Statutes, chapter 77, respecting the

sAfety of ships.
An Act for the relief of George MacDonald Bagwell.
An Act for the relief of William Henry Middleton.
An Act for the relief of Arthur Wand.
An Act for the relief of William Gordon Lowry.
An Act further to amend the several Acts relating to the Board of

Trade of the city of Toronto.
An Act to amend "The Summary Trials Act."
An Act respecting the harbor of Belleville, in the Province of Ontario.
An Act to amend the ievised Statute respecting interest.
An Act to amend the "Fisheries Act," chapter 95 of the Revised

Statutes.
An Act to provide against frauls in the supplying of milk to cheese,

butter and condensed milk manufactories.
An Act respecting a loan therein mentioned to certain Mennonite im-

migrants.
An Act respecting Expropriation of Lands.
An Act to amend "1The Post Office Act," chapter 35 of the Revised

Statutes of Canada.
An Act to authorise the granting of pensions to members of the North-

West Mounted Police Force.
An Act to incorporate the Manitoba and South-Eastern Railway

Company.
An Act to Incorporate the North-Western Junction and Lake of the

Woods Railway Company.
An Act to amend "The Summary Convictions Act," chapter 178 of

the Revised Statutes, and the Act amending the same.
An Act farther to amend "ThelInland Revenue Act," chapter 34 of

the Revised Statutes.
An Act further to amend "The General Inspection Act," chapter 99

of the Revised Saatntes.
An Act to extend the provisions of the Extradition Act.
An Act to amend "The Copyright Act," chapter 62 of the Revised

Statutes.
An Act to amend "The Onllers' Act," chapter 103 of the Revised

Statutes.
An Act further to amend "The Customs Act," chapter 32 of the

Revised Statutes.
An Act further to amend the Revised Statutes, chapter 5, respecting

the Electoral Franchise.
Au Act further to amend "The Dominion Lands Act."
An Act for the prevention and suppression cf Combinations formed in

restraint of Trade.
An Act relating to Bills of Lading.
An Act to amend the Revised 8tatutes respecting the North-West

Mounted Police Force.
An Act relating to Ocean Steamship Subsidies.
An Act to amend "the Revised Statutes, chapter 138, respecting the

Judges of Provincial Courts.
An Act respecting a certain agreement therein mentioned with the

Qu'Appelle, Long Lake and Saskatchewan Railroad and Steamboat
Company.

An Act to authorise the granting of subsidies in aid of the construe-
tion of the lines of railway therein mentioned.

An Act toauthorise the granting of subsidies in land to certain rail-
way companies.

An Act for the relief of the Corporation of the Town of Cobourg.

Then the Honorable the SPEAKER of the House of Com-
mons addressed Ris Excellency the Governor General as
follows:-

MAT IT PLEÂAM Youn ExcxtELLNcY:
The Commons of Canada have voted the Supplies required to enable

the Government to defray the expenses of the Public Service.
In the name of the Commons, 1 present to Your Excellency the fol-

lowing Bill:
"An Act for granting to Her Majesty certain sums cf mlney reguired

for defraying certain expenses of the Public Service, for the financial
year ending respectively the 30th June, 1889, and the 30th June, 1890,
and for other purposes relating to the Publie Service," to which Bill I
humbly request Your Excellency's assent.

To this Bill the Royal Assent was signified in the follow-
ing words:-

In Her Majesty's name, Bis Excellency the Governor.Qeneral thanks
Her Loyal subjects, accepta their benevolence, and assents to this Bill.

After which His Excellency the Goveïtior Gnnral *as
pleased to close the Third Session of the Sixth Parlläiient
of the Dominion With the folloi1ng
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Ronorable Gentlemen /ftheseate :
Gentlemen qf t/s Hou$s of Commons:

In relieving you of the arduous labors which the present Session of
Parliament has imposed on you, [1rejoice that I am able to congratulate
you on the number of important and useful measures which have resulted
from your deliberations.

I have reason to hope that the authority which you have conferred on
my Government will enable them to conclude an arrangement for effec-
tive steam communication with Europe and with Asia, whereby the
trade and commerce of Canada will be widely extended and the traffic
passing over her ines of communication greatly developed.

You have again made liberal provision for extending the railway
facilities of the Dominion and for increasing their efficiency.

The Act relating to the Electoral Franchise will, I believe, be found

an important improvement, tending to economy and certainty in the
administration of that branch of the law.

The measure by which the system of Speedy Trials for criminals has
been extended to the Maritime Provinces is likely to provea valuable
addition to our Criminal Procedure.

It is gratifying to know that your address referring to the houndaries

of Ontario, will lesd to the early settlement of the principal question

which has remained unsettled to the present time between that Pro-

vince and the Dominion, in a manner entirely satisfactory to all con-

cerned.

The amendment of the laws relating to Copyright, will it is. hoped,
remove some of the embarrassments under which the printers and pub-
lishers of Canada have labored for some years past, without doing in-
justice to authors in this or other countries.

You have provided for grester efflciency sud eoonomy in the Postal
Service, for giving grester facilities for the settlement of our lands in

the North-West Territories, and for increasing the safegnards of life and

property on our ships.

Many of the other messures although of a minor character will be

found of great usefulness in conducting the affaira of administration.

Gentlemen QI the House 0. Commons:

You have liberally provided for the various requirements of the public

service.

Bonourable Gentlemen qf the Snate:

Gentlemen of the Houa. qI Commons:

In taking leave of you I congratulate you on the indications of

prosperity which appear in all parts ot Canada, and on the increasing

revenue which promises amply to meet the appropriations for the year.

[ sincerely hope that in the seasen which is now opening the labors

of our people may be blessed by Divine Providence, and that when in

shall be my duty to summon you again, i shall be able to renew the

congratulations which I have already expressed on the marked welfare

and progress ot the Dominion.

Tun SPEAKER of the Sonate thon said:

Honorable Gentlemen qf the Senate, and Gentlemen qf th iloue

Commons:

It is His Excellency the Governor General's will and pleasure, that
this Parliament be prorogued until Tuesday, the eleventh day of June
next, to be here held, and this Parliament is accordingly prorogued
until Tuesday, the eleventh day of June neit.

The Parliament of the Dominion of Canada was then
prorogued to the 11th day of June next.
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INDE X.
THIRD SESSION, SIXTH PARLIAMENT, 1889.

Abbreviations of well-known words and Parliamentary expressions are used in the following :-10, 20, 0°, First
Reading, Second Reading, Third Reading; 3 m. h., 6 m. h., 6 w, h., Three Months' Hoist, Six Montha' Hoist, Six
Weeks' Hoist; *, without remarks or debate; Acts. Accounts; Adj., Adjourn; Adjd., Adjourned; Amt., Amendment;
Amts., Amendments; Amalg., Amalgamation; Ans., Answer; Ass., Assurance; B., Bill; B. C., British Columbia;
Can., Canada or Canadian; C. P.R., Canadian Pacific Railway; Com., Committee; Co., Company; Conc., Concur, Con-
curred, Concurrence; Consd., Consider; Consdn., Consideration; Cor., Correspondence; Deb., Debate; Dept., Depart-
ment; Depts., Departments; Div., Division; Dom., Dominion ; Govt., Government; His Ex., Ris Excellency the Gov-
ernor General; Hse., House ; Hse. of C., House of Commons ; Incorp., Incorporation ; Ins., Insurance ; I. C. R., Inter-
colonial; Man., Manitoba ; Mess., Message ; M., Motion; m., movei1; Neg., Negatived; N. B., New Brunswick ; N.W.T.,
North-West Territories; N. S., Nova Scotia; O. C., Order in Council; Ont., Ontario; P. E. I., Prince Edward Island;
P. O., Post Office; Par., Paragraph ; Prop., Proposed; Que., Quebec; Ques., Question ; Recom., Recommit ; Ref., Refer.,
Referred, Reference; Rep., Riport, Reported; Reps., Reports; Res., Resolution; Ret., Return; Ry., Railway ; Rys.,
Railways; Sel., Select; Sen., Senate; Sp., Special; Stmnt., Statement; Sup., Supply; Suppi., Supplement, Supple-
mentary; Wthdn., Withdrawn; Wthdrl.,Withdrawal; Y. N., Yes uand Nays; Names in Italie and parentheses are

those of the movers.

Amyot, Mr. G., Bellechasse.
Bills of Exehange, Cheques, &c., B, 5 (Sir John

Thompson) on M. for Com. and in Com., 778 (i).
Civil Service, Assessment of Salaries authorisation

B. 18 (Mr. Ellis) on M. for 2° (objection) 366 (i).
Controverted Elections Act Ant. (Ques.) 224 (i).
Corn Importations, rebate of Duty, on Amt. to Amt.

(Mr. Flynn) to prop. Res., 127 (i).
Corrupt Practices in Municipal Affairs B. 71 (Sir John

Thompson) in Com., 503 (i).
Debates, Official, delay in Printing French Edition

(remarks) 654 (i), 945 (ii).
Dom. Controverted Elections Act Amt. (B. 70, 1°*)

298 (i).
Fisheries Act Amt. B. 129 (Mr. Tupper) on Amt.

(Mr. Weldon, St. John) 6 m. h., 1121 (ii).
Judges' Salaries, in Com. of Stip, 208 (i).
Ocean Steamship Subsidy (Can. and United Kingdom)

in Com. on Res., 1437 (ii).
Pilota, average Armounts received (Ques.) 1146 (ii).
Post Office Act Amt. B. 93 (Kr. Raggart) in Com.,

1134 (ii).
Privilege (Ques. of) Steamship Subsidies, 1534 (ii).
Rebellion in N. W, T., 9th Battalion (documents read)

234 (i).
Official Cor. (M. for copies) 304-317; wthdn.,

322 (i).

Amyot, Mr. G.-Continued.
Reciprocity (unrestricted) with U. S. on Bos. (Sir

Richard Cartwright) in Amt. to Com. of Sap., 633 (i).
Stein, Leonce, employment by Govt. (remarks) 1533.
SUPPLY:

Immigration (Agents) 948, 954 (ii).
Justice (Supreme Court Reps., Printing, &o.) 205 ().
Ocean and River Service (Masters and Mates Certificates)974 (i).
Railmay-Capital: Cape Breton (eonstruction) 1070 (ii).

Victoria Bridge, Cost of maintenance, &o. (Ques.)
1081 (ài),

Armstrong, Mr. J., South Middlesez.
Alberta Ry. and Coal Co.'s B. 14 (Mr. Shanly) in Com.,

237 (i).
C.P. R. Co.'s B. 68 (Mr. Kirkpatrick) in Com., 1063 (ii).
Farmers, Frauds upon, on M. (Mr. Brown) for Sp.

Com., 16 (i).
Fertilisers, Artificial, removal of Dnty, on Res. (Mr.

Yulock) 40 (i).
Immigration Agents, in Com. of Sap., 954 (ii).

Pamphlets, in Com. of Sup., 274(i).
Intoxicating Liqaors in N.W.T., on Ros. (Mr. Fisher)

in Amt. to Com. of Sap., 1347 (ii).
Lowry, W. G., Relief B. 119 (Mr. Small) 1160 (ii).
Reciprocity (unrestricted) with U. S., on Res. (Sir

Richard Cartwright) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 504,
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Armstrong, Mr. J.-Continued.
Short Line Ry. (Harvey to Salisbury) on Ant to M. to

conc. in Res., 1682 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Immigration (Agents) 954 (ii).
Indian Afaira (Man. and N.W.T.) 1596 (ii).
Legislation: House of Commons (Printing, Paper and Binding)

274 (i).

Bain, Mr. T,, North Wentworth.
Cobourg Town Relief B. 153 (Mr. Foster) in Com. on

Res., 1721 (ii).
Dundas and Waterloo Macadamiscd Road (M. for Cor.,

&o.) 34 (i).
Survey (Ques.) 1628 (i).

Fertilisers, Artificial, removal of Duty, on Res. (Mr.
Mulock) 44 (i).

Franchise Act Amt. B. 4 (Mr. Thompson) in Com.,
1024 (ii).

Intoxicating Liquors in N.W.T., on Res. (Mr. Fisher)
in Amt. to Com. of Sap., 1348 (ii).

New Edinburgh and Gatineau Ferry, rents and arrear-
ages (Ques.) 348 (i).

Stein, Leonce, employment by Govt. (Ques.) 1533 (ii).
SUPPLY :

Canals-Income (Welland) 1516 (ii).
Civil Government (Postmaster General) E9 (i).
Immigration (Agents) 947, 949, 952, 956 (ii).
Public Work-Income: Experimental Farms (Buildings, kc.)

974 (i).

Baird, Mr. G. F., Queen's, N. B.
Ships' Safety Act Amt. B. 54

1033 (ii).
(Mr. Tupper) in Com.,

Barnard, Mr. F. S, Cariboo.
Mining Machinery in B.C., and Free List (Ques.) 1265.

on M. for Com. of Sup., 1583 (ii).

Barron, Mr. J. A., North Victoria, Ont.
Alberta Ry. and Coal Co.'s B. 14 (Mr. Shanly) in Com.,

235 (i).
Can. Temp. Act, distribution of Fines (Ques.) 1533 (ii).
Cruelty to Animais prevention B. 3 (Mr. Brown) on

M. that Com. rise, 362 (i).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Mr. Thompson)

on Amt. (Mr. Laurier) to M. for 2°, 1006; in Com.,
1012, 1021 (ii).

Gannon Narrows Floating Bridge (Ques.) 1627 (ii).
Horse Island, Georgian Bay, Sale (Ques.) 590 (i).
Indian Reserves, Sale of Pine Timber (Ques.) 20, 30.
Jesuits' Estates Act (Ques.) 79 (i).

on M. to adjn., 436 (i).
papers respecting (remarks) 524, 526 (i).
on Res. (Mr.O'Brien) in Amt. to Com. of Sup.,

828 (ii).
Test of Legality (Ques.) 1327 (ii).

La Cloche Island, Provincial Claims (Ques.) 1081 (ii).
Order (Ques. of) in Com. of Sup., 1244 (ii).

Barron, Mr. J. A.-Continued.
Ry. Act Amt. 13. 9 (Mr. Cook) on M. for 20, 364 (i).
Saw Logs, Export Duty (Amt.) to M. for Com. of Sup.,

1484; neg. (Y. 62, N. 91) 1494; (Amt.) 1584; neg.
(Y. 54; N. 90) 1594 (ii).

Scugog River (Ques.) 1533 (ii).
Stein, Leonce, employment by Govt. (Ques.) 1533 (ii).
Sultana Island, Lake of the Woods, Sale (Ques.) 426 (i).
SUPPLY:

Canas-Capital (Trent River Nav.) 1207 (ii).
Collection of Revenues: Canals (Trent) 1495 (ii).
Legislation : House of Gommons (Votera' Lists, printing) 272 (i).
Militia (Armories, care of Arme, &o.) 793; (Drill Sheds, &c.)

495; (Permanent Forces, &o.) 797 (i).
Mounted Police, 1213 (ii).
Aiscellaneous (Banff: Roads, Bridges, &c.) 1216 (ii).
Pensions (Mrs. Gowanlock) 792 (i).
Public Worke-Capital: Harbors and Rivers (Kingston Gray-

ing Dock) 802. Income : Buildings (Ont.) 806 (i), 1521 (ii).

Trent Valley Canal, Commissioners' Rep. (Ques.) 20,
655, 676 (i), 872 (ii).

Beausoleil, Mr. C., Berthier.
Cobourg Town Relief B. 153 (Mr. Foster) in Com. on

Res., 1721 (ii).
Fishing Regulations in Berthier (M. for copies) 743 (i).
Judges' (Provincial) Salaries B. 150 (Mr. Thompson)

M. for Com. on Res., 1688 (ii).
Montreal Flood Commission, printing Rep. (remarks)

1687 (ii).
Short Line Ry. (Harvey to Salisbury) on Amt. to M.

to conc. in Res., 1682 (ii).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) in Com. on Res., 1617 (ii).
St. Barthelemy Post Office (Ques.) 591 (i).
St. Lawrence River Overflow, prevention (Ques.) 591.

Béchard, Mr. F.,iberville.
Corn Importations, rebate of Duty, on Amt. to Amt.

(Mr. Flynn) to prop. Res., 117 (i).
Debates, Official, delay in printing French Edition

(remarks) 944 (ii).
Prohibition of Intoxicating Liquors, on Amt. to Amt.

(Mr. Mills, Bothwell) 263 (i).
Reciprocity (unrestricted) with U. S., on Res. (Sir

Richard Cartwright) in Amt.to Com.of Sup., 628 (i).

Bell, Mr. J. W., Addington.
Kingston and Pembroke Ry. Co. and Napanee, Tam-

worth and Quebec Ry. Co.'s (B. 90, 1°*) 369 (i).

Bergeron, Mr. J. G. H., Beauharnois.
Beauharnois Canal, opening of Navigation (telegram

read) 1285 (ii).
- Rep. of Engineer Crawford, &c. (M. for Ret,*)

304 (i).
Budget Speech, French Edition (Ques.) 171 (i).
St. Louis River Improvements (Ques.) 34 (i).
Subsidies to Rys., on M. to conc. in Res., 1535 (ii).
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Bergin, Mr. D., Cornwall and Stormont.
Cornwall Canal, prop. Location in 1834, Reps., &o., of

Engineers (M. for copies) 595, 677 (i).
Recent Break (M. for Cor., &c.*) 303 (i).
Cruelty to Animals prevention B. 3 (Mr. Brown) on

M. that Corm. rise, 361 (i).
Prescott County -Ry. Co's. incorp. Act Amt. B. 33 (Mr.

Edwards) 2° objected to, 239 (i).
Prohibition of Intoxicating Liquors, on Amt. to Amt.

Mr. Mills, Bothwell) 264 (1).
Winnipeg and North Pacific Ry. Co.'s incorp. Act

Amt. (B. 82, 19*) 346 (i).

Bernier, Mr. M. E., St. Hyacinthe.
Criminal Laws, distribution to Justices of the Peace

(Ques.) 171 (i)
Hereford.Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, Laborers' Wages and con-

veyance of Volunteers, (Ques.) 1017 (ii).
Lake St. Louis, construction of Piers (Ques.) 80 (i).
Longueuil Wharves, completion (Ques.) 80 (i).

Blake, Hon. E., West Durham.
SUPPLY:

Public Worka-Income: Buildings (Repairs, Furniture, &c.)
917. Barbors and Rivera (N.B.) 925 (H).

Boisvert, Mr. F., Nicolet.
Great Bastern Ry. Subsidy, on M. for Pets., Reps., &c.,

21 (i).

Borden, Mr. F. W., King's, N.S.
Annapolis and Western Counties Ry. Co.'s (M. for Cor.,

&o.) 529, 539 (i).

Bourassa, Mr. P., St. John's, Que.
Belle Vallée Post Office, change of Location (M. for

Cor., &c.*) 943 (ii).

Bowell, Hon. M., North Hastings.
Aird, W. B., jan., Names of Sureties (Ans.) 1017 (ii).
American Fishing Vessels, authority to Enter and Clear

(Ans.) 348 (i).
Bannerman, Wm., Customs sub-collector at Calgary, de-

falcations (Ans.) 677 (i).
Belleville and North Hastings Ry. Subsidy and G.T.R.,

on M. for Cor., 87 (i).
Drill Shed, construction, on M. for Cor., 700 (i).
Harbor B. 116 (Mr. Pupper) in Com., 1042.

Bridgewater, Seizure, Claims for compensation (Ans.)
1423 (ii).

C. P. R., Interest due on $15,000,000 Bonds (Ans.) 348.
Corn Importations, rebate of Duty, on Amt. to Amt

(Ur. Flynn) to prop. Res., 134 (i).
Customs Act Amt. (prop. Res.) 469; in Com. on Res.,

763 (i) ; (B. 117) 2° m., 1138; in Com., 1140 ; M. to
recom., 1330 (ii).

Appraisers (Ques.) appointment (Ans.) 370 (i).
- - Seizures, on Res. (Mr. Holton) in Amt. to Com.

of Sup., 1290 (ii).
Debates, Official (M. for Sp. Com.) 3 (i).

Bowell, Hon. M.-Continued.
Electoral Lists, Expenditure on preparation, &o. (Ans.)

30, 33 (i).
Exports to Great Britain vid U. S. (Ans.) 428 (i).
-- to Australia, Manufactures (Ans.) 1423 (ii).
Fish, Foreign, change in Bonding System (Ans.) 224 (i)
Fish Imported in Bond for Export, on M. for Cor.,

1089 (ii).
Flour and Pork Duties, on adjnmt. (remarks) 1723 (ii).
Free List Extension (Grains and Seeds) on prop. Res.

(Mr. Platt) 686, 692 (i).
Fruits and Seeds Imported from U.S. (Ans.) 224 (i).
Gowan and Boswell, Judges, in Com of Sup., 1362 (ii).
Grosse, John A., employment by Govt. (Ans.) 171 (i).
Importe and Exports (Ans.) 1363 (ii).
I. C. R., French Language on (Ans.) 29 (i).
Jukes, Dr., in Com. of Sup,, 1571 (ii).
Labor Commissioners' Rep. (presented) 1285 (ii).
Liquor Perinits in N.W.T., on M. for copies, 556 (i).
Lumber Shipments from N. B. to «U. S. (Ans.) 935 (ii).
Milk Adulteration, prevention of Fraud B. 16 (Mr.

Burdett) on M. for 2°, 260 (i).
-- (M.) to trnsfr. to Govt. Orders, 1397 (ii).
Oils, Imports into Man. (Ans.) 1533 (ii).
Post Office Act Amt. B. 93 (Mr. Haggart) in Com.,

1137 (ii).
Preventive Officers in P. E. I. (Ans.) 15 (i).
Printing and Stationery, deptl. Rep. (presented) 316.
-- Bureau, in Com. of Sup., 1571 (ii).

Committee (M. to add names) 346 (i).
Public Accounts Com., meeting (Ans.) 222 (i).

--- (remarks) 500 (i).
- Printing of Evidence (remarks) 1367 (ii).

Ross, Josiah, Seizure of Property by Customs Dept.
(Ans.) 428 (i).

Saw Loge, Importation, on M. for Ret., 33 (i).
SUPPLY:

Administration of Justice (Judges Gowan and Boswell, refund)
1362 (ii).

Civil Government (Oustoms) 152, 155 (i).
Collection of Revenues: Canals (Trent) 1495. Culling Timber,

1362 (ii).
Cuato.ua (Detective Service) 1221 ; (Salaries, &c.) 1217; (Miscel-

laneous) 1461 (ii).
Fishertes (Salaries, &c.) :078 (il).
Legislation : House of Commons (Printing, Paper and Binding)

273 (i); (Returning Officers) 1362 (ûi); (Votera' Lista, print-
ing) 271 (i).

Miscellaneous (Jukes, Dr.) 1571 ; (Printing Bureau) 1571 (il).
Mounted Police, 1453 (ii).
Public Works-Income: Buildings (Ont.) 1519 (ii).

West Bay, N.S., Custom Blouse Officer (&ns.) 427 (i).
Wrecking (Foreign Vessels Aid) in Can. Waters B. 2.

(Mr. Kirkpatrick) on presentation of Rep. of Sel.
Com., 384; in Com., 608, 614; on Aint. (Mr. Charl-
ton) to M. for 3', 761 (i).

Wrecking, &c., in Can. Waters B. 7 (Mr. Patterson,
Essex) on M. to adjn. deb., 259 (i).

Trade and Navigation Tables (presented) 3 (i).
Vincent, Joseph E., and Customs Dept., on M. for Cor.,

935 (ii).
Voters' Lists, printing, distribution, &c. (Ans.) 15 (i).

iii
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Bowman, Mr, I. E., North Waterloo.
Berlin and Can. Pacifie Junction Ry. Co.'s (B. 58, 1°*)

269 (i).
Mennonite Immigrants Loan B. 138 (Mr. Carling) in

Com. on Res., 1268 (ii).
Ont. Mutual Life Assurance Co.'s incorp. Act Amt. (B.

42, 1?*) 194 (i).
Return re Fire Insurance Co's (Enquiry) 323 (i).

Boyle, Mr. A., Monck.
Business of tbe House, on adjnmt.
Customs Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr.

1144 (ii).
Fruits and Seeds imported from t.
SUPPLY-:

Canala-Income (Welland) 1515 (il).
Tree Peddlers, &c., prevention of

13 (i); on 2°, 1100 (ii).

Brien, Mr. J., Bouth Essex.

(remarks) 762 (i).
Bowell) in Com.,

S. (Ques.) 224 (i).

Fraud (B. 6,1°*)

Corn Importations, rebate of Duty; on Amt. to Amt.
(Mr. Flynn) to prop. Res., 125 (i).

Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sir John Thomp.
son) in Com., 1014, 1129 (ii),

Immigrants, Arrivals from 1867 to 1889, number, &c.,
(M. for Ret.*) 304 (i).

Pauper Immigration (children) in Com. of Sup.,
964 (ii).

Stephenson, Rufus, employment by Govt. (Ques.)
223 (i).

Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Mac-
donald) in Com. on Res., 1643 (ii).

SUPPLY:
Fisheries (Salaries, &c.) 1077 (ii).
Immigration (Agents) 963 (ii).

Brown, Mr. A., Hamilton.
Bagwell, Geo. McDonald, Relief (B. 123, 1°*) 871 (i).
Ballot Box, Waddell's Patent (M. for Sol. Com.) 24 (i).
Boiler Inspection and insurance Co. of Can. Act

Amt. (B. 25, 1°*) 47 (i).
Combinations in Trade B. 11 (Mr. Wallace) on M. to

ref. to Com. on Banking, &c., 1115 (ii).
Corn Importations, rebate of Duty, on Amt. to Amt.

(Mr. Flynn) to prop. Res., 119 (i).
Cruelty to Animals prevention (B. 3, 10) 13; 20 m.,

240 ; on M. that Com. rise, 360 ; (M.) to restore to
Order Paper, 367; agreed to (Y. 96; N. 92) 368;
M. for Com., 607 (i).

Fraudulent Practices Com. (M. for Sp. Com.) 16;
(M.) reducing quorum, 222 (i).

Fire Arms, Improper use (B. 148, 1*) 1221 (ii).
Tree Peddlers, &c., prevention of Fraud B. 6 (Mr.

Boyle) on M. for 2% 1102 (ii).

Bryson, Mr. J., Pontiac.
Ottawa and Montreal Boom Co.'s B. 23 (Mr. Girouard)

on M. for 2°, 170 (i).
Pontiac and Pacifie Junction Ry. Co.'s (B. 51, 7°*)

222 (i).

Bryson, Mr. J.-Continued.
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A Mac-

donald) in Com. on Res., 1631 (ii).
Union Ry.Co.'s incorp. B. 79 (Mr. White, Renfrew)

on M. for 30 (Amt.) 854 (ii).

Burdett, Mr. S. B., East -astings.
Belleville and North Hastings Ry. Subsidy and G.T.

R. (M. for Cor.) 85 (i).
Belleville Harbor B. 116 (Mr. Tupper) in Com.,

1042 (i).
Deaf and Dumb Institute, Belleville, in Com of Sup.,

70 (i).
Drill Shed at Belleville, Govt. Aid (Ques.) 80 (i).
--- construction (M. for Ret.) 699 (i).
Franchise, Blectoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sir John Thomp-

son) in Com., 1026, 1126 (ii).
Milk Adulteration, prevention of Fraud (B. 16, 1°*)

30; 2° m., 259 (i).
Post Office Act Amt. B. 93 (Mr. Haggart) in Com.,

1137 (ii).
Post Offices Built since 1878, Revenue, &c. (M. for

Ret.) 225 (i).
SUPPLY :

Civil Government (Postmaster General) 69 (i).

Burns, Mr. K. F., Gloucester.
Fisheries Act Amt. B. 129 (Mr. Tupper) on Amt. (Mr.

Weldon, St. John) 6 m. h., 1121 (ii).
Fish Imported in Bond for Export, on M. for Cor., 1086.

Cameron, Mr. H., Inverness.
Cape Breton Ry,, on prop. Res. (Mr. Flynn) in Amt. to

Com. of Sup., 1195 (ii).
Dredge Cape Breton, compensation to Captain and

Laborers for Losses (Ques.) 427 (i).
Dredge lost in Northumberland Straits (Ques.) 469 (i).
L'Ardoise Breakwater, on M. for copies of Surveys,

&c., 698 (i).
McDonald and Dowling's Gulches, Pile-driving (Ques.)

677 (i).
Simms & Slater, Sureties' Deposits (Ques.) 677 (i).
SUPPLY :

Indian. (P.E. .) 1173 (ii).
West Bay, N.S., Custom House Officer (Ques.) 427 (i).

Campbell, Mr. A., Kent, Ont.
Bills of Exchange, Cheques, &o., B. 5 (Sir John Thomp-

son) in Com., 779 (i).
Çombinations in Trade B. 11 (Sir John Thompson) on

M. for Com., 1444 (ii).
Corn Importations, rebate of Duty, on Amt. to Amt.

(Mr. Flynn) to prop. Res., 116 (i).
Franchise, Blectoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sir John Thomp-

son) on Amt. (Mr. Laurier) to M. for 21, 1007; in
Com., 1013, 1020, 1128 (ii).

Freight Rates, I.C.R., in Com. of Sup., 1068 (ii).
Ocean Steamship Subsidy (Can. and United Kingdom)

in Com. on Res., 1407 (ii).

iv
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Campbell, Mr. A.-Continued.

Reciprocity (unrestricted) with U. S., on Res. (Sir
Richard Cartwright) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 585.

Stephenson, Rufus, in Com. of Sup., 1254 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Art, Agriculture and Statistics: (Indian and Colonial Exhibi-
tion) 1513 (il).

Collection of Revenues: Dom. Lands, 1253 (ii).
Fisheries (Salaries, &c.) 1078 (ii).
Indian (Industrial Schools) 1178 ; (Man. an d N.-W.T.) 1176 (ii).
LigVhthouse and Coast Service (Lighthouses and Fog Alarme)

1361 (ii).
Militia (Armories, &c.) 794; (Drill Sheds, &c ) 795 (i).
Niscellaneous (St. Catharines Milling Co., Costs) 1456 (ii).
Peitentiaries (Man.) 220 (i).
Public Works-Income ; Buildings (Ont) 806 (i). Experimental

Farm (Buildings, &c.) 972. Harbors and Rivera (Ont.) 928,
1531 (ii).

Railways-Capital: I.C.R. (St. John, accommodation) 1068 (ii).
Wrecking, &c., in Can. Waters B. 7 (Mr. Patterson,

Eseex) on M. for 2°, 256 (i).

Gargill, Mr. H., Bruce.
Corn Importations, rebate of Duty, on Amt. to Amt.

(Mr. Flynn) to prop. Res., 132 (i).

Carling, Hon. John, London.
Agriculture, deptl. Rep. (presented) 138 (i).
Artisans, Importation, attention called to Advertise-

ment (remarks) 1668 (ii).
Concurrence, 1598 (ii).
Experimental Farm, expenditure (Ans.) 428, 5.!5 (i).
Immigration Agents, in Com. of Sup., 947, 1320 (ii).

-- Pamphlets, in Com. of Sup., 275 (i).
Manuscripts respecting Canada, copying (Ans.) 1363.
Mennonite Immigrants Loan(prop. ]Res.) 1116; in Com.,

1267; (B. 138) in Com., 1399 (ii).
Population of Dom. by Provinces (Ans.) 170 (i).
Seed Wheat, payment by Settlers (Ans.) 50 (i).
Stein, ILeonce, employment by Govt. (Ans.) 1534 (ii).
SuPPLY:

Arts, Agriculture and Statistics (Census and Statistica) 298 (i),
conc., 1598 (ii); (Colonial and Indian Exhibition) 1512 ;
(Dairy Intereste) 1513 (ii); (Experimental Farin) 289 (i);
(Fruit-growing Interest) 1513 (ii); (Health Statistics) 287
(i); (Patent Record) conc., 1598 <ii).

Civil Government (Agriculture) 71 (i).
Immigration (Agents) 947, 1320, 1498 (ii).
Legislation: House of Commons (Printing, Paper, &c.) 274 (i).
Quarantine (Public Health) 932; (St. John and Halifax)

931 (ii).
Public Worklc-Income: Buildings (1. S.) 1518 ; Experimental

Farm (Buildings, &c.) 971; Roads and Bridges (Ottawa
River and City) 1450 (ii).

Webster, W. A., Sums paid for Services (Ans.) 303 (i).
employment by Govt. (Ans.) 979 (ii).

Caron, Hon. Sir A. P., K.C.M.G., Quebec County.
Bedson, S. L., appointment in Militia Force (Ans.)

1328 (ii).
in Com. of Sup., 1509 (ii).

Bonsecours Market Hall and Volunteers (Ans.) 19 (i).
Cartridge Manufacture, in Com. of Sap., 1353 (ii).
Cavalry School, Toronto (Ans.) 302 (i).
Concurrence, 1599 (ii).

Caron, Hon. Sir A. P.-Continued.
Hereford Ry. Co.'s Claim for conveya nce of Volunteers

(Ans.) 1017 (ii).
Lake, James P., payment for Wire Rope (Ans.)

1628 (ii).
Militia Act Amt. (B. 29, 1°) 105 (i); wthdn., 1629 (ii).
Militia Clothing, on Res. (Mr. Mulock) in Amt. to Com.

of Sup., 1553 (ii).
Military College, Commandant's louse (Ans.) 34 (i),

1534 (ii).
Militia and Defence, deptl. Rep. (presented) 13 (i).
Militia Regulations, &c., French Edition (Ans.) 171 (i).
National Defence Com. (Ans.) 1423 (ii).
Permanent Forces, expenditure for Repairs on Works

(Ans.) 171 (i).
Pub. Acets. Com., meeting (remarks) 501 (i).
Papers from Militia Dept. (remarks) 470 (i).
Rebellion in N. W. T., Cor. respecting 9th Battalion,

on M. for copies, 317 (i).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Macdon-

ald) in Com, on Res., 1637 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Civil Government (Contingencies) 157; (Militia and Defence)
55 (i).

Militia (Ammunition, Clothing, &c.) 793 (i),1353 (ii); (Armories,
care of Arme, &c.) 793 (i); (Drill Pay) conc., 1599 (ii) ; (Drill
Sheds, &c ) 795 (i) ; (gIilitary College) 1357 (ii); (Permanent
Forces, &c.) 796; (Rified Ordnarnce) 794 (Q).

Penitentiaries (Man.) 1509 (ii).
Pensions (Compensation in lieu of Land) 786; (Fenian Raid)

788; (Veterans of 1812) 788 (i).
Public Works-Income: Buildings (B. 0.) 1528; (Ont.) 1820,

1694 (ii).
Territorial Accounta (Rebellion in N.W. T.) 1461 (ii).

Tête du Pont Barracks, Sale (Ans.) 427 (i).
Toronto School of Infantry, Bread supply, Tenders

(Ans.) 1082 (ii).
Valiquette, Sergt., Pension to Family, in Com. of

Sup., 788 (i).
Volunteerb' (9th Battalion) discipline (Ans.) 1327 (ii).

Carpenter, Mr. F. W., South Wentworth
Ont. Loan and Debenture Co.'s. Consolidation B. 48

(Mr. Moncrief) 2° m., 299 (i).

Cartwright, Hon. Sir R. J., K.C. M.G., South Oxford.
Behring's Sea Seizures, on M. for Com. of Sup., 1580.
Bills of Excbange, Choques, &o., B. 5 (Sir John

Thompson) on M. for 2°, 194 (i).
Boundaries of Ont., on prop. Res. (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) 1329 (ii).
Brown, Capt., Pension to Family, in Com. of Sup., 791.
Budget Speech (Ques.) 79 (i).
BUDGET, THE (reply) 456; (prop. Res.) Unrestricted

Reciprocity with U. S., 468 (i).
Buildings, Public, erected 1867-1889 (M. for Ret.*) 303.
Business of the House (remarks) 269 (i).
Chipman, C. C., in Com. of Sup., 138, 142, 145, 196,

199 (i).
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Cartwright, Hon. Sir R. J.-Continued.

Civil Service Act Amt. B. 100 (Mr. Baggart) on M.
for 20, 670; in Com. on Res., 673; (Armt.) to recom.,
neg. (Y. 68 ; N. 113) 763 (i).

Assessment of Salaries authorisation B. 18 (Mir.
Ellis) on Mr. Speaker's Ruling, 367 (i).

Commercial Treaties, on M. to adjn. (remarks) 105,
168 (i).

Commercial Treaties with Foreign States (prop. Res.)
172; neg. (Y. 66; N. 94) 193 (i).

Consolidated Fand, Roceipts and Erpenditures (M. for
Ret.*) 24 (i)

Concurrence, 1597, 1601, 1607, 1614 (i).
Customs Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. Bowell) in Com., 1140.
Contingencies, deptl., in Com. of Sup., 159, 166 (i).
Dom. Lands, in Com. of Sup., 1240, 1251 (ii).

--- (Ait.) to M. to conc. in Res. rep. from Com.
of Sup. 1607; neg. (Y. 39, N. 71) 1510 (ii).

EsTruArZi, The (remarks) 30 (i).
Experimental Farm, expenditure (Ques.) 421, 525 (i).
Exports of Manufactures to Australia (Ques.) 1423 (ii).
Exports and Importe (M. for Rat.*) 24 (i).

(Ques ) 1363 (ii).
Fisheries and Trade Relations with U. S., on prop.

Res. (Mr. Laurier) in Amt. to Com. of Sap., 419 (i).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Aimt. B. 4 (Sir John Thomp-

son) on Amt. (Mr. Laurier) to M. for 2°, 987 (ii).
Freight Rates, I.C.R, in Com. of Sup., 1070 (ii).
Freight Transit through Canada, on Order Res for Sal.

Com. being called (remarks) 591 (i).
Govt. Business on M. (Sir -Hector Langevin) to take in

Wednesdays, 654 (i).
-- on M. to adjn. (remarks) 979 (ii).
Indian Treaties, Surrender of Lands (Ques.) 841 (ii).
I.C.R., Capital Account, expenditure (Ques.) 676 (i).
Immigration Agents, in Com. of Sup., 950, 1319 (ii).
Jesuits' Estates Act, on Res. (Mr. O'Brien) in Amt. to

Com. of Sup., 908 (ii).
--- on Res. (Mr. Ross) in Amt. to Com. of Sup.,
1693 (ii).

Judges' (Provincial) Salaries B. 150 (Sir John Thomp.
son) on M. for Com. on Res., 1687 (ii).

Legislative Economy, on M. (Sir Bector Langevin) for
Joint Com., 782 (i).

Loan (3 per cent.) of 1888, amounts received on ac-
count (M. for Ret.) 30 (i).

(Ques.) 911 (ii).
(remarks) 94i, 1041 (ii).
(prop. Ras) in Amt. to Com of Sup, 1147;

neg. (Y. 74, N. 117) 1169 (ii).
- - paragraph in Prospectus re Sinking Fund

(Ques.) 1338 (ii).
Manufacturera' Insurance Co.'s Sockholders, on M. for

copies of Cor., 593 (i).
Members' Sessional Indemnity (remarks) 1711 (ii).
Military College, Commandant's Residence (remarks)

1534 (ii).
Milk Adulteration, prevention of Fraud B. 16 (Mir.

Burdett) on M. for 2°, 259 (i).

Cartwright, Hon. Sir R. J.-Continued.
Ministerial Changes, on M. to adjn. (remarks) 27 (i).
Mounted Police Act Amt. B. 146 (Sir John A .Macdonald)

on M. for 20, 1709 (ii).
-- Pensions B. 118 (Sir John A. Macdonald) in

Com. on Res , 769 (i).
N. W.T. Act Amt. B. 136 (Mr. Dewdney) on M. for

10, 1263 (ii).
Ocean Steamship Subsidies (B.C. and Australia) in

Com. on Res., 1373, 1376, 1384 (i).
- - (B.C. and China, &c.) on Amt. (Mr. Laurier)

to Res., 1387 ; in Com., 1388 (ii).
-- (Can. and United Kingdom) on Res., 1329; in

Com., 1389, 1394 (ii).
Oxford and New Glasgow Ry. (Amt.) to M. to conc. in

.Res. rep. from Com. of Sup., 1603 ; neg. (Y. 39, N.
70) 1604 (ii).

Pope, Mr. (Dep. Com. of Patents) in Com. of Sup., 74.
Population of Dom. by Provinces (Ques.) 170 (i).
Printing Bureau, expend. for Plant, &c. (Ques.) 428 (i).
Public Accounts Coin, meeting (Ques.) 222 (remarks)

500 (i).
Papers from Militia Dept. (remarks) 470 (i).
Printing of Evidence (remarks) 1366 (if).

Qu'Appelle, Long Lake, &c., Ry. and Steamboat Co.'s
B. 151 (Sir John A. Macdonald) on M. for Com. on
Res., 1706 (ii).

Ry. Act Amt. B. 115 (Mr. Poster) on M. for 2°, 1284.
Rys. and Canals (Amt.) to M. to conc. in Res. rep.

from Com. of Sup., 1601; neg. (Y. 40, N. 73) 1603 (ii).
Rideau Hall Expenses, in Com of Sup., 913 (ii).
Saw Logs, Export Duty, on M. for Com. of Sup., 1483.

--- on Amt. (Mr. Barron) to M. for Com. of Sup.,
1492, 1593 (ii).

Short Line Ry. (Harvey to Salisbury) in Com. on
Res., 1660 (ii).

-- on M. to conc. in Res. (Amt.) 1678; on conc.
in B.> 1683 (ii).

Subsidies (land) to Rys. B. 152 (Mr. Dewdney) in
Com. on Res., and B., 1720 (ii).

-- (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Mac.
donald) in Com. on Res., 1616, 1630; on M. to conc.
in Res. (Amt.) neg. (Y. 33, N. 65) 1653 (ii).

SCPPLY :
Administration of Justice (Judges Gowan and Boswell, refund)

1362 (ii).
Arts, Agriculture and Statistics (Census and Statiatics) 298 (i),

conc., 1598 (ii); (Erperimental Farms) 289, 295 (i) ; (fHealth
Statistics) conc., 1598 (ii).

Canals-Capstal (Oornwall) 1205; (Lachine) 1205; (Sault Ste.
Marie) 1202; (Tay) 1211; (Trent Riv. Nav.) 1210; (Welland)
1207; (Williamsburg) 1205. income (Lachine) 1514; (Rideau)
1211 ; (Welland) 1516 (ii).

Charges oJ Management (Brokerage and Commission) 204;
. (Country Savings Banka) 203; (Dom. Loan reduced) 204 (i).
Civil Government (Agricultume) 71 ; Civil Service Examinera)

203; (Oontingencies) 159, 166, 168; (Oustoms) 152, 155(i); (De-
partments generally) 1503 (il); (Hfigh Commissioner's Office)
151, 196 (1); (Contingencies) 1503, 1597; (Indian Affairs)
1502 (fi); (Jnland Revenue) 66; (Interior) 65; (Marine) 138,
142; (Mounted Police) 62, 153; (Postmaster General) 69 (i);
(Privy Council) 1502 (ii); (Railway sand Qanals) 151 (i),
1506 (il).
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Cartwright, Hon. Sir R. J.-Continued.
SUPPLY- Continued.

Collection of Revenues: Adulteration of Food, 1227. Canals
(Repairs, &c.) 1211; (Trent Canal) 1495. Culling Timber,
1362. Dom. Lands, 1240, 1251, 1607. Excise, 1223, 1225.
Post Office, 1236, 1596. Public Works (Slides and Booms)
1229 (ii).
isheries (Salaries, k.) 1077 (ii).

Geological Surey, 1079 (ii).
Immigration (Agents) 950, 961, 1319 (ii).
Indians (B. 0.) 1178; (Schools) 1170, 1177; (Kan. and N.W.T.)

1173, 1595 (ii).
Legislation: House of Commons (Dep. Speaker's Salary) 270,

(i); (Franchise Act) 1511 (ii); (Library of Parlt.) 272;
(Printing, Paper and Binding) 273 (i); (Returning Officers)
1362 (ii); (Votera' Liats, printing) 271 (i). Senate (salaries
&c.) conc., 1597 (il).

Lighthouse and Coast Service (Lighthouses and Fog Alarms)
975, 1361 (ii).

Mail Subsidies (Halifax, &c., and West Indies, &c.) 1703 (ii);
(Magdalen Islands) 1261, 1450; (Payment to Mr. King) 1451.

filitia (Armories, care of Arms, &c.) 794; (Ammunition, &c.)
793 (i); (Drill Pay) conc., 1599 (ii); (Drill Sheds, &c.) 795
(i); (Military College) 1357 (ii); (Permanent Forces, &c.)
796; (Rified Ordnance) 794 (i).

.Miscellaneous (American Association) 1699 ; (Commercial
Agencies) 1180 ; (Fabre, Mr., Salary, &c.) 1179, 1362; (Govt.
of N.W.T ) 1179; (Labor Commission) 1497, conc., 1614;
(Lands, C. P. R. Belt) 1570; (Litigation) 1460; (Printing
Bureau) 1571 ; (St. Catharines Milling Co , Costs) 1456; (St.
Lawrence River Survey) 1461 (ii).

.ounted Police, 1212, 1451, 1497 (ii).
Ocean and River Service (Govt. Steamers) 974 (ii).
Pensions (Compensation in lieu of Land) 788; (Fenian Raid)

788; (Veterans of 1812) 788 (i).
Penitentiaries (Kingston) 1509, conc., 1615 (ii); (Man.) 216 ti),

1507, conc., 1597 (ii).
Public Works-Capital: Buildings (Additional, Ottawa) 799 (i).

Harbors and Rivera (Ont.) conc., 199; (Que) 1517 (ii)
Buildings (N. S.) 805; (N. W. T.) 807 (i), 1527 (il); (Ont) 806
(i), 1521, 1694 (ii); (Que.) 806 (i), 1362. Repairs, Furniture,
&c., 913. Experimental Farm (Buildings, &c.) 972. Harbors
and Rivers (Man.) 931; (N. B.) 925, 1447 (il); (N.S.) 807 (i),
912; (Ont.) 1448. Roads and Bridges (Ottawa City and River)
1449; conc., 1615. Telegraph Lines (N.W.T. ) 1233 (ii).

Railways-Capital : C. P. R. (construction) 1047. I. C. R.
(Rolling Stock) conc., 1614. Cape Breton (construction)
1069. Oxford and New Glasgow (construction) 1073 (ii).

Scient ic Institutions (Meteorological Service) 976 (ii).
Superannuation: Railways (W. Wallace) 1597 (ii).
Superintendence of Insurance (Expenses) 1361 (il).
Unprovided items, 1491 (ii).

Tariff, proposed Changes (Ques.) 1221 (ii).
Ventilation of Chamber, in Com. of Sap., 1228 (ii).
Western Counties Ry. B. 127 (Sir John Thompson) in

Com., 1043 (ii).

Casey, Mr. G. E., West Elgin.
Customs Buildings, cities and towns of less than

20,000 (M. for Ret.*) 303 (i).
Cab-hire, &c., in Com. of Sup., 162, 166 (ii).
Canal Works, Tenders for (M. for Ret.) 593 (i).
Chipman, C. C., in Com. of Sup., 198 (i).
Concurrence, 1598 (ii).
Convict Labor, in Com. of Sup., 212 (ii).
Corn Importations, rebate of Duty, on Amt. to Amt.

(Mr. Flyan) to prop. Res., 112 (i).
Cruelty to Animals prevention B. 3 (Mr. Brown) on

Amt. (Mr. Tisdale) 6 m. h., to M. for 20, 245 (i).

Casey, Mr. G. E.-Continued.
Fabre, Mr., in Com. of Sup., 1323 (ii).
Fertilisers, Artificial, removal of Duty, on Reas. (Mr.

Mulock) 39 (i).
Fisheries and Trade Relations with U.S., on prop. Res.

(Mr. Laurier) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 402 (i).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sir John Thomp-

son) in Com., 1127 (ii).
Free List Extension (Grains and Seeds) on prop. Res.

(Mr. Platt) 691 (i).
Freight Transit through Can., on prop. M. (Mr. Ives)

for Sol. Com., 88 (i).
on Order, Res. (Mr. Ives) for Sel. Com. boing

called, 591 (i).
Legal Fees and Expenses, in Com. of Sup., 53 (i).
Legislative Economy, on M. (Sir ilector Langevin) for

Joint Com., 783 (i).
Manufacturera' Insurance Co.'s Stockholders, on M. for

copies of Cor., 592 (i).
Mititia Clothing, in Com. of Sup., 1353 (ii).
Post Office Act A mt. B. 93 (Mr. Haggart) in Com. on

Res., 1131 ; in Com. on B., 1133 (ii).
Prohibition of Intoxicating Liquors, on Armt. to Amt.

(Mir. Mills, Bothwell) 261 (i).
Queen's College (Kingston) Act Amt. B. 46 (Mr. Kirk-

patrick) on M. for 21, 300, 607 (i).
St. Catharines Milling Co's. Legal Expenses, in Com. of

Sup., 5*3 (i).
Short Line Ry. (Harvey to Salisbury) on Amt. to M.

to conc. in Res., 1683 (ii).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A.. Macdon.

ald) in Com. on Res., 1647; in Corn. on B., 1686 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Arts, Agriculture and Statistics (Patent Record) conc., 1598 (ii).
Civil Government (Contingencies) 162, 164, 166, 168; (High

Commissioner's Office) 196; (Interior) 58 ; (Justice) 53;
(Militia and Defence) 55 (i).

Immigration (Agents) 1323 (ii).
Legislation: House of Gommons (Contingencies) conc.,1598 (ii)

(Printing, Paper and Binding) 273 (i).
Militia (Ammunition, Clothing, &c.) 1353; (Drill Pay) conb.,

1598 (il).
Penitentiaries (Kingston) 212 (i).
Public Works-Capital: Buildings (N.B) conc., 1599. Income'

Buildings (Repaire, Furniture, &c.) conc., 1599. Harbors and
Rivers (Ont.) 928 (ii).

Tree Peddlers, &c., prevention of Fraud B. 6 (Mr.Boyle)
on M. to ref. to Sel. Com., 1104 (ii).

Wrecking (Foreign Vessels Aid) in Can. Waters
B.2 (Mr. Kirkpatrick) on Amt. (Mr. Patterson, Essex)
to M. to ref. to Sel. Com., 255; on M. for 30, 760 (i).

Wrecking, &c., in Can. Waters B. 7 (Mr. Pattersom
Essex) on M. for 2 , 256 (i).

Casgrain, Mr. P. B., L'Islet.
Fishing Licenses, in Inland Waters, on M. for Ret.,

84 (i).
-- River Matane (Ques.) 171 (i).

-- iRights in Matane River (M. for Cor.) 938 (ii).
Lebourdais Bros., Cor. re Trial (Ques.) 16 (i).
Ont. Loan and Debenture Consolidation B. 48 (Mr.

Moncreiff) on M. for?2, 300 (i).

vii
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Casgrain, Mr. P. B.-Continued.
Queen's College (Kingston) Act Amt. B. 46 (Mr.

Xirkpatrick) on M. for 20, 301 (i).
St. Roch des Aulnets Wharf (M. for Cor.) 529 (i).

Charlton, Mr. J., North Norfolk.
Bannerman, Wm., late postmaster at Calgary, defalca-

tions (Ques.) 617 (i).
3ass Fishing Permits, Lake Brie (Ques.) 1081 (ii).

Boundary between Alaska and Canada (Ques.) 426 (i).
Commercial Union with U. S., telegram re Hitt's Res.

(read) 384 (i).
Corn Importations, rebate of Duty, on Amt. to Amt.

(Mr. Flynn) to prop. Res., 122 (i).
Cruelty to Animals prevention B. 3 (Mr. Brown) on

M. for 2, 245 (i).
Cullers' Act Amt. B. 142 (Mr. Costigan) on M. for

Com. on Res., 1363 (ii).
Customs Seizures, in Com. of Sup., 67 (i).
Debates, Official, delay in Printing (remarks) 944 (ii).
Extradition Act, extension of provisions B. 84, on M.

(Sir John Thompson) to trnsfr. to Govt. Orders,
1395 (Ii).

Franchise Act, amount expended for all services (M.
for Ret.*) 303 (i).

Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sir John Thompson)
on M. for 2%, 981 ; in Com., 1127 ; on M. for 30, 1278;
(Amt.) neg. (Y. 59, N. 88) 1279 (ii).

Free List Extension (Seeds and Grains) on prop. Res.
(Mr. Platt) 685 (i).

Fruit Baskets and Boxes, amount of Duty collected (M.
for Ret.*) 304 (i).

Interest and Sinking Fund, amounts charged against
(Ques.) 1363 (ii).

Jesuits' Estates Act on Res. (Mr. O'Brien) in Amt. to
Com. of Sup., 883 (i).

on Res. (Mr. Ross) in Ant. to Com. of Sup.,
1692 (ii).

Legislative Assembly in N.W.T., Memorials, on M. for
copies, 871 (i).

Map of Canada in Chamber (request) 469 (i).
Maritime Court Law (Ont.) Act Amt. (B. 3;2 10*)

169 (i).
Orange Order incorp., Legislation (Ques.) 1082 (ii).
Pagans in Joliette County (Ques.) 1710 (ii).
Post Office Act Amt. B. 93 (Mr. Baggart) in Com. on

Res. and B., 1133 (ii).
]Reciprocity (unrestricted) with U.S.. on Res. (Sir Rich-

ard Cartwright) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 479 (i).
Saw Logs, Exportation and Duty collected (M. for

Ret.*) 33 (i).
on M. for Com. of Sup., 1480, 1584 (ii).
on Amt. (Mr. Barron) to M. for Com. of Sup.,

1493 (ii).
Ships' Safety Act Amt. B. 54 (Mr. Tupper) in Com,

1034 (ii).
Sittings of the House (prop. ies.) not to sit after 12

o'clock, Order read, 432; Res., 526 (i),
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. .Macdon-

ald) in Com. on Res., 1630, 1635 (ii).

Charlton, Mr. J.-Continued.
SUPPLY:

Civil Government (Custome) 67; (1filitia and Defence) 55; (Post-
master General)68 (1).

IncIiie(Oka Indians, removal) 1172 (ii).
Niscellaneous (American Association) 1699 (i).

Timber and Lumber Inspection Act Amt. B. 113 (Mr.
Costigan) in Com. on Res., 665 (i).

Tree Peddlers, &c., prevention of Fraud B.6(Mr. Boyle)
on M. to ref. to Sel. Com., 1103 (ii).

Ventilation of Chamber, in Com. of Sup., 1228 (ii).
Wrecking (Foreign Vessels Aid) in Can, Waters B. 2

(Mr. Kirkpatrick) on presentation of Rep. of Sel.
Com., 384; in Com., 608, 619; on M. for 3°, 755;
(Arnt.) 757; neg. (Y. 56, N. 108) 761 (i).

Wrecking, &c., in Can. Waters B. 7 (Mr. Patterson,
Essex) on M. for 20, 257 (i).

Chisholm, Mr. D., New Westminster.
Corn Importations, rebate of Duty, on

(Mr Flynn) to prop. Res., 127 (i).
SUPPLY :

Immigration, 951 (ii).
Militia (Permanent Forces, &c.) 799 (i).

Amt. to Amt.

Choquette, Mr. P. A., Montmagny.
Debates, Official, on M. to conc. in 2nd Rep. of Com.,

(Amt.) 933 (ii).
Electoral Lists, Expenditure on preparation, &c. (Ques.)

30, 33 (i).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Ant. B. 4 (Sir John Thomp-

son) in Com., 1026 (ii).
I.C.lR., French Language on (Ques.) 29 (i).

--- Macdonald, A. R., Sape rintendent, Pet. of Em-
ployés (Ques.) 248 (i).
--- Receipts and Expendi tures from opening to
date (Ques.) 427 (i).

Post Office Inspector, Three Rivers division (Ques.)
1181 (ii).

Quebec and Lévis Ferry provision (B. 12, 10*) 29 (i).
Tenders, Translation of Forms (remarks) 15â5 (ii)
U.S., Invitation to Members to visit (Ques.) 34 (i).

Cockburn, Mr. G. R. R., Toronto Centre.
Combinations in Trade B. 11 (Mr. Wallace) on M. to

ref. to Com. on Banking, &c., 1116 (ii).
London and Can. Loan and Interest Co.'s Act AmL.

(B. 77, 10*) 322 (i).
Reciprocity (unrestricted) with U.S., on Rtes. (Sir

Richard Cartwright) in Ant. to Com. of Sup., 701 (i).
SUPPLY:

Miscellaneous (American Association) 1697 (ài).
Public Works-Income: Buildings (Ont.) 1696 (il).

Wrecking (Foreign Vessels Aid) in Can. Waters B. 2
(Mr. Krkpatrick) on M. for 2°, 253 (i).

Colby, Mr. 0. C., Stanstead.
Alberta and Athabasca Ry. Co.'s B. 49 (Mr. Davis)

on Sen. Ants., 1056 (ii).
Jesuits' Estates Act, Disallowance, on Res. (Mr.

O'Brien) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 836 (ii).
Massawippi Junction Ry. Co.'s ineorp. Act Amt. (B.

37, 1''*) 138; 2° m., 239 (i).

de
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Colter, Mr. C. W., Haldimand.

Cayuga Post Office, Cost to date (Ques.) 303 (i).
Combinations in Trade B. 11 (Sir John Thompson) on

M. for Cnm., 1445; in Com., 1446 (ii).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sir John Thomp-

son) on M. for .°, 98:; on Aimt. (Mr. Laurier) 1000;
in Com., 1008, 1020, 1025, 1127 (ii).

Grand River Bridge at York Village, construction
(Ques.) 171 (i).

-- (M. for Ret.*) 301 (i).
Indian Lands (Sales, &c.) Grand River, Cayuga (M. for

Ret. e) 304 (i).
Loan (3 per cent.) of 1888, on prop. Res. (Sir Richard

Cartwright) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1168 (ii).
Reciprocity (unrestricted) with U. S, on Res. (Sir

Richard Cartwright) in Amt. to Com. of Sup. 563 (i).
Ross, Josiah, Seizure of Property by Customs Dept.

(Ques.) 428 (i).
Saw Logs, Export Duty, on Amnt. (Mr. Barron) to M.

for Com. of Sup,, 1489 (ii).
Short Line Ry. (Harvey to Salisbury) on Amt. to M.

to conc. in Res., 1675 (ii).
Six Nation Indians, Sale of Lands (Ques.) 428 (i).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Mac.

donald) in Com. on Res., 162U (ii).
SUPPLY:

Collection of/Revenues: Customs (Salaries, &c.) 1220 (ii).
Public Works-Income: Roads and Bridges, 970 (ii).

Tree Peddlers, &c, prevention of Fraud B. 6. (Mr.
Boyle) on M. for 20 (Aimt.) 6. m. h., neg. on a div.,
1102 (ii).

Webster, W. A., Sums paid for services (Ques.) 303.
- (M. for Ret.*) 303 (i).

Cook, Mr. H. H., East Simcoe.
Belleville and North fHastings Ry. Subsidy and G. T.

R, on M. for Cor., 87 (i).
Business of the House (remarks) 270 (i).
Chipman, C. C., in Com. of Sap., 200 (i).
Civil Service Act Amt. B. 100 (Mr. Jlaggart) on M.

for 2>, 670 (1).
Civil Service Act Amt. (B. 106, 1°) 557 (i).
Cruiser, Govt. Steamer, Engineer's Certificate (Ques.)

739 (i).
Dom. notes, Printing, in Com. of Sap., 204 (i).
Engineers (Stationary) Examination and Licensing (B.

8, 1°*) 17 (i); 2° m., 1107 (ii).
Govt. Business, on M. to take in Monday (remarks)

re Home Rule for Ireland, 1182 (ii).
Gowan, Hon. J. R, Senator, Pension (Ques.) 676 (i).
Home Rule for Ireland (prop. Res.) 304 (i).
Judges' Salaries, in Com. of Sap., 206, 209 (i).
Personal Explanation, paragraph in Toronto World re

Elevator's Bill, 842 (ii).
Post Offices Built since 1878, Revenues, &c., on M. for

Ret., 226 (i).
Ry. Act Amt. (B. 9, 1) 17; 20 m., 362 (i); M. for

Com., 1099 (ii).
Sawdust in Ottawa River (Ques.) 223 (i).
-e

Cook, Mr. H. H.-Continued.
SUPPLY:

Administration of Justice (Vice-Admiralty Oourt) 206 (i).
Charges of Management (Printing Dom Notes) 204 (i).
Civil Government (Contingencies) 159; (Righ (ommissioner's

Office) 200; (Marine) 145; (Militia and Defence) 57; (Public
Works) 150 (i).

Timber and Luinber Inspection Act Amt. B. 113 (Mr.
Costigun) in Com. on Res,, 663 (i).

Wrecking (Foreign Vessels Aid) in CaD. Waters,
B. 2 (Mr. Kirkpatrick) in Com., 613 (i).

Corby, Mr. H., West Hastings.
Bay of Quinté Bridge Co.'s. (B. 75, 1°*) 322 (i).
Corn Importations, rebate of Duty, on Amt. (Xr.

Fisher) to prop. Res., 112 (i),

Costigan, Hon. J., Vctoria, N. B.
Cigars, reduction of License Fees (Ans.) 171 (i).
Cullers Act Amt. M. for Com. on Res., 1363; in Com.,

1365; (B. 142) 1*, 136î (ii).
Hide and Leather Inspector, Montreal, on M. for

Papers, &c., 23 (i).
Irland Revenue Act Amt. (prop. Res.) in Com., 1221;

(B. 139, 1°) 1269 ; in Com., 1397 (ii).
Inland Revenue, deptl, Rep. (prosented) 3 (i).
-- (correction) 17 (i).
Inspection Act Amt. (B. 137, 1°) 1263; in Com., 1398.
New Edinburgh and Gatineau Ferry, rents and arrear-

ages (Ans.) 848 (i).
O'Connor, D., Fees and Legal Expenses, in Coin. of

Sup., 1229 (ii). •

Privilege, Ques. of (Mr. Flynn) informer Le Caron
and Secret Service Fund, 323 (i).

Quesnel, Jules, complaints against (Ans.) 1115 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Civil Government (Inland Revenue) 66 (1).
Collection of Reven.es: Adulteration of Food, 1227. Excise,

1223. Minor Revenues, 1229. Public Works (Slides and
Booms) 1229. Weights and Measures, 1226 (ii).

Timber and Lumber Inspection Act Amt. (B. 113)
prop. Res., 469 ; in Com., 661, (i).

Weights and Measures Act Amt. (B. 27, 1°) 79; 2°
m., 195 (i).

Couture, Mr. P., Chicoutimi and Saguenay.
Chicoutimi and Saguenay Counties, expenditure of

Subsidy (Ques.) 427 (i).
Lake St. John, Buoys and Lights (Ques ) 1146 (ii).

--- Hydrographic Survey (Ques.) 1146 (il).
--- Mail Service (Ques.) 1648 (ii).

Wharves, Construction (Qaes.) 1181(ii).
Lake St. John Ry. Co.'s Subsidy (Ques.) 979 (ii).
Ry. Subsidie-, Lake St. John (Ques.) 427 (i).

Chicoutimi and Saguenay (Ques.) 1181 (il).
Saguenay River, Buoys and Lights (Ques.) 1146 (ii).

Tenders (Ques ) 1422 (ii).
St. Alphonse Wharf, Repairs (Ques.) 1181, 1363 (ii).
Ste. Anne de Chicoutimi Wharf, construction (Ques.)

625 (i).
St. Lawrence Telegraph Service (Ques.) 1363 (ii).

1x
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Curran, Mr. J. J., Montreal Centre.

Bonsecours Market Hall and Volunteers (Ques.) 19 (i).
Combinations in Trade B. 11 (Mr. Wallace) on M. to
.ref. to Com. on Banking, &c., 1116; on M. (Sir
John Thompson) for 30 (Amt.) 1468; on Sen. Amts.,
1690 (ii).

Customs Act &mt B. 117 (Mr. Bowell) in Com., 1139.
Extradition Act, extension of provisions B. 84 (Sir

John Thompson) in Com., 1475 (ii).
Franchise, Electoral, &ct Amt. B. 4 (Sir John Thompson)

on M. for 20, 991; in Com, 1008, 1022 (ii).
Ride and Leather Inspector, Montreal, Papers, &o. (M,

for copies) 23 (i).
Lachine Canal, new Bridge (Ques.) 20 (i).
Montreal Flood Commission, printing Rep. (M.) 1687.
-- Harbor Police (Qaee.) 1423; (remarks) 1573.
Personal Explanation re Judges' Salaries, 1498 (ii).
St. Gabriel Levee and Ry. Co.'s (B. 45, 10*) 194 ().
St. Helen's Island Bridge Co.'s incorp. (B. 36, le*)

138 (i).
Wrecking (Foreign Veesels Aid) in Can, Waters B. 2

(Mr Kirkpatrick) in Com., 612 (i).

Daly, Mr. T. M., Selkirk.
Alberta iRy. and Coal Co,'s B. 14 (Mr. Shanly) in Com.,

238 (i).
Bille of Exchange, Cheques, &c, B. 5 (Sir John Thomp.

son) in Com.,780 (i).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sir John Thomp.

son) on Amt. (Mr. Laurier) to M. for 2°, 1001; in
Oom., 1012 (ii).

Great North-West Central Ry. Co.'s incorp. Act Am.t.
(B. 89, 10*) 369 (i).

Lac Seul Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B. 52, 10*) 222 (i).
Legiblative Assembly in N. W.T., Memorials, on M.

for copies, 376 (i).
Northern Pacific ard Man. Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B. 77,

1°*) 322 (i).
Post Office Act Amt. B. 93 (Mr. Baggart) in Com.,

1135 (ii).
Reciprocity (unrestricted) with U.S., on Res. (Sir

Richard Cartwright) in Am t. to Com. of Sup., 680.
SUPPLY:

Arta, AgriUure and Stiatitice (Experimentai Farme) 292 (i).
Collection of Revenuesa: Dom. Lande, 125à (ii).
indias (Man. and N.W.T.) 1177 (ii).

Davies, Mr. L. R., Queen's, P. E. I.
Bagwell, Geo. McDonald, Relief B. 123 (Mr. White,

Benfrew) in Com., 1234 (il).
Behring's Sea Seizures, on M. for Com. of Sap., 1577 (il).
Bonties to Fishermen, distribution, in Com. of Sup.,

139 (i).
Cab-hire, &c., in Com. of Sup., 165 (i).
C. P. R. Co.'s B. 68 (Mr. Kirkpatrick) in Com., 1063,

1097 (ii).
Civil Service, Assessment of Salaries authoxisation B.

18 (Mr. Bulis) on objection to 20, 367 (i).
Combinations in Trade B 11 (Sir John Thompson) on

M. for Com., 1439; on Sen. Amts., 1690 (ii).

Davies, Mr. L. H.-Continued.
Commercial Treaties with Foreign States, on prop.

Res. (Sir Richard Cartwright) 187 (i). -

Concurrence, 1598, 1604, 1607 (ii).
Copyright Act Amt. B. 101 (Sir John Thompson) on M.

for 2°, 1400; in Com., 1401 ; on K. to recom., 1465 (ii).
Cruelty to Animals prevention B. 3 (Mr. Brown) on

M. that Com. rise, 362 (i).
Cullers Act Amt. B. 142 (Mr. Costigan) in Com.

on Res., 1366 (ii).
Dom. Lands, in Com. of Sup., 1249 (ii).
Dredge Prince Edward, Repairs, Cost, &c., on M. for

Ret., 31(i),
Estreated Recognisances Act Amt. (B. 97, 1°) 384 (i).
Extradition Act, extension of provisions B. 84, on M.

(Sir John Thompson) to trnsfr. to Govt. Orders, 1395;
on M. for 2°, 1470; in Com., 1474 (ii).

Expropriation of Lands B. 131 (Sir John Thompson) in
Com., 1267 (ii).

Fisheries and Trade Relations with U. S., on prop. Res.
(Mr. Laurier) in Amt. to Com. of Sap., 404 (i).

Fisheries and Modus Vivendi (Quies.) 30 (i).
Fish Imported in Bond for Export, on M. for C->r.,

1091 (ii).
Franchise, Blectoral, Act A mt. B. 4 (Sir John Thwnpson)

in Com., 1043, 1127; on M. for 3° (Amt.) neg. (Y.
55, N. 88) 128J (ii).

Freight Rates, I.C.R., in Com. of Sup., 1084 (ii).
Good Friday, adjnmt. (remarks) 1285 (il).
Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. 139 (Mr. Costigan) in

Com., 1397 (ii).
Interest Act Amt. B. 132 (Sir John Thompuon) on M.

for 2°, 1130 (ii).
Intoxicating Liquors in N.W.T., on Res. (Mr. Fisher)

in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1315 (ii).
Judges'(Provinciil) Salaries B. 150 (Sir John Thompson)

on M. for Com. on ]Res., 1688 (ii).
Judges' Salaries, Legislation (Ques.) 1629 (ii).
Loan (3 per cent.) of 1888, on prop. Res. (Sir Richard

Cartwright) in Atmt. to Com. of Sup., 1157 (ii).
L>wry, W. G., Relief B. 119 (Mr. Small) on M. for 20,

995; on M. for Com., 1265 (ii).
Másters and Mates Certificates Act Amt. B. 26 (Mr.

Tupper) in Com., 656 (i).
Moennonite Immigrants Loan B. 133 (Mr. Carling) in

Com., 1399 (ii).
Mounted Police Pensions B. 118 (Sir John A. Macdonald)

on Amt. (Mr. Jones, Halifax) to M. for 2°, 1274 (ii).
Mounted Police, punishment of Constables, &c. (M. for

Ret.) 429 (i).
Mount Stewart Pier, in Com. of Sup., 921 (ii).
New London Breakwater, Survey (Ques.) 468 (i).
Ocean Steamship Subsidies (B. C. and China, &o.) in

Com. on Res., 187; on conc., 1426; (Amt.) 1428.
(B. C. and Australia) in Com. on Res., 1377,

1384; on Amt. (Gen. Laurie) to conc. in Res.,
1425 (ii).

Piers and Wharves in P. E. I., in Com. of Sap., 148 (i),
919 (ii).

Protection of Fishermei (remarks) 1575 (ii).
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Davies, Mr. L. H.-Continued.

Publie Acets. Com., meeting (remarks) 501 (i).
Queen's College (Kingston) Act Amt. B. 46 (Mr. Kirk.

patrick) on M. for 2°, 606 (i).
Rys., on M. to conc. in Res. rep. from Com. of Sup.

(Amt.) 1604 (ii).
Rideau Hall Expenses, in C.m. of Sup., 914 (ii).
Reciprocity (unrestricted) with U. S, on Res. (Sir

Richard Cartwright) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 705 (i).
Ships' Safety Act Amt. B. 54 (Mr. Tupper) on M. for

,y 1030; in Com., 103t (ii).
Short Line Ry. (Harvey to Salisbury) B. 149 (Sir

John A. Maclonald) on Ant. to M. to conc. in Res.,
1673, 1681; in Com., on B. 1685 (ii).

Speedy Trials of Indictable Offences B. 17 (Sir John
Thompson) on M. for 20, 195 (i).

Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Mac-
donald) in Com. on Res., 1618; on M. to conc. in
Res. (Amt.) 1652; neg. (Y. 33; N. 65) 1653 (ii).

Supplies, Mounted Police, in Com. of Sup., 1452 (ii).
SUPPLY :

Arts, Agriculture and Statistics (Health Statistics) conc., 1598;
(Indian and Colonial Exhibition) 1512 (il).

Canal-Capital (Sault Ste. Marie) 1205 (ii).
Oivil government (Civil Service Examiners) 203 ; (Contingencies)

165; (High Commissioner's Office) 202; (Justiee, Penitentitarie
Branch) 54; (Marine) 138, 143 (i); (Printing and Stationery)
1503 ; (Privy Council) 1502 (ii) ; (Public Works) 148 ; (Rail-
way a and Canals) 151 (i); 1504 (ii); (decretaiy of State) 57 (i).

Collection q/ Revenue.: Adulterationof Food 1227. Dom. Lands,
1249, 1254. Excise (Preventive Service) 1224. Minor
Revenues, 1229. Post Offices (Salaries, &c.) 1239. Public
Works (Esquimalt and Lévis Graving Docks) 1232. Slides
and Booms, 1230. Railways (I. C. R.) 1496 (ii).

Fisheries (Salaries, &c.) 1075; conc , 1607 (il).
Indians (P.E.I.) 1173 (i).
Justice (Supreme and Vice-Admiralty Courts) 205 (i).
Hâil Subsidies, 4c. (iagdalen Islanda) 1450 (ii).
Miscellaneous (Fabre, Mr., Salary, &c.) 1179; (Govt. of l.W.T.)

1179 ; (St. Cathariaed Milling CJo., Costs) 1456 (ii).
founted Police, 1452 (ii).

Public Works-ncome: Buildings (B.C.) 1528; (Repairs, Fur-
niture, &c.) 913. Dredging, 1600. Harbors and Rivera (N.B.)
926; (P. E.I.) 919, 1529; (Que.) 928 (ii).

Railways-Capital: Cape Breton (construction) 1069. I. C. R.
(City front of St John) 1068; (Repair Sheds at Richmond)
1064. Oxford and New Glasgow (construction) 1074 (ii).

Unprovided Items, 1495 (i).
Ventilation of Chamber, in Com. of Sup., 1228 (ii).
Weights and Measures A ct Amt. B. 27 (Mr. Costigan)

on M. for 2°, 195 (i).
Winding-up Act Amt. B. 93 (Sir John Thompson) in

Copi., 660 (i).

Davin, Mr. N. P., Assiniboia.
Alberta Ry. and Coal Co.'s B. 14 (Mr. Shanly) on M.

for 30, 284 (i).
Beer (4 per cent.) Imported into N. W. T. (Ques.)

525 (i).
Bills relating to N.W.T. (Ques.) 1147 (ii).
Canteen at Regina Barracks (Ques.) 1082 (ii).
Concurrence, 1609 (i).
Copyright Act Amt. B. 11 (Sir John Thompson) on

M. to recom., 1465 (ii).

xi
Davin, Mr. N. P.-Continued.

Corn Importations, rebate of Duty, on Amt. to Amt.
(Mr. Flynn) to prop. Reas., 130 (i).

Dom. Lands Act Amt. (Ques.) 34, 762 (i).
-- B. 145 (Mr. Dewdney) in Com., 1537 (ii).

Fishing Licenses, in Inland Waters, on M. for Ret.,
83 (i).

Fish Propagation in N.W .T. (Ques.) 740 (i).
Hudson's Bay Ry. and Man. repudiation (Ques.) 1628.
Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. 139 (Mir. Costigan) in

Com., 1398 (ii).
Inspection Act Amt. B. 137 (Mr. Costigan) in Com.,

1399 (ii).
Interest Act Amt. B. 132 (Sir John Thompson) on M.

for 2°, 1130 (ii).
Intoxicating Liquors in N. W. T., on Res. (Mr. Psher)

in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1343 (il).
Judges' Salaries, in Com, of Sup., 207 (i).
Jukes, Dr., in Com. of Sup., 1571 (ii).
Land Board, Winnipeg, in Com. of Sup., 60 (i).
Legislative Assembly of N. W. T., Memorials (M. for

copies) 348 (i).
Legislative Economy, on M. (Sir Hector Langevin) for

Joint Com., 785 (i).
Liquor Permits in N. W. T., on M. for copies of

Cor., &c., 553 (i).
Mounted Police Desertions (M. for Ret.*) 303 (i).
--- Pensions B. 118 (Sir John A. .Macdonald) on

Ques. of Order, 1270; on Amt. (Mr. Jones, Halifax)
1272 (ii).

N. W. T. Act Amt. (Ques.) 105 (i).
- - B. 136 (Mr. Dewdney) on M. for 1°, 1262 (ii).
Personal Explanation, 1574 (ii).
Post Office Act Amt. B. 93 (Mr. Baggart) in Com.

on Res., 1130; in Com. on B., 1135 (ii).
Qu'Appelle, Long Lake, &c., Ry. and Steamboat Co.'s

B. 151 (Sir John A. Macdonald) on M. for Com. on
Res., 1709 (ii).

Subsidies (land) to Rys. B. 152 (Mr. Dewdney) in Com.
on Res., 1716 (ii).

Supplies, Mounted Police, in Com. of Sup., 1452 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Arts, Agriculture and Statistica (Experimental Farme) 292 (i).
Civil Government (Interior) 60 (i).
Collection of Revenues: Dom. Lands, 1253 ; conc., 1609 (il).
Geological Survey, 1080 (ii).
Immigration (Agents) 953, 1323 (ii).
Legislation: House of Commons (Printing, Paper, &o.) 280.
Miscellaneous (Govt of N. W. T.) 1179 ; (Jukes, Dr.) 1571 (il).
Mounted Police, 1452 (ii).

Town Sites in N. W. T., Receipts from Sales (M. for
Ret.*) 29 (i).

Tracey, A. R., Seizure of Goodis at Medicine Hat (Que&)
1016 (ii).

Davis, Mr. D. W., Alberta.
Alberta and Athabasca Ry. Co.'s (B. 49, 10*) 222 (i);

on Sen. Amts., 1056; 30 m., 754 (i).
Legislative Assembly in N. W. T., Memorials, on M.

for copies, 380 (i).
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Davis, Mr. D. W.-Continued.
Calgary, Alberta and Montana Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B. 41,

10*) 194 (i).
North-Western Junction Ry. and Lake of the Woods

Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B. 73, 10*) 322 (i).
Red Deer Valley Ry. and Coal Co.'s incorp. (B. 31, 10*)

138 (i).
SUPPLY:

Legislation: House of Commons (Printing, Paper, Binding) 280.

Dawson, Mr. 8 J , Algoma.
Assiniboia, Edmonton and Unjiga Ry. Co.'s incorp

(B. 19, 19*) 47 (i).
Boundaries of Ont., on M. for Com. on Res., 1654 (ii).
Fishing Licenses in Inland Waters (M. for Ret.) 82 (i).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sir John Thomp-

son) in Com., 1008, 1020, 1128 (ii).
Indian Annaities, Arrears, on M. for Cor., 937 (ii).
Ocean Stearnship Subsidy (Can. and United Kingdom)

in Com. on Res., 1419 (ii).
Saw Logs, Export Duty, on Res. (Mr. Barron) in Amt.

to Com. of Sup., 1588 (ii).
Ships' Satety Act Amt. B. 54 (Mr. Tupper) on M. for

2g, 1030; in Com., 1039 (ii).

Speedy Trials of Indictable Offences B. 17 (Sir John
Thompson) in Com., 472 (i).

Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Mac-
donald) in Com. on Res., 1641 (ii).

SUPPLY:

Canal&-Capital (Sault Ste. Marie) 1203 (ii).
ladian8 (Schools) 1170; (Treaty Annuities) 1171 (ii).
Public Work8-Income : Harbors and Rivers (Ont.) 1448 (ii).

Wrecking (Foreign Vessels Aid) in Can. Waters B. 2
(Mr. Kirkpatrick) in Com., 613 (i).

Denison, Mr. F. C., C.M.G., West Toronto.
Baptist Convention of Ont. and Qie. (B. 30, 1°*) 138.
Cartridge Manufacture, in Com. of Sup., 1355 (ii).
Extradition Act, extension of provisions B. 84 (Sir

John Thompson) in Com., 1477 (ii).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sir John Thomp.

son) on Amt. (Mr. Laurier) to M. for 20, 1005 (ii).
Lake Nipissing and James' Bay Ry. Co.'s (B. 40, 1°*)

194 (i).
Militia Clothing, on Res. (Mr, Mulock) in Amt. to Com.

of Sup., 1569 (ii).
Saskatchewan Ry. and Mining Co.'s (B 86) M. for

Com., 754 (i).
SUPPLY :

Administration of Justice (Judges Gowan and Boswell, refand)
1362 (ui).

Collection ol Revenues (Post Office) 1596 (ii).
Immigration (Agents) 951, 1322 (ii).
ifilitia (Ammunition, Olothing, &e.) 1355 (ii) ; (Permanent

Forces, &c.) 796 (1).
Telegraph Lines, acquisition by Govt. (M. for Sel. Com.)

80 (i).

Desaulniers, Mr. F. S. L., St. Maurice.
Carbonneau, Joseph, payment for Services (Ques.)

1328 (ii).

Desjardins, Mr. A., Bochelaga,
Boundaries of Ont., on M. for Com. on Res., 1657 (i).
Debates, Official, delay in printing French Edition, 654

(1), 944, 1462 (ii).
let Rep. of Com. (M. to conc.) 247 (i).

-2nd Rep. of Com. (M. to conc.) 871, 933 (ii).

Dessaint, Mr. A., Kamouraska.
Militia Regulations, &c., French Edition (Ques.) 171.
Ste. Anne de la Pocatière Wharf, Repairs (Ques.) 1265.
Témiscouata Ry. Co., Pet. for incorp., &c. (M. for

Ret.*) 943 (ii).
- Shareholders, shares held, amount paid, &c. (M.

for Ret.*) 24 (i).
Subsidy, amount paid (Ques.) 676 (i).

De St. Georges, Mr. J. E. A., Portneuf.
Lake St. John Ry. Co.'s Subsidy (Ques.) 979 (ii).

Dewdney, Hon. E., East Assiniboia.
Ballot in N.W.T., Legislation respecting (Ans.) 525.
Beer (4 per cent.) Imported into N.W. T. (Ans.) 525.
Bills relating to N.W.T. (Ans.) 1147 (ii).
Breslayor Half-breeds, compensation for Losses (Ans.)

347 (i), 1082 (ii).
Boundary between Alaska and Can. (Ane.) 426 (i).
(aughnawaga Indians, Election of Councillors (Ans.)

427 (i).
.-- Survey of Reserve (Ans.) 468 (i).
Concurrence, 1607 (ii).
Deschenes, Ludger Miville, amounts paid for Surveys

in N.W. T. (Ans ) 1327 (i).
Dom. Lands Act Amt. (Ans.) 34, 762 (i).

-- (B. 145, 1°*) 1462; ° m. and in Com., 1537 (ii).
- - in Com. of Sup., 1241 (ii).

Gas (natural) in Western Ont., Mr. Costo's Rep. (Ans.)
46 3 (i).

Grazing Leases cancelled in Alberta (Ans.) 935 (ii). •

Ilomestead Inspectors in Man. and N. W. T. (remarks)
22, 29 (i).

Indian Affairs, deptl. Rep. (presented) 29 (i).
Indian Agent at Caughnawaga, Salary (Ans.) 1265 (ii).

Annuities, Arrears, on M. for Cor., 937 (ii).
-- Reserves, Sale of Pine Timber (Ans.) 20, 30 (i).

Treaties, Sarrender of Lands (Ans.) 841 (ii).
Interior Dept., Clerks employed (Ans.) 1228 (ii).
-- deptl. Rep (presented) 346 (i).
Intoxicating Liquors in N.W.T., on Res. (Mr. Fisher)

in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1347 (ii).
La Cloche Island, Lake Huron, Sale (Ans.) 428 ().

-- Provincial Claime (Ans ) 1081 (ii).
Land Commissioner's Office, Winnipeg, in Com. Of

Sup, 63 (i).
Lands, Conveyance to Govt. of B. C. (B. 128, 10) 911;

in Com., 1042 (ii).
Legislative Assembly in N.W.T., Memorials, on M. for

copies, 382 (i).
Liquor Licenses Rocky Mountains Park (Ans.) 249 (i).
Liquor Permits in N. W. T., on M. for copies of Cor.,

553 (i).

iii
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Dewdney, Hon. E.-(ontinued,

Mining Laws, B. C., on M. for Com. of Sup., 1542 (ii).
N. W. T. Act Amt. (B. 136, 10) 1262; wthdn., 1498 (ii).
Qu'Appelle, Long Lake, &c., Ry. and Steamboat Co.'s

B. 151 (Sir John A. Macdonald) on M. Jor Com. on
Res., 1707 (ii).

Rocky Mountains Park Act Amt. (B. 141, 1°*) 1363.
Rosseau River Indian Reserve, Location (Ans.) 347 (i).
St. Catharines Milling and Lumber Co.'s Cjsts, &c.

(Ans.) 1146 (ii).
St. Lawrence River, Sale of Islands (Ans.) 34 (i).
Saw Logs, Export Duty, on Amt. (51r. Barron) to M.

for Com. of Sup., 1489 (ii).
Scrip (Ltnd) Outstanding (Ans.) 317, 525 (i).
Settlers' (O!d) Claims in Man. (Ans.) 1533 (ii).
Six Nation Indians, Sale of Lands (Ans.) 438 (i).
Stephenson, Rufus, employment by Govt. (Ans.) .23 (i).
Subsidies (land) to Rys. (B. 152) in Com. on Red.,

1712; in Com. on B., 172J (ii).
Sultana Islands, Lake of the Woods, Sale (Ans.) 426.
Supplies, Muunted Police, in Com. of Sup., 1452 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Civil Government (Indian Affairs) 1502 (ii); (Interior) 58, 63 (i),
1502 (ii).

Collection of Revenues: Dom. Lands, 1240, 1253; conc., 1607 (ii).
Geological Survey, 1079 (ii).
Inliam (B.C ) 1179; (Dingm..n, A., services) 1172, 1451; (Man.

and N. W. T.) 1L73, 1595; (Oka Indians, removal) 1171;
(P. E. I.) 1173; (Que., relief of Distrees) 1169; (Schools)
1170, 1177 (il).

Niscellaneous (Banff: Roads, Bridges, &c.) 1180, 1215; (Govt.ot
N.W.T.) 1179; (Ralf-breeds, relief) 1461; (Inspector, Regis.
trars, &c, N.W. T.) 1180; (Jukes, Dr., services) 1571; (Lands,
o. P. R. Belt) 1570 (ii).

Nounted Police, 1452 (ii).
Wood Mountain and Qu'Appelle Ry. Co. (prop. Res.)

1628 (ii).

Dickey, Mr. A. R., Cumberland.
Concurrer ce, 1605 (il).

Fisheries Act Amt. (B. 104, 1°) 524 (i).
Reciprocity (unrestricted) with U. S., on Res. (Sir

Richard Cartwright) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 730 (i).
Subsidies (money) to ys. B. 148 (Sir John A Macdon-

ald) in Com. on RLes., A6 18 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Art., Agriculture and Statistics (Experimental Parne) 296 (i).
Railvgys-Capital ([.C.R.) conc, 1605 (i).

Dickinson, Mr. G. L., Carleton, Ont.
Benevolent Societies (B. 94, l°*) 370 (1).

Privilege (Ques, o) par. in Free Press re Land
1600 (i).

Grants,

Doyon, Mr. a., Laprairie.
Caughnawga Indians, Election of Councillors (Ques.)

427 (i).
- - Survey of Reserve (Ques.) 468 (i).

-(Ques. of Priv.) 501 (i).
Employés, Federal and Provincial Govts., dual Offices

(Ques.) 525 (i).
Indian Agent at Caughrawaga, Salary (Ques.) 1265 (ii).
Laprairie Village, protection against Ice (Ques.) 427 (i).
Mormon Settlement in .. W.T. (Que@.) 980 (ii).

Dupont, Mr. F., Bagot.
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt B. 4 (Sir John Thompson)

on Amt. (Mr. Davies, P.E.L) 1280 (ii).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) in Com. on Res., 1651 (ii).

Edgar, Mr. J. D., West Ontario.
Alberta Ry and Coal Co.'s B. 14 (Mr. Shanly) in Com.,

23 (i).
Assets and Dcbenture Co. of Canada (B. 23, 1°*) 47 (i).
Ballot in N. W. T., L >gislation respecting (Ques.) 525.
Beef Supplies, Indian Agencies, N. W. T., Tenders (M.

for copies *) 943 (ii).
BilIs of Erchange, Cheques, &c., B. 5 (Sir John-Thomp.

son) on M. for Com., 715 (i).
Bridgewater, Seizure (M. for Rot ) 752 (i).
C. P. R. Co.'s B. 68 (Mr. Kirkpatrick) in Com., 1056

1091 (ii).
Interest due on $15,000,000 Bonds (Ques.) 348.
Rys. crossing in Man., Validity of Act (Ques.)

20 (i).
Combinations in Trade B. Il (Sir John Thompson) on

M. for Com., 1438; in Com., 1446; on Amt. (Mr.
Curran) to M. for 30, 1468 (ii).

Copyright Act Amt. B. l1 (Sir John Thompson) on M.
for 3', 14b3; on M. to reuom., 1467 (ii).

Corrupt Practices in Municipal Affaire B. 71 (Sir John
Thompson) on M. for 2Q, 502 (i).

Fisheries and Trade Relations with U.S., on prop. Res.
(Mr. Laurier) in Amt. to Com. of Sap., 342 (i).

Fishing Licenses in Inland Waters, on M. for Ret.,
83 (i) .

Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sir John Thompson)
on M. for 2°, 980; in Com., 1008, 1019, 1128 (ii).

Free List Extension, Combinations (B. 56, 1°) 248 (i).
Grazing Leases cancelled in Al berta (Ques.) 935 (ii).
House of Çommons Act Amt. B. 108 (Sir John fhomp-

son) in Com., 786 (i).
Kootenay and Athabasca Ry. Co.'s B. 15 (Mr. Mara)

in Com., 238 (i).
Legislative Economy, on M. (Sir Bector Langevin) for

Joint Com., 782 (i).
Loan (3 per cent.) of 1888, on prop. Res. (Sir Richard

Oartwright) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1159 (ii).
Logan, Wm., Mai[ Contractor ut Pickering Village,

Sureties (Ques.) 677 (i).
Lowry, G. W., Relief B. 119 (Mr. Small) remarks,

1160 (ii).

Public Matters (enquiries) further provision B. 72
(Sir John Thompson) on M. for 20 , 504 (i).

Quebec Conference, 1887, Res. (M. for copies) 29 (i).
Savary, Charles, employment by Govt. (Ques.) 427 (i).
SUPPLY:

Collection of Revenues: Post Office (Salaries, &c.) 1235 (ii).
Voters' Lists, distribution, &c. (Ques.) 15 (i).
Winding-up Act Amt. B. 98 (Sir John Thompson) in

Com., 660 (j).
Wreeking (Foreign Vessels Aid) in Can. Waters B. 2

(Mr. erkpatnctk) on M. for 2°, 265; in Com.,
o13 (i).

*a*

Ili
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Edwards, Mr. W. C., Russell.

Oruelty to Animals prevention B. 3 (Mr. Brown) on
Amt. (Mr. Tsdale) 6 m. h., to M. for 20, 247 (i).

Callers Act Amt. B. 113 (Mr. Costigan) in Com. on
Res., 668 (i).

Mining Machinery, Free Entry into B.0, (M. for
O. C.*) 942 (ii).

Prescott Co. Ry. Co.'s incorp. Act Amt. (B. 33, 1°*)
138-; 2°m., 239 (i).

Prohibition of Intoxicating Liquors, on Amt. to Amt.
(Mr. Mills, Bothwell) 266 (i).

Sawdust, &o., in Ottawa River, Reps. of Engineer
(Ques.) 370 (i).

Wright, E. P., claim for refund on Mining Maohinery
(M. for Cor.*) 94 2(ii).

Eisenhauer, Mr. J. D., Lunenbnrg.
Civil Service Act Amt. B. 100 (Mr. Hagqart) in Com.,

674 (i).
Fisheries in Lunenburg County (à£. for Cor.) 910 (ii).
Fish, Foreign, change in Bonding System (Ques.)

224 (i).
Fish Imported in Bond for Erport, on M. for Cor.,

1086 (ii).
(personal explanation) 1099 (ii).

Fishing Regulations in Berthier, on M. for Cor., 749 (i).
Lunenburg Harbor, Survey, &o. (M. for Cor.) 719 (i).
Post Office, Repairs, &,- (Ques.) 591 (i).
Masters and Mates Cortificates Act Amt. B. 26 (àir.

Tupper) in Com., 656 (i).
Post Offices Built since 1878, Revenues, &c., on M. for

Rot., 231 (i).
Sawdust In Canadian Rivprs, Fines for violation of Law

(Ques.) 591 (i).
ýUPPLY:

Fisheries (Salarie-, &c) 1075 (ii).
Lighthouse and Coast Servite (Lights, Fog-whistles, &c.) 975.
Publie Works - Income: Buildings (K. B.) 804 (i), 1518.

Dredging (N. 8., P. E. 1. and N. B.) 98 (il).

FI1lis, ]r. J. V., St. John,, . B.
Channel Sulway Co.'s Act, disallowance (Qaes ) 1628•
Civil Scrvice, Assessment of Salaries authorisation (B.

18,,1)°33; Vm,, 366 (i).
Concurrence, 1615 (ii).
Copyright Act Amt. B. 101 (Sir John T7rmpson) in

Com., 1401 (ii).
Drawbacks on Goods for Export, (laims (M. for

let.*) 943 (ii).
Fisheries Act Ant. B. 129 (Mr. Tupper) in Com.,

1046 (ii).
Freight Rates, I.C. B,, in Com. of Sup., 1067 (i).
Masters and Mates Certificates Act Amt. B. 26 (Mr.

Tupper) in Com,, 6à6 (i).
Mounted Police Pensions B. 118 (Sir Joh A. Macdon-

ald) in Com. on ies., 772 (i).
Ocean Steamshi.p Subsidy (Can. and United Kingdom)

i Çom. on Res., 1408 (ii).
&. John hiver uri4ge t rodoriçten, Cot (Ques.)

626 (i),

Elis, Mr. G. V.-Continued.
Ships' Safety At Amt. B. 54 (Mr. Tupper) in Oom.,

1040 (ii).
Short Line Ry., St. Andrews, &c., vid Mattawamkeag,

&o.,ton X. for Ret., 546 (i).
--- (Harvey to Salisbury) in Com. on Res., 1666;
on Amt. to M. to cono. in Res., 1672.

Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Macdon.
ald) in Com. on Res., 1620 (ii).

SUPPLY:
Civil Gowersment (Potmuaster General) 69 (); (P. O. and Fin-

ance Depts., contingencies) 1504; (Rys. and Canals) conc.,
1615 (ii).

Collection of Revenues: Minor Revenues, 1495. Public Works
(Slides and Booms) 1231. Weights.and Measures, 1226 (ii).

Fisheries (Salaries, &c.) 1076 (ii).
Mail Subsidies (Halifax, &c. and West Indies, &c.) 1703; (St.

John and Basin of Minas) 1262 (ii).
Marine Hospitala (Que., N.S., N.B., P.E.I. and B 0.) 977 (ii).
Jfscellaneous (Banff: Roads, Bridges, &c.) 1216 (ii).
Ocean and River Sorice (River and Water Police) 975 (ii).
penitentiaries (Kingston) 214 (i).
Public Works-Income : Buildings (N. B.) 805 (i). Dredging

(N.8 , P.E.I., and N.B.) 969. Harbors and Rivers (N.B.) 925,
1530; (Que.) 927. Roads and Bridges (Ottawa Oity and
River) 1449 (ii).

Quarantine (St. John) 931 (ii).
Ralwzys-Capital: 1.0.R (Repair Sheds at Richmond) 1067;

(St, John, accommodation) 1068 (ii).

Forguson, Mr. C. F., Leeds and Grmville.
Pauper Immigration (children) in Com of Sap., 965 (ii).

Ferguson, Mr. J., Welland.
Customs Seizures, in Com. of Sup., 68 (i).
Fertilisers, Artificial, removal of Duty, on Res. (Mr.

Mulock) 43 (i).•
Gas (natural) in Western Ont., Mr. Coste's Rep.

(Ques.) 468 (i).
Niagara Grand Island Bridge Co.' (B. 35, 1°*) 138 (i).
Post Office Act Anit. B. 93 (Mr. Baggart) in Com. on

Res., 1131 (ii).
Rociprocity (unrestricted) with U. S., on Res. (Sir

Richard Cartwright) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 557.
SUPPLY :

Civil Governm.nt (Oustoms) 68 (i).
Tree Peddlers, &o., prevention of Fraud B. 6 (Mr.

Boyle) on M. to ref. to Sel. Com., 1105 (ii).
Ventilation of Chamber, in Com. of Sap., 1228 (ii).
Wrecking (Foreign Vessels Aid) in Gan. Waters B. 2

(Mr. Kirkpatrick) on M. for 31, 757 (i).

Fiset, Mr. J. B. R., Rimouski.
Esquimaux Point Telegraph Line (Ques.) 935 (ii).
Fishing Licenses on the Natashquan (Qaes.) 1533,

1627 (ài).
Fishing Rights in Katane River, on IL for Cor.,

939 (ii).
L. C. R., Noel Fortin, Accident to (M. for Rep.) 303;

(M. for Ret.*) 304 (i).
Matape River Fiahing Privileges (Ques.) 469 (i).
Rimouski Wharf Repaira, Oaqtraetor, &. (Ques.)

DO (i).

" W
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Fisher, Mr. S. R., Brome.

Combinations in Trade B. Il (Mr. Wallace) on M. to
ref. to Com. on Banking, &c., Il1[6 (i).

Corn Importations, rebate of Duty, on prop. Res. (Mr.
Landerkin) 111; (AÎht.) 112; neg. (Y. 71, N. 111)
137 (i).

Fàrley, Gunner, Claim for LIos of Horse (M. for Ret.)
433 (i).

Fertilisers, Artificial, removal of Duty, on Res. (Mr.
Mulock) 42 (i). a

Intoxicating Liquors in N.W.T. (prop. Res.) in Amt.
to Com. of Sup., 1431; neg. (Y. 53, N. 100)
1351 (ii).

La Cloche Island, Lake Huron, Sale (Ques.) 428 (i).
Liquor Permits in N. W. T., on M. for copies of Cor.,

&e., 551 (i)
Mounted Police Pensions B. 118 (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) on Ques. of Order, 1271 (ii).
Prohibition of Intoxicating Liquors, on Amt. to Amt.

(Mr. Taylor) to prop. Res., 89; on Amt. (Mr.
Wood, Brockville) 268 (i).

SUTPPLY :
Art, Agriculture and Statilse (Dairy Interests) 1513 (il).
Immigration (Agents) 958, 1328 (ii).
Publie Worka-Income: Experimental Farm.(Baildings, k)

972 (il).
Tree Peddlers, &c., prevention of Fraud, B. 6 (Mr.

(Boyle) on M. to ref. to Sel. Com., 1105 (ii).

Flynn, Mr. E. P., Richmond, N.B.
Cape Breton Ry., Contracta for Stations, &a. (Ques.)

1327, 1574 (ii).
(prop. Res.) in Amt. to Com. of Snp ï 1182;

Concurrence, 1607 (ii).
Corn Importations, rebate of Duty, on Amt. (Mr.

Fisher) to prop. Res., 112; (Amt. to Amt.) 112;
neg. (Y. 70, N. 112) 13.6 (i).

Fish Imported in Bond for Export, on M. for Cor.,
1087 (ii).

Good Friday, adjnmt. (remarks) 1285 (ii).
Grand Narrows Bridge, Cape Breton, Papers respecting

(remarks) 1266 (ii).
L'Ardoise Breakwater, Surveys, Còr., &o. (M for

copies) 698 (i).
Privilege (Ques. of) Informer Le Caron, 93, 97 (i).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) in Com. on Ras., 1616 (ii).
SUPPLY :

Civil Gopernment (Marine) 145 (i)
Fi8heriea (Salaries) cone., 1607 (il).
Publie Work81-lneome : Buildings (N.B. and N.S.) 805 (i).

Harbors and Rivers (War. Provo. generally) 1448. Roads
and Bridges, conc., 1615 (ii).

Railwaya-Capital: Cape Breton (construetion) 1071 (i).

Foster, Hon. G. E., King's, N.B.
Atlantic Mail Service (Ans.) 225 (i).
Auditor General's Rop. (presented) 13 (i).
BunaIT, THE (Annual Statement) 436 (i).

French Edition (Ans.) 172 (i).
3udget Speeches, Cost, on M. for Rot., 20 (i).

Poster, Hon. G. E.-Oomtinued.
C.P.R. Co.'s Sale of $15,000,000 Mortgage Bonds

(Ans.) 1363 (ii).
- - Extension to Que., Amount paid and to whom

(Ans.) 248 (i).
Chignecto Ship Ry. Prospectus (Ans.) 1423 (ii).
Chipmain, C. C., in Com of Sup., 196, 200 (i).
Cobourg Town Relief B. 153 (prop. Re@.) 1872 ; in

Com., 1731 (ii).
Commercial Treaties with Foreign States, on prop.

Res. (Bir Richard Oarftwright) 179 (i).
Oofnturrence; 160.4, 1615 (ii).
EsTIMAÂTS, TaMx (presethted) 80 (1).

--- Suppl. for yeaÈ 1889 (presented) 1018.
(Ans.) 1397 (ii).

- for yéar 1890 (presented) 1467 (ii).
additional for 1890 (presented) 1627 (fi).

Fertilisers, Artidcial, removal of Duty, on Res. (Mr.
Mulock) 45 (i).

Fisheries and Trade Relations with U.S., on prop.
Res. (Ur. Laurier) in Ant. to Com. of Sup., 337 (i).

Flour Doties, Increase (Ans.) 1141 (ii).
Inland Rev. Act Amt. (prop. Res.) 1221 (ii).
Insurance Roturns (presented) 1573 jii)
Interest and Sinking Fund, Amounts charged against

(Ans.) 1363 (ii).
Lard Aulteration, Imports from U-S. (Ans.) 763 (1).
Loan (3 per cent.) of 1888, Amount received on

account, on M. for Ret., 30 (i).
-- (Ans.) 944 (if).

on K. for Com. of Sap., 946 (ii).
(Simnt.) 1044 (ii).
on prop. Res. (Sir Richard Cartwright) In Anmt.

to coin. of sup., 1153 (ii).
paragraph In Prospectos re Sinking Fund (Ans.)

1328 (ii).
Mail Service with England (remarks) 1571 (Ii).
MeFs. from Hie Ex. (presented) 30 (i), 1018, 1467, 1627.
Mortgage ot Properties, Ki iggton (prop. Rée.) 1513 (ii).
Mining Machinery in B C. and Frée List (Ans.) 1265.
Ocean Steamsbip Subsidies (remarks) 1983 (if).

(B. C. and Australia) M. for Oom. on Reo.,
1368 (ii).

(B. C. and China, &c.) M. for Com. on Res.,
1386; in Com., 1887; M. to conc., 1426 (ii).

- - (Qan. and United Kingdon) In Com., 1389,
1421 (ii).

Pacifie Mail Subsidy (Ans.) 34 (i).
Pork Duties, Increase (Ans.) 1146 (i).
Public Accounta (presented) 2(i).
Ry. Act Amt. (B. 115) on 20, 1283 (ii).
Rys. and Canals, on Amt. (Sir Richard Cartwright) to

M. to conc. in Res. rep. from Com. of Sap., 1603 (if).
St. John River Bridge at Fredericton, Cost (Ans.) 526.
Saw Logo, Export Duty (remarks) on M. for Oom. of

Sup., 1483 (ii).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir JohA A. Mac-

donald) in Com. on Res., 1643 (ii).
Subsidy to P. B. l (Ans.) 15 (i).
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Poster, Hon. G. E.-ontinued

Subway, Straits of Northumberland (Ans.) 16 (i).
SUPPLY (prop. Res. for Com ) 13 (i); in Com.:

Canais-Capital (Cornwall) 1205; (Lachine) 1205 ; (Sault Ste.
Mdarle) 1202; (Tay) 1211 ; (Welland) 1207; (Williamsburg)
1206. Income (Rideau) 1211 (ii).

Charges of Management (Brokerage and Commission) 204;
(Oountry Savings Banks) 203; (Dom. Loan reduced) 204;
(Printing Dom. Notes) 205 (i).

Civil Greernment (A griculture) 71; (àuditor Genl.'s Office) 66;
(Civil Service Examiners) 203; (Custome) 67; (Contingen-
cies) 160, 163, 167 (i); (Departments generally) 1503 (ii);
(Finance and Treasury Board) 66; (Fisheries) 148; (Gov.
Genl.'s Sec 's Office) 49; (Hligh Commissioner's Offiee) 196
(0), contingenries, 103, 1597 (ii); (Tndian Affaire) 65; (In-
land Revenue) 66; (Interior) 58 ; (Justice) 49; (Marine) 118
(1), 1502 (il); (Vilitia and Defence) 54; (Mounted Police)
62; (Printing and Stationery) 57 (i), 1503 (ii); (Privy
Council Office) 49; (Posimaster General) 68 (i); (P. O. and
Finance Depts., contingencies) 1503 (ii); (Public Works)
148; (Railways and Canais) 151 (i), 1504 (ii) ; (Secretary of
State) 57 (1).

Collection oj Revenues: Canals (Repairs, &c.) 1212; (Trent)
1495. 'Post Office (Salaries, &o.) 1238. Publie Works
(Slides and Bo)ms) 1230. Railways (I.0 R.) 1496. Weights
and Measures, 1496 (ii).
iheries (Salaries, &c.) 1077 (ii).

Immigration ( Arents) 1321, 1493 (il).
Indian Afairs (Man. and N.W.T.) 1595 (ii).
Legisaatio. hsnge of (Jommons (Çranchiqe Act) 1512; crne.,

1615 (ii); (Library of Parlt.) 272 (i); (Returning Offleers)
1511 (ii); (Printing, Paper and Binding) 272; (Voters' Lists,
printing) 271. Senate (Salaries and Contingencies) 207 (i).

Mail Subsidies, <j'. (Halifax, &c , and West Indies, &c.) 1701;
(Magdalen Islands) 1261, 1450; (New Westminster and Vic-
toria) 1533; (Payment to Mr. King) 1451 ; (P.E.I and Main-
land) 1261 ; (St. John and Basin of Minas) 1262 (ii).

Miicellaneous (American Association) 1697 ; (Commercial Agen-
Oies) 1180; (Fabre, Mr., Salary, &c.) 1180; (Jukes, Dr., ser-
vices) 1571 ; (Labor Commission) 1497; (Le Dictionnaire
Gènèalogique des Familles Françaises) 1453; ("Parliamentary
Companion ") 1453; (Printing Bureau) 1571 ; (St. Lawrence
River Survey) 1461 (ii).

MtdPolice, 1451, 1e/97 (ii).
Public Works--Income: Ha bora and Rivers (N B ) 1530 ; conc.,

1615 (ii).
Railoay-Capital: C.P.R. (construction) 1047; I 0.R.. 1498,

1597; (Moncton, accommodation) 1049; (St. John, accom-
modation) 1068; (Repair Sheds at Richmond) 1067 (ii).

Seientifie Institutions (Meteorological Service) 976 (il).
Unprovided Items, 1494 (ii).

Supply B. 147 (1°*, e°* and 30*) 1712 (ii).
Tariff, proposed Changes (Ans.) 1221, 1266 (ii).
Trade Commissioner to South America (Ans.) 30 (i).
Ways and Means (prop. Res. for Com.) 13 (i).

Freeman, Mr. J. N., Queen's, NS.
Annapolis and Western Counties Ry. Co.'s, on M. for

copies of Cor., &c., 537 (i).
Fish Imported in Bond for Export, on M. for Cor.,

1092 (ii).
Intoxicating Liquors, in N. W. T., on Res. (Mr. Fisher)

in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1346 (ii).
Prohibition of Intoxicating Liqiuors, on Amt. to Amt.

(Mr. Mills, Bothwell) 262 (i).
Ships' Safety Act Amt. B. 54 (Mr. Tupper) in Com.,

1037 (ii).

Gauthier, Mr. J., L'Assomption.
Great Nortbern Ry., Engineers' Rep. (Ques.) 370 (i).

Gigault, Mr. G. A., Rouv'lle.
Corn Importations, rebate of Duty, on Amt. to Amt.

(Mr. Flynn) to prop. Res., 114 (i).
Richelieu River, Survey and Soundings (Ques.) 22, 29.
Reciprocity (unrestricted) with U. S., on Res. (Sir

Richard Cartwright) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 631 (i).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Macdon-

ald) in Coin. on Res., 1634 (ii).

Gillmor, Mr. A. H., Charlotte.
Cullers Act Amt, B. 142 (Mr. Costigan) in Com. on

Res., C62 (i), 1366 (il).
Free List Extersion (Grains and Se.ds) on prop. Res.

(Mir. Platt) 692 (i).
Ocean Steamship Subsidies (B.C. and Australia) in

Com. on Res., 1382 (il).
-- (Can. and United Kingdom) in Com. on Res.,

1403 (il).
Ships' Safety Act Amt. B. 54 (Mr. Tupper) in Com.,

1034 (ii).
Short Line Ry. (Harvey to Salisbury) on Amt. to M.

to conc. in Res., 1677 (ii).
Subsidios (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Mac.

donald) in Com. on Res., 1650 (il).
SUPPLY:

Collection of Revenues: Excise (Offieers in Distilleries, &o.)
1225 (ii).

Fisheries (Salaries, &c.) 1077 (ii).
Miscellaneous (American Association) 1701 (1i).
Penitentiaries (Kingston) 215 ().
Public Works-Incoie: Experimental Farm (Buildings, &c)

972. Harborsuand Rivera (N.B.) 924, 1447 (ii).

Girouard, Mr. D., Jacques Cartier.
BIlls of Exchange, Cheques, &c., B. 5 (Sir John Thomp-

son) in Com., 778 (i).
Ottawaand Montreal B'om Co.'s incorp (B. 23 10) 47;

Order for 2' read., 424 (i).

Gordon, Mr. D. W., Vancouver Iland.
SUPPLY:

Mail Subsidies, 4c. (New Westminster and Victoria) 1532 (11).

Guay, Mr. P. N., Lévis.
Aird, W. B., Jr., Names of Sureties (Ques.) 1017 (Ii).
Grover, J. M., Postmaster of Morden, Man., dismissal

(M. for Pets, &c.*) 942 (ii).
I. C. R., Dining ROoms at Stations, Tenders (Ques.)

428 (i).
Lêvis Post Office, Pets., &o., for building (M. for

copies) 433 (i).

Guillet, Mr. G., West Northumberland.
Cobourg, Northumberland and Pacifie Ry. Co.'s inoorp.

(B. 57, 10*) 269 (i).
Combinations in Trade B. 11 (Mr. Wallace) on M. for

20, 1114; on M. (Sir John Thompson) for Com., 1446;
on Sen. Amts., 1691 (ii),

SUPPLY:
Juiitia (Brigade Majors, 4c., Salaries) 793 (1).

Ev'i
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H aggart, Hon. J. G., South Lanark.

Baltic, P.E.., Post Office, establisbment (Ans.) 1423.
Bannerman, Wm., late Postmaster at Calgary, defalca-

tions (Ans,.) 77 (i).
Brussels Mail Service (Ans.) 249 (i).
Carbonneau, Joseph, payment for services (Ans.) 1328.
Civil Service Act Aînt. (B. 100, 1) 523; (prop. Res.)

621; 2 mn,, 669; in Oom, on Res., 612; on Amt.
(Sir Richod Ou*twright) to recom., 763 (i).

Chester, Que., complaint against Postmaster (Ans.)
468 (i).

Fortilisers, Artificial, removal of Duty, on Res. (Mr.
Mulock) 34 (i).

Free List Extension (Grains and Seeds) on prop. Res.
(Mr. Platt) 685 (i).

Joliette Mail Service, Contract (Ans.) 763 (i).
Lake St. John Mail Service (Ans.) 1628 (ii).
Little Dover Post Office and Canso Mail Service (Ans)

590 (i).
Logan, Wm., Mail Contractor at Pickering Village,

Sureties (Ans.) 677 (i).
Longuenil Postal Service (Ans.) 80 (i).
Lourdes and Somerset Mail Service, on hi. for Çor.,

752 (i).
Money Order Offices, Que. (Ans.) 468 (i).
Murray Harbor South and Montague Mail Service

(Ans3.) 46-3 (i).
Oyster Ponds' Postmaster, Appointment (Ane.) 591.
Postage Rates, Reduction (Ans.) 34, 80 (i).
Postinaster General's Rep. (presented) 17 (i).
Post Office Act Amt (B. 93, 1°) 369; (prop. Res.)

469 (i); in Com., 1130; in Com. on B., 1133; on
Amt. (Mr. Jones, Halifax) 1282 (ii).

Póst Office Inspector, Three River division (Ans.) 1181.
Post Offices in Montcalm County (Ans.) 1082 (ii).
Reciproeity (unrestricted) with U. S., on Res. (Sir

Richird Cartwright) in Amt. to Com. of Sap, 720 (i).
Registered Letters, compensation for Loss (Ans.) 525.
St. Barthelemy Post Office (Ans.) 591 (i).
Ste. Beatrix Post Office, Loeation (Ans.) 590 (i).
Sûbsidies (inoney) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Mac.

donald) in Com. on Res., 1643 (ii).
Supplies, Mounted Police, in Com. of SUp., 1452 (ii).
SUPPLY:

chiv Govrmunt (cOntingencies) 156, 159; (Postmaster Gen-
eral) 68 (i).

Collection ofRevgnues : Post Offie, 1235, 1461, 1596 (il).
Mscellaneous (Griffin, Mr., gratuity) 1454 (il).
Mióèned Poliae, 1452 (ii).

Three Rivers Postmaster and Newspaper Postage
(Ans.) 740 (i).

Hall, Mr. R. N., Sherbrooke.
Atlantio knd Noith-Western Ry. Co.'s (B. 65, 1*)

269; I Con., 154 (1).
Fertilinett, Artifbàial, reinoail of Duty, on Res. (Mr.

Mulock) 38 (i).
independent Order of Forresters innorp. 1. 74 (Mr.

Jamieson) in CoM., 755 (i); on Son. Amta., 1233 (ii).
Pope, late Hon. J. H. (reînarks) 1018 (ii).
a

Hall, Mr. R. N.-Continued.
St. Lawrence an] Atlantic Junction Ry. Co.'s (B 64.

10*) 269 (i).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) in Cam. on Res., 1638 (ii).

Hesson, Mr. S. R., North Perth.
Ballot B)x Com. (,fk, to add iantes) 105 (1).
Corn Impotiations, rebate of Duty, on Amt. te Amt.

(Mr. Flynn) to prop. Res., 121 (i).
Free List Extension (Grains and Seeds) on prop. Res.

(Mr. Platt) 691.
Mennonite Immigrants Lman B. 138 (Ur. Carling) on

M. for 10, 1268 (il) 4
Militia Clothing, on Res. (Ur. Mulock) in Amt. to

Com. of Sup., 156q (ii)
Ocean Steamship Subsidy (3.C. and Austral'a) (gr.

Fo8ter) in Cam. on Res., 13S2 (i ).
Pauper Immigration (ohildren) in Com. of Sup.,

965 (ii).
Post Office Act Amt. B. 93 (àfr. Haggart) in Com.

on Res., 1132; i CoCm. on B., 1136 (ii).
Post Offices Built since 1878, &c., on M. for Ret.,

229 (i).
SUPPLY:

rts, Agriculture and Statistics (Experimental Farms) 294 (i).

Immigration (Agents) 965 (ii).
Aiscellaneous (Banff: Roads, Bridges, &c.) 1216 (il).
Publie Works-Income: Harbors and Rivera (N. B )1447 (ii).

Wrecking (Foreign Vessels Aid) in Can. Waters B. 2
(fMr. KirApatrick) in Com., 620 (i).

Hickey, Mr. C. E., Dundas.
• Militia Clothing, on Res. (Mr. Mulock) in Amt. to

Com. of Sup., 1567 (ii).
Ottawa, Morrisburg and New York Ry. and Bridge

Co.'s incorp. (B. 43, 1°*) 191 (i); (M . t refund
Fees) 1145 (ii).

SUPPLY:
Publio Works-Income: Harbor and àivers (N.S.) 1528 (i).

Holton, Mr. E., Chateauguay.
Bridgewater, Seizure, Claims for compensatiôn (Qtxes.)

1428 (ii).
Can. Congregational Foreign Missionary Society's in.

corp. (B. 44, 1°*) 194 (i).
Oustoms Seizares (prop. ies.) in Amt. to Coma. of Sup.,

1285; neg. (Y. 71, N. 111) 1314 (ii).
Liquor Licenses, Rocky Mountains Park (Quiés.) 219.
National Defonce Con. (Ques.) 1423 (i).

fludspeth, ri'. A., South Victoria, Ont.
Franchise, Eleotoral, Act mt. B. 4 (Sir John Thomp-

son) in Com., 112 (ii),
Reciprocity (unrestricted) with U. S., on Res. (Sir

Richard Cartwright) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 717 (i)

Iues, Mr. J., Bouth Wellington.
Chaplains in Public Institutionsi Names, &o. (M. for

Ret.*) 24 (i).

xvii
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lnnes, Mr. J.-Continued.

Corrupt Practices Trials, Counsel's Instructions (Ques.)
437 (i).

SUPPLY:
Publie Works-Incom: Buildings (Ont.) 1521 (i).

Tête du Pont Barracks, Sale (Ques.) 427 (i).

Ives, Mr. W. B., Richmond and Wolfe.
Civil Service Act Amt. B. 100 (Mr. Haggart) on M.

for 20, 670 (i).
Cullers Act Amt. B. 113 (Mr. Costigan) in Coin. on

Res., 665 (i).
Engineers (stationary) Examination and Licensing B.

8 (Mr. Cook) on M. for 2°, 1109 (ii).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sir John Thomp-

son) in Com., 1129 (ii).
Freight Transit through Can. (prop. M. for Sel. Com.)

87 (i).
Interest Act Amt. B. 132 (Sir John Thompson) on M.

for 29, 1130 (ii).

Jamieson, Mr, J., North Lanark.
Can. Temp. Act, working of (M. for Ret ) 541 (i).
Independent Order of Foresters incorp. (B. 74, 1°*)

322; in Com., 754 (i); on Son. Amts., 1233 (ii).
Intoxicating Liquors in N. W.T., on Res. (Mr. Fisher)

in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1350 (ii).
Liquor Permits in N. W.T. (R. for Cor., &o.) 550 (i).
Lowry, W. G., Relief B. 119 (Mr. Small) on M. for

20, 993; on M. for Com., 1264 (ii).
Prohibition of Intoxicating Liquors (prop. Res.) 88;

on Amt. to Ant. (Mr. Taylor) 260; on Amt. to
Amt. (Mr. Mills, Bothwell) 266 (i).

Joncas, Mr., L. Z., Gaspé.
Dom. Blections Act Ami. (B. 2Q, 10) 79 (î).

Jones, Mr. H. L., Digby
Annapolis and Western Counties Ry. Co.'s, on M. for

copies of Cor., &c., 536 (i).
SUPPLY:

Public Works-Income: Harbors and Rivers (9.8.) 1528 (il).

Jones, Hon. A. G., Halifax.
Ammunition manufactured at Quebec (remarks) 1222.
Annapolis and Liverpool Ry. Survey (M. for Ret.*)

943 (ii).
«Annapolis and Western Counties Ry. Co's., on M. for

oopies of Cor., &o., 532 (i).
Bills of Exchange, Cheques, &o., B. 5 (Sir John Thomp-

son) on M. for Com., 775 (i).
C. P. R. Co. and B. 68 (remarks) 701 (i).

Co.'s B. 68 (Mr. KirApatrick) in Com., 1058 (ii).
Civil Service Act Amt. B. 100 (Mr. Baggart) in Com.

on Ro., 672 (i).
Clarke, Judge, Superannuatïon, in Com. of Sup., 1218.
Copyright Act Amt. B. 101 (Sir John Thompson) in

Com., 1467 (ii).
Concurrence, 1599, 1606 (ii).

Jones, Hon. A. G.-Continued.
Cullers Act Amt. B 142 (Mr. Costigan) in Coin. on

Res., 662, 665 (i).
Cusioms Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. Bowell) in Com. on

Res., 764 (i); in Com. on B., 1141; on M. to re-
com., 1330 (i).

Debates, Official, on Amt. (Mr. Choquette) to M. to
conc. in 2nd Rep. of Com., 934 (ii).

Fisheries &ct Amt. B. 129 (Mr. Tupper) in Com.,
1046 (ii).

Fisheries and Trade Relations with U. S., on prop.
Res. (Mr. Laurier) in Amt. to Com, of Sup., 390 (i).

Fishermon, Safety (B. 133, 1°*) 1180 (ii).
Fishery Bounty, Claims made and rejected in P. E. I.,

on X. for Ret., 435 (i).
Fish Imported in Bond for E xport, on M. for Cor., 1084.
Fishing Regulations in Berthier, on M. for copies of

Cor., 748 (i).
Good Friday, adjnmt., on M. (Sir John A. Macdonald)

1330 (ii).
Halifax Gravi ng Dock, in Com. of Sup., 801 (i).
International Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, division (M. for Ret.*)

943 (ii).
L'Ardoise Breakwater, on M. for copies of Surveys, &o.,

695 (i).
Mail Service with England (remarks) 1574 (ii).
Masters and Mates Certificates Act Amt. B. 26 (Mr.

Tupper) in Com., 656 (i).
Members' Sessional Indemnity (remarks) 1710 (ii).
Militia Clothing, on Res. (Mr. Muloc k) in Amt. to Com.

of Sup., 1560 (ii).
- - in Com. of Sup., 1352 (ii).
Modus TFivendi (remarks) 811 (i).
M on trcal Harbor Commissioners' B. 103 (Mr. Tupper)

on M. for 2°, 775 (i).
Mrntreal Harbor Police (remarks) 1574 (il).
Mounted Police Pensions B. 118 (bir John A. Macdonald)

in Com. on Res., 774 (i); on M. for 2> (Amt.) 1270;
neg. (Y. 66, N. 108) 1277 (ii).

Ocean Mail Contraet with Allan Line (Ques.) 1397 (ii).
Ocean Steamship Subsidies (B. C. and Australia) on

ROs., 1329; in Com. on Res., 1375 (ii).
-- (B. C. and China, &o.) on Amt. (Mr. Laurier)

and in Com. on Rcs., 1387 (ii).
-- (Can. and United Kingdom) on Res., 1329; in

Com., 1390,1393, 1415, 1434 (ii).
Post Office Act Amt. B. 93 (Mr. Haggart) on M. for 1>,

369 (i) ; in Com. on Res., 1130; on M. for 30 (Amt.)
1281 (ii).

Prohibition of Intoxicating Liquors, on Amt. to Amt.
(Mr. Mills, Bothwell) 263 (i).

Protection of Fishermen (remarks) 1575 (ii).
Rideau Hall Expenses, in Com. of Sap, 914 (ii).
Rolling Stock, I.C.R., in Com. of Sup., 1049 (ii).
Schreiber, Mr., Salary, in Com. of Sup., 1504 (ii).
Ships' Safety Act Amt. B. 54 (Mr. Tupper) on M. for

'r.° 1032; in Cjm., 1037 (ii).
Short Line Ry., St. Andrews, &c., vid Mattawamkeag,

&c., on M. for Ret., 547 (i).
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Jones, Hon. A. G.-Continued.
Short Line Ry. (personal explanation) 740 (i).
-- Amount paid International Ry. Co. or C.P.R.

(Ques.) 769 (ii).
-- (larvey to Salisbury) B. 149 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) in Com. on Res., 1664; on Amt. (Sir[
Richard Cartwright) 1674, 1682; in Cam. on B., 1684.

- - on defeat of B. in Son. (remarks) 1724 (il).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) in Com. on Res., 1501, 1616, 1617 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Administration f Justice (Judges Gowan and Boswell, refund)
1362 (ii).

Arts, Agriculture and Statiscics (Experimental Fartns) 296 (i).
Canals-Capital (Sault Ste. Marie) 1203 (ii).
Civil Government (Rtilways and Canals) 1501 (ii).
Collection o Revenues : Adulteration of Food, 1238. Customs

(Detective Service) 1231 ; (ialaries, &c ) 12i7 Excise, 1224 ;
(Preventive Service) 1225. Post Office (Salaries, &c ) 1235,
1461. Public Works (Lévis and Esquimalt Graving Docks)
1232; (Slides and Booms) 1231. Telegraph Lines (P. E. I.
and Mainland) 1233. Railways (1.C.R.) 1074, 1496. Weights
and Measures, 1496 (ii).

Fisheries (Salaries, &c.) 1074 (ii).
Legislation: fHouse of Commons (Committees, extra Sess.

Clerks, &c.) 271 (i); (Franchise Act) 1511 (ii).
Mail S:bsifies, &e., (Ualifax, &c., and West Indies, &c.) 1702;

(Va gdalen Islands) 1261 (ii).
Marine Bospital8 (Marine and Immigrant, Que.) 976 (il).
Militia ( Ammunition, Clothing, &c.) 793 (i), (1352); (Armories,

care of Arms, &o.) 791 (i) ; (llilitary College) 1353 (ii).
IMiscellaneous (Banff: Roads, Bridgea, &c.) 1215; (Griffin, Mr.,

gratuity) 1451; (Libar Commis3ion) 1197 (ii).
Mounted Police, 1453 (ii).
Ocean andRiver Service (River and Water Police) 975; (Wrecks

and Shipping Disasters) 974 (ii).
Penitentiaries (Halifax) 1319; (!ian.) 1508 (ii).
Pensions (Compensation in lieu of Land) 788 (i).
Public Works-Capital: Buildings (additional, Ottawa) 799.

Harbors and Rivers (Cape Tormentine) 802; (Kingston Grav-
ing Dock) 801 ; (Ont.) conc., 1599. Income: Buildings (N.S.)
1519; (Ont.) 1521 ; (R-3pairs, Furniture, &c ) 914. Dredging
(NS., P.E I. and N.B) 968. laors and Rivera (N.S.) 807
(i)'; 912, 1528; (P.E.I )1530; (Que.) 1531. Roads and Bridges
(Ottawa City and River) 1450, 1532. Telegraph Lines, 1532.

Quarantine (Balifax) 931 (ii).
Railways-Capital: Cape Breton (construction) 1070. C. P. R.

(construction) 1048. I 0. R. (Halifax, acccmmodation) 1048;
(St. John, accommodation) 1069 ; (Rolling Stock) 1049;
(I.C.R.) conc., 1606. Oxford and New Glasgow (construction)
1073 (ii).

Valiquette, Sergt., Pension to Family, in Com. of Sup.,
788 (i).

Ventilation of Chamber, in Com. of Sup., 1228 (ii).
Western Counties Ry. B. 127 (Sir John Thompson) on

M. for 1°, 871 ; on M. for 2", 1043 (ii).
Wrecking (Foreign Vessels Aid) in Can. Waters B. 2

(Mr. Kirkpatrick) in Com., 608, 614 (i).

Kenny, Mr. T. E., Halifax.
Annapolis and Western Counties Ry. Co.'s B., on M.

for copies of Cor,, &o. 534 (i).
Fisheries and Trade Relations with U. S., on prop.

Res. (Mr. Laurier) in Amt. Io Com. of Sup., 395 (i).
Fish Imported in Bond for Export, on M. for Cor.,

1087 (ii).
Militia Clothing, on Res. (Mr. Mulock) in Amt. to

Com. of Sap., 1564 (ii).

Kenny, Mr. T. E.-Continued.
Ocean Steamship Subsidy (Can. and United Kingdom)

in Com. on Res., 1391, 1394, 1413 (ii).
Rolling Stock, I. C. R., in Com. of Sap, 1052 (ii).
Ships' Safety Act Amût. B. 54 (Mr. Tupper) in Com.,

1036 (ii).
Short Lino Ry. (Harvey to Salisbury) in Coma. on Res.,

1667 (ii).
St. Andrews, &c,, vid Mattawamkeag, &o. (M. for

Rot.) 541 (i).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Macdon-

ald) in Com. on Res., 1618 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Collection of Revenue, (Salaries, &c.) 1217 (ii).
Fisheries (Salaries, &c.) 1075 (ii).
Mail Subsidie, &c. (Halifax, &c., and West Indies, &c.)1704;

(Magdalen Islands) 1450 (ii).
Railway-Capital: 1. 0. R. (Rolling Stock) 1052; (St. John,

accommodation) 1069 (il).
Public Works-Capital: Harbors and Rivera (Kingston Grav-

ing Dock) 802 (i).
Wrecking (Foreign Vessels Aid) in Can. Waters B. 2

(Mr. Kirkpatrick) in Com., 608, 610 (i).

Kirk, Mr. J. A., Guysborough.
Capo Breton Ry. Employés (Ques.) 762 (i).
- - on prop. Res. (?dr. Flynn) in Amt. to Com. of

Sîp., 1194 (ii).
Corn Importations, rebate of Duty, on Amt. to Amt.

(Mr. Flynn) to prop. Res., 136 (i).
Cullers Act Amt. B. 113 (Mr. Costigan) in Com. on

Res., 661 (i).
Fisheries Act Amt. B. 129 (Mr. Tupper) in Com., 1045;

on Amt. (àfr. Weldon, St. John) 6 m. h., 1120 (ii).
Fishing Regulations in Berthier, on M. for copies of

Cor., 749 (i).
Preight Rtes, I.C R, in Com. of Sap., 1070 (ii).
Intoxicating Liquors in N.W.T., on Res. (Mr. Fisher)

in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1346 (ii).
L'Ardoise Break water, on M. for copies of Surveys, &o.,

697 (i).
Liquor Permits in N.W.T., on M for Cor., 553 (i).
Lttle Dover Post Office and (anso Mail Service (Ques.)

590 (i).
Lqbster Factories in P.E.I., number, Le, on M. for

Re t., 31 (i).
Lowry, W. G., Relief B. 119 (Mr. Small) on M. for 21,

995 (ii).
Lunenbarg Harbar Sarveys, on M. for copies of Cor.,

751 (i).
Oyster Ponds' Postrmaster, Appointment (Ques.) 591 (i).
Prohibition of Intoxicating Liquors, on Amt. to Amt.

(Mr. Mills, Bothwell) 263 (i).
Short Lino Ry., Oxford to New Glasgow, total length,

(Ques.) 529 (i).
SUPPLY:

Arta, Agriculture and Statistics (Experimental Farms) 297 (1).
Collection of Revenues.: Post Office (Salaries, &c.)1237 (Ii).
Fisheries (Salaries, &c.) 1075 (ii).
Mail Bubsidies, &c. (Digby and Annapolis) 1532 (ii).
Penitentiaries (B. O.) 222 ; (Kington) 215 (i).
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Kirk, Mr. J. A.-Continued.
SuppiY - Continved

Publie Works-Income: Buildinga (N.S ) 805 (1), 1519. Dredg-
ing (j.8., P.E.I. and N.B.) 960. Harbors and Rivers (N.B.)
925; (N.8.) 807 (1), 912, 1528 (i).

Railways-Capital: Cape Breton (construction) 1070; Oxford
and New Glasgow (construction) 1073 (ii).

Kirkpatrick, Hon. G. A., Frontenac.
Ca:n. General Trusts Co's. incorp. (B.- 34, 1U*) 138 (i).
C. P.R. and Steam Vessels (B. 60, 1°*) 269 (i).
--- Co 's (B. 68, 1°*) 269 (i); M. for Com., 855;

in Com., 1058, 1094 (ii).
Can. Super-phosphate Co.'s incorp. (B. 81, 1°*) 322 (i).
DoM. Mineral Co.'s incorp. (B. 80, 1°) 322 (i).
iFree List Extension (Grains and Soeds) on prop. Res.

(Mr. Platt) 690 (i).
Govt. Business, on M. (Sir Hector Langevin) to take in

Wedçpsday, 654 (i).
on M. to take in Monday, 1182 (ii).

Hlouse of Commons Act Amt. B. 108 (Sir John Tkomp-
son) in Com., 786 (i)i.

Kingston and Pembroke Ry. Co.'s (B. 69, 1e*) 269.
Kingston, Smith's Falls and Ottawa Ry, Co'. incorp.

Act Amt. (B. 47, 10 Y) 194 (i).
Legislative Economy, on M. (Sir iector Langevin) for

Joint Com., 784 (i).
-Rep. of Joint Com. (Ques.) 1669 (ii).

Militia Clothing, in Com. of Sup., 1353 (ii).
Public Acets. Com., Printing of Evidence (remarks)

1367 (ii).
Queen's Colloge (Xington) Act Amt. (B. 46, 10*)

194; 2° m., 300, 602 (i); M. to cono. in Sen. Amts.
855 (ii).

Rock Lake Dam, damages caused through, Engineer's
Reps, &c. (X. for copies) 936 (ii).

SUPPLY:

Milsti, (Ammunition, OIothing, &c.) 793 (i), 1351(i); (Armories,
care of Arms, &c.) 794; (Brigade hiajors, &c., Salaries) 792;
(Drill Sheds, &c.) 795; (Pernianent Forces, &c.) 796 (i).

Wr<cking (Foreign Vessels Aid) in Can. Waters (B. 2,
10*) 13; M. to ref. to Sel. Com., 255; agreed to,
256; 2° m., 250; Rep, of Sel. Com. (presented)
384; in Com., 607, 618; on 33, 759 (i).

Labelle, Mr. J. B., Richelieu.
Fishing Regulations in Berthier, on M. for copies of

Cor,, 746 (i).
Short Line Ry. (Harvey to Salisbury) in Com, on B,

1685 (ii).
Wrecking (Foreign Vessels Aid) in Can. Waters B. 2

(Mr. Kirkpairick) on M. for 2°, 253; in Com., 611;
on Amt. (Mr. Charlton) to M. for 3°, 761 (i).

Labrosse, Mr. S., Prescott.
Hawkesbury Lumber Co.'s ipcorp. (B. 20, 1°*) 47 (i).
Subsidies (money) t oRys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) in Com. on Bos., 1647 (ii).

Landerkin, Mr. G., South Grey.
Budget Speeches, Cost (M. for Ret.) 20 (i).
C. P. R. Co.'s B. 68 (Mr. Kirkpatrick) inCorn., 1096 (ii).
Corn Importations, rebate of Duty (prop. Res.) 92, 105;

rieg. (Y. 71, N. 111) 137 (i).
Franchise, Electoral, &ct Ant. B. 4 (Sir John Thompson)

on M. for ý.., 998 (ii).
Free List Extension (Grains and Seeds) on prop. Res.

(Mr. Platt) 691 (i).
Leduc, Charles, of Hull, employment by Govt (Ques.)

171 (i).
Ocean Steamship Subsidy (Can. and lnited IL.ingdom)

in Com. on Res., 1420 (ii).
Ottawa, new deptl. Building, Tenders for Painting

(Ques.) 1266 (ii).
Pope, Mr. (Dpp. Com. of Patents) in Com. of Sap., 76.
Post Office Act Amt. a. 93 (Mr. Eaggart) on M. for

1°, 370 (i); in Con., 1136 (ii).
Saw Logs, Export Duty, on Amt. (Mr. Barron) to M.

for Com. of Sup., 1493 (i).
SUPPLY:

Canals-Capital (Trent River Nav.) 1211 (i).
Civil Government (Agriculture) 76 (ii).
Collection of Revenues: O ustoms (Salaries, &c.) 1221. Post

Office (Salaries, &c ) 1237 (ii).
Legialation : House of 0ommons (Dep. Speaker'sSalary) 270 (i).
Public Works-Income : Build ings (Ont.) 1522 (i).

Landry, Mr. P. A., Kent, N.B.
Edmundston and Florenceville Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B. 88,

10*) 369 (i).
Inte rest Act Amt. (B. 10, 1) 19 (i).
P. E. I. and Continental Ry. and Ferry Co.'s incorp, (B.

96, 10) 384 (i).
.Prohibition of Intoxicating Liquorf., on Amt. to Amt.

(Mr. Mills, Bothwell) 265 (i).
Reciprocity (unrestricted) with U. S., on Res. (Sir

Richard CartwrigAt) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 566.
SUPPLY:

Public Work4-Income : Harbors and Rivers (N.B.) 925 (ii).

Langelier, Mr. C., gMontmorency.
,4r of Quebec, DisalloWan ce of &ct (M. for O. C., &c.*)

303 (i).
Beach Lots in Quebec, (M. for O. C., Cor. &c.a) 303 (i).
Boundaries of Ont. and Que., Cor. between Local

Govts. (M. for copies*) 303 (i).
Cavalry School, Toronto (Ques.) 302 (i).
Cus toms Appraisers (Que.) appointnents (Ques.) 370.
Disallowance of Quebec Act O. C., &. (M. for copies*)

303 (i).
Inlians, Huron Tribe of Lorette (M. for Cor.*) 33 (i).
Lévis Post Office, Pets., &c., for building, o 3[. gr

copies, 433 (i).
Magistrates, Disallowance of Act, (M. for O. C., Cor.,

&c.*) 303 (i).
Pilotage Dues, change of Tarig (M. for CQr.*) 942 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Public Works-Income: Haibors and Rivera (Que.) 1531 (ii).
Vincent, Jose.ph E., and Custcms Dept. '(M. for Cor.)

935 (ii).
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Langelier, Mr. r., Qjebec Centre.

Atlantic Mail Service (Ques.) 224 (i).
Bills of Exchange, Chelies, &c., B. 5 (Sir JoAn Thomp-

sos) in Com., 778 (i).
0. P. R Extension to Que., Amount paid and to whom

(9ues.) 248 (i).
Commercial Lws of Dom., Codification (Ques.)

194 (i)..
Callers Act Amt. B. 142 (Mr. Costigan) on M. for Com.

on ]Res., 1364; in Com., 1365; in Com. on B.,
1536 (ii).

Customs Act Amt, B. 117 (Mr. Bowell) in Com. on
.Res., 767 (i).

-- Collector, Three Rivers, Duty on Foreign
Catalogues (Ques.) 740 (i).

Debates, Oficial, delay in printing French Edition
(remarks) 944, 1462 (ii).

Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sir John Thomp-
son) on M. for 2°, 997; in Com., 1008 (ii).

Immigration Agents, in Com. of Sup., 918 (il).
Judges' Salaries, in Com. of Sup, 206 (i).
Massawippi Junction Ry. Co.'s incorp. Act Arnt. B. 37

(Mr. Colby) on M. for 2°, 239 (i).
North Shore Ry., Transfer (M. for O. C., Cor., &c.*)

943 (ii).
Qrdnance Lands, Que., Extension of Streets (M. for

Pete., Cor., &c.*) 943 (ii).
O ttawa and Montreal Boom Co.'s B. 23 (Mr. Girouard)

on Order for 2°, 425 (i).
Postmaster at Three Rivers, newspaper Postage (Ques.)

740 (i).
Salmon Rivers in Que., Leases, &c. (Ques.) 224 (i).
Speedy Trials of Indictable Offlencs B. 17 (Sir John

Thompson) on M. for 29, 195 (i).
SUPPLY:

Civil Government (Inland Revenue) 6C; (Militia and Defence)
57; (Postmaster General) 69 (t).

Immigration (Agents) 948 (ii).
Justice (Vice-Admiralty Court) 206 (i).
Puble Workç-Capital: Harbora and Rivers (Que.) 1517 (ii.

Langevin, Hon. Sir H. L., eK.C.M.G., Threç Bivers.
Adjnmt. of House, Notices on Order Paper (remarks)

699 (i).
Alberta Ry. and Coal Co.'s B. 14 (Mr. Shanly) on M. for

30, Amt. (Mr. Watson) objected to, 283 (i).
Annunciation Day, adjurnt. (M.) 782 (i).
Arichat, West, Breakwater, compensation for Expro-

priation (Ans.) -S-1 (ii).
Ash Wednesday, adjamt. (M.) 436 (i).
Behring's Sea Seizures, paragraph in Empire (remarks)

287 (i).
Boundaries of Ont., on M. for Oom. on Res., 1657 (ii).
C. P. R., Sale of $15,00,000, Bonds (Ans.) 841 (ii).
Cape Breton Ry., Employés (Ans.) 762 (i).
Cascumpeque Harbor, dismissal of Blasting Foreman

(Ans.) ..48 (i).
Caughnawaga Indian Reserve, on Ques. of Privilege

(Mr. Doyon) 502 (i).
Cayuga Poot Office, Cost to date (Âne.) 303 (i).

Langevin, Hon. Sir H. L.-Continued.
Chicoutimi and Saguenay Counties, expenditure of

Subsidy (Ans.) 427 (i).
China Point Piers, Repairs, &c. (Ans.) 621 ().
Concurrence, 1597 (fi).
Criminal Laws, distribution to Justices of the Peace

(Ans.) 171 (i.)
Debates, Official, delay in printine (remarks) 914 (i).
Dredge Cape Breton, compensation to C4ptain and

Laborers for Losses (Ans.) 427 (i).
- lost in Northumberland Straits (Ans.) 469 (i).

--- Prince Edward, payment to Captain (Ans.) 30.
-- Repairs, Cost, &c., on M. for Ret., 31; (Ans.)
302 (i).

Drill Shed at Belleville, Govt. Aid (Ans.) 80 (i).
Dundas and Waterloo Macadamised Road, on M. for

Cor., 37 (i).
-- Survey (Ans.) 1628 (ii).
Employés, Federal and Provincial Govts., dual Offices

(Ans.) 525 (i).
Esquimaux Point Telegraph Line (Ans.) 935 (if).
Experimental Farm (Ottawa) Cost (Ans.) 225 (i).
Fishing Licenses on the Natashquan (Ans.) 15 13 (ii).
Fif teen Point, P. E.I., Breakwater, Survey (Ans.) 1423.
Foi tificaticre at EquimaIt, Col. O'lrieL's Rep (Ans)

1146 (ii).
French Canadians, Repatriation (Ans.) 677 (i).
Govt. Business (M.) to take in Thursday, 423 (i).
-- Wednesday, 653 (i). -

-- on M. to adjn. (remarks) 762 (i), 919 (ii).
Grand Narrows Bridge, C. B., papers respecting (Ans.)

1266 (ii).
Grand River Bridge at York, construction (Ans.) 171.
Great Eastern Ry. Subsidy, on M. for Pets., &c., 21 (i).
Great Northern fRy., Engineer's Rep. (Ans.) 370 (i).
Hickey Wharf, Ripairs (An .) 621 (i).
Jesuits' Estates Act, Papers respecting (An.) 526 (i)•
Lbor Commission, Legislation (Ans.) j42 (if).
Lachine Canal, new Bridge (Ans.) 20 (i).
Lake Man. Ry. and Canal Co.'s incorp. B. 62 (Mr.

Macdowall) on Sen. Amts., 1160 (ii).
Lake St John, Hydrographic Survey (Ans.) 1146 (fi).

Wharves, Construction (Ans.) 1181 (ii).
Lake St. John Ry. o.'s Subsidy (Ans.) 979 (ii).
Laprairie Village, protection against Ice (Ans.) 427.
L'Ardoise Break water, on M. for copies of Sqrveys, &c.,

694 (i).
Leduc, Charles, employment by Govt. (Ans.) 171 (i).
Legislative Economy, Joint Com. (M.) 782 (i).

-- Rep. of Joint Com., 1669 (ii).
Lévis Post Office, Pets., &c., on M. for copies, 433 (i).
Library of Parliament (M. for Sel. Com.) 17 (i),
Longueuil Wharves, completion (Ans.) 80 (i).
Lunenburg Harbor, Surveya, &c., on M. for copies of

Cor., 750 (i).
Poat Office, Repairs, &c. (Ans.) 591 (i).

Man. .nd South Eastern Ry. Co.'s incorp. B. 61 (11r.
La Bivière) on Sen. Amts., 1159 (ii).

Map of Çwaada in Chamber (remarks) 469 (i).



INDEX.
Langevin, Hon. Sir H. L.-Continued.

Miminegash Breakwater, Damages (Ans.) 1423 (ii).
Repairs (Ans.) 1146 (ii).

Mormon Settlement in N. W. T (Ains) 980 (ii).
Mount Stewart Wharf, P. E. I., Construction (Ans.)

171 (i).
Naufrage Harbor, P. E. I., Engineer's Rep., on M. for

copy, 33 (i).
New London Breakwater, Survey (Ans.) 468 (i).
-- Repairs (Ans.) 621 (i).
Ottawa and Montreal Boom Co.'s B. 23 (Mr. Girouard)

on M. for 2°, 169; on Order for 2°, 426 (i).
Ottawa new deptl. Building, Tenders for Painting

(Ans.) 1266 (ii).
Piers and Break waters, P. E. I., on M. for Com. of

Sup., 1232 (ii).
Pinette and Wood Island Harbor, Surveys (Ans.)

621 (i).
Post Offices Built since 1878, Revenues, &0., on M. for

Ret., 233 (i).
Printing Bureau, expenditure for Plant, &c. (Ans.)

428 (i).
Cost of Building, PlaLt, &c. (Ans.) 1863 (ii).

Private Bills, Reps. from Com. (Ms.) to extend time,
!M:6 (i), 841 (ii).

Privilege, Ques. of (Mr. Flynn) re Informer Le Caron
97 (i).

Public Acets. Com., Printing of Evidence (remarks)
1367, 1668 (ii).

Public Works Rep. (presented) 2 (i).
Red River Postal Service (Ans.) 1533 (ii),
Richelieu River, Survey and Soundings (Ans.) 22,29 (i).
Rideau Hall Expenses, in Com. of Sup, 913 (ii).
St. Alphonse Wharf, Repairs, &c. (Ans.) 1181, 1363 (ii).
Ste. Ance de Chicoutimi Wharf, Construction (Ans.)

5)ô (i).
Ste. Anne de la Pocatière Wbarf, Repairs (Ans.) 1265.
St. Clair Rapids, Dredging at Point Edward (Ans,) 591.
St. Lawrence River Overflow, prevention (Ans.) 591.
- - Telegraph Service (Ans.) 1363 (fi).
St. Louis Leke, Construction of Piers (Ans.) 80 (i).
St. Louis River Improvements (Ans.) 34 (i).
St. Roch des Aulnets Wharf, on M. for Cor., 529 (i).
Savary, Charles, employment by Govt. (Ans.) 427 (i).
Sawdust, &c., in Ottawa River, Engineer's Rep. (Ans.)

370 (i).
Secretary of State's Rep. (presented) 33 (i).
Select Standing Vommittees (Rep. presented) 17 (i).
Short Line Ry., defeat of B. in Sen. (remarks) 1724 (ii).
Subeidies (money) to Rys. B. 14S (Sir John A. Macdon-

ald) in Com. on Res, 1618 (ii).
Summerside, P. E. I., Harbor and Breakwater, Survey

(Ans.) 303 (i), 1423 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Civil Governement (Public Works) 148 (i).
Collction q] Revenue,: Canals (Trent) 1495. Public Works

(Esquimalt and Lévis Graving Docks) 1232. Telegraph Lines
(N.W.T.) 1233; (P. EL. and Mainland) 1232 (ii).

Legislation: Benate (alaries, &c.) conc., 1597 (ii).
Mhce.llaxeous (Fabre, Mr., Salary, te.) 1362; Jugements du

Qonseil Souverain) 1453 (i).

Langevin, Hon. Sir H. L.- Continued.
SUPPLY -Continued.

Public Works-Capital: Buildings (additional, Ottawa) 799 (i);
(N. B.) cone., 1599 (ii). Harbors and Rivers (Cape Tormentine
Harbor) 802 ; (Kingston Graving Dock) 801 (i); (Ont.) conc.,
1599 (ii) ; (Port Arthur Harbor, &o.) 801 (i) ; (Que) 1516 (ii).
Income : Buildings (B.0.) 1528 (ii) ; (N B.) 806 ; (N.S.) 804;
(N.W. T.) 807 (i), 1527 (ii) ; (Ont.) 806 (i), 1519 (ii); (Que.)
806 (i); (Repairs, Farniture, & ,.) 913. Dredging(Lake Man.)
970; (N.8, P.E.I. and N.B.) 968. Harbors and Rivers (B 0.)
966 ; (Mar. Provs. generally) 1448; (! B.) 924, 1447, 1530
(ii); (N. S.) 907 (i), 912, 1447, 1538 ; (Ont ) 928, 1448, 1531;
(P.E.I.) 921; (Que.) 927, 1531. Roads and Bridges, 971, 1532;
conc., 1615; (Ottawa City and River) 1449. Slides and
Booms, 970. Telegraph Lines, 97 , 1592 (ii).

Telegraph Lines, acquisition by Govt. on M. (,r.
Denison) for Sel. Com., 81 (i).

Tignish Breakwater, Repairs (Aus.) 1146 (ii).
on M. for Com. of Sap., 1222 (ii).

Trent Valley Canal, Commissioners' Rep. (Ans.) 655 (i).
Union Ry. Co.'s B. 79 (gr. White, Renfrew) on Amt.

(Mr. Bryson) to M. for 30, 855; on Sen. Amts.,
1233 (ii).

Ventillation of Chamber, in Com. of Sup., 1228 (ii).
West Point, P.E.I., Wharf, Repairs (Ans.) 1498 (i).

Yarmouth County, N.S., Public Works (Ans.) 34 (i).

La Rivière, Mr. A. A. C,, Provencher.
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt, B. 4 (Sir John Thomp.

son) on M. for 2°, 998 (ii).
Judges' Salaries, in Com, of Sup., 210 (i).
Lake Main. Ry. and Canal Co.'s incorp. B. 62 (Mr.

Macdowall) on Sen. Amts., 1160 (i).
Man. and South-Eastern Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B. 61, 1°*)

269 (i).
Oils, Imports into Man. (Ques.) 1533 (ii).
Privilege, Ques. of (Mir. Dickinson) re Land Grants,

1600 (ii).
Led Rivor PosLal Service (Qaes.) 13 (ii.)
Rosseau River, Indian Reserve, Location (Ques.)

347 (i).
Seed Wheat, payment by Settiers (Ques.) 590 (i).
Settiers' (Old) Claims in Man. (Ques.) 1533 (ii).
SUPPLY.

Immigration (Agents) 955, 1323 (il).
Todd'a Parliamentary Govt., distribution to Members,

1600 (ii).

Laurie, Gen. J. W., Shelburne.
Annapolis and Western Counties Ry. Co.'s, on M for

Cor., &c., 536 (i).
Arichat, West, Breakwater, compensation for Ex.

propriation (Ques.) 811 (ii).
Corn Importations, rebate of Duty, on Res. (Mr.

Landerkin) 107 ().
-- on Amt. to Amt. (Mr. Flynn) 116 (i).
Frce List Extension (Grains and Seeds) on prop. Res.

(Mr. Platt) 638 (i).
Fish Imported in Bond for Export (M. for Cor.) 1032.
Masters and Mates Certificates Act Amt. B. 26 (Mr.

Tupper) in Con., 655, 657 (i)·
Ocean Steamship Subsidy (Australia and B. C.) on

Amt. (Mr. Laurier) to cono. in Res., 1426 (ii).
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INDEX.
Lauîie, Gen. J. W.-Continued.

Ocean Steamship Subsidy (Can. and United Kingdom)
in Com. on Reg ,1412 (ii).

Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Mac.
donald) in Com. on Res., 1617 (ii).

SUPPLY:
Niscelan.ous (American Association) 1700 (ii).

Laurier, Hon. W., East Quebec.
Address, on the, 7 (i).
Annunciation Day, on M. for adjnmt., 782 (i).
Bills of Exchange, Cheques, &c., B. 5 (Sir John

Thompson) on M for Com., 777; in Com., 779, 788.
Boundaries of Ont., on prop. Bes. (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) 1329 (ii).
on M. for Com. on Res., 1657 (ii).

--- Memorial from Mr. Mercier (remarks) 1363.
C.P.R Co.'s B. 68 (Mr. Xirkpatrick) in Com., 1061,

1096 (ii).
Cape Breton Ry. (remarks) 1574 (ii).
Civil Service Act Amt. B. 100 (Mr. Raggart) on M.

for 2°, 669 (i).
Commercial Treaties (remarks) on M. to adjn. House,

105 (i).
Corn Importations, rebate of Daty, on Amt. to Amt.

(Mlr. F<ynn) to prop. Res., 1:-;6 (1).
Cullers Act Amt. B. 142 (Mr. Costigan) on M. for

Com. on Res., 1364; in Com., 1365; in Com. on B.,
1536 (i).

Debates, Official, delay in printing French Edition,
655 (i), 944 (ii).
-- 2nd Rep. of Com., on M. to conc., 87 t (ii).

-- on Amt. (Mr.Choquette) on M. to conc., 931 (fi).
Estimates, Suppl. (Ques.) 1397 (il).
Extradition Act, %xtension of pi ovisions B. 84, on M.

(Sir John Thomps;n) to trnsfr. to Govt. Orders,
1395; on M. for 20, 1463 (ii).

Fisheries and Trade Relations with U.S. (prop. Res.)
in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 323; neg. (Y. 65, N. 108)
423 (i).

Fisheries in Lunenburg County, on M. for Cor., 941.
Fishing Regulations in Berthier, on M. for Cor.,748 (i).
Franchise, Eloctoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sir John Thompson)

on Mi. for 2°, 930; (Amt.) 985; neg. (Y, 75, N.
105) 1008; in Com., IÔ11 (ii).

Freight Transit through Can., on prop. M. (Mr. Ives)
for Sel. Com., 88 (i).

Govt. Business, on M. (Sir Hector Langevin) to take
in Wednesday, 653 (i).

-- (remarks) on adjnmt., 762 (i).
-- on M. to take in Monday, 1181 (ii).

Homestead Inspectors, Man, and N.W.T., on M. for
Reps., &o., 22 (i).

House of Commons Act Amt., B. 108 (Sir John
Thompson) in Com., 785 (i)

Inspection Act-A mt. B. 137 (Mir. Costigan) on M. for
1°, 1263 (ii).

I. C. R., Summer Freight Rates (remarks) 1330, 1535.
Intoxicating Liquors in N.W.T., on les. (Mr. Fisher)

in Amt. to Coma. of Sup., 1340 (ii).

Laurier, Hon. W.-Continued
Jesuita' Estafes Act, papers respecting (remarks) 526.

Mr. O'Brien's Res. (Ques.) 675, 74D (i).
- - on Boa. (Mr. O'Brien) in Amt. to Com. of Sup.,

897 (ii).
King's Co, P.E.I., Representition, on prop Res. (Mr.

Taylor) challenging Seat, 169 (i).
Lsnd Commiqsioner's Office, Winnipeg, in Coi. of

Sup., 59 (i).
Legal Fees and Expenses, in Com. of Sap., 49 (i).
Legislitive Economy, on M. (Sir Hector Langevin) for

Joint Com., 782 (i).
Liquor Permits in N. W. T., on M. for Cor., 553 (i).
Loan (3 per cent.) of 1888, on prop. Res. (Sir Richard

Cartwright) in Aint. to Com. of Sup., 1164 (ii).
Lunenburg Harbor, Surveys, &c., on M. for Cor.,

751 (;).
Military College, Commandant's Residence (remarks)

1534 (ii).
Mining in Ry. Beit, B.C. (remarks) 980 (ii).
Ministerial Changes, on explanation (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) 24 (i).
Mounted Police Pensions B., on Ques. of Order, 1270.

B. 118 (Sir John A. Macdonald) on Amt.
(Mr. Jones, Halifax) to M. for 21, 1276 (ii)

N. W. T. Act Amt. B. 136 (Mr. Dewdney) on M. for 1%
1262 (ii).

Ocean Steamship Subsidies (remarks) 1283 (ii).
-- (B. C. and Australia) on Rea. (Mr. Poster) 1328;

on M. for Com. on Res., 1372; in Com., 1377, 1881;
on conc. (Amt ) 1425; neg. (Y. 55, N. 77) 1426 (ii).

(B. C. and China, &c) on M for Com. on Rea.
(Amt.) 1386; neg. on a div., 1387; on M. to conc.
in Res., 1430 (ii).

-- (Can. and United Kirgdom) B. 144, on M.
for Com. on Res. (Ant.) 1389; in Com, 1422,
1437 (ii).

Ottawa and Montreal Boom Co.'s B. 23 (Mr. Girouard)
on M. for 20, 170 (i).

Pope, late Hon. J. H. (remarks) 943, 1018 (ii).
Queen's College (Kingston) B. 46 (Mr. Kirkpatrick) on

M. for 20, 302 (ii).
Ry. Act Aimt. B. 115 (Mr. Poster) on M. for 2°, 1283.
Rebellion in N.W.T., Cor. respecting 9th Battalion,

on M. for copies, 320 (i).
Returns in hands of Members (rema-ks) 1573 (ii).
Ross, Hon. William, dismissal, O. C., Reps., &c. (M.

for copies) 24 (i).
Select Standing Committee (M. to add names) 169 (i).
Senate and House of Commons Act Amt. B. 120 (Sir

John Thompson) in Com., 911 (ii).
Short Line Ry., handing in documents to Reporters

objected to, 546 (1).
on personal explanation (Mr. Jones, Halifax)

741 (i).
Sittings of the House, on prop. Res. (r. Charlton)

not to sit after 12 o'clock, 528 (i).
Subsidies (money) to B. 143 (Sir John A. Macdonald)

in Com. on lst Ras., 1499; on cono., 1535; in Com.
on 2nd es., 1621, 1629, 1638 (ii).
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Laurier, Hon. W.-Continved.

Summary Trials Act Amt. B. 121 (Sir John Thompson)
in Com,, 912 (il).

SuPPLY, on M. for Com. (remarks) 48:
Charges of Management, 48 (i).
Civil Governiment (Agriculture) 79; (Interior) 59; (Justice)

49; (Militia and Defence) 55 (i).
Collection of Revenu..: Publie Works (Slides and Booms) 1230.
Immigration (Agents) 962 (i).
Miscellaneoua (Griffin, Mr., gratuity) 1454 (1).
Pensiom (Oompensation In lieu of Land) 790 (i).
Penitentiaries (St. Vincent de Paul) 1315 (ii).
Publie Works-Income: Dredging (N. S., P. E. I. and N. B.)

969. Barborsand Rivers (Que.) 1518 ; (Mar. Provs. gener-
ally) 1448; (N.B.) 926 (ii); (Que.) 727 (i). Slides and
Booms, 970. Telegraph Lines, 971 (ii).

Supreme and Exchequer Courts, in Com. of Sup., 50 (i).
Tariff Changes (Ques.) 1266 (ii).
Tenders, Translation of Forms (remarks) 1535 (ii).
Timber and Lumber Inspection Act Amnt. B. 113 (Mr.

Costigan) in Com. on Res., 661, 668 (i).
Tolls and Dues (Collection) Act Amt. B. 122 (Sir John

Thompson) on M. for 2°, 912 (ii).
Tree Peddlers, &c., prevention of Fraud B. 6 (Mr. Boyle)

on M. to ref. to Sel. Com., 1105 (ii).

Lavergne, Mr. J., Drummond and Arthabaska.
Chester, Que., complainte against Postmaster (Ques.)

468 (i).
Extradition Act, extension of provisions B. 84 (Sir

John Thompson) in Com., 1475 (ii).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sir John Thomp-

son) on Amt. (Mr. Laurier) to M. for 20, 1006 (ii).
Money Order Offices, Que. (Ques.) 46R (i).
Queenel, Jules, complaints against (Ques.) 1145 (ii).
Senator for Shawinigan District (Ques.) 1628 (ii).

Lépine, Yr. A. T., East Montrea.
Address, The (seconded) 6 (i).
Cigare, reduction of License Fees (Ques.) 171 (i).
Hospital Dues on Ships, collection (Ques.) 302 (i).

(M. for Ret.*) 303 (i).

Lister, Mr. J. P., West Lambton.
Bills of Exchange, Cheques, &., B. 5 (Sir John Thomp.

son) in Com., 779 (i).
Cab-hire and Travelling Ezpenses, in Com. of Sup.,

164. (i).
Corn Importations, rebate of Duty, on Amt. to Amt.

(Mr. Flynn) to prop., Res., 115 (i).
Oruelty to Animais prevention B. 3 (Mr. Brown) on

&mt. (Mr. Tisdale) 6 m. h., to M. for 2°, 245; on M.
to reetore to Order Paper, 368 (i).

Customs Seizures, on Res. (Ur. Bvlton) in Amt. to
Oom. of Sup., 1313 (ii).

C. P. R. Co.'s B.63 (Mr. Kirkpatrick) in Com., 1063.
DoM. Lands, in Com. of Sap., 1250 (il).
Extradition At, extension of provisions B. 84 (Sir

Johét Thompson) in Com., 147 (ii).
Fiehing Licenses i Inland Waters, on M. for Ret.,

84 (i).

Lister, Mr. 3. P.-Oontined.
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sir JAhn Thomp-

son) in Com., 1008, 1020, 1129 (ii).
Horse Island, Georgian Bey, Sale (Ques.) 590 (i).
Lowry, W. G., Relief B. 119 (Mr. Bmall) on M. for

20, 994 (ii).
Manufacturers' Insurance Co.'s Stockhòlden (M. for

Cor.) 591 (i).
-- Return respecting (Ques.) 1017 (ii).
Middleton, W. H., Relief B. 125 (Mr. Small) on M.

for 2°, 1093 (ii).
Militia Clothing, on Res. (Mr. Mulock) in Amt. to

Com. of Sup., 1565 (ii).
Ont. Loan and Debenture Co.'s Consolidation B. 48

(Ur. Mmncrief) on M. for 2°, 299 (i).
Post Office Act Amt. B. 93 (Mr. Haggart) in Com. on

Res., 1131 (ii).
Post Offices Built since 1878, Revenues, &o., on M. for

Ret , 227 (i).
Public Acets. Com., Printing of Evidence (remarks)

1367 (ii).
St. Catharines Milling and Lumber Co.'s Costs, &o.,

(Ques.) 1146.
St. Clair Rapids, Dredging at Point lEward (Ques.)

591 (i).
Savary, Charles, employment by Govt. (Ques.) 427 (i).
Saw Logs, Export Duty, on Amt. (Mr. Barron) to M.

for Com. of Sup. 1490 (ii),
SUPPLY:

Civil Government (Oontingencies) 161; (Militia and Defence)
56 (i).

Collection of Revenues: Dom. Lands, 1250, 1254. Poat Office
(Salaries, &c.) 1140 (il).

Fisheries (Salaries, &c.) 1076 (ii).
IndiaLs (Dingman, A., services) 1179; (Relief of Distreus, Que.)

1169; (Schools) 1170 (ii).
Lighthouse and Coadt Service (Ligchthouses, &c.> 145I (11).
Public Works-Incme: Buildings (Ont.) 1525 Harbora and

Rivera (Ont.) 1448. Roads and Bridges (Ottawa City and
River) 1449 (ii).

Railway.-Capital: Cape Breton (construction) 1072 (il).

Wrecking (Foreign Vessels Aid) in Can. Waters B. 2
(Ufr. Kirkpatrick) on M. for 19, 255, 253 (i).

Lovitt, Mr. J., Yarmouth.
Annapolis and Wegtern Oôunties Ry. 00.'s, un M. for

copies of Cor., &c., 538 (i).
Bills of Exchange, Choques, &c., B. 5 (Sir John Thomp-

son) in Com., 779 (i).
Masters and Mates Certifiastes Act Amt. B. 26 (Mr.

Tupper) in Oomq 656 (1).
Members' Sessional Indemlnity (roearke) 1'11(Hi).

Port Maitland Breakwater, in Coi. of S#p., 150 (i).
ShipA' Sdfety Act Amt. B. 64 (Mr. Tuppet-) on M. for

20, 1032; in Com., 1040 (ii).
SUPF'LY:

Civil Government (Karine) 147; (Public Worte) 150 (il.
Publid Works-Imcome: Hai'bors sad £iverS (Nl.) 811 (i),

1528 (ii)t
Yarmouth Countyr Ptblie 'Work (QUese) 84 (i).
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INDEX.
Macdonald, Rt. Hon. Sir John A , G.C.B., Kingston.

Address, on the, 11 (i).
Albert Ry. Co., Balance of Grant (Ans.) 348 (i).
Beauharnois Canal, opening of Navigation (remarks)

1285 (ii).
Behring's Sea Fisheries, Proclamation of American

Govt. (remarks) 811 (ii).
Proclamation of U.S. Govt. (Ans.) 971 (ii).

-- Seizures, on M. for Com. of Sup , 1579 (ii).
Belleville and North Hastings Ry. Subsidy and G.T.R.,

on M. for Cor., 83 (i).
Bills of Exchange, Cheques, &c., B. 5 (Sir John Thomp.

son) on M. for Com., 775 (i).
Boundaries of Ont. (prop. Res.) 1329, 1423; M. for

Com., 1654, 1657 (ii).
- - Telegram fron Mr. Mowatt (remarks) 1363 (ii).
Business of the House (remarks) 269 (i), 1721 (ii).
C. P. R. Co.'s B. 68 (Mr. Kirkpatrick) on M. for Com.,

855; in Com., 1061, 1096 (ii).
- Co. and B. 68 (remarkâ) 701 (i).

Maps, Land and Money Subsidies (Ans.) 935.
Canal Works, Tenders, on M. for Roet, 594 (i).
Canteen at Regina Barracks (Ans.) 1082 (ii).
Cape Breton Ry., Contracts for Stations, &c. (Ans.)

1327 (ii).
-- payment of Liborers (Ans.) 871 (ii).

-- (remarks) 1574 (ii).
Cbambly-Longueuil Canal, Construction (Ans.) 80 (i).
Cheese Exports to Eng. (Ans.) 1181 (ii).
Civil Service Act Amt. B. 100 (Mr. Haggart) on M. for

20, 670; in Com. on Res, 674 (i).
-- Assessment of Salaries, authorisation B. 18 (Mr.

Ellis) on objection to 2°, 367 (i).
Combinations in Trade B. 1t (Mr. Wallace) on M. to

ref. to Com. on Banking, &c., 1116 (ii).
Commercial Treaties, on M. to adjn., 105, 169 (i).
Concurrence, 1614 (ii).
Customs Collector, Three Rivers, Duty on Foreign

Catalogues (Ans.) 740 (i).
Debates, Official, Com. (M.) to substitute Mr. Prior's

name for Mr. Baker's, 269 (i).
- - on Amt. (Mr. Choquette) to M. to conc. in 2nd

Rep. of Com., 934 (ii).
Deptl. Re-organisation Repeal B. 110 (Mr. Mills,

Bothwell) on M. for 1°, 590 (i).
Derby Branch Ry., Extension (Ans.) 872 (ii).

- Subsidy (Ans.) 854 (ii).
Extradition Act, extension of provisions B. 84, on M.

(Sir John Thompson) to trnsfr. to Govt. Orders,
1395 (i).

Fisheries and Trades Relations with U.S, on prop.
Res. (Mr. Laurier) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 329 (i).

Flour and Pork Duties (remarks) on adjnmt., 1723 (i).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. (Sir John Thompson)

on M. for 2°, 985; in Com., 1008, 1128 (ii).
Free List Extension (Cosibinations) B. 56 (Mr. Edgar)

on M. for 1°, 248 (i).
Freight Transit through Can., on prop. M. (Mr. Ives)

for Sol. Com., 88 (i).
4

Macdonald, Rt. Hon. Sir John A.-Continued.
Freight Transit through Can., on Order for Sel. Com.

being called, 591 (i).
Gannon Narrows Floating Bridge (Ans.) 1628 (ii).
Good Friday, adjnmt. (remarks) 1285; (àf.) 1339 (ii).
Govt. Business, on M. (Sir Bector Langevin) to take

in Thursday, 424 (i).
(M.) to take in Monday 1181 (ii).

-- Saturday 1534 (ii).
G.T. R., Pets. from Shareholders re Subsidies to Rys.

(Ans.) 1081 (ii).
Hereford Ry. Co.'s Subsidy, Laborers' Wagos (Ans.)

1017 (ii).
Horse Island, Georgian Bay, Sale (Ans.) 590 (i).
House of Commons Act Amt. B. 108 (Sir John

TIhompson) in Com., 785 (i).
Hudson's Bay Ry, and Man. repudiation (Ans.) 1628.
Indian Annuities, Arrears, on M. for Cor., 938 (ii).
Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. 139 (Kr. Costigan) in

Com., 1397 (ii).
I.C.R., Capital Account, expenditure (Ans.) 676 (i).

-- Dining Rooms at Stations, Tenders (Ans.) 428.
-- Macdonald, A. R., Superintendent, Pet. of Em-

ployés (Ans.) 249 (i).
-- Receipts and Expenditures frorm opening to

date (Ans.) 427 (i).
-- Summer Freight Rates (remarks) 1330, 1535 (ii).
Internal Economy Commission, Mess. from Ris Ex.

(presented) 29 (i).
Jesuits' Estates Act, Papers (presented) 701 (il.
- - day for discussion (Ans.) 740 (i).
--- on Res. (Mr. O'Brien) in Amt. to Com. of

Sup., 903 (ii).
Test of Legality (Ans.) 1328 (ii).

--- on Res. (Mr. Ross) in Amt. to Com. of Sup.,
1692 (i).

Judges' Salaies, Legislation (Ans.) 1629 (ii).
King's Co., P. E. L Representation, on prop. Res. (Mr.

Taylor) challenging Seat, 169 (i).
Lake St. Louis Buoys and Lights (rom arks) 1534 (ii).
Manufacturera' Life Insurance Co.'s Shareholders (ex-

planation) 1098 (ii).
-- on M. for copies of Cor., 592 (i).

-- Return respecting (Ans.) 1017 (ii).
McDonald and Dowling's Gulches, Pile-driving (Ans.)

677 (i).
Members' Sessional Indemnity (remarks) 1710 (ii).
Mennonite Immigrants Loan B. 138 (Mr. Carling) on

M. for 10, 1268 (ii).
Mess. from Ris Ex. (presented) 29, 322 (i).
Military College, Commandant's Residence (remarks)

1534 (ii).
Milk Adulteration, prevention of Fraud B. 16 (Mr.

Burdett) on M. for 20, 259 (i).
Miniaterial Changes (explanation) 24 (i).
Modus Vivendi (remarks) 811 (ii).
Mounted Police Act Amt. (B. 146, 1°*1) 1572; 2° m.,

1709 (ii).
-- Commissioner's Rep. (presented) 169 (i)

Pensions (prop. Res.) 469; in Com., 769 (i)i
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Macdonald, Rt. Hon. Sir John A.-Continued.

(B.118)2 0 m., 1269; on Ques. of Order, 127; in
Com., 1277 (ii).

-- Punishment of Constables, &c., on M. for Ret.,
430 (i).

Northern and North-Western Ry. (Ans.) 248 (i).
N. W. T. Act Amt. (Ans.) 105 (ii).
Oaths of Office (B. 1, 1°*) 2 (i).
Ocean Steamship Subsidy (B. C. and Australia) on

prop. Res., 1329; in Com., 1373, 1377 (ii).
Ont. Loan and Debenture Co.'s Consolidation B. 48

(Bir. Moncrieff) on M. for 2°, 299 (i).
Orange Order incorp., Legislation (Ans.) 1082 (ii).
Ottawa and Montreal Boom Co.'s B, 23 (Mr. Girouard)

on M. for 20, 170<(i).
Oxford and New Glasgow Ry., total Length (Ans.), 529.
Pagans in Joliette County (Ans.) 1710 (ii).
Pioton Branch Ry., total Cost (Ans.) 302; Length,

348 (i).
Pontiac and Pacifie Ry. Co.'s Subsidy (prop. Res.)

1600 (ii).
Pope, late Hon. J. H. (remarks) 943, 1017 (ii).
Post Office Act Amt. B. 93 (Mr. laggart) in Com. on

Res., 1131; inGCom. on B, 1134 (ii).
Printing, Joint Com. (M.) 19 (i).
Privilege, Ques. of (Mr. Flynn) re Informer Le Caron,

97 (i).
Qu'Appelle and Long Lake Ry. Co. (prop. Res.)

1572; M. fLr Com., 1706 (ii).
Quoeon's College (Kingston) B. 46 (Mr. Kirkpatrick)

on M. for 21, 300 (i).
Ry. Act Amt. B. 115 (Mr. Foster) on M. for 2?,

1284 (ii).
Ry. Subsidies Chicoutimi and Saguenay (Ans.) 1181.

Lake St. John (Ans.) 427 (i).
Returns in hauds of Members (remarks) 1573 (ii).
Rideau Hall Expenses, in Com. of Sup., 916 (ii).
Rimouski Wharf, Repairs, Contractors, &c. (Ans.)

302 (i).
Rock Lake Dam, damages caused by, on M. for Reps.

of Engineers, &c., 937 (ii).
Rocky Mountains Park Amt. (B. 141, 1°*) 1363;

wthdn.,1629 (ii).
St. Chailes Branch Ry., total Cost (Ans.) 302 (i).
St. George's Bridge, Structural Defects (Ans.) 1081.
Saw Logs, Export Duty, on Res. (Mr. Barron) in Amt.

to Com. of Sap., 1589 (ii).
Select Standing Committees (M.) 2 (i).

(M.) for Com. to prepare lists, 17 (i).
(Lists presented) 18 (i).

- (Ms.) to add names 169, 269 (i).
Senator for Shawinigan District (Ans.) 1628 (ii).
Short Line Ry. (prop. Res.) 1424; in Com. on Res.,

1658; on Amt. to M. to conc, in Res., 1681; (B. 149,
19*) and in Oum., 1683 (ii).

(Harvey to Salisbury) Survey (Ans.) 1498 (ii).
-- Amount paid International Ry. Co. or 0.P. R.
(Ans.) 769 (i).

Macdonald, Rt. Hon. Sir John A.-Continued.
Short Line Ry., on M. for Rot., objection (Mr. Laurier)

to ha nding in documents to Reporters, 546 (i).
-- on personal explanation (Mr. Jones) 741 (i).
Simms & Slater, return of Deposits to Sureties (Ans.)

677 (i).
Sittings of the House, Mr. Charlton's Res. (remarks)

432 (i).
on Res. (Mr. Charlton) not to sit after 12

o'clock, 527 (i).
Smyth, Henry, of Chatham, employment of by Govt.

(Ans.) 224 (i).
Speech from the Throne (M. for conadn.) 2 (i).
Subsidies (land) to Rys. (prop. Bes.) 1572; B. 152 (Mr.

Dewdney) in Com. on Ros., 1714, 1720 (ii).
-- (money) to Rys. (B. 148) in Com. on lt Reas.,

1499; M. to conc. in Res, 1535; 2nd Res., 1572;
in Com.on Res., 1616, 1629; M. to cono. in Res.,1652;
in Com. on B., 1686 (fi).

SUPPLY, on Ques. of Procedure (remarks) 48 (i):
4rta, Agriculture and Statistics (Dairy Interest) 1513 (ii).
Canals-Capital (Oornwall) 1205; (Lachine) 1205; (Sault

Ste. Marie) 1205; (Trent Riv. Nav.) 1209; (Williamsburg)
1206. Income (Lachine) 1514; (W elland) 1516 (ii).

Civil Government (Contingencies )160, 165 ; (Mounted Police)
152 (i); (Privy Council) 1501 ; (Railways and Canals) 1501.

Collection of Revenues: Canais (Repairs, &c.) 1212 (ii).
Immigration (Agents) 961 (ii).
Indians (Oka Indians, removal) 1171 ; (Relief of Distress, Que.)

1169; (Schools) 1170 (il).
Legislation : House of Commons (Votera' Lists, Printing) 272.
Miscellaneous (American Association) 1698 ; (Banff : Roads and

Bridges, &a.) 1215; (Labor Commission) cono., 1614 (ii).
Jfounted Police, 1212 (ii).
Pensions (Rebellion, N.W.T.) 792 (i)
Public Works-Income : Buildings (Ont.) 1695; (Repairs, Furni-

ture, &c.) 916 (ii).
Railways-CUapital: C.P.R. (construction)1047. Cape Breton

(construction) 1069. I.C. R. (accom modation at Halifax) 1049;
(Oity front of St. John) 1068; (Rolling Stock) 1614. Oxford
and New Glasgow (construction) 1073 (il).

Superannuation: Railways (Mr. Wallace) 1597 (ii).

Temiscouata Ry. Subsidy, Amount paid (Ans.) 676 (i).
Timber and Lumber Inspection Act Amt. B. 113 (Mr.

Costigan) in Com. on Bos., 669 (i).
Todd's Parliamentary Govt., distribution to Members,

1601 (ài),

Tolls and Duos, Collection (B. 122, 1°*) 811 (i).
Tracey, A. B., Seizure of Goods at Medicine Hat (Ans.)

1016 (ii).
Tree Peddlers, &c., prevention of Fraud B. 6 (Mr.

Boyle) on M. for 2°, 1100; on M. to ref. to Sol. Com.,
1104 (ii).

Trent Valley Canal, Commissioners' Rep. (Ans.) 20,
676 (i), 872 (ii).

U. S., Invitation to Members to Visit (Ans.) 34 (i).
Victoria Bridge, Cost of maintenance, &c. (Ans.) 1081.
Wrecking (Foreign Vessols Aid) inG an. Waters B. 2

(Mr. Kirkpatrick) on I. for L°, 253 (i).
York-Simeoe Battalion Kit Allowance, on prop. Ras.

(Mr. Mulock) 85; (remarks) 428 (i).
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Macdonald, Mr. P., East Huron.
Fisheries and Trade Relations with U.S., on prop. Res.

(Mr. Laurier) in Amt. to Com. to Sup., 385 (i).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sir Johm Thomp.

son) on A'mt. (Mr. Laurier) to M. for 2°, 1002 (ii).
Immigration Agents, in Com. of Sap., 917 (ii).
Mail Carriage in Brussels, Ont. (Ques.) 249 (i).
Monnted Police Pensions B. 118 (Sir John A. Macdonald)

in Com. on Res., 773 (i); on Amt. (Mr. Jones, Halifax)
to M. for 21, 1275 (ii).

Ocean Steamship Subsidy (B. 0. and Australia) B. 144
(Mr. Foster) in Com. on Res., 1379 (ii).

Prohibition of Intoxicating Liquors, on Amt. to Amt.
(Mr. Taylor) to prop. Res., 260 (i).

SUPPLY:
Immigration (Agents) 917, 951 (ii).

Macdowall, Mr. D. H., Saskatchewan.
C. P. BR., Maps, Land and Money Subsidies (Ques.) 935.
Engineers (stationary) Examination and Licensing B.

8 (Mr. Cook) on M. for 2°, 1110 (ii).
Immigration Agents, in Com. of Sup., 948 (ii).

Pamphlets, in Com. of Sap., 277.
Intoxicating Liquors in N. W. T., oa Res. (Mr. Fisher)

in Amt. to Com. of Sap., 1338 (ii).
Lake, James P., payment for Wire Rope (Ques.) 1628.
Legislative Assembly in N. W. T., Memorials, on M. for

copies, 374 (i).
Moose Jaw, Battleford and Edmonton Ry. Ço.'s incorp.

(B. 85, 1°*) 369 (i).
N. W. T. Act Amt. B. 13G (Mr. Dewlney) on M. for 10,

1262 (ii).
Ont., Manitoba and Western Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B. 83,

1°*) ý46 (i).
Qu'Appelle, Long Lake, &c, Ry. and Steamboat Co.'s

B. 151 (Sir John A. Macdonald) on M. for Com. on
Res,, 1707 (i).

Supplies, Mounted Police, in Com. of Sip., 1452 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Collection of Revenues: Dom. Lands, 1254. Post Office (Salaries,
&o.) 1240 (ii).

Immigration (Agents) 948 (ii).
Indians (Xan. and N. W. T.) 1173, 1596; (Schools) 1170 (ii).
Legislation: House of Commons (Printing, Paper and Binding)

277.
Miscellaneous (St. Catharines Milling Co., Costa) 1457 (i).
Mounted Police, 1452 (ii).

Title and Mortgage Guarantee Co.'s incorp. (B. 114, 1°)
676 (i).

Wood Mountain and Qu'Appelle Ry. Co.'s (B. 107, 10*)
589 (i).

Mackenzie, H on. A., East York.
Ont. Loan and Debenture Co.'s Consolidation B. 48

(Mr. Kfoncriefl) on M. for 20, 299 (i).
Rideau Hall Expenses,,in Com. of Sup., 917 (i).
Sittings of the House, on prop. Res. (MIr. Charlton) not

to sit after 12 o'clock, 528 (i).
SUPPLY :

civil Government (Civil Service Examinera) 203 (i).
Public Works-Income:, Buildings (Repaira, Furniture, &c.)

917 (i).

xxvii
Mackenzie, Hon. A.-Continued.

Wrecking, &c., in Can. Waters B. 7 (Mr. Patterson,
Essex) on M. to adjn. deb., 259 (i).

MoCarthy, Mr. D., North Simcoe.
Jesuits' Estates Act, on Res. (Mr. O'Brien) ii Amt. to

Com. of Sup., 842 (ii).
Saskatchewan Ry. and Mining Co.'s incorp. (B. 86,

1°*) 369 (i).
Wrecking, &c., in Can. Waters B. 7 (Mr. Patteraon,

Essex) on M. for 2° (M. to adja. deb.) 258 (i).

McCulla, Mr. W. A., Peel.
Combinat ions in Trade B. 11 (Sir John Thonpson) on

M. for Com., 1444 (ii).

McDonald, Mr. J. A., Victoria, N.S.
Cape Breton Ry., payment of Laborers (Ques.) 871(ii)
Civil Service Act Amt. B. 100 (Mr. Haggart) in Com.

on Res., 673 (i).
James, Mr. Justice, leave of absence (Ques.) 525 (i).
SUPPLY:

Miscellaneous (Griffin, Mr., gratuity) 1453 (ii).

McDougald, Mr. J., Pictou.
Corn Importations, rebate of Duty, on Amt. to Amt.

(Mr. Flynn) to prop. Res,, 130 (i).
SUPPLY:

Public Works-Income : Harbors and Rivera (N.S.) 807 (i).

McDougall, Mr. H. F., Cape Breton.
Cape Breton Ry., on prop. Res. (Mr. Flynn) in Amti

to Com. of Sap., 1190 (ii).
Reciprocity (unrestricted) with U.S., on Res. (Sir

Richard Cartwright) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 643 ().

McGreevy, Hon. T., West Quebec.
Quebec Board of Trade incorp. Act Amt. (B. 87, 1°*)

369 (i).

McIntyre, Mr. P. A., King's, P. E. I.
Fishery Bounty, Claims made and rejected in P.E.Is

(M. for Rot.) 434 (i).
Mount Stewart Pier, in Com. of Sup., 922 (ii).
Naufrage Harbor, P.E.I., Engineer's Rep. (M. for

copy) 33 (i.)
SUPPLY :

Public Works-lncome: Barbors and Rivera (P.E.L) 922 (il).

McKay, Mr. A., Hamilton.
Artisans, Importation, attention called to Advertise-

ment, 1668 (i).
Hamilton Central Ry. Co.'s (B. 39, 1°*) 194 (i).
Post Office Act Amt. B. 93 (Mr. Baggart) in Com. on

Res., 1132 ; in Com. on B. 1137 (ii).
Ships' Safety Act Amt. B. 54 (Mr. Tupper) in Com.,

1039 (ii).
Subsidies to Rys. (money) B. 148 (Sir John A. Mac.

donald) in Com. on Res., 1633 (i).
SUPPLY:

Legislation: Bouse of Commons (Votera' Lists, printing) 272(1).



INDEX.
McKeen, Mr. D., Cape Breton.

Cape Breton Ry., op prop. Res. (Mr. Flynn) in Amt. to
Com. of Sup., 120') (i).

Corn Importations, rebate of Duty, on Amt. to Amt.
(Mr. Flynn) to prop. Res., 121 (i).

MoMillan, Mr. J., Bouth Huron.
Corn Importations, rebate of Daty, on prop. Res. (Mr.

.landerkin) 107 (i).
Customs Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. Bowell) in Com. on

Res., 768 (i).
Experimental Farm, Ottawa, Cost (Ques.) 225 (i).

--- (M. for Ret.*Y) 235 (i).
expenditure (M. for Stmnt.*) 436 (i).

Fertilisers, Artificial, removal of Duty, on Res. (Mr.
Mulock) 40 (i).

Free List Extension (Grains and Seeds) on prop. Res.
(Mr. Platt) 684 (i).

Ocean Steamship Subsidies (B. C. and Australia) on
Ree. (Mr. Foster) in Com., 1376 (ii).

(Can. and United Kingdom) on Res. (Mr.
Foster) in Com., 1418 (ii).

Reciprocity (unrestricted) with U.S., on Res. (Sir
Richard Cartwright) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 646 (i).

8UPPLY:
Arta, Agriculture and Statistica (Experimental Farm) 288, 294.

MoMullen, Mr. J., North Wellington.
Alberta Ry. and Coal Co.'s B. 14 (Mr. Shan'y) on M.

for 3°, 285 (i).
Bills of Exchange, Choques, &e., B. 5 (Sir John Thomp.

son) on M. for Com., 778 (i).
Chipman, C. C., in Com. of Sup., 201 ().
Civil Service Act Amt. B. 100 (Mr. la ggart) on M.

for 2°, 670 (i).
Combinations in Trade B. 11 (Sir John Thompson) on

M. for Com., 1441; on Son. Amts., 1691 (ii).
Concurrence, 1598, 1609, 1614 (ii).
Convict Labor, in Com. of Sup., 214 (i).
Defence of Indian charged with Shooting (Ques.) 935.
Dom. Lands, in Com. of Sup., 11'40 (ii).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sir John Thomp.

son) on Amt. (Mr. Laurier) to M. for 2%, 9b9; in
Com., 1015 (ii).

Frauds upon Farmers, on M. (Mr. Brown) for Sp. Com.,
16 (i).

- on M. (Mr. Brown) to reduce quorum 223 (i).
Homestead Inspectors in Man. and N. W. T. (remarks)

29 (i); Reps. (M. for copies) 22 (i).
Hlouse of Commons Act Amt. B. 108 (Sir John Thomp-

son) in Com., 786 (i).
Immigration Agents, in Com. of Sap., 947, 1319 (ii).
Interest, computing, in Com. of Sup., 155 (i).
Jesuits' Estates Act, on Res. (Mr. O'Brien) in Amt. to

Com. of Sup., 896 (ii).
on Res. (Mr. Boss) in Amt. to Com. of Sup.,

1693 (ii).
Land Board, Winnipeg, in Comi. of Sup., 59, 61(i).
Legislative Assembly in N.W.T., Memorials, on M. for

copies, 378 (i),

MI Mulleu, Mr. J.-Continued.
Majori' Hill Park, in Com. of Sup., 1449 (i).
Mounted Police Act Ant. B. 146 (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) on M. for 20, 1709 (ii).
Mounted Police Pensions B. 118 (Sir John A.. Macdonald)

in Corn. on Res., 771 (i); on A mt. (Mr. Jones, Bali-
fax) to M. for 2", 1276 (ii).

Ocean Steamship Subsidies (B. C. and Australia) in
Com. on Res., 1375 (ii).

-- (Can. and United Kingdom) in Com. on Ross,
1419, 1437 (ii).

O'Connor, D., Account for Law Cases, Fees, &c. (M.
for Rot.) 31 (i).

-- in Com. of Sup., 1229 (ii).
Ottawa Public Roads, Improvements, amount paid (M.

for Ret.*) 303 (i).
Pictou Branch Ry., total Cost (Ques.) 302; Length,

348 (i).
Pope, Mr. (Dep. Com. of Patents) in Com. of Sup, 71,
Post Office Act A mt. B. 93 (Mr. Baggart) on M. for

10, 370 (i).
Post Offices Built since 1878, Revenues, &c., on M. for

Ret., 232 (i).
Printing Bureau, cost of building, plant, &c. (Ques.)

1363 (ii).
Pub. Acets. Com., meeting (temarks) 501 (i).

-- Papers from Militia D0 pt. (remarks) 470 (i).
Reciprocity (unrestricted) with U. S., on Res. (Sir

Richard Cartwright) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 516,
523 (i).

Returns (enquiry) 621 (i).
Rideau Hall Expenses, in Com. of Snp, 914 (ii).
Rolling Stock, I. C. R, in Com. of Sup., 1066 (ii).
St. Catharines Milling and Lumbering Co. vs. Queen,

Law Costs, &c. (M. for Rot.*) 33 (i).
- (Ques.) 1146 (ii).

in Com, of Sup., 49, 52 (i), 14ù5 (ii).
original Choques (M. for Ret.*) 943 (i).

St. Charles Branch Ry, entire Cost (M. for Ret.*)
943 (ii).

total Cost (Ques.) 302 (i).
Sault Ste. Marie Canal, Tenders, &o. (M. for copies*)

304 (i).
Scott, Capt., Superannuation, in Com. of Sup., 146 (i).
Short Line Ry., &c., on Amt, to M. to cono. in Res.,

1679 (ii).
Smyth, Ienry, employment by Govt. (Ques.) 224 (i).
Subsidies (monoy) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Mac.

donald) in Com. on Res., 1501, 1621, 1634 (ii).
Supplies, Mounted Police, in Com. of Sup., 1451 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Arts, Agriculture and Statiatica (Dairy Interest)1513 (ii); (Ex-
perimental Farms) 297 (i).

Civil Government (Agriculture) 71; (Oontingencies) 155 ;
(High Commissioner'a Office) 199; (Indian Affairs) 66;
(Inland Revenue) 66; (Interior)59,64; (Justice) 49; (Marine)
146 (i), cone., 1614 (ii); (Militia and Defence) 55; (Post-
master General) 70 (); (P.O. and Finance Depts., contin'
gencies) 1503; (Privy oouncil)1501; (Railways and Canals)
1504 (ii); (Sec. of State) 57 (i).
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McMullen, Mr. J.-Continued.

SUPPLY-Continued.
Collection of Revenues (Adulteration of Food) 1227. Customs

(Salaries, &c.) 1219. Dom. Lands, 1240, 1249, 1257 ; conc.,
1609. Minor Revenues, 1229. Post Office (Sataries, &c.) 1234,
1596. Public Works (Slides and Booms) 1231. Railways
(t. C.R ) 1496. Weights and Mleasures, 1226, 1496 (il).

Immigration (Agents) 917, 952, 1319 (ii).
Indians (Dingman, A., services) 1172, 1451; (han. and N.W.T.)

1174, 1595; (Schools) 1170 (ii).
Legislation: Bouse of Conimons (iFranchise Act) 1511 (ii).

Senate (Salaries and Contingencies) 207 (i).
Miscellaneous (Banff: Roads, Bridges, &c.) 1180, 1215 ; (Lands,

O.P.R. Belt) 1570 (il).
Ifilitia (Drill Sheds, &c.) 795; (Permanent Forces, &c.) 799 (i).
Miscellaneous (Fabre, Mr., Salary, &c.) 1180 ; (Inspector, Regis-

trars, &c., N.W.T.) 1180; (Jukes, Dr., services) 1571; (Print-
ing Bureau) 1571; (St. Catharines Milling Co., Costs) 1455 (ii).

>ounted Police, 1213, 1451, 1497 (if).
Penitentiaries (Kingston) 211 (i) ; 1510; (Man.) 217 (i), 1508

cone., 1598; (St. Vincent de Paul) 1319 (ii).
Pensions (Compensation in lieu of Land) 789; (Krs. Gowanlock)

792 (i).
Public Works-Capital: Buildings (additional, Ottawa) 800 (i);

Harbors and Rivera (N.S.) conc,, 1599. Income: Buildings
(Ont.) 1521, 1693; (Repaira, Furniture, &c.) 914, conc., 1599;
Experimental Farm (Buildings, &c ) 971. Harbors and Rivera
(Ont.) 929. Roads and Bridges, 971; (Ottawa City and River)
1449 (i).

Railw ays-Capital: I.C.R. (Repair Shed at Richmond) 1066 (ii).
Superannuation : Railways (W. Wallace) 1197 (ii).

Toronto School of Ilantry, Bread Sapply, Tenders
(Ques.) 1082 (ii).

Trade Commissioner to South America (Ques.) 30 (i).
Webster,,W, A., employment by Govt. (Ques ) 979 (ii).

McNeill, Mr. A., North Bruce.
Free List Extension (Grains and Seeds) on prop. Res.

(Mr. Platt) 690 (i).
Immigration Agents, in Com. of Sup., 951 (ii).
Jesuits' Estate Act, Disallowance, on Res. (Mr. O'Brien)

in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 869 (ii).
Ocean Steamship Subsidies (B.C. and Australia) in Com.

on Res., 13f4 (ii).
-- (Can. and United Kingdom) in Com. on Res.,

1418 (ii).
Ships' Safety Act Amt. B. 54 (Mr. Tupper) in Com,,

1039 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Immigration, 951 (il).
Collction of Revenues : Weights and Measures, 1227 (ii).

Madill, Mr. E., North Ontario.
Deschenes, Ludger Miville, Amounts paid for Surveys

in N.W.T. (Ques.) 1327 (ii).
Elevators and Hoists Safety (B. 13, 1°*) 29 (iî.
Fishing Licenses in Inland Waters, on M. for Ret.,

84(i).
Reciprocity (unrestricted) with U. S., on Res. (Sir

Richard Cartwright) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 713 (i).

Mara, Mr. J. A., Yale.
County Court Judges for B. C., appointment (Ques.)

80 (i).
Division List (correction) 1330 (ii).

Mara, Mr. J. A.-Continued.
Kootenay and Athabasca Ry. Co's. (B. 15, 10*) 30; in

Com., 238 (i).
Mining in Ry. Boit, B. C. (remarks) 980 (ii).
Mining Laws, B.C., on M. for Com. of Sup. (remarks)

1540 (ii).
Ocean Steamship Subsidy (B. C. and China, &c.) on

Amt. (Ur. Davies, P.E.I.) to conc. in Ras., 1430 (ii).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) in Com. on Res., 1629 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Collection of Revenues: Publio Works (Eequimalt Graving
Dock) 1232 (ii).

Immigration (Agents) 957 (ii).

Marshall, Mr. J. H., East Middlesex.
London Mutual Fire Insurance Co.'A incorp. Act Amt.

(B. 50, 10*) 222 (i).

Masson, Mr. J., North Grey.
Corn Importations, rebate of Duty, on prop. fRes. (Mr.

Landerkin) 109 (i).
Castoms Act Ant. B. 117 (ir. Bowell) in Com,, 1144.
Wrocking (Foreign Vessels Aid) Can. Waters B. 2 (Mr.

Kirkpatrick) on M. for 2', 254; in Com, 618 (i).

Mills, Mr. J. B., Annapols.
Annapolis and Western Counties Ry.

copies of Cor., &c., 535 (i).
Co.'s, on M. for

Mills, Hon. D., Bothwell.
Alberta Ry. and Co.al Co.'s B. 14 (Mr. Shanly) in

Com., 235; on M. for 30, 284 (i).
Behring's Son Seizures, paragraph in Empire news-

paper (Ques.) 287 (i).
on M. for Com. of Sup., 1582 (i).

Bills of Exchange, Cheques, &c., B. 5 (Sir John Thomp-
son) on M. for 2°, 194 (i).

on M. for Com., 775; in Com., 781 (i).
Boundaries of Ont., on prop. Res, (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) 1329 ; on M. for Com. on Res., 1654 (ii).
Breslayor Half-breeds, compensation fLr Losses (Ques.)

348 (i).
Oab.hire, in Com. of Sup., 161, 167 (i).
C.P.R. Co.'s B. 68 (Mr. Kirkpatrick) in Com., 1061,

1096 (ii).
Chipman, C. C., in Com. of Sup,, 147, 201 ().
Civil Service Act Ant. B. 100 (Mr. Haggart) on M.

for 2', 671; in Com. on Res., 675 (i).
Civil Service, Assa ssment of Salaries authorisation B.

18 (Mr. Ellis) on objection to 20, 367 (i).
Combinations in Trade B. 11 (Mr. Wallace) on M. for

, 1115 ; on M. (Sir John Thompson) for Com., 1437,
in Com., 1446; on Son. Amts., 1689 (i).

Concurrence, 1608 (ii).
Controverted Elections, date of receipt by Speaker of

certificates from Judges (M. for Ret.*) 303 (i).
Corrupt Practices in Municipal Affaira B. 71 (Sir John

Thompson) in Com., 502 (i).
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Mills, Hon. D.-Continued.

Cruelty to Animals Prevention B. 3 (Mr. Brown) on
Amt. (Mr. Tisdale) 6 m.h., to M. for 20, 247; on M.
that Com. rise, 359 (i).

Copyright Act Amt. B. 101 (Sir John Thompson) on M.
to recom., 1466 (ii).

Dom. Lands Act Amt. B. 145 (Mr. Dewdney) in Com.,
1527 (ii),

Dom. Lands, in Com. of Sup., 1246 (ii).
Dresden Turning Ground Improvements, in Com. of

Sup., 151 (i).
Exchequer Court Act Amt. B. 109 (Sir John Thompson)

in Com., 787 (i).
Exports to Great Britain vid United States (Ques.)

428 (i).
Expropriation of Lands B. 131 (Sir John Thompson) in

Com., 1266 (ii).
Extradition, extension of provisions B. 84, on M. (Sir

John Thompson) to trnsfr. to Govt. Orders, 1395 (ii).
Fertilisers, Artificial, removal of Duty, on Res. (Mr..

Mulock) 46 (i).
Fisheries and Trade Relations with U.S., on prop.

Res. (Mr. Laurier) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 332 (i).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sir John Thomp

son) on M. for 2°, 983; in Com., 1008, 1019, 1125; on
Amt. (Mr. Watson) 1281 (ii).

Good Friday, adjamt. (remarks) 1285 (ii).
louse of Commons Act Amt. B. 103 (Sir John

Thompson) in Com., 785 (i).
Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. 139 (Mr. Costigan) in

Com., 1397 (ii).
Jesuits' Estates Act, on Res. (Mr. O'Brien) in Amt.

to Com. of Sup., 872 (ii).
Judges' (Provincial) Salaries B. 150 (Sir John Thomp.

son) on M. for 1°, 1688 (ii).
Land Commissioner's Office, Winnipeg, in Com. of

Sup., 64 (i).
Lands in B.C., conveyance B. 128 (Mr. Dewdney) in

Com., 1043 (ii).
Legal Fees and Expenses, in Com. of Sup., 51 (i).
Legislative Economy, on M. (Sir Hector Langevin) for

Joint Com., 782 (i).
Liquor Permits in N. W.T., on M. for copies of Cor.,

&0, 555 (i).
Massawippi Junction iRy. Co.'s ircorp. Act Amt. B. 37

(Mr. Colby) on M. for 2°, 239 (i).
Mennonite Immigrants Loan B. 138 (Mr. Carling) on

M. for 1°, 1268 (ii).
Mounted Police Pensions B. 118 (Sir John A. Macdon-

al1) in Com. on Res., 770 (i); on Ques. of Order,
1270; on Amt. (Mr. Jones, Halifax) 1271 (ii).

N.W.T. Act Amt. B. 136 (Mr. Dewdney) on M. for
10, 1262 (ii).

Ocean Steamship Subsidy (B.C. and Australia) in
Com. on Res., 1374 (ii).

Pope, Mr. (Dep. Com. of Patente) in Com. of Sup., 72,
76, 78 (i).

Post Office Act Amt. B. 93 (Mr. Raggart) in Com.,
1135 (ii).

Mills, Hon. D.-Continued.
Post Offices Built since 1878, Revenues, &c., on M. for

Ret., 230 (i).
Privilege, Ques. of (Mr. Trow) Member leaving Seat

during Vote, 249 (i).
Prohibition of Intoxicating Liquors (Amt. to Amt.)

to prop. Res., 261; neg. (Y. 36, N. 128) 267 (i).
Public Acets. Comn., Printing of Evidence (remarks)

1366 (ii).
Public Depts. reorganisation Repeal (B. 110, 10) 589.
Queen's College (Kingston) B. 46 (Mr. Kirkpatrick) on

M for 2°, 300, 602 (i); on Son. Amts., 855, (ii).
Ry. Act Amt. B. 115 (Mr. Foster) on M. for 20, 1284.
Rideau Hall Expenses, in Com. of Sup., 914 (ii).
St. Catharines Milling Co., Legal Expenses, in Com.

of Sap., 51 (i).
Saw Loge, Export Duty, on -Res. (Mr. Barron) in Amt.

to Com. of Sup., 1587 (ii).
Short Line Ry. (Harvey to Salisbury) B. 149 (Sir John

A. .Macdonald) in Coma., 1684 (ii).
Sittings of the House, on prop. Res. ([r. Charlton)

not to sit after 12 o'clock, 528 (i).
Speedy Trials of Indictable Offences B. 17 (Sir John

Thompson) in Com., 470 (i).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) in Çlom. on Res., 1616, 1627, 1632, 1642; in
Com. on B., 1686 (ii).

SUPPLY (Ques. of Procedure) on M. for Com,, 48 (i):
Administration ofTustice (Supreme Court) 206; (Vice-Admiralty

Court) 205 (i).
Canals-Income (Welland) 1515 (ii).
Civil Government (Agriculture) 72; (Civil Service Examiners)

203; (Contingencies) 161; (High Commissioner'a Office) 201;
(Indian Affairs) 65 (i), 1503 (ii) ; (Interior) 58, 64; (Justice)
51; (Mounted Police) 62 (); (Privy Council) 1502 (ii);
(Public Works) 150 (i).

Collection of Revenues (Dom. Lands) 1246, 1255; conc.,
1608 (ii).

Indians (Man. and N.W.T.) 1174, 1595 (ii).
Legislation: House of Commons (Franchise Act) 1511 (ii).

Senate (Salaries and Contingencies) 207 (i).
Miscellaneous (St. Catharines Milling Co.'s Coste) 1159 (ii).
Publie Works-Income: Buildings (Repairs, Furniture, &c.)

915. Harbor and Rivera (N.B.) 926; (Ont.) 927, 1448 (ii);
Roads &ni Bridges (Ottawa City and River) 1448 (ii).

Penitentiaries (Kingston) 211 ; (Man. ) 219 (i).
Pensions (Compensation in lien of Land) 790 (i).
Railways-Capital: 0. P. R. (construction) 1047. Cape

Breton (construction) 1069 (ii).
Tree Peddlers, &c., prevention of Fraud B. 6 (Mr.

Boyle) on M. to ref. to Sel. Com., 1106 (ii).
Timber and Lumber Inspection Act Amt. B. 113 (Mr.

Costigan) in Com. on Res., 667 (i).
Wrecking (Foreign Vessels Aid) in Can. Waters B. 2

(Mr. Kirkpatrick) in Com., 620 (i).
Wrecking, &c., in Can. Waters B. 7 (Mr. Patterson,

Essex) on M. for 2, 257 (i).

Mitchell, Hon. P., .Northumberland.
Adams, A. & J., Claim for loss of Carrier Dove (M. for

Cor.*) 1182 (ii).
Adams, Seizure of, Papers, &c. (remarks) on adjnmt,,

1(62, 1463 (ii).



INDEX.
Mitchell, Hon. P.-Continued.

Adjnmt. of House (remarks) re Notices on Order Paper,
699 (i).

Alberta Ry. and Coal Co.'s B. 14 (Mr. Shanly) in Com.,
237 (i).

American Law Reps., in Com of Sup., 205 (i).
Behring's Sea Fisheries, Proclamation of American

Govt. (remarks) 811 (ii).
Bills of Exchange, Choques, &c., B. 5 (Sir John Thomp.

son) on M. for Com., 775 (i),
Bills, Second Readings (protest) 357 (i).
Business of the House (remarks) 270 (i).
C. P. R. Co.'s B. 68 (Mr. Kirkpatrick) in Com., 1963,

1097 (ii).
Canai Works, Tenders, on M. for Ret., 594 (i).
Chignecto Ship Ry., Prospectus (Ques.) 1423 (ii).
Chipman, C. C., in Com. of Sap., 139, 196 (i).
Concurrence, 1598 (ii).
Corn Importations, rebate of Duty, on Amt. to Amt.

(Mr. Flynn) to prop. Res., 117 (i),
on M. to adjn. House, 120 (i).

Customs Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. Bowell) in Com. on Res.,
764 (i).

Customs Seizures, in Com. of Sap., 68 (i).
Cullers Act Amt. B. 142 (Ur. Oostigan) on M. for Com.

on Res, 1364 (ii).
Derby Branch Ry. and Northern and Western Ry. (M.

for Cor., &c.*) 1182 (ii).
--- Claims for Land Damages (remarks) 749 (i).

- Subsidy (Ques.) 854 (ii).
Extension (Ques.) 871 (ii).

Expropriation of Lands B. 131 (Sir John Thompson) on
M. for 10, 914 (ii).

Extradition Act, extension of provisions B. 84 (Mr.
Thompson) in Com., 1477 (ii).

Fisheries Act Amt. B. 129 (Mr. Tupper) on Amt.
(Mr. Weldon, St. John) 6 m. h., 1118; on M. to
adjn. deb., 1122 (ii).

Fisheries and Trade Relations with U. S., on prop.
Res. (Mr. Laurier) in Amt. to Com. of Sap., 397 (i).

Fishing Regulations in Berthier, on M. for copies of
Cor., 747 (i).

Flour and Pork Duties (remarks) on adjnmt., 1723 (i).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sir John Thomp-

son) on Amt. (Ur. Laurier) to M. for 2°, 987; in Com.,
1014 (ii).

Good Friday, adjnmt. (remarks) 1285 (ii).
on M. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1330 (ii).

Govt. Business, on M. (Sir iector Langevin) to take in
Thursday, 423 (i).

Wednesday, 653 (i).
Monday, 1182 (ii),

Immigration Agents, in Com. of Sup., 949 (ii).
Intoxicating Liquors in N. W. T., on Res. (Mr. Fisher)

in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1342 (ii).
Jesuits' Estates Act Disallowance, on Res. (Mr.

O'Brien) in Armt. to Com. of Sup., 839 (i).
Judges' Salaries, in Com. of Sup., 206 (i).
--- on personal explanation (Mr. Curran) 1498 (ii).

Mitchell, Hon. P.-Continued.
Kootenay and Athabasca Ry. Co.'s B. 15 (Mr. Mara)

in Corn., 238 (i).
Laborers Protection B. 53 (Mr. Purcell) on M. for 1°,

223 (i).
Lake St. Louis Buoys and Lights (remarks) 1574,

1652 (ii).
(telegram read) 1534 (ii).

Land Damages, L C. R., in Com. of Sap., 1065 (ii).
Legislative Economy, on M. (Sir Hector Langevin) for

Joint Com., 784 (i).
Map of Canada in Chamber (remarks) 470 (i).
Ministerial Changes, on M. to adjn. fHouse, 28 (i).
Montreal Harbor Commissioners' Act Amt. B. 103

(Mr. Tupper) on M. for 2 0, 774 (i).
Montreal Harbor Police (remarks) 1687 (ii).
Mounted Police Pensions B. 118 (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) in Com. on Res., 772 (i),
Northern and North-Western Ry. (Ques.) 248 (i). •
Ocean. Steamship Subsidy (B. C. and China, &c.) on

Armt. (Mr. Davies, P.E.1.) to conc. in Res., 1433 (ii).
Ottawa and Montreal Boom Co.'s B. 23 (Kr. Girouard)

on M. for 2°, 169, on Order for 20, 425 (i).
Parker, Geo. R., Claims for' damages re Derby Branch

Ry. (M3. for Cor.*) 1182 (ii).
Pope, late Hon. J. H. (remarks) 943 (ii).
Pope, Mr. (Dep. Com. of Patents) in Com. of Sap., 74.
Postage Rates, Can. and U.S., in Com. of Sup. 70 (i).
Post Office Act Amt. B. 93 (Mr. Ijaggart) in Com. on

Res., 1131 (ii).
Privilege, Ques. of (Mr. Trow) Member leaving Seat

during Vote, 250 (i).
Qu'Appelle, Long Lake, &c., Ry. and Steamboat Co.'s

B. 151 (Sir John A. Macdonald) on M. for Com. on
Res., 1707 (ii).

Railway Employés protection B. 53 (Mr. Purcell)
1462 (ii).

St. Catharines Milling Co.'s Legal Expenses, in Com. of
Sup., 49 (i).

Saw Logs, Export Duty, on Res. (Mr. Barron) in Amt.
to Com. of Sup., 1591 (i).

Ships' Safety Act Amt. B. 54 (Mr. Tupper) on M. for
2ç, 1030; in Com., 1032 (ii).

Short Line Ry. (Harvey to Salisbury) B. 149 (Sir John
A. Macdonald) in Com. on ]Res., 1662; on Amt. to M.
to cono. in Res., 1681 (ii).

Sittings of the House, on prop. Res. (Mr. Charlton)
not to sit after 12 o'clock, 527 (i).

Smelt Fishing in the Miramichi, in Com. of Sup., 140.
Subsidies (land) to Rys. B. 152 (Mr. Dewdney) in Com.

on Res., 1720 (ii.)
- (money) to Rys., B. 148 (Sir John A. Mac-
donald) in Com. on Res., 1639 (ii).

Supplies, Mounted Police, in Com. of Sup., 1452 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Administration o/Justice (Supreme Court) 205; (Vice-Admiralty
Court) 206 (i).

ArIts, Agriculture, tc. (Experimental Farm) conc., 1598 (ii).
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Mitchell, Hon. P.-Continiued.
SUPPLY-Continued.

Civil govenment (Agricultu-e) 14; (Customs) 68; (Hligh Com-
missioner's Office) 196 (i); Indian Affdirs) 1502; (Interior)
1502 (ii); '(Justice) 49; (Uarine) 139; (Militia and Defence)
55; (Postmaster General) 69 (i) ; (Privy C3ouncil) 1502 ; (R.il-
ways and Canals) 1504 (ii); (Secretary of State) 57 (i).

Immigration (Agents) 950 (ii).
Indians (Relief of Distrass, Que.) l169 ; (Beh>als) 1170 (ii)
Legislation: House of Commons (Dep. Speaker's Salary) 270 (i).
Marine Biospitals (Marine and Immigrant, Que.) 977 ; (Que.,

N.S., P.E.I., N.B. and B.C.) 979 (ii).
Niscellaneous (&American Association) 1697 ; (Le Dictionnaire

Généalogique des Familles Française3) 1453; (St. Catherines
Milling Co.'s Costi) 1456 (ii).

Jounted Police, 1451 (ii).
Penitentiaries (St. Vincent de Paul) 1313 (ii).
Public Works-Capital: Buildings (N.B.) conc., 1599. Income:

(Ont.) 1512, 1696. Dreiging (new plant) 1448. Harbors aid
Rivers (N.B.) 1447. Roads and Bridges (Ottawa City and
River) 1449 (ii).

Railways-Capital:I. C. R. (accommodation at Halifax) 1048;
(repair sheds at Richmond) 1085 (ii).

Supreme and Exchequer Courts, in Com. of Sup., 49 (i).
Toronto School of Infantry Bread Supply, Tenders

(Ques.) 1082 (ii).
Wright, Allan, Claim for Damages, Indiantown Branch,

I. C. R. (Ml. for Cor.*) 1094 (i).
Wrecking (Foreign Vessels Aid) in Can. Waters B. 2

(Mr. Kirkpatrick) in Corn., 603, 610, 616; on Amt.
(Mr. Charlton) to M. for b°, 761 (i).

Moncrieif, Mr. G., East Lambton.
Ont. *Loan and Debenture Co.'s (B. 4q, 1°*) 194 (i).
Prohibition of Intoxicating Liquors, on Amt. (Mr.

Wood, Brockville) 267; (Amt. to Amt.) ruled out of
Order, 268 (i).

St. Clair River, Stag Island Lighthouse (Ques.) 224 (i).

Mulock, Mr. W., North York.
C. P. R. Co.'s B. 68 (Mr. Kirkpatrick) in Com., 1097 (ii).
Canal Works, Tenders (on M. for Ret.) 595 (i).
Chipman, C. C., in Com. of Sup., 199 (i).
Civil Service Act Ant. B. 100 (Mr. Blaggart) on M.

for 1, 523 (i).
Vobourg, Town, Relief B. 153, in Com. on Res., 1721.
Combinations in Trade B. 11 (Sir John Thompson) on M.

for Com., 1440; on Sen. Aimts., 1689 (ii).
Copyright Act Amt. B. 101 (Sir John Thompson) in

Com., 1401 (ii).
Cruelty to Animals prevention B. 3 (Mir. Brown) on M.

that Com. rise, 360 (i).
Debates, Official, delay in printing (remarks) 915 (ii).
Extradition Act, extension of provisions B. 84 (Sir

John Thompson) in Cam, 1473 (ii).
Fertilisers, Artificial, removal of Daty (Res.) 37 (i).
Flour Daties, Increase (Ques.) 1145 (ii).
Flour and Pork Duties (remarks)on adjnmt., 1721 (ii).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sr John Thomp-

son) on Amt. (Mir. Laurier) to M. for 21, 1002; in
Com., 1014, 1021, 1029 (ii).

Fraudalent Practicos Com,, on M. (Mir. Brown) to
reduce quorum, 223 (i).

Mulock, Mr. W.-Continued.
Free List, Exter-ion (Grains and Seeds) on prop. Res.

(Mr. Platt) 686 (i).
Immigration Agents, in Com. of Sup., 958 (ii).
Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. 139 (Mr. Costigan) in

com., 1397 (ii).
Jesuits' Estates Act Disallowance, on Res. (Mr.

O'Brien) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 892 (ii).
Judges' Salaries, in Com. of Sup, 206 (i).
Kyle, convict, in Com.of Sup., 216 (i).
Loan (3 per cent.) of 1888, on prop. Res. (Sir Richard

Cartwright) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1165 (ii).
Lowry, W. G., Relief B. 119 (Mir. Small) on M. for

20,y 994 (ii).
Members' Sessional Indemnity (remarks) 1711 (ii).
Militia Clothing (prop. Res.) in Amt. to Com. of Sup.,

1543; .Amt. neg. (Y. 54, N. 95) 1570 (ii).
Montreal Harbor Police (remarks) 1687 (ii).
Mounted Police, punishment of Constables, &c., on M.

for Ret., 431 (i).
Ocean Steamsbip Subsidy (B. 0. and Australia) in

Com. on Res., 1385 (ii).
--- (B. C. and China, &-.) in Com. on Res., 1387.

(Can, and United Kingdom) in Com. on Res.,
1419 (ii).

Ont. Loan and Debenture Co.'s Consolidation B. 48
(Mr. Moncrief) on M. for 20, 299 (i).

Pope, Mr. (Dep. Com. of Patents) in Com. of Sup., 77.
Public Acets. Com., meeting (remarks) 501 (i).
- - Papers from Militia Dept. (remarks) 470 (i).
-- Printing of Evidence (remarks) 1368, 1394,

1668 (ii).
Qu'Appelle, Long Lake, &c., Ry. and Steamboat Co.'s

B. 151 (Sir John A. Macdonald) on M. for Com. on
Res., 1707 (ii).

Returns in bands of Mombers (remarks) 1573 (ii).
St. George's Bridge, Structural Defects (Ques.) 1081.
Scrip (Land) Outstanding (Ques.) 347, 525 (i).
Ships' Safety Act Amt. B. 54 (Mir. Tupper) in Com.,

1036 (ii).
Short Lino Ry. (Harvey to Salisbury) on Amt. to

M. to conc. in Res., 1675 (ii).
Subsidies (land) to Rys. B. 152 (Mr. Dewdney) in Com.

on Res., 1719 (ii).
-- (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) in Com. on Res., 1639 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Administration of Justice (Vice-Admiralty Court) 206 (i).
Arts, Agriculture and Statistics (Experimental Farms) 290 (i)

(Indian and Colonial Exhibition) 1513 (ii).
Canals-Income (Welland) 1516 (ii).
Civil Government (Agriculture) 77 ; (High Commissioner's

Office) 198 ; (Interior) 58 ; (Militia and Defence) 56 (i)
(Railways and Canals) 1505 (ii).

Collection of Revenues: Canals (Trent) 1495. Railways (I C.
R.) 1496 (ii).

Immigratton (Agents) 954 (ii).
Indians (Oka Indiana, removal) 1171 ; (Schools) 1170 (ii).
Legislation: Hause of Commons (Franchise Act) 1511 (ii);

(Printing, Paper and Binding) 278 (i).
Mail Subsidies, ec. (Halifax, &c., and West Indies, &c )1703 (ii).
Marine Bospitals (Que., N.S., P.E.I., N .B. and P.E.I.) 978.
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Mulock, Mr. W.-Continued.,

SUPPLY-Continued.
Moscellaneous (Griffin, Mr., gratuity) 1454; (Prntint Bureau)

1571; (St. Catharines Milling Co.'s Costs) 1458 (ii).
Penitentiaries (Kingston) 216 (i), 1510 (ii); (Man.) 219 (i),

1508 (ii).
Publie Works-Capital: Harbors and Rivers (Kingston Grav-

ing Dock) 801 (). Income: Buildings (N.S$.) 1519; (Ont)
1519, 1697. Harboru and Rivera (Ont.) 148 (11).

TerritorIle Accounis (Rebellion in N. W.T.) 1461 (11).
Titlé and Mortgage Guarantee Co.'s incorp. B. 114'

(Kr. Macdowall) on M. for 20, 676 (i).
Ways and Means (remarks) re Millers of Ont., 1711.
Webster, Mr., Immigration Agent in N.W.T., in Com.

of Sùp., 278 (i).
Wrecking (Foreign Veséels Aid) B.2(Mr. Kirkpatrick)

in Com., 611 (i).
York-Simcoe Battalion, Kit Allowance (prop. Res.) 85.

(remarks) 428 (i).

Neveu, Mr. H., Joliette.
Joliette Mail Service, Contract (Ques.) 762 (i).
Ste. Beatrix Post Offiee, Location (Ques.) 590 (i).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John a. Mac-

donald) in Coin. on Ros., 1616 (ii).

O'Brien, Mr. W. E., Muskoka.
Fishing Licenses in Inland Waters, on M. for Ret., 83.
Indian Annuities, Arrears (M. for Cor.) 937 (ii).
Jesuits' Estates Act (notice of prop. Res.) 384().

-- on fixing day for deb. (rem arks) 6756(r).
-- (prop. Res.) in A mt. to Con. of Sup., 811; neg.

(Y. 13, N. 188) 910 (ii)!
Militia Ctóthing, in Coni. of Stip., 1352 (il).
Ocean Steamship Sabsidy (Can. and United Kingdom)

in Com. on Res., 1405 (il).
Saw Logs, Export Duty, on Res. (Mr. Barron) in Amt.

to Com. of Sap., 1586 (ii).
Ships' Safety Act Amt. B. 54 (&fr. Tupper) in Com.,>

1038 (ii).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) in Com. on Re., 1500 (ii).
SUPPLY :

Administration of Justice (Supreme Court Reps., Printing, &o.)
205 (i).

Arts, Agriculture and Statistics (Erperimentl Parn ) 200 (i).
Indians'(Oka Indiana, removal) 1171 (li).
Militia (&mmunition, Clothing, &c.) 1352 (il) ; (Rified Ord.

nance) 795 (i).
Pensions (Oompenhations in lieu of Land) 791 (i).

Paterson, Mr. W., Soith Brant.
Bellefýille D±ill Shed, construction, &c., on -M. for Cor.,

700 (i).
Bills of Exchange, Choques, &c., B. 5 (Sir John Thomp-

son) on M. for Com., 776 ().
Customs Seizures, on Res. (f'. ifolton) in Amt. to

Com. of Sap., 1309 (ii).
Customs Act AnIt. B. 117 (Mir. Bowèll) in Com. on'

Res., 763 (i); in Com. on B., 118; on M. to recom.,
1330 (ii).

Paterson, Mr. W.-Continued.
Franchise, Electoral, Act Ant. B. 4 (Sir John Thomp-

son) on M. for 2o, 996; in Com., 1010, 1126 (ii).
Imports and Exports, condensed Tables, in Com. of

Sup., 152 (i).
Independent Order of Forresters incorp. B. 74 (Mir.

Jamieson) in Com;, 754 (i).
Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. 139 (Mr. Costigan) in

Coin., 1398 (ii).
Loan (3Sper cent.) of 1898, on prop. Res. (Sir Richard

Cartwright) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1156 (ii).
Mounted Police Pensions B. 118 (Sir John A. Macdonald)

on Aint. (Mr. Jones, ialifax) to M. for 2.°, 12'4; in

Com., 1277 (ii).
Ocean Steamship Subsidies (B. C. and Australia) in

Com. on Ros., 1380 (ii).
(B. C. and China, &c.) on Amt. (Mr. Laurier)

1387; on M. to cono. in Ros., 1431 (ii).
- - (Can. and United Kingdom) in Com. on Boa.,

1414, 1416 (ii).
Pope, Mr. (Dep. Com. of Patents) in Com: of Sap., 73,

77 (i).
Reciprocity (unrestricted) with U. S., on Res. (Sir

Richard Cartwright) in Amt. to Coin. of Sup., 723 (i).
Saw liogs, Export Duty, on Amt. (Mr. Barron) to M.

for Com. of Sup., 1494 (ii).
Sittings of the House, Mr. Charlton's Res., 433 (i).
SUPPLT:

Civil Goernment (&griculture) 73 ; (Onstome) 152, 155; (<Qon-
tingencies) 155, 160; (Indian Affairs) 65; (Mounted Police)
62, 151 (i).

Collection of Revenues: Canals (Trent) 1495. Customs (Salaries,
& o.) 1219 (if).

Immigration -(Agents) 962, 1326 (11).
Indians (School4) 1170 (ii).
ifiscellaneous (Banff: Road, Bridges, &o.) 1215; (St. Catharines

Milling Co.'s Costa) 1457 (ii).
Public Works-Income: Experimental Farm (Buildings, &c.)

972. Harbors and:Rivers (9.0.) 967 (ii).
Railways-Capital (t. 0. R.) 1498 (i)

Patterson, Mr. J. C., North Essez.
Mouited Police, punishment of Constables, &c., on M.

for Rot., 432 (i).
Wrecking (Foreign Vessels Aid) in Can. Waters B. 2

(Mr. Kirkpatrick) on M. for 2°, 252; (Amt.) to ref.
to Sel. Com., 265; wthdn., 256; in Com., 6 0 (i).

Wrecking, &c., in Can. Waters (B. 7, 10) 15; 2° m.
256; on M. to adjn. deb , 258 (i); wthdn., 1107 (ii).

Pérley, Er. W. G., Ottawa Oity.
Majors' Hill Park, in Com. of Sup., 1449 (ii).
Saw Logs, Export Duty, on Rs. (Mr. Barron) in Amt.

to Com. of Sup., 1590 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Publie Works-Income: Roads and Bridges (Ottawa City and
River) 1449 (ii).

Telephone, Telegràph and Electrie Light Co.'s Wires
(B. 112, 1ç>*) 620 (i).

Timber and Lamber Inspection Act Aint. B. 113 (Mr.
Costigan) in Com. on Res., 667 (i),

xxxiii
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Perry, Mr. S. F., Prince, P.E.1.
Ba.ltic Post Office, establishment (Ques.) 1423 (ii).
Campbell, Capt. R., dismissal, Cor., &c. (M. for Ret.)

741 (i).
Cascampeque Harbor, dismissal of Blasting Foreman

(Ques.) 348 (i).
Confederation and P.E.I., Claims against Govt. (Ques.)

525 (i).
Dredge Prince Edward, payment to Captain (Ques.) 30.

Repairs, Cost, &c. (M. for Ret.) 31 (i).
-- Repairs and Costs (Ques.) 302 (i).

Fifteen Point Breakwater, Survey (Ques.)1423 (ii).
Fishery Bounty, Claims made and rejected in P. E. I.,

on M. for Ret., 436 (i).
Fishery Commissioner (Assistant) P.E.I., Appointment

(Ques.) 171 (i).
Lobster and Oyster Commission, in Com. of Sup., 159(i)
Lobster Factories, in P. E. I., number, &c. (M. for Ret.)

31 (i).
Mirminegash Breakwater, Repaire, &c. (Ques.) 1146,

1423 (ii).
Piers and Wharves in Com. of Sap., 149 (i) 923 (ii).
Preventive Officers in P.E.I. (Ques.) 15 (i).
Reciprocity (unrestricted) with U.S., on Res. (Sir

Bichard Cartwright) in Amt. to Com. of Sap., 577 (i)
Returnus (enquiry) 524 (i).
Subway, Straits of Northumberland (Ques.) 16 (i).
Subsidy to P.E. I. (Ques.) 15 (i).
Summerside Harbor and Breakwater Survey (Ques.)

303 (i), 1423 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Civil Government (Contingencies) 159; (Public Works) 149 (i).
Public Works-Income : Harbors and Rivera (P. E. I.) 923 (il.)

Tignish Breakwater, on M. for Com. of Sup., 1222 (ii).
Repairs (Ques.) 1146 (ii).

West Point Wharf, Repairs (Ques.) 1498 (ii).

Platt, Mr. J. M., Prince Edward.
Concurrence, 1615 (ii).
Corrupt Practices Trials, Counsel's Instructions (Ques.)

427 (i).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sir John Thomp-

son) on Amt. (Mr. Laurier) to M. for 20, 1006; in
Com., 1020, 1127 (ii).

Free List Extension (Graina and Seeds) prop. Res.,
684, 689 (i).

Military College, Commandant's House (Ques.) 34 (i).
Ocean Steamship Subsidies (B. C. and Australia) in Com.

on Res., 1379 (ii).
(Can. and United Kingdom) in Com. on Res.,

1406 (ii).
Pope, Mr. (Dep. Com. of Patents) in Com. of Sup.,

74 (i).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Mac.

donald) in Com. on Res., 1632, 1637 (ii).
SUPPLY :

Civil Governmen* (Agriculture) 74 (1).
Fisheries (Salaries, &c.) 1077 (ii).
Legislation: House of Oommons (Franchise Act) conc., 1815 (il).
Publie Works-Income: Barbors and Rivers (Ont.) 1531 (B).

Tête du Pont Barracks, Sale (Ques.) 427 (i).

Porter, Mr. R., West Huron.
Post Offices Built since 1878, Revenues, &c., on M. for

Bet., 228 (i).
Reciprocity (unrestricted) with 'U. S., on Res. (Sir

Richard Cartwright) in Amt. to Comi of Sup., 510.

Préfontaine, Mr. R., chambly.
Chambly-Longueuil Canal, Construction (Ques.) 80 (i).
Franchise, Blectoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sir John Thomp-

son) in Com., 1013 (ii).
Great Bastern Ry. Subsidy, on M. for Pets., &c., 22 (i).
Longueuil Postal Service (Ques.) 80 (i).

Wharves, Completion (Ques.) 80 (i).
St. Louis Lake, Construction of Piers (Ques.) 80 (i).

Prior, Mr. E. G., Victoria, B. C.
Ammunition manufactured at Que. (remarks) 1222.

Behring's Sea Fisheries, Proclamation of U. S. Govt.

(Ques.) 871 (ii).
--- Seizures, on M. for Com. of Sup., 1575 (ii).

Fortifications at Esquimalt, Col. O'Brien's Rep.
(Ques.) 1146 (ii).

Militia Clothing, on Res. (Mr. Mulock) in Amt. to

Com. of Sup., 1569 (ii).
Ocean Steamship Subsidy (B. C. and China, &c.) in

Com. on Res., 1388 ; on conc., 1431 (ii).
Pacific Mail Subsidy (Ques.) 34 (i).
SUPPLY:

Collection of Revenues: Post Office (Salaries, & c.) 1239 (ii).
Militia (Armories, care of Arma, &c.) 794; (Permanent Forces,

&c.) 797 (i).
Publie Work-Income: Harbors and Rivera (B.0.) 966 (11).
8cientifie Institutions (Meteorological Service) 976 (ii).

Victoria, Saanich and New Westminster Ry. Qo.'s
(B. 32, 10*) 138 (i).

Purcell, Mr. P., Glengarry.
Cape Breton Ry., on prop. Res. (Mr. Flynn) in Amt.

to Com. of Sup.,1202 (ii).
Laborers Protection (B. 53, 10) 223 (i).
SUPPLY:

Canais-Capital (Sault Ste. Marie) 1205 (ii).

Putnam, Mr. A., Rantis
Annapolis and Western Counties Ry. Co.'s, on M. for

copies of Cor., &c., 537 (i).

Rinfret, Mr. C. ., Lotbinière.
Atlantic Mail Service (Ques.) 224 (i).

Great Eastern Ry. Subsidy, Pets., Reps., &o, (M. for

copies) 20 (i).
Lake St. Peter, Floating Light (Ques.) 979 (ii>.

Salmon Rivers in Quebec, beases, &c. (Ques.) 224 (i).

SUPPLY:
Publio-Works Capital: Harboro and Rivera (Quebec) 1517.

Whiskey, Illicit Manufacture, Costa of Suits (Ques.)
935 (ii).
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Riopel, Mr. L. J., Bonaventure.
Ships' Safety Act Amt. B. 54 (Ur. Tupper) in Com.,

1041 (ii).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) in Com. on Res., 1644 (ii).
Three Rivers and Western Ry. CO.'s ineorp. (B. 99, 1°*)

468 (i).

Robertson, Mr. J. E., King's, P. E. I.
Bounties to Fishermen, in Com. of Sup., 1076 (ii).
Fishery Bounty, Claims made and rejected in P.E.I.,

on M. for Ret., 436 (i).
Mount Stewart Wharf, Construction (Ques.) 171 (i).
Murray Harbor South and Montagne Mail Service

(Ques.) 468 (i).
Piers and Harbors in P.E.I. (M. for Cor. *) 942 (fi).

- in Com. of Sup.. 920 (if).
SUPPLY:

Collection of Revenues: Customs (Salaries, &c.) 1217 (ii).
Fisheries (Salaries, &o.) 1076 (ii).
Lighthouae and Coast Service (Lights, Fog-whistles, kc.) 976 (ii).
Mail Subsidies, 4c. (Magdalen Islands) 1450; (P.E.I. and Main-

land) 1261 (i).
Public Works-Income: Dredging (NTS., P.E.I. and N.B.) 969.

Harbors and Rivers (P.E.I.) 920, 1530 (ii).

Robillard, Mr. H., Ottawa City.
Saw Logs, Export Duty, on Amt. (Rr. Barron) to M.

for Com. of Sup., 1491 (fi).

Roome, Mr. W. F., West Middlesex.
Can. Temp. Act, distribution of Fines (Ques.) 80 (i).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sir John Thomp-

son) in Com., 1129 (ii).
Post Offices Built since 1878, Revenues, &o., on M. for

Ret., 228 (i).
Prohibition of Intoxicating Liquors, on Amt. to Amt.

(Mr. Taylor) to prop. Res., 92 (i).

Ross, Mr. A. W., Lisgar.
Assiniboine Water Power Co.'s incorp. (B. 67, 1°*)

269 (i).
Subsidies (land) to Rys. B. 152 (Mr. Dewdney) in

Com. on Res., 1718 (ii).
--- prop. Res. in Amt. to Com of Sup., 1692 (ii).

Rowand, Mr. J., West Bruce.
Free List Extension (Grains and Seeds) on prop. Res,

(Mr. .Platt) 688 (i).

Rykert, Mr. J. C., Lincoln and Niagara.
Civil Service, Assesment of Salaries authorisation B.

18 (Ur. Ellis) on M. for 20 (objection) 366 (i).
Jesuits' Estates Act, on Res. (Kr. O'Brien) in Amt. to

Com. of Sup., 816 (ii).
Pub. Acets. (M. to ref. to Com.) 47 (i).

(M.) summoning Senator Sanford, 620 (i).
Sunday Traffic on Canals (K. for Cor., &c.*) 304 (i).
SUPPLY:

Canal-ncome (Welland) 1515 (il).
Welland Canal Water Power, Reps. of Engineers, &c.

(M. for copies*) 304 (i).

Ste. Marie, Mr. L., Napierville.
C.P.R., Sale of $15,000,000 Bonds (Ques.) 841, 1363.

--- Receipts from Sale (M. for Ret.*) 436 (i).

Scarth, Mr. W. B., Winnipeq.
SUPPLY :

Collection of Revenues: Dom. Lande, 1253 (ii).
Immigration (Agents) 954 (ài).

Scriver, Mr. J., untingdon.
Corn Importations, rebate of Dnty, on Amt. to Amt.

(Mr. Flynn) to prop. Res., 135 (i).
Costoms Act Amt. B. 117 (Kr. Bowell) in Com. on

Res., 764 (i), 1330 (ii).
Free List Extension (Grains and Seeds) on prop. Res.

(Mr. Platt) 687 (i).
Jesuits' Estates Act, on Res. (Mr. O'Brien) in Amt. to

Com. of Sup., 893 (ii).
--- on Res. (Mr. Ross) in Amt. to Com. of Sup.,
1693 (ii).

Post Office Act Amt. B. 93 (Mr. Haggart) in Com. on
Res., 1133 (ii).

Prohibition of Intoxicating Liquors, on Amt. to Amt.
(Mr. MiNls, Bothwell) 264 (i).

SUPPLY:
Indians (Dingman, Inspector, payment) 1451 (ii).

Semple, Mr. A., Centre Wellington.
Reciprocity (unrestricted) with U. S., on Res. (Sir

Richard Cartwright) in Amt. to Com. of Sap., 718.
SUPPLY:

Arts, Agriculture and Statistics (Experimental Farms) 295 (1).

Shanly, Mr, W., South Grenville.
Alberta Ry. and Coal Co.'s incorp. (B. 14, 1°*) 30;

in Com., 235; on 30, 283, 298 (i).
G. T. R., Pets. from Shareholders re Subsidies to Rys.

(Ques.) 1081 (ii).
Ocean Steamship Subsidy (Can. and United Kingdom)

B. 144 (Mr. Foster) in Com. on Res., 1417 (ii).
Short Line Ry. (Harvey to Salisbury) in Com, on B.,

1683 (ii).
Subsidies (land) to Rys. B. 152 (Mr. Dewdney) in Qom.

on Res., 1715 (ii).
(money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Macdonald)

in Com. on Res., 1633 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Canal*-Capital (Lashine) 1205; (WilliamBburg) H06 (ii).

Skinner, Mr. C. N., St. John, N. B., City and County.
Extradition Act, extension of provisions B. 84 (Sir

John Thompson) on M. for 20, 1470; in Com., 1472.
Masters and Mates Certificates Act Amt. B. 26 (Mr.

Tupper) in Com., 657 (i).
Ocean Steamship Subsidy (Can. and United Kingdom)

in Com. on Res., 1404 (ii).
Senate and House of Commons (Sessional Indemnity)

Amt. (B. 111, 10) 590 (i).
Short Line Ry. (Harvey to Salisbury) in Com. on Bes.,

1665; on Amt. to M. to conc. in Res., 1681 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Mail Subaidies (Halifax, kc., and West Indies, kc.) 1703 (il).
Public Worlk-Income : Harbors and Rivers (S. B.) 1447 (i).
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Small, Mr. J., East Toronto.

Lowry, W. G., Relief (B. 119, 1°*) 871 ; 20 m., P92;
neg. (Y. 79 N.ß0) 995; (M.) to restore B. to Order
Paper, 1016; on M. for Com., 12644i).

Middleton, Wm., Relief (B. 125, 1°) 81; 2 m., 1098.
Ont. end Qe. Ry. Co. andLand Secarity Co. Rati1iea.

tion (B. 66, 1°*) 269 ().
Telephone, Telegraph and Electrie iUght Co.'s Wires

(B. 78, 10*) 322 (i).
Toronto Board of Trade (B. -135) M. to suspend Rules

and 1°*, 1262 (ii).
Wand, Arthur, Relief (B. 124,-1°*) 871 (i).

Smith, Sir Donald A., K.V.M.G., West Montreal.
Intoxicating Liquors in N. W. T., on Bes.(fMr. F4a1er)

in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1344 (ii).
,Marine Hlospitals (QUes.) 934 (ii).
Sick and Distressed Mariners Pund (Ques.) 1710 (ii).
Title and Mortgage Insurance Co. (M.) toref. back to

Com., 620 (i).
Wrecking (Foreign Vessels Aid) B.,2 (Kr. Kirkpatrick)

on M. for 30, 760 (i).

Smith, Mr. W., Boue Ontario.
Deschenes, Ludger Miville, Amounts paidfor Surveys

in N. W. T. (Ques.) 1327 (ii).
Pauper Immigration (children) in Com. of Sup., 965.
Wheat and Flour Importations from 11.8. (M. for

Ret.*) 33 (i).

Somerville, Mr. J., North Brant.
Cab-hire, in Com. of Sup., 160 (i).
Chipman, C. C., in Com. of Sap., 200 (1).
Civil Service Act Amt. B. 100 (Mr. alggart) in Com.

onRes., 674 (i).
Concurrence, 1611 (ii).
Debates, Officiai, delay in printing FrenohRdition, 655,

944 (i).
Dom. Lands, in Cam. of Sup., 1248 (il).
Free List Extension (Grains and Soeds) on ïrg. Res.

(Mfr. Platt) 685 (i).
Govt, Advertising, in Com. of Sap., 1236 (ii).
Immigration Agents, in Com. of Sup., 9c0 (ii).

Salaries, &c. (Armt.) to M. to conc. in Res. rep.
from Com. of Sup. ,ý 1OW3Qi).

MontrealIlood -Commimsion, Printing Rep. (remarks)
1687 (ii).

Pub. Acets. Com., meeting (remarks) 501'(1).
- Printing of Evidenoe,-.366, 1600, 1648-(ii).

Returns in hands of Members (remarks) 1573 -(ii).
SUPPLY :

Canal-Inome (Welland) 1514 (ii).
avil GowrAment (Oivil SviaS 4xamipers) .203; (opntingen-

cies) 157, 160, 63; (High00ommisioneru oUice) 200;
(Marine) 1502 ; (Printing andStationery) 1503 (il).

- Coblection ef Revenues: Dom. Land&, 1248, 1258. Pot Office
(Salaries, k.) 1236 (ii).

JansEgraties(Agents) 959; ~im=ahpq½.)een.,i611 (Amt.)
-t (11 ).

fßomerville, Mr. J.-Cmntaued.
£îr'PLY-Can0tinuoed.

Legiation: Hfonse of commoas (Franchise ,&ct) 1512 (ii);
(! gia' liata, rinting)>271 ; (Printing, PapeL;and Binding)
272 (1).

Afiseellaneoua (American Association) 1698 (11).
Pe,s"Ories (Kingaton) 215; (Han.) 217-(i)•
Public Worke-Income: Buildings (Ont.) 1524 (il).

Travelling Btpenses, in Com. of Sap., 157, 163 (i.)

$peaker, dfr. (.Kon. Jos a A.u ai Oumwr),aval.
lberta Ry. -And oai Co s B. 14 (fr. S.anly)
objection-(Sir Hector Langenin) to Amt.4,0 M. for
3° sustaipued,483 (i).

A&ssiniboia (8ast) Rot. of Memer.leat,,1 (i).
Bills, Royal Assent, communicatigase8frrom Gov. Gen.'s

-$e.,449 (i)-1262,(ii).
Bills, Second Readings, remarks n protest ( Mr.

Mitchell) 357 (i).
Cape-Breton Ry.(remarks) 1574-(i).
Cardwell, Ret. of Member Elect, 1 (i).
Cariboo, Jet. of ember Elect, 1 (i).
Civil Service, Assessment of Salaries, authorisation

B. 18 (Mr. Ellis) on objection to 20 (Raling) 367 (i).
Colchester, Rot. of -Member Elect, 1 (i).
Combinations in Trade B. 11 (Mr. Wallace) on M. to

ref. to Com. on Banking, &, 1116 (ii).
Controverted Elections, 1, z (i).
Cr uelty to Animals B. 3 (Mr.-Brown) on M. to restore

to Order Paper (RaIing) 28 (i).
Cumberland, Ret. of Member Eleet, 1 (i).
Debates, Oflicial, 2nd Rep. of Com., Amt. (Mr. Cho.

quette) ruled out of Order, 934 (ii).
Expropriation of Lands B. 131 (Sir John Thompson) on

M. for 1°, 944 (ii).
Fisheries and Trade Relations with U. S. Members

checked, 388 (i).
Balton, Ret. of Member Elect, 1 (i).
Jesuits' Estates Act, on notice of prop. Sea.38,4,(i).
Joliette, Ret. ofMember.£[0ct, 1,(i).
Lanark (South) Ret. of Member Elect, 1 (i).
4 e i Btive Econiy, on Que. of Order (fMr. Laurier)

Raling, 783 (i).
Library,-p.,pf Joint Librarians (presented).2 (i).
Mess. from His Ex. (read) 2,9, 30,;323 (i), 1018, 1467,

1627 (ii).
-Mining -in 1Ry..Belt, B. C., eremarks -eolarod out of

Order, 980 (ii).
Ministerial Changes, irregularity of deb., remarks on,

27 (i).
4[4ntresl, (Eat)-Rot. of Member Elect, 1 (i).
Mounted Poliue Pensions B.118 (SirJon A. Macdonald)

temarks on IQes. of Oider, 1,70 (ii).
New Members, notification of ;Rot., 1 (i).
Nicolet, Ret. ef-fenkber Elect, 1 (i).
Noth>aerland (East) Bot. 4 Membor Eleot, 1 (i).
Piqton, Ret. of Member Elsot,A(i).
Post Offies Built since 1878, Revenues, &c, --on: Lfor

Rot , 229 (i).
prorogtion, oo rn nieanion from Gov. Genc.'s Sec.

(read) 1711 (ii).
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Speaker, Mr.-Qgntid
P.rivilege, Qaes. of (Mr. Trow) Member leaving Seat

during'Vote, 249 (i).
Procedure, Qaes. of (Mr. Xi1l3) BaliUg, ý43 (i).
-Proveneher,.et. of Member Elect, 2 (i).
Pab. Acots. Com., meeting, deb. rulpd irregular, 501.

-- Qass. of Priv. (Ur. SomerviUe) Evidence re
Mr.Smyth's Account, 1600 (ii).

-Shelburne, Rat, of Member let, 1 (i).
8ppechIfrom the Throne (rep.) 2 (i).
SUPPLY:

IqialaUon: Bouge of Commons (Oommittees, Extra Sess.
Clerks, &o.) 271; (Salaries, Olerk's stimate) 270 (i).

Tenders, Translation of Forma (remarks) 1535 (ii).
Vacancies, notification, 1 (i).
Wrecking (Foreign Vessels Aid) in Can. Waters B. 2

(Mr. Kirkpatrick) on prop. M. to ref. B. to Sel. Com.,
253 (i).

Sproule, Mr. T. S., East Grey.
Alberta Ry. and Coal Co.'s B. 14 (Mr. Shanly) in Com.,

237 ; on M. for 3°, 283 (i).
Cambinations in Trade B. Il (Mr. Wallace) on M. to

Ref. to Com. on Banking, &o., 1116; on M. (Sir
John Thompson) for Com., 1442 (ii).

Corn Importations, rebate of Daty, on Amt. to Amt.
(Mr. Flynn) to prop. Res., 128 (i).

Debates, Official, delay in printing (remarks) 945 (ii).
Fertilisers, Artificial, removal of Duty, on Res.,(Mr.

Mulock) 41 (i).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sir John Thompson)

in Com., 1013, 1022 (ii).
Free List Extension (Grains and Seeds) on prop. Res.

(Mr. Platt) 687 (i).
Immigration Agents, in Com. of Sup., 949 (ii).

- Pamphlets, in «Com. of Sup., 276 (i).
Intoxicating Liquors in N. W. T., on Res. (Mr. Fisher)

in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1351 (ii).
Lard Adulteration, Importa from U. S. (Ques.) 763 (i).
Logry, W. G., Belief (3.) ep. of Com. (presented)

1221 (ii).
Ottawa and Montreal Boom Co.'s B. 23 (Mr. Girouard)

on M. for 20, 170 (i).
Post.Office Act Amt. B. 93 (Mr. Maggart) on Amt.

(Mr. Jones, Halifax) 1282 (ii).
Post Offices built since 1878, Revenues, &o., on M. for

IRet., 232 (i).
Prescott County Ry. Co.'s incorp. Act Amt. B. 33 (Mr.

Edwards) on M. for 2°, 239 (i).
Ry. Act. Amt. B. 9 (Mr. Cook) on M. for ß°, 363 (i).
Reciprocity (unrestricted) with U. S., on lies. (Sir

Richard Cartwright) in Amt. to Com. of Sup.,637 (i).
Saw Logs, Export Duty (remarks) on M. for Com. of

Sup., 1484 (ii).
Ships' Safety Act Amt. B. 54 (Mr. Tupper) on M. for

20, 1031 (ii).
Sabsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Mac.

donald) in 0om. on-Res., 1637 (ii).
SUPPLY:

çÇ«J Gowrmenst (Railway sad Canals )15064ii),

Sproule, Mr. T. S.-Continued.
SUPPLY - Continued.

mnuig,:ation (Agents) 949 (i).
LegisLation: Bouse of Commons (Printing, Paper and Binding)

276 (i).
Miscellaneous (Griffin, Mr., gratuity) 1454; (St. Catharines

Milling Co.'s Oosts) 1457 (ii).
Penitentiaris (Man.) 220 ().
Quarantine (Public Health) 933 (ii).

Tree Peddlers, &c., prevention of Fraud B. 6 (Mr.
Boyle) on M. to ref. to Sol. Com., 1106 (ii).

Wrecking (Foreign Vesels Aid) B. 2 (Mr. Kirkpatrick)
in Com., 619 (i).

Sutherland, Mr. J., North Oxford.
Bills of Exchange, Cheques, &o., B,5 (Sir Joy T4mp-

son) in Com., 779 (i).
Jesuits' Estates Act, on Res. (Ur. O'Brien) in Amt. to

Com. of Sup., 895 (ii).
Militia Clothing, in Com. of Sup., 1352 (ii).
Short Line Ry. (Harvey to Salisbury) Siurvey (Ques.)

1498 (i).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Mac.

donald) in Com. on Res., 1633 (ii).
South Ont. Pacifie Ry. Co.'s (B. 59, 10*) 269 (i).
SUPPLY:

Militia (Ammunition, clothing, &c.) 1353 (ii).

Stevenson, Mr. J ., West Peterborough.
SUPPLY:

Canali-Capital (Trent River Nav.) 1208 (ii).
Co!lection of Revenue8: Ganals (Trent) 1495 (ii).
Public Workl-Incese: Buildings (Ont.) 1523 (i).

Taylor, Mr. G., South Leeds.

Free List ELtension (Grains and Seeds) on prop. Res.
(Ur. Platt) 687 (i).

Intoxicating Liquors in N. W. T., on Ros. (1r. .isher)
in Amt.to Com. of Sup., 1346 (ii).

Jones' Creek, Township of Young, Pets., &c. (M. for

Rot.) 540 (i).
King's Co., P. E. I., Representation (prop. Res.) chal.

lenging Seat,j169 (i).
Members' Sessional Indemnity (remarks) 1711 (ii).
Montreal Flood Commission, printing Rep. (remarks)

1p87 (ii).
Ocean Steamship Subsidy (B. C. and Australia) in Com.

on Res., 1383 (ii).
Prohibition of Intoxicating Liquors, on Res. (Amt. to

Apit.) 89; on M. to adjn., 90; Amt. to Amt. neg.
(Y.58, N.86) 261; on Amt. to Amt. (Mr. Mîlls,
Bothwell) 263 (i).

Pub. Acets. Com., Printing of Evidence (remarks)
1367 (ii).

Registered Letters, compensation for Losa (Ques.) 525.
St. Lawrence River, Sale of Island (Ques.) 34 (i).
Sick and Distressed Marinera Fund (Ques.) 1710 (ii).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. ,B. 148 (Sir John A. Bac-

donald) in Com. on Res., 1641 (ii).
PUPPLY:

Art, Agricutuwe and Batistic (Experimental Farms) 294 (1).
Immigration (Agents) 960 (Il).
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Taylor, Mr. G,-Continued.

Young and front of Essex Townships, Pets., &o., re dis.
allowing Union Act of Ont. Legislature (M. for
copies*) 436 (i).

Temple, Mr. T., York, N. B.
Fishing Licenses, in Inland Waters, on M. for Rot.,

85 (i).
Short Line Ry., St. Andrews, &c., vid Mattawamkeag,

&c., on M. for Rot. 549 (i).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Mac.

donald) in Com. on Res., 162 L (ii).

Thérien, Mr. O., Montcalm.
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sir John Phompson)

on Amta (Mr. Davies, PE.I.) 1280 (ii).
Joliette District Judge, Appointment (Qaes.) 170 (i).
Postage Rates, Reduction (Ques.) 34 (i).
Post Offices in Montcalm County (Ques.) 1082 (ii).
Sawdust in Rivers, prevention (Ques.) 1083 (ii).

Thompson, Hon. Sir John S. D., K. 0. M. G.,
Antigonisk.

Alberta Ry. and Coal Co.' B. 14 (Mr. Shanly) in Com.,
235 (i).

Annapolis and Western Counties Ry. Co.'s, on M. for
copies of Cor., &o., 538 (ii).

Atlantic and North-West Ry. Co.'s B. 65 (Mr. Hall)
in Com., 754 (i).

Bagwell, G. MoD., Relief B. 123 (Mr. «White, Renfrew)
in Corn., 1234 (ii).

Behring's Sea Seizures, on M. for Com. of Sup., 1582.
Bills of Exchange, Choques, &c., (B. 5, 1°) 14; 2° m.,

194; M. for Com., 775; in Com., 778 (i); wthdn.,
1629 (ii).

Bills of Lading (B. 92, 10*) 369 (i) ; 2° M., 1691 (ii).
C. P. R. Co.'s B. 68 (Mr. Kirkpatrick) in Com., 1097 (ii).

Rys. Crossing in Man., Validity of Aot (Ans.)
20 (i).

Can. Temp. Act, distribution of Fines (Ans.) 80 (i),
1533 (ii).

Channel Subway Co.'s Act, disallowance (Ans.) 1628.
Combinations in Trade B. Il (Mr. Wallace) M. to

trnsfr. to Govt. Orders, 1328; M. for Com., 1437; in
Com., 1446; on M. for 3°, 1468; M. to conc. in Sen.
Amts., 1689 (ii).

Commercial Laws of Dom., Codification (Ans.) 194 (i)
Concurrence, 1615 (ii).
Controverted Elections Act Amt. (Ans) 224 (i).
Corrupt Practices in Municipal Affaire (B. 71, 1°*)

303; 2° m., 502; in Com., 503 (i).
Corrupt Practices Trials, Counsel's Instructions (Ans.)

427 (i).
Copyright Act Amt. (B. 101, 10) 524; 2° ., 1399;

in Com., 1401; on M. for 3°, 1463; M. to ref. back
to Com., 1465, 14t6; in Com., 1467 (ii).

Connty Court Judges for B. C., Appointment (Ans.)
80 (i).

Thompson, Hon. Sir John S. D.-ontinued.
Cruelty to Animals prevention B. 3 (1fr. Brown) on

Amt. (Mr. Tisdale) 6 m. h., to M. for 20, 246; on IL
that Com. rise, 359 (i).

Callers Act Amt. B. 142 (Ur. Costigan) 20 m. and ln
Com., 1536 (ii).

Defence of Indian charged with Shooting(Ans.) 935 (ii).
Dom. Police, Commissioner's Rep. (presented) 3 (i).
Escapes and Rescues Act Amt. (B. 140, 1°*) 1363 (ii).
Exchequer Court Act Amt. (B. 109, 1°) 589; in Com.,

787 (i).
Expropriation of Lands (B. 131, 1°) 943; in Com.,

1266, 1331 (ii).
Extradition Act, extension of provisions B. 84, M. to

trnsfr. to Govt. Orders, 1395; 20 m., 1468; in Com.,
1480 (ii).

First Offenders Conditional Release (B. 91, 10*) 369;
20 m., 504 (i).

Fisheries and Trade Relations with U.S., on prop. Res.
(Ur. Laurier) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 411 (i).

Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. (B. 4, 1°) 14 (i); on
M. for 2°, 980; in Com., 1008, 1019, 1125; on Amt.
(Mr. Watson) 1281 (ii).

Gowan, Hon. J. R., Senator, Pension (Ans.) 676 (i).
House of Commons Act Amt. (B..108, 1°) 589, in Com.,

785 (i).
Interest Act Amt. (B. 132, 1°*) 979; 2° m., 1130; in

Com., 1331 (ii).
Intoxicating Liquors in N. W. T., on Res. (Mr. Fisher)

in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1336 (ii).
James, Mr. Justice, leave of Absence (Ans.) 526 (i).
Joliette District Judge, Appointment (Ans.) 170 (i).
Jesuits' Estates Act (Ans.) 79 (i).

on Res. (Mr. O'Brien) in Amt. to Com. of
Sup., 856 (ii).

Judges' (Provincial) Salaries (prop. IRes.) 557 (i); M.
for Com., 1687 (ii).

Kootenay and Athabasca Ry. Co.'s B. 15 (Mr. .Mara)
in Com., 238 (i).

Laborers Protection B. 53 (Mr. Purcell) on 2° being
called (remarks) 384 (i).

L'Ardoise Breakwater, on M. for copies of Surveys,
&c., 696 (i).

Larue, Casgrain, Angers & Hamel, Law Fees paid
(Ans.) 347 (i).

Lebourdais Bros., Cor. re Trial (Ans.) 16 (i).
Legal Fees and Expenses, in Com. of Sup., 49, 52 (i).
Legislation Expenses (prop. Res.) 701 (i).
Liquor Permits in N. W. T., on M. for copies of Cor.,

&0., 556 (i).
Loan (3 per cent.) of 188S, on prop. Res. (Sir Richard

Cartwright) in Amt. to. Com. of Sup., 1163 (ii).
Lowry, W. G., Relief B. 119 (Mr. Small) on M. for

2°, 992, 1160; on M. for Com., 1264; (Amt.) 6 m. h.,
(neg. Y. 55, N. 69) 1265 (ii).

Massawippi Junction Ry. Co.'s incorp Act Amt. B. 37
(Mr. Colby) on M. for 20, 239 (i).

Mennonite Immigrants Loan B. 138 (Mr, Carling) in
Com., 189U (ii).
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Thompson, Hon. Sir John S. D.-Continued.

Milk (Adulteration) prevention of Fraud B. 16 (Mr.
Burdett) on M. f>r 20, 259 (i).

Mining in Ry. Belt., B. C. (remarks) 980 (ii).
N. Wi T. Act Arnt. B. 136 (Mr. Dewdney) on M. for

1°,y 1262 (ii).
Ocean Steanship Subsidy (B. C. and China, &o.) on

Amt. (Mr. Davies, P. E.I.) to conc.in Res., 1432 (ii)
Penitentiaries Rep. (presenied) 169 (i).
Protection of Fishermen (remarks) 1575 (ii).
Public Matters (enquiries) further provision (B. 72,

10*) 303; 2° m., 504 (i).
Queen's College (Kingston) Act Amt. B. 46 (Mr.

Kirkpatrick) on M. for 2°, 605 (i).
Ry. Act Amt. B. 9 (Mr. Cook) on M. for 2°, 365 (i);

on M. for Com. (Amt.) 6 m. h. agreed to on a div.,
1100 (ii).

Ry. Employés protection B. 53 (Mr. Purcell) 1462 (ii).
Rules of Court, Criminal Matters (B. 55, 10*) 247; in

Com., 502 (i).
St. Catharines Milling Co., Legal Expenses, in Com of

Sup., 52 (i).
Scugog River (Ans.) 1533 (ii).
Sonate and flouse of Commons (Sessional Allowances)

Act Amt. (B. 120) in Com. on Res. and 10* of B.,
787 (i); in Com., 911 (ii).

Speedy Trials Act (Indictable Offences) Amt. (B. 17,
1°) 33; 29 m., 195; in Con., 470 (i).

Summary Convictions Act Amt. (B. 126, 1°*) 1081; in
Com., 1266 (ii).

Trials Act Amt. (B. 121, 1°*) 811; in Com.,
912 (ii).

SUPPLY:
Administration of Justice (Exchequer Court) 205; (Kiscellaneous

Expenditure in N. W. T.) 205; (Supreme Court) 205; (Vice-
Admiralty Court) 206 (i).

Charges of Management (Brokerage and Comrission) 204 (i).
Civil Government (Justice) 49; (Penitentiaries Branch) 54 (i).
Dominion Police, 211 (i).
Legislation: House of Commons (Franchise Act) 1511 (ii).
Micellaneous: (Labor Commisaion) 1497; (St. Catharines

Milling Co.'s Coste) 1455 (ii).
Penitentiaries (B.0.)-222 (i); (Dorchester) 1507 (ii); (Kingston)

211 (i), 1509, conc., 1615(i); (Man.) 217 (i), 1507 (ii); (St.
Vincent de Paul) 1315, 1510 (ii).

Publie Works - Income: Buildings (Ont.) 1527 (i); (Que.)
806 (i).

Supreme and Exchequer Court Act Amt. (B. 105, 10)
556; 2° m., 787 (i).

in Com. of Sup., 50 (i).
Tolls and Dues Act Amt. (B. 122) 2 m., 912 (ii).
Tree Peddlers, &c., prevention of Fraud B. 6 (Mr.

Boyle) M. to ref. to Sel. Com., 1102 (ii).
Western Counties Ry. (B. 127, 1°) 871; 2° m., 1043.

Whiskey, Illicit Manufacture, Costa of Suit (Ans.) 935.
Winding-up Act Amt. (B. 98, 1°) 424 ; in Com., 660.

Tisdale, Mr. D., South Norfolk.
Alberta Ry. and Coal Co.'s B. 14 (Kr. Shanly) in Com.,

236 (i).
Belleville and North Hastings Ry. Subsidy and G. T. R.,

on M. for Cor., 87 (i).

Tisdale, Mr. D.-Continued.
Combinations in Trade B. 11 (Sir John Thompson) 1368,

in Com., 1446 (ii).
Cruelty to Animals Prevention B. 3 (Mr. Brown) on

M. for 2V (Amt.) 6 m. h., 242 ; neg. (Y. 71, N. 72)
247; in Con., 357; (M. that Com. rise) 359; agreed
to, 362; on M. to restore to Order Paper (Amt.) 6
m. h., neg. (Y. 91, N. 93) 368; M. that Com. rise,
607 (i).

Extradition Act, extension of provisions B. 84 (Sir
John Thompson) in Com., 1473 (ii).

Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sir John Thompson)
in Com., 1020, 1022 (ii).

Lowry, W. G., Relief B. 119 (Kr. Small) on M. for 20,
994 (ii).

Ottawa and Montreal Boom Co.'s B. 23 (Bir. Oirouard)
on M. for 2°, 170 (i).

Ry. Act Amt. B. 9 (Mr. Cook) on M. for 20, 364 (i).
Saw Logs, Export Duty, on Res. (Mr. Barron) in Amt.

to Com. of Sup., 1591 (ii).

Trow, Mr. J., South Perth.
Alberta Ry. and Coal Co.'s B. 14 (Mr. Shanly) in Com.,

235; on Arnt. (M.r. Watson) to M. for 30, 283 (i).
Annunciation Day, on M. for adjnmt., 782 (i).
Cascumpeque Harbor, dismissal of Blasting Foreman

(Ques.) 348 (i).
Cornwall and Galops Canals, enlargement, Tenders (M.

for copies*) 943 (ii).
Cruelty to Animals prevention B. 3 (Mr. Brown) on

M to restore to Order Paper (Ques. of Procedure)
368 (i).

Debates, Official, delay in printing (remarks) 946 (ii),
Dom. Life Assurance Co.'s (B. 24, 1°*) 47 (i).
Exports of Manufactures to Australia (Ques.) 1423 (ii).
Fishing Licenses in River Natashquan (Ques.) 1627.
Gannon Narrows Flonting Bridge (Ques.) 1627 (ii).
Gowan, Hon. J. R., Senator, Penqion (Ques.) 676 (i).
Grazing Leases cancelled in Alberta (Ques.) 935 (ii).
I. C. R., Macdonald, A. R., Superintendent, Pet. of

Employés (Ques.) 248 (i).
Lake SI. John Mail Service (Ques.) 1628 (i).
Logan, Wm., Mail Contractor at Pickering Village,

Sureties (Ques.) 677 (i).
Members' Sessional Indemnity (remarks) 1710 (ii).
Montreal Flood Commission, printing Rep. (remarks)

1687 (ii).
Ocean Steamship Subsidy (Can. and United Kingdom)

in Com. on Res., 1391 (ii).
Pagans in Joliette County (Ques.) 1710 (ii).
Pairs (personal explanation) 1574 (i).
Post Office Act Amt. B. 93 (Mr. Baggart) on M. for

10, 369 (i).
-- Built since 1878, Revenues, &c., on M. for Ret.,

233 (i).
Privilege (Ques. of) Rules of the House, 249 (i).
Prorogation (closing remarks) 1724 (ii).
Qu'Appelle, Long Lake, &c., Ry. and Steamboat Co.'s

B. 151 (Sir John A. MacdQnald) on M. for Cm. on
Res., 1707 (ii).
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Trow, Mr. J.-Continued.
Repatriation of French Canadians (Ques.) 677 (i).
Sault Ste. Marie Canal, Tenders for construction (M.

for copies*) 949 (ii).
Sawýdust, &a., in OttawaR-ver, Rep. of Engineer (Ques.)

870 (i).
Senator for Shawinigan District (Ques.) 1628 (i).

Collection rf Revenues: Post Offce (Salaries, &c.) 1236 (ii).
Immigration (Agents) 958 (ii).
filitia (Armories, care of.Arma, &a.) 794 ; DrillSheds, &o.)

795 (i).
Penitentiaries (B»0.) 222 ; (Kingston) 214 (i).

Title and Mortgage Guarantee Oo.'s incorp. B. 114
(Ur. Macdowall) on M. for 20, 676 (i).

Tpper, Hon. O. H., Pictou.
Adams, Seizare of, Papers, &c., respecting (remarks)

1463 (ii).
Arthabaska Fishery Overseer, A ppointment (Ans.)

(802) (i).
Bass Fishing Permits, Lake Erfe (Ans.) 1081 (if).
Bebring'a Sea Sizures, paragraph in Empire 287 (i).
Belleville Harbor (B. 116, 1°) 76" (i); in Com., 1043.
Bounties to Fishermen, distribution, in Com. of Sup.,

139 (i).
Campbell, Capt. R., dismissal, on M. for Cor., &c., 742.
Cape Enragé Lighthoue, change of Keeper (Ans.)

841 (i).
QhipMan, C. C., in Com. of Sup., 140, 143, 145, 196 (i).
Concurrence, 1607 (ii).
Oruiser, Govt. Steamer, Engineer's Cortificate (Ans.)

739 (i).
Engineers (stationery) Examination and Licensing

B. 8 (Kr. Cook) on M. for 2°, 1109; (Amt.) 6 m. h.,
1109 (ii).

Fisheries Act Amt. (B. 129, 1e) 911; in Com , 1045;
onAmt. (Kr. Weldon, St. John) 6 m. h., 1119; on
M. to adja. deb., 1124 (ii).

Fisheries, deptl. Rep. (presented) 1190 (ii).
in Lunenburg County, on M. for Cor., 941 (ii).
and Modus Vivendi (Ans.) 30 (i).

Fishery Bounty, Claims made and rejected in P. E. I.,
on M. for Ret. 435 (i).

Coniissioner (Asistant) P.E.I., appoiniment-
(Ans.) 171 (i).

Overseer, Arthabaska, Revenue, Sàlary, Ex-
penses, &c. (Ans.) 80 (1),

Fishing Licenses in River Natashquan (Ans.) 1627 (ii).
River Matane (A .) 171, 469 (i).
Inland Waters, Ont.,on M. for Ret., 84 (i).

-- Regilations ih Bèrthier, &c., on M. for copies
of Cor., 746 (i).

Fish Propagation in'N. W. T. (Ans.) 1140 (i).
Hospital Dues on Ships, collection (Ans.) 302 ().
Lake St. John, Buoys and Lights (Ans.) 1146 (ii).
Lake St. Louis, Buoys and Lights (remarks) 1574, 1652.
Lake St. Peter, FIoating Light (Ans.) 979 (ii).
Lobster Factoriel in P. E. L, nuiñber, &c., on M. for

Ret., 31 (i).

Tupper', Hon. C. H.-Continuad.
Marine, deptl. Rep. (presonted) 2 (i).

-- fHospitals (Ans.) 934 (ii).
Masters and Mates Certificates A1ctAmt. (B. 26, 10) 9;

20 m., 195 (i) ; in Com., 655 ; on Sen. Amts., 1029.
Montreal Harbor Commissioners' Act Amt. (B. 103, 10)

524; 2° m., 774 (i).
- -- Police (Ans.) 1423; (remarks) 1574, 1687 (ii).

Pilote, average Amounts received (Ans.) 1146 (il).
Pope, Mr. (Dep. Com. of Patents) in Com. of Sup.,

73, 75 (i).
Protection of Fisherme'n (remarks) 1575 (ii)
Reciprocity (unrestricted) with U.S., on Res. (Sir

RIchard Oartwright) in Amt. to Com. of Sap., 472.
Saguenay River Buoys and Ligbts, (Ans.) 1422; 1446.
Salmon Rivers in Que., Lease s, &c. (Ans.) 224.
Sawdust in Canadian Rivers, Fines for violation of Law

(Ans.) 591 (i).
in Ottawa River (Ans.) 223 (i).

---- prevention (Ans.) 1082 (ii).
Scott, Capt., Superannuation, in Com. of Sup., 14. (i).
Beamen Shipping in U. S. Vessels, Instructions to

Shipping.masters (Ans.) 469 (i).
Ships' Safety Act Amt. (B. 54, 1°) 223 (i); 21 m.,

1029; in Com., 1033 (ii).
Sick and Distressed Mariners Fund (Ans.) 1710 (ii).
gmelt Fiehing, in Com. of Sup., 141 (i).
St. Clair River, Stag Island Lighthouse (Ans.) 224 (i).
Steamiboat Inspection Act Amt. (B. 130; 19) 911; in

Com., 1044 (i).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B, 148 (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) in Com. on Res., 1625 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Civil Government (Agriculture) 73; (High Comuissioner's,
Office) 196 (1) ; (Marine) 138, 142 (i).

Fisheries (Salaries) 1074 ; cone., 1607 (fi).
Lighthouse and Coaat Service (Lights, Fog-whistles, &c.) 975,

1361 1450 (ii).
Marine Hospitals (Marine and Imaigrant, Que.) 976; (Que.,

N.., P.RE.I. and B.0.) 977 (ii).
MiscelUaneous (Litigation) 1460 (ii).
Ocean and River Service (Qovt. Steamers) 974 ; (Rivez and

Water Police) 975 ; (Wrecks and Shipping Disasters) 975 (ii).
Puiic Worti-Indome - Harbors and Rivers (N.S.) 808 (i),

912 (ii).
Bèicentific Institutions (ieteorological Service) 976 (if).

Turcot,-Mr. G., Megantic.
Arthabaska Fishery Overseer,Appointment (Ques.) 302.
Fishery Overseer, Arthabaska, Revenue, Salary, Ex-

penses, &c. (Ques.) 60 (i).
Larne, Casgrain, Angers & Hamel, Law Fes paid

(Ques.) 347 (i).
Letter Postage, Reduction of Rates (Ques.) 80 (i).
Lourdes and Somerset Mail Service (M. for Cor.) 751.
Mail Carriage, Bécancour Station and Ste Julie de

Somerset, &c. (M. for Cor.*) 304 (i).

Tyrwhitt, ,Mr. R., South Mnmcoe.
Militia Clothing, on Res. (Mr. Mulock) in Amt. to Com.

cf Sup., 1568 (i).
STPPLY:

Immigration, 951 (i).
(ndianh (Oka Indians, removàl) 11721(1.



INDEX.
Vanasse, Mr. F., Yamaska.

Cheese Exports to Eng. (Ques.) 1180 (ii).
Manuscripts respecting Can. Copying (Ques.) 1363.
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Mac.

donald) in Com. on Res., 1634 (ii).
Volunteers' (9th Battalion) discipline (Ques.) 1327 (i).

Waldie, Mr. J., Halton.
Franchise, Electoral, Act. Amt. B. 4 (Sir John Thomp.

son) on Amt. (Mr. Laurier) to M. for 2g, 1005; in
Com., 1014, 1023 (ii).

Loan (3 per cent.) of 1888, on prop. Res (Sir Richard
Cartwright) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1162 (ii).

Saw Logs, Export Duty, on Amt. (Mr. Barron) to M.
for Com. of Sup., 1493 (ii).

Ships' Safety Act Amnt. B. 54 (Mr. Tupper) on M. for
2c, 1031; in Com., 1035 (ii).

SUPPLY:
Civil Government (Marine) 144 (i).
Collection gf Revenue; Publie Works (Blides and Booms)

1231 (ii).
Wrecking (Foreign Vessels Aid) in Can. Waters B. 2

(Mr. Kirkpatrick) on M. for 20, 254; in Com., 612.

Wallace, Mr. N. C., West York, Ont.
Business of the Hlouse, on adjnmt. (remarks) 762 (i).
Combinations in Trade (B. 11, 1°) 19; Order for 2°

read (remarks) 382 (i); 2° m., 1111; on M. to ref.
to Com. on Banking, &c., 1115; on M. for Com.,
1440; in Coin., 1446; on Sen. Amats., 1689 (ii).

Jesuits' Estates Act, on Res. (Mr.O'Brien) in Amt. to
Com. of Sup., 834 (il).

Saskatchewan Ry. and Mining Co.'s B. 86 (Mr. Denison)
M. to ref. back to Standing Com., 754 (i).

Watson, Mr. R., .Marguette.
Alberta Ry. and Coal Co.'s B. 14 (Mr. Shanly) on M.

for 30, 282; (Amt.) to recom., 298 ; neg. (Y. 49, N.
97) 299 (i).

Bedson, S. L., Appointment in Militia Force (Ques.)
1328 (ii).

- - Appointment as A.D.C., in com. of Sup., 1507.
Bresaylor Half-breeds, Claims for Losses (Ques.) 1082.
Concurrence, 1607, 1609 (ii).
Dom. Lands Act Amti B. 145 (Mr. Dewdney) in Com.,

1537 (ii).
--- in Com. of Sup., 1252 (ii).

Engineers (stationary) Examination and Licensing B.
8 (Mr. Cook) on M. for 2', 1109 (ii).

Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sir John Thomp-
son) onM. for 20 , 999 ; in Com., 1014; on M. for 34
(Amt.) 1281 (ii)

Immigration Agents, in Com. of Sup., 955, 1324 (ii).
- Pamphlets, in Com. of Sup., 276 (i).

Lake Manitoba Ry. and Canal Co.'s incorp. (B. 62, 10*)

269 (i).
Land Board, Winnipeg, in Com. Of Sup., 61 (i).
Legislative Assembly in N. W. T., Memorials, on M.

for copies, 375 (i),

Watson, Mr. R.-Continued.
Ocean Steamship Subsidy (Can. and United King-

dom) in Com. on Res., 1417 (ii).
Mennonite Immigrants Loan B. 138 (Mr. Carling) in

Com. on Res., 1268 (ii).
Mounted Police Pensions B.118 (Sir John A. Macdonald)

on Amt. (Mr. Jones, Halifax) to M. for 2°, 1273 (ii).
-punishment of Constables, &c., on M. for Ret.,

431 (i).
Post Office Act Amt. B. 93 (Mr. Haggart) in Com.,

1135 ; on M. for 3° (Amt.) nog. on a div., 1283 (ii).
Post Offices Built since 1878, Revenues, &c., ou M. for

Ret., 233 (i).
Qu'Appelle, Long Lake, &c., Ry. and Steamboat Co.'s

B. 151 (Sir John A. Macdonald) on M. for Com. on
RMs., 1708 (ii).

Subsidies (land) to Rys. B. 152 (Mr. Dewdney) in Com.
on Res., 1718; in Com. on B., 1721 (ii).

(money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Macdonald)
in Com. on Res., 1640 (ii).

SUPPLY:
Arts, Agriculture and Statistics (Experimental Farnis) 293 (i).
Ctvil Government (Interior) 61, 65; (Mounted Police) 153 (i).
Collection of Revenues (Domn. Lands) 1252, 1254, conc., 1609;

(Post Office) 1461 (fi).
Fisheries (8alaries, &c.) 1078, conc., 1607 (ii).
(eological Survey, 1080 (i).
Immigration (Agents) 955, 1324 (ii).
Indians (Man. and N. W. T.) 1175, 1595; (Industrial schools)

1177 (ii).
Legislation; House of Commons (Printing, Paper and Bixding)

276 (i).
Mjilitia (Military College) 1361 (ii).

Miaceutaneous (àmericanl association) 1699; (Banff: Roads,
Bridges, &o.) 1216; (Commercial Agencies) 1180; (Half.
breeds, relief) 1461; (Lands, O. P. R. Belt) 1571; (St. Oath-
arines Milling Co.'s Costa) 1457 (ii).

Penitentiaries (Manitoba) 1507 (ii).
Public Works-Income: Dredging (Lake Man.) 970. Barbors

and Rivers (han.) 931. Roads and Bridges, 971, 1532 (ii).

Winnipeg and Assinboine Water Power (B. 63, 1°*)
269 (i).

Weldon, Mr. C. W., Bt . John, N.B., City and County.
Albert Ry. Co., Balance of Grant (Ques.) 348 (i).
American FishingVessols, authority to Enter and Clear

(Ques.) 348 (i),
Behring's Sea Seizures, on M. for Com. of Sup., 1580.
Bills of Exchange, Choques, &c., B. 5 (Sir John Thomp.

son) on M. for Com., 776; in Com., r78 (i).
Bills of Lading B. 9À (Sir John Thompson) on M. for

2, 1691 (ii)
Business of the Hlouse (remarks) on adjnmt., 761 (i).
Cape Enragé Liglithouse, change of Keeper (Ques.)

841 (ii).
Civil Service, Assessment of Salaries, authorisation B.

18 (Mr. Ellis) on objection to 20, 366 (i).
Copyright Act Amt. B. 101 (Sir John Thompson) on M.

for 2°, 1401 (ii).
Corrnpt Practices in Municipal Affairs B. 71 (Sir John

Thompson) in Com., 504 ().
Cruelty to Animals prevention B. 3 (Mr. Brown) on

M. that Com. rise, 360 (i).
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INDEX.
Weldon, Mr. C. W.-Continued.

Customs Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. Bowell) in Com., 1142.
Extradition Act, extension of provision S B. 81 (Sir

John Thompson) on M. for 2°, 1470; in Com., 1471.
Fisheries Act Amt. B. 129 (Mr. Tupper) in Com ,

1046; on M. for 3°, 11i7; (Amt.) 6 m. h., 1118;
neg. (Y. 72, N. 108) 1125 (ii).

Fishing Licenses in Inland Waters, on M. for Ret.,
83 (i).

Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B 4 (Sir John Thomp-
son) on Amt. (Mr. Laurier) to M. for 2', 989; in
Com., 1009, 1020, 1126 (ii).

Interior Dept., Cleiks employed (Ques.) 132'1 (ii).
Loan (3 per cent.) of 1888, on prop. Res. (Sir i'chard

Cartwright) in Amt. to Carm. for Sup., 116F) (
Lowry, W. G., Relief B. 119 (Mr. Small) on 'i. for 20,

994 (ii).
Lumber Shipments from N. B. to U. S. (Ques.) 935.
Masters and Mates Certificates Act Amt. B. 26 (Mr.

Tupper) in CÔm., 659 (i).
Ocean Steamship Subsidy (Can, and United Kingdom)

in Com. on Res., 1402, 1413 (ii).
Post Office Act Amt. B. 93 (Mr. llaqgart) in Comn. on

Res., 1131; in Com. on B., 1136 (Ji).
Queen's College (Kington) Act Amt. B. 46 (Mri. Kirk-

patrick) on M. for 2°, 301, 605 (i.
Ry. Act Amt. B. 9 (Mr. CoJ-) on M. for 2°, 3 6 (i).
Reciprocity (unrestrictod) witL U. S., on Res. (Sir

Richard Cartwright) in Amt. to C om. of Sup,, 735 (i).
Rolling Stock, I.C.R., in Com. of Sup , 1054 (ii).
St.John Harbor, Rep. of H. F. Periey (M. for Ret *)

304 (i).
Saw Logs, &c., Exported and Duty collected (M. for

Ret.*) 304 (i).
Seamen, Shipping in U. S. Vessels, Instructions to

Shipping-mnasters (Ques.) 468 ·(i).
Seizure of British Schooner by UT. S. Cutter Woodbine,

despatch respecting (read) 510 (i).
Short Line Ry. (Harvey to Salisbury) in Com. on Res.,

1660; on M. to conc. in Res., 1669; (Amt.) neg.
(Y. 34, N. 70) 1678; in Com. on B., 1685 (ii).

Speedy Trials of Indictable Offences B. 17 (Sir John
Thompson) in Com., 472 (i).

Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 14q (Sir John A. Mac-
donald) in Com. on Res., 1500, 1619, 1650 ; in Com.
(Amt.) neg. (Y. 27, N. 48) 1636 (ii).

Summary Convictions Act Amt. B. 126 (Sir John
Thompson) in Com., 1266 (ii).

Supreme and Exchequer Courts Act Amt. B. 105 (Sir
John Thompson) in Com., 787 (i).

Supreme Court (B. 95, 1°*) 370 (i).
SUPPLY:

Administration of Justice (Supreme Court Reps., Printing, &c.)
205 (i).

Arta, Agriculture and Slatistics (Colonial and Indian Exhibition)
1512 (ii).

Civil Government (Marine) 147; (Railways and Canals) 1504 (ii).
Colection oj Revenues: Excise, 1223; (Preventive Service) 1225.

Oustoms (Miscellaneous) 1461. Minor Revenues, 1495. Post
Office (Salaries, &c.) 1239, 1596 (ii).

Mail Bubsidiea, e. (Magdalen Islands) 1261 (i).

Weldon, Mr. C. W.-ontinued.
SUPPLY-Uontinued.

Mar ine Hospitals (Que., N. S., N. B. and P. E. I.) 978 (ii).
Mounted Police, 1214 (ii).
Public Works-Capital: Buildings (additional, Ottawa) 800 (i);

(3. C.) 1528 (ii): (,T. B.) 806 (i). Dredging (N. S., P, E. I. and
N. -3.) 969. Harbors and Rivers (9. B.) 924, 1447, 1530 (il).

Railways-Capital (L.0.R.) 1597 ; (accommodation at Moncton)
1049 ; (Rolling Stock) 1054 (ii).

Winding.up Act Amt. B. 98 (Sir John Thompson) in
Coma., 660 (i).

Wrecking (Foreign Vessels Aid) in Can. Waters, B. 2
(Mr. Eirkpatrick) in Com., 614 (i).

Weldon, Mr. R. C., Albert.
Cruelty to Animals prevention B. 3 (Mr. Brown) on M.

to restore to Order Paper, 368 (i).
Extradition Act, extension of provisions (B. 84, 1°)

346 (i); on M, (Sir John Thompson) for 21, 1469;
in Com., 1471, 1476, 1479 (ii).

Ocean Steamship Subsidy (Cair. and United Kingdom)
in Com. on Res., 1414, 1417 (ii).

Saw Logs, Export Duty, on Res. (Mr. Barron) in Amt.
to Coma. of Sup., 1593 (ii).

Wreckirg (Foreign Vessels Aid) in Can. Water, B. 2
(Mr. Kirkpatrick) in Com., 615, 618 (i).

Welsh, Mr. W., Queen's, P.E,1.
China Point Piers, Repairs, &o. (Ques) 621 (i).
Dredge Prince Edward, Repairs, Cost, &c,, on M. for

Rot., 31(i).
Fertilisers, Artificial, removal of Duty, on Res. (Mr.

Mulock) 44 (i).
Hickey Wharf, Repairs (Ques.) 621 (i).
Masters and Mates Certificatés Act Amt. B. 26 (Mr.

Tupper) in Ccm., 656, 658 (i).
New London Breakwater, Repairs (Ques.) 620 (i).
Ocean Steamship Subsidy (Can. and United Kinglom)

in Com. on Res., 1389, 1893, 1413 (ii).
Piers and Wnarves in P.E.I., in Com. of Sup., 148 (i)
--- on M. for Com. of Sup., 921, 1222 (ii).
Pinette and Wood Island Harbor, Surveys (Ques.) 621.
Roturns (enquiry) 621 (i).
Ships' Safety Act Amt. B. 54 (Mr. Tupper) in Com.,

1034 (ii).
SUPPLY :

Civil Oovernment (Marine) 147; (Public Works) 148 (i).
Ocean and River Service (Govt. Steamers) 974 (ii).
Public Works-Capital : Barbors and Rivera (Cape Tormen-

tine) 802; (Kingston Graving Dock) 801 (i). Income: Build-
ings (P. E. I.) 1519. Harbors and Rivera (P.E.I.) 920, 926 (ii).

White, Mr. P., North Renfrew.
Alberta Ry. and Coal Co.'s B. 14 (Mr. Shanly) in Com.,

235 (i).
Bills of Exchange, Cheques, &c., B. 5 (Sir John Thomp-

son) in Com., 779 (i).
Civil Service Act. Amt. B. 100 (Mr. Haggart) on .M.

for 2°, 669 (i).
Corn Importations, rebate of Duty, on Amt. to Amt.

(M.r. Flynn) to prop. Res., 125 (i).
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White, Kr. P.-Continued.

Cullers Act Amt. B. 142 (Mr. Costigan) in Com. on
Res. 1366; in0Com. on B., 1536 (i).

Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sir John Thomp-
son) on M. for 20, 982 (ii).

Loan (3 per cent.) of 18S8 on prop. Res. (Sir Richard
Cartwright) in Amt. to Com. on Sap., 1167 (ii).

Post Office Act Amt. B. 93 (Mr. Raggart) in Comn. on
]Res., 1130 ; in Com. on B., 1134; on M. for 3° (Amt.)
neg. (Y. 55, N. 85) 1281 (ii).

Public Acets. Com., Printing of Evidence (remarks)
1368 (ii).

Ry. Act Amt. (B. 115, 1°*) 782 (i).
B. 115 (Mr. Poster) on M. for 2°, 1283 (ii).

Reciprocity (unrestricted) with U. S., on Res. (Sir
Richard Cartwright) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 495.

Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Mac.
donald) in Com. on Res., 1631, 1685 (ii).

SUPPLY:
Collection of Revenuea: Public Works (Slides and Booms) 1230.
Immigration, 952 (ii).
Public Workc-Income: Roads and Bridges (Ottawa City and

River) 1449 (ii).
Timber and Lamber Inspection Act Amt. B. 113 (Mr.

Costigan) in Com. on Res., 662, 666 (i).
Union Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B. 79, 1°*) 322; on Amta

(Mr. Bryson) to M. for 30, 855 (ii).

White, Mr. R. S., Cardwell.
Address, The (moved) 3 (i).
Montreal Harbor Police (Ques.) 1423 (ii).

Wilson, Mr. J. C., Argenteuil.
Engineers (stationary) Examination and Licensing B.

8 (Mr. Cook) on M. for 2°, 1109 (ii).

Wilson, Mr. J. H., East Elgin.
Alberta Ry. and Coal Co.'s B. 14 (Mr. Shanly) on M

for 30, 286 (i).

Cab-hire, in Com. of Sup., 160, 168.
Combinations in Trade B. 11 (Sir John Thompson) on

Sen, Amts,, 1690 (fi).
Cosgrove, John, of Buckingham, employment by Govt.

(Ques.) 224 (i).
Franchise, Blectoral, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sir John Thomp-

son) on M. for 20, 991 996, (ii).
in Com., 1019, 1025 (il).

Grosse, John A., employment by Govt. (Ques.) 171 (i).
Immigration Pamphlets, in Com. of Sup., 276 (i).
Independent Order of Foresters B. 74 (Mr. Jamieson)

in Com., 755 (i).
Inspectors of ilnlls, Names, &c., of Commissioners (M.

for Ret.*) 943 (ii).
Labor Commission, Legislation (Ques.) 1422 (ii).
Middleton, W. H., Relief B. 125 (Mr. Sma/l) on M.

for 20, 1098 (ii).
Mounted Police Pensions B. 118 (Sir John A. Macdon-

ald) in Com. on Res., 772 (1).
Permanent Forces, Expenditure for Repairs on Works

(Ques.) 171 (i).

Wilson, Mr. 3. H.-ContinueL
Pork Duties, Increase (Ques.) 1146 (ii).
Repatriation of French Canadians (Ques.) 677 (i).
Ships' Safety Act Amt. B. 54 (Mr. Tspper) in Com.,

1038 (ii).
Subsidies (money) to Rys. B. 148 (Sir John A. Macdon.

ald) in Com. on Res., 1620, 1633 (ii).
Sultana Island, Lake of the Woods, Sale (Quos.) 426.
SUPPLY:

Arta, Agriculture and Statistie (Health Statistics) 287 (i
Ohargea of Management (Printing Dom. Notes) 205 (0).
Civil Government (Agriculture) 71 ; (0ontingencies) 15, 158,

180, 168 ; (Militia and Defence) 55 (1); (Bailways and Canal)
1505 (ii).

Collection ef Revenues: oustoms (Salaries, &o.) 1220. Post
Office (Salaries, &c.) 1234. Weights and Meaures, 1496 (11).

Immigration (Agents) 957,1324 (ii).
Indians (Industrial Schools) 1178 (ii).
Legislation: House of Commoni (Returning Offoora)1362, 1511;

(Printing, Paper and Binding) 276 (1).
Viscellaneous (Banff : Roads, Bridges, &I.) 1215; (Fabre, Mr.,

Salary, &c.) 1179; (Jukes, Dr., services) 1571 (11).
Militia (Permanent Forces, &c.) 799 (i).
Mounted Police, 1213 (ii).
Penitentiaries (Kingston) 211; (man.) 220 (1), 1508 (il); (St.

Vincent de Paul) 1510 (il).
Pensions (Rebellion, N.W.T.) 791 (i).
Publie Works-Income: Buildings (8.0.) 1528; (Ont.) 1520.

Dredging (N. 8., P. E. I. and N. B.) 969. Harborasand Rivera
(Ont.) 929 (ii).

Quarantine (Publie ffealth) 932 (11).
Threats, Intimidations, &e., Amt. (B. 102, 1°) 524 (i).
Travelling Expenses, in Com. of Sup., 156 (i).
Tree Peddlers, &c., prevention of Fraud B. 6 (Mr.

Boyle) on M. to ref. to Sel. Coma, 1102 (ii).

Wood, Mr. J. F., Brockoille.
Electoral, Franchise, Act Amt. B. 4 (Sir John Thompson)

in Com,, 1021 (il).
Private Bills Pets. (M. to extend time) 30 (i).
Prohibition of Intoxicating Liquors (Amt.) to prop.

Res., 89; on Amt. to Amt. (Mr. Milis, Bothwell)
264; Amt. agreed to (Y. 99, N. 59) 269 (i).

SUPPLY :
Militia (Ammunition, Olothing, &c.) 793 (1).
Collection of Revenues: Public Works (Bquimalt and L6vd

Graving Docks) 1232 (il).
Wrecking, &o., in an. Waters B. 7 (Mr. Patterson,

Essex) on M. for 2°, 257 (i).

Wood, Mr. J., Westmoreland.
Corn, Importations, rebate of Duty, on Amt. to Amt.

(Mr. Flynn) to prop. Res., 129 (i).
N. B. and P.E.I. Ry. Co.'s (B. 21, 1°*) 47(i).
Ocean Steamship Subsidy (Can. and United Kingdon)

in Com. on Res., 1411 (ii).
Reciprocity (unrestricted) with U. 8., on REu. (Sir

Richard Cartwright) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 621.
Short Line Ry. (Harvey to Salisbury) on Amt. to M.

to cone. in Res., 1672 (ii).

Yeo, Mr. J., Prince, P.E.I.
Campbell, Capt. R., dismissal, on M. for Cor., &, 748.
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SUBJECTS]

ADAMS, A. & J., CLAIMS FOR Loss OF "CARRIER DOVh ": M.
for Cor.* (Mr. Mitchell) 1182 (ii).

"ADAMS," SEIZURE Of, PAPERS, &a.: Remarks on adjumt.
(Mr. Mitchell) 1402 (ii).

ADDRE88 IN ANSWER TO IS Ex 'S SPEECH: moved (Mr.
White, Cardwell) 3 ; Seconded (Mr. Lépine) 6 (i).

---- His Ex.'s Reply, 323 (i).
AIRD, W. B., JR., NAMES OF SURETIES FOR: Qaes. (Mr.

Guay) 1017 (ii).
ADJIURNMENT, ANNUNCIATION DAY : M. (Sir Ilector Lan-

gevin) 782 (i).
ASIH WEDNESDAY: M. (Sir iector Langevin)) 436.
GOOD FRIDAY: Remarks, 1285; M. (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) 1330 (ii).
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE: in Com. of Sup., 205 (i), 1362.
Administration of Oaths of Office B. No. 1. (Sir

John A. Macdonald). 10*, 2; pro forma.
ADULTERATION OF FOOD: in Com. of Sup., 1227 (ii).
AGRICULTURE AND [MNIGRATION:

ARTISANS, IMPORTATION : attention of Govt. called to advertise-
ment (Xr. McKay) 1668 (ii).

EXPRIMENTAL FAR, CENTRAL, EXP.IDITUR : M. for Stmnt.*
(Kr. McMillan, Huron) 436 (i).

- CoST, &C.: Ques (Nfr MfcMillan, Huron) 225(i).
- M. for Ret. *(lr. McAfillas, Huron) 235 (i).
- EXPNDITURI : Ques. (Sir Richard Cartwright) 428, 525 (i).

IMMIGRANTS, ARRIVALq FROU '67 tO '89, NUMBOR, &0 : M. for Ret
(fr. Brien) 304 (i).

MANUSOIIPTS RSPEOTING CANADA, CoPYING: Ques. (Mr. Vanaate)
1363 (ii).

Pop, Ma. (Dep. 0om. of Patents): in Oom. of Snp., 71-78 ().

POPULATION oF Dox. By PRovINos Ques. (Sir Richard Cartwright)
170 (i).

SIED WHZAT, PAYMUNT-BY SBTTLURs: QueS. (Mr La Rivière) 590 (1).

SUYTH, RUNEY, OF CHATHAM, MPLOYMUNT BY GOVT. : QueS. (Mr. e
Nullen) 224 (ii).

WEBsTa, W. A., EMPLOTUNT nv GoVT., AxOUNT PAID: Ques.

(Ur. Kelullen) 979 (i).
STirN, LuoNON, UMPLOTEUNT BT GoTT.: Ques. (1fr. Barron) 1533 (ii)
- Su-- PAIU voR sugivios : Ques, (Vr. Colter) 303; M. for

Ret.,* 303 (i).

Alberta and Athabasca Ry. Co.'s B. No. 49 (Mr.
Davies). 1°*, 232; 2°*, 397 ; in Com. and 30*, 754
(i); Sen. Amts. cone. in, 1056 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 65.)

Alberta Ry. and Coall Co.'s incorp. B. No. 14
(Ur. Shanly). 1 >, 30; 2°*, 33 ; in Com., 235 ; 3> m.,

282; agreed to (Y. 49, N. fi7) 299 (i). (52Vic., c. 50.)
ALBERT RY. 00., BALANCE OF'GBANT: Ques. (&fr. Weldon,

t78ohn)s48 (i).
7

ALBERT SOUTHERN RY. CO.'s SUBSIDY: prop. Res. (Sir
John A. Macdonald) 1396; in Com., 1500 (ii).

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF SCIENCE: in COM. Of Sup., 1697.
AMERICAN FI-HINo VESSELS, AUTHORITY TO ENTER AND

CLEAR: Ques. (Ir. Weldon, St. Johr) 348 (i).
AMBERSTBURG, LAKE SIIORE AND BLENIIEIN Ry. Co '8 SUE.

SIDY: prop. Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1573; in
Coma., 1643 (ii).

AMMUNITION, CLOTHING, &o.: in Com. of Sup., 793 (i), 1352,
AMMUNITION MANUFACTURED AT QUEBEC: Remarke (Mr.

Jones, Halifax) 1222 (ii).
ANGERS. : See "Lare."

ANNAPOLIS AND LIVERPOOL RY. SURVEY: M. for Ret.*
(Mr. Jones, Halifax) 943 (ii).

ANNUITIES TO INDIANS UNDER ROBINSON TREATY: in COIM.
of Sup., 1171 (ii).

- ARREARB : M. for Cor., &o. (Mr. O'Brien) 937 (ii).
ANNUNCIATION DAY, ADJMNT.: M. (Sir Hector Langevin)

783 (i).
ARCHFBALD, SIR ADAMS G., MEMBER FOR COLCHESTER: intro-

duced, 1 (i).
ARICHAT WEST, BREAKWATER: Ques. (Gen. Laurie)841 (ii).
ARMORIES, &.: in Com. of Sup., 793 (i).
ATITHABASKA FISIERY OVEIRSEER, APPOINTMENT :Ques.(Mr.

Turcot) 302 (i).
ARTISANS, IMPORTATION: attention of Govt. called to adver-

tisement (Mr. McKay) 1668 (ii).
ARTS, AGRICULTURE AND STATISTIOS : in Com. of Sup., 287

(i), 1512; conc., 1598 (ii).
ASH WEDNESDAY, ADJMNT.: M. (Sir Hector Langevin) 436.
Assets and Debenture Co. of Gan. incorp. B.

No. 22 (Mr. Edgar). 1°4, 47; 2°*, 170; in Com.
and 30*, 509 (i). (52 Vic., c. 90.)

AssINIBOIA (RAST) RET. OF MEMBER: notification (Mr.
Speaker) 1 (i).

Assiniboia, Edmonton and Unjiga Ry. Co.'s
incorp. B. No. 19 (Mr. Dawson). 1°*, 47; 2°*,
170; 30*, 357 (i). (52 Tic., c. 53).

Assiniboine Water Power Oo.'s incorp. B. No.
67 (Mr. Boss). 1*, 269; 2°*, 357; in Com. and 3°*,
921 (ii) (52 pic., c.88.)

Atlantic and North-West Ry. Co.'s B. No. 65
(Mr. Hall). 10*, 269; 2°*, 357; 'in Com., 753; 3°,

754 (i). (52 Tic., ..71.)
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ATLANTIO MAIL SERVICE, CONTRACTS: Ques. (Kr. Langelier,

Que.) 224 (i).
AUDIToR GENERAL'S OFFICE: in Com. of Sup., 66 (i).
- RiP.: presented (Kr. Foster) 13 (i).

Bagwell, Geo. McD. See "DIvoRCE."

BAIE DES CHALEURS RY. Co.'s SUÉSIDY: 1st prop. Res. (Sir
John A. Macdonald) 1396; iii Com., 1500 (ii).

2nd prop. Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1573; in
Com., 1643 (ii).

BALLOT BoX, WADDELL's PATENT: M. for Sel. Com. (Mr.
Brown) 24 (1).

- M. (Mr. Hesson) to add names to Sel. Com., 105 (i).
BALLOT IN N. W.T., LEGISLATION RESPECTING: Ques. (ffr.

Edgar) 525 (i).
B rLTic (P.E.t.) POST OFFICE, ESTABLISHMENT: Ques. (Mr.

Perry) 1423 (fi).
BANFF: SURVEYs, ROADS AND BRIDGES: in Com of Sup.,

1180 (ii).
BANNERMAN, WM., LATE POSTMASTEa AT CALGARY, DEFAL-

CATIoN: Ques. (Kr. Charlton) 677 (i).

Baptist Convention of Ont. and Que. B. No. 30
(Mr. Denison). 1°*, 138; 2°*, 239; in Com. and 3°*,
397 (i), (52 Vic., c. 105.)

BaRNARD, FRANK S., ESQ., MEMEER FOR CARIBOO: intro.
duced, 33 (i).

BAR oF QUEBEC, DISALLOWANCE OF ACT, 0.0., &C.: M. for
copies* (Mr. Langelier, Montmorency) 303 (i).

BAsB FISHIfNG PÎEMITs, LAKE ERIE: Ques. (Mr. Charlton)
1081 (ii).

May of Quinté Bridge Co.'s B. No. 75 (Mr. Corby)
1O*, 322; 20*, 397; in Com. and 3°*, 663 (i). (52
Vic., c. 87.)

BmcH LOTS IN QUEBEC, 0.0., CoR., &C.: M. for copies*
(Mr. Langelier, Montmorency) 303 (i).

BEAUHARNoIs CANAL IMPROVEMENTS: Qties. (Mr. Bergeron)

34 (i).
- OPENING o, NAv.: Telegram read (Mr. Bergeron)

1285 (ii).
RIP. OF ENGINIER CRAWFORD, &C.: M. for Ret.*

(Mr. Bergeron) 304 (i).
BiDSON, S. L., APPOINTMENT IN MILITIA FORCE : Qdes. (Mr.

Watson) 1328 (ii).
.- APPoINTMENT AS A. D. C.: in Com. of SUp., 1507 (if)

BEEF SUPPLIES TO INDIANS IN N. W. T.: M. for Tenders*
(Mr. Edgar) 942 (ii).

BIu (4 per ent.) ITFPORTED INTo N. W. T.: Ques. (Mr.
Davih) 525 (i).

BERRING's SEA FisHEiiIEs, PROCLAMATION BY U. S. GOVT.:
Remarks (Mr. Mitchell) 811 (ii).

- - PARAGRAPH IN "EMPIRE " NEWSPAPER: Ques. (Mr.

NÀi', Bothweëll) 287 (i).
-- Ques. (Mr. Prior) 871 (ii).

--- SEIzuRmE: on M. for Com. of Sup., remarks (Mr.

Prio) 1582 (ii).
BELL CREEK (P.1.I.) BREAKWATER, SURVEY: Ques. (Mr.

Welsh) 347 (i).
BIBLE VALLi:E POST OFFIC, CHANGE OF' LoCATION: M. for

Çor.* (Mr. Bourasa) 943 (i).

BELLEVILLE AND NORTH HASTINGs RT. SUIsIDY AND G. T.
R.: M. for Cor. (Mr. Burdett) 85 (i).

BELLEVILLE DRILL SHED, GOVT. AID: Ques. (Mr. Burdett)
80 (i).

Belleville Harbor B. No 116 (Mr. Tupper). 11, 762;
2° and in Com., 1042 ; 5°*, 1043 (ii). (5.l Vic., c. 35.)

BELLY RivEu BRIDiGl AT LETHBRIDGE: in Com. of Sup.,
1532 (ii).

Benevolent Societies B. No. 94 (Mr. Dickinson). 1°*,
370 (i).

Berlin and Canadian Pacifie Junction Ry. Co.'s
B. No. 58 (Mr. Bowman). 1°*, 269; 2?*, 357; in
Com, and a°*, 663 (i). (52 Vic., c. '5 )

BILL (No. 1) Respecting the Administration of Oaths of
Office.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

1J*, 2 (i) ; pro forma.
BILL (No. 2) to permit Foreign Vessels to Aid vessels

wrecked or disabléd in Canadian Waters.-(Mr. Kirk.
patrick.)

1°*, 13; 2° m., 250: 20 and M. to ref. to Sel. Com., 255;
agreed to, 256 ; Rep. of Sel. Com. presented, 384;
in Com. on B., 607; 3° m., 755; Amt. (Mr. Charl-
ton) to recom., 757 ; neg. (Y. 56, N . 108) 76 i.; 3°,
761 (i).

BILL (No. 3) To make further provision as to the preven.
tion of (ruelty to Animals, and to amend Chap. 172 of
the Revised Statutes of Canada, respecting Cruelty to
Animals.-(Mr. Brown.)

1°, 13; 2° m., 240 : Amt. (Mr. Tisdale) 6 m. h., 242;
neg. (Y. 71, N. 72) 247 ; 2°, 247 ; in Com.,
357; M. to further consdr. B. in Com., 367; Amt.
(Mr. Tisdale) 6 m. h., neg. (Y. 91, N. 92) 368;
further consdrn. agreed to (Y. 96, N. 92) 368 ; in
Com. and M. that Com. rise agreed to, 607 (i).

BILL (No. 4) Farther to amend the Revised Statutes, Chap.
5, respecting the Electoral Franchie.-(Sir John
Thompson.)

1O, 14 (i) ; 20 m. ,9 0; Amt. (Ur. Laurier) 986 ; further
consdrn. rsmd. 996; Amt. neg. (Y. 75, N. 105) 1007;
20 and in Com., 1008, '1019, 1125; 30 m., U'78;
Amt. (Mr. Charlton) 1279; neg. (Y. 59, N. 88)
1280; Amt. (Mr. Davies, P.E I.) neg. (Y. 65, N.
88) 1280; 3Q*, 1281 (ii). (b2 Vic., c. 9.)

BILL (No. 5) Relating to Bills of Exchange, Cheques and
Promissory Notes -(Sir John Thompson.)

10, 14; 2°, 194; M. for Com., 775; in Com., 718, 788,
(i); wthdn., 1629 (ii).

BILL (No. 6) To prevent the practice of Fraud by Tree
Peddlers and Commission Men in the Sale of Nursery
Stock.-(Mr. Boyle.)

10*, 13 (i); 20 m., 1100 ; Amt. (Me. Brown) 6 m. h.,
neg. on a div-, 2° and ref. to Sel. Com., 1102 (ii).

BILL (No. 7) To admit vessels registered in the United
States of America to Wrecking, Towing and Coasting
Priviloges in Canadian Waters.-(Mr. Patterson Essex.)

1*, 15 ; 2° m., 256 ; Âmt. (Mr. McCarthy) to adjn. deb.,
258; agreed to, 259 (i) ; wthdn., 1107 (ii).

BILL (No. 8) To provide for the Examination and Licensing
of all persons employed as Stationary Enineers, and
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all persons having charge of Steam Boilers or other
devices under pressure.-(Mr. Cook.)

1°, 17 (); 2° m., L107 ; Amt. (Mr. Tupper) 6 m. h.,
1109 ; agreed to on a div., 1111 (ii).

BILL (No. 9) To amend The Railway Act.-(1r. Cook.)
10, 17; 2°, 362 (i); M. for Com., 1099; Amt. (Sir John

Thompson) 6 m. h., agreed to on a div., 1100 (ii).
BILL (No. 10) To amend Chapter 127 of the Revised Statutes

of Canada, intituled: An Act respecting Interest.-
(Mr. Landry)

10, 19 (i).
BILL (No. 11) For the Prevention and Suppression of Com-

binations formed in Restraint of Trade.-(Mr. Wallace.)
10, 19; Order for Z° read, 382 (i); 2° m., 1111 ; 20,

1117; Govt. Order (Sir Jlhn Thompson)-in 0em.,
1368; M. for Com., 1437; in Com., 1446; 3°, 1468;
Sen. Amts. consdrd., 1689; cono. in, 1691 (ii). (52
«Vic., C. 41.)

BILL (No. 12) To ensure regular crossing facilities between
the City of Quebec and Town of Lévis.-(Mr. Cho-
luette.)

1°*,y 29 (i).
BILL (N>. 13) To require the Owners of Elevators and

Hoists to guard against Accidents.-(Mr. Madill.)
1O*,y 29; 2*, 260 (i).

BILL (No. 14) To incorporate the Alberta Railway and Coal
Company.-(Mr. Shan!y.)

Io*, 30; 2°*, 33; in Com., 235;3° m., 282 ; agreed to (Y.
49, N. 97) 299 (i). (52 Vic., c. 50)

BILL (No. 15) Respecting the Kootenay and Athabasca Rail-
way Company.-(Mr. Mara.)

10*, 30; 2°*, 33; in Com., 238; 30*, 299 (i). (52 Vic.,
c. 49.)

BILL (No. 16) To provide against Frauds in the supplying
of Milk to Cheese and Butter Manufactories.-(Mr.
Burdett.)

10*, 30; 2°, 259; in Com. and 30*, 755' (i); M. (Mr.
Bowell) to trnsfr. consdn. of Sen. Amts. to Govt.
Orders, 1397 (ii). (52 Vie., c. 43.)

BILL (No. 17) To make further provision respecting the
Speedy Trial of certain Indictable Offences,-(Sir John
Thompson.)

10, 33; 20, 195; in Com., 470; 3°*, 655 (i). (52 1ic.,
c. 47.)

BILL (No. 18) To authorise the Assessment of the Salaries or
Incomes of persons in the Service of Canada.-(Mr.
Ellis.)

10, 33; 2 m,, 366; ruled out of order, 367 (i).
BILL (No. 19) To incorporate the Assiniboia, Edmonton

and Unjiga Railway Company.-(Mr. Dawson.)
1°*, 47; 2°*,170; in Com. and 3°*,357 (i). (52 Vic., c. b3.)

BILL (No. 20) To incorporate the Hawkesbury Lumber
Company.-(Mr. Labrosse.)

1°*, 47 ; 2°*, 170; in Com. and 3°*, 397 (i). (52 Vie.,

c. 98.)
BILL (No. 21) Respecting the New Brunswick and Prince

Edward PRailway Company, and to change the name of

ward Island Railway Company.-(fr. Wood, Westmorc-
land.)

10*, 47; 2°*, 170; 3°*, 357 (i). (52 Vic., c. 85.)
BILL (No. 22) To incorporate the Assets and Debenture

Company of Canada.-(Mr. Edgar.)
l°*, 47; 2°*, 170; in Com. and 3°*, 509 (i). (52 Fic.,

c. 90.)
BILL (No. 23) To incorporate the Ottawa and Montreal

Boom Company. -(Mr. Girouard.)
10, 47; 2 m., 169 ; Order for 2° read, 424; wthdn., 426 (i)

BILL (No. 24) To incorporate the Dominion Life Assurance
Company--(Mr. Trow.)

1°*, 47; 2°*, 170; in Com. and 3°*, 397 (i). (52 Tic.,
c. 95.)

BILL (No. 25) To amend the Act incorporating the Boiler
Inspection and Insurance Company of Canada.-(&r.
Brown.)

10*, 47; 2°*, 170; in Com, and $0*, 397 (i). (52 fic.,
c. 97.)

BILL (No. 26) To amend the Act respecting Certificates to
Masters and Mates of Ships, Chapter 73 of theI Revised
Statute.-(Mr. Tupper.)

10, 79; 2°, 195; in Com., 655; 30*, 647 (i); Sen. Amts.
conc. in, 1029 (ii). (52 Vie., c. 21.)

BILL (No. 2i) To amend the Weights and Measpres Act,
Chapter 104 of the Revised Statutes. (Mr. Co4tigas.)

10, 79; 20, in Com., and 3°*, 195 (i). (52 Vic., c. 17.)
BILL (No. 28) To amend the Dominion Elections Act,

Chapter 8 of the Revised Statutes of Canada.-(Mr,
Joncas.)

10, 79 (i).
Statutes, respecting the Militia and Defence of Canadas

BILL (No. 29) To amend Chapter 41 of the Revised-(Sir
Adolphe Caron.)

10, 105 (i) ; wthdn., 1629 (ii).
BILL (No. 30) Respecting the Baptist Convention of On-

tario and Quebec.-(Mr. Denison.)
10*, 138; 2°*, 239; in Com. and 3°*, 397 (i). (52 Vic.,

c. 105.)
BILL (No. 31) To incorporate the Red Deer Valley Reil-

way and Coal Company.-(Mr. Davis.)
JO*, 138; 20*, 170; 30*, 357 (i). (52 Vic., c. 52.)

BILL (No. 32) To incorporato the Victoria, Saanich and
New Westminster Railway Company.-(àir. Prior.)

1°*, 138; 2°¥, 239; in Com. and 3°*, 424 (i). (52 Vie.,
c. 48.)

BILL (No. 33) To amend the Act to incorporate the Presoott
County Railway Company, and to change the name of
the Company to the Central Counties Railway Com-
pany.-(Mr. Edwards.)

10*, 138; 2° m., 239; 2°*, 299; in Com. and 30*, 10
(i). (52 Vic., c. 80.)

BILL (No. 34) To incorporate the Oanadian General Trusta
Company.-(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)

1°*, 138; 2°*, 239; in Com. and 30*, 509 (i). (52 Vic.,
c. 92.)

BILL (No. 35) Respecting the Niagara Grand Island Bridge
Company.-(Mr. Ferguson, Welland.)

the Company to The New Brunswick and Prince Bd-( c
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INDEX.
BILL (No. 36) To incorporate the St. felen's Island Bridge

Company.-(Mr. Curran.)
10*, 138; 20*, 299 (i)

BILL (No. 37) To amend the Act incorporating the Massa-
wippi Junction Railway Company.-(Mr. Colby.)

1e*, 138; 2°*, 23J (i); in Com. and 30*, 855 (ii). (52
Vic., C. 84.)

BILL (No. 38) To extend the jurisdiction of the Maritime
Court of Ontario.-(Mr. Charlton.)

1°*, 169 (i).
BILL (No. 39) Respecting the Hamilton Central Railway

Company.-(Mr. McKay.)
10*, 194; 2°*, 299; in Com. and 3°*, 509 (i). (52 Vic.,

c. 76.)
BILL (No. 40) Re3pecting the Lake Nipissing and James'

Bay Railway Company, and to change the name of the
Company to the Nipissing and James' Bay Railway
Company.-(Mr. Denison)

1°*, 194; 20*, 299; in Com. and 3°*, 510 (i). (52 Vic.,
c. 81.)

BILL (No. 41) To incorporate the Calgary, Alberta and
Montana Railway Company.-(Ir. Davis.)

1°*, 194; 2°*, 299; in Com. and 3°*, 510 (i). (52 Vic.,
c. 51.)

BILL (No. 43) To amend the Act incorporating the Ontario
Matual L.fe Assurance Company.-(Mhr. Bowraan.)

1°*, 194; 2°*, 299; in Com. and 3°*, 510 (i). (52 Vic,,
c. 96.)

BILL (No. 43) To incorporate the Ottawa, Morrisburg and
New York Railway and Bridge Company .- (Kr. Hickey.)

10*, 194; 20*, 299; in Com. and 30*, 509 (i).
BILL (No. 44) To incorporate the Canada Congregational

Foreign Missionary Society.- (Mr. Holton.)
1°*, 194; 2°*, 299; in Com. and 3°*, 602 (i). (52 Vic.,

c. 106.)
BILL (No. 45) To revive and amend the Acts relating to

the Saint Gabriel Levee and Railway Company.-(Mr.
Curran.)

1°*, 194; 2°*, 299; in Com. and 3°*, 509 (i). (52 Tic.,
c. 83.)

BILL (No. 46) To amend the Act respecting Queen's Col-
lege at Kingston.-(Mr. Kirkpatrick )

1°*, 194; 2°, 300; M. for Com., 602; in Com. and 3'
agreed to (Y. 104, N. 35) 607 (i); Sen. Amts. conc.
irn, 855 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 103.)

BILL (No. 47) To amend the Act incorporating the Kings-
ton, Simth's Falls and Ottawa Railway Company.-(Mr. E
Kirkpatrick.)

1°*, 194; 2°*, 299; in Com. and 3°*, 509 (i). (52 Vic,
c. 79.)

BILL (No. 48) To consolidate the borrowing powers of the
Ontario Loan and Debenture Company, and to author-
ise them to issue Debonture Stock.-(Mr. Moncrieff.)

1°*, 194; 2° m., 299; 2°*, 367; 30*, 510 (1). (52 Vic.,
c. 94.)

BILL (No. 49) Respecting the Alberta and Athabasca Rail- J[
way Company.-(Mr. Davis.)

1°*, 222; 2°*, 397 (); in Com. and 3°*, 754; Son.
Amts. cono. in, 1056 (il). (52 Vic., c. 65.)

BILL (No. 50) To amend the Act incorporating the London
Mutual Fire Insurance Company of Canada.-Mr.
Marshall.)

1°*, 222; 2°*, 397 (i).
BILL (No. 51) Respecting the Pontiac Pacifie Junction Rail.

way Company.-(Mr. Bryson.)
1°*, 222; 20*, 299; in Coin. and 30*, 509 (i). (52 Tc.,

c. 82.)
BILL (No. 52) To incorporate the Lac Seul Railway Com-

pany.-(Mr, Daly.)
1°*, 222; 2°*, 299; in Com. and 30*, 509 (i). (52 Tic.,

c. 55.)
BILL (No. 53) For the protection of persons employed by

contractors engaged in the construction of Railways
under Acts passed by the Parliament of Canada.-(Mr.
Purcell.)

1°, 223; Order for 20 read, 384 (i).
BILL (No. 54) To amend the Revised Statutes, Chapter

77, respecting the Safety of Ships.-(Mr. Tupper.)
10, 223 (i); 2° >m., 1029; 2° and in Com., 1032; 30*,

1042 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 22.)
BILL (No. 55) Respecting RaleU of Court in relation to

Criminal Matters.-(Sir John Thompson.)
1*, 247; 2°*, in Com. and 3°*, 502 (i). (52 Vic., c. 40.)

BILL (No. 56) To place on the Free List articles of mer-
chandise, the production of which are controlled by
Trusts and Combinations.-(Mr. Edgar.)

10, 248 (i).
BILL (No. 57) To incorporate the Cobourg, Northumber.

land and Pacifie Railway Company.-(btr. Guillet.)
1°*", 269; 2°*, 357 ; in Com. and 30*, 510 (i). (52 Vic.,

c. 62.)
BILL (No. 58) Respecting the Berlin and Canadian Pacific

Junction Railway Company.-(Mr. Bowman.)
10*, 269; 2°*, 357; in Qom. and 3°*, 663 (i). (52 Vic.,

c. 75.)
BILL (No. 69) Respecting the South Ontario Pacifie Rail-

way Company.-(Mr. Sutherland.)
1°*, 269; 20*, 357; in Com. and 30*, 510 (i). (52 Vic.,

c. 70.)
BILL (No. 60) Respecting Steam Vessels to be used in con-

nection with the Canadian Pacifie Railway.-(Mr.
Kirkpatrick.)

1°*, 269; 2°*, 357; in Coin. and 30*, 510 (i). (52 Vic.,
c. 73.)

BILL (No. 61) To incorporate the Manitoba and South.
Eastern Railway Company.-(Kr. La Rivière.)

1°*, 269; 2°*, 357; in Com. and 30*, 510 (i); Sen.
Amts. con.; in, 1159 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 60.)

BILiL (No. 62) To incorporate the Lake Manitoba Railway
and Canal Company.-(Mr. Watson.)

1°*, 269; 20*, 357 (i); in Coin. and 30*, 855; Sen.
Amts. conc. in, 1160 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 57.)

BILL (No. 63) To enable the City of Winnipeg Io utilise
the Assiniboine River Water Power.-(Mr. Watson )

1?*, 269; 2'*, 357 (i); in Coin. and 3°*, 855 (i). (52
Vic., c. 89.)
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INDEX.
BILL (No. 64) Respecting the St. Lawrence and Atlantic

Junction Railway Company. -(Mr. Rail.)
1°*, 269; 2°¥, 357; in Com. and à°*, 510 (i). (52 Vic.,

c. 72.)
BILL (No. 65) Respecting the Atlantic and North-West

Railway Company.-(Mr. Hall.)
1O*, 269; 2°*, 357; in Com., 753; 3°*, 754 (i). (52 Vic.,

c. 71.)
BILL (No. 66) To ratify an Exchange of Land between the

Ontario and Quebec Railway Company and the Land
Security Company.-(Mr. Small.)

JO*, 269; 20*, 397; in Com. and 30*, 663 (i). (52 Vic.,
c. 74.)

BILL (No. 67) To incorporate the Assiniboine Water Power
Company.-(MIr. Ros.)

1*, 269; 2°*, 357 (i) ; in Com. and 30*, 921 (ii). (52
Vic., c. 88.)

BILL (Ne. 68) Rospecting the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company.-(Nir. Kirkpatrick)

1°*, 269; L°*, 357 (i); M. for Com., 855; in Com., 1056,
1094; 50*, 1098 (ii).

BILL (No. 69) Respecting the Kingston and Pembroke Rail-
way Company.-(Mr. Kirkpatrick)

1°*, 269 ; 2-*, 397; in Com. and 30*, 663 (i). (52 Vic.,
c. 78.)

BnLt (No. 70) To amend the Dominion Controverted Eloc-
tions Act.-(Mr. Amyot.)

1°*, 299 (i).
BILL (No. 71) Respecting corrupt practices in Municipal

Affairs-(B) from the Senate.-(Sir John Thompson.)
1J*, 303; 2° and in Com., 502; 3°*, 504 (i). (52 Vic.,

c. 42.)
BILL (No. 72) To make further provision respecting En-

quiries concerning Public Matters-(A) from the Senate.
-(Sir John Thompson.)

10*, 303; 2°, in Coim, and 3°*, 504 (i). (52 Ve., c. 33.)
BILL (No. 7à) To incorporate the North.-Western Junction

and Lake of the Woods Railway Company.-(Mr.
Davis)

1°*, 322; 2°*, 524; in Com. and 3°*, 755 (i). (52 Vic.,
c. 59.)

BILL (No. 74) To incorporate the Supreme Court of the In-
dependent Order of Foresters.-(fr. Jamieson.)

1°*, 322; 2°*, 397; in Cm., 754; 30*, 792; Son. Amts.
conc. in, 1213 (ii). (52 Vîc., c. 104.)

BILL (No. 75) Reepecting the Bay of Quinté Bridge Com.
pany.-(Mr. Corby.)

1°*, 322.; 20*, 397; in Com. and 3°*, 663 (i). (52 Vic.,
c. 87.)

BILL (No. 76) To incorporate the Northern Pacific and Mani-
toba Railway Company.-(Mr. Daly.)

l'*, 322; 20*, 5'0 ; in Con. and 3°*, 673 (i). (52 tec.,
c. 58.)

BILL (No. 77) To further amend the Act incorporating the
London and Canadian Loan and Agency Company,
Limited.-(Mr. Cockburn.)

1°*, 322; 2°*, 397; in Com. and 3*, 524 (i). (52 Vic.,
0. 93.)

BILL (No. 78) Respecting the Wires of Telephone, Tele.
graph and Electric Light Companies in the City of
Toronto.-(Kr. Small.)

1°b*, 322; 2°*, 397 (i).
BILL (No. 79) To incorporate the Union Railway Com-

pany.-(Mr. White, Renfrew.)
1Q*, 322; 20*, 510; in Com., 792 (i); 30 m. and Amt.

(Mr. Bryson) to recom., neg. on a div., 854 ; 30, 855;
Son. Amts. cono. in, 1233 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 63.)

BILL (No. 80) to incorporate the Dominion Mineral Com-
pany.-(hMr. Kirkpatrick )

10*, 322 : 2°*, 524 (i); in Com. and 30*, 921 (ii). (52
Tic., c. 102.)

BILL (No. 81) To incorporate the Canadian Super-phosphate
Company.-(Mr. Colby.)

10*, 322; 20*, 524 (i); in Com. and 30*, 921 (ii). (52
Vic., c. 101.)

BILL (No.82) To amend the Act to incorporate the Winni-
pog and North Pacifie Railway Company.-(Mr. Bergin.)

JO*, 346; 20*, 397; in Com. and 30*, 663 (i). (52 Vic.,
c. 68.)

BILL (No. 83) To incorporate the Ontario, Manitoba and
Western Railway Company.-(Mr. Macdowall.)

1°*, 346; 20y, 510; in Com. and 3°*, 676 (i). (52 Vic.,
c. 61.)

BILL (No.84) To axtend the provisions cf the Extradition
Act.-(Mr. Weldon, Albert.)

1°*, 346 (i); M. (Sir John Thompson) to trnsfr. to Govt.
Orders, 1395; 29*, 1468; in Com., 1470; 3°*, 1480
(ii). (52 Vic., c.36.)

BILL (No.85) To incorporato the Moose Jaw, Battleford and
Edmonton Railway Company.-(Mr. Davis.)

10*, 369; 2°¥, 510 (i); in Com. and 30*, 921 (ii). (52
Vie., c. 54.)

BILL (No. 86) To incorporate the Saskatchewan Railway
and Mining Company.-(M:. AcCarthy)

l*,.369 , ::.°*, 510; M. for Coin., aunJ Amt. (à[r. Wallace)
to ref. back to Sel. Stand, Coin., 754 (i); in Com.
and 30*, 921 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 56.)

BILL (No. 87) To amend the Act to incorporate the Quebec
Board of Trade.-(Mr. McGreevy.)

1O*, 369; 2°*, 510 (i); in Com. and 3°*, 755 (ii). (52
Vie., c. 99.)

BILL (No. 88) To incorporate the Edmundston and Flor-
enceville Railway Company.-(Ur. Landry.)

1°*, 369; 20*, 510 (i).
BILL (No. 89) To amend the Charter of incorporation of

the Great North-West Central Railway Company.-
(Mr. Daly.)

1°*, 369; 20*, 510; in Com. and 30*, 755 (i). (52 Vic.,
C. 67.)

BILL (No. 90) Respecting the Kingston and Pembroke
Railway Company, and the Napanee, Tamworth and
Quebec Railway Company.-(Mr. Bell.)

1°*, 369; 2Q*, 510 ; in Com. and 30*, 755 (i), (52 Vic.,
c. 77.)

BILL (No. 91) To permit the Conditional Release of First
Offenders in certain cases-(E) from the &enate.-(Sir
John lhompson.)

1°*, 869; 2°, in Com. and 3°*, 504 (i). (52 vic., c. 44.)
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INDEX.
BILL (No. 92) Relating to Bills of Lading-(C) from the

Senate.-(Sir John Thompson.)
1°*, 369 (i) ; 2° m., 1691 2°*, in Com. and -°*, 1692

(ii). (52 vic., c. 30.)
BILL (No. 93) To amend the Post Office Act, Chapter

35 of the Revised Statutes of Canada.-(Mr. Baggart.)
10, 369; Res prop., 439 (i); in Com,, 1130; 2° of B. and

in Com., 1133; 3 °m., Amt. (Mir. White, Renfrew) neg.
(Y. 55, N. 85) 1281; 3011, 1283 (ii). (52 Vic.,
c. 20.)

BeILL (No. 94) Reepecting Benevolent Societies.-(Mr,
Dickinson.)

10*, 370 (i).
BILL (No. 95) Relating to the Supreme Court.-(Mr. Wel-

don, St. John)
1l*, 370 (i).

BILL (No. 96) To incorporate the Prince Eward Island
and Continental Railway and Ferry Company.-(Mir.
.Landry.)

10, 384; 2°*, 524 (i).
BILL (No. 97) To amend Chapter 179 of the Revised Statutes,

respecting Recognisances.-(Mr. Davies, P.E.I.)
10, 38 (i).

BILL (No. 98) To amend the Winding-up Act, Chapter
129 of the Reviecd Statutes.-(Sir Jhr Thompson)

1O, 424; 2° m., 659; 2° and inCm., 660; 3S*, 763 (i).
(52 Vic., c. 32.)

BILL (No, 99) To incorporate the Three Rivers and
Western Railway Company.-(MIr. Riapel.)

°Q*, 468; ""°'s, 663 (i); in Com. and 3°Y-, 855 (ii). (5?
Vic., c, 64.)

BLL (No. 100) Further to amend the Civ'l Service Act,
Chapter 17 of the Revised Statutes.-(Mr. Haggart.)

Res. prop., 621; in Com., 672; 1° of B., 523; 2°m.,
6î9; 2c, 672; 30 me, and Amt. (Sir Richard Cart-
wright) to recom., neg. (Y. 6_, N. 113) and 3°¥, 763
(Q). (à2 Vic., c. 12.)

BILL (No. 101) To amend thq Copyright Act.--(Sir John

Thompson.)
10, 524 (i); 21, 1399; in Com., 1401; 30 m., 1463; re-

com. and 3°*, 1467 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 29.)
BILL (No. 102) To amend Chapter 173 of thp Revised

Statutes of Canada, respecting Threats, rItimidatiop
and other Offences.-(Mlr. Wds.on, Elgin)

1, 524 (i).
BILL (No. 103) Faither to amend the Act 3 Victori*

Chapter 61, respecting the Tripity noue and Harbor
Commiasioners of Montreal.-(!r, Tupper.)

1°, 4259; 21, 774; in Ogm!,, 77à; 3°*, ¶786 (i). Çà£
Yic., c. 34)

BILL (No. 104) To amod the Fisheries Act-(Mr.

Dickey.)
1°*, 524 (i).

BILL (No. 105) Parther to amend the Supreme and Ex-
chequer Courts Act.-(Sir John 7hompson.)

1°, 566; 29, in Oom. and 30*, 787 (i). (52 Vic., c. 87.)

BUL (No. 106) To amend the Civil Service Act.-(Mr.
Cook.)

Ie, 6« (i).

BILL (No. 107) respecting the Wood Mountain and Qu'Ap-
pelle Railway Company.-(Mr. Macdowall.)

10*, 584; 2°*, 663 (i); in Com. and 30 *, 921 (ii). (52
ic., c 66.)

BILL (No. 103) to amend Chapter 13 of the Revised
Statutes, respecting the House of Commons.-(Sir John
Thompson.)

10, 589; 2°*, in Com. and 30*, 787 (i). (52 Vic., c. 11.)
BILL (No. 109) To amend the law respecting the Exchequer

Court of Canada.-(Sir John Thompson.)
1°, 589; 2°*, in Com. and 3°*, 787 (i). (52 Tic., c. 38.)

BIL L (No. 110) To repeal certain Acts relating to the Pub.
lic Department.-(Mr. Mills, Bothwell)

10, 589 (i).
BILL (No. 111) To amend Chapter Il of the Revised

Statutes of Canada respecting the Senate and House of
Commons.-( ir. Skinner.)

10, 590 (i).
B[LL (No. 112) Respecting the Wires of Telephone, Tele.

graph and Electric-Light Companies.-(Mr. Perley.)
1°*, 620 (i).

BILL (No. 113) RespeCting the inspection of Timber and
Lumber.-(Mr. Costigan.)

Res prop, 469; in Corn., 661; 1°* of B., 669 (i).
BILL (No. 114) To incorporate the Title and Mortgago

Guarantee Company of Canada.-(Mr. Macdowall.)
l° and 2°, 676 (i); in Com. and 3°*, 992 (ii). (52 Vic.,

c. 91.)
BILL (No. 115) To amend the Railway Act-(D) from the

Senate.-(Mr. White, Renfrew)
I°*, 782 (i); 2°, 1283 (ii).

BILL (No. 116) Respecting the Harbor of Belleville, in the
Province of Ontario.-(Mr. Tupper.)

10, 7162 (); 2° and in Com., 1042; 30*, 1043 (ii). (52
Vic, c. 35.)

BILL (No. 117) Further to a:necd the Customs Act, Chap-
ter 32 of the Revised Statutes.-(Mr. Bowell.);

Res. prop., 469; in Com., 763; 1* of B., 769 (i); 2°
and in Com , 1138; recom. and 3°41, 1330 (ii). (52
Vic., c. 14.)

BILL (No. 118) To authorise the granting of Pensions to
members of the North-West Mounted Police Force.-
(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

Res. prop., 469; in Com., 769; 1°* of B., 774 (i); 21 m.,
1269; Amt. (Mr. Jones, Ralifax) 1269; neg. (Y.
66, N. 106) 1277; 20 and in Com., 1267; 3P*, 1278
(ii). (52 Vic., c. 26.)

BILL (No. 119) For the relief of William Gordon Lowry-
(G) from the Senate.-(iMr. Small.)

1°*, 871; 2° m., 992 ; 2° neg. (Y. 79, N. 80) 995; M. to
restore á° to Order Paper agreed to on a div., 1016;
2°'on a div., 1160; M. for Com. and Amt. (Sir John
Thcmpson) 6 m. h., 1264; neg. (Y. 55, N. 69) and 30
on a div., 1265 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 108.)

BILL (No. 120) To amend Chapter 11 of the Revised
Statutes, respecting the Senate and House of Com-
Mons. -(Sir John Thompson.)

Res. prop., in Com. and 1* of B., 787 (i); 2°* and in
Com,, 911; 8°*, 912 (ài), (52Vic., c. 10.)



INDEX. 11
BSLL (No. 121) To amend the Summary Trials Act -(M)

from ti e Senate.-(Sir John ' ompson.)
10*, 811; 2° and in Com., 9'S; 30*, 1266 (ii). ($ Vic ,

c. 46.)
BILL (No. 122) Respecting the Collection of certain Tolis

and Duoes therein mertioned-(L) from the Senate.-
(Sir John Thompson.)

1O*, 811; 2° and in Com., 912; 3°*, 1117 (ii). (52 Vic.,
c. 19.)

EILL (No. 123) For the relief of George McDonald tagwell
-(J) from the Senate.- (Mr. Brown.)

1°*, 871; L° où a div., 1098; in Com. on à div., 12a3
3° on a div., 1264 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 107.)

BILL (No. 124) For the Relief of Arthur Wand-(I)from
the Senate.-(Mr. Small )

1°*, 871; L° on a div., 1(98; in Coin. on a div., 1234;
3° on a div., 1264 (ii). (52 Tic., c. 110.)

BILL (No. 125) For the relief of William Henry Middleton
-(F) from the Senate.- (Mr. Small.)

1°*, 871; 2° on a di., 1093; in Coni. on a div., 1234;
30 on a div., 1264 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 109.)

BILL (No. 126) To amend the Surnmary Convictions Act,
Chapter 178 of the Revised Statutes, and the Act
amending the same-(0) from the Senate. -(Sir John
Thomp8on.)

1°*, 1081 ; 2°*, 1130; in Com., 1266; 3°*, 1330 (ii).
(52 Vic, c. 45.)

BILL (No. 127) In reference to the Western Counties Rail.
way.-(Sir John Thompson.)

10, 871; 20, in Com. and n°*, 1043 (ii). (52 MVc., c. 8)
BILL (No. 128) To provide for the conveyance of certain

Lands to British Columbia.-(Mr. Déwdney )
1°, 911 ; 2°*, in Com and 3°*, 1043 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 7.)

BILL (No. 129) To amend the Fisheries Act, Chapter
95 of the Revised Statutes.-(Mr. Tupper.)

1o, 911 ; 2°* and in Com., 1045; 3°me., 1117; Amt. (Mr.
Ellis) 6 m. h., 1117; neg. (Y. 72, N. 10) and 3°,
1125 (ii). (52 Vie., c. 24.)

BILL (No. 130) Further to amend theSteamboat Inspection
Act, Chapter seventy-eight of the Revised Statutes.-
(Mr. Tupper.)

10, 911; l 0m, 1043; 2°, in Com. and 3°*, 1044 (ii).
(52 ic., c. 23.)

lIILL (No. 131) Respecting Expropriation of Lands-(P)
from the Senate.-(Sir John Thompson.)

10, 943; î°* and in Com., 1266; 30*, 1331 (ii). (53
Vic., c. 13.)

BILL (No. 132) To amend the Revised Statutes respecting
Intetest-(N) from the Senate.-(Sir John Thompson.)

1°*, 979; 2°, 1130; in Com. and 3°*, 1330 (ii). (52
Vic., c. 31.)

BILL (No. 133) For botter securing the Safety of certain
Fishermen-(T)from the Senate.-(Mr. Jones, ialifax.)

1°*, 1180 (ii).

BILL (No. 134) To amend Chapter 148 of the Revised
Statutes of Canada,respecting the improper use of Pire.
Arms and other Weapons- (S) from the 9enate.-(Mr.
Brown.)

le*, 1221 (ii).

BILL (No. 135) Further to amend the several Acts relating
to the Board of Trade of the City of Toronto-(W)
from the Senate.-(XMr. Smail.)

Rule suspended, 1°*, 20* and 30*, 1262 (ii). (52 Fic.,
c. 100.)

BILL (No. 136) To consolidate and amend the Act respect.
ing the North-West Territories.-(hr. Dewdney.)

10, 1262; wthdn., 1498 (il).
BILL (No. 137) Further to amend the General Inspection

Act, Chapter 93 of the Revised Statutes.-(Mr. Cou.
tigan.)

10, 1236; 2** añd in Com., 1398; 3°*, 1399 (ii). (52
MC., e. 16.)

BILL (No. 138) Respecting a Loan therein mentioned to
certain Mennonite Immigrants.-(Mr. Carling.)

Res. Trop, 1146; in Com., 1267; 1* of B., 1268; 20*,
in Com. and 3°*, 1399 (ii). (52 Vic., ec 28 )

BILL (No. 139) Purther to arnend the Inland Revenue Act,
Chapter 34 of the Revised Statutes.-(Mr. Costigan.)

Res. prop, 1221; in Com. and 1° of B., 1269; 20* and
in Cpm, 1397; 30*, 131,8 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 15.)

BILL (No. 140) To arnend the Revised Statute ri specting
Escapes and Rescues-(V) from the Senate.-(Sir John
Thompson.)

I°*, 1363; 2* and in Com., 1402 (ii).
BILL (No. 14 1) To amend the Act respecting the Rocky

MountainF Park of Canada.-(Kr. Dewdney.)
1°*, 1363 ; wthdn., 1629 (ii).

BILL (No. 142) To amend The COllers Act, Chapter 103
of the Revised Statutes.-(Mr. Costigan.)

Res. prop., 1363; in Com., 1365 ; 10* of B., 1366; 20*
and in Com , 1536; 30*, 1537 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 18.)

BILL (No. 143) To authorise the convoyance to the Quebec
Skating Club of certain Ordnance Lands in the Qity of
Quebtc.-(Mr. D<wdny.)

1o, 1191 (ii).

BILL (No. 144) Relating to Ocean Steamahip Subsidies.-
S (Mr. Foster.)

Reas. prop. (B. C. and Australia) 1328; M. for Com., 1368;
in Oom., 1373; M. to conc. in Rep. of Com, 1424;
Amt. (Ur. Laurier) 1125; neg (Y. 56, N. 77) 1426.
Res. (B. C. and China) 1329; M. for Com., 1386; in
Com., 1387; M. to conc., in Rep. of Com., 1426; Ant.
(Mr. McMullen) neg. on a div., 1437. Res. (Can. and
United Kingdom) 1329; in Com., 1389, 1402 ; rep.,
1422; 1°* of B., 14 37;21 on adiv., in Com., and 30 *
1629 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 2.)

BILL (No. 145) Further to amend The Dominion Lande
A et-(X) from the enate.- (Sir Becter Langevin.)

1°*, 1462 ; °* and in Com., 1537; 30*, 16à9 (i). (52
Vic., c. 27.)

BILL (No. 146) To amend the Revised Statute respeoting
the North-We et Mounted Police Force-(Y) fran the
Senate.-(Kr. Dtwdney.)

1°*, 1572; 2°, in Com. and 30*, 1709 (ii). (52 Vie,
c. 25.)

BILL (No. 147) For granting to Her Majesty certain sums
of money reqtted for deftaying certain expenees of the
Publit srvioe, for th ear endin respmtve7y t1ke
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0th .Tune, 1889, and the 80th June, 1890, and for other

purposes relating to the Public Service.-(Mr. Poster.)
Res. cono. in, 10*, 2°* and 3O* of B., 1712 (ii). (52 Vic.

c. 1.)
BILL (No. 148) To authorise the granting of Subsidies in aid

of the construction of the lines of Railway theroin men-
tioned.--(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

RBo. (lot) prop, 1396; in Com., 1499 ; conc. in, 1535;
Res. (2nd) prop., 1572; in Com., 1615, 1629; on M.
to conc. in lst Res., Amt. (Mr. Davies, P. E. I.) neg.
(Y. 33, N. 65) 1653 ; Amt. (Sir Richard Cartwright)
neg. (Y. 33, N. 65) 1653; M. to conO. in 2nD Res.
agreed to (Y. 66, N. 35) 1653; 1°* and 2°* of B.,
1654; in Com., 16P5; 3° m. and Amt. (Mr. Weldon,
St. John) neg. (Y. 27, N. 48) and 30*, 1686 (ii).
(52 Vic., c. 3.)

BILL (No. 149) To provide for the building and working of
a line of railway from Harvey to Salisbury or Monoton.
in the Province of New Brunswick.- (Sir John A. Mac
donald. )

Res. prop., 1424; in Com., 165çi; M. to conc. in Res
1669; Amt. (Nfr. Weldon, St. John) 1672; neg. (Y.
34, N. 70) 1678; Amt. (Sir Richard Cartwright)
1679 ; neg on a div., Res. con. in, 1°* and 2°* of
B. and in Com, 163; 0*, 1685 (ii).

BILL (No. 150) To amend the Revised Statutes, Chapter 138,
respecting the Jndges of Provincial Courts.--(Sir
John Thompson.)

Ros. prop., 557 (i) ; M. fQr Com., 1687; in Com., 10* and
2°* of B., 1688 ; in Com. and 30*, 1689 (ii), (52
Vic., c. 39.)

BILL (No. 151) Respecting an agreement therein men.
tioned with the Qu'Appelle, Long Lake and Saskat.
chewan Railroad and Steamboat Company.-(Sir John
A .Macdonald.)

Res. prop., 1572; M. for Com., 1709; in Com. and 1°*,
2°* and in Com. on B., 1709 ; 30*, 1711 (ii). (52 Vic.,
c. 5.)

BILL (No. 152) To authorise the granting of subsidies in land
to certain Railway Companies.-(Mr. Dewdney.)

Res. prop.,,1572; in Com., 1712, 1720; 1°*, 2°* and
in Com., 1720; 30*, 1721 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 4 )

BILL (No. 153) For the relief of the Corporation of the Town
of Cobourg.-(Mr. Poster.)

Res. prop, 1572; in Com., 1°*, 20*, in Com. on B. and
3B*, 1721 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 6.)

BILLs ARSENTED To: 745, 1286, 1726 (ii).
Bills of Exchange, Cheques, &c., B. No. 5 (Sir

John Thompson). 1°, 14; Z°, 194; M. for Com., 775; in
Com., 778, 788; (i) ; wthdn., 1629 (ii).

Bils of Lading B. No. 92 (Sir John Thompson). 1°*,
369 (i); 20m., 1691; 2°*, in Com. and 30*, 1692 (ii).
(52 Vic., c. 30.)

BILLS RELATING TO N.W.T.: Queo. (Mr. Davin) 1147 (ii).
Boiler Inspection and Insurance Co. of Can.

Act Amt. B. No. 25 (Mr. Brown). 10*, 47; 20*,
170; in Con. and 30*, 397 ; (i). (52 Vic., c. 97.)

BoIsvERT, FABIEN, MEMBER FoR NICOLET: introduced, 1 (i).
BOSWELL AND GoWAN, JUDGgs (REUND): in CoM. Of SUp.,

r BOUNDARIEs oo ONT. AND Qm., Coa. BETWEIN LOOAL
GovTs.: M. for copies (Mr. Langelier, Montmorency)
303 (i).

- prop. Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1329, 1423 (ii).
-- Telegram from Mr. Mowat read, 1363 (ii).
BOUNDARY BETWEEN ALAsKA AND CANADA: QUeS. (Mr.

Charlton) 426 (i).
BoUNTIES TO FIsHERMEN: in Com. of Sup., 139 (i), 1076 (ii).
BREsALYOR HALF-BREEDS' CLAIMS : Ques. (Mr. Watson)

1082 (ii).
-- COMPENsATION FOR LossIs: Quoi. (Mr. Jill,

Bothwell) 348 (i).
"BRIDGEWATER," SEIZURE, CLAIMS FOR COMPENSATION: Ques.

(Mr. Holton) 1423 (ii).
-- M. for Cor., &c. (Mr. Edgar) 752 (i).
BRITISiH COLUMBIA:

ÂLASK& AND CAN BoUNDARY : Ques. (Vr. Charlion) 426 (i).
BEHRING%' SEA FISERIES: PROCLAMATION BY U. S. GoVT.: QueS.

(Mr. Prior) 871 (ii).
- PARAGRAPH IN Empire NEWsPAPER : Q ue.. (Mr. MJ61e Bothwell)

287 (i).
- REmARKS (Ur. Jitchell) 811 (ii).

SEizuREs :on M. for Com of Sup., 1582 (ii).
COUNTY CoURT JUDGEs' APPOINTMTNT : Que. (Ur. Mara) 80 (i).
FORTIVICATIONS AT EQUIKALT, COL. O'BRIN'S REPa: Ques. (Wr.

Prior) 1146 (ii).
MINING IN RATLWAY BrLT: Remarks (Vr. Mara) 980 (il).
MINING LAws: Remark8 (Mr. Barnard) on M. for Com. of Sap., 1540
MINING MAcHINERY AND Fam LisT : Ques (Ur. Barnard) 1265 (ii)
SicAmoNs oN 0. P. R, To LÂAKr OKÂNAGAN Ry., SuBsIDY : prop. Res.,

(Sir John A Macdonald) 1572; in Com., 169 (i).
B. C. Lands. See "LANDS."
BROCKVILLE, WEsTPORT AND SAULT STE. MARIE RY. Co.'s

SuBsIDY: prop. Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1573; in
Com., 1640 (ii).

BRKERAGP, &C., ON SINKING FUND: in Com. of Sup.,204 (i).
BROWN, CAPT, PENSIONTO FAM[LY: in Com. of SUp.,791 (ii).
BUDGET, T E (Mr. Foster) 436 ; Reply (Sir Richard Cart-

wr'ght) 156; (A tut.) 468 (i). See " RECIPROCITY."
- FRENCH EDITION : Ques. (Mr. Bergeron) 171 (i).
BUDGET SPEECHES, COST OF ISSUING: Ques. (Mr. Landerkin)

20 (i).
BUILDINGs, PUBLIO, IRECTED SINCE 1867 to 1889: M. for

Ret.* (Sir Richard Cartwtight) 303 (i).
BUoys, LIGHTs, FOG-WHISTLES, &C.: in Com. Of Sup., 97.

1361. 1450 (ii).
--- See "LAKE ST. JOHN," &0.
BusINEss OF TE HoUsE: Remarks (Sir John A. Macdonald)

269 (i), 761, 1721 (ii).
CAB IIRE : in Com. of Sup., 160 (i).
CAMPBELL, CAPT. R., DIsMIssAL: M. for Cor., &c. (Mr.

Perry) 741 (i).
Calgary, Alberta and Montana Ry. Co.'s incorp.

B. No. 41 (Ur. Davis). 1°*, 194; 20*, 299; in Com.
aud 30*, 510 (i). (52 Vie, c. 51.)

CAN. AND UNITED KINGDoM STEAMsEIP SUBsIDY: prop.
Res. (Mr Foster) 1329; in Comi 1389, 1402 (ii).

Can. Congregational Foreign Missionary Soci-
eties incorp. B. No. 44 (&tr. Bolton). 1°*, 194;
2°*, 299; in Com. and 3°*, 602 (i). (52 Tie. c. 106.)

CAN. TEMPERANCE ACT, DIsTRIBUTION 0F FINIS: Ques. (Mr.
Barron) 1533 (ii).

- .Ques. (Mr. Roome) 80 (>

-ho
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CAN. TEMPERANoE ACT, Working of, Rhd JInmoGovt: M.

for Stmnt. (Mr. Jamieson) 541 (i).
Can. General Trusts Co.'s incorp. B. No. 34 (Mr.

Kirkpatrick). 10*, 133; 2°*, 239; in Com. and 3*,
50 9 (i). (52 ic., c. 92,.)

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY:
ABBITRATION: in COm. of SBp., 1047 (ii).
EIxAMINING LANa IN y. BELT: in COm. of SUp., 1570 (ii).
ETENSION TO QUECRO, AMOUNTS PAID AND TO WHOM: Ques. (Mr.

Langelier, Quebec) 248 (i).
INTzEUsT ON $15,000,000 BoNos: Ques. (Mr. Edgar) 318 (i).
LAND AiD MONY SUIsIDIEs: Ques. (Mr. Aac*owall) $35 (ii).
RYS. CROSSING LINE IN MAN., VALIDITY OF ACT: Ques. (Mr. Edgar)

20 (i).
SALE OF $15,000,000 MORTASE BoNDs, RECEIPTs - M. for fet. (Mr.

Bte. Marie) 436 (i).
-- Ques. (ir. Ste. Marie) 841, 1863, (ii).
- 0o. AND B. No. 68 : Remarks (gr. Jonea, Halifax) 701 (i).

C. E. R. Co.'s B. No. 68 (Mr. Kirkpatrick). 1°*, 269;
20*, 357 (i); M. for Com., 855; in Com., 1056, 1091;
1098 (i).

C.P.R. Steam Vessels B. No. 60 (Mr. Xirkpatrick)
1°*, 269; 20*, 357; in Com. and 30*, 5 .0 (i) (52 Vic.,
c. 73.)

Can. Super-phosphate Co.'s incorp. B. No. 81
(Mr. Colby). 1°*, 322; 20*, 524 (i); in Com. and 30*,
921 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 101.)

CANALS:
BriUNARNOIs, OPENING oF NAÂv.: Telegram reRd (Mr. Bergeron)

1285 (ii).
- REPORT OF ENGINEER CRAWPORD, h0.: M. for Ret.* (Kr.

Bergeron) 304 (i).
'CANAL WoRxeS, TENDERS: M. for Ret. (Mr. Caaey) 593 (i).
CHAM1LY-LONGUEUIL OANAL, CONSTRUCTION: Ques. (Mr. Pr/ontaine)

80 (i).
CORNWALL AND Ai.Los'DANA, TENDERS POURNLARGEMENT: M. for

copies* (Mr. ?row) 943 (ii).
CORNWALL : in Com. of Sap., 1205 (ii).

- PROP. LOCATIoN IN 1834, REPS., ~&a., or ENGINsERs : M. for

copies (Mr. Bergin) 595 677 (1).
-- RECNT BREAK, COR., &0 : M. forl Cpiez (M.r. Bergi,.) 303 (i).

LACHINE; in o0m. Of Sup., 1205 (ii).
MURRAY : conC., 1614 (ii)
REPAIRE AND WOKING EXPENss: in Com. of Sup., 1211, 1495 (ii).

RIDEAU: in COM. of SUp., 1211 (ii).
ROCK UAXE DAM, DAiAGES CAUSED TKROUG: M. for -Rps., &o , of

Bagir-ers (Mr. Ksrkpatriek) 936 (ii).
SAULT STE. MARIE: in Oom. of SUp., 1202 (ii).

- TENDERS FOR CONSTRUCTION: M. for copies" (Mr. Trow) 943.

- TmNDRs, &a: : M. for copier (1fr. Mfullen) 304 (i).

SUNDAT TRAFFIo ON CANALS: M. for Cor., &o.* (Mr. Rykert) 304.

TAr: in Gom. of Bap., 1211 (ii).

TRENT RIvER NAv.: in Com. of BSap., 1207 (ii).

TRENT VALLEY CANAL (JoMISIONEs' Rr. : Ques. (Kr. Barron) 20,
655,676 (), 872 (i).

WELLAND CANAL, WATER PoWER, REPS. Or rNGINSERs, o&.: M. fOr
oopies* (Vr. Rykert) 304 (i).

- DEEPENING: in Com. of SBp., 1207 (ii).
- in Com. of Bup., 1514 (ii).

WILLIAMSBURG: in Com. of Sup., 1205 (ii).

,CAPE BRETON:
CAPE BRETON RY., 0ONTRAOT FOR STAÂ'Ios: Ques. (Mr. Flynn)

1327 (ii).
--- NMaoYir :'Qdes. I(r. Nirr) Y62(i).
-- in Com, of Sup., 1069, (ii).
- PAYMENT OU LABoRERs- Qle.. (Kr. kacdonald, Vie.) 871 (ii).
- prop. Res. (Mr. Ilynn) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1183 (ii).

DUD0E <'CAPS BRTo," OOkleaNSAzION To CAPTAIN AND LABORERS

FoR LosSES: sque. (Mr. Canoeron) 427'(i)..
8

CAPE BR ETON--Cninued.
DREDGi LosT IN STRAITS Or NORTHUMBERLAND : QeBs (Mr. Oameron)

469 ().
GRAND NANROws BRIDGE, C.B., PAPERS RESPICTING: Remarka (Kr.

Flynn) 1266 (ài)
MACDONALD AND DOWLING's GULCIEs, DRIVING OF PILES: Qxees. (Mr.

Cameron) 677 (i).
SIMMS & "LATER, RETURN o DEPOSITS TO SURETIES : QUes. (Mr. Can-

eron) 677 (i).

CAPE ENRAGÉ LIGHiTHOusE.KEzpR: Ques. (Mr. Weldon, St.
John) E41 (ii).

CAPE ToliMENTINE AND MURRAY BAY Ry. SUDSIDY: prop.
Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1573; in Com., 1641 (ii).

CAPE ToRMENTINE RABBoR: in Com. of Sup., 802 (i).

CAPITAL ACCOUNT, I. 0. R., EXPENDITURE: Qne@. (Sir

Richard Cartwright) 676 (i).
CAPE ROUGE AND ST. LAWÈENCE RY. CO.'s SUBSIDY: prop.

Res. (Sir John A. Macdonall) 1396; in Com., 1499 (ii).
CARBONNEAU, Jlsi., PAYMENT FOR SERVICES : Ques. (Mr. Des

aulniers) 1328 (ii).
CARDWELL, RET. oF MEMBER: notification (Mr. Speaker) 1.
CAR1Eoo, RET. OF MEMBER: notification (Mr. 6peaker) 1.
CARTRIDGE FAOTORY: in Com. of Sap., 793, 1852 (ii).

CARTRIDGE HANUFACTURE : in Com. of Sap., 1355 (ii).
CARTIER, LADY: in Com. of Sup., 423 (i).
CASCUMPEQUE HARBOR, DISMISSAL OP BLAsTING FOREMAN :

Ques. (Mr. Perry) 348 (i).
CAsORAIN. Seo IlL&RU.

CAUGHNAWAGA INDIANS, ELECTION OF OOUNCILLOSR: QUoi.
(Mr. Doyon) 427 (i).

--- SURVEY OP RESERVE : Ques. (Mr. Doyon) 468 (i).

--- Ques. of Priv. (Mr. Doyon) 501 (i).

CATALRY SOHOOLS, &C.: in Com. of Sup., 796 (i).
-- ToRONTO: Ques. (Kr. Langelier, Montmorency) 302.
CATUGA POST OFFICE, COST : Ques. (Mr. Coltér) 303 (i).
CENSUs AND STATIsTIOs: in Com. of Sap., 298 (i); cono.,

1598 (ii).
Central Counties Ry. Co. See "PEsOOTr CourNTy."
CENTRAL Ry. FROM GRAifD LAKE To I. C R., SumiDY: prop.

Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1396 ; in Com., 1500 (ii).

Certificates to Masters and Mates (Chap. 78, Rev.
Statutes) Act. Amt. B. No. 26 (Mr. Tupper). 1°,
79; 20, 195; in Com., 655; 3°*, 657 (i); Son. Amta.

cone. in, 1029 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 21.)

CHAMBLY-LoNGUEUIL CANAL, CONSTRUCTION :'.Quo. (Mr.

Préfontaine) 80 (i).
CHANNEL SUB-WAY Co.'s AOT, DIsALLoW N0E: Ques. (ir.

Els) 1628 (ii).
CHAPLAINS IN PUBLIC INsTITUTIONS, NAmss, &c.: M. for

Ret.* (gr. Innes) 24!(i).
CHARGEs 0F MOP ANA41WENT; in'Co)m. of Sap., 49, 203 (i).

Chattel and UIortgage Gtarmtee o. f' ban.
incorp. B. No. 114 (Mr. MacdoWal). 1° and '2',
676 (i); in Com. and 3°*, 992 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 91.)

CHIEsE EXPORT To ENGLAND : Ques. (Mr. Vanasse) 1180 (ii).

CHEsrna, QUE., POSTMASTER, 0OMPI,AINT3 AGAIN6T: QueS.

(Kr. Lavergne) 468:(i).
CHIoUTIMI AND SAGUENAT COUNTIEs, EXPENDITURE O

SUBsiDY: Ques. (Mr. Couture) 427 (i).
CHIGNECTO SIr IRY., Paos»aEc'us: Ques. (Kr. Mitchell)

1428 (ii).

liff
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CHINA POINT PIER, P. E. I., &o., REPAIRS, &.C: Ques. (Mr.

Welsh) 621 (i).
CHINESE IMMIGRATION ACT, ADMINISTRATION: in Com. of

Sup., 1221 (ii).
CHIPM&N, MR.: in Com. of Sap., 139,196 (i); conc., 1614 (ii).
CIGARS, REDIUCTION or LICENSE FzEs: Ques. (Mr. Lépine)

171 (i).
CIVIL GOVT.: in Com. of Sup., 49, 138,196, 1502 (i); conc,,

1604 (ii).
Civil Servants, Assessment of Salaries author-

isation B. No. 18 (Mr. Ettiâ). 1°, 33; 20 m., 366;
ruled ont of Order, 367 (i).

Civil Service Act Amt. B. 106 (Mr. Cook). 11,
557 (i)

Civil Service Act (Chap. 17 Rev. Statutes) Amt. B.
No. 100 (Mr. Haggart). Res. prop. 631; in Com.
672; 1° of B., 523; 2° m., 669; 2°, 672; 3° m. and Amt.

(Sir Richard Cartwright) to recom. neg. (Y. 68, N. 113)
and 3°, 763 (i). (52 Vic., c. 12.)

CIVIL SERVIoE EXAMINERS: in Com. of Sap., 203 (i).
CLARKE, JUDGE, SUPERANNUATION: in Com. of Sup., 1218 (ii)
CLOTHING, MILITIA: in Com. of Sup., 793 (i), 1352 (ii).

Cobourg, Northumberland and Pacific Ry.
Co.'s incorp. B. No. 57 (Ur. Guillet). lo*, 269;
20*, 357; in Com. and 3°*, 510 (i). (52 Vie, c 62.)

COBOURG TOWN RELIEF B. No. 153 (Mr. Foster). Res. prop.,
1572; in Com., 10*, 2°*, in Com., and 30* of B., 1721
(ii). (52 Vic., c. 6.)

CocHRANE, EDWARD, EsQ.: Member for East Northumber-
land introduced, 3 (i).

COLCHESTER, RET. oF MEMBESR: notification (Mr. Speater) 1.
COLLECTOR or CUTOMS, HALIFAX, DISMISSAL, PAPERS

RESPZCTING: Ques. (Mr. Laurier) 371 (i).
- - THREE RivERs, DUTY ON FOREIGN CATALOGUES:

Ques. (Mr. Langelier, Quebee) 739 (i).
COLONIAL AND INDIAN EXHIBITION: in Com. of Sup., 1512 (ii)
COMMANDANT'S ROUSE, KINGSTON< in Com. of Sup, 1693;

conc., 1705 (ii).
Combinations in Trade Prevention B. No.11

(Mr. Wallace). 1°, 19; Order for 20 read, 382 (i); 2° m.,
1111; 2>, 1117; Govt. Order (Sir John Thompson) for
Com., 1368; M. for Com., 1437; in Com., 1446; 30
1468; Sen. Amts. consd., 1689; cone. in, 1691 (ii),
(52 Vic., c. 41.)

COMMEROIAL AGENCIES: in Com. of Sap., 1180 (ii).
COMMERCIAL TREATIES WITH FOREIGN STATES: prop. Res.

(Sir Richard Cartwright) 172; neg. (Y 66, N. 94) 193.
COMMERCIAL UNION WITH UNITED STATES: Telegram re

Hitt'a Be. read (Mr. Charlton) 384 (i).
Commission Men, &c. See " TREE PEDDLERs."
COMbIITTEES:

BALLOT Box, WADDULL's PATENT-: M. for Sel. Com. (Ur. Brown)
24(i).

DEDATUs, OrriciA. : M. for Sp. Oom. to supervise (Mr. Bowell) 3 (i).
FRAUDULENT PnACTIOs: Il. for Sol. Com. (Mr. Brown) 16 (i).
FRBIGET TRANsIT THROUGH CAN.: prop. M. for Sel. (om. (fr. lotes)

87 (1).
LEGIsATIvE EO0NOMiY, JOINT 0o..- M. (Sir Hector Langevin) 782.
LIanàgy or PARLIÂNENT: M. (Sir Hector Langevin) 17 (i).
PRINTING: M. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 19 ().

SaurCT STANDING: prop. M. (Sir.Jom 4. .acdonald) 2 (i).

COMMITTEES-Continued.
SEILECT STANDING: M. for Com. to prepare Listo, 1 (i).
TELEGRAPH LINEs, ACQUISITION BY GovT. : prop. M. (Mr. Denison)

for Sel. 0 om., 80, 87 (i).
COMPENSATION IN LIEU or LAND: in Com. of Sap., 788 (i).
CONFEDERATION AND P.E.I. CLAIMS: Ques. (Mr. Ferry)

525 (i).
CONSOLIDATED FUND, RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES: M. for

Rot. * (Sir Richard Cartwright) 24 (i).
CONTINGENCIES, DEPTL.: in Com. of Sup., 155 (i).
CONTROVERTED ELECTIONS AOT AMT.: Ques. (Mr. Amyot)

223 (i).
CONTROVERTED ELECTIONS, DATE or REcEIPT BY SPEAKER OF

JUDGES' CERTIFICATES: M. for Ret.* (Mr. Mills, Both-
well) 303 (i).

CONVICT LABOR : in Com, of Sup., 214 (i).
Copyright Act Amt. B. No. 101 (Sir John Thompson).

1°, 524 (i); 2°, 1399; in COm., 1401; 3° m., 1463;
recom. and 3°*, 1467 (ii) (52 VFic., c. 29.)

CORN IMPORTATIONS, REBATE OF DUTY: prop. Res. (Mr.
Landerkin) 92, 105 (i).

Deb. on Res. (Gen. laurie and Mr. Mcillan, Euron) 107; (Nr.
Masson) 1'9; (Mr. Psher) 111 ; neg. (Y. 71, N. 111) 117; &mt
to Amt. (Mr. Fisher) 112; deb. (Messrs. Corby and Plynn) 112;
neZ. (Y. 71, N. 111) 137 (i). Amt. to Amt. (Mr. Pynn) 112;
deb. (Mr. Casey) 112 ; (Mr. Gigauit) 114 ; (Mr. Lister) 115; (Gen.
Lcrie) 11e8; (Mr. Campbell) 116; (Messrs. Bechard and Mitchell)

117; (Mr. Brown) 119; on M. to adj. House (Nr. Mitchell) 120;
(Mr. McK'en) 121; (Mr. Charlton) 122; (Mr. He.son) 123; (Messrs.
Brien and White, Renfrew) 125; (Messrs. Chisholm and Amyot)
127; (Vr. proule) 128; (Mr. Wood, Westmoreland) 129; (Messrs.
Davin and MeDougall, Pictou) 130; (Mr. Carqill) 132; (Mr.
Bowell) 134 ; (Mr. Scriver) 135; (Messrs. Kirk and Laurier) 136;
neg. (Y. 70, N. 112) 136 (i).

CORNWALL AND GALOPS CANALS, TENDERS FOR ENLARGE.

MENT: M. for copies * (Mr. Trow) 943 (ii).
CORNWALL CANAL: in Com. of Sap., 1205 (ii).
-- PROP. LOCATION IN 1834, REPS., &c., or ENGINEERS:

M. for copies (Mr. Bergin) 595 (i).
-- RECENT iBREAK, COR, &c.: M. for copies* (Mr.

Bergin) 303 (i).
CORNWALLIS VALLEY RY. Co.'S SUBSDY: prop. Res. (Sir

John A. Macdonald) 1572 ; in Com., 1631 (ii).
Corrupt Fractices in Municipal Affairs B. No.

71 (Sir John Thompson). 1°*, 303; 2° and in Com.,
502; 3°*, 504 (i). (52 Vic., c. 42.)

CORRUPT PRACTICES TRIALS, PICTON: QueS. (Mr. Platt)
427 (i).

COSGROVE, JOHN, OF BUCKINGHAM, EMPLOYMENT BY GOVT.:

Ques. (Mr. Wilson, Elqin) 224 (i).
COUNTY COURT JUDGES (B. C.) APPOINTMENT: Ques. (Mr.

Mara) 80 (i).
COUNTY SAVINGS BANKS : in Coma. of Sap., 203 (i).
CRANBERRY HEAD BREAKWATER, REMOVAL Or GRAVEL:

QueS. (Mr. Lovitt) 34 (i).
Criminal Law (escapes and rescues) B. No. 140

(Sir John Thompson). 1°*, 1363; 2°* and in Com.,
1402 (ii).

Criminal Law (Extradition Act Amt , extension
of provisions) B. No. 84 (Mr. Weldon, Alhert).
1°*, 346 (i); M. (Sir John Thompson) to trnsfr. to Govt.
Orders, 1395; 2°, 1468; in CoM,, 1470 ; 3°*, 1480 (ii).
(52 Vic., c. 36.)

liv
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Criminal Law (first offenders, conditional
release) B. No. 91 (Sir John Thompson). 1°,
35; 2°', in Com. and à°*, 504 (i). (52 Vic, c. 44.)

Criminal Law (summary convictions, Chap. 178
Rev. tatutes) là. N o. 126 (Sir JoA' TAonmpson). l?*c,
1081; z3°*, 1138u; in Com., 126j ; â3°*, 133J (ii). (52
Vic., c. 45.)

Criminal Law (speedy trials of indictable
offences) B. No. 17 (Sir John T/hompsont). 1°, 33;
z°, 19à; in Com,, 470; 3°*, 655 (i). (52 Vic., c. 47.)

Criminal Lw (summary trials) Ji. No. 121 (Sir
John Thompson). 1°*, 811; 20 and in Com., 91z; 3°*,
1266 (ii). (52 ic., C. 46.)

Criminal Law (threats, intimidations, &c.,
Chap. 17 Rev. Statutes) B. No. 102 (Mr. Wilson,
Elgin). 1°, 524 (i).

Criminal Law (Recogaisances Act Amt., Chap.
179 Riev. eStatutes) B. N o. 97 (Mr. Davies, P. B. I.).
10, 384 (i).

CRIMINAL LAwS FÛR JUSTICES OF THE PE &cE, DISTRIBUTION;

Ques. (àilr . Bernier) 171 (i)l.
Criminal Matters (rules of court) B. No. 55

(Sir John Thompson). 1*, 247; p°, in Com. and
âQ*, 502 (i). (52 Vc., c. 40.)

Cruelty to Animals prevention Act (Chap. 172
Rev. Statutes) Anmt. B. No. 3 (Mr. Brown). 10, 13;
2°m., 240; Amt. (Mr. Tisdale) 6 m. h., 242; nog. (Y.

71, N. 72) 247; 2°, 247; in Com., 357; M. to further
consdr. B., in Com., 367; Amt. (Mr. Tisdale) 6 m. h.,
neg. (Y. 91, N. 9z) 368; further considn. agreed
to (Y. 96, N. 92) 368; in Comn. and M. that Com. rise
agreed to, 607 (i).

«'CRUISER," GOVT. STEAMER, ENGINEER'S (E RTIFICATE: QiieS.
(Mr. Cook) 739 (i).

Cullers Act (Chap. 103 Bev. Statutes) Amt. B. No.
142 (Mr. Costigan). Res. prop., 133 ; iin Com., 1365;
1°* of B. 1366; Ve and in Com., 1536; 3°*, 1537 (ii).
(52 Vic., c. 18.)

CUMBERLAND, RET. oF MEMBER: notification (Mr. Speaker)
1 (i).

Customs Act Amt. (C/hap. 32 Rev. Statutes) B. No.
117 (Mr. Bowell). Res. prop., 469 ; in Com., 763; 1°*
of B., 769 (i); 2° and in Com., 1138; recom. and 3',*,
1330 (ii). (52 Vec., c. 14.)

CUSTOMS AND EXCISE:
AIRD, W. B., JR., NAMES OF SURETIES : Q aes. (Ir. Guay)1017 (ii).
APPRAISERS IN QUEIB40, APPOINTMEINTS: Ques. (Xr. Langelier, Mont-

morency) 370 (i).
AMECRICAN FISHING VESSELS, AUTHORITY TO ENTER AND CLEAR. QueS.

(hir. Weldon, St. John) 348 (i).
BUILDINGS IN (ITIES AND TOWNS OF LESS THAN 20,000 : M. for Ret.*

(Mr. Casey) 303 (t).

CREUSE EXPORTS TO fiNGLAND : Ques. (Mr. Vanasse) Il 0 (ii).
(IGARS, REDUCTION oF LIOdNSE FiEs: Qaes. (Mr. Lépine) 171 (i).
COLLECTOR AT HALIFAX, DISMISSAL1 FAPERS RESPEOTING. Ques. (Kr.

Laurier) 371 (i).
COLLECTOR AT rnai RIVERS, DUTY ON FOREIGN CATALOGUES; Que.

(Mr. Langelier, Que.) 740 (i).
COMMERCIAL TREATIEs: Remarks On adjmnt., 105, 168 (i).
COMmEa1AL TiEATIES WITH FOREIGE 8TATES : prop. Res. (Sir

Richard Cartwright) 172; neg. (Y. 66, N. 94) 193 (i).
CORN IMPORTATIONS, REBATE OP' DUTY: prop. Res. (Mr. Landerkis)

92, 105; neg. (Y. 71, N. 111) 137 (i).

IV
CUSTORS AND EXCISE-Continuel.

00aGROv3, JOHN, OF BUOINGAM, UMPLOYMENT BY GOLT.: Que
(Ur. Wilson, Elgin) 234 (i).

SIzaraBS AND OFIPcuRS' SALARIES : inD OM. of Sup., 67 (1).
- prop Res. (Ur. Hoton) in Amt. to Oom. of Sup., 1290 (ii).
DRAwBAOE ON GOODs MANUFACTURED vOR EXPORTi M. for Ret.

(Ur. Eils) 943 (ii).
EXPORTS AND IMPORTS : M. for Ret.0 (Sir Richard Cartwright) 24 (i).
EXPORTS OF MANUFACTUSES TO AUSTRALIA : Quoi. (Sir Ricard

Cartwright) 1423 (i).
EXPORTS TO GREAT BRITAIN Vid U. B.: Ques. (Ur. Mills, Bothwell)

428 (i).
FERTILIIERs, &RTIFICIAL, REmovÂL or DUTY : prOp. Re. (Mr. Mtlock)

37; neg. (Y. 71, N. 101) 105 (i).
FiSE, FOREIGN, OHANGE OF BONDING SYSTEM : Que. (Mr. Einhawr)

224 (i).
FisH IMPORTED IN BOND FOR EXPORT : M. for 0or. (Gen. Laurie)

1082 (ii).
FISH IMPORTS IN BOND ExplaU&tiOn (Mr. ae.&gnhWer) 1099 (il).

FLOUR DUTIES, INoREmASi: Queo. (Mr. Mulock) 1145 (il).
- Remarks (Mr. Mulock) 1721 (ài),
FRis LisT, ExrENSION, GRAINS AND SEEDs : prop. Res. (Mr. Plait)

684 (i).
FRUITS AND SEEDS, IMPORTED FROR THO U. S., VALUE, 40.: QUei.

(Ur. Boyle) 221 (i).
FRUIT BASKETS AND BOXES, AMOUNr or DUTT OOLLEOTED: M. for

Ret.* (Mr. Chirlton) 304 (i).
GROSSE, JOHN A., UMPLOTMENT EY GOTT.. Ques. (Mr. Wilson:

Elgin) 171 (i).
HDE AND LEATHER INSPECTOR, MONTREAL: M. for Papers, k. (Ur.

Carran) 23 (i).
LARD ADULTERATED, IMPORTS FROM U.S. : Quei (Mr. Sprouk)

763 (i).
LUMBER SHIPMENTS FRO N.B. TO THE U.S.: Ques. (Mr. Weldon,

St. John) 935 (il).
MINING MAOHINERY, FRIE ENTRY INTO B.. :M. for 0.0. (MUr.

Edwards) 942 (il).
- IN B. 0., AND FRIE LIsT : Ques. (gr. Barnard) 1265 (ii).

ou M. for Oom. of Sup., 1583 (il).
NATIONAL POLICY, REF. TO IN DE. ON OORS IMPORTATIONE, 112.

136 (i).
NEW EDINEURGH AND GATINEAU FERRY, RENTAL AND ARRIARAGuî g

Ques. (lir. Bain, Wentworth) 318 (i).
OILS, IMPORTATION INrO MAN.': Quoi. (Ur. La Rivière) 1533 (ii),
PREVENTIVE OFFiuoEas IN P.E.I: QueS. (Ur. Perry) 15 (i).
PORx DUTIES, INCREASE: Ques. (1r. Wilson, Elgin) 1146 (ii).

QUEISNEL, JULES, COMPLAINTS AGAINST: Queo. (Mr. Lavergne)
1145 (ii).

Rosi, HON, WILLIAx, DismissAL; M. for 0.0., Reps., &o. (Mr.
Laurier) 24 (i).

Rosi, JosiAH, SEIzURE or GooDs BY CUSTOMB DEPT. : Quei. (Mr.

Colter) 428 (i).
SAW LoGs, &0., EXPORTUD AND DUTT OOLLUOTED: M. for Ret. (Mr.

Weidon, St. John) 301 ().
- EXPORTATION AND DUTY 0OLLU0 TED : M. for Ret. (Mr. Oharil

gon) 33 (i).
- EXPORT DuTY : Res. (Mr. Barron) in Amt. to Com. of Sup.,

1591 (ii).
- IMPORTATION: M. for Ret. (Mr. Charlton) 33 (i).
TARIFF CHANGES: Ques. (Mr. Laurier) 1266 (ii).

- Ques. (Sir Richard Cartwright) 1221 (ii).-
FRENCE EDITION: QueS. (Ur. Langelier, Montmorency) 935.

TRAO, A. R., SEIEURE oF GOODS AT MEDICINE HAT: Quoi. (Mr.

Davin) 1016 (il).
TRADU O0MMISSIONER TO SeUTH AmERIoA, Soi PAID: Quoi. (r.

Mc Mullen) 30 (i).
VINCENT, JOSEPH F., AND OUaToms DEPT. : M. for Cor. (gr. Lange.

lier, Montmorency) 935 (il).
WAYa AND MEANS re MILLERm OF ONTARIO (Mr. Mulock) 1711 (il).

WHEAT AND FLOUR IMPORTATIONS FROX U. S. : M. for Ret.' (Mr.

Smith, Ontario) 33 (i).
WzsT BA, N. S., CUiTOM OUs OnIER: QueS. (Mr. am.roM)

42' (i).



INDX.
CUSTOMS AND EXCISE-Continued.

WMEKAi ILLUrIIS ACIrIrUnaG , OosaSuMM sU: Qne. (kr. Bieyfret)
935 (il).

Walegz*, j. P., Rarqigp or DuTr o« MîIa, Mncumsa: ,. for

Cor,* (Mr. Edwardf),94 (i)
DAIirIzNGrIN'MRREa a (DRv2LoPMaNT) in, Qom. o0 Bop.,

1513 (ii).
DEA Ay<D DUMB INSTITUT:E, BELLEVILLE: in Com. of Sup.,

70 (i).
DiusnAmua: M. for Sp. Com. to supervise (Mr. Bawell)3.(i).
--.- M. (Sir John A. Macdonald) to substitute Mr. Prior

for Mr. Baker, 269 (i).
D-- ArLN. I PBINTINo FaENçgH FrDiToNi: Remark@, 654

(i), 944, 1462 (ii).
1S RIEP. : M. to Cono. (MT. De8jardin) 247 (i).
2ND REP. or CoM.: M. to cone. (Mr. Desjardtins)

871,e 933 (ii).
DEPENoE oF INDIAN CHABGED, WImu SHooTIN' Ques. (Mr.

&cMullen) 935 (i).
DELANEy, MRs.: in Com. of Sap., 739 (i).

DERB YBRANGH AND -NORTHERN AND WESTERN I Y8.: M. for

Cor., &o-* (&r. Mitchell) 1182 (ii).
Ques. (Mr. Mitchell) 854, 871 (ii).
CLAIMS FoR LAND DAM&oEs: Remarks (Mr. Mitchell)

749 (i).
DzsOHENES, LUDERI MIVILLE, AMOUNT PI» FOR SERVIcES

IN N. W3T.: Ques. (Mr. Smith, Ontario) 1327 (ii).
DETEOTIVE SEyRVoE (CuaToMs): in Com. of Sup., 122 (ii).
DEWDNEY, floN. BDGAR, MEMEIR ]FoR EA8T .AsINIBoIA: in-

troduced, 1 (i).
DcrxEx, ARTHURB R., ESQ., MEMBER FO& CUMBEBLAND: in-

troduoed, 1 (i).
DITIQNNAIE.i G1&N eQGIQUE, DES.,FA I&,L)!!8 A.NQAISES: •in

Com. of Sup., 1543 (ii).
DINGMAN, A., PArxNT: in Com. of Sap., 1112, 1451 (ii).
DIBALLOWANCE, QUE. ACTS, O. C., &c.: M. for copies* (Mr.

Langelier, Montmorency) 303 (i).
DIVISION L T: (.orr4tioiD (Mr. Marat) 1330 (ii).

DIVISIONS :
ALBETA RY. AND CoAL CO.>s B. 14 (Mr. Shanly): on M. for 30, Amt.

(Mr. Watson) 298; neg. (Y. 49, N. 97) 299 (i).
CIVIL SERVICE ACT (Postmasters' Salaries) Amt. B. 100 (Mr. Hag-

gar): on M. for 0, Al.mt (Sir Richard Cartwright) neg. (Y.

68, N. 113) 764 (i).
GoNKEnCIAL TaETIES wiTH POEIGN STATUrT: prop. Ries. (Sir

Richard Cartwright) 172; neg. (Y. 88, N. 94) 194 (i).
CouN ImpoRTATIONs, REsTI o DUTY: prop. Reo. (Mr. Landerkin)

92; Amt. (1r. Ficher) 112; Amt. to Amt. (Mr. Flynn) 112;
neg. (Y. 70, N. 112) 136; Amt. neg. (Y. 71, N 111) 137;
Res. neg. (Y. 71, N. 111) 137 (i).

QcUELTY Te9 ANIXALS PaENTI'JON B. 3 (Ir.Brown): Amt. (Mr. Tis-

dale) 6 m. h., 243; neg (Y. 71, N. 72) 247; on M. for Com.,
Amt. (Mr. Tiedale) 6 m. h. ; neg. (Y. 91, N. 92) 3688; agreed
to (Y. 96, N. 92) 368 (i).

Ouirous Sz=ansus: prop. Reis. (Mr. Rol"on) in Aml. to om. of
Sap., 1289; neg. (Y. 71, N. 111) 1314 (ii).

DIyonom (W. G. LownRY) B. 119 (Mr. Sall): 21.; neg. (Y. 79, N.
80) 995; on M. for Com., Amt. (Sir John Thompson). 6 m. h.,
neg. (Y. 55, N. 69) 1265 (ii).

Dom. LANDE, CosT OF MANAGEBNT: prop. Res. (Mr. Flynn) on conc.,
1607; neg. (Y. 39, N. 71) 1610 (fi).

FaT1.IsaEs, ARTIFICIAL, REMOVAL or DUTY (Mr. Mulock): prop.
Res., 93; neg. (Y. 71, N. 101) 105 (i).

iPuuIRMU ACT AxT. B. 129 (Mr. Tupper): on M. for 3o, Amt. (Mr.
Ji)-6 m. h., 111; neg. (T. 72, N. 108) 1120 (i.

DIÏYISIONSr-Oontinued.
FrSHnuIEs AND TRADERLATIONS WITR U.S.: prop. RP*&.(ikb. I/1ur-

ier) in At. to Oom. of Sup., 323; neg. (Y. 65, N. 108) 4.23.
FRANCHISE, ELIcTORA, AcT AMT. B.4 (Sir John Thomp.on): .on K

for 2°, Amt. (Mr. Laurier) 986; neg. (Y. 75, N. 105) 1007; on
M. for 39, Amt. (MT. Chariten) 1279; neg. (Y. 59, N. 88) 1280;
Amt. (Mr. Davses, .P.E.L) neg. (Y. 55, N. 88) 1280 (ii.).

FREDERICTON AND ST. MARY's BRDGa Co. : prop. Res. (Mr. Daiii9,
P. E, 1) on conc., negi (I. 33, N. 65) 16 5 3 iAmt. (Sir Richard
Cartwright) neg. (Y. 33, N. 65) 1653-; conc. in (Y. 66, N. 35)
1653 (ii).

ImGasATION (EEPLoYMEJT or KR. SITTs): prop. Res. (Mr. Somer-
ville) o conc., 161Zý neg. (Y. 39, N. 71) 1613 (ii).

I.O.R. (Wonx1Na ExpNsms AND Ri RAis) ) Amt. (r. eavioç) on
cono., 1605 ; neg. (Y. 39, N. 71) 1607 (<).

INToxICATING LiQuons IN N.W.T. : prop. Res. (Mr. Fisher) in Amt.

to oom. of Sup., 1331; neg. (Y. 53, N. 100) 13b1 (ii).
JamuiTs BETTES' AoT, DIsALLOWANOZ: prop. Res. (Mr. O'Brien)

in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 811; neg. (Y. 13, N 1.88) 910 (ii).
LOAN (3 per cent.) or 1888: prop. Res. (Sir Richard Cartwrig4) in.

Amt. to Oom. of Sup., 1152; neg. (Y. 74, N. 117) 1169 (ii).
MARINE, hEPT. (G. 0. CHIPMAN' S ALARY): prop. Res. (Mr. le-

Afullen) on conc., neg. (Y. 33, N. 65) 1614 (ii).
Mum CromnNa: prop. Res. (Mr. Mulook) in Amt. to Com. of

Sup., 1553; neg. (Y. 54, N. 95) 1570 (ii).
MOUNTED POLICE PENsIoNS B. 118 (Sir John A, Macdonald) : on M.

for 2, Amt. (Mr. Jones, Balfax) 1271 ; neg. (Y. 66, N. 106)
1277 (ii).

OCEAN STEAMSHIP SUBSIDIEI (B.C. AND AuDALum).zI onM to conc.

in Rep. of Com. of Whole,, Amt. (Mr. Iarier) 1425; neg.
(Y. 55, N 77) 1426 (ii).

OXFORDN kD NEw GLASGOW RY.: Amt. (Sir Richard Cartwright) on
conc., 1604; neg. (Y. 39, N. 70) 1604-(i).

PEuXTEIAMRIXs, R1DUcTIoN OF VOTE: prop. Bes. (Sir hichard

Çad*wrig14) on conc., neg. (Y. 47, N. 73) 1598 (ii).
POST Orrio ACT AMT. B. 93 (Mr. Baggart): on M. for e, Amt.

(Mr. White, Renfrew) neg. (Y. 55, N. 85) 1281 (i).
PnomMToN OF IUTOUCATING LiQuoRt: Amt (Mr. Wood, Brockeille)

and Amt. to Amt. (Mr. Taylor) 89; neg. (Y. 58, N. 86) 261;

Amt. to Amt. (Mr. Millet, Bothweol) neg. (Y. 35, N. 128) 267;
Amt. (Mr. Wood, Brockville) agreed to (Y. 99, N. 59) 269 (i).

QUEEN's COLLEGE (KiuasTON) B. 46 (MX. Kirkpgtritk): M.,for
32 agreed to (Y. 104, N. 37) 607 (i),

RAILWAYS AND CANALS, REDUCTION Of VOTE: prop. Res. (Sir
Richard Cartwraght) on cone., neg. (Y. 40, N. 73) 1603 (ii).

RIcIPRoCITY ý(UBRESTRIOTED) WITZ U. 8.: prop. Res. (Sir Richard
Cartiright) in Amt. to Com. of Bup., 468; neg. (Y. 77, N.
121) 739 (i).

SAw LOGS, EXPORT DuTyr: prop. Res. (Mr. Barron) in Amt. to Com.
of Sup., 1585; neg. (Y. 51, N. 90) 1594 (ii).

Sm&w.àN omio INDINI, SuEîaNDza or Piaz LâAaws: prop. Bei.
(Mr. Barron) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1488; (neg. (Y.68,.N.

91) 1494 (fi).
SHORT LINE RY. (NARVEY TO SALISBURY): prop. Res. (Mr. Weldon,

St. John) on conc., 1672; neg. (Y. 34, N. 70) 1679 (ii).
EUBsIDIES (moNET) To RYs. B. 148 (Sir John A. Macdonald): on M.

for 3, Amt. (Mr. Weldon, St. John) neg. (Y. 27, N. 48)
1686 (ii:

WRECKING (FoRRI1GN VESSELS AID) B. 2 (Mr. Kirkpatrick): on M.
for 30, Amt. (àlr. Charlton) 759; neg. (Y. 56, N. 108) 761 (i).

Divorce (Bagwell, Geo. MeD.) B. No. 123 (Mr.
Broun). 10*, 871; 2° on a div., 1098 ; in Com. on a

div., 1233; 3° on a div., 164 (ii). (5 Vic., c. 107.)

Divorce (Lowry, W. G.) B. No. 119 (Mr. smail).
1°*,871; 2° m., 992; .neg. (Y, 79,.N.80) 994; M.
Io restore to Order Paper, ogreed to on a div., 1016;
20 on a div., 1160; M. for Com. ad Amt. (Sir John
Thomp4on) 6 m. h., 12f4; neg. (Y. 56, N. 69) and 3°
on-a div., 1266 (ii). (2 Vc., c. 108.)

lvi



IN]EX. lit
Divorce (Middleton, W.) B. No. 125 (Mr. SmaU). ELETIOSS-Contiwed.

1O*),8 7 1 ; 2°: on a div., 10998; in Comn. on a div., 1234; CONTROYNETED KLECTIONs, DATU 0F RUolIPT iv SPUAKUR OP JUoeu

M. for COm., 1264; Amt. (Sir John Ttompson) 6 m. h., CRTIFLOÂTES- M. for Rev. (Mr. Mill, Bothvae) 393 (1).

1264; no . 55, N. and, on a div., 1265 (ii). UMRLND CONTRORTD: Judge Rep. (r. Speaker) 1 Ci).
1264 no~ (. 5, N 69 an. b~on di., 266(ii. HLDIMAEJD CONTROVERTED :JUdge's Rep. (Mr. Speaker) 1 (i).

(52 Vzc., c. 109.) HALTON OONTROVERTED: JUdg8'8 Rep. (Mr. Speaker) 1 Q).

Divorce (Wand, A.) B. No. 124 (Mr. Small). l* HASTINGS (EsT) CONTROTERTID: Judge'e Hep. (Mr. Speaker) (i).
JOLIETTE CONTROVKRITED:- Judge'a Rep. (Mr. Speaker) 1 (i).

871; . On a div., 1098; in COm. on a div., 1234; 3° LAIRiU COETROYERrED : Judge's Hep. (Mr. Speaker) 1 (i).

on a div., 126 i (ii). (5. Vic., c. 110.) MASKIYOIC CONrRoYERTED:Judge'a Hep. (Xr. Speaker) 1(i).

Dom. Controverted Elections Act Amt. B. No. NORTEOUBERLÂED (KÂST) CoNTîoruD- Judge's Rep. (Mr

70 (Mr. Amyot), 1*, 29.9 (i). Speaker)peon r e
RIMOUKI CONTROVETED : Judg (Mr. Speaker)

DOM. EA ActiOnDOANt (Chap.R8O Ddev.E :eaeutes)upmtd B. 2)(().
No. 28 (Airé .Ioncas). 1P, 79 (i). SHELBUNU (JONTROVIRTED: Jdge'S Rep. (fr. Speaker) 1 (i).

Dom. Lands Act Âmt. B. No. 145 (Sir Bec for Lan HSIMOON (EAST) ONTROVER TED : Judge's Rtp (Mr. Speaker) 1 (i).

g )L6ETT*169 levators andOHoists, prevention of Accidents
(iL). (52 ViA.,PC.RO7.) B I No. 13 ( r. Tadiu). ' R 29; 2*, a6) (i).

DomL SATAmT.: Ques. (Nr. Davin) 34, 762 Bii)REMPLOYÉ FE AROVINCIAL AND FED:adL GOVTs, DuAL
OFaoker) Quo. (r. ioyon) 525 (i).

vo on coRo. 1601(OiNi Engineers (stationary) Examination and Li-D oeom E cton A17( .8 .censing B. No.8a )r.A tok)..B, 17 (i); 2-- n Co. of Snp., 1240, 128 (ii). 1107; Amt. (Or.RTwpper)6s. h., 1109; agreed to on
Dom. Life Astsurance Co.' incorp. B. No. 2 a div., 1111 (ii).

(ir. Trow).J*, 47; 20*, d0; in Com. and 30*, 697 Enquiries concerning Publie Matters further
(i). (52 Vic., c. 9.) BvNso1(.Mao . ° ,S29;J2h*, 263 ().

DOM. LOANS .TEDUCMD: in Com. of Sup., '204 (i). povso B ONo AND FEDan oTn , 0*,

Dom. Minerai Co.'s incorp. B. NJo. 80 (Mir, Krý«- 303; 21, in Com. and 30>*, 504 (i). (52 Vic, c. 33)
patrick), 10*, 322; 21*, 524 (1); in Coin.and b'* ES LIMA.f E S, 1iu-s prceýentoJ, (Mir. Poster) d0 (i).
921 (H). (52 'Vie., c. 102.)- SUP-PL.: pre8ented, 1018, 1467, 1627 (ii).

OFFI-- Ques. (Q.r. Laurier) 1 5391 (i).
DOM. LI :mQUMLT AND LE visG viNDocs: in Co. of Sup.,

Thompson) , (1i). 1232 ( ).
- in Com. n Sap., Z11 (i)8 (EQUIMAUX POINT TELEG8A r LiN): Qu. (Mir. Fiet) 935.
DzAwBAc1r ON GOrDS MANUFACTURD) FOR EXP1RT: M. for 1EXO ; QU A t.(OURT CLERK: ir .Con. of Sup. 205 (i)

Rot2 (Air.E Alss)u (). Exchequer Court 'fsBan.ivct Amt. B. No. 109
DRED(IN. in CoM. Of SUp., 968; conc., 1448 1600 (ii). (Sir John Thompson). 10, 589; 20*, in Con. and 30*,

D iDGEI"CAPE BRETON," COMPENSATION TO CAPTAIN AND 787 (i). (52 Vc., c. 38.)
LABO RRS RvCLosE s: Ques. (r., 4ameron) 427 ()EXCIS:iiConB. of Sup., 12 3 (ii).

DREDGE LOST IN SrRAIT OF NORTHUMBERL.AND: QueS. (-r. EXPE3,MENTAL F m. nOTTWA, 5X i)(52 i. for. 3)t.

pameron) 469 (i).)MA c E , urnt3d,
D 2D1 "P.INE EDWID," c STF2) PAIRPM.for:Retpr(&aesntron 10 1,7,1 ()

(Mir. Perry) 31 (i). M. for .Ret*.,y 235(i).
Ques. (Mir,.Perry,) 302 (i). -- ýEXPCN.DITURE: Ques. (Sir Richard Ccrtwright) 428,
PAYMENT To CAP AIN: Ques. (M-r. Perry) 30 (i). 525 ( ).

J).RESD.E , CTriiOMMGOUND, IMP.YEpeNTS: (i JohMOf EXPERIMANDTAL FARMS: in Con. of SUp., 288 (i), 971 (ii);

DaRLL SR»E AT 13ELLI'VILLIC, CONSTRUCTION: hi. for Cor. EXPORTS AND ý IMPoRTS: M. for Rot.*. (Sir Richardý Oart..
(Mr. Burdett) 699 (i). wright) 24 (i).

DRILL Sn1DS, CON.SRuO,2IoN AND RPAIRS: in Co. ofSUP' EXPOUTS TO GRAT BRITAIN vid U.S.: Qes. (Air. iis
7e '5 Q).. Bothwell) 423 (i).

DRAILLBA Y, MILITIA: CONF., 193 (ii). EPORTS O ANUFACTURES io mA.STRALIA: QU . (Sir
DRDUMIOND n COUNTYUT. CO.', SUB DY: prop. Re . (Sir John Richard Cartwright) 142 8(ii).

L. Macdonald) l72; in Oom., 1634 (ii). Expropriation. SeeIl.2DiS.
DuEDGE LS WATEI LOO Sr arr M ORTMISBE ROAD M. for Cor,

&o. Air Baj, Jenlorth 34<j~Extradition.e " CUMINAI..LAw."

Camern)469(i W ( r. c illn,3urn)(3i).)

SuvIY: QI es. (Ar. Bain, Wentworth) 1628 (ft). FABRE M., SALAY AND CONTINGENCES: in Co. of Sp.,
Edmundston and Fiorenceville Ry. Co.'s incorp. 1179P 1361 (ii).

B. No. 88 (hir. Landry). )'*, 79; 20*, 510. (1).FARL&T, GUNNER, CLAIM )OR Lo s or oRsz: M. for Rot.
]ELECOTOII&L LiOTS, AMOUXT EXPINDUDI IN PIREPAItrt;G, &C.: (M~r. Fisher) 433 (i).

Ques. (Mr. C Poquetre) 30,33 (i). -Fai-ERs, FAUDS UPRN: M. for Sp. Com. (r. Brotn) 16 (i).
L-ETI0N T: FTAP A PAID Law FIRM IN QU(Be: Qur y. (3 )r. 52rcot) U 7.

OUTRED ET URN GRLEVT O N D IM P .: EQu e& ( NT. Com) Saa» . O FER I EN T Ma., Lz AL ExpMsâs: in O S . of Bp, 91 (i).



lVili INDEX*
FERITILIsERS, ABTIFICIAL, REMOVAL or DUTY: prOp- lies.

(Mr. Mulock) 37 (i).
Deb. (Kr. Hall) 38 ; (Mr. Casey) 39; (gr. Armstrong) 40 ; (gr. Mc

MalUan, Huron) 40; (Mr. Sproule) 41 ; (Mr. Fisher) 42 ; (Mr. Fer.
guson, Welland) 43 ; (Messrs. Baggart, Welsh and Bain, Went-
worth) 44; (gr. Foster) 45; (Mr. Mlle) 46; (Kr. MNcdonsald,
Huron) 93; (gr. Smith, Ont) 96; (Kr. Mulock) 97; (Wr Sproue)
98; (Wr.Davies, P. E. 1.) 99; (Mr. Carling) 99; (Sir Richard
Cartwright) 101 ; (Mr. McMullen) 101 ; (Mr. Porter) 102 ; (gr.
Masson) 103; (Mr. Semple) 104 ; neg. (Y. 71, N. 101) 105 (i).

FIPTEEN-POINT (P.E.I.) BREAKWATER, SURVEY: Ques. (Mr.
Perry) 1123 (ii).

FINANCE AND TREASURY BoARD: in Com. of Sup., 66 (i).
FINANCE:

BUDGET SPEECHES, CoST : M. for Ret. (Mr. Lindcrkin) 20 (i).
BUDGET, THUe: Annuat Statement (Wr. Foster) 416 (i).
BUDGET SPEECH, PRINTING IN FRENCH: QUOs (gr. Bergeron) 171 (1).
0. P. R. Co.'s SALIS Or $15,000,000 MORTGAGE BONDS, RECEIPIs

PRaoN SALE: M. for Ret. (Air. Ste. Marie) 436 (1).
- Ques. (Mr. Ste. Mariw) 841, 1363 (i).

-- INTEREST DUE ON $i5,000,000 BoNDs: Ques. (Mr. Edgar)
348 (i).

CONSOLIDATED FUND, BECEIPTS AND EXPENDIToREs: M. for Ret. (Sir
Richard Cartwright) 24 (1).

INTEREST ON SINKING FUND, AMOUNTS CHARGED AGAINST: Ques. (fr.
Charlton) 1363 (il).

LoAN (3 per cent.) or 1888 : Ques. (Bir Richard Cartwright) 944,
1044 (il).

- on M. for Com. of Sup., Remarks (Sir Richari Cartwright)
946 (ii).

- prop. Res. (Sir Richari Cartwright) in Amt. to Com. of Sup.
1147, 1160 (ii).

- PAR. IN PROSPEOTUS re SINKINO FUND: Ques. (Sir Richard
Cartwright) 1328 (ii).

- AMOUNTS RECEIVED ON ACCOUNT: M. for Ret. (Sir Richard
Cartwright) 30 (1).

MENNONITE IMMIGRANTs LoAN: prep. Res. (Mr. Carling) 1146 (ii).
PUB. ACcTS. : M. (Ur. R3kert) to ref. to.Pub Acets. Com , 47 (i).

- presented (Mr. Foster) 2 (i).
SUBSIDY TO P.E I.: Ques. (1r. Ferry) 15 (i).
SUEWAY, STRAITS or NORTUIIUsRLAND: Ques. (Mr. Perry) 16 (i).
TaADU COMMISSIONrR TO S. AMERICA: Ques. (Wr. AcMallen) 30 (i)

Fire-Arms, &c., Improper Use Act (chap. 1-18
Rev. Statutes) Amt. B:No. 134 (Mr. Brown). 10*,
1221 (ii).

First Offenders. See "CRIMINAL LAW."
Fisheries Act Amt. B. 104 (Kr. Dickey). 1°¥, 524.
Fisheries Act (Chap. 95 Rev. Statutes) Amt. B.

No. 129 (Mr. Tupper). 1°, .11; 2°* and in Comr,
1045 ; 3° m , 1117 ; Amt. ( Mr. Elis) 6 m. b., 1117;
neg. (Y. 72, N. 102) and 30, 1125 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 24.)

Fishermen (safety) better security B. No. 133
(Mr. Jones, Hahfax). 1*, 1180 (i).

FISRERIES AND TiRADE RELATIONS WITR U. S.: prop. Res.
(Mr. Laurier) in Amt. tc Com. of Sap., 323 ().

Deb. on Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 329; (Wr Mdl, Bothwell)
332; (Mr. Foster) 337; (Mr. Edgar) 342; (Mr. facdonal ,
Huron) 385; (Wr. Jones, Halifax) 390; (gr. Kenny) 395; (Mr.
Mtchell) 397; (Vr. Casey) 402; (Mr. Davies, P.E.L) 404; (Sir
John Thompson) 411 ; (Sir Rich2rd Cartwr;ght) 419;; Amt. neg.
(Y. 65, N. 108) 423 (i).

FISHERIES:1
"ADAMS," SIEURE o, PAPERS, &o : Remarks on adjnmt. (Kr.

Mitchell) 1462, 1463 (ii).
ARTHABASKA, FISHERY OViRsEER, APPOINTENT: (Qaes.) (gr.

Turcot) 302 (i).
BAss FI.an.G PERMITs, LARE BRIE: Ques. (gr. Charlton) 1081 (ii).
BEURING's SEA FIsEaiEs, PROotAMATION O? U. a. GOTT. .6Ques.

(Mr. Prior) 871 (ii).
t.--Remarks (Er, ichell}811 (à1).

FISIERIE -Continued.
BOUNTIES TO FISHURMEN I in Oom. Of Sp., 139 (i).
FISHERY BOUNTY CLAIMS IN P. B. I.: M. for Rot. (Ur. JfeIntyre)

431 (i).
- COMISIONIER (ASsISTANT) P. E I., APPOINTMENT: Ques.

(fr. Perry) 171 (i).
-- OVERSEER, IN ARTHAEAsEA, REVENUES, SALARY AND EX.

PENSES,& c.: Ques. (Mr. Turcot) 80 (i).
FISH, FOREIGN, CHANGE IN SONDING SYSTEM: Ques. (Mr.

Eisenhauer) 224 (i).
FISRING LICENS ON THE NATASHQUAN: Ques. Ur, (Fiset) 1533,

1627 (ii).
- - ONT. IIL AYD WATERS: M. for Ret. (Kr. Dawson) 82 (i).

-- RIVER MATANE: Ques. (Mr. Casgrain) 171 (i).
FIsE PROPAGATION IN N. W. T.: Qaes. (Ur. Davin) 740 (i).
FIsHING REGULATIOSN IN BERTHIER. M. for copies (Kr. Beausolei>

743 (i).
FIsHING RIGETS IN MATANE RIVER: M. fer Cor. (Kr. Ca8grain) 938.
LOBSTER AND OYSTER COMMISSION: in( Com. of Sup., 159 (i).
LOBSTER FACTORIES IN P.E.I., NUMBTSR, & a.: M. for Ret. (Kr. Perry

31 (t).
MATANE RIVER FIsiNG PRIVILEGES: Ques. (Mr. Fiset) 469 (i).
Modus Vivendi: Remarks, 30 (i), 811 (ii).
SALMON RIVERs IN QUO., LEASEs, &c., Ques. (Kr. Langelier, Quebec)

224 (i).
SMELT FIERING IN THE MIRAMICKI: li Com. of Sup., 140 (1).
FIsH IMPORTND IN bOND FOR EXPORT : M. for Cor. (Gen. Laurie)

1082 (il).
FIaN IMPORTS IN BOND, EXPLANATION: (fr. Eisenhauer) 1099 (ii).
FisHiEns IN LUNENBURG COUNTY: M. for Cor. (fr. Eisenhauer) 940.

FLOUR UUTIEi, INCRE \SE:QUes. (Mr. AVtlock) il15; remirkp,
1721 (ii).

Foreign Vessels. Se "WREcKNG."
Foresters, Independent Order (Supreme

Court) incorp. B. No. 74 (Ur. Jamieson). 1°*,
322; lo*, 397; in Com., 754; 3°*, 792 (i) ; Sen. Amts.
conc, in, 1233 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 104 )

FOBESTRY COMMISSIONER: in Com. of Sup., 1253 (ii).
FORTIFICATIONS AT EsQUIMALT, COL. O'BRIEN'S REP.: QUeS.

(31r. Prior) 1146 (ii).
FRANCHISE ACr, AMOUNT EXPENDED FOR VARIOUS SERVICES:

M. for Ret.* (Ur. Churton) 3)3 (i).
EXrINSES: in Com. oft8up., 1511; con., 1615(ii).

Franchise, Electoral, Act (Chap. à .Rev. Statuteb)
Amt. B. No. 4 thir John Thompson). JQ*, 14 (i);
'O m., 980; Ant. (Mr. Laurier) 986; further consdrn.
rsmd., 996; Amt. neg. (Y. 15, N. 105) 1007; 2 and
in Com., 1008, 1019, 1125 ; 3° m., 1278; Amt. (Mr.
Charlton) 127; neg. (Y. 59, N. 88) 1280; Amt. (Ur.
Davies) neg. (Y. 55, N. 88) 1280; 3°*, 1281 (ii). (52
Vic., c. 9.)

Deb. on M. for 2° ( Messrs. Laurier and Edgar) 980; (Kr. Charlton)
981 ; (deasers. Wite, Renfrew and Colter) 982; (Kr. Mille, Both.
wel) 983; (Sir John A. Macdonald and Mr. Laurier) 985 ; Amt.
(Ur. Laurier) 986 (ii).

Deb. on Amt. (Sir Richard Cartwright aid Mr. Mtchell) 987; (Mr.
Wetdon [St. John] and Mc Mullen) 989; (Kr. Qolter) 1000; (Mr.

.Daly) 1001; (Messrs. Macdonald [Huron] and Ifulock) i002;
(Xessrs. Denison and Waldie) 1006; (Messrs. Lavergne, Platt
and Barron) 1006; (Mr. Campbell) 1007; Amt. neg. (Y. '15, N.
105) 1008 (ii).

Frauds. See "MILK," "TRE iPEDLER, &0."
FRAUDULENT PaAorAoEs jCoM.: à£. (Mr. Brown) for Sp.

Com., 10.
- - M. to reduce quorum, 222 (i)

Free List, Articles controlled by Combines B
. No. 56 (Mr. Edgar). 10, 248 (i).



INDEX.
FREE ILIST EXTENSION (GRAINS AND SEEDS): prop. Res.

(Mr. Platt) 684 (i)..
Deb. on Res. (Mr. àfc Villan, Huron) 684; (Mesurs. Haggart, Chrl-

ton and 1omerville)685; (Mr. Mulock) 886; (Mr. Bowell) 686, 692 ;
(Messrs. Taylor, Scriver and Sproule) 687; (Nfessrs. Rowand and
Gen. Laurie) 688; (Mr. Platt) 689; (Nesare. Kirkpatrick and
McNeill) 690; (Messrs. Casey, Landerkin and Hesson) 691i
(Mr. Gillmor) 692 (i).

FREDERIOTON AND ST. MARY'S. BRIDGE 10.'S FUBqIDY: prop.
Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1572; in om., 1619 (i).

FREIGHT RATES, T.C. R.: in 0Co. of Sap., 1094 (ii).
FREIGHT TRANSIT THROUGH CANADA: prop. M. (MIr. Ives)

for Sel. Com., 87; Order read, 591 (i).
FRUITS AND SEEDS, IMPORTED FROM U. S., VALUE, &c.: QUeF.

(Mr. Boyle) 224 (i).
FRUIT BASKETS AND BOXEq, A MOUT or DuTY COLLECTED:

M. for Ret.* (1Mr. Charllon) 304 (i).
FRUIT GaowING INTEREST (DEVELOPMENT): in Com. of Sup,

1513 (ii).
GANNON NARROWs FLOATING BRIDGE : Ques. (Mr. Barron)

i627 (ii).
GAS (NATURAL) IN WESTERN ONT., MR. COSTE'S REP.:

Ques. (Mr. Ferquson, Welland) 468 (i).
General Inspection Act (Chap. 99 Rev. Statutes)

Amt. B. No. 137 (Mr. Costiqan). 1°, 1236; 20* and
in OOm., 1398; 3*, 1399 (ii). 59, (Vic., c. 17.)

GEOL-GTCAL SURVEY : in COm. of Sip , 58 (i), 1079 (ii).
GOOD FRIDAY, ADJMNT.: Remarks, 1235; M. (Sir John A.

Macdonald) 1330 (ii).
GOVT. ADVERTISJNG : in Oom. of Sap., 1236 (ii).
GOVT. BUSINESS: M. to take in Saturday (Sir John A.

Macdonald) 1534 (ii).
---- Thursday (Sir Hector Langevin) 421 (i).

- Wednesday (Sir Hector Langev!n) 653 (i).
Mondav (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1181 (ii).

GOVT. IN N. W. T. (EXP NsES): in Com. of Sup., 1179 (ii).

GOVT. STEAMERS, MIAINTENANCE, & u : in Com. cf Sap., 974.
GOv. GEN.'S SECRETARY'S OFFICE: in COm. of Sup, 49 (i).
GOWAN, HON. J. R., SENATOR, PENSION: Ques. (Mr. Cook)

676 (i).
GOWANLOCK, Ms.: in Com. of Sun., 792 (i),
GRAND NARROWS BRIDGE (C. B.) PAPERS RESPECTING: Re-

marks (Nfr. Flynn) 1266 (ii).
GRÈAND RIvER BRIDGE AT YORK: Ques. (Mr. Colter) 171 (i).
- M. for Ret.* (Mr. Colter) 304 (i).
G. T. R., PETITIONS FROM SIHAREHOLDERS: Que. (Mr.

Shanly) 1081 (ii). .
- GEOftGIAN BAT AND LAKE BRIE YR. Co.'s SUBSIDY:

(Sir John A. Macdonald) 1573; in Com., 1637 (ii).
GRAVING DOCK, KINGSTON: in COm. Of SUp., 801 (i).
GRAZING LE.1SES CANCELLED IN N. W. T.: Ques. (Mr.

Edgar) 935 (ii).
GREAT EASTERN RY. CO.'8 SUBSIDY: M. for Pets, Reps., &c.

(Mr. Rinfret) 20 (i).
- - proD. Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1572; in Com.,

1634 (ii).
GREAT NORTHIERN RY., ENGINEER'S Rip.: Ques. (Mr. Gauth-

fer) 370 (i).

Great North-West Ry. Co. $e " ALBERT AND

ATHABASCA."

Great North-West CentralBy. Uo.'s incorp. Act
Amt. B. No. 19 (Mr. Daîy), 1°*, 369; 2°*, 510;
in COm. and 3°*, 755 (i). (52 Vic, c. 67.)

GRIFFîN, W. H, EX DEP. P. M. G.: in Com of Sp.. 145' (ii).
GROSSE, Joq A.. RMPLOYMENT BY GOVT.: (Mr. Wilson,

Elqin) 171 (i).
GROVFR J. M., POSTMASTER AT MORDEN, DIRMISSAL: M. for

Ret.* (Mr. Guay) 943 (ii).
HAGGART HON. JOHN G., MEMBER FOR NORTIH LANARK:

introdued. 1 (i).
HALDIMAND OONTROVERTED FLECTION: Judge's Rep. (Mr.

Speaker) 1 (i).
UALIFPM , ACCOMMODATION AT (T. C. R.): in Com. of Sup.,

1048 (ii).
HIALIFAX GRAviNG DO0K : in COm. of Son, 801 (i).
IIALTON, RET oF MEMBin: notification (1r. Speaker) 1 (i).
HAMEL. Se '"Larue."

Hamilton Central Ry. Co.'s B. No. 39 (Mr. McKay).
10*, 191 ; 20e, 299; in Com. and °*,509 (i). (52
Vic., c 76 )

HAPB'RS AND RIVERq: in COm. of Sup., 807 (i), 913, 931,
1447, 1528; cono., 1579, 1615 (ii).

Harvey to Salisbury. See " SHORT LINE."
HASTINOS (EAST) CONTROVERTED ELECTION : Judge'S Rep.

(Mr. Speaker) 1 (i).
Hawkesbury Lumber Co.'s incorp. B. No. 20

(Mr. Labrosse). 1°*, 47; 2°*, 170; in Com. and 3 C*,
397 (i), (52 Vic., C. 99 )

HEALTH, PUBLIC, PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES: in COm. Of

Sap., 932 (ii)
HEAL.TH STATISTICS: in Com. of Sup, 287 (j); conc., 1598.
HEBEN RIVER TO YOUNG'S MILL RY SUBIIDY: prOp. Res.

(Sir John A. Macdonald) 1572; in Com., 1616 (ii).
HIEREFORD RY. CO. AND PAYMENT OP EMPLOY93: Ques. (Mr.

Bernier) 1017 (ii).
--- SUBmrry .prop. Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1573;

in Com, 161R (ii).

HDIKEY WH RRF (P. E I.) REPAIRS: Que8. (Mr. Welsh) 621.
HîDwE AND LEATHER INSPECTOR, VONTREAL: M. for Papere,

&c. (gf r. Curran) 23 (i).
IHr COMMTSRTnNER'S OFFICE: in Oom. of Sup., 151, 196

(i), 1503, 1597 (ii).
HOME RULE FOR IRELAND: Reg. (Mr. Cook) allowed to stand,

304 (i).
HOMESTEA» TNRPECTORS IN MAN. AND N.W.T.: M. for Reps.

(Mr. McMullen) 22, 29 (i).
HORSE ISLAND, GrEORGIAN BAY, SALE: Que8. (Mr. Birron)

590 (i).
HOSPITAL DUES ON SHIPS, COLLECTIIN: Qrie8. (Mr. Ldpine)

302; M. for Ret.*, 103 (i).
House of Commons Act (Chap 13 Revis-d Statutes)

A mt. B. No. 10R. (Sir John Thompson). 10>, 519;
2°* and in Com, 7R5; 30*, 787 (i) (53 Vic., c. 11.)

HIOUSE OF COMMONS:
A DDRSOS IN ANS. TO SPUIOR, ' Bi% IEX.'s RUPLY, 321 (i).
AsrIMBoTws (EUs-r) T. OP Mau nu: notification (Ïr. Speaker) 1.
BILLS ASRSTUD TO, 745 (i). 1786, 1726, (ii.
BILLe, ROYAL ASSUNT, OOMNUVTO &TION PROX Gov. 1N.'s 88., 1262.
- LUTTER PROU Gov. GaN.'s er. (Vr. Sp•aker) 739 (i).
BUsINESS OPTReI HoSue :'Remarks (Sirivohn .Macdona) 269(i).
OARDWJLI, RET. Or MINEUR; notificatioRn(Ur. Spool6r)1 ().

la



iNDU.
DOUSE OPcou ONS-continued.

CARIBOO. RUT Or MEMUER: notification (Mr. Speaker) -1 (i).
COLONBSTER RUT. 0 MEMBER: notific-tion (Mr. Speaker) 1 (i).
CUw!sRLAND, RE T. OF MEMasR : notification (Mr Speaker) 1 (i).
DEBATUs, OrloxIAL, Se general beading.
Divisio LIST,J-CORRIUrION (1r. kara) 1330 (ii).
HALDIMAND, RUT OP MMBER: notification (Mr. Speaker) 1 (i).
HALTON, RIT. or MEMES: notification (Mr. Speaker) 1 (i)
IN CoU. or Sup.: 270 (i), 1362, 1511, 1615 ; cone , 1599 (i).
INTU11NAL RooMoYr f oinuîsuîoN: Mess. from His E., 29 (i).
JOLtTTU, RUT. O MBMBER-: notification (Ir. Speaker) 1 (i).
KING'S 0o, P E.Il, REPRUSUNTATION: prop. Res. (Mr. Taylor) chai-

lenging Seat, 169 (i).
LANARir (SOUTH) RIT. Or M uMBEUR: notification (Mr. Speaker) 1 (i).
LUGIsLATIVBE CONOMY, JOINT DoM.: M. (Sir Rector Langevin) 782 (i).

- RIP. OP JOINT Co.: Ques. (1fr. Kirkpatrick) 1669 (ii).
LIBRARY or PARLT. : M. for Joint Com (Sir llector Langevin) 17 (i).

- REP. O PJOINT LIBR \RIANS : presented (Mr. Speaker) 3 (i).
aNeRuRs INTRODUCED, 1, 3, 13, 29, 33 (i).

MEMBERs' SESSIONAL INDEMNITY: Remarks (Mr. Joe,falifaz) 1710.
&fueAGEs FROU Ris EXCELLENCY, 29, 322 (), 1018, 1467, 1627 (ii).
MONTREAL (EAST) RUT or HEBRg-: notification (Ur. Speaker) 1 (i)
NICoLET, RET. or MEMBER : notification (Mr. Speaker) 1 (i),
NORTHUME RLAND (EAsr) RET. or MmaEi: notification (Mr. Speaker)

1 (1)
PÂEs : Personail explanation (Mr Trou) 1574 (ii).
PARLIANrNT : Opening, 1 (i); Prorogation, 1727 (ii).
PicTou, RUT. op MaemR: notificition (Mr. Speaker) 1 (i).
PRINTING: M. for Joint Com (Sir John A. Macdonatd) 19 (i).

PRmivituG, Quos or (Ir. Trow) MEMBER LEAVING SEAT DURING VOTE:
remarks 249 (i).

PRoROGATIoN, COMMU410ATION FRDMO GoY. GEN's SEC., 1711 (ii).
PRovmNCHER. RUT O MEMBER: notification (gr. Speaker) 2 (i).
SELECT STANDING COMMITTEUs. See general heading.
8HELBURNU, RET. OP 1MBER : notification (Ir. Speaker) 1 (i).
SITTINGs OF TEE HoUsE : prop. Ras. (Mr. Charlton) not to sit after 12

o'clock, 432, 526 (i).
SPEECH ?ROM THE THRONU: Rep. (1r. Speaker) 2(i).
ToDD's PARLIAMENTARY GoVr., DISTRIBUTION TO MEMBERS (Mr.

La Rivière) 1600 (ii).
VAFANous: notificotioi (Ir. Speaker) 1 (1).

HUBERT, MISS ANNABELLA, COMPENSATION FOR EXPRoPRI-

ATION oF LAND : Qaes. (Gen. Laurie) 811 (ii).
RDqN'e 1B3r RY. A'ND qAN. REPUDIATION: QueS. (Mr.

Davin) 1628 (ii).
Buam r TtIBE op LoaETTE INDIAN: M. for Cor.* (Mr.

Langelier, Montmorer.ey) 33 (i).
IMMIGRATION. Bee " AGRIcULTURE," " SUPPLY," &C.

INDIANS:
AGENT AT (JAUGENAWAGA, SALART: Ques. (Ir. Doyon) 1264 (ii).
ANNImuTas TO INDIANs, ABRRARs : M. for COr., &a. (àfr. O'Brien)

937 (i).
BE! SUPPLIES, INDIAN IG NOIa, N. W. T.: M. for copies of Tenders

(Wr. Edgar) 942 (ii).
BRsATLOR HALr-BREaDS, OLAIS FOR Lonsus: Ques. (Bir. Watson)

1082 (ii).
- COMPENSATION FOR Lossîs: QUes (Mr. Xaill, Buthwell) 349

CIUGHNAWAGA INDIuNs, EmacTIoN or OUNCILLORs-: 9Qne. (1r.
Deoyon) 427 (i).

- Sravs or ususays : Ques. (Mr. Dogon) 468 (i).
- AGENT' SALARY : Ques. (Ir. Doyon) 1265 (ii).

ThEDA IRAnAlas: deptl. Rep., preeënte'd (Wr. Dewliheyy) 9 ().
Lixs, GRAND Rva, , O!TUi, SAts, &a.: M. for Ret * (Mr.

Otter)-304 (i).
RUEsRVES, SALE O PîIN TixmR : Ques. (Ur Barron) 20, 30 (i).
SHAWANAKISIC INDIANS, SURRENDER O PIu LANDS : prop. Res.

(Ur. Barron) in Aint. to Com. of Sap., 1488 ; neg. (Y. 62, N
91) 1494 (ii).

TREATIES, ASsIGENKT oF LAND : Ques. (Sir Richard O'artwright)
S41 (ii).

RossAU RIVMa INDIAN RaIsa, ORANes or LoCATION : Que.

(Sr. La*iêre)'347 (i).
Nx W mlboteus, àa.um er Lkas : Ques. (Kr Cower) 428 (1).

I"DUSTRIAL SOHOOL9, AW.: in'00m. of Snp.,1111 (i).
Inland Revenue Act (Ch",p. 34 Rov. Statutes)

Ait. B. No. 139 (Mr. Costigan). Res. prop., 1221;
in Com , 1269; 1° of B, 1269; 2°* and in Com., 1397;
30*, 1398 (ii). (52 V c., c. 15.)

INLAND REvENuE DEPT.: inOCom. of Stip.,'66 (),.

correction (cfr. Costigan) 17 (i).
- Rep. prosenttd (Mr. Castigan) 3 ().

INSPECTORS OF HULLS, NAMES, &a., OF' COMMISsIONEBR, &o.:

M. for Ret.* (Mr. Wilson, Elgin) 94.3 (ii).
INSPECTORS, REGISTRARS' AND CLEIRF' SALAREBS, N. W. T.:

in Com. of Sup., 110, 1215 (i).
INSURANCE: in COm. Of SUp., 1361 (ii).
Interest Act Amt. B. No. 132 (Sir John Thompson).

Io*, 979; 2°, 1130; in COm and So*, 180 (i). '(62
Vic., C 31.)

Interest Act (Chap. 127 Rev. StaNtes) .Amt. f.
No. 10 (Mr. Landry). 1°, 19 (i).

INTEREST ON SINKING FUND, AM)UNTS 0HA.RGED AGAINST:

Ques. (Mr. Charlton) 1863 (ii).

INTERTOR I)EPT.: in Com. of Sap., 58 (i), 1502 (ii).
INTERCOLONIAL RMAILWAY:

CAPITAL ACCOUNT, EXPENDITURB: Ques. (Sir Richard Cartwright)
676 (i).

DrNrNGe Ro-M'1 AT qTATION1, TtNDERs: Ques. (Ur. Gway) 428 (i).
PRENCE LANGUAGE : Ques. (Mr. Choqueltt) 29 (i).
INDIANTOWN BRANCH, OLAIM or ALLAN WRIGHT: M. for Cor.* (Wr.

Mitchell) 1094 (ii).
MCDONALD, A R., SUPERINTENDUNT, PET. FR011 EMPLOYàs: QueS.

(Wr. Choquette) 218 (i),
NOUL, IORTIN, ACCIDENT To: M. for Rep. (Wr. Fitet)303.

- M for Ret., *304 (1).
PICTOU BRANCH RY., TOTAL CoST: Ques. (Mr. McMullen) 302,

348 (l).

RUCEIPCs AND EXPENDITURES, rRO OPNING To DATE: Ques. (Kr.

Chiquette) 427 (i).
RUDUOTI-N 0F VOTE: COnC., 1604 (ii).
REPAIRs AND WORKING EXPENSES: in Oom. of SUp., 1074, 1496 (il).
ROLLING STOCK: cone., 1614 (ii).
ST. ONARLEs BRANon RY., TOTAL COosT: Ques. (Kr. McMllen)

302 ().
- ENTIa fJoST: M. for Ret.* (gr. McMulle'à) 913(ii).

SUMMER FREIGHT RATES: Rema-ks, 1330, 1535 (ii).

INTEROR:
BALLO r i N. W.T., LiGIsLATION: Ques. (Kr. Bdgar)'525 (f).
Basa (4 per cent.) IMPoRTiD rNTO .W. T. : Ques. (Mr. Daviia) 525.
CANTEEN AT Ria'uN. BÂ%RiRcs: Ques. (Ur. Davin) 1082 (ii).
DIaCRENmis, LUDGER MVITILL, IMOUNTS PAID FOR SURVveY IN N.WT.:

Ques. (Mr. Mifdill) 1327 (ii).
Dom LANDS ACT AMT.: Ques. (Ur. basin) 84, 12(i).
GRAEING LAsEs CANCELLED IN ALJERTA: Qués. (Mr. Edgar) 935.
HOMEBTEAD INsPECTOR, MfAU. AND N. W. T.: K. for Reps., &c.

(Ur. Mec tlen) 22, 29 (i).
HORS ISLAND, GEORGIAN BAY, SALE: Ques. (Kr. Lister) 590 (i).
INDIAN TRUATIEs, SUSENDIE Or LANDs: Qoiý. (Sir Richari àdt-

vrigAht)1841'(ii).
CLERKS E tPLOYD IN IDBPT.: Quis. (1r. Weldom, S.TOh*)'1328 (il).
LA CLOCHE ISLAND, SALE: Ques. (Mr. Barres) 428 (1).

- PROVINCIAL OLAIËS: QUes. (1fr. Barron) 1081 (ii).
LAND BoARD, WINNIPEG: in nom. of"Sup., 59, 65'(1).
LiquoR PR MITS IR N. W.r., 0oR.,kc. : SJ. for copies (fr Jameien)

550 (i).
MORMON SETTLUMUNT IN N.W,T. : Ques. (Mr. Doyon) 980 (i).
MOVNTED PoLICE CoîmissIosts RP. : presènted (Sir John

Thompson) 169 (1).
- DoUSRTIONS DURIN TaN AYUR: M. -for BAet.' (Mr. m)

303 (i).
- PrIsaxNT or QojrTAiLUS: I. for Rot. (Mr. DaWn) 429.
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INTERIOR-Continued.

ORDNANCE iLANDS, QUE.,'EXTENSoN OP STREETS: M. for Pets., COr.,
kc.' (àfr. Langelier, Quebec) 943 (i).

ET. LAWRENOE RIVER ILANDS, SALR: Ques. (Mr. Taylor) 34 (i).
ECRIP (LAND) OUTSTANDING: Queo. (Mr. Mulock) 347, 525 (i).
STEPHENSON, RUFUS, EMPLOYMENT BY GOVT. : Ques. (Mr. Brien) 223.
SETTLERS (OLD) CLAIMS IN MAN.-: Ques. (Mr. La Rivière) 1533 (ii).

ULTANA ISLAND, LAKE or THE WOODS, SALE: Ques. (Mr. Barron)
426 (i).

TowN SITES, in N.W.T., RECZIPT rROx SAr.Es: M. for Rot.* (Wr.
Davin) 29 (i).

INTERNATIONAL RT. CO. AND C. P. R.: Ques. (Mr. Jones,
Halifax) 769 (i).

- CO.'s SUBSIDY, DISTRIBUTION: M. for O. C.'s, &c.,
(Mr. Jones, -Halifax) 943 (i).

INTERNAL ECONOMY COMMISSION : MeSS. frOm lis Ex., 29 (i).
INTOXICATING LIQUORS IN N. W. T4 : prop. Res. (Mr. Fisher)

in Amt. to Coin. of Sup., 1331 (ii).
Deb. on Res. (Sir John Thompson) 1336; (Ur. Macdowall) 1338; (Mr.

Laurier) 1340; (Mr. Mitchell) 1342 ; (Mr. Davin) 1342 ; (Sir Don-
aid Smith) 1344; (Mr. Davies, P. E. 1.) 1345; (Messrs. Kirk,
Taylor and Freemqn) 1346; (Messrs. Armstrong and Dewdney)

1347,; (11r. Bain, Wentworth) 1348 ; (Mr. Jamieaon) 1350; (Mr.
Sproule) 1351; neg. (Y. 53, N. 100) 1351 (il).

- See "PROHIBITION."

IRONDALE, BANCROFT AND OTTAWA RY. CO.'S SUBSIDY: prOp.
Res. (Sir John A. -Macdonald) 1396 ; in Com., 1500 (ii).

JAMES, MR. JUSTICE, LEAVE OF ABSENCE : Ques. (Mr. Mac.
donald, Victoria) 525 (i).

JESUITS' ESTATES ACT: Ques. (Mr. Barron) 79 (i).
- Remarks (Mr. O'Brien) 381 (i).

--- Remarks (Mr. Barron) 436, 524 (i).
PAPERS JRE8PECTING: Ques. (Mr. Barron) 526 (i).

--- MR. O'BRIEN's IREs.: Remarks (Mr. Laurier) 615 (i).
PAPERS PRESENTED (Sir John A. Macdonnld) '701 (i).

--- DAY FOR DisCussION: Ques. (Mr. Laurier) 740 (i).
-- TEST OF LEGALITY: Ques. (Mir. Barron) 1327 (ii).

JESUITS' ESTATES ACT, DISALLOWANCE: prop. Bos.
(Mr. O'Brien) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 811 (i).

Deb. on Res. (Mr. Rykert) 816; (Mr. Barron) 828; (Mr. Wallace)
834; (Mr. Colby)836; (Mr. Mitchell)839; (Mr. McCarihy)842;
(Sir John Thompson) 856 ; (Mr. McNeill) 869 ; (Mr. Mills, Both-
well) 872 ; (Mr. Charlton) 883; (%r. Mulock) 892 ; (Ur. Scriver)
893 ; (Mr. Sutherland) 895; (Mr. MeMullen) 896 ; (Mr. Laurier)
897; (Sir John A. Macdonald) 903; (Sir Richard Cartwright) 908;
neg. (Y. 13, N. 188) 910 (il).

JOLIETTE CONTROVERTED IELECTION: Judge's Rep. (Mr.
Speaker) i (i).

- DISTRICT JUDGE, APPOINTMENT ' Ques. (Mr. Thérien)
170 (i).

--- MAIL SERVICE, CONTRACT: Ques. (Mr. Neveu) 762.
--- RET. OF MEMBER: notification (Mr. Speaker) 1 (i).
JoBN, ACHILLES, DIBMISSAL : Ques. (Mr. Perry) 348 (i).
JONEs' CREEK, LEEDS, ONT., PETS., &.: M. for copies (Mr.

Taylor) 510 (i).
JONES, SIMEON, SUMS PAID AS TRADE COMMISSIONER: QueS.

(Mr. McMullen) 30 (i).
JUDGES' SALARIES: in Com. of Sup., 206 (i).
- LEGISLATION: Ques. (Mr. Davies, P. E. I.) 1629 (ii).
Judges' (Provincial) Salaries Act (Chap. 138 IRev.

,btatutes) Amt. B. No. 150 (Sir John Thompson).
Re&. prop., 557 (i); M. for Com., 1687; in Com., 1°*
and 2°* of B., 1688; in Com. and 3°*, 1689 (ii). (52
Vic., c. 39.)
9

lxi
JUGEMENTS DU CONSEIL SOUVERAIN, VOlk. IV: in COM. Of

Sup, 1453 (ii).
JUKEs, DR., MEDICAL SERVICES: iin COm. Of Sup., 1571 (ii).

JUSTICE:
BAR OF QuEBic, DISALLOWANCE OF ACT, O. 0.'s., &c.: M. for copies,'

(Mr. Langelier, Montmorency) 303 (i).
C. P. R., RAILWAYS CROsING IN MANITOBA, VALIDITY OF ACT:

Ques. (Mr. Edgar) 20 (i).
CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT, DISTRIBUTION oF FINES: Ques. (Mr.

Barron) 1533 (il).
- Ques. (Mr. Roome) 80 (i).

CORRUPT PRACTICEs TRIALs, INSTRUCTIONS TO COUNSEL : Ques. (Mr.
Plati) 427 (i).

COUNTY COURT JUDGUS FOR B..0., APPOINTMENT : Ques. (Mr. Mara)
80 (i).

CRIMINAL LAWS, DIsTRIBUTION TO JUSTICES OF THE PEACE: QueS.
(Mr. Bernier) 171 (i).

DEFENCE OF INDIAN CHARGED WITH SHOOTING :Ques. (Ur. Mc ful-
Zen) 935 (ii).

DIsALLOWANCE ,OP QUEBEC ACTe, O. C's., &0. : M. for cOpies*
(!r. Langelier, Montmorency) 303 (i).

DOM. POLIcE COMMIssIONER's REP. : presented (Sir John Thomp-
son) 3 (i).

GOWAN, HON. J. R , SENATOR, PENsION: Ques. (Mr. Cook) 676 (i)
JAMES, MR. JUSTICE, LEAVE OF ABSENCE: Ques. (Mr. Macdonald,

Victoria) 625 (i).
JESUITS' ESTATES ACT. Sec general heading.
JOLIET TE DISTRICT JUDGE, A PPOINTMENT : Que.. (Sr. Thérie n) 170 (i).
JUDGES' SALARIES: in Com. of Sap , 206 (i).
- LEGIsLATION : QueS. (Wr. DJvies, P. R ) 1629 (ii).
LARUE, CASGRAIN, AUGER & RAMEL, LAW FEss PAiD: Que.. (Wr.

Turcot) 347 (i).
LEIOURDAIS BROS., COR. re TRIAL: Ques. (Wr. Casgrain) 16 (i).
LEGAL EXPENSES : in Com. of Sup., 49 (i), 1455, 1597 (e).
MAGISTRATES, DISALLOWACE OF ACT, 0. C.'s, COR., &C.: (Mi. for

copies) 303 (i).
O'CONNOR, D., AMOUNT PAID FOR LAW CAsus, FEEs, &c.: M. for

Ret. (Ur. fcMullen) 31 (i).
ST. CATHARINES MILLING AND LUMBEta 0Co. vs. QUEE, ORIGINAL

CHEQUES : M. for Ret.* (Mr. McMullen) 943 (ii)
- COsTS, &C.-: Ques. (Mr. MeCAulen) 1146 (ii).
- LEGAL EXPENSES-: in COm. Of SUp., 50 (i), 1155 (ii).
- M. for Ret.* (Mr. McMulien) 33 (i)

SCuooG RivER: Ques. (Ifr. Barron) 1533 (ii).
SUPREMU AND EXCHEQUER COURTS8: in Com of Sup , 49 (')
YOUNG AND FRONT oF EssEX TOWNsHIPs, PiTS., &C, TO GOVT TO

DISALLOW UNION ACT 0F ONT. LEGISLATURE: M. fur COpies"

(Ur. Taylor) 436 (i).
KING, JAMES, COMPENSATION FOR CANCELLING CONTRACTS.

in Com. of Sup., 1451 (ii).
KING'S CO., P. E. I., REpRESENTATION : prop. Res. (Mr.

Taylor) challenging Seat, 169 (i).
Kingston, Smith's Falls and Ottawa Ry. Co.'s

incorp. Act Amt. B. No. 47 (Mr. Kirkpatrick).
1O*, 194;-2 , 299; in Com. and 30*, 509 (i). (52
Vic., c. 79.)

KINGSTON, SMITH's FALLS AND OTTAWA RY. CO.'s SUBsIDY:

prop. Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1572; in Com.,
1632 (ii).

Kingston and Pembroke Ry. and Napanee
Tamworth and Quebec Ry. Co.'s B. No. 90
(Mr. Bell). 1°*, 369; 2°*, 510; in Com. and 3°*,

755 (i). (52 Vic., c. 77.)
Kingston and Pembroke Ry. Co.'s B. No. 69.

(Mr. Kirkpatrick). 1*, 269; 20*, 397; in Com. and
3-*, 663 (i). (52 Vie., c. 78.)

KINGSTON PENITENTIARY: cone., 1615 (ii).
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Koutenay and Athabasca Ry. Co.'s B. No. 15
(Mr. Mara). 1°*, 80; 2°*, 33 ; in Com., 238; 30*,
,99 (i). (52 Vic., c. 49.)

KYLE, CONVICT: Remarks (Mr. Mulock) in Com. of Sup.,
216 (i).

LABOR COMMISSION: in Com. of Sap.,; 1497; conc., 1614 (ii).
LEGISLATION: Ques. (Mr. Wilson, Elgin) 1422 (ii).
REP.: presented (Mr. Bowell) 1285 (ii).

LACHINE CANAL: in COm. Of SUp., 1205 (ii).
NEW BRIDGE: Ques. (Mr. Curran) 20 (i).

LA CLOCHE ISLAND, PROVINCIAL CLAIMS: Ques. (Air. Barron)
1081 (ii).

- SALE: Ques. (Mr. Fisher) 428 (i).

Lac Seul Ry. Co.'s incorp. B. No. 52 (Mr. Daly).
1O*,222; 20*, 299; in Com. and 3°*, 509 (i). (52
Tic., c. 55.)

LAKE, JAMES P., PAYMENT FOR WiRE ROPE : Ques. (Mr.
Macdowall) 1628 (ii).

Lake Man. Ry. and Canal Co.'s incorp. B, No. 62
(Mr. Watson). 1°*, 269; 2°-, 357 (i); in Com. and
30*, 855; Son. Amts. cone.in, 1160 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 57.)

LAKE MAN. RY. AND CANA.L CO.'S SUBSIDY: prop. Res.
(Mr. Dewdaey) 1572; in Com, 1719 (ii).

Lake Nipissing and James Bay Ry. Co.'s B. No.
40 (Mr. Denison). 10*, 191; 2°*, 299; in Com. and
30*, 510 (i). (52 Tic., c. 81.)

LAKE ST. JOHN BuoYS AND LIGHTS: Ques. (Mr. Couture)
1146 (ii).

--- HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEY: Ques. (Mr. Couture) 1146.
MAIL SERVICE: Ques. (Mr. Couture) 1628 (ii).
IRY. SUBs1DY: Ques. (Mr. De St. Georges) 979 (ii).

--- WHARVES, CONSTRUCTION: Ques. (Mr. Couture) 1181.
LAKE ST. LOUIS BuoYs AND LIGHTS: IRemarks 1534, 1574,

1652 (ii).
LAKE ST. PETER BUOYS: Ques. (Mr. Rinfret) 979 (ii).
LARE TEMISCAMINGUE COLONISATIONAND RY. CO.'s SUBSIDY:

prop. Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1572; in Com.,
1631 (ii).

LANARK (SOUTH) RET. OF MEMBER: nOtificatiOn (Mr.
Speaker) 1 (i);

LAND BOARD, WINNIPEG: in Com. of Sup., 59 (i).
LAND DAMAGES, I. C, R.: in Com. of Sup., 1065, 1597 (ii).

Lands, Expropriation of, B. No. 131 (Sir John
Thompson). 10, 943; 2°* and in Com., 1266; 3°*,

1331 (ii). (52 Tic., c. 13.)

Lands in B. C. (Conveyance) B. No. 128 (Mr.
Dewdney). 1e, 911; 2°*, in Com. and bç*, 1043 (ii).
(52 Tic., c. 7.)

LAPRAIRIE CONTROVERTED ELECTION: Jtudge's Rep. (Mr.
Speaker) 1 (i).

LAPRAIRIE VILLAGE, PROTECTION AGAINST ICE: Ques. (Mr.
Doyon) 427 (i).

LARD (ADULTERATED) IMPORTS FROM U.S.: Ques. (Mr..
Sproule) 163 (i).

L'ARDOIsE BREAKWATER, N.S., SURVEYS, CoR., &c.: M. for
copies (Mr. Flynn) 698 (i).

LA RIVIaz, ALPHONSE A. C., RESQ, MEMBER FOR PROVEN-

CHER: introduced, 13 (i).

LARUE, CASGRAIN, ANGERS & HAMEL, LAw FEES PAID: QueS:

(Mr. Turcot) 347 (i).
LAURIE, GEN., MEMBER FOR SHELBURNE: intrOdUCed, 29.
LAWS, PRINTING AND BINDING, &C.: in Com of Sup., 272 (i).
LEBOURDAIS BROS., COR. re TRIAL: Ques. (Mr. Casgrain) 16.
LE CARON, THE INFORMER: Ques. of Priv. (Mr. Flynn) 93, 97.
- Remarks (Mr. Costigan) 323 (i).
LEDUC, CHARLES, OF BiULL, EMPLOYMENT BY GOVT.: Que.

(Mr. Landerkin) 171 (i).
LEGAL FEES AND EXPENSES: in Com. of Snp., 49 (i), 1455,

1597 (ii).
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF N.W.T., MEMORIALS TO: M. for

copies (Mr. Davin) 348, 371 (i).
Deb. (Kr. Charlton) 371; (Mr. Macdowall) 374; (Mr. Watson)375;

(Kr. Daly) 376; (Mr. McMullen) 378; (Mr. Davis) 380; (Mr.
Dewdney) 382 (i).

LEGISLATIVE ECONOMY, JOINT COM.: M. (Sir Hector Lange-
vin) 782 (i).

- REP, OF JOINT COM.: Ques. (Mr. Kirkpatrick) 1669.
LÈPINE, ALPHONSE T., Esq, MEMBER FOR MONTREAL EAST:

introduced, 1 (i).
LETTER POSTAGE, REDUCTION OF RATES: Ques. (Mr. Turcot)

80 (i).
-- Ques. (Mr. Thérien) 34 (i).
Ltv1s POST OFFICE, PETS., &c., FOR BUILDING: M. for copies

(Mr. Guay) 433 (i).
LIBRARY OF PARLT., REP. oF LIBRARIANS: presented (Mr.

Speaker) 2 (i).
--- M. for Joint Com. (Sir Hector Langevin) 17 (i).

- in Com. of Sup., 272 (i).
LIGHTHOUSE AND COAST SERVICE: in Com. of Sup., 975, 1361,

1450 (i).
LiQuOR LICENSES IN ROCXY MOUNTAINS PARu: Ques. (Mr.

Bolton) 249 (i).
LiQUoR PERMITS IN N.W.T., COR., &a.: M. for copies (Mr.

Jamieson) 550 (i).
LITIGATED MATTERS: in Com. of Sup., 1460 (ii).
LITTLE DOVER POST OFFICE AND CANSO MAIL SERVICE:

Ques. (Mr. Kirk) 590 (i).
LOAN (3 PER CENT.) OF 1888, AMOUNTS RECEIVED ON ACCOUNT:

M. for Ret. (Sir Richard Cartwright) 30 (i)
-- Ques. (Sir Richard Cartwright) 944 (ii).

Remarks on M. for Com. of Sup. (Sir Richard
Cartwright) 946 (ii).

--- prop. Res. in Amt. to Com. of Sup. (Sir Richard
Cartwright) 1147, 1160 (ii).

--- PAR4 IN PROSPECTUS, re SINKING FUND: Ques. (Sir
Richard Cartwright) 1328 (ii).

- - MENNONITE IMMIGRANTS: prop. Res. (Mr. Carling)
1146 (ii). See B. 138.

LOBSTER AND OYSTER COMMISSION: in COm. Of Sup., 159 (i).
LOBSTER FACTORIES IN P. E. I., NUMBER, &C.: M. for Ret.

(Mr. Perry) 31 (i).
LOGAN, WM., MAIL CONTRACTOR, PICKERING VILLAGE,

SURETIES: Ques. (Mr. Edgar) 677 (i).
London and Can. Loan and Agency Co.'s Act

Amt. B. No. 77 (Mr. Cockburn). i°*, 322; 2Q*,
397; in Com. and 3'*, 524 (i). (52 Vic., c. 93.)

London Mutual Fire Ins. Co. of Cana., incorp.
Act Âmt. B. No. 50 (Mr. Marshall). 1°*, 222;
2°*, 397 (i).
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LONGUEUIL POSTAL SERVICE, COMPLAINTS: Quos. (Mr.

Préfontaine) 80 (i).
- WHARVEs, COMPLETION: Ques. (Mr. Préfontaine) 80.
LOURDES AND SOMERSET MAIL SERVICE: M. for Cor. (Mr.

Turcott) 751 (i).
Lowry, W. G. See "DIVORCE.
Lumber Inspection. SeeI" TIMBER."
LUMBER SHIPMENTS FROM N. B. TO U. S., ExPORT DUTY:

Ques. (Mir. Weldon, St. John) 935 (ii).
LUNENBURG HARBOR, SURVEY: M. for Rot. (Mr. Eisenhauer)

749 (i).
-- POST OFFICE, REPAIBs: Ques. (Mr. Eisenhauer)

591 (i).
MACDONALD AND DOWLING'S GULOIIES, DRIVING OF PILES:

Ques. (Mr. Cameron) 677 (i).
MCCARTHY, Ma., LEGAL EXPENSES: in COM. Of SUp., 53(i).
MAGDALEN ISLANDS, MAIL SUBSIDY: in Com. of Sup., 1261,

1450 (ii).
MAGISTRATES, DISALLOWANCE OF ACT, 0.0., COR., &C.: M.

for copies* (Kr. Langelier, Montmorency) 303 (i).
MAIL CARRIAGE, BÉCANCOUR STATION AND STE. JULIE DE

SOMERSET, &C.: M. for Cor., &c.* (Mr. Turcot) 304 (i).
MAIL CARRIAGE AT BRUSSELS, ONT., CONTRACTOR: Ques.

(Mr,.-Macdonald, Huron) 249 (i).
MAIL SERVICE WITEI ENGLAND: Remarks. (Mr. Jones, Hali-

fax) 1574 (ii).
MAIL SUBS1DIES AND STEAMsIHIP SUBVENTIONS: in COM. Of

Sup., 1261, 1450, 1532, 1701 (ii)
MAJORS' HILL PARK: in Com. of Sup., 1449; con(., 1599 (ii).
Man. and South-Eastern Ry. Co.'s. incorp. B.

No. 61 (Mr. La -Rivière). 1°*, 269; 20*, 357; in
Com. and 30*, 510 (i). Son. Amts. cone. in, 1159 (ii).
(52 Yic., c. 60.)

MANITOBA :
BEDSON, S. L., APPOINTMENT IN MILITIA FoRCE: Ques. (Mr. Watson)

1328 (ii).
- APPOINTMENT AS A.D.C.: in Com. of Sup., 1507 (ii).
BREsALYOR HALF-BREED3' CLAIMS: QueS. (àfr. Watson) 1082 (i).
-- COMPENSATION FOR LossEs: Ques. (Mr. Mils, Bothwell) 348.
O.P.R., RYS. CROSSING LINE IN MAN., VALIDITY OF ACT: QueS. (Mr.

Edgar) 20 (i).
GROVER, J. M., POSTMASTER, MORDEN, DISMISSAL: M. for ROt.' (Mr.

Guay) 943 (ii).
HOMESTEAD INSPECTORS IN MAN. AND N. W. T. : M. for Reps. (Ur.

McMfullen) 22; remarks, 29 (i).
HUDsON BAY Ry. AND MAN. REPUDIATION: Ques. (Ur. Davin)

1628 (ii).
LAKE MAN . RY. AND CANAL 00.'S SUBIDYT: prop. Res. (Mr. Dewd-

ney) 1572; in Com., 1719 (ii).
0ILS, IMPORTS INTO MAN. : Ques. (Mr. La Rivière) 1533 (ii).

• RED RIVIR POSTAL SURVICE : Ques. (Mr. La Rivière) 1532 (ii).
ROSSEAU RIVER INDIAN RESERVE, LOCATION: Ques. (Ur. La Rivière)

347 (ii).
SIED WHEAT, PATENTS BY SETTLERS: Ques. (Mr. La Rivière)590 (i).
SETTLERS (OLD) CLAIMS IN MAN. : QueS. (fr. La Rivière) 1533 (i).

MANUFACTURERs' LIFE INSURANCE Co. : Remarks (Mr.
Lister) 1017 (ii).

Remarks (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1094, 1U98 (ii).
--- STOCKROLDERS, &C., COR.; M. for copies (Mr. Lister)

591 (i).
MANUSCRIPTS RESPECTING CANADA, COPYING: Ques. (Mr.

-anasse) 1363 (ii).
MAP OR CANADA IN CHAMBER: request (Mr. Charlton) 469 (i).

ýi
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MARINE:
ADAMS, Â. & J., CLAIMS FOR Loss or "CARRIER Dovu' : M. for

Cor." (er. Mitchell) 1182 (ii).
"ADAM9 '' SEIZURE, PAPERS, &a. : Remarks on adj mut. (1fr.

Mitchell) 1402 (ii).
"BRIDGEWATER " SEIZURE : M. for Ret. (Mr. Edgar) 752 (i).

CLAIMS FOR COMPENSATION: Ques. (M1r. Bolton) 1423 (ii).
CAMPBELL, CAPT. R., DISMISSAL: M. for Ret. (Mr. Perry) 741 (i).
CAPE ENRAGE LiGHTHOUSE, CHANGE OP KEEPER : Ques. (Mr. Weldon,

St. John) 841 (ii).
"CRUISER," Govr. STEAMER, ENGINEEI'S CERTIFICATE : Ques. (gr.

Cook) 739 (i).
HOSPITAL DUES ON SHIPS, COLLECTION : Ques. (Mr. Lépin-) 312;

M. for Ret.', 303 (i).
INSPECTORS OF HULLS, NAMES, &G., OF COMMISSIONERS : M. fOr Ret.'

(Mr. Wilson, Elgin) 943 (ii).

LAKE ST. JOHN, BUOYS AND LIGHTS: Que.. (gr. Couture) 1146 (ii).

LAKE ST. Louis, BuOYS AND LIGHTS: Remarks 1534, 1574, 1652 (ti).
LAKE ST. PETER FLOATING LIGHT: Ques. (Mr. Rin/ret) 979 (ii).
MARINE AND IMMIGRANT ROSPITAL: in Com. of Sup., 976 (ii).

MARINE HOSPITALS : Ques. (Sir Donald Smith) 934 (ii).
MONTREAL HARBOR POLICE': Ques. (gr. Curran) 1423 (ii),
OCEAN MAIL CONTRACT, EXTENSION WITH ALLAN LINE: Ques. (%Ir.

Jones, Halifax) 1397 (i).
PILOTS, AMOUNTS RECEIVED : Ques. (Mr. Amyot) 1146 (ii).

PILOTAGE DOES, CHANGE oF TARIFF; M. for Cor.' (Mr. Langelier,
Montmorency) 912 (ii).

SAGUENAY RIVER, BuoYS ASD LIanrs: Que. (Nfr. Couture) 1146 (h).

- TENDERS : Ques. (Nir. Couture) 1422 (ii).

SAWDUST DEPOSITS IN OTTAWA RivEa, REP. OF ENGINEER: Ques,

(Mr. Edwards) 370 (i).
- Ques. (Mr. Cook) 223 (i).

--- IN CANADIAN RIVERS, FINES FOR VIOLITING LAW: Ques.
(Mr. Eiaenhauer) 591 (i).

-- Ques. (Mr. Thérien) 1082 (ii).
SEIZURE OF BRITISH SCHOONER BY U.S. CUrTER " WOODB3NEC: Des-

patchrespecting (gr. Weldon, St. John) 510 (1).
SHIPPING SEAMEN IN U.S. VESSELS, INSTRUCTIONS TO SHIPPING-

MASTERS: Que. (gr. Wdldon, St. John) 468 (i).
SICK AND DIBTRESSED MARINERS FUND: Que8. (Sir Donald Smith) 1710.
STAG ISLAND LIGHTHOusE, RIvER ST. CLAIR: QueS. (1r. Moncrief)

224 (i).

Maritime Court of Ont. (extension of jurisdic-
tion) B. No. 38 (Mr. Charlton). 1°*, 169 (i).

Massawippi Junction Ry. Co.'s incorp. Act Amt.
B. No. 27 (5fr. Colby). 1°*, 138; 2°, 239 (i); in
Com. and 3°*, 855 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 84.)

MAssAwIPPI .JUNCTION RY. CO.'s SUBsIDrY: prOp. ReS. (Sir
John A. Macdonald) 1573 ; in Com., 1640 (ii).

MASKINONGE ANiD NIPIssING RY. Co.'s SuBsIDy : prop ROs.
(Sir John A. Macdonald) 1572; in Com., 1632 (ii).

Masters and Mates. ee "CERTIFICATES."
MATANE RIVER FISHING RIGHTS: M. for Cor. (Mr. Casgrain)

938 (ii).
MEMBERS, LiST OF, V (i).

O-F THE GOVT., iii (i).
INTRODUCED, 1, 3,13,29,33 (i).

MEMBERS' SESSIONAL lNDEMNITY : Remarks (Mr. Jones, Bali.
fax) 1710 (ii).

Mennonite Immigrants Loan B. No. 138 (Mr.
Carling). Res. prop., 1146; in Com., 1267; 1° of B.,
1268; in Com. and 3°*, 1399 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 28.)

MESSAGES FROM IUS EXCELLENCY:
ADDRESS, THE, REPLY: presented (Sir John A. Macdonald) 322 (i).
INTERNAL ECONOMY COMMISsION : presented (Sir John A. Macdonald)

29 (i).
ESTIMATES, T HE: presented (Mr. Foster) 30 (i).



INDEX.
MESSAGES FROM HIS EXCELLE NCY-Continued.

ESTIMATES, Suppl. for 1888-89, 1018 (ii).
-- 1889-90, 1467 (ii).

further Suppl. for 1889-90, 1627 (ii).
MESSENGER, SPECIAL : in COm. Of SUp., 1503 (il).
METEOROLOGICAL SERVICE: in Com. Of Sup., 976 (ii).
Middleton, W. See "DIVORCE."
Militia and Defence Act (Chap. 41 Rev. Statutes)

Amt. B. No. 29 (Sir Adolphe Caron). 10, 105 (i);
wthdn., 1629 (ii).

MILITIA CLOTHING: prop. Ras. in Amt. to Com. of Sup.
(Mr. .Mulock) 1542 (ii).

Deb. on Amt. (Sir Adolphe Carcn) 1553; (Mr. Jones, Ialgaz) 1560;
(Mr. Kenny) 1564; (Mr. Lister) 1565; (Mr. Besson) 1566; (Mr.
Rickey) 1567; (Mr. Tyrwhitt) 1568; (Mr. Prior) 1569; (Mr.
Denison) 1569; neg. (Y. 54, N. 95) 1570 (ii).

MILITIA:
AMMUNITION MANcUFACTURED AT QurBco: Remarks (Wr. Jones, liali-

faz) 1222 (ii).
BEDSON, S. L., APPOTNTMENT IN ILITIA FORCE : Ques. (Mr. Watson)

1328; in Com. of Sup., 1507 (ii).
BONSECOURS MARKET HALL AND VOLUNTEERS: Que.. (Mr. Curran)

19 (i).
CARTRIDGE FACTORY: in Com. of Sap., 793 (i), 1352 (ii).
CAVALRY ScbooL, ToRONTO: Ques. (Mr. Langelier, Montmorency)

302 (i).
DEPTL. REP.: presented (Sir Ad)lphe Caron) 13 (i).
DRILL SHED, BELLEVILLE, CONSTRUCTION: M. for Ret. (gr. Burdett)

699 (i).
FARLEY, GUNNER, CLA1M FOR Loss or HoRsE: M. for Ret. (Mr. Fisher)

433 (i).
L AKE, JAMES P., PAYMENT FOR WIRE RoPE. Ques. (Mr. lfacdowall)

1628 (i).
MILITARY OOLLEGE, COMMANDANT'S RESIDENCE: Remarke (Sir Rich-

ard Cartwright) 1534 (ii).
-- Ques. (Wr. Platt) 34 (i).
--- in Com. of Sap , 1357; conce, 1705 (ii).
MILITIA CLOTHING: prop. Res. (Mr. Itulock) in Amt. to Com. of

Sup., 1512 (ii).
-- in Com. of Sup., 1352 (ii).
NATIONAL DEBFENCE COM.: Qaes. (Mr. bolton) 1423 (ii).
PERMANENT FORCES, EXPENDITURE FOR REPAIRS ON WORKS,; QueB,

(Wr. Wilson, Elgin) 171 (i).
REBELLION IN N.W.T.: Documents re 9th Battalion read (Hr.

Amyot) 234 (i).
-- OFFICIAL COR. RESPECTING: M. for CopieS (Mr. AmyOt) 304;

wthdn., 322 (i).
REGULATIONS AED ORDERS, FRENC EDITION: Que.. (Ur. Deisaint)

171 (i).

TITE DU PONT BARRACKS, SALE: Ques. (Mr. Plati) 427 (i).
ToRoETo SCHOoL oF INFANTRY, BREAD SUPPLY: Que.. (Mr McJullen)

1C82 (ii).
VOLUNTEERa' (91s BATTALION) DISCIPLINE: QueS. (gr. Vana88e)

1327 (ii).
YORK-SIMCOE BATTALION, KIT ALLOWANCE; prop. ReS. (Ur. Mulock)

85 ; remarks, 428 (i).

MIMINEGAsH BREAKWATER, REPAIRs: Ques. (&Mr. Perry)
1146, 1423 (ii).

MININo IN Ry. BELT, B. C.: Remarks (Mr. Mara) 980 (ii).
MINING LAws, B. C.: Remarks (Mr. Barnard) on M. for

Com. of Sup., 1540 (ii).
MINING MACHINERY, DUTY ON: M. for O.C.*, &c. (gr.

Edwards) 942 (ii).
IN B.C. AND FRE E LsT: Ques. (Mr. Barnard) 1265.
on M. for Com. of S

MINISTERIAL CHANGES: E
donald) 24 (i).

MINISTERS, LIST OF, iii (i).

up, 1583 (ii).

xplanation (Sir John A. Mac-

MINOR REVENUES: in Com. of Sup., 1229, 1495 (ii).
Milk (Adulteration) prevention of Fraud B.

No. 16 (Mr. Burdett). 10*, 30; 20, 259; in Com.,
and 3°¥, 755; M. (Mr. Bowell) to trnsfr. consdrn. of
Sen. Amts. to Govt. Orders, 1397 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 43.)

MISCELLANEOUS: in Com. of Sup., 1461 (ii).
Modus Vivendi: Ques. (Mr. Jones, Halifax) 811 (ii).
MONTREAL (EAsT) RET. OF MEMBER: notificatiOn (hir.

Spea>er) 1 (i).
-- FLOOD COMMISSION, PRINTING REP.: M. (Mir. Cur-

ran) 1687.
Montreal Harbor Commissioners. See " TRINITY

OUsE."
MONTREAL MARBOR POLICE: Remarks, 1423, 1573, 1687 (ii).
MORMON SETTLEMENT iN N. W. T.: Ques. (Mr. Doyon) 980.
MONCTON, ACCOMMODATION AT: in COm. Of Sup., 1048 (ii).
MONEY ORnER OFFICES IN QUEBEC: Ques. (Mr. Lavergne)

468 (i).
MONTCALM POsT OFFICES: Ques. (Mr. Thérien) 1081 (ii).
Moose Jaw, Battleford and Edmonton Ry.

Co.'s incorp. B. No. 85 (Mr. Davis). 1°*, 368;
2°*, 510 (i) ; in Com. and 3°*, 921 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 54.)

Mounted Police Act Amt. B. No. 146 (Mr. Dewd-
ney). 1°*, 1572; 2°, in Com. and 3°*, 1709 (ii). (52
vic., c. 25.)

Mounted Police Pensions authorisation B. No.
118 (Sir John A. Macdonald). Res. prop., 469; in
Com., 769; 1* of B., 7174 (i); 2° m., 1269; Amt. (Mr.
Jones, Halifax) 1269; neg. (Y. C6, N. 106) 1277; 20
and in Com., 1267; 30*, 1278 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 26.)

MOUNTED POLICE COMIsSIONER's REP. presented (Sir John
A. Macdonald) 169 (i).

- D EsERTIONS DURING TEN YEARS: M. for Rot.* (Mr.
Davin) 303 (i).

in Com. of Sup., 62, 151 (i), 1212, 1451, 1497.

PUNISHMENT OF CONSTABLES, &a.: M. for Rot. (Mr.
Davin) 429 (ii).

MOUNT STEWART (P.E.I.) WHARF, CONSTRUCTION: Ques. (Mr.
Welsh) 621 (i).

--- Ques. (Mr. Robertson) 171 (i).
-- in COm. of Sup., 921 (ii).
MURRAY CANAL: cono., 1614 (ii).
MURRAY HARBOR SOUTH AND MONTAGUE, P. E. I., MAIL

SERVICE : Ques. (Mr. Robertson) 468 (i).

Municipal Affairs. See "CORRUPr PACoiCEs."
NATIONAL DEFENCE CoM.: Ques. (Mr. Holton) 1423 (ii).
NATIONAL POLICY, REF. TO IN DEB. ON CORN IMPORTATIONS:

112-136 (i).

NAPANEE, TAMWORTH AND QUEBE IRy. Co.'s SUBsIDY: prop.
Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1572; in Com., 1627 (ii).

NAUFRAGE HARBOR, P. E. I., ENGINEER's REP.: M. for copy,

(Mr. McIntyre) 33 (i).
NEVEU, HILAIRE, ESQ,, MEMBER FOR JOLIETTE: introduoed

1 (i).
N. B. and P. E. . Ry. Co.'s B. No. 21 (Mr. Wood

Westmoreland). 1°*, 47; 2°*, 170; 30*, 357 (i). (52
Vic., c. 85.)

lxiv



INDEX.
NEW BRUNSWICK :

ADAMS, A. & J., GLAIMS FOR Loss oF 4CARRIER DOVE ": M. for Cor.*
(Mr. Mitchell) 1182 (ii).

ALBERT Ry. Go., BALANCE oF GRANT: Ques. (Ur. Wldon, 8t. John)
348 (1).

CAPE ENRAGE LIGHTHOUSE KEEPER: Ques. (gr. Weldon, St. John)

841 (ii).
ENTRAL RY. FROM GRAND LAKE TO I. O. R. SUBSIDY: prop. Res.

(Sir John A. Macdonald) 1398 (ii).
CHIGNECTO SHIP Ry., PROSPECTUS: Ques. (Mr. Mitchell) 1423 (ii).

DERBY BRANCH RY. AND NORrHERN AND WESTERN: Ques. (Mr.
Mitchell) 854, 871 (ii).

- M. for Cor., &o.* (gr. Mitchell) 1182 (ii).
FREDERICTON AND ST. MARY'S BRIDGE 00.'S SUBSIDY; prop. Res. (Sir

John A. Macdonald) 1572; in Com, 1619 (i).
INDIANTOWN BRANCH, CLAIM OF ALLAN WRIGHT: M. for Cor." (Mr.

Mitchell) 1094 (ii).
LUmnER SHIPMENTS FROM N. B. TO U. S., EXPORT DUTY: Que.. (Mr.

Weldon, St. John) 935 (ii).
NORTHERN AND NORTH-WESTERN Ry., COMMUNICATION WITH: QueS.

(Mr. Mitchell) 248 (i).
PARKER, GEO. R., CLAINS FOR DAMAGES re DERBY BRANCH RYr.: M.

for Cor.* (Kr. Mitchell) 1182 (ii).
ST. JOHN AND BASIN OF MINAS MAIL SUBSIDY : in COm. Of Sup.,

1262 (ii).
ST. JOHN HARBOR, REP. OF H. F. PERLEY : M. for Ret.* (Mr. Weldon,

St. John) 304 (i).
- RIVER, BRIDGE AT FREDERICTON, COST: QueS. (gr. Ellia)

526 (i).
WRIGHT, ALLAN, CLAIM FOR DAmAGES: M. for Cor.* (Mr. Mitchell)

1094 (i).

NEw EDINBURGH AND GATINEAU FERRY, RENTAL AND AR.
REARAGES: Ques. (Ur. Bain, Wentworth) 348 (i).

NEW LONDON BREAKWATER, REPAIRS, &a.: Ques. (Mir.
Welsh) 620 (i).

NIcOLET, RET. OF MEMBER :nOtificatiOn (Mr. Speaker) 1 (i).
1iiagara Grand Island Bridge Co.'s B. No. 35

(Mr. Ferguson, Welland). 1°*, 138; 20* 170; 3°*,
357 (i). (52 Vic., c. 86.)

Nipissing and James' Bay, Ry. Co. See "LAKE
NIPISSING."

NORTIERN AND NORTH.WESTERN RY., COMMUNICATION W[TH :

Ques. (Uir. Mitchell) 248 (i).

Northern Pacific and Man. Ry. Co.'s incorp. B.
No. 76 (Mr. Daly). 1°*, 322; 2°*, 510; in Com.
and 3°*, 676 (i). (52 Vie., c. 58.)

NORTIIERN AND PACIFIC JUNCTION RY. Co.'s SUBSIDY: prop.
Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1396; in Com., 1501 (i).

NORTH SHORE RY., CONVEYANCE TO GOVT. BY G.T. R. &c.:
M1 for O.C.* (Mir. Langelier, Quebec) 913 (ii).

NORTHERN AND WESTERN RY. See "DERBY BRANCH.'

NORTH-WESTERN COAL AND NAvIGATION 00.'S SUBSIDY:
prop, Res. (Mr. Dewdney) 1572; in Com., 1712, 1717.

North-Western Junction and Lake of the
Woods Ry. Co.'s incorp. B. No. 73 (Mr.
Davis). 10*, 322; 2°*, 524; in Com. and 3°*, 755 (i).

(52 TVic., c. 59.)
NORTII-WESTERN RY. CO. OF QAN., SUBSIDY: prop. Res. (Mr.

Dewdney) 1572; in Com. 1717 (ii).

N.W.T. Act Amt. B. No. 136 (Mr. Dewdney). 1°,
1262; wthdn., 1498 (ii).

-- Ques. (Mr. Davin) 105 (i).

NORTH.WEST TERRITORIES:
BALLOT IN N.W.T., LEGISLLATION: QueS. (Ur. Elgar) 525 (i).

BANNERMAN, WM., LATE POSTMASTER AT CALGARY: Que.. (Mr.

Charlton) 677 (i).
BEEF SUPPLIES TO INDIANS : M. for Tenders* (Mr. Elgar) 912 (ii).

BEER (4 PER CENT.) 1MPORTED. Ques. (Mr. Davin) 525 (t).

BILLS RELATING TO N.W.T.: Ques. (Mr. Davin) 1147 (if).
DESCHENES, LUDGER MIVILLE, AMOUNT PAID FOR SERVICES: Que.

(Mr. Madill) 1327 (ii).
Dom. LANDS ACT ANT.: Ques. (W. Davin) 762 (i).
FiSn PROPAGATION: QueE. (Mr. Davin) 740 (i).
GRAZING LEASES CANCELLED : Ques (Mr. Edgar) 935 (ii).

INTOXICATING LiquORS: prop. Res. in Amt. to Com. of Sup. (gr.

Fisher) 1361 (ii).
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY, MEMORIALS TO: M. for oopies (Ur. Davin)

348 ().
LiQuoR LICENSES IN ROCKY MOUNTAINS PARK : Que.. (Ur. Holton)

249 (i).
- PERPMITS: Cor., &c., M. for copies (Ur. Jamieson) 550 (i).

MORMON SETTLEMENT: Ques. (Mr. Doyon) 980 (ii).
MOUNTED POLICE, DESERTIONS DURING TE YzARS : M. for Ret.* (Mr.

Davin) 303 (i).
P-NSIONS : prop. ReS. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 469 (i).
PUNISHMENT OF CONSTABLES, &C.: M. for Ret. (Mr. Davin)

429 (i).
NORTH-WESTERN COAL AND NAVIGATION 00.'S SUBSIDY: prOp. Res.

(Mr. Dewdney) 1572; in o0m., 1712 (ii).
N.W.T. ACT ANT. : Ques. (Ur. Davin) 105 (!).
RED DEER VALLEY RY. AND COAL 00.'. SUBSIDY: prop. Res. (Mr.

Dew iney) 1572; in Corn., 1717 (ii).
REGINA BARRACKs CANTEEN : Ques. (Mr. Davin) 1082 (ii).
SCRIP (LAND) OUTSTANDING: Ques. (gr. Mulock) 347, 525 (i).
TOwN SITES, RECEIPTS FROM SALES, &C. : M. for Ret.* (Mr. Davin)

29 (i).
TRACEY, A. R., ARREST AND SEIZURE OF GOODS: Ques. (1r. Davin)

1016 (fi).
NORTHUMBERLAND (EAsT) CONTROVETED ELECTION: JUdge'S

Rep. (Mr. Speaker) 1 (i).
-- iRET. OF MEMBER : notification (Ur. Speaker) 1 (i).
NOVA SCOTIA :

ALBERT SOUTHERN RY. Co.'S SUBSIDY: prop. Res. (Sir John A.
Macdonald) 1396 (ii).

ANNAPOLIS AND LivERPOOL RY. SURVEY: M. for Ret.* (Mr. Jones,
Blalijax) 943 (il).

CORNWALLIS VALLEY RY. Co'S SUBSIDY: prop. Res. (Sir John A.
Macdonald) 1572; in Com, 1631 (ii).

GRANBERRY HEAD BREAKWATER, REMOVAL o GRAVEL (Mr. Lovitt)
34 (i).

CUMBERLAND CONTROVERTED ELECTION: Judge's Rep. (Mr. Speaker)

1 (i).
FISHERIES IN LUNENBURG COUNTY: M. for Cor. (Mr. Eiaenhauer)

940 (ii).
HEBEN RIVER TO YOUNG'S MILLS RY. SUBSIDY: prOp. Res. (Sir John

A. Macdonald) 1572; in COM., 1616 (ii).
INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY 00. AND 0. P .R.: Ques. (Mr. Jones,

BalYax) 769 (i).
SUBSIDY, VISTRIBUTION : M. for 0. 0., &c.* (Mr. Jones,

Halijax) 943 (ii).
L'ARDOISE BREAKWATER, SURVEYS, &o.: M. for copies of Cor. (Ur.

Flynn) 698 (i).
LITTLE DOVER POST OFFICE AND CANSO MAIL 8ERVICE: Ques. (Mr.

Kirk) 590 (i).
LUNENBURG HARBOR, SURVEY, &C.: M. for Cor. (Mr. Eisenhauer)

749 (i).
- POST OFFICE, REPAIRS: Queo. (Mr. Eisenhauer) 591 (i).
OYSTER PONDS' POSTMASTERSHIP, APPOINTMENT: QueS. (Mr. Kirk)

591 (1).
PICTOU BRANCI Ry., TOTAL LENGTH : Ques. (Ur. Mc>ullen) 318 (i).

- COST: QueS. (Mr. Mclfullen) 302 (i).
PORT NATAL BREAIKWATER, REPAIRS, &o. : Ques. (Mr. Lovitt) 34 (i).

ROSS, HON. WILLIAM, DISMISSAL: M. for O. G., Rep3., &c. (Mr.

Laurier) 24 (i).
SIIELBURNE CONTROVERTED ELECTION: Judge'S Rep. (1r. Speaker).

lxv
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NOVA SCOTIA-Continued.
TRURO To NEWPORT Ry. SUBSIDY: prop. Res. (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) 1396 (ii).
WEST BAY, CUSTOM HOUSE OFFICER: Ques.'(1fr. Cameron) 427 (i).
WINDSOR AND ANNAPoLIS AND WESTERN COUNTIES RY. 00.'S, CoR.,

&o.: M. for copies (Mr. Bordenz) 529 (i).

Oaths of Office. See "ADMINISTRATION."
OCEAN AND RIVER SERVICE: in Com. of Sup., 914 (ii).
OCEAN MAIL CONTRAOT, EXTENSION WITH ALLAN LINE:

Ques. (Mr. Jones, Balifax) 1397 (ii).
Ocean Steamship Subsidies B. No. 144 (Mr.

Foster). Res. prop. (B. C. and Australia) 1328; M.
for Com., 1368; in Com., 1373; M. to conc. in Rep. of

Com., 1424; Amt. (Mir. Laurier) 1425; neg. (Y. 55,
N. 77) 1426. Res. (B. C. and China, &c.) 1329; M.
for Com., 1386; inCom., 1387 ; M. to cono. in Rop.
of Com., 1426; Amt. (Mr. McMullen) neg. on a div.,
1437. Res. (Can. and United Kengdom) 1329; in Com.,
1389, 1402; rep., 1422; 1°* of B., 1437; † on a div.,
in Com. and 3°*, 1629 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 2.)

Deb. in Com. on Res.: B. 0. and Australia (Mr. Laurier) 1372, 1377;
(Sir Richard Cartwright) 1373, 1376, 1384; (Sir John A. Macdon-
ald)1373,1377; (gr. Mdls, Bothwell) 1374; (Messrs. McMullen and
Jones, Halifax) 1375; (Mr. Davies, P.E.I.) 1377; (Mr. McMillan,
Huron) 1376; (Mr. Foster) 1378, 1381; (Messrs. Macdonald
[Huron] and Plait) 1379; (Mr. Paterson, Brant) 1380; (Messrs.
Hesson and Gilîmor) 1382; (Mr. Taylor) 1383; (gr. McNeill)
1384; (Kr. Mulock) 1385 (ii).

Deb. in Gom. on Res. : Canada and United Kingdom, (Mr. Foste,)
1389; (Mr. Laurier) 1389; (Kr. Welsh) 1389, 193, 1413; (Sir
Richard Cartwright) 1389; (Mr. Jones, Halifax) 1390, 1393; (Mr.
Trow) 1391; (Mr. Kenny) 1391, 1394, 1413; (gr. Weldon, St.
John) 1402, 1413; (Mr. Skinner) 1404; (Mr. O'Brien) 1405; (Kr.
Platt) 1406; (Kr. Campbell) 1407; (Messrs. Gillmor and Ellis)
1408; (Mr. Wood, Westmoreland) 1411; (Gen. Laurie) 1412;
(Mr. Paterson, Brant) 1414, 1416; (Kr. Weldon, Albert) 1414,
1417; (Mr. Jones, Halifax) 1415, 1434; (Kr. Shauly) 1417; (Mr.
Watson) 1417; (Messrs. McNeill and McKillan, Huron) 1418;
(Messrs. Dawson, !cMullen and Mulock) 1419; (Mr. Landerkin)
1420; (Mr. Foster) 1421; (Mr. Laurier) 1422 1427; (Mr.Amyot)
1437 (ii).

O'CONNOR, D., AMOUNT PAID FoR LAw CASES, FE Es, &o.: M.
for Rot. (Mr. McMullen) 31 (i).

-in Com. of Sup., 51 (i), 1239 (ii).
OILS, IMPORTS INTO MAN.: Ques. (Kr. La Rivère) 1533 (ii).
OKA INDIANS, REMOVAL: in Com. of Sup., 1171 (ii).

Ont. Loan and Debenture Co.'s (consolidation,
&c.) B. No. 48 (Bir. Moncrieft). 1°*, 194; m.,
299; 20*, 357 ; 3°*, 510 (i). (52 Vic., c.- 94.)

Ont., Man. and Western Ry. Co.'s incorp. B. No.
83 (Mr. Macdowall). 1°*, 346; 20*, 510; in Com.
and 3°*, 676 (i). (52 Vic., c. 61.)

Ont. Mutual Life Ass. Co.'s Act Amt. B. No. 42
(Mr. Bowman). 10*, 194; 2°*, 299; in Com and 30*,
510 (i). (52 Vic., c. 96.)

ONT. AND PACIFIC RY. Co.'s SUBSIDY: prop. Res. (Sir John
A. Macdonald) 1396, in Com., 1499 (ii).

Ont. and Que. Ry. Co. and Land Security Co
(Exchange of Land) ratification B. No. 66
(Mr. Srall). 1°*, 269; 20*, 397; in Com. and 3*, 663
(i). (52 Tic, c. 74.)

ONTARIO:
AIRD, W. B., Ja., NAMEs op SURETIRS : Ques. (Kr. Guay) 1017 (ii).
AKHMIRSTBURG, LAKs SHORE AND BLENHEIN RY. 0o.' SUBSIDY : prop.

Bes. (Sir John A, Macdonald) 1573; in Com., 1643 (ii).

ONTARIO-Oontinued.
BASS FIsHING PERMITS, LAKE ERIE : Ques. (Mr. Charlton) 1081 (ii).
BELLEVILLE AND NORT HSASTING3 RY. SUBSIDY AND G. T. R.t M. for

Cor. (UMr. Burdeti) 85 (i).
BOUNDARIES OF ONTARIO: prOp Res., 1329, 1423 (ii).

- Telegram from Mr. Mowat, 1363 (ii).
BROCKVILLE, WESTPORT AND SAULT STE. MARIE RY. Oo.'S SvBSIDY:

prop. Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1573 ; in Com., 1640 (ii).
CIVALRY SoHOL, TORONTO: QUe.. (Ur. Langelier, Montmorency)

302 ().
GAYUGA POST OFFICE, OT To DATE: Ques. (Mr. Colter) 303 (i).
CORNWALL AND GALOPS CANALS, TENDERS FOR ENLARGEMENT: M. for

copies* (Kr. Troto) 943 (ii).
CORNWALL CANAL, PRoP. LOCATION IN 1834, REPS., &a., OF ENGIN-

EERS: M. for copies (Ur. Bergin) 595, 677 (i).
- RECENT BREAK, Cou, &o : M. for copies (Mr. Bergin) 303 (i).
GORRUPT PRACTICEs TRIALS, PICTON: Ques. (Kr. Plat) 427 (i).
DEFENCE oF NDIAN CHARGED WITH SHOoTIG : Ques. (Mr. McJfullen)

935 (ii).
DRILL SHED AT BELLEVILLE, GOVT. AID: QueS. (Mr. Bardett) 80 (i).

- UONSTRUCTION : X. for Oor. (Kr. Burdeti) 699 (i).
DuNDAS AND WATERLOO MACADAMISED ROAD: M. for Cor., &c. (Mr.

Bain, Wentoorth) 34 (i).
- SURVETY: Ques. (Ur. Bain, Wentworth) 1628 (ii).
FIsfING LICENSES IN INLAND WATERS: M. for Ret. (Mr. Dawson) 82.
GANNON NARROWS FLOATING BRIDGE: Que. (Mr. Barron) 1627 (ii).

GAS (NATURAL) IN WESTERN ONT., MR. COSTE'S REp. : Ques. (Mr.

Ferguson, Welland) 468 (i).
GRAND RIVER, BRIDGE AT ORIK VILLAGE, HALDIMAND: M. for Ret.0

(Mr. Colter) 304 (1).
-- Ques. (Mr. Colter) 171 (i).
GRAND TRUNK, GEORGIAN BAY AND L AKE ERIE RY. O o.'s SUBSIDYT:

prop. Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1573; in Com., 1637 (ii).
GROSSE, JOHN A., EMPLOYMENT BY GoVT .: Ques. (1fr. Wilson, ELgin)

171 (i).
HALDIMAND CONTROVERTED ELECTION: Judge's Rep (Mr. Speaker) 1.

HALTON CONTROVERTED ELECTION: Judge's Rep. (Mr. Speaker) 1 (i).

HASTINGS (EAST) CONTROYERTED ELECTIoN: Judge's Rep. (Mr.

Speaker) 1 (i).
HORSE ISLAND, GEORGIAN BAY, SALE : Ques. (Ur. Barron) 590 (i).

INDIAN LANDS, GRAND RIVER, CAYUGA, SALES, &C. : M. for Ret."
(Mr. Coller) 304 (i)

- RESERVES, SALE OF PINE TIMBER.: Ques. (1r. Barron) 30 (i).
- on M. for Com. of Sup., Amt. (Mr. Barron) 1484 (ii).

IRONDALE, BANCROFT AND OTTAWA RY. Go.'S SUBsIrn: prop. Res.
(Sir John A. Macdonald) 1396 (ii).

JoNES' CREEK, LEuDs, PETS., &0. : M. for copies (1r. Taylor) 540.
KINGSTON, SicITH's FALLS AND OTTAWA RY. 0o.', SESIDY-: prop.

Res. (Sir John A. lfacdonald) 1572; in Com., 1632 (ii).
L OLOCHE ISLAND, PRoVINCIAL CLAIMS: Ques. (Mr. Barron) 1081.
-- SALE: Ques. (Mr. Fisher) 428 (i).
LOGAN, WU., MAIL CONTRACTOR, PICKERING VILLAGE, SURETIES:

Ques. (UMr. Edgar) 677 ().
MAIL CARRIAGE AT BRUSSELS, ONT., CONTRACTOR: Ques. (Mr. Mac-

donald, Huron) 249 (i).
NAPANEE, TAMWORTH AND QUEBEO RY. CO.'s SUBsIDY: prop. Res.

(Sir John A. Macdonald) 1572; in Com., 1627 (ii).
NORTHERN AND PAcIFo JUNCTION RY. Co.'s SUBsIDY : prop. Res. (Sir

John A. Macdonald) 1396 (ii).
NORTHUMBERLAND (EAST) CONTROVERTED ELEOTION: Judge's Rep.

(Mr. Speaker) 1 (i).
ONTARIO AND PICIFlo RY. Co.'S SUIIOTY: prop. Res. (Sir John A.

Macdonald) 1396 (ii).
OTTAWA NEW DEPTL. BUILDINGS, TENDERS FOR PAINTING: QueB. (1r.

Landerkin) 1266 (ii).
- - PUBLIC ROADS, IMPROVEMENTS, AKOUNT PAID: M. for Ret.*

(Mr. McMullen) 303(i).
PARRY SOUND CoLoNISATION RY. Go.'S SURSIDY : prop. Rea. (Sir

John A. Macdonald) 1396 (ii).
Rocr LAKE DAx, DAMLaIS OAUSED BY: M. for Cor., &c. (Kr. Kirk.

patrick) 936 (ii).
ROSS, JOSIAH, SEIzRE or PROPERTY BY CUSToNs DEPr.: Ques.

(Kfr. Cobter) 428 (i).
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ONTARIO-Continued.

E. CATHERINES AND NIAGARA CENTRAL RY. Vo.'s SUBsIDY : prop.
Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1572; in Com., 1634 (ii).

ST. CATHARINES MILLING AND LUMBER Co. vs. QUuN, ORIGINAL
ORQUES: M. for Ret.* (Mr. McMullen) 913 (il).

- CosTS, &0. : Ques. (Mr. Mc Yullen) 1146 (ii).
ST. CLAIR FRONTIER TUNNEL Oo.'s SUBSiDY: prop. Res. (Sir John A.

Macdonald) 1572; in Com, 1618 (ii).
- RAPiDs, DREDGING AT POINT EDWARD: Ques. (Kr. Lister)

591 (i).
- RIVER, LIGIHTROUSE ON STAG ISLAND: Ques. (Mr. Moncrif)

224 ().
ET. GEoRGE's BRIDGE, STRUCTURAL DEFECTS: Ques. (Mr. Mulock)

1081 (ii).
ST. LAWRNNCE RIVEa, SALE OF ISLANDS : Ques. (Mr. Taylor) 34 (i).
SAULT STE. MARIE CANAL, TENDERS : M. for copies* (Mr. Trow) 943'

- (Mr. MeMullen) 30 (i).
SAWDUST AND MILL REFUSE IN OTTAWA RIVER: Ques. (Mr. Edgar)

370 (i; Ques. (Mr. Cook) 223 (i).
SCUGOG RIVER: Ques. (Mr. Barron) 1533 (il).
SIMaON (EAST) CONTROvERTED ELECTION : Judge's Rep. (Mr.

Speaker) i (i).
SIx NATION INDIANS, SALE oF LANDs : Ques. (Mr. Colter) 428 (i).
SOUTH ONT. PACIFIC RY. Co.'s SUBSIDY : prop. Res. (Sir John A.

Macdonald) 1572 ; in Com., 1632 (ii).
SULTANA ISLAND, LAKE OF THE WOODS, SALE : Ques. (Mr. Barron)

426 (i).
TÊTE DU PONT BARRACKS, SALE OR LEAsE : Ques. (Mr. Plait) 427.
THoUsAND IsLAND RY. Co.'s SUBSIDY : prop. Res. (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) 1573 ; in Oom., 1611 (ii).
TRENT VALLEY CANAL, COMMISSIONERS' RaP. : Ques. (Mr: Barron)

20, 676 (), 872 (ii).
WELLAND CANAL WATER POWER, REPS. 0F ENGINEERS, &c. - M. for

copies* (Mr. Rykeri) 304 (i).
YORK-SIRCOE BATTALION, KIT ALLOWANCE : prop. Res. (Mr. Mulock)

85; remarks, 428 (i).
YOUNG AND FRONT oF EssEx TowNsHips, PETS., &C., TO DISALLOW

UNION AoT OF ONT. LEGIELATURE : M. for copies (Mr. Taylor)
436 (i).

ORANGE ORDiER, INCORPORATION : Ques. (Mr. Charlton)
1082 (ii).

ORDER, PRIVILEGE AND PROCEDURE:
ORDER :

ALBERTA RY. ANDO COAL Co.: on M. for 30 of B., objection taken
by Sir Hector Langevin to prop. Ami. of Mr. Watson, no
notice having been given; Ruled (Mr. Speaker) that notice of
important Amts. must be given in writing, and entered in
Votes and Proceedings, as required by Rule 67 of the House,
283 (i).

CAPE BREToN RY.: Attention of Pirst Minister called to an answer
given by him to a question asked by Mr. Flynn; Mr. Speaker
ruled that the same was not a proper subject to bring up
for discussion, 1574 (il).

COMBINATIONs IN TRADEz: on M. to ref. B. to Com. on Banking and
Commerce, Member's argument on general merits of the B.
arrested by Mr. Speaker, 1116 (ii).

COMMEaCIAL UNION WITH U. S., &C. : Members checked in remarks
after Orders of the Day are called (Mr. Speaker) 384 (i).

CRUELTY TO ANIMALS: on M. to restore B to Order Paper and Amt
of Mr. Tisdale to consider same six months hence,-objection
taken by Mr. Trow and ruling of Mr. Speaker asked on point
whether Com. of Whole having rose without reporting B. the
same is finally disposed of; Ruled (gr. Speaker) M. and Amt.
both in Order, 368 (i).

DEnÂTEs, OrFIciAL: on M. to conc. in 2nd Rep. of Com., Amt.
(Mr. Choquette) to ref. back re indemnity to dismissed Trans.
lators, ruled out of order by Mr. Speaker, a similar motion
being on Order Paper, &;c., 934 (ii).

DoxMioN LANDs: on Minister reading Speech in Com. of Sup.,
objection (Mr. Barron) and Rule read, 1244 (i).

FISHERIES AND TRADE RELATIONS WITr U. S. : Member requested by
Mr. Speaker to confine his speech to subject-matter before the
House, 388 (i).

ORDER, PRIVILEGE AND PROCEDURE-Continued.
ORDE R-Continued.

MINISTERIAL CHANGES: Irregularity of debate, Member's remarks
checked by Mr. Speaker, no motion being before the House,
27 (i).

MONTREAL FLOOD COMMISSION : On M. to ref. back part of a Rep.,
objection taken by Mr. Somertille, &o., as to regularity of
motion and ruled out of Order by Mr. Deputy Speaker, 1687.

MOUNTED PoLICE PENSIONS: on 20 of B., Amt. (Mr. Jones, Halifax)
as drawn, not in Order (Mr. Speaker) 1270 (ii).

PREsCOTT COUNTY Ry. Co. : 20 objected to by Mr. Bergin, B. not
being printed in both languages, 239 (i).

PROHIBITION OF INTOXICATING LIQuoRs: on Amt. (Mr. Moncrief)
objection taken by Mr. Mills (Bothwey) and ruled out of
Order by Mr. Deputy Speaker, amendment not being relevant
to subject-matter before the House, 268 (i).

TENDERS, TRANSLATION OF FORMS: Remarks (Mr. CÀoquette) not
admissible, 1535 (ii).

WRECEING (FOREIGN VESSELS' AID) B. 2 IN CAN. WATERS : On M. for
20, Amt. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) to ref. to Sel. Com. ruled out

of Order by Mr. Speaker, 253 (1).
PRIVILEGE:

JUDGES' SALARIES: Personal Explanation (Mr. Curran) re para-
graph in Montreal Herald, 1498 (ii).

LE CARON, INFORMER': Cablegram in newspaper read ( Mr. Flynn)

93, 97 (i).
MEMBERs LEAviNG SEAT DURING VOTE: Authorities quoted (Mr.

Trow) 249 (ii).
PAIRs: Explanation (Mr. Trow) 1574 (i).
PeU. ACCTs. COM., EFIDENCE TAKLEN: Remarks (Mr. Somerville) on

non-production of Rep., 1366, 1600 (ii).
OCEAN STEAMsHIP SUBSIDIES: Personal Explanation (Mr. Amyot) re

speech of Mr. Jones (Halifax) as reported in ilansard, 1534 (ii).
SECRET SERVICE FUND AND INFORMER LE CARoN : Remarks (Mr.

Costigan) 323 (i).
PROCEDURE:

BILLS, SECOND READINGS: Objection taken by Mr. Mitchell to in-

formal manner of passing Bills certain stages and printed only
in one language, 357 (i).

CIVIL SERVICE, ASSESSMENT Op SALARIEs: Objection taken by Mr.
Rykert to 20, the Bill involving a charge upon the people, and
Bourinot quoted in support of same, 366; Ruled (Mr. Speaker)
out of Order, and that said B. must originate in Com. of Whole
and emanate from the Govt., 367 (i).

LEGISLATIVE ECONOMY: on M. for Joint Com., ruling of Mr. Speaker
asked by Mr. Laurier as to constitutionality; Ruling (Mr.
Speaker) 783 (i).

SUPPLY: on M. for Com., objection taken by Mr. Mills (Bothwell)

no motion having been made referring Estimates to the Com.,
and Bourinot quoted; Ruling (Mr. Speaker) 48 (i).

Ordnance Lands in Quebec, authorisation of
conveyance B. No. 143 (Mr. Dewdney). 10,
1194 (ii).

ORDNANOE iLANDS IN QUEBEO, EXTENSION OF STREETS: M.
for Ret.* (Mr. Langelier,Quebec) 942 (ii).

OrTAwA AND GATINEAU VALLEY R. Co.'s SunsIY: prop.
Res. (Sir John A. -Macdonald) 1396 ; in Com., 1491 (ii).

Ottawa and Montreal Boom Co.'s incorp. B. No.
23 (Mr. Girouard). 10, 47 ; 2° m., 169 ; Order for 2°
read, 424; wthdn., 426 (i).

Ottawa, Morrisburg and New York Ry. and
Bridge Co.'s incorp. B. No. 43 (Mr. Bickey).
1J*, 194 ; 20*, 299; in Com. and 3°*, 509 (i).

OTTAWA NEW DEPTL. BUILDINGS, TENDERS FOR PAINTING:

Ques. (Mr. L6nderkin) 1266 (ii).
in Com. of Sup., 799 (i).
PUBLIO RoADS, IMPROVEMENTS, AMOUNTS PAID: M.

for Ret.* (Mr. Mckullen) 303 (i).
OTTAWA RIVER AND CITY BRIDGES: in Com. of Sup.,

1449 (ii).
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OXFORD AND NEw GLASGOW RY.: in Com. of Sup., 1073;
cono., 1603 (ii).

OYSTER PONDS' POSTMASTERSHIP, APPOINTMENT: QUes. (Mr.
Kirk) 591 (i).

PACIFIC MAIL SUBSIDY: Ques. (Mr. Prior) 34 (i).
PAGANS INJ .OLIETTE OOUNTY.: Ques. (Mr. Charlton) 1710 (ài).
PAIRS DURING SESSION, Viii (i).

PARKER, GEo. R., CLAIMS FOR DAMAGES re DERBY BRANCH

Ry.: M. for Cor.* (Mr. Mitchell) 1182 (ii)
PARLIAMENT, OPENING, 1; PROROGATION, 1727 (ii).
PARRY SOUND COLONISATION RY. Co.'s SUBSIDY: prop. Res.

(Sir John A.tfacdonald) 1396; in Com., 1499 (ii).
"PATENT RECORD :" conC., 1598 (ii).
PAUPER IMMIGRATICN (CHILDREN): in CoM. of SUp,,

964 (ii).
PENITENTIARIES: in Com. of Sup., 211 (i); 1315, 1507,

1615; conc., 1597 (ii).
- REP.: presented (Sir John Thompson) 169 (i).
PERMANENT FoRcEs: in Com. of Sap., 796 (ii).
PICToU BRANcI iRy., TOTAL COST: 'Ques. (Mr. McMullen)

302 (i).
- LENGTH: Qaes. (Mr. McMullen) 348 (i).
PîroU, RET. OF MEMBERE: notification (Mr. Speaker) 1 (i).
PIuRS AND HARBOR IMPROVEMENTS IN P. E. I.: M. for Cor.*

(Kr. Robertson) 942 (ii).
on M. for Com. of Sup,, 1222 (ii).
in Com. of Sup., 148 (i), 919 (ii).

---- REPAIRS IN 1888: M. for Rets.* (Mr. Welh) 942 (ii).
PILOTAGE DUES, QUEBEC HARBOR, &G.: M. for Cor.* (Mr.

Langelier, Montmorency) 942 (ii).
PILOTS, AMOUNTS RECEIVED.: Ques. (Mr. Amyot) 1146 (ii).
PINETTE AND WooD ISLAND HARBOR, Suav EYs: Ques. (Mr.

Welsh) 621 (i).
POLICE. See "lDominion," "Montreal," "Monnted."

PONTIAC AND RENFREW RY. Co.'s SUBSIDY: prop. Res. (Sir
John A. Macdonald) 1572 (ii).

Pontiac Pacifie Junction Ry. Co's B. No. 51 (Mr.
Bryson). 1°*, 222; 2°*, 299; in Com. and 30*, 509
(i). (52 Vic., c. 82.)

POPE, MR. (DEP. CoM. OF PATENTS): in Com. Of Sap, 71-
78 (i).

POPE, LATE HON. J. H.: Remarks (Sir John A. Macdonald)
&o., 943, 1017 (ii).

POPULATION OF DOM. BY PROVINCES: Ques. (Sir Richard
Cartwright) 170 (i).

Poit DUTIES, INCREASE: Ques. (Mr. Wilson, Elgin) 1146 (ii).
PORT ARTHUR HARBOR AND KAMINISTIQUIA RIVER : in Com,

of Sup., 801 (ii).
PORT MAITLAND BREAKWATER : in Com. of Sup., 150 (i).

PORT NATAL BREAKWATER, REPAIRS, &C : Ques. (Mr.

Lovitt) 34 (i).
POSTAGE RATES, CAN. AND U. S.: in Com. of Sup., 70 (i).

REDUCTION: Ques. (Mr. Thérien) 34 ().

--- Quesi (Mr. Turcot) 80 (i).
POSTMASTER AT THREE RivERs, NEWSPAPERL POSTAGE: Ques.

(Mr. Langelier, Quebec) 740 (i).
POSTMASTER GENERA.L'S DEPT.: in Com. of Sup., 68 (i).
- REP.: presented (Mr. Haggart) 17 (i).

Post Office Act (Chap. 35 Rev. Statutes) Amt. B. No.
93 (Mr. Haggart). 1°, 369; Res. prop., 469 (i); in
Com., 1130; 2' and in Com., 1133; 3°m., Amt. (Mr.
White, Renfrew) neg. (Y. 55, N. 85) 1281; 30*, 1283
(ii). (52 Vic.. c. 20.)

POST OFFICE AND FINANCE DEPTs. : in Com. of Sap, 1503.
-- in Com. of Sup, 1234, 1461, 1596 (ii).
POST OFFICES BUILT SIlCE 18i8, REVENUEs, &C.: M. for

Ret. (Mr. Burdett) 225 (i)-
Deb. (Kessrs. Cook and Casey) 26; (Mr. Lister) 227 (4Wesrs Roome

and Porter) 228 (Messrs. Sutherlani and Iesaon) 229; (Mr.
Mill, Bothwell) 230; (Wr. Risen4aier) 231 ; (Nfessre. Sproule
and McMullen) 232; (Mr. Watson) 233; (Sir Hector Langevin
and Mr. Trow) 233 (i).

POST OFFICE:
ATLANTIC MAIL SERVICE, CONTRACTS : Ques. (Mr. Langelier, Quebee)

224 (i).
BALTIo POST OFFICE ISTABLISIIMENT: Ques. (Ur. Perry) 1423 (ii).
BAENERMAN, WU., LATE POSTMASTER AT CALGARY, DEFALOATIONS:

Ques. (Mr. Charit on) 677 (i).
BELLE VALLÉE PosT OFFICE, CHANGE oF LOCATION: M. for Cor.,

kc.* (Mr. Bourassa) 943 (ii).
CARBONNEAU, JOSEPH, PAYMENT FOR SERVICES: Ques. (Xr. Desaul-

niera) 1328 (ii).
CHISTEI, QUE., COMPLAINTS AGAINST POSTMASTER: Ques. (Mr.

Lavergne) 468 (i).
GROVER, J. M., POSTMASTER AT MORDEN, MAN., DISMISSAL! M. for

Pets., &o.* (Mr. Guay) 942 (ii).
INSPECTOR, TREE R1VEas DIVIsION: Ques. (Ur. Cloquette) 1181 (ii).
JOLIETTE MAIL SERVICE, CONTRACT: Ques. (iUr. Neveu) 762 (i).

LAKE ST. JOHN MAIL SERVICE: Ques. (ifr. Couture) 1628 (h).
LETTER POSTAGE, REDUCTION OF RATES: Ques. (Ur. rurcot) 80 (i).

- Ques. (Kr. Thérien) 34 (i).
LivIs POsT OFFICE, PETS., &C. FOR BUILDING: M. for copies (Ur.

Guay) 433 (i).
LITTLE DOVER MAIL SERVICE AND CANSO MAIL SERVICE: Ans. (Mr.

Baggart) 590 (i).
LOGAN, WM., MAIL CONTRACTOR, PICKERING VILLAGE, SURETIES:

Ques. (Mr. Edgar) 677 ().
LONGUEUIL POSTAL SERVICE: Ques. (Ur. Préfontaine) 80 (i).

LOURDES AND SOMERsET MAIL SERVICE: M. for Cor. (Ur. Turcot)

751 (i).
MAIL CARRIAGE, BECANCOUR STATION AND STE. JULIE DE SOMERSET,

&C.: M. for Cor.* (Ur. Turcoi) 304 (î)
- IN BRUSSELS, ONT.: Ques. (gr. Macdonald, Huron) 249 (i).

MAIL SERVICE WITH ENGLAND: Remarks, 1574 (ii).

MONEY ORDER OFFICES, QUE.: Ques. (Ur. Lavergne) 468 (i).
MURRAY HARBOR SOUTR AND MONTAGUE MAIL SERVICE : Ques. (Ur.

Robertson) 468 (i).
OCEÂN MAIL CONTRACT, EXTENSION WITH ALLAN LINE: Ques. (Ur.

Jones, Halifax) 1397 (ii).
OYSTER PONDS' POSTMASTER, APPOINTMENT : Ques, (Mr. Kirk) 591.
PACIFIC MAIL SUBSIDY: QtIes. (1fr. Prior) 34 (1).
POSTMASTER AT THREE RIVERS, NEWPAPER POSTAGE: Ques. (4fr.

Langelier, Quebec) 740 ().
POsT OFFICES IN MONTCALM COUNTY: Ques. (Ur. fTé>rien) 1082 (ii).
RED RIVER POSTAL SERVICE: Que. (Mr. La Rivière) 1533 (ii).
REGISTERED LETTERS, COMPENSATION FOR Loss: Ques. (Mr. Taylor)

525 (i).
ET. BARTHELEMY POST OFFICE : Ques. (Mr. Beausolei) 591 (i).

ST. BEATRIX POST OFFICE, LOCATION: Ques. (Mr. Neveu) 590 (.).

Prescott County Ry. Co.'s incorp. Act Amt. B.
No. 33 (Mr. Edwards). 1°*, 138; 2° m., 239 ; 2°*,
299 ; in Com. and 30*, 510 (i). (52 Vic., c. 80.)

PREVENTIVE OFFICERS IN P.E.I.: Qaes. (Mr. Perry) 15.

P. E. I. and Continental Ry. and Ferry Co.'s
incorp. B. No. 96 (Mr. Landry). 1°, 384; 2°*,
524 (i).
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PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND:

BALTIC POT OFFI, ESZABLISHMENT: Ques. (Mr. Perry) 1423 (ii).
BELL ORNEK BREAKWATSR, SURVEY : Ques. (Mr. Welah) 347 (i).
CAMPBELL, GAPT. R , DIsMI3sAL- M. for Cor., &O. (Mr. Perry) 741.
CASOUMPEQUE HARBOR, DIsMISSAL OF BLASTING FOREMAN: Ques.

(Mr. Perry) 348 (i).
CHINA POINT PIER, REPAIRS, &c.: Ques. (Kr. Wekh) 621 (i).
CONFEDERATION AND P. E. I., CLAIMS: Ques (Kr. Perry) 525 (i).
DEDGEM "PRINE EDWARD," COET OF REPAxs: M. for Ret (1fr,

Perry) 31, 302 (i).
- PAYMENT TO CAPTAIN: Ques. (Kr. Perry) 30 (i).

FIFTEEN-POINT BEAKWATER, SuRvEy: Ques. (Mr. Peri) 1423 (ii).
FISHERY BOUNTY, CLAIS MADE AND REJECTED : M. for Ret. (Mr. Xc

Intyre) 434 (i).
FISHERY COMMISSIONER (A ISSISTANT) APPOINTMENT: Que3. (Mr.

Perry) 171 (i).
HIorEY WHARF, REPAIRs: Ques (Mr. Welah) 621 ().
JOBIN, ACHILLES, DISEISSAL : Ques. (Mr. Perry) 318 (i).
KING'B 00., REPRESENTATION : prOp. Res. (Mr. Taylor) challenging

Seat, 169 (i).
LOBSTER FACTORIRS, NiUMER, &a. : M. for Ret. (Mr. Perry)31 (i).
MAIL SURSIDY, P. E. I. AND MAINLAND : in 001. Of Sup., 1261 (ii).
MIMINEGAsH BREAKWATEB, DAMAGEs: Ques. (Kr. Perry) 1146, 1423.
MOUNT STEWART WHARF, ONSTRUCTION: Ques. (Kr. Robert8on) 171,

621 (i).
MURRAY ARBOR SOUTH AND MONTAGUE MAIL SERVICE : Ques. (Mr.

Robertson) 468 (i).
NAUFRAGE HARBOR, .ENGINEER'S Rip. : M. for copy (Mr. McIntyre)

33 (l).
NEW LONDON BREAKWATER REPAIRS, &C. : QleS (%fr. Wel8h) 620 (i).

Ques (Mr. Davie, P.R.I.) 468 (i)
PIERS AND HARBOR IMPROVEMENTS : M. for Cor." (1fr. Robertbon)

942 (ii).
Remarks (Mr. Welsh) on M. for Com. of Sup., 1222 (ii).
in Com. of Sup, 148 (i).

- REPAIRS IN 1888: il for Ret.* (Mr. Welsh) 942 (ii).
PINETTE AND WOOD ISLAND EAiRBOR, SURVEYs : Ques. (Mr. Wel8k)

621 ().
PREVENTIVE OFFICERs IN P. E. I. : Ques. (11r. Perry) 15 ().
SUBSIDY TO P. E. I. : Ques. (Mr. Perry) 15 (i).
FUEWAY, STRAITS OP NORTHUMBERLAND : Ques. (Mr. Perry) 16 (i).
SUMMERSIDE, HARBOR AND BREAKWATER, SURVEY : Ques (Mr. Perry)

303 (i), 1423 (ii).
Remarks (Mr. Perry) on M. for Com of Sup , 1222 (ii).

TIGNIsH BREARATER, REPAIRs: Ques. (Ur. Perry) 1146 (ii).
--- Remarks (Kr. Perry) on M. f.r Com. of Sup , 1222 (ii),
WEST POINT WHARF, REPAIRS: Ques. (Ur. Perry) 1498 (ii).

PRINTING AND STATIONERY DEPT.: in Com. of Sup, 57 (i),
1503 (ii).

- RiP.: presented (Kr. Bowell) 346 (i).
PRINTING BUREAU AND BINDING: in Com. of Sup., 1571 (ii).
-- COST OF BUILDING, PLANT, &C.: Ques. (Kr. Mc

Mullen) 1363 (ii.)
-- Ques. (Sir Richard Cartwright) 428 (i).
PRINTING COMMITTIE: M. for Joint Comà (Sir

Macdonald) 19 (i).
John A.

- M. to add names (Mr. Bowell) 346 (i).
PRINTING DoM. NOTES: in Com. of Sup., 205 (i).
PRINTING, PAPER AND BINDING: in Com. of Sup., 272 (i).
PRIVILEGE. Se6 "ORDER," " PRIVILEGE," &a.
PRIVATE BILLS PETS. : M. (Mr. Wood, Brochville) to ext end

time, 30 (i).
- - REPs. PROM Com.: M. to extend time (Sir Hector

Langevin) 556 (i), 841 (ii).
PRrvY COUNCIL OpFroI : in Com. of Sup., 49 (i), 1501 (ii).
PEVENTIvE SERvICE: in Com. of Sup., 1224 (ii).

PRCCEDUB. Bee "n»DER," "PRIVILEGE," &o.
10

PROHIBITION 0F' INTOXTCATING LIQUoRS: prop. Res. (Mr.
Jamieson) 88 ; Amt. (Mir. Wood, Brockville) and Amt. to
Amt. (Mr. Taylor) 89; deb. rsmd., 260; neg. (Y. 58,
N. 86) 261 ; Amt. to Amt. (Mr. Mills, Bothwell) 261;
neg. (Y. 35, N. 108) 267; Amt. agreed to (Y, 99, N.
59) 269 (i).

Promissory Notes. See "BILLS OF BXCHTANGE."
PROROGATION: Closing Remarks (Mr. Trow) 1724 (i).
.- Communication from Gov. Gen.'s Sec., 1711 (ii).

PROVENCIIER, RET. 0F MEMBER: notiflOation (Mr.
Speaker) 2 (i).

PUBLIC AC0TS. COM, PAPERS ORDERED: Remarks (Mr.
Mulock) 470 (i).

- - MEETING: Remarks (Sir Richard Cartwright, &o.)
500 (i).

-- REP.: presented (Mr. Poster) 2 (i).
M. (Mr. Rykert) to ref. to Pub. Acets. Com., 47 (i).

Public Departments (certain Acts re) Repeal
B. No. 110 (Mnr. Mils, Bothwell). 1°, 589 (i)

Public Matters. See "ENQUIRIEs."
PUBLIO WORKs: in Com. of Sup., 148, 805 (i), 913, 927,

931, 1239, 1362, 1448, 1528, 1599 (ii).
REP.: presented (Sir Rector Langevin) 2 (i).

PUBLIC WORKS:
ARIORAT WEST BREAKWATER: Que.. (Gen. Laurie) 841 (ii).
BUILDINGS EREOCTED SINCE 1867 TU 1889: M. for Ret.0 (Sir Riard

Cartwright) 303 (i).
CASCUMPEQUE HAREOR, DISMIssAL Or BLASTING FOREMAN: QueB. (lU,

Ferry) 348 (i).
CAYUGA POST OFFIC, COST TO DATE: Ques. (Mr. Colter) 303 (1).
CHINA POINT PIER, REPAIRS, AC.: Ques. (Mr. Wel8A) 621 (i).
CUSTOUS BUILDINGS (CITIES AND TOWNs OF LESS THAN 20,000) : M. for

Ret.* (Mr. Oasey) 303 (i).
DREDGE "OAPE BRETON," COMPENSATION TO GAPTAIN AND LEàOREES

FOR Losais: Ques. (Mr. Cameron) 427 (i).
DREDGU LOST IN NORTHUMBERLAND STRAITS : Ques. (Mr. Cameron)

469 (i).
DREDGE "PRINCE EDWARD," PAYMENT TO CAPTAIN: Que.. (Mr.

Ferry) 30 (i).
- REPAIRS AND COST, &. : M. for Ret. (Ur. Perry) 31 (i).
- Ques. (Mr. Perry) 302 (i).

DRESDEE TURNING GROUND, IMPROVEMENTS1: l1 COm. Of Sup., 151 (1).

DRILL SH.D AT BELLEVILLE, GOVT. AID: Ques. (Ur. BurdeUt) 80 (i).
DUNDAs AND WATERLOO MAeADAMISUD ROAD: M. for Cor., &o. (Mr.

Bain, Wentworth) 34 (i).
- SURVEY: Ques. (Ur. Bain, Wentworth) 1628 (ii).
ESQUIMAUX POINT TELEGRAPH LINE.: Ques. (Mr. Fist) 935 (i).
FIFTEEN POINT, P. E. I., BREAKWATUR, SUREY: QueS. (Ur. Ferry)

1423(ii).
FORTIFICATIONB AT ESqUIMALT, COL. c'BRIEN's REPORT : Ques. (Kr.

Prior) 1146 (il).
GANNON NARROws FLOATING BRIDGE: Ques. (Ur. Barron) 1627 (il).
GRAND NARROws BRIDGE, 0. B., PAPERS RESPECTING: Remarks (Mr.

Flynn) 1266 (ài).
GRAND RIVER BRIDGE AT YORK, CONSTRUCTION: Ques. (Ur. CoUer)

171 ; M. for Ret.,' 304 fi).
Hicxz WRARu, REPAIs; Ques. (Ir. Welsh) 621 (i).
LoRINE CANAL, NEW BRIDGE.- Ques. (Ur. Ourran) 20 ().
LAxE ET. Louis, CONSTRUCTION OF PIERs: Ques. (Ur. Bernier) 80 (I)j
LAxE BT. JOHN, HYDROGRAPHIc SURvuY: Que. (Ur. Couture) 1146.

- WHARVES, CONSTRUCTION: Ques. (Ur. Couture) 1181 (ii).
LAPRAIRIE VILLAGE, PROTECTION AGAINST Ion; Ques. (Mr. Doyon)

427 (i).
L'ARDOIsE BREAKWATER, SURVEYs, Ac., CE; M. for copies (Mr.

Flynn) 698 (i).
LEDUO, CHARLE8, EMPLOYMENT BT GOTT. : Que.. (Ur. Landerkin)

171 (i).

lxfx



INDE .
PUBLic WORKS-Coninued.

L[NmNuR HARAoR UsBvY, &o. : M. for copies of Cor. (Mr.
£iusehauer) 749 (i).

-- RPAIRS, &o.: Ques. (Mr. Bisenhauer) 591 ().
LoNoUUUIL WH&Ru's, CompLuTIrN : Ques. (Kt. Préfontaine) 80 (i).
MIXrNMGeÂs BRAKWAsTER, REPAIRS: Ques. (Kr. Perry) 1146, 1423.
MOUNT STEWART WHARF, P. E. I., CoNSTRUCTION '.(Ques. (fr.

Robertson) 171, 621 (i).
NArRAQe HARBOR, P. E. I., ENzGINeIgsRP.: M. for copy (Ifr.

ecIntyre) 83 ().
Nuw LONDON BREAKWATER, RUPAIRs: Ques. (Kr. Waleh) 620 (i).

- SuRvy: Ques. (Kr. Pavse&, P. E. I.) 468 (i).
OTTAwA N»w DEPTL. BUILDING, TENDERs roz PAINTING- Ques. (Mr.

Landerkin) 1266 (il).
PUBLIC RoADS, IMPRovUmXIMT, AMOUNT PAID: M for Ret

(Kr. McMullen) 303 (i).
PauA ADR HARaoRs IN P.E.I. : M. for Cor.* (Air. Robertson) 942 (il).

- M. for Ret.* (Kr. Welsh) 912 (ii).
PINETTE AND WoOD ISLAND HARBOR, SURVEYS: QueS. (Kr. Welsh)

621 (1).
PORT NAITLAND BREAKWATER: in CoM. of Sup., 150 (i).
PoST Orrious BUILT SINcu 1878, REvRNUs, &0.: M. for Ret. (Mr.

Burdett) 225 (j).
PmINra BUREAU, CosT or BUILDING, PLANT, &C.: QUes. (Mr.

NcYul2en) 1383 (ii).
PIULIo BUILDINGB ERECTED SINCE 1867 TO 1889: M. for Ret.' (Sir

Richard Cartwright) 303 (i).
PUBLIC WoRnz RSP : presonted (Sir Hector Langevin) 2 (i).
RICHELIEU RIVER, BURyYv AID SODNDINGS: Ques. (Mr. Giaault) 22,

29 (i).
RIXouSrI WnARP, REPAIRe, CoNTRACToR: Ques. (1fr. Fiset) 302 (i).
8V. ALPHONs WHARir, R.EPARms: Ques. (Vr. Couture) 1181, 1363 (il).
ST. ANNE DECHICOUTIXI WHARF, CTONSTRUcTION: Ques. (Mr. Couture)

625 (i).
STE. ANN DE LA POCATItRa WHARF.: Ques. (Kr. Dessaint) 1265 (ii).
bT. CLAIR RAPIDS, DREDGIMN AT POINT EDWARD : QueS. (Mr. Lister)

(591 (i).
ST. LAWRMNOU RIwu Ov»RrLoW, PRayNTION; Ques. (1r. Beau-

soleil) 591 (i).
ST, LAWRENCs TILUORAPH SERVICE: Ques. (Kr. Couture) 1383 (ii).
ET. Louis RIVER IMPRovEMENTs : Ques. (Vr. Bergeron) 34 (i).
SuxusuRam, P. E. ., HARBOR AND BRiARWATER SURVEY: Que.

(Kr. Perry) 303 (i), 1423 (ii).
TELEGRAPH LiNEs, AcQuisiTIoN BY Govr : M. for Sel. Com. (Kr.

Denison) 80 (i).
TIaNIa BRaAxWATER, REPAIRs: Quoi (1fr. Perry) 1146 (ii).
VENTIL ATION or OHAMBER: ini om. of Sup., 1228 (ii).

WEST PoINT WHAR, RErAI: Ques (Kr. Perry) 1498 (il).
TARMouT COUNTY, PUBLIC WORKa: Ques. (Kr. Lovitt) 34 (i).

Qu'Appelle, Long Lake and Saskatchewan
Railroad and Steamboat Co.'s B. No. 151
(Sir John A. !tacdonald). Res. prop., 1572; X. for
Com., 1706; in Com. and 1°*, 20*, and B. in Com.,
1709; 3°*, 1711 (ii). (52 Tie., c. 5.)

QUAzAmtIN: in Com. of Sup., 931 (ii).
Quebec and Lévis Ferry B. No. 12 (Mr. CAoquette).

1°*, 29 (i).
Quebec Board of Trade incorp. Aot Amt. B.

No. 87 (Kr. McGreevy). 1°*, 369; 2°*, 510; in Com.
and 30*, 755 (i). (52 Vic., c. 99.)

Qu»zno Courumoes, 1887.: M. for copies of Re, &o.
(Mr. .Edgar) 20 (i).

Quebec Skating Club. Sée "ORDNANcE LANDS."
QUBBEO :

ARTHA3aulA PIBHERY OVERSEER, APPOINTHENT: Que. (Kr. Tureot)
302 (i).

BAIn nie HALzURE RY. Co.'s SUmsIDY: prop. (lt) Res. (Sir John
A. Naedonald) 1396 (i).

- prop. (ind) Ras. (Sir John A. edonald) 1578;; nla om.,
143 (ii).

QUEBEC-Continued.
BAR op QU=Buc, DIsALLowANoE opr ACT, O. 0.'s, &o. : M. for copies*

(Mr. Langelier, Montmorency) 303 (i).
BEACH LoTs IN QUEBUC, O. C.'s, COR., &.: M. for copies* (1r.

Langelier, Montmorency) 303 (i).
BEAUH&RNOIs CANAL IMPRovIEXNTs: Ques. (Mr. Bergeron) 34(i).

- Risp. or ENGINNER CRAwFORD, &a.: M. for Ret (1r.
Bergeron) 304 (i).

- OPINîz<e ou NAv.: Telegram read (Kr. Bergeron) 1285 (il).
BELLE VALLha POsT OrpnCI, CHANGE or LocATIoN: M. for Cor.*

(Kr. Bourassa) 943 (i).
C.P.R , EXTENSION TO QUERRC, AMOUNT PAID AND TO WHOM : Que.

(Mr. Langelier, Quebec) 248 (i).
CAPE TORMENTINE AND MURRAY BAY Ry. SUBsiY : prop. Res. (Sir

John A. Macdonald) 1573 ; in (om., 1641 (ii)
CAP ROUGE AND ST. LAWRENCE RY. 0o.'s SUBsIDY: prop. Res. (Sir

John A. Macdonald) 1396 (ii).
OARBONNEAU, JoB., PAYMENT POR SERVICES : Ques. (Mr. Desauiniers)

1328 (ii).
CAUGHNAWAGA INDIANS, ELECTION or OOUNCILLORS: QueS. (Mr.

Doyon) 427 (i).
--- AGNT'S SALARY : Ques. (1r. Doyon) 1264 (ii).
-- SURvzy or REsERVE: Ques. (Kr. Doyon) 468, 501 (i).

CHAMBLY-LoGNUuUIL CANAL, CONSTRUCTION: Que. (1r Préfontaine)
80 (i).

CHESTER POsTMAsTER, COMPLAINTS AGAINST: Ques. (Kr. Lauergne)
468 (i).

OHICoUTIMI AND SAGUENAY COUNTIES, EXPENDITURE Or SUBsîDY:

Ques. (Mr. Couture) 427 (),
CoLLECTOR Or CUSToXs, THREE RIVEs, DUTY ON FOREiGN CATA.

LoGUEs: Ques. (Mr. Langelier, Quebee) 739 (i).
UsToMs APPRAaIURI, APPOnTMENTs -Ques. (Kr. Langelier, Mont-

rnorency) 370 (i).
DISALLOWANCE or QUEBIC ACTS, O. C.'s, &C.: M. for copies* (1r.

Langelier, Montmorency) 303 (i).
DRUMmOND OOUNTY RY. Co.'s SUBBsiDY: prop. Res. (Sir John A.

,Vacdonild) 1572;; in Oom., 1634 (ii).
EsqUIMAUX PoIN r TELEGRAPH LIME : Ques. (Mr. Fiset) 935 (ii).
FEUs PAID LAw FIRMS IN QUEBEC: Ques. (gr. Turcot) 347 (i).
FISHBRY OVERSER, ARTHABAer, REVENUE, SALAHY, ExPlNsais, &c.:

Ques. (1r. Turcot) 80 (i).

FISHING LIcENiss, RIVER MATANE: Ques. (Kr. Casgrain) 171; (Kr.
Fiset) 469 (i).

- RivEaR NTAQUAN : QueS. (1r. Fi8et) 1533, 1627 (ii).

PIsHING REGULATIONS iN BERTHIER: M. for copies (1r. BeausoLeil)
743 (i)

GREAT EASTERN KY. SUBSIDY : M. for Pets., Repsi, &c. (Mr. Rinfret)
20 (i).

- prop. Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1572; in Com., 1634 (11).
GREAT NORTHIiRN Ry., ENGINEUR's Rip.: Ques. (Kr. Gauthier)

370 (i).
HEREFORD RY. 0o., ANI PAYMENT oPRMPLOYIS : Ques. (Mr. Bernser)

1017 (hi).
- - SURsiY: prop. Res. (Sir John A. Macdonadd)1573; in Coi.,

1638 (ii).
Hm AND LEATHER INSPECTOR, MONTREAL: M. for Papers, &o. (Mr.

Curran) 23 (i).
HOSPITAL DUES ON SHIPS, COLLECTION: Queo. (Ift. Lépine) 302; M.

for Ret.,* 303 (i).
INDIANS, HURON TRIE O'p LORETTE: M. for Cor.* (Kr. Langelier,

Montmorency) 33 (i).
1. C. R. See general hoading.
JOLIETTE CONTROVERTUD ELECTION: Judge's Rep. (1r. Speaker) 1.

- DISTRICT JUDGE, APPOINTMUNT : Queo. (Kr. 'hrien) 170 (i).
- MAIL SERVICE, CONTRACT : Ques. (Kr. Neveu) 762 (i).

LACHINE CANAL, NEw BRIDGE : Ques. (Kr. Curran) 20 (i).
LAKE ST. JOHN BYDROGRAPRIC SURVYY: Ques. (Mr. Couture) 1146.

- MAIL SERvICE: Queo. (Air. Couture) 1628 (ii).
- RY. SUESIDY: Quei. (Mr. De St. Georges) 979 (ii).
- WHARVES, CONSTRUCTION : Ques. (gr. Couture) 1181 (ii).

LAxE ST. Louis Buoyv AND LiGrTs: Remarks, 1534, 1652 (fi).

LAKE ST. PETER Buoysi: Ques. (Kr. Rinfret) 979 (i).
LAE TumIoAxINaGUs COLONISATION AND RY. Co.'saduBsmY: prop.

Res. (Sir John A. faodonld) 1572; in om., 1631 (1i).

lin



INDEX. Ini
QUEBBC-Contnued. QUEBE-Conttnued.

LAriaimu ONTROVIUTAD ELECTION: Judge's Rep. (gr. Speaker) 1. ST. LAWEE Rivas Ovuiuow, Puavu sz-:Que&.(Kr. Boau.
LAPRAIRI VILLAGE, PROTECTION AGAINST oi: Ques. (Mr. Doyon) eolil) 591 (i).

427 (i).1 ST. LAwENcrE TELIGRAR SEVICE: QUO&.(Mr. Coutfre) 13U (il).
LAnUz, CASGRAIN, ANGERS AND EAIIEL, LAw 'nus PAID : Ques. (Mr. ST. Louis LAKE, BuoTS AND LiîxTs- Remadks, 1574 (à).

turcot) 347 (i). - COSTRUCTON o7 PIEU: QUeS. (Kr- Piomause 80 (1>.
LuDUa, OBNsI.a, IPLOYMENT BY GOVT. : Ques. (Kr. Landerkin) ST. Louis Rivia ImpRoUmu : Queg. (Mr. Bergeron) 34 (1).

171 (f). ST. RocE DES AULNIT'BWHARF, COI., REP., kc.: ML.10Zr OPiOu
TieoURDAIS BRoS., Co. re TRIAL: Ques. (Mr. Casgrain) 16 (i). (Mr. Caegras) 529 (i).
LivIs Pose OFnie, PETS., &0., FOR BUILDING: M. for copies (r. SALMON RrVURS IN Qunua, Lunuu,&o.: Quoi. (Kr. £angdler,

Guay) 433 (il. Quebeo) 224 (i).
LONGUEUIL POSTAI SIo., COMPLAINTS: QueS. (Kr. Prdfotadine) SHAWNIGAN DISTICT, SENATORFR- Que&.(Mr. Laverym) 1628 (11).

80 (i). TÉMISCOUATA RY. CO., SAREEoLDIRS, SHAEEANàXÂ Uu a
- WHARVUS, COxPLETION: Ques. (fr. Préfontaine) 80 (i). M. for Rat.(Mr. De88aint) 24 (i).
LouaDus AND SoxuisaT MAI Sumvî0: M. for Cor. (Kr. lurcot)- SuImY, ÀxouST PÂw: Ques. (Mr. Deeaâs) 676(1).

751 (i). M. for Rt.0 (Mr. Deacaint) M3(ii).
MAGISTRATEs, DISALLOWANCE oF ACT, 0.0.'s, COO. Ji.: M. for VICTo&Â BRIDGE, ColT 0f MAIENANCE, kO.: Qu«. (Kr. Âmyo)

copies' (Kr. Langelier, Montmorency) 303 (i). 1081 (ii).
MAIL CAREIAGE (BiCANooUa STATION AND STE. JULIE DE SOMERSET, WEISKET, ILLICIT MANUFACTURE-. Ques. (Kr. Biefrnt) 935 (à).

&C.): M. for Cor., kc.* (Mr. Turcot) 304 (). Quee 's College (Kingston) Act Âmt. B. No.
MASKINONGÊ AND NipissiNG Ry. Co.'s SUBsIDYT: prop. Re. (Sir John

A. Macdonald) 1572; in Com., 1632 (i).
MASKINOWGÉC OONTROVERTED ELECTION: Judge's Rep.(Ur. Speaker) 1 coi.) 602; in Con. and 30>agroed b (Y. 104, N. 35)
MABSAWIPPI JUNCTION RY. 0o.' SUBsIDY: prop. Res. (Sir John A. 607 (i); Son. Amts. cono in, 855 (ii)- (52 V:c., c. 103-)

facdonald) 1573; in Com., 1640 (ii).
MATANE Riva, F1sEING RIGnTS: M. for Cor. (Mr. Caagrain) 938 (ii).QUiSNEL, JULES, COMPLÂINTS ÂGAiNBT Quoi. (Mr. La-
MoNEY ORDER OFFICEs IN QUuBC -: Ques. (Mr. Lavergne) 468 (1). vergne) 1145 (il).

MONTCALM POST OFFIC s: QUeS. (Kr. Thérien) 1081 (ii.)Ry. ÂCt Ant. B. No. 9 (&fr.ook). 10, 17 21,
MONTREAL FLOOD (OMISSION, PRINTING oF RIP.: M. (Mr. Curran) 362 (i); M. for (om., 1099; Ant (Sir John ThMPM)

1687 (i).
MONTREAL RARBOR POLICE-: Ques. (Mr. Curran) 1123 (ii).

- Remarke, 1573, 1687 (ài). Ry.ActAmt. B. No. 115 (Mr. White, Renfrew). 1*,
NORTH SHORE RT., CONVEYANCZ TO GoVT. BY G.T.R., &o.: M. for 782 (i); 2, 1283 (ii).

0.0.* (Mr. Langelier, Quebec) 943 (). Ry. Employés Protection B. No. 53 (r. Purce .
OTTAWA AND GATINEAU VALLET RAIwAY 0o.'. SUBsIDY: prop. 1O, 223; Order for C read, 384 (i).

Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1396 (ii).
ORDNAcN LARDS IN QuzBRi, EXTENSION 0F STREETI: M. for Ret.*RAILWAYS. See

(Kr. Langelier, Quebec) 942 (ài).ALBBRT SoUTRrE R .
PAGANs IN JOLIETTE (OUNTY: Ques. (Kr. Charlton) 1710 (i). ALBERTA AID ATHABASCART. (J.
PILOTAGE DUms, QUEBuc HAREoR, &o. : M. for Cor.* (fr. Langelier, ALBERTA RT. &ND (OAL CO.

Montmorency) 912 (ii). AnepoLis Ail> rOOL RY.
PILoTS, AMOUNTS RBOEIVED : Que. (Mr. Amyot) 1146 (ii). ÂSINIBCIA, EDMOITON AID UNJIGA Ry. CO.

PONTIAC AND RENFREW RY. Co2 SUBSIDY: prop. Res. (Sir John A. ATLANTIC AND NORTH-WEST RY. 00.
Macdonald) 1572 (i). BELLEVILLEAID NORTH HASTINGS Rr. (J.

POSTMISTER AT TEa RivuRs, NEWsPAPEn POSTAGE, &c.: Ques. BERLIN AID CANADIÂNPic JUNOTION Ry. Co.
(Mr. Langelier, Quebec) 740 (ii). CALGART, ALBERTA AID MONTANA RY. 0o.

PosT OFFIîo IINsPîcTo, TEREs RIvERs DivsioN; Ques. (Air. CANADIAN PAoIo RY.
Choquette) 1181 (ii). CAPEBRETON RY.

QUKBECA AD LAr ST. JOHN RY. CO.'s SUBSIDY: prop. Res. (Sir OmoîzoTO 1H17 RY. 00.
John A. Macdonald) 1573; in Com., 1637 (ii). COBOURG, NORTEUMENLAND AID PIomnoRT. (J.

QUENIEL, JULES, COMPLAINTS AGAINST: Ques. (Mr. Lavergne) 1145. EDMUDSTON AND FLORENMILLE Hi. (J.
QUEIC, MONTMORENCY AND CHARLEvOIX RY. Co.'s SUBSIDY: prop. GRAND TRi. Rv. Co.

Res (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1572; in (om., 1619 (ii). (RZAT NoRTH-WEST CENTRAL RY. 00.
RY. SuRsIDIEs FOR O(mOUTIMI AND SAGUENAV: Ques. (fr. Coutgre) HAMILTON CENTRAL Hi. (O.

1181 (ii). INTERCoLOIIAL Hi.
- LAs ST. JoHN: Ques. (Kr. Couture) 427 (i). INTERNATIONAL RT. (J.
RICHELIEU RIvER, SUavEr AID SOUNDINGs: Ques. (fr. Gigault) 22, KINGSTON AID PEMBROXE RI. (CO-

29 (i). KINGSTON AID PEmBoKE DÀanN ruTmmears à».QuI.o
RIxoUsrI CONTaovanTID ELECTION: Judgment of Supreme Court Ry. 00.'S AGREEMET.

(Mr. Speaker) 2 (i). KueQiToN, SUITE'i FALLIAND OTTAWA RT. (0.
RIxoUsI WHARF REPAIRS, ONTRACTOR: Que. (Kr. Fiset) 302 (i). KOOTENAT AND ATRABASCA RT. (J.
SAeumNAy RIvER, BUoYs AND LIGErs: Ques. (1fr. Couture) 1146 (i). LAC SEUL RT.(O.

- TMNDER: Quep. (ïr. Couture) 1422 (ii). LAxE MAITOBA Hi. AID CANAL 00.
STI. ARNIM DI CHICOUTIMI WHARF: Quei. (Mr. Couture) 525 (i). LAKE NiPîsiNGaAID JAins BAT RT. (o.
STE. ANNE DE LA POCAT121RE WHARF, REPAIRS: QueS. (Kr. Deasaint) IlANITOBA AID SOUTE-EABTERIRT. 00o

1265 (ii). MAîîiwîrrî JUICTION RT. (J.
STE. BEATEIX (JOLIETTI) POsT OrFio, LoCATIoN: QuoS. (Mr. NeVeu) Ko08E9JAW, BATTLEPORD AND EDMONTON RT. 0o.

590 (i). NEW BRUNSWICK AID PRUCEDWAED RT. (Jo.
ST. ALPHONE WHARF, REPAIES: Ques (Mr. Couture) 1181, 1363 (ii). NORTHERS PACIFIa AID MANITOBA RT. GO.
ST. ANDREWS TO 0.P. R. AT oR EAsT or LACHUTE RY. SusIDy : NORTH SHORE R.

prop. Res. (.nir John A. &facdonald) 1396 (ii).NORTH.WESTERN JUNCTION AID LàAE or rm WooDs Hi. Go.
ST. BAUTHiL"Y PoST OFFi: Ques. (Kr. Beaueoleil) 591 (i). ONTARIO AND QUEBEC Hi. CO.
8T. CmSAMI TO ST. PAUu D'ABBoTaroRD iRy. SuBsIDY: prop. Roi. ONTARIO, MANITOBAAND WEN1RT. Go.

(Sir Jo/ses 4..adonad) 1572; in u om.t 10(ii). OTTAWA, M OBRZSBURG AID NEW Touol).91)..



INDEX.
RAILWAYS-Continued.

PONTIAO PACIFIC JUNOTION RY. 00.
PRESCOTT COUNTY RY. 00.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND AND OONTINENTAL RY. AND FERRY CO.
QU'APPELLE, LONG LAKE AND SASKATOHEW ANRY.

RED DEER VALLET RY. AND GOAL 00.
SHORT LINE RY., HARVET TO SALISBURY.

SAsEATCHEWAN RY. AND MINING 00.
SOUTE ONTARIO PACIFIC RY. 00.

ST. GABRIEL LEvuu AND Ry. o.
ST. LAWRENCE AND ATLANTIC JUNCTION RY. 00.
THREu RIVERs Ry. o.
TumiscouÂt RY. Co.
UNION Ry. o.
WEBTRN COUNTIES RY.
WINDSOR AND ANNAPOLIs Ry.
WINNIPEG AND NORTH PACIFIC RY. (0.

'WOOD MOUNTAIN AND QU'APPELLE RY. 0.
[See " SUBsIDIEs."]

RAILWAYS AND CANALS, DEPT. OF: in COm. of SUp., 151 (i),
1504; conc,, 1615 (ii).

-- EP. : presented (Sir John A. Macdonald) 250 (i).
- in Com. of Sup., 1069, 1048, 1064, 1202, 1498, 1597,

1601 ; conc., 1615 (ii). *
RY. SUBSIDIES, CHICOUTIMI AND SAGUENAT: Ques. (Mr.

Couture) 1181 (ii).
- - LAKE ST. JOHN: Ques. (Mr. Couture) 427 (i).
REBELLION IN N. W. T., MILITIA EXPENSES: in Com. Of

Sup., 1461 (ii).
-- 9Tn BATTALION: Documents read (Mr. Amyot) 234.

- OFFICIAL COR. re 9TH BATTALION: M. for copies
(Mr. Amyot) 304-317 (i).

RECIPROCITY (UNRESTRICTED): Amt. (Sir Richard Cart.
wright) to M. for Com. of Su p., 468; neg. (Y. 77, N.
121) 739 (i).

Deb. (Mr. Tupper) 472; (1fr. Charlton) 479; (Mr. White, Renjrew)
495; (Mr. Armstrong) 504; (Ér. Porter) 510; (Ur. McIMullen)
516; (Mr. Ferguson, Welland) 557; (Kr. Colter) 563; (Mr. Landry)
566 ; (1fr. Perry) 577 ; (Mr. Daly) 580 ; (Kr. Campbell) 585; (Mr.
Wood, Westmoreland) 621 ; (Mr. Béchard) 628 ; (Mr. Gigault) 631;
(Mr. Amyot) 633; (Xr. Sproule) 637; (Mr. McDougall, C. B.)
643; (Mr. McMllan, Huron) 646; (Kr. Cockburn) 701; (Mr.
Davies, P. E. i.) 705; (Mr. Madli) 713; (Kr. Budspeth) 717;
(1r. Semple) 718; (Ur. Haggart) 720; (Mr. Paterson, Brant) 723;
(Mr. Dickey) 730; (Ur. Weldon, St John) 735 (i).

Recognisances. Bee "CRIMINAL Law."
Red Deer Valley Ry. and Coal Co.'s incorp.

B. No. 31 (&ir. Davis). 1°*, 138; 21«, 170; 3°*,
257 (i). (5.3 ic., c. 52.)

RED DEER VALLEY RT. AND COAL CO.'S SUBSIDY: prOp.
Res. (Mr. Dewdney) 1572; in Com., 1717 (ii).

RID RviEa POSTAL SEavIcE : Ques. (Kr. LaRivière) 1533.
REGINA BARRACKS, CANTEEN: Ques. (Mr. Davin) 1082 (ii).
REGISTEED LETTERS, COMPENSATION FOR Loss: Ques.

(Mr. Taylor) 525 (i).
REGULATIONS AND ORDERS, MILITIA, FRENCH EDITION : Ques.

(Mr. Dessaint) 171 (i).
REPAIRS, FURNITURE, HEATING, &c.: cono., 1599 (i).
- in Com. of Sup., 913.
REPATRIATION OF FRENCH CANADIANS: Ques. (Mr. Wilson,

Elgin) 677 (i).

REPORTS PRESENTED:
AUDITOR GENERAL;: (Mr. Foste r) 13 ().

DOmiNION POLIcE-: (dir John Thompson) 3 (1).
INDIAN AFFAIRs : (àr. Dewdney) 29 ().
IrLAND REvUE: (fr. ortigan) 3(i).

REPORTS PRESENTED-Continued.
INTERIOR: (Kr. Dewdney) 436 (i).
LIERARY 0F PARLIAMENT : (1r. Speaker) 2 ().
LABOR COMMIS'IONERS' REP. : (Mr. Bowell) 1285 (ii).
MARINE : (Mr. Tupper) 2 (i).
MILITIA AND DEFENCE: (Sir Adolphe Caron) 13 (i).
MOUNTED POLICE COMMISSIONER's REP. : (Sir John A. Macdonald) 169.
PENITENTIARIES : (Sir John Thompson) 169 ().
POSTMABTER GENERAL : (Mr. Raggari) 17 (i).
PRINTING AND STATIONERY : (Mr. Bowell) 346 ().
PUBLIC AccOUsTs: (Mr. Foster) 2 (i).
PUBLIC WORNs : (Sir ilector Langevin) 2 (i).
RAILWAYS AND CANALS-: (Sir John A. Macdonald) 250 (i),
SECRETARY OF STATE : (Sir Hector Langevin) 33 (i).
TRADE AND NAvIGATION TABLES : (Mr. Bovell) 3 (i).

RETURNINQ OFFICERS (payments) in Conm. of Sup., 1511 (ii).
RETURN re FIRE INSURANCE Co.'S.: Ques. (Mr. Bowman) 323.
RETURNS IN HANDS OF MEMBas; Remarks (Mr. Somerville).

1573, 1600, 1668 (ii).
IRETURNS, PRODUCTION OF: Remarks (Kr. McMullen) 621(i).

RETURNS, STATEMENTS, &c., MOTIONS FOR:
ADAMS, A. & J., CLAIMS FOR Looss o "CARRIER DOE': Mr.

Mitchell, 1182 (ii).
ANNAPOLIs AND LIVERPOOL RY. SURVEY*• (Mr. Jones, Hali/a) 943
ANNUITIms TO INDILNs, ARREARs : Mr. O'Brien, 937 (ii).
BAR oF QUEBEC, DISALLOWANCE OF ACT*: Mr. Langelier (Ifont.

morency) 303 (i).
BEACH LOTS IN QUEBEC*: Mr. Langelier (Montmorency) 303 (i).
BEAUHARNOIs CANAL, REP. OF ENGINEER CRAWFORD': Mr. Bergeron,

301 (i).

BEEF SUPPLIES (INDIAN) IN N.W.T.*: Mr. Edgar, 912 (ii),
BELLE VALLiE POST Orio, LOCATION*: Mr. Bourrasa, 913 (ii).
BELLEVILLE AND NORTH HASTINGS RY. SUBsIDY AND G. T. R. :Mr.

Burdett, 85 (i).
BOUNDARIES 0F ONT. AND QUE., COR. ETWEEN LOCAL. GOvTs.*:

Mr. Langelier (Afontmorency) 303 (1).
"BRIDGEWATER, " SEIZURE: Mr. Edgar, 752 (i).
BUDGET SPIECHES: Mr. Landerkin, 20 (i).
BUILDINGS (PUBLIC) IRECTED, 1867-1889*': Sir Richard Cartwright,

303 (i).
CAMPBELL, CAPT. R., DIsmissAL: Mr. Perry, 741 (i).

CANAL WORKs, TENDERS: Mr. Casey, 593 (i).
CANALS, OPENIN FOR SUNDAY TRAFFIO' i Mr. Rykert, 304 (i).
CÂN. TRxP. Acr, WORKING OF, AND HOME GOVT.: Mr. Jamieson,

541 (i).
"CARRIER DOVE," COeus FOR Loos": Mr. ietchell, 1182 (iî).
CHAPLAINS IN PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS* : Mr. Inne, 24 (i).
CONSOLIDATED FUND, RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE*'; Sir Richard

Cartwright, 24 (i).
CONTROTESTED ILECTIONS, DATE OF RECEIPT BY SPEAKER OP JUDGES'

CERTIFICATES' : Mr. Mille (Bothwell) 303 (i).
CORE WALL AND GALOPS GANALS, ENLARGEMENT* ir. Tro, 943 (ài).
CORNWALL CANAL, PROP. LOCATION IN 1834: Mr. Bergin, 595,677 (i).
CORNWALL CANAL, RECENT BREAK: Mr. .ergin, 303 ().
OUTOMs BUILDINGS, CiTIEs AID Towns OF LEss TRAN 20,00V': Mgr.

Casey, 303 (i).
0. P. R. Sec general heading.
DBEDGE " PRMI EDWABD," REPAIRE, COST, &C.: fMr. Perry, 31 (i).
DUNDAsANDWATERLOO MACADAMISEDROADZMr. Bain (Wentworth)

34 (i).
DISALLOWAINC OF ACTs OF QUEBEc LEGIsLATUU': Mr. Langelier

(Monsmorency) 303 (i).
DRILL snED AT BELLEVILLE, CONSTRUCTION: Mr. Burdtt, 699 (1).
DRAWBAC EON GOODS MANUFACTURED FOR EXPORT*: Mr. liii,

943 (ii).
DERBY BRANcR AND NORTHERN AND WESTERN RYa.' : Mr. Mitchell,

1182 (ii).
BEI AND YOUNG TOWNSHIPs UNION AOT, PET&. re DisAuLowAsol:

Mr. Taylor, 436 (i).
EXPORTO AND IMPORTS: Sir Richard Cartwright, 24 (i).
EXPwMENTAL FARU (OTTAWA) COST*: Mr. McMillan (Huron) 235;

Expenditare, 436 (i).
IARLEY, GuxDES, »LM FoR Loss orRou-*: Ar. Fisher, B4 ().
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INDEX.
RETURNS, STATEMENTS, &o.-Oontinued.

FISH IMPORTUD IN BoND FoR ExPORT : Gen. Laurie, 1082 (ii).
FIsrmRy BOUNTY, OLAIMs MADE AND REJECTED IN P. B. I.: Mr. MC

Intyre, 434 (i)
FiSHING REGITLATIONS IN BERTHIER, &C.: Mr. Beausoleil, 743 (i).
FisiNG LIcENSES, INLAND WATERS : Mr. DaW8on, 82 (i).
FLOUR AND WHEAT IMPORTATIONS FROM U S.«: Mr. 8,ih (Ontario)

33 (i).
FORTIN, NOEL, ACCIDENT TO oN I. 0. R.*: 1r. Fiset, 303, 304 (i).
FRANCHISE ACT, AoUNT EXPENDED FOR VARIOU sERVICESf*: Mr.

Charlton, 303 (i).
FRUIT BASKESTS AND Boxas, DUTY COLLECTED*: Mr. Charlton, 304 (i).
GRAND RIVER BRIDGE AT YoRK VILLAGE, HALDIMAND' 1:Mr. Coller,

304 (i).
GREAT EASTERN Ry. SUBSIDY: Mr. Rinfret, 20 (i).
QRKoVER, J. M., POSTMASTELî AT MORDIN, MAN.": Mr. Guay, 943 (ii).
HIDE AND LEATH&R INSPECTOR, XA REAL : Mr. C.àrran, 23 (i).
HOMESTEAD INSPECTORS, MAN. AND N. W.T.: Mr. MclLallen, 22 (i).
HoSPITAi DUES oN SHIPs, COLLECTION*: MKr. Lépine, 303 (i)
I. 0. R. See general heading.
INDIANS, BURoN TRIBE o LORETTI* iMr. Langelier (Montmoroncy)

33 (1).

INDIAN LANDS, GRAND RIVER, SALES, &C.*: Mr. Coller, 304 (1).

INSPECTORS OF HULLS, NAMES, &C, oF CoMMISSIONERS* : Mr. Wilson
(Egin) 913 (ii).

INTERNATIONAL RY. Cu.'s SUBSIDY': Mr. Jonds (Halifaz), 943 (î).
JoNEs' CREcE, LEEDs, ONT, PETS, &C : Mr. Taylor, 510 (i).
L' ARDoisE BREAKWATER, N. 8 , SURVays : Mr. Flynn) 693 (1).
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF N. W. T., MEmoRIALs: Mr. Davin, 348,

371 (i).
LtvIs PoST OFFICE BUILDING: Nr. Guay, 433 (i).
LIQUoR PERNIT3 IN N. W. T. : Mr. Jarnieson, 550 (i).
LoAN, REIENT, AMOUNTS RECEIVED ON ACCOUT : Sir Richard Cart-

toright, 30 (i).
LoBsTUR FACTORIES IN P. E. I.: Mr. Perry, 31 (i).
LOURDES AND SOMERSET MAIL SERVICE : Mr. .'urcot, 751 (i).
LUNENBURG HARBOR SURVEYT: Mr. Et8enhauer, 749 (i).
- COUNTY FIsHERIEs: (Mr. isenhauer) 940 (ii).
MAGISTRATES, DIsALLOWANCE OF ACT* ; Mr. Langelier (Mont-

morency) 303 (i).
MAIL CARRIAGE, BECANCOUR STATION AND STE JULIE DE SOMERSET*:

Mr. Turcot, 304 (i).
MANUFACTURERS' INSURANC Co.''s STOCKIHOLDERS: Wr. Lister, 591.
MATANE RIVER FISHING RIGIs ; lr. (Casgrain, 938 (ii).
MiING MACHLNERY, DUrY* : Mr. Elgar, 913 (ii).

MOUNTED POLICE, DESiERTIONS DURING TEx YEARS': Mr. Davin,
303 (i).

- PUNISEMENT OP CONSTABLES, &C.: 1fr. Davin, 429 (i).
NAUFRAGE HARBOR, P. E. I., ENGINEER's REP.: Mr. licintyre, 33 ().
NORTH SHORE RY., CONVEYANCU TO GOVT *: Mr. Langelier (Mont-

moency) 943 (ii).
O'OONNOR, D., ACCOURT FOR LAW CAsES, FEUS, &C. : Mr. Yclullen,

si (i).
ORDNANICE LANDS in QUEBEC': 1fr. Langelier (Quebec), 942 (ii).
OTTAWA PUBLIC ROADS, IMPROVEMENTS*: Mr. lic Ifullen, 303 (i).

PIERS, &C., IN P. E. I., RIEPAI4S IN 1888*: Mr Welsh, 942 (ii).
- IMPROVEMENTs IN P. E. I.*: Mr. Robertson, 942 (ii).
PILOTAGE DUES, QUEBUC HARBOR, &C.1: Mr. Langelier (Montmorency)

942 (i).
POST OFFICES BUILT SINCE 1878, REVENUES, C. : Mr. Burdett, 225 (i).
PUELIC BUILDINGS ERECTED, 1867-18890: Sir Richard Cartwright,

303 (i).
QUEsEoc oNFERENCE, 1887, REs , &c. : Mr. Edgar, 29 (i).
REBELLION, IN N. W. T , OFFICIAL CoR. re 9TH BATTALION: Mr.

Amyot, 304 (1).
RoCK L.AÀx DAu, DAMAGEs NY : 1r. Kirkpatrick, 936 (ii).
Roas, HoN. Wu., DIsKISSAL-: Mr. Lavrier, 24 (i).
SAULT STE. MARIE CANAL, TENDEs*: 1fr. Trow, 943 (ii).
- Mr. Ncàlullen, 304 (i).
8Aw LoGs, IMPORTATION, &0. : Mr. Charlton, 33 (i). S
- ExPoRTATIoIN AND DUTY COLLECTD* : Ir. Charlton, 33,

304(i).
SHORT Linz BY., ST. LaWRENoE, ST. ANDRIWS, vid SEURBRooKE,

MATTAWAMURiA, &o.: Mr. Kenny, OU (i).

RETURNS, STATEMENTS, &o.-Continued.
ST. CATHARINES MILLING AND LUMBiRING Co, v. QuE* i- 1fr.

AcAfulln 33 (i).
--- OIGINAL CHIQUEs*: Mr. McMulien, 943 (ii).

ST. OJKàRLMS BREANCH RY., Cosr* I Mr. McMtillen, 913 (ii).
ST. JOHN, N.B., H ARBoR, REP. or H. P. PERLEY': Mr Weldon (81.

John), 304 (i).
ST. ROCH DES &ULNUTS WHARF : Mr. Ca8grain, 529 (i).
BUNDAY TRAFFIO ON GANALS* : Mr. Rykerl, 304 (î).
TARIFF, FRENCH EDITION ;Mr. Langelier (Monmtorency) 935 (ii).
TEMIscOUATA Ry. Co , SHAREHOLDURS, 0.*: Mr. Demsaint, 24 (i).

SussDY*%: Mr. Dessaint, 943 (i).
ToWN SITES. N. W. T , RECEIFTS FROM SALES* : Mr. Davin, 29 (I).
TENDERS FOR CANAL WoRKs: Mr. Caaey, 593 (i).

WHEAT AND PLOU IMPORTATIONS FROM U. S.": 1r. Smith (Ontarto)

33 (i).
WEESTER, W. A., SUMS PAID FOR SERVICES*: Mr. Coller 303 (i).
WELLAND CANAL WATER POWER, ENOINEERS' REPs.: Mr. Rykert,

304 (1)
WINDSOR AND ANNAPOLIS AND WESTERN COUNTIES RYs.: Mr. Borde,

529.

WRIGHT, E. P., DUTY ON MINING MACHINERY*: Mr. Edwards, 942.
WRIGHT, ALLAN, CLAIM FOR DAmAGEs": Mr. Afitchell, 1094.

YOUNG AND EssEx TownsIîPs UNION ACT, PETd. re DISALLOWANCU':

Mr. Taylor, 436.
RICHELIEU RIVER, SURVEY AND SoUNDINGS: Ques. (Mr.

Gigault) 22, 29 (i).
RICHMOND REPAIR SHED FOR CARS: in Con. of Sap., 1064.
RIDEAU HALL: in Com. Of Sulp., 913 (ii).
RIFLED ORDNANCE, IMPRoVED . in Coni. of Sip., 7.91 (i).

RIMOUSKI WHARF, REPAIRS, CONTRACTuR: Ques. (Mr. Fiset)
302 (i).

RIVER AND WATER POLICE : in Com. of Sup., 974 (ii).
RIVER MATANE FIIHING PRIVILEGES: Ques. (Mr. .Fset) 469.
ROADS AND BRIDGES: in Com. of Sup., 970, 1419, 1532;

conc., 1615 (ii).
RoBILLARD, HlONoRÉ, PuRoHAsE oF TIMBER oN INDIAN

RESERVES: Quoi, (Mr. Barron) 30 (i).

-- Aimt. (Mr. Barron) on M. for Com. of Su p., 1484 (ii).
RocK LAKE DAM, DAMAGES BT: M. for C'r., & (M r. Kirk-

patrick) 916 (ii).
Rocky Mountains Park of Can. Act .Amt. B.

No. 141 (Mr. Dewdney). 1°'y, 1363; wthdn., 16:9 (ii).
RJLLING STOCK, I.C.R. : in Con. of Sup,, 1019, 1066 (ii).
Ross, HON. WU., DIsMIssAL: M. for 0.0., Reps., &a. (Mr.

Laurier) 24 (1)

Ross, JosIAH, SEIZUEE OF PRoPERTY BY CUBTOMS DEPT.;
Ques. (Mr. Colter) 428 (i).

ROSSEAU RITER (M AN.) INDIAN RESERVE, LOCATION: Q908.
(Mr. LaRivtère) 347 (i).

Rules Of Court. See "CRIMINAL MATTERS."
STE. A NNE DE CHICouTiI WHARF : Ques. (Mr. couture) 525.
STE. ANNE DE LA POCATIERE WHARF, REPAIES . Ques. Mr.

Dessaint) 1265 (ii).
STE. BEATRIX PosT OFFICE, LOCATION: Ques. (Mr. Neveu)

59L) (i).
ST. AI PUlONjE WHARF, REpîaas: Qaue8. (Mr. Cou:ure) 1181,

1363 (ii).
T. ANDREWS TO C.P.R. AT OR EAST OF LAcHuTE: prop.

Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1396; in Com., 1500 (ii).
3T. BARTHELEMY POST OFFICE: Qaes. (Mr. Beausoleil) 591.
T. CATHARINES AND RIAGARA CENTRAL RY. Co.'s SUBsIDY:

prop. Res. (Sir John A, Macdonald) 1b72; in Com.,
1634 (ii).
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boi v INDEX
ST. CATiHARINES MI AING AND LuMiE C. vs. Qusu, LAw SAVARY, C&aRLZ8, EEPLOYMENT EY GovT .: Q0e. (lir.

CoTa: IL. for BeLt. (Mr. Mc Mullen) 33 (i).
- ORIGINAL CHiQuES: M. for Ret.* (Mr. McMullen)

943 (ii).
- 00sTs, &o.: Ques. (Mr. McMullen) 1146 (ii).

in Com. of Sup., 4s1 (i), 1455 (ii).
ST. CÉsAIE tO ST. PAUL D'ABBOTTsORD RY. SUBEsIDY: prop.

Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1572; in Com., 1634 (ii).
ST. CAILEs BRANCH Ry., TOTAL COST: Ques. (Mr. Mc-

Mullen) 302 ().
- M. for Ret.* (Mr. MCMSURen) 943 (ii).
ST. CLAIR FRONTIIR UNfNE C0o.' SUBSwY; prop. Be. (Sir

John A. Macdonald) 1572; in Com., 1618 (ii).
ST. CLaI& RAPIDS, DEDuGING AT POINT EDWARD.: Qaes. (Mr.

Lister) b91 (1).
ST. CLAIR RIVER, STAG ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE: Ques. (Ur.

Moncrieff) 221 (i).

St. Gabriel Levee Ry. Co.'s Acta Amt. B. No. 45
(Air. Curran). 1°*, 194; 2°*, 299; in Oom. and 3°*,

509 (i). (52 vic., c.83.)
ST. GEORGE'S BRIDGE, STRUCTURAL DEFEOTs: Ques. (gr.

Mulock) 1081 (il).
St. Helen's Island Bridge Co.'s incorp. B. No. 36

(Kr. Ourran). 1°*, 138; 2°*, 299 (i).
ST. J(HN AND BASIN OF MINAS MAIL SUBsIDY : in COm. of

Sup., ,26-1,(fi).
ST. JOHN, EXTENSION OF CITY FRONT, I.R inCOm. O

Sup., 106d (ii).
ST. JOHN, N.B., HARBOR, REP. OF IL. F. PERLEY-; M. for

Ret.* (Kr. Weldon, St. John) 304 (i).

ST, JOHN RIVER, BIDGE AT FBEDERIOTON, COST: Ques. (Kr.
Buis) 5z6 (i).

St. Lawrence and Atlantic Junction Ry. Co.'s
B. No. 64 (Mr. Blau). 10*, 269; 2°*, 357; in Coi.
and 3Q*,510 (i). (53 Vc., c. 72.)

ST. L&waNcE RIVER, OVE tFLOW, PREVENTION: Ques. (r.
Beausoleil) 591 (i).

SALE OF IsLANDS: Ques. (bir. Taylor) 34 (i)..
SHirP CHANNEL: in Coi. of Sap., 1516 (ii).

-- SRVEY: in Com. of Sap-., 1461 (ii).

.-- TELEGRA.PH SERVICE: Ques. (Mr. Couture) 1363 (ii).

ST. Louis LAKE, CONSTRUCTION OF Pmas': Ques. (Mr. Pré.
fontaine) 80 (i).

ST Louis RIVER ImPaOVEMENTS: Qucs. (Kr. Bergeron) 34 (i).
ST. ROcH DES AULNETS WHARP, COR., RI., &C. : M. fOr

copies (Mr. Oasgrain) 529 ().
SAOUENAT Rivza Buoys AN> LioaTs: Ques. (Mr. Couture)

1146, 142-1(ih).
SALMON RIVERs IN QUEBto, Lz&e&s, &o.: Ques. (Mr.

Langelier, Quebec) 24 (i).

Saskatchewan Ry. and Xining Co.'s incorp. B.
No. 86 (Mr. JUcCarthy). 11°, 369; 2°4, 510; M.
for Com. and Amt (Mr. Wallace) to ref. to Sel. Stand.
Com., 764 (i); in Com. and 3°*, 921 (ii). (52 Tic,
c. 56.)

SAULT STE. MARIE CANAL : in COm. Of Sup., 1202 (ii).

-- TzNs»I., &o.: M. for eopies* (Mr. MoMulen)
304 (i).

- M. forcopies* (Kir. Trow) 943 (ii).

Edgar) 427 (i).
SAWDUST AND MILL REFUSE IN OTTAWA RIVER: Ques. (Mr.

Edgar) 370 (i).
- Ques. (Mr. Cook) 223 (i).
S&wnuST li CANADIAN RIVERS, FE FOR VIOLA TI LAW:

Ques. (hir. Bisenhauer) 591 (i).
--.- Ques. (Mr. Thérien) 1082 (ii).

SAw LoGs, EXPORTATION ANI) DUTY COLLIOTED : M. fOr Ret.*
(Ufr. Charlton) 33 (i).

M. for Ret.* (Mr. Weldon, St. John) 304 (i).
ExPORT DUTY: Res. (Kr. Barron) in Amt. to Corn.

of Sap., 1480, 1584, 1591 (ii).
IMPORTATEON : M. for Rot. (Kir. Charlton) 33 (i).

SEAMEN SHIPPING IN U. S. VESELs, INSTRUCTIONS TO SHIP-
PING-MASTERS : Ques. (Mr. Weldon, St. John) 468 (i).

SEORETARY or STATE'S REP.: presented (Sir Bector Lan.
gevin) 33 (i).

in Com. of Sup., 57 (i).
SEORETARY OF STATE:

0A. TumP. ACT, DISTRIBUTION or FINES : Ques. (Ir. Boome) 80.
Woatin : 1. for Ret. (Kr. Jamie8on) 541 ().

CONTROTERTED ELECTIONSA CT ANT.: Que&. (Ur. Amyot) 224 ().
- DATE op RECEIPT OP GaETIFICATE8 FIox JuDIS: M. for

Ret.' ( Xr. il1ls, Bothwell) 303 (i).
CRIMiNAL LAWS FOR JUSTICES OF TRE PEAOE, DISTRIBUTION: Ques.

(Ur. Bernier) 171 (i).
FRASCRISa ACT, AxOUST EXPENDED FOR AUL SUVICESIN ONNEOTION:

M. for Ret* (Kr. Charlton) 303 (i).
LAneR CommIssIoN, LaEGIsLATION : Ques. (Nr. Wilson, Elgin) 1422.

LIquoR Liomass, soOKY MOUNTAINS PaE: Ques. (Xr. Holton)
249().

MONTREAL FLOOD OoNISBION, PRINTING REPORT: M. (Mr. Ourran)
1687 (i).

PRINTING BUREAU, EXPENDITURE FOR PLANT, &C. : Que&. (Sir Richard
Cartwright) 428 (i).

SAVARY, CNABLES, EMPLOYMENT BY GoTT.: Ques. (Ur. Edgar)
427 (i).

BzcaRTAxy o STATa's REp.: presented (Sir Hector Langeein) 33.
VorEa' LISTe, AMOUNT rEXPENDED IN PRPARING, &0. : Quel. (Ur.

Cho guette) 30, 33 ().
- DISTRIsUTION-: Que8. (Kr. Edgar) 15 (i).

SEED WHEAT, MAN., P&YMENT BY STTLERS: Que&. (Mr.
LaBivière) 590 (i).

SErzu&iE oF BRITISH SOHOONER BY U. S. OUTTER " WOOD-

BINE:" Despatch respecting read (Mr. Weldon, St.
John) 510 (i).

SELECT STANDING COMmITTES: M. (Sir John A. Macdonald)
for Com. to prepare Lists, 2 (i).

Rep. presented (Sir Hector Langevin) 17 (i).
M. to cone. in Rep. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 18 (i).
M. to add names (.Ur. Laurier) 169 (i).
M. (Sir John A. Macdonald) to add names, 269 (i).

Senate and House of Commons Act (Chap. 11
Rev. àStalUdes) Amt. B&No. 111 (Kr. Skinner). 1°,
590 (i).

Sonate and House of Commons Act (Chap. Il Rev.
Statutes) Amt. B. No. 120 (Sir John Thompson).
Ries. prop., in Com. and 1°* of B., 787 (i); 2?* and in
Coin., 911 ; 3°*, 912 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 10.)

SENATOR FOR S"AWINIGAN DISTRICT : QUes. (Mr. LaVergne)
1628 (il).

SàÂTE, $ALA as Ami CONTINGINOIE: in Com. of np.
207 (i); cono., 11m (à).



INDELX.
SENATOR SAo. TO, SUBxMNG SuN>î 8AUTORD BEPoa

PUB. ACoTS. CoN.: M, (Mr. Rykert) 620 (1).

SESSIONAL CLERKS, EXTRA: in Com. Of Sup, 2 (i).
SETTLEUS (oI.D) CLAIMS IN MAN.: Ques. (MrI. iaRvière)

1533 (ii).
SoHRE1EiR, MR, SALARY: in Com. of Sap., 1504; cone,

1615 (ii).
SoOTT, CAPT.: in Com. cf Sap., 146 (i).
SoatI (LAND) OUTSTANDING: Qaes. (Mr. Mulock) 347, 525.

ScuaoG RîvEa: Ques. (Kr. Barron) 1533 (ii).

Ships' Safety Act (Chap. 77 Rev. Statutes) Amt. B.
No. 54 (Mr. Tupper). 1°, 223 (i); 20 m., 1029; 2° and

in Com.,, 1032; 30*, 1042 (ii). (53 ic., c. 22.)
Deb. in Com. (Mesurs. Davies [P. E. I.] and Mitcheil) 1032; (Mr•

Baird) 1033; (f essrs. Charlton, tillmor and Welsh) 1034; (Itr.
Waldie) 1035; (Mesers. Kenny and Mulock) 1036; (qessrs.

Jones[Balifaz] a.ndFreeman) 1037; (eesrs. O'Brien and Wilson,
Elgin) 1038; (fr. Dawson) 1039; (%Ir. McNeill) 1039; (air. McKay)
1039; (Mr. Ellis) 1040; (1fr. Riopel) 1041 (û).

SHELBURNE CONTROVERTED ELECToN: JUdgo'8 Rep, (Mr.

Speaker) 1 (i).
SHELBURNE, IRET. Or MEMBER: notification (Mr. Speaker) 1.

SHORT LINE (HARVEY AND MONCTo): prop. Res. (Sir John

A. Macdonald) 1424 (ii).

Short Line Ry. (Harvay to Salisbury) B. No.
149 (Sir John A. Macdonald). Res. prop., 1424; in
Com., 1658; M to cone. in Reo., 1669; Amt. (Mr.

Weldon, St. John) 1672 ; neg. (Y. 34, N. 70) 1678;
Amt, (Sir Richard Cartwright) 1619; neg. ou a div.,
iRes. cono. in, 1°*, 2°* of B. and in Com., 1683; 3°*,
1685 (ii).

Deb. on Amt. (fesars. Ellis and Wood, Westmoreland) 1672; (Mr
Davies, P.E.I.) 1673; (Kr. Jones, Halifax) 1674; (Wfesers Colter
and fu'ock) 1675; (Kr. Gilimor) 1677; Amt. to Amt.(Sir Richard
Cartwright) 1678 (ii).

Deb. on Amt. to Amt (ifr. McYulkn) 1679; (1fesn'e. Davies,

[P. E.I.] Skinner, Mitchell and Sir Johî A. Mlacdonald) 1681;
(Vesrs. Jones tHa'ifaz], Beausoleil and Armstrong) 168à; (Mr.
Casey) 1683 (i).

SHORT LINE RY., DIEAT oF B. ii SN.: Remarks, 1724
-- AMOUNT PAID INTERNATIONAL RY. Co. OR 0. P. R.:
Ques. (1r. Jones, Halifax) 769 (i).

- - OXFORD To Nzw GLASGow, N S., TOTAL LENGIH :

Ques. (Mr. Kirk) 529 (i).
--- PERSONAL EXPLANATION (Kr. Jones, Halifax) 740 (i).

ST. LAWRENOE TO ST. ANDRIWS, &0 , vid SiHERBaooKE,
MATTAWAMKAG, &0 : M. for Ret. (Mr. Kenny) 541.

SICAMoNSO ON C. P. R., TO LAKE OKANAGAN, RY. SUBSIDY t

prop. Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1572; in Com.,

1629 (ii).
Siox AND DISTRESSED MABINERS FUND-' QUeS. (Sir Donald

Smith) 1710 (ii).
SIXooZ (EAST) CONTROVERTED ELEOTION: Jndge'S Rep.

(Mr. Speaker) 1 (i).
SXMS & SLATEN, OONTRACTORS FOR CAPE BRETON RY.:

Ques. (Kr. Macdonald, Victoria) 871 (ii).
- - RETURN Or DEPO8IT TO SURETIS: QUes. (Mr.

Cameron) 677 (i).

SITTINGS OP THE Moos: prop. Bu.. &4 to Éit uftBr le
o'olock (Mr. Charlton) 432, 526 (i).

Six NATION INDIANS, SALE ou' LAIN : QueS.(Mr. Olter)
428 (i).

SLIDES AND Boxs: in Com. of Sup., 970, 1229 (ii).
SMYTH, HENRY, ouP CHATRAM, EMPLOYERNT BT GOVT

Ques. (Mr. MeMullen) 224 (i).
SMYTHI AYD WEBSTER, MEsasR, IuîoiGRATIo AGEWTS: in

Com. of Sup., 956 (ii).
SMELT FISIING IN THE MIIRAMICHI : iR Com. Of Sp., 140 (i).

South Ont. Pacifie Ry. Co.'s B. No. 59 (ir.
Sutherland). 1*, 269; 2°*, 357; in Com. and 8°*,
510 (i). (52 Vie., c. 70.)

SOUTH ONT. PACIFIC RY. Oo.'s SUBSIDY: prop. Res. (Sir
John A. Macdonald) 1572; in Com , 1632 (ii).

SPEAKER, DEPUTY (SALARY): in Com. of Sap., 270 (i).
SPEEOH FROM THE THuaoNE: Rep (Mr. Speaker) 2 (i).
ST EIN. LEONCE, EMPLOYME NT Br GovT. : Ques. (Kr. Barron)

1531 (ii).

Steamboat Inspection Aot (Chap. 78 Re'. Statutes)
Amt. B. No. 180 (Hr. Tupper). 1, 911: L° m ,
1013; 20, in Com. and 3°*, 1044 (ii). (52 Tic., c. 23.)

STEPRHEN8ON, RUFUS, EMPLOYNENT BY GoVr.: Q0e. (Mr.

Brien) 223 (i).
in Com of Sup., 1254 (ii).

Subsidies (land) to Rys. authorisation B. 152
(Mr. Dpwdney). Res. prop., 1572; in Com., 171V, 1720;
1°*, 2°* and in Com. on B, 1720; 3°*, 1721 (ii). (52

Vic, c, 4)

Subsidies (money) to Rys. authorisation B. No.
148 (Sir John À. Maedonald). &es. (lat) prop., 1886;
in Com., 1499; cono. in, 1535. Res. (2nd) prop., 1572;
in Com., 1615, 1629; on M. to cono. in lt ReR., Amt.
(Mr. Davies, P.E I.) neg. (Y. 33, N. 65) 1653; Amt.
(Sir Richard Cartwright) neg. (Y. 33, N. 65) 1633; I.
to cono. in 2nd Res. agreed to (Y. 66, N. 35) 1653;
10* and 20* of B., 1651; in Com., 168; 80 m., and
Amt. (Mr. Weldon, St. John) nhg. (Y. 27, N. 48) and
3°*, 1686 (ii). (52 Vie., c. 3.)

SUBSIDIES. Nee
ALBERT SOUTHUIX RY. Co.
AlHURSTBURG AND Làz Sona ER. Co.
BAI DEs HALEURs RY. Co.
BROoKVILLu, WNOTPORT AND SAULT STE. &Aiki RT. 00.
CAPs ToaENINE TO MVERAY BAY RT.
CAP RouGI ID ST. LAwBnou Ry. Co.
CENTRAL Ry. raom Gao» LAx TO 1.0.5.
CuacouTiitn RY. Co.
Canwa.Is VAL.u Rr. Co.
DRUaIND QOUNTY R. 00.
FaUDsicTon E»A ST. KaY's BarDas Co.
GUaaoqu», PER TH AND JAMXs' BAT rAfWAT 0o. ALD T oggAgg

ILAOrs RT Jo.
GRAND Tauax, GuOnoa BAT A» L Axa Ea R Ry. Co.
GIEEAT ASiTau Ry. Go.
HREroRD Ry. Co.
InoMDAL, Bâ.caorT AND OTTAWA r, Co.
JoeuroU £y. Co.
KINGSTON, SMH'S FAI&B M D OTTAWA RT. 0o.
LAxR LMAN. RY. AND CABAL 0o.
LArE Tuxssoxeàu Rr. Co. (Iattawa to Loag s8mai.
mABINONGt A1D NipsarSeG RT.

min



INDEX.
SUBSIDIES-Continued.

MASSAWIPPI JUNCTIoN RY. (o.
NORTRERN AND PAcIFI JUNOTION RY. o.
NORTR-WESTERN oAL AND NAVIGATION Go.
NORTH-WESTERN RY. Go. OF ANADA.
NAPANEE, TAMWORTE AED QUEREO RY.Co.

OCmAN STEAKSHIP SUBsIDIES.
ONTARio AND PACIFIC RY. COo
OTTAWA 4ND GATINEAU V.LLET RY. Go.
PARRY SOUND OOLONIsATION RY. Co.
PONTIAC AND RENFREW RY. 00.
QUBEC AND LAKI ST. JoN RY. 00.
QUEBEC, MONTMORENCY AND CgARLEvoix RY.
QUEBEC AND MURRAY BAY RY.
RED DNE VALLET RY. AND COAL Go,
ST. ANDREWS TO G.P.R. AT oR EAST 0F LAcHUTE RY.
SICAMONS ON 0.P. R. TO LAKE OKANA GAN RY.
SOUTH ONTARIO PACIFIC RY. Go.
ST. OATHARINEs AND NIAGARA CENTRAL RY. 0o.
ST. CBÉAIRE TO ST. PAUL D'ABBOTTSFORD RY.

ST. CLAIR FRONTIER TUNNUL Go.

SHUSWAP AND LAKE OKANAGAN RY.
TRURO TO NEWPORT RY.
THOUSAND IsLANDS RY. o.

See " RAILW..Ys," " SUPPLY," &c.

SUBSIDY TO P. E. I. : Ques. (gr. Perry) 15 (i).
SUBWAY, STRrITS OF NORTHUMBERLAND : Ques. (Mr. Perry)

;6 (i).
SULTANA ISLAND, LAKE OF TRE WooDs, SALE : Ques. (Mr.

Barron) 426 (1).
Summary Convictions See " CRIMINAL LAw."
Summary Trials. See " CRIMINAL LAw."
SUMMERsIDE (P. B. I.) HARBOR, SURvEY AND BREAKWATER :

Ques. (Kr. Perry) 303 (i), 1423 (ii).
SUNDAY TRAFFio ON CANALS : K. for Cor,, &c.* (Mr. Rykert)

304 ().
Supply B. No. 147 (Mr. Foster). Res. conc. in, 10*, 20*

and 3°* of B., 1712 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 1.)
SUPPLY:

[Only subjeots which caused remark or discussion noted
under this head.]

ARTI. AND RUNARNK TO 1s. POR oM.: Que. of Procedure (gr.
Mille, Bothwell) 48; &mt. (Mr. Laurier) Fisheries and Trade
Relations with U. S., 323; deb. adjd., 346; romd., 385; neg.
(Y. 65, N. 108) 423; Amt. (Sir Richard Cartwrtght) Unre-
stricted Reciprocity, 468; neg. (Y. 77, N. 121) 739 (i); Aimt.
(gr. O'Brien) Jesuits' Estates Aet, 812; neg. (Y. 13, N. 188)
910; Remarks (Sir Richard Cartwright) Recent Loan, 946,
1044; Amt., 1147; neg. (Y. 74, N. 117) 1169 ; Amt. (1r.
Flynn) Cape Breton Ry., 1182; Amt (gr. Holton) Oustom
Seizures, 1285; neg. (Y. 71, N. 111) 1314; Ant. Mr. Fisher)
Intoxicants in N. W. T., 1331; neg (Y. 53, N. 100) 1351 ; Re-
marks (Mr. Charlton, &o.) Export Duty on Logo, 1480; Amt.
(Mr. Barron) 1488; neg. (Y. 62, N. 91) 1494; Amt. (Mr.
>ulock) Militia Clothing, 1542; neg (Y. 54, N. 95) 1569;
Remarks (Kr. Prior) Behring's Sea Seizures, 1575; Remarku
(Mr. Barnard) Duty on Mining Machinery,E1583; Amt. (Mr.
Barron) Duty on Saw Loge, 1585; neg. (Y. 54, N. 90) 1594;
Amt (Mr. Ross) Man. Rys., 1692; neg. on a div, 1893; Re-
marks (Mr. Charlton) Jesuits' Estates Act, 1692 (ii).

Muas. from His Ex., transmitting Estimates for 1889-90, 30 (i);
Suppl. for 1888-89, 1018; Suppl. for 1889-90, 1467; further
Suppl. for 1889-90, 1627 (ii).

Bas. (Mr. Poster) for Com., 13; in Com., 48, 138, 196, 270, 287
423, 739, 788 (i), 912, 947, 1017, 1064, 1169, 1202, 1223, 1234,
1315, 1352, 1447, 1494, 1501, 1570, 1595.

ComiTTIE:

Administration of Justice. •See l Jutie."

SU PPLY-Oontinued.
ComM1TTEEz-ontinued.

Arts, Agriculture and Statistics:
Coensus and Statistics, 298 (i); cono., 1598 (ii).
Colonial and Indian Exhibition, 1512 (i).
Dairying Interests (development) 1513 (ii).
Experimental Farms, 288 (i); conc., 1598 (ii).
Fruit Growing Interest (development) 1513 (ii).
lealth Statistics, 287 (i); cono., 1598 (ii).

Patent Record, cone., 1598.
Canals. SeeI" Railways "and " Collection of Revenues."
Oharges of Management:

Brokerage, &c., on Sinking Fund, 204 (i).
Country Savings Banks, 203 (i).
Dominion Loans reduced, 204 (i).
General Vote, 4S (i).
Printing Dominion Notes, 205 (i).

Civil Government :
Agriculture Dept., 71 (i).
Auditor General'is Office, 66 (i).
Civil Service Examinera, 203 (i).
Contingencies, Departmental:

General Vote, 155 (i).
High Commissioner's Office, 195 (i), 1503, 1597.
Post Offico and Finance Depts., 1503 (ii).

Departments generally (spccial messenger), 1503.
Customs Dept., 67, 152, 155 (i).
Finance and Treasury Board, i6 (i).
Fisheries Dept., 148 (i).
Governor General's Secretary's Offce, 49 (i).
High Commissioner's Office, London, 151 (i).
Indian Affaira, Dept, of, 65 (i), 1502 (ii).
Inland Revenue Dept., 66 (i).
Interior, Dept. of, 58, 6-, 63 (i), 1502 (ii).

Geological Survey, 58 (i).
Justice Dept., 49 (i).

Penitentiaries Branch, 54 (i).
Marine Dept., 138 (i); cono., 1014 (ii).
Militia and Defence, Dept. of, 54 (i).
Mounted Police, 62,151, 152 (i).
Postmaster General's Dept, 68 (i).
Printing and Stationery Dept., 57 (i), 1503 (ii).
Privy Council Office 49 (i), 1501 (ii).
Public Works Dept., 148 (i).
Railways and Canais, Dept. of, 151 (i), 1504 (ii);

cone., 1615 (ii).
Secretary of State's Dept., 57 (i).

Collection of Revenues:
Adulteration of Food, 1227 (ii).
Canals:

Repairs and Working Expenses, 1211, 1495 (ii).
Customs:

Chinese Immigration Act (administration) 1221.
Detective Service (outaide) 12?j (ii).

Miscellaneous, 1461 (ii).
Nova Scotia, 1217 (ii).

Dominion Lands (Income) 1240; cone.,
Forestry Commissioner's Salary, 1253

1607 (il).
(ii).
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INDEX.
SUPPLY-Continued.

CoMMuTTEZ-Continued.
Collection of Revenues-Continued.

Excise:
Officers and Inspectors (salaries) 1223 (ii).
Officers in Distilleries and Factories, 1225 (ii).
Preventive Service, 1224 (ii).

Minor Revenues, 1229, 14)5 (ii).
Post Office, 1234, 1461, 1696 (ii).
Public Works :

Esquimault and Lévis Graving Docks, 1232 (ii).
Slide and Boom Dues (collection) 1229 (ii).
Telegraph, P.E.I., and Mainland, 1233 (ii).
Telegraph Lines, N.W.T., 1233 (ii).

Railways:
Intercolonial, Repairs and Working Expenses,

1074, 1496 (ii).
Weights and Measures:

Inspector's and Asst. Inspector's Salaries, 1226,
1496 (ii).

Customs. Eee "Collection of Revenues."
Dominion Lands. See "Collection of Revenucs."
Dominion Police:

General Vote, 211 (i).
Excise. See "Collection of Revenues."

Fisheries;
General Vote, 1074 conc., 1607 (ii)à

Geological Survey:
General Vote, 1079 (ii).

Government Steaners. See "Ocean and River Service."
Immigration:

Agent, Montreal, 947 (ii).
Assistant Agent, Victoria, B.C., 957 (ii).
Contingencies, Canadian Agency, 962 (ii).
Immigration and Immigration Expenses, 1319,

1498; cono., 1611 (ii).

Indians :
British Columbia, 1178 (ii).
Man. and N.W.T., 1173, 1595.
Man. (Industrial Schools) 1177 (ii).
Ont., Que., N.S. and N.B. generally:

Annuities under Robinson Treaty, 1171 (if).
Dingman, A., payment re Dundee Lands, 1172,

1451 (ii).
Quebec (relief of distress) 1169 (ii).
Removal of Indians froin Oka to Gibson, 1171.
Schools, 1170 (ii).

Prince Edward Island, 1173 (ii).

Insurance :
Superintendence, Expenses in connection, 1361 (ii).

Justice, Administration ofj;
Clerk, Exchequer Court, 205 (i).
Judges' Salaries, 207 (i).
Judges Boswell and Gowan (refund) 1863 (ii).
Miscellaneous, including N. W. T., 205 (i).
Printing, &c., Supreme Court Reports, 205 (i).
Supreme Court, Senior Messenger, 205 (i).

SUPPLY-Continned.
CoMMTTE-Continued.

Legislation :
Ilouse of Commons:

Committees, Extra Sessional Clerks, &o., 271 (i).
Contingencies, conc., 1593 (ii).
Deputy Speaker's Salary, 270 (i).
Elections (payment to J. Wilson as Returning

Officer) 1362 (ii).
FranchiEo Act (expenses) 1511 (ii); cone.,

1615 (ii).
Library of Parliament, 272 (i).
Laws: Printing, Binding, &c., 272 (i).
Printing, Paper and Binding, 272 (i).
Returning Officers (payments) 1511 (ii).
Salaries, Clerk's Estimate, 270 (i).
Votera' List, Printing, 271 (i).

Senate:
Salaries and Contingencies, 207 (i); conc., 1597.

Lighthouse and Coast Service :
Buoys, Lights, Fog-Whistles, &c. (maintenance)

975, 1450 (ii).
Lighthouses and Fog Alarms (completion, &e.)

1361 (ii).
Mail Subsidies and Steamship Subventions:

lalifax and St. John (either) and W. Indies and
S. America (either) 1701 (ii). .

King, Jas., compensation for cancelling Contract,
1451 (ii).

Magdalen Islands, 1261, 1450 (ii).
New Westminster and Victoria, 1532 (ii).
P. E. . and Mainland, 1261 (ii).
St. John and Ports in Basin of Minas, 1262 (ii).
St. John, Digby and Annapolis, 1532 (ii).

Marine Bospitals ;
Marine and Immigrant Hospital, Que., 976 (ii).
lospitals in Que., N.S., N.B., P.E.I. and B.C., 977.

]Meteorological Service. See "Scientific Institutions."
Militia:

Ammunition, Cartridge Factory, Clothing, &c.,
793 (i), 1352 (ii).

Armories, care of Arms, &o., 793 (i).
Drill Shcds, Construction and Repairs, 795 (i).
Drill Pay, cono., 1598 (ii).
Military College, 1357 (ii).
Military College, House for Commandant, 1693;

conc., 1705 (ii).
Permanent Forces, Cavalry, &c., Schools, 796 (i).
Riffed Ordnance, improved, 794 (i).

Miscellaneous :
American Association of Science, aid to entertain-

ing, 1697 (ii).
Banff, Survey, Roads, Bridges, &c., 1180 (ii).
Coats in litigated matters, 1460 (ii).
Commercial Agencies, 1180 (ii).
Examining Lands in C.P.R. Belt, 1570 (ii).
Fabre, Mr., salary and contingencies, 1179, 1361(ii)
Govt. in N.W.T.; Printing, Roads, Bridges,

Ferries, Schools, &o, (expenses) 1179 (ii).
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INDEX.

SUPPLY-Continued.
COMMITTRE -Continu d.

Miscellaneous -Continued.
Griffin, W.IH., Ex-Dep. P.M.G., 1453 (ii).
Jukes, Dr., Medical Services, 1571 (ii).
Jugements du Conseil Souverain,Vol. IV., 1453(ii).
Labor Commission, 1497; conc., 1614 (ii).
Le Dictionnaire Généalogique des Familles Fran-

çaises, 1543 (ii).
N.W.'., Inspectors', Registrars and Clerks Salar-

ies, &., 1180, 1215 (ii).

Printing Bureau and Binding, 1571 (ii).
St. Lawrence River Survey, 1461 (ii).
St. Catharines Milling and Lumbering Co. vs.

Queen, Costs, 1455 (ii).
Mounted Police:

General Vote, 1212 (ii).
Supplementary Vote, 1451, 1497 (ii).

Ocean and River Service.
Govt. Steamers, maintenance and repairs, 974 (ii).
River and Water Police, Mont. and Que., 974 (ii).
Wrecks and Shipping Disasters, 974 (ii).

Penitentiaries :
British Columbia, 222 (i).
Djrchester, 1507 (ii).
Kingston, 211 (i), 1509; conc., 1615 (ii).
Manitoba, 216 (i), 1597; conc., 1597 (ii).
St. Vincent de Paul, 1315, 1510 (ii).

Pensions :
Compensation in lieu of Land, 7S8 (i).
Delaney, Mrs., 739 (i).
Gowanlock, Mrs., 792 (i).
Lady Cartier, 423 (i).
Veterans of War of 1812, 788 (i).

Police. See "Daminion Police."
Post Cfice. See" Collection of Revenues."

Public Works*-Ciapital :
Cape Tormentine Harbr, N. B., 802 (i).
Xingston Graving Dock, 601 (ii).
Port Arthur Harbor and Kaministiquia River,

801 (i).
St. Lwrence River Ship Channel, 1516 (ii).

Pubic Works -Income:
Buildings:

British Columbia, 1528 (ii).
New Brunswick, 805 (i); conc., 1599 (ii).
Ontario, 806 (i), 1519 (ii).
Quebec 806 (i); 1362 (ii).
North-West Territories, 807 (i), 1527 (ii).
Repairs, Furniture, Heating, &c.:
Dom. Immigration Buildings, 919 ii).
Grounds, Public Buildings, Ottawa, 918 (ii).
Major's Hill Park, conc., 1599 (ii).
Rideau Hall, 913 (ii).
Nova Scotia, 1518 (ii).
Prince Edward Island, 1519 (ii).

Il e "Collection of Revenues "

SUPPLY-Continued.
CommirPTE-Continued.

Public Works -Inc »ne-Continued.
Dredging:

Lake Manitoba, 970 (ii)
New Plant, 1148 (ii).
P. E. I. and N. B, 968; conc., 1600 (il).

Exporimental Farm, 971 (ii).
Harbors and Rivers:

British Columbia, 931 (ii),
Manitoba, 931 (ii).
Maritime Provinces generally, 910, 1449 (ii).
New Brunswick, 924, 1447,1530; cone., 1615 (ii).
Nova Scotia, 807 (i), 913, 1417, 1528; conc.,

1579 (ii).
Ontario, 928, 1531 ; cono., 1579 (ii).
Prince Edward Island, 919, 1529 (i).
Quebec, 927, 1448, 1531 (ii),

Miscellaneous: Surveys and Inspections, 1450.
Roads and Bridges, 970; conc., 1615 (ii).

Belly River Bridge at Lethbridge, 1532 (ii).
Ottawa River and City Bridges, 1419 (ii).

Slides and Booms, 970 (hi).
Telegraph L:nes, 971, 1532 (ii).

Quarantine:
General Vote, 931 (ii).
Publie Health, preocautionary measures, 932 (ii).

Railways and Canals*- Capital:
Canals (cone., 1601) (ii):

Cornwall, 1205 (ii).
Lachine, 1205 (ii).
Murray, conc., 1614 (ii),
Sault Ste. Marie, 1202 (ii).
Tay, 1211 (ii).
Trent River Navigation, 1207 (ii).
Welland (deepening) 1207 (ii).
Williamsburg, 1205 (ii).

Railways conc., 1601 (ii) :
Canadian Pacific (Arbitration) 1047 (ii).
Cape Breton Ry., 1069 (ii).
Intercolonial, conc., 1607 (ii):
Halifax, increased accommodation, 1048 (ii).
Land Damages, Legal Expenses, &c., 1597 (ii).
Moncton, increased accommodation, 1048 (ii).
Oxford and New Glasgow Ry., 1073; conc., 1603.
Richmond, Shed extension to repair Cars, 1064.
Rolling Stock, 1049; cono., 1614 (ii).
St. John, extension of City Front, 1068 (i).
-- , increased accommodation, 1063 (ii).
Supplementary Vote, 1498 (ii).

Railways and Canals*-Income:
Canals:

Rideau, 1211 (ii).
Welland, 1514 (ii).

Scientific Institutions:
Meteorological Service, 976 (ii).

• For Repairs and Working Expenses, saI " Collection of Revenues."
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INDEX.
SUPPLY-Continued.

COMM ITTE P-Continued.
Steams up S!bventiom. SeeI" Miil Sibsidies."
Superannuation :

Railways, allowance to W. Wallace, 1597 (ii).
Terirtorial Accounts ;

Militia Expenses, re Rebellion in N. W. T., 1461,
Unprovided items, 1494 (ii).

CONCURRENCE :
Census and Statisties, 1593 (ii).
Dredging, P. E. I., N. S. and N. B., 1600 (ii).
Dominion Lands Amt. (Sir Richard Cartwright) to re-

duce vote, 1607; neg. (Y. 39, N. 71) 1611 (ii).
Experimental Farme, 1598 (ii).
Fisheries, 1607 (ii).
Franchise Act, Dom., 1615 (ii).
larbors and Rivers, Ont. and N. S., 1599; N. B., 1615.
Health Statistics, 1598 (ii).
House of Commons, Contingencies, 1598 (ii).
Intercolonial Ry., Amt. (Mr. Davies, P. E. I.) to re-

duce Vote, 1604; neg. (Y. 39 N. 71) 1607 (ii).
Immigration, Amt. (Mr. Somerville) to reduce Vote,

1611; neg. (Y. 39, N. 71) 1613 (ii).
I. C. R., Rolling Stock, 161t (iE).
Kingston Penitentiary, 1615 (ii).
La'bor Commission, 1614 (ii).
Marine Dapt., Salaries, Amt. (Mr. McMallen) re C. C.

Chipman, neg. (Y. 33, N. 63) 1614 (ii).
Man. Penitentiaries, Amt. (Sir Richvd Cartwright) to

reduce Vote, 1597; neg. (Y. 47, N. 73) 1598 (ii).
Militia (drill pay), 1598 (i).
Military College, Commandant's House, 1705 (ii).
Murray Canal, 1614 (ii).
Oxford and New Glasgow Ry., construction, Res. (Sir

Richard Cartwright) 1603; neg. (Y. 39, N. 70)
1604 (ii).

Patent Record,-1598 (ii).
Public Buildings, N. B., 1599 (ii).
Railways and Canals, Res. (Sir Richard Cartwright)

1601 ; neg. (Y, 40, N. 73) 1603.
Repairs, Furniture, Heating, &o.,-.1599 (ii).
Rys. and Canals, Mr. Schreiber's Salary, 1615 (ii).
Roads and Bridges, 1615 (ii).
Senate, Salaries and Contingencies, 1597 (ii).

SUPPLIES, MOUNTED POLICE: in Com. of Sup., 1451 (ii).

Supreme and Exchequer Courts Act Amt. B.
No. 105 (Sir John Thompson). 1°, 556; 20, in Com.
and 3°, 77 (1i). (52 Vie., c. 37.)

SUPREME AND EXCIHQUER COURTS: in Com. of Sup., 49 (i).
Supreme Court B. No. 95 (Mr. Weldon, St. John)

1°M, 370 (i).
SUPREME COURT REPoRTS, &c.: in Com. of Sup., 205 (i).
SUavEYs AND INSPECTIONS: in Com. of Sup., 1450 (ii).
TARIFF, PRiNCH EDITION: M. for Cor. (Mr. Langelier,

Montmorency) 935 (ii).
Ques. (Mr. Laurier) 1266 (ii).
CHANGES: Ques. (Sir Richard Cartwright) 1221 (ii).

TAY CANAL: in Com. of Sup. 1211 (ii).

TELEGaAPH LINzs, AcQUisITIoN BY Govr.: M. (Ur. Denison)
for Sel. Com., 80 (i).

- in Com. of Sap., 971, 1233, 1532 (ii).

Telephone, Telegraph, &o., Co.'s Wires (Tor-
onto) B. No. 78 (Mr. Smal). 10*, 322; 20*,
397 (i).

Telephone, Telegraph, &o., Wires B. No. 112
(Ur. Perley). 1°*, 620, (i).

TÉ3ISCOUATA RY. Co., SHÎREFIoL DERS, SHAREs AND AMOUNTS
PAID'. M. for ]Rot.* (Mr. Dessaint) 24 (i).

--- SUDSIDY: M. for Ret.* (Mr. Dessaint) 943 (ii).
-- AMOUs T PAID: Ques. (Mr. Dessaint) 676 (i).

TENDERS F3R CANAL WORK4: M. for Ret. (1fr. Casey) 593.
TENDERS, TRANSLATION OF FoRMs: Remarks, 1535 (ii).
Ti ÊE DU PONT BARRACKS, SALE OR LEASE: Ques. (Mr.

Platt) 427 (1).
Ti )USAND 1SLAND RY. Co.'s SUB 3IDY: prop. Res. (Sir John

A. Macdonald) 1573; in Com., 1641 (ii).
Threats, Intimidations, &o. See IlCRIMINAL LAw."

Three Rivers and Western Ry. Co.'s inc rp. B.
No. 99 (Ur. Riopel). 10*, 468; 2°*, 663 (i); in
Com. and 30*, 855 (ii). (52 Vic, c. 61.)

TioNs BREAKWATER: on M. for COm. of Sup., 1222 (i).
REPAIRs: Q Jes. (Mr. Perry) 1146 (ii),

Timber and Lumber Inspection Act Amt. B.
No. 113 (Ur. Costigan). Res. prop., 469; in Com.,
68I; l* of B., 669 (i).

Deb. in Com. on Res. (gr. Laurier) 66!, 663; (3dr Gillmor) 662;
(Mr. White, Renftréw) 662, 666; (gtr. Cook ) 633; (19r. Jones, Hali-
fax) 662, 665; (Mr. Krk) 661; (Hess-s. lIes and Ch arlton) 665;
( Uesars. Perley and M'Ils, Bothioell) 637; (Utr. EJwiris) 668;
(Sir John A. Mac lonald) 669 (i).

TITLE AND MORTG 1G INSURANCE Co., REP. OF STANDING
CoM.: M. to ref. back (Sir Donald A. Smith) 620 (i).

TODD'S PARLIAMENTARY GoVr., DISTRIBUT[ON Ta MEMBERS:

Ques. (Mr. La Rivière) 1600 (ii).

Tolls and Dues Collection B. No. 122 (Sir John
Thompson). l*, 811 ; 2° and in Com., 912; 3°*, 1117
(ii). (52 Vic, c. 19.)

Toronto Board of Trade Acts Amt B. No. 135
(Mr. Small). Rule suspended, 1°*, 2°* and 30*, 1262
(ii). (52 Vic. c. 100.)

ToRONTO SCHRoL OF INFANTRY, BRE ID SUPPLY: Ques. (Mr.
McMullen) 1082 (ii).

TowN SITES IN N. W.T., RECEIPTS FROM SALES, &o: M. for
Ret.* (hir. Davin) 29 (i).

TRAcY, A. R., ARREST AND SEIZUaE oF GocDs : Ques. (Mr.
Davin) 1016 (ii).

TRADE AND NAVIGATIoN TABLES: presented (Mr. Bowell) 3.
TRADE RELATIONS (AND FIsiHERIEs) WITH U.S.: prop. Res.

(Mr. Laurier) in Amt. to Co:n. of Sup., 323; neg. (Y.
65, N. 108) 423 (i).

TRADE COMMISSIONER TO SOUTH AMERICA, SUMi3 PAID: QUes.
(Mr. McMullen) 30 (i).

TRAVELLING EXPENSES AND CAB-RIRE: in Com. of SUp.,

156, 168 (i).
TREATIES (COXIRCIAL) WIT[I FOREIN STATIS: prop. Reo.

(Sir Richard Cartwright) 172; neg. (Y. 66, N. 94) 193.
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Tree Peddlers, &c., prevention of Fraud B. No.
6 (Mr. Boyle). 1°*, 13 (i); 2e m., 1100; Amt. (Mr.
Brown) 6 m. h., neg. on a div., 2' and ref. to Sel. Com,
1102 (ii).

TRENT RIVEa NAV.: in Com. of Sup., 1207 (ii).
TRENT VALLEY CANAL, CCMMISSIoNEBR' REP.: QueS. (Mr.

Barrcn) 20, 655, 676 (i), 872 (ii).
Trinity House and Harbor Commissioners of

Montreal Act Amt. B. No. 103 (Mr. Tupper).
1°, 524; °, 774; in Con., 775; 3*, 785 (i). (52 Vic.,
c. 34.)

TRURO TO NEWPORT RY. SUBSIDY: prop. Res. (Sir John A.
.Macdonald) 1396; in Com., 1501 (il).

Trusts and Combinations. See "FREE LIST."
"CoMBINATIoNS."

TUPPER, HoN. CHAs. H., MEMBER FoR PICTQU : introduced, 1.
Union Ry. Co.'s incorp. B. No. 79 (Mr. White,

Refrew). 1'*, 322; 20, 510; in Com., 792 (i); 3°
m. and Amt. (Mr. Bryson) to recom,, neg. on a div.,
854; 3, 855; Son. Amts. coIc. in, 1233 (ii). (52
Vic, c. 63.)

U. S. AND COMMERCIAL UNION: Telegram re Hitt's Res.
read (Mr. Charlton) 384 (i).

U. S., INVITATION TO MEMBERS TO VISIT: Ques. (Mr.
Choquet te) 34 (i).

UNPROVIDED ITEMS: in Com of Sup., 1494 (ii).
UNEESTRICTED RECIPRCOITY. See "RECIPROCITY."

VANANCIES: notification (Mr. Speaker) 1 (i).
VALIQUETTE, SERGEANT, PENEION To FAMILY : in Com. of

Sup., 788 (i).
VENTILATION OF CHAMBER: in Com. of SUp., 1228 (ii).
VETERANS OF 1812: in Com. of Sup., 788 (i).

VICTORIA BrIDGE, COST OF MAINTENANCE, &C. Ques. (Mr.
Amyot) 1081 (ii).

Victoria, Saanich and New Westminster Ry.
Co.'s incorp. B. No. 32 (Mr. Prior). 1°*, 138;
20*, 239; in Uom. and 30*, 424 (i). (52 Vic, c. 48.)

VINCENT, JoSEPH E., AND FRENCH EDITION OF TARIFF: M.
for Cor. (Mr. Langelir, -Montmorency) 935 (ii)

VOLUNTEERS (9TII BATTALION) DISCIPLINE: Ques. (Mr.
Vanasse) 13Z7 (ii).

VOTERS' LITS, AMCUNT EXPENDED IN PREPARING, &c.: Ques.
(Mr. Choquette) 30 (i).

- DISTRIBUTION.: Ques. (Mr. Edgar) 15 (i).
--- PRINTING: in Com. of Sup., 271 (i),
WALDIE, JOHN, ESQ, MEMBER FOR HALTON: introduced,

13 (i).
WALLACE, W., PAYMENT: in Com. Of Sup., 1597 (ii).

Wand, A. See "DivoRcE."
WAYS Al'D MEANS: prop. Res. for Com. (Mr. Foster) 13 (i).
- Remarks re Millers of Ont. (Mr. Mulock) 1711 (i).
WEBSTER, W. A, SUMS PAID FOR SERVICES: Ques. (Mr.

Cotter) 303; M. for Ret.,* 303 (i).
- EMPLOYMENT BY GovT. AMOUNT PAID: Ques. (Mr.

McMullen) 979 (ii).
-- in Com. of Sup., 1320 (ii).

Weights and Measures Act (Chap. 104 Rev. Statutes)
Amt. B. No. 27 (hir. Costigan). 1°, 79; 2°, in Com.
and 3O*, 195 (i). (52 Vic , c. 17.)

WIIGHTS AND MIABURES: In Com. of Sup., 1226, 1496 (ii).
WILLAND CANAL, DIEPENING: in Com. of Sup., 1207,

1514 (û).
- - WATER POWER, RIP. OF ENGINEERS, &o.: M. for

copieb* (Mr. Rykert) 304 (i).

WEsr BAY, N.S , CUSTOM HOUSE OFFICER: (uoe. (Mr.
Cameron) 427 (i).

Western Counties Ry. B. No. 127 (Sir John Tomp-
son). 10, 871; °,% in Com. and 0°*, 1043 (ii). (52
Vic., c. 8.)

WEST POINT WHARF, REPAIRS: Ques. (Mr. Perry) 1498 (ii),
WHEAT AND FLOUR IMPORTATIONS FROM U.S.: M. for Rot.*

(Mr. Smith, Ontario) .3 (i).
WISKEY, ILLICIT MANUFACTURE: Ques. (Mr. RBnfret) 935.
WHITE, RÜBERT S., ESQ, MEMBER FOR CARDWELL: intro-

duced, i1 (i).
WILLIAM3BURG CANAL: in Com. of Sup., 1205 (ii).
WILSON, J., PAYMENT AS RETURNING OFFICER: in Com. of

Sup,, 1362 (ii).
WINDSOR AND ANNAPOLIS AND WESTERN COUNTIERS RY. Go.'s,

COR., &c : M. for copies (Mr. Borden) 529 (i).
Deb. (Ur. Jones, Haliax) 532; (lir. Kenny) 534; (gr. Mdl, Ann«-

polis) 535; (fr. Jones, Digly) 536; (d1en. Liurie) 536 ; (Ur.
Freemin) 537; (Mr. Putnam) 537 ; (Mr. Lov it) 538; (Sir John
Thompson) 538; (Mr. Bord-n) 539 ().

Winnipeg and Assiniboia River Water Power
B. No. 63 (Mr. Watson). r°*, 269; 2°*, 357 (1);
in Com. and 3°¥%, 855 (ii). (52 Vic., c. 89.)

Winding-Up Act (Chap. 19 Rev. Statutes) Amt.
B. No. 98 (Sir John Thompson). 1°, 424, 2° M.,
659; 2' and in Coin., 660; 30*, 763 (1). (52 'Vic,
c. 32.)

Winnipeg and North Pacifie Ry. Co.'s incorp.
Act Amt. BNo. 82 (Mr. Bergin). 10*, 346; 20*,
397; in Com. and 3°*, 663. (52 -Vi., c. 68.)

Wires. See "Telephone."
Wood Mountain and Qu'Appelle Ry. Co.'s B.

No. 107 (Mr. Macdowall). 1-*, 589; :**, 663 (i);
in Com. and 3°*, 921 (ii). (52 Vie., c. 66.)

Wrecking, &c., in Canadian Waters B. No. 7
(Mr. Patterson, Essex). 19, 15; 2° m., 256; Amt.
(Mr. McCarthy) to adjn. deb., 258; agreed to, 259 (i);
wthdn, 1107 (ii).

Wrecking (Foreign Vessels Aid) in Can. Waters
B. No. 2 (Mr. Kirkpatrick). 10*, 13 ; 20 m., 250 ; 20

and M. to ref. to Sel. Coin., 255; agreed to, 256; Rep.
of Sel. Com. (presented) 384; B., in Com. 607 ; 3°
M., 755; Amt. (Mr. Charlton) to recom., 757; neg. (Y.
56, N. 108) 761 ; b°, 761 (i). (52 Vic., c. 1.)

Deb. (Mr. Kirkpstrick) 607, 618; (gfr. Jones, Halifaz) 608, 614; (Ur.
Kenny) 608, 610; (Mr. Boweli) 608; (11r. Mitchll) 608, 610, 616 ;
(Ur. Charlton) 608,.6:9; (Mr. Labelle) 611 ; (Mr. Mulock) 611;
(%[esrs. Waldie and Curran) 612; (Messrs. Edgar, Dawson and
Cook) 613; (1fr. Wellon, St. John) 614; (fr, Weldcn, Al5ert)
615, 618; (Mr. Masson) 618; (Mr. Sproule 619; (Messrs. Mlls
[Bothwell], Patterson [Essezl and Hesson) 620 (i).

Deb. on Amt. to M. for 30 (gr. Fergsieon, Welland) 757; (Ur. Kirk-
patrick) '759; (Messrs. Casey and Sir Donald Smith) 760;
( Messrs. Brwell, Labelle and Mitchell) 761; neg. (Y. 56, N. 108)
761 (i).

WRECKS AND SHIPPING DISAFTERS : in Com. of Sup., 974 (ii).
WRIGHT, ALLAN, CLAIM FOR DAMAGES: M. for Cor.* (Mr.

.Mitchell) 1094 (ii).
WRIGHT, E. P., REFUND oF DuTY ON MINING MACHINERY

M. for Cor.* (Mr. Edwards) 942 (fi).
YARMOUTH Co., N. S., PUBLIC WORKS: QUeE. (Mr. Lovitt)

34 (i).
YORK-Simooî BATTALION, KIT ALLOWANOE : prop. Res.

(Mr. Mulock) 85 (i).
-- Remarks (Sir John A. Macdonald) 428 (i).

YOUNG AND FRONT OF EssEx Towssnp, PETS., &C., TO
DISALLOW UNION ACT OF ONT. LîorsIATUaE: M. for
copies (blr. Taylor) 4&6 (i).
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